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THE SUCCESSOR OF JOSEPH THE
SEER.

"A SEEKER after truth" wrote us from
Utah o.f late a;king for information in respect to the evidences on record and otherwise proving that Pres1dent Joseph Smith
is the legitimate successor of Joseph Smith
the Seer, his father, in the prophetic office
and presidency of the Church of J eb..tS
Christ of Latter D.1y Saints; and, also as
to the sayings of Lyman Wight, Brigham
Young and others, on that matttr, and we
reply as. follows:
1. Joseph the son was appointed under
the direct ministration of his father, who
was the Prophet, Seer and First President
of the church, to be his successor in office
in due time; and this was done by revelation, prophecy, and official bles,ing
through and by the Seer, in harmony with
and in fulfilment of the law of the Lord
and the precedents of the church, and is
amply sustained by recorded testimony,
the traditions of the church, and by the
endorsement of the Lord through· the
Holy Spirit confirming the ministrations
of the successor and his faithful fellow
ministers in their yvork in the church up to
the present time.
Just here we present
the written testimony of Elder James
Whitehead, now a resident of Lamoni,
who was a private secretary to J me ph the
Seer prior to and until the death of the
latter, and who is now, in the closing years
of his long and eventful life, a most devoted Latter Day Saint and friend of Joseph
the Seer. He writes as follows:
LAMONI, Iowa, Nov. 26th, 1890.
I, James Whitehead, do this day bear testimony
,: to all men, women, and children who have arrived at the age of accoul)tability,, and of sound
mind, concerning- things which I know to be
true: that Joseph Smith, the prophet-of God, did
_,receive a revelation from God in the year r843'to
call his son Joseph Smith, a boy then about
eleven years of age, and anoint, bless and set him
~part by the laying on of hands, according to the

holy ordinance of His house, to be a prophet,
seer, revelator, and his successor in office, holding
all the gifts and blessings of the first elder of
God's church.
After Joseph, the son of Joseph, was thus called of God tq the position he now holds, his father
brought him to the meeting on a Sunday, which
was held at the east end of the Temple in Nan·
voo, and, after preaching one of the grandest discourses I ever heard, he called his son Joseph to
his side and told the assembled Saints that he
was going to make a solemn declaration to them;
and he laid his right hand on his son Joseph's
head and said: "I am no longer your prophet;
this is your prophet; I am going to rest."
Receiving the aforesaid revelation, Jost>ph
Smith, the prophet of God, did carry out the instructions from heaven.
In the winter of the
same year, r843. in a large room over the store
room, known as Joseph's store, in Nauvoo, N. K.
Whitney, Bishop of the church, held the ':esse!
containing the consecrated oil and poured it on
young Joseph's head; Hyrum Smith, the Patriarch, anointed him, and Joseph the prophet, his
father, blessed, ordained and set him apart to be
his successor in cffice, as directed by the revelation from heaven.
A number were present,
among them John Taylor and Willard Richards,
two of the twelve, also Alpheus Cutler and
Reynolds Cahoon, two of the temple committee.
In his blessing, anointing and ordination, he
was not at that time to'take his place as appointed; he was to wait until the Lord should mani·
fest to him from heaven that the time had come
for him to take his place in the church of God,
according to his appointment......,and he did not
take it till that time came.
Be it known also that there has been no one
appointed by revelation from heaven to be the
president of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Saints since the martyrdom of Joseph Smith, the
Prophet of God, but his son Jos.eph who is now
the president of the Reorganized Church. Men
may have been appointed by men, but not by the
Lord.
At the time a portion of the church appointed
Brigham Young at a conference at Kanesville,
near to Council Bluffs, Iowa, I was at Winter
Quarters in Nebraska. The same evening Brigham Young came to where I was living at that
time; my wife and I were in the room, and when
he came in he asked me if I had heard what they
had done at the conference. I told him I had not.
He said, "I will tell you. They have chosen 'me
to be the prophet, seer, and revelator to the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints."
I said, "Bro. Brigham, you are not the prophet,
seer and revelator to the church." He said, "No;
I am not." I said, "We know who is;-Young
Joseph, the son of the martyr, is the one:" He
said, "Yes, he is."
Neither was John Taylor nor Wilford Woodruff tile prophet, seer, or revelator to the church.
They inay !lave been appointed by men; but they
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have not been appointed by the Almighty, for
God works not in crooked paths; nt>ither do his·
true servants.
JAMES WHITEHEAD.

In thus appointing his eldest son to succeed him in his God-given official blessings
and calling», Joseph the Seer did but follow in the footsteps of the Lord's ancient
prophets and seers who appointed their
own successors from their own lineage,
near or remote, when such had not lost
their birthright through sin, or other disqualifications such as lack of diligence and
faithfulness in serving the Lord. On December 6th, I 832, the Lord said to Joseph
the Seer: "Therefore, thus saith the Lord
unto you, with whom the priesthood hath
continued through the lineage of your
fathers,-for ye are lawfulheirs, according
to the flesh, and have been hid from the
world with Christ in God ;--therefore your
lzfe [Joseph lives in his seed-posterity l
and the priesthood hath remained, and
must needs remain through you and your
lineage, until the restoration of all things
spoken by the mouths of all the holy
prophets since the .world began" (D. C.
84: 3); and on January 19th, 184I, He
said to the Saints concerning Joseph the
Seer and "the head of his posterity": "Let
my servant Joseph and his house have
place therein [in "the Nauvoo house," a
boarding house designed to entertain
strangers where they could be brought
into easy and direct communication with
the First Pre~ident, prophet and seer of
the c~urch ], from generation to generation;
for this anointing .have I put upon his
head, that his blessing [referring to ministerial- appointments and callings] shall also
be put upon the head [the first son] of his
posterity after him; and as I said unto
Abraham, concerning the kindreds of the
earth, even so I say unto my servant Joseph, in thee, and in 1 thy seed, shall the
kindred of the earth he blessed."-D. C.

107: I8.
In support of the rightfulness of the
principle and law of lineage governing in
the transmission of the prophetic office and
p,residency of the church, we appeal to the
testimony of the Book of Mormon, and
we find that the presidency and prophetic office is first found in Lehi, who is succeeded by his son Nephi, the fourth son,
who ruled as both prophet and ki,ng. Nephi is selected of God, first, because the
th1 ee elder sons were, like the sons of Eli
(I Sam· 2: 12-36 J, di~qualified by unbelief,
and by rebellion and consequent "iniquity,"
for the angel said, "Know ye not that the
Lord hath chosen him to be a ruler over
you, and this because 'if your iniquities .f?"
(1 Nephi I: 3o); and, second, because Ne-'
phi had ''great desires to know the mysteries of God," and because he had in," faith,"
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sought the Lord "diligently, with lowli- '
Mosiah'~ sons had disqualified themness of heart.":- I Nephi r: 19. Personal selves through unbelief and seeking "to
righteousness is essential to a call to the destroy the church of God" (Mosiah I r :
mini~try of God, and especially to the
I9, 20); and, when afterward converted
higher and most responsible offices, as may (Mosiah I I : 23), they refused to "accept of
be seen in Hebrews I: 9, and Alma 9: 6; the kingdom'' (Mosiah 12: 3, and 13: r),
but sought rather to become missionaries
ro: r, etc., etc.
The plates, with other sacred things, and preachers of the word (Mosiah 12: r);
were appointed of God to be handed down Ammon, the eldest, becoming in due time
in a specific manner, "from one generation the chief minister to, and among, the Lato another,or_from one prophet to another." manites in the land of Nephi.
Alma 12:
- I Nephi 5: 47· Now by folJowing these
4• 5• I4, I6.
plates from prophet to prophet in their
Alma the son of Alma in turn appointtransmission from Nephi to Joseph Smith ed his son Helaman to be his successor and
the Seer we find that the law of lineage is placed the sacred things in his charge.
observed with but very few exceptions, Alma I 7: 5, 9, I 2-q.
as will hereafter appear, for they were
Shiblon, the second son of Alma and
transmitted from father to son, or from brother of Helaman, succeeded the latter
brother to brother, except where there is and "took possession of those sacred things
"no seed," or where the "iawful heirs" are which had been delivered unto Helaman
disqualified by sinfulness, or are found in- by Alma [probably because Helaman, the
competent, or decline serving in that ca- sen of Helaman, was not of proper age];
pacity.'
·
and he was a just man, and he did walk
Nephi conferred the sacred things, be- uprightly befor_e God.'' Alma 30: r. In
longmg to the prophet and president of due time "it became expedient for Shiblon
God's people, upon his brother Jacob to confer those sacred things, bifore his
(Jacob I: I), while the kingly office was death, upon the son [the rightful heir] of
conferred upon others. Jacob I: 2.
Helaman, who was called Helaman, being
.] acob conferred the sacred things upon called after the name of his father.''-Alhis son Enos (Jacob 5: 9), and in due time ma 30: 5·
Enos turned his heart in faithful devotion
Helam11n was succeeded by "his eldest
to God and was called directlv of the Lord son Nephi" (Helaman 2: 7), and in due
to enter upon the active duties of his min- time the latter was succeeded by "his son
istry. Enos I: I-7·
Nephi, who was his eldest son" (Book of
J a rom succeeded his father Enos(] arom :Nephi I : r), and the latter, "one of the
I : I); and he in turn appointed his son disciples [or apostlesl of Jesus Christ," dyOmni his successor. J a rom I : 6.
ing about 194 years after Christ, was sucThough Omni was of the proper linevge, ceeded by his son Amos (The Book of
and was installed as his father's succefisor, Nephi I : 6), and he in turn was succeeded
he nevertheless proved somewhat unfaith- by his son Amos (Ibid I : 7), and upon his
ful to his calling·, but that did not rob his" lin- death his brotper Ammaron kept the saeage" of rights ordained of the Lord, for cred things in his stead. Ibid 1 : 1 I.
he says: "I had kept these plates accord.
By Ammaron the·sacred things, includ
ing to the commandments of my fathers, ing the office of prophet, seer, revelator
and I conferred them upon my wn Ama- and translator, were conferred upon Morron."-Omni I : I, z.
mon, of the lineage of Nephi, ot" the tribe
Amaron, after making his record on the of Joseph, to whom the promises were
plates handed down to him, and probably made (Mormon I: 1), and he conferred
having no son, says: "I did deliver the them in due time upon his son, the prophplates unto my brother Chemish.'~-Omni et Moroni. Mormon 3: 2.
Having now traced the succession in the
I: 3·
The next in succession was Abinadom, prophetic office among the Nephites durthe son of Chemish (Omni I: 5); and from ing one thousand years, and finding that
Abinadom they went to Ameleki, his son. the law of lineage-from father to sonwas the rule governing except where there
Omni I:6.
Amaleki says: "And it came to pass was "no seed" or where those to whom it
that I began to be old; and, having no "rightly" belonged were for other maniseed, and knowing king Benjamin to be a fest causes disqualified, we now turn
just man before the Lord, wherefore, I and trace the same succession among the
shall deliver these plates unto him.''-Om- Taredites for near one thousand six hunni r: rz.
In this case the line of succes- dred years-from the tower of Babel till
sion was diverted, and that being a matter their final overthmw-and thus again find
unusual the reason for it is given, viz., the the order of God as carried out by his
prophet Amaleki had "no seed"--no di- faithful people.
For twenty- nine or more generations
rect heirs.
Benj~.min conferred "the sacred things,"
the sacred things of the J aredites passed in
and also "all the aff<irs of the kingdom," succession according to the law of "lineag-e"
upon his eldest son, Mosiah. Mosiah I: down to Ether, the la~t J aredite prophet,
as may be seen in Ether 1: I; 3:6; 5: 1;
3, and 5: ro.
Mosiah conferred "the sacred things" 6: 9· Please examine these texts carefully.
on Alma, the son of Alma "the founder of
The foregoing testimony, great in
their church" (Mosiah I3: I, 6), "he being amount and conclusive in its character, realso the hig·h priest, his [Alma's] father vet~ls the order of God governing the suchaving conferred the office upon him, and cession and transmission of the chief offices
had given him charge concerning all the of the priesthood, and shows that heaven
affairs of the church.''-Mosiah 13: 6.
ordained that they shall go from father to

eldest son where there is one worthy, willing and competent; and that such son will
be specially appointed, called and qualified
of the Lord in His own due time.
It
proves" that this lineal order was the rule
among the Lord's people upon the western
continent from the time of the tower of
Babel forward until six hundred years before Christ when the Nephites came; and
it also proves that the same rule had already governed among the latter people
for six hundred years when Christ visited
them, and that it then continued to govern
among the faithful people of Christ up to
the times of Moroni, over four hundred
years after Christ. These facts fully harmonize with and confirm the revelations
and ministrations of Joseph the Seer.
With those who claim to be Latter Day
Saints the foregoing evidences should end
all controversy as to the fact and the ordc r
of the law of lineage touching the priesthood; and yet, added to this,· there is a
liJrge amount of similar testimony in the
Bihle. and in church history, a few items of
which we may now present.
Of the descent of that division of priesthood called the Aaronic, it is perhaps
needless to say that it was ordained to go
from father to son, and that that order
was the prevailing rule from Sinai to the
cross. And as to the higher priesthood,
-the Melchisedek-during the times of
the patriarchs, it generally descended in a
similar manner. To confirm this view we
may here quote the Doctrine and Covenants, section I04: 18, where it says, "The
order of this priesthood was confirmed to
be handed down from father to son, and
rightly belongs to the chosen seed to whom
the promises were made. This order was
instituted in the days of Adam, and came
down by lineage ii1 the following manner," etc., etc. And of Noah it is said in
paragraph 27, "Noah was ten years old
when he was ordained," showing that by
the will of God, some are set apart when
very young, though they may not be called to the active duties of the ministry until many years thereafter.
Of the transmission of the priesthood
after Christ, we have no regular Bible history, but we may glean some items that
will throw light upon the matter in hand.
Paul, when writing to the Hebrews concerning Jesus and his ministry, states that
God appointed him, "his Son," and "first
begotten," to greater authority, power,
and glory, making him "so much better
than the angels, as he hath by inheritance
obtained a more excellent name than
they.''-Heb. I: 2-4.
Inasmuch as the law of "lineage" governed in the case of our Lord, it should be
expected that it would govern elsewhere
in the priesthood, and especially in r<'~pect
to its chief offices. From this standpoint
we can see why '']ames, the Lord's brother," was made the presiding officer of the
church durit;Jg his life lime- (Acts I 5: 2, 4,
13-19, with GaL 2:9, rz), and why his
relatives were the chief rulers in the
church down to the third century. Eusebius, the first historian of the church after
the times of the apostles, has this to say
relative to the order of s1,1ccession:
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"Hegesippus also, who flourished ne rest
the days of the apostles, in the fifth book
of his Commentaries, gives the most accurate account of him, thus: 'But James,
the brother of the Lord, who, as there
were many of his name, was surnamed the
just by all, from the days of our Lord un·
til now, received the government of the
church with the apostles. This apostle
was consecrated from his mother's womb,"'
etc.-Eccl. Hist., Book 2 1 chap. 23:
He further says:
"After the martyrdom of James [the
Lord's brother], and the capture of J erusalem, which immediately followed, the
report is that those of the apostles and the
disciples of our Lord, that were yet surviving, came together from all parts
with those that were related to our Lord
according to the flesh. For the greater
part of them were yet living. They consulted together, to determine whom it was
proper to pronounce worthy of being the
successor of James. They all unanimously
declared Simeon, the son of Cleophas, of
whom mention is made in the sacred volume, as worthy of the episcopal seat there.
They say he was the cousin of our Savior;
for Hegesippus asserts that Cleophas was
the brother of Joseph."-Eccl. Hist., Book
3, chap. r r. And in chapter twenty he
say~, "They ruled the churches, both as
witnesses and relatives ofthe Lord."
What moved this general assembly to
"unanimously" declare in favor ot the
lineal heirs of our Lord "according to the
flesh"? In view of the evidence" we have
submitted, is it not beyond reasonabie
question that the assembly knew of, and
were governed by, the Jaw of "lineage"? We think so.
For the benefit of those who esteem the
Book of Abraham good authority on such
matters, we insert the following:
"I [Abraham J sought for. the blessings
of the fatHers and the right whereunto I
should be ordained to administer the same;
having been myself a follower of righteousness, desiring also to be one who possessed great knowledge, and to be a great
follower of righteousness, and to possess a
greater knowledge, and to be a father of
many nations, a prince of peace; and desiring to receive instructions, and to keep
the commandments of God, I became a
righiful heir, .a high priest, holding the
right belonging to the fathers, it was conferred upon me from. the fathers; it came
down from the fathers from the beginning
of time,~yea, even from the beginning, or
before the foundations of the earth, to the
present time, even the right if the .first
born, on the first man, who is Adam, or
first father, through the fathers unto me.
I sought for llJ,ine appointment unto the
priesthood according to the appointment
of God unto the fathers concerning the
seed."-'Iimes and Seasons, vol 3, p. 704.
In this extract the law of lineage is emphasized with great plainness, and is in
perfect harmony with the sacred books.
Whoever will read the following citations will see readily as to who, by the appointment of God, are "lawful heirs ac.cording to the flesh" in a general way,
and will perceive also that God has or-

3

dained an order which must govern in re- And, while rejecting the claims of Brigspect to the transmission of the priesthood ham Young and the twelve and their new
with its authorities and powers: Gen. 48: and strange dcctrines, all of which he pubrs-zo; 49: 2z-z6; Deut. 33: l3-I7; Ps.
licly claimed were contrary to the law and
So: 1-3; J er. 3 r: 6-9; Ezek. 37: r6-22; order cif the church, he ever retained his
Zech. ro: 6-8; Rom. 9:3, 4; I I: 25-27.
faith in, and love for, the church and its
From the foregoing we can see fqe doctrines as set forth in the authorized and
special "promises" made to the house of J o- publicly ·authenticated records of the
seph and the lineage of Ephraim. To the church.
latter (in connection with BenJamin and
Brother Gurley, (who was a seventv in
Manasseh )., pertains the beginning of and
the days of Joseph the Seer), ~md Ern.
carrying forward the Lord's marvelous Powers and Blair, had been called to be
work in the latter days when Israel is to apostles in the Reorganized Church by
be converted, gathered and blessed. Surely revelation, and were ordained according to
it is essential that all know concerning the the usages of the church.
law of lineage as applied to the priesthood,
From that time forward, encountering
for therein is strength and safety.
the bitterest opposition from all the differFrom what has now been presented, it ent factions and parties of so-called Latter
is manifest that the law of line:age is valuDay Saints, as also much from others, the
able in pointing out the probable source
church under his presidency has steadily
from whence succession in the priesthood gained in numbers, prestige, favor and
and presidency should come, even point- unity; the Lord confirms its faithful work
ing out the very person to whom it "right· in all lands and climes where its ministry is
ly belongs" as a "lawful heir according to sent, by the outpouring of the Holy Spirit
the flesh," thereby protecting the people - the signs following the believer - as
of God against the ambitious intrigues and many thousands do willingly and joyfully
cunning schemes of men, thus promoting testify.
order and securin~ unity.
Lyman Wlght testified that be knew
But it must be borne in mind that there Joseph, the Seer, in 1839, in Missouri,
are other indispensable conditions besides prophesied that his son Joseph would lead
the law of lineage which govern succes- the church in his stead, and this, in detail,
sion in the priesthood.
This has been is recorded in his journal now in the hands
seen in the quotations and citations already of his family. Brigham Young and other
given in this article. There mu&t be moral prominent persons in Utah, up to r86o,
and spiritual fitness, actual, or foreseen of clairped that it was "Young Tosepb's right
God. And to render the "lawful heirs ac- to lead the church," and there are those
cording to the flesh" ·actual possessors now living who know of their teaching to
they must be called directly of God by this effect. Besides thi~, it was the comrevelatiOn, and then be regularly, lawfully, mon sentiment of the Utah Mormons in
set apart by competent authority as pro- Utah and elsewhere up to as late as 186o,
vided for in the law and precedents of or later, as many now living well know.
the church. All these conditions are esJohn D. Lee, in his 11 Con~essions," page
sential.
155, states that, at the time o'f the death of
Joseph, the son of Joseph the Seer, was the Seer, "It was then unden,tood among
the lawful heir to his father's priesthood the Saints that Young Joseph was to sueand official authority in the church, for ceed his father, and that right justly beboth the I aw, the"promises, find chief prece- longed to him. Joseph, the Prophet, had
dents, all point to him. He was and is bestowed that right upon him by ordinamorally, spiritually, and intellectually · tion, but he wa& too young at that time to
qualified. He was anointed and set apart fill the office and discharge its solemn
by blessing and prophecy under the hands duties. Some one must fill the place until
of his own father, as heretofore shown. In he had grown to more mature age." Lee
r856 he was shown that he soon would be further says he "felt that he [Brigham
calh;;d to take up the ministerial work of Young] was the man to· lead us until J obis father, and on April 6th, r86o, he came seph's legal s.uccessor should grow up to
to a general conference at Amboy, Illi- manhood, when he should surrender the
nois, and claimed that the Lord had called presidency to the man who held the birthhim to the Presidency of the church. He right. After that time, if he continued to
was then, by unanimous vote of the con- claim and hold the position, he could not
ferem;e, accepted as the successor of his I be considered anything else than a usurper,
father in .the priesthood, and was ordained and his acts would not meet the approbato the high priesthood and presidency of tion of heaven. Hence the course of
the church in accordance with the law and Btigham Young has been downward ever
church usages.
I since."
This ordination was administered under
On pa~e r6I he continues: "I heard
the hands of President William Marks and , Mother Smith, the mother of J osepb the
Apostles Zenas H. Gurley, Sen.. , Samuel I Prophet, plead with Brigham Younfl,
Powers and W. W. Blair, Brother Gurley, : with. tears, not to rob Young Joseph of
1
president of the conference, acting as 1 his birthright, which his father, the
spokesman. ·
Prophet, bestowed upon him previous to
President Marks; at the time 1of the I his death; that it was hi;; right in the line
death of Joseph the Seer, held the highest , of the priesthood. •I know it,' replied
local presiding authority of any person in _Brigham, 'Don't worry or take any trouble,
the church, being the president of the High 1 Mother Smith; by so doing you are only.
Council over the whole church, and also laying the knife to the throat of the child.
the gresident of the Nauvoo stake of Zion. If it is known that he is the rightful sue-
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cessor of his father, the enemy of the
priesthood will seek his life. He is too
young to lead this ptwple now, but when
he arrives d mature age ,he shall.have his
place. No one shall rob him of it.' This
conversation took place in the Masoni~
hall at Nauvoo, in I~45· Several persons
were then present.
"In the meantime Brigham ,had sought
to establish himself as the leader of the
church.
Many years, however, passed
away before he dared assume, or claim to
be, the rightful successor of Joseph, the
Seer, Prophet, and Revelator to the
church. When the time came, according
to his own words, for Joseph to receive his
own, Joseph came, but Brigham received
him not. He said, as an excuse, that Joseph had not the true spirit."
John D. Lee was clerk of the quorums
of seventy, and held other important
offices in Nauvoo in the times of which he
writes, and was therefore a competent witness in these mattets.
He was a fair
scholar, and of much more than average
intellect. He held many important positions in Utah, and throug;h unwise zeal
allowed his file-leaders to mislead, ensnare
and destroy him.
President Joseph Smith, from r86o until now, has sought diiigently to build up
the church in accordance with the teach·
ings of the Bible, Book of Mormon, Doctrine and Covenants, the laws of the country and the guidance of the Holy Spirit;
and, notwithstanding the many hindrances
encountered, prosperity continues.
w.w.B.
THE MARK OF THE BEAST, AND THE
LAW.

A BROTHER in Atchison, Kansas, savs:
"The Adventists claim (r) that the Pope
chanl=!ed the dav of worship from Saturday t~ Sunday,· thereby fulfilling Dan. 7:
25, and (2) that all who worship on the
first day of the week are those who have
the mark of the beast, also (3) that the
law of the ten commandments is still in
force," and he asks for information on
these points.
.
· To the above we reply:
I. Mosheim, a most competent authority, has this to say in respect to the change
from the seventh to the first day for rest
and worship among the Lord's people in
the first century: "Ail Christians were
unanimous in setting apart the first day of
the week, on which the triumphant Savior
arose from the dead, for the solemn celebration of public worship. This pious
custom was derived from the example of
the Church of Jerusalem, was founded
upon the express appointment of the
apostles, who consecrated that day to the
same sacred purpose, and wa~ observed
universally throughout all the Christian
churches, as appears from the united testi.
monies of the most credible writers. The
seventh day of the week was also observed
as a festival, not by the Christians in gen·
era!, but by such churches only as were
principally composed of Jewish converts."
-Chap. 4, par. 4• of Cent. 1, part 2.
Schaff, in his "History of the Christian
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Church," says: "The Lord's Day took
the place of the Jewish Sabbath as· the
weekly day of public worship. The substance remained; the form was changed.
The day was transferred from the
seventh to the first day of the week, not
on the ground of a particular command
[recorded in the Bible], but by the _free
spirit of the gospel and by the power of
certain great facts which lie at the foundation of the Christian Church. It was on
that day that Christ rose from the dead;
that he appeared to Mary, the disciples of
Emmaus, and the assembled apostles; that
he poured out his Spirit and founded the
church; and that he revealed to his heloved disciples the mysteries of the future.
Hence, the first day was already in the
apostolic age honorably designated as •the
Lord's Day.' On that day Paul met with
the disciples at Troas and preached till
midnight. On that day he ordered the
Galatian and Corinthian Christians to
make, no doubt in connection with divine
service,-their weekly contributions to
charitable objects according to their ability.
It appears, therefore, from the New Testament itself, that Sunday was observed
as a day of worship, and in special commemoration of the Resurrection, whereby
the work of redemption was finished.
The universal and uncontradicted Sundav observance in the second century can
only be explained by the fact that it had
its roots in apostolic practice. Such
observance is the more to be appreciated
as it had no support in civil legislation
before the age of Constantine. [A.D. 3.15.]
. . , Besides the Christian Sunday, the
Jewish Christians observed their ancient
Sabbath also, till Jerusalem was destroyed.
After that event the Jewish habit continued only among the Ebionites and
Nazarenes."-Pps. 477, 478, 479· From
these ><tatements we learn how, when, and
by whom, the change from Saturday to
Sunday was made as the rest-dav of the
Lord's people, and that neither Constantine or the Pope made that change.
Constantine, in the beginning of the
fourth century, simply by civil law, confirmed what was already a universal and
unquestionf:!d practice with the Christian
Church.
2. As to "the mark of the beast" referred
to, it is doubtless the same as that mentioned
in Revelations 13: 16; IS: 2; 16: 2; 19:
2o; and 20: 4· Learned men. carefuily
considering this prophecy in the light of
history. decide that it refers to the sign of
the cross made in the forehead, or in the
right hand, of the members of the Roman
Catholic (Latin) Church; and that Papal
Rome i-; the two horned beast of Revelations 13: II-I8, with whom this mark is
found (it having- been transferred into it
by the L~tin Church when the empire of
Rome took that church under its special
patronage and thereby united church and
state), is the so-called Christian Rome.
Bishop Newton says, "The two-horned
beast, likewise, performs other offices to the
first beast [the beast 'having- seven heads and
ten horns, and upon his horns ten crowns,
and upon his heads the name of blasphemy' (Rev. rg: I), which was d,oubt-

less the Roman Empirel; by excommunicating all those who refuse subjection to
its usurped dominion, and conformity to
the established worship; and thus exposing them to various temporal incapacities
and punishments, as outlawed persons. So
that, of whatever rank they be, they must
either be marked in their right hands and
their forehead with 'the mark, name, and
number of the beast,' as slaves and cattle
are branded and numbered; i. e. they
must openly profess the religion of the
church of Rome, and conform to its idolatries and superstitions, as the bond-slaves
of the beast and his image, in body, soul,
and conscience, and so be 'marked with
the name of the beast;' or they must be
inhibited from all commercial dealings,
and excluded from the most needful intercourse with mankind. Very many instances of this sort are recorded in history; and
indeed the spirit of it pervades the whole
system. Thus the second 'beast,' though
appearing 'as a lamb, spake like a dragon.'
By 'the mark of the beast,' some understand the sign of the cross, which is used,
not only in a most superstitious, but even
an idolatrous manner, continually, as discriminating, and as required by the authority in the Church of Rome.''
Faber gives the following in identifying
the two-horned beast as Papal Rome:
"The Church of Rome is properly the
Latin Church, and they u~e the Latin language in everything. The beast, therefore, or the authority exercised through
the ten kingdoms in support of that church
of which the pope is the living image, may
well be called LA TEINOS. But though
the apostle [John J wrote in Greek, he yet
used a few Hebrew names in his book; so
we may perhaps think he alluded to a
name in that language; and it is most astonishing that the word Romiith in Hebrew. which answers to Lateinos, signifying Roman, contains in numerical letters
exactly 666. Nor can anv other two words
be procluced from two different languages,
which so nearly agree together in meaning, and exactly stand for the same number in numerical letters; the coincidence is
really most surprising. As John could
only refer to the Greek or the Hebrew
language in this matter; and as the number of the name of the Latin man, or the
Roman, in both languages is exactly the
number of the beast, I see no occasion to
doubt, either about the beast or his number, especially as Irenaeus, in the second
century, put the same construction on it.
•.. On these gro)lnds, then, I do not hesitate to assert that Latinus and nothing
hut Latinus, is the name of the [twohorned] beast; for in no other word, descriptive of the revived temporal [ten-hornedl beast, or the papal Roman empire, can
such a fatal concurrence of circumstances
be found.'', And Scott has this to say:
"The mark of the beast is the sign of the
cross.'' This being true, Sunday-keeping
is not the mark of the beast.
In keeping with the foregoing is the
fact that Justinian, who "was an arbitrary
and imperiom; intermeddler" in ecclesiactical affairs, emperor of Rome in the sixth
century, in his "Code," provided for com-
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pulsory submission and service to the Roman Catholic Church, and this after the
manner required by the two-horned beast
of Revelations I 3: 16, I 7-" And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and
poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in
their right hand, or in their foreheads;
and that no man might buy or sell, save he
that had the mark, or the name of the
beast, or the number of his name.
Here
is wisdom. Let inm that hath understanding count the number of the beast; for it
is the number of a man; and his number
is six hundred three score and six."
3· In respect to the as~ertion that "the
law of the ten commandments is still in
force," we have to say that Christ superseded that law in the commandments he
gave in the sermon on the mount, (Matt.
chapters fifth, sixth and seventh), and after,
as may be seen by contrasting the latter
with the former.
It is true that Christ both taught and
observed the entire law given to Moses,
and yet at the same time he taught and
exemplified the higher law of the gospel
-or new covenant - for the latter covenant was not of full force till "the death
,of the testator" (Heb. 9: I6, I7) which was
fulfilled in the death of Christ on the cross.
After the resurrection of our Lord He
sent his ministry forth with the "new covenant"-the gospel-hence they did not
teach the law of Moses (Acts IS: 23, 24),
but they taught that "before faith [in the
gospel of Christ] came, we were kept under the law, shut up unto the faith which
should afterwards be revealed.
Wherefore the law was our schoolmaster to bring
us to Christ that we might be justified by
faith. [Hence not the law]. But after that
faith [in salvation by the gospel] is come,
we are no longer under a schoolmaster"no longer under "the law ;"-the "schoolmaster" is dismissed!
Paul, in 2 Cor. 3: 3-I4, teaches that "the
ministration of death, written and engraven in stones" is abolished, and was ordained "to be done away;" and in Heb. 7:
I9 he gives this reason:
"For the law made nothing perfect, but
the bringing in of a better hope did; by the
which we draw nigh to God." Now by
these texts (and there are many more of
the same sort) we see that both Jesus, and
Paul, and all the apostles, taught that the
gospel superseded and far excelled "the
law," and that the latter was "abolished."
Shall we believe these authorized and
inspired teachers, or those who contradict
them?

To the above questions we reply:
We understand that the angel's messao-e authorized those who should be comm~sioned to preach the everlasting gospel
"to every natiol'), kindred, tongue and
people," to cry that the "hour" of God's
"judgment" had come.
We believe this
to be the hour, (the age, period of time),
of God's judg-ment.
It does not follow of a necessity that the
"hour of God's judgment" at its ushering
in shall be marked by universal calamity,
nor is there necessarily such a connection
between Rev. 14:6 and D. and C. Sec.85,
par. 25, as to make the one a part of the
other; the last the complement, so to speak,
of the first.
The testimony of the things spoken of
in Sec. 85, par. 25, D. and C., was to follow the faithful testimony of the elders;
and that the time ~hen the testimony of
those elders was to be borne has not vet
expired we have strong reasons for believing, though the events which have
been transpiring for several years past
have been of such a character as to warrant
the belief that the testimony of the things
named in the 85th section of the Doctrine
and Covenants was auxiliary to that of the
elders.
However, there must be yee to
come a more general fulfillment of it, for
we can hardly see that "wrath and indignation" have yet been poured out upon
the people in so great a measure as the
word seems to imply.
2. To the second query we reply that
we do not understand that peace has been
taken from the earth, in so broad a sense
as the sixth paragraph of section one would
seem to declare.
We are of the opinion
that the time of separation between those
who shall be of the dominion of the devil
and those who shall be saints, referred to
in section I 1 paragraph 6, of Doctrine and
Covenants, has not come. The language
implies that the period referred to is that
which is just before or at the time of the
coming of the Lord unto the judgment of
the world, probably the same ju 1grnent
spoken of in Matt. 25, and not the judgment of this world by the conferment and
presence of the Holy Ghost, which is to
"reprove the world of sin, of righteousness,
and of judgment."
3· We are hardly prepared to say what
the questioner is to understand, we can
only give what our understanding is; that
may be gathered from the following:
I.

5
the Abyssinian struggle, the French- Tonquin affair and others of late date. Indeed
it may be almost stated for a certainty
that at no one period of any great length
since I86o has there been a cessation of
war, and warlike alarms.
Mr. Henry·
Stanley's explorations and battles among
the dark skinned races; the appalling
sums of money and loss of life expended
in war and warlike preparations, are powerful attestations to tbe truth of the prophecy of Joseph Smith. Nor does it follow that the wars referred to would necessarily be the direct product of the internecine struggle between the states; but
that the warlike spirit should for a season
be let loose upon the v.rorld.
SECRET ORDERS.

WE give place to an article by Bro. Bennett on the subject of secret societies, which
we publish for the reason that we are quite
willing- to admit the cases of individual
good recited by the brother, and might
add some others that have come under our
own observation.
We might also give
some of quite a different nature, by no
means to the credit of the societies we
might name; but this would not be legitimate as argument, and would be quite unchristianlike, as it would partake of the
spirit of reviling.
All that we cared to
say about it .was simply that a man's gospel covenant, made in baptism is the best,
the noblest and the wisest obligation to do
good to his fellow man that any man can
take upon himself. It is to us the sum of
all oblig-ations for good.
Beneficiary orders are intended to be helpful to its members, in times of sickness, to
do which weekly or monthly stipends are
levied upon the members.
They are undoubtedly paid cheerfully, for the benefit
of the order, and individual good when
need requires.
So it is in regard to attendance on the sick.
Certain classes of secret societies are·
pronounced against in the Book of Mormon, and in the Inspired Scriptures; and
by inference in the Doctrine and Covenants; these are those instituted for the
purpose of getting power and gain, and
which endanger human life and liberty.
It is for the reason that we do not know
which ofthem, or whether any come within this inhibition, that we make no war on ·
any.
It is our duty to preach the gospel
of life and peace, to teach the way of life,
"Taking advantage of our national troubles,
Louis Napoleon, Emperor of France, and Francis that he who choses to go in thereat may
Joseph, Emperor of Austria, sought by a bloody do so and find life eternal.
"Thou shalt not," is the law of the tawar to establish an empire in Mexico and to
bles of stone; "Thou· shalt," is the lanplace Maximillian upon its throne, but they failed
HOW ARE WE TO UNDERSTAND?
guage of the "better hope by which we
in the attempt.
I. Are we now living in the "hour of God's
draw nigh unto God."
He who would
"South America, Central America, Franc~,
judgment," as declared in Rev. If: 7, with the
fare well in this world and in the world
Italy,
Austria,
Denmark,
Spain,
Cuba,
Holland,
calamities spoken in D. an.d C. sec. 85, par. 25, as
to come, let him so Jive in the service of
Russia, Germany, Greece, Turkey, Egypt, Ala part?
his fellow men and his God that he proves
geria;
China,
Japan,
Corea,.with
many
districts
2. Ha:s peace beerr taken from the earth as
himself to be a friend to man, and both
in Asia and Africa, have been visited with the
stated in D. and C. sec. I, par. 6, either in part or
man and God will be his friend.
war-fiend
since
the
rebellion
of
South
Carolina,
in whole?
·
A brother writes us that the HERALD
in I86o."--Joseph the Seer, p. I86.
3· Are we to understand from the prophecy of
seemed to be unable to prove by the Bible
the rebellion, by Joseph Smith,· that after that'
To these may be added the later wars and Book of Mormon that secret orders
period wars whould be more broadcast, prevalent between England and the various small
were wrong, and sends us a number of
and sanguinary than previous? If ~o, does subcountries which have. been subjugated by citations to passages in both books to aid
sequent hh;tory bear this out? ,
s in doing it. The fact is, that· we did
her; the Zulu war,th~ war in thl'J Soudan;
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not attempt to prove them either right or which are at present coming. During last sum- strive diligently to be able to pay. The
wrong, but simply to give a reason for not mer Mr. Alden made and tended his own veget· man who through want of means nottrying to do so. The warning, "Beware able garden. In I836-he was baptized Into the withstanding diligent efforts to obtain
of false prophets," does not warrant an church of the Latter Day Saints of which he is them fails to pay his oblig-ations, may be
indiscriminate llssault on all prophets, nor now a member. Mr. Alden's memory for past pardoned for such failure," etc.
prove that there are not good and true events is remarkably good and a talk with him
Bro. R. M. Elvin makes it part of his
men who are prophets. So there may be is always interesting. Not many Jive to the ripe work abroad in the ministry to procure
societies that have done good things in the old age that Grandpa Alden has reached. He subscribers for church publications and sell
course of their existence.
It would be has lived for nineteen years in Fontanelle and is its books and pamphlets. On his recent
strange mdeed if there were not; for had much loved and respected by all who know him. return from a ten weeks' trip to Western
Iowa and Eastern Nebraska, he reported
nothing but evil and wro-ng to man result.
to this office near one hnndred dollars,
ed from secret societies of all classes, few
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
sales and collecctions. He seems to thrive
would have survived to have attained much
age.
Perhaps one thing may possibly
Bro. 0. A. Moore, Park City, Mon- doing this kind of work, in connection
have occurred as a general result, the man tana, December 15th, thus writes, remind- with preaching the word, for his weight
whose time and attention are absorbed by ing us .of the inspiring injunction of the ·is near 190, avoirdupois, is happy and has
the ritual and duties of one or more secret apostle, to be "always rejoicing" and "al- "a good con~cience"--undoubtedly.
Bro. I. N. Roberts, Eunice, Minnesota,
societies of which he may be a member, ways abounding:"
has but little time to pay to religious duties,
the 17th ult.: "All is well here. Will
"I would say to the readers of the Herald: Of
or their claims upon him.
For instance, all the steps I have taken in my life I find the baptize more on Sundav."
we know of one man, a member of the step into the latter day work the grandest. I
Sr. Jane Couser, of Detroit, Michigan,
would advise all people, both old and young, to
church, who is so absorbed in his cares as lay hold of the grand wheel and help roll the desires the prayers of the Saints that she
a member of several societies that for years cause along. It is good for the young and for may be healed of rheumatism.
The weather continues to be a marvel
he has had no time to attend the services the aged. I have been in the church three years,
of excellence-clear, .bright and inspiring
of the church. We know the man. He and expect to die a servant of God."
Under d&te of zzd ult. Sr. Patience -and at this date (December zzd) is very
is a good neighbor, said to be; is not lacklike beautiful October weather.
ing in faith to some degree; but his chil- Cooke, of St. Louis, wrote us, saying:
'·We had our bazar the 3d and 4th inst., .and
dren have but little thought or care for
religion of any sort. Whether this is the cleared about $250. All was peaceful and order·
ly, and every one seemed to have a good tirrie."
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
effect naturally wrought in them by the
Ques.-When
does Ephraim become the Lord's
parent's neglect, or the result of other sur"first born"?
roundings we cannot say, as we do not
TWELVE TRIBES OF ISRAEL.
Ans -Evidently he becomes 'the "first born"
know.
WE learn that some one is teaching that
However, we leave the matter as before, "there are fourteen tribes of Israel," and a of the Lord in that dispensation promised of God
to the individual discretion of the "man in brother asks if this is correct, and we re- when all Israel are sought after, converted and
saved, as set forth in Jeremiah, chapters 30, 31
Christ Jesus," seeking in this life for the . ply:
life to come.
The Scriptures teach that there are but a••d I6: I4-21; Isaiah, chapters II, 6o. 65. and 66;
"twelve tribes of Israel" recognized ·under Ezekiel chapters 36 and 37; Joel chapters 2 and
the new covenant order of thing~ (Acts z6: 3; Zechariah, chapters 10, 1,2, 13 and I4, and RoAGE AND HONOR.
7; James 1: 1), and that there will be but mans, II: 25-33, etc, etc.,. which. dispensation
WE publish what follows below from a twelve during- the millennium (Matt. 19: began with the restoration of the gospel (Rev.
newspaper report and notice of the town z8; Rev. 7:4-8), and the Rame number in I4: 6, 7; Matt. 24: 14), the coming forth of the
of Fontanelle, Adair county, Iowa, only the New Jerusalem after the millennium. Book of Mormon (I sa. 29: 9-24; Ezekiel 37: rsadding this to the account that Bro. Brig-gs Rev. 21: iz.
28; Ho-,ea 8: 12), and the priesthood to adminisAlden has always been outspoken in his
Whosoever will patiently read and wise- ter the law of the Lord as contemplated and proopinion of what he thought was right and ly consider these texts, can the better see vided for in Genesis 49: 22, 24; 48: Iy, 20; Deut.
wrong, without fear or undue favor to any. and appreciate the work introduced and 33: I3, 17; Psalms So: I-3; Isaiah 61: 6; 66: 19We are pleased to see what his neighbors advocated by Joseph Smith the Seer.
21; feremiah 16: r6: with Rev. I4: 6 and Rothink of him:
mans ro: 13-15. Read these texts carefully and
Fontanelle although an obscure, little city, tas
within its borders some people quite worthy of
newspaper notice. It is our purpose to give
them a "write up," and to begin with we will
take the oldest man in the city and perhaps the
oldest in tht' county, Briggs Alden who can trace
his ancestry back to John Alden, of Plymouth
Rock fame, was born in the town of Otsf'go,
Otsego county, New York, on September 4th,
1796, where he lived until his 17th year. At
that age he entered and served one year in the
war of I8I2. He is one of the very few survivors of that memorable war. Was in the battle of
Sacketts Harbor and says the day of that battle
was the longest he ever passed. He has one
crippled finger, the result of that day's work,
caused by a fall and striking his hand on his gun.
He is receiving a pension for his services in that
war for which, to use his own words, he "didn't
have to beg." \Vhen asked as to hls politics his
reply was, "I'm a great lover of Uncle Sam and
an independent in politics." Mr. Alden has had
a second sight by means of which for several
years he was able to read fine print without
g1a~ses.
At pn•sent he is almost blind. Another
unusual occurrence is a third set of teeth some of
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be convinced.
Q.-Did the Holy Ghost fall on Cornelius and
his household as it did on the one hundred and
twenty on the day of Pentecost?
A.-Wethinkso. Read Acts ro: 44-47; rr:
IS-IS, with IS: 8.

IT rs rumored that John W. Young, son
of the late Pres. Brigham Young, has purchased 3 ooo,ooo acres of land in northern
Mexico, for the purpose of colonization of J
some 10,000 or more of the members of I
the Utah church. It is hflrdly likely that '
<>CORRECTION."
polygamy will be permitted in Mexico,
Catholicism being the prevailing religion, THE following "amend honorable," apeven if Mr. J. W. Young and his co. set- pears in the Michigan Falls, Ontario,
tlers should desire to practice it, which is Review of December 18th, and is as fair
conjectured is intended.
and strait a correction as we usually see in
The St. Joseph, Mo., Herald, <>I Decem- any journal when a mistake is made. Good
ber 19th, 1890, has nearly twn <'o!umns of for the Review.
an extract from the Book of Mo,mon, conA couple of weeks ago in our notice of the
cernin!?' tre destructions that are reported services of the Latter Day Saints we said Elder
to have occurred at the crucifixion of Dickout preached. but the preacher's name was
Christ; as suggestive of the possibility of Mr. Henly; Mr. Dickout being only a member of
church.
such things taking place ag-ain; and, als'J, theWe
also mentioned that a portion of the Saints,
as confirmatory of the things which are that ldt Utah was re-organized in the Northwest
being brought to light by researches.
under a leader named Woodruff.
We have been shown books and documents
On pflg-e 836 of the !Ierald for December 27th occurs a blunder in the types. proving that the re-oganized church of Latter
Dav Saints r<'twesented here, never took part in
The sentence beginning "Such an one" the Brigham Young apostacy, nor ever sanctionshould read as follow': "Sucb r.n one ed nor practiced polygamy and that they dewill not only pay when he can, but will nounced it as a doctrine of devils. They claim to
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be the legitimate followers of the prophet Joseph
Smith, and after his assassination in r844, many
were led into apostacy by Brigham Young and
and his followers, but not all. They remained
true to the church as organized by Joseph Smith
in r83o. In 1853 the reorganized church had its
beginning and seven men were chosen apostles,
one to represent the legal heir till he came. In
r86o Joseph the son of Joseph Smith united with
the reorganized church and became its leader.
Hence those who are representing the Latter
Day Saints Church here are strongly opposed to
the Brigham Young apostasy as are the best of
our citizens and should not be condemned for the
sins of others. Go and hear them explain their
doctrines and judge them by the life they lead in
our midst, and not from what you hear of people
thousands of miles away.
7

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
THOSE who from time to time r.ead the publica.
tions issued from our pres" read with feelings of
gratitude to God the various testimonies therein
contained.
They do not excite wonder or surprise, because we believe in a God of present
revelation and of power. But we sometimes find
ourselves wondering as to how these testimonies
must affect others; those who believe that all
these things are done away. This morning in rereading a letter from Sr. E. Ray, of Garden
Grove, Iowa, in speaking of one of our publications which she constantly loans to one of her
neighbors, not of our faith, she says: "I loan the
paper to a lady frie.nd to read and she said to me,
•I never feel ju.st the same reading other matter
as I do reading this. Why is it?' I made answer
because the Spirit of God dictates this matter. I
will still loan to her. What a blessed and privileged people we are and how ought we to live to
do justice to all the good we receive! How many
trials we might escape by giving heed to the
Spirit of God. Would that we could all say with
the poet,
timee are in thy hand,
My God I wieh them there.
My life, my friends, my soul I leave
Entirely to thy care.' "

~M1.r

IN writing to us recently, Bro. J. S. Roth recounts
the following strange circumstance; strange and
yet only one among the many favors God is ever
willing to manifest to those who put their trust
in hiin.
In his recent tour through a part of
Iowa a woman who heard him preach; became
convinced of the truth of the message he brought
and desired to yield obedience to it; but being
very delicate in health she was afraid to go into
the water.
We will tell it in Bro. Roth's own
words: "She was afraid the cold water would
kill her if she was baptized now. But I told her
the Lord wrmld ·protect her, and on the 26th I
baptized her.
Two sisters helped her to change
her clothes, and they both said that her clothes
were entirely dry, except the baptismal gown on
the outside. Not even at the end of the sleeves,
nor at the neck were the other •clothes wet, and
her stockings were only wet a little above the
ankles, although I had her in no less than th~ee
feet of water. It caused a good deal of comment
among the outsiders. Surely the Lord will take
care of those who will strive to do his will."
So the gospel wins its way and well may the
sister say, "We are a blessed and privileged people.''
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PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

Sr. Harriet Fresler, Deepwater, Mo., requests
your faith and prayers for her husband. Some
weeks ago he was run over by a hand car; his
head was badly hurt and his hip broken.
May
the Lord comfort her.
DETROIT, Minn., Dec. roth.
Dear Sisters of tke Home Colmmz:-I have
often thought I would like to write a few Jines
to the Column, but feeling unable to edify and
strengthen any one, I have kept silent. But we
all have a duty to perform, and we should always try and keep:the wheel rolling; There are
many honest hearts that would rejoice with us
if they had opportunity. I see more beauty in
this work every day, and have a desire to do all
in my power for the latter day work. I know
God does bless and answer prayers if we come to
him aright. I have been cheered and blessed
many times reading the letters in the Home
Column. My husband is breaking the bread of
life to those who are hungering and thirstin"g after
it. It is very lonely, but we can~not say "do not
go" for the harvest is truly great, and laborers
are few. I have two little ones entrusted to my
care and my desire is to raise them up to love
the gospel of the Lord. Pray for me that I may
do my whole duty.
I remain your sister,
M. E. DAVIS.
APOLLO, Pa., Nov. 2d
Dear Siste<>s:-I feel that I must make some
acknowledgement of the goodness of ..9ur Heavenly Father in restoring my son to health. We
called in a doctor of this place and he attended
him six or eight weeks, but he got no better, but
grew worse, the doctor said to me, "If I could
only control his nerves.'' That was acknowledgement enough to me that he could do him no
good.
Husband said we would take him to
Pittsburg to our old family physician; we did so.
He said he would not be well for a long time.
Said there was danger of mental trouble. In
meantime I sent request to the Prayer Union for
prayers for him.
My husband is not a member
of the church, but I told him I wanted' Howard
administered to and he seemed pleased.
I sent
with him to the city on Saturday, and on Sunday
Brn. Devore and Hu'mes administered to him.
He got well so rapidly that the doctor was surprised, and now I feel to give God the glory that
my"dear son has been restored to health,
Your sister in the gospel,
J. E. UNCAFER.
ANCHORAGE, Texas, Nov. rst.
Dear Sisters:-'-As it has been some time since
I last entered your circle, I thought to try to
close my eyes and ears as much as possible to
family duties for a brief time, to communicate
my thoughts to you. Although I have two litttle prattling ones around me now, and must of
necessity look after them, as the older ones are
at school, still as I have been putting off writing
for so long a time hoping for a convenient ·and
quiet time that I might call my own, and seeing
no chance for that soon, I thought to do the best
I could under the circum~tances. How much
anxiety is attached to the pleasure of sending
pur children to school.
The work of aiding

them in their lessons, for fear they will not have
learned them perfectly, and the . task "of seeing
that everything is in readiness, and nothing forgotten, with the confusion that sometimes ensues,
is very trying upon weak nerves, it therefore requires a double portion of the gift of meekness
and patience with which we should try by the
help of God to arm ourselves. If I am not mistaken all mothers will have this trouble to bear
to some extent. How forcibly we are impressed
this morning with the necessity of guarding well
our words, also our thoughts and actions, for
when once passed from our lips they cannot be
recalled. What a power is in them either for
good or evil. The habit formed in childhood of
being fretful and impatient or hasty in our language, causes many times much grief and remorse of conscience, besides a great work to undo the evil or see those over whom we have influence growing up with this evil, and soul-destroying band tightening around them. Yet I
fear that we sometimes regard this matter too
lightly and think it of very little consequence or
at least not deserving our strongest efforts to
overcome. In our homes among the little buds
unfolding every day Is a chance for parents to do
their greatest work, achieve their highest honors,
for will not the prattling ones at our feet, in time
become a power in the church for good, or in the
world for evil.
Then sisters, can we ask for
brighter garlands to deck our brows than those
gained by training, and moulding, by the help of
God, these little ones to fill the!r appointed
places in this great battle for souls? How important then it is for us to guard well our tongues
that no slang or uncouth words pass our lips, to
the detriment of the cause of Christ; for, be
assured, that our language as well as our actions,
and dealings with men are noticed, and we, as
also the cause we love will be judged by them;
not only by the outside world, but will not our
own families see the inconsistency between our
lives and our profession? It is well to teach and
exhort our children to be upright, honorable and
keep the commandments of God.
Yet dear sisters what will it avail us, if we are
not ourselves sober minded and diligent in keeping the Jaws of God which will cause us to bring
forth;theif,peacable fruits of righteousness, which
are meekness, gentleness, patience, forbearance,
love, etc.
Against such there is no law, and
why?.,~;Because they live above the law. Then
if these fruits are in us and abound, will we be
guilty of using any immodest or demoralizing
lang-uage?
No, for such is not the fruits that
should come from holy temples, for are not our
bodies the temples for the indwelling of the Holy
Spirit?
Let us think of it for one moment, so
precious a gift as the Holy Spirit permitted to
dwell in these temples of ours, if we will but prepare them by leaving off every thing that is sinful, and by divine aid rooting out every thing of
a carnal nature.
I know that some things are
hard to overcome, such as habits we have formed in our early life, but they can be overcome, if
a·determiped effort is put forth, and a resolution
made to stop and consider when careless or unpleasant language is about to pass our lips, Will
this add to my own or any one else's pleasure or
improvement? And check the speech before it is
spoken, substituting an expression of love and
gentility , instead.
Know we not that we will
have to give an account of even our thoughts,
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much more our words.
We as Saints should
strive to Jive abovt> reproach so that our children
and those with whom we mingle may see. that
there is perfect harmony with our works and our
faith, that the cause of our blessed Master may
not suffer loss and the finger of scorn be not
pointed at us because of our inconsistencies. We
are taught that from the abundance of the heart
the mouth speaketh.
Then how necessary that
we cherish and foster pure and holy thoughts
th~t our lips may give utterance to only gentle
and soothing words and expressions which will
elevate our thoughts and that of those with whom
we speak to nobler and higher themes.
Let us
remember that the words once past our lips cannot return to us, but will have their influence
either for good or evil, and if evil, oh how can
we ever atone for such a sin!
How true it ls,
kind words can never die." They are like "apples of gold in pictures of silver.''
That we may all live to overcome our faults
and attain to that degree of perfection to which
we aim is the earnest prayer of your sister,
DELL KuYKENDALL.
DAWSON, Iowa, Nov. 2oth.
Dear Sisters qf tke Home Column:- This is my
first attempt at writing to you. I have long desired to bear my testimony of this work for I love
it,:·and know it is of of God.
I have had many
testimonies of its truthfulness since I obeyed it,
and o~e I wish to speak of in particular. For
many years I was afflicted and the doctor said
that I could not get better; but I read in the Scriptures that God had healed the sick and raised the
dead. One year ago la•t September at our district conference, held a Des Moines, I was administered to, and one of the elders told me then that
·I would receive my health; and it has been according to his words. To our Heavenly Father
be the praise forever.
I am a mother. My boy
is ten years old and he has been healed by the
power of God. I have father, mother, brothers
and sisters who do not belong to the church and
my heart aches for them, and I pray that they
may yet see the light and accept of it.
The sisters of our branch have not the privilege of meeting together as we are so scattered;
yet I try to keep the ho)lr that is set apart, and
go into" my room and there our Father blesses me
with his Spirit, teaching me how to pray and
what to pray for.
I have often been impressed to write to the
Herald but have put it off until riow because of
my inability to write, for my husband is obliged
to copy my letters after I write them.
I never
had any schooling, yet I rejoice in th11 promise of
my Savior, "He that doeth the will of m.r, Fathe1·
shall know of the doctrine.''
In Herald of November ISth, the letter from
Avis was meat for my reflection.
I enjoyed it
so much for its principles of truth. Come again
Avis.
But I must bring my letter to a close lest I
weary you, only let me mention the blessing we
received In a testimony meeting on the I2th of
October last.
Bro. J. W. Morgan had the gifts
of prophecy and vision, while Bro. James McKiernan sang a most beautiful hymn in tongues,
also gave the interpretation. You who have experienced such blessing'S can rt·joice with us, for
surely, "It is good to be a saint in latter days.''
SARAH J JoHNsoN.

THE SAINTS' HERALD.
MOORHEAD, Iowa, Nov. I8:h.
Bro. Bozarth speaking to us from the pulpit very
Dear Sisters qf Ike Home Column:-I find that
often, but what he said counted, and was duly
the cares of life multiply instead of diminishing,
appreciated. In fact Latter Day Saint preachso this morning I feel to lay all aside and pen a
ers·have a failing that way; they make a sermon
few lines to our dear Home Column.
While I
count. Bro. Shippy came back a few weeks ago
have some things to discourage, I have many
and set the little stone rolling, and along comes
things to encourage me on life's rugged road, and
Elder J. S. Roth, and any one who has heard
find that the nearer I live to God the lighter my
him preach, knows that- the Saints were edified
buraens seem. The go&pel is dearer to me each
and the sinners confounded.
You who have
day as I meditate upon it, although I fear but few,
church privileges have no idea how we isolated
if any of us live up to our privHeges. Blessings
Saints appreciate the traveling ministry who
are in store for the ppople of God if we only put
visit u' from time to time. The last few weeks
ourselves in the way to secure them. I receive
with their blessings, have been a continual feast
great benefit through reading the Herald and
to us, and any of the elders will be sure of a
should be very lonely without it.
The trouble
warm reception in our homes.
Elder Roth exwith me is I don't find as much time to devote to
pected to stay in our neighborhoorl until Novemreading as I would like, but try to improve what
ber 24th, but Babylon was aroused and we were
few moments I can each day while holding baby,
refused the school·house, and although by law
etc.
we could have claimed It, we preferred to avoid
A good brother said to me once, "I should
trouble, but the neighborhood now declares they
think women would get discouraged and cry. It
would have had •he house or broken the doors.
is cook, wash dishes, and wash dishes and cook
Bro. Roth is at present in the adjoining county
all the time.'' Well, perhaps many of us do, but
holding meetings. This is the hour he is to lead
that don't do the work nor give us any more time
two more,-'a man and his wife,-into the waters
for recreation. We must cast our burdens at Je- · of baptism. We feel encouraged and are in
sus' feet for He has promised to help us bear
hopes of having a branch organized here. This
them, and I can testify that He has helped me
makes four that Bro. Roth has baptized here. So
many times else I should have fallen by the way
many of us are young in years and experience.
long ago.
The cares of the household are no
Oh! if Saints would onlv realize the solemnity
burden at a11 compared to mistreatment for unof the covenant they make, as it is so easy to
known cau8es by those we considered among our
bring a repro~ch on the cause we have espoused.
best friends.
I try to '-forgive and forget" alI have not written at all what I intended to, but
though no forgiveness has been asked for, thinkI could not write anvthing else. I was cautioned
ing perhaps "they'' know not what they do.
I
to ask that this might not be doomed to the
can forgive, but it is not so easy to forget, as a
waste-basket, but I am afraid to read it for fear I
very deep wound genera!ly leaves a scar as areco;·sign it to the basket myself, for it seems as
minder. Dear sisters pray for me that I may be
though the Herald is too valuable to be filled up
able to endure all the trials with patience,for very
with worthless scribbling.
often
Your sister in Christ,
Careworn and tired I •it me down
LIBBIE SHIPPY.
In somewhat pe'Ilsive mood,
Thinking of trials that have passed,
Also on nobler good.

And though my trials have baen great
For feeble flesh to bear,
I know that God supported me
And otill for me doth care.
If I but show my love for him
By faith and works both pure,

He giveth me his loving grace
'l'hat I may still endure.
God helping me I'll honor him,
True to t.he end remn.in;
Then I shall through his loving grace,
Eternal life obtain.

Your sister in Christ,
SARAH J. Ross
GROVE HILL, Iowa.
Dear Sisters of the Home Colunm:-I have
often felt impelled to write a few lines from this
part of Iowa, but have hesitated for fear my ietter might be uninteresting, but as I h•ve promised to report I will endeavor to do s0.
Until October, I889, Latter Day Saints in this
vicinity numbered five. Then came Elders John
Shippy and Charles Jones, "having the everlasting gospel to preach.'' I had not the pleasure of
ht>aring Elder Jones, as I was away at the time.
Be baptized one and returned home, leaving
Elder Shippy in charge. He labored for several
weeks quite successfully, baptized eleven, myself
among the number. He then went home, but
soon came back accompanied by Elder W. T.
Bozarth. They preached a few times, then left
us. Tne inclemency of the weather prevented

That which brings us good news concerning
the spread of the gospel, can in no sense of the
word be called useless scribbling. Such letters
we are at all times glad to receive.-ED.
HOME CoLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

Dec r8, Amount to date ... " .......... $3.36I 62
Libbie Smith, Mich .... $ 52
Anna Rasmusson, Mo ... S oo
Kate K(>nt, Iowa . . • • . . . . so
Katie Hartshorn, Iowa ... I oo
Mabel Hall, Iowa .... ···· so
Mary Burnett, Iowa ..... 3 so
Dessa Swain, Iowa . . . . . . so
Maude Swain, Iowa . . . . .
Mary Dawson, Wash .... I oo
Jane Couser, Mich . . . . . . so
Sarah Cochran, Mo ...... I oo
Addie Cochran, Mo .••... I oo
Elizabeth Elston, Neb .... I oo
Sarah Hayer, Ill ........ S oo
Sarah Waltenbaugh, Mo .. r oo
Mattie Waltenbaugh, Mo. so
Mary Hiatt, Iowa ........ I 3.S
Mite Sodety, Maine .... ro oo
Joseph Lampert, Wis.... 42
Susanna Lampert, Wis... 42
John C Lampert, Wis... IS
Jacob M. Lampert, Wis.. I I
Joseph B Lampert, Wis .
8
Nephi L Lampert, Wis..
6
Maggie E Lampert, Wis.
4
Mosiah B. Lamnert, Wis.
2
Less Lanning, Kan...... 42
Sr. Tohn Thornton, Mo . . 6o
C D. Sanford, Ill ..•.... I oo
John G Bauer, Ia ....... 2S
Elizabeth Waller, Mich .. I oo
Harriet A. Roberts, Cal.. 50

so
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five until 7:30p.m., and from that time he sank
very low and seemed to be passing away. Bro.
Hoxie came the next day, Monday, also Tuesday
and Thursday following, and on fhat day, in the
morning while holding Charlie up in bed, I heard
a child's voice, full of eagerness, sweetly calling,
oo
"Charlie, come!" That forenoon Bro. Hoxie
oo
came again and anointed him and desired we all
53 55
should kneel and each pray before he commandDec. 26, Amount received to date .•...$34"'517
ed the blessing, (there were four of us present
~Send all moneys to D. Dancer, I,amoni. Iowa.
thatbelonged to the church, my mother, wife,
Bro. Hoxie and I). Bro. Hoxie led in prayer. The
light of truth must have helped Bro. Hoxie, for
never had I heard man pray in that manner.
Peace like a mantle rested upon us, and Charlie,
BROCKTON, Mass., 665 Warren Ave.
who had continually heen so very much distressEditors Herald:- Some of the elders and
ed, raising blood every time he coughed, which
Saints want me to write to them about my son,
was very often, r.ow ceased coughing, and, being
Charles F. Bearse, whose death is recorded in
bolstered up in bed, he looked on with a peaceour Herald of Ft:bruary r 5th, I89o Also in the
ful and pleasant face.
Hope, February 22d, 1890, therefore I write a few
After Bro. Hoxie finished his prayer of mighty
things of what we saw and heard.
faith, and I began to pray, immediately two anMore than a year ago our Charlie failed in
gels descended from over the east door into the
health, and was taken with inflammatorv rheumaroom, and the power of heaven came down and
tism of the heart. He was administered to, but
there appeared by the bedside three pillars of exapparently received no benefit. Medical advisers
ceeding brightness. They seemed to be joined
said there was no help for him, for he had the
together, side by side, surrounded by a belt of
heart disease.
light, from which light issued and filled the room.
One night in the first part of his sicknelils, while
The pillars were large and wide, and of unlimited
I was lying in bed with him, a messenger came
height, for the ceiling of the room parted and
to our bedside, and, in a mild way, told me that I
gave space for the pillars. Between the pillars
must part with Charlie-the Lord wanted him.
and east door appeared a white cloud with a
I answered the messenger, "I cannot let my boy
large light in its center. Near the pillars, especgo."
He replied, "Yes, you can. I will take him
ially between them and the cloud were exceeding
unto myself."
large flames of fire, one above another, which
I was awake and arose up in bed, and, looking
moved gently to and fro, inspiring the beholder
upon Charlie, I exclaimed, "No; I cannot part
with dreadful awe. These things were real, may
with my boy."
I say tangible? for they did not seem unnatural.
While on a visit to East. Dennis" a year ago,
The middle pillar was the largest.
July 7th and in a meeting (which the late Bro. J.
I felt impressed that there were persons standElls would hav.e called "a melting time before
ing in the pillars as also in the flames of fire.
the Lord"), two Saints spoke to me in the word
Charlie saw the pillars, cloud and flames of fire,
of the Lord. The first told me (with other things)
we have reasons to believe. While these things
that. I should soon be called upon to part with
remained naked to the sight, the word of the
those that were ne!lr and dear to me. The second
Lord was declared and the Spirit uttered marvelstretched forth the hand towards me, saying,
ous words to Charlie; among others were these
«Unto you, my servant, saith the Lord God; be
words: "Though thou wert dead, yet ghalt thou
thou faithful; trials await thee.
Yea, deep
live and see the Lord thy God." The Spirit
trials; but trust thou in the Holy One of Israel.
spoke things beyond our comprehension. Bro.
Thou shalt come off conqueror. Be thou "faithHoxie was commanded by it to rebuke the disful. Thy tongue shall be loosed; thou shalt deease, and from that time Charlie did not cough
clare the hidden mysteries of my gospel with
nor raise any more blood. But that night he had
power; and thou shalt stand upon this earth
convulsions and his face was cold, and his breath
with the Lord thy Savior and thy Redeemer.
was cold. To speak was difficult for him, and he
Amen."
had distressed spells until about 7 :45 Friday
Charlie sat near by me in that meeting, but I
morning.
did not think he was the one I should be called
The following is an account partly written by
to part with. And wilen he was sick I desired
my wife: About 7: 45 Friday morning Charlie
that he might live that I might teach him of the
seemed to pass away, and his look was so peaceeverlasting covenant which the Father has reful that his father, as he laid him down off his
newed and confirmed upon his servants In this
arm, kissed him and said, "0 how beautifu.l, even
the dispensation of the fullness of times. He
in death." In a few minutes he suddenly openwas a &ober child and quick to observe; gentle
ed his eyes, and his papa raised him up at once.
and pleasant in his ways; was very careful, did
His grandpa asked him, pointing at the window,
not want anything to go to waste, and he liked
"Charlie, do you see the light?"
He answered
to go to meetings. The last time he was up and
with utm'?st freedom of speeh, "Yes; I see the
dressed was January 12th, twelve days before he~ light." Then his papa says, "Charlie, do you see
passed away. We sent to Boston for the elders,
me?" "Yes, papa; yes, you are right here," said
and Bro. A. N. Hoxie came and administered to
he, patting his papa on the knee. And, lifting up
him, and he was blessed. The bloating left his
his pleasant face he continued, saying, "Papa, I
face. His face, body, legs and feet had been
ain:t going to die~any more; I am going to Jive
bloated badly. That was on the 15th. On the
forever." His mamma asked him how he knew,
evenjng of the 19th he coughep violently from
and he replied, "Because that good man told me·
A Sister, Minn .....••... I
Mary Brown, Cal. . . . • • • •
M. J. Ryerson, I a ....... ·4
M. J. Hawkins, Nev ...... I
Sr. H. Uncafer, Pa ..•... 2
S. N. Lundergreen, Ia ... r
Chas. McClelland, Minn·.2
Thirza Chapman, I a.....
Sr.J. C. Early, Ia ........ 1
Anna Reese, I a ...•.•.... I

oo
50
oo
oo
oo
oo
35
26
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so" His mamma inquired what good man, and
he answertd, "The Lord,. mamma; he came
right down here on the bed and took me up in
his arms, and carried me way up in the sky, and
he brought me back again.
And he is coming
again soon."
His mother said, "Charlie, what
kind of a place was it there?" and he answered,
"It was a p~etty place; a good place, mamma."
Having said much more, his papa urged him to
quit talking and rest, for he had not. slept any
for about two weeks and not much for more than
two months; but was so tired he could neither
sleep nor rest.
About one o'clnck that day we saw that Charlie's looks had changed to that of a man fortyfive years old, and seemed very stern. Papa immediately put his hands en charlie's head and
·commanded the evil spirit, in the name of the
Lord Jesus Christ, to depart hence; and feeling
the change under his hands he stepped from the
bed and exclaimed, "Praise the Lord." Charlie
turned and calmly, sweetly said, "I know you,
mamma." She then said, "Who be you?"~~ He
answered in the same calm, sweet tone of voice,
"I am CF!arlie Bearse."
He then looked up to
the east side of the room and said, "I see a light,
a light that goes way up in the sky." His sickness never seemed to have any effect on his mind,
but that same calm intelligence and sound judgment ever remained with him. He was not fretful neither did he complain. While talking with
him he told us he was going away up in the sky,
and that the Lord was coming for him soon. He
then wanted to kiss us all good-by, and said we
must hurry before he fainted away (he meant before he passed away).
Then putting his arms
around papa's neck he kissed him again and
said, "I am going now, good· by, papa, good-byby-by;" and laying his head back he looked upward as though he heard and saw something, and
immediately a very bright and mellow light descended and covered him, visible to us alJ..
His
eyes were very bright and shone with a joyful expression, and a sweet and beautiful look was on
his face . . His papa said, "Has he come, Charlie?
Do you see him now?" He answered yes, without turning his eyes.
The light gradually departed from his eyes and then they turned downward, for the Lord had taken him.
Thus he
passed peacefully away without a motion, at
about 4: 4S p m., January 24th, 1890.
We do not remember all tlie word that was
spoken to Charlie when the pillars of fire came
down, but these are what we remember: "Charlie, thus saith the Lord Jesus Christ; thou shalt
not die, but shalt surely live; for I am thy God
and thou are mine. For my resurrection power
is here, and thou shalt ever abide in me.
Yea,
my holy angels are present, therefore thou shalt
not die, but shalt surely live. For thus saith the
Lamb of God, though thou wert dead, yet .shalt
thou live and see the Lord thy God; for thou art
most blessed for evermore. And thou art healed
of thy disease. Therefore rejoice, for many shall
believe on the Lord your God."
The above words and more were given, but
perhaps not in that precise order.
When Charlie was about two years old, a sister
in the church dreamed she had a vision; that she
was In her father's house and in bed, and, hearing
music in the parlor, she arose, opened the door,
and there saw· several angels (all children), and
the only one she knew was Charlie.
She de~
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· scribed him as being about as large as when he
passed away. They were playing on harps, and
singing a song she m ;er heard before. The music was most delightful, and she did not want it
to cease.
Their faces were toward the west.
After she had listened a while, she softly closed
the door and returned to bed.
This sister died a year ago-when Charlie began to fail.
A ·month.after Charlie passed away, the voice
of the Lord told me to read the 14th chapter of
Revelations, and that day (February 23d) the
Lord blessed· his Saints greatly by the power ot
the Spirit.
Yours in the faith,
E. FRANKLIN BEARSE.
TILBURY, Ont., Dec. r7th.
Editors Herald:--We have read a number of
letters in the Herald o£ late from those engaged
in the ministry, telling how they have been invited by men of ott.er faiths to take part in meetings and preach in their places of worship. We
feel to rejoice when we hear of such opportunities given. Surely good must result when the
truth. is wi>ely and faithfully preached.
The daughters of Babylon (as is usual at this
time of year) are making quite a stir, in getting
up entertainments, theatri~al performances, and
the like, to raise their ministers' salaries and roll
on their work. Truly the foe becomes more daring. Their work is rolling on; the question is,
\Vhere will it end? However serious such a
question may be to them, it cannot be of such
importance to the Saints of God; though there
are some of the Saints actually helping in this
work. I do not doubt their sincerity or their
good intentions, but will the good Master be well
pleased with such work?
Again, is it wise for Saints to help build up
something that is not really genuine? Would
it not be far bdter that every effort we make be
made for the opread of that which, if obeyed,
will save manki(ld, instead of fooling them? We
think so; therefore our desire is to see the time
when all will be more united in Christ.
J. CowLEY.
KNoBNOSTER, Mo., Dec. zoth.
Editors Herald:-How sweet to the weary and
heavy laden soul is the food that your weekly
visits bring; especially when the Spirit of love
and light bears witness to the testimonies of the
Saints. 1 was catechised in the faith of the
Roman' Catholic church in my childhood; but
being left homeless at an early age, I became interested in reading the New Testament; which
caused the faith of the mother church to become
more repugnant to me every year. When I
turned toward her daughters, (sectarian churches),
the "lo heres" and "lo t!wres," made the Christian world, or so-calied church of God, a house
of confusion instead of peace, "as in all the
churches of the Saints;" but believing Protestantism to be an improvement on Popery, and
longing to be in favor with my Father in heaven,
I united with the Congregational church when
but twenty years of age in Sandusky county,
Ohio. I then came west to Knobnoster, Missouri, where I h,~ard the "divinely appointed"
preach the everlasting gmpel, pointing me to the
old paths. I thought that if God had blessed me
in obeying a part of the gospel, (for I was only
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taught to believe and repent), how much more
would he bless me in obeying it all; so I was
baptized March, 1888, by Elder J. C. Foss, and
under his hands'hceived the Holy Spirit. I was
called and ordained to the lesser priesthood in
May, r889, and appointed by last general conference to labor in Independence district as circumstances permitted. The Lord has blessed
me in preaching; I have baptized nine since my
ordination. 0, that we all· could see the necessity of daily squaring our lives by the celestial
law, that by continual advancement we all could
meet in the celestial kingdom.
JoHN KALER.
SAND BEAcH, Mlch , Dec. 8th.
Editors Herald:-The Herald has been a great
source of comfort to me. The faithful testimony
of the brethren and sisters in its columns has
often encouraged me to more faithfulness and
caused me to rejoice in the everlasting gospel;
and I am glad to think I am a saint in these last
days, although I often feel unworthy the name.
It is a little over five years since I was born into
the kingdom of God's dear Son, and I have only
one thing to regret-my unfaithfulness.
Many
times Satan has tempted me, but I must say that
my own, mise~able self has bothered me more
than Satan or any one else could.
It is often
forced upon my mind that Satan is blamed often
when he is nofguilty.
He is bad enough, but
give him his due.
God has be~n very good to me. He.has healed
my sick children, wife and myself; and his
strength kept me from taking his name in vain.
I a~ not ashamed of this glorious gospel of
truth.
My relatives all left me when I joined
this cause. They are in the same condition that
I too was in.
I believed this was Brigham ism,
and if God in mercy had not shown me the way
I would not be a Saint to-ctay; so I can pray,
"God have mercy on them as on me."
I hope
they and many honest hearts may find the way.
NEIL c. WHITNEY.

At Beaver, I think all that could be done under
the circumstances was done, and I feel that good
will result from the labor there. Those interested in the work were comforted and will certainly be blessed. At Kanosh the interest was
more than we expected, although the tide of
opposition was very high in the first two meetings. But at the third and last, the bitterness
manifested previously disappeared, and instead a
kind feeling was apparent, even with those who
were the bitterest the night before. The truth
prevailed. The great need of keeping up the
work in all those places was quite plain to me,
but how to do it is l~ft with the church. It is to
be hoped that the church will be able to embrace
the opportunities as they come, to do the greatest
good for the cause we all love. It is true the
struggle has been long and hard, but I think we
have more to encourage us now than ever before,
now .that the people are so ready to reason with
us. It seems a good time to present the claims
of the Reorganized church. We now can, with
consistency, look for good results to come from
faithful labor. In order to accomplish the good
we desire, more help should be sent to prosecute
the work before us. \Ve have reason to believe
that ali Latter Day Saints, of every shade, will
stop to consider the promises made to them in
the revelations given through Joseph the Seer.
The time is passing away; the Lord will certainly accomplish his work and it is for us to see
that we are in the line of duty. It is certain that
the work is moving and help is needed in this
mission.
The latter part of last summer I traveled in
company with bro. James Thomas, in south-eastern Idaho, and the cry was everywhere that they
needed ministerial help. May the Lord inspire
his people everywhere to do what they can for
the onward march o~ the great cause, .is the
prayer of your brother in Christ;
JoHN R. EVANS.

CANEY; Kansas, Dec. r6th.
Editors Herald:-Two years to-day I opened
up the work in a school-house near here, being
MALAD CITY, Idaho, Dec. rsth.
the first Latter Day Saint to preach here. I have
Edt!ors Herald:-I take the present few mohad some success and many drawbacks; have
ments to write, for I have felt for some time so
been opposed on every side by the emissaries of
impressed and now with difficulty I make the
the enemy of all righteousness, but have sue·
attempt.
ceeded in baptizing nine; eight of whom had
You have already been informed of our trip
never before heard the true gospel.
in southern Utah by Bro. Anthony.
was
I have had spme good assistance from some of
greatly impressed with the needs of more help
the brethren of the Angola branch, and on last
for the work in this mission. I believe now
Wednesday Bro. James Caffall came and preachwould be a good time for the Reorganized - ed seven sermons-five in the above named
church to make a good effort in this countryschool-house and two in my house. His preachnot casting reflections upon any effort of the
ing was timely and to the ,point, and last night
past by saying "good effort." H may be better
his discourse on "Mormonism" removed a mounto say, greater, in the future. I believe the
tain of prejudice, and did much good in building.
opportunity for the elders is much better now
up the Saints and causing many outsiders to bethan for past years, if not the best ever seen.
gin to think and ask questions. What the final
The people are much more friendly towards our
result will be, time will tell.
work now than I ever witnessed before. On the
I rejoice when one of the priesthood comes
whole trip from the city to Beaver we were
along and preaches for us, for it shows the world
well treated, and in all the places we stopped,
that the Latter Day Saints all speak the same
except one, we held meetings, Bro. Anthony
thing; being led by the same Spirit they testify
doing most of the preaching, which was good.
the same. This convinces the outsider that
At Salina only one meeting was held, because
thr-re must be a reality in our religion.
the rent of the hall was too high for us to meet.
Our only regret is that Bro. Caffall could not
The hearing was excellent at that meeting. At
remain ionger, but we know we cannot monopolize all his time, as others are as hungry for
Elsinore we had good meetings, and the few
spiritual food as we; so we bow to the inevitable
Saints there seem to be desirous to see the work
and thankthe l,ord for the good feast we have
prosper,
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had, and pray that Bro. Caffall or any other that
can will call on us, for the latch-string is out,
brethren.
Bro. J. W. Gilbert, the first fruit of our labor
here, was ordained a priest two weeks ago. He
thinks of starting out to preach during the winter.
I pray the Lord he may be a successful laborer
in the vineyard.
We will try to so live and conduct ourselves
that when any of the traveling ministry come
among us they will not be ashamed to call us
Saints.
W. F. CLARK.
GALIEN, Mich., Dec. zoth.
Editors' Herald :-I am preaching seven or
eight times a week.
Have good audiences, am
listened to attentively and treated kindly: hence
the outlook is fair. The loved ones at home are
usually well and my health is good.
Bro. Willard Smith joined me the forepart of the week,
but we hold forth at different places to-night and
over Sunday, and thus we toil while life and
health remain. The sick are blessed, the wonderful words of redeeming love are dealt out liberally and in a good spirit, and many seem friend·
ly to the cause we have the honor of representing.
The season of revelry and festivities is approaching, but we will try and do the best we
well can under all circumstances.
My life's labors, inasmuch as actions speak
louder than words, must tell whether I love God
and his truth, or not.
M. T. SHORT.
CAMERON, MissO'.ui, Dec. 19.
Editors Herald:-! have now been laboring in
the Far West district as a minister of the church
since about th~ first of last May and can truly
say that I have been kindly cared for by all,
even by those not of the Saints, with whom I
have lodged.
Necessary financial aid has been kindly furnished by both those in and out of the church.
While I love the grand old state of Iowa, where
I have past most of my life, I would be willing
to live the remainder of my days in North-western Missouri if I was able to purchase a home
here. Trere is, perhaps, more" prejudice here
against the Saints and their faith than in that
part of Iowa where I have traveled, but I am
glad to say that this prejudice gives way, to a
large degree, as the people beeome acquainted
with the Saints. Of course there is room for
improvement, evel'l with .the Saints, in some
particulars. I am fully satisfied that members
of the church coming here to make a home will
do well to be carefui and "have all things prepared before them."
Dr. S. R. Berg, of this city, a brother in' the
church, successfully removed from my eyes,
almost without pain, what is called a double
pterygium which had been growing on my eyes
for a good many years; after which he took me
home with him, where he and his estimable
wife cared for me as though I had been their
child. I exercised w\J.at faith I could and a few
good Saints assisted me with their faith and
prayers, so that I only ceased my ministedal
duties for two days on account of the operation.
But few, perhaps, can realize how thankful I
feel to the doctor for his kindness and skill, and
to God for his divine assistance.

So far as I know the work in this district is
moving steadily forward, though perhaps rather
more slowly than we could wish. As a rule I
have enjoyed good liberty in presenting the
word, by which I am enabled to say that I know
the Holy Spirit is still given to those who preach
the gospel of peace. I have baptized a few, but
whether or not I have been instrumental in .the
hands of God in converting any one, is more
than I can say. All I can say is that, I have in
the fear of God tried to discharge my duty as he
has enabled me to understand it.
CHARLES E. BuTTERWoRTH.
SHERMAN CITY, Mich., Dec. rsth.
Editors Herald:-I have been laboring ln this
part of the Lord's vineyard in what is known as
the Bright school-house. Have been having good
attention, good interest and good congregations.
Elder R. Davis has been with me for the past
month, and preaching the principles of the gospel.
He has given them some wise counsel,
which if heeded there is no donger but what they
will win the prize, at the end of the race.
One thing that Bro. Davis mentioned in his
counsel was, that Saints have so many excuses
for not assembling themselves together. He said
that if every Saint knew when he or she went to
meeting they would get a two dollar bill, they
would get there every time and be on time, too.
Is it possible that there are Saints who would
sooner have money than the Spirit of Go~ to
lead them and to enjoy in the place appointed to
worship God!
0! I feel as the apostle Paul,
that we ought to assemble ourselves together and
edify each other, "and so much the more as we
see the day approaching,'' when Christ wiil come
and wiil not tarry.
Now let every Saint ask himself these ques·
tions:
Have I done all?
Have I been true?
Have I finished the work
God gave me to do?

We ~11 have something to do, if it is nothing
more than assembling at the house of prayer to
let people see we are in the faith.
Bro. Davis has left me alone, having stnrted on
his way to Farwell and Juniata where he has a
home.
The good old brother is trying to do all
he can in the work. The sands of life with him
are nearly run, the silver locks crown his brow,
and the love of Jesus is his theme.
The work is onward here.
The people are
much interested and much good is being done.
The good seed has taken root and it is hoped that
many will obey soon.
Awake, ye that slumber! Thy King cometh;
prepare to meet him !
F. c. SMITH.
PREPARATION, Iowa, Dec. 17th.
Editors Herald:-Not from any desire to appear in print, but from a sense of duty to myself
and your many readers I occupy the present opportunity of addressing you.
For about five years I have not been engaged
in missionary work, because of which I have but
rarely written you.
During these years I have
had but one object in view,-to again prepare
myself for the L~rd's work to which he had. called me; and by th~ blessings of Him who rules in
the heavens above and the earth beneath and
careth for all the workmanship of His hands I

II
have been exceedingly and almost continuovsly
blessed and prospered, and to Him be praise and
glory forever.
On the 13th inst. I left loved ones at home,
bidding them a tearful good bye, and for care and
protection committing them to Him who worketh all things according to the council of His
own will, to stand side by side with my brethren
in raising high the standard to the people, and to
prepare the people for the coming King.
I go
without a doubt of this work being God's work,
and that it will accomplish that for which it was
Rent; with not a doubt that God did send His holy
angels to earth to commit to man the authority
to act in the name of Christ the Lord, and with
no doubt but that God will give the victory to
all who abide in His holy word, even to the end.
The cry comes echoing from every hill and
down every vale, "Come and help us;" while
darkness and despair are settling down upon the
world like a pall, and infidelity and skepticism'
are holding a high head and seeking to destroy
the last faint hope that lifts the saddened soul of
mortal man to an enjoyment of that which God
the Father hath prepared for those that love him,
even that we ,,hall meet again those loved ones
gone before, and those whose love we are deprived of here for the sake of establishing peace
and truth ..
I submit myself your co-laborer, and a colaborer of all your contributors among the faithful; and I praise God for the good you are doing
in the land. With you are found words of counsel no better on earth.
"W'iih you are found the
heart· throbbings of those who are anxiously looking for a cc,ming Redeemer. With you are found
the unbosomed appeals for help of the tried and
sorrowing ones, as well as the many evidences of
God's answers to those appeals.
With you are
also found that which helps us to know as we
are known and how Zion moves; also a list of
those whose names are stricken from the pages
of time to be named among those who have gone
on before.
God speed thy silent movements, and may
those guidi::Jg thee be directed by that which
guides into all truth.
Should you welcqme me to your pages, after
so long an intermission, I hope to help in adding
to your usefulness.
Your grateful reader· among the soldiers of
Zion,
J. F. MINTUN.
MEDINA, Texas, Dec. 14th.
Editors Herald:-Our conference met at Bandera, November zrst, in the Saints' church. The
day was bright and clear, and perfect peace and
harmony prevailed through the entire ses~lon.
Never before did I witness such unity of faith.
All seemed to enjoy themselves and many gave
glowing testimonies concerning the work.
All
went home with renewed energies. The conference continued for three days. Surely the Lord
blessed his Saints with unity of faith.
C. JACKSON.
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THE COMING YEAR.
Before our feet, untrnddeu, lies
Another year;
And in our hearts grave thoughts arise,
Imbued wit·h fear.
We know not what for us it holds
In commg days;
If we shall walk through dreary wolds,
On plea.snnt ways;

LAMONI, NOVEMBER 30TH.
Reported by E. Stafford.

If we shall, pleased, snrvey at eve
Our work well done,
Or o'er our bootlees task shall grieve
At set of sun;

If we shall mourn o'er quenched resolvesAs in the past;
Or joy to think, to know ourselves
Grown true at last;
If we shllll weep o'm• Christ denied
By deed or word;
Or find-we walking by His side,
Grow litre our Lord.

All this is shrouded from our ken;
Hid are our ways
With Him who openeth not to men
His book of days;
And so we dread this stranger year,
Aud from it sbrink;
Yes, fain would pause reluctant here
Upon the brink.
But hark! across the unknown way
No foot hath trod
Comes to the fainting sDul to-day
The voice of God!
And courage kindles at the words;
And dread is fought;
For faith and doubt will "measure swords,
At God's uFear not!
"For I, the Lord thy G0d, will hold
E'en thy right hand;'"

We·sbrink no more from brake or wold
Or desert land!
Dear Lord, sincl~ 'tis Thy voice divine
That bids us go,
We Jay our trembling band in Thit>e,
And face each foe;
With 'l'hee into the opening year
We bravely tread;
Our wandering feet shall know no fearDivinely led.
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SERMON BY ELDER A. H. SMITH.

Tf we shall waken to dismay,
Or glarl surprise;
If o'er us eball be gloom of gray,
Or azure skies:

A.pO!'ll;I<C~Y.

{¢nmmunittafinns.

H.

KELLEY.

HE selected for the morning lesson the 3d
chapter of Paul's letter to the Colossians,
and said:
"The text, as a starting point for the remarks that I may be able to make to you
this morning, is selected from the ·44th
verse of the 24th chapter of the record
made by Matthew: "Therefore be ye
also ready, for in such an hour as ye think
not, the Son of man cometh."
Last Sabbath morning I heard some
things that directed my mind in a peculiar
channel of thought, and being selected as
your speaker this morning, I have thought
to give you the benefit of some of the
troughts that have come to me in consequence of what I then heard. Peradventure the thoughts of others who were present may have been directed in the same
channel, but may not have covered the
same ground, and it may be beneficial that
we exchange views upon what we have
heard.
In the lesson we have read we
discover such instruction given to the
Saints, away back yonder, as we are not
inclined to look for, when we are expected
to see perfection in the human family.
We look backward along the stream of
life until we see the church of Christ in
the brightne~s and purity of its organization under the direction of Christ himself,
and we are led to think that because it was
the Son of God who organized it, because
his presence was there among them, the
members of that church were living peaceable lives in harmonv with the laws of
purity and holiness, W'ith the laws of the
kingdom of heaven as taught by the Son
of God.
The lesson that we have read
this morning would lead us to believe that
the apostle Paul at that time saw in the
members of the church such things as
made it necessary for him to write such
exhortation as we have read to you.
It
leads us to believe that the human family
at that time was very much like the human
family at the present time.
That they
were given to sins of convenience and
those things which were contrary to the
will of God then as now.
From that period of the church history
our minds are carried still farther back,
along the stream of life until we are
brought into the presence of the Patriarch,
of whom it is said in the Scriptures, he
endured as looking for a city not built
with han9s, but a city in which righteousness dwells.
We discover that though
living at so early a period of time the
greatest hope that was found in his heart
was made manifest in his looking forward
for the city not built with hands, but one

that is beyond this life.
Following still
the footsteps of time from then till now,
we discover by the world's history that
the human family has developed in
more wavs than one, even in every direcThere has heen a growth fn numtion.
bers, made manifest in the entire human
family covering the face of the earth,
placing their habitations all over it. This
growth is also seen in the governments
that have sprung up, that have existed and
become very great for a time, and have
passed away, and are only known now as
,a matter of history; and all along the line
of march, all along the line of progress,
you will find one thing very remarkable,
and that is that they were continually approaching the desired end, and out of all
the governments which have arisen and
lived and have passed away and become a
·matter of histor-y, out of all that now exist, there seems to have culminated one
that is being presented for our consideration at the present time. · The world's
history is a peculiar one in that direction.
The history of the people that have sought
righteousness is :o. peculiar one, and we
find that history written largely in the Old
Testament, and in the New Testamf'nt, in
the teaching of that grand Teacher, Christ
Jesus, and of his disciples.
And, if we are to judge from the record
that has been mf:lde, there has been such
progress in the world's history that we
may begin to look for the signs that betoken the coming of the Son of Man; we
may look forward to its near approach.
We may look with some certainty from
the fact that we can see the signs that
portray its nearness, but I am fearful that
men, those who are the most qualified to
read the sig-ns, that can understand them
the best, will he found not ready.
The exhortation of the text is, "Therefore be ve also ready, for in such an hour
as ye think not the -Son of Man cometh."
That which was evidently established in
the mind of the "father of the faithful"
that caused him to look forward for the
city and country beyond this probation,
was the hope that was in him that when
Christ should come he would also come
with him, and have a dwelling- place with
God; and live in peace free from all the
vexations of life that he was subject to
here,-having not an abiding place,--but
he expected the time would come when
he would dwell with God. This was evidently his hope. And as we come down
the stream of time, in the history of the
children of Israel, we discover that the
same hope was cherished by them; they
anticipating the time when in the restitution of all things God would bring to pass
that realization of hope for his people-those who loved righteousness and sought
a home in his kingdom-that they would
find an abiding place, not being compelled
to mix with the wicked, would not be
compelled to associate with those who are
contrary to them in mina, in thought, and
disposition; but they would be permitted
to dwell with congenial companions, those
that like them were doing what they
could to please God, and would be permitted to dwell in the presence of God
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and all the holy ones. Still tracing down
the stream of time we see the apostles
cherishing the same hope concerning the
coming of Christ, the same hope concerning the end of the world, and the establishment of his kingdom. We can comprehend-by their history-how the faith
· of the people of God was fixed upon the
coming of Christ. They were looking
for it; but we can see that the world was
not ready for such coming. We can see
that the people were not prepared for
such a kingdom. We can see that the
people,-those who looked for the Lord
Jesus--were not ready, were not made
perfect for the coming of Christ, that they
were not in a condition to abide his coming. We can see how wise it has been to
postpone it. vVe come still downward in
the history,-I like to dwell upon this
sometimes, because it is calculated to make
each one take into consideration their own
surroundings, their own hopes, and aspirations as to what they expect in the life to
come,-and pass over the period when the
world seems to have been in darkness, and
to have wandered from the precepts of
God, drifted out in the stream of doubt, of
philosophy, of darkness, to have left the
plain commandments, and the institutions
of Christ J ems, that were recognized in the
church established by him.
When this
church that was organized under the
direction of Christ and his apostles ceased
to exist, we see one rise after it that had
very little or none of the life in it that was
manifested in the body of Christ; hence
we see it was a time of darkness, it was a
time of uncertainty, a time of weary waiting for something, of looking forward for
that which was coming to pass. By and
by there is a light on the horizon. By
the way, this thought presents to my mind
a circumstance that occurred lately which
I never have noticed before, my hearers
may have done so.
I saw one morning what seemed to be
a twilight in the east and in the west.
The light in the western horizon was the
exact counterpart of the one in the eastern,
both occurring at the same time. To me
it was a wonderful sight. It may have
been a common sight to many that have
observed it, but to me it brought to mind
the promises of the Lord that are made in
·the gospel; it brought to mind the promises that have been held and cherished in
the history of man since the days of the
old patriarchs; the promises of God in the
east meeting the promises of God in the
west, the light of the Spirit meeting,
bringing with it the power manifest in the
go~ pel of Jesus Christ.
Well might the apostle say that the gos·
pel came not in word only, but in power
and in the Holy Ghost, and in much as. surance; it has done so in the East, and in
our age God has seen fit to reveal himself,
and the light begins to shine in the \Vest.
We can comprehend in the land in which
we live, the gospel is preached,- men cherish the same hope, obey the same law, the
same ordinances, enjoy the sRme glory.
The same inspiration is found in their
hearts, in their minds and' among them.
To-day as we meet here, we but reflect

the will of the Father; and it is the same
light that shone in the East and is now
reflected back from the .West.
We can
look back and see that holy light shining
in the days of the apostles, and look beyond that to the days of the patriarchs
and prophets, and the light was preparing
them for the day and the hour when the ·
Son of man cometh, for they will be prepared for the coming of the Lord J esu8.
')\T e see again in the days of Moses and
the children of Israel, that they had the
gospel and were preaching the same to
1
the people.
We come again to the days
of the apostles, and we find them going
forth to preach the gospel, not armed as
the elders are to day, with the witness and
testimony of patriarchs, prophets and
apostles that preceded this age, but armed
alone with the light of God they had received, and the testimony of patriarchs
and prophets in the Old Testament scriptures, they went forth declaring the gospel unto the inhabitants of the earth.
Corning now to the day in which we
live, when God's law is revealed to man
again, and his promises confirmed again
and again unto those who obey him, the
elders have the accumulated evidences of
the light and testimonies of the people of
God in every age preceding this to support them in declaring the revealed gospel
to the children of men.
Is the world not
preparing? What were we told last Sunday morning with regard to the preparation made to send the Bible to all nations,
translated in their own language; to send
out the testimonies of the patriarchs and
prophets; to send out the testimonies of
the Son of God, and his 'apostles, whose
testimony is now within the reach of all,
and hence they may read concerning what
will transpire at the coming of the Son of
man, and be ready if they will.
And we to-day·are a most favored people. I think the most favored people under the sun.
Dwelling under the light
and blaze of the wisdom of the nineteenth
century-which is said to be the wisest
age that has ever been known-and not
only dwelling under the light and blaze of
the nineteenth century, but under the
light and inspiration of the kingdom of
God; not that which was given to the
prophets alone-we have that light, as the
morning comes when the sun rises-not
alone the inspiration that was given to the
apostles that made them a power in their
age; not that alone that we behold when
the sun is rising, but as the noonday sun
shines brightest came the presence of the
Son of God himself.
We have also the
glory of the setting sun in the law given
in the age in which we live.
Then does
it not behoove us to accept the invitation
to be ready for the hour of his coming?
I sometimes think, perhaps I am wrong
in thinking so, but I sometimes think that
we forget these things, that we lose sight
of the necessity of repentance being preached to the. body of Christ, the church.
What, those who have been baptized into
Christ, those who have put on Christ, are
members of th,e body of Christ, made so
by reason of obedience to the law that God
has revealed in Christ-they repent?

I3
Yes, we all have, need to repent. Repent, "There are none that doeth good, no
not one, saith the Lord."
Is there any
then that have not need to repent? Repent!
What does the Book of Mormon
say in regard to our lives?
We should
live ever.y day so that we should retain a
remission of our sins obtained at baptism
by obedience to the gospel of the Lord
Jesus Christ.
This morning I look out upon the world
and see that it is in need of repentance;
but I look upon the people of God as needing repentance also, hence I would exhort
them to repent.
We are not perfect yet, we are not ready.
Who of us are ready for the coming of
the Lord Jesus Christ? I frankly confess
that I am not. I once saw the gates at the
entrance into the city of God; and I sometimes think that those gates will appear as
I saw them in vision. Over the gates was
an arch, and an inscription, and in that
arch were seen the most beautiful colors
like unto those of a rainbow, and I saw in
the inscription, these words, •·None enter
here but the pure in heart."
I sought in
my own heart to see if I was pure, so that
I could enter in.
I have thought of the
longing desires that enter into our hearts,
of our aspirations, and what we are looking and hoping for, and praying that we
should be ready to enter into the city, and
yet we can, along the line read, "None enter there but the pure in heart."
If there be anything in our hearts of the
character of our lesson that we re<id this
morning, and we find it in our lives, that
stands in the way of our perfect preparation; that stands in the way of our being
permitted access into the city; if there is a
root of bitterness, or feelings in our hearts
against a brother or sister, or any one, we
should get rid of it, and try to be perfect
in the character of Chrbt, who when suffEring upon the cross in extreme agony
prayed for the forgiveness of his enemies.
He also cried out in the anguish of his
heart, "It iQ finished." Some suppose that
his mission was finished, but it is going on
now on the earth and the gospel is preached by his authority, and it is of that character that all men can receive it, and the
means are being placed in our hands
whereby we can show to them that Christ
is the central. figure, and give to them to
comprehend what they are expected to do.
The world is ripening fast, and the signs
of the times are of that character that show
that the coming of the Lord is ne!lr at hand.
The . people in the early times of the
church believed it was at hand, and many
of them believed that they should live to
see the coming of Jesus Christ, and many
yet believe that they will live co see his
coming.
In a revelation of Jesus Christ
given to his people in an early day there
is something that would lead us to b~lieve
that the redemption of Zion was very near,
and might have taken place ere this, if the
people of God had obeyed his commands.
God saw that by the loolishness of preaching the earth might be redeemed.
The preaching is going on.
But there
are several kinds of preaching.
It is not
only those who stand in the pulpit that
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preach the gospel.
Every s~int .of God every day as though the coming of Christ
May God help us to
should be preaching by conduct, by their was to-morn;nv.
conversation, by their entire life. If your so live that we shall be permitted to dwell
lives are not , above that of those with forever in the presence of God and his
whom you are surrounded who are not of Christ.
like faith, the greater light you claim to
have will condemn you.
SECRET SOCIETIES?
My friends, Jesus did not teach that
salvation should come to you, and none BROTHER EDITORS, will you ple:;1se parothers. It is for all the world.· Let the don me if I ask, expecting to receive just
light of the gospel in your lives so shine a little space in the Herald under the above
before men that they may come to the caption? I am pleased that the writer of
light and be saved.
the article on this subject in a recent issue
There should be a growth in wisdom; expresses a diffidence in approaching his
there should be a growth in spirituality. task.
For the past twenty years I have
If we go on year by year and do not grow been absent from the central body of the
in spirituality, how shall we be ready for church-largely dependent on my own rethe coming of the Lord Jesus.
sources, mental, moral, social and financial,
We look forward to the establishment and during this period of isolation I have
of God's kingdom through his Son. Are had the opportunity to see and experience
we preparing to meet him? The inspira- many things with which I had not pretion in the record tells us, "Be ye also viously been acquainted and which probaready, for in such an hour as ye think not, blv I should not otherwise have been conthe Son of Man cometh." Are we ready? ve'rsant with. The brother makes the item
Let us a~k ourselves the question, every of expense of time arid money an imporone of u~.
tant part of his obj<'ction to secret societies
It is well enough for us to believe; it is and hints that both could be better applied
well enough to teach that he that believ- in the interests of the church for the fureth must be baptized; it is well enough therance of the work, etc. But this is a
to believe in the first principles of the question.
I for one, and many others, I
gospel; in baptism, the laying on of think, can bear record of the energetic lahands, the resurrection of the dead, and bors of faithful Isaac Sheen when devoeternal judgment, but we must carry it tion, ability, time and finance were requirfurther and make ourselves perfectly ed for the establishment and support of the
ready for his coming. The earth is get
Herald during tqe first months (may I not
ting ready; all things demonstrate that the say years) of its infantile existence, when
world is ripening for that great day. It is there were no church funds, nor wealthy
better prepared than in former ages. Are brethren to aid him; and I am not aware
we who received the light of the inspira- that his affiliations with so-called secret ortion of God in these latter days? It would ders detracted from his usefulness nor that
be well for us to think of it.
We are this very affiliation w:>s not an aid to his
looking forward to that time, we believe work-for our profit. 'When the faithful
tl:at Christ's coming is near at hand, old man laid aside the weapons of his terwhen his kingdom shall be established restrial warfare in answer to the call ofthe
on the earth, when the city of God shall
Master to another and bet1·er life; his earthcome, but do we manifest our belief by ly parts were laid to rest honored and reour efforts to be ready. Is our conver- spected by his "civic" brotherhood without
sation the same as the people surrounding expense to the church (if I am not misinus? Have we come out from the wicked formed). [The funeral obsequies of Bro.
world?
Sheen were conducted by the church; the
Do our lives, our conversation, our as- expense was a family affair, we believe.sociations with each other demonstrate En.]
In California two valued brethren
and make manifest that we have come went to their reward and their earthly
out from the world? If they do not, there parts were honored with tokens of the
is need for the exhortation of the text, "Be hightest respect of civility accorded to
ye also ready." Remember that at the men in this civilized age.
Brother E C.
coming of the Lord it is said that he com- Brand who stood at his post and fell in the
eth to take veng-eance on them that obey harness, is another testimony in behalf of
him not. May God help us as a people to the good will and fellow feeling toward
be rearly; help us to live together as an our friends by the civic fraternity. I canassociation; live togethN in churches; live not pass witl'iout notice, in this connection,
together as Saints of God in deed; live two.circumstances which came under my
together as having prepared ourselves for personal observation, both of Washington,
the coming of Tesus our Lord; live to- county, Kansas; the first, of the county
gether as a band of Saints, bound together seat, the other, a citizen residing a few
in the love of God, as the body of Christ miles south-west of this city ;-both memmade manifest; living togethe-r in unitv, bers of the church-and both had been arin peace, in love, in the spirit of our relimor bearers in the Union cause. The first
gion; live in the light th:1t vvas made of these met with an accident, mortal in
manifest by him, as exhibiting the love he , result. Day and night a relay of his mahad for uo, live for one another as he lived sonic brethren watched the ebbing life at
for us. It becomes us to do this. It is his bedside. Doctor bills and family expenour duty to cleanse ourselves frorri all the ses were paid; and when the fluttering
follies that we find in our lives, in our spirit took flight, wife, parents and relavaried experiences. Live that we may di- tives were made glad in their affliction,
vest ourselves of all these follies, and live realizing that husband, son and brother's

remains lacked no effort that human hands
could bestow to honor them in the last
sad rites within human compass to render.
Nor did this end all, deqts were paid, the
unfinished home completed and the widow
provided for by the fraternity of Masons
and the G. A. R., he being a member of
both orders. The second case was a nonmember of any secret order, so far as
known. His affliction was "of long standing and he had spent property and home
in the fruitless effort to master his malady,
and when the dissolution of body and spirit came, he was far from home, among
strangers-money less. I reported his case
to the G. A. R. Post. Means and an order were at once forwarded tor the transportation of the remains, which were decently and honorably interred, and all expenses paid.
With the knowledge of
these circumstances before me, it becomes
a question whether the fees and dues paid
into such institutions by our brethrenSheen, Brown and others of California or
elsewhere were fruitless sacrifices to them,
or a loss to the church in consideration of
the fact that many fees and dues are required to equal one burial expense with its
concomitants; much less the weekly stipend and watch attendance as a "sick benefit fund."
The church might well open its eyes, if
it could but ascertain the amount of help
by finance and social influence it has been
able to wield through aid rendered to those
brethren in need, or distress while in the
discharge of their ministerial duties; bestowed by hands unseen by the "outside"
world. So far as "allegiance demands the
presence and services of the membership"
is concerned, it is a rule generally followed by those societies which are in the least
attra-ctive to the Latter Day Saint, for
some are absolutely obnoxious, that a membersh:p will not in any rr.anner interfere
with the religion or political views, or duties of the candidate.
If the "exclusion of women" from the
priviieges of the civic relation is urged as
a material objection, may not the same
difficulty occur in the case of "the good
husband" in assuming the obligations of
the priesthood, with its council, quorum,
and missionary duties and labors? I believe some of those once identified with
civic orders have to a greater or less extent abandoned their former devotion as
they become warmed by the gospel influences; but by my personal knowledge of
the course of such men as Ern. Sheen,
Brown, Brand, etc., confirms me that this
is not the rule-perhaps the exception.
The Book of Mormon makes serious
charges against "secret combinations."
Washington warned the nation that secret societies were likely to be dangerous.
The Book of Covenants enforces the same
idea. The Scriptures warn us to be "aware
of false prophet~ and false teachers." The
first three indicate that evil did and will
exist through that source. We have found
it true in the Golden Circle, K. K. K., and
the Anarchists. But neither of the books
has said that there would be no societies
for the good of their fellow man. Washington was a Mason, and a member of the
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V1! e insist that the

false rwrw'""'~ 0 and teach~
en; does not interdict
for nor
existence of true ones.
Now, brethren, while I am only pleading for "fair play" toward such of the
brethren as may be innocently connected
with some association in which they can
not realize any harm, I believe that but
few have joined any of these orders after
their baptismal covenant, and I heartily
endorse the Herald article's idea; that in
the gospel-"the perfect law of liberty"nothing is left unprovided for that can administer to the demands of comfort and
necessity in this life and that which shall
follow.
But notwithstanding the existence of this law and its possession by the
church, it does seem as though the "children of this world are wiser in their generation than the children of light," in thst
the governmental law provides not only
for its of}icers but for every man it calls
to advocate and defend its claims; a store
house and a treasury for the army; a store
house and heritage for the homeless and
needy in every county ;-a timber, preemption, and homestead arrangement that
every family in the land might have an inheritance. In addition to this, beneficiary
associationsfor mutual aid and protection
are established and run on well developed
plans. How is it, brethren? The "mystic
tie," has its "lion's grip," the semblance of
restored and continued life. The church
has the Holy Spirit, the power of spiritual
life and light. Earth's children have the
promise; the church-the children of
light-the fact. The first deals (and wisely?) with natural things; the last with
spiritual. This is proper but the natural
is the pedestal of the spiritual and demands proper attention.
When Zion is
Fedeemed as God has designed it shall be,
inheritances appointed, storehouses establish~d for the poor and supplied with
the offerings and tithes of stock, produce
and provisions to be apportioned per capita, to the poor, ministry or otherwise;
when the finance, money, shall be used for
supplying the storehouse according to
God's law, (Cov. 41st s.ec).
When the
cause of complaint by the poor shall be
removed;. and when the persons of the
ministry shall not be respected above their
labors, usefulness and the faithful devotion
of their brethren, (Cov. 38: 4). Then will
the church rise temporally and spiritually,
so far above all sin concieved, and man·
made orders and combinations for mutual
benefit and protection that the temptation
for brethren to mingle with these worldlv
elements will vanish like the morning
mists before the br.ee'ze.
When we yield obedience to God's word
"every man, both elder, priest, teacher, and
also member go to with his might, with
the labor of his hands, to prepare and accomplish the things commanded." (Cov.
38: 9 ). Then the ,blessings will follow,
even all that were promised.
When we
do this we shall not ask in vain, for the
flow of the spirit- peace, power and
glory-will "follow Zion, whom men despise."
Our mission in this life is to do good, for
warning
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time as well as eternity.
Isaiah 34: 16,
says: "Seek out of the book of the Lord;
and read, . . . deal thy bread to the hunpry, cover the naked," etc., etc.
(Is a. 48:
2-12).
If there is a radical anti-secret
brother or sister in the church, I would
urge them to read "the book," and remember that God has said, "\N batsoever lead··
eth to do good is of God," even to the
giving of a cup of cold water.
In bonds,
JoHN D. BENNETT.

KEWANEE.
Conference was held at Kewanee, Henry county, lllinois, December 6th and 7th, E. E. Wheeler
presiding, J. D. Jones clerk.
Branch reports:
Buffalo Prairie 6o, 3 removed, I ordained. Millersburg 49· Kewanee 67, 2 removed. Elders:
E. E. Wheeler, J. Chisnall, J. D. Jones, J. Lord,
S. Garland, D. S. Holmes, J. L. Terry, R. J. Benjamin; B. Sumption and F. Needham priests;
and - - Atlams, teacher; all reported their labor having been active as far as possible. M. T.
Short reported by letter. Conference appointed
J. D. Jones and D. S. Holmes to attend to the
Henderson Grove branch matter and report next
conference. The Buffalo Prairie branch having
fulfilled the request of last conference in ordaining F. Needham to the office of priest, the.district
secretary was directed to issue license to him, J.
Chisnall, Bishop's agent's report was approved.
The report read: On hand and receivtd $507 91,
expended $397 oo, balance $uo 9r. Resolutions
were passed as follows: Requesting James Lord
to take part In preaching the word in the Kewanee branch; that all the officers in this dl&trict
labor faithfully in their offices and report to each
coming conference; that by our. faith, prayers and
means we uphold and sustain the authorities of
the church; that the purported debate referred
to by Bro. F. Needham be left in the hands of the
pres'iding elder of the district; that when this
conference adjourns it does so to mett at Millersburg the first Saturday in March. Preaching by
Elders E. E. Wheeler an'd D. S. Holmes. A vote
of thanks was tendered to the Kewanee saints
for their hospitality. And so adjourned another
glorious conference, as the word was spoken In
power by the brethren and we were especially
blessed in our social service on Sunday after partaking of th<> emblems. The sick were administered to with promise 9f recovery; and a glorious prophecy was given cheering the faithful
and urging to activity the slothfuL
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.
Conference convened at Newport Chapel, on
Friday, November 7th. Bro. H. C. Smith was
chosen to preside; Bro. D. S. Mills was chosen
assistant, and Ern. A. A. Goft and W. P. Pickering
clerks. Branches reported as follows: Colton
(organized January 12th, 1890) 24; San Bernardino 201, 5 baptized, I received, 23 removed, 2
died; Newport 165, 7 baptized, I removed, 3 died;
Valley Center I6, 2 baptized, I received, I died;
Los Angeles 73, I baptized, I received, 4 removed, 4 died; Laguna branch, no report. Elders:
H. C. Sntith, D. S, Mills, Wm. M. Gibson, E. J.
French, D. E. Lander, P.M. Betts, John Brush,
and A. A. Goff reported; also Priests W. P.
Pickering and A. M. Stanley.
The Bishop's
agent reported for thirteen months. Total received $120695; total expended $r r39,66; balance due church $67 29. A communication
from members of the Laguna branch concerning
the report and records bf said branch was read,
and referred to a committee for investigation.
The committee reported that in their minds the
conference should order the former clerk to deliver all books, papers, etc., to his success_or. This
was adopted, Bro. H. C. Smith, as associate
president of Pacific Slope Mission gave offiicial

IS
notification that the Laguna branch was set in
order under his appointment and dictation in December, r889. Resolutions in memoriam of
Ern. G. A. Blakeslee and E. C. Brand were
adopted and a copy ordered sent to their families
and to the Herald. Ern. H. C. Smith and D. S.
Mills were appointed delegates to general conference, and the president and clerk of each branch
were appointed a special committee to solicit
moneys to defray delegates expenses; said
moneys to be forwarded to Bro. H. C Smith,
on or before March rst, I89r. Bro. W. P. Pickering was granted a renewal of priest's license.
Bro. D. S. Mills was sustained president of district, and Bro. A.A. Goff elected assistant. Bro. A.
A. Goff was sustained district secretary. It was
resolved that all the local priesthood labor to the
best of their ability under the district pres! dent.
A resolution from the Sunday-school association,
notifying the conference of its disorganization,
was rece·ived. The rule regarding time of holdirig conference and reunions adopted in r889, was
repealed. A reunion was appointed to be held
at the Lakes in Lagum Canyon, on July 2d, 3d,
and 4th, 1891; and the next conference to be held
at San Bernardino on the first Friday on or before the full moon in October, 1891. During the
conference Bro. T. S. Brown was ordained an elder. and Sr. Lillie Prothero was baptized.

DIED.
MARKS-December rzth, r89o, at the residence of his daughter, Sr. Josephine Wood, Fremont, Nebraska, Fayette Marks in his seventyfifth year of age. Funeral services conducted by
Elders Samson and O'Gard.' He w~s baptized
October '·rsth, 1890, and confirmed by the same
brethren. Bro. Marks was the oldest son. of the
late President William Marks.
ANDERSON,-At Lebeck, Mo., November 27th,
1890, at eight a. m. of dropsy, Sr. Sally M. Anderson, beloved wife of Bro. B. B. Anderson,
aged 72 years, 2 months, 18 days. She was born
September 9th, r8r8, in Broome county, N. Y.;
moved in the spring of r834 to Kirtland, Ohio,
and was present at the dedication of the temple;
moved with her parents to Ray county, Missouri,
in I836; December 3fst, 1837, married Bro. B. B.
Anderson; passed through the tdals and persecutions in Missouri in 1838-9; in the spring of
1839 moved to Illinois; the winter of r84o went
to Nauvoo; in the summer of 1846 moved to
Winter Quarters; moved to Iowa in 1849; united
with the Reorganized church in r863, being baptized by Bro. W. W. Blair. She was the mother
of thirteen children, six of whom have crossed
the river, leaving five sons and two daughters,
31 grand-children and 5 great-grand-children to
mourn her loss. Through all the trials and persecutions of the church in its early days her faith
was strengthened and her spirit purified by them,
and now she has gone to her reward. Truly a
mother in Israel is gone. I have known her for
over 15 years, and when examining the claims of
the Latter Day Saints she gave me much valuable knowledge and has strengthened my f~~oith in
the truth. Her hand was ever outstretched to
help the weak and sorrowing and to bring back
the erring. Her home was always open to the
Saints, and the wants of the traveling Elders
were supplied.
T. J. MARTIN.
SrLVANDER;- Sr. Chrestene S!lvander died
November I6th, 1890, at Guiford, Missouri. She
was born in S.weden, Aplil 15th, r824, and came"
to America and was baptized March 12th, r888,
by Elder A. J. Moore and confirmed by Elders J.
Thomas and A. J. Moore. She leaves three
daughters and many friends. She died in the
hope of a glorious resurrection.
Funeral &ermon by Elder W. E. Pe;lk.
MARQUAR T.-At the home of her daughter,
Sr. Whiteaker, in Plano, Illinois, November 6th,
I89o, Mrs, Cathrine Marquart, aged 86 years, 9
monhs and 7 davs. Sl e dJed of old age. · The
funeral sermon was preached by Elder W. W.
Blair, assisted by Elder W. Vickery.
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i ·--: The Independence Gazette :--·

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Southern Nebraska district conference will
Published Weekly by
_
convehe at eleven a. m. January r8·h, 189r, ~t
BRETHREN E. ETZENHOUSER AND WM. CRICK,
the Saints' chapel, Wilber,. Saline county. It ts 'I
At Independence, Mo.
hoped that all branches will report, and that the
The enterprising publishers of this paper are offering you
conference will be well attended. A cordial inyour choice of one of the very finest views of the Temple
at Independence, free with J?aper, if .subscription. is
vitation i:s' extended to the brethren arid friends. ~ Lot
paid in advance. Two of these views, which are ~xlO, ).ll·
CHAS. H. PoRTER, Sec.
clucle a view of the new church at that plaee. Send m
your money and get a good family pa.per for one year and
a fine view of the Temple Lot, both for $1.00
FOURTH QUORUM OF ELDERS.
Not bein" able to attend the last general CO!)· J
A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,!
ference 1 h~d not the pleasure of meeting with
Setting fo"rth the order and nature of the Priestthe Fourth Quorum of Elders.
I saw no report J hood, and defining the duties and prerogatives
through the Herald of their meeting, neither have
of all the Church Officials, including the Fi~st
I heard from any one that they had any. FurtherPresidency, and also the Deacons, as set forth in
•more the secretary long since sent to me his posithe Revelations of God arid decisions of the
·.tive.;esignation, so that the quorum is without a
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
•secretary.
We therefore respectively suggest
the Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
that the fourth quorum do, without fail, make 1 Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
out their reports and if they choose they can send
Price 25 cents including postage.
them direct to me, as I hope-thP Lord being
willing-to meet you all at the next .general conHOUSE FOR SALE.
ference at Kirtland, Ohio.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
Please send ,jn your reports if possible before
for sale my House of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
the r6th of March next.
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
Very respectfully, your humble servant and
fnrnace nit, "'nd water in the kitchen.
brother,
HIRAM RATHBUN.

I
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Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28. Clevelan(J,Ohio..

No 500, Logan St., LANSING, Michigan.

IN MEMORIAM.
Resolved, that whereas we have been called to
mourn the loss of our beloved bishop • of the
church, Elder George A. Blakeslee, . removed
from our midst by death, we would that we were
able to pay a just tribute of respect to his memory and his worth, and accord him that meed of
honor due from us; he being in life one of God's
noblemen, able, just, and true to every trust imposed upon him, and a pillar in the chprch. And
while with the whole church we thus bow to the
mandates of heaven, we feel to extend to his
widow and the bereaved family our heartfelt
sympathy and Jove; ever praying God td sustain,
strengthen, and comfort them as He alone can
do, till the final triumph of Christ and his saints
over the powers of death and woe forever.
.
Also, in the death of Bro. E. C. Brand, semor
president of the seventies' quorum, we recognize
the loss to us in life-work of an active, able, and
efficient servant of God, whom we loved in life
and honor in death. And we extend to his widowed wife our deep sympathy at her great loss
for time, craving the blessings of heaven to bless,
comfort, and heal her through this vale of tears,
till the great reunion shall come; and the victory
for which we are striving shall be sounded from
pole to pole and from earth to ht"aven.
Passed by the Southern California district conference, November 8th, r89o.
H. C. SMITH, President,·
A. A. GoFF, Clerk.
F. R. Tubb, 10 Retreat Place, Hackney, London, Eng.

BIBLE SYNOPSIS.
Only three or four hundred left. I will sell
the remainder at $I each, or six to any address
for $5. Send to the Herald Office at Lamoni,
Iowa, .or J. J. Cornish, Reed City, Osceola
county, Michigan.
!2 27-3m

SPIRITUAL GIFT&! AND SPIRIT
MANIFESTATIONS,
OR CAUSE AND CURE FOR SKEPTICISM,
BY

ELDER M. H. BoND.
Justissued; a book or pamphlet of over 100 pages
larger than the Voice of Warnmg, of closely written and
original matter; good type, good paper, and easy reading.
A treatise uJmn the uncertainties of Catholic of Protestant creed. The rational theory and rxposition of gospel
doctrine and confirmatory gifts, as against the insidious
doctrines and revelations of modern spiritualism. The
anti-Bible revelations of Sweden borg, The Quakers,
Catholic Visions and Miracles, Mesmeric, Trance, MindReading, ~'Christian Science," •'Divine Healing' or
hFaith Cure,', HHow to Become a Medium," &c. The
Gifts of the Gospel, their proper place, use or abuse in
the church.
Price, 25 cents Single Copy.
Send silver or stamps; $2.25 per dozen, postage paid,
P. 0. Order or Currency. Address, M. H. Bond, Willoughby, Ohio; or Herald Office, Lamoni, Iowa.
w- Agents and "pushers" wanted, to whom books
will be sent upon application.
1

-A.-

SY:rtiBOLOGICAL

CATECHISM:

OR

Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
BY A.]. MAPB:S.
104 pages, cloth bound. Price 35 cents each.
For sale by BRo. H. R. M:lLLS,
T~nRP~NnRNC'H'..

AUTUMN

Mo

LEAVES,

Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,

A valuable recipe for

"Influenza, Coughs, Colds," etc.
Any one who learns the merit of the above, will !\,ppreci·
;ate its valae, and I don't believe any one will he without
the medicine after a fair t>ial. This recipe can he filled
at any Drug store for ahont 35cts.. 1 will send !.he recipe
to nny of the Samts for !Octs.
J. T JOHNSON,
20dec3t
Box 67, WINDOM, Kansas.
RoBERT WrNNINe.,

Pres't.

D. F1•

NICHOLBON,

Cashier

FARMERS' BANK OF LAMONI.
Ample Besvo:msibi.Hty:
:Loana money on a prove~ security. Six per cent lntereot
paid on time deposits. Real Estate
bought and sold.

PaYING WORK FOF, YOU.
Bro. B. F. Ordway of Peoria, Illinois, still wants agents
for his well known
PORTABLE BED SPRINGS
and other new and useful household necessities. Thirtyday credit given. Model and samples free, conditionally.
For full particulani address as above.

SUNDAY .SCHOOL REPORT.
This is a blank statistical report, per dozen .

10 cts.

L. R. Devore, r8oi Polk street, San Francisco,
California, until December 25th, r89o; after December 25th, r89o, Papeete, Tahiti.

Prospectus of Autumn Leaves
FOR 1891.
IN order to largely increase our circulation for
the coming year and also as a testimonial of our
gratitude to those who have aided·us in establishing the magazine, we have made arrangements
for presenting each subscriber with an elegant

Steel Engraving of Pres. Joseph Smith,
The engraving will be of a size suitable for framing taken from a plate made expressly for us,
and will be worth double the subscription price
of the magazine to each one who receives it, and
can only be obtained by subscribing for AuTUMN
LEAVES.
TERMS.
In order to obtain this valuable engraving the
following conditions are necessary. Send in
advance $r.so, the regular subscription price of
the magazine, together with fifteen cents to pay
cost of mailing, and t.,P-e magazine together with
the engraving will be forwarded to you. We
-can not send the engraving except where payment is made in advance. Not wishing, however, to deprive any one of the magazine who
may desire to have it and has not the money to
send In advance, we will send the magazine
witkout tke Engravin!f, if they will notify the
office that they wish it continued.
NOTIFICAT£0N MUST BE GIVEN
We can not send out the first numbers of the
volume without knowing whether you wish the
entire volume, for by this means we suffer great
'Joss. Many who afterwards would subscribe and
pay for these numbers can not get them because
we have furnished them to those who fail to renew their subscriptions or to return the magazines.
THE MINISTRY.
To all actively engaged in the ministry it affords
us great pleasure to send the magazine free, but
we will esteem it a kindness and it will prevent
·;;istakes if you will notify the office that you
wish it continued.
DO YOU WANT TO WORK FOR THE
MAGAZINE?
Send us twelve names with the money and we
will send you an extra copy free for your services. This offer includes engraving with each
copy.
SPECIAL NOTICE •.
With the first number of volume four we shall
sommence the publication of a sketch of the life
of Elder John Brush of California, one of the
most interesting Biographies yet published.
"Father Brush," as he is familiarly called by
those who know him, passed through many of
the trying scenes of the troubles· in Missouri,
and writes of them as an eye witness. If the
interest of future chapters of this biography are
equal to those we have seen, (and we are told
they. are), then we can say unreservedly that
those who fail to subscribe in time to _get the
first chapters will Jose much. Sometime dtring
r89r we expect also to begin the publication of a
Serial by one who has never as yet contributed
to the magazine, though well known to the
church, both personally and by her writings.
Again we repeat that we can not afford to
issue a large edition above the number of subscribers and it is absolutely necessary for those
who de~ire the complete volume to subscribe in
time for their names to be on our list by February I 5th, 1891.
To the friends who have so faithfully and disinterestedly worked for us in the past we would
suggest that with the splendid premium we offer,
your labors this year ought to be more successful than in the previous ones. With thankfulness for past favors and large hope for the future,
but above all with a firm reliance upon Him
whose we are and whom we are endeavoring to
serve, w_e shpll enter upon the work of volume
four fe•- .1g sure that our friends will render to
us all,'~~d more than we can merit.

M.

WALKER.
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD. 01!' TIIE LoRD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AxoN& TOU HAVll 8AVll lT JIB 01'1B WD'B.- AND 00NcuF~th,;..
H:E SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag~ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
}0l~·
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN sHouLD HAVE. ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN .nUT ON:m HusBAND: Exol!IFT m CAsl!l oll' DBATH, WHBN EB'~r:;;;:::
rs AT LIBERTY To MARRY AoAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandm.~nts, eec.109, par. 4.
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CERTAINTY IN CHRIST'S
RELIGION.

OF what worth is any form of religion
unless ordained of God and confirmed to
the soul of the faithful wox;shipper by the
light and power and comfort of the Holy
Spirit! One ounce of actual knowledge in spiritual things is worth worlds,
and more, of fine spun theory and Christless dogma. The divine endorsement by
the Holy Spirit through ~igns and miracles and wonders, and the conscious witness to the soul and spirit of the believer
by the. Holy Ghost, "the Comforter," is
heaven's best gift to perishing, needy souls,
and is "the earnest," the "seal," the unfailing evidence given 0f God to man to establish and confi.rm him in gospel truth.
However reasonable the go, pel in its requirements and in its adaptability to the
needs and best interests of man, and however cheeringancl c.onsistent and elevating
its promises in respect to life and immortality, still the soul needs to know and to
consciously feel assured, that it is indeed
"the power of God unto salvation to every
one that believeth;" and this can come
only by and through the oftl'ce work of
the Spirit and power of God in the soul of
the believer. This need the gospel promises to supply and give every faithful seeker full satisfaction that "God is, and that
he. is a rewarder of them that diligently
seek him." This is clearly set forth in the
Bible and other sacred records, and these
records bear witness that those promises
were anciently amply fulfilled.
And now in these latter days, the Lord,
as in ancient' tii:nes, confirms the word of
truth by the power and light and gladness
given of the Holy Spirit by which the
hearts of his faithful people are rooted and
g.rounded and firmly fixed in the "reasonable service" of God.
·Note theselpromises of God in the ~ook
of Mormon: "He that believetfi \.<ese
things [in Book of Mormon] which I have
spoken, hin:t will I visit with the manifes-
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ta·:ions of my Spirit, and he shall know
and bear recorcl."-Ether 1: 12,
Again: "And when ye shall receive
these things [Book of Mormon], I would
exhort you that ye would ask God, the
eternal Father, in the name of Christ, if
these things are not true; and if ye shall
ask with a sincere heart, with real intent,
having faith in Christ, he will manifest the
truth of it unto yo'u by the power of the
Holy Ghost; and by the power of the
Holy Ghost ye may know the truth ofall
things."-Moroni 10: 1.
Not only are these precious promises
made to faithful believers in the gospel in
these last days, but the following warning
to those who deny the power of God and
the gifts of the Spirit: "And when ye
shall see these sayings coming forth among
you, then ye need not any longer spurn at
the doings of the Lord, for the sword of
hisjustice is in his right hand, and behold
at that day, if y~ shall spurn at his doings,
he will cause that it shall soon overtake
you.
W o unto him that spurneth at the
doings oft he Lord; yea, wo unto him that'
shall deny the Christ and his works; yea
wo unto him that shall deny .the revelations of the Lord, and shall say the Lord
no longer ~vorketh by revelation, or by
prophecy, or by gifts, o~ by tongues, or by
healings, or by the· power of the Holy
Ghost; yea, and wo unto him that shall
say at that clay that there can be no miracle wrought by Jesus Christ, to get gain;
for he that doeth this shall become like
unto the son of perdition, fot whom there
was no mercy, according to the word of
Christ."-B. Nephi I 3; 6.
.
These blessed promises and fearful warnings mark them as from God, for no sane
man clare make such lest their failure
prove him a deceiver at once, and he and
his work be brought to sham,e and ruin.
And these promises are supplemented in
the Doctrine and Covenants in these words
.of Christ to the ministry: "And again it .
shall come to pass, that on as many as ye
shall baptize with water, ye shall lay your
hands~ and they shall receive the gift of
the Holy Ghost, and shall belookingforth
for the signs of my coming, and shall
know me. Behold, I come quickly. Even
so. Amen."-D. C. 39: 6.
Again: "The gospel must be preached
unto every creature, with signsfollowing
them that believe. And, behold, the Son
of Man cometh. Arrien."-D. C. 58: 15.
..{\.nd again: "Go ye into all the world;
preach the gospel to every creature, act•
ing in the authority which I have given
you, baptizing in the, name of the Father,
· and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost,
and ..he that believeth, and is baptized,
shall be saved; and he that believeth not
shall be damned, .and he, that, believetb
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shall be blessed with signs following, even
as it is written; and unto you it shall be.
given to know the signs of the times, and
the signs of the coming of the Son o(
Man; and of as many as the Father shall
bear record, to you it shall be given power
to seal them up unto eternallife."-D. C •.
68: I,
Dear reader, these are not the words of
a deceiver, nor the ra:vings of a blind
fanatic, bu.t the faithful words of Christ
through Joseph the Seer. The Lord has.
confirmed their truthfulness and: divinit_r
to the souls of many scores of thousandsin
America and in foreign lands; and He is
willing that• all. souls should be thus con•
firmed and made joyful in· the hope of'
eternal life in Christ.
All need these
divine evidences, these heavenly confirmations; and if they seek the Lord in his
appointed and unchangeable way, they
can and willreceive them.
The Saints• should be joyful in the Lord
always, and seek to enjoy richly his Holy
Spirit in ·all its gifts and graces as he may
"divide unto every man severally as he.
will." They should strive to be faithfUL
and Christ-like in all their ways, "live in
the Spirit. and walk in the Spirit," and so:
have Christ in them, "the hope of glory."
The Lord now abundantly confirms the
form of religion given the Sait:tts, and
how great is their responsibility to God
and their duty to man to honor it and forward all its interests!
'
WHO IS TO BE BLAMED?

WE have a very characteristic communicition under the above caption from Bro.
E. B. Morgan, an elder in the field. The
article is a discussion of the idea of the
expression of differences of opinion upon
topics of interest· by elders and othet:
church officers in the HERALD; and a. suggestion of injury to the general work by
putting the HERALDS ~n which such differences of opinion are expressed into the
hands of "outsiders,'' or those "not of the
faith." '
We are of the opinioh that if it will be
faund to be an injury to the work in ~··
general sense, to let those outside of the
church read the HERALDS containing dW
ferences of opinion on different subjects,
and that it is therefore wrong, because of
the possible hurt to the work, that it is
much more decidedly wrong that those
differences shot!lcl appear in the B)!:RALD
at all. If it is wrong to let inquirers see
that there,are differences of opinion, views·
and judgment, it must be as surely wrong
that any exist. If it is an injury to the work'
to place in the hands of an enquirer lj::E:RALDS ·con•taining ,expressions· of· differ~nces •
in• opinion, because that enquirer' will
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thereby be deterred from making further
inqui.ry into the faith, what effect would
be wrought upon the mind of such an enquirer, providing that all knowledge of
·such differences should be kept from him
until after he should have come into the
church, and he should then discover them,
and that those of the faith around him had
studiously kept the HERALDS containing
those differences from his hands? Would
he have just conceptions of the fair dealing of such suppression of the fact of such
differences existing? And would it not be
better to let such an individual become
acquainted with such differences of views,
and the subjects upon which they occur
before he should join the church, though
he might at once refuse to make any further inqury than to cover up those differences during his inquiries, leaving him to
discover them after he should join the
church, with the danger of his at once
" leaving it upon such discovery on the
ground that he had been deceived?
We do not accede. to the idea that the
. knowledge that the elders differ in views
and opinions is extremely damaging to the
outside world !leeking to make inquiry
concerning the faith. The world, so called, already knows that differences of opinion on religious topics and the claims of
churches are as thick as thorns on a blackberry bush; and that such differences have
made Catholic and Protestant Churches;
Church of England and Methodist Episcopal churches; Primitive and Wesleyan
Methodist Churches; New and Old School
Presbyterian Churches; Methodist North
and Methodist South Churches; Christian,
Disciple, First Day and Seventh Day, and
Christian Advent Churches; and)ast, perhaps not least to us, the Utah and Reorganized Latter Day Saints Churches-all
have sprung from differences of opinion
and are stoutly maintained to this day up·
on those differences. We are averse to
the idea of attempting to hide material·
facts connected with the work of church
building. Facts are peculiar and sometimes stubborn things. He who.essays to
suppress them will find his hands full,
sboner or later. So far as the history of
the Reorganized Church is concerned, we
are not fearful in contemplating the possibility of its acts coming to the light.
Mistakes may have been made, officially
and otherwise; individual officers mav
have erred in both word and deed; bU"t
that any evil to society, or to individuals
has been counselled, contemplated or designed in any official act of either quorum
or conference; we are absolutely assured
of; hence, we feel but little hesitancy in
putting the HERALD into the hands of
anybody who will read it, letting each
thing in it stand on its own merits.
We quite heartily endorse the brother's
idea that the fact that men occupy high
po>.itions does not necessarily make them
"pre-eminently wiser than everybody else;"
and we are quite glad that he is just to his
brethren when he admits that those occupying such high positions have not only
the "good sense to know it;" but are also
humble enough not to claim it~ Any man
worthily occupying a high position will
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scarcely forfeit the prestige his office should
This is the decision of good sense also;
give him by airing his self-conceit. Be- our common understanding conceding to
sides this, the more knowledge a man ,the wisdom of the statement.
To the question, Who is to be blamed?
really has, the more he is conscious of the
vast storehouses of knowledge there are for the reasons herein given, we reply,
in existence of which he knows nothing, None may be wholly in fault and to be
blamed for existing differences of opinand the more his littleness, weakness and
want of knowledge are impressed upon ions; but any and all who permit those
differences to degenerate into bitterness
him.
However, who
answer this query: of feeling, and hurtful strife, are in fault
Is it not expected of those who occupy and much t9 be blamed.
high positions, in either church or state,
that they shall both have and exercise WE hear that it is rumored by some not
better wisdom than those not called to oc- well informed in the matter that the
cupy such positions? Are they not lboked moneys raised for the enlargement of the
up to, and sought after upon the hypotl:e- HoPE are paid to Sr. M. Walker and acsis that they have been called and chosen crue to her sole benefit. This is a serious
to the positions they occupy, because it is
mistake~ The money raised for the enbelieved or known that they are qualified largement of the HoPE is paid into the
by knowledge and wisdom fitting them to Herald Office to the HoPE account. Sr.
fill their offices with credit to themselves M. Walker receives not a dollar of it; and
and benefit to those to whom, or for whom has no more personal .claim or ownership
they are called to minister? It may be in it than any other member of the church;
true, undoubtedly true, that the elevating her only interest being that the HoPE
a man to a position of trust and power, shall be what it ought to be, an entertaindoes not necessarily give him good sense, ing educator of "the children of the church,
knowledge, or wisdom; but is it not aland shall be sustained as such. It is a hard·
most equally true that the fact of his hav- condition attaching- to this life of the
ing bee·n elevated is because he had both flesh, that the unselfish laborer for humansense, knowledge and wisdom, or he would ity's good is to be made a sufferer from the
not have been, chosen for the place; or if misapprehension and lack of appreciation
it is not true ought it not to be the case? on the part 9f many of those receivmg the
For instance, if the church selects a man benefit of the htbors expended. When to
from among the elders as a ~ommittee man,
this is added a spice of malice manifested
to do for the church any specific work, is in the circulating of disparaging statements
it not understood that the man so chosen reflecting upon the character of the laborhas the qualifications fitting him for the er, it is very hard to bear, and be patient.
work; and while he is performing the It is christianlike to bear misreprepresenduties of the work entrusted to him, and
tation without 'murmuring, or retorting;
his opinion regarding that work to be but it is far from chri,tianlike to injure
considered better and to be taken in pre- any one by imputing improper things to
ference to that of those not engaged in them; or circulating stories to their disthat work? Is it not proper to believe credit.
that having a specific work pointed out
for him to do, upon the supposition that
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
he was well qualified to do it, he would
so bend the energ1es of his mind to his BRo. T. A. RoBINSON ~ends us a letter rework as to be specially imbued with the ceived from Bro. J. H. Wells, of Knobspirit, hence the power of the work to do noster, Missouri, which gives account of
it successfully? We certain! y think so.
the active and effective labors of Bro.
Many men may be qualified to sit and Wells, who is preaching the word in the
serve as judges in the courts of the land; region contiguous to his home.
Bro.
but when one is chosen and takes his seat Wells presents a solid front to the enemy,
on the bench, his opinion is taken as the not only in his ample physical proportions,
'opinion while thousands of others are not but also his kindly declaration of the word,
regarded. This does not argue that no which to be powerful must be preached in
one, nor many of the thousands may not
meekness and love. The strength of the
by nature, possibly by acquirement, have Lord is inseparable from his love-is part
the qualities to be a judge, hut it does ar" of it. He who would win men to Chri!:lt
gue that when the one is selected his judg- must, like the Master, be g-entle unto all
ment becomes the judgment of all by delemen, kind in spirit, yet positive arid noble
gated authority, or right. If his judgment in sentiment and statement. Christ's life
when thus chosen is to be of no more force was an exposition, an illustration of the
or value than those· not chosen, is not the divine manliness, the purest love and unchoosing a farce and a folly? If when selfish desire for the welfare of his fellows.
he is chosen and his opinion, or decision In him was and is hidden "all the treasis asked and bad it is to be no more re- ures of wisdom and knowledge;" and when
garded than any one of all the thousands his servants, his people "walk even as he
would it not be a waste of time and a folly walked," they deClare and illustrate the.
to put him i:nto the position? We think
perfection of truth and beauty to their felso. The language of inspiration is, "Let lows. We should rejoice in and diligently
no man think he is ruler, but let God rule apply ourselves to such an exalted calling.
him that judgeth, according to the counsel
Bro. Arthur Leverton, Bothwell, Onof his own will; or, in other words; him tario, December 14th, states that he had
that counseleth or sitteth upon the judg- preached at St. Clair, and Marine City,
Michigan, baptizing one at the first named
ment seat."-D. C. 58: 5·

will
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and nine at the latter, since July r2th.
One of those at Marine City was taken
ill and died. The MetlwJil,t and P £esbyterian brethren both iendered the use of
their houses for the funeral service. The
brethren accepted the first, and Bro. Leverton states that the minister opened the
services for him, and the choir sang for
the occasion. He thinks it quite likely
that a good work will be done there.
THE Chicago T£mes of the 23rd December, ·189o, contains a statement corroborating our thought that polygamy would not
be likely to be a part of the policy of Mr.
John W. Young in the settlement in Mexico.
We give the statement below as it
appeared in the T£mes.

19

religious sentiment seems to be dead. Some of
and sea, in the city of Chicago, in the state of
the Baptist brethren want me to hold meetings
Illinois,' appreved April zsth, I890·
with them, taking tr.e lead every other meeting.
"Now, therefore, I, Benjamin Harrison, presiI think what is left of us here are yet in the faith
dent of the United States, by virtue of the auof the latter day work. I often, think of the gaththority vested in me by said act, do hereby deering and wonder, Shall I be 'accounted worthy
clare and proclaim that such International exhito stand with.those in Zion having my garments
bition will be opened on the first day of May, in
washed clean of the blood of the men of this genthe year eighteen hundred and ninety-three, in
eration among whom I have lived since. There Is
the 'city of Chicago, in the state of Illinois, and
one thing sure, I never fail to present our doctrine
will not be closed before the last Thursday in
of what they must do to be saved. It saved me, and
October of the same year, and in the name of the
it will save them If they obey it.''
government and of the people of the United
States I do hereby Invite all the nations of the
We are pleased to hear from Bro.
Flagg, and suggest that five would have
earth to take part in an event that is pre-eminent
saved Sodom had they been found, and
In human history ~nd of lasting interest to manthe little band of five at Castata, if they
kind, by appointing representatives thereto, and
will but meet with each other rnd their
sending such exhibits to the World's Columbian
neighbors, mindful of the dear Lord, can
exposition as will most fitly and fully illustrate
do much toward establishing the faith
their resources, their industries, and their prothere.
gress In civilization.
"In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my
hand and caused the seal of the United States to
ONE BY ONE THEY FALL,
be affixed.
Philadelphia Press: Another fond delusion
"Done at the city of Washington this twentyhas been shattered by the relentless data of
fourth day of December, one thousand eight hun- .
science. Whisky has long been regarded as of
dred and ninety; and in the independnece the one
value in the treatment of pneumonia, but a comhundred and fifteenth.
parison of the results attained in different hos'"BENJAMIN HARRISON.
pitals by its use in this capacity shows that its
"By the president:
JAMES G. BLAINE,
employment is not desirable. It is found 'that
Secretary of State,"
in the New York hospitals 65 per cent of the
pneumonia patients die under alcoholic treatBRo. ELISHA FLAGG, Castalia, Grand ment, while in London, at the Object-Lesson
Temperance hospital, only 5 per cent die.

"NEW YoRK, Dec. 22.-A dispatch in this
morning's papers, from Lima, Ohio, announced
that John W. Young, a son of Brigham Young,
had obtained a concession of') 000,000 acres. of
land in Mexico and intended to send there IO,ooo
Mormon colonists, who would again be free to
practice polygamy. Mr. Young was interview·
ed on the subject at his office in this city and de·
clared the published statements erroneous in sev·
era! important particulars. In the first place the
negotiations under the proposed conc~ssions have
not been concluded, and if they should be will be
for s,ooo,ooo, not 3,ooo,ooo acres.
In the next
place there is neither intention nor possibility of
Introducing the practice of polygamy in Mexico.
Manan, New Brunswick, December 2oth,
That Is as impossible under Mexican Jaws as lln·
1890. The hranch once existing there is
der those of the United Sfates.
Besides, the
in a disorganized condition; Brn. Joseph
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
proclamation of President WoodrQff of the Mor-'
and D. W. Lakeman and their families,
mon Church disposed of the question finally in
Bro. W. H. l-A:organ, Concordia, KanAlexander Graham and Josiah Flagg have
all M~rmon settlements by requiring obedience
moved awa_y; Brn. Lakeman
near sas, thus wrote of late. Those laboring
to the laws of the land on the subject. Further, Jones port, Mai~e, Brn. Graham and Flagg
in that vicinity will please note and, if possaid Mr. Young, the colonization scheme for
to W ashingtorr Avon, Skagit county, be- sible, respond to the call:
"Should you or any of your brethren come
Mexico does not, under the terms of the proposing their address.
Brn. Enoch Green,
west at any time in the near future, be sure to
ed concession, confine the settlement to Mormons,
John Dunbar, Elizabeth Griffin, Elisha stop
at Concordia, Kansas, and inquire .for one,
but leaves it open to all persons of good charac- ·Flagg and wife, areal\ that are left now.
not Simon, bllt William H. Morgan, and he will
ter, irrespective of creed. The colonists will be·
Bro. Flagg says:
be very inquisitive; but he will entertain you as
long as you wish to stop, free of charge; and I
subject to Mexican laws.
If the negotiations
«~am sorry to say that some of us are more
do think a good, well-posted man would find a
with Mexico come to a satisfactory issue Mr.
like the world than we ought to be, I hope the
good field to work in In this city, also in Clyde
Young will under the concession build. r,soo
time may come when we will have more of the
and Miltenvale, fifteen and twenty miles apart."
miles of railroad in that country."
spiritual life, We have had no meetings since
Bro. E. E. Marshall, Lone Rock, MisBro. Griffin died; and now we seem to have no
souri:
"l realize, as the prophet has said, that 'darkplace in. which to hold meetings. There Is in this
THE WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOness has covered the earth and gross darkness
district a meeting-house deeded thus: •For all
SITION.
the minds of the people.' I pray that the honest
religious and benevolent purposes.' Sometime
In heart may accept the truth and be saved.''
PRESIDENT HARRISON has issued a Pro- ago there 'was a dispute between the Baptists and
Sr. Priscilla Park, Brown postoffice,
clamation in the World's Fair interest, Methodists in this place about the house referred
naming the time .when it is to be held, and to, as to whe had the best right to its use. It was Colorado:
"How glad we are tG see the latter day work
inviting the various nations of the world finally agreed tQ divide the time betweel'l. them; growing so fast, and so many coming into the
to .:ake notice of its appointment and pro- the Baptists to hold meeting every other Sabbath true church. It is over eight years now since
vide delegates and exhibits. We give the morning, and Tuesday evening of each week; the we. heard an. elder of. our faith. All the preaching we have is the Hfirald, Hope and Autumn
proclamation below:
Methodists the alternate Sabbath morning, and
Lea'Ves; we can not do withouttherri. The signs
A PROCLAMATON.
Thursday evening of each week. This left the
of the times tell us that the time of the coming
of the Lord is near; for all things are being ful"Wkerea,l',satisfactory proof has been presented
house unoccupied every Sabbath afternoon and
filled as fast as time can bring them.''
to me that provision has been made for adequate
four evenings of each week. We asked for the
Bro. E. C. Briggs wrote from number
grounds and buildings for the uses of the World's
house, having as good right as any others, accordColumbian Exposition, a.1d that a sum not 'less
Ing to the deed; the counselors met to consider It 446 West Lake street, Chicago, Illinois,
December 26th in good spirits. He was
than ~w,ooo,ooo, to be used and expended for
and decided that we were not 'evangelical,' thereabout to make some effort to revive the
the purposes of said 'exposition, has been
fore not entitled to use the house. This left us in a
work in the city. We give his address
terrible plight, being according to this decision
provided in accordance with the condiabove, that any who may wish to write
tior.s and requirements of section ten of an , neither 'religious,' nor 'benevolent.' However,
him may do so, and any one who can in
act entitled, 'An act to pr-ovide for the celethere is not now so much ill will toward us as
any way aid the work there may know
brating the 4ooth anniversary of the discovery of
there used to be; and no wonder; they have had
where to address Bro. Briggs. Of his CO·
so much fighting among themselves; and we
America by Christopher Columbus, by holding
laborers Bro. Briggs writes:
have not neglected to tell them of their incon- .
an international exhibition of arts, industries,
"Bro. J. J. Cornish ought not to be confined to
sistenc!es. The Baptists now haveno meeting;
manufactures, and the products of the soil,.mine
Bay City, there are so many places demanding

to
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his labors. He is a good worker. Brn. R. Davis,
W. J. Smith, M. T. Short, Levi Phelps and L.
Scott, with some others, are all doing good service I learn."

Bro. Eric Johnson from Chicago, Illinois:
"I remember the good conference we had at
Mission this year; and I see in our Herald th~t
the brethren and sisters are doing good work m
many places. It stirs up feelings in me more
and more that God's love is wonderful. " May
the coming new year bring more good news to
us all." ,

==~===
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
~-If the president of the mission should writ~
to the district president (who is a seventy) advising him to resign his office in favor of certain high
priest, and should also write to the high priest
concerning the proposed change, urging him to
accept the office when it should be tendered unto
him; and if, when district conference convenes,
the district president in compliance with the said
request does resign; and the conference upon
learning the preference and action of the president of the mission, although not receiving any
communication from him, does elect the high
priest to be its president, does such district president hold his office because he has been elected
to it by the district, or is it because of his ordination to the office of high priest and the preference
of the president of the mission?
A.-It is because he has been elected to the rosition by the conference.
Q.-Has not a district conference the right, if
it deems best, to elect an elder, or seventy to be
its president, as against a high priest not so acceptable or so well qualified for the office?
r A.- Yes; so reads the last instruction.
. Q.-Does the president of the district possess
the right, by virtue of his office, to go into a
branch which is in good working order, and dictate
to ils president, who shall, or shall not fill its pulpit in the preaching of the word?
A.-We understand not. Those holding presiding authority are cautioned in the revelation
to have due corteous regard for the official rights
of branch officers.
~ues.-Can the Saints of God, who rise on the
morning of the first resurrection ever taste death
again, or be tempted by Satan in the holy city,
or any where else?
Ans.-"Biessed and holy is he that hath part in
the First Resurrection: on such the second death
hath no power, but they shall be priests of God
and of Christ, and shall reign with him a thousand years."
"And they went up on the breadth of the earth,
and compassed the camp of the Saints about and
the beloved citv: and fire came down from God
out of heaven,· and devoured them."-Revelations 20: 6, 9·

IN connection with our answer to the inquiries concerning the prop?ec.y on the
Rebellion, please read the folwwmg:
According to the estimates of .Frenc? and
German statisticians there have penshed 111 the
wars of the last thirty years z,soo,ooo men, while
there has been expended to carry the.m on no less
than the inconceivable sum of $I3 ooo,ooo,ooo.
Of this amount France has paid nearly $3,500,ooo ooo as the cost of her war with Prussia, while
her' loss in men is placed at r5s,ooo. Of these
So ooo were killed on the field of battle, 36 ,ooo
di~d of sickness accidents, or suicide, and 2o,ooo
in German pris~ns, while there died from other

causes enough to bring the number up to the
seen to be that, indeed, because that was the necgiven aggregate. The sick and wounded amountessary outcome of the fulness of life that dwelt
ed to 477,421, the lives of many thousands of
in him.
His very coming in the flesh is felt to
whom were doubtless shortened by their illness
be already a redemption, since it has raised our
or injuries.
According to Dr. Roth, a German authority,
nature into fellowship with the divine, and efthe Germans lost during the war 6o,ooo men killfected in that respect the needed reconciliation
ed or rendered invalid and $6oo,ooo,ooo in money,
of God and man. So our Christendom has come
this being the excess of expenditure or of macloser to Christ, and learned to value more all
teriallosses over the$ r ,2 5o,ooo.ooo paid by France
by way of indemnity. Dr Engle, another Gerthat relates to that marvelous career which began
man statistician, gives the following as the apin Bethlehem and was consummated on Olivet.
proximate cost of the principal wars of the last
Besides this the beautiful symbolism of Christthirty years: Crimean war $2,ooo,ooo,ooo; Italmas speaks to all hearts.
At what time of year
ian war of r859 $3oo,ooo.ooo; Prusso-Danish
war of r864- $35,ooo,ooo; War of the Rebellion
exactly Christ was born, must always remain un(north) $s,wo,ooo,ooo, (south) $2 30o,ooo,oo;
certain. But the early Church made a feliCitous
Prusso-Austrian war of r866 $330.ooo,ooo; Ruse
choice when it placed Christmas Day at the point
so-Turkish war $rzs,ooo,ooo; -south African wars
of time when the days begin to lengthen, and the
$8,77o,ooo; African war $r3,25o,ooo; Servo-Bulgarian $r76,ooo,ooo.
, sun to return to a frost-bitten world.
Probably
All these wars were murderous in the extreme.
they were guided in this selection by an interThe Crimean war, in which few battles were
pretation then current of the words of John the
fought, cost 750,000 lives, only so,ooo less than
were killed or died of their wounds north and , Baptist: "He must increase; I must decrease."
south during the war of the rebeilion. These
At any rate, the winter solstic,e corresponds e'i:figures, it must be remembered, are German, and
actly to the spiritual condition of the world at
might not agree precisely with American esti·
the first Christma:i(Day.
ft was a frost-bound
mates. The Mexican and Chinese expeditions
world.
Spiritual force and warmth seemed to
cost $zoo,ooo,ooo and 65,oco lives. The1:e were
25o,ooo killed and mortally wounded durmg the
have died out of it.
There was a great craving
Russia-Turkish war, and 45,000 each in the , for some great good, which men dimly appreItalian war of r859 and the war between Prussia
hended.
As Matthew Arnold points out, this
and Austria. In' the other wars the loss of life
showed itself especially in the longing for reconwas relatively less, whic;h did not make either
the men or money easier to part with in the more
ciliation with God. There was a notable revival
limited areas where they occurred.
of pagan ritual, and especially of human sacriAll this is but a part of the accounting, since
fices. Augustus offered hundreds of his captives
it does not include the millions expended during
in the sea-fight at Actium, on altars erected on
the last twenty years in maintaining the vast
armaments of the European powers, the lossEs
the adjacent promontory.
The' human conscicaused bv the st,appage of commerce and manuence
was
full
of
all
unrest.
Men ran after any
factures,· and the continual derangement of inteacher, ahy dealer in the supernatural, who ofdustries bv the abstraction from useful employment of
many millions of persons held for a
fered himself.
And into this winter was born
period of military service extending from three
the Child of Bethlehem, who was to speak the
te five years.
words ot peace and reconciliation for which the
7
world was craving.
He was the desire of the
Gentiles as well as the glory and the hope of
Israel. All creeds, all cultures, all philosophies,
EDITED BY SHlTJU1 "FRANCES."
all civilizations, had been pointing forward to
him. But ail had grown wearisame and idle,
"What then? Is life a gift to flout with scorn?
and barren of satisfaction, because his comNay! for in all its chaos Christ was born.
ing seemed to be put off forever. It was darkest
Oh I hush, wild heart, and bend t.hee to his will,when the dawn ,.vas coming.
When need is
Thou yet shali hear his tender 'P....:ucc, be t:LiH !' ' 1
strongest, help is nighest.
And our midwinteJ;
festival remains the symbol of the wintry world
THE CHRIST-CHILD'S FESTIVAL.
which saw his advent and heard the angelic song
Christmas Day grows upon the affections of
of "Glory to God in the highest; on earth peace
the American people. Once it was so little obto men of good will."
served that it was found to offer no interruption
·Another source of the growing love for Christof the session of Congress, and in ve.ry few of
mas i~ the place the day occupies in the lives of
our statP.s was it a public holiday.
Now it is
our children.
Because it commemoraies the
a day of Christian worship and of social reunion
Christ-child of Bethlehem, it is the children's
in every part of the land.
festival especially.
The rise of the interest in
Partly this change is due to an advance in the
child-life is modern.
There is not a child, it is
theological point of view. The Puritan thought
said, in all Shakespeare. In Victor Hugo, in
focused attention on the sacrificial work of Christ.
George Eliot, in all the first-class writers of our
It made too little of his personality, his life, his
own century, children come Into great promimanifold contact with the needs of his brethren.
nence, just because the greatest writers best reThe incarnation, e4cept as a basis for the one perflect the character of their age. And this is not
feet offering of Calvary, was not much dwelt upan indifferent thing. It is a mark of the world's
on. It was not so much what he was as what he
moral progress; for it indicates an approach to
wrought that commanded their attention. Therechildiikeness when the child is found to be as
fore our Lord's childhood and youth had little
much a center of interest as the man. So Christmeaning to those who held this narrower view.
mas has gained by this growth of a warmer feelThey did not feel, with Iremeus of Lyons, the
ing for the class whose helplessness appeals to
profound significance of his entering into the
our tenderness, and whose natural joyfulness
condition of childhood as well as manhood, that
reproaches our need~ess gloom. Old people take
he might be the Savior af the children also.
part in this festival only by virtue of so much of
In this respect our thinking has become more
childhood and childlikeness as we still have in
biblical and more Christian than theirs. Christ
our own breast.
We reverence the childhood of Christ, not as
·is more to us than the priest and sacrifice; he is

so
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a phase of his life which passed away with his
growth in years and in wisdom, but as· a revela. tion of something which was always with him.
He laid aside nothing. He always was the Christchild, even in his manhood.
He who took the
little child and set him in the midst of his disciples, and told them that unless they became such
children they could not enter his kingdom, was
not laying upon them a requirement which was
not perfectly illustrated in his own life. He always had the fresh, unspoiled life of his childhood in hls heart. The world could not reach or
touch that.
It could not dry him up into the
barrenness and the dreariness with which it infects our spirits.
. Happy indeed is he who never has lost his
childhood!
He can enter into the life and the
joy of the Christmas festival without reserve.
He is a child among the children who observe it.
To him the great Christmas gift of the Father to
men is always a joyful thing. Such children the
best saints always have been. Francis of Ass!si
and Martin Luther stood far from ·each other,
but they stood together here.
The capacity for
the keenest enjoyment of little things, the sense
of a Father's loving presence and their own entire
dependence on him, the freshness of love for all
things lovely andjof hate for all things hateful•
pervaded their lives. It was the child-like grace
of Christ which made this po.ssible to them, as it
makes it possible to us, and to all a weary world.
"The world was dark with care and woe,
With brawl and pleasure wild,
When in the midst, his Jove to show,
God set a child.
"The old, the aftlicted, and the poor,
With voices harsh or mild,
Said, 'Hope to us returns no more;
We want no child.'
"And men of grave and moral word,
With consciences defiled,
Said, 'Let the old truth still be heard;
We want no child.'
"Then said the Lord, '0 world of care,
So blinded and beguiled,
Thou must bec.ome for thy repair
A holy child.
"'And unto thee a Son is born;
Thy second hope has smiled;
Thou mayest, though sin and trouble worn,
Be made a child.' "

-Sunday Sclzool Times.
PRAYER UNION.
MEMORY· TEXTS FOR JANUARY.

Ist Thursday, I Cor. IO: I-12;
Mosiah9: 7·
2d Thursday, Mark -9: IS, I6;
D. & C. I8:6.
3d Thursday, I Chron. 29: II;
2 Nephi II: If·
4th Thursday, Book of Enos I:

We employed a physician who said he w®u!d
get well. He suffered a great deal from choking
spells.
Oh, our home is so lonely! How we
miss our darling!
He was such a p<'t for all of
ua.
The childr.en seemed so much attached to
him and seemed to miss him so much. It is such
a comfort to know that oor Lord has the care of
him and has promised if we are faithful to meet
him when we too lay down all that is mortal of
this life.
'
The morning he died we heard that some man
inquired for l1S at the post office. It proved to be
Bro. Devore who had stopped at his brother-inlaw's on his way to his mission to the Society
Islands.
He .dropped a card in the post office
but I did not get it until Wednesday after he was
gone on Monday.
Bro. and Sr. Devore, if you
read this I want to tell you that it would have
been such a comfort to have had your presence
and sympathy in our trouble; how glad we would
have been to have had you preach our baby's
funeral diseo.urse.
Mr. Noble of the Baptist church officiated.
His short address was comforting and cheering,
but one remark he made was not true.
That
was that miracles were done· away, that we did
not have them now. Under other circumstances
I would have demanded a scriptural proof. Our
friends were very kind to us for which we will
kindly remember them. · Little Harry dearly
loved to hear us sing and seemed t0 have a preference for the Sweet Bye and Bye.
If any of the Saints passing through Fairbury
wish to find us, please inquire for the new school
house.
We live just across the street opposite,
on the west ot it.
MRs. ELLA MYERS.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
We extract from the letter of Sr. Twaddle the
following: "l should not like to do with<mt Autumn Le<rves. I should miss.their visit;; very much;
there is such good reading in them; some very
grand testimonies to strengthen the weak. I was
sorry when the Autobiography of Elder Glaud
Rodger was ended, for I have heard him relate
so much of it. He was a good man and one that
loved to do good. He spent with us a good
deal of the last winter he lived. It was a hard
winter for Nevada and he did not do as mu~h as
he would have liked to do on account of ·deep
sno.w and cold weather. He and my husband
spent many pleasant hours together. My children
all loved him. He bore the cross; he will wear
the crown.''

D. & C. I9: 2;
Mosiah I: I2;
Matt. 6: 9-IS;
2; Psa. I4: 7·
ELEANOR.

FAlRBURY, Neb., Nov. zsth.
Dear Sisters :,-I write to tell you of my late
bereav.ement. I feel that I will have your sympathies, especially of those who have had a like
experience.
A sweet baby passed away from
this life l!t our home on the I4th of this month'.
He had not entirely recovered from summer
C()mplaint when the whooping cough set in and
his limbs began to swell.
r felt impresse!;l he
wouhl not recover.

The question is asked, "Is it right to attend the
sectarian churches?" It most assuredly is right.
Why should we not! Many of us are far from
our own church. The writer of these lines, aJ ..
thrmgh educated from infancy in the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, and also being
a firm believer in the latter day work, has been
compelled all her life, if she wished to attend
church, to go to the sectarian churches.
Must we be deprived of Christian society because we are isolated from our own church! ~s
not our faith pure; generous, kind and good, and
does it not teach us that God loves the honest. hearted in any and all churches? Is not God in
all that is good and true in this or any other
church? Has He no servants save in our church?
We can listen to \Pany sermons thatare fitted to
teach ps and move \lS with gog(:! gesjres !lllP im•

2I
pulses even if they do not agree in all respects
with what we believe. I have heard excellent
preaching outside of our church. Yet while I
feel thus to other churches, I have never for one
moment wavered in my own faith. My experience has only secured me more firmly in tqe
light that God has given us. There is no time
that we see our own position so clearly as when
we listen to the word as It is taught by the sectarian churches. We see where we agree with
them and we see where we differ.
We must lay aside a-ll prejudice and be very
charitable. We must be teachers of goodness by
our acts daily, always holding the honor of our
church sacred above all earthly things, and when
we attend other churches we should go with love
and charity in our hearts.
Your sister,
CATHARINE STEDMAN.
HOlliE CoLUMN MISSIONARY

Fmm.

Dec. 26, Amount to date ....•••••..... $3,4I5 I7
Sarah Millard, Nev ..... $I oo
Annie Reidler, Nev .•••.. I oo
E. Lo.wrie, Cal ....•.••.. I oo
Bro.& Sr. E. Holman, Me.I oo
Mary Knipschild, Mo .... r oo
Carrie Weld, Ill ......... I oo
Mary Struthers, I a ......• I oo
J. Dundsdenand Wife, Ia. I oo
C. A. Lucas, Ohio.......
M. J. Hutchins, Cal .. , •.. I oo
Jennette Strauss, Ia ...... I oo
C. J. Jackson, Ark.......
John X. Davis, Ia .. , •... I oo
Mary Umland, Neb ...••• 2 75
Sr. J. B. Davis, W.Va ... 2 6s
M.A. Hughes, Mo ....... I oo
Ann Green, Kan ....•..•. 2S
Emma Green, Kan . , • . . • 2S
Lora Creen, Kan........ 2S
Alex Green, Kan....... 25
Margaret tHunt, Ia ...... I oo
C. J. Hunt, Ia ............ I oo
M. E. Pace, I a ...•....• , I oo
Mary Sears, Kan. . • . • . . .
Samuel Sears, Kan . . . • . .
Abraham Sears.......... 50
Phebe Bigelow, Cal ..• , • 7S
Mrs. Ezra Burr, Mich. . . . 6o
Sarah Constance, Mo •... I oo
26 25
Jan. 2, Amount received to date ..... $3,44I 42

so

so

so
so

~Send

all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

BANDERA, Texas, Dec. I 3th.
Dear Sisters of tlze Home C!olumu:-My heart's ·
desire is to be a Christian and do what my
Heavenly Father has for me to do. I never have
been able to speak my' thoughts in prayer meeting as I want to. It is my daily prayer that I
may be saved with the good and just. Pray that
I may be faithful to the end.
.
M. M. JoHNSON.
SHENANDOAH, Iowa, Dec. I9th.
Dear Sr. Frances:-! am edified and strengthened in reading the letters of the Home Column.
They are a. blessed enjoyment to me. I often
have the Spirit of God poured Into my soul
while reading those that are testimonial to the
spirit in which they ar~ written. May Zion's
daughters arise and be determined to face every
foe and triumph over every' evil, and at last gain
the victory. May the Spirit of God rule our every
thought and superintend our every act in life,
We have the evidence of a heavenly messen"
ger that this latt_er day work is true and of God.
;My desire is to 'be faltnful 1 th!l,t l f!la;y l)e w<;>rth,r
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to receive that rest which remains for the tried
and the true. I have been affifcted for about four
years. I desire the faith and prayers of the Union
that I may be restored to health if it is God's
SR. ELEANOR GAYLORD.
will.
"THOU KNOWEST;"
JEREMIAH 17: 16,
Thou kuowest, Lord, the unuttered prayer,
The tearful upward glance, the fear
Imprisoned in the breast;
The dread of evil tidings, all
The sorrows thy tried children feel,
The burdens unconfessed.

Thou knowest the widow's speechlese tear,
The sighing when no eye io near
Save thine all watchful One;
The orphan's helpless grief to thee
Appeals with tenfold sympathy,
Who wept at Lazarus' tomb.
Thou knowest thy handmaid's oft aad cry,
"What have I ever done for Thee,
My God, my Savior, friend;
l~annot preach thy living word
As thoee sent forth with Spirit's sword
Thy gospel to defend.
Yet do I hear thee pitying say,
"Chase thou thy bitter teara away;
For he who praiaeth glorideth me.
Thy heart hath praised and praieeth oft,
What if thy yo ice be oil en t,-soft,My children's prayers are incense unto me."
Thou knowest, Lord, thy people's upward cry
For their dear offspring, goes their heart oft sadly
For those the wandering sons;
·nown from the eternal courts comes with angelic
speed,
Swifter than the arrow of our direst need,
"Leave unto me thy fatherless and erring ones."
Thou knowest of all thingo, Lord, the eternal,
Father divine, omnipotent, 011 thee
We caet our evety bmden, every care;
Thou knowest all things, Lord, how in that home
supernal,
Mid joy untold and glories everlasting
Our panting spirits long to see and hear thee there.
·
-F. Tubb, London, Eng.

GALIEN, Mich., Dec. 25th .
Editors Herald :-I herewith send you a prayer
offered by Elder E. C. Briggs on the 3d day of
November; the occasion being the dedication of
the new brick church erected by the Coldwater
branch, in southern Michigan. The house. was
·filled to·its utmost capacity, many of_ those present being strangers to our faith. The Spirit was
present in a marked degree from the opening of
the service, and many of the Saints have since
expre~sed to me their desire to see Bro. Briggs'
prayer in print; I therefore went to Bro. L. Fay,
stenographer, who took down the prayer, also
parts of the sermon, and obtained a copy of the
prayer; and now send it to you with the request
that if it is consistent that you publish it in the
Herald.
Bro. C. Scott preached the sermon, and to say
that it was good, is but weakly expressing its real
merits.
After the sermon, Bro. Briggs offered
the prayer, an almost breathless stillness prevading the entire assembly:
"Almighty God, who dwelleth in the heavens,
having all power among men on the earth; in
the name of Jesus Christ, the all prevailing
name, the only name given under heaven whereby we can be saved, we come unto Thee in deed
and in truth; and Wf; tll~!lk Thee th!J.t we are .sp

pleasantly and so well associated with Thy people here on earth.' We thank Thee that Thou
hast revealed Thyself to us as Thou hast not unto the world. And we praise Thee for all Thy
matchless power, which Thou h!!St made known
unto Thy people. Tho it art a God of revelations,
and no respecter of per.sons; and all men that
come unto Thee may find Thy favor as in days
of old. And now, wilt Thou listen to the prayers
of Thy people when they come to Thee, brokenhea_rted, and when they come contrite in heart,
,
and with clean hands.
Wilt Thou bless them
and reveal Thyself by revelations, by dreams, by
tongues and by healings, and the power to cast
out devils. We thank Thee, almighty God, that
Thou in Thy wisdom hast ordained that Thou
wilt be worshiped and served by a people that
serve Thee conscientiously; and that Thou art
a God who is present to help in every time of
need. And now, our Father who art in heaven
we pray Thee that Thou wilt be present to wlemnize this house indeed. And we feel to thank
Thee, now, that Thou hast provided such a goodly number of cheerful hearts and hands, to get
together to erect this beautiful building; and we
plead with thankful souls to Thee, to bless these
tender ones that have laid hold upon the horns
of the altar, that they will serve Thee around
their fireplaces, and that they will come to this
place of worship andp~lebrate praise to the Lord
of Hosts in the beauty of holiness, inspired by
Thy helping hand.
"Our Heavenly Father, wilt Thou consecrate
this house, with all the constituent members who
have erected it in Thy name to worship Thee in
spirit and in truth.
May it be Thy house, and
dedicated to Thy name. And do Thou grant Thy
peace to rule over it by day and by night.
And
when Thy Saints shall worship here, may_they
worship in the beauty of holiness; and may the
gifts of revelation, and the gifts of prophecy, the
gifts of tongues and the interpretation of tongues,
and also the gift of healing be made manifest to
Thy children, so that they who come hither to
worship Thee, may be witnesses and blest with
the manifestation of Thy power. Bless the congregations that shall assemble here from time to
time. Our Father, this house we present to Thee
in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, and be,
seech Thee to consecrate it as a house of the
Lord. And that it may be a temple where Thou
wilt come and visit Thy servants in a special
manner; and Thy handmaidens who come to
worship here.
"May this house not only be for Thy
people who· have named themselves Israel
through the obedience of Christ's Spirit, as in
eighteen hundred years ago, but may it be also a
house for strangers, those that have not found
God. And may all who come within these walls
feel welcome. Help them that they may embrace thy gospel as revealed by thy Holy Spirit
in power. We ask God that the doors of this
house may be wide open to receive those who
may officiate in other pulpits; that they may
come, and that they may be welcome here in
this pulpit; and that, to speak of what they have
found and believe, to theirfellow man. 0, Father!
do thou grant that the ministry of the land, of
every name, and every people, may come here
and make known what they have learned In the
name of the Lord. And may it be known in this
' re~ign of country that here is {!:.house open VI ide;

that this house will be a house to investigate
Thy word, to talk of Thy goodness and Thy
sacred work. And 0, our Father! may this be
a home to those who love God. And those that
come here may they be willing to forget all the
frowns of enemies, and cares of family, and say,
'I will serve God in the beauty of holiness.'
"To this end, our Father, wilt Thou dedicate
all the parts of this house, to Thy service, and
the glory of Thy name! May Thy wefcome
peace come here, and may those that come here
be env.b!ed ~o say, 'This is the house of the Lord.'
To this end we invoke thy blessing in the name
of Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen!"
WtLLARD J. SMITH.
SAND HILL, W.Va., Dec. 25th. ·
Edztors Herald:-I am still lifting the warning
voice to the peop:e. I left home the 9th of this
month, spoke the same night near Bro. J. L.
Goodrich's to a few good listeners; the next night
I stayed at the pleasant home of Bro. Thomas
Matthews .. He ha~; not altogether recovered
from his long sickness, but is suffering with
throat trouble. From there I went to Frozen
Camp, West Virginia, where I held six meetings,
the enemy tried hard to rout us, but we held the
fort. They threw stones against the school
house, and threatened to cut with knives. Some
will be arraigned before the county tribunal.
The 19th of this month I began meetings here;
preached seven times to very attentive congrega·
tions, and to-day I had the pleasure of baptizing
three in th<> chilly waters of West Virginia.
Th<?se baptized are heads of families.
To-morrow I go. to a new place ten miles from
here. The Saints here and also at Frozen Camp,
feel much encouraged.
There is much hardships to undergo in this
field, bad roads, poor way of conveyance, and
much prejudice make it disagreeable. I have
been blessed with good liberty to speak the word.
I feel confident of the final triumph of the truth
in the world, and r.ope to continue to the end.
May God bless his faithfu·l Saints; and may all
grumblers be brought to shame and learn quietness and contentment is my desire.
JAMES MOLER.
FLEETWOOD, I. T., Dec. 31st.
Editors Herald:-I have been greatly benefitted by reading the many testimonies of brethren
and sisters from almost every corl)er of the globe.
There are no Saints here except myself and
wife and one other sister, but we read the Herald
and Autum11 Lea1Je.<, and rejoice over the progress
of this marvelous work and a wonder. We have
our cloudy days, but thanks to our heavenly
Father, we also have our days of sunshine. This
is Sunday night. I have just returned home
from Texas, where I have been trying to break
the bread of life to the people. Have had a real
good time sowing the seed and watching at the
same tirne the wonder-working of Satan among
the people. Some rejoice and some rage at the
truth. At the close of my r r o'clock effort today I was surrounded by a crowd of Campbellites who were angered when forced' to see their
kingdom fall. The Father blessed me with a
good degree of his Spirit in speaking, and at the
close of the meeting my effort was favorably
spoken of by some. One very old and· intelligent man !tlade the remark that I pre~ched the
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first gospel sermon he ever heard, while many
I hear the heavenly choir praxsmg God, because
invitations were given for me to return, which I
he hath brought his only begotten son into the
shall try to do as soon as possible.
world.
My heart is in this grand work, and my testi0, what joy must have filled their hearts as
mony is that I know for myself· and not for
they contemplated the peac<> and good will that
another that it is of God; and more, I have found
this .child would eventually establish upon the
God a fulfiller of many of his promises. Our
earth by destroying the works of Satan, winning
children when sick have been healed when the
back to God his truant children, subduing all
law has been complied with, and praise the name
things unto himself, redeeming the earth and
of the Lord. Yes, dear Saints and others have
preparing it for the final abode of his children.
been healed under my very hands after anoint0; w!l.at B. thought! There, in that rough
ing and prayer. Oh, how sweet 'tis to be a Saint i
stable :manger, clothed in swaddling robes, and
in latter days!
S. W. SIMMONS.
perhaps wlth Joseph's worn coat folded round
him lay "the Christ of God."
CHASE, Neb., Dec. 26th.
This child, by obedience to law, "increased in
Editors Herald:-Brn. Payne and Lytle have
wisdom and stature and in favorwith God and
done a good work in these parts, preaching the
man," and because of "always doing those things
gospel In its purity and plainness to the people
that pleased his Father," he became the marvel
for about one year at three different points, but
of the world.
mostly at this place which is known as the PotThough it is written of him that he had no
orff school-house. Eleven have been baptized,
where to lay his head; that his life was sought
and a few more are about ready to put on the
for from the manger to the cross, yet amid the •
armor of truth. Time will tell, Others say it is
gloom of earth-life he was true to himself, true
the best plan of redemption they ever heard, but
to his fellowman and true to his God. Because
they urge the usual objections. Three more ar~ · of this, his yery presence was a benefaction to
ready for the water, but hindered by the controlthe suffering world. By the_ touch of his hands
ing power of relations.
the sick were healed, the deaf heard; the dumb
Bro. Payne is giving us the good word with
spake, the lame walked. By his voice the surgpower at present, with fair attendance.
ing billows became calm, the tempest abated, the
Yours in bonds,
devils fled and the dead arose.
A. J. DAVIDSON.
When he was without a penny the fish supplied his tribute money. When bread and fish were
LoNDON, ·Ontario,
required to appease the hunger of the famishing
474 Adelaide Street, Dec. 24th.
multitude, he spake, the very elements were orEditors Herald:- 'Tis .night,- the mellow
ganized, and there was fish and bread to spare.
rays of the pale moon are kissing the
Without a home, the mountain was his house
white snow, while the wind is singing a
of prayer, the sea· shore was his kitchen, and the
dirge through the leafless trees.
The weary
foaming billows was the lawn upon which he
traveler has sought rest in the sweet embrace
took his early morning walk.
of slumber, and the lights of the city are
Though he was at times hungry, yet he proall asleep.
vided food for many. Though a man of sorrow,
As I watch the·flickering of the fire, and listen
he brought joy to all people. When weary arid
to the sighing of the night wind, memory's vision
weak, he strengthened others. Surely he. was
reaches backward to the scenes of nearly ninethe light to lighten both the Jew and Gentile.
teen centuries ago, when, according to. some auJordan was made sacr.ed by his baptism, Geththorities, the stainless Son of God was born in
semane sanctified by his prayers and tears,
Bethlehem of Judea.
Calvary by his pain and death.. The cross is
Eighteen hundred and ninety years ago this
reverenced, because it enabled him to say, "Good
afternoon, two weary travelers were seen to draw
night to this world and good morning to Paranear to Bethlehem's Inn, and there request the
dise." The tomb is robbed of its terror because
privilege of lodging there for the night. Denied
he lay in it; and death has lost its sting, since he
this privilege, they sought shelter in a cattle
said, "Because I live, ye shall liv~ also."
As the frost of death was chilling the marrow
stable. These strangen were Joseph, and Mary
-the mother of Jesus.
In his bones, and his life-blood was ebbing,away,
In that stable Christ was born. In the manall nature bore testimony to his real worth. The
ger lay the greatest, the first of all Christmas
earth went into mourning as. the sun paid its
gifts-God's dear Son; Jesus, the Savior of the
tribute .of love to the Creator of all worlds. The
world.
heart of great rocks did break as in very grief.
To-night, as I think of that Hebrew girl·
The earth did quake, Hil even heathen philosomother, alone _in her first great trial, no fond
phers learned from her condition that "The God
mother's tender hand and loving heart to adminof nature was suffering." And when the followister to her wants, or sympathize with her, I woners ot .the Christ grew few and fearful, the
der if to:night she thinks of the long ago, while
graves did him justice by opening wide and
dressed in pure white robes, she reclines in her
freely givi~g up their treasures; so that many of
paradisical home.
the Saints arose, and went into the cities and
My pen refuses to describe the many thoughts
bore testimony that Christ was the resurrection
that are flying across my mind at this late hour,
and the life; that he. was God manifest in the
I think of Bethlehem's glory, which after the
flesh, and that he was risen again.
lapse of ages, still shines undimmed.
Yes, risen again; for by his death he purI see the snepherds in the field; I see the glory
chased life, vi.sited the white-robed throng of
that surrounded them; I hear the angelic voice
Paradise, cheered the prisoners of hope, and went
saying, "Fear not, for behold I bring you good
to heaven to plead for his chjlgnm ~nd prepare
the fin!ll home of th;;: Saints, ·
· ·
tidings of great joy, which $ha!! be tq all people,"
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As'we see the children rise early to-morrow
morning to view the presents friends have provided, let us of riper years, look back to the wise
men of the east guided by the star, and. watch
them as they gaze with joy and admiration on
the greatest of all Christmas gifts, the babe in
Bethlehem's manger. As we hear of "Santa
Claus," the Christmas Tree, and the gifts thereon, may we remember what they represent.
As I think upon the life of Christ, it seems to
inspire me to still strive. on, amid the gloom of
human experiences. I am learning that if I would
reign with Christ, I must also suffer with him.
I trust that this Christmas will be to you a
pleasant one, and that the New Year will bring
to you the required strength to perform your
part in the great drama of life. Good night.
Your brother in Christ,
R. C. EVANS.
WINDSOR, Missouri, Nov. nth.
Editors Herald :-I clip this piece entitled
"Wonderful Stone" from the Windsor(Missourl)
Review. We read something of three stones in
the Book of Mormon. I would like to hear
what you think of this stone.
E. B. M.
A WONDERFUL STONE.
A man living near Kingston, Ga., has found a
most wonderful stone. While plowing on a
sandbar in the Etowah River he saw something
shining with the m<>st brilliant of lights just to
one side of him.
. stopped his plow and went
to pick it up. It was a clear, white stone the
size of an egg, reflecting in one way all the
co·lors of the rainbow. Turning it over the
colors took on the character. of a spirit-level, following each other up through .the center of the
rock till all were gathered in one end. The
owner has been offered $r,ooo for it, but refused
it. It emits a perfectly . white light in the dark.
[We presume the stone is a diamond: if so,
worth more money than was offered for it.-ED.]
KENTON, 11enn., Dec. zsth.
Editors Herald:-I am in my mission field,
trying to do the best I can for the cause I represent. Some times we. get tired, and here with
Bro. apd Sr. Rosson is a good place to rest a day
or two and get our correspondence squared up.
At some places in our field we can only get one
mail in a week, so if we get a letter we can wait
a week to send the answer; but this part of the'
country is improving, and mail facilities, we
hope, will so~n be better. There are many good
people here to be gathered out from among those
whose minds are darkened by false teachers; and
there are so many illiterate ones that it makes it
. hard tO" reach them.
Our work when compared vdth the reports of
others seems very insignificant, but we feel to
thank God in our heart for the success of our
bretkren in rriany places; and with some hope of
final success .we work on. If we can do but little, if done with the proper m~tive, .God will accept .even the "mite."
Our field is very large, taking in Southern
Illinois, Kentucky and Tennessee ;and only Bro.
I. M. Smith and myself are laboring continuou.<lj
in it, and he only in Illinois. We have local
brethren laboring -part of their time and doing
great good. E-o. J. H. Tqomas left early in the
fall to look aiter the wants of his family. He
):las formerJy qp)l~ !!- ~pog work. !n Kenh,tc!<.,r and
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Tennessee, and is held fa loving re:menrbtance
the Saints.
W:e lneed more 'laborers that the cterritoty be
more th0roughly worked. We cannot stay lon'g
<enough in -a place, and then it is too long before '
we -can . get hack -again, s(l) that much of ·our
labor 'seems to be lost in th·at way. Bro. Etzenhauser gives :us a flying :vlS'H btdasionally, in
Illinois, and has elildea:red himself very much to
many of the Saints by his untiring labors; aatl it '
is a feast when Bro. Gillen drop·s in a few days.
The labors of the local brethren are funy appreciated by the Saints generally, ~nd 'the people tn
many pb:ces are calling for them to come and
preach. We hope they will respond. to all the
calls possible for them to :reach and open up new
places, that the people may hear the gospel.
Bro. Griffin, and Bro. Charles Snow (a promisIng young ptiest) are contemplating a trip
through this district and over. to Hickman county, In middle TenneGsee.. ·after the holidays.
Many of the Saints are now endeavoring to
get in shape to pay their tithing, and I think if
they begin by paying even a little at a time (as
nearly all will have to do) so that more help can
soon be put in the field and the cause thereby
greatly advanced. Many are leaving off their
useless and hurtful habits and trying to live
more fully in harmony with the will oj God. All
who will do this wlll no doubt realize what He
has promised ·the faithful.
' '.Bro. P. B. Seaton and the brethren of Foundry
Hill branch are trying to get a church-house
built in time for the district conference to be
held at that J5Iace in March. We hope they may
''Succeed, for it is badly needed. As a whole the
work is onward al!d upward, in our mission.
I am trying to encourage all to take the church
publications.
Hoping to live worthy of theconfiden1=e of all.

~y

G.

H. HILLIARD;

WHEELER's GROVE; Iowa; Dec. 25th.
H~rald:-The Saints are striving to
keep the commandments of God. Four more
have been added to our branch by baptism in
the last month; one at OIJr conference the last
·saturday in last month, and three more this~
week, by Brn. J. C. and Joshua Car!He. ·These
brethren came here the 13th of this month and
stayed till Tuesday morning, and have done
splendid preaching,. and have set the whole country on fire. I nt;ver saw such an interest at this
place before. Their preaching is the talk of all.
One says, "They certainly preachthe same gospel
that .was taught by Christ and the apostles;" aftother says,, "Truly these are sincere men and are
the servants of God;" another asks,- "When are
they coming back?" About the ·close of the
meetings several children were blest. One lady
was so. solemnly impressed that she said afterwards that it was a grand sight, and that she
would like to have her ct1ild blest,, but supposed
that they would not do it.
I request the prayers of the Saints that as I
have charge of this branch I may act and deal
wisely with my charge for I feel the weight of
S.C. SMITH•
the responsibility.
Editors

E. L. Kelley. Temple, Lake Co .• Ohio.
Alexander H. Smith's home address 'hi now Lamoni, Ioa.

L. R. Dev0re, x8or Polk,street, San Francisco,
California, until December 25th, r89o; after Decefnber 25th, r89o, Papeete, Tahiti.
!l';Jt. Tiillh, lQ Itll>re11t !'lace; Hackney; r,onilon, l!)ng.

g-o No Credit for moneys re<:eived on subscription will
appear on the Colored Address ·Label o.f the Herald
for this issue, as no changes have been. made, ex·
cept in case of person• desiring a change in P.O. ~tddress.

do

AltTI'OLi:s under this head not necessarily receive tl!.e
'ehdorseme:ilt of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited. ·

WHO IS TO BE BLAMED.
writer is not disposed to dictate, nor
does he wish to be arbitrary; but when it
becomes obvious that the work has suffered in consequence of lack of care on the part
of some of those who have sought to build
I think it would be well to refer to the
mistake. Either fortunately or unfortunately for us, our zeal and earnestness will
not always bridge over the chasm formed
by our lack of judgment in directing our
efforts for good. Knowledge is the level,
and wisdom the plummet by which all
our acts are to be tested, 'and the hi>ther
we build without applying these testso the ·
greater will . be the fall, if fall there
be. It matters little how good the building material may be, nor how precious
unless it be used in accord with the divine
economy, or that law that God hallowed to
give us the increase if we but obey it.
While I do not profess to be posted in dynamics, still I am satisfied that some things
have greater force than others, and that
the 'velocity of moving· bodies differs so
widely that one is hardly to be compared
with the other. Electricity travels at the
almost incredible speed of z88,ooo miles
per second. When rampant, what a distracting, destructive, devastating power,
going as it would seem to us in almost an
aimless way. The very thought that we
are unable to say where will be its next
trail, causes us to shudder realizing our
damger.
But when this same power is
brought subject to the laws of accommodation that serve our purpose, it has no rival for some of the emergencies that arise
in this active, commercial world of ours;
nor are we able to place an estimate on its
intrinsic value as a curative.
To follow
all its uses and to describe all the apparatus
invented and used in conducting and applying it would take volumes, so this will
suffice. The same may be said of steam,
gas, acids, ethers, gunpowder, the cannon,
gun, sword and light.
Thev all have
their legitimate places and uses, and to
misuse them, or to use them contrary to
the ordained law governing their use, the
result is often disastrous.
Nor does the
law of place exhaust itself here; but in all
of God's creations everything has its individuality, and will have in time and in eternity.
Each creation w.ill be but one link
in the vast extended chain, hence will have
its place; and must of necessity serve to
accommodate the needs. or demands of
some other part of the gr~at Elohimic machinery. The same may be said of God's
laws governing the spiritual as the material kingdoms.
The enactments are such,
that if human wisdom undertakes to revise
or amend, the changes will greatly detract
from the original, and the!'e is no guatanTHE

tee that such changes would meet the approval of the great I Am, but to the contrary. Jesus, when here, like a wise master builder, was aware of the necessity that
men should be thoroughlv instructed in
this law or gospel of the kingdom.
He
called twelve men and they were apostles.
Not that they were perfect, but imperfect;
herein is the wisdom and glory of God
manifest.
·
"For in that he himself hnth suffered being tempted, heis able to succor them that
are tempted."-Heb. 2: r8.
How much more should those that he
had chosen, to whom he was going to
commit the keys of the kingdom of God
on the earth, so that they should be the
guardians and exponents of this law of the
kingdom, be tempted and tried, and be re"
quired to pass through the same crucible.
He !.ad told them to occupy till he would
come; and that they should-sit upon twelve
thrones judging.the twelve tribes of Israel; nevertheless, those men had their irli."
perfectjons and native vagaries, and would
vie with each other.
They had their al~
tercations and differences of opinion;
though after all, they were the men chosen
and ordained by Chtist himself.
They
were now passing through the cleansing
process, learning of each other and of God,
for Jesus had told them that "when He the
Comforter is come He will lead you into
all truth."
This was not to be accomplished in one
day.
0, no; but line upon line, here a
little and there a little.
A man can no
more learn all things pertaining to the
kingdom of God in one day, than he can
all that appertains to chemistry or any other problematic branch of science; hence
the folly of expecting these men to be perfect in their administration. No doubt but
they were of the mental and moral element
best calculated to .accomplish the work entrusted to them, as their history abundantly proves.
If these men after being instructed by the Savior himself during his
immediate presence with them for over
three years were still imperfect and often
at fault, why should the Saints, or the unbelieving world expect perfection in our
elders, the former almost stumbling because our brethren differ in opinion.
How many, even elders, get disgusted
and grieved because our brethren express
themselves as viewing matters from different standpoints so very strange to their
preconceived notions, that they almost
challenge their calling, thinking such as
differ from them to be odious to God and
void of the Spirit when such is not the
case.
The sacrifice and suffering that
some of those men are and have endured
for the work is a sure evidence of their
sincerity; hence let U'l be patient and long
suffering one toward another. Our differing in opinion and judgment is bound to
result in good, if we can but retain the
right spirit, while those conditions exist.
Some of the questions in dispute in the
past have almost settled down to the solids
now. Intellectual friction is destined to
make us brighter.
Because men occupy high positions, it
does not make them pre eminently wiser
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than everybody else; and as a rule the
men holding these respective offices have
sense enough to know it. Still they have
their place in the church, and it is possible
that they do err in judgment; but let us
be careful lest we add to the already existing evil; for there are cases in which the
patch we would put on would be worse
than the rent and thus do damage to the
work we claim to love so much.
Again; one thing should be remem"
bered, that the differer,ces that exist are
not upon any cardinal principle of the
gospel nor of virtue, but technical questions growing out of conditions that in
many instances human wisdom can not
account for.· Every discovery made
hitherto has revealed that the law of- the
Lord is perfect. converting the soul; but
tQ our sorrow in our ignorance we have
often thought it inoperative when it was
ourselves that were at fault not the law~
The law provides that the elders of the
church shall meet to agree upon his law,
which means that they might have a better understanding of it. Let us pray for
that day to come when there will be a
better understanding had and a greater
unity prevail. .
As I said before, so I say again, man's
wisdom is not competent to amend, nor
revise God's laws. They are perfect,
men are imperfect. All will have to give
an account for the stewardship entrusted
to them. If our labors are according to
his appointments they will redound to his
honor and glory and to our salvation.
There is one other thought that deserves
our attention; that is, that we be. more
cautious when lending our Heralds to
outsiders not to lend those where two or
more of our brethren are discussing questions that seem to be of some moment. It
surely does more harm than good, and
the bad effects are seen in places. There
are tracts to be had at the Herald office,
or the Voice of Warning, or Presidency
imd Priesthood, all of which are better
calculated to be circulated 'among those
not acquainted with our faith, than
Heralds containing cutting words from
bnithren while trying to maintain that
their views are right in the face of sharp
criticism. The Herald is the church
organ; hence contains much that is of but
little interest to those not in the church;
while at the same time if outsiders would
read several numbers it would change the
case some.
E. B. MoRGAN.
PLYMOUTH, Pa.

THAT. MANIFESTO.

tT may seem uncalled for and out of place
for one so obscure as I and in a distant
field to dare say a word on a subject of
such importance as the manifesto proclaimed and caused to be published by ·the
President of the U tab C burch of Jesus
Christ.
I offer no apology for. my attempt in
this writing; but by reading what I have
to say you will learn my rtmsons why, and
vyhen they are learned I do not wish to
Have anyone, endorse them, nor to become
responsible for what I do write; and I
further hope to cause no offence by sq do-
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ing. My ideas may be jumbled together did this manifestation come? In answer
in a crude way, but I will try to make my- to protracted fasting and prayer to God?
By consultation among themselves, qr by
self understood.
First. Mr. Woodruff, President of the pressure brought to bear on them by the
Utah Church, claims to be the only man laws of the land? If the former is correct,
on earth ·who holds the kevs to receive then it is intended that God manifested by
revelation, for blessings and. cursings, for his Holy Spirit to the only man on earth
holding the keys to receive revelations in
binding and loosing, etc.
Second. There can only be one man on the only church on earth accepted of God,
the earth holding these keys at the same etc., and yet if this manifestation was a
revelation, why was it not submitted to
time.
Third. The Utah polygam.ists have , the quorums of this only church on earth
been disfranchised by act of the United accepted of God .for said quorums to test
States laws, which have been tested and the validity of the revelation? lt may be
said it is not a revelation!
What is it
proved constitutional.
Fourth. They wish now to obtain a re- then? Oh! only a manifestation of the
turn to the right of their franchise, in Spirit in answer to prayer; hence not
view of using it to obtain statehood, and binding on the church, until it is approved
obtain the election of men to a legislature by all the quorums.
This may serve as a blind to the nation,
in the new prospective state.
.
Fifth. They have long been in the prac- to make them believe in the renunciation
tice of polygamy in defiance of divine civil of polygamy when no such thing is bindlaws, and now they wake up and quote ing.
I belong to the Reorganized Church of
divine law. (D.
sS: s, P· I77): "Let no
man break the !aws of the land, for he Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints and
that keepeth the laws of God hath no need have been preaching the doctrines for
fourteen years in the Canada mission, and
to break the laws of the land."
They now seem to have discovered, by have been insulted, accused, and abused
a manifesto, that they have been breaking more on account of the accursed practices
the Jaws of God, which forbid them to of those sons of men who practiced polygbreak the laws of the land! Yet they have amy than for all other causes combined.
for years proclaimed far and near, that They have caused the way of truth to be
God commanded them to break the laws evil spoken 0f. This· is one reason why
of the land by practicing polygamy, or in I hope this so-called manifesto will be
other words that which] acob calls ''whore. sifted till we know exactly where tl}ey are
and the future objects in view.
dom." (] acob 2: 6.)
Sixth. If they of Utah are the only
Now comes a "manifesto" backed up by
another quotation from divine law (Ibid, church on earth approved and accepted of
I07:IS,P·3o6): "Verily,verily I say unto God, etc., then of course I do not belong
you, that ,when I give a commandment to to the true church; hence as "those" sons
any of the sorts of men,. to do a work unto of men-in Utah,-have been hindered by
my name, and those sons of men go with all their enemies from performing "that
their inights, and with all they have, to work" (of practicing polygamy) then if in
perform that work, and cease not their dil- years to come I sl;10uld find out my error
igence, and their enemies come upon them, in the church I am now identified with,
and hinder them performing that work; and renounce my present faith and join
behold, it oehooveth me to require that the Utah church, I would not be one of
work no more at the hands of. those sons thqse sons of men that are now hindered,
' so that I would be holden by the former
of men."
As it strikes me, the facts stand thus: commandment, which is now in abeyance
God commanded a hol)se to be built by till other sons of men can be found to
certain men; they went to work with all carry on this high and holy principle of
their mights~ and their enemies came and eternal exaltation.
Seventh. Polygamy was claimed as an
hindered th~m, then God accepted the will
for the deed and required "th(d work" no eternal and spiritual principle--by commore at the hands of "those" sons of men; mand, they say; whereas the building of
but .will· he not yet require "that work" at the house was a temporal work, and did
the hands of other sons of men, as his works not entail etern~l exaltation, etC., therefore
no reasonable comparison can be made of
can not be frustrated? . (D. C., p. 66.)
Next. Polyg·amists say: "God com- the enemies hindering in the present case.
manded polygamy as the means of eternal It may serve as an excuse for men who
exaltation," etc.; but the laws of the land are too proud to ackn.owledge the truth.
There seems to be an eternal fitness of
became their enemies, and consequently
their enemies came upon them and pre- thip.gs, and time brings about their union.
vented them from performing that work~· By this I mean that Brigham Young said
therefore it behoves-who ?.,-to require he had this revelation authorizing the
that work no more at the hands of those practice of polygamy "shut up in his desk
sons of men. Will it be required at the for eight years, with a patent lock on it,
hands of other sons of men after "those and things never leaked out that had not
sons" have passed away, and the franchise ought to." So eight years after J osepb
Smith was burie9, he (Brigham Young)
been restored and statehood secured?
If this is not the idea why was not that by his mouthpiece on the 29th day of Au· manifesto made clear enough to not per" gust, 1852, foisted this abomination on his
mit such construction. I understand a followers, telling them it was a revelation,
manifesto to be the declaration of some- or copy ofone, of which Emma had burnthing that has been manifested; but how ed the original! And credulous dupes

c.
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with this divine law (Dov. and Cov.) in
their hands, out of which Mr. Woodruff
now quotes, might read therein that no
revelation was to be made binding on the
church as God's law until it passed each
and all of the quorums without dissent.
The so-called revelation on polygamy was
still-born, it was never at any time submitted to even one quorum!
And now comes its still-born Manifesto,
and this thing is boosted, by vote, on the
peopl", <1nd not pas~ed upon by the quo-rums of the "only church" on earth.
This, to me, is evidence that they know
that the revelation on polygamy did not
come from God, hence needed no testing by quorums and therefore the manifesto needs none such crucial test.
I may be told to "let the heads of the
church fight out this question." Yes, that
is all right, and well able are they to do
so, but I, with my brethren, have been
made to bear so much shame that we for
years could scarce look any one in the face,
through the sc0ffs of men who confounded
us with Brighamites; and now to make
the gulf so wide that there will be impossibility to so ever identify us again, I
for one wish this manifesto brought under
the electric light, and not allow it to sneak
upon the nation as a garb to cover up the
past evil. If the Doctrine and Covenants can be quoted now by Mr. Woodruff, et al, to justify their present position, why, for years, was it not quoted
by them, "Thou shalt love thy wife with
all thy heart, and shall cleave unto her
and none else," and others of the same
import?
is the manifesto a revelation? If not,
it is not binding· Submit it to the quorums if it is.
Yours, etc.,

J.

A.

MciNTOSH.

PARENTS, ATTEND THE SUNDAYSCHOOL.

THERE is a prevalent neglect of Sundayschool work upon the part of some parents
in the church.
These fail in attendance
and only make themselves conspicuous
by their absence.
This ought not so to
be.
The Sunday-school should be pre-eminently a church work, and every memleof the church ought to take a deep interest
in its progress and consider himself or herself a committee of one to lend influence
to its advancement by personal presence
whenever practical.
To see parents and children seated together during preaching service or Saints'
meeting is an impressive sight; father,
mother, sons and daughters sitting t0gether listening to the precious gospel, singing
the good songs of Zion and worshiping
God in "the beauty of holiness."
Thus
should it be in our Sunday-school work.
When the time for Sunday-school arrives
fathers and mothers should direct their
footsteps toward the school of Bible instruction. If they make a distinction between the branch and the school, and separate one from the other and feel that older ones fire under no obligations to attend
and take part in the school and discharge
a member's duty there the <;:hildren will

come to feel that they, having attended the
school and observed their duties there, are
therefore not un'.ler oqligations to go to
branch meetings; and will not their reasons for not attending branch meetings be
as good-to them at least-and fully as
logical as the parnt's reasons for not attending the school?
Suppose it does require some extra exertion, some self-denial, the loss of a halfhour's or an hour's nap and rest on Sunday morning in order for fatl1er ?.nd mother to get ready to go to Sunday-school
with the children, in course of time you
will be amply compensated for this extra
exertion by an added interest in the school,
felt alike by yourself and the children. If
not realized in "time" it will be at the "resurrection of the just."
The superintendent and teachers will
feel more zealous in the work, for they
will see that' their labors are appreciated
and their teachings effective for good.
This will react upon the boys and girls
with a salutarv influence that will reach
out to our non.:'going neighbors and induce
them to come. So too, your own individual experiences would be much better,
your testimonies brighter, and your hope
for immortality. far more assuriri![.
We have our primary, intermediate and
other departments in Sunday-school work.
Why not add a parental department in
which the older ones may take part and
interest, not as a debating class in which
to air pet theories and ride special hobbies
and take advantage of every difference of
opinion expressed to compel by argument
the adoption of your idea; but let each
simply express at proper time and in proper
way his or her opinion on questions under
consideration, and let that end the controversy? Do not think you are bound to
argue a point until all ohers are compelled
to confess that you are the victor, for it is
just possible you may be wrong in your
views after all. Neither think that persistency, loud and authoritative talk or dogmatic assertion will convince.an opponent,
though it may for the time silence him.
Bear in mind that, "All ye are brethren,"
and that all others have as much right to
time and privilege as you; and if you find
yourself becoming- too self-assertive, and
monopolizing the time, just quiet down,
and bear in mind that if vou have the truth
on your side you may patiently wait the
arbitrament of time, for "Truth is mighty
and will prevail." Only error needs to be
loud, boastful, arrogant, egotistical and in
a hurry, because it knows its time is short
and its work must be done quickly ere its
fallacies are exposed. So be courteous in
the expression of opinion where you differ
with others. Leave your combativeness
at home with your workday clothes and
· use it only against the world in the battles
of life. Then there will be more interest
and harmony in the schooL
If the parents do not attend let the school
elect the little ones a com mit tee of invitation,
each boy and girl a~king his or her parents
to attend the services of the Sunday-school.
If they attend in the proper spirit and from
proper motives it will be a blessing to them,
and they in turn will bless others,

1

Do not say, "It is too dull. The superintendent does riot make the school interesting enough for old folks." Probably if
he had your influence to assist and your
presence to encourage him, ways and means
would be derived to make it more interesting.
What salary do the superintendent and
teachers get for teaching your children?
None. What obligations are they under
to yoti that they should teach your chil::lren? None; only the general obligation
that all are under to "do good unto all
men." Well, that obligation reaches you
too, does it not? Then you, as parents,
are not discharging your duty without you
are assisting in some capacity to carry on
this good work where a school is at all
·
practicable.
Don't be too critical about the methods
of the teachers and superintendent. If
you have a method which you think will
tend to increase the interest, suggest it to
them kindly and properly. They are
anxious, no doubt, to receive your assistance in that direction. But do not feel
hurt or grieved if your idea is not adopted
at once. They may have some better
method suggested. ·
Do not criticise too severely for I believe as a general rule Sunday-school leaders get more criticism than commendation.
If you are better qualified to lead· than
those now at the head and you attend
regular] y, the school will soon find you
out and put you there; and if you are not
qualified to lead no. amount of faultfinding
will properly qualify you. So "vVhatsoever things are good . . . If there be
any virtue . . . think on these things."Phil. 4: 8. .
There is much complaint that young
people who attend the Sunday-school do
not study their lessons at home. Now it
is safe to assume that it is for want of interest that they do not; for whatever they
are interested in they will find time to give
it attention and study. They do study
some things at home. The boys study
ball and bat, and base ball laws,-right,
left, upward and downward curves; the
rules of cricket and croquet and can answer promptly when questioned relative
to the usages of these games. The girls
study the harmony of colors, the fitting of
a dress, the trimming of a hat, the style
of tying a graceful knot and successfully
master the intricacies of the letters
on the staff and on the key-board
of the instrument; and it is almost astonishing to see with what eagerness they
will look up these subjects in which they
are interested; what difficulties they will
ove._rcome, what time; talk and patience
give to all these subjects. This only demonstrates what they can and will do on
any subject in which you can get them interested. You can get them interested
only by getting yourself interested; and
you are not apt to take much interest in
the school unless you attend. Now if you
are not a regular attendant, become so at
once and then you will see that some if
not all of the following effects will result:
rst. Parents in the school will enlarge
the attendance and thus increase the in.
terest, This is very desirable.
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2nd. There is much that parents may
yet learn relative to the plan of salvation.
The children will be encour:;~ged. This
will gladden the parents' hearts and they
will be led to rejoice. This will inspire
many others to "c,ame taste and see that
the Lord i<s good."
3rd. It will increase the interest in Bible
reading in the family if the lesson with its
helps is carefully and mutually studied.
While the young are thus getting much
light on the scripture~, the old will find
they are growing in the knowledge of
the truth also.
Then let us read, talk, sing and pray
about the Sunday-school· lesson and see if
the interest does not begin to grow.
4th. Then the souls of the little ones
and youth will be trained for God. They
will early in life develop in the right paths.
The "good seed" will find good foil in
which to grow and become fruitful. God's
blessing will rest upon parents and children.
The church will be powerfully
moved thereby, and the saying brought to
pass, "All thy children shall be taught of
the Lord; and great shall be the peace of
thychildren.''--Isa. 54: 13.
JAMES McKIERNAN.

MEMOIRS.-No. XVI.
BY W. W. BLAIR.

HAVING now become associated with the
First Presidency, it devolved upon me to
assist Pres. Joseph Smith in arranging and
appointing the several missions of the
quorum of the Twelve, which we did on
the 12th inst., suggesting also the missions
of some of the Seventy. On Sunday, the
13th inst., the congregations were very
large, the church being packed to over~
flowing.
The sermons were excellent,
both in the morning and at night. At 2: 30
p.m., at the social meeting, the Spirit of
the Lord was poured out in power, cheering and confirming the hearts of the Saints.
The gift& of the Holy Spirit were enjoyed
to a great degree, and it is safe to say that
but few services have been held in which
there was a greater outpouring of the
Spirit of the Lord than on this occasion. ·
On the 24th inst. the Bishopric met in
council with the First Presidency to consider matters pertaining to the financial
affairs of the church.
May 3d, went to Canton, Illinois, and
from that time until the 14th inst. labored
there and at Bryant and St. David, and
·then proceeded on to St. Louis, preaching
there-and at Gravois, also at West Belleville, Illinois.
In all theseplaces found
. lively interest, and we-added a few to the
church. From the latter place went to
Wayne county, Illinois, to regulate church
affairs. Preached in Jeffersonville, Cisne,
Brush Creek and other points, frequently
in the groves, and generally-to lnrge and
interested. audiences. A few gave heed to
the worcl preached and entered by the door
into the fold. In all these places I found
many noble, warm-)1earted people, both in
and out of the church.
A branch of the
church had been organized in this region
in the days of Joseph the Seer and con tin-

ued until they became identified with the
Reorganized church. This is a matter to
be noted by the Saints, and especially by
the ministry, for it has been claimed by
some that all the organized branches
at the death of the Seer followed the
Twelve.
But this is a mistake, for there
were scores of them east and west, north
and south, that never fell under the rule
of Brigham Young and his fellows.
After spending a few days at Alma, I
reached home the 27th of June, and .July
1st the First Presidency met in council to
consider appeals to the High Council,
matters relating to the Bishopric and the
sending of A. H. Smith at once to California.
Much of the time during the
summer months I traveled and preached
at various points in northern and central
Illinois, also attending upon duties pertaining to the First Presidency.
The semi-annual conference convened
in the grove at Park's Mills, near Council
Bluffs, Iowa, September 3d.
The attendance was very large. An excursion car
conveyed a large number from Plano and.
Sandwich, Illinois, under the management
of Elders Elijah Banta and Bishop I. L.
Rogers. This session was ,a very important one. The numbers in attendance was
variously estimated at from s,ooo to ro,ooo
people, probably the former was nearer
the correct number. Reports from nearly
all the mission fields were encouraging.
The clerk of the conference reported
through the Herald as follows: "This
conference was the largest ever held by
the Reorganized church. The attendance
was large from the beginning; the interest and attention never flagged; there was
the profoundest peace, the completest
good humor and most perfect order pre·
vailing ever before observed.
The camp
was carefully cleansed on Saturday morning; the police, under the management of
Bro. T. Chatburn, devised and quietly
enforced admirable and efficient measure.s
to secure peace and good order during the
entire session.
An adequate conception
of the nature and number of the crowds
attending conference can not be conveyed
by us, but some opinion may be formed
by the 'following: At noon, on Sunday,,
there ,were on the grounds 481 wagons,
buggies and carriages that were stationary,
and I 21 that were in motion. There were
also 1 12 tents pitched around the stand and
the circle enclosing the seats.
It
is said by those resident there that our conference was the largest religious gathering ever assembled in the west; and by
those whose opinion is entitled to consideration it is pronounced to have been the
most orderly and peaceful they ever at. tended. . There was but little sickness,
andsome administrations to those si('k were
followed by immediate relief.
So cares
the Lord for his people."
I remained laboring throughout western Iowa and eastern Nebraska, assisted
for a time by Bro. J. R. Lamber,t. On
the 21st inst. began a series of meetings
in the court house at Harlan and continued till' the -27th, having large congregations and good interest.
, On the 28th be~an a series of meetings

at Galland's Grove and had crowded congregations to the close.
On the 6th of October went with Elder
Thomas Dobson to Camp Creek and
Lake City, where we remained until the
roth inst., preaching a series of sermons
in the latter place. Here we were attacked in an ungentlemanly manner by a
Rev.- Birch and his confederate, who
sought to disconcert us and break up our
meetings.
The people resented this, and
the editor of the Calhoun Countv Pioneer
told us that Rev. Birch and Rev. McDaniels of the so-called Ch'ristian Church,
with others, arranged to break up our
meetings, but that public sentiment was
against them, and the better class of citizens were desirous of learning our faith.
This gentleman and other prominel'lt
citizens assured us that they and others of
that place held the brethren Dobsons,
Masons, and other Latter Day Saints at
Deloit and near there, in the highest
esteem, for a few years before, when crops
were ruined by early frosts, these Latter
Day Saints, who chanced to have good
stocks of old corn and wheat on hand,
furnished the few citizens of Calhoun
cou~ty with bread-stuff and seed at moderate prices, giving those who needed it
ample time to make payment, and, that
they were assured by these acts, as well
as by common report, that these Saints
were practically a worthy people.
The branch of the church at Deloit we
found were growing in numbers, enjoying
the peace and gifts of the Holy Spirit,
dwelling together in unity, and were
building a nice brick church, and were
liberally aided by their neighLors.
Returning to Galland's Grove I began
a serie!! of meetings on Sunday, October
12th, during which a number were added
to the church. The r6th inst. I met Bro.
J. R. Lamtert at Council Bluffs, where
we labored until the 19th, when I visited
Omaha, and with Bro. James Caffall held
three services. At the 2 :30 p.m. meeting,
when at prayer, I was strongly impressed
to ask the Lord to bind and cast out every
evil spirit present, and just as I uttered
the words one of the congregation was
seized with a power which sought to
prostrate him upon the floor, throwing
him into spasms and frightful contortions,
with groaning and trembling that threw
the congregation into a state of consternation, and immediately rising up I exhorted
the Saints to composure and quietude, and
Bro. Caffall, Bro. Hatt and myself proceeded. to rebuke the evil spirit, and instantly the man was released, quiet was
restored, and the services proceeded under
the favor of the Lord.
This same man, during the conference
at Park's Mill~, had a similar spell and
was administed to by President Joseph
Smith and others, a~d after patient, persistent and faithful ministration he was relieved; but it was a long and fearful struggle.
The 23d fou.nd me at Little Sioqx,
Iowa, and I there met with an old member.
of the church, Bro. Ira Miles, who resided
in Utah. He said Brigham Young was
then trying to .<.:h~at him out of a lot in
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Salt Lake City, on First East South street Thomas, once a lawyer.. and a wealthy
worth $zo,ooo, one which he obtahred merchant of Utah, was without doubt
soon. after the city was platted. He relat- slain by Brigham's secret police, with
ed that W. W. Phelps, at Far West, Mis- Brigham's knowledge and connivance,
souri, in 1838-9 placed a stolen side-saddle and that after that affair he (vVilliams)
at Sr. Emma Smith's house unknown to . found it essential to his own peace and
her. She told a Bro. Watson, when she safety to get out of Utah, and that by a
learned the fact, to return the 'saddle to crafty move he succeeded it). getting up,
Phelps., This act on the part of Phelps first among the apostates at Malad City,
created no little scandal and trouble, for and after that be located in Gallatin county,
Phelps was then in fellowship with apos- Montana, where he resided until he moved
tates and mobbers. Miles dso stated that to Missouri.
the "school of the prophets" iri Utah,
Bro. J. T. Davis and I held service:;; in
about two years before, voted Brigham the theatre in Joplin, having excellent atYoung about one million dollars, that be- tention and interest.
Continued in this
ing- a part of Young's indebtedness to the region until December Iotb, preaching the
various funds of the church over which he word and adjusting church affairs. A few
presided. Mil'es said he was in themeet- persons were added to the church.
ing at the time that was done. He furvVhen at Bro. I. L. Rogers', December
ther said Brigham had taught aforetime 25th, in company with Brn. Joseph and
that young Joseph would preside over the David Smith and Emma their mother,
church. He further said that Jesse C. also H. A. Stebbins and some others, Sr.
Little told him that he went to Washing- Emma incidentally mentioned that she
ton, D. C., by instruction of Brigham and once told Brigl:am Young and Heber C.
his fyllows,and· requested o£ the govern- Kimball to their faces that the two first
ment the privilege of enlisting men for ·principles of their religion were deception
the Mormon Battalion in 1846.
and lying. And she remarked further
I spent the fall and early part of the that herein was the cause for Brigham
winter flt various points in western Iowa, Young's saying that she taught her chiland at White Cloud, Kansas; also at St. dren to lie.
Joseph, Missouri, with good results, on
During the month of January, 1874, and
the 8th of November I baptized nine. the first part of February following, I was
President Joseph Smith came on the wth engaged in preparing tracts for the church
inst., and on the I 1 th we issued to Elder on the three first principles of the gospel,
D. H. Bays a certificate of appointment to preaching in the meantime as opportunity
the Texas mission. I then preached a few offered. Th"e latter part of February I
sermons in Atchison, Kansas, where there labored in southern Wisconsin at Sanduswas a thriving branch of the church and ky, Willow Branch and other points; also
then passed on to Cherokee, and labored setting in order some church affairs.
in that region and in Galesburg and J opPreached in Galien, Michigan, and vilin. Near the latter place I tarried with cinity, and in n<;>rthern Illinois during
Bro. Alexander Williams, an eccentric, March and until the session of General
and at one time a noted man in the church. Conference, April 6th, in Plano. The
In his talk over experiences in church af- conference was small, owing to a misunder.
fairs he related that, in a council in N au- standing of a recent Herald editorial.
Pres. Joseph Smith at this conference
. voo, soon after the death of Joseph the
Seer, Brigham Young said: "We will "spoke of the fact that elders often comstick together in a mass and behave our- plained of not being supported when they
selves until God speaks to Young Joseph." have gone over fields that others have exThis was said in respect to the anticipated hausted. Said that often no account was
calling of Joseph to the presidency of the given of means received. The elders are
church. Bro. Williams further said that, required to prove the world, or try the
"ia the camp near Laramie, when moving world. They should try new fields. Try
west, Brigham Young and others counted and turn a new furrow. If it is practiup Young Joseph't; age, and Brigham cable that the elders should go into the
said Joseph would come by the call of field, it is also practicable that means
God when he should get to be about should be supplied." After the close of
twenty-one years of age;" and to this Bro. conference continued my labors in assistWilliams added, "Brigham often, in Utah, ing to prepare tracts for the church.
said much the same in regard to Joseph, Father Z. H. Gurley and I held a series
and" that "such was the faith -of the of meetings in Mission the first days of
Utah church until Brigham Young chang- May, resulting in the baptism of a goodly
ed it." He further said Brigham Young number.
afterwards preached against Young J oOn my way to. St. Louis, June wth,
seph, calling him a drunkard, a petty- called at Nauvoo and learned with sorrow
fogger, and an associate with his father's that Bro. David H. Smith had become demurderers; also that Joseph had forfeited ranged in mind, and we advised mental
his right, and that David Hyrum would rest- and relaxation.
lead the church; but that when David
On the 14th inst., at 10 a.m., district
composed the song beginning, "Little conference convened in the city of St.
Herald, stop a moment," Brigham then Louis.· My diary notes· of that date read:
said the Smith boys had forfeited their "Met Bro. James Whitehead in the hall,
rights, and from that time on he took and when I grasped his hand the Holy
special pains to belittle and abuse Emma Spirit fell upon me and witnessed that he
and her sons.
was indeed a brother in the Lord." This
Bro. Wiiliams relat~d · that hi$ :;;on was my first acquaintance with him,

This session of conference was a very
spiritual and profitable one.
On the 16th inst. Bro. Whitehead related to me that Joseph the Seer "took.
Young Joseph on the stand, in a public
meeting, and putting his hand on his head
he said to the Saints: I am no longer
your prophet. This (referring to Young
Joseph) is your prophet. I have finished
my work ana am going to rest."
1
Bro. Whitehead said that Young J oseph was ordained by Joseph and Hyrum
in the council room in the brick store. He
also said he was Joseph's clerk at that time
and after. He also said that he heard Joseph say, in public, that if Brigham Young
had the lead of the church he would lead it
to hell.
I spent some time, preaching in and
about St. Louis, and over in Illinois at
Caseyville, Alma and West Belleville.
Some additions were made to the church
by baptism.
On the nth of July went to Wayne
county, Illinois, and in company with Bro.
G. H. Hilliard entered upon active ministerial labor near Jeffersonville, and the Lord
added to the church a few there.
From the 23d of July to September 8th
I preached the word and looked after
church interests in Floyd, Clark, Crawford and Ripley counties, Indiana, baptizing a number; also labored some in and
near Amanda, Ohio. The little branch at
this point was united and spiritual under
the watchcare of Bro. M. B. Williams.
I attended the fall conference, September r8th, at Park's Mills, near Council
Bluffs.
At this conference Bro. Joseph
Stnith exhorted the Saints to steadfastn"ess in strict adherence to the principles
they had espoused, being satisfied that the
work was one whici) God would bless.
He was with his people in heart, the object !>Ought of the work being- eternal life
with rest and peace.
The Saints were
warned against giving too much heed to
reputed revelations, far too often ~iren
songs .and not from the Lord. He wanted to be sure that it is the Lord that speaketh before he obeyed; further stating that
it is a serious thing to belong to the
Church of Christ; that we should be careful and honest about our fellowship; that
forbearance is due te each other, and that
we are nearer together in unity than what
we were."
On the 23rd inst. I was chosen a member of the Board of Publication in place of
Bro. E. Banta, resigned.
October 17th met in council at Plano
with Brn. Joseph Smith, I. L. Rogers and
J. W. Briggs, in relation to the latter taking a mission to Utah and publishing a
periodicar in the interests of the church
there, also in respect to selecting some central business location for the church and
the press.
On the 19th inst. the same
council, with· Bro. Elijah Banta added, met
at Bro. I. L. Rogers to consider the same
matters, and, after prayerful deliberation,
it was resolved that the south-west part of
Decatur county, Iowa, was the most eligible place for the future business center of
the church, and that Brn. I. L. Rogers, D.
Dancer and E. Banta be a committee to
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raise funds, purchase lands, and locate the '
The several Protestant denominations also presented in the New Testament.
represent so many efforts to return to the They are two-baptism and the Lord's
site.
November 13th I was with Elder Hen- religion of Jesus, in whole or in part, as Supper. The Church of Christ under the
ry A. Stebbins at Bro. Ormond Dutton's, he gave it to the world in the beginning ministry or the Apostles had these ordinear Janesville, Wisconsin, to arrange for and as he would have had it continued to nances, and these only. What is baptism?
a discussion with Elder W m. Sheldon, of the end of time, after successive apostacies, For whom is baptism? For what is bapeither in faith or life, or in both.
tism? What elements are used in the
t~e Advent Church, who had expressed a
Much has been gained by the fraternal Lord's Supper? For whom is the Lord's
desire in public· to discusss with any representative man in respect to the conscious discussions in which Christians have Supper? How often ought the Lord's
condition of the soul after death; and after engaged in the pa&t. An encouraging Supper to be observed? The purpose of
seeking for two days to get him to either degree of progress has been made. Gen- the Lord's Supper? In a study of these
accept or make a challenge, he left for his erally, now, the sin of sectarianism is con- Christian ordinances, these questions come
home at Broadhead, and Bro. Stebbins and fessed and some of the evils of our denomi- to the front; and they are answered in the
myself engaged in preaching in that vicin- nationalism are recognized. There are New Testament.
ity and at Burlington and Rochester Wis- still, it is true, those who think that the
What kind of a life would Jesus have
consin. On the I 5th of December I wrote division of believers into separat~ denomin- each of his ,disciples live? This is an ima challenge to Elder Sheldon, covering all ations, with conflicting creeds, and varying portant question in considering the probthe essential points of difference between customs, and unlike organizations, is a good lem of Christian union. On this subject
it is sufficient to say that Jesus is the stanus and sent to him at Broadhead, inviting which may be permitted to continue.
But, believe me, denominationalism is dard. How did Jesus live? He left us an
him, by the courtesy of Pres. Joseph Smith,
to come to Plano and discuss the points temporary.-The Christ did not intend example. I ought to live every day like
involved. Shortly after I received an an- his church to be divided into denomina- Jesus. There can be no Christian union
swer declining my proposition, for the tions. He did not found them, he builded while Christians are living unchristianly.
reason that at Plano we had a large church onlv his church. Sooner or later this feat- And ,as Christians become more truly
and the sympathies of the citizens. I then ure' of the life of the church must pass Christian, the problem before us will apinvited him, by the courtesy of presiding away. While it is not of necessity sinful, proach a solution. These points, then, are
elder, E. Banta, to meet us in discussion as is sectarianism, it ought not to be re- now before the minds of those who are
in the city of Sandwich, offering to fur- garded as the normal and permanent con- working for the re-union of Christians:nish hall, board, and incidentals, free. To dition of the church that Jesus saved and I. The Creed. II. The Ordinances. III.
The Life. Let us study the creed, the
this he made a similar reply~
I imme- for which he gave his life.
diately wrote him proposing to discuss the
But the present issue is concerning the ordinances, and the life, necessary to
propositions with him in the city .of Broad- basis of union. The sinfulness of sectarian- Christian union as presented on the bright,
head, where he resided. To this he made ism is realized and confessed. The de- clean pages of the New Testament.
NEW YORK,
B. B. TYLER.
no reply, but not long afterward he began sirability of denominationalism is, to say
- Tlte Clmrck Union.
publishing a series of letters in The the least, doubted by many. The desiraWorld's Crisis, of Boston, against the is- bility of a clearer union among believers
sues presented in the propositions.
This in Jesus, than now exists, is affirmed everygave occasion for reply through the Her- where.
The Young Men's Christian
ald, and, in due time, for the publication Association, the Young Women's Chrisof J'oseph the Seer.
It had been shown tian Association, the present method of
NORTH-WEST KANSAS,
me, when with Bro. Stebbins at Mission, Sunday-school work, the Women's ChrisThe forty-seventh quarterly conference of
Illinois, that Mr. Sheldon would not abide tian Temperance Union, the Evangelical
North- West Kansas district was held at Goshen,
a discussion, but would skulk away, not Alliance, the American Bible Society, the Kansas,
December 27th and 28th, Geo. W. Shute
daring to meet the issues.
Christian Endeavor Society, etc., etc.- president. Branches: Elmira, 36, I baptized,
(To be continued.)
these testify, ,with one voice, to the de- Blue Rapids 6o, I baptized, I received, Homesirability of a closer union among believers stead 20, 2 baptized, Goshen 46. Eiders: T, E.
G. W. Beebe, A. Kent, M. Meyett,
than exists at the present time. These Thompson,
M.Smith,J. Caflall, G. W. Shute, .Prie&t, F. M.
organization:;;, also, by bringing Christians Dennis. Teachers: S. C. Andes, H. P. Curtis.
to work together, encourage the closer The following items were, on motion, carried:
THE PRESENT STAGE OF THE UNION
union, the desirability of which they To grant Bro. and Sr, J.D. Bennett letters of removaL
To sustain the present officials, G. W.
MOVEMENT.
confess.
Shute president, H. P, Curtis secretary, Arthur
IT is profitable, now and again, to pause
But what basis of union will please Smith bishop's agent. To have the Pleasin any great reform and take the bearings; Jesus? This is now the question.
ant Ridge branch stricken from the district
The Church of Christ under the per- records and declared disorganized on account of
discovering, if possible, what progress has
sonal ministry of the Apostles was a unit. lack of members, To tender a vote of thanks to ,
been made, and where we are.
T, E. Thompson for invitation received to
In the beginning of the current move- The believers in Jesus in the beginning Bro.
hold next conference with the Homestead branch.
ment in behalf of the Christian union, it were united. The multitude of them that Bishop's agent's report: On hand, September
was necessary to show the sinfulness of believed were of one heart and one soul. 23d, 1890, $29 oo, received $5r.oo, paid out $52·
sectarianism. This has been done. All The unity of the disciples of Christ in 6o, balance $2740, audited, found correct, adoptwho read the New Testament know that that early period pleased Jesus. They oc- ed. Adjourned to Blue Rapids branch March
21st and 22d.
on its pages sectarianism is catalogued cupied a platform that was acceptable to
with "the works of the flesh." Sectarian- him. These propositions will not be conEASTERN IOWA.
ism stands [!longside oC adultery, fornica- troverted.
Conference . convened with the Butternut
tion, uncleanness, lascivio1,1sness, idqlatry,
The creed of this United Church is
branch, at Canton, December 2oth, J. S.
witchcraft, hatred, variance, emulation, plainly written in the New Testament. Grove
Roth president, J. W, Sutton clerk. Branches:
wrath, strife, sedition, envy, mur_der, The creed of the re-united church is ready- Davenport zo; r baptized; 2 received, r died.
drunkenness, and revelling. Sectarianism made. We are under no necessity to make Apostolic 44; 2 died. Butternut Grove 34; 2
is a sin to be repented of as any other sin. a creed. The creed of Christ's Church is baptized, Fulton 39· Jackson 16; 1 baptized.
Religious sectarianism is an offence to the divine. Jesus is the Christ the Son of the Elders: W. Turner (baptized r), J. S, Roth (bapu, confirmed 22), C. C. Reynolds and I. B.
Bead of the Body. Those who are guilty living God. On this creed the Church in tized
Larew. Priests: J. Heide, J, R. Sutton, J. R.
of this sin shall not inherit the Kingdom Jerusalem, Antioch, Rome, Ephesus, Cor- Johnson, J. Bradley, Teacher: J. W. Sutton.
of God.
inth, Philippi, Thessalonica, rested. This The question of the legality of dropping two
Sectarianism· is not necessarialy the same · was the creed of the Apostolic Church. ·members from Jackson branch was taken up and
as denominationalism. The latter encour- It must be the creed of Christ's re-united a committee of investigation appointed, By re·
quest Bro. Jacob Heide was ordained a priest.
ages the former, no doubt, but is not Church.
Resolved, that we ask General Conference toreidentical with it.
The ordinances of Christ's Church are turn J. S .. Roth to this <listrict. A committee was
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appointed to investigate the conduct of certain
parties at Delmar Junction. The officers of the
district were sustained. Bishop's Agent, W.
Turner, reported: Balance last report $rzr.3o; received $IIr,oo; expended $r3o,oo; balance
$ro2 30. Audited, found correct and adopted,
and agent sustained. The time and place of holding the next conference was left to the president.
J. S. Roth was elected delegate to General Conference. The church authorities were sustained.
One was baptized; preaching ar~d other services
were held. Adjourned to meet at call of president.
·

H. Harrison, clerk." It was moved that the presidimt of the. mission be authorized to. vi~it or'
communicate with the parties, and if satisfaction
or justification for their course can not be had,
that he demand their licenses and report to the
next conference. The following were also adopted: That this conference look with disfavor upon
the too common practice of the public administering to the sick and consecrating the oil in public meetings. That we sustain the spiritual
authorities of the church. That we sustain Bro.
G Potts as president of district and Bro. H. H.
Bacon as secretary. Adjourned to the first Saturday in May.

Quarterly conference of the Little Sioux district convened at Little Sioux, Iowa, December
6th, D. Chambers president, C. Derry assistant,
A.M. Fyrando secretary, J. F. Mintun assistant.
Branches: Little Sioux, Logar~, Spring Creek,
Unionburg, Union Center, Magnolia, Woodbine;
Sioux City, no report. Elders: D. Chambers,
]. F. Mlntur~, C. Downs, P. C. Kemmish, J. F.
McDowell, W Chambers, C. Derry, J. M. Putney, E. R. Lanphere, H. Garner, A. Ballantyne,
D. Maule, R. Farmer, G. M. Scott, A. M. Fyrando. Priests: C. Vredenburg, W. Ralph. Teacher: W. R. Davison. Bishop's Agent, D. Cham"bers, reported: Balance July Ist, r89o, $rso.78;
received to Decen1ber rst, 1890, $37'243; total
$52321; expended $39648; balance $126.23.
Audited, found correct· and adopted. Spiritual
condition of branches was in general reported
good. Missionary appointments: W. Chambers
continued in former field of labor, to be assisted
by C. Downs. J. Beckman and C. Day continued in former mission. P. C. Kemmish and E.
Lanphere were appointed to labor where best
they could. On motion .G. Montague was requested to labor as circumstances ,permitted.
Elder F. Hansen and Priest P. Pelton were associated to labor in Walker's and Harris' Grove.
Elders R. Farmer and D. Maule were requested
to labor in Raglan. The following resolution
was adopted: Whereas, the General Conference
has ordered that all members of the church not
already identified with branches shall unite
themselves with the branch nearest which they
reside, Therefore, be it resolved, that the officers
of branches in this district knowing any such In
their respective vicinities so state the general
church law upon the case and request them to
comply therewith, and that those members holding membership in one branch and residing nearer another be requested to obtain letters of removal and become members of the nearest
branch. On .separate moihns C. Derry was sustained as missionary of dislri<;t, J. F. McDowe!l
and J. F. Mintun as missionaries, A.M. Fyrando
as distriet secretary, D. Chambers as Bishop's
Agent, also the First Presidency and various
quorums of the church. Preaching by D. Chambers, ]. F. McDowell, J. M. Putney and ]. F.
Mlntun. Adjourned to Magnolia, first Saturday
and Sunday in March.

CENTRAL MISSOURI.
Conference met with the Waukenda branch,
December 13th, R. L. Ware presiding, M. A.
Trotter secretary. Brn. R. L. Ware,. E. W. Cato,
A. J. Cato and M.A. Trotter present. Deacon
M. H. Stone present. Some of the brethren reported considerable labor done in the district
during the last quarter. The same officers were
sustained for the next quarter. Bro. R. L. Ware
was authorized to appoint the next conference
time and place for holding same, and give notice
through Herald. Service was held at night, Sunday and Sunday night.

------------------LITTLE SIOUX.

I89I REUNION I89I.
The Saints' Reunion Committee for 1891 held
a meeting at Logan on December roth and finished their arrangements with the Logan Town
Committee and fixed the time of assembling at
our next Repnlon to be September IIth, r89r, at
two-o'clock, to continue as long as the Saints
feel there is any advantage in staying. This is a
little earlier than we have been having it, but if
we held it in the latter part of September we
would have to do without the light of the moon,
and to carry it to the light of the moon in October would make it too late.
I thought I would send you this letter and get
you to write such notice for the Herald as you
thought best. Two of the committee voted against
the middle of September, fearing that we would
have storms. but three of the committee voted
for the r rth' and it was made unanimous. All
well at present. Weather very fair; have had no
rain or snow this'winter .to speak oL
CoMMITTEE.
W: R. DAVISON, Sec.
NOTICE.·
Conference of the Northern Nebraska district
will be held at the Saints' Church, Omaha, January 3oth, 7:30p.m. All parties desiring to attend will please take notice of the time and place
and govern themselves accordingly.
JAMES HuFF, Sec.

PHILADELPHIA.
BORN.
,Conference convened in Brooklyn, New York,
October r8th, Elder W. H. Kelley presiding, M.
ELVIN.-At St. Paul, Minnesota, December
H. Bond associate; H. H. Bacon secret~rv. Visit16th, r889, to Bro. John and Sr. Carrie Elvin, a
ing Saints were invited to participate. Statistical
son; blessed at Lamoni, Iowa, December 28th,
report: Brooklyn 69. gain 7 Philadelphia 44,
r89o, by Elders R. M. Elvin and H. N. Snively
no change. New Park and Hornerstown no reand named Charles John.
ports. ·Bro. Keiley made some remarks regardMARRIED.
ing Hornerstown branch. The district treasurer
BuRNHAM-COOPER,-December 25th, I89o,
reported. Balanced !Je treasurer $2 63. Officials
at the residence of the bride's uncle and aunt,
present and reporting: Of the Twelve, W. H.
Kelley; of the Seven tv, M. H. Bond. Elders: ·Mr. J. L. and Sr. Maggie 'Wright, No. roor
South Tenth street, Burlington, Iowa, by Elder
S. Stone, W. Clark, T. Truman, E. Potts, G.
James McKiernan, Mr. Charles F. Burnham and
Potts, J. A. Stewart (by letter). Prie•ts: J. W.
Sr. Margaret P. Cooper. A goodly number of
Easton, H. H. Bacon. Teacher: T. Lester.
relatives and friends were present to witness the
The following communication was received from
ceremony and with them a prosperous voyage
the Philadelphia branch for consideration:
over the sea of life. A rich repast was served by
"Whereas, the elders in this branch have perSrs. vVright and Ella Ennis, and all had a merry
sistently neglected to attend the meetings of the
time.
branch for over eighteen months past, and as we
DIED.
know nothing of them, we respectively ask the dlsirtct conference to deprive the following elders of
FowLER.-At his residence, Marine City, St.
their licenses: J. Stone, ]. A. Stewart, W. H.
Clair county, Michigan, December rst, r89o, Bro.
Wilson, and Priest A. Copeland, Jr. UnanJacob Fowler departed this life. He was born
imously adopted.
H. H. Bacon, president; W.
near Wardsville, Middlesex county, Ontario (I

have not the date). He was baptized and confirmed at Marine City, July r3th, r89o, by Arthur
Leverton. He loved the gospel from the first
time he heard it until the end. He rests in peace.
Funeral services by A. Leverton.
PoRTER.-At his residence near Bothwell, Ontario, after a long and painful sickness, June 8th,
r89o, Bro. William Porter. He was anxious to
go. He had been greatly blest with the Spirit of
the Lord; and, as it was hard for hitn to receive
Joseph Smith and his mission when he first connected himself with the church, and not being
able to read for himself, the Lord blest him with
an open vision, after which he never had a doubt
in regard to Joseph Smith's prophetic mission, or·
the divine authenticity of the book of Mormon.
He saw in the vision Bro. Joseph Smith go to the
hillside and take up the plates, and he could describe to us afterwards the appearance o'f both
Bro. Joseph and the plates. Funeral services by
Bro. John H. Lake.
JoHNSON.-At Mission, Lasalle county, Illinois, December zd, 1890, of inflammation of the
brain, Bro. Elias Johnson; born January 14th,
r86r. He was buried December 4th from the
Saints' chapel, Elder Thomas Hougas officiating,
in the conduct of the funeral services.
"Our hearts are breaking,
.But we should not weep;
For he was weary
And has gone to •Jeep;
Life seems dreary,
But we should not sigh;
For 'twas a blessed thing
For him to die."
READ AND DIGEST.
Four hundred and sixty-seven girls lunched in
a cafe the other day, and by the courtesy of the
head waiter the writer was permitted to play
sentinel at the kitchen door. Only thirteen orders
contained meat-two of steak, three lamb chops,
five ham and three mutton stew. Twenty-seven
bowls of soup, chowder and broth were served;
six damsels called for fish, one hundred and forty
had an oystew stew and sixty-seven took lobster
or chicken salad. An even two-hundred made a
meal on ice cream and cake, with a gla&s of lee
water.
Forty-five had hot apple dumpling; three hundred cuts of pie were consumed, with one hundred and two Charlotte Russe, seventy chocolate eclaks, thirty-nine creampuffs, and one
square yard of Washington pie cut Into sections
of three inches each. One hundred and seventeen drank tea, twenty called for coffee; twentythree for pop, ale and beer; two had claret, seventeen soda water, and the rest, one hundred and
sixty-seven in all, filled themselves with lee
water. It is to this kind of diet that so many of
opr sallow faced, bloodless, fleshless, shapeless
women and children can be traced.-New York
World.
E.

ADDRESSES.
C. Briggs, 468 West Lake St., Chicago, Illinois.

MILL FOR SALE.
SHELBY MILL FOR SALE, situated in
Shelby, Shelby county, Iowa. For full particulars enquire of H. D. Swain, Harlan, Shelby
county, Iowa.

AUTUMN

LEAVES,

Pnbli~hed

monthly for the
Youth of the R~organrzed Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,

"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 26ets , ten or more, each •• , , • , , • • • • 2n
In paper 15cts., ten or more, each • • • • • • • • • • • • 13
This is the notorious "Manuscript Found," written
by Rev. So1omon Spaulding, about which so much hM
been said i.o. connection with the theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
ground work and material from which to write the
Book of Mormon.
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SPIRITUAL GIFTS AND SPIRIT
MANIFESTATIONS,

PEN AND PLATFORM,
A MONTHLY JOURNAL.

OR CAUSE AND CURE FOR SKEPTICISM,
BY

ELDER M. H. BOND.
Just issued; a book or pamphlet of over 100 pages
larger than the Voice of Warnmg, of closely written and
original matter; good type, good paper, and easy reading.
A treatise upon the uncertainties of Catholic of Protestant creed. The rational theory and exposition of gospel
doctrine and confirmatory gifts, as against the insidious
doctrines and revelations of modern spiritualism. The
anti-Bible revelations of Swedenborg, The Quakers,
Catholic Visions and Miracles, Mesmeric, Trance, MindReading, "Christian Science," ~'Divine Healing' or
"Faith Cure," "How to Become a Medium~" &c." The
1

Gifts of tbe Gospel, their proper place, use or abuse in
the church.
Price, 25 cents Single Copy.
Send silver or stamps; $2.25 per dozen, postage paid,
P. 0. Order or Currency. Address, M. H. Bond, Willoughby, Ohio; or Herald Office, Lamoni, Iowa.
~ Agents and "pushers" wanted, to whom books
will be sent upon application.

NEW BOOK.

1890.

"PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD."
-THEAJ)Ot!ltacy, Reformation and Restoration.
This work discusses the issues of theology that are to
the front to-day. No Bible student can afford to miss
reading it either as CRITIC or INVESTIGATOR. It contains
390 pages of closely written matter and printed in good
readable type, with neat binding, and sold at the
LOW PRICE OF $1.25 PER COPY.
Besides the discussion of the questions of
MINISTERIAL AUTHORITY

From the Bible standpoint of the
M.II:LCHISEDEK AND TH» AARONIC PRIESTHOODS,
The work l!ugely treats of the subjects Of
CHURCH CREEDS AND CHURCH BUILDING
In and since the days of the Apostles, reviewing and critically examining the claims of the Restoration of the
Gospel in a later day than the Apostolic age.
Copies can be had by addressing<
W:u:. H. KELLEY, Tern preP. O., Kirtland, 0.
SAINTS' HERAL:P OFFICE, Lamoni, Iowa.
AND TRAVELING AGENTS.
~ Money sent by Post Office Order to Wm. H. Kelley
should be dtawn on Willoughby, Ohio.
WM. H. KELLEY.

]. B. ,:VVATSON, EDITOR.
TERMS :-FIFTY CENTS A YEAR.

~This journal

is not the organ of any sect, denomination or party, but is published solely for
the dissemination of Knowledge upon Christianity, Temperance, Social and Moral Reforms, and
its columns are open to all who wish to speak
pointedly, pithily and practically upon these
questions; who believe that the Word of ~God
and reason are the only rules of faith and practice for Christians as well as Moralists.
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
The intention is to conduct the journal as a
medium for giving both sides of the question, and
no favoritism or'prejudice by us will be exercised
in regard to authors, as communications will be
published without names or nom de plumes unless
desired.
•
An exception will be made in the case"of controversies, when each writer must and shail know
his adversary.
Short, forcibly written communications, word·
ed in the spirit of love, are invited upon any
theme bearing upon the above outlined subjects,
with the appended qualifications. Address all
matter for publication to .
MARY A. WATSON,
Drawer F, St. Marys, Ont.
A postal card requesting a sample copy will
receive a prompt response.
27dec3m, eow
INDEPENDENT TELEGRAPH SCHOOL.
We have added a complete course
of bookkeeping to our Telegraph School, which will
nuder the oupervision of Prof. E. Etzenhouser,
formerly Principal in that department in the National
Business College of Kansas City •nd a practical accountant. Fo~ terms or other information address,
INDEPENDENT TELEGRAPE: SCHOOL,
INDEPENDENCE, Mo.
22nov4teow

"FOOD
For Thought, or Sermons and Essays by Jews and Gen-

A valuable recipe for

"Influenza, Coughs, Colds," etc.

Any one who learns the merit of the above, will appreci-

ate its valael and T don't bf'lieve any one v.ill he without
the mcd~cine after a fuir t inl. This I't!Cipe can he filled

at any Drug store for about 35cts. 1 will send the recipe
to any of the Samts for lOcts.
J. T JOHNSON,
20dec3t
Box 67, WINDo>r, Kansas.

BIBLE SYNOPSIS.
Only three or four hundred left. I will sell
the remainder at $I each, or six to any address
for $5- Send to the Herald Office at· Lamoni,
Iowa, or J. J. Cornish,< Reed City, Osceola
county, Michigan.
I2·27·3m

PaYING WORK FOR YOU.
Bro. B. F. Ordway of Peoria, Illinois, still wants agents
for his well known
PORTABLE BED SPRINGS
and other new and 1;1Beful household necessities. Thirtyday credit given. Model and samples free, conditionally.
Fpr full particulars address as above.
NOTICE TO THE SAINTS.
As there are so many brothers and Eisters want the
picture of our deceased brother, E. C. Brand, I will be
happy to supply all the Saints that want one or more
Cabinet •ize, 25cts each, or $2 50 per dozen and one extra
to those who get a cluh of twelve or more. An 8x10 in
walnut frame, finely polished. $2<00 each, sent post paid.
JAMES BAILLIE,
20dec4t
Box 6:~ ScRANTON, Osage county, Kan..
HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
for sale my House of six rooms, and an acre Jot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland; Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace n it, to nd water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.

tl,les," a book of 95 pagf'S in paper covers. Price, single

copy 25c; five copies $1.00; 12 copies $2.00.
PATRIOT one year and book
- $1.15.
"
six months and book
.70
This applies to renewals also. For full description see

Prospectus ofAutumn Leaves
FOR I89I.
IN order to largely increase our circulation for
the coming year and also as· a testimonial of our
gratitude to those who have aided us in establish·
ing the magazine, we have made arrangements
for presenting each subscriber with an elegant

Steel Engraving of Pres. Joseph Smith,
The engraving will be of a size suitable for traming, taken from a plate made expressly for us,
and will be worth double the subscription price
of the magazine to each one who receives it, and
can only be obtained by subscribing for AuTUMN
LEAVES.
TERMS.
In orde~ to obtain this valuable engraving the
following conditions are necessary. Send in
advance $r._5o, the regular subscription price of
the magazine, together with fifteen cents to pay
cost of mailing, and the magazine together with
the engraving will be forwarded to you. \Ve
can not send the engraving except where payment is made in advance. Not wishing, however, to deprive any one of the magazine who
may desire to have it and has not the money to
send in advance, we will send the magazine
witkout tke Engravint[, if they will notify the
office that they wish it continued.
NOTIFICATfON MUST BE GIVEN
We can not send out the first numbers of the
volume without knowing whether you wish the
entire volume, for by this means we suffer great
loss. Many who afterwards would subscribe and
pay for these numbers can not get them because
we have furnished them to those who fail to renew their subscriptions or to return the magazines.
THE MINISTRY.
To all actively engaged in the ministry it affords
us great pleasure to send the magazine free, but
we will esteem it a kindness and it will prevent
mistakes if you will notify the office that you
wish it continued.
DO YOU WANT TO WORK FOR THE
MAGAZINE?
Send us twelve names with the money and we
will send you an extra copy free for your services. This offer includes engraving with each
copy.
SPECIAL NOTICE.

\Vith the first number of volum,e four we shall<
wmmence the publication of a sketch of the life
of Elder John Brush of California, one of the
most interesting Biographies yet published,
"Father Brush," as he is familiarly called by
those who know him, passed through many oJ
Published Weekly by
the trying scenes of the troubles in Missouri,
BRETHREN E. ETZENHOUSER AND WM. CRICK,
and writes of them as an eye witness. If the
interest of future chapters of this biography are
At Independence, Mo.
equal to those we have seen, (and we are told
The enterprising publishers of this paper are r·ffering you
your choice of one of the very finest views of the Temple
they are), then we can say unreservedly that
Lot a.t Independence, free with paper, if subscrlption is
those who fail to subscribe in time to get the
paid iu advance. Two of these views, which are 8xl0. iufirst chapters will lose much. Sometime dtring
cluf.e a view of the new church at that place. Send in
your money and get a good family paper for one year and
I89I we expect also to begin the publication of a
a fine view of the Temple Lot, both for $1.00
• Serial by one who has never as yet contributed
to the magazine, though well known to the
D. F. NICHOLsoN, Cashier
RoBERT WrNNI:Na, Pres't.
church, both personally arid by her writings.
Again we repeat that we can not afford to
issue a large edition above the number of subscribers, and )t is absolutely necessary for those
Ample :Responsibility.
who desire the complete volume to subscribe in
time for their names to be on our list by FebruLoans money on aproved security. Six per cent !ntere~t
ary I5th, I89I.
paid on time deposits. Reo.l Estate
To the friends who have so faithfully and dishongl!t and ooll!.
interestedly worked for us in the past we would
suggest that with the splendid premium we offer,
-Ayour labors this year ought to be more successSY:MBOLOG ICAL CATECHISM : ful than In the previous ones. With thankfulness for past favors and large hop'! for the future,
OR
but above all with a firm reliance upon Him
Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
whose we are and whom we are endeavoring to
BY A. J. MAPES.
serve, we shall enter upon the work of volume
four feeling sure that our friends will render to
104 pages, cloth bound. Price 35 cents each.
us all, and more than we can merit.
For sale by BRO. H. R. MILLS,
INDEPENDENCE, Mo.
M. WALKER.
last pugu

liE.B.ALD

for Nov. 22, 18GO.

J.tldress,

LAMBERT BROS.,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

---:The, Independence Gazette:·-·

FARMERS' BANK Of LAMONI.
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PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
--)BY THE(--

Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
at their Publishing :f[ouse in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges .••••• 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ••••.••••• , , ••• ;2
Morocco, gilt edges ......................... 2
New Testament, Inspired....................

50
00
60
'15

BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ....................... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••••• , ••••••••• 1 60
DOCTRINE AND COVEN ANTS.
Sprinkled Sheep, or Library ................. 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••••••• , ••••••• 1 50
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Dook.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ••••••••••• 1 26
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ••••••••• , ••• , •• 1 liO
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides .••••.•.••••.. 2 50
The Harmony contains all the hymns in the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about 720
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.
JOSEPH SMtTH THE PROPHET AND
HIS PROGENITORS.
(By Lucy Smith.) ·
Muslin binding, 312 pages................... 70
Leather binding ........... " ............... 1 00
HESPI<~RIS.

(Poems by David H. Smith,)
Fancy Muslin, 202 pag0e, gilt edges .• , •••••••• 1 50
VOICE OF WARNING.
Instruction to all people on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work.
In paper covers, 10 cts, each, per dozen ........ 1 00
Limp muslin covers .......•....•..••• ,...... 25
JOSEPH THE SEER.
His Prophetic !fission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin· of the Book of Mormon
Defended and. MRintained.
(New and Revised Edition.)
Paper cover2, 200 pages..................... 35
,Muslin binding....... . . .. . . .. . . • .. • • •• • • • 50
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder William Sheldon of the Second Advent Society, and is an
important work to be in the hands of the ministry of
the chnrch; and it is a most excellent one to be circulated both in the church and among those without,
abonnding in proofs never before prese11ted in defense
of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.
SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.
Compendium of }'aith, for the ,Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather .......................... 1
Muslin boards ........ :....................
Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
Limp muslin, 25 cts. each, per dozen . . . . . . . . 2
Question Books for Primary Classes.
Limp muslin, 16 cts. each, per dozim ..•...•.•. l

00 .
75
60
25

SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
School Engineer and Record Book . • . • . . . . . . . . 50
Good Behavior Tickets, 100 for l5c., 1,000 for .. l 00
Prompt Attendance Tickets ........... Same price.
Fancy Cards, package of 50, 5 kinds, large . . • • . '15
Fancy Cards, smaller, 10 kinds, per 100. . . . • • . . 60
FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages.,................... 25
J. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches the coming of
Christ to Judge the world is now past." M. H. Fors·
cutt affirms "The Bible teaches the Literal Resurrection of the body from the grave."

:BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
Muslin boards, 396 pages ••••••••••••••• •·., .1 'li
Propositions:-(1) Is the Book of Mormon of Di·
vine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect
and belief of all Christian people? (2) Is the Church
of which I, Clark Braden, am a memBer, the Church
of Christ, and identical in faith, organization, ordinances, worship and practice, with the Church of Christ,
as it was left perfected by the A pestles of Christ. (3)
Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
with Him?
•
·
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 25cts., ten or more, each........... 20
In paper 15cts., ten or more, each •••• ; • • • • • • • 13
This is the notorious "Manuscript Found," writte~
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much has
been said in connection with the theory that it furnished Joseph Smith arid Sidney Rigdon the chief
ground work· and material from which to write the
Book of Mormon.
C_OWDERY LETTERS.
In paper covers Seta. each; per dozen. • • • .. • • • '75
Without covers 5cts. each; per dozen .• ,...... 60
Contains valuable matter in relation to the Calling
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation
the Book of Mormon, and the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
,

of

CONCORDANCE. TO DOCTRINE AND
COVENANTS.
An enlarged edition, a:r·pagae, paper covers • • • •
Old edition •••••.••.• ; •• • • • • • • • • • • .. • • .. • • •

10
5

SONGS OF. ZION.
Paper covers lOcts.; per doz(ln .............. 1 00
TRACTS.
2 Truth Made Manifest, dozen 20cts., 100 •.••• 1 50
3. Voice of the Good Shepherd, dozen 5c, 100. 40
4. Epitome of Faith and. Doctrine of the Church
and the Kirtland Temple Suit, dozen 5c, 100. • 25
250 for 50cts, 500 for $1, 1,000 ........ 1 75
6. 'l'he "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects, Prerequisites and Design-:-and Who Shall Administer; 25 cts per dozen, per 100 ............ 1 75
7. Who Then Can be Saved; dozen 6c., 100.... 40
S. Fulness of the Atonement; dozen 25c., 100 .. l 75
9. Spiritualism Viewedfram a Scriptural Stand·
point; dozen 30 cts., 10() .................. 2 25
10. The Narrow Way; dozen 15 cts., 100 ....•. 1 10
11. The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2 25
12. The Bible vs Polygamy; dozen 25 cts., 100.1 65
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 25 cts, 100 .•• 1 '15
15 Bri((bamite Idolatry; dozen 5 ct~., 100..... 40
16. Polygamy: Was it an Original Tenet of the
Church; dozen 20 cts., 100 . ; ...•....•. , •.. l 40
17. The Successor in .the Prophetic Office and
Presidency of the Chu.rch; dozen 25 cts, 100.1 ~5
.20. The "One Body:" or the Church of Christ
under the Apostleship and under the Apostasy: dozen 20 cts., 100 ••.•....•••••..••.••• l 40
?.1. Truth by Three Wit,nesses; <Iozen 3c., 100... 15
22. Paith and Repentance; dozen 15 cts, 100 ••• l 10
23. Baptism; .per dozen 20 cts., 100 ••••••••••• l 25
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 cts., 100.... 40
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 cts., 100..... 40
26. Mountain of the Lord's House; doz. 5c., 100 40
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen ~5 cts .. 100 ... 1 40
29. Vision of the Resurrection, fmm the Doctrine and Covenants; dozen 5 cts., 100....... 40
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen ...•.. 15
per hundred ............................. 1 10
31. What is Truth? and True Orthodoxy? and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 5 cts,, 100... 25
250 for 50 cts., 500 for $1, 1,000 for ......... 1 ~5
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 . . . . 40
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen.. 20
per hundred ............................ 1 25
41. The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 cts., 250 50
500 for $1, 1,000 for ...................... 1 75
42 Rejection of the Chureh; dozen 15 cts., 100.1 10
43 One Wife, or Many; dozen 25 cts, 100 : . .. l 75
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of J esus Christ; 5 eta. each, per dozen. . . • • . • • • • • 50
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100 . • • • • • • • • • 15
An assortment of Tracts..................... 35
SET OF TRACTS.
Bound in Limp Muslin, turned in • • • • . . • • . • • • •

n

HOLY SORIPTURES~
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
t'iir We have a limited quantity of thell!l oB hand.
Turkey Superior, gilt edge ................... 3 50
Turkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge ••••••••• 3 '76
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge ................... B '75
Roxburg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge ••••••••• 4_ 00
WELSH HYMN BOOK.
Full leather, marbled edges • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 81)
This WM published by the church in. Wales, and·
contains 393 hymns in Welsh and 38 in English.
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SlUTH, THE. SEER,
And discoveries of Ancient American Records. and;
:Relics, with the statement of a Oonnrt.ed Jew.
Paper covers, 43 pages...................... 10'
REPLY TO LITTLEFIELD.
In paper lOcts.; per dozen................... 'liS·
This ill the "Reply of President Joseph Smith to
L. 0. Littlefiefd in refutation of the doctrine of Plural
Marriage."
··
BRANCH RECORDS;
Leather backs and corners, muslin sides; printed
headings, and ruled for Record of Names, Blessing of Children, and for Marriages ••••••••••• 2. 00
DISTRICT RECORDS.
Printed and bound similar to Branch Records ••• 3 00
LICENCES, NOTICES, &e.
Elders, Priests, Teachers, and Deacons Licences,
each per dozen . . • . . • • . . . . . • . . . • • • • • • • • • •
Baptism and Confirmation Certificate booka.. • • •
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred.........

lll
25 ·
40

CERTIFICATES AND REPORTS.
Branch Statistical Reports, per doJ1len..........
Annual Statistical Reports, two for. • • • • • . • • • • •
Certificates of Baptism and Membership, pe? doz.
Certificates of Removal, per dozen • • • • • • • • . • • •
Marriage Certificates, per dozen . • • • • • • • • • • • • •

40
5
12
12
26

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Problem of Hnm'l.n Life Here and Hereafter
by A. Wilford Hall, 644 pages, muslin ..•.... 1
Universalism Against Itself, 336 pages, muslin
by A. Wilford Hall .......... ; ..... , ...... l
Josephus. complete, library leather .•••....... 3
Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,
muslin boards, 5 volumes .•.........••.•••. 4
Mosheim's Church History, 2 volumes ..•••.••. 4
Baldwin's Ancient America (illustrated) ..•..... l
Rollin's Ancient History. two volumes in one ... 4
The Koran, library leather ................... 2
Gieseler's Ecclesiastical History, from A.D. 1 till
1854, muslin boards, 5 volumes ..••....•... 10
The Ecclesiastical History of Eusebius Pamphilus, Bishop of CtBsarea and Palestine ........ 2
Cruden's.Complete Concordance of Bible ...... 1
Bible Text Book ..............••.•.••••.••. 1
Apocryphal New Testament . .. .. .. • .. ...... 1
Elders' Diary, by Joseph Luff ..•• ·. . • • . . . • . • • .
EmAr<,on's Ready Binder. Herald and Hope size.

110
00
50
·
00
00
SO

00
25

00
00
~5

00
65
30
86

INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
~

FLEXHU..:E JUNDING.

~

The Inspired Translation of the Holy Scriptures bound in limp leather, flexible covers, similar to the binding of the Oxford Sunday-school
Teachers Blble. Pi·ice, by mail, $4.
SUNDAY SCHOOL REPORT.
This is a blank statistical teport, per dozen
10 eta.
THE SAINTS' HARMONY
(Music only,)
Leather back and Mu~lin side~J .•...•••..•••. $1 50

A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
Setting forth the order and nature of the Priesthood, and defining the duties and prerogatives
of all the Church Officials, including the First
Presidency, and also the Deacons, as set forth in
the Revelations of God and decisions of the
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
the Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
, Herald Office, Lainonl, Decatur county, Iowa.
Price 25 cents including postage.
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Oftlcial Po.per of the ReorgM>i.eed Church of J 8St!8 Christ o~
.Latter Day Saints
PVBLISIDID AT l.ulONI, Dloc.ATUll COUNTY, IOWA,
Eve1'7 Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
The Traveling ~y. District and Branch President••
Md the Billhop'e Agents, are requested to solicit new sul:r
IICrlberti, and help build up the paper and the. pnblicntlon
department.
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EDITOR.
ASSOCIATE EDITOR.

Lamoni, I ow a, Jan. I 7, I 89 1.
THE following is a specimen of the pecu·
liar teaching of Joseph the Seer. It occurred in Kirtland the 12th of November,
1835• and contains many items of interest
to faithful believers: ·
Th,is evening, at ·six o'clock, m.et with
the Council of the Twelve, by their request. Nine of them were present. Council opened by singing and prayer. And I
made a few remarks as follows:I am happy in the enjoyment of this opportunity of meeting with the Council on
this occasion. I am satisfied that the Spirit
of the Lord is here, and I am satisfied with
all the brethren present;and I need not say
that you have my utmost confidence, and
·that I intend to uphold you to the uttermost, for I am well aware that you have
to sustain my character against the vile
calumnies and reproaches of this ungodly generation, ··and that you delight in so
doing.
Darkness prevails at this time as it was
. at the time Jesus Christ was about to be
crucified. The powers of darkness strove
to obscure the glorious Sun of Righteousness, that began to dawn upon the world,
and was soon to burst in great blessings
· upon the heads of the faithful; and let me
tell you, brethren, that great blessings
await us .at this time, and will soon be
poured out upon us, if we are faithful in
all things, for we are . even entitled to
greater blessil)gs than they were, because
they had the person of Christ with them,
to instruct them in the great plan of sal vafion. His personal presence we have not,
therefore we have need of great faith, on
account of our peculiar circumstances; and
I am determined to do all that I can to up·
hold you~ although I may do many things
in~dvertently that are not right in the sight
of God.
You want to know many things that are
before you, that you may }snow how to
prepare yourselves for the great things
that God is ·about to .bring to pass. But'

Lamoni,. Iowa, january 17, I8gx.
there is one great deficiency or obstruction
in the way, that deprives us of the greater
blessings; and in order to make the foundation of this church complete and permanent, we must remove this obstruction,
which is, to attend to certain duties that we
have not as yet attended to. I supposed I
had established this church on a permanent foundation when I went to Missouri,
and indeed I did so, for if I had been taken
away, it wo~ld have been enough, but I
yet live, and therefore God requires more
at my hands. The item to which I wish
the more particularly to call your attention
to-night, is the ordinance of washing of
feet. This we have not done as yet, but
it is necessary now, as much as it. was in
the days of our Savior; and we must
have a place prepared, that we may attend
to this ordinance aside from the world.
have not desired much from the
hand of the Lord with that faith and obedience that we ought, yet we have enjoyed
great blessings, and we are not so sensible
of this as we should be. When or where
has God suffered one of the ,witnesses or
first elders of this church to fall? Never,
nor nowhere. Amidst all the calamities
a11d judgments that have befallen the inhabitants of the earth, His almighty arm
has sustained us, men and devils have raged, and spent their malice in vain. We
must have all things prepared, and call
our solemn assembly as the Lord has com.
manded us, that we may be able to accomplish His great work, and it must be done
in God's own way. The· house of the
· Lord must be prepared, and the solemn
assembly called and organized in it, according to the order of the house of God; and
in it we must attend to the ordinance of
washing of feet. It was never intended
for any but official members. It is calculated to unite our hearts, that we may be
one in feeling and sentiment, and that our
faith may be strong, so that Satan cannot
ove:ithrow us, nor have any power over
us.
.
The endowment you are so anxious
;rbout, you cannot comprehend· now, nor
could _Gabriel explain it to. the understanding of your dark minds; but strive to be
prepared in your hearts, be faithful in all
things, that when we mee.t in the solemn
assembly, that is, such .as God shall.name
out of all the official members will meet,
and we must be clean every whit. Let us
be faithful and silent, brethren, and if God
gives you a manifestation, keep it to yourselve~; be watchful . and prayerful, and
you shall have a prelude of those joys
that God will pour ou.t on that day. Do
not watch for iniquity in each other, if
you do you will not get an endowment,
for God will not bestow it on such; But
if we are faithful, and live by every "Yord
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that proceeds forth from the mouth of
God, I will venture to prophesy that we
shall get a blessing that will be worth remembering, if we should live as long as
] ohn the Revelator; our blessings will be
such as we have not realized before, nor
in this generation. The order of the house
of God has been, and ever will be, the
same, even after Christ comes; and after
·the termination of the thousand years it
will be the same; and we shall finally roll
into the celestial Kingdom of God) and
enjoy it forever.
You need an endowment, brethren, in
order that you may be prepared and able .
tG overcome all things; and those. that reject your testimony will be damned. The
sick will be healed, the lame made tow alk,,
the deaf to hear, and the blind to see,
through your instrumentality. But let me
tell you, that you will not have power,
after the endowment, to heal those that
have not faith, nor to benefit them, for you
"might as well expect to benefit a devil in
hell as such who are possessed .of his
spirit; and are willing to keep. it; for
they are habitations for devils, and only
fit for his society. But when you are endowed and prepared to preach the gospel
to all nations, kindred, and tongues,. in
their own languages, you must faithfully
warn all, and bind up the testimony, and
seal up the law, and the destroying angel will follow close at your heels, and
exercise his tremendous mission upon the
children of disobedience, and destroy. the
works of iniquity, while the Saints will
be gathered out from among them, and
stand in holy places ready to meet the
Bridegroom when he comes~
I feel disposed to speak a .few words
more to you, my brethren, concerning the
endowment-all who are prepared, and
are sufficiently pure to abide the presence
of the Savior, will see him in the solemn
'assembly.-Millennial Star, vol. 15, pp.

42 3-4·
THE REMNANT.
WHo are the "remnant," spoken of by Joel in 2:
32, where he says, "And it shall come to pass,
that whosoever shall call on the name of the
Lord shall be delivered; for in Mount Z1on and
in Jerusalem shall be deliverance, as the Lord
hath said, and in the remnant whom the Lord
our God shall call."
When we view the latter days in the light of
prophecy, and find they are to be "perilous," and
that then men's hearts are to fail them for fear,
and for looking after those things which are
coming on the earth, ~and that "many false_
prophets shall arise and deceive many," that
then "the Lord maketh the earth empty, and
maketh it waste, and turneth it upside down, and
scattereth abroad the inhabitants thereof," and
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that "the day of the Lord so cometh as a thief in ·peeled] shall the present be brought unto the
the night," it becomes a matter of intense inter- . Lord of hosts, qf a people scattered and peeled."
est tor all to know to what source to look for deWhere shall they be brought to? w;e inquire.
l!verence.
In the days of the apostles, J eruObviously to the place from whence the "swift
messengers'' , were sent, and that land we have
salem was the point from whence the light of
truth beamed out upon the world. "Salvation
seen is America. The prophet describes it in
the sevei1th verse as "the place of the name of the
is of the Jews," said Jesus, and it was ordained
of God that from this point, th.e knowledge of
Lord of hosts, the Mottnt Zt'on." What do we
salvation by remission of sins, should go forth
Jearn by these Scriptures? Why,Jhe all-important fact that America is "the land shadowing
into all the world. Our Savior said (Luke·24:
with wings;" and that it is· "the place of the hame
46, 47,) "Thus it Is written, and thus it behooved
of the Lord of hosts, the Mount Zion." Here
Christ to suffer, and to rise from the dead the
third day; and that repentance and remission of· then is the hind from whence the "deiiireter"
sins should be preached In his name among all
spoken of by Paul, "the salvation of Israel"
prayed for by David, should go forth, for here is
nations, beginning at Jerusalem." Judea was the
Zio?t.
scene of the apostles' first labors; and "into' none
We will now give another proof that America
of the cities of the Gentiles enter ye," was the
Is the land where the great latter day wo;k
command of Jesus to them, until after his passion,
should commence, and to which the saints
then "He commanded them to not depart from
be gathered, and therefore the land of Zion.
Jerusalem, but wait for the promise of the Father,"
that from that God-ordained point they, after
Moses says of Joseph (Deut. 33 :17), "His glory
is like the firstling of his bullock, and his horns
they had received the power of the Holy Ghost,
might go forth and fulfill the last mission :which· are like the horns of unicorns: and with them he
shaJJ push [gather] the people together to the
he gave them, viz: "Teach all nations, baptizing
ends of the earth: and they [his .horns] are the
them in the name the Father, and of the Son, and
ten thousands of Ephraim, and they are the thouof the Holy Ghost." But in the last days, when
sands of Manasseh." Here we find a pushing to"all Israel shall be saved," as it is written (Rom.
gether declared a gathering and that the ten
11: 26), salvation Is to go forth from another
thousands of Ephraim, and the thousands ot
place, and mankind must look to another source
Manasseh, are the instruments or ministry by
than Jerusalem for the salvation of the Almighty
which it is brought about, also that "the ends qj
until the Jews are gathered back and "a fountain
the earth" are the places to which they·wiJI be
opened to the house of David, and to the inhabigathered, Now, which way shall we measure
tants of Jerusalem, for sin and for uncleanness."
the earth, to get the ends thereof? Certainly not
-Zech. 13: 1.
north and south, for in that direction its diamefer
Paul.says, "There shaJI come out of Zion the
is the least. To find "the ends of the earth"
deliverer, and shall turn away ungodliness from
would be to find the two points farthest apart,
Jacob."-Rom. I I : 26. And, "0h, that th~ salvaand this you do by measuring from east to west,
tion of Israel were come out of Zion" (Ps. 14:
for that way its diameter is greatest.
7)' was the inspired prayer of the psalmist for
Now, if we can find one point at which God
Israel. .He, as well as Paul, kne.w by the Inwill gather the people in the last days, it will not
spiration of the Almighty that when the Lord.
be difficult to find very nearly the other point.
should "set his hand again the second time to
It is a well known fact to all enlightened Bible
recover the remnant of his people,, which shaH
students that God will, in these last days, gather
be left from Assyria, and from Egypt, and from
Judah back to) erusaletr), or the land of Judea;
Pathros, and from Cush, and from 'Elam, and
and that as a nation they will, at the coming of
from Shlnar, and from Hamath and the islands
our Lord Jesus Chrjst, occupy that land. Here
of the sea," (I sa. 1 I: II), that he would "lift up
then is one of God's gathering points-here is
an ensign to the nations from jar," and not from
one of "the -ends of the earth" to which Moses
Jerusalem, and that the locality or place from
alluded in his blessing of Joseph and his seed.
whence the light and saving power of God should
Having found this one end of the earth, we must
proceed, was Zio?t.
now go eastward or westward half way around
It is not so much our purpose to treat in this
the earth, and there find the other end; and
article of Zion and Jerusalem as places of dewhere does it bring you? It brings you to "the"
liverance, as Of the remnant. Yet when we un- · land shadowing with wings"-the land of Ameriderstand the one subject, it aids us very much
ca-just opposite upon the.globe, and here is the
with regard to the other. Inasmuch, therefore, as
land of Zion. At what point in America the
"salvation," the "covenant," or "deliverer," is to
city ot Zion was to be located, would be left, we
go forth of Zion in the last days, it is essential to
might readily conclude, to be revealed in that·
know where Zion is. lsalah In the r8th chapter,
day when "the Lordshall build up Zion."-Ps.
speaking of the latter-day work, says of the
1.02: r6.
\Ve therefore must look to the revelations
ministry, or "ambassadors," sent "upon the sea
given in these days,· and they inform us (D. C.
in vessels," who go as "swift messengers to a
sec. 4, par. r), that the "city shall be built beginnation 8Cattered and peeled," [that is of Israel]
ning ~t the temple lot which is appointed by the
that they are to go jrom "the land shadowing
finger of the Lord, in the western boundaries of
with [or i:-1 the form or shape ofl wings, which is
Mi;:souri ;"and in par. 2 the Lord assure.s us_ that
beyond the rivers of Ethiopia." The land here
in this city, ere ~his generation passes away, there
described can be none other than the land of
shall be built unto the Lord a house, "and··a cloud
America; first, from the fact that it lies directly
shail rest upon it, which cloud shall be even the
"beyond the rivers of Ethiopia;" and then, it
glory of the Lord, which shall fiJI the house."
lies, geograph!c>\lly, in the very form of wings,
'..Ve are told in sec. r8, given in August, 183I 1
and there is no other land on the face of the
that Zion was appointed and dedicated to God
globe that does, and "in that time [when the
that "a feast of fat things might be prepared for
swift messengers go to a nation scattered· and

.will

the poor; [God remembers the poor.] Yea; a
feast of fat things, of wine on the lees well refined,. that the earth may know !hat the mouths
of the prophets shall not fail; yea, supper o£ the
house of the Lord, well prepared unto .which .all
nations shall be invited. Firstly the rich and
the learned, the wise and ·the nqble; and after
that cometh the day of my power;,then shall the
poor, the lame and the blind, and the deaf, come
in unto the marriage of the Lamb, and partake
of the supper of the Lord, prepared for the great.
day to come;" and furthermore, "that the testimony might go forth from Zion, yea, from the
mouth of the city of the heritage of God: yea,

a

jor th{s catese I lzave sent you hither."
We have. before. seen- that Paul said, the ,
"covenant" (which Is the gospel), should go forth·
of Zion as the "deliverer;" that David saw that·
"salvation" to Israel should come-out of Zlon,and now we are told that the Lor(f sent the'
ministry to dedicate .the city plat-"tbe jlm;e of
the name of the Lord of hosts, the Mount z·ton"
that the "testimony might go forth ol' Zion." In
par. 15 the Lord says:_ "For verily the sound
must go forth from this place Into all the world,
and unto the uttermost parts of the earth-the
gospel must be preached unto every creature,
with signs foiJowlng them that believe." How
plain and striking the coincidence of thes~
prophecies and their fulfillment. David, Moses,
Isaiah, Paul and others make !he predictions,
and the Latter Day Saints' fulfill them to the
Jetter. From Zion, in August, r83r, the gospel
began to go forth unto the nations, as predicted,
with signs following them that belleved.
In
1833 the saints were driven from the immediate
vicinity of the "clty of Zion." I"n 1838 they were
driven to the State of Illinois by the exterminating order of the State of Missouri. In 1844,
(June 27th,) the Prophet, and the Patriarch of
the church (Joseph and Hyrum Smith) were
killed by a mob, in Carthage jail, Illinois. The
church,. on account of their wicked works, were
rejected and brot1ght upon themselves "wrath,
indignation, and judgment," by their follies and
abominations which they practiced before the
Lord.
In the blindness and distraction that
ensued various factions arose~ with varied sue-·
cess. Many set themselves up as prophets to
lead the church, and foremost among them was
the "twelve" who drt>w after them, for a season,
the greater body of the saints.
But the most of those who followed the twelve
were not satisfied with the measures and practices of those in authority; but what should they
do? They could not go back into the world and
deny their rellgion, which they knew to be true;
and it evidently did not occur to them that It
was infinitely better to stand.still, or even go out
among entire unbelievers, than to follow a blind,
corrupted priesthood; and so they followed on,
self-reproached and self-condemned, solacing
themselves with the thought that things :would
take a turn for the better by and by, not comprehending the fact that they must make the
turn themselves, and must work.out their own
salvation with fear and trembling; and that to
follow, silently, under corrupt .rule, was to become partakers of their evil deeds. But Zion
was under the feet of the enemies of God. The
church as an organized body was rejected; and
to what source must the scattered, sorrowing
saints look for deliverance? They could not
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find it in Jerusalem, nor in Zion, nor in an
of power. Do you still ask who are the ''remorganized chureh. Where then? We answer,
nant?" We answer, they are the remnant of
in the "Remnant" whom the Lord should call.
that church which was rejected in Nauvoo in
"Well," says one, "who or what is this remnant?
r844•and we will now present you a testimony
There has been a great deal of speculation about
given by the Spirit, at Zarahemla, Wisconsin,
that matter, and we would like to know." Very
January 29th, 1854, and may God witness the
well, let us go to the "law and the testimony,"
truth ofit to your souls by the Spirit:
and see if we cannot find out.
That it is a
"Ye ask truly, but ye ask amiss: Cleanse ye
people, while Zion and Jerusalem are places, is.
yourselves of all bitterness, and come before me
evident from the language itself. A remnant Is
as one man, a!!d prove me thereby, saith the
a part of anything less than the whole, hence, a
Lord by the voice of his Spirit, and lo, I will
retmzant of a people is not the people, in a proper
scatter the darkness, and thy watchmen, 0 Israel,
sense. A remnant of a church is not,. in proper
shall see eye to eye, and this remnant shall rise
parlance, the church, but a part separate and disout of obscurity and put on strength. Uphold
tinct from it. So far as relates to an organizathe first elder, or senior in this work, whom I
tion now, that Joseph the Martyr knew that the
have appointed by your faith and prayers, and
faithful Latter Day Saints would find deliversurely I will give you knowledge, and show you
hidden wisdom, concerning the remnant of whom
. ance in this remnant spoken of, is very evident
from his remarks to a conference of elders held
I have spoken in days of old, whom I have appointed to speak comfortably to the captives and
April 21, r834· See Joseph's History, Ttmes and
give them bread and water in their journey.
Seasons, vol. 6, page I059· He says as follows:
Therefore seek the preparation for that which I
"God was to call a remnant, in which was to be
have promised, even power over false spirits and
deliverance, as well as inJerusalem and Zion.
disease; and if you seek it, even unity, with all
Now if God should give no more revelations
your hearts, I will bless the sacrifice, and you
(than the Bible) where will we [the saints] find
shall have peace and joy beyond that which you
Zion ;md this remttant '! The time Is near when
have before tasted in Zarahemla."
desolation is to cover the earth, and tken God
By this we learn positively who the remnant
will have a place of deliverance in kis remnant,
are. As before stated, they are the remnant of
and in Zion," We do not understand this
the church. The Lord began to call them in the
language to mean that deliverance will be found
year r85r by the power of his Spirit and revealed
simultaneously in the remnant and in Zion, any
to them the necessity of keeping his holy law a~
more than the language of Joel means that degiven in the Doctrine and Covenants and Book
liverance should be found simultaneously in
of Mormon, declaring through different individ·
·zion and Jerusalem, which Latter Day Saints
uals, at different times, and in divers places, that
ought to know will not be the case. It simply
he would ere long call forth young Joseph Smith,
means that_when the terrible desolations of the
the son ef the martyred prophet, to stand in his
last days come, the Saints will find safety in the
father's place at the head of the latter day disremnant and in Zion, and, of necessity, deliverpensation, and that he should be mighty and
ance must be found in the remnant first. All
strong in the work of the Lord, and that he
the Saints know that the "desolations" h~ve beshould assemble and set in order the quorums,
gan to come, and are being multiplied, as foreand that in due time Zion should be redeemed,
told by prophecy, and they are I<:roking about for
etc. And from rSsr until this present writing,
safety .and deliverance from them. And where
the Lord has continued to bless the "remnant"
shall they look for it? In Zion? No! for Zion
is not yet redeemed. Shall we look to Jeru- 'with signs following them that believe, as prom·
ised in his word, and thousands are rejoicing in
salem? No!· that is in no better condition for
their deliverance from bondage to sin, bondage
the Saints' deliverance than Zion. Where then
to fear, and from bondage to a corrupted and
shall we look? Look to the "remnant" that
God has called, for you may rest assured that ·corrupting priesthood.
On April 6th, x86o, the Lord brought young
d~:iverance will be found there. And you may
Joseph to Amboy, Illinois, to a conference of
know God has certainly called the remnant~ for
the elders of "the remnant," where, agreeably to
"desolation" .is beginning to cover the earth.
previous prophecy, he was ordained; not to be a
And then, Bro. Joseph said, "God will hav'e a
prophet, seer, etc., foi' his father had ordained
place of deliverance in his remnant." But where
him to this blessing while yet in his boyhood,
is the remnant? you inquire. It certainly is not
among the Lamanites, for God has not called but to the presidency of the church and high
priesthood. Inasmuch as God had ord11ined
them yet; and when he does. call them it will be
that in Joseph's seed the kindred of the earth.
through the Saints, so they, '.'the remnant of
shquldbe bless~d (see D. C. 103: x8), and that in
Jacob," will be dependent on the Saints for their
the day when desolation should go forth, deliverdeliverance; for he says, "and by the keys which
ance should be found in the remnant, it was
I kave given, shall they [Israel] be led."-D. C.
I I~ 6.
essential that Joseph should go. to the remnant,
Israel (and the Lamanites are a remnant of
whli!n called, instead of going to the rejected
them) must 9e dependent upon the Saints for the
organization of the church, and in this may be
gospel of salvation, from the fact that the keys
found one prominent reason why Joseph, when
of the last dispensation have been committed
called of God, did not go to Utah.
unto these for.the last time, and from them the
gospefillust go forth into all the wodd, unto
A LATE CONVER,SION.
'every creature. Wherever the remnant is when
God calls them, he will give. them the knowledge
REv. HARRIS . GREGG, . a _;Presbyterian
of his salvation, both· for themseb•es ~nd for ·clergyman, at Ottawa, Illinois, confessed
those•whocome to them. In them and by them
to his congregation, a few Sundays ago,
he will make manifest his power to deliver, there
that for two years he had been but an imyou will find the priesthood of God and the keys
postor, having maintained his relation as
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pastor of the church, without having bern
converted.
He had had a hard struggle
and hao found God, only the Wednesday
before this confession was made.
It is time others were falling into line.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

ELDER W. W. BLAIR started on Monday,
January 5th, on a missionary tour to C0lifornia, Nevada and Utah, and afterwards calling first at San Bernardino, Los Angeles,
and possibly at other points before going on
to upper California. We bespeak for our associate editor the most cordial reception
among the brethren where he will go. It
will be his intent if not hindered to call in
Utah and give some labor there, all things
conducing to such a result.
Bro. S. L. Campbell, North Ogden,
Utah, December z8th, writes that he appreciates the good news of the growing
kingdom, which appears in the HERALD,
He feels well since he joined the church,
and bears testimony to the truth.
Those remitting or writing to the Her ..
aid office would favor us if they would always first write their postoffice adc1 ress
plainly at the top of their letter paper, and
always sign their names at the conclusion
of their communications. We receive numbers of letters undated, or unsigned, or
with the postoffice address or signature
omitted.
It seems that our answers to questions
concernin_g- honesty in dealing have hardly
been specific enough for some, so other
questions on the same subject have been
sent us; which we have replied to as directly as we knew how. We also give a
letter on the subject of honesty in money
matters from uncle William B. Smith,
which will pay for a reading.
We call Bro. James McKiernan's :1tten•
tion to the fact that from Sr. Marv Dorothy we learn that if an elder wou.Jd come
to .the phce where she and her folks are
living he will have :1 chance to do some
good work· for the M a;;ter. Erquire for
Robert Dorothy, Jr .. Glasgow. Iowa. The
wav to get there is to go to Fairfield on
the C. B. & Q. R. R., first writing· to Bro.
Dorothy when they will he there and he
will meet the elder at Fairfield and convey
him to his home, where he will be cared
for well while he is preflching there.
H. T. Lush, Chase, Kansas, wrote that
while .'Bro. A. H. Parsons was laboring in
that region he had done a good work. He
left a good impression, and now inquiries
are made for his return. Sr. Lush thinks
that were he to return :be would now be
permitted to baptize some, possibly many.
She relates the efforts of a man to get the
elders. of his own church to lay hands on
him, he being sick. In this he failed, but
finally his Methodist friends at his solicitation procured some oil and anointed him,
but without good effect, for he died not
long after. Sr. Lush thinks some one
ought t6 be sent to labonhert>. This is
but one of many similar calls coming from
·all quarters.
'Bro. R. J. Anthony was at Malad and
Samaria, Idaho, December 31st and was
getting a r.eariilg; especially by the tracts,
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which the people are now desirous of
reading.
Bro. S. M. Campbell, Burrell, Iowa:
"I am preaching every two weeks. God
is blessing with signs following the believer. The work is true."
CoRRECTION.- The HERALD for October 25th, page 7oz, gives the name of Bro.
R. J. Anthony as one of the speakers
during the sessions of the Utah district conference. This is an error, the
speakers being Bro. J. S. Lee for Saturday
evening, Bro. J. R. Evans at w: 30 a.m.
Sunday, and Bro. J. S. Lee in the evening
at 7:30, the afternoon having been occupied as sacrament and testimony meeting.
It is not a very serious mistake, a~d may
have been made by us; and we gladly
correct.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro: Stephen Stone, Sr., New Canaan,
Connecticutt,January 1st:.
,
"lam thankful that I heard and had the liberty
of obeying the gospel of Jesus Christ, by which I
am assuredly saved, if I r?main steadfast to the
truth. May the blessing of God rest upon every
soul that has been made a member of the church,
that he may be able to stand and be crowned with
life eternal."

Elder H. Kemp, Thurman, Iowa, January 8th:
"Have opened a new place for preaching two
miles belo·w Watson, Missouri, where I had the
best of attention and am requested to return. I
am here for this week. On January roth we intend commencing a series of meetings in the
new church on Farm Creek; to continue as long
as the interest demands. Uncle John Leeka is
very poorly. Saints, pray for this faithful old
soldier of the cross."

Bv late ad vices we learn that Bro. James
A. Mcintosh, of Alliston, Grey county,
Ontario, has been laboring in Toronto,
with good results. He wrote:
"My effort in Toronto wa~ successful on a
small sca)e, yet to the extent of my expectations.
We distribut"d two hundred posters, and had as
many out to hear, as greeted you and Elder Luff
when you made a,l effort here some time ago.
There are a goodly number of scattered members
from various branches who have moved to Toronto. Some of them already domiciled there;
the others say they are as likely to make a permanent resldence there as any other place. My
object was to get them together and strengthen
then1. So much success attended our efforts that
they unanimously desired to become organized
into a branch. They have rented? nice hall for a
year at ~52, on the corner of Young and Alice
streets, entrance on Alice, and most oft hem intend
sending immediately for their letters. I,am per:
sonally known to most of them, having baptized
the majority of them in other parts. I am deeply
interested in Toronto, as it is my native city and
birth place, and is a great, wicked place, growing
rapidly in all ways e'<cept righteousness. Pray
for them and me in our undertaking. I am now
in other parts of the field, and am doing all I
ca'll."

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Qttes.-Is not honesty" an essential qualification
in the character of a professed minister of the
gospel?
.Ans.- Yes. It is just as essential in the character of lay members as in that of ministers. The
disciples of Christ should all be honest in char-·
acter.
~-Should a brother holding license
the
church be allowed to preach (by the sanction Of
the church) who refuses to pay art honestdebi:;

in

who also refuses to give reasons why he cannot
or will not pay such debt?
A.C-No; when such fact is known to the
church.
~.-Is·a brother justified in borrowing money
of innocent parties, when he knows his financial
condition gives I:)O warrant of probable payment
of the debt so created?
A.-He is not.
AFRICAN PIGMIES AND DARWINISM.
MR. STANLEY, in his article on the African pigmies, in the January Scribner's, says: "For the
benefit of such of your readers as take an interest
in pigmy humanity, I have taken the trouble to
write this article, that they may have a little more
considerateness for the undersized creatures inhabiting the great forest of equatorial Africa.
They must relieve their minds of the Darwinian
theory, avoid coupling man with the ape, and
banish all thou!lihts of the fictitious, small-brained progenitor supposed to be existing somewhere
on land unsubmerged since the oecene period ..
.. Intellectually, the pigmies of the African ·forest are the equals of about fifty per cent 0£ the
modern inhabitants of any great American city
of to-day.
And yet there has been no change
or progress of any kind among the pigmies of
the forest since the time of Herodotus."

The foregoing extract from some unknown journal was .~>ent us by Bro. Stephen Butler of King Fisher, Oklahoma. If
true it is worthy of note as a further confirmation of what some leading scientists
have been forced to conclu<;lt>, in effect that
man in every age, present or remote, shows
capacity for reaching the highest stage of
intellectuality attained in the present ages.
While the statement that "Intellectually,
the pigmies of ·the African forest are the
equals of about fifty per cent of the mod.
ern inhabitants of any great American city
of to-day" seems immoderate, yet there is
a sense in which even that may be true.
The statements made emphasize the truth
that "a man is a man," even though degenerate or found in the wilds of the dark
continent; that he bears the impress of
the Almighty's seal upon him as the offspring of God, made in His image, and of
one blood.
WHAT Is TRUE LIFE?-The mere lapse of
years is not life. To eat, and drink, and sleep-to
be exposed to darkness and the light-to pace
round in the mill of habit, and turn thought into an
implement of trade--this is not life. In all this but
a poor fraction of the consciousness of humanity
is awakened; and the sanctities will slumber
which make it worth while to be. Knowledge,
truth, love, beauty, goodness, faith, alone can
give vitality to the mechanism of existence. The
laugh of mirth that vibrates through the heart;
the tears that freshen the dry wastes within; the
music that brings childhood back; the prayer
that calls the future near; the doubt which makes
us meditate; the death which startles us with
mystery; the hardship which forces us to struggle;
the anxiety that ends in trust,-all these are the
true .nourishment of our natural being.
'James Martineau.
PROTECTION AGAINST TYRANNY.- There is
but one protection:against the tyranny of any class,
and that is tq giye that class very little power.
Whatever-the;, pretentious of any body ·of men
may be; howev~r smooth their langt!age and
plausible their claims, they are sure to abu>e
pow,er.!f n:w:ch ofit is. con.fer:r.ed. on the!TI. The
entire.histQ):Y of,the :world affords :rw"instanceto
the cdiitfaty.c_Buckle.
·

~ No Credit for moneys received on subscription wiD
appear on the Colored Address Label of the Herald
for this issue, ·as no changes have been made, except in case of person• desiring a change in P.O. address.

RDI1'ED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"Leave God to order all thy ways,
And hope in Him, ·whate'er betide;
Thon'lt find Him in the evil days .
An all-sufficient strength and guide;
Who trnsts in God's unchanll'ing loye
Builds on a rock that naught can move."

THE SIN OF INGRATITUDE.
There is much ingratitude in the world. It
may not be so universal as some would have us
believe. There are those who carry in their
hearts, undimmed for long years, the memory, of
benefits and kindnesses, and who never cease to
be grateful and to show their gratitude.
Wordsworth wrote :
u

I've heard of hearts unkind,
Kind deods with coldness still returning:
Alas I the gratitude of men
Hath left tne oftener mourning:"

However, Archdeacon Farrar, referring to these
words, says: "If Wordswprth found gratitude
a common virtue, his experience must have been
exceptional." There certainly are hearts unkind
that return coldness for kind deeds. There are
children who forget the love and the sacrifices
of their parents, and repay their· countless kindnesses, not with grateful affection, honor, obedl~
ence, thoughtfulness, and service, but with disregard, indifference, disobedience, dishonor,
sometimes even 'with shameful neglect and unkindness. There. are those who receive help
from, friends in unnumbered ways, through years,
-help that brings to them great aid in life-promotion, advancement, improvement in character,
widening of pdvileges and opportunities, tender
kindness that warms and blesses and. inspires the
heart, and enriches, refines, and ennobles the life,
-yet who seem never to recognize or appreelate
the benefit and the good they re.celve. They
appear to feel no obligation, no thankfulness.
They make no return of love for all .of love's
ministry. They even repay it with complaint,
with criticism, with bitterness. We have all
knGwn years of continued favors. forgotten, and'
their memory wiped out by one little failure to
grant a new request for help. We have all known
malignant hate to be the return for long periods
of lavish.kindness.
Ingratitude robs those to whom gratitude is
due; for it is the withholding of that which is
justly theirs. If you are kind to another, is he
not your debtor? If you show another favors,
does he not owe you thanks? You ask no return, for love does pot work for wages; only
selfishness demands repayment; but neither does
love forget kindnesses. "Owe no man anything,"
says St. Paul, "but love." We alwltys owe love;'
that Is a debt we can never pay off. Ingratitude,
therefore, is robbery;
But ingratitude is cruelty as well as robbery>
It always cuts and hurts the heart that endure~
it. Few vices or faults·~ause more pain and sdr;
row-ln. tender spiritstran ingratitude. The pain
rriay be borne in sllence. Men do not speak of
it to others, stlll less to those whose neglect
coldness inflicts it; yet it is like thorns in the
pillow.

or
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"Blow, blow, thou winter wind;
Thou art not oo unkind
Ae man,s ingratitude."

regret when we sit beside the coffins of our dead,
by learning to express our gratitude to those who
have been a blessing to us?
But it is not enough that we be grateful and
show our gratitude to the friends who do us
kindnesses. It Is to God that we owe all. Even
the favors that come to us through human
hands God sends. Every good and perfect gift,
no matter how it reaches us, through what messenger, in what form, cometh down from above,
from the Father of lights. All the blessings of
Providence, all the tender things that come to
us thmugh human friendship, are God's gifts,

Parents suffer sometimes immeasurably from
the ingratitude of their children, for whom they
have lived, toiled, suffered, and sacrificed. The
ungrateful child does not knowwhat sorrow he
causes the mother who bore him and the father
who loves him more than his ownclife; how their
hearts bleed; how they weep in secret over his
unkindness. We do not know how we hurt our
friends when we treat them ungratefully, forgetting all they have done for us, and repaying
their favors with coldness.
"And all made better to man's soul
There Is another phaFe of the lesson. Gratiby the sweet touch of heaven."
tude, to fulfill its ministry, must be expressed.
We owe thanks, therefore, to God for ali that
It is not enough that it be cherished ,in the heart.
we receive. When we have shown gratitude to
Many of us err at this point. ·We are really
our human benefactors, we still owe our heaventhankful for the good others eo to us. We feel
ly Father thanks and gratitude. It is possible,
kindly in our hearts toward them. Perhaps we
too, for us to be grateful to the friends who help
speak of it to our friends. We may even put
us, and yet be itS atheists, never recognizing God,
o.ur gratitude Into our prayers, telling God of it,
nor giving him any thanks. We rob God, and
and asking him to bless those who have helped
grieve and hurt his heart, every time we receive
us. But meanwhile we do not in any way exany favor and fail to speak our praise.
press our grateful feelings to the persons themWhatever we may say abvut man's ingratitude
selves who have done us the favors or shown us
lo his fellow-men, there is no question about
the friendship.
man's lack of gratitude to God. We are continuWhy should we not do this? How does your
friend know that you are grateful!£ you do not , ally receiving mercies and favors from him, and
yet are there not days and days with most of us
tell him? Verily here Is a sore fault of love,
in which we lift no heart and speak no word in
this keeping sealed up in the heart the generous
praise? Our prayers are largely requests and
feeling, the tender gratitude, which we ought to
supplications for help and favor, with but little
speak, and which would give so much comfort if
adoration. and worship. We keep asking and
it were spoken in the ear that longs to hear it.
asking, an·d God keeps giving and giving; but
No pure, true, loving humal'l heart ever gets behow many of us think always, or often, to give
yond being comforted and strengthened by words
thanks for answered prayer? ':::'he angel of reof honest and sincere appreciation. Flattery is
quests-~so the legend runs--goes back· heavily
contemptible. Insincerity is a sickening mockladen from earth every time he comes to gather
ery. But words of true gratitude are always to
up the prayers of men. But the angel of thankshu.man spirits like cups of cold water to thirsty
giving, of gratitude, has a!'most empty hands as
ones.
he returns from earth. If we would put more
Silence is said to be golden, and ofttimes it is.
thanksgiving into our prayers, we should get
"It Is a fine thing in friendship," says George
richer and better things down from heaven.
Macdonald, "to know when to be silent." There
There is a story of some great conductor of a
are times in friendship when silence is the truert,
musical festival suddenly throwing up his baton,
fittest, divinest, most. blessed thing. But there
and stopping the performance, crying, "Flageoare times again whtm silence is disloyalty, cruelty.
let!" Flageolet was not doing its part, and the
When you have a word which you might honconductor's trained ear mi6oed its note. Does
estly speak to your friend in some time of his disnot God miss•many a human voice that is silent
couragement, and yet do not speak it, you have
in the great world-music of thanksgiving that
sorely wronged him. We seem afraid, many of
rises up to him? Shall we not quickly start our
us, to say kind things to one another. We fear
heart-song of gratitude,' calling upon every
seeming to be insincere, fulsome, gusl1ing, sentipower of our being to praise God?
"menta!. But if one has helped another, there
-:J. R. Miller .in Sunday-school Times.
ought to be' some expression of gratitude.
Especially in homes ought .there to .be more
grateful words. There hearts are sure of e.ach
PRAYER UNION.
other.
We need never fear being misunderSPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER, .
stood by our home loved ones. Yet too often
Bro. and Sr. William aJ?d Elley Gernhardt
home is the very. place where we .are most
requt>st your prayers in behalf of their little
miserly of our kindly and appreciative words.
daughter, that if it be God's will he may spare
We let tender spirits starve close beside us for
her life.
the words of appreciation that lie unspoken on
Bro. Sherman Smith of Hopkins, Michigan,
our tongues. Too many of us wait until our
asks your faith and prayers that God may restore
friends are dead before our gratitude finds
him to health. He has faith in God and the
speech.
prayers of the Saints.
"What silences we keep, year after year,
With those who are most near to us and dear!
Sr. Charity Reed of Richmond, Missouri, reWe live beside each other day by day,
quests your prayes in behalf of her sister-in-law,
And speak of myriad thin!:(s, but seldom say
The full, sweet word that. lie• ju~t in our reach,
Hattie Reed, who is sorely afflicted.
Beneath the commonplace of common speech.
"Then out of sight and ont of reach they ~~:c.
These close, fam 'liar friends who loved us so·
And, sitting in t.he shadow they have left,
'
Alone, with loneliness, and E<ore

bereft~

We think with vain regret of some kind word
That once we might have said and they have heard."

Shall ~e not save. ourselves the pa~gs of such

MEDINA, Dec. 17th.
Sr. Walkev:- Thursday, November 27th,
r89o, three sisters met at the Saints' church and
organized a Prayer Union. Sr .. Emma Suther-
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land was chosen president, Sr. Armazinda Sheppard secretary, Sr. Hattie Minear, treasurer.
A E. SHEPPARD, Sec.
HOME CoLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

Jan. z, Amount to date .............. $3.441 42
M. Bradfield, Iowa ..... $r oo
Caroline Campbell, I a ... r oo
L. L. Julian, Cal ........ I oo
Elizabeth W. Waller,
Mich ................. I oo
Emily R, Daley, Cal.... so
Sally A. Russell, Iowa ... r IO
Sr. R. W. Smith, Ill ...•. r oo
Maude H. Lawrence,
N. s ... -......... -.... I 00
E. A. Gill, Neb ......... , I oo
Ella Brannan, Colo ...... 2 oo
.J. T.. Johnson, Kan ...... 6 so
A Sister, Iow-a .....•••.. 2 so
Catharine Nutt, Neb .... r oo
L. C. Miller, Iowa.... . . ro
Sarah and Corda L8.ughlin, Iowa. . . . . . . . . . . . . 77
2! 47
Jan. 8, Amount received to date ..... $346289
W"'Send all moneve to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

OsTERDOCK, Iowa, Jan. 4th.
Edito1•s Herald:-Some tight cords are needed
to stir up some very active thoughts in the ministry, as well as among the lay members of the
church, on debts and borrowing money of innocent friends, when there is no possible show for
repaying such money. Persons who borrow
money of their friends, sometimes makes a very
poor show of their honesty by their excuses"cah't pay"-when at the same time these very
persons have money to purchase doll babies, ·
poodle dogs, doves, and pet rabbits, and other
useless fooleries to be given to their children to
play with; besides pocket money to go to b~lls
and dances, and to see the great big elephant
show, the Negro dance, the concert or the theatre. Still this brother who deals out all this
kindness to his family is a professed minister of
the gospel; and is so constantly "hard up" that
he cannot pay an honest debt of ten or fifteen
dollars; and, In riine cases out of ten, if he is
reminded of his debt he becomes angry, and
complains of misusage, hard times, and a want
of charity in them who ask and need their
honest dues.
Much money is also thrown away for useless
trash in the shape of newspapers devoted to
love-stories and love-making, under the title of
literary; all simmered down nonsense. Such
money, if properly applied, would in many
cases, not only help a poor man pay a good
interest on his debts, but would help to preserve the good morals ;nd honesty of his family and himself, in doing that which in honesty
he should do.
Political papers which malign the government, come under the same head of useless
trash; and the money paid out for such papers
is thrown away. As to good morals, it is not
there. Lying newspapers 'make up no part of
good morals in a rellgious family. Newspapers
and the. world have become so corrupt, Saints
would do better with their money by patronizing
the books and papers published by fhe church,
and with other savings, pay that thou owest to
thy brother, or sister, and so fulfill the law Christ.
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Eternal Hfe is a reward of honesty in the life to
come.
Honesty In the ministry Is required ·to the last
Jetter of the law. Honest ·debts should be paid,
or valid reasons given why they cannot be. No
dodging nor equivocation can give the debter a
free pass inte> the-kingdom of God. "God does not
walk in crooked paths."
Questions on the subject if answered as I
. think they should be, specifically and to the point
according to gospel law, "Yea, yea, or nay, nay,"
can· harm no one in the ministry, as· a general
rule. Such are not personal; the intention beIng to set an example for all church members
to be honest in their dealings with the world
and with their own brethren; more especially they
of the minist.ry, that their honesty be known to
all men; honest. in their belief, honest in.their
faith, honest in their belief in the gospel which
tt.ey preach. This honesty in all their dealings
with their fellow men makes up the perfection
of their professional Christianity; and where
this does not exist in the character of men who
who profess to be ministers of the gospel, such
men should not be allowed to teach by church.
authority; for the reason that honesty is the
foundation rock of true, genuine Christianity.
In my experience of fifty years among professional people it has been surprising to me to see
the loose government some men have over their
families; as well as their own careless dealings
with their neighbors. Some in ministers' families; boys, out till midnight, playing cards, joinIng in all of the great gambling evils of the
country; girls, just growing into womanhood,
out on the streets with no apparent good in view,
but to grasp the first opportunity of folly and
rudeness. And yet their father is a minister.
This kind of idleness and looseness In family
government looks bad, and spreads a dark shade
over the character of professional men, if the
ministry be their profession. There is too much
of this sort of religion in the world. Latter Day
Saints should make the "inside of the platter
clean." "Be .ye clean that bear the vegsels of the
Lord," is the divine injunction.
·May ••God speed the right." There should be
no charity for the wrong.
w. B. SMITH.
JoNESPORT, Me., Dec. 31st.
Editors Herald:-I was impressed by the Spirit to go to Snar Creek, among the Adventists. I
obeyed, and after preaching ten sermons, and
Bro. F. M. Sheehy three, on Monday I baptized
four, all heads of families; one, an old lady of 78.
I went there on Friday evening last, to hold.
. meeting; as I entered the house of Mr. John
Church, where we have been holding forth, I
found him in bed very ~ick; had been all day in
a high fever, headache, and so he could not
breathe a long breath free.
I went to his bedside, took his hand, the Spirit said to me, "Administer to him." I did so, and then opened my
meeting. After I closed, he said, "Now I know
the latter day work is true, for I am a well man;
and it was done by the power of God."
He is
now rejoicing with his noble wife and aged mother in the kingdom of God. We expect others
SO)n.

Bro. F. M. Sheehy called on us for a few days
and did the hearers good. He left for home yest :1 day.
Yours truly,
J. C Foss.

BuFFALO, Iowa, Jan. rst.
Editors Herald:-I have spent the last month
in the Master's cause, in the Eastern Iowa dis-,
tdct. I wish to say that God is still remembering his Saints. Whenever I have attempted to
speak in beealf of his cause I have been greatly
blessed beyond expectation. But I find that
when God works the adversary also works. At
our last conference we had a glorious turn-out,
one being baptized. The next day the adversary
began to work through ·one of his servants by
trying to have us denied the use of the house,
and said if he could get four or five to join him
they would shoot all the Latter Day Saint elders
in the country. I shall go back into that neighborhood for one week's meetings according to
agreerr:ent. · If I die, it will be in the Master's
service.
Bro. Russel Suttan, of the Fulton branch and
myself are under contract for the coming two
weeks, commencing next Sunday at Center
school-house. We then go to Canton, where
they wish to kill the elders. We expect to continue the balance of the wit-iter, nothing preventing.
C. C. REYNOLDS.
SouTH RAWDON, N. S., Dec. 31st.
Editors ,Herald:-Since last writing I held
some interesting meetings in Williamsdale, Cumberland county, and quite a number are investigating the work with an apparent view to obedience,--may it be so. I also preached at Millsvale and Farmington with good results.
That
is to say, prejudice was removed and a kind invitation to come again was tendered to me.
In Mil1svale I attended a Baptist conference
and was invited to lead, which invitation I reluctantly accepted. Since that time I read a letter from one present (Mrs. Eleanor Metcalf) to a
friend stating that it was a meocting long to be
remembered-it was a good mee.ting.
The
Methodist preachar thought it the proper thing
to get angry at the result of my ·efforts In the
neighborhood, but contented himself with abusing his congregatio~ for harboring a "devil
among them," by which he lost prestige and
gained nothing. I also spent two weeks In and
around Amherst, making my hom~ at the home
of Mr. Freeman Quigley, deacon of the Baptist
Church in Amherst . . His wife, an excellent
woman of superier intelligence, j, a very active
worker in her church, is very much Interested in
the doctrine, and will doubtless be one of us if
God spares her life until the battle is fought out
to the end, and the various obstacles and objections met and overcome, as they are being done,
one by one.
Let those who know her pray for
her. They were both very kind to me and helped me in a way that men may he known as disciples, besides buying my old Doctrine and Covenants, for which they pa!d me full price.
Salem gave me a good hearing and many there
are now studying the work from the tracts that
were sent me from the office.
For Sr. Page's benefit I am pleased to state
that I was well cared for in all that section of the
country wherever I went. This is saying a good
deal when we remember that the ministers of
Nova Scotia and the "press" are pledged to each
other to crush out the work. 0, if all the Saints
would do as Sr. Page does, how much easier
would be the work of the elders.
Saints, send
your old Heralds and tracts to your friends and

relatives; you can hardly estimate the gootl it
will do.
While at Lake lands I was compelled to preach
out door one evening in November; cause, trustees of hall or school-house balky.
A peculiar
scene, a dark night in November, an old ruin,
(near a comfortable building erected on purpose
for meeting and school purposes). no walls' and
only part of a floor and a sad apology for a roof,
a young man (of the world) holding a lamp for
an elder with overcoat and gloves on preaching
to a congregation standing, sitting and hanging
on three braces and walking around. Rather peculiar, but. it had a good effect; the door was
opened the next night, and while I remained
there good audiences came to hear me. We had
several good meetings on the bluffs, and-made a
trial at Pereaux.
We are now holding a series
of meetings at the chapel at Rawdon. Of course
we cannot expect the windows to be opened etc,
because the conditions have not been fulfilled,
but we hope to be blessed some. There is a de'sire on the part of most all for advancement.
We close with cordial Christmas and New
Year greeting to all the Saints.
H. J. DAVISON.
MouND CITY, Mo Dec. 29th.
Editors Herald:-in my communication, "Do
we practice what we preach," as published in the
Herald for December 27th I find the types
make m€ say some things I did not intend to say.
On page 842, third column, sixteenth line from
tlie top, instead of "the absence of apparently very
small things given as commands of God," read
the "oosavance of," etc. On page 843, first column,
'hirty-fourth line from the top, i,nstead of "as
such rulings of the church," read "or such rul-.
ings," etc. The sense of my writings being left
obscure by these errors, please correct the same.
It would seem from what is said in editorial,
page 836 of Herald, commending the above named article to the readers of the Herald, as though
it was thought there might possibly be occasioned
some uneasiness on account of the criticism contained therein. The ~fflrt made to allay such
uneasiness should it be occasioned was, we think,
unneces~ary.

If our criticism was made from the side of the
law against a practice not In harmony therewith
the uneasiness would probably cause us to fa!(
more perfect! y in line with the "thus ~aith the
Lord" on that matter. If our cri icii;m was not
warranted by the plain commands of God,
please show us wherein we have made the mistake.
The fact that the Lord has blessed the labors
of the ministry as he has done, which fact is used
as an argument in favor of ihe present policy of
the church-does not prove but what if we were
to follow the commands strictly and to the letter
that there would as Bro. A. H. Smith (whom I
quoted in my article) claims, "greater success
follow the labors of the elders, and many temptations and failures be avoided."
Let us try the experiment of doing just as
the Lord has told us to do both to the first organization in r83r and to the Reorganization II\
r863, when the "smallness of the ministerial
force" was much more than now a good reasonif ever there was a good reason-for doing otherwise than God has commanded. If after trying
the Lord by taking him at his word and doing
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his work in his own way we find it wont work
then it will be a good time to use our own wisdom in the matter.
The fact as has been stated in the He1'ald
that we have made "no new statement nor advanced an argument that has not already been
in hearing among the chief t>lders," etc., does not
in the least prove that our arguments, etc., are
not in harmony with the law, or that those who
after hearing them heretofore have acted in reference to the matter in such a way as to meet
with the highest approval of him who has ·comm1nded in the matter.
We· can not call to mind any instance where
God found _fault with his people because they
were too strict in keeping his command;" but the
pages of history are strew11 with the records of
nations and peoples as well as individuals who
have come to grief because of departing therefrom. Therefore, it will be wise in us as a people if we consider well the question, "Do we
practice what we preach?"
Yours for truth,
JOSEPH FLORY.
CooK's PoiNT, Texas, Jan. rst.
Editors Herald:-I have arrived at home from
Tennessee, where I had a good tin{e. The people gave me a good hearing all the time at every
place: Quite a number are investigating our
claims and a number seem to be ready for baptism if they had a preacher to stay with and
preach for them. I hope they may have in the
near future.
There is a good opening there for prea.ching
now. I hope somebody will be sent there by
general wnference, wbile there is the- interest
there is in that section. There are many good
citizens there who would make good church
members through obedience to the gospel in its
fuilness. I preached while there thirty times at
thirteen different places, all in 'two counties, and
received a number of calls which I could not fill.
The counties I preached in were Warren and
Grundy:
. .Since I came home I have attendeq our district
conference which met Dece111ber 19th, and since
then I went to Lee county, this .state; also Bastrop county, and visited a few scattered Saints,
getting along about as well as could be expected
in their scattered condition.
I expect to go to Hill county soon to visit more
of the scattered ones. God bless them. I know
something about what they have had and
still have to endure. I then· expect to vi§,it the
branches in the district if it is the good Lord's
will, may He help us.all to do our whole duty.
E. W. NuNLEY.
WEST FoRK, Ind., Jan. rst.
. Editors Herald:-We have just closed a splendid conference at this place. None of the brethren from a distance were present except Bro. L.
F. Daniel, on account of ,a severe sriow storm
which occurred on December 26th, the day before the conference convened.
A goodly number of. the brethren and sisters from the near
branches attended.· I believe all the branches of
the district reported; except the Amanda branch·
In Ohio. The reports will show the work to be
in a fair condition.
We were blestof the Lord'
to a marked degree.during our sessions.
We.
had the privilege of baptizing three yesterday.
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There are many more here that only lack the
moral courage to move forward. -The work was
never so flattering as at present.
I was reminded of a· manifestation given to
Bro. Blair twenty years ago, .the first night he
staid in this counl:ry; that he was fishing, that
he caught nine fish, and that this was a good
place to fish; and that one of his boys was with
him.
This has proved true; he organized a
branch at that time of nine members.
It is a
good place to fish.
The work in Davis county
is looming up as will be seen by Bro. L. F. Daniel's report.
Bro. V. D. arid I have been laboring continuously along the Air Line R. R., at the towns of
Taswell, Boston, Birdseye, Mentor, and many
other places in the country; doors are open everywhere; noble men are endorsing the faith and
the Saints are rejoicing.
In Posey county, the
work needs help.
I cannot get there this year.
The place where we labored is thirty miles from
Springerton, Illinois. If there are local brethren
there, they would be welcomed there. Bro. Harvey McCoy lives at Grafton.
I am making arrangements to move over into
Kentucky. We go from here to Birdseye to hold
a series of meetings; Bro. Daniel assists us at
this place.
We receiyed a challenge this morning from
Rt.v. Mr. Terry, of the Christian Church; to meet
them in discussion with H. Scott. Of course we
intend to accept it, and refer the matter to our
missionary in charge, if H. Scott will accept; we
will. see further on. A happy New Year to all.
I. P. BAGGERLY.
MARSHALLTOWN, Iowa, Jan. 6th.
Editors Hemld:-After I left Nauvoo I went
to Michigar1 and gained. property; and as I was
feeling the effects of age, I concluded to retire
from outdoor labor, and undertake to study the
Scriptures to learn as much as I could of what
was called religion; and, if possible, get a more
satisfactory alilswer to some questions; and
satisfy myself about the gospel and the church,
there were so many in the land all differing one
from the other, yet all holding to the Bible for a
foundation. So I prepared myself with books,
paper and penci 1.
So making reason the first power applied to
Scripture and its acceptation; finding out as
much as I could of the several translations, I
found first, the sacredness 0£ man. Found him
to be in the likeness of his Creator, only a little
lower than the angels, and crowned with honor
and glory, soon after was promoted and became
a living soul.
Second. I followed the Mess.iah and his disciples and was there in mind and spirit when the
Master told his followers he would set up a kingdom and build a church. So, soon after they
had landed from the lake of Genneserat, he
asked them, "Whom do they 'say that I the Son
of Man am?'' There were different opinions and
different answers. He turned to them and asked,
"Whom-say ye that I' am?" Now came the test
of the Messiah's mission, They had no previous
answer to go by, nor did they need any; and as
Peter was fully inspired ar:d capable of holding
communion with the Father in Heaven and getting the proper answer,. he said, "Thou a~t the
Clu·ist, the Son of the living God." Jesus then
saig to him, "Flesh and blood hath not revealed
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this unto thee, but my Father which is in heaven.
And upon this rock I will build my church, and
the gates of hell shall not prevail against it."
"I will give unto thee the keys of the kingdom
of. heaven;" "Whosesoever sins ye shall remit,
they shall be remitted unto them, and whosesoever sins ye shall retain shall be retained." Now
came the blessed promise of the gifts and blessings of a church. We see' but little display in
our churches of revelation, on which the Church
of Jesus Christ was to be built. They build on
their. easy theory, sprinkling for baptism. As
for healing, it is not once mentioned; and love is
bound up to themselves.
It is my opinion that sectarian love is only a
little better than no love; but brotherly love and
brotherly kindness are indispensible in a true
Church of Christ, and it is very useful to the
Saints,-indeed, it is.
If the true church is bui~t on revelation, it is
a plain fact that all churches .. should be built on
the same foundation, if they are to be called the
Church of Jesus Christ; if so built, and the gifts
and blessings bestowed upon it as anciently and
a distribution of them to its laity, especially the
sick; I ask, who would be out of it, and those
having the keys are never out of it, for the key
is made of righteous mettle. The question of
the second birth I should like to explain to all
inquiring the way to- Zion, but will leave that
until I come and give it orally.
S. MOLER.
BUTLER, Mo., Jan. 5th.
Editors Herald :-I' am a firm believer in the
gathering of the Saints, and have finally succeeded in moving tri.to the region round about. This
is a very fine country; I am delighted with the
climate. We ha~e very fine weather, like in summer; no snow. The coldest this winter has
been 2f degrees above zero. Any one wanting
information may write to me, inclosing stamps.
Yours in bonds,
·RoBT. 0EHRING.
NE.._.. TRoY, Mich., Dec. 3rst.
Editors Herald:-! read the Herald and find
many testimonies of God's goodness, rnercies and
love towards this people in so many different
parts of the earth. I feel desirous to state that
the Lord has not forgotten Zion in this part of
his moral vineyard. The gospel is being preached in Its fulness by Brn. W. J: Smith and M. T.
Short. Both are endowed with great gifts, the
love of God in their hearts, and are very anxious
to save souls from eternal darkness.
Bro. Willard came here about ten months ago
and obtained permission t.o preach a few sermons
in the Dunkard ·Church. He preached fifteen
and was then turned out for fear that he would
break up their church. He then asked for the
Methodi't Church, but in vain. Too much prejudice existed to get it. Being determined to do
all the good he could he promised to preach to us
in the woods whe·n warm we11ther comes, bein~
as good as his word, as I always found him, he
preached to us in Bro. Delapp's grove. Bro. C.
Scott also preached us a few sermons there and
also had Bro. J. B. Watson of St. Marys, Canada,
speak. He is one of the most able speakers I
ever heard. All three being the most able of
speakers presented tbe gospel in its fulness,
whic;h re.sulte.d in the baptism of fifteen souls.
The good work is still going on. We are holding
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started on our wav to Salt Lake City. Our way
over the Rio Grande route was, to us, a continuation of wonders. Such stupendous roJ:ky
heights we never beheld before. Sr. Devore was
sea sick by the way and could not fully appreciate the wonders «God hath. wrought" on~ the
crest of the continent. I will not attempt a detail, for I can not paint the picture in words. All
must see to know.
We arrived in the noted city about three a.m.,
November 30th, and found Bro R. J. Anthony
and famliy who received us kindly, for we were
jaded and travel-stained. Their home was to us
an oasis In the desert (eity) which we appreciated.
At two p.m. Bro. A. preached an able sermon in
om· chapel, and I oc.cupied at 7: 30. Srs. Devore
SAN FRANCisco, Calif., Dec. 3oth.
and Anthony attended Mormon services at the
Editws Herald:-I have stated to many of Tabernacle, had a desire to see and hear. I had a
your readers that I would write to you ere we
desire In that direction, but a greater one to hea1•
left the coast for the islands of the sea. It Is
Bro. Anthony. \Ve met a number of the Saints;
next to impossible to write all who have desired
Sr. Ward, Bro. Lawrence, and others whose
us to, save through our church paper. We left
names have not been remembered. Bro. Fred
home November 5th, and on the 7th arriveli In
Smith was with us a short time. He is valiant
Nebraska and spent a few days with relatives.
in the cause. We visited some and took in a
On the 17th we moved on to Denver, Coloranumber of sights which were of historical notedo, ariving at 7: 30 next morning. Our worthy
Temple, 'Tabermicle, Assembly Hall, Lion I{ouse,
brother, T. W. Smith, was in waiting for us itt
Beehive, Amella Palace, Tithing Hou~e, Prosthe depot. It is useless to say we were pleased to
pect Hill, Emigration Canyon, Fort Douglass,
meet him, for he was the one who could give inSalt Lake and the Jordan river. Never before
formation relative to the mission and the best
did we stand so near "Jordan's stormy banks."
course to pursue. We were soon at his rooms,.
I think Bro. Anthony understands the situawhere he and Sr. Smith expect to remain some
tion of the Utah Church as well as any man, and
"weeks, at least. He spared no pains to give u~ all
he thinks the evidenoes abonnd that "it must
the information possible, with a number of writgo." We met Bro. Evans, who is a man of God,
ten lessons in the Tahitian tongue.
I verily believe. We appreciate the favors shown
\Ve remained in Denver until· the z8th. Durus while there. We enjoyed the visit.
ing that time we met with the branch a number
On the 4th instant we left for this city on the
of times, and two preaching services. We had a
C()ast. Many were the curiosities we saw and
very able discourse by Bro. T. W. on the spiritheard of in Nevada. Numbers of Lamanltes live
ual gifts. The writer attempted to occupy the
in the valley of the Humboldt river, and come
desk but once.. A number of Saints' meetings
up around the train at various stations. The
Sierra Nevada• mountains were covered with
were held during our stay, in which the Lord
used a number of the Saints as mouthpieces
four feet of snow. In this city the June flowers,
to give us great assurance that his eye was over
roses, etc., are in full bloom.
us for good. Many grand promises were made.
On Sunday the 7th at 7 · 30 I spoke to a fair asOne among the rest I will mention: That our
sembly in Lincoln Hall here, and found many
way would be opened up, our wants supplied,
friends among the Saints. The following Sunthough not over-abundantly; our labors by the
day spoke in Oakland at 2: 30, and witnessed
way would result in seed being sown that by and
two baptized by Bro. Pr!ce. At 7: 30 spoke here.
by would spring up and bear fruit, and that inasOn Monday we went up to Stockton and there
much as we de~h·e to ·return to our native land,
met Bro. Thomas Daley and wife. By the way,
we would be permitted to do so, and our voices
Sr. Daley is a daughter of Bro. James C~ffall.
be again heard iri the United States. We were
We were·favorably impressed with both of them.
We united and held six preaching services and
told that we would be sorely tried, yet the Lord
would be with us if we would but trust him. We
six Saints' meetings. The Spirit was poured out
met Sr. M. E. Jamison and M. Lewis, whom we
copi®usly and the result is that harmony and
had known in Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, years
peace are now restored in that branch. Bro.
Daley intended to remain awhile and continue
ago. They spared no pains to make our stay
meetings. Some were almost persuaded to obey.
pleasant.
I must say that the Denver branch is a workWe shall not soon forget our visit to Stockton
and the blessing$ poured out upon them and us
ing one-a model worthy of imitation. We will
while there. We bade them adieu on the 26th
never forget the Saints there, for we have reason
inst., saw Sr. Nightingale, wh0 came with us to
in more ways than one to ever remember with
pleasure our sojourn among them. Omens are
San Francisco. Bro. William Potter was there
bright for the branch to continue increasing in
during our stay and we learned much from him.
numbers; one was baptized while we were there
His heart overflowed often.
by Bro. T. \V., and two since, so we learn.
Last Saturday we went across the bay to OakBro. Caffall has labored ardently there, and
land, staid all night at Sr. Haws', whose husband
made sacrifice that I am not sure every elder in
is on a mission to the Sandwich Islands. At z: 30
p.m., Sunday, I spoke to a very pleasant assemthe church would have made. He has many
bly, mostly Saints. May the Lord bless them
warm friends in Denver and the regions round
all for their kindness to us. At 7: 30 I sp6ke
about.
We bade the Saints adieu on the Z8th and
here again to a good sized assembly. Some were

meetings in the private house of Mr. P. Umph·
rey, a good old neighbor. I think if it is the
Lord's will we will have a church of our own
here in the spring. Part of the lumber is on the
ground now. Several more intend. joining the
church after the building is up. My motto is,
"Never put off till to-morrow what you can do
to-day," for no man knoweth when the Lord
cometh. "Be ye always ready" with your lamps
trimmed ·and burning, ready to meet the Master
when he comes.
Brethren and sistefs, let us all be prepared to·
meet each other on that celestial shore, where we
will be permitted to sing the song of Mo11es and
the Lamb.
JAMES S. GoNDER.

favorably impressed with the efforts at each
plaee. ·The testimony services have been good.
Brn. G. S. Lincoln and C. A. Parkin are earnest,
zealous men. I would their hands were loose.
They have ability and would be glad to be actively engaged In the ministry if all things werec
as they wish: We feel unworthY. of the numerous favors conferred by the Saints on us at Denver, Salt Lake City, Stockton, Oakland and San
Franci£co.
New Year's day, at two p.m., the "Tropic
Bird" leaves the wharf, and we must hid a long
gdieu to "our native land." We ask the Saints
everywhere to breathe a prl\yer for us now and
then, that all may be well with us, and all others
in foreign climes preaching the word.
You that feel to com fort us by letters please
do so by addressing us at Papeete, Tahiti, via
San Francisco.
Yours in the covenant of life,
L. R. DEVOR;&.
CHRISTMAS IN DENVER.

Editors Herald:.,-A few week& ago the Sunday-school appointed a committee consisting of
Brn. Pratt and Menzie, and Srs. Dewitt, Spr'uce,
Westland and Cleveland, to arrange a Sundayschool entertainment and a Christmas tree. The
branch also decided to have a sermon suitable to
the occasion at twelve o'clock noon, to be followed by a C!1ristmas dinner. So ,we met, and
by request a sermon was preached by the writer
oa the .text, "Where is He who is bm:n King of
the Jews?" After which a bountiful repast wail
partaken of by nl!larly a hundred' people, and
enough was left to feed a half hundred more.
We met in a large and commodious hall on
Fourteenth and Arapahoe streets, in the University building. About half-past six an interesting entertainment began, which consisted of
singing by the choir and the school, and recita~
tions of prose and poetry by various children,
with a well-sung song by Bro. Menzie, and one
by a stranger; also a recitation well-read by Bro.
Seddon, on the "Bicycle;" a fine solo and chorus
played and sung by Sr. Brar.man, assisted by
Brn. Ch!veland, Menzie and Shupe; a comic
recitation by Bro. Cleveland, and a well acted
piece by Bro. Kemp, showing "How a minister
lost his dinner.''
B~o. Shupe, the superintendent, gave an Interesting sketch of the rise and progress of the
school. Bro. Pratt gave an excellent dissertation on the usefulness of Sunday-schools, and
the 'possibilities of great results following apparently small and inauspicious beginnings. The
children did well, especially the younger ones.
The Christmas tree, which was brought nearly
forty miles, from the mountains by Bro. Kemp,
and which was a beautiful silver spruce, was
perf!ilctly loaded with presents put on by the
committee, and by parents, husbands, wives and
friends. The tree was tastefully arranged, and
presented a fine appearance, and much credit is
due the committee for the good taste and order
displayed. The writer was remembered with a
new Oxford Teachers' Bibie, presented by friends
unknown as yet, also a. Greek Testament from
Bro. Westland. Sr. Smith also received several
valuable presents, and also our .little girl Ethel.
I have no doubt that many more presents would
have be~n given, but a number of brethren are
Qut of work, one being compelled to go away
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from Denver to obtain employment, and several
others contemplate leaving until spring at least.
Bro. Jason W. Briggs and wife, and three daughters, and Plutarch, were out at the entertainment.
Christmas was pleasantly and profitably spent in
Denver.
T. W. SMITH.
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PRovo, Utah, Dec. 3oth.
Editors Herald:-I made my way out to St.
Johns, but found that their "walking bible," as
they called their man, had walked off, and when
sent for to discuss with me he sent word he could
not come.
I distributed some tracts and spoke
twice in the Clover Creek school-house close by.
I had a talk with Bishop Caldwell, of St. Johns,
and when asked questions about the endowments
he positively denied there being any oaths, covenants, bonds or obligations, man to man ; also the
theatrical performance of the creation and the
Garden of Eden; and I could but smile at his
persistent falsehoods as I would at a coiled serpent at bay darting Its tongue at me.
Truly
such an animal is unworthy of the "heel" of an
honest man.
I am now working my way south. I have been
here near two weeks and have held several meetings. A few come out to hear, but the principal
part of the community are lulled away into carnal security as far as religion is concerned; but
they will get a sudden shaking up before many
days. Their indifference does not disturb me In
my labor, for I have been shown It before.
I
have my work to do and they are but filling up
the measure of God's wrath, and when it overflews they are welcome to the flood.
I do not
want any share in it.
I find some very good people; some who if
they could break through the veil of darkners
caused by that sheet of brass that veils the heavens, called priestcraft, they would be all right;
but the thought of daring the .wrath of the be.ast
makes them tremble, and sometimes their fear
astonishes me, for in my manner of life If I want
·an animal of any de,scription if I do not find him
roaming at large I hunt for his lair and beard
him in his den.
The Saints of the Reorganization have been
very kind to me.
So far they have ministered
to my wants for which they will receive their reJ. S. LEE, SEN.
ward.
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OBSERVE THE LAW.

EDITORS HERALD:-Our Savior said that
the children of this world are wiser in
their generation than the children of the
kingdom. In more ways than one have I
realized the truthfulness of this saying, but
do not understand that it must always remain so. For if we who claim. to be the children of the kingdom will live up to our
privileges, the promise is that the church
or kingdom shall be like "a city set upon
a hill whose light can not be hid." In
everything that is intended to help our fellow man in time of need, they will be the
first, whether it is to preach the principles
of the gospel, help the poor, or visit the
house of the sick. By such acts we will
manifest our good works to the world,
and they are only what is our duty to do.
If it is our duty to do such to those that are
not of us what is our duty to each other.
If I make the statement that so far as taking care of the sick, the widows and the
orphans is concerned, the world is setting
an example to the church; yes, to all
churches, you may think that I am finding
fault without a just cause; but it is not so.
Well, why? Is it because that we have
no law that governs this matter? Oh, n.o.
The church has always had one of the
most just and wisest laws that ever was
known to man; and if to-day the church
as a whole wbuld honor that law, it would
not be long before the store-house would
be full, and none of the worthy poor
would go hungry or cold. I have reference to the law of tithes and offerings. So
much has been said about this good law
by abler writers, that I will not at this
time say any more about it; only that I
know it is of divine origin; that it is the
duty
of the Saints to honor it, and that
NOTICE TO THE SAINTS.
obedience to it will bring about the reAs there are so many brothers ani! •ioters want the
picture of our deceased brother, E. C. Brand, I will be
demption of Zion, and not without.
happy to supply all the Saints that want one or more
The matter that I wish to bring before
Cabmet dze, 25cts each, or $2 50 per doZ".en and one extra
to those who get a club of twelve or more. An 8xl0 in
you mostly is this: I find that as a peoplt
walnut frame, linely poli•hed, $2.00 each, sent post paid.
'
JAMES BAILLIE,
we are slow to observe this law; and be20dec4t
Box 63 ScRANTON, Osage county, Kan.
cause of this neglect on our part the Bishop
can not help the poor as he should, We
---: The
suppose that there is in the church five
_Published Weekly by
thousand that come under the law of tithB:RETH:REN.. E. ETZ.~NHOUSER AND WM. CRICK,
ing; and only two thousand out of these
At lndependen~e, Mo.
pa:r their tithing; and the amount paid in
The enterprising publishers of this paper are offering yon
your choice of one of the very finest views of the Templ"e
by
the two thousand is all needed to supLot at Iudependence, free with paper, if subacription is
port the ministry and their families; so
paid in advance. Two of these views, which are ~xto. iuclu<le a view of the new church at that place. Send in
that the Bishop nor his agents can say to
your money and get a good family paper for one year and
a fine view· of the Temple Lot, both for $1.00
the good si.ster with children that has
been left to mourn the departure of a good
"F 0 0 D
husband, that the church will give you
For Thought, or Sermons and Essays by Jews and Gentwenty dollars .or more per month as long
tiles," a bo;>ok of 95 pag~s in paper covers. Price, single
as you need it, which is but a small
copy 25c; five copies $1.00; 12 copies $2.00.
PATRIOT one year and book
•
•
$1.15.
amount; for thl'l store-house is empty. It
"
six months _an.d book
•
.71)
may be that this good husband. has for the
This apJ>)ies to renewals also. For full description see
!list page lll!IRALD for. Nov. 22, 1890. .Address, .
last twenty years paid into the church his
. . . . ..
.
LAMBE ReT BROS.,
tithes a.nd offerings which was his duty. to
Lamoui,:De.catlll' Co., Iowa;,

Independence Gazette :---
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do; and now, when he is ealled away by
death, the church can not say to the widow
and fatherless children, we will be a husband and father to you, so far as giving
them the needful things of life is concerned, for the treasury is empty; and
nine times out of ten in place of giving
them twenty dollars per month they get
less.
Is this not a sad, sad state of things, that
stares us in the face; and all because that
the very law that the good Father has
given to the church is not observed, but
by a few. When I think of this matter I
can see good and just reasons why the
Lord said through the Prophets Malichi
and Nephi: "Ye have robbed me in tithes
and offerings; yes, for had you paid in. to
my store house, the cries of the widows
and orphans would not have come up unto
me."
In the face of these facts, would it not
be a wise move for the two thousand that
have honored the law, to establish a funJ
and pay into the same say one or two dollars per month, so that in case of sickness
the family will get five dollars or more
per week; and in case of death of the husband, the widow will either get on·e or
two thousand dollars, or a certain· sum as
long as she remains a widow.
"0," says one, "that I consider the Savior had reference to when he said, 'the
children of the world are wiser than the
children ofthe kidgdom.'"
"That will not do, for there is no law
that provides for such steps. and you would
be taking means out of the church treasury."
The Lord says that men of themselves
can bring about much good. Again he
says, it is a "slothful servant that waits to
be commanded in all things." As for taking from the church funds, it would not,
for none could become a member unless
they had a certificate from the bishop
showing that they had paid their tithing and
must continue to do so. A failure to observe the law of tithing will deprive them of
the benefits from the fund in time of need.
I know of several g-ood brethren that pay
their tithes and offerings, and hold membership in some benevolent society, that
costs them about eighteen dollars per year.
In case of death, their families get two and
three thousand dollars.
Other societies
pay so much per week to the widow and
children. Others hold policies in Life Insurance Companies.
The most of those
brethren, like myself, would prefer to
have something of this kind in the church.
Shall we have it, or not?
If not, please
do not find any fault with any one for
seeking this blessing outside of the church;
until such times as you can offer it within.
Remember that the reason that we find
those benevolent societies so numerous in
the world to-day is because those who profess to be the people of God, have overlooked the laws that provide for the widows and orphans. Again, let me say that
if the church, as a body, will honor the
law, we will not need to look to ariy other
source; for the gospel contains all that is
good,ifwe live up to it.
This does not
prove that there IS no good accomplished
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by those who have not accepted it as we
understand it.
It is the duty of every
father and husband to provide by honora~
ble means for his family; and because that
I notice so many sad things in life, I have
tried to express my views; and for one I
will bid God-speed to every measure that
is intended to better the condition of those
"in need; whether I find it in or out of the
church.
Again, let me say the church should set
the example, and let us by our words prove
that we are as we should be, a "city set
upon the hill;" when ail shall be constrained to &ay, "Surely, they are the people of
the Lord;· for they are ail one; and they
take care of their own sick nnd poor."
WM.

LEWIS.

ST. JosEPH, Mo., Dec. 25th.

LAYING ON OF HANDS:
HISTORICAL,

SoME months since a book cont:.ining
·what appears to be valuable historical.data
·came into my possession.
Believing that
these statements will be of value to many
of the Saints when called upon to defend
this principle of the doctrine of Christ, and
interesting to all who desire to see truth
triumphant, I submit therefrom, Presbyterian, Baptist, Methodist and Congregational testimony upon confirmation as a divine
·ordinance, proving it to be a primitive and
apostolic rite. This article brings together
the admissions of distinguished men
in those different churches, which have
laid this rite aside. This comoilati0n is
said to "contain matter that is i~accessible
to those remote from the large public and
private libraries." Therefore, booing these
facts may be of benefit in presenting the
doctrine of "Laying on of Hands," I submtt the evidence.
Tohn Calvin, who stands at the head of
ali Presbyterian ministers, in his Institutes,
book four, chapter 19, thus writes: "It was
an ancient custom in the church for the
children of Christians, after they were
come to the years of discretion, to hepresented to the Bishop in order to fulfill that
duty which was required of adults who
offered themselves to baptism." . . . "That
this exercise which deserved to be regarded as sacred and solemn, might have the
greater dignity and reverence, they also
practiced the ceremony of the imposition
of hands. · Thus the youth, after having·
given Batisfaction re8pecting his faith, was
dismissed with a solemn benediction. This
custom is frequently mentioned by the
ancient writers." . . . "This one passage
(He b. 6: 2) abundantly proves that the origin of this ceremony flowed from the
apostles; although it was afterward turned
into superstition, as the world almost always degenerates from the best institutions
into corruptions."-Commentary on Hebrews, chap 6.
Theodore Beza, Calvin's successor in
the government of the church in Geneva,
says of confirmation in his observations on
Hebrews 6: "The apostle numbers up five
heads of catechism, namely, the profession
of amendment of life, i.
repentance
from dead works, the sum of faith con-

e.,

cerning God,the compendious explication has always. been known as the "Assemof doctrine that was wont to be deliveted bly's Annotations.'' On Hebrews 6: 2 is
to tn~ unlearned, especially at baptism, and , the following comment: (Laying, etc.),
the imposition of hands, the head of the which is usually called confirmation, which
resurrection of the dead, and of the future stood first in examining those who had
judgment." In his shorter notes he says, been baptized, what progress they had
thev "contai'n, indeed, ·the chief matters of made in the doctrine of Christianitv.
all· evangelical doctrine."-Camfield on Secondly, in praying for them that GO'd
would continue tfiem in the faith and give
Confirmation, London, I682, p. 25.
Frederic Ostervald, a distinguished more grace, strengthening them by his Holy '
Swiss Presbyterian pre::~cher, says of those Spirit. Now w)Jen the chief pastor or
entering the church: "In the next place, pastors of the church prayed for 'the~,
that they should be examined, and that they laid their hands upon them, whence
they should· publicly render an account of the apostolical constitution was called the
their faith; this examination being over, laying on of hands.'' On Acts 19: 5 the
that they should be required to renew and annotations say: "N o.t that Paul did reThese words relate not
confirm, in a public and solemn manner, baptize.· them.
their baptismal vow, .•. and that then unto the words of Paul, but unto their
they should b.e admitted to the comm)ln- hearing of John's doctrine; and therefore
ion by benediction (confirmation) and Paul is not said to have baptized them, but
urayers.''-Watson's Theological Tracts, to have laid his hands upon them; that is,
Carnbridge, Ed~, 1785, vol. 6, pps. 277, 8. a. posture and action of confirmation, not
John Piscator, a German divine of great initiation. Baptism is a new birth of the
celebrity in the latter part of the sixteenth whole man; as we can be born but once in
and beginning of the seventeenth century, the flesh, so we can be horn but once in the
says on .tbe text, Hebrews 6: I, 2: "This spirit.''-Verse 6. "He laid· his hands
doctrine (of repentance from dead works, upoh them for confirmation.''-History of
and faith toward God) was wont to be de- the Puritans, by Neal, page 386.
livered to the Catechumens before they
Dr. Willhtm Gouge, a celebrated Purwere baptized, or confirmed in the Chris- itan minister, in his Commentary on the
tian faith by the imposition of hands, al- Epistle to the Hebrews, chapter 6, Ist and
though we think this imposition of hands 2d verses, says: . "Ordinary cases wherein
to be a matter of free observance, as hav- imposition of hands was used were, I.
ing indeed apostolic example, but not a Blessing children by our Savior. 2. Setprecept from Christ."-Camfield, etc., p. ting men apart to the public. function of
20.
.
ministers of the word. 3· Deputing men
Andrew Rivet, was a French Calvin- to some special work. 4· Confirming such
istic preacher, a professor of divinity at as had been instructed in the principles of
Leyden, who died in 1647. Of confirma- relig-ion.''-Camfield, page 35·
tion he speaks thus: "The imposition of
Edmund Calamy, an English Presbyhimds joined with the doctrine of baptism terian minister, published in r 704 a "Prac(Heb, 6: 2), refers to that solemn benedictical Discourse concerning Vows, with a
tion of baptized persons which the ancients special reference to Baptism and the Lord's
so often speak of, and which was in use in Supper," from which I extract as follows:
the primitive church." He describes it
"And here it may be inquired whether
saying, "the pa~tor, he then laid his hands or no it be fitting, requisite, or allowable,
upon them and blessed them, commending that imposition of hands, joined with serithem to God, and thereby confirming them ous prayers to God for the strengthening
in the profession of the Cbistian religion." and confirming grace of his Spirit, for
-Quoted by Bingham, vol. 8, p. I73·
those who come to OW!f their baptismal
Under the article, "Confirmation" in. vows openly in the face of a Christian conHerzog's Protestant Theological Encyclo- gregation; and an authoritative benedicpedia is the following: "In the apostolic tion on the part of the minister, as God's
church the laving on of hands was con- officer, should be used on this occasion?"
nected with baptism, as the means of com"I answer thaCthere is a general unanimunicating the gift of the Holy Ghost.'' mity among those who have been most
. . . "Baptism was incomplete without the dilig-ent in searching into ecclesiastical anlaving on of hands and the gift o.f. the tiquity, in reporting this as the current
Holy Ghost; wherefore, Protestant po- practice of the primitive church; and that
lemrcs should never have allowed itself to not only while miraculous gifts continued,
accept the declaration that these passages but afterwards. That it is convenient and
(Acts 19: 6; 8: I2-rg; Heb. 6: 1,2, etc.), warrantable by Scripture as well as antidid not refer to the Holy Ghost, but only quity, was the opinion of our first reformto the ~pecial gifts of the Spirit in apostol- . ers here in England, and the most celeic times.''
brated divines we have had amongst us
English Presbyterians and non-Con- ever since.''
formists.
The celebrated Puritan, John Milton,
in his work on Christian Doctrine says:
"ASSEMBLY'S ANNOTATIONS."
"In the case of the baptized, imposition
This is the title of a Commentary on of hands conferred, not indeed saving
the Scriptures, of high origin and author- grace, but miraculous powers and the exity among the Presbyterians. It was traordinary gifts of the Spirit. Hence, alwritten by a committee appointed by the though the church rejects this ceremony
Presbyterian parliament in 1648-9, com- as a sacrament, she retains it with great
posed chiefly of those who were members propriety and advantage as a symbol of
of the W estminister assembly 1 whence it • blessing, (Heb, 6: z).
The doctrine of
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baptisms and of laying on of hands."Milton on Christian Doctrine, p. 449,
Edit. Cambridge, I825.
Richard Baxter,"the celebrated non-conformist minister, in a work entitled "Confirmation and Restoration the necessary
m·eans of Reformation and Reconciliation," fourth volume, page z68, issued
I7o7, under the head of the thirteenth
Propostition, entitled, "Ministerial Imp. o:
sition of Hands in Confirmation," etc.,
Mr. Baxter says: "For the first of the
proposition I think it may suffice. I. That
imposition of hands was used in Scripture
times; and so used, as mav invite us to
imi-tation, but not deter us from it at all.
2. And that it hath been since of ordinary
use in the Universal Church, in this very
case, so that no other orig-inal can be found
but apostolical; yea, we have exceeding
probable evidence, that the use of it was
never interrupted from the days of the
apostles down to the reformation . . . . So
that you will find that as it is easy to prove
lawful, so it is more likely to be a divine
institution, necessary, necessitate prmcepti,
than to be unlawful."
under this same proposition we find the
following: "But let us inquire whether
the Scriptures lay not some kind of obligation on us to use this ceremony in confirmation, to which end let several things
be comidered. I. We find in Scripture a
blessing of. church members with laying
on of hands. 2. We find in Scripture
that the Holy Ghost is promised in a special manner to. believers, over and above
that measure of the Spirt which caused
them to believe. 3· We find that prayer
with laying on of hands was the outward
means. to be used by Christ's ministers for
the procuring of this blessing. 4· We
find that this was a fixed ordinance to the
church, and not a temporary thing."-Ibid.
P· 2 7r.
''Under this 4th propo~ition concerning
the continuance of confirmation in the
church, Baxter says: "When I have proved it once appointed, it lieth on the contrary-minded to prove it changed or ceased.
If I show them an obligation once laid,
they mu•;t prove it taken off. Their only
argument is, that the persons and occasions
were only extraordinary, ;lnd are ceased,
•and therefore so is the sie-n and means.
To which I answer. 1. By denying the
antecedt,nt; both as to persons and occasion<., They were not onlv extraordinary.
2. By denying the consequ<'nces as it is
inferred from the persons. For extraordinary persons were our patterns for ordinary durable work.
But I prove the
. negative. The use and ends of the ancient imposition of hands do still continue.
Therefore we are to judge that the sign
and means is not to cease. The baptized
believer may still want the joy of the Holy
Ghost, and boldness of access .to God, and
the shedding abroad of fuller love in the
heart. Now to have a messenger of
Christ, that hath received a binding and
loosing power, in the name of Christ to
encourage us in our profession, and to put
up solemn prayers for us, and a's it were
to take us by the hand and place us in the
higher form, and mak£> particular applica-

tion of the promise to us, and bless us in
the name of Christ, by virtue of the:r ministeral office, this must needs tend much to
confirm, and comfort, and encourage the
weak. The Scripture signifieth to us that
imposition of hands was of standing use in
the church . . . • In Hebrews 6: 2 we find
it named among the parts of the foundation, laying on of hands . . . . If the U niversal Church of Christ have used confirmation by prayer and laying on of hands,
as a practice received from the apostles,
and no other beginning of it can be found;
then we have no reason to think the ceremony to be ceased."~Ibid p. 272.
These quotations are sufficient to show
that Mr. Baxter viewed the matter much
as the Lattar Day Saints do, of sacred ori·
gin. I believe were he now living he
would be as ready to receive the light of
latter days as he was to so boldly advocate
the much discarded principle of the laying
on of hands.

I

BOHEMIAN

BRETHREN.

The Bohemian Brethren were a body of
reformers who sprung up in Bohemia in the
year 1467. They were a remnant of the
Sclavonic Church, and disciples of Wickliffe, Huss; and Jerome of Prague. Their
last bishop was Comenius, who has lf'ft an
account of the mannner of administering the
rite of Confirmation_ among these early
Protestants. After people had been taught
the heads of religion, and did make confession of sin and profession of the faith,
prayers were offered for them: After
which: "There is declared to these young
disciples, and the whole church, absolution, and the right of the sons of God in
participating in the supper of the Lord.
And lastly there is added the apostolic
rite of imposition of hands, with the invocation of the" name of God upon them, to
strengthe,n .(or confirm) the hope ot his
heavenly grace." ,
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was paid to the instruction. of baptized
children, and the discipline inflicted upon
them in case ofimproper conduct. First,
it appears that a rite called confirmation
was administered by the imposition of the
hand of the minister, or bishop, or elder,
together with prayer." . . "Both Calvin
in his Institutes'andOwenin his Commentary on the Hebrews, acknowledge that
this practice existed at a very early period
in the church." .. "The elders laid their
hands on them in token of their acceptation, and praying for their confirmation 'in
the faith." . . . "This· rite of confirmation,
thus administered to baptized children
when arrived to competent years and previously instructed and prepared for it, with
the express view oftheir admission to the
Lord's supper, shows "clearly that the
primitive church, in her purest days, exercised the authority of a mother over her
baptized children." This report is in the
"Presbyterian Historical Society," Philadelphia.
·
My Presbyterian friends, if the laying
on of hands with prayer, upon those who
were baptized was the "practice of the
primitive church in her purest days," for
what reason do you discard it? Is it n9t.
an admission that they have departed the
faith, "changed the ordinance" and thus
"broken the everlasting covenant?"
BAPTIST.

Among- Jhe various factions of the Baptists, confirmation has had a singularly interesting history.
The Seventh-day and
Six Principl,e Baptists still practice."laying
on of hands."
In the "Confession of
Faith" of the former, adopted _at a general
conference in ~833· the following is the
fifteenth section: "Concerning the imposition of hands, we believe it was the practice of the apostles and the primitive
ch_urch, to lay hands upon the newly baptized believers, and it should be perpetuated in the church, we therefore practice
WALDENSES,
it."-Rupp's
History of Religious DeAs to confi,rmation, the \V aldenses, in
the vear I504, exhibited their confession· nominations, p. 8 I.
to Ladislaus, king of Hungarv, in which
SIX PRINCIPLE BAPTISTS.
they speak oft he rite, thus," We do proDr.
B~lcher, in his "History of tre Re- .
fe~s with a faith taken out of the divine
Scriptures, that in the times of the apos- li(!ious Denorr.inations of the U nlted ·
''In thi'>
tles this was observed: Whoever being States," thus speaks of them:
country,
however,
the
chief
point
on
which
come to the ripeness of years, bad not received the promised gifts of the Holy they have insisted has been that of laying
They reGhost, ·received them afterward by prayer hands on the newly baptized.
"lnd imposition of hands for the confirma- fuse to hold fdl-owship with churches who
tion of· faith . . . . And furthermore t~ be did not practice this, as they believe,
holpen by the churches prayers, that an Christian ordinance."
increase of the gifts of the Holy Ghost,
ENGLISH AN:D WELSH BAPTISTS •.
may accrue unto him."
Speaking- of confirmation they say: ''It
AMERICAN PRESBYTERIANS AND CONwas recognized as an ordinance of Christ
GREGATION ALISTS.-GENERAL
in their confessions, and practiced in many
ASSEMBLY.
of their churches for more than a hundred
A committee appointed' by the general years after their first formation. It seems
assembly of the Presbyterian Church in to have grown into disuse by slow degrees,
the United States, in the year I 8I I, "to and yet was earnestly advocated and . condraught a plan for disciplining baptized tended for by many of their most learned
This was the case
children," report on the primitive charac- and influential men.
ter of confirmation. "That.this principle both in Engl~pd and America;"
The faithful perseverence with which
· was fact avowed by the primitive church
in her practice, though not in words in her many congregations adhered· to. this aposconfession, appears from the design of the tolic rite, is very' interesting as ;a part of
rite of ·confirmation; the attention which • their history. "lt-s):iows.-us-how re_morse·
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less is the innovating hand of man in matters of religion, and that when he has
once begun to improve upon the divine
plan, there will be no end short of entire
destruction." A tacit admission that they
also have "heaped to themselves teachers"
,, •. and have "turned unto fables."
~Mr. Vava:sor >Powell,
a celebrated
preacher in Wales, who left on record the
faith and discipline of the Welsh churches
says: "They were also for ordination of
elders, singing of psalms and hymns in
public worship, laying on of hands on the
newly baptized, and anointing the sick
with oil, according to the apostolic direction." -Crosby's History of Bap., vol. I, p.
378. Again, in giving- a biographical notice of Mr. Benjamin Keach, a very promnent preacher among them betw.een 1688
and I 704, he says; he was "eng~~.ged in
many controversies that were urged among
the Baptists themselves. The first of this
kind was about the practice of laying on
of hands upon ·baptized persons, and performing it with prayer at their admission
to the church."
Those Baptists called
"Remonstrants generally practiced it."
The "Calvinists were divided upon it.
Some of their churches did not practice it
at all. . Some made it indifferent, and
some admitted members either with or
without it. Others made it a boundary of
their communion, and would receive none
into their societies but by this method."
Mr. Keach's church was of this last opinion, "and are- until this day." "In the declaration put forth by the American Baptists, about 166o, it is acknowledged to be
the duty of all baptized believers, and necessary to a right constituted church."
Their words are these: "That it is the duty of all such, who are believers baptized,
to draw nigh unto God in submission to
that principle of Christ's doctrine, to wit,
prayer and laying on of hands, that they
may receive the promise of the Holy
Spirit, whereby they may mortify the
deeds of the body, and live in all things
answerably to their professed intentions
and desires, even to the honor of him who
hath called them out of darkness into his
marvelous light."-Crosby, vol. 4, p. 291,
292·
The first Baptist "Association" formed
in this country "set forth in their confession, their belief that this rite (of laying on
of hands) was an ordinance of Christ to
abide in the church."
The first Baptist Church in America
was at Providence, Rhode Island; organized by Roger Williams in 1639· In this
church "laying on of hands seems to have
been practiced from the beginning," sometimes "held in a lax manner," but not laid
aside by order or :1ction of the church till
as late as the year 1808.-History of the
Baptists in America, by Benedict, Ed.
1813, vol. 1, p. 478.
Tho.mas Olney "was the chief who
made a division about laying on of hands."
He came to Providence in 1654. He and
others formed a separate church, but it
continued only a short time.-P. 478.
Mr. Samuel Windsor was pastor of this
congregation from 1759 to t77o, when
Rev. James Manning, Preside!lt of the
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Rhode Island College, was appointed assistant, with whom Mr. Windsor refused
to "associate on account of. his lax views
concerning laying on of hands;'' and withdrew and organized a new church, saying: "We must, in conscience, withdraw
ourselves from all those who do not hold
strictly to the six principles of the doctrine
of Christ, as l11id down in He brews 6: I,
2."-Ibid. p. 480.
In 18o8 the pastor of the church informed them "be could no longer continue
the practice, and unless they could excuse
him, he must ask a dismission from his
pastoral care." After .much discussion of
the subject they voted not to dismiss him;
and laying on of hands, of course, fell into
neglect. Some few worthy members
were desirous of retaining both their pastor
and this ancient ceremony; but not being
disposed to act against the voice of the
church, no division, and but little controversy, em;ued."-Ibid. vol. I, p. 487.
"It took one hundred and sixty-nine
years to root it completely out." In 1729
a general convention of the Baptist church
was held in Rhode Island. Benedict adds:
"The churches were all strenuous for the
laying on of hands." This association
embraced all the churches but three east
of New Jersey, and those three were the
only ones that did not practice laying on
of hands.-Ibid. p. 508.
Of the "Red Stone Association in
Western Pennsylvania," Benedict adds:
"Most of [the churches] them had from
the beginning practiced the rite."-Ibid.

by Prof. Cutting of the Rochester U niversity, p. 96.
The minutes of this association were republished in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
in r8sr, by a committee consisting of
Horatio Jones, D. D., Howard Malcom,
D. D., Rev. A. D. Gillette, Wilson Jewell,
Joseph Taylor, and William Shadrack.
The preface says of this confession of
1742, "It is in substance the same as that
of the ancient Baptists in Poland and
Bohemia, and of the Mennonists in Holland, and the early English and Welsh.
churches. This confession was published
by ministers and brethren, representing
about forty churches, met in London. in
1689. It was printed for the Philadelphia
association by >Benjamin Franklin, and
numerous editions have since been issued.
Throughout the United States, it is generally considered the standard of orthodoxy among Baptists."
The association encountered the same
difficulty of the various churches in trying
to adhere to laying on of hands. Without the gifts of the Holy Spirit to "lead
and' guide into all truth," their darkened
minds did not long retain this rite. So
hard it is for man to hold fast to the doctrines of Christ. Judging them from their
own writings can we not say with truth,
the reason they are so destitute of spiritual
light .is, "Whosoever transgresseth, and
abideth not in the doctrine of Christ, hath
not God."
>

'

p. 601.
"It must appear from these quotations,·
that the laying on of hands was of very
general prevalence among the First
Baptists in this country." .Besides this,
we have their declaration in favor of the
rite in their first confession as set forth by
the Philadelphia Association in September, x742. The thirty-fifth chapter of this
confession is headed "Of Laying on of
Hands," and reads: "We believe that
laying on of hands, with prayer, upon
baptized believers, as such, is an ordinance
of Christ, and ought to be submitted unto
by all such persons as are admitted to partake of the Lord's supper. . . . It being
ratified and established by the extraordinary gifts of the Spirit in the primitive
times to abide in the church, as •..
preaching the word was, and as baptism
was, and prayer was, and singing psalms,
etc. was, so this laying on of hands was;
for as the whole gospel was confirmed by
signs and wonders, and divers miracles of
the Holy Ghost in general, so was every
ordinance in like ·manner confirmed in
particular." At the same time was added
a Treatise of DisCipline, from which I
extract the following: "And after the
person is baptized according to the institution and command of Christ, and come
under the imposition of hands of the elders
of the churcli, according to the practice of
the apostles, the pastor, minister, or elders,
as presiding in the acts of the church's
power,· do receive such an one into the
communion and fellowship of that church
in particular."~"Historical Vindications,"

METHODISTS.

1

Mr. Wesley in his "Notes on the New
Testament" under Hebrews 6: I, savs:
"And when they believed, they were
baptized with the baptism (not of the Jews
as John), but of Christ. The next thing
was to lay hands upon them, that they
might receive the Holy Ghost, after
which they were fully instructed touching
the resurrection and the general judgment."
It is manifest that Mr. Wesley is setting
forth that exposition of the principles of
the doctrines of Christ, which he regarded
as binding upon men now; among which
principles is,the laying on of hands upon
Christians that they may receive the Holy
Ghost. The practice of the first Methodists was in conformity with these views.
Again in his sermons, vol. 2, p. 542, on
the ministerial office, he says: "I hold
all the doctri~es of the Church of England. • • . I approve her plan of discipline, and only wish it could be put in
excution." As confirmation is so very
prominent in the discipline of the Church
of England, it must have been in Mr.
Wesley's mind when he made this statement.
Adam Clark, one of the most learned
ministers ever numbered among the Methodists, says of confirmation: "The rite itself is useful to call these things to remembrance (your church covenant) and who
knows how much grace may be received
during the performance 0£ the ceremony,
and especially by having a holy man's hands
laid on your head, and the blessing and
protection of God solemnly invoked in your
behalf? ••• Not having had opportunity
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of being confirmed when I had arrived at
the age at which I had an ecclesiastical
right to receive it, I was determined not to
be without it, and therefore went and received confirmation even since I became a
Methodist preacher. Yes, I was confirmed in the Collegiate Church at Bristol in
the year 1782 by that very holy man, Dr.
Lewis Bagot."-Life of Adam Cl,ark, vol.
3, page 123.
Dr. Bangs, in a work called "An Original Church of Christ," this prominent
Methodist preacher says of confirmation:
'•That this apostolic practice was and
should be continued in the church is not
doubted. Indeed, I consider baptism but
half performed unless the applica:tion of
water to the body is followed by the imposition of hands and prayer, that the
blessings of the Holy Spirit may descend
upon the'subjects of this holy ordinance."
-Original Church, page 322,
CONGREGATIONAl" CHURCH,
Dr. Benjamin Colman, was a Congregational vreacher, first pastor of the Brattle
street congregation, in Boston. He died
about the middle of the last century. The
following is taken from the Episcopal
Watclzman, of r8i9, page 52, an extract
from one of his sermons on the "Ten Virgins:" ''The confession of the name of
Christ is after all very lame and will be so
till the discipline which Christ ordained be
restored and the right of confirmation be
recovered to its full use and solemnity.
The reason why the one has dwindled into
a useless name is because the other is lost.
There is. a discipline which ou~ Savior hl}s
instituted which should be to his church
forever a sacred and inviolable order, The
honor of religion and the safety of souls
call for it." . , ·. "Of confirmation, Cotton
Mather plainly approved .. in his Ratio
Discip!ince, p:;~ge 104.
The "judicious Hooker" gives t.he following as the reason for severing confirmation from baptism:. •'The cause . ·. .
was sometim.es in the minister, which being of inferior degree, might baptize but
not confirm, as in their case it came to pass
whom Peter andJohn did confirm, whereas Philip had before baptized them."'
I have presented the testimonies of s 0 me
of the most distinguished men in these
leading Protestant Churches, men distinguished for learning and piety 1 who from
their:knowledge of holy writ and at;~cient
ecclesiastical history had no room for
doubt as to the. divine origin and apostol~
ical practice of laying on of hands. These
testimonies establish these three points: r.
That the rite of confirmatiorr was instituted by the inspired apostles of Jesus Christ,
to be of' perpetual duration in the church.
2. That ;it was universally practiced for
the•first·fifteen.hundred years. 3· That it
is still of great practical utility, and that no
modern expedient will serve its place and
purpose; as we learn by the Lord again
commanding it in the gospel restoration ..
When we think o·f the ability of these
preachers, their privileges.ofinvestigation,
their .riatural·prejudices against this subject, it would seem to a candid andtruth-,
loving ·mind that such testimony must be
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an end of controversy. l'here was an
evident desire on the part of these men to
find and follow the old paths, but pressure
of opinion finally set this ordinance aside,
that the people might "climb up some
other way."
U. W, GREENE.

rate meddler, although being the self-designated representative of Divinity on the
earth, it was his business to attend to such
things, looked at the globe swinging)n the
heavens and felt that something was
wrong. By his calendar or timetable the
earth should have been at a certain station
on March 21st, when in reality it got there
on March I 1th.
The Pope was a little alarmed at first.
It might he dangerous to run the thing so
SOMETHING WORTH REMEMmuch ahead of time. Three or four minB~RING.
utes didn't matter, but when you come to
WHY WASHINGTON WAS BORN ON BOTH ten whole days, there was no knowing
FEBRUARY liTH AND 22D ..
what accidents might happen.
The irregularity was easily accounted
I SAw the following paragraph in a newspapers the other day: "Probably, it is a for.
Superintendent J. Cresar's day added
case of bad proof-reading. The eighth
volume of American History, by Jacob every four years to the time, it can easily
Abbott, recently issued, has for a frontis- be seen by a computation of which any
piece a portrait -of George Washington, schoolboy is capable, was too much by.
with the legend: 'Born 22d February, eleven minutes, ten seconds and threeI732.' And the 22d of February is the tenths of a second. This was too little a
day we celebrate. But in. the body of this matter to consider when taken in connec•
same volume, Mr. Abbott ~ays Washing- tion with forty or fifty years, but when
ton was born on the I Ith Qf February, you began to talk about twelve or fifteen
1732. Now, who will tell us when Wash- centuries, it grew serious, as we have seen.
The Pope was a man of sense, ?,nd saw
ington was born?"
Then the newspaper wisely adds: "No, at once that the timetable must be regulat~
it can not be bad proof-reading. Wash- ed by the train and not the frairt by the
ington was undoubtedly born on the nth timetable. He, therefore, first, to set the
of February, A.D. 1732, for in this histo- matter right, just dropped ten days out of
rians seem to agree.
Now, who will tell the calendar, calling the 5th of OCtober~
that year the I 5th. In Roman Catholic
us why we celebrate the 22d ?"
Such inquiries as the above seem to be countries or records there is no such date
astonishing in the present enlightened con- as October r 2th, I 532. It never was, nor
dition of the world. Perhaps it would be was there any date between the 5th and
a 'good thing to add them to the next list of 15th of thatmonth.
questions that the Board of Regents make
Second, Pope Gregory decreed, to proout for the examination of schoolteachers. vide for this overplus of time in adding
The matter is· easily explained. J. one day every fourth year, thai: what is·
Cresar is to blame for it. He ml'§ddled with called every centuria! year, the first figures
everything. He had such an extraordinary of which could not be divided by 4"-I8oo1
individuality, and made such a strong im- 1900, 2100, 22oo, and so on-should not b:e
pression on the world, that we, living near- leap year, or should not have the extra
ly 2,ooo years from ·him, feel his influence. day added to it, although according to
He found out....:.or some one found out for Superintendent Cre~ar such was its right~
him, and he got the credit of it--that the This fixed up matters to such a nicety
earth was getting behind the calendar or that it will take a great many thousand
the timetable, as railroad trains sometimes years to throw them out of gear again.
do. For instance, on the 31st day of J an•
Thanks to the pretty face of Anne Bouary, in the year 45 B.c., at half-past ten leyn, England didn't take much stock in
o'clock in the forenoon, the earth, accord- what Popes did or said at that time, and
ing to the calendar, was due at a certaia doubtless thought the decree of Gregory
station in its journey around the SIJn. The was some infernal nonsence, got up to
poor old globe, doing its level best;, didn't· show that he controlled the ways of heavget there. on time. It was just five hours, £n, as he claimed to be able to do. So
forty-eight minutes,forty-nine seconds and more than two hundred years flew past,
sev,en-tenths of a second late, nof arriving and the English people began to askthemat the specified station until nearly .4: I 9 in selves, "Where are we now?"
the afternoon.
·
'Neighboring· Catholic coUnt des were
· C?n examining the' record, it was fQund eleven days ahead of them, for the dis- ·
that the earth had been a whole year in crepancy in the count had increased o'ne
·losing these few hours, the loss each day day, and if this thing went on, England
beipg so inappreciable as not to be noticed. would get so far behind as to be entirely
The rate of speed allowed was so great out of sight. So to catch up, Parliament,
that the .only solution to the difficulty was in 1752, passed at Act declaring that the
in-correcting the calendar.
·
3d of September was not the 3d, but fhe
J; Cresar, superintendent of a large por- 14th.
'
tion ef the earth''s affairs at that time,
There was a good deal of consternation
therefore gave it once every· four years one amongst the com!Uon people in. regard to
more day to make up its time in complet- this; they didn't like ~0 have eleven davs, as
ing its journey around the sun, and for a they thought, just wiped out from Jtheir
good many years-in fact; for I,soo- lives, with ng_ compensation therefor, and
things went on swimmingly. At that. time, they were disposed· tp ma_ke a row about
or in 1532, Pope Gregory, another invete- it, but they nevertheless had to stand it.
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They went to bed on the evening. of the·
zd of September, 1752, and when they got
up the next rnorriing it was the 14th of
September. It was a little. bewildering
and annoying, and. puzzling, too, in keeping accounts, but the Olrl World was set
right once more.
.
.
Washington was born before the change
was made_:_February IIth, 1732. That
was the date as written at tbe time but it
was riot really the .I rth, it wa·s the 22d,
and so the latter date, as being the true
one, is .celebrated~
If any one is mad about it, and is determined to celebrate the 11th of February
anyhow, he can go to Russia to do it, and
then celebrate the same day as we do; for
in that. couhtry and its dependencies the
change has not been made, and they are
more than eleven and a half days behind
the rest of the world.
· There are not many in the present generation who know of it from their own experiences, but if they will talk with any
old person who can count up his years to
threescore-and-ten or more, he will tell
you that he can remember when many, if
not most, papers had two apparently different dates on them, and followed by the
capital letters "0. s.," meaning "old style,"
the other by the capital letters ••N. S.,"
meaning "new style," and ·yet both sped. fying tbe same point in time.
Like this:
18oz, M~h-1 ~ J?: ~:
That same person will
doubtless also tell you that his father has
said that it took many years for the public to become accustomed to .the change.

the disciples of Christ. Nearly all know
better than that. The man of the lowest
instincts in human society knows the. devout and consistent Christian is .the very
highest style of man.
But however this
may be, rejoice in the thought, 0 believer,
your Intercessor ever liveth to plead your
cause for you. He sees the tear that falls
from your eye when no one else sees it.
He hears the sigh that escapes your bur
.dened heart when no one else hears it.
And as he is omnipotent· and as full of
love as He is of might, ,,cast yoursdf every
day anew upon Him. Rely upon Him.
Never forget it was He himself who said,
"l will never leave thee."
EvANDER.

SYMPATHY FOR JEWS.

"l believe that Christians should be willing to humble themselves at the feet ofthe
children of Abraham as a partial atonement for the centuries of persecution that
~<lave beeh snffered by the Hebrew race,"said Dr. Withrow of the Third Presbyterian Church to a large congregation last
night. The statement was not more original than many other~ made by the divine
during his discourse, but it nevertheless
caused a visible sensation, beginning in the
amen corner and rippling away back to
the seat of the scorner.
Dr. Withrow took for his topic the recent conferet~ce between Jews and Christians held in this city. His congregation
evidently anticipated something out of the
ordinary, for every seat in the sacred eBifice was filled, and the audience was not
HAPPY DISCIPLE!
disappointed.
Hrs Redeemer ever liveth to make interThe speaker said: "During the last week
cession for him. He voluntarily assumed a friendly conference of Christians and
the defense of all believers. He will not Jews sat in this city. It was the most unrepent His undertaking. He never changes ique affair of the kind ever held 'since the
His mind, for He is infinitely wise in all crucifixion of Christ, and has challenged
He proposes to do.
What a ground of the attention of the eritire religious world.
consolatien, then, has every devout disciple! The hostility between Jews and Gentiles
What a shield is thrown over him! What is·as old as the story of Christ. For cena defender is He who holds it!
turies, Christians as well as Jews have
Happy is he in human courts who is kept up an eternal spitting, scratchin~·,
sure that not only is his attorney wiser than snarling,and fighting like the enmity beaU who oppose him, butthat he is earnestly tween the cat and the house dog.
The
and sincerely enlisted in his favor. HRp· reasons advanced for this hostility are not
p1er far are they whose defender is Christ; relevant to this discourse, but it m·ay be
for not only is He infinitely wise but in- remarked that the persecutions of the Jews
finitely strong, and His heart goes out in .had been foretold by the prophets centuDivine compassion toward every one pf ries before the death of Christ. , These
His disciples. He forever loved them in prophets.did not, however, ascribe a cause,
the past, and w1ll forever love them in and it remained for history to complete
the future. The very thought is a iow<"r the unfinished chapter.
.
of defence. Scoffing cannot in()ve him
"Judea was rendered desolate; the Holy
who is thus assured. ··Frowns of wicked- city. was sacked, and· after a million of its
ness only ;urge him confidingly hearer to inhabitants had perished the remainder
his Defender. "Who is H'~ that condf·mn- were sent into exile and slaverv. The Ian-·
eth ?" he can triumphantly ask, and then guage of the prophets was ve~ified to ,the
devoutly add, "It is Christ that died; yea, letter. The name of God's cho~en people
rather, that liveth again, who aho maketh became a by-word and a term of reproach
intercesion for us." It is the fashion of a among all nations of the earth. The old,
wicked world to condemn.
The sect of proud cities of Palestine bee~ me heaos of
the Nazarene has always been evil-spoken ruins and piles of ashes.
The ten. tribes
of. But what of it? Who is the despiser as drifted out into the realms of oblivion; and
compared with the Justifier? Who is the perhaps we find their descendants in the
attacking party as compared with the de- Chinese, the Japanese, and the North
fending party? Happily there are not very American Indians. Finally every vestige
many in our country who feel that they of Jewish nationality was swept from the
are exalting themselves while disparaging .face of the earth, and the heritage of Is-

rae! became the camping ground of con·
querors, the toy of victorious monarchs.
But the end had not yet come. Tesus had
f6retold the destruction of the Holy city,
and it came to pass.
Hell broke loose
over Jerusalem, and those of her people
who were not put to the sword were scattered abroad over the face of the earth.
The humiliation of the Jews. was complete arid lasting. Right here in Chicago I have heard·-little children point the
finger of scorn at their little Hebrew playmates and cry, "0h, you nasty little
Christ-killer!"
"The history of every nation has borne
testimony to the persecution of the children of Abraham.
Russia, Germany,
Spain, France, and even England have
been guilty of cruelly persecuting and
oppresssing these brothers and fellowcitizens. The lot of the Jew in America
•has not been much better than in the old
world.
He is invariably looked upon
with suspicion by people calling themselves Christians. He is continually distrusted and watched-not as a man, but
as a Jew. He is insulted at hotels and
other public places, and many private
schools shut their doors in the faces of
Hebrew children. Why js this? Jews
are not found in the criminal classes. Ip.
fact, prison records disclose a smaller proportion of Jews in connection with the
population than any other :race or nationality.
"Many reasons are given for this hatred
of the Jews. It is claimed that the Jew
himself is to blame, because he is naturally
ipclusive, seclusive, and exclusive. This
may be· so. For centuries the Hebrews
were made to believe that they were God's
chosen people, they were hedged about
with· the attributes ef divinity itself. · A
Jew who marries outside of the faith is
regarded as dead. They are truly an exclusive and inclusive people.
Another
reason given for this hostility '1s that if
they were not watched the sons of Jacob
would soon own the earth. It is said that
every Jew possesses the shrewd trading
instincts which aided Jacob when he did
up his father-in-law in the cattle business.
It is' also claimed that the Jews as a .class
are ill- bred and unmannerly in societv and
in public places. This may be so, btit the
charge does not come with good grace
from the m:1jority of Gentiles.
·
"A majority, perhaps, of people attribute this hatred of the Jews to the fact
that they caused the crucifixion of Jesus
Christ the Son of. God. As a matter of
fa-ct the Jewish race should not be held
responsible for the death of the Savior,
which was brought about by the sanhedrim. Pilate was more responsible for the
death of Christ than were the Tews. Had
he listened to his wife or his comcience
there woulrl have been no crucifixion on
Calvary. The day previous to the arrest
a multitude of Jews had strewn palms- in :
Christ's pathway and with loud hallelujahs had hailed him king of Judea. Pilate
was the real author of the crucifixion, and
the Jews were not to blame; then why
this persecution which has been fastened
upon the Hebrew race for centuries,
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marked on the part of the Christian world
by all the devilish m,alignity that human
hatred and human ingenuity could devise?
"Now, thank God, we see the beginning of the end, as evidenced by the recent
conference held in Chicago. I hail the
conference. It was a unique event, and
it came about in this prairie city where
such a movement could find easy breath.
All hail such an initial event.
Other
similar meetings will follow and we shall
talk freely and face to face with our Jewish brothers concerning our respective
faiths and creeds. Christians should be
willing to humble themselves at the feet
of the children of Abraham, who have
been persecuted for so many centuries.
Jews and Gentiles worship the same
heavenly Father, and some day the Jew
may see the Mes&iah. The great day of
ingathering is approaching. God hasten
it.
..
DR. WITHROW.

NOV A SCOTIA.
Conference met at South Rawdon, September
2oth, 1890, president, H. ]. Davison, clerk, Elmira Wood. Elders reported, J. C. Bw·jess and
H. J. Davison. Priest, J. Dimock, present reported; R, Newcomb ·by letter. Teacher, A.
Wood, all encouragingly. Branches: South
Rawdon 30, 2 baptized, I died. Cornwallis could
not report regularly.on account of not getting a
quorum to pass upon it. A written report from
the majority of its members- was read all of
which was of a very satisfactory sort. No change
in said branch's satistics. Bishop's agent report:
Balance last conference, $r7.20, received, -including $50 from bishop, $94 o8, expended $86 28.
on hand $25. H. J. Davison and Elmira Wood
were sustained president and clerk for ensuing
year. Elder H.]. Davison was appointed to represent the district at next general conference, in
case ofhim not attending Elder A. H. Parsons
should be supplied with a certificate for that purpose. Resolved tha.t it is the wish of the conference that either J. F. Burton or F. M: Sheehy be
sent to this mission if practicable. Three preaching and- one prayer meeting were held during
con.ferenc.e, also upon Sunday aftern_oon a Sunday:school concert by South Rawdon school,
which reflected credit to those engaged in it: A
good spirit prevailed. The written reports from
abse_nt members· was. a pl,easing feature. Adjoun~ed to meet .in September, I89r, at call of
·-president.

NOTICE.
Richard Beaumont can obtain certificate of
bap~ism by applying to H. A. Stebbins, Lamoni,
Iowa, with whom I have deposited the mme,
having first sent it to Dunlap, Iowa, and lt was
not called for at that office.
ROBT. M. ELVIN.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The Fremont District conference will convene
at Shenandoall., iowa; February .21st at_.ro: 39 a.
m. Presidents. of branches, w.ith secretaries
please ta_]{,e notice. We hope for a go<;>d spiritual
time, All Vl'ho can,come and feast with us.
· ·
HENRY KEMP, Dist. Pres.
Conference of the South-Eastern Illinois district will convene at Springerton, White county,
on Fr':iay, Febr.uary 13th, I89I, at seven o'clock
p.m. The elders are especially requested to be
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present, and if any cannot come, send written report. Be sure and come with the Spirit of the
Master, that we may have an enjoyable time together.
By order of district.
G. H. HrLL'IARD, Dist. Pres.
MARRIED.
BURTON-SEWARD.-At the residence of the
bride's parents at Thurman, Iowa, December
3oth, 1890, by Henry Kemp, Sr. Minnie A. Seward, of Thurman, to Mr. Beny 0. Burton of Bentensport, Iowa, A very pleasant social_ time was
enjoyed· by all present. May their journey
through life be pleasant and joyous.
HILL-,-CHAMBERS.-At the residence of the
bride's parents, near Persia, Har~ison county,
Iowa, December 29th, r89o, by Elder D. Chambers, Mr. Rowland W. Hill and Sr. Annie Chambers. The ceremony was. witnessed by quite a
large gathering of friends and young brothers and
slsters of the church. Good wishes w,ere freely
expressed that the future peace and happiness of
the happy pair 'of to day might continue and
increase on thelr journey throu!l'h life.
DIED.
SALYARDS.- .c. At her residence in Lamoni, Iowa,
Thursday, January 8th, at 8:55 in the evening,
after an illness of some months, Sr. Zaide Viola,
wife of Bro. Richard S. Salyards and third
daughter of Pres. Joseph Smith.: She was born
at Nauvoo, Hancock county, Illinois, Aptil 25th,
rt$63; was baptized by her father at Plano, Illinois, February I rth, r877; was married at La mo-.
ni, June 19th, r883, and leaves three children,
one a babe of six months, with her companion to
mourr:i her early departure. Funeral services
were held in the chapel at Lamoni on the uth,
at eleven a.m., Bro. Alexander H. Smith, uncle of
the deceased, preaching the funeral sermon.
Elder Robert M. Elvin led the prayer at the
house and at the grave; father James Whitehead
opening thA prayer in the chapel exercises; Presiding Elder Asa S. Cochran having charge. She
Hved without blame, and without a struggle fell
asleep in Christ.
EDMUNDS.-Near Lamoni, January 4th, 1891,
of heart disease, and old age; Thomas Jefferson
·Edmunds; born in the state of New York, January 21st, r82o; united with the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints in I833· The last
four hours of his life on earth were spent in bearing testimony to the latter day work; 'and running over the trials and hardships he, with many
of the old time Saints, had to endure. His faith·
was strong and unshaken up to the last. He
passed away without a struggie. The deceased
leaves two daughters, Sr. A. B. Young and Sr.
T. H. 'Higgin, one brother and a sister, eleven
grand children, together with many friends to
mourn their loss. Funeral sermen by Apostle
A. H. Smith. The_remains was interred in the
Rose Hill Cemetery.
"Rest in peace, thou gentle spirit,
Throned above--'Soul• like thine with· God inherit
Life and love."
"Dear is the sp6t where Christians oleep
And sweet the strams that am gels pour,
Oh why should we iu angui•h weep?
They are not lost but gone before."

WHEATON.-Sarah Ann Wheaton died at Ga-.
lier., Michigan, January 2d, 189r. She arose
New Year's morning in her usual health, went.
to the bed· of her grand;;on, Charles Green, Jr.,
gave him his birthday flogging, n1ade herself an
apron in the forehoon, after dinner called on her
son Reuben and other villagers, and returned
home late in the afternoon and between .five and
six was taken ill. Her suffering became almost
unbearable soon and a medical advis.er was called
in, who administered morphine freely, She soon
became inore or less.stupified through thedrug.
The doctor w,as summoned to htr aid. frequent. ly during the night, but her tired spiritfled next
morning at seven. There ~as an_ im)llense concourse at the funeral Sunday morni'9g at Blakes· lee's Hall: She had met .with the 'Sai.rits there
- often and for many years. Bro. Willard j, Smith
~nd the writer conducted the obsequies, the latter delivering a forty minutes discourse from the
text: "Precious in the sight of the Lo,rd Is the
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death of his saints."-Psalms ll6: IS- She-was
born in Haverstraw, Rockland county, New
York, October roth, I817. Her maiden name
was Butler. She married Jacob Wheaton about
fifty-five years ago, by whom she had eight children, five daughters and three sons. Her husband died in this county in "1859, and now only
one daughte.r and two sons survive her to .mourn
their loss. Herself and husband were baptized
in the first organization sometime in the forties
in New York. She was immeri.ed and confirmed into the Reorganization at Royalton, Michigan, in r86r, by James Blakeslee, and stood firm
in the faith durlng her long, industrious, provident, devoted career.
M. T. SHORT.
Jos.-Elder Thomas Job departed this life at
his home· in Goshen, Utah, on the evening of
December 23d, at 7 o'clock, aged 78 years; He
passed away peacefully and without pain. He
was born October 2oth, r8r2 1 at Flor:obroga,
Carmarthenshire, South Wales. He was baptized into the Reorganized Church at Salt Lake
City, by Elder Alexander McCord in the year
r864 He passed away in full fellowship and in
the faith of the Saints. His attention in later
years was given to the advancement of science
in which he made very valuable discoveries.
Several of his articles were published in the leading scientific periodicals of America and Europe.
The church and society has lost a useful, honorable and faithful man in the death of Elder Job.
Like the shock of corn that was fully ripe and
gathered into the garner, so has our brothef been
gathered with the fathers to dwell with the_ just.
ScoTT.-Bro. Isaac F. Scott was born in Armagh, Ireland, May 23d, rSr4; died, at his residence, near Pard.eeville, Wisconsin, Oct<;>ber 3oth,
I89o. Funeral sermon November 2d, in the M.
E. church, by Elder W. S. Pender.
A large
concourse of friends assembled as a last testimony of the sterling worth.of our departed brother,
and the high esteem which he had won among
his neighbors with whom he had lived a quarter
of a century. Relatives froti1 distant parts were
present. In May, r83_7, the deceased immigrated
with his parent,. to Canada, where he heard and
accepted the gospel, being baptized in March of
the same year at Trafalgar, Canada, by Elder
Wm.-Law.
He passed through the difficulties
the Saints had to co.ntend with in Missouri, the
family tnOving thef'e in r838.
In I844, atcNau·
voo, Illinqis, he was united in marriage to Sarah
H Hall, hls present surviving consort. His parents died at Nauvoo.
He removed thence to
Burlington, Wisconsin, in I846, where he remained for seventeen years. While here,. he conducted a sash and blind_ fnctory, also doing an exten.sive business -as a builder and contractor."
During this tirrie, he came in contact with Strangism, which he quickly repudiated.
In order to
expose the_ fraudulent_claims of Strang, he published a paper at Elkhorn, Wisconsin, called the
New Era. In this. work he was assisted by John
Gaylord. He attended the first conference. of the
Reorganization over which Joseph presided, rejoicing greatly at th_e •<Good tidings of great joy,''
after the. darkness and confusion through which
he had seen the church pass.
His faith in the
work of God was unshaken, and his int~rest in
its welfare unabated, until he waS called away.
The elders of the Reorganization· were always
made welcome ate his pleasant home.
May the
Lord console the sqrrowing family and friends.
RomNsoN.-Af Davis City,.Iowa, December
27th, 1890, of pneumonia, Ethel, child of Ebenezer and Martha- A.·- Robinson;: aged five weeks.
By request the funeraLsermon.-was preach2d by
Bro. H, A. Stebbins.
POTTER.- Sr. Anne Potter died December
24th, r8c;lo, near San Bernardino, California. She
was 98 years old according to the branch record,
but her grandson says she is I04·. Her grandion
is aged -75 years, Sr. Potter was_ in Nauvoo in·
Joseph's day, went to Salt Lake hi I85I and
came to Ca!ifor.nia In r854 She came .into the
Reorganized Church June 26th, .1864, being bap-·
1lized by H. H. Morgan: .. She died in.fellowship
with the church. Funeral sermon by Elder _Wm.
M. Gibson to· a large audience.
J. W. Wight,-North Forster, N. S. W.
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IN order to largely increase our circulation for
the coming year and also as a testimonial of our
gratitude to those who have aided us in establishing the magazine, we have made arrangements
for presenting each subscriber with an elegant

Steel Engraving of Pres. Joseph Smith,
-The engraving will be of a size suitable for framing, taken from a plate made expressly for us,
and will be worth double the subscription price
of the magazine to each one who receives It, and
can only be obtained by subscribing for AuTUMN
LEAVES.

.

TERMS.
In order to obtain this valuable engraving the
following conditions are necessary. Send in
advance $r.so, the regular subscription price of
the magazine, together with fifteen cents to pay
cost of mailing, and the magazine together with
the engraving will_ be forwarded to you. We
can not send the engraving except where payment is made in advance. Not wishing, however, to deprive any one of the magazine who
may desire to have it and has not the money to
send In advance, we will send the magazine
witlumt. tke Engravinl[, if they will notify the
office that they wish it continued.
NOTIFICATION MUST BE GIVEN
We can not send out the first numbers of the
volume without knowing whether you wish the
entire volume, for by this means we suffer great
loss. Many who afterwards would subscribe and
pay for tnese numbers can not get them because
we have furnished them to those who fall torep.ew their subscriptions or to return the magazines.
THE MINISTRY.
To all actively· engaged in the ministr'y It affords
us great pleasure to send the magazine free, but
we will esteem it.a kindness and it will prevent
mistakes if you will notify the office that you
wish it continued.
DO YOU WANT TO WORK FOR THE
MAGAZINE?
Send us twelve names with the money.and we
will send you an extra copy free for ·your services. This offer includes engraving with each
copy.
SPECIAL NOTICE.
With the first number of volume four we shall
sommence the publication of a sketch of the life
of Elder John Brush of California, one of the
most interesting Biographies yet · published.
"Father Brush/' as he is familiarly called by
those who know him, passed through many of
the trying scenes of the troubles in Missouri,
and writes of them as an eye witness. If the
interest of future chapters of this biography are
equal to those we have seen, (and we are told
they are), then we can say unreservedly that
those who fail to subscribe in time to get the
first chapters will lose much. Sometime dtr!ag
r89r we expect also to begin the publication of a
Serial by one who has never as yet contributed
to the magazine, though well known to the
church, both personally and by her writings.
Again we repeat that we can not afford to
issue a large edition above the number of subscribers, and it is absolutely necessary for those
who desire the complete volume to subscribe in
time for their names to be on our list, by February 15th, 1891.
To the friends who have so faithfully and disinterestedly worked for us in the past we would
suggest that with the splendid premium we offer,
your labors this year ought to be more successful than In the previous ones. With thankfulnBss for past favors and large hope for the future,
but above all with a firm reliance upon Him
whose we are and whom we are endeavoring to
serve, we shall enter upon the work of volume
four feeling sure that our friends will render to
us all, and more than we can merit.

M.

w Al.KER.
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ATTENDING THE WORSHIP PLACES
OF OTHER PEOPLE.

WilEN

EITHIIIR

No.4.

us to invite people to come and hear what the English minister, either hopeless of a
we believe, and expect them to accept ot satisfactory conclusion, or tired of the
our invitation. If so, ought we not to be necessary red tape of diplomacy, has taken
as ready to hear them when the oppor- an appeal from the decision of Hon.
tunity favors us. "Yes, but then we know James G. Blaine, Secretary of State of the
that we have the truth," says one. To United States, to the Supreme Court of
this we reply, that he who is sure that he the United States, a most sensible and
has the truth is in the best condition t0. statesman-like thing to do. If the United
measure what is stated in his hearing as States is wrong, either in fact or in law,
truth; and he can never so effectually pre- in libeling a foreign vessel in a depend. sent the truth he has, as when he is able ent court of the govenument, one of the
to contrast it with what he has heard an- best places in the world to set the fact and
law before. the people and correct the
other present as truth held by them.
We say that it is our privilege to state wrong, is the Supreme Court, where full
our faith and belief, and that it is out of power to decide should be found.
An appeal to the arbitrament of war, so
place tor others who are not properly informed on the faith to state our beliefs for far as either England or the United States
us. If we would know what others be- is concerned, should ·be the last thing .
lieve, so that we can properly contrast thought of; and the expensive litigation
their faith with ours, we must, to be con- attending a commission, such as the one
sistent, allow them to make their own on the Alabama claims and the Alaska
statements, and we should hear them, or purchase. is very easily avoided by a
read from their own writings in order to straight appeal to the judicial tribunal
having highest jurisdiction.
know.
We hope that this example may hasten
Besides this, our own love of the worship of God shouid be of such a character the time when all controversies between
that we are able at all times to worship national governments will be settled in the
God in Spirit, as well as in the truth. vVe courts of peace. Of it the correspondence
must in candor and justice admit that all of the Chicago 7 imes from Washington
who worship God, worship him in Spirit, has this to say:
hence, if we worship in Spirit we may
The question has suddenly been transferred
worship with any who worship, without
compromising the truth of our faith in any from the'field of diplomacy to the United States
sense; that is to say, we can attend the Supreme court. Sir John Thompson, her rnaservices held by men of other beliefs, and . jesty's attorney-general for Canada, through .Cal·
with them bow in spirit before God, who deron Carlisle, the American counsel of the
"hath made of one blood all nations of British legation, and Joseph Choate, acting as
men for to dwdl on all.the face of the 'his associate in this case, made a motion in the
earth," as stated by Paul to the Athenians. Supreme court to-day for a writ of. prohibition,
For ourselves we confess that we are commanding the United States District court at
somewhat doubtful, possibly fearful, of Sitka to annul the proceedings by which the
tr;e bigotry which will oause a man to say sealing·crdt W. P. Sayward was libeled in r887,
that he will not listen to, nor witness the There were two ''suggestions" for the prohibition
worship of men who differ from him in filed. One is merely a formal ''suggestion"
belief, nor hear another's plea for what he made in behalf of Thomas Henry Cooper, an
believes to be true. The· "I am holier English subject, owner of the libeled craft. The
than thou," idea in religion was rebuked other, which brings the whole disputed question
years ago by Jesus, and is of no more c<;mcerning the alleged jurisdiction over Behring
worth now than it was then. It is Phari- sea before the court, is made in behalf of Canada
saism and ought not to be tolerated in by Sir John Thompson with the full consent of her
honest, free· minds.
Britannic majesty, the purpose being to appeal

WE are sometimes asked whether or not
Saints should attend other places of worship than their own, and from the questions asked concerning it and what we
have both seen written, and heard said
about it we are aware that some entertain
the idea that members of the church ought
not to attend the preaching and other services held .by ministers and congregations
of the ·denominations.
We have but little to urge in the matter,
and that is that it is an affair of inclination
and preferment, whether one goes to other
than· their church meetings.
Upon the
principle that "we should do unto.others·
as we would that others should do unto
us," it would be something of a duty to
spend time and attention to hear what other
men hacl to say of their faith; and to observe the manners and forms of worship of
other congregations than our own.
As a people we 'hold that almost every
good, if pot .:!.11, is made appreciable to us
by a contrast with that which is bad, the
contrast bringing to our understanding
both the bad and the good. If this is true,
then our faith, if true, will be more highly
prized by us, if H is now a.nd then brought
into contrast with the faith of others. As,
for instance, our Advent Christian neigh·
bors believe in ·the soon coming of the
Lord, so do we; but we believe that there
is something in man termed spirit, which
AN APPEAL TO COURT.
survives the death of the body in a conLoRD SALISBURY, the Prime MinissciOl.IS state, they do not so believe.
Bro. Joseph R. Lambert on our part, ter · of England, has taken a new
and Elder F. C. Watkins on their part, departure in attempting the settleare presenting this one subject on which ment of a matter of controversy between
the two peoples differ to the attention and England and America. It appears that in
consideration of the people of Leon, the r887 a British craft called theW. P. Saycounty seat of Decatur county, Iowa, con- ward, a sealing vessel, was libeled in the
trasting the views held by each. By this · United States District Court at Sitka, for
contrast those who choose to be present and unlawfully capturing seal in American
hear the views and proofs presented may waters. The affair has been in abeyance
see which is the wiser and better belief, as pending proceedings . in the diplomatic
sustained by the word. Is it advisable for circles of both England and America, and

from Mr. Blaine to the Supreme court to settle,
once for all,'the dispute.
This move on the part of the British government appears not to have been expected by Mr.
Blaine, and the attorney-general was taken by
surprise when the motion. was made by Mr.
Choate. The British. government has probably
had the matter in contemplation for some time,
but all parties concerned have conducted it with
so much secrecy that only those interested for
Great Bdtain have been aware of it. The move
was probably thought of as far back as last
spring, when it was announced .that the negotia·
tions between the United States and England
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were ended.

The fact that technically there are
no negotiations now pending makes more possible the success of the. coup, and it was probably
with a view to this action that it was allowed to
become current, in an unofficial and unauthentic
way, that negotiations had been broken off.
Lord Salisbury has evidently become convinced
that nothing can be accorn~Hshed in the ordinary
course of diplomacy, as Mr. Blaine's correspondence indica toes a disposition to maintain
the rights of. the United States.
·
Great Britain therefore decided to put an end
to the controversy if possible by getting a decision of the U nlted States Supreme court upon the
question she claims to be at issue-namely,
whether or not the United States can have juris~
diction over any part of the high seas. The
question is cleverly put before the court so as to
render a de~ision on this particular point unavoidable, and the case being once decided
l}gainst the U nlted States, they hope there will
be nothing for Mr. Biaine to stand on for further
contention. The idea of taking the· case from
the uncertain and dilatory court of diplomacy to
the court of justice is new and is regarded as
very clever.
EDITORTAL ITEMS.

THE discussion between Bro. Joseph R.
Lambert, of the Reorganized Church, and
Elder F. C. Watkins, of the Advent
Christian Church, held at Leon, the
county seat of Decatur county, Iowa,
closed on the night of Saturday, the 1oth
instant.
Bro. L-ambert seems to be in
good spirits over the affair, and from reports of different ones we think the result
will be good.
Bro. Blair arrived out, as they say in
mercantile circles, at San Bernardino, on
the 9th instant, after a fairly pleasant. trip.
He was sraying at the home of Bro. Heman
C. and Vida Smith.
His address will be
for a time San Bernardino, San Bernardino county, Cdifornia, where any who
chooses may write him.
Brother Samuel J. Roberts, of Sherman. Iowa, reports having visited Kearney, Nebraska, and is of the opinion that
an elder might do some good by pre.senting the word there.
Should any one de·
sire to try a gospel venture there, he may
call on Georg·e vV. Norris, number 1415
Avenue A. Kf;arney, J;luffalo county, Nebraska.
Pen and Plaiform for Jmlllary, reached
us, brim full of cheer and vim.
It does
one good to read the bretzy contents. VIe
notice the narnes of some able ;_,.vriters in
its corps Gf contributon:;G
Any of the
Saints wishing tiJl' a bre<.:zy, non- partizan,
paper from the C'm<c~di"n Dominions,
would be
vvith Pen and Plaiform,

we think..
I!ii
has fiv·e
or nta.._:es vvhtre intox1~
sold: crertting a revenue
t;ov.:rnment of $z,soo,ooo.
1.,hi;::; is one snlO()n to ever\/ tvvo hundred

and
of the population. That
ig to
~;very 't"\vo b_und reJ3 and
individG;:;J:; of ·~he I 1 20o.ooo of p()pnLltion,
after
fvr their own business,

family support, and social requirements,
maintain a saloon, paying house rent, water
and lighting rates, city tax for license,
and support the saloon '-keeper and his
familv and contribute to his increase of
wealth--no woncier that there is poverty,
distress and crime in the great city.
.
The average of oroducers in each two
.hundred and 'forty ~f population, counting
the head of the family to be the producer
on a basis of five persons to the family,
will be forty-eight. The saloon keeper is
not a producer in any sense of the word
measured by society's need of him; but in
the way of being a chief agent in fastening evils on his customers, and pain, distress, deviltry, death and accumulative expense on- society he is a first class success.
Is it any wonder that Chicago is a wicked
city.

of the truths of present revelation.
Men
have in word denied the truth of and necessity for present heavenly communication, but have in act admitted them.

THE PRE-MILLENARIAN MOVEMENT.

THE following from one of our exchanges
will be interesting to our readers as
another significant indication in connection with the almost unparalleled religious
upheaval which in the present time has so
distinctly modified all\ld is still modifying
and recasting theological dogma and belief. The Ia:tter day work has from its beginning definitely and fearlessly taught the
doctrine of the second personal advent of
Jesus Christ, and that it WRS near. Without pretending or assuming to foretell the
dav or the hour, the elders of the church
boldly procbimed that prominent doctrine
to the world, making it a leading feature
of their te:;;ching~. Opposed by the erroneous theories that Christ's second coming
was a spiritual one,-that he came to the
believer at death-,that his coming would
be after the millennium, the elden; have
always taught the pre-millennia! advent of
the Savior; and it is in some sense
a compensation to them to behold so many
prominent in religious circles taking up the
theme, even though late in the day.
The leaven of restored truth is working, silently though it may be; and that
which has cau~ed the fallacies of Calvinism to be cast aside, and in w many remarkable ways led men to think upon and
study God's word for themselves and to
interpret it as it interprets itself will yet
fully perform its alloted work as the light
which sbineth in a dark place and cau1,'eth
the day star to arise in the bewildered and
darkened minds and hearts of men.
vVhether or not we receive due credit
from men for our teachings and efforts we
may care but little. \iV e should be comforted with the thought that when the
light of hrael lig-htens the Gentiles and
th<·y am8zing·ly confess "Surely our fathers have inherited lies and things wherein
there i~ no profit," God will be glorified,
the sons of men see his salvation and we
.rejoice with them in the great deliverance
of eten1:1l life and truth.
Let us wa.tcb these movements and note
the confirmations which they bring us.
The results of processes of investigation of
the Bible if such are correctly carried on
'kill finally and alwa:ys reach such points
that they will be in effect a demonstration

N:Ew YoRK, Dec. 31st, r89o-As the last decade of the nineteenth century opens, an activity
such. as has not been witnessed since the days of
the great Millerite excitement prevails among
certain Christian denominations all over the civIlized world. It Is significant, too, that many of
the greatest pulpiteers In Europe and America
are In expectation of startling events at the close
of the century, which thev believe will mark the
end of an epoch In the world's spiritual history.
While they do not share the views of the Second
Adventists or the Mlllerltes, who set the line of
Christ's second coming by charts and dates, they
still believe that p:reat changes, foreshadowed by
prophecy, are close at hand.
Even as I write, arrangements are under way
for three great conferences of Pre-Millennialists
In this country next summer on a scale broader
than that of the prophetic conference in Chicago, In r886, when ministers of many denominations, from the United States and Canada, attended. This new activity is largely the outcome
of the recent Pre-Millennia! gathering in Brooklyn, when twenty-six states were represented
and a national organization was effected with an
enrolled membership of over 200 clergymen, including men of such prominence as Rev. Dr. A.
J. Gordon, of the Clarendon street Baptist church,
Boston; Professor J. M. Sifter, of Crozer university, Ph!laselphla; Professor Gilmore, of Rochester university; Rev. A. C. Dixon, of Brooklyn;
Dr. Ellis, of Baltimore; Rev. Dr. Stone, of Hart-.
ford; Rev. John L. Atwater, of Chicago; Dr. J.
D. Herr, of Chicago; Rev. Dr. McJ3ride, of
Brooklyn, and many others equally well known
for pulpit Influence and progressive theology.
The first of the coming conferences will assemble in July next, and will last ten days, being in
the nature of a summer school of prophecy, to
which Christians of all denominations will be invited. There will be a host of speakers, a large
majority of them being Baptists, for it is to that
energetic denomination that the credit for the
new spiritual agitation rightly belongs, although
all are now seriously engaged in the work.
A
general conference will be h.eld at Minneapolis
in July. But these are both to be dwarfed by the
great gathering in New York at a later date,
when all Pre-Millennlalists, whether Presbyterians, Epl5copalians, Methodists or :Baptists, will
meet and form the strongest array of literal believers in Scriptural prophecy ,ever witnessed
in this country or in Great Britain in modern
times.
Yesterdaoy I talked with Dr. McBride, the
chairman of the executive committee of the new
movement, and with Evat~gelist George C.
Needham, the secretary. It was in Dr. Me
Bride's Centennial Baptist Church in Brooklyn
thnt the late conference was held, the influence
of which is extending over the entire country.
It Is noticeable that, with few exceptions, all
the men foremost in the Pre- Millennia! agitation
are in the prime of life and the busiest sort of
church workers.
"l have only lately returned from the northwest," said Dr. McBride, "and the whole country
there is full of it. Besides, all the leading evangelists are Pre-Millennarians including Moody.
I can only remember a single exception among
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them, here or abroad. It's astonishingly widewere known as Bible conferences, at which the
spread and reminds me of the remark Beecher
prophecies we-re discussed. Years before, he
once made to Moody on this very subj,,ct,
had established similar confere~ces In London.
•Moody,' said the great preacher, •Moody, if I
The first national conference in the United
could see the coming of the Lord as you do, I
States was held in Philadelphia in r869, and the
would be red hot, and would watch w,th aching
second in St. Loui-;, in Rev. Dr. Brooke's church,
eyes for the moment of His advent.' Spurgeon,
wren; a large number of clergymen attended the
too, is one of us watching on the mountain-tops,
sessions Then there sprang up a series of conand it was only the other day that I talked with
ferences, similar to those of Mr. Moody at NorthDr. Talmage about it. •Ah,' said the Tabernacle
field, and these have been maintained annually,
until now four are held regularly every year, the
preacher, as his whole face lighted up with enthusiasm. •I would give the whole world if it
largest being in New York. A great prophetic
would bring it about to-morrow!'"
conference was held in Chicago in 1886; at which
"On what grounds do you bace your belief in
such eminent thE'ologians as Bishop Nicholson
a Pre-Millennia! advent?'' I asked.
of Philadelphia, Rev. Maurice Baldwin, Bishop
of Huron, Ontario, Prof. Marquis of the Mc"On prophecy first, which we interpret literalCormick Theological seminary, Prof. Streter of
ly. I believe, as do we all, that the signs of the
\Vesleyan college, Prof. Duffield of Princeton,
times visible all around us are such as were indiNew Jersey, Prof. Princell and Rev. P. S. Hencated by the prophets and that one of the strongson of Chicago, attended, and Baptists, Presbyest evidences is the many strikes and labor trouterians, Congregational, Methodists, Dutch Rebles we are having everywhere, not in one counformed and other denominations were repretry but all ov.:r the globe. These are the condisented~ besides a large number of evangelists.
tions which the apostle James foresaw, when he
The conference was held In Farwell hall, and
wrote: •Go to, now, ye rich men weep and howl
was opened by Rev. E. P. Goodwin of Chicago,
for your miseries that shall come upon you-ye
a leading Congregationalist clergyman of that
have heaped treasure together for the last days.
city. This was followed, a year later, by anBehold the hire of the laborers, which is of you
other conference in Philadelphia and a second
kept back by fraud, crieth, and the cries of them
great conference In Baltimore, lasting four days.
that have reaped are entered into the ears of the
In all of these assemblages Mr. Needham, the
Lord of Sabaoth. Be patient, therefore, brethren,
founder, took a prominent share. At the most
unto the coming of the Lord.' There are other
recent, that in Brooklyn, the adhesion of over
sign& equally potent. Everywhere we see the
'falling away' that was predicted of the church.
200 clergymen was r~ceived, twenty-six states
One statistical writer, in Chicago I believe, asbeing represented.
serts that there are 3oo,ooo.ooo nominal ChrisThe movement has gone like a whirlwind in
tians thoroughly corrupt and worldly, while 100,both continents. It is net to be confounded with
ooo,ooo Protestant Christians are apathetic and
the various other prophetic bodies, which for a
sleeping, as if drugged by some fatal opiate.
time flourished luxuriantly in this country and
The problem of the conversion of lhe heathen is
which seems now to have made England their
more than ever perplexing, for, ·while the total
special sphere of operations. Son,e of these bodies
number of heathen souls converted to Christ durare Pre-Millenari:>n, but they differ materially
Ing .the last century is estimated at 3 ooo.o6o, the
from others in many essential points and they fix
heathen population has •increased" in the same
dates as persistently as did the Millerite~, fnvarperiod zoo,ooo,ooo. If these figures be true, they
iably setting the fulfillment of prophecy forward
show that nothing short of the personal presence
seven more years after each successive failure,
of Christ will be able to convert the whole world."
and still clinging tenaciously to their calcula"You take the ground, then, that the world is
tions, despite the ridicule of the critical and ungrowing worse instead of better?"
believers. One of the ](,aders of the date-fixing
"Yes; see the increasing desecration of the
Pre-Millenarians-a well known London pubSabbath, the augmentation of infidelity and of
lisher and expert at prophetic computations-has
communistic, anarchistic and other radical
shifted his advent calendar repeatedly. His latest
theories, assailing social order and religion. See
date for the end of the present' epoch is April
how the atheistic and materialistic press has
Hth, 1901. ln 1890, according to his reckoning,
multiplied. Look at the increa;ing licentiousand as accepted by a very considerable following,
ness of our age, the absorption in money makBritain ,;ill be separated from Irelar.d and
ing. It is even claimed that one-half of our peoFram~e will be enlarged to the Rhine; in 1891
ple never enter a church. The Bible' is attacked;
and 1892 Anti-Christ, in the guise of a descenits authenticity Is sought to be undermined by
dant of the Napoleons, will arise and make cov-,
infidels, doctors of divinity and defam~rs of
enant. with the Jews for seven years; in 1895
divinity. We believe it from cover to cover.
Jewish sacrljicer will be resumed in the temple
Ours is the old apostolic faith, the faith that
of Jerusalem; in 1897 will take place the ascenwas held by the martyrs, the Waldenses, Bunsion of 144.000 living Christians. Then, in 1898
yan, Toplady, Wesley and a host o~ others. One
,will take place the final three and a half years'
of the signs of the times not to be overlooked is
tribulation and universal persecution of Chris:
the great movement among the Jews, looking to
tians, ending in 1901 with the destruction of
their return to Jerusalem. Another is the comAnti-Christ and the wicked at Mount Olivet in
motion among the nations everywhere, keeping
the battle of Armageddon, after which Christ
all the civilized society in a state of intense agitawill appear. All such calculations are repudiattion. All of these are to us unfailing evidences
ed by the Pre-Millenarians proper, who believe,
that the advent is not far off.
however, that the day of the Lord's reappearing
The father of the present movement, Rev.' on earth is near, although "no man knoweth the
George C. Needham, came to this country from 'hour of his appearing." His chariots will sudEngland in 1868. In that year, in conjunction
denly part the ~ky and will be surrounded with
·with Rev. James Inglis, he established what
the effulgence of a thousand suns. Not by way

of a lowly !<:anger and heralded by a twinkling
star, as on that Chrie,tmas morning nearly 1900
years ngo, bu! burstir·g upon the sight of the
whole world at once and equally visible in China,
Australia, the poles, Europe and America. The
living and dead saints are then to be caught up
in the air, where they will stay during the "time
of great tribulation" that is to follow on the
earth. The remnant of God's people will then be
subjected to such violent persecution at the hands
of Anti-Christ that their total destruction will be
threatened. The final scene of Anti-Christ's
power takes place when all are assembled on the
plain of Armageddon for battle. Christ will thu1
descend on the Mount of Olives and with his
angel host wiil utterly rout the armies of the oppressor and usher in the thousand years of blessedness, which, the Pre-Millenarians hold, will be
the result and not the precursor of the advent.
This, in brief, is the belief that is wondrously
stirring up the churches everywhere to-day.
These Pre-Millenarians are untiring workers
and they are intensely in earnest. They will
maintain an active propaganda from now until the
meeting of the great conference next year, when
it is confidently expected that all the protestant
den~minations will be fully represented. PreMillennia] literature will be scattered like snowflakes all over the world. It will be a campaign
of agitation everywhere. Spreading out from the
Plymouth brethren and 1.:-'ter from the Baptists,
who gave it its recent impulse, the movement
bids fair to embrace all Christendom, and to
awaken such a revival of interest in the second
advent as has never been witnessed since apostolic days, wheo every follower of the Nazarene
was watching .and waiting for his coming. To
the Pre-Millenarians the air is already burdened
with the sounds of rushing chariots and the ·
rustle of angelic wings.

ZroN's ENSIGN is the title of a newlyHedged newspaper of Independence, Missouri, Brn. J obn A. Robinson and Frederick G. Pitt being its publishers. The
ostensible design of its publication is to
fumbh the Saints of the Independence
branch and district with a newspaper,
with a church tone in it. Of course, we
suppose that the publishers will be gbd if
Saints abroad shall see fit to think as they
do, that there is a need for such a paper
and send to them the shekels which will
help to sustain it beyond its initial numbers. It is a weekly, Saturday, paper,
and will cost $r.oo per year. It is a four
page, six column paper, and quite ne:lt in
tts appearance. Its motto is "OuR CREED:
ALL TRUTH."
Numbers on(:) and two
have been received by us; and we are
pleased with it. Long may the Ensign
live, and its shadow never grow less. We
welcome it to our exchange list.
THE following from the Salt Lake Tribune of January 8th, is a terribly terse and
true arraignment of the treatment of the
Indians by the "white man's government."
What is heroism in the white· is "cussedness" in the black or red.

A despatch yesterday said: "It is reported that
the fr!endly bucks at Standing Rock have gone
out to join. the hostiles.
They told Agent Me-
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Laughlin that they would rather be killed in war
than slaughtered in peace." They are only Indians and do not count, but when the same spirit
caused Patrick Henry to cry out: "Give me liberty or give me death," fame caught up his
words, and swelling their tones as Pallas did the
shout of Achilles from the be!eagured ships,
made them come wunding down the years as an
inspiration for heroes forever.
They are only
poor, despised Indians, but their words are a
mighty reproach upon our Government.
They
tell of treaties broken from the first; of bad faith,
of unfulfilled promises, of overdue debts, of
wholesale robberies. We can destroy the savages. Can we ever make white our own tarnished national name?

WE received yesterday (January I 5th), a
copy of The Working liVoman, a Wash·
ington, D. C., journal, published weekly
under the auspices of the Woman's N ationa! Industrial "League, and edited by
Charlotte Smith; office, I305 F. street,
Washington. Fro in it we extract the following temperance item, very suggestive:
WHAT INTEMPERANCE COSTS THE
WORKING MEN OF THIS
COUNTRY.

The drink bill of · the working men of
our nation during the past year was $I,28o,ooo,ooo. This ·enormous sum of money is annually worse than wasted, whether wages are
high or low. The labor agitators and strikers
argue that the severe oppressor of the laboring man is the bank, railroad, the.mining and
manufacturing companies. Intemperance is the
greatest monopoly we have in America to-day.
We give the following figures to substantiate the
claim, compiled from census reports.
The total banking capital of the United States
last year was $717,ooo,ooo. The working man
drinks ali the banks dry in nine months. The
mills and factories cost $4,00o,ooo,ooo. In just
two years and four months this vast sum is swallowed down by the working man. The railroads
cost $s.soo,ooo,ooo. Even this imn1ense sum
slips down their throats in five years and nine
months. Think of it! how values equal to the
nation's gr'eatest enterprises go gurgling down
the throats of the people annually.
In thirteen years all the steamship companies,
railroads, telegraph companies, b;:mks and manufactories would be consumed with a half million to apply on the farms. All this is only the
working man's share of the nation's drink hill.
Mr. Powderly says, "The rum habit is the wage
earner's greatest enemy." The curse of in temper-.
ance is growing among women as well as men
in the United States.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Card from Bro. Leonard Scott, dated at
Knox, Indiana, Tanuary 1 zth, states:
"Three more were baptized yesterday in Yel·
low river, making five this week. I never saw a
larger audience witness the baptismal services
than on yesterday. An elegant audience attend·
ed services on last eve. We still occupy the new
hall; interest and crowds increasing nightly."

Bro. D. N. Bryan, Hastings, Iowa:
"I was baptized by Elder Henry Kemp last
September, and have nCJt regretted the step. Bro.
Kemp preached in our School-house a few nights
in September to a good crowd. Much interest

was manifested. I heard some say that he came
nearer preaching Bible than any one they ever
heard before. One brother at Plum Hollow said:
'The Latter Day Saints ought to live nearer right
than any other people, as they profess more.'·
So think I; may God help us to do so."

Until we all shall meet again
And kneel at Jesus' feet.
Fight on, ye Saints, your cause is just,
Pve proved it o,er and o,er;
I've buckled on the armor, too,
Praise God forevermore.
7

WOMAN'S WORK FOR WOMAN.

Woman's Standard is the title of a
neat eight page paper published at Des
Moines, Iowa, monthly, by Martha C.
Callahan, and is devoted to the interests
of woman, treating of "the Home, Health,
Purity, Culture, Temperance, Education
and of the legal and political rights of
women and their rights to the Franchise."
It is edited by Lizzie B. Read, and Carrie
Lane Chapman. It is fifty cents a year,
and may be had by addressing Martha C.
Callahan, zr I Fifth street, Room goz,
Des Moines, Iowa.
The leading article in the January number is a comment upon the character of
Job's wife. From this we quote two
paragraphs:
THE

"Hear Bildad, the Shuhite: 'If thou were pure
and upright, surely now would He awake for
thee, and make the habitation of thy righeousness prosperous.'
"But mark the loyalty of his wife. She brings
no accusation against Job, but resents ;vith all
her soul the trials which have come upon him.
Here we have fidelity to her husband, when
earth and heaven were against him. 'He worships God; she, God in him.'"
TO INFIDELS.
Written by J. Tilford Boling-,. a former advocate and
lecturer of Infidel!ty.
I was once an Infidel,
And of the deepest dye;
I said the Bible was not true,
And told my reason why.
I entered then tbc dismal path
Of skeptics unaware,
Not knowing Infidelity
Was weaving such a snare.
That road I trod, through my best life,
Its maddening influence growing;
Alas I too true, how I must reap
'l'he seed I have been sowing.
I called on God, he heard my cry,
My heart is changed to love.
There is a God, I praise his name,
Who rules and reigns above.
I wish I could reach infidels
And cause the·m all to see,
How Jesus and his power have changed
My heart and made me free.
If I could meet each Infidel

And take him by the hand;
I'd tell him of my wretched life,
And how I found a friend.

4

I'd EJay~ HJf all the learned of earth
Inoue grand speech combine,
To shake my faith, I would reply,
'fhe Bible is divine."
The name of two just men of God
I can but publish wide;
They prayed and wept and led me on
To Jesus, crucified.
No matter what these men have been
I love each as a brother;
J. B. Davis, is the one;
J. L. Atkinson, the other.
God be with them in earthquake power,
The cause of wrong defeat;

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES.''

THE NOBLE NATURE.
It is not growing like a tree
In bulk doth make MaD better be;
Or standing long an oak, thr~e hundred years,
To fall a log at last, dry, bald, and sere:
A lil)l of a day
Is fairer far in May,
Although it fall·and die that night,Iti was the.plant and flower of Light.
In small proportions we just beauties see;
And in short measures life may perfect be,
-Ben Johnson.

A CRUEL SILENCE.
There are times when speech is unseasonable,
but there are times also when silence is wrong and
even cruel. If there is much said that should
never have been breathed, there is also much
that ought to have free utterance which is never
spoken. It is impossible to estimate the amount
of happiness and benefit that is suppressed by
this untimely silence. A group of persons are
discussing the character of one known, perhaps,
only slightly to most of them. Some one speaks
disparagingly of him, or relates some incident
tending to lessen him in their esteem. Another
who is present knows this to be incorrect, but,
instead of vindicating him from the·false charge,
he says nothing. He may be shy of expressing
himself; he may persuade himself that it is not
his affair; he may dislike to appear antagonistic;
whatever he his reason he does the absent one
an irretrievable injur"J by a silence that must be
deemed cowardly. The ,unfavorable impression
which he might have corrected sinks into the
·memories of those who have heard it, and is
probably never entirely effaced. Had he simply
uttered what he knew to be true at the moment
of need, all this would have been prevented. In
general, when the character or conduct of any
absent one. is assailed, it Is the path of kindness
to refute it if possible, or, if this cannot be, to
present some point in which he excels, and which
may turn the scale of esteem in his favor. There
i~ in each one such a mixture of good and bad,
admirable and blamable, that the way he is
judged largely depends upon where the emphasis
is laid. Therefore, all good-will and kindness
demand that, while we bury his faults in oblivion,
we should speak freely and fully of his excellences.
Not only to the absent, but sometimes to those
present with us, is silence cruel. There is a
wholesome dread of flattery among honest people, which not .infrequently leads them into an
opposite extreme of withholding praise where it
is due. Much discouragement and many abandoned efforts may be traced to this source. Of
course, it is not the ideal of manliness to require
such a motive, but few approach the ideal, and
few can dispense with the motive. The young
and inexperienced, the humble and self-depreciating, and all beginners especially, need every
sincere word of encouragement that can be given.
It is a stimulus which no:parent, no teacher, and
no employer can afford to set aside. Has the
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dem and gladness, the world wlll be happier and
child been faithful, obedient, studious, self-denybetter for our having lived in it.-Philadeljlu'a
ing? Tell him so, and express the real pleasure
Ledger.
you feel. Has the young man proved himself
trustworthy, indefatigable, intelligent? Let him
PRAYER UNION.
have the satisfaction of knowing that you apSPECIAL
REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
preciate his effo;·ts. Has the timid beginner in
Sr. S. F. Gardner asks the faith and prayers of
some enterprise done well for a first attempt?
the Union in her behalf. She is a suffererfrom
Do not deny him the incentive to further efforts
dropsy, but has faith that God can heal her.
that your approval will aftord him. Silence at
Sr. Mary Britian, of Garden City, Kansas, asks
such times is not a mere negative, a blank, an
the prayers of the Union in behalf of her husomission; it is a positive injury, a bar to i"mproveband, that if it is the Lord's will, he may be
ment, a destroyer of well-earned happiness.
healed.
Closely connected with this is•a silence which
is even more common, and which comes from a
HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.
neglect savoring of ingratitude. No ordinary
person would accept a gift without t.hank,ing the
Jan. 8, Amount to date .............. $3-462 89
]. M. Teagarden, Tex ... $I 25
giver; yet there are gifts more precious than any
A Sister, Mo ............ I oo
which can be seen and handled, which are, often
M. H. Raymond, Mont. .. 2
received and enjoyed without even a recognition.
S.M. White, Mont ...... 2 so
Sometimes it is a sacrifice that has been willingS. E. Fishe1·, Iowa....... 25
M. C. Fisher, Iowa...... 25
ly made on our behalf, or an assistance kindly
George Fisher, Iowa. . . . . I 5
given, and, though we may feel gratitude, we do
L. Kinnaman, Mo ........ I oo
not express it, and our benefactor never knows
Virginia Hay, Texas ..... r ro
it. Sometimes we are helped and comforted,
E. Green, Iowa.... . . . . . . 25
A Sister, Mo ..... ; .. .... 5 oo
instructed or inspired, by a speaker or a writer,
D. C. Montgomery, Cal. .7 oo
and it does not occur to us to say so, or in any
A Sister, Cal. ............ 5 75
way to make him aware of it. Yet perhaps he
Rachel Smith, Iowa ..... I oo
is at the same time fainting for just that very
M. Davis, Iowa .......•.. I oo
J. T. Johnson, Kans...... 55
knowledge, fearing that his efforts are futile, and
Jonas H. Drury, Neb.... 35
feeling but little hope in renewing them. If all
Sarah]. Moore, Neb...... 25
persons would simply and truthfully avow the
J. G. Peterson, Neb...... so
Frank Peterson, Neb..... 05
good they have received, and utter the gratitude
Everet S. Wilson, Neb.... 25
they really feel, it would vastly increase the
3I 95
happiness and stimulate the endeavors of those
Jan. IS, Amount received to date ..... ~8{
who labor in secret and cannot tell that they do
~Send all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.
not labor in vain.
Then, too, happiness of whatever kind, needs
XENIA, Ills., January roth.
utterance. Sadness and gloom, pain and distress,
Dear Sfsters tif the Home Colmmz:-There are
may well have the shield of silence to prevent
many honest hearts that would rejoice with us if
their diffusion, but everything that is bright,
they had opportunity. I see ~>'~ore beauty in this
cheery, and delightful should be shared and
work every day, and have a desire to do all in my
spread as far as possible. yet how frequently is
power for it. I know God does hear and answer
this reversed, and the misfortunes of life are disprayers, if we come to him with a true and honclosed in all their details, while its blessings are
est heart. 1 have been cheered and blessed. many
passively accepted without remark! The shadows
times. I love to read the letters in the Home
are eagerly described, while of the sunlight nothColumn. I have many trials and temptations,
ing is said. Is not this also a cruel silence?
Happiness is to the heart what sunlight is to the . but hope by the help of. God to be able to resist
them and to live faithful to the Lord. My husbody, and he who shuts out either is an enemy
band is breaking the bread of life to those who
to society. There are persons who will work for
are hungering for it. We are very lonely withthe good of their fellow-men, who will give
out him, but we can not say, "Do not go," for
money and time, labor and ,thought, to reforms
the harvest is plenteous, and the laborers are few.
and schemes for general welfare, who will not
I have two little ones entrusted to my care, and
hesitate to make sacrifices to perform benevolent
my desire is to raise them ·up to love the gospel
and kindly actions, but who never give free and
of the Lord.
I remain your sister,
hearty utterance to the gladness that they feel,
LA. SMITH.
or the pleasure they enjoy. It is not that they
intend to deprive any one of happiness, but they
MILLERSBURG, IJJ., Dec. r6th.
do not realize how much they could thus
Dear Sisters:-Often while reading your letbestow. While trying in many ways to give light
ters a responsive chord is touched in my own
and warmth to their fellow-men, they bottle up
heart, and I realize anew that by one spirit are
their own sunshine, forgetting that its own influwe joined into the one body. Our testimontes
ence might extend far aud wide. Let all such
of God's goodness and power, our aims, our
pernicious silence be speedily broken. If the day
is fair, and the air pure and clear, let us emphahopes are one.
'
While the earth seerps in commotion, and the
size the fact; if we see any beauty, let us point it
signs of the times indicate we are on the threshout; if we f~el any joy, let us haoten to share it;
if we have received any good, let us freely ex- . hold of momentous events in the world's history,
the Spirit of the Lor,d is moving in his army, all
press it. St. Paul tells us, "Whatsoever things
are true, or honest, or honest, or pure, or lovely;
along the line. The. Saints in this part of his
or of good :report, if there be any virtue, and if ·heritage have felt the gracious influence, and
there be any praise, think on these things;" And
some have felt to redouble their diligence in his
if as we think we also speak of them with free- service.

so
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I have often in my own case felt to lament
that the cares of this life seemed to occupy so
fully my mind and time, and one night in a vision or dream of the night, the following scenes
appeared to me:
I saw a garden, apparently for flowers, and
and seemed to know it was mine. It did not
show such evidences of neglect as of overcrowding.~' It was filled with a motley variety of plants,
many of them insignificant, and all crowded that
there was no space for cultivation; so that the
soil seemed hard, and the many plants were
dwarfed and stunted-looking, and on the whole
the effect was far from pleasing, and I felt mortified at its appearance; for I thought I had
worked hard at setting out the plants, etc.
Apain I saw another garden, and 0, how different-not a very great number of plants were
there, but they showed evidences of careful cultivation, and were so large, so thrifty-looking,
and filled with blooming flowers and fragrance.
Some plants which I had never known to grow
very large, were so tall and beautiful that it
was a delight to look at them; for they had repaid all the care which had been expended on
them, and it came to me that this was what
my garden might be, if I would cast out the
unnecessary plants, thus giving more time and
cultivation to the remainder.
To my mind it was significant, and I have
been earnestly striving since to draw the line
between the needful and needless of my cares,
and my prayer has been that the Lord will teach
me which are the most important duties, which
plants to cultivate that will best repay finally, the
labor expended.
At best there is much devolving on the oftwearied mother and homekeeper, and I believe
also there is much we can dispense with, and
have more che11rful minds to enjoy the remainder. It is not for me, dear reader, to say what is
useless·, or what is needful for you to do, but
amid the cares and perplextties of life, should
heart and brain grow weary, and we long .for
wisdom to discern, would it not be well t9 ask of
Him who has said, "Ask of me, and ye shall receive."
The Christmas-tide approaches.
While a
wave of sadness comes with the thought that
the husband and father away on his mission
field, will not be with us through the holidays
again this year, we know we are not alone,
that the missionary cr?ss rests on others also.
God bless and be with all such, and with all his
Your sister,
Israel everywhere.
VIOLA' V. SHORT.

LEAVENWORTH, Kan., Dec. r8th.
Dear Flerald:-I have a hope and a testimony
of this glorious cause and a desire to be among ·
those who are God's chosen ones. I 4ave trials
like unto the rest of m_y brothers and sisters and
often feel burdened down, but the Lord is good
and- I praise 4is name for the comfort I receive.
I buried my baby tbe 28th ali November.
He
was blessed by Bro. Brand.
His name was
Charles Camron Weise. He was 9 months and
ro days old. It is sad to part with those we love,
but it is well with us when we can say, "Thy
will be done, not ours," with the blest assurance
of meeting again.
As my letter is getting long
I will close with many thanks to all who send so
many cheering words through the Herald and
Hope and Autumn Leaves-.
I remain your sister in gospel bonds,
LIZZIE WEISE,
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DENVER, Colo., Jan. 8th.
Editors llerald:-As we start out upon another-New Year, and as I was meditating on the
past, I recalled my boy hood days when Elders
John Shippy and J. W. Gillen first carried the
gospel to Canada where there were no members
at that time.
How pl"Omising it must look now to the elders
to what it did then.
My wife and I have just returned from a pleasant trip up in the mountains.
There are some
noble Saints there. Bro. Kemp has an energetic
little branch there and an elegant little church.
·while going up the old trail in tl:1e canyon in
the everlasting hills, you would wonder how
they would ever find their way up there.
We
had Bro. McConly with us, he is a faithful worker· for a young man.
He preached three disc.)urses up there and had a good turn out each
time; and I believe good was done.
So the
good work goes on.
We should all try to pay
our tithing and sustain such men in the field.
They have a lively little branch in Denver and
had a splendid Christmas Tree.
Mr. J. W.
Briggs was there and I think all of his family;
they seemed to enjoy themselves well.
RoBT. L. CLEVELAND.
Box 64, EDMORE, Mich., Jan. uth.
Ed .tors Herald :--I write you concerning some
ancient relics that were dug out of some moun-ds
in the neighborhood about six weeks ago, an account of which I thought you might want to
publish in the Herald. I think the relics furnish a strong link in the chain of evidence In
proof of the Book of Mormon.
I had the enclosed sketches of the relics taken.
The casket was made of some kind of cement.
It had the picture of a linn on the inside. There
was no1hing in the casket but the stone ax and
some burnt ashes. There was a writing on the
ca>ket in reformed Egyptian characters, which
translated· reads thus: r. "Serve thy Mast~r,
serve thyself and serve thy God.'' 2. "Balance
for thy God, balance for thy master and balan·ce
for thyself." 3 "Praise thy God, praise thy
master and pray for the multitude."
It was translated by a man from Chicago. He
found a mortar bed about one hundred rods from
my place, near a large m'lrsh. He took one
piece of the mortar home with him on which was
the print of a large human hand. He also found
some pieces of cut stone, of which he says there
is no such stone in the United States outside of
California. He thinks there is a sunken city in
this marsh.
You will see some of the characters on the
casket. They found some skeletons in these
mounds; some very large ones. When found
tl:ey were all in a sitting posture.
The Scof.ford brothers opened these mounds,
and Mr. Steward d11g one on Remmic's farm,
near by. He found a casket six feet long. It
was sealed and something in it rattled like cein.
He will not open it until Mr. Remmic comes
home.
There were large pine trees on some of these
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mounds, some of them supposed to be from fif- ; gentleman. Bro. Steadman has secured a hall
teen hundred to two thousand years old. There
ln Lake Crystal, and I return there to-day and
are several more mounds in this vicinity which
see what.can be done.
have never been opened. If they are opened and
I left the work in the northern part of the
anything of importance found I will inform you.
state-in a fair condition. All felt well at our last
meeting together. There is considerable sickThere are also some mounds on my place.
ness in this part of the state. Measles and other
I am a member of the Hersey branch, but live
diseases are raging among the chlldren. Now
about Rlxty miles away from any branch; therear.d then some are obeying the truth. My heart
fore seldom get to hear preaching. If any of the
and all are in the work of God.
ministry come this way they will find a home at
I. N. ROBERTS.
my house as long as they wish to remain. I Jive
one and a half miles north of Edmore. There are
some here who are ready for baptism, and one
.CouNCIL BLUFFS, Iow-a, Jan. 9th.
who was baptized in Kansas, ·but who has never
Editors Herald:-I feel that the Spirit is with
been confirmed. I think it would require but a
me when my heart is in the things that pertain
fair effort to raise up a branch of the church
to life and sal vatlon.
here. I keep some copies of the Voice of WarnI love the brethren of this branch, and I pray
Ing in circulation, also the Herald, and my
that the elders shall be full of the· Soirit at all
neighbOl"s like to read them.
tirries, and that the people will heark~n to their
JoHN W. EDWARDS.
voice, and give heed to their words; for they are
mightier than they are credited with; but God Is
[Sketches or the relics sent us show a casket, a
theh· rewarder. Bld.ors McKenzie, Dodson, Pepitcher, an urn, a stone ax, a tablet, a blunt ham•
terson, Butler and B<>ehe, are the elders that I
mer or ax, and a candlestick or lamp. The
most intimately know and I love to hear them.
casket top contains a reclining lion, the
They teach me to love my enemy if I have any,
head modeled in the peculiar Egyptian style; the
do good to them that despitefully use me, pray
side panels containing hieroglyphics and outline
always one for another; and so on. I heard Bro.
drawings. The tablet also contains hieroglyphics
E. L Kelly preach four times here. three weeks
on one side; the profile of a human head crowned
ago and he preached one sermon on tithes that
by a peculiar headdress on the other. We pass no
made me glad I was alive, as it was ·-the first serjudgment upon the relics but await developments
mon I ever heard on that subject.
concerning them.-ED.]
If God wi!i be with me I will keep his words
always in remembrance and give a tenth part of
NEW LoNDON, Iowa, Jan. wth.
all_my net earnings; w hlch will injure no man,
Editors Herald:- You may set down six more
even at labor or in business. Be it so. Amen.
precious souls as having been added by baptism
A. A. RICHARDSON.
near this place. Bro. Fred Johnson of Vlest
Burlington and Bro. James McKiernan have
"As sure as time passes, future things are
both done good service here. Weli the result is,
brought present."
with the six adults just added, the ,membership
"The tide comes, and the tide goes, so also
now numbers twenty-one. Thue will likely be a
does sorrovv."
branch organized here soon after our first of
"Food for the stomach, thought for the brain,
March conference, which will be held in Burlingbut whose heart l~ too full of loving kindness
ton.
and charity?"
There has been quite a shaking among t,he
"When the tree is small the branches are few,
"dry bones" of sectarianism in this neighborhood.
so also is the mind without culture."
Our meetings were well attended, especially the
"A stump is a witness of a fallen tree, so also
baptism and confirmation service, the last of
are my deeds if I do evil."
which seemed entirely new to some who thought
"Bones must have flesh and flesh .must endure
they had long since been inducted into the true
pain;
but 0, L0rd, tho~ canst search out the infold. W'hether they wili profit, like those "at
ner man and give strength."
Ephesus," remains to be seen further on; still
"The poor is down trodden and the righteous
some seem near the kingdom. Some seem to
despised, but where is the spirit entity that Is not
think that our work may be all right, but theirs
clothed?"
is jmt as good. May they "learn doctrine."
"The fruit of the vines and trees, and the egg
Am I the first on record in baptisms for the
of the fowls and the fishes, are round; so alw is
year 1891?
Yours In the faith,
1 the world that produced them; and who Is able
J. c. CRABB.
to change God's law?"'
"When the b~asts eat grain they break up the
ST. PETER, Minn, Jan. 9'h.
union of parts, so also is the spirit and the flesh
Editors Herald:-I ldt northern Minnesota
disorganized at death."
December 29th, and landed at Lake Crvstal on
"If I argue to my brother when the beam is In
the 3oth. Bro. Steadman tried to get a place to
mine own eve, does not my smoke blow in the
hold meeting in, but fal!Ed, so on Sunday the
same direction?"
few Saints that live there and myself met at Bro.
Be it even so. Amen.
A. A. R.
Steadman's house, and had a good meeting;
thank the Lord. I came to thie place on the 6th
inst. Bro. and Sr. Weiler live h<"re. They
united with the church in Kansas. This is the
week of prayer with the Methodist people here.
I have had the privilege c>f speaking to them
twice, having been invited by the pastor of the
church to do so. We are in hopes of getting his
church to hold a series of meetings in. The
minister's name is Gear. He appears to be a

ADELPHI, Iowa, January 1oth.
Editors Herald:--There are some as noble
Saints in this valley as anywhere, and they have
the work at heart. I know it is of God for I have
seen the sick healed by the power of God's Spirit.
I have also seen God's hand manifested in many
things.
We have very little preaching in this branch
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for the district includes one-third of the state,
and we only have Brn. McKiernan and Roth
here in the Eastern and about three local elders
in this district who can get out from home, and
their time is so limited that they cannot canvass
the whole district; and when we get an elder to
preach it is like a refreshing rain to the parched
earth.
We had Brn. Nirk and Shimel with us lately,
and Bro. Shimel opened fire in the Shakerag
School-house, in one of the strong Campbellite
sections where Bro. L N. White met the Rev.
Tyler sixteen years ago. He poured in the grape
and canister, and the people appeared spellbound
from beginning to end, and you would hear the
people say, "That is the gospel, but there is Joseph Smith." Others would say, "It is all Bible;
you can not go back on it.''
Judging from appearances, some were near the
water. Bro. S. left them with an urgent request
to come again. Bro. Shimel would gather the
honest in this part fast, but he cannot leave
home much on account of his wife. Let air God's
people pray that his hands may be loosed, for we
need such men in the field.
A. FREEL.
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performed and my journey to and from Boston
over, thoughts of a conflicting and somewhat
disturbing ~haracter pass with rapid succession
through my mind; and if I permitted some of
them to tarry, they would bring a return of that
old sceptical and rebellious feeling, felt and in
some degree fostered before the gospel of Jesus
Christ found me. ·While I cannot hear the voice
of the Master commanding the storm to cease
and the billows (but a few steps from my home)
"be still," I can hear the gentle whisperings of
His Spirit say to my disturbed breast, "Be still
and know that I am God;" and I feel a return of
that peace that passeth understanding, and feel
sure "the Judge of all the earth doeth right."
And, when I compare my condition and surroundings, and Uie great source of help and comfort open before me, to many of my feliow beings
around me I feel to express with the poet:
"How e'er the clouds may hang above,
So darkly, sadly, dull and drearSome one still walks in deeper gloom,
Has more of bitterness to fear.
Some heart bears pain we cannot knowOr if we knew we could not bearSome eoul has •ounded depths of woe,
Known all there is, of Joss and care.

Wrapped in our selfishness of grief,
KEOKUK, Iowa, Jan. 8th.
Ours seems the hardest lot in life,
Editors Herald:-I united with the church last
And we have borne an unjust load
June and came to Keokuk in September, 189o.
Of bitterness and weary strife:
The branch was at a low ebb; no regular meetBut we forg~t the weariness
Ings being held; our elder, B. F. Durfee, being
Some one is bearing by our P:ide,
in Fort Madison, Iowa. On the 28th of October
And all the want, and sin and death
That wander through the world so wide."
I was ordained a priest, since which time the
Saints have met regularly on the Sabbath.
How easy it is to jain in the beautiful song,
December r8th we organized a Sabbath-school, , "Nearer My God to Thee." How often do we
with George Essig, Superintendent; Sr. Newpause to consider what that app~oach means. It
berry, Secretary and Treasurer. We started with
means loss of all that is sci fish. It means the
eight and last Sabbath had twenty-two present; consuming fire of purification, some of the dearan excellent spirit prevailing. The scholars beest idols, and treasures of our heart to be coning mostly adults are in one Bible Class, the
sumed if of a sinful nature. It means perchance
Superintendent acting as teacher. The few chilthe highest ambitions, and most cherished purdern are in a class with Sr. Newberry as teacher.
suits of our life to be cast from m; and the curI feel more encouraged over the present prospect
rent of our lives turned in a direction never
of the branch than I have since my acquaintance. dreamed 0£. It means all the alloy of our natures
with it. I believe there is a great work to be
to be consumed that the pure metal may reflect
done In Keokuk, and there is searcely aRy one to
the image of the great refiner. May we then,
do it. We are virtually without an elder here,
dear Saints, when asking for this nearness to
one (Bro. Durfee) being in Fort Madison; the
God, patiently submit to the crucible that will
other never comes to church; and I have had no . fit us for that position, and thus learn what it is
experience in branch work. _We feel the need of
to say from the heart in storm as well as sunthe prayers of the Saints generally, that we may
shine, "Thy will be done." May the Master
be strong and faithful in the work of the Lord.
comfort all his tried ones. In hope of rest bye
Should any of the ministry come here, they will
and bye.
RICHARD BULLARD.
be welome at our home, No SIS Exchange St.
GEORGE EssiG
HIGBEE, Missouri, Jan. sth.

NoRTH WEYMOUTH; Mass.,Jan. 12th.
Editors Herald:-The night vdnds are howling and whistling without, the angry storm beats
with furious dash against my humble shelter,
and the elements seem to be in mad commotion,
this Sabbath night; and there is something of
sadness in the alternate moan and shriek of the
wind, out of harmony with the character of the
day of rest just flown. My companion is wrapped
in slumber, after a long and anxious vigil by the·
cot of our sick child, whose weary tossings and
continual moaning make the heart ache; and a
cry akin to despair, involuntarily makes its
escape, as no relief comes to ease' the little sufferer and give substantial rest to its weary, anxir>us yet patient mother. As I take my turn in
this watch, after the Sabbath duties have been

Editors Herald:-Bro. Wellington is with us
at present and is doing a good work. Bro.
Campbell has been with us of late, also,
and baptized two. Bro.
Wellington baptized three, one of them being a small boy
nine years old. It was very_ co19, the ice had to
be broken, and this is the testimony his mother
bears of him. ,He desired to be baptized, his
mother spoke to Bro. Wellington about it; he
said, the command was to let them be baptized,
so it was done j he went into the water and came
out 1 and it is said all his inner garments were
aot wet; so this is similar to what has been said
in the Herald of another case of late. It is
truthfully said that God wil! give "l!ne upon
line, precept upon precept, here a little and there
a little," so that the word is confirmed to those
who will serve him to the best of their ability.

55
When the work first st~.rted here the people were
ignorant as to what kind of people we were and
it was hard to get them out to hear our elders.
They said we might talk nice to them for a little
while, and then when we got a carload we would
ship them to Utah. Bv the time this thought
died out, Rev. James came here and wanted to
tear us down, root and branch; but he made a
mistake, for it has resulted in good for us; for
the people turn out better every time an elder
comes. There have been five baptized of late,
and more near the kingdom. The Christian
people are good to us, we get the use of their
church any time when not in use, by paying for
it. Elder Wel!ington will' preach again to-night.
He has a fair congregation, good order, and good
liberty. The branch here is in a fah· condition.
The sisters have a Mite Society for the aid of
the ministry, and a Prayer Union; they say the
Spirit of God meets with them.
JosEPH LILLY.
SACRAMENTo, Cal., Jan. roth.
Editors Herald:-T.he Sacramento branch is in
good order. The people are coming to the understanding that we have the truth, Our time has
come that we should not be idle, but move out
into the field. I feel for my part that I. must
move, for I have no rest and believe that I will
not get rest until I have done my duty. I ask
the church to pray for me, that the Lord may
grant me the blessings of his Holy Spirit to be
with me, and that my health might also be granted me so long as I am to live here; and that I
might be resurrected in the day of Christ's coming. It is hard times; no work (ter.oporarlly);
but spiritual work can be done everywhere in
this land, if it were not too cold. I hope and expect that some will be baptized soon in this
branch.
J. A. STROMBERG.
DEERFIELD, Mo., Jan. 9th.
Editors Herald:-It is some two years ago that
Bro. Goff, now our branch president, came here
from California. Himself and family then stood
alone representing what we thought some strange
doctrine. Then came Bro. Jordon and family,
and from time to time came the elders preaching truth In its fulness. The grand result is we
have a branch known as the Nevada branch,
with some thirty earnest members.
When it became known that the Latter Day
Saints were about to gain some ascendancy here
the· different denominations which up to that
time had been opposing each other, saying, "This
is the way," joined hands to fight us as a common enemy. But, alas! the more they fight, the
stronger we are, for truth will predominate and
error must fall.
Our Sunday-school is in a prosperous condition. Our weekly prayer meetin~· on Sunday
nights is largely attended. Others are investigating, and ere long we feel that they will soon
join us. Last Sunday was our monthly communion service. We met at Bro. Goff's. It was
one of those calm, tranquil precious meetings
that only Saints can have, and each felt that
the Lord was in their midst. But we realize
that the work has only just begun; that there is
a great work to be accomplished, that the precepts of men must be combatted and the precepts of the true gospel of these latter days plac·
ed upon the ruins thereof.
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Pray f.:>r us, Saints, that we may always pre·
sent a bold front to the enemy and be ready under all circumstances to defend this work.
The Herald and Autmjm Leaves greet us each
week, and as we peruse their columns .we feel
that error Is fleeing before the truth as the morning dew before the rising sun; that truly the
Lord is at the helm guiding his ship safely.
.
C. F. BELKHAM.
ST. MARY's, Ont., Jan. 8th.
Editm·s Herald:- The house of Bro. W. J. Rainey was the scene of a pleasant event on Christmas eve. The Saints met for prayer meeting,
and at the conclusion of ~he meeting Bro. James
Rainey was presented with a beautiful Bible.
Elder A. E. Mortimer read the following address
and made the presentation:
St. Mary's, Dec. 24th.
To Bro. James Rainey,
Dear Brother :-As a small token of our appreciation of the able man.ner in which you have filled
and discharged the office of your calling, and for
your constant and untiring efforts in faithful attendance to duty which has been pleasing to m,
we beg to present you with this Bible, hoping you
will accept it, and as you grow in days and years
may you continue to grow in grace and in the
knowledge of the gospel of Christ; i!nd if in the
providence of God you should be called to fill
higher offices in His Church, may you still continue to have the same earnest zeal and spirl.t o'f
. untiring energy that has been manifest by you in
your efforts in the past; that when the drama of
life ends, you may have your work done, and
well done, and you be permitted to enter into
that rest which. Christ has gone to prepare for
the faithfuL
GEo. C. ToMLINson, President,
W. J. RAINEY, Teacher.
Bro. James Rainey replied in a neat little
speech, thanking them for the gift; and speeches
were delivered by Brn. Mortimer, Tomlinson
and others, the meeting breaking up at a late
hour.
KNox, Ind., Jan. 6th.
Editors Herald:-I came to this place on Saturday last at request and expense of Saints and
friends.
Have the occupancy. of Mr. Lundin's
new hall, seated, heated and lighted without expense to any.
We preached Sunday a. m., and
evening to small andiences owing- to limited circulation of appointments. Monday p.m. we assembled at the riverside and baptized two, (husband and wife), into..the gentle Shepherd's fold.
May Bro. and Sr. Green, (Uncle Robert, as he is
usually called), prove to be instrumental in the
hands of God, of carrying the good news to hundreds of their friends and acquaintances in the
Indiana interior, and stand as the sentinel, stormtossed oaks. It was a happy time for the Saints
here, especially Bro. Prettyman, who with Shepherd's crook, has jealou~!y guarded the flock, all
alone, for many weary months. I am told that
many are yet to follow in the bath of regeneration around here. Many, ve~y many believe the
work but l;:tck courage, or vim to abide their convictions. The devil has evidently fastened upon
their minds that anything popular is aJI right and
the biggest throng of people have the truth; forgetful that the truth has always been with the
minority, and the further fact, that the minority
will be the majority in the end.

We have announced meetings for each evening during the week. Last evening the attendence was large and very attentive, all the seats
being occupied, and we are very hopeful of results.
On Saturday evening we attended a Disciple
meeting conducted by another Scott- "Great
Scott," I guess! He was. literally confused in
his stereotyped edition of the "Baptism of the
Holy Spirit." Bro. Prettyman invited him over
night. The two Scotts talked together. He acknowledged himself completely "chawed up," as
he put it, and was anxious to get away. He took
notes and propositions, however, and we may
hear from him next fall from the southern par,t
of the state. Logansport is his headquarters.
Our work aci"oss the line in Michigan is booming. Points at Dayburg and Dimond are intensely interesting. At our last meetings there
the buildings "!ere packed and the Lord stood by.
I learn that the Baptist minister reported his inability to meet us in debate, but he would bring
some able theologian that would-so there, now!
Brethren at Coldwater, when the bubble crystalizes, please tip the battery; will try and be on
hand by return mail.
On Tueesday eve before Christmastide we
procured the U. B: Church, about eleven miles
south of Coldwater, in Bethel. Cold! Oh, it
w;os so eo!d. We went in a covered rig, but ihat
didn't heat the atmosphere much. Quite a large
crowd. Elder Martin was on hand. Bro. W. H.
Kelley, don'tyou remember the foeman worthy ( ?)
your steel? Perhaps you will when yot1 hear
the charge he made against you and me,-" Hell
Redemptlonists !" We endeavored to administer
an allopathic. dose of first principles. At close
of meeting Eld<2r M. asked permission to speak.
It was granted. He reviewed me for one hour
and I reviewed him. He took the floor again and
so did I. It was suggested that the audience be
dismissed; suggestion carried out. Elder M.
couldn't stand it,~gritty little fellow that he was,
he came again; but my sympathy was going out
for the man as he stood there in his,blindness opposing the work of God, and I felt the influence
of the Spirit stronger than before and I turned to
him directly and said: "Elder Martin, God will
meet a man on the half-way ground every time,
and if as you say, you have •fought the world's
fraud called Mormonism' for the past fifteen
years, you may prepare your ears for the voice
of the Lord Jesus. •Saul, Saul, why perseculest
thou me?' It is hard, Elder Martin, for you to
'kick against the goads.' Now repent and be
baptized in the name of Jesus Christ, or the
'stone' you are dashing against will grind you to
powder." With this he wheeled and blew the
lights out. We challenged him three or four
times to plant himBelf squarely on some proposition, definitely, and meet the issue on an honorable basis, but to no avaiL The popular Babylonian seal was roiled 'gainst the doors of that
church. The officer.s of the school district were
present and said: "Elder Scott, when you want
to preach in this community again, drop a card
to Mr. Whitten, and the School-hou'e will be
opened, heated, lighted and crowded." I will
permeate that section in a few weeks.
The doctrine is gaining ground a!! over Branch
county, where we have gone.
I was solicited a
week ~ago to address th<" Prohibition Club at
Coldwater, in Hoyt's Hall on the temperance issue.
We accepted, a grand audience was pres-

ent and I do believe the help of God came to me
in the advocacy of right principles. The papers
stated the appreciation of the effort in strong
'terms. They want us again, and I am told that
I can have that hall to preach in.
So mote it
be.
I have endeavored to sow the seed with a "liberal hand" and "beside all waters," having to battle down my own weakness and resist the temptations of the devil with vile persecutions, slanders, falsehoods, and even·"carnal weapons," at
one place in the shape of eggs a little younger
than Methusaleh, and had it not been for the
power of God interposed in my behalf I would
have been drenched with their contents.
Pray for us, aH alone.
Your brother, hopefully and cheerfully,
S. W. LEONARD ScoTT.
P. S.-Bro. Green is seventy years of age, yet
he plunged into the river with club and broke
the ice for his and wife's baptism.-Is that courage?
L. S.
1832 Price Street, Scranton,
Pa, January 13th.
Edito• s Herald:-I started from my home October 21st last. I found it hard to part with home
and family ~nd the good S;tints of Lucas with
whom I have be<"n associated so many years, with
whom I have tasted both the bitter and sweet of
Saintism.
I called at O:tumwa where there are a number
of Saints lately from our branch. They treated
me kindly; I hope that they are holding meetings by this time. 1 am told that Bro. Frank
Izatt has gone there; if so that will help matters.
I next called at Canton, Illinois,, where I lived
seventeen years ago; I stayed at Breeds and
spoke there three times. The Saints were kind
to me and assisted me financially. I was requested to stay at Saint David to speak a few times,
but I could not spare the time, or else I would
like to have done so, for I was among acquaintances and some that have become dead with this
work, or I should say, without it. I was told
that Bro. Wheeler had labored faithfully in
Breeds.
My next stay was at Kirtland. I was pleased
at seeing the temple, and also the kindness shown
me while there. I came on to Pittsburg; met
Bro: T. W. Williams faithfully at his post. The
Saints were quite friendly and showed me plenty
of welcome. Nearly all the Saints have
take
the street cars to get to meetings; some of them
two divisions, which would make it cost twenty
and forty cents respectively. Then tl1ey have
week night meetings besides. The above is simply what it costs each to attend meetings on the
Sabbath day; so that where there is a family of
three or more, it is expensive, and if I am not
mistaken they pay a rental of some fifty doJiars
per month.
I would like to have se<"n Bro. L. W. Powell,
but he had gone to West Virginia.
I then came on to Danville, found a few Saints
in a disorganiz~d state. They had not held any
m.eetings for years. I got them to hold one
meeting there.
I attended the Evangelical
church and through the kind·1ess of the Rev.
Stokes I got to speak once to his congregation.
I called at Plymouth. There are a few with no
leader liv.ing there. I stayed at Mrs. Isaacs and
was made welcome.
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I reached here December 2oth, found Bro. W. ' the most important dispensations that has
H. Kelley here.
He remained until Christmas
be(n committed to man. We believe this;
morning when he left for Brooklyn. This is a
we trust in it, and we rejoice in it. But if
hard mission. There is not a branch in what
the foundation of our faith is not well
was once a district; we have no place to meet in.
laid -- is not in harmony with the teachings of God's word-we had better, as the
The people are very proud with their fine
apostle Paul has said, "examine ourselves
churches, big organs and nice singing, with siland see if we are in the faith."
ver tongued orators, with an abundance of preWe may suggest right here, by way of
judice; but what is worse than all this, the men
premise, that God's ways are not always
folks with but few exceptions that I am acquaintin harmony with the ways of man.
In·ed with, have indulged in drinking and have exdeed, in every other dispensation there has
posed themselves as drunkards, so that the few
been but few of the ways of men found in
that have tried to live a good moral life, have no
harmony with the will of God.
When
confidence in those who have permitted themselves to be overcome by their appetites. To get Jesus ca-me to minister to the sons of men
there were very few who would entertain
them reorganized is among the impossibilities,
the principles taught by him. The great
and what to do under the circumstances I leave
mass of mankind resisted and opposed him
for others to say. However, I shall try and do
with bitterness, as they did his disciples
the best I can under the circumstances. It is a
and uttered all manner of calumny in orpity, for the Saints in this place had an opportuder to destroy the work that he and his
nity that they are n®t likely to get again, for
disciples essayed to do. These are historsome time at least. They did not strike the iron
ical facts.
And if Joseph Smith was inwhile it was hot.
deed a prophet of God, we may not exI expect to go to or near Chinchilla, some nine
pect his work to be in harmony with the
miles out in the country, to-morrow, and try and
conflicting views of the world at large, but
work up an interest it possible. Bro. M. H. Bond
we may expect that they who do not reis here, but will leave to-morrow or next day.
ceive him will be hard against him, and
We had a little meeting last Sunday afternoon.
that they will serve him somewhat as the
Bro. Bond spoke and did well; but he felt himworl.d served the prophets of God in anself in the valley of dry bones.
cient times, and as they served Jesus and
Wishing all a happy New Year, I remain your
his followers eighteen hundred years
brother in the one hope.
ago.

E. B.
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SERMON BY BRO. W. W. BLAIR, IN
LAMONI, DECEMBER 21ST.

REPORTED

BY

E. STAFFORD.

ELDER BLAIR read the lesson, "Judge
not that ye be not judged. For with what
judgment ye judge ye shall be judged;
and with what measure ye mete, it shall
he measured to you again," &c.
He then said: "In continuation of the
general subject we were considering two
w~eks ago to-day, we shall now examine
evidences which we <hink are of value in
sustaining the claims that Joseph Smith
was a prophet sent of God.
Lam conscious this is one of· the most unpopular
subjects we can consider, and yet we esteem it one of the most important.
For,
if he was indeed a prophet of God, then
we may expect that the will and purpose
of God will be reflected in him, and. we
may expect matters of vast importance to
man will be manifested through him, and
become of gteat value to our present and
eternal welfare. It is therefore important
that that world at large should willingly
investigate ·and learn in respect to this important claim. It is also a matter of high
importance to the church, for the reason
that we have entertained the belief and
.are resting in the thought that Joseph
Smith was an inspired J:Pan raised up and
sent forth of God to accomplish his pur~
poses in these latter times, in this, one of

It is a fact to be borne in mind, as we
mentioned two weeks ago,that the very first
thing done by those opposed to the people
of God in days past was to attack personal
character. If they could succeed with reproach and scandal that would destroy
their influence and eventually destroy the
work of God. That is just the way they
did with Jesus Christ.
There are many here who know that
on reading church history we find some of
the wisest, shrewdest, and most capable
men of their time did allin their power to
destroy the personal reputation and character of Jesus Christ.
They did it in his
time; they did it immediately after his
time· and, indeed, not only in the days of
the first Christians, but they continued it
We find Celsus, a Greek
rigl::t along.
philosopher, devoted a number of volumes
in order to calumniate Jesus Christ and de
stroy his reputation as a man among men.
Such men did everything in their power
.to destroy· the personal character of Jesus
and his followers. And these wer~ prominent characters; they were leaders of
thought; they were men of the world who·
stood high; learned men; capable menthese endeavored to prove that Jesus was
a base man in his origin; that he was base
in his surroundings; that his mission and
design were founded in perverse ambition
and selfishness.
That was the eff 0 rt of
those men.
I mention these things that
you may bear in mind the probabilities
that such men will do the same things in
the nineteenth century.
If indeed God has. called any man to the
prophetic office to-day-if Joseph Smith
was called of God-you may expect that
every kind of evil will be spoken against
him, and you may expect .that some who
go out of the church will be the worst en-
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emies the church bas ever known.
Such
always has been the experience of the
Christians from the commencement to the
times in which we live.
I present these
thoughts that your minds may be led to
examine the foundations more closely, and
see whether there is any fault in the foundation on which. you have built your
faith.
I have been connected with this work
forty years; and have been investigating
and proving these matters to the best of
the ability God has given me, in order to
discover where the weak points are, and
to see whether the foundation will bear
the, scriptural test. I have pondered them
much, and have spent considerable time
and means in this direction.
I want my
faith established on eternal truth! and I
want nothing short of this. I was formerly an Infidel, as many of you know, and
that was my sentiment forty years ago;
but I always said, if the doctrine of Christianity is divine, amen to it, and in the
name of the Lord give me the truth!
I
knew that if it was true it would do me
good. I say to-day, I would not give one
farthing for any system of religion unless
it is founded on the truth of Almighty
God; unless it is true as God himself is
true.
We have long taught as a people·, and
do now teach everywhere, that the work
in which we are engaged is a marvelous
work; a strange work.- We have always
taught this; and that if it was not that
kind of a work it would not be of God.
We can only cite a few this morning out
of the many prophrcies that have been uttered by Joseph the Seer, for evidences in
proof of his prophetic calling.
But we
have the work - Joseph the Seer - in
which they are alreRdy printed, and there
you will get them in detail, history dovetailed in with his prophetic statements, all
concerning this marvelous work, making
one' grand harmonious whole-the voice
of history filling in just like a key in the
wards of a lock, neither one complete
without the other.
We propose to now present some facts
relating to the moral tendencies of the
work that was introduced by Joseph
the Seer, and therefore to read you some
of the words that have come directly from
him, and came through his brain, if it did
not come from any other source. It came
through the brain of the Seer, and was '
communicated by him, and we either
have to refer its origin to the inspiration of the Almighty, or refer to Joseph
himself. He obtained them from God, or
they originated in his own brain-in his
own heart. Bear in mind that he was
then a young man, very young ih years.
Indeed he was a young man when he was
assassinated. And then there is another
fact, an important one, that will have its
bearing on this matter of inspiration. He
was, raised in the back-woods of New
York State. New York was then a timbered, undeveloped country, and Joseph
was raised without the advantag-es of
present educational privileges. He had
his experiences of life, it is true; but so
far as the means of learning were concern-
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ed, in attending school and the like, they
were inconsiderable. And besides, he
was in the midst of a people that was
poor, and all his outward surroundings
were against his engaging in such a work
as he did. He was called when be was
about fifteen, and again when he was
about seventeen or e.ighteen years of age,
but engaged more actively when about
twenty-two to twenty-three years of age,
when translating the Book of Mormon.
I am aware there are many who say
that Joseph was a bad man, had bad parentage, etc.; but in tracing the history of
his progenitors we find they were among
the best people in ·the states of Vermont
and New York. We know of others besides ourselves who are tracing out that
lineage. I have conversed with people
who knew him when he was a boy.
Ezra'' Thayer, for instance, who knew him
"fell, and- he told me the Smith family
was a good family, though they were encompassed with poverty; that they were
strictly honest, industrious, reliable, kind
and sociable. Some of its members belonged to the Presbyterian, and some to
the Methodist Churches.
I will introduce a work that either reflects the power and gifts of Joseph Smith,
or else it shows an inspiration beyond him.
We claim that his calling is manifest in
the character of the work he did. You
heard in the chapter containing our lesso::J.
that Jesus tells us how to judge of false
prophets. He says they may "come unto
you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly they.
were ravening wolves."· Well, now, we
want to get into tbe inwardness of his
work, and see in it the likeness of Joseph
the Seer. We are commanded that we
should be careful and should "judge every
tree by its fruit." Let me introduce a figure here. If you were in an orchard, and,
looking at the trees, you saw in the boughs
of one occasionally a shriveled apple or
one that had been stung by some insect,
while the rest of the boughs were loaded
with good, sound fruit, would you condemn that tree with its fruit as bad? 0,
no; of course you would not. So if in
reading the history of a man you should
find here and there an instance in his life
and conduct not altogether right, are you
going to condemn the man as altogether
bad, and say that he never was a good
man?
0, no. A sister yonder sh~akes
her head, and it shows she has good judgment. Again, a farmer has a field of
wheat, and in it he discovers here and·
there a head of cheat or smut; is he therefore going to put fire to that field and
burn it down and say it is worthless? You
would say he was foolish if he did, a
crank, or you would pronounce him crazy
if he should be guilty of such conduct.
Why will not man always be consistent?
Jesus says you shall know the trees and
boughs by thei.r fruit. For instance, see
Adam in the Garden bf Eden; and if we
judge Noah, that man of God, there were
defects in his life; so with Abraham and
Jacob; there were defects in their lives;
so with Moses, and God told him of
his sins for which he was not permitted to
enter the land of Canaan, But how do

these things affect their general make up? strifes, and malice, and revilings, and stealThey do not condemn it; they only man- ing, robbing, plundering, murdering, comifest the weakness of human nature. We mitting adultery and all manner of lascivnow come down to the days of the apos- iousness, crying that these things ought
tles and the early Christians, and, not- not so to be/ holding forth things which
withstanding they were called with a high must shortly come; yea, holding forth the
and holy calling, yet they had their de- coming of the Son of God, his suffering
fects and infirmities. Paul points them and death, and also the resurrection of the
out; history points out· the weaknesses of dead." Is not that good doctrine!
_
Peter and others. Shall we cast away
Could waters of that kind, pure and
Peter on this account? Shall we condemn sweet, come from an impure fountain!
Saint Paul because as a man he was de- Could fruit like that come from a corrupt
fective in some respects?· No.
Well, tree! And had it its origin ·in a bad heart;
deal with Joseph the Seer in the same fair in a bad brain?
vVell, this is referable
way. Be just. Be candid. Be fair and either to Joseph Smith himself, simply, or
merciful with him as with those witnesses else it is referable to the one he claims inwho have lived in times that are past.
spired him.
I will now read· to you from the Book
Again we notice Alma I2: I: "And
of Mormon-for, mark you, we are going now it came to pass that as Alma was
to judge Joseph by his fruits; and I dis- journeying from the land of Gideon, southcover that our prelude is going to cut our . ward, away to the land of Manti l that is
chief proofs short in some respect-you down in what would now be called Cenwill find it in the Book of Mosiah, I I: 2. tral America] behold, to his astonishment,
Now, mark you, this text represents he met the sons of Mosiah journey:"'~' toJoseph Smith, or it represents the inspira- wards the land of Zarahemla. Now
tion of God, because the Book of Mormon these sons of Mosiah were with A;m.; vt
came to the world through Joseph Smith: the time the angel first appeared unto him;
"And now as you have been delivered by therefore Alma did rejoice exceedingly to
the power of God out of these bonds; yea, see his brethren, and what acded more to
out of the hands of King Noah, and his
his joy, they were still his brethren in
people, and also from the bonds of iniquity, the Lord; p·a, they had waxed strong in
even so I desire that you should stand fast the knowledge of the truth, for they were
in this liberty wherewith you have been men of a sound understanding, and they
made free, and that you t_rust no man to had searched the Scriptures diligently,
be a king over you; and also trusting no that they might .know the word of God.
one to be your teacher nor your minister, But this is not all; they had given themexcept he be a man of God, walking in selves to much prayer and fasting, therehis ways, and keeping his commandment~." fore they had the spirit of prophecy and
You cannot find a prohibition within the spirit of revelation, and when they
the lids of the Bible stronger and better taught they taught with the power and
than that: there is a guard here thrown authority of God, and they had been teacharound the people of God to protect the ing the word of God for the space of fourright and resist the wayward or evil teen years."
minded,-a few words, but they are of
1 read you this to show you what kind
wonderful significance,- "suffer no man of ministers Joseph the Seer has presented
to be your teacher or your minister, except to the world as model men, the character
he be a man of God, walking in his ways and purity of their teachings by precept
and keeping his commandments."
and by example. And now,the question
That applied to Joseph Smith as well comes, did he invent the story that I have
as any other minister, and in both state- read of these men? Did the young man
ments there is placed in the church the invent these ideas in regard to these model
very means of weeding out, and keeping ministers, or was he taught by the inspiraout of the ministry, every unwise and un- tion of the Highest! Don't these models
worthy man. Where did that sentiment compare favo;ably with anything you can
come from? Joseph Smith gave it to the find in the Bible, or any other world Yes;
they certainly do. No book excels in
world, and he says he got it from God.
The question with us is, did it originate purity of the teachings of the Book of
in the brain of that young man out there Mormon.
vV e find in the teachings of this book
in the wilds ofPennsylvania when he was
translating that book, (Book of Mormon), that Christ is presented as the one who
is the chiefest and superior to all others,
or did it come from God?
and that the commandment is that manAgai~; Alma says, "Therefore he consecrated all their priests and all their teachers, kind shall do honor to God, learn the
and none were consecrated except they ways of Jesus Christ, and learn that there
were just men·. Therefore they did watch is no other name given, no other plan, no
over their people and did nourish other system of redemption than that esthem with things pertaining to righteous- tablished in Christ Jesus our Lord. Thus
you can discover in these teachings that
ness."
This represents the care of the ministry Toseph the Seer did not point to himself,
any other man, or class of men, but
according to the teachings which God ~r
gave to Joseph, or else the idea originated he pointed directly to Jesus Christ as being the source of eternal life, and the auin Joseph's brain.
We now pass along to Alma I I : 8: thor of all blessings. I here remark that
"Now those priests who did go forth in all these teachin~s he has ex~lted the
among the people did preach against all 1 name of Jesus Chnst as the Savwr of all
lying, and deceivings, and envyings, and 1 men in ancient anJ in modern times, so
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that he could say with St. Paul, "We
preach not ourselves, but Jesus Christ
the Lord, and ourselves your servants for
Jesus' sake."
In Jacob 2: 6, it would rtppear that the
ancient N ephites on this continent had the
Holy Scriptures with them written before
the drtys of Jere mirth, also part of the book
oj Jeremiah. From these scriptures they
sought to justify themselves in the practice of polygamy as mentioned in the
Book of J ?Cob, relative to marriage and
their social affairs. Now you cannot find
within the lids of the Bible anything so
clear and emphatic upon this point as these
words of Jacob: "Behold, David and
Solomon truly had many wives and concubines, which thing was abominable before
me, saith the Lord; wherefore, thus saith
the Lord, I have led this people forth
out of the land of Jerusalem, by the power
of mine arm, that I might raise up unto
me a righteous branch from the fruit of
the loins of Joseph. Wherefore, I the
Lord God, will not suffer that this people
shall do like unto them of old. Wherefore, my brethren, hear me, and hearken
to the word of the Lord; for there shall
not any man among you have save it be
one wife; and concubines he shall have
none."
You cannot find anythint; like that in
the Bible; but you can find where it states
that David was a man after God's own
heart, and in nothing~ did he sin save in
the case of Uriah the Hittite. You cannot find within the lids of the Bible
where polygamy is as plainly condemned in the word of God, as a heinous
sin, as it is in this, book, the B::>ok of
Mormon, for this says that it was a gross
"crime," and the Lord declares that ,
it was a sin which was "abominable" in his sight, and says that
His people should not be guilty of
it. This is the work Joseph Smith
brought forth to the world. Does it not
tend to protect the sex in their rights!
Does it not enforce the doctrine of charity and purity in morals, and in religion?
, You must answer me that it does. Well,
does it not teach as good doctrine as you
can get from any other work? Certainly
it does. I remark again, that this either
came from God by inspiration, or it originated in the heart and brain of Joseph
Smith.
I pass on, for I have a number of passages, if I have time, to propose. I now ,
read from the Book of Doctrine and
Covenants: "Now, behold, a marvelous
work is about to come forth among the
children of men, therefore, 0 ye that embark in the service of God, see that you
serve him with all your heart, might,
mind, ano strength, that you may stand
blameless before God at the last day;
therefore, if ye have desires to serve God,
ye are called to the work; for behold the
field is white already to harvest, and lo,
he that thrusteth in his sickle with his
might, the same layeth up in store that he
perish not, but tringeth salvation to his
soul and faith, hope, charity, and love,
with an eye single to the glory if God,
quali,fies him for the work. Remember

fai(h, virtue, knowledge, temperance,
patience, brotherly kindness, godliness,
charity, humility, diligence. Ask and you
shall receive; knock, and it shall be given
unto you; Amen."
'This is in section 3• and was given in
r829, through Joseph Smith to the Saints,
and it is very significant as to the character
of the ministry in order that they shall be
well pleasing in the sight of God. This
revelation was to Joseph Smith, Jr., and
it applies to all the ministry, in connection
with him, and it shows the high standing
men should come up to in order to be in
accordance with the requirements of Jesus
our Lord. Does such teaching tend to
please the vicious, corrupt teacher, and the
worldly, or rather does it not tend to the
glory of Jesus Christ, and to the honor of
God? Well now, mark vou, that either
originated in the brain and heart of Joseph
Smith, and reflects the sentiments of his
soul, or it originated in the inspiration of
the Almighty. Is it likely that a young
man as he was-he was then about twentyfour years of age-at the opening of this
work, a young, unlettered lad, could of
himself possess the ability to point out the
qualifications that are there taught to be
necessary for God's ministry? Could he
do it if he was a· corrupt man? Your
own judgment tells you it mu;;t have come
by the inspiration of God, for Joseph w.as
not equal to that otherwise. You cannot
find within the lids of the Bible anything
superior to that; you cannot find in it
where the duties of teachers were pointed
out with so much clearness as thev are in
the language I have read in your hearing.
Again; section 7: 36-38, wliich ·was
given in 1832: "Therefore, verily I say
unto you, my friends, call your solemn
assembly as I have commandecl you; and
as all have not faith, seek ye diligently
and teach one another words of wisdom;
seek learning even by study, and also by
faith. Organize yourselves; prepare every
needful thing, and establish a hou >e, even
a house of prayer, a house of fasting, a
house of learning, a house of order, a house
of God; that your incomings may be in
the name of the Lord; that your outgoing's
may be in the name of the Lord; that all
your salutatioos may ue in the name of the
Lord, with uplifted hands to the Moiit
High. Therefore, cease from all your
light speeches; from all laughter; from all
your lustful desires; from all your pride
and lightmindedness, and from all your
wicked doings. Appoint among yourselves a teacher, and let not all be spokesmen at once; but let one speak at a time,
and let all listen unto his sayings, that
when all have spoken that all may be
edified of all, and that every m::m may
have an equal privilege. See that, you
love one another; cease to be covetous;
learn to impart one to another as the gospel
requires; cease to be idle, cease to be unclean; cease to finli fault with one another;
cease to sleep longer than is needful; retire
to thy bed early that ye may not be weary;
arise early that your bodies and your
minds may be invigorated; and above all
things, clothe. yourselves with the bonds
of charity, as with a mantle ,which is the
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bond of perfectness and of peace; pray
always that you may not faint till I come;
behold, and lo, I will come quickly, and
receive you unto myself; Amen."
Much more may be found in this book,
and right along in this section, of this
character, pointing out the purity of life
enjpined upon the ministry and members
of this church. We have to say as before
that this came either from God, or it
originated in the brain of Joseph Smith.
It is evidently very good fruit, and is
found on that tree. We will "judge the
tree by its fruit," as we are commanded,
and credit the tree for all it is wortb. You
cannot make a corrupt mind bring forth
such fruit as that.
We will now read some more of the
strong evidences in regard to the prophetic
mission of Joseph Smith. We will turn
to section 14: 3• giv,en December, r 830:
"And it shall come to pass that there shall
be a great work in the land, even among
the Gentiles." And here I may ask this
congregation, would such a young man as
Joseph Smith then was have had the
audacity to speak so positively as is here
manifest, if not backed by the inspiration
of Gotl! He says, "it shall come to pass
that there shall be a great work in the
land among the Gentiles, for their follies
and their abominations shall be made manifest." But very few were engaged in this
work organized under God by this young
man, at the time this prediction was uttered, yd since then it has been preached
to the w.ide world, and the world has been
more or less affected by it, and' it has
gathered out of its midst hundreds and
thousands into its folds. Truly it is "a
great work," and "the follies and abominations of the Gentiles" have been made
manifest. Now mark what follows;"and I will show miracles, signs, and
wonders, unto all those who believe on
my name." I ask these Latter Day Saints
and others assembled here to-day, if this
has not bee.n a marvelous age in that respect. Since 1830, all through the world
there have been signs and wonders shown
forth, not only here in America, but
throughout the enlightened world. Did
the prediction originate in the brain of
that young man! Did he conceive th!it idea
and project it on the world, or was it the
power of the Highest by which he spoke!
We claim that Joseph was made an instrument in the hands of God to make m:mifest these things. I turn to the church
and ask, have there been notable sfgns and
'Nonders? And the testimonies come from
all parts of the world, from the islands of"
the sea; from England, and Wales, from
S(;andinavia, and also from Australia, demonstrating the truth of this prophecy,
that signs and wonders have been done in
the name of the hoi y child Jesus. And
now scores of ministers outside of the
Latter Day S'lints' argue for these signs;
they are preaching and arguing this matttr that God is blessing them. And the
Lord ~ays here,-"And whoso shall
ask it in my name; in faith, they shldl cast
out devils; they shall heal the sick; they
shall cause the blind to receive their sight,
and the deaf to hear, and the dumb to
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speak, and the lame to walk; and the time
speedily cometh that great things are to be
shown forth among the children of men."
Well now, would that young man dare
to project such a prophecy as that upon the
world if he was not inspired? If it was his
own conception, he must have been a man
of very remarkable wisdom. A person
with such mind, such compass of thought,
such powers of invention men have seldom
if ever seen. None attain such conditions
except by the inspiration of the Almighty.
Do ;ny of you think this young man would
have dared to project such a prophecy as
this on the world of him8.elf? Nay, verily.
It were inconsistent.
Here is a passage from section 59: 5, 6,
given in 1831: "And inasmuch as they.
do repent, and receive the fulness of my
gospel, and become sanctified, I will stay
my hand in judgment. . • . Go forth
baptizing with water preparing the way
before my face, for the time of my coming."
How the world is agitated now
about the coming- of· Jesus! Through all
the land the church-es are discussing it
through their conclaves and conferences,
believing that the coming of Jesus is near
at hand.-"Go forth baptizing with water,
preparing the way before my face for the
time of my coming; for the time is at
hand; the day nor the hour no man knoweth; but it surely shall come, and he that
receiveth these things receiveth me; and
they shall be gathered to me in time and
in eternity."
Now he gives unto us another promise:
"And again it shall come to pass that upon
as many as ye shall baptize with water, ye
shall lay your hands, and they shall receive
the gift of the Holy Ghost, and shall be
looking forth. for the signs of my coming
and shall know me.
Behold, I come
quickly: Amen."
Now we can find passage after passage
in this., book LDoctrine and Covenants]
having the same tendency and bearing,
upon the work that this young man has
brought forth, every one pointing to the
dispensation of the fulness of times, d'eclaring what shall come to pass; and the min-·
isters of God are going forth declaring the
gospel message, baptizing and laying on
hands, and the Holy Ghost is poured out,
and the signs follow the believer as in
ancient times. We appeal to the church
'and ask them, have you realized these
things? Have you known it? Has such
been your experience in these things? I
see some before me to-day that would
stake their lives on the fact that they have
received the testimony of the truth of these
things just in accordance with the promises recorded here. Where did this originate? With Joseph the Seer! We· hold
that God is the author of it, and Joseph
only the honored instrument in his hands
in bringing it forth.
I bear you witness that I know as I live,
and as I know anything with the senses
that God has given me, I know that God
has given his Spirit by the laying on of the
hands of his ministry. I know that these
signs do follow them that believe. I am
a witness of these things, and have been a
witness for near forty years. The best
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experiences of my life I have enjoyed with I to order the ordinations of those SO called,
my brethren and sisters. Let them be etc. In fact, no one is to be ordained to any
where they may, I find they are-in a gen- , office except by vote (i.e .. consent) of either
eral way-right in harmony, right in line a general conference, high coun'cil or
with their duty to God, and to each other. branch. Those so ordained are set apart (i.
ordained) to do the work of the church,
And to such,-as the Savior said on the
mount-tribulations mav come, storms and are therefore not only God's servants,
may howl, and the winds may blow, and but servants of the church also; and the
the rains descend and beat upon their house, laws that God has given the church being
but being: built upon the sayings of Jesus, adopted by the church become the laws of
on the Rock of eternal truth, they will the church.
stand. This applies not only to the church,
The elders, who are the servants of God
but to individuals as well.
and the servants of· the church, are to see
And now in conclusion, when the time that the laws are kept, honored and obeycomes that we shall see this latter day work ed. Being executors of the laws of God,
begun through and with Joseph s'mith- they are the servants of God; being exand we do not worship him, but honor him ecutors of the laws of the church (i.e., the
in the office in which God placed him- laws of God), they are also the servants of
stripped of all clouds of calumny and falsethe church. When the elders, as a court,
hood, and see it as it is, we will understand find a member of the church, no matter
him as God knew him, and we will see that who he may be, guilty of persistent violahe was called of God and sent with the tion of the laws of God (and bis church)
gospel message to save the souls of men and he is to be cut off from membership in the
point them, not to Joseph Smith, but to church by the act of the church in lifting
Jesus Christ the author and finisher of our up .their hands against him. The drci~ion
faith. May God bless you, for Jesus sake. of the elders that the impenitent transAmen.
gressor shall be cut off is not the passing
of an arbitrary decree of their own devising or originating, but it is a finding in ac.
"MASTERS AND SERVANTS."
cordance with the law and evidence. The
IN a late Herald a brother in England accused is simply found guilty of violation
seems to think that my somewhat "argu- of the laws of God and his church, and
mentative" and reasonable po~ition on the not the disregard of the personal or private opinions of the elders.
duty of the church in regard to the find·
The laws of God decree that the unreings of Elders' Courts, was contradicted
and nullified by the ground assumed by pentant transgre~.sor "shall be cast out."
me, that the elders are the servants ·of the The church, which by a unanimous vote
by common
church, and he seems to think that the ·of a general assembly (i.
master or employer has the right and can consent) bas made these laws her own,
exercise the power to either approve and . also says that the unrepentant transgressors
render effective his servant's labor, or to "shall be cast out." The church either in
make it inoperative or null and void. the capacity of a branch or district conferThat might be true as pertains to worldly ence or general conference appoints a
affairs, or as concerns the relative positions committee of two or more elders to invesof masters· and servants in matters of a tigate the charges which may have been
worldly character. But in regard to the made against a member of the body, and
"work. of the Lord," or spiritual affairs, after due investigation the accused is found
both the elders and the church, their em- guilty by the testimony of at least two
ployers (so to speak) are servants of God, competent witnes~.es; then if his sin be of
and each are equally bound to see that the that character for which expulsion from
law of God is kept, and neither have the the church is the adequate, and prescribed
legal right to disregard or nullify the law penalty, the elders (i. e., the committee,
in any particular. If God is left out of and therefore the servants of the church)
the question, and the elders are the sole lay the case before the church. That is,
makers and executors of church laws, and they report to the church what they have
the laity and lesser priesthood are servants discovered as their committee of investigaor serfs, whose whole duty. is to obey tion; and they can then be as any other
or do as they are told, and without committee, discharged. The church must
questioning, the ipse dixit of their over- then act; and just how it must act the law
seers, or bosses, or masters, then the church plainly declares. The churc? has the power
is voiceless and voteless in the matter. (but not the God-given right) to refuse to
But the elders are servants of the church, endorse the finding of a court, which findfrom .the First Presidency to the deacon ate; ing would simply be, that A. is guilty of
and while appointed of God, yet they are violation of the law of God and the church,
elected to office, and sustained in office by and is deserving of being disfellowshipped
the church, either in general conference, because thereof. But the church by soredistrict conference or branch capacity. fusing to endorse the finding says that it
The common consent of the church is to either questions the wisdom and intellibe obtained in the choice of officers as well gence and veracity of its servants-the
as in the passing of laws. While God, committee of elders who it appoints to do
through Christ, may ~all, choose and nom- its work-and that it does not believe that
inate all classes of officials in the church, the accused is guilty as its committee asyet he gives the right and calls upon the serts; or eise that, although the accused is
church to exercise the same, to endorse really guilty, and deserving of punishhis callings, choice and nominations or ap- ment, and even that kind and measure of
pointments; and the ch.urch is authorized punishment that God says must be inflict-

e.,

e.,
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ed, yet it chooses to neglect its duty, and i judgment upon and investigate the case of
to disregard the will and word of God in those accused of transgression and if they
the matter. To refuse to receive or enter- find the accused to be guilty and deserving
tain the report of its committee would be of expulsion from the church, they are to
a grave insult to said committee, and would "lay the case" with the facts connected
be a sharp reflection on its own judgment with it before the church, who are to exin their selection. To refuse to endorse the ecute (carry out) the sentence of expulsion.
·finding of the committee when said finding But this sentence is not the sentence of the
is in harmony with the law of God and elders, but it is the decision or decree of
the evidence in the case, would be an in- the Almighty; for he has declared in his
sult to God and a nullification or repudia- written word (in substance), that whosotion of its own laws.
ever transgresses hi'S laws and will not reThe elders are overseers of the church pent "shall be cast out." The church's
in their respective positions, but they are duty is to discover whether an accused perelected by the church to act as such and son is guilty or not, and to do this she secan be removed .from their office by the lects two or more elders (her servants) to
church for cause. They can not pecome investigate the case; and when they report
elders or act as overseers, except by con- to their superiors or masters or employers
sent of the church; nor can they continue their findings, the latter (and not the elders)
in office only so long as the church wishes execute the sentence of the Almighty
to have them act for it. They represent 'which the elders have· found the accused
The elders, if they belong
the church and they serve the church and deserving of.
they are even paid for their services, and to the branch. which inflicts the punishthat, too, according to the order of heaven. ment, when they are released as a court or
They labor for the church; and if they !a-' committee can take part in the execution of
bor, they are "worthy of their hire." The the sentence; and they may take part,
eye which sees for the body is a servant of if. they are not members, by tnvitation of
the body, and so are the ears and the hands the branch. But the law does not permit
and the feet the servants of the body. the elders, as a class, separate from the
"Follow your file leaders and do as you body, or acting separately from the body
are told, asking no questions," may do. for to cast any. one out of the church.
Utahism. "Lording it over God's herit- But if the Church (i.e., the branch) does
age" may be exhibited in Rome or in the not do her duty in the matter of executing
Church of England, but in the Church of the sentence that God has said must be exChrist such is not the rule or order. There .ecuted, then the elders who are to see that
is no fact more easily demonstrated, or the law of God is kept must see that the
more emphatically taught, than that the branch so transgressing are labored with,
ministry, from the First Presidency to the and if found guilty-and unrepentant it
deac.onship, are the servants of the church. may also be cut off by any portion of the
There is but little profit, or necessity, in body which is duly authorizlld to act in
using worldly fact&, or privileges, or such matters for, or in behalf, of the whole
But these elders who sit in judgprinciples to illustrate divine things, but body.
it may be said that in this country, while ment on this rebellious branch are the serthe President of the United States, and the vants of the church, acting by appointment
Governors of the various states and the of a district conference, perhaps, to which
Mayors of the cities ana the members of they are to report and by whom they are
to be released (or continued if need be).
Con~ress and the members of the State
There is no law that I know of, that
Legislatures and the members of the Municipal Councils, are rulers or overseers and give~ the elders a. right to form themselves
lawmakers of the nation, yet they are the into a court and sit in judgment on a case
servants of the people; and all the powers unless they have been appointed by a
that they exercise are derived from and are branch or a district conference or other augiven by the people. In the Church of thority; and they are then, as before
Christ, however, the rights and privileges shown, a committee, an investigating comthat are enjoyed by the elders are given mittee, and no more; and must report to
them of God, with the consent and ap- the powers appointing them, and be disproval of the church. The church i~ ac- charged as any other committee is to be,
corded (by her head) the right to approve when their work is done.
or to disapprove the nominations or apIf they are not servants of the body appointments that he has made to various of- pointing· them, then no committee can
fices. Yet it could hard! y be supposed that serve the body appointing them. But all
the church would ever disapprove any ap- committees are servants of the body appointment that she believes that God has pointing them, to do the business or labor
made, for in so doing she would be assert- of that body.
ing a wisdom superior to that of the AlBut whether or not my argument that
mighty. But in the question of executing the church must expel unrepentant transthe judgments of God on the transgressor gressors, is all knocked in the head because
the Lord has not left .it to the option of I call a court of elders the servants of the
the church whether his judgments shall be church, they are the servants of the church,
carried out or not, but he says plainly that nevertheless.
They. are overseers, truly,
the elders "shall see that my law is kept." but they oversee only what the church apThe church who claims that the laws of points to oversee.
The love of or desire for office or for a
her head are her laws, also says that the
elders shall execute these laws, and shall little brief authority, is an evil propensity.
serve her as well a~ her head in so doing. · Yet there are many who are really anxThe laws ordain that the elders shall sit in ious to get into some official position in
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the church. They want to rule some way
or other. Satan is said by Milton to have
preferred to "rule in hell than to serve in
heaven."
Those who are anxious to fill
some place to which God has not called
them, would, if their wishes were gratified, bring at least the spirit of the nether
world into the church. Jesus condemned
the spirit that prompted the love of the
chief seats in the synagogue, and the desire to be called "Rabbi," and he said,
"Neither be ye called masters."
There is such a thing as people being
called to be rulers or overseers in the
church, because they have this idol in their
heart.
The call may be the word of the
Lord, but not'the will of the Lord, unless,
indeed, the Lord wills their ultimate shame
and humiliation. "He that exalteth himself, shall be abased." He said to his disciples, "Ye know that the princes of the
Gentiles exercise dominion over them, and
they that are great exercise authority upon them.
But it shall not be so among
you, but whosoever will be great among
you, let him be your minister; and whosoever will be chief among you, let him
be your servant." That is, keep the ambitious ones, the aspiring, office-seeking
It is generally the humones in check.
ble-minded, unaspiring, self-distrustful
ones whom the L'ord exalts; while the
high-minded, ambitious, self-confident ones
he may suffer to be exalted only that he
may afterwards abase them. No one who
is aware of the awful responsibility that
rests upon an officer in the kingdom of
Go·d (and the higher the office the greater
the responsibility), would for a moment
dec;ire any official position whatever.
A
willingness to serve God in an office to
which God has called and qualified a person for, and a desire to magnify the calling, is a different matter altogether to the
anxious longing for official power on the
part of those whom the Lord has not called. But those whom the Lord has, of his
own free will and accord (so to speak),
called to official position, should claim and
insist on the church conceding to them every right and prerogative and privilege belonging to their office, yielding to no one
the liberty to interfere with their rights,
prerogatives and privileges, Nor should
they as~ume any other authority or power, right or privilege, than God and the
church have given them. They would offend God in either case. The writer did
not ask God or the church to bestow his
present office upon him. He prayed earnestly that it might not be given him unless
it was positively the will and purpose of
God that he should receive it; but it having been given by the Lord, and as he has
as ye.t been upheld in it by the church, he
demands every right and privilege belonging to the office; not for the honor or glory of self, but for the honor and glory of
the Giver of the office. And it is that fact
that has prompted him in all his efforts to
present the truth through the columns of
.·the Herald, although much that he has
written has never as .Yet appeared, for
~oll')e reason.
The responsibility (if any)
m that matter must rest on other shoulders;
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It will be a happy time for the church
when the rights and responsibilities, the
prercgatives and privileges of every officer
in the church-not only of the priesthood,
but the Board of Publication, the editors,
and all other employees of the churchshall be clearly and sharply defined.
To
this end, and for the settlement of a dozen
or more questions affecting the law and
order of the church, a General A:ssembly
is emphatically demanded.
Your servant for Christ's sake,
T.

w.

SMlTH.

IS BAPTISM"ESSENTIAL TO
SAL VAT! ON?

THis is an important question.
If salvation can be obtained without it we
should know it, and the sooner the better, as it will save much cavil and some
inconvenience.
The antiquity of baptism goes far towards proving its essentiality. It is evident that the Jews understood baptism, as
we read that certain ones went to John
the Baptist, to enquire if he was the
Christ, and when a negative answer was
given, then "why baptizest thou." (T ohn
I: 25).
This gives us to understrmd that when
the gospel is on the earth, baptism has always been one of its component parts.
The gospel was preached ·to Abraham
saying, "In thee and thy seed shall the
families of the earth be blessed." (Gal. 3:
8). And doubtless the whole theme was
taught to man, baptism among the rest.;
else why should the Pharisees ask John,
"Why bapt,izest thou?" So that the very
antiquity of baptism shows that it was an
inseparable factor of the goc.pel, and that
it is just as much a saving ordinance as repentance or any other principle of the gospel, that without baptism it is not the gospel of -Christ, but a perverted gospel such
as Paul found among the Galatians. It is
claimed that a change of heart is all that is
needed; baptism was only to fulfill the
law of Moses, that is, that the baptism of
Christ fulfilled the law of Mosef', But its
antiquity refutes this construction. We
hear of the children of Israel being bap·
tized in the sea and in the cloud centuries before Christ.
Notice that what Christ say~ when he
was baptizing does not give the faintest
idea that his own baptism was to end the
law of Moses. Turn to it in the BiBl¢,aq~
you see that there is nothing said ahayt·
law at all. The words are: "And Tesus,
answering- him' said unto him, suffer. it tb.
be so now; for thus it becometh.us to fulfill all righteousness." So we see by these
words that if anything was d-one aw3y, or
fulfilled by this act it was righteousness,
and no one wiii dare to say that righteousness is the thinrz done awav. Since there
is nothing said' about law· in this verse it
can have no reference to anything but
righteousness; and every reference made
to baptism carries the idea of its essential
character. "When, therefore, the Lord
knew how the Pharisees had heard that
Jesus had made and baptized more disciples than John."-John
1). Here we
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find Jesus himself baptizing through disciples. This certainlv was not to fulfill
tl1e law of Moses, but that introduction of
the gospel did away with law of Moses.
The law made nothing perfect; but the
gospel does. It is called the perfect law
of liberty. We read that the law of Moses was added to the gospel away back in
the history of the world because of unbelief; so that the gospel must be as old as
man himself. Luke traces Christ's lineage back from Christ tg Adam, and this.
must have been a religious descent, for it
wili hardly be claimed that Christ came
through an unreligious ancestry. John's
baptism is called by some the baptism of
repentance, that is, that it was repentance
that was baptized. Thei1 I would ask
why John had to do his baptizing in J ordan? It takes a great deal ot perversion
to avert the aim and object of baptism.
We will pass the four gospels; except the
case of Nicodemus. In his case, the very
essence of the whole thmg hangs on haptism. Let us quote it: "Jesus answered,
verily, verily, I say unto thee, except a
man be born of water, and the spirit he
cannot enter into the kingdom of God."-'
John 3·
How could one be b"orn of water, unless
water was used in .some way in the water
birth? There is to be spirit used in the
spiritual birth, and. on the same line of
reasoning water must be used in a water
baptism. There is no reason why it must
not be used. The fact is, religion }las
come to be much like politics-too much
of a bread and butter employm~nt. There
have to be differences (ostensibly for the
good of the p10ople) in religious views, so
that men and women can go into business.
The sacredness of the Bible is ignored, a
system of religion organized, with a view
to get their bread and butter. This Nicodemus case is so plain, and so much to
the point, that it seems to me that commentis needless, but since all do not have
an op;Jcrtunity to secure a theological eduI cation, all cannot see how far the Bible is
departed from. Theology is red~;tced to a
science, and unless one is a scientist in re- .
religious matters· (so these church makers"
say) one cannot have much to do with it,
except to do as you are told. All the
sophistry that can be brought to bear on
this verse of the Bible cannot take the
water out of it. You may twist it in any
way you please, and it is "of water" yet,
. and it rem:1ins "of water," :1nd when we
•. consider 1hat these are the words of Jesus
it makes the propo;ition doubly s'rong.
Let us examine a less noted witness.
"Repent every one of you, and be baptized for the remission of sins," is the Janguage of Peter, who was then speaking
by i!1spiration of God. Is it possible that·
Peter would dare to say this, unless it was
a truth, or unless baptism is essential to
salvation. To say that he was purposely
deceiving the people is what not many
will do, but many will say that we put too
strong meaning on what he says. Why
not take him at what he says the same as
we do truthful men of our own time? He
would not say what he did if he was not
the man of G-od he pretended to be. But

some one may say he meant the baptism
of the spirit. You remember that there
were a great number baptized that day
with water.
In the case of the Eunuch, it is settled
that water was used in baptism. "As they
went on their way they came unto a certain water. And the Eunuch said, see,
here is water; what doth hindlfr me to be
baptized?" There was a water baptism
meant in this c2se, for "they .came unto a
certain water." If this spirit baptism ale n,~
theory is correct, then it was foolish to call
Philip's attention to the presence of water.
If a change of heart was all that was necessary to admit him into the kingdom of God,
Philip was foolish for calling his attention
to baptism at all; and if Philip did not teach
him anything about baptism or its necess"
ity, why would he say, "Here is water?'·'
It is plain that all the early Christians practiced baptism by water, as well as spiritual
baptism.
Another case is that of the Centurion. In
the first place he was already a good man
-better than some of us human beings
claim to be, for he was so good that he had
an angel's visit. As angels never preach,
he was sent to tell Cornelius what he must
do, and after he had been told, and had
been baptized by the Spirit, we read of
Peter's saying: "Can any man forbid
water that these should not be baptized?"
According to the theory of most religionists, what was the use of baptism by water
since he had received the baptism of the
Spirit? He had received a change of heart
even before Peter was sent for; and, if we
can credit the words of the writer, he had
received that change many years prior
thereto. But as he knew nothing of Christ,
it may ,be argued that Peter was sent to
preach Christ to him. This can be admitted, and yet the necessity of water baptism
fully appear, for he says, "Can any man
forbid water that these may not be baptized?" If baptism is notanecessity,why
be baptized?
The simple answer is, if it
had not been a necessity thev would have
omitted .that ceremony.
This talk that
you can prove anything by the Bible is an
old Infidel catch-at-straws argument, for
no such thing can be done if the same
course is pursued that the speaker or writer
would pursue in the discussion of any other
subject, that is, take the suhject connectedly.
Infant baptism cannot be proved by the
Bible.
That and sprinkling and pouring
for baptism are but the traditions of men;
no adequate proof whatever for either can
be found between the lids of the Bible. It
is all go down into the water and come up
out of the water. Philip and the Eunuch
went down into the water and came up
out of the water, and in every other instance where the method is stated, thev
went down into the water and came up
out of the water. So I arrive at the conclusion that the only method known to
the early Christians was by immersion.
Another case where the bapti~m of
the Spirit and of water is mentioned,
is that where Paul in his travels came
across some believers, and after some conversation with them ·found out that they
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had not been properly baptized. "When
they heard these things they were bap·
tized in the name of J e"us, and when Paul
had laid his hand on them the Holv Ghost
came upon them."-Acts 19:5, 6. Here
is another case where baptibm by the
Spirit and baptism by water were received
by the same subjects. Now, where was
the use of both if either was unnecessary?
I am afraid that Christians generally do
not receive the baptism of the Spirit at all,
as they do not believe in nor practice the
ordinance by which baptism of the Spirit
was given. For an- example, see Ads
19: 5, 6; and 8: 17. Everything seems to
he discarded but a change of heart. They
leave out baptism of the spirit, baptism by
water, and indeed everything but a change
of heart. In the face of the plainest
Scriptures, they contend against the practice of the earlv Christians.
It may be "well in conclusion to state
that until the year r83o, or thereabouts,
the baptism of the Holy Ghost had been
taken from the earth, and for centuries
prior to that time, until it was restored by
an angel as promised.-(Rev. 14: 6). At
that time all tbe gifts and blessings which
early Christians enjoyed, were restored to
man again, and the light of revelation
which is a lamp to our feet was restored
to us, and so we grope no more in the
darkness.
AN EARNEST BELIEVER.

TEXAS CENTRAL.
Texas Central conference convened with the
Texas Central branch December 19th, E. W.
Nunley presiding. Elmwood, Cooke's Point
and Texas Central branches reported. Elders
\V. W. Squires, E. Bates, S. R. Hay,,A. J. Moore
and E. W. Nunley reported in person; ]. W.
Bryan ·by letter. Bishop's agent's report was
read and referred to an auditing committee.
Bro. E. W. Nunley was sustained president, J.
W. Sherrill secretary, and W. M. Sherrill Bishop's
agent, A. J. Moore as missipnary in charge.
Bro. Moore was appointed delegate to General
Conference. .Resolved, that we petition General
Conference to return Bro. A. J. Moore to this
field, also to sustain Bro. E. W. Nunley 1 in the
work. The president was authorized to appoint
the time and place for the next conference.
Preaching by W. W. Squires, E. Bates, A. J.
Moore and E. W. Nunley. Adjourned.·
NORTH-EAST KANSAS.
Conference convened December 27th, with the
Scranton branch, F. Lofty in the chair, W.
Cairns clerk pro tem. Branches and officers of
district reported. Bishop's agent reported on
hand last report $5.50, received since $9, on hand
at p:-esent $14 so. Preaching during. conference
by J. Caffall. The authorities of the church were
sustained;. also those of the district. Adjourned
to Netawaka, some time in March at call of
president.
STRING PRAIRIE AND NAUVOO.
Conference met at .Rock Creek Church, Hancock county, Illinois, December 6th, 1890 Opened by choosing J. H. Lambert president, J. C.
Crabb vice president, B. F. Durfee clerk, and
George P. Lambert assistant cldk. Elders James
McKiernan, Fred Johnson, J. C. Crabb, H. T.
Pitt, Solomon Salisbury, B. F. Durfee, Richard,
]. H. and W. T. Lambert were present· andreported. Branches reported, six; number of mem·
bers reported, 337· Seven meetings were held
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during the conference session, had a good conference and adjourned to meet at Burlington,
March 7th, 1891.

FARLEY.-At Gilman, \Vashington, November 5th, 1890, Mary, child of Bro. William and
Sr. A. Farley. aged 8 months. Funeral sermon
by Bro. John Davis.
DOBBIN.- At Jonesport, Maine, December
16th, 1890, of disease resulting from an atttack of
Ia grippe; Mary Ellen, daughter of Augustus F.
and Sr. Nellie L. Dobbin.
She was born at
Jonesport, Maine, March I3':h, 1875· The mornGENERAL CONFERENCE NOTICE.
ing of the 15th she kissed the family and friends
To the Saints abroad, Greeting:-We, the comwho were present, good by, and shortly afterward
mittee appointed by the Kirtland branch to arwent into a comatose condition in which she rerange for General Conference, take pleasure in
mained until she quietly passed away like the
extending to you a cordial invitation to attend
gentle zephyr of a summer morning. The funeral
conference, which convenes April 6th, 1891, as
service was held at the chapel which was overwe have ample accommodation for all that may
flowed with friends, testifying to the esteem held
feel disposed to come.
by them towards the deceased. The local choir
Being few in numbers, we are. under the nerendered appropriate selections. The discourse
cessity of depending upon our neighbors to help
was by Elder F. M. Sheehy; prayer by Elder J.
us care for the visitors; and owing to the scarcity
C. Foss.
of vegetables, by reason of poor crops last year,
JusncE.-Sister Sarah E. Justice was born in
we are obliged to charge $4 per week for board.
the State of Georgia, September 24th, 1848; she
There will be a locating committee to meet the
was married to Bro. John Justice in the year 1868
people at Willoughby and assign them places;
Seven children were born to them; four have
therefore those who anticipate coming will please
gone on before, three, boys, still survive.
She
send us a postal card. The committee will wear
became a member of the church in the year 1878,
red badges. We will have teams to convey all to
and for twelve years has been a faithful member.
Kirtland. The drivers will wear blue badges.
She was a great sufferer for months, but bore
Price of transportation 25 cents.
her sufferings with great patience; her faith nevWe expect all to be subject to the committee
er seeming to waver for a moment.
She re·exon location, and if any have choice of location
pressed herself as ha\'ing no fear ·of death, but
please notify us and we will try and accommodate
regarded it as a happy release from pain and sufyou.
fering.
She departed this life at Independence,
Due notice .of arrival of trains will be made
Missouri, on the morning of December 31st, r8·
J. H. LAKE,
later on.
90. Funeral sermon by Elder F. G. Pitt.
G. T. GRIFFITHS,
HANER.-At Persia, Iowa, January uth, 1891,
Jos. SQUIRES.
of inflammation of the bowels, Sr. Mattie Haner.
She was aged 22 years, 6 months and 22 days.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Funeral from the Saints' Church, January 12th,
conducted by Elder W. Chambers; se.rmon by
The conference of the Central Nebraska disElder J. Seddon; after which the remains were
trict will convene at Clear Water, Nebraska,
beginning February 3oth, I891, at IO a.m. All' laid to rest in the Valley View cemetery.
branches in the district will please see that a corMossELL.-Bro. John G Mossell, at his home
rect report is sent in time. Let all attend who
in Nebraska City, Nebraska, January 7th, 1891.
can, that a good time may be had.
He was cut down while in the best of health, be·
W. M. RUMEL, Dist. Pres.
ing engaged in a plow factory polishing plows.
The.emery stone he; was using burst, one piece
striking him in the lower part of the abdomen,
NOTICE.
causing internal injury from which he lived but
Sr. Ann Summerfield wishes to know the
twenty-seven hours. The sad accident causes all
whereabouts of her brother, George Horton. He
that knew him to mourn; for he was an excepwas living up in Provo Valley, Utah, when last
tionally good man, a fai.thful member of ·the
heard of. Any one will confer a favor on his
church and a loving father: He leaves three chilsister by sending his address to Ann Summerdren and a loving wife to mourn their loss. His
field, Stewartsville, De~alb county, Missouri.
daugh,ters Maggie, Hulda and Ida are kind
hearted girls and are not left without friends.
His present widow is his sEcond v;ife, who ·is a
BORN.
loving and affectionate mother, and is almost
HAWKINS.-In Ge~~a, Nevada, May I sth, I890,
broken down with grief. They had been marto Bro. George and Sr. Mary Hawkins, a son,
ried but two weeks before the sad and fatal acciblessed by Elder D. I. Jones, August 31st 1890,
dent. Our brother was a native of Sweden;
and named Virgil Alma.
was born March 6th. 1836; was baptized· May 3d,
SoDUSTIEN.-At Clearwater, Nebraska, July ,1863, at Nebraska City, by Knud Johnson; confirmed by P. C. Peterson, and was 54, years, 10
3oth, 1890, to Mr. Peter and Sr. Hattie Sodusmonths and I day old at his death. Funeral
tien, a daughter; blessed October 19th by Elder
from the late residence, conducted by Elder J.
W. M Rumel and Levi Gamet, and named Hat·
Armstrong, assisted by Elder R. C. B. Elvin.
tie Vidie.
DIED.
McMuLLEN.- At Independence, Missouri,
WANTED!
January 2d, r891, Elbert Flower, son of John and
A good cheese maker to work in Lamoni,
Levina McMullen, aged 12 months and 24 days;
Iowa;· factory this coming season-:-one that has
the mo\her was taken six months before. Fuhad experience in making Swiss and American
neral sermon by Bro. E. L. Kelley.
cheese.
Adress The Lewis Creamery,
NoRTON.- At Jonesport, Maine, November
Send references.
St. Joseph, Missouri.
3oth, 1890, Lucy B. Norton, aged 28 years.
Prayer by A. K. McKenzie.
BIBLE SYNOPSIS.
KESTER.- At Randolph, Cedar county, NeOnly three or four hundred left. I will sell
bra>ka, December 22d, 1890, Bro. Benjamin, husthe remainder at $r •each, or six to any address
band of Sr. Caroline Kester. He was born Janufor-$s; s'till a larger discount to agents. Send to
ary 21st, !834· and thus was at his death s6 years,
the Herald Office at Lamoni, Iowa, or J. J. CorI I months and 1 day old.
Notwithstanding his
nish, Reed City, Osceola county, Michigan.
trials and sufferings through the last five years,,
I2·27·3ffi
he was strong in the faith of the gospel of the
Lord Jesus Christ, nor was his faith in God or
HOUSE FOR SALE.
the church shaken. He was firm to the last.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
for sale my House of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
DAvrs.-At Gilman, Washington, August 17th,
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
1890, Sarah E., child of Bro. Thomas W. and Sr.
furnac~ n it, ,. nd water in the kitchen.
Mary J. Davis, aged 7 weeks. Funeral services
Add.rese JOHN GILLESPIE,
.
by Bro. John Davi8, and later the funeral serBox 28, Cleveland, Ohio.
mon by Bro. ]. C. Cl2 pp.
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MILL FOR SALE.

PEN AND PLATFORM,

SHELBY MILL FOR SALE, situated in
Shelby, Shelby county, Iowa. For full particulars enquire of H. D. Swain, Harlan, Shelby
county, Iowa.

A MONTHLY JOURNAL.

J.

SPIRITUAL GIFT~ AND SPIRIT
MANIFESTATIONS,
OR CAUSE AND CURE FOR SKEPTICISM,
BY

ELDER M. H. BoND.
Just issued; a book or pamphlet of over 100 pages
larger than the Voice Of Warmng, of closely written and
original matter; good type, good paper, andeasy:reading.
A treatise upon the uncertainties of Catholic of Protestant creed. The rational theory and ~xposition of gospel
doctrine and confirmatory gifts, as against the insidious
doctrines and revelations of modern spiritualism. The
anti-Bible revelations of. Swedenborg, The Quakers,
Catholic Visions and Miracles", Mesmeric, Trapce, MindReading, HChristian Science," "'Divine Healing' or
"Faith (Jure,'' "How to Become a Medium," &c. The
Gifts of the Gospel, their proper place, use or abuse in
the church.
Price, 25 cents Single Cvpy.
Send silver or stamps; $2.25 per dozen, postage paid,
P. 0. Order or Currency. Address, J\L H. Bond, Willoughby, Ohio; or Herald Office, Lamoni, Iowa.
~ Agents and "pushers" wanted, to whom books
will be sent upon application.
1

"

A valuable recipe for

"Influenza, Coughs, Colds," etc.
Any one who learns the merit of the above, will a,ppreciate its valae, and I don't beiicve any one will he without
the medicine after a fair t•ial. 'rhis recipe can be filled
at auy Drug store for ahout 35cts. I will send the recipe
to any of the Saints for 10cts.
J. T. JOHNSON,
20dec3t
B~x 67, WtNDo>r, Kansas.

NOTICE TO THE SAINTS.
As there are so many bre>thers and eisters want the
picture of our deceasPd brother, E. C. Brand, I will be
happy to supply aU the Saims that want one or more
Cabinet '!iize 1 25cts each. Or $2 50 per doz,_'"n and one extra
to those who get a clnh of twelve or more. An 8x1D. ill
walnut frame, finely poli•hed $2.00 each, sent post paid
JAMES BAILLIE,
20dec4t
Box IB ScRANToN, Osage county, Kan.

FOR I89I.
IN order to largely increase our circulation for
the coming year and also as a testimonial of our
gratitude to those who have aided us in establishing the magazine, we have made. arrangements
for presenting each subscriber with an elegant

B. WATSON, EDITOR.

TERMS :-FIFTY CENTS A YEAR.

A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
Setting forth the order and nature of the Priesthood, and defining the duties ahd prerogatives
of all the Church Officials, including the First
Presidency, and also the Deacons, as set forth in
the Revelations of God and decisions of· the
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
the Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
Price .25 cents including postage.

Prospectu of Autumn Leaves

~This journaJ is not' the organ of any sect, denomination or party, but 'is published solely for
the dissemination of knowledge upon Christianity, Temperance, Social and Mqral Reforms, and
its columns are open to all who wish to speak
pointedly, pithily and practically upon these
questions; who believe that the Word of .God
and reason are the only rules of faith and .practice for Christians as well as Moralists.
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
The intention is to conduct the journal as a
medium for giving both sides of the que~tion, and
no favoriUsni or prejudice by us will be exercised
in regard toauthors, as communications will be
published without names or nom de plumes unless
desired.
An exception will be made in the case"of controversies, when each writer must and shaH know
his adversary..
.
Short, forcibly written communications, worded in the spirit of love, are invited upon any
theme bearing upon the' above outlined subjects,
with the appended qualifications. Address all
matter for publication to
MARY A. WATSON,
Drawer F; St. Marys, Ont.
A postal card requesting a sample copy will
receive a prompt response.

.

2'/dec3m, eow

PAYING WORK FOR YOU.
Bro. B. F. Ordway of Peoria, Illinois, still wants agents"
for his well known
PORTABLE BED SPRINGS
and other new and useful household necessities. Thirtyday credit given. Model and samples free, conditionally.
For full particulars addre~s as above.

AUTUMN

LEAVES,

Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Da:y Saints,

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED . AND FOR SALE
- - ) B Y TilE ( - -

~--: The

.Independence Gazette :-~~
Published Weekly by

BRETHREN E. ETZENHOUSER AND \VM. CRICK,
At Independence, Mo.
The enterprising publishers of this paper arc dfering you
your choice of one of the very fine"t views of the Temple
Lot. at Independence, free wittt paper, if subscription is
paid in advance. Two of these views, which are Sxlil. iucJu,;e a view of the new church at that place. Send in
your money and gf'\, a good family paper for oue year and
a fine view of the Temple Lot, both for $1.00.

"F 0 0 D
For Thought, or Sermons and Essays by Jews and Gentiles," a book of 95 pagoys in paper covers. Price, single
copy 25c; five copies $!.00; 12 copies $2.00.
PATRIOT one year and book
$1.15.
"
six months and book
.70
This applies to renewals also. For full description see
last page HERALD for Nov. 22, 1890. Address,
LAMBERT BIWS.,
Lamoni, Decatur Co.,•Iowa.

-A--

SYI\>iBOLOGICAL

CATECHISii:

OR

Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
BY A. J. MAPES.
104 pages, cloth bound. Price 35 cents each.
For sale by BRo. H. R. MlLLS,
INDEPENDENCE, Mo.

Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

HOLY SCRIPTURES.

W

(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
We have a limited quantity of these on hand.

Turkey Superior, gilt edge ................... 3
Turkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge •••••.••. 3
Rexburg Turkey, gilt edge ................... B
Roxburg.Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge ••••••••• 4

6~
~5

~5

00

THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges •••• ~ •• , ••• 1 21i
l:mitation Morocco, gilt edges .••••••••••••••• 1 60
DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.
clprinkled Sheep, or Library ••••.••••••• , •••• 1 25
Im\t.ation Morocco, gilt edges .•••••••.••• , ••• 1 50
'
. THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides .•.••••..•••.. 2 50
The Harmony contains all the hymns In the Saints'
Harp; also 642 pages of music, c~mprililing about 7~0
tunes, and full i!lfltructioll!l on choll' and anthem musiC.
DISTRICT RECORDS.
Printed and bound similar to Branch Records ••• 3 00

Steel Errgravirrg of Pres. Joseph Smith,
The engraving will be of a size suitable for framing, taken from a· plate made expressly for us,
and will be worth double the subscription price
of the magazine to each one who receives it, and
can only be obtained by subscribing for AuTUMN
bEAVES.
TERMS.
In order to obtain this valuable engraving the
following conditions are necessary. Send in
advance $r.so, the regular subscription price of
the magaz.ine, together with fifteen cents to pay
cost of mailing, and the magazine together with
the engraving will be forwarded to you. We
can not send the engraving except where payment is made in advance. Not wishing, however, to deprive any one of the magazine who
may desire to have it and has not the money to
send in advance, we will send the magazine
witkoztt tke Engravinl{, if they . will notify the
office that they wish it continued.
NOTIFICATION MUST BE GIVEN
We can not send out the first numbers of the
volume' without knowing whether you wish the
entire volume, for by this means we suffer great
loss. Many who afterwards would subscribe and
pay for these numbers can not get them because
we have furnished them to those who fail to renew their subscriptions or to return the magazines.
THE MINISTRY.
To all actively engaged in the ministry it affords
us great pleasure to send the magazine free, but
we will esteem it a kindness and it will prevent
mistakes if you will notify the office that you
wish it continued.
DO YOU WANT TO WORK FOR THE
MAGAZINE?
Send us twelve names with the money and we
will send you an extra copy free for your services. This pffer includes engraving with .each
copy.
SPECIAL NOTICE.
With the first number of volume four we shall
sommence the publication of a sketch of the life
of Elder John Brush of California, one of the
most interesting Biographies yet published;
"Father Brush," as he is familiarly called by
those who know him, passed through many of
the trying scenes of the troubles in Missouri,
and writes of them as an eye witness. If the
interest of future chapters of this biography are
equal to those we have seen, (and we are told
they are), then we can say unreservedly that
those who fail . to subscribe in time to get the
first chapters will lose much. Sometime dtring
1891 we expect also to begin the publication of a
Serial by one who has never as yet contributed
to the maga_zine, though well known to the
church, both personally and by her writings.
Again we repeat that we can not afford to
issue a large edition above the number of subscribers, and it is absolutely necessary for those
who desire the complete volume to subscribe in
time for their names to be on out list by February 15th, 1891.
To the friends who have so faithfully and disinterestedly worked for us in the past we would
suggest that with the splendid. premium we offer,
your labors this year ought to be more successful than in the previous ones. With thankfulness for past favors and large hope for the future,
but above all with a firm reliance upon Him
whose we are and whom we ::~re endeavoring to
serve, we shall enter upon the work of volume
four feeling sure that our friends will render to
us all, and more than we can merit.

M.

WALKER.
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"HliiARKEN To THE WoRD 01!' THE LoRD: FoR THEl'IE SHALJ;. NoT ANY MAN A:.HONG YOU HAVIll U.Vll lT :tllil ONlll WD'll: \ir;:w;~\ CoNCUJHN:&I!
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag@ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2,par. 6.
, HlllN EITHER
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT 0Nlll HUSBA!ro: I!lXClll'T IN CASE OF DEA
rs AT LmERTY TO MARRY AoArN."-Page sqo, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec.l09, par. 4.
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Ol!icial Paper of the Reorganized Church ot J esns Christ
Latter Day Sainto
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Every Saturday. Price'$2.25 per year.
The Traveling Mini•try, D!strict and Branch President••
and the Bishop's Agents, are requested to solicit new eub""
acriber11, and help build up the paper and the publication
department.
Buoiness Letters and Subscriptions must be sent to David
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Registered Letter, or Express.
"Entered as second cla..ae matte:r at L:Amoni Post Office.,

JOSEPH SMITH
W. W. BLAIR

EDITOR,
AssOCIATE EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, Jan. 31, 1891.
THE TROUBLE AND THE REMEDY.

IF any one will read the statement concerning the amount of the workingman's
drink bill, as lately published in the
HERALD from the. Working Woman,
and take time to think about it, he will be
led into a ·train of curious thoughts;
among them, probably, such as these:
There is much political agitation in regard to the .encroachments of capital ~nd
its holders upon the laboring portion of
the commonwealth. The soldiers have
one or two papers in each issue of which
appears long and persistent attacks upon
moneyed corporations, and capitalists pf
all classes. The farmers have a number
of papers, all engaged in a sirpilar warfare. The woman progressionists of severill orders have also a number of papers,
all having the same tone. In every sta,te
there are~ a host of organizations more or
less secret in their character, from the
Grange to the Wheel and the Farmers'
Alliance, an'long the agriculturists; and
the Trades Union to the Knights of Lahor,
and Labor Unions among the workingmea
outside of the tillers of the soil; indeed, it
is almost out of the question to name any
one of the trades, or professions but what
has an organization, having for an object
the protection of that particular @ranch qf
labor, or profession, and the advancement
of the interests of its individual membership. A part of the oratorical stock in
trade of nearly all these. organizations is
the "encroachment of capital upon labor."
We once heard one of these orators whose
offit;:e as secretary of the Trades Union to
which he belonged required him travel
and lecture; organizing lodges, or unions
where he could, and who, it was stated,
received for his services three thousand
dollars per year • .Ill his lecture which we
heard, he had a good deal to say about
labor and its rights; quite roundly denounced capitalists, and professional men,
naming· lawyers, doctors ~nd preachers, as.

idlers and unnecessary excrescences upon
the social fabric absorbing more than their
share of the circulating medium of the
country. At the time we were thus listening to him we were receiving for our labor
and service lEss than one-third what he
was getting; and were doing just as many
hours of work as was he. We remember
thinking as we listened whether he knew,
or did not know, that there were hundreds
of men in the classes denounced by him
who were doing just as conscientious work
for the good of mankind as he was, and
who received for their services sums ranging from one-half to less than one sixth of
what he was being paid to denounce them.
We found no fault with him then, (nor do
we Bow), for taking, nor his co-workers
for paying him the amount he was said to
be receiving; it was their business, not
, ours. We could not help thinking, howeve'r, that while he and his like were busy
endeavoring to pluck the motes out of
society's eyes, there was something of a
be:;1m in their own.
Debt is a terrible thing; no one can dispute that; and it is difficult in these days to
get on in the world and accumulate a competency; but terrible as debt is, and hard
as it is to pay interest on what a man
may owe, we believe. that there is much
said from a quite improper basis; and
without due consideration of some facts
which the fault-finding orators of the
workingmen ignore, and which by far the
larger· number of the workingmen refuse
to take into the account. For instance,
we have known workingmen, who ·as
miners received at one time twenty-five to.
thirty. five dollars per month; upon this
small amount they lived and kept out of
debt. It is true that they could not indulge in many "superfluities of naughtiness" on that sum; but we have known
these same parties when !hey received
from seventy-five to one · hundrec1 and
twenty-five dollars per month, and knew
that notwithstanding the fact that they
kept out of debt with the smaller sum,
there was no overplus laid by from the
larger amount-why we might see, but
would have been considered intrusive had
we suggested it. We remember once sitting in a miner's living room when the
tnonth's pay was being parceled out by
· the wife, her husband who had wrought
in the mine for the money, sitting by; after
the rent, the meat bill, the grocer's bill,
the milk bill, the baker's bill, and all the
other bills for the month's living had been
drawn from the pile in the center, there
was but little left, but out of it the wife
took two dollars and threw it to the husband, suggesting that it was for the
"drink,'' and all she could spare; the rest,
meagre enough in amount, was put by in
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case of accident. \Ve could not help it,
we made at once a mental calculation of
the "drink bill." The work was what the
miners called "slow'' that month; yet out
of that "slow" work, two dollars were a!··
lowed for the drink. That Would be
twenty-four dollars for the year, if times
were no better, more if more money was
earned. Flour at that time was worth
about seven dollars per barrel. of two hundred pounds, and this twenty-four dollars·
thus set aside for the "drink" of the hus·
band would more than have paid for all
the year's flour.
We once rode over a quarter section of
land in south-east Kansas, the title to
which passed out of the purchaser's hands
on a mortgage given to secure payment on
a "mower." The identical mower for
which the mortgage had been given was
standing in the grass just where it had
been unhitched from nearly one year hefore the time we saw it; and for aught we
know that machine stood there till the
wood decayed and rust eat up the iron and
the steel. The same sort of care that left
the machine to rot and rust, was the original cause of the non-payment of the small
sum due for it, and on which the land was
lost to the buyer. A lot of hay had been
cut and stacked; but proper precaution
was not taken to guard against the prairie
fire, and the hay burned up. \Vho was in
the fault here, the man, or men who made
and sold the mower, or the man, or men
who bought and used it? The manufacturer was a monopolist, a capitalist, the
others w.ere farmers, or working men; the
former prote.cted themselves from loss by
a mortgage on the land, which the farmer
could neither burn up, nor leave to rust
· out; but the farmer did not protect him·
self, neither by preserving his hay from
fire which he knew was certain to run over
the prairie lands if unchecked, nor by tak~
ing care of the mower its!:'lf. Take many
of the debts of which the working men
and the fltrmers in manv cases are complaining; and discover what was the ori·
ginating cause. ·We have made some observations, and we venture to say that fully
one-half of them originated in the attempt
to supply some want, but which could not
even by courtesy be called a need; And
we feel an assurance that in not one instance in. ten, where the debt has been incurred for the homestead itself, and the
debtor has been diligent, honest and frugal,
to the knowledge of his creditor, has such
debtor~ been robbed of his possession and
turned out to starve. Of course, allowance is to be made for extraordinary seasons; and there are still Shylocks in .business who are not Jews, and to whom. the
"pound of flesh" nominated in the bond is
the sum of their ambition; but the fair
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share of creditors much prefer the interest
to the principal, or the mortgaged farm.
The debtor who has made his debt
for that which he really stood in no need
of, whether it was a fast horse, fine buggy,
a fancy house, or huge barn, or a lot of
machinery left to go to ruin, or to buy
more land on speculation, or to keep from
having too near neighbors, and who is
careless, spending more time on the road.
and in town, anq at political meetings than
at his own affairs at home, whose drink
and tobacco cost him more than the bread
himself and family eat, bas but _little sympathy from either a kind hearted helper
of his race, or a "bloated money lender."
In plenty of cases the money for which a
farm is mortgaged has been obtained upon
a matter of ~peculation, in which the borrower was sure to reap by far a larger
percentage than the money lender asks;
and in by far too many cases the money
once obtained is "fooled away" in careless
application; ot course, the lendl~r is in
fault, if he-wants his own when it is due;
and if he makes use of his privilege to
force a return of the principal, he is an oppressor.
Do not mistake us in reading all this,
for we have no more love for a "usurer,"
a ''taker of unjust interest," than any
other; but the remedy for much of the
distresses to which the working man is
subjected and which are called wrongs,
lies within his own reach; and until he
makes proper application of that remedy
he will not be justified in arraigning society as responsible for what has come upon
him.
The capitalist, the millionaire, the manufacturing monopolies, of every class, are
not responsible for the fact that the working men of the United States spend $r,z8o,ooo,ooo for DRINK; not tea, nor coffee,
nor chocolate; but beer, wine, whisky,
pure and unadulterated, brandy, gin, rum,
sour mash, old bourbon, fine Kentucky,
whatever guise it is in, down it goes; and
this enormous sum taken out of the working mens' wages would if proper! y. utilized
go a long ways further towards relieving
the mortgaged property of those now oppressed thereby, than the $71 7,ooo,ooo employed as the banking capital of the United
States. The bankers may to a certain extent control the money market; and it is
possible for the government in some wav
to increase the volume of the currency;
but we doubt very seriously whether any
sort of legislation will increase the poor
man's ability to procure his portion of such
currency, if he has any portion in it. When
money is cheapened, labor is cheapened
with it; and all other things which money
buys are affected by such. cheapening.
The man whose farm is mortgaged, and
he has nothing to pay the mortgage with,
or to raise the needed money to pay it,
would have no better chance to obtain the
money, were it much more plenty than it
is now stated to be. The man who needs
to borrow money, who has nothing to
pledge for its return, as the world goes,
is as far from the money market at a two
per cent. rate of interest, as he would be
at one of six, or ten.
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To change the character of a man's creditors from individuals, bankers, or private
money lenders at home or abroad, to the
general government, would be to put a
·new and dangerous element into party
strife, and increase governmental patronage now more than sufficiently great. The ·
mass of farm property now mortgaged to
such an extent that the owners who have
mortgaged it cannot pay any part of
principal, or interest, would not be released
were money accessible at two per cent,
which was the .rate suggested by a late convention of farmers in Kansas, one of the
badly mortgage-ridden states. The man
who has been so unfortunate as not to be
able to pay any part of either principal or
interest on a loan at six or ten per cent,
could not have paid his debt with money
at two per cent, or without interest; nor
could he now change his creditor with
success to himself on the same farm or
farms, ifhe could aggregate his debt and
raise the whole amount at four, or even
two per cent; especially so, if owing to
any sort of local inflation caused by speculative booming prices of real estate have
been augmented to the "bursting of the
bubble" point, and the reaction has made
it impracticable to sell the land at any
price. And such a condition of things as
this is pretty generally prevalent, and both
mortgages and mortgagors are "land
poor." It is folly for sensible men to ignore the real facts in the situation, and as~
suming fictitious causes for the trouble, at·
tempt to remedy it by fictitious and tempor-.
ary expedients.
·
·
While discontented men of all shades of
political opinion are clamoring for reform
in the administration of governmental affairs, and a return to "] effersonian simplicity" in the appointments surrounding the
administrators in the public business; these
same men and their constituency are waste·ful and extravagant in the administration
of private affairs; profligate in expenditure, careless in business methods, suffering loss ,from inattention to the simplest
rules governing the law of demand and
supply at their very homes.
Henry Watd Beecher is reported to
have said that any "laboring man could
support himself on a dollar a day," and
ought to be satisfied if he got it; or words
of a similar import. At the time Mr.
Beecher made that statement he woul.d by
no means have undertaken to regulate his
personal expenditure to the basis of one
dollar a day; but the time had been when
he not oniy would have done it, but he
did doit, and less. The writer has wrought
on the public works of a city for $1.50 per
day, Eelf and team, boarding himself and
team, and has taken the pay in city scrip
worth seventy-five cents on the dollar;
and he was glad to get work at that.
Times have changed, but if the disposition to do whatever was offered to ones
bawl, even at low wages rather than not
to have work, were now more prevalent,
there would be much less to complain
about. It is now quite too much the fashion for men to insist on the highest wages,
or to remain idle. While we feel that the
laborer is worthy of his hire, if he does

his work honestly and well, and concede
that none gets too much,. we know that
the tendency amon·g men, especially the
younger portion is to seek for and crowd
into the lighter employments, where a
man can wear fine clothing and not soil
his hands; many preferring to be genteel
loafers eating ·the bread of others more
willing to labor than they are, rather than
to wear the garments and do the toil of
the laborer, or work for less than the highest wages.
.
· The present methods of political teacEiQg are not calculated to check the growing evil of debt, to decrease it or to make
it more bearable; There rnust be a thorough awakening of the working man to
the fact that he is himself largelyrespon·
sible for his own condition; and that sq
long as he and his fellow-workmen are
contented to pay such an enormous
amount of interest on the mortgage upon their sweat and labor held by the devil
of intemperance as is represented by the
wot king men's drink bill of the United
States as stated in the Working Woman's
journal, he ought not to cry out againsta class of men engaged in a business,
whose entire capital would not pay much
more than one half of the bill.
The majority of the men of the United
States, could live within their income if
they would. ' The reason that they do not
h because they are lacking the moral courage to avoid striving to live in appearances equal to their neighbors whose income is larger than theirs. Few live
within their needs; many live beyond, and
into the realm of wants that are never satisfied. Saints, here is our lesson.
We have not written with a political
inteation, nor with a view to any party in
the political quarrel; we have no pleasure
in them; but we believe. in the application of the plainest common sense attainable in this pressing question of the hour;
and believe it to be foolish for politicians
as well as other folks to strive to attain
unto the impossible.
THE Evening Chronicle, of North Attleboro, Massachusetts, January r zth,
gives an interesting account of the meeting
of the Sundav-school Association of th€
Massachusetts· district. Seven schools,
containing a membership of about four
hundred scholars were represented and an
interesting programme carried out. We
npte the Rames of Brn. G. W. Robley, G.
H. Gates and Joseph Luff in the list of
workers; also those of others, notably
many of the sisters. We hope this association and all others, also all schools existing where associations have not been organized, will take action in the matter of
sending delegates to the coming annual
conference, when, it is hoped, a General
Sunday-school Association will be organized. The committee appointed by the last
conference to devise ways and means for
the further advancement of the Sundayschool work will shortly issue a c<1ll to that
end. In the meantime let Sunday-school
workers everywhere consider and be prepared to act promptly in the matter.
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BLACK BEAUTY.

MORMONS IN CHICAGO.

TilE American Humane Education Society
is issuing and selling and giviag away a
little book written· bv A. Sewall, and first
published in England, and now being issued bv the hundred thousand. It is the
story" of a horse told in a simple way, illustrating the care and proper ways of
using that noble friend and ally of man;
and also showing in a forceful way the abuse
and bad management this useful friend
is subjected to. The book is being extensively. advertised, and George T. Angell,
president of the Society proposes to make
"Black Beauty," to do for the cause of the
horse, what "Uncle Tom's Cabin" did for
the human slave. It is a very readable
book and costs but little.

THis is the sensational head lines that call
the attention of the readers ofthe ChicJgo
Times to the advent of Bro. Edmund C.
Briggs into the big city and his opening
efforts there. We give the entire report
below, that the Saints may see how the
efforts of one df the earliest and faithful
ministers of the faith of the Reorganized
Church is being viewed by the newspaper press.
We wish Bro. Briggs the most unqualified success. He has ·been untiring in his
work when in the field, and we hope he
will make a mark in Chicago that will be
felt in the millennium:

BRo. E. E. MARSHALL sends us an extract from a newspaper of a rema1 kable
healing, which we print below for the
readers of the HERALD to read and reflect
upon. We are sure il1 this case, as Moses
was when told that some prophesied: "l
would to God that all the Lord's people
were prophets," so we say; "would to
God that all who are in· sickness, or distress might be healed:"
MARVELLOUS FAITH CURE.
ANDERSON, Ind., D_;c. 3rst.-The excitement
and interest at Mrs. Woodworth's revival meeting continues with unabated interest. The
church is packed at a!!" the services, both afternoon and evening: The large audience was
wrought up to the highest pitch of excitement
yesterday by the alleged cure of a confirmed
cripple. The woman alleged to be cured is Mrs.
Hiram Baxter. She is sixty-five years of age and
has been afflicted for years with rheumatism,,
Two years ago while walking along the streets
she was run over by a careless bicyclist and bad1-l:: injured. Since that time she has been ·unable
to walk except by the aid of crutches.
Yesterday she hobbled to church· upon her
crutches and attended the afternoon services.
She went straightway to the altar and kneeled
inside the low railing that surrounds the rostrum. She began to pray fervently to the Lord
to remove her physical trouble and restore her
to health. For a half-hour she pleaded, and In
these prayers was joined by Mrs. Wood~orth.
During the prayer Mrs. Woodworth knelt by the
.side of the afflicted woman and, placing her
hands upon her limbs, stroked them gentlv;
then, rising to her feet, held forth her hands pver
the prostrate form of Mrs. Baxter, ·and in a loud
voice exclaimed: "In the name of Jesus of Nazareth, arise and walk."
No sooner had the words been pronounced than
Mrs. Baxter, with a wild, delirious shout of joy,
arose and leaped over the railing that surrounded
the rostrum. She bounded through the aisles of
the church, singing in her gratitude over theremarkable results that she fairly believes the Lord
wrought for her. The utmost excitement prevailed In the audience. Mrs. Baxter was the
center of attraction. At the conclusion of the
services she walked home, leaving her crutches
in the church, Hundreds of people who witnessed the remarkable affair can testify to the
truthfulness of it.

"Chicago is to be proselyted to the Mormon
faith. At least that is what a venerable elder of
the church founded by Joseph Smith asserted
yesterday morning to a small but devout congregation at 213 West Madison street. '.l,'he elder
brethren cried •Amen !' to the announcement
which implied so much, while the younger ones
thumbed their hymn-books with greater energy.
In many respects the services and the surroundings reminded one of a primitive Methodist
meetlng forty years ago.
"On t~e front door of the building at 213 West
Madison street a placard was fastened yesterday
morning containing the following announcement
in large, irregular letters :-'Preaching at eleven
·o'clock by Elder E. C. Briggs, of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.'
"It lacked a few minutes of eleyen o'clock. To
enter one had to push open the doo.r and climb a
dirty flight of stairs into a dark arid dingy corridor that led in several dusky directions. At the
end of one of the directions a door slightly ajar
revealed a small hall in which were gathered the
'elder' and about twenty-five _members of the
'S:hurch of )esus Christ _of Latter Day Saints,'
among whom were several women. Elder Briggs
is a typical patriarch in Zion. His long, heavy
beard, reaching to his waist, is as white as the
snows on Arar·at, while a pair of spectacles adds
dignity to his appearance. He extended a warm
welcome to everyone who appeared, gently but
firmly insisting upon all strangers taking a seat
in the amen corner and accepting the .!Older's
'hymn-book, called •The ~Saints' Harp,~ compiled
by Joseph Smith and printed at Lamoni, Iowa,
from which place the elder hails.
"A man: must be called of God and ordained
by the laying on of hands to entitle him to
preach the gpspeL
The Bible is the word of
'God, but is not full, and God by his Spirit will
continue to reveal his word to man until the end
of time.
Belief in the gifts of faith, discerning
of spirits, prophecy, revelation, healing, visiom,
.tongues and the interpretation of tongues. Mar·
riage is ordained by God, .and the law of God
provides but for one t;:onipanion in wedlock for
either man or woman. The doctrine of a plurality of wives is heresy and opposed to the law of
God.
The word of God should be decisive and
the end of dispute. The religion of Jesus Christ
as taught in the New Testament Scriptures. The
holy priesthood has been lost. It is now restored tothe Church of fesus Christ of Latter Day
· Saints. The angel has flown through the heavens, bent his way to earth, brought the ever last• ing gospel, commissioned men once more to
preach it in all the world for a witness, and then
. the end shall come.

"Such in brief was t\le gospel of the Saints as
expounded by Elder Briggs to his audience of believers and unbelievers yesterday.
•The world
has become a world of Pharisees !\gain,' said the
elder, 'and it is the mission of the true Church of
Zion to bring men back to the true· and only
faith. The churches of Chrcago are filled with
people to-day who are worshiping God with their
lips only. They are whited sepulchers, and the
faith that passeth understanding is not in them.
They are latter-day representatives of the Pharisees, who prayed loudly in the temple, and after•
ward crucified the Christ, who had come to deliver the people from bondage.
It will be my
duty as an elder of the true church to break the
light in Chicago.
There will be preaching In
this hall three times every Sunday.
Services
will close with the doxology and benediction.'
"•I am glad to see you all,'' said tke elder, in a
little informal address by way of a preface. •I
have come to Chicago to break the truth to the
people. They don't know us now, but in a few
weeks the name and doctrines of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints will be known
Jn every corner of this great city. We know
that our faith is the only true and genuine one
and we want everybody to come out and hear us;
but it's time for meetin' to begin. Brethren,
come to order; it's r r o'clock.'
"The services consisted of a hymn·, a short
prayer, and a sermon by the elder just one hour
and a half long, in which he explained, or attempted to explain, the doctrines of the Mormon
'church. This is the church founded by Joseph
Smith, but which afterward split into two factions on the question of polygamy. The Reorganized Church of Latter Day Saints rejects
polygamy, but in all other respects maintains
the tenets of the Mormon Church in Utah and
elsewhere. "The Reorga~ized Church, of which
Elder Briggs is an earnest apostle, has its headquarters at Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa, and
claims to have several thousand members.
When Elder Briggs proselytes Chicago it will
have more than r,soo,ooo members.
"Elder Briggs' sermon was entirely devoted to
an exposition of the faith and doctrines of the
church, which is based upon the atonement, as
those of most other religious denominations.
These doctrines set forth that men will be. punished for their own sins and not tor Adam's
tral}sgression. Through the atonement of Christ
all men m!1-Y be saved by obedience to the laws
and ordinances of the gospel. These ordinances
are faith in Jesus Christ, repentance, baptism by
immersion, laying on of hands for the gift of the
Holy Spirit, resurrection of the dead; that the
dead in Christ will rise first and the rest of the
dead will not live again until the thousand years
are expired. _Men will be rewarded or punished
according to the degree of good or evil the,r
have done."'
. THE REASON OF IT.
AN IOTA.

When you use the common expression, "Not
an iota of it," do you stop to figure out what the
supposed quantity of an iota is? Not having
time to spare in waiting for the reader to reply
to this question, we will play the Persian and
'give the answer without being asked for it. An
iota is the smallest letter of th!'! Greekalphabet,
corresponding favorably with our letter .1. It
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. ~as derived from the Hebrew jod and the Syriac
judh, and employed metaphorically to express
the merest trifle.
The expression "Not a single iota" is one of the
several metaphors which have· been used for
ages, and, as above mentioned, was derived from
the alphabet, as wheri alpha and omega, 'the first
and last letters of the Greeks, are employed to
express the beginning and the end, as fn Revelations I: 2, where we· read, "I am Alpha and
Om<lga, the first and the last." And again, as
"One jot (jod) or one tittle (point or dot) shall in
no wise pass from the law."-Sel.

FRoM a late issue of the Church Union
of New York, we publish the following
items. They are interesting, as they per. tain to important passing events:
PROGRESS IN JAPAN.

There are some highly interesting facts in the
report of the Japanese Minister of Education for
last year which has recently been issued. It ap.
pears that education is now offered to all the
children in Japan, and that there are nearly
three million pupils in the public schools of the
progressive empire. There is consequently a
growth of 'intelligence among the people that
promises to bring about a marked change in the
Japanese mind. In the Imperial University at
Tokio many new studies have been introduced,
and an excellent scientific training is given to
the students there. A society has been organized in the university for the critical study of the
·ancient traditions, primitive annals, and modern
history of Japan, and there i;; satisfactory evidence that this work is done in a thorough manner. At the same time the number of new books
that is published in Japan gives evidence of !he
scope of the literary review that has been in pro-·
gress for some years.
HEBREWS
IN
NEW
HAVEN
FAVOR
CHANGING THEIR DAY OF WOR·
SHIP TO SUNDAY.

Many Hebrews in this city favor changing
their day of worship from Saturday to Suriday.
Ten years ago it was the custom of all Hebrews
to close their places of business on Saturday and
open tj;Jem on Sunday. As time passed the custom was gradually disregarded, for the reason
that it was found that secular business was
greatly retarded by a curtailment of the days of
the week, for by the custom in vogue Saturday
and Sunday were practically dropped out. A
year or so ago, through the intercession of many
of the young members of his congregation, who
could not leave their places of business on Saturday, the Rev. Dr. Kleeberg consented to give
lectures to the young people on Sunday morn-·
ings at the Court street synagogue.
Objections were made by the older members
of the congregation, but Dr. Kleeberg was not to.
be dissuaded from his purpose, and i)e accordingly began to instil into the minds of his people that the fear that Judaism would be merged
into Christianity by religious services on the
Christian Sabbath were without foundation. The
objections gradually grew less, and the Sunday
morning meetings have grown so in interest that
the whole Sunday-school service has practically
been changed to Sunday. These meetings have
not been held every Sunday, but only on the
third Sunday of every month, and now they are

participated in by young and old. In fact, so
interesting have they become and so convenient
for the worshippers at the Synagogue that Dr.
Kleeberg is contemplating having the.services
twice a month. The Saturday services have not
been dif;continued, but they are attended practically by the ladies. of the congregation.
TOO MANY CHJ:JRCHES.

At a weekly meeting of Congregational ministers the Rev. William Barrows called attention
to the fact that $r2,5oo,ooo was wasted annually
in tile United States in keeping up superfluous
churches. He asserted that in this region at
least' one in four churches could be closed without injury to the cause of religion. He said it
was not pleasing t~ see four or five evangelical
churches competing with each other in a town of
from four to five hundred inhabitants, where a
single church would barely thrive. Missionary
societies should aid no new churches in competition with one already established. He hoped
the orthodox churches would take the initiative
toward remedying the evil.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

We have received the following letter,
<which for prudential reason we give without the name of the writer, or postoffice
address:
Jan. rrth, 189r.
Editors Herald,·-I have carefully read the
different articles on secret orders. I am a mem_,,ber of two secret orders; and if I wish to be a
, member in good standing in either of them, I
must pay up promptly all my dues in order to be
entitled to any benefits if anything should happen to me; if I do not pay up my dues, then if I
am taken sick I can _not get any benefits from
those orders. If I wish to be in good standing
in those orders I must pay from $8 to $ro per
year; but I am not in good standing on account
of poor crops. Now brethren, I was baptized
into the church in r887. I promised to keep
God's comma·1dments; have I done so? Let us
see. In three years I paid $2 as tithing, and no
more. The Lord commands us to pay one-tenth
into his store-house, and if we do this then he
has promised that he would G'\ess us with a blessing that no secret order can give. Now then,
am I a good member in the church of Jesus
Christ? Am I in good standing in the church?
Dear brothers, I am not. In your article in
HERALD of January 3d, on pages 5 and 6, you
have brought me to my senses. Thank you for
the light} ou have given me. With the help of
the God of Israel I will in the future try and be
a member in good standing in the church. Hereafter I will let all secret ordefs take care of themselves, and I will attend to the order of liberty
which is in Chrjs( Jesus. I am, my dear brethren, your co-laborer for the welfare of Zion."

Vv.

Bro. T.
Williams wrote from Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, January 13th:
"Six were baptized here recently by Bro.
Thomas, and one more estimable lady gave me
her name for baptism on last Sunday, which
some of the brethren will attend to shortly.
Others are investigating."

Bro. John Pett, of Dow City, Iowa,
wrote January r 4th:
We are having good meetings at the Grove
with generally a large attendance, and from
what I can Jearn from other·branches they, also,
are blest in their meeting together for worship,
and the spirit of peace seems generally to prevail.
The heaith of the Saints is generally good, although there is some sickness around.

Bro. William Jenkins wrote from Corinth, Ontario, Jan. r6th:
"As a branch knewn to many of the Saints; and
ministry that have traveled in Canada, we number
about thirty-two; some l!ving so far away that

they can seldom meet with us.
The few of ns
that do meet at the appointed time of worship
enjoy much of the Spirit; and are in love and
unity with each other for which cause we have
abundant reason to thank the Giver of all blessings. We are surrounded here by strong outside
religious elements; they also feel the power of
the righteous influence exerted by the Saints.
We are occasionally visited by Bro.J- H. Lake,
which gives us much comfort and encouragement.''

_Bro. J. B. Heide wrote from Muscatine,
Iowa:
"l am going to raise the gospel banner here as
soon as I can get a house.
There are a great
many Quakers north of Muscatine, I think I can
get their church to speak in."

EDITORIAL ITEMS.

Bro. W. D. McKnight writes from
corner of Taylor and Cullen streets, Seattle, Washington, asking if there be any
Saints in that place. He thinks that any
of the elders v"isiting Stockton, Kansas,
and calling on Dr. B. Hill, Superintendent of the Christian Sunday-school,
would be well treated. He would like to
correspond with Brn. G. W. Shute, A. H.
Parsom, W. H. Kelley, and any of the
Chicago Saints.
'
7

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"Sometime, when all life's lessons have been learned,
And sun and stars forevertpore have set,
The things which ou·r weak judgment here bas spurned,
The things o'er which we grieved, wi.th lashes wet,
Will flash before us out of life's dark night,
As stars shine most in deeper tints of blue;
And we shall see how all God's plans were right,
And bow what oeemed reproof was love most true."

"SAVING MOTHER."
"One put-away is better than two pick-ups," so
Aunt Prudy Fairfax declares, giving a new
twist to the old household saying that "One"
keep-clean is better than two make-cleans."
Every housekeeper knows how true this is, and
that many steps would be saved if each member·
of the family would remember to put away an
'article after having used it. The work of putting away thus divided and placed where it belongs is light indeed; but the work of picking
up, fall/ng into a pair of hands already, perhaps,.
overburdened with household duties, is quite the
reverse, and the knowledge that the extra burden
is the result of mere thoughtlessness does not
make it any the easier to carry.
Children should be early taught to put away
their toys. or anything else they may have used
or worn. This is very easily done. The little·
folks are great imitators, however, and H Ted
sees his father leave his slippers under the edge
of the sofa in the sitting-room, he will be more
than likely to leave his own rubber boots under
the kitchen table the very next time he takes
them off. These are little things it is true-"not
worth making a fuss over." It would not require·
two minutes for Ted's father to put his slippers
In their proper place, or two more for Ted to set
his boots in a corner of the back porch, in read.
!ness for the next rainy day, and doubtless both
"would be glad to spend a fraction of time in just
this way if they only thought of how much might
be saved the home-mother so. But they do not
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neighbor, tired out with picking up, in her mind
think, more often than not, and there are the
as she spoke. That we had is very true.
slippers and boots, with half-a-hundred other
This is no fancy sketch. Doubtless the differthings to be picked up and put away by one pair
ence in the habits of the two families did not have
of hands.
"I do not see why I do not get along better with all to do with the difference in household management and work; many housekeepers have a
my work," we heard a tired housekeeper remark
"knack" which others do not possess. That the
once when we were spending ~ week among
"put away" habit, acquired and practiced by evsome old scenes and friends. "I work all the
ery member of the family, however, will lighten
time, but am always behind. And there is Mrs.
the household burden-bearer's tasks beyond meaClark, my nearest neighbor-you remember
sure, we have no doubt. Try it, please, and "reGrace Adams?-she has but one less in her famport success !"-Sel.
ily than I have in mine, yet her house always
looks neat an<! she has 'time for other things than
this everlasting housework. I do get discourPRAYER UNION.
aged and can't help it."
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
The tears were in the little woman's voice
Bro. G. E. Deuel requests yourfaith and prayers
when she ceased speaking, and very near her
in behalf of his sister, Mrs. Christyann Kirkup,
eyes. She had SF ~ken the truth. She did work,
that if it is the will of the Lord she may be
and harder than any woman should be obliged
healed.
to, and yet it was not often that she gained even
Sr. Wight of Bandera, Texas, requests your
a half-hour for what may be properly termed
prayers in behalf of Sr. Helen Bell, who has
"rest." Where was the mystery?
long been a sufferer, that God may strengthen
We solved it readily, to our own satisfaction
her to bear and suffer his righteous will.
at least, during the day we spent with her. The
"gude man" went away to his daily avocation
HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.
leaving his account books on the sitting-room
Jan. IS, Amount to date .•............ $3,494 84
table where he had been looking them over the
Sarah Rudd, Iowa ...... $ so
night before, his umbrella in the kitchen where
JuliaA.Burns, Me ...... I oo
he had spread it to dry, and his rubbers beside it.
M. L Preston, Mo.... . . . so
The children, hurrying off to school early in
M. M. Secor, Conn.... . . 75
G. Wamslev, Nev ........ r oo
order to find time for a game before the bell
J. Bickford; Ill.... . . .. .. 35
should ring, didn't think to put away the hairE. Cameron, Mich ....... 1 oo
brush, the soiled apron, the shoe-blacking, or the
J. W. Whitley, Idaho .... I oo
dozen and one other things they ha·d used; it was
Mrs. G. W, Nev. . ..... ro oo
E. Anderson, Iowa.. . . . . . 55
a warm morning and light jackets were in nquiJames Asken, Cal........ 75
sition, but the heavier garments worn the day beJacob Brown, Ill. ........ I oo
fore were tumbled in a chair, to be pick~d up and
M. A. Turner, Eng ..•... I 22
skaken out and hung away.
The books and
Ann Walwn, Wash ... .,.5 oo
North Forster Prayer
games enjoyed the previous evening, too, were
Union, N. S. W ........ 7 66
scattered on sofa and table still, and before the
Emma Colvin, N. S. W .. I 22
"picking up" was concluded a full hour of the
Sr. Wright, N. S. W .•... I 22
morning had gone, leaving the real work of the
J. Wright, N. S. W...... 48
Rachei Bullard, Iowa ... I oo
day untouched.
An hour in the morning, too,
Minnie Bullard, Iowa.... 25
is better than two in the afternoon, when body
Amy Bullard, Iowa...... 25
and nerves are tired.
·
Alice Bullard, Iowa...... ro
Later. we spent an afternoon and a night with
Willie Bullard, Iowa..... ro
Walter Bullard, Iowa.... w
Mrs. Clark, also a friend of our girlhood.
PosJane Boyd, Colo ......... r 25
sibly from having looked on that picture our eyes
· were the more ready to look on this; but we
Jan. 23, Amount received to date ..•.. $3.533 o9
could not help noticing that her little. people~Send all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.
and big ones, too-were careful to put away their
outside wraps when they came in. If a book was
RIDGE VIEW FARM, Jan. 5th.
taken from the case it was replaced when the
Dear Sisters:-It is with pleasure I enter your
reader was through with it. When ten-year-old
midst again. I have been an appreciative reader
Jack dropped a bit of bark from the armful of
of the many inspiring letters which have found
wood he brought in he carefully picked it up
their way to the Column. I am sure that were
again, and when thirty"five-year-old John put on
the wise counsel contained therein heeded it
his slippers for the evening he set his shoes away.
would enable us to become nobler, more efficient
When bed-time came the games and books were
laborers for the Lord. Verily, we are living in
quietly picked up. without any suggestion from
the "hour of God's judgment." Let us approach
the mother, who, just before retiring herself, tinearer the divine !it'e, thal the spirit of the Meek
died the sitting-room with a few deft touches,
and
Lowly One May abide with us which shall
placing the chairs in order, shaking up the
be as a "lamp unto our feet and a guide unto our
lounge cushion, and straightening the table'covpathway;" for the Spirit of God cannot dwell in
er.
''
«It is little to do," said she, "and I like the an impure temple.
room to look neat in the morning. Somehow it
The law of the Lord is perfect, and the more I
rests one; and besides I think,· in a house where
learn of the beauty and magnitude of the gospel,
there are children,. a tidy room is much more apt
the more I am convinced that we are living beto be kept so. Children soon get used to a clutneath our privileges, or at least many of us are.
ter and are quite ready to help make it.
Don't · We are instructed to".Jetour communications be
you think so?"
"yea, yea, and nay, nay;" for more than this com"Yes," we answ.ered, and we couldn't help
eth .of evil. Our lives should be above reproach.
The work in this part of the Lord's vineyard
1 wondering whether Mrs. Clal'k had her little ,

6g
!anguishes, so far as preaching is concerned, none
of the ministry having been here since August
last. However, I will not complain; for as a
brother wrote not long ago, "The cry echoes
from every quarter, 'Come and help us.'" Now
we cannot blame the elders that such is the case,
rather let me say it is a lack of the observance of
the law of tithing. There are few of us who are
not ·able to give something; Christ regarded the
widow's mite; for she cast in all she had. "It is
more blessed to give than to receive," I read, and
by conformity to the law before mentioned,. we
shall receive an hundred fold.
Surely we who profess an unwavering faith in
His promises cannot, with impunity, refuse to
obey this law, and by so doing leave many to
walk in darkness, and those who have heard the
word and obeyed the gospel to pine for the bread
of life, or a sermon preached by one whom Christ
has chosen to represent His cause. Oh Saints!
let us awake to a sense of our duty! There is
more for us to do 'than to repair to the house of
God and bear a testimony of the work we claim
to love so well. "This ought we to do and not
leave the other undone."
'
I pray the Father to impress it upon the minds
of all that He will only reward us according to
our works; and if we, having only husks, or no
oil in our vessels with our lamps, are denied that
for which we are striving, no one will be in
fault but ourselves. "Freely ye have received,
freely. give." I hear someone say, "But this was
in Christ's commission to the apostles.'' I admit that it was, but, my dear friend, can we not
reasonably apply the same in this instance? If
we stop to consider a moment, this will be conceded. Do not forget Calvary's cross, where our
Savior died for fallen humanity. Then let us
give more and oftener, that the everlasting gospel may be carried to every nation, kindred,
tongue and people, and all men be taught the
way'of salvation, for then shall the end come.
Dear Saints, let us meditate on these things, and
with the rest read Malachi 3.
I have written more than I intended, and with
a word to Bro. W. H. Garret of Greenville, Pennsy!'l'ania, will close. Would say that I was bap·
tized and confirmed by Bro. W. H., two years
ago the I9th of last May, and have never received my certificate of baptism. Will you kindly
forward the same to me, Bro. Garrett, and confer a favor. My address is M. Alice Smith,
Warren, Ohio.
"To labor for Christ; ah I labor divine,
Be this the bright guerdon of life;
That laboring for Him my crown may shine
Like His at the end of the .strife."

SISTER ALICE..
NoTTINGS:AM, Pa., Jan. 5th.

Sr. Frances:-How thankful I am for Autumn
Leaves. We await anxiously for its arrival and
its pages are read with much pleasure. I always
took great delight in reading, and was a great
novel reader until I came into the church: but
since then have lost all interest in such reading.
Bible, Book of Mormon, Autumn Leaves and Her•
ald take their place, and I find I lose nothing In
the exchange, but g\(in much. I do not know
that it did me any great harm reading the books
I did in the past time, yet they did me no good·
They did not satisfy and they took my time;
time that I might,have been improving instead
of spending it in that which gave me no benefit.
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I feel now that my time is too short to spend it
in reading that which profiteth me nothing. I
love to read the Scriptures; for they give me
peace and comfort. Autumn Leaves and Heralds
are read and reread and I receive much benefit
from them and they are comforting. I have been
taking the Leaves since they were first published
and hope I may be able to continue to take them.
I think the Autobiography of R. C. Evans very
good. Such testimonies as his and many others
in the Herald and Leaves are very encouraging
and make me rejoice to know this grand and everlasting gospel is free and all who will can be partakers of its blessings. We often find while passing through life our path does not always lead by
pleasant places. I am striving through my weakness to push onward, praying ever that I may
not falter, but that strength may be given me to
gain the victory. Through the goodness of God
I have seen the past year leave us, and whether
I shall see the present year depart none but God
knows; but if not, may I be able to gain the
place the blesse'd shall inherit.
And now my soul, another year
'Of thy short life is past;
I cannot long continue hera,
And this may be my last.

Your sister,
suE: J. NELSEN.
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal., Jan. IIth.
Dear Saints:-Some time ago the members of
the San Francisco branch issued a letter asking
for aid to erect a place of worship in this city.
Many have cheerfully responded and theY, have
our sincere thanks. I wish to request those who
hereafter receive the letter to change the address
to Mrs. Mary A. s~xe, I II6 y. Broadway Street,
San Francisco, Cal., as I have changed my place
of residence. Your sister in the faith,
MARy A. SAXE,
Secretary of Cb·cular Letter Fund.
December, r89o.
Dear Herald:-! send with this $1 oo to aid
the spread of the gospel. It is but little, only
$r.oo for Jesus, but I guess it is all he requires
of me, and I thank his holy name that I have
that much to give and I feel as though it was
accepted of God, and perhaps it would be as
\H'll for mi'! to tell how I obtained this dollar,
though it may seem as foolish to some it seems
as wisdom to me to ask God our heavenly Father
for the things we desire. 1 promised him that if
he would spare my chickens from disease and I
raised $ro worth to sell I would give $r.oo to the
aid of the gospeL I never had such good success in
my life and I give God the praise. Sisters, I do
think we might all give som<'thing in this way
every year. We are poor and have to work
hard to make an honest living.
Allow me a word in regard to amusements.
If we follow Christ's steps will we not find
amusements as he did? And as he was sent for
our example let us do as nearly as we can what
he did. It is amusement for me, if I have the
time to spare, to do something tD help the needy,
for we always have them with us.
My sister and I are all the Saints there are
here in West Burr Oak and if an elder should
come this way he will find a welcome at either
of our houses and we will find a place for him to
preach. Bro. Scott talked of coming last week,
but was callrd away to preach a funeral sermon.

We look for him soon and how glad we will be
if he comes.
I suppose you have heard of our daughter,"
Mrs. Kent's death, she died in the true faith.
Your sister in the same faith,
ELIZABETH W, WALLER,

Dear Sisters of the Home Colmnn:-It has been
only a year last September since I enlisted in the
army of the Lord, and I can truly testify that
God has blessed me many times during that year.
I have not )1ad so many outward manifestations
as I have read of others having, but I can perceive God's loving and powerful hancl moving
in silence in many ways, for which I am very
thankful. I remain your sister in Christ,
s. F. GARDNER.

PHILADELPHIA, Pa., Jan. 13
Editors Herald:-At last writing I was at
. Boston, Massachusetts, and time with its occurring events has so hastened since that in looking
over the space intervening I find that I have
been some time out of the columns of the
Herald. There may be a premium on frequent
and short letters, but who is it in this busy world
that can at regular periods drop into his seat and
write up events as he is wont to do, if he is a
worker? Circumstances will assert themselves,
and what may be admitted freely old procrastination lies as a thief at every man's door. There
is som'e comfort in knowing, however, that each
one is somewhere all the time. I like the position taken in the late Herald advocating freedom
of discussion, presumably by the editors. It is
all a notion that the work is suffering or going
to suffer on account of divided opinions on unsettled questions, because there is an agitation of
them. No reasonable person can expect unity
until after discussion; the free expression of
opinions, whtther outsiders or insiders, except
that kind of unity which is born of serfdom and
dominated by autocrats and tyrants. Where the
right of discussion and freedom to express opinions stop there progress ceases. The history of
the world proves it, ancient and modern. It is
the glory of the New World that this right has
been preserved to the people. It has made her
the wonder of the world. The doctrine of
Christianity is "Prove all things, hold fast that
which is ·good." Not to prove one thing only,
but everything. When proved it is settl.od, and
until it is settled thought, agitation, opinion is a
necessity. Enforced opinion and the hushing of
thought made possible Roman Catholicism and
formulated a dogmatic creed too sacred to be
questioned. It was thought that all necessary
wisdom was wrapped up in that creed. The
freedom of human thought and tongue was
shackled and progress was impossible.
The
world stood still for ages. With opportunity,
progressive men broke away and formulated an
other creed, filled with all supposed needed wisdom, enforced it and so far as possible stopped
agitation and thought, and thus clogged the
wheels of progress. Another, and then another,
etc., one overlapping the other, each superlatively wise and setting bounds to thought, discovery,
agitation and progress. Their history is known.
Great hearts and minds had to join with infidels

and sceptics in order to break away from forged
chains that crushed and killed, and pave the way
for progress and freedom.
The Reorganization set out and has made her
record UJ20n the avowed right of opinion and
freedom to express it. She has declared practically, if not,,;formally, for a free pulpit, freedom
of the press, fr;edom of discussion and a challenge to controversy upon all questions of issue,
whether with outsiders or insiders. Amen. Let
the good work go on until the cause of Christ
prevails everywhere. God and truth can take
care of themselves If the world can be relieved
of any more infallible dictation in the shape of
creeds. Were I doomed to be an Indian, like the
late Sitting Bull, I would be' no "Reservation
Indian."
The old _year with its history, good and bad,
has past, relegated to confront mankind in the
near future when the great Judge shall summons
to roll call. The new year sets out as if bent on
beating the time of the old. Upon this dividing
line is a good place to pause and reflect, look
over the past and resolve for the future, if time.
is but a measured portion of duration. We are
hastening on to "When time shall be no longer,"
the end of mortal struggle.
Sunday, September 28th, I was in Plainville,
Ma<sachusetts, and had a pleasant stay with the
little society of Saints and friends of the cause in
that place.
Bro. Charlev Coombs, president of
the branch, aided me in the morning service,
which was a good one, after which he baptized
Mrs. Edna Broadbent. In the evening, service
was held at Bro. Thomas Bradshaw's, in Attleborougl}.
The room was filled with attentive
hearers ar,d the meeting was a very felicious
one; just such as makes one feel glad that he is
a Latter Day Saint i,n spite of all oppositions to
the contrary. Here Sr. Bradshaw was confirmed.
Monday the 29th, I had the pleasure of passing
through the city of Pawtucket, R.I., nowalmo~t
in regal display. Flags and bunting with myriads of attractive devices and mottoes were displayed in profusion indicative of the occasion,
the centenary celebration of the introduction of
the spinning wheel into th:; new world by Wm.
Slater.
It was in early morning and a gentle
breeze swept over the picturesque hills and stately buildings setting the gaily attired city a fluttering in the bright beams which shone down
from the ri>ing sun.
It was a view that one
rarely meets with. On such occasions, how natural to think of wife, family, co-laborers, an appreciative friend, and wish them near to share in
the enchanting view. I wonder if every body is
like every .®ther body.
But there was no one
near to receive or express admiration and pleasure on the occasion, so I passed on.
What a
distance there is between the old spindle wheel
of boyhood turned by a finger or foot and the
ones seen in the large factories of to-day with
their thousands of spindles a whirling and buzzing under the power of steam. q'he ¥-orld has
moved, if it does not now move.
At evening I was at Douglass and kindly received at Bro. Joseph M. Parkers.
One time
there was a thrifty little church of the Saints
here, but most of thetn have moved away. The
neat little church erected by them is still standing; I preached in it one evening to an audience
of twenty-five.
A good interest was manifest.
It is a charming country to look at, but the soil is
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but justice to the church that he make a written
for there is a work for each to do. That we may
poor and stony. The people have a hard time to
statement assigning some reasons for his past
make ends meet; except the ax factory located
be able to work cheerf;lly is my prayer.
course, why he had changed, and his present purthere is constantly running.
It was a treat to
I related this dream to Mrs. Christman. She
pose, so as to place himself right upon the record
wept and said that for the last few days she had
stand by and see a real ax, hatchet, adz, hammer
and correct whatever of error his course may
been impressed that she must be baptized by a
etc., turned out. Common utensils of life, but it
have led others into. This he seemed io acquitakes brawny arms,. hard blows and sweat to
Latter Day Saint e!der, and must not delay;
esse in as being proper enough and he will doubtproduce them.
It is a pleasure to learn how
that perhaps she might not remain here long,.
less arrange matters accordingly in the near fuand that this important duty must not be neglectthings are gotten up.
ture. He appeared earnest in his presentation.
ed.
October the 5th, I preached afternoon and
New Years' Day I spent in the Quaker City
evening in Bro. Wm. Talberts' house at New
I ask an interest in your prayers that the way
at Bro. Archie Cameron's. It was a dreary,
Bedford. An attentive audience was present
may be opened that this lady may enter the
foggy day.
and I enjoyed freedom in speaking. Bro. Talkingdom, and that I may be able to do whatever
By arrangement by Bro. Joseph A: Stewart,
is required of me.
berts' house is the usual place of meeting in that
Your Sister,
city. He is blessed with a pleasant family. Bro. January 3d, we went to Elk Mills, Maryland,
CoRDA LAUGHLIN.
forty-one miles from the city, and held five meetand Sr. John Smith made my stay with them a
ings. I felt well in presenting the word and
very pleasant one.
there was a good interest manifest among the
At Bro. F. Steffes, Boston, October roth, I had
EcHo, I. T., Jan. 13th.
hearers. Bro. Stewart labored considerably here
tqe pleasure of meeting my associate laborer in
Editors Herald:-I have regular appointments
some years past. Brn. Daniel C. Joseph and
the Eastern mission, Bro. Joseph Luff, fresh {rom
which I fill. Saint~ in this country are feeling
Jonathan Carter, Francis A. Atkinson and others,
the west via the Logan reunion, ln fair health
encouraged, for there is a. better feeling fowards
with friends of the cause, mainly support the
and cheerful in spirit.
The following Sunday
us as a peo~le. Many are enquiring and some
work there. They have built a neat little chapel
during the sitting of the district conference, he
ready for baptism, aud the. Spirit testifies that if
in which to worship, though ill-prepared to do
engaged the attention of his auditors well as a
faithful the Lord will manifest himself in power
so, hold regular meeting and have a thriving litpreacher.
The Saints manifested a willingness
to this people.
tle Sabbath-school. May the Lord help them to
to take him on trial for a while at least.
The
Your humble servant,
make honorable the work amidst gainsayers. I
conference was an en.couraging and satisfactory
STEPHEN MALONEY.
one.
have just learned that Bro. A. H. Parson who
After visiting Providence and Fall River in
has been in charge of the work in Boston for
company with Bro. Luff, I reluctantly parted
MEDINA CITY, Texas, Jan. 9th.
some months, has returned home. Also that
with him at the latter place and, in company
Editors Herald:-Being one of the many
Bro. Morgan thinks of returning.
with Bro. and Sr. Bond, Florence and Bessie, who
whom God in his mercy has caused to be led up
':fan. z9tk.-The meetings held last week at
were on their way to the inviting west to permaout
of darkness into the light of the true gospel
Nottinghorn and Barnsley, Pennsylvania, were
nently locate at Willoughby, Ohio, went to atin these last days, I feel a great desire to help
pleasant seasons to both Saints and outsiders, altend a conference at Brooklyn, New York. The
roll on the good work, if God will permit. I
though held in a small way. Ye~terday Bro.
conference was a satisfactory one; all that reacame into the church because I fully believed
Stewart and I were at Banks, Md ., and held
sonably could be expected.
the doctrine taught by the Saints was of Christ;
three meetings with excellent interest. The
and the most pleasing principle to me was that
Thanksgiving day I was at home, where for a
Lord was present in the presentation of the
time I was engaged in necessary local home
God had not changed; that with him "there is
word; and altogether it was an instructive, cheerwork, as well as other labors; busy all the time. . ful and happy occasion. Some fish there to be
no variableness, neither shadow of turning."
Home is not a very good place to rest after all,
My near kinsfolk said I was deluded; my
caught soon.
friends said I was making a fool of myself; but
where there is a large family, and ends undone.
I return to Brooklyn this week, and go on to
God be thanked for inclining· my heart to see
Sunday December zrst, I met Bro. E. B. MorMassachusetts for a few weeks. Am feeling
gan of Cleveland, Iowa, co-laborer, at Bro. Wm.
and receive the truth. When I first came into
excellent in mind and spirit.
J. Thomases, Scranton, Pennsylvania. He was
the church I must confess that I did not realize
Happy in spirit,
well but not greatly encouraged at the outlook.
the full scope of the work, neither do I claim to
WM. H. KELLEY.
Just now the Wyoming District of Pennsylvania
do so now; but this I do realize to my soul's
is not a very inviting field, but there are hosts of
satisfaction, that day by day the grandeur and
people there. May he be encouraged even in
beauty of the glorious gospel is being opened up
OLIVET, Iowa, Jim. 12th.
adverse surroundings.
,
Editors Herald:-My mother's family being
to my mind, arid I find myself growing more
Christmas day I arrived at Bro. and Sr. Baty's,
and more in love with God's way of doing the
all the. Saints who res,Ide in this locality and no
Brooklyn, New York, just in time to join with
elder being here for three years, we many times
work. I can truly say .with the poet, "l love thy
kingdom Lord."
them and Bro. and Sr. Easton, Bro. and Sr. Newhunger for the word, as it is food that we need,
stead, Lizzie and Jennie, in partaking of a wellalthpugh we are firm in the faith and zeai~us in
I was ordained a priest under the hands of
prepared tur]>ey dinner. How pleasant some
the cause, realizing tl~at we are now living 1n the
Bro. I. N. Roberts and an ~lder by]. W. Gillen,
fortuitous circumstances are. By invitation the
latter days when it becomes us as saints to live
and by the help of God I hope to magnify my
evening was spent at Bro. Truman's in a cheerlives of earnestness, not forgetting that God is
calling. I have not as yet been able to do a great
ful and pleasant way. Later on, I tarried over
merciful, but desires each to wmk in .his vinedeal of preaching, but have done all I could.
night with Bro. Box, where .I spent the clay folunder the circumstances. I feel hopeful of being
yard.
lowing indoors while the snow blizzard prevailed
able to give more time to the work after this
I desire to say that there is a Methodist ladywithout. The Sunday servives following were
Mrs. Christman-who resides in our little town
year, and will continue ·to keep up regular apexcellent.
and who has been much afflicted for twelve years
pointments when I can spare time away from
On Tuesday evening, by request, I met with
pa~t. During that tim\) she has never wal.ked. I
home.
have talked many times with her and she seems
Mr. Wm. 0. Owens and Bro. George Potts, at
This district is large and the membership is
the house of Bro. Truman, to hold an interview
to understand the gospel, and has said she hoped ~ con.siderably scattered, yet most of them are
with reference to receiving Mr. Owens back into
a way would be opened for her to be baptized;
faithful and true with a few eJ_Cceptlons; The
the church again, from which. he had departed
but there seemed to be so many obstacles pre-. disfrict work is somewhat at a shindstill at pres,
some time since, and among other things had
venting. Recently I had a dream concerning
ent, owing somewhat to the unfaithfulness of
joined what is popularly known as the Whitmerher, after which I awoke finding myself filled
some who should have bv all means remainP.d
ites. He had made overtures to this end before
with the Spirit of God, ~o much •o that I felt to
true. But those that have eyer been faithful are
the Brooklyn church s"ome weeks before, having
thank God.
still faithful and firm as the everlasting hills that
become satisfied that he made a mistake in·Jeav'·
My first impression was that I had neglected
surround our beautiful valleys.
ing the Reorganization. Having been of some
her spiritually, 0, may God enable me to do
• The Medina City and Bandera branches meet
reputation in the church,·his disaffection influwhatever he .requires at my hands; and it is my
together regularly· twice a month for preachipg _
prayer tnat WI} as Saints may be up and doing,
enced some others, and J concluded that it was
service, when peace and unity are enjoyed by all.
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sometime prior to his uniting with _the church .
His old friends had often requested him to join
the Order of Odd Fellows; he had about made
"up his mind to do so, but deferred it for the time
as he did not like to leave hi~ wife alone of
nights as he thought he would have to if he attended lodge meetings. One day he was reading
·WAYNE, Kans., Jan. 15th.
iu a large family Bible called the 'Parallel
Editors Herald.'.:_This morning finds me away
MAGNOLIA, Iowa, Jan. 16th.
Bible,' containing •King James' Translation' and
from home and friends, among strangers, batEditors Herald:-The cause of truth is not
the
•Revised Version of the Old and New Testa.
tling for the Master. I left home in August and
making so rapid progress as might be wished, ,
ments' While reading in Genesis he read to his
have been visiting the different branches in the
yet there is something being done: Presastonishment of Satan administering the first
district, opening new places with very good reident David Chambers is working to get the
secret oath to Cain-swearing him by his throat
sults. The work seems to be progressing, and
Saints alive to their tempol·al duties, and also to
-and that Cain was made First Master-Mahan.
there are plenty of calls for preaching every·
their spiritual, and I think is meeting with sucwhere. I can find places for fifty elders to
cess. Elder McDowell has been for the past two ' He related what he had read to his wife. She
enquired where he read that. He told her, then
preach. I came to this place by request of a sisweeks and is still preaching and lecturing in Loto satisfy her he read it in her hearing; from that
ter last Sunday night, held services in the Evan·
gan with medium interest. He has been laboring
time he determined not to join any secret or<Jer;
gelical Church; but finding it was to be occupied
in Persia and Unionburg. Elder Mintun is laand thrs Scripture came to his mind, •No man
changed our appointment to the Campbellite
boring in Monroe county with good interest
can serve two masters.' Upon the day that I
church, where I am holding meetings every
manifested and a good prospect of success. I
visited him he enquired of me where he could
night, with crowded houses and good order and
have preached in different parts and have been
find
the statement about Cain being made 'Masterinterest. I have promised to stay as long as good
blessed, and the Saints have expressed them·
Mahan,' as he said he had seen it in his large
in':erest continues, if it is all winter; therefore I
selves generaily as edified and instructed, while
Bible one day, but could never find it since. I
wish to say to those who have expected me in
some who were impatient under reproof whispertold him it was not in his Bible, nor in any but
other localities, I will come as soon as I can; be
ed that they thought , the preacher would do
the Inspired Translation .. I then got the Inspired
patient. We need more elders in this district.
well to look at home. He thinks that is good adTranslation out of my valise and read the acvice and has been trying to act upon it all through
Though I am constantly in the field, it seems as
count to him. He said it was word for word as
hls ministerial career and thinks the advice
though I don't make a mark compared to what
he had read it in the Parallel Bible. (It is well
timely yet and will still try to profit by it, and
ought to be done. It is a large territory for
known
that no such~thing is mentioned either in
twenty missionaries, and there is only one that
shall yet as firmly and yet kindly rebuke evil
King James' or tho{ Revised Version.) He dewherever and whenever it is found, but to none
I know of. Pray the Lord of the vineyard to
clared he had never seen the Inspired Transladoes the rebuke come more forcibly than to mysend more laborers. I am making my way
tion and bad never heard of it. His wife conself when I find it In me. No minister of Christ
west, hope to ca11 in Smith county and in Napfirmed his testimony. I enquired if she had ever
panee, Ntbraska, Decatur and Thomas counties,
can afford to be more exacting of othus than he
seen' the Inspired Translation. She said she
Kansa~, before our next conference.
is of himself; and while it is not the pleasantest
mi_ght have done, but did not know that she had,
G. w. SHUTE.
thing in the world to have those whom you are
but she did know that she had never read it.
laboring to bless repell your efforts by the retort,
This was evidence to hitn that God had no me
"Look at home," yet even that-- can be made
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal., Jan. I 4th.
for secret orders, and that they originated with
profitable if it is received in the spirit of meek-Editors Herald:-Some of your readers will be
Satan."
ness, though given in a spirit impatient of reglad to learn \hat Elder L. R. Devore a!ld wife
The above circumstance occurred in October,
proof.
are safely embarked on their voyage to Tahiti.
1890, and he ~s baptized oh the 2d of NovemI find there are some among us who seem to
They left our city early on the morning of Janu-ber and I received this statement from him on
receive the instructions given to them by the
ary 1st, on the bark "Tropic Bird," the same
the 23d of December.
CHARLES DERRY.
Spirit of God through his servan!s as very disvessel that carried Apostle T. _W. Smith and
tasteful because it does not pander to their vanity
wife away some years ago.
by flattering them that all is well with them.
We enjoyed the visit and labors of Bro. and Sr.
JoNESPORT, Me., Jan. 14th.
They forget that a watchman on the walls of
Devore very much while they were here. They
Editors Herald:-On Sunday last I had the
Zion must not cry peace and safety when he sees
had a splendid spirit with them, and all their acpleasure of baptizing two more at this place. One
the enemy is near. If he does he is a traitor to
tions and doings while here bespoke that they
of them was my darling little Mamie; the other
the trust imposed on him and the cause he has
were true Christians and worthy representatives
was Mrs. Cora B. Wilson.
She was a member
professed to espouse. I also recognize the fact
of the cause of Christ. Bro. Devore spoke for
in good s!anding in the Congregationalist Church.
that the shepherd is not to raise the cry of vVolf!
us several times, and we were all edified and
She went out for the first time and heard Bro.
Wolf!! when no evil is nigh. He must be true
blt>ssed by listening to his timely remarks. They
Joseph Smith, set forth the rise of the church;
to his God-true to those committed to his
also attended several of our prayer-meetings, at
and what it suffered since the restoration of the
charge-always ready with the word of enwhich we enjoyed much of the good Spirit, and
gospel; and she says that led h'er to investigate
couragement in the proper time and place so that
we were all comforted and encouraged. Now
the claims of the Saints.
Her preacher called
he may encourage the strong and strengthen the
they have gone and by this writing must be half
on her, and she asked for a letter from the
weak, and yet not fear to warn, reprove and reway across the mighty ocean, and nearing their
church. He was very much surprised. Two of
buke when necessary, but all must be done in the
field of labor. They carry with them the prayers
the members called on her next, and I guess by
spirit of the gospel.
of all the Saints here for their success and safe
what I learned from Si,ter Cora there was a
We hope by diligent, patient labor to do some
return.
pretty sharp firing for a few minutes. Her husgood yet, and trust that the labors of our brethAll goes well in our branch. We are still
band wrote her, he being away at sea, not to
ren in this district will be productice of great
holding the fort. We have good meetings and
wait for him, but to go ahead and do as she
good. We would have been pleased to have had
are divinely assisted in presenting the word. We
pleased. Last Sunday was a splendid day; and
the labors of Pres. Blair in this part of the vinestill prize the latter day work more than riches,
at half·past ten a.m., over one hundred people
yard as was expected, but as it is otherwise orand try to make our fellow men see as we see, in
gathered at the sandy shore where Bro. Joseph
dered I pray God's blessing to attend him
spiritual affairs. We are still contending for the
Smith baptized several last summer when here.
where he goes, and·- so for every minister of
truth, and trying .to do our part in spreading the
Our Heavenly Father is a good preacher, and
Christ.
'
same.
all his servants can do well if they will only do
I copy the following from my journal:
We are losing no ground here, although we
as he says, and follow the direction of the Spirit .
"December 23d I visited Bro. and Sr. Euger.e
.;we not making the head way we desire; but• we
Several said they never heard such a confirKinney near Woodbine and instructed them in
hope for better things in the near future. Our
mation as those two received. God is good, that
the way of the Lord. They related a strange
spiritual condition is good. The Master manicircumstance that had occurred to Bro. Kinney
is all I can say.
J. C. Foss.

The Herald, Hoje and _Autumn Leaves are the
daily companions of myself and family. May
they never cease in spreading the glad tidings of
great joy. Yours in bonds,
T. J. SHEPPARD.

fests himself unto us through the gifts of the
.,gospel, and our prayer-meetings are becoming
feasts indeed for all who attend. Our course is
upward and onward Love to all.
Yours in bonds,
GEORGE S. LINCOLN.
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THE
CLYDE, Mich., Jan. 19th.
Editors Herald:-My wife and I had been
members of the Baptist Church for fourteen
.years when wee first heard the gospel in its fullness; we were then baptized by Bro. L. Phelps,
two years ago in Tuscola county, this state, and
moved here over a year ago. The gospel had
never been preached here until NovP.mber Bro.
Phelps came here and has made four openings
in this vicinity and baptized a few, and succeeded in making many friends. The were some
who tried to close one of the School-houses
against him; but there were too many friends
for them to succeed, and now the opposers are
ashamed of their effort. Some of the people
could not refrain from weeping when he bade
them good-by. We are satisfied that there are
others here that will ol:ley the gospel. Bro.
Phelps is at present laboring in a new opening
nine miles from her, two miles north-east of the
village of Holly; and I hear that there is a good
interest manifested. I believe that Bro. Phelps
is opening up the way for a good work here in
the future. Priest J. K. Soper has been laboring
with him. We hope it is God's will that he may
be permitted to labor here more in the future.
We feel to thank God for the many blessings he
has bestowed upon us since obeying this work. I
know this is the work of God. My desire is to
see the good work roll on.
E. FRISBIE.

Qtnmmunittafinns.
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible foF
their own views. Contri bntions solicited. ·

LET US LOOK.

EDITORS HERALD :-During the conference year thus far, I have labored quite
constantly, and felt blessed of God. ·Of
late I delivered sixteen discourses at Persia,
,fifteen at Unionburg and nine at Logan.
Baptized two at Unionburg-a lady and
daughter,-the Holy Spirit bore witness.
I desire b,y God's blessing to awaken an
interest at Logan. Excellent liberty was'
had in declaring the word at all the places
named. In some parts of the district the
work suffers on account of the ill conduct
of some; dancing, pool-playing·, and
drunkenness! Can we close our eves to
these things and say they do rio bar~? I
have it not in my heart to offend any one,
but let every member of the church look
at these things in the light of God's word,
and not from any pre-formed prejudices.
ON THE DANCING QUESTION.
. I have no sons or. daughters to indulge,
and it I had they should not by any consent of mine. We may argue that the
law books of .the church say naught about,
or against dancing; therefore; we ought
not to go ahead of the Lord and enact
rulings he has specified naught about.
Not one of the law books says that I shall
not go into a saloon and drink one glass
of beer, a.le or wine, or whisky if I wish
to. Not one of them says that I shall not
visit a gambling den, (naming the place),
and play "poker," "seven uo," "high five/'
,_:po0l," or "billiards." Not one of the
books says I should,not attend horse races,
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nor "bet on the best horse." Not one of
them, in wording, says that I shall not attend base-ball games on Sunday. Yet
notwithstanding this will the church stand
and defend these indulgences, and enact
no rule against them; simply because they
are not specified? §hall we say nothing
against them? What if the writer should
be guilty of these practices?· "Ah," says
the lay member, "You are an elder, you
preach." My retort is,-Do you preach?
How? By conduct, by word and example.
Have lay members one law to govern
them, and the preachers quite another; as
is the case in the Episcopal church?
"Let your light so shine that men seeing your good works may glorify God on
your behalf."
Have lay members one kind of "good
works,"·and the preachers another of superior Jind? Have the elders any more
right to let their light shine in good conduct than members?
Are they under
greater obligation to do so than other
members?
"Yes," says one; "because you are an
elder, more is expected of you than of
mel" Were you, as a lay member bap~
tized into one kind of "newness of !if~,"
and I, an elder into another? Have members less of "the old man to crucifv" than
elders? How reads the word: "For as
many of you as have been baptized into
Christ have put on CHRIST." "But put
ye on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make not
provision for the flesh, to fulfill the lusts
thereof." "And that ye put on the new
man, which afterGod is created in righteousness and true holiness." "For by
one spirit are we all baptized into one
body . . . and have been all made to
drink into one spirit."
I would that the last sentence were true
of all who have entered the church.
Preacher and member are to obey one
law; and no one can create from -God's
word one line of procedure for members,
young or old, and another for the clerical
forces! If so, upon what basis shall we
operate?
Dancing is ·"of the flesh, fleshly," most
decidedly; if we may give credence to the
sayings of da_ncers themselves. One of
the Herald editors said some years ago:
"Dancing dervishes may be many, but
dancing Saints ought to be few." Yes,
so few that one could never be found.
Once, in talking with a young brother, he
told me thtat he had walked eight or ten
miles after work in a harvest field to attend
a dance.
"Yes," we replied;" and you
would not have walked a quarter of a
mile to a prayer-meeting, would you?"
And he said: "I don't believe I w'ould."
He is not that wav now.
Show us dandng members that are
regular attendants upon church services;
(there are others that are not, I am aware).
Show me those that thoroughly enjoy a
social service of the church, that are not
inclined to call them ''dry affairs." Show
me those that will partake of the sacrament after coming from the dance; that
are. spiritually minded; that relate blessings received from God; that love to talk
of godly things; that do not absent tbe.m-
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selves from God's house to attend a dance
when there is a meeting; that will excuse
themselves on account of weather in connection with the church, but not in connection with dancing. Then show me
on which side of the line they stand.
Whether any fulfill the word: "Lovers
of pleasure more than lovers of God;" and
if the chur~h can spiritually and mprally
thrive on such. conduct as well as doing
any or all the other practices I have herein named!
If dancing caters not to the flesh from
whence come the expressions heard from
the lips of young men concerning the fair
sex?
A gentleman in Pottawattamie county,
Iowa, told the writer a few years ago that
once at a dance, a "society dance'' at that,
h.e was seated resting himself, a lady
friend came to him and asked to join him
in a dance; he replied: "I am weary just
now, there's my wife, dance with her."
"Pshaw!" replied the wom§n, I.'I wouldn't
give a cent to dance with a woman!" He
said: "It opened my eyes, and my wife
and self talked of the possible principle
involved, and have' never been to a dance
since."
And he was a member of no
church.
The writer knows positively of many
with whom there exists lukewarmness,
indifference toward sacred things, deadness in spirituality, lack of interest in the
work and the salvation of their own souls,
all attributable te indulging in dancing,
liquor tippling, attending horse-racing,
card-playing, etc.
There are both the letter and the spirit
of law. The letter says: "Thou shalt
not kill." "The spirit of the law reads:
"Whosoever hateth his brother (all ·men
are brothers) is a murderer; and ye know
that no murderer hath eternal life abidi~g
in him." The letter says: "Thou shalt
not commit adultery." The spirit of the
law says: "Whosoever looketh upon a
woman to lust after her hath committed
adultery with her already in his heart."
Is there no "spirit of the law" about
these other matters, one and all that we
have named? Let us see. "Keep him. self unspotted from the vices of the world."
"Abstain from all appearance of evil."
"Whoso hath the love of the world in him,
the love of the Father is not there."
Do any of the things aforenamed savor
of, or are they connected immediately with
vices? Do they tend toward and run into
vice? Are they of the flesh? If so
then are they c11rnal, and "to be carnally
minded is death, but to be spiritually minded is life and peace?" Are they of the
world, instigated of the world, and do
they tend to worldliness of mind and heart?
If so, and we love them, is "the love of
the Father" there? Is spirituality of
thought anJ purpose necessary to a Christian life? If so, can such be had and be
developed by such anti-Christian methods?
Would a respectable young lady allow a
man to assume the p>eculiar contact with
her in private or in public alone that is assumed in the "round dances" in which she
may indulge? If not, why not? Dots
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dancing make a virtuous attitude out of a
vice-te11ding one?
AS TO THE WHISKY BUSINESS,
A WORD.

Let U" lay aside all political bias, and
party considerations and look at this from
a humane and Christlike standpoint.
~e may not be able to entirely banish
the liquor traffic, but each one has an influence, and that influence is directed,
either consciously or unconsciously, for
good or evil. With each the questions
pertinently arise: Or: which, side do I
place my influence? On which side is my
voice heard? Suppose I vote for the
licensing of the traffic, high or low, it is
license just the same. I may say, I do not
favor intemperance; I am opposed to
drunkenness, or even moderate drinking,
still I am a license man.
If one favors license, he favors the
thing licensed, else why is he. a license
man? If he favor thus, does it not follow
that he !avoTS the product of the thing
licensed, namely, moderate drinking, intemperance, drunkenness, etc.?
0, no!
No? Can the product of the saloon be
severed from the saloon and still have the
saloon? No more than you can take light
and heat from the sun as its onlv and
legitimate products and still have the sun!
How would it be done? The saloon bears
but one kind of fruitage.
License the
saloon and you license the fruitage; they
are inseparably connected.
If "some folks will have liquor any way,"
let them have it without our consent, by
voice or vote! Then our "skirts will be
clear," and our conscience condemn us
not. Neither shall we have to answer unto
God that we voiced or voted for an institution that degrades, beggars and impoverishes humanity. So far as I am individually concerned, my. voice and vote shall
never be on the side of the saloon and all
its unhallowed retinue. I am not high
nor low license; it is no license, whether
it brings it or not. Suppose that I voted
for license, and a man goes reeling along
the street and I say to a friend, See that?
Yes. I voted to have him that way. I
take my friend to a house where squalor,
wretchedness, beggary exist? See that?
Yes. I voted to have it so! Is this overdrawn? Find the saloon without this condition of affairs if it be possible. Fact,
history and observation all say it is not
otherwise, but so.! For God's sake, for
humanity's sake, let not our voices nor our
votes lie in that direction.
We pray, as professed Christians, "God
have mercy upon .the widow and the orphan; upon the poor and the needy; upon
the oppressed and the heart afflicted," and
yet favor licensing an institution, a traffic
that produces nine tenths of all this that
we pray God to have mercy upon. Separate these if we can. We cannot! Can
we?
A Latter Day Saint "baptized into
Christ" ought to stay away from saloons,
and all such things as lead from Christ
and his work.
Nebraska has high license; a law providing for a fee of one thousand dollars
. for the privilege of selling liquor, The
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man who drafted the bill, and urged its lessens no crime; detracts nothing ·from
passage in the Legislature, has since de- wickedness; makes no wrong right; is
clared, "the effect has been a bitter disap- .. not effectual in covering the skeleton of
pointment, increasing the worst. evils of death.
It removes no clou'd of darknes:;;.
the traffic."
An Omaha paper once said It happifies no· home. It makes no father
of it: ·•It has sent the saloons more than a man; no husband a protector. Drunkever into politics."_ "The whole system enness and the traffic in rum tells but one
of license has corrupted our police force sad, damning tale. It destroys all ,honor;
and lower courts until it is a mockery to all, sense of respectability; conceals the
call them courts of justice; they are dens blush of shame. Makes man brutal; robs
of thieves."
the heart and mind of humane principle.
To say that higl;l license is a" remedy I
Dishonors God, Christ, the church; dequote from Dr. H. Johnson of Chicago: thrones reason, enthrones perverted appe"The change from license of $103 in 1H83-4 tites. Men influenced by liquor will reto $5oo in 1834-5 lessened the number of ceive more vile treatment from a saloonsaloons from 3,682 to 3,336, which is keeper than from any other person living
scarcely worth mentioning."
·
or dead, and yet be his friend.
Information direct from police headI hereby respectfully request all persons
quarters, the mayor's office and license who have been addicted to dancing and
office testified to one thing, namely l "The other worldly practices herein named and
gilded saloons are all . running as usual; have ceased their practice, to write me a
every low dive has been kept in tull blast; brief, pointed statement of the good if any,
Chicago's •Black Hole' is as black as ever, that accrues from abstinence and a life
and along all the main arteries and
more devoted unto God and his church.
thronged ways of the city not a saloon And of who now indulge I ask that they
has been closed."
please write me what pleasure it gives
From different parts of Illinois sixty-four them, and to what extent they are interpoliticians, selected at random, and whose ested in the work of humanity and God.
political faith was unknown to the interro- I promise to keep all names configator, were asked: "Is there any evidence dential, but much desire this favor. If the
of less drinking under high license law?" reader should think that there may be
Of these four thousand, Yes; and sixty, some who will not get to read this, please
No.
"
call their attention to it. I desire these
In conclusion, I give a tabulated state- testimonies for, I trust, a wise purpose.
ment of the matter as to Chicago alone Please interest yourselves in the matter,
under high license:
young, middle ;ged and elderly friends.
Arrests for drunkIf any of the habits named in this letter
Year
Total
enness and disarrests
order
were practiced before connection with the
1881 . · ..... , .. 31,71 3· ...... , , .. 16. 146
church, please write me the spiritual and
r882 ........ 32,8oo ...
18.o4s
moral result coming to you from abandon1883 .... ·..... 37,189 .......... 21,416
ing them. Any who still indulge, or who
r884 ......... 39434 ........... 23,o8o
since uniting with the church have been
r88s ........ 40,998 ........... 25.047
High license began in r884; and under overcome, please write me. Your names
it drunkenness increased by one-third in shall not be known to anyone else without
your special permission so stated in your
four years' time.
The saloon and the church cannot com- letter. Do not delay; write me at once.
promise upon any license p'atform. The Address, J. F McDowell, Magnolia, Iowa.
Your brother in gospel bonds,
saloon's product and righteousness are not
J. F. McDowELL.
yoke .fellows; and do not work together •
with one accord.
Tippling and prayer
are strangers to each other; Drunkenness
IS IT RIGHT?
and the gospel cannot walk.together. You
IN
passing
people
in this busy world quescannot ask divine favor upon the ballroom's giddy whirl, nor the clinking tions are asked with a desire to have answers given, the answers to be made
glasses of the debauchee.
High license, low licence, dries no tears, use of for various objects. Sometimes an
soothes no aching hearts, cools no burning earnest desire for information where there
brows-on! yin the grave! License hushes is a doubt as to the propriety of certain
no cry of hunger, no plea of nakedness, no things, prompts the questioner; sometimes
plaint of disgrace-only in the grave! a, difference of sentiment between two
License hears no cry for warmth, no claim parties prompts to ask a third party so
for shelter, no suit for peace, no plea for that his answer may .be used as a whip for
domestic felicity, no demand for sobriety, the back of the other; sometimes curiosity
no appeal for honesty, no supplication for is the only object of the questioner; and at
mercy; they are all hushed-in the grave. times queries are propounded to lay a
License makes no drunkard a sober man; trap, so as to tangle a person by his own
it removes no temptation from him. words.
This prelude to what follows was sugLicense helps to create murderers, wifebeaters, child destroyers. License aids in g·ested to me by an oft repeated question,
filling our alms-houses, our asylums, our "Is it right for a person to insure his life?"
In my humble opinion it is not right
prisons.
High license gilds temptation; places for Saints of God to do so; and as for those
fascinating enticements upon iniquity, and who are not of the "household" of the
adds attractiveness unto deeds of sensuality Saints, as they are "without," I will take
and crime.
It seeks to make debauchery Paul's advice in I Cor. 5: 12, 13 where he
appear as it never can be, respectable. It says: "For what hJWe I to do to judge
o
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them also

that are without? Do not ye
judge them that are within? But them
that are witho'Ut God judg-eth."
I will not take the time here to show
the responsibility of the elders to "feed the
flocks," nor of the duties of the ''flocks"
in paying heed to the advice for their
good when given; but I will proceed at
once to give the reasons why I believe it
is not right to effect life insurance.
First. Life insurance• destroys faith in
God; as it is virtually a declaration that
the one insured does not trust that "the
Lord will provide" for ,,his posterity; yet
David said in Psalms 37:25, "I have been
young, and now I am old; yet have I not
seen the righteous forsaken, nor his seed
begging bread."
Second. It compels Saints to have an
examination by ph-ysicians, in all cases of
sickness, the neglect of which entails the
loss of money paid, whether as previous
fees, or premium.
Third. By having an attendant doctor,
, for all sickness, the doctor must prescribe
medicines; hence robs God of the honor
of healing the sick.
Fourth. It prevents the ordinance for
the flick from being exercised; as elders
are not willing to administer under such
circumstances, where medicine must be
taken or the one insured lose his insurance
in case of death, from neglect to follow
the doctor's directions.
Fifth. It robs God and cripples the ,
gospel work, by taking the money that
should go to pay tithing and offerings,
whereby the Lord's storehouse is not furnished with the necessary means to send
the ministry to the perishing millions of
mankind, and the means, is not given for
the support of the families of the ministry;
the poor are neglected, widows mourn
through want, and orphans cry for bread
and clothes; while the rich are heaping up
earthly riches, and heaping vp life insurance for their own posterity at the sacrifice
of the wants of others, thus it is selfish,
has no love for others outside of one's own
house, destroys charity or the love of mankind.
Sixth. When it becomes known that a
man has a large amount of life insurance,
and having made provision for the distribution of the money among his relatives,
after death of himself, it is often an inducement for them to wish he was dead so
they could get the money the sooner; thus
being a means to sowing the seeds of hellish thoughts, of contemplated murder in
tht> bosom of those who expect to be benefitted by getting the "old man" out of the
way; often the wish is father to the act;
and from the wish that he was dead comes
the act of poisoning, or' other means: so
that a man is placing ,a premium on crime
by inviting his own untimely end, and by
inviting others to accomplish it. Many a
man has been killed for his insurance.
Seventh. It adds no happiness to the
life oTt he individual, nor to the expectant
ones. On the other hand it brings 0£ten
misery, by the struggles whieh many
have to make· to meet the installments,
and often the money thus spent could be
turned tobetter use. at the time i but pay it

you must or lose all previous payments,
and thus get nothing.
Eighth. It prevents Saints from often
giving to the relief of the needy, by making it an excuse, "I would do something,
only I just had to pay this year's installment on my life policy. Can't do anything for you this time." If, however, the
party has plenty to help the needy with
and does not, but makes his yearly installment the excuse; thus it is not ,right, as it
is an inducement to lie.
Ninth. Money paid for life policies
could be used to better, advantage even in
secular business. Banking the amount of
yearly payments and withdrawing said
sums every six months with the interest
and re-depositing with the next amount, is
one way in which in ten, twenty, or fifty
years will foot up more profit than the insurance.
Among the finest architectural buildings
in our large cities are life insurance buildings, costing enormous sums in the erection. Among the best paid business men
of our days are the officers of life insurance
companies. Who builds said edifices?
Who pays said salaries? Answer, Those
who are carrying life insurance~, so that if
the companies can give a man's wife, or
relatives, after his death so much money,
build such costly palaces, pay such large
salaries, and show yearly profits, and est a b.
lish contingent funds, sinking funds, reserved funds, 1\nd government deposit
funds, and pe~y maintenance of all necessary expenses, printing, fuel, light, traveling agents, etr.., there must be enorrnous
profits. Saints think "of it.
But "the children of this world are
wiser in their generation, than the children of light."
Tenth. And last, (for the present). It
allows, as one cause, the faithful elder to
wear shabby clo!;,)1es.
As the already
overtaxed man with life insurance finds
it a struggle to meet every pull upon 'his
purse and althougp his heart may warm
with love for God and feel sad to see his
faithful, self-sacrificing minister not appear as well clad as he should be to make
a respectable appearance before a critical
world, has to say within himself, "If I
only had a little means I would like to
help get that elder some clothes; but alas,
I paid out my last twenty-five doilars on
my life insutance." The appearance of
a minister before an . audience, especially
those of the world, has much to do with
the impression on the hearer; for he is a
seer and a thinker as well !IS a hearer; and
the gospel being new to him, it will take
an hour at !east to enlighten his mind,
probably many sermons, as to the truth,
and that truth is to be desired before clothing; but before the hour began he sees,
and lo! up stands a minister in shabby ar-,
ray.
The mind thinks like chain lightning and a thought goes through the
mind, "Is that the man who is going to
preach?''
Yes.
Whv don't you have
him better clothed? Because, amongst
other expenses I had to pay . my installment into the life insurance office instead
of into the "Lord's Storehouse" where
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meet, and meat could be had for the needy
laborer in the vinevard.
Now I hope no "offense will be taken by
any who differ; as no offense is intended,
nor are any personalities indulged in by
me.
In concluding, I would refer the reader
to (take pencil and paper, and copy) the
following scriptural references, and apply
them in this <;:ase, as in others.
Psa. I :r;
83: 1-5; 94: zo; Isa. 8: 9-12; 48: zo; 52:
ro, II; Jer. 5o: 8; 51: 6, 45; Prov. 4: 14,
rs; Zech. 2:6, 7i Mal. 3: 13-16; I Cor.
1:9-IIj 5:9-II; 2Cor. 6: q~r7; Eph.
5: I I ; Acts 2: 42; Rev. 18: 4·
In gospel bonds,

J.

ALr,ISTON,

A.

MciNTOSH.

Nov. 1st, 1890.

"WHO SHALL DWELL IN ZION?''

Psalmist inquired, "Lord who shall
abide in thy tabernacle'? Who shall dwell
in thy holy hill?" And he gives an answer to the questions, in all probability t}y
inspiratinn of God. The answer is: "He
that walketh uprightly, and worketh
righteousness, and speaketh the truth in
his heart. He that backbiteth not with
his tongue, nor doeth evil to his neighbor,
nor taketh up a reproach against his
neighbor. In whose eyes a vile person is
contemned; hut he honoreth them that fear
the Lord. He that sweareth to his own
hurt and ch3ngeth not. He that putteth
not out his money to usury, nor taketh a
reward against the innocent. He that
doeth these tbings shall never be moved."
-Psalm 15.
Again, in Psalm 24, he asked: "Who
shall ascend into the hill of the Lord? Or
who shall stand in his holy place?" And
he replied: , "He that hath clean hands
and a pure heart; who hath not lifted up
his soul into vanity, nor sworn deceitfully.
He shall receive the blessing from the
Lord, and righteousness from the God of
his salvation."
It is understood bv all Latter Day Saints,
that the "Holy hill," and "Hill of the
Lord," and •His holy place" refer to Zion,
which they believe is to be located at
Independence, Missouri. It is understood
that whether or not there is any com_mandment in force at the present day, to
gather to, and build up Zion, that God /
has nevertheless not repudiated th!:l place,
which he appointed sixty years ago; nor
that he wiH select any other place. He
plainly gave the church to understand,
that there was a "central place," and a
"region round about" the central place;
and that the "central place" should not be
"moved," therefore no spot in the "region
round abont," no matter how far north,
south, east or west, or to points between
these four cardinal ones, the ','regions
round about" may extend, no place lying ·
within the "regions" referred to can be
ever made the "central place," therefore
could never become the place of centralization, at least not with the approbation
of God. Even there cannot be. a "Stake
appointed until I command my people,"
so the Lord s?-id to the church in 1873·
The "central place" alone is called.
THE
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Zion, i. e. the City of Zion. The country
adjacent is called the "regions round
about," i. e. round about Zion. That and
the whole country, whether the State of
Missouri, or the United States, can only
be called the land of Zion, in the sense of
being the land on which Zion is located.
If it be assumed that the whole United
States be Zion, then the terms "Holy
hill," "Holy place," "Hill of the Lord,"
"Holy hill of Zion," etc., apply to the
whole country, or even to the State of
Missouri, or even to the "counties round
about," or the "regions round about," and
whatever qualifications are essential to a
dwelling in Zion, will apply to the whole
country, and the State of Missouri, and
the "regions round about," or in other
words to whatever portion of the earth
that is by the Lord denominated ZION. If
the whole country is Zion, or any part of
it is Zion now, in the fullest sense of the
term, or in anv other sense than being the
place where Zion is to be, then as certain
classes of people, such as liars, slanderers,
covetous persons, avaricious people, usurers, those who cheat or defraud their
neighbors, or take advantage in trade,
those who break their word, or contracts,
those who do evil to their neighbors in
any way, those who do not walk uprightly in any respect, those who do not
work righteousness, in other words,
frauds, drunkards, adulterers, and any
and all sorts of transgressors, cannot
abide or dwell in Zion. If they cannot,
who shall prevent them? Can the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Da-y Saints? No,
for it holds no power under the sun to expel· from the city or "central place," nor
from the "regions round about;" much
less from the state, and still less from the
United States, any one or ·all of the evil
doers catalogued. It can expel from its
membership the liars, cheats, etc., etc.,
(and should do it in all cases, if any sin
and repent not, and confess and forsake
not), but it cannot expel any person from
Zion in its limited or most extended sense,
so long as Zion is a part or the whole of
the territory governed by the United
States or is a part of any state in the
Union, and subject to its jurisdiction.
Who then shall expel the sinners in Zion?
It cannot be expected that the govern. ments, general, or state, or municipal wl11
do it. Who can and will? We reply,
that the Almighty alone is expected to do
it. And when will he punish the wicked
in Zion? We answer, in the day of his
coming, in the end of the age. ''The
wheat and tares are to grow together
until the harvest, which is at the end of
the world;" and if so there will be no
separation between them before that time.
As the United States and the state of Missoul'i, and even the "regio~s round about"
are a part of "the world," which is the
"field" where the "wheat and tares are to
grow together," so we need not expect
that the Lord will "gather out of his
kingdom all things that offend, and them
that do iniquity," until the "end of the
world." Is the city of Zion, or "the central place" to be made an exception? If
it is, there is but one way that the writer

'
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can see how that it will be accomplished; worth less than w~ claim for them; or
and that way is the one intimated by when··we misrepresent what we have to
Peter; that is, "that judgment must begin sell; but we all know whe"h we lie in our
at the house of God."-1 Peter 4: 17. If hearts, even if we put our words into such
so, then we may expect that the purifica- a form that they do not express a lie.
tion of Zion will begin at the "house of
We know also, whether our hearts are
God," that is, in the church, and that it pure or not. And alas, that it is written
will begin at the "central place." This that only the "pure in heart" shall inherit
thought would seem to be in harmony Zion; and only the "pure in heart shall
with the vision of Bro. White, as publish- see God," etc.
ed in the Autumn Leaves. But the
What is it to· be "pure in heart?" and
church has a certain portion of this work who is pure? Is a proud hearted person
to do, and she will be judged and con- pure in heart? Not if it is sin to be proud.
demned by the Lord if she does not at- Is a revengeful, unforgiving man or wotend to her part of the work.
Her duty man heart. pure? Not if it is sin to be reis to see that they who do "any m,anner of vengeful and unforgiving. Is a heart that
iniquity" and do not repent, "shall be cast· contains hatred toward a brother or sister
out;" the rich, as well as the poor; the pure?· No; for hatred is murder. Is a
proud, as well as the humble; the influen- couetous person pure in heart? No; for
tial, as well as those who are "little and covetousness is sin. Is a decietful hearted
unknown;" the talented, as well as the ig- person pure.? No; for deceit and hypocrisy
norant; the ministry, as well as the laity- are sinful, and deceit leads to lying, either
should be dealt with according to the laws in word or act, or both; and lying is sin.
of God. In the sight of God (and it ought Is it sinful to lust? Yes; for adultery can
to be in the sight of the church) sin is sin, be committed in the heart. Is an fl''"ricno matter who commits it. Inded, if any- ious person- one who desires to make
thing, the sin is less excusable in the wise money, and accumulate property, even by
and learned, and among the leaders of the fraud or deception, by dishonest methods,
people, than in the ignorant and simple- etc., a sinner? Yes; and the "love of
minded, and those who have the lesser money is the root of all evil."
abilities and authority. But whether the
Is evil-surmising, false judgment, etc.,
church through its officers bring trans- sin? Yes, a heart that thinks evil where
gressors in Zion to judgment or not, there is none exists sins. All sinful words and
one thing positively certain, and that is, that deeds grow out of sinful thoughts; and
the Almighty will not fail to judge the thoughts originate and dwell in the heart;
"House of God." And, if Independence and anger, malice, strife, vanity, unbelief,
is Zion, and it undoubtedly is, if there is e.vil speaking, lying, backbiting-, profanity,
any truth in latter day revelations (and the deceit, hypocrisy, lust, pride, haughtiness,
church professes tq believe in them), then dishonesty, avarice, covetousness fraud and
it is positively certain that liars and cheats every other evil that shows itself in word
and. adulterers and they who oppress the and act from the heart; and as all sin is
widow and the orphan; those who slander impurity and unholiness, all who sin in
and bear false witness; they who are any wise are not pure in heart, and cannot
avaricious and covetous and proud and see God, nor dwell in Zion. "Who then
heady; and all who have not "clean hands can be saved? Indeed, who? Have we
and a pure heart;" and ::~II who do not not "all sinned and come short of the
"walk uprigl::tly" ana who do not "work glory of God"? If only those whose
righteousness;" all who do evil of any hands are clean from all sin; and whose
kind to their neighbor will not be allowed hearts are pure in every sense can dwell in
to "dwel.l in Zion" when God begins his Zion; and God has said that it is only
judgment at the house of God.
How such that can, what then? Why that we
soon it may begin who can tell? It is folly who live in Independence, and we who inin the extreme to suppose that the Al- tend to live there cannot "abide" or "dwell
mighty can be deceived as to whether our there," unless we heed what James said,
hands are clean and our hearts are pure or when he said, "Cleanse your hands, ye
not. We might deceive our brethren and sinners, and purify your hearts ye double
sisters by a show of zeal in good works, minded." How shall we cleanse our
or by a loud profession of piety; we may hands? If we hold in our hands a single
boast of faith, and mighty works; we may penny of ill-gotten gains; if we hold any
contribute liberally to the cause and all property of any sort that is not rightly or
that, yet our hands may not be clean of all righteously ours; or that belongs by right
iniquity, for we may have given the gam- to another; if our hands have grasped
bler, or saloon keeper, or grasping spec- what our hearts coveted before, whether
ulator, or the dishonest trader, or the our "neighbor's house," or "his wife," or
drunkard, or adulterer, or some other sin- "his man-servant," or "his maid-servant,"
ner, the hand of friendship and fellowship or "his ox," or "his ass," or "anything that
in the way of business or as a matter of is" our "neighbors;" or if we have
policy; or in the grip of some "mystic defiled our hands in grasping in secret
tie" and "covenant;" or our hands may covenant, or business enterprise, or
hold or have held some ill-gotten gain; for policy' stake, or to get office, etc.,
some money that we have got by fraud or the hand of the thief or embezzler,
overreaching, or in usury. We may not or counterfeiter, or pick-pocket, or
have spoken the truth in our hearts when the rum-seller, or libertine, the usurer, the
we h:lVe said our goods, or our property money grabber or gambler, or any other
cost us so much, and are worth so much, known evil doer, we must repent and
when we know they cost us less, and are , cleanse our ·hands and keep them clean
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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hereafter. If we hold in them even a cent
that belongs to any body else, we can only
cleanse them of that defilement by restor·
ing it to those to whom it belongs.
To
do all this, and to purify our hearts will
require more grace than we possess within
ourselves.
We can only become fit to
dwell in Zion, by the sanctifying power
and operatio~ of the Holy Ghost; and that
divine influence can only be had by living
for it; and that is 1:1y living "by every word
that proceedeth from the mouth of God;"
and that includes much earnest, fervent
prayer, and often by fasting, or by fasting
often.
It' will not profit the reader anything to say to the writer: "Physician,
heal thyself;" for the writer well knows
that he can no more "dwell in the holy
hill of the Lord," except by virtue of clean
hands and a pure heart, than can any body
else, and if he is not clean in hands and
pure in heart he cannot dwell there; and
neither can you, dear reader, whoever you
may be. The command is to yol], "Cleanse
your hands" etc. I know it includes me,
do you comprehend that it means you also? "Who can dwell in Zion?" Ah me,
who?
But, suppose we are living in the place
called Zion, or that is to be Zion, and are
not clean in our hands and pure in our
hearts, and -do not intend to become so,
what then? · W.ell, we had better get out
of there before the Lord will put us out by
his "judgment."
It is going to begin
there ere long. Who is ready for it? We
must be prepared to dwell in Zion, or pre-·
pare to go outside. And none should go
in, unless prepared to dwell there. If the
Lord is to "gather out of his kingdom all
things that offend, and them that do iniquity," offensive things, and iniquity workers, must of course be in the kingdom. Is
the kingdom the church? So we say, who
then is it that intimates that offensive
things, and them that (or those who) "do
iniquity" are in the church, the Lord himself, or the writer?
Is Zion one of the
herd quarters of the church (or kingdom)?
If not now, it will be, and Jerusalem will
be the other.
Why then should not the
judgment of God begin at Zion?
If the
"Deliverer" is to go forth of (out of) Zion,
he must first come to Zion.
"And who
shall abide the day of his coming, and who
shall stand when he appeareth ?" Are you
and I sure of the matter, dear reader?
·

circumstance is easily accounted for. As
every one knows, the air exerts a pressure
of fifteen pounds per >quare inch, (at sea
level arid lighter as we go up), and the
pressure on a man would thus be about
sixteen tons;* but as this pressure is in all
directions and is balanced by air within,
we do not feel it. But if we were placed
in an air tight chamber and a vacuum produced, the moisture in our pores, i'lnd perhaps blood too, would immediately come
out. So with the leaf; when the external. pressure is removed, the air in veins
drives the sap out, but it is not dew.
How about the dew drop being at the
end of- a vein? This would require some
experimenting to prove its truth, especially in the case of stones, iron, wood, etc.
As for the drops not being poured down,
that is correct.
Before explaining the phen01tlenon of
the collection of dew, let me digress a little.
The ancients thought that dew possessed wonderful properties. Baths in this
precious fluid were said to greatly conduce
to beauty. It was collected for this, arid
other purposes, by spreading fleeces _of
wool upon the gro.und.
Laurens, a philosopher of the middle
agf(s, claimed that dew is ethereal, so that
if we were to fill an egg shell with it, and
place it where the sun, on. rising, would
shine on it, it would fly away!
Thus we see that John Aitkin F.R.S.,
scientist so-called, is not the first person
who has, entertained queer notions as to
how dew is formed, or what it is.
Perhaps by this time some of you are
wondering what your hui'nble servant
thinks about it. Well, all I know is what
is found in the text books on natural philosophy and what I can see with my owr,
eyes.
Let me remind you that there is moisture in the air alf the time; the warmer
the air, the more m~isture it is capable of
holding.
Dew is formed by the blade of grass, ot
whatever the dew is found on, having become cooler than the air adjacent to it;
thereby condensing a portion of the moisture it (the air) contained.
Further: All objects do not radiate heat
with the same degree of rapidity; those
which lose heat the fastest are the ones
which gather the most dew. When the
T. ,w. SMITH.
DENVER, Colo., Jan. 16t11.
temperature falls below 32° F. the dew is
fro:11en, and it is called white or hoar frost.
Let me give an illustration: AM locomotive, after making a run on a frosty win"WHERE DEW COMES FROM."
ter day, is brought into the warm round
I DESIRE to present a few ideas on the house the machine seems to be dry; howsubject named ,in the caption. The scien- ever, it is not long before the wheels, and
tist, John Aitkin, or the man writing his other pints, which have not been kept
theory, gives it .as the popular notion that warm by heat from the boiler, are cover;
the dew "falls from the clouds." Few people ed with frost which· in turn melts into
think that, because there is no dew on dew. Does the deyv in this case come out
cloudy nights.
of the iron? It is simply tl<le moisture of
. He tries to prove that dew is "an exu- of the air that has been condensed by comdation frpm growing vegetation itself."
ing into contact with the cold iron.
Observation teaches that many objects 0
On clear summer nights the vegetation
dead vegetation included, collect dew.
radiates ht!at faster than the air. On cloudy
Now for the air tight vessel experiment. night the clouds reflect the hell;t and there
If the scientist would have us infer that a
vacuum is to be produced in the vessel, th,e
*Steele's philosopliy.
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IS little, if any dew; windy nights the
same.
If I thought it necessary, I could give a
page or more of illustrations.
·

P.

w.

H.

MARTIN.

DETROIT, Minnesota.

RECENT IMPROVEMENTS IN BIBLICAL INSTRUCTION.
.
BY PROF. ROBERT W. ROGERS, PH. D.

OF course, we have always believed God's
Word. \tV e have' been ready stoutly to
maintain its inspiration on any occasion.
Are we not Christian people? Did not
our fathers love this old book, and have
we riot become possessed of that love both
by inheritance and by education? Perhaps. But we have had, some of us, a
singular way of proving our faith by our
works.
If one knew little of Christian people
save their claims for the Scriptures, he
might a priori expect to find these same
people ardently enga·ged in the study of
these Scriptures; he might believe them
to be well acquainted with the history and
prophecy, the law and the poetry of these
wondrous books; he might imagine them
able to quote the exact words of these
hQly men of God; he might picture<their
ministers as men of one book, profoundly
versed in all those far reaching questions
which grow: out of and center in. the
Bible. But, after he knew much of
Christian people, he would learn that a
goodly number of them treat the Bible as
merely a collectanea qj promises, of which
one is to be read every day for spriitual
edification only, and that they know little
more of Biblical history than Mohammed,
who thought that Miriam, the si~ter of
Moses, and Mary, the mother o~ Jesus,
were one and the same person. He would
observe that they could rarely"quote even
simple passages.from the Gospels without
producing "confhte readings," for which
we greatly abuse some poorly paid scribes
of former days. And, most surprising
fact of all, he would see the pastors of
these good people much more interested in
the latest treatise on sociology-what .a
choice word that is to many preachers
nowadays !-than in the Book of Isaiah.
This severe characterization is true,
sadly true. But it is, fortunately, much
leEs true to-day than it used to be. The
former times were not only not better than
these times, but they wtre not nearly so
good, in these regards. We do not study
the Bible enough in these days very largely
because our fathers did not study it well
enough in those days; and we have their
bad traditions to contend against. We are
teaching the Bible better to our children
than our fathers taught it to us. That we
do not do better still is partly their fault.
That "abomination of.desolation," a Bible
question· book which our fathers br.andished before onr dazed eyes, has given way
to a system of instruction which is not
only "international" in the numbers of its
students, but is international in the num-
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bers of those who give their best learning
and energy to its working.
The introduction of the International
system of lessons was nothing short of a
renaissance.
That system came into a
world like the Middle Ages, and right before our eyes it is re-creating the world,
just as the re-discovered Greek and Latin
literatures made the modern world of letters from the Middle Ages of igncrance.
There used to be a very widespread belief
that study. of the Bible was the special prerogative of clergymen and old ladies, and
some people apparently thought that there<
-was a subtle resemblance between these
two classes. There is no longer any such
feeling; but the results of that, and similar
beliefs and prejudices, still survive, and are
still stumbling-blocks in the way of progress toward better things.
The old "study"iof the Bible in the Sunday-school was not study at all; and if that
is not admitted to have been study, where
was the Bible studied?
Except in very
rare instances, children were not assisted to
its study in their homes.
They went to
school, and there heard nothing of it save,
perhaps, the reading aloud of some favored
passage at the beginning of the daily session. They advanced to the dignity of a
college course, and there found nothing,
absolutely nothing, about the Bible. They
were taught the history of Greece, of
Rome, of the nations of modern Europe,
but never heard an allusion to that great
history of the chosen people, which, in its
majestic course, touched the history of every one of the great world powers from early Babylonian to latest Rome.
If perchance a course of lectures or a period of
class instruction was given to the history of
Egypt or of Assyria, the instructor, himself
most probably a Christian man, never seemed to treat the Old Testament as a source
of sober history, in the same way that he
h1;1ndled Herodotus or Berosus. To him,
Abraham, Moses, Solomon, were uncanny
creatures, who lived "from men apart,"
and were not made of real flesh and blood,
-great actors in the world's drama, who
came in contact with other nations, and influenced them in their history.
How different would be the intelligent
Bible study of this generation if the last
g~neration had been differently trained in
college! If that college instructor had appreciated the fact that Abraham was in
touch with the early Babylonians, with
whom was his home in Ur of the Chaldees; that the account of Chedorlaomer's
raid was a priceless bit of veritable Oriental history, and if he had thus treated it,his students would have had new ideas of
the Book. If he had placed Moses in his
true historical setting, and used the narrative of the Book of Exodus as an important historical document having connection
on the one hand with the story of Egypt,
and on the other with the story of the Canaanites, his hearers would insensibly have
been led to look upon the book with added
respect. If, when he spoke ofthe Phrenicians, he had taken those great chapters
bearing upon the building operations of
Solomon, and treated them as sources of information concerning the life and trade of

the people of Phrenicia,his pupils would
unconsciously have been led to throw away
their old and silly prejudices against biblical study.
·
<
Such treatment as that, given to the
Bible, in the midst of regula!' work upon
other subjects, in those days, would be
working wonders in its results in these
days. Butif, besides this, lhere hac:l been
offered systematic instruction in Biblical
history; if the Bible itself, the plain, unvarnished Bible text, had been studied,studied as seriously and carefully as
Thukydides .and Livy, what the result
•would be to-day,-the mind simply breaks
down in the effort to conceive such immeasurable consequences.
As the student in the college heard
nothing to advantage of the Bible, so also
did the student in the theological seminary
learn little of it. He went to a theological
seminary to fit himself to reach. God's people, and to convert men to righteousness.
The tool he was to us~ in that great work
was the Bible, and it might therefore be\
supposed that he would spend the greater
part of his time in the study of that tool.
Far from it. The simple fact is that he
studied nearly everything whkh had the
remotest bearing on the ministry more
than he did this all-important book. He
learned some church history, and that was
well; he learne.d a good deal of systematic,
or dogmatic, or some other kind of theology, and that was also well; he learned
a little--a very little--Hebrew, which
was better than either of ·the two former;
and he gained some insight into Greek
exegesis, which was of paramount importance. Now, where was the study of
the Bible, the Book itself? He diJ not
get much of it in his Old Testament
exegesis; for the time was of necessity
very largery given to grammar and reading, and all the Old Testament exegesis in
the whole course covered but the merest
fraction of the thirty-nine books. The
work in the New Testament was somewhat more successful, because the student
entered upon it usually with some previous
preparation, in his knowledge of the elements of classical Greek. Nevertheless,
the instruction never compassed the entire
New Testament. At the end of the
course, the graduate went to his work,
never having actually studied any very
large part of the Bible. Small wonder is
it that men thus trained fell into the habit
of using the Bible only homiletically. It
came very naturally to be only a collection of texts on which sermons could be
based.
But this is very largely a story of the
past. In this living present we are doing
better things.
We have unfortunately
not made any progress toward teaching
tl,e Bible in the lower schools, as it is
taught in Germany; but we have made
great advances in the higher grades. In a
few American colleges, elective courses,
on exRctly''the same basis as in the other
departments, are offered in the English
Bible. These courses_ find no lack of
serious and zealous stuc1ents. And it is a
very noteworthy fact that these students
are not only those who expect to enter the

Christian ministry, but those as well who
will serve the world in other vocations.
The instruction is, of course, quite different, from the old theological study of the
Bible, in which nothing waE> so carefully
pursued as the search for doctrinal indications. This instruction aims rather to impart the biblical history, prophecy, poetry,
and law; not so much to make a system
of doctrine. That useful service is left to
other places, where it •fittingly belongs.
But great and important though this all
is, the colleges are doing yet more in the
proffering of superior advantages in biblical study. They are off~ring courses of.
electives in the junior and senior years in
the Hebrew language. And those students
who are now entering theological schools
from many of our colleges are ready for
the task of studying the Old Testament
text itself in Hebrew. In their junior and
senior years in college they h;:~ve mastered
the elements of Hebrew; they can read
it; they need not to spend five hours
weekly for one whole precious seminary
year in grammatical study. That means
just one year gained for exegesis.
"Little by little, also, are the colleges
learning that the Greek language did not
die with Thukydides and, Demosthenes;
that it lived on; that it actually developed,
not deteri(')rated; that what it lost i:n grace
and ·beauty it more than made up for in
cosmopolitan power; that in the pages of
the New Testament it ceased to be piminsular, and became continental. So it is
t.hat a few colleges give instruction in
New Testament Greek, and send away
from their halls men who have no need to
waste three hours a week of a large part
of their first seminary year in learning the
peculiarities of the Hellenistic idiom, but
are adequately prepared for immediate exegesis.
The seminaries themselves also are moving toward better Biblical work, slowly, it
may be, but hopefully. ' They are not
only securing students who are better prepared, they are teaching Hebrew better,
with surer confidence in its impor•ance,
and with more assured' success. Perhaps
this generation will see them. take another
step in advance and inaugurate chairs of
the English Bible, which shall supplement
and unify all that is tione in Hebrew and
Greek exegesis, and at the same time give
the student a wider bird's-eye view of a
book which is at the same time a whole
literature.
These are only a few of the most recent
improvements in Biblical instruction, but
these are revolutionary.
And just as we
are not doing all our duty in teaching and
studying the Bible, because our fathers
have left us bad traditions, just so, upon
the other hand, will those who come after
us do better things, because we are inaugurating these same better things.-Sunday-school Times.
ADDRESSES.
E. C. Bri!(gs, 446 West Lake street. Chicago, Ill.
J>tmes H. Tyrrell, box 144, Wallaceburg, Ontario; Sccre·
tarv of Chatham Di•trict.
,L W. Wight, North Forster. N. S< W.
E. L. Kellev. Temple, Lake Co .. Ohio.
Alexander H. Smith's home address is now Lamoni, Ioa.
F. R. Tubb, 10 Retreat Plaee, Haekney. London, Eng.
E. C. Briggs, 468 West Lake St., Chicago, lllinois.
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GALLAND'S GROVE.
Conference convened at Dow City, Iowa, No·
vember zrst; W. W. Whiting president, J. Pett
secretary. Branch reports: Galland's Grove 272;
9 baptized, 3 received, r removed, 2 died. Boyer
Valley 79; zreceived, r removed. Mason's Grove
r 17; r baptized, 2 received. Salem Sr. North
Coon 29; r received. Coalville 21; 2 removed,
Elders reports: F. R. Rudd, J. Rudd, J. T. Turner G. Hawley, J. Pett, B. Salisbury, .D. M. Rudd
(by letter), W. W. Whiting (baptized r), J. W.
Smith (baptized 9), J. Seddon (by letter), H. 0.
Smith (baptized z), J. A. Mcintosh and M.
Lynch. Priests: J. Pearsall, A. H. Rudd, J.
Gunsolley, C. Williamson, T. C. Dobson, I:
Dobson, and S. Jordison, (by letter). Teachers: L. Butterworth, C~ J. Hunt, W. Spence,
C. Holcomb. Deacons: J. M. Baker and H.
C. Holcomb. All had labored more or less as
opportunity offered. Bishop's agent's report:
On hand last report $r9r.6o, received since
$279-30, total $471-40; paid out $482.10; b~lan_ce
due agent $ro 70; J. Pett, agent. The dtstnct
and general church authorities were on motion
unanimously sustained. Sunday morning a
good spiritual prayer-meeting was held and Bro.
J. M. Baker was ordained to the office of an elder,
after which Bro. H. 0. Smith preached. In the
afternoon and evening preaching by Ern. J. T.
Turner and W. W. Whiting. During conference
three were baptized, and five more at the close
by Bro. H. 0. Smith. Adjourned to Galland's
Grove, notice to be given in the Herald.
IDAHO.
Conference was held December 27th, J. Lewis in the chair H. R. Evans clerk. Moved that
all v-isiting bt:ethren taj{e part in the business.
Branches: Malad 27, Dingle Dell r6. Samaria 7,
Malta zo. Elders reported: M. Jone~, J. Thomas, J. Lewis, J. R. Evans, W. Richards, R. LAnthony.
Committee to deal with member~ reported. ·The committee recommended a suspension of members. Report accepted and committee discharged.
Moved we withdraw me·mbership from those visited until ?ext ~o?ferenc~,
carried. Moved thatJ. H. Condtt laborm Cass1a
county, A. J. Layland in Bear Lake county, as
circumstances permit; and that all elders be requested to labor as circumstances permit. Resolved that the mi<;l utes of this conference .be
published in the Herald from this time forwaro:
Resolved that Elder R. J. Anthony act as o.ur
delegate to the General Conference and that he
be uninstr1,1cted. Resolved that we sustain.H. R.
Evans clerk of the distr1ct; thatwe sustain R.J.
Anthony as president of this mission and
R.
Evans in said mission.
That we sustam. the
spiritual and temporal authorities.
Preaching
by Elders Anthony and J. R. Evans.

.J·

TO BRANCH AND DISTRICT
OFFICERS.
As the General Conference of 1891 will be
held far from the headquarters of the Church,
therefore it will be necessary to close the Records and make up my Annual Report and Balance Sheet of States much earlier this year. In
consequence of this, if those presidents and
clerks who have branch reports in their hand~, or
who may receive them hereafter, will forward
such reports as early as possible, from now on
until after the March conferences are held, they
will help the work of making a proper presentation of statistics of our progress in numbers, both
as a whole, and by states and districts.
Some
district secretaries have not yet forwarded reports received by them at their conferences held
in December, and earlier.
It is necessary also that those who have not
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answered letters, those whom I have written for
the purpose of getting corrections or additional
items, should ma~e reply soon, so that this part
of the labor may be cleared away before March
brings its larger work in the way of reports and
Conference business.
Please make out and send District reports to
me very early, by March rsth if possible, in ord~r
that each district may be put in its proper place m
the Annual Report to Conference, and for publication in the Herald.
Blanks can be had at the
office, two for five cents:
Ministry reports, petitions, appeals, resolutio!ols
and other business for conference may be sent In
at any time from this on; but applications for
enrollment in quorums should come early, that
such may be recorded and placed in the lists for
use. If convenient to send reports for the different quorums to my care they will be placed in
the proper hands before or during conference. ·
H. A. STEBBINS,
3rj3t
Churcl• Sec. and Rec.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
To the Saints of South-Eastern Ohio and West
Virginia district: Those coming to the district
conference to be held at Sand Run, Ohio, will
''Please notify one of the committee so we can
make arrangements accordingly. Those coming
by r.all will get oft at Carbon Hill, where we will
have arrangements to meet them.
D. J. HANNAH,~
S. D. HANNAH, Committee.
CHAs. CooPER,~
,
Conference of the Western Mo:;ine district will
convene with ·the Green's Landing branch February 7th, 1891, at two p. m. It is desired that
all the branches will report.
WILLIAM G. PERT, Pres.
Conference will convene at eleven a. m. Saturday before the third Sunday (14th) in February,
at Three Rivers branch, Jackson county, Mississippi. Bro. M. M. Turpen intends to be present
with us and also writes me that he has some
hopes of bringing Bro. GiJJen with him.
S. P. ScARCLIFF, Dist. Pres.
Decatur district conference will convene at
Lamoni, Iowa, at teq o'clock on Saturday, February zat, rt;9r. Every branch should be reported in full at that session, b~cause from.t?~m
will be made up the annual report of our d!s,nct
and its progress for the year. Then also will
delegates be chosen to attend the general conference at Kirtland, and'it is desirable that representative men be selected from the various
parts of the district, those who are certain to
attend that assembly.
,
H. A. STEBBINS, Dist. P1 es.
Northern Iliinois and Southern Wisconsin
district conference will convene at Plano, Illinois;
Februa;y zrst, and zzd at ro:3oa.m. Presidents
of branches with secretaries, please take notice.
We hope for a good spiritual time. All who can
are invited to come and feast with us. Also our
. Sabbath-school Association will convene on
February wth, at 2 :30 p.m. at the same place.
All who are interested in this great and glorious
work do not. fail to meet with us and make it. a
success.
HENRY SouTHWICK, Dist. Pres.
CHURCH OPENING.
The members of the Belleville branch of the
St. Louis district, wish to state to the Saints that
they have erected a house for worship; it is 25x
40 feet, with height of ceiling r6 feet, all nicely
furnished and fitted up for use. For the many
-years that there has been a branch in Belleville,
there was no place belonging t.o the Saints that
they copld meet.in; but now they have a building that is a credit to the church. The opening
for worship is to take place on the 8th of February, r89r. Bro. Gillen and o_thers are expe~ted
to be here to conduct the services. We cordially
invite all that would like to be present. If any
of our elders in passing this way will call on us·
we wfll be pleased to see them, as we can make
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them, comfortable, and can hold meeting whenever it is desired.
By order of the branch, January, r89L
JOSEPH E. BETTS,
No. 307 Weber Avenue, Belleville, Illinois.
NOTICE.
By order of district conference of Little
Sioux district, the secretary wa~ authorized to
grant letters of removal to members of the Willow Valley branch (now disorganized). All parties concerned will please write me stating to
what branch shall they be issued, or 'general also
post-office address.
A. M. FYRANDo, Sec.,
Magnolia, Iowa.
NEWSPAPER NoTICE. -The proceedings of
the general conference of 1891, will be published
daily in the Cleveland Plain Pealer and Clevelattd
Leader: Mr. Prescott of the Plain Dealer has
agreed to furnish the bes,t reporters he has on
his staff, to report the minutes, sermons, etc. He
will also publish a brief history of the church and
Book of Mormon; also cuts and biographical
sketches of about thirty of the leading men of
the church, as well as cut and history of the tern-·
ple. These are to be published on the first and
second days of the conference. The Plain Dealer
will be furnished during the conference to any
address for fifty cents. Subscriptions should be
sent to G. T. Griffiths, Temple, Lake county,
Ohio, in time to obtain the first copies of the
paper, as it will be difficult to obtain back numbers. This will be an excellent opportunity to
preserve a fair representation of our faith by the
public press, and will assist in removing prejudice when presented to your friends.
G. T. GRIFFITHS.

•

DIED.
HrLDRETH.-.At Chatham, Ontario, Sunday,
evening January irth, r891, Bro. Marsin Hildreth. He was born on November IIth, r823,
Arleans C01)!1ty, New York State, baptized and
confirmed by Eider Arthur Leverton, Octoqer
z8th r886 at Chatham, Kent county, Ontario.
He duffer~d a great aeal, but passed away with a
bright hope of a glorious resurrection. Funeral
sermon at his late residence by Bro. Arthur Leverton, sermon trom r Cor. 15: 19, to a house full
of Saints and neighbors,
PosT.-At Leon, Iowa, January r8th, 1891, of
convulsions, Hugh ··Leroy, son of Israel H. and
Fannie Post, aged r7 days. Services at the home
of the paTents; ~ermon by Elder W. Waterman,
who was assisted by Priest W. W. Post. "Those
that sleep in Jesus will God bring with him."
''Our little one is resting,
Though absent from our sight,
He'll come in time with Jesus,
Clothed with everlasting life "

NATURALLY, ail men are equal with reference
to rights and privileges. At two objective points
of their career-birth and death-they exhibit
with emph:tsis their common heritage. He
therefore, who assume.s to rule over bis fellow
men without their consent, is a usurper; and if
that consent is received, to that extent republican principles obtain.
WANTED!
A good cheese maker to work in Lamoni,
Iowa, factory this coming season-:one that has
had experience in making Swiss and American
cheese.
. Adress The Lewis Creamery,
Send references,
St. Joseph, Missouri.

---: The Independence Gazette :--Published Weekly by

BRETHREN E, ETZENHOUSER AND WM. CRICK,
At Independence, Mo.
The erlterprising·pnblishers of this paper are offering yon
your choice of one of the very fine•t v1ews of the Temple
Lot at Independence, free with paper, if subscription is
paid in advance. Two of these views, which are tixlO. i!-1·
cluf<e a, view of the new church at that place. Send m
your money and get a good family paper for one year and
a fine view of the 'J;'emple Lot, both for $1.00.
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SPIRITUAL GIFTS AND SPIRIT
MANIFESTATIONS,
'OR"CAUSE AND CURE FOR SKEPTICIS>I,
BY

EiDER M. H. BOND.
•
Just issued; a .book or pamphlet of over 100 pages
larger than the Voice of Warmng, of closely written and
original matter; good type, good paper, and easy reading.
A treatise npon the uncertainties of Catholic of Protestant creed. The rational theory and ~xposition of gospel
doctrine and confirmatory gifts, as· against the insidious
doctrines and revelations of niodern spiritualism.· The
anti-Bible revelations of Swedenborg, The Quakers,
Catholic Visions and Miracles, Mesmeric, Trance, Mind:

Reading, "!Jhristian Science~, ~'Divine Hetinllg'~ or

"Faith Cure," "How to Become a Medium" &c. The
Gifts of the 'Gospel, their '~~'Oper place, nse 'Qf;ll9illlse in
the church.
Price, 25 centij, Single Oapy.

Send silver or stamps; $2.25 per dozen, postage paid,
P. 0. Order or Currency. Address, M.. H. Bond, Willou~?:hby, Ohio; or Herald Office, Lamoni, Iowa.
r;:w- Agents and "pushers" wanted, to whom books
will be sent upon application.
BIBLE SYNOPSIS.
Only three or four hundr.ed left. I will sell
the remainder at $r each, or six to any address
for $5; stlll a larger discount to agents. Send to
the Herald Office· at Lamoni, Iowa, or J. J. Cornish, Reed City, Osceola county, Michigan.
I2·27·3m
HOUSE FOE. SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
for sale my House of six rooms, and an acre lot, well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace n it, "nd water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN. GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, (i)hio.

MILL FOR SALE.
SHELBY MILL FOR SALE, situated in
Shelby, S~elby county, Iowa. For full particulars enqmre of H. D. Swain, Harlan, Shelby
county, Iowa.
·

A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
Setting forth the order and nature· of the Priesthood, and defining the duties· and prerogatives
of all the Church Officials, including the First
Presidency, and also the Deacons, as set forth in
the Revelations of God . and decisions of the
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
the Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
Herald Office, Lamoni,· Decatur county, Iowa.
Price 25 cents including postage.

"FOOD
For Thought, or Sermons and Essays by Jews and Gentiles," a book of 95 pages in paper covers. Price, single
copy 25c; five copie• $1.00; 12 copies $2.00.
PATRIOT one year and book
- - $1.15.
"
•ix months and book
.70
This applies to renewals also. For full description see
last page HERALD for Nov. 22, 1890. Address,
LAMBE~T

BROS.,

Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

-.A-

SY:MBOLOGICAL

CATECHISM:

OR

Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
BY A. J. MAPES.
104 pages, cloth bound. Price 35 cents each.
For &ale by BRo. H. R. MILLS,
TNDlt.Plt.NDl<:N'CE, 1Vf 0.

AUTUMN

LEAVES.

Published monthly for the
Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
et.~»e.·

X. Walker, lllditor and Publisher.

PA.YING WORK FOR YOU.
Bro. B. F. Ordway of Peoria, Illinois, still wants agents
for his well known
PORTABL~
BED .PRlNGS
and other new and useful household necessities. Thirty·
day credit given. Model and samples free, conditiona,lly.
'
For full particulars addreBB as abpve.

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
--)BY THE(--

Board of Publication of the Reorga:raized Church,
at their Publishing Honse in

Prospec1ms of Autumn Leaves.
FOR 1891.
IN order to largely increase our circulation for
the coming year and also as a testimonial of our
gratitude 'to those who have aided us in establishing the magazine, we have made arrangements
for presenting· each subscr_iber with an elegant

Steel Engraving of Pres. Joseph Smith,

The engraving will be of a size suitable for framing, t~ken from a plate made expressly for us,
LAMONI, DECATUR CO.; IOWA., and
wtll. be worth double the subscription price
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.
of the magazine to each one who receives it, and
can only be obtained by subscribing for AuTUMN
LEAVES.
HOLY SCRIPTURES•.
TERMS.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
In order to obtain this valuable engraying the
g- We haTe a limited quantity or these on hand.
following con.ditions are necessary. Send in
Turkey Superior, gilt edge ........... ~"; ...... ll 5C
advance $r.so, the regplar subscription price of
Turkey Superior, with clup, gilt edge ••••••••. ll ~5
the magazine,. together with fifteen cents to pay
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge ................... a 'IIi
cost of mailing;' and the magazine together with
Roxburg Turkey, with clMp, gilt edge ••••••••• 4 011
the engraving will be forwarded to you. We
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
can not send the engraving except where pay(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
ment is made in advance. Not wishing, however, to deprive any one of .the magazine who
Sheep or Library .binding, sprinkled edges •••••• 1 110
Imitation Morocco; gilt edges ••••••• : • ••••••• 2 00 • may desire to have it and has not the money to
se~d in advance, we will send the magazine
Morocco, gilt edges ......................... 2 60
wzthout the Engravtn!J, if they will notify the
New Testament, Inspired.·....... • • .. • .. • .. • 'Ill
office that they wish it continued.
·
THE SAINTS' HARP.
NOTIFICATION
MUST
BE
GIVEN
(Hymn Book.)
We can not send out the first numbers of the
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edgea ••••••••••• 1 26
volume without knowing whether you wish the
Imitation Jlorocco, gilt edgea •••••••••••••••• 1 50
entire volume, for by this means we suffer great
DOCTRINE AND OOVENANTa
loss. Many who afterwards would subscribe and
dprinlded Sheep, or Libr!lry ••••.•••••••••••• 1 211
pay for these numbers can not get them because
Im\t&tion Morocco, gilt edges ..••.••••••• , • • .1 60
we have furnished them to those who fail to ren.ew their subscriptions or to rhurn the magaTHE SAINTS' HARMONY.
zmes.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
THE MINISTRY.
Leather b&Ck end Mul!lin ~ides ....••••.•••••• 2 50
To all actively engaged in the ministry it affords
·The Harmony contain& &II the hymns In the, Saints'
us great pleasure to send the magazine free,. but
Karp; also 642 pages of mWJic, compriJlJihg about 720
we will esteem it a kindness and it will preveht
tunes, and full iDl!tructions on choir and anthem mWJic.
mistakes if you will notify the office that you
BOOK OF MORMON.
wish it continued:
Roan, sprinkled edges ••.. ,, .................. 1 211
DO "'YOU WANT TO WORK FOR THE
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..•..••••••••••• 1 50
MAGAZINE?
VOICE OF WARNING.
S~nd us twelve names with the money and we
Instruction to all p>eople on the Doctrine and
wtll send you an extra copy free for your serviHistory of the Latter D11y Work.
ces. . This offer ·inc! udes engraving with each
In paper covers, 10cts. each, per dozen ........ 1 00
copy.
Limp muslin covers......................... 26
SPECIAL NOTICE.
HESPERIS.
With the first number of volume four we shall
sommence the publication of a sketch of the life
(Poems by David H. Smith,)
of: Elder John Brush of California, one of the
Fancy MWJlin, 202 pages, gilt edges ..•••, . ·••••. 1 60
.most interesting Biographies yet published.
FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
"Father Brush," as he is familiarly called by
Paper covers, 194 pages..................... 25
those who know him, pa.ssed through many of
the trying scenes of the troubles in Missouri
J. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches the coming· of
and writes of them as an eye witness. If th~
Christ to Judge the world is now past." M. H. Forsinterest of future chapters of .this biography are
cutt affirms "The Bible teaches the Literal Resurrecequal to those we have seen, (and we are told
tion of the body from the grave."
·
they are), then we can say unres;:rvedly that
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE SEER,
those who fail to subscribe in time to get the
And disc<'verieo of Ancient American Records and
first chapters will lose much. Sometime dtring
Relics, with the statement of a Converled Jew.
1891 we expect also to begin the publication of a
:Paper oovem, 4a pages •••••••.•.• u , • • • . . • • • HI
Serial by one who has never as yet contributed
to the magazine, though well known to the
MISCELLANEOUS.
church, both personally and by her writings.
The Problem of Rum'.ln Life Here and Hereafter
Again we rep.eat that ·we can not afford to
by A. Wilford Hall, 544 p11ges, muslin ..•..•. 1 50
issue a large edition above the number of subUniversalism Against Itself, 336 pages, muslin
scribers, and it is absolutely necessary for those
by A. Wilford Hall ............. : ......... l 00
who desire the complete volume to subscribe in
Josephus, complete, library leather ..••....... 3 50
time for their names to be on our list by FebruGibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,
ary 15th, 1891.
muslin boards, 5 volumes ................. .4 00
Mosheim's Church History, 2 volumes ......... 4 00
To the friends who have so faithfully and disBaldwin's Ancient America (illustrated) .•••.... l 80
interestedly worked for us in the past we would
Rollin's Ancient History, two volumes in one .. .4 00
suggest that with the splendid premium we offer
The Koran, library leather ......•.....•...... 2 25
your labors this year ought to be more success~
Gieseler's Ecclesiastical History, from A.D. 1 till .
ful than in the previous ones. With thankful1854, muslin boards, 5 volumes ............ 10 00
ness for past favors and large hope for the future,
The Ecclesiastical History of Eusebius Pamphibut above all with a firm reliance upon Him
lus, Bishop of Crnsarea and Palestine .••..••. 2 00
whose we are and whom we are endeavoring to
Cruden's Complete Concordance of Bible •••••. 1 '75
serve, we shall enter upon the work of volume
Bible Text Book ..........•..••••.•.• , ••••• l 00
four feeling sure that our friends will render to
Apocryphal New Testament ..••••••• , •.•••. 1 65
us all, and more than we can merit.
Elders' Diary, by Joseph Luff................ 30
Emerson's Ready Binder, Herald and Hope size. 85
M. WALKER.
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD OF THE LoRn: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN Am:oNG YOU HAVE SAVE .rr BB Ol!!lll WIF11- A:IID CoNOUlUNES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag~ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
·
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND: ExoBPT m CAsE Oll' DEATH, WirBN ErrHEB
IS AT LIBERTY To MARRY AGAIN. "-'-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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THE

SAINTS'

HERALD:

Qfiioial Pap<~r of the Reorganl>:ed Church of J eons Christ ot
Latter Day Saints
PuBLISEl:!:D .A.T LAMONI, D:&C.ATUR CorrNTY, IowA,
Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
The Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presidents•
and the Biehop'a Agents, are requested to solicit new sub"
scribers, and help build up the paper and the publication
department.
Business Letters nnd Subscriptions must be sent to David
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Registered Le~ter, or Express.
Entered as second elae.s matte? trot Lam.oni Post Office.

JOSEPH SMITH
W. W. BJ,AIR

EDITOR,
AssOCIATE EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, Feb. 7, 1891.
OUR WORK IN THE CITIES.

THE fact that Bro. Edmund C. Briggs is
now trying to make an effort in the city
of Chicago, to reinstate, or renew the
.gospel work there, the peculiarities of
city work, as compared with work in
country places are suggested. It appears
to some to be making disparaging comparisons between brethren equally good,
to suggest that a different sort of talent is
required for a work in a city than is needful for the work in country places. It is
a fact nevertheless that a man· mav befairly successful as a propagandist in the
country side, and be a conspicuous fai-lure
in attracting hearers in a city; especially
if the city be a large one.
We do not care to attempt an exhaustive
treatise on this question; but desire to present the idea that in most country places,
buildings to preach in can be had for the
asking, or for a small compensation: but
in cities this is not the case. No church
door~ are open in the cities, to others than
those who are ofthe same faith; imd then
the pnvilege is guarded by the right of
the pastor only to invite whom he may
choose. No hall in a desirable locality,
where the attention of people can be
effectively challenged, can be procured in
a city without a greater or lesser outlay
of money for rent. Such is Chicago; &uch
are the cities of the east and the west; so
if we shall ever be permitted to do any
effective work, in those places, we may
know what to expect.
Bro. Briggs has been under the necessity of opening his missionary efforts in a
small hall in an undesirable location; located in a block of buildings where the
surroundings are more or less uninviting,
and where not many are likely to turn in
to hear. To accomplish much he will
have need to get into a different place.
Will he be sustained in doing so. This is
a question that must be examined"and met
by the church; and it may b: that it is

Lamoni, Iowa, February 7, 1891.
best to agitate it now. Chicago has nearly
a million and a half of population. If
there is a city anywhere that needs gospel
labor it is Chicago. There are doubtless
many churches there; and some laudable
effort is being put forth to unify the many
into one; or at least to found a sort of universal church, where men may worship,
without reference to creed or churchly
faith. There is but small probability that
such unihcation will take place, much as
it seems to be desired; and it is quite easy
to believe that Elders H. W. Thomas,
David Swing and others who have no
objection to such unification taking
place, will not be far off their seeming
prognostications of a failure; for reasons
patent to all. There is much that is "of
the world worldly," in the church of the
pres~nt day; and beside the strife to be
respectable and popular as a congregation,
there is the pride of outdoing each the
other, which is n0t compatible with a
unity of the whole. As a people we
sympathize with the movement to bring
all religious belief to the oneness of faith;
but we have seen so much of earnest effort fail, and realize so well the strong objection existing against the truths of the
doctrines taught in the New Testament,
that we have little hope that the effort
will d0 more than to show how futile it is
to hope for unity of faith until men cease
to teach "fear toward God" by teaching
the "precepts of men for the doctrine of
Christ."
we can but believe that men deliberately shut their eyes to the teaching of the
Bible, and so generali?e the mission of J esus Christ that the divine command,
"Come follow me" is completely swallowed up m a vain endeavor to reconcile God
to the world, or at least to bend the divine
instruction to the convenient beliefs of the
busy, giddy, whirling mass of mankind.
Instead of teachers fearlessly declaring the
message of life and sal~ation, as did Peter
on Pentecost day, it is the prevalent. fashion to present tl;Je Bible as the basis for
speculative philosophy, and fine spun
homilies, by which men are led. to admire
the powers of the word painter more than
to trust in the saving word itself. The world
of religious thought is conspicuously divided, some of Paul, some of Apollos, and
few of Christ indeed.
These are some, perhaps the most powerful obstacles that Bro. Briggs will meet
in Chicago. The city is rife for the sensational; and in the pursuit of it would
readily furnish audiences to any sort of
theory, providing those presenting them
could start a new sensation. For the
sober thought, the trustful seeking, the
patient endurance of search, conviction and
tpe plain teaching of Christ, the doctrine
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of salvation-, few in the great city are prepared. Hence it will be difficult for Bro.
Briggs to secure an audience. However,
we trust that the Lord has a people there,
and that Bro. Briggs can find them. It
seems to be about time that men began to
have the courage to accept the truth
though it may not he popular, or (as the
world goes) respectable.
We hope that the Saints will stand by
Bro. Briggs, in his efforts; and that no
envious, nor restless spirit within the fold
will rise up to prevent and mar. If the
few in Chicago would but act with unity
they could do much toward making the
mission a success.
BRo. A. CHRISTOFFERSON of Deer Lodge,.
Montana, sends us a clipping from the
semi-weekly Inter-Mountain, w.]f.ich we
here give:
INDIAN AND JEWISH RELIGIONS
COMPARED,
Early travelers among the Indians claim to
have found rites and ceremonies strikingly similar to those of the Jews. George Catlin, the
artist, who spent a considerable portion of his
life among the tribes, said he believed they had
Jewish blood in their veins, although he could
not go so far as to identify them with Israel's
lost tribes.
The Indians worshiped a Great
Spirit or a Jehovah. Idolaters were never found
on the North American continent.
The tribes
had their council or medicine houses, which they
held most sacred.
They qad tlteir high priests
and their prophets. They followed the Hebrew
custom in not allowing the women to worship
with the men.
Fifty years ago the Siou~ e~
ploited the same belief that they are dancing
themselves crazy about now. They maintained
that the Indians were the chosen people of the
Great Spirit and that in time they would triumph over the rest of the world through a
Messiah.
In marriage the Indians had customs which
savored of Palestine. They gave presents for
their wives. In their bathing and in their family
relations they followed with remarkable precision many of the requirements of the Mosaic law.
They observed certain laws of purification which
the Old Testament teaches.
Fifty years ago
travelers found no difficulty In discovering the
practice of these rites and ceremonies by the Indians.
But as the line of white settlement advanced the Indians gave up their old customs.
Their forms were laughed at by white men, and
many of them were abandoned. The gho.st
dance, which the Siou~ have been ssaring the
frontier with, is the old sun dance under a new
name. It used to be practiced very frequently
as an atonement ceremony.
There was once an Indian feast which was
ery like the annual feast of the Passover. Some
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of the tribes kept a feast with branches of willow
and preliminary fa~ting which bore striking resemblances to the Feast of Tabernacles.
The
practice of offering to the Great Spirit the first
green corn, and the first fruits of all kinds was
almost universal among the Indians before they
became contaminated with white men.-St.Louis
Globf]- Democrat.
REV. MAcQUEAR Y'S HERESY!

Bv the kindness of Bro. Lewis Fowler,
Sen., of L;qnoni, we are handed a copy of
the New York Sun, for January 9th containing the closing· argument of Rev.
Howard MacQueary upon his trial for
heresy, before an ecclesiastical court of the
Protestant Episcopal Church, of which he
is a member and clergyman; trial being
held at Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. MacQueary seems to have stated his beliefs fairly.
We shall give th~ verdict of the court
when rendered if we get hold of it.
CLEVELAND, Jan. Sth.-The trial for heresy of
the Rev. Howard MacQueary by the Protestant
Episcopal Church came to an end . early this
evening, and the defendant's fate rests with the
court.
The result will probably not be made
k~own for several days. The general feeling is
that MacQueary will be found guilty of heresy
in doubting the resurrection.
The trial proceeded this morning. Mr. MacQueary resumed his address.
He began by
summarizing his points made the day before, as
follows:
"r. I showed that the ordination vows and the
articles of religion teach that the creeds of this
Church must be interpreted by the Scriptures.
"2. That this must. be done primarily by indJviduals who might ultimately avail themselves
of conventions to bring their interpretations into
general uses in the Church.
But an individual
is no more debarred from exercising his private
judgment by the formulas of this Church and
suggesting altera\Jons in their substance or interpretation than is a member of Congress from offering amendments to or difJ:"erent constructions
of the Const!tution of the United States, unless,
indeed, the clergy man furnish no spiritual authority for his suggestions.
"3· This church rejects the inf;l.llibility of the
first general councils, but even if she accepted
them she could'not condemn me, since the early
church and council were especially permitted to
enjoy liberty of belief.
"4· I accept the authority of the Scriptures,
and m'erely reject their verbal information and
infallibility.
I am sustained in so doing by the
Privy Council of England.
"5- I do not reject the incarnation or divinity
of Christ, but believe that in Him dwelt all the
fulness of the Godhead bodily, although this influx of Deity into humanity occurrfd without
violating the law of life previously ordained by
God.
"6. I accept the miraculous conception of.
Christ; that is, I believe that His perfect spiritual nature was specially begotten by the Holy
Gho.st, the Lord, and Giver of Life, that His human spirit was inspired into a finite form by special aid of the Divine Spirit.
I therefore differ
from the traditional and popular theology merely in my interpretation of this article of the
creed; and I justify my difference, first, by pas-

sages of Scripture which seem to me to indicate
count of the crossing of the Red Sea, which
a human fatherhood of Jesus, and, secondly, by
even Mr. Arnold some years ago took as
Isaiah's use of the word virgin in the sense of .meant to record a violation of physical order;
young woman simply.
the strong east wind; the cloud which beat in
"We now come to the question of the , the face of the Egyptians, but by its lightning
resurrection. Her<>, again, my position has
showed the Israelites their way; the waters
been greatly misrepresented, and I must therekept back at low tide by the east winds and
fore explain away such misrepresentation. On
falling in the course of the, fugitives, but repages 225-27 of my book I explicitly accept the
turning upon their pursuers when the tide rose
doctrine of the resurrection as stated by SL Paul
and the eye of God looked forth upon them
in First Corinthians, fifteen, which is the
through the cloud in the morning. All these
doctrine of this church in her burial service. I
things lose nothing in majesty or in providential
do indeed claim, and I give fact and reason
importar.ce when we read them without impartto support the claim, that St. Paul's acing violation of the laws of nature; and so it will
count of the resurrection was written before the
be in any other cases. While as to those things
gospel account; that it must be interpreted by
which we are able to explain only as the result
his vision on the way to Damascus, by his stateof hyperbole or the growth of the wonderful by
ment that there is a natural body and a spiritual
tradition, the theologian will always pass over
body; that flesh and blood cannot inherit the
tltem with a light foot. We have no difficulty
kingdom of God, and that the body which is burwhen we read of the miracles of St. Bernard or
ied is not the body that shall be the organ of the
the prophecies of Savonarola, nor do they intersoul in the spiritual world.
fere with our estimate of the great men. The
"I hold that St. Paul treats Christ's resurrecmiracle of healing in the gospel will, we can
tion as the prototype, 'the first fruits' of our own,
hardly doubt, always appear as evidence of apeand since he distinctly says that God will give us
culiar condition of human life in the East in the
first century.'
different bodies in or after death from those
'•In other words, our author means that they
which are buried, itfollows logically that thrist's
will be explained as faith cures and mind cures.
resurrection body was not that body which was
•Little stress,' he adds, 'will be laid on the accrucified and laid in the o;epulchre. I hold further,
ccoun of the infancy of Christ, since it is mennot that the gospel accounts are false, but that
tioned nowh€re in the New Testament outside
they are substantially true; only a few additions
the first chapters of the first and third gospels.
seem to have been made to the primitive Pauline
account.
In the case of the resurrection the theologian
"I hold that the theory of a spiritual appearwho starts from the epistles of St. Paul as the
ance of Christ after death explains the gospel
solid central ground of New Testament literanarratives themselves, with the exception of a
ture will _interpret the apostle's teaching to
few passages, better than the old doctrine, and
mean that not flesh and blood, but the spiritual
those excepted passages cannot be rationally and
personality, clothed in the new hope which is
fairly explained by the old view. Nothing has
from heaven interests the kingdom of God, and
been said to refute this contention; only I have
will take the violence by which the apostle was
been denounced, and my opinions have been ridconverted as the type of the manifestations by
iculed. But considering the eminent character
which the companions of Christ were assured
of many in our church and others who hold the
that he was not lost, but gone before. He will,
same view, it would have been a little more
with St. Paul, take the assurance that Christ was
alive after his passion as the fulfillment of the
becoming in our opponents had they restrained
their ire and ridicule, and manifested a little
general hope of immertality which Israel had
more intellectual and spiritual po"'.'er.
long entertained.
"Here is an eminent doctor of divinity boldly
"The Rev. Mr. Haweis in the twenty-fourth
chapter of his book, 'Christ and Christianity,'
and publicly proclaiming as radical opinions as
ever entered my mind, and yet he is not only
teaches the same view of Christ's resurrection
that I do. Dr. Abbott in his 'Kernel and Hul'k'
undisturbed in his office, but the canon's stall is
accepts the spiritual resurrection of Jesus, and
actually given him in the venerable cathedral of
closes his masterly discussion with these words:
Canterbury, and he is put forward as a Bampton
lecturer, the very object of which lectureship is
"•You cannot have forgotten how St. Paul assumes that the appearance of the Savior to himthe defence of the faith of this church. Surely
self and to the origina!'apostles were of the same
the heretics are a quite respectable body after all.
kind and on the same footing. In the two latest
"The Rev. Prof, Alfred Momerill, who is Progospels these appearances have been magnified
fessor of Mataphysics in King's College, Lon·
don, and preaches regularly at the Foundling
into accounts that represented Jesus as possessed
Hospital and elsewhere, takes the same view
of flesh and blood, as capable of eating, as reclining at a meal, and as entering into long and faof the resurrection that I do, In his book on
miliar discourses. Naturally we ask as to St.
•Church and Creed.' In a letter to which I am
Paul's, the (indisputably) earliest account of a
at liberty to quote, he says: •The facts you insist
manifestation of Christ, what traces it exhibits
upon must be recognized by the church on pain
of similar distortions and exaggerations? You
of perishing everlastingly.'
know the answer: There are no such traces.'
"Prof. Jewett some years ago said in a sermon
"To the same efl:"ect writes the Rev. Dr. Freeat Westminster Abbey: •People would soon
mantle, Canon of Canterbury Cathedral, Enggive up believing in miracles, as they had given
land, and Bampton lecturer for r882, in an arup believing In witchcraft.' I have not said
ticle which appeared in the Popular Science
much about miracles. I, of eourse, do not believe
Monthly for June, r887: •As fo miracles,' he
in them, except as the subjective fames of unsays, •the theologian of the future will probably
scientific men. And yet this outspoken, radical
be but little concerned with them. We have
clergyman 1s not only permitted to preach in
all learned to read In a natural sense the ac- · London pulpits, but receives a professorship.

I
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Yet, with these facts staring us in t\•e face and
known to all the intelligent world, I have been
denounced as a heretic, and it has been said that
I stand absolutely alone in the church."
Mr. MacQueary again brought in the sermon
on "Robert Elsmere" by the Rev. Dr. Heber
Newton, which has been so often referred to in
the trial.
"I might a tale unfold," he continued, "about
the good heretics in our church that would probably make you tremble for the fate of traditional
orthodoxy, But I don't want to shock you, and
I have cited enough~ instances to show the existence of a growing school of liberal theology in
the church. Some of us are, of course, more radical than others, but all, or none, deserve condemnation as heretics.
"I do not violate my ordination vows; because
those vows not only give me. the right, but impose upon me the duty to study the Scriptures
by the light of facts and reason, and to interpret
tht> creeds and articlts by the same. Secord this
church has no authorized theory of scriptural inspiration or interpretation, but leaves every man
to adopt his own theory. Third, I do not reject
the incarnation, miraculous conception, or resurrection of Jesus, but simply interpret these articles- of the creed somewhat differently from what
many others do. Fourth, my interpretations of
the creed are no more strained or unnatural than
those universally allowed to be put upon it, particularly on the articles on the resurrection of the
body and the life everlasting. Fifth, my opinions have been tolerated in the church from the
days of its infancy to modern times, and are now
tolerated in the English and American Episcopal
Church in many cases. Finally, it is most unwise in the church to put itself on record in this
transition period as opposed to any opinion
which does not look the very core of Christianity, and I have the authority of Nice for saying
that my alleged errors do not touch the essence
of the faith.
''I hope, therefore, for the sake of t)1e church,
for the sake of honesty and freedom among the
clergy, as well as for my sake, you will return a
verdict of not guilty.''
Dr. Bates then spoke again. He said the laws
and creeds of the church provided that certain
forms and beliefs be adopted and cherished, and
that as these did not conform to Mr. MacQueary's
belle£, he surely was guilty. He closed by asking the court to do their duty and return a verdict in accordance with law and fact. Mr. MacQueary replied briefly to the points raised by Dr.
Bates. Both sides then gave notice that they
had closed, Pres. Chapman announced that the
court would take the matter under advisement,
and in the course of a few days render a verdict.
Mr. MacQueary will remain in the city until he
hears the verdict.

rested. A police officer is the complaining witness and the complaint alleges that January 22d
the defendant was an accessory before the fact to
committing the crime of suicide. The prisoner
waived the reading of the complaint and pleaded
not guilty.
Mr. George is well along in years,
and has practiced astrology for a long time. He
was sent to jail in default of $zo,ooo bail for his
appearance next Tufsday.

The above is tt_e second instance of the
kind--the arrest llnd prosecution of a spirit medium for crirr.e-that we have noted
of late.
If the many such who have
brought disaster ar.d ruin upon individuals
and families were so dealt with and noted
their number as eh-ewhere recorded would
be "legion." Why should they longer be
exempted from the consequences of wrong
doing.
Crime and fraud should receiv~
their just deserts no matter under what
guise they are committed and perpetrated.

Kalakaua try to solve the question how h!s people came in possession of it, and wonders if any
of the ten lost tribes of Israel ever got shipwrecked on those islands.-Sa1z Fra?Zcisco
Cluonicle.
"Perhaps the Rabbi may also be aware of the
fact that the Hawaiians had cities of refuge, as
commanded the Israelites by Moses, and other
Hebrew institutions in the old days of the
islands.''
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

BY last ad vices received Bro. James Caffall was at Brownville, Nebraska.
He
had succeeded in organizing two branches,
one at Brownville, Nemaha county, and
one near Hebron, Thayer county. His
pastoral letter, appearing elsewhere, requests all in the vicinity to unite with them,
choosing the one nearest. The request is
a proper one and in harmony with church
rules governing in such cases.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
One of the brethren writes from 3129
Bro. Duncan Campbell , wrote from Caroline street, St. Louis, Missouri, January 23d: "New brick church (24x4o) in
Pleasanton, Iowa, January z6th:
"The work in the North-East Missouri Dis·
Belleville, Illinois. Will be opened for
trict is looking upward.
The preaching done
services February 8th. Bro. Gillen left
there is rewarded by frequent baptisms, and the
for Alabama on the 2oth."
Saints are becoming more a,live to their duties.
Bro. J. B. Watson, editor of Pen and
We are encouraged by these things to persevere.
Plaiform, returned on January 2oth from
Any elders passing over the Chicago and Alton,
or the Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway
a tour Elice. He spoke twice on the 19th
would be sure of a right royal welcome at Hig"to good congregations, fair liberty, blessbee, Randolph county, Missouri, if they could
ed time, and am invited back again." May
make it convenient to stop off there and remain
the times and circumstances be made to
with the Saints over Sunday and do preaching
favor Bro. Watson in his mo8t excellent
for them.
They have the use of the Christian
chapel for preaching services, when not otherwise
work, is both our wish and prayer.
used, which is but seldom. Elden; getting off" at
The Herald Office has just received
the C. & A. depot may inqui.re for Joseph Lilly,
from the binders a large invoice of the
or Joseph T. Williams; those getting off at the
Doctrine and Covenants in two styles of
M. K & T. depot may inquire for T. D. Williams, or John Lilly."
binding, sprinkled sheep and imitation
Bro. Morris T. Short wrote from Buch- morocco, gilt edges. This edition contains
the revelations of r 887 to 1890 inclm.ive,
anan, Michigan, January 23d:
and is therefore comp!t:te to date. The
••I am alone here now, and will be, Bro. Willard]. Smith being called to Lansing, and from
prices of the two styles of binding are $1.25
thence he will work up north.
I will be here
and $1.50 res~ectively.
Send in your
about a month; called at Plano at conference,
orders promptly.
February 2r't and 22d, and also at Kewanee
The citizens of Burlington, Iowa, are
24th, at Millersburg two weeks later.''
Bro. George M. Scott, Little Sioux, doing the preliminary work looking to a
new railway and wagon bridge across the
Iowa, J auuary 23d:
Mi.,sissippi river at that place. We re••Bro. David Chambers has just closed a
ceived yesterday, the z6th, number six of
week's preaching service, and has commenced a
At the close
series of meetings at Mondamin.
volume one of a small paper calle.d The
here, four were added by baptism, thank the
New
Bridge~· the nil me being suggestive
Lord, one married couple and the other two sisof the object of its publication, to further
ters of mature age to comprehend the gospel;
the enterprise of building the bridge. The
may the Lord bless them.· Our branch is prospering, the Lord is with us.
paper is published by the NEw BRIDGE
Sr. Sarah Thompson wrote from Moor- CoMMITTEE. It is a needed enterprise
and ought to succeed.
head, Iowa, January 25th:
"Bro. F. Minturn, of Magnolia, has been
The Daily Courier, San Bernardino,
preaching for some time at Preparation and this
California, r8rh inst., glories and exults
place, There was quite large audiences most of
over the result of the popular vote by
the time, ·resulting in a general waking up of the
which outlying portions adjacent to the
Saints in this place, and in others nearing the
old city are annexed to the munic~al corkingdom.''
por"'tion, increasing the population from
ARREST OF A MEDIUM.
4,000 to 9,933· Recognizing the people's
BROCKTON, Mass., Jan. 25d.-Edith Anderson,
BRo. G. J. WALLER sent us a Daily
action as a progressive one, the Courier
the second oldest daughter of the Anderson famBulletin, from Honolulu, of the date of thus editorially remarks concerning the
ily, died last night from the effects of morphine January 13th, from which we clip the folvoters of the former outlying districts,
lowing item marked by him. Testimon- many of whom are old Latter Day
administered by the mother yesterday.
The
ies from the "Isles of the sea," bear wit- Saints: "Well-ah! rather! San Bernarother two children were in a precarious condition to-day, and at noon the mother was expect-, ness to our work:
dino, if •Mormon,' is manly." "Well, gened to die at any time. This morning, Mr. George,
"Rabbi Levy of Oakland states that the unitlemen of Ri ver~>ide, those- •Mormons' and
the spiritualistic medium, who told Mrs. Anderversal greeting o£ the Hawaiians, "Aloha;' is fogies of the suburbs need not be ashamed
son that her husband was unfaithful to her,
to stand in the shadow of the twentieth
purely of Hebrew origin, and signifies, "The
ce~tury, need they ?"
wh~ch information caused the trag:edy, was arLord greets you.'' He suggests that King
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A recent Chicago Times item states
that from the year 1845 to 1848 the population of Ireland declined from eight millions to six millions, and estimates that
dring that three year period fully three
hundred thousand persons perished from
actual starvation.. Tr.e people of Connemara and Galway are now on the verge
of starvation.
Nine Jews were returned to the Italian
chamber of deputies at the recent election.
The Brazilian cabinet has resigned in a
body owing to a divergence of views between the ministers and President Da Fonseca. The new Republic has thus far
done fairly well in the matter of self-government-by the people. Its progress
and success will be closely watched by all
peoples, especially by Americans.

after leaving the room, going into the open air, I
missed my overcoat and went back alone to get
it: I could not find it, but in its stead I found one
made of snow, very fine and very thick, having
my name in full on it; so that I could not help
but think it was mine, indeed I was sure it was.
I laid aside my dress coat and vest and put the
newly found coat on, it having been made to fit
me without an under coat. When I went out
into the cold wind it did not make me cold; and
when I went into houses I was not too warm.
The coat seemed to be so made that it kept the
cold off and kept the· heat out. The coat was
wool, not woolen cloth. Will some please to
give me opinion or interpretation?"

EDITED BY SISTER "FHANOES."

CHURCH HELP.

WE have received a letter from a brother
located in Wisconsin, who lately visited
the brethrenat Courtland, Illinois, in the
Northern Illinois district. He writes that
he found a band of faithful Saints, who,
in spite of the fact that they were poor,
had built a nice little chapel and had .it
almost ready for occupation. One, a
widow had paid $zoo to help build the
house, and all had done nobly. They
would, however, be a little in debt when
the house was properly finished, and the
brother suggests that a little help from the
Saints abroad, especially of the district, to
the extent of a few dollars, would aid
them to lift their debt.
We present the idea being expected to,
though we have not much faith in the
disposition of the Saints away from the
locality to help to any marked degree.
The fact that so many cases of a similar
sort appear in the church paper from
time to time, together with the urgent
calls for the support of the ministry in
preaching the word, the ever pleading
.necessity to replenish the treasury for the
public exigencies of the work, tend to
defeat the undoubtedly worthy object of
helping the distant Saints in their building undertakings.
There are now six meeting-houses in
the Northern Illinois district; one at each
of the following places we believe, Plano,
Sandwich, Braidwood, Mission, Courtland, Illinois, and East Delavan, Wisconsin. The enterprise of the district is commendable. Any who wish to aid the
Courtland Saints can do so by forwarding
their subscriptions to Elder C. D. Carter,
or Sr. Fidelia Calhoon, Courtland, DeKalb county, Illinois, who will receipt for
the same and see that it is properly applied
for the ol:iject stated.
A DREAM.

BRo. B. H. CAsE, of Coal Hill, Arkansas,
has dreamed a dream which interests him,
and many others, and of which he would
like an opinion from some. If any one
feels to write him about it he may do so,
addressing him as above. The dream was:
"I was in a large room with a number of other
men; after awhile we all left the room. Soon

"In the still air the music lies unheard;
In the rough marble beauty lies unseen:
To make the beauty and the music, needs
The master's touch, the sculptor's chisel keen.
Great Master, touch us with thy skillful hand;
Let not the music that is in us die I
Great Sculptor, hew and polish us, nor let
Hidden and lost thy form withm us lie I
Spare not the stroke; do with us as thou wilt:
Let there be naught unfinished, broken, marred;
Complete thy purpose, that we may become
Thy perfect image, thou our God and Lord!"
'
-Horatius .Bonar.

TO THE END.
WE give below a communication of the Spirit
to the Saints in Lamoni; but as we are only one
fami1y, it is als0 for all who are called to be Saints,
and because of the peculiar features of comfort
which it contains for all who are -in like circumstances, no less than because of its solemn admonitions and warning to all, we are glad to be
able to give it for the benefit of all.
The aged,. those who have outlived the days of
their active ministrations; w far as the physical
man is concerned, are ofted tempted to ask,
"Why am I not taken to my rest?" To them
the grasshopper·seems a burden and they· marvel why they should, outlive the days of their
usefulness; forgetting that in every dispensation of God's providence there is a wise merciful purpose, and it is not possible. for Him to be
mistaken. The arrow in the hand of the most
skillful archer may miss its aim, but He who
holds the universe in his hand, moves with unerring steps to the accomplishment of his purposes.
Many of you who will read this, are acquainted with Father Landers, and need not to be told
of his faithfulness and zeal, his abounding patience under the weight of physical infirmities,
brought by almost ninety-seven years of journeying over the rough places of life's uneven
road. After having given the best years of his
!He to the active ministry, it is not strange that
he should at times feel that his testimony was no
longer needed and was, perchance, falling on unheeding ears. The stroke of the sharp chisel of the
Great Sculptor in thus confining the weary spirit
to the infirmities of the flesh, has at times been
felt most keenly and the cry has come up into
the ears of the Lord and the answer comes like
the dew falling upon the parched and heated
earth in the silent night watches.
Let all the aged in the fold of the Good Shep-

herd know assuredly that if your lives and hearts
are pure before God and you are found faithful
before him, as his two aged servantsunto whom
he has spoken such comforting words; the~ is
the comfort for you also; for God kryows your
heart, he knows your patience and labor of love
and is no respecter of persons.
How tenderly touching and soul-penetrating
the revealment of the love of Christ as manifested in his pleadings with the Father to spare
those for whom he suffered and died untTl they
also may be warned and saved through obedience
to the gospel.
Let' the question come home to each one of us,
Are we doing all that we can for the spread of
the gospel?
From- time to time we are admonished that
the coming of Christ is near and that only the
faithful ones shall be able to abide the day of his
coming. Faithful in that which is leHt and
faithful unto the end. The first part of the communication was addressed to Bro. Robert M.
Elvin.
PROPHECY IN TONGUES.
Yea, saith the Spirit of God to you my servan,
Robert: I have preserved thy life, and mine
eye hath been over thee, and no power of men,
or of devils, shall harm thee while thy trust is in
me.
For the integrity of thy heart I have loved
thee, arid for the same will I still love and protect thee, and thou shalt be mighty to the pulling down of the strongholds of Satan, and shall
be mighty in preaching my word to the convincing of the honest in heart, of sin, of righteousness, and of a judgment to come, through the
power of my Spirit. I have given-mine angels
charge concerning thee, and they shall guard
and protect thee. Therefore, fear not, be humble,
be patient, be faithful, and great shall be thy
reward, ahd thy happiness in the eternal world
with the souls thou has been enabled to save
through the preaching of the word.
And I have also prolonged the lives of my
servants, John Landers and James Whiteheadt
en account of their faithfulness and diligence in
keeping my commandments. Yea, your God
and your Savior and all the heavenly host rejoice
in the integrity of their hearts and the purity of
their lives, ancr I have caused that they should
come to their present location that they might
bear a faithful t<>stimony of the revealments of
my Spirit to them, and of what they do most
assuredlv know; to establish the hearts of my
children, and strengthen their faith on account
of the word of their testimony, concerning my
work; and also that their testimony may go forth
to my people in the separate branches, to
strengthen them also. I, the Lord, am no respecter oi persons; but am as willing to bless you,
my people, here in Lamoni as well as in other
localities where my people dwell, with the
knowledge that I have given them.
The heavenly host rejoices over your resolves
to live nearer to me in keeping my command, ments. The admonitions of my Spirit have been,
from time to time, to exhort you to faithfulness
ana diligence in keeping my commandments;
fer unless you do prepare for the coming of your
Redeemer, which is high, you will be consumed
with those that fear not me.
Labor diligently not only for yoarselves, but
also to send my gospel to your fellowmen who
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also relates a dream by which she was comfortare perishing for the word. All mankind are
ed, but. which we do not publish because we
the workmanship of my hands; for them I, your
think it was more especially for her own comfort
Lord and Savior, suffered the extreme of all
than of general interest to. the Saints.
pain, and died upon the cross to redeem them.
Sr. Martha Westland, of Villa Park, Colorado,
And if I, your Savior, could leave the glory I
writes expressing the comfort she takes In the
had with the Father to bring all mankind to God
Home Column letters and also through the minby the obedience to my gospel, is it not the greatistering of the Spirit to her, and expressing the
est work that you can do to please me to send
desire to so live that her life may exert an influthat gospel to the children of me that they may
ence for good.
have- a chance to be saved as well as you?
Mine angels are waiting to pour out the vials
of wrath of an offended God upon the wicked
IvANHOE, Colo., Jan. ulh.
inhabitants of the earth; but my Beloved is pleadDear Sisters:-I take my pen in hand this Sabing before my face saying, "Father, spare them
bath afternoon to write a few lines and ask God
a little longer until my servants shall have
to direct its course and inspire it that what It
gathered out the honest in heart from their
marks on this sheet of paper may not be written
midst." And as they go proclaiming my gospel
in vain but be some help though ever so small.
faithfully, so shall my judgments be poured out
I feel to say with many of my sisters that I lack
upon the world. Disease, pestilence, famine,
for something to say, but down deep in my heart
earthquakes, and fire and sword shall be poured
a whisper says it is our duty as sisters of the
out, and the Saints of God who are faithfully
Ho111e Column to persevere and do what we can
keeping my commandments, and trusting in me
to make it interesting for all, and while we who
shall be preserved from all harm; but l.et them
cannot write something of interest can bear our
live very faithful, and humble before me, lest the
' testimony to this great work of the Lord.
destroyer overtake them.
I for one can say with the many blessings I
The pure, the good, the patient, afflicted sufhave received in the past and present time it is
ferers, who abide in me, I take unto myself, and
the true work of God. I feel that I don't receive
they rest with me, waiting for the morn ef the
as many blessings as many of our sisters do but
first resurrection. But ye who are healthful in
I feel very thankful for what I do e.njoy and if I
body, I will that you should be thankful, and
receive greater ones, I must strive the harder for
present yourselves as a living sacrifice before me.
them. God says he will help those who ht>lp
Pray for mine elders in the field, and support
themselves, and, as I understand it, we are to
them by your means, according to my law that
help ourselves by doing His will and keeping the
you have received. Pray earnestly that the
commandments he has given for his children to
Lord of the harvest will send more faithful laborkeep, and by being faithful to all his commands,
ers into the harvest field. Let all labor diligent1y,
we will be more worthy of his guiding Spirit to
elders and members, to send the gospel to the
superintend in all we put our hands to do for
world, that Jew as well as Gentile may soon hear
good.
the joyful. sound, and obey and live. And soon
I know it is hard to fight this great battle we
the time of my coming, which you are anxiously
have enlisted in, and keep the enemy from us,
looking for, will be here, and you sl::taiJ meet
especially when we are all alone as I am, for
with gladness all the righteous ones that have
there are no Saints within hundreds of miles of
gone before, the ancients and your near relatives,
me. All I have to help me is the Spirit ·of God
and great shall be your joy with them in my
and the. welcome visitors, Herald and Autumn
kingdom. Gird on your armor, labor diligently,
Leaves; in fact they are the only visitors of any
and faithfully, and pray always that you faint
kind I have, and they are eagerly and patiently
not till I come, and lo! I come quickly. Amen.
watched for, and gladly welcomed in when they
arrive, for it is all and the only enjoyment I have
HOME CoLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.
to peruse their pages from one end t; another,
Jan. 23, Amount to date ....... · ...... $3,533 09
and get all the good I can from them ; and as
Sue Hays, Nev ......... $I oo
long as I live and have a penny I will never be
M.]. Wilkinson, Ia .... , . I oo
without them.
E. Ainley, ra ............ I 00
Wm. Street,Pa..... .• . . . .
My greatest desire is to live faithful and be
Providence Prayer Union,
found walking in the paths the Savior trod that
R. 1 .........••....•. IO 00
I may be worthy of all the blessings I receive
E. A. Elvin, Ia.... .. .. . . 45
and stand in need of.
Vida Elvin, Ia.... . . • • • . . I4
When Sunday rolls round I think of all the
Jan. 30, Amount received to date ..... $3,347 IS
Saints, thos.e who have the ptivilege of going to
church and Sunday-school, and what good
lair'Send all monevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.
·spiritual feasts they have, while we wlro are so
far from any of the Saints we have to do withPRAYER. UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
out feasting only on what we get through the
Bro. and Sr. Timothy Johnson, of Nebo, Illichurch books and papers.
nois, request your prayers in behalf of their little
I fear my letter i" getting too lengthy for one
son, who is very ill of typhoid pneumonia.
so incompetent of writing. I desire an interest
Bro. J. M. Pickens, of Shackleville, Alabama,
in your prayers that I may be found faithful
requests your faith and prayers in behalf of his
at the end of life's journey to inherit the kingwife, who has long been afflicted.
dom of God also dear sisters ofthe Prayer Union
will you remember my husband, that the time
may speedily come when he shall see the true
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
light of God and be made one of his children.
Sr. A. R .•Faver, of Cook's Point, Texas,
writes testifying of the goodness of God to her
I remain your sister In bonds,
in relieving her of pain in answer to prayer. She
I. A. S.

so

LAMONI, Iowa, Jan. 27th.
Editors Herald:-Eider Waterman of this
place has been in Leon for sometime, freely
mingling among the people. In a recent letter
to me he states briefly what I think may be relied
upon as correct. The statement is as follows:
"I find the impression left on the people here,
by your debate, was good; and with wise and
continued effort will bring forth fruit-good
fruit. Some grudgingly allow that you were
victorious, others gladly say that your efforts
were commendable."
So far as I am concerned, I have felt the peace
and quiet of God's Spirit, concerning the matter,
at many times since the close of the conflict. I
am strengthened in the conviction that that
which we have received as divine, as contained
in the Book of Mormon and the book of Doctrine
and Covenants,
in complete harmony with the
Old and New Testament Scriptures including
the doctrine of the immortality of the Spirit, or
soul, and its consciousness between death and
the resurrection.
The debate passed off very pleasantly, with
but little exception. The attendance was good,
and the order, as a rule, excellent. Elder Watkins, my opponent, is a ready talker and well
versed in their positions. He was not personal,
nor did he seek to abuse our people. I have
naught but friendly feelings toward him. But
ah! how flimsy indeed are the grounds upon
which error builds its superstructure!
With you, dear Saints, I reJOICe in the
truth, and in the Spirit of truth which God gives
to his people. My prospect· for field labor is
poor, but I shall strive to do all within my power
for the advancement of the good work. When
Saints suppose that a missionary is necessarily
doing nothing for the work unless he is out
preaching, they make a great mistake, and especially if such missionary is in charge. A large
part of my work has been correspondence for
years.
It is my intention, if the Lord will, to write
up a little work on the. nature and destiny of
man, with a view to supply a long felt need. I
cannot, however, work rapidly at anything till
things are different from what they are; and if
any are not satisfied with this, let them come to
me and I will gladly explain.
Let the good work roll on everywhere.
J. R. LAMBERT.

is

MooLAP, Victoria, Australia,
Dec. 22d.
Editors Herald:-It has been some time since.
I contributed to the Herald, but as many others
like myself are interested in this mission, I would
say that the work is moving slowly and I think
surely. The people generally are very kind and
generous, but they have been so "thoroughly
drilled in their own creeds that it is very difficult
to get them to change for something better. "It
was good enough for father, and it is good
enough for me."
The young of this country seem to care far
more for tne things of this life than for the life
to come, and when you are warning them with
all earnestness to flee from the wrath to come,
and pointing out the way by which they may es·
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cape that dark abode, you are met with such expressions as "It matters not to which place we
go, for we have friends in both places."
I have been opening up som~ new fields of Ia ·
bor, and have been treated with great kindness
by t!te majority of people, and they are quite interested in the new doctrine, as they call it.
Some of the Campbellites gave me great credit
for the first five sermons, and really thought that
one of their ministers had strayed from his usual
course to give them a call; but as soon as one
breaks through their little pen, his name is immediately changed. I am sure that you cannot
go very far in the restored gospel without getting outside of their ideas, for they are not very
broad. One of their ministers agreed to deny our
being in harmony with the Scriptures, upon a
certain Sunday, in the public park of Melbourne.
We met and I began with a fifteen minute
speech, and to my great surprise there was no
reply. I proceeded and gave six speeches, and
never received over a three minutes' reply. The
infidt'ls made plenty of sport because he let me
occupy his time.
He thought I was something
like the devil on the mount, I could quote all
right, but the thing was applying it. Of course
they take the Bible as a whole--I suppose they
mean under their arm to church.
I learn to love the work more and more because its foundation is div!ne and needs no revising or altering as do the doctrines of men.
The Spirit is bearing witness everywhere that
the work is sure to roll on in spite of all opposition, and the wisdom of the wise men shall be
brought to naught, as the little stone rolls on in
its mlghty power, and soon we will be permitted
to say, "Blessed is he that cometh in the name
of the Lord," for the time is,near.
The church publications are very cheering and
comforting to us all, and of course we want
them continued.
In bonds of the covenant,
C. A. BUTTERWORTH.

TooELE CITY, Utah, Jan. r8th.
EditoYs lierald:--Aftn finishing mv work in
Provo I moved on to Springville and found Bro.
Thomas Burt. We qbtained the Fourth Ward
and Sage Creek School-house~ in which we held
meetings alternately until January r6th. Bro.
Anthony was with us the night of the r_si·h on
his way to Goshen to preach Bro. Thomas Job's
funeral sermon. He brou;~ht me letters from
Tooele; and from the information in them we
concluded it best for me to return and look after
affairs here.
The authorities here at Lake View, Tooele
county, have ~een proper to tender me the use of
their church for preaching, wh1ch I have' come
to accept, and I shall b2gin work on the 19th, the
Lord willing. I shall try and obtain a further
lwnrini.r. in Tooele City.
The M~lhodists let me have the use of their
chapel here, so long as I discoursed on genuine
and counterfdt Mormonism; but when I took up
the gospel theme they concluded to close me out.
Very weil; if they can stand it they will find that
I can also; for J ""us said: "Give to him that
asketh of thee, and from him that would borrow
of thee turn thou not away." I wi~hed the loan
cf their church to speak in, and I asked them for
it, but they turned me away. Well, they profess
to know Christ, but I do not believe they do; for
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John says: "Al'ld hereby we do know that we
know him, if we keep his commandments. He that
saith, I know him, and keepeth not his commandments, is a liar, and the truth is not in him."-r
John 2: 3, 4· But I find they are not so lost to
the principles of truth as the Utah authorities, for
they will show a tinge of shame on their faces
when they are reminded of their disobedience;
but not so with those of Utah, for they merely
laugh at the idea of a sensible man expecting
them to take notice of such foo:ish sayings as
those of the Savior.
The message I bear from the Master to this
people is as follows: Those who are honest
hearted, but have been led astray by false teachers, must repent and return to the law given in
the Book of Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants, left them by the Martyr, and return to the
land that God had commaEded them to purchase
for an everlasting inheritance, and build up the
waste places of Zion. All those who would not
do this, God's hand was over them for evil.; and
the scourge of God would be upon them and except they speedily repent they should be swept
from the earth, for God would not suffer them
longer to palm off their evil acts upon him and
his servant Joseph the Prophet. This has been
my warning in every settlement I have visited,
and manv ask me if the prophets are returning.
I inform them that I labored on the land of Zion
from r867 until the spring of 1873. and that
many branches wel'e established at that time on
that land and that ever since there had been a
steady increase, both in local baptism and immigration.
May God grant his Spirit to guide his saints in
wisdom that they may assist him in establishing
Zion, is the prayer of your brother,
J. s. LEE, JR.

LAMOni, Iowa, Jan. 27th.
Editors Herald:- I ask for a little space to
addreos those whom it may concern. Some two
years ago, while holding meetings at Davis
City, Iowa, I met one Elder Matthew Larson,
of the Seventh-Day Adventist Church, and, like
a wild Irishman, he was spoiling for a fight,
and to provo-Ke which he assaulted the character of the dead prophet, Joseph Smith, the Inspired Translation of the Scriptures, Book of
Mormon, and D,Jctrlne and Covenants.
He
and Bro. J. R. Lambert had had some correspondence ln relation to a public debate, and
he was boasting that the Saints dare not
meet him in debate.
At two p.m. Sabbath, April· z8th, 1889, the
said Larson made a review of our faith in the
Saints' Church at Davis City. My journal notes
are that he was "wild, harsh, bitter and untruthful." I felt that our cause demanded that he
should be met, so I challenged him to meet me
in discussion, with the specific statement, "We
to furnish a free house. The two churches to
meet the expense equally. There were to be two
or more propositions that should affect each
chmch equally.
The discmsion was to be
printed." He agreed to this in the presence of
fully a hundred and fifty people, aad requested a
public meeting at which to complete the arrangements for a debate. His request was granted,
but a total failure to agree upon propositions, not
withstanding I offered and still offer to affirm the
following:

rst. That the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints, is in harmony with
the New Testament, in doctrine, practice and or.ganization.
2d. That man as a conscious being pre-existed,
and that between death and the resurrection
exists as an intelligent entity.
3d. That the Book of Mormon is of Divine
origin.
4th. That Joseph Smith was a prophet of God.
Elder Larson utterly refused to negate any of
the above, but wanted me to follow him on the
following:
"That Joseph Smith, the so-called prophet and
originator of the •Church of Latter Day Saints'
was an impostor and his work an imposition."
I refused to follow his vile dirt-slinging, for
the. reason that the proposition was an affirmative
one written in :J. negative form, which is unfair.
Rev. L. T. Townsend, D. D., says: "Definition should not be negative when it can be affirmative."-The Art of Speech, p. r8o.
I claim that it is but right, fair, and honorable
that each disputant should write his own propositions. Mr. Larson has circulated the falsehood
that I backed down at Davis City. Here is a
sample of his talk:
"Mr. A. Beaver, New Market, Ia.,
"Dear Sir:-Your letter of the qth instant is
at hand, from which I learn that you have written to Elder Elvin in regard to my account of
his backing down, etc., at Davis City, after challenging for a debate; and that he denies it. Now
he need do no such thing. If you do not feel
like taking my word for it, you can write to
parties at Davis City who do not belong to either
church, but were present at the time referred to,
and they will tell you whether they did not so
understand. There is Eld.er E'tton, Baptist minister. I prel'ume he is there yet; and Mr. Craig,
Esq. I might cite you to a dozen men in high
standing outside of our church who were present
a•· the time, all of whom will corrohorate my
s'atements; and when after two hours parleying
on the part of Mr. Elvin, it became evident that
he did not want to debate with me, I told the
Saints that my propositions stood open for their
acceptance so long as I remained in this part of
the state and that whenever they would bring
forward a man in whom they had confidence,
and whom they believe able to properly defend
their cause, to let me know and I would arrange
to meet him. It is not my business to challenge.
Our people do n0t believe in courting debate;
but whenever we are called upon to defend our
positions in this way, by some one else challeng·
ing us, we do not hesitate in defining and defending ourselves."
Here follows his propositions and rules for debate, and then he writes:
"These were to be the rules, together with
such other regulations in regard to proper decorum, etc., as is usual in such discussions. Upon these conditions I am willing to meet Elder
Elvin or any other man of the •Latter Day
Saints Church' who is held as able to succes&fully or properly represent their views, in an investigation of the within propositions. The
place of discussion to be at Lamoni or at
Davis City.
I am fully satisfied they will
never accept this_ It has now' been before
them as a standing acceptati9n on my part,
of their challenge for a di~cussion at Davis City,
nearly two years ago."
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The above from Larson will be refreshing
reading to the people of Davis City. Only a few
days ago he has made like statements to the people in the. vicinity of Weston, so writes Bro. fl.
N. Hansen. Once for all, let me state when
Larson and I could not agree upon propositions,
and he kept on asserting his great anxiety to debate, that I published in the Fact, a paper
printed at the county seat of this county, May
27th, 1889, the following:
"I still stand ready to meet Larson, or a gentleman of the same church in debate upon fair
propositions that shall affect each church alike,
or I will agree to let five men, residents of Davis
City, write up the propositions; these men no to
be members of either church, each side to name
two of said committee, and they to select the
fifth man. These men can tell what questions
the people wish to hear debated, much better
than either Larson or I."
Suffice it to say Larson failed to comply with
this proposition. Had Mr. Larson preached his
own faith and not assailed the doctrine of this
church, no one would have challenged him (or
a di•cussion.
In conclusion, it would only be duty, and to
save those who might be deceived by his false
and adroit methods that would induce me to
meet Mr. Larson in debate; and when such an
exigency shall arise, I solemnly promise not to
show the "white feather."
With love for God and man and saving truth,
RoBT. M, ELVIN.

CEDAR, VALLEY, Ont., Jan. 19th.
Editors Herald:-About the 25th of Novem·
her Bro. King Cooper secured a hall and we
made an opening at the village of Orton on the
C. P. R. R., about seven miles from Garafraxa
till branch and preached there, except a few days,
December 19th, .when we entered on a two-evenings' discussion with a Seventh Day Adventist.
Proposition, "Resolved that the Seventh-Day
Sabbath, as given in the law of ten commandmtnts is still binding upon Christians as one of
the conditions of salvation." C. H. Bates affirms,
John Shields denies.
Mr. Bates did not put in an appearance, but
sent a substitute in the person of a Mr. Arnold,
of Battle Creek, Michigan. At the close Of the
second evening Mr. Arnold professed to, wish to
continue the discussion, but as I had announcements ahead at this place, I could not continue
just then; so he was to return the next week, but
we have never heard from him since.
The general verdict is that the debate was a
success on the side of truth, such report having
reached this place before we did. The trustees
of the hall at Ortan gave us the use of the hall free
the next morning, Sunday after debate, for preaching. Some there are believing, and I trust will
obey ere long.
Since the debate, except one week spent at
Masonville, I have been preaching at this place,
a new opening, and at Hillsburg, two miles from
here, when through the kindness of Messrs.
Donaldson and Carmichael we were granted the
11se of the Methodist Church; but the weather
turning cold and stormy and the church not being very warm we had to postpone our meetings
.there for the present- although we had good
crowds and good interest- and continue here
during the past eight days.
.
.

We have led six precious souls into the ·waters
of baptism, five of them heads of families, the
first being Bro.,R. W. and Sr. Mary M. Tarzwell,
who with hi~ father's house have kindly ministered to our wants. Vve hope their love for God,
his servants and his truth, may never grow less
until they are indeed filled with charity, which
is "everlasting love," and be crowned with cele~
tial glory in the everlasting kingdom."
I have been requested to ask that if there are
any Saints in Sanilac county, Michigan, who
have friends living in Erin township, Welling·
ton county, On!ario, that they will communicate
with Bro. Robert W. Tarzw·ell, Hiilsburg P. 0.,
Ontario.
Tomorrow I expect to go to Damascus, and if
possible return here a short time before going to
other fields of labor.
JoHN SHIELDS.

BLANDFORD STATION, Ontario,
Jan. 17th, 1891.
Editors Herald:--For over twenty years I
have been a reader of your pages, and you have
become so e~twine:d around my heart that you
have become a household necessity; for times
without number have you, while I have been
reading your pages, brought joy and consolation
to my soul; for during the most of the time you
have been m v only preacher. There are no
Saints here except wife and daughter and myself. There has been a good deal of preaching
done here, but few are willing to hear. Brn.
Shippy, Davis, Mcintosh, Shields and J. H. Lake
have all preached here.
December 19lh, I89o, my wife and self left
here to visit friends in Malone, New York, where
we arrived on the 'zoth and met kind friends
whom we had not seen for sixteen years. Some
of the Hopes had grown so big that we were emable to recognize them, but we soon got acquainted. When we last saw them they lived in
Lower Canada and comprised the Norton Creek
branch; Bro .. J. VV:. Mather being the first to present the gospel there, and Brn. Joseph Snively
and Duncan Campbell next, when the Norton
Cr.eek branch was organized. 'There are no
Saints there now, they ail having moved away;
some in .California, Kansas, Iowa, Illinois, and
the remainder in Malone, New York. Those in
Malone, some of them, had not s.een an elder or
heard a sermon for &ixteen years and had become
cold, and neglected their duties to themselves,
their God and their families; which resulted in
three wandering away from the fold, they being
young when they were baptized and not having
the requisite instruction, as they themselves told
me; for had they understood the doctrine as
they now saw it, they never would have thought
of joining any other chl\rch; but they thought
they should be doing something for the Master,
and so they joined the Bartists, thinking that it
was the nearest to the Latter Day Saints' Church;
being urged to do so by the.pastor of the First
Baptist Church; telling them if they would join
no doubt but what father an? mother would join
by and by; but fathers and mothers (for there
are two families), were rooted and grounded and
were not to be enticed in that kind of way to
leave the church of their choice. I was aware
of how things were before I went there. I had
plead with the. Master and kept pleading with
him that he would lead me by his Spirit, and
enable me t<> present his truth and build up his

children. Thank God for light and liberty,
though things looked dark and glovmy. As I
began to talk with them of their hope and the
latter day work light dawned upon our Minds,
and two of the three that had wandered away
like the prodigal son returned to their Father's
house and were blessed; one of the sisters said
the work never looked so bright. May God
bless her and her noble husband, who advised
her to return, though he himself was a Baptist. I
held five meetings while there in Bro. Luther
Nichols' house. I did not try to get an opening
in the town, as I could not stay long; but think
there could be a good work done there if those
who have charge of that part of the mission
could attend to it. There are eight Saints there
and others near the kingdom. The population
of Malone is over six thousand and it is on the
Vermont Central. Any of the ministry traveling o,yer on that road would find a welcome.
The Saints can easily be found by inquiring just
south of station at Nichols' barber shop. Those
in charge of that part of mission wishing to correspond with them can do so by addressing Silas
Nichols, Malone, New York. I urged them to
meet as often as they could for prayer and Bible
reading. There are a priest an<l teacher among
them, and they could be organized into a branch.
I promised to try and get some one to vhoit them,
and not knowing those in charge I take this
method of doing so. There are others who belong to the Baptist Church who are persuaded
and would have been baptized had I time to have
stopped longer. I was there over two weeks and
did all that lay in my power to advance the
cause of Christ. I became acquainted with the
pastor of the Baptist Church and heard him
preach twice, and was favorably impressed. He
pron,ised to call on me to have a talk, but came
so late that he had no time to stay; and what
time he had to stay he did not wish to talk about
religion, though some of his Baptist friends were
there for the purpose of hearing us talk; for by
this time their Baptist doctrines had failed to
stand the test of God's word. They were thinking that the pastor would be able to help them,
but they were doomed to disappointment, as I
hurriedly went over the outlines of the doctrlnes
of the church; and asked what he thought of
them. He failed to raise any objection, and left.
One of his members afterwards wrote him a note
asking him for an interview, as will be found below.
JoHN McKENZIE.
MAL.ONE, N. Y., Jan. 1st, 1891.
B. Strong-Dear Sir: As you know
my uncle John McKenzie is here and he has
pn~sented me so much gospel that it has caused
doubts to arise in my mind concerning the
Baptist doctrine. Now would you please be so
kind as to come to our house this p. m. as it is
impossible" for me to be at home any other day
to exchange thoughts with him in order to set
my mind at rest .. If it is impossible for you to
come to-day, I would be glad to have you meet
him to-morrow. If you fail to comply with my
wishes it will leave me in great doubt. Please
answer by boy. Yours truly,
CHLOE NICHOLS.
Rev.}-~

My Dear Miss Niclzols:-I am very sorry but
not much surprised to receive such a note as you
sent me. f felt sure your uncle would attempt
t.> alter your views, and I am exceedingly sorry
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that you should allow doubts to arise as you
have, for I know you cannot be happy in an unsettled state of mind. Nevertheless, I cannot
help you in the way you indicate, for my strong
conviction is that all religious discussion for the
sake of convincing persons who hold as decided
views as do either your uncle, or myself, is nof
only utterly useless, but likely to cause unpleasant feelings and harm, where we mean to .help.
I do not think I could convince your uncle in
such a talk as you request, and my views were
fully established years ago, and are stronger today than ever. Every man must be convinced
in his own mind and must answer for himself
before God. I deem your uncle'~ views not only
wrong but dangerous. He deems me quite
wrong, I suppose, but I should never have introduced religious differences in conversation with
him as he did with me when I paid him a social
call the other day. I always avoid mere discussions "lis a thing that does no good and almost
always does much injury. Now, this I have to
say, my dear sister, talk with your •.mcle if you
feel you must, (though I am sorry for your sake
you should have entered into any discussion at
all), get from him what points you may, then
come to me after earnest prayer and I will try
to answer your. questions, but even with you
shall not attempt to convince you against your
will. I never have discussed politics or religion
with those who are already fixed in their own
mind and who only desire, as evidently does
your uncle, to convince me. Whatever you do,
do it in prayer and may God bless both you .and
your uncle in this and every matter. In haste.
Your pastor,
P. B. STRONG.
BYRDS CREEK, Wis., Jan. zzd.
Editors Herald:-Allow me to thank you for
the good words of cheer and comfort you bring.
each week; and, ilS I realize that you carry the
same news to hundreds, I desire to speak a kind
word to you that you may be aided along your
noble way, for you need something more than
silver and gold-you need encouragement too.
Certainly you have critics and fault-finders
enough. Then may I be found a warm friend
of yours. Last week I did not get to see the
Herald and there is no prospects of seeing it this.
In your absence I am Jed to see your worth.
As you are working for the same Master that
I am trying to serve, you will no doubt be glad
to hear good news from Wisconsin, as not many
encouraging words come from here, although
here is where the Reorganization had its birth.
The missionaries to Wisconsin brought home
discouraging reports last year, but this year's report will be the opposite; for certainly the word
of the Lord given through Bre. Stafford at the
last general conference is being fulfilled to the
letter. The Spirit said that the Lord would be
with his servants here as elsewhere and would
prepare the way.
When I was appointed with Bro. Pender to
labor here I did not think as I do now, for when
I remembered that this was the hardest field in
the United States and that missionaries who had
been appointed here before had refused to go,then to think that I, the youngest mis8ionary
under general conference appointment this year,
and my co-laborer almost as young, should be
sent here,-was not altogeth .r pleasant. But I
have learned that God is able to confound the
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wise through the foolish and that where God
directs man should obey. Surely no one had
more room to refuse the mission assigned than
I; but I trusted· the Lord and have been abundantly blessed. Henceforth I will go where sent.
We have had good hearing here. Some have
been made partakers of the good things to come,
others rejoice that they have heard the truth,
and still others whose hearts are anxiously waiting to accept it. Ot the middle class there are
several whom we might call "dry" Latter Day
Saints. They need to get wet, which I think
they will.do in the near fu·ure.
Financially we have been abundantly blessed•
When we reached Beetown we came to a point
where one evening we had fifty cents in our
pockets and had no friends or acquaintances, so
we did not know whether to spend our meney
for a bed at the hotel or for something to eat.
However, we managed to exist until the ·following evening, when through the kindness of John
K. Patterson we were provided with a home. At
that time our prayers ascended in his behalf and
ever shall. _Since then others have been raised
up, until now, .many, many friends greet us
there. Twice the good people in that vicinity
have given us the proceeds of a supper prepared
for the occasion which netted us $8o.ro, by
means of which we have supported ourselves and
kept another man in the field besides.
May Zion's cause prosper.
JOHN W. PETERSON.
LoNE RocK, Mo., Jan. 24th.
Editors Herald:-By invitation I left home
the r3th for Union county, Iowa, twenty-eight
miles north, and commenced a series of meetings in the Lamb schoolhouse. Th.e people were
stra·1gers to us and the gospel, but we never had
more respect shown us, and better attention
could not be asked for. I preached eight discourses in all.
The third night some renegades came in from
the bad lands and took a quilt from our sleigh.
We thought we had got among the Mormons,
for we had heard that they would steal. We
were about to go home, when lo! we heard the
statement in public, by Mr. Lamb, "Return that
quilt, or a warrant will be got out for you." The
property came. All then went well ~ntil the
last night, when they came in a mass from the
bad lands, when we made a defense of the Choice
Seer and God's marvelous work in these last
days. The wisdom of their wise shall perish
Examining the King James' and the Inspired
Translation, we were asked to take a vote on the
two. We did so. (Matt. 8: r r). The renegades
and holiness voted the children of the kingdom
into outer darkness, the better class for the children of the wicked one to go there; and Deut.
14: zr, the same class that took the quilt voted
to give to a stranger anything that dieth of itself,
or sell it to an alien; the better class said no.
When the meeting was dismissed some words
passed between those two parties, and all at once
such a battle I never saw before. You know
Jesus said to Peter, "Feed my Jambs," and ·'feed
my' sheep;" and that is what I was trying to do.
Those people's name was Lamb that took sides
with us. While the battle was going on I took
the window out and let my daughter Lizzie and
five or six other women out. I stayed in until it
was over, and not one hair of my head was hurt.

We know why the heathen rage; they take
darkness for light and light for darkness, and
'evil for good and good for evil.
I expect to keep right on. Thank God for his
marvelous work.
JoHN JOHNSTON.

~nmmunittafinns.
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.

AFFLICTION.
TO

A

BRANCH.-BUTTERNUT GROVE BRANCH.

PAUL says, "Our light affliction which is
but for a moment, worketh for us a far
more exceeding and eternal weight of glory."
Paul suffered many hardships for
the gospel's sake. ·He was once a great
persecutor of the church but after being
shown in a miraculous manner, the power
of God, he obeyed the divine command
and afterwards became a preacher of the
gospel, being the great apostle to the
Gentilfs, In Isaiah 48: ro, the Lord told
his people through the prophet, "That he
would refine them but not with silver, but
that he had chosen them in the furnace of
affliction." How patiently then ought we
to endure affi1ction, if it is the furnace in
which we are refined.
The furnace in
which the dross is consumed, D,wid, Isrei's sweet singer, tells us in Psalms 34: r9,
''Many are the Bffiictions of the righteous."
Then follow oh, what comforting words!
"The Lord delivereth him out of them
all." How willingly then we ought to
bear those affiictions God, our good and
all wise Father, sees best to send us. Yea,
they are the means he uses to purify his
children and enable them to sympathize
with and understanrl one another.
Tob
surely knew what affliction was. Oh, that
we in bearing these light affiictions, which
are but for a moment, that work for us a
far om ore exceeding and eternal weight of
glory, may keep in remembrance the
patience of this servant of God, who when
he was afflicted, faltered not in his trust in
that God who is the same yesterday, to-day
and forever. Surely the Lord gave and
the Lord taketh away. Let us then, dear
Saints, be patient; let us one and all put
our whole trust and confidence in that
great God who created the heavens and
the earth and the fountains of water. Let
us be more watchful and prayerful "Pray
without ceasing-. Giving•thanks always.
For our llg-ht ~fRiction which is but for a
moment worketh for us a far more exceeding and eternal weight of glory.
Blessed are they that endure affliction.
For he whom the Lord loveth he cha~ten
eth and scourgeth every son and daughter
whom he receiveth." David tells us also,
"Before I was afflicted I went astrav, but
now have I kept thy word."
Be patient
then. Be watchful. Be prayerful. For
great is the reward of the faithful. Pray
for me, dear Saints, one of God's needy
creatures. One, however, whom he has
blesserl. To whom he has shown he does
visit the fatherless in their affii~tion. 0, be
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patient. Be prayerful. Be faithful from
the least to the greatest. God will show
you, dear ·Saints, he is your great God,
that his promises are true and that he will
verify them to all his faithful ones. 0,
dear Saints, God by his Spirit exhorts you
to be faithful, to love the dumb creatures,
to tr·eat them as though they had feeling.
Hereby will I cause some among you to
make manifest that ye are my children.
0, my people, my people, if ye will
hearken to my voice I will prosper you in
your work both temporally and spiritually.
Be faithful. Be faithful, 0, my people,
my people be faithful in keeping the commandments of your great God. Love one
another. Pray for one another. Be
faithful my people, 0, my people, be
faithful. Thus saith your God, be faithful.
Your sister in Christ,
LIZZIE HALLER.

ME M 0 I R S.-No. XVII.
BY W. W. BLAIR.

DuRING the month of January and up to
February 2 rst, r875, I held a series of very
interesting meetings at Pecatonica, Illinois, had large and attentive audiences, was
blest ot the Spirit, made many friends to
the church, some additions resulting therefrom in due time.
On the 23d inst., by
courtesy of Bro. Joseph Smith, I read a
letter to him from Dr. R. D. Foster, Ocalla, Iriquois county, Illinois. It will be remembered by many that he figured prominently with the Laws and others at Nauvoo in the persecutions against Joseph and
the Saints in r844· He now seemed deeply concerned and interested concerning the
latter day work, and bore strong testimony
to the prophetic mission of Joseph the
Seer. Some of his testimonies were afterward printed in the Herald.
From this
time forward I assisted in matters pertaining to the Board of Publication until conference convened, April 6th, at Plano.
May rst, attended conference at Binghampton, Wisconsin, and on the 2nd assisted in dedicating a church erected by the
Saints at that place, after which I preached at Shiocton and Oshkosh.
My labors
throughout southern Wisconsin and northern Illinois up to the 16th of June were rewarded with a number of substantial accessions to the church. Preached in Galien, Michigan, from the 21st to the 28th
of June, three of Bro. Blakeslee's family
being added to the church by baptism.
The last days of July and up to the" 17th
of August I preached at various points in
the vicinity of Lawrence, Michigan, re. suiting in the addition of a few by baptism.
While here I met with the family of Bro.
Seth P. Bass and learned that their daughter" (now Mrs. C. Scott) had been miraculously healed by the administration of the
elders when physicians had pronounced
her beyond the help of medical skill. My
next point was Coldwater, Michigan, and
its vicinity.
I labored here and over in
the edge of Indiana from the 18th to the
3oth inst., and found the church in that region in a fairly prosperous condition.
On the 8th of September met with the

fall conference at Park's Mills, near Council Bluffs, and when returning home to
Illinois, labored a short season in Decatur
county, Iowa.
The 21st of November found me in the
city of St. Louis. I remained there preaching, and in its vicinity, and also at various
points in Illinois until the 9th of February,
1876, and found, as a general thing, the
work of the church progressing fairly. A
number of additions were made to the
church and the Spirit of the Lord was
manifest in the midst of his people.
An
incident worthy of mention occurred in
the city of St. Louis. A Sr. Cowlishaw
fell from a high box striking the small of
her back in such a manner as to render her
helpless, and distressing her with almost
unbearable pain. Various remedies were
used for her relief without bel p.
As a
last resort she sent for Elder W m. Anderson and myself to administer to her with
anointing and prayer.
On entering her
room we found her unable to move and
in great distress. After a season of prayer,
we administered to her and the Holy Spirit was present in a large degree.
After
administration I· remarked to her that we
were blessed, and I was assured she would
be.
Upon this she sprang from the bed
and exclaimed to Bro. Anderson, ''0h Bro.
William! is it possible! I am healed! That
pain has all gone!" and with many words
she expresseq her gratitude to God for
her speedy restoratioR.
Spring conference for r876 convened at
Plano. During the session The Rules if
Order was presented and adopted by conference as a manual of practice for the
church.
The Adventists under the lead of W. C.
Thurman had I a tel y been waiting- at Lewiston, Maine, in a hall decorated for the
purpose, for the coming of the Savior.
Elder Thurman felt quite sure that Christ
would make his second advent April 19th,
1875· These failures are of a piece with
a score of other times appointed by the various bodies of Adventists, which proves
that they know but little, if anything, in
respect to the subject of the second ad-

"~
May r rth a council composed of the
First Presidency, Bishopric and Board of
Publication met in the Herald editor's
room, in Plano, where it was resolved that
I. L. Rogers, D. Dancer and W. W.
Blair be a committee to arrange for locating- the business center at some other point
than Plano. In answer to letters we wrote
to various parties at various points, we .re.
ceived many communications; and on the
6th of June the Locating Board decided
to fix the business center of the church in
,the south-west corner of Decatur county,
Iowa, as soon as practicable. D. Dancer,
John Scott and W. W. Bla,ir were made
an executive committee to procure means,
buy lands, and locate the business center.
I labored in the ministry throughout
northern Illinois, so far as my other duties
permitted, up to the t6th of June, and
then went to Piper City and Roberts
preaching there for a season, reaching St.
Louis the latter part of the month. Continued my labors there and at West Belle-
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ville and VlC!lllty until the 6th of July'
when I started for the eastern states making a short call at Amanda branch, near
Middletown, Ohio.
From there I went
to Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, where I labored until the z6th inst.
During this time
baptized and confirmed some in Pittsburg.
From here I went, in company with my
wife, to Philadelphia, attended the Exposition, and on the 3d of August we proceeded on to Newark, New Jersey.
The 5th of August found me at Fall
River, Massachusetts, laboring in the
midst of the Saints, from whence I proceeded to New Bedford and then to Providence, Rhode Island, preaching and looking after the interests of the church. I
continued in the Massachusetts district,
where I was joined by Bro. Elijah Banta,
preaching and holding council meeti:.1gs
until the 31st inst., when I returned to
Philadelphia. I found the Saints in the
Massachusetts district in a united and prosperous condition, enjoying the gifts and
blessings of the Spirit in a large measure.
Among- other confirming testimonies of
the Holy Spirit, I learned of the miraculous healing of an old lady (a Mrs. Atwell; I believe), before she became a
member of the church, a short time before, at Providence, of internal cancer,
said to be such by her physicians who confessed that they could do nothing to effect
her recovery.
I spent a prosperous and pleasant season
preaching the word and vi~iting among
the. Saints and friends in Hornerstown,
New Egypt, and other points in New
Jersey.
While in Philadelphia, about the zoth
of September, 'I was shown that I
should go to the fall conference in western
Iowa, which hitherto I had not intended
to do, and on the 6th of October met with
the conference at Park's Mills, near Council Bluffs. Pres. Joseph Smith was absent in the Pacific mission, the attendance
was large, reports from a'll quarters were
generally good and showing a large increase in numbers and interest. At one of
the services was witnessed what many
1
have &een elsewhere, namely, a minister of
excellent repute and first class qualifications, caused by the withdrawal of the
Spirit of God to stop preaching in
the midst of what promised to be a
very entertaining discourse.
This is one
of the peculiarities attaching to the
preaching of the word by ministers
among the Latter day Saints, and many
of the elders have had experience in
this direction.
The Lord said to J eremiah, "Thou therefore gird up thy
loins, and arise, and speak unto them all
that I command thee; be ye not dismayed at their faces, lest I confound thee
before them." The Lord did similarly
with Ezekiel and others of his servants,
and yet the Lord said to. the latter, "I will
make thy tongue cleave to the roof of thy
mouth, that thou shalt be dumb and shalt
not be to them a reprover . • . . But when
I speak with thee, I will open thy mouth,
and thou shalt say unto them," etc.
The Lord did similarly with Zechariah
, (Luke r: 20, 22), and with Moses (Exodus
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4: IO-rz), all of which proves that such are
the servants of God, and that he exercises
over them immediate control, and is one of
the peculiar and strong! y con firma tory
evidences of the special government of
God, and of the divinity of the latter day
work. We repeat it, that many of the
ablest, most eloquent and popular ministers
of the. Latter Dav Saints, have experienced
this special control of the Lord; and experienced thereby that the Lord holds the
reins of his work in his own hands. It
would seem that such occasions are designed of God to teach his people the g-feat
fact that without him we can do nothing,
a fact essential for all to know.
On the 19th of October I met with E.
H. Pierce, a Brighamite elder, and never
before had a keener sense of the cunning
craftiness of Brighamism, and never saw
the importance of the fact so clearly, that
the simple, unadorned gospel of Jesus
Christ was, and is, and is to be, the power
of God unto salvation to every one who
accepts it. This Brighamite elder made
plural marriage and the Brighamite endowments essential to salvation, as his
leaders and fellow ministers also had done,
and in this way were beguiling and blinding the people, causing them to put their
trust for salvation, not purely and alone in
the gospel of Jesus Christ, but in these
added, hurtful and heretical theories, thus
casting contempt upon the gospel, and
saying- in effect that it was not the power
of God unto salvation to those who believe it.
I remained in western Iowa and northwestern Missouri until the middle of December following, preaching the word,
having fair success. The balance of the
winter of 1876-7 I devoted in preaching
at various points in northern Illinois,
southern Wisconsin and eastern Iowa and
in looking after the interests of the committee on location, and duties of the First
Presidency.
The goth of December I performed the
sad service l1t Spring Prairie, Wisconsin,
of preaching the fun,·ral sermon of Bro.
vVrlliam Aldrich.
He united with the
Reorganized Church in 1859, arid had
been an active worker and a liberal helper
with his means in building up the Church
of Christ. He was held in high esteem
among- the Saints and by his neighb0rs
near Burlington, where he had resided for
nearly thirty years.
While in that vicinity Bro. John Montgomery, his wife's
brother. related to me how he was healed
in New. Hampshire, a few years before, of
a 'tiff knee joint from which he had suffered from ·his boyhood. Bro. Samuel
Powers and Bro. Aldrich administered to him in a meeting when east on a
mission. He stated that as he returned
home from this meeting, when passing his
p:~sture, he got out of his carriage, opened
the gate and drove some stock out, and as
he returned to shut the gate, he for the
first time perceived that his lameness and
stiffness of the knee joint bad passed away,
and that he could walk with the utmost
ease.
Bro. Aldrich had stated to me in conver>ation relating to the latter day work, the
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cruel, unprovoked mobbings and robbings
that himself, in common with others of
the Saints, had endured in Caldwell
county, Missouri, in r 838-g, and the distress he and his family suffered in consequence, and how he suffered a spirit of
vindictiveness and bitterness to inspire him
against the Missourians, and that this continued with him until he heard and uni~ed
with the' Reorganized Church in r859·
When I met him in California, in r871, he
told me that on passing through s,,J't Lake
City, and meeting with Brigham Young1
George A. Smith and many others whom
he had formerly known intimately in
Kirtland, Far West and Nauvoo, they
still retained the same spirit of hatred and
retaliation, and that he could make great
allowance for them, for he had been under
the same influences till he renewed his covenant in the Reorganized Church.
The month of January following, I labored in the ministry at Burnside and
vicinity in Illinois with fair success, baptizing a number. While here I learned
some of the t;o~ctics of the anti-Mormons
from r843 to 1846. I was told by persons
not members of the church, that the persecutors stole and hid away their own stock
and charged it upon the Mormons in order
to create prejudice and bitterness against
them, so as to drive them out of the country that they might obtain their lands and
other property at a great sacrifice. One of
these gentlemen told me that immediately
after the Mormons·were driven from N auvoo, he was at Fountain Green and heard
some of the persecutor~, who were warm
and unguarded with strong drink, boast
and laugh about their getting their neighbor's cattle and horses out of the pastures
into the highway, and then arouse these
neighbors by their cries that the Mormons were driving off their stock to N auvoo, after which. they woulct skulk into
the cornfields or brush so as to avoid
detection. In this and similar ways many
honorable and fair minded people were
made to believe that the Mormons were
very bad citizens and thus turning their
influence agai~t them.
While at Burnside I was told by Bro.
Solomon Salisbury of his remarkable conversion. He had been an infidel and a
very worldly minded man, and was given
to intemperance, frolicking, gambling and
the like. At length he was smitten with
disease which terminated in what was supposed to be quick consumption. He grew
worse rapidly until he was said to be beyond the power of medical skill. At this
time he dreamed and was told in the
vision to send for his cousin, Pres. Joseph
Smith, and that if he did so the latter
would admini;;ter to him and he should be
healed. Comcious that the manifestation
was one of mercv from God, he immediately sent a telegram to Pres. J. Smith, at
Plano, upon which the latter came, talked
with him on gospel topics, and then,
though the weather was extremely raw
and chilly, on Bro. Salisbury's urgent demand, he was taken in a wagon to a
stream of water near by, was baptized,
and in a short time was radically cured
and made a new creature in Christ Jesus

spiritually and bodily, and from that time
forward to the present, he has been a gospel helper and a witness for the truth. I
had occasion during the month of February to write in defense of the perfect prophetic character of the prophet Ezekiel
which had been hurtfully assailed by one
of our leading ministers. The·article may
be found in Herald for March Ist~ 1877·
During the latter part of the month I held
a series of profitable meetings in Burlington, Iovva, and on the 26th instant baptized
and confirmed six persons, among them
Bro. Frederick Johnson and wife and so·n.
Annual Conference convened at Plano,
April 6th. The committee on location reported their efforts, and were heartily sustained by the conference.
The session
lasted seven days and the meetings for
uusiness, prayer and testimony were attended by the Holy Spirit richly, and much
important business was done.
Brn. Joseph Luff and J. J. Cornish, of
Canada, attended this session, and nn request of Bro. I. L. Rogers to ~unply
preachers for our branch at Sandwich :,n
Sunday, the 8th inst. I secured these brethren to speRk at the morning and evening
services. They were strangers to our people, young in years, new members of the
church, and some thought I had made a
mistake in my selection, for it was expected that many of the leading citizens of
Sandwich would attend our services.
I
assured the anxious and dnubting- ones that
no mistake had been made.
At 1 r a.m.,
our chapel was packed with intelligent
and ei<ger listeners. After the preliminary exercise~, I introduced Bro. Cornish
who, in a meek but trustful way, entered
upon his sermon, and from beginning to
close the Spirit of the Lord rested upon
him with much grace and power while he
discour~ed upon these words of St. Paul
to the Thessalonian~,-"Our gospel came
unto you not in word only, but in power,
and in the Holy Ghost, and in much assur:mce."
Probably that text never had a
·clearer exemplification of the sentiments it
contains than in the effort of Bro. Cornish.
All were pleased, and many were anxious
he should preach the sermon in the evening. The doubters' fears had fled away.
In the evening, Bro. Joseph Luff was
the speaker.
It was feared by some that
he would not be equal to the occasion, and
these suggested that Bro. Cornish or myself occupy the hour, but I assured them
again that no mistake had been made in
selecting the speakers for the occasion,
and so it proved, for Bro. Luff preached a
most timely, spiritual and effective discourse, and just such as was needed for
the occasion. These young ministers were
living witnesses and exemplars of what the
Lord does in enlightening and sustaining
even the young and inexperienced minister
who trusts him faithfullv and serves him
in spirit and in truth. 'One such experience is greater proof of the divinity of the
Christian religion and of the latter day
work than all the learned, uninspired
treatises and sermons and lectures ever put
forth by uninspired men, for God puts his
manifest seal on their efforts.
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ORDINATIONS OF PAUL
NABAS.

AND BAR-

EDITORS HERALD :-Permit me to suggest that some of the brethren familiar
with the subject write concerning the
ordination of Paul and Barnabas to the
apostleship. From the New Testament
account it may be inferred or it appears
that they were called to be and ordained
apostles by "certain prophets and teach-·
ers" of lesser note or authority than the
twelve apostles,-by those who may have
been local officers in a branch of the
church. But how can that be if the present methods of the church regarding calling and ordaining are correct.
Did Peter or John or other of the apostles ordain Paul and Barnabas? If not,
how could "certain prophets and teachers"
holding inferior and perhaps local authority designate and ordain in the calling and
setting apart of important general officers
in the church?
"A command of God to ordain is all
sufficient authority," some may say; but
while that is true; does God command
individuals to ordain others to higher
authority than they themselves hold, to
the ignoring of higher and divinely constituted directing, overseeing and re~:ulat
ing authorities? Does Christ ignore those
whom he has given charge of his work
on earth and command others to perform
their functions? He did not do so in the
case of Cornelius, Peter, etc. He opened
the door through the apostles on Pentecost, the apostles 'evidently under divine
direction also selected M atthial'l, etc., etc.
Were the con~itions supposed! y different in the case of Paul and Barnabas? If
so, in what respects? I would like to see
·the subject d·i~cussed until we get at the
root of it and learn the facts. I believe
it would be profitable to intellig-ently and
careful! y di •cuss (not debate) the que~tion
in all its bearings.
JUNIUS.
FAITH IN GOD.

FAITH i'n God is indespensable to our salvation, fir~t, because the absence of it evidences our ignorance of the things of God,
never having learned them, or else a per~
verseness or stubbornness of h<>art in
refusing td give place to the teachings of
his word; secondly, because faith leads its
possessor to test the promises the Lord has
made pertaining to these matters.
By tracing the sacred history, we learn
that the great and good men that have
illumined the ages were guided by a profound faith in God. Jesus made the greatest exhibit of a life-service, rendered with
the desire, to present usefulness, looking
to the "recompense of reward" which consists of "things not seen," or if seen, the
vision is momentary, or it may be only
"through a glass darkly." In Hebrews
eleventh chapter Paul cites numerous exam pies of faith, closing with the following
statement: "And these all, having obtained a good report through faith, received
not the promises, God , having provided
some better thing for us,. that they without
us should not be made perfect." The bestowment of this reward is yet in the
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future, to be a mutual blessing meted out \ and in harmony with the promises of God
to the faithful in the time of awards. It He that is called of God to the itinerant minis a fact wocthy of note, that the Lord has istry mu~t believe that the Father will
called upon men to deny themselves, to watch over and protect those whom be is
cross their natural inclinations in order to called to leave for a time, just as he would
serve Him acceptably. When the few or believe that a human friend in whom he
many choose to do this, an obvious dis- places perfect confidence, would preserve
certain interests confided to his trust. The
tinction between themselves and the world
is drawn. The integrity of faithful Abra- fathers of our country, some of them at
ham was such as to give him place in the least, were men of faith in GocL Allow
honored list of the "pioneers of prov- me to quote from the "Life of Benjamin
Franklin" a brief extract which reoresents
idence." Says the apostle: "By faith,
Abraham when he was called to go out the conditions under which the Revoluinto a place which he should after receive tionary struggle was made: "The fleets
and armies which Great Britain was now
for an inheritance, obeyed; and he went
out not knowing whither he went. By sending over to enforce obedience, were
faith he sojour:ned in the land of promise truly formidable; yet it wns at this time
as in a strange country, dwelling in taber- and in view of all the hazards of the connacles with Isaac and Tacob, the heirs with test that the momentous question of indehim of the same promise; for he looked pendence was brought forward. With an
for a city which hath foundations whose anny,-numerous indeed, but ign(;mmt of
discipline, and entirely unskilled in the art
builder and maker is God." In harmony
with the life of this great :md good man of war, without money, without a fleet,
is the counsel of J e•us to his disciples, without allies and with nothing but the
"Lay up for yourselves treasures in love of liberty to support them,-the colheaven." The Lord's work is so arranged onists determined to separate from a counthat for one to follow the precepts of the try from which they had experienced a rego;;pel, necessitates the exercise of strong petition of injury and insult." Through
faith in God.
This will be found tru!:' in the instrumentality of these illustrious yeoall we do in the acceptable s!:'rvice of the men the Lord "redeemed the land by the
Lord. Many in former and in latter days shedding of blood." Speaking of the charhave been menaced with the grim hand of aCter of Franklin, the author of the before-mentioned ,;ork says: "The most impoverty, and others threatened with disgrace if they dared to Jollow the meek and portant inquiry we can- make, when estilowly Jesus by ca~ting their lot with the mating his character is, How far was his
So
people of God. Methinks the Lord must life governed by religious principle?
love. the soul that possesses the moral in- far as his speculative opinions are concerned, he was very far from rejecting- Christitegrity to leave all, if necessary, and folanity. He regarded it, to use his own lanlow Christ.
The philanthropist contributes of his guage, 'as the best system of religion the
means to bless humanity, because he be- world ever saw, or is likely to see.' He
believed in one God, who ought to be worlieves the Lord will make the future harvest plenteous. The misanthropist hoards shipped, and in a future state of rewards
his wealth and close" the door of his heart and· punisl-.mrnts. Of this we have his
again!'t the "widow;;;' moan and the or- own direct te~timonv. When Paine showp!uns' pl-,in1ive cry," because he fears that ed him his 'Age of Reason' he censured it
in ju~t terms, as fallacious in argument and
himself may come to want.
He h~s no faith in God. If he had faitl-: d<"structive in its tendency of all good.
be would believe that God would n-:ward •Y on had better burn it.' said he, 'than
benevolence and punish avarice, hence he print it.' His firm belief in an overruling
would base his hopes of future amplitude Providence was fully exhibited in a speech
upon doing ri(fht, rather than doing which he made before the convention for
wrong. I think Solomon advised well forming the Constitution of the United
when he said, "Cast thy bread upon the States. When that bodv had been in seswaters, for thou shalt find it after many sion for four or five weoeks without makdays." The miln, who relinquishes the ing any progress in business, Franklin
last right of property to liquidate a debt, proposed that their daily meetings should
preserving the mercenary interests of his be opened with prayer. •In the beginning
creditor, elucidates, to some extent, the of the contest with Britain,' he said, 'when
principle of faith in God. The siren voice we were sensible of danger, we had Jailv
of the tempter may say to him, "Your prayers in this room for the divine protecOur prayers, sir, were heard;
family will come to want," but he answers, tection.
David like, "No, I have never seen the and they were graciously answered. All
righteous forsaken, nor his seed begging of us who were engaged in the struggle
bread."
There is a divinity in humanity must have observed frequent instances of
that rises, God-like, to help such a man. a superintending Providence in our favor.
·He possesses the fortitude to do right in To that kind Providence we owe this haptimes of extremity, and God will never py opportunity of consulting in peace on
the means of establishing our future na
forsake him.
Faith is not, as some unjustly claim, a tiona! felicity; and have we now forgot
stubborn belief without evidence. It is gen- ten that powerful Friend? or do we imagerated in evidence, without which it cannot ine we no longer need his assistance? I
exist. All men should have faith in Gud. have lived, sir, a long time; and the longNothing will serve the race a better pur- er I live the more convincing proofs I see
pose. But that faith, to be beneficial, must of this truth; that God governs in the afbe well predicated, founded in intelligence, fairs of men; and if a sparrow can not fall
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to the ground without his notice, is it
probable that an empire can rise without
his aid? We have been assured, sir, in the
sacred writings that except the Lord build
the house, 'they labor in vain that build it.'
I firmly believe this; and I also believe
that without his concurring ·aid we shall
succeed in this political building no better
than the builders of Babel; we shall be
divided by our little, partial, local interests,
our projects will be confounded and we
ourselves shall become a reproach and a
by-word down to futur-e ages; and what is
worse, mankind may hereafter, from this
unfortunate instance, despair of establishing government by human wisdom, and
leave it to chance, war and conquest. I
therefore beg leave to move, that henceforth
prayer, imploring the assistance of heaven
and its blessing on our deliberations, be
held .in this assembly every morning,
before we proceed to business; and that
one or more of the clergy of this city be
requested to officiate in that service.'"
How nicely this history agrees with the
faith of the Saints as expressed in the following: "And for this purpose have I established the Constitution of this land, by
the hands of wise men whom I raised up
unto this very purpose, and redeemed the·
land by the shedding of blood.''-D .. C.
p. 270. We ought, I think, to "contend
earnestly for the faith once delivered to
the Saints" (Jude), which brings its owner
near to God and into the actual enjoyment
of his Spirit
GEORGE S. HYDE.

the mercy of God through the atonement
of Christ reaches only thc;>se that are innocent who are the infant and idiot, and
those who have had no law.
"And· now behold, if it were possible
that our first parents could have gone
forth and partaken of the tree of life, they
would have been forever miserable, having no preparatory state; but would have
to suffer eternal punishment." Seeing
then there is no probationary state in the
world to com~;, there can be no repentance
granted to those who die in their sins; but
they must remain as is recorded in St.
John's revelation (2o: n), "And he that
is filthy, let him be filthy still; and he that
is righteous, let him be righteous still; and
he that is holy, let him be holy still."
From the foregoing we perceive this
has reference to those who refuse obedience to the gospel of Christ.
·· JAMES G. ScoTT.
NEW PRoVIDENCE, lnd.

THE RIGHTEOUSNESS OF GOD.

THE Apostle Paul testified that in the
go~ pel of Jesus Christ "the righteousness
of God is revealed.'' The Savior according
to Matthew instructed to "seek first the
kingdom of God and his righteousness;"
not its, as often quoted by elders and
writers. To me there is a wide difference between its and his in the above text;
one meaning the righteousness of the
kingdom or the people of God, and the
other meaning the righteousness of God .
. We understand the kingdom of God is the
organized, or ReorganizedChurch of Jesus
NO CHANCE AFTER DEATH.
Christ on the earth. History informs us
EDITORS HERALD :-Is one of the appoint- that the church or kingdom of God has
ees teaching that men who do not obey the been taken by force, broken up, rejected,
go~el in this life will have a chance in the
etc., because of disobedience, uncleanness,
world to come? Let such search the Holy sin, or for righteousness of the wrong sort
Scriptur~s, that they may know what to
(self-righteousness); therefore there can
teach. Let no one say he is aided by the be but one kind of righteousness that can
Spirit to teach that which is contrary, for be relied on, namely, "the righteousness of
we read in the Book of Mormon: "For God," which like his law is perfect, everbehold this life is the time for man to pre- lasting and unchangeable. Part of his
pare to meet God. Yea, behold the day righteousness was revealed through the
of this life is the day for men to perform Apostle Peter; not to the world, but to
their labors. And now, as I said unto you the saints, the children or citizens of the
before, as ye have had so many witnesses, kingdom of God on the earth. "Giving
therefore I beseech you that ye do not all diligence, add to your faith virtue, and
procrastinate the day of your repentance, to virtue knowledge, and to knowledge
until the end. • . . For after this day of temperance, etc., but not as some seem to
life, which is given to us to prepare for understand add virtue, knowledge, temeternity, behold, if we do not improve our perance, etc., to faith, but by degrees
time while in this life then cometh the adding to faith virtue, and to virtue
night of darkness wherein there can be no knowledge, etc. The Doctrine and Covlabor performed. Ye cannot say when ye enants informs us that to some it is given
are brought to that awful crisis that I will to know Jesus Chri~t and to others it was
repent, that I will return to my God. Nay, given to simply believe on the words of
ye cannot say this, for that same spirit others. Yet the promise remains good,
which doth possess your bodies at the "He that doeth the Father's will shall
time that ye go out of this life, that same know of the doctrine," and, "This is life
spirit will have power to possess your body eternal to know God and Jesus Christ
in that eternal world; for behold, if ye whom he hath sent.'' Then we see that
have procrastinated the day of your repen- there are degrees of knowledge as well as
tance, even until death, behold ye have be- degrees of faith, "from faith to faith," and
come subject to the spirit of the devil and we may add, from knowledge to knowlhe doth seal you his; therefore, the Spirit edge.
When one obeys the gospel by
of the Lord hath withdrawn from you and faith, repentance, baptism and the laying
hath no place in you, and the devil hath on of hands, such an one receives a porall power over you, and this is the final tion of the Holy Spirit, and according to
state of the wicked.''-Alma r6: 23.
his or her diligence in the channel of duty
We perceive from the foregoing that and obedience to the commandments, they

receive new strength, enabling_ them to
become better than before, or to add to
their degree of faith a degree of virtue
(goodness) causing their faith to increase
to a greater degree of faith; and by thus
being spiritually strengthened their virtue
increases to a greater degree of virtue, enabling them to add to their virtue a degree
of knowledge, or a better understanding of
God and his work; and if they continue
to be diligent and obedient they can add a
degree of temperance, total abstinence
from intoxicants, or some other branch of
temperance. When able to add to temperance patience; and to patience godliness; and to godliness brother! y kindness;
and to brotherly kindness cha-rity; and
continue on to a good degree of charity
and greater degrees of faith, virtue, temperance, patience, godliness, brotherly
kindness, then will they be progressing to
not be barren nor unfruitful in the knowledge of God, and the knowledge of his
Son Jesus Christ to a surety of life eter~
nal, or an abundant entrance into the
kingdom of God on high; having attained
to that perfect righteousness, the righteousness of God, revealed in the gospel of
peace, or the order of progression in the
gospel revealed-the way to live by every
word of God ta his acceptance.
W. C.

LANYON.

LETTERS OLDER THAN SOLOMON.

MISSIVES EXCHANGED 400 YEARS BE·
FORE HIS FATHER'S BIRTH DUG UP
IN EGYPT,
THE Smithsonian institution has just received information, not yet printed or made
public in this country, of the recent discovery at Tel-el-Amaria, in upper Egypt,
of a number of tablets relating to the history of J erusale,n and dating back 6oo
years earlier than any records hitherto
known. When it is understood that these
tablets of stone are letters passed between
the king of Jerusalem and the Pharaoh of
Egypt 400 years before the birth of David,
who was the father of Solomon, some
notion will be formed of their extreme interest, says the Washington Star. These
letters were written, so Dr. Cyrus Adler
told a writer for the Star, about the year
1500 B. c., and cast a great light upon ·the
relations of Egypt at that ancient epoch.
This, of course, was long before Jerusalem
was captured by the Jews.
At that time Palestine was a federation
of independent cities, each of which, like
Jerusalem, was governed by a "prefect"this word meaning literally "king of a
city." Nevertheless these towns paid a
tribute to the Pharaoh, and it was in relation to this tribute that several of the letters found were addressed to the ruler of
Egypt by the king of Jerusalem, AbdiTaba. In them he tries to explain, with
due respect, that he occupies a more independent position than the other prefects,
and ought to be treated accordingly. For
exarnple, in one missive he says:
"Behold, this city of Jerusalem neither
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my father nor my mother has given unto 1
me, but the call of a mighty king."
This refers to the ancient custom in
Palestine, by which rulers were sometimes chosen in consequence of a supposed divine call, and without any reference to hereditary law. Having been
summoned to his throne by the Deity,
Abdi-Taba argued that he should be treated more leniently with regard to tribute.
In another of the letters he savs:
"Behold, neither my father nor my
mother has appointed me in this place, but
the call of the mighty king has made me
enter into the house of my father."
That the "mighty king" spoken of was
the Deity is proven by the fact that to
him as authority is referred an oracle inscribed upon another tablet, which says
that: "As long as a ship sails upon the
sea so long will Mesopotamia and Babylonia conquer."
The chief aim of the three other letters
written by Abdi- Taba is to ask the Pharaoh
for military aid against foreign conquerors
invading Palestine, and especially the district of Jerusalem. These warlike strangers he calls people of Habiri-in other
words, they were Hebrews. It seems
hardly probable that the Hebrews as a
nation should have invaded Palestine at so
early a date, and so it is likely that these
were some advanced tribes of Isrnel which
settled down west of the Jordan and made
incursions from time to time. In one of
the letters on this subject Abdi- Taba says:
"The Habiri people are conquering the
cities of the king"-i. e., the cities tributary
to the Pharaoh--"therefore the king may
turn his face to his subjects and send
troops. If the troops arrive this year the
countries of the king, my lord, may be
saved, but if no troops arrive the countries
of the king, my lord, will exist no longer."
The tremendous "find" at Tel-ei-Amaria includes zoo tablets, largely of Babylonian cuneiform script, which is thus discovered for the first time to have been in
use at so early a period in Egypt and
Palestine. Many of the other tablets are
dispatches of about the same date from
prefects of other cities of Palestine to the
Pharaoh. Some of the inscriptions are in
an unknown language, which no one has
so far been able to translate. It is funny
to think Solomon himself would have
looked upon these tablets as remote antiquities,_::_ Chicago Times.
r

PITTSBURG AND KIRTLAND.
Conference met in Saints' Chapel, Blake's
Mills, Ohio, Saturday, October uth. On motion
Elder G. T. Griffiths, presidont of the mission,
was called to preside. Visiting brethren were invited to participate in the action of the conference. L. W. Powell was selected as assistant
secretary. Branches reported: Kirtland 50; 8
baptized, r by vote, 2 removed. Lakeview 14; 4
baptized. Church Hill 30. Pittsburg 157; I3
baptized, 2 by vote, 3 expelled, 4 died. Wheeling
67; 13 baptized, 4 by certificate, r by letter, I 2 by
vote, r expelled, I died. Blake's Mills 39; 3 baptized. Elders reported: E. Thomas and J. Reese
(by letter), L. W. Powell (baptized 3), T.J. Beat-

ty, T. W. Williams (baptized I3), G. H. Hulmes,
G. T. Griffiths, T. J. Beatty. Report of committee on representation read. R,eport received and
committe discharged. The report was then taken
up by sections and adopted. (See end of these
minutes.) It was moved that rules of representation be printed and copies furnished each branch
by the secretary. The matter of district officers
was then taken, and for president Brn. G. H.
Hulmes and L. W. Powell were nominated. Bro.
Hulmes declined because of business engagements. Bro. Powell at first declined, when Bro.
Griffiths said he knew by the Spirit that Bro.
Powell was the man for district president. Brn.
Williams and Smith testified to the same. Bro.
Powell then said if it was God's will he would
not oppose. Elected unanimously. Bro. Noble
was sustained as secretary, Bro. F. Criley as
Bishop's Agent. He said he desired to be not
only sustained by the vote, but better financially
than before. The following resolution was presented by Brn. Williams and Criley and adopted:
Whereas, the president of the mission, Bro. G. T.
Griffiths, and the president of the district, Bro.
W. H. Garrett, have found it necessary that a
court of inquiry be selected to investigate the
trouble existing between the Church Hill branch
president and the presidents of the district and
mission, therefore be it resolved, that the conference appoint Brn. E. L. Kelley, G. H. Hulmes
and M. B. Williams as said court, empowering
them to settle the difficulty, to report to the next
conference. A vote of thanks was tendered the
Saints and friends at Blake's Mills for their hospitality. Bishop's Agent's report: Balance last
report $532 24; received since 1,3644I; total $I,·
892 65; expended $I.720.I4; balance $I72-5L
Audited, found correct and adopted. Preaching
by Elders Griffiths, Williams, Beatty and Pow·
ell. Adjourned to Wheeling, West Virginia,
February 21st.
·
RULES OF REPRESENTATION.-PITTSBURG AND
KIRTLAND DISTRICT,
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having credentials from some branch as delegate
of representation.
Unanimously adopted at district conference,
held at Blake's Mills, Ohio, October IIth, I89o.

PASTORAL LETTERS.
Editors Herald:-Please say for the benefit of
members that may be scattered in the vicinities
of Brownville, Nemaha county, and near Hebron,
Thayer county, Nebraska; that a branch of the
church has recently been organized in each of
the above named places. Meetings of the former held in Brownville, Bro. J. B. Goldsmith
presiding elder; meetings of the latter five miles
from Hebron, Bro. E. T. Bryant presiding elder.
All members living nearer either of these
branches than to any other are respectfully requested to hunt up their letters of removal, or
baptismal certificates, and unite with and aid the
struggling few. Don't hide yourselves up while
the battle is being waged lest you are overlooked
in the day of reward. The prospect in both
places is fair, but no guarantee for success exists
without continuous and well directed labor. Do
not think that present duty is monotonous because of its sameness, or gospel labor beneath
your dignity; many, many of the brethren in the
west are keenly feeling the pressure of the times,
and stand in need of all the:help possible. There
is reason to believe many that have been and
may still be Latter Day Saints in faith, are now,
so far as their co-operation is concerned, in faith
and works, lost to the church. And while
the elders are willing to hunt up the scattered
sheep and bring them to fold when possible; it
would facilitate matters were they to come from
their hiding places voluntarily and start anew
if laying on their oars.
.
The Saints in the above m1med places will
willingly extend the hand of feHowshipand welcome, not overlooking the fact that all wellmeaning Saints will gladly produce the required
evidence of membership, whether of the laity or
ministry.
In bonds,

Resolved, That from and after the passage of
this resolution the basis of representation and
the rules governing the same shall be as follows:
First. Each branch of the district shall be enJAMES CAFFALL.
titled to two classes of delegates, viz: Delegates
BROWNVILLE, Nebraska, .Tan 23d.
at large for the organization, and delegates of
representation, based upon the number of the
members in good standing.
To the Sai11ts o/ the Wester11 Texas Di'strictSeco11d. That the number of delegates shall be,
Brethre1l: Knowing too well that most of you,
one delegate at large for each organization; also
if not all, have reason to mourn and feel the
that each branch shall be entitled to one delegate
oppression attendant on the existing circumof representation for each twenty-five members
stances which surround you. I deem it nece?sary
in good standing; provided that where a branch
that I should put forth a feeble eflort to cheer
has less than twenty-five members it shall be en·
your despondent minds. Full well we know
titled to one delegate of representation, but
that we have had but little in the way of miniswhere the membership exceeds twenty-five there
terial service to cheer us in the last two years,
shall be but one delegate for each full quota of
but through the mercies of God, sustained by
twenty-five members.
the prayers of the faithful, we are still an organThird. The delegates of representation shall be
ized branch of the body of Christ. And now,
elected at the branch business meeting at which
dear Saints, whlle the mists gather around us
the branch report to conference is adopted. Both
and dark clouds overshadow us let us hold fast to
delegates at large and delegates of representation
the rod of iron, that one of old saw in vision, and
shall be provided with credentials, attested by the
continue to let our prayers ascend to that God
branch clerk; and said credentials shall only be
who has many times brought his faithful ones
transferable. to properly elected substitutes or alsafe through many trials and will, if we are f::ithternates who may be elected at the same meetful to the end, carry us over safe, and we shall
ing as the delegates.
stand with the faithful at the great day when we
Fourth. Members of branches in good standing,
shall see as we are seen and know as we are
or the traveling ministry only shall be eligible as
known.
delegates of representation; provided that no
While the prophecies, both ancient and modsuch delegates shall be accredited as the repre·
ern, are being fulfilled, all in quick succession,
sentative of more than one branch.
we cannot help noticing the fulfillment to the
Fifth. The president of each branch shall be
very_ letter. The late prophecy delivered in
ex-'!!ftcio delegate at large for that branch; and
Lamoni, Iowa, (I think about the 28th of last
the presiding priest of the branch the alternate
March), was that the scourges were at our doors.
ex-o.flicio.
• Now in the short space of ten months and less it
Sixth Each delegate shall be allowed mileage
is fulfilled arou-nd us in this country, and allover
to and from district conference at the rate of
the land is death on every hand. I have lived to
three (3) cents per mile, ,to be paid from the
see fatal diseases spread over the land several
branch funds.
times, but never equal to tl:e present. The
Seventh. The traveling ministry shall be acsmall-pox and other fatal diseases are atriking
cepted (when present) by vote as delegates at
the inhabitants down at almost every house.
large, without specific representation, unless havOf some instances I will make special mening credentials from some branch.
tion. In towns along the Rio Grande of two
- Eigltth. Each elder of the ,district, in good
thousand inhabitants we learn that the deaths
standing, shall be a member ex-o!Jicio of the concaused by small-pox rate at twenty-five per day,
ference, without specific representation, unless
and in this little place of some four hundred in-
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habitants in the short space of a few weeks some
ten or twelve have died of different diseases; and
out of that number three have died so suddenly
that the complaint is not known. One man sup"
posed to be in perfect health, and having no bad
habits, was found sitting in his chair with a
newspaper in his hand and glasses on. Now
while we realize in all this that God's hand is
over all, we should rem em bcr the cheering words
of the Savior, that the weak shall inherit the
earth.
What a sublime sight it must have been to the
Savior of mankind when he, with prophetic
eye scanned the universe and looked down
through the generations thl!-t should follow and
saw the wars and devastation that would follow
with the pestilence, famine and earthquakes that
would ensue; and looked again into the heavens
and saw the sun refuse to give his light and the
moon turned to blood! And on beyond all these
things that must come to pass saw his meek and
lowly followers inherit the earth in its purified
state. Then, dear Saints, let us cheer up and
remember the great command that issued from
his lips to watch, for we know neither the day
nor the hour.
·
That a grander and more sublime sight is yet
to be seen than the world has ever yet witnessed
or the imaginative mind can conceive that of the
Savior coming with the cloud; and he shall be
seen as John on the Isle of Patmos saw him, at
which time every eye shall see him.
What a joy will be there with the meek, for
they shall inherit the earth, and all controversy
about pre-existence and the future will have an
end.
Then Jet us so live that all the diseases or
whirlwinds may not carry us away or we be
swallowed up by earthquakes, that we may be
found among the mt~ek and numbered with those
who shall receive the glad word, enter into the
joys of thy Lord.
·
Finally, let us remember that "he that overcometh the same !;,hall be clothed in white raiment, and I will not blot out his name out of the
book of life, but I will confess his name before
my Father and before his angels."-Rev. 3: 5·
There is much I would be glad to say to you,
but I must make my communication short. In
answer to the many pressing calls throughout
the district I can only say that I will visit you
all as soon as circumstancs perm\t. My desire
is to spend several months ministering for
Christ in the near future.
Bro. T. ]. Sheppard, a faithful servant 0f God,
is now making preparations to spend a few weeks
with the Saints at San Antonio and Oakwood.
He hopes l:o leave here by the middle of next
month. May the God of peace be with him and
you.
I received several letters from Bro. A. J. Moore
of late. He promises to plead for us in next
general conference. Brethren, while I pen these
last words the Spirit says, "God will help those
who help themselves." Then let us in answer to
this arise in the strength of him who makes this
promise and put on the whole armor and go hand
in hand contributing li·berally of our time and
means to that God who gave it all to us and
made us stewards of the ~ame, and see if he does
not open the windows of heaven and pour us out
a blessing that there is not room enough to receive it.
Remember me when on your knees in devotion to Almighty God; and God be with you till
we meet again.
L. L. WIGHT.
BANDERA, Texas, Jan. 15th.

DECATUR DISTRICT SUNDAYSCHOOL ASSOCIATION.
The annual meeting of the Association will be
held at Lamoni, Iowa, Friday, February 2oth,
I89r, beginning at ro a.m. and continuing the remainoer of the day. Business, election of offi.
cers, etc., in the forenoon; afternoon devo.ted to
business and training classes. The evening will
be devoted to some kind of meeting in which all
wit! doubtless be interested, and by which all
will be edified.
The various schools should choose rlelegates
on Sunday rsth. Let all be represented, if pos-
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sible, as there wiH be import;nt business to consider nlative to the Sunday-school work.
Those coming frorp a distance by train should
come on Thursday. All will be met and provided for.
J. A. GuNSOLLEY, Superintendent.
FIFTH QUORUM OF ELDERS.
Blank reports will be sent out February 2oth
for the yearly reports. All reports should be in
our hands not later that March 20th. All changes
of addresses should be sent us so that blanks will
not go astray. Don't delay this.
We note some changes in addresses from Her·
ald, but how do we know if that is the one we
shall use? Read your circular letter once again.
There you will see, among other things, that you
are pledged to send change of address to officers
of quorums. Who can afford to be careless or
indJfferent to quorum regulation and work? the
Lord having spoken in April, 1890, acce.pting
each quorum in its place and work? Will any be
worthy of future glory who are not true to present trust?
·
Any desiring general appointment should remember that the Quorum of the Twelve may
convene prior to the conference and do much of
this work, possibly some in reference to missionary appointments.
We hope for a representation in Kirtland in
quorum work. One or more of the pre~;idency
hope· to attend. Let all who can consistently
come.
'While justly proud of the quorum in its past,
all should feel that the advance yet to be made
demands our best and continued efforts.
One rule of the quorum is, any not reporting
for three svccessive years are released and the
vacancy filled by another.
Brn. Haws and Brown, who were awarded
Bibles, gratefully acknowledged their receipt,
thanking the quorum and hoping all others will
be as fortunate.
Don't forget your dues, all who can pay. Let
every one report. Send reports toR. Etzenhouser,
3I29 Caroline street, St. Louis, Missouri.
·
Your brethren of the presidency,
R. ETZENHOUSER,
J. H. WELLS,
E. CURTIS.
SECOND QUORUM OF TEACHERS.
Brethren: But two months remain until another general conference will convene, to which
session we are required, as a quorum to make
a report.
In order that we perform this duty to the general church, which has appointed and sustained
us, it is necessary that each member of the quorum report to its secretary in order that he may
perform his duty in compiling your individual
reports in to a general repprt.
In order that this be done each member should
repqrt not later than March rst to rsth. Brethren, please be prompt and faithful in this matter,
that we may be in the line of faithfulness to the
trust reposed in us and do our portion of labor
towards the effectual working of the measure of
onr part of the trust reposed in us.
JoHN WEEDMARK, Secretary.
LA1IONI,

Iowa.

SUNDAY -SCHOOLS, ATTENTION!
At the last spring conference a committee was
appointed to devise ways and means toward the
furthering of the Sundav-school work in a general way and having it become a regular department of church work and care.
The committee have arranged a constitution
and plan for a general organization, and they
now issue this call for a general convention of
Sunday-school representatives to meet at Kirtland, Ohio, April 4th, 1891, at ro:3o a.m.
Let each Sunday-school in the church, and
also Union schools who desire to join in with us
send delegates, authoriud to act, the delegates
to have one vote for every ten of a membership,
the number of delegates limited to five for one
school; Sundy-schoo! superintendents accepted
. as ex-otficio members.

We urge the importance and necessity for this
convention of Sunday-school workers, and trust
that a hearty response will be made for nmv zs
the li11te and ojporltt11ity.
The object in appointing April 4th is to complete our business in time to report to and not
interfere with the time of the General Conference.
Rates will probably be obtained on the railroads. If obtained, notice will be given in due
season through the HERALD.
F. M. SHEEHY, I
M. WALKER,
I
BELLE RoBINSON, }-Committee.
s. B KIBLER,
I
R. s. SALYARDS, J
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
South-east Ohio and West Virginia DistrictA conference of the above named district will be
held in the Knights of Labor hall, at Sand Run,
Hocking county, Ohio, Saturday and Sunday,
March 7th and 8th, rt;9r. Brn. E. L. Kelley, of
the Bishopric, G. T. Griffiths; D. L. Shinn, T. J.
Beatty, Thomas Mathews, James Moler, J. L.
Goodrich and others will be present. Parties
coming on the train will get off at Carbon Hill,
on the Columbus, Hocking Valley & Toledo
Railway.
Come all and bring the Spirit with you.
D. D. SHINN, Pres.
A. B. KIRKENDALL, Sec.
Conference of the Central Missouri district
will be held at the King school-house, two miles
south of Richmond, Ray county, Missouri,
March 2Ist, at ten a. m.
R. L. WARE, Dist. Pres.
The Northern district of California conference
will convene at Sacramento March r3th, at ten
o'clock sharp. Presidents of branches with sec~
retaries please take notice, and all prepare themselves accordingly. All who can come and feast
with us.
THOMAS DALEY, Dist. P1·es.
Conference of the North·east Missouri district
will convene with the branch at Higbee, Randolph county, Miswuri, at ten a. m. on Saturday,
February zrst. A good attendance is desired.
Let the officers of branches see to getting out the
reports properly. Do not forget to send delegates to Sunday.school convention same time
and place. Pray for the Spirit to be with us that
we may have a profitable and successful session.
DuNCAN CAMPBELL, Dis!. Pres.
Central Nebraska conference will convene at
Clear Water, Nebraska, February 28th, and not
February 3oth, as stated in the HERALD for
January 24th by mistake.
W. M. RuMEL, Dis!. Pres.
The Pittsburg and Kirtland district conference
will convene at Wheeling, West Virginia, February zrst, r89r, at IO :36 a. m. Branch presidents will please see that their branches are
properly represented as provided for in articles
of representation adopted by the last district conference. · Every elder in the district, not presid"
ing over branches, is required by resolution to
report, and they will please act accordingly.
We hope for a good spiritual time, and that all
who can will attend.
L. W. PoWELL, Dist. Pres.
BORN.
STEWART.-To Bro.]. R. and Sr. M. E. Stewart, November I6th, r89o, twins (a boy and girl);
blessed January 14\h, r89r, by Elder E. F. Shupe,
and named J. Roy and M. Rita.
MARRIED.
CRAVEN-SNIDER.-At the residence of the
bride's parents, Bro. ]. H. Snider's, near Hamilton, Caldwell co!'mty, Missouri, December 24th,
r89o, by ] T. Kmnamal'l, Mr. Charles J. Craven
and Sr. Alice J. Snider. A goodly number of
relatives and friends were present to witness the
ceremony and wish them a prosperous passage
over the sea of life. A rich repast was then
served. A merry time was had.
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THE
DIED.
PERKINs.-At Little Sioux, Iowa, January
2oth, r89r, of dropsy, Sr. Martha J. Perkins. She
was 24 years old the day she died. She united
with the church September 5th, r88r, at Council
Blufl:s. She leave& a husband and child, besirles
a father, three brothers and five sisters to mourn
their loss. Funeral services conductt"d by George
W. Scott; sermon by Elder David Chambers.
CnAPMAN.-At Cannon City, Colorado, January 3d, 1891, Sr. Agnes chapman. She was
born at Ludworth, Durham county, England,
January r8th,.r863; baptized at Scranton, Kansas, by J. B. Jarvis, November 5th, r88r. She
. died in the faith of the gospel, and leaves a husband and two children to mourn their loss. Funeral service from the Presbyterian church.
RrcHARDSON.-At Jonesport, Maine, December r6th, r890, of dropsy, Sr. Margaret Richardson, aged 82 years and 8 months. She was born
at Limington, York county, Maine; the youngest of three children born to John and Mary
Sawyer. She was first married to Abijah Cummings, who was drowned at sea in 1837. Her second marriage was to John Richardson, whose
widow she remained for forty-nine years.
One child was the product of the second marriage, who still survives in the person of Captain John Richardson, of Jonesport. She obeyed
the gospel as taught by the Latter Day Saints
several years ago and remained a consistent and
exemplary follower of Christ until she quietly
departed to await the resurrection of the just.
Funeral services at the Union Church; sermon
by Elder F. M. Sheehy, assisted by Elder J. C.
Foss.
P AGE.-At the residence of her son, near
Abingdon, Illinois, January r6th, at s: 15 p.m,
after an illness of three weeks' suffering wirh la
grippe, Sr. Angelina Page; she was born April
12th r8o6, in Saratoga county, New York. She
united with the Latter Day Saint Church about
fifty years ago.· She was a member of the Henderson Grove branch of the Reorganized Church;
was a very conscientieus -believer in the latter
day work, and died in full faith of receiving a
crown with the redeemed of our blessed Savior.
She leaves three sons to mourn their loss. The
funeral services were conducted by Elder Depew,
of tl::.e Congregationalist Church.
ANDERSON.- Bro. Andrew Anderson died at
Petaluma, Sonoma county, California, January
rst, 1891. He was born July 26th, r8ro, in Edinburg, Scotland. His home is near Mission San
Jose. He was visiting his daughter at Petaluma
at the time of his death. He leaves a wife and
several grown children.
HoAGLAND.-- At his home near Marathon, Iowa,
January 24th, r89 r, after a lingering illness in
which he suffered much, Bro. Frank Hoagland;
he was born in Kane county, lllinois, Aprll 19th,
1853, was baptized April 2oth, 1878 at Plano, Illinois, by Joseph Smith, and confirmed a member of the church by Elder W. H. Kelley and H.
A. Stebbins. He leaves a wife and child to
mourn his departure from this life. Our brother
had not been reconciled to the idea of death for
some time; but not long before his departure he
looked up at his wife, smiled and said: "It is all
right. I am willing to go now," thus evincing
his hope in Christ.
BuLLARD.-At North Weymouth, Massachusetts, January 17th, r89r; Myron G., infant child
of Bro. and Sr. Richard and Elizabeth A. Bullard; aged 8 months and 13 days. After a short
life of pain its little spirit passed away like a
summer zephyr; and our Father who "doeth all
things well" has transplanted his tender plant to
a clime of health and rest. Jesus said, "Of such
is the kingdom of heaven." Funeral sermon by
Elder Joseph Luff, to a good number of Saints
and friends. The Spirit was present to give words
of comfort to the parents, and counsel, wisdom
and admonition to all.
Moss.-Sister Elizabeth A. Moss died at her
home in Bevier, Missouri, Sunday evening, at ro
o'clock, January uth, r89r, after suffering for
several months, which she endured patiently.
She was the widow of the late Bro. Samuel Moss,
and was born in Staffordshire, England, August
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21st, r814; was baptized by Elder J. H. Lake, in
r1:>8o, at Bevier. She emigrated to this country
in r86r, and settled in Pennsylvania until she
moved to this town in rSSo; a married daughter
survives her. She lived faithful to her covenant
to the last, and testified a few hours before her
spirit fled that she was ready to go home. Her
remains was taken to the Saints' Church, where
Elder J. T. Williams officiating, spoke from Romans 8: r, 2. The church was well filled with
Saints, and friends of the departed sister. "It is
well with my soul,"-was sung at the grave, which
corresponded wi.th the lif~ and hope of our sister.
HALL.-At Montrose, Iowa, Sunday, January
uth, r89r, of neuralgia and inflammation of the
bowels, after an illness of only two days, Bro.
Asel Allen Hall. He was born at Onondaga,
New York, April 2d, r8z8; was baptized into the
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ at Sonora,
Hancock county, Illinois, December 4th, r87o.
He has been a faithful and energetic member,
holding the office of priest, which he filled to the
best of his ability. He leaves a wife, one daughter, two sons and one sister, beside a large number of grandchildren to mourn their loss. It ap,
peared as though notring was as dear to him as
the church, for he would strive to perform the
duties of his calling under extremely difficult
circumstances; both in the branch by exhorting
all to perforfl!ance of duty, and in assisting to
fulfill appointments outside of the branch at
Montrose, where he resised. The funeral services were conducted by Bro. B. F. Durfee, attended by a large concourse of friends and acquaintances.
"There is a rf'st, a glorious rest
For those whose labors cea"~e,
Aud are triumphant in the Lord
Throu~h works of righteousness."

BuRLISON.-At his home in Akin, Illinois,
January 6th, r89r, of pneumonia, Bro. Aaron
Burlison. He was born January r6th, 1843; was
baptized at Cabool, Wisconsin, by B. A. Atwell
in 1884; was ordairyed a teacher in the Parrish
,branch at its organization, which office he held
at the time of his death. He was a faithful, zealous man, and respected by all who knew him.
T. W. Smith, 1110 West 13th ave., Denver, Colo.
E. C. Brig~s, 446 West Lake street, Chicago, Ill.

TO BRANCH AND DISTRICT
OFFICERS.
As the Gener,al Conference of 1891 will be
held far from the headquarters of the Church,
therefore it will be nece.hsary to close the Records and make up my Annual Report anJ Balance Sheet of States much earlier this year. In
consequence of this,. if those presidents and
clerks who have branch reports in their hands, or
who may receive them hereafter, will forward
such reports as early as possible, from now on
until after the March conferences are held, they
will help the work of making a proper presentation of statistics of our progress in numbers, both
as a whole, and by states and districts.
Some
district secretaries have not yet forwarded reports received by them at their conferences held
in December, and earlier.
It is necessa_ry also that those who have not
answered letters, those whom I have written for
the purpose of getting corrections or additional
items, should make reply soon, so that this part
of the labor may be cleared away before March
brings its larger work in the way of reports and
Conference business.
Please make out and send District reports to
me very early, by March 15th if possible, in order
that each district may be put in its proper place in
the Annual Report to Conrerence, and for publication in the Herald.
Blanks can be had at the
office, two for five cents.
Ministry reports, petitions, appeals, resolutions
and other business for conference may be sent in
at any time from this on; but applications for
enrollment in quorum'ii_ should come early, that
such m.ay be recorded and placed in the lists for
use. If convenient.to seml reports for the different quorums to my care they will be placed in
the proper hands before or during conference.
In accordance with Conference instruction the
First Presidency and Church Secretary have
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made a blank form for Ministry Reports to General Conference, and when printed they will be
mailed individually to all holding appointments
from the Conference of r89o
H. A. STEBBINS,
31j3t
C!zu1C!t Sec. and Rec.

"FOOD
F<>r Thought, or Sermons and Essays by Jews and Gentlle.e," a booh of 9;) pag ·sin paper covttrs. Price, single
copy 25c; five copie" $1.00; 12 copies $2.00.
PATRIOT one year and book
$1.15.
"
six months and book
.70
This. applies to renewals also. l''or full description •ee
last page HERALD for Nov. 22. 1890. Address,
LAMBEH'l',BROS.,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa •

A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
Setting forth the order and nature of the Priesthood, and defining the duties and prerogatives
of all the Church Officials, including the First
Presidency, and also the Deacons, as set forth in
the Revelations of God and decisions of the
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
the Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
Price 25 cents including postage.
BIBLE SYNOPSIS.
Only three or four hundred left. I will sell
the remainder at $r each, or six to any address
for $5; still a larger discount to agents. Send to
the Herald Office at Lamoni, Iowa, or J. J. Cor·
nish, Reed City, Osceola county, Michigan.
r2-27,3m

SPIRITUAL GIFTS AND SPIRIT
MANIFESTATIONS,
OR CAUSE AND CURE FOR SKEPTICISM,
BY

ELDER M. H. BOND.
Just issued; a book or pamphlet of over 100 pages
larger than the Voice of Wnrnmg, of closely written and.
original matter; good type, good paper, and easy reading.
A treatise upon the uncertainties of Catholic of Protest·
ant creed. The rational theory and '·xposition of ~ospel
doct.rine and confirmatory ~ifts, as a~ainst the insidious
doctrines and revelations of modern sniritua1ism. The
anti-Bible revelations of Swedenborg, The Quakers,
Uathohc Vi!-! tons and Mirac1e8, MeF<meric, Trance, MindHeadiug, HChrili"tian Science," •'Divine Healing'' or
HFaith Cure,,' "How to :Become a Medium," &c. The
Gifts of the Gospel, their proper place, use or abuse in
the church.
Price, 25 cents Single Copy.
Send silver or stamps; $2.25 per dozen, posta~e paid,
P. 0. Order or Currency. Address, M. H. Bond, Willou"hby, Ohio; or Herald Office, Lamoni, Iowa.
~ Agents and Hpusbers~' wanted, to whom· books
w111 be sent upon application.

HOUSE FOR SALE.
Havin~

to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
for sale my House of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace nit, .,nd water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28. 0l~veland, Ohio.

MILL FOR SALE.
SHELBY MILL FOR SALE, situated in
Shelby, Shelby county, Iowa. For full particulars enquire of H. D. Swain, Harlan, Shelby
county, Iowa.

-...8...-

SYFfiBOLOGICAL

CATECHISM:

OR

Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
BY A. J. MAPES.
104 pages, cloth bound. Price 35 cents each.
For Gale by BRo. H. R. MILLS,
TNtH.:Pf:~::-nrc'\fCR. 1\f o.

AUTUMN

LEAVES,

Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Sah1ts,
PriM per lVCI!t.ll!'

115l.GO.

Ji, Walker, Editor and Pu'bllzher.
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Book Subscriber's Notice.
Many inquiries are coming in in regard to when
- the volumes,

"With the Church in an Early Day,"
-AND-

" Pattie; or, Leaves from a Life,"
will belssued? We are now prepared to say that "With
the Church" will be ready for mailing by'the last of Apnl
or the first of May. We trust tnat thoee who have sent
in their name as subscribers wtll be prompt in remitting,
as we shall need the funds to defray the expense of print·
ing and binding. When remitting do not forget to enclose stamps for mailing.

Price at the Office $1.

-

Probable co~t of maiiing 8 cts ..
Owing to the sickness of her father, Sr. Eleanor was
called away Eome five weeks since, but her volume will
be issued about tbe last of June or early in July, and sub-_
scription price, wb!Ch may now be remitted as conveni·ent, will be the same as tbe above.
ALSO NOTICE.
This week we commer.1ce the mailing of om premium
Engraving to all subscribers who have_ ordered it. Owing
to the large number to be served it may require two full
weeks to reach the last ones . .If by the 20th of February
you have not received yours, notify the office by a card
and it will receive prompt. attention.
~ Be careful in removing them from the tube and
we guarantee perfect conditior>
M. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa.
Jan. 31st, 1891.

PEN AND PLATFORM,
A MONTHLY JOURNAL.

J.

B. WATSON, EDITOR.

TERMS :-FIFTY CENTS A YEAR.

This journal is not the organ of any sect, denomination or party, but is published solely for
the dissemination of knowledge upon Christianity, Temperance, Social and Moral Reforms, and
it~ columns are open to all who wish to speak
pointedly, pithily and practically upon these
questions; who believe that the W't>rd of God
and reason are the only rules of faith and practice for Christians as well as Moralists.
TO

CORRESPONDENTS.

The intention is to conduct the journal as a
medium for giving both sides of the question, and
no favorEism or prejudice by us will be exercised
in regard to authors; as communications will be
published without names or nom de plumes unless
desired.
An exception will be made in the case-of controversies, when each writer must and shail know
his adversary.
Short, forcibly written communications, worded in the spirit of love, are invited upon any
theme bearing upon the above outlined subjects,
with the appended qualifications. Address all
matter for publication to
MARY A. WATSON,
Drawer I<~, St. Marys, Ont.
A postal card requesting a sample copy will
receive a prompt response.
27dec3m, eow

WANTED!
A good cheese maker to work in Lamoni,
Iowa, factory this coming season-one that has
had experience in making Swiss and American
cheese.
Actress The Lewis Creamery,
Send references.
St. Joseph, Missouri.

---: The Independence Gazette :--Published Weekly by ·
BRETHREN E. ETZENHOUSER AND WM. CRICK,

At Independence, llio.
The enterprising publishers of this paper arc dfering you
your choice of one of the very finest views of the Temple
Lot. at Independence, free with paper, if subscription is
paid in advance. Two of these views, which are 8x10. include a view of the new church at that place. Send in
your money and get a good family paper for one year and
a fine view of the Temple Lnt, both for $1.00
James H. Tyrrell, box 144, Wallace burg, Ontario; Secretary of Chatham Di"trict.
J. W. Wight, North' Forster, N. S. W.
E. L. Kelley, Temple, Lake Co., Ohio.

PAYING WORK FOR YOU.
Bro. B. F. Ordway of Peoria, Illinois, still wants agents
for his well known
PORTABLE BED SPRlNGS
and other new and useful household necessities. Thirty·
day credit given. Model and samples free, conditionally.
For full particulars address as above.

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
--)BY THE(--

Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
at their Publishing Honse in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
dr We have a limited quantity of these on hand.
Turkey Superior, gilt edge ................... s 5~
Turkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge ......... 3 '711
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge ................... il ~5
Roxburg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge ••••••••• 4 00
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges •••· ••• 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •••••••••••••••• 2
Morocco, gilt edges ................. , • , ••••• 2
New Testament, Inspired .••••••••• ··:. •• • • .
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ••••••••••• 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •••••••••••••••• 1

"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 25cts, ten or more, each •••• ·.,..... 20
In paper 15cts., ten or more, each • • • • . • • • • • • • 13
This is the notorious "Manuscript Found," written
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much has
been said in connection with the theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
ground work and material 'from which to write the
Book of Mormon.
··

50
00
50
'16

COWDERY LETTERS.
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen......... '15
Without covers 5cts. each; per dozen......... 50
Contains valuable matter in relation to the Calling
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
the Book of Mormen, and the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.

25
50

CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVENANTS.
An enlarged edition, 32 pages, paper covers....
Old editiott ............... ~ ••••...•••.•••••• "

DOCTRINE AND GOVENANT!!!.
dprinkled Sheep, or Library •••.••••••••••••• 1 25
Imitation Moroooo, gilt edges .••••••••••• , ••• 1 60
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and"'iiymn Book combined.)
Leather bs.ck and Muslin sides ..•••••.•.••.. 2 60
The Harmony contains all the hymns In the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about ~20
mnes, and full i!!!!tructiono on choir and anthem music.
BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ................... , ••• 1 lUi
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..•••••••••••••• 1 50
VOICE OF WARNING.
Instruction to all people on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work
In paper covers, 10 cts. each, per dozen ........ 1 00
Limp muslin covers. . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • 25
HESPERIS.
(Poems by David H. Smith,)
Fancy Mu§lin. '.!02 pll.!(es, gilt edges .•..•.•••.. 1 60
FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages ......•......... ,.... 25
J. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches the corning of
Ghrist to Judge the world is now past.'' M. H. Fors·
cutt affirms "The Bible teaches the Literal Resurrec·
tion of the body from the grave."
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE SEER,
And discl'veries of Ancient American Records and
Relics, with the statement of a Converted Jew.
l'aper covem, 43 pages ............. , : • • • .. • • Ul
MISCI~LLA.NEOUS.

The Problem of Hurn~n Life Here and Hereafter
by A. Wilford Hall, 544 pages, muslin .....•. 1
Universalism Against Itself, 336 pages, muslin
by A. Wilford Hall ..••.....••••.•••••.•.. 1
Josephus, complete, library leather .••.....•.. 3
Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,
muslin boards, 6 volurne·s ..••..•.......••. .4
Mosheim's Church History, 2 volumes .•••• ,., .4
Baldwin's Ancient America (illustrated) .••.•... l
Rollin's Ancient History, two volumes in one ... 4,
The Koran, library leather .. , ................ 2
Gieseler's Ecclesiastical History, from A.D. l till
1854, muslin boards, 5 volumes ............ 10
The :mcclesiastical History ot' Eusebius Pamphi·
lus, Bishop of Cresarea and Palestine ........ 2
Oruden's Complete Concordance of Bible •..••. 1
Bible Text Book ............•••••••.•••..•. l
Apocryphal New Testament ..•..••••••.•••. 1
Elders' Diary, by Joseph Luff................
Emerson's Ready Binder, Herald and Hope size.

BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
Muslin boards, 396 pages .••••••••••••••••••• 1 'Ill
Propositione:-(1) Is the Book of Mormon of Di·
vine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect
and belief of all Ghristian people? (2) Is the Church
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
of Christ, and identical in faith, organization, ordinan·
ces, worship and practice, with the Ghurch of Christ,
as it was left perfected by the Apostles of Christ. (3)
Is the Reorganized Church of J esns Ghrist of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Ghurch of God, and accepted
with Him?

50

00
50

00

00
80
00
25
00
00
~5

00
65
30
86

10
6

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers 10 eta.; per' dozen ............... 1 00
TRACTS.·
2 Truth Made Manifest, dozen 20cts.; 100 ••••• 1 50
3. Voice of the Good Shepherd, dozen 5c., 100. 40
4. Epitome of·Faith and Doctrine of the Church
and the Kirtland Temple Suit, dozen 5c; 100.. 25
250 for 50 cts, 500 for $i, 1,000 ........ 1 75
6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects, Prerequisites aud Design-and Who Shall Administer; 25 cts. per dozen, per 100 • ••••••.•••• 1 75
~- Who Then Can be Saved; dozen 5c., 100.... 40
8. Fulness of the Atonement; dozen 25c., 100 •• 1 75
9. Spiritualism Viewed fram a Scriptural Stand·
point; dozen 30 cts., 100 .................. 2 25
10. The Narrow Way; dozen 15 cts., 100 .••... 1 10
11. 'l.'he Plan of.Salvation; dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2 25
12. The Bible vs Polygamy; dozen 25 cts., 100.1 65
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 25 cts 1 100 ... 1 75
15 Brighamite Idolatry; dozen 5 cts., 100 . . . . • 40
16. Polygamy: Was it an Original Tenet of the
Church; dozen 20 cts., 100 ................ 1 40
H. The Successor in the Prophetic Office and
Presidency of the Church; dozen 25 cts, 100.1 75
20. The "One Body:" or the Church of Ghrist
under the Apostleship and under the Aposta·
sy: dozen 20 cts., 100 ..................... 1 40
21. Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100... 15
22. Faith and Repentance; doze'n 15 cts, 100 ..• 1 10
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 ....•••••.• 1 25
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 eta., 100.... 40
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 cts., 100..... 40
26. Mountain of the Lord's House; doz. 5c., 100 40
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen \!5 cts., 100 ... 1 40
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrine and Covenants; dozen 6 cts., 100....... 40
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen...... 15
per hundred .....•.•......••..........••. 1 10
31. What is Truth Y and True Orthodoxy? and
an Evangelical Ghurch? dozen 5 cts., lOO... 25
250 for 50 cts., 500 for $1, 1,000 for ......... 1 75
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 . . . . 40
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen. . 20
per hundred ..................•.......... 1 25
4L The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 cts., 250 50
500 for $1, 1,000 for ...................... 1 ~5
42 Rejection ofLhe Chureh; dozen 15 cts., 100.1 10
43 One Wife, or Many; dozen 25 cts, 100 .... l 75
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of Je.
sus Ghrist; 5 cts. each, per dozen ..•. , . • • • • • 50
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100 .•••• ,.... 15
A.n assortment of Tracts .................... , 35
SET OF TRACTS.
Bound in Limp Muslfu, turned in • • • • . • • • • • • • •
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"HEARKEN TO THE W01m '·OF THE LORD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG '):'OU HAVE SAVJ!' !T 1111 ONE WIFE· AND CONCUlllNEB
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag@ 116, Bo'ok of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
· .
.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WrFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND: EXCEPT m CASE oll' DEATH, WHEN EITHER
rs AT LmEBTY TO MARRY AGAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec.109, par. 4.

Lamoni, Iowa, February 14, 189I.
resulted in the adoption of an opposite extreme--the dogma of so-called justification
by faith, the "central dogma of Protestant
PuBLISHED AT LAMONI, DECATUR CouNTY, IowA,
Christianity;" but which, as interpreted,
Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
is not a feature of primitive Christianity;
The Traveling Ministry, District. and Branch Presidents•
and which because of the "weakness and
and the Bishop's Agents1 are requested to solicit new sub'*·
ecl,'ibers, and help build up the paper and the publication
unprofitableness ·thereof" could not make
department.
·
the comers therc,unto perfect, and in the
Business Letters and Subscriptions must'):>e sent to David
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Registered Letter, or Express.
house of its friends seems to be destined
Entered as second class matte• at Lamoni Post Office.
for rejection.
'M:my of the distincti've doctrines of
Protestantism are regarded as obsolete, as
''behipd the age," by those who claim to
be progressive in the field of modern reJOSEPH SMITH
EDITOR.
ligious circles. While they are reaching
W. ·W. BLAIR
ASSOCIATE EDITOR.
ou.t into many avenues of effort and "ever
learning" in 'many lines of Bit.le interpreLamoni, Iowa, Feb. 14, 1891.
tation and gener.d knowledge, it will be
interesting to note to what degree they
PROTESTANT AND PRIMITIVE CHRISshall profit by. the experiences of the past;
TIANITY.
to what extent they can obtain true spiritOUR OPPORTUNITY,
ual knowledge, arid in what degree be sucIN reviewi?g a literary production of the cessf,ul in seeking for and establishing the
noted Gen'lian Catholic theological write!,", kingdom of God and his righteousness,
under the heading, "Dollinger ~;~nd the which are revealed iri the gospel-the
Vatican dec.rees;" a prominent writer in power of G:od unto salvation.
the Sunday Scltool Times has this to say:
It is impossible for men while persist"To the end Dollinger failed to grasp the ing in clinging to the traditions of the
significance of the Reformation as a re. elders:-placing them in the stead of
viva! of Scriptural and primitive Chris- primitive Christianity-to come to a comtianity; and there is no evidence extant to ph~te knowledge .of the truth, necessary to
the effect that he ever abandoned his light and s~lvation. The restored (not
elaborate argu:ment against the doctrine of another and a re-formed) gospel in which
justification by faith, the central dogma of the Christ is revealed~is the "light to
Protestant Christianity."
lighten the Gentiles" and will be the ultiComment on the foregoing seems mate salvation of Israel.
scarcely necessary,-for in the strict light
Let us walk in its light and see that in
of the history of and. what has since .re- us it is reflective. Our mission is to s.ee
sulted from the Reforma~ion, it seems to it that the light and life and peace of
strange that ~;uch statements should ap- its healing power are extended and freely
pear. But it is. well to note such in pass- offered to every creature; andjf we indi,
ing ;~-they aid in keeping track of the vidually make the sa((rifices, small and
many phases .of the present trarisforma. great, which .are in our power to make; it
tions of current religious thought, arid 'are·· will be. preached and the joy of Christ's
interesting and instructive to note . as re- salvation enlighten the world with the
vealing the conceptions of ·theologians, message .of peace on earth, love to God
many of who~ are now...:-and somewqat and good will to men. Now is our opcautiously--feeling or groping their way, portunity; It is a day of warning and
toward a firmer and .Sl.!rer foundation. not of many words. Let us then be up
May they 4<be able" to "enter in" imd en- and doing. ·
"Gather my Saints together unto me;
joy the "true light."
. ,
Althoughc~eerfully and an:xiously willthose that have made [and kept] a coven·
ing to credit the work of the Reformation ant with me by sacrifice."
with all the good that can be justly claimed
for it (and that is a great deal, and should
be fully and ungrudginglv ac:co:rded), there i WE call attention to th.e call of Bro. E. L.
is .no evidence that the Reformation was' Kelley of tbe Bishopric, to the matter of
a reviv;al of primitive Christianity. On finishi1:1g the repairs long since determined
the contrary the evidence is very signifi- by the church to be done on the K1rtland
cant and strorig iri fav.or of tl;te s:orreet- Temple.
This remarkable relic of the early days
ness of the condusion that the Reformation was out the.oti,tbtirstlng manifestatio,n. of the church was preserved, doubtle,s in
of a determinate intention of men to be, in·. the wise economy of God's design. The
part at least, b.oth ~~ligio.u?lyand politic ally why .we may not /see 1 but the fact we
free from the ihtolerarit s~ay of priest- _can appreciate. It is. one of the links
. craft and. religio-political domination. It. betvveen th~ present and the past,.apd as
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such we ought to cherish it. The Spirit
of the Lord rested with the people whose
h?_nds builded it, and in it many were endowed. with the blessings of heaven bestowed liberally. The fact that it is in
our hands by legitimate ways, is a strong
proof of God's favor towards, us; and it
would be a grave discourtesy to that favor
for us now to allow the building to go to
decay or into disuse.
We strive not to be superstitious in the
bad, or extreme sense of the word, but we
cannot help but remember that 'when the
temple at J esusalem was finally defiled,
there was a strange spiritual commotion
in the building and the veil of the temple
was rent in twain, and the priest~ trembling with affright, departed saying, "Let
us go hence." While the Temple at N auvoo was evidently defiled, and the tokens
of God's displeasure were manifesteq in
its destruction; no such thing has ever occurred in regard to the one at Kirtland.
We are informed that an attempt will
be made at the April session of conference·
to buy the temple, by a committee formed
for the purpose, with a view of removing
it to Chicago, to be one of the attractions
of the Columbian Exposition, for 1893·
It is thought a large sum will be off~red
for it for this purpose, and the delegates
to the conference may as well be thinking
the matter over, and be ready to vote yea
or nay, on a proposition to sell. In the
meantime we ought to put tl:e audience
rooms, and indeed, the whole building in
good repair. Let us try it any way. All,
everybody, will want a bit of interest in
that building, as well as .the one we will
be called upon to build by a:nd by.
IS IT A "FIRM FOUNDATION?"

THE Firm Foundation, a paper published
by E. Hansbrough and company, at Austin, Texas, in the interest of some branch
of the Disciples, or Christians, in its issue
for January 29th, '91 has the following
statements, made in an article entitled,
"The Good Confession, a Fundamental
Item," and written by one C. E. Holt:
«The central or fundamental princip]e in Mormonism is, that Joe Smith was a prophet sent
from Go<;l. To accept this, is to acc:;ept the. whole
system of Mormonism. If this be true, the Book
of Mormon is t.he word of God, and. no one can
be saved who does not accept and obey its teachings.
'
,
«Any one wishing to be initiated intothe-Mormon Church, must believe in, and conies~· that
Joe Smith .was a prophet sent from God;"

It is decidedly unfortunat~J that men,
who profess to desire to be truthful and
to be established on a "FinnFoundation,"
sho.uld so grossly mJsrepresent fellow re,
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ligion_ists. The writer .is either ignorant sol! for so many years, and every one would ·reof the subject he presented, or he has wil- gard the disappearance of Polygamy and. its
fully. misstated the position of the fanatics with a feeling of intense relief and genupebpie whom he calls. Mormons .. Not ine satisfaction.
even the much lied about and abused MorThe above clipping was taken of late
ro~n Church inU.tah, requires such a confrom the Elmira [N.Y.] Telegraph, and
fession as the writer of this article has sent us by ,Bro. C. G. Lewis, of East Jorstated.
dan, Michigan, who requ.ests to know if
· The "central or fundamental principle Joseph Smith _uttered the alleged propecy.
of Mormonism" is not that "Joseph Smith To this we reply tuat nothing ofthe kind
·was a prophet sent from God," but "that was ever heard of till of late. Nothing of
Jesus was and is the Christ of God." That the kind appears ·of record in any of the
Jesus Christ was sent of God is conceded. authentic writings of Joseph Smith, and
Upon this '.'sure word of prophecy," the the "prophecy" is no doubt partly fictitious,·
fact that Jesus is the Christ, is the Church as he neither prophesied of Salt Lake or
of Christ to be builded. Moses, Isaiah, Mexico.
Malachi, }ames and Jude, Joseph Smith,
or ·any other, or· all other prophets .may
THE WATCHWORDS.
have been sent of God, but no man's salVI'!tion is founded on the fact of their hav- IN this issue will be found the concluding
ing been prophets and so sent of God; article of the series entitled, "The Impr~g
nor has any confession of belief in them nable Rock of Holy Scripture," by the·
as such prophets ever been required; and Rt. Hon. W. E. Gladstone. It is replete
this writer Mr. C. E. Holt who writes with strong and trenchant points, and prefrom Whitten's Stand, Tennessee, should sents, in striking clearness, many of the
know better than to make such a state- leading mental attitudes and conditions of
ment a.s he has.
those who are prominently arrayed on the
The man who accepts the teaching of respective sides of belief and disbelief in the
the New Testament gospel, and whore- Sacred Scripture~.
pents and is baptized by the authority of
To the thoughtful and critical readerit
the Christ who has promised that he will will be found deeply interesting. To some
build his church, and who receives the it may not commend itself because of the
Spirit of Truth in earnest of the purchased intellectual effort required in its study and
possession, will if he lives faithfully with- absorption. To such, if there be such
. in the keeping of his baptismal covenant among our readers, we would commend
finally believe, not only in Jesus as the the entire series referred to, with the
Christ of God, but in all the prophets of statement that, only by the use of high
God, ancient or modern, of whom know- standards can our ideals and conceptions
ledge of what they said or wrote of God's be exalted to a level sufficiently elevated
work, may come to him; not as a neces- to raise us to the approximate standard of
sary confession of faith unto salvation, or those claiming earnest desire for assimilarequisite to membership in the Church of tion with Christ. In Jesus Christ "are hid
Christ, but as a matter of fact, plain, un- . all the treasures of wisdom and knowlvarnished truth.
edge," and in proportion as we grow in
It is said that "where ignorance is bliss, llppreciation and comprehension of that
it is folly to be wise;'' but we take it that which is intellectual, beautiful, just and
men who, like Mr. Holt, are trying to in- true, good and pure, in ~uch proportion
duce other men to accept their foundation will we be more like the Master, more acfor religious hope because it is truthful, ceptable and worthy of his commendatory
therefore firm, would not find ignorance presentation to the Father; and in such
of their neighbors' belief a bliss, and would degree as we lack attainment therein will
have informed themselves in regard to we be "found wanting" and incapable of
those beliefs before showing how foolish abiding the presence of Him who is the
they were. We have written the publishers personification of every true, intelligent
of the Firm Foundation, correcting· Mr. principle; who is transcendently superior
Holt's error, and wait to see whether they to the best exalted earthly conditions and
are willing to _so correct.
conceptions which have naturally entered
By the way, we thank the brother who into the heart of man.
sent us the number of the paper containHowever, we should remember this,
ing the statement which we have noticed. that resident divinity is planted within and
enstamped upon the race by creation. It
is apparent in the intellectual formation
JOE SMITH'S PROPHECY.
and constitution, the physical construction
If the Mormons should move to Mexico their
and the moral nature of man. Through~
removal would be in line with a prophecy made
out the entire period of his earthly tenure
many years. ago by Joseph Smith. That leader
man has given manifest indications of this
of the self-styled Saints prophesied ·that Salt
indwelling principle of divinity, this
Lake would not be the permanent abode of Morstrong feature of his inner-consciousness,
mons, but that they would ultimately locate in
of his life, of his vety being. Admitting
northern Mexico. 'Vhether the proposed movethe presence of evil forces which have alment is in fulfillment of this prophecy, or is
most universally swayed and influenced
caused by the necessity of flying from the terrors
his mortal career by which wrong condiof justice in Utah, the people of the country will
tions have seemingly reigned predominant,
delight to see the Mormons go elsewhere. It is
it cannot be denied that the exalted stamp
of godlike attributes which raise him ina reproach to the nation that their degraded institutions have been permitted to disgrace its comparably far above all other forms of

li.fe, have ever been apparent, and~the result cleliJit;ly traceable in the. master spirits .
of the respective ages of the enlightened
and. barbarian world, if not in portions or
in the majority of the masses of mankind.
Notwithstanding the comp~Jrll,tiye exalted position of the civilizedworld to-day,
we cannot afford to pause in restful contentment with our present individual and
its general condition. The standard set
before us is not the very best achievements
of the past. or present, b.ut the .. golden
promises and state of the future. That future presents to us a condition of perfection, and which only those who_ are prepared shall be permitted to abide_ in and
enjoy. "Many shall strive to enter in and
shall not be able," was th~ prediction of
him who was and is the light of the world
-the way, the truth and the life.
Recogni.zing the paramount importance
of preparation, his continual admonition.
to his. followt)rs was, in effect, the necessity of unequivocal application to and per. severance in the line of personal performance of duty and correctiop of false and
merely habitual conditions ..of life. Carefully studying His life and teachings we
.. discover. principles which adapt thell)- '
selves to all phases of life. They cOTre~t
dishonesty, rebuke hypocrisy, commend
liberality and guilelessnes!', discourage all
forms of mere affectation and reprove every
unworthy thought and all untrue conceptions of human life. There is no better
present or future life-condition that the
best, most intellectual min'd can conceive
but what the necessary prerequisites essen;
tial to its attainment are revealed through
the gospel, (that system of celestial principles so termed), the glad tidings of great
joy-of heavenly exposition of the means
hy which man may by application, by
consecration, by devoted effort, attain
thereto.
A contemplation of these things emphasizes· the truth oft he fact that God has revealed. himself through Jesus Christ his
Son; that an understanding, a comprehension of the principles which actuated
Jesus forms the basis•of a comprehension
of God. This granted or proven, it is apparent that to be accepted with God, to
become godlike, one must be unselfish,
must be true, must be pure, must be upright and compassionate; must in fact and
in deed be anxiously willing that his fellows receive all the good which he himself desires to obtain and enjoy. He must
also be intelligent, be spiritual, in a word
"do good unto all men"-he positive, not
negative, as a force for good in the world.
If we can, as a people, rise to· the correct and true, to the practical conception
of what a covenant with God, what obedience to the gospel means, we shall understand these principles and shall comprehend that not simply because faith, repentance, baptism, laying on of hands,
etc., are commanded are we required to
obey them and present them to the world,
but because they are the basic principles
through which "the higher, the heavenly
attainment, the glorious communion with
God and his Christ are reached, realized
and inherited. Hence we should remem-
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ber that "from faith unto faith," constant
repentance of and ceasing from all forms
of evil arid imperfection, a never ending
baptism from (a death· and burial of) unholy desires, impure and unworthy motives, and a rising to the constant newness
of exalted conditions of life, in every possible way-and the constant and increasing reception of the Holy Spirit, the
manifestation of its fruits (rwt .its gifts
alone-for· the outward gifts are but a
means to the highest ends) until our
knowledge reaches unto heaven-these
form the connective groundwork, the true
and actuating causes of our acceptance of
and adherence to the truth.
. ETERNAL PROGRESSION, spiritual, mental and moral equilibrium-:in other words
a well balanced condition, are some of the
watchwords by which we should temper
and attain in the performance of our lifework here. The act of death, the mere
transition from earth-life to. another condition will not transform our characters
from bad to good, from conditions of
ignorance and sin to those of intelligence
and. purity. Now is the time for attainment, of golden opportunity.
A mere commendation of and reference
to Mr. Gladstone's article was an we had
in view.when commencing this article, but
as good clings unto good, virtue unto
virtue, etc., we have been led to extend
the lines of the philosophic connections of
truth in many of their bearings, and have
been . personally edified in these contemp1_ations.
••Truth strengthened by the strength of thought
Pours inexhaustible supplies."

In the year 1888 a call was made by the
Spirit to"Come Up l1igher." It seemed
then and it seems· now to be a necessary
watchword. While its mere sound mav
be Jess acceptable to the ear or the word's
to the eye, its significance should still be
welcomed by the hearts of God's people
and its loving admonition be carefully and
fully heeded.
.
Let us take it as a watchword, not
only for the year 1891, but for all future
years.
EPITORTAL ITEMS:

THE East J ordap, Michigan, E;1ie1;pi-ise
of January 2Qth contains ·a very fav6r:~ble.
quarter- Eofunin .notice of Bro. J. J. Cor-;
nish's labors there, which it favorably ad,
vertises, with the promise of a more extended mention.
Bro. C; G. Lewis .and
Bro. Cornish are endeavoring to establish
the work in East Jordan.
Overcrowded. columns compel us to
make notes of some letters which we cannot publish in full.
. .
· Brq. D, .W. Shirk, Belmont, Nebraska,
refers. to the Indian, scare, lately prevalent
i:n that border section.
He earnestly de,
sit·e8 that the. gospel be preached. to the
.Redman.
·
B~;o •. W, H: Rhpads, Sinking Springs,
Ohio, hao;, by .obeying the gospel proved ,
the words of the Savior, "he shall know
.. of the doctriue,~' .to be true. Ordained to
Jbe office ~f pdest, he .has strlvento do his
~N~Y· !J.nd ,has been· bl~s~.ed in his. effo~;ts.

Thus will it ever be with the fai.thful disciple.
Bro. John Smith, Avenue City, Missouri, writes encouragingly of good results
followtng the labors of himself and Bro.
J, Thomas. They were well received and
made friends for the cause.
Advices from Bro. J. F. Minturn state
that on January 24th, he was at Turin,
Iowa, a new place. · He was having good
audiencesand of his liberty he says: "N ever felt better physically, and never felt a
greater enduement of God's power in aiding me to deliver His word."
Brethren
J. M. Putney, G. S. Montague and Bro.
John Thomas had beeri with him at times.
HOW INFIDELS ARE. MADE.

THE death of Charles Bradlaugh, member
of the English Parliament for Northampton, and who died at six o'clock on the morning ofJ anuary 3oth, presents-to view a striking instance of the manner in which many
are made infidel, so-called. He was born
at H '. n, near London, in I s33 j he reore or less schooling until he was
cei .
fou';:1e:~FI, when he began to earn his own
living; The rest of the short . story we
vive from the newspaper notice of his
death, as that tells it the best:
In hi* fourteenth year he became wharf clerk
and cashief;to· a firm of coal merchants in
Britannia fields;, While so engaged the serious
trouble of his .life began. A lad of sixteen, he
was looked upon as a model young Christian and
an enthusiastic Sunday-school teacher.. The
bishop of London was announced to hold a confirmation in Bethnal Green and the Rev .. Mr.
Packer, the incumbent of St. Peter's, Hackney
road, requested the youthful Charles to be prepared with suitable answers to. any questions
that might be put to him .by the bishop relative
to the thirty-nine articles and matters connected
therewith. Charles set about his task, and in
comparing the articles with the gospels he
claimed that he found they differed so much
that he could not reconcile them. He accordingly wrote to his clergyman asking his assistance in clearing away the apparent inconsistencies. Instead of 'replying to the communication, either because he could not or through his
shortsightedness or bigotry, he informed the
lad's parents that their son had turned atheist,
and that he had suspended him from hisduties
'll..s :a Sunday-School teacher for three months.
Young Bradlaugh refused to attend church durihg.the period of his suspension as a teacher, and
began to spend his Sundays otherwise than as a
religious devotee.

HE BECOMES AN INFIDEL.
The time (1849) was one of great religious a.nd
political ferment and Bonner's fields, near where·
Brad laugh lived, was the habitual resort of disputants o( all kinds, especially Chartists. Thither
he repah;ed to participate, as a listener, in outqoor f!leetings for the discussion of the rights
and wrqngs of the working classes and the truth
of the Christian religion,. especially in regard to
the-existence of a supreme being. He was there
at first on the orthodox Protestant side, then as
a deist, and finally as a full-fledged atheist or ne
plus ultra infidel. His next step was to become
a teetotaler.

99
He next became a boy-preacher of the most
audacious infidelity, but there was no money in
it. Driven to extremities, he turned soldier by
enlisting in December, r8so, in the Seventh
Dragoon guards. He was drafted to Ireland and
remained there with his regiment for three years.
During this time he made himself thoroughly
acquainted with the grievances of the people of
the "Emerald isle~" By his hand was drawn up
at a later date the famous manifesto of the Irish
republic, which ushered in the Fenian agitation.
Through the death of an aunt in 1853 Mr.
Brad laugh received a small sum of money, out
of which he purchased his discharge from his
regiment. He returned to London and obtained
employment as "errand boy" in the office of
Thomas Rogers of Finchurch street, a solicitor,
at ten shillings a week. Young Bradlaugh devoted himself to the study of law and rose rapidly
in his position. He also delivered lectures in
various metropolitan free-thought institutions,
more particularJy the Hall of Science in the City
road.
To his headstrong courage and perseverance
is owing the entire freedom of the English press.
Up to r869 every newspaper was required by
law to giye security to the extent of $4 ooo
against the appearance of hlMphemous or seditious libels. ·Mr. Brad laugh, however, printed
his journal, the F1·ef!· Thi11ker, in defiance of that
law, and so repeatedly baffled the officers of the
crown in their prosecutions that the statute was
repealed.

LECTURES IN AMERICA.
Failirg to make money as ·a lecturer in England Bradlaugh made three visits to this country
on lecturing tours in the hopt>, like a good many
more Englishmen, of replenishing his purse.
In r88o Bradlaugh was elected a member .of
the house of commons by Northampton, but
was not allowed to take his seat. The house
passed a resolution that it could not recognize
his oath ot; soltmn affirmation. He appeared at
the table of the speaker of the house and administered the oath to himself and was ejected from
the house. Two days after he resigned his seat
and·was again elected by Northampton. After
a prolonged contest he was allowed to take his
seat.
About five weeks ago a motion was carried to
expunge from the records the resolution adopted
in r88o in which the house refused to recognize
eitlier his oath or affirmation. Mr. Gladstone
made the principal speech in favor of the motion.

Dogmatism and overwrought religious
conservatism never allow themselves to
learn anything from the results..of their
own obstinacy, and so the history .of the
far past when it is said the ages were
"dark," has repeated itself in the experience of this now dead champion of
human rights.
·
Notwithstanding- his unbelief in the
religious 'dogmas of the. times in which
he lived and the people among whom
his life lines were cast, he proved himself to be a friend to the people;. in a
similar way as. did J;he celebrated Thom::ts
Paine, of American Revolution times.
~he people chose him to represent them
in the English P:.arliament; but when he
presented hin_:tself to. be recog:nized and .
assume tlJe. duties and statiou of a member
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Stuart are much awakened in the work, and de- ' m'" A1ways write the Business portion of your Letter on
a separate piece of paper, and let it be brief anfr explicit.
sire that ere long there shall be a branch at MonIf you have anything to say ,to the EdittJr, or something
damin."

of that law making power of'the English Government, Bigotry said, No, we
cannot permit this unregenerate unbeliever,
this "uncircumcised heathen," to sit in
this Christian body, nor permit him to assume the duties of the office unto which
his people have chosen him, by our own
laws; because, indeed he has not reverence
for our rules and customs.
There was probably not a more sericmsly earnest man in that assembly of England's peers; or one more intent to serve
the interests of his constituency than
Charles Bradlaugh, and while it mayhave
been a mistake for the borough to have
returned him after the signal rebuff he
and they received, it w~s a mistake born
of the principle-;--~he right of the people
to be represented and to protest ag&inst
the unjust rule of tyrannical dogmatism.
Had Charles Bradlaugh lived years be~
fore he did,jt is probable that the prison,
the gibbet, or the faggot would have
ended his career; but the advancement made
upon the bill of human rights, made the
scene of his rejection by Parliament !1.
warfare of words, on the rostrum and before the bar; so that when tbe conquest
had gone on to its sequel, dogmatism relaxed its iron hand, and one more victory
, was added to the pe0ple's side; and a fitting attempt to make an amende honorable to outraged human liberty is found
in the fact that the motion to expunge the
obnoxious resolution ofostracism from the
records of the house was most strongly
supported by England's greatest statesman,
W. E. Gladstone, himself not an unbeliever nor infidel.
We do not wish to be understood as
commending unbelief, but we desire to
present this case as illustrative of how
churchism, and the inability of dogma
bound priests to answer inquiries into the
unreconcilable differences between the
confessions of faith and the word of life
upon which it is claimed the creed is
founded, make infidelity.

Sr. Laur<~ I. Cook, writing from Frederick City, Maryland, say~:
"I wish an elder would come this way and
preach for us. There are only three of us in this
city; so if an elder should come he would-be welcomed at No. io West South stree·t."

Advices from Bro. Joseph S. Lee,
Tooele, Utah, January zzd as follows:
"I spoke. in Lake View meeting~house last
night and there was a full house of attentive listeners. I took one of their elders in the stand
with me and after I was through speaking I called him up and he spoke well of what had bee11
said. The meeting-house at E. T. City was tendered to me and I have promised to hold meetings there before I go south. That will make
four meeting-houses I have had in Tooele
county, and yesterday I plead so faithfully for
the Tooele City church, that tears appeared in
the Bishop's eyes and he requested me not to
think bad of him, but to 'go' for his counselors,
which I intend to do."

EI>ITED

BY SISTER "FRANC]llS."

"Tis a good thing sometimes' to bealone,
Sit calmly down and look self in the face,
Ransack the beart, search every secret place,
Prayerful uproot the baleful s~eds there sown,
Pick out the seeds ere the full crop is grown,
Gird up the loins afre~h to run the race,
Foster all noble 'thoughts, cast out the base,
Thrust forth the bad and make the good thine own.
"Who has this courage thus to :look within,
Keep faithful watch and ward with inner eyes,
The foe may harrass, but can ne'er surprise,
Or over him igno))le conquest wiu.
,,
Oh I. doubt it not if thonwouldst wear the crown,
Self, ba,ser self, must first be trampled down."

Bro. Thomas Wise, Cleveland, Iowa:
"I was baptized into the faith of the United
Brethren, with my mother, brother' John and,
sister Emma, but did r.ot receive any baptism of
the Spirit; nor did they. I joined the Saints in
r884 and am quite satisfied with. the gift of the
Holy Ghost received through the laying on of
the hands of the elders; and that peace and joy
promised in the gospel to every believer, contained in the written and spoken word of God I see
that Bro. J. J. Cornish feels grieved that the
United Brethren would not let him preach in
their house; but, dear brother, be not grieved; it
was not the Spirit of the living God that would
not let you preach there."

A BROTHER writes that a non-member
of the church makes the criticism that as
a church we frequently violate the st,rict
command to send for the elders, by sending for and being administered to by one
(only) pf the elders.
It is true that both James' injunction and
the law given in Doctrine and Covenants
P rovide that the "elders " "two or. more "
shall be sent for.
However, when but
one is available it is not possible to obtain
two or more; and under such circumstances the Lord has bestowed the blessing,
even though but one elder officiated. This
is sufficient proof that God blesses the administrations of elders acting singly. The
law should, of course, be strictly heeded
when possible to fulfill its requirements.
>

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. \V. W. Blair, San Bernardino,
California, January z6th, says:
"Our meetings, yesterday were well attended,
and deep interest felt in them by nearly or quite
,all present. Heman is to baptize some this forenoon at Rabel Springs, near by, and probably
more next Sunday. Have preached fourteen
sermons in last sixteen days, Will remain here
over Sunday next, February rst, and then go to
Santa Ana."

,

'

is a chance for a district to buy a
tent cheap.

"JE MOURRAI SEUL."
[By Ellice Hopkins.]
The silent chariot standeth at the door,
The house is hushed and still.from roof to floor,
None heard the sound of its niyste.rious wheels,
Yet each its presence feels";
No champing bit, nortramp o.f pawing feet,
" All dark and silent up and down the street,
And yet thou mayst not keep it waiting there
For one last kiss or. prayer.
Thy word•, with some st~ange other interchang~d,
Strike cold across us like loved eyes estranged,
With things that are not fraught: 'our things that are
Fade like a sun-struck star.
kpd thou too weak and agonized to lift
The cup to quench thy dJing thirst. or shift
Thy pillow, now without our help must rise,
Nor Wait our tniQ,istries.
Thou;'loved and cllerished, must go forth alone.
None seerJ thee fondly to the do,or, not one:.
No head is tnrued to see thee go; we stay
Where thou art not, and pray."
No panPl bars thy white, resistless feet,
Our wall• are mist to thee; out in the street
It waits, it waits ftJr thee, for thee alone; "
uArise, let us be gone I"
Alone, alone upon thine awful way!
Do any show thee kindness? Any stay
Thy heart? Or does the silent charioteer
Whisper, "Be of good cheer?"
We know not. None may follow thee afar,
None hear the sr>und of thy departing'car;
Only vast silence, like a strong, black sea,
Rolls in 'twixt us and thee.

HERE

$2oo TENT FOR $roo,
By addressing David Chambers,.Persia, Iowa,
you can learn of the sale of the large Reunion
tent, 6o feet wide, 7 feet walls. Cost $200 new,
in good condition.
Will be sold for $wo,
A
bargain.
Could not be bought new to-day for
4t
less than $235;

Bro. ·R. E. Grant, Buel, Saniiac county,
Michigan, January 29th:

"The man we expected to meet in debate came,
but he refused ,to meet us; so he gave out two
appointments, telling the people that he would
expose Mormonism, \Ve all went; and when he
got through I took the stand and replied to him;
the result is we baptized five more next day,
"For breakfast," said the doctor, ''l take a
Since that tinie about ten or twelve have said
bowl of oatmeal porridge with milk, a cup of
they want to be baptized before we go away.
1 coffee, a couple of soft boiled eggs, and bread or
Good is being done."
corn dodgerti with butter. At noon I take the
Bro. David Chambers, Mondamin, fruits in season, or else apples, pears, bananas,
Iowa, :muary goth.
~ pineapples, or some other kind of succulent and
"I am at Mond~min holding a series of meet- , nourishing comestibles, even if they are canned.
1
ings at the Congreational church; the interest is
For dinner at six o'clock, I go through the menu,
just splendid and on the increase. On Thursday, 1 from soup to desert, and take an hour's time to it.
22d, I baptized four near Little Sioux; some
At ten o'clock I am in bed. I have none of the
others nearly persuaded, I never felt better
complaints that keep so many people groaning,
spiritually. Bro, William and Sr: · Christie
and that are brought on by banE!ful diet."
·

J

you, wish published, .no NOT write. it pn. the back of a
business letter. • Business, is · Eusiness, and JlU!ST BE
done in: a bueiness-like manner.

I
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THE END OF THE YEAR 1890.
WHETHER sad or happy, It has been very
short-far too short-'-for fulfilling all the schemes
and purposes we cherished. in its sanguine outlook.
The days have twinkled past, mere
sparkles of existence, and th~ months have vanished like a dream; and yet we flatter ourselves
that next year will have a charm about it; that
lis days will linger a'nd its weeks will lengthen
out into leisure whiCh will admit of our doing
everything, and enjoying everything~ Vain de·
lusion! Next year will be swifter thari the past.
Its days will gleam .and click.)ike a weaver's
shuttle; and those who survive to its closi!lg
Sabbath will look back ori a clo.ud that has melt·
ed, a vapor that has vanished; and it will not be
till the !porn of time is stopped, aild. the endless
day laps existence round that we shall kn~w the
sense ,of leisure, and find that, however urgent
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Saturday night, and on Sunday three eloq
the work, the opportunity is ample. And from
this fleetness of time let us learn that whoever discourses, especially Sunday night. There was
a large attendance, .and those who came heard
would do a great thing or a rir:ht thing in a world
like this, must set about it instantly. But stop-· the gospel (not of man's make) but that which
God has revealed. The people seemed interested
speed through as the year has spun-rapid as the
in listening and many were there whom I had
days have raced, and phantom-like though their
not seen at the church before. I hope and pray
flight appears to some, this year has been a year
that great good may be accomplished here. I am
of progress and profit. It has not been a mere
staying at home to-night, for I have four little
breathless rush, nor a guilty slumber, nor a
ones entrusted te my care and cannot go to
peevish dream. It has been a year of active exmeeting at all times, though I would like to. I
,ertion and solid achievement. To some, I trust,
it has been of all years the most memorable and ·hope that I may be able to raise the·m so that
they may be obedient to the laws of God.
blessed, for it has been the year when they beMELISSA B. Woons.
gan to seek the .better part, and commenced, to
live for God. Some, I trust, ha\·e reason to regard it as all years the most gainful, for in it
BouGHTON, Kan., Jan. 4th.
they have found the pearl of great price; and
Dear Sisters oj tlze Home Column:-My health
gloomy as its outward visage has lowered, some'" is some better since requesting the prayers of the
I believe, look back to it as the brightest year of
Union in my behalf, but I am not entirely well
their history, for it is the year on which the Son
yet. I expect it is a lack of faith on my part, but
of Righteousness, the Savior, has shone. And
my desire is to so live that I may be worthy of
some have made progress; they have gained senthe blessing.
,
sible advantage over a sin that did easily be~et
Last Saturday and Sunday papa, Sister Eunice
them, or they have escaped from some snare of
and myself had the pleasure of attending the
entanglement, or they have been enabled to take
quarterly conference of this district, at Goshen,
some decided step. or make some difficult sacriand had a very enjoyable time. As one sister
fice, or they have grown in knowledge of some remarked, it seems so &trange we all seem to be
tru~h or· enjoyment of some ~race, or they have acquainted though we never have met before.
been privileged to do some good; they have been
The weather was lovely all the time. Saturday
permitted to commence· or carry forward some
evening pa spoke to a house full. Sunday mornlabor in t"he cause of God; and thus, short as the
ing there was preaching by Bro. Beebe, in the
year has been, it has sufficed to initiate someafternoon testimony and sacrament meeting in
thing everlasting, and from its tiny mustard seed
charge of pa and Bro. Beebe; in the evening
a great tree may spring in some· soul or some
preaching by Bro. G. W. Shute.
community (God grant it may) and from their
We expect Bro. Kent here this evening to
example let us learn a second lesson-to redeem
speak for us. The people here are very much
the time.
prejudiced.
Redeem the time! You sometimes think what
With kind regards·to all, I am your sister in
a pound may purchase. Do you ever thi~k what
the faith,
S. ESTELLE HART.
a day may do? Money is precious, but time is
priceless! The man who has tl1is year lost a
VICTORIA, Australia, Dec. 6th.
thousand pounds may next twelve-months make
Dear
Saht!s:-I
know the latter day gospel is
two thousand, and be richer than before; but the
of the Lord, "For the Spirit beareth witness with
man who has·Jost the year itself, God may give
him another year, but even the great God cannot our spirits, that we are the children ot"God."
The Lord has blessed me with many blessings,
give him back the year which he has lost. Of
more
than I am worthy of. To-day my heart
all losses, the greatest and most guilty is squanseems full of love and gratitude toward Him.
dered time. And in making the transit from
Oh! that we could always live near to him so as
one year year to another, this is our most approto have the good Spirit abiding in us,which fills
priate exercise.
us with such peace and joy.
We see much sin in the retrospect; we see
,But we know if we desire to live near to him,
many a broken purpose, many a misspent hour,
we
must expect to have trials and temptations,
rnan'y a rash and unadvised word; we see much
"for He was tempted in. all points like as we are
pride and anger, and worldliness, and unbelief;
yet without sin;" "but the Lord pitieth those
we see a long tract of inconsistency. There is
who fear him." Let us strive earnestly not to
nothing for us but the great atonement. With
yield to the sins which so easily beset us, but
thlft atonement let us, like believing Israel, end
and begin anew. Bearing its precious blood, Jet cast all our cares upon him who careth for us.
I often think of the beautiful promises conus pass within the veil of a solumn and.eventful
£uture. Let a visit to the Fountain be the last tained in the rst Psalm. How vast the differences between the righteous and the ungodly!
act of the year, and l:et a new year still find us
"The Lord kno\\eth the way of the righteous,
there. Amen.
EMMA CoLviN.
but the way of the ungodly shall perish." What
NORTH FoRETER, Australia.
devoted lives we should·live when we realize the
marvelous light we have been brought into.
WILBER, Neb., Jan Igth.,
"His love is more than tongue can tell." Let us
D,ear Sr. Frances:'-I have received light and
begin the New Year clad in the armor of rightstrength from those who have written for the eousness' having on the wedding garment so
Herald, and express my gratitude for the same. _I
so that when He comes we may be ready to enter
wish ~o improve the talent God has given me; ,into the marri;~ge supper of the Lamb.
for I aJ;ll so thankful that I have the privileg~ of
I long for that time to come when if we have
hearing the gospel preached, and for the' manv
proved faithful we shall see Jesus and all wha
'blessings. which (enjoy. Our conference is no~
have fought the good fight of faith. Ofttimes
being he}d at Wilber. Bro. Ca!fall preached
the tear s.ta~tsc to our eyes when. we think of. the
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great ocean which divides us from those who
brought the gospel to us, Bm. and Sr. Burton,
Bro. and Sr. Smith, may God abundantly bless
them. If we are not permitted to meet again on
this earth we hope to meet in the sweet bye and
bye. We so much appreciate the Herald and
Autum Leaves, they seem better every time, we
can scarcely wait till the mail arrives.
With Christian love, wishing all a happy New
Year. Your sister in Christ.
"SARAH."
DENVER, Colo., Jan 14th.
Dear .F'rie1zds oj the Home Colum11 :-I hope
you will pardon me for my intrusion. I do not
belong to your church, but have attended it several times and was very much pleased with the
sermons .. I would rather be a member of that
church than any of the sectarian churches.
I read the He1 ald and Autum?Z Leaves regularly
and I think they are· grand. Mrs. Cleveland
loans them to me, and now I hardly know how I
could get along without them, for they are very
dear to me. Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland are the only
family of Saints that I am acquainted with. I
have lived nearest neighbors 'to them for some
time, and can truthfully say there· are no nobler
or better people to be found, according to my
opinion. Mrs. Cleveland is a very kind and generous-hearted woman, always doing all the good
she can for her neighbors, arid I believe she lives
the life of a Saint.
I had a dream a few days ago. I thought I
was wondering how long it would be until the
coming of our Savior. Something told me it
would not be long. At that I arose and looked
out of the window, and there to l'l'IY great surprise and joy I could see a very bright light in
the east, too lovely to describe.
It is my prayer that I may be saved with the
pure and the just ones.
MRs. MARY SMALEs.
ESSEX, Ill., Jan 27th.
Dear Sisters oj the Home Colu11m :-My first
thought just now is how glad I am that I am a
member of the Church. of Jesus Christ, that I
have received a knowledge and testimony of its
truth, and I can therefore say I know it is of
God. Oh, how many, many evidences have I
had of its truth, how many blessings I have received in the church by obedience to the gospel!
Yet ah! how ungrateful and neglectful I feel •
that I have often been and unfaithful in doing
my whole duty. I feel like striving more and
more, working harder, living nearer to my God
every day, that at iast I may be accounted worthy to live with. the saints·.and come" up with
them in the first resurrection.
For a long time I have been deprived of· the
privilege of meeting regularly with them, and
seldom hear an elder preach; but the Herald,
Leaves,- and now Zio11's .Ensi'g1z are welcome visitors and afford me many an hour of solid cornfort, and I rise from their perusal strength.ened
to toil on a little longer in this warfare with sin
and Satan.
It :will soon be. thirteen years since first the
gospel saluted my ears, and God wrought upon
me by his Holy Spirit to obedience thereto; and
I can truly say, I have never seen the moment
that 1 have regretted the act. I rejoice more and
more in its blessed truths. I have· seen the sick
healed ins~antly In my ow'!damily b;r the ordi·
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nance of God's church; have seen prophecie
fulfilled that no human n1ind could have foretold; have seen the gift of unknown tongues and
interpretation, also in singing and praying and
more than I can tell, of testimonies in dreams and
visions of the night. I think if each true Latter
Day Saint would write all their evidences of the
divinity of this work, each one would make a
good sized volume, and yet they are so much
alike that one's experience might almost be the
experience of all.
I am the only Saint in this place and have
tried to induce some of the elders in this field to
come here and preach. I think a hearing could
be had. Bro. F. M. Cooper preached a few times
some years ago. There is a good hall that could
be had, and I think people would come out better now than they did then. I would do all I
could to invite them and an elder will be welcome at our house.
Your sister in gospel bonds,
CARRIE N. GREGSON.
MEDINA, Texas, January I3th.
Sister Frances :-My desire is to live a Christian. I love the work more and more for it is
the power of God unto:salvation. I love to read
the letters from the sisters and I often feel
strengthened while reading them, and the Autumn
Leaves have so many good pieces in them, I
would feel lost if we could not get them.
We organized a Prayer Union with three
sisters, two more joined since and I feel that our
prayers have been answered and that God has
accepted our word. We two sisters met on New
Year's day at our chnrch house at the appointed
hour for prayer; ·,ve were both hoarse with cold
but said we would do the best we could. While
singing the opening hymn, "All hail the power
of Jesus name," we heard other voices helping
us which made the house ring: it seemed to me
like there were several helping us sing every
song. I asked the sister if she heard the voices
and she said she did. I feel to rejoice in this
grand and glorious work for I know it is of God.
Dear sisters let us not be weary in well doing,
but strive to improve the talent which God has
given us. If we cannot help in one way we can
in another. Let us all strive with one accord
and see how much good can be accomplished
this year. My prayer is that God will give us
strength to bear up under all trials, stand firm at
our post and come out conquerors in the end.
Your sister in the one faith,
EMMA SUTHERiLAND.
DECATUR C01JNTY'S APPLE CROP.
George W. Shaw, by careful inquiry and correspondence with all parts of the county, has
found that Decatur county has sold $wo.ooo
worth of apples th!s season. If a man twenty
years ago had predicted that a county in Iowa
would ma<ke such a record in the production of
apple>, within two decades, people would have
called him a crank. It has been slowly dawning
upon the people's minds ·the past few vears that
Iowa is a fruit-growing state, and orchoards have
been planted each year, but people have not
manifested that interest in this industry that they
might and ought to have done.
This year has furnished indubitable proof that
they have not lived up to their opportunities, for
the thousands of bushels raised in the countv
bund ready market, and demand for more than
double the amount marketed. We are of the
opinion ~hat more apple trees will be planted
next spnng than there has been set out in any
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three years of the past. Our farmers see there
is money in apples and they will lo.ok after

them.-Gardetz Grove Express.

EAST JORDAN, Mich., Jan. 30th.
Editors Herald:-- Everything is moving in
our favor. Two were baptized at Central Lake
last week, four here this week, and more unity
and a better understanding is bdng had among
the Saints. The officials of the district are doing a good work; many are investigating and
some obeying.
We have a nice winter. Good chance for people to come out and hear.
J. J. CoRNISH.

agree for him to go until they made him up some
money, and we learn that the mob that tried to
hinder the cause, was made up of members of
the Baptist Church. They notified Bro. Moler
to leave Tuesday Morning, the 13th, 'by two ·
o'clock or abide the consequences; btit he did
not. He only went to the school-house and
preached the gospel in its purity.
Several would have come into the work but
the persecution breeze was too high. Man; are
investigating. May the good Father direct.
I ask a:n interest in the prayers of the dear
brethren and sisters, that I may be among the
meek when the great Redeemer comes.
In the gospel,
MARY V. LAMBERT.

SHENANDOAH, Ia., Jan. 22d.
Editors
Herald:-I
sometimes think that those
DEMPSEY, W.Va., Jan. 17th.
Editors Herald:-My heart has been made to of us who have embraced this work could in
many ways help those who are seeking the
rej ~ke in reading the many excellent letters.
truth. One of the ways would be, paying more
The Spirit rests on ~o many in signs following
attention to the Department of Correspondence.
the believers, testifying of the truthfulness of the
We know not the good it may do in convincing
latter day woik. There are no Saints here but
my husband .and myself. We read the Herald. some soul of the truth of the gospel; and another
would be in standing up for truth wherever our
and Autumn Leaves, and rejoice over the progress
lot is cast, and in ~ways standing up as a brave
of this marvelous work and a wonder.'
soldier in the warfare for Christ; for we can re"
About two years ago we heard the gospel
lyon the truth of the gospel, for we have the aspreached in its fulness by Brn. L. R, Devore
surance in God's word, "If God be for us who
and T. J. Beaty and accepted the truth, and can
can prevail against us?"
testify that the work is of God; and the signs
One needs orily to be deprived of hearing the
truly follow the believers. Bro. J. ~oler has
truths in regard to this latter day work for a
been here and has preached six able sermons. He
time in order to see how they are progressing in
was called here to preach the funeral sermon of
the Christian course. I have been in these cir~
a young man which he preached last Sabbath to
cumstances for the past two months, and I can
a lat·ge congregation. 0 .ving to having to preach
sympathize with others in like manner. I feel
it at the private house of parents of the departed
that it has been the means of making me stronger,
son, the authorities ofthe Mot_hodist Church gave
and I feel the more determined to press on in the
consent to hold meetings therein, but behold,
work.
when Bro. Moler came, the Baptists outruled the
What must be the feelings of those who have
Methodists, and when meeting was given out for
never tasted of the fruits of this latter day work?
Friday night and Bro. Moler and some more of
God only knows! If they would only stop and
us went to the church, we saw the crowd all
think of the dangerous ground on which they
standing out in the yard. They had put out
are standing they would soon feel their need of a
the lights and the deacon of the Baptist Church
Savior, and of his never-dying love. The passage
had carried in snow and put out the fire, and the
which has ever been precious to my soul and
doors were locked. As Bro Moler and my huswhich has been the means of bringing me to see
band walked up in the yard the Baptists moved
the light of the gospel is this: "What shall it
back, all but a half. witted man who told Bro. Moprofit a man though he gain the whole world
ler what it meant.
aod yet lose his own soul, or what shall a man
"They are not going to let you in," said he.
give in exchange for his soul?" And now, dear
"Why," said Bro. Moler.
Saints, let us be more active in spreading the
"They do not believe your doctrine."
truths of this latter day work.
"The authorities of the dhurch gave consent''
JOHN E. RITTER.
said Bro. M.
'
"Well," he replied, ''they are not going to let
FoRK, Mich., Jan. 26th.
you preach."
So Bro. Moler turned and announced preachEditor.s Herald:- The work is onward here. I
ing at Mr, Atwell's for that night and the next
am having large congregations-school-house
and funeral service on the next Sabbath. He in:
full every night.
I cannot get the house every
vi ted all to come up; so there was a large crowd
night on account of school.
I have got this
attended, and I never saw b:etter attention. All
whole neighborhood on fire, and every· one is
seemed to be interested. Some said it was the
talking about the gospel.
Many are beginning
best sermon they ever heard. The Spirit gave
to learn that they have not heard the fulness of
him good liberty.
the gospel until now.
The good seed of the
The friends then got tt e Laurel Hill schoolkingdom has taken root in some honest hearts
house, and he preached three sermons there, and
who ere long will obey.
the people were so taken with the doctrine that
On Sunday, the 18th, I baptized five.
Many
they tried every way to get him to stay two
who were very wicked have now stopped swearweeks longer; but he thought it wisdom to g.o.
ing, and the ones who were living to the best
Nevertheless it was a hard matter for him to get
light they had are beginning to learn that there
away from the friends, as .they were all anxious
is more for them. Some of-those who think they
to hear more o~ the gospel. They woulq not
ate righteous· are trying to excuse themselves
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and find a way to get out of coming in through
the door, by a man of God who holds authority.
Bro. 1. Tanner is a faithful brother who came
in the work a year or so ago, and helps me all he
can to roll on the little stone until it shall fill the
whole earth.
He is anxious as I am to see the
end come, and God's servants rewarded; who
have come up through much tribulation and
washed their robes and made them white in the
blood of the Lamb.
I feel to stand firm to my post, and lift high
the banner of King Immanuel, and sound abroad
the glorious gospel of a risen Redeeme'r,
"There can be no furlough granted,
Never muet the flag be furled."

FRANCIS C. SMITH,
WIR'l', Indiana, January rst.
Editors Herald:-It is little over one year since
I obeyed the gospel of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, and I can truly say the Lord has
blessed me in very deed.
But the Lord has
heard and answered my prayers and I thank my
Heavenly Father that he has opened my eyes
and understanding to see and know such a glorious gospel.
We have good prayer and testimony meetings
at Union branch every Sunday, and the Spirit of
our Heavenly Father is with us. God lias sent
his healing power down upon 'us and he heals
the br!!thren and sisters as he is called upon, and
the prayer of the righteous has saved the sick.
We have been having preaching here in the
chapel every first Sunday of every month by
Bro. William Marshall. He is a young minister,
but he knows how to preach the gospel to the
p'eople and has the Spirit to deliver a good $ermon.
Pray for me.
JOHN EULITT.
DEEPWATER, Mo., Feb. 2d.
Editors Herald:-! feel very thankful for the
instructions I have received through .the Herald.
I see in it that a sister (I know not where) has
the dropsy. Ple'ase send her this receipt to cure
the dropsy. I have never known it to fail, and
·so often I have known it tried although death
was expected in three days. There is a weed
that grows all over the country and its name is
"life everlasting." It grows about two feet high
and it· smells very pleasant, but it has a bitter
taste. It stands. all wit)ter and looks like a weed
in bloom, but I think it never blooms winter or
sum me~ .. It has. a white pod on it much like a
cotton seed in the fall. Make a bath of this herb
and bathe good i.n it at bed time and drink a cup
of strong tea made from it, and hot, and cover up
in bed. The first bath will be very apt to effect
the cure.
I wish to ask some of you to state In the Herald what you think this was: One bright sunshiny day, nota cl(}ud to be seen, I saw a very
bright something. It seemed to me four times
whiter than snow; yes, much whiter than the
sun; but I could look at it with as much ease as
I can look at this paper, and it came near slowly,
over the top of fences, and I measured it as well
as I could, but I did not try to touch it. The way
I measured it se~med about fi.fty-five feet long
and ten by ten. through, and when it left me ,it
wen't north-east, and I looked after it as long as
I could. see it, for itseemed the prettiest thing I
have ever seen. ·Now this is not a dream nor an
m~;~.iination,_ for t-yvQ ?ti-)ere .~nw.thl'!_ ~arne l?e!l\lti'
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ful thing. ·Please tell me what it was or what it·
meant, for I am at a loss to know.
When Joseph and Hyrum Smith were murdered I was close by, but on account of their
enemies telling their horrible tale I stayed out of
the Saints' church until nearly four years since;
but I never found a church. that preached the
fulness of the gospel according to my view. I am
seventy-two years old and I h<>ar some fine
preaching. My wife and I are alone.
SAMUEL BROWN.
CANEY·, Kansas, Jan. 21st.
Editors Herald:-Last week Ern. Puckett and
Davis, (the former of Webb City, Missouri,) both
priests, came and began meetings in th~ school. house east of town, on Friday night; and on
Saturday there was a disturbance in that neighborhood between a friend to the cause and one
of our bitterest enemies.
On Sunday night, while Bro. Puckett was
preaching this enemy with three or four others
came in. I was anticipating trouble, and as soon
as this crowd come I turned partly around in
my seat so I could watch their movements, and
as all appeared to be quiet, I leaned my head on
my hand. This put my left side toward the
stand. I was directly in front of the speaker,
and' had not been in 'this position more than one
or two minutes 'until I saw a bright light leave
the corner of the house behind me which seemed
to float toward Bro. Puckett. When near him
it assumed the form of a man, and when it
reached the speaker I turned my head to get a
, better view of it and could not see it or anything
like it. Immediately the brother broke out with
great liberty, as he had been laboring up to this
time, seemingly without the Spirit.
On Monday evening B;~. Davis was the
speaker. The rough crowd was there and behaved like gentlemen; but, alas! how soon the
change; for on yesterday I could hear of the
crowd up town cursing the Mormons all forenoon and filling up with poor whisky, and in the
aft~rnoon 'one of them tied some rocks in a handkerchief artd came to the mill where I was at
work, cursing the Mormons and wanting to see
Bro. Davis, saying he would make him leave the
country; but failing to find him there, and I re'
fusing to tell where he was, the fellow turned on
me and threatened to strike me. I looked him
in the eye, spoke kindly to him and asked him to
leave my place of business; yet he made several·
efforts to strike me with rocks. But every time
he would draw back to strike his arm.would drop
behind him. I stood his abuse until I thought
forbeara~ce kad ceased to be a virtue, when I
had him arrested and he was lodged in the calaboose, and this morning enriched the school
treasurer about six dollars, and now I understand that himself and cronies have sworn vengeance on me. What the outcome will be time
will tell.
On account of the disturbing element we
thought it wisdom to stop our meetings for a
while. I don't believe God's servants should
rush in where they are sure of·trouble, especially
into such a crowd as this-one that is controlled
entirely by the adversary to the extent that all
fair-minded men fear them and say they believe
they will do anything, not even stopping at murder or burning property. But I believe the eld~rs ;o.re.justlfiiJ.d !11 P.efen\ling thomsl;llve~ In .thll I
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most peaceable way they can. A year ago this
same crowd broke up our meetings. The result
was six were baptized by July. Now weare looking for another cix. One has signified his willingness to be baptized in the near future.
Bro. Puckett goes to Coffeyville, east of here,
to preach in the Christian church, with the understanding that their minister will occupy half
the time; and as we all know what that m~ans
we look for lively times there.
We will try to hold up our heads, knowing
that if they kill the body they cannot kill the·
soul. Will endeavor to use wisdom and the
means that God has provided.
W. F. CLARK.
SAVANNA, Ill., Jan, 25th .
Editors Herald:-! am in the field assigned
me last spring doing what I can to advance the
kingdom of God. I came here the wth, have
been preaching nearly every night in the schoolhouses near here. Some are Interested. Elder
Sheldon of the Adventist faith has kindly assisted what he could and !s investigating; has .
bought the Inspired 'Translation and wants me
to correspond with him. We have spent some
time in exchanging views.
A good feeling prevails and I am satisfied
our work here w.ill be productive of good. The
few Saints here are encouraged, feel like renewing their diligence in the good work.
I have visited different points in Wisconsin
and had the privilege of breaking the bread of
life to a few hungry souls; find the SaintE there
alive in the work and willing to assist as best
they could.
·
I have labored in Amboy, Sandwich, Plano,
Mission, Capron, Marengo, Chicago and'Savanna, Illinois; have been kindly received and sustained in all my labors; which is very encouraging. There are more calls than I can fill. The
Spirit of. the Master has blessed me and I hope
to continue in the good work. Some aave been
added to the church. Hope the Saints will be
on their guard and not say or do anything to
hinder the good work.
If the coming of Christ is as near as some ..
think, we have no time to lose if we do the work
that is necessary to perform before that great
event shall occur. Mv permanent address is Independence, Missouri.
H. H. ROBINSON.
BETHESDA, o., Jan. 19th.
Editors Herald:- When I last wrote I was in
Virginia. I labored there until November nth;
when I was call.ed to Ohio by Bro. G. T. Griftiths. During the five months' labor in Virginia
I passed through so'me things that are calculated
to try the pluck of a boy; but I always found an
ever present friend and helper when I sought
our Heavenly Father for his Holy Spirit, as 'I
should do. I found the people usually full of
prejudice, so much so that it was impossible in
most places to get a house to preach in; and
where houses could be had, the congregation
was wanting. I did some preaching in. private
houses, to small congregations: I spoke a number of times in Bro. Coffman's residence to the
members of the family and from one to a half
dozen others. In fact whe~ever Sr. Coffman
had company over night she usually managed to
have me present to dl;l)iv~r. a discollrs<; in the
parlor after supper.
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The branch af Roman is doing well. There is
·not a single drone in the hive. I had the pleasure· of preaching seyeral times iri the Baptist
Church near Roxbury, about twenty mil~s southeast of Richmond, stopping with Bro. C H. Barnett and ~ife. I think that in time a good work
/ can be done there; but gospel work, like all'
other work, moves slowly down south. The
maje1r part of the population is colored, and I,
for one, don't look to see many of that race accept the gospel soon.
The Brighamite church has a membership of
aboutforty in the state. They also have eight
missionaries laboring in it. I had some conversation with their members, but did not meet any
of their missionaries. They work mostly in the
mountains among the class who do not read the
books and papers published against them.
Since coming to Ohio I have labored in the
vicinity of Bethesda, Ohio, and Wheeling, West
Virginia. At the for.mer place we have a good
interest. Have baptized two and look for several
more to follow before long. I have oeengreatly
'blessed by the Holy Spirit in my labors, for
which I am thankful. I find that the climate
here does not agree with triy lungs, the atmosphere being heavy and hard to breathe, as compared with the west. Many times I find it very
difficult to speak in public at all. I hope to be
able to continue in line of duty, and faithfully
battle on for Zion's glorious cause. Asking the
prayers o all Saints in my behalf.
In. gospel bonds,
C. R. DUNCAN.
RIVERTON, Ia, Jan. 29th.

Editors Herald:-It was in the year I868 that
Brn. J. R. Badham and George z. Redfield were
associated together on a mission at this place,
Mill Creek, Iowa. I was very hostile against the
Saints at that time, but I went to hear them for
sport, and to find fault; but to my surprise, I
found that their preaching harmonized with the
Bible. I began to read and investigate the doctrine. At that time I was a member of the
Christian Church, but on one occasion I talked
very harsh to Bro. Badham for saying there was
contradictions in the Bible. But he satisfied my
mind on that point at his next appointment. I
was told to ask God in prayer and I would know
that the doctrine that they taught was true.
In the year I869 I had the following dream:
I saw the Latter Day Saints all dressed in uniform, nice and clean, :and I saw an officer standIng by a large pile of uniforms. He was calling
to such as myself to come and .put on a suit, for
it was without money and without price.
I stepped forward to get a suit, but I discovered that I was ragged and filthy, and stepped
back to get out of sight.
The officer said, "Come forward. Why go
back?"
My answer was that I was too dirty. He told
me to wash and be clean, like the army of the
Lord.
At this I awake, wondering what this meant;
but I slept again and dreamed the following:
That officer was the eider who was to preach the
word to me.
The uniform was the robe of
righteousness, which the Saints must wear. The
washing was the baptism by water. · This is a
lasting testimony to me, and my first testimony
the truth of this work.
LEWIS c. DoNALDsoN.

to

VALVERDE, C~lo., Jan 2oth.

Editors Herald:-All well here and doing as
well as can be expected. Times are quite dull at
present; several of the brethren are out of work,
but we hope the dull times will n6t last long.
Two baptized the roth; our branch now numbers
forty-three.
We are making an effort to get ground and
erect a house of worship. Real estate' is very
high, and it will take a great effort to accomplish the end in view; but we think it very
necessary that we should have a house to worship in, and if yo\1 knew the situation I think
you would say the same.
E. F. SHUPE.
CARSONVILLE, Mich., Jan. roth.

Editors Herald:-,- The work is onward in this
part of the vineyard. E!Jtr Dowker and Brn.
John and Robert Grant are holding a series of
meetings here. Eleven have been baptlzed and
more are investigating. House full nnd interest
good.
ELIJAH HINDS.
ANGOLA, Kan'sas, Jan. 28th.
Editors Herald:-I am always glad to hear of
the eftorts of Saints and others, in different parts
to advance the glad tidings. I seldom. see letters from this part, .yet efforts are being made
most all the time, in. one way, or another, to
spread the good news. Almost everywhere I
have tried I find that some good has been done,
and I am received with kindness by many who
are not of our faith.
When I have no appointments I· usually attend other meetings; but what notions of religion
some of them have! They say Christ's plan is
a broad one; broad enough to save the race if
they will only confess; giving no conditions
whatever. They explain dt:vils as being swearing, lying, etc., out the spirits that Christ preached
to "were bound in the human bodies, prisons of.
sin."
Some will say that Jesus walks by their side
day by day, and in the next breath ask for prayer
that they may be able to follow in his footsteps.
Leaders professlng to be "perfect, and saved
right now," will in the same speech confess various grievous faults and pray to be kept from sin
so they can meet in heaven.
They assert that we exclude all but Saints
from heaven, and that we lay the Bible aside and
substitute other books; and at the same time
blame us for saying infants are already, in a saved
condition, and that the majority of our race who
they claim, or admit, never knew religion nor
this age of theology are warranted the hope of
something better than everlasting death or intense fire. They will make assertions without a
shadow of proof, declaring that they will stand
by them and affirm theirs to be the church of
Christ, and then back >quare out. On.e William
Mills, a minister from the east, confessed that he
felt troubleti on going home about what had been
said. It was in regard to holding a public discussion with me. So he "took it to the Lord in
prayer." Nothing being made known during
the night, he took' it to the Lord again in prayer
and it was made known to him that he should
have nothing to do with the matter.
Bro. Puckett of Webb City, Missouri, and the
writer had a little experience at Coffeyville. He
procured the Christian church and preached a
very nice discourse Saturday' night-the first

Latter Day Saint ser£llon in that city-with the
understanding that they would di~ide time with
us, Sunday at eleveh we met again with them,
their minister read som.e Scripture and called on
several to pray, then quoted several passages
which he thought excluded revelation, making
several assertions and closed. Sunday night
their officials did not appear, thus refusing us
any further use of. the house, as we had asked
them to decide on whether we , should use it
the following week. Some of them remind
me of ici~les. When the melt by the fire (the
Iioly Spirit) they ru11 away.
Some who favorably receive .us in any other
vocation, are ready to skulk out of the public
way, betake themselves to by-paths, or remain
within doors rather than hear us, or meet or
receive what we teach.
A. C. HART.

THE IMPREGNABLE ROCK OF
HOLY SCRIPTURE.
BY

THE RIGHT HON.

W.

E. GLADSTONE,

M. P.

From The Sunday School Tt1nes, Philadelphia,
Nqvember Ist, I89o.
CONCLUDING THOUGHTS,

IN closing this series of papers it is right
to record the admission that they can lay
no claim to. anything more than touching,
and that slightly, certain parts of a great
subject. · They omit man.Y things important, perhaps some things essential. The
paper on the Creation Story, indeed, aims
at bringin·g out what seems to me a distinct
and specific argument in proof of a Divine
Revelation. Except in that instance, their
main design is to draw out, so far as they
go, the force of that cumulative evidence
witnessing to such a Revelation, which has
been so wisely summed up by Bishop Butler; (a) and also to.,disembarrass belief in
it from those difficulties which properly
belong, not to itself, but to exaggerations
and excrescencEs agai~st which it can carry
·no absolute guarantee. They form the testimony of an old man, in the closing period
of his life. It is rendered with no spPcial
qualification but possibly this one. Few
men of our British race have lived through
a longer period of incess~nt argumentative
contention, or have had a more diversified
experience in trving to Bscertain, for pur·
poses immediately practical, the difference
hetween tenable and ·untenable positions.
Such experience is directly coversant with
the nature of man and his varied relations;
and I own my inclination to suppose that
it is more.germane to the treatment of
subjects that lie directly between collective
man and the Author of his being, more calculated to neutralize deficiencies, though
not to impart capacity, than a familiarity
with those material sciences which have
supplied an arena for, perhaps, the most
splendid triumphs of the century now fat
(a)

"Au~iogy," Part II, Chap. Vllo
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advanced in its decline. On this subject accordingly, they treat it as if, in the present age,
this were an agreed point 'among all people of
has been recorded the nobly candid admisdiscernment, and nothing remained but to set it
sion of Mr. DarWin (b) respecting the posup as a principal subj~ct of mirth and ridicule,
sible atrophy, through disuse, of the men- as it were by way of reprisals, for its having
tal organs on which our highter tastes de- so long interrupted the pleasures of the world."
pend. Among those organs I cannot but
It seems pretty plain. that at the time
include the organ of belief. On this sub- when the Bishop published the Analogy,
ject, however, I am a biased witness. It (f) a wave of unbelief was passing over
is for others to judge. I only offer a plea, the land. The spiritual declension of the
not in proof of ability, but in extenuation Hanoverian period had set in; and the
of defect.
standard of life, and of the ideas current
There is in certain circles a very confident concerning life, was sinking almost from
disposition to assert that, as regards belief day to day. The negative movement of
in supernaturalism, the intellectual battle the period may have been quite as vigorhas been fought and won, and that victory ous as widespread, and as self-confident,
is on the side of negation. If ought to be as that of which we now feel the pressure.
observed, before proceeding further, that Yet it dwindled, and almost disappeared;
supernaturalism is a term which includes and we may even say that, at the time of
the idea of God. A sense may be, indeed, Johnson's social predominance, it left
loosely given to it, which confines it to the hardly a trace behind. (g)
Nor was this
mode of his manifestations. But, essen- either the first or the last of the reverses
tially, if God be there, the supernatural is which negation has suffered. At the time
there; and the developments which proceed of the great Renascence of ancient learnfrom that idea, even if they had been crush- ing in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries,
ed and stamped out, might germinate the cultivated mind of Europe sank far
again. It is not, then, a question of excreback into Paganism; but that ebb was
scences or of details; the life and essence succeeded by a flowing tide. Again, in
of religion are at stake. It is the question
my own earlier days, say in the second
of belief in what is not perhaps scientific- quarter of. the present century, there was
ally, but yet intelligibly, termed a personal a great revival both in the dogmatic sense
God.
·
and of the religious life in England; and
I shall presently. enter on the moral the temper l'tf the time; in the thinking
causes which may have contributed, and world, was strongly adverse alike to worldeven mainly contributed, to stimulate the liness, to indifference, and to unbelief. In
n.egative tendencies of the day •. I am now the third quarter, however, the sceptical
only endeavoring partially to test the jus- movem~nt set in with a wide and subtle
tice of a Prean, which is not warranted
power. No rr.an, perhaps, was better
even by the established fact of a victory; qualified to pass a judg-ment on this subit must be a victory belonging to that ject than the late Dr. vVhewell; and he,
class of victories which end the war. ·
writing in November, I853· and referring
That such a song is raised, there can be to an opinion expressed by a contemporary
little doubt. It seems to have inspired the of smaller calibre than himself, says, "As
recent Articles of that very distinguished to his assertion that scepticism is increasing,
and not less unright writer Professor Hux- it is contrary to all my knowledge of the
ley, in the Nineteenth Century. But I
eultivated classes." (h)
History, then,
have never seen a better example of the seems to prove that these negative moveplenary satisfaction .which possesses the ments are subject, not only to a hazard,
mind of many negative athletes than in but even to a law of mutation; and that
the following pas~age, taken. from a writer every one of them, when it has done its
of apility:
work, may cease to be. Of one thing we
«I set out from+the standpoint that the mission
may be assured: such a movement derives
of Freethought is no longer to batter do:yvn old no real strength, no true promise of perfaiths. That has· been long ago effectively ac' manence, from an overweening self-ascomplished; and I, for one, am ready to put a
railing rom;~d the ruins, that they may be pre- sertion. The question is not wh;It negaserved from desecration, and serve as a land- tion thinks of itself and of the opposing
mark! Indeed, I confess to having yawned forces, but what is the intrinsic strength
over a· recent vigorous indictment of CJ:.lristian: of the reasoning on which it rests.
ity.'' (c)
I have said that, when it has done its
This purposes to be a de•cription of a
work, it may cease to be.
For doubtless
certain state of facts! (d) Now, it is not
it has a work to do.
The wave that
the first time that we have heard description of the kind. Such a description Was breaks and foams upon the rock exhibits
to us not merely, as it might seem, a picsupplied in the following lines by no less
ture of violence and a source of danger,
a person than Bishop Butler, who, I apprehut a fraction of . the vast oceanic movehend, was not among those given to exagment, which is the indispensable condition
geration .• His words are these: (e)
"It is come, I know no~ how, to be taken for of health and pu.iity both to the water and
granted by many persons, that Christianity is not the air, al}d to the populations by which
so much as a ·subjeCt of inquiry; but that it is
.now at length discovered to be fictitious. And,
(f) In 1736.
(b) "Life and Letters;" vol. 1., pp; 101,102.
(c) Karl Pearson, "Ethics of Free Thought," preface,.
p. 5. . The dramatic character of this declaration is
brought to its climax b" tile fact. t.hat tile work is dedi-

cated to the members of Kmg's College, Cambridge.
(d) ·H'is farfrom being isolated. The same ideas are
expresssed.with in·eater vehemence by'Dr.·Hardwick, of
1Shefiield; in apre~ace to "Evolution," London, 1890.
(e) Frol)l tne 3(lvet1;isemenHo tne "Analogy,"

(g) In 1797, whp.n Wilherforce publi•hed his "Practical
Vif>W,, he spoke of nab~olute unbeUeve1·s" as a clnfls
which he feared was an increasing one ICb.ap. '/,sec. 3).
, Perhaps the great war of the years 1793-1815tended to debilitate the relig;ious mind of the coun1ry by drawing;
cff mental force in •mother direction. I have, however, heard from persons of hi"h authority, who were
old when I \vas youni(, that the French Revolution gen0rh!~~e~. distinctly religious reaction on ~hi.s sJde of .t.h.e

!05
theyare respectively inhabited. If we be•
lieve in Providential government, we
might rationally believe, even where we
did not see, that those boastful, and even
powerful, agencies, are not. Without their
purposes prefigured, and bounded, tno, in
the counsels of God.
It seems; ho ;, ever,
not difficult to discern a portion of those
purposes; which may have been, first, to
dispel the lethargy and stimulate the zeal
of believers; and, second! y, to ad 111 on ish
their faith to keep terr;ns, with reas( n, by
testing it at all its points; lest fancy, or
pride, or indolence, or the intolerant spirit
of sect or party, should h:lve imported into their beliefs merely human elements
that it may be very needful to eject.
Whether it be in blindness or not, the
champions of negation ought to understand that it remains just as possible now
as it was in the early or mid<ile ages, to
uphold belief in perfect good faith and
with immovable conviction.
In the advance of scientific knowledge, and of the
critical art, I for one see much that corrects and chastens our persuasions concerning the subjects of belief, but nothing
that disintegrates or undermines the basis
of belief itself.
It is sometimes taken for . granted, or
alleged, that religion or its champions are
reduced to the necessity of defending
their cause onlv with arms which have
been superseded by the introduction of
forces pr{:viously unknown, or by new
forms of construction better adapted to
their ends.
In a work which seems to.
fluctuate between pity and a good-natured
contempt, Professor Huxley describes "the
old-fashioned artillery of the Churches" on
the .one side, and "the weapons of precis~
ion" used by the advancing forces of
Now let it be rescience on the other. i
membered that we have not here to do
with the masses of man·kind, tow hom historical and scientific arguments, whether
negative or affirmative, are, and probably
must remain, inirccessihle. We are speaking of that standing army 1 S? to call it, of
more or less instructed persons, who, on
the one side and the other, execute all the
fighting on behalf of the community at
large.
Writing then of thosewithin the
palisades of the lists, and not appealing to
mere numbers, I demur enfirely to the
statement of Professor Huxley.
I deny
that the weapons of belief are antiquated:
I pauseeven before admitting that those
of scientific men are always, except in
their own particular sciences, weapons of
precision.
When we decline the vppeal
to the established facts of science, or to the
conclusions upheld or reasonably sus:,iined
by human experience through histo1 y, or
when we fall into the trap laid for u; by
Hume, and otreat the acceptance . of our
"holy religion" as a matter in no way
amenable to the review .of reason; then we
may be justly charged with··· the use of
weapons ho longer serviceable, But until.then we may quietly endeavor to pr?ceed as rational beings up(Jn rational considerations.
If these principles. have note
uniformly guided me in the composition of

(71) "Li!e of Wile well," p. 4.3!;
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the paper~ I am ~ow bringing t~ ~ close taught of God ho~ to speak, for the salvation of the world.
(on which it is not. for me to judge), at
It remains, however, a vital portion of
least I can say thaUhere has not been in
an·y instance, even by a hair's breadth, an our duty, on the one hand, to estimate and
to measure aright the differences between
intentional deviation from them.
The fact, ·however, of a strong and the Divine Revelation in itself, and the
widespread negative movement among subjective conceptions entertained and
our countrymen during the latter portion propagated concerning it; and on the
of this century is admitted; and now I other to inquire pretty strictly whether the
propose to offer some remarks upon its profess()rs- of science are sometimes apt to
push their legitimate authority beyond
·
alleged or probable causes.
I shall speak, first, of the detriment their own bounds into provinces where it
which religion is supposed to have suffered becomes a usurpation, and whether the
through the great and wonderful advance weapons which they hurl are then always
both of science and of rational speculation, "weapons of precision."
mostly physical, but also critical, archreoOn the first of these two points I will
logical, and historical.
give an illustration of my meaning from
Secondly, of the detriment it has PUf- the latest writings of the Achilles of the
fered through the exposure of erroneous opposing army. In a very recent article,
opinions about religion which are due .to which deals chiefly with the Deluge, (l)
believers themselves: a detriment attend- Mr. Huxley, in a succinct but decided
ing, in different manners and degrees, way, administers capital punishment also
either the 1etention, or even the abandon- to the Creation Story of Genesis. He
ment, of such opinions.
does not enter much into particulars, but
Thirdly, of the strength which the he says the Israelites were like all other
negation movement has in my opinion men curious to know their origin. Now,
derived from causes greatly and subtly so far as the records of the past go, the
efL.tive, and wholly extrinsic to itself; cosmological curiosity of the ancients apanfl wh:ch I take to constitute its prin- pears to have been ~mall. The cosmologies of Babylon and Egypf hold an
cipal strength.
Of the first head I might dispose very uttedy insignificant place in their systems
briefly. I have enumerated some of the of knowledge. The Greeks, perhaps the
great servic<'S which science has rendered, most inquisitive .of men, cared little or
and is rendering-, to religion. Of the nothing for these things through many
damage it has inflicted I have heard much; centuries, after they had felt the passion
but the allegations commonly appear to of high poetry and the legends ar;sociated
)lle upon examination to be found. untrue: with it; and when their schools of philosin some cases, like that of.the first chapter ophy arose, they dealt with the origin of
of Genesis, to be not only untrue, but con- material things rather than of men. There
tradictory of the truth, as science, when was no nation, I believe, except the Israeljust principles of interpretation are called ites, whose cosmology held a classical
in, is found to have established what it place in their memory and in their devotions. But I am perhaps wrong in arguhas been said to have destroyed.
.- ing the question. What I ought rather to
The nearest semblance, that hHs attract- point out is that while Professor Huxley
ed my notice, to palpable contradiction be- is fond, as he well may be, of claiming to
tween modern science and Holy Writ, is
represent science, this dictum is entirely
upon the statement that sin brought death
outside the sciences he represents.
into the world, whereas we now know
Again, in the same short space he prothat death was antecedent to the introduction of sin. But in Scripture, beyond ali ceeds to lay it down that an opinion given
dispute, the word "death" has many by Dr. Riehm on the subject of the seven
senses. For example, it means habitually, Mosaic days (that is, that they are natural
severance of spirit from body. It means days) should be final. We claim, howseparation from God, and domination of ever, to be, if not freethinkers, yet free
body over spirit. (j) It means reunion thinkers. Why are we to renounce the
with God, and domination of spirit over faculty of discourse, to square our minds
body. (k) As it means the soul's disease, to those of Dr. Riehm, to let him do the
severance from God, so also it means the thinking- for us, and to accept hiswords
final consummation of that disease in the as "final"? Simply because Mr. Huxley
second death. These are the senses of the has said so. What right has Professor
term dispersed about the Bible. How do Huxley to close this question? For the
we know that St. Paul used the words in question whether the Creation Story of
the first of these, and not in the second? Genesis describes solar days or not, is no
And if he had used it in the first sense, and more a scientific que;lion, than whether
had intended to declare that there was no Parliament should or c,hould not meet in
physical death before the sin of Adam, November, or whether Shakespeare wrote
how much would this prove? Only that or did not write the whole of "Henry
the apostle was ignorant of the pre-Adam- VIII."
But I have now to ask whether the
ite history of the world, and that we
should have to ask whether such ignor- weapons used by this most distinguished
ance, when proved, would destroy or im- scientist are always "weapons of precispair the overflowing proofs that he was ion?" 0 n scientific grounds he condemns,
commissioned of God to speak, and was as we have seen, the narrative of the
Deluge, and pronounces it to be fabulous.
(J) Luke 1: 79; John 8:!51; Eph. 2: 1.
(k)Col.~:

20; 3:3;

~Tim,2;

lt.

(I)

Nin~teenth

Century, July, 1890, p.

~1,

One of his reasons is this. The Mosa.ic
account assigns a period of one hundred
and fifty days.(the Tablets give only seven)
for the subsidence of the.water. Against
this statement Mr. Huxley advances a
dictum, of which the subject-matter is unquestionably scientific.
He gives the
length of the Mesopotamian plain (m) at
three to four hundred miles, and the elevation of the higher end at five to six hundred feet. Had this plain been so covered
with water, says Mr. Huxley, a "furious
torrent" would have rushed downwards,
and instead of a hundred and fifty days
the plain generally (this word no doubt is
meant to except particular hollows) would
have been left bare in a very few hours.
·Let us try this question a little .more
nearly. If the length of the plain be 350
miles, and the fall, 525 feet, we have a
descent of one foot and a half per mile;
and this descent, says the Professor, would
cause a furious torrent, such as would
clear the plain in a very few houro. Let
us assume twenty miles an hour as the
rate of the "furious torrent," on which
assumption the plain would be bare in
seventeen and a half hours. I take these
rates and figures so as to translate approximately into definite quantities Mr. Huxley's more general expressions.
One foot and a half per mile represents
a gradient of 1.3420. I have sought information on this subjectfrom an engineer
who is in charge of a portion of one.of our
rivers. I understand from him that a fall
of one in three thousand .four hundred and
twenty would probably produce a current
of about two miles an hour. It mayrequire all Professor Huxley's resources to
show that a current of two miles an hour
is a "furious torrent;" or that to represent
as a furious torrent what is in truth an
extremely ~low stream is to use a "weapon
of precision."
My infnrmant, indeed, adds that each
case has modifying circumstances of its
own, and must be judged by itself; but he
likewise tells me that if, instead of taking
an ordinrtry English river, we remove the
banks, and suppose the strcram ind!'!finitely
widened, the fall remaining the same, the
rate of the current would be not increased
but slackened. Thus we seem to get
farther and farther from the "weapons of
precision."
And it seems just possible
that, after all, these weapons may, either,
like otir monster guns, sometimes damage
those who handle them, or may fail to
batter down so soon as expected the undoubtedly ancient walls of 'the fortress of
belief. (n)
·
The case to which I have last referred
is one of elementary hydraulics. The obligation to be precise may be thought to
rise with the elevation of the subject. If
we may not ask from the scientific man
that when he touches questions of the innermost feelings of believers, and of the
highest destinies of man, he should be reverent, yet surely we are entitled to require
of him that he should be circumspect;
(m) Nineteenth Century, July, 1890, p. 14.
(n) It is not wiLhout interest to remark that, on the
data before us. the time required for clearing the plain
would be about 162 hour•, or nearly seven days, the JiCtua!

time mentioJ1ed, il! the Babylonl!J,n apco.nlJt,
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that he should take reasonable care to include in his survey of a case all elements
which are obviously essential to a right
judgment upon it.
In another recent article, (o) Mr. Huxley has touched very lofty ground indeed.
He selects .as a crucial case for the trial of
the GoFpels, and with them of the character
of our Lord, the miracle which happened
in the country of the Gergesenes, or Gad. arenes. It is narrated, with certain variations, by three evan&:elists; the essential
point being, that evil spirits, cast out from
the body of a demoniac, are permitted to
enter into a herd of swine, which rushes
furiously into the sea. Mr. Huxley, as a
physiologist, disbelieves in. demoniacal
possession, and that is the point that has
commonly attracted the chief share of attention in connection with this miracle.
Such a physiological judgment it is not
for me to di&cuss. But he also very properly touches the question of the injury inflicted by the destruction of the swine,
which was due to our Lord's permission.
Mr. Huxley observes that the evangelist
has no "inkling of the legal and moral
difficulties .of the case," and adds, the
devils entered into the swine "to the great
loss and damage of the innocent Gerasene
or Gadarene pig-owners."
Further,
"Everything that I know oflaw and justice
convinces me that the wanton destruction
of other people's property is a misdemeanor of evil example.''
So, then, after eighteen centuries of
worship offered to our Lord by the most
cultivated, the most developed, and the
rriest progressive portion of the human
race, it has been reserved to a scientific inquirer to discover that he was no better
than a law-breaker and an evil doer. It is
sometimes said that the greatest discoveries are the most simple. And this, if real~
lv a discovery, is the simplest of them all.
So simple that he who runs may read, for
it lies on the very surface of the page.
The ordinary. reader can only put the
wondering question, how, iri such a mattt!r, came the honors of originality to be reserved to our time and to Professor Huxlev.
"simple as it has been from this point of
view, the case (p) is to a reflective mind
a very peculiar one., It offers the only occasion on which our Lord exercised, or cooperated in the exercise of preternatural
power for the ~estruction of life.
It is observable that in certain instances,
such as that of the fig-tree, an,i of the ass
with her colt, he seems to assert himself
as the universal owner. He is the Lord
to kill, as well as to make alive, according
to his wisdom. But this consideration, to
whatever conclusion it might lead, is of
what may be termed an esoteric nature,
and is hardly suited to an argument against
the negative school, who are plainly entitled to raise .::he question as it affects the
right of property. Why, then, does our
Lord in this instance see cause to vary
from the philanthropic and beneficent tendencies , which usually mark his mirac.
(o) Nineteenth Ce~tury, Feb , '1889, pp, 171, 1~2. ·
(p) Matdh SO; Mark 5:~; Luke 8: 31;
·
·

ulous agency? It has been observed that
the entrance into the swine may have been
permitted, in order to certify the man or
men relieved of the reality of the great
and hardly credible deliverance. And
again, that the willing departure of the
demons may have spared the victim or
victims from the tortures, which it is natural to suppose would .have attended their
violent ejection.
Yet something more
seems to be desired in order to meet the
question that has just been raised.
I find
the answer to it in the reasonable, and, (as
it seems to me) almost necessary supposition, that the possession of the swine was
unlawful, and, therefore, justly punishable
by their loss.
·
The scene is described by different evangelists in different terms. It is the country of the Gergesenes, or the country of
the Gadarenes. The distinction is immaterial to the present purpose.
It was apparently part of the land of the Girgashites, (q) one of the seven Canaanitish nations,
and was subject, therefore, as a matter of
religious obligation,
the Mosaic law.
Now that law contained a prohibition to
use various meats, among which pork was
included. But in the case of swine the
law went farther, and it was forbidden
even to touch the carcass, (r) which of
course precluded all use of them whatever
when dead; and it was only for use when
dead that there could be ady object .in
keeping the animal. Nor was this prohibion merely ceremonial. It was immediately related to the health of the people,
as the use of pork (I am informed) produces the disease called trichinosis, and I
understand that the veto is down to this
day regarded by well-informed Jews as of
a serious importance.
Mr. Huxley, exercising his rapid judgment on the text, d,aes not appear to have.
encumbered himself with the labor of inquiring what anybody else had known
or said about it. He has thus. missed a
pql'tlt which might have been set . up
in support of his accusation against our
Lord. Some commentators have. alleged
the. authority of Josephus for stating that
Gadara was a city of Greeks. rather than
of Jews, from whence it might be inferred
. that to keep swine was innocen~ and lawful. This is not quite the place for a critical examination of the case; but I hiwe
examined it, and have satisfied myself that
Josephus gives no reason whatever to suppose that the population of Gadara, still
more the population. of the neighborhood,
. and most of all the swine-herding or
lower (s} portion of that population, were
other than Hebrews, bound by the Mosaic
law. Now, this being the case, the punishment inflicted upon the owners of the
swine, by the permission of our Lord, did
not constitute a breach, but rather a vindication, of the law; as a law would be vindicated if casks of smuggled spirits .were
caught and broken open after landing, and

to

(q) Dent 7:1.
(T) Lev. 40:7,8.
It. is clear that such people could not he the owners
.of 2,000 swine .. But {1) thi•. is stated In St . .Mark ouly;
(2) it is stated in a parenthesis. whereas it would nat(s)

urally appear in the direct narrative: (3) so large anuma. copyist; or very. possil:>ly a
··
·

. 1 b\'\r S)lggests the ~<r~or (\f

maqpna! gloss,
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their contents wasted on the ground. Sure1y, if these were on! y possibilities, im tead
of rather cogent likelihoods, they should
have been examined and weighed before
pronouncing sentence on One who, apart
from all other claims, must be supp· ,,ed to
have had some considerable reason fx deviating from his usually beneficed and
gentle methods. And, again, such bandover-head reasoning is hard to rec.)ncile
either with the judicial temper, or with
the claim, nay, the exclusive claim, to the
honor of using "weapons of precision."
There is yet another point of great importance, in regard to which I desire to
challenge the methods pursued by some
critics of the Holy Scriptures; and I cannot do better than again proceed on the
Flood paper of Prof. Huxley. !Ie finds,
on the one hand, a vast mass of diversified
tradition which agrees in reporting a flood.
He finds that, as we draw near to that cen·
· tral seat of civilization in Chaldrea, from
which Abraham probably carried .the He~
brew narration, it unfolds largely into de.
tail, and that the tradition which thus emigrated is supported in many very remarkable particulars by the narrative which
has been recorded in the Tablets. Finding, however, in the Mosaic story, various
statements which he deems to be irreconcilable with natural laws, he protests, not
against those particular statements, but
against the entire ~elation; and he casts
aside, not only the whole tale as it is given
in Genesis, but the large mass of collateral
testimony from every quarter of the globe
which supports it. Is this a scientific, is it
a philosophical, is it altogether a rationa1,
method of proceeding? Errors, and even
great errors, may creep into a true narration. This is a case where the tale had,
according to all appearances, been carried
orally for ages, perhaps for very many ages,
before the race that have transmitted it to
us had the means of giving it a written
form. Was it not likely that much variation of particulars would creep in? Could
they be sht)t out except by.· mir11cle, and
has the Christian Church ever taught us
to believe in such a miracle? Is it not the
fact that the essence of the story rem.ains
in absolute integrity? A divine warning,
a woeful prevalence of sin, a terrible inundation or deluge as a punishment, the res·
cue of a small and righteous remnant; not
only do these things remain, but traditions
supporting them in several or in all points
have descended to us indepen(hmtly
through a hundred channels; and we are
now asked to believe that, it1 each oft hese,
imagination, and imagination only, has
been at work, and that in each of tLnn it
has worked with an essentially idedical
result. May not this be to substitutf for a
great physical a greater moral miracle, and
are we not even in some danger of exchanging the unaccountable for the absurd?
My conclusion, then, upon this part of
the subject, be it worth much or little, is
threefold. I am grateful to science, both
physical and historical, for the. great services it has rendered to the, belief by the
establishment of truths, or tht:) ration?! ac:
ceptance of propositions, in its own do-
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for any errors of scientists, either in· the
misconstruction of the Bible, or in offenses
which their. share of human frailty i:nay
have led them occasionally to commit
against tpe knoWn laws of rational discussion •. And, lastly, I am grateful both to
science and. to scientists for h:1ving assisted, or for having compelled, those who
believe t6 correct errors which, in the
wantonness of power, they m:1y too long
have cherished, and to submit all their
claims to free and critical investigation.
The retreat froin an untenable to a tenable position is in itself an unmixed good.
But, given all the conditions of human
feeling, thought, and action, it is an operation of -invariable danger, and of mixed
result. Happy they who-accurately know,
and who exactly. rt>alize to themselves, in
the practical part of their being, what it is
that they ought to abandon and what to
retain, nor only to retain, but to uphold
with a determination enhanced in proportion to the difficulties of the ditv. But in
the midst of many, perhaps of the greater
part, the dominant ·sense, at least for a
time, will be that they have passed from a
gnund old and familiar to one new and
strange; that they have parted with.somelh'ng, they do not quite know how m·uch;
that if they have been wrong once, they
may; perhaps, h.:lwrong again. And then·
it is so much easier to believe in a volume,
which the hahJ c JUld grasp, than to Bold
fast the mental conception of a Revelation
conveyed in that v.olume. True, such a
conception. of God in the Bible, which
may be, but ought not to have been, a new
one, is strictly and' s8~idly analogous to the
.familiar, and equally inrlispensible, conceptions of God in Natmc,. God in Providence, God in the Christian Church. But
these we had from our crarlles; they wf're
thoroug·hly congenial through use; To
apply the same rule to the Bible isrcally
to integrate, rather than to disintegrate,
the idea of our knowledge of God. But
there is something like the discomfort of
a new habiliment to be got over, and thrre
are the taunts of the adversary to be en-.
dured.
I will not dwell at large upon other difficulties !<pringing from the errors or the incaution of believer<;; but they are grave in
their nature. Whenever, under the idea
of magnifying the grace or favor of
God, we derogate from his immutable
righteousness and justice; and whenever, in exalting the unspeakable mercy
of his pardon, we unhinge its inseparable
alliance with a profound and penetrating
moral work in the creature pardoned: then
we draw down dangers upon the Christian system greater far than can ever be entailed upon it by its enemies.
But there may be worse still than this.
Worse there will be, if the believer in
Christ holds the doctrines without giving
effect to it in his life; and worst of all if,
while he holds ;t, he not only is betrayed
into the ordinary weaknesses or excesses
of human nature, but forgets also, and derides or disregards those primal sanctions
of natural morality, which vice itself is not
always hardened enough to discard. The
constitution of thdamily, the tie!l between
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its members, the nature of the woman and in the zone marked out by fashionable.
of the man, the relation between them, opinion, it is sadly easy to point out men
anil the relation of each -of them to h.im- of high virtue with little creed, and men
self, to that God-given SELF, which is of low virtue with much creed, in the disintrusted to every one of us to study and cipline and conduct of their personal lives
to revere, as well as to cleanse, to cherish, respectively. And, in the region of opinand to sanctify; thes'; are re~ulated by ion, it often seems as if liberty and justice
laws the oldest, holiest, :md most profound among men fared quite as well with the
of all. Progress may be traced by its re- heterodox as with the orthodox.
A large part of these grave and even
gard for them, which will decide whether
it be a reality or an imposture; and Chris- terrible anomalies is no doubt due to the
fact that to each of us personally our
tianity itself would lose 'all its titles were
it capable of an attempt to disturb them.
creed has come, no* with the" throes of
Irt the class of difficulties. thus roughly struggle, sacrifice, and strong conviction,
suggested has been, as I believe, not, in- but rather with all we hold-:-an easy tendeed, a legitimate, but a powerfully oper- ure !-by descent, through others, not
ative, cause for the ir:.crease of skepticism. from ourselves; as matter of course, not of
But the worst remaim to be told. Ne- choice and effort; so that it marks us like
gation is in part, and it professes and be- an outward badge, rather than pervades
lieves itself to be alto get her an affair of the us as a principle and a power.
intellect. It proclaim,, for example, that
But, on the other hand, how true it will
the reason why unbelief has (at the mobe found that the sovereign tradition
ment) so much advanced, is that dogmas which has filled the air is. the Christian
like those of the Trinity, the Incarnation, tradition. This it is which has made posthe Sacraments, and tho future Judgment, sible what without it would have heen
have become insufferable to the cultivated wholly beyond reach. This it is which
human understanding.
The conviction carries noiselessly into many minds and
which possesses my mind, ~nd which I characters those ooinions on behalf of virmay find it difficult to express in an unex- tue, of self-denial ~nd of phiJanthropy, and
ceptionable manner, is that the main oper- the power of acting upon them, which are
ative cause which has stimulated the often found so honorably to distinguish
growth of negation is not intellectual, but creedless men. Just as many, who do not
moral; and is to be found in the increased reject Christianity, know not wh,y or how
and increasing dominion of the· things they came to hold it, so many, who have
seen over the things unseen.
abjured Christianity, know not that in the
Such a proposition may at first sight ap- best of their thought, their nature, and
pear to carry an odious meaning, Pharisa- their practice, they are appropriating its
ical in the worst sense .of the word; a fruits. ·What is the modern word "altrumeaning which would provoke, and might ism?" As to its meaning, it is the second
justify an angry reply. It might be inter- great commandment of the Christian law,
preted as implying that the elevation of which was "like unto the first." As to its
moral character in individuals varied with form, it is merely a disguise which has
and according to the amount of their dog- been put upon a borrowed idea, so that it
matic belief; a proposition which in my fails to be traced to its true originaL And
view is untrue, offensive, and even absurd. this not by a conscious, but, if the phrase
Had I ever been inclined to such a concep- may be pardoned, by an unconscious fraud.
tion, the experience of my life would long We find ourselves in possession of the
agn have undeceived me. My meaning is
code of Christian ethics, which has grada very diff~rent one.
I speak of that ually pervaded life, institutions, manners,
which touche' not this or that man only, and has become so blended with our ordibut us all. We have altered the standard nary life that the ·memory of its divine
of wants; we have multiplied the demands origin has faded away, as though it were
of appetite; we have established a new like the title-deed of an inheritance which
social tradition-one of those traditions we hold by unquestioned use. If we wish
which forms and guides us, apart from to know what the Christian tradition has
and antecedently to thought or choice of done for us, we must examine the moral
our own; we have created a new atmos- standard of nations who differed from us
phere, which we brenthe into ourselves, mainly in not having it. For example,
and bv breathing which our composition we must look to the Greeks of the fifth
is modified unawares, nccording to the in- century before Christ, or the Romans at
gredients which that ai mosphere contains. the period of the Advent, whose moral
I do not say that we·[, re the creatures of degradation was not less conspicuous than
our environment, for we have power to the intellectual splendor of the one, or the
reflect upon and to con· rol it. But reflec- constructive political genius of the other.
tion and control are ex :rcised but little in
My twofold proposition is that we see
comparison with the need for them; and, before us an increased power of things
in the absence of such exercise, it is seen, and that this increased power imthe surrounding atmosphere, it is the plies a diminishing hold upon us of things
accepted and ordinary standard, that both unseen. Throughout the history of mansupplies the stock wherewith we individ- kind, the invisible, and the future which is
ually begin the great adventure of the part of the invisible, have been in standing
world, and that guides our life, except in competition with what may he termed the
the rare cases where depravity on one things of this world. There has never
side, or Christian heroism on the other, been a time in human history to compare
causes us to adopt a separate standard for with the last half-century in two vital reourselves, Where both range only with· spects: the multiplication of . wealth, and
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the multiplication of the enjoyments which i
wealth procures. To take a familiar e)!:ample: men (and the commodities they
depend on) now travel at (say) one-fourth.
of the former cost, just when they have an
enlargement of their means to bear the
cost of traveling. True; this change has
gone, to an immense extent, towards the
cure of actual want, and towards extending
the sphere of that sufficiency, that modest
and humble comfort, which do not come
within the scope of the present argument.
But it has also extended largely to the
spheres of leisure and of comparative affiuence; and in those spheres .it is generally
'true that the apparatus o(enjoyment has
been immenselydeveloped in small things
and great, that wants and appetites have
grown along with it, and that if "the
world was too rriuch with us" when
wordsworth wrote his noble sonnet, it is
more with us now than it was then. Obviously, almost mathematically; the increased powers of worldly attraction .disturb the balance of our condition, unless
and until they are compensated by increased powers of unworldly. attraction
and elevation. Whence are such compen.
sating powers to be had? I am afraid we
can hardly say that, in: the spheres now
under. view, there has been such a growth
in unworldly motives. and ideas, as to
countervail the augmented strength of
wo'rldly attachment. . And I apprehend
that, if the Jlnseenworld and theideas belonging to it operate upon ns with a proportionately diminished force, it. follows,
almost as a matter of course, that· creeds,
which belong to that circle of unseen associations, will be more dimly. and therefore
more feebly appreciated.
·
Materialism as a: formulated system is
probably not upon the increase. • Those
who thmk as :•I am compelled to think
about the inteUectual calibre of such a system, will hardly include such a growth
among the objects of their apprehension.
· But the power of a silent, unavowed, unconscious materialism is a very different
matter.
I think Professor Max Muller
has said that without language there cannot be thought.
And this I suppose is.
true of all organized.and conscious thought.
But there are in human nature a multitude
of undevelopeq (so .to speak) embryonic
forces, of impressions .received from. without and finding a congenial soil within,
which never make their way to maturity,
or obtain a defined place .in our consciohsness.
My belief is that at tl>lis moment
these unspoken;and.untested, not thoughts,
but rudiments of thought, are at work
among us and within us, and that were
they translated or expanded into words
their sense would be no more nor less than
the old vulgal' sense of those who in all
ages have held that after all this world is
the only world we securely know, andthat
the only labor that is worth laboring, the
only care worth caring, the only joy worth
enjoying, are the labor, the care, the joy,
that begin and end with it.
What c;an be more natural (in the lower
sense of nature) th~!J that among those on
whom this world really smiles, tog.ether
with the increasing gravitation toward a

terrestrial center, a creeping palsy ~hould
silently come over the inward life? And
how easy it is to understand that, when
such a palsy has set in, a new and less ungenial color is imparted to whatever undermines the written Word, or the great
Christian tradition, or in whatever other
way repels, or blinds and de:~dens, the .
sense of the presence of God, and the reproaches ofthe voice within.
So that it
is not either real or ·pretended science, nor
is it even the errors and excesses of believers, illeg·itimately charged upon belief, that
form the root of the mischief.
It is the
increased force within us of all which is
·sensuous and worldly that furnishes. every
sceptical argument, good, bad, orindifferent, with an unseen ally, and that recruits
many a disciple of the negative teaching.
He indeeddreains that by the free admission of doubt he is paying homage to truth,
when in reality he is only pampering the·.
inferior life, by allowing fresh coadjutors,
with unexamined credentials, to enter and
to reinforce its already overweeningpower. A latent conspiracy is establisheJ,and
two knights ridefc:;rth together to the war,
one.of them fairly exhibiting his counte~
nance, but the other with his visor on.
And the chain of caJlse and consequenc~
is something like this.
The Christian
Creed generates a Christian tradition of
idea and conduct.
Of .this tradition men
do not disown the precepts; tbey only de-·
ny the parentage.
And then •there appears some great thinker, some really venerable man, who has learned to cherish
piety while he discards dogma, . The nexf
order of operators in the. field 'carry the.
work a stage farther, and cherish morality
while t,J]ey discat:d piety. " Arid the anti-.
moral, anti-spiritual.force, that is strong
even if it be hidden in us. all, using what is •
substan.tive in the work as a cover for what.
is destructive, lo?ks oq with complacency
and swells the chorus of applause.
The·
sceptical argument is in reality little more
than a graft, set into and deriving it:s life.
and energy· mainly from a tree stronger,
and more enduring than itself.
I must, however, in drawing these ob- •
servations to a close, for a moment change •
my tone. In .their nature apologetic, they
themselves require an apology; and an
apology, too, which is also in the nature of
protest.
They are intended Jo meet, so
far as they go, a state of things pec't!liar
and perhaps .without example, in which:
multitudes of men call into question the •
foundations of our religion and the prerogatives of our .sacred books, without any
reference to either their capacity or their
opportunities for so grave an undertaking.
In other matters qt1alification must .be
known or shown; in religion it is taken
for granted.
We have to bring equally into view, on
the one side and on the other, two great
propositions. On the one hand, our relig~
ion stands on the foundation of free and
intelligent assent. On the other hand, every man, what.ever bt>his position, founds,
and reasonably, nay, necessarily,. founds
the actions and experiences of his life principally upon trust. Upon trust, no doubt,
which is both intelligent.and free: hut
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still upon trust. Upon trust, sometimes in
particular individuals, sometimes upon traditions which are in a narrower or wider
sphere the traditions of his race.
Every
one acting a responsible part in the world,
be it great or small, and be it acted with
or without consciousness of its character,
is continually working for others as well.
as for bimseif; is establishing and verifying on behalf of others, and in lieu of others, intellectual conclusions or material
facts, which are needful for human life,
but which the conditions of human life do
not permit men in each case to establish
and verify for themselves. Still, to establish and verify for ourselves is best. · Independent knowl(!dge is to be preferred
where, and as, it can be had. The limiting
law 'is found in capacity and in opportunity.
Let us examine, where we can:
where we cannot, let us refuse to seek refuge in the falsehood of a pretended examination·.
·
But it seems to be beyond doubt that,
more perhaps in these days than of ·old,
numbers both of women and of men ques~
tion the religion.delivered to them from. of
oldwithout or .in excess of both capacity
. and opportunity.
The turn and. training
of the ,mi!ld, tq.e n!jture of callings and
pursuits, makeitfor some .of. us reasonable
and t1ecessarytopu{tllegre~t histori<:frev~
elation l)n its trial,.;:~~> to. its evidences of
fact and doctrbie~ and .ltS'' relation to. the.,
character and con9¥!)n of man. . Thi~ .
searching proce~s<.is tlioroughly normal,
and its applicatiou, t 0 the. st1bjec(-.II1!jtte:r:,·
and.· the comn1on.I y affirmative result~ !)f·it~; ··~.· .·· . · •· .
application thr1u~j1 so. many ag,~~~ih~yt>,;i. · ·· ·
continually, adde!i force .to th~/~iltll0rity
with whi.ch the Gospel lays cbirri to .our.
assent and our obedience. . .·•·.•.. ·
As to the mass of. man kin(!, however,
rea&on teaches that the presumpti9riis for ·
each man in favor o[Jhat.whi.ch he has received, .until he has found solid cause to
qpestion it. Ifis doubt; and not belief, of
ttw things received, which O!Jght in ali
cases. to. be put upon· its defen.ce, ~nd to..
show .its credentials: cred1,mti.als·not nec;essarily i.n terms of demonstrationfbutof rational likelihood. .B!lt untested doubt,
which often makes a lodgment in .oJlr
minds, is a dangerous andin the rpain an
unlawful gu.est.
It assumes .unawares,
and in default of examination; the attitude
of .dernO!)strated negation.
It paralyzes
action; it casts into the shade the sense of
duty, anq ,01;1.the Divine .presence encom,
passing us fn..all our ways; and if. reduces
the pulse of ourmoral health .. Doubt may.
emancipate us. It may ensla.ve us.
But
it must be eithera friend. or an enemy: it
cannot be a neutral.
And those doubts,
which cannot be tested, ought not to be
entertained as hav:ing a title to affect conduct or belief.
And such inquiries asj
from being inadequate, are illusory, are
but fresh forms of temptation from the
path of duty.
Inquiry should be undertaken when it can Ofl made. the subject of
tffectiv.e prosecution. I~ut if we have not
the means of effective prosecution, the s.o- ·
called. inquiry is a pretence and an.impos-'
ture; and, under its naine,.we become the
mere victims of. assumptions due to preju-
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dice, to fashion,. to propensity, to appetite;
to the insidious pressure of .the world-power, to temptation in every one of it& Protean shapes. The universal call of man is
for each to regulate his own proper conduct ir1 his own proper sphere. A noble
task for all, but an arduous task; a task so
arduous that none can perform it in perfection.
Duty does not require us to arrive at conclusions on
"Fixed fate, free will, foreknowledge absolute,''

much less on the yet deeper and darker
speculations which lie beyond, and which,
so far as they are formidable, all run up
into one single, one perhaps impenetrable
problem, the presence and action of evil in
the world.
The. Christian faith and the
Holy Scriptures arm us with the means
of neutralizing and repelling the assaults
of evil in and from ourselves. That i:s a
practical answer. Mist may rest upon the
surrounding landscape, but our own path
is visible from hour to hour; from day to
.day.
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bow .before the Eternal, and the Divine
will must be embraced and followed by
man with all his heart, with.all hh mind,
with all his soul, and with ail his strength.
I have yet more one closing word. I
have desired to make this humble offering
at the shrine of Christian belief in general,
and have sought wholly to avoid the.
questions which concern this or that particular form of it. For there is a common
cause, which warrants and requires common efforts. Far be from me .the intention
hereby to undervalue particular beliefs.
I have not. intentionally said a word to
disparage them~ It will in my view be an
evil day, and a day of calamity, when men
are tempted, even ,by the vision of a holy
object, to abate, in any region or in the
smallest fractiop, the authority of conscience,. or to forget that the supreme title
and the supreme efficacy of truth lie in its

ing somebody what good he could. To
brighten those about us is to become
bright ourselves.
May we presume upon our own observation as to this matter, to ask the readers
of these lines to put it to the test of a .
daily experiment. Would it not be a delightful send-off for thejr new year, were
all persons to resolve upon the cultivation
of cheerfulness! Grumblers there always
will.be, we suppose, who make all those
who a.re near them uncomfortable. But
the Christian must not forget that text of
Holy Scripture which runs thus: "The
joy of the Lord is their strength." It is
their duty-to themselves, to others-to
be glad when gladness is at all possible.
Smiles, not frowns, govern the .world
when it is governed wisely. Selfishness
is sorrow.
Benefic,ence is brightness.
Love is life, and such is God.;--Sel. •

integrity.-London, England.
BURDETTE

ON

BUDDHA .

Dm you ever notice, my son, that the
"l do not ask to see
The distant scene; one step enough for me."
A CHEERFUL disposition is better than man who tells you he cannot believe the
Speculation, which is purposeless, becomes riches, or social position, or any of the re- Bible is usually ·able to believe almost anyirreverent; and irreverent speculation on wards of ambition: better than all else thing else? You will find men who turn
.the doings and designs of God, by those save only the character which God loves. with horror and utter disbelief of the Biwho believe in him, is itself a sin.
To But while every one is ready to say yes to ble, and joyfully embrace the teachings of
It is quite the thing, my son,
}eave the· duty of governing· com:luct, to this somewhat commonplace proposition, Buddha.
which every one of us is called, for other their. conduct does not as a rule conform to for a civilized, enlightened man, brought
functions to which we are not called, un- the affirmation. Not because there i~ any up in a Christian country and in an age of
And if you
less the power of following them effectu- one who does not wish to be cheerful: but wisdom, to be a Buddhist.
ally proves our vocation for the work, is that inevitable "but !"-"how can I be," he ask six men who profess Buddhism who
morally .to pass from food to famine.
It moans, "when there are so many clouds Buddha was, one of them will tell you
is as if one who possesses a piece or two afloat in my gloomy sky, and when my that he was an Egyptian sooth-sayer who
of crockery full of cracks, should announce pathway in life is so full of snares and sor- lived two hundred years before Moses;
that he desires to give a sumptuous ban- rows?' Well, it cannot be ·denied that on another will tell you that. he brought letquet to the neighborhood.
all hands there are sources of grief, and no ters from Phmnicia, and introduced them
But besides acknowledging that the heart is always able, with its firmest re- in Greece; a third will tell you that she
proper preconditions of legitimate inquiry solves to the contrary, to rise above their was a beautiful woman of Farther India,
are adequate capacity and adequate oppor- depressing influence. Nevertheless there bound by her own vows to perpetual chastunity, and deploring the .course of those is usually a bright side to the darkest pros- · tity; a fourth will, with little hesitation,
who treat naked and unreasoned doubt as pect, if only it be looked for. We have say he was a· Brahmin of the ninth degree,
and a holy disciple of Confucius; and of
casting a burden of proof upon belief, we been touched by the little story which re
must hear in mind that religious inquiry, lates how a child of deepest poverty who the other two, one will frankly admit that
though it may raise conflicting issues, is had no bed except in a corner of the hut he doesn't know, and the other will say,
not like a suit between parties who meet upon a hard board and no shelter from the with some indecision, that he was a derupon equal terms, or the conflict of em- winter's cold other than a loose old door vish of the Nile, whatever that is, or a jelo
perors warring for a territory in dispute. tilted for warding off the keener blasts de se, he can't be positive which. ·
Before you propose to know more than
Our Savior astonished the people because, that blew through the wretched home,
instead of being lost in the mazes of arbi- was heard to pity those poor children who anybody and everybody else, my son, be
traty and vicious excrescences that dark- had no door to sleep under! There was a very certain that you are at least abreast
ened the face of religion, he taught them cheerful view of things, and it contains a of two-thirds of your fellow men. I don't
"with authority, and not as the scribes." lesson for all of us. Or, as we lately saw want to suppress any· inclination you may
Taught them with authority, that is to -a.lady and a gentleman were in a lum- have toward gertuine free thought and
say, with the title to command, and with ber yard situated near a foul-smelling careful, honest investigation; my son. I
the force of command. If God has given stream: the lady said, "how good these only want to avoid the great fault of
us a revelation of his will, whether in the pine boards smell!" "Pine boards, indeed," atheism in this day and generation. I
laws of our nature, or in a kingdom of exclaimed the other, ''just smell this foul don't want to see you try to build a sixgrace, that revelation not only illuminates, stream!" "Thank you," rejoined the lady, story house on a one-story foundation.
Before you criticise, condemn, and finalbut binds.
Like the credentials of an "I .prefer to smell these pine boards." · ·
ly
revise the work of creation,. my son, he
·earthly ambassador, it is just and necessary
The purpose to be cheerful whatsoever
that the credentials of that revelation one's situation, is half the secret of a pretty confident that you know something
should be tested. But if it be found gen- happy life; and the whole of it is to about it as it is, and don't, let me implore
uine, if we have proofs of its being genuine possess a cheerful heart out of which you, don't turn this world upside down,
equal to those of which in the ordinary this fine purpose grows. No good comes and sit on it and flatten it entirely out,
concerns of life reason acknowledges the of brooding. Much good comes of mak- until you . have made or secured another
obligatory character, then we find our- ing the best of things. The patent re- one for the rest of us to live in while you
selves to be not independent beings en- ceipt for cheerfulness is living out of demolish the old one.
gaged in an optional inquiry, hut the ser- ourselves and for others. It is said of
ADDRESSES.
vants of a Master, the pupils of a Teacher, the philanthropist Howard that when he
W. Smith, 1110 West 13th ave., Denver, Colo.
the children of a Father, and each of us felt disposed to an indulgence of "the T.
E. C. Brigg•, 416 West Lake street: ChiCago, Ill.
already hound with the bonds which those blues," he lifted off the threatening burden James H. Tyrrell, hox 144, Wallaceburg, Ontario; Secref tarv of Chatham Di•trict.
relations imply; then head and knee must by seizing his hat and going out and do- J.
W. Wight, North Forster, N. S. W;
CHEERFULNESS.
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TEMPLE OFFERINGS.
The attention of the Saints is called to the necessity of preparing the First and Mai1t audience
room of the Temple for the General Conference.
This deserves to be placed in the best condition
so that it may show what it is, a fine and well
finished' audience room._
The room has never been re-painted nor Pulpits upholstered since the pla~tering was done
and needs a coat badly.
Had I not been alone upon the committee
since the death of Bro. Blakeslee, I should have
insisted, too, that the curtains, so convenient for
division into smaller rooms and protection of the
pulpits from dust and abuse, be also restored
prior to the convening of Conference; but after
consultation with Pres. Joseph Smith as to the
probable special use at the time, decided to leave
this • involving the greater expenditure to be determined by the Conference at its session.
The outside woodwork of the Temple must be
re-painted soon after Conference and this involves quite an expense.
This is the building of the entire Church ;-I,
ther~fore_, ask the hearty co-operation of all in
caring for the same and we shall best show our
appreciation by having it properly finisqed.
The Saints then, are respectfully ,requested to
supply the means needed for present use at least,
by Free will Offerings, sent directly to me at this
place.
,
Contributions should be forwarded as early as
the 2oth of February and if sooner, so much the
better.
The bishop's agents in the branches where
they can personally see to the matter wi!l please
present the matter to the_ Saints and take the
offerings with the names of the parties giving,
and report to me at once. Where the agent is
not present to act, presidents of branches are requested to have the matter attended _to and report.
_
_
,
A list of the contr.lbutors, with the amounts,
wlll appear in the annual report to the conference for this year.
Moneys can best be sent to me by postoffice
order on Cleveland, Ohio, or bank draft on New
York or ChiCago; but the letter must be directed
to Temple, Lake county, Ohio.
Trusting the matter to our blessed Master and
his faithful Saints, I am in bonds, a co-laborer,
K L. KELLEY.
Temple, Ohio, Jan1.1ary 28th, r89r.
TO BRANCH AND DISTRICT·
OF•FICERS.
";!\s the General q:onference, of r891 will be
beldfar from the headquarters of. the _Church,
therefore It will be necessary to close the Records and make up my Annual Report and Balll.nce Sl)eet .of States much earlier this year, In
consequence of this, if those . presidents and
¢ler,ks ,Vho have branch reports in their hands, or
who may receive them hereafter, will forward
·l>lc~Ch reports as early. as possiple, Jrom now on
l,lntil after the March conferences are held, they
will help the ""ork of making a proper presenta.. tiori·ontatisfics of oljr progress in numbers, both
a,s a whole, and by states and districts. . Some
• Ois.trict secretaries have not yet forwarded re·
pqrf.!' received. by them at .their conferences held
in Pecember, and earlier. ·
It .is necessary also that those..who have not
• !l,.n~wer~d Jet~ers, those. vv hpm .I l;taye. written for
the purpose of getting corrections or additional,
l~em&,should make reply soon, so that this part
ofthelabor may be cleared away before March
15tings.its larger. work in the way of reports and
Conference business.
·
·
Please make. out and .send· District reports to
.... nte yery early, by :March. I 5th if possible, in order

that each district may be put in its proper place in
the Annual Report to Conference, and for publication in the Herald. Blanks can be had at the
office, two for five cents.
Ministry reports, petitions, appeals, resolutions
and other business for conference may be sent in
at any time from this on; but applications for
enrollment in quorums should come early, that
such may be recorded and placed in the lists for
use. If convenient to· send reports for the different quorums to my care they will be placed in
the proper hands before or during conference.
In accordance with Conference instruction the
· First Presidency and Church Secretary have
made a blank form for Ministry Reports to General Conference, and when printed they will be
mailed individually .to all holding appointments
from the Conference of r89o.
•
H. A. STEBBINS,
31j3t
Ckurck Sec. and Rec.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The Western Wisconsin district conference
will convene at Flora Fountain, Grant county,
Wisconsin, February 21st, at IO :3o a. m. Come
brethren, and let us rejoice together, and assist
in choosing a delegate to general conference and
doing other work for the good of the cause in this
district.
F. HACKETT, Dist. Pres.
WANTED.
Mr._Henry Huffmyer, wishes to find out the
address of his sister, Mrs. Colby Smith, if there
is such a sister in the church please give address
in Herald, and he will write.
[There is such a sister, ~nd her last address
known.to us, was Butte, Montana, we think; but
that was a year .ago last December.-En:]
MOBILE DISTRICT.
At the request. of Brn. Gillen and Turpen, the
time for holding the district cenference is
changed from 14th and I 5th of February to 7th
and 8th of March; at Three Rivers branch, Jackson county, Mississippi, commencing ten a; m,,
Saturday, March 7th.
·
F. P. ScARCLIFF, Dist. Pres.

III
Bro. Stebbins remained over Sunday, preaching
five times in the Saints' chapel there. But a few
days before his death JacGb told a friend that if
he had his choice for life's work again he would
spend it in preaching the gospel, that being the
best of all.
DERICK.-At Amour, Ottertail county, Minnesota, January 27th, 1890, of dropsy, Bro. G. H.
·Derick; aged 53 years, 6 months and 6 days.
He leaves a widow and three children. Funeral
services conducted by Elder T. J. Martin.
McQuAm.-At Independence, Missouri, January 8th, r89r, Mrs. Sylvia A. N. McQuaid, aged
3I years, 5 months and 5 days. She was married
to Bro. Thomas H. Humes, i,n r878, who died in
1887, leaving her a widow with two. children.
She was re-married to Bro. P. McQuaid, March
wth, 1890.
She joined the church in i876, and
was a faithful Saint. She leaves a husband and
two children of her own and five step-children to
mourn their loss.
Funeral services conducted
by Elder F. G. Pitt.
Foss~At Little Kennebec, Maine, Jannary
23d, r 89 r, Sarah J. F0ss, aged 35 years, 10 months
and- 4 days. She was baptized by Elder T. W.
Smith October 5th, r869, and died in the faith
and in hope ·Of a glorious resurrection. '•Precious in the sight of the Lord is the death of his
Saints."
Funeral services by the Rev. Mr.
Boyanton.
J. S. Lee, Spanish Fori<, Utah county, Utah.
E. L. Kelley, Temple, Lake Co .• Ohio. ·
·
Alexander H. Smith's home address ts now Lamoni, loa.
F.~- Tubb, 10 Retreat Place, Hacl<ney, London, Eng.

MEETING HOUSES.
Below will be found the different places -0£
meeting of the church in the cities named:
Chicago, Illinois, Washington Hall, corner of
Washington boulevard and Ogden avenue.
San Francisco, Califqrnia, .Lincoln Hall, Montgomery street, near Palace Hotel.
St. Louis, Missouri, No. 2518 Elliott avenue.
· Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, Fourth av~nue, near
Wood street.
Boston, Massl}.chusetts, Howard ·avenue, Roxbury.
San Bernardino, California, corner Fifth and
F s tre_et&,
. ..
..
. .
.
Denver, Colorado,. Euclid Hall, 'Fourteenth
street, opposite City Hall.
Sacramento, California, Saints' Chapel, Twenty-fourth .avenue and K streets. J. M. Parr,
president.

BORN.
GouLD.-At Independence, Missouri, October
6th, 1890, to Bro. C. G. and .Sr. E.Ilen D. Gould,
a daughter; blessed by E.Iders F. G. Pitt and E.
Curtis, Jamiary lith, 1891, and ,named Minnie D.
DIED.
NEWTON.-A.ther home, Kansas City, Kansas,
,December 25th, 1890, of heart disease, Sr. Mary
Many inqui.ries are coming in in regard to when
Newton. Her husband was reading the Herald
·
the volumes,
to her and &he wa.s acknowledging how good it
"With the Church in an Early Day,"
was, when she fell into his arms dead. She was
born. in Hampshire, England; July 31st, 18 5o;
-ANDbaptized .by Elder W. Newton.
She leaves 9
"Pattie; or, Leaves from a Life,"
children and. a husband to mourn their loss. She
will b.e issued? We are now prepared to say that "With
died ih the glorious hope. Funeral sermon by
the Chl]rch" will be ready for mailing by the last of April
·
or
the first of May. We tru&t that those who have sent;
.
Eld er E · H arrmgton.
in their name as •ubseribers will be 'prompt iti remitting,
AR~OCK.-At Cl.arksdale, DeKalb. county, , as we shall.need the funds to defray the expense of print'
Mlssoun, Janua.ry .28th, r89 I., C>f. heart dr"seas· e, ,,ing
d. binding.
~hen .r"mitting
10 enClose!I[!stllm
ps 'for mailing.,. • 'do
. ,. not
' ,.,.for.e;et
.
Pr.lee· at the Office $1.
Bro. Jacob, son of Bro. William and Sr. Mary
Warnock, aged 40_years, IO months and 20 days.
Pro!J,able cost of maiiing sets.
He was born in Trafalgar, Halton county, Cr.il·
Owing
to the
.sicl<ness of her father, Sr. Eleanor was
ada' i n I8So, and uni"ted 'with the Churc.h· of -called
away
~ome :live weel<s since,__ but her volume will
Jesus Christ on Decemoer. 2d, r866, ·being bapbe issued aho_nt the last of June or early in July, and subtizedby Bro. G. W. Shaw, in Canada. .He loved
scription price, which may now be remitted as convenient, will be the same as the above. '
t h e gospel work, and had ·the name, wherever he
lived, of being a mqst up>right arid honm:a)Jle
ALSO NOTICE.
in lL 11" d r
11
b ·
d .f
'rhis wee]!: we commence the mailing of our I>remium
m.&n ·a- . rs ea mgs, as we ,as . .emg <I uti u.1 :Engraving to all subscribers who have ordered it. Owing
son and a good brother. His father is now In his
to the Jarge number to be served it may rE'qtrlre, two full
nintieth year and h,is mother in her eighty-third
wee.l<s to reach the last ones; If by the 20th of February
.year, and upon them th,e blow falls heavi.ly, as
yon have· not received yours. notify the office by a card
and it will recei.ve prompt attention.
!l,lt;o upon the only child at home, their daughter
~ Be careful in removing. them from the tube and
Susau, who has for years remained at, home
we guarantee perfect' conditioa. . . · .
· _
caring for ,them. ..Their son Robert is. yet in
M: WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa .
Utah, and another daughter, Sr, Pendleton, yet
'remains. Bro. Jaco)J had a severe fall which aggravated his disease, and he died suddenly:; with'
SHELBY MILL .FOR SAL.E;--sltuated . in
out warning. His body was brought to FarmShelby, Shelby county, .Iowa. For.,:fl.lll partie- _
Ington, Iowa, to his parents; arrd Bro. H. A,
Stel>bins:was..sentdor to preach the funeral ser- ,ulars enquire of H. D. Swain, :ijarlap; Shelby
mon: This was done on Friday; the ·.3oth, and I cOl)nty,·Iowa.
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I "uslt'n boards 396 pages. • • ·• • • •• • • •• • • •• • • •1 ""'"
.w.

•

.

Propositions:-(1) Is the Book of Mormon of. Di·
vi.ne origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect·
· · people? (2) Is the Church
!1-hd ber1ef of a11 Ch nsttan
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
of Christ, and identical in faith, organization, ordinances, worship and practice, with the Church of Christ,
as it was left perfected by the Apostles of Christ. (3)
Is the Reorganized Church of J eslis Christ of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
with Him?
·

BRETHREN E. ETZENHOUSER AND WM. CRICK,

· At Independence, Md.
The ente.rprising P)lblishers of this paper.are offering yon
your cho>ce of one of the very finest::,vtews of the Temple
Lo.t a~ Indepe.l)dence, free with paper, if subscription is
pa1d m advance. Two of these views, which are 8x10. include a view pf the new..church at that place .. Send, in
yonr money and get a goo!l family'·paper for one year and
a fine view of the-Temple Lr>t; both for $1.00.

SPIRITUAL GIFTS AND :SPIRIT
MANIFESI;ATIONS,
OR CA.us·E A.Nn CURE

FOR

SKEPTICISM,

BY

:a:.

ELDER }f.
BpND.
Jnst issued; a ]:>oo)< or 'pamphlet of over 100 pages
larl(er)than.the Voice of Warning, of closely written and
original matter; good type, good paper, an,deasy reading.
A treatise npon the uncertainties• of Catholic of Protestant c:eed. The rational theorv .and • xposition of gospel
doctrme and confirmatory gifts, as against the insidious
doctrines and .revelations .of modern spiritualism. The
anti-Biple .r~velations pf ·swedenborg1 The Quakers,
Cathollc Vls>on.s .and Muacl.es, Mesmenc, Trance, Mind·
Reading, "Christian Science,'.'. •'Divine Healing'+ or
"Faith Cure," "How to Hecome·a Medium," &c. The
Gifts of the Gospel, their proper place, use· or abuse in
the church.
Price, 25. cents Single Copy.

"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
IIi muslin, 26cts , ten or more, each • • • • • • • • • • • 20
In paper 15cts., ten or more, each • • • • • • • • • • • • 13
,This is the notorious "Manuscript Found," written
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much has
been iw.id in connection with the theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon. the. chief
ground work and material from which to write the
Book of Mormon.
COWDERY LETTERS.
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen......... '75
Without covers 5cts. each; per dozen . . • • • . • • • 60
Contains valuable matter in relation to the Calling
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
the .Book of Mormon, and the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVENANTS.
·An enlarged edition, 32 pagM, p&ller covers • , ••
Old editi01L .............................. .

10
6

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers 10 cts.; per dozen •••••••••••• ~ .1 00

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
~ We have a Jimitedquantity of these oa hana.'
Turkey Superior, gilt edge ••••.••.••••••••••• 3 5o
Tcrkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge ......... 3 '15
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge ................... 3 '16
Roxbnrg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge ••••••••• 4 00
WELSH HYMN BOOK.
Full leather, marbled edgea ........ :. • • • • • • • . 60
This was published by the church in Wales, and
contains 393 hymns in. Welsh and 33 in English.
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE SEER,
And discoveries of Ancient American Records and
Relics, with the statement of a Converted Jew.
Paper cover8, 43 'pages...................... 10
REPLY TO LITTLEFI&LD.
In paper lOcts.; par dozen .••. , ......... •. • • • 'f 5
This is the "Reply of President Joseph Smith to
L. 0: Littlefield in refutation· of the doctrine of Plural
Marriage."
BRANCH RECORDS.
Leather backs and corner$, muslin sides; printed
headings, and ruled for Record of Names, Blessing of Children, and for Marriages ..••••••••• 2 00
DISTRICT RECORDS.
Printed and bound similar to Branch Records ••• a 00
LICENCES, NOTICES, &c.
Elders, Priests, Teachers, and Deacons Licences,
each per dozen .................... ; ..... ;
Baptism and Confirmatios Certificate books. . • • •
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred .•• ,.....

Send. silver or stamp.s; $2:25 per dozen, pos\age paid,
P. 0. Order or Currency. Address, M. H, Bond, .·Willoughby, Ohio; or Herald Office, Lamoni, Iowa.
W"" Agents an(! "pushers" wanted, to whom books'
wut_,be sent updn application·. · · . ·.
·

12
25
40

CERTIFICATES AND REPORTS.
TRACTS.
Branch Statistical Reports, per dozeri. • • • • • • • • • 40
2 Truth Made Manifest, dozen 20cts., 100 ..••• 1 liO
Annual Statistical Reports, two .for. . • . . . . . • • • •
5
3. Voice of the Good Shepherd, dozen 5c 100 • 40
Certificates of Baptism and Membership, pei' doz. 12
4. Epito.fi!e of Faith and. Doctrine of the Church
Certificates of Removal, per dozen • . • • • • . • . . • • 12
and the Kirtland Temple Suit, dozen 5c, 100. . 25
.BIBLE SYNOPSIS.
Marr-iage Certificates, per dozen ...•••••• :. • • • 26
250 for.50cts,•500 for $1, 1,000 ........ 1 76
Only three or four hundred left. I will sen
6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects, Prethe remainder at $I each, or six to any address
MISCELLANEOUS.
requisites arid Design-and·Who Shall Admin'
for $5; still'" a: larger discount to:agents. Send to
·The Problem ofHum11n Life Here and Hereafter
ister; 25 cts per dozen, per 100 ....• _••..•• 1 '75
the Herald Office at Lamoni, Iowa, or J. J. Corby A. Wilford Hall, 544 pages, muslin ........ 1 60
nish, Reed City, Osceola county; Michigan.
· '7. Who Then Can be Saved; dozen 5c.; 100.... 40
Universalism A~>J.inst Itself, 336 pages, muslin
8 .. Fulness of tlH~ Atonement; dozen 251l., 100 .• 1 75
12 27·3m ..
by A. Wilford Hall .......... : .. .... ; ; .... 1 00
· 9. Spiritualism Viewed fram a Scriptural Stand·
Josephus. complete, library leather .••........ 3 60
point; dozen 30 cts., lOQ .......... , ....... 2 25
PAYING WORK" FOR YOU•
Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,
Bro. B. F. Ordway of Peoria, Illinois, ~till wants agents· 10. The Narrow Way; dozen 16 cts., 100 ...... 1 10
muslin boards, 5 volumes .............. : • .. 4 00
11. The .Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 cts., iOO •• 2 25
for his well ki:mwn
'
Mosheim's Church Hist.ory, 2 volumes ..••..• • A 0.0.
.)2. The Bible vs Polygamy; dozen 25 cts., 100.1 65
PORTABLE BED~SPRINGS
Baldwin's Ancient America (illustrated) ......... 1 80
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 25 cts, 100 ..• 1 75
and other new arid usefitl.honsehOfa necessities. Thirty-· 15 Brirrhamite Idolatry; dozen 5 cts:, 10'0:.... 40
Rollm's Ancient History, tw:o volumes in one .. .4 00
day credit given .. Model an·d samples free; COflditionally.
The Koran. library Jeatber: ....... , .... ~ ..... 2 25
16. Polygamy: Was it an Original Tenet of the
For fuli particulars address as above·.
Gieseler's Ecclesiastical History, 'from A..Ii. i till
Church; dozen 20 cts., 100 .........•.•.•.• 1 40
1854, muslin boards, 5 volumes ..•.....•... 10 00
17, The Successor in the Prophi:itic Office and
-.E:...:._
The Ecclesiastica1 History of Eusebius Pam phi-.
Presidency of the Church; dozen. 25 cts, 100.1 'l5
Ius, Bishop of Cresarea and Palestine ...... , . 2 00
SYMBOLOGICAI.. CATECHISM.: 20. Tl,le "One Body:" or the Church of Christ
Pruden's Complete Concordance of Bible ...... 1 75
under the Apostleship and under the ApostaOR
Bible Text Book ..................... , ..... 1 00
sy; dozen 20 cts., 100 •. , ..•. :. : •••.......•• 1 40
Key to the Symbology .of the Bible,
21. Tr~th by Tliree Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100 .... 15 · Apocryphal New Testament... . • • • • • • ••••••. 1 65
Elders'
Diary, by Joseph Luff ............... :. 3.0
•' BYA. J. MAPES.
· 22. Fatth and Repentance; dozen 15 cts, 100 •.. 1 10
Emer.•on's Ready Binder. Herald and Hope size. 85
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 .....••.••• 1 25
I04 pages, cloth bound. Price 35 cents. each.
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 cts., 100 .• ,. 40
For sale
Bno. H. R. MILLS,
25 .. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 cts, 100 ... ~. 40
A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD"
26, Mountain of the Lord's House; doz. 5c., 100 40
Setting forth the order imd nature Of the Pri~st
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen ~5 ()ts;, 100 ... l 40
hood, and defining the duties and prerogativt\s
AUTUM.N
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from Lhe Doc.·of all the Church Officials, including the First
trine and Covenants; dozen 5 cts., 100....... 40 · Presidency, and also lhe Deacons, as set forth iri
Published monthiy for .the
· 30. Origin ofthe Book of Mormon; dozen ..• ;.. 15
the Revelations of God and decisions of the
Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
per hundred ....................... ; .. •· .1 10
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
31. What is Truth? and True Orthodoxy? and
Christ' of Latter Day Saints,
the Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
an Evanp:elical Church? dozen 5 cts.; 100... 25
H~rald Office;. Lamoni, Decatur county; Iowa~
!llll.lro.
. 250 for 50 cts., 500 for $1, 1,000 for ........• 1 ~5
JPriee per year
Pnce 25 cents mcluding postage.
3.2. Which is t.he Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 . . . • 40
U. ·w,..nr.~l'36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen.. 20
. J:!Htn,.·~n:( Pu1-:1h;.}H''r.
HOUSE FOR SA.L:E.
per hundred ...•.. ·. . . .. , , ............... 1 25
Having to move to Cleveland for my business I offer
41. The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 cts., 250 50
for sale my H'?nse. of six rooms, and an acre lot ~ell set
500 for $1, 1,000 for ..... , ................ l 75
--.·-)BY THE ( - - .
to frmt trees, m Kutland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
42 Rejection of the Chureh; dozen 15 cts., 100.1 10
.
furnace n it, ., nd water in tbe kitchen.
Board of Publication of the ReprganizedChurch,
Address JOHN GILLESPIE, .
43
One
Wife,
or
Many;
dozen
25
cts
,
100
....
l
7
5
at their Publishing Honse in
.
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of JeLAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA,
sus Christ; 5 cts. each, per dozen ....•.• , . • • 50
WANTED!
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.
Prophecy on the Rebellion; ner 100..... •• • • • 15
A good cheese maker to work in LatnOt11,
An assortment of Tracts ..•. : . • .. • • • . . • • • . • • • 35
Iowa, factory this coming season-one· that has
BOOK OF MORMON.
SET OF TRACTS.
had experience in making Swiss .and American
Roan, sprinkled' edges .................. , •••• 1 21S
cheese.
Adress The Lewis Creamery
Bound in Limp Muslin, turned in . . • • . . . • •. • ••
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •••••••••••••••• 1 110
Send references.
St. Joseph, Mi~souri.
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"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, J.ND ONE WOMAN EUT ONE HuSBAND: EXClll"l' IN CASE OJ!' DEATH, WHEN EITHER
IS AT LIBERTY ·~o MABRY AGAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec.109, par. 4.
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JOSEPH SMITH
W. W. BLAin

EDITOR.
ASSOCIATE EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, Feb.

21,

1891.

QUESTIONS AND ANS,WERS.

WE are asked to answer the following
questions in the HERALD, for the purpose
of giving the vyriter of them and some
others the opinion of the. editor upon
them; the writer addit)g at the close of
his letter of inquiry, "The questioQs are
some which have puzzleq us, and they
. created a desire for myself as well as
others to know your opinion. Of coune
it must be in accord:mce with the law."
I. Can any one experience any outward gifts,
promised unto those who should obey Christ's
teachings, or the gospel plan, without first havIng it spoktm unto them that they should have
some gift or gifts? An example: if any one
should rise up in a meeting and speak in tongues,
and never have had any knowledge of such
gift or talent before, would it be of God or the
devil?
2. 2 Nephi I I: r6, "Bebo1d,'; etc, Is this at
the commencement of the millennium, or after,
or when?
3 Is there a church of the devil, as spoken of
in Doctrine and Covenants i6: 4, "Contend
against no church,,, save it be the· church of the
deviL" If so, where is it?
4· What meansp. C. r6.: 7, or ·part: "And
after that you hav~ received this, if you keep~not
my commandments, you can not be saved in the
kingdom of my Father." Where would they go?
5· Should not members who attend branch
business meeting a)! vote, and not only ~part of
them? That is, is there any law in regard to ·
the same? If so, where?
·
6. In regard to the first question; is tnere any
law in regard to it?
If so where is~ it to be
found, and if not what are we as ·members to do
in such a case?

Answers;_:_
I. We are not conversant with any
rule of l'aw, or gospeL teaching that soeci.
fies, or requires, that one, or any of the
gifts ofthe gospel named in the Scriptures
as. being for the disciple through the Spirit
of Christ, mustfit:st be. prophesied of, or
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promised by declaration to the individual;
nor do vve remember that the query was
ever presented to us before. \V e have
known manv instances of both kinds,
where a gift was predicted and was re·
ceived, and also where no mention of the
~kind or sort of gift was made, nor any
knowledge of it received by the one upon
whom it was bestowed, until it was manifested. We therefore, answer that such
previous promise is not necessarily a prerequisite to the receiving of an outward
gift. A gift, if manifested without such
previous promise might be, and the presumption is that it would be from God;
and not from the devil.
2. Our opinion is that that which is
spoken of in 2 Nepl::i II: 16, will be before the millennium.
3· We suppose that there is such a
church as is by the Lord known as the
church of the devil. We do not know of
any church organization recognized
aqwng men as the church of the devil.
We are of the opinion, however, that.
those who do wickedly, lie, steal, cheat,
blaspheme, commit adultery, rob, kill and
murder and will not repent are of their
father, the devil, and belong to his church.
We believe that the warning was given to
the church that they might avoid unnecessary contention against church organizations as such, by which course, if pursued,
the elders would be led to .make better
efforts to buiid up the Church .of Christ,
rather than to destroy merfs faith: We
know of no single- church which we
choose to call the "church of the devil,"
signifying that that church and it alone
was the one referred to; for the reason
that the logical consequence of so naming
On<) church would be to make all the rest
members of .the Church of the Lamb.
We believe that the statement "there are,
save .two~ churches only: the one is the
church of the Lamb of God, and the other
is the church of the devil," refers to. two
great spiritual divisions of the human
family to be finally made; qne moved upon
and possessed by the Spirit of Truth, the
Holy Ghost, the Comforter; the other
moved upon and possessed by the spirit
of untruth, the spirit of Satan, the ad versary ofsouls, the devil. See i Nephi 3:
46 .. To attempt to understand it differently is to conclude all churches existing
as churches of the devil, but one, doing
violence, as we view it, to the statemen~t
made concerning Christ, "a light to lighten
the Gentiles, but the glory of thy people,
Israel."-Luke 2: 3:?; and is to make unnecessarily small the mission of Jesus
Christ. · At the time this distinction was
seen the Saints were scattered upon all
the face of the earth, showing that it would
be unwise for us t.o attempt to make it

applicable~

in its narrowest sense now.Nephi 3:47,48.
4-. It means just what it says, that after
Joseph Smith, Oliver Cowdery and David
Whitmer had received that revelation, if
they did not keep the commandments of
God they could not be saved in ~he H;ingdom of the Father; the celestial kingdom
being understood; as in paragraphs 3 and
4 of same section. If they fail of that
they must be content with the lot of those
who go not where the Father and Son are
"worlds without end."
5· All members of the church resident
in and belonging to a branch should attend
all business meetings when they ~an, and
when present should vote on all questions
affecting the branch of which they have
an understanding. We know of no specific rule of law, or any commandment declaring in so ma.ny words that all members shall vote; but we do know that the
church is to meet and do whatever business is necessary to be done. When such
business is being done, every one present
has the right to vote, and when the vote
is taken and counted, "the majority of
those present and voting shall be regarded
as the expressed will of such (meeting)
conference or branch." It is also held and
properly so, that "those present at such
meeting, shall be and constitute a quorum
for business." This is parliamentary, and
is also good, hard common sense.-Book
of Rules, chap. 3, sec. 39,
There is, as before written, not any
specific law declaring that every member
shall vote; but it follows as. an absolute
fact in practice that members present at h
ineeting where business is being done by
the common consent ascertained by voting
which is the usual metho.d employed to.
obtain the consent or denial of the members, all present and not voting are accounted as voting with the majority, the
greatest number voting yea, or nay. For
instance, if there be fi'fty members present,
all entitled to vote, and a qutstion is,presented to be voted on; twei1ty of the fifty
vote yea, and tenvote nay,twenty remaining silent; the vote is carried by ten majority and this includes by silent consent
the will of the twenty not voting; if twenty vote nay, and ten vote yea, the twenty
silent ones are ~arried with the greater
number voting nay, and the vote is. sorecorded. This principle holds good whether
there be few or many present and voting,
if there is a quorum to do busine~s.
The interests of the work demand that
~the work of the branch shilll be. done well;
and it. is only reasonable to expect. that.
.every member has equal interest in the
business, perfect equality being disturbed
by differences iri ~intelligence and useful~
ness only, which in some instaiH;es unSee
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fortunately do not count in decision and'
vote. . The presiding officer has a right to
expect that every member present will
take an interest in the business .and will
vote; it any member refrains from so voting, the officer has the right to belie've and
to hold that the member consents to the
action taken whether the prevailing vote
be yes, o't no; and may so declare the voice
of the meeting. This is plain common
s~nse, and no body of men· can do business
with success on any other rule.
6. Gifts are bestowed by the will of him
from whom they come; and we know. of
no revealed set rule governing the action
of the church membership concerning their
reception. Whether any specific gift
manifest; is real or professed only, is to be
.determined by the spirit of discernment in
the members present having it, notably in
the presiding offi.cer to whom the right of
immediate decision lies; subject to after·
inquiry if need be. If a gift be manifested, and the spirit by which it is given be
not-certified to among the disCiples present
and witnessing to it, it is better to let it
pass without observation, unless iJ be
shown to be of the adversary, in which
case the officer should prevent the body
from being imposed upon.
In this conneCtion the Saints should re~
member that there are eleven gifts named
by the apostle Pnul, in I Cor. 12: Wis·
dom, knowledge, fai.th, healing,miracles,
prophecy, discerning of spirits, tongues,
interpretation, helps and . governments.
Of these healing, miracles, prophecy,
tongues and their_ interpretation may
be called especially .outw1ud . manifestations; all the rest .are 'of s.uch a nature
that they may be. conferred and exist
for any period of time with 'the receiver
without recogniti m·'from others, until exigency for their exercise reveals them.
Such, especially, ate wisdom, knowledge,
faith, discerning of spirits, helps and governments. Proph~cy, tongues and interpretation of tongues tr!''~'~Y be simulated,
and sometimes those receiving and those
witnessing their outward manifestation
· may be imposed upon; .but in such cases
it does not follow that it is the devil whose
influence is at work; it may be and frequently is, where such deceptions occur,
but the result of peculiar personal excitement, and is without harm to the body,
unless harm is made of it by over-zealous
officiousness, the gift of discernment must
be wisely used, or its value to the church
is much ·lessened.·
•
In conclusion we are not willing yet to
concede that any earnest, upright soul that
comes to God through the gospel in honest purpose of heart, is to be left to be the
prey of the devil; hence we are not prepared to ad mit that milnife~tations of the
gifts are from him; believing as we do
that these manifestations are as a rule by
the Spirit of the Master, the opposite being the exception, and easily detected if
the Spirit of God be with his people in
their hour of need.
Where branches are in division and
quarrel, or the ministry are in a jar of
jealous contending for the supremacy, discordant manifestations may be looked for;

. but where Saints are at peace with each of the church to do the work supposed by
other, the ministry doing their duty, none the body to be necessary to be done in the
but right gifts. need be looked for.
. publishing department. · For this reason,
Whether the foregoing answers to thle we think, every one, who is a member of
questions propounded are "in accordance the church and the head of a family,
with the law," as our questioner and those should take the HERALD; for the aid
with him who are puzzled may view the which he thus extends to the publishing
law, we do not know; to us they are in ac- interests is paid to himself as co-members
cord with the law as we understand the with others in the,church. It is the church
law. It .is, however, a prevalent mental paper; is not the organ of one, either as an
characteristic with most men, that their expositor of faith, or principle, or as a
comprehemion of the law stands. to them business to make money. Some of those •
as the law, and whatever is not in accord laboring in the interests of the HEHA1"D
with their view, is discordant to the law; are not doing it for the money there is in
hence, as every man must answer to his it; .but to serve thechurqh, chosen by the
own conscience, and that conscience must voice of the body so to do. No family
be sq tiared by Christ's final decision as should be without the HERALD. And it
to what is the law, we are content to be ·is a very significant fact that from quite an
compared with the law so far as given, early period in the history of the Reorgan·
that we may learn to be subject thereto, ized Church the number of HERALDS
rather than in love with our own opinions. issued from the office has about correspond"
ed with the number of families, one to
each five of the membership, a most satisCHURCH PUBLICATIONS.
factory showing. We were reading in a
IN this issue of the HERALD will be found denominational paper the other day, and
an advertisement of the Zion's Ensign, noticed a fervent appeal to the members
and a letter from Brn. F. G. Pitt and J. to . take the periodical; ..and. as a. make
A. Robinson, its. editors.
Please read w.eight argument cited a .church number~
ing seventy-five, among whom not a
both and note them.
,,
In relation to the Ensign and its object single copy of their paper was taken.
we have this only to say; the design is With the Saints, upon .the basis given
. very evidently a good one, and we can above, there would be fifteen copies to that
only wish it success. It opens a question, . number of members. Lamoni has a mem·
however, that will be suggested to some, hership of seven hundred and eighteen;
and that may cause uneasiness in some there are one hundred and forty-seven
degree; that is, Will it affect the circula- subscribers on the list. Independence has
tion of the HERALD? To this we reply, some seven hundred members, and one
Yes, to some extent. There will be some hundred and tep HERALDS go there; and
who mav not be able to take both so of other places, some .more and some
HERALD. and Ensign, or· think them- less, but averaging pretty well about as
selves not able, which jg much the same stated.
thing, and will take the Ensign in preferWe dislike to lose any of the subscribers
ence~ because it will cost them less, upon
to the HERALD, as about all that is rethe ground that it is cheaper, being but ceived for it ls for subscriptions, the church
one dollar per year, as against two dollars sentime.nt being rather opposed to the
and twentv.five cents for the HERALD. paper taking advertisements as a mon(~y
There will be some who will be better · making scheme; especially such advertisepleased with the style and get up of the ments as are usually the best paying ones,
Ensign, and will take it for that reason. because of their doubtful morality, judged
It is not our province to find fault· with from the S:~intl;' standards. The business
either class, as all must be left at liberty to manager is jealous for the standing and
do as may please them best, without dicta- su&tenance of the HERALD, and looks upon
tion on our part. There is a difference of a,nything calculated in any way to draw
opinion, however, about the ~ne paper be- away support from it with a grain of ·reing cheaper than the other, though it will gret, knowing as he does the great drafts
costless peryear to take it. Any one curious sometimes made upon the office resources
to test this may easily compare the two, and by bad debts in the book and blank depattdecide whether for one dollar invested in ments, the ofttimes large supplies of tracts
the Ensign he will receive one-half as sent out for free distribution, and the !llany
much original matter as in the HERALD. HERALDS.sent to those unable to pay, and
The comparison as to kind of matter we the ministry in the field. The HERALD
need not mention, as that will be largely a is a needed work in the church, and as
matter of taste anyway.
such should be st)stained; if it fills the bill;
One difference there is to which we if not, it should be abandoned, and somedirect attention, that is, the .HEHALD and thing that will do the work desired l::,e
all its appointments, office, presses, ma- substituted in its place.
chinery, in short, the whole pubiishing deThe Ensign is the result of individual
partment of the church, every member ( ffort -and is undertaken in love for the
has the same interest in the right and work; we see no reason why it may not
ownership of the HERALD as does every receive cordial support, without injury to
other member; the whole affair being the the HERALD in any great degree; and we
property of the membership as a whole, confess that the "volunteer" work is an
no one having more right and title in it excellent feature. We are not surprised
than another.
Those eng-aged in the that one, or more young men and women
work at the Herald Office have been of the branch should nave learned the
chosen and are employed as the servants short-hand system and are now using it to
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·report for the Ensign, sermons and short
speeches, testimonies, and other things
worth catching and preservi,;g and giving
out to those who are <dwa~s intertsted in
·them. We have given sever" I ~ermons in
'·the HERALD, reported by Bro. Edwin
:stafford, a man now over fifty years of
age. His work has been a gratuifous one,
as he is not an expert and makes no pretension to guick work. The sermon of
Bro. Alexander H. Smith, at the funeral
service of Sr. ZHide Salyards, reported by
Bro. Stafford will be found to be very full
and correct.
'
We feel that the work of the brethren
so hrightly begun should be continued and
·do much good. It is in harmony with the
'Command, "Men should be anxiously engaged in a good cause, and do many things
'Of their own free will, and bring to pass
much rightrousness; for t,h,) power is in
them, wherein they are agents unto them:sel ves."
OUT OF THEIR OWN MOUTHS SHALL
THEY BE JUDGED.
'THE Deseret Ne·ws for january 3o:h,
•contains a leading article from the pen of
:S. W. Richards entitled, "Book of Mormon Facts;" a very excellent article it is
too. The opening line is:. '"It is claimed
:that facts are stubborn things;" which
'sentiment we most cheerfully endorse.
We quote the closing paragraphs of the
article; the reader may comment to please
himself:
The Prophet Moroni,· who hid up the plates,
foretold that when they should come forth they
should be shown to three witnesses by the power
·of God, and they should know of a surety that
the: things contained therein were true. This
prediction was lu.Ifilled before the parties knew
there was such a prophecy on record concerning
them.
When Joseph h!ld the plates delivered to him
by the angel, he was told that his name would be
had both for good and evil among all nations
and how significantly this was fulfilled.
As to the truth of its dqctrines they are in
perfect accord with those of the Bible, demanding of all men to repent and be baptized, and
promising that such shall be Sl:lved; that gifts and
blessings shall at,tend the believer and by enduring to the end that they 'hall have Eternal life.
There is no antagonism .between the Bible and
the Book of Mormpn; and in vi.ew of this fact, it
is marvelous how, the professed Bible believer
throughout all Christendom should be arrayed
against it, and t~e Prophet Joseph's mission.
Admitting facts of history this array can onlybe
accepted ns unanswerable testimony of the truth
of both. When Jesus visited the earth as being
sent of God, all the sects of the day combined in
one universal crusade of enmity against him
'until he was c,ntcified, When Joseph Smith
came as a Prophet of God, and leader of His
great and last dispensation to man, which had
been predicted by all holy men,. every Christian
sect united as one in the universal cry, "Away
with him, he is an impostor, we have a Bible and
want no more Bible," and enraged the multitude
against him until. he like his Master was put to
;death, and sealed his righteous testimony with
hisinnocent blood.

This record evidence bears testimony that the
mission of one was like that of the other. Both
were too holy to be received by a prostituted
religious world who knew not God, neither the
voice of the true shepherds whom they have
slain.
In view of man's frc.e agency, responsibility
necessarily attaches to his every act. The fact
that the Book of Mormon has by command of
God come to the knowlfdge of the human family, as containing His law and divine will for
their guidance, must by them be received or rejected. Nearly all civilized countries have access
to it in their own l,anguage, and ignorance of its
contents and requirements can be no excuse for
disregarding the law by it imposed upon man's
conduct. This fact of re8ponsibility leads to
that of accountability and judgment, and the fact
of ·judgment to that of justice and rewards,
determining that more remote if not ultimate
fact, eternal happiness or miseryJo man.
There is no escape from this condition. Man
must obey and live, or disobey and suft.:r the
conseq.uences of his wrong doing. To whom the
law of-God comes, no cloak can cover the sin of
transgressing it. Hence the importance of all
men investigating whatever may come to them
claiming to be the word and law of God. Facts
fully substantiate this claim for the Book of
Mormon, and I would urge upon all men the
importance ofrecognizing that claim.
A NEW DEPARTURE.
FROM the Runnells, Iowa, Telegram of
January 3oth, sent us marked by some
brother, we clip the following, which we·
publish as a sort of pattern for use in
similar cases should any occur:
CAMP TOWNSHIP TO BE REDEEMED!
A PLAN ADOPTED FOR A UNION CHURCH.
Articles of agreement adopted 'for.the purpose
of erecting and maintaining a Union Church in
Runnells, Polk county, Iowa.
(r) Said church shall be for the free use of all
denominations (except as to incidental expenses,
such as lights, fuel, and janitor's fees,) as herein
provided.
(z) Said church to be under joint control of a
Board of five Directors, elected or appointed:
One by the "Christian Congregation," one by the
"Methodist Church," one by the "Christian
Church," and one by the "Reorganized Church
·of. fesus Christ of Latter Day Saints!' Gne
Di;ector for .·each denomination; these four
.Directors are to elect. one additional Director
outside of these denominations. These Directors
are to hold office one year after the organization
of said board.
(3) These Directors, when organized, shall
constitute a building committee for the purpose
of erecting and maintaining said church in conformance with these articles of agreement.
(4) Each of the above named denominations
shall have the use of the church one Sabbath in
each .month as a regular or standing appointment and the week ~ollowing if wished for a
series of meetings. If not so occupied, the house
may be used, tempora,rily, for that day and the
following week by any denomination that wi,hes
to hold meetings. The bouse from nine to halfpast ten o'clock a.m. each Sabbath to be used for
Sabbath·sch.ool if wanted. The fifth Sabbath,
when such occurs in any month, shaH be for

IIS
any church that wishes the house. No denomination can bold the house closed to the exclusion
of others when not using the house for meetings'.
No denomination shall use the church for mot~
than one week after its regular Sabbath appointment except the succeeding Sabbath appointment
is waived by the denomination having the right to
that day. When not otherwise occupied the.
house shall be open for public lectures or entertainments under such restrictions as a majority
of the Board of Directors may adopt. These
rules shall be construed in their most liberal and
charitable sense.
(5) The Board of Directors shall organize by
electing one of their members President, and
who shall preside over all meetings of the Board
when present. A majority of the Board shall
constitute a quorum for business. All business
done shall be kept by a Secretary elected by the
Board. All money paid in for building or maintaining said church shall be placed in the hands
of a Treasurer chosen by the Board outside of
their own number He shall receive and receipt
for all money and pay same out on order ap·
proved by the Board and signed by the President
and Secretary. The Board shall meet from time
to time as the nature of the busin.ess may demand, and may be called together by the President or any two members of the Board. All
meetings shall be governed by standard parlia·
mentiary rules. These articles of agreement
cannot be essentially changed except by an unan·
inious vote of all the members of the Board.
Runnells, Iowa, Jan. 22d, r89r.
We, the undersigned committee, having met
in Runnells according to previous notice, have
unanimously agre.ed and adopted the above rules
and regulations for the purpose therein expressed.
JoHN M. PARK,
D. L. BROCKETT,
JEssE McKINNEY,
J. G. PERSON,
T. w. TYLER.
The above was followed by the issuing
of subscription lists headed as given below:
"In cons.ideration of the agreement by':the
Board of Directors of the Union Church named
above to apply all funds received by them in
building and maintaining a Union Church in.
Runnells in conformity with the articles qf agreement adopted above, We the undenigned, each
for himself, hereby agree to pay to said Board of
Directors or order on or before the first day of
September, 1891\ the amount subscribed hereunder to assist in building said church, which is
to be built on or before the first day of November, 1891.
The one from which this was copied
had a total of $381 wbscribed, the name
of D. L. Brackett, one of the committee,
Ieadirig it with $25, and .}¥as one of five
Issued and being circulated.
A SINGULAR contest is to. be made in the
literary world;
INGERSOLL AGAIN'ST DO]'fNELLY.
MINNEAPJLIS, Minn., .February Io~h.-Ar·
rangements have been effected for a joint debate
the last ot March between IgnatiusDonnelly and ,
Bob Ingersoll, Doimellyto defend his~Crypto,
graman<tin~erso)l to uphold theShakesp~:u;ean
end of the·coniroyersy.
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BRo. CALVIN A. BEEBE and a man by
the name of Frank Lewis, of Council
Bluffs, have been victimized by a book
canvasser named Egholm. The way in
which it was <\one is here given, in order
that our folks may be careful and not get
caught iri. similar ways. Itis taken from
the World Herald, Omaha:
Last August a young man named Elfred Egholm, who had formerly worked in Levin's cigar
shop, was thrown out of work. He received an
offer of a position with the United States Publishing Company while he was in .these desper'
ate straits, and he concluded that there ought to
be a bonanza in it. The scheme was connected
with what was called the Caskell Literary club.
The idea was to get geople to pay $5 75 each for
membership tickets in the club. When they
had done this they received for nothing a book-'
sometimes it was one thing and sometimes it was
another, but it was always a book. Some of
those who subscribed here received a copy of
Rand & McNally's atlas of the world. After
that the subscribers were to have the privilege
of buying their books from the United States
publishing company at the actual cost of the publication. It might have bee.n a niqJ thing for
those who bought several hundred dollars worth
of books annually, but for the common herd it
was not so big a bonanza as it was mad6 to appear.
But this was neither heni or there. It was the
duty of Eghol'm td make persons believe that it
was a good thing and to put their mon~y into it.,.
It was necessary in order for him to get the job
that he should have sqme substantial backing,
and as he was better acquainted with Levin and
Beebe than with oth9rs, .he went :to them and
asked them to be his sui·ety. Th~y assented
and attached lheir 'John Hancocks to a paper
which staled that they would b~' responsible for
any obligations which Egho\m might make with
the publishing corhpapy. · L~vin says his idea of
it was thai the oliligafjon · m.ight extend to $r5
worth of books ors·uch 'a m2tter, but he had no
idea that it would amount to more.
W,ell, Mr. Egholm departed as a canvasser for
the United States Publishing Company. This
was in August.
A few weeks later, in September, Levin learned that Egholm,had purchased the right to work
the Caskellliterary club. scheme in' seven counties of this state. and. had signed notes for the
privilege amounting to $2,300- four notes of
$575 each. This information caused ;Levin and
Beebe to haye a few slef3plf3SS.. nights, but they
finally concluded thaf perhaps Egholm knew
what he was' abouCimd would be able to pay the
notes without any help or advice from them.
That is, they ~bought this way for a time. They •
do not think so any longer. A short tim.e ago,
John N. Baldwin caBed on Mr: Levi~ and Mr.
Beebe and said tha1;_a note had been put into his
hands for collection. It was the first of the notes
signed by Egholm and it becarne due December
13th, having been executed September 13th.
Would the gentlemen please call and pay the
note at their earliest convenience?
Ever since then Levin and Beebe have been
wondering whether they had better call and settle the note or whether they had better try to
avoid it. They have about come to the conclusion that the former alternative is the only practicable one. Egholm is at his home in this city

sick with consumption. He has not been able to
take extensive advantage of the splendid opportunities held out to him by his purchase of seven
Iowa counties. In fact, he has not been able to
canvass the territory at all to amount to anything.
He says he thinks he would have been able to
make the payments on the ':lotes all right had he
kt>pt his health, but as it .is he is utterly unable
to pay anything, and the obligation is thrown upon Levin and Beebe.
Mr. Levin remarked yesterday in a tone of innocent concern that he had also signed similar
documents for the Historical Publishing Company of St. Louis and Gay Bros. of New York.
He has not heard from either of these and has
been afraid to write and ask, but hopes Egholm
did not deal with them.

In this case as in many others, the prim:uy object of the scheme is to get the
original $5.75 out of the numbers becoming members ,pf the club. To obtain the
privilege to canvass for these orginal members this man Egholm secured first the
unlimited endorsement of two responsible
men to an undeveloped scheme to extend
over an unnamed amount of territory and
period of time. Egholm may have started innocent! y enough; but the United
States Publishing Company sold the privilege to work the literary mine at rather a
high rate; the young fello~ wanted a
wide field, and so he is now 'sick, out of
the scheme, and Bn};' Beebe and his co-security are left to pay the. results of their
indemhifying endorsement. Be careful,
brethren.
LA v, Willow Springs,
"Bro. Sparling has been here, held meetings
for over a week, ten in all. I am snre that if a
'good elder' womd come, honest hearted people
would come out to hear, and some would accept
the truth. The people were never so stirred up
as now. I hope the Lord will send us help. .My
mother and myself were baptized by Bro. Atwell,
October 27th, r884. We two .are all that are
here. My husband is nm~- ready for baptism for
which I thank God."

Who will go and visit thest:1 faithful
ones. There are oniy two elders anywhere near them locally, one aged and infirm, the other nof able to reach them at
present. Here is a chance for an elder
to do a good work in the Lord.
IN REFUTATION.

PnESIDENT WILFORD :"VoopRUFF, o:f
the Utah Church has written a m11nly letterto the Deseret News, the official'church
organ, for the February 6th number, in
refutation of certain slanderous statements
made bv a contributor to the Illustrated
American. the closing paragraphs of which
we quote, and commend to our readers.
"All this is a libel upon the Latter Day Saints.
Theji have no such.belligere'nt feelings or intentions. They are not deserving of the imputations cast upon their veradty. They intend to
obey the law and sustain good government.
They revere the Constitution of our country
and desire to promote republican institutions.
They are under no church obligations or restric-

tions which interfere with their perfec,t freedom,
wpether in politics or in business. Their faith fs
different from that of the orthodox sects and they
claim the right to worship as they choose, without hindrance from any earthly power, while
conceding that right to all that differ with them.
If any cine of ,their number violates the law he
is amenable to the' law.
But a community
should not be condemned for the un·approved
wrongful acts ofindividuals. That our views on
the subject of civil government as ~t relates td
religion may be understood. I quote from the
Doctrine and Covenants~ of the church, whiCh,
with the Bible and Book of Mcirmon ·forms our
standard of religious principles.''

After the foregoing the a,rticle concerning governments from "We believe. that
religion is instituted," to ''They can only
excommunicate them from their society,
and withdraw from them their fellowship,"
is inserted.
"The following are the' Articles of, Faith ofthe
Church as published for many years, and reaffirmed and adopted at the last Gener-al Conference:''

Following this the articles of faith as
given by Joseph Smith ir1; 1842 and '44
are quoted at length, after which President
\Voodruff writes:
·
·
•'I am eighty-three years old. I expect before
very loi1g to meet my Maker ;md give account
for my, earthly acts and words. In view of this
~ testify before God and all. mankind that the
foregoing articles of faith and discipline are the
true doctrines of our church, that God has established that church by revelation and has given
authority to His servants to administer its ordi·
nances; anJ that it will prevail against the errors
and forces which are used for its, destruction.
But. its weapons are not carnal, it claims n~ civil
authority, it wie)ds nb political domination, and
it seeks no quarrel with any e::.rthly govern·
ment. All men and all nations are responsible
to the Almighty for their acts, and with Him I
am willing to leave the issue between us,and our
enemies and defamers.
"WILFORD WooDRUFF,
"Preside'ht of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints.".

We are pleased to see this plain statement and adherence to the original faith.
SoME one sends us two copies of 7 he
Golden Rule, published at
Bromfield
street, Boston, Massachusetts, and edited
by Rev. Francis E. Clark, as the organ of
the Young People's Societies of Christian
EnJeavor; reformatory and valorous overcoming of the evils in society, the evident object. One of the copies contains
an account of the first society, established
at Williston, Maine, 'written , by Rev.
Dwight M. Pratt, of Portland, Maine,
which is strikingly suggestive of what ten
years of persistent energy may do, among
the young folks. Ten years of labor had
established a society of Christian Endeavor,
and had added about ten members a year
to Jhe church; which is, as we gather, the
Baptist. They evidently consider work
faithfully done among the young to be
work done in and for the nursery of the
church.

so
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EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
is a hard struggle down there, but the truth '¥ill
prevail in its time. 1 shall continue the work
Bro. A. H. Johnson, Parrish, Illinois, down there as much as I am able. Lord willing."
February 4th:
In a letter from San Bernardino, Cali
"Brn. Hilliard and Morris came here about six
fornia, dated February 2d; Bro. W. W. ,
years ago and preached several times. Three
Blair states:
were baptized, my wife and self. being two of the
"Yesterday (Sunday) we had three excellent··
number. Since that time Brn. J. M. Smith and
meetings. Six W\'re baptized by' Bro. H. C.
Hilliard have visited us from time to time, and
Smith,. and others nearly persuaded. These,
as .a result of their labors, we have a branch
with one he baptized last Monday, and one to
numbering about thirty-five."
unite with the branch on former baptism, will
Bro. I. N. Roberts wrote from Centermake an increase of eight in the past few days.
chain, Minnesota, February 4th:
The Saints, generally, feel well and are firm and
"I have just closed a series of meetings at this
progressive in the work. I go to-morrow at 2 :3o
place; had a full house each night; many are inp. m. to Santa Ana fo~ a few da.ys, and then will
vestigating. I am satisfied a church will be raised
stop but a short tjme in Los Angeles, going
up here in the summer. My permanent address
thence to Pixley, and then to San Benito or Oakwill be Lamoni, Iowa. Correspotidents please
land by March rst. I have been blest of God in
take notice. I go from here to Pipe Stone."
my labors here, and my soul has been made glad,
Bro. C. R. Duncan, from Wheeling, in the testimonies and comfort of the Holy Spirit
in our meetings and ministrations, also in the
West Virginia, February 5th, writes:
excellent testimonies of. some of the Saints, some
"The work here is opening nicely; calls for of whom no doubt, will write you of their great
preachingoti every hand. Not so much preju- blessings received of. late. Bro. Heman and I
dice to contend with as we find in many places.
have held twenty meetings in the last twentyFor the last ten days I have been attending the one days, visited many of the Saints in this city,
efforts of a Campbeilite preacher here. He has
Colton, and vicinities, pushing our mission work
the same spirit as Braden, but lacks a ~reat deal . as best we could, which is but .our reasonable and
of being as smart. He ha.s flatly refused to discovenant duty. We feel the importance of dilicuss with us, though publicly challenged by Bro. gent, patient, continuous eft'ort in preaching
L. \V. Powell. His attack on us here has hurt
'present truth,' and in saving souls through the
the Campbellite Church and made us many provisions of the gospel. The Lord approves
friends."
and confirms such efforts, thus encouraging and
warning us to go forward faithfully. May
Bro. D. K. Dodson, Council Bluffs,
heaven stir up the ministry everywhere to sea- .
Iowa, January 28th:
sonable and constant labors in gospel work, for
"I feel much encouraged in ,the prospects of
the needs and the opportunities were never
the Pottawattamie district. The local elders are
greater than now. Work! work!! work!!! should
doing good service, putting forth a determined
be the watchword of the ministry and the Saints,
effort, and the Lord is blessing them with his for the Lord will richly reward those who serve
Spirit, giving evidence that God is able to take
him faithfully, while condemnation and los5 will
the weak ones of earth to confound the mighty.
follow those who do not."
It seems that in some· branches the lesser priesthood is ignored as ministers of the word for wmlL
cause, whether for inability I cannot say; if such
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
be the cause they should never have been orSAINTS having relatives or friends in Dendained. It is a sprious thing to be called to the
ministry. I am ~atisfied there has been some orver, Colorado, .are requested to send their
dained through selfish motives; such ordinations
names and stre.etaddresses to E. A. Pratt,
have proved, o~ will prove, condemnation to
No. 3956, Market St., .that they may be
them if they do not magnify their calling.
visited; if in the faith~ and if not that they
Think of it, brethren, to be called to such a high
mav be invitedto attend the services held
and holy calli11g to stand as a witness for God.
You cannot be a witness unless you know that in Euclid Hall, 14th street, opposite City
the gqspel is true. If you do net know it !s true,
Hall, where the Saints now meet. Also
you should not have accepted ordination; and if
write your friends in Denver and tell
you do know, and fail to lift up your voice, the
them where the meeting place is, and inLord w!ll require the blood of this. people at _your
hands. The happiest moments of my life have vite them to go and hear.
been.when I was bearing testimony to the truth
Pres. Joseph Smith left home on Thursof the gospel; yes, in heavenly places I have had day, the 10th inst., for Nauvoo, Illinois,
a foretaste of that joy that the world cannot receive. Knowing this my heart is filled with love to attend the funeral of Major L. C. Bidamon, his father-in-law, who -died on the
for all and I pray for all."
morning of the I Ith.
Bro. J. W. Chat burn, of Harlan, Iowa,
Bro. John Davis ~wrote from Gilman,
wrote:
Washington, January 27th: "Since com"1 was out west seven weeks and did some
preaching in Idaho. I found a great change in
ing to the state I have baptized twelve."
the west since I was there before;'the BrighatnGood.
ites are better to talk to n<;>w than they were
At last advices Bro. R. J. Anthony was
twenty years ago. We have H. 0. Smith preachat Moscow, Idaho, preaching to small but
ing in Harlan; he has been here about two weeks.
attentive audiences, near the home of Sr.
He is having a g<;>od hearing for this town."
Bro. C. Derry, Magnolia, Iowa, writes: C. A. S. Howard, widow of our late Bro.
"The work in this district is steadily progress- Joseph S. Howard~ He was contemplating. Local officers as well as the traveling eld·
ing a visit. to Wall a Walla, and Spokane,
ers are doing good work, and all appear to feel
Washington, to visit the Canaanites at the
there is something £or them to do. In this I am
former place, and to aid something in the
encouraged."
,.
good work, at the suggestion of Bro. C. A.
Bro. Joseph A. Stewart wrote from
Bishop.
,
Philadelphia:
Pen
and·
Plaiform, of St. Mary's Of!••Bro. William H. Kelley has been with me for
a few days. I took him down to •Elk Mill,' (or tario, for. January is with us and is up to
Baldwin), where we have a little •chapel.' ·We its own standard of freedon1 of examinaheld eight meetings and had a good se.ason, altion for all The leading article is by Elthough the Methodists started two meetings
der Forscutt, and is entitled, "A Brief Inagainst us; one at Elk Mill, the other at Cherry
quiryinto
N attrre as Revealed in the MoHill, about two. miles distant. All that wanted
saic Record." It is
very readable and
to hear us catneout and we had gpod meetings.
We congratqlate
I hpp~ to baptize si:J> or seven ln th,e spring. It commendable effort.

a

II7
Editor J. B. Watson on the "get up" of
this opening number for the New Year.
Bro. A. J. Moore arrived home from
his mission in Texas, on the last day of
January; business of a pressing character
needing his personal attention, and other
circumstances called him home. He reports
good interest in most places in his field,
and some discouragements, mainly defections in brethren.
Bro. Charles Barmore wrote from
Bird's Eye, Indiana, that on the nights
of the 2oth and 21st of January Bro. I. P.
!Jaggerly discussed with Elder R. A.
Thorley, of Utah, the question of the
succession and leadership in the church as
.it was organized in 183o; Bro. Baggerly
affirming the position of the Reorganized
Church, Elder Thorley denying. Bro.
Barmore says, "I am confident that good
will result."
We make notes of letters received from
several of the brethren. We would gladly publish some in full if space permitted.
Bro. Jesse W. Pritchard, Stubblefield,
Graves county, Kentucky, wrote the 6th
in st. He was baptized by Bro. John H.
Hansen, in 1878; is a member of the
Farmington branch, which numbers fortyone and is in a very prosperous condition,
the Saints there expecting to build a house
for worship.
The presiding elder and
four other elders living in the vicinity are
doing good work for the cause. They also greatly esteem the efforts of Brri. Gillen and Hilliard who have preached and
labored generally in that section of country.
Bro. A. Fenger, Goodland, Sherman
county, Kapsas, requests any of the elders
passing through north-western Kansas to
call at his home and preach the word. He
lives two miles north of Goodland.
Sr. Ellen Plain, widow of W. J. Plain,
Elmwood, Oklahoma, writes of her belief
in the work which she loves. She desires
when possible that some of the elders call
at her home. Left a widow with ten children, she asks prayer for strength and
grace to perform her duties.

FROM a Toronto, Ontario, Daily Mail of
February 3d, sent us by some kind and
watchful brother, we extract the following
editorial and telegraphic notices of trouble
for polygamousoffenders over in Nottingham, England:
"There is a strong crusade against the Mormons In Noftingham, which is the center• of .the
polygamous sect in England. The House .of
Commons was called upon to interfere."
"LONDON, Feb. ,zd.-The Dissenters of Nottingham and neighborhood have declared a vigorous war against the Mormons. Rev. Mr.
Ward, an anti-Mormon missionary, delivered a
fervid lecture upon the subject ·last night at
South Normanton, the strongest Mormon center.
in England. Mr; Ward declared the Mormons
were as great polygamists as ever. The matter .
should be submitted to the Ho11se of Co.mtnons
and the Mormons compelled .to abandon: Mormonism or leave England."
Men seldom change their religious connections by rl"!a$on of the force of 4fither
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religious or politica.l proscription. Practical polygamists may be driven out of
England by Parlinuent and English
police, and kept out o~ America by Congress and the court~, but neither combination of forces will change the lllental
complexion of those who profess to believe the tenet divine. What they will not
yield to divine writ and argumentative
proof they will not give to f_orceimd biows.
It seems that the world had tried that long
enough.
1'

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

''In company, set a guard upon your tongue; in solitude, upon your heart. The most lgnorant.have khowledge enough to discover the faults of others, the most
clear sighted are blind to their own."

IN QUIETNESS.
Quietness of soul! This is one of those spiritual truths that in its fulness can only be spiritually discerned, and can only be ours as we live
it. For in the matter of religious truth there is a
difference, "the true knowledge is not necessarily the tree of life." Life! living in-goes deeper
than knowledge. Let us remember this as we
ponde~· the mystery of silence before God: for
only the living soul. can hear the echoes of the
voice that fills "Faith's ear with still delight."
. Let us remember, too, that a mind may be still,
though active; and that the quietness which is
part of the confidence we have In him, the
Christ, is only found in the close abiding in him,
emblemed in his own parable of the vine and the
branch.
You must not lose heart because you do not
come to know ·this nearness all at once, for love
Involves a· constant growth, and conformity to
his will; hence, the longer we follow that will,
the more the soul of God's grace expands. Then,
too, in our Shepherd's guiding, there are pastures
and pastures, sheltered meadows where he gently
leads, as well as high table-lands of verdure up
to which, as they become ready for mountain-top
life, he carries his flock, one by one, safely folded
in his arms of love.
There is something so close and personal in all
this, a special tenderness for our individual need,
that fills the soul with a sense of infinite quiet;
for out of special tenderness grows special understanding, and the sweet, reposeful assurance that
there is no massing of his sheep. Each and every
one is as m.uch a part, filling. a place all its
own in God's sight, as the leaves on a tree are
distinct from each other. Grace, too, never
seems so full as when we recognize the personal
element held in the promise, "My grace is sufficient for thee." Tears never melt away so swiftly
as when we meet them in the safe encompa~s
ment of the assurance, "When tkou passest
through the waters, I will be with tkee." "My
rod and my staff shall uprold tkee." Service is
never so dear and so ble;,sed a following of
Christ as when, in response to his call, "Come
unto me, all ye," we pass beyond the general invit!ltion "to the fellowship of the after words,
I•Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me."
Christ's yokel What a close uniting of individual companionship that involves! Truly so
profouqcJ is tl}e mystery ot tl)js !ife hid in Christ

to each of his dear followers, "the quietness and
confidence" wherein is strength is only found in
this alo1te1tess, this oneness with him who knows
our soul's deepest depth and need; for "He made
the spirit that we a~e o£."--RosePorter.
SONNET.
When I behold the strifes and jealousies,
Within the fold of Christ on every side,
Which brethren, who in love once walked, divide
For reasons light a.s air in jnEt rnen,s eyes,
I think how hie;h-Fonled worldlings must despise
Such questions vain, so vainly magnified,
And rather trust to virtues lmilt on pride
Than drink at fountains where snch fumes arise.
Wo to the factious ones, who cause the offense;
And wo to those who blindly misapply
Their measunng line; ·and, if they faults es.py,
Straightway relig1on brand ns sheer pretense,
Ratner than upward turn to Christ the eye,
And draw the portrait of a Christian ther.ce.
-Theodore Dwight Wool,ey.

PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

Sr. Martha Burke, of Farwell, Michigan, aoks
your faith and prayers in behalf of herself and
husband. Both of them are aged and afflicted
and greatly in need of comfort.
HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

Jan.3o,Amounttodate .............. $3,347 13
S.M. Page, Ia ......... $ 75
E. Dudley,,Ja ........... I oo
G. F. Simmons, Mo...... so
H. B. Gilbert, Cal........ 72
A. A. Baker, I a.... .. . . . . so
Jennette Monroe, Kans... 6o
Maggie A. Waddell ..... I oo
Mite Society, Luca•. Ia,2o oo
Mary A. Hoague, Wis ... I oo
Martha Carrington. Wis .. I oo
Prayer Union, Crescent,
Ia .................. IO oo
Mary H. Raymond, Mont 2 40
M. M. Welden, Neb ...... 47
Annie Hart, Nev ........ I oo
Sarah Headrick: Cal.... . so
Ticia Gurwell, Kans . .' ... I oo
Fannie Gurwell, Kans... so
Ida Gurweil, Kans....... so
Minerva Thomas, Ore .. ·3 So
F. E Richardson, 0 ...... 30
E. Cornish, Ont.... . . . . . 50
Sr. Bentley, Ont..... . . . . 50
Feb. I3, Amount received to date..... $3 395 67
~Send

all monevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Sr. Martha Burke, Farwell, Michican, speaking
of the great comfort she has found in the gospel
notwithstanding the many trials and much sickness which have fallen to her lot. She in common with many others of the aged and ~ftHcted
ones of Zion in her separation from the Saints
finds great comfort in the Herald which is sent
her by Bro. Cornish, It may seem a small matter to some and to them really may be only a
trifle, but the weekly visit of an instructive, patient and sympathizing friend is a matter of
much moment to these lonely scattered ones and
God will surely bless the hand which sends them
and enlarge the heart to a deeper sense of j0y.
We are much plea>ed with a report sent in
this week from the Sioters' Prayer Union, of
Providence, R.I., as it shows them to be actively engaged and fully abreast of the 'times, so far
as.lhe great work of the Lord is concerned. We

notice one feature of this Union is "A Social
Committee," and would be pleased to know the
nature of their duties .. Those .who read· the
Ho~e Column Missionary Fund will notice that
they are showing their faith by their works as
well as pray€ rs.
Sister E .. L. VanWhy, Chinchilla, Pennsylvania, writes expressing the gratitude she feels
that she is able to bear a faithful testimony to
to the t~uth of this latter day gospel. She and
her husband haw• been members of the ch1irc
for two years and have received many blessings.
Sr. Mollie Scott, of Blue Rapids:, K.:msas, bears
her testimony with firm assurance, and faith unwavering. and hopes. to prove faithful to the end.
WooDBINE, Iowa, Feb. rst.
Dear Sister F1'a11ces:-I cannot express the
joy and comfort '1 have had since coming into
this church. I have been spendi:ng a few days
in visiting with Bro. and Sr. Charles Derry at
Magnolia. Sr, Derry is in very poor health,and
it is rny desire that the Saints everywhere pray
for her, God bless her; she is a dear good mother
to all who know her. At this writing Bro. Derry
is speaking to the people of. Woodbine; he has.'
been a great comfort to us.
I have been reading the Herald to-day and it:
does me good to read the letters.
Sr. Alice Smith in her letter says: "There is
more for us to do than repair to the house of'
God and bear a testimony to a work we claim to·
love so well." Yes, there is more for us to do;:
if we warit this glorious gospel to roll.on we must:
hel,r to roll it on, and we can all help a little.
I have p,rayed to my heavenly Father to give
me heaith that I might do something for his
cause; and dear friends, my prayers have been
answered. I have taken in sewing ;1nd washing,
and went and sewed by the week; thereby enabling me to pay my tithing, for which I have
been greatly blessed. I have also earned the
money to pay for Herald, Autum11 Leaves and
Book of Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants,
for which I thank God.
I know that when we discharge the duties God
requires of us, that he 'will hear and answer our •
pravers.
-we have a live branch at Woodbine of about
seventy-four members. We have old folks'
prayer·meeting every Tuesday night, young
people's meeting every Sunday evening, and the
Woman's Aid Society meets every Friday afternoon. Your sister in Christ,
EMMA C. DoNALDSoN.
The picture which this letter brings vividly
before us, is a grandly encouraging one and will
encourage the heart of each true Saint who reads
it. There are ofttimes discouragements and trials
which meet every one who loves the work, and
chief among them is the indifference of many,
the cold neglectfulness of others and, perhaps,
hardest of all to bear the opposition coming from
the very ones who profess most love for the
cause and who ought to strengthen and help each
one who is striving faithfully, according to the
talent God has given them, to build up the kingdom of God and to establish his righteousness.
But when letters like this (and many others
which we receive) come to us, we feel as the
prophet of old must have felt when the Lord
said, "I have reserved to my;elf seven thousand
men "ho have not bowed the knee to the image
of Baal," What· a wonderful fountain of hope
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and strength that short sentence must have contained for the weary, heart broken man of God!
"Lord they have killed. thy prophets and digged
down thine altars; and I am left alone, and. they
seek my life," had been his plea to God that he
might be taken home, removed from the scene
of trial and conflict-the furnace of afflictions
through which he was passing with unshod feet.
How then must his soul have rejoiced in this
knowledge. Thus let it be with us who at times
may be discouraged because of so much indifference we see around us. More than seven thousand faithful ones are showing their faith by their
works and proving this generation.
Be not discouraged ye faithful ones, for truly ye
are the salt of the earth-the Jiving, truthful witnesses for God', in the midst of the most momentous age which ever dawned upon the world.
Let your Hght shine and hold aloft your lamp,
fed by the oil of love to man and in due time the
Master will say, "enter in." What matter though
your names are never known to man! They are
graven upon the palms ef His hands and though
the mether may forget her sucking babe, the
Lord. will never forget his people.-ED.

SAINTS~
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that God would fully qualify me for the position
of wife and mother. We take Autumn Leaves
and like it better all the time. We also take the
Hope and Herald-don't see how we could do
without any of them. May God bless and
strengthen you for the work you are doing.
Your sister in gospel bonds,
M.P.
If we were a ready accountant and had the figures before us we would like to be able to add up
the sum total of what would go into the Lord's
ston~-house, if all who are called to be saints paid
what they owe the Lord. The Spirit is revealing to the people that the Son of God is pleading
with the Father to spare the wicked until the gos-.
pel may be preached to them and they have
space to repent; and the promise, nay, the challenge of the Lord to his people is, "Try me and
prove me!"
Try Him and prove Him, is what in His amazing condescension He is saying to us now, and
how are we responding? There is coming a time
when all this will be in the past. A time when
the books will be opened-the books which contain a record already made, and it will then be
too late. Will it be said of us, we did what we
could, or will the hand have graven on the wall,
"Thou 'art weighed in the balance and found
wanting?"-ED.

Dear Sr. Walker :-I wrote to you some time
ago and told you how I was trying to keep the
law ·Of tithing, and as you requested me to report
I thought I would do so, that perbaps others
"ONCE."
might go and do likewise. I do not make this
"DID you ever attend the theatre?" said a
report to sound a ·trumpet before me (God forbid),
younrr .man to a yoting lady, who hung on hi~
but by telling how I hav~ done may remind
arm as they promenaded ·the streets of New
others that have as good and perhaps better op~ York, one mild evening in October.
portunities than l hav,e of what good can be done
The girl'h cheek crimsoned as she answered in
if we are willing to irpprove the time and m·eans
the negative, and added, "My mother ha~ taught
within our reach. I only wish the amount was
me from .childhood that it is wrong to attend
much greater than it is, but small as it does ·such places."
seem, I have felt blest in saving the mite, and I
"But your mother formed improper prejudices
know that we will be· rewarded according to our
from exaggerated accounts given by others; for
works and the improvement of our advantages.
I have often heard her say she never attended
In the first place we have a large family (ten
one in her life."
in number), and we have only milked seven
He spoke eloquently of the drama, and dwelt
cows. You can have' some idea how much butwith pathos on the important lessons there to be
ter suclia family wi.ll consume. Then, again,
learned of human nature. "Go with.
once,"
we have had to take different prices for it, the
he said, "and judge for yourself."
highest was r8 cents per pound and the lowest 5
Persuasion and curiosity triumphed over
cents per pound; the same with eggs and poultry.
maternal precept and Example, and she hesitatWehave sold in the year ending the 2oth of ingly replied, "I'll go but once."
thls month 486 pounds of butter, amounting to
She went, and in that theatre a spell came over
her. She went again and again, and from that
$63.72; 8oYz dozen eggs, $8 53; chickens, $5 25;
total, $77·So. The tenth of this, $7 75, is.sacred
house of mirth and laughter she was led eventuto the Lord. You can publish this if you think
ally to one frorn the portals of which she never
it will benefit any one.
returned.
Goq kn.ows my heart and he knows I desire to
.f\round a center-table, where an astral lamp
keep his Jaws and co!T\mandments. I know the
was shedding its mild light; sat three girls, one
gospel is true,·and. I also know the law of tithing
holding in her hand a pack of cards. . At the
is of God and should be observed by every Latback of her chair stood a young man who, for
ter Day Saint.
years had successfully resisted every effort made
I want to. tell you .also something about how
by his companions to induce him to learn the
we doiil our family. Every· evening before recharacters of cards.
tiring we take turns in reading; husband first
"Come," said she, "we want one to make out
anc;l so on down to next the. youngest. Last winour game. Play with us once if yqu never play
t~r we read the New Testament through and this again."
winter we are reading the Book of Mormon.
Her eye, cheek, and lip-conspired to form an
The children are improving in their reading and
eloquent battery which· sent forth its attack upon
are. very much intere.sted in the book. After
the fortress of good resolution, in which he had
reading, t.hen prayer .. I think this would .be a
long stood secure, un Iii it tell like the walls of
good way for others to .do. J feel sure it will
~n ancient city when jarred by the fearful batter,
have a good influence on the chfldren·: ,
ingram. He learned the cards an.d played.
Sr. W11lker, .we know there is a great responsiA few months after'fards I \<'as passing his
bility resting on Plirentii\, and.I feel inadequate to
c;lpor at aJate. hour, and a candle·· was sheddin;g
the bis!< rpany t!:rpes ansJ it is my pai!y
dim !lint through the win\lQW, He hap af•
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quired a taste for gambling. Gaming brou·ght
with it disease, and death came just as he"had
numbered the half of his three score years and
ten. During his last hours I was sitting by
his bedside, when he fixed on me a look I shall
never forget, and bade me listen to his dying
words-" I might have been a different man from
what I am; but it is now too late. I am convinced that there is a state of being beyond the
grave; and when I think of theretribu'tion which
awaits me in another world, I feer a dread which
language is inadequate to describe."
These were among the last words he ever uttered.
The junior class of a southern· college had assembled in a students room to spend the night in
riot and debauch. Amid the crowd was one who
had never recited a bad lesson since his matriculation. In his studies he was "head and shoulders" above the class. That day he had failed.
A shade of the deepest gloom came over him,
and he was melancholy. But the wine and jest
passed round, while he felt like Lucifer in Eden,
where all was joy and ·:gladness around him.
Said a classmate, "Come, Bob, quaff this
bum per, and it will dispel your gloomy thoughts."
The tempter whispered in his ear, "Drink once
and forget the past."
A powerful struggle seemed to be going on .in
his mind for a moment; but at last he silently
shook his head and retired from the room. He·
resisted the temptation, and is now president of
a college.
Once! Oh, on this slender point hath turneq,
for weal or woe, the destiny of many a.deathless
spirit.
·
Ccesar paused but once on the banks of the Rubicon, Eve at the forbidden fruit but once, and.'
her countless posterity have felt the fearful consequences resulting from so rash an act.
Reader, remember once.
·-Selected by Sr. Colvin, Nortb ]'orster, Aus.
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BELGRADE, Mont., Jan. 30th;
Editors Herald:-I rejoice greatly in reading
in our church publications of the additions made,·
and the progress the cau•e is making; I can hard~
ly find words to express my gratitude to our
heavenly Father, that I am able to read them;
they bring joy to the soul, gladness to the heart,
strength to the weak, courage ·to the strong•
I hope my eyesight will remain so F can read
of the work of those noble men of God, and having courage to say yes. Also, memories and
that.sermon in Lamoni, by Bro. Blair; it does
my soul good to see the work and counsels of
our worthy dead examined; they will stand the
test, which the brother has proved.
We have had a short visit by an entire stranger
to the .most of us, especially the writer, but
known to· a great many in the branch; our· worthy
brother, John R. Evans. He has been teaching
the Saints ltnd some ·outsiders for about twoweeks; the attendance small, but very attentiv~.
Bro. J.R. Evans and J. E. Reese have gone to
Deer Lodge, then to Bitter· Root Valley.; :Will be
gone about three weeks; was sorry to see fhimi
go, but "Feed my sheep," Jesus said;.· so we are
content; praying forthe protecting care of our
heavenly Father over them. .for thek safe ret\trh>'
to
ils ,3gain,
tq me:et.,. to hell!"
the trV.th of God'~
'\
'
,' ~ ,-
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word:made~dear to us. I am safe in saying that
alb he!'e OJ+ Reese Creek would like if Bro. J. R.
EvancS could remain here; the loving influence
that is with him proves that he practices what he
pr#acbes; all Jove him. May the blessings of
God attend him and all those noble men who are
pruning the vineyard in this dispensation; and
may all the covenant children 6f God be found
worthy to enter the sanctified circle, and· notre- '
turn 'With tears on their cheeks.
THOMAS HARRIS.

BRoWN CITY, Mich-, Jan. 31st.
Editors Herald:-! have ju&t got through a
twelve nights' debate with an Adventist.. The
propositions were:
·I. The intelligent man never dies nor loses its.
consciousness.
2. The teaching of Joseph a delusion.
3· The church organized by Joseph Smith,
known as the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints, is the Church of
God.
-4· The people of God r~ceive immortality for
the first time at the resurrection.
We held the debate here in Brown City. Although ·prejudice was very high when we commenced, since we got through I can see a
wonderful change. 1 am holding meeting every
night ih the hall and we have a fair congregation, where before the debate we could hardly
get .a congregation together enough to have
meeting.
This is the third debate since conference.
have made several new openings,· baptizing now
and then one or two. I expect to go up to Alpena in a few days, or just as soon as I feel I
have done my duty here. l. 'have calls from
every direction, and I hardly kriow which way to
rnove; but I trust that the Spirit of the Master
will direct me so I may act for the best.
J. A. CARPENTER.
FoNTANELLE, Ia., Feb. 6th.
Editors Herald:-A few weeks ago some of us
met and.organized a Sunday-school at the home
of sister Charity Bates, electing W. H. :Bridgeman 1>uperintendent, Sr. Bates treasurer and
Miss Olive Baker secretary. When we organized we .. had only a very few present but we now
have nearly twenty regular attendants with a
show of considerable interest. About half are
no.t Saints, nor children of Saints, yet they are
fully. as. much interested as those who are. With
the help of the Spirit of Him whom we are endeavoring to serve, we may be instrumental in
doing some good here yet.
•Bro. H. N. Hansen is with us occasionally
and breaks the bread of life to us; however
his visits are at long intervals from each other,
but we appreciate them when he does come and
wish it might be oftener. Bro. Joshua Carlile was here with him in the fall and encouraged us much with his cheering words and pleasant manner. May he live long and reap a bountiful harvest of sheaves for the Master's garner!
. I read the Autumn Leaves, Hope and bzdependent Patriot, and enjoy them very much. Through
the kindness of a friend I am also privileged to
read the Herald. I am now reading "Memoirs,"
wh.ich bring to mind the years of iny childhood,
spent in or near Amboy, Illinois, where my parents embraced the gospel plan of salvation l!.r!d
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confirm those that we had baptized. He expects
enjoyed the ble.;;sings derived therefrom years
to remain. with us over Sunday and then go O'l"er
ago. How well do I remember hearing fnj:
mother sing those old soul stirring hymns, "Be- . pear Lexington tb do some preaching. J. A.
Grant expects to start. meetings in Applegate
yond the glittering starry skies," "0! stop and
soon.· So you can see that we are trying to do
tell me, Red Man,'' ''Go on in faith, ye Saints,
something for the Master.'s cause. Pray for us.
go on," "Let us Pray for one another," "Let us
R. E. GRANT.
trim our lamps and keep them burning," and
a sc?re of others, and a"' feeling of sadness comes
over me when I compare those times wlth the
PLAINVILLE, Ind., Feb. gth.
present. I have much to be thankful for as I
Editors Herald:-I came to Daviess county
consider my un~vorthiness before God, and his
two weeks ago and have been laboring constantbountiful mercies shown to me. My determily ever since u~til to-day. I commenced meetnation is to be more faithful day by day that
ings at Tom's Hill, where I preached one week
at last I may enter the celestial kingdom. Lest
and baptized eight. From there went to the
I weary you I will close.
Ramer School-house, about three miles north,
Sincerely in the faith,
and held forth nearly a week, baptizing three
W. H. BRIDGEMAN.
more; expect to get eight or ten more soon.
There are thirty Saints in Daviess county now;
one year ago there were but two. We think our
INDEPENDENCE, Mo.,.Feb. 7th.
part of Indiana is in, good «;ondition. The out-.
Edt'tors Herald:-In the publishing of Zion's
look was never. better, as I have five calls at
Emt'gn we have but one real object in view; that
places near by. The gospel wins its way on
of spreading abroad the light of eternal truth.
every side. May God bless all his servants.
In this we are trying to occupy a field not ocThis is thirty-five I have led into the waters of
cupied by others. We publish a sermon each
baptism since January rst, r8go.
week, note the different meetings of the Saints;
I expect to stay here until about March 12th
report their acts and words; and thus bring pub·
and then go into· Ripley county; from there to
licly before the world the inward workings of
New Trenton, thence to Middletown, Ohio; then
the church, and qope to remove much of the preto Kirtland to the conference in April, if God
judice existing against us on account :of evil
wills.
LEONARD F. DANIEL.
stories, and the ignorance of the masses as to
what the work of the church really is. We shall
avoid anything like rivalry with others who may
REED CITY, Mich., Feb. wth.
be engaged in a &irnilar work, believing there .is
Editors Hemld:....c.Everything is moving on
room enough in this broad world for all to act in
fairiy Jn this district ..,.Brn. R. E. and J. A. Grant,
their sphere without interfering with the progress':' F. C. Smith, A. Barr, W. Dowker, R. Davis,
of any. Our object is not to make money, an/. and W. Davis are doing a good work. About
more than money is our object in preaching the
forty have been baptized the last six weeks. I
gospel, or in doing any other part of missionary
suppose others are also doing much good, alwork; but as that must be a work of sacrifice and
though I have not heard from them of late. I
Christian endeavor, so we expect this will be.
would be glad if. all the before-named brethren
The editorial work, reporting the sermons, in
could spend their time in the ministry.
fact, all excepting the actual manual labor such·
I have just arrived home from Isabella county,
as setting the type, running the press, etc., is all
where I assisted Bro. F. C. Smith who has
volunteer work, and we do not look for reward . made a good opening there, near Brinton where
only that which the faithful laborers in the field
we labored some last winter. I confirmed ten
look for at the end of the race; and the assurance
there baptized by•him. Brn. J. and R. Grant
that we are working for the Master. V/e can
have been continuing on where we left off last
therefore ask for the assistance of all who have
winter in Sanilac county, Eiders Barr and Dowthis aim in view. We cannot find words to fully
ker assisting, and confirming those baptized by
express our gratitude for the encouragement
them etc. We agreed with Bro. R. Davis that
received thus far.
as he was so old, he had better visit all the
· Your brethren in Christ,
branches and labor where mostly needed among
F. G. PIT-r:,
them; we who are younger can go right out in
J. A. ROBINSON.
the world and battle for the right.
The winter so far, with the exception of a
few days, has been mild, and good for missionBuEL, Mich., Jan. 24th,
ary work. I start for Wisconsin in two· days,
Editors Herald:-On the 7th of this month J.
intending to spend two or three weeks there
A. Grant and myself came here and started
and attend their conference.
mee~ings.
We have been speaking to a crowded
J. J. CoRNISH.
house with good liberty ever since. We have had
the privilege of baptizing ten, all heads of famCoALHILL, Ark., Jan. 3oth.
ilies. We expect to baptize some more to-morEditors Herald:-I have known for. some time
row; while others say they are waiting for their
companions to come with them.
that it was my duty to bear my testimony to the
truthfulness of the gospel of C'lirist. I also wish
Night before last, just after the close of our
to introduce myself to the columns, as I wish to
meeting, there was a challenge handed us, sign.
write again.
ed by a Mr. D. M. McKtller, stating that "he
I was a member of the Baptist Church twelve
·could prove that we were not preaching the gosyears, and never received or saw any one in the
pel of Christ."
church receive the promised blessings described
This we accepted, and expectto draw up the
in the bible. After moving to Blue Rapids,
propositions to night or to-morrow. I think he
is a Disciple minister.
Kansas, we learned that we were among the
Elder William Dowker came ye>terday to
''Mormons." I heard so many hard stories about
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them that I was really afraid of them. I was
told that the Mormons had revelations to go to a
neighbor's and take his stock from him. I commenced learning to shoot with an old army musket in order to protect our small stock of hogs.
I never took a thought but what I heard was
true.
But something seemed to urge me to go and
hear those poor talked of people. They were
having a conference in town, so I went to hear
and see. I cannot describe my feelings or surprise on entering the room. It was so different
from. what I expected to see, or had ever experienced. Nearly all present were in tears, and
everything went on in order. The elders looked
so earnest and sober that as I sat. and studied the·
matter over, I said in my heart, "I never wiH say
a word against this. people, for surely they are
the people of God." But afterwards I did speak
hard things of them and said I never could bear
to be called a Mormon, but in about six months
I was ready to say "Enough, Lord," and left my
bed of affliction and was baptized by Bro. I. N.
Roberts and was restored to health by so doing.
I have been healed when suffering many times
since, and my whole family and many others of
the Saintsand outsiders have I seen healed by
the power of God. I cannot doubt a testimony
that I read in the Herald, as I know for. ,myself
that God can and does hear and answer prayers.
It has been eleven years .since I obeyed the
gospel. I have made many crooked paths and
in that time my family have all -gone from us,
but not far away. The youngest died 01;1e year
after I came into the church, the other three are
all married, and I see plainly that I m11st have a
closer ·walk with God. All that I have received
and exper!imced in this glorious way will not
save me in the life to come unless I wear the
whole armor of. God the rest of my days: I
realize that a follower of Christ must .not idle
away precious time. The light should always
be brightly burning, as others might stumble in
the darkness.
CAROLINE CAsE.
P. S.-1 never had to use the musket to protect anything .from the M:ormons.
-ELDORADO SPRINGS, Mo., Feb. 7th.
Editors Hemld:-Bro. · Swen Swensen and

have been holding meetings m this vicinity for
the last five or six weeks, having had very good
success, baptizing three at Union School-house,
in Vernon coun-ty, and three at Cherry Valley
School-house, iq Cedar county.~ We go back
there to-day to hold a series of meetings. There
is. the best of. prospects of~everal coming. into
the church in both of these places in the near
future, if there is proper labor performed soon.
0, that God would send more laborers into
the field! we have been blessed above measure
in prest;nting thti word. ·
:Your brother,
A. WHITE.

A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
Setting forth the order a_nd nature of the Priesthood, and defining the duties and prerogatives
of all the Church Officials, including the First
Presldency, an9 also the Deacons, as set forth in
the. Revelations of God and decisions of tile
Church. Compiled from the sta.ndard works of
the Chur~h, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur c 0 qnty; Iowa,
Price 25 cents in~;luding postage.
·
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deeming love. God be praised for this
gospel. Father, we thank thee that we
have our time in this dispensation. 0, do
thou fill us with love and peace, to dwell
together in harmony, that we may, having kept the faith and finished our course,
go to meet them that have gone before,
and rejoice with them in the paradise thou
hast prepared.
Father, we give this
meeting into thy hands; not our will, but
thine be done; but, 0, let thy peaceful
spirit of love abide here, and every heart
feel a burning determination from this day
to live a more pure, and holy,and virtuous life, that we may meet them that have
gone before, Saints of God, in whom there
is no guile; and unto God and the Lamb,
we will ascribe praise and thanksgiving
now and forever. Amen.

SERMON BY ELDER A. H. SMITH,
ON THE OCCASION OF THE DEATH OF
SISTER ZAIDE VIOLA SALYARDS,
AT LAMONI, IOWA, JANUARY I ITH, 189r.
REPORTED BY E. STAFFORD.
PRAYER_ by brother James Whitehead as
follows:
0 God, our eternal Father, we
SERMON.
come before thee this morning with solemnity ~of 'heart, and with a feeling. that
The occasion of the morning services is
certainly makes thy children weep and the departure from this life of one of our
mourn because of the loss of those wirtu- loved ones, Zaide Viola Salyards, third
ous children that thou in thy wise provi- daughter of ] oseph Smith, president of
dence takes to thyself. 0, do thou look the church. Born at·· Nauvoo, Illinois,
upon these afflicted ones. Father in heaven, April 25th, 1863. United with the church
bless them with that blessed spirit of hope, at Plano, Illinois, on the I rth, of Februand of love, and of .truth. Righteous ary, r 872. Baptized by herfather. United
Father, we thank thee for the blessed as- in matrimony with Richard S. Salyards,
surance that those that sleep in Christ, at Lamoni, Iowa, June 19th, r883. She
when he comes he will bring with him. died on Thursday last at 8:35p.m., aged
0 the ineffable j.oys will then await those 27 years, 8 months and 14 days.
.
We mourn her as a dutiful child; o.bethat have been bereft of loved ones here,
when they meet them on. that blessed dient in childhood; a faithful companion
morn. My Father,.thou art kind Hncl in- and wife; firm in the faith, willing to, and
dulgent, and we pray that thou wilt ad- did make sacrifices that her. companion
minister consolation and comfort unto the might be spared from home, and 'home
hear.ts of those that are afflicted, and sor- duties, to preach the gospel of the LordJerowful because of the loss of one that was sus Christ; she li:ved in the faith, she died
so. pure, and virtuous, and holy before in the faith established of God, through
. thee. Father, she was too pure, too good, Christ our Redeemer; This ITiorriing I
and kind, to-dwell in this miserable, wick- shall make an effort to offer words of coned wot:Id. 0 do thou bless them that are solation and cheer to those who have been
ieft behind; fill them with heavfnly love; ·called to grieve, to those Who mourn this
and show them by the power of thy Spirit sad event. To speak words of comfort
what a grand and glorious time is to come, and hope to those who do not mourn diwhen husband and wife, father and rectly on this present occasion, and to speak
mother,sons and daughters, brothers and words oHight and comfort to encourage
sisters, shall meet in that great day, when and strengthen all engaged in the great
the heavens shall reveal the Son of God; battle of life, in their resolves to do good;
that they may acceptably perforlll, the
when he shall come in power and glory.
\IVhat a meeting will be there!
No same in the fear of the Lord, and be enfurther sorrow, sickness, pain and death; titled to enter into a better life.
I shall read as a lesson a pott!on of the
for God shall dwell with his people, and
Jesus will. lead them to fountains of living twentieth oand twenty-first chapters of the
waters.
Revelations of the Lord Jesus. .I do this
Father, bless every one that is in this by request, and. also that we may compreroom. We pray that thy Spirit ITiay rest hend something of the nature of what lies
upon them; and that thy servant that is beyond the event.that has so saddened us
going to speak words of consolation this to-dav.
It pleased God through Christ Jesus our
day, 0 do thou fill him with heavenly
light, with truth and love. May his words Lord; to reveal to his beloved disciple that
"be spoken by the Spirit of God, to the con- which remained in the future, for all those
solation .and comfort of all that hear them. who were obedient to the cornmandments
Father, thy Spirit will rest upon him; we of God, and he commanded .this disciple to
feel, our Father, that thou wilt by thy make a record of what he beheld; a porpower, preside in this meeting, and no tion of that is .found in the twenty-first
wicked power shall have the chance to ap· chapter in this language:
t1 And I
saw a new heaven and a
proach within the walls of .this h0use.
. Help us to live pure and holy I ives, that new earth: for the first· heaven 'and
when -we pass away it may be like the the first earth wen~ passed away; arid
breeze.of the summer's. mprning._...:without there was no more sea. And I J ohJn
· h
1
1
tempest, wtt out strugg e, fal into, the saw the holy city, new Je~us.alem, coming
. bosom of the Son of God, as a babe upon down from God out of heJiven, prepared
·its. mother's, breast, singing the son~ 9f re- as a bride adorned for ht;lr husb~tnc:l• And.
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I heard a great voice out of heaven sayDeath separates the nearest and the best, his will, without asking his leave,. and
ing, Behold the tabernacle of God is with the highest, the lowest, the mightiest, and there should be some means of reconciling
men; and he will dwell with them, and weakest, the honest and dishonest; it falls him to his situation. Iri the great economy
they shall be hio;; .people, and God himself upon all alike; the aged and middle-aged, of God we come into the world-so far as
shall be with them, and be their God. the infirm, the youth, the child; the infant, we know-without any consent of our
And God shall wipe away all tears from all along in the different stages of life, the own. Now there .should be something
their eyes; and there shall be no more messenger comes and takes them, one given us that should enable us to be re•
death, neither sorrow nor crying, neither from another; breaks into family circles, conciled to tl:e situation, something of a
shall there be any more pain; for the for- and sunders the ties of affection. Men character that is divine in its nature, as this
mer things are passed away. And he have sought to discover if possible how it event has to be wrought by the divine
that sat upon the throne said, Behold I ·can be avoided; they hwe thought ifpos- economy, there should be from the same
make all things new. And he said unto sible to lay open the organization of the source, correct information as a guide to
me, Write; -for these words are true and human body that. they may be enabled to enal{le us to be reconciled to the divine
faithful. And he said unto me, It is done. discover the cause of this event; they have will.
We seek the information that has come
I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning sought to understand it, and in their wisand the end, I will give unto him that is dom. and discoveries have been enabled through the inspiration of the Almighty,
athirst ·of the fountain of the water of life to name every tissue, every cord, every that. has visited those who have thought
freely. He that overcometh shall inherit muscle, every bone, and fiber of the hu- upon this subject in ancient times; who
all things; and I will be his God, and he man body, in their search after death for have received· the knowledge and assurthe cause of dissolution and decay, but ance that death is not the end of man, that
shalr be my son."
have found out no way of escape, no way though he die yet shall he live again,
Also zo: 4• 5:
whichassurance has enabled them to bear
"And I saw thrones, and they sat upon to prevent the event of death.
them, and judgment was given unto them;
The separation that takes place at this patiently the trials of this life-for this
and I saw the souls of them that were be- event has been of that character that in all life is filled with toil and sorrow, disapheaded for the witness of Jesus, and for ages men have been filled with fear and pointment and separation.
the word of God, and which had not wor- dread in expectation ·of the coming of the
In the case of Job, perhaps, is this more
shipped the beast, neither his image, messenger, and will be in ages to come, pnrticularly represented than in any other.
neither had received his mark upon their for man cannot of himself solve the mys- Just let your minds go back over the .hisforeheads, or in their hands; and they tery, and often asks the question that one tory, and see how he was made to suffer
lived and reigned with Christ a thousand of those ancient worthies, the J.:ecord of in the life of worriment, al;'ld toil, and sufyears. But the rest of the dead lived not whose life we find in that good book, fering thBt was placed upnn the maP, If
again until the thousand years were finish- asked, "If a man die shall he live again?" you can, contemplate how he was situated;
ed. This is the first resurrection. Blessed Now, in the mind of man it is impossi'ble how. his wife, the companion of his bosom,.
and holy are they who have part in the first to answer this question correctly. I be- t<:>ld him to curse God and die. Just place ..
resurrection; on such the second death lieve I make this declnration safely, that yourself in his situation and you can see
hath no power, but they shall· be priests from all human sources, there comes no How he was wrought upon. ·He thought
of God, and of Christ, and shall reign answer that brings consolation to the heart, it would· have been better for him not to
with him a thousand years."
that reconciles us to the fact that God in have been born, and he cried out in the
The subject that I may spe~k upon may the economy of his work has decreed that anguish of his soul, "If a man die shall he
be inferred from the les!,;on .read, and I death should come. Men. have sought to live again?"
wish to add to this reading. the words of a answer the question; · have sought to
Being patient under the circumstances
text found in the fourteenth chapter of St. answer it in such sort as to bring to them in which he found himself; being faithful
John:
security in the matter; but as far as man's to his trust to some degree, he made the
"I go to prepare a place for you. And wisdom is concerned, they have always declaration that he would still trust his
if I go and prepare a place for. you, I will .fallen measurably short to open the work God though he should destroy him. He
come again, and receive you unto myself; -in some sense at least-that we may remained firm in hisintegrity, and in conthat where I am ye may be also."
comprehend and understand the nature of sequence of remaining firm in his integrity
There is a.n event that happeneth to all thi'l event. And that which may be be- to his Creator, his Creator caused him to
men, like unto the one before us this morn- yond it is one of the mysteries. Beyond rejoice in the consolation received from
ing, and we have been accustomed to look death men cannot understand from a his hand; 6nd that ·consolation was not
upon it with fear and dread. It is one natural standpoint, with all the wisdom confined to the ·time and place in which
perhaps that in the economy of God has that is given them as men, they cannot Job moved, buf reached down to unborn
been the least understood of all the events penetrate the veil to see what is beyond time, and the great heart of the man took
that men have been called to note. Death, this life.
into consideration that those who should
the dissolution which takes. place when
The record tells us "there is a spirit in come after him would need the same conthat which is called the spirit separates man and the inspiration of the Almighty solation when laboring under the same
from the body.
giveth them understanding:" There is trials and disasters, <tnd he breaks out in
It has been wise in the great Creator to no subject that is presented for our exami- the ·declaration, "0h that my words were
hide from us, and to place in mystery the nation that is of a character so needing the now written! Oh that they were printed
surroundings of this event, after life has inspiration of the Almighty as this that we in a book! That they were en graven with
departed from the body.
God hath are now talking about; no subject upon an iron pen and lead in the rock forever!
thought wise to cover with a veil of mys- which the mystery seems to have been For I know that my Redeemer liveth, and
tery the event itself, so that the human placed so thickly as this; no subject on that he shall stand at the latter day upon
familv fails to find it out, and become sad which we desire more information, and the earth; and though after my skin
in regard to it. They have been made would be glad to receiYe such a portion of worms destroy this body, yet in my flesh
painfully aware that there is no escaping the inspiration of the Almighty as to en- shall I see God. Whom I shall see for
this event; they have been made painfully able us to penetrate the mystery. One of myself, and mine eyes shall behold, and
aware in the midst of life, when surround- the reasons why death is looked upon not another; though my reins be coned by the most prosperous circumstances; with such sorrow; one of the reasons why sumed within me."-[Job 19.]
when they have made themselves fitted it is contemplated with such dread is beThough worm& destroy this flesh yet I
and prepared to Jive and enjoy life, and cause of the separation of loved ones, hav- shall see my God! Just think of it. And
all the blessings that pertain to life, in the ing no expectation of meeting them again right here comes the inspiration of
present existence; death comes and des- in this life. This is the reason that sorrow Almighty God shining down the. period
troys all these hopes, all these aspirations, comes to the human heart.
of time from which this servant of God
Death comes without any volition of lived, under the influence of the divine
and anticipations of joy in the pres~nt
lli~
.
.
.
man. It has fastened upon him without will; gr~nting. light? comfort and .joy of
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the highest importance to the world; giving the assurance that is needed to make
man understand the nature of this dissolution we are considedng.
In the light of this Scripture, and the
saying -of the Savior, "If I go and prepare
a place for you, I will come again and receive, you unto myself," what comfort
and consolation are afforded to the sons of
men. And this word of consolation comes
to us none the less full of joy, none the
less full of assurance, because it was uttered away back yonder in the morning of
time. It answers the question, and answers it directly. We find the Psalmist
David qying out while contemplating this
same subject, this same sad event, "I shall
be satisfied when I wake in thy likeness.''
Whose likeness? In the likeness of his
Redeemer. He saw the time of the coming of his Savior; he saw the time of his
redemption from the grave, of his freedom,
from death, and broke out in the song of
rejoicing, "I shall be satisfied when I wake
with thy likeness."
We come down to the time of the apostles, or to what one of them said at least,
and he was then. talking in regard to this
same subject when he says, "It doth not
yet appear what we shall be, but we know
that when he shall appear we shalL be like
him for we shall see him as heis."
How comforting the inspiration of the
Almighty to the children of men. It
matters not in what age these inspirations
come to men; it matters not through'whom
they may come to us, all these words when·
they come to be placed side by side, they
are filled with assurance that enables us to
see that there will be a time when the
dead shall !ise ag~in. The prophet of
God to· Israel was wrought upon by this
inspiration of the Almighty, and looking
down the future.y~ars upon Israel he bears
a word of testimony that comes ringing
down along the ages and reaches us, and
as we are a part Qf Israel it brings comfort and consolation to us, because the
message of this inspiration was calculated
to comfort Israel. It was to come at a
time when Israel should need comfort and
.·consol~tion upon this subject. .
And under the influence of this inspiration Isaiah cries out, "Thy dead men shall
live, together with my dead body shall
they arise; Awake and sing, ye that
dwell in the dust; for thy dew i~ as the
dew of herbs, and the earth shall cast out
her dead."
The skeptic,• the.unbelieving world .die
without hope, without assurance of living
again. Theyrestonly in the wisdom and
knowledge of man~ A!Jd though the at~
tainments.of man may be. great,. so far as
the wisdom of this world is concerned; yet
ignoring the inspiration of God they die
without hope, without assurance, and there
is nothing. £or them, as far as life in the.
future is concerned, ·but the visitation of
·condemnation.
How is it with us? This i~spiration of
the Almighty, "Thy dead inen shall live,"
brings the comforting assurani:~ to us that
though we lay our loved ones in the grave
. yet shall they li.ve again.
. ·
M;trk the condition of Isr11el as made

known by Ezekiel the prophet. hrael is
weeping and mourning because of their
hope being cut off; Israel is feeling saddened; Ezekiel breaks forth in the light
of prophecy-the same event that happens
to all is represented here-he is carried by
the Spirit of God into a valley full Qf
bones, and the bones are very dry ;and because of the scattered condition of Israel
it has been said they cannot live again.
The Spirit of God coming- upon Ezekiel
asks him the que5tion, "Son of ma.n, can
these bones live?" and his answer was,
"0> Lord God, thou knowest." Says the
Spirit, "Prophesy upon these bones, they
shall live; they shall stand upon their feet
an exceeding great army," and the Lord
.snys, "I will put my Spirit in you and ye
shall live," etc.
Here are the promises coming down to
us through those who were wrought upon
by the Spirit of God, and spake as they
were moved. upon by that Spirit, away
back yonder. · And we discover that these
inspirations that came from God in those
times are of such character that tbey agree
w.ith those that have come later. So com·
pletely do they agree with the later revelations of God concerning this matter, that
we ought not to look upon death and
moUJ;n like those who have no hope, who
mourn without the assurance that we have.
, Jesus, the Son of God, when about to
.leave this stage of action said, "If I go and
pt:epare a place for you, I will come again
·~:ntl receive you unto myself.''
··Now mark you, we are seeking for evidence to enable us to comprehend and
know of this event, whether it is of that
character that it is final.
It does not appear in the economy of
God to be of that nature. Jesus comes
u.pon this stage of action and appears as a
witness in this matter-it is recorded that
ever}' word "shall be established in the
mouth of two or three, witnesses. 0 .1e of
the reasons why men have been unable to
understand this event is because they could
not go beyond a certah:dimit, the Almighty
hath so ordered it; b!ft being visited with
the messenger of death continually-and
it was to leave them without excusethey might be brought .to consider the
r~~son of that event, and by listening to
the inspiration of the Almighty they
might be brought into relationship with
}Jim and know the reason, and be enabled
to look upon the monster death without
fear, and be able to say to him, "0 death
where is thy sting, 0 grave where is thy
. V'ictory."
Jesus came upon the stage of action to
live as we live and move in the avocations
oflife as we ~ove; grew up from infancy
as we had to grow; walking the paths and
avocations of lffe, bearing t.oils, tribulations, pain, and anguish, as we should bear
them, patiently; but how much more
keenly did he feel when he bore them, not
only for himself, but endured them ofttimes for those he looked upon; and also
c'omwehending the sufferings of future
generations, he .suffered pain and distress
for them; .and he has felt it ?.11 for us.
.. '.When Jesus drew near to the home of
Marr and lvhr~ha.,..,sisters Qf · f-.a?iarus~
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whose loss they were lamenting on account of the visitation of the messenger
death; they having such love for and confidence and assurance in the Savior, ran to
him and said, "Lord if thou hadst been
here our brother would not have died."
This morning while preparing to come
to this house, I was sent for to administer
to one woo was suffering in pain. I went,
and while in the ministration I ftlt the
presence of that blessed One who could
say to those sisters, "Your brother shall
rise again."
Martha says, "l know that he shall rise
again in the resurrection at the last day."
Jesus says, "I am the resurrection and the
life; he that believeth in me though he
were dead yet shall he live.'' Coming to
the grave he told them to take away the
stone, and after praying to the Father,
cried with a loud voice, "Lazarus, come
forth." And he that was dead came forth,
bound hand and foot with grave clothes;
and his face was bound about with a napkin. Jesus says unto them, "Loose him
and let him go.''
0! that blessed Redeemer! that blessed
Lord! that could feel for the infirmities of
all, for you and me, and all his creatures.
Those sisters had been sorely stricken. He
felt for them and of his own power could
say, "Break the bonds of this tomb and let
L1Zarus come forth." Friends, he said
that for you; he said that fo.r me; he has
made it possible that the bonds that should
bind us in the tomb should be broken, the
tomb should be opened. Our sister's
spirit has gone to God. He gave it.
Gone to the Paradise of rest. I have no
hesitancy in saying this. I knew her well.
She has gone to rest for a season in the
Paradis~ of God ;and though we put these
remains in the grave, and they lay there,
he has made it possible that that grave
shall be opened; the tomb shall be opened;
the seal shall be torn away entire.ly and all
be laid aside, and she will. be made to come
forth to meet her risen ·Lord. ''If I go
away I will come again," is the language
of the Savior, and though her body and
spirit go through a separation in the 19th
centtJry, 1he word of the Savior still holds
good~ I have prepared a place for you,
"and if I go and prepare a place for you I
will come again and receive you unto my;
self." And now we can understand; now
· we can comprehend and 'know something
of the work that lieth beyond, and to make
assurance doubly sure, he gives us "the
testimony of one that ha~ gone beyond
and:returned; we have the testimony ofthe
loved one whom he raised from the tomb,
and we have the testimony of the Redeemer himself. He suffered on the cross.
That great heart of his that couicl take
into consideration the infirmities of .the
world, could, for the very class that was
nailing him to the cross, cry out, '.'Father
forgive them they knpw not what' they
do." He died, and t~S:~ frpm the grave,
and has made it pos51ble to break the bars
of death, and for all to come forth fr()m
the tomb. And now .ne say~, ~<All power
is given m~ on eartl:r a.n<:lin h:eaven.'' He
had .obtained the victory over de.ath, and
ca(Jsed it:to be left on rec~:m:l for the l>e.ne.
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·. fit of the human race that he had gained spirits of the redeemed that were at . rest 1 who was then sick. I went into the room
this victory; so that when death comes it shall come forth. The earth itself will be where she was;-I had the testimony of
is not with that dread and fear that it was under the influence of the Spirit of God the Spirit that mother was departing this'
looked upon before he came; but it oft- and shall give up her dead, and the sea· life-I was made conscious of it. When
times comes to relieve his suffering, shall cast out its dead, and all shall come engaged in prayer· I tried to ask that she
afflicted ones who have made their calling forth.
might be spared to us just for a season; but
Those that come forth in the first resur- the voice of the Spirit told me that if she
and election sure with the Lord Jesus
Christ. And they .can look upon the rection shall. be .clothed with light and remained she could only do .so to suffer;
coming of tne m~ssenger, not with fear glory, and shall enter into the presence of and that if she departed this life she would
and trembling, not witn sorrow*and dis- God and the Lamb and shall dwell with be .at rest, and would meet her companion
tress, though they have been called to them forever, for God through Christ that had gone before. I was comforted.
"walk through the valley and shadow of hath made it possible.
I notified brother Joseph of her condition,
death they shall fear no evil," for the Lord
Sometimes when I think of these things, and on· meeting. him he told me that he
Jesus Christ will uphold them, and they when I seek for the light to comfort had been looking and waiting in expectashall come out into the light and~presence others, it seems to me I hear the singing tion for the call and had been warned that ·
of God and the Redeemer.
of the ransomed ones in answer to the call the time was near; One circumstance at"I saw a new heaven, and. a new earth; of the Master to be joined to those that tending her departure was of ,that' characfor the first heaven and the .first earth dwell on earth, join with those that shall tef that we wondered. When waiting on
were passed away; and there was no more be quickened, Sometimes it seems to me her last moments she related the circumsea.''
that I hear their voices tuned in song. stance to us. She had receivea a vision-,What is this?
Sometimes I think I feel the trembling 6f a night vision-and in that vision her comThe beloved disciple through the inspir- the earth caused by those that shall be pttnion, my father, came to her, and said,
ation of the Almighty was permitted to quickened and unite with the spirits of those "Emma, it is time now that you come with
see the final state of the people of God that have come from Paradise clothed me." To her it seemed nothing f.trange
upon the new earth. He says, "I saw a with their glorious bodies like unto their that he should come and make such a
new heaven and a new earth." "I saw the Redeemer, to meet and join with that statement; and she got ready and went
beloved city come down from God out of mighty host that shall come with him to with him. He took her to a beautiful
heaven, and the cry was, The tabernacle of enjoy his promise, "If I go and prepare dwelling place-a mansion of light-and
God is with men."
a place for you I will come again, and .took her inside of the mansion, and while
noting its beautiful surroundings, her atGod will come down arid dwell with receive you unto myself."
them; dwell in the blessed city; and the
These reflections fill me with joy ,and tention was called to a cl)ild, and she recity is square; its walls are the most even consolation; they fill me with hope '!md cognized it as one that she had lost. She
and built of jasper, and its streets are pav- assurance; and when I mourn these loved grasper:l it with joyand she turned to her
ed with pure gold; from out of the throne ones taken from our midst, I mourn but companion and said, "Joseph, where are
of God flows the pure river of water of the period of time we are to be separated, the rest of my children?"
He repled, "You shall have. them all."
life, and in the midst of the streets ofthe I do not mourn as those who have no hope,
When she related this circumstance, it
city, and on each side of the river is the I wait in expectation of the time when iri
tree of life, whose leaves are for the heal- the economy of God I shall be able to see occurred to us that it was a testimony of
ing of the nations.
that shining host. There are those loved that character that lays hold, not only on
And those that have taken up theiF cross ones that have'gone before. I expect to the present life, but on the life to come. It
and followed their Redeemer; those who cross hands with them; I expect to rejoice is a promise of that nature that I take
loved the Lord Jesus Christ; that have in their meeting; I expect to tread with comfort and joy in. I look forwarrl to the
been made the ransomed ones through the them the streets of the city of our God; I time when we shall meet her in the manblood of the Lamb, they shall dwell in the expect to meet those shining hosts and sions of light; when we shall meet in the
light of the Father and of Jesus his Son join with them in their songs of praise to mansions of. glory, to dwell in the presence of God and the Lamb. I look forin the city of our God. Jesus is preparing the Great Redeemer.
the place, and will come to bring his own
I only look upon the separation of this ward in anticipation of these things; and
to dwell with him. He is preparing the loved one from our midst, as .being filled let me tell you that the gospel of the Son
conditions and making them possible for with light and glory as the reward of that of God is of that character that it promises
us, and thus all may be received. The choice she made and ills which she has to us the assurance of this life in the manpromise to us never can be received, never suffered during this life; anel that she will sions of light.
can we enter into it without a change takes receive this grand reward given by the
Now our loved one, that suffered in this
place, the change must come to us as it Lord Jesus Christ.
life, bearing with her continually the pre.
has come to our sister here, and the sepaAll this is made .possible by the promise monitions of the coming of the messenger;
ration ll)ust take place. But when in the of the Lord Jesus when he makes that had just come to the years when she could
economy of God the time shall arrive that statement, "He that believeth and is bap- enjoy life. Surrounded by home comforts;
the change takes place when we are quick- . tized >:hall be saved;" it is comprehended three dear children; a good companion;
ened, and taken from this mortal state and in the breadth of this wide-spreading de- surrounded by loving and kind friends,
placed in the immortal one, we shall be claration. It is this salvation that is es- but her premonitions were that life to her
privileged to walk the streets of the city tablished in the economy of God for all would be short; and wheri she came to
of our God. We are looking for the time mankind. It is this ~alvation that will pass away, she went to sleep as peacefully,
of the change, when the last trump of bring about redemption from death; which as calmly as an infant, without a struggle,
God shall sound and the word of God will free us from that which separates and without a moan or sigh.
shall say to the sleeping dead, "Arise." bring us together in the unity of the love
She sleeps in Jesus. 0, how blessed
Then shall the people of God receive the of God as m'tde manifest in Christ Jesus; that sleep! Let us look to his coming.
full .fruition of their hope, wrought out by that strengthens our hope and helps us in Let us look upon these events in life as
their blessed Redeemer.
the great battle of life.
drawing us nearer to God, as making it
I look around me and see those that
"If I go and prepare a place for you I
possible for us to meet these loved ones
have been made to feel grief and sorrow will come again." 0, what a beautiful again. That when we shall pass through
at the separation from their loved ones, place is prepared!
the dark valley of death, we need not fear
having laid them away in the silent grave.
I feel impressed to relate some personal nor tremble, we need not scrrow, but with
I say to them that Christ Jesus our Lord experience at the close. My mother was the blessed assurance that our Master will
has made it possible for those loved ones a sufferer for some two years before she walk the path with us; that the promise of
to arise, to come forth in the first resurrec- departed this life.. Returning from Plano our Master, even the Lord Jesus Christ is,
tion. The word of God informs us that where I had been attending conference, I that he will receive us to himself.
the gates of Paradise shall open and the called at Nauvoo ,to see my mother, who
May God help us in o11r trials. Let us
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be comforted knowing that when death
comes that .the separation is only for a
time. Father . and mother will receive
their little ones; companions will receive
their loved ones; households will be reunited at that day when Christ shall come.
May you be blessed in this happy assurance that is .brought by reason of the
life and death of the Son of God. May
you look forward to the time when this
earth tronble shall have ceased; when the
great Master, our Savior, the Son of God,
shall wipe away all tears; and there will
be no more death; there will be no more
sorrow; there will b~ ,no. more groaning,
no more separation,·but.a grand reunion
in the presence of God and the Lamb.
May God so help us that we shall be
worthy in Jesus' name; Amen.

AN ATTAINABLE IDEAL.

THERE is a ~;ense in which all the great
ideals of human society are·· impracticable.
They transcend imml}diate possibility. No
one thing _can reach wholly isolated perfection. God has placed things in re)a-·
tions of mutual dependence, and thus under bonds to each other to co-work for
final and absolute completeness.
.
With manyof those who are praying,
and also of those who are working for the
unity of the body of Christ 1 it is the vision
of the final completeness of that union
which rises mainly before their imagination. It is a glorious thought, it is an inspiring picture. It is well calculated· to
kindle enthusiasm. In it thought and
hope leap at on4e to tneir goal. The
danger is that ~t.Jf;h an ideal will become
for us purely an ideal, that it. will take its
permanent place in a world of our imagination, apart from. our. real life. If it do
not bring intoits. perspective the difficulties to be mel: arid the obstacles to be over"
come, itmay. be accompanied by despair
instead of hope. · "Ah, yes!" says the objector, "a beaut~ful,. but an impossible
ideal." And so, while retaining this beautiful and gloriou~ picture•of·arHiltirliate
and absolute ideal of the perfected kingdom of God for 'the/comfort of faith and
the stimulus of dev;otio!l, the Chdstian who
is struggling after that oneness of faith
and of Ufe whidt alone can conquer the
whole world to Christ, needs also· to bring
before his mind a1:1d heart another picture
·and another ideal which shall stand in
immediate relation to his own personal
pray~rs and his own individual effort,
whose accomplish!llept he may reasonably
expect, and in whos~success courage IT}ay.
be won by himself and his coliirades for
farther advance. ~This we will call the
attainable ide.aL For Christian ·unity is
not a blessing which we must have in its
completeness and universality, or' not at
all. Like all the best things which God
gives the world, Ht; gives it first in the
. genl:l, and it is from the germ that it must
grow and develop. . The kingdom of
heaven comes hi instalments, and there is
a sense in which, when it conquers asillgle
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human heart, it may be truly said, "The
To this we reply briefly and provisionkingdom of heaven is come."
ally, that the whole spirit of the gospel of
Chrjstian unity can find its way into the Jesus Christ is the spirit of liberty, and
churches only through individual Christian that this spirit in itself demands the largest
hearts. It is large enough to fill the world, freedom ot individual tastes and prefe~~
but a sing,le heart can hold it. Wherever ences which is consistent with unity of efone such has embraced the truth in that fort and life. Those external differences,
unity of the spirit which is the bond of which correspond to the diversity of gifts
peace, where, in the humility of its earnest proceeding from the same spirit, furnish
and loving faith, it has refused to make its points of mutual attachment. There is no ceown feeble apprehensions of that truth the ment which can unite round stones in one
measure for the apprehensions of other wall. Without discussing their abstract deand perhaps larger souls; wherever the. sirability, the bare proposal of any one of
enthusiasm of its loving tffort has gone the revolutionary changes here. suggested
out to include in its charity all who in would be likely to l:lring ·discussions
simplicity and sincerity love and worship enough to outlast one generation, and to
the same Lord and Redeemer with a leave those who took part in it farther re.
tolerance and a charity which can bear moved from each other than' it found them.
with their weakness and wait on their
Any plan of church unity which in our
misapprehensions, there is Christian unity, day will receive the consideration of practhough it be lodged but in a single breast, tical Christian men must appeal to a prac~
and not an attainable ideal, but an ideal tical rather than to an esthetic impulse. It
attained. ·
must show its utility in helping accomThe next sphere within which Chris- . plish the work for the Master, and in re·
tian unity presents to us an immediately moving obstacles from its path. For just
attainable and even practicable ideal, is that kind and that degree of church unity
one where a real and reasonable degree of which can be shown to be necessary for
success in securing it would be a victory · these two purposes, we can hold the
significant for all Christendom, and would Christian conscience when once fairly
revive and recreate, as nothing else can, brought before it. .
What kind and degree of unity do these
the hopes which hung so brightly over the
infant church of the Apostles. It is that two things theQ require? They require
unity of life, of hope, of communion and first of all the fullest mutual recognition
action, joining together all the followers of Christian discipleship on the part of all
of Jesus the Savior of .the world who are those· who truly love the Lord Jesus,· and
· within personal reach of each other in the are endeavoring to extend His Kingcom
same locality, be it a village, a town or a on the earth.
city; which.enabled those Apostles, when
They require the largest toleration of
they addressed one. of those believers, to differences in <~·expression, forms and
address them all and to speak of that wnofe method which is consistent with Christian
company, not by a name which is integ-rity of heart, faith and life. They
a name of separation and antagonism, demand the absolute abandonment of
but by a n<~me which was an appella- every selfish, jealous and exclusive position enclosing ~every one of them in the tion, and of every claim calculated to
same confidence, love and hope-the name throw reproach upon any sincere effort to
simply of the city or the locality itself. build up the Kingdom of the common·
The thought of one church of Christ fill- Lord and Master. They can be satisfkd
ing the earth and the ages, is thrilling and only by that general and practical solid·
sublime. As often a.s we pray "Thy King- arity of interest, action and motive, in
dom Come," we must. clasp it in the arms which no real and genuine force of rightof our faith. But for all. the practical us.es e.OUS,Iless, holiness and love. is neglected,
()[our own personal endeavor, it is the wasted or repressed, but~ i'n which all,
unity of the local church anywhere now even the humblest and the least imposing,·
a·nd everywhere at the last, to whose pres- are brought into'·hearty and loving co,op·
ent; immediate practical attainment we eration for the overthrow. and destruction
must give our most constant, earmist and of all. the forces of greed and lust, of igbelieving effort if we wish ourselves to norance, pride and selfis~ness, w llich,
hasten the realization of the final and per- whether consciously or blindly, are ~rray
fect ideal;
ed against them. This ideal of individual
What is, then, this attainable ideal? and local unity in Christ's Church is atWhat is the· concrete shape in which .it tainab]e .now. · Christian brethren. in a
.presents itself for your practical labor and hundred localities here' and there throughmine, and how can it be .reached? Does it out the land are reaching out after it. In
require the dissolutioh of all the church not a few it is within their very gr~sp.. It
organizations of the given locality, and does not neecl to wait on the action of ec~
their consolidation into a single. organic ciesiastical authorities dioceasan, synodical,
whole? Must all the pastors of the exist- provincial or national. When the pastors
ing churches be united into one collegiate and the people of a single,community are
body, and assigned in some order of rota- ready to accept. it, all these combined cantion to the different pulpits? Shall the not arrest its. progress.
.
.
'services of all their·congregations be. made
The divisions in the church of. God are
precisely uniform throughout? Can< not not the only barrier before it. Itsunity
.Christian hearts be united in common love on any basis yet devised ,Would n.ot of it;.c
and labor till one form of words has been self and alone <\S.sure. s11ccess•.. I tis, how.
adopt~d by a}l these believers as a.univerever, clellr,a:pd unive~sa!Ghristian consally binding creed?
·
sciousness confesses the. truth;·. that in that
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great conflict waged by the forces of correction .. Report of tpe Br~wnsville branch,
Christianity against t.he forces of evil, dark- recently organized by Elder James Caffall. con:
sisting of a membership of 14, received. Elders
ness and sin, there is no one influence which present and reported: J. Caffall, J. ,\V, Walddoes so much to weaken the hands of smith, L. Anthony, C. H. Porter (baptized I).
God's children, to divide their counsels R. C. Elvin and R. M. Elvin (baptized 4), J.
and to paralyze their dforts, as that which Armstrong (baptized r). Priests reports: R.
White, J. Ferguson and S. Brolliar in person and
arise!' from the divisions in their own J.
B. Gouldsmith by letter. Teacher D. Brolliar,
ranks, the energy wasted in internal dis- and Deacons T. L. Rider and J. Holenbeck resensions, and the conflicts which still con- ported in person. Bishop's agent's report: Baltinue among those who are called breth- ance due church October 1st, 1890, $50 ,<;6;
ren. And this weakness is most evident, moneys received during' the quarter ending De31st, 1890, from all sources, including
and this paralysis of effort most felt, just cember
the balance on hand ,October rst, r85Jo, $64 41;
at those points of isqlated attack and de- moneys paid out during the qlll!rter $16 66; balfence where the forces are smallest and . ance .on hand and due church $47 45· Respecttheir union most absolutely needed, but fully submitted, J. W. Waldsmith. Report was
where denominations are sure to be most submitted to auditing committee; who upon exreported the same to be correct.
numerous and their rivalries and jealousies amination
Moved that we take into consideration the advismost persistent and disastrous. Surely abilfty of changing our conferences from quarterthen the providence of God unites with the ly to semi annually at our next ·conference.
highest dictates ·of Christian common Carried. Moved that J. Cafl'all, L~ Anthony and
sense in indicating the individual locality C. H. Porter represent this di>.trict at our next
annual conference. Carried. On motion the
as the arena within which should first con- district officers were sustained. Moved that when
centrate themselves <£forts for uuion of we adjourn we do so to meet Apri1 19th, 1891, at
life and of action on the part of the dis- Wilber, Nebraska. Carried. Minutes of the
ciples of Christ. The world-wide visions conference read and approved. Preaching durwhich inspire our faith and hope may yet ing conference by J. Caffall. Adjourned to meet
be delayed in their fulfillment; but the April 19th, r89r.
personal union which shall join us to those
whom we individually know for the accomplishment of such a blessing which
we ourselves can see and touch-that is an
EDITORIAL NOTE.
attainable ideal which we c:mnot nrglect,
overlook or postpone without disaster to
To Bra11dt Presidents and Secretaries:-Attenourselves and faithlessness to the one Lord tion is called to a circular letter issued by Bro.
who .has called us and m?.de us brethren.
H, A. Stebbins, General Church Secretary and.·
-Clmrdt Union.

SPRING R!VER.
Omference held at Pleasant View, Novem·
ber 21st; Pres. Isaac Ross in chair, ]. A. Davis
secretary pro. tenz. Branches reported:. Pleasant
View 123, Webb City So, Angola 6o, Columbus
51, Pittsburg 21. Reports of officers: Elders, J.
Caffall, of the twelve, J. T. Davis, E. A. Davis,
J. Alfred Davis, of the seventy, D. S. Crawley,
baptized 4, C. Severene, I. Ross, W. Taylor, W.
Westervelt, R. H. Davis,]. L Harp, W. France,
B. Davis, J. M. Richards, G. Bird, A. C. Hart,
B. G. Watson, T. Cheney, G. W. Hobart, solem·
nized I marriage. Priests, R. Bird, H. Havey,
baptized 3, Z Decker, baptized r, J. M. Puckett,
R. W. Davis, baptized I, Bro. Lees. Teachers,
J. 0: McKnight, - Davis. Deacon, C. Bird.
Resolved, that we accept the Echo branch as a
branch of the district and instruct the clerk to
see that there is no conflict in records. Bishop's
agent, J. M. Richards reported: On hand at last
report $r 30, received $rc6 31, total 107,6r, disbursed $roo,29, balance $7 32 Report accepted
Angola branch recommended Bro, W. Gilbert to
be ordained to the office of priest. After consideration he was referred back to the branch
to be ordained whenever the Spirit so directs. Bro.
Isaac Ross was unanimously sustained as president. G. W. Hobart as clerk. The spiritual and
temporal. authorities of the church were sustained. The preaching was by Bro. James Caffall.
Adjourned to meet at Webb City, Missouri,
March 2oth.
SOUTHERN NEBRASKA.
Conference met in Saints' chapel, Wilber,
Nebraska, January 19th, at 9:30am.; president
J. W. Waldstnith in the chair, C. H. Porter secretary. Branches reported: Nebraska City, qr;
5 baptized. Platte River, 28; r baptized. Blue
River, 148; I baptized, 2 by certificate of baptism.
Report of'Palmyra branch ordered returned for

delegates from the several Sunday:~chools shad
meet in convention, for the election of officers
for the year and for the appointing of delegateS'
to general conference. A large attendance is
desired.
J. A. RoBINSoN, Dist. Pres.
The semi-annual conference of the Central
California district will convene at Mulberry,
San Benito county, on April r7th, at 10 a:m.,
and .continue three davs. Let all the elders,
priests; teachers and deacons report, either in
person or by letter; and branch reports be rriade
and sent early. Please send all reports to J. A.
Lawn, Mulberry. Come all, and Jet us rejoice together.
J. B. CARMICHAEL, Dist. Pres.,
f. A. LAWN,: Dis!. Sec.
Quarterly conference of the Little Sioux district will convene at Magnolia, Iowa, Saturday,
March 7th, at ro :3o a. m. Let clerks of branches
take. special notice and send full and complete
reports; also ministry and local officials, as this
is the important conference of the year . . Let all
attend who can, and let all be prompt and active,
eeeking.blessings from Bod.
·
A .. M. FYRANDO, Dis!. Sec'y.
" Kewanee district conference will convene at
Millersburg, Illinois, March 7th and 8th; r89i.
Brethren and sisters, , come, praying that God
may be with us.
E. E. WHEELER,

Dist. Pres.

SECOND QUORUM OF PRIESTS.
Bretkren:--:-No doubt you have all read in the
, minutes df the quorum J)ublished with the mlnutesof last general conference, that each member of the quorum should send his name, town,
county and state address to me in order that I
may enroll them in circular letters and send one
to each member of the quorum on receipt of ten
cents, for the printing of said circulars". As yet
Recorder, which, accompanied by United States: but fourteen have complied with the request, but
I have. procured the addresses of all from the
census blanks for recording the "statistics of
Church Secretary except Seth W. Farrow, Chas.
religious bodies," is mailed to presidents of
R. Green, G. H. Graves, E. C. Perthell, C. W.
branches, with the request that such be filled out
Sifton and Andrew J. Taylor.
Will tnose
and returned to Bro. Stebbins, that he may, as
brethren please send their addresses to me at
once so I can get the circulars printed. I will
the Secretary of the Church, complete and comthen send one to each member of the quorum on
pile the same into a report of the church.
receipt of the amount mentioned.
The blanks are self·explanatory and easily unS. D. SHIPPY, Secretary o/ ~uorum.
Box 223, Lamoni, Iowa.
derstood. It is hoped that the brethren upon
whom that duty devolves will comply with the
rfquest made. The church should be fully rePASTORAL LETTER.
ported in the eleventh census; and all whose
To the Saints in Northern and Western Ihaho,
duty it is so to do should see that their respectand the regions round about: I expect to remain
in this region for a few weeks and if there are
ive branches are promptly reported.
any who desire my services in their locality thev
will please write me immediately, and state where·
they live and how I can 1·each them. By a muCONFERENCE NOTICES.
tual understanding between President H. C.
DesMoines district conference will be held at
Smith of the Pacific Slope mission and myself,
Runnells, Iowa, beginning Friday evening, Febthere is no "dead line" between our two fields;
ruary 2oth, r89r. Branches can send re·ports to
so if there are any laborers from the Slope near
Bro. John Parks, Runnells, Iowa. A full repreour borders, we invite them to step over and help
sentation is wanted, as we must elect a delegate
us; and lf desired we will do al•o unto thee.
to general conference and consider other busiAddress me in tare C. A. S Howard, Moscow,
ness of importance.
WM. C. NmK,
Idaho.
R. T. ANTHONY,
.f)ist. Pres.
In charge of the Rocky-Mountain Mission.
The Galland's Grove district conference will
convene February 27 hat 2:30p.m., at Galland's
Grove. It is necessary for all branches to report,
so as to send a full district report to the church
records that we may know what has been done
the past year. We hope to have a good representation of elders, as we will have to choose delegates to general conference; and other business
of imp·Jrtance. Ern. H. 0. Smith and D. Rudd,
missionaries, will be with us.
W: W. WHITING, Dis!. Pres.
Independence district conference will convene
in Kansas City, Kansas, church, (formerly Armstrong) dn the second Saturday in March, at ten
a. m. (March Iflh). Every branch in the district
should be reported in full. It is important that
each branch appoint delegates who will attend
the conference, as general conference delegates
will be chosen at that time. At the same time

NOTICES.
We are receiving several excellent letters in
response to the article, "Let Us Look," in January 31st number of Herald; Let the blessed
work go on! Reader, if you are among the class
named, don't be afraid to write. God bless you
in it; bear testimony; we wish to do good with
"experience." Any you think may not see said
article, please call attention to it. Don't be afraid
of "worrying" me. We are not seeking notoriety, but the good of human wuls. Send in,
everybody concerned.
Yours for the conflict and the co11quest,
J. F. McDowELL.
The present edition of "Spiritual Gifts'' being
nearly exhausted, Bro. M. H. Bond desires to
hear at once from agents having books unsold in
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their possession; number, amount of sales and ·
orders, with a view to cleaning up present edition,
etc. Address for the present, 46 Waverly street,
Providence, Rhode Island.
MARRIED.
i:>ILi.oN-ATkiNSoN-At the home of Bro. and
Sr. Levi Atkinson, parents of the bride, near Lamoni, Iowa, Bro. George R. Dillon and Sr. Susan
F. Atkinson, Pres. Joseph Smith officiating in celebrating the rite, in the presence of the parents of
· both of the contracting parties and a house full
of relatives and friends. The ceremony was at
high noon, and a midday feast was partaken of
by the newly married and the guests; after which
the presents were spread, the speech of presentation ma~e, and the company separated, peaceful
and contented.
·
DIED.
GRAYBILL.-Near Persia, Iowa, January 3oth,
r891, of cancer in the breast, Elizabeth Graybill;
aged 57 years, 4 months and q days. She had
been a long and patient sufferer, having been confined to her bed for thirty six years, with some
spinaltrouble; she was baptizt>d into the church
by E. C, Briggs in r86r, near Council Blufl:'s, and
had always lived a true Christian life thereafter,
and died with bright hopes .for the future. The
funeral discourse was preached by Elder Joseph
Seddon, at the school house in Yorkshire, January 31st, to a large gathering of the friends of the
deceased; after whieh its remains were laid to
rest in the family grave yard at Walker's Grove.
PECK.-At Providence, Rhode Island, July rS,
r89o, sister Caroline Peck. She was born at Providence, November 20th, r84o; was baptized and
confirmed July rst, r88o, by Elder Chas. N.
Brown, at Providence. Sr. Peck was a good and
pure woman; lived in the faith of the gospel and
fell asleep in Christ Jesus, and will come forth
in the resurrection of the just. She leaves a husband and son with many friends to mourn her
absence. Funeral service conducted by Elders,
M. H .. Bond and A. H. Parsons.
"One by one. earth's ties are broken
. As we see our loved decay;
And the hopes
fondly cherished
Brighten but to pass away.
One by one our hopes grow brighter,
As we near the shining shore;
For we know across the river
Wait the loved ones gone before."

so.

McCoRD-Bro. William McCord on the 24th
of January, r89r, being killed in a well through
the empty bucket falling on him. Bro. McCord
was born in Hancock county, Illinois, July 27th,
1842; baptized November 27th, 1859, at Galland's
Grove by Elder E. (:. Briggs. The funeral sermon was by Bro. J. W. Chatburn in the Latter
Day Saints' chapel, Galland's Grove, to a large
congregation .on Sunday, (25th,) and the body
was interred in Galland's Grove cemetery.
BooTH.-At his residence in Harlan, Iowa,
Thursqay, January 22d, 1891, Bro. J. H. Booth;
aged 29 years, 8 months and 22-days. Bro. Booth
was born in Stockton, California, April 3oth,
r86r, an.d came to Harlan with his parents in
r87r._ The funeral services were held at his
father's house (Bro: N. Booth's) on the 23d; sermon by Bro .. J. We Chatburn, assisted by Rev.
G.L. Shull.
SrMPSON.-At Scranton, Pennsylvania, December 31st, 1890, of consumption, Sr. Nancy E.
Simpson. She was born October 24th, r855, il'\
Pike county, Pennsylvania, and buried January
3d, r89r. She was baptized and confirmed by
Bro. W. H. Kelley, March 17th, r889. She leaves
a husband and two daughters and one son and
friends to monru their loss. Before she died she
bore her testimony to the truthfulness of the gospel of Jesus Christ and told her children to be
good and to qber the gospel. She was a good
woman and had good strong sense. May her
rest be glorious. Funeral services by Bro. E. B.
Morgan.
ADDRESSES.
T.·W. Smith, 1110 West 13th ave., Denver, Colo.
E~ C. Briggs, 416 West Lake street, Chicago, Ill.
James H. Tyrrell, box 144,-Wallaceburg, Ontario; Secre.
I tary of Chatham Di•trict.
J. W. Wight,North Forster, N. S. W.
J. S. Lee, Spanish Fork, Utah county, Utah.
E-,L. Kelley, Temple, Lake Co., Ohio.

TO BRANCH AND DISTRICT
OFFICERS.
As the General Conference of 1891 will be
held far from the headquarters of the Church,
therefore it will be necessary to close the Records and make up my Annual Report and Balance Sheet of States much earlier this year. In
consequence of this, if those presidents and
clerks who have branch reports in their hand>, or
who may receive them hereafter, will forward
such r·eports as early as possible, from now on
until after the March conferences are held, they
will help the work of making a proper presentation of statistics of our progress in numbers, both
as a whole, and by states and districts.
Some
district secretaries have not yet forwarded re-.
portsreceived by them at their conferences held
in December, and earlier.
It is necessary also that those who have not
answered letters, those whom I have written for
the purpose of getting corrections or additional
items,. should make reply soon, so that this part
of the labor may be cleared away before March
brings its larger work in the way of reports and
Conference business.
Please make out and send District reports to
me very early, by March ,15th if possible, in order
that each district may be put in its proper place in
the Annual Report to Conference, and for publication in the Herald. Blanks can be had at the
office, two for five cents.
Ministry reports, petitions, appeals, resolutions
and other business for conference may be sent in
at any time from this on; but applications for
enrollment in quorums should come early, that
such may be recorded and placed in the lists for
use. If convenient to send reports for the different quorums to my care they will be placed in
the proper hands before or during conference.
In accordance with Conference instruction the
First Presidency and Church Secretary have
made a blank form for Ministry Reports to General Conference, and when printed they will be
mailed individually to all holding appointments
from the Conference of 1890.
H. A. STEBBINS,
Church Sec. and Rec.
31j3t
THE TOBACCO EVJL.
One head of a public school said he could always
tell when a boy commenced to use tobacco by the
record of his recitations; Professor Oliver, of
the Annapolis Academy, said he could indicate
the boy who used tobacco by his absolute inability to draw a clean, straight line. The deleterious
effects of tobacco have become so clearly apparent that we find its oale to minors is prohibited in
France, Germany, and various sections of this
country. It is somewhat a question if, at the present time, the race is not doing itself more injury
by its use of tobacco than it is with alcohol, because. of its more univenal use, particularly by
youth, and because of the respectability of the
habit which .comes of its use by a certain intelligent pat:t of the race, including teachers of morals and physics, and even temperance reformers.
Its effect is more diffused and masked, and is not
so acutely serious in . individual cases, but,
through its interference .with vital activity, tobacco is probably more generally injurious to the
race than alcoho!.-MedicalRecord.

$200 Tent for $100.
By addressing David Chambers, Persia, Iowa,
you can learn of the .sale of the large Reunion
tent, 6o feet wide, 7 feet walls. Cost $zoo new,
in good condition.
Will be sold for $roo.. A
bargain.
Could not· be bought new to-day fo~
less than $235·
4t
~A·-

SYMBOLOGICAL CATECHISM:
OR

Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
BY A. J. MAPES.
104 pages, cloth bound. Price 35 cents each.
For 531le by BRo. H. R. MILLS,
INDEPENDENCE, Mo.

127

MEETING HOUSES.
Below will be found the different places of
meeting of the church in the cities named:
Chicago, Illinois, Washington Hall, corner of
Washington boulevard and Ogden avenue.
San Francisco, California, Lincoln Hall, Montgomery street, near P~lace Hotel.
St. Louis, Missouri, N?. 2518 Elliott avenue.
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, Fourth avenue, near
Wood street.
Boston, Massachusetts, Howard avenu.e, Roxbury.
San Bernardino, California, corner Fifth and
F streets..
Denver, Colorado, Euclid Hall, Fourteenth
street, opposite City Hall.
Sacramento, California, Saints' Chapel, Twenty-fourth avenue and K streets. J~ M. Parr,
president.

ZION'S

ENSIGN,

Published every Saturday at

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,
Brethren { ,J. A. RoBINSON t Editore.
F. G. PITT
f
Subscription price, $1..00 per yeal'.
It is devoted to the spreading of religious truth as
viewed by the Saints.
Each issue contains a sermon by one of the ministry,
reports of the different societies in the church, and articles bearing upon or explanatory of the doctrmes of the
church.
·
.
It IS the intention to make it a help to the missionary
at home and in the field; a sourc,e of comfort to the scattered ones who are denied church· privileges, and to bring
the Saints into closer relationship with each other.

.

ROBT. WINNING,
President.

D. F. NICHOLSON,
Cashier.

FARMERS BANK,
LAMON.£,

Pays 6

%

.lOWA,

Interest on Time Deposits.

Real Estate Bougltt and Sold.
.l!'ARM LOANS NEGO'r!ATED.

AUTUMN

LEAVES,

Published monthly fQr the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,

H. Wo.lker. Edltm "nil

PubUahe~.

~

Se.e the following table of contents for
March Leaves:Frontispiece : Spring is coming-Observa.
tions, No. 7-Contentment-John the Baptist-.
Beneath my Roof-Tree-A True Story-Sermon by Pres. Joseph Smith-The Two Mirrors
-Since.rity Seeking Salvation, No. 2-Admonition-.The Hope of Israel-The Ice. Gorge-Elder John Brush, No, 3-A Scrap from History
-How to Make Home Attractive-Locomotives for the Holy Land-Department of Correspondence-:-A Child's La,ugh--Demestic De· .
partinent--Ever a Song Somewhere-Editor's
Corner--"He Leadeth Me"--Round Table.

MILL FOR SALE.
SHELBY MILL FOR SALE, situated in
Shelby, Shelby county, Iowa. ·For full particulars enquire of H. D. Swain, Harlan, Shelby
county, Iowa.
WANTED!
A good cheese maker to work in Lamoni,
Iowa, factory this coming season-one that has
had experience in making Swiss and Ameri~an
cheese.
Adress '!'he Lewis''Creamery,
Send references.
St. Joseph, Missouri.
HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland f!lr my business, I offer
for sale·my Honse of six rooms; an.d an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio .. Good cellar with hot air
furnace nit, ... nd water in the kitchen.
. Address JOHN GILLESPIE, .
Box 28, ()!evellllld, Ohio.
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SAINTS'

Book

Subscriber's~ ·Notice.

:M:any inquiries are coming in in regard.to when
the volumes,

''With the Churchin an Early Day,"

PEN AND PLATFoRM,
A MONTHLY JOURNAL.

J.

BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.

• "'Muslin boards, ·39() pages .................... 1 '1'6

B. WATSON, EDITO.R·

-AND-

" Pattie; or, Leaves fi·om a Life,"

TERMS :-FIFTY CENTS A YEAR.

will be issued? . We are' now prepfired to say that ."With
the Church" will be ready for mailing by the last of .Apnl
or the first of May. We trust tnat those who have .sent
in their name as subscr-ioers will be prompt in remitting,
as we shall need the .funds to,defray the expense of printing .and binding. When remitting do not. forget to en,
close stamps for mailing.
Price
the O:fflce. $1.
·Probil:ble cost of maiiinp; 8 cts.
Owing to the sickness of her father, Sr. Eleanor was
called away .some five· weeks since, l:tut her volume will
be issued about the last of June or early in ,July,.and subscription price, which may now be remitted as convenient, will be the same as the;tbove.
.
ALSO NOTICE.
This week we commence the mailing of our premium
Engraving to all subscribers who have ordered it. Owing
to the large number to be served It may require two full
weeks to reach the last..ones. If by the 20th of February
you have not received yours. rwtify .the office by a card
and it will receive prompt attention. . , .
~ Be careful in removing them fronl"the.tnbe and
we guarantee perfect conditi<ll'L ·
,
.
.
M .. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa.
Jan. 31st, 1891.
·
·

at

"F.O 0

o·

For Thought, or Sermons and. Essays .by Jews and Gen·
tiles," a bookof 95 p·ages.in paperc.overa. Prfce,single
copy 25c; five copies $1.0\f; 12 copies$2.00.
PATRIOT one year and· book . - <. •
$1.15.
"
six"months and bbok .. -. .
.70
This appljes to renewals also. Forfull. description see
last page jl:BRALD for Nov. 22, 1890: ·Address,
LAMBERT BROS.,
· Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

SPIRITUAL GIFTfil AND SPIRIT
MANIFESTATIONS, · ·

TO. CORRESPONDENTS.

The intention is to conduct the journal as a
medium for giving both sides of'the question, and
no favoritism or prejudice by us will be exercised
·in regard to authors, as communications wilf be
published without names or tzom de plumes unless
desired.
An exception will be made in the c.ase"of con:
troversies, when each writer must and shaH ktiow
his adversary.
. Short, forcibly written communications, word:
ed in .the spirit of love, are invited upon any
theme bearing upon the abOve'outlined subjects,
with the appended qualifications. Address 'all
matter for publication: to
.
MARY A. WATSON,
Drawer F, St. Marys, Ont.
A postal card requesting a sample copy will
receive a prompt response.
21dec3m, eow

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE;
--)BY THE(--

OR_CAUSE AND CuRE FOR SKSPTrcrsM,
BY

ELDER M. H. BoND.
Just issued; a book, or pamphlet of over 100 pages
Jarger.than the Voice. of Warmng, ofclpsely written and
origiNal matter; good type, good paper;·:andeasy reading.
A treatise upon the uncertainties of Catholic of Protest·
ant creed.· The rational theory arid rxpositionofgospel
doctrine and confirmatory gifts, as against the insidious
doctrines and revelations of modern ·spiritualism. The
anti-Bible revelations of Swedenborg, The Quakers,
Catholic Visions and Miracles, Mesmeric, Trance, Mind·
Reading, HChristian Science~" -'Divine, Healing'' or
"Faith Cure,', "How to Become a 'Medium;"-&c. 'l'he

Gifts of the Gospel, their proper pla~e, use or abuse in
the church.
Price, 25 cents Single Ccpy.

Send silver or stamps; $2.25 per dozen, postage· paid,
P. 0. Order or Currency. Address, M. H. Bond, ·Wlllone:hby, Ohio; or Herald Office, Lamoni, Iowa.
W"" Agents and. "pushers" wanted, to whom books
vi'I!Jibe sent upon a.pplication.

BIBLE SYNOPSIS.
Only three or four hundred left. I will sell
the remainder at $r each, or six to any address
for $5; still a larger discoul!lt to agents. Send to
the Herald Office at Lamoni, Iowa, or J. ]. Cornish, Reed City, Osceola.county, Michigan.
I2·27·3m

PAYING WORK FOR YOU.
Bro. B. F. Ordway of Peoria, Illinois, still wants· agents
for his well known
PORTABLE BED SPRINGS
aud other new and useful household necessities. Thirtyday credit given. Model and samples free, conditionally.
For full particulars address as above.

INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
~ FLEXIBLE Bil'liDUIG. ~

The Inspired Translation of the Holy Scriptures bound in limp leather, flexible covers, similar to the blnding of the Oxford Sunday-school
Teacher.s Bible. Price, by mail, $4.
CERTTFICATl~S AND REPOR'l1:l.
Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen •••.•••.••
Annual Statistical Reports, two for ••••••••••••
Certificates of Baptism and Membership, per doz.
Certificates of Removal, per dozen , , ••••••••· ••
.Marriage Certitleates, per dozen •••••• , ••••• , •

This journal is . not the organ of any sect, denomination or party, but is published solely for
the dissemination of knowledge upon .Christianity., Tern perance, Social and Moral Refor:ms, and'
its columns are open to all who wish to speak
pointedly, pithily and practically upon these
questions; who believe that the Word.. of .God
and reason' are the only .niles of faith and practice for Christians as well as Moralists.

4(i
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Board of Publication of the ReOiganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA,
And sent Free of Postage a.t pr(ces named, ·
HOLY SORIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith;)
. Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges, ••••• 1
· Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ••••.•••. , •••.•. ;2 00 ·
. Morocco, gilt edges ....•.. , , ............ , ••. 2 )\0
New Testament,. Inspired. ; • • . • • • . •• , ••• ; • • . ~ li
THE SAINTS' H.A.RP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges •••••••• , •• l
· Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••.• • ......... 1
THE S.A.INTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather hack and Muntin sides· ...••.•••••.•. 2 50
The Harmony contains all the hymns In the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of mUllic, compri!ling about ~20
tunes, and full illi!tructionl!l on choir and anthem mUllic.
DOCTRI:t."E AND COVENANTS.
dprinkled Sheep, or Library ................. 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••.••••••• , ••• 1 60
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
W" We have a limited quantity of these on hand.
Turkey Superior, gilt edge ................... 3 50
Turkey Superior, with clMp, gilt edge ......... 3 ~5
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge ................... a ~5
Roxburg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge ••••••••• 4 00
BOOK OF MORl!.WN.
Roan, sprinkled edges ........................ 1 21:1
flnitation Morocco, gilt edges ...•..••..•••••• 1 1:10
J03EPH SMITH THE PROPHET AND
HIS PROGENITORS.
(By Lucy Smith.)
Muslin binding, 312 pages • .. • .. • .. .. • • .. .. • • 70
Leather 'binding ............................ 1 00
HESPERIS.
(Poems by David H. Smith,)
Fancy Muslin, 202 pages, gUt edges •••.•.••••• 1 50

, Propositions:--{1) Is the BookofMormon of Di·
\ yine origin, and arE! its ~eachings entitled to the respect
)and belief of all Chrmtian :P!lople! (2) Is the Churcll
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the ,Church
of Christ, and identical in faith,, organizatio.n, ordinan·
ces, womhip and .prac,tice, with the ()hurch of Christ,
M it was left perfected by the Apostles of Christ. . (3)
Is the Reorganized Church o.f Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
with Him?
"MANuSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 25cts , ten or more, each •••••••••• , 20
In .paper 15ct&.,ten or more, each•.. ... .. •• • • • 13
This is 'the. notOrious "ManUllcript Found," written·
.by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much has
been said in connection. with the theory ~at it furriishM Joseph Smith .arid Sidney Rigdon the chief
ground work. and material froin which to write the
Book of Mormon. ·
.
.
COWDERY LETTERS.
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen •• ,...... 'f5
Without covers 5cts. each; per dozen ••••• :. • • 50
Contains. valuable matter in relation. to the Calling
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation pf
the Book of MormQn, an<~ the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
CONCORDANCE TO DbCTRINE AND
COVENANTS.
.A.n enlarged edition, 32 p~~gea, paper covel'!! •• • ;
Old edition: ~ .....
~
e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "'

••••••••••••

io
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SONGS OF ZION.
Paper coverl!lOct;C; ·per dozen ••• ~ .......... l 00
TRACTS.
Tr~th Made Manifest, dozen 2Qcts., 100 •.••. 1 50 ·
Voice of the Good Shepherd, dozen 5c , 100 • 40
Epitome of Faith and Doctrine 'of the Church
and the Kirtland Temple Suit, dozen 5c, 100.. 25
250 for 60cts, 600 for $1,1,000, ••• ; ;.·, .1 76
6. The ''OneBaptism;" its Mode, Subjects, Prerequisites and Design-and Who Shall Administer; 25 cts per dozen, per 100 . , .......... 1 76
~. Who Then C.an be Saved; dozen 5c., 100.... 40
8. Fnlness of the Atonement; dozen 25c., tOO •• 1 75
9. Spiritualism Viewed fram.a Scriptural Stand•
point; dozen 30 eta., 100 ............. , .... 2 25
10. The Narrow Way; .dozen Hi eta., 100 .•..•. 1 10
ll. The Piau of Salvation; dozen 30 cts., 100... 2 25
12. The Bible vs Polygamy; dozen 25 cts., 100.1 65
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 25 cts, 100 ..• 1 76
15 Brighamite Idolatry; dozen u ets., 100 ...• , 40
16. Polygamy: Was it an Original Tenet of the
Church; dozen 20 eta., 100 ................ 1 40
17. The Successor in the Prophetic Office and
Presidency of the Church; dozen 26 eta.; 100.1 'l6
20. The "One Body:" or the Church of Christ
under the Apostleship and under the Apostasy; dozen 20 cts., 100 ..................... 1 40
21. Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100... 15
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 eta, 100., .1 10
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 ..... ,,., •• 1 25
24.. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 eta., 100 .• ,. , 40
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 eta., 100..... 40 ,
26. Mountain of the Lord's House; doz.'5c., 100 40 •
27,. The Sabbath Question; dozen ~5 cts., 100 ... 1 40
29: Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrine and Covenants; dozen 5 cts., 100....... 40
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen ..••.. 15
per hundred .. , .......................... 1 10
31. What is 'fruth? and True Orthodoxy? and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 5 eta., 100... 25
250 for 50 eta., 500 for $1, 1,000 for ......... 1 75
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 eta, 100 .. , . 40
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen.. 20
per hundred ............................ 1 25
41. The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 cts., 250 50
500 for $1, 1,000 for ...................... 1 75
42 Rejection of the Chul'eh; dozen 15 cts., 100.1 10
43 One Wife, or Many; dozen 25 eta, 100 ...• 1 75
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of Jesus Christ; 5 cts. each, per dozen ..•.••• , •.. 50
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100,, ••• , •• ,, 15
An assortment of Tracts .•.•... , .. ,,., •••.. ,, 31)
SET OF TRACTS.
Bound in Limp MUlllin, turned in ••••••••••• , •
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"H:a:AimEN TO THE Wmm OF '!'HE LoRD: FOR THERE SHALT~ NoT ANY MAN Al\!ON!l YOU HAVE sAVE J.T Bill ONE WIFB: AI1D CONCUBil'!EB
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag~ 116, Book ofll'l:ormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
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DR. RAY AND SUCCESSION.
DuNCAN McGREGOR, recently from the Methodists, has been accepted as pastor of Broad Street
Baptist Church, Philadelphia, without ordination.
The question may arise whether he has come to
the Baptists or the Baptists gone to him. It appears that Methodist ordination is good enough
for Philadelphia Baptists. These Philadelphia
Baptists use the literature of the American. Baptist Publication Society. Such are the fruits of
a compromise affiliation literature.

The above is from the editorial colum'ns
of the American Baptist, of St. Louis,
Missouri, February 5th, edited by Rev.
D. B. Ray. It seems that there are two
divisions of Baptists, at least they are divided on the question of "succession;"
Elder Ray heading the forces ·who insist
that the origin of the Baptist Church can
be clearly traced to the days of the apostles, that it is the continuation of the church
organized by Christ and the apostles; the
other division conceding that it is impossible to clearly connect Such chain of authoritative legal succession.
Bro. Ray insists upon the correctness of
his view of the matter, and from time to
time scores his brethren who are weak in
the faith on the question of succession.
His efforts to whip them into line seem
ineffectual,· however.
The foregoing is but one, and in comparison with others which have appeared
in the Baptist, a mild one of the many
protests against the action of some Baptists on the question referred to, which
have appeared from the pen of Dr. Ray.
A GOOD CONFESSION.

THERE will be found in the following
letter the principle and purport of a good
confession; and we believe an excellent
lesson may be derived from it by all who
read it:
CORMORANT, Minn., Jan. 29th.

Editors Herald:- When I had. about made up

my mind to be baptiz~d, I vvorried not a little
over my tobar.co habit; I thought I might as
well use whisky habitually as tobacco. I was
very strongly addicted to the use of tobacco;
when I got out of a supply I was in the most ab~
ject misery; and when I would get a fresh supply I could eat it right down! This is a fact. I
did not like the idea of joining the church and
continuing this habit, and I was afraid I would
be unable to give it up; so I asked Elder J. A
Davis what he thought I had better do. (My
wife and I were baptized by Elder I. N. Roberts).
Bro. Davis advised me to break oft gradually, if I could not do it all at once; but to not
let it hinder me from submitting to the ordinance
of bapti,m. This seemed about the best thing I
could do, and so I decided to be baptized anyway. I freely confess that as my wife and I were
journeying to where we were to be baptized my
quid tasted as sweet as ever. However, since I
was baptized I have not taken a single chew, or
indulged In a smoke; and more remarkable still,
I have not wanted either. I wish to 'state further,
that I never once asked the Lord to take the appetile from me; if it has been done in answer to
prayer, it was some one else who offered the
prayer. I thank God that the desire for the weed
has been taken from me.
Dear Saints, it is my determination by the help
of God to do all in my power for the Edvancement of the cause.
E. R. INGALLS.

Vv e can readily believe that this brother
left so much of the old man in the waters
of baptism as gave the taste for tobacco;
and we can rejoice with him in the fact
that such taste was taken a way; but
we do not think that it is necessary to believe that it was in answer to prayer, deeming it quite as reasonable that the Master,
who takes cognizance of the acts of those
who strive to serve him and obey
the gospel from the heart, was mindful of
the struggle in the thoughts and feelings
of this brother, and showed forth his love
and his power in this especial way without
the intervention of prayer, other than the
broken heart and contrite spirit of the repentant man.
\Vhile we rejoice with our brother, and
feel the kindling influence of the testifying
Spirit as we write, we can but feel admonished, that when the mercv of God is so
signally shown unto any c;ne of us, how
incomprehensibly foolish it is for one so
freed from his evil habit to ever again
yield himself a prey to the same appetite.
It would be folly almost to the madness of
wickedne<;s for a man so freed from his
bondage of habit, to ever again by his own
.act become subject to that bondage.
We sincerely trust that our brother will
be like good Unc1e John A. Mcintosh,
who said, "Lord, you know how long I
have used it, and how I love it; but, if
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you will help me, I never will use it ag·ain
w bile I live;" and has never from that
time to this, so far as we ever learned,
taken a particle of it into his mouth. He has
kt:pt himself free from that yoke of bondage. If our brother, so singularly freed
from the desire (taste for) for the indulgence of an unnatural and depraved appetite, should at any time tamper with his
one time master, though it might be never
so little, such indulg·ence would waken the
the now dormant and overcome desire and
he would become a slave ?.gain, "servant
to whom he would yield himself servant
to obey."
The lesson for us all is when once made
free from any contaminating vice, any
corrupting influence, any .enervating or
debasing habit, our safety lies in refusing
to put ourselves at any time, or in any way
within the danger line of becoming captive
again to that from which we were made
free.
Brethren, let us remember the
"quarry whence we were hewn, the pit
whence Vie were digged."
Our brother states that by the help of
God he intends to do all he can for the
cause; so say we all. 1vVill our brother
pardon us if we suggest that there is one
way in which he can do much, very much
for the good cause, and we feel an abiding
assurance that the Lord will help him, if
be puts forth the effort, and that way is,
to remain steadfastly free from the tob::cco habit. Helped as he confesses he
was; burdened as he felt before his baptism, and free as he now feels, he can bear
a continued testimony in his body and in
his spirit to the mercy of God that freed
him, and so glorify God and magnify his
name among men on the eari.h.
C. C. JuDKINS, Midway, Arkansas, writes
strongly expressing his (or her) thankfulness to ti1e Father for the truth, wliich he
was permitted to learn by tbe preaching
of Bro. J. D. Erwin.
Separated from a
body of believers, yet he is comforted
with the indwelling and abiding peace
promised the faithful disciple by .the Master, who said, "l will not leave you comfortless: I will come to you."
Although apparently paradoxical, we
quote the clo>ing sentence from bis letter,
as follows: "May God blebs His Saints,
and may all grumblers be brcugbt to
shame, and learn quietness and contentment, so farewell."
A good closing wish is that; one exhibiting hard, common-sense.
Who in
this busy world has time for grumbling?
If there be such among the Saints, anywhere, our well-wish for them is that they
may indeed "learn quietness and contentment." It is the duty of man to his fami-
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ly, to himself and to his fellows to be
cheerful and happy in disposition and deportment.
Correct bodily and mental
conditions are conducive to equability of
temper and the accomplishment of best
results, the attainment of best conditions.
Anger, grief, discontent, etc., "affect all
the secretions of the body, seriously affecting both body and mind."
"The life is more th:m meat, and the
body than raiment," taught Jesus; "reasonable service" to whom requires that in
body, soul and spirit his people live in
harmony with the law of the Spirit of
Life, that nei1her death, darkness, hatred
nor gloom, nor any other work of the
f!.esh or of the evil one have dominion over
us.
"God is light and in him is no darkness at all." His Spirit's work is to gladd(~n, to renew, to recreate and exalt. Whatever produces results in opposition thereto
may be safely rejected and should be entirely departed from. "Men are that they
might have joy." "This is my [God's]
work and i:ny glory, to bring to pass the
immortality, and eternal life of man."
PERSECUTION OF THE JEWS IN
RUSSIA.

IT is said that God will make the wrath
of man to praise him; and it may be that
in the relentless persecution of the Jews,
the Czar of Russia may be made to serve
one of God's designs concerning· the gathering of that people to the land of their
ancient occupation and promise. The
Jew himself may have forgotten, cr fail to
believe the promise of God made so long
ago, but those who trust God are wiiling
to believe that he has not forgotten, nor
will fail in keeping. "A mother may forget her babe, but I will never forget thee,
0, Israel."
It may
too, that England may be
constrained in the interest of humanity to
aid the fallen nation to a hmd of rest and
peace. May God help the Jew.
From the Chicago Times of February
rrth we quote:
LoNDON, February roih,-The St. Petersburg
correspondent of the Daily Telegraph of this city,
t~legraphs from St. Petersburg important facts
in connection with the return by the Czar without comment of the Guildhall memorial in favor
of the unfortunate, suffering Hebrews of Russia.
The correspondent wires:
"British SJ mpathy has aggravated the Jews'
hard Jot, which was already so wretched that it
seemed impossible for it to be worse. Yet the
provincial governors have redoubled the severity
of the laws. Where the statutes were inapplicable the governors have issued circulars and
ukases to replace them. The Jews bitterly regret the British well- meaning but injudicious
zeal which has exasperated instead of soothed
the Russian emperor. The daily severities practiced against the families of n:1offend!ng men,
women, and children are incredible and wanton.
"Russia's reply to the lord mayor's respectful
petition consists of secret circulars ordering her
officials to rigorously administer the anti-Semitic
laws and to supply the legal deficiency by their
own decisions harmonious with the government's
intolerant spirit. The Poles, after the rebellion

of r864, were Jess cruelly and less inhumanely
treated than the Jews after the London indignation meeting.
GEN. GURKO'S CIRCULAR.

"Gen. Gurko, governor of Warsaw, has issued
a circular, regulating how Jewish recruits are to
be brought for medical inspection. The Jews,
through the wretched lives they are forced to
live, are physically degenerate and become a most
striking embodiment of human life continuing in
spite of the gradual decay of the vital functions.
The majority of the Jewish recruits are found to
be unfit for service. In the event of Christians
being found unfit to perform the duties of a soldier they are sent home and are finally released
from military service. The Jewish recruits, on
tl:e other hand, are worried to death. They are
sent rome, and are subject during a period of
three years to be recalled at any moment.
"The recruit consequently returns to his home,
hundreds of miles away, resumes his occupation,
and a month later is suddenly ordered fo reappear
for medical examination. This process is repeated at intervals of a few months during three
years. Gen. Gurko considers this method to be
insufficient, as it leaves the Jewish conscript the
option of transporting himself on foot or otherwise to the town where the medical committee
sits, and gives him a dangerous liberty and opportunity to simulate illness. The result is that
henceforth the police are ordered to convey the
Jews on foot to the town where the committee
sits. The police are to arrest and imprison re·
cruits untll the convict gang arrives, with ·which
they are to proceed to the next prison, in company with murderers and the dregs of society,
until they reach their destination.
HERDED WITH CRIMINALS.

"Young men beginning life are subject to arepetition of this process during three years until
the youth wishes himself a soldier, serf, or galley-slave to save himseif from the society of
murderers and ihie--ileS who~ while the Jewish recruits are in their gang, have the power of life or
deat!l over them, can blackmail them, whip
them, maim, even kill them with impunity. The
victims are frequently in delicate health and include! consumptives, who the Russian doctors declare are unable to bear the hardships of military
service.
"A strange anomaly is Prince Dolgourkoff,
governor of Moscow, the Czar's intimate, confidential friend, whose conduct is in flat contradiction with the anti-Jewish current, the explanation whereof is very sad. Prince Dolgourkoff
has always represented the Czar with pomp and
pageantry, giving brilliant balls and dinners requidng Fortunatus' purse. MNcow has always
treated the Jews better than any other place in
Russia. To them Prince Dolgourkoff turned for
monetary succor, and the Jews embodied their
gratitude in rubles. Free gifts were succeeded
by loans, and it has now transpired that the viceregal court of Moscow is overwhelmed with debt
to wealthy Jews.
"Instead of exercising severity Prince Dolgourkoff allowed the Jews to construct a bath
near the cathedral. The Czar's indignation at
this was boundless. Englishmeu are prone to believe that the Czar does not know the enormities
perpetrated in his name. The truth is that the
Czar knows enough to convince him that the

Jews are more cruelly treated than horses, kine,
or swine, which are cared for as thf.', gifts of God.
"A number of eminent Russian literary men
recently addressed a declaration to the public
and to journalists asking them to remember that
the Jews were human beings. The government
refused to allow the declaration to be published.
Thereupon people exclaimed that if the Czar
knew it he would rescind the order. A personal
friend of the Czar recently laid the document before him, with an humble letter from the authors
asking for permission to publish it. The Czar
read both papers and then flung them away."
·CHARITY.

THE almost universal custom now prevailing of heralding in the public journals of
the day, all cases of wrong and evil doin:g
happening in society, keeps the depravity
into which man has fallen constantly before the public eye, which we believe to
have a tendency to perpetuate the class of
crimes so persistently chronicled abroad.
We think, too, that if it should become
the custom to tell of the cases of self-denial and doing of good to their fellow
men that are occurring among men, a corresponding influence for good would be
exercised by it, as in the other case evil is
increased by the story of it being repeated.
To illustrate what we mean we g-ive an
instance published in the Chicago Times,
of January 27tli, and headed by that paper
"Real Charity."
REAL CHARITY.

We ·meet a case of pitiful distress upon the
street, or one comes to our door, or we read of
one in the paper, and we put our hands down in
our pockets and out comes a coin, and then we
go off, you and I, with a consciousness of a worthy act of charity that keeps our heart warmed
all day with a t1ne glow of self-gratification, says
the "Woman About Town" of the New York
Evening Sun. \Ve call that charity, don't we?
Psh<PN! there isn't a touch of charity about it.
Money is the easiest thing in the world to give.
If the petitioner had asked some of that precious
time of yours, which you can spend so readily
for your own good pleasure, or if his comfort
were to be secured o.nly at the expense of yours,
how greatly inclined would you be toward the
self-sacrifice! Money is such a cheap thing to
give for those who have it. It is only the very,
very poor who can get the deepest blessedness of
giving out of a gift of money-when the pennies
are so scanty that the sharing of them means a
sharing of the bread the givers put at their lips.
A few days ago the Evening Stttt tolct the story
of the sad fortunes of Patrick Shields, whose
wife died suddenly on New Year's night and left
him with ·two year-old babies. The Shields had
reached the last penny of their savings, and now
here were death and two hungry, half-clad babies.
In the next room to the·Shields' lived an English
woman, with four children of her own to care
for, and no husband to help. She was poor, too,
desperately poor, and she had known the Shields
only two weeks. But when death came to them,
in she stepped and carried the two sickly crying
babies to her own little room. For four nights
they slept ·in her bed, and she slept on a bed on
the floor, what time she was not pacing the floor
with the children in her arms. Her last pennies
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went for milk to put into their mouths, and then
one good dress went to the pawnbroker's for
money to put shoes and stockings on the little
bare feet. She howed them and washed them
and dressed them and mo\hered them as their
own mother would have done, and for the four
days that they were given to her she gave up all
her outside work that she might belong to
them alone. When their father finally found a
place.where they could be cared for, she said,
with tears rolling down her face: "Take them
away at once. If they stay a day longer, I'll
never let them go, and I can't work for so many."
And yet there was nothing especially attractive
about these children-they were sick and thin
and plain, and they had never stopped being
hungry long enough to learn to smile.
It's easy to give a dollar to a starved-looking
wretch, and it's pleasant to give a moment's
caress to a rosy, laughing, we!J.fed baby. But
when it comes to sharing your last bit of bread,
and taking your clothes from your own body and
putting sleep from your own eyelids to bring life
back to the sickly bodies of. two babies who do
not even know what you are doing, do we know
anything about such charity as that-you and I?

In this case there was no almsgiving,
but a surrender of personal comfort and
rest, with a kindly ministration of care
and motherly attention to helpless human
beings having no other claim on their
benefactress, but the fact that they were
human and helpless.
The secular' press truly calls it a real
charity. Are our hearts so warmed by
the love of Christ that we could "go and
do likewise?"
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

BRo. HENRY BIRD, Dundalk, Ontario,
wrote the 9th inst., in effect, that the longer
he lives the more he appreciates the letters
of the Saints and the news of the progress
of the work.
He also expresses his appreciation of the letters of the sisters in
the Home Column.
This is as it should
be. The truths and blessings of the gospel are so applicable to our present necessities that l:.y them present conditions
are made happier and properly adjusted to
the accomplishment of ·good, and a realization of a growth into higher and nobler
conceptions of this life, all of which is preparatory to the life to come.
The path
of spiritual life is the path of peace and
blessedness; the way, the truth and the
life to a higher destiny.
The righteousness of God (every pure, every lovely,
every true principle) is revealed in the
gospel. If we abide in the vine we shall,
as the church of Christ, be "the branch
that is beautiful and glorious."
Sr. F. E. Mortimer (we conclude from
the handwriting that it is a sister) writes
from London, Ontario, that "Mrs. 0.
Erickson of Blair, Trempealeau county,
Wisconsin, is very anxious to have an elder
go there. One person there now awaits
baptism and a house will be opened for
preaching."
Her husband and two sons
read Autumn Leaves and joined the
church.
In the publication of the minutes of the
Pittsburg and Kirtland district the report

of Elder Lewis Morgan was by some
means omitted. It was an oversight.
Mr. M. H. Dyer, Berea, Ashley county,
Arkansas, wrote the 3d inst. He is not
yet connected with the church, but believes the doctrine, which has been t1ught
him by Elder J. D. Erwin. He speaks
well of Brv. Erwin's labors, stating tl::at
his preaching has con~iderably stirred up
the people, who are now reading the Bible
closely and examining the message. He
strongly expresses his love for the cause
and desires baptism when any of the eldership are again in the vicinity of his home.
To this end he asks prayer in his behalf.
He thinks others will then join the~church.
Bro. W. W. Blair now -hopes to attend
the district conference which convenes in
Sacramento, Californi<1, March 13th, also
one at Mulberry, San Benito county, April
17th to 19th. He reports cheeringly of the
prc:spects for progress in church interests
in and about San Bernardino and Santa
Ana.
Sr. Elizabeth Sawyer, Fort Recovery,
Mercer county, Ohio, requests that some
of the elders · enroute to general conference call at her home and present the
word.
Some are anxious to hear, and
obey if convenient. She earnestly requests
that the call he answered by any minister
of the church who can possibly do so.
Sr. Adelaide Davidson, Independence,
Missouri, writes encouragingly -in a late
letter. Trusting by obedi;;nce the Savior's
promise, she is satisfied with the results
following.
The item in our last issue concerning
Pres. Smith's departure, for Nauvoo,
should have read "step-father," in&tead of
"father-in.Jaw," as it erroneously stated in
referring to the death of Ma.jor L. C.
Bidamon.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro.J. M. Terry, St. Joseph, Missouri,
r'3th instant:
"After the Sundey evening services of the 8th
Bro. Forecutt baptized nine in the new font, and
on the 16th, one more. Two non-members took
part in our social meeting last Sunday morning.
The Saints feel well and are united."

Bro. J. Dewsnup, Sen., Manchester,
England, 5th instant:
"Since my last letter of January 1st it has
pleased our heavenly Father to permit me to be
sorely afflicted. I have indeed been sick, and
nigh.unto death. I was stricken down with rheu·
matic fever on the 6th of January, and soon pass·
ed beyond the power of medical skill, but by the
administration of the elders of the church, the
prayers of the Saints and the blessing of God I
passed the crisis, and am now on the fair way to
recovery."

Bro. T. F. McDowell, Magnolia, Iowa,
February roth:
"On Sunday evening, 8th istant. I close d
a two weeks' series at Missouri Valley. Had
good attend!'rce, excellent attention, blessed
liberty. Disliked to close, but the •Christians'
modestlv shut the door. We could not obtain another suitable building. Did some good
for the few members who reoide there, and hope
they will 'continue in well doing.'''
ADDRESSES.
T. W. Smith, 1110 West 13th ave., Denver, Colo.
E. C. Bri~re:•, 4 W West Lake street.. Chtcag:o, Ill.
James H. Tyrrell, hox 144, Wallaceburg, Ontario; Secretary of Chatham District.
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LONGEVITY.

LoNG life may be attained under many
and variousc;onditions; an instance of this
is iound in the answers made by Count
Von Moltke, the gn~at General of the
German army, to a circular issued by the
Oesterreicher. Volksbildungs- Verien, in
an effort to discover by the lives of eminent men of the times how best to live
with a view to growing old.
The clipping from the paper we give below:
YOUTH.

Question-At what age did you begin to attend school, and how many hours a day did you
study?
Answer-In r8o8. when 8 years old. Fom
hours a day until r8ro; after that year, ten hours
daily.
Was your health, as a child, good or poor?
Answer-Fair.
·
Did you pass your youth in the city or in the
country?
Answer-In the country until 10 years old.
How many hours did you spend, as a rule, in
the open air?
Answer-Only a few hours, and no certain
number.
Did you play athletic games and devote time
to gymnastic exercises?
Answer-Not as a rule.
How many hours did you sleep?
Answer-Ten hours.
What general remarks do you care to make in
regard to your youth?
Answer-It was unpleasant and unhappy,
without sufficient nourishment, and was passed
away from home.
MANHOOD.

Did you prepare yourself for the profession in
the city or in the country?
Answer-In the city.
How many hours dtd you work each dav?
Answer-Different number at different times.
Do you ascribe to anv habit a particular influence upon your health?
Answer-Temperance in all habits of life; exercise in the open air whatever the state of the
weather; no day passed entirely within doors.
How long did you sleep?
. Answer-Between eight and nine hours.
'Vhat changes did you make after reaching an
advanced age in your habits of life?
Answer-None.
How many hours a day did you work in your
fiftieth, sixtieth, seventieth and eightieth year?
Answer-It depended upon the demands of
the times, and, therefore, very many.
What has been your recreation?
Answer-Horseback riding, until I reached
the age of 86 years.
How many hours do you now spend in the
open air?
Answer-When on my estate in summer, half
of the day.
How many hours do you now sleep?
Answer--Stiil eight hours.
What peculiarities have yoll as to nourishment, etc.?
Answer--I eat very little and make use of
food extracts.
To what circumstances or conditions do you
ascribe, in the main, your hearty old age?
Answer--To the grace of God and temperate
habits of life.
CouNT VoN MoLTKE, Field Marshal.
GOOD LOOKS DEPENDENT ON GOOD
HEALTH.
"As I don't care to wear out, I adopt the plan
of a good houskeeper and save myself. I don't
rock; I don't fret; I never read nor allow people to
tell me about the horrible or gruesome, for thr"e
things distress and worry me, which agitation can
do nobody any good and does me a great deal of
injury. I not only ,believe, but know for.a certainty
that women fret away their youth and beauty.
Care is a disease of the mind, and as insidious as
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any that preys upon the body. I have no home
cares to bother me, and I don'tpermit my friends
to provide any. Mind, I like women and I love
society, but one can pay very dearly for social
intercourse and friendship." - Housekeeper's
Week()'.

"Like the star,
That shines afar,
Without haste,
And without rest,
Let each man wheel with steady sway
Round the tusk that rules the day,
And do his best."

A WORD WITH SABBATH-SCHOOL
WORKERS.
IN the Herald of February 7th wlll be found
a notice in regard to sending delegates to the
Sunday-school convention, at Kirtland, Ohio.
All who are interested in the Sunday-school
work of the church should read it, and all officers,
together with all active members ofthe Sabbath·
school should lose no time in preparing to take
action upon the same.
The organization of a general association, for
the oversight of the Sabbath-school work and
the advancement of its inethods and interest, is
greatly needed, and it is earnestly desired by the
committee th<t it should be accomplished at
the meeting of the next general conference.
In order that it may be, however, i.t becomes
necessary that district associations as well as
Sabbath-schools of the church in localities where
no associ a ton is yet formed, should send delegates,
empowering them to accept or reject the consti·
tution and by-laws which, as the result of the
work of the committee appointed by general con·
ference, will be pre sen ted to them at this meet·
ing for acceptance or rejection. The item of
expense may be a hindrance, as it is not to be
supposed the Sabbath-schoois of the church now
in their infancy, are prepared to defray the expenses of delegates. This, however, need not be
considered an insurmountable barrier to repre·
sentation. vVe want the very best talent of the
church interested in this movement. The ministry, as a rule, will be there upon work con··
nected with the church. H they are interested
in this work (and how can they help being?),
empower them to act as delegates. The meeting will only demand a few hours time and
will be held previous to the opening of the
conference. We want such men as Bro. Charles
Derry and Bro. Frank McDowell, from the
west, and recalllng the efficient aid of Bro. L. W.
Powell and Bro. T. \Williams, now in the east, at
the tirne our G"~.vn district organization \·vas
forn1ed, v;e feel to say to the eastern Saints,
"Send them." Send !o this work men and women who love God and the latter day work;
men and v:ornen of breadi:h and thought and
sot!ls fired v;;ith the fJoly Sp~rit and let their
experience guide and ccntrol in ·[his irnpcrl:ant
business. ..l\.s far a'S it is found possible so to
do, serH:l your best and most fvlthful Sabbathschool workers, but when this is not feasible, as
the next best send those whose hearts are inter·
ested in th.e Vl!Ork) though they rnay not have
had any considerable experience themselves.
Let our best organized schools be represented,
but especially those who as yet are weak and not
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thoroughly organized, in order that the associa·
tion may have a correct conception of the needs
of the work. April 4th, r89r, is the date of the
meeting. Don't forget it.
WHY?
"WHY?" asks the child, "Why is it right?''
"Because I say so," answers the mother. All
wrong, mother; nothing in the world was ever
right because you said so. You are making an un·
true statement, and laying up trouble for your·
self in the future at the same time.
"Children should accept the dictum of their
parents unquestioningly."
But do they? That is the question.
Your child comes into the world without any
preconceived notion of the kind of world it is, or
the kind of people with whom his lot has been
cast. Everything must be tested by him (you
among th« rest) from the time he begins to use
his first reasoning powers, ?nd while it would be
more convenient, for a period, that our troubles
should not be increased by our being obliged to
answer questions about every little thing con tin·
ually, don't you know that it is this very thing
that builds up in the boy the judgment of the
man? If you simply say to a boy "Don't do
that." "Why?" "Because I say so," you give
him a rule for that particular occasion, but noth·
ing that can be of any service to him at any future
time.
Remember, that the majority of children are
sharp-witted, and clear-seeing, and if you want
them to be of real, solid use -to yon, give them
reasons for their actions so that they may act
from 1·eason and principle, and not from blind
obedience to another's will. There come plenty
of times, even in a child's life, when neither par·
ent is at hand to guide or command. If such
children have been accustomed to blind obedi·
ence, they have no fund of judgment on which
to draw·, and are utterly at a loss how i'o act.
The relation between parent and child should
be that between a loving counselor and one seek·
ing know· ledge-not that exlsting betvveen m~ster
and slave. Children only gain such knowledge
as they seek, and their ever expanding brains are
constantly seeking wherewith to be filled.
Remember, too, that until they have pt·oved
your infallibility, until they have questioned
within themselves or aloud, as to the motives of
your actions, they are not sure that you always
h~.ve a good reason.
If yon have proved to your child that you are
never arbitrary in your decisions, orders, or in·
slxuctions, he will learn to trust you blindly,
whlle provin.if the rest of the world.
If you say to a child so brought ur, "Do thus
or so," he will not quz~stion. He knows by experience that you are right, he knows it not so
much from the result, as from the fact that he
has learned a lesson from putting reasotz andre·
sult together.
Be careful to avoid giving orders for which
you have no particular reason beyond the caprice
of the moment, when that order effects your
child's comfort.
Your children will judge of you as m:on and
women, and their respect is naturally much les·
sened for a parent who has no other reason than
"because I say so" (even if they be your own ofr.
spring) and woe to the parent who proves an aut·
ocrat instead of a loving counselor.

If you say "Don't go out this morning,
Henry," "Why, mother?" "Because I say so."
To-morrow, and each succeeding day, you will
be tried with the same question. "Say, mother,
can't I go out this morning right after breakfast?"
until your patience is exhausted, anti your son's
temper and sullenness, if he possesses those qualities, are aroused But if you say to him in
answer to "Why?" "Because at this season of
the year the dew is very heavy, and you will get
your feet very wet.
After ten o'clock the sun
will have dried it all off, and then you can go out
every day." The matter is settled, the child is
satisfied, and he knows without further question
as each to-day "turns up," that he is not to go
out till ten o'clock because the grass ls not suffi·
ciently dry.
Do your best to inculcate reason and principle,
and don't be too tired, or too cross, or too digni·
fied to answer a respectful "why ?'.'-Sel.
PRAYER UNION.
MEMORY TEXTS FOR MARCH.

First Thursday, Eph. s:r9-29; D.C.s7:23;
Nephi 13: 5·
Second Thursday, 2 Cor. I: II; D. C. so: 6;
Book of Nephi 8:8.
Third Thursday, Gal. 4: 19; D. C. 58:6, com·
mencing at the second sentence; Book of Alma
26:7, commencing after the word "battle."
Contributed by Sr. G. F. Simmons and Elder
C. Butterworth.
·
O'wing to our absence in the east', where we
were called by the illness of an aged parent, the
above and other contributions were. not received
in time for an earlier insertion. I have but just
returned and hope my correspondents who re·
quest answers to various questions will be pa·
tient with me. Will answer through Herald
soon.
ELEANOR.

2

SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

Sr. Maria Gifford of Winnipeg, Manitoba, requests the prayers of the sisters of the Prayer
Union in behalf of her daughter Sarah, who is
very much afflicted in her mind.
Sr. I. A. Taylor of Rogers, Texas, requests
your prayers in behalf of her little granddaugh·
ter Lidia, who has been a cripple since last sum·
mer.
HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

Feb 13, Amount to date .......... - ... $3,39S 67
Christiana Edwards,Mch$
J. T. Johnson, Kan ...... I 20
W. Bowlby, Kan .....•• , . 35
I sahel S. Wilder, I a ...... r oo
E. Penrod, Nev.......... 6o
M.A. Christy, Ark...... 2S
3 90
Feb. 20, Amount received to date ..•.. $3-399 57

so

~Send

all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

OTTAWA, FEB .. rst.
To the Sisters o/ the Home Column:-Sitting
here watching the people go by to the many dif·
ferent churches, I began to wonder when the
time would come that a true church would be
erected here? I do not know of any other Lat.
ter Day Saints here excepting our family. There
are some who have heard the name, while there
are others who never heard of Latter Day Saints.
Vve have not heard a sermon preached since we
moved here. I should like to see $Ome elder
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come and preach here, for though we are poor
in this world's goods any elder would receive a
welcome and 'Share with us if he come to spread
the tidings of great joy. It affords me great
pleasure to read the many cheering letters, and
ofttimes when the heart is sad the body is weary
and weighted down with care, trouble and sickness, there is one comfort. Go to thy closet and
find solace there. May the good work go on and
spread the glad tidings from pole to pole.
Your sister in Christ,
E. A. C.
ST. THOMAs, Feb. 5th.
Dear Column:-God has been very good to me
In sparing my life to write; for I have suffered
much since I last wrote you, but God brought
me through. I had a gathered tumor under my
left arm and it had to be lanced by the doctor,
but I was administered to and the pain ceased
and I had such a calm, soothing feeling come
over me that I cannot express, and the evidence
was given to me that I would get better.
The gospel is all to me. There is nothing I
prize more. I love the Prayer Union. It has
done much good. May God speed his work is
my unceasing prayer.
Your sister in the faith,
E. CORNISH.
CAMERON, Mo., Feb. 7t.h.
Dear Sister:- While reading this passage of
Scripture this morning, "She hath done what she
could," I was led to wonder if, after this woman
had tried in her way to do something for the
Master, she did not feel sad and discouraged
when those who were standing by began to find
fault. How little and insignificant her effort had
seemed to be, at first; but now, after hearing the
criticisms of others, how much less it must have
appeared in her own estimation to be.
·
I wonder if, for a few minutes, she did not feel
as though she would have been glad if she had
not tried to do anything; but it is only for a few
moments that she feels this way; for when she
hears the loving words of her Master, her regrets
are gone and she is filled joy and gladness. "Let
her alone, she hath wrought a god'd work; she
hath done what she could."
I wonder if there are not those who get discouraged to-day who are trying in their weakness
to do what little they can for the cause they love,
to comfort and encourage others. \Vhen they
see some standing around with folded arms, who
ar.e far better qualified to do the work they are
trying to do, and hear them finding fault and
criticising the weak effort they are making. If
you ask them why they do not do something,
they will say, "0h, I don't want to make myself
conspicuous. I expect I think just as much of
the work as any one, but it is not always those
that are making the loudest noise that are doing
the most good. It is not always those whose
names appear so often in the Herald that are
doing the greatest amount of work."
I don't suppose they really mean any harm,
neither do I believe they realize how discouraging such words are to the weak ones, and I don't
believe they would do those who are strong any
good. But there is one consolation for those who
are trying to work for the Master, if that which
. they do is done in the love and fear of God, they
h;we nothing to fear and they must not give up,
.but continue to try, for if God be with them, it
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Bureas lifted them in his arms and carried them
several feet, then dropped them and gathered
them up with greater force, and the tide rose
higher and higher until it washed away the tops
of wharves dashed boats to pieces, washed over
a point of land forming a miniature island we recalled the words of the Lord, "The sea shall
heave itself beyond its bounds.
Bro. F. M. Sheehy made us a flying visit a
short time ago, awakened the spirit of inquiry
and investigation among the people generally,
roused the Saints to a higher plane of action,
preached to crowded houses, and left with rnany
regrets of the people. Many are inquiring,
"When is he coming again?" "Why did he go
so soon?" etc., and some outside of the church
say if he had staid this winter he might have
stormed the town.
The Prayer Union is an important factor in
the work here and through its influence much
good is being accomplished. Some of the sisters who were remiss in duty have come to !he
front and are now earnestly and zealously engaged in the work.
The Sister's Circle which meets once a fortG. F. S.
night to make articles to sell for the purpose of
collecting money to expend for the benefit of the
JONESPORT, Me., Jan. I 5th.
cause, has been in the habit of offering prayer
Dear Sisters:-I think it a privilege to be able
before separating. Previous to the organization
to communicate with yon through the happy
of the Prayer Union, if a certain few of the sismedium of the Horne Column. Many months
ters were not present that duty would pass by
have come and gone and long days have interunperformed. Now after the time alloted to
vened since last I visited the column.
. work has expired the remaining time is spent in
To·day I feel like taking up the pen which has
prayer, nearly all taking part. Last Thursday
so long been silent and write the thoughts as
fourteen were present at the meeting and out of
thick and fast they come to my mind. The
that number twelve prayers were offered and all
first scene that presents itself to my vision, is a
bore testimony. The room was filled with the
motley gathering at Central Hall to listen to a
Spirit, and under its influence all eyes were in
lecture to be delivered by Pres. Joseph Smith on
tears.
the Origin of the Church. One among that
With faith in the ultimate triumph of the work,
number was touched by the simplicity and
I remain your sister,
LIZZIE AMES.
straightforwardness of his statements, as he recounted the scenes in the early days of the
ST. THOMAS.
church, its organization, prosperity, introduction
Dear SisfePs if the Home Column:-I am still
of evil, apostasy and finally its organization. As
contending for the faith in my weak way and
a result of that lecture or indirectly so, Bro. J.
desiring to be faithful, although it is a hard batC. Foss led a staunch and zea-lous member of the
tle to fight, the trials and temptations are very
Congregational Church into the waters of baphard, but nevertheless it proves the more. to me
tism on Sunday last. She had decision and
the gospel is true; everything that is transpiring
firmness of character enough to come out and
around us day after day tells us the gospel is
face the storm of opposition which will be hurltrue. Ever praying for the welfare of Zion.
ed against her.
Pray for me.
He also baptized his little daughter Mary. She
I desire to send in my little offering that God
marched down into the water with as much
has given me health and strength to earn.
courage as many a person of maturity. It was
Yours truly,
SR. BENTLY.
one of a few mornings we have the p)easure of
seeing here in this eastern clime at this season of
the year. There was not a rippie upon the water,
which resembled one vast mirror as it reflected

will not matter what man may say against them.
I feel to ask our heavenly Father to bless all
who write for the church publications, lhat they
may have his Spirit to direct them, and strengthen and encourage them to press on in the work.
What would we do without the Herald and the
Autumn Leaves? How much there is in them to
cheer the weary ones, giving them renewed courage to press on in the service of their loving
M:.ster.
Dear sisters, let us try this year to do what we
can to help Sr. Frances in the Home Column, for
she must get weary and discouraged sometimes
as well as the rest of us: I feel satisfied there are
a great many who would write if they had more
time. I think it will be a good thing for us to
try Sr. Viola's plan. It may be that all of us
would have more time to write and read, too, if
we would leave undone some things that have
appeared in the past to be essential. May our
heavenly Father give us wisdom that we may
use the time alloted to us here in the best and
wisest way, and that in tht> end we may be permitted to hear our loving Savior say to each of
us, "She hath done what she could."

"The old trees their arms outstretching
As on earth they wo2ld lay hand,"

Which lined the opposite bank of the shore,
while on this side was sung the appropriate
hymn, "Now the sun is lightly ~hining,'' which
was in beautiful keeping with the surroundings.
That evening Bro. Foss preached a telling sermon on "the Law of the Church" under qw influence of the Spirit; those who were present say
that the confirmations were grand. The following day, the placid waters where the baptismal
services were performed the previous day were
now lashed into seethir.g foaming billows.
The storm king was abroad in all his fury, and
as we watched the rising tide, and waves as old

SAN BERNARDINO, Cal. Feb. rzth.
Editors Herald:- Having something worth
recording I will ask for just a little space. I
wish to tell your readers that President W. W.
Blair arrived here on the 9th of January, andremained until February 3d, during which time he
labored among us with unceasing zeal; preaching, visiting, counseling and administering to
the sick. The Spirit of the Master was with him
in his labors, as was apparent to all.
His labors were well received by the Saints,
and they did what they could to sustain him and
make him feel at home.
There were six baptized, and one rebaptized during his stay.
Two
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of those baptized were young men well known
to your Lamoni readers--Ern. Constantine North
and Forest Madison.
We think the visit of Bro. Blair did good here
and will do good elsewhere on the coast.
He
went from here to Santa Ana, and thence to
Los Angeles, where he now is, accompanied by
Elder D. S. Mills.
Come again, Bro. Blair.
The Saints of San
Bernardino will welcome you; but whether you
labor here or elsewhere you will have their confidence and earnest support.
HEMAN c. SMITH.
WEsT FoRK, Ind., Feb. I2th.
Editors Herald:-After our quarterly conference the work opened up six miles south of
Marietta, at the Buckeye school-house.
We
preached there one week to crowded houses, and
the interest was splendid.
While at this place we were sent for by the
Saints at Bird's Eye, to meeet the Brighamites,
who were_ holding meetings and hurling their
anathema'~ against the Reorganization, calling
us apostates. We met them January Zist and
immediately entered into the discussion of the
question as to the legal successor in the prophetic
office of the church. The debate lasted two
evenings with six speechec on our side and five
on their's, V. D. Baggerly acting as moderator
for us, and Mr. Duke, of Utah, for them.
The debate was orderly, and I think good was
done. The tv,o organizations were brought tace
to face before the people on the organic law of
the church, in which many were disarmed of
that sweet morsel that we were all of the same
stripe.
Mr. Torley maintained that Peter was the
president of the ancient Church of Christ. His
effort in this direction was weak-was so apparent to many. I showed the line of succession
in the ancient church in the house of Joseph and
Mary, the mother of Christ, as far as the New
Testament and ancient history was conct:rned;
and in the organization of the church in I83o,
that the same rule obtained that the successor in
the prophetic office was in the lineage and house
of Joseph, (how strange!), as is taught in the Doctrine and Covenants.
I felt splendid during the debate, and so did
the brethren. Mr. Thorley charged the Reorganization with assisting the government to disfranchise the Mormon Church. I replied that
we did what we could in assisting to put down
polygamy.
He said the government did not
care for polygamy; all it was after was their
money.
They maintain the doctrine of polygamy
strongly here, in private conversation. They
circulate no other kind of literature that I have
seen; and if the elders I meet reflect the sentiments of Utah or their church, the manifesto of
Wilford Woodruff is nothing but a piece of deception.
We proceeded from this place to Breckenridge
county, Kentucky, where we labored for awhile,
and were greeted with full houses, kindly received and urgent! y requested to return.
I feel thankful that we have made some progress, and hope the Masta will bless our efforts,
although weak, to the good of those with whom
we have labored.
May God bless those who so nobly stood by
and assisted us.
I. P. BAGGERLY.
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PLANO, Illinois, F~b. nth.
Edi/{)rs Herald:-Having seen a number of
encour::~ging references to Bro. John Landers'
work during his life time, I also am moved upon
by the Spirit to cast in my testimony.
Twenty years ago I met for thi! first time,
Uncle John Landers, who, as I thought, was
then a very old man. He came tG visit my husband, Seth White. We lived at Independence,
Missouri. I had never heard anything about the
Reorganization, and cared less. When Father
Landers came to our house I was suffering with
a serious difficulty in rr1y throat and lungs; had
not been able to speak a loud word for about
three months. It was six months before I regained my full voice again.
To tell the truth, while listening to the old
gentleman talk, I thought him both crazy and
cranky, but when he arose to go he came up and
put his hands on my head and prophesied in these
_words: "Sister, you are laboring under a serious difficulty now, but you shall recover, and the
day will surely come when your voice will be
lifted up in the congregation of the Saints, bearing testimony to the gospel you have heard today. May the kind Father grant thee patience,
and strength for your day. Amen."
Thirteen years of storm and sunshine passed
away before I heard the first gospel sermon, but
my heavy heart leaped with joy, my mourning
was changed to song; for I knew the "Healer was
nigh," and the swift wings of the !'Spirit" brought
over the lapse of years the words of one of his
servants, and that day they were fulfilled.
I desire this put in the Herald, that not only
Father Landers may read and remember, but
that the world may know that one of God's
servants still stands on the earth. Although
time has silvered his hair and bent his form, yet
has he been honored because he was like one of
old. "The friend of God." I never have seen
him since that day, but there have been times in
my life when I would have been glad to have
seen him swing back the door and command the
burden of sorrow to lift its heavy hand from our
hearts. I know it would then have been done.
May the hope of eternal life grow brighter and
brighter for him until the perfect day.
MRs HATTIE WHITE.
OLNEY, Wash., Feb. 9th.
Editors Herald:- Yesterday was another pleas·
ant day by which many of the Saints were called
to witness the noblest ordinance on earth--baptism. I administered this rite to an aged man
named Hastings. He had united with the church
in England in r86o, or thereabout, went to Utah,
was dissatisfied with things there, joined the Morrisites and was with Joseph Morris when he was
shot--agdn to be disappointed and made to realize the truth of the words of Jeremiah the prophet, "Curoed is the man that trusteth in man and
maketh flesh his arm;" and to. day he repeats the
~ad story that has so often been told by weary
pilgrims in life's uneven journey, passing
through scenes of trouble and disappointment,
yet hopeful; and to-day rejoices in hope of
bright glory of heavenly bliss.
He saw that fatal hour in which James Morris
fell; was close by and heard the words of Col.
Burton. After the arms were stacked he asked
if he (Monis) had an} thing to say, whereupon
he said, "All that are willing to follow me in life

or death, come this way." After they commenced
to follow hill! to the School-house, CoL Burton
said, "We have got enough of your d - - treason," and forthwith drew a revolver and fired at
him until he felL
To-day Bro. Hastings looks back on that tryhg scene and is thankful he is what he is.
His meeting with us was peculiar. The first
sermon he heard was on February Ist by the
writer, and he was ready for baptism; so the
water was troubled on the 8th. He is now in his
sixtieth year.
We are still alive to the wqrk and have preaching every Sunday night. If any one had told me
two years ago that my tongue would be loosed
as it is at the present time I would have questioned it very much. I am blessed beyond measure in presenting the word of life. The hearts of
the Saints here are all Zionward, and they pray
for the dawning of Zion's day.
This place reminds me of the seventy years'
captivity when they used to hang their harps on
the willow and say, "How can we sing the songs
of Zion in a strange land?" "0, Zion, when I
think of thee!"
We often pray for her and her loved ones.
God grant that we may all meet there.
JOHN DAVIS.
ANGus, Iowa, Feb. nth.
Editors Herald:- There are still a few of
Zion's children in this locality who are looking
forward to the time of redemption and at the
same time letting their light shine, with the
hope ·of leading others to God.
I have spent
many pleasant hours with them in telling of God's
dealings with man, and the testimonies he has
granted us are all we could desire to confirm us
in the work.
When I first commenced to preach here, which
was about seven years ago, there was much
prejudice.
This has been wmewhat overcome,
though all are not willing to accept the doctrine
as we preach it; yet they have concluded to
recognize us as Christians.
A few nights ago I attended union meetings
in Perry, in company with Bro. Morgan of that
place. All the ministers of that town rallied at
the opera house. The meetings were conducted
somewhat differently than I had ever seen.
It
was a concert, bible reading, then preaching or
explaining the different verses read; then fifteen
minutes were allowed, as the evangelist expressed, "for God to speak."
This proved to be a
call for any one to quote a portion of Ecripture
whatever camP- first to mind.
The subject of
"justification by faith" seemed to be their whole
stock in trade, many of the verses quoted bearing
on this subject were asked to be repeated, there being many "amens," and other comrnon ejaculations at their close.
Thinking I had a right to
speak, I arose and called their attention to Acts
z: 37, 38, but when I got through there was no
"ha!\elujah," but a cloud o'erspread the face of
the preacher.
When I see the people imposed upon by the.se
self-styled evangelists I cannot keep silent;
neither do I think I ought to, as I have enlisted
for life. I cannot afford to waste time as it is
too precious.
The mercies of God toward me
have been very great, and I want to help in his
cause, and thus show my appreciation of His
goodness.
I can never repay hi~ for what he
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tha.t was the only expression I heard from the
iips of all.
From the 24th until the 3oth I spent in Sarpy
county, at the pleasant home of Bro. W. M. Satterfield and preached seven times at the Buffalo,
to large and orderly congregations. More than
ever am I satisfied that by constant and wise efforts good to the cause would be the result.
There are some good Saints in that vicinity that
should not be neglected, but faithfully fed with
gospe! truths. r acknowledge their thoughtfulness and kindness to me.
I returned to 0 maha. and preached two evenings to full houses; thence to Crescent, an old
field of labor, where, under the blessing of God,
more than a score united with the church. I
found many changes had taken place during the
past eight years. Many have left the active
OMAHA, Neb, Feb. 9th.
scenes of this life and gone to the silent majority,
while the children of former acquaintances came
Editors Herald:-On the 8th of November I
forward with the fruit of honorable marriage in
went to Council Bluffs, and preached to small
their arms for a blessing under my hand, and
congregations; perhaps the bad weather was the
with all my heart can I implore divine grace and
cause of not more attending. I then went to
blessing upon the pure and innocent little ones,
Omaha, preaching most every evening and on
even if I have to be called the "Baby-blesser." I
Sundays for two weeks. There was a manifest
preached five times for the people of Crescent in
and growing interest, and I spent the days visittheir neat little church; good attendance at every
ing the Saints, especially those who had been
session, and their love for the work was exhibitcareless about coming to meetings.
ed in a very substantial manner.
There is and has been considerable friction in
December 7th in company with Bro. 0 Jones
branch rule here, and, as might be expected, it
I went to Council Bluffs and partook of the sacresulted in the wounding and hurting of feelings.
rament with the Saints, after which 1 preached
To me it is a strange thing that any Saints can
the word to them with only fair liberty. For
disregard their vow to faithfulness and go consome reason that I do not understand my attrary to the revelations that enjoin attending the
tempt to preach in that city has not been attendhouse of worship at regular appointments. It is
ed with the same rich flow of the Spirit of God
not only wrong in the individual, but it sets a
as in other places. In the afternoon I went to
bad example to others. 0, ye fathers and mothOmaha and partook of the sacrament and coners in Israel, who have children! Let me call
tinued preaching over two Sabbaths, presiding
upon you in the name of him who died to -save
over a special business meeting at which arrangeyou, considt>r carefully and prayerfully what efments were made to build an addition to the
fectyOI~r life and examples will have upon your
church, including a baptismal font.
We were
children and neighbors; and the men of God
blessed with the presence, on December 14th, of
called to the holy priesthood, given to be ensamBro. H. J. Hudson, district president. He spoke
ples of fidelity and righteousness, how can yon
very feelingly and kindly to the Saints, and gave
excuse yourselves to God and his people in abgood instructions and advice.
senting yourselves from just and lawful duties?
I spent from the r 5th to the zoth with the
Undoubtedly the church is overloaded with
Saints of Underwood, preaching five times in
that class of elders mentioned or described by the
their new church to large and a_ttentive audiences;
Lord: "For many e:ders have been ordained unand here as at other places the Saints were' kind
to me, and are come under my condemnation,
to me. The zrst spo~e twice in Omaha, and had
by reason of neglecting to lift up their voices in
my first experience in a font, the new one just
my cause, and for such there is tribulation and
completed for the occasion, bartizing six, whose
anguish; haply they themselves may be saved
combined age was nearly three hundred and
(if doing no evil) though their glory, which is
sixty-five years.
I went to Nebraska City the
given for their works, be withheld, or in other
22d and preached in t_he evening, leaving for
words their works are burned, not being profithome where I arrived the next day.
able unto me."
While at Omaha I made my stopping place at
T.b.e plain truths of the above and the consethe comfortable home of Bro. C. G Ahlquist.
quences of displeasing God, ever fill me with
How good and cheering it is that in our wanderawe, and incite me to diligence in this heavenings to tell the gladsome news of the gospel we
bestowed gospel.
find kind Saints to aid and care for us. My
I found the Saints of Omaha in a feverish
financial report will show why I am grateful to
state of mind in regard to business meeting, so I
the Saints, and thankful to God. While at home
was present at a special business meeting, the
I baptized two, preached when called upon, and
evening of November 14th. In my journal I
put in most of the time caring for the family and
find: "From all sides I had heard that the busisick, which detained me away from my field unness meetings were not harmonious, and usually
til January 29th.
considerable l1l will, and bad feeling were maniMet with the Saints of Northern Nebraska
fested, and it was expected that this evening
district in conference, which consisted of two
would be still worse. But all were disappointed,
prayer, four preaching, and two business meetas the business was done without a jar, or violaings.
All passed off in unity and peace, since
tion of church rules." I believe most of the
which time I have bee!} busy visiting and hold-.
Saint$were gre11tly cheered at the re,sult, at least

has done for me, but will do the best I can and
leave the rest with Jesus. 0! how much I need
that wisdom that comes from the Father to enable me to speak so as to convince men that
the gospel has been restored, and that this gospel is the one Jesus taught should be a witni!ss
to all nations before the end should come. I
rejoice to see it is winning its way in many places.
The Lord is surely with his servants fulfilling
his promises, in strengthening and supporting
the weak and illiterate to the confusion of the
worldly-wise.
The gift of wisdom is greatly to
be desired and much needed to overcome surrounding evil.
As there is a possibility for
Saints to enjoy this gift, may we all contend for
it, and the peace of God be our everlasting portion.
WM. THOMPSON.
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ing meetings, but the weather has been stormy
and cold which is somewhat against us.
Since my coming here last fall there has been
sixteen added to the branch, and the prospect is
that more will be gathered into the fold. The
Saints are very much scattered, and it is quite a
tax on them to hold meetings. My lodgings are
are about four miles from the place of meeting,
and many have still farther to come, but it is
encouraging to see how cheerful are those who
aid and attend in the effort that the gospel should
be spread in this great and wealthy city, filled
with the churches of men, and running over with
shame, sin and crime.
My soul is distressed to
know how to reach and save the people from the
pangs of hell and darkness.
God pity and help
all to obtain the crown of eternal life.
Feb. I6th:-Through the kindness of Bro. J.
H. Peters, of Coleman, Michigan, I am mailing
to the people of Omaha three hundred copies of
the Voice of Warning; sending them out trustIng and praying that God will bless them to the
salvation of some honest souls.
Attendance at meetings yesterday most excellent, and a lively interest is taken by most of
the Saints. Some few outsiders also manifest a·
degree of interest in our work. On duty,
RoBT, M. ELVIN.
DENVER, Colo., Feb. 8th.
Editors Herald:-The first article in the
Herald of February 7th, entitled "Our Work in
the Cities," is quite worthy of thought, especially to those that have to do with the work in such
cities; and as the subject is of vital importance
to the Saints of this city I wish to state a few
facts that may be of interest to the Saints abroad,
and may enlighten their minds as to what is
being done here.
As is well-known, Bro. CaffaJI has been missionary in charge of the work in Colorado for a
number of years, and has labored faithfully to
establish the work in Denver, but progress has
been slow on account of lack of members to meet
the necessary expense of a protracted effort, for
as you say, hall-rent is high and the Saints generally are poor; but of late the Lord has been
working in this part of his vineyard and to-day
the church in Denver stands in quite a different
position to what it has in the past, and I firmly
believe and the Spirit has borne witness to the
fact that the Lord has a work to do here-a people to be gathered out.
On the wth of November, r889, a branch of
the church was organized with eleven members.
Our present number is forty-three, thirteen of
whom have been baptized since the organization
of the branch; the others are members from
other branches who came here seeking both
health and employment, and so far we have had
no cause to regret their coming, for they are of
that class that have an interest in the work and
are anxious for the prosperity of Zion's cause.
We have a nice hall rented on Fourteenth street,
opposite city hall, where we can be found every
Sunday trlorning from ten to twelve, and at
seven p. m. What we need is an elder that can
devote the most of his time te the work; and I
am satisfied that if the proper steps are taken
there can be as great a work done henil as in
Chicago.
•
Bro. Caffall has done much for the work, but
having such a large field to look after, he cannot
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give as much time to the city as he would like.
Bro. T. W. Smith has been here the past three
months and has put in some good blows for
truth; but the time is nearing for his departure
and then the labors must fall on the local talent,
and there are none of us but have to labor daily
for the bread that perisheth, and have not the
time to devote to a study of the word that one
should in order to m,:et the different opinions of
the day. But one thing is sure: we trust in Him
who is able to carry on the work over all opposition.
I do think the work in Colorado is worthy of
more than one appointee of General Conferenc'.
Please lay the matter before the body at the
proper time.
Times are very hard in Denver this winter.
Several of the brethren are out ®f work and are
liable to come to want unless things liven up
soon; but so far we have been able to keep up
hall-rent and other branch expenses; and I want
to say right here that we would be only too glad
to have any of the brethren passing back and
forth from the ea'it to the west give us a call.
We have also a building committee, and contemplate buying lots and erecting a house of
worship, and there has been some talk of appealing to the church at large for assistance in the
matter; but, as the editor says in the Herald for
February 7th, I have but little faith in getting
help from abroad.
Much more might be said of the work and
prospects for the future, but I ask the Saints
abroad to pray for the success of the work in
Denver.
K F. SHUPE.
MissouRI VALLEY, Iowa, Feb w'h.
Editors Herald:-My wife and I ahd a few of
my kinsfolk are all who live in this place that
belong to the Saints.
Our brother, Elder J. F.
McDowell, has been preaching for us in the p<tst
two weeks.
J hope much good has been done.
Bro. McDowell would like to have preached
another week, but the Christians told us we could
not have the building longer.
We tried to get
another church, but could not; so that stopped
the preaching. They don't like sound doctrine.
But I think he has done much good.
I know this is the work of God,·
I have seen
my dear mother healed, from her death bed, by
the power of God. She is a living witness today for the work's sake.
I desire to be found
faithful. Pray for me.
T. H. pARKER.
DE KALB Ill., Feb. 12th.
Editors Herald:-I nc;,ticed a call for aid in the
Herald of February 7th from a brother living in
Wi-consin in behalf of the Cortland branch in
Illinois; and as we, the branch, have made no
such call, I d~sire to say to the Saints that aid is
not asked for; and that any sending money to
our branch will not feel hurt at having the contribution returned, as it will be, for we are not in
need of any help at present.
We have our
church completed all but painting and papering,
and will have but a little indebtedness when the
church is entirely finished, and can easily meet
obllgations as they come; therefore, we do not
believe it right for us to take anything from our
brethren abroad. We bf'lieve that the brother
from \Visconsin means wel.l, but feel that he has
not understood us; therefore, while thanking him

sincerely for the interest taken in our welfare, we
must decline all money sent to us, for reasons
stated above.
While not a large branch yet the blessings of
the Lord attend us both spiritually and temporally. Many are waiting for our house of worship
to be completed, and when we have all in readiness we feel assured many will receive the truth.
We have our trials but as a branch the Saints are
united and the work is onward,
All seem determined to live humble and faithful and gain
the victory at last. \Ve feel to rejoice in our
souls that God has been with us and enabled us
to build a house of worship whereby others may
be brought to a saving knowledge of our Redeemer. I love the gospel cause and desire always to be found at my post wherever duty may
call. May God bless his people.
c. D. CARTER.
BAD AxE, Mich., Feb. nth.
Editors Herald:-I had a vision some time
ago. Three angels appeared to me. They stood.
talking to somebody else before they turned and
talked with me, and I don't know what they said.
When they came down they appeared in the
shape of a triangle about a foot high, and they
stood at each corner. This triangle was anchored
to the floor by a big anchor and chain. The triangle was about sixteen feet long.
I can say I know this is the true gospel. I
want to be faithful and aid all I can to help the
cause along.
CuRTIS C. LAMBKIN.
MARCELLUS, Mich., Valentine's,
or All Saints' Day.
Editors Herald:- The sun arose in a cloudless
sky this lovely day, and threw a wealth of golden
cheer all over lakelels, hills, woodlands, fields
and smiling villages. Jack Frost is lenient, and
the domestic fowls and feathered tribes of the
grove are all prophesying of the vernal days, and
harbingering the speedy return of leafy dells,
grassy plains, fl,)wery lawns, budding orchards
and springing grains.
While the lavishing hand of a glorious Benefactor is beheld in the mirrored deep and the
cerulean skies, the trackless ether and the wondrous earth, the boundless rivers and the throbbing heart, we ought to bow in reverential awe
and work with a willing, vigilant, everlasting
might. If the Eye that never sleeps should grow
dim, the creations would be plunged into chaotic
night. If the everlasting Arm that bears up,
sustains and controls all things would become
short, paralytic, or enfeebled, then the bright star
of hope would set behind the bla~k mountain of
despair, to rise and shine no more forever.
The Lord Jehovah marshals the solar system
and feeds the ravens, He supervises the heavenly
hosts, weigheth our spirits and careth for our immortal or deathless beings. He forces his mercies
on none, but would that all turn to him and live.
H~ freely gave the best gift of his infinite love,
even his dearly beloved Son, to educate, render
useful, happy and save a lost race, and resurrect
a sin-cursed, fallen world.
We cannot number his mercies, his manifold
blessings and the variety of his providences,his tender care, long forbearance, unbounded
pity, eternal mercy, forgiving disposition, ceasele;s vigilance, superhuman strength and gentle
charity, along with every good grace, virtue and

attribute of his superlative perfection, woos and
wins my poor, wayward heart.
0 Lord,thou art my life and light, my physician and strength, my buckler and shield, my ad!(mantine trust and the gibraltar of my surfbeaten soul. Take me under the shadow of thy
wing; keep me in the hollow of thy hand, and
bear me forth in the darkness and in the rain,
and I will not fear what man can do, but love
and serve thee ever.
All the hateful, heathen deities are vanities;
cruel, unrelenting, and worse than nothing.
Priestcraft bows at the shrine of the God of this
world. The pestilential breath of the sectarian
Dagon inspires the blind votaries to malign the
dead saints and execrate and persecute the children of the true and living God.
Fallen spirits and incarnate demons are forming in rings, cliques, bands, bundles, and pools,
trusts, beneficiary societies, life insurances,
secret orders, labor unions, farmers alliances,
granges, good templars, castes, Chautauqua circles, etc., etc., but Jesus Christ long since said,
''In me ye shall have peace, but in the world,
tribulation;" hence exit from all places of Babylon.
A society bird makes a poor Saint; and a rabid
politician is a spiritual dwarf, while all that keep
late hours at club-houses ought to be clubbed
home to their lonely wives and forsaken children; whereas the lodge room is a man-trap, a
human deadfall and a snare. I know what I
am talking about, for I speak from experience,
ob~ervation, and as the oracles of God.
I listened to a member of a certain secret order
tell me what a good thing it was to become a
member until I finally joined, took degrees and
paid dues until I had squandered between
twenty and thirty dollars, to say naught of the
precious time worse than wasted. They said it
was for the best men in the community, enjoined
temperance and morality and was as good as the
church, We met in a hall over a saloon, and the
dram shop flourished. Our chaplin who read the
prayers was a profane, drunken vlllain, and the
whole beneficiary was a miserable farce.
I have never darkened the door of a solitary
bdge since I first read the Book of Mormon. I
perused carefully that evangel of light about
eighteen years ago, just before uniting with the
church. I want our people, both collectively and
individually, to lay aside every weight, and all
besetting sins, and remove the barnacles, shake
off the dust, and brush away the cobwebs, and
arise and shine.
A half-told-truth is a misleading lie; a mongrel Christian is a sad failure, while the world,
the flesh and the evil one are at enmity against
God.
Without moralizing further I will say that I
have been blessed of God in this field,--had good
health and liberty, found many kind Saints and
clever friends, and have been busy as a nailer.
Through persistence, courage and zeal I have
succeeded in gaining the largest hearing the
church has ever had in several places, especially
in Buchanan. I have tried to sow with a good
will and a liberal hand, and was ably and powerfully aided at times by Brn. W. J. Smith and C.
Scott. These brethren are able exponents of the
faith, while hypocites tremble beneath their withering rebukes, their burning logic and their inspirational eloquence. May the Lord of Hosts
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send more such valiant, approved, effectual servants into his great harvest field.
In order that others can be sent to build up the
kingdom the whole body ought to pay in liberally, as well as pray fervently. Orthodoxy is in
fear and trouble, and her grist is about all gone.
The upper and nether mill-stones are turning
away on about her last batch.
May saving truth, and heavenly light, and
endless life roll forth till Zion, fair Zion, becomes the beacon of the world and the glory of
Israel. We feel that the Lord eternal will come
to our rescue if we will but strive to do our level
best. May God smile upon his holy church from
on high, enlarge her borders and strengthen her
every part I do pray.
For God, his Son's gospel, and diamond truth,
M. T. SHORT.

~nmmuni~afinn:s.
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive tb.e
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible fiJ>~
their own views. Contributions solicited.

THE following article contains the statement of a relative of a family in the good
cause, who differs from the faith of the
church, and a reply thereto which we
were requested to make. No name was
given us who the person is, and we violate
no confidence in using both statement and
reply, as a sort of doctrinal view of the
subjects named:
LETTER AND REPLY-DOCTRINAL.

STATE]\1ENT.
THE H0ly Ghost is the Spirit of God, or
of Christ; and these three are one in purpose. Now Christ says in John 6:63,
"The words that I speak unto you, they
are spirit, and they are lite." Now I believe we are baptized with the Holy Ghost
in this sense, that when we become Christians we change our lives and conform
them to his will or Spirit, as he says in
John 6:63; but we are not baptized like
the apostles were on the day of Pentecost.
Neither do we receive power like they did
to perform miracles, and to speak with
tongues; for Paul says in I Corinthians
I3: 3, ''Whether there be tongues they
shall cease."
You say you do not see what will be
the use of us being baptized with the Holy
Ghost at the end of time. It will open our
minds to the .happiness which God has in
reservation for those who love and serve
him.
Again: There will be just as much need
of the righteous being baptized at the end
of time to fit them for eternal bliss, as to
baptize the wicked in fire to prepare them
for an eternity of sorrow. John I4: 26 is
a special address to his apostles which fitted them to preach the gospel authorita-'
tively and to leave behind them the record
of the New Testament. John r 5: 26
means just as John I4:26; also John I6:
I3-I5 means the same-Christ talkin~ to
the apostles just before his ascension, not
to·us.
Acts z: 38, 32: Holy Spirit, the gift of
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the Holy Spirit promised as a comforter
to all who obey Christ. This don't say to
be baptized with it. Acts 2: 39: To all
that are afar off means the Gentiles.
Proof, Ephesians 2: I 1-14.
Again: Samaria received the word by
Philip. Philip was not an apostle, therefore he could not impart the gift of the
Spirit.
Again: You can't find where the gift
was ever imparted only by the presence of
the apostles, Paul included.
Acts 19: 6: The word "prophesied"
means to teach; not to foretell future
events.
Mark r6: 17: This is a close quotation. I
cannot give anything on this special. Take
the word "them" in verse 17. Please find
its antecedent and see if you don't have to
go to the 14th verse. Plural pronouns
have plural antecedents. So I must say
all Christians in the days of the apostles
did not nor could not work miracles, for
Simon wanted to buy this power.
I will
say further that this power seems to have
ceased with the apostles. See John 14: r 2.
Greater works don't mean greater miracles, but when Christ said this and went
to his Father he had about five hundred
followers; and on the day of Pentecost
when he baptized the apostles with the
Holy Ghost they spake the truth and they
converted three thousand souls in one
day. The conversion of so many was the
greater works, not greater miracles; for
Christ had all power both in heaven and
in earth. But he never converted three
thousand souls in one day; he left that for
his apostles to do.
REPLY.

THE HOLY GHOST,
THis is by the Savior stated to be the
"Comforter," the "Holy Ghost," the
"Spirit of Truth." John 14: 26; 1.5: 26.
Now, the promise of this Comforter
was made by the Savior not only to the
twelve, as the brother suggests; but to
all. "Judas saith unto him, not Iscariot,
Lord, how is it that thou wilt manifest
thyself unto us, and not unto the world?
Jesus answered and said unto him, If a
man love me he will keep my words; and
my Father will love him, and we will
come unto him, and make our abode with
him."-John 14: 22, 23. It was to continue
unto the end, forever. John 14: I6. It
was to be for others of the believers beside the Disciples, or Twelve. "Neither
pray I for these alone, but for them also
which shall believe on me through their
word."-John 17:20.
THE BAPTISM OF THE HOLY
GHOST,
It is of Christ from first to last. "Upon
whom thou shalt see the Spirit descending, and remaining on him, the same is he
which baptizeth with the Holy Ghost."] ohn I: 33· "He shall baptize you with
the Holy Ghost and with fire."- Matt. 3:
I I; Isa. 4: 4; 44: 3· In these it is not limited; except to the one who hears and
keeps the commandment. "And ye shall
receive the gift of the Holy Ghost.
For
the promise is unto you, and to your children, i!nd to all that are cifar off, even as
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many as the Lord our God shall call."Acts 2:38.
In this statement of Peter the promise
of the gift of the Holy Ghost, the Comforter, the 'Spirit of truth was made to the
Jews, and all others listening to him, to
their children, to them that were at that
time afar off, and to all to whom the call
of the Lord shall ever be made. If our
brother admits that the Lord calls any one
now to repentance and to obedience, he
cannot deny this promise of the gift or
baptism of the Holy Ghost, made by
Peter; and Peter had no other conception
of the reception of the Holy Ghost than
that of the dav of Pentecost. That was to
him the very" thing promised by him; it
had been given him, and by the Spirit
he promised the very same thing to others
-all others who would obey. That he
had reference to such as he and others received on Pentecost day, and nothing of a
diffaent kind, is proved by his statement
in regard to Cornelius: "Can any man
forbid water, that these should not be baptized, which have received the Holy Ghost
as well as we?"-Acts 10:47· When the
apostles beard of Peter's baptizing among
the Gentiles, they took Peter to task. In
defending himself he said of this circumstance: "Forasmuch then as God gave
them the like gift as he did unto us, who
believed on the Lord Jesus Christ, what
was I that I could withstand God ?"-Acts
II: I7•
That he refers to the baptism of the
Holy Ghost is clear from what he said before that: "And as I began to speak, the
Holy Ghost fell on them, as on us at the
beginning. Then remembered I the word
of the Lord, how that he said, John indeed
baptized with water/ but ye shall be baptized with the Holy Ghost."-Acts I I: IS,
I6. Now, if the baptism on the day of
Pentecost which Peter with the other
apostles received, was a baptism of the
Holy Ghost, "as at the beginning," as he
said, then the baptism of Cornelius and the
rest of the Gentiles was the same; and the
one promised by him in Acts 2: 38, and is
the baptism mentioned by the Savior:
"Except a man be born of water and of
the Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of God."-:-John 3: 5· That Jesus in
this statement means the entrance to the
Church, or kingdom of God, into which a
man may enter while in the flesh, and did
not refer to the death of the body and the
entrance of the spirit of a man into the
other world, is clear from two reasons:
One is, all men receive that peculiar birth
of the spirit, whether obedient or disobedient, for all die; and the spirits of all are
thus born; it would have been fooli~h for
1esus to have told Nicodemus that, fvr he
already knew it. The second reason is,
that Jesus told his disci pies to preach saying: "The kingdom of heaven is at hand."
-Matt. IO: 7· "And he sent them to
preach the kingdom of God, and to heal
the sick."-Luke 9: 2. "And they departed, and went through the towns, preaching the gospel, and healmg everywhere."
-Luke 9:6. "The kingdom of God is
come nigh unto you."Luke ro: I I. In lj~f.
erence to this sort of p~eaching Jesus sliid:
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"But if I with the finger of God cast out
devils, no doubt the kingdom of God is
come upon you."-Luke I I : 20. Of precisely this kingdom of God is the story of
Acts 8. ''Then Philip went down to the
city of Samaria, and preached Christ unto
them . . . . But when they believed Philip
preaching- the things concerning the kingdom of God, and the name of Jesus Christ,
they were baptized, both men an'l women." This was the birth of the water;
and in verse I 7 they received the baptism
of the Holy Ghost; the same sort of a
baptism as Peter and the rest of them had
on Pentecost, and that Cornelius received,
and that Peter promised to them "afar
off," or that "the Lord our God shall call."
If our brother admits that God calls men
now to repent, he must admit that this
same sort of baptism of the Spirit, the
Holy Ghost, is for them.
"Whether there be tongues they shall
cease."-1 Cor. 13:8. This text proves
too much if our brother insists that because
Paul wrote it to the Corinthians, therefore there are not now to be any gifts of
the Spirit, prophesying, speaking in tongues, for this reason that he declares in the
same ver~e: "Whether there be knowledge it shall vanish away."
Now, no
matter whether our brother insists that the
knowledge here referred to is the every
day knowledge, human understanding, or
the knowledge of God, it "knowledge
shall vanish away." Is he prepared to admit that the knowledge of God, given in
any way to man is "vanished away," with
tongues and prophecy? By no means. Is he
prepared to admit that there is no longer
any human knowledge? No, no. How
then can he dare to say that others are
done away? Now, here is where these
things shall cease: "When (when) th~t
which is perfect is come, then that which
is in part shall be done away."-I Cor.
I 3: 10. But, the brother will say that the
gospel is the perfect thing to which Paul
referred. This cannot be, for Paul had the
gospel by the revelation of Jesus Christ
long before he wrote to the Corinthians,
and said: "For now we see through a
glass, darkly; but then face to face: Now
I know in part; but then shall I know
even as I am known."-1 Cor. 13: I2. If
Paul, who had the gospel by the revelation of Jesus Christ, had with that gospel
the gifts thereof, and prophecy, tongues,
etc., were among them, then it was not,
could not have been the gospel which he
referred to as "that which is perfect," and
which was to come after the time when he
so wrote. He said elsewhere, "Moreover,
brethren, I declare unto you the gospel
which I preached unto you, which also ye
have received, and wherein ye stand, by
which also ye are saved, if ye keep in
memory what I preached unto you,
unless ye have believed in vain."-r Cor.
I5: I, 2,
Paul not onlv had the gospel, but so had
hi" Corinthian brethren. That which is
perfect, and which is to come; and which
is to do away with tongues, prophecy,
miracles, etc., our brother will find referred to in Jeremiah 31:31, and in Hebrews
8: I I reading from Jeremiah 31:31-34,
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and from Hebrews 8: I 1-13 inclusive.
When the covenant there ~poken of shall
have its complete fulfillment, every man
shall "know the Lord;" and then there
will be no need for the manifestations of
the gospel, by which in Paul's day and in
our day Jesus is reve~ led to men in the
flesh to be] esus, the Christ of God.
Jesus gave Nicodemus to understand
plainly, that it was needful for a man, the
now existent man, to be born of water and
of the spirit.
This was because the completed salvation will include the reunited
body, baptized of water, in obedience to
the command of God; and the spirit, baptized of the Spirit, the Holy Ghost, in
keeping with the will and promise of
God, ''That which is born of the flesh is
flesh, and that which is born of the Spirit
is spirit."-John 3:6. Both the body
(flesh) of the man and the spirit (the inner
man) must receive of the new birth. This
can by no sort of just application be made
to refer to a man at the end of time. We
shall then be given and shall enjoy the life
in Christ, because we are in him, and not
because we are then, at the end of time,
born of the Spirit. If our brother's position is correct that this birth of the Spirit
is at the end of time, referring to the baptism of the Spirit, as found in New Testament teaching, then all are so baptized and
so born of the Spirit without obedience.
Paul in Hebrews, 6th chapter, in defining
the doctrines of Christ, names baptisms in
the plural number, just as Christ did to
Nicodemus, in John 3·
The baptism of the Spirit for the righteous is tQ fit them to live righteous lives
here, and prepare them to rise with the
righteous in the morning of the First Resurrection, when they shall live with Christ
in his righteous reign on the earth, having
obeved and known him on the earth in the
flesh, and are not among them upon whom
he will take judgment hecause they know
not God, and have not obeyed his gospel.
"All that are afar off" means all those
who were then and have been and are
now distant from the place and time where
and when Peter used the words.
The statement that no one received the
gift of the Holy Ghost, except when the
apostles were present, or "by the presence
of the apostles;" will prove the need of
apostles now.
But, ask our brother to
read Acts 9: I 7: "And Ananias went his
way, and entered into the house; and putting his hands on him said, Brother Saul,
the Lord, even Jesus, that appeared unto
thee in the way as thou earnest, hath
sent me, that thou mightest receive thy
sig-ht, and be filled with the Holy
Ghost." Imrr.ediatelv following this it is
stated that Saul received his sight j and
when he could see, he was immediately
baptized. Saul not only saw with his physical, mortal eyes, but he saw (perceived)
with his spiritual eyes; and saw the kingdom of God which] esus, the apostles and
this disciple who was not an apostle, but
an elder, preached unto him. Here is
one instance, at least, where a man, and a
very conspicuous man, received the baptism of the Holy Ghost when the apostles
were not present, It is enough, if we

could not show another, for it established
the precedent for the laying on of the
elders' hands, afterwards charged by Paul.
Our brother well says that Philip could
not impart the Holy Ghost.
Neither
Stephen nor Philip were apostles, yet
both wrought wonders. Acts 6:8. They
were probably deacons; but both did
preach.
Barnabas was chosen by the
church at Jerusalem and sent forth long
before he was chosen to be an apostle,
"For he was a good man,and full of the
Holy Ghost, and of faith: and much 'people was added unto the Lord," under his
preaching and administration. Acts I I: 24.
That the elders ·enjoyed this distinctive
privilege of laying on of hands is clearly
deducible from many passages; for the
elders are named in many places conjointly with the apostles. See Acts 13: r; 14:
23; I5:6,22, 23; I Tim. 4: I4·
If the word "prophesied," in Acts 19:6
means to "teach," what does the word
"prophesy" mean as used in Acts 2: 17, r8?
And granting that it did mean teaching,
was it not the teaching resulting frcm the
gift of the Spirit through the laying on of
hands? It was the spirit of prophecy which
is "the testimony of Jesus." See Rev. I9:
10, "The testimony of Jesus is the "pirit
of prophecy."
I hope our brother will not insist that
Simon, who wished to purchase power
from the apostles, is the type of a Christian. · It would seem that he seized on the
fact that Simon did not have the power,
therefore all Christians did not have it.
This is too bad; how could the man be so
blind? If Simon did not have it, and his
case seems to be exceptional, it would follow, logically, that all the rest had. Why
did he not hav€ it? Peter tells the reason,
"For thou hast neither part nor lot in thi"
matter; for thy heart is not right in the
sight of God, for I perceive that thou art
in the gall of bitterness, and in the bond of
iniquity."-Acts 8:21, 23. Those whose
hearts were right in the sight of God did
have part and lot in the matter, and did
have the Holy Ghost. Simon did not ask
to buy the power to do miracles; but simply that on whomsoever he laid his hands
they might receive the Holy Ghost.
Our brother has hurt his reply badly in
this instance. Simon did not receive because he was in the bond of iniquity. · Is
it for a similar reason that Christians in
name only do not now receive what Peter
and Saul then conferred?
Mark r6: 17. Our brothor did well
when he stated, "I cannot give anything
on this !<pecial." He will find the noun
for which the.,plural "them" is used, in the
16th verse; not the 14th as he suggests.
"He that believeth," is giving the pronoun
he as indicating man in a generic sense,
representing the race; and has the same
force as if the Lord had said; "Go ye into
all the world, and preach the go~pe.l to all
men/ those men who believe and repent
and are baptized shall be saved; those who
do not believe shall be damned." The 14th
verse has two parties represented by the
pronouns "he" and "them." One of these
is the Savior, represented by the pronoun
"he (the Savior) appeared unto the eleven."
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The other is the disciples, the eleven, story of the commission; and "Go ye into
represented by the pronoun "them." Our all the world and preach the gospel to
brother suggests that the plural pronoun every creature. He that believeth and is
"them" in verse I 7 must have a plural an- baptized shall be saved; but be that betecedent, and that it is found in verse r4; lieveth not shall be damned," is Mark's
if so, then the only plural antecedent in way of telling the same story.
The "all
that verse is the word "eleven," meaning nations" of Matthew are represented and
the disciples. This would prove too much understood by the "every creature" and
for our brother, bec1use in the 14th verse "he that believeth" of Mark.
Anything
it is stated that the disciples "believed not." different from this will make Mark's
Are they the ones to be damned because language appear foolish and vain; and our
they do not believe. The brother will not brother's suggestion is neither wise nor
deny that the words "every creature," found honest.
in the I 5th verse, are to be applied in this
Greater Works, Etc.
John r4: 12:
sense, "preach the gospel" to every man, That these works do not necessarily mean
meaning all men, the word men being rep- miracles, may be granted. But the Savresented by and understood from the word ior's words are, "He (any man) that believcreature; for it is foolish to suppose that eth on me," and does not confine the state·
the Savior told his disciples to preach to ment to the apostles by any means. "He"
horses, dogs, cattle and inanimate creatures. refers to the third or a third person.
This being true, the olural antecedent of "Whatsoever ye shall ask." Here is the
the plural pronoun ,·,them" of the I 7th second person plural "ye," while "he" is
verse, is found in the 15th verse, and is the third person singular, and stands for
men, clearly understood. The same plural any one, and therefore for all men; as
antecedent is found in the word "they" "He that loveth me not keepeth not my
found in the 17th and 18th verses. "These sayings," means all who do not keep his
signs shall follow them (those men) that be- sayings. "He that believeth on me hath
lieve. They (these men who believe and everlasting life," John 6: 47, means all
have been baptized by you) shall cast out who believe on him (Jesus). But why go
devils; they (these men) shall speak with further?
Our brother must not force a
new .tongues," etc.
construction of this sort on God's word.
To give our brother's theory a test, The very fact that the Holy Ghost was
apply it as he suggests: "And these conferred by the laying on of the apostles'
signs shall follow them (the eleven) that hands, and men were born unto eternal
believe.
In my name shall they (the life through their preaching and ministraeleven) cast out devils; they (the eleven) tion was and is a greater work, because
shall speak with new tongues; they (the Christ went away that such works could
Our brother
eleven) shall take up serpents; and if be wrought in his name.
they (the eleven) drink any deadly thing has gained nothing by so turning the text.
it shall not hurt them, (the eleven); they If men now receive the remission of sins
(the eleven) shall lay hands on the sick, by baptism at the hands of men called to
preach the gospel, and through the layand they (the eleven) shall recover." .
Our brother will object at once that the ing on of the hands of such preachers so
pronoun "them" in the sentence contain- called, receive the Holy Ghost unto the
ing the words "and shall recover" refers revelation that Jesus is the Christ, then
to the sick.
Exactly; and for the same men now do the greater works referred
Christ's words make the
reason the pronoun "them" in the sen- to in the text.
tence "these signs shall follow them that application general, and to all men, "He
believe" stands for and represents so many that believeth, the works that I do"; "As
of the human race, mankind, men, as my Father sent me, so (in like manner)
would believe the word, the preaching of send I you."
To say that Jesus' words had fulfillment
the disciples, (the men to whom he said,
"Go ye"), and would receive baptism at at the conversion of three thousand on the
their hands. The same believing men are day of Pentecost, is too poor an estimate
the ones referred to all the way through on the word of Jesus; altogether too small
the 17th and r8th verses.
This is also an application, and unworthy of any man
made clear in the I 9th and 2oth verses of that says he believes in Jesus' words.
The power to confer the Holy Ghost
the 28th chapter of Matthew, "Go ye
therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing accompanies the preaching of the gospel,
them in the name of the Father, and of when taught authoritatively, else the
the Son, and of the Holy Ghost: Teach- words, "Lo, I am with you alway, even
ing them to observe all things whatsoever unto the end of the world," mean nothing
I have commanded you: and lo, I am with to us now; and we are without hope.
"To baptize the wicked with fire to
you always, even unto the end of the
prepare them for an eternity of sorrow."
world. Amen."-Matt. 28: 19, 20.
We know of nothing anywhere to warNow for our brother to say that the
The statement made by
antecedent plural noun of the' pronoun rant this view.
"them'' in verse 17 of Mark r6th must be John, "I indeed baptize you unto repentfound inthe 14th verse of the same chap- ance: but he that cometh after me is
ter, is just the same as to say that the plu- mightier than I, whose shoes I am not
ral pronoun "them" in verses 19 and 20 of worthy to bear: he shall baptize you with
Matt. 28th must be found in the r6th verse the Holy Ghost, and with fire."-Matt. 3:
I I;
is made to the mass of those who
of the same 28th chapter of Matthew.
· The command: "Go ye therefore, and heard him, and simply shows that there
teach all nations, baptizing them, (all na- was to be a mightier than J ofm to come,
. tiuns),''.is Matthew's ·way of telling the .- who held the power of life and death in
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his han;ls.
Besides this the language
clearly shows that John promised them
the baptism of the .Holy Ghost, all of them,
oa the condit.ion of obedience, of course.
This text proves too much for our brother.
This baptism of the Holy Ghost was a
present one and was understood by the
disciples to have been given on the Day
of Pentecost; and our brother admits this
when he says thac we are not now baptized with the Holy Ghost as they were
on that day. The number then receiving
this baptism, for which the apostles waited, were one hundred and twenty; and
these must all have received the same as
the eleven. Besides this, Peter who seemed to know what it was, said of it: "This
is that which was spoken by the prophet
Joel."
This referred to the Spirit which
would be poured out on the old men,
young men, servants and handmaidens,
etc., and there was to be no waiting until
the end of time for it; it was to be poured
out in the last days before time ended;
and under its influence men were to do
just as they did on Pentecost day. So we
conclude our brother is fully answered.
SECRECY AND SECRET SOCIETIES.

1

EvERY once in a wl~ile there appears in
your columns articles on Secret Societies,
imd I have at times felt a desire .to give
my views on that subject, but have refrained from doing so for two reasons;
one i~, I think the readers of the Herald
prefer better reading matter; the other,
that arguments should be avoided as much
as possible in our church publications.
However, I have concluded to offer a few
thoughts on that subject, of what,! know
to be facts in regard to at least one Secret
Society, so-called.
I have been a member of the Independent Order of Odd Fellows for upwards
of twenty years, and am thoroughly acquainted with the workings and aim of
that order, having passed through nearly
all offices of a subordinate lodge; and although having paid but little attention to
the order since I became a member of the
church, I still believe I am considered a
member in good standing; and if stricken
with sickness to-day there would, inside
of twenty-four hours, be members at my
bedside, offering their services day and
night while I was sick; besides this I
would receive my weekly benefits until
able to work; and should I die every
wish of my family would be complied
with so far as possible without any worry
or expense on their part in regard to my
funeral, which with a family short of
means is certainly worth something. But
I wish to meet some or all of the cLjections that some of the Saints and many of
the world raise against secret societies, and
speak more particularly of Odd Fellowship, knowing nothing about Masonry or
many others.
In the first place, Secrecy. I am familiar with the words in the Book of Mormf n so often alluded to by opposers of
these orders, and am convinced that thesecret combinations there spoken of have 110
reference to the so-called secret sqcieties of
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to-day, such as the Masons, Odd Fellows,
Knights of Pythias, Good Templars,
United Order of Workmen, etc. What
really can be called a secret society is an
organization that exists in secret. It may
be known to exist, but its members, time
and place of its meetings are unknownsomething like what existed during our
civil war, under the name of Ku-Klux
Klan, and as the White Caps of to-day.
These are secret organizations, and neither
the members nor their whereabouts are
known except' when some horrifying deed
has been committed by them.
The first mentioned erder is publicly
advertised; their places and times of meetings are announced in the daily papers
and their members are known, many of
them wearing the emblems of their order
duly u,pon their person; their constitution
and by-laws are published and can be had
free by any one desiring to read them.
The Odd Fellows' Manual, a book illustrated with the emblems of all the degrees
in the order and explanation of each of
them, can be hnd by any one who will apply for it. Indeed, those so horrified over
their dreadful secrets would laugh at their
own foolishness should they ever become
acquainted with the only secrets that exist.
But it is claimed that if there was any
good in it there would be no need of
secrecy; indeed, I differ decidedly from
any ohe of that opinion. There is often
virtue in secrecy, and I think every Christian man and woman will have to admit
that. I find that the word of God not
only recommends but commands secrecy
in some very important cases. There ar·e
at times affairs in the church that should
be kept secret whether they are or not.
Yet in fact a little more secrecy than generally is kept would be commendable.
Why should one take an offending brother
between himself and him alone? It is a
righteous cause you are engaged in; why
does it need to be done in secret? And if
you should be under the necessity of taking one or two with thee, that would make
a secret party of four for the time being
at least; and if successful in remedying
the evil between you at such a secret meeting, the whole affair, according to the
teaching of the gospel of Christ, should
remain a secret between you and should
not be sp.oken of to any one outside of
that party; still the objector claims that
any good acts need not be transacted in
secret.' Our church, as well as other
churches holds its regular business meetings, and while we do not lock our doors
at such times against strangers, we still
think they have no business there, and
that whatever is transacted there concerns the members of the church onlv.
The same may be said of elders' courts,
and we can use this same argument in regard to our own family affairs. There are
very few who would want strangers listening to every conversation at their own
fireside; not that they are planning anything evil, but because it is not their business to know the affairs of the family.
We seal our correspondence with friends
and business men, and there is a penalty
impo!\ed on any one breaking the seal,
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Why should there be?
If secrecy is
wrong, nothing should be written but
what any one might know.
Not only is secrecy proper in many instances, but we find good and noble acts
recorded in the Bible performed under
secrecy. \Vho will, for instance, find fault
with the secret plan and understanding that
existed between Jonathan and David, under
which the first named searched out the
intentions of his jealom father toward his
friend, the sign by which David should
know the safety or d:mger that awaited
him, and the final covenant between the
two friends as they em braced each other
secretly in that field and before parting
covenanted secrecy with these words: "As
for touching the matter to any one, the
Lord be between thee and me forever."
To say that much evil is done secretly
and planned in secret is saying what is
true. To say that everything planned
and acted upon in secret is evil, is most
assured! y untrue; and he who claims that
a party or society of men (or women, if
you please) doing business under closed
doors is necessarily up to something wrong
because we cannot be admitted and see
what is going on, is certainly, struggling
with the truth, to say tl'.e least of it. Many
splendid and benevolent acts have been
planned and carried out in secret, which
would have lost much of their charm and
beauty had they been done publicly.
"But," it is claimed, "the church is being robbed by paying out money to secret
orders."
To this I can only say that it
ought not so to be.
Does the objector
pay every dollar he has, aside from the
necessities of life, over to the church always; and is he paying in that amount
more to the church that he would have to
pay to an order of that kind if he was a
member, and would the church like to
take the same risk for the same amount
in case of sickness and death?
It would
not and could not; but the answer is, "Put
your trust in God.
He will take care .of
you in sickness and health," all of which
"r rejoice to believe in, but at the same
time believe that God expects us to make
some provision for ourselves and families,
and while doing this we are at the same
time guarding against becoming burdensome to others.
God in his unquestionable wisdom does permit sickness and misfortune to overtake us some times. True
it may be largely through our own carelessness and unwise actions, but it is felt
just as heavily when it comes, and while
it lasts; and while it is the duty of a
Christian to help the needy, it is very embarrassing to ask assistance, and frequently
hard to obtain when asked for.
These
things are seen and experienced among us.
Even good honest Saints sometimes have
a little experience of that kind; and why
should it be thought objectionable if at
such times some substantial help should
come from outside the church when there
is very little to spare in it?
When the
time comes that there are no poor or needy
in the Church of Christ then we will have
no n~:ed of assistance from those without,
but that time has not yet arrived.
"But," it is claimed, "you pay into those

societies year after year, and you draw
nothing out." True, if you are blessed
with health you do not realize anything in
the way of money. There are, however,
but few who do not become disabled for
work sometime before death overtakes
them, and should you at any time be disabled for two weeks you would receive
nearly twice the amount you had paid in a
year. Many, even of the Saints, insure
property against destruction by the elements, and some insure their lives, which
really amounts to the same. They do not
always meet with disaster. Perh.aps few
do. That money is, of course, thrown away;
but they think it wise to secure themselves,
and there are cases where loss is sustained
by fire or flood and the Saints are not always exempt. There were families in the
church of late years who suffered loss of
property by the fury of the elements, and
if they had not had insurance on their
property who will say but that it would
have been well and a great help for them
if they had had? True, the Saints, many
of them probably, responded to the c..tll fvr
assistance, perhaps as much as they were
able; but if there had been insurance from
some company or they they had had claim
on some benevolent society, even outside
of the church, so that the loss could have
been partly if not wholly covered, the
church would not have had to be burdened
to that extent, or the liberality of the
Samts could have been used for other
needed purposes.
There is still another objection. It is
claimed that these societies only help their
own members, while all worthy men in
need are entitled to help. I will here state
that the teachings of the order of which I
am a member are, "Do good unto all men
as you have opportunity," and I have seen
it carried out time and again; but as regards being entitled to help, ·let us see if it
does not look reasonable that the wants of
a member should be attended to first. To
illustrate: Suppose one out of a number of
ten, assembled some evening, should propose for each one ofthat number to pay fifty
cents monthly to create a fund for the benefit of any one of them who might at some
future time become sick or disabled for a
lonv or short time, using the argument
that they being in good health now and
furnished with work would not feel the
putting aside of two cents per day, and at'
the same time there would be something
to assist with in case of need. The proposition is received favorably and a society is
formed for the above named purpose.
While one does not agree with them but
prefers to keep all he earns and not throw
away his money into any society, in course
of time one of the members is taken ill
and at the same time the one who did not
unite with them is also stricken down, and
having (as is generally the case) had occasion to use all he had made, as well as the
rest of them, he finds himself in need, and
unless his credit is good or the public are
disposed to help him he does notsee how
to weather it through. He applies to the
society, and thinks they' ought to assist
him, but it (althoJJgh being able to help its
own member) finds there is not enough in
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the treasury to help two. This being the
case, is not the one who helped to create
the fund first entitled to be benefited by
it? Did not the other have the same opportunity to have become a beneficiary
member? Why should he expect to receive the same attention now? So with a
society on a larger scale. It certainly is
right, and it should look after the wants of
its own member first; after that, help
every worthy cause whenever it is in its
power so to do.
Much good has certainly been done by
some of these orders which have come
under my own observation. The order of
the Knights of Pythias alone last year donated fifteen thousand dollars to the Johnstown sufferers, and I do not remember one
instance where help has been asked for
frem the lodge of which I am a member
but what it has been cheerfully responded
to, if the cause was a worthy one.
In conclusion I wish to say that I am
not trying to gain members for secret
orders, and pay but little attention to any
of them now; but as some are criticising
what they evidently do not know, I felt a
desire to write a little about what I do
know; and as long as we admit that there
are cases where men (of the world, even),
have originated and planned some things
that have· brought forth good results, I
think it wrong to condemn anything that
mankind is benefited by.
FRED JoHNsoN.

ETHICAL TRAINING.

AMONG the great problems that confront
civilization to-day there is no issue more
serious, none more far-reaching or vital in
its character, than the proper education of
our children; upon them the burdens of
to-morrow's civilization will fall; upon
them will devolve the supreme responsibility of a nation's progress or decay. In
them rests the hope of the Republic. It
is a strange fact and as sad as it is remarkable, that, during the long, slow march of
humanity' we have remained strangely
blind to the essential factors which must
necessarily enter any education, that will
produce a well developed character. Mere
intellectual training will never make a
truly great nation. It cultivates but one
side of man's nature. It does not develop
the physical body, on the one hand, or
sound the depths of the soul on the other.
It seems incredible that for ages humanity
has been confronted with the problems of
crime, insanity, and poverty, and yet has
realized so little the importance of curtailing the power of these evils by going to
the head of the fountain, by seeking the
plastic mind of childhood and there moulding life. Doubtless the long neglect of
ethical education is largely due to the mistaken idea that religion and ethics are one
and inseparable. The church regards with
apprehension every effort made toward
moral education that is not connected with
dogmatic theology; w bile, on the other
hand, _liberal thinkers who, figuratively
speaking, still smell th~ odor of charred
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bodies once burned for heresy, fear that the heels of an era of corruption, and the
the introduction of ethical training may church warred over doctrines, essentials
carry theology with it.
and non-essentials, still hrther sinking
The Roman Catholic Church has most from view the sublime ethical truths so
"Do unto
stubbornly maintained in the past that earnestly impressed by Jesus.
ethics could not be taught apart from re- others as you would have_. others do to
ligion, yet even this position is being yield- you," the great fundamental principle uped by her greatest thinkers, as will be on which Christ reared his code of ethics,
seen by the following utterances of two of . was displaced by ''Believe as we believe
the ablest writers within the pales of or perish," enunciated by the governing
Rome. W. S. Lilly, the accomplished bodies throughout the Christian world.
English essayist and the great Jesuit Thus the church has largely ignored
Suarez boldly declare that religion and ethical teaching.
ethics are not synonymous as will be seen
The school on the other hand has been
by the following utterance of Mr. Lilly: the scene of intellectual drill rather than
"The ethics of Christianity are not, as filling its true mission by a three-fold deMr. John Morley somewhere calls them velopment, embracing soul, brain, and
'a mere appendage to a set of theological body in its culture. Moreover our schools
mysteries.' They are independent of those in the past have been very faulty, even in
my&teries, and would subsist to all eternity their limited intellectual training.
They
though Christianity, and all other religions have too often paid undue homage to the
were swept into oblivion. The moral law past, compelling the children to waste
is ascertained, not from the announcements months and years exploring the literary
of prophets, apostles, evangelists, but from remains of dead languages and departed
a natural and permanent revelation of the civilizations, frequently far more desirous
reason. •N atural reason,' says Suarez, in of making the pupil a book-worm than a
his great treatise, De Legibus, 'indicates brave, daring, and original thinker. Durwhat is in itself good or bad for men;' or, ing this period while the church and school
as elsewhere in the same work, he ex- have so far fallen short of the great duties
presses it: •N atural reason Indicates what which should have devolved upon them,
is good or bad for a ratk·n3l creature.' a still more lamentable failure has been
The great fundamental truths of ethics are witnessed in the home, parents seeming to
necessary, like the great fundamental forget their awful responsibility.
Yet it
truths of mathematics. They do not pro- is at the fireside that a child frequently
ceed from the arbitrary will o-f God. They has his life stamped as nowhere else. This
are unchangeable, even by the fiat of the three-fold failure in the three-fold educaOmnipotent.
The moral precepts of tion of the child is being felt in every strata
Christianity do not derive their validity of society to-day. The embezzling bank
from the Christian religion. They are cashier, the dishonest alderman, the cornot a corollary from its. theological creed. rupt official, the increasing poverty in the
It is mere matter of fact, patent to every great centres of life, the annual sinking of
one who will look into his Bible, that the great army of manual laborers to a
Jesus Christ and his apostles left no code condition of practical slavery; the relentof ethics. The Gospels and Epistles do less fate which enables a few individuals
not yield even the elements of such a code. to squander millions on banquets and bauCertain it is that when, in the expanding bles, while thousands of virtuous girls are
Christian society, the need arose for an driven every year to choose between starvaethical synthesis, recourse v;,·as had to tb, tion and degradation; the formation of
inexhaustible fountains of wisdom opened vast monopolies, syndicates, and trusts for
by the Hellenic mind; to those
the confessed purpose of controlling the
prices of certain necessities of life and re'Mellifluous streams that watered all the schools
Of academics, old and new; with those ·
ducing the vast armies of bread winners
Surnamed Peripatetics, and the sect
to a condition of perpetual slavery; the
Epicurean, and the Stoic severe.'
startling increase of insanity as revealed by
"The clearness, the precision of psycho- statistics; these and many other illustralGgical analysis, which distinguish the tions that might be cited indicate the laethics of fhe Catholic schools_, are due more mentable fact that with our increase of
to Aristotle and Plato, than to Hebrew intellectual knowledge there has been no
prophets or Christian apostles.''
r.orresponding development of character
This testimony f~om two leading Ro- or growth in the moral nature of our peoman Catholics indicates the trend of mod- ple; they furthermore indicate a selfish
ern thought, even among the most con- and morbid condition of society, which
servative bodies, as well as emphasizes. an must be changed if civilization endures.
all important truth.
The ethical side of our nature must be deThe early Christian church to a great veloped.
The result of education in the
extent caught the ethical enthusiasm of past must satisfy every one who is not
Jesus, and this potent force transformed content with a superficial life that radical
thousands of lives- they were ethically changes are imperatively demanded; a
developed.
After the Church became broader and truer conception of culture is
fashionable, popular, and all powerful, the required, one which will include ethical
ethical principles, which Jesus had placed and industrial training, whereby each and
uppermost, were relegated to a bnck seat every child shall be taught, by precept and
in order to emphasize the outward form, example, those great fundamental princithe rite and dogma, of the cht;~rch. Grad- ples of right and wrong about which there
ually the lofty moral impulse of Christian- is no controversy; w !<Jere justice, fraterniity grew less.
An era of schism trod on ty, self-respect, sincerity, spirituality, and
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heroism will be so impressed upon the
plastic mind of childhood, that it will at
once perceive the beauty of the good.
To the ancient Spartan, nothing was so
admirable as physical courage. To have a
cowardly child was direputable; hence, he
early taught his offspring courage by precept, by stories of valiant and daring deeds
which fired the mind with that wealth of
enthusiasm, which, when once aroused in
childhood, seems to burn into the brain
the thought that has stimulated it. It was
by thi<> systematic education that their people came to fear nothing, until the name
Spartan was the synonym of courage.
The hate that burned so fiercelv in the
Carthaginian and Roman heart w~as an educated hate. If the brain of the child can
be fired with hate, can it n'ot be illumed
with love, a broad spirit of fraternity,
benevolence, and unselfishness?
All intelligent people concede that the
dime novel has been a most fruitful source
of crime. Yet, strange to say, few educators have taken a cue from this or compreprehended the equally apparent fact, that
were children, from the kindergarten to
the university, taught first by recitals and
narrations of noble deeds and heroic lives,
later by the great principles of ethics
broadly stated and emphasized, by the
writings of our noblest and purest thinkers,
they would, during those years when the
mind is plastic as clay in the hands of the
sculptor, have grown upward rather than
downward; and the moral energy thus
awakened would have created loftier ideals
than even now afloat before the vision of
reformers, while it would infuse new life
into our literature and a new order of
things in our lives.
In the next place our schools should
combine industrial education with the intellectual and ethical training. Every
child should master some trade agreeable
to his taste and for which he displays some
talent. This would be valuable in many
respects.
It would provide each child
with a means of livelihood by manual labor, and thus in the event of failure in
other lines of endeavor, he would have resource to his trade mastered while at school.
It would also bring the children of the
wealthier classes in more intimate relation
relationship with manual labor, and thus
do much toward bridging the chasm now
broadening so rapidly between the wealthy
classes and the bread-winners. It would
dignify labor in the minds of those who,
by a false education, look down on the
craftsmen; for in this training all children
would be master of some trade. These
thoughts are already challenging the attention of some educators who are thinking ahead of the multitude, and to me the
fact is clear, that if properly agitated, the
highest truth will ere long impress itself
on the brain of the people.
In these days of disturbed thought,
when the past is struggling to retain opinions, habits, and cu~toms which are no
more in harmony with the aspirations of
the present than the dull chrysalis is a fit
tomb for the butterfly which is ready to
float in the sunshine; in these days when
men are everywhere thinking, thinking
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deeply and broadly; when the possibilities
of the future assume grander proportions
than the prophets of other days had ever
dreamed, it is the duty of everyone to
think, agitate, and act; but in our very
thought, word, and deed, let us keep in
view only the noblest ideals and loftiest
visions that visit our souls.-B. O.Flower.

FORSTER DISTRICT, N. S W.
The above conference convened in Mechanics
Institute, Plattsburg-, January 3d and 4th, 189I;
J- W, Wight and E. J- Haworth presidents, G.
Lewis and W. J- Haworth clerks.
Wallsend,
Hamilton, Nambucca and Forster branches reported a membership of 175. with scattered members in district, over 200. Bro. Wright, Bishop's
agent, reported $283 I8 on hand,
Elders Haworth, Dixon, baptized 6, Dickenson, Clarke,
Broadway, baotized I, Wright, Gregory, Wight,
baptized 5· Priests A. and W, Lewis, C. Avery;
Teacher G. Lewis, and Deacons J- Stewart and
W. Haworth, reported. Bro. C. Avery was recommended to general conference for missionary
appointment, and Bro. T. W. Smith chosen a
delegate. Two baptisms, r ordination, I child
blessed. Adjourned to Nambucca,
SOUTH-EAST ILLINOIS.
Conference convened w!th Springerton branch,
in White county, Illinois, F~bruary 14th; G. H.
Hilliard in the chair, L M. Smith secretary.
Br::;tnch reports: Tunnel Hill 87; I died, 2 baptized, 2 ordained. Brush Creek 162, 2 died, 3 baptized. Springerton 53; I died, r rem_oved. Parrish 38; 2 died, r baDtized. North Fork rr. Alma
ro; I died. Dry Fork 3 I; r died. Elders reports: LA. Morris, T. C Kelley, M. R. Brown,
J. W. Slone, L M Smith, G. H. Hilliard and HWalker in person; J F. Henson, T P. Green and
E, Webb by letter. Priest J P. Maddox reported.
Resolved that the elders and priests of the district labor to the best of their ability in presenting the word during the coming quarter. Bro.
Hilliard was chosen to represent us in the genereral conference at Kirtland, Authorities of the
church sustained. Preaching by T. C. Kelley,
J.P. Maddox, I. M. Smith, L A. Morris, G. H.
Hilliard, H Walker and M. R. Brown. Adjourned to Brush Creek branch, Wayne county, Illinois, June I 3th, at IO a.m.
SOUTHERN INDIANA.
Conference convened with the 'Vest Fork
branch, Marietta, Crawford countv, December
27th, L P. Baggerley in the chair, V, D. Baggerley secretary pro !em, Branches: Union, 4I,
gain 4; West Fork, Eden, Byrnville, New Marion
no change; Plainville 19, gain 13; Bird's Eye r6.
Elders: L P. Bagger ley, baptized I; L F. Daniel,
baptized 13, ordained r priest, assisted in ordaining I teacher, r deacon; V. D. Baggerley, baptized 3, solemnized one marriage; J. Chappelow.
Priests reporting: J- D. Barmore, T. L Strange,
R. Williams. Teachers, D. 0 Stiles, Resolutions: That hereafter all reports from branches
not made out on blanks furnished by the Herald
Office be rejected by the conference. That this
conference grant Bro. D. 0. SHieR teacher's
license. That J- W, Gillen, I. P. Baggerley and
L. F. Daniel be appointed to represent this district in general conference at Kirtland, Ohio,
April 6th, That Bro. George Jenkins, ex secretary of the district, be requested to send the district record to Bro. S. C. Gruver, present secretary of district, immediately. That this conference request general conference to increase the
laborers in this field to the extent of its ability.
That a two-davs' meeting be held March zrst,
r891, at New Marion, Ripley county, Indiana, in
charge of Brn, G. Jenkins, J. M. Scott, W. Marshall and J. Chappelow. General church and

district authorities were su&tained. Adjourned
to meet June 13th, at ten a.m., with Bird's Eye
branch at the Oak Hill school-house, near Bird's
Eye, Indiana. Three were baptized during conference by Elder, I. P. Baggerley. To presidents
and clerks of the branches of this district: When
sending your reports to the next conference
send them to Bro. J- D. Barmore, Bird's Eye,
Dubois county, Indiana. S. C. Gruver, secretary.
WHEELER'S GROVE.
Conference convened Saturday, November
29th, H. N, Hansen president, T. Scott clerk.
Elders reported: H. N, Hansen, baptized 14,
confirmed 6, blessed 3 children, solemnized r
marriage, J. Carlisle blessed a number of children, S. Butler confirmed r, blessed 3 children,
solemnized 2 marria!{eS; R. McKenzie, baptized
2, D. K. Dodson, blessed some children, solemnized r marriage, L. Campbell, S. C. Smith, D.
Hougas, - - Fields.
Priests: J- Evans, S.
Wood, T. Scott, J- Christerson. Teachers: I.
Carlisle, 0. Jones.
Resolved that the elders,
priests, teachers and deacons labor under the direction of the president; that we sustain Bro. H.
N, Hansen as president; that Bro. A. Hall be
sustained Bishop's agent, and T. Scott clerk.
Bishop's agent's report: On hand and received
since September 4th, when last reported, $62 72,
total received, $23107, disbursed, $205 oo, on
hand, $2607- Preaching by J- Carlisle, D. K.
Dodson and D. Hougas. The work is prospering
In this part of the Lord's vineyard for which we
feel thankful to our Heavenly Father. Adjourned to meet with the North Star branch Saturday,
Feb. 28th.
WESTERN MAINE.
Conference of the Western Maine district convened with the Green's Landing branch February 7th; W. G. Pert chosen to preside, E. H.
Pert clerk, Branch reports: Brooksville, Brays'
Mountain, Little Deer Isle.and Green's Landing
were read and accepted. Elders reporting were:
G. W. Eaton, W, G. Pert, S. S. Eaton, J- W.
Blasto, J. J. Billings, Priests: L. C. Gray, W. H.
Harvey.
Teachers: A. Hutchinson, J- H. Robbins, G. M. Carter, T. E. Eaton. Deacon, J- H.
Eaton. The letter from Bro. W, H. Kelley concerning the case of Thomas Ames was read and
it was resolved to record a copy of it and send
the letter to Thomas Ames,
Bhhop's agent's
report: On hand last report $99 53, received
$300 73, paid out $293 96, balance $106 30. audited, found correct, adopted.
Resolved that the
district president be instructed to make out an
elder's license for John W, Blasto. Brn. G. W.
Eaton and W. G. Pert, the committee on branch
troubles reported that good had been done by
their labors, and were discharged,
Resolved
that Brn. F. M. Sheehy and U. W. Greene be
chosen as delegates to general conference; that
Bro. G. W. Eaton be recommended to general
conference as missionary to labor in the Eastern
mission; that Bro. W. G, Pert be recommended
to general conference to travel as Bishop's agent
and labor what he can,
Preaching by W, G.
Pert and G ..W. Eaton. Adjourned to meet with
the Little Deer Isle branch June, 28th.
GOOD LOOKS.
Mme. Patti, the famous singer, is a philosopher
as well as an artist.
"Good looks, which' are
nothing more that perfect bodily health," she
says, "are woman's stock In trade, while her talent, whatever it may be, is her capital.
I have
treasured both, but in doing so I had to forego
many of the pleasures that the multitude of women enjoy. When I do not sing I go to bed as
early as an infant, and I always sleep in a room
without a fire. I have the window open, because
I do not think it wise or safe to breathe again the
same air. In getting fresh supplies for my lungs
I frequently experience bodily discomfort. Then
I rest, not momentarily, but whole days at a time.
Our clothes and furniture are protected from
wear by not using them."
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QUORUM OF TWELVE.
To the Quorum oiApostles, Greeting. Brethren :-Having for some time felt impressed with
the magnitude and importance of the business to
be considered at the coming annual general con
ference of the church, and knowing full well the
arduous nature of our part therein, I deem it wise
that the quorum meet at an early day, that time
may be had to get well along with our labors
ere the general business of conference begins;
also that we may carefully and prayerfully consider all questions coming before us, having time
to do so, and not infringe upon the rights of
others, and be hurried at or near the end of conference.
The ~qr]{ of the secretary is tiresome and confining, and requires time. We ought not ask
him to make sacrifice we are not willing to share.
There are some questions on law and the previous action of our quorum, and the church in conference assembled relative thereto, which will
likely be presented. Time should be taken to
consider these things.
It is due to ourselves and the church at large
that all our counsels and deliberations be done
with due regard for solemnity and decorum, and
a realization that it is God's work, that the greatest good to the greatest number may result. We
?hould conduct ourselves as wise men, ~ngaged
m the grandest work on earth-the establishment
of God's kingdom.
. Having consulted the first presidency, receivIng the assurance that, so far as can be, recommendations concerning missions will be furnished, I therefore request the quorum to ineet
at the temple, in Kirtland, Ohio, on the first day
of April, 1891, at ten o'clock am.
A. H. SMITH, Pres. o/ .tuorum.
CHICAGo, Ill., Feb. 18th.

TO THE MINISTRY.
To the Ministry and Appointees of General
Conference of the Church in the Field, Greeting.
Brethren: Heretofore there has been some delay
or h:sitanc;:, upon the part of the ministry, in
makmg their reports to the Twelve and Bishopric, in regard to the field desired, and especially
the amount needed for their families; some of
these reports coming in so late as near the close
of conference. Now, to expedite business and
insure an early action of the council, let me urge
you to make out such reports concisely, and to
the point; avoiding a lengthy detail of events
not relative to the business in hand. All such reports should be in the hands of the apostles who
have the charge of all missions as early as April
rst, 189I.
Send in your reports of this nature to the mis·
sionary in charge of field where you labor or to
the president or secretary of the Twelve 'or to
the Bishopric, to home address; or, if l;te, address them to Temple, near Kirtland Lake
county, Ohio.
ALEX. HALE SMIT~,
Pres. o/ Quo. o/ Apostles.

ATTENTION! FIRST QUORUM OF
ELDERS.
We respectfully remind each member of the
First Quorum of Elders, that the time is near
when the personal report of each should be in
the hands of the president of the quorum.
Please examine and fill up the blank circulars
sent out by the secretary, and should you not
nave received yours, drop a notice by card to
Bro. V. White, secretary, Lamoni, Iowa, at once,
and give him your address.
Forward all reports by the first o/ ll:larck, to E.
L. Kelley, Temple, Lake county, Ohio.
Pressure of business has prevented the preparation of a circular letter this year, but we
trust to have a report from every member of the
quorum.
There will be an ample number at the annual
conference for the transaction of business, so that
any matter pertaining to the work of the quorum
may be forwarded to its president as herein di·
rected.
Your co-laborers in the publication of the
glad tidings,
E. L. KELLEY, Pres.,
V. WHITE, Sec.
SECOND QUORUM OF PRIESTS.
Bretkren:-As general conference is almost
here, 1 will notify you through the Herald, as I
do not know the address of all the brethren, to
please send your report to me by March 2oth.
C<>me brethren, let us be faithful to the work entrusted to us, and let our iight shine.
T. R. WHITE, Pres.
LoWRY CITY, Missouri.

FIRST QUORUM OF TEACHERS.
Bretlzren:-As the time is drawing near when
another general conference will convene, and it
is desired that our quorum should be reported
thereat, it is requested that all the members of
the quorum make a report to the sec~etary, that
the same may be compiled into a general report
to be submitted to said conference. Please be
prompt in this matter that ample time may be
had for this work to be done in a complete and
satisfactory manner, and that tqe station allotted
to us may be filled as becometh profitable servants.
GEo. H. HmY, Sec'y.
INDEPENDENCE,

Missouri.

NOTICE OF REUNION.
The next annual Reunion of the Fremont and
Pottawattamie district will be held in the Farm
Creek branch, one-half mile south and two and
one-half miles east of Henderson, on grounds belonging to Bro. G. F .. Shank, commencing Saturday, August I,Sth, at two p.m. All necessary
particulars in regard to the meeting will be given in due time.
By order of committee,
A. BADHAM, Sec.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Conference of the String Prairie and Nauvoo
district will convene at Burlington, Iowa, Saturday, March 7th, at 10:30 a.m., continuing over
Sunday. All branches are requested to report,
and a good attendance desired. Business of im·
portance will be presented.
J. H. LAMBERT, Pres.,
B. F. DuRFEE, Sec.

CHICAGo, Illinois, February 18th.

NOTICES.
Scattered members Sacramento branch. Notice
is hereby given to the members of the Sacramento branch: We are going to repaint and calcimine our church-house in said city and as
there is more than half the member; of said
branch in different parts of the state that do not
attend church, we ask you to donate the sum you
feel able, to help pay the expense of said work.
Send your donations to G. W. Harlow, No.
2428 J. street, Sacramento, California.
J.D. LOCKART,
G. W. HARLow, ·Com.
J. LAWN.

J

COMPLETE TO DEADWOOD.
The Burlington Route, C. B. & Q. R. R., from
Chicago, Peoria and St. Louis, is now completed,
and daily passenger trains are running through
Lincoln, Nebraska, and Custer, South Dakota,
to Deadwood. Also to Newcastle, Wyoming.
Sleeping cars to Deadwood.
7mar3t

GERMAN TRACTS.
W""Tracts in the German Language may be had of Bro.
Ad. Richter, Burlington, Iowa: The Baptism, 6 cents;
the Repentance, 5 cents; the Principles of ti,J.e Gospel, 6
cents: tlJ.e Epitome of FaitlJ., 2c.; the Sixth Trumpet, a
fifty-four page pamphlet, 25c. Theee prices include
postage.
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BORN.
TEETERs.-In the Fulton branch, to Bro. William and Sister Etta Teeters, a son November
26th, 1890; blessed February 8th, r89r; by J. S.
Roth, and C. C. Reynolds and named Myron
E!Du.
MARRIED.
SCARCLIFF.-HURP.--At the residence of the
bride's sister, Mrs. Martin, February uth, 1891,
by Elder John Johnson, Mr. W. B. Scarcliff and
Miss Ruby Hurp. A large number of relatives
and friends were present to witness the ceremony
and wish the contracting parties a prosperous
passage over the sea of life. Refreshments were
served and all had a pleasant time.
DIED.
MANSELL.-On January rgth, 18gr, at peace
with God, Sr. Ann Mansell, aged 71 years, late
of 29 Copperfield Road, Bow, London, England.
An aged, patient and faithful Saint has passed
away. Interred at Woodgrange, Ilford, January
26th. Sermon by Elder F. R. Tubb, from Revelations 22:4, 5·
DouGLASs.-Immanuel Douglass, son of John
and Sarah Hunt, was born October rst, r87o, in
Harrison county, Iowa, baptized by Elder Nathan
Lindsay and confirmed by the same when about
twelve years old. He died February 9th, 189r, at
the residence of his employer, Mr. Hart, of
Logan, of inflamation of the bowels, after a brief
but painful sickness. Douglass had many good
points in his character and was trying to make
himself a man by his diligent attention to duty,
avoiding wild, reckless company, and was beloved by his employer and his wife for his diligence and care in all things committed to his
charge. The family are sorely grieved at the loss
of their son and brother. The funeral sermon
was preached in the Methodist church on the
Willow, by Elder C. Derry; text, Psalms 90: 12,
on the IIth day of January.
EzZELL.-Sr. Sarah J. Ezzell, wife of Elder L.
H. Ezzell, was born May 4th, r849 She joined
the Baptist church when about sixteen years of
age; was united in marriage to L. H. Ezzell August 29'h, r867, and united with the Christian
church in 1869, living faithful to the light she
had, until February 16th, 1878, when she received the go>pel in its fullness, and was baptized
and confirmed by Elder Stephen Malony, and
lived a consistent Christian and faithul mother
and wife until January 16th, at II: 25 a.m., when
her Spirit took its flight to the paradise of God,
leaving six children and her husband to mourn,
although not like those who have no hope. For
thirty-six hours asthma wrecked her body, then
pneumonia finished its work.
RousH.-In the Fulton branch, Iowa, February IIth, r89r, of consumption, Bro. Elmon
Roush, aged 22 years, 8 months, 12 days. He
was baptized June 23d, r889, by Elder J. S. Roth.
The only anxiety he had for the last two weeks
of his life was to see his brother baptized. For a
week he longed to be relieved from the body and
go to the Savior. His spirit left the body and
returned ;lgain, and after he came to life again,
he was so happy. He said, "There is a God;"
and he saw the host of angels, and stretched out
his hands to embrace them.
He called the
writer to his bed to tell him how happy he felt.
He said, "0, I feel so funny; 0, I feel so good."
He never missed an opportunity to testify of the
restored gospel. He left a father, mother and
three brothers and a host of friends to mourn
their loss. The family all belong to the church
butone. Bro. Elmon fell asleep in Christ without the move of a muscle. The funeral was in
charge of C. C. Reynolds; sermon by Elder J. S.
Roth, to a very large congregation, from Revelations 14: 13.
ROBT. WINNING,
President.

D. F. NICHOLSON,
Cashier.

FARMERS BANK,
LAMONI,

Pays

IOWA,

6 % Interest on Time Deposits.
Beal Estate

B~ught

and Sold.

FARM LOANS NEGOTIATED.
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Notice.
When chlinging you!' place of reeidence, or desiring
your paper sent to a different post-office. be particular n1
gtving, in full, the name of the post-ofiice, county, and
state where you h·•d been last receiving it., and distinctly
state the name of the post-f!ffioo. county and state to
which you wish your paper sent m the future.
If your paper has been going in a package, state whose.
When mailing a letter, whether in a rnilroad car, on a
steamboat, or while visiting at a friend~s. in every in~
stance give your..own address where you are taking your pa~

per.

If your paper has been discontinned. stale where you
have last been taking it, and the time it was stopped.

"F 0 0 D
For Thought, or Sermons and Essays by Jews and Gentiles," a book of 95 pae;•·s in paper covers. Price, single
copy 25c; five copies $1.00; 12 copies $2.00.
PATRIOT one year and boo!<
$1.15.
"
six months and book
.70
This applies to renewals also. l<'or full description see
last page HERALD for Nov. 22, 1890. Aid dress,
LAMBER'r BROS.,
Lamoni. Decatur Co .• Iowa.

ZION'S

ENSIGN

Published every Saturday at

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,
Brethren { ,J. A. RoBINSON l Editors
F, (;l. PITT
f
'
Subscription price, $1.00 per year.
It is devoted to the spreading of religions truth as
viewed by the Samts.
.Eacb. is~ue contains a sermon by one of the ministry,
reports of the different societies in the church, and articles bearing upon or explanatory of the doctnnes of the
church.
It 1s the intention to make it a help to the missionary
at home and in the field; a sourf',e of comfort to the scattered ones wbo are denied church pnvikges, and to bring
the Saints into closer relationsliip with each other.

A MANUA.L OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
Setting forth the order and nature of the Priesthood, and defining the duties and prerogatives
of all the Church Officials, including the First
Presidency, and also the Deacons, as set forth in
the Revelations of God and decisions of the
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
the Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
Price 25 cents including postage.

SPIRITUAL GIFT&; AND SPIRIT
MANIFESTATIONS,
OR CAUSE AND CURE FOR'SREPTWISM,
BY

ELDER M. IT. BOND.
Just issued; a book or pamphlet of over 100 pages
larger than;the Voice of \\rarnmg, of closely written and
original matter; good type, good paper, and easy reading.
A treatise upon the uncertainties of Catholic of Protestant creed. The rational theorv and exposition of gospel
doctrine and confirmatory gift8, as again~t the insidious
doctrines and revelations of morlcrn spiritualism. The
anti-Bible revelations of Swcderoborg, The Quakers,
Catholic Visions and Miracle~, Me•meric, Trance, MindReading, HQhril'ltian Science," ·~Divine Healing,' or
'~Faith

Cure.'' "How to Become a Medium,, &c. The

Gifts of the Gospel, their proper place, use or abuse in
the churc.h.
Price, 25 cents Single Copy.
Send silver or stamps; $2.25 per dozen, postage paid,
P. 0. Order or Cnrrency. Addrese, M. H. Bond, Willoughby, Ohio; or Herald Office, Lamoni, Iowa.
~ Agents and "pushers" wanted, to whom books
Will be sent upon application.

MILL FOR SALE.
SHELBY MILL FOR ~ALE, situated in
Shelby, Shelby county, Iowa. For full particulars~enquire of H. D. Swain, Harlan, Shelby
county, Iowa.
WANTED!
A good cheese maker to work in Lamoni,
Iowa, factory this coming season-one that has
had experience in making Swiss and American
cheese.
Adress The Le\vis Cream0ry,
Send references.
St. Joseph, Missouri.
HOUSE FOR SALE.
Havin" to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
fGr sale my House of six rooms, and an s.cre lot well set
to frmt trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace n it, "'nd water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.

Book Subscriber's Notice.
Jliany inquiries are coming in in regard to when
the volumes,

"With the Church in an Early Day,"
-AND-

"Pattie; or, Leaves from a Life,"
will be issued? We are now prepared to say that "With
the Church" will be ready for mailing by the last of Aprtl
or the first of May. We trust that those who have sent
in their name as subscribers w11l be prompt 1n remitting,
as we shall need the funds to defray the expense of printing and bindin.g. When remltting do not fore;et to enclose stamps for mail in g.

Priee at the Office $1..
Probable cost of mailing 8 cts.
Owing to the sickness of her father, Sr. Eleanor was
call~-:.d away E:ome five weeks since, but her volume will
be issued ahont the last of June or early in July. and subscription price, wh1ch may now be remitted as convenient, will be the same as the above.
ALSO NOTICE.
This week we commence the mailing of our premium
.Engraving to all snbl3criberR who have orderPd it. Owing
to the large number to be served it may require two full
week" to reacb the last ones. If by the 20tli of February
yon have not received yours. notify the office by a card
and lt ·will receive prompt. attention.
~ Be careful in removing them from the tube and
we guarantee perfect conditiol'i
1\f. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa.
Jan. 31st, 1891.

MEETING HOUSES .
Below will be found the different places of
meeting of the church in the cities named:
Chicago, Illinois, Washington Hall, corner of
Washington boulevard and Ogden avenue.
San Francisco, California,. Lincoln Hall, Montgomery street, near Palace Hotel.
St. Louis, Missouri, No. 2518 Elliott avenue.
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, Fourth avenue, near
Wood street.
Boston, Massachusetts, Howard avenue, Roxbury.
San Bernardino, California, corner Fifth and
F streets.
Denver, Colorado, Euclid Hall, Fourteenth
street, opposite City Hall.
Sacramento, California, Saints' Chapel, Twenty-fourth avenue and K streets. J. )\1. Parr,
president.
BIBLE SYNOPSIS.
Only three or four hundred left. I will sell
the remainder at $r each, or six to any address
for $5; still a larger discoul'lt to agents. Send to
the Herald Office at Lamoni, Iowa, or J. J. Cornish, Reed City, Osceola county, Michigan.
rz 27·3m

INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
12ll'- FLEXJLBLE BINDJ:RIG. ~
The Inspired Translation of the Holy Scriptures bound in limp leather, flexible covers, similar to the binding of the Oxford Sunday-school
Teachers Bible. Price, by mall, $4.

$200 Tent for $100.
By addressing David Chambers, Persia, Iowa,
you can learn of the sale of the large Reunion
tent, 6o feet wide, 7 feet walls. Cost $200 new,
in good condition.
Will be sold for $roo.
A
bargain.
Could not be bought new to-day fo.t
less than $235·
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Board of Publication of the ReOiganized: Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(IIll!pired Tran~Is,tion. by J ooeph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges •••••• 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •••••••••••••••• 2
Morocco. gilt edges ......................... 2
New Testament, Inspired........ • • • • • • • • • • •
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, ~prinkled edges ••••• ; •• , •• 1
Imitation Moroooo, gilt edges •••••••••••••••• 1

ISO
00
60
'16

26
60

THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides .•.•.••..••... 2 50
The Harm·ony contains all the hymns In the S_aints'
Harp; al~o 54.2 pages of music, comprising about 720
tunel!l, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.
DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.
dprinkled Sheep, or Library •••••••••••••• : •• 1 25
Imit-ation Moroooo, gilt edges .•••••••••• , , ••• 1 60
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
1\r We have a limited quantity of these on hand.
Turkey Superior, gilt edge ••••.••••••••••.••• 3 6C
Turkey Sl'perior, with clasp, gilt edge ••••••••. 3 'Ill
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge ................... 3 15
Rexburg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge ••••••••• 4 00
BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges .••.. , •••• , •••••••••••• 1 26
Imitation 1{orocco, gilt edges .•.••••••••••••• 1 60
JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET AND
HIS PROGENITORS.
(By Lucy Smith.)
Muslin binding, 312 pages...................
Leather 'binding ................... ,. ••••••• 1
CERTIFICATES AND REPORW.
Branch. Statistical Reports, per dozen..........
Annue.l Statistical Reports, two for. • . • • • • • . • • •
Certificates of Baptism and Membership, per doz.
Certificates of Removal, per dozen •• , • • • • • . • • .
Marriage Certificates, per dozen . • • • • • • • • • • • • •

70
00
40
5
12

12
25

SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
School Engineer and Record Book • • . • . • . • . • • • 60
Good Behavior Tickets, 100 for 15c., 1,000 for •. 1 00
Prompt Attendance Tickets..... . .•••. Same price.
Fancy Cards, pacKage ot' 1\0, 5 kinds, large • • .. 75
AUTUMN
ll'ancy Cards, smaller, 10 kinds, per 100 ••••• , • • 60
Published monthly for the
MISCELLANEOUS.
The Problem of Hnm'>n Life Here and Hereafter
Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
by A.. Wilford Hall, 644 pages, muslin .••..•. 1 50
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Universalism Against Itself, 336 pages, muslin
by A.. Wilford Hall ......................... 1 00
Josephus, complete, library laather ••••.••.••. 3 50
Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,
muslin boards, li volumes .•...••..•••••.••• A 00
-..8..1fosheim's Church History, 2 volumes .•••••••• 4 00
Ancient America (illustrated) .•••..•. l 80
SYMBOLOG ICAL CATECIUSM: : Baldwin's
Rollin's Ancient History, two volumes in one .. .4. 00
OR
The Koran. library leather ............•...... 2 25
Gieseler's Ecclesiastical History, from A.D. 1 till
Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
1854, muslin boards, 5 volumes ......•.... ,10 00
BY A. J, MAPES.
The Ecclesiastical History of Eusebius Pamphi·
IO<j. pages, doth bound. Pr!ce 35 cents each.
J.us, Bishop of Cresarea and Palestine • • .•••.. 2 00
For ~&le by BRo. H. R. Ml LLS,
Cruden's Complete Concordance of Bible •.••.. 1 75
Bible Text Book , ............•••••••••••••• 1 00
INDRPB':NURNC&~ M~).
Apocryphal New Testament ..••.•••• ~ •••••• 1 66
DISTRICT RECORDS.
Elders' Diary, by Joseph Luff................ 30
Printed and bound similar to Branch Records ••• 3 00 , Emerson's Ready Binder, Herald and Hope size. 86
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD OF THE LoRD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SAVE rr BE ONE WIFE, AND CONCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN snoULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HtrsBAND: ExcEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
IS AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.

Lamoni, Iowa, March 7, 1891.
T
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E RA L D :

Olllcia! Paper oi the ReorganiEed Church of J esna Chriot of
Latter Day Saints
PUBLIBRRD .A.T LAMONI, DEf',.ATUR COUNTY, IOWA~

Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
The Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presidents•
and the Biahop's Agents, are requeated to solicit new sub'"
ecribers, and help build up the paper and the pul?lication
department.
Business Letters and Subscriptions must be sent to David
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Registered Letter, or Express.
Entered as second class mattEP" n.t Lamoni l"o~t Office.

now; many things are neither commanded nor forbidden in the law-it would be
a useless and mterminable code if it existed.

A brother in the field writes: "I think
ordination a solemn affair; and I think I
have a right to know something about the
matter before I lay hands on any man."
Truer words than these were never
written, and he who wrote them has the
authority of a long- and bitter personal ex·
perience to so write. The law says that
JOSEPH SMITH
EDITOR.
he who is to represent the work of God
W. W. BLAIR
AssOCIATE EDITOR.
on earth must b.; "called of God as was
Lamoni, Iowa, March 7, 1891.
Aaron." The history of Aaron's calling
is open for the inspection of all; and we
are asked whether Auon was called in
LAWFUL, OR EXPEDIENT.
any other way than by revelation through
WE are frequently reminded that human
Moses, that is, did he know whether he
experience has its limit; and that experiwas called by any manifestation to himence is not always productive of wisdom
self, etc. Of this we can only write, that
to him who has passed through it.
the angel who was the messenger sent to
We have been absent from the editor's
Moses to inform him concerning his work
desk a fortnight, and at our return found
informed him that Aaron was to be his
a pile of .correspondence almost a foot
spokesman, a fellow in the ministry to Isdeep, a large portion of which contains
rael, and told him that when Aaron should
questions of more or less importance to
see him he (Aaron) would be "glad in his
the writers, but which it is entirely out of
heart." We are led by this to believe that
our power to answer, for want of time and
Aaron was made satisfied in some way
the requisite skill, knowledge and wisdom.
that what Moses had been commanded to
We sincerely hope that no one will feel
do was of the Lord; his acceptance of the
hurt or neglected, when they discover that
office witnessed this. How this was done
their queries are not attended to.
we do not know.
The questions· asked involve a wide
Our brother's statement that when he io
range from the innocent attendance upon
called upon to ordain any one to the office
other men's worship to gross murder; and
of a representative of the Lord's Work, he
many of them could have been easily deought to "know something about the mattermined by the questioners had they taken
ter" finds warrant in the law. The subthe pains to give them the thought they~
stance of the law is this, whosoever is orseem to expect of us. We do not wonder
dained to any office in the church is so orat the number of oracles among the Greeks
dained by virtue of (reason of) the gifts
and heathen, if the number of devotees
and callings of God unto him; and is orasking questions for answers were as nu- dained by virtue of the authority of the
merous in proportion as they are among
Holy Gho~t which is in the one who orour enlightened Christian worshipers.
dains him. This freely understood, means
that those who are to be, or are orMany of the questions falling to the lot dained have been, or are possessed of
of our query column are, "Is it right?" certain qualifications fitting them for
"Is it lawful?" followed by a statement of acting in the office unto which they are to
something supposed to be said or done. be ordained. Moses was slow of speech,
The law books, the statutes are open to but the angel said of Aaron: "I know
all. The revelation of God to the church that he can speak well." Joseph Smith
is that his law is written in the scriptures. was not excellent of speech, but Srdney
"Thou shalt take the things ~hich are Rigdon was. The one who is to ordain
written in my scriptures to be my should know, either by personal knowlaw to govern my church."
It is ledge, or by reason of endowment of the
evident then that the command, "search Spirit, that the one to be ordained is called
the scriptures," was given for the purpose of God, by the necessary qualifications, as
of inciting the spirit of research that the the gifts of God unto him, as well as he
worshiper should himself be informed in . satisfied that it is expedient for the work
regard to the things which are lawful. that such ordination should be made. If
Paul concluded that to him "all things he is not informed on these points he
were lawful, but all things were not ex- should not ordain. "Many are called but
pedient." It is probable that it is the same few chosen;" may be construed to mean

No. Io.
that it may be lawful, (not contrary to law),
for the many to be ordained; but that it
may not be expedient that all who might
be lawfully ordained should be. This
same brother sug-gests that "it is very easy
to say, I move Bro. --be ordained."
By this he means to be understood that
sometimes the two principal things which
should govern in the making of church
officers may be set aside, made ineffectual,
and their salutary influence for the safety
of the work be unavailing. These principal things the brother tersely sets forth
thus: "I have intended, and by God's
grace I still intend that two things shall
govem in ordination, first, the necessity
for the ordination; second, the adaptability
of the individual to the contemplated position. Then if I can proceed according to
I 7: r 2, of Doctrine and Covenants, I am
satisfied. But in that, as in all other matters, I want to discriminate between natural
impulses and spirit impression. It is a
solemn matter I think to speak in the
name of the Lord."
In the foregoing our brother has touched
one of the unfortunate things against which
it has been very difficult to guard, so far
as its influence upon the work of the church
has had an effect; natural impulses taking
the place of spirit impression. As between
these who is competent to decide. One
of the safeguards, so far as ordination is
concerned, is in the first proposition, the
necessity of it. There was a necessity in
the cases of Aaron, and Sidney Rigdon.
Whatever is a necessity should be done;
and of this necessity, the first and best
judges, so far as in.dividuals may go, are
those having the immediate oversight of
the work.
The second most important
safeguard is the one named, the q ualifications of the one chosen by "I move." If
he is unqualified, the church will gain
nothing by his ordination. It. may be
lawful, according to the rule cited, Doctrine and Covenants I 7: 16; but it may be
unnecessary and wholly inexpedient. Of
this, too, the one whose duty it may be to
ordain is probably the best judge; as such
ordination must be "by the power of the
Holy Ghost which is in the one who
ordains him." If there is to be any departure from any strict rule of the church
it should be in the favor of the church
rather than of any one person in it. It is
quite possible that the church has suffered
wrong to be done itself out of deference to
supposed individual rights.
Again, this brother says: "l have reason to think that some Latter Day Saints
think it impossible for them to be deceived; or that any impression could obtain
in their minds but that made by the Spirit
of God, Such I have noticed are the
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most susceptible; and should the fact dawn
This call may be manifested to the person
on their minds as to the possibility of deaffected in many ways. He may be "glad
ception, I hardly know what the result in his heart," as Aaron was; and this gladwould be."
ness, sense of contentment, or happiness
"Take heed lest any man deceive you," and exaltation of spirit may be of such a
is an excellent injunction.
Any one self- quiet, pervading presence that the man
deceived is the blindest and the most diffimay have but little conception of how,
cult to undeceive; and the most to be or when, or where he was so moved upon
pitied in either case, whether continuing , bv unseen forces as to be so affected. He
in such self-decegtion, or relieved theremay be satisfied because the call comes by
from; in the one case it is hurtful to the purported revelation through others in the
bodv, in the other to the individual. But line of communication in whpm his soul
whv shonld any one be unwilling to ad- has confidence; and such revelation to
mit" that he might be deceived? "It is others may be taken by him as revelation
human to err." The nice distinction be- to himself.
He may be called by any of
tween what is of the Spirit and what of the outward manifestations named in the
man's thoughts may not be compassed in text; by dream, vision, tongue, prophecy
any one specific rule, that we have yet in tongues or otherwise, or by an audible
een; but we have two fairly applicable; voice.
Usually, when such revelation
one is, "Whatsoever inciteth men to do comes through another there will have
good is of God; whatsoever enriceth them been, or will be some corresponding evito do evil is of the devil."-B. of M. The dence to one or more, as well as to the one
other is, if a manifestation is had, and the being called.
However, as the Lord is
spirit by which it is given is not received, not confined or trammeled by human inthen it should not be endorsed. In the firmities, he chooses his own methods of
matter of ordinations, or things immedi- communicating his will, and the one called
ately connected with the church ad- will in some way sooner or later be conministration, manifestations from the tent with his calling. Indeed it may someSpirit, would flow through the channel times occur that a man may be called bv
provided by the church organization, to the "spirit of wisdom and
judgment/'
be acceptable; this would include its pre- to meet the exigencies of the work and
siding officers, and it is only proper to con- the times, to whom and for whom no
clude that he who calls and qualifies his manifestation may have been had, but
officers would respect them in their offices whose ordination meets the approval of
as shepherds of the flock. Hence, our the Lord, who sends his token of acceptbrother's caution in laying hands on any ance by approving the work done by him.
one in the name of the Lord.
With these patience to endure is the test
The result that might happen to any of their worthiness to "abide in the taberone who should find that he might be de- nacle of the Lord."
ceived, as between a personal natural impulse and a Spirit manifestation, would be
A parting thought in this connection is
determined by the character of the man to
that manifestations are by some supwhom it occurred. He that is grounded
posed to be either from the Lord,
in the faith would admit that he had misor his adversary the devil. There may
taken the manifestation and would not be
be manifestations that have their source
so liable to a second mistake; he would
in the desires, hopes or ambitions of
discriminate more closely, and would
men; especial! y of this class may some of
guard his impulses to much better effect.
those
manifestations be which point to the
He who was self-impressed by his own
aggrandisement of the individual; many
good qualities would be terribly mortified,
of these are absolutely harmless, unless
and would be apt to condemn all manifesaggravated by undue interference, or by
tations as self-delusions, or worse; and
being made of too grave importance by
from denying the manifestations would go
In
on unto the denial of him who only can laudation, or denunciation, or both.
such cases the calm supervision of the
give Spirit influence. He who is of honest heart seeking the Lord fully, would "helps and governments" given of God to
deplore the existence in himself of the the church, and the written statutes are
wonderful safeguards to the church and
quality by which seif-deception w;as pospeople of God. "
sible, and would set about reforming himWe thank our brother for the text givself, and would do it in due time. The
en
us, and for the lessons his experieoce
man who is not willing to concede that •
himself could be mistaken, is the strongest teaches to all.
advocate against infallibility in others, and
is usually as suspicious of others as he is
Bro. S. B. G. writes from Kansas City,
impressed with himself; to him a disapMissouri, February r6th:
pointment would be in the nature of a fall,
"Can we not have a sermon each week and a
frorn which he w-ould be likely to rise to department fer Scripture exegesis from some of
turn away from those among whom the our pre2chers and Bibie students, inste2d of some
fall occurred, as somehow in fault for his of those letter;, that interest only the writers, comsimilar to this viz: •I have never writown failure. His self-love wounded would mencing
ten for the Herald but I love the Home Departbe bard to bear, and he would likely die a ment and I now take my pen in hand and sit
spiritual death.
down to write a few lines to let vou know that I

of

Any one called to an office in the church
should be reasonably sure that he was
called of God, before accepting the office.

am not used to writing for the paper and don't expect to say anything to instruct or interest any
one' (and might add I would just like to see my
name in print).
•Your sister, Jerusha.'
Now
Ern. Editors, I have but recently embraced this

glorious restored gospel and latter day work and
am just thirsting for knowledge connected therewith, and feel that every inch of space in the
Haald should be filled with such matter as will
feed those hungering for the word of life, therefore let every contributor write to the point; rewrite, simmer, boil down, condemn, multum in
jarvo."

Splendid advice the above. The brother
adds as a postscript: "I would like to see
an article in the Herald explaining- the
second and third angel's messages, of Revelations 14th chapter."
OUR WORK IN THE SANDWICH
ISLANDS.

"THE isles shall wait for his law;" "the
isles shall wait upon me, and on mine arm
shall they trust;" "surely the isles shall
wait for me;" "listen, 0 isles, unto me."
Such are some of the predictions made
concerning the work of the Christ, the
anointed of God, which was to be performed in the day of the rising glory of
Zion, when the set time to favor her had
come; when the abundance of the sea
should be converted to the Mighty One of
Jacob.
By small beginnings and careful growth
has almost every successful mission of this
church and of other churches been established, and our brethren whose labors in the
capital of the Sandwich Islands are recounted .below, need not fail nor be discouraged. The Master's watchcare and
extended arm will overrule and direct for
good that work, the accomplishment of
which his Spirit has so promisingly and
gloriously predicted.
\Vith the work well planted in Australia,/the Society Islands and Hawaiian
Kingdom, its growth augmented by the
labors of native and American missionaries, the Pacific group of islands should,
from west to e:tst, feel the impress and
forcefulness of that potent leaven-"the
gospel of the Son of God-which will
ultimately shine as a beacon light to the
entire world, and penetrate and dispel the
mists of doubt and error which have
brought religious uncertainty and fear and
unbelief upon every nation.
Let us hope
that not only the islands of the sea, but
every continent and nation, kindred tongue
and people will soon hear the inspiring
message of the New Evangel. Japan and
other oriental countries are receiving considerable missionary attention from Protestant and Catholic. · May we also <;oon be
heard there with the message of the truth
restored; the truth which comes not in
word only but in the power and assurance
of the Holy Ghost.
we quote what follows from a letter
written by Bro. G.J. Waller, of Honolulu,
Hawaii, dated February 7th. It breathes
the missionary spirit of earnest devotion.
Such efforts continued cannot be fruitless:
"I should like to be with you at the coming conference, but cannot this year. I
have intended to write you or Bro. Joseph
some account of what church work we are
doing, or are trying to do here; but want
of time has hindered me. It seems that
myself, and also Bro. Haws, have just so
much strength given us, and no more;
and many, many times have we bowed in
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prayer to the Master asking for strengtn love it. Have had many dark days here,
to enable us to remain here and work for but have prayed for wisdom and guidance.
His cause and kingdom, and our prayers
"Bro. Haws has been very sick at times,
have been answered.
but has been helped. A better man could
"We have had to fight every inch of our not have been sent to start the work here;
way here, so the work is slow; but I hope · he is so well acquainted with the history
it will stand.
Ever since Elder Haws of the church. Such a knowledge is valcame we have met almost every day for uable, particularly among the Utah peothe purpose of praying together for ple here. He has lost between twenty or
strength and guidance. Failing to get any thirty pounds in weight, but his health is
place in which to preach, we took n. small now better.
room used by a native lawyer as his office,
"VV' e wish the Saints to rem em her us
and started a Bible class, which we held and our work in their prayers that we may
two or three evenings in the week.
On be successful."
Sunday afternoon we had a meeting at a
native boy's home, who works for me.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
Though these meetings were poorly attended, still we received strength and en- GERMAN TRACTs-Those who wish to
couragement.
An elder from the Utah obtain tracts printed in the German lanchurch here tried to bother us.
He en- guage should note the advertisement of
deavored to induce the natiYe lawyer. to those published and sold by Bro. Ad.
have nothing to do with us, but did not Richter, of Burlington, Iowa. Bro. Richsucceed, and finally ceased to trouble us at ter's list, with prices, appears in our misour meetings.
Being invited by this na- cellaneous column.
tive lawyer, whose name is Kaulukou,
Sr. Mrs. E. Johnson, P. 0. box 624,
(who makes no profession of religiOn at Batavia, Illinois, asks prayer that her busall) to preach in his office, we arranged to Land m qy comprehend and obey the truth,
hold service one Sunday evening, when
and she be healed of affiictiom. An elder
Elder Haws preached to a small number who will preach the word will be welwho went away highly pleased. He spoke comEd at her home.
well. The power of the Spirit was present,
Sr. Carrie Barron, Ludington, M:1son
and I felt encouraged and strengthened. county, Michigat,, is anxious that her husThis was the first time I heard Bro. Haws band have opportunity to hear and obey
preach.
the gospel. LocHted twenty miles from
"We met again on two or more Sundays an organization of the Saints and her husin the same place, and then decided to look band busily engaged daily, she asks inaround for a larger and more convenient formation concerning what course to purroom. All the religious places being closed sue that he may learn the truth. We sugagainst us, we succeeded in getting one of gest that by correspondence with Bro. J.
the halls from the Odd Fellow's lodge, ]. Cornish, of Reed City, Michigan, the
where we have !:ad four meetings both of president of that district, he could by some
natives and English-speaking people. means arrange the matter.
Some natives and white people are interBro. L. C. D:maldson, Riverton, Iowa,
ested, and one old native man is preparing writes that the branch there is now very
himself for b:1ptism.
much scattered. They mourn the removal
"Of course there is much prejudice on ac- of the presiding elder, Bm. J. W. Calkins,
count of the Mormon church and polyga- also Bro. P. Tempest; and would appremy; but all who have attended our meet- ciate a visit from Bro. Henry Kemp, presiings have spoken in high terms of the dent of the district. He nq uests that
preaching.
prayer be cfiered for his 3ffiicted family.
"We took the hall for one week, for
Sr. Addie Hull, Seymour, vVebster
which we paid fifteen dollars. They have county, Missouri, ·would be pleased to
notified us that we cannot have it after corre;;pond with Saints in southwest Misthis month, but I have the promise of an- souri who reside at desirable places in which
other. A brother named Luther came in to locate, which she desires to do.
the same steamer as Bro. Haws, and he is
A notice to the second quorum of priests,
now in my employ as clerk.
Bro. Haws in our issue of the 2 Ist ult., signed by S.
lives with him and his family, and we four D. Shippy, should have stated him to be
at present constitute the church here. We one of the counselors to the president of
meet together often for prayer, and I am that quorum, not the secretary as errongetting stronger all the time, a-lthough it eously stated.
often seems that I shall have to give up;
Sr. Rebecca Retherd, Hillside, We5tand only my faith and interest in the work moreland county, Pennsylvania, the 2oth:
could at such times induce me to remain Has· not seen or heard preaching by an
here.
elder for six years. She endeavors to
"We have got out two tracts in the nateach the word to her friends and hopes
tive tongue; one •The Successor to the an elder will preach there in the near
Prophetic Office in the Churcl'', pointing future.
out how the apostasy took place under
Bro. R. R. Gaither, Ottawa, Kansas,
Brigham Young, and the distinction be- writes that he is edified by reading the
tween the two churches; the other on Bap- letters of the Saints which recount the
tism. I hope they will do muc!Ygood. The Lord's favor to them.
translating and printing- of the tracts will
ADDRESS WANTED.-The address of
cost about two hundred and fifty dollars.
Sr. Colby Smith, is No. 249 Spring street,
"I am trying to stick to the plow, and Salt Lake City, Utah. Will Henry Huffthe more I see of the work the more I meyer please send her his address.

147
The Farmington (New Hampshire,)
News, I 3th ult., makes favorable mention
of the labors of Elder F. M. Sheehy who
has evidently impressed the people of that
place in a favorable manner.
The Rich Hill (Missouri,) Review of
the 23d, gives Bro. J C. Chrestensen a
friendly word. Bro, C. has lately embuked in real estate and other business
there.
The address of Sr. Maggie Lay, an extract from whose letter we published in a
recent issue, 5hould have been g-iven as
~Viii ow Springs, Missouri; not \;Viseansm.
Bro. R. B. Jones, Sherman Heights,
Tennessee, writes asking that when an
elder can visit that place that he do so, and
he will find a home free of charge.
From letters sent us by Bro. James
Thomas, Sweet Home, Nodaway county,
Missouri, from Bro. Hans Froyd, dated at
Rea, Missouri, January 2oth and February 7th we learn that the board of school
directors of one of the school- houses at Rea,
had "ordered that the doors of the schoolhouse be closed against the holding of services by the Mormons."
This order is
made to exclude Bro. James ThomaF, and
others of the elders of the Reorganized
Church, who have been holding services
there and other places in Andrew county.
QUESTIONS.
Is it right for a traveling elder to go into a
branch where there is an authorized agent, and
seek for and take orders for church books, papers,
etc., while said agent has a number of books on
hand? If so, what is the purpose in appointing
agents?
Has any elder the authority to go into a fully
organized branch and dictate to or meddle in the
aftairs of said branch, without special instructions from the missionary in charge?
Has the church decided either directly or indirectly that the soul of David was or is in hell?
If so, where?

In answer to the foregoing: All traveling elders are authorized to take subscriptions for the papers and books of the
church, and may take such when offered
to them; and may state their willingness
to so take them. We think, however, that
the common courtesy which should exist
between all the members of the church
would suggest to an elder so traveling, that
if he knew that there was an agent in the
branch, with books in hand, he would
direct enquirers for such books to such
agent; therefore, under ~uch conditions, it
may be said that it would not be right for
an ·elder to so solicit and take orders for
books where such agent was and had them
on hand.
The purpose in appointing
ag-ents is to make it easy for patrons of the
office to communicate with the office and
secure what they want, Tbere ought not
to be any jealousy between local agents
and traveling elders; they ought to help
each other.
We think it improper for anybody to
go into a branch fully (properly) organized, and interfere, meddle with, or dictate in the affairs of said branch, without
proper direction from persons having
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EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

not done. By the grace of God I have been delivered from such thoughts; I have learned that
it is not a question of my work, but of God's;
and I am thankful that by the very sufferings
and afflictions that he has sent me, and by the
hope of eternal life to follow them, the good
Lord has brought me to the exercise of another
ministry, probably more important than the one
which I proposed to myself, and at all events
more sure, because coming to me more directly
from the hand of God, which constrains me
mercifully to walk in this path for his service
and glory . . . .
There is great peace in seeking one's plan only
from God, and following in it to the renunciation
of one's own; and there is no peace else\'\' here.
-Selected.

Bro. James Caffall wrote from Brownsville, Nebraska, Nebruary roth:

JORDAN.

proper jurisd:ction, and for good and obvious reasons. If this question is asked
from local reasons and for local application, it is referred to and is subject to the
inquiry of missionary in charge; and is
not intended to interfere with his jurisdiction.
We are not aware that the church as a
body has taken any action in regard to the
question of the soul of David being in hell.
The Psalmist seemed to have rejoiced that
his soul would not be left in hell; for this
reason it is certainly to be inferred that he
expected that it wonld at some time be in
hell, though it would not be left there.

"I came back here by request to hold a few
more meetings; began on Saturday night, had a
fair attendance; weather fine, but a big snow
storm set in Sunday morning and turned cold;
pleasanter to-day."
7

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"To do God's will-that's all
That need concern us: not to carp or ask
The meaning of it; but to ply our task
Whatever may befall
Accepting good or ill as He shall send,
And wait until the end."

THE TRUE STARTING-POINT.
There is no peace for the man who takes himself for his starting-point. There is always room
to fear that he is deceiving himself; he is troubled, and often in error, because the human will
and human interests are subject to many·errors;
he has no rest, he excites himself, he torments
himself, and inspires with deep compassion those
who, seeing the strong desire that he has to glorify God, see at the same time the accumulation
of obstacles that he places in his path by his
want of simplicity; while, on the other hand,
when we look to God alone, we cast all our burden upon him, and he sustains us.
And more. If my projects emanate from my,
self, they may be impracticable.
Perhaps I
would follow some career of which I cannot bear
the expense; or I would be a painter, and my
sight fails me; a surgeon, but my hand lacks
steadiness; then is my career spoiled, and I am
inconsolable.
But there is no possibility of a
spoiled career if my projects are made according
to God's plan for me. For then this very impossibility that I find in doing what I had at first
proposed proves to me that it is not that to which
God calls me; and the infirmities, even, that stop
me, are so many lights by which God reveals
my true work to me. If we act in this spirit (I
say it with nverence), our work is more God's
affair than ours,-his work, and not our work;
and the activity, the personal exertion, which he
always demands of us, consists only in a faithful
and unquestioning obedience. In that we shall
find deep peace; God cannot mislead us.
Often we are agitated by the thought that we
are not doing enough, or that we are not doing
the work that God has given us to do. I remember particularly how much, during the first weeks
that followed the final decision of my physicians,
I was troubled by the thought that my work was

Jordan, 0 thou crooked river,
Flo.wing to the sunken sea,
Filled with lightsome living waters
Troubled in Lake Galilee;
Ever onward, downward. hasting
To the abyss whose bitter waves
Soon, the living water• tasting,
Dying. sink into their graves.
Forth no more thou g9est~ river,
From thy grave, the sunken sea:
Breaking tnrough the bars of desert
Shall a bitter stream go free?
Heavy now thy lightsome waters,
Salt as penitential tears,
Shed by Israel,r3 sons and daughters,
Grieving for the wayward years.
Brimming river, ancient river,
River dear to hearts that love,
Can it he that thou hast perished?
No, the mighty sun above
To the sea of death is giving
Vapor's resurrection dress,
And thy wnters rising, living,
Leave behind their bitterness.
Israel, thy course was wayward;
0, my" soul, and so is thine;
But the brightness everlaeting
Makes the dead sea smile and shine:
Though we die because of sinning,
Falling towards a dark abyss,
Yet our end may be beginning
Of our rising into bliss.
Arrowy river, happy river,
He who on Gennesaret's lake
Firmly trod when waves were to~sing,
Calmed their trouble when he spake,
Was he not baptized within t.hee
Ruler of the sunken sea?
He has power from death to win thee;
He has risen, and so shall we.-Se!.

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Sr. Lulu E. Morrison, Oakland, California,
speaking of the Sisters' Prayer Union of that
place, says :-"Our meetings are usually well attended and much of the good Spirit enjoyed.
We feel that such organizations are steppingstones to a higher and nobler walk, that by
meeting together often and mingling our voices
in prayer and praise to our heavenly Father we
become closer bound in ties of love and union
one toward another; thus strengthening our
own faith and helping to build each other up in
that most holy faith, for surely there are dark
and trying times when so many are slumbering
and sleeping, and many are the snares to draw us
aside from the narrow way, that it keeps a constant watch and a continued warfare, to be upward and onward. We had thought to send to
the Home Column Missionary Fund a Christ-

mas donation, but had many among us who
needed help, so made them· to rejoice besides
aiding our missionaries to and fro on their travel."
Sr. Zeruiah Voiles, New Marion, Indiana,
writes rejoicing that she has been able to earn
money to send for the lle';rald and asking the
Saints to pray that the Lord may bless her with
health as she has to earn her own living and has
two children dependent upon her for support.
None of her relations are with her in the church,
but she says what is true, that if only the veil of
prejudice could be removed, there are many honest-hearted ones who would embrace the truth.
LAMONI, Iowa, Feb. 17th.
Dear Sistevs of the 1- rayer U?Zion :-I will now
attempt to comply with your requests for information. First-"The form of organization?"
There is no particular rule; each union adopts
the form on which they can best agree; mostly
with president, secretary and treasurer. It is
the duty of the president to preside at the meetings and see that they are conducted in an orderly and profitable manner. Usually she offers
the opening prayer, reads the subjects of prayer
for the day, with the memory texts, and special
requests for the week. (The subjects of prayer
were printed in leaflet form for distribution to
any who request them and send a postage stamp.)
In the prayers offered each member takes part as
she is able.
The secretary should keep a list of the names
of members, and the proceedings and attendance
at each meeting, to be reported once a year at a
general meeting to be held during general conference.
In regard to the office of treasurer, not all of
the unions have seen proper to have any, preferring to have their meetings purely spiritual.
Those who have a treasurer usually pay a small
sum weekly of such amount as they are able.
I, however, do not think such a rule should be
made as there are some who can ill afford to pay
the smallest sum every week, and these would
feel debarred from membership by such a rule,
and as one of our objects is the cultivation of
love and good will, no rule should be adopted
that would exclude the poor and humble.
Some of the unions that have need of finances
for fuel or other expenses raise it by contribution,
each giving what she can.
While I do not find fault with those who desire
to contribute of their means for the missionary
fund, I doubt the wisdom of uniting any financial
measure with the original purpose of the union.
Let the fund be freely sustained, but let it be
independently of the union. This is a matter
that should be settled by vote at the general
meeting.
One desires to know whether it is wrong to
have for a president one who is not a member of
the union, although a good sister in the church.
I would not call it wrong although its propriety
might be questioned. I do not understand what
should prevent any from becoming members
who are able to attend the meetings and willing
to take part in them. I think they should belong.
In regard to the "memory texts." It does not
necessarily imply that they are to be committed
to memory, or "learned by heart," as children
call it. They are intended as a guide to the
mind on the particular subject. The object of
selecting them from the three books is that the
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mind may be cheered, strengthened and built in
the faith by the testimony of the word that Is to
become "one stick."
May God bless and comfort all In our efforts
to serve him and teach us how to do it accept·
ably.
ELEANOR.
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

Bro. L. C. Donaldson, Riverton, Iowa, re·
quests your prayers in behalf of his son and
daughter; also his wife, who is almost prostrated
by long continued attention to the sick.
HOME CoLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

Feb 20, Amount to date .............. $3 399 57
M. Lyon, Mo .......... $ 35
M.A. White, Mich...... 75
Alice Halliday, I a ....... I oo
M.A. Waterman, Utah.. 50
Almira Himes, Mo...... 70
A Sister, Ill.... . . . . . . . . . 25
3 ss
Feb. 26, Amount received to date ..... $3403"!2
~Send

all monevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

NoRTH FoRSTER, N. S. W.,
January r5th, r89r.
Dear Sisters of the Home Colzmm:- It is long
since I wrote anything to the column thinking
as I find others doing, that there are many more
competent. This will not not do, for some are
blessed with greater ability than others, and from
them more will be required. "Such as I have,
give I thee," were the words 8poken by the
Apostle Peter, and so it should be with all of us.
It is good to sit and read the letters from the
sisters, and it makes us feel that there is a love
so binding among the Saints, a love which alone
can emanate from those who are striving to do
the Master's will.
It is a damp morning, making one feel some·
what dull and being alone makes it more so.
For the first time since I have been married, I
am left alone, and I feel it very hard, but am only beginning to realize what I have to do as an
elder's wife.
I want for nothing, for I am near those who
are always willing to give, and those who have
lived near or with Bro. and Sr. Wright, if treated
as they have treated us, have had full and plenty.
May God reward them accordingly.
With all these blessings I feel I have
much to be thankful for, still I miss the
company of my companion as is only natural.
If deprived of each other's company now,
I pray that our lives may be such that in
the great finality we may not be parted, but always be together never more to be separated.
This hope is something to encourage us on in
the work before us. This thought often passes
through my mind, «Will the dear ones whom
God has granted unto us be with us?" To think
of living apart from them is awful, and it should
make us more earnest in our petitions.
We meet erch Monday in prayer and feel that
by so doing we are strengthened and !hat God
will answer our prayers mas much as we strive
to do his will. The little bud that God has givt.n
me to tend is dear to me (I lov~ little children
dearly) and my earnest prayer to God is that I
may receive wisdom from on high to bring up in
the right way, When we look around us and
see so many ways in which the young feet are

apt to stray, it makes us more earnest in our petitions for them.
It is my whole desire to do the will of God,
and the more I try to do right, temptations seem
to come all the stronger, but I pray that I may
receive strength to overcome all my faults and
weaknesses and be enabled to comply with the
call, "Come up higher."
There is a work for each to do, and through
we may try to find excuses to shrink our duty,
the time will come when an excuse will not be
taken. Let us not think that others can do that
work for us, but each try though weak may be
the effort, to do that which we know to be our
duty. God has promised to aid us if we put our
trust in him, but we must do our part, and then
he will not fail to do his.
My companion is now preaching in Newcrstle,
and there is a grand interest manifested by the
people, making his mission there quite encouraging. It may be two months before I see him
again and although this is hard, I rejoice to know
that others are hearing the glad tidings and hope
that they may be led to obey the truth.
I have just finished readhg Sister Rodger's
piece in the Autmmz Leaves, and wonder how
many of us would be willing to make such sacrifices as she and her loved companion did.
vVhen I realize my position and that of my
companion, it makes me shudder to think that
maybe we will be called upon to endure such
trials and tribulations. All we can say is "God's
will be done," and do our best.
Trials will come in this life, but let us look
forward to the time when they will be no more
and when those who are found worthy will receive their rewards.
May it be our happy lot to be with that
number. God grant us all strength to live
nearer to Him in the coming year, that as the
time approaches for the coming of our Savior,
we may be prepared to meet him.
The enlarged Hoje is splendid; also the Aulzt11l1l Leaves, and I pray that Sr. Frances may
be aided by the Spirit of God, to still continue in
this grand undertaking.
Your sister in bonds,
LIZZIE WIGHT.

149
While Bro. C. Scott was here we hoped they
would be baptized, but the wife seemed to feel
that an obstacle was in the way at present, but
later on she would obey; but Oh! the fatal putting off! She is now very sick on a bed of great
suffering. The doctors don't think she can live.
They keep her drugged with morphine, but they
both, husband and wife, asked us to pray for her,
that she might live. The husband now regrets
that they were not baptized by Bro. Scott. But
now we can only ask God to be merciful, forgive her sins and bid her to rise ~nee more, that
she may go forward in obedience to His holy
will.
I do sincerely ask your prayers in her behalf;
also for prayers for Sr. Van Deusen, who was
baptized by Bro. Green last summer. She is also
very sick, lies quite low. God has heard our
prayers in relieving pain, but they desire to be
healed. T'here is no elder in Albany, and there
are no meetings at present, except when my husband is able to go out to West Albany, a short
di;tance from the city proper.
Dear sisters, remember us all in prayer. Oh!
what a privilege to take all to God in prayer!
Your sister,
V. A. HOXIE

NEBRASKA CITY, Neb. Feb. 7th.
Sisters of tlze Home Column:-I am still striving to live the life ot a Saint, trying to live so
that I may be worthy of the name.
Sisters, what a "glorious thing it is to be in
the light of God." It makes my soul rejoice this
evening to know that I am in this blessed light.
Never did I feel so much like trying to make
others happy as I do lately. God alone knows
my heart. How I wish it was within my power
to make all the poor and needy happy; but I am
going to do all I can if it is only to give a kind
word, and maybe some day I can do more.
I want to say, dear sisters, that God's Spirit is
with me during the day when I am all alone, and
how it makes my soul rejoice! I do feel truly
glad that I ever embraced this glorious gospel.
I feel as though the day is near at hand when
Christ will come again the second time to ea;th.
My grealell_t desire is that I may so live that
when he does come, I may be accounted worthy
to reign with him here, and I thank my God
ZI South Lexington Avenue,
that I do know that this work is true, and if I
ALBANY, N. Y., Feb. 6th.
am faithful to the covenant· that I made with
Dear Sisters:- What a strong bond of love
unites our ht;arts in the one faith; a portion of' him in the waters of baptism, I shall be privileged
to be among that happy throng when he comes.
the same love that dwells in the tender bosom of
If we could only realize how near we are to the
our Lord, who said, "Come unto me, all ye that
are weary, and I will give you rest." Again,
end, I think we would all try to liv.e better lives
"Whatsoever ye ask, believing," in faith, trusting,
than we do.
with unwavering confidence, "ye shall receive."
We ought to try with all our might to set good
Oh!-what a full promise! And have we ever
examples before our neighbors, and by so doing
found his store-house empty? or the Master
they will know that there is something in our
gone on a long journey? or his ear deaf to mercy?
profession. We should not profess to be one
No! never, never. I have sometimes heard one
thing and do another.
and another say, "I have asked and asked, but
It may be hard for some of the young Saints
never received an answer that I know of;" but
to keep away from worldly places. I do not
during our conversation have found that they
doubt but it is quite a trial for some; but let us
asked "doubting,'' "wavering," feeling in their
try to overcome. If there is no warfare, there
hearts that God was too far away. Oh! how I
can be no victory, and no reward. I have trials
pity such dear ones! How I want to lead them
also, but I strive to put my faith in God and he
in a better, surer way, where their spark of faith
does help me, and I can say, young Saints, that
would grow large and bright, that it might inthe Lord is ready and willing to help you also,
deed be unto them an assurance.
and I know that he will, if you only put your
There are two dear souls here to whom we
trust in him.
have spoken often, and who are convinced that
When an qpportunity offers always be ready
this is the true way, that there is no other.
to give an answer for the hope that i~ within you.
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Study your Bibles more, and never let a chance
go by when you can give any one any light on
the gospel. The Lord will help you every time.
Try this, dear young Saints, and see if you are
not blessed in so doing, and when trials come
have the courage to say, "It is written, ye cannot
serve two masters." Ever praying for Zion's
welfare, I remain your sister in the gosp~l covenant.
MRs E. D. BRIGGS.
CONFESSIONS OF A WEARY
HOUSEWIFE.
THERE was a period when my household cares
were such a heavy burden that I was almost
crushed by the weight. I was not strong; my
children were young; my husband was struggling to secure a competency; help was scarce,
expensive and unsatisfactory. I overworked myself and my strength gave way. A severe illness
and a subsequent rest were the penalty nature
imposed. In those days I did some serious
thinking. The first conclusion I arrived at was
that unless my work could in some way be light·
ened, a complete loss of health and perhaps
death would be the result. I must make a change,
b:.~t how and where?
I had read and tried hard
to find the best method of doing work; had a
time"for everything and strove to lighten and
lessen all labor; dressed myself and my children
neatly but plainly; but circumstances made it
necessary for me to economize even more closely
than bdore.
One day I partially confided my trouble to a
dear friend. She said, "It seems to me you have
too much company,-more than your ,.trength
or your pur;;e warrant you in entertaining."
After she went away I kept on thinking. Yes,
we do have a lot of company; John is very soci:;ble; I like to please him, and I had been accustomed to it at my parental home. There were
enough helpers to do the extra work; but now I
was often so wearv doing it all myself, that
while I honestly respected my guests and would
have enjoyed their society had I b,~en capable of
ePj')ying anything but rest and quiet, I felt like a
hvpocrite when I welcomed them warmly and
joined my husband's pressing invitation that the
visit should be as long ao, possible, and that it
should be soon repeated. Where I had spent an
afternoon in several instances I had invited a
daughter of the family to spend a few days or a
week in return.
We lived on a farm at the outskirts of a thriving village. We had a circle of
friends in the country who were invited to drop
in at any time, dther for dinner or tea; another
circle in the village who, according to our custom, received invitations for tea at regular intervals; another circle, less intimate, who only caJJ.
ed, and another, chiefly young people, who held
standing invitations to spend an evening with us
at any time-with few exc.options all nice people.
How could I begin to narrow the circle? But I
knew this had much to do with upsetting my
plans and keeping me up beyond the usual hour
fo~ retiring.
Ani then in order to return these
vl"its and calls, though very slow about it yet
when I did I was obliged to hurry all the fore·
noon to go out in the afternoon. I went out tirerl
and hurried arou!ld, trying to make as many calls
as possible, and returned home often to be prostrated for hours by a nervous headache. Some
change must be made.
Well, I consulted my dear husband, who sa'd
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he had been thinking a good deal about lt, and
together we settled it after this manner: We
would honestly say to our friends, when wereceived invitations, that my strength would seldom permit us to enjoy the pleasure, and we only
went when I could take the time without causing wearisome exertion before and after. Then,
when it was understood that I was seldom able
to go out, friends who were sensible and considerate knew that I was less able to endure the
greater task of entertaining company. Friends
who came were treated with the old-time hospitality, but urgent and special invitations were
less frequently given.
We gradually reduced
our social circle until it was much smaller, and
we retained our most intimate friends and had
more quiet enjoyment in our little home circle,
we found it much pleasanter and soon made up
our minds that .we had been acting foolishly in
trying to entertain all the nice people in the community, with our limited means. Vv'ell, that did
much towards straightening the thread of our domestic tangle.
But I resolved in those days of convalescence
that if God would ~pare my life and give me
strength I would use all the intelligence I possessed in using these great gHts, So, according
to my ability, I thoroughly examined my diffi.
culties, and I decided to give several other reforms a fair trial. In regat·d to the next one
I reasoned in this wise:
It has been fairly
p·owd ihctt more c.m be accom?lished by the
working classes in ten hours per day than in
twelve or more.
'Why s 1 ould not a similar
rule hold go:Jd in performing hous~work? I
tried this with gr~at success. I could not have a
regular set o! hours because each day's work differed; but I made it a rule to take a little time
for rest or reading r,l' other pleasant diversion
every afternoon, whether I felt tired or not; and
I gave up working ir. the evening. By that I
mean all wearisome labor. If I felt that I could
take pleasure in a little knitting or fancy work I
did so, but the moment I began to feel weary I
laid it aside and rested In an easy-chair or on the
lounge. Some of the dearest pictures imprinted
on my memory are of those evenings in our
happy little home--games with the children; the
muslc of our voices united in songs of joy and
praise; and later, when the children had been
put to bed, John would read aloud or we wouJd
talk over our plans and prospects, our hopes for
the futur<", and the kindness of our Heavenly
Father. The result was, I arose in the morning
thoroughly refreshed, with an increase of strength
and energy that enabled me to accomplish more
than had before bee11 possible. My work was
not always all done or well done, but it came
nearer that point than in the old way when I
kept at it until I was almost completely exhausted; and it contributed an inestimable hocrease of
comfort to the whole family.
Try it, sisters, and don't give it up for one or
two months.
Combine with it the principle
given in that fint !iHe of the nursery rhym.,,
"Work while you work," and let us hear whether
you find it a good method, 01 course, I only of.
fer this suggestion to wives and mothers whose
strength is severely taxed.
Well my letter is too long now and there are
points I have not menti:Jned and much that I
would like to tell; I postpone the rest until I
know the fate of this ~pistle.-Sel.

~
~
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Honolulu,
Feb. roth.
Editors Herald:- We desire an interest in the
prayers of your readers that the work in these
islands may go on, and that Bro. Haws may be
restored to health to carry on the work. Of
late he has been feeling very poorly.
There are only four of us here. We are
united and are being blessed. We have everything the adversary can bring to bear against us
to con tend with, but we are not diEcouraged; for
we know if we stand firm we shall have the
blessings needed.
\Ve have had preaching of late every Sunday,
but have lost the hall; but the Lord will provide
another. There are several very much interested
who are inquiring the way.
We have just got out the tracts on the presidency in the native language, and will soon have
the one on baptism out. The thing most needed
here is the means to have the word printed in
the native language. God is with us, and it Is
our earnest desire to hold out faithful to the end.
Yours in Christ,
c. H. LUTHER.
HAWAIIAN IsLANDS,

February rsth.
Editors Herald:-- The Saints at Belleville now
have a church house, I reluctantly accepted the
duty so kindly assigned me of writing to you
some mention of the opening services on Sunday, the 8th inst., but only hesitated because incompetent to do it well. I am greatly pleased
that they have a church there. They are now
in a position to do much good. When I entered
the building I felt good, and the Spirit was there.
I said to my wife, "It seems so home· like."
Bro. R. Etzenhouser was in charge of the services. He spoke in the morning, and it was a
good effvrt, and was attentively listened to. Bro.
Betts, Sen,, addressed the Saints very earnestly
in the afternoon, when there were about one
hundred present, including, as I understood,
some non· members. The remarks were listened
to with interest, and at their close Bro. Cooke
the Bishop's agent spoke regarding that part of
t"te spiritual law under his immediate charge.
For my part I was strengthened spiritually by
the services, and I thought all were.
The vbiting S3.ints from St. Louis, over
twenty, were hospitably entertained at dinner.
There are some promising indications for a Sunday-school in the new church. A school formerly existed there, of which I have pleasant remembrances, having once or twice met in its
session some years ago. Let me encourage the
Saints there to keep up their meetings, and to at
once organize ar,d sustain a Sunday·school. I
believe that all branches should also have once
a week, at least, a preaching meeting. Let the
local minibtry also be encouraged more; and if
they are, and are given more opportunities by
branch officials, they will strive harder to make
themselves approved.
Branches cannot have
elders to devote their exclusive time to the
branch, and if not.the local ministry must fill up
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the gaps. To do this they must be qualified,
and to become so fitted they must have the
prayers and co. operation of the Saints and officers of the branch, in conjunction with their own
efforts to become approved servants of God.
The building at Belleville is of brick, one story,
with a suggestion of arch-shape in the ceiling, a
nice high platform for the preacher to stand on,
and also where the organ is situated. The seats
are long benches with high, easy backs; there
being one aisle. The room will seat, I estimate,
about one hundred and twenty-five; there being,
however, sealing room, if every foot of space
were occupied, for about twenty-five more. I
was well pleased with the whole house. The
building cost, exclusive of the preacher's stand
which was a present by the St. Louis S2Jnts,
eleven hundred and one dollars and thirty-five
cents. Less than half of this or about five hundred dollars is still due; and I understand contributions from any will be thankfully received.
The collections of the two sessions that I attended amounted in all to thirty-six dollars and
ninety cents.
I will clo~e with this wish and prayer that the
Saints there will cherish this home as a home,
protect and love it, and make it the spot around
which the tenderest, sweetest and purest of their
recollections and those of their chidren will forever clustet, "Until the dawning of the perfect
day."
JoHN S. PARRISH.
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and several others were investigating the doctrine when I was severely whipped in the dark
hours of night by an infuriated mob, and had to
flee to other parts for safety.
Bro. Jackson has been writing for two or three
months for me to come. I rode horseback over
very rough roads to meet him at Silver Hill,
fifteen miles this side of Euclid, where he lives.
But I am ready to ride sixty miles again to baptize just such a man, if necessity required. May
the Lord bless Bro. fackson to do a good work
where I had to leave.
One thing I have experienced; that where we
go and are persecuted most there we do the most
good; so we should rejoice to know that we are
persecuted for righteousness sake. I preached
three times for the Saints at Silver Hill.
]. D. ERWIN.
BYRNVILLE, Ind., Feb. I6th.
Editors Herald:--]ust home from a series of
meetings in Pike county, ninety miles from this
place. There had been no preaching there before. I met with good success, baptized and confirmed three, and left the work in good standing,
although I had to meet the opposing element.
I left some near the; kingdom, and many said if
this doctrine was not right there was none right,
because it is Bible doctrine.
They wanted me to come back soon, but I do
not know when, as I am a local elder. I can't
go only as opportunity affords.
My prayer is that God may won provide a way
for me to go into the field and labor for the Master's cause. I had an impression that there would
be a branch organized there, if the work was
kept up. May the Lord take care of his work.
G. jENKINS.

'!'UNNEL HILL, 111., Feb. r7th.
Editors Herald:- The last South-east Illinois
district conference hdd at Springerton, passed
ofrvery pleasantly; all was harmony and good
feeling and the elders seemed to be imbued with
the right Spirit and a determination to do more
than before for the Maater's cause. All were
anxious for the work to prosper; in short, we had
KEosAUQUA, Iowa, Feb. 24th.
agood time.
Editors Herald:-Will some elder or elders
Bro. G. H. Hilliard, district president, spent
please come here and pre,ac~n? T know that a
two weeks with the Saints here before conference
great deal of good could be done, as many would
convened. His teaching was good and his dislike to hear the gospel preached. There have
courses very clear and pointed. His able exponever been any elders in this place, and if one
sition of the law of tithing made that subject too
would come I believe some would embrace the
plain to be misunderstood by any, I think Bro.
gospel.
Hilliard is well liked all through this country.
\ Papa a.nd mamma are the only Latter Day
May the Lord prosper him, and may his useful- -""Saints in this place; but if any elders will inform
ness and influence for good continue.
us of their coming they will be gladly welcomed
We hope sometime to be able to report the
at my father's, Emerson Brown, Keosauqua,
work in better condition here, but just now we
Iowa. Many here have said they would like to
are somewhat on the background. What result
hear a Latter Day Saint elder preach, and I do
will follow the abundant sowing of the "good
hope that this will be the means of bringing
seed" in this place, I cannot now tell. We will
them here.
B. E. BROWN.
labor and wait with as much patienr.e as we can.
May God bless the true Israel of the age.
SuPERIOR, Neb., Feb. r6th.
THOS. C. KELLEY.
Editors Herald:-As I live in Kansas, what
little I have been able to do has mostly been in
MANCHESTER, Tex, Feb. I3th.
north-west Kansas. The district is large; I can
Editors Herald:-I am still trying to assist in
only speak for a small portion; Marshal, Cl~y,
lifting np Zion's ensign to the nations, and
Republic, Jewell and Mitchel counties, and only
preaching repentance to this untoward generavisited the four last this winter; in others it is
tion. I have just returned from Arkansas where
hard to get a hearing. The scattered Saints are,
I had the pleasure of burying Bro. J. W. Jackson
as a rule, all alive to the work. I have found
with Christ in baptism. On the following day
them ready to help forward it in word
we ordained him to the office of elder. My prayer
and .deed, with but few exceptions. Oh, when
is that he may do a great :work for the Lord.
shall we learn that to inherit as an heir and
It was through severe persecutions he was
joint-ht>ir with Jesus means holiness, being dead
brought to obey the gospel. In r889 I preached
to sin, or when we can understand what it is to
in his neighborhood, being the first L. D. S. that
stand for Jesus as a witness known and read of
had been there. Bro. Jackson's wife embraced
all men! Christ was Chri:,t in the temple and
the truth that year._ He was led to investigate
out of the temple. The sheep were to go· in and

out and find pasture. The Spirit was with them
in business transactions as well as on Sunday.
"Come up higher" means to walk holy. "Come
ye out from among them, that ye be not partakers of their evil deeds," certainly means to
take a higher stand in moral and spiritual things.
The world is in commotion, and were it not
that so many entertainments were all over the
country rendering it irnpossible to get in a solid
week of missionary work, much good might be
done; but just as the interest is becoming good
we have to give way for the world's amusement.
Baptized one brother this winter, which proves
that Paul reaps and Apsllos waters. He heard
the first sermon about four years ago, has since
heard Bro. Caftall, but God gives the increase.
Start thi:s week for Cuba, Kansas. Have been
laid up for about four weeks, but think I am ·able
to talk again-throat and lung disease.
Pray that my love and zeal may increase.
G. w. BEEBE.
FuLTON, Iowa, Feb. I8th.
Editors !Ierald :-We are all trying to do our
duty in this branch.
It has been at a standstill
for some time until last week.
Elders Roth and Reynolds have been here a
few weeks, laboring as best they could. Last
Sunday Elder Reynolds baptized a young sister.
How happy she seemed to be! We think there
are others near the kingdom. May God lead
them to the light ere long.
The Lord has said that if we would do our
duty others would unite with us such as we did
not think of now. 0! may we let our light shine,
for there is yet a great work to be done near here:
the work has barely been opened. 0, for more
laborers in the vineyard.
One of my brothers is with Elder Reynolds
trying to open at other places.
May God give
them his Spirit so they may convince the honest
in heart. The local brethren are trying to do all
they can.
jOHN HEIDE.
@ARDEN CITY, Kan., Feb. zoth.
Editors Herald:- Some have been baptized
here and we are organized into a branch and are
trying to do the best we can.
Our number is
small; we have twelve names on the record.
This is not a very good country to live in. The
summers are hot and dry-not much grain raised
except by irrigation, but if we are faithful in
keeping the commandments of the Lord he will
bless us, and if we are not we have no promise.
Would like to know who is missionary in
charge of south-western Kansas.
,
WM. BRITAIN.
[Elder James Caffall has missionary charge of
Kansas.
His permanent address is No. 213
Harrison St., Council Bluffs, lowa.-En.]
BAYPORT, Mich., Feb. r6th.
Editors Herald:- We are trying to do what we
can for the Master, and have been blessed in our
weak effort. As the Saints met for prayer and
testimony yesterday the Lord blessed us and we
rejoiced toj:jether about two hours, there being
quite a number present.
I have labored in the eastern part of Huron
and Sanilac counties, part of the time in com ..
pany with Brn. J. A. and R. E. Grant, and part of
the time alone. The Lord has blessed our labor,
and a n.umber have embraced the gospel. I bap"
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tized four and confirmed sixteen and administered to a number of sick, and was then called home
on account of some little sickness in my family
and things on the farm demanding my attention;
but there are so many calls for preaching that I
sha!l try and go again for a short time, if possible.
WM. DowKER.

----------------under this head do not necessarily receive tlHl
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible forr
their own views. Contributions solicited.
ARTICLES

THE MOTHER CHURCHE&
JERUSALEM AND ROME.

THE claim is made by the priesthood and
people of the Church of Rome that she is
the "Mother Church." This we are prepared to concede; indeed we declare the
same thing, at all times. In fact there is
not a church in Christendom, save one,
that we know of, but what has derived its
existence directly or indirectly from the
Roman Church. If it bas not received its
doctrines, it has derived its autlzoritv from
her. That is, tbe authority, or rigbt to
preach, baptize, ordain, and to organize
churches, (which is claimed by the clergy of
tbe various churches of the Protestant
world), has been derived from the Church
of Rome. Take, for instance, such churches
as have been org·anized by men who were
ordained ministers in the Methodist
Church. From whence did the ministers
ot the Methodist Church in any of its various branches, or sub-divisions, derive
their authority?
Evidently from John
vVesley, who received his powers as an ordained minister from the Church of England, which sprung directly from the
Church of Rome.
It is true that the Church of England
claims to have derived its life and powers
from the ancient British Church, planted
it is supposed by Paul and others; but it
will be seen from the following facts,
g 'thered from authorizt~d works of the
Church of England, that the claim is not
well fonnded.
In 596 A.D., Augustine and forty other
mnnk~ were sent by Pope Gregory to
Britain. He off,~red to the British Church
union on these g-rounds; I, that they
should adopt the Roman time of keeping
E ~Ster; 2, to adoot the Roman ritual in
bapti~m; 3~ to su h.mit to the anthority of
the Pope. It was not until A.D. 755 that
the British Church conformed in these
particulars to the Roman Church.
- The SRxon Church bodily, in 669 A.D.,
Rcknowledged the supremacy of Theodore, Bishop of Canterbury, the Pope's
appointee.
ln 1534 A,D., Henry VIII passed an act
of emancipation from the authority of the
Pcpe, which of course would have been
an ~1ct of folly, had not England been subject to the Pope at that time.
To return to our question of authority.
Wesley, the founder of Methodism, derived his from the Church of England,
and they in turn received theirs from
Rome; so that all churches which have
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been organized by ministers who were
ordained by the
Methodist Church,
whether they be Adventist, Disciple,
Christian, Christadelphian, or what not;
are the off~pring- of Rome. It will not
help the case if the founders of these
churches were Presbyterians, Lutherans, or Baptists, originally.
The Spirit of God has also named a
"Mother Church," and calls her the
"Mother of Harlots." Not that the female I
portion of that church are harlots; for
doubtless multitudes of them are as virtuous as the female portions of other
churches, uut that as she is a church, her
daughters must also be churches. And it
will be observed that the word "harlots"
is in the plural form; so that this "Mother
Church" has more than one daughter.
How many, the Spirit of Revelation has
not told us; but that many have sprung
from her is an uncomfortable fact.
There is a statement made in Revelation 14:4, which has perplexed many. It
is said of the one hundred and forty-four
thousand redeemed ones that they "were
not defiled with women, for they are virgins." Now it is generally understood
that virgins are women; and if so, how
can virgins be "undefiled with women?"
But if these "women" are the "harlots" of
Revelation I 7, or are the various churches
of the day, then those who are ''undefiled,
with wtJmen" compose the virgin bride of
Christ, or the church that has not derived
her existence from the Church of Rome.
It is separate and distinct from these
daughters of the "Mother," and is not associated with them. Its doctrine, its laws,
its organiz1tion and its name have not
been derived from any one of the daughter
churches, or from the "Mother," and as
its authority, laws, doctrine and name
have not been derived from Rome, or
from any of the daughters of Rome, or
grand-daughters, or great-grand-daughters
of Rome, it is therefore "not defiled with
women."
Again: As P ~,ul affirms tbat "Marriage
is honorable," and as the Lord has said
through Joseph, that "Marriage is ordained
of God unto man," it cannot be meant that
the one hundred and forty-four thousand
are those who are celibates, as the Romanist claims; but we ·believe these "women"
are churches, and not real women; and
the virgins who are not defiled by these
women, are the members of the Church
of Jesus Christ, who have no connection
with the "churches of men," and receive
not their faith, form of worship, organization, laws, offices and name from anv of
them.
•
If the body of Christ is a churcb, and is
called his bride and is represented as a woman, has she also a mother-a "Mother
Church?" I answer, Yes. Is it Rome?
God forbid!
Paul said: "But Jerusalem which is
above is free, which is tbe mother of us
aii."-Gal. 4:26. He was writing about
two covenants, one which was made with
Israel on Mount Sinai, of which Agar (or
Hagar} was a figure-or af) Allegory. He
says: "For it is written, that Abraham
had two sons, the one by a bondmaid, the

other by a free woman, But he who was
of the bondwoman was born after the
flesh [a child of lust-writer] but he of the
free woman was by promise."
(Both
Abraham and Sarah were aged and passionless-writer.)
These two sons, and their respective
mothers, with the fleshly birth, and the
spiritual, are called an allegory by Paul,
thus: "Which things are an allegory; for
these are the two covenants; the one from
the mount Sinai, which gender<)th to bondage, which is Agar," or is represented by
Hagar. ''For this Agar is Mount Sinai
[allegoricallyJ and answereth to Jerusalem
which now is, and is in bondage with her
children." Jerusalem here is used allegorically in the sense of the Mosaic law or
covenant. "But Jerusalem which is above
is free, which is the mother of us all;"
that is, the New Jerusalem, the new covenant, or the gospel, and the go~pel church.
As the "Jerusalem which now is," represented the Jewish church, so the "J erusalem which is above" represents the
church of Chri~t. If the New ] erusalem
is not above, it cannot be seen "coming
down from God out of heaven, prepared as
a bride adorned for her husband."- Rev.
2 I: 2.

In Scripture parlance the name J erusalem (of 6ld) is applied to both the real city,
and also the people.
As an instance of
the latter application see Matt. 23: 37· So
of the term "New Jerusalem;" it means
sometimes an actual city, and sometimes
the church, or the citizens of the New
Jerusalem; and in Rev. 2I I think it means
both.
The Church of Christ is both in heaven
~md on earth.
Paul said: "For this cause
I bow my knees unto the Father of our
Lord Jesus Christ, of whom the whole
family in heaven and earth is named."Eph. 3: 14, IS.
It will be observed in passing, that the
name of the "whole family in heaven and
earth" is not simply Christ, but the "Lord
Je,us Christ;" therefore it is the Church
of Jesus Christ, or the Church of the Lord
Jesus Christ.
But this family or church
had a beginning, a birth if you please; the
bride of Christ Jesus was born; and where?
I answer, in Jerusalem of old.
The
preaching of the gospel in all the world,
or what is the same thing, the olanting of
the church in all the world had to begin
atJerusalem.-Luke 24:47.
The apostles and others were not born
of the Spirit until the day of Pentecost,
and in Jerusalem.
And not being "born
of the Spirit" they had not entered into,
or had not formed the kingdom of God.
The birth of the Spirit (which follows and
does not precede the birth of water or
baptism) is positively essential to the perfection or completion of the new birth.
As the Holy Spirit was not given until
Jesus was glorified, or had ascended to
heaven (Luke 7: 39), and could not be bestowed until he had gone away from earth
(John r6: 7), and as the disciples were to
wait in Jerusalem for the baptism of the
Spirit (Luke 24: 49i Acts I: 4, 5), so that
as that Spirit was not poured out or bestowed until the day of Pentecost and in
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claims as much, for he holds that succesJetUsalem, I claim that the church of Je
sus Christ was born in Jerusalem; and the sors of the apostles mu8t succeed "to their
seed by which it was begotten, was the doctrines, t~ their jurisdiction, to their
And be
word of God, or the gospel (I Peter 1: orders, and to their mission."
says that "no religious society whatever,
23-25), which is the New Covenant.
As the law of Moses, or the Sinaic which cannot trace its succession in these
covenant, ended with the death of Christ, four points up to the apostles, has any
so allegorically the old Jerusalem passed claim to the characteristic title Apostolicaway, and on the day of Pentecost, a new a!." Judge his.church (the Roman CathJerusalem took its place.
Now as it is a. olic) by this rule, and what will be the
fact, and a truth that cannot be gainsr~yed, verdict of Bible readers? The word apostle does not mean Pope (papa or father).
that from Jerusalem (?.sa city) and from
But why should Rome claim to be the
the New J eruealem (as a church) the gospel was sent forth, ahd the gospel minis- "Mother Church" on the ground that
try was appointed and sent forth into all Peter was Bishop of Rome? for the
the world; and as every church that was Romanists admit that Peter had his See at
planted was established by men who re- Jerusalem, and at Antioch, before he went
to Rome. Why should Peter's ~uccessors
ceived their authority from Jerusalem, may
we not confidently claim that the church at Rome be the only true line of apostolic
at Jerusalem was the "mother church"; succession? Why not those who succeedand that that Church is the New J erusa- ed him at Jerusalem, and at Antioch be as
lem, which is from above; or whose faith valid a line as those at Rome?
and laws and organization and name are
Now it is a fact succeptible of proof
from heaven, and that the doctrine that from the New Testament, that Peter
emanated from Jerusalem; the laws, ordi- dwelt at Jerusalem atleast unti-l the year
nances, forms, usages, etc., etc., that were 5 I A.D., or for twenty eight years at least
taught and practic.ed by the ministry sent after the birth of the New Jerusalem
forth from Jerusalem, constitute the only Church.
true faith and form of the Church of J eOn the day of Pentecost James seems to
sus Christ to-day?
.have been his successor (Acts 2I: r8), and
Rome as a city never was the location he was an apostle and not a bishop only.
of a branch of the Church of Christ until Now as Christ g-ave to all the apostles the
after churches had existed for years in J u- same power to bind on earth and loose on
dea, Galilee and Samaria (Acts 9: 3 I). earth what should be bound and loosed in
Peter who was president of the church, to heaven that he gave to Peter; (compare
whom, with others, Christ gave the keys Matthew I6: I9 with 18: I8); he must have
of the kingdom of heaven, was located given them the same keys of the kingdom
for years at Jerusalem. But unlike his as were given Peter. If this was so, Tames
pretended successor, he did not settle down~ being the successor to Peter in the Jerusathere, but traveled abroad looking after lem Church, if indeed he was not the orihis various flocks as a good and lawful ginal president, was an apostolic successor
shepherd should do. See Acts 9: 32.
in fact, for it was an apostle succeeding an
Peter went to Rome as a prisoner in apostle, and .not a bishop succeeding an
the hands of the Romap.s; and was not a apostle.
bishop at Rome, as some vainly argue, for
Eusebius states that James, the L,.wd's
the simple reason that a bishop in those brother, occupied what he calls the Episearly days of the church was the presiding- copal See at Jerusalem. And from Acts
elder of a local church (Titus I: 5-7), 15: I 9 we learn that James acted as having
while Peter was an apostle, whose office at least equal authority with Peter.
was greatly superior to that of a bishop,
But when· Peter was at Rome, he seems
and whose calling was of an entirely dif- to have seen by the Holv Ghost that Rome
ferent character. The terms apostle& and would be a ''Mother "Church," even as
bishops in themselves express that idea, John foresaw her; and he calls her by the
for the former is derived from the Greek same name, for he wrote thus: "The
apostello, which means to send, to send church that is at Babylon."-I Peter 5:
away, or send out, and means a Messenger, 13. See also Rev. 17: 5·
or one sent out, and carries the idea of a
The church at J ermalem was the first
traveling ministry, or a man, or a class of or original church. For at least twentymen, who are on the move, and the very eight years Peter dwelt there.
From
name forbids the idea of permanent locathere the laws concerning the church were
tion; while the word bishop comes from issued. From there missionaries were sent
epz'skopos, and signifies an overseer. The forth; and there the first councils of the
verb epz'skopeo is translated in r Peter 5: church were held.
And to that city will
2, "taking the oversight."
In Hebrews Christ the head of the church return, and
12: 15 it reads, "look diligently.'' The there will he fix his throne; and from
idea expressed by the word epz'skopos is there the word of the Lord shall go forth
directly opposite to that expressed by as it did in former days. While 'the city
apostellos. The bishop must be localized, built on seven hills shall perish, as is
or settled, while the apostle must not be, plainly shown in Revelation I8. This
and the moment an apostle (so called) lo- "Mother Church" called "Babylon" is
cates in a branch and takes the oversight seated on seven mountains, (Rev. 17: 9).
thereof, he is no longer an apostle< but is a The Greek oris is also translated "hill" in
bishop.
The Pope of Rome is not an' several places, and could be properly
apostle, and therefore does not succeed an rendered hills in this passage, so as to read
apostle, even the Apostle Peter. Milner "seven hills," instead of "seven mounin his "End of Religious Controversy," tains." The "woman" or mother church
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is located on seven hills, or in other words
her seat is, or headquarters are, located on
the "seven hilled city of Rome" from
whence ber name is derived; from whence
also the law to govern her subjects goes
forth, and the word of her lord also-even
"our Lord God-the Pope." But the law of
God is to g-o forth from Zion and the
word of the Lord is to go forth from Jernsalem. The law to govern the church for
many years, even during the lifetime of
the original apostles and the word of the
Lord, or the gospel, which was to enlighten
the nations did go forth from J eru~alem,
where the true and pure and "holy mother
church" was located.
Said Jesus: "And repentance and commission of sins should be preached in my
name ['epi to onomati,' that is, 'by my
authority,'] among all nations, beginning
at Jerusalem," (not Rome) . . . . "But
tarry ye in the city of Jerusalem, until ye
be endued with power from on high."
They tarried, and on the day of Pentecost they were endued with power from
heaven, even the Hoi v Spirit; and on that
day they preached faith in Christ, or the
gospel of the kingdom, and repentance
and baptism for remission of sins; and
after this gospel preaching was begun at
Jerusalem they carried it to many cities of
Judea, Gc~lilee and Samaria, and then into
many parts of A~ia Minor and then into
Macedonia, and finally into Rome, where
it became perverted.
The Savior himself was a Jew; the
apostles and evangelists (or the seventy)
were Jews; the first or "mother church"
was composed of Jews, and had its seat at
or in the chief citv of the Jews, and Jews
carried the gospel into all the world, and
Jesu~ said, "salvation is of the Jews."
"Jerusalem from above," that is, the
New Jerusalem Church, "is mother of us
all." ·who are the "us" referred to here?
Paul was writing to the Galatians, who
were members of the only one and true
church on earth, at that time; when there
wo-e no so-called denominations; when
there were no churches of Rome, or of
Eng-land, or of Wesley, or of Luther, or
of Campbell. They all were one body,
one church; their mother was Jerusalem
the new. The various churches or branches
scattered throughout the world were
daughters of th-e church at Jerusalem;
and they were all called after her name,
which was the name of her husband, who
was Jesus Christ.
Whatever authority to preach, baptize,
ordain, etc., possessed by this church called
the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ,
has been received from those who were
the chief men, or the presidency of the
New Jerusalem Church; namely, Peter,
James and John.
Who can the better claim apostolic suc.
cession, men who were ordained by apostles (and Peter among the number), or
those who traced their claim by a chain,
which was broken a number of times, in
that a number of times there were no one
in the Papal Church for from six months
to three years at a time? (We can give
the month and the year if called upon,
when the vacancies occurred, and when
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the chair was supplied afresh). Two and
three rival popes, each claiming the
supremacy, were ruling at the same period;
each supported by factions, which severally claimed to be the only true body of
Christ. In former or primitive Christian
days men were called to office by divine
revelation, or by the gift of prophecy, as
in the case of Paul and Barnabas (Acts
13: I-4), and in the,case of Timothy {I
Tim. 4: I4)· But under the rule of the
mother church of Rome, men usurped
Peter's (so-called) place, or where appointed by emperors and king-s, or were
chosen by councils composed of men who
were fallible and uninspired. Even popes
have been removed by violent deaths to
make way for others. Under the rule of
the true mother church apostles succeeded
apostles, and not an apostolic succession in
the shape of bishops succeeding apo5tles.
In the true Church of Christ apostles
must succeed apostles; for the apostolic
office is an essential and continuous one.
So long as the purpose or object for which
they were designed existed in the church,
just so long were they essential; and if the
purpose or object for which they were
given ceased to be necessary, or was no
longer required, then they would be no
longer continued; and if the purpose designed could have been accomplished
without them, doubtless, the All- Wise
founder of the church would not have
called them into service. If they were not
positively an essential part of the building,
the Divine Architect would not have used
them in its construction, Nrlw were they
oarts of the building? Who can deny it?
Were they members of the body of
Christ? Who V?ill say they were not? If
they were, the building, or the church
which Jesus said he would build, was not,
then, and cannot be now perfect without
them. The body would be lacking in its
essential members; and indeed Paul ;:ffirms
that all the members, even the most feeble,
are necessary. If as he said, "The more
feeble are necessary," how much more so
are those m~mbers which were chief, or
leading, and governing members; those
whose duty and prerogative it was to regulate and set in order all other members?
:Now what was the purpose for which
God gave to the church the apostolic office? Paul says that apostles and prophets,
evangelists, pastors and teachers, were designed for three objects. I. The perfecting of the Saints.
2. The work of the
ministry. 3· The edifying of the body of
Christ (or the church).
The perfecting
of Saints must be in doctrine, in understanding, in church organization, and form
of worship, etc. If so, then without these
officers Saints cannot be perfected. Without them there can be no preaching, baptizing, confirming, ordaining, etc., for this
is the "work of the ministry." Without
them the church cannot be edified (or
buiit up).
Now in the list of officials where do
bishops stand? In I Cor. I 2: 28 they are
to be found among the "governments,"
and are of lesser importance than apostles,
prophets, evangelists, at least. In Eph.
4: I I they are again rated after apostles,
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prophets, and evangelists, for they are
called "pastors" here, which is from the
Greek poimen, meaning a shepherd, and
so translated in every other place except
Eph. 4: 2. The word episkopos, meaning
an overseer, conveys the same ide:1.
Titus, who seems to have been an evangelist and laboring under the direction of
Paul an apostle, wa' ordered to ordain
elders in every city (Titus I: 5). These
presbuteros are called bishops in verse 7·
The elders of the church at Ephesus, and
all that region, were called overseers, or
bishops, for the Greek is episkopos / and
they are shepherds or pastors, for they
were to "take heed to :ill the flock," and
to "feed the church." The word "flock" is
poimnion, and the word "feed" is poimaino,
while :~s we have seen the word "pastor"
or "shepherd" is poimen. Paul addressed
the Saints at Philippi with the "bishops
and deacons." These bishops were again
local officers. That these bishops were
subordinate to Paul the apostle is evident
from chapter I I: I 2.
Now what we are aiming at by all quotations and comments is to show that
bishops were pastors, and elders, and were
local officers; or were the overseers, or shepherds, or pastors of churches, or "branches,"
as we would .call them.
If Peter was a
bishop merely, or a pastor of the church
at Rome, a successor to his office would
be the pastor of a local church in Rome,
and there may have been several churches
in Rome in Paul's day, as now. If so,
which branch did Peter preside over?
And who succeeded the other bishops?
But if Peter was an apostle, and lived and
died an apostle, he presided not over any
church in Rome or elsewhere as a bishop,
but as an apostle, by virtue of his calling,
and he simply took the oversight or general supervision of the churches in Rome
and vicinity.
His successor must be an
apostle, and not a bishop.
The Pope is
not an apostle and cannot be so long as he
does not travel and preach, and visit the
churches, and establish new ones as did
Peter.
Acts g: 32-43; 10: ·I-48; also
Mark I6: I5-20.
The missionary priests of the Church
of Rome, answer more nearly in their
vocation or calling to the apostles of olden
time, i. e., in traveling and preaching, and
organizing churches; but in this church
they are subordinate to the bishops, and
they in turn to the archbishops, and they
to cardinals, and they to the pope; but in
olden or apostolic times, the apostles were
first, or at the head, evangelists next, and
pastors or bishops after. I do not mention
prophets, because the apostles were also
prophets, and •beside cl person can be a
prophet and not hold any office. However, as the apostles were also prophets,
and Peter was an apostle and prophet, so
must his successor be; for as Milner (who
claims apostolic succession in the Church
of Rome,) stoutly urges, that the successors of the apostles must succeed "to their
doctrines; to their jurisdiction; to their
orders; and to their mission."
Now as to the doctrines of the apostles,
they did not have "doctrines;" but they
had what is called "the doctrine," "the

doctrine of Christ," etc. They speak of
"doctrines of devils." God the Father is
the author of but one doctrine, and Christ
taught but one, and he commissioned his
disciples to teach but one; and they taught
but one. The devil is the author of various and conflicting doctrines. There is
no church on earth save the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ, that holds, and
teaches, the doctrine of Christ in its fulness, and purity, and simplicity. It would
be but little trouble to show that the
Mother Church of Rome holds out very
little apostolic doctrine; if the writings of
the apostles would be accepted as a rule
of evidence or standard of judgment. As
to jurisdiction, what was Peter's jurisdiction, according to Roman claims? Simply bishop of the cturch at Rome. There
were a number of other churches, who
hm~ their pastors or bishops, such as J erusalem, Antioch, Ephesus, Alexandria,
Smyrna, etc.
Their jurisdiction was
equal. They were simply pastors over
local churches. It was not before A.D.
538, if earlier than A.D. 6o6, that the
B1shop of Rome, and at Rome, was made
Universal Bishop, or chief shepherd. Before this, no one was greater than another
in that offi.ce. Peter, if he gave up his
apostolic office, and resigned his commission as an :;mbassador for Christ in all the
world, to become a local pastor over a
branch of the church at Rome, was only
a local officer, a local shepherd, or bishop.
Linus, who is said to have succeeded
Peter, was a bishop; and the simple truth
is, he was the bishop or pastor of the
church there. While Peter was in Rome,
(not as the bishop of the church there, but
as an apostle), which he calls himself in
his two epistles, I Pet. I: I, and 2 Pet. I:
I.
Because Linus remained bishop in
Rome after Peter was killed, it is claimed
by the Romanists that he succeeded Peter;
but that is impossible as Linus was a
bishop only and not an apostle, which
Peter was before he went to Rome, while
he was in Rome; and which office he held
when he was slain by Nero.
As I have shown, Peter lived in J erusalem for at least twenty-eight years, and
was evidentlv the head there; and was
succeeded byJames. Now who succeeded J<lmes? Eusebim says, Simeon. Now
why not trace the Episcopal line of succession to apostles through this channel?
But Roman Catholic authors say that
Peter removed his See to Antioch from
Jerusalem. Eusebius says that Euodius
was the first bishop of Antioch, and
Ignatius was the second. Now if Peter
was a bishop at Antioch as Romanists say,
then these bishops (Euodius and Ignatius,)
were as genuine successors to Peter, as
Linus, Anecletus and Clement were in
the line of bishop of Rome. Now the
simple truth is, Peter never had his headquai-ten;, any where except at Jerusalem,
and there be ruled not as a bishop but as
an apostle. Peter's letter or Epistle is
addressed to the strangers (Hebrews)
scattered throughout P ontus, Galatia,
Cappadocia, Asia and Bithynia. These
provinces are all located south of the
Black sea, north of the Mediterr;;tqean and
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east of the JEgean sea, and what is now [under Diocletian, A.D. 286 to 305] the
called "Turkey in Asia."
same that now holds the apostolic chair
Eusebius calls this his field or jurisdicpreserved tht>re to this day."
tion. It seems that in courRe of time the
We understand him to be writing of the
then known world was divided into mis- church at Jerusalem-when he says: "The
sion fields. James seems to have had same that now holds the apostolic chair,"
Syria appointed him, with Jerusalem, the etc. Now what was this apostolic chair,
mother church, as his seat. Peter receiv- but the seat of the chief of the church uned the districts named with his headquar- der Christ, or the chair of Peter where
ters at Antioch in Galatia, in Asia Mmor. he sat as the president of the church with
So important did the apostles consider his counsellors, James and John? But
Jerusalem as the headquarters of the when the missionary fields were districted
church, that, according to history, they off, James was appointed in charge of
came together with the relatives of the Palestine or Syria; and we find that when
Lord Jesus, after the death of James, the certain men from Judea had gone to AnLord's brother, to select a successor to tioch and taug·ht circumcision, P>nll and
James; and they selected Simeon the son Barnabas carried the matter up to Jerusaof Cleophas, a cousin-german to the Lord. lem (instead of Rome) ancl we find that
There is no account of them taking any James decided the case saying, "Wheretrouble as to who should succeed the fore my sentence is that we trouble not
bishops of Antioch, Alexandria, Ephesus, them which among the Gentiles are turnSmyrna, Byzantium, or of Rome. Jeru- ed unto God."-Acts 15: 19.
salem, the mother church, was what they ,.
These false teachers were under his
cared chiefly for. They seemed to have jurisdiction.
If they had been teachhad an idea that lineal descent should ing error in Peter's jurisdiction, he
govern as to the presidency of the church. would doubtless have taken the overAs Jesus had no Son, they chose James, sight of the matter~
The "apostolic
the Lord's brother, when they saw proper 11 chair" referred to by Eusebius was
to district the apostolic fields, as the I evidently that occupied by Peter and
church grew and spread over the world; James, and perhaps other apostles. The
and as Jerusalem was the head, or the office held by Simeon we are not informmother church, they appointed the nearest ed concerning.
relative of the great head of the churchSo far as the writer can learn from
his brother, (or cousin) James, and when ecclesiastical history, the order of the pre- ,
he was killed, they unanimously chose siding ministry in the early church seems
Simeon, his cousin-german. James was to have been, 1, the apostles and prophets;
not perhaps the son of Joseph the husband three forming a first presidency; the
of Mary, the mother of Christ; but of her twelve forming a second presidency; the
sister. ·However this is a disputed ques- seventy or evangelists forming a third
tion.
Paul calls James, "the Lord's presidency. Then bishops, first in local
brother." However, they chose the near- churches, and after placed over districts
est relative living to succeed to the presi- composed of a number of churches in one
dency of the mother church at] erus.alem. city and in the vicinity. Presbyters or
And it was not God; nor his church who priests in local churches. Teachers and
chose a simple pastor of a branch of the deacons.
church, located at Rome, to be head over
In course of several years, after the gosall bishops; but a worldly monarch, the pel had been quite generally perverted,
Emperor of Rome, simply to antag-onize the order of the ministry altered, and the
the claim of the Emperor of the E~stern
Holy Ghost hed departed from the church,
Roman Empire, or the Byzantine King- and the traditions of men were taught in
dom, who wanted the Bishop of his city lieu of doctrine of Christ, vainglorious,
(Constantinople) to be the head.
heady, ambitious, aspiring and woldlyBut the head of what? Why the head
minded men, nominally bishops, aspirf'd
over all other bishops, or pastors of to be "lords" over what had been "God's
churches, but where were the apostles? heritage;" were appointed by worldlyThere was not one on earth at that time minded monarchs, (for the glory of their
(save it may have been John) so there own governments as much as for any
co!lld not have been an apostolic succes- other purpose), as heads over other bishsion at that date. But the claims of Teru- ops; and finally the bishop at Rome, was
salem are ignored. Yet it is an old' tramade pope or head over all bishops in the
dition that James was ordained to his of- world; and the church married the empire
fice as bishop at Jerusalem by the Savior and. took (as wives are expected to do) the
himself.
name of her husband. Having forsaken
Now as it is Episcopal succession, that Christ, of course she had no further right
Rome in reality contends for, and if they to his name.
believe their own traditions, they should
If there is any virtue in apostolic or in
trace their line of bishops to Jerusalem, episcopal succession, the fountain-head of
and not to Rome.
the stream must be found at J ernsi!lem,
Eusebius, who understood well that in and not at Rome; and instead of the line
the original constitution of the church running back through Linus, Anacletus,
bishops were the pastors of local churches, Clement, Euarestus, Alexander, etc., it
makes this important statement, "But the should be traced through James, :m apeschurch at Jerusalem, after H vmenreus, tie, Simeon, Justus, Zacheus, Tobias, Benwas under the episcopal care of z,mbdas, jamin, John, Matthew, Philip, Seneca,
and he not long after dying, Herman was Justus, Levi, Eperes, Joseph, Judus, etc.
the last before the persecution of our days; ! Eusebius says tliat these were "all of the
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circumcision." If"sal vation is of the Jews,"
then this is the episcopal line to run by.
The apostolic line was cut short in the
first century. If existing now, it must be
through a resuscitation.
The martyred
first presi<:lency must either come b. ck in
spirit, or by a resurrection of the dead.
Finding it to be utterly impossible to trace
even episcopal, much less apostolic ~.ucces
sion in a pure, honest, evangelical and unbroken line to the days of the apostles of
old, the Church of Jesus Christ \o.day
claims that God has sent some of the original possessors of apostolic authority,
namely, Peter, James and John back to
earth, and men have received authority
from their hande:, so the New Jerusalem
Church has been restored to earth, and the
mother church has many daughters scattered over the world, called branches of
the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saint,,
T. w. SMITH.
PAPAOA,

Tahiti, July 12th, 1889.

SUNDAY SCHOOLS.

OF late the subject of tbe Sunday-school
has been continually brought to the front.
This as it ought to be.
This part of
church work in the past, and to a certain
extent at the present, has been sadly neglected.
In every dispensation it has been made
incumbent upon God's people to teach their
children the way of life; and when this is
neglected we are not discharging our
whole duty, or doing all that is required
of us.
Moses said to the people of God, concerning the statutes, commandments and
judgments which they had received, "And
thou shalt teach them diligently unto thy
children, and shalt talk of them when thou
sittest in thine house, and when thou walkest by the way, and when thou liest down,
and when thou risetb up."-Deut. 6: 7·
David says: "He l God] established a
testimony in Jacob, and appointed a hw in
Israel, which he CO!Jlmanded our fathers,
that they should make them [the statutes,
commandments and judgments] known to
their chilclren."-Psalms 78: 5·
In later times Paul admomshed parents
to "bring them [their children J up in the
nurturA and admonition of the Lord."Eph. 6:4.
Nor is the testimony of Christ wanting
in this matter. When he ash·d Peter if
he loved him, Peter answered, "Yea, Lord;
thou knowest that I love thee.
He
LChrist] saith unto him, Feed my lambs."
-John 21: 15.
In these last days the Lord hath ag-ain
spoken and said, "Inasmuch as p11rents
have children in Zion, or in any of her
stakes which are org·anized, that teach
them not to understand the doctrine of repentance; faith in Christ the Son of the
living God; and of baptism and the gift
of the Holy Ghost by the l:lying on of the
hands when eight years old, the sins be
upon the heads of the parents; for this
shall be a law unto the inhl'thitants of Zion,
or in any of her stakes which are organized; and their children shall be baptized
for the remission of their sins when eight
years old, and receive the laying on of the
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hands: and they shall also teach their children to pray, and to walk uprightly before the Lord."-D. C. 68: 4·
It is folly for the Saints to reason that
this law is not binding upon them because
Zion is not established, for Zion is the
pure in heart, and it is the pure in heart
that shall see God. The church certainly
represents Zion, and where there are
branches organized the law certainly must
obtain and be of binding force; and how
any Saint can teach his child to pray, "Thy
will be done in earth, as it is done in heaven," and yet fail to observe this law passes
my comprehension. It takes time, however, to get all things properly adjusted to
obtain the best results.
The church is
progressing, and this movement toward
the more thorough and systematic teaching of the young is a good indication.
We believe all are in favor of teaching
the young the way of life and salvation.
It is natural that having drank of the waters of life ourselves we should be desirous that our children likewise should drink
from the same fountain. It is not a question now as to whether we shall encourage the formation of Sunday-schools, but
rather how we shall conduct them so as to
obtain the best results.
The writer has bad some experience in
the Sunday-school, though not much of
late years.
Observation has led him to
think that proper precautions are often
neglected, _by which discouragement and
failure, either partial or entire, have been
the result; and instead of gaining as much
good as was expected or desired it has
produced disappointment.
It is with the Sunday-school as with
every other co-operative enterprise-essential that we shoulJ commence right. The
object being a worthy one we should
study to make it a success, and should use all
lawful means to make it such. \Ve should
not nor can we afford to neglect the small
things. It is something in which every
member of the church, every parent and
every child is interestel'! in. It is a work of
vast importance, and we should not lightly
undertake it. It is a work for God and
his church, as well as for the best interests
of hum:mity; we can therefore safely ask
wisdom from God to direct our efforts;
nor is it safe to undertake it without so
doing.
It is not sufficient, nor is it wise, for us
to advertize to the world that on a certain
Sunday we will meet at a certain hour
for the purpose of organizing a Sundayschool, and then say, "Now this meeting
is open for every one and we want all to
take a part," and then invite nominations
for the different officers, etc.
The better way would be for the members of a branch to take the matter up
themselves, especially the officials; and
finding the members willing to engage in
such a work, call a meeting for the purpose of consultation in regard to the matter. See that all the members are invited,
so as to have a full expression of views.
Then let the president or some one chosen
by him, state the object of the meeting.
Let him state briefly, but clearly, the
necessity of the work, its nature, duties

incumbent upon the officers, etc. Then
call upon those present for an expression
of views, as to the expediency of entering
upon such a work.
Call for volunteers for active duty.
Then make your selection of officers. Be
sure you choose a good superintendent.
He should have good executive ability;
should be gentlemanly in deportment, able
to properly arrange the classes without
seeming to be too officious, able to appreciate the labors of a good teacher; able to
assist patiently in any duty that may be
required of him; should be both firm and
ki:nd, so that the school will respect and
love him. Choose, if possible, as his assistant, one that is sure to work in harmony
with him. (Of course a lady may be
chosen for either of these positions).
In choosing teachers, be careful to select
those who are adapted for the work. If
possible choose those who can reasonably
be expected to be at their posts of duty
every Sunday.
When you have thus chosen your officers, let every one resolve to sustain the
school to the extent 9f his ability. See to
it that your children are always on time;
teach them the necessity of proper behavior while there; assist them in learning
their lessons; teach them to sustain the
school by their mites even if it is necessary
at times to make a small sacrifice to
enable them to do so; you can afford to
set them some light task and pay them a
small sum for it, that they may be prepared to give their own pennies when the
collection i~ taken for the support of the
school; they will thus feel that they have
a personal interest in the matter. These
are all small means, but taken together
they will bring success to the cause. Their
absence will produce at least a partial failure.
Grade your classes according to the
qualifications of the members of the school.
Small classes are better than large ones.
The teacher should study not only the lesson, but also every pupil in the class, so
that he can give proper instruction to each
one, according to their ability to receive.
No teacher ought to take his class without
first having studied the lessen. If he does,
a question may be asked in the class which
he is not prepared to answer, and that
should never occur. In the larger classes
(Bible-class for instance) a teacher should
be chosen who is well informed in the
Scriptures; and it would be well if healso had a good understanding of eastern
manners and customs.
No controversy shoulrl be allowed under
any circumstances. The lesson should be
read, then the teacher should ask if there
are any questions.
If any are asked, he
can call upon any one in the class to answer; or can answer himself as he chooses.
The answer of the teacher ought always
to be beyond controversy. From this can
be seen the necessity of choosing one who
is well informed.
The teacher of any
class holds an honorable position, but to
fill it with credit he must be thoroughly
conversant with the lesson he teaches.
In the general management of the school
there ought to be a system which can be

easily learned by every pupil. The superintendent should strike his bell precisely at
,the appointed time. The school should be
opened by singing a hymn familiar to all.
This should also be appropriate, and if the
same hymn was sung every Sunday it
would be better than to sing something
the children do not know. A short prayer
should then be offered, at the close of which
(in my judgment) the Lord's prayer should
be repeated in concert, by the whole school;
the one offering the opening prayer leading, and speaking every sentence slowly
and distinctly, so that the whole school can
pray with him without confusion. The
classes should then commence their regular lessons. Five minutes prior to closing
the superintendent should again touch his
bell, as a signal for the classes to close their
studies. At the time of closing the sup~r
intendent should again touch his bell, at
which all the school should arise, sing
some familiar hymn and be dismissed.
In regard to the studies for the cbsses,
I certainly would favor using the books
published by the church for that pu1 pse.
I would also favor the system of each pupil learning something as a lesson each
week.
Where the classes are graded it
would be well for each scholar in a class to
learn the same lesson.
This, however,
might be changed at the discretion of the
teacher.
In regard to tickets, cards, rewards, etc.,
I would favor a system based upon attendance and good behavior, including the
learning of the lesson given by the teacher.
For instance: Each teacher ought to be
supplied with a suffi,jent number of small
tickets, also larger cards. Each pupil that
was in his class when the superintendant
touched his bell to call the school to order
would be entitled to a ticket. Every pupil who was in his class ort time, had his
lesson properly learned, and behaved himself properly while in class would be entitled to two tickets. If a pupil was late
but had learned his lesson, etc., he would
have one ticket. These tickets the pupil
would keep until he had twelve, then
exchange them for a larger card. These
cards he would keep until the end of the
school year, then return them all to the
teacher. The teacher would then make a
minute of each pupil's record, which could
be accurately determined by the number
of cards and tickets held by each pupil.
This record would then be given into the
hands of the superintendant.
, I would also favor the appointing of a
day as a festival for the school, (summer
would be preferable for this), take the
children to some place in the woods, or in
a grove, and have a grand good time. At
that time I would distribute the rewards
according to the merits of the scholars as
based upon the record they had made. I
would certainly favor the rewards being
books, and every child receiving one.
These books ought to be selected by the
teachers, as they would understand the
merits and needs of their classes better
than a committee chosen in any other way.
The funds, of course, would have to be
raised from the proceeds of the collections
1 taken in the school, and from the contri-
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butions given by the patrons of the school.
In each book the pupil's name should be
written by some one selected for the purpose; also stating that it was given as a
reward for good conduct, diligence, regular attendance, etc., also the date when
presented with name of Sunday-school.
Of course there are many details which
are omitted in this article. Tis is not supposed to be exhaustive; nor can one rule
be properly applied to all schools. The
teachers must study for themselves the
things most essential to the best success in
their endeavors in their own particular
field of labor.
One other thing I would suggest. As
opportunity presents itself you will find it
not only interesting, but very instructive,
to invite some one who is capable to address the school on some bible theme, say
for instance, The Story of Samuel, or
David and Jonathan, etc., of course permitting the speaker to choose his own subject. A short discourse of this kind, given
to the whole school will prove of great
value, and will be highly appreciated by
the scholars. Try it.
CHAS.

H.

PoRTER.

REVELATION.

It is written in the revelations of St.
John the divine, 14: 6, that an angel would
fly "in the midst of heaven having the
everlasting gospel to preach unto them
that dwell upon the earth, to every nation,
kindred, tongue and people" under the
whole heaven. The word gospel means
good news and glad tidings (Luke 1 r: ro,
1 3• 14-this is the correct rendering of the
word-to all people). How does, this
agree with the teachings in the Christian
world of the present day? How does it
harmonize with the creeds of the day
which are legion?'
We are almost lost in wonder at the
conditions the so.called orthodox world
are in-preaching for the doctrine of
Christ the commandments of men. Had
we no standard nor chart to guide into the
true gospel of Christ, well might we give
up our hope of ever coming to a knowledge of the truth as it is in Christ. There
is no certainty without we subscribe to
some known law.
When we look at the starry heavens in
all their splendor, at the sun and all the
heavenly bodies moving in their appointed courses by that fixed and eternal law
which has governed them since creation
and which have been obedient thereto, we
learn that so is this gospel law. One of
the prophets speaks like this: "To the law
and to the testimony; if they speak not
accdrding to this word, it is because there
is no light in them."
Again: This gospel spoken of is attended with power that may be felt.
The
apostle Paul tells us, "it is the power of
God unto salvation." Will a man-made
gospel bring salvation? Would we trust
in it? They who know the truth would
not; we would all have the same answer.
Again says Paul: "I received it not of
man nor by man, but by the revelation of
Jesus Christ." He also tells us, "If we ·or

an angel from heaven, preach any other
gospel, let him be accursed." It is also
stated that he who adds to or takes away
from God's word shall cause the plagues
which are written in the book (Bible) to
come upon him.
Let us take heed to ourselves in time, for
we may tread on dangerous ground. Let
us seek for the Spirit of the Lord that we
come not under this condemnation. Now
we see according to the prophecy of St.
John that this angel would make his appearance; but what time in the world's
history would it take place?
Who can
tell?
Looking back to Noah's day we
cannot find any evidence of an angel coming in that age, for we are informed that
Noah being a righteous man preached to
the people one hundred and twenty years,
being a prophet of God. He warned the
people to repent of their sins, but the history tells us they were swept from the
face of the earth by the flood of waters.
If we look along in the ages past we have
no account" of the angel coming, for d~rk
ness had settled down upon the world, and
grat darkness the minds of the people. In
fact the religious world believed there
would never be any more prophets or inspiration from heaven. All was silence.
God had done his work, etc., and instead
of men going out without purse or scrip,
a new order of things was brought about,
many doctrines being taught claiming to
be the doctrines of Christ.
As prophesied by Daniel, in our day
this great work has been inaugurated.
Men have been ordained to the holy priesthood and have been sent forth to carry
good news and glad" tidings to a sin-cursed
world; and as Paul and Peter they have
with power and authority gone to teach
the pure doctrines of Clirist with the signs
following the believer as in ancient times,
and thousands of witnesses can testify to
the truth of that which is written. No
more need we grope our way in the darkness, no more need we seek for information from them who are set for lights for
the people.
But now the true light is
shining causing the great darkness to recede, when any one may know for themselves; and as it was in the days of Christ,
"If any will do his [Gpd's] will they shall
know" whether they are right or not.
OMAHA,

Nebraska.

NICHOLAS RUMEL.

EVIDENCE.

I HAvE noticed an evidence among others
in favor of this work that we are engaged
in being divine, that is, some weak words
edited by me having been published in the
Herald.
I do not claim to having attained to a
great degree of knowledge or goodness,
but it has been placed upon me to warn
and exhort, etc., and I hereby warn the
Saints of latter days to beware that they
trust not in man; and I hereby exhort vou
to be careful to trust in God; and though
you have made and may make crooked
paths, to not be discouraged from striving
right, though your. ways may be condemned by the president of the church, or
one of the apostles, or seventies, high
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priests, or elders, but think and act for
yourselves and consider that not Joseph
Smith, but Jesus Christ, is the head of the
church; and all men are but human, and
the devil is not yet bound; therefore the
highest in authority on earth is liable to
fall; and charity does not consist in giving
alms, but mostly in suffering patiently and
being kind and forbearing, forgiving and
condemning not.
When I am able to be
in the faith I can see that there are many
bright evidences, flaming proofs, and
strong and beautiful reasons for believing
that God exists; the Scriptures true, the
latter days have come, the gospel is restored, and all who are willing to believe
and obey the same, strive to live it to the
end of this life shall live again on the
earth when the Lord is King, Satan bound
and paradise lost-restored-to be enjoyed
for one thousand years and they be then
prepared to abide and enjoy such glory in
such kingdom as they were willing and able
to live for in present life. We all make
crookeJ paths; Joseph the Martyr made
crooked paths, yet he was not condemned,
for he never gave, nor turned away. May
all who hear be willing to believe; may all
who believe be willing to obey; may all
who obey be enabled to endure to receive
what is promised, is my prayer.
l:NFERIOR.

TIME AND ETERNITY.

PRoF. SWING selected "Naturalism in
Christianity" as the subject of his discourse
at Central Music Hall, Chicago. He took
as his text the passage from Corinthians:
"That whic.h is natural is first; then that
which is spiritual."
The preacher maintained that the more
perfectly spiritual world must come after
this life. It could not come to a humanity
yet upon earth. That which was natural
and physical consumed all these mundane
years, to be followed by the more spiritual
career of man's mirid and soul.
But man
should be always ur~ing himself forward
that he might find the most spiritualized
form of the natural, thus making his earth
the more to resemble his paradise. The
highest forms of this terrestrial life were
far below the perfectly ideal form, but they
were also far above those shapes of savage
mind which existed in the darkest corners
of our globe. There was therefore a naturalism so lofty that it resembled that
spirituality which Paul located in a second
existence.
Much wrong had been done this planet
in the past by those Christian and pagan
. theologians who made earth and heaven
contradictory. The past theologians, too,
often felt that to make heaven delightful
to contemplate they had to be voluminous
and even eloquent in tarnishing the fair
name of this world. In truth the passing
centuries had proved that our earth was
,neither as black as perdition nor as spotless
as heaven. Our century referred all this
world to God and could not therefore
imagine it to be at war with the mind of
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man and with the paradise hereafter. The
thought that the Creator would make one
world that it might make war upon
another was not to be tolerated. Man's
life could not be an ill here and a triumph
beyond.
First, indeed, came the natural, a{terward the spiritual, but the natural might
be so refined as to become very beautiful.
It was not an enemy of the spiritual, but
an ardent friend. So wonderful was the
office of the natural in this world, so inseparable was it from human need and experience that much of the miraculous or
amazing of the past was now seen to have
been only the high language resorted to in
the effort to express the simple truth. The
real was so vast that the unreal was borrowed to express it. Our age possessed
the abilitv to see the natural face to face.
The crudities of hundreds of years swept
away, and we were able to read the meaning of the line "One touch of nature makes
the whole world kin," for it was in this
naturalism that we all met.
These thoughts being true, Christ himself and the doctrines grouped around his
name would journey be&t through these
times in the most possible of naturalism.
The relations of Jesus to deity or to a
trinity needed no denial, for there was so
much that transcended the human mind.
But the great conquest of religion would,
it seemed, be won by means of those ideas
which should fit best into human life.
As the hero who had just quit the sad
and the beautiful scenes of our country
once led iiln army from a small center to a
sweeping circumference over inland lakes
and rivulets afar to the rolling sea, as the
legions thus led destroyed the old fictions
and errors of our fathers, and both compelled and permitted the south to rise to
the divine naturalism of liberty, equality,
education, industry, new art, new ttJOught,
higher pursuits, and deeper pleasures, so
the flag of Christ would lead a greate~ army
toward the most perfect development of
all that is good and great in the being of
man. This march is perpetual on earth,
the sea being beyond our reach here.
The study of naturalism compelled us to
conclude that the intemperance and sins
and follies of youth are not little natural
incidents which may be passed by with a
smile. They are each and all monstrous;
common, but not natural; common, but
monstrous. Nothing is natural except the
true, the beautiful, and the good.
There
might be coming along a naturalism which
would so exalt human life that much
which was now pursued with ardor would
sink out of sight in presence of the new
character and new happiness. It might
be as a result of this new system that
education would grow splendid and even
gold become dim.
After this world, Paul said, something
higher and more spiritual would come.
But heaven would not contradict earth.
The spiritual would burst out of the natural as the rose emerged from the plain
unperfumed and uncolored stem. It was
the g-reatness of humanity on this side of
the fl Jod which most justified the thought
that the human army was marching in

still richer pageantry upon the other shore.
The universe being the work and home of
one god, one part of it could not wage
war upon the other. Life and death were
friends.
The material was the blessed
childhood and the spiritual the maturity of
later years. Time and eternity were alike
beautiful in their resemblance and friendship.- Times.

up with rubbish, twigs, leaves, etc. At
the depth of twenty-seven feet from the
surface a pair of deer's antlers were taken
from this old pit.
Here, as on Oil creek,
the surface was occupied with trees three
feet in diameter, and some of them were
growing- immediately over the old oil

welL-Harper's Magazine.

OIL WELLS NOTHING "NEW UNDER
THE SUN."
NORTHERN NEBRASKA.
PETROLEUM was sought and used in
Conference convened in Saints' chapel,Omaha,
North America as early as anywhere else·
in the world, since it was collected in Nebraska, January 3oth, R. M. Elvin president
many places and in large quantity by that pro !em., J. Huff secretary. Elders reported: W.
M. Rumel, G. W. 'Walters, E. Rannie. Priest
mysterious people or peoples whom we 0. H. Brown. Also Elders E H. Boulson, W.
know as the "Mound Builders." When, F. Seward,]. Anderson, R. Farley, R. M. Elvin,
in 18.59, I went to Titusville, like thous- W. Ballinger, N. Rumel, G. M. L. Whitman, W.
ands of others, called there bv the Drake Brown, J. M. Stubbart, ]. Caffall. Bishop's
reported: On hand last report $4046, reoil well, I noticed that the bottom lands on agent
ceived $9{-I3, total $I34 59, paid out $82 68, balOil creek below the town, and where cover- ance $5I gr. Audited and adopted. Branches
ed with a magnificent forest of hemlock reported: Columbus, Omaha, Platte Valley and
trees, were pitted in a peculiar way; that is, Union branches. No statistical report received
the the surface was occupied by a series of from Lake Shore branch. President, clerk and
Bishop's agent sustained. H.]. Hudson, district
contiguous depressions ten or fifteen feet president, being present assumed his duties.
in diameter, and from one to three feet in James Caffa\1, missionary in charge, W. M.
depth. These were circular and symmet- Rumel and R. M. Elvin were sustained. The
rical, in that respect differing from the matter of the Lake Shore branch was referred to
pits formed by uprooted tress. Inquiring the missionary in charge and district president.
Recommendation from Platte Valley branch in
of Brewer and Watson, who had an oil regard to the ordination of Bro. J. Suttles deferwell there, what was the cause of this ser- red until next conference. Brn. R. M. Elvin, J.
ies of pits, I received no satisfactory Caffall. H. J. Hudson, A. L. Ahlstrand and Sr.
answer from them; but a bystander J. A. Hamilton were elected delegates to general
to cast the full vote of the district.
answered my question by taking me to his conference
Next conference to be held at Fremont, Nebraswell, just begun in the vicinity.
As it ka, the last Friday in May, I8gi, at 7:30p.m.
changed, this well was sunk in one of the All elders and priests not engaged in the branchpits before referred to. It was carried to the es to labor in the district under direction of the
depth of about twenty-five feet in the earth president. Preaching by J. Caffall, H. Bronson,
R. M. Elvin.
Collection taken for benefit of
when the rock was reached and the drill- district
pre•i<lent.
ing begun. Throughout this depth it followed the course of an old well, which
had been cribbed up with timber, and in it
was a ladder such as was commonly used
in the copper mines of Lake Superior by
GENERAL CONFERENCE.
perhaps the people who worked the oil
All persons wishing extra copies of the Clevewells ..
land, Ohio, Plain Dealer for April 6th and 7th
This ladder was a portion of a small will please send in their orders to me at once,
tree, of which the trunk was thickly set stating the number of copies desired. These two
with branches. These were cut oft four issues will contain cuts of the First Presidency,
Twelve, Joseph and Hyrum, the three witor five inches from the trunk, and thus the
nesses, six of the High Priests, two cuts of the
formed steps by which tbe well owner Temple, one of the Bishopric, seven of the sevencould go down and gather the oil as it acties, Wm. B. Smith, two of the Elders, with biocumulated on the surface of the water, just graphical sketches; also a history of the Book of
as was done by the old oil producers on Mormon, and the rise of the church, and other
of importance.
This is an excellent orthe banks of the Caspian and the Irrawad- items
portunity to place reading matter in the hands of
dy. Some of the trees which grew over your friends that will remove prejudice. Price
the pits which marked the sites of the oil sets per copy. Daily copies containing full prowells were three and eveh four feet in ceedings of conference will be sent post paid to
diameter, thus proving that the wells had any address on receipt of socts during the session.
The Editor wiil not regard any orders sent to the
been abandoned at least four hundred or office for papers. I am the sole agent, and all
five hundred years ago.
papers must be ordered from me. Address,
At Enniskillen, Canada, and at Mecca
G. T. GRIFFITHS.
TEMPLE P. 0., Lake Co, Ohi~.
and Grafton, Ohio, I found similar ancient
oil wells.
At Enniskillen the oil was
SPIRITUAL GIFTS.
obtained by sinking pits through forty or
NOTICE
TO
AGENTS.- Parties to whom the
fifty feet of impervious clay.
Beneath
has been sent for sale are requested to rethis the oil accumulated an the surface of book
port sales and number on hand. We have reathe limestone, and sometimes thousands of son to belive that some have laid them away
barrels flowed out when one of these reser- without effort at disposal. To such we would
voirs was tapped.
In sin king one pit like to remind them of the fact that we have orwhich was seven by fourteen feet in area, ders for the book which we cannot fill, as the ediis about exhausted and our money is in them
on the banks of Black creek, the operators tion
which we need.
found that one corner of their shaft cut
Address me at No. 46, Waverly St., Proviinto an older shaft which had been filled defice, R. I.
M. H. BoND.
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THE
DELEGATE CERTIFICATES.
I call the attention of district presidents and
clerks to the necessity of their stating in the
certificates issued just what the membership of
their district is in each case. The lack by some
of giving such statements has caused difficulty in
ascertaining the number of votes the delegates
should cast. It would be a good idea to send all
certificates to me before conference (here at Lamoni if possible) and then any lack could be supplied by me, or correspondence had upon it. At
conference time all certificates will be given
into the hands of the committee on credentials,
and thus the same object will be reached, with
less trouble at the time. Scattering members
(unless they are counted in some other branch or
district) should ue included in the certificate as
well as members of organized branches.
Elders, Priests, Teachers and Deacons who apply for enrollment in some quorum should state
whether they are actively engaged in the work,
a11d what they are doing in the way of branch or
district labor. Let applications be sent in soon,
because business matters for conference will
need to be made up earlier than usual.
H. A. STEBBINS, Church Sec.
LAMONI, Iowa, Feb. 26th, 1891.
ELDERS' REPORTS.
The ministry are requested to forward at once,
after the first of March, statements showing individual receipts and expenditures of offerings
and donations during the year closing at that
time.
The rule adopted by the body requires
this before any new appointment is considered;
and those supervising and preparing lists will
likely call upon me for information which will
be embodied in these r.eports by 2oth of March.
Forward the report to me at Temple, LakE
county, Ohio, with whatever suggestions incidental to the same each may deem proper, and
oblige.
Very respectfully, in bonds,
, E. L. KELLEY,

OJ the Bishopric.
BORN.
CRUZE.--At Vincennes, Iowa, December 13th,
r886, to Sr. Martha M. Cruze, a son; blessed at
Argyle, Lee county, Iowa, February 15th, 1891,
by Bro. J. C. Crabb, and named Norman L.
CHENEY.-To Mr. and Sr. Byron Cheney
near Riverton, Iowa, February 14th, r89r, a girl:
DoNALDSON.-To Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Donaldson, near Riverton, Iowa, August 4th, r89o, a son.
MARRIED.
ANDERSON. -SMITH.-- On the evening of·
February 24th, r89r, at the residence of President Joseph Smith, his daughter Mary Audentia
was united in marriage to Bro. Benjamin Anderson, of Lamoni. The marriage ceremony was
performed by Elder H. A. Stebbins. Their many
friends wish for Ben and Audie a prosperous
voyage across life's sea.
SHAW--GoFF.-At Nevada, Missouri, Febru·
ary 14th, r89r, by Elder I. N. White, and at the
home of the bride, Sr. Addie Goff to Mr. George
Shaw. Sr. Addie is secretary of the Nevada
branch. George is not in the church, but is a
friend of the truth and a splendid man. Many
friends witnessed the ceremony. It was followed the next day by a wedding feast at the groom's
father's house. All enjoyed themselves.
DIED.
CoMSTOCK.-At Springfield, Michigan, Febru·
ary r6th, 1891, Elder J. S. Comstock, in his 9oth
year; he was born February 2oth, r8or. He died
at the residence of his son-in· law.
CLAUS.--At Chatfield, Minnesota, Saturday,
February 14th, r89r, Mariam Marcella, infant
daughter ot Bro. Edwin and Sr. Hattie Claus of
Lamoni, Iowa, aged 3 months and ro days; b~rn
November 4th, r89o. No Latter Day Saint
elder being near, services were conducted by
Rev. Mr.· Middleton, of the Baptist Church.
BozARTH.-At Ruskin, Nebraska,. February
6th, r89r, after an illness of three days, Bro.
John R. Bozarth. The deceased was born July
z6th, r848, in Clinton county, Missouri. He was
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baptized February 6~h, 1872, by William Litz;
confirmed by William Litz and W. T. Bozarth.
He was ordained a deacon July rst, r877, by A.
J. Blodgett and A. Hines. Funeral service at the
house February 8th, conducted by Elder Ezra T.
Bryant. Funeral sermon preached at the Presbyt~rian.church, February 15th, by Elder Charles
H. Porter. The deceased leaves a widow and six
children to mourn his departure. He died firm
in the faith, and expressed an earnest desire that
the elders of the church might come and preach
the gospel in that vicinity; and that his chiidren
who were old enough might become obedient to
the same. At the time of his death he was aged
42 years, 5 months and zr days.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Conference of the Nauvoo and String Prairie
distrkt will convene in Burlington, Iowa, March
7th, ro: 30 a.m., in York Hall, corner of Main
and Jtfl:'erson streets, over the German· American
Savings Bank; our former place of meeting being torn down on account of fire.
F. JoHNSON.
Conference of Tennessee and Kentucky distr.ict will convene at Foundry Hill, near Helen
P. 0., Henry county, Tenn., March 7th and 8th.
P. B. SEATON, Dist. Pres.
North- West Kansas. district conference will be
held March 2 rst and 22d at Blue Rapids, Kansas.
Officials and branch clerks reporting through the
mail, please send early to H. P. Curtis, district
secretary, at Blue Rapids, Kansas.
w. P. CURTIS.
NOTICES.
Wheres, petitions have been circulated by the
London district conference in the various
branches of the Canada mission for the purpose
of raising monev by subscription for the liq nidation of the St. Mary's Church debt, which falls
due March 13th, r89r, We the undersigned
have been empowered by the St. Mary's branch
to. request that the moneys be forwarded not
later than the wth of March. The very smallest donations will be thankfully received.
· G. C. ToMLINSON,
President St. Mary's Branch.
A PRE-HISTORIC GIANT.
A remarkable discovery of pre· historic remains
has recently come to light upon the farm of Mr.
P. Hem ley, situated two miles west of Kossuth
in Auglaize county, Ohio. Some workmen were
engaged in digging a well, and having descended to a depth of thirty-two feet they struck a
gravel drift from which they exhumed a human
skeleton, the skull of which measured 38 inches
in circumference.
The thigh bone measured 3
feet 2Yz inches in length.
The whole skeleton
measured 8 feet rrYz inches in height, and when
clothed in flesh must have been a very powerful
man. All the bones were in an excellent state
of preservation, and were probably those of a prehistoric warrior killed in battle, or in an encounter with the huge Mylodon or some other of our
extinct monsters who must have lived not long
before the Columbian discovery, these bones being comparatively fresh. With the bones of the
giant were found a stone ax, weighing 27 pounds,
and a flint spear head, weighing 17 pounds, also
a curiously engraved copper plate.
This is a
startling discovery of great scientific value and
may lead to some interesting developments.
THOMAS HARPER.
Missionaries among the Jews in all the countries of Continental Europe report an increasing
interest in Christianity among that people. They
are aff~cted by the movement inaugurated by
Mr. Rabinowitz, o~ Kischeneff, Russia.
ADDRESSES.
T. W. Smith, Independence, Jackson couuy, Missonri.
E. C. Brigg•, 416 Weet Lake street. Chicago, Ill.
James H. Tyrrell, hox 144, Wallaceburg, Ontario· Secretary of Chatham District.
'
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PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
--)BY THE(--

Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges .••••. 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••••.••••••••. 2
Morocco, gilt edges ......................... 2
New Testament, Inspired....................

50
00
50

75

BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ....................... 1 25
Imitation :Morocco, gilt edges .•••.•••..•••••• 1 110
DOCTRINE .A.ND COVEN ANTS.
Sprinkled Sheep, or Library •.••.••.•.••••••• 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..•••.•••••••••• 1 50
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edge& •••••••••• . 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..•••••••.•••••• 1 50
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides ......•....... 2 50
'l'he Harmony contains all the hymns in the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about 720
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.
JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET AND
HIS PROGENITORS.
(By Lucy Smith.)
Muslin binding, 312 pages . . • • • . . .. • • .. .. .. • • 70
Leather binding ............................ 1 00
HESPERIS.
(Poems by David H. Smith,)
Fancy' Muslin, 202 pages, gilt edges ..•..•••••• 1 50
VOICE OF WARNING.
Instruction to all people on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work.
In paper covers, 10 cts. each, per dozen ........ 1 00
Limp muslin covers......................... 25
JOSEPH THE SEER.
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defended and Maintained.
(New and Revised Edition.)
Paper covers, 200 pages ..... .'. .. • • • .. • • .. • • . 35
Muslin binding. . . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . . • . • • • . • • • 50
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder William Sheldon of the Second Advent Society, and is an
important work to be in the hands of the ministry of
the church; audit is a most excellent one to be circulated both in the church and among those without,
abounding in proofs never before presetJted in defense
of J.oseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.
S.A.BB.A.TH SCHOOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather .......................... 1
Muslin boards . . . • . • • • . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • . . • • •
Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
Limp muslin, 25 cts. each, per dozen . . . • . . . . 2
Question Books for Primary Classes.
Limp muslin, 15 cts. each, per dozen ........•• 1

00

75
50

25

SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
8chool Engineer and Record Book . . . . • . . . . . • • 50
Good Behavior 'rickets, 100 for Uic., 1,000 for .. 1 00
Prompt Attendance Tickets..... • ..•.. Same price.
Fancy Cards, package of 50, 5 kinds, large . . • • . 75
Fancy Cards, smaller, 10 kinds, per 100........ 50
FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages..................... 25
J. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches the coming of
Christ to Judge the world is now past." M. H. Forscutt affirms "The Bible teaches the Literal Resurrec-

tion of the body from the grave."
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160
WELSH HYMN BOOK.
Full leather, marbled edges • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • 60
This WIJ!l published by the church in~:Wales, and
contains 393 hymmi in Welsh and 33 in English.
LICENCES, NOTlUE::S, ~c.
Elders, Priests, Teachers, and Deacons Licences,
each per dozen . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • • • 12
Baptism alld Confirmation Certificate books..... 25
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred......... 40
COWDERY LETTERS.
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen ..•••••• ; '75
Without covers 5cts. each; per dozen • • • • • • • • • 60
Contains valuable matter in relation to the Calling
of Joseph the ,Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
the Book of Mormon, and the Angelic bestowal of thE>
Priesthood.

Book Subscriber's Notice.
Many inquiries are coming in in regard to when
the volumes,

"With the Church in an Early Day,"
-AND-

"Pattie; or, Leaves from a Life,"
will be issued? We are now prepared to say that "With
the Church" will be rPady for mailing by the last of Apnl
or the first of May. We trust that those who have sent
in their name Rf:ol Bubscribers wlll be prompt 1n remitting,
as we shall need the fnnds to defray the expense of printing and binding. When remitting do not forget to enclose stamps for mailing.

Priee at the Office $1.
Probable cost of maiiing 8 cts.
Owing to the sickness of her father, Sr. Eleanor was
called away eome five weeks eince, but her volume will
be i•sued ahout the last of June or early in July, and subscription price, whtch may now be remitted as convenient, will be the same as the above.
ALSO NOTICE.
This week we commeTlce the mailing of onr premium
Engraving to all subscribers who have ordered it. Owing
to the large number to be setved it may require two full
weeks to reach the last ones. If by the 21)th of February
yon have not received yours, notify the ofiice by a card
and it will receive prompt attention.
~ Be carefnl in removing them from the tube and
we guarantee perfect conditioa
M. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa.
Jan. 31st, 1891.

PEN AND PLATFORM,
A MONTHLY JOURNAL.

]. B. WATSON, EDITOR.
TERMS :-FIFTY CENT,S A YEAR.

This journal is not the organ of any sect, denomination or party, but is published solely for
the dissemination of knowledge .upon Christianity, Temperance, Social and Moral Reforms, and
its columns are open to all who wish to, speak
pointedly, pithily and practically upon these
questions; who believe that the Word of God
and reason are the on~ rules of faith and prac·
tice for Christians as well as Moralists.
TO

CORRESPONDENTS.

The intention is to conduct the journal as a
medium for giYing both sides of the question, and
no favoricism or prEjudice by us will be exercised
in regard to authors, as communications will be
published without names or 110m de flumes unless
desired.
An exception will be made in the case of controversies, when each writer must and shail know
his adversary.
Short, forcibly written communications, word·
ed in the spirit of love, are invited upon any
theme bearing upon the above outlined subjects,
with the appended qualifications. Address all
matter for publication to
MARY A. WATSON,
Drawer F, St. Marys, Ont.
A postal card requesting a sample copy will
receive a prompt response.
27dec3m, eow
ROB'I'. WINNING,
President.

D. F. NICHOLSON,
Cashier.

FARMERS BANK,
LAMONI,

Pays

IO"VV A,

6 % Interest on Time Deposits.
Real Estate :Bought and §old.
l<'AR.M LOANS NEGOTIATED.

BIBLE SYNOPSIS.
Only three or four hundred left. I will sell
the remainder at $r each, or six to any address
for $5; still a larger discouat to agents. Send to
the Herald Office at Lamoni, Iowa, or J. J. Cornish, Reed City, Osceola county, Michigan.
12-27-3m

INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
~

FLEXIBLE B.ll'UHNG.

~

The Inspired Translation of the Holy Scriptures bound in limp leather, flexible covers, similar to the binding of the Oxford Sunday-school
Teachers Bible. Price, by mail, $4.

-ZION'S

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,
Brethren {

Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesm
Christ of Latter Day Saints,

m. W<~lll:er, Editor snd Publieher.

It is devoted to the spreading of religions truth as
viewed by the Samte.
.
Eaci1 is me contains a sermon by one of the ministry,
reports of the different societies in the church, and articles bearing upon or explanatory of the doctrmes of the
church.
It ts the intention to make it a help to the missionary
at home and in the field; a sourc.e of comfort to the scattered ones who are denied church prtvileges, and to bring
the Saints into closer l'elationship with each other.

"F 0 0 D
For Thought, or Sermons and Essays by Jews and Gentiles," a book of 95 pages in paper covers. Price, single
copy 25c; five copies $1.00; 12 copies $2.00.
PATRIOT one year and book
$1.15.
"
six months and book
.70
This applies to renewals also. For full description see
last page HERALD for Nov. 22, 1890. .1\ddress,
LAMBER'I' BROS.,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

GERMAN TRACTS.

-..8..-

SYMBOLOGICAL CATECHISM:
OR

Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
BY A. J. MAPES.
104 pages, cloth bound. Price'35 cents each.
For sale by BRo. H. R. MILLS,
IND>ePRNDENCE, Mo.
HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
f 0r sale my Honse of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to frmt trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
urnace n it, "nd water in the kitch~n.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.

~: ~. ~'~~IN SON} Editore.

Subscription price, $1.00 per year.

LEAVES.

AUTUMN

ENSIGN

Published every Saturday at

~Tracts

in the German Language may be had of Bro.
Ad. Richter, Burlington, Iowa: Tb.e Baptism, 6 cents;
the Repentance, 5 cents; the Principles of the Gospel, 6
cents: the Epitome o! Faith, 2c.; the Sixth 'I'rumpet, a
fifty-four page pamphlet, 25c. These prices include
pof'tage.

COMPLETE TO DEADWOOD.
The Burlington Route, C. B. & Q. R. R., from
Chicago, Peoria and St. Louis, is now completed,
and daily passenger trains are running through
Lincoln, Nebraska, and Custer, South Dakota,
to Deadwood. Also to Newcastle, Wyoming.
Sleeping cars to Deadwood.
7mar3t

MEETING HOUSES.
Below will be found the different places of
meeting of the church in the cities named:
Chicago, Illinois, Washington Hall, corner of
Washington boulevard and Ogden avenue.
San Francisco, California, Lincoln Hall, Montgomery street, near Palace Hotel.
St. Louis, Missouri, No. 2518 Elliott avenue.
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, Fourth avenue, near
Wood street.
Boston, Massachusetts, Howard avenue, Roxbury.
San Bernardino, California, corner Fifth and
F streets.
Denver, Colorado, Euclid Hall, Fourteenth
street, opposite City Hall.
Sacramento, California, Saints' Chapel, Twenty-fourth aYenue and K streets. J. M. Parr,
president.

$200 Tent for $100.
By addressing David Chambers, Persia, Iowa,
you can learn of the sale of the large Reunion
tent, 6o feet wide, 7 feetwalls. Cost $200 new,
in good condition.
Will be sold for $roo.
A
bargain.
Could not be bought new to-day fo.t
less than $235·
4t

SPIRITUAL GIFT~ AND SPIRIT
MANIFESTATIONS,
OR CAUSE AND CURE FOR SKEPTICISM,
BY

ELDER M. H. BOND.
Just issned; a book or pamphlet of over 100 pages
larger than~ the Voice of Warnmg, of closely written and
original matter; good type, good paper, and easy reading.
A treatise upon the uncertainties of Catholic of Protest·
ant creed. The rational theorv and exposition of gospel
doct.rine and confirmatory gifts, as against the insidious
doctrines and revelations of modern sniritualism. The
anti-B\ble revelations of Swedenborg, Tb.e Quakers,
Cath<>lic Visions and Miracles, Mesmeric, Trance, MindR•~ading, •"Chrit"~tian Science,'' '"'Divine Healing,
or
hFaitb Cure,', "How to Become a Medium," &c. The
Gtfts of the Gospel, their proper place, use or abuse in
the church.
Price, 25 cents Single Copy.
Send silver or stamps; $2.25 per dozen, postage paid,
P. 0. Order or Currency. Address, 111:. H. Bond, Willon!!hby, Ohio; or Herald Office, Lamoni, Iowa.
~ Agents and "pushers" wanted, to whom books
wtll be sent qpon application.
1

MILL FOR SALE.
SHELBY MILL FOR ::>ALE, situated in
_Shelby, Shelby county, Iowa. For full particulars;enquire of H. D. Swain, Harlan, Shelby
county, Iowa.
WANTED!
A good cheese maker to work in Lamoni,
Iowa, factory this coming season-one that has
had experience in making Swiss and American
cheese.
Adress The Lewis Creamery,
Send references.
St. Joseph, Missouri.

A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
Setting forth the order and nature of the Priesthood, and defining the duties and prerogatives
of all the Church Officials, including the First
Presidency, and also the Deacons, as set forth in
the Revelations of God and decisions of the
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
the Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.·
Price 25 cents including postage.

nlotice.
When cbangingl'yonr place of reeidence, or .desiring
your paper sent to a different post-office. be partiCular m
g1ving, in full, the name of the post~o~ce, county, and
state where you h;d been last receiving Jt, and rlistinctly
state the name of the post-office, connty and state to
which you wish your paper sent in the future.
When mailing a letter, whether in a railroad car, on a
steamhoat, or while vii"l1tin~ at a friend's, in every in
stance give yottr.,own address where you are taking your pa-per.
If your paper has been discontinued. state where you
have last been taking it, and the time it was stopped.
4
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"HEARKEN TO THE Wmm OF THE LoRD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AlltoNG YOU RAVJI BAVII rr JIB ONJI WD'II· AND CONCUIIINJIS
HE SHALL HAVE NONE."-Pag~ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
·
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT 0::;11 HusBAND: Exc!IPT IN C.A.sE o:r DIIATH, WRliN EITHER
IS AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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S A I N T s' H E R A L D :

Ol'ii.cial Paper oi. the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ o~
Latter Day Saints
PuBLISHJ!ID AT LAMONI, DECATUR CouNTY, IowA,
Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
The Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presidents'
and the Biehop's Agents, are requested to solicit new sutr
scribers. and help build up the paper and the publication
department.
Business Letters and Subscriptions mnst be sent to David
Dancer, by P. 0. Order. Registered Letter, or Express.
Entered as second c!aa.N matte"" at Lamon.i
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which are of the house of Israel. And because
my words shall hiss forth, many of the Gentiles
shall my, A bible, a bible, we have got a bible,
and there cannot be any more bible. But thus
saith the Lord God: 0 fools, they shall have a
bible; and it shall proceed forth from the Jews,
mine ancient covenant people. And what thank
they the Jews for the bible which they received
from them? Yea, what do the Gentiles mean?
Do they remember the travels, and the labors,
and the pains of the Jews, and their diligence
unto me, in bringing forth salvation unto the
Grntile~?

JOSEPH S~nTH
W. W. BLAIR

EorTOR.
AssocrATE EmToR.

Lamoni, Iowa, March 14 I8qi.
PALESTINE AND THE JEWS.

THE following taken from the American
Hebrew of late da• e is encouraging proof t •
Latter Day Saints of the divinity
of the numerous prophecies contained
in the Book of Monnon, Doctrine
and Covenats, and miscellaneous writings
ofT oseph the Seer, touching the preparatory work of gathering the Jews in these
latter times to the land of Palestine. The
former book declares that the work would
begin in the lifetime of the "Choice Seer,''
for rt says:
"And out of weakness he shall be made strong,
In that day when my work shall co1mJte7lce among
all my people, unto the restoring thee, 'o house
of Israel."-2 Nephi 2:2.

Whoever is conversant with the state of
the Jews and the land of Judea in the
present century, must know that both that
people and the land have entered upon
conditions highly favorable to their final
and complete restoration at an early time,
for the land is receiving .both the former
and the latter rains with reg.ularity, and
the Jews are being relieved rapidly, in all
nations, of the oppressive disabilities which
they have suffered in their wanderings
and captivity, and are coming into notable
favor with the chief nations oLChristendom.
,.
Here is another passage which is having
pronounced fulfillment since the coming
forth of the Book of Mormon:
"But behold, there shall be many at that day,
when I shall proceed to do a marvelous work
amone: them, that I may. remember my covenants
which I have made unto the children of men,
that I may set my hand again the second time to
recover my people, which are of the house of
Israel; and also, that I may remember the promises which I have made unto thee, Nephi, and
also unto thy father, that I would remember
your seed; and that the words of your seed
should proceed forth out of my mouth tin to your
seed. And my words shall hiss forth unto the
ends of the earth, for a standard unto my people,

"0 ye Gentiles, have ye remembered the Jews,
mine ancient covenant people? Nav; but ye
have cursed them, and have hated them, and
have not sought to recover them. But behold, I
will return all these things upon your own heads;
for I, the Lord, hath not forgo\ten my people.
Thou fool, that .shall say, A bible, we have got a
bible, and we need no more bible. Have ye obtained a bible, save it were by the Jews? Know
ye not that there are more nations than one?
Know ye not that I, the Lord your God, have
created all men, and that I remember those who
are upon the isles of the sea; and that I rule in
the heavens above, and in the earth beneath;
and I bring forth my word unto the children of
men, yeP, even upon all the nations of the earth?
Wherefore murmur ye, because that ye shall
receive more of my word? Know ye not that the
testimony of two nations is a witness unto you
that I am God, that I remember one nation like
unto another? Wherefore, I speak the same
words unto one nation like unto another. And
when the two nations shall run together the tes·
timony of the two nations shall run together also.
And I do this that I may prove unto many, that
I am the same yesterday, to.day, and forever;
and that I speak forth my words according to
mine own pleasure. And because that I have
spoken one word, ye need not suppose that I cannot speak another; for my work is not yet finish·
ed; neither shall it be, until the end of man;
neither from that time henceforth and forever.
"Wherefore, because that ye have a bible, ye
need not suppose that it contains all my words;.
neither need ye suppose that I have not caused
more to be written: for I" command .all men,
both in the east, and in the west, and in
the north, and in the. south, and in the
islsands of the sea, that they shall write the
words which I speak unto them: for out of
the books which shall be written, I will judge the
world, every man according to their works, accord·
ing to that which is written. For behold, I shall
speak unto the Jews, and they shall write it: and
I shall also speak unto the Nephites, and they
.shall write it; and I shall also speak unto the
other tribes of the house of Israel, which I have
led away, and they ~hall write it; and I shall
also speak unto all nations of the earth, and they
shall write it.
"And it shall come to pass that the Jews shall

No.

II.

have the words of the Neptlites, and the Nephites shall have the words of the Jews: and the
Nephites and the Jews shall have the words of
the lost tribes of Israel: and the lost tribes of Is·
rael shall have the worcis of the Nephites and
the Jews.
"And it shall come to pass that my people
which are of the house of Israel, shall be gathered home unto the lands of their possessions; and
my word also shall be gathered in one. And I will
show unto them that fight against my word and
against my people, who are of the house of Israel, that I am God, and that I covenanted with
Abraham, that I would remember his seed for·
ever.
"And now, behold, my beloved brethren, I
would speak unto you: .for I, Nephi, would not
suffer that ye should suppose that ye are more
righteous than the Gentiies shall be. For behold, except ye shall keep the commandments of
God ye shall all likewise perish; and because of
the words which have been spoken ye need not
suppose that the Gentiles are utter! y destroyed.
For behold I say unto you, That as many of the
Gentiles as will repent, are the covenant people
of the Lord: and as many of the Jews as will not
repent, shall be cast off; for the Lord covenanteth with none, save it be vdth them that repent
and believe In his Son, who is the Holy One of
Israel.
"Anrl now, I would prophesy somewhat more
ccl'ncerning the Jews and the Gentiles. For
after the book of which I have spoken shall
come forth, Pnd be written unto the Gen·
tiles, and sealed up again unto the Lord, there
shall be many which shall believe the words
which are written; and they shall carry them
forth unto the remnant of our seed. And then
shall the remnant of our seed know concerning
us, how that we came out from Jerusalem, and
that they are descedants of the Jews. And the
Gospel of Jesus Christ shall be declared among
them; wherefore, they shall be restored unto the
knowledge of their fathers, and also to the
knowledge of Jesus Christ, which was bad
among their fathers. And then shall they rejoice; for they shall know that it is a blessing
unto them from the hand of God; and their
scales of darkness shall begin to fall from their
eyes: and many generations shall not pass away
among them, save they shall be a pure and a delightsome people.
"And it shall come to pass that the Jews which
are scattered, also shall begin to believe in Christ;
and they shall begin to gather in upon the face
of the land; and as many as shall believe in
Christ, shall.also become a delightsome people.
"And it shall come to pass that tile Lord God
shall commence his work,· among all nations,
klndreds, tongues, and people; to bring about the
restoration .of. his people upon the earth. And
with righteousness shall the Lord God judge
the poor, and reprove with equity, for; the. meek
ofthe earth. And he shall smite the earth with
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the rod of his mouth; and with the breath of
his lips shall he slay the wicked; for the time
speedily cometh, that the Lord God shall cause a
great division among the people; and the wicked
will he destroy; and he will spare his people,
yEa, even if it so be that he must destroy the
wicked by fire. And righteousness shall be the
girdleof his loins, and faithfulness the girdle of
his r~i;}s:, And then shall the wolf dwell with
the lamb, and the leopard shall lie down with "the
kid; and the calf, and the young lion, and the
fatling, together; and a little child shall lead
them. And the cow and the bear shall feed;·
their young ones shall lie down together; and
the lion shall eat straw like the ox. And the
sucking child shall play on the hole of the asp,
and the weaned child shall put his hand on the
cockatrice's den, They shall not hurt nor deS··
troy in all my holy mountain; for the earth
shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord, as the
waters cover the sea. Wherefore, the things of
all nations shall be made known; yea, all things
shall be made known unto the chiidren of men.
There is nothing which is secret, save it shall be
revealed; there is no work ofj darkness, save it
shall be made manifest in the light; and there is
nothing which is sealed upon the earth, save it
shall be loosed. Wherefore, all things which
have been r<>vealed unto the children of men,
shall at that day be revealed; and Satan shall
have power over the hearts of the children of
men no more, for a long time. And now, my
beloved brethren, I make an end of my sayings."
-B. M., 2 Nephi, r2: 6-14.

This latter quotation reaches on from
the introduction of the latter day dispensation through Joseph the Seer until the
millennium is ushered in, and defines many
of the leading features of the Lord's "marvelous work" and fixing the time when it
would begin, namely, when "the words''
of the Nephites contained in the Book of
Mormon would "hiss forth unto the ends
of tte earth for a standard unto my people
which are of the house of Israel," and
when "many of the Gentiles shall say, A
bible, a bible, we have got a bible, and
there can not be any more bible," precisely as many have said ever since the Book
of Mormon came forth.
The following quotation is an added
proof as to the time when the Lord would
"commence" his "marvelous work" in
these latter days which would result
in restonng Palestine and the Jews
and bring in the millennium, and it also
revealR that as early as r83r public official
proclamation began to be made by the
church of such contemplated restoration
and the work of the church :md the ministry
in connection therewith, in all of which
we perceive the clear tracings of divine
appointment, divine wisdom, and divine
love:
"Send forth the elders of my church unto the
nations which are afar off; unto the islands of
the sea; send forth unto foreign lands; call upon
all nations; firstly, upon the Gentiles, and then
upon the Jews. And behold and lo, this shall be
their cry, and the voice of the Lord unto all people: Go ye forth unto the land of Zion, that the
borders of my people may be enlarged, and that
her stakes may be strengthened, and that Zion
may go forth unto the regions round about; yea,

let the cry go forth among all people; awake
and arise and go forth to meet the Bridegroom.
Behold, and lo, the Bridegroom cometh, go ye
out to meet him.
Prepare yourselves ·for the
great day of the Lord. \V.atch, therefore, for ye
know neither the day nor the hour. Let them,
therefore who are among the Gentiles, flee unto
Zion. AP.d let them who be of Judah, flee unto
Jerusalem, unto the mountains of the Lord's
house. Go ye out from among the nations, even
from Babylon, from the midst of wickedness,
which is spiritual Babylon. But verily thus saith
the Lord, let not your flight be in haste, but let
all things be prepared before you; and he that
goeth, let him not look back, lest sudden destruction shall come upon him.
Hearken and
hear 0 ye inhabitants of the earth. Listen ye
elders of my church together, and hear the voice
of the Lord, for he calleth upon all men and he
commandeth all men everywhere to rep•ent; for
·behold the Lord God hath sentforth the angel,
crying through the midst of heaven, saying:
prepare ye the way of the Lord, and make his
paths strait, for the hour of his coming is nigh,
when the Lamb shail stand upon Mount Zion,
and with him a hundred and forty-four thousand
having his Father's name written in their foreheads; wherefore, prepare ye for the coming of
the Bridegroom; go ye, go ye out to meet him,
for behold he shall stand upon the Mount of
Olivet, and upon the mighty ocean, even the
great deep, and upon the islands of the sea, and
upon the Land of Zion; and he shall utter his
voice out of Zion, and he shall speak from
Jerusalem, and his voice shall be heard among
all people, and It shall be a voice as the voice of
many waters, and as the voice of a great thunder,
which shall break down the mountains,and the
valleys shall not .be found; he shall command
the great deep and it shall be driven back into
the north countries, and the islands shall become
one land, and the land of Jerusalem and the land
of Zion, shall be turned back into their own
place, and the earth shall be like as it was in the
days before it was divided. And the Lord even
the Savior shall stand in the mid;,t of his people,
and shall reign over all flesh."-D. C. 108: 3, 4, 5

The foregoing texts show that the Latter Day Saints from the first were well
instructed by the revelations of God, given
to the church through Joseph the Seer, as
to the times and the seasons in respect to
the restoration of the Jews to the land of
Palestine, so that news like that contained
in the clipping below is not surprising to
them, but is really such as faithful Saints
are well prepared to expect in confirmation of their peculrar faith.
There is a development of Jewish life and
activity in the Holy Land that is nothing else
than remarkable. After all the necessary inevitable experimental failures, colonization has
thriven with wonderful rapidity, until now it
can be safely said that the future of Palestine is
in the hands of the Jewish refugees from Russian oppression and persecution.
It is impossible, of course, to furnish statistical
data for this gratifying condition of things, but
there are many indications of the prosperity that
is beginning to come to those who have patiently labored and endured in their pioneer efforts to
establish themselves in the land made sacred to
them by the history of their ancestors.

A few of these intimations will suffice to suggest the truth concerning the new activity in
Palestine.
Two Russian capitalists recently bought up an
entire village on the outskirts of Jerusalem, a:1d
before long the entire property was covered by
intending settlers.
United States Consul Gilman, under date of
August r4:h, r89o, reports to the State Departmentthat it is expected to finish the Jerusalem
Jaffa Railway, at least from Jaffa to Ramleh, and
to have trains running over so much of the road,
by the time the present lines see light.
Information reaches us that the English Committee to provide an improved water supply for
Jerusalem has received the necessary concessions
from the Turkish Government, which enables
the work to be prosecuted with despatch. It is a
curious phase of this most important project
that it is proposed to utilize the ancient sources
of supply by the underground connections
made from the Pool of Siloam and Solomon's
Pools to reservoirs inside of the Temple precincts.
These aqueducts and reservoirs are to be made
the basis of the present undertaking.
A specially noteworthy sign of the times is the
fact that one of the Palestinian Jewish colonies
has caused an advertisement to be published announcing that it has need for three hundred
workmen. A not her is, that a company has
been formed in Jaffa, and has already issued its
circulars, to the effect that it desired to hear from
any persons who desire to sell land in Palestine,
who should send to its office full descriptions of
the property, with the lowest terms, and if suitable for the purposes of the company, or those
whom it represents, the sale of the property can
be fairly well assured.
Finally, it is announced that Baron Hirsch has
become convinced of the desirability of Palestine
as a suitable point for colonization, and has
given dire,ctions for the pmch:tse of large tracts
of territory with the view to the settlement of
large numbers of fugitives from Russia.
These selected facts will suffice to give some
Idea of the development that is going on in the
land of our fathers. The growth of industry and
commerce is the most eff:ctual remedy against
the ancient evils of pauperism and Haluka, which
kept the older Jewish population of Jerusalem on
a low plane of civilization. There is every reason to hope that a new and brighter future is
dawning for Palestine, and all who are inspired
by love for Judaism will watch it with interest.

Brro. STEPHEN BuTLER writes from
Kingfisher, Oklahoma Territory, February 15th. He had tried to preach the
word, but did not seem to have liberty.
He is quite deaf and hears with difficulty,
hence feels himself to be much alone. To
use his own vvords: "I feel to-night as
tho' I was a total blank in the church and
in society."
No, Bro. But1er, do not give way to
such feelings, but remember that it is not
in man to order his steps, nor in his power
to direct the thoug·hts of his fellows. It
is so ordered that o'fttimes when we are the
least satisfied with the t:fforts we make,
the kindly care of the Master makes
them the most effective for good to his
cause. This has been our experience, and
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we commend the thought to all, especially
those who by reason of a similiar infirmity
oft feel as Bro. Butler expresses it.
The brother wishes the conference to
remember their needs and send them an
"able elder, if possible."
DEFENSIVE AND AGGRESSIVE.

FROM Fork, M~chigan, the 18th ult., Bro.
F. C. Smith relates the steady growth of
the cause in that part of the field. Much
interest in the doctrine was awakened
there. Six bad been baptized, others were
about ready to enter the fold, while opposition to the work being done augured
well for further additions. Efforts of other
religionists to neutralize the effects or
prevent further pre11ching of the word had
been so directed as to recoil upon those
intending to hinder the truth, to the success of the message of peace.
The Lord bas declared his wisdom to
be greater than the cunning of the devil,
his power superior to the forces of evil;
and the faithful servant of the Master has
nothing to fear w bile he abides the conditions by which the Spirit of truth is conveyed and performs its sanctifying, which
is its saving office-work. The word of
God . declares (anJ Joseph the Martyr
called especial attention to it in teaching
and admonishing the ministry), that the
powers of heav.;n can only be controlled
by the teaching and application of righteous principles; that when one undertakes
labor by any other means, the heavens
withdraw themselves and the minister or
layman so doing is left to his own blindness and unwisdom to rue the folly of
such a course.
The world in its opposition to the work
of Christ has sufficient! y demonstrated the
truth of the above to which we have called attention; and the work increases the
more opposed, as foretold by the angel at
the beginning. We may profit, and have
greatly profited bythe example of our opponents in this respect. But it is possible
for us to further extend this principle, carrying it out to its fullest extent, and while
we intelligently and completely resist error
by meeting all inventions and "devices
which the cunning of evil designing or
blindly zealous opponents may make
use of against the truth, on the other hand
the positive character of the Spirit and
work of truth must be made prominent in
all efforts to build up the kingdom of God
and to establish its righteousness. We
should remember that the preaching
of Jesus Christ and him crucified is the
duty with which this church or representative kingdom of Christ is commissioned.
The command that every man shall warn
his neighbor in the spirit of meekness is
but one of the indications of the divine
wisdom and love. which continually admonishes us that as "God is love," his message of peace on earth good will to men
must be the voice of love and compassion
which everywhere calls upon men to repent and be blessed and received, and become the sons of God. This, as we comprehend it, is the spirit of the gospel; and
this must be the influence it exerts through

him who professes to either preach it by
example or precept.
Resistance, neutralization, offsetting
;md parrying of opposition are incidental
to the establishment of truth; but in meeting such it should be remembered that
while truth is aggres&ive, its aggressiveness consists of its moderation, its love, its
wisdom and its apparent and manifest consistency, dignity and divinity.
"As for truth, it is always strong. It
liveth and conquereth forevermore," wrote
Esdras; and strong is the man who in the
face of bitter opposition c11lml y rules his
spirit and, instead of being influenced by
human passion, is submissive to the Spirit,
which, headed, prepares the faithful, studious minister for every emergency.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Ad vices from Bro. Joserh S. Lee, dated
February 13th, at Salem, Utah, were quite
encouraging.
Bro. Thomas Burt, of
Springville, had been with him, and they
have met with a fair reception. Bro. Lee
says:
"We have held two services in Spanish Fork,
three in Salem, and two in the Opera House in
Payson. There has been fair attendance and the
beit of attention."

Bro. R. E. Grant wroi·e from Buel,
Sanilac county, Michigan, Fehruary 24'h,
that Brn: J. A. Grant, vVm. D.>wkt:r, A.
Barr, and himsea had been holding meetings at Buel Centre and Appltgate, for
the past eight weeks. Thirty-three baptisms had occured, nearly all being of
heads of families. Bro. Grant also recites
what seems to be a very extraordinary case
of healing, in the person of a Bro. George
Levitt, of Buel Center. The scene at the
bedside is described as follows:
•'While I was talking with him he burst into
tears and said, •I believe that God will heal me.'
He then sent for the elders but could only get
elder Barr, as the others were all away from
home. The next morning Brn. Barr, J. A. Grant
and myself went to the house. On arriving we
found nearly all his near kin folks there, expecting him to die. The elders called the people to
order, then told them for what intent we had
come, and after a few words of exhortation he
requested that prayer should be made. We all
bowed feeling, I think, a deep de;,lre that God
would hear .and answer the prayer that was
about to be offered. No sooner had we bowed
than the ·whole house seemed filled with the
heavenly hosts. We felt that there was a God
in Israel and that Jesus Christ was his Son; and
while the elder laid his hands on the afflicted one
God, by his Spirit, commanded the affliction to
depart. From that moment he began to get better; and the next morning got up and ate his
breakfast with his family. A few days after that
I baptized him; and now he is rejoicing in the
gospel.''

Bro. E. DeLong, from Vassar, Michigan, February 22d:
«While at Whitlemore, breth-ren procured Mr.
Allen's hall for me. One Sunday evening when
I had been preaching concerning the necessity
of receiving revelations to know that Jesus was
the Lord, and that the Bible was true, a gentleman rose to make objections, and to denounce
the Book of Mormon, which I had said nothing
about; and to tell what kind of a man Joseph
Smith was. (He was once a Campbleite min'ster) I called him to order. The next day I
baptized a noble man, and the cause is onward
in that place. The few Saints living there are
holding regular meetings, and doing welL I expect to go to Oak Grove, this week; it will be a

new opening and I hope to be able to report
good re~ulls."

Bro. John Gillespie, Sen., wrote from
Cleveland, Ohio, February 27th:
"l have been in the Church for many years
and have had many testimoni<Cs; and have seen
all the gilts which should follow the believer.
This is but one of the promises of God which he
says, 'If there be any sick among you let him
send for the elders of the Church;' so I did according to the law, I sent for Bro. E. L. Kelley
of Kirtland; he came and administered unto me,
and I was healed instantly. His words ring in
my ears yet, which he repeated over my head.
I was under the doctor's care; saw there was no
hope of my recovery. The trouble was gastritis
and the hiccough.''

Bro. Robert Gehring, writing from
Prairie City, Missouri, February 13th,
says:
•·I commence to hold forth to·night in this
place. It is a German settlement. Eldn Curtis
will debate with Elder Monlten May 25th at
Rich HilL I am wanted in Kansas, seventy. five
miles from here; will go if 1 can; some parties
are anxious to hear."

On the 17th of February Bro. Blair
wrote from Los Angeles,· Ca-lifornia:
"I never have been blessed more abundantly
of God than during the past year when ministering in word and ordinance, and I nevt:r have
felt more ardent desires fer progress in church
interests. And I may add, rhat (have nevt"r h·lt
more keenly the evil of ministerial idleness and
unwisdom than during the past f.ew years."

Bro. Duncan Campbell, Higbee, Missouri, 27th ult..:
'Eveqthing is going lovely here. One was
Monday, and we are now going to the
water to baptize three more."

baptiz~d

Bro. Ed. R. Ahbtrand, of Omaha, NebraE:ka, reports February 24th:
·
"Six were baptized in December. Bro. Elvin
remained with us till the holida' s, then went
home to Lamoni. He returned in January and
has remained until yesterday he went to Nebraska City; we expect him to return and
baptize more. The outlook for Omaha is bright.
The meetings have been well attended, and
the spirit of peace and promise is that if we are
faithful the Master will bless us abundantly.
CONFERENCE RAILROAD RATES.

THE following letter from Bro. E. L. Kelley, of the bishopric, will explain itself.
However, we understand that it refers to
the New York, Chicago and St. Louis
railroad, which extends ·from Chicago,
Illinois, to Bufblo, New York; as Bro.
Kelley's letter is accompanied by some of
its ministerial application blanks, to which
he refers.
Those interested will note what is stated
concerning western roads, further information concerning rates on which will be
published soon.
TEMPLE, Ohio, March 4th, r89r.
BRo. JosEPH SMITH, Lamoni, Iowa:-The
combines, associations, etc., refused to grant
rates to those attending the General Conference.
I have urged the matter since the fore part of
January without avail.
We get rates for our
ministry by them filling out blanks and sending
to the General Passenger and Ticket Agents.
This will give all ministers half rates from Chicago or Buffalo, and they can come and return
when they choose. While we 'lose in rates for
members, we may do. fully as well with the ministry.
I will send blanks to presidents of districts or
branches or the Bishop's agent in all large
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branches of the church, where they can be had
the company were to be sold to members at cost
price.
by application; and brethren of the ministry who
With this information, and. highly elated over
are not able to secure in this way may send di:.
rect to me for blank. ·where parties a~e not: In: . the prospects of securing a position, Edholm
charge of congregations, but assist those whoiare. went to Mr.Levin and Mr. Beebe, who expressin charge, let them so state in making out'bJkbk,. ed a wlllingness to help him and signed a letter
of credit
the company with Edholm_, endorsthen have stamped and signed by an}'railroad
Ing the young man and promising to be responagent, and forward to the General Passenger,and
sible for any contract Edholm might make
Ticket Agent, marked upon the blank, enclosing
with the company, thinking that the young man
stamped envelope, properly addressed, for therewould not undertake more than he could masturn of permit.
ter.
Expect to arrange for permits. without the use
When the agent for the Chicago company reof blanks on western roads, and will give notice
ceived this paper he contracted witj"l Edholm,
in due time.
selling him territory in south-western Iowa to
In bonds, hastily yours,
canvass. For this Edholm executed to the comE. L. KELLEY.
company four notes for $575 each, due in three
months· from date. The first note was dated
SoME time ago we printed from an Oma- September 13th, r8yo, and when it came due in
ha paper concerning a Bro. Alfred Ed- December, Ed holm was unable to t!lke it up, havholm of Council Bluffs. A letter from ing been taken ill in the meantime, and compellSr. E. C. Dodson of Council Bluffs, in- ed to throw up the work, and return home.
forms us that Bro. Edholm's mother fears
Matters ran along until yesterday, when Chief
that the facts will be misunderstood to the
Levin and Mr. Beebe were visited by Attorney
improper discredit of her son; and so
Baldwin and requested to settle the company's
Sr. Dodson sends us the following stateclaim against Edholm. They were startled
ment from the Daily Nonpariel of Council Bluffs, for February 4th, which she when they learned that Edholm had made
says "gives about the facts in the case." them indebted to the company for $2,300, but
We did not print the former article to do they were forced to admit they could be held
any injury to the young brother, or to responsible. Chief Levin says he also signed
bring him personally into discredit; but for Edholm letters of credit to Gay Bros. & Co.,
for the purpose of saving some from a too of New York, and Historical Publishing!3ompany,
hasty endorsement in blank which might of St. Louis. He does not yet knqw how Edbe filled to their damage. If Bro. Beebe holm stands. with these concerns, but will comand Mr. Levin have to pay the $2,3oo, municate with them at once and learn.~ He states
for which they may be liable, his simple the Chicago concern is rated at from $4o,ooo to
endorsement of young Bro. Edholm's $75;000 by Dun, and that its standing is A numgood intentions, it will be a very unfor- ber one.
tunate endorsement for Bro. Beebe, and
Edholm is at his home, at the corner of Ninth
as a result for any others who may need a street and Twenty-first street, in the last stages
similar endorsement to get. into business, of consumption. It is a bad plight the young
as Bro. Beebe will not care to venture man's sureties ar~ left in, and they are very sad.

to

again. We regret this affair, for the
knowledge of his having gotten these
men into trouble, added to his bodily sickness will greatly hinder his recovery:
"Chief Engineer Frank Levin and C. A. Beebe,
the well-known furniture dealer, are the unwilling victims of a very unfortunate business transaction which is likely to cost them a round sum
of money.
When Chief Levin was conducting a barber
shop and cigar store combined on Broadway near
the corner of Main street he had in his employ a
young man named Alfred Edholm. He was a
very honest man and soon became highly appreciated by his employer. Shortly after Mr. Levin
s.old out his shop and removed his cigar stand to
Its present location on Middle Broadway Edholm was let out as his services were no longer
required.
About that time an agent for the United States
Publishing company, of Chicago, got hold of
Ed holm and offered him a position with the company as agent provided he could secure the
names of two reliable business men of Council
Bluffs who would vouch for his integrity and be
responsible for Edholm's obligations to the company. The agent explained the company's plans,
which were in s"ubstance that agents were expected to sell certificates of membership in the
Caskell Literary society for $5·75 each. New
members were to receive free of charge an atlas
of the world, and all subsequent publications of

first service being a purely gospel theme;
our second, a consideration of some of the
reasons why we believe Joseph Smith to
have been a prophet, and in present revelation.
On Sunday morning we preached in the
Union church near Sonora, on the river
below Nauvoo, four miles; and here, as in
the city, we were treated with pleasant
kindness.
There are some of the old
families still left here; whose interest is
latent, but whom the drift of events has
left quietly waiting for time and the Master
to make all things even.
· The last census gives the town a population of I ,209, as against over 1,400 ten
years ago. The railroad excitement of
last year is over, and the town is still
on tbe east bank of the great father of
waters, and without railway communication with the outside world.
There .was a feeling expressed that we
should return and further present our
faith; and some interest appeared to have
us do so, which we promised. Both papers,
the Independent and the Rustler, noticed
our meetings favorably. We quote from
the Independent:
"Joseph Smith delivered a fine sermon at the
First Presbyterian church last Friday evening
and also one on Sunday evening. The church
was well filled on the former night, but on Sunday !t was literally jammed. Mr. Smith is a
fluent and logical talker and whatever he said
was heartily sanctioned by a majority of the
audience. Mr. Smith was raised in this city, and
he has many friends here who regard him in the
highest sense as a man. Whenever he again
concludes to speak in Nauvoo he will be welcomed by everybody and will draw good audiences to hear what he has to say."

From the Rustler we quote:
AN ABLE SERMON.

AFTER the burial of Major L. C. Bidamon, our step-father, (not father.in-law),
we stayed at Nauvoo, to speak in the
Presbyterian church there, at the request
of several of the citizens; Messrs. W. D.
Hibbard, a leading lawyer of the city, and
Samuel Nimrick, an old-time acquaintance and friend, on behalf of, themselves
and others, having interested themselves
to obtain consent for the use of the house,
which was very cordially granted <1t their
request. \Ve held services on the evenings of Friday, the 13th and Sunday the
15th. Friday night the weather was bad,
walking worse; but a fair audience was
present; but on Sunday night, weather
was good and the house was packed.
Prof. Smith, principal of the High School,
and a number of the singers of the church,
courteously and kindly sung for the two
services; the professor playing the organ.
On the Sunday evening, we found a Bible
on the stand, most kindly placed there by
some one of the congregation, who had
courteously noticed that we had none on
the Friday night. It was thoughtfully
done and we were much pleased with the
incident; as it indicated considerate Christian kindliness and attention.
We were listened to with marked and
respectful attention; our subject for the

••Joseph Smith, of Lamoni, Iowa, son of the
Mormon Prophet Joseph, preached at the Presbyterian church last Friday and Sunday evenings. Whenever it is our good fortune to be able
to hear Bro. Smith, we do so, for we never go
away without hearing good, practical talk. What
he has to say is always boiled down and given in
a manner which impresses all with the fact that if
he wants a treat he might as well go to hear him
as a lecturer. Mr. Smith's sermons were perfect
and full of thought. Sunday night the church
was crowded. He told his hearers about the
Mormon Church and himself; how, when he had
walked along the thoroughfares, ladies would
pass to the opposite side in order to not meet
him, simply because he was the son of the Mormon Prophet. He entertained his hearers; they
were pleased, and they went away saying that
the sermon was excellent. He gave them new
ideas, ideas which, if followed out, will make
them happier. Mr. Smith holds a warm place
in the hearts of our people."

EDITORIAL ITEMS.

WE thank Bro. A. N. Hoxie, of No. 17,
Chardon street, Boston, for papers containing notices of the investigation now being
made into the modern spiritism, what it is,
its manifestations, methods, claims and
evidences, in the "Hub." As soon as time
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permits we shall read up and see what
conclusions sectism reaches in its contact
with spiritism.
Bro. Henry Palmer, of Council Bluffs,
sends the kindly greeting of a brother,
bidding the HERALD and its workmen a
hearty "good speed."
Any one knowing the address of Sr.
Polly Keller, please send it to John W.
Brackenbury, Independence, Missouri.
Bro. \i\T. W. Blair reached Oakland. the
24th ult. He intends to labor there , and
in San Francisco till March r rth and then.
attend the district conference in Sacramento the 13th inst.
Bro. Joseph S. Lee had held meetings
at Salem, Payson and Spanish Fork, Utah.
He was listened to well, and at the close
of his four lectures at Salem, he was invited to speak on the presidency of the
church, which he did on the zoth of February, with, he thinks, good results.
Bro. Joseph R. Lam bert, has been seriously ill at his home for the past two or
three weeks. He is now convalescing as
we hear.
Bro. Alexander H. Smith was to have
been at Dekalb, Dekalb county, Illinois,
Sunday, February 22d, to assist in dedicating a chapel of the Saints' there.
Bro. Thomas Daley baptized nine at
Livermore, California, Sunday., February
zzd. So say advices from Bro. D. D.
Young, of Lamoni, a number of whose
relatives reside at Livermore.
Any of the elders or others who can afford it, wishing to purchase Delafield's
Antiquities, they can obtain a copy for
$zo in cloth binding, for $25 in morocco,
or for $3o in moror:co, with pocket to hold
map. All are perfect with the Aztec
map included. The $30 one has a cloth
lining on back of map. Another party
has the refusal; but money sent to me
will be answered by the books, unless sold
-if sold, money will be returned. Address "C," care of M. H. Forscutt, 1 r ro,
Francis street, St. J oseoh, Missouri.
Books will not be held. Prof. Forscutt
will be responsible for the money, if sent
as above, made payable to him, or for
books.
Bro. R.J. Anthony was at Latah, Washington, February 24th, well and pushing
the work as he could.
Bro. J. S. Lee Was at Payson, Utah, on
the 2sth, and was having rather an exciting time with some of the enquiring ones.
He was discussing the pending questions,
and had been informed that he would
have to contend for every foot of ground
he gained. We all expect that as it has been
the way of the truth always.
Bro. J.D. Erwin was at Manchester,
Texas, at last writing, February 23d. He
has been laboring alone, and is of the
opinion that it would be wisdom to send
two or three good men into that state to
labor. We think Bro. Erwin is correct
in this suggestion. May God bless his
labors, and raise up faithful men to aid him
and the work.
Bro. and Sr. John and Sophia Miller of
Pittsfield, P1ke county, Illinois, would
like that any of the ministry of the English mission, traveling or visiting Whittle-

sey, or Peterboro, would enquire for Mr.
February 5th in a very pleasant and clear
John Pope, who used to run a threshing statement of the views of the church on
machine; his wife is a sister to Sr. MiUer, many points.
and the latter is anxious to have them
1\ Boston Globe for March zd reaches
visited. Neither is of the church, but Sr. us, in which we notice that Bro. F. M.
Miller thinks it probable that they would Sheehy, of Maine, maintained the Christian side of the integrity of the Bible as a
like to hear the truth.
Bro. E. C. Briggs and F. M. Cooper divine record, against David Kirkwood,
have flung the banner to the breeze in discussion held in Paine Memorial Hall,
Chicago, their advertisement announcing Saturday, March I st. It was first arranged
that they hold meetings at Washington to be between Bro. A. W. Hoxie, but for
H<1Il, corner 'vVashington boulevard and reasons Bro. Hoxie could not be present,
Ogden avenue, at ro: 30 a.m., and at 7: and so Bro. Sheehy took his place. Mr.
30 p. m. each Sunday, and at Hart's Hall, Kirkwood affirmed, "That the Bible is
x68z, Milwaukee avenue every Thurs- not of divine origin and is opposed to
day and Sunday evening at 7:-30. We human progress." Brn. Hoxie and Sheehy
hope for the grandest success for these denied this, of course.
workers.
7
From a letter dated February 19th we
learn of the death of our esteemed brother,
Frederick U rsenbach, who died in Paris
EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."
last January. He was a most excellent
man and brother. He was full of years
"Lord, for the erring thought
and ripe for the sickle. See obituary.
Not into evil wrought;
Lord, for the wicked will
By advices from Bro. Gomer T. GrifBetrayed and bafl!ed still;
fiths, of Kirtland, we learn that Mr. PresFor the heart from itself kept,
cott, of the Plaindealer, newspaper of
Our thanksgivlng accept.
Cleveland, proposes to give the proceedFor ignorant hopes that were
ings of the conference daily, during the
Broken to our blind prayer;
For pain, death sorrow sent
April session; and to begin with an article
Unto our chastisement;
descriptive and illustrative, the first one or
For all loss of seeming good,
two numbers of the paper of the session.
Quicken our gratitude."
Those wanting the Plaindealer for the
session, ·notify Bro. Griffiths at Temple,
Lake county, Ohio, at once. See Bro. HOME INFLUENCE AND THE CHILD.
AsiDE from the mysterious influence of the
Griffiths' notice in Miscellany.
Sr. May A. Brown, Atlas, Pike county, little understood law of heredity, nothing exerts
Illinois in sending an obituary notice of so potent a power in moulding the character of
the death of her mother Sr. S. Huffman, the young, as the influence which emanates from
requests that some one of the elders who the home. Little appreciation, however, is
can do so, stop there and preach a funeral evinced by parents of the present time for the
sermon. Can any one enroute to general measureless influence that lies in their hands,
conference perform this service, as re- and which they are morally bound to conscientiously exert upon the lives they have called into
quested by Sr. Brown.
Zion's Ensign, of the z8th ultimo, being. Children will grow strong in spirit, mind
comes spicy and breezy as at the first. and body who from their earliest .years have
The brethren have taken a new departure, been taught the truth underlying the statement,
and instead of issuing with a patent inside, "The pure in heart shall see God;" taught that
now set all their matter at home; an ex- not only in another life will purity of soul bloscellent feature.
som in perfection amid the holiest and grandest
Some one, probably Bro. F. M. Cooper, intelligences of the upper sphere, but in this life,
sends us a Chicago Tribune, containing a the God-principle, the good of life, will open to
screed from the Syracuse, New York, the soul of one who is absolutely pure in heart,
Journal, telling a huge yarn about "J o
with a richer fragrance, a more subtle beauty
seph Smith's Peep Stone," and a hole than can be· experienced by a nature rendered
twenty· feet deep and one hundred and coarse by unholy thought, poisoned by dwellfifty feet round, which Joseph Smith and ing on vicious themes.
others dug hunting for treasure-what an
To him who is pure in soul, pleasures are unexceedingly rare thing it is that men alloyed; there is no after-bitter taste, no haunting
should dig holes hunting for treasures
of conscience, no contagion of moral death folthese days.
Of course this story must be
true, for "the hole is there to this day to lo"'!ing in the wake. Life is fragrant, inspiring,
uplifting, and his influence likewise, is a messhow.''
By a San Francisco, California, Exam- sage from a higher sphere to the struggling livt>s
iner, oi the 24th, ultimo, sent us by Bro. below; who have not been started wisely. I
W. W. Blair, we learn of a great storm would, therefore, instill these thoughts into the
that beat on the coast the Saturday and heart of the child, pointing the twig toward
Saturday night before, creating great dam- the sun of absolute purity. The supreme glory
age and loss of life. Deluges of rain have , of Jesus' ethical teachings lay in this,-he made
fallen all over the golden state; railroads no appeal ·for man-made laws; he addressed
are in trouble and ordinary roads are in himself solely to the conscience of the individbad condition from washouts and general ual; he went behind the commission of the sin,
which is the accidental result that may or may
damage.
Bro. J. J. Comish was interviewed by not be manifest, and assailed the tlzouglzt which
the East Tordan, Michigan, Enterprise, prompted the deed. Here lay the sin, here the
and the result is published in the issue of evil that mu~ be overcome.
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Not he alone that committeth adultery, but he
that looketh on a woman to Just after her, in the
eyes of the great Galilean had committed sin.
This thought must be emphasized. The hearts
of the young must be made to imbibe purity at
the fountain.
This does not mean that they
shall be kept in ignorance of vice in ·a world reeking in iniquity, for herein lies the vicious fault,
the fatal error through which for many decades,
thousands of the most innocent lives have been
swallowed in the maelstrom of immorality. If
the smallpox was raging in a section of the city
which a child wi&ht:d to traverse in order to reach
a desind goal, would not the wise parent, rather
than allow the child to wander forth through
streets filled with loathsome contagion, warn
him of the danger, and, lest the wish of the
youth to reach the desired destination be so
great as to overcome his fear, thE: !Gathsome
and dan,gerous character of the disea~e would
be explained. Precisely so should the thought·
ful parent fxplain to his child the fact that the
world is re~king in vice, sin, and immorality;
that temptation will be fotmd on every side;
that the wages, or results, mean phisical disease,
mental enerv2 tion and moral or spiritual death.
A child thus warned goes forth clad in a coat
of mail. It is not the prohibitory mandates of
the Mosaic reign, but the frank, manly and loving appeal to reason and conscience which
clothes his soul.
Thus also should the child
be taught selfcontrol, tolerance, love, honesty,
candor and all those splendid virtues which
make manhood and womanhood worthy of an
immortality of endless progression.
-B. 0. Flower in "'Arena."

PRAYER UNION.
MEMORY TEXTS FOR APRIL.

rst Thursday, D. c. sS: I; Rev. 3= 3·
zd Thursday, r Tim. 2: I, 2; Rook of Nephi 6:

13.
3d Thursday, D. C. 65; Book of Alma r6: 29.
4thThursday, Isaiah4:2; Bookof Nephis:
II.

5th Thursday, Book of Nephi 9: ro.
SR. Lou BERRY,
Marshalltown.
HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

Feb 26, Amount to date .............. $3403 I2
A Friend to the Cause,
Iowa ................ $5 oo
S E. Wilcox, fa ......... I oo
D lVid Brand & wife, Ill.. 5 oo
Peter As prey, Mo ....... r oo
A. C. Stone, I a . • . . . . . . . 40
J2 40

Mar. 5, Amount received to date ..... ~3 4_1_,2 -~
~Send

all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

LowRY CITY, St. Clair Co., Mo.
Sr. rValker:- I cannot express the joy and
comfort I enjoy since I embraced the gospel that
is being preached by God's chosen servants. I
rfj::>ice that God enlightened my mind and afforded me an opportunity of obeying his commandments, and has given me a testimony of the
truthfulness of this latter day work. My greatest desire is to live worthy of the name I bear.
If any of the readers of the Hera!d con ld give
me the address of my brother, D. U. E,·ans, they
would greatly oblige me. He married Luc-retia
H.trt in Missouri and moved to l\Iichigan about
sixteen years ago. His wife's mother was a

Latter Day Saint. She also moved to Michigan.
Your sister in the one faith,
MRS. S. P. MANNERING.
LEEDS, Eng., Jan. 26th.
Dear Sisters of t1ze Home Colzmm:-This is my
first attempt to write, but I have been so much
lifted up at many times when reading the Herald
that I feel it my duty in many ways to thank my
heavenly Father for his goodness to me since I
have been a Saint in these latter days. I know
this work is of God and not of man; for I know
in whom 1 do believe. Although we are surrounded by all the different sects, they are as
sand-having no foundation.
Dear sisters, pray for me; for I have four Ji.t.
tle bovs that I want to see grow up in this glorious work and be the means of doing a work for
the Msster, tor I love this work, although my
friends are all against it. I pray that they may
be brought to a knowledge of this work. Hoping
to be ever faithful, is my prayer.
E. HARPER.
CHASE, Kans, Feb. zoth.
Sisters of t1ze Home Colmmz :-We are not
voters, nor have I a desire to be made a great
lecturer on temperance; but since I have read
and studied the <•Word of Wisdom," I could not
stand with the many for prohibition. I will give
my reascm why: H God spoke to the prophet
whom he chose to be a mouthpiece for him, why
do we need such a law? God said through keep·
ing his commands we should be blest. In the
"\Vord of Wi<dom" he tells us, "Strong drinks
are not good for the belly but for the washing of
your bodies." Now, it has been my lot to be
called to nurse many sick both in and out of the
church; and experience teaches me that as a
mother and Saint I have learned that, go where
we may, if we abide the wisdom of our Father
above we shall receive all he has promised us.
I always shall think that one part of a commandment has been forgotten while part has
been spread on our table until a new dish would
be a treat. 'vVe would not wish to forget our text,
for with the "Word of \Visdom" comes promises
worth looking up.
Tobacco is goDd for all sick cattle. "All grain
is for the use of man and of beast, fowls of the
air, all grain is good .for the food of man as also
the fruit of the vine, that which yieldeth fruit
whether in the ground or above it. Nevertheles>, wheat for man, and corn for the ox, and
oats for the horse, and rye for the fowls and for
swine, and for all beasts of the field, and barley
for all useful animals, and for mild drinks, as
also other grain."
Now, God's plan was as I under$tand by the
«\Vord of Vlisdom," being gi.vcn to be used by
us as a people, who, if we keep his teachings,
everJ mother will so instruct her children that
they shall love God for his goodness to them
and we shall need no law to prohibit the sale of
poisonous liquor~; for we can live in the light of
truth. If we but step out on the gospel platfor111
and look down into the darkness below, it makes
ue step back with a feeling of regret and prayer
to our Father in heaven to keep us and ours that
they do not fall.
And now last but not least.
At the time of
our creation we were placed hfre as.free moral
agents to choose for ourselves what we wiil do;
so being blest .with our powers to reason and our

chances for education, and living where prohibition is in force and ten men drink to one that
will not drink, I am forced to say the wisdom of
our wise men have perished and the understanding of our prudent men is hid: My mind would
be to raise the banner of light and truth and while
the world and churches of the day are erving
prohibition in the streets, and drinking this poison
in their cellars, the Saints should teach faith in
God and temperance in all things.
H J LusH.
We believe the sister's meaning is good as well
·as her argument; for we hold that the gospel of
Christ is the grand sovereign remedy for every
ill which sin has introduced into the world, and
that those who have obeyed the gospel, need no
other incentive and indeed can never find one so
thoronghly efficient as it offers to lead them to
follow after all that is good.
But there is another light in which to view
this matter. Love of God is love towards man,
and while we as Saints of God have no remedy
to offer them but the gospel Jaw, and need no
other law for ourselves, can we, shall we look
calmly on while men sink down to the lowest
depths of vice and depradty, and not lend a hand
at shoving a plank or erecting a wall between
them and the want, misery and untold woe they
are bringing upon others, simply because they
will not stand upon the gospel platform? No!
a thousand times no! 'vVe have not so learned
Christ.
"The traitor to humanity is the traitor most
accursed," and had we a thousand times a vote
we would, if allowed to use it, vote for any meaE.·
ure intended to even mitig.ate such a curse,
th<>ugh it should fall far short of the perfect law
of liberty, which we would desire to st>e all mankind embrace.
It is the wrong done to helpless women and
children wl-ich appeals mo>t strongly to us for
help, and to us it: seems that he who would. not
prevent, by all lawful means, the terrible evils of
intemperance, would not raise his hand to prevent the crime of murder when he had it in his
power to do so. Remove the question from the
moral to the physical realm.
Has any man or
set of men a right to manufacture, and sell that
which robs citizens of their birthright, while they
are yet helpless to ;aise a hand or voice in their
own defense? There is an age which appeals to
the humanity of man and the special watchcare
of God.
Shall there be no voice ra'ised, no act
done in defense of the helpless, the outraged, the
dPeply wronged? · Shall th'ey be debased before
they have come to years of intelligence sufficient
to enable them to make choice of the good and
reject the evil?
After Bro. Joseph Luff had labored and fought
with mig!-.t and main for the temperance cause
at Independence, when victory perched upon the
temperance banner and the hearts of all good
people were rejoicing in the triumph won; then
the temperance people urged Bro. Luff to unite
with them.
"I have no occasion to do this," was his instant
reply, "for the gospel makes it obligatory upon
me to always defend the right." Bro. Lull: did
not j?in any of their societies but continued to
invite them to enlist under the gospel banner.
Th~re is, there can be no ~ubstitute for the gospel, but while it embraces all good, there is yet
much good outside of it, and the followers of
Christ have no need to fear truth, find .it where
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they may; but they who should have the rig-ht to
fill their cups at the fountain head, the source of
all truth, should not esteem it necessary to dip
wate1· from a rivulet which has meandered away
and become more or less contaminated in its
course.-ED.
XENIA, Ill., Feb. r6th.
Dear Sister Frances:--I feel like adding my
testimony to the Home Column in'behalf of this
work we are engag-ed in, for I know it is of God.
His watchful care has ever been over me, and
wh(m living near to him his Spirit has been
mine to enjoy. Sometime last summer (in Aug·
ust, I believe it was), we organized a Prayer
Union here in the Brush Creek branch, of ten
members. We have held our meetings every
Thursday when the weather would permit. God
has met with us to ~uch an extent that we know
our work is acceptable to him. We have trials
and temptations, but the adversary has never
been able to break up our little band ot worshipers.
Yours in gospel bonds,
AMY E. CANDLE.

BuFFALO, Iowa, Feb. zsth.
Editors Herald:-- Thinking the two songs or
hymns, which I send with this, worthy of a
place in the Herald, and never having seen them,
I trust you will publish them.
'•Marching Along," was found by the Saints of
the Apostolic branch at Clinton, in some newspaper. They changed it some so that it would
suit our people better; and, as changed, I send
it to you. I have heard the Saints sing it in
many places, and know it is popular. I cannot
report the tune or music; can only say that it is
lively and soul-stirring.
"Go ye Elders forward," was composed some
years ago by Elder H. C. Bronson. It is sung to
the tune, "Bringing in the Sheaves," as published in M. E. Sunday·school book entitled, "Morning Star."
I have spent five weeks in our Eastern Iowa
district, and am preaching each Sunday at Davenport. Elder Reynolds has just returned from
a six week's tour, and he and Bro. J. B. Heide, of
Fulton go to a new openbg near Muscatine,
Iowa, to-day. Elders Roth, Reynolds and Turner, with Priests Rees, Sutton and J. B. Heide,
have done good work in the district this winter.
Respectfully,
JEROME RUBY.
MARCHING ALONG.
Let us lift our hearts with gladness,
Let us sing with joy to-night;
For the Church of God is rising
In her glorious strength and might.
She is marching on triumphant
With her bauners bright unfurled;
She is sending forth her heralds
With salvation to the world.
Chorus.Marching along, we are marching along;
Rising as a people, we are marching along~
The conflict is raging 'twixt th' right and th' wrong;
We'll trust in the Lord while we'r« marching along.
Now we'll turn our eyes a moment
And will take a passing view,
To the time this church was plnnted
When her members were but few;
Then our elders had their missions
O'er the coqntry rar and wide;
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O'er the mountains, through the valleys,
On the distant prairies wide.
Then their heart.s were bold an<l fearless
And their faith was firm and strong:
Christ their Captain 'vent before them,
And they praised Him in their songs
As they saw the end approachiug
Ere the vale of death was pai3sed~
Now our Ecattered flocks are gathering
To t.he regions 'round at last.
Yes, the Church of God is rising,
And the gospePs joyful sound~
~Like a tsnmpr.:t toTJgue proclniming
To the ca:th'B remot.est bound,
'rhere's a shontr among the nations
Far across the ocean's foam,
Aud she reaps a golden harvest
From her mission field at home.

GO, YE ELDERS, FORWARD.
Go, ye elders, forward
And labor in the vineyardPreach the blessed gospel
As Jesus told yon to;
'fell the hcatheu nations
And those who sit in darkness,
The words of onr dear Savior
That telis them what to do.
Preach the word m season
To those who're out of season,
Comfort those athirsting
For the blessed word;
Tell them bow that J esns
Died for all creation,
Accept I!1m as your Savior
And listen to His word.
His Spirit it will guide yon
If you are always humble,
Light the path before you
Arid help you preach the word;
Tuming them to J csus,
And help the unbelieving
To hear the precious gospel
And live and serve the Lord.
God will bless the faithful
And s.ll who love and serve Him,
Striving to be humble
And part from every sin,
Looking unto Jesus,
Who will always lead us
In the path of glory,
That we may enter in.
The time is fast approaching,
As pro'Phets all have spoken,
'ro gather home to Zion,
There to rest i.n peace;
0! may we all be ready
To gather with the faithful,
And labor with each other
For those who are at ease.
0, then! arouse, ye elder.e,
And all who hold the priesthood,
Raise the go&pel banner
In all the world nronnd,
That by your proclamation
Thousands may come forward,
Accept the words of J esns
And in his love abound.

SHENANDOAH, Iowa, Feb. 24th.
Editors Herald:-Our work in this district is
still onward. While there are many things that
are not just exactly as we would wish, we are
truly thankful that matters are no worse with us.
We have put forth quite an effort in our new
church on Farm Creek, with the assistance of
the brethren of that branch; and though our congregations were not as large as they might have
been, we flatter ourselves with the thought that
they were of excellent quality: some of the best
and most influential men both morally and otherwise, were in attendance regularly, and we are
P.opeful tP.at ere long som·e will join in -with us,

They told us that ours was the church when they
got ready to join, also if we needed help financially
they wanted to aid. We worked about three
weeks, putting in four Sundays, and while there
assisted the committee of location in selecting a
place for our reunion to be held next August,
commencing the r5th and holding over two
Sabbaths. 'We think this reunion will result
in great good to the cause in that part of our
district. The Saints of that branch, generally
speaking, live exemplary lives, and with many
others have shown by their works their faith
in God's work.
And now for another noble and untiring
effort, with the help of the brethren of Wheeler's
Grove, who are not one whit behind the chief of
workers, aided by the entire district, arid some
others, we trust, of the Pottawattamie district.
We fully trust by God's help to reach thousands
with the truth of the word, which is the power
of God unto salvation.
\Ve want, as a district, with the help of his
servants that come to our rescue, to declare the
whole counsel of God to the people. I spent
about ten days at the grove; had good meetings.
Some have lately been baptized there, and others
almost persuaded. I visited Emerson and Keystone, preaching in both places, and visited the
Saints, doing the best we could.
Our conference held at this place last Saturday and Sunday was a success. The roads were
bad so w~ had not as good a representation from
the branch as we wished, but the Holy Spirit was
abundantly poured out upon us, causing the
hearts of all to rejoice greatly in the loving kindness of onr blessed Master; He truly owned us
as his, manifesting himself to us in power.
Dear Herald, we pray for your success. May
God our Father speed you on your mission of
love to the sons of men.
HENRY KEMP.
OAKLAND, Cal., Feb. 6th.
Editors Herald:- Is it lawful for the bishop
of the Reorganized Church to appoint as his
agents men belonging to the 'quorum of the
Twelve?
In the primitive church there arose a murmuring of the Grecians against the Hebrews because
their widows were neglected in the daily ministrations. "Then the Twelve called the multitude of the disciples unto them; and said, It is
not reason that we should leave the word of
God, and serve tables. Wherefore, brethren,
look ye out among you seven men of honest re·
port, and full of the Holy Ghost and wi&dom,
whom we may appoint over this business. But
we will give ourselves continually to prayer, and
to the ministry of the word."-Acts 6: 4·
And in Mill. Star, vol. 15, p. 727, we read as
follows: "The Twelve also are not to serve tables,
but to bear the keys of the kingdom to all nations and unlock them, and call upon the seventies to follow after them, and assist them." And
on the same page in speaking of the duty of the
seventy it reads: "The seventies are not called
to serve tables, or preside over churches to settle
difficulties, but to preach the gospel and build
them .up, arid set others, who do not belong to
these quorums to preside over them, who are
high priests."
I am not aware that the Lord has given any
further revelation to the Reorganized Church
respecting tP,e duties of these quorums. If he
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has I would like some one to point it out to me
and I will apologize. If. he has not, is it not
about time the quorums of the twelve and seventy gave themselves (like the apostles of old) continually to prayer, and to the ministry of the word,
and appoint other good men who are not of these
quorums to attend to this business-the serving
of tables.
Yours truly, in gospel bonds,
WILLIAM HART.
NEw CANAAN, Conn., Feb. 2d.
Editors Herald:-Enclosed you will find a
friendly notice of meetings held at this place by
Brn. Stephen Stone, George Potts and myself
which was printed in the New Canaan Messe11ger.
Mr. Kirk, the editor, an independent thinker,
treated us with .that consideration that assured
us that he strongly .inclined to the notion that
Latter Day Saints, even, may justly be placed in
the list along with other human beings-called
men, and with us bt'lieves in the doctrine of
being fair, whate,·er may be our peculiar denominational tenets.
Through the efforts of Bro. Stone the Lion
hall was secured and announcemerits mad<', arid
Bro. Potts .and. I began meetings on the 25th
last, and held In all seven services, Bro. Potts
returning home on the 28•h. All of the churches
of the place were in a blaze of re,·ival excitement, this, with a number of lodge meetings
held, had a tendency to keep people away from
our meetings,, but if rightly informed we had
our share of ht'arers. The usual prrjudice was
exhibited by sectarian ministers. Some refused
to give notice of our meetings from their pulpits.
One, who had been bland enough hitherto,
would not deign to return the compliment of
"good morning. Mr. --," to Bro. Stone, but
looked 'tother wav, with an air, "l am
holier than thou." He likely went into his pulpit and praved like the Pharisee of old, "l thank
thee that I am not as other men, etc." I wonder
If these fellows are really vain enough to believe that the Almighty has placed the keeping
of the souls of men under their care. The lash
of thel'r clerical whip is long and they lash
everybo<ly into line who hasn't the courage and
good sense to resist their petty domination. It
is a fact that people wear yokes and are dominated like slaves right here in a land of liberty,
of schools and an open Bible. But they do not
like it when once made sensible of their misery,
and manv of them are quick to see.
Once I had an occasion to ask a minister of a
popular pulpit, if he would be so kind as to announce our meetings to his audience? He was
standing in his pulpit just ready to announce the
introductory hymn. With a pleasant smile he
stooped down and· In a low voice said, "I would
really like to, but it is contrary to our rules to
announce other's meetings.'' It was just too
bad, we thought, that these people had adopted
rules that could not permit them to be religious;
do to others as they would have others do to
them. Every move of these sectarian bigots,
"blind P!1arisees,'' confirms the angel's message:
"Their creeds are an abomination unto me," and
their"ministers are all corrupt." No use to war
against facts!
Many of the people have manifested a true
Yankee trait in being solicitous to know what is
going on in the world for themselves at this
place. Judging from appearances, however, they

were scarcely prepared to believe that "any good
thing could come out of Nazareth." But from
the way they put their thinking caps on and
meditadvely listened to what was said, stranger
things have occurred than that some day a number of them should confess that they learned
something from the latter day message. One
elderly_ man said, "It's the truth. It did me good
to see you stand there and tell it without fear or
favor." I wished then, and now, that the old
gentleman knew what was behind it. He would
want to tell it too, and would be little concerned
about the opposition. God moves and the people love freedom; and they are fast learning that
it is not souls their shepherds are chiefly interested in, but that they have "itching ears." I
wish they would learn faster, however. I want
to live to see old Babylon busted wide open from
top to bottom, and sectarian creeds and yokes
and isms snapped as~mder and let the people go
free, to seek and gain admittance to the light,
and thus secure a confirmed hope in God and the
truth.
The comm~ndable life of Bro. Stephen Stone
and family influenced manv to come out to the
meetings. Some came out of pure deference to
Bro. Stone, seemingly. God bless the exemplary home preachers as well as the heroic pulpit defenders of the faith. Deeds speak louder
than words; and they are so scarce in the world,
in comparison to what they should be, that when
seen they act as a charm upon both believers and
unbelievers.
Thank> to Bro. Stone and family for excellent
care while at their house.
Later-Feb 7th, at Boston.
I arrived here on Monday evening last and
met Ern. Luff and Bond at the house of Bro.
Steffe. Later on we attended the business meeting at the church. A number of the brothers
being present. Tuesday evening we heard Dr.
McGlynn, ex-priest, on "Who are the Enemies
of our Public Schools," at Fremont Temple.
Wednesday evening we attend~d the prayer
meeting. Thursday evening I listened to one of
Bro. Luff's impressive dl:'Jrts in Charlestown,
Bro. Bond having returned to Providence. Bro.
Luff left yesterday, and last evening I tried to
get to sleep before midnight just to see how it
would seem.
WM. H. KELLEY.
BELL GROVE, W.Va., Jan. 31st.
Editors Herald:-Wc have a branch here of
about thirty members, the result of the labors of
Ern. Moler, Matthews and Shinn. Bro. Moler
visited our branch a few days before Christmas
and preached every night for a week, and on
Christmas day baptized two sisters and one
brother. They were of good families, and it
seemed to set Satan in a rage; so his agent in
the person of a preacher raised the cry of "Mormons," and asked his congregation who·were in
favor of putting the Mormons out to raise their
hands, if they had to resort to powder and lead.
This was on Tuesday night, and the next Friday and Saturday nights Bro. Moler was to
preach; so Friday night came and Bro. Moler
went to the School-house and was notified that
he had better leave and not preach, for there was
a mob of one hundred and fifty. men near by that
would take him out if he attempted it, ami would
whip him.
Bro. Moler entered and went to preach-

ing, and the friends of the Saints went
to look after the mob; but no mob was found.
So on Saturday a United Brethren member,
known iri his neighborhood as "Windy John,"
because of his much lying, rode all day to
raise a mob, and when Satmday night came the
Saints were on the alert with spies out to see
what was going on; and by this time it was well
known among the good citizens that the Christians (so called) were going to whip Bro. Moler
on Saturday night. And they came to Bro. M.
and said "not to be ;;]armed, that they would
have to cross over their dead bodies before they
hurt him." So Bro Moler went to preaching,
and the mob came; twenty-five strong.
Suffice it to say that Bro. Moler continued
preaching and was not disturbed. The Saints
will have a church to worship in at this place by
the first of September. They are all strengthened by the persecutions that we have had, knowing that they were to. follow those that had the
testimony of Jesus Christ.
G. H. GoDBEY.
BEKLER, Kan., Feb 22d.
Editors Herald:- The Homes'ead branch numbers eighteen. Seven of them live within about
eight mil<>s. others some forty miles away. Some
also in Oklahoma, others in Iowa. Hence we
are unfavorably located. 'V'e have meetings
twice a month->acrament meetings on the first
Sunday, and prayer-meetings on the third Sunday of each month.
I have preached the word almost every Sabbath this winter, except when the weather was
unfavorable. I have been rEquested to preach
at the following named school-houses: Eureka,
Temple and Dar Creek, which I hav.e done to
the best of my ability. I have been hindered
several times by bad weather, the places of meeting being from four to eleven miles distant.
The attendance was very good generally.
I have not created much sensation. Whether
it is because the preaching was so insignificant or the carelessness of the people, time will
probably tell.
However, the attention was
good.
The people sometimes go five and six miles to
meeting, when the weather is good. When the
wind is severe or a storm threatens, they will not
venture out. The usual understanding is that
under such circumstances there will be no meeting.
I have distributed Heralds after preaching, for
which some have thanked me. I have not heard
how they like to read thC;m.
I very much like Bro. T. W. Smith's article on
the subject, "Who shall Abide in Zion?" Reading the -Herald gives me light and courage, and I
feel to rejoice when I read of the progress of the
cause.
I think it best under existing circumstances
for me to go to Pueblo, Colorado, soon to work,
where I can get better wages and relieve myself
of financial oppression. I expect to return after
a few months.
I would be glad if Bro. G. W. Shute or some
one would come to this part and preach. I think
it would do good. I would rejoice if some of our
good neighbors would obey the gospel and think
they will if proper efforts can be made.
THOMAS E. THOMPSON,
P. S.-I have heard of three tracts of land of
one hundred. and sixty a~res each, a few miles
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from my place of which a relinquishment of
each can be bought for seventy-five dollars. The
persons buying can then use their government
rights on them and prove them up. It is said
that the improvements on one or two of them
are worth the amount asked for them. Good
soil; water can be had at a depth of about twenty
feet, healthful climate, good stock range, good
stock country, district schools through the country. I would be pleased if some good families of
Saints would come and get homes near us, if the
country should suit them. I am better satisfied
to own a home here than to rent one back east.
T.E.T.

ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive tb.<S
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible fll>li
their own views. Contributions solicited.

OUR THEOLOGY-PART I.

BY J.

F.

M'DOWELL,

OuR THEOLOGY is that revealed science
which treats of the being and attributes of
God; his relations to us; the dispensations
of his providence; his will with respect to
our actions, and his purposes with respect
to our end. The immutability of the gospel and of God in bis promises; the harmony of all dispensations of his church;
and continued revelation, as a necessity.
IT IS THEISTIC.

Our theology presents the idea of God
in personality, eternal, omniscient, omnipotent and omnipresent, by virtue of his
supremacy universally exercised by ~pirit
ual agencies. It does not teach individuality minus personality, as conveyed in the
language of Martin Luther Lee when he
wrote of God: "God is a spirit without
body, parts or passions; whose circumference is everywhere and whose center is
nowhere. His is indivisible, indissoluable,
uncompounded, simple essence; with no
exterior or interior surface; without
weight, shape, size or color; and can in no
wise come in contact with matter."
IT IS MONOTHEISTIC,

It presents the idea of one God, and one
only; not "three Gods in one, and one God
in three," as expressed by Spurgeon and
Catholicity. He has said by his prophets:
"Is there a God besides me? There is no
God; I know not any'.'' ''Know the Lord,
he is God: there is none else beside him.''
IT IS DUALITARIAN.

Our theology as relates to the godhead
is not in the proper usage of the term
trinitarian. It advocates two personages
in the godhead, rather than three.
"There are two personages who constitute
the great, matchless, governing and supreme power over all thing~," the
Holy Spirit being the divine influence
emanating from the Father and the Son.
As a personality cannot be in two places
at the same time, the Holy Spirit's power
being manifest in various places at the
same time proves it to be not a personage.
This influence is conveyed by holy messengers, '!sent forth to minister for them
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who shall he heirs of salvation.'' That
termed "the Holy Spirit" has been seen
"in the form of a dove"; heard "as a
mighty rm;hing wind"; heard r.ts "a still
small voice"; seen "as cloven tongues of
fire."
So far as the godhead of Jesus is concerned we read: "For in him dwelleth
all the fulness of the godhead bodily."Col. 2: 9· "Being made so much better
than the angels, as he hath by inheritance
obtained a more excellent name th[.ln they.''
-Heb. r: 3· Here we note something
obtained, n'ot primarily possessed.
He
said: "As the Father hath sent me, even
so send I you.'' The sender is accounted
gnater than the one sent. "Wha1soever
the Father hath commanded me, that I
speak." After his resurrection before as•
c0nsion, he said: "All power is given unto me in heaven and in earth.'' "All
power" implies infinity and omnipotence,,
but it was not always had by Christ; for
"it is given," delegated; not self-posses~ed
as was the case with God alone: There
is no place where we are commanded to
worship Jesus; hut he taught us to "pray
unto the Father in my name," yielding· a
supremacy unto the Father not claimed
for himself.
IT IS PROPHETICAL,

In the sense that it contains or embraces
the prophetic economy; teaching revelation as necessary unto gospel perpetuity
and organic m<~intainance. The work of
our theology was prophesied of by Isaiah,
Ezekiel, Jesus, Paul and John. Its divine
operations prove itii posse~sion of prophetic power divine; divine from the necessity
of the case in the proper execution of its
missionary functions. It teaches to prophesy, speak with new tongues, interpret,
have spiritual dreams and visions. It is
prophetical indeed.
IT IS CHRISTIAN.

Our theology presents Christ unto the
world centralized in the embodiment of
his truth.
Every command, ordinance,
promise, principle, precept ·that he gave,
founded, and extended for man's good as
primarily instituted, we present unto the
world to.day as essential unto life. If
faith, repentance, baptism, laying on of
hands, resurrection, eternal judgment were
Christian teachings when given, they are
Christian now.
No law known to God
or man can unchristianize Christian theory
and command. If wisdom, knowledge,
faith, healing the sick, working of miracles, prophecy, discerning of spirits,
tongues, interpretation of tongues, were
Christian promises when given, thev are
Christian promises now. It for God's
people once, they are for his people always.
If apostles, seventy, prophets, evangelists, elders, bishops, pastors, teachers, deacons were members in the organic structure of the Christian economy when placed
there by the Lord, they form the same
·divinely planned compact to-day. It love,
joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness,
goodness, faith, meekness, tern perance
were Christian graces, the fruit of the
Spirit when first taught,th_ey are Chtistian
graces-Holy Spirit fruitage-to~day.' Just
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as much as adultery, fornication, uncleanness, lasciviousness, idolatry, witchcraft,
hatred, variance, emulations, wrath, strife,
sedition, heresies, envyings,
murders,
drunkenness, revelings being announced
as works of the flesh when first t.lllght,
are works of the flesh now! And no law
or rule of reason can ever make of them
anything else! In this fullness of truth, and
promise and warning does our theology
present Christ to the world. Is our theology Christian?
IT IS SPIRITUALISTIC.

Not spiritistic as in modern spiritism;
but in respect of possession and manifestation of spiritt1al things from heaven, in
the sense Paul named when he wrote:
"How is it then, brethren?
When ye
come together, every one of you hath a
psalm, hath a doctrine, hath a tongue, hath
a revelation, hath an interpretation.''
S bowing the life of spirituality; devotedness unto God, and godly principle. Our·
theology urges upon its adherents the high
necessity for spiritual living. A person
would he accounted mentally deficient who
would neglect the taking of proper nutritive food for physical sustenance, and claim
to be able to live healthily by neglect of such
means. How about those who claim to be
"alive in Christ" when neglecting to read
God's word, and interest themselves in
church work, and inform themselves of
God's blessings upon others by reading
church periodicals, neglectlng the Lord's
Supper, absenting themselves for a long
tirr,e from church services where they .are
favored with weekly opportunities? The
soul healthy? The spiritual powers alive
. by such negligence of duty? Is there not
something· decidedly "out of time" in the
spirituality of such perwns? Is it wisdom?
God has furnished temporal supply for
. every temporal demand, and. he has furnished in abundance spiritual supply for
every spiritual demand of the ''inner man.''
Spirituality of life will not come without
seeking for and partaking of spiritual food,
no more than physical .life and health are
secured by neglect of temporal diet. No
one expects bread to move of itself and
open our mouths and enter, and masticate
itself and impart of its life-giving properties. No more does God intend his divine
favors shall be realized by any one who
will not labor by faithfulness for their
obtainance. Hence the great need for
spiritual power.
"If we walk in the
light, as he is in the light, we have fellowship one with another, and the blood [life]
of his Son Jesus Christ cleanseth us from
all sin.'' Spiritual communion with God
is had only by walking in the light of God.
To walk in the· light truly can only be
effected by keeping God's commandments;
walking, living uprightly, in humility;
diligent. in duty. "Love not the world,
neither the things that are in the world.
If any man love the world, the love of
the Father is not in him.'' Spiritual life
is required. Let no man deceive himself.
ITS ANGELOLOGY.

This is a most wholesome and cheering
portion of o.ur. theology•. Thfl pleasing,
soul-inspiring doctrine of administration of
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angels to open dispensations of church feel assured that we are his children as
work; to visit ministry and laity; to guard, they were; having the same gladsome
guide and direct God's people; to give hope; the same promised treasure in exspecial instruction relative to spiritual and pectation; the same glorified future; the
sometimes temporal matters. To warn, same eternal felicity; 0, my soul! Joy
admoni~h; deliver from enemies; from
thou in the Lord! Di,pensationally repredangerous foes; to reveal secret plans of . sent~tive! How it thrills our souls with
enemies conspiring against God's servants. praise unto him who doeth all things so
As named in PsHlms 34:7; Isaiah 63:9; very well!
Luke 2: 13; Matthew 26:52; Revelation
IT IS THEO-PHILANTHROPIC,
19:10; Genesis r8;Judges6:rr; Actss:
Our theology teaches that man cannot
19; 8:26; 10:3; 27:23, etc.
Angelic
ministration is very important to the inter- truly love God without love unto or for
est of the church. Authority unto man man. Qualifiedly speaking, service toward
man is service towiud God. We teach
from God has always been so conferred.
the brotherhood of m m, because we beIT IS DISPENSATION ALLY REPRElieve in the Fatherhood of God. All law
SENTATIVE.
moral in its nature, given of God, bears
The church is not a sect springing out upon the rule of humanity to man. By
from some other religious body; not the being honest, truthful, non-covetous, nonresult of the disappointed ambition of some thieving, life-loving, etc., we keep said
religious aspirant, but the presentation of law, and by so doing manifest love for
the church dispensationally. We find in God by love for man. No obedience unto
the Bible patriarchs, prophets, high priests, God separates our lives from proper conpriests, teachers, deacons, elders, twelve duct toward each other; but rather binds
elders, seventy elders, etc. These were more our hearts unto all mankind because "we
love God and keep his commandments."
fully brought out in the "Christian dispensation;" and were apostles, seventy, As God is benevolent unto us, so should
prophets, evangelists, elders, bishops, pas- we be one toward the other. A professed
tors (priests), teachers, deacons.
There love for God, while a manifest selfishness
was a presidency in Moses' time distinctly toward our fellows is seen and known is
named; Moses, Aaron, Hur.
In the simply a sham of profession. The broadChristian dispensation, at the inception at est manifestation of love for God is a libleast, the presidency was for a time in- eral living of conduct proper toward all
cluded in the apostolic college; e. g., Peter, mankind. It makes men grand in life an.d
James and John. The bishopric was tem- character; possesses them with pure incenporarily included as Judas "carried the tives; enlightens them all with nobleness
money." These functions were after a of disposition, and characterizes mankind
time separated. The latter dispensation with a fair showing ,pf "God manifest in
was intended to be representative of all the flesh."
former ones in organization, administration, and doctrinal instruction; including
all messianic promises. Such have been
found and named under the heading: "It
is Christian."
This thought is vastly
superior unto trifling sectarianism; that is
merely a contorted fractional work or
effort, to say the best of it. In this representative idea is to be noted the beauty of
organic continuity or perpetuity; the
transmission by angelic ministration of
original authority from God so indispensably essential unto proper existence, and
wise administration: it marks it also as not
being a human insti,tution, but one divinely ordained.
Moses having been a prophet, and
choosing twelve, and seventy elders, etc.,
and Jesus carrying into more complete
effect that then suggested by divine command, shows the organization so founded
was not a mere time,serving, convenient
institution, but the perfected model of the
dispensation. lt was not experimental, but
faithfully fundamental!
The hallowedness of the thought that God's most blessed work among his ancient, covenant people; who were recipients of manifold
blessings from h<·aven, the happy fruition
of covenantal promise, coming unto us by
virtue of covenant-renewal is very inspiring. The elementary laws that bound
their hearts unto God, and made their
souls blessed in him, come unto us in all
simplicity and powtu; binding our hearts
unto him in the same love; causing us to

IT IS UNIVERSAL.

Our commission as to territorial travel is
unrestricted. The message is l:.roader, and
to be more widely diffused than found in
the words: "Go unto the lost sheep of the
house of Israel, and into any city of the
Samaritans enter ye not."
It is unto "all
men everywhere;" "in all the world for a
witness unto all men."
Not only so, but
it is universal in its adaptation; universal
in its extended promises; in its rewards
and infliction of punishment. We have
been charged with uncharity, because of
supposed narrowness of belief; but there
is no belief broader, grander and far-reaching than ours. It is as limitless as the
word of God admits. The "orthodox"
doctrine of eternal, excruciating punishment for everybody not good enough to
go to heaven is in itself the very essence
of injustice. The Bible says, "Who shall
reward every man according to his works?"
According to, implies variety in degree.
This is expressive of faimess and honorable decision, having taken into consideration circumstances, condition, opportunity,
willingness, availability, etc.
Without
these considerations justice could have no
proper expression. ·Jesus said: "In my
Father's house are many mansions; if it
were not so I would have told vou." Paul
said: "There is one glory 0'£ the sun,
another glory of the moon, and another of
the stars." These are to some purpose.
They are habitable glories, or mansions;
the language is indicativeof degree in re-

ward and punishment. The special salvation is by faith, repentance, baptism for the
remission of sins, and the guidance of the
Holy Spirit; the resurrection of the body;
glorification in God's presence. Remission
of sin teaches us the removal of penalty
attached for transgression; it is an act of
love and mercy upon condition of obedience. "The common salvation" named in
J udc's epistle implies: Paying the penalty
of tramgression; coming forth in second
resurrection; abiding lesser glory in process of spiritual and moral progression in
immortality; the route of justice! Punishment inflicted without reLJrmatory object
would be cruelty; and there can be no
such thing as a demand of justice never
being satisfied. Finite, time sin, cannot
incnr infinite, eternal duration of punishment; the contrary to this would be illogical, unreasonable and tyrannical!
All
men shall be rewarded, even for· a "cup of
cold water" having been given a disciple.
IT IS PRIMORDEAL,

The gospel as truly represented by our
theology was ordained for man from the
beginning. It is the original, primitive
means anciently devised for man's eternal
welfare. If,
Paul observed, "There is
one Lord, one faith;" then thi~ "one faith"
is the way of life, unchanged and unchangeable.
John called it "the everlasting gospel."
Paul said its principles were: "Faith, repentance, baptism~. laying on of hands,
resurrection, eternal judgment."-Heb. 6:
r, 2. It was surely as essential for man
in the beginning of human history to believe and repent of sin and receive remission thereof, and have the guidance of the
Holy Spirit as in Isaiah's or Matthew's
time, or in our own time. The gospel
lasted ever; enduring from the beginning
until the end of time shall have come.
Each principle requisite to its composition
at first is necessflry all the way along.
"The gospel" was the original method
God employed to suggest and extend, or
offer salvation unto man. It was first in
order, it shall be last in order. Sin requires the same remedy now as it ever did,
and the same physician to administer.

as

IT IS THEOPNEUSTIC,

We teach that inspiration from God is
required to properly fit man for spiritual
labor in the cause of God, and to illuminate his mental faculties, that man may
have the right to perfect communication
with God. That supernatural influence
from the divine Master was anciently bestowed for the right guidance and safe
guardance of the church and its every
interest will not be disputed by any Biblical believer. That all God's faithful servants were required to be in a state of
spiritual communion with the Lord by
means he ordained we well know. Communication from heaven was promised
unto the church, and its chief officials, in
order to aid them in the maintainance of
the righteous cause they had earnestly espoused. Jesus being the "head of the
church" in all things, was expected to occupy the proper position relative to "the
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body," and hence was the controlier of its
movements, guiding its onward course.
Decapitate the church, and it must writhe
in brief convulsive agony and forever
remain dorman~; for no head is left
which union, continued life-giving power
must be had.
God Dromised to divinelv aid his ministry; "Lo! I am with yoU' alway,'' is the
holy promise. Qualification unto its reception was had in works of piety, prayer,
purity, etc.
A God-fearing, honoringministry was a means of strength unto the
church at large.
They in communion
with Christ by supernatural means, wisely
given, were a source of inspirational light,
and energizing resource unto all over
whom they held spiritual and moral rule.
The teaching of the church having been
founded by inspiration from God is not unlikely, nor unbiblical.
Who would have
a better right to control the church than
he who is its divine author? And as we
learn from sacred history that inspiration
given in one dispensation did not wholly
serve for that of another, we teach that
present inspiration from God is indispensably necessary. How blessed the belief
that he doe& and will so direct his people!
PAUL'S ORDINATION TO THE
APOSTLESHIP.

WHEN and where was Paul ordained an
apostle? I answer, at a General Conference assembled at Antioch, about seventeen years after he had been first ordained
to the ministry; and his ordination to the
apostleship was not out of harmony with
this or any other dispensation of the Lord's
work in the earth.
We see in the account of Paul's conversion, given by Luke in Acts ninth chapter, that he was evidently ordained a priest
or elder (most likely the latter) very shortly after his obedience to the "commandment ordained unto life"; and that at
Damascus he did his first gospel work, at
the same time preaching more or less in
Arabia; and when he had thus labored
a bout three years (see his own account in
Galatians first chapter), he went to J erusalem where he was first introduced to
James, the Lord's brother and president of
the church, and to Peter the president of
the traveling high council, by Barnabas,
probably a seventy. See Acts I: 23i I5:
22.
He remained in Jerusalem fifteen days
abiding with Peter and preaching- the
word with g-reat boldness. See Acts 9:
28; Gal. I : I 8. He was then taken by the
brethren to Caesarea, and from there ser;t
on to 'l;'arsus where he labored in Syria
and Cilicia for about fourteen years (Gal.
2: r), when, being commanded by the
Spirit, he started to go to Jerusalem and
was met at Tarsus by Barnabas who went
there in search of h1m (Acts II: 25), and
brought him to Antioch, where they remained together for a time, during which
time Paul went down to Jerusalem and,
in a quiet way, reported to the heads of
the church his labors among the Gentiles,
and received more or less counsel from
them, It was about this time that a gen-

eral conference assembled at Antioch: I movement when in the light, has been
Acts I I : 27 13: I Gal. 2:6, I I . Notice toward that of the Saints, and not farther
B. way&
further the
these
and
We are contending for principlts, not
teachers were 8Ssem bled from different I
powers; truths, not institutions; and when
: Acts r I : 27; I : I.
VVe have no
for pn'suming the world shall have become enlightened
that the word
by the Holy Ghost in these and accept Christ as he is, then
was g·iven by the parties mentioned in the our warfare will be accompiished.
E. L. KELLEY.
first verse; although, under theinftuence
of the Spirit, they n:ight have testified to
AN INVESTMENT SERMON.
Paul and Bqrnaba'l that at that conference
Rev. Peter E. Kipp, at Case avenue
they would be called and ordained to the I
anostleshio.
But it is evident that the 1··Rresbyte1:ian church yesterday morning,
effectual c'ommandmcnt given by the Holy . took as h1s text:
"Bring ye all the tithes into the storeGhost to the church was through James
the . president of the church; and when 1 house, that there may be meat in mine
that revelation was ratified by the church j house, and prove me "now herewith saith
they wtre ordained by James, Peter and I the Lord of hosts if I will not open you
the windows of heaven and pour you out a
John. Acts 13:3; GaL 2:9.
There is nothing· confiicting, we think, blessing that there shall not he room
in either of the accounts of this matter enough to receive it."-Mal. 3: ro.
The sermon was in part as follows:
given by Luke and Paul. Both are brief1v given.
Luke gives the duration of
There are three ways of reading the
Paul'~ first labors at Damascus as "manv
Bible.
One is with the unbelief of an indays": Acts 9: 23; Paul gives it as thre-e fidel; this openly and honestly denies its
years: Gal. I: r8.
Then with regard to clilims to be the word of God. The sechis labors Luke says no more until just ond is with the unbelief of a professed beprior to this conference, when he speaks
liever, in which way I fear the most of us
of Barna has g-oing in search of him: Acts read it. The passage which too much
1 I: 2 5·
Paul gives the period of this time strains our power of faith we easily spirit
at about fourteen years: Gal. 2: r.
away by refusing to take it as it stands
Thus it is evident from the above scrip- and make it take on a spiritual sense.
tures that Paul and Barnabas were ordained This way seems reverent, but it as destrucapostles by J ~mes, Cephas and John, hav- tive as the most bitter atheism; it does not
ing been duly called by a revelation given openly oppose the truth, but undermines
~t a general conference held at Antioch;
the word, and so it has to fall with its
said revelation being given through the own weight; it cornes in a friendly guise
Lord's properly authorized prophet, even to kiss the truth, only to betray it. The
James the Lord's brother, and in strict third way is to receive God's word as it
harmony with the rules of the church stands, believing that he meant just what
then and now.
he said; admitting tl:at God knew how to
FRANCIS EARL.
use language as well as we do and put his
thought in the words which best express
it. Of all passages on which the spiritON TITHING.
ualizing method has been tried, probably
SUGGESTIVE.
my text has ·suffered the most. Men have
EDITORS HERALD:-The enclosed slip tried to make tithes mean everything else
will show your readers that the world, than what they do mean, which is the
even among those who were at first tJ1e tenth of the income, whether it be in
most intolerant opposers of our faith, is flocks, grain or mon:ey. And ,they have
awakening to the truth of another position tried to escape the binding powers .of this
held by the Palmvra Seer. The doctrine
Christian duty by saying that this was a
Mosaic statute, which has been abrogated
of "tithes and offerings," as a necessarv
means to the building of the king-dom of by grace.
But Moses did not invent this
God, was an unknown quantity among custom any more than he invented the
the churches that made war upon the
Sabbath; he found them both alreadv
faith of the Saints sixty years ago. How firmly imbedded in nature and incorporated
changed! We should truly conform to them into his code. Both are a part of
all the word of God; and he who makes natural religion, confirmed by Moses and
that relating to temporal intere~ts of no by Christ. Christ nowhere enforces the
avail, and yet makes a show of affirming a observance of the Sabbath hy a direct
belief in that relating to the spiritual, arro- command, but he did . enforce tithing.
gates to himself a wisdom superior to that Speaking to those who made a virtue of
paying tithes upon so minute thinr.-s as
of Deitv, who gave the instruction.
Our Presbyterian friends, it seems, have mint, anise and cummin, he says: "These
not only taken a step nearer the light, upon ought ye to have done and n"ot to leave
the doctrines of Election and Retribution, the other undone," that is the weightier
but are actually in a few imminent inmatters of the law, for there were more
stances decrying the long used mdhods of important matters than tithing. The Old
God
spiritualizing, and rendering of no avail, Testament closes with a challenge.
or application to actual duties, the greater has everywhere promised great blessing to
portion of the word of God.
those who will obey him, even temporal
- The consolation which we as a people blessing; now he challenges men to prove
especially have in this "Reform within the him and see if he will not do all that he
church," and nearer approach to the truth, promised if they do what he commanded
is in· the, well founded fact that the them. Nothing can.be m9re-. ma~erial and.
·.1.

I
I
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temporal thah meat and store-house and
tithes and temporal blessing is promised
as well as spiritual, for our Father is just
as anxious to have our present welfare
secured as he is to have our future welfare secured.
His book is a guide to present prosperity and happiness as it is for future happi·
nes<;, "Honor the Lord with thy substance
and with. the first fruits of all thine increase, so shall thy barns be filled with
plenty and thy presses shall burst out with
new wine."
.
And the New Testament 1s just as explicit on this point, "Seek ye first the king-dom of God and his righteousness and all
these thing-s shall he added unto you."
"Give and it shall be given unto you, good
measure, pressed down, shaken together
and running over shall men give into
your bosom." "Verilv, I say unto you
there is no man that hath l.eft house or
brethren, or sisters or father, or wife or
children or lands for my sake and the
gospel's but what he shall receive an hundred fold now in this time," etc.
What
does all this mean?
It means that·honoring the Lord with our
substance, recognizing his right over us and
returning the tribute as he directed brings
a temporal reward; it means that "godliness hath a promise of the life that now
is as well as that which is to come." If a
man will return to God one-seventh of
his time and one-tenth of his income he
shall have God's blessing, which will make
the other six-sevenths of time and ninetenths of income to vo many times farther
than the whole seven-sevenths or the
whole ten-tenths.
God challenges men to try his way and
see for themselves. If it does not work as
promised, then abandon it and convince
yourself that God is not true to his word.
You never knew a man nor ever heard of
one who came to financial trouble because
he obeyed God in this matter of tithes.
On the contrary there are instances without number where tithir.g has been like
sewing, ~it has given only to return six or
a hundred fold. Of course good sense is
to be observed here. If a wicked man
thinks this is to be a bonanza, where he
can give ro per cent. and receive 100 per
cent., he will be miserably dssappointed.
But if a child of God will implicitly obey
and trust his Father, believing that that
Father wants him tn be blessed now as
well as hereafter and has told him how to
be so blessed in both lives, a thousand
testimonies could be brought to show that
the promise is trustworthy. This book is
the best to consult for temporal interests
as for eternal interest~. It will not give a
man a new talent of course; but if one
wishes to know what to do with the talents
he has, how best to use them, this book
will advise him better than the wealthiest
infidel could do. You see I am not preaching a begging sermon; I am preaching an
investment sermon. I am not speaking of
God's side but on your side. · I wish to
urge you to take God at his word and try
his plan for yourself, and see how it works;
try it for one year; compare the balance
sheets and test the truth of what he says,
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then if it does not prove as predicted give
it up. This is not mere talk; it is a definite challenge. This is not a dead letter,
not an absolute promise; but an invitation
to make a practical test and see for yourself whether Go':!'s wny is not better than
man's. I dare go on record and add my
personal challenge, if possible, to induce
you to make a trial of what I know is a
far better way than any other; better as a
business investment as well as a spiritual
one. Try it and at the end of the year let
me know the results. Religion is not all
vague and misty moonshine; it is solid,
real and practical; as well adapted to impart good for this life as for the next;
prove it. "0, taste and see that the Lord
is good, blessed is the man that trusteth in
him."- Cleveland Plain Dealer.
WHO IS MOST TO BLAME?

WHo is most to blame for the present
condition of the church? Not that I would
even intimate that the church was retrograding do I ask this question, but to
ascertain why we are not further advanced
than we are. I am aware that the Saints
have made great progress in the last few
years, but does the Lord require more of
us than we have done? Have we not neglected something to the detriment of the
church collectively and individually? Is
there not a command from God which if
we had obeyed would have put us further
in advance of our present condition?
When I look about me and see the zeal in
sectarian churches, I think perhaps we are
to blame for our lack of it. But we have
a greater fault.
A fault, too, that affects
us temporally and spiritually, and that
also affects others in the same way. And
that is, our neglect to observe the law of
tithing. A casual observer can see that
much more good could be accomplished if
the Bishop only had the means in his possession, hence, it is not his fault. There
are, I might say, hundreds of elders who
could and would enter the missionary
field, if their families could only receive a
fair amount from the church, and many of
them would be satisfied with less than a
fair amount, although this could hardly be
expected of them. And while there are
hundreds that would so enter the field, I
suppose there are thousands who are able
to support an elder's family continually,
who do not observe the law of tithing at
all. Who is to blame in this case? Is it
not the man whom the Lord has blest
with all he has, even the very air he
breathes? And still he refuses to give
back a tenth. It seem~ that we are very
greedy to take all the Lord gives us, and
then refuse either wilfully, or neglectfully, to help to carry the gospel to our
fellow man, who would rejoice therein as
much as we and perhaps more. I wish
that every Latter Day Saint would say
that no man shall say to me in the next
world, "I would have received the gospel
if you would only have paid your tithing."
It seems to the writer that a greater responsibility i~ resting on us than we think,
judging from our works.
Jusfthink (you who have not observed

I
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this law) how many true, honest-hearted
souls might h:we been rejoicing in the
gospel this year if you had only done your
part last year. Think of the thousands
groping in darkness, only waiting for us
to send them the light. Will we do it, or
will we still continue to grasp that which
we have with a covetous heart, and let
them continue in darkness? Which is the
Letter way and which is the nobler, leaving religion entirely out of the question?
But when we look at it from a religious
standpoint, it becomes second to but few
points in the Christian religion.
We are inconsistent enough sometimes
to ask our Father in heaven to bless us in
basket, and in store, and at the same time
refuse to impart of the plenty we have for
the Lord's work. I confess that it must
take a great deal of "gall" (to use a little
slang) to ask a man to Joan us money
without interest. Principal payable at
death, providing we have'nt squandered it
all to gratify the lusts of the flesh before
that time. Yet the same principle i~ carried out by us who ask the Lord to bless
us in this way without any intention of
ever paying him even the interest.
How can we expect to receive these
temporal blessings and totally, or partially,
ignore the conditions upon which they are
promised? We may just as well think of
receiving the Holy Ghost without complying with the conditions on which it is
promised. If God's law is strict in one
point, can it possibly be lenient in another?
I think not. Then we conclude that we
are most to blame, and not the ministry.
Again: There are elders whom God
desires to work in his vineyard, but there
are no means in view to support ther families, and rather than see them suffer they
stay at home. Now who is most to blame
in this case? "\Vel!," some will say, "if
God has called such a one he should go,
and trust the Lord to support his family."
But suppose he has not such faith as that,
while at the same time he has good abilitv, and would bring many to the truth?
Which would be the better, send this
class out, or let (or rather compel) them to
stay at home? I look at it this way; if
God has called them he will qualify them
to preech, but we will not give them the
chance.
You who ask why they do not go, and
trust the Lord for the support of their
families, may be required to answer a
question of greater, far greater importance.
Why don't you pay your tithing? Is it a
command of God? Is it not a just one?
Isn't it the g-randest law in the universe on
temporal matters? Perhaps the elder may
have read I Timothy 5:8, which may
give him somewhat of an excuse, but any
man who comes under the tithing law has
no excuse whatever. Some think they
have an excuse when they see the tithing
funds used in a different way than they
would use them. But we mnst remember
that the Lord has called just the man that
was best capable of attending to such
things, and if we were in his stead we
would make a miserable failure, besides it
is none of our business how th~ tithing is
disbursed, but the busine&s of the confer.
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ence, if any one's, so long as the conference keeps in harmony with the law. I
apprehend that all understand the law of
tithing, but all do not comply simply because they can "get out of it."
Maybe it
would do you a little good to read Luke
Iz: 47· 4s.
Again: Don't you think the outlook is
rather dim for a man either old or young,
either married or single, to enter the field
with sickness, age, mishap, and a dozen
other things staring him in the face, and
no visible means to fall back on should his
voice or lungs fail him, or should he become too old for further service, or should
sickness disable him · for that service?
Would it not be better to obev the law?
for if it is obeyed by all ther~ would be
sufficient. If all who are under this law
would keep it, then there would be no
roo-m for complaint in the least.
Why not come up higher as the Soirit
signifies?
'
~'Let

us break off the yoke of our bondage,
And arise in the Etrength of the Lord."

And let every one who reads solve the
question, "\Vho is most to blame?" and
not solve it in such a way either as to
bring our neighbor in the fault, but "null
the beam out of our own eye" first. Then
we will be in a better condition both
spiritually and temporally.
May God help us to keep all his commandments, is my desire.
JOHN

W.

PETERSON.

GOD"S IMPARTIALITY CONSIDERED
IN BEGINNING THE YEAR'S
WORK.

EvERY available seat in Me Vicker's theate: was filled by the large congregation
w h1ch came together to hear the Rev. Dr.
H. W. Thomas deliver his first post-vacation sermon. After the preliminary prayer
and hvmn Dr. Thomas read the whole of
the tenth chapter of Acts as the lesson of
the day. "Holy Faiher, Guide Our Footsteps," after the celebrated solo in "Maritana," was rendered in exquisite fashion,
and the sermon began. The text was the
thirty-third verse of the tenth chapter of
Acts, running: "Now, therefore, are we
all present in thy sight, to hear all things
whatsoever are commanded thee by God."
"The Bible," said the preacher, "is
largely dramatic.
It deals with life in
action. Aside· from a few parables and
those .small portions which are perhaps
legendary it has to do with the real world.
From it we get a fair view of the customs,
the thought, and the experience of lite of
the long ago. The world is one, humanity is one, time is ONe, and the great processional scene moving through time is
seen as parts of the world's order. Nations
appear and disappear, but there is plan,
purpose, and progress, and over all a divine leading and a divine providence.
This unfolding purpose may seem to us to
tarry; we can not note the progress in our
short years. But to the infinite the end is
not a distant one, nor the result doubtful.
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From this unity of man, of world, and of
events it is possible for the people of our
dav to have intercourse with other times.
Through the large fellowship of history
we can enter into the lives and understand
the sentiment that filled and thrilled them
in the long ago.
"Let us then take up this narrative and
see how true and appropriate to our conditions its lessons are.
"There is Cornelius, the centurion, a
soldier and a good man. · He was neither
a Jew nor a Christian; he belonged to
that great outside world, as the Jews and
some of the Christians thought, of those
left out in some sense from the covenanted mercies. He found time for more than
his military duties-time to think of God
and righteousness and duty and hope.
"There is Peter, who belonged to a
more narrow class, a converted or at least
a partially converted Jew, so wrapped up
in his religion, so filled with Judaism and
Christianity that he thought not of the
outside people.
.
"'liVe know good men outside the churches whom we might describe in every part
like Cornelius. \V e know earnest, sincere
but bigoted preachers who withhold their
sympathy from those who do not think
like tht)m,
"The story which I read you to-day
rises up to touch the gates of the unseen.
It touches the supernatural.
Cornelius
saw an angel who told him to send to
Joppa for Peter.
Peter in a vision was
prepared for his request.
The vessel in
which were tbe clean and unclean animals
was put before him and when he protested the angels answered him: •What God
has cleansed call not thou unclean.' We
say all this is supernatural, yet there is
something in it which relates to that plane
where we often ascend.
A trance is an
ecstasy-a state of mind so intense, so abstract, so taken up with one thought or
feeling that pure mentality steps out almost beyond tbe body, making it natural
for one to perceive what a lower sfate of
the mind would not sense.
"If you deny religion this higher realm,
if you divest religion of the marvelous, if
you cut off the unseen and the infiniteyou take froni religion not alone the garment in which it appears, but you take
something from life itself-life the marvelous, which is vital chemistry to-day and
dead dust to-morrow.
"English and German philosophy would
class all these facts as aberrations, the beginnings of nervous disorder, but you can't
take the facts out of history. TheN ew Testament, the life of St. Therese, of Joan of
Arc, of Francis d' Assissi, prove that somehow out of the rent clouds, speaking from
the deep unseen, has come a power which
has swept and swayed hum~nity. Why
not walk reverently before the mystery?
We feel that we are not alone on our little
stage-feel the presence of those who
have gone hence-ministering angels now.
"They came together, Cornelius from
the outside world, Peter, the narrower
man from his vision. In apology to his
own still clinging prejudices Peter tells
Cornelius of the custom that made it not
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lawful for him to come-like orthodox
dignitaries of our own time who will not
commune or fellowship with the outsider.
Not custom nor law, but the greater truth
commanded Peter to come. It was God's
justice-the impartial fairness of the
universe-that bade him call no man common or unclean. Two truths met there,
God's justice and the dignity of man, and
there began the work of breaking down
the barriers of prejudice which survive in
part to our own day.
"One would think that any student of
morals would have recognized the oneness of truth, morality, love; that he
would have seen that reverence of good
and not nationality, race, or color made a
man accepted of God.
Why did not
Peter learn that sooner? He had been
three years with Jesus. He had received
the Holy Spirit. Yet was he shut· up in
his shell? Why, oh, why, did Aug-ustine
persecute? Why did Calvin burn Servetus? Why did the Puritans burn witches?
Why did Catholics and Protestants slay
each other? Because thev had not learned
the truth of the loving impartiality of God.
''His conception of God types man's
thinking of everything else.
We can't
expect a man to be better than his God.
If he believes in an angry God who will
be placated only by the sacrifice of his
own Son then he will believe in hell. If
he believes that God has elected certain
creatures for everlasting torment in his
honor then it is easy for him to believe
that others will be saved for no merit of
their own. Man to him is a despicable
and loathly thing living on sufferance here
and to be tortured eternally hereafter.
"But Peter comes out into the clear
light at last. He finds that to be a man is
to have the divine nature. Poor he may
be-low, coarse, offensive he may bestill he's a man! On the gallows, in hell
he may be, but its a man in hell. Man's
dignity is the image of God; no matter
how beaten down, he's a man. And there
never was a truth more calculated to raise
up the race than this.
"When I_ think of Peter living so near
God, I see the folly of trying to prove
that revelation is complete. It is progressive. Had Cornelius sent for Ptter before
the vision, like many another religious
aristocrat Peter would have refused to go
to him. •You are an outsider,' he would
have said, 'a sinner; do the best you can
for yourself, but I can't be seen in your
company.' But when he got the truth •I
must go,' he said.
"Far advanced as we are from that narrow time, still we are but in the dim twilight of God's impartiality and man's dignity. This is the gospel of the nineteenth
century, the dochine which is at the bottom of the agitations that are shaking the
earth. It means you shall say of none:
'He is unclean.' He is God's man. You
must be like Christ, who gathered the
publicans an<l the harlots, while the aristocracies of religion had nothing for them
but a grave to hide them and a hell to devour them.
"This great truth is moving forward,
It is the new incarnation of Jesus Christ
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in all the sorrows and sufferings of the
world. It is the force that makes us stop
and ask each other •What of those men in
the coal mines who can hardly earn bread
for their children?' and 'What of those
who grasp at the subsistence of the poor?'
Ah, the gospel is the great leveler. It
makes the poor and the rich brothers and
teaches them that they are men.
It puts
the burden and the agony of Calvary into
every heart so that all may share sympathy and love.
"While Peter spoke the Holy Ghost
fell upon them. It was not strange. A
baptism of light fell upon the people, it
shone upon their faces, and it thrilled their
souls. Somehow to all of us this baptism
of light comes, but we must help others to
it. Oh, friends, as we stand here in this
citv of millions think of those who have
not heard the truth. I pray that we may
feel our responsibility to proclaim the full
counsel of God.
I pray that we may be
made fit to receive and to scatter God's
precious light and truth to all."

INVESTIGATING NATURE.
Two students in Trinity College, Dublin,
cut a square foot of sward from the college campus and agreed to exr.mine it
together. To their surprise their leisure
time for six weeks was occupied in separating and classifying the contents, vegetable, animal and mineral, contained in
that cube, and finally they were obliged
to abandon their undertaking for lack of
leisure, leaving unsettled a multitude of
questions which arose from a partial investig:;tion of the square foot of turt.
This incident, related by one of those
students, Dr. Robertson,
Astronomer
Royal of Armagh College, illustrates the
immensity of human ignorance, the narrowness of human knowledge, and the
self.suft1ciency and self-conceit of those
persons who invent and proclaim elaborate
scientific theories, originated by men who
have perhaps never thoroughly investigated a single square foot of the earth on
which they live, and who know less of the
world as a whole than a fly does about an
orange after it has walked all over it; but
who exhibits all the confidence which
usually attends upon ignorance.
The same class of persons are ready to
pass judgment upon the Bible which they
do not understand, comparing it with
Shasters and Vedas which they have never
seen, and of which they could not read a
line to save their lives, but who nevertheless consider themselves competent to decide concerning their comparative merits
with the assurance of nracles, and with a
self-conceit which is positively sublime.
"Knowledge puffeth up;" and it seems
to be time that some of these bubbles
were pricked, and that some of the scientific humbugs and swindles of the day
were exposed.
]\,1en who boast of the
dignity of human nature, and then exercise
their magnificent powers in proving that
they are descended from apes and oysters;
men who know next to nothing of the
world in which they live to-day proceed
to describe its origin and give their detail-

ed accounts of what was done here millions of ages ago; need to be reminded that
their knowledge is very narrow while
their ignorance is exceedingly broad.-· The

Christian.

DECATUR.
Conference was held at Lamoni, Iowa, February 2rst and 22d; H. A. Stebbins presiding, S.D.
Shippy clerk. Present 6 High Priests, 3 Seventy,
25 Elders, 14 Priests, 6 Teachers, 4 Deacons.
Branch reports: Lamoni, 718; 6 baptized, 9 received, r6 removed, 2 died, I ordination, r marriage.
Lucas, 211; 4 baptized.
Little River,
109, 3 removed. Davis City, 70; 6 received, 12
removed. Greenville, 30; 2 received, 5 removed.
Centreville, 24; r received. Leon, (organized
Nov. zzd, r89o), 3 baptized, 19 received; 22 members. Lone Rock, 64; 4 received. Allendale,
93: 5 baptized, r received, I died. Situation in
the branches was reported: Lamoni by A. S.
Cochran; Davis City bv J. McDiffctt; Little
River by S. V. Bailey; Wirt by 0. B. Thomas;
Centreville by R. Archibald; Greenville by N.
Lovell; Leon by W. W. Post; Lone Rock by C.
H. Jones; Lucas by J. R. Allen. H. A. Stebbins reported his labors as district oresiden t, and
the condition of the work and the prospects.
Elders J. Whitehead, J. Landers, Wm. Anderson,
I. N. Roberts, A. W. Moffett, A. VI. Reese, J.
Shippy, M. Pruyn, H. Bartlett, W. Waterman,
H. R. Harder. E. Sta!Tord. S. Ackerly, E. L. Page,
J S. and H. N. Snivdv, J P. Diilen, J Johnston,
E Keeler, E Lcwell, J. Haskins, J. Atk!nson, L.
Gaulter, A. B. Moore, \V. Ray and E. Denio reported in person; also Prie~ts S. D. Shippy, D.
F. Crane, S M. Campbell, J. ·Wahlstrom, J. Traxler and J. Vinnercl, and Elders D. Campbell, R.
M. Elvin, T. Wellington and J. W. Johnston by
letter.
Report of D. Dancer, Bbhop's agent,
was presented, summary read, and it was ordered
referred to a committee to audit and report at
Tune conference. Ct1air appointed D. Crane, E.
·L. Page and H. R. Harder as the committee.
The district Sunday-school Association reported
as follows: Met at Lameni, lowa, Friday, February zoth, I891, a goodly number in attendance.
All the schools in the district were represented;
viz, Lamoni, Lucas, Pleasanton, Davis City,
Allendale, Andover, Leon and Centrevilie. Ali
reported as being in good condition, and in the
line of progression. The interest seems to be increasing. 'fhere are eight schools now in 1he district, with membership of about 725, including 59
teachers and 46 officers. Have held I 55 sessions
'>ince last report.
The following were chosen
delegates to general conference to represent the
Sunday-school cause: Srs. M. Walker and Minnie Anderson, Bm. R. S. Salyards, H. A. Stebbins, A. S. Cochran and \Vm. Anderson. Resolved: That we instruct our· delegates to the
General Association at Kirtland to do all in their
power to establish the Compendium, Intermediate and Primary QLtestion Books as the standard
helps of the General Association to the study of
the Bible, Book of Mormon and Doctrine and
Covenants. The various schools were authorized
to choose delegates, if opportunity presents, to
act in harmony with those chosen by the district
in convention. The election resulted in sustaining Bro. J. A. Gnnsolley as district superintendent and Bro. A. M. Chase as assistant. Bro. F.
E. Cochran was chosen secretary and treasurer.
Training classes were organized ln the afternoon.
The evening was devoted to addresses, participated in by Brn. Salyards, Reese, Chase and
Gunwlley. Adjourned to meet at Pleasanton,
Iowa, August rsth and 16th, 18gr.
f. A. GuNsoLLEY, Dist. Supt.
W. HuDSON, Sec. and Treas.
H. A. Stebbins, A. S. Cochran, D. Dancer, R.
R. Salyards, Wm. Anderson, R. Johnston and
Sr. Minnie Anderson were appointed delegates
to General Conference at Kirtland with instructions to vote against sellin_g the Temple.
Resolved that it is the opinion of this body that
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presidents of branches have the right and are
justified in laboring in any of the duties that are
incumbent upon any of the branch officers whenev\=r it is deemed necessary by them. D. Dancer,
Wm. Anderson and S. V. Bailey were appointed
a committee to take into consideration the advisability of getting a tent for district use. Resolved, that we consider at the June session the
question of branch delegation to our conferences.
Preaching on Saturday evening by Wm. Waterman, assisted by J. McDiffett; on Sunday morning by I. N. Roberts, assisted by E. Keeler; on
Sunday evening by 0. B. Thomas, assisted by
Wm. Anderson. The afternoon prayer meeting
was in charge of the president. I. N. W. Cooper
was ordained an Elder (as voted by the Lamoni
branch and approved by the conference) under
the hands of James Whitehead, A. S. Cochran
and L. Gaulter.
Adj'ourned to meet with the
Allendale branch, inJ une r89r.
NORTH,..EAST MISSOURI.
Conference convened at Higbee, Missouri,
February zrst, D. Campbell president, W. Chapman Sectetary protem. Branch reports: Higbee
46, Hannibal 21, Salt River 20, Bevier II6. Elders reported: J. T. Williams, D. F. Winn, T.
Wellington baptized rz, D Campbell baptized r,
W. Vaugton, W. Vincent, C. Perry and R. R.
James. Priests: T. D. Williams, J. Lilly, D. D.
Williams and F. S. Evans.
Teachers: J. Waltenbaugh, J. T. Richards, E. Moss.
Bishop's
agent reported: On hand last report $21 3I, received since $17 65, paid out $28 70, on hand
$10 26. Audited, found correct and adopted. J.
T. Williams was chosen Bishop's agent after
March rst. 1891.
Duncan Campbell was appointed to represent this district in general conference. Preaching by T. \Vdlington. February 22d; met at 9 a.m. and organized a Sundayschool District Association. Preaching by D.
Campbell, text, I Peter 3: 18; there were large
congregations present; J. A. Robinson preached
in the evening.
Elders Court reported at close
of the conference, as follows: "We the undersigned committee and court of elders appointed
by J. T. Williams have come to. the decision in
the case of J. J. Jones' appeal agaipst the Bevier
branch.
\Ve find that neither notice of expulsion nor labor to restore J. J. Jones had been
given, nor performed by the branch. We therefore advise that the branch labor carefully and
prayerfully with him for the space of two
months; and if he makes proper restitution that
the branch receive him in full fellowship, and if
he will neither manifest a spirit of repentance
nor repent, that the branch raise hands against
him as the law directs."
D. F. Winn, C. Perry
and R. R. Jones committee.
It was resolved
that this conference request general conference
to return Brn. D. Campbell and T. Wellington
to labor in this district.
Resolved that all the
priesthood report to all district conferences. Adjourned to call of district president.
NORTHERN ILLINOIS.
Conference convened with the Plano branch,
February 2rst and 22d, H. Southwick president,
W. Vickery secretary. Visiting brethren invited
to take part.
On motion the secretarv was instructed to report Unity branch as formerly, (Piper City), and correspond with the branch officers
as to the change of name. At 2 p.m., by request
of Bro. Southwick, district president, and vote of
the body, Bro. A. H. Smith took the chair and
presided the remainder of the conference. Branch
reports: reorganized First Chicago 29, I received,
Streator 36, 2 baptized, r expelled, Courtland 32,
2 received, Mission Io6, 6 baptized, I removed, 2
died I marriage. Braidwood 53, I baptized, East
Delavan so, Plano report referred back for correction, Amboy 33 Sandwich 54, 2 removed, Piper City 20, 3 baptized. Bishop's agent reported:
On hand last report $143 70, received $86 62,
paid out $229 44, balance on hand 88cts.
Officials present and reporting: A. H. Smith, I. L.
Rogers, M. T. Short, H. H. Robinson, C. G
Lanphear, S. J. Stone, F. M. Cooper, E. M
\Vlldermuth, W. S. Pender, T. Hougas, G
Scheidecker, H. Southwick, S. C. Good, S. H.
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Whitaker, C. H. Burr, R. R. Partridge, W. Vickery, C. D. Carter, J. S. Kier and W. R. Calhoun;
the last two by letter. Priests: H. J. Worby, J.
W. Wilsey. Teacher, G. Van Dran. Sr. Hattie
M. White, committee on Sunday-sch0ol work,
reported.
Report accepted and committee discharged. Bro. S.C. Good, of Chicago, requested that his ordination be investigated as to its
legality and the result published in the Saints'
Herald, in connection with the minutes of conference. Request granted; the chair appointing a committee to investigate the ordination.
Said committee reported as follows: '''N e, your
committee, appointed to investigate the legality
of Bro. S. C. Good's ordination, beg leave to report: first, that the Chicago branch after being
disorganized was reorganized by instruction of
the First Presidency.
Second, that Bro. S. C.
Good was,elected president of said branch by the
vote of the Saints and legally ordained to the office of an elder. Third, that Bro. S. C. Good has
since the date of his ordination, May wth, r88s,
been recognized as an elder." Report accepted,
ordered spread upon the minutes, printed in the
Herald, and committee discharged.
Bro. H.
Southwick was sustained president of the district
for the next four months and \V. Vickery secretary for the same time. The temporal and spiritual authorities of the church were sustained.
Question was asked what should be done in the
ca&e of Horatio Kent, he having been restored to
fellowship by action of the district conference.
Should his name be placed on the Amboy record,
he haYing previously been a member of that
branch? A committee V\ias appointed to inquire
into the matter.
Committee reported that the
district conference had reversed the action of the
branch in the case of Bro. Horatio Kent. Report
accepted and committee discharged. Preaching
by T. Hougas, M. T. Short and A. H. Smith.
Adjourr:ed to Mission, June 2oth.
FAR WEST.
Conference cmwened with the German Stewartsville branch, Saturday and Sunday February
zrst and 22d; C E. Butterworth in the chair, C.
P. Faul clerk.
Elders reported: C. E. Butterworth baptized 4, confirmed 2, blessed 2 children,
M. H. Forscutt baptized 17, assisted in confirming 16, blessed ro children, married 2 couples, J.
M. Terry, J. T. Kinnaman married r couple, H.
Stevens, D. J. Flanders assisted in confirming 4,
L. L. Babbitt married I couple, T. T. Hinderks,
A. Nesser, W. Summerfield ordained 2, confirmed r, blessed r child.
Prif'sts: A. W. Head, P.
P.:terson, F. Uphoff, C. P. Faul.
Teachers.: T.
McKee, K. Hinqerks, M. F. Beebe, ]. S. Constance, B. Dice. Deacon, S. Simmons. Branch
reports: Pleasant Grove 68, St. Joseph r87, German Stewartsville 65, Dtkalb 71, Stewartsville
68, Delano 86, Kingston 50. Bishop's agent's re·
port: Balance last report $90.66, received from
all sources $3ro So, paid out $IIo.oo, balance
$291 46.
Ttle auditing committee's report was
received and committee continued.
Resolved
that we hold conference every three months, or
as we have done.
Delegates to general conference: M. H. Forscutt and William Lewis. Motion in case either one of the delegates should
fail to attend, the one attending shall be empowered to cast the full vote of the district. Resolved, that it is the judgment of this conference that
should there arise nothing in the approaching
general conference at Kirtland, Ohio, to indicate
that it will be the part of wisdom and duty to sell
the Kirtland Temple, that our delegates should
be and are hereby instructed to vote against its
sale and removal. Present ofii.cers were sustained. Whereas, Bra: C. E. Butterworth has labored acceptably in this district during his present
appointment, therefore resolved that we respectfully request the coming general conft:rence to
re·appoint him his present field. f. S., Constance,
T. T. Hinderks and B. Dice were appointed a
committee to make arrangements for holding a
reunion the coming fall, they also to appoint
time and place, and to report through the Saints'
Herald.
A two-day's meeting to be held it).
Clarksdale during the quarter in charge of Bro:
M. H. Forscutt. Whereas, Bro. M. H. Forscutt
has labored very earnestly and with much good
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result in his present field, be it resolved that we
respectfully request general conference to return
him to his present appointment, and to extend
his labors to other parts of the district On Sunday morning the District Sunday-school Association was fully organized with M. H. Forscutt
superintendent and David Krahl secretary, C. P.
Faul first assistant superintendent, M. F. Beebe
second assistant superintendent and B. Dice
treasurer, J. M. Terry recorder.
Preaching by
M. H Forscutt and C. E. Butterworth.
Adjourned to May 23d and 24th with the Edgerton
Junction branch, Platte county, Missouri.
~======~============

QUORUM OF SEVENTY.
Brethren :--Circular letters have been sent you
as is usual before the quorum convenes at the
General Conference. It is scarcely necessary to
remind you that in order to faithfully complete
the work of the year and to correctly report and
compare our record of work done with that of
other years, each member should report, and do
so promptly.
At the forthcoming conference it will probably
be necessary to select a senior president of the
Seventy, also to select another president, to fill
the vacancy caused by the death of Pres. E. C.
Brand. The importance of this and other quoum and General Conff!rence business to be transacted, togethe•· with the general circumstances
and field labor of each will enable a:l to correctly
conclude concerning the necessity of a large
number of the q·uorum being present.
Please address all reports to me at Lamoni,
Iowa; and before April rst, if possible.
In bonds,
R. S. SALYARDS, Sec.
LAMONI, Iowa, March 5th, 1891.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Whereas, the committee of ways and means
(appointed by the November conference of r89o,)
for the conference and reunion, which agreeable
to resolution of aforesaid conference, should be
at San Antonio, on the 23d of June, 1891; said
committee finding it impracticable to meet at
the above named place and after consulting the
will of Saints as far as practicable, vve do hereby
appoint, through our district president, for the
above named meeting to be held at or near AppleWhite crossing, on the Medina river, twelve
miles south of San Antonio. We hereby extend
a general irrvitation to all Saints, and n quest of
those coming by rail to inform William G. North,
chairman of committee, in due time that he may
meet them. His address is San Antonio and
Arransas Passenger Car Shops.
L, L. \VrGHT, Di.<t. Pres.
We.<te1'1l Texas District.
The North-east, Kansas district conference will
convene at Netawaka, March 28th. Presidents
of branches will see that reports of their several
branches are sent in, and all elders and other
officers are expected to report in person or by
letter, and as many of the members as can come
are expected to be present.
FRANK LOFTY, Dist. Pres.
BRANCH ORGANIZED.
By agreement, some of the Saints of the old
Carrollton branch met at the residence of Bro.
Jacob Xnippschild Mar-.h rst, r89I, Elder Robert
L. Wa_re, missionary in charge of district, being
present, was appointed to preside over the meeting; and M. A. Trotter secretary. Prayer by the
president. The object of the meeting was stated
by th< chair, to-wit, organization of a branch,
whereupon a motion was made that the members
present organize themselves into a branch. Carrjed. M. A. Trotter was chosen to preside over
the branch, and S. Martin as priest to the branch.
F. A. Knippschild was appointed secretary and
treasurer of the branch.
By vote of the body the branch was called the
Carrollton branch, and the first and third Sab-
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baths at two p.m., appointed to meet and partake
of the sacrament; the first Sabbath at the residence of Bro. Jacob Knippschild, and the third
Sabbath at Carrollton.
It was ordered that these minutes be spread
upon the branch record, and that a copy of the
same be sent to the Herald Oflice for publication.
·
R. L. WARE, Pres.,
M. A. TROTTER, Sec.
HIGH PRIESTS' QUORUM.
The members of the quorum of high priests
are respectfully req nested to send in their annual
reports to that quorum, to Bro. H. A. Stebbins,
Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa, at the earliest
conyenience; giving all necessary information as
to their .labors, etc,, during the past conference
year, and also their intentions and desires for the
future respecting the work In which we are all
engaged; so that reports may be presented to the
quorum if\ council during the coming general
conference.
CHARLES DERRY,
President qf Quorum.
NOTICE.
The St. Louis Zion's Hope Sunday· school, No.
2518 Elliott avenue, will give an exhibition on
Sunday, the 29th of March, at 9:30a.m. All
intending to meet at district conference are cordially invited to attend.
By order of school superintendent,
J. E. DAWSON.
BORN.
SAVAGE-At WiLber, Nebraska, January rst,
r89r, to Bro. Wilber and Sr. Lydia A. Savage, a
son; blessed March 1st, r89I, by Elders Robert
M. Elvin and Levi Anthony, and named Harry
Wallace.
MARRIED.
FERGUSON.- ScoTT.- In Lamoni, Iowa, at
the residence of Bro. John Scott, foreman of the
Herald Office, at noon on March sth, I89I, Ethel
Gertrude, second daughter of Bro. and ~r- Scott,
was united in marriage to Mr. Herbert L. Ferguson, also of Lamoni. Elder H. A. Stebbins performed the ceremony. It was a pleasant occasion and the young people begin their conpanionship with the best wishes and sincere regard of
many friends. Elder Stebbins baptized the bride
in her childhood, and it was pleasant for him
now to officiate in another ceremony, one that he
hopes will also prove to be for her continued
happiness as well as for her eternal good, even
by the life and example of a child of God, in the
new relationship.
DIED.
GALLUP-At her residence at Hancock, Iowa,
January rst, 1890, Sr. Henrietta, wife of Bro.
John Gallup. .She was born June 25th, r8I7,
in Erie county, New York; was baptized March,
1841, and was at her death 77 years, 5 months
and 25 days old. She was an active, every day
woman filling her sphere to the best of her
faculties till her death; and she fell asleep as one
going to her. rest. At her home she was hospitable, and from her door none was turned away
hungry or cold. She rests in peace; leaving a
companion with whom she had spent fifty-two
years of married life, to mourn her departure.
BEAR.-At her home, near Agency, Missouri,
Sister Esther Salzman Bear, wife of John Lebrecht Bear. Born at Mashwanden, Zurich, Switzerlimd, October 8th, 1839; died 8 a.m. February
zrst, r8gr. She was brought into the church by
J. L. Bear, during his mission at Affoltern a. A.,
on April 8th, r874, baptized by him, and on his
next visit there, in r88r, married to him by the
civil authorities. Sick nearly four years, the past
two years with consumption; she passed away at
last in peace. A widow when she married the
widower, Bro. Bear, she leaves of her own two
families and of his, six children who need the
solaces a mother's love can only supply-three
at home, all girls. Her funeral services were
conducted by Brn._ M. H. Forscutt and Wm.
Lewis on February 24th, and buried in.Jhe home_
lot close to the house her body will be near. A'
large gathering of neighbors and a few Saints
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from St. Joseph showed their respect and sympathy. "Blessed are the dead that die in the
Lord."
DENNis-At Independence, Missouri, September r3th, I89o, Manda Gertrude, only child of
Bro. and Sr. David Dennis, aged I year and 2
months. She was a bright and lovely child, and
it was hard to part with her. They do not mourn
without hope, "for of such is the kingdom of
heaven." Funeral sermon by Elder H. H. Robinson.
HuFFMAN-Sr. Silvina M. Huffman departed
this life February 19th, r89I, aged 69 years, Io
months, 27 days. Sh"e was born in the state of
New York, March 23d, I82!; she lived there until her fourteenth year when with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Wetherbee, she came to Kirtland,
Ohio, with the church. While living in Ohio
she was married to H. B. Huffman October ISth,
1837. She and her husband emigrated to Pike
county, Illinois, and have lived there the greater
part of her life. Her death was rather sudden;
she was sitting on the lounge and dropped over
apparently dead; but we brought her out of that
spell and the next evening she took another spel~
from which she never rallied. She was the
mother of ten children, of which only four are
living. She leaves an aged husband, three sons,
one daughter and quite a number of grand-children to mourn their loss.
BmAMON --At Nauvoo, Illinois, Wednesday,
February IIth, at eight o'clock in the morning, Major L<:wis Crum Bidamon. He \\as
the son of John D. Bidamon and Polly Crum,
of Pennsylvania, and was born at Smith·
field, Jefferson county, Virginia, January r6th,
18o6· and at his death was 85 years and 25
days 'old. He was one of the'' new citizens': t.h:t
came into Nauvoo at the exodus of the Sam,s
in 1846 and was one of those most prom·
inent i; the defense of the town against the
mob. His life was threatened and he was frequently in danger, but escaped unharmed. He
became acquainted with the widow of the Martyr Joseph Smith, and on December 23d, 1847,
they were married, Rev. William Hana, of t11e
M. E. Church, then located at Nauvoo, officiating
at the ceremony. In April, 1879. Emma Hale
Smith died; and in May, rt>So, Major Bidamon
married Mrs. Nancy Abercrombie. No children
were born to Majvr Bidamon and the Prophet's
widow; but he leaves a daughter and a son,
whom he recognized in his wilL He was made a
Major in the Illinois State Militia, hence his
title. He was an uneducated man, but was possessed of much natural ability, was a good workman, and was industrious, disliked debt, was
strong in his likes and dislikes. Up to his last
sickness he had been a skeptic, di;believed the
Bible and denied the Sonship of Jesus. During
his last sickness, which was some two years in
duration, his views underwent a change. He
confessed to the writer last July that he believed
the Bible to be the word of God, and that Jesus
was the Son of God. He did not" unite with any
body of believers, stating that he did not care to
join any. His step son, Joseph Smith, went to
Nauvoo called by telegram, and was in attendance at the funeral obsequies. The remains of
this man, noted as the one who had married the
widow of Joseph Smith, now lie in the family
yard near where Mrs. Emma Smith was buried,
and in sight of the family residence. The services were held in the residence of the Major, in
the Nauvoo House, a portion of which he had
finished up for a home. Pall bearers were selected from his neighbors and a large concourse witnessed the burial. The prayer was by Elder D.
D. Babcock, of Nauvoo; and the discourse by
Pres. Joseph Smith. "This is the last of earth."

BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
In order that the Congregation that ohall hear this Debate may be several thonRauds instead of on~, the PAT~
moT will publish a ca_reful!y prepared syllOJ:!I!cal report,
beginning in second ISB!le after Debate begms, and con~
tinning to close of report. Nothing ehort of a six month's
subscription will secure the full report.
Send at once. PATRIOT one year, one dollar; six
months, fifty cents.
LAMBERT BROS. Publishers,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
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COMPLETE TO DEADWOOD.
The Burlington Route, C. B. & Q. R. R., from
Chicago, Peoria and St. Louis, is now completed,
and daily passenger trains are running through
Lincoln, Nebraska, and Custer, South Dakota,
to Deadwood. Also to Newcastle, Wyoming.
Sleeping cars to Deadwood.
7mar3t
ROBT. WINNING,
President.

D. F. NICHOLSON,
Cashier.

FARMERS BANK,
LAMON .I,

Pays

6%

Real Estate Bought 1nul Sold.
FAR.M LOANS NEGOTIAT.ED.
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Published every Saturday at

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,
Brethren { ,J. ~- Rnnr~soN l Editore.
F. G. PITT
)

Subscription prlce, $1.00 per .:;-ea,..
It is devoted to the spreading of religions truth as
viewed h_y the SamtFl.
E11ch is .. ue contHins a sermon by one of th~ ministry,
rPport"' of thp; dlfft~rent societl<'B in the church. and ar~
tide~ bearing upon or explanatory of the doctnnes of the
chnrch.
It w the intPntion to make it a br>lp to the mili'Pionnry
at home and in the ti(~Jd; M. Bonr~e of comfort to the Fcatten'd oneR who are Oetlied church pnvihog'f·R. and to bring
the Saints into cJ.)<::pr

Many inquiries are coming in in regard to when
the volumes,

"With the Church in an Early Day,"
-AND-

"Pattie; or, Leaves from a Life,"
will be issued? We are now prepared t.o say that "With
the Chnrch" will be ready for mailing by the last of April
or the first of May. We trust that those who have sent
in their name as Bubscribers Will be prompt 1n re~itting,
as we shall need the funds to defray the expense of print·
·ing and binding. When remitting do not forget to en•
close stamps for mailing.

lOW A,

Interest on Time Deposits.

ZION'S

Book Subscriber's Notice.

r~-'hltionP~hlp

with Pfl.Ch othf'r.

SPIRITUAL GIFT&\ AND SPIRIT
MANIFESTATIONS,
OR CAUSE AND CURE FOR SKEPTICISlU,

BY
ELDER M. H. BOND.
Just issued; a book or pamphlet of over 100 pages
larger than.the Voice of Warnmg, of closely written and
original matter; good type, good paper, and_easy reading.
A treatise upon the uncenainties of Catholic of Protestant creed. The rntional tbeorv and t xpoE<ition of. gospel
doctrine and confirmatory gifts, as again~t the insidious
doctrines and rcvelatwns of modern soiritualiEm. The
anti-Bible revelations of Swedenhorg, The Quakert~,
Catholic Vb~tons and Miraclee., Meflmeric, Trance, MindHeading, ""ChriF~tiau Science,~ "'Divine Healing'' or
"·Fuit.h Cure.'' "How to Become a :Medium," &c. The
G1fts of tbe Gospel, their proper place, us~ or abuse in
the church.
Price, 25 cents Single Copy.
Send silver or stamps; $~.25 per dozen, postage paid,
P. 0. Order or Currency. Addrese, M. H. Bond, Willoughby, Ohio; or Herald Office, Lamoni, Iowa.
~ Agents and "pushers" wanted, to whom books
wul be sent upon application.

Priee at the Office $1.
Probable cost of maiiing 8 cts.
Owing to the sickness of her father, Sr. Eleanor was
called away eome five weeks since, but her volume will
·be i•sued ahont the last of June or early in July, and .sub•
scription price, which may now be remitted as convenient, will be the same as the above.
ALSO NOTICE.
This week we commence the mailing of onr premium
Engraving to all sub•cribers who have ordered it. Owing
to the large number to he served it may reqnire two fnll
weeke to reach the last ones. If by the 2ilth of Febrnary
yon have not received yours. notify the office by a card
and lt will receive prompt. att€'ntio·n.
~ Be careful in removing them from the tube and
we guarantee perfect conditinJq
·
.
M. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa.
Jan. :llet, 189!.

BIBLE SYNOPSIS.
Only three or four hundred left. I will sell
the remainder at $r each. or six to any address
for $5; still a larger discoumt to agents. Send to
the Herald Office at Lamoni, Iowa, or J. J. Cornish, Reed City, O;;ceola county, Michigan.
12273m

INSPIRED TRANSLATION.·
~

$200 Tent for $100.

A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
Setting forth the order and nature of the Priesthood, and defining the duties and prerogatives
of all the Church Officials, including the First
Presidency, and also the Deacons, as set forth in
the Revelations of God and decisions of the
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
the Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
Price 25 cents including postage.
WANTED!
A good cheese maker to work in La~oni,
Iowa, factory this coming seas.on-or<e that has
had experience in making Swiss and American
cheese.
Adress The Lewis Creamery,
Send references.
St. Joseph, Missouri.

MILL FOR SALE.
SHELBY MILL FOR SALE, situated in
Shelby, Shelby county, Iowa. For full partie·
ulars enquire of H. D. Swain, Harlan, Shelby
county, Iowa.

~

L-EAVES,

AUTUMN

Published monthly for the

1

By addressing David Chambers, Persia, Iowa,
you can learn of the sale of the large Reunion
tent, 6o feet wide, 7 feet walls. Cost $200 new,
in good condition.
\Vill be sold for $wo.
A
bargain.
Could not be bought new to-day fo~
less than $235·
4t

FLEXIBLE BINDING.

The Inspired Translation of the Holy Scriptures bound In limp leather, flexible covers, simiiar to the binding of the Oxford Sunday-school
Teachers Bible. Price, by mail. $4.

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,

HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
f<>r sale my Honse of six rooms, and a,n acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Goqd cellar with hot air
nrnace nit, "'nd water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohi<>-

GERMAN TRACTS.
~Tracts

in the German Language may he had of Bro.
Ad. Richter, Bnrlington, Iowa: Tb.e Baptism, 6 cents;
the Repentance, 5 cents; the Principles of the Gospel, 6
cents: the Epitome ol Faith, 2c.; the Sixth Trumpet,
fifty-fonr page pamph4Jt, 25c. These prices include
postage.

a

.Nothw.
When chnngingj'your place of residence, or desiring
your paper sent to a different post-office, he particular m
gtving, in full, the name of the post-office, county, and
state where you had been last receiving it, and distinctly
state the name of the post-office, county and state to
which yon wish your paper Bent in the future.
When mailing a letter, whetb.er in a railroad car, on a
steamboat, or while vit?-Itin,g at a friend's, in every inw
stance give your.,own addTess where you are taking your pa"'
per.
If your paper bas been discontinned. state where you
have last been taking it, and the time it was stopped.

-..8...-

SYlVIBOLOGICAL

CATECHISM::

OR

Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
BY A. J. MAPES.
104 pagee, cloth bound. Price 35 cents each.
For sale by BRo. H. R. MILLS,
INDEPENDENCE, Mo.
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"HJU.BKEN TO THE WOED OF THE LORD: FOR THERE Sir.ALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVI!: SA VII! IT Jill ONlll WIFll, AND CONOUBINJIII!
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pagg 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, ANn ONE WoMAN RUT ONE HuSBAND: ExcEPT m CAsE oF DEATl'J, WHEN EITHER
xs AT LIBERTY To MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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Lamoni, Iowa, March

dence on essential points, for "correction"
as to conduct and principle and promise,
Official Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christo;
•
Latter ]Jay Sainls
also as to the importance and essential
PUBLISHED AT LAMONI, DECATUR COUNTY, lo-W A,
qualities of "righteousness." And he also
Every Saturday. Pri£e $2.20 per year.
challenged the Saints concerning his per'l'he Traveling Ministry, Distrid and Branch Pref:!idents'
sonal conduct, in these words:
and the Bishop's Agents, are reque8ted to solicit ne_w s?bh
ecribers, and help build up the paper and the pubbcatwn
"For yourselves, brethren, know our
department.·
. .
.
Business Letters and Subscnphons must be sent to David
entrance in unto you, that it was not in
Danc~r by P. 0. Order, Hegistered Letter, or Exin·ess.
vain: But even after that we had sufEnte;ed as S$-COnd class matter at Lamoni Post 0tliee.
fered before, and were shamefully entreated, as ye know, at Philippi, we were
bold in our God to speak unto you the
gospel of God with much contention. For
our exhortation was not of deceit, nor of
•
EDITOR.
JOSEPH SMI'l'H
AssociATE EmTOR. I uncleanness, nor in guile; but as we were
W. W. BLAIR
allowed of God to be put in trust with the
go$ pel, even so we speak; not as pleasing
Lamoni, Iowa, March 2 I, I 89 I.
men, but God, which trieth our hearts.
For neither at aey time used we flattering
WHAT MINISTERS SHOULD BE.
words, as ye know, nor a cloak of covetJEsUs said, "Let your light so shine before ousness; God is witness: Nor of men
men, that they rna y see your good works, sought we glory, neither of you, Bor yet
and glorify your Father which in heaven." of others,· when we might have been
-Matt. 5: I6 ..•
burdensome, as the apostles of Christ.
"Good works," as examples, are requir- But we were gentle among you, even as
ed of the rninis,try by our Lord, and there- a nurse cherisheth her children: So being
in is "light" that wins.
affiOctionately desirous of you, we were
Paul said, "Follow after righteousness, willing to have imparted unto you, not
godliness, faith, love, patience, meekness. the gospel of God only, but also our own
Fight the good fight of faith, lay hold on souls, because ye were dear unto us. For
eternal life, whereunto thou art also call- ye remember, brethren, our labor and
ed."-:-I Tim. 6: u, 12.
travail: for laboring night and day, beAgain: "Let the elders that rule weU cause we would not be chargeable unto
be counted worthy of double honor, es- any of you, we preached unto you the
pecially they who labor in the word and gospel of God. Y e are witnesses, and
doctrine. For the scripture saith, Thou
God also, how holily, and justly, and unshalt not muzzle the ox that treadeth out blamably we. behaved ourselves amo.ng
the corn. And, The laborer is worthy of you 'that believe: As ye know how we
exhorted, and comforted, and charged
his reward."-I Tim. 5: 17, r8.
By these latter texts it is seen thut min- every one of you, as a father doth his chilisters should be honored, and aided, in pro- dren, that ye would walk worthy of God,
portion as their labors are "worthy" in who hath called you unto his kingdom
kind and amount, thus rn"king merit, and and glory. For this cause also thank we
not mere office, the grpund for reward.
God without ceasing, because, when ye
Again: '•Preach the word; be instant received tbe word of God which ye beard
in season, who are out of season; reprove, of us, ye received it not as the word of
rebuke, exhort with all longsuffering and men, but (as it is in truth) the word of
doctrine."-2 Tim. 4: 2. And, "Study to God, which effectually worketh also in
shew thyself approved of God, a work- you that believe."....,..I Thess. 2: I-I 3·
man that needeth not to be a~hamed, rightAll the ministry should seek to attain
ly dividing the word of truth," (z Tim. 2: that hig-h plane of worthine~s that will
15); and, "Thou hast known the holy enable them to say as did Paul,-"But
scriptures, which are able to make thee we were gentle among you, even as a
wise unto salv.ation through faith. which is nurse cherisheth her children;" and "Ye
in Christ Jesus. All scripture given by are witnesses, and God aho, how holily
inspiration of God is profitable for doc- and justly and unblamably we behaved
trine, for reproof, for correction, for in- ourselves among you that believe."
Is any witness worthy of that exalted
str.uction in righteousness; that the man
of God may be perfect, thoroughly fur- calling who falls short of these divine
nished unto all good works."~2 Tim. 3: qualifications? And should not every minister carefully examine himself and rneas·
I5-I7•
.
.
Paul advised in these matters as he had
ure his conduct by these standards? We
practiced in his ministry; for it is recorded think he should.
Peter, near the close of a most eventful
of him that "as his manner ·was," he "reasoned with the people out ofthe scriptures," t~nd devout life, counsels the rnini~try in
appealing to them for doctrine, for evi" these important words, whic;h all ministers
H E

No. r2.

2 I, I 89 I.

for Christ should heed with diligence, putting the same in constant practice:
_
"The elders which are among you I exhort, who am also an elder, and a witness
of the sufferings of Christ, and also a partaker of the glory that shall be revealed:
Feed the flock of God which is among
you, taking the oversight thereof, not by
constraint, but willingly; not for filthy
lucre, but of a ready mind; neither as being .lords over God's heritage, but being
ensamples to the flock."-I Peter 5: r-3.
That is it,-"Feed the flock of God, ..
willingly, . . of a ready mind;" not "as
being lords over God's heritage, but being
ensamples to the flock."
When this is
done, the minister will win the love and
support of all worthy people who learn of
his "good works." Such ministers will
ever be "mighty through God" in convincing sinners and in confirming and
comforting Saints. But he that lacks these
qualifications is weak, though he may possess both learning and intellectual talent.
These latter are good, but the graces which
gospel work demands must be had, or the
minister fails, and, if he repents not, he
will fall.
The Book of Mormon teaches that
Chnst's servants must be (I), "pure," then
(z), wise, as may be seen in Mosiah I :6w, etc. Alma said to hi's people: "I desire that ye should stand fast in the liberty
wherewith ye have been made free, and
that ye trust no man to be a king over
you; and also trusting no one to be your
teacher nor your minister <;oxcept he be a
man of God, walking in his ways and
keeping his cornmandments."-Mosiah
I I; 2,

From this text we learn that God's people are expected to see to it that "no one"
is to be their teacher nor minister except
he fills the divine requirements, thereby
making holiness of conduct the first and
chief qualification.
Mark it well, the
Lord's people are to note the deportment and consider the character and doings of those claiming to be Christ's servants, and if these latter are not fulfilling
the divine requirements, they are neither
to be endorsed nor sustained; for they
who endorse or sustain unworthy ministers are thereby sanctioning and supporting what is unchristian and evil.
With this view of the matter we can
see why Paul warned the Saints against
unworthy ministers who would "speak
perverse things" among them, and why
the Lord justified the Saints in rejecting
some who claimed to be "apostles" and
were not, and why the Lord said to the
Saints in 1831, "The inhabitants of Zion
shall judge all things pertaining to Zion,
and liars and hypocrites shall be proved
by them, and they who are not apostles
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and prophets shall be known."-D. C. 64:
7· In the rights thus secured to the Saints
they may and should, faithfully protect
themselves individually and collectively,
against imposition and priestcraft-and all
unworthy ministers generally and particularly.
In conclusion, every servant of Christ
should examine himself honestly and
faithfully, and see if he is what Christ requires him to be, and what the Saints
have the right to expect he should be, and
let the word of God be the standard by
which to measure himself.
And the
Saints should appeal to the same standard
when judging them.
HOW CAN IT BE?

WE received lately an obituary notice
sent by a brother in Illinois, with which
he sent an accompanying letter explanatory of some of the conditions. The woman whose death he sent the notice of was
the wife of his brother, who is a member
of the church. Of her he says:
"She did not obey the gospel for the want of
courage to make her desire known, she having bitterly opposed her husband for a number of years,
for his religion. She was a good mother, and an
example of good morals; so that all loved her
that knew her. When her last babe died, her
husband asked her if he should go for the
Lutheran minister to have it sprinkled; but she
said, •No; -no more sprinkling in my house.'
This was the first clue to him of her becoming
convinced that sprinkling little children was
wrong. She attended conference last fall, and
was convinced that the doctrine of the Latter
Day Saints was true. About the middle of January she sent for Elder H-- with the object of
being baptized. When her folks learned that she
wanted to be baptized, her father became nearly
crazy and forbade her being baptized, and she
being very low with consumption and weak bodily, gave way to them, and her feeling left her for
being baptized, or administered to. Later her
faith grew stronger and she sent the second time
for the elders, two of whom came and administered to her. She went to sleep and slept all
night, something she had not done for weeks.
The pain left her, but she was weak until her
death."

This sister died with her convictions
touching the truths of religion unchanged,
yielding to the opposition of her parents,
who · assumed to control her actions
with regard to baptism, though she had
long heen a married woman "subject to the
law of her husl?.and," accordiNg to PauL
Who is responsible for the condition before the Lord of this woman? A good
wife and mother, of excellent morals, an
adherent to a system of belief which i.n her
heart she could not longer accede to, and
desi.rous of obeying what she was satisfied
held a better promise of peace and joy in
the world to come, but prevented from
yielding obedience by the open oppositioQ
of her father, mother and others of her kindred, her father forbidding it by word, she
lies down to her final rest without the seal
of baptism following the obedience of her
will. Will he who thus assumed to dictate
to her what her course should bP toward

her Savior, be held responsible? and will
the soul whose agency was interfered
with by him suffer any loss by reason of
such interference? These are all questions to think about.
If there will be any loss to the individual whose right to act for herself in behalf
of her salvation was thus interfered with,
how must the father feel who so rashly
forbade her to exercise that right?
The Saints have been accused of teaching what broke up family ties and
brought into the family cause for dissension and •strife; · but the rule of the
church says that: "lt is not right to
persuade a WQman to be baptized contrary to the will of her husband, neither
is it lawful to influence her to leave her
husband."
This outs the church on broad and safe
footing
to their duty to the relation of
husband and wife. But in the case of this
woman the church did not try to persuade
her, nor did her husband; on her own desire to be baptized, so expressed, her
father forebade her, not her husband. He
was as a Saint should he, willing that his
wife should act as her mind and
should direct.
Our belief ·is that no loss will accrue to
the sister; that the act- of her father was
unjustifiable, but that the woman having
been prevented from obedience to the gospel by improper interference will be received unto obedience hereafter, and her
faith he crowned with peace and love
hereafter.
We cannot sit in judgment
on the man who forbade his daughter to be
baptized, for judgment belongs to God;
but we believe all such interference to be
unwarranted and hurtful, and that those
who do it are not justified. It is wrong for
an elder to persuade a wife to be baptized
contrary to the will of her husband, and
it is equally wrong, and worse for a father
or husband to forbid a wife, or daughter
to be obedient to the heavenly command,
·"Repent and be baptized."

as
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TO STUDY SPIRITUALISM.
BosToN, Mass, Feb. ro:h.-A movement has
been started in Boston by men of high standing
for the investigation and study of psychic phenomena. A prospectus has been issued signed
among others by the Rev. Savage, the Rev. Horton of the Second Congregational Church, the
Rev. Heber Newton of All Souls' Episcopal
Church, New York; the Rev. E. E. Hake of
Boston, Mary A. Livermore of Melrose, B. 0.
Flower, editor of the Arena and the Rev. T. E.
Alton of the Fourth Unitarian society, Providence. The prospectus states:
"We only propose to concentrate our efforts
on the narrower field of Spiritualism, pure and
simple. That modern Spiritualism has votaries
in all parts of our country, and that it has power
to influence the thought and action of those who
believe its teachings, are indisputable facts. Is
the movement founded on fact or delusion?
Does the world know? And if it does not know
is it not time for a few truth-loving persons approaching the subject in a serious frame of mind
to investigate it, guided by purely ~cientific
methods? Is it not in the best interest of hu-

manlty that this matter should be settled, if possible, once for all? If it be delusion the contagion has spread quite far enough and done dam·
age enough already._ If there be truth the world
would be benefited by the knowledge., With
this feeling the signers have decided to issue this
appeal, asking you to join with them in carrying
on the work of the psychic investigation association."

Recent contributions to the Arena, such
as "Are there objective apparitions?" in
which psychic phenomena, clearly evidenced by authentic testimony have been
presented and candidly considered, seem
to have awakened a desire for a thorough
investigation into that branch of the mys•
terious.
Good results . should ·follow a
proper investigation of that realm.
GEORGE ADAMS AND WIFE.

FoR the information of all concerned, and~
to correct misstaterpents recently published in certain quarters, we pen a few facts
relative to the life and death of the late
George and Mary A. Adams, whe died
in Lamoni, Iowa, the past year, and we do·
so the more readily because some of their
former fellow-Saints have of late made
inquiry concerning them.
They were baptized into the Reorganized Church in Vv atsonville, California,
by Elder H. H. Morgan, March 7th,
r864, and lived joyfully in fellowship with
the Saints until some time after thev located near Lamoni and met with c~rtain
disaffected ministers and members who
craftily plied them with harmful stories
concerning Joseph the Seer till they became confused and darkened in mind, lost
their "first love" for the church, were
saddened and soured, grieved the Holy
Spirit and lost sight of its numerous and
comforting testimonies given them in the
Reorganized Church, and finally, when
the late Bro. Banta expostulated with
them for wffering themselves to be misled
bv unwise, meddlesome talkers, they became very angry with him and soon after
united with the Whitmerites.
These latter facts will sound painfully
strange to those who knew them in California and were witnesses of their zeal and
love and joyful experiences and inspiring
testimonies; but to some of these they will
not, for as early as 1867 the Holy Spirit
revealed the painful fact that both the
sister and "!'he brother-she first and he
afterwards-would deoart from the faith
zmd the Church of Christ, as is so clearly
set forth in the following night vision
given to their. intimate friend and well
beloved brother, Elder J. C. Clapp, who
told it years ago to Bro. A. S. Cochran
and family, and to some others, and of
late gave it to the writer in these words:
"When in Watsonville, California, in r867, I
had a vision or dream, in substance as fQ!lows:
I saw a long and· very narrow bridge which
spanned a dark, turbulent river, and I knew the·
Savior was expected to come to the Saints who•
were gathering to the farther end of the bridge,.
and I saw that the Saints had to pass over that
bridge, and that many were falllng off it, some
of whom I knew and others I did not. When I
undertook to cross it I became very dizzy and
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said to my mother, who started on the bridge
ahead of me, •I can not make it; I will fall off.'
To this she replied, •You must rot look down on
the river. Keep your eyes fixed on the Saints
(who looked like a Eomall wbite cloud) at the far
end of the bridge!' I took my mother's advice,
soon got righted up, and managed to walk along
with comparative ease.
"George l". Dykes was the first one that I
recognized who fell off, and he tried to swim up
to the bridge against the current; but after much
struggling he was overcome and swept down the
current and out of sight. I saw Bro. George
Adams and wife ahead of us. I saw Sr. Adams
stumble, and as she was falling she seized hold
of her husband and dragged him off the bridge
with her, and they went down the stream as did
the others. I have lived to see all of these leave
the church.
J. C. CLAPP."

We have nothing to say as to the wife's
state of mind at the time of her death, for
we know nothiug directly about it; but as
to the condition of her husband's mind we
think it safe and proper to say he died a
hopeless, despairing man. His talk with
his constant attendants up to the last led
them to conclude as much, and certainly
his appearance a few hours before his
death impressed the writer with the same
conviction. When his attendants asked
him if they should send for Ebenezer
Robinson, he replied, "No! He can do me
no good." He made no requests for
prayers, and no prayers were offered, it is
said, by Mr. Robinson, when he called on
him a few hours before his death, and he
charged his attendarls that no funeral
sermon should be preached on the occasion of his death.
Comment on these facts arenot needed.
Those who tampered with the faith and·
blasted the hopes and joys of George
Adams and wife will have to account to
God for their conduct :uid learn that he
who puts stumbling blocks in the way of
his fellow will be. made to answer for it
before the Judge of all'.
We remember the fallen ones with
Christian love; while we pity and deplore
their defection from the faith and the
Church of Christ.
.MATTER FOR THE PRESS.
TAKE NOTICE.

WE are under the necessity to call attention to a common rule of printing and publishing·houses, which requires that all contributions and communications sent for
publication must be written upon one side
qf the paper only. . We are compelled in
self-defense, and by reason of increase of
labor connected with the editorial department, to ask all the correspondents and
contributors to the columns of HERALD,
Hope or Autumn Leaves, including the
Mothers' Home Column, to observe this
rule hereafter. The fact that an article or
communication is written upon both sides
of the same sheet will be cause for its rejection, no matter what its merit may
otherwise be. We no longer have time to
rewrite portions of articles intended for the
HERALD in order that they may be put into
the compositor's hands in shape required

by printers' just rule in this regard. Reform is the order of the day, and this is
one of the things needing reformation.
Those articles now in our hands written
upon both sides of the sheets will have to
bide their time, and our time and opportunity to copy the second pages, for insertion.
Please remember, also, to write all business matters on separate sheets from your
letters, or communications, or you will be
likely to lose the latter; as they will go
into the business department, not into the
literary.
We regret having anything to say on
this subject, as we have some correspondents who are inclined to consider this rule
harsh and unnecessary, and are sensitive
because their communications do not appear; but, we see no just reason why exception should'be made in their favorand
ag(.linst others; we shall strive to act impartially, whatever the result.
A KIND ACT.

THOSE who are inimical to the idea that
Robert G. Ingersoll is at war with socalled Christianity may find some comfort
in the following kind action of this celebrated lecturer:
"INFIDEL'' CHRISTIANITY.
HELENA, Mont., Feb 7th.-Ex-Speaker Witter
of the Republican House, and his wife, both died
last week of pneumonia, and left two penniless
girls. Colonel Ingersoll heard of the fund being
r is~d for them and offered the committee a lee·
ture, declining a share of the receipts and insist·
ing on buying his own tickets. Last night the
largest audience ever seen in Montana listened
to his lecture on "Sh«kespeare." Two thousand
dollars were realized.
"PALESTINE FOR JEWS."

,THE Times, of Chicago, for February6th,
has the following memorial under the
above caption. It looks as if the end of
their captivity might before long be reached by the Jews.
Washington, D. C., March 5th-William E.
Blackstone of Chicago to-day visited the president in company with Secretary Blaine and presented a memorial in behalf of the Russian Jews.
The memorial says:
"What shall bedone for the Russian Jews~ It
is both unwise and useless to undertake to dictate
to Russia soncerning her internal affairs. The
Jews have lived as foreigners in her dominions
for centuries, and she fully believes that they are
a burden upon the resourees and prejudicial to
the welfare of her peasant population, and will
not allow them to remain. She is determined
that they must go.
Hence, like the Sephardim
of Spain, these Ashkenazim must emigrate. But
where shall 2,ooo,oco of such poor people go?
Europe is crowded and ha~ no room for more
peasant population. Shall they come to America?
This will be a tremendous expense, and require
years.
"Why not give Palestine back to them again?
According to God's distribution of nations it is
their home-:--an inalienable posession from which
they were expelled by force. Under their culti·
vation it was a remarkably fruitful land, sustain-
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ing millions of Israelites, who industriously tilled
its hillsides and valleys. They were agriculturists
and producers as well as a nation of great commercial importance--the center of civilization and
religion. Why shall not the powers which under
the treaty of Berlin, in 1878, gave Bulgaria to
the Bulgarians and Servia to the Servians now
give Palestine back to the Jews? These provinces
as well as Roumania, Montenegro, and Greece,
were wrested from the Turks and given to their
natural owners. Does not Palestine as rightfully
belong to the Jews? It is said that rains are increasing, and there are many evidences that the
land is recovering its ancient fertility.
If they
could have autonomy In government the Jews of
the world "VOuld rally to transport and establish
their suffering brethren in their time· honored
habitation.
For over seventeen centuries they
have patiently waited for such a privileged opportunity. They have not become agriculturists
elsewhere because they believed they were mere
sojourners in the various nations, and were yet to
return to Palestine and till their own land.
Whatever vested rights, by possession, may have
accrued to Turkey can be easily compensated,
possibly by the Jews assuming an equitable portion of the national debt.
"We believe this is an appropriate time for all
nations, and especially the Christian nations of
Europe, to show kindness to Israel. A million
of exiles, by their terrible sufferings, are piteously
appealing to our sympathy, justice, and humanity. Let us now restore to them the land of which
they were so cruelly despoiled by our Roman
ancestors.
"To this end we respectfully petition his excellency, Benjamin Harrison, president of the
United States, and the Hon. James G. Blaine,
secretary of state, to use their good offices and
influence with the governments of their imperial
majes,ies Alexander III., czar of Russia; Victoria, queen of Great Britain and empress of India;
William II., emperor of Germany; Francis Joseph, emperor of Austro-Hungary; Abdul Hamid II., sultan of Turkey; his royal majesty Humbert, King of Italy; her royal majesty Marie
Christiana, queen regent of Spain, and with the
government of the republic of France, and with
the governments of Belgium, Holland, Denmark,
Sweden, Portugal, Roumania, Servia, Bulgaria,
and Greece, to secure the holding at an early date
of an international conference, to consider the
condition of the Israelites and their claims to
Palestine as their ancient home, and to promote,
in all other just and proper ways, the allevlation
of their suffering condition."
The memorial is signed by editors of newspapers, public officials, clergymen, business men,
and others in the cities of Chicago, Boston, New·
. York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Washington.
Mr. Blackstone explained that the memorial·
was the result of a conference of Christians and
Jews recently held in Chicago, and called especial attention to the fact that it did not antagonize
Russia, but only sought in a peaceable way to
give the Jews control of their homes in Palestine.
He pointed out many evidences of the possibility
of great development of that country, both agriculturally~and commercially, under an energetic
government, and said the railroad now building
from Joppa to Jerusalem, if extended to Damascus, Tadmor, and down the Euphrates could not
fail to become an international highway. He
said the pov.ert,r of the Turkish ·government
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giires emphasis to the proposed indemnity by
funding a y6rtion of the Turkish national debt
through j~wish capitalists, and that only peaceable diplomatic negotations are asked for, to the
end that all private ownership of land and property be carefully respected and protected.
In
closing, he said that being on such friend.ly ttrms
with Ru&sia and having no complications in the
orient it was most fitting and hopeful that our
government should initiate the friendly movement to give these wandering millions of Israel,
ites a settled and permanent home. The president listened attentively to Mr. Blackstone's remarks and promised to give the subject serious
consideration.

THE SAINTS' HERALD.
lengthy item in a late issue of the Chicago
7 imes presents the advantages of establishing Jerusalem as a reckoning point, on
account of the great land surface of her.
meridian line.
Elder Ebenezer Robinson, of Davis
City, Iowa, Editor of the Retu1'n, died at
his residence, on the morning of the t Ith
inst., of general debility and "Ia grippe."
Particulars will be given in a later issue.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
.tues.....:.Has a teacher the right to appoint and
l\old preaching meetings in a place where there.
is no other one of the priesthood?
Ans.-Yes; a teacher may spread the glad
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
news of life and peace, teach, expound and exA :BROTHER sends us for the HERALD an hort and invite all to come to Christ. (D. of C.,
account of a sermon preached to his par- sec. 17.
ishioners by a Catholic clergyman, against
Q.-Which Is the best way to start meetings
the practice of patronizing fortune-tellers, in a small town?
·
wizards et al who profess to read the past
A.-No general rule can be made to apply. The
and pregent, and foretell the fortune. All way best adapted to secure a hearing in any
Catholics are not believers in wizards, for- given town would be the way for that place.
tune tellers··or necromancers, but some are. Paul abode for two years in his own hired house,
We do not in<>ert the article because we and there taught. A similar course has been
take it for granted that to our readers such pursued in the starting of the work. A man
counsel is unnecessary.
could open services in his own house at stated
Brn. E. C. Briggs and F. M. Cooper times and if he kept steadily at work; living honare making what promises to be a succesl't- estly before God and man, he would finally
ful effort to firmly establish the work in
make some impression. Some try for a season,
Chicago. They occupy two halls and exand because they do not capture a host, or set
pect to get a third one. In addition to
tract distribution, a special issue of the the town alive with inquiry, quit discouraged.
printed word is being issued, and seems Some go at their hearers with a slap bang sort of
likely to prove effective. The brethren . style, and make themselves obnoxious in a very
are encouraged by the favorable pros- little while. Some keep widening their Influence
by care and study until they do much good. We
pects.
Bro. D. D. Williams, Roney, Hickory recommend a careful, steadfast, persistent effort,
county, Missouri, writes earnestly of his the preacher confining himself to teaching the
desires to comply with that part of the word, leaving the mysteries alone. First princispiritual law sometimes called "the tem- ples are most needful just now.
Q.- What evidence is there in the Bible of a
ponll." He evideNtly recognizes that a
careful fulfillment of all requirements is es- resurrection at the time of. Christ's resurrection;
sential to attain the fullness of the meas- and did they die again or go to heaven, and•
ure of the stature of a man in Christ Jesus. if they did how was Christ the first fruits of the
Bro. Williams intends setting aside four resurrection ?
acres of land and building thereon a log
A.-Matthew 26: 50-53, contains a specific
house for worship and donate such to the statement to the effect that many of those who
church, if he succeeds.
slept came out of their graves and appeared to
Sr. Rebecca Hunter, New Hope, Vir- the Saints, after Ike resurrection of Jesus. This
ginia, adds an encouraging word to the · would in no sense defeat the statement that he
many cheering expressions that reach us became the first fruits of the resurrection. The
from the scattered Saints. Our crowded fact still remains that it was the power, will and
columns prevent the full publication of all work of Jesus to bring to pass the resurrection,
letters received.
and without him there was not and would not
Bro. S. B. G., whose suggestion con- have been any resurrection. The fact that a
cerning brevity and avoiding· useless repefew or many of the Saints who were lying in
titions appeared in HERALD for March
their graves came forth from those graves at the
7th, requests us to state that his note should .
have read "boil down and condense" mat- time of the crucifi:idon, and the Savior's resurrection do~s not detract from the claim that he
ter written for publication.
Jerusalem, the city of the Great King was the first to r!se, in the sense of the text.
and the beloved metropolis of the Jews, is He undoubtedly was entitled to come forth
not only commanding attention beer-use of from the grave; and it is but pleasant and
her ancient and mod,~rn religious impor- reasonable for us to believe that when he preachtance, the gathering there of the sons of ed to the spirits in prison, many received his
Abraham, etc., but scientists, among whorn message of mercy and yielded obedience; and if
many profess to disbelieve the credibility so their spirits might be permitted to take up
of her sacred associations, are now discuss- their bodies when Jesus was resurrected, and
ing the advisability of reckoning time and thus ascend with him to the paradise of God.
As to the Blble proofs, specific of this, we can
distance from Jerusalem, making the
ancient city the chief point of latitudinal only cite the one named and some corroborative
and longitudinal reckoning, instead of ones; but it Is but reasonable to believe that if
Greenwich, Paris, Washington, etc. A
any of the dead arose as state<!! by Matthew, they

did not die again, but went to the place appointed for the righteous resurrected.
Q -Can any contingency arise, or is there any
method by vvhich a person can be disconnected,
dropped, or suspended from the church without
trial before a co,urt of elders, whether charges have been preferred or not, and the person under
question has no desire to remain and confess
themselves unworthy of fellowship?
A.-This question has neverflbeen answered,
other than this: that any one persisting in a request. to be allowed to witJ;ldraw from the
church, should be dealt with as for apostasy •
We can conceive, however, of conditions which
might arise in which to accuse a man of apostasy, and insist upon a trial by an elders' court
would be useless, to use no harsher term. Justice to the body seems, however, to demand that
no one who may be in some way in transgression and out of harmony with the body, should
be permitted to withdraw without question and
thus throw opprobrium on the church undeservedly. It is this principle, evidently, that gave
rise to the rule reft!rred to. We can not answer
the query.
-t.-Does the law contemplate that the priest
and the teacher shall pe associated in church
duties rather than priest and elder and teacher
and deacon?
A.-We believe not.
-t.-In a branch where there is one elder, one
priest, one teacher, and the elder is not the president of the branch, is he an officer in that branch?
A.-Unless the elder is elected by the branch
to an office in it, he is not a branch officer, but an
offi~er of the general church.

Brro. L. L. BABBITT sends us a Kansas
City Star, for February 4th from which
we clip the following i·n regard to a find
in Davis county, Missouri. We shall be
pleased if, when the returns are all in,
anything either of a novelty or historical
value shall have been found.
THE GRAVE OF ADAM LOCATED AT LAST.

Fifty years ago Joseph Smith, founder of the
Mormon faith, pointed out a certain spot near
this city as the grave· of Adam, the first victim
of the serpent's wiles and frailty of woman.
Ever since this mound has been called "Di
Amon." To·day while engaged In digging a
well, parties unearthed at a depth eighty feet
several quaint relics in a splendid state of preservation. This discovery calls to mind ~hen
Mormons were a power in this portion of the
country and the lives of the Gentile settlers were
at their mercy. The site of "Adam·on·DI-Amon,"
which means "the grave of the first 111an,
Adam,'' will be thorougl)ly explored, and startling revelations are exp<>cted.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. W. W. Blair wrote from 231 Castro street, San Francisco, Cahfornia,.
March zd:
"l held service in the chapel in Oakland yesterday at 2: 30 p.m.; about forty in attendance,
and all seemed cheered and hooeful. At 7: 30 p.
m. held service in Lincoln Hall, this city, and
had a full congregation. Am to hold meetings
in Oakland Tuesday and Thursday nights this
week; also bueiness meeting Wedne.sday, and·
preach here and there next Sunday. Wlll attend
conference in Sacramento the I 3th to rsth insts.,
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n. v. The outlook in Oakland and in this city
improves some, and I hope to leave the Oakland
branch In a reviving condition. I send you
papers by which you may learn of the unprt>cedented and very dedruc1ive floods in Arizona
and southern California. The elements are
greatly agitated. Does this presage l!ke conditions among mankind r Both the Eastern and
Western Continents seemed troubled and afflicted physically and otherwise just now. Bro. John
Young, of Livermore, attended our meetings
yesterday, and reports that Bro. Thomas Daley
had recently held a successful series of meetings
in his vicinity and baptized nine persons, with
more believing."

Is Catholicism, like Protestantism, yielding to the leavening spirit of the age, becoming more pliable, and will it also revise its creed? Last year the Pope abolished the Lenten fast, presumably on account of the almost universal prevalence
of lagrippe; but what does the Jollowing
mean?
FAST ABOLISHED.

ST. LoUis, Mo., Feb. wth.-His grace Archbishop Kenrick has Issued instructions to the
pastors of his diocese as to the observance of the
Lenten season. In regard to the use of flesh
meats he says: "Leave will be given by dispensation to use them on the following days: Sundays, Mondays, Tuesdays and Thursdays, also
on all Saturdays except the first Saturday after
the first Sunday IDf Lent and Holy Saturday."
This is the broadest dispensation that has ever
been granted in this diocese, and it practically
abolishes the Lenten fast.

.,

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"0 silent land, to which we move,
Enough If there alone be love, .,
And mortal need cau ne'er outgrow
What it is waiting to bestow."

We commend to Sunday-school.teachers havIng classes of restless boys a careful reading of
the following Jetter:
•
THE ART OF MANAGING BOYS.
BY V. F. P.

•

Chinese boys and Japanese boys are taught at
home absolute obedience. They are also taught
the greatest respect for any one who teaches.
Here, teachers find difficulty at the very root,
and, unless they have learned the art of managing boys, must long for them to have the Asiatic
virtues. Perhaps more could cultivate this art,
If they would be willing to beg!~ at the beginning.
If you had the corner class of boys, as I have,
and could see, close at hand, most of the boys of
a large Sunday-school, you might feel convinced
that there is assuredly a basal difficulty, after due
allowance for (lack of) home discipline.
When you regard your dealings with boys as
a privilege, then you will treat them with that
dignity and respect that draws forth all the good
of their being. The teacher or leader who loves
the,se boyish souls will help them as none oth('!r

cart.
"You are the worst boys I ever knew," said
one teacher to my class before it became mine.
Do you wonder it was called ;,the worst class in
school?" They had to be bad when so talked to.
Yet these boys"are merely the ordinary bright,

restless, fun-loving creatures that most boys are.
Misdirected, they took delight in seeing what
they could do next, till Herbert, from constant
change of teachers, and Fred also, remained at
home for at least a year.
Four of the nine I had known for some time.
To them I said, on assuming the responsibility
of teacher, that to me they had always been
polite, and I felt sure the others would be equally
so. Fred went home and told his mother he had
been paid a compliment, and was greatly pleased,
but he did not deserve it_.
"I hope you told her so," said his mother.
"Not before those boys," said Master Fred.
Then watch the coming and going of the boys.
A nod is often the only exchange of courtesy.
Shake hands warmly with each new-comer,
and see to it that each departing pupil has a
"good-by" shake as well. There is a great
deal conveyed In a warm hand-shake,-friendship, sincedty, good-will, remembrance. It is
also a pollte attention, and we cannot be too
polite with boys. The very best manners of
the very best society are not too good, if we
would do the best we are capable of for taem.
They appreciate and love good manners.
Be interl'sted in everything that comes up, and
you will interest. Remember everything dear
to their hearts,-skates, games, clubs,-and take
all remarks as a matter of course, without disturbance of countenance. Boys love dearly to
try and "rattle" one. If you preserve your
equanimity, you can control wayward tongues.
If teaching them in any way, master your subject so that you need not refer to a book or paper
other than mere outline topic. Looking into
their faces that you may watch increase or
diminution of interest, you can quickly introduce fresh matter to secure attention.
Between times, be at leisure, wherever you
may be, to greet warmly your boyish friend. He
has a very tender heart (though it is most frequently calloused by hard or indifferent treatment, which, after all, is the worst in its eff~ct),
and if he once regards you as his friend, it is a
real pleasure to hitfl to see you on the street, and
have a word or two, be it only "good-morning."
There are two small boys I see occasionally,
whom I know slightly, as I think, yet they
always stop to speak and shake hands whenever
and wherever they may be. I ask after their
sick father, whom I have never seen, and If
Charley's tin pail holds a few oysters to tempt
the waning appetite, he is sure to tell me of
'them; and such a pleasure comes as I watch the
instant lighting up of their faces when we greet
each other.
A letter to an absentee is a prize. Even a postal card is taken as token of friendly interest.
For two or three years I sent Ben a monthly
card about a mission board he had attended once
or twice. His mother told me that since Mr.
Bingham, his Sunday-school teacher,_ died, Ben
had no friend "except you; he always likes those
postal cards. They show you are his friend."
Such a poor little proof of 'friendship, yet it
gained that uncouth Ben's heart, and finally gave
a hold on his younger brother.
But a Jetter! Think of the delight of seeing
t)le postman stop j.ust .before you. No other member of the family has correspondents, it may be;
and there is your name, and the stamp, and all.
Perhaps it is from your "only corr!!spondent"
, (which Fred told me I was, because of my

I8!
monthly mission-band pestal card); and no one
can open it but you, even if it must wait for
hours before you come home from school or
work. You ~pell out the contents, and you learn
you have been missed,-you, whom no one else
may have a kind word for,-and that "your friend
and teacher," as it is signed, has taken the
trouble and the time out of a very busy life, and
also the thought, to ,send you a letter, all for
yourself. Ah! we do not know the value of such
missives until we come across them carried in
the Bible, or some mother tells how Arthur "did
not answer your letter, but it Jay on his bureau,
and I think he thought about it all the more."
Arthur had been a delinquent member of one
of my boys' bands, but soon after that appeal to
his highest and best self, he bt>gan to be as regular as a boy could be, with his article on animals,
his specialty, always ready for the meeting, whatever the country.
Birthday letters are indeed prized. Have you
tried them? Appeal always to the highest part
of a boy's nature. Be reasonable, and allow him
to see that it is for his own interest to choose the
right. Present both sides, and show the beauty
of the right. Be patient, "be pitiful, be courteous."

There are times when higher aims must needs
seem set aside. It is holiday time, and the boys
cannot control their exuberance of spirit.
"How long do you suppose you will be so restless?" I asked Fred.
"0h, it's Christmas time! I guess about three
weeks."
So I bided my time, and set the more didactic
aside until the way seemed open and the lively
minds capable of more serious impressions.
"I like boys," I told my boys last week. It was
pitiful to see the utter amazement on those boyish countenances, especially on that of Willy,-a
little frecklefaced lad, to whom my heart had
gone out, as the lessons held him ofteu in eager
attention. He seemed needing friendship, and
capable of development under good influence,
though the restless, wiry little body of the thirteen-year-old boy doubtless caused great annoyance at home and abroad.
The art of managing boys certainly lies in
understanding them and in loving them wisely,
with
"A heart at leisure from itself,
To soothe and sympathize."

"Have patience; for with time and patience the
mulberry leaf changes into satin," says an old
Chinese proverb. Have patience, and these boys,
that so tiy your patience, may develop into noble
men.-Sunday-sc~ool Times.
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

Sr. Lettie Dunn, Independence, Iowa, asks
yo'ur faith and prayers in behalf of herself and
little girl that God, if it is his will, may restore
her to health.
DEFIANCE, Iowa, Feb. 23d.
Dear Sisters qj.tke Home Column:--Seelng that
the good Lord is still sparing my life, I thought
I, would write a few lines. I am still patiently
waiting for my welcome on the other 'shore. I
am as ever in the latter day work. It is all that
I care for. I Jove to tell about it and sing about
It and there is nothing about It but what is lovely. The Lord has greatly blessed me with good
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health and kind friends which make life pleasant.
We have had a pleasant winter, but now we are
having a little cold weather. I hope you will remember me in your prayers that I may be
strengthened both in body and spirit.
I remain your sister in Christ,
GRANDMA HAWLEY.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERs:
Sr. Anna M. Savage, Wilber, Neb., writes expressing her desires to press on in the good cause
apd her thankfulness for the hope of a future
life. Being afflicted she desires the prayers of
the Sai.nts.
Sr. N. C. Allison, Dadeville, Mo., writes expressing the great. peace and joy she has found in
the gospel and relating the way she was first led
to ernbrace it; For thirty years she was a member of the Baptist church, but like many others
could not understand why so many things which
were in the church anciently were now done
away, as her teachers would have her believe.
When she heard the gospel preached in its purity she was ready to embrace it, and desires to
abide faithful to the end. She expresses unbounded love of God and his work.
Sr. Amelia Hidy, Collins, Iowa, writes expressing her love for the latter day work and a firm
conviction that the time has come when all must
be up and doing that they may be found at the
post of duty when the Savior returns to earth.
She speaks also of the sweet peace enjoyed
through the Comforter. She says: "I often
think if Christ should come now, how many of
us would be ready to meet him, how many have
done all that we could for the spread of the gospel and spoken the kind word to help a brother
or sister in sorrow or lent a helping hand to those
in need? Have we at all times dealt with our
fellow men as we would have them deal with
us? Let us try to do r.ight for the sake of right
and because we love the right and not for the
sake of a reward."
Sr. Lucy A. Horn, Holden, Mo., writes expressing her joy and faith in the work. Her
testimony is that when she gave her name for
baptism she did not expect to live long, for like
the woman of bCripture she had suffered many
things of many physicians and was worse and
not better for their treatment. Consumption was
the disease she was afflicted with, but she came
out of the waters vf baptism a well woman. Bro.
I. N. White was the elder who baptized her.
This was three years ago and recently she was
healed under his hands of a severe attack of Ia
grippe.
She says that her faith grows stronger each day in the gospel of the Son of God.

HOME COLUMN

MISSIONARY

FUND

March 5, Amount to date ............ $3 4I5 52
Praver Union, Omaha,
N"braska, ........... $ro 30
Ina M. McCord, I a....... 25
A Sisler, Minn ......... ·5 oo
Mary A Green; Cal ..... I oo
Ellen M. Boan, Mass..... 37
M. Bradfield,Ia ......... r oo
Frank Spaff<Jrd. Mich.... ro
M. W. Spafrord, Mich.... so
Maggie Phillips, I a ...... I oo
Lois A. Dewitt, Colo.... so
20 02

Mar. 13, Amount received to date..... $3435 54
~Send

all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

ny.;;;g;= Lool.: Here;-The small colored label with
~
your name printed on, shows the. date to which
your-subscription is paid.

4:~91

Means that your subscription will run out on the 7th day
of March, 1891. Renew your "ubscription in time.

MINNEAPOLIS, Kans., Feb. z8th.
Editors Herald:-One of the first items I read
in this week's Herald wa.s the testimony of E. R.
Ingalls regarding his convictions against the use
of tobacco, and the result; I have also read in
other numbers of the Herald similar testimonies.
I am glad to hear these testimonies from those
that have been thus blessed.
The first time I listened to the truth presented
by the Latter Day Saints was at Kansas City, in
December, I888; and I was favorably impressed
with the first sermon. The oftener I heard the
more fully was I convinced that they preached
the gospel in its fullne;;s and purity, and had
about made up my mind to become one of them
by being obedient to the doctrine.
While meditating as to what my duty was, the
subject of tobacco came up before me, and the
question to be r;ettled with me was this: If I accept this doctrine and embrace it, shall I quit the
use of tobacco and be entirely clean?
I did not fully make up my mind to quit until
after listening to a sermon by Bro. I. N. White,
who, in illustrating one of his sermons used the
passage of Scripture found in Revelation 22 : I I :
"He that is unjust let him be unjust still, and he
which is filthy let him be filthy still;" showing
conclusively, to my mind at least, that we should
be entirely clean from these things. So one
evening while walking to church, on Troost avenue, I fully made up my mind, and removed the
tobacco from my mouth, and taking what I had
in my pocket, threw it as far as I could from me,
saying as I did so, "By the help of God I quit
the use of tobacco." I then went on to church.
I felt no inconvenience even the next day by
having quit. The appetite was gone with the
tobacco. I have not used any since and never
expect to again. Some may think I may not
have used much, which made it easier for me to
quit. To this I will say that I used on an average about one pound a week.
Now to those of the Saints that have been
thinking of quitting and cannot fuily make up
their minds, I will say that, as long as you are of
fearful and doubtful mind you cannot quit. It
is most certain that you will not quit; but if you
undertake it, do so with a wili, believing that God
will help those that help themselvse. Remember
also (Matt. I9: z6) where Christ speaking to the
disciples says: "With men this is impossible; but
with God all things are possible."
While I am writing, I want to say that I find
that ministers of other churches cannot let the
body of Joseph the Seer rest in peace.
I attended preaching night before last, a
Lutheran minister officiating-a stranger in this
neighborhood. He took for !;is text Matthew
25: z8: "Take therefore the talent froth him and
give it unto him which hath 'en talents." During his discourse he spoke of inspiration, saying
there was no more inspiration, and referred to
Joseph in this way: "We do not need a crank
like Joe Smith to write another book for us."
After the services I spoke to him and asked him

if he would have any objection to investigating
some Scripture. He replied that he had not. I
then handed him an epitome of our faith, and
asked him to examine it. I hope it may do good.
HENRY RESCH.
THOMPSON, Iowa.
Editors Herald:- I have been. reading the
Herald, and am glad of such an opportunity. It
makes my heart rejoice to read the letters, and I
feel more of a desire to keep the commandments,
especially the law of tithing.
I ~as wondering how it was that each one was
to have a home .in Zion, and it came to me that
we could get a home in Zion by paying our tithing and showing a willingness to obey the Lord's
law, so he will accept us at his coming for the
elders must have help so they can accomplish
the work intrusted to them. A great many of
us feel our poverty, but when I think of those
that are suffering for food, I think I must not
complain when the Lord has blessed us with
plenty.
I have been a member of the church a long
time and 'have seen and felt the manifestations of
God's Spirit, although when I was younger I
did not live as I should. But I am thankful my
understanding has been enlarged. I realize that
it is my own Joss to neglect my duty and my
prayer i~ to God for the church dally, and the
young that have not understanding, as I was
without it. I have not a full understanding yet,
but am thankful for what I have, and pray for
more.
Your sister,
MILLIE BENNER.
MANCHESTER, Eng., Jan. 3ISt.
Editors Herald:~ The reunion of the Manchester disti·ict was held on Sabbath last, J anuary zsth, at the Saints' meeting room, Langsett
road, Sheffield. The services were as follows:
ro: 30 a.m., preaching; 2 p.m .. testimony meeting; 6 p.m. preaching~
Owing to the absence of our esteemed brother,
Elder Joseph Dewsnup, Sr.,(through sickness) the
services were throughout the day presided over
by Elder Henry Greenwood, vice president of
the Manchester district.
The morning assembly was addressed by Elders T. Taylor, president of the English mission,
and S. F. Mather of the Manchester branch.
Both were ably assisted by the Spirit. The former reviewed the work of the Lord from its first
being organized in England and expressed his
great thankfulness to God for all his mercies and
favors to his people. He finally exhorted all the
Saints to be faithful and diligent, and prayed
God in conclusion to bless and rreserve his latter day Israel.
Elder S. F. Mather followed saying that he
made no apology for the position he was in, being called of God. As an ambassador in bonds,
like Paul, he wished to be faithful, believing that
if we would more earnestly practice the Savior's
admonition, "Seek ye first the kingdom of God,"
etc. and exemplify more implicit faith in our
heavenly Father, very gracious indeed would he
prove to us; our blessings both temporal and
spiritual would-increase and be more innumerable.
The testimony meeting in the afternoon was
opened with a short address from Elder Dally of
the Leeds branch. He firmly testified of the
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truthfulness of the work, giving remarkable instances in his own experience confirming the
same.
In the evening a most edifying and instructive sermon on the Book of Mormon was deliver·
ed by Elder W. R. Armstrong, of the Manches·
ter branch. Our brother was assisted by the
Holy Spirit to a most unusual degree, and after
speaking fluently for one and one-half hour was
scarcely able to bring his uninterrupted remarks
to a close.
Altogether the exercises of the day were such
as to give the greatest gratification to all who attended and such as to demand our best and unfeigned thanks to our heavenly Father. We
leave the issue of our humble services in his
hands.
Ever prayin~ for the welfare of Zion and her
people, I am your brother in gospel bonds,
S. F. MATHER, Sec. pro tem.,
JAMES BATY, Sec.,
Manchester district.
SACRAMENTO, Cal , Feb. zSth.
Editors Herald:- Everything is moving on
slowly and quietly in this district. There is a
very quiet spirit prevailing in the branches and a
better feeling generally among the members
than there has been for a long time. If they
continue to be faithful and make the necessary
sacrifice required of each and every one the God
of heaven will open up the windows of heaven
and pour out blessings upon them until they
will not have room to receive them.
I have returned from Altamont, ·Alameda
county. I have been laboring in the vicinity and
neighborhood of Bro. J. G. Young's where my
wife and I were made to feel that they truly
were the children of God. They made every
effort in their power to get the gospel before the
people, taking their teams night after night about
three miles to the town of Altamont, where I
preached ten or eleven times in the Brethren
church, better known as the Dunkards. I spoke
twenty-two times all told at Bro. Young's and
the town of Altamont.
At the close of four weeks labor iny heart was
made glad to learn that nine precious souls were
ready to obey the gospel ot our Lord and Savior
Jesus Christ. We drove nine miles to a nice
mountain stream. • Although the day was very
rainy, every one was on the ground in due time,
where I buded nine souls in that crystal stream,
to walk in newness of life.
I am happy to say
that they are of good report.
Some of them
were of the Brethren church, some of the Pres. byterian, and some of the Christian faith; but
they are now in the true faith.
The adversary took a bold stand and made a
hard fight. After I had spoken in Bro. Young's
house a few times some of the members of the
church at Altamont came up to hear and invited
me to come to preach in the churcli. I went and
spoke twice on the following Sunday to a good,
fair audience.
I was invited to preach all· the
following week. But strange to say the key got
into a ntan's pocket the next morning and went
to San Francisco. Some af the citizens went to
get it to fill the lamps.
The good l~dy went to
get the key, and lo! it had gone. to San Francisco.
She felt very bad of tourse, and got a young lady
that is now in the kingdom to drive her up to
Bro. Young's to informus what had happened.

If language would express her innocence she
surely would make it appear that it was all accidental; nevertheless she thought we were
not orthodox and would not come out to hear.
The key returned to Altamont on the following
Wednesday, but I did not hear of it until Saturday, at which time I was preaching in Bro.
Young's house every night.
The next Sunday I went down to preach in
the church. Sr. Young and I went in first. We
found the man that accompanied the key to San
Francisco and one of the trustees of said church,
but not a member of it. He was an Episcopalian. He immediately informed me that I could
not preach in the church for it was unconstitutional. I said, "Very well," that I could not then
see how fhe injunction of Paul could be carried
out to "prove all things, hold fast that which is
good." H the people were not permitted to hear,
they could not judge. He said, "very well, providing the people were capable of judging." The
other two trustees sent an order by one of the
members for him to give up the key, that they
wanted to hear me preach; but he would not
give it up. So one of them had a key that opened the church and she gave out preaching for the
evening.
We all went, but we found the doorlock had been taken and a piece of iron placed
over the key.hole, a brace nailed against the
door and floor, also a notice not to open it that
he had written up to the preachers or headquarters. The man trustee and citizens were in favor
of opening the door but the good lady, the trustee,
was not, neither was I in favor of it.
The next
day the two trustees went to the other and requested him to open the door, but he would not.
They told him they would, so the citizens turned
out with them, the saloon keeper also, and opened the church, where I spoke ten or eleven times.
When the church was closed I was invited into
a private house, and all the congregation followed. There were two rooms well filled. I stood
between the door and had the best of liberty.
Bro. and Sr. Young's hearts are in the work.
I would to God that every one was as willing to
make the sacrifice of time and means such as
using their teams . and wagons and going from
house to house to get them out to hear the gospel
of our Lord. If every one would do so, many
honest soul.s now in darkness would be walking
in thelight.of God.
I spoke twelve times in Bro. Young's neighborhood last April, and baptized twenty. I have
spokeR there this time twenty-two times and baptized nine souls.
0! may God bless and help
them to fulfill their covenant. May the Lord of
laeaven raise up a shepherd to .watch over the
flock so there can be a branch organized.
Brn. Lincoln and Parkin are doing a good
work. Their branch is.in a good condition. They
have prayer meeting every Friday evening at
the residence of Bro. and Sr. Douglas, No. 1029.Yz
Market St., San Francisco.
The sisters have
their Prayer Union every Thursday afternoon
and are greatly blessed.
Stockton branch is in good spirits, all trying
to do their duty. Truly the harvest is great but
the laborers are few. I seer,n to be alone in the
field this winter in the Northern district of California, but still, I am not alone, for God is with
me.
I hope the Saints whom I have not visited wilt
not feel slighted.
I want to work the . ground
well as I go, for it. is all· folly to travel over a.

large territory preaching one or two times in a
place. It is wasting time and money. I don't
believe in looking after a congregation when I
have got one.
I understand Br,o. Blair will be with us at our
conference at Sacramento, March 13th.
Yours in bonds,
THOMAS DALEY.

LoNDON, Ont., March sth.
Editors Herald:-On January 15th, about fifty
of the Saints of the London branch assembled
at the home of Bro. and Sr. R. C. Evans at eight
p.m. and took them by surprise, marching in as a
body and asking fhern for the use of the house
for the evening, which was freely granted, and
an invitation being extended to them to be our
guests for the evening. It was accepted and we
spent a very pleasant time until the early hours
in the morning, in different amusements and
partaking of a bountiful repast. All seemed to
enjoy themselves.
We parted for our respective homes feeling
benefited by meeting on such an occasion.
Your brother,
w. CORB.ETT.
LONDON, Ont., Jan. 15th.
To ELDER R. C. EVANS, President,
Sir:-We the officers and members of your
congregation, have gathered on this occasion to
do you honor as our worthy president. It is with
profound pleasure that we have assembled under
the shades of your roof to pay tribute to one "who
has been so faithful a servant of our Lord and
Master. Believe us, dear brother, when we say
that on such an auspicious occasion as this we
are pleased to assure you that we as a congregation have been blessed and encouraged by your
administrations. We have every reason to believe that you have labored hard and incessantly
as God's servant, to bring us into a state of unison and good ~ellowship one toward another,
such as would characterize the people of God.
We are conscious of the fact that it has been
through your untiring energy and zeal, and you~
favor with God that has brought us out from beneath the gloom, and we are again beginning to
enjoy the sunshine of God's approbation. We
have reasons to believe that you have labored
hard for us, having to contend with opposing
friends and influences antagonistic with divine
truth, but we hope that it will be encouraging for
you to know that you have the sympathy and
prayers of all of God's children in this part of
his moral vineyard who are desirous of seeing
His work advance. Therefore, as a token of our
good will and sustainance, it is our wish and will
that you accept this purse of money as a slight
reminder of our appreciation of your services to
usward. Furthermore, we hope that it may be
the will of our heavenly Father, to allow you to
remain with us to impart unto us the words of
eternal life; but we would not be selfish, for we
know that you have a most important mission to
fill; that others of God's handiwork in other
lands are to be gathered into his kingdom by
your ad.ministration. We wish to sustain you as
long as it is your lot to remain with LIS. We can
truly say that you have labored well, and though
you may have courted the frowns of evildoers,
yet by keeping to God's law you have found favor with him, thus. being in a condition to right-
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ly divide unto us the laws and precepts of our
divine Master. You have never wavered in well
doing; you have come when we have called.
When sick and afflicted you have visited us, and
comforted us by your praye~s, and have been
willing to act in the office of your calling, whenever duty called.
\Ve also wish your partner in life to share in
the festivities of the hour, for doubtless her
words have cheered you on to duty, when duty
seemed a task; we have fou:1d her also ever
teady and willing to do what she could for the
cause which we love and cherish; and we hope
that this occasion will not lessen her desire or
ours to become one family in ~hrist Jesus.
We trust that this demonstration of our respect and confidence may be but the beginning
of what you both may receive wherever it is our
heavenly Father's will to place you.
It is our desire to take each other by the right
hand of fellowship and follow where the Master
leads us, and as you go out into your field of labor, that the peace and blessings of God may go
with you and that his power may be round about
you at all times to shield and protect you from
dangers seen and unseen; and that the peace of
God that passeth all understanding may be yours
to enjoy at all times. And we pray that God
will bless you with his Holy Spirit to comfort,
strengthen and cheer you in the hour of trials
and temptattons, and that we may all live in love,
unity and peace.

LATAH, Wash., Feb. 24th.

Editors Herald:-I left Sr. Howard's on the
2oth inst., for thisplace; and on the 22d, I occupied the Christian church. Altlwugh the day
was a stormy one, there was a goodly number
out to hear; I had good liberty and preached to
them the truth. Our brethren thought we could
have the house all this week; but the Christian
folks were not seeing eye to eye, and so could
not let us have it longer, for fear the other party
would kick and so '.dden the breach that exists
between them; they are at wa~r with each other;
i;o yesterday Bro. Walls tried to get the M. E.
church but failed; so to-day Bro. Story goes to
see about the Christian church again; as some of
them want us to have the house. I hope he will
get it, then if the good Lord will h!:lp me I shall
mope to be able to brush. away the fog and mists
so they can see the kingdom. I think I did some
good at Moscow. I had a better hearlng in
town and succeeded in getting at least six persons to say they fully believed our report; besides, I now think we may get the Brighamites
I referred tn, to see the way.
I was called io visit and administer to a Sr.
Nelson the night before I left. They told me
that was the reason they did not attend the meeting; b··'cause of sickness and storrny ·weather. I
belkve she will be greatly blessed. I never felt
a greater assurance thnn "~vho;;~n I adtninistered to
her. \Ve are having terrific snow storn1~. Sno\v
h d.,ep and the wind bloweth equal to Iowa and
N 2brnska. But ,the people say it is an uncomn1on thing; but son1e ,,vay it always happens that
way wh<~n I get around. The snow is drifted so
that the g~..~tting ttbout is not good by any means.
I am now waiting for D. permit over the Northern P.:!.cific,, if I get that will gl) via Deer Lor~ge,
1\Iontana. and if not, will leave here for \Valla
Walla atl~l ~1'1; if r can find the Caananites there.

I have written to John Livingston to see if a
call would be agreeable. Bro. Bishop has left
Spokane, so has Bro. Parr. Bro. B. is in Oregon
City, and BrG. Parr twenty miles out from
Spokane. Will remain here until March zd.
R. J. ANTHONY.
RIVER Sroux, Ia., March 4th.

Editors Herald:-I was thinking how fast our
time is slipping away, and I for one am not doing
what I ought to "do to forward the cause; but
every .little he! ps, so I will do all I can find to do
and try to do it cheerfully.·
Elder J. F. McDowell spoke to a small congregation last Sunday evening, from Chronicles 22:
r6: "Arise therefore and be doing, and.the Lord
be with thee.'' Let us all arise and be doing, so
that we may gain a home in Zion. We know
that none but the pure in heart can enter there,
H. LYTLE.
VALES' MILLS, Ohio, March zd.

Editors Herald:-! came here to meet Mr. H.
B. Sherman, a Campbellite preacher; who challenged "the whole Mormon fraternity'' to prove
"that Joseph Smith, Sen., who wrote the Book
of Mormon and gave an inspired translation of
the Bible was a true prophet of God." I came
on the evening of the 28th of February in company with Brn. Moler and Beall, having met
them in Athens on their way here to attend the
debate, Bro. M. having agreed to ad as moderator for your humble servant. The "reverend"
gentleman was notified of our coming by Bro.
James Perry, and I enclose herein his answer. to
this notice, to be printed in the Herald for the
amusement of the Saints and numerous readers
of that loved and holy herald of divine truth.
I spoke one hour and twenty minutes on the
issue that was agreed upon, giving to the people
my opening speech which I had prepared, thinking that as Mr. Sherman had clearly showed the
white feather and "backed down," it would not
be discourteous or unchristian for me to deliver
to an anxious and intelligent people who came
to hear the discussion our prepared effort in defense of Joseph, and our glorious cause. I enjoyed most excellent freedom in speaking and a
large congregation seemed to be wrapped in the
spell.
I give you here an exact copy of the letter
referred to. We retain the original, thus saving
"ye editor'' the labor of rewriting to prepare it
for the press:
"Mr. 'Jame$ A. Per1'y-Dear Sir:
Your
amusing postal card came this morning announcing the coming of a •Whale' in your
mid~t. I think if you will examine his g!lls you
will find him to be a 'pollywog;' at any rate
give him mv respects and tell him for me that I
have received no answer to my propositions and
terms of discussion.
"My. bond is ready (*500). and be kind enough
to notify the whole Mormon fraternity that when
they come up like men aMd make proper arrangements by filing th:ir bond as I rEquired and
select the three men. that I will accommodate
them on the one p~o~osition, 'Reeolved that Joseph Smith who wrote the B.Jok of Mormon and
gave an inspired tnF1slation of the Bib1e, is a
true and inspired prophet of God,' Mormons
ll..ffirm ; I deny.
"'This proposition and th~se terms have never

been accepted, but there have been several 'curs'
barking at me over them. Let them stop their
spapping like fists and come up to the work like
men, or acknowledge themselves to be cowardly
srieaks.
"You will have a big blow about me not being
present. The reason I am not there is because
I cm11d not tree my game and have demonstrated the cowardly charac':er of the 'Latter Day
frauds;' and one of the best evidences of your
cowardly character is the silly postal card sent
to me by no less personage than yourself.
Your friend,
H. B. SHERMAN."
The one referred to by the word "whale" in
this curious letter, is Bro. E. L. Kelley who is
to b<" here to-morrow. It is not hard
see by
this letter that H. B. Sherman is not a respectable or intelligent representative of any Christian people, and therefore unworthy of further
notice.
We leave here for Sand Run, Hocking county,
to morrow to attend our district conference.
The work is in a fair condition here, and promises to improve anon. Yours,
D. L. SHINN.

to

ARGENTINE, Kans.

Editors Herald:-My testimony Is sure knowledge that this is the true church of Jesus Christ
that has been reorganized in this last dispensation for the benefit oE mankind. We can see the
great work of the Lord rolling on unknown to
the wise men of the world. The work is going
on just iike Noah in hls days, workingun the ark
for his salvation. "As it-was.in the days of Noah
so It shall be at U•e coming of the Son of Man."
Did they consider in that day that their time was
so near? Oh, no. Do they believe us in these
days when we testify to them that we are preparing for our safety when the· Lord is coming to
the earth, when wickedness shall be cleared
from the earth?
We are inviting all to come to Jesus, as it was
told Paul to work for safety. You must wash
away your sins. There is milk and honey to be
got without money and without price with Jesus.
"Then the eleven di&ciples went away into
Galilee into a mountain where Jesus had appointed them, and when they saw him they
worshiped him, but wme doubted. And Jesus
came and spake unto them saying, All power is
given unto me in heaven and on earth. Go ye,
therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them
in the name of the Fa! her, and of the Son, and
of the Holy Ghost, and teaching them to observe
all things whatsoever I have commanded you,
and lo, I am with you always, even unto the end
of the world. Amen."
Need I teach them that God needs to call his
own servants through a prophet as Aaron was
called through Moses? Yes. Need we the
Lord to call apostles and prophets? Yes. These
that are needed "for the perfecting of the Saints,
for the work of the rninistry, for the edifying of
the body of Christ!' Is this to make up the body
of Christ? Is this the body of Christ? I always
thought the church was the body of Christ, oh,
yes; without. these ministers it is no church OJ
Jesus Christ. All these ministers are called and
ord~ined of God, and then they are fit vessels for
the Spirit of God to dweli
at all times; and if
these servants will prove faithful and true to
their calling, the Spirit of God will bring unto

in
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them all knowledge and all wisdom. They are
holy vessels of God for his own use. All they
need is to be obedient to the word of God, and
they will grow in grace and in the knowledge of
the truth. Also to study tne law of God and
keep themselves unspotted from the world and
before all men. Then if you are in darkness
about anything turn to the Lord and ask him in
faitJ:l and you shall have light upon it to understand whatever it will be. Blessed be the name
of God for his goodness toward us, sending the
gospel down in this dispensation to the prophet
and seer, to Joseph Smith by the holy angel,
that we may have a chance to work out our own
salvation.·
John the Revelator saw the angel fly (Rev. 15:
6, 7) in the midst of heaven, having the everlasting gospel to preach: unto them that dwell upon
the earth, and to every nation and kindred and
tongue and people, saying with a loud voice,
"Fear God, and give glory to him, for the hour
of his judgment is come; and worship him that
made heaven and earth and the sea and the fountains of waters."
We have thousands of witnesses that this is
the true church of Jesus Christ, the only place
where a man shall know of the doctrine, whether
it is of God or of man. You shall know that
you have your house builded on the rock if you
keep the commandments of God, an:d you are
saved in the kingdom of God.
I hope these few Jines will be a help to some
one in searching for the narrow path, and lhey
find it and be saved in the kingdom of God,
WILLIAM WILLIAMS.

{tnmmunittafinns.
under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.
w- Write on one side of paper only.

.A.Ri'IOLES

WHAT IS "SURPLUS"?
AND WHY WAS IT CALLED FOR?

IT is not the purpose of the writer to discuss the question of the application of the
law concerning "Surplus" to the church
of the present day, that is, in its present
co.ndition; but to endeavor to learn what
is meant by the term, and the reason why
it was demanded at the time the revelation of I838 was given. The writer has
reason to know that there are some in the
church who imagine that the "Surplus" is
equivalent to giving ·about all a man possesses.
The simple fact is, that the term means
merely the "excess beyond what is prescribed, or wanted;" or "more than is
necessarv" for the wants ·or needs of a
man and his family. The latter is God's
definition; the former is the Lexicographer's. An understanding can be had by
comparing the revelation of I838, which
say:o:, "All those who gather unto the land
of Zion shall be tithed of their surplus
properties;" with the revelation of I 83 I,
which teaches that in Zion a consecration
of pmperty is. to be made, wherein an individual retains all that is necessary for the
comfort and convenience, or the necessities of himself and family, and is made a
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"steward over his own property, or that
which he has received by consecration, inasmuch as is sufficient for himself and
family.
And again, if there . shall be
properties in the hands of the church, or
any individuals of it, more than is necessary for their support; after this first consecration whid:. is a residue, to be consecrated unto the bishop, it shall be kept to
administer unto those who have not, from
time to time, that every man who hath
need may be amply supplied, and receive
according to his wants."
We may ask,> what may be justly classed under the head of a man's necessities?
And in what way is every man to be
"amply supplied?" If a man who provides not for his own house, is said to have
denied the faith, and is worse than an infidel, (I Tim. 5: 8), then he must provide
for them a house, clothing, food, and fuel,
at least.
To furnish them food, he may have a
piece of land sufficiently large to supply
them with fruits and vegetables. If he
has a family of little ones he would need
a good cow; and if his family lives too far
to walk, from the place of meeting, or
school, or are too feeble or too young to.
walk, he would have a right to a horse
and carriage of some kind; and if it is
necessary to have a cow and a horse, he
would be entitled to sufficient land to furnish them grass and grain. If a man is a
blacks"mith, or carpenter, or carriage
builder, or an artisan of any 1class, who
needs a shop and tools for his business, he
is entitled to shop and tools; for they are
necessary to his work, and his work is essential to the support of his family. Men
who are trained to the mercantile business and who depend on that to support
their families, would be allowed among
their necessities, or what is needed for the
support of their families, a store-house,
fixtures, and stock. A man who depends
on farming for a living, would need a
sufficient sized farm, with the necessary
farming implements; and necessary number of horses and other animals to run the
farm.
When every man's needs are "amply
supplied" whatever is more than necessary
to furnish this ample support is surplus,
and nothing whatever that he needs for .
the support of his family is surplus. This
is the simple plain English of the subject.
The moment the bishop takes a single
piece of property, or money that a man
needs for the support of his family, he
does not take surplus but a necessity. Instead of doing that, he is rather to see that
if a necessity exists, or if a man needs anything, that he be "amply supplied." So if
a man of family, or a man who has a
family depending on him for support, he
could not be required, or even allowed to
sell all that he had, and give the proceeds
to the poor. No such case has been known
in the church in any age, where a man
with a dependent family, was required, or
even permitted to sell his possessions and
give his money to the church, or to the
poor; but he must always provide for his
own first, and when their wants or neces- sities J-tre "amply supplied," if he has any.

thing over, that is surplus, and that "surplus" or "residue" will be required for the
benefit of those who have not or who nre
in need. As the giving of the surplus or
residue fonns a part of the law that shall
govern Zion in her redeemed state; and is
a part of the law given to the church in
1838, when-it was driven away from Zion,
and Js to be observed by at least "all who
gather up unto Zion," it is evident that it
is the "standing law," which is to govern.
the priesthood forever.
The giving of
one tenth of the interest annually, cannot
be the "standing law forever," for the
simple reason that when Zion i" redeemed,
that law or that feature of the law will be
superseded by the law, which requires the
continual giving of ttl! that is "more than
necessary" for the support of the family.
Therefore the giving of all that a man
obtains, that is more than necessary for
the support of his family, being the law to
govern Zion in her redeemed state, the
present rule of giving "one tenth of all
their interest annually" is to be laid :.tside
at that time; but the surplus principle remains, and governs .the church in its
gathered condition, and is therefore the
"standing law," referred .to in the revelation of July, I838.
Why was the "Surplus," or th~ "Morethan-is-necessary-for-their-support" doctrine, taught and enjoined iri. I 838? Was
it given as a new and burdensome law to
a disobedient and rebellious people, who
had not complied with some other tithing
law? No; but because they had peen
driven out from their inheritance by their
enemies and could not observe the 1aw of
Zion, i. e., the law of consecration. The
very fact that they asked the Lord to show
them what he required of them, as to the
amount of their property he demanded of
them for a tithing, proves, first, that they
:were desirous of doing the Lord's will;
and secondly, they knew of no other law
relating to the disposition of their property, Rave the law given for the government
of Zion. Had they known that there was
a law regarding either a tenth of their all,·
or even a tenth of their annual increa,:e,
tkey would not have askeo God what he
required of them; nor could a wise and
duly instructed prophet have consented to
seek the mind of the LorJ, but would
have told them to observe the law already
given; nor would God have answered
them as he did, but would have told them
to keep the law already given, i. e., one
tenth of all, or one tentl'l of all their interest annually: But as he had given them a
Jaw that could only be observed in full in
Zion 1 and they were now driven from
there, he answered their prayer for instruction by giving them the law of I838.
That the churches in the east had not
obeyed the commandment to send wise
men to purchase all the purchasable property in the region designated by the Lord
is true, and because of their failure but
little was obtained; but those who went
and b·ought; or invested their all in the
place appointed, were not under condemnation in that direction, no matter what.
other transgressions they _were guilty of.
·Being driven out, and having lost their all,
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· ·as was the case with many, and being despoiled of their enemies, what would a
merciful God do for this impoverished
and distressed people? Give them a law
requiring them to give up all they had, or
even a tenth of all they had-they having
but little if anything as a rule? Nay; but
to permit them to keep all they had which
was necessary for the support of their
families, and to carry on their respe·ctive
trades, or business, and they were told
·all surplus, or that which any one had,
which was more than he needed to live on,
and transact business with, should be paid
over, then after that one "tenth of all
their interest annually." Those who had
no surplus could pay none: and those who
had no increase could not pay a tenth.
People who had surplus might not have
any annual increase· over the remainder;
and those who had no surplus yet might
have increase a year after; and s-ome may
have neither. The law as the writer
understands it, stands like this, namely, rst,
Surplus is due from all that have it. zd,
That if such as have paid the surplus have
any increase at the end of a year after the
surplus has been paid, one tenth of that increase, or interest, is to be paid until the
tithee gathers to Zion in the day of his redemption, when all above what is necessary for an ample support will be given,
i.e., all the increase instead of a tenth only
as now. 3d, Those who have no surplus,
but have an annual increase, should pay a
tenth. 4th, Those who have neither can
pay neither, and are therefore not subjects
of the law. 5th, Such as these can give
free-will offerings from time to time, even
if they may deny themselves in some way
to obtain something to give. Whether
surplus is demar:ded now, we will not
argue: but will say merely, that it was demanded of the church once, and it will be
required of all who may gather up to
Zion, and those who will not observe it
will not be allowed of God to remain in
Zion. And as all expect to gather, so
all must calculate to be governed by that
law then if they are not now. But the
main object of the writer is to show that
whether it was, or is, or is to be the lawsurplus giving does not mean all we possess, nor a tenth of all, but only that which
a person can spare without loss or injury
to his family's interests. It is that which
can be readily spared. Every man has
the God-given right to see that himself
and family are amply supplied with all
that is necessary for their comfort and
convenience, and then if he has anything
left which he or they do not need, it is to
be given for the use and benefit of those
who are in want; and who that is a Latter
Day Saint in fact, ~s well as in name, will
insist on keeping that which is not needed
for the support of himself and family,
while some poor yet worthy family of
Saints is lacking some necessary thing,
whether it be a place of shelter, or clothing, or food, or fuel? As John said, "But
whoso hath this world's good, and seeth
his br.other have need, and shutteth up his
bowels of compassion from him, how
dwelleth the love of God in him."-r
John 3: r 7. As the love of God is s-hed
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abroad in the heart by the Holy Ghost, that which he has or does reveal concern] ohn's argument really is, that a man who ing his will and purposes no human eye
has it in his power to assist his needy . can see, nor can man by his own wisdom
brethren, and does not do it, he is not in find out.
By taking what is held to be just rules
possession of the Holy Ghost, or what
amounts to the same thing, no one is a of interpretation, so far as human knowlLatter Day Saint who can help a needy edge .may claim to reach, not in its own
brother or sistet:. in anything that he or wisdom alone, but by strictly following
she really needs (not that they simply the instructions, "To the law and the teswant) yet will not aid them. Every man timony"--'also by reference to subsequent
must first provide for his own, but having history as evidently related to God's word
amply provided for their wants, ahd finding in fulfillment thereof: First, considering
he has more than sufficient for that pur- who is speaking; second, to whom speakpose, what excuse is there for him to per- ing and of whom; and, thirdly, the submit another man's familv to suffer for ject-matter and circumstances surroundintr
food, shelter or raiment; especially when the utterances; also remembering that
they are not really to blame for their pov- true prophecy, which is the only kind we
erty? "0, we will lay up our surplus, or are considering, is often justly termed hisexcess, for a rainy day," some will say; tory beforehand; and a it has had its fulbut, alas! it will not be a r?.iny day, ex- fillment previous to the time of its considcept the rain may be composed of fire and eration, its fulfillment will usually be as
brimstone; it will be a day of burning, clearly evident to those who consistently
and what profit will it be when principal look and consider it, as history is supposed
and tithe will be· burned up together? (D. to be, in its relation of past events of the
scriptures, it would seem that no man need
& c., 64: 5·)
T. w. SMITH.
err therein, in regard to the essential
DENVER, Colo., Feb; 18th, 1891
teachings therein contained, who is willing, as there instructed, to become eligible to the light and aid of the Holy Ghost
PREACHING.
"WE have also a more sure word· of in his consideration of them, if he lets
prophecy; whereunto ye do well that ye them explain themselves in their own
take heed, as unto a light that shineth in a stateonents, making use of any additional
dark place, until the day dawn, and the information gathered from other parts of
daystar arise in your hearts: Knowing scripture and from subsequent history
this first, that no prophecy of the scripture clearly related thereto in their fulfillment;
is of any private interpretation. For the ever remembering that the help of the
prophecy came not in old time by the will Holy Spirit is esse,ntial .to a perfect conof man, but holy men of God spake as ception, as "spiritual things are spiritually
they were moved upon by the Holy discerned;" also as seen in Luke 24: 45:
"Then opened he their understanding that
Ghost."
.
Does the statement of the apostle here they might understand the scriptures."
If some prophecy seems to not be exconvey either or both of the following <;lefinitions of the word "private" in its connec- plained in its own statement or by subtion with the interpretation of prophecy, sequent fulfillment, but is left with an
viz.: Peculiar to one's self; that is, not being obscure and hidden meaning to such an
dependent upon the text or the context, nor extent that there seems to be just grounds
upon _any other scripture for its conclusions; for adverse opinions, (and that such is the
but upon individual opinion or theory; or,on case seems evident), it would seem to be
the other hand, as the prophets were not folly for men of the church or of the
the authors of their prophecies, but merely world to attempt by human wisdom alone
the medium through whom utterance was to interpret it. What can such interpremade, they speaking by the revealment to tation be but private? And when one is
them of the Holy Ghost, therefore to sue-, admitted, why not many? If many, then
cessfully interpret any of its parts needing conflict ensues.
When the disciples of Christ in similar
interpretation, more than human wisdom,
knowledge and prudence would be re- cases became lost in speculation as to what
quired; namely, that of the power that was meant, one would say he meant nothing; another something else. They usualgave it-the Holy Ghost?
The poet hath well said, "God is his ly did not rest long in uncertainty, but
own interpreter and he will make it plain." would return to him who gave it, saying,
If for some reason known to him he does "Master what does this mean?" and usualnot make it plain to the church, she being ly he in a few words would make it more
responsible for the teaching of her minis- plain to them until they would undertry, would it not be as well to confine stand it.
Of some divine truths the Savior said:
preaching to that which is made plain in
the revealed word, and to that only, aside "l thank thee, 0 Father, Lord of heaven
therefrom, that accords with and confirms and earth, that thou hast hid these things
from them who think they are wise and
the same?
The scriptures including the prophecies prudent, ancl hast revealed them unto
are usually explicit, made intentionally so, babes." So it would seem that the Savior
being- given in man's language for his in- knew that where God withheld, man's
struction. The evident intention of proph- wisdom and prudence would not be able
ecy would .seem to be to reveal to man in- to unveil. Neither will the ignorance of
formation, a knowledge of which he could babes help in the matter, only as other
obtain in no other way. We are given to Scripture indicates, that through their
understand in God's word, that beyond lack of human culture there is less danger
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of them and the world ascribing unto man
the glory; therefore God revealed unto
babes in human wisdom and culture, or
unto the weak things of the earth, "that
no flesh should glory in nis presence." If
they should so forget the source of the
gift, it is not likely the glorying of ignorant flesh would be any more satisfactory
to God than that of the cultured kind.
Of like hidden things where present
light as given to the ministry and church
does not cause all to see eye to eye, it
would seem safe to assume that where
those disputed and abstruse points are not
generally understood they will be made
clear to the church, as others of like character in the past have been, when the
Lord in his wisdom deems it necessary for
his church to teach them to the people, if
he ever does, in addition to that he has
explicitly given them to teach; He will
then reveal it through his servant whom
he has called to be the mouthpiece to his
people, and about whose utterances he has
placed safeguards; so that ere the church
accepts that presented for their consideration and acceptance it passes through an
ordeal of scrutiny in the light of God's
revealed law such as the words of no other
man would be subjected to, no matter what
he might claim regarding the source of
his utterances, passing as it does the
quorums in their order, and from them to
the entire church as representatively assembled. Having passed such a scrutiny
it may well be worthy of acceptance by
all the church. Its ministry may then go
forth as one man concerning these thingo,
preaching as with one voice that which is
no longer hidden and obscure.
If these things need to be taught, why
should not the Lord so speak? Is his arm
shortened?
While he is revealing to the
church from time to time with- clearness
relative to duties collective and individual,
cannot the same power make clear through
the same means every contested point
necessary to be taught? and if not necessary to teach, cannot the ministry withhold
from preaching such until he does so interpret it, making it so plain that all who
preach it .nay speak the same things?
Is there not enough competent, clear
evidence to present, enough of glorious
principle, enough of eternal saving truth
for present purposes? "Sanctify them
through thy truth, thy word is truth," not
speculation. Are there not enough of
those tru1ths with which Christ equipped
his disciples and sent them forth to teach
the world? If not, where shall we look?
"Will ye also go a way?" Jesus asked of
his disciples. Simon answered, "To whom
shall we go, Lord? Thou hast the W()rds
of eternal life."
If this church is what it claims. to be, it
stands in the same position between God
and the people that the church in those
primitive times did, having the words of
eternal life to dispense to the people.
Then where shall the ministry turn for
doctrines and subject-matter for preaching? Surely not to the world's philosophy.
"Wo is me," said Paul, "if I preach not
the gospel." If would seem that it was
no~ so much the fear in Paul's mind that

h~ would withhold from preaching at all,
conclusions are not based on private or inas it was the fear of preaching something dividual interpretation, wherein one man's
else than tbe gospel. Is there not all that opinion is good as another's, no matter
God's serv«nt,; had to preach to the people how varied those opinions may be; hut
in the past clearly expressed, and all that upon the rule given from above-that of
he has seen fit to reveal in the present being established by the evidence of God's
authoritatively and explicitly stated, conword itseif.
firming the past and making more apparIt may be said that such unanimity in
ent nresen t duties?
And shall we fall preaching would be impossible. I would
back' upon the shavings and husks of spec- ask, Why? Our Savior once sa!d of seemulation as food with which to feed the ing impossibilities, "With men this is impeople, when the life-giving food from 1 possible, hut with God all things are posheaven awaits dispensing?
sible." This being God's work, why not
Has God ordained and sent forth a min- possible, especially when we consider that
istry to preach theoretical notions of their present and eternal salvation of souls is deown, or to preach his gospel as given by pendent upon the message delivered?
Such unanimity is even now present
him to the 'church to authoritatively teach
to the world, and for which faithful proc- when the ministry confine their preaching
lamation he will hold the church account- to what God thmug-h his church has given
able~ Theories" and speculations, no mat- . them to declare. It is present _regarding
ter how brilliant, are not God's glad tid- a consideration of the major part of the
ings of great joy to the people. If they all Scriptures. It is now present regarding
were, he would have chosen the wise and things given essential to salvation; and of
eloquent of earth to dispense them. But, those things the Lord has said: "This gosto the reverse, they are usually contradic- pel of the kingdom shall be preached in
tory, often being but beautiful fancie:; all the world for a witness and then shall
built on foundations of sand ; and more the end come."
With so much to do can the ministry
often upon no foundations at all, resulting
as it soon will in any case, in a perplexed afford to lose time preaching anything
mass of people, some surging one way else? "To the law and to the testimony,
and some another, instead of a disciplined and if they speak not according to this
word, it is because there is no light in
army marching to a trumpet's sound
whose every blast is clear and distinct and them," can be applied with equ1l force by
whose action in marching to battle is that the world to our ministry, as by us to
of order, and whose finale must be victory. them, if coming under its restrictions.
The rule may safely be taken, "In the
If not so, ye men of the church as well
lay down y,;our weapons, and "The glad mouth of two or three witnesses let every
tidings of great joy to all people" are not word be established." It must at the
enough to preach to the world now. Wait same time be remembered that almost any
until out of the realms of speculation ye theory may thus be claimed to be estabhave evolved propositions large and broad lished, if it were not also kept in view
and unanimous enough whereon all may that a condition of every witness' acstand; and while waiting, let the thought ceptance is that it must have direct bearbe expressecl that not, until beyond the ing' on the question at issue, otherwise
bounds of time and space amid the circling they are not witnesses in fact, though preGEO. H. HULMES.
cycles of eternal nowhere, no shadowing sented as such.
PITTSBURG, Pa., Feb. 7th.
form of immaterial shade will whisper,
even in voice soft as eolian sound, the
word, Eureka! Not that flights of fancy
OUR THEOLOGY.-PART II.
or liberal views are to be objected to and
BY J. F. M'DOWELL.
not indulged in; nay, let the mind· delve
deep, and soar high as it may in search of
IT IS MONOGAMIC.
knewledge.
On the contrary, we are
commanded as a people to search for "THEREFORE shall a man leave his father
knowledge in every realm of possible in- and mother, and cleave unto his wife, and
formation.
they twain shall be one flesh." So said
That is not the objection made in this the- Christ. The m~ital relatim~ship of
article. It is to the doctrines or specula- the sexes was divinely arranged.
All
tions of men being taught as the gospel of truly civilized nations have maintained by
Jesus Christ, or as being any part of it. law the monogamic condition. Every inNeither is it held by the writer that to no fringement· is accounted a violation of
part of the Scriptures may be applied a honorable law. Every student of history
fair line of inductive reasoning.
Such a well knows that so soon as anv·nation beconclusion would be unwise, and opposed came morally depraved they erttered upon
to precedents established in the New Tes- the polyg-amous rule. A Boston author
tament itself; but reference is made to said: "Monogamy originated with Pagan
teachings based entirely upon assertion, Gree'ce and Rome who were dissolute 00"
sufficient evidence to establish which does yond description." But we believe we
not exist in the books; also to any inter- can trace monogamy further back in the
pretation of prophecy not clearly es- annals of history than either of the
tablished and confirmed by the evi- nations named, and find in Edenic purity
dence of the books themselves, so amid vining bowers and playing fountains,
much so that there cannot reason an "image of God" with one woman his
ably,,in accordance. with the laws gov- companion, and upon this union, pure and
erning"evidence, be' two adverse opinions; simple from the hands of a divine Author,
and it thus· becomes established that the the holiest. of His benedictions was pro-
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· nounced. The reverse makes a slave of a
woman; degrades her virtue, and makes
man a monster of vice! Tacitus wrote:
"The Germans are content with one wife."
Some nations inflict capital punishment
upon the violator of monogamic rule.
God never ordained its opposite. Its own
unhallowed history stamps polygamy for
"all its worth;" the utter indignation of
man, and the utmost disapproval of God.
"It biteth like a serpent, and stingeth like
an adder; and whosoever is deceived thereby is not wise."
IT IS THEOP A THIC,

We teach that mankind have "a religious side to their nature against which the
waves of science beat in vain." That all
races of mankind have a capacity for religious affections or worship, is too well
known to require proof in this essay.
The wording of the Christly commission would so imply: "Go ye into all the
word; preach the gospel to every creature," is all the proof we may here expect.
If God made of one blood all nations of
men, that oneness of blood indicates the
implanting in universal human nature, a
oneness of spiritual and moral capacity
manifest to a greater or lesser degree fer
the operation of a universal message frorp
a universal Christ to act upon religious affections or worshipful power inherent in
the widely diffused "image of God."
All nationalities, tribes, tongues and
peoples, exhibit the capacity for worship.
No people of whom we have any information are without the proof of the possession of religious affection. We teach
that this "inherent property of nature"
should be sought after everywhere, and
addressed; and effort made to cultivate it.
Jesus was not a superficial observer-he
judged no one from manifest externllls,
but looked into human nature, discovered
the spiritually discernable, addressed himself thereto-and met with a response!
For
"Down in thn human hea.rt,
Crn•hPd hy the tempter,
buried that e:r~c~ C'ln restore:
T •uched bv a ]()ving heart,
Wakened hv kindness,
Chords th>tt were broken will vibrate once more."

Feeling-~ li(~

We re?.d: "He judged not after the
sight of his eyes, nor the hearing of his
ears." Hesaid: "furlgenotunrighteously,
lest ye he judged." The very means we so
ordinarily employ f!(r the formation of a
passing judgment, H.~ discarded. Our
little maxim that says, "Hearing is believing; seeing is knowing," was accounted
by Christ as not altogether reliable. There
are people whom to see and hear we would
pass unfavorable judgment upon as to their
ever making children of God; who in time
have and may become of the most devout
and spiritual we would desire to meet
with. "He came to seek and to save that
which was lost." Humanity have capacity
for religious affections or worship? We
most assuredly believe and teach in its
broadest and most comprehensive sense!
IT IS SUPRALAPSARIAN,

We are, qualifiedly, supralapsari5ts; we
believe and teach that God foreknew man
would "fall;" that by "the tall" the re-

demptory act could only be successfully age by expression of human opmwn;
introduced unto the salvation of all who hence the wording, "Seek learning, by
would, or might be inclined to receive and faith and by study."
obey the gospel call.
We believe that
It is to be used and made by the Lord's
foreknowledge may pre-ordain nothing. I blessing a power for good. If ignorance
might foreknow a certain thing would oc- is bliss, of course, 'tis folly to be wise.
cur, yet not have foreordained it, thus creIT IS CHILIASTIC,
ating an impossibility for a reverse order
to transpire. The Book . of Mormon
The crowning dispensation of God's
teaches, "Adam fell that man might be." providence will be found in the promised
Adam was in a state of innocence, yet per<>onal return to this world of the Lord
that innocence including existing igno- Jesus Christ, to reign with his people for
rance to an extent. We believe in "calling one thousand years.
and election," and "reprobation." That
It would be unreasonable to entertain
men are called unto obedience; obeying the view that Christ ascended into heaven
truly they are elected unto eternal life pro- to remain there, leaving his church and in
viding "they endure in fait!) on his narne the world constantly exposed to evil of
unto the end." We believe the calling every kind, and never reveal himself
and election do not secure the individual again either by revelatory process, or perunto everlasting life, but as Paul said, sonal appearance. If, as the apostle· ob"Make your calling and election sure;" served, "He came to destroy the works of
that is, by faithfulqess unto God's law. So the devil," seeing they are not yet defar as "decrees" are concerned we teach stroyed, and believing most assuredly that
that God decreed the gospel as primarily some manner of personal supervision is or
given through angels and Christ. He de- · shall be indispensably necessary unto the
creed that all who verily believed and consummation of so desirable ari end, we
obeyed it should be saved. He decreed are inclined unto the doctrine chiliasm as
that all baptized believers in Christ should not being too literal an interpretation of
receive the aid ofthe Comforter through a divine prediction. We read: "And they
faithful life. He decreed that all men lived and reigned with Christ a thousand
might be saved by obedience, but fore- years." "Blessed and holy is he that
knew that all men would not avail them- hath part in the first resurrection: on such
selves of the golden opportunity. Yet the second death hath no power, but they
His foreknowledge did not foreordain that shall be priests of God and Christ and
only a part should be saved, else the shall reign a thousand years." "And they
universal commission to the ministry sung a new song, saying: Thou art worwould have accomplished the perpetration thy to take the book, and to open the seals
of a religious deceit. As respects repro- thereof; for thou hast redeemed us to God
bation, we believe men may become repro- by thy blood [life] out of every kindred,
bates concerning the truth of the gospel, and tongue, and people, and nation; and
and in their lives toward God. He has hast made us unto our God kings and
said His Spirit would not always strive priests: and we shall reign on the earth."
with man. Constant resistance of truth- -Rev. 20:4, 6; 5:9, 10. "Nevertheless
turning aside from the way of life, follow- we, according to his promise, look for new
ing a life of sin-produce reprobacy.
heavens and new earth, wherein dwelleth
righteousness." "And I saw a new heavIT IS PHILOMA THIC,
en and a new earth: for the first heaven
Our theology teaching that God has a and the first earth were pas~ed away; and
will with respect to our actions; a purpose there was no more sea." "For, behold, I
with respect to our end; we believe that a create new heavens and a new earth: and
love of learning is enforced by His holy the former shall not be remembered, nor
word. Tesus ~aid, "Search the Scriptures;" come into mind." "But the meek shall
Paul s:iid, "Study to show tl::yself ap~ inherit the earth; and shall delight themproved;" "give attendance to rea·iing." selves in the abundance of peace and truth."
In latter dav.s we are admonished to "seek "Bleased are the meek, for they shall inlearning, by faith and hy study;" to "read herit the earth." "And if children, then
all good books;" acquaint ourselves with heirs: heirs of God, and joint heirs with
histories, customs, laws of nations and Christ, if so be that we ~uffer with him,
peoples. For we are to "be wis~ servants that we may be also glorified together."and harmless as doves." Ignorance is de- 2 Peter 3: 13; Rev. 21: 1; Isa. 65:17:
testable when it is inexcusable.
Ps. 37; I I ; Matt. s:
Rom. 8: I7.
A mind intellectually developed can
The second personal appearance of
have a grander conception of truth under Christ teaches us of an end unto evil ruling
God's blessing than without it. If God in this world.
Human instrumentality
ever chose illiterate men to labor for him, alone cannot bring such to pass for the ev!l
history attests the truthfulness of the state- is greater than man! and an intelligence
ment that after having been called their superior to either is required to subjugate
illiteracy was not to be cultivated, from the evil and thus give freedom unto man
the fact God said to his latter day mert therefrom. We read of Christ, that "all
"Seek learning," etc. It was evidently to things were created by him," and it would
the intent that their wisdom should not be be unreasonable to believe he having crewholly the "wisdom of men;" but learn- ated this world it would ever after be uning blessed of Him should be superior in der Satanic control rather than at last to be
all its advantages in the prosecution of renovared and celestialized by him who
His work, in combating error, etc., than originated it.
The idea that man as a
learning had simply under human tutor- 1 God-creation should be placed here at the

s;
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disposal of evil forces, and be ever the
"victims of fate" with no remedial interception, would manifest inferiority of power in him "who did the planning, and a
lack of ability to relieve man from the
actually deplorable condition in which we
find him. If the beginning be an index to
the closing scene, we have hope. If primal innocence and purity were once bad
free from evil intrusion, they can be bad
again.
If there was such a thing as an
angel "guarding the tree of life, lest man
ate and lived forever;" whether it be allegorical or literal we do not here dispute;
it pointed unto a future possibility for man;
it pointed unto an immortality not always
to be denied unto him who searches for
it-and Jesus has taken away the "flaming
sword" and man can eat and live forever;
so said Jesus.
Sin is an intruder and is
not here as an actual resident holding
right or title unto eternal possession. The
secorid advent of Christ and the millenium
under his loving rule sh::dl fully prove it.
IT IS LIBERTARIAN.

We do not believe in the "doctrine of
necessity" as held by some protestants,
but believe in the free will of man. That
on the part of God in saving man he has
not decreed to save any one against the
will of the individual. "Whosoever will
may come." "Ye will not come unto me
that ye might have life," is the wording
of Scripture. "0, Jerusalem, Jerusalem;
how oft would I have gathered you together as a hen gatbereth her brood under
her wings but ye would not."
He that
believeth," etc., all" go to prove the freedom of tbe will on the part of man. Man's
agency consists in the power of choice;
otherwise man were a machine to be acted
upon independent of any individuality he
might possess.
IT IS DEONTOLOGICAL.

Our theology is the revealed science of
that :which is mon;lly binding. The basic
principles of a religious system should be
of good morals. We are taught: "Seek
good and" not evil." "Eschew evil." "Bind
yourselves ts> act in all holiness before me."
Approach God in holiness of life and
heart. "Provide all things honest." "Lie
not one to another." "Thou shalt not
covet." "Abstain from all appearance of
eviL" -There can be no true religious life
devoted unto God according to his word
not connected with morality. The service
of God is all interwoven with moral obligations, and should be adhered unto by all
believers.
DEMONOLOGY,

Among the many things pertaining to
God's will respecting our actions, we are
reminded of being exposed unto the
influence of evil powers who will
tempt us, try us, and seek to lead us
away from God.
We believe and teach
there are many false spirits gone out into
the world;
Their mission is to molest
God's people, and try all mankind; seek
tp overthrow all g.ood, and righteous efforts of well-meaning people. To thwart
God's design; destroy humanity's eternal
interests; darken the human intellect to-

ward all good.
Extol v,ice, depreciate
virtue; seek to make people believe that
whatever is is right. That falsehood is
undeveloped truth; darkness undeveloped
light; evil undeveloped good.
In short,
that black is white and white is black.
These evil spirits are enemies unto Christ,
his word and work. We are ad monished all
through God's word to beware of them;
avoid them; "Resist the devil and he will
flee from you." "Yield not unto temptation." They are always alert and seeking
to destroy. The apostle says: "He goeth
about like a roaring lion seeking whom
he may devour."
ITS ESCHATOLOGY,

Our theology embraces the great doctrinal tenets of {}issolution, resurrection
and rewards and punishments at judgment
time. We teach that man is of a two-fold
nature, spirit and body, which constitute
the soul of man.
That this soul must be
in one of two conditions after the resurrection, iri a state of happiness or remorse.
We believe the spirit after leaving the
body enters into a place of waiting either
looking forward with joy toward the reception of life eternal, or with regret and
anguish to the possible sentence that may
be passed. The spirits of the righteous
await in paradise; the others in the pit or
prison.
We believe t'he Bible teaches two resurrections.
One occurring at the second
advent of Christ as said Paul and John:
"For the Lord himself shall descend from
hea"'en with a shout, with the voice of
the archangel, and with the trump of God:
and the dead in Christ shall ris,e first; then
we which are alive and remain shall be
caught up together with them -in the
clouds, to meet the Lord in the air."
"Blessed and holy is he that hath part in
the first resurrection: on such the second
death hath no power; but the rest of the
cle<.d lived not again until the thousand
years were finished."-! Thess. 4: 16, 17;
Rev. 20: 5, 6.
We believe and teach that all men shall
be rewarded or punished according to their
works; according to that they have done
whether good or bad; as find recorded in
Matt. r6: 27; Rom. 2: 6; 1 Cor. 3: 8; 2
Cor. 5: 10; Rev. 20: 12; 22:12. We be-_
lieve and teach that all mankind will not
receive the same reward, nor the same
punishment in one place; for Jesus said:
"In my Father's house are many mansions;
if it were not so I would have told you."
-John 14: 2. Paul wrote: "There is one
glory of the sun, and another glory of the
moon, and another glory of the stars."-r
Cor. 15:41. Those who abide the celestial law shall inherit the celestial glory; if
any do not abide that law, they shall inherit a lesser glory; from celestial to terrestrial, from that to the telestial, and to a
kingdom of no glory. This is justice-it
is
the words imply: "According to their
works."
Our theology d"awned upon a world
spiritually asleep. It arose like a sun in
the horizon of religious thought. It came
as the rumbling of a mighty· convulsion,
It has burst upon the world as a volcanic

as

eruption from a celestial mount, the mount
Zion; and it h<i!s been pouring forth its
blessings, and shedding abroad its hallowed light, burning glory and shining beauty.
It stands as a mighty tower supported by
the everlasting arms of an infinite Master!
Its mission is to bless, not to curse; to save,
not condemn; to elevate, not debase; to
purify, not contaminate. It is to sanctify
and redeem; not to persecute or misrepresent.
\Vith God as leader, Christ as commander, angelic aids on either side, it shall
march on to final conquest, and crowning
glory mid the acclamations of the myriad
hosts of the celestial abodes. Conquest
alone awaits the unimpeded march of truth.
Blessing attends its ministrations, joy its
reception, happiness attends its possession.
In its doctrine of revelation it presents
to the world not one book alone claiming
to contain revelations from God, but three
books, from among three nations, and on
two diverse continents. These books are
like unto the heavenly trio of witnessesFather, Son and Spirit, one! They are
like unto _the earthly witness of Spirit,
water and blood -agreeing in one. In
matters of doctrine and prophecy there are
no conflicting precepts, n'o diverging principles, no aatagonizing theories; but one
in doctrine, precept, principle, theory. A
grand, united trinity of testimony of God,
Christ, the Holy Spirit; the church, its
polity, power, honor, glory and mission!
Three books of united expression of religious thought and and teaching, unparalleled in the history of books claiming to
contain divine revelation through all ages!
A matchless harmony, marking them with
the divine impress of a wise work of infallible guidance.

WESTERN WISCONSIN.
Conference convened at Flora Fountain, Wis·
consin, February zrst, and 22d, F. Hackett pre~
sident, W, A, McDowell clerk. Brn. J. J. Cornish and J. W, Peterson were invited to take
parL Resolved that the Flora Fountain branch
become a part of this di~frlcL Branch reports:
Evergreen 41, 4 received; Flora Fountain 8, r
marriage; vVheatvllle 33 Bishop's agent"s re~
port: On hand la~t report $4 32, on hand to date
$4 32, C. W. Lange bishop's agent. Elders reported: W. S. Pender, F. Hackett, organized one
branch, ordained one priest, one teacher,one deacon; A. L. Whiteaker, J. W, Hancock, J. J Cor.
nish, W. A. McDowell. Priests: J. \V. Peterson, J. Black bourn, Teachers, J. Iliff; Deacon,
L Noble, Moved that a two"days' meetings be
held in this district in different places as the president sees fit to appoint; al'!lo, the president to
name the brethren to hold said meetings, Resolved that the teacher of the Wheatville branch
be requested to acknowledge his negligence to
the conference, and he be further requested
to attend to the matter which he was at
the last conference appointed to do, and report
to the next district conference. Resolved that
we choose Brn. W. A, McDowell and F. Hackett
as our delegates to general conference; and that
as much of their expenses be paid as the Saints
may be willing to give them. Resolved, that
Bro. \V, A. McDowell be recommended to the
next general conference as a missionary to this
distrl;;:t. Resolved, that we cancel the debt w~ich
Bro. W, A, McDowell owes the district and h6
be free henceforth from that ·obligation. Resoiv;
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ed, that we recommend to the. bishop that Bro ..
C. W. Lange, bishop'~> agent, be di~continued because of old age and infirmity, and Bro. W. A. Me·
Dowell be appointed in his stead. Preaching by
J. J. Cornish, and A. L. Whiteaker. F. Hackett
was sustained as president, W ..A· McDowell as
clerk of district. The authorities of the church
were sustained. A vote of thanks was tendered
to the friends of Beetown and Saints of Flora
Fountain for kindness. Adjourned to Wheatville branch, in Crawford county, Wisconsin,
June 2oth and 21st, at ro a.m.
GALLAND'S GROVE.
Conference convened at Galland's Grove, Iowa,
February 27th and 28th, W. Whiting president,
J. Seddon as5istant president, John Pett secretary.
Branch reports: Galland's Grove 262, 2 baptized.
Mason's Grove 122; 7 baplized, I received, 2 removed, r died. Salem 8r; r received.. Boyer
Valley 88; ro baptized, r removed. Coalville 21.
Elders reports: W. Whiting, J. Seddon, J. T.
Turner baptized 13, D. M .. Rudd, H. 0. Smith
baptized I4, J. R. Rudd, J. Pett baptized 2, J. M.
Baker, J. W. Smith. Priests: G. Hawley, R.
Ford, M. Lynch, C. Williamson, W. Bullard, J.
Pearsall and J. Gunsolley. Teachers: R. Woodcock, J. Cross, C Holcomb and C. J. Hunt. Deacon, R. P. Petersen. The following resolutions
were adopted: That Bro. W. Whiting be appointed to represent this district at the general
annual conference, and that he be instr.ucted to
vote against the sale of the Kirtland Temple.
That the Pilot Creek branch be declared disorganized. That we purchase a tent to be used for
preaching in the district, and th'at Sr. Mary Hawley, Ern. J. M. Baker and C.J. Hunt be appointed a committee to solicit subscriptions. Bishop's
agent's report: Cash on hand at last report $5 :;5,
received since $327-95, total $333 so. paid out
$29000, balance on hand $43'50. John Pett
agent.
Two-days meetings were appointed as
follows: Galland's Grove, May 23d; Bro. J. Seddon in charge. Camp Creek, May 23d; Bro. W.
Whiting in charge. Dow City, May 3oth; Bro.
H. 0. Smith in charge. Deloit, June 6th; Bro.
J. M. Baker in charge. Ern. Whiting and Seddon were sustained as· president and assistant
president of the district. Saturday evening the
Sunday-school association reported favorably the
condition of the work in the district. Sunday
m0rnlng prayer meeting, afterwards preaching
by Bro. Seddon, and in the evening preaching by
Bro. D. M. RudEl.
Adjourned to meet at Galland's Grove, June Izth, at 2:30p.m.
DES MOINES.
Conference convened February 2oth, at Runnels, Iowa. Bro. J. McKiernan was called to preside; J. S. Roth and D. W. Thomas were chosen
to act as secretaries. A committee on credentials was appointed. Branch reports were heard,
showing a small gain during the past three
months. Elders reporting: J. M<::Kiernan (solemnized I marriage), J. S. Roth (baptized I,
blessed several children. administered to the sick
with marked effect). W. C. Nirk, president of
the district, reported. W. Thompson. N. Stamm,
S. Longbottom. Sr. Maggie Bolton was admitted as a delegate from the What Cheer branch.
Committee on. trouble in Sheridan branch reported difficulties settled. Bro. McKiernan
stated that he had made arrangements to purchase a tabernacle tent for use of the district for
$4o,oo, had received $LIO toward the same. To
this the different branches promise aid. Committee on programme left to the chair's choosing.
Preaching meetings well attended. Prayer and
testimony meeting Sunday at 2: 30, in charge of
Ern. Nirk and McKiernan. God's Spirit was
manifest, and all felt to praise his name for his
goodness. The Des Moines Saints ask to be reorganized by petition. The same is in the
charge of the missionary in charge. Bishop's
agent's report: Received $284.7I, paid out
$292.34. a sum due agent, by his report, $7 63.
D. N. Williams was granted a letter, he having
been away some fourteen years. Is now in Belgrade, Montana. Priests: M. Johnson, J. Coyner
and G. M. Jamison reported. We hope all elders,
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priests, teachers and deacons will report at our
next conference.· W. C. Nirk ·was unanimously
sustained as president for the next three months;
G. M. Jamison elected secretary; J. S: Roth sustained as Bishop's and book agent. The next
conference is to be held at Newton, Iowa, June
I2th. J. S. Roth and J. McKiernan were
chosen delegates to general conference. The
Saints met on Sunday morning and organized a Sunday-school association to be known as
The Latter Dav Saint Sunday"sthool Association of the Des Moines district. D W. Thomas
elected superintendent, Maggie Bolton treasurer
and secretary, Anna Amos assistant superintendent; adjourned to meet at Newton June uth.
A vote of thanks was tendered the people of
Runnells and vicinity. Sang hymn 636, benediction pronounced. Just here Rev. Jacobs, of the
"Christian Congregation Church," challenged
the, Saints to discuss the following proposition:
Resolved, that Joseph Smith. was an inspired
man In the sense that the apostles of New Testament times were inspired. After some hasty arrangements, Bro.· N. A. Baker, ot Des Moines,
was to meet this minister in debate four nights
in succession at Runnells, Iowa, February 26th
to March Ist. Later, the debate is progressing.
PITTSBURG AND KIRTLAND.
Conference met at the call of the missionary
in charge, G. T. Griffiths, at the Saints chapel,
Wheeling, West Virginia, Saturday, February
28th. The committee on organization reported
as follows: G. T. Griffiths, president; L. W.
Powell, associate president; T. W. Williams,
secretary ; F. J. Reese, assistant secretary; C. R.
Duncan, chorister; Mrs. Anna Smith and Lizzie
Linebarger, organists; Abraham Thomas, usher.
Credenlials were presented and accepted from
delegates. On motion Elder C. R. Duncan was
invited to participate in conference deliberations. Branch reports: Pittsburg, I63. 6 baptized; Sharon, 13, I died; Blakes' Mills, 35, 4 expelled; Church Hill, 30; Washingtonville, 26, 'r
died; Wheeling, 77, 3 baptized, 7 certificate of
baptism, I letter, 2 vote, 2 expelled, I marriage;
Warren, 8, expelled 2, I marriage; Fairview, 44,
2 baptized; Conneaut Township, 23; Lake View,
I4i Kirtland, 49• I letter. Elders' report, 'N.H.
Garrett, J. Brown, J. A. McCormick, by letter;
G. T. Griffiths, L. W. Powell, C. R Duncan, T.
W. Williams, ,D. M. Strachan, J. Yocum, in
person. It was de"cided by the president that all
branch officers could act as del'egates of representation save the presiding elder. Resolved,
That this conference petition the first presidency
to return Bro. G. T. Griffiths as president of his
present mission, as his work is of such a nature
which if left in its present condition cannot help
but fall backward, and if continued in its present
course grand success is in the near future, as the
work is thoroughly understood by him. Resolved, That this conference petition the quorum
of twelve to return to this district for the coming conference year Brn: L. W. Powell, T. W.
'Williams and C. R. Duncan. Resolved, That
this conference instruct each branch president to
raise all the money he can in his branch and at
once send it to the bishop's agent to help defray
the incidental expenses of general conference at
Kirtland. Resolved, That this conference sustain by their faith, prayers and means all the
officers and quorums of this Church of Jesus
Christ. L. Vv. Powell, district secretary; presented the names of Sarah E. Hatcher, Margaret
Bowles, Luetta Didy, scattered members who
had been tried by an elder's court for apostasy,
wilh the foliowing results: We the court of
elders appointed to investlg~te the charges
against Sarah E. Hatcher, Margaret Bowles, Luetta Didy, beg leave to report: We have examined the evidence presenttod against the parties
and find that the charge of apostasv has been
fully sustained. We therefore reco1nmend that
the church proceed to lift up the hand against
them. C. R. Duncan and T. W. Williams, court.
The findings of another court was also read:
We your court appointed to investigate the case
of the Pittsburg and Kirtland district against
Samuel Short, Nancy Short, and John P. Henry,
charged with apostasy, find that the charges have

been sustained. G. T. Griffiths and C. R. Dun·
can, court. On motion the reports were accepted and the members disfellowshipped. The following preamble and resolution was adopted t
Whereas, at our present session of conference
much argument and misunderstanding has ensued, retarding business, etc., and from the present wording of these rules of representation it
gives some branches an advantage over others in
represeotation-and, whereas, the conference has
decided that a presiding officer of a branch cannot act as delegate of representation, therefore be
it resolved that we now give notice that at our
next conference we will reconsider. the prest
rules of representation. A request was read from
Conneaut branch that the next conference be held
there. Resolved, that when this conference adjourns it does so to meet at Coneautville, Penn·
sylvania, September 5th and 6th. On motion,
the court of inquiry appointed at last conference
was sustafned, except M. B. Williams, whose
name was dropped and L. W. Torrence inserted.
The report of auditing committee of bishop's
agent's report read and accepted. Bishop's agents'
report: Balance last report $I72 ,5I, received
since $788.r8, total $960 69, expended 588 90, balance $371 -79· L.W. Powell was sustained as president. T.vV.Williams was elected secretary, Frank
Criley bishop's agent, was sustained. Preaching
by Elders T. W. Williams and C. R. Duncan.
Preamble and resolution: Whereas, notice has
'been published in the Saints' Herald that a convention of Sunday-school workers will convene
at Kirtland, Ohio, on Saturday and Sunday before general conference for the. purpose of effecting a general Sunday-school organization, and
by this means to facilitate the Sunday-school
movement--therefore, be it resolved, that we instruct our branch delegates to act in co-operation
with all other delegates, using their own judgment In voting upon all matters brought before
the convention. Adjourned.
EASTERN MAINE.
Conference convened at Jonesport, February
zrst, J. C. Foss ia the chair, J. N. Ames secretary.
Officials present and reported: Elders, J. c: Foss,
N. Crawley; Priests, J. S. Walker, W. Manchester; Teacher, J. N. Ames; Deacon, C. H. Hinkley. Branch reports: Olive Branch, 76; Pleasant River, 21; M~.son's Bay, 59; May, 20; Seaslde, 3I; Head Harbor Isle, 7· The committee
to examine and correct branch records reported
that it found some in bad condition. Report approved; committee discharged. J. C. Foss and
F. M. Sheehy were appointed delegates to general conference. J. C. Foss was sustained president and J. N. Ames as secretary of district.
Time and place of holding the next conference
was left with the president. Preaching by J. C.
Foss. The Spirit was present to comfort the
Saints in the prayer and testimony meeting.
Adjourned.
·"

DIED.
ARMSTRONG. - At Springfield, Nebraska,
March 4th, 1891, of diabetes, Bro, David Armstrong, who was born in Kentucky, January qth,
1814, his earthly pilgrimage being 77 years, I
month and r8 days. He was baptized by his son,
Elder Joshua Armstrong, August 7th, I88I, at
which time it was supposed the time of his end
was about come, but God added nearly ten years
to his life. He leaves a wife, three brothers, three
sisters, seven sons . and three daughters, fortyseven grand-children, and twelve great-grandchildren, one brother. All his children except
one d~ ugr: ter were present at the funeral, which
was held in the Christian Advent church. The
The house was full and a large number followed
the body to the grave. The singers of the church
formed a choir, and furnished the music for the
occasion. Elder Robert M. Elvin preached the
funeral sermon from John II: 26, having charge
of the service at the house, church and grave.
Before his power of speech failed him, this aged
brother, like the patriarchs of ancient times, call-
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ed his family together and bore a faithful testimony to the truthfulness of the gospel, and advised each one to accept and obey the same. He
departed to the resting place of the spirit without the fear of eieath.
HAYER.- At her horne in Miller, La Salle
county, Illinois, January 12th, r891, Sr. Hayer,
aged 68 years, 7 months, 20 days. She was born
in Norway, May 22d, r822; carne to Wisconsin
in 1846; was baptized July 14th, r867. Funeral
services at Saint's church, conducted by Elder F.
M. Cooper. She leaves two sons and one daughter to mourn their loss.
".S~e sleep~,

her. troubles here are o'er;
She sleeps where earthly ills no more
Will break the slumberer's rest.
Her dust will rest beneath the sod;
Her spirit has returned to God
To mingle with the blest."

STEVENS.-At the residence of his step-son,
Bro. Walter Wilcox, near Clarksdale, Missouri,
at 6: 55 a. rn. March zd, r89r, of Ia grippe and
inflamation of the lungs, Bro. Henry Adams
Stevens; born July 31st, 1813, at Peoth, Upper
Canada. Bro. Stevens was baptized into Christ
in the year 1834, by Elder John E. Page, and
united with the Reorganization at Farmington,
Iowa, in an early day and has lived a consistent
Christian life ever since.
He was ordained to
the offices of elder and seventy at Kirtland, Ohio,
and to the office of high priest at Springfield,
Illinois, by Hyrum Smith and Almon W. Babbitt. In the early days of the church he traveled
much and preached the gespel of Christ without
a salary, and was instrumental in converting
many to the truth. During the days of persecution of the church he was known as a true and
trusted friend of the Smiths.
Our brother fell
asleep in Jesus, like a babe on its mother's arms,
without a struggle, in hope of a glorious resurrection. Services were conducted at the residence
of Bro. Wilcox on the 3d instant, at I I a.m., by
Elders c: E. Butterwei'th and Robert Warnock;
after which the remains were deposited in fhe
cemetry at the De Ka!b qhurch.
DANIELSON.- At her\ home in Leland, La
Salle county, Illinois, Sunday, February 8th,
1891, of consumption, Ellen Josephine, wife of
Bro. Martin J. Danielson; aged 31 years, 9
months and 25 days. She leaves a husband and
three daughters to mourn their loss.
'
"The midnight stars are shining
Upon our mother's grave,
Now sleeping without dreaming,
The one we could not save.
The clouds of grief are keeping
The shadow round our head;
0 I blame us not for weeping,
The •me we loved is dead."

who should follow. He died in peace bearing a
firm testimony to the last. He leaves an aged
companion, the choice of his youth, with eight
children to mourn their Joss.
CARLILE.-Sr. Jane Carlile departed this life
July 29th, r89r, at her home in Pottawattamie
county, Iowa. Being born September roth, 1819,
in England, she was in the 7rst year of her age.
Sr. Carlile embraced the latter day )Nork in r849,
being baptized by Elder G. Steberson. Believing
in the gathering, she, with her family, emigrated
to America, residing at what then was known as
Kanesville, Iowa. Six years later she went to
Utah, but not finding that the home of God's
people, she, disappointed, returned to Iowa the
following spring. She embraced the work of the
Reorganization in r884; was baptized by Elder
D. K. Dodson at Downsville, Iowa. Sr. Carlile
lived a faithful, prayerful and devoted life to
God and manifested by her integrity that she loved
the work. She was only confined to her bed for
two days, and having no fear of death sl;te passed
away, leaving an aged companion and seven
children to mourn their loss, all members of the
church. Funeral services by Elder H. N. Hansen.
Tho' men may lay beneath the ground
These forms we hold so dear,
Know when the trump ot God sha!l sound,
In glory they'll appear.
Our home at lo.st the new earth fair
. Where.Jife's bright water• flow,
And an the faithful will be there,God's word has told us so.

CAMPBELL.-Sr. Caroline M. L. Campbell,
born November 15th, 1833, at Bennington, Genessee county, New York, departed this life February 12th, r89r, at her home in Pottawattarnie
county, Iowa. She was united in matrimony to
Lyman Campbell, August 31st, 1856; united
with the church in r86r, being baptized by Elder
E. C. Briggs on the zd day of March. She lived
the life of a true Latter Dav Saint, a faithful
companion and devoted mother, loved and respected by all who knew her. She left her companion and six children to mourn her sudden departure, as her death was unexpected, not having
been previously sick; but •on the morning of the
day of her death was actually in discharge of her
household duties, when she suddenly sank down
on a chair and died from heart disease. Funeral
sermon by Elder J. P. Carlile; text, Revelation
14: 13· .
Unconscious now in mother earth,
This body lies at rest:
RPmBmber. mourners, while yon weep
Her Bpirit's wi tb. the blest.
Away from earrth and Satan's snares,
Her faith sufficient tried,
The easket only lieth there;
The gem's in paradiee.

LrsTER.-At her home in Ntwton, Iowa, Ftbruary 4th, 1891, Sr. Ann, wife of Bro. James
WALBURN-A! Independence, Missouri, JanLister.. She was born in Wakefield, Yorkshire,
uary 31st, r89r, John Walburn, son of Bro. and
England, July 3d, r825. She was first baptized
Sr. John and Julia Walburn, aged 8 years, 3
into the Brighamite church in England, coming
months and 27 days. He was born October 4th,
to this country in 1856. She was baptized into
1882. He died of scarlet fever. In his last ill. the Reorganized church October 25th, r868, at
ness he- talked about the resurrection with a
Newton, Iowa, by Elder John X. Davis; and unknowledge bevond his years.
He selected
til her death was a faithful member and zealous
hymns Nos. 883 and 884 to be sung at his
worker in the cause. She died in faith, leaving
funeral, and fell asleep in Jesus. The funeral
husband, daughter, and adopted son; and three
services were conducted at the home of his parbrothers and a sister in England, to mourn her
ents by Elder F. G. Pitt.
To our dear little Bertie
departure. Funeral services conducted by Elder
We bid a brief farewell;
John X. Davis.
His body in the grave must rest,
His soul in glory dwell.
BLACK-At Galland's Grove, Iowa, February
Though with the falling autumn leaves,
rst, r89r, George Glaud, infant son of Bro.
His spirit passed awav,
Alexander and Sr. Martha Black. Born March
We trost to meet our darling
In the resurrection day.
24th, r89o. Funeral discourse by Elder John
Pett, assisted by Elder Milton Lynch.
URSENBACH. - In Paris, France, of accute
bronchitis in January last, Elder Erederick UrsenPRETTYMAN-Elder James B. Prettyman, at
bach, uncle to Bro. Eugene L. Ursenbach,of 1918
his home iri Anacortes, Washington, February
Filmore street, San Francisco, California, in his
17th, 1891. He was born February 7th, r8r4,
89th year. .He was all through his life an upbeing 77 years and 10 days old when he died.
He was with the church in an early day,. was a. right and just man; and many of the Saints knew
him as such. He was faithful to. the end of his
member of it when Joseph and Hyrum were
life, and went hence. in confidence of the happy
martyred. He dropped out .and stood aloof from
beyond.
all factions until the elders of the Reorganized
Church found him, when he gladly heard the
MAKING CHILD,REN MIND.
news and united with the church again in r865.
In June, r866, he was called to the ministry and
"A mother should be careful· to make only reaordaiJt~d under the hand of Elder Jesse L.
sonable demands _upon her child's obedience, but,
Adams. Then followed a period of nearly
when opce made, to enforce them implicitly. One
twenty years very active work in the ministry, in ·should be very careful never to enter Into a cona local way, until the burden of years became
test over a point that cannot be enforced. A child
reavy upon him and he left the field for those
may be made to do certain things, but no power

on earth can force him to do others, or to say words
that he has made up his mind not to say. The
prudent mother will enforce her authority and
teach obedience on ground that she is sure of being
able to hold. Points that she knows she cannot
carry she will avoid until the habit of obedience
is formed, and then there will be no discussion."
COMPLETE TO DEADWOOD.
The Burlington Route, C. B. & Q. R. R., from
Chicago, Peoria and St. Louis, is now completed,
and daily passenger trains are running through
Lincoln, Nebraska, and Custer, South Dakota,
to Deadwood. Also to Newcastle, Wyoming.
Sleeping cars to Deadwood.
7mar3t

MEETING HOUSES.
Below will be found the different places of
meeting of the church in the cities named:
Chicago, Illinois, Washington Hall, corner of
Washington boulevard and Ogden avenue.
San Francisco, California, Lincoln Hall, Montgomery street, near Palace Hotel.
St. Louis, Missouri, No. 2518 Elliott avenue.
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, Fourth avenue, near
Wood street.
Boston, Massachusetts, Howard avenue, Roxbury.
San Bernardino, California, corner Fifth and
F streets.
Denver, Colorado, Euclid Hall, Fourteenth
street, opposite City Hall.
Sacramento, California, Saints' Chapel, Twenty-fourth avenue and K streets. J. M. Parr,
president.
Omaha, Nebraska, Saints' Chapel, No. 1418
North and Twenty-first streets.
·
St. Joseph, Missouri, Saints' Chapel, Seventeenth street, near Faraon street. Take J ule
street, or Wyatt Park cars to Seventeenth street,
and the building will be in sight-

FARM FOR SALE.
ACRES, three miles north-east of Lamoni, Iowa. House r6x24, and 14x14 kitchen. Stable, Granary, Hen-hous,e, Young Orchard
of about a hundred trees. $11 per ac1·e.
Enquire of agent, ROBERT LYLE,
2rmar3m
Lamoni, Iowa.
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BRADEN aKELLEY DEBATE.
In order that the Congregation that shall hear this Debate may be several thonsands instead of one, the PAT·
RI,,T will publish a carefully prepared synoptical report,
begin1nng in st:coud istlue after D~batu begius, aud continuing to close of report. Nothing short of a six month's
subscription will secure the full report.
s~nd at once.
PATRIOT ene year, one dollar; six
months, fifty cents.
·
LAMBERT BROS. Publishers,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

ZION'S

ENSIGN,

Published every Saturday at

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,
• J J. A. ROBINSON. lE
·
Brethren l F. G. PITT
f d1tors.
Subscription price, su;oo per year.
It is devoted to the spreading of religious truth as
viewed by the Saints.
Each issue contains a sermon by one of the ministry,
reports of the different societies in the church, and articles bearing upon or explanatory of the doctrmes of the
church.
It is the intention to make it a help to the missionary
at home and in the field; a sourr.e of comfort to the scattered ones wbo are denied church privileges, and to bring
the Saints into closer relationship with each other.

MILL FOR SALE.
SHELBY MILL FOR SALE, situated in
Shelby, Shelby county, Iowa. For full particulars enquire of H. D. Swain, Harlan, Shelby
county, Iowa.
WANTED!
A good cheese maker to work in Lamoni,
Iowa, factory this coming season-one that has
had experience in making Swiss and American
cheese.
Adress The Lewis Creamery,
Send references.
St. Joseph, Missouri.
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; ROBT. WINNING,
President.

D. F. NICHOLSON,
Cashier.

FARMERS
LAMONI,

Pays

lOW A,

6 % Interest on Time Deposits.

AUTUMN

LEAVES,

l'ublished monthly tor the
.Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
·Christ of Latter Day Saints,

By addressing David Chambers, Persia, Iowa,
you can learn of the sale of the large Reunion
tent, 6o feet wide, 7 feet walls. Cost $2oo new,
in good condition.
Will be sold for $roo.
A
bargain.. Could not be bought new to-day fo~
less than $2 35.
4t

SPIRITUAL GIFTS AND SPIRIT
MANIFESTATIONS,

PEN AND PLATFORM,
A MONTHLY JOURNAL.

J.

B. WATSON, EDITOR.

TERMS :-FIFTY CENTS A YEAR.

This journal is not the organ of any sect, denomination or party, but is pnblished solely for
the dissemination of knowledge npon ChristianELDER M. H. BoND.
ity, Temperance, Social and Moral Reforms, and
Just issued; a book or pamphlet of over 100 pages
Its columns are open to all who wish to speak
'larger than;the Voice of Warnmg, of closely written and
pointedly, pithily and practically upon these
original matter; good type, good paper, and easy reading.
questions; who believe that the Word of God
A treatise upon the uncertainties of Catholic of Protest- . and reason are the only rules of faith and pracant creed. The rational theory and PXposition of f$OSpel
tice for Christians as well as Moralists.
doctrine and confirmatorY gifts, as against the insidious
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
doctrines and revelations of modern spiritualism. The
anti-Bible revelations of Swedenborg, The Quakers,
The
intention
is to conduct the journal as a
Catholic Yi~ions and Miracles, Me~meric, Trance, MindReading, HChriatian Science," ~'Divine Healing'~ or
medium for giving both sides of the question, and
,hFaith Cure,'' "How to Become a Medium," &c. T-he
no favoritism or prejudice by us will be exercised
Gifts of the Gospel, their proper place, use or abuse in
in regard to authors, as communications will be
the church.
Price, 25 cents Single Oopy.
published without names or nom de plumes unless
Send silver or stamp•; $2.25 per dozen, po~t.age paid,
desired.
P. 0. Order or Currency. Address, M. H. Bond, WilAn exception will be made in the. case· of conlone:hby, Ohio; or Herald Oftlce, Lamoni, Iowa.
~
troversies, when each writer mnst and shail know
IJ2!r'. Agents and "pushers" wanted, to whom books
wUI be ~ent upon application.
his adversary.
Short, forcibly written commnnications, worded in the spirit of love, are invil!'!d upon any
theme bearing upon the above outlined subjects,
with the appended qualifications. Address all
Many inquiries are coming in in regard to wben
matter for publication to
the volumes,
MARY A. WATSON,
"With the Church in an Early Day,"
Drawer F, St. Marys, Ont.
-ANDA postal card requesting a. sample copy will
"Pattie; or, Leaves from a Life,"
receive a prompt response.
27dec3m, eow
will be i~sued? We'are now prepared to say that "With
the Church" will be rPady for mailing by the last of Apnl
or the lirst of May. We trust that those who have sent
OR CAUSE AND CURE

FOR

SKEPTICISM,

RY

Book Subscriber's Notice.

in their natne at?. !3ubscribers wtll be prompt

1n

remitting,

as we shall need tbe funds to defray the expense of printing and binding. Whj"n remitting do not forget to en•
close stamp• for mailing.
·
·
Price at the Office $1.
Probable cost of maiiing 8 eta.
Owing to. the sicknees of her father, Sr. Eleanor was
called away eome five weel<s since, but her volume will
be issued ahout the last of June or early in July, and subscription price, wh:ch may now be remitted as convenient, will be the same as th~ ahove.
ALSO NOTICE.
Thi8 week we commence the mailing of

OUl'

premium

Engraving to all "uh"cribers who have ordered it. Owing
to the large number to be Eerved it may r<'quire two full
weeko to reach tbe lust on''"· If by t.he 2iltb of February

yon have not re.ceived yours. notify the offiCe by a card
and 1t will rt:C(~ivt.~ prompt. attention.
~ Be cardul in removing th<'ill from the tube and
w~ guarantee perfect conrlitinM

Jan. Rl•t, 1891.

M. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa.

A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
Setting forth the order and nature of the Pdesthood, and defining the duties and prerogatives
of all the Church Officials, including the First
Presidency, and also the Deacons, as set forth in
the Revelations of God and decisions of the
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
the Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
Price 25 cents including postage.

-..8..-

SYMBOLOGICAL CATECHISM:
OR

Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
BY A. 1. MAPES.
•04 pagea, cloth bound. Prlce 35 cents each.
i'or &ale by BRo. H. R. MILLS,
. !ND.ItPENDJu<rcE, Mo.

I,

FOR SAUl

Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA,
And sent Free of Poetage at prices named.

Real Estate Bought and Sold.
]'ARM LOANS NEGOTIATED.

$200 Tent for $100.

I.PUBLICATION_S_I~~Y!~c-AN_D

INSPIRED TRANSLATION.

12ir FLEXJ[IRLE .J!U:NDING. ~
The Inspired Translation of the Holy Scriptures bound In limp leather, flexible covers, similar to the binding of the Oxford Sunday-school
Teachers Bible. Price, by mail, $4.
BIBLE SYNOPSIS.
Only three or four hundred left. I will sell
the remainder at $r each, or six to any address
for $5; still a larger discount to agents. Send to
the Herald Office at Lamoni, Iowa, or J. J. Cornish, Reed City, Osceola county, Michigan.
12 27·3>'0

GERMAN TRACTS.
in the German Language may be had of Bro.
Ad. Richter, Burlington, Iowa: The Baptism, 6 cents;
the Repentance, 5 cents; the Principles of the Gospel, 6
cents: the Epitome ol Faith. 2c.; the Sixth Trumpet, a
fifty-four page pamphlet, 25c. These prices include
postage.
~Tracts

HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to :move to Cleveland for my bn•iness, I offer
for sale my House of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit tree•, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
nrnacc n it, ,. nd water in the kit.ch~n.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28., Cleveland, Ohio.
Noti€"ltl.
When changing your place of re~idence, or desiring
your paper sent to a different post-oftlce. be particniar m
gtving. in full, the name of the post-office, county, and
>tate where yon h•d been last receiving 1t, and distinctly
state the name of the post-dlioo, county and state to
which yon wish your paper sent in the future.

When mailing a letter, whether in a railroad car, on a
steamboat, or while vir?Jting at a friend'~, in every instance give your. .own addTess where you are talcing your pa..
per.
If your paper has been discontinued, state where you

have last been taking it, and the time it was stopped.

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges •••••• 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •••••••••••••••• 2
Morocco, gilt edges ........................ ,2
New Testament, Inspired....................

60
00
60
'l6

BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ..................... , .1 26
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ••••••••••••••• ,1 60
DOCTRINE .A.ND COVENANTS.
, Sprinkled Sheep, or Library ................. 1 26
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ••••••• , •••• , ••• 1 60
• THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ••••••••••• 1 26
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •.•••••••·•••• , •• 1 60
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides .••••.••••••.• 2 '60
The Harmony contains all the hymns in the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about ~20
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.
JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET AND
HIS PROGENITORS.
(By Lucy Smith.}
Muslin binding, 312 pages • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • '10
Le.ather binding ............................ 1 00
HESiPERIS.
(Poems by David H. Smith,)
Fancy Muslin, 202 pages, gilt edges ••••••••••• 1 60
VOICE OF WARNING.
Instruction to all people on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work.
In paper covers, 10 cts. each, per dozen ........ 1 00
Limp muslin covers. . • • • . • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • 25
JOSEPH THE SEER.
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Ori~in of the Book of Mormon
Detimded and Maintained.
(New and Revised Edition.)
Paper covers, 200 pages..................... 35
Muslin binding. . . . . . • . • • • • • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • 60
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder William Sheldon of the Second Advent Society, and is an
important work to be in the hands of the. ministry of
the church; and it is a most excellent one to be circulated both in the church and among those without,
abounding in proofs never before pr~se11ted in defense
of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.
SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather •••••••••••••••• -. ......... 1
Muslin boards . . • . . • • • . . . . . • • . • • • • • . • . . . • • .
Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
Limp muslin, 25 cts. each, per dozen ...•..•. 2
Question Books for Primary Classes.
Limp mu8lin, U\ eta. each, per dozen ......•••• 1

00
~6

60
25

SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
School Engineer and Record Book . . • . . . . . . • • • 50
G.ood ·Behavior Tickets, 100 for 15c., 1,000 for .. 1 00
Prompt Attendance Tickets ........... Same price.
Fancy Cards, package of 60, 6 kinda, large . • • • . 'i5
Fancy Cards, smaller, 10 kinds, per 100........ 50
FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages..................... 26
J. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches the coming of
Christ to Judge the world is now past." M. H. Fors·
cutt affirms "The Bible teaches the Literal Resurreotiou of the body from ths !II'&n."
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"HEARKEN To THE WoRD oF Tnlli LoRn: FOR TnErtE SnAY,L NoT ANY

~fAN

AMONG YOU HAVE BAV!! !T lUll ONE WIFE- AND

CoN~'UBINES

HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Paga 116, Book of J\1ormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
.
.
BELrEvE THAT ONE llfAN sHouLD nAvE ONE WrFE, AND ONE vvoMAN BuT ONE HDs:sANn: ExcEPT m C.ME oF DEATn, wnEN ErTnER
xs AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN."'-Page 330, Book of Covenants a:nd Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.

I.

T

H E

S A r N T s' H

E R AL D :
of J csus Christ o:

PUBLISIIED .AT

I . ~~, 7110.~ I,

DBGATUH CoUNTY,

IowA,

scattered Luse's p~..tln phlet-have scattered slanderous hand· bills-have lied on me in harangues
in scores of instances, and you have the colossal
chet~k to piously prote~t that you are not aware
that 1'11ormons have slandered me.
Preacher3, officers and members-he Mormons and she Mormons-in Davis City ha.ve
lJ&d on me by the hour for rnonths, and you are
not awz.re of itJ!!
CLARK BRADEN.n

wrote to the
as below:
JosrcPa SMITH

w. w.

BJ"AIR

Enr:rOR.
.<.\8SOCIA1.:i:E "flDITOI?-.

Lamoni, Iowa, March 28,

I.

AN ENDORSEMENT OF BRADEN.

have hen1
between Elder E. L.
Clark
of
cussion at Lamoni,
evening of
5th, 1891.
Some time in fanuary last Mr. Braden
sent us a dipping from' s'ome local paper,
under the
of"An Endorsement of
Clark Braden," accompanied
the following letter:
ARRANGEMENTS

KELLERTON, Iowa, January 6th, 189r.
.J1essrs:-Wil1 you as an act of justice to
me and the "Ci:nn;ches of Christ" that gllve the
endorsement .enclosed herewith, pubH;h it in
the Saints' Herald?
After what has been said in regard to the matter you should be willing to correct an error.
Yours,
CLARK BRADEN.

We declined to publish the clipping
sent us for the reason that neither the
name, nor date of the paper in which it
appeared was given, nor was there any
date to the article itself. Subsequently to
this Mr. Braden sent us a copy of the
Christ ian Oracle, published at Chicago,
Illinois• F. M. Kirkham and J. H. Smart,
editors, O·f the issue for February sth, containing t~e endorsement before sent us,
accom pamed by the following letter:
"MARcus, Iowa, Oet. 9':h, 189r.
Messrs:-I mail you a copy of the C!tristian
Oracle. On fourth page you will find an article;
in it you will find the endorsement that I sent
you a few weeks ago.
It is now published in one of our leading
papers.
I do not send it to you with any expectation
that you will do, what decency demands-publish it.
I know Mormonism too well for that. Your
statement that you "are not aware that Mormons,
have slandered me" is colossal in its cheek-for
even a l'riormon.
Look ov~r the files of Herald and Patriot since
r883. Lambert, Luff and your apostles have

LAMON"I, Iowa, Feb. rr\h, r89r.
1\;!ESSRS KIRKHAM AND SMART,
Editors C!tristian Oracle,
Chicago, Illinois.
DEAR SrRs :-Mr. Clark Braden has sent us a
copy of the C!tristian Ouzcle of February 5th, cont~dr:..ing in its columns of contributed anicles a
eommunicullon from him entitled, "Christianity
versus lVlorn1oni6n1/' ·which? in a letter to us he
requests us to publish in our church organ, the
l-I ERALD) as an en.dor8ernent of hls standing- as
rninbter c,f the Chri_stl:J.n Church.
\Vill you please inform us if you endorse Mr.
Brc.:den as a rnlnister of the body of believers
wb·ich your publication represents, ~~nd do you
by the publication of his conlr:buted arl.icie so
endorse him? Please oblige us with an early reply.
Oblige, yours truly,
JosEPH SMITH,
Editor HERALD.

To this letter Mr. F. M. Kirkham replied, which
give:

we

OFFICE OF CHRISTIA:<r ORACLE,
CHICAGO, Ill., F_,b, 13lh, !89!. •
JOSEPH Sl\UTH)

Edztor Herald, DEAR SIR:- Yours of r rth
inst. at hand. In reply, will say, that while not
pc:rsonaliy acquainted with Mr. Clark Braden, we
have known of him for years, as an able minister
and defender of "the faith once delivered to the
saints."
The testimonials publlshed in the CHRISTIAN
ORACLE from parties who have known him personally, and who have heard him preach and lee·
ture are sutl:lcient, we would think, in the way of
endorsement.
The mere fact of publishing an article from the
pen of Mr. Braden or anyone else, is no evidence
that we endorse either the writer or his sentiments.
Yours truly,
F; M. KIRKHAM.

Mr. Braden in his letter to us sending
the Oracle does not ask us to publish the
article from the paper, though he states
that "decency demands it;" hE' did, however, ask us to publish the endorsement,
which he states is reproduced in the

Oracle.
In our letter to Mr. Braden we stated
that we were not aware that members of
the church were slandering him; we were

No. 13.

not
nor are we aware that any of
the elders or members are making themselves busy slandering the elder, or peddling tales llbout him either false or true.
The dwellers at Davis City can better tell
whether li~·s have been told on Mr. Braden
Lattfr Day Saints living there
than we can; vve certilinl y heard none.
From tbe complimentary expressions emMr. Braden in his letter and the
the Oracle which is evidently
the readers must form their
as i:o the mm:mer in which
spev.ks and wntes of Inficlels,
Adventists and Latter Day
publish the article entire as it
is in t be Oracle, our only excuse for not
g·iving it an earlier insertion being that we
have been too busy about other things to
t2ke it up. Mr. Braden was to discuss
with Elder J. F. Mintun a.t Moorhead or
Pn:paration, Iowa, beginning March 23d;
up en questions which Mr. Braden distinctly
stated in his lectures at Davis City and
Larnoni~ he ·\.vould not discuss~
CHRISTIANITY VERSUS MORMONISM.
THE BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE AT
LAMONI, lOW A.
The origin of Mormonism and the nature of
some of its tenchings have enabled it to do more
harm to that religious body who sometimes call
themselves "Disciples" than to any other. Solomon Spaulding, an illiterate, egotistic pretender and cranky bore who had played out as
preacher, merchant, and in nearly a score of
schemes, conceived a scheme of deceiving the
world with a literary fraud. For more than
eight years he worked and mooned over this
hobby, like a crank over a perpetual motion machine, writing five or six manuscripts of his projected hoax and literary fraud. He was also a
soured backslidden preachu, and an infidel.
Sidney Rigdon, an illiterate, egotistic, bombastic declaimer of spread eagle, stole one of Spaulding's manuscripts and remodeled it into a religious fraud. He began to arrange his fraud
while a Baptist preacher. He joined the Disciples, but he never accepted their position in regard to t'ne work of the Holy Spirit; and always
contended for the miraculous work of the Spirit.
He was noted for his extravagant yarns and
"highfalutin" rant. He had trances, visions, the
"po~'er," while speaking, and would fall in a
trance in the pulpit. The Disciples, like all religious bodies, overlooked all this, because as a
revivaiist Rigdon could whoop crowds into the
church. If a man is successful as a recruiter to
their numbers all churches will overlook anything he m~y do; exalt him above decent men,
and allow him to ride over them.
Rigdon, who wa,s an infidel all his life from
early boyhood, and died an atheist, worked at his
fraud eight or ten years. He indoctrinated his
converts, and all churches for which he preach<d,
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with the notions of his forthcoming fraud, and
tried to seduce into his scheme all preachers he
thought he could reach. He talked incessantly
of what was coming, and foretold its leading features. He made desperate eff.Jrts to Mormonize
the restoration effort of the Disciples. He gave
his manuscript to Smith, an illiterate loafer who
was filching a living out of dupes by fortune· telling, digging for hidden treasure, etc. Smith pretended to translate certain pretended plates wlth
his peep stone, and published Rigdon's revamping of Spaulding's manuscript as the "Book of
Mormon." Rigdon was the soul and brains of
Mormonism, the concoctor of its pretended revelations and the originator of all its ideas and
features. He incorporated into it the "first principles" of the Disciples. He led off into Mormoniom nearly all of several congregations of
Disciples and hundreds of members, and nearly
a score of preachers.
At the close of the third year of Mormonism
more than three.fourths of its adherents and
preachers had once been Disciples. Because so
many of the ablest preachers of Mormonie.m had
been Disciples, and became Mormons preach
first principles exactly as Disciples preach them,
Mormons have given the Disciples more trouble
than they have given to any other religious
body. In scores of instances Mormon emissaries
have sneaked into Disciple congregations and,
concealing their true character, have preached
just as Disciples pr,cach, and have insidiously
prepared the way to introduce Mormonism and
break up the congregation. The Disciples are
engaged in an attempt to restore the apostolic
church in teaching and practice. Mormons claim
to do the same thing, and agree with the Disciples on first principles, but claim that miraculous
powers and gifts must be restored.
Although
Disciples are more exposed than others to such a
claim of Mormonism, their clear scriptural teaching in regard to the work of the Spirit ought to
protect them where others are defenseless in consequence of error in regard to that subject. The
original position of the Disciples enabled them
utterly to overthrow the citadel of Mormonism,
their claim to possess spiritual gUts. All persons
who admit an immediate influence of the Spirit
distinct from what is exerted through the truth,
and the truth alone, and a personal, literal indwelling of the Spirit, hand themselves tied hand
and foot into the hands of Mormonism. The
key-note of Mormonism is the kc:y-note of what
is called "orthodoxy," and the original position
of the disciples is a deathblow to Mormonism.
Most of the papers, preachers and writers of the
Disciples have abandoned the clear scriptural
teaching once held and have gone out into mysticism, and should go on and to seed in Mormonism. No one who concedes any work of the Spirit
beyond what he exerts through the truth-and it
is through the "truth r,lone," or a perr.onal, literal
indwelling of the Spirit-can logically stop short
of Mormonism. There never has yet been a discussion in which Mormons have been compelled
to face the real issue, as they should. They have
evaded it and concealed it with foreign issu\"s,
Mormons profess to believe that the Bible is a revelation from God, and that its prophets were true
prophets of God, just as other people believe.
But M ..'rmonc claim that tltey have other revelations from God in addition to the revelations
in the Bible accepted by all believers of the

THE SAINTS' HERALD.
Bible, and another true prophet from God in adare a perpetual element in the church, let him
prove it. Then that Smith is a part of such
dition to the prophets of the Bible.
element; that the Bible prophesies of Smith and
The real issue between Mormonism and other
his work; that Smith, his revelations and teachbelievers of the Bible is this: "Have Mormons
ings harmonize with the Bible; that the church
other revelations in addition to the revelations in
founded by Smith is the true churcl: of God. He
the Bible, and a prophet of God ~n addition to
has full liberty to introduce all such proof. But
the prophets of the Bible?" There can be no
he must affirm it. Mr. Braden is not required to
possible connection between the ic-sue, "Have
negative such claims, in his affirmative; nor to
the Mormons revelations from God in addidefend his church or its views. Mr. Braden will,
tion to the revelations in the Bible. and a
in his affirmative, discuss only one issue, the
prothet of G;)d in addition to the prophor!gin of Smith's revelations. And he will disets of the Bi'oie ?" and the issue, ''.Which
cuss it from his standpoint, that they are frauds
is nearest col-rect, the ·Mormon
interpreof this century. The correctness or incorrecttation of the Bible or the inkrpretation of any
ness of the views of Disciples have no more to
other religious body?" Mormons usually insist
do with this issue than the correctness of the
on a general proposition. They will affirm that
views of the church of the attorney who is
their church is in harmony with th<~ Bible. Then
prosecuting a counterfeiter. As no court would
their opponents affirm the same for tltezr church.
allow the defense to lug in such an issue, so
This enables Mormons to parade all things in
Kelley can not lug into the debate the vi;:ws of
which they agree with other people, keep in the
the Disciples. Nor can Mr. Braden lug in the
background Smiih and his revelations and their
views of Mormons. For the first time in history
peculiariti,cs, and cover them with what all peoa Mormon is cornered and compelled to face the
ple accept. If debating with a Disciple, they curry
real issue fully and squarely, and that alone.
favor with self.styled "orthodox" bv feeding
As Mormons have slandered Mr. Braden for
them Holy Ghost taffy, vociferating that tltey are
years, the following indorsement has been given
orthodox in regard to the key-note of orthodoxy.
to him by his people in southwestern Iowa. Can
The Disciples are heterodox, or do not beiieve in
Mormons give to any one in their ranks an
the Holy Spirit and his work. Our brethren have
equivalent indorsement?
in nearly every instance allowed Mormons to
AN INDORSEMENT OF CLARK BRADEN,
practice such trickery, and have allowed them to
As Mormons, Infidels and Adventists have
evade the real issue.
been busy assailing the standing and reputation
After years of work with Mormonism Clark
of Clark Brnden, will the newspapers of Decatur
county, as an act of justice to Mr. Braden, and
Braden has cornered E. L. Kelley, the champion
the church of which he is a member, publish the
of Josephite Mormonism, for a discussion, in
following?
Lamoni, Iowa, its headquarters, of these propoINDORSEMENT.
sitions:
Clark Braden has, since February 23d, I855,
been a member and preacher in constant and
"All that Joseph Smith gave to the world, purfull standing in the Church of Chrh;t. He is
porting to be revelations from God, were entirely
now a memb~r in full standing in the Church of
of human origin, and frauds; and Joseph Smith
Christ, in the local congregation at Ottawa,
was an irnpostor.'' Braden affitms.
Franklin county, Kansas, He has been as widely and frequently indorsed, as a representative
"All that Joseph Smith gave to the world, as
pr~acher, lecturer, writer and debater, as any
revelations from God, were true revelations from
man living, by the press, preachers and congreGod; and Joseph Smith was a true prophet of
gations of the Church of Christ. He has been
God." Kelley affirms.
as widely and as frequently indorsed as any man
living as a :representative preacher, lecturer,
As Braden claims that Mormonism is a fraud
writer and debater by the press, preachers and
o~ this century he will no more appeal to the
congn:gations of other denominations.
Bible in his affirmation than he would in regard
We hereby indorse him as a preacher and
to the Cardiff giant fraud, or any other fraud.
member in full slandlng in the Church of Christ,
and as one of the ablest of our representative
He will state his theory of the fraud and present
preachers, lecturers, writers and debatere, and as
his evidence just as he would i>l regard to Moour representative in the contemplated debate
hammed and the Koran. The question, "Does
with a representative of Mormonism, in Lamoni,
Mormonism harmonize with the Bible in some
Iowa; also in the contemplated debate with a
representative of Seventh-day Adventism, in
things?" he will not discuss. Counterfeits are
D wis City, Iowa, and with a representative of
designedly made as nearly identical with the
Skepticism, in Leon, Iowa.
original as possible. The issue is, "Did govern)OliN KIRKPATRICK,J.W. CHASTAIN,}. R. Mcment issue them, or dld a counterfeiter issue
CLELLAND,
Elders, Church of Christ, Leon, Iowa.
them?" The correctness of Biblical interpretaM. J. DoNAHuE, C. K. BEALL, THoMAs WILtions of Disciples or Mormons is not in issue.
soN,
The issue is, "Are Smith's revelations from
Elders, Church of Christ, Mt. Ayr, Iowa.
God?'' This will be diseussed solely as an issue
c. H. LINGENFELTER, J. E. ScHooLER, M.A.
BATES,
.
of fact, history, evidence, and the Bible does not
Officers, Chmch of Christ, Grant City, Mo.
testify in regard to the issue. Let Mr. Kelley
B. J. CoNINE, CHAS. MooRE,
state what he claims for Smith and his revelaElders, Church of Christ, Kellerton, Iowa.
L. D. MITCHELL, T. E. CUMMINGS,
tions; trace the revelations to Smith; prove that
Officers, Church of Crsht, Davis City, Iowa.
be gave thetn to the ·world; s1·ate what Smith
AGREEMENT FOR A PUBLIC DISCUSSION.
claimed in regard to the orJgln of his revelations; prove, by his witnesses, that ~uch claims
The undersigned, by these presents, undertake
are true, as a matter of testimony, independent
that they will enter upon a public discussion of
of the Bible; state his claim based on American
the propositions herein named, at Lamoni, Iowa,
archaeology, and prove it; present ~ll evidence
beginning at 7: 30 o'clock p. m., May sth, I89I,
outside of the Bible. If he thinks he can find
and continuing according to the terms of the
same, until the said propositions are thoroughly
Biblical proof for his proposition let him present
it. If he claims that revelations and prophets
discussed.
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Propos! .ions:
I. "All that Joseph Smith gave to the world,
purponing to be revelaticms from God, were entirely of human origin, and frauds; and Joseph
Smith was an imposter." Clark Braden will affirm.
II. "All that Joseph Smith gave to the world,
as revelations from God, were true revelations
from God; and Joseph Smith was a true prophet
of God." E. L. Kelley wiil affirm.
I. Rules suggested by Mr. Braden, as rules to
govern the discussion, and agreed to by both
parties:
(a) All questions presented ln writing to either
disputant, by his opponent, that the moderators
decide to be pertinent to the issue, must be read
and answered, as presented, and without evasion.
(b) Speeches shall be thirty minutes each, the
affirmative opening and the negative closing the
debate on each proposition; provided that in the
final negative of each proposition no new matter
can be introduced.
of

(c) The debate shall be controlled by the rules
orJr~r laid down in "Hedge\ Logic.''
(d) Other rules may be added by mutual agree-

ment.

II. Rules suggested by Mr. Kelley and accepted by both parties, as rules to control the debate:
(e) The Bible shall be the standard of authori·
ty upon all matters of controversy in which it is
the proper authority; but either party may bring
evidence or argument from whatev<"r source he
may deem proper, within the rules adopted to
govern the discussion, subject to the criticism of
his opponent.
(j) Tales and slanderous stories circulated by
enemies of any party are not proper matters of
evidence or pertinent to the discussion of any
proposition, and either party using such in the
discussion shall be ruled out of order by the
moderators.
(g) At the cone! usion of the second proposition-the one which Mr. Ktiley affirms-· Mr.
Braden shall have the privilege "of affirming the
following proposition, which Mr. Kelley wiil deny: "Joseph Smith in his personal characrer
was in fact bad; and he believed in and practiced
polygamy."
·
Witness our hands, this 22d day of De-cember,
!890·
E. L. KELLEY,
CLARK BRADEN.
LAMONI,

Iowa.

So far as we are concerned, and so far
as we are acquainted with what bas been
said and written of Mr. Braden and his
course toward us as a people and our faith,
the "Mormons" as he chooses to call us"
have never slandered him, at any time, or
in any place.
So far from Mr. Braden's statement
that, "For the first time in history a Mormon is cornered and compelled
face the
real issue fully and ~quarely, and that
alone," being true, it is a fact that the
chief attack upon Mormonism from the
first has been urged from the charge that
Joseph Smith was a false prophet nnd
his work a fraud. And the issue joined
between Eider Kelley and Mr. Braden,
has been in the substance p¥esented and
maintained upon the part of the church, as
Bro. Kelley now propose~ to affirm it, ever
since the organization of the church, April
6th, 1830·
We make no comment upon the article,
or the merits of the questions at issue, for
two reasons; one is, it is not necessary;
and the other, the truth can afford to abide
its trial.
Bro. Kelley has the confidence and support of the church in this contest, as he
has. already had in the three discussions
held with this same Elder Clark Braden.

to

TS' HERALD,

Mr. Braden bas sent us the "indorsement" wich the evident intention that by
:oo doing he ccmpromises the persor;s
whose names are a1tached to it; and also
that the fact of it being publi;;becl in the
Oracle is an indorsement from a leading
j-mrnal ot his own church; whether Mr.
Kirkham so considered it or not. We believe the proposition assumed by l\1r.
Kirkham that the sitr1pl:: fact of an article
of the sort being publisbcd is not necessarily .an indorsement, on the part of the
paper itself, or those conducting it. The
article is clearly the production of Mr.
Braden and is e~titled to consideration as
such.
WE are informed by Bro.]. L. Goodrich,
of Byer, Ohio, that himself and not Bro.
vV. W'. Blair is the one who furnished to
the Messrs Gray Bro's, of New York, the
text for their chapter on the Reorganization. Bro. Goodrich in a letter dated February sth, states, "l wrote the article for
the work, and sent it to Bro. Blair for
criticism; he returned it and I got it inserted, together with a plate of the martyrs,
Joseph and Hyrum, at a cost of $ r z.oo to
the church for the plate, nothing for the
text. I see that Bro. Blair in making his
report to last general conference, chimed
all the credit for furnishing said article;
and the work itself, by
not ~ending
my own check, but the draft of Bro. Blakeslee, g-ave him (Bro. Blakeslee) the credit,
not only for the article, but also for the
photograph, which I purchased of Sr. L.
R. Devore and sent with the draft of Bro.
Blakeslee."
Of this, all we can say is that the matter
was arranged in some way between Brn.
Blakeslee, Blair and Goodrich, but how
we did not at the time know. Bro. Blair's
report, published in HERALD for May IO':h,
page 298, has the following brief reference
to the matter: "Furnished an article on
the doctrine or the church for the popular
work entitltd 'What the World Believes,'"
and that is nil.
We are assured hy Bro. Blair that he
does not desire to take anv credit deservedly belonging to Bro. Goo'drich; hence this
statement, as requested by Bro. Goodrich,
upon the basis, sue-gested by Bro. Goodrich himself in his letter to us, "Honor to
whom honor is due," "Rcnder unto Cresar
the things which are Cresar's."

my

Bv the courtesy of Bro. E. K. Evans
of Clifford, Ontario, we have rece'ived the
prospectus of a new' paper to be published
by him at his home town. The prospectus
states:
"The necessity of a live newspaper in the interests of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints ~aving been felt for some time the subscriber after mature consideration has decided to
issue on or about the rsth of April, I89I, the first
number of a semi-monthly newspaper to be
called Tke Glad Tidings.
"Tke Glad Tidi11gs will be printed on good
paper in handsome. quarto form, and with plain
readable type. The price has been fixed at 75
cents per year, or
cents if paid during the first
six months.

so

"It is not intended to be in opposition to, or in
any way interfere with, any publication that is
now i"ucd for the church, and to avoid the possibility of any discussion or contention arising
between it and other church publications, all
matters of a doctrinal character will be excluded
from its columns."

\V e bid the Glad Tidings "good
speed." JYI ay its mission be a success.
BRo. GEORGE HAMPHIRE, Copleston,
L'lmbton county, Ontario, wrote us March
roth sending newspaper clipping, which
we give below:
"Through the kindness of a frienrl I have been
shown a clipping from the Montreal Witness. I
have a brother and several dear friends in the
city of Montreal, and am trying to show them
the gospel as we believe it, and I should be very
thankful if "Subscriber, of St. Marys," or Bro. J.
A Mcintosh would take this up. My brother
and lhe most of my friends in Montreal take the
Wtltzess, and I &hould like to s0e this matter set
right."
THE MORMON RECANTATION.
(To the Editor of the Witness.)

SIR :-In answer to "Subscriber's" letter in
your weekly issue of February qth, touching
"The Mormon Recantation," I beg to say that
your adverse cridd;m of the character of the
founder of the "Mormons" was entirely correct.
I have letters in my possession of recent date
from a member of the First Mormon Presidency
and CO··editor of the Exjostfor, the paper started
to expoce Smith's polygamic and other vile
teachings.
I can also prove that the three witnesses to the
Book of Mormon went back on their testimony.
But all such proof seems of sec'lndary importance to the undeniable fact that not a single
passage of Holy Scripture asserted by "The
Saints" in support of their strange teaching can
fairly be said to lend the smallest support to their
pretentious This, I fancy, is of far more importance than criticising the character~ of their fanatical founrlers. This I shall at any time be
pleased to show if any of your numerous readers deem it necessary.
ARTHUR

E.

WHATHAM,

Priest in charge.
The Parsonage, Essonville, Ont., Feb. 14th.

The idea that Elder David Whitmer

"~vent back on their te-timony," would

almost m:;ke the old hero's bones turn
over in their resting place. We supposed
that all the members of the First Mormon
Pre~ide9cy were dead long ago; but suppose that Mr. What ham refers to William
Law. Bro. J. A. Mcintosh's attention is
called to Bro. Hampshire's request.
EXTRACTS FROM LE';rTERS.

Bro. Blair wrote from No. 2428 J.
street, Sacramento, C,difc1rnia, March
14th, in regard to the district conference
and the work there:
"Attendance is small, owing largely to the
prevalence of la gnpje, which by the Sanitary
Depar!ment of San Francisco, Stockton and this
city is pronounced 'epidemiC,' as also by that of the
state. It seems to be at its worst just now in this
region, and keeps many from our meetings. Reports from different parts ot the district are
rather encouraging, and the outlook better, de-
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ERALD,

THE S
cidedly. Brn. Burton and Daley are very hopeful and zealous, and give promise of much valuable work in the future."

THE Central Baptist, a St. Louis and
Kansas City organ, for March 5th, has a
note from one of their missionaries, D. C.
Campbell, by namy, in which he notices
that he found at Allendale, Missouri, a
Baptist Church of nineteen members; and
that in prosecuting his labors there he had
"Mormonism and
infidelity to fight
against." Elder Campbell is sufficient! y
Christian to write thus of his Methodist
co-workers:"
"Allendale must have a house of worship, The
Methodists north of the Bible came in on us and
took possession of the house twice, perverted
God's word and sprinkled a little water on a
young man's head in presence of our converts
but it did not move them, but only established
them more firmly in the belief that the Baptist
Church is the Church of Christ.''

We wonder whether the Central Baptist would like to affirm that the "Methodists north of the Bible," is not an "evangelical" church in equality with the Baptist Church. Thanks, Bro. Joseph Hammer. The Saints needed a house of worship at Allendale, and built one; and it
will not be surprising if the Baptists build
one too, askmg their neighbors, "Methodists north of the Bible," the MormoGs
and Infidels to help them do it.
EDITORTAL ITEMS.

THREE issues of theW all send and Plattsburgh Sun, published" in January, r~;ach
us containing very friendly and quite full
accounts of tbe preaching of Bro. J. 'vV.
Wight, who in discussing such topics as
the "apostasy," "restitution,"
its natun::, location and duraiion" was favored
with the attendance and close attention of
large audiences, the meeting' being presided over by the exof the city.
A favorable notice cf
cunfncnce ~,f
the Forster district iilso
in the
news. Our brethren and
in l\n§tralia, together with the entire church.
have canse to be gn,tificd
re<:son of
the growth of the work in
contim~nt.
The Kirtiand General Conference Committee on arrang(:ments request us to state
that tbey wish to hear from c;ll V""bo intend
being present at the
in orda
that they may arrange accommodations
beforehand. The committee is
of Brn. J. H. Lake, G. T. Griffiths End
Joseph Squires.
Notify thern
addressing to Temple, Lake county, Ohio.
It is hoped •h,lt all Sunday-school deleg-ates to the convention called to ass;,;m ble
at Kirtland, Saturday, April
wil.l
make special efforts to be present, and on
time. A general orgnnizqtion of the Sunday-school interests is m·cess:,ry to its
systematic consolidation, growth and de"
velopment; and now is the time to render
good service in its behalf. Come, all vvbo
can, and let us begin the good work of
consolidating and uniting our Sundayschool forces.
Mrs. A. Carrick writes us of her hope
in the truth; in which sbe bas received

peace tmd light.
Her address does not
accompany her letter;
Brn. T. vV. Williarns and C. R. Duncan
have commenced a series of meetings at
Canton, Ohio.
They prefaced their
preaching by distributing one thousand
printed "dodgers"
the city.
They will go from Canton to Akron, Ohio,
and eadeavor to reach the people with the
message of life.
Bro. W. H. Gr:ffin, Fulton, Kentucky)
wrote the 14th inst., giving an account
of his labors in that field and mentioning
with evident appreciation the work performed
Brn. J. W. GHlen, J. Thomas
and G.
Hilliard. He also
account of his wife's sickness
ter's de at h.
vV e sympathize
brother in his bereavement, but our
crowded columns prevent the insertion
of particulars.
ERRATA.-In HERALD fo,r March 7th,
page 153, at the close of the second paragraph, please read as follows: "Or, for
twenty-eight years at least after the birth
of tbe New Jerusalem church, on the day
of P(ontecost." The next paragraph would
begin: "]ames seems to have been his successor.--Acts 2 r: 18." This is by request
of Bro. T. W. Smith.
MORTGAGES.

WE believe that the followinf~ bit of information from the Census Bureau 'Nil!
correct some notwns ;;bout the awfulness
of the mortgarce indebtedness of the west,
of which so m'~ch is said in political strife;
\V ASHINGTON 1 D. C.l Feb 23.-Superh1tendent Porter of the Census BureJ.u has "just prean introduction to the ~ulletin on privatt~
c•h1"',''""""~ of individuals and corporations of
the United States. In iL lvJr. Pvrb::•r says:
The
of ~he census offL~e have overhauled
th~
Si ;;-J.t.<~ and '1\~~rritory, and \~'"e
a~
re~,ult of
9 ooo"ooo morttil'~ tut<1l real-•3sforce in Alalnma
027.9S3; th., tutal real-Psin force Jan. r, 1890
to

on~

tion in Alabarn;1 vmo $26 ;h Iowa,
the number
in
L744 420; ntud)\or
p •.T c,;u_t of acres

of popuLq.

In r889
vvs.s

6oo;
of

a.c:res

of acres In

in .:\h:bo.n1a
frorn r to
the Sou! h and \Vest the
debt is vdt.bout intt:ref!t.

contn::cts often s!ate
The av1.:r:-tge of mortg<:<.ges, \vith an allo·wance
for
p.1tyxnents~ is
to be 2 73 years
and 4

and G·n:"ene ConnCrawford, Delaware,
Io·•<'la.
In an extract from
report of l'vir. Wright,
Chairman of the Committee on Statistics of the
.American Economic Association, he gave it as
his opinion that the result of this inquiry "will

not vary more than 5 to roper cent from actual
truth.'' I believe the variation will not reach 5
per cent, and it certainly will not exceed ro per
cent.
RUSSIA AFTER MORE TERRITORY.
ST. PETERSBURG, March IO.-The tension of
affairs caused by the political situation in Scandinavia is keenly watched and followed here.
Russia has long been waiting for the opportunity to incorporate into the Russian empire the
country beyond the northwestfrontier, thus gaining a free Atlantic seabord and enabiing Russia
to make Ofoten, in Norway, a seaport of equal
strategic importance to Vladivostock, near the
northern limit of Corea, on the sea of Japan, by
joining the gap now separating the railway systems of Russia and Scandinavia. Those schemes
have hitherto been eclipsed by the grander
schemes of the Balkans and a possible extension
of Russian territory in that direction.

The above, though possibly but. a sensational newspaper report, is" worthy of note.
Official denials of proposed grasping of
territory and extension of Russian domain
and interests are everywhere received with
considerable allowance.
Indeed, it is apparent that the northern Colossus is determined to fasten her octopus-like grip upon
anything and everything in the way of territory which she can conjure up or invent
a pretext for seizing. The will of Peter
the Great, published some time ago in the
HERALD, in which an aggressive policy of
absorption like the above was strongly
urged, and iaid down as the primal rule of
Russian foreign policy and statecraft seems
to be operative with the present Czar and
his government, as it was with their predecessor~~

THE TALMUD.
"The Talmud is the title applied to the Mishnah :md
two coliections of Jewish traditions and
relative to the law as given
Moses. The Mishnah is the earliest coflection
traditionary matter in regard to the law, an'd
the Gc·mara is an elucidation
the Mishnah text,
consisting of a running commentary, explana·tions, and opinions gi v~n by renowned rabbinical
scholars. The comments are frequently in the
form of an argument, reasons pro and con bein~
advanced and instances cited in support of the
positior,s assumed by the imaginary contestants.
'I~here are tvvo 'Talmuds, or commentaries, that
of Jermalum and that of Babylon, the latter bein?, regarded as more complete and satisfactory.
The compilation of the Talmud was begun, it
is s~dd, about the time of the return from the
Babylon ish captivity, 536 B. C, and was completed in the second or third century aher Christ.
It is, therefore, a body of Jewish thought and
doctrine, covering a period of 6oo or 700 years.

of

TOMB OF THE HIGH PRIESTS.
London Tl17res: A grand discovery has been
made of a vast tomb of the high priests of Ammon, monarch of the gods and local divinity of
T'1ebes, on the exact spot in the limestone cliffs
of Thebes, ncar Dehr""el-Bahri, where Brugsch
Bev made his famous find of royal mummies in
r881 The t<;mb is twenty-five meters below the
sudace, and it has two stories, the upper one lilot
yet opened" In the lower 240 sarcophagi have
been already discovered, the oldest dating back to
the eleventh dynasty, 2500 R C.
There were also in the tomb roo papyri and
some large statues of the "The ban Triad, Osiris,
Isis, N;;pthis. with vast quantities of statuettes
and votive offerings. Everything was uninjured .
The upper story is to be opened immediately,
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T
under the personal superintendence of M. Grebaut, director of the Egypti:l.n antiquities department, who himself made the discovery through
native information.-Sel.

EDITED HY SISTEll ":WRANClt\s.'·'

"Hearts which verily repent
Are burdened with impurity
An1 comforted with chastisement;
That pnniehment's the best to hear
V\rhich follows soonest on the sin,
And guilt's a game where losers fare

Better than those who seem to

win.'~

LD.

get the path as far as he can. Do not keep vivid
before his mind the thought that he has been
naughty, and therefore c.an be again. He will
soon begin to feel that he is rather expected to be
so, and he will be prompt to fulfill the exp;octaHon. Your child will find out soon enough that
he is one of~ race of "poor, miserable sinners/'
without your taking care to emblazon the fact
upon the walls of his inner consciousness. Make
him feel that rectitude is expected to be the rule
of his life; that h:pses from it are not to be tolerated, on! y as the exceptions which shall prove
to him the beneficence of the rule. Their lesson
learned, they are to be cast behind his back-and
yours.-Soutlzern Christiazz Advocate.

GRANDMOTHER'S BEULAH LAND.
Grandmother walks in Beulah land,
Sweet and pleasant the air,
Pretty birds sing the live long day,
Flowers bloom everywhere;
And the little grandchild walks by her side
O'er those beautiful uplands smooth and wide.
Grandmother's storv of the cross
Is told in simple ways;
Beautiful words of trust and love,
Helps for the coming days;
Roads will be rough for the child, by-and-by,
And places to climb that are steep and high.
Grandmother knows that only part
The child can understand,
But by-and-by they'll be made plain,
These talks in Beulah land;
For when the way is dark and full of dread
They'll come to mind, the helpful words she said.
Grandmother walked through shadowed paths
But now the view is clear,
Her journey almost done, she points
Towards the city near;
And beautiful beams of its holy light
Fall where the loved grandchild catches a sight
Grandmother's hand of blessing rests
Soft on the golden hair,
"The God of love and peace," her words,
"Be with thee everywhere;
Through what thy road to heaven lies, he knows;
His grace will bring thee safely to the close."
New York Evangelist.

FOR MOTHERS TO PONDER.
IT is generally without thought, seldom with
intention to inflict pain, that children's misdemeanors are kept fresh in their memories when
they might be forgotten. But that it is sometimes done, even by parents, no careful observer
can doubt. It is none the less real that the harm
thereby done to the child is unrealized.
A hard sullenness is engendered in some natures by this mistake, and unhealthy tendency to
brood over their own failures, and a sense of discouragement as to their future comes to others.
Forgiveness which does ::wt forget, nor all~w
the offender to forget, is of small value. It
brings no peace. It will be prized lightly, a.nd
slowly sought, by any keen-witted child. "Let
bygones be bygones" is a maxim won from the
wisdom of the ages, What need to probe a wellhealed wound? If the discipline which follows
a child's offense is wise, and his own repentance
is sincere, the lesson has entered into his life.
That is enough. He has taken a step forward,
but It was by a rough, hard road. Let him for-

LITTLE ATTENTIONS.
dear little wife had spent a wearisome
day, for the baby had been fretful, and the maid
had been out. Along in the evening, rather
later than usual, the baby, bathed and soothed
and fanned into comfort, had fallen asleep, and
the mother came softly stepping down from her
chamber into the parlor, where her husband was
talking with a friend.
«Released at last, my darling?" said the husband, rising as she entered, and waiting until she
had taken a seat before resuming his own. "Let
me get you an easier chair," suiting the action to
the word, "here in the window where you will feel
the bre~ze. Now, let the screen be set between
your face and the light.
am so glad you can
rest awhile!"
And then the go:>d man, the sweet, chivalric
gentleman, as scrupulously deferential to his wife
as he would have been to the statliest lady in the
land, went on with the conversation, which her
entrance had for the moment interrupted.
"I saw these roses on the stand by the ferry,
and they looked so very like those which used to
grow beside your sitting· room window in the old
home that I bought them for you.
And here is
the book which Parsons was talking about the
other night. I thought you would like to read it;
or, if you like, I'll read it to you while you sew."
The thoughtfulness which mak~s the husband
pay these lover·llke attentions iusl as he did in
the courting days goes far to filling the wife's
heart with happiness, far toward keeping her
young and fair. Life has too much prose about
it for many a woman who finds herself tied
down, during the child-bearing years, to an apparently never-ending routine of small duties
which make no show. An appreciative husband,
who does not reserve his tributes of love and admiration for great occasions, who is tenderly sympathetic when the ordinary affairs of life and the
household are the only ones in question, deserves
to be held in honor.
The little courtesies must not, of course, be all
on one side. In the true home they never are.
John's comfort is paramount with John's wife;
she knows the dishes he prefers, she invites the
friends he likes, she arranges the home routine
with an eye to his satisfaction. If her duties are
of a kind to take a good deal out of her in vitality
and freshness, .his, in the com petitions of business, are not less exhausting. She owes it to
him to siip on a clean gown, to take her hair out
of crimping papers and pins, to "pick up" the
disorderly room, that his daily home coming
may be a festival. In the dewy ministry of small
dally attention true love thrives and grows.-Sel.
THE
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OUR MOTHER.
Our mother's grave! sad hallowed place,
Beneath this little mound of earth
Is hidden that dear loving face,
Of her who gave us birth.
Why is it that we sadly gaze
Upon this little sacred mound?
0! that we now our thoughts could raise
To where her soul is found.
But memory with her vivid light,
Shows forth our mother's love and careThe past is coming now in slght,
We hear her dying prayer.
We feel as if her hand were laid
With tenderness upon our brow,
Her look, the sayings which she said,
Are present with us now.
Dear mother, dost thou see us here,
And dost thou know our lonely grief?
If so, then in our inward ear
Speak words of sweet relief.
Dost thou still feel a mother's care
For us who grieve that thou art gone?
And dost thou still engage in prayer
For us before tl).e throne?
Ot: is thy disembodied soul
Unconscious of what passes here,
And under God's supreme control
Preserved from grief and fear?
We think 'twould pain thee now to know
The grief thy lonely children feel;
The sore temptations, pain and woe
Our hearts can not conceal.

0, it is well with her we love,
Her cares and suffering now are o'er,
And her reward is sure above
Where joys are evermore.
Jan nary 27th, 1891.

SR.

ELLA

J. GREEN.

PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

Feeling the need of divine aid and guidance,
the committee on Sunday-school work earnestly
rP-quest the faith and prayers of the Prayer Union,
that God will guide and direct them in their laborti even to a consummation thereof.
Bro. Edward Guinand, of Havensville, Kansas,
is sorely afflicted and desires your prayers in his
behalf that if it may please the Father of all
mercies to restore him to health.
January 8th.
Report of St. Thomas Prayer Union, organized November 25th, 1889:
With a president, secretary and treasurer; also
fourteen members. For a time our meetings
were well attended, but at this date our attendance is nine.
January 7th, 1890, the sisters of the Union
provided a tea for the Sunday-school of St.
Thomas branch of LatJer Day Saints, eightyfive being cared for and all encouraged.
February 25th, a surprise by sisters of Prayer
Union to Bro. Strange, president of our branch.
There were $6 presented him to get the Book of
Mormon, Doctrine and Covenants, and Life of
Joseph to aid him in his ministry; also to show
our kind feelings towards him as our branch
president. We have meetings on Thursday at
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
three p. m. of each week and pay fifteen cents a
month, but no one needs to stay away if she desires to come and is not able to pay. We have
had good meetings with a good portion of the
Spirit. I have been greatly blessed. I also
know that others have been. But I will leave it
with my sisters. It is for them to say if they are
receiving any benefit through the Prayer Union.
Each can write for herself. We have a new
church built this summer. It was opened for
services September 28th. The 29th and. 3oth
the sisters of the Prayer Union provided a tea,
the profits to aid in paying the debt on the church
when all expenses were paid there was $48 23 to
help on the church debt.
The yearly report of money is over.
SR. PHILLIPs, Pres.
SR. SMALL, Sec'y.
SR. WAINWRIGHT, Treas.
CLEVELAND, Ont., Feb. 24th.
Drar Siste• s:-I feel it my duty to give my testimony regarding the truth of the latter day
work. It is over two years now since I obeyed
the gospel, and I can safely say it is the Church
of God and that the gifts and blessings follow the
believer. I feel myself growing stronger in the
faith every day. I cannot thank Gpd enough for
this glorious gospel. I hope I shall be able to live
faithful to the end and be worthy to join my
Savior when he comes.
I love to read the Herald. It gives me great
comfort. My husband is an eld<>r and we came
here about two years ago, thinking to do some
good. My husband is very earnest in the work.
He has done a great. deal of talking and a little
preaching since we came here, but the people
seem so pr<judiced that they will not listen, and
we feel that it is our duty to move to "orne other
part.
Your sister in Christ,
E. MaR TIMER.

years, and she was immediately healed through
his prayers. vVe read in the scriptures to forbid
them not. He that is not for us is against us.
I notice in a February number of the Herald
the death of Bro. Burlisson. ,He was baptized by
B. A. Atwell of Cabool, Missouri, instead of
Cabool, Wisconsin.
When God's work is cut short in righteousness
then his workers will rejoice and sing and shout
hosannas to God.
Your sister in the covenant,
MARY A. ATWELL.
Sr. Atwell:-\Ve do not believe the dream of
any especial significance or of interest to the
general reader.-ED.
EscoNDIDO, Cal., Mar. 6th.
Dear Sisters of the Home Col11m11: --Another
year has opened and how cheering the prospects
it unfold,! The work of God is onward, the
Lord moving with it. The gospel is preached in
almost every land and the people of God are becoming more united as they separate from those
who will not make sacrifice for the gospel's sake.
What wisdom is revealed in God's plan for the
redemption of Zion, wisdom before which that
of man falls prostrate!
The Lord has hitherto waited and allowed us
to do as we would in regard to the paying of
tithing; now we are positively commanded to be
faithful in paying our tithes and offerings that
the message of life and salvation may go 1o all
who have a chance to obey.
Those that love the work of God will respond
to the call and the gospel will be sent to every
land and clime; the honest in heart will be gathered out and, although Satan will do all he can
to thwart the Almighty, a people will be prepared for the coming of the Lord; for the voice
of the Spirit has declared it.
It is written, "Eye hath not seen, ear heard,
neither has it entered into the heart of man the
things which God has prepared for those that
love Him." Now is the time to provefour love
to God by yielding obedience to his commandments in coming up to His help.
As the earth's satellite receives light and glory
from her primary by obeying the laws that govern her movement;, so will glory be reflected on
all who yield obedience to him who is King of
glory.
Dear sisters, let us deny ourselves and make
sacrifice for the great and grand work that now
claims our attention, that the harvest yield may
be unparalleled by the past, the record we make
during the present year be fraught with blessing
to· ourselves as weli as to others, and thus our
Jove be proved to Him who brought down from
heaven God's highest gift to man.
CAC'!DACE.

CABOOL, Mo., March Ist.
Dear Sisters oj t!ze Home Colzwm :-1 have been
very sick nigh unto death.
Through faith and
prayer the Lord has healed me. To Him be all
the praise.
I find that he is ever ready to help
in every time of need. How grand and glorious are
his works! If I c0uld only write as I feel, but
ink and pen cannot trace the feelings that flow
from the heart. I am so thankful that I am worthy to be recognized as one of his children.
My companion is away preaching the glad
tidings of salvation.
He is gone most of the
time, which leaves me alone. It is a lonely life
to live. If I were living in town it would not be
so lonely, yet I feel that through my loss of the
comforts of life, the people are having the gospel
preached to them.
Many are believing and are about ready for
baptism. There are more calls for preaching
CURE FOR A FELON.
than can be filled by the few servants in this part
There is no more painful affi'ction than a
of the vineyard. A faith doctor tram Columbus,
felon. It and the toothache have a close race
Kansas, has done wonderful cures in thb part of
for supremacy. A very easy wav to cure a felon
is to mix fqual parts of strong ammonia and
the country. It has opened up the work for the
water, and hold your finger in it for fifteen minelders. It has set them to reading their Bibles.
utes. After that, withdi·aw it, and tie a piece of
They all call him the old Mormon. However a
cloth completely saturated with 1he mix~ure
around the felon, and keep it tliere until dry_
great many of them want more of the Mormon
Sel.
doctrine. He coes not anoint with 0il and lay on
hands. He says that belongs to the elders. He
BORAX FOR THE BABY'S MOUTH.
says that any denomination that denies the gifts
Always wash baby's mouth and gums every
that belong to the church are infidels.
, morning with water in which you have put a
One of my neighbors had kept her bed three
pinch of borax. It keeps the mouth fresh and

sweet, and prevents that uncomfortable affiic ..
tion, a sore mouth, with which so many poor
babies are troubled when thefr mouths are not
kept perfectly clean.-Good Housekeeji?lg.
HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

March 13, Amount to date ........... $3.435 54
J. T. Johnson, Kan ..... $ 40
Hannah Jones, Iowa ..... 2 oo
Frances M. Chapman, Ia. I oo
G. W. Clark, Cal. ....... I oo
H. A. Ackley, Mo....... 50
A sister, Iowa....... . . . . 55
Mary Hiatt, Iowa ........ I 75
Ella Brannon, Col.... . . . 50
Wrn. E. Case, Cal ...... ·4 oo
A sister, Iowa........... 75
Rachel Seely, Mich ..... 75
Prayer Union, Tulare, Cal.r so
Mary E. Nosker ......... 2
I6 70
Mar. 20, Amount received to date ..... $3.452 24

so

~Send

all monevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

PLEASANT GROVE, Utah, Mar. 6th.
Editors Herald: - I finished my meetings at
Payson the night of the 25th. There was a good
congregation, with their bishop present. I presented the evidences upon which is founded my
belid that Joseph the Seer was innocent of
polygamous practice; I then took up the law
governing the body of Christ with the law of
justification contained in D. C, 95:5, which was
read to answer some statements made about
Moses killing the Eg-yptian, and Nephi killing
Laban. I then wished to know if they had cornplied with all the requirements of this law in
their off~ring up their victims for atonement. I
then gave opportunity, and two of their elders
spoke; one on polygamy, the other on succession
o! the priesthood.
In answer to the first, I read the second chapter of Jacob, Book of Mormon, and then asked if
any could see a permit for polvgamous practice,
to come forward and show it. None responded.
I then dismissed the meetinr:;, with the understanding that we would dt bate the succes"ion.
question. The d~bate was kept up until h'llfpast eleven o'clock, and I think they were as
willing to slop for a rest as myself. We separated with the understanding that next morning
we were to meet and enter into arrangements for
a regular debate, but they failed to appear. Why,
I did not learn.
In my last meeting at Salem three of the
elders of the Utah Church took part with me.
The three books was the text. I first presented
the rej,cction of the church, with proofs of th'e
same. The elders made no attempt to refute it.
Thev took up the Mountain of the Lord's House,
Isaiah, chapter two, claiming that Utah was the
place, and they the people; but after a careful
reading of the Appendix to Doctrine and Covenants, paragraph four, and second chapter of Isaiah, they dropped that and took up polygamy,
claiming that we were to do the works of Abraham. I then read the polygamous transaction of
Abraham and showed his lack of faith in the
promises of God, and that both Abraham and
Sarah done very wrong in that, that it brought
trouble to them as it ever did, and will do, in the
family circle, as Jacob had stated in Book of
Mormon; and that Abraham was sorely punish-
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ed by the command of God in having to part
with his son in the manner he did; and as it was
then, so it is now. Men that had taken to themselves many wives, were receiving the same
punishment through the command of God
through his servant "Uncle Sam."
They then undertook to find fault with the
nation because a· few of its officers did not redress the wrongs done by Missouri, but I- gave
them to understand that their own argument
would condemn the whole church in Utah because of the Mountain Meadow Massacre and
other murders done by individuals belonging to
the church, and the heads of the church took no
step-to bring them to justice.
At the conclusion of the meeting one of the
congregation moved a vote of thanks to Elder
Lee for his labors performed in Salem. It was
seconded and carried unanimously, after which I
tendered them my thanks for their good behavior
and kind treatment to me. We parted with a
friendly shake of the hand all around, and a request for my return soon.
Mr. Betts, proprietor of the Payson Opera
House, tenders the use of the house to Bro.
Joseph or any of the elders of the Reorganization that may call on him.
May the Lord hasten his work.
J. s. LEE, SR.
WrRT, Ind., March 14th.
Editors Herald:-! have just returned from
Daviess county, Indiana, where we have had
good meetings, and baptized three more precious
souls since we last wrote. We were well treated
by all the Saints and friends in that place. May
the Lord bless them for their kindness and liberality.
The branch members are all living near White
River, with only eight at Plainville; so they held
a business meeting and changed the name from
that of Plainville to Riverside branch. They
number thirty-three now, there being three added since our last letter.
We have'had many things to cheer us this conference year, and like many others have had our
faith tried.
I expect to start to Kirtland next Thursday. I
may stop one or two weeks at Trenton and
Amanda branches.
With good will and wishes to all, your brother
in Christ,
LEONARD F. DANIEL.
HIGBEE, Mo' March sth.
Editors Herald:- The work in this district,
North-eastern Missouri, is moving along well.
The interest manifested by the world is evidence
to me that they are beginning to see the need of
a more sure and solid founctation than they are
standing on. The Saints are alive in the work of
the Master, and there is nothing that seems too
hard for them to do to help roll on this glorious
latter day work. They do not wait one for another, but each is at his place of duty; and I can
say that the Higbee Saints are united heart and
hand. They are expecting to build a church this
coming summer, something that is very much
needed, for there wlll be a very large branch
here if proper labor is done and the Saints use
wisdom.
The conference at Higbee was a success and on
'the Monday after, Bro. Duncan Campbell bap.tized Sr. Louie Palfrey, of Macon, Mis·
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so uri; and on the following Friday the writer
baptized three of this place, and will trouble the
water again March 7th. Thus the good work
goes on.
My co-laborer, Bro. Campbell, is at Laddonia,
fifty miles east of Higbee, and having good times.
I am holding the fort here and expect to stay
over Sunday. The Saints get the Christian
church for me, but they have to pay for it.
I expected. to be at the conference at Burlington, Iowa, but could not leave. I have good
liberty and the Spirit is with me in more power
than ever before; for which I am very grateful
to my heavenly Father. This is a good field to
labor in, but there are so few to do the work.
THOMAS \VELLINGTON.
CusHING, Minn., March rst.
Editors Herald:- There are two families of the
Saints here, and we rejoice in the work. I can
say as Paul that whether in the body or out of
the body I know not, but being so visible that I
doubt not but it is of the Lord; I was upon my
bed and asleep when the following vision or
dream was had:
I went to paradise, the place of the righteous,
departed spirits, where all was happiness. I did
not seem to know anybody there, but did not
like to come back to this vile body again; and
then the vhion relaxed and I was unconscious for
a time. Then my spirit came back to lhe boey
again. The only thing I was sorry for in vision
or dream was that I would liked to have stayed
in paradise.
Can some one,give me an interpretation of the
dream or vision?
JOHN ELLSWORTH.
LucAs, Mich., Feb. 2oth.
Editors Herald:-My husband and myself are
the only Saints here. He is trying to get the gospel before the people, but it seems hard \o do
much yet. TheM. E. Church pfop!e have done
all they can to hinder us. I will now tell you
two dreams I have had of late:
I dreamed that I was standing near the woods
with my child in my arms. I looked toward
the east, and saw a rainbo1v as bright as the
blaze of a lamp, and I saw the Lord standing
at one end of the bow. He was throwing balls
of fire about the ~ize of an egg, and when
they fell they burst and whoever ~hey hit they
killed.
I saw, not far from me, my husband. He was
also throwing the balls. I was afraid they would
strike me; but although they fell all around
they never touched me. The Lord told us that
the people on the earth were so wicked that
he had to destroy them.
About a week after that I dreamed that my
husband and I were talking of going to Missouri, and in an instant we were there. The
Saints were gathered there and the Lord was
with them clothed in white. The Lord with
the Saints was on a little elevation above a
great multitude of people who were making a
frightful noise with cries and groans. Many of
the Saints were pleading with the Lord to spare
some of their friends. I was also pleading for
my parents. for they are not of the faith, neither
were they found with the Saints. But among
the Saints I saw my oldest sister who died some
years ago without hearing the gospel. I wanted
all my folks with me.
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I saw one man step up from the multitude and
heard him say, "Lord, have we not done thy
will?" And the Lord raised his hand up to the
man's mouth and the man was confounded and
could say no more. I then thought the saying
of Jesus was fulfilled where he said they would
ask, "Have we not prophesied in thy name, and
in thy name done many wonderful works?" etc.
And I saw the Saints take a horrid looking personage whom they called the devil, and hand
him to the Lord, and he cast him into the sea.
Your sister,
TILLIE REED.
GREEN's LANDING, Maine, March 3d.
Editors Herald:-! was appointed by the conference held last summer on a committee with
Bro. Pert to labor with the Little Deer Isle
branch, and this fall when the brethren had returned from their usual occupations we went
there and commenced laboring, and by care and
diligence succeeded in getting the branch into
an organized form, so as to be able to commence
work. Bro. Pert labored with us for a few days
and was then called to attend to business in other
branches. We labored on for two we2ks, holding meetings about every night and two on
Sunday with good attention and crowded houses.
Then returned home to attend the quarterly
conference, which was well attended considering the weather; and Little Deer Isle branch,
where we had been laboring, was reported.
The president and some other officers were
present which caused our hearts to rejoice.
It will be remembered that that ls the oldest
branch in Maine, organized by Father Landers
and the writer. After conference I went back
and labored with them a fortnight longer with
good interest, baptized two and others are near
the kingdom, and left them feeling well and
think if the work was looked after there might
be a good work done.
We think if Father Landers should see this it
will rejoice his heart to see that his labors were
not in vain. Yours in Christ.
ELDER G. w. EATON.
LANDER, Wyoming, Feb. 27th.
Editors Herald:-! rejoice when I see the progress of the work of the Lord.
We feel lonely here. We are about three hundred miles from a branch. There are two families of us here. We live in peace and harmony
with each other.
It has been te>n years since we joined the
church of Jesus Christ, and we have never once
regretted the step taken. We feel thankful that
the Lord in his goodness and mercy showed us
the path in which we should walk. We are trying to hold on to the rod of iron-the word of
God. It seems hard to do right at all times,_ but
with the help of God we can accomplish all
things acccording to His will.
I can bear my testimony to this work of the
Lord, and I know that this is the only true
church op the face of the earth, and that our
martyred prophet was a prophet of the Lord, and
that his son is his legal heir to the prophetic office, and that the Lord is with him as he was
with his father; and we shall rejoice when the
gathering time comes, so that we may be where
the Saints are and sing praise$ to the Lord's holy
name.
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If it was not for the church papers, the spiritual food that is in them, I don't know what we
would do. What are earthly .things in comparison with the spiritual? Mere nothing!
Let us live faithful to our covenants.
JoHN G. HALLAM.
OMAHA, Neb., March rsth.
Editors Herald:-To-day we have used our
new font for the second time, two precious ones
being buried in baptism by Bro. R. M. Elvin,
whose labors have been of much value in our
midst. He is an able and faithful laborer in the
vineyard of our Master, arid when I say that we
appreciate his work I am only voicing the feelings of a very large majority of the branch, besides numbers outside of it who feel much interest in hearing plain, simJ1>le gospel truth proclaimed by one who is not afraid or ashamed to
use the old gospel blade with its Jerusalem temper such as Peter and co-laborers used on the
day of Pentecost, and such as is used in the latter day dispensation by the servants of Jesus
Christ. May he ever be <qual to the task before
him, with all others who, with a pure motive and
much sacrifice are offering the glad message of
salvation to a perishing world; and· may they all
be sustained in the arduous work.
We are just finishing an addition to the church.
The plastering will probably be put on the coming· week. Its size is r6x24. All honor to those
who have helped to accomplish this work! It has
been with much work and sacrifice, for most are
poor, others very generous in the branch and out
of it. Best of all, it will be paid for when done.
Yours for the gospel,
w. F. SEWARD.
OAKLAND, Cal., Feb. 9th.
Editors Herald:-! testify of what I do know;
for God made it known to me in answer to
prayer. It came to me when I was in San Pete
county, Utah.
I heard that the Lore had called young Joseph
to be the head of the true church, as his father
was, to have all the gifts of God that he places
upon the head of the chllrch, to be a prophet,
seer and revelator. Joseph was shown to me in
vision, and the Spirit spoke to me and told me
that Joseph was the true representative of the
church; and not Brigham Young. The Lord
made it so plain to me that I could not be
satisfied until I was baptized into the church.
Bro. Thomas Job came and I was baptized. It
was In the winter time, snow deep and it was
very cold, and we went to the water in the night
time, and it was quite da1 k. There was a wonderful manifestation from God acknowledging
the baptism. When Bro. Job was vdth me at
the water, he called my attention to a beautiful
sight; a very bright, clear, little moon and two
stars, Jupiter and Venus. They were beaming
towards us to let us see. We were in the dark.
It was a glorious bright sight. Bro. Job ~aid
that he never saw the like before; neither had I.
I marveled. Bro. Job then baptized me, confirmed and ordained me an elder. Just before
I was baptized I was one of Brigham Young's
high priests. I feel to thank God that I got
my eyes opened to the delusion I was under;
for it is a very great deception to he led to
believe that Brigham Young, John Taylor, or
\\Tilford Woodruff were ever called of God to
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lead the church. After I became a m.ember
of the Reorganized Church I prayed God to
show me if I could get away from Utah; and
he answered me by showing me a long train of
wagons and in my dream I was with them; and
it was very literally fulfilled.
About six months ago it came to me that of
hearing heavenly music a number of years ago;
and I prayed to the Father to let me hear it
again. I was taken up I do not know how far,
whether in the body or out, I could not teJJ. The
people there were very kind to me, they treated
me as if I was a child. There came two angels
dressed in whitt>, who commenced to sing the
most beautiful· music, so melodious and full of
harmony that I was astonb,'1ed; no tongue, no
pen can describe the beauty of it. The music of
this world is like a boy's penny trumpet in comparison to \t.
Your brother in bonds,
JAMES STEEL.
UBLY, Mich., March sth.
Editor.< Herald:- I am thankful that I was
ever drawn by the influence of I he Holy Spirit to
obey the gospel, for I know it is the power of
God unto salvation by the blessings of the Holy
Spirit and the healing power that I have seen
since I have obeyed the same.
One blessing of healing I wish to speak about
is, that of my little boy. When he was about
three months old there was a very bad afniction
rested upon him, namely, that of rupture. It
came on him when he was about six weeks old,
and at times was very painful, so much so that at
times he would almost cry himself to death. I
had him administered to twice but it apparently
did him no good. One evening I thought he
was about to depart this life. I cal!ed on a sister
and we had prayer for him, and the Lord who
hears and answers prayers when we come to him
aright, heard our prayers, and our little boy was
restored to health and strength again, and. has
never been troubled since; to God be all the
praise.
There is a branch six miles from Ubly, and
Elder William Davis baptized four about eighteen miles from here; SD you see the good work
is onward. I have a request to make of the sisters
of the Prayer Union-to earnestly pray for my
father that he !Day be rel-ieved of a severe cough
that has troubled hirn since the first of '8r; also
for my mother, as her health is very poor~that
they may be restored to health and strength, if it
be G.od's will.
Pray for me.
ETTIE McKAY.
FULTON, Iowa, March sth.
Editors Herald:-In careful perusal of your
columns I glean rich gems of thought freighted
with light and encouragement from those who
love their Master. The picture portrayed is a
beautiful one; the theory grand and sublime.
It seems sufficiently attractive to arouse to life
and action the latent good there is in man, to
grasp the blessings that come as a present reward to all who faithfully comply with the divine requirements belonging to the relation sustained by virtue of obedience to the gospel of
Christ.
This work is a wcrk of de,tiny, and blessed is
he who does not oppose it. Oh, how can men of
experience in this work doubt it for a moment!
Have they anything better to offer to the world?

If not, where is the consistency on which they
base their acts? Can men reject a greater light
and accept a lesser and be justified? If not, then
comes the question, Where is the church that is
more in keeping with the word of God as revealed in nature and revelation than the Latter Day
Saints' church, in point of doctrine and organization? Answer, ye wise men. Take the wings
of your imagination and fly over the wide fields
of your fancy, and see if you can find a greater
light. Then cease to bump your ·wise heads together against the two extremes; first, that man
is mortal and hence perfection impossible, and at
the same time find fault and fret because everybody else is not perfect. Remember that motive
gives color to actions. If wordly honor, or fame
and riches be the height of. our ambition, and as
there is an inseparable connection between action
and condition, hence as a man "thinketh EO is he."
As the truthfulness of our system does not depend on the actions of men, therefore this latter
day work or the principles on which it is suspended cannot be judged by the actions of any of
those who believe in them, unless the acts be the
legitimate outgrowth of the system.
men
have run without tidings and testified to this latter day work, and are now stopping in the fogs
of Babylon to investigate, let them see to that.
C. C. Revnolds baptized a young lady a few
Sundays ago into the kingdom. She bids fair to
become a very useful ornament in God's kingdom.
Bro. Reynolds, accompanied by our young brother, J. B. Heide, is now in Muscatine sowing the
seed of eternal life.
May success attend their labors
J. B. RousH.

u

WESTON, Iowa, March 12th.
Editors Herald:-I have just passed through
a seYere encounter with la g1·ippe, and have not
yet fully extricated myself from his hold, but
trust in a few days to be ready for duty again.
I have been hindered some in ministerial work
o£ late by sickness in my own household, also by
my aged mother who has been sk$ nearly all
winter, and part of the time quite !ow. I felt
justified in confining my labors to the vicinity of
home for some time, doing what I could. Saints
and friends who may have looked for me in other
parts of the district will by this know why I
have not been with them. I have not forgotten
my promises, but by the Lord's help will do
what I can for the work in the future.
In looking back over the past, I find I have
not done near as much for the cause as I wanted
to and hoped I could have done when wholly
engaged in the work, but in my weak eftorts I
have obtained assurance of acceptation from
the Master.
The greatest hindrance to the work I ever met
with is the unwise and improper conduct of professing Saints. A crooked act and immoral
example by one of the people will destroy more
than several Elders can build up in a long time
by their preaching How important it is that
every Saint should strive to live in harmony
with his profession, and that branch officers
watch over the body, and see that there is no
iniquity.
The work in the Pottawattamie district is in a
fair condition. Several of the elders have done
well the past year, but the labor has nearly all
been done in the west end of the district. Iii
Cass and Adair counties there has been but little
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preaching done. To work this field as it ought
to be, we need about five or six elders in the
field. Men who are not afraid to leave the comfortable homes of the Saints to trust the Lord for
bread and shelter among those who know us not,
nor the gospel that we preach.
Our conference was held at Undenvo0d the
last of February. The roads being very bad, the
attendance was small; but the meeting proved
instructive and edifying to all. Indeed, we have
much to encourage us, being sathdied that God is
at the helm, whatever be the encounter, the old
ship Zion will stand the storm and anchor by
and by.
H. N. HANSEN.
KELLVILLE, Kan., March 8th.
Editors Herald:-I am still trying to serve my

Master. I am away off from any branch; do not
hear any preaching, but hope and pray the Lord
will send an elder here to preach the gospel. I
think good could be done here. I lend my papers and they like them.
I can say I want to do more for the Master. I
hope I can soon be close to a branch. I know
this work is of the Lord. He has blessed me
many times.
It is a good thing to b'e in thE light. I feel to
rejoice that I obeyed the gospel. My whole desire is to do the Lord's will. I have many trials,
but I take them to the Lord in prayer, thank his
holy name; he helps me through. What a
glorious promise Christ makes us, "Ask and ye
shall receive;" but many of us fall to ask.
My little boy is very sick. I ask the Saints to
pray for him that the Lord may spare his life. I
also ask an interest in your prayers.
Your brother,
S.M. ELDER.
KNOBNOSTER, Mo., March rzth.
Editors Herald:-The work is onward in these

parts. Brn. J. H. and Gomer Wells and the
writer have been blessed of late in presenting the
word, which has resulted in eleven baptisms, with
others ready. v'i'e have a pice little chapel here,
sixty.five miles south-east of Independence, and
surely the Lord is bringing again Zion, for her
waste places are being prepared.
What a blessed thing it is for the Saints to
keep all the Master's commandments and all
drink of the Spirit which will make them wise
unto salvation. What a help to the minister for
Christ in preaching the gospel are the wise and
righteous examples of the Saints. Let every
Saint be careful to regulate their lives by the
wisdom that is from above.
I desired to attend the Kirtland conference and
visit old friends, as I was raised in northern
Ohio, but I fear that church work here and
scarcity of money will say no. If there are any
Saints in Columbus, Ohio, who see this, please
write to me, as I have a sister living there who
has not heard the gospel.
Saints, let us purify our hearts in obeying the
truth at all times, that we may have a united
faith in God and his Holy Spirit to help us all to
labor for the accomplishment of the work entrusted to all.
Could the tract ofT. W. Smith in Herald of
October 4th and IIth be printed (the one on
Daniel's image), it would be of great value for
distribution. We were disappointed in not seeing
it published.
JOHN KALER.
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SERMON BY ELDER JAMES CAFFALL,
LAMONI, APRIL I ITH,

1890.

"A WODERFUL, a horrible thing is committed in the land.
The prophets prophesy falsely, and the priests bear rule by
their means; and my people love to have
it so; and what will you do in the end
thereof."
The foreg·oing- Scripture is found in the
fifth chapter of Jeremiah, last two verses,
and form the basis ot my remarks. I have
prepared no apology, be"!ieving as I do that
it is to all mankind, irrespective of their
~urroundings, circumstances, ignorance, intelligence, riches, poverty, natiO'Ilality,
race, or color;
This Scripture serves to show the import-ance of being governed by the word
of the Lord, the benefit to be received
thereby, and the consequences to ensue
from a departure from that word. The
prophet seems to have expressed himself
compre·hensively, concisely and authoritatively; therefore it is imperative.
We have another expression from the
prophe.t, of the same character, found in
the eighth chapter. He says: "How do
ye say, We are wise and the law of the
Lord is with us? So certainly in vain
made he it; the pen of the scribe is in vain.
The wise men are ashamed, they are dismayed and taken; lo, they have rejected
the word of the Lord, and what wisdom
is in them?"
This gives us distinctly to understand
that it is useless to say the word of the law
of the Lord when we by our acts say
that the scribes write in vain. And further, that there is no wisdom attainable
that will save
except that which is received, that which shail emanate from the
law of the Lord; for by an observance of
those precepts and conditions prescribed in
the law we thereby receive a sure guarantee of receiving the wisdom that cometh
from above.
These Scriptures would afford us no
pleasure, it would be no evidence of their
validity, they would fail to be of any account to the sons and daughters of men
trying to steer their frail barques over the
tempestuous sea to-day, unless they were
made formidable by the teaching of One
that was, and is, and will remain the great
Prophet-will remain the Master, will remain the Teacher, the Shepherd, the High
Priest of our profession, even Christ. For
we have heard in the gospel restored, in
"the dispensation of the fulness of times,"
that: there is a Redeemer, a Christ, a Swior, a God and Father, and a Holy Spirit.
In the eighth chapter of Tohn we find

us,
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the following: "He that is of God receiv.
eth God's words, ye therefore receive them
not, because ye are not of God." We see
no guarantee for salvation for those who
reject the word; we see no assurance, no
guarantee for poor, frail mortals for life
everlasting, and for wisdom and strength
in orckr to strug-gle in their mortality for
that life everlasting, except they exhibit a
willingness to be governed' by the word
that Christ revealed by the authority of
his Father among the sons and daughters
of men.
We live in a very progressive age. We
all admit this. Progressive in education,
in literature and all that tends to advance
the interests of this present life. But we
look back from time immemorial in the
vision of our minds and are forced to the
conclusion that men have tried to find out
a better philosophy and a more perfect one
th"an that of Christ. Hence while men
have been working, and delving to accomplish this, as a consequence they have departed from the literality of Christ's word,
and have brought themselves to the verge
of the yawning precipice of rationalism;
and as coming events cast their shadows
before, so the present condition of the religious world becomes indicative as to
what their final destiny will be in this regard, without a !'>peedy retraction and a
return to the literality of the word, and
having centered their faith in God by a
willingness to adopt and take that word
as the man nf their counsel; for it must be
remembered daily, at least it appears so to
your speaker, that an evanescent obedience to God's law will not· evince true
loyalty to his law, but true loyalty to
God's law will beget a direct obedience.
Hence it is necessary for those who
seek or desire to seek and to find God, to
become a practical people. The practical works that they were to perform from
day to day being in harmony, being in
agreement with the works of this law,
must reveal or make known that they are
of God, as vou have heard.
I might dig-ress a little from following
the thought I have presented for your consideration. We have been west, and have
a very larg-e latitude there; and if in presenting this thought I shall take a little
more latitude than you think I ought, you
will know how to account for it. John
says in his first epistle, "He that is of God
heareth us; he that is not of God heareth
not us. Hereby know we the Spirit of
Truth and the spirit of error." So we
find that the position assumed by Jeremiah
in relation to the consequence attendant
from the departure from the word, is made
tenable by the teaching of Christ, as is
made· known in the position of John.
Tohn also expresses himself in the second
epistle and ninth verse thus: "Whosoever
transgres~eth and abideth not in the doctrine of Christ, hath• not God. He that
abideth in the doctrine of Christ, he hath
both the Father and the Son." Still further he says: "If there come any unto you
and bring not this doctrine; receive him
not into your house, neither bid him God
speed; for he that biddeth him God speed
is partaker of his evil deeds.''
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If the apostle was here and should
preach such doctrine now he would be
called an enthusiast, and would be considered behind the times; retrograding instead of progressing, in the broad river of
progress that pervades society in this age
of the world, that gives us to understand
th:'lt those who are actuated by a broad,
liberal spirit, will assert that it is immaterial to which society you attach yourselves so long as you are sincere before
the Lord; that you can obtain religion in
any of the religious societies under the
broad canopy of heaven, except the Latter
Day Saints; you must keep clear of them.
Now this is a principle that has not obtained in the word of God, therefore the
premise is at fault, and all deductions that
m:iy be made from such premise would be
false and dangerous, and calculated to lead
the mind contrary to the divine truth as it
is in Christ.
It is encouraging in these days of trouble and turmoil,-in these days of confusion, in these days of excitement and wonder, to have it in our power to examine by
the word of God the foundation on which
we are endeavoring to build and thereby
secure the knowledge, the gift of eternal
life, and to know that foundation is secure.
If we are building upon the foundation
that Christ laid, then the more we examine
it the better we shall like it; the more
we examine it the more <ffulgent the light
will be to our souls, and the nearer we
shall be brought into harmony with God
-in harmony with angels, and with God's
truth.
The apos-tle gives us distinctly to unclestand that the Churc~ of Christ may be
likened to the physical organization of man.
And as the heart at every pulsation sends
forth blood and life through the arteries
and veins to all parts of the human body;
so, too, the heart of the mystical body of
Christ must become like the heart in the
human frame, a receiver and disperser of
life to every portion of the body; &nd when
it is in tune, when it is in harmony with
Chris+, when it is in harm0ny with the
Lawgiver, it will become a receiver and
dispenser of the word of life, sending life
and inspiration to every portion of the
mystical body, as the heart of man in its
pulsations sends life to every portion of
the human system. God made no mistake
when he gave instruction to build the ark;
even so when he established his spiritual
building, when he built the church, he
made no mistake; :md when the apostle
Paul and others whom he sent forth to
represent that church, to represent him to
invite the human family to partake of his
goodness by complying with those conditions by which they were made members of his church on the earth, they did it
understandingly. They did not follow
the plans of the world, but they did it because the promise oJ Chrit was fulfilled,
namely; that he would make them fishers
of men.
This was one of the first injunctions
that the Savior imposed upon the disciples
when he found those men whom it had
been decreed in the councils of eternity
should come forth upon the earth to take
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upon them the authority of God, to make
his purposes known among the children
of men, when he said unto them, "Leave
your nets and follow me." It is a very
hard thing for men to leave their nets. It
is very hard for men to leave their occupations and cease to follow after the practices of the Gentiles, who take thought for
the morrow; but God demands it. And
when the disciples complied with the injunction of the Master, and laid down
their nets, then he fulfilled his promise;
and truly he made them fishers of men.
While they received this qualification under the inspiration of that Spirit which he
had promised to give them, we hear them
declaring, or one of them especially, that
God placed them as apostles in his church.
Christ said he would build his church himself, and for this he received authority;
for this he received the teaching and counsel of his Father.
Paul tells us that he built that church,
and what was requisite in the wisdom of
God to constitute the form or organization
of that church; and he set in the church,
first apostles, secondarily prophets, thirdly
teachers, etc., and for the last three or four
hundred years men have been making the
strongest efforts to prove that God m.ade
a mistake when he set in his church those
officers. They declare that the apostles
whom Christ chose were no longer necessary; that they were only called in the
providence of God to lay the foundation
of Christianity; and when that was laid,
men might build upon it as they chose,
hay, wood or stubble, etc. And so these
men, with their learning (and we do not
speak disparagingly of their learning-we
are not among those who believe that
any man will -receive a premium for remaining in ignorance) which they had
received, did not learn so much upon this
one particular, as that young man who
went into the woods in the year 1823
(and that was the first time he went in
the woods to pray), and so unsophisticated
was that young man that he could not
oray before his mother. It became requisite that he should betake himself to
the woods, and in this I have no doubt
he was guided by his God; and while in
these woods he prayed, not that the Lord
would qualify him to become a preacher;
not that the Lord would qualify him to
become a prophet; (I question whether he
knew anything- about prophets); but that
the Lord would shine upon his undet'Standing-, and show him where His church was.
It was a question of eternal life upon
which he desired information, that he
might know of a certainty the plan of
salvation, yield obedience to the ~arne and
from which he might never swerve thereafter, but overcome all evil and receive
the perfect salvation of God. So then he
prayed that the Lord would give him instruction, and tell him where his church
was; and, like Moses, who went unto the
mountain, he saw a light, and he thought
as the light came nearer and came in C'ontact with the trees, that they would be
burned or consumed.
Moses thought this when he saw the
bush on fire, and after perceiving that

the bush was not consumed, he wondered
how this was, and I will go and see what
this great wonder is.
The Lord told him to never mind about
this strange vision, to never mind about
that, I have something more to tell you;
but that which I have to tell you is about
the deliverance of my people; therefore
take off the shoes from thy feet, etc., and
then the Lord made known unto him his
design, and how he was to accomplish it;
and when this young man saw the fire
coming in close contact-as it appeared to
him-with the trees, he thought they
would be consumed; but they were not,
nor was he consumed, but finally became
enveloped in the light. And thus he
learned through that heavenly vision more
about Christ's desig-n as to how he would
build his church, than the wise men who
had been endeavoring to tell the world
concerning the purposes of God, and of
the method by which the people might be
saved, who had been trving for years and
had not found it out. But the yourg man
through the instruction of this heavenly
messenger learned how Christ's church
was established, and learned, moreover,
that he, under the' inspiration of God's
Spirit, was not only to ultimately be made
a partaker of salvation, but that he was to
become an instrument in laying the foundation of the work in the "dispensation of
the fullness of times," that should culminate in the second advent of the Son of
God, the theme that has inspired the souls
of men and women who have thirsted
after righteousness in all ages and still
continues to inspire them; and it hecomes
more and more intense as the day approaches, expanding their minds and filling their souls with earnest desire to prepare themselves for that g-reat event. He
learned something else. He learned that
the world was wrong; and furthermore,
he learned that he had to go forth and tell
the world of that fact.
I wonder which of us would have stood
under that pressure, to face the entire world
and tell them to find out the decrees of
God, to find out the salvation of God; to
find out the means by which that salvation
was to be received and enjoyed, that they
had not found, and therefore they were
wrong, of course. We have to preach to
the people in a very delicate way to tell
them their wrongs. We are frequently
admonished to be cautious, and I admit it
is very necessary to be c~utious; but we
can be cnutious, we c:1n be wise, we can
be kind, we can credit them with honesty
in their ways and not compromise "one
particle of the doctrine of Christ, to save
men in the kingdom of God.
And this we have to do or we prove
false to our heavenly Father; we prove
false to the people of God; we prove false
to our profession; we prove false to the
truth; we prove false to the world if we
fail to do this.
I find that in one of the prophecies
given to the church in 1829-one year before the church was established-it says:
"A great and a marvelous work is about
to come forth among the children of
men,?' etc, 1 and then admonishes those who
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embark in it to be faithful that they may
stand blameless in the day of accounts before God. I wondered that the prophet
should utter that prediction and leave it
before the world, 'and let the world test
its divinity; but when I saw the inspiration that moved him, I wondered no longer.
If he had not been moved by that inspiration he could not have spoken of that
per.uliar event with such certainty. Of
course he might make it as an enthusiast;
he might make it as a sensationalist, he
might make it by a direct natural impulse;
but that would not stand the test, it would
not do to inform the world and let them
gaze upon it, to test ar.d prove its falsity;
but being blessed with the fire of inspiration and his soul moved to prophecy, he
could afford to let it be published here and
there, and men might gaze upon it and
wait the lapse of time to test the validity
of it.
But there were some who were not willing to wait to test its validity, but they
wanted to test it there and then, to see if
that young man had spoken by his own
power, or whether he had spoken by the
inspiration of God. And so they bel,ieved
those conditions that he was commanded
to prescribe, and they found to their
astonishment that those conditions were
tl~e same as taught by those fishers that
Christ sent forth eighteen hundred years
ago, and when obeyed produced the same
results, and they said, "We will inform the
people." And the world told this young
man that the light he had received was
from the devil, and persecuted him because he made that claim. He said, ~"I
have seen a light;" and when they persecuted him more, he said, "I have seen a
light;" and when they continued to persecute him he said, "I know that I have
seen a light, at{d I know that God knows
I have seen one; and what am I that I
should withstand God?"
But there were many who opposed not
these prescribed conditions that this man
advanced.
They were convinced that
they were true, and agreeing with the
word of God; and though they did not see
the light on the trees and in the fields,
they felt its burning influence, and its
effects on their minds, showing them how
the great Master proposed to conduct his
people and in his divine economy to bring
them to that perfection that was made
known unto John in his first Epistle and
second chapter, "Behold, what manner of
love the Father hath bestowed upon us,
that we should be called the sons of God;
therefore the world knoweth us not because it knew him not. Beloved, now are
we the sons of God, and it doth not yet
appear what we shall be; but we know
that when he shall appear we shall be
like him, for we shall see him as he is."
They knew that they were the sons of
God. They had recei.ved a knowledge of
that fact, and that knowledge came to
them through a compliance with the conditions they had found, er that we find in
the 7th chapter of John, Christ says: "If
any man will do his [God's l will, he shall
know of the doctrine, whether it be of
God or whether I speak of myself."

Hence with this assurance of their acceptance with God, with the assurance that
they had bt>com~ the sons of God, through
Christ, they could congratulate themselves in this particular and look forward
to the time when he shall come to claim
his own.
It is this light, this word of God being
preached that has always made the devil
mad, when the servants of God have used
that word wisely and judiciously in giving
the world to understand that they d1d
know of the doctrine, and could say with
John, "Beloved, now are we the sons of
God." This w:1s the testimony; the assurance that they had attained to through
a compliance to the conditions of the gospel; and they felt this assurance in their
souls that these conditions were provided
by God for the salvation of the world; and
then like the prophet they said, "What
are we that we should withstand God?"
That light has found a lodgment in our
souls, enabling us to discriminate between
the doctrines of men and of devils, and
that of Christ. vVhy should we not move
forward to accept those conditions, and
bring ourselves in harmony with God, and
move towards life everlasting in this probfltionary state? That prophecy has been
fulfilled in a remarl,able manner; so that
young man, beginning his career with a
few individuals sent his testimony forth
from time to time that caused numbers to
be added to the church in all the world,
so that in the short space of fourteen years
subsequent to the organization of the
church, it gathered together out of all
societies under heaven from one hundred
and fifty thousand to two hundred thousand souls, facing the bitterest persecution
that any people ever had.
Of what does the wonder consist? In
numbers?. Oh, no, but the wonder consists in these two hundred thousand souls
being able .to say of their own free will,
and understandingly, that this was the
work of God;
When I accepted this. work and conclude(] to ex:1mine it, I prayed for light
on the conditions that this young prophet
prescribed, which having received and
having accepted those conditions, I now
know that I am born of God, that Christ
is my Savior, that God is my Father, and
the Holy Spirit is my guide; and if l continue in this salvation Christ will be my
strength, and everlasting reward. This
is not only the case with one individual,
but with all the faithful ones in Christ
Jesus. I ~sk if this is not a marvelous
work and a wonder? Is not that an evidence that this prophecy has been fulfilled
to the very letter?
But Christ had come before this young
man, and left many valuable instructions.
Among them we find the following:
Christ, alluding to John said: "] ohn
came neither 1•ating nor drinking, and
they say he hath a devil; the Son of Man
came eating and drinking, and they say he
is a publican and a sinner." There is no
hopes for that man or woman to be popular who recognizes the religion that says
in their lives, "We will fight it out on this
line" if it takes our lives. There is no
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hope of such a one becoming popular and
sailing down the tide of popularity; for
such there is no show at all.
From the few verses of Scripture we
have read and examined we discover how
necessary it is to be governed by the word
of God. We have seen the result, in past
ages, of those that have professed to be
governed by that word forgetting their
obligations to God; forgetting the covenant they had made when they accepted
the work and expressed their willingness
to be governed by it. We see the result
of these individuals departing from that
work, and subsequently failing to take it
as the man of their counsel while in ·this
probationary condition.
I read a sermon, preached in a very
popular church in the west a few months
ago. It was, however, shortly after the
revolution in Utah, when the Gentile population, as it is called, obtained political
prestige, to the chagrin, sorrow and disappointment of this people who are commonly called Mormons. The gentleman
undertook to proclaim the faith of Mormonism, and r was a little surprised, and
yet I was not, either, as you will know
how to understand it when he says: "The
J osephites are not concerned in-this conflict; that is to say, the divided state of
Utah did not affect the J osephites."
We mourn because of our need of unity
sometimes, and this is right. We mourn
because of those practices that tend to
destroy good fellowship and union among
the Saints, and it is proper; and not only
that, but we mourn those effects and
correspondingly strive to prevent them.
I believe our condemnation-if we shall
be under condemnation-does not come so
much from commiWng an error, as to the
persistent continuance in error when it is
made manifest. If it is not so, then I do
not understand how we are going on unto
perfection; if it is not sn I do not understand, and you do not understand
as to how the conditions of gospel
salvation bring perfection unto us and put
us in a position whereby we might ultimately obtain perfection. But if perfection is ever reached, it will be reached by
me by a constant correction of my errors;
and if I have not humility enough to confess my error when I have unfortunately
blundered into one, the loss will be mine,
and not yours; and if I should fall by the
works that I may have consummated, I
trust that my fall will not drag anybody
else down •from the position they have
attained to through Christ. Hence I am
a firm believer in Paul's saying "Follow
me as I foliow Christ," and no mor€; and
if I should unfortunately exhibit human
folly, and that would not have the tendency to prevent men and women from
treating me as no more than human, I
would be glad in my soul, and take the
consequencfs of that error to myself. I
believe the tendency of the latter day work
is to aid men and women to find Christ,
as the Savior and Redeemer of the world;
and while this is the case, and while this
is a duty in which we should take pleasure,
yet it is a fact, as I have observed, that I
may struggle to minister acceptably and
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co-operatively, too,< yet I may commit
errors; but if I have given way to thought
other than a man must live honorably and
uprightly and acceptably in the sight of
God, I don't remember it.
I am aware that my record has been
blurred,-and the thought causes me frequent distress of mind,-but I pray and
hope. at the risk of being thought egotistical, that is not my record in heaven today. But it is enough for man to speak of
himself at the present time. He cannot
say what h13 will be to-morrow, for man is
very vacillating. Speaking of the present
time, the record of my life will not be
blurred through an undue thirst for power.
I boast that much, if it be boasting. I
think I can say, without vainglory, my
efforts have been to endue the body with
the thought that Christ's church was a
co-operative one, and that we can only
expect divine sanction and prosperity, and
spiritual growth in advancing honorably,
legitimately, and wisely, that the Spirit of
God may conduct us to operate in the
sphere whereunto we are called in the
mystical body of Christ. To this end let
us work and pray for the consummation
of the great latter day cause.
Lest I weary you, I close my remarks,
thanking you for your kind and patient
hearing, and with a desire th<1t God's peace
may find a lodgment in your souls. I
could wish you nothing greater than this,
for if we have the consciousness that God's
peace is found residing in our souls, then
we have a consciousness of our spiritual
growth and advancement; and if we have
not an assurance of our spiritual growth
from day to day, then I believe our efforts
are vain.
That we may ever retain such a confidence, and may we enter into that rest for
the hithful in Christ Jesus, is my prayer,
Amen.
"COME, LET US REASON TOGETHER,"
ON THE "WORD OF WISDOM."
PROPOSITION J, "Man shall not Jive by
bread alone, but by every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God."-Matt.
4: 4· "And I give unto you a commandment, that ye shall forsake all evil, and
cleave unto all good, that ye shall live by
every word which proceedeth out of the
mouth of God; for he will give unto the
faithful line upon line, precept upon precept; and I will try you and prove you
herewith."-D. C., 95: 3· The "word of
wisdom" given at Kirtland, Ohio, February 27th, 1833, was a "revelation'' of
the "order and will of Go.d in the temporal salvation of all Saints in the last days."
The Lord gave it, for it reads: "Behold,
verily thus saith the Lord unto you," etc.
-D. C., 86, preface and verse I.
Deduction I. The "word of wisdom"
being a word that has proceeded out of the
mouth of God, showing the "order and
will of God in the temporal salvation of
all Saints in the last days," all Saints are
required by the direct "c(')mmandment"
of God to keep the "word of wisdom," for
as they are commanded to "live by every
word which proceedeth out of the mouth
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of God," and the "word of wisdom," has doth he turn to the right hand, nor to the
"proceeded out of the mouth of God," left, neither doth he vary from that which
therefore no Saint is at liberty to disrehe bath said; therefore his paths are
gard the "word of wisdom'' any more straight and his course is one eternal round.
than they have any other "word that has Remember, remember, that it is not the
proceeded out of the mouth of God."
work of God that is frustrated, but the
There is no force or wisdom, or good work of men; for although a man may
sense, in the argument that because "God have many revelations, and have power to
has not expressly said, Thou shalt not use do many mighty works, yet if he boasts in
wine or strong drinks, or tobacco and hot his own strength, and sets at naught the
drinks; that therefore we are not breaking counsels of God, and follows after the dicany commandment if we use these things tates of his own will and carnal desires, he
or any one of them." But God bas said must fall, and incur the vengeance of God."
in fo-rm of a commandment, that you -D. C. z: I,.z.
"shall live by every word that proceedeth
Deduction 3· If God is no respecter of
out of the mouth of God," or out of his persons, and if his course is one eternal
mouth, and He says, ''Behold, verily thus round, then he cannot be pleased with
saith the Lord," etc.
others who like those in Kirtland, who
Proposition z. He that rejecteth me, and among other sins and displeasing things,
receiveth not mv words, hath one that offended God, by not observing; the words
judgeth him; the word that I have spoken of wisdom and eternal life. What offend~he same shall judge him at the last day.
ed him in 1833 in Kirtland, will offend·
For I have not spoken of myself; but the
him in Lamoni, or anywhere else, in 1890.
Father which sent me, he gave me a comThe writer was made to realize that to
mandment :what I should say, and what I
neglect the word of wisdom was offensive
to God, and got severely ptmished for disshould speak."-John 12:48, 49·
"And the dead were. judged out of those obedience. On the passage to Tahiti in
things which were written in the books October, r884, he excused himself in drinkaccording to their works."-Rev. zo:. 12.
ing coffee, wl::ile on board ship, on the
Deduction 2. The "word of wisdom" ground that the water was not very good;
being the word of God, and the revelaand when he landed in Tahiti where the
tions of Jesus Christ, being the words that water was as good as could be found on
the Father gave him commanrlment to earth, he excused himself in drinking cofspeak; that word of wisdom will be one fee on the ground that he should get used
of "those things which were written in to the water there gradual! y. Well, after
the books; and the book of Doctrine and a residence of two weeks there, he got the
Covenants" being one of the books, rheumatism in the left arm; the whole arm
wherein the words that Jesus has spoken was affected from the shoulder to the ends
is recorded, the word of wisdom therefore of the fingers.
He was administered to
will JUdge us at the last day. It will jus- daily. He tried St. Jacob's Oil, and every
tify or condemn us, as the case may be. remedy that could be had.
He had it
If we do not "live" by it, will we not die bathed in hot water alone, and mixed with
by it? We live (or not) by the word of salt, with vinegar, etc., etc., and with cold
God in this world or probationary state; we water, and with native ointments and
will be judged, and be justified or con- .washings; but no benefit was received. It
demned (as the case may be) by that word, pained him day and night most severely.
in the "last day." If we are justified we It lasted six weeks, and one Sunday in
shall live, that is, have everlasting life; if meeting he heard a voice saying, "You
we are condemned by the word, we shall will get no relief from your sufferings undie, that is, lo"e eternal life.
til you give up the use of coffee." So conProposition 3· The Saints or Church at fident was he that this was the voice of
Kirtland, Ohio, displeased the Lord, ot at God that be at once stated the case to the
least many displeRsed him, and the reason church, confessing his error, and pledging
is given thus, "Behold, I, the Lord am not his word to give up coffee then and there.
well pleased with many who are in the In less than one hour the pain entirely left
church at Kirtland, for they do not for(without any administration at the time),
sake their sins, and their wicked ways, the and he has never had it since. May it not be
pride of their hearts, and their covetous- that others cannot get rid of rheumatism,
ness, and all their detestable things." But neuralgia, dyspepsia, etc., etc., becau~e
is this all (although bad enough, surely) they are chastened for not observing the
that they were guilty of? Nay, but the "word of wisdom"? Who knows?
Lord adds, that they did not "observe the
Proposition 4· "For if any man see
words of wisdom and eternal life, which I thee, which hast knowledge, sit at meat in
have given them." And he H:en says, the idol's temple, shall not the conscience
"Verily, I say unto you, thl'lt I, the Lord, of him which is weak be emboldened to
will chasten them, and will do whatever eat those things which are offerod to idols;
I list, if they do not repent, and observe and through thy knowledge shall the
all things whatsoever I have said unto weak brother peri~h for whom Christ
them."-D. C., 90: 4-· God said, "I am died? But ve sin so against the brethren
no rt"specter of persons."-D. C., r: 6; 38; and wound- their weak conscience. Y e
4· Peter said the same of God. (Acts IO: sin a?-"ainst Christ, wherefore if meat make
my J-)~other to offend, I will eat no flesh,
34-)·
Ag:>~in, "The works, and designs and
while the world standeth, lest I make my
the purposes of God cannot be frustrated, brother to offend."--r Cor. 8: 9-12.
neither can they come to naught, for God
Deduction 4· There are many in the
doth not walk in crooked paths, neither church who feel that they would be doing
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their duty, and that they ought to please
God, and that
would
better
health, if they observed the
of wisdom, but they say that as certain chief men
in the church do not keep the word of wisdom in certain
and that
ought to have
of the
and application of the word of wisdom,
and if it is not wrong·, or displeasing to
God for these
the church to use
tea and coffee, it is not wrong for us to
use them."
Scores have said this, and
have used similar expressions in the he<lring of the writer. But all men have not
the charity that Paul had; they do not
seem to care whether their "weak" brethren or sisters offend their consciences or
not. But it may be a. question whether
those who set the example of using that
which the Lord bas said is "not good," are
not weak, in that particular. The writer
knows a sister in the church who has been
expressly told by the voice of the Lord
that she need never expect to
her
health, but that she will shorten
days,
unless she gives up entirel v the use of tea,
but the example of leading ministers in
the church serves her an excuse for doubting that the Lord really requires this selfdenial at her hands. But if she can get
well without giving up tea, then, of course,
the revelations to her are not of God.
Proposition 5· The reason, or one reason at least, why the Lord sflid that "wine
and strong drinks," and "tobacco," and
"hot drinks" were "not good," were in
consequence of evils and designs which
do and will exist in the hearts of conspiring men in the last days.
Deduction 5· Is it not therefore silly
for any one to attempt to excuse themselves in drinking tea and coffee, providing t.hat they do not drink them "hot,"
because that it reads "hot drinks?" What
has the temperature of the ddnks to do
with the "evils and designs of
men?" , Who is it makes the tea or coffee
hot? Is it the people who raise the tea
(or make it out of paper, or willow leaves,
or something else), or those who buy and
sell it, who make tea hot; or is it our
wives, or mothers, or sisters, or daughters,
or our servant girls? And so of coffee.
Does not God say that it is in "consequence
of evils and designs, which do, and will
exist in the hearts of conspiring men,"
that he warns and fore·warns the church
against the use of wine, strong- drinks,
tobacco, and hot drinks?
The "hot
drinks" are beverages. Tea and coffee
are "drinks." But says one, Is not chocolate and cocoa "drinks" and "hot drinks."
Yes, and are subject to the same objections, viz., "the evils and designs of conspiring men."
The term "hot drinks"
were used evidently to cover all beverages, that can be adulterated, or manufactured to order.
Unless the Lord had expressly named
every kind of drinks, that such men as are
named, would manufacture, and had only
named what was in use in r833, i.
tea
and coffee, then we could justify ourselves
in using anything else, that this class of
men would manufacture and sell to be
used for hot drinks or beverages; but the
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Lord has shown his "wisdom" and foreknowledge, by using the general term
"hot drinks," so to cover all such beverages, and surely to cover "tea and coffee."
Propos1tion 6. The one through whom
the revdation called the word of wisdom
ought to have understood its
or application, it anybody did.
Deduction 6. H he has expressed his
mind on the subject his opinion ought to
be valued. The writer has been told by
diffiorent ones, that Joseph Smith, when
the Temple at Kirtland was being erected,
stated that the words "hot drinks" meant
"tea and coffee." Some of the sisters had
been in the habit of sending their husbands, fathers, brothers, and sons, hot or
scalded miik in winter, with their noonday lunch, and some of the class who had
got the "hot" dodg·e in their head~, objected to the hot milk; Joseph having-overheard this fault-finding one day, remarked, "Brethren, I am the man through
whom the Lord gave the word of wisdom,
and I know that it means tea and coffee."
David Whitmer told the writer that it was
alwavs understood to include tea and
coffee, and he g-ave it as his opinion, that
"the reason why the Lord used the word
'hot drinks' was to cover what was then
commonly used, and that which should
afterward be brought forth by men as
•drinks ;' such as chocolate and cocoa for
instance."
Proposition 7· That although the chief
reason why the Lord warned the Church
against these things, was the "evils and
designs of conspiring men," yet he does
not admit the use of them if manufactured
by ourselves; for he said that they are "not
good." Wine is only to be used in the
sacrament; and that must be made by the
Church.
Deduction 7· If wine is only to be used
in the sacrament of the Lord's Supper, and
must be "pufe wine of the grape of the
vine, of your own make," then it is not to
be u:;ed as a beverage, even it of "your
own make," because it teads, "Inasmuch
as any man drinketh wine, or strong drink
among you, behold, it is not good, neither
meet in the sight of your Father, only in
assembling yourselves together to offer up
your sacraments before him." "And behold this should be wine," (not strong
drinks of any kind). "Yea, pure wine,"
etc.
Three facts are here apparent,I. "Wine" only, should be used in the
sacrament.
2. And that wine should be used in the
sacrament only, that is nowhere else.
3· "Strong drinks" are not to be used in
the Sacrament or anywhere else as beverag·es, or drinks. They are not for the
belly, that is, not to be taken into the
stomach; but are for the "washing of your
bodies."
Tobacco is not for the body, that is, to
wash the body with, and inasmuch as the
mouth is a part of the body, it is not to be
washed with tobacco spittle. It is not for
the belly, that is, not to be swallowed as
food or drink. It is not good for mao;except on "bruises."
Some men's mouths
must be continually bruised, unless indeed they are not men, but "sick cattle"
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instead, and if so, then tobacco is good
for them; but if they are in fact men,
then tobacco is not good for them, for
"it is not good for man."
Proposition 8. Hot drinks are good for
the belly, that is, hot water, drank or sipped an hour before breakfast, even to the
extent of a couple of tumblers full has
been proven to be good for the belly. Hot
water applied in fomentations is decidedly
good "for the body" in some complaints.
But the "hot drinks" that the Lord refers
to in this word of wisdom, is said by him
to not be good, that is "are not good for
the body or belly."
Deduction K The Lord cannot therefore refer to anything hot being injurious
to the body or belly--for it is not true in
all cases. Hot fomentations are good in
some classes of complaints. Hot potions,
such as cayenne tea, ginger tea, pain killers, etc., are good in cases lof cholera morbus, cramp colic, dysentery, etc., but these
things are not drinks or beverages, but tea,
coffee, chocolate, cocoa, etc., are drinks.
Which would do the most harm, a cup of
hot milk, or milk and water, drawn fresh
and pure from a healthy cow in one case,
and from the bubbling spring in the other,
and made hot by ourselves, or a glass of
iced tea, or cold coffee, or either "just
blood warm," which tea or coffee may
have been treated by the heathen Chinee,
or some other evil' and conspiring men,
with a solution of prussic acid, or strychnine, or corrosive sublimate, or sugar of
lead, or "rough on rats"? 0 yes, drink
your tea cold, or nearly warm, even if a
grain of syphilitic hum0r from the body of
half decayed, yet living Chinaman is in it;
but if you should drink hot water and
milk, or a cup of cayenne or ginger tea,
look out, for "death is in the pot."
T.

w.

SMITH.

ETHICAL TRAINING IN THE
SCHOOL.
ETHICAL training can be as readily carried
on in school and home as intellectual drill,
if teachers and parents comprehend its
importance and systematically set about to
accomplish the noblest of tasks. The one
thing that must ever be kept in view is the
development of character, the uplifting of
a soul, the making of a life God-like; and
in order to do this every manly and womanly instinct, every brave, pure, holy,
benevolent, tolerant, unselfish and exalted
impulse must be strengthened, stimulated,
and brought out. A noble contempt for
all the opposing vices must be aroused
much r.s the ancient Greeks taught their
children to abhor a coward, and the Jews
learned to flee from a leper. The greatest
relianct', however, must rest on positive
teaching and illustration. Overcome evil
with good should be the ever present
thought in the mind of teacher and parent.
If the spiritual nature is properly stimulated and developed, it will govern and
control the animal instincts to the glory
instead of the shame of the individual,
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mn king life a benediction rather than a
curse.
I. If in the Kindergarten department in
the school children are suppli~Cd with pictures in colors and blocks w hicb are so
arranged that when properly put together
they make a picture illustn•ting some of
the cardinal virtues or depicting some acts
of supreme grandeur from history's pages,
it wili at once arrest the attention of the
children; then let the teacher tell the story,
emphasize the lesson; it will make an inddible impression on the young mind.
When the children grow older, let them
read and write about lives, acts, deeds, and
passages in history which emphasize nobility of character in its various phases.
Let them familiarize themselves with the
no\:,lest thoughts and the noblest lives that
have glorified earth. The atmosphere in
which a character is moulded, the mental
pictures which are continually coming before the child's mind, exert a wonderful
influence over life; they largely shape the
soul. Strange indeed is it that this vital
truth is so often overlooked. When the
child-ren grow old enou.gh to study literature in the exalted ethics of the world's
great teachers, philosophers, and mc)ralists,
they will gain added strength and inspiration. Jesus, Buddha, Confucius, Socrates,
Seneca, Epictetus, and :Marcu.~ Aurelius
among the ancients; while among modern
thinkers the pathway f11irly blossoms with
the beauty of the ages, the grandeur of
developed manhood,- Emerson, Lov, ell,
Whittier, and scores of others, which touch
the heart, will elevate the mind, and make
life nobler.
Such works and the lives of
the conquerors of the ages,-the prophets
and philanthropibts who have carried the
torch of progress or the balm of Gilead,
these will have a powerful inspiration in
moulding character; but these are merely
hints alo-ng one line of work in the deveiopment ofcharacter.
z. Another thing that is of prime importance is to early teach the child selfgovernment. Do not attempt to beat it
into him, or you will only succeed in
brutalizinz yourself and arousins:T his baser
instincts. You may then ma"'ke him a
fawning sycophant, a cringing slave, while
vou have kindled the fever of hate and
revenge. Appeal to his higher impulses.
If you are compelled to punish him, first
show him that it is just.
In school gain the co-operation of the
children in making rules. Let them be
few in number, and when it is practic'l.ble
let the children who disobey be judged by
a jury of their numbers, the teacher reserving the right of veto or pardon. This
plan has, >:s shown by Prof. Buchanan in
his matchless work, "The N ~w Education," been successfully employed in
numerous schools.
One thought the
teacher should never lose sight of and that
is, tl<1at in order to teach his pupils selfcontrol be must exercise it himseif, and
must depend on arousing their higher
nature. Not in repression but in development will be found the secret of buccess.
The old systems debased and made armies
of hypocrites; the new plan will eh:vate
and make noble, frank characters.
u

3· An other important factor in the developmentof character is music. vV hen ever
it is possible, let tbe children be taught
music. Marvelous indeed is its subtle influence in refining nature, inspiring noble
impulRes, pure and holy desires. It elevates the soui.
4· Physical development and hygienic
education also will do much toward making a noble, upright character. Th<; cbilclren should be taught to abstain from all
stimulants; to avoid all excesses; to develop
their body by useful exercise; to stand
erect; to frankly face friend and foe. This
cannot be done when the child is bent forward bv disease, or when the nervous
system 'has been enervated by undue
stimulation or excesses. The child should
early be taught that the body is the temple of the soul and must be kept pure,
clean, and inviting as a person of refinement would ke;;p his horne.
5· Industrial education, as noted in our
previous paper, is essential to a proper
development of manhood and the promotion of fraternity. As long as the children of the rich are taught to look down
upon ,manual labor, there will be an unbridg-ed chasm between the children of
the rich and poor. To enable those who
are born in e;1sy circumstances to appreciate in a measure the lot of the manual
laborer and to destroy the 11ge- begotten
·contempt which exists among those in
affluence toward the bre<1d winners, industrial education is essential. Each child
should be taught to work with his hands
that labor may lose its stigmn, and that the
body as well as the mind may be made
more healthful. Of course these are mere
hints which point in the direction of ethical
education or character development as it
should be carried out in the school; an
education which will develop the soul, and
when made univer&al will transforr:n the
world.
B. 0. FLOWER.

POTTA W A TTAMIE.
Conference was held at Underwood, Iowa,
February 28th; president, H. N. Hansen; T.
Scott, clerk. Reports of branches were read and
received. Bro. A. Hall, bishop's agent, reporttd:
On hand last report, $26 07; total received,
$393 32; total disbursed. $377 oo; on hand February 26 h, $r6.32. '!'he following: brethren reported: H. N Hansen, J. Carlile (baptized z), J.
P. Carlile, F. Peterson, R. M. Elvin, S. C.
Smhh, D. K. Dc>dwn, S. Butler, R. McKenzie,
G. vV. Needham, J. Evans, T. Scott, H. Peterson,
I. Carlile, J. Christenson. H. N. Hansen and F.
Peterson were chosen delegates to the general
conference.
All elders, priests and teachers Bre
to labor under the direction of district president.
Brn. D. K. Dod-con and S. Butler were appointed
to do the preaching-. Adj·curned to meet with
Hazel Dell branch last Sunday in May.
NAUVOO AND STRING PRAIRIE.
was held at Burlington, Iowa,
March 7 h and 8'h, f. H. Lambert president, A.
H. Smith vice pre~idf'nt, B F. D'ldee clnk, and
G P Lambert assistant. Bmnch reports: Ktcokuk "S· F rrnington 47· Burlington 71, Rock
Creek'4r, Monrrost> 100, Pilot Grove 24 Officas
reporttd: J. McKiernan, A: H Smith, J C.
Crabb, 'vV. Lambert, J. H. Lambert, B. F. DurConf~rence

fee, H. Pett, S. J. Salisbury. J. C. Crabb was
elccttd to cast the vote for the Nauvoo and
String Prairie district at the general con,ference.
One ordination- \V dlington McGahn to office
of elder.
Number of preaching services, 3;
prayer and testimony, 2. The Spirit prevailed
at the afternoon prayer meeting and was enjoyed
by alL Bro. J. H. Lambert was elected president
and Fred Sal!,.bury clerk. Conference adjourned to meet at Montrose, Saturday, June 6th and
7th, at ro:30 a.m.
FREMONT.
Conference convened at Saints chapel, Shenandoah, Iowa, February 21st, President, H.
Kemp; S. J. Roberts secretary protem. Branch
reports received: Shenandoah, Keystone, Plum
Creek, Farm Creek and Elm Creek. Elders reported: H. Kemp, W. W. Gaylord, S. S. \Vilcox,
G. Kemp and W. Leadingham. Priests, S. J.
Roberts, J. B. Cline. Teachers, J. W. Wolsey,
R. Hilliard. Branch officer's reports showed a
marked advancement in spiritual strength. Brn.
G. Kemp, M. W. Gaylord- and A. T. Mortimore
were sustained in their mission; also Brn. S. S.
Wilcox and W. W. Gaylord were sustained on
their's, and Bro. Leadingham was associated
with them.
Resolved that this district send
delegates to the annual conference: H. Kemp,
D Hougas, W. Leeka, S. S. Wilcox, R. Hilliard.
Bishop's agent's report received. Officers of the
district as they now stand were sustained: H.
Kemp president, T. A. Hougas secretary, and W.
Leeka bishop's agent. The authorities of the
church were sustained. Resolved that the district raise the means to send Bro. Kemp to conference. Adjourned to meet at Farm Creek
chapel, June 13th, at ro a.m. The remainder of
the session of conference ·was devoted to preaching and praise. Bro. H. Kemp did the preaching.
The prayer services were attended by a goodly
portion of the Spirt.
SOUTH-EAST OHIO AND WEST VIRGINIA.
Conference met at Sand Run, (Hocking Valley
branch) Ohio, G. T. Griffiths and D. L. Shinn in
the chair, J. L. Goodrich secretary pro tem.;
present, of the twelve r, seventy 3, elders 3,
priests 5, teachers I, deacons 2. Branch reports:
Syracuse 42, 3 deaths. Mt. Zion 21, 3 baptized.
Milton 21,2 baptized. Clarksburg-h 17. r removed.
Wayne z6, 4 deaths, 2 expdled, 3 removed.
Vinton 64 2 baptized, 2 removed. Liberty 85, 3
baptized, 1 dled. Highland 52, 7 baptized, Ireceived. Hocking Valley 48, 2 deaths. w·ilkesville 13; r baptized. Rf'port of the treasurer was
,-ead and a balance of $2.90 was found to be due
him. Ministry reports: Present, Elders G. T.
Griffiths, J- Moler, T. Matthews, T. J. Beatty, D.
L. Shinn, J. Brown and J. L. Goodrich. Priests,
C. Coop<T, S. D. Hannah, B. Beall, D. J. Hannah
and L. W~lters. Teaeher, L. Small wood. Deacons, J. Abbott and W. Cooper. Bv letter: S.
J Jeffers, A. W. Kriebel and A. B Kirkendall.
Priests, H. E. Moler and W. H. Rhoads. Report of bishop's agent read, audited, corrected
and accepted. Resolved, that our reunion be
held at Limerick, Ohio, beginning August 14th,
r89r. Resolved, that our delegates to general
conference be im;tructed to vote against the sale
of the Kirtland Temple. The following brethren were electt'd de-legates to general conference:
D. L. Shinn, T. J Beatty, J. Brown, J Moler, S.
D. Hannah, J. L. Goodrich, A. B. ,Kirkendall
and T. Matthews. The following were elected
del<egates to the Sunday->chool .convention, S.
D. Hannah, T. J. Beatty, T. Matthews and D. L.
Shinn. Resolved, that all elders ordained shall
bP given a Hcense bv the elder or elders ordaining them_, and that all priests or teachers producing a certificate from another priest or teacher
shall be licensed bv any competent elder according to the Jaw in D C. 97; and that all resolutions of form<"r conferences to the contrary are
hereby rerenlHl. A committee consisling ofT.
J Beatty, D L. Shinn and S. D. Hannah were
appointed to draft and report to next conference
a basis of representation such as other districts
have. Resolved, that we request the missionary
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in charge to invite Bro. Joseph Smith to attend
our reunion to be held at Limerick, Ohio, in August, 189r. Resolved, that we ask general con·
terence to return Bro. G. T. Griffiths as missionary in charg-e. The Church authorities and missionary in charge were sustained. Preaching
services were held by G. T. Griffiths, T. Matthews, H. Moler, J. L. Goodrich, J. Brown and
D. L. Shinn. A vote of thanks was tendered
the Saints and friend• for their kindness and
hospitality.
Thomas Matthews was elected
preHident, A. B Kirkendall continued secretary.
Adj:.mrned to Vales' Mills, Ohio, at the call of
the president.
PITTSBURG AND KlR TLAND.
(Additional)
On motion Elders G. T. Griffiths, E. L. Kelley,
L. W. Powell, T. W. Williams, C. R. Duncan,
G. H. Hulmes and D. M. Strachan, and Bro.
Frank Cri:ey were selected as delegates to represent the district at General Conference. On
motion L. W. Powell, T. W. Willillms, W. C.
George, R. G. Smith and Sr. Hattie R. Griffiths
were appointed to represent the district at the
Sunday-school convention which convenes at
Kirtland, Ohio.
MOBILE.
Conference convened March 7th; J. W. Gillen
chosen to preside, F. P. Scarcldl:" clerk jro. tem.
Branch reports: Three rivers, 57; 3 died, 2 received, 20 baptized. Bluff Creek, Salem, Perseverance and Millview branches not reported.
Elder> reports: Martin M. Turpen, Frank P.
Scarcliff (baptized 20), James W. Gillen (baptized 4) Priest: George W. Sherman. Frank
P. Scarcliff, bishop's agent: On hand. So cents;
received since last report, So cents. F. P. Scarcliff sustained president of the district for one
year; S. Cochran secretary until the next conference. F. P. Scarcliff was sustained as bishop's
agent. J. W. Gillen made some stirring remarks at close of business session. Preaching by
J. W. Gillen and M. M Turpen. Prayer meet·
ing in charge of F. P. Scarcliff. Adjourned to
meet with Saints on Bayou Cassotte, Saturday,
June 13th, at ro a.m.

PRESIDENCY, AND QUORUM OF
SEVENTY.
Since our meeting at general conference one
year ago the president of the quorum and of the
presidency of the seventy, with other members
of the quorum, have been ren,oved by death.
Now, therefore, if approved by the members of
the presidency of the seventy, I request that they
assemble at Kirtland, Ohio, on Saturday, April
4th, 1891, at ten a.m., to consider and take such
action as the exigencies of the case may require
for the well-being of the quorum.
It is expected that as many of the seventy as
consistently can will attend the session of general
conference.
Yours obediently,
C. ScoTT,
In behalf of the presidency of quorum of
seventy.
BAY CITY, Michigan, :March 14th.

GENERAL CONFERENCE NOTICE.
To tlze Saints Abroad, Greeti11g :-We, the committee appointed by the Kirtland branch to arrange for General Conference, take pleasure In
extending to you a cordial invitation to attend
conference, which convenes April 6:h, r89r, as
we have ample accommodation for all that may
feel disposed to come.
Being few in numbers, we are under the necessity of depending upon our neighbors to help us
care for the visitors; and owing to the scarcity
of vegetables, by reason of poor crops last year,
we are obliged to charge $4- per week for board.
There will be a locating commlttee to meet the
people at Willoughby r.nd assign them places;
therefore those who anticipate coming will please
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send us a postal card. The committee will wear
red badges. We will have teams to convey all to
Kirtland. The drivers will wear blue badges.
Price of transportation, 25 cents.
V\!e expect all to be subject to the committee
on location, and if any have ci:-oice of location,
please notify us and we will try and accommodate you.
Trains leave Cleveland for Willoughby, Ohio,
(the railroad station nearest Kirtland), at 6 and
ro: IS am., and at 4:30 p.m. Express trains
leave at S: 30 a.m., and 10 p.m. These trains will
no doubt swp for six to ten passengers. All
leave Cleveland, go\ng east, from the Union
Depot, on the Lake Shore R. R.
J. H. LAKE,
G. T. GRIFFITHS,
Jos. SQUIRES.
INDEPENDENCE SUNDAY -SCHOOL
ASSOCIATION,
.
The Independence d~strict Sunday-school Association met at Armstrong, Kansas City, Kansas, Saturday, March 7th, with a full attendance.
Preliminary exercises on the evening previous
were· engaged in con>isting of songs, addresses
by Bro. 'I'. W. Smith and others, essay by A. A.
Horton, short speeches by several members of
the association and a bbckboard exercise by Bro.
Wm. Clow. The regular business session was
opened Saturday morning in the usual manner,
the schools represented being as follows: Mt.
Zion, Independence; Rich Hill, Missouri; Arm·
strong, Kansas; Knob Noster, Clinton, Kansas
City, Missouri; Holden and Nevada.
The membership of schools in the district as
reported is 583,. including 48 teachers and 46 officers.
The following were chosen delegates to general conference to represent the Sunday-school
work: Ern. Gom~r Wells, F. G Pitt,]. A. Robinson, Arthur Allen, J. J. Harvey and Srs. Bell
and Nettie Robinson.
Committee on blank statistical reports recommended the use of those published by the Board
Publication, Lamoni, for use of schools in the
district.
Committee on library books recommended the
David C. Cook and Company's envelope library
books in connection with those published in the
Lamoni Sunday-school library catalogue
It was resol vFd that the delegatss be instructed
to urge upon the general Sunday· school committee the necessity oJ furnishing the schools with
uniform lessons, and also to furnish or recommend a Sunclay-schoo! singing book.
The following named officers were elected:
Superintendent, W m. Clow; assistant superin·
tendent, Gomer Wells; secretary and treasurer,
Abbie A. Horton. Adjourned to Friday before
convening of next district conference.
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and daughter to mourn, though with the conso·
lation that they are grounded in the faith he so
triumphantly died in.
W ALLWORK.-0n February 28th, 1891, of
bronchi liB and inflammation of the lungs, at Coal
Creek, Fremont county, Colorado, Bro. S'·muel
VVallwork. He was born April IIth, 1S33, at
Wratliff, Lancashire, England. The funeral sermon was preached at the resid<"l'lC<' af his daughter, Sr. Mary and Bro. Henry Winship, by Elder
David Crow. Text: Job 14: 14, on the fourth
day of March.
RoBINSON.- At his residence in Davis City,
Decatur County, Iowa, Elder Eben~zer Robinson.
He was born in the town of Ftoyd, Onedia county, New York, May 25th, ISr6 He learned the
art of printing while a boy, and hearing the gospel while yet a young man, obeyed it and became
identified with the church in Kirtland, Ohio. He
was with the church in Missouri, and we believe
took part in the attempted defense of the oppressed saints, and was in the Crooked River fight. He
shared the common lot and was driven out with
the church, removed to Nauvoo, and was connected with the first efforts at printing made by
the church in that place. He was the publisher
of the second edition of the Book of Mormon.
At the death of foseph and Hyrum Smith he
went east, and for a time was with Pres. Sidney
Rigdon; but soon tired of that and came to Iowa
and settled near to where he was living. at his
death. He joined the Reorganization, at Hamilton Township, Decatur County, Iowa, being
baptized by Pres. W. W. Blair, Arril29th, J863. He
was ordained a hig·h priest April 9th, r866, at
Plano, Illinois, by EldersJ. W.BriggsandJames
H. Blakeslee. In r8SS he identified himself with
the movement of Elder David 'Whitmer, and soon
after started the paper ca lied Tlte Return; which
he continued up to the time of his death. He
died March rrth, and was buried from the Saints
chapel in Davis City, March 13th at three p. m.
The sermon was preached by his son-in-law, Elder
Zenas H. Gurley; and the remains were deposited
in the cemetery near the town. He sleeps in peace.
UNEARTHED RICH TREA:':URE.
ATHENS, March rr.-Prot Charles Wa!dstein, the American archa=ologist, has had further success in his task of excavating hidden
treasures from the ruins of Eretria, the city on
the island of Eubcea (Negropont), which was
founded before the war of Troy and which was
destroyed in the year 490 B. C. by the Persians.
Prof. vValdsteir, has found the ruins of a theater,
a number of graves, and splendid treasures, consisting of gold diadems, jewels, vases, etc. Sel.

A General Stock of Merchandise
THIRD QUORUM OF ELDERS.
Pl.oase send all reports to Bro. H. A. Stebbins,
Church Recorder, who will deliver the same to
the members present at the general coaference
at Kirtland, Ohio, April 6th, rS9r.
J. T. KINNAMAN, President.
STEWARTSVILLE, Mo., March 13th.

BORN.
BROWN.-Near Waterloo, Nebraska, January
2oth, r89r, to Mr. Enoch D. and Sr. Eliza A.
Brown, a daughter; blessed at home, March 131.h,
r89r, by Elder Robert M. Elvin, and named
Fannie Cecil.
MARRIED.
O'BRIEN-DIMOCK.-At the residence of the
bride's father, Newport, Nova Scotia, on Tuesday, Februarv 3d, Mr. James O'Brien to Sr. Hattie Dimock, Elder H. J. Davison officiating.
DIED.
FESLER.-At his home, Deepwater, Missouri,
March 6th, r89r, of in juri€ s received from falling
from a hand.car November roth, rSS9, George
Washington Fesler; baptized by Bro. I. N.
White, September 4th, r89o; after severe suffer·.
ing for near four months he pa~sed away in the
faith he had lately espoused. He leaves a wife

For Sale in Lamoni, Iowa.
Store building sold with goods, or rented at a
reasonable rate. Good reasons given for selling.
For further information, address P. 0. Box I 12,
Lamoni, Iowa.

BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
In order that the Congregation that shall hear this Debate may be several thon~ands inst,a•l of one, the PAT·
RIOT will publish a carefully prepared synoptical report,
beginning in second issue after Debate begins, and continuing to close of report. Nothing short of a six month's
subscription will secure the full report.
~end at once.
PATRIOT "ne year, one dollar; six
months, fifty cents.
LAMBERT BROS. Publishers,
Lamoni. Decatur Co., Iowa.

RlJINS

.REVISITED,

AND THJll WORLD STORY RETOLD;
The Scientific Defense of the Latter Day Faith.
240 pages, bound in cloth, price $1.

S. F. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa,

MILL FOR SALE.
SHELBY MILL FOR SALE, situated in
Shelby, Shelby county, Iowa. For full particulars enquire of H. D. Swain, Harlan, Shelby
county, Iowa.
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THE

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,
Brethren { J. A. RoB}KSON }Editors.
F. G. PITT

Subscription price, $1.00 per yea!';
It is ·devoted to the spreading of religious truth as
viewed by the Saint•.
Each is?ue cont11ins a sermon
one of the ministry,
_the church, and arreports of the different societi
ticles bearing npon or explanat<J
,he doctrmes of the
church.
.
It 1s the intention to make it a elp to the missionary
at home and in the field; a sou me of comfort to the scattered ones who are denied church pnvileges, and to bring
the Saints into closer relationship with each other.

FARM FOR SALE.
.240 A<;::RES,
three miles north·east of L~mom, Iowa.
r6x24, and
k:tch'' en, Stable,
Young Orchard
14x14

'1. ·•.

of about a
Enquire of agen
2rmar3m
ROBT. WINNING,
President.

FARMERS BANK,
LAMONI,

Pays
w

IO"VV A,

6 % Interest on Timt\ Deposits.
.neal Estate Bougbt and .§old.
J;'AHM LOANS NEGOTIATED.

Book Subscriber's Notice.
Many inquiries are coming in in regard to when
the volumes,

"With the .Church in an Early Day,"
-AND-

" Pattie; or, Leaves from a Life,"
will be Lssned? We are now prepared to sny that H\Vith
the Church" will be r<"ady for ma1ling by the laet of Apnl
or the first of May. We trust that thoee who have sent
in their name as 8-Ubscrihcrs wtll be prompt 1n remittiug,
as we shall need the funds to defray the expenee of printing and binding. VVhen remltting do not forget to enclose stamp~' for mailing.

Price at the Office $1.
Probable cost of maiiing 8 cts.
Owing to the sickness of her father, Sr. Eleanor was
called awav E<ome five weei'B si11ce. hut her volume will
. be iPf?.Ued ri:hnnt the htRt Of June or early iD July, and SUbSCription price, wh1ch mny now he n~mitted as conveuient, will be the same as the abov1~,
ALSO NO'rlCil:.
ThiR week we commence the mailing of our premium
Engraving to alJ f:Uht<cribert"· who have order~~d H. Owing
to the large number t<1 he Eervl'd it mny reqnire two fnll
\Veekr:. to n~uch the Jn.st onBs. If by the ~ihh of February
you have not received your!:l, notify the ofiice by a card
and 1t will receive prompt. attention.
~ Be careful in removing th0m from the tube and
we guarantee perfect condlt.im1
M. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa.
Jan. 31st, 1891.

SPIRITUAL GIFTS AND SPIRIT
MANIFESTA'fiOiqs,
OR CAUSE AND CURE FOH. SKEPTICISM,
BY

H

RALD.

MEETING HOUSES.

ENSIGN
Published every Saturday at

SAINTS~

BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE;
Muslin boards, 396 pagoo ............... 0~···1 '1'5
Propositions:-(1) Is the Book of Mormon ot Di·
vine origin, and are its teaehings entitled to th~re!'!pect
and belief of all Christian people? (2) Is the Qhur.ch
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
of Christ, and identical in faith, organization, ordinances, worship and practice, with the Church .t;f-Christ,
as it W!IB left perfected by the ApostlQs ofCh~ist. (3)
Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints iu fact, the Church of.God, and accepted
with Rim?

Below will be found the different places of
meeting of the church in the cities named:
Chicago, Illinois, Washington Hall, corner of
Washington boulevard and Ogden avenue.
San Francisco, California, Lincoln Hall, Montgomery st!"eet, near Palace Hotel.
,
St. Louis, Missouri, No. 25r8 Elliott avenue.
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, Fourth avenue, near
Wood street.
Boston, Massachusetts, Howard avenue, Roxbury.
San Bernardino, California, corner Fifth and
F streets.
,.
Denver, Colorado, Euclid Hall, Fourteenth
street, opposite City Hall.,
Sacramento, Califotnia, Saints' Chapel, Twenty-fomth avenue and K streets. J. M. Parr,
president.
'
Omaha, Nebraska, Saints' Chapel, No. 1418
North arid Twenty-first streets.
St. Joseph, Miswuri, Saints' Chapel, Seven-teenth street, near Faraon street. Take Jule
street, or ·wyatt Park cars to Sevent<2enth street,
and the building will be in sight-

"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 25cta, ten or more, each •• o • • , , . , . . 20
In paper 15cts., ten or more, each •••••••••• o • 13
This is the notorious "Manuscript Found," written
by Hev. Solomon Spaulding, about which ao muc
been said in connection with the theory that,it
,
nished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the, ,
ground work and material from which to wri~e the ,
Book of Mormon.

f

COWDERY LETTERS.
In paper covers Bets. each; per 'dozen .••
~5
Witho,lt covers 5ets, each; per dozen.
50
Contains valuable matter in relation to the Calling
of ,Josoph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
the Hook of Mormon, and the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
·

o,....
o.......

INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
m= FLEXIBJ!"E :!IUfiDil'liG. ~
The Inspired Translation of the Holy Scrip"
tures bound In limp leaiher, fhexible covers, similar to the binding of the Oxford Sunday-school
Teachers Bible. Price, by mall, $4.

CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND

COVENANTS.
pmgllll, p!ilper covers ••

------

An enlarged edition, 3:/l

A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,

Old edition ..

Setting forth the order and nature of the Priest~
and
the duties and pren?gatives

I2

HOUSE FOR SALE.

15
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-- _c5,.OR
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TRACTS.
2 Truth Made Manifest, dozen 20eta., 100 ••••• 1
3. Voic>e of thB Good S "'Pllerd, dozen 5e, 100 •
4. Epitome of I<'aith and Doelririe of the Church
and the Kirt.iarid -Temple
dozen 5c, 100..
250 for f>Octs, 500 for
1,000 .•.•.••• 1
6. The "One Baptism;" its
Subjeets, Prereqpisitcs and Design-·and Who Shall Administnr; 2[\ cts
dozcm, per 100 .••••••••••• 1
7. Who Then
be Saved; dozen 5c., 100....
!l. Fulness of the Atonement; dozen 25c., l 00 .• 1
9.
Viowed fram a Scriptural Stand,
dozen 30 cts., 100 .................. 2
The Narrow Way; dozen 15 eta., 100 ...... 1
11. The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 cts., 100 , , 2
12. The Bible vs Polygamy; dozen 25 ets .. H10.1
to Orson Pratt; dozen 25 cts, 100 ... l
14

BIBLE SYNOPSIS.
Only three or four hundred left. I will sell
the rernainder at $I each, or six to any address
for $5; still a larger discount to agents. Send to
the Herald Office at Lamoni, Iowa, or J. J. Cornish, Reed City, Osceola county, Michigan.

!04 pages, cloth bound. Price 35 cents each.
M. H. BOND.
For s&le by BRo. H. :R. MILLS,
Just issued; a book or pamphlet of over 100 pages
lwn~~P\-t-:"<IDB.'"'.TCR. 1\'':\0
larger than the Voice of Warnmg, of closely written ancl
original matter; good type, good paper, and easy reading.
A treatise upon the uncertainties of Catholic of Protestant creed. The rational theory aud exposition of gospel
doctrine and confirmatory g1ftt1, as agmust the insidious
Published mmochly foz the
doctrines and revelations of modern e-~JiritualisnL ''.rhe
Youth of the
Church of Jesu~
ann-Bible revelations of Swedenborg, ':rhe Quakers,
CaLholic Viswns and M.iraclee:, 1v1ef!meric, 'rrancc, :MindChrist of Lr<He:r Day Saints,
Re 1ding, ""Chri~tian Dcience~" "'Divine Healing'' or
•~F tith Cnre, '' "How to Become a Medium," &c. The
Gifts of t.he Gospel, their proper place, use or_ abuse in
the church.
Price, 25 cents Single Copy.
Send silver or stamps; $2.>25 per dozen, postage pttid,
P. 0. Order or Currency. Address, M. -H. Bond, Wil"'®"lie
Iough by, Ohio; or Herald Office, Lamoni, Iowa.
n
~ ,J<tlo
~ Agents and '"pushers~' wanted, to whom books
, '\Vhen changing your place of rc:.;idcnce or desiring
wul be sent upon application.
· :-your paper eent to a different post-offico, be particular m
----------------------'~\;rl.:l:,gtvillg. in full, the nsn1c~ of the IH'E'-t~office, couuty, and
tate where you h~~d bee~ last receiving 1t, and distinctly
GERMAIQ' 'fRACTS.
·<,t,ate the name of the jJOst-office, couuty and state to
whi<;h you wish your paper 8lmt in the future.
~Tracts in the German Lang;uage may b'e had of Bro.
When mailing a letter ·vvhether in a railroud car, on a
Ad. Richter, Burlington, Iowa: 'rhe Baptism, 6 cents;
steamhoat, or 'iVhile vir•nting at a friend's, in every inthe Repentance, 5 cents; the Principles of the Gospel, 6
stance give your~.own addnss whe-re you a1·e taking your pa~
cents: the Epitome o! l!'aith. 2c.; the Sixth Trumpet, a
per.
fifty-four page pamphlet, 25c. 'rhese prices include
If your paper bas been discontinued. state where you
have last been taking it, and the time it was stopped.
postage.

1).

0

ircludin~ po~.taRe.

to the

<~~ 6"' ... ., •

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers 10 eta.; per dozen .• o

the
Officials, including the First
Presidency, and also the Dt~acons) as set forth in
the Revelations of God and decisions of the
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
the Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
Price 25 cents

'»

dozen 5 ets., 100 , . . . .

16. Polygamy: Was !tn Origin8J Tene.t of the
Church; dozen 20 cts., lOO .••••••.••••••• -1
17. Tne tinccessor in the Prophetic'Office and
Pr0sideocy of the Church; dozen 25 cts , 100 .1
20. The ''One Body:" or the Church of Christ
under '-he .Apostleship and under the Apostasy; dozen 20 cts., 100 ......••.••••........ 1
21. Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100 .. ,
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 cts, 100 ... l
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 ets., 100 ........• _ .1
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 ets., 100....
25. I,aying on of Hands; dozen 5 cts., 100.....
26. :i\iountain of the Lord's House; doz. 5c., 100
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen ~5 cts., 100 ... 1
29. Vision of the Resurreetion, from the Doetrine and Covenants; dozen 5 cts., 100.......
30. Orig·in of the Book of Mormon; dozen......
per hundred .... , ......................•. 1
31. What is Truth? and True Orthodoxy? and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 5 cts., 100...
250 for 50 cts., 500 for $1, 1,000 for ......... 1
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 . . . .
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen.,
'per hundred ............................ 1
41. The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 cts., 250
500 for 1~1, 1,000 for, ..................... l
42 Rejection of the Chm-eh; dozen 15 cts., 100.1
43 One. Wife, or Many; dozen 25 cts, 100 .... 1
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of J esus Christ; 5 cts. each, per dozen...........
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per iOO • • • • • • • • • •
An assortment of Tracts.....................
SET OF TRACTS.
Bound in Limp Mlllllin, turned in ••••••••••• o,
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... HEARKEN TO THE Wmm <OF THE LoRD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMoNG YOU HAVJ!l SAVE I.T !Ill ONE WIFll; A.ND CoNCUliiNES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Paga 116, Book of :Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIBVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND: ExcEI'T IN CASE oF DEATH, WHEN EITHBR
xs AT LIBERTY TO MA.RRY AoArn."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.

Lamoni, Iowa, April 4, 1891.
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Official Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ OJ
Latter Day Sairits
PUBLISHED AT LAMO:'H, DECATUR CoUNTY, low.a,
Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
11'he Traveling lt'linistry, District and Branch Presidents'
and the Bishop's Agents, are requested to solicit n.ew subscribers, and help build up the paper and the publication
department.
Business Letter~ and Subscriptions must be sent to David
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Registered Letter, ~r Express.
Entered as sscond class matter at Lawoni Post OHice.

JOSEPH SMITH
W. W. BLAIR

.EDITOR •.
AssOCIATE EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, April 4, 1891.
A DIFFERENCE OF OPINION.

IN the liERALD for March 7th it was
suggested by Bro. S. B. G., that he
thought the space in the HERALD could
be, and should be occupied with something which to him and many others
wbuld be more edifying and instructive
than the apologetical opening remarks
which.som.e letters have which are published. Be further suggested that .contributor~ should "write to the point; rewrite, simmer, boil down, condense, multum in j>arvo."
()u.r hlid proof reading gave the word
condense as "condemn," for which Bro.
S .. B. G. will please pardon. We have
had two or three letters since then, criticising Bro. S, B .. G.'s idea, as the writers
have .. understood l~im, one of which we
publish.
We are of the opinion that the brother
was misunderstood. · His evident meaning
was not to unfeelingly criticise any of the
gooq sisters who write for the Home
Column, because of their lack of learning,
or want of culture' in the art of letterwriting; but
secure by suggestion an
improvement in filling . up the muchcrowded colu~ns of the church paper.
We endorsed his suggestion, and are as
much deserving of blame, if blame is deserved, as the brother; perhaps more so,
'for hag .we excluded it only he might have
felt hurt, while now several mav.
How is it. If it be seen that there is
that in any of us that may te improved
upon, is it the province of any one to point
out the defect and suggest the remedy; or
·if any one should do this is it the part of.
wisdom for any to be offended and angry,
or. hurt and disgusted to the extent of
making no eftortto improve.
The HERALD is a sort of mirror into
which its several contributors may look
and see themselves reflected; and, of
course, it permits others to !)ee these reflections also. . If
are blinded to per~

to

we

sonal defects, seeing our own selves re.flected, may not warn, or mend us. If
we are seen by others and our defects discovered, it is proper that if those defects
are noticed and we are made to see ourselves as others see us, it should "from
many a blunder free us, and foolish notion."
The brother's suggestion was simply
that all contributors for the HERALD
should leave out of their communications,
letters, or articles, all that is superfluous,
all not needed to convev the idea intended
to be presented; to ''write to the point,"
not all round it, so covering with -words
tha.t it is lost; to "rewrite," that the errors
of the first writing might be correct.;d, its
redundancies left out and its directness be
secured; to ''simmer," think closely of
what was written, in sentiment and inc
structure; to. "boil down," get the real
pith and marrow of it, that the least space
should contain the most ideas, to put
much in little.
These suggestions of Bro. S. B. G. are
only what ought to be plain to any who
stop to think about the two. points" really
involved, th!~ saving of space in the HERALii and the making more impressive and
·useful what is written for it. To illustrate this, we sometimes receive letters and
articles that from the manner in which
they .reach us, we are quite sure those who
wrote them have not reread them, but
have written hastily and sent us what they
have written without having given it the
second thought; the first written page
would be at the bottom, the lasfat the top.
Sometimes where this has occurred we
have been asked to make the needful corrections as the writers had not the time to
reread and correct, the presumption being
that we not only had time, but that it was
our business to do it. It is our business, it
may be, to see to it that what a brother or
a sister may write is properly given to the
HERALD readers; but we submit that it is
hardly our business, nor is either fair or
just,. to put upon us the burden of boiling
down a writers thoughts. It is a difficult
task for one man to takeup the writing of
another and follow the train of thought
that might have been in the writer's mind
at the time the writing was done, and condense it into its most compact form in
such a way as to preserve .its unity; and
no one should be expected to do this with
the same good result as the writer himself.
There was. no possible intention on the
part of Bro~ S. B. G. to cut short the pri vileges of the suffering and struggling sisters striving to tell of their trials, sorrows,
struggles, lwpes, aspirations and joys; but
to ask them to repress that which is not
· necessary to the real object they have in
view in writing, and to press the matter

No. 14,
into as compact a space as possible; which
it is only sensible and proper that all writers should de),
Our children are taught little by little,
the methods of joining letters to form
words, words to form sentences, and from
these sentences to form stories, articles,
leHers and communications. If no criticism of their efforts was permitted, there
would be no learning and no improvement.
We are all disciples, learners; the forum
and the pulpit are where the elders learn
to publicly express their thoughts; they
have to Ie::~rn by study, by effort, by trial,
failure and sur.cess, the proper leadings of
the Spirit; and he who his wise, weeds
out from his speech whatever is not needful to the proper presentation of his subject, and strives to make himself a "workman that needeth not to be ashame'd." lf
an elder maynot':ne aided by the helpful
comments of his brethren, who .are as
anxious for the presentation of the faith
as he is, then are we r.ot aids toeach other.
And if elders are so unnecessarily sensitive
that they may not be approached by their
brothe.rs in the way of rightly intended
helps and suggestions, or even criticism if
it be needed, there will be small chance of
ultimately seeing eye to eye, of which so
much is said.
,
If the elder;;hip: may be subjected to
sucn processes of helpful suggestion; the
members, all of them, should not allow
themselves to be so hurt over a suggestion,
such as the one by Bro. S. B. G. He
would love to read and digest the weighty
things, the things of the kingdom, things
by which he could learn of the many and
mighty works. and words of God; the
things connected with the dealings of God
with the dispensations of the past; and
their relation to and connection with the
present, and thence our duty, the duty of
man, all men towards God because of
these things. Others who may long since
have gathered to themselves this knowledge for which our brother thirsts,
would love to read of the. experiences of
those of their fellow Saints who may
~.;boose to tell of them, that.. they may
compare those experiences with their. own,
and thus gain courage to persevere l!nto
the end. It is a ·diff.orence of opinion.
THE following is not in the same vein as
the criticism of Bro. S. B. G. in a late issue
of the HERALD:
·
Dear Herald:- You brought us word last
week. froT;U a "Bro . ,S. B. G. of Kansas City." \Ve
do not kno\v this brother, but if he will turn to
. the Herald of January r886 he will find that a
small space of the Herald was granted the sisterhood for a useful purpose.
This department was calculated to aid the el•
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THE SAINTS' HERALD:
ders in the temporal lines of duty among the
fishes o'f all kinds in the gospel net j but, alas,
for its. conduct! Some have misunderstood its
purpose from the beginning, and all that we have
done to keep it in the right channel has been of
no avail.
The Herald has always been open to ordinary
letters from the sisters; the:1 what need of a depllrtment? Now sisters, let us beware, this space
iSfor an earnest, practical work in our households,
that we may aid in the work of "perfecting"and let the waste basket also take heed.
Lucy LLoYD.

A JEWISH PROTEST AGAINSTI -PALESTINE FOR JEWS.

RABBI SoLoMoN ScHINDLER, of Boston,
. spoke at the] ewish Temple Adath Israel,
in Boston, Snnday night, March rsth, on
the subject of the Petition lately presented
by Mr. Blac.htone and others to the President on the restoration of the] ews to Palestine, already noticed in the HERALD.
His text was: "Is Palestine about to be
restored to the ] ews ?" As reported in
the ~aston Herald of. March r6th the
Rabbi said:
"Abol.lt two weeks ago, a petition was presented to President Harrison• by Rev. William E.
Blackstone of Chicago, signed by a great many
residents of Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, New York and Washington, requesting
him to bring about, through the regular channels
of diplomacy,.a conference of all European powers, for the purpose of restoring Palestine to the
Jews.
Considering the unfortunate condition
from which the Jews in Russia are suffering, the
instigator of the petition thought that the proper
time has come to free both the Jews from the
bondage in which they are supposed to be held
in Russia, and Russia of an. element which seems
undesirable to that country.
"That Christians should sign such a petition I
can understand, but I wonder that Jews, andespecially Jewish rabbis, are found who are so careless as not to weigh such matters, and so shortsighted that they cannot see a thing until it
touches the ~nd of their theological noses.
"If Palestine is to be settled by Jewish emigrants from Russia, and if such a settlement is to
solve the problem, it is self·evident that the land
must be cut entirely from the Turkish empire
and given over to them, otherwise they would be
jumping from the frying pan into the fire.
"But what is then to become of the Turkish
subjects of. the Moham.medan population that are
at present living in Palestine? Shall they emigrate and seek other quarters, or shall they give
up their rights and privileges .and submit to the
dictates of the newcomers, who are not homogeneous with them?
If tne Jewish and Russian
element cannot be expected to agree, and if it
would be a wiser plan to separate them, will the
Turkish and Jewish element be able to live together on the same soil?
"Unless a person is so selfish . that he never
considers the rights of another, unless a man believes thoroughly in that old definition of ~ight
which the Gaul Brennus gave who said that he
carried the right at the tip of his sword, he will
find it absurd to think, even in our days, of robbing a nation of one of its provinces for the purpose of giving it to somebody else.

"Suppo~ing a peaceable agi-eeilient couid be
perfected by which Palestine would be vacated
by,dts Turkish residents and handed over to the
hordes of Jewish emigrants from Russia. There
are about s,ooo,ooo of Jews living in Russia, But
Palestine as it is could never support more""fhan
3,ooo,ooo, and then only after all its resc•urces
had been developed by modern methods, and a
vast amount of capital invested'-.
Palestine has never been a fertile land. The
descriptions of fertility which we find in biblical
records are constantly contradicted by the descriptions of famines which decimate the population,
and unbiased modern travelers.do not praise it as
the ne plus ultra of fertility:'
The facts are,that for agrricultural purposes
there is better land to be found in Russia, and
that if the Jewish residents of Russia only wished, or possessed the ability for agricultural pursuits, the Russian government would be more
than pleased to settle them as farmers in their
vast fertile steppes.
·
"Supposing that the establishment of a Jewish
government in any form should become a blessing to the rest who would still prefer to stay
where they are, why should such an experiment
be made with a class of people that stand so low
on the scale of civilizatio.n a!)d culture as do the
very Jewish classes that are to be supplied with
residences in Palestine? If such an experiment
is to be made, why not try the better classes?
Why shall we run the risk of having the world
point· with scorn at Palestine under a Jewish
government, and be compelled to interfere every
little while on account of their misrule. ·
"You may ask now, how does it happen that
the petitioners propose measures which cannot
fail to impress any man of common sense with
their very absurdity? There are two purposes in
their mind for which they keep on constantly
planning the return of the Jews to Palestine.
"The first one is connected with theology. It
has been prophesied that the Jews would be collected from all the Corners of the earth and
brought back to Palestine, to become convinced
of their error of not having accepted the Messiah,
and that then they would ruefully repent and return to him in a body, yet this prophecy has not
been fulfilled. If they could only prove by the
restoration of the Jews to Palestine that one ef
the predictions of the New Testament has been
fulfilled they could easily ask people to renew
their faith in the rest of its prophecies. This is,
therefore, why Christians expect to see a Jewish
commonwealth established in Palestine and nowhere else.
"The second point is of a more practical nature.
No sooner would a Jewish commonwealth beestablished in Palestine when these very people
would raise the cry, •The Jew must go,' he has
now a land of his own, let him ret'urn to where
he belongs. This danger would threaten us all,
as soon as a Jewish government should be inaugurated in Palestine, and our wise Jewi&h
friends, laymen as well as theologians, cannot see
that. This danger, moreover, is increased by a
sorrowful fact which I cannot help mentioning,
and against which I ·have ever warned you and
wish to warn you again, and that is, that, more
or less, we have still remained aliens in whatever
country we were placed, and that but few have
entered into the spirit of the land which they
inhabit.

"Only in the measure that Jews have entered
into the spirit of the land have they become re~
spected. All the trouble in Russia springs from
that very cause. Our Jewish brethren, though
they have lived there for centuries, have remained aliens; they have shown no willingness to
serve in the armies, no willingness to amalgamate, no ~illingness to work hand in hand with
their neighbors for the welfare of the country.
"Here in America, where all opportunities that
we could desire are granted to us, we ought not
to neglect to become full citizens, not alone citizens by letter, bllt citizens .in spirit. All this has
nothing to do with religion. A man may be an
excellent citizen, and still he may have his own
peculiar ideas In regard to the government of the
universe, and to the relation in which man stands
to God.
"Not .unless we cease to be ~tliens; not unless
we cease to form a community in a community,
a kind of indigestible morsel in the national
stomach, will we escape the danger of being
looked upon as strangers, even if our great grandparents should have happened to have lived upon this soil.
"You see now, my friends, that the petition
which Mr. Blackstone has handed,to.the president is not as innocent as it looks. Fortunately,
nothing will come of it; but you ought to be
careful in the future, and. not .sign petitions of
that kind. You ought, furthermore, to, s:pread
the declaration that you do not desire to return
to Palestine, do not wish to compel any one to
go there, do not believe in the restoration' of Israel as a nation, do not expect a fulfillment of
biblical predictions, do not believe in them, and
that, not only do you reject the presumption that
you are different in any respect, save in some re.·
ligious views, frem your neighbors,. but that you
are one with them in spirit and patriotism, and
ready to prove it by helping them to bear their
burdens when~ver you are called upon 'to'J:lo so."

It is hardiy possible that all the Jews
against whom the Czar of Russia's edict
of expulsion will run are the very low class
named by the learned Rabbi as being the
ones who are to be befriended by the suggested movement of Mr. Blackstone; nor
is it pOssible that only such a class may be
sent out of America; if so, where is the
prestige of the Jew so often claimed ·for
him, by Jewish an<;! other writers?
Besides this Mr. Blackstone's petition
provides for au ton om y for the ] ews in
Palestine; together with a proper regard
for those who may personally be located
on and interested in the soil who are not
8

] ewif the
R. a.bb'·I 1s
· correc
· t m
· h'ts esttmate
·
•
of
the bad character of the Russian Jews,
who are affected by the edict of expulsion,
or to be benefitted by the mcvement suggested by the memorial, and these have
.their counterpart in America, it may be
that there might be such a cry as "The
Jew must go;" but if they are of the type
of which good citizens are made, such as
the Rabbi says the government of Russia
would gladly welcome if they would become farmers, there is not a particle of
danger of such a cry for expulsion being
made.
The Rabbi seems to overlook one item
of prophetic statement concerning th
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Jew, and that is the very characteristic of the Jew which makes him simply
a sojourner, an alien among the nations.
This was a part of the infinite decree; and
while the Rabbi warns bs flock against
crediting biblical predictions he migh~ do
worse than to study this prediction, and its
probable influence as afactor in bringing
to pass others, notably the one referring to
the gathering.

rule, where th~re is no rule of God's law,
or word to be broken or disregarded.
And if appeal is m:~de to authority, the
decision of that authority should be accepted and abided by.
Now and then even authorities may err,
and an individual be hurt, or injured; but
it will be found bv close examination that
the Church, the body, is more frequently
the one that suffers most.

SR. SARAH E. CRACRAFT, of Mendota,
Missouri, wrote us on March 25th. From
her letter we quote a request regarding -a
brother from whom she was separated
many years and whose whereabouts she
nor her mother knows. She gives the
following as a means of identification:

WE take the liberty of publishing the following extract from a personal letter received ,from Bro. G .. J. Waller, of Honolulu, Hawaii, dated March 12th:

"His name was William Leander Rodgers, a
son of Severn M. Rodgers. The half uncle's
name is Philip Hayward, when last k~own to
any of his friends lived somewhere in Wisconsin.
This half uncle raised my brother and he may go
by his uncle's name. If this comes to the hands
of my brother, he will know by a scar on his hip
received by a wound from a thorn.
"Pardon me for' my long letter. My aged
motller, Mrs. Mary E. Beach, seventy·five years
of age, asks the prayers of the Saints; although
she has not heard the gospel preached she reads
the" Herald."

WE. are frequently reminded of the great
need of a preacher for different !ocalities,
here, there, and almost, everywhere
throughout the regwns where the Saints
are dwelling permanently, and for a time
only; and sometimes it is said that the
Saints are left "like sheep without a shepherd," and will be scattered if they are not
loo)<,ed after immediately.
·
We should be. pleased if we were able
to at once answer to a.ll these requests, and
to send an able preacher, a wise counselor,
a good shepherd, a warrior defender of the
truthto each and all, the places where
these demands come from; but it is out of
our power.
Sometimes we are much chagrinned.
that the calls .made upon us seem to require
attention from the fact that the Saints are
not in unitv, but are in division, and seem
unable to"agree on questions ''of local
policy, and each side seems to think that
the very existence of the work demands
the uph6lding of its position and the putting down that of the other. Appeal is
made to us to come, or send and settle the
controversy.
Well, if would be well, if such controversies could be settled by human interference and authority-; but it is by far too
often the case that interference makes
matters worse, and authority is disregarded-:-being only human,
The only element that can successfully
settle such controversies is the spirit of the
Master, who gently put aside the accusation, "Let hinnhat is without: sin among
you)'irst cast a stone."
,
Questions .of local policy should never
be ~atters of rapcorol.ls dispute, or causes
for contenti()us djvision. All should be
willing for the wisdom of the majority to

SANDWICH .ISLANDS MISSION.

"I am happy to tell you that I am well and improving. The church work is also gradually
growing here. We have pretty good meetings,
and many are interested. More natives than
whites attend, aud some three or more of the fore
mer are preparing fJr baptism. We have secured the use of a hall for Sundays, whica· I think
we can hold permanently.
"The work here .has been slow, and will be for
a time, but trust that it will be such as will
stand. Any how, we are doing our best-working along prayerfully. and faithfully, and have
much came to be thankful for many evidences of
the Master's favor towards us.
"\Ve have our times of trial, but if we did not
have them we should not be His sons, for we
know that he at times chastens all his childrenfor their good, and to bring them up to a higher
standard. To reach this higher standard of life
is our aim.
Bro. Haws, though at times quite sick, still
holds out and sticks closely to his work. He is
a faithful laborer, and those who have. heard
him preach speak well oihis.dis_courses. A native named Poepoe, one of. the best Hawaiian
and English scholars here, comes and interprets
for us and the natives on . Sunday afternoons.
The natives are at times quite enthusiastic.
"The elders of the Utah church have tried to
hinder the work by circulating lies about Elder
Haws. They have told the' natives that he was
cut ·off from the church; has no authority to
preach, and that his lameness was caused by his
being shot when plundering or stealing. But
lies will not stand, ·and in the end will only
harm them and their cause. Truth will stand,
and make us free, and we can afford to be
liberal with such people, and pity and pray for
them, which we do."

THE correspondence column of the Independent Patriot, contains the following
from the Davis City correspondent:
·
"We have obtained from the Seventh Day
Ad vent!st _members the following as the pr~pO·
sitions 3;ccepted by Clark Braden, and which he
offers to debate with Elder Larsen providing he
receives $50 per week for his services:
"•Resolved, That the Seventh Day, or fourth
commandment is binding upon all men, as
taught and practiced by the Seventh Day Adventists. .:Larsen affirms.'
"•Resolved, That the •Lord's Day," spoken of
in Revelations rst chapter and roth verse,. is
Sunday, or the first day of the week. Braden
affirms.'"
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THE following from the Times, of Chicago, for March 18th, will be interesting
to the HERALD readers: •
BATTLE CREEK, Mich., March 17.-The only
thing of general interest that occurred in the
Seventh Day conference was the report of the
financial condition of the general conference for
the year ending June 30, 1890. This report shows
that there are 227 minister& in the different districts, also 134 licentiates. There are 1,016
churches with a membership of .29,711. There
has been raised by tithes a total of $225,438, and
June 30 there was a balance of $5,197 in the
treasury, the difference having been used in the
necessary expenses of the denomination. This
shows a gain of forty-four churches and r,887
members, with an increase in the tithes of only
$690, which was said to be barely commensurate
with the increase of membership. The International Health and Temperance Association also
held a meeting, at which it revised its constitution and plans of work."

THE Independent (Mo.) Progress thus
rebukes the sordid natures of the average
real estate holder and dealer of th"at city.
We wonder if the Progress is right in
what it says about robbing the treasury:
"Let the north line dummy come in. Do not
try to bleed it to death for royalties and right of
way. Some men are so parsimonious that if the
New Jerusalem was to come down from heaven
to be located at Independence, they-would aim to
rob its treasury for a building site.''

EDITORTAL ITEMS.

THE revised edition of"] oseph the Seer"
is meeting with much favor by many who
are interested in the evidences of the prophetic mission of Joseph Smith the Seer.
It is a good work to put in the hands of
investiga.t.ors. Circulate it freely.
No adult member can afford to be without Bro. C. Deray's "Manual of the
Priesthood. It is cheap (only twenty-five
cents by mail), and contains, fn nandy,
durable form, a large .amount of valuabl"e
matter conveniently compiled.
If "sermons to be good must be boiled
down," are the sermons published in the
Ensign boiled down? And who is the
boiler? It has no need for "a boiler,"
"therefore must have. one.
Elder F. C. Watkins, of the Christian
Armory, proposes to· turn the Armory's ·
batteries upon us in an ar1 icle he~ded
"Bible vs Mormonism." What with Elder Larson, of the Seventh Day Adventists, Elder Clark Braden, of the Disciples,
Dr. D. B. Ray, of the Baptists and Bro.
Watkins of the Christian Advents, the
poor Latter Day Saints of Lamoni, Davis
City and Leon, are iikely to be annihilated
sure enough. We wonder wh€ther we
would be allowed the "benefit of the
clergy l' as in the middle ages.
The Denver, Colorado, Saints have
bought the big tent, offered for sale by the
Reunion committe, and now they want a
"good elder" to come and occupy it fqr a
season. Will some one tell us where this
"good elder" may be found. Let us hear
from you--:one at a time.
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The Ensign for March 2 Ist is full ,.of
good, short editorials, .of excellent moral
tone, and ;inculcating lessons of worth,
We quote two of them: "Do not complain that you are not appreciated. You
cast reflections upon yourself."
"In
preaching the narrow way be sure that
your mind is broad. A narrow minded
man cannot do otherwise than misrepresent Christ."
THE RETURN.
·
·
· .
TFi:E death of Elder Ebenezer. Robinson,
who owned and ·published the paper
known as 7 he Return, leaves the question
of its further publication uncertain. The
atrons of the HERALD who have also

P

taken The Return will please take notice
of the following, and if. any are in debt
for the paper, it is but just thatthey remit
the amount of their indebtedness at once,
as requeste d :
SUPPLEMENT To THE RETURN.
To all the Friends and Patrons of The Retttrn,
Greeting:
I tis with sadness and regret that we are called
upon to announce the death of our beloved
friend and broth'er, Elder E. Robinson, editor of
THE RETURN. The typ~1 for this number was
·
ready in February, but for some reason unknown,
the paper failed to arrive from the supply house.
Meantime Bro. Robinson was stricken with
pneumonia, and, in his wasted condition, was unable to rally, and died on the eleventh of March.
His mind was at pe:rfect rest, and bright to the
last, and his last moments were painless, and

peaceful as a summer evening.
THE RETURN was his individual property, and
his family cannot continue its publication; and
as the brethren have not yet been able to meet
and confer upon the matter, it is yet too early to
state positively that it will be continued, though
it is highly probable that it will.
'
,.. ·· · · · ·
The executors of his estate desire tii'say that
the money due all subscribers ~·ho have. paid in
advance will .btf refunded in due time, if the
pap·er is not· continued, and. will. be g. reatly
·
obliged if all knowing themselves to be in ar.rears
would kindly remit the amount qu~, :so that tl}e
bills contracted in running the.paper may .be settlei:Ias speedily as possible.
In writing on any business connected with the
paper, address, THE RETURN, or, Mrs; E. Rbbinson, Davis City, Iowa:
By request of executors;

.elegant. With help now we may accomplish
great good."
·
' Bro. W. W. Blair wrote from
street,
Sacramento, California, March 16th:
"Our conference, in session'here from the 13th
to the I 5th, closed last' night, and proved an excellent one from beginning to close. Indeed, it
is said to be the most united, spiritual and satisfying of any ever held in this district. Owing
to the prevalence of la grippe, pneumonia and
scarlet fev~r, the attendance was not large, but
the fact of perfect unity and the large and continued measure of the Holy Spirit, all were. made
joyfuL and hopeful in the Lord. Si.nce I reached
San Bernardino, the 9lh of January, I have
labored with much encouragement in that city,
also near Santa Ana, likewise at Ocean View,
Los. Angeles, Pixley and vicinity, Oakland, San
Francisco, and in this city.
Prospects, with
present conditions, are certainly good, and it is
safe to say the Saints are much encouraged. Of
late; some additions. to the church have been
made in these and other places, in this field, and
indications bid fair for further increase from this
time forward. In 'some localitlesSpiritualism in
disguise has perplexed some and damaged others,
but the craftiness, wiles, and low cunning of
that delusion have been unmasked and the workings of "the man of sin" exposed by the word of
God and the light of the Holy Spirit. If the
Saints would post themselves thoroughly in the
doctrines of Christ as set forth in the Bible, Book
of Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants, and
seek humbly the Spirit of God to inspire their
minds, they would not be in any danger of being
deceived, for the inspired man has said, •Thy
word is a lamp unto my feet, and a light unto
my pathway,' and the Holy Spirit agrees there·
with and leads into all truth."
By letter from Pres. W. W. Blair, dated Sacramento, California, the 17th, we
learn the following:
"Elder J, F. Burton and his many friends
here rejoice in the complete restoration of his
voice and general health. He is active in tbe
ministry and giyes promise of a long and . useful ·life. His 'friends in Australia, Nova Scotia,
and throughout the United S.tates will be pleased with these .tidings.''
Bro.J •. F. Burton, Stockton, California,
· ·March lOth:
"Held. meetings here on Sunday., Some of
the neighbors are near the kingdom. Brn. Daley, Devore and. Sr.· Devore done good work
here; ·left several interested who probably will
,soon obey. Am on my way to Sacramento
conference, where I hope to meet Bro. ,Blair."

illustrated throughout. Issued at Ten Cents per.
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Bro. D. W. Shirk, Betmont, Nebraska:
"I Uve. thr,ee miles east o~ Belmont, and .I do
,npt inte~(to .let,the ministry have any peace
until some com'e and preach to us."

When shadows hang o'er me the wliolt{
long;
And my spirit is bowed with shame and wrong;
When I am not good, and the deeper shade
Of conscious sin makes my heart afraid;
And the busy world has too much to do
To stay in its course to help me through,
And I long for a Savior-can it be
'That the God of the universe cares for me?

J

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

FAITHFUL IN TROUBLE.
["Luke, the beloved physician" (Col. 4: 14). "Only
Luke is with me" (2 Tim. 4: 11).]
The Apostle to the Gentiles,·
The great Apostle Paul;
Was left among the Romans,
Deserted there by all
Save one brave, true disciple;
All vanished like the mist,
Except the loved pl;lysicianLuke the Evangelist.
Oh, that .we all were' faithful,
Whatever might betide,
As this true hearted servant
By his dear Master's side I
Oh, that in time of[sorrow,
In tribulation sore,
We copied his example
And)oved our Master more!
-Frank Leslie's Monthly.

HE CARETH FOR THEE.
Casting all your care upon him, for he car.eth
for you.-1 Peter 5: 7·
What can it mean? Is it aught to him
That the nights are long and the days are ditn?
Can he be touched by the griefs I bear,
\Vhich sadden the heart and whiten the hair?
Around his throne are eternal cairns,
And strong, glad music of happy psa1ms,
And bliss unruffled by anf strife. '• .
I-Iow cdrt he ~ar.;' fo~ ~y poor life?
And yet I want him to care for me,
While I live in this world where the sorrows.
be;
When the lights die down on the path I take,
When strength is feeble, and friends forsake, ·
When love and muE<ic, that once did bless;
Have left me to silence and ·!OJ1eliness;
And life-long changes to. sobbing prayers--'Then my heart .cries out for a· God who cares;

day'

THE LADIES' HOME JOURNAL.
There is all the sunshine of spring and the
fragrance df flowers in The Ladies' Home :Jou~nal
April; the exquisite Easter cover, designed by
C. A. W,Jt<'Ks.··"• for
W. Hamilton Gibson, is a fair index to the charm
of the whole number. The pervading Easter
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
spirit finds perhaps its happiest expression iri the
0, wonderful story of deathless love!
·
·
fiction, Mrs. Whitney's delighttul serial, "A
Each child is dear to that heart above;
}3ro.' R. · Anthony
wrote from Salt
Golden Gossip," being continu<d, while Maud
t
6
He fights for mew h en I cannot fi g h t;
L ake C itv, M arc11 I th:
Burton and Caroline A. Mason contribute season·
"I have been prostrated ever since I.came from
able short stories. The "Mrs. Rossiter Lamar"
He comforts me in the gloom of night.
the north. The last four days I have been very
of the latter, an exceptionally strong story, forms
He lifts the burden, for he is strong;
bad; have not been able to be out of. bed. [La
as attractive a feature as the clever sketch of
He stills the sigh, and awakens the song;.
Grippe.-,-- ED] Bro. Lee is doing a splendfd
Mrs: T. De Witt'Talmage, which is accompanied
The sorrow that bows me down· he bears,
work at P.ieasant Grove and other. places. .He
by 'a 'fine wood·cnt portrait.Other a·rtides which ·And loves and parsons, because he cares.
has baptized J3;ic!Jjl)gsand w)fe,,and m':my 'others
will be widely quoted are Amelia E. Barr's
are greatly interested: .. Bro. Anderson is in
"Mothers as Match-makers," dealing with a
Let all. whoare sad take heart again,
Provo, and writes that prospects ate e'x~eedingly
question of universal :interest, and the third of
\Ve are not aione it1 ou~ hours of pain;
good there. Prospects· are better· for accol:n- .:George W. Cable's masterly papers oh "Teachplisbing .goqd than eyer before, In, the ,eity • :in1l:'th~t:•Blbl.e:'.':AmonE(such an ••·infinite variety"
Our Father stoops fr;om the throne above
many are inquiring right along. Bro. H. E..
it is difficult to men!ion·everyt!ling. th.at is good,
To soothe and quiet us withhis)oV:e.
Evans, of Malad, writes of splendid inquiries
but the article by C. F. Klt:nder,.the New York
He le;lves us not when the.S.tormis l;ligh;_
there, never was such interest before. Bro. A.
florist, on "Flowers In the Home"; those upon
And we have safety., f~r he-is nigh: ·. ·
J. Lay land, of· +\font'peliet;'writes~of great irHer"Bce:ketpingas .ah 0£c.upatiortfm; Women,'.'and
.
·
est there. 'Many are ready fop ba:ptism·; many ·:··lVIrs.<Midlo6's dellg!:1\fi.ll ·pag~s of Spl-irig Fash:· Can 'it be trouble Wbich hedoth.share?
are quietly seeking for the light .. In Mo.ntat]lJ, . ions•. will.tJqq<;>ubt:l:J~f!sp~fis,Jly appreciated. Th~ . ();·re-st in pea.ce,·iorctlie Lord <l'oei':<!ai:e: ••
Bro. J. R. Evans writes that prospects there ate '·number is complete 'in every part, and ric~ly
-:Marianne Farningham, in London ?htlstian: '•

J.
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FAULT-FINDING.
BY ONE

WHO

IS ·FOUND FAULT
EVERY DAY.

WITH

EvERYBODY knows that it is an easy matter to
find fault with things and persons. But to
remedy the defects pointed out is quite another
matter. When a child or an adult makes a mistake it is very easy to laugh at him, or to make
some sharp, cutting remark on the shortcoming;
but to wisely, tenderly correct him requires no
little skill and grace. The good to be aimed at,
we believe, is to impress clearly and distinctly
on the mind of the shortcomer the reason and
extent of the error, without leaving any unkind
or harsh feeling to rankle in his heart.
How heartily and sincerely we love those who
with patience and love point out to us the better
way. We may not at the time appreciate the
extent of their kindness, but the loving word and
kind action warm our heart at once and make
good ground for corrections to grow in.
We know a young girl who, like many of her
species, had many things to learn. She.was a
sincere Christian, and hea1;tily desired to do
everything in the best way possible. She had an
elderly lady friend who felt called upon to
severely criticise and comment on every little
action of bad form, on her ignorance and idiosyncrasies. The young girl loved her elderly friend
dearly, and was very anxious to improve,. so she
received all her criticism with meekness, but the
constant drawing of her attention to mere
trifling mistakes that time and observation would
have corrected made her so conscious of her
·errors that she lost all. ease of manner, ar.d
though years have passed the memory of those
cutting comments still gives pain and embarrassment.
A child that is constantly nagged and snapped
at, or laughed at, loses courage and confidence
to even try. It is well when probing a wound
not to make it any larger than need be, and not
to lop off the whole member by way of cure.
Knowledge of an error is the first step toward
remedying it. Patient, persevering endeavor to
change the habit of mind that leads to indulgence in error is necessary. Plants do not attain their full growth and maturity in a single
day.
The best way to correct a person is to build up
and encourage his love for the perfect and noble
and true. Then all the rest ""ill follow in time.
Another good way of helping others to overcome their faults is to talk to God about them a
great deal more than to the persons themselves.This method never fails of having· good fruit.~
Methodist Advocate.
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR FRAYER.

Bro. B. P. Lilly, Worford, West Virginia,
asks your faith and prayers in behalf of his wife,
Sr. R; S. Lilly, that the Lord may restore her to
her right mind.
Your faith and prayers are· most earnestly requested iri behalf of Sr. Florence Bell, who Is
s~riously afflicted and desires that· God may spare
her to raise her little family.
Bro. John Smith, of Avenue City, Missouri,
a~}{s aninterest in your prayers, that God may
direct him In regard to his duty to his family,
lie being, peculiarly ;situated .in reference to
them.

A sister requests the faith and prayers of the
Union in her behalf, that God would heal her
mentally and physically. If it be his will, give
her power to constantly look forward and upward to the end of the race.
THE WOMEN OF ISRAEL.
"FRoM the time when the nation was born,
when Miriam, the sister of Moses, sounded the
loud timbrel and tuned_ a Hymn of Gratitude to
God for Israel's glorious victory, from the time
that Deborah inspired the men of Israel to take
up arms against the enemy, from that time to
this day the women of Israel have been its
strongest ally, its truest supporters, its most
heroic champions. It was through the merit of
the women, says the Talmud, that Israel was delivered from Egypt. It was through the merit
of the women, I believe, that Israel has been enabled to endure and to outlive its martyrdom of
eighteen hundred years. Their courage never
wavered; their her.rt never failed. When all
seemed lost they whispered hope to the fainting
soul. When despair seized upon the soul they
chased. it away with sweet words -of comfort.
Was the world yet so cruel without, they crowded their homes all the fuller with their' love.
. Had the week been yet so dark and sad, came
the Sabbath, they made it light and cheerful.
The more the world without despised and degraded the Jew, the more filled they the hearts
and minds of their children with pride and zeal
for their race and faith. Erf\se the influence of
women on the preservation of Israel, and what is
left is scarce worth the telling."-Rabbi 'Josepk
Krauskj>f, in Our Pulpit.
'EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Sr. Mary Hannah of Whittier, California,
writes expressing her great love .for the gospel
and her earnest desire to abide faithfully therein.
In bearing her testimony to the work she relates
that when very ill-too ill to rise from her bed
without help-her little girl said to hh, "Mamma,
yeu do believe in pray~r, don't you?''
"Yes," she replied.
"Then, mamma, let us pray for the Lord to
heal you."
She then prayed and her little girl followed,
offering such a prayer as·only the Spirit of the
Lord could dictate and from that very hour the
fever left her and <she began to mend. She asks
your prayers that her husband may be .brought
into the church. '
SPRINGFIELD, March roth.
Sr. Walker :-I. do not like to hear them say
that woman cannot hold the priesthood or do
this or do that, if . God is no respecter of persons.
Did she not get authority to declare the resurreclion? Are we not all one in Christ Jesus? I
was told in Utah that woman had no responsibility but to her husband. I asked them if that was
true, why God asked her in Eden what she had
done and gave her a separate punishment from
Adam_. Are the children of Zion to be kept
under the cur8e? I believe that by faith the
pains of child bearing will cease. Paul said they
would if they continue steadfast in the faith.
Shortly after we came to Nebraska my hus·
band. was very bad with dropsy. His feet and
limbs, were so badly swollen his brother said he
might get a little. b~tte~, ])uth~ would always be ..
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troubled with it. I do not remember whether he
asked me to do so, but I anointed the swollen
parts and he went to work next day and we saw
no more of dropsy. This was about ten years
ago.
Please, brothers, do not put the sisters of Zion
in straight-jackets, but give God the glory that
there is no difference, male or female.
I wonder that the Saints of Lamoni let Mr.
Brade_n come to throw mud at the Seer where
his children and grand.children are.
Wishing you may enjoy all the rich blessings
that the Father has promised to those that love
and serve him, I remain your, affectionately,
E. G. HoDGE.
SAN FRANcisco, Cal., March roth.
Our Prayer Union has been a success in every
way. We rejoice more and more as we·proceed.
We meet every Thursday some place, although
on several occasions but few have met, but generally we have a very good attendance. Nineteen are members. Our prayers have been
answered many times, and we are exceedingly
thankful to our Heavenly Father for blessing us
so abundantly; for we can always turn to him
for consolation.
SR. LIL-LIE CuRRY,
Sec. of Prayer Union .
DIMONDALE, March 9th.
-Dear Sisters.:-Having seen sometime since a
call for reports from Prayer Unions, I hereby respond as secretary of the Dimondale branch. We
began to meet one year ago last November, but
never completed an organization until last May,
the 28th, when we began to meet together._ Only
three of us were interested enough to make the
effort, but our roll now has seven names, although often owing to our scattered condition
•only two or three are pennitted to come together.
During the year arid a half, or. nearly that, we
have met, there has been but one day th~ t I have
been left all alone (as the meetings have all been
at my house), and one day when sickness prevented our having the meeting after coming together. Truly the hand of the Lord has arranged matters for us. Many times we have felt
·the Holy Spirit upon us as we prayed and participating when we have knelt to plead for the
members of our families by name. We can see
good J:l'as resulted to the branch, in that this has
bet;n another tie to bind us together.
Will just add in conclusion that the more I
learn of this work the more I wonder bow I
could have been so blind as to oppose it, but a
merciful Father opened my eyes and now I see.
LAURA E. CARPENTER, Sec.
MALTA, Idaho, Mar. 13th.
Dear Sister Walker:-Our Prayer Union has
not been in a very flourishing condition this past
winter, We live so far apart that it was impossible for us to meet, but ~ve have tried to observe
the hottr at home. But now the weather is more
favorable and we hope to start them again as
soori as the !a grippe subsides.
We were greatly blessed while we were having our meetings, and even in observing the
hour at home. I can.say for one that I have received a degree of the Spirit that has caused me
to rejoice many times. Surely there is no pleasure received from the world to .;om pare with the
peace and joy heavenly Father can give us.
s .. M. SEcoR.
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LIMERICK, Ohio, March ISth.
Editors Herald :-f have still been battling for
the truth. After I returned from Fayette coun·
ty, West Virginia, where I had much opposition,
I remained at home a while; and on February
5th went to Ritchie county, West Virginia,
where Bro. D. L. Shinn had been preaching and
baptizing. I preached there eight times to attentive congregations; then went to Calhoun county whereat one time the religious folks tried to
mob Brn. Beatty and Devore; but they have
quieted down now. I preached twelve .times
there. and baptized five. Some of the Saints
there are doing well, while others have plenty
of room for improvement, though they have not
had much teaching. By request of Bro. Shinn
I went to Vales' Mills to aid him in a discussion
with one Rev. Sherman of the Christian Church,
but. no Sherman appeared. Bro. S. was loaded
heavy for debate with a Campbellite, so he fired
a few shots at whoever might get in his way.
From there we went to Sand Run to attend
our district conference, where we l)ad a quiet,
peaceful time with the kind Saints. By Wednescay the uth, the ministry had all left except
Bro. Thomas Matthews and myself. We con·
tinued over the next Sunday, preaching at Carbon Hill ar.d Longstretch, and during the meetings I baptized six. Three of them had been
baptized, but were dissatisfied and desired to be
rebaptized. We had a;go6d interest, and others
the1·e will obey in time.
The Saints of Hocking branch are trying to
live the life of Saints. There is a good field for
labor there. Much of the time this winter I
have been greatly encouraged in the work.
May God bless his people with wisdom to use
their knowledge aright.
Success to the Herald. In hope of life with
the redeemed.
JAMES MoLER.
DICKENs, Neb., March I.Sth.
Edito"s Herald:-I .have been holding meet·
ing in crowded houses. Some like the doctrine
only they don't like the Book of Mormon. I
ask an -interest in your prayers that I may do
some good in this part of the vineyard.
My desire is to serve God the best I can. AI-though I am poor in this world's goods, but I
want to live so I can meet the Savior when he
comes again.
E. W. ANWAY.
AUGUSTA, Ind., Mar. 16th.
Editors Berald:-Bro. Barmore and I arrived
here the 13th, but on account of the Methodists
and Brethren have only spoken once; they have
united against the gospel of Christ.
We attended two meetings of theirs, and any
one could see that their effort was directed
against us, but in a mild form. We treated them
kindly, and if I am not mistaken some see that
••all that glitters is not gold. We believe the
Lord has more sheep here to gather.
This is a new field. Brn. Wheeler and Jenkin·s· were here about a month ago and labored

awhile, baptizing three, leaving a good impres·
sian among the people. This was refreshing to
us. May Go.d eyer be with them, and may we
all live for the right. May those that oppose us
receive. of God's light to see. the restored go~pel.
Is it possible that the Gentiles will fall after the
same example of unbelief? Yes, for so the
Scriptures teach.
We have labored continually since last writing,
and can say that the work is widening and gaining slowly all over south-westfrn Indiana.
Wherever we go we try to make a plea for the
Herald and Autumn Leaves.
May God bless, prosper and lead in his work.
Yours at work,
v. D. BAGGERLY.
BROOKLYN, N.Y., March 16th.
Editors Herald:._My last communication to_
you was written in September last.
From Brockton I went to Weymouth, Massa·
chusetts, speaking there in the evening; Sunday
at Providence, conducting services . there and
following Sunday, also arranging matter_s pre·
paratory to removal of my family to Ohio.
On the evening of the 3oth a party of the
Saints and friends met at our home, _and during
the evening surprised Mr~. Bond and myself
with the beautiful present of a silver tea set, a
substantial and pleasant reminder of the friends
and pleasant assoCiations so s®on to be severed.
Was at Plainville.and Attleboro Sunday, October 4th, afternoon and ev.ening, speaking with
good liberty.
The uth found us in conference at Boston
where we met Bro. Luff, and who interested us
Sunday afternoon and evening in his usual forcible and entertaining style.
The Friday following with heavy hearts we
bade the Providence Saints and friends a sad
good-bye, joining Bro. W. H. Kelley at Fall
River, and arriving in New York the following
morning via the Sound Line steamer Pilgrim.
Met with Brooklyn Saints in business session
of conference Saturday e\·ening, assisting Bro.
Kelley in the exercises of Sunday. Monday,
left with family for Buffalo, arriving in Willoughby the following afternoon. Subsequently,
until January 8th, my time was occupied in
house repairing and endeavoring to leave a comfortable place for my family,.occupying while
there the pulpit in the Kirtland Temple once
nearly everly Sunday, the Christmas· entertainment of the Kirtland Sunday-school being voted
by everybody a great succe~s.
January 8th, bade home good-bye, leaving for
my field of labor, stopping by advice of Bro.
Kelley at Scranton, Pennsylvania, for about a
week, where I was glad to meet Bro. Morgan.
Of the work in Scranton, it would be impossible
to speak both flatteringly and truthfully at the
same time. It might be that if the right man
got in there he might make a favorable showing;
but he hasn't put in an appearance yet. Many
of the Saints there are not ashamed of the gospel
of Christ. The trouble with too many, however, being that they d~n't seem to be ashamed
of anything else either, the devil having taken
hold of the passions of men, their love of drink,
etc., and literally destroying not only what has
been done, but making it in my judgment next
to an impossibility for the church by any sacri·
lice which it can afford, to again attempt, for the

present at least, to establish the latter day message upon the ruin which folly and lack of appreciation of . the necessity of a godly life has
wrought in that place.
. During my stay here Bro. Morgan and myself
made an effort- to secure a hearing in Scranton:
and suburqs, everything apparently being against
'us, particularly, however, the weather and_ the
prestige which the actions of members of the
church had given the work. • There are generous hearted people there who iri all probability
want to do right, but haven't been able to do it
as yet lopg enough to convince people that the
gospel they profess to love is the power of God
unto salvation from sin. Of personal kindness
extended we have no complaint· at all,- but we
love the truth and all men well enough to state
facts when necessary; and if it is to be said that
Zion prospers and all is well or anything near it,
in Scranton, somebody besides myself will have
to say it,
The following Wednesday found us with the
Brooklyn Saints, and glad to feel that warmth
which a meeting with Saints who are trying to
honor themselves and the name of Jesus Christ
gives. Was sorry however to find here Bro.
Columbus Scott in poor health. Spoke to the
Saints that evening for a while, also met Bro.
and Sr. Parsons on Thursday on their way westward. Enjoyed the sacrament and social service
Sunday afternoon, spoke in the evening to &6od
audience, Bro. Scott returning home at noon.
The following Sunday found me in Fail Riv-er
where I had excellent liberty, though few out
owing to storms of various kinds. The following Sunday at Providence, Bro. Luft going to
Boston.
The fo116wing Monday met Brn. W. H. Kelley
and Luff in Boston, heard Mr. Moody dispense
with the gospel, and felt glad as I always am
when comparisons are introduced, that Iwas a
Latter Day Saint. Came· to Providence 'fhurs·
day and. in the evening joined in marriage Bro.
Byron Faller to Mrs. Bertha West. Sunday, Bro.
Luff and myself respectively occupied the pulpit,
the week following being occupied with legal
matters pertaining to the church. Sunday, assisted Bro Green in the church service at Fall
River. February 19th, in company with Bro. E.
C. Briggs went to Worscester, Massachusetts,
where I met a good welcome at the home of our
worthy and faithful brother Abercrombie, Bro.
Briggs continuing his journey westward. Made
an effort to get a hearing here, but with poor success-time inopportune-but filled in time in the
church interests by fireside preaching, etc.
Held one meeting at the house of Bro. Abercrombie; poor attendan-ce however. The 25th
went to Boston, met with Saints in evening,
srroke in Charlestown the following night, and
Saturday went to Brocton, where on Sunday
Bro. Buiiard and myself occupied the stand.
Tuesday evening, business meeting; bad snow
storm 'Wednesday. Thursday, business meeting
in Providence, important to that branch but of
no interest properly to the most of Herald readers.
Saturday following came to Westerly, near
Stonington, Connecticut, met Mr. Crouch,
a brother of Sr. Merritt of Noank, Connec!ic.ut.
Was well received and secured an
opening to preach, and spoke in Union Chapel
at a place called Potters Hill with good congre-:
gations and liberty. Bad storm, bad roads and
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opposing circumstances limited our stay, but
good was done and an opening for the future
missionary there, which we felt assured will result in conversion to the gospel of honest souls
in that place.
Wednesday, March nth, visited the Saints in
Attleboro and spoke in evening with good liberty
to good audience. Held meeting also in Plain-.
ville the evening following and was kindly remembered by the Saints. Saturday evening left
for New York via Stonington steamer; exceedingly raugh night upon the Sound. Splendid
meeting in Brooklyn in afternoon yesterday, and
spake to good audience in· the evening.. To-day,
in co~pany with our faithful brother, George
Potts, we went to Canarsie Bay and. had the
pleasure of baptizing a promising young Swiss
by the name of ,Herman Wirz, and although the
waters of old ocean were not in a state of fleshly
agreeableness, yet the Spirit's power and blessing both at baptism and confirmation this: afternoon compensated for any physical inconvenience that we may have experienced. This young
man's conversion to the gospel is due to the go<J.
ly zeal and labor of our excellent Sr. Merritt, of
Noank, Co'nnecticut, and her daughter; Noank
it will be remembered, is the place where our
meetings were intercepted and shelter refused
us. This is the fourth that we have baptized,
notwitl1standing the eff<:>rts of the pious Re,.;.erends<~t\:d professors to hinder gospel progress in
that place.
It is not likely that my. work in the Massachusetts district is finished for the prese:n t at least. In
some respects, I should hope· so; in others, not.
Sad I was, indeed, to part with many whose love
for and stability in the gospel of our Savior,
Jesus Christ, !mikes their undeviating friendship
a precious memory and treasure to 'me. Many
things pleasant to remember in my eastern experiens~; some things that I would gladly, if I
cou!d'profitably, forget. One thing is certain
however, with me, and that is that J;lly experiences
have forced me to look more to the Matchless
One. Imperishable ·is that figure that h~s made
for itself a fame undying and which, sculptured
in bold relief, stands out from the history of mankind as 'against the passions and weaknesses that
mark humanity, and that.paralyze the world and
mock its hope of· self-attainment.
0, thou Sori' of Mary and of God! Help me
to move away from self and selfishness, toward
Gethsemane and the c1'oss, that I may .contemplate seriously and understandingly why God
marked .for thee upon thy way to perfection a
thorny road, a road of sorrow, of tears, of human
disappointment and betrayal by brother and forsaken by friend, of strife perpetual, engaged
with foes without and· foes within that throw
themselves across and obstruct tht· way in whic!J.
our great Example trod.
What triumph greater than all the conquerors
of earth have known whose names are blazoned,
in history was the triumph of him who said,
"I have overcome the world." What could God
refuse him? Because he persistently, heroically
and alone resisted in life and unto death, never
compromising with the sin that blackens this
world and covers humanity like a pall.
"Because thou hast .loved righteousness and
hated iniquity," "wherefore God hath highly
exalted him," etc. The reward is too great and
too high, the ~ervice commensurate, too stupen-
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dous for mortals with ordinary strength to seemingly and in reality cope with or render.
"Straight is the gate, narrow is the way, that
leads to life" upon the plane to which He has
successfully ascended.
Thank God we are not to be made responsible
for that which we cannot help or control; and to
overcome is to inherit, and that all with God are
equal in the race, no matter from what point
they start!
M. H. BoND.
MARSIIALL:TOWN, Iowa, March 18th.
Editors Herald:--! have found a few Saints
here, only two in all this large and flourishing
city .in the heart of good old Iowa. Besides those
two sisters in town, there are two brethren at the
Soldier's Home near Marahalltown. These four
hold meetings at 2: 30 each Sunday, and I will
attend by. invitation.
What I most want to say, is to ask if there can
not be an elder sent to preach here. He will find
a home at my house, and I will carry him to the
meetings. I would like to hear a. Reorganization
sermon from some good, ordained preacher of
latter day doctrine.
Our town is quite an enterprising place, with
a strong force of Methodists, five hundred Bap- ·
tists, Presbyterian, Disciples, Episcopalians,
Congregationalists, Salvationists, and an African
M. E. church, and but two of the Saints. Cannot
this be remedied?
Call on S. Moler, or Berry.
The Soldiers Home affords a room for audiences, and I think there is no doubt but what it
can be hap at nearly any time. I am an outsider
as yet, waiting to hear what the Saints have to
say and do.
·S. MoLER.
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and Vernon I was able te speak every night d_uring the week. Attendance was good considering
the weather. Have been trying to present the
word here since Sunday I ~th. Will continue
this week. Expect to be in Sandwich nexf
week.
Was quite agreeably surprised while at Millersburg on receiving a registered package containg a gold watch and chain from our friends at
Beetown, none of whom are Saints. May the
God of Saints prosper them for their kindness,
and reveal to them the light of his truth.
. JoHN W. PETERSON.

DEKALB, Ill., March 14th.
Editors Herald:-We were organized into a
branch at Cortland some five or six years ago,
and for a time held only prayer meetings, once
a week; but after a time we thought best to hold
preaching services also, therefore moved on in
that direction. Others soon became interested;
investigated, believed, obeyed and received the
promised Comforter,which brought a knowledge
to their minds and souls that. they had obeyed
the gospel of the "kingdom of God." Since that
time others also have· been baptized, and our
branch is steadily growing, not only in numbers;
but in grace as weJI, .
At one of our prayer meetings we were made
glad by hearing through the gift of prophecy
that if we were faithful as a branch we should
yet have a church of our own. If faithful! "Were
we faithful?" I often asked myself, and realizing
that we had mimy imperfections, I feared we
would never have the church; but seeing the
Saints fighting manfully for the truth and time
after time gaining victories over the advlsary,
and crucifying their own personal opinions and
RicHMoND, Mo., Mar. 23d.
feelings, willing to IaraU aside, and in unity
Editors Herald:- There have been eight bapstrive for a principle which was an eternal truth,
tisms this year in this district, all· grown people.
my soul rejoiced and my heart took courage; and
I have just been to Missouri River branch, where
I was made to realize that the Master's hand
I preached eleven discourses and baptized two.
guided the affairs of his people. So thus confiI also preached in Carrollton twice at the house
dently trusting we as a branch waited ..
of Bro. M. A. Trotter, to small congregations. I
After a time discouragements of an unlookedthink there are one or two that wil1 be baptized
for nature arose, and our branch was, with scarce-·
at that place by and by, and that several will be
ly a warning, plunged into a storm w4ich for a
baptized at Missouri River branch when I return.
time seemed to threaten us, with . destruction.
I have preached some thirty-five discourses at
But the watchmen on the towers encouraged us,
that place during the summer.
and by tongues and prophecy exhorted the
I reviewed a Christian preacher's position
branch to stand united, that the storm would not
against us at that place, and may hold a discuslast long; that God would bring us through
sion with him.
safely . . The Saints now proved themselves to be
I am glad of the prosperity of the work everySaints indeed, and resisted the powers of darkwhere.
R. L. WARE.
ness until light began to break, and the hand of
God was extended in their behalf, and by His
KEWANEE, Ill., Mar. 19th.
aid the victory was won.
Editors Herald:- The work is still gaining
Means now came to hand unexpectedly, and
friends, and the Master, true to his promise, is
we resolved to build the church. No sooner had
preparing the way before his servants. Our conwe so decided than our enemies began to predict
ference in the Western Wisconsin distrkt.was
failure, and some said the house would never be
not so well attended, owing to its being held too
completed so that meetings could be held there;
far from the main body of the Saints. The
but we 'knew in whom we trusted, therefore had
preaching services, however, were quite well atno anxiety.
tended by those outside the faith. Bro. Cornish
Our church is now finished, all but the outside
was with us and rendered us noble help. He
painting; arid is a neat, snug, well-made strucgave us a good discourse on tithing. Those of · ture, twenty-four by thirty-six feet in size.
other churches were quite well pleased with our
It was dedicated March rst, and through the
(God's) way of supporting the ministry.
gift of tongues the Lord said it pleased him, and
I le.ft Beetown March 5th to attend conference
promised his blessings upon the work there.
at Millersburg en route for general conference.
Brn ... Ale~anaer H. Smith, Henry Southwick,
I reached .that ·place under the power of the
W. S. Pender and Charles Burr, last but not
''grippe," but through the kind care of Srs. Sho:rt
I east, _composed the corps of _elders present; but
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regardless of the fact that there ·were so many
preacher8 present, Bro. Alexander Smith was
the one chosen to do all the preaching, which
he did with great credit to the work, being
blesse(l in great degree by the Holy Spirit.
On Sunday, March rst, preaching services
were held at ro:3o a. m., 2:3o and 7:30 p. rn.
Dedicatory services. took place at 2 :30 p. m ,
Bro. Alexander delivering the discourse and
offet:ing the dedicato~y prayer. Thy .Master's
presence ·was felt by every Saint and, we have
reason to believe, by others not of the faith as
well.
With preaching every discourse of the day and
meeting with the Saints in their Sacr.ament
meeting, Bro. Alexander expressed himself as
being a little weary, but was not permitted to
rest while among us, as he was kept busy every
night preaching. He blessed one little one, ordained one brother to the office of priest, administered to the sick, etc., and thus profitably and I
believe pleasantly passed the time until Friday
morning, March 6th, he took up his journey
westward.
After lhe departure of our brother, Bro. Pender ably carried on the services, assisted by Brn.
Burr, Vickery and Cooper, who were with us for
a time.
. We trust words have beeh spoken which will
ultimately bring salvation to some, and we believe such will be the case. While the interest
is not great, yet we as a branch feel very much
encouraged; .for while our growth has not been
rapid it has been steady, and founded upon the
rock. In bonds,
C. D. CARTER.
MAYSVILLE, Mo., March 23d.
Editors Herald:-I am ·in the conflict here,
which is fierce. The general verdict is that "the
Campbellite Church is torn up." My opponent
has sent and procured the services of another
man-Rev. Otts from St. Joseph. They propose
doubling up on us. The gentleman has arrived
and their heads are together, massing their
strength for a crusade.
Please remember us, all Saints, in your prayers
that God may crown the truth with eternal victory. Your brother,
S. W. L. ScoTT.
REMARKABLE GEOLOGICAL
DISCOVERY.
According to a Florida paper a remarkable
geological discovery has been made there. The
Galena Advocate says: "As P. M. Oliv<'r, in company with a lot of friends, was chasing a fox
through his field near Payne's prairie Saturday
night last his horse ran into a sink, and in getting the animal out Sunday morning attention was
attracted to 1he numerous curious petrological
formations on the sides of the sink. Further examination Mo.nday disclosed immense beds of
the petrified bones of the now extinct dinotherium giganteum, icthyosaurus, glyptodon, paleo:
therium, mastodon giganteus, megatherium
cuvieri. plesiosaurus, and pterodactyl. This is
probably the richest find in the world and was
altogether accidentai."-Sel.
NATURE'S TRUE TONIC
One of the advantages of light gymnastics, is
that the sick and convalescent can make what
appear to be trifling efforts, and by them, in time,
be restored to active health. If too feeble to be
practically able to make but little ext:rtion, try
what are known as deep-breathing movements.
Lie flat upon the back, take as long and as deep
breaths as possible, and while the mouth is closed,
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slowly throw the arms up in front and then at
the sides. Rest for ten minutes. Try again the
same inhalation and exhalation of air, the latter
being pure and fresh. After awhile, attempt the
same, sitting up. These exercises can safely be
taken by the sick one every ,day, several times,
and the whole muscular system will be improved,
just as if some revivifying tonic had been given;
a far better one than any charged with alcohol
or some like stimulant.-Sel.
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ARTICLES

THE BRIDE.
THE LAMB'S WIFE.

WE have heard and read much about the
church having been corrupted and defiled;
about her being untrue to her liege Lord;
that she was tempted and f~ll, all of which
I will attempt to prove false.
Do not
start, kind reader, at this bold assumption.
The ·writer is aware that it will sound
strange, but he thinks he can prove his
So let us examine the
position correct.
evidence carefully,think calmly, and if we
find that we have cherished errors, let us
set them aside.
The church organized by our Savior
while here on earth was the bride, his
wife.
We find a descri otion of her in
Rev. 12: 1: "A woman 2lothed with the
sun, and the moon under her feet, and upon her head a crown of twelve stars."
Here we see her pure ~ and~ undefiled,
"clothed with the sun," the light of heaven,
revelation, knowledge and power; the
twelve stars representing the twelve
apostles adorning her head, the moon being the Mosaic law upon which she stood.
Paul speaks of her as follows: "The husband is the head of the wife, ~ven as Christ
is the head of the church; .
. Christ
also loved the church, and gave himself
for it; that he might sanctify and cleanse it.
That he might present it to himself a glorious church, not having spot or
wrinkle, or any such thing; but that it
should be holy and without blemish.":Eph . .5: 23-27. That is as she was when
our Savior left her-pure, holy, an0 without blemish, and in the condition John saw
her. the L1mb's wife. He also saw her
afte'r her son was born (Rev. 13: S)· She
was still pure. He saw her son "caught
up to God," and Satan, the dragon, and
his angels pursuing him there. He saw
the war in heaven that followed, between
good and bad angels, and he snw Satan
aqd his angels cast out of heavf'n and cast
down to the earth (Rev. 13: 7-II), and
there came the cry, "Woe to the inhabitants of the earth and of the sea, for the
devil is come down unto you, having great
wrath, because he knoweth he has but a
short time,"-verse 12. And when he
saw he was cast down he persecuted the
church, the woman,-verse 13. She was
still pure. She had not had time to sin as
yet, for she had not recovered her full
strength since the birth of her child.
There was no friendship between her and

Satan, but hewas her open and avowed
enemy; arid because of his persecutions "to
the woman were given two wings of a
great eagle, that she might fly into the
wilderness, into her place, where she is
nourished for atime, and times and half a
time, from the face of the beast,"-vers.e
I4·
Her, persecution was so great .that
means were given her to go"it?toher place"
in the wilderness, so that she could not
become defil~:d by Satan. .:;:ihe went there
to bt:: nouri~hed, strengthened and. cared
for, until a certain time should pass-Ii6o
years; and during this time Satan could
not see her; she was not near him.· She
was beyond his allurements; she was
"away frmn the face of the serpent."
Speaking of "her place," verse 6 says:
"The woman fled into the wilderness,
where she hath a place prepared,of God,
that they should feed bet there a thousand
tw6 hundred and three-scoretlays." These
readings tell us that God had prepared a
place for her that she might be cared for
during a trying time, and that when the
devil used all his power to corrupt her,
that she went to her place and was to remain there 1260 years, away from Satan's
devices.
Was she true to her. Lord~ when she
went awav?
She wa~. Had she committed ad~ltery and fallen? No. Had
she apostatized? No. It was because of
her loyalty and faith that she was driven
away. Verses 1.5 and 17 tell us that when
Satan found that she had fled, he still tried
to destroy her, and he cast "out of his
mouth water as a flood after the woman
that he might cause her to be carried awav
of the flood." That is, as soon as he sa~
that she had gone, he induced such a great
multitude of people (flood and water meaning many people) to serve. him, that he
hoped she would be swallowed up and
lost sight of on account of the multitudes
in his service. His anger against her was
so great that he made war with everything
pertaining to her. There was nothing in
his mind but hatred toward her, and this
continued until she was lost to view, and
her seed destroyed. The woman going
into the wilderness means, that the church
became disorganized; and Satan's going
to make war with the remnant of her
seed means, -his persecuting the loyal scattered members of the disorganized church.
How is it that some have concluded that
the bride became impure? It is from the
reading of Revelations 17th chapter. Let
us examine it. Verses I and 2 read, "Come
hither; I will show unto thee the judgment
of the great whore that sitteth upon many
waters: with whom the kings of the earth
1
have committed fornication, and the inhabitants of the earth have been made
drunk with the wine of her fornication.
By what kind of reasoning are we led
to suppose that he is here speaking of the
bride, the Lamb's wife? She went away
pure. John has ceased speaking of her,
and is now telling us about another woman,
a bad woman; and he says, she "sitteth
upon many waters."
Evidently the
waters here alluded to are those that the
dragon cast out of his mouth to drown the
bride. The waters went after the bride,
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and this bad woman sitteth upon them.
Then there are two different women here
mentioned.· Again, we are told that the
"kings of the earth" had committed fornication with thic; bad woman. \Vhen did
they ever do so with the bride? Never.
She went away pure, she never broke her
vow; but this bad woman's sins were numerous; we are told that all the kin~s
were familiar with her.
But let us read further: "So he carried
me away in the spirit into the wilderness:
and I saw a woman sit upon a scarlet colored be.ast, full of names of blasphemy,
having seven heads and ten horns,"-v. 3·
"There," says one, "he saw het in the
wilderness, where the bride had gone; so
it must be the same woman."
Pshaw!
what kind of an argument is that? Suppose Mr. A's wife is sick, and he sends
her to New York to a hospital in that city,
. and suppose I should take the reader to
the same city and show him a bad woman
there; is that any evidence that they are
both the same woman?
Certainly not.
Is that any evidence that Mr. A's wife
had been untrue to him? No. We are
not told that this bad woman was in "the
place" where the bride went. She might
possibly be in the wilderness, and yet be
in some other part of it.
·
•
Again. John does not say she was the woman whoin he saw go into the wilderness,
but he says, "I saw a woman," when speaking of the. harlot. Again, he does not say
that he saw the bad woman in the wilderness. He says he was car,ried away in the
wilderness, ana w bile he was there saw this
bad woman. A man could be carried on
to the top of a house and and see a woman
who was not on the house. He could be
carried into a house and see a woman who
w~s not in the house, and he could be carried into a wilderness, and see a woman
who was not in the wilderness. At one
time Satan took the Savior up into a high
mountain and showed him all the kingdoms of the world, Luke 4: 5· From that
we might claim that the kingdoms were
up in the mountain; but they were not;
but he saw them from there.
THE WILDERNESS.

Question: Was the harlot in the wilderness? What is a wilderness? Webster says
· it is an "uncultivated and uninhabised region; a wide barren place; a waste, a
desert." Again, he tells us that a desert
is "a deserted and forsaken place; an uninhabited and unproductive region; a place
destitute of moisture and vegetation." In
our minds we see the wilderness a.s a wild,
barren place where there is little or no
water; and we remember the children of
Israel mournil?g for want of water in the
. wilderness, and Hagar's suffering with
Ishmael on the same account. But that
was not the kind of a place whe"re John
saw the harlot. She was the one "who
sitteth upon many waters." Surely that
was not in the wilderness, but that was.
where he saw her sitting upon the waters,
and while he was looking at her he saw
her "sit upon a scarlet-colored beast"Rome under the influence of the· devil.
H~ saw her change her position from the
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waters to the back of the beast.
This
beast he had seen rise out of the sea, ( waters) Rev. 13: I. And again, he tells us
that the waters which he saw "where the
whore sittetn, are peoples, and multitudes,
and nations and tongues."-Rev. 17: 15.
Then it was the multitudes of people and
heathen nations upon whom she was sitting, when he first saw her. She was in
a very popular and much inhabited place,
just the opposite from the wilderness; and
that she might have more--popularity and
better support, he saw her change her seat
to the back of the beast. Chapter I 8 tell~"
us clearly that she held commerce with
the world; . that merchants, ship owners,
etc., got rich through her patronage.
Then she was not in a "barren" or "uncultivated" place. It was not a "forsaken
place," but one much sought after. It was
not an "unproductive region."
But where was the Bride during all this
time? She was away in the wilderness;
in the barren waste; in an uncultivated
region; lost to the world, in a place prepared of God for her.
The evil woman was not clothed as the
bride. She is described as "arrayed in
purple and scarlet colors, and decked with
gold, and precious stones, and · pearls."
Her attire doe<; not represent the bride's at
all. Then why should she be taken for
the same woman?
Again, her name is
written upon her forehead. "Mystery,
Babylon the Great, the Mother of Harlots
and abominations of the earth."-Rev. I 7:
5· She has not the same name, or clothing, or appearance, or position, or place;
but still many say, "She is the woman
fallen and corrupt." Where is their evidence? It is all circumstantial. If they
consider seriously, I think they will find
they have unintentionally lent their aid to
tarnish the fair name of the bride, and that
they have borne false witness against her
-injured her reputation and branded her
as a sinner, when she was not. When we
read verses 9, I 2 and r8, and study their
meaning, we learn that the wicked woman
is the wicked church, located at Romenot in the wilderness; and history teaches
us that it was. the persecutions of the unbelieving, pagan Rome that drove the
bride, the true church, away. It was
Rome who fostered the wicked and
abominable harlot, encouraged her on in
her usurpation, and eventually enthroned
her and presented her to the world as the
bride, the Lamb's wife. This harlot began to encroach upon the bride at a very
early date.
Paul says in his day "the
mystery of iniquity doth already· work."
Little by little we can see her intrude upon the bride's rigpts during the second
centurv. She becomes more bold in the
third, and under the reign of Constantine
in the fourth, she comes out q!Jite glaring,
and as brazen as a harlot is supposed to .
be. As she advances in popularity she
forces the bride to. re.treat, until she, with
the aid her devotees, finally drives her
away; and in the sixth century we find
that she has gone, and the wicked adventuress is in· full possession, and has held it
ever. since in the service of Satan, claiming .to be the bride.
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Through this claim we see one of the
chief deceptions of the devil, who "deceiveth the whole world." Reader, has he
deceived you in this? Do you believe she
is the bride corrupted?
This adventuress became very popular:
"Peoples, multitudes, nations and tongues"
are her supporters and adherents. "The
kings of the earth'' are her followers, and
the seven-hilled city her s-eat.
After the bride was driven away, Rome
made war witl1 "the remnant Gf her seed"
-the scattered members of the disorganized church-and "overcame them," killed
them, or forced them into subjection to
the harlot, and gained power over "kindreds and tongues and nations,"-Rev. 13:
7· John saw the harlot "drunken with
the blood of the saints and with the blood
of the martyrs of Jesus,"-Rev. I7: 6.
This persecution continued until there
was scarcely a vestige of the true church
left. "Drunken with the blood of tl::e
saints." The saints constituted the true
church. The harlot was drunken with
their blood - not her own. Then the
saints, the true church, the bride, was one
woman, the harlot was another.
The same argument is good in,regard
to having power to "overcome the saints,"
and "wear out the saints of the Most
Higb,"-Dan. 7: 25. Paul says, "I know
this, that after my departing shall grievous wolves enter in among you, not sparing the flock,"-Acts 20: 29. The flock
here alluded to, is the sheep, the true
church. Paul saw the time when wolves
would enter in among them, and not spare
them. Wolves enter to kill and destroy,
and if they would not spare the flock, they
would kill it; and what then? Why,
there would be nothing but wolves left.
They destroyed the flock from the face of
the earth.
The sheep did not become
wolve)l.
The . sheep disappeared; the
wolves remained.
BOOK OF MORMON,

The Book of Mormon speaks quite
plainly of the two churches. In r Nephi
3: 17-20, in his wonderful vision, he describes the coming of John the Baptist,
the Savior and the Twelve Apostles. He
saw the works they did and the miracles
they performed. He saw the Savior ministering to the multitudes.
He S?W him
crucified, and saw the persecutions of the
Twelve. Therefore, he saw the organization of the church of Christ. He saw
the Savior· descend upon this continent,
after his resurrection, (verses 25 and z6),
and organize his church here. ·He saw
four generations pass away in righteousness, that is in obedience to the gospel; in
the. true church. Then he saw Satan
working with the people. Again he was
shown the nations and kingdoms of Eu~
rope, (verse 32), which he calls. "the nations of the Gentiles." After seeing all
this, he speaks as foilows: "And it came
to pass thaf I saw among the nations of
the Gentiles the foundation of a great
church. And the angel said unto me, Behold the foundation of a church, which is
most abominable above all other churches,
which slayeth the saints of God, yea, and
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tortureth them and bindeth them down,
and yoketh them with ayo:ke of iron, and
btingeth them down into captivity. And
it came to pass.that I beheld this great ang
abominable church: and I saw the devil
that. he was the foundation of it. And I
also saw gold, and silver, and silks, and
scarlets, and fine twined linen, and all manner of precious clothing; and I saw many
harlots. And the angel spake unto me,
saying,· Behold the gold, and the silver,
and the ~ilks, and the ~c:1rlets, and the fine
twined linen, and the precious clothing,
and the harlots, are the desires of the great
and abominable church; and a-lso for tJ:::e
praise of the world, do they destroy the
saints of God, and bring them down into
captivity."
The· true church had two foundations
(which was] esus Christ and his doctrine)
laid at Jerusalem, among the Jews; and
after it had been laid and the church built
upon the foundation, and after the Savior
and his apostles had been slain, and four
generations passed away, then after all
that Nephi saw the foundation of an
abominable church "among the nations of
the Gentiles." · It was not the same church
at all. It was not built in the same place,
not even in the same natien, but among
the Gentiles. It had not the same foundation, but "the devil . . • he was the
foundation of it." Christ's.church had been
torn down, and the devil was beginning to
build another. To deceive the world, he
used some · of the same material with
which Chri~t. had erected his building;
but when built it had not the same appearance. It did not look like it, neither inside nor out. Its teachings and doctrines
were not the same; its officers were not
the same; its form of worship was not
the same; its ordinances were not the
same. There was as much difference as
there is between day and night; but still
we are taught to believe that it is the same
church-Bosh.
Nephi tells us as John did, that this
wicked church "slayeth the saints of God"
-that is, the members of Christ's Church.
Then if the Saints are the true church,
and the members of the wicked church
are not saints, who cannot see that they
are a different people, and a different
· church, and are killing people diff.erent
from themselves, and members of an
entirely different church. From the closing description Nephi gives of her, we see
that she is the same mother of harlots that
John saw on the scarlet colored beast, and
not the Lamb's wife. The fact that some
who had been of Christ's Church had
been taken "by force" and compelled to
assist in building the other church does
not change that chnrch to the Church of
Christ. But the further fact that when
those thus compelled saw the errors and
abomination and spoke against them were
killed by the wicked church, is accumulative evidence in proving it the church of
the devil.
Again, in verse 39 Nephi speaks of the
Bible; and in verses 40 and 4 I says:
"When it proceeded forth from the
mouth of a Jew, [the compiler] it contained the plainness of the gospel of the
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.Lord, of whom the twelve apostles bear
record; and they bear record according to
the truth which is in the Lamb of God:
wherefore, these things go forth in purity
unto the Gentiles, according to the truth
which is in God: and after they go forth
by the hand of the twelve apostles of the
Lamb, from the Jews unto the Gentiles,
thou seest tht> foundation of a great and
abominable church, which is most ·abominable above all other churches; for.behold
they have taken away from the go~pel ofthe
Lamb many parts which are plain and
most precious; and also many covenants
of the Lamb have they taken away; and
all this .have they done that they might
pervert the right ways of the Lord; that
they might blind the eyes and harden the
hearts of the children ot men: wherefore,
thou seest that after the book hath gone
forth through the hands of the great and
abominable church, that there are many
plain and precious things taken away from
the book, which is the book of the Lamb
of God; .•. the most plain and precious
parts of the gospel of the Lamb which
have been kept back by that abominable
church, which is the mother of harlots."
From the above we see that after the
Savior had chosen the twelve and sent
them forth to preach the gospel in its
purity "unto the Gentiles"-which was
after his resurrection and after the full
organization of his church-and after the
Scriptures had gone to the Gentiles in purity
and plainness, which was after Christ's
Church .had been built and finished, Nephi
was shown that it was not until after all this
that the foundation of the "abominable
church" was laid. Then if Christ's Church
was finished before he saw "the foundation"
of Satan's church, they cannot be the same
church; and further, the wicked church
teaches false, corrupt and impure doctrines. She takes away "many plain and
precious" parts of the Scriptures to blind
the people to the truth, that they may not
see and understand concerning Christ's
Church; and she takes away "the most
plain and precious parts of the gospel."
We also learn here that in order to further
deceive mankind she attempts to teach a
part of' the gospel, but omits "the plain
and precious parts" and "perverts the
right ways of the Lord," thus keeping
men in error. So she teaches falselv and
is not the true church. "But," the r"eader
may say, "we know that the foundation of
the corrupt church was not seen until after
Christ's Church was finished; but that
was torn down and the corrupt church was
built upon the same foundation. In other
words, corrupt and wicked men. came into
Christ's Church and brought in heresy,
false doctrine and heathenism, and the
Roman Catholic Church to-day is the
Church of Christ corrupted. They trace
their authority back to Peter. The true
church apostatized, and in its apostate
condition continued until now." I deny
all this. Corrupt men came into the
church, it is true; they introduced their
heresies and heathenism and led their
dupes away from the truth and into the
corrupt church. Satan in his perversions
, used such subtle deceptions that it requires

very clear perception to distinguish be-,
tween the usurpation by the harlot and
the false claim of apostasy. Individuals
apostatize, I admit; but the church-never,
Every false doctrine forced upon the people,
and every item of heathenism they were
·compelled to accept were but steps takeri
by the harlot in undermining the bride
and driving her away. The corrupt
church is not built upon the same .foundation that Christ built on, and it is not a
continuation of the same church. The
true church was founded by Christ and
the children of God, but in I N ephJ 3:44
we read still more about "that great .and
abominable church, which was founded by
the. devil and his childr"n." Now here are.
two. different founders. The two churches
were not founded at the same time. One
was completed before the other began:
To found is, "to take the first step or
measure in erecting or building up; to furnish the materials for building; to begin to
raise; tooriginate."-Webster. Tbenthe
devil and his children took !'the first step,"
and originated and furnished the materials
for the corrupt church. Then who will
say that it is the sa(\le one that Christ
built? To "originate" is to give a "begining to; to bring into existence; to produce
as new."-Webster. All this the devil did
for his church.
1
Again, the angel said unto Nephi, \T{)rse
46, "Look and behold .that great and
abominable church, which is the mother
of abominations; whose foundation is the
devil. And he said unto me, Behold there
are save two chur~hes onlv.: the one is the
church of the Lamb of God, and the other
is the church of the devil." Here we have
the words of the angel putting a clincher
on my arguments, for he says there are
two churches. If then there are two, th«;y
are not both the same one; neither does
one grow out of the other.. They are separate and distinCt, good and bad; one of
God the other of the devil.
DOCTRINE AND COVEN ANTS,

Let us now turn to modern revelation.
In March, 1829, the following was given
to Joseph Smith and Martin Harris: In
speaking of the three witnesses and their
testimony, the Lord said:
"I will give them power that they may
behold and view these things as they are;
and to none else shall I grant this power
to receive this same testimony among this
generation in this the beginning of the rising up and coming forth of my church out
of the wilderness; clear as the moon and
fair as the sun, and terrible as an army
with banners."-D. & C. 4: (32) 3·
According to the above, the true church,
God's Church, was beginning to come
forth "out of the wilderne·ss" in 1829.
John the Revelator had seen her go there
long before to remain twelve hundred
and sixty years, and in 1829 she was just
beginning to come out again; the same
church that went, in-not another one.
And what is her condition and appearance
when she comes out? Let the Lord
answer, "Clear as the moon and fair as
the sun." Then she returns pure. "Clear
as the. moon and fair as the sun" could
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never apply to the mother of harlots.
Then it is not the corrupt church that
comes out of the wilderness? No, for she
never went in. It is the Bride, the Lamb's
wife who returns as pure as she went away.
If, as some claim, she fell, and became' corrupted after she went away into the wilderness, then while she was there she also
became purified, or she could not come out
pure; and it would be impossible for her
to become as corrupt as the abominable
church did with her multitude of sins, and
then come out as pure, as fair, as clear as
the most perfect types that God here presents unto us. It is nonsense to suppose
such an absurdity.
Again, nothing has transpired during
the twelve hundred and sixty years to
make the good woman bad, or the bad
woman good; but on the contrary, the
good woman has been getting better, and
the bad woman has been getting worse,
and sinking deeper and deeper in sin.
But has the woman, the c:hurch, come
out of the wilderness? In October, 1830,
the Lord said : "My vineyard [the world]
has become corrupted every whit; and
ther~ is none which doeth good save it be
. a. few; and they err in many instances, because of priestcrafts, all having corrupt
minds. And verily, verily I say unto you,
that this church have I established and
called forth out of the wilderness; and
even so will I gather mine elect from the
. four quarters of the earth."-D. C. 32: (55)
1, 2. Here we are positively told that the
Lord had called the church "out of the
wilderness" in the year 1830, and He says
further that "this church have I established." By his command she was established, April 6th, 183o; and on that day she
came "forth eut of the wilderness." And
sh:e came out just as she had gone in,
''clothed with the sun, and the moon under .her feet, and upon her head a crown
of twelve stars."-Rev. I2: I. Then she
came out pure ao.d undefiled. While all
the world has been corrupted "every
whit," "because of priestcrafts" of the
abominable church, she has remained pure.
And who is she? The Bride, the. Lamb's
wife. She is here. We have her with us
now, here in America. And we look over
in Europe, in Rome, and who do we see
there?
The wicked adventuress, the
mother of harlots, the abominable church,
still sitting on the scarlet-colored beast
with seven heads and ten horns; still in
the city of seven hills; still committing
fornication with the kings of the earth;
still holding dominion over nations, kindreds, tongues and peoples; and her daughters are flourishing everywhere.
If there has not been two women all
the time, how does it happen that there
are two now? How does it happen that
when the bride returns, the harlot is still
here, and has been all the time.' How
can we claim that the harlot is the bride,
corrupted, after the bride has returned
still pure, pnd we have the two women.
face to face? Now that we can see them
both, it is time to admit that they are· not
the same women.
Let us now consider further what is
meant by the wilderness into which the
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church went.
In a revelation given DeA PLEA FOR THE WEAK ONES.
ctmber 27th, J832, our Savior speaking
of his teachings says: "Behold, that which EDITORS _HERALD:- The Saints' Herald
you hear is as the voice of one crying in has been for a number of years a welcome
the wilderness; in the wilderness, because visitor to me. It has brought me comfort
you cannot see him: my voice because my and intelligence in various ways; and I
.voice is Spirit."-D. C. 85: (7) I7.
We have often thought that it was strictly diare here told that which was heard on vided into two departments; the one the
that occasion was "as the voice of one erv- intellectual, the other the sympathetic deing in the wilderness;" and the reas;n partment. In the first the logicians take
why it was "as the voice of one crying in a pride, and tbe contentious seek to· enter.
the wildernes~" was, because they could In that same department we at times can
not see him who cried or spoke to them. see big men ride little bits of hobby horses
That was why his teachings wet:e "as the with a cavalierish pride, assuming a comvoice of one crying in the wilderness," be- manding appearance with which they decause they could not see him-the Savior mand respect.
Again, we have those who electrify
-who taught them. That was why the
church was in the wilderness for hundreds with a celestial splendor the pRges of the
of years, because they who lived during Herald, which serves as a beacon light to
that time could not see it. It was in a con- those who are in darkness, and cheers the
dition that it could not be seen by man. weary ones on to new efforts, and makes
God had determined that man should not the weak heart feel strong. Thanks b.e
see it, therefore it wa~ in the wilderness to to God for such.
him. Concerning the priesthood, a reveBut from the other department, which
lation was given to Joseph and others, say- I feel pleased to call the sympathetic,
ing, "Thus saith the Lord unto you, with there we read the expressions of love in a
whom the priesthood hath continued vibrating manner; and the two departthrough the lineage of your fathers, for ments appear to me like husband and wife.
ye are lawful heirs, according to the flesh, In the one we see the sturdy character of
.and have been hid from the world with the male; in the,other the mild and loving
Christ in God."-D. C. 84: (6) 3·
manners of the female, which, joined toThose to whom this revelation was gether, make a happy whole.
given were told that their priesthood had
I call to mymind how often myself and
extended to them through lineal descent, others have been brought to tears ofsymthat they were "lawful heirs" to it, but pathy by a letter, which may have been
that their heirship had been "hid from the poor in style, but rich in love. 0, to-day
world."
The world could not see it. there comes to my mind the letter of
They di·d not know the rightful heirs; "young Joseph Rodger, the son of Glaud
.they could not see the heirship in them, Rodger, of over. eleven years ago. I
consequently they were in the wilderness wonder if there was a Saint that read that
to them. This heirshio had been "hid letter who did nofshed tears? I know
with Christ in God," and. that is where the of none. That letter, written by a boy
Bride, the Church was during the 1260 while in the barn, the homely style the
years.
It became disorganized and was letter had defies description. But it was
lost to the world.
a message from a broken . heart, which
Now the corrupt church was never so rent was felt in every sentence, and forced
hidden.
Her lineage can be traced all the Saints to love the writer. Though
along; she was never whereshe could not poor in composition, it was not rewritten,
be seen since she took her seat, but has re- not simmered nor boiled down; but the
mained there, in full view of the world, all original expression of a broken heart.
during the time the bride was lost to view.
In the Correspondence and Home ColTherefore if she must be lost to view, in umns are where the hearts meet; in the
order to be in the wilderness-and the Editorial and Communication columns. are
Savior says "in the wilderness because you where the brains· flash; and what but
cannot see him" [her]-then the harlot sounding brass and tinkling cymbal is brain
was never in the wilderness, but the bride without heart?
In reading the Home
was; so there are two different women, Column mv mind wanders to the writer's
beyond doubt.
cares, who "is confessing a weakness but
Now, kind reader, remember that the tells us of love unfeigned, and of the many
popular church has been ~before the gaze privations for the very work's sake; and
of the world for centuries, open to view of fears, and asks all the Saints to pray
everywhere, always in a condition to be for her that she may be spared and have
seen. And remembering this, read what wisdom to raise unto God a man! a wothe Lord said to Joseph Smith and others man! Yes, whose very heart throbs with.
in this preface to the Book of Doctrine and anxiety to leave in this world, ·for the next
Covenants. He says he spoke that "those generation, men of honor and women of
to whom these commandments were given virtue. 0! what can we elders do? Only
might have power to lay the foundation call sin[\ers to repentance and convert
of this church, and bring it forth out of them to be men of God; but thesewomen
obscurity and out of darkness, the only can raise them.
true and living church upon the face of the
And when I read those letters,. where is
whole earth, with which I the Lord am my mind? Is it on the grammatical beauwell pleased, speaking unto the church· ty of the composition, or should it not
collectively and not individually."
rather be on that whichthe poor, trembGEo. S. LINCOLN.
ling daughter of God's kingdom triesto
tell. I often think zeal and wisdom are'
John~· Roth, Grinnell, Powesheik co., Iowa.
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members of one family, but not twins;
they do not always come forth together.
·There are many cf the.world who do
not know what Paul meant when· he said,
"To profit withal;" and it is· possible that
there are also Saints who do not understand the meaning of this . scripture, and
"much more those members [or writers to
the Home Columnl of the body, which
seem to be more feeble are necessary."-!
Cor. 12: 22. I do hope our youthful Kanf':as City brother will grow in brightness
. in this work. of God, and expand in affection and learn to not despise the weak
things of the earth, for those are the ones
that God has chosen to bring to pass his
"marvelous work and a :wonder." These
very same weak things handed to us the
Book of Mormon, and they, when aware
of .their inability to write, said that God
had made them powerful in word. So
likewise we often find that those poor
brethren and sisters who say, "I take my
pen in hand and sit down to write," they
are often filled with the Spirit of God unto the confounding of the wise.
0 God, forbid that we .as Saints ever
become so wise ( ?) that we despise those
little ones who are unversed in literature!
It would' be just as damaging to us as it
would be to the parents to despise the
stories of their children. Let us all remember that we "know nothing as we ought
to know," (1 Cor. ~: 2), but continue to
hope and pray for the time when the
"darkness that covers the earth" wiil be
taken away and the "gross darkness that
covers the people" will vanish before the
glory of God.-Isaiah 6o: 2. Then God
will restore to us a perfect language, the
one taken from the earth about the time
of the Babylonish transgression. when
men's aspirations ran beyo~d their,ability.
I know that we were once Gentiles carried away unto various delusions of self
esteem, only looking at the outward appearances.
This is the failing of the
world. They esteem Shakespeare because
he had a vocabulary of seventeen thousand
words ann taught them vanities, but despise the Palmyra Seer because of his illiteracy, though he taught the way of life
everlasting. The world glories in Charles
Dickens because he could use eleven thousand words to good effect, but reject the
Book of Mormon, and cry with loud voices,
"The literature of the nineteenth century
is disgraced by this ungrammatical Book
of Mormon!" which to us and the world
is a witness that God is no respecter of
persons.
What then shall be our attitude towards
one another? Shall I glory above my
brother or sister, who is less fortunate than
I in learning, or perhaps weaker in mind,
I ask?
0 Solomon, whence came thy
wisdom? Is it 'the product of your own
genius? Did you devise the height and
the depth of your understanding? Did
you set the bounds of your wisdom, and
how came you by it? The echo answers,
"IJ came from God, the Giver of all good."
Now in whom shall I glory? Is it in
the Giver, or the favored one? Let me
rejoice with the favored one, but glory in
in God always; and may we in meekness
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grow wise, and in weakness strong in. the
Lord, is my prayer and hppe for all Sajnts.
Yours truly,

A.

'

H. HERKE.

KosoMA, Indian ·Territory, Maich·6th.

·

LETTERS FROM THE FIELD.

EDITORS HERALD:-We have had a terribly stormy time for the past month in
this part of the country. Very deep
snows and bitter ~old, worse than was
ever known ::;re reported.
Your article, "Lawful, or Expedient,"
was, I think, timely and will prove of
great value to me and. many others, no
doubt. I confess that I have ordained
more than one against my own convictions,
but I thought it would be wrong to act
. against a vote of the branch; yet it has
troubled me, but I shalL never do so again.
It is an easy matter for a few Saints to
come ·together in a business meeting, the
majority being sisters, and some others
who are not in the habit of attending regular meeting, therefore not being acquainted with the needs and wants of the branch,
nor the qualifications of the one or ones
desired to fill certain positions in the priesthood, only what they are told by those
who are using their influence to have certain ones ordained.
I say it is an easy
matter for such to move and vote, to have
present officers removed without cause,
and while nearly every male metnber in
the branch holds some office to still ordain
others, I hold that to be wrong. I would
that we had more wisdom.
While .God works through human
agency, so also does his adversary, the
devil; so that w)lile the Lord finds willing
hearts to do his will, Satan does also;
hence the antagonism.
It seems strange how many are led
astray at times by one or two, though it is
written, "Behold, how great a matter a
little fire kind let h."
We mistake this
kind of fire for the Spirit of God, so.netimes. When this is the case, trouble and
disaster are sure to follow.
This has been my experience.
That
which tends to divide the s·aints, wound
their spirits and cause bitterness to arise in
their hearts is, in my judgment, not of
God; and this is sure to be the case whenever Satan is at work among the Saints.
But I think it an easy matter to detect him
in this respect, for he ever works in secret
chambers. There is nothing of this kind
brought to light, but it has first been
sprung in this manner; therefore it cannot
be the work of Christ, for he said, "I ever
taught openly, and in secret have :t said
nothing." Having this key, there is no
need of being deceived.
I believe a business meeting is one of
the most important meetings held by the
church, and that all should go there having their minds free, with the spirit of
prayer in their hearts; and when the president offers prayer asking that the Spirit
may guide and direct in that which may
be done, all present should be pr.epared to
say "Amen" in their hearts. But, alas!
when a scheme has been concocted beforehand, and with an exultant spirit we go
there determined to act accordingly, the

offering of such a prayer is the, height of
folly,-a mere farce.
.
.
It is God's work vye have inhand, and
if. it is carried on successful! y, it m\lst be
through the Spirit of. God. Every member in the church has his proper station to
fill, but I never did nor do I now believe
that any one should be ordained to an of. fice in the church upon the strength of a
manifestation through a sister or any other
layman, when there are tho&e .present
holding the priesthood; for if a layman
has not the right to ordain under the law,
how can he call, etc.? . If so, it would
be the feet directing the head;-so it seems
to me.
I believe it proper that a man after being recommended by the priesthood for
the branch to take a vote upon it on the
same principle that Joseph and Oliver
were presented to the Saints for their ap- ~·
proval or disapproval, they first being called of God, the rightbeing given them to
say as. to ~hether they would accept them
as the1r officers or not. But suppose they
had refused to accept that appointment,
would they not have rejected the Lord as
did Israel when they said, "Give us a king"
(1 Sam. 8:6, 7)? thus showing that while
common consent was the rule governing,
vet it was abused as when Aaron made
the golden calf and when the Son of God
was condemned to death; for in each case
"the voice of the people ruled. Yet what
trouble and sorrow they brought upon
themselves by not using it wiselv. The
same course will produce the same effect
now.
In view of these facts we see the necessity of having wisdom in the exercise of
this God-appointed right,-:-;-com.mon consent._
Much valuable time is spent, of necessity, by the ministry in branches; adjusting
difficulties caused by the abuse of this power. It is certainly time that Saints were
becoming more wise, and seeing to it that
they are not imposed upon by influences
which work against their peace.
The apostle wrote to the Saints thus:
"Mark them which cause divisions among
you, and avoid them." That is applicable
to us, and we should give heed to it. The
Saints are in greater ·danger of being deceived than any other people, for the reason that they are engaged in a work that
is to destroy the power of Satan, therefore
his wrath is kindled against them, and
there he will work "with all power and
signs and lying wonders, and with all deceivableness of unrig-hteousness in them
that perish," etc.-2 Thess. 2: 9, ro. That
we may escape this, the Lord has given us
his word as a lamp unto our feet and a
light unto our path, but if that light will
shine before us, we must study his word,
that we may be able to discern the spirits
that manifest themselves from time to
time.
One more thought: If we profess to
believe in the prophets and apostles who
are dead, we must of necessitv believe in
those who are living, since God has again
restored his church with that grade of officers in it. Hence their counsel and advice given in harmony with the law should
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be considered as much the word of the
Lord as that given in theN ew Test<1ment.
This is proven by the revelation of r89o,
thus:· "He that heareth him that is sent;
hearetb the Lord ·who sent him, if he be
called of God, and be sent by the voice of
the church."
It seems that the church was not observingthis princ;iple in 188z, for then the
Lord said, •'lt is my will that ye more fully honor and pay heed to the voice and
counsel of the traveling ministry in spiritual. things, which if ye do not, the office
which they hOld is not honored in my
service, and the gqod they should do is
made void."
·
It seems to me that we should consider
this seriously, that being the word of the
L()rd to us; and if w.e will be his accepted
people, we must. do that which he says,
otherwise we have no promise.
There .need be no fears of being. led
astray by following this rule; nor will it
do to say that it savors too much of Brigharnism, etc., for we are not expected to
follow the teaching of these men only so
far as they teach in harmony with that
which is written.
Brigham ism set aside the books, and the
people were e}{pected to receive their
teaching whether it conflicted with the
books or not.
It was this that led them
into bondage ..
The. elders of. the Reorgat;ization have
ever taught that the books contained th'e
word 'Of "the 'Lord to the church, and that
their teaching must harmonize with them;·
so that if we read the word and treasure it
up in our hearts, how Can We be deceived r
This is tbe 01ily safeguard I know of;
and I feel thankful to God for his word. ·
If I am wr 0 ng in the thoughts presented,. I.w.ant to be· set right; but they .seem
dear.'to my mind. . ·
W, M. RU'Mii:L.
CLEARWAT.ER,'N~braska,

March·ltth.

·

·
the record of
the old year is made, and the new year is
up()n ys with Hs increasing,important and
momentous events, pointing us onward
and upward to him who is at the helm in
. this the hestand most glorious work committed to man for the last time .and the
fullness of. times; let thanks and praise be
given to the great Author of all good for
blessings of the hour, in the which, from
pulpit and' press,.as with a loud voice we
have the privilege of heralding- forth the
true gospel of the Son of God; . and I
thank. God also that this gospel is pure
·from the heaven8, as borne from its royal
col}rts by holy. angels of earth; being all
unsullie.d and Jree .from the vain, speoulative philosophy, theories, gospels and tra"
ditions .of uninspired men, which have as
a·'pall sd)ong 'enveloped the earth and its
expectant .inh~bitant~ 1 shutti.ng out tht;
gJorious light of heaven, .ca1.1sing the earth
to groan, the nations to stumble in blindness and the heavensto weep over them;
!llt;an,whilt; therp b!'ing A!) yision, anq the
p,!t}iplt[i ·p~rishtng, .. as yvr6.te the Pi-6phet
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and responsibilities, whether improved or
unimproved, is passing. with us. Yes, and
while the heavens. rejoice, let the earth be
glad, for. all nature testifies truly in thunder
tones, "God the Father is moving in His
Royal Majesty," while Saints sing, "God
the mighty God is speaking by His word
in every land.'' The Holy Spirit from
every quarter, and especially on these hes.perian shores calls, "Come up higher," a
soul"inspiring call to Saints, which I trust
will be wisely acted upon by all.
Our time-honored brother, W. W. ·
Blair, has just passed a brief season with
us; He is too well known to need any
eulogy from us, so suffice it to say we are
greatly refreshed and much blessed by his
m<Jst excellent words and work, for God
is with him and his words in power, in
demonstration, in the Holy Ghost and in
much assurance. Like an angel of light
he goes forth on his way north,. blessing
and .to bless~ His coming is timely, and is
another exhibition to us of heavenly wisdom in the first presidency sending him.
Our new settlement here of one year's
planting is quite prosperous, and is prom~
ising to be more so than we had anticipated. We consider it a golden opportunity for Saints to obtain desirable homes,·
where, keeping the law of God, they can
enjoy each other's society, and prepare for
the final redemption of Zion by making
hqJy places, as they"are commanded to do.
We nave most of our Gospel Swamp
Saints with us, and several others are coming in ·to make nice homes.
The old
church building from the Swamp is brought
up :md regenerated upon .a nice half acre
lot, kind! y donated by our generous
brother, Elder E. ]: French: Our meetings .are quite spiritual, and are generally
weJ.l attended by Saints and friendly,
kirid,hearted neighbors, whom we loV.e
and are trying to bless with the love of
heaven ..
Our branch (Newport} is greatly improved of late, and is in good co:ndition.
Peace and love, with good works, characterize neatly .the entire body, which is
making a healthy growth, and we are enjoving the smiles of heaven both spiritually
and temporally. Copious and seasonable
rains· are blessing the soil in this fruitful
region, thus insuring a rich reward to the
faithful husbandman for the ensuing year.
Our opportunities for the preaching of
the word are abundant and increasing on
every hand, but the laborers are too few.
The Spirit of the Lord, however, is working upon· the minds of several talented
young men, whom we may expect to see
arise ere long and proclaim the heavenly
message of life. There is room for them,
with the waiting. gifts of God to bless
them.
While the signs are quite ominous, the
tirl!es ar.e propiti<Jui'\ for us tp labor
together with God in the setting up of his
kingdom. The spreading rays of light
from ~his.' work are noticeably illumining
the minds of the . more adv.anced and
,. grl:'~tt;st:.thi,r:Jli:eX§., ()ftb~s a.ge, b()th.}n t!JH
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we most gladly hail and appreciate in their
time and place for all they are worth,
while "work, work," is the watchword to
all.
I am glad. to see th~ call of Bro. E. L.
Kelley for Kirtland Temple work. Let
the response be both speedy and ample.
Then to think of such a desire to purchase
and remove the grand old Temple to the
World's Fair at Chicago in 1893! Now,
in the effort alone what a striking fulfillment we have of the Lord's promise made
so long ago at its dedication, in these
words: "The fame of this, my house,
shall yet go forth to all the nations of the
earth." Thus time is proving the great
truth of the divine and prophetic calling
of Joseph Smith in most remarkable and
irrefutable ways, which the combined
wisdom of uninspired men could never
have imagined or devised; Let the adversary rage, and the howling wicked imagine a vain thing, while all heaven, with
the good of earth, is on our side, so long
as we abide in Christ. The heavens are
open to u·s, angels are ministering to the ·
heirs of salvation to cheer and help us to
come up higher; and that we may everbe
found standing· in holy places and not be
moved therefrom till the day of the Lord
comes, is my prayer.
·
Long live the Saints' Herald, Autumn
Leaves and Zion's Hope-flaming and
unparalleled messengers of light, .life and
love. . Thank God for the Reorganized
Church of :His own planting, so clearly
and continually recognized of the heavens;
·Thank God for the sure fulfillment of·his
promise to send one mighty imd strong,
clothed with light for a covering, whose
mouth uttereth words-eternal . words-.
while his bowels are a fountain of truth;
holding the sceptre of power in his hand;
setting in ?rder the House . (Church) of
God, to arrange by .lot the inheritance of
the Saints whose names are found enrolled
in the book of the law of God, etc. And
whileGod approves and seals the work of
His anointed daily, the joyous 'children of
Zion point with righteous piide to the
noble work of .their heaven-called .earthly.
leader, who for thirty-one years has led
them without a. blemish upon his oharac"
tet; with nothing done by him either in
word or act which can ever bring a blus.h
of shame to youth or maiden's cheek,
while, as God has also saidi men assuredly
know that gold and lust and the love of
power are not the god's thafhave called
him.
Yes, well may the Saints lift up their
heads and rejoice, knowing that the hour
of their redemption draweth nigh. Yours
for the kingdom.
D. S. MILLS.
S.;I.N1:A ANA,

~Tracts

Cal., Feb. 18th.

'<i'

GERMAN TRACTS.

in the German Language may be had .of Bro:
Ad. Richter, Burlington, Iowa:·'The Baptism, 6. cents;
the Repentance, 5 cents; the principles of the Gospel, 6
cents: the Epitome o1 Faith. 2c.; tile. Sixth Trumpet, a
fifty-fpur jlllge pamphlet, 25c. These 'prices inc lud!"l
postage.
·

on.

~ N~ C~edit ~or moneys reb~iv~d
snbscri]?tion will
. appear. on the Colored Addresii Label of the Uerald.
·.. . . .. ror this issue, as no changes. have be<m niad~, ex-'
cept incase of persona desiring a chan'ge'in P.O. ilddresa;
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~ .,\1ways write ilie .Business portion of your Letter on
a separate piece of paper, and let it' be brief and explicit.
If you have anything to say to the Edit0r, or something
you wish published, no NOT write it on the back of a
business 'letter. Business is l'!usiness, and MUST BE
done in a business-like manner.

CENTRAL NEBRASKA.
Conference convened with the Clearwater
branch, Saturday, 'February 28th, W. Rumel
president, L Gamet secretary protem. Branches:
Clear Water 63, net gain 6; Deer Creek 32, Chalsea I9.
Elders: Levi Gamet, James Caffall,
William Rumel, William Culbertson, by Jetter.
Priest, J. W. Wilson. Bishop's agent's report:
On hand last report $3 25, received $I.oo, total,
$.4 25; paid out $4 25. W. Rumel was sustained
president, J. H. Jackson secretary, Levi Gamet
Bishop~s agent. ·On motion the president was
teq uested to confer with the elders and priests
not engaged in branch labors and secure their
co-operation in ministerial labors in the district
so far as their circumstances will admit. Resolved that it ·is the understanding of this conference that the west line of the district be the
wes.t line of the state. Rosolved that Elder J.
Caffall be authorized to represent us. at General
Conference. On motion the district president
· was authorized to appoint grove meetings at such
times and places as he may t;hink best. Adjourned to Clear Water branch, August ISth, at I I
o'clock.
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA.
Conference was held in Sacramento, March
r3th, !4th and rsth; Pres, W, W. Blair presiding;
T. Dilley assisting,]. F. Burton clerk. Present:
Of the First . Presidency I, Seventy 2, Elders 3,
Priests 2 Teachers I, Deacons 1. Branches reported: Mountain Home 21, Santa Rosa 6z;
Stockton 65, Alameda 53· San Francisco 81, Sacramento rsz, Oakland 78 Elder Thomas Daley
reported l:J.is labors (baptized 39), and recommended that a branc!l be organized in Altamont, and
that Bro. J. G. Young be ordained priest and W.
0. Skinner be ordained elder. Elders J. F. Burton,]. R. Cook and George W. Harlow; Priests
Howell and Pooler; Teacher L. Hutchins arid
Deacon Nance, reported in persbn. Pres. H. C.
Smith reported by letter recommending to generai conference the ordination of EldHs George
S. Lincoln and J, B. Price as High Priests; ar,d
that J. B. Price be appointed as district president.
Elders L. Turnbull, C. A. Parkin, C. W. Hawkin, GeorgeS. Lincoln, J. B. Price, James Steel
and James Parr reported by letter. Report of C.
W. Hawkins, Bishop's agent, was presented and
referred to committee to audit and report to this
conference. By request of the chair Bro. ~skew
reported the condition of the work in El Dorado
and vicinity. He requested the labors of an elder there. Sunday-school reports: Sacramento
44 sessions, average attendance 18, cash received
$7 20, paid out $7.20; Sr. C. W Blair superin·
tendant and secretary. Florin school, organized
at Enterprise, April 6th, 189o; number of sessions
40, average.attendance I.), collections $8 70, paid
out $7 so; Sr. Mary H. Lee superintendant. The
following measures were presented and passed:
That H. C. Smith be appointed delegate to general conference to be held at Kirtland April 6th,
1891. That Bro. W. 0. Skinner be ordained elder. That Bro. J. G. Young be ordained priest.
That Elder Ja'l'nes Steel be granted a license.
That general conference be requested to authorize snd arrange for the ordination of Elders
George S. Lincoln, J. B Price and George W.
Harlow to the office of High Priest. That Elder
J. B. Price be appointed district president. That
George S. Lincoln be appointed district clerk.
That a branch be organized at Altamont. That
the autumn reunion be held at Irvington. That
J. B. Price, S. Stivers nnd J. G. Young, be a committee on time, arrangements, etc., for the reunion. That the Central California district be
invited to meet with the Northern California

d.istrict in ·the reunion at Irvington, and that they
be reque&ted to appoint a· committee to. confer
and act with the .committee appointed by this
conference as to time, arrangements, etc., for the
reunion. That Sr. L. Stivers be a committee to
solicit funds ·for the expenses of the delegate to
generaJ·eonference and forward the same to him.
That Elder C. A. Parkin be recommended. to the
bishopric for appointment as Bishop's agent for
this district. Auditing .committee reported the
Bishop's agent's report correct; committee discharged.
Pres. H. C. Smith was 'sustained as
president of Pacific Coast missions. The 'missionaries in charge were sustained, as were also
all the quorums of the church. A vote of thanks
obtained to the Sacramento Saints and citizens
for so ki-ndly entertaining the visiting brethren.
Preaching on Friday, Saturday and Sunday evenings, also on Sunday morning, by Pres. W. W.
Blair and Elders T. Daley and J· F. Burton.
Prayer and testimony meetings on· Friday and
Saturday mornings at 9 and Sunday at 10 a. m.,
and sacrament serVices at 2 p.m. Adjourned to
meet at Stockton, in March, I892. There was
not a cloud nor a jar in the business sessions, and
they were marked by a larger degree of spirituality and christian sociability than ,has for many
years obtained upon this coast, while the .worshiping services were a continual feast of good
things from the Lord.
WEST TENNESSEE AND KENTUCKY.
Conference convened with the Foundry branch,
March 8th, I89r; P. B. Seaton chosen to preside,
J. H. Adair assistent; W.l Seaton, clerk pro
tenz. Branch reports: Haly Creek ro, I expelled.
Eagle Creek 27, I given 6 months to make acknowledgments. Foundry branch 2[;, I baptized,
2 died. Farmington not reported. Elders reported: J. R Adair, P. B. Seaton paptized 4•
married r. Resolved. that no branch: reports. wilL
be received any more in said district save, on
blank reports. Bishiop's agent's book audited
by committee; found corre'ct. P. B ..Seaton sustained as president of district. Resolved that the
authorities be sustained by faith and prayer; Adjourned to meet at call of president.
UTAH.
Conference convened at Provo City, Utah,
March 2rst, with Bro. Peter Anderson in the
chair. Hymn "Jesus I my cross have taken,"
was sung. C. E. Sterrett was elected secretary.
Bro. Joseph S. Lee reported that he had traveled
954 miles by railroad. 71 by wagon, 329 on foot;
held 7 I meetings, blessed 6 children, baptized 2
and assisted in confirming the same. Bro. M. G.
D. Phillips said he considered the branch in
Provo to be entirely unorganized at present and
thought there should be an elder stationed at
Provo City to build up the work there. Bro. H.
B. Sterrett reported that he had baptized and
confirmed r, and assisted in the confirmation of
three others; had administered to a number of
sick with good results; had assisted in blessing
one child as well as assisting in holding a number Of meetings. Bro. Peter Anderson reported
that he had labored. a good portion of his time in
Salt Lake City since last report; at other times
he had traveled and preached as circumstances
would permit; had administered to a number of
sick with good results.' Bro. John Hendrickson
had done what he could as teacher to advance
the work. Bro. Thomas Burt reported that he
had visited as he could and worked for the spread
of the truth. Report of the Lehi branch showed
that then~ was an increase of eight since last report; present number 54, new ordination ·I, marriage 1. Bro. R. J. Anthony was appointed delegate to the general conference to be held at Kirtland, Ohio, commendng April 6th, r891, with
Bro. W. W. Blair alternate to represent the Utah
district. The general conference w,.as requested
to send three additional missionaries into this
field. Bro. Peter Anderson was sustained as
district president, and Bro. C. E. Sterrett was
elected district clerk. It was ordered that we
hold our next quarterly conference in Pleasant
Grove, lhe last Saturday and Sunday in June,
I89r. Thanks were voted to the Church of

Christ for the use of the house. Preaching Sun•
day morning by Elder Joseph S. Lee who spoke
'well and to the point. Elder Peter Anderson
preached at two p. m. to a small but attentive
audience. The tim~ Sunday evening was pccu•
pied by J. S. Lee.
LITTLE SIOUX.
Quarterly conference convened at Magnolia,
Iowa, March 7th and 8th; C. Derry shosen president, W. Chambers assistant, A. M. Fyrl!rido
secretary, J. F. Mintun assistant. Branches reported were, Unionburg, Union Center, Logan,
Woodbine, Little Sioux, Spring Creek and Magnolia. . Sioux City no report. . The following
was adopt.ed: Whereas, the items of Bro. G. M.
Scott's ordination to the office of an elder are
lost, therefore be it resolved that he be reordained to the office of an elder, and a license be grant•
ed him by this conference. Ministerial reports:
High Priests, C. Derry, J. M. Putney, D. Chambers. Seventies, J. F. McDowell, by letter; J. F.
Min tun and. H. 0. Smith (of Galland's Grove
district). Elders, W. Chambers, F. Hans'en, A,..
M. Fyrando, R. Farmer, I. Shupe, A. Johnson,
S. Diggle Sr., H. Garner; D. Maule, L. Merchant,
H. C. Bronson (visitor). Prit>sts, W. T. Fallon,
J. Emmerson. Teachers, C. Day, J. S. McDonald, W. Davisop, S. B. Kibler. Local mi&sio)lary
appointments: W. Chambers and C. Dow11s in
former field; J. A. Beckman and C. Day former
field; F. Hansen and P. Pelton field as before;
R. Farmer and D. Maule same as before; H.
Garner an!l J. S. McDonald as per preylous labors.
Resolved that we .earnestly request the
labors of Brn. H. C. Bronson and H. 0. Smith in
our district whenever convenient. Spiritual condition of branches generally reported good. D.
Chambers, C. Derry, S. B. Kibler and A.M. Fy·
.rando were chosen delegates to general c.onference. All the church ·authorities and district officiids -were smotained~
Logan wiu> chosen as
place of the June conference; Preachin:g by' H.
0. Smith, J. F. Min tun and H. C. Bronson .. Ad.
journed to meet at Logan, Iowa, Saturday, Jup.e
6th.
NODAWAY ..
Conference convened at Guilford, Missouri,
February 21st; president, James Thomas, l'yl. P.
Madison secretary. Reports of branches: Platt
74, 1 died, I baptized. Ross Grove, no change.
Stanberry, ·no change. Sweet Home 25, 6 received. Report of priesthood: of Seventy z; of
Elders 7; of Priests 5; of Teachers 4; of Deacons
1.
Elders W. E Peak and J. Thom;:ts were
chosen delegates to genereral conferenee at
Kirtland. It was moved that we petition general
conference to return .W. E. Peak to this distl-ict
next year. The congregations were good and
the preaching fair. The outlook for good in
this district is good.
Adjourned to meet at
Stanberry, Augus.t 16th and 17th.
CURE FOR WARTS.
I have always had warts on my hands ever
since I was a boy, and have tried a .thousand
remedies for them, including all the charms
known to the oldest dar key in the country. The
only thing that would suppress them, even temporally,· was a· red-hot needle. Somebody told
me about it ten or fifteen years ago, but I never
tried it for a long time, dreading the pain. At
last I had a big wart on the knuckle of my left
forefinger, where I was always knocking it
against something and keeping it raw and sore.
I determined to try the hot needle. So I had a
large needle fixed in an awl-handle, heated it
red-hot in the flame of a lamp and thrust it
through the big wart at one punch. The· pain
was no greater than I had been enduring froiri
striking the wart agal.nst everything I touched,
and after the needle had cooled I took it out.
The wart began to dry up, and in three or four
days I picked it off with my thumb-nail. Since
then, whenever one makes its appearance I take
a hot needle to it, and the remedy never fails.Sel.
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CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The Southern Nebraska district conference
will convene at Wilber, Nebraska, April rgth, at
I I a.m.
We hope all branches in the district
will report. A cordial invitation is extended to
all the brethren and friends to attend.
C. H. PoRTER, Sec.
REUNION.
To the Saints of Northern. Iowa, Wisconsin,
Michigan, Dakota, Minnesota and Manitoba:
There. will be a Reunion of the Latter Day
~aints at Detroit, Becker county, Minnesota,
June I3th, r8gi. Detroit is a station on the
Northern Pacific Railroad. We invite all to
come that can come, and expect to have good
preachers present. Commence now to prepare
for it. We will publish again before the meeting.
WILLIAM NUNN,

Ckairmmt qf Com.
BORN.
HiNEs.-To Bro. W. S. and Sr. Clara D.
Hines, a daughter; born at Nebraska City, Nebraska, Jan]lary zoth, r8gr; blessed February
zzd, r8gr, by Elders H. C. Bronson and J. Arm_strohg, and named Georgia Vivian.
DIED.
STRUTHERS -At the home of her .voungest
daughter in Keokuk, Iowa, December r6lh, r8go,
•Sr. Mary Struthers. She was born June I7lh,
r8r5, in Preston, Lancashire, England; united
with the church in r84o, iA England; came to
this country same year, settling in Lee county,
where she has since resided. Reunited with the
church in r866; was a true Saint, ever ready to
bear her testimony to the .truth of the gospel.
Funeral discourse by Bro. Alexander H. Smith
from the Saints~ chapel, December r8th:. Her
l~~t words were: ''Let me go; don't try to keep
nfe."
CHATTERTON.-At his re~idence in Nebraska
City, Nebraska, February r6th, r8gr, from cancer
of· long duration, and causing much suffering,
.J3ro. Laurett Chatterton, husband of Sr. Rebecca
Chatterton, aged 59 years. His funeral took
place from the Saints' chap€! Wednesday, February r8th, at ro a.m. Many attended the service.
He leaves a wife and one sister to mourn their
loss.
.FAIRBANKS.--At Sandwich, Illinois, March
roth, r8gr, Sr. Betsy Fairbanks, aged Sr years, 6
months and ro days. Betsy Bishop was born at
Red Oak, Canada (west), "August 3rst, r8og;
moved with he!' parents to j<,ffcrson county,
New York, in r8r8,at which place she was married to AlancingFairbanks May 3oth; r832. She
'was baptized and confirmed into the Church of
·.:Jesus Christ by Calvin Childs in 1838, at Rutland, Jtffersqn.county, New Ym:k; .she moved to
. Little Rock, Kendall county, Illinois, in r845,
and to Sandwich in 1854· Sr. fairbanks' hus;band died some twenty-five years ago; leaving
her with two children-both boys. Since uniting
with the·church she h11s lived a consistent and
devoted Christian life; being loved and respected
byall who knew her. Her funeral was preached
at the Saints' chapel at Sandwich by Elder E.
M. Wildermtith,assisted by W. Vickery.
CLEMMENs.-At her home, near Monigaw
Spdngs, Missouri, January rg·.h, i8gr, of consumption; Sr.' Pedaty Ann, wife .of Bro. James
CHniitnons. She was baptized by I. N. White at
Tabo.rville, Missouri, May 28th, r889; was soon
after joined in marriage by him to Bro. Clemmens. She died triumphant in the faith.· N!:>
elder being near, Rev; Myers spoke at the death.
He was a,cq uainted with her 'when a Baptist, and
visited her before death. Said she died a Latter
Day Saint firm to the last in that faith; and a

happier death he never witnessed. A large
crowd listened tov his euology over her triumphant death. May her husband live to merit
the same "well done," etc.
STEVENS.-c;c$ister Diana Stevens was born at
Watertown, l\ew York, February 24th, r8r3.and
died March rzth, r8gr. She was gathered to rest
at the ripe age of 78, a widow twice, she survived
her last husband, Father Stevens, only ten days.
At his death, she expressed a wish to follow. The
day preceding her death, she said that she should
live till the morrow; that· she had seen her
Savior, and that all was well.
On the morning
of her farewell day, she said that &he had been
conversing with father nearly all night, and
would like to tell them what he said, but had
not strength. First bidding each farewell, as
would one going on a journey, she retained consciousness to the time of her departing. She
went in peace to her longed for home 'with the
beloved ones awaiting her. Her life was the exemplary life of a Saint; her "death" a triumph.
She was a member of the Congregational Church
until she united with the Reorganized Church.
This was under Elder Oliver Bailey's ministration, in 1872, near Lamoni, Iowa. Her first marriage was with Ambrose Wilcox, in r837. He
died in r8s6, and left her the mother of five children; one only of these survives her, Bro. G. w:
Wilcox, at whose home near Clarksdale, Missouri, her husband left her at deatn's call, and she
followed on the tenth day following, March rzth,
r8gr. Her funeral .sermon was preached in the
Saint&' church on the 14th, by M. H. Forscutt, of
St. Joseph.
·
JACOB W ARNOCK.-Memorial sermon was delivered by M. H. Forscutt, in Baptish church,
Clarksdale, Missouri, on March I sth, at the urgent request of the citizens, who having noted
the cons.istent walkof our brotherdesired to give
this testimonial to his worth and his honor, as a
man. Thus: "Being dead, he yet speaketh .
WALLING.-At Glenwood, Iowa, March 12th,
r8gr, of typhoid pneumonia, Bro. Garrett Walling. Ht;; was born· April nth, 1836, in Middletc;>wn, New Jersey, was baptizep into the·Reorganization by Bro. J. W. Gillen, in Utah, in r866
or '67. He had been a resident of Glenwood for
over twenty-three years. Bro. Walling leaves a
wife, slx sons and three daughters, an aged mothc
er and brothers and sisters with a t.ost of friends
to mourn their loss. Funeral sermon by EldeL
Henry Kemp, at his residence. A very large attendance. We deeply sympathize with the bereaved ones.
KING -At Higbee, Rando,! ph countY, Missouri, February 26th, r8gr, Nancy, child of Bro.
Luther and Martha King, aged 2 years, I I
months, and 23 days. Funeral service by Elder
Duncan Campbell at one p. m., February 27th.
EvANs-Died at Bevier, Missouri, March r8th,
r8gr; Margaret A. child of Bro. Francis and Sr.
Elizabeth Griffiths Evans, formerly of Scranton,
Pen!lsylvania, aged z years and 4 months. Funeral services at three p. m. March rgth.
BoRN-At Bevier, Misso(!ri, March rgth, r8gr,
at five a. m., to the above mentioned parents, a
son named Ephraim; blessed by Elder Duncan
Campbell. Thus, before the little form of the
departed child had been consigned to the bosom
of mother earth, another little bud of promise
came to lift, in some degree, the cloud of sadness
from the hearts of the lonely parents.
BIBLE .SYNOPSIS.
Only three or four hundred left. I will sell
the remainder at $I each, or six to any address
for $5; stil! a Ia:rger discount to agents. Send to
the Herald Office at Lamoni, Iowa, or J. J. Cornish, Reed City, Osceola county, Michigan.
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THE SEER OF PALMYRA:
Or

SEQUJfJL TO SIPUU'I'UAL GIFTS.
By M. H. BOND.

NJ:odern Prophets acter ancient type!'l.
What doss the Bible say abont Joseph
SmithY
'\Vas be a religions impostor?
Was he· a '"Spirit Uedinm"!
The Truth by Three Witnesses-Christianity in the
First and Nineteenth Century-The Rational Ground for
Belief in Revelation and Immortality-The Ancient and
Modern Pharisee-The Revelations of Emmanuel Sweden borg-Modern "Spirit Mediums," and Hypnotic Re1igious •· Revival;" as Against Reason and Bible Testimony, and in Contradistinction to the Work of "The Latter
Day Seer,, Examined in the Ligh.t of FACTS and Human
History-A Rational and Scriptural Exposition or Explanation of Old and New Testament Prophecy and Doctrine.
A Revision of "Spiritual Gifts," With Supplement and
Appendix. N <'arly 200 Pages. In Puper and Board Covers. For Sale at "Herald Office," or by M. H. Bond, Willoughby, Ohio. Liberal Discount to Agents. ··
4apr

A MANUAL

INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
~FLEXIBLE BINDING • ..AE!
The Inspired Translation of the Holy Scriptures bound in limp leather, flexible covers, similar to the binding of the Oxford Sunday-school
Teachers Bible. Price, by mail, $4.

HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
or sale my Honse of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace in it, and water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28. Cl<lveland, Ohio.

A General Stock of Merchandise·
For Sale in Lamoni, Iowa.
Store building sold with goods, or rented at a
reasonable rate. Good reasons given for selling.
For further information, address P. 0. Box 112,
Lamoni, Iowa.

BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
In order that the Congregation that shall hear this Debate may be several thousands instead of one, the PAT·
RIOT wil) publish a carefully prepared synoptical report,
beginning in second issue after Debate begins, and continuing to close of report. Nothing short of a six month's
subscrtption will secure the full report .
Send at once. PATRIOT one year, one dollar; six
months, fifty cents.
LAMBERT BROS. Publishers,
Lamoni, Decatur Co .. Iowa.

ZION'S

Walker, Editor and Publisher.

ENSIGN,

Published every Saturday at

INDEPENDENCE,. MISSOURI,
Brethren { J. A. Ronr~soN }Editors.
F. G. PITT

Subscription pJ.•ice, $1.60 per 3·ear.
It is devoted to the spreading of religious truth as
viewed by the Satnts.
Ea.ch is•ne contains a sermon by one of the ministry,
report• of the different societies in the cbnrch, and articles bearing upon or explanatory of tile doctrmes of the
church.
It 1s the intention to make it a help to the missionary
at home and in the field; a sourne of comfort to the scattered ones wbo are denied church pnvileges, and to bring
the Saints into closer relationship with each other. ·

-..6....-

S)l'MBOLOGICAL

CATECHISM:

OR

Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
BY A.J. MA~ES.
I.Of page&, cl9th bOund. Price 35 cents each.

·
l{;

OF THE PRIESTHOOD,

Setting forth the order and nature of the Priesthood, and defining the duties and prerogatives
of all the Church Officials, including the First
Presidency, and also the Deacons, as set forth in
the Revelations of God and decisions of the
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
the Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur qmnty, Iowa.
Price 25 cents including postage.

Fonale by BR.o.

H.

R. MILLS,
lNDll!Pn:is'DENCE, Mo,
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ROBT. WINNING,
President.

D. F. NICHOLSON,
Cashier.

F ARME:BiS BANK,
L.AMONI,

Pays

6 % Interest

IOVV A,

on Time Deposits.

Real Estate. Bought and Sold.
jj'ARM LOANS NEGOTIATED.

.

SPIRITUAL GIFT~ AND "SPIRIT
MANIFESTATIONS,
.
'
.
OR CAUSE AND CURE-FOR SKEPTICI~lll,
BY

ELDER

M. H.

BoND.

Just issued; a book or. pamphlet of over 100 pages
larger thali.the Voice of Warnmg, of closely written and
original matter; good type, good paper, and easy reading.
A treatise upon the uncertainties of Catholic of Protest.ant creed. ·'rhe rational theory and exposition of gospel
'doctrine and confirmatory gifts, as agamst the insidious
'doctrines and revelations of modern spiritualism. The
anti-Bible revelations of Swedenborg, The Quakers,
Catholic Visions and Miracle•, Mesmeric; Trance, MindRead~ng,

••ChriP-tia~,

Science," •'Divine,'<'Jlealing'j or

''Faith Cure," "How to Become a Medium," &c. The
g{!t~;,fr~~~ Gospel, their proper place, use or_abuse in
Price, 25 cents .Single Oopy.

Send silver or stamps; $2.25 per dozen, postage paid,
P. 0. Order or Currency. Address, M. H. Bond, Wil·
loughby, Obio; or Herald Offic(i, Lamoni, Iowa.
W"" Agents and "pushers" wanted, to wJ:J.iim books
Wlll be sent upon application.
i
,

24··o

FARM FOR $,ALE.

ACRES, three miles north-east of Lamo·
•. ni-, Iowa. House I6J~:24; and 14x14 kitchen. Stable, Granary, Hep-hiJuse, Young Orchard
of about .a hundred trees. $11 per, acre.
Enquire o~ agent,. ROBERT LYLE,
.
21mar3m
Lamoni, Iowa.

PEN AND PLATFORM,
A MONTHLY JoURNAL.

J.

B. WATSON, E;BITOR.

TERMS :-FIFTY CENTS A YEAR.

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FDR SALE

Many inq11irics are coming in in regard to when
the volumes, . ·

Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
at their Publishing House !,n

''With the Church in an Early Day,"

LAMONI, I>ECATUR CO., IOWA,

"Pattie; or, Leaves from a Life,"
wili be issu"d? W~ are now prepared to say that "With

the Church" wilrbe ready .for mailing by the last of Apnl
or the first of May. We trust til at those who have sent
in their name as subscribtrs w1!1 be prompt in remitting,
as we shall need the funds to defray the expense of printing and binding. When remitting do not forget to enclose stamps for mailing.
Priee at the Office $1..
·
Probable cost of maiiing 8 cts.
Owing to the sickness. of ber father, Sr. Eleanor was
called away oome five weeks since, but her volume will
be issued ahout.the last of June or early in July, and subscription price, wh1ch may now be remitted as convenient, will be the same as the above.
·
ALSO NOTICE.
Tbis week we commence the malling of our premium
Engraving to all subscribers who have ordered it. Owing
to the. large number to be served it may require two full
weeks to reach the last ones. If by tbe 20th of February
yon have not received yours, notify the oflice by a card
and 1t will receive prompt. attention.
W"" Be careful in removing them from the tube and
we guarantee perfect conditiol'l.
M. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa.
Jan. 31st, 1891. .
.RUINS

.REVISITED,

AND THE WORLD STORY RETOLD;
The Scientific Defense of the Latter Day Faith.
240 pages, bound in cloth, price 11111.
S. F. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa.

MILL FOR SALE.
SHELBY MILL FOR SALE, situated in
Shelby,. Shelby county, Iowa. For . ,full particulars enquire of H. D. Swain, Harlan, Shelby
county, Iowa.

Notice.
When changing ·your place of residence, or desiring
your paper s<mt to a difl'ereut post-oflice. be particular 1ii
g1ving, in full, the name of tlle post-office, county, an(l
state where you h•1d been last receiving it, and distinctly
state the name of the post-Gflice~ county and state to
which you wish your paper sent in thwfuture.
When mailing a letter, whether in a railroad car, on a

steamboat, or while 'Vi!!iiting at a friend,s, in every instance give your own add1·ess where you are taking your pa..
per.
L

50
00.
60
16

BOOK OF :MORMON.
R:oan, sprinkled edges ....................... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•.••••••••••••• 1 60

This journal is not the organ of any sect, denomination or party, but is publislted solely for
DOCTRINE AND COYEN ANTS.
the dissemination of knowledge upon Christianity, Temperance, Social an.d Moral Reforms, and
Sprinkled Sheep, or Libr!lry ................. 1 26
its columns are open to all who wish to speak Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••••••••••••••• 1 60
pointedly, pithily and practically upon these
THE SAINTS' HARP.
questions; who believe that the Word of God
and reason are the only rules of faith and prac- ·
(Hymn Book,)·
tice for Christians as well as Moralists.
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ••••••••••• t,;.. 26 .
Imitatiqn Morocco, gilt edges •• ~ ••••••••••••• 1 60
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
The intention is to conduct the journal as.a:
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
medium for giving both sides of the question, and
(Tune Book Mid Hymn Book combined.)
no .favori~ism or prejudice by us will be exercised
Leather back and Muslin sides • , •• , •.•••• , . , .2 50
in regard to authors, as communications will be
The Harmony contains all the.hynins hi the Saints'
published without names or 12om de plumes unless
Harp; also. 642 pages of music, comprising about 720
desired.
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music;
An exception will be made in the case of controversies, when each writer must and shail know
JOSEPH S}.ofiTH THE PROPHET AND
his adversary.
HIS PROGENITOR::l.
Short, forcibly written communications, worded in the spirit of love, are invited upon any
(By Lucy Smith.)
theme beating upon the above outlined subjects,
Muslin binding, 312 pages , • .. • • .. • • • • • .. • • • • ~0
with the appended qualifications. Address &11
Leather binding .................. • •••••.•••• 1 00
matter for publication to
,
HESPERIS.
MARY A. WATSON,
Drawer F, St. Marys, Ont.
(Poems by David H. Smith,)
A postal card requestipg a sample copy will
Fancy :Muslin, 202 pages, gilt edges .......... ,1 110
receive a prompt response.
27dec3m, ·eow
VOICE OF WARNING.

Book Subscriber's Notice.
·-AND-

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph.iSmith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges ••••••l
;'Imitation Morocco, gilt edges.••••••••.•.••••• 2
Morocco, gilt edges .. ~ ...................... 2
New Testament, Inspired.....................

- - ) B Y THE (~·- -

And sent Free of Postage at prices named.
SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
School Engineer and Record Book •.•.••...•• , 60
Good Behavior Ticketll, 100 for lfic., 1,000 for .. 1 09
Prompt Attendance Tickets .•••.•••... Same price.
F'ancy Cards, package or 50, 5 kinds, large • • , • 15
Fancy Cards, smaller, 10 kinds, par 100 .•••• ,., 60
JOSEPH THE SEER.
fiig. i'l;:phetic Mission Yindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defended and Maintainad.
(New and Revised Edition.)
Paper covers, 200 pages.,.,,................
811
Muslin binding ...... , ••.•.•••.•••••••• ,. • . 60
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder W'lliam Sheldon of the Second Advent Society, and is an
important work to be in the hands of the mfnistry of
the church; and it is a most excellent one to be circulated both in the church and among those ·without,
abounding in proofs never before presented in defense
·
of J osepb Smith and the Book of Mormon.
COWDERY LETTERS.
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen .•••••• ,. ,5
Without covers 6cts. each; per dozen • • • • • • • • • 60
Contains valuable matter in relation to ihe Calling
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
the Book of Mormon, and the Angelic besto~al of the
Priesthood.
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 25cts, ten or more, each ••••• ••·... l!O
In paper 15cts., ten or more, each • • • • . • • • • • • • 13
This is the notorious "Manuscript Found," written
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much has
been said in connection with the theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
ground work and material from which to write ·the
·sook of Mormon.
BRANCH RECORDS.
Leather backs and corners, muslin sides; printed·
headings, and ruled for Record of Names, Blessing of Children, and for :Marriages._.......... 2 00

Instruction to all people on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work.
In paper covers, 10 cts. each, per dozen •••••••• 1 00
Limp muslin covers.,.,, •• ,,,,,............... 26
JOSEPH THE SEER.
His Prophetic Mission Yindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon,
Defended and Maintained.
(New and Revised Edition.)
Paper covers, 200 pages .. , ........ ,......... 86
Muslin binding. . . .. . • . .... ; .. • • • .. • • .. • • •. 60
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder Wil·
liam Sheldon of the Second Advent Society, and· is an
important work to be in the hlJ,nds of the ministry of
the church; and it is a most excellent one to be circulated both in the church and among those without,
abounding in proofs never before prese11ted in defense
of Joseph·Smith and the Book of Mormon.,
SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather, ••••• , ................... 1 :oo
Muslin boards .......................... •.. 16
Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
Limp muslin, 25 cts. each, per doZen .•. , .... 2 50
Question Books for Primary Classes.
Limp muslin, 15 cts. each, per dozen .. - ..••••• 1 26
SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES .
School Engineer and Record Book • • • • . • • . . • • • 50
Good Behavior Tickets, 100 for 16c., 1,000 for .• 1 09
Prompt Attendance Tickets •...••..•.. Same price,
F.ancy Cards, package of 50, 6 kinds, large • , • • • 75
Fancy Cards, smaller, 10 kinds, per 100 ..• ,.,,. 60
FORSCUTT~SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages .. ,.................. 26
J. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches the coming
Christ to Judge the world is now past." M. H. Forscutt affirms "The Bible teaches the Literal Resurrection of the hodv from the grave."
LICENCES, NO'l'HJJJ:::S, &c.
Elders, Priests, Teachers, and Deacons Licences,
each per dozen .. .. • • .. .. .. . .. .. .. • • • ..... 12
Baptism a·od Confirmation Certificate books, • • • • 25
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred. • • • • • • • • 40
DOCTRINE AND COVEN ANTS.
clprinkled Sheep, or Library ................. 1 2&
Imitation :Morocco, .gilt edges ............ ~ ...1 60
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"HEARKEN TO TJBIE Wmm OF THE LoRD: FoR THERE SHALL No'I' ANY MAN AMoNG YOU HAVE SAVIll l.T liE ONE WXFE.- ANI> CoNCUlliNES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag~ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6. "
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN ·sHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND: ExcEPT m CASE oll' D!IATH, WHEN EITHIIB
xs AT LmBRTY TO MARRY AGAI~."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
·
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Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
'i'he Traveling Ministry, District nnd Branch Presidents'
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HOW IS IT?

WE take the liberty of publishing the fol-.
lowing extract from a report of one of the
Seventy. We do so for the reason that
some possibly not in position to observe or
in personal cG>ndition to now reqtme
especial blessings and testimonies to the
extent they once saw and enjoyed such in·
earlier times, are apt to conclude, in fact
do intimate, that spiritual blessings are not
so generally bestowed now as then.
Whether or not so abundantly manifested
as in earlier days of the church, the following will certainly stand as very strong
testimony in evidence of the correctness of
the conclusion that the Lord is just as near
to lift up and bless his people now as in
the times referred to.
The history and spiritual experiences of
the Reorganization would, if fully written, compose a volume as remarkable in
its narration of spiritual blessings and
manifestations as those recorded by Luke
in his gospel, or those which occurr.ed in
the beginning of this dispensation; and
the end is not vet.
Here is the- statement of the brother.
By noting it we. discover that individuals
seemed to receive.what they then required,
which was surely enough:
"Although there has not any extraordinary.
case of heali'ng occurred in my administrations
to the sick, yet blessings of healing have been
more frequent through the ordinance of healing·
. than hitherto in my ministrations, so much so
that rarely h;:;s any one affiicted or sick ca.lled for
administration 'Yithout getting the blessing desired; and I do not now call to mind a single
Instance, in the more tkan ·one kundred p.ersons I·
ha:ve administered to this last year in whieh the
blessing was withheld. 'To Him from whom all
healings come be· all the. praise.'"
.

.. We shall do 'well to "ji{dge not the
.. Lord by" our "feeble sense,"buttrust Him
for hisfavoi:, his declared urichangeability
and love... This brother reports an in-
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1891.

crease, not a diminution of the manifestations of the gifts of healing; and such is
the unanimous testimony of the faithful
elders everywhete.
Perhaps we receive :~s much as we can
at present appreciate or require. If so, it
is certainly better to learn to reverently receive and · correct! y use such priceless
pearls' as the Father's precious gifts, than
failing to comprehend the design of the
Master in bestowing, we also be found
wanting in increa6ed sincerity and devotion
in our service to Him. We require just
as much meekness, patience, forbearance
and brotherly kindness-all fruits of the
Spirit-as we do the outward gifts; nay,
w:e may safely say that the outward gifts
are but one of the factors in the great gospel system designed for the attainment of
that great end-the perfection of God's
children. When that which is perfect is
come, prophecies and tongues shall be d0ne
aw::Jy; but love, wisdom a~d spiritual perception and judgment will ever remain.
If not very careful we may fail to ~eep
constantly in view the importance o.f a
proper tempering of the body. Tlw indiyiduals composing the church require,in
addition to, in connection with the .outward gifts, the visible fruits, such as the
graces of self-denial and pure, unfeigned
love for each fellow member.
Who that has felt the hallowed impress
and softening chidings and admonitions of
the Spirit of the Lord does not deeply desire to grow into the spirit of pure and
true love? Who among those so blessed
and inspired have not longed and desired
that only the truest and noblest impulses
of the soul shall be the motives of thought,
word and action? If we have been and
are so impressed. and admonished we
should be comforted by the knowledge
that such is the office-work of the Comforter, in consuming the dross and refining
the gold; in making apparent our faults,
and in leading us to become Christlike.
Jesus prayed, "l have declared unto
them thy name and will declare it; that
the love wherewith thou hast loved me
may be in them." We ~hould ponder
the import of this prayer and desire of the
Master, and measure ourselves and our
love for the cause and each other by it .
When thus. we do we shall live in the
spirit . and above the letter of the law,
which declares and imperatively demands
that, "Thou shalt not speak evil of thy
neighbor nor do him ~my harm." .
W.hen by the inspiration of divine love
each member of the body is imbued and
actuated by that divinest principle, and
which the Master· constantly manifested
toward all, there will be no lack of realiza~'
tion of heavenly power and gifts according
to every proper need; and if as a. church

No. IS.

the earthly representatives of what God
has done and is still doing for mankindwe can so cultivate the graces of the Holy
Spirit that we constantly bring forth its
fruits- gentleness, knowledge, temperance, etc., no fear need be entertained that
a church composed of individuals adorned
by such attractive virtues will not be observed. by and become potent for good in
the world. Thoughtful and considerate
people will not be attracted toward the
church simply because spiritual or outward
gifts alone are manifested; at least they
will not be attracted in the degree they
would be so drawn if, in addition to such
blessings, the individuals representing the
cause were united in love and peace, and
strengthened by the wisdom of strong
minds and sound judgment. The world
to-day is an e<;!ucated, a thinking world.
Th~ churr.h is placed within it as its light;
and its mission .demands that its membership and ministry become equal to the oc'Casion by meeting every proper demand.
Our religion is the science of Godliness,
and so soon as we learn that application,
abiding constancy and sincerity are necessary to the required growth essential to
the accomplishment of the tasks imposed
upon the body-that work, energy and
discretion are m> requisite to spiritual as to
temporal, success-the sooner will we be
made equal to our great and important
tasks.
Because of the prevalent disbelief in
present inspiration we have preached to
the world and emphasized the necessity
for the outward gifts of the Spirit. It
will be well while we do this to bear in
mind the necessity for the presence and
manifestations in the bodv of all God has
appointedandn:quired of his people. The
following from the ,apostolic masterbuilder demand~ (and should receive) as
much attention from us as does our. oftrepeated quotation of Mark r6: I5-:-18require from the sectarian world: "But
speaking the truth in love, may grow up
into him in all things, whichis the head,
even Christ; from whom the whole body
fitly joined together and compacted by
that which every joint' 8U pplieth, according to the ejfectual working in tlw· measure if every part, maketh incre:1se of the
body unto the edifying of itself in love."
"Heresy" has been explained to consist
of going to an extreme on some doctrinal
point to the ignoring of another equally
important; a leaning, as it.were, so. far on
one side of the boat that it is threatened
with capsizing. The explanation illustrates the thought we have endeavored to
convey, for as ancient . IsraeL were impre~sed with the displays of power manifested in their separation from the Gentile
world, but failed to realize the importance
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of attaining that righteousness which exalteth a nation; it is possible that we may
fail to comprehend the scope and fullnes&
of the educating power of the gospelthat it is~to exalt and refine morally,
spiritually, intellectually' and physically;
...:....the wants .and salvation of the whole
mim are supplied and provided for .•
The reception and enjoyment of spiritual gifts and blessings from the beneficent
Father &hould but quicken our impulses
for good and increase our determination to
overcome evil, to amend our ways, correct
our habits, rectify our errors and mistakes,
and! be true to God, to each other, and
considerate of all.
"He that lacketh~ these things is blind,
and canno(see afar off, and hath forgotten
that he was purged~fromjhis!old sin·s."
GAY BRO'S. AND GOODRICH.

REFERRING to an item on page 195, HER·
ALD for the 28th ult., in which the question is raised as to who prepared the article purporting to set forth the faith and
work of the Reorganized Church found
in "What The World Believes," I take
occasion to say I did not prepare that article as it now stands, nor have I at any time
claimed it; neither did I ~ver endorse said
article, nor do l now endorse some of its
statemer.ts. I prepared an article and
wrote Bishop G. A. Blakeslee certain suggestions concerning it and the furnishing
of money for the insertion of the portraits
of the martyrs, Joseph and Hyrum. When
I saw the article now published, I perceived that mine had been left out, in part
or in whole. The claim now made by
Bro. Goodrich serves to explain, at least in
part, the authorship of said published article. This is well, that no misunderstanding be had concerning the matter.
W. W. BLAIR.
BAPTIST VS. CATHOLIC.

THE American Baptist, Dr. D. B. Ray's
paper, in its issue for March z6th, r89r, has
an editorial notice of a newspaper controversy . between D. B. Rav on the part of
the Baptists, and Conde B. Pallen, of the
Church Progress and Catholic World,
on the part of the Catholics. The discussion is to run in the American Baptist
and the Catholic World, according to the
following agreement and [statement of
propositions.
"The points of preliminary agreements have
been mutually accepted as follows:
First-The Ckurck Prol{ress and Americatz
Baptist mutually agree that the discussion shall
last at least six months provided either party
desires it.
Second-That an equal amount of space with
the same size type be occupied by the above
named papers with the arguments, amounting to
two and a half or three columns each, of the
American Baptist space, each week.
Third~That both journals shall publish verbatim the arguments of its opponent to the amount
of space above agreed upon.
Fourth-That due courtesy and respect becoming religious journals shall be strictly observed by each paper towards its opponent.

We mutually for the American Baptist and
Church Progress agree to be governed by the
above articles in the forthcoming discussion.
The discussion to open April zsth, 189r.
.
D. B. RAY,
Editor of American Baptist .
CoNDE B .. PALLEN,
Editor of Ckurck Progress."

WE give belowclipping from the South
Wales Observer of February 2 tst published at Pontasdulais, Wales:

11ot allow them to perform the. ceremony there
as they had not received the necessary permission as. they had on the former occasion. The
river Lliedi was not far distant, and there the
Saints went. The banks of the river were
crowded with people, amongst whom we noticed
some of the eltte of Llandly; When all was
ready, a cry was heard that a girl had fallen into
the 'vater, and after she h~d been pulled out, Mr..
Gwilym Davies wal]<ed into_ the water, while
the brethren on the bank sang some old and
familiar Welsh hymns, many of the spectators
joining. Two young men named David Williams and John Morris were then baptized, In
justice to the Saints at Llanelly, we should state
thAy claim to be quite distinct from those of
Utah. They are not polygamists. On the contrary, they believe that 'one man should have
but one wife.' "

There is an impression amongst the people
that the Latter Day Saints are decreasing at
Llanelly but such, evidently, is not the case. On
Sunday last, at their chapel in Island street, a
holy communion service was held, the service
lasting over two hours. Elder .David Williams,
Dafen, was the presiding minister. Instead of
the usual wine, water was used, which, the elder
A BROTHER writes us. that he thinks we
remarked, was due to the fact that pure wine
are
a "little c~anky" about the having
could not be found. The president having
communications written on one side .of the
pronounced a blessing over the bread and water,
paper for acceptance to HERALD columns.
called upon two of the younger brethren to break
We are quite willing to concede the
the bread. Afterwards the brethren engaged in
point without controversy, but plead in
prayer. Several Welsh hymns to familiar tu?es
extenuati<m that twenty-five years of sqch
were next sung: then short addresses by the
work as .we. have hadtodo()ughttoexbrethren followed. Brother Adolphus Edwards
cuse us for growing a little particular.
delivered the~ charge of the new candidates for
However, we are please,d to say that if all
admission, who did not partake of the communthe contributors to HERALD were as wilion. Alluding to the Book of Mormon, he stated
ling to abide by a rule .. once. fairly state,d
that in June, 1878, when the city of Richmond,
as the brother who writes us that he thinks
Missouri,. was visited by a terrible cyclone, the
us a "little cranky,~' it would remove somehouse of David Whitmer, the possessor ·of the
thing of our difficulties. '.
manuscript of the Book of Mormon, was directly
Circumstances change, and men, to be
in the path of the storm: but although the house
wise, change with them when needful,
and our changed circumstances made a
was almo.st totally demolished, one room-that
change, or the enforcement of an old and
in which the book was deposited, which
well known rule necessary.
was only an extension of a porch, and consequently less substantial than the rest of the
building-escaped destruction, not a shingle beSHALL THE HEATHEN PERFECT
ing removed, nor a crack made in the plastering.
THE· CREED?
It stood like the watch tower of the Athenians;
THE follo-:ving statement concerning our
itself unwrecked, amidst the all but universal
Presbyterian religionists, and their work
desolation. When the citizens of the afflicted
in Japan, will appear strangely incongrucity heard of this, they formed a committee to
ous with claims for Christian precedence
investigate and r'eport upon the miraculous
made by the churches called Evangelical,
preservation of the single room and it& highly
but may hasten the revision of the creed
valued treasure. The report of the committee is- among the Presbyterians themselves:
now in the possession of one of the leading attor\VASHINGTON, D.C., March 22.-Many strange
neys of the city in which tl:le event pccurred.
things have come out of the east, but probably
The veracity of the account is also borne out by
few events that have ,occurred during the last
the testimony of nearly a.Jl the American newsdecade are likely to impress the thinking minds
papers.
of our own civilization more deeply than the
Elder John H. Edwards read a poem fact set out in an ,official report to the department
entitled, "Warning to Infidels," by J. of state from the late United States minister toTilford· Boling, which we do not insert Japan, that after long deliberation the native
having published it heretofore.
Presbyterian Church in that country has seen fit
«After this, ~ brother who was over eighty
to recast the time-tried doctrines of the Presbyyears old, and nearly blind, delivered an address,
terian Church, and even to make additions to the
and sang a hymn in an •unknown tongue.' A
sacred apostolic creed. The minister says that
sister was the next speaker .. She related her exthe Presbyterian Church, like most of the other
perience with considerable volubility. She said
Protestant denominations established by missionthe Saints were looked upon as a despised sect,
aries, has· achieved such progress in Japan and
but they trusted in God. After some more sing·
the native membership has become so numerous
ing a brother from Pontyeates spoke upon the
and influential as to justify it in controlling the
principles of their creed.
local organization and the church, and this it
«The brother from Pontyeates having finished
has done.
his discourse, the brelhren proceeded to the Old
The step carried with it a definition of the
Castle pond, which contains lukewarm water,
faith itself. For some time a certain spirit of
and at the spot where they had baptized three
energetic restlessness has been .observed to preconverts a few Sundays previously, they were
vail among the native congregations, evidenced
, met by the watchman, who told them he could
by a recalcitrant disposition in general, anJ
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especially in frequent dissent from the foreign
teachers on doctrinal points. By man)' persons
thi,s was attributed to patriotic resLtance to foreign influence. A tendency to conciliate rather
than antagonize this tendency induced the missionary members of the synod to assent to the
recent modification in the canons of belief.
With this view a committee composed of judicious
and conservative men, believed to have controlling influence, was empowered to report such
changes and modifications in the articles of faith
as would, in their judgment, afford a maximum
beatitude to the progressive school of Japanese,
with a minimum disturbance of ancient land·
marks.

applied the second chapter of Isaiah to Utah;
but gave me no chance to reply. After the
meeting was dismissed I announced a meeting
for the following evening in which l made areply to most of his statements. The meeting was
fairly attended and I felt that the Spirit of the
Lord attended my .tfforts We are yet six in the
faith; among whom I number one."
Bro.]. W. Patrick, writing from lola,
Clay county, Illinois, says:
"There seems to be considerable inquiry after
the truth here with a desire to hear and investigate. I have been requested to write and see if
we could get an elder to come and preach for us.
My wife and I are all the Latter Day Saints in
this part of the country, I believe. There used
to be a branch at Xenia, fifteen miles from here."

ADAITION To THE APOSTLEs' CREED.
The committee in its report recommended the
substitution of the twenty-fourth article of faith
of the English Presbyterian Church for those of
Dart and Heidelberg, then in force. The change
failed to meet the· demand of the progresoive

BRo. HENRY· HooLE, of No. 16 Palm
street, Walkley, Sheffield, England, sent
us a clipping from the London Telegraph
containing· a description of the unveiling
of a centenary statue to John Wesley, the
founder of Methodism. Archdeacon Farrar, Of the Church of England, spoke on
the occasion. From the Archdeacon's dis-

Japane&e and the report was rejected. after re·
jetting these modifications the synod which met
last November prepared and adopted a standard

course we give some extracts which do
credit .:o the heart of the venerable prelate
and indicate a breadth "of charity pleasant
to contemplate:

of faith expressive of strictly Japanese Christian
opinion. An addition was made to the apostles
creed by tb!e insertion of a clause in the follow.ing words as >nreamble to the creed itsel.f:
The Lord Jesus Christ, whom we worship as
God, is the begotten Son of God; of us men and
for our salvation was made man and. suffered.
He offered up a perfect sacrifice for sin, and all
who are one with hirri by faith are pardoned and
accounted righteous; and faith in him working
by love purifies the heart. The Holy Ghost, who

" We are here to do honor to one of the most
disinterested of those benefactors who have
raised strong arms to bring heaven a little nearer
to our earth. I am a presbyter of the Church of
England, the son of a presbyter, and the father
of a presbyter, and to that church I have been,
and am and always shall be, devotedly loyal and
warmly attached. In the words of that great
orator, Edmund Bur.ke;· I desire to see the Church

with th.e Father and the Son is worshiped and .
glorified, reveals Jesus Christ to the soul, and
of England great. and powerful and her foundations laid low and deep, and to see her open wide
-.vithom his grace, man, being dead il'l sin, cannot
enter the kingdom of God. By him the. prophets
her hospitable gates and bring a message of peace
and apostles and holy men of old were inspired,
to mankit)d, that the wandering generation may
find tolerance in the bosom of her maternal charand he, speaking in the Scriptures of the Old and
New Testament, is the supreme and in~a.li!bh::
ity. Therefore I feel it my duty to hold forth
.
the right hand of brotherly fellowship to the
judge in all things pertaining unto faith itn(Lltvc
·
ing.
From these holy Scriptures the anti~nt
members of all truly Christian communities, and
to do this--not grudgingly, not superciliously,
Church of Christ. drew its confession, and we,·
not patronisingly-God forbid, but in the spirit of
holding the faith once delivered to the saints,
join in that confession with praise and thanks-) the words of St. Paul, •Peace be to all them that
grvmg.
.
, , . ,'love the Lord Jesus Christ i.n sincerity and in
Minister Swift says that to these changes in l . 1truth.' I dare say you all regret that it was part
.
th e c,re ed th e A mencan
an d E uropean. mem b ers· of God's mysterious providence that there should
be this separation between your community and
of the synod assented, and the new creed was
the. Church of England. It is impossible to apformulated and promulgated. He further says
portion the blame of that separation-if hlame
that !tis a frequent and common claim by Christian converts that the spirit and meaning of
there be-but we may be sure that God has overruled the separation for his own high purposes
Christianity in its broader scope has never been
and the furtherance of his work in the world.
properly present among western nations, and that
Deeply, too, is it to be deplored that the bishops
the Faith needed to be transported to Japan • for
of Wesley's time had not the sense and magnanfinal development and perfection. Consequently
. cha ng e w1"II b e f o II owe d
imity to accept his mighty sel£-sacrifice and make.
he a p Pr ehends that thIS
him a bishop, in jartibus infidelium. How intiby other and. more radical changes.
nitely stronger this day both the Wesleyan connexion and the Church of England would be had
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
they done so! It was not so, however, and we
must accept facts as facts; but it does seem· astonBro. S. Borgquist wrote from Richfield,
Sevier county, U tab, March 23d:
·
ishing, shocking, and disgraceful that Christians,
"Two weeks ago yesterday I was .Invited to atbound together by a common Christianity, should
tend aSeventy's meeting. The subject to be
treat each <;>ther with mutual coldness on this
discussed was, 'Who has the right authority, we
passing scene of earth. Wesley, at any rate, set
or the Josephites?' One H, S. Harris, an able
and enthusiastiC speaker, elaborated on the sub- , ·us an example of a splendid tolerance-and it is
ject with vigor; said that the Josej:>hites did not
said of him ·that no reformer the· world has ever
believe in building tern pies; were doing nothing
seen so united faithfulness of· doctrine with per, for the dead; paid tithing some. places and in
others no.t;. and in fact were doing nothing but· fect charity to men of all churches .. : .
scandalizing .and backbiting,the Brigh_amites. He
"Wesley was a presbyter of the Church of.

i

England; he loved that church, and he died in
her full communion, and on that ground alone
no clergyman of the Church of England need be
ashamed to be here to-day. In his day Wesley
had to meet wilh hard meastrre and but tardy
recognition from the Church of England, but I
thank God that the movement he initiated is still
continued, and that its force is not yet spent.
Although the church and the world have learnt
at last to be comparatively generous to John
Wesley, and although the roar of contemporary
scandal has long since ceased, I do not think
that even now we have learnt adequately to appreciate the immensity of his services.
There
may have been contemporaneous men who were,
at any rate, equal to him in talent, imagination,
and possessing more of that undefined quality
called genius; but none have surpassed him in
generosity, in manners, in a lofty. devotion to
duty, or who have left behind an exa~ple of a
greater lustre to the world. The physical courage we admire in the soldier .and the sailor is
cheap and common as compared with t·hat of
Wt>sley. He was the man who brought hope to
the despairing and· welcome to the overtaxedthe man wro put life and spirit into the slumbering masses of the people; and at the present moment all that is best in the enthusiasm, the generosity, and the humanity of those poor, despised
Salvationists is due to what they learnt from
John Wesley. A< the Bishop of Durham-our
most learned prelate-said: •The Salvationists,
t11ught by him, have taught to the church agai1.1
the lost secret of the compulsion of human souls.'
Worlds and churches are not saved by men who
live and walk on thepathsofcustomand routine.
These revivals are created, these revolutions ef·
fected, by men who go forth from the multitnd~,
and who go out into the 'byways and hedges,' determined th~ough indefatigable zeal to accomplish a great life-work. These men are the rich, est boons ·which God gives to churches and nations and societies.
Such a man pre· eminently
was he whom we are assembled to:day to honor;
such a man, unquestionably, was John Wesley.';
EDITORTAL ITEMS:
IN HERALD for March zrst, page 191, in
the notice of death of Mrs. Danielson,
please read "Ellen Josephine, wife of
Daniel C. Danieli;!on," instead of "Martin
]." We regret this mistake.
The fullowing persons have left Lamoni the past week, all except two to attend
the General Conference at Kirtland: Elder A. H. Smith on the 26th. Elder H.
A. Srebbins and wife on the 27th. Elder
Asa S •. Cochran and his .mother, Sr. A.
R. Morse, on the 3oth.
Sr. M. Walker
on the 31st. Elders R. S. Salyards, R.J
Anthony and Sr. M. E. Anderson. on the
rst. Pre>rdents Joseph Smith and W. W.
Blair; and Elders J me ph R. Lam bert, I.
N. Roberts, David Dancer, A.]. Moore
and R. Tohnson, on the 2d.
Daniel H. Wells, who was second counsellor to Pres. Ilrigham Young, died,at
Salt Lake City, Utah, at one o'clock, on
March 24th, He was one of the most
active of the Utah leading men, both during the .lifetime of Pres •. Young and subsequently.
H~ was .born at Trenton,
New York, O~tohet 27th, 1814, and was
76 years old at his demise.•
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Bro. Hyrum C. Bronson wrote from
Woodbine, Iowa, March 27th. He had
· been preaching there for some two weeks;
three had asked for baptism, and Bro.
Bronson thought .more would follow. The
interest was most excellent. Bro. C.
Derry was also at Woodbine, and it was
expected that the inquiry would result in
. good to the work. Bro. Bronson wrote
in good spirits.
· Brn. W. W. Blair and R. J. Anthony
arrived at Lamoni from Salt Lake City,
Utah, Saturday, March 28th, and report
improving prospects for the. work where
their labors have been bestowed in the
field. Both are in good health and fair
spirits.
Sr. Mary I. Cook, of Randall, Kansas,
wishes the brethren in -San Franciseo to
inquire for Joseph Nichols .who formerly
resided in Alleghany county, New York,
from whence he moved to California
about forty years ago. His wife was a
sister of Stephen Bull, and was a member
of the church before the .Martyr's death.
FALSE CHRISTS.

following from an Illinois paper indicates the influence that such men as Mr.·
Schweinfurth are exercising in a religious
direction. It is a new thing in legislation
this legislating against "false Christs":
THE

" SPRINGFIELD, Ill., Jan. 29.-Interview~ with
members of both branches of the legislature indicate· that the bill to be introduced by Representative David Hunter for the suppression.of
Schweinfurth, the "false Christ,'' who maintains
a community on the outskirts of Rockford, and
in a place which he calls "Heaven," will be passed without serious oppositibn. The measure
provides, among other things, that it shall be a
misdemeanor and punishable under the common
law for any person to pretend to possess Divine
.attributes, and through such pretentious to obtain property of any kind. Another clause will
provide a heavy penalty for blasphemy, especial·
ly of such a kind as that indulged in by some of
the female members of Sch:weinfurth's house.
The false Christ, and his entire crew will be af.
forded an opportunity of appearing before the
committee while the bill is up and will be allowed to state his case and his pretentions.

IF any one wants a specimen of farcical
consistency, here is one:
The saloon keepers' protective association, of
Chicago, has adopted a resolution not to employ,
or keep in their employ, any bar-tender addicted
to the use of intoxicating liquors. This is surely
·«fighting the devil with fire," and if saloon keepers have gone thus far in making sobriety a
qualification for employment, is it not time for
every business interest ih the land to fix the
same standard?
QUESTIONS ANQ ANSWERS.
it obligatory for the church, or any
branch of the church, to observe paragraph 7,
section 17, D. C.?
Ans.- Yes.
This is the rule given to the
church to be observed by its ministry in inducting persons into membership; and we believe it
to be quite generally ptacticed.
·~ues.-I~

~ Look Here.-The small colored label with
II!.::2S'
your name printed on, shows the date to which
yohi' subscriptiOn is paid.
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THE RESURRECTION.
Votiye spirits of spring-time,
A. wake from thy slumbers deep!
Arise! and wHh hands glowing,
Put off thy garments of sleep!
Make thyself fair, 0 summer!
In new and resplendent array;
For the footsteps of Him, who is risen,
Shall be heard within thy day.
Flushes the pailing arbors
Low under the forest lea~es
A sign that the drowsy winter,
The breath of her Lord perceives.
While He suffered, her pulse beat numbly;
While He slept, she was still with pain;
But now He awakes-He kas risenHer beauty sha11.bloom again.
Hark! In the budding woodlands,
Now far, now near, there is heard
The first prelusive warble
Of rivulet, insect and bird;
0, listen to the jubilante
That from every bough is poured;
On earth in the smile of spring-time,
Arias to greet her Lord.
Glorious winter Aurora,
Open thy chambers.of !lawn!
Let the hour, like a garland of graces,
Enrich the chariots of morn.
Thine heralds are fled; 0, Apollo!
Thou hero ef sunbeam and lyre;·
The pride of thine empire is ended;
And gone is thine armor of fire.
From a loftier height than Olympus,
Light flows from the Temple above;
And the mists of old legends are scattered
In the dawn of the Kingdom of Love.
Come forth from cloud-land and fables
For day in full splendor make room,For a triumph that lost not His glory
As He slept in the sepulchre's gloom.
She comes, the glad summer morning,
In crimson and purple array;
Far down on hill-tops she tosses
The first golden lilies of day;
On mountains her sandals are glowing;
O'er the valleys she speeds on the wing;
'Till earth is ro~y and radiant
For the fl'!et of there-risen King.
Open the gates of the temple,
Spread branches of palm and of bay;
Let not the spirit of nature
Alone deck the Conqueror's way;
While spring from her death-sleep arises,
And joyous his presence a waits;
While morning's smile lights up the heaven,
Open thy beautiful gates.
He is hc:re! the watches are over!
The stone from the grave rolled away;
••We shall sleep;" were the words of the mid·
night;
"We shall rise!" is the song of to-day.

0! music, no longer lamenting
On pinions of tremulous flame;
Go soaring to meet "The Beloved,''
And sing the new song of His fame.
The altar is snowy with blossoms,
The font is a vase of perfume;
On pillar and chancel are twining
Fresh garlands of heavenly bloom .
Christ is risen! With glad lips we. utter;
And far up the infinite height,
Archangels the song will re-echo,
And crown Him with lilies of light. AMEN.
JOHAN ADOLPH STROMBERG,

SACRAMENTO,

Cal.
7

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

AT the end of life a man finds himself rich, not so much
by his fortunes as by his misfortunes. The Persians had
a vase of glass which when empty was colorless, but
when filled with wine, fla8hed forth many rare pictures.
So a bosom empty of a heart of pain makes a lustre less
life, but a bosom in which a heart bleeds reveals hidden
virtues.-Theodore Tilton.

A HAPPY CHILDHOOD.
ONE of the best preparations for a valuable
life is the vivid recollection of a happy childhood. Those who can look back, amid the toils
and cares of maturity, to a youth full of sunshine and joy, have within them, not only a fund
of pleasant memories, but a safeguard against depression and despair. Whatever their present
trials, they can never be utterly despondent or
lose their faith in happiness, while its memory is
fresh within them.
Thoughtful and conscientious parents often
overlook this in their dealings with their children, and in th'e plans they form for their .welfare. They think wholly of fitting them for the
grave and serious duties and responsibilities of
mature life, and in their schemes of education
and discipline they forget that what is natural to
each age must· be beneficial to the succeeding
ones, and that the innocent joy of childhood is
one of the most important factors iii the useful
life of the man and the woman.
Other parents, less anxious for the future, are
more absorbed in the present life of their children. Fondly desiring their happiness, they
deem no cost too great, no sacrifice too heavy to
secure it. But they make a mistake in their
method. As far as is possible, they anticipate
every wish, provide every pleasure, remove
every difficulty, afford every opportunity. And
yet these tender parents frequently miss their
mark enth·ely, and find, to tlleir deep regret, that
the children for whom they have done so much
are by no means pre-eminently happy-that their
joy at each new favor is fitful and transient, that
their cravings grow faster than they can be satisfied, and that necessary disappointments are
borne with less and less equanimity. What is
even worse, as they are accustomed to think only
of their own wants, they naturally grow grasping
and selfish, and thus it often happens that the
children who have had so much lavished upon
them repay the sacrifices only with repining and
Ingratitude.
Certainly neither of these methods of training
produce successful results in securing that happy
chi!dhood on which we may hope to build a happy
life. Yet there is an education up to happiness
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that may be carried on by parental love, if it is
also wise and intelligent. It is rather a develop·
ment of germs that are slumbering in the youthful breast than any costly gifts or opportunities.
There are many sources of joy which only need
channels in order to spread over the life and.
make it abundantly fruitful. There is thejoy of
simple pleasure, which is easily infused before
the appetite becomes palled .. The young mind
may thus be aroused to a curiosity which is the
beginning of all true knowledge. The growth of
a daisy, the habits of an insect, the formation
of a shell, may, when skillfully handled, give
the child far more real pleasure than the possession of the most· coEtly toy, while at the
same time opening up a new fit;)d of inexhaustable enquiry for the future. Then there is the
joy of exercise, one which never palls, as long as
it is faithfully and moderately taken. Exercise, whether of body or mind,· stimulates,
excites and soothes by turns. If its laws
are understood and obeyed, it is man's constant
friend and inspirer, and no greater boon c.an be
given to the young than the habitof intelligent
and alternating exercise of all the faculties.
Above all, there is the joy of giving. This is too
often denied to the young, because it is erroneously 'supp~sed that they have nothing to give.
It is theirs to receive, it is said, and their turn to
give will come• later on. Those who argue thus
forget that that time will come in vain to those
who have never had the desire developed and
the disposition cherished. It is in the earliest
years that this can most easily be done. And
the best gifts iri life are just' those which childhood has in its power to bestow-not n1oney, or
that which money can buy, which, as it lightly
comes, may as lightly go-but themselves, their
time, their labor, their sympathy, their affection.
They are able to make real sacrifices for others'
and can be led to rejoice in the happiness they·
thus create. The youth who has thus been
trained has within him a mine of joy which no
wealth of possessions can ever bestow, the power
of making other8 glad, which will always react
to bless his own life.
It is undoubtedly true that the education up to
happiness of this nature is complex and costly.
It demands, not wealth or its appliances, but ;f.
fectionate earnestness, intelligent insight, unwearied patience, skilful tact, and often much
sacrifice of personal gratification. It requires a
love so great that it can govern its own impulses,
and a mind so enlightened as to perceive what
are the richest and 'most permanent sources of
happiness. But its rewards are abundant and
permanent. A childhood brightened and gladdened in these and· similar fundamental ways
will surely develop into a maturity of·g!ad use:
fulness, and, wh~tever trials arid sorrows may be
in store, the purest and truest sources of happiness will ever be at hand to comfort and strengthen the heart.-Bel.
7

PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER,

Sr. Emma Chrisman of Olivet, Iowa, has been
·helpless for thirteen years, with rheumatism,
and desires the prayer of the union that if it is
God's will he might heal her.
Bro. J. A. Amerson, of Peach Blooni, Alaba!ll~, requests the prayers of the ~ints fQr tpe
recovery~of'his healt}')',

Sr. Sarah Dunham, of Green's Landing,
Maine, requests the prayers of the Prayer Union
that her health may be restored; and if not the
Lord's will to do so, that at least she may have
a sound mind.
Dear Sisters o/ the Home Column:- Scattered
as we are throughout the world, and required to
live as lights in a world of darkness, isolated as
many of us ar.;, some in obscure villages, on
broad prairies or in mountain wilds, wme alone
in the crowded cities of our land, let me bring to
your mind a few thoughts that enable us to
meet questions that are sure to be presented to
us while there remain any who worship God "ignorantly."
The voice of God to his people is: "Come out
frotn among her 0, my people, and be ye separate." "Be not partakers of her sins that yereceive not of her torments."
Now, are we to think from this that the Lord
requires us to hold ol)rselves aloof from people
not of our faith? I believe not. The manner in
which we are to come out of Babylon is plainly
indicated in the command, "Be not partakers of
her sins."
God is just and he has said, "Though hand
join in hand, the wicked shall not go unpunished," and we believe that he is able and will not
only separate the good from the evil in the world,
but even in. the church or more especially in the
church, the wicked who have clasped hands with
the righteous shall be cut off. The All-seeing
·Eye beholds evil wherever it is and li~ewise the
good.
·
Are none good in,the world? Are all good
in the church? No Saint will affirm either and
yet the question comes, "Is it right to attend
sectarian churches?" It depends on the motive
with which we attend.
We know a case like this: "Two of our people, mother and daughter, live alone in a small
village among unetlucated, irreligious people.
That they are Latter Day Saints is well known,
and a new pastor, making calls among the people, does not long remain in ignorance of it.
The daughter was asked to take a class of little
ones in the Sabbath·school and did so with the
feeling that since God loves all little children
and desires all. to know of Him, she surely would
be doing right to teach them what she could of
his Jaw. So she was numbered as one of the
Sunday-school and met with the teachers regularly to study the lesson, assisting in any way
she could to advan'ce the interest of the school.
At the same time she endeavored to maintain
her own individuality, speaking freely of her
own faith and when occasion was offered correcting false statements, false ideas concerning
the Saints. If there was any harm in all this,
where was it?
I think it is more than a year ago that a letter
appeared in these columns from a. sister who
was troubled about how to spend her Sabbaths.
She tired of reading all day anp did not desire to
go to hear sectarian ministers preach.
Now, I do not feel so. I love truth because it
is truth and it is just as much truth if a minister
of some other denomination utters it as if it emanates from O!Je of our own elders.
"But," you say, "they do not preach the truth."
We admit that they do not preach all the truth
·there is, but T have gone home many a time
moved tg renew the ~n;Ikt a~alnst ~}n, moved
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to form anew good resolutions, moved anew to
"climb to God on the rounds of Jove to men,"
and moved to this by the words of Christ as they
fell from the lips of some good man who follow·
ed him though it may have been "afar" and "not
with us."
While I. prize the gospel above all other things;
while I hope for no prouder title than that of
Latter Day Saint, and no greater praise than the
Master's, "Well done," I say to you, Let us look
with the clear sight of love upon the good in
other persons and other churches and "be merciful in this as in all other things."
MARGARET.
KEwANEE, Ill., March roth.
Dear Sisters:-It is with feelings of gratitude
to my heavenly Father that I write once more to
the Home Column. I can say that my heart
rejoices that I am permitted to call you my
sisters, although there are many whom I do not
know personally, but when I read the many letters that are penned by you, I feel that we are
indeed one in the Spirit and that gives me more
joy than all else, knowing as I do that, if we are
faithful, the time will come when we shall know
as we are known and see as we are seen.
I do feel that it is a great privilege we have of
writing, that we can read each others' letters and
exchange our thoughts and bear our testimonies
and tell of the blessings we receive from day to
day. Then let us be more faithful and strive to
be more humble, watchful and prayerful.
I can say that is the mind of the Spirit as we
are often admonished by the Spirit in this place,
and I do pray that God will bless us all with the
wisdom to, put in practice what we know is right
in the sight of God.
·
For the encouragement of some I will say that
we are gaining in unity and oneness. In our
Thursday sessions when we meet, the Spirit's
presence is felt in such power as to cause tears
to flow not with sorrow but with joy, and often
we have the word of the Lord telling us to be
comforted.
Oh, that we may all live worthy of these great
blessings! Our branch also seems to be thriving
and the Saints are being strengthened by the instructions from our president, Bro, John Chisnal.
May we ever be faithful is the prayer of
SR. M. WHITEHOUSE.
SAN BENITO, March r9th.
The sisters of" the San Benito branch met at
the residence of Sr. Burton Thursday, March
rzth: An hour of spiritual feast was had; it was
a meeting long to be remembered by those present. The Spirit. of God was with us in a marked
degree. An aged sister spoke in tongues and
the interpretl1,t!on was given by another. The
purport of it, as ilea: as I can remember, was as
follows: At the beginning was a psalm of praise,
then she said, "The Lord is pleased with our
meeting together and will be with us to bless us,
·and all who are in this room. Yea! all who are
now within the sound of my voice shall stand
with Christ on this glorified earth, then shall all
remember this afternoon's meeting in this little
house on the hill."
All were doubly repaid for the effort made to
come:
At the close a Union was organized,
consisting of ten members. Sr. E. Burton was
chosen to act as president and A. Burton !IS ~
n~tary for the ens11in~ thr~ month&,
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.

Hell-fire, as a substantial reality, has gone the
sameway. The Divine origin of the tales of the
flood, the pillar of fire, Jonah in the whale's
belly, the fiery furnace, the plagues in Egypt, the
passage of the Red Sea, the falling of the walls
Jericho, the burning bush, the tables of the
. law, the sun standing still, the desert pillar>
HUBBARD, March 22d.
Daniel in the lion's .den, turning water into wine,
PUBLIC AND SOCIAL LETTERS.
Dear Sisterso_f the Home Column :-Last Sunday
the massacres of women and children, said to
No. r4r.
morning the sun rose bright and clear over the
have been not only sanctioned, but directed, by
To THE PARLIAMENTARY AND OTHER RELIlandscape, and a goodly number of the Sharon
an Almighty God of Love and Mercy-these
GIOUS PROFESSORS.
Saints, after a brisk walk over the snow, arrived
and a hundred other anecdotes are rejected as inGentleme11:- Within the last few weeks conferat a place selected for the ordinance of baptism
consistent with a Divine character and the conences of considerable general interest have been
to witness the immersion of Bro. George Powell,
clusions of science. Dr. Abbott even questions
held at Newcastle to ascertain the reason why
who was a deacon of the Campbellite Church,
the physical resvrrection of. Christ.. If this be
the working classes do not attend places ofwor.
but who has been convinced of the truth of the
theJendency of thoUght among the most eminent
ship. About three-fourths of the inhabitants of
gospel by reasoning with several of the Sh~ron
professors of. religion, is it to be wondered at that
these islands do not regularly attend any church.
brethren. Two verses of hymn 531 was sung.
the people should refuse to' become parties to
The causes assigned by the working men .who
The words .suited the occasion. As above, the
what they regard as pious frauds?
took part in the conferences were .very varied.
sun shone in splendor; beneath our feet a carpet
Again, the people are shocked and disgusted
Some said they were disgusted with the hypocof snow; on our right a grand old tree stretched
risy of the church-going wealthy; others that the-. with the personal life of the clergy, as revealed,
its leafless branches; on our left the river rolled
almost daily, in the criminal courts. On this
clergy were worldly-minded; a third section asswift and majestic full of soft snow. A short
painful subject a conspiracy of silence is mainserted that the churches had departed from the
prayer was offerfd by a brother. Nothing octained. "Support an Established Church!" once
doctrines of Christianity; a fourth that the sercurred to mar the peace of the ordinance. At the
sarcastically remarked an English Prime Minis:
vices were formal and without any real religious
preaching and confirmation services held in the
feeling. Many blamed ministers of religion for
ter. "Why, of courser It saves us the cost of
afternoon the Spirit of the Master was with us
additional policemen.'' Meaning, that alth~righ
siding with the rich and neglecting the poor;
in a mar.ked degree. On returning from the
much could not be said either for the church itself
several talked of the insulting suspicion with
river we felt a sharp pain in our head.which inwhich poorly dressed people were regarded; and
or its behalf, yet by its threats of punishments and
creased till we were administered to; and we
finally, a large contingent avowed that they did
its promises of rewards, it prevented a good
realized again that the Lord is ever faithJul to all
not believe in the supernatural or divine origin
many weak·winded persons from asserting their
his promises. How many times we have had rerights in this world in the vigorous fashion
ot' the Christian religion.
lief from pain in our head by the power of God
which natural justice would otherwise dictate.
Let us consider the justice of these assertions.
through the laying on of hands of God's serAt present an agitation has been set on foot to
It is now being constantly urged by many of
vants! It was a time to be remembered by all
provide the Bishop of Roches'ter with a "Palace"
the more prominent lay ·and clerical upholders
the Saints. With a feeling akin to sadness we
in South London. A simple-minded person who
of churches that the clergy should not interfere in
clasped the ·hands of the Saints and turned
labor disputes; that the >quire should be dehas read the New Testament would naturally ask
homeward.
why a minister of Christianity should desire a
nounced for denying the means of livelihood to
May the Master bless all his servants, that
palace rather than an attic. If Christianity be
the peasant; that the great employers should b~
many may see the gospel in its fullness and pur:illowed, without question, to sweat their wealthdivine, ifs founder denounced worldly wealth;
ity.
Your sister in bonds,
creators. And the clergy almost universally, act
He was the Son of Man who "had not where to
FANNIE E. RICHARDSON.
upon this conception of their duties. Yet people
lay His head." Again, He a'dvised his disciples
to take no thought for the morrow as to how
still wonder why the working dasses do not go
they should eat or drink, and to depend upon the
to church.
free voluntary offerings of the faithfuL The
Notj1ing more forcibly shows that religion has
become a mere formality than the fact that most
Archbishop of York, who died the other day,
Editors Herald:- The inclosed I clip from the
left behind him £54 ooo Not a penny did he of the churches are closed ;ix days out of the
will for any publk or useful purpose. Look at
seven. The church goer is expected to have the
Reynolds' Newspaper of London, England, of
stomach of a camel; he is to carry off on the one
February 22d, I891. It not only refl cts there- . Wales, with Christian parsons at the head of
day devoted to open churches enough religion to
troops, ane police foraging on the farms of Nonligious condition of the established church, but
last him through the week. The natural conseconformist tenants. Truly, as the new Archlifts the vail so that we can see a little of the soquence follows. Religion has become a trade.
called reformer8. My late observation convinces
bishop of York has said, it would be impossible
Men go to church for commercial and social adin the modern world to cal-ry into practice the
me that the American churches are aping those
vantages. Some of the biggest blackguards in
doctrines of the Christian religion.
of the old countries. The rich rule, and the
the kingdom are among the most .regular
Nor is the reproach of worldliness confined to
poor are snubbed, and smarting under their
church-goers, and it is not observed that the wothe Parliamentary Church. A few days ago, at
slight, spend their Sabbaths at the theatre or
men who frequent churches are conspicuous bea Dissenting Chapel in the City ot London, two
beer-garden. It is nothing strange that the mulyond others for their good deeds, and their obtitude are on the down grade, and are against. young women in Salvation Army costume. were
scure timely aid to the numerous poor and
removed by the officials, who told them that peothe religious institutions of men, when· the proafflicted. The Slum Sisterhood is not the organple of their class were not expected there. Even
fessing and would-be great in the eyes of the
ization of any of the recognized churches, but of
world, stand listlessly by and permit truth to be
General Booth himself lives in a v<>ry comfortathat semi-Socialistic body, the Salvation Army.
ble suburban villa, while both in England and
trampled in the dnst, unless they be paid fifty
With honorable exceptions, it must be affirmed
dollars per week to defend in debate what they
America salaries mounting up to £5,ooo or £6 ooo
of the leaders of the ·churches that they are worca11 original Christianity. This to the uninitiated
a year are paid to popular Nonconformist minisshipers of wealth and rank; that they indulge in
ters. In the whole of the New Testament, the
in the art of money making by religion is startthe luxuries of life, which they condemn from
poor can find nothing to warrant any such luxuling to those who read and believe: "Therefore
their pulpits; that they are sharers in the pomps
ry by professors of the Christian religion.
take no thought, saying, What shall we eat? or,
and vanities, drawing~room frequenters, political
What shall we drink? or, Withal shall we
As to the authority of that religion, its profesintriguers, with no possibility of sainthood, no
sors are giving up, step by step, many of the
be clothed?" Gentiles are concerned about such
school for a future Thomas Aquinas, or even a
things, but the trne servants of God go in faith,
stories we were taught as children implicitly to
George Herbert, who, writing of the parson's
believe. The history of the Creation, as narrated
believing, and are not disappointed, (at least not
mission, says: "Unto the. ungodly, saith God,
long at a time), has been my experience in the
in the Hebrew Old Testament, is now discarded
why dost thou preach my laws and takest my
by all the most learned clergy of the churches.
work o! the ~ord. ]1.1ay the servants of the. reThe names of those who are not already enrolled are as follows: Sr. E. Carmichael, Sr. M.
Page, Sr. J. Holt, Sr. M. A~ Davis, Sr. L. Creamer, Mrs. H. Bent, Sr. Z: Page.
May God bless all efforts to do good.
ADDIE BURTON, Sec.

stored gospel never forget that the ministrations
unto eternal life are without a moneyed price, and
that the object is to seek and save that which is
lost, for the "whole need not a physician." If we
be like our Master we shall never be ashamed to
do good continuously without fear ot proud, vain
man.
RoBT. M. ELVIN.

of
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.covenant in thy mouth? . . . After a man is
once a minister, he cannot agree to come into
any house where he shall not exercise what he is,
unless he forsake his plough and look back.
Wherefore they are not to be over·submissive
and base, but to keep up with the lord and lady
of the house, and to preserve a boldness with
them and all, even so far as reproof to their very
face, when occasion calls, but seasonably and
discreetly. They who do not thus, while they remember their earthly lord, do much forget their
heavenly. They wrong the priesthood, neglect
their duty, and shallj,be so far from that which
they seek with their over-submissiveness and
cringing, that they shall ever, be despised. They
who, for the hope of promotion, neglect any
necessary admonition or reproof, sell with Judas,
their Lord and Master." Until the clergy and
ministry of England approach somewhat nearer
this ideal, the question will continue to be asked,
Why do the working classes not attend church.
W.M.T.
BosTON, Mass., March 15th.
Edi.tors Herald:...,.. The continuation of the debate between Mr. David Kirkwood of the Ingersoll Secular ,Society, and Elder F. M. Sheehy
took place in Paine Memorial Hall, this city,
this afternoon, the subject being: "The Bible is
not of divine origin and opposed to human progress;" Mr. Kirkw.ood affirmed and Elder Sheehy
denied,
I presume the sentiment of .all Latter Day
Saints present was to the effect that they were
proud they had such able defenders of "the
faith." Such were my feelings at least.
The impression received while in the hall was
the utter absence of God and his Spirit on the
Infidel side of the question. The darkness on
the faces of some of those men spoke in thunder
tones that they were "without God, and without
hope in the world." And who.is to blame in a
large measure for this? Certainly, the Latter
Day Saints are not responsible for any considerable amount of Infidelity. On the contrary, the
gospel which we teach has turned many a materialistic· man from nature's darkness to "the
true light of God;" and they have been led to exclaim with the poet:
"'Tjs a glorious thmg to. be, .,
In the light, in the light,
Which the saints of old did see,
The true light of God;
Revelation's holy light,
Is the light, is the light,
And all else is dark as night,
Save this light of God."

Orily those that have been Infidels can fully
understand._and realize their benighted position,
which is revealed when they are brought in contact with the glorious light of the "everlasting
gospel." May the heavenly powers, of which the
church is one, deliver me from ever having any
such dark experience.
Sunday morning I met with the Boston
Saints in their p,rayer and testimony meeting:
The testimonies were edifying and encouraging.
Bro. F .. M. Sheehy rriade some very timely re:
marks.
The Sunday-school, under the superintendency
of Bro. George W. Robley; was interesting. A
favorable feature was the Book of Mortnort
Class, led by Bro Richard Bullard. They have
rtew singing books, caUed the "Wreath of fr~isl",".
whic? fi>ntajn ~i:>me·veryprett,rmusic,
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Certain it is there is need of a development in
that line, as well as an improvement all along
the line of church work. There is too much
truth in the statement of a recent writer to Autumn Leaves where he says: "Branches are divided, and outsiders disgusted and driven away,
meeting houses emptied of both saint and sinner,
devils laugh and angels and good men and women mourn, and why? We answer, largely,
very largely, because a persistent reading and
faithful study of the only perfect thing under
heaven, 'the law of the Lord' as revealed in the
three
books of the church has been by the memOld Gastle Road, LLANELLY, Wales.
bership, if they own them at all, laid aside, and
Editors Herald:-We have had the Spirit of
parents and children read the New rork Ledger,
the Master in our midst speaking comfort to our
Fireside Companion, or the latest fiction, and the
souls, and promising us that prosperity shall atnewspaper. Result: Loss of interest in the
tend the efforts of His servants this year. We
meetings and work, and if they go, it is when
have realized the fulfilling of this promise to
they are to be interested and not for duty or prinsome degree. In the month of January, my
ciple's sake. The business meeting is neglected,
youngest brother and sister were baptized ; an
unless we are interested in some personal quarrel
ordinance .that had not been administered to any
or difference that is up for adjustment, arid when
in Llanelly since the time that Bro. J.D. Jones
there to vote, not in accordance with the law and
was in Wales.
The banks of the river were
the counsel of God, they haven't had time or incrowded on every side to witness the baptism,
clination to find· out which way it admonishes
when a young brother named Rees Jenkins Trethem to act, and so are Jeff dependent upon the
harris addressed them in Welsh, and spoke well
advices of those who may be nearest them, or
on the necessity of having the authority from
those in affinity with their notion or opinion, inGod to preach the gospel and administer in its
terest or desires."
ordinances. He was followed by a young brothIt is no credit to a Saint to so live that it beer, a priest of the Llanelly branch, in English,
comes necessary for the branch officers to visit
and quite an impression was ruade. On 'Februthem for the purpose of settling some defficulty,
ary 15th we had another baptism of two promor to try to persuade them to come to church.
ising men, both heads of families, when the
Some seem to forget that when they permit or
banks were again crowded to witness the same.
conduct themselves in such a way that it becomes·
Others are investigating, and I hope that I shall
necessary to enforce the law, that they will have
have the pleasure of sending a little more of
to submit or go out of the church. How often
such good tidings soo'n. I would also be exdoes it happ,en that the meeting house is filled to
ceedingly obliged if the Saints in general would
over-flowing when it has, been announc.ed that
rnake it a subject of prayer and supplication to
one of the Editors or.one of the Twelve were to
our heavenly Father, that he will confirm the
be there at a certain time? when if such anpreaching of the gospel by his servants in Wales,
noimcement had not been made, there wo'uld not
that the honest in heart .may. be reached and be
have been more than a handful to cheer and'enbrought into the kingdom of God, and be concourage
the minister, who might be a young
firmed in the faith that has been delivered to the
elder or priest, who needs the encourageADOLPHUS Enw ARDS.
Saints.
ment of the membership to help tpem along.
The man or woman who does not 'go to church
DEFIANCE, Iowa, March 26th.
only when there is some one there to interest, or
Editors Herald:- We have no branch· in this
as it sometimes happens, attend. the annual replace and in fact no place to hold meetings in,
unions, and never attend the meetings of their
the churches all having closed their doors against
own branch only three or four miles .away, has
us, and while the school houses in the surroundbut little interest in the work, or at least it is a
ing country are open to ns, the people do not
poor way to show it.
seem to be. They are established in their W\IY·
Another thing I have noticed, and that is,
Not many of the PJotestants caring to investigate
Saints neglect to keep their doors shut, by which
anything different from what they, now have,,
means the enemy comes in and engages them in
and it is out of the question to think of converta quarrel, when the warning was given . some
ing a Catholic of which this community is largetime ago that"the devil had changed his tactics
ly tnade up; consequently the efforts of those of
and got into the church," and now everything
the traveling. ministry who have labored here
that could be shaken would be shaken. To be
have not produces much fruit. The Saints here
forewarned is to .be forearmed, generally speakare numbered with the band at Galland's Grove
ing; but in this case the scripture which says:
nine miles away, where meetings are held reg"The children of the world are wiser in their genularly every week, the preaching mostly being
eration than the children of light," seems applidone by local talent, and there is not enough of
cable. Why should we not be on our guard and
them to create any jealousy in this regard; in
resist every attack of the enemy? But brethren
fact it seems to me that there ought to be more
are suspicious of one another many, many times
local preachers than there are according to the
without cause. Much that is told about Saints
number of names on the record·. I presume we
is believed without any consideration whatever
are not alone in this respect. But why should
as to the truth of th_e matter. This may be conthere not be.more local preachers than there are.
strued into an exaggeration, but there is so much
among ·so many ordained· men? Is it because
truth in it that it will not do to attempt to deny
they are not called? Or is it because they have
jt. .
..
. .
'.• .
not Ptt~ forth g proper eff9i't ~n th~~ Efirectlon?
lesus said,"HI!l th~t h~th my commll:nc;lm~nt§

While in Boston _we were the guests of my
brother, Edson W. Pierce and wife.
Attleboro, Marek aad:-Elder U. W. Greene of
Lisbon Falls, Maine, gave two able discourses
on last Monday and Tuesday evenings at the
residence of Bro. Thomas Bradshaw. He also
spoke in the Plainville chapel to·day and once
or more last week. Elder M. H. Bond was with
us recently and his effort was duly appreciated;
and all we can say is, "Come again, brethren."
ARTHUR B. PIERCE.
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lj.nd keepeth them, he it is that loveth me.'' "He
that loveth me not keepeth not my sayings."
Paul wrote, "Are ye not yet carnal while there
are envyings, divisions and strife among you?"
''Now I beseech you brethren, mrtrk them that
cause division . . . and avoid them."-Rom.

i6; 17.
God's ministry are required to be examples to
the flock. 1 Pet. 5: 3; 2 Thess. 3: 9 This never
would have been required if God had not intended that the flock should follow the example.
Read editorial in Herclld of March 21st, r89r. I
will be glad when the time comes when the
Saints will learn to act upon principle, then strife
and contention will cease and the church will be
filled whether there is a high priest or a low
priest present to preach, an elder or teacher. My
experience may be different from most people, so
I will add a li.ttle; it is this. It is not necesS'ary
to go to campmeeting in order to have a good
time. I have enjoyed myself better at branch
meetings than I ever did at a large gathering of
Saints.
J. L. GuNSOLLEY.
ST. JosEPH, Mo., March 29'h.
Editors Herald:-The Herald, number thirteen,
contains an article from the Christian Oracle, a
part of which reads.: "Sidney Rigdon, an illiterate, egotistic, bombastic declaimer of spread
eagle, stole one of Spaulding's manuscripts and
remodeled it into a religious fraud. . . . He
gave his [it] to Smit,h [Joseph Smith]. Smith
pretended to translate certain pretended plates
with his peep stone, and published Rigdon's revamping of Spaulding's manuscript as the 'Book
of Mormon.'"
This statement from the Christian Oracle is a
falsehood of the deepest dye, of whi.ch there is
an abundance of evidence to show, if the Oracle
would publish facts concerning the Book of Mormon and those men who brought it forth. I will
again state, as I have stated several times before,
for the benefit o'f those who know and believe
the truth concerning the divine authenticity of
the Book of Mormon, "That on the fifth day of
July, eighteen hundred and seventy·five, I asked
Martin Harris, on his death bed, if he could still
testify of seeing the plates from which the Book
of Mormon is said to be translated. He answered, •Yes, I can still testify of seeing the plates,
and of handling them, that the Book of Mormon
was translated from, and of seeing the angel of
God and of hearing the voice of God from heaven commanding us to bear witness of it, the same
as is recorded in the fore part of the Book of
Mormon, and I dare not deny it, lest the power
of God should consume me.'"
Such is the last testimony of Elder Martin
Harris Sen., one of the three witnesses, of the
reality of the plates of the Book of Mormon, yet
the Oracle wants all to believe that they were
only "pretended plates," and. what is now called
the Book of Mormon was only "Spaulding's
Manuscript remodeled for a religious fraud."
Again, Martin Harris, Sen., also said unto me:
"I took some of the characters that had been
copied from the plates, and the translatiqn, which
was translated by Joseph Smith with the Urim
and Thummim, to Mr. Anthon, a professor of
languages at New York City, for him to s·ee, and
·he told me that some of them were Egyptian,
Ar~bic and Chaldalc; and that the translation
was correct. Mr. A-nthon wrote a Bote and gave
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it to me to take to Joseph Smith, stating these

facts.'' . . . From such language by Martin
Harris. ·Sen., to me, I am led to believe that this
transaction of copying and translating these
charactc;rs was real, but the Oracle states that
Joseph Smith only "pretended to translate with
a peep-stone." Furtherm"ore, Martin Harris,
Sen , told me that he paid the printer for the
first edition of the Book of Mormon, and that he
was one of the proof readers of the sheets ot the
said book. The editors of 1he Cln istian Oracle
could say with just as much propriety, in this
case as about the plates, that Martin Harris only
pretended to pay the printer for the first edition
of the Book of Mormon, etc. And it is a well
known fact, too, that the Book of Mormon was
published and in book form before Sidney Rigdon knew of its existence, nor had Sidney Rigdon
any acquaintance with Joseph Smith prior to its
publication. How then comes it, ye editors of
the Christian Oracle, that Joseph Smith could
"publish, Rigdon's revamping of Spaulding's
manuscript as the Book of Mormon."
On page 195 of the Herald I see there is a
priest in trouble, too, about the Book of Mormon,
who feels confident that the "three witnesses
went back on their testimony" of seeing the
pl"~tes of the ·Book of Mormon. .Without repeating the foregoing, as I think it not necessary, I
will here state that I personally knew Elder
Martin Harris, Sen., about three years beforehis
death, and lived but two blocks from him in the
same town at the time of his death; and wh~ t he
said to me, as before stated, was the same in substance he had often told others before; and notwithstanding his great age (ninety·three years),
his mind and bodily strength were wonderfully
good till he was stricken with sickness one week
before his deceas.e. One more remark, however,
which he made in regard to his great age I will
here state. He said: "I know not why the Lord
has suffered _me to Jive so long; unless it was to
testify to the truth of the Book of Mormon; and
I tell it that it might be told to others." Mr. A. E.
Whatham should prove this part also, if he
wants facts for proof.
Yours in the bonds of truth,
SIMON SMITH.
POOR FARM.
Eddors Herald:-I offer 1he following for your
readers to consider: According to last annual report about $3o,ooo were paid by the Bishopric to
aid paupers, widows and orphans in the church.
Why not have a poor farm in Missouri? Three
hundred and twenty acres of land $r6 ooo;
buildings, teams and implements $rJoo:> The
above farm, if conducted properly, will support
all of our poor, thus providing 30 ooo every year
to preach the gospel. What do you think?
GEoRGE E. McCoNLEY.
MARRIAGE VIEWS.
I have seen much of life and in almost all of
its wonderfully changing aspects, and I am con-

vinced that the joys and the sorrows, the crosses
and the crowns in married life are about e·qually
divided between the husband and the wife. I am
confident that nothing will right all the wrongs
and bring order out of the confuRion arising from
the many disturbing qtwstions that are constantly arising as the shelter of the true home, ruled
over by husband and wife In all loving confidence and unitedly.-Mrs. Beecker.

~-No Credit for moneys received on subscription will
appear on the Colored Address Label of the Herald
for this issue, as no changea have been made, ex•
cept in case of person• desirfng a change iu P.O. uddress.

Qtnmutunittafinns.
ABTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
];heir own views. Contributions solicited.
~ Wrfte on one s1de of paper only.

LETTER FROM SR. L. R. DEVORE.
DEAR HERALD :-I wish to give your
readers a history of incidents and travels
this far, as many have requested us to do
so, through the Herald.
In March, 1890, in Wheeling, West
Virginia, a prophecy was delivered
through Sr. G. T. Griffiths to me, in
which it was said that I would be called
upon to make the greatec:t sacrifice ever
mude yet by me-that of leaving my
home and accompanying my husoand on
a foreign mission, to aid and strengthen
him in the hour when he was weak and
faint; that I was called to do a work that
but few women were called to perform;
and many 0ther words, as all who were
present can testify. The Spirit bore witness to rrie that it was true, and I felt for
a time that I would rath< r the Lord would
take my life than to go on, such a mission.
After the appointment _made by conference 'Xe both, in time, became willing
to go; and then evidences came to us orie
after another, also many hindering powers
arose until we gave it up and rested easy
over it, until one day while sitting thinking over the whole matter, a voice low
and sweet spoke to rrie saying: "Get
ready and start with just as little as you
possibly can, and your way shall be opened
up as you go; and go quietly about the
Master's work, and the effort shall be
blessed of heaven.'' That was sufficient
to induce us to put forth every effort in
our power to get ready.
By and by we concluded to start with
just what we had, save a trunk and valise;
and even then our way was so hedged at
times that Nve would have despaired had
it not been for the exceeding great faith
of Sr. Fisher, for, each time, she seemed
to have the right word to say, so that we
were prompted to action again. However, on November 6th,. 189o, we bade
farewell to home and friends, amidst
many a bitter tear. Oh, how I love mv
home!
•
One thing surprised us: An aged colored man whom I had assisted a little in
time of need two years before, hearing of
us going so far away, walked two miles
through the cold that morning to say
"good,bye" and "God bless you on your
mission." He was not a member of the
church, and we would not have known
him had we not been told.
This act
touched our hearts and remains with us
still.
On our way from Cincinnati to St.
Louis we sat in the rear of a young lady ·
and her aged mother. After the first
look at them it seemed impossible for me
to keep my eyes off them long at a time,
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for I had never seen such devotion from a
child to a parent. She seemed so natural
in it. The word "mother" seemed to come ,
caressingly from her lips. While waiting
in the depot at St. Louis I learned that
they were going a different route from us.
I felt impressed to go to them and tell the
mother how much good it did me to see
she had such a comfort in her daughter.
The old lady clasped one of my hands in
both of hers, the d'aughter cla~ped the
other, while we all three wept. The
mother said, "0h! she is such a blessing
to me; my husband is dead, and I do not
know what I would do without her. God
bless you for your kind words," and then
kissed me; and thus we met and parted.
You have read in a former letter of our
visit at Denver, yet I too must flit down
there a moment. We found Bro. and Sr.
Smith ready and willing to instruct us
pertaining to our field of labor. Their instructions were to the point and timely.
We shall ever feel grateful for the same.
Sr. M. E. Jamison spared neither time
nor pains to show us the city; but on
Thanksgiving day it turned out. for me to
be her guide for a short distance. The
dear Saints, with us, will not soon forget
that afternoon-Prayer Union, tea party,
and evening enjoyment at Bro. Cleveland's; neither do I forget the next. evening, and the last spent there. While Sr.
Cleveland was waiting supper for her
husband, she played the organ for my ear
alone, choosing those pieces suitable for
the occasion and in harmony with our conversation that day, bringing out the most
enchanting music I ever remember hearing on an organ. I listened and wept. I
shall never forget it. Each one there in
their place are kindly remembered by us
in thought and prayer.·
Now we are at Salt Lake City. It appears to me that I did no~hing but look,
listen and wonder. I attended the "Mormon" service in the Tabernacle. It was
supposed there were five thousand people
present. Some say it will seat ten thousand, others, thirteen thousand. Looking
over the sea of faces I saw some of our
fellow-travelers of the day before, who,
like myself, were full of curiosity. Our
stay . was made. pleasant by the courtesy.
and kindness of Bro. and Sr. Anthony
and family, and that noble worker, Sr.
Ward, whose life has been a chequered
one.
Now we bid adieu to that city, and enter the great valley ofthe Humboldt river,
through the sandy desert where it was a
pleasing sight, and looked for eagerly by
the passengers, to see a farm-house, cattle,
horses, sheep, or any person, anything to
show life; w bile later we grew tired seeing, passing and picking our way through
the crowdedstreets of. the great city, San
Francisco.
We came as' strangers to this city, the
Saints not having noticed in particular our
"appointment" in the Herald. A brief
notice was sent Bro. G. S. Lincoln of our
coming, by the sixth o-f December. A'
room was 't"ented for us, which we beld
until our return from Stockton, December
z6tb. Though. strangers at first, at th~
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parting we certainly were not.
The Cancer; the r8th the .Equator. On the
Saints there and at Oakland and Stock- zzd we landed at Taiohae-Nukihava
ton have endeared themselves to us by island-one of the M arqueses group. The
their good works and kind appreciation. bay is generally difficult to enter, yet we
They so cheerfully supplied us with means were only two hours going in. The cap~
that we were often taken by surprise. tain came to the p1ssengers and said, .
Besides what each branch and individuals "There must Le some good people on
did, the Sisters' Prayer Union of Oakland board, for we are sailing in without
gave us five dollars.
trouble." A German vessel, a week beWe went to Stockton December r8th, fore, was two days.enteringthe bay. We,
were met at depot by Bro. William Pot- all .went on shore and enjoyed the walk,
ter, who had preceded us a few days, and fruits, etc., and we the hospitality of a
Bro. Nightengale, with buggies.
We clev.er Frenchman who could talk English ..
were soon whirled up to his door, where We called on the Queen, who received us,
I was received into the motherly arms of kindly-an aged lady, a widow. Were'Sr. Nightengale; and, from that moment turned to the vessel at 5 p.m., each one
felt at home. We became friends, as well with fruits, flowers, or some relic. Two
as sisters. She was my constant compati'- American gentlemen and .ourselves could
ion till we left the coast, returning with get but little of the rich, tropical fruits;
us to San Francisco, looking after every but the dwellers of Tahiti relish .them.
On the evening of the- 24th we sailed
want ·and thinking of many things I
would have forgotten. Their home was out of the bay, more rapidly than we had
a rest to us indeed. We sojourned with entered, to the surprise of the crew' and ·
them eleven days. Two days after our Governor, the German captain and two
arrival Bro. Thomas and Sr. Daley came. other officials who were with us till after
Sr. Daley is a daughter of our noble breakfast at ro .a.m. On leaving they
gave us three cheers and we returned
brother,] ames Caffall.
· Through the efforts of Bro. Potter and them with four.
I was sitting at the table writing where
ourselves, with the Lord's blessing, the
long existing trouble was ended, the three other ladies. were seated, bilking.
hatchet buried, amidst many tears of joy The captain's wife (Mrs. Burns) called me
and thankfulness.
Besides preaching, by name, and said: "We believe that our.
there were five prayer meetings, where good luck going in and out of the bay was,
the Spirit was poured out copiously upon because you and Mr. Devore are on. board."
us all. Words of encouragement were I thought she was jesting, but soon per-.
given by the Spirit to all parties present, ceived she was in earnest. I asked her if
uniting our hearts with greater love for she believed in prayer; she answered,
the gospel and the work in which we are "Yes, indeed." I replied, "Many prayers
engaged. A time long to be remembered. 'are offered up daily for the safety of this - .
On our return to San Francisco Sr. Potter vessel on this voy_age." They were alL
took us under her wing until we left the three affected, and said: "l t has been are"
coast.
markable journey from San Francisco;''
On the evening of December 3oth a and they a~ked us to pray for tne safe number of the Saints and friends met at landing of the ship at Papeete,
Bro. Potter's for one more. prayer-meetOn the 29th we came so. close that,. had
ing ere we left. We had a refre~hing we had another hour of day, we could
from the Lord as all present can bear me have landed. As it was, we laid within a
witness. Even those not of our faith could few miles of our destination till morning.
and did testify, while tears flowed down Early next morning Captain Hart and
their cheeks.
others of note here <:a me on board, welI will say here to you Saints in Cali~ coming the home-comer, .and· not forgetforni.a who have interested yourselves in ting us a'5 missionaries; they having heard
this mission: Will you please now and we were coming. They, said to us in these
then mail to us a paper, for we hunger to words, "Your people are anxiously lookread news from America? The postage ing for yoU'," nearly . the exRct . words
spoken to us by the Spirit through Bro.
is two cents per paper; on letters, five.
On New Year's day, at nine a.m., we K.emp in. Denver. When a short distance
bade farewell to "our native land," stand- from the w barf we saw three men; one
ing on deck with other passengers, takin·g white and two natives, coming toward us
a last, lingering look at the city, and the in a skiff. We spoke to each other that
land of OtJr birth, while the noble little those were our brethren; and when they
7 ropic Bird rocked and pitched on the came neat they asked, "Is that Mr. DevVe answered, "Yes." The
raging billows. We were doomed to go vore?"
below before one hour, and give way to . white man (not a member of the church)
that terrible "sea sickness" we so much introduced himself, saying his name was
dreaded, and which is almost certain to "Henry." He then. introdpced Brrt.
overtake the new comer. By the 5th I Petero Darien and Meteora. They. gave
was able to be out on deck, my husband us such a welcome. that we both wept.
not ~ntil the 9th; but neither fully re- They then conducted us to the church,
covered tili about the rzth; otherwise we where the Saints and friends had convened
had a pleasant voyage with some passen- to receive us.
As we neared the church we heard
gers. on their way home.,-one who has
resided here thirty-three years and who them singing. It sent a peculiar thrill .·
gave ~s much, information that was of through us, and our hearts were full. One
courtly brother met us at the door an~ ·
value.
Qn th~ 9th we cro~Js!il the Tropi~ of conducted us t9 tQ fl t>lil~t 41 front o.f th~

.
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pulpit, facing tine audience. They then
sang a hymn and one prayed; then showed their credentials that we might know
they were the people to whom we were
sent, and requested Bro. Devore to address
them-were thankful we were now here,
and had anxio1.1sly been awaiting our ar- ·
rival. Then Bro. Devore showed them
his certificate of appointment, which Mr.
Henry interpreted, and spoke to them appropriately on the occason. They then
requested me to speak, which I did, briEfly,
and when interpreted many were in tears.
Mr. Henry said to us privately that it was
a rare thing to see a native weep. Bro.
Meteora, very much ovrcome, arose and
said they were well pleased with what we
• had said. Bro. Devore then prayed,
then the entire assembly came forwanJ
and shook hands with us, some eveR kissiO:g our hands. They then conducted us
to·~. bouse near by, our home for the pres'ent. It was clean and very well 'furnished,
and they told us to "now feel at home.''
Most of them prefer to sit on the floor.
We had a friendly talk, learning that a
number had come from other islands to
meet us.
We went to the ship to hr.:~ve our trunks,
etc., off; then called on lawyer Goupil, he
having sent us word to visit him. He received us kindly, and desired to procure us
a place to board ; but our people had that
all arranged. Then Mr. Henry would
have us call on his family. At all those
places and on the Tropic Bird we heard
praises of those two faithful souls, Bro. T.·
W. and Sr. Smith, who have wrought
such a great work here. They have
"paved the way" for all those who may
come after .them. They are loved by the
Saints, who delight to look at their pictures. We love fo hear the praise of men
for them; and we heartily respond,
"Amen;" and will try in our weakness,
with the help of the Lord, to leave as
good a record of example, even if we cannot do as great a work.
The King, hearing of our arrival, sent
word for Bro. Devore to hold services in
our church near his residence, some four
miles from here, on Sunday the 1st inst.,
as he desired to meet us. Five or six
vehicles drove out. With us was a halfcaste lady to serve as interpreter. We went
directly to the house of the King. He received us in his spacious rooms, well decorated with flowers, and gave us the hand
ofwelcome, saying that he felt we would
be friends, and urged us to move in the
mission house by him. We then went to
the mission house where a few leading
members welcomed us. There, again, we
saw the work of Bro. and Sr. Smith-the
house built after the American style-yard
fenced in, abounding with fruits and flowers. They were leaving the same, but
spared no pains to make it a beauty for
others to enjoy.
The King had sent Bro. Tapuni away
on business for him to some of the islands,
and he (the King) would look after us
when we arrived. He had the house
painted for our reception. At brenkfast he sent us a nice fish and curry, which
we enjoyed very much~
.
,· .

The Saints are so kind to us that we do Alsace Loraine, 39,ooo; Russia, z,ssz,ooo;
not feel lonely. They come and sing an:d Roumania. z6s,ooo. The •entire number
teach us all they can, and never tire. They of Hebrews in the world is nearly 6,481,•
are strict to go at 9 p.m., as Bro. Smith 487·
wrote them to that effect.
And now comes the Wandering Jew,
On Monday they procured. for us a dic- last seen in the seventeenth century. On
tionary of the Tahitian and English com- January 1st, r644,·he appeared at Paris
pared, just what we wished for; for we and. created a great sensation among all
desire very much to learn the language, ranks. He claimed to have lived sixteen
for interpreters are difficult to get.
hundred years, and to have traveled
Bro. Hawkins is not on this island, and through all regions of the world. He
it may be for the best, for we will be was visited by many prominent personmore earnest in learning. They hold four ages, and no one could accost him in a
preaching services each Sunday, and four language of which he was ignorant. He
Saints' services through the week. We replied readily and without embarrasshave heard nine different elders preach. , ment to any questions propounded, and he
They do not speak long. One thing we was never confounded by any amount of
notice-they are willing to work when cross-questioning. He_ seemed familiar
called upon. Several of the white people with the history of persons and events
have called upon us, and desire to hear from the time of Christ, and claimed an
preaching in English, . which will be acquaintance with all the celebrated chargranted them the 15th inst.
acters of sixteen centuries. Of himself he
We like the place better than we ex- said that he was usher of the Court of
pected-it is a thing of beauty, and must J udgmentin Jerusalem, where all criminal
cases were tried at the time of our Savior;
be seen to be appreciated.
This is their hottest month and rainy that his name was Michab Ader, and that
season. We have been looking for ex- for thrusting Jesus out of the hall with
tremely hot weather, but our imagination these words: "Go; Why tarriest .thou!"
has been overdrawn; for while it is quite The Messiah answered him, "I go; but
warm from 11 a.m., till 3 p.m., the even- tarry thou till I come;" thereby condemnings and mornings are quite pleasant, and ing him to live till the Day of Judgment.
the nights cool-always a breeze night and The learned looked upon· him as an imday. We have felt warmer weather in postor, or madman; yet took their departOhio many times. Mosquitoes are very ure bewildered and astonished.
troublesome at night; no flies of ariy note.
Who can say that the restitution of all
We feel anxious to receive the church things spoken by the mouth of all the
papers. A mail ship leaves San Francisco prophets shall not have their fulfillment.
STEPHHN BUTLER.
the I st of every month for Tahiti; and
KING FISHER, 0. T., Febrnary 2d.
leaves here the 12th or ·14th of each
month.
We ask all to remember us in our misREADY.
sion work in this southern clime, seven WHAT a significance attaches itself to
thousand miles from "our home."
the word "ready"? and it may not dimYour sister in Christ,
inish its importance to say that it is a
ELLA R. DEVORE.
conclusion of previous designs but parP APEETE, Tahiti, Oceanica, Feb. 9th, 1891.
ti,\llly decided on: "Be ye also ready,"
was an admonition which is very conTHE CONDITION OF THE JEWS.
spicuous among other admonitions of
"AND they shall fall by the edge of the Christ. When the solemn cry is heard,
sword, and shall be led away captive into "Behold the Bridegroom cometh," those
all nations; and Jerusalem shall be trodden that are ready will enter in and the dO'or
down of the Gentiles, until the time of is shut. This readiness must be a culmithe Gentiles be fulfilled."-St. Luke z 1: ation of preparatory steps taken in then.
divine life by those dwelling in 'mortality.
24·
Here now is a statement of facts as
Halting on my way to Clearwater at
they were to be, related by him who said, Bro. A. Emley's, at Wisner, who with
"Heaven and earth shall pass away, but his worthy wife, have been exemplary
my words shall not pas~ away," but have members of the church several years,
their fulfillment even to the very letter.
their daughter, Mina, declared henelf
According to the latest census there is ready for baptism; but a north wind
in England and Wales, 6o,oooJews; Ire- had brought a cold wave, freezing cold,
land, 472; Belgium, 3.ooo; The Nether- and snow was falling. Moreover, three
lands, 8r,693; Germany, s6r,6ro; Austro- miles intervened between the water and
Hungary, 1,646,ooo; Italy, 38,ooo; Den- Miss Mina, with eighteen or twenty
mark, 3,946; Turkey in Europe, a few; inches of ice in the Elkhorn river. Still
Arabia, a few; New South Wales, 3,266; Miss M. was ready, and suggestions,
Victoria, 4·330i Queensland, 724; Tas- though kindly, to deft!lr until a more promania, 316; New Zealand, 1,559; British pitious time, but brought a sad look of
North America, 2,393; Peru, 498; United disappointment to her, and above all, such
States, 13,683; in Asia, 319,ooo; Asiatic suggestive evidences of, "I am readv,"
Turkey, 47,ooo; in Palestine, zs,ooo; were visible.
Asiatic Russia, 47,ooo; Persia, 18,ooo;
The night of the 27th day of February
Middle Asia, 14·,ooo; India, 19,ooo; China, is dawning, the roaring wind, the pelting
r,ooo; Africa, 35o,ooo; Egypt, 8,ooo; storm and the cold has been faced, the ice
Tunis, 55,ooo; Algiers, 35,ooo; Morocco, eighteen inches thick penetrated, a watery
6o,oooi Tripoli, O;()OOi AbyssinLa 1 zoo,ooo~ grave prepared in which M,:iss Iv.fina 'ha~
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been buried by baptism, and the comforting and effective COJ;Jfirmation meeting
with other signs give assurance that our
new sister, Mina Emley, has risen to a
life divinely new. And thus another
young maiden has been added to the
church militant to await the coming grand
union with Christ and the Church of the
First Born.
. Our aged Bro. and Sr. Foster were
much elated and gladly gave the requisite
accommodations, and cheerfully extended
their hospitality in the preparation of a
noon meal, offering their congratulation
to Sr. Mina with suitable advice and their
homely, yet cleanly and peaceful dwelling
was to all a sacred spqt for the time being;
and to them a speci.al joy, being rather
isolated, and privileges to commune with
Saints, few and sometimes far between.
It is certainly inspiring to see the young
willingly, voluntarily and persistently set
their faces against demoralizing practices,
and choose the good part. But how indiscreet to coax either young or those of
riper years into the church, for when
ready they will come, saying, "Hinder
me not, ye much loved Saints, for I must
go with you." In gospel bonds,
JAMES CAFF ALL.

P. S.-To all concerned: To induce
branch officials to sign letters of removal
because waiting for the granting of a letter by a branch business meeting would
prevent a coveted position in another
branch would look like crooked work, and
might lead to trouble-a word to.· the wise,
Flaming reports, long prayers,
etc.
lengthy sermons, high claims to piety may
be misleading, but actions speak in no uncertain sounds.
J, c.
ENGLISH MISSION.

BRo. STEBBINS:- You will confer a great
favor on me, and possibly upon many others,
by answering the following questions
through the Herald/ under my name if
you like:
Ist ~ues.-A. is called and ordained to
office in the ministrv and receives licence
to act in his calling;· for causes shown such
license is suspended. While under such
su~pension should A. be reported as an
officer, elder, oriest, teacher or deacon, as
the case may be?
2d .:eues.-When any one has been ordained to tbe ministry can such an one be
reduced to lay membership again? If so,
by what process?
My present understanding is that once
called of the Lord and ordained by his servants it is impossible to shake off or take
from such call, the only distinction in the
church being sustained :md not sustained
in official action. How far I am right I
leave to your better judgment to understand and determine.
I may say that this is not asked for purposes of my own, but for general information, as I am often asked questions on
these points. I am very desirous to be in·
full harmony with the. laws of the church,
and at all. times only too pleased to receive instruction.
·
I will do my besOd straighten up some

portions of records during present year.
C. H.

·CATON.

86 Brunswick Road,
BIRMINGHAM,
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W" The printed name on the colored label on your pa,.
per gives the date to which your snbscriptwn has been
?!tid. If it shows you are in arrears, please renew.

March 2d, 1891.

Ist. My understanding is that he should
be still reported as one of the elders,
priests, teachers or deacons (as tl- e cast)
may be), with the additional statement that
one of such officials has been silenced, and
that upon the branch report that follows
next after such suspension his name should
be stated, with the date of branch action
so silencing him, and for what time such
act is in force. Then, if he is not restored by the next report (or the following·
ones), or is not fully deprived of his office,
then on the succeeding reports (after the
first) state that one such is still under
silence.
2d. I oelieve that, for proper cause, and
by due action of the branch to which he
belongs, any priest, teacher or deacon,
may not only be silenced from official
rights but may also be deprived of hi~
office entirely. If any man is unworthy
to officiate in the name of Christ and his
church, and he so continues to be, certainly there must be a remedy for the evil.
In what degree he may continue to be accountable to God for failure to magnify
his office and calling is for the Lord to determine in the day to come, but certainly
the church h11s the right to say who mav
and who may not act for her, according
the wisdom or the Holy Spirit given to her
officers. That the church has such a right
as to redu<;e unworthy or incompetent
men to membership, thus relieving the
men of responsibility and the church from
trouble, is evident from the Lord so counseling, as in the Book of Covenants, reading as follows:"Let that which has· been bestowed
upon Ziba Peterson be taken from him,
and let him stand as a member of the
church . . . until he is sufficiently chastened for all his sins."-Sec. 58, page 179.
"And it shall come to pass that if they
are not more faithful unto me, it shall be
taken away, eve1;1 that which they have."Page 182.
''Wherefore now let every man learn
his duty, and to act in the office to which
he is appointed, in all diligence. He that
is slothful shall not be counted worthy to
stand; and he that learns not his duty and
shows himself not approved shall not be
counted worthy. to stand."-Page 297.
Much might be said upon the clearness
of this matter, but the duties of this time
prevent. In conclusion, I did not intend
to answer these questions publicly, but referred them to Pres. Joseph Smith to
makereply, and he returned them to me
as the proper one to do it. Hence I give
my opinion to Bro. Caton and those interested with him.
H, A. STEBBINS,

to

Gen. Church Sec. and Rec.
THE BEST METHOD OF STUDYING THE BI-

BLE.-"Seek light from abov;e; cultivate humility; be vigilant against excesses of private greed;
Jet a spirit of nearness to Christ be the end of all
your efforts. Gospels which continually present
c;:me pattern qught to have precedence II!PoJlg the
s(;rlptjlres."-Gladstone.
.
. . ..

THE GOLDEN RULE IN CHRISTIAN
ETHICS.
BY PROFESSOR GEORGE P. FISHER, D. D., L. L. D.

, THE Golden Rule begins with a "therefore:" "Therefore all things whatsoever
ye would that men should do to you, do
ye even so to them; for this is the law and
the prophets" (Matt. 7: I2). It is aninference from what has gone before. It
collects in one sentence all that the Savior
had taught in the Sermon on the Mount
respecting the duties of man to his neighbor. As Luther has said: "With these
. words he closes up the teaching of these
three chapters, and puts it all into a little
bundle, within which, in sooth, one may
find it, and which each of us can stick in
his bosom and easily .keep."
This precept, said Christ, "is-the law and
the prophets." That is to say, it sums up
the entire doctrine of the Old Testament
in reference to the duties which we owe
to each other. All the commandments
which the inspired lawgivers and prophets
of Israel have given on this subject in
· their voluminous writings are comprjsed
in this one. It is the formula which contains them all, the first principle from
·which they are all deduced. To obey
this is to obey all the rest.
Now, this precept of Jesus is simply a
republication of the law of nature,-the
law written on the heart,-arid hence partial anticipations of it we might expect to
find in heathen as well as in Jewish writers
before him. l shall quote a few lines of
these parallel sentiments in order to show
what it is that is peculiar to the Christian
command .. "Be to your parents," writes
the Greek orator !socrates, "what you
would have your children be to you;" and
again,,"Do not to others the.things which
make you angry when others do them to
you." Herodotus says: "What I punish
in other men, I will myself as far as I can
refrain from." "What one hates to en-·
dure let him not do," is the pithy counsel
of the Al~xandrian Jewish philosopher,
Bhilo. Seneca, the Roman Stoic, on the
subject of doing favors to others, lays down
the rule that we are "to give as we wish to
receive." There is a curious Jewish tradition
which runs as follows: A certain Genti.le
came to the rabbi Samm::eus, and said,
"You shall make me a proselyte if you
will teach me the whole law while I am
standing on one foot. The offended rabbi
drove him away with a stick which he
had in his hand. Then the Gentile came
to Rabbi Hillel, who made him a proselyte by giving him this reply: "Whatsoever is hateful to you, do not to another:
this is the whole law; all the rest is explanation." The same injunction may
found in the fourth chapter of the apocryphal Book of Tobit~
When these and all sirnihu passages are
e~amineq .i~ the cqnnestio!ls wper~ they
pc~ur1 it is ~e,en that f!ilW Rf
are af~ '
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firmative in tbdr forrn. The few which
are~,that is, ~hich recommendus to.do to
others' as we would have them. do to us~
refer only to some special relation, as that
of friend to friend. Thus the first passage
whichwas'Cju<;>ted from Isocratespertains
to the reciprocal duties of parent and child.
So that Gibbon was incorrect when be
says that he had .found the Golden Rule
"in a moraL treatise of Isocrates four hundred years before the ·publication of the
gospeL'? Weare not urged by the Greek
oratof·to act on this principle towards the
w bole hum an family,. but mere! y towards
a class. Indeed, the idea of the human
family, .a. brotherhood of the race, was
wanting. But nearly all these passages
are negative, merely forbidding us to do
to others what is offensive to ourselves.
They are not spurs to benevolent action,
to feelings and deeds of love,but .checks
agairist .wrong doing. On the other hand,
the gospel precept is universal and it is
positive. It is universal. "Whatsoever
things ye would"~ it covers. the whole
sphere ·of human action. "All things
whatsoever ye would that others should·do
unto you:" the obligation is laid upon us
with reference to the· world of .mankind
without distinction. And the requirement
is, not simply to abstain from doing what
would be displeasing to us in the same
circumstances, but also that we shall perfor~ every act of justice and kindness
which, were we in a like situation, would
be grateful to us. It is not sufficient that
we do not injure our fellow· men; we are
commanded ~tctively to promote their wellbeing, as we desire our own. In this, the
precept of J estrs is distinguished from the
uninspired injunctions which in part resemble it. It is chiefly distinguished, however, by the connection in which it stands
with the other principles of the gospel.
What this connection is, and how much
the force and val.ue of the precept depend
upon it, will presently be pointed out.
First; it is proposed to explain more
precisely the meaning of the Golden Rule,
and then to touch on the motives that
should move us
conform to it.
The meaning of the precept mfly seem
quite plain without a comment. I am to
imagine myself in the place of another,
and to act towards him as I would have
him act towards me. I am to put myself
in his position, and proceed as if all that I
do were done to myself. What would be
choice and desire were I in his place
and he in mine? Let me ascertain this
and act accordingly. Let me deal 'with
him as I would have him deal with me.
But how put myself in his place? Here
is a convict who desires me to help him
escape from prison. If I were a criminal
like him, and in the same situation, I
should probably have the same desire.
Am I, then, to do to him as I would have
him do to me? Am I to yield to his wish?
This would be manifestly wrong, and
such a rule of conduct would be manifestly false and absurd. It would amount to
this: that we are to do as others wish to
have us, in all cases where others are concerned. It would exalt the unreasonable
anq selfish qesjres of o~r fellow-J.'llen into
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a supreme law for our conduct. In 'this his fellow-men in the way and degree
way, .men will sometimes interpret the . wh)ch God has designed,
. ·
golden precept when they would shield a
. It is evident, from what has been said;
person from merited punishment or aid that the Golden Rule by itself would not
him in an evil purpose. Ag-ain, some men be a complete guide of life. We need a
are' proud and, unsocial. They cannot en- criterion by: which to determine what we
dure the feeling of dependence. They may reasonably expect of others, what
hate to incur an obligation of gratitude. good we may desire for ourselves, in the
Thev would rather bear trouble than be different situations possible to man. ram
saved from it · by the benevolence of a to measure my deeds to another by my.
neighbor. Such men have comparatively desires for myself, putting myself in his
few wants; they make no claims; it is lit- place. How am I to decide what desires
tle that. they as~ or crave of the rest of would be proper for me there,-what ex. mankind. Shall they do unto others as pectations would be suitable for me, if I
they would that others should do unto were thus placed?
To this question the
them? Then they will do very little. If precept before us makes no answer .. I am
they are to measure their gifts by their de- to love my neighbor as myself; but how
sires, iHs not much that they owe. Here am I to love myself? What. forms .of
is a man in distress who could be cheered good am I to seek for?
What relative
by a word of sympnthy. But they want value ought I to set upon them? What
no sympathy. when they are in distress, con<Juces to the welfare and perfection of
. and therefore 'they are to give none. He my own nature?
If I am to love my
. needs pecuniary assistance; but since they neighbor as myself, it is evident that I
would scorn to accept help of that kind, must love myself as I ought, I must detBey are to deny it. Thi;; interpretation of velop aright and regulate my own nature,
the law would make the desires of the in- my own wishes for personal good, ehe the
dividual, however perverse they might be, command might prompt me to do evil. A
the rule of his conduct. What he could friend, for exatnple, wishes me to aid him
wish for himself, nothing more and no- in procuring a certain pleasure. It is not
thing less, he is to do. . If his ideas are sufficient for you to imagine yourself in
narrow; if .his feelings are cold apd cynic- his place,~you must also know whether
al, his conduct is to correspond. No one that pleasure would be a desirable thing
wiii imagine that a law involving this ry- for you, standing there; whether it be a
sult ever ·came from the lips of Jesus.
pleasure that contributes to the real adThese difficulties and all others are re- vantage of the soul, to its evetlastin£T welmoved when we insert in the Savior's Jare, to its acceptance with. God. · Now
precept the brief qualification. which is the point <;>f view which enables us to
presupposed. He is addressing his disci- answer inquiries of this kind belongs ·to
ples. He assumes that theyare governed the disciple of Christ, who is reconciled to
in their desires for personal good by right God by ·him, and aims to be perfect
principles. All things whatsoever (in the even as his Father in heaven is perfect,
exercise of right and proper desires) ye
When an individual has gained this
would that men should do to you, do ye point of view, light is thrown upon his
even so to them. In other words, what- oyvn nature and the design of God conever ye might properly and reasonably cerning man. He aspires after a characdesire other men to do to you, do ye even ter that shaJl be conformed to the divine
so to them. Grant to a neighbor what- will and the divine image. The desires
ever good it would be right to wish for, of his heart go out toward the proper obsupposing yourself in his place. The jects, and hence these desires mav become
convict who calls on you to help him out ·the criterion in doing good to ott1ers. He
of gaol, in opposition to law, is criminal in may do to them as he would have them
this desire. He has no right to have such do to him. Having this enlightened and
a wish, and he would not if he loved his purified self-love, he may love his neighneighbor as himself. I cannot, putting bor as himself; and this principle will dicmyself in his place, approve of such a wish tate no action that is not for his neighbor's
in myself. I could not, being there, re- real interest. But how plain that a man
quire of another the service which he now who does not know how to bless himself
demands of me; and therefore, so far from knows not how to bless his neig-hbor; that
being bound to gratify his wish, I am one who mistakes evil for good when he
bound to disregard it. The unsocial man, looks out for himself, will do the same
whom I have before described, has no when he is interested for another. "Thou
moral right to separate himself in that shalt love the Lord thy God with all thv
way from his fellow-men. He is bound heart and might and mind and strength"
by this precept to do to others that which may be called the first and great comhe would desire of them, were he possess- mandment, not only as being first in rank,
ed of the feelings and character that be- but as being necessary to the understandcome a man. He is not permitted to di- ing and fulfillment of the second, which is
vest himself of his proper nature; he is like unto it. Recognize the will of God
not permitted to sever the relations by concerning man as an individual and huwhich God has connected him with his man society as a whole, enter into that
race, and then to do to others as he would plan with filial love to him, and the second
have them do to him. For this rule pre- requirement of the law can be intelligentsupposes that his nature is healthy; that ly obeyed. Then only can one take hi<>
he sets a value on all the forms of good own views, feelings and wishes in regard
which God has made him capable of en- to himself as the standard of action toward
joyin~; that he is willing to be blessed by
his fellow-men; for then only do these
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wishes for personal goQd which make up I
self-love represent the will of God concerning him, and direct him aright in
promo~ir:g the we.ll-~eing of his ne~ghb?r.
ChnstJan morality IS thus rooted m fmth
and in love to God. Christianity is not a·
~ere. c_ollecti~n- of moral maxim~; but a
- hfe-gtvmg rehgwn. The gospel atms first
to bring mart back to God, to recover his
affections from the bondage to sin, to ereate in us a clean heart and renew a right
spirit within us. In the experience of
God's mercy through Christ lie the germs
and motive"forces .of a better life. The
tree is first made good,-the character renewed i~ its fundamental pri_nciple,- in
-the_ ce~tamty that, when thts IS done, the
frmt wtll be good also. When.a man has
·been lifte_d up to that high~r plane where
. he feels htmselfto be the chtld of God, new
tempers of heart. toward his fell?w-men
sponta?eously. anse. "We are hts workmansh1p," wntes an apostle, "created in
- C~rist ] esus unto good works,"-the idea
bemg thoat good works or practical virtues
are a necessary growth upon our relation·ship to Christ. He who looks upon the
·gospel as a m~re parcel ~of moral precepts
throws o'!t tts e~~_enhal elements, !he
sources ~f t~s powet m the_world. Havmg
?on~- th1s 1 tt 1s easy for h1m to sho~ that
tts d1fference from human s:rste_ms IS one
of d_egree only, that. ConfuciUs _1s a lesser
Chr~st. But compansons of t~1s sort are
posstbl~ only t? one whose vtew_ of the
gospel1s exceedmgly n~rrow a_nd mistaken,
, :w~o has no understandmg of tts charac~er. tshc excellenc~ as a method of ~alvat_wn,
no ~nderstan~mg of the secret of Its m1g~ty mfluence ~~ the world .. The ~ospel ts
treated as a law; but that ts not rts office.
"Th~, law came by Moses, b_ut grace and
truth --the mercy that forgtves, the energ-~ t~at changes the heart-"by Jesus
Chnst.,
Yet. we are. not to undervalue. the precepts of the ·g-ospel. They define the
course of the Christian life. The Golden
Rule is a most convenient aid to us in regulating our intercourse with others~ It
presents us with a ready test in judging as
to their claims upon us. It reminds us
that our neighbor's welfare is equally
valuable with our own, and clears our
minds of the bias which springs from inordinate self.love~ It is (he blinding influence of this feeling which leads us to do
· to others, what .we pronounce a wrong
when done to ourselves. Our conscience
condemns another for what ·we do ourselves without any scruple, and thus be~
comes a respecter of persons, favot:ing us
at tbe expense of our neighbor. David,
instigated hy his insane pas~ion for the
wife ofUriah,caused Nm to be placed in
thtt. forefront ()f ,the hottest battle, where
he would surely be slain. The .prophet
Nathan came to the king,. and described
· the:c;,~se ina simple parable: "'Dhere were
. two rnen in one city; the one rich, and tlie
qthet poor. Th,e rich man had exceeding
. n'rany. flocks. and herds. B\lt the poor
. ·man had nothing .save one little ewe, lamb,
which he had bought and nourished up;
and It grew up togetherwith him and his
. c'hildt'en; it did eat of his own meat arid
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drink of his oyvn cup.

HERALDo
But the rich man

I spared
to take of his own flock and of his
own herd, to dress for a traveler that was
come unto him; but took for his guest
the poor man's lamb." Now mark the
effect of the prophet's story. "And David's anger was greatly kindled against
the man; and he said to Nathan As the
Lord liveth, the man that hath d'one this
thing shall surely die: and he shall restore
the lamb fourfold, because he did this
thing; and because he had no pity. And
Nathan said to David, Thou art the man!"·
David saw in another. the guilt which he
did not see in himself. Had he, when he
~as meditating the crime, looked upon
htmself as another, imagined himself in
the place of the servant whom ne was
about to wrong, he would have escaped
from the delusion of self-love, and would
~avefelt in his own case just what he felt
m the case supposed by the prophet. The
man who lives by the Golden Rule is impartial toward himself, and hence is. delivered from the principle source of error
and injustice in dealing with others. The
r~le was given to brace us up on th~ weak
stde.
_ ·
·
There is no space here to dwell on the
motives for observing the Golden Rule.
There is the authorityof Christ: "If a
man lgve me, he will keep my words."
There is the evident reasonableness of tl)e
law itself: "It is a poor rule that will not
work both ways." ·If I may do less to
my neighbor· than I could ask him to do
in the same circumstances, why may not
he. take the same course in dealing with
me? What happy results would .follow
upon the universal observance of this divinely given rule! · There would· be an
end. to selfishness. Suppose that, in the
community where we live .the Golden
Rule were fully observed' for one day.
Suppose it to be obeyed even negatively.
None of us shall say anything or do anything inconsistent with it.
By no words
shall we wound the feelings or attack the
reputation of another~ unless we would he
willing to_ suffer the same.
And a like
restraint shall be exercised over our conduct. What a vast amount of evil would
be swept away! . How much pain .of
heart and mischief would be prevented!
But suppose the rule of Christ were obeye~ positively.
Each ot, us will then put
h1_mself in the pla<::e .of every other. Each
Wtll become a fountain of good, giving as
he desires .to receive. Sympathy and
kindness will pervade every heart. Instead
of asking, as men generally d(), whether a
given act would be a gain or loss to himself, every one inquires only what
he would desire if ·he were in the condition of hisneighbor.
Thus, the whole. power of the community, through all its members, each in his
own sphere, is exerted in doing good. In
that case, an amount of wrong and suffering would be prevented, and an amount
of happiness produc~d, qf which we have
no conception. Such acommunity would
be an jmage of heaven. It would accomplisb .the benevolent design of God when
he established society. For he has set
men in these relations to one ~mother in
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order to multiply their blessings, in order
that each may be blessed by all the rest.
And nothing exhibits more impressively
the terrible evil wrought by sin than the
contrast between society as we behold it
and as God planned it.
Yale University.

TWENTY .YEARS IN CHICAHO.

THE Rev. Dr, Thomas' sermon yesterday
was in commemoration of an. anniversary.
His text was: "Who passing through the
valley of Br.ca m!lke it a well; the rain also filleth the pools.". Psalms, 84 : 6.
In our world of change each pass~ng
thing leaves some mark to tell that it has
been. The ages of heat and cold have left
the igneous rocks and the path of glaciers;
birds leave their nests and animals their
bones. In ceaseless procession of coming
and going man finds his cradle and his
grave. The caves and Swiss lakes tell of a
time when man lived with the wild beasts,
and the ruins beneath the temples of
Rome tell of a civiliz~J,tion antedating the
empire and the republic.· ~gypt has left
her "book of the dead;" and the bibles of
India and China tell of the faith and worship of long ago.
·
.
Each new generation comes it:1to .the inheritances of the past and finds itsthought
and work laid out, and these become contracting environments •. The imperfect
and the evil are consume~ along with the
good, and hence, in the progress ofsciciety,
much of the old has to be left behind.
The theology ofthe past may have satisfied the thought of the dark and the
!lledireval ages, btit it can not satisfy the
present. . We are in a/pei-iod ofgeneral
unsettling: religion, to rule the.wo.rld, can
not take a second place; its only· throne
must be that oftruth and right;arid'hence
religion must grow with thtt advancing
.world-consciousness as it approaches the
higher ideals. The God of Calv\n and
and the hell of Wesley are morally unthinkable in the light of the preser1t.
The newtheologianssee this, 'and they
see the coming waves of Jo.ubt, and hence
. are seeking to build upon the. highest rational and moral consciousness as ill'timined
by the. ever-pt;esentinspirat!on of God.
They have. passed thrqu.gh the. storm
and know .that thet;e is a, harbor. 0f rest
when faith is secure, and seeing the multi
tudes cast upon the wavest struggling,
doubting, deriying, they woul<if, po,int out
the cl.earer way. Th~ new theqlogy is
not neg'ative, but positive.; not ,agnostic,
but affirms the knowledge of ex.perience;
not atheisticor material, but sees God in
every law of nature and in the r~a_son and
conscience of man. NeVI[ contin.enfs, and
OGeans, and skit:s of truth· are coming into
view; the Bible is a fountain of .spiritual
power and life; Christ is rocked in 'Cradles
and rises· from the tombs ofdeath; . ·God is
love, man is divine 1 and hope, fills ,all the
ages to .eome. The independent and liberal churches are trying to conserv'!! and.'
spread these noble. truths.
··
Jobn S. Roth_. Grinnell. Powesh~ik co... Iowa.

'1'. W. Smith, Independence; box 892o'Misso >rl.

Brig~8·, 416West·Lake street; Chicago; 111-i '·
E. L. Kelley, Temple, Lake Co., Ohio.
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HOME CoLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

March 2o; Amount to date .•..... :, .•. $3.452 24
Richard Cole,Pa ........ $ 25 ·
Mary Balfour, Ia.... . . .. 50
S. A. Forges, Ia ........ , 2 oo
Jane Crane, Ia .......... : 75
C H. Alford, Wis: ••.... I oo
L. P. Russell, I a ... ,...... 75
J. T. Johnson, Kan ....... I oo
R. J. Jamison, Ia.. .. • . . • 43
M. T. Jamison, I a........ 07
U.P.Jamison,Ia ........ os
John EHsvvofth, Minn .... r oo
.Chas. McLelland, Minn.. 75
T. Robinson, I a .••.....•. r oo
C. M. Wilder, Ia ....• ,, •• I oo
Ellen Cameron, Mlch .... I oo
c. Lloyd, M;o............ r oo
I2 55
April 3, Amount received to date..... $3,464 79
W'"Senii all monevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa;

PASTORAL LETTER
To the Saints of the Northern District of Cali·
fornia :-In consequence of the resignition of
Bro. C. W. Hawkins, I have been appointed
bishop's agent. I am exceedingly anxious to do
our heavenly Father's will, and to discharge the
duties resting upon me, so that when my work
shall be done He may say to me,. "Well done,
thsni good and faithful servant." I bel1eve every
honest Saint is just as anxious to d.ohis duty as
I am; but it now becomes my duty to work in
this particular line, as well as to preach faith, re·
pentance and baptism; I allude to the tithing
Jaw. I have heard some say they hate the word,
"tithing," b.ecause it reminds them of .some of
the abominations of the people in Utah. I have
heard ministers of the gospel (so called) say the
same thing in reference to baptism. ..But that
. noes not change the law any, or alter its binding
force.
'The Lord has said to us: "Behold, now it is
called to-day, (until the coming o£ the Son of
Man), and verily it is a day of sacrifice, and a
,day for the tithing of my people; for he that is
tithed shall not be burned (at his coming) for after to·day cometh the burning."-D._C. 64: 5·
Again :-•·Verily thus saith the L·ord, I require
all their surplus property to be put into the hand
of the bishop of my church of Zion, for the
building of mine house, and for the .laying the
foundation of Zion, and for the priesthood, and
for the debts of the presidency of my church;
and this shall be the beginning of the fithing of
my people, and after that those who have thus
been tithed, shall pay one tenth of all their interest annually; and this shall be a standing law
unto them forever..,-D. C. 1o6: x. "And they
that heard it said, who then can be saved?''Luke 18:26. "Therefore, not laying again the
.foundation . . . let us go on to perfection."Heb. 6: I•
Our work is not done when we have obeyed
the gospel, by any means. No, we just begin to
realize there is a work for us·to do. "The head
cannot say .to the foot I have no need of thee."
Every one has his own work to do. No one is
saved because he belongs to the true church,
and for that reason alone. No, every one will be
judged according to his work8. Therefore, if we
work according to the pattern, ·our work will be
fit to stand; if not, who shall say what i's to be
the result? "Man shall not live by bread alone,
but by every word of God." If He has told us
how we can obtain special blessings, and we fail
to do as we are commanded, whose fault will it
be if we fail to ob~ain the blessings? "Whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he reap." "Show'
me thy .faith without thy works, and 1 will show
thee my faith by my works." "If ye continue in

my words, then are ye my disciples." "If ye love
me keep my commandments;" ,or in other words,
by keeping His commandments w< prove that
we do love Him. "Be ye doers of the word .and
not hearers only," was well and truly said. We
are to "go on t~ perfection." Now, would y6ur
grapes on the vine ever be perfected fruit, if' when
they appear on the vine little green things they
were to stop growing? "Whosoever heareth
these sayings of mine and doeth them, I will
liken him unto .a wrse man," etc, shows that it is
the doing that will bring the benefit.
And that
is proven by the 21st verse (of same cl;lapter,
Matthew 7:21-24), where it is said, "Not every
one that saith unto,. me Lord, Lord, . . . but he
that doeth the will of my Father which is in
, !leaven." I call your attention to Matthew 6: r4;
Luke I I : 41, 42; 16:9-13. "Examine yourselves whether ye be in the faith; prove your
own selves."-2 Corinthians 13: 5· Certainly
we all have our agency to choose which course
we will take. If the Lord hasrequired others to qo
certain work, that they may obtain certain bless·
ings, and if He be unchangeable and absolutely
just and Peter said, "I perceive God is no respecter of persons," how can we obtain the blessings unless we do the works required? "Be not
deceived!"
I am informed that a former agent has been
frequently obliged to send east for funds to supply the demands here. This ought not to be,
but on the other hand we should be sending help
to them, and I sincerely hope to do this ere long.
I do not think there are any who wish to have
those terrible swords, (seen by Pres. Joseph
Smith) bar their entrance to the goal of their
life's ambition.
In conclusion let me call your attention to the
words of Peter as found in his Second Epistle r:
12, "Wherefore I will not be negligent to put
you always in remembrance of these thing•,
though ye know them, and be establislzed itt tlze
PRESENT TRUTH." "Let tts therefore fear, lest a
promise being left us of entering into his rest,
any of us ihould .seem to come short of it, for
unto us was the gospel preached, as well as unto
them; but the word preached did not profit them,
not befng mixed with fa.ith in them that heard
it."-Heb. 4: 1, 2.
Yours in the hope of a glorious resurrection
when our Savior shall appear,
CHARLES ALMA PARKIN,
SAN FRANCisco,

Cal., March 27th.

MARRIED.
HEAD-MCCARTNEY.-At the residence of the
bride's parents, near Amity, Missouri, March r8th,
r89r, by Elder T. T. Hinderks; Mr. Alfred Head,
(son of Bro. W. Head). and Miss Tena McCart.ney. A goodly number of relatives and friends
were present to witness the ceremony and wish
them .a prosperous passage over the sea of life.
A rich repast was then served and a merry time
"!'as had.
BuRWINKLE-HOWARD·.-At the residence o.f
Sr. Mary J. Kennell, Montour, Iowa, on the 6th
of March, r891, by Elder J. S. Roth, Mr. B. Burwinkle to Miss Nellie Howard.
TEAKLE-LAUGHL1N --March 26th, x89r, at
the residence of the bride's mother (Sr. S. E.
Laughlin) in Olivet, Iowa, Mr. Robert Teakle to
Sr. Cordie Laughlin, Elder J. S. Roth officiating.
DIED.
S1LVER.-At her residence in Lamoni, Iowa,
March 3oth, of Ia grippe, Sister Emma T. Silver,
aged 69 years, I month .and 8 days. She was
born at Sunning Hill, Berkshire, England, February 22d, 1822; emigrated to Utah in the spring
of 1864 in company with her husband, where she
resided until May, r88r, when she removed to
Lamoni, Iowa, where she has since lived, enjoy·
ing church privileges, having united with the
Reorganized Church of Christ June 6th, 1870, in
Salt Lake City, Utah, receiving baptism and
confirmation under the ministration of Elder
Thomas Liez. · Sister Silver was a woman of
noble spirit and of genuine Christian worth. All
who knew her loved her for her many excellent
qualities, and in her dying hours she expressed
profound gratitude in having so many and such

devoted friends. She exhibited ·unshaken confi·
dence.in the love and saving grace of Christ, and.
a few hours before her death she said she did not
tear to die, for she felt prepared, and requested
the ~aints to pray that, if it was the Lord's will,
she might die speedily and peacefully. Tpis desire was granted; for as the summer sun sinks
quietly down in the golden west, so passed away
the gentle, trusting spirit of this beloved Saint,
to the God and Father whom· she loved and
served. Her rest will surely be glorious. F.uneral sermon March 3rst, by Elder .W. W. Blair~
after which the remains were interred. in Ure
Rose Hill Cemetery.
"
"

"0 death! the poor man's dearest friend,

The kinde'st and the best!
Welcome the hour, my aged limbs
Are laid with thee at rest."

WYLIE.-:-At the home of her parents in Forest
City, Missouri, March 19th, 1891, of consumption,
Sr. Annie Wylie, aged '2:7 years a-nd ro days.
She wast he wife of Charles Wylie and the daugh·
ter of Bro.~S. P. and Sr. Annie. Rasmusson: The
deceased was born in Soda Springs, Idaho, March
roth, rS64. She came with her parents to Missouri about twenty years ago·, where·she resided
till the time of her death. She united with the
Latter Day Saints' cl:J!nrch, June 29th, x875· and
has tried to live a Christian since. She talked
of meeting her brother in heaven who had gone
only four months before. She had been a suffer·
er for twelve months. She bore he; suffering
patiently, said she was ready to meet her Savior.
She leaves a husband, two children, father, moth·
er, three sisters and two brothers who deeply
mourn their loss.
JoHNSON-In Deer Lodge, Montana',. March
r6th, 189r, infant daughter of Bro. Nels and Sr.
Min a Johnson, born February: 24fh, r89x. Fu·
neral services by a Christian minister.
"F•re thee well, thon fondly cherished,
· Dear, dear sp!rtt, fare thee well,
He who lent thee hath recalled thee
Back with h\m and his to.dwelL"

MoORE.-At Fall River, Massachusetts, March
2oth, 1891, of consumption, Lilly M., only daugh·
ter of Bro. W. H. Moore, aged 7.years, I I months,
19 days. Less than a year ago her mother died,
and now our dear brother has been called to
. part with ])is only child. She was a lovely girl,
and several times requested of. her father to be
baptized, to which he consented when she should
reach the age of eight years. The many flowers
which lay upon the casket, told of the sympathizing hearts that felt for her and her bereaved
father. Funeral March 23d, with sermon by
Elder John Smith, and singing by Sister Ashton
and Misr. Shaw.
"Of such is the kingdom of
heaven."
LYDICK.-At the home of her parents, near
Glen Easton, West Virginia, March r9th, r891,
of consumption, Sister Amanda Jane Lydick,
aged ·23 years, 4 months and 18 days.
Sister
Lydick was a daughter of Bro. Joseph and Sr.
Caroline Waytt. She was a consistent member
of the church, having been baptized by Elder
Hiram Robinson, March x8th, 1883
She died
firm in the faith and in full hope of a glorious
resurrection.
She leaves a husband and one
small child·, parents, brother and sisters, and a
large circle of friends to mourn her early death.
Sermon by Elder L. W. Powell; text, r Cor. IS:
19·
McKILLOP --At St. Thomas,. Ontario, March
2rst, 1891, Sr. Louisa McKillop, at the age of 31
years, wife of Bro. Daniel McKillop of the St.
Thomas branch. She, like many others of our
Reorganization, was brought up in a different
faith (Methodist) but became dissatisfied and
restless not relishing the nourishment there
placed before her. But living near Latter Day
Saints as neighbors and enjoying their frequent
neighborly visits, and having a desire to know
and render obedience to more of the gospel than
sne hitherto had seen or felt. Not much of Paul's
guile was necessary to win her to our faith. Sim·
ply >peaking, she was honest in heart anq design,
therefore wiliing to obey when she got a glimpse
of the light without procrastinating in further in·
vestigation (as many are doing to· day) Sr. Barker, I believe was chiefly instrumenml in lifting
the vail which obscured the light. If memory is
ner at fault, only two visits from an elder was
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made before she requested baptism at Elder Wm.
SPIRITUA~L
Stranges hands which was administered on the
19th of November r889, 'since which time her
husband, also her brother, was baptized by the II
THE SEER OF PALMYRA:
same elder ... She was a devoted Latter Day
Or
Saint to the last, having died in the ordinance,
SEQUEL TO SPHU:'I'UAL GIFTS.
and faith of the gospel, retaining a peaceful
By M. H. BOND.
smile in the countenance, indicating the same.
Though poor in this world's goods she realized I JJiodern Prophets after aneient types.
Wllo was Joseph SmithY
the richness of her experiences in the latter day
~·as he a :religions impostor Y
work consciously so to the last and often regretWas be a ..Spirit !Uedinm"Y
.,ted her inability to get to church owing to her
. What do<Ps the Bible say about Joseph
household cares and anxieties. Having five
SmithY
small children the eldest 8 years and the youngThe Truth by Three Witnesses-Christianity in the
est but one month old, all of whom were blessed,
First and Nineteenth Century-The Ancient and Modand three of which attended our Sunday school.
ern Pharisee-The Revelations of Emmanuel SwedenGod bless the motherless children. Htr remains
borg-Modern "Spirit Medit>ms," and Hypnotic Re·
ligions •· Revival," as Against Reason and Bible Testimowere taken to the church where the service of
ny, and in Contradistinction to the Work of "The Latter
the hour was conducted by Elders Strange and
Day Seer," Exammed in the Light of FAcTS and I[uman
History-A Rational and Scriptural Exposition or 'ExPhillips before a large concourse of sorrowing
pl_anation of Old and New Testament Prophecy and Docrelatives and friends outside of the faith, and
trme.
which we trust will have a telling effect upon
A Revision of "Spiritual Gifts," With Supplement and
them for the good of our work. Sunday evening,
Appendix. N"arly twice the reading matter of Spiritual
Gifts. Paper covers 30cts .. full cloth binding 60 cents.
March 29th, the funeral sermon was preached by
For Sale at "Herald Office," or by M. H .. Bond, Willough·
Elder Wm. Strange, president of the branch and
by, Ohio. Liberal Discount to Agents.
4apr
district.
SMITH.-Brother William Smith, of Salt Lake
City,Utah, passed peacefully away, March 7th,
Published every Saturday at
and was laid to rest in Mount Olivet. Elder R.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,
J. Anthony conducted the services at his residence. Brother Smith was born in Shropshire,
Brethren { J. A. RoBINSON }Editors.
F. G. PITT
.
England, June I9th; rSrs. He came to Utah in
1866, and after a time united with the ReorganSubscription price, $1.00 per yea1•,
ized Church. He was almost seventy-six years
It is devoted to the spreading of religious truth as
viewed by the Saints.
,
of age when called to lay down his earthly weaEach issne contains a sermon by one of the ministry,
pons. 0 ur brother was a good man and a true
reports of the different societies in the chnrcb, and' arChristian.
He leaves an aged companion,
ticles bearing upon or explanatory of the doctrines of the
church.
children and grandchildren to mourn his deIt 1s the intention to make it a help to the missionary
parture.
at home and in the field; a sou rne of comfort to the scat-
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ACKNOWLEDGMENT.
To the kind hearted and thoughtful Saints of
Omaha, I _desire to acknowledge the receipt by·
express this date, the acceptable present of a fine
suit of clothes .. The old adage of "a friend in
need, is a friend indeed,'' in this case is as true as
gospel. I herewith return my sincere thanks,
and in the name of man's best and greatest
friend pray, that inasmuch as you have blest a
humqle gospel m~ssenger with a temporal blessing, that our heavenly Father who is rich in
blessings, will bestow such spiritual grace upon
the donors as shall light up their path unto eternal
life. I shall seek to so order my life, as to be
worthy of your confidence in time and eternity.
In gospel bonds,
ROBT. M. ELVIN,
March 27th.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The Texas Central district conference will
meet at Cook's Point branch on the 24th day of
April. Every branch should send reports by
delegates or otherwise. We desire every one to
come that can. Those who come by the railroad
will be met at Caldwell with conveyance. Let
every Sunday-school send delegates to the conference. We want .to organize a district Sunday·
school convention at that time.
E. W NuNLEY, Dist. 1-.res.

BRADEN.;:KELLEY DEBATE.
In order that the Congregation that shall hear this De-·
bate m'!-Y be several .. thousands instead of one, the PAT·
RIO':' Will publish a ca_refully orepared synoptical report,
begmmng In second 1ssue after Debate begins, and continuing to close of report. Nothing short of a six month's
subscription will secure the full report.
_
Send at once. PATRIOT one ye!lr, one dollar; six
months, fifty cents.
"
LAMBERT BROS. Publishers,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

ENSIGN,

Book Subscriber's Notice,
Many inquiries are coming in in regard to when
the volumes,

"With the Church in an Early Day,"
-AND-

" Pattie; or, Leaves from a Life,"
will be i•snrd? We are now prepared to say that "With
the Church" will be ready for mailing by the last of Apnl
or the first of May. We trust that those who have sent
in their name as subscribers w1ll be prompt m remitting,
as we shall need the funds to defray the expense of printing and binding. When remitting do not forget to enclose stamp• for mailing.

Price at the Office $1.
Probable cost of mailing 8 cts.
Owing to the sickness of her father, Sr. Eleanor was
called away some five weeks since, but her volume will
be issued ahont the last of June or early in July, and subscription price, which may now be remitted as convenient, will be the same as the above.
ALSO NOTICE.
This week we commence the mailing of our premium
Engraving to all subscribers who have ordered it. Owing
to the large number to be served it may require two full
weeks to reach the last ones. If by the 20th of February
you have not received yonrs, notify the office by a card
and it will receive prompt attention.
W"" Be careful In removing them from the tube and
we guarantee perfect conditioB
M. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa.
Jan. 31st, 1891.

R1JINS

REVISITED,

AND THE WORLD STORY RETOLD;
The scientific Defense of the Latter Day Faith.
240 pages, bound in cloth, price $1.

S. F. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa.

MEETING HOUSES.

Below will be found the different places of
tered ones who are denied church privileges, and to bring
meeting of the church in the cities named:
the Saints into closer relationship with each other.
Chicago, Illinois, Washington Hall, corner of
Washington boulevard and Ogden avenue.
A General Stock· of Merchandise
San Francisco, California, Lincoln Hall, MontFor Sale in Lamoni, Iowa.
gomery street, near Palace Hotel.
·St. Louis, Missouri, No. 2518 Elliott avenue.
Store building sold with goods, or rented at a
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, Fourth avenue, near
reasonable rate. ·Good reasons given for selling.
Wood street.
For further information, address P. 0. Box 112,
Boston, Massachusetts, Howard avenue, Rox·
Lamoni, Iowa.
bury.
San Bernardino, California, corner Fifth .and
ROBT. WINNING,
D., F. NICHOLSON,
F streets.
President.
Cashier.
Denver, Colorado, Euclid Hall, Fourteenth
street, opposite City Hall.
Sacramento, California, Saints' Chapel, Twen·
LAMON .I,
IOWA,
avenue and K streets. J. M. Parr,
Pays 6 % Interest on Time Deposits. ty-fourth
president.
Real Estate Bougllt and Sold.
. Omaha, Nebraska, Saints' Chapel, No. 1418
FARM LOANS NEGOTIATED.
North Twenty-first streets.
· St. Joseph, Missouri, Saints' Chapel, Seventeenth street, near Faraon street. Take Julce
FARM~ FOR SALE.
street, or Wyatt Park cars to Seventeenth 'Stree.t,
ACRES, three miles north-east of Lamoand the building will be in sight·
ni, Iowa. House r6x24 and 14x14 kitch·
en. Stable, Granary, Hen-house, Young Orchard
of about a hundred trees. $11 per acre.
Notloe.•
Enquire of agent, ROBERT LYLE,
When .changing·'your ·plac~ of residence, or· desiring
your paper sent .to 1t1iilferent post-office, be particntar'ln
2rmar3m
Lamoni, Iowa.

FA·RMERS BANK,

240

INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
W"" FLEXIBLE BINDHiG. ~
The Inspired Translation of the Holy Scriptures bound in limp leather, flexible cqvers, similar to the blnding of the Oxford. Sunday-school
Teachers Bible. Price, by mail, $4.

MILL FOR SALE.
SHELBY MILL FOR SALE, situated in
Sb.elby, Shelby county, Iowa. For full particulars enquire of H. D. Swain, Harlan, Shelby
county, Jowa.

AMANUAL OF THE.PRIESTHOOD,
Setting forth the order and nature of the Priesthood, and. defining the duties and prerogatives
of all the Church Officials, including the First
Presidency, and also the Deacons, as set faith in
the Revelations of God and decisions of the
Church. Compiled from the standard :works of
the C!::turch, by Charles Derry, a.nd for sale at
:Ueqtld Office, Lamoni, Decatur .county, Iowa.
Price 25 cents induding postage.

239

AUTUMN,

LEAVES)'

Published ml1ntbly forthe

Youth of the Reorganized Church of·
Christ of Latter Day Saints,

I"riee per ;veu
:11. Walker, Editor and Publ..hu;

glvin·g,jn full, :t~e ·name of the post-office, connty, and
state where you h•d been last receiving it,. and distinctly
state the name of ·the post-office, county and state to
which you wish yonr paper sent in the future.
When mailing a letter, whether in a railroad car, on .a
s'te'amboat, or while visiting at a friend's,, in e:verY in-·
stance give your own address where you are taking your paper.
If your paper has been discontinued. state where yo)l
have last been taking it, and the time it was .stopped.

.GERMAN TRACTS.

~Tracts i.n the German Language .may be had of Br<?•
Ad; Richter, Burlingto:n; Iowa: Tile :Bapti>~m,.6 cent~~
the,Repentance, :;.cepts; tbe .Principles:of the:Gosp.cl; 6 ·
cents: tile Epitomeo! .F(litb ..2c.; th~ ,Si;x;f,h T~mpl)'t,c&
fifty-four page ,pamphlet, 2;;c. '.These :price's include
postage.
·
'· ·
·

SA.:B~A.TH

.SCHOOL BOOKS',

Comp!Jnd,iJJW of Fl\ith, ·for tile Higher Classes.
Spfink~ed ~ather. :. ~ •••.••• ; .............. 1 00
Mwilip boards ~ ••••••••••••••••••• ; • • • • • • • • '16·
. Question ~o11k f11r Intermediate Olassei!.
Lil!lp muslin, 25. cts• each, per dozen • • ; , , ; • •2 60
··
Question ~ooks for Primary Clasi!e8~
· ""
Limp wmdin, 1• ctlf. eachi per dlll<ell :. • ••• ; .r~l ..o
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, PUBLICATIONS, ISSUED AND FOR SALE
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Board of Publicatiou'of the Reoigani¢ed Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECA TDR, CO~, IOWA,
.1\.nd sent Free of Postage at prices named.
HOLY SGRIPTtJRES;
(Inspir!)d Translation by Joseph Smith.)
. Sheep or,Lihrary,binding, sprinkled edges ...... 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ••••••••.••••••• 2
Morocco,, gilt edges~ ...... ~ •••••••••••••••••• 2
New Testament, Inspired. •'• ...... ;..... •• • ••

60
00
50

~5

BOOK OF MORUON.
. Roan, spripklededges ........................ 1 2,6
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges· . • ••••• • ; .•••••• 1 60
DOGTRINE AND COVENANTS.
Sprinkled Sheep, or Library ................. 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••.••••••••••• 1 50
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco,·sprinkled edge& ••••••• , ••• 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edgt3s , ••, •••••••• ,. • , •• 1 60
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Musliri sides .............. 2 50
The Harmony contains'all the hymns in the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about 720
tunes,.and.full instructions onchoir.and anthem music.
JOSEPH SMITH. THE PROPHET AND
HIS PROGENITORS.
(By Lucy Smith.)
/Muslin binding, 312 pages •.;................ 70
Leath,er binding;•; •• : ••• ; .... ,,,. ••••• • •. ;; : • • 1 00
HESPERIS.
(Poems by David H. Sniith,)
Fancy Muslin, 202 pages, gilt edges.; •.• , ••••• 1 60
VOICE, OF WARNING.
Instruction to all people on the Doctrine and
• History of the Latter 'Day Work.
In paper covers, 10 eta. each, p!Jr dozen ........ 1 00
Limp muslin covers: ............... ~·:...... 25
JOSEPH THE ·SEER.
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
· Defended and Maintained.
(New and RevisE!<i Edit~on.)
Paper covers, 200 pages., ..... ·..... •... •• • • • 35
,'Muslin> binding....... ... .. ,.. .. .. .......... 50
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder Wil·
· liam Sheldon· o(the Second< Advent ·Sociotyi and is an
important work to be .in the bands of the minist~y of
the church· and it is a most excellent one to be c1rcn·
lated both 'in the. church and among those without,
abounding in proofs never before :prrseuted in.defense
· of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.
SABBATH SGHOOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher .Classes.
Sprinkled Leather .............·............. 1
Muslin boards ...... • ....... ,'.....· ..,.... ·..
· Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
· Limp muslin, 25 ctil: each, per dozen : . . ; .. . . 2
Question Books for Primary Classes.
Linip muslin, 16 eta. ~ach, ;per dozen .......••. 1

00
'ffi

.,
50
25

SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES,
flchool Engineer and Rec~rd Book . • • . . . • • . • • • 50
Good Behavior >Ticket-q, 100 for 16c., 1,000 for .. 1 00
Prompt Attendance Tickets ........... Same price.
Fancy Gards, package of 50, 5 kinds, large .. • • . 75
Fancy Gards, smaller, 10 kinds, per 100........ 50
FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUS.SION.
•.Paper covers, 194 pages..................... 25
J. Shinn affirms ''The Bible teaches the coming of,
Christ to Judge the world is now past." . M. H. Fors·
cutt affirms ~·The Bible teaches the· Literal Resurrection of the body from the grave."

BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
:Muslin poards, 391\ pages .................... 1 'f&S
:rrol>ositions:-(1) Is the Book of Mormon of Di·
vine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect
and belief of alL Christian people 1 (2) Is the Gburch
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
of Christ and identical in faith, organization, ordinan.
ces; wo~hip and practice, with the Ghurch o~ Ghrist,
as it was left perfected by,the Apostles of Ghmt. ,(3)
Is the Reorganized Gburch of Jesus Ghrist of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Ghurch of God, and .accept~d
with Him?
·
>
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
: In muslin, 25cts , ten or morei each • • • • • • • • • • • 20
In paper 15cts., ten or more, each • • • • • • • • • • • • 13
This is. the notorious f'Manuscript Found," .written
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much has
been said in connection with the theory that it fur·
nished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the. chillf
,~rround work and material from which to write the
Book of· Mormon.
COWDERY LETT_ERS.
In paper covers8cts. each; per dozen .•• ,..... '15
Witlwut covers 5cts. each; per dozen......... 50
Gontains v3Juable matter in relation to the Calling
of J osepb the Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
the Book of Mormon, and the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
CONGORDANCE _TO DOGTRINE AND
GOVENANTS.
An enlarged edition, 32 pages, paper covers • • • •
Old editiot~ • • • • • . • .. • • • • • • .. • • • • • • .. • • • • • • •

10
li

S.ONGS OF ZION.
_'Paper coverslOcts.; per dozen............... l 00
TRAGTS.
2 Truth Made Manifest, dozen 20cts., 100 ..••• 1 50
3. Voice of the Good Saepherd, dozen 5c, 100 . 40
4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Ghurch
and the Kirtland Temple Suit, dozen 5c, 100. • 25
250 for 50cts; 500 for $1, 1,000 ..•..•.• 1 75
6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects, Pre' requisites and Design-and Wba Shall Admin·
ister; 25 cts per dozen, per 100 .....•••.••• 1, 7!>
'L Who Then Elan be Saved; dozen.5c., 100.... 40
8. Fulness of the Atonement; dozen_25c., 100 •. 1 75
9. Spiritualism Viewed fram a Scriptural Stand·
point; dozen 3o cts., 100 .•• , .. : ............ 2 25
, 10. The Narrow Way; dozen 15 cts., 100 ...... 1 10
11. The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2 25
12. The Bible vs Pol;)'gamy; dozen 25 cts:, 100,1 65
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 25 cts, 100 ... 1 76
15 Brig-bamite Idolatry; dozen 5 cts., 100 . . . . • 40
16. Polygamy: Was it an Original Tenet of the
Ghurcb; dozen 20 cts., 100 . ; .............. 1 40
• 17. The Successor in the Prophetic Office aud
Presidency of the Church; dozen 25 cts, 100.1 '15
20. The ''One Body:" or the Ghurcb of Ghrist
- !Jnder •.he Apostleship and under the Aposta·
sy: dozen 20 cts., l 00 •........••.•........ 1 40
21. Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100... 15
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 ct~, 100 .. •f, 10
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts.,l.OO ..... .'..... 1 25
~4. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 eta., 100.... 40
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 cts., 100..... 40
26. Mountain of the ,Lord's House; doz. 5c., 100 40
27. TheSabbatb Question; dozen ~5 cts., 100 ... 1 40
29. Vision of the ReA~urrectiou, from the Doctrine and Covenants; dozen 5 cts., 100. . . . . . . 40
30, Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen...... 15
, per hundred .....•........ ; .............. 1 10
· 31. . What is Truth? and True Orthodoxy? arid
an Evangelical Ghurch? dozen 5 cts., 100... 25
250 for 50 cts., 500 for $1, 1,000 for .....•... 1 75
32. Wqicb is the Ghurch; dozen 5 cts, 100 . . . . 40
36. The Spaulding Story Re.Examined; dozen.. 20
·per hundred'....... .. .. .................. 1 25
41. The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 cts.,250 50
600 for $1, 1,000 for ...................... 1 75
.42 Rejection of t\w Ghureh; dozen 15 eta., 100.1 10
43 One Wife, or Many; dozen 2 5 cts , 100 .... 1 71>
Trial of the Witnesses to the Eesurrection of Jesus Ghrist; 5 cts. each, per dozen........... 50
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per lOO . . • • • • • • • • 15
An assortment of Tracts ................... ~. 35
SET OF TR4GTS.
Bound in Limp Muslin, turned in . • • • . . . • . . • • •

'IIi

i HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
~ We ha~e a limited quantity of these Ol'l band.
Turkey Superior, gilt edge ••••••••••• •· •••••• 3 60
Turkey Supefior, with clasp,, gilt edge ••• : ..... 3 'l6
Roxburg Turltey, gilt edge ......... ~:......... 3 'l6
Roxburg Turkey, with clasp; gilt edge ••••••••• 4 00

WELSH HYMN BOOK.
Full leather, marbled edges ••••• :.• ••••••••••• , 60
This was published by the church in Wales,:~~
contains 393 hymns in Welsh and.33 in English.· .\J!,
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE SEER,
And discoveries of Ancient American Records and
Relics, with the statement of a Converted Jew.
Paper cove~, 43 pages .............. ~....... 10
REPLY TO LITTLEFIJJLD.
In paper lOcts.; .per dozen ••••• ,.·.: ••••••• ·•· 'liS
This is the "Reply of Preside~t Joseph Smith to
L. 0. Littlefield in refutation of the doctrine of Plural
Marriage."
BRANCH RECORDS.
Leather backs and corners, muslin sides; printed
headings, and ruled for Record of Names, Bless·.. ,
ing of Ghildren1 and for Marriages ........... 2 . 00
DISTRICT RECORDS.
Printed and bound similar to Branch Records ••.• 3 00
, LIGENCES, NOTieES, &c;
Elders, Priests, Teachers, and Deacons Licences,
each per dozen ..............:............. 12
· Baptism a·ud Gonfirmation Certifi~ate books ••• ~ • 25
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred......... 40
CERTIFICATES AND REPORTS.
Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen.......... 40
Annual Statistical Reports, two for. . • • . • • . • • • •
6
Gertificates of Baptism and Membership, pel- doz. 12
Certificate's of Removal, per dozen • • • • • • • • • • • • 12
Marriage Gertificates, per dozen • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 25
MISCELLANEOUS.
The Problem of Humq,n Life Here and Hereafter
by A. Wilford Hall, 544 pages, muslin .. '.·: .1
Universaligm Against Itself, 336 pages, mushn
by A. Wilford Hall .....................' •. 1
Josephus. complete, library leather ..•.... ·.· .. 3
Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Emp1re,
muslin boards, fi volumes .................. 4
:Mosheim's Ghurch History, 2 volumes ..•••••• .4
Beldwin's Ancient America (illustrated) .••...•. 1
Rollin's Ancient History, two volumes in one .. .4
The Koran. library leather ..•..•............. 2
Gieseler's Ecclesi~stical History, from A.D. 1 till_
1854, muslin boards, 5 volumes ......•..... 10
The Ecclesiastical History or Eusebius Pamphi·
Jus, Bishop of Gresarea and Palestine •.•...•. 2
Gruden's Gomplete Concordance of Bible ...... 1
Bible Text Book .. • ..........•••..•••••..•. 1
Apocryphal New Testament ..••••••••••• • •. 1
Elders' Diary, by Joseph Luff................
Emflr•on's R11adv Binder. Herald and Hope size.

ISO
00
50
00
00
80
00
25
00
00
75
00
65
30
85

BIBLE SYNOPSIS.
Only three or four ,hundred left. I will sell
the remainder at $r each, or six to any address
for $5; still a larger discount to agents. Send to
the Herald Office at Lamoni, Iowa, or J. J. Cor·
nish, Reed City, Osceola county, Michigan.
27-r2-3m
HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
or sale my House of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. , Good cellar with hot air
furnace in it, and water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.·
-...E!...-

SYMBOLOGICAL CATECHISM:
OR

Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
BY A. J. MAPES.
104 pageG, cloth bound. Price 35 cents each.
For we by BRo. H. R. MILLS,
INDEPENDENCE, Mo.
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"HEA.:RKEN TO THill WORD OF THill LORD: FOB THEI<E SHALL NoT ANY MAN Ali!ONG YOU HAVlli SAVlli lT Jill 0Nll WIFll- AND CONCUBINES
HE 8HALL HAVE NONE. "..C:Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
·
·
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN• sHouLD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND: ExcBl'T IN CASE oll' DEATH, WHEN EITHER
IS AT LIBERTY TO MABBY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.

Lamoni, Iowa, April 18, 1891.
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Official Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ OJ
Latter Day Saints
PuBLISHED .AT LA:\IONI, DECATUR CouNTY,

IowA,

Ev.ery Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
111he Traveling Ministry, DistriC't and Branch- Presidents•
and the Bishop's Agents, are reque:sted to soHcit new sub~
scribers, and help build up the paper and the publication
department.
Business Letters and Subse:riptions must be sent to David
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Registered Letter, ~r Express.
Entered as s•cond class matter at Lamoni Post Office.

JOSEPH SMITH
W. W. BLAIR

EDITOR.
AsSOC~ATE EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, April r8, 1891.
THE JEW AGAIN.

ON Sunday, March rsth, among the

driven, be roused to the injustice of their
expatriation; and, as to create war would
be to invoke further wrongs on the people whose benefit is sought, to secure for
those made homeless and left without a
country, the right to enter into the possession of the land once the home of their
forefathers, and to which they the children. have a prophetic and promissory
title, and there find the rest and peace
denied them by tbe cruel. barbarism of an
autocrat. It ought to be the privilege,
the golden opportunity of such men as
Rabbi Stolz, to favor the movementsuggested in the memorial, and thus not only
prove themselves to be in sympathy with
the great heart of universal humanity, but
true to the unity of kindred and race ties,
though neither he, nor any other American Jew should ever set foot in Palestine.
God has promised that he would not forget Israel, and it now looks as if he would
cause the nations to remember him likewise.

topics discussed from the putpits of Chicago, the great city, the Jew came in for
a consideration; which discussion we
think is quite corroborative of the general
EVERY LAND A HOLY LAND.
drift of thought among the Saints. It
''Rabbi
Stolz continued his series of lectures
might be well, however, if Rabbi Stolz
yeoterday
at
Zion Temple on typical. Jews, takwould see what ·is so1 plain to the fairer
minded of all cl:;~sses;that is, that neither ing as his subject the novel of •Daniel Deronda'
by George Eliot, imd·Beonsidering it in connecMr. Blackstone's effort, •nor a successful
tion with a national return of the Jews to Palesintervention with the different governtine. •Few people,' said Rabbi Stolz, 'have a
ments and power~ named in the memorial
presented to the president and secretary correct comprehemion of the Jew, and when
they speak of him they think. of a Shylock or a
named.in former;issue, could by anv posFagin. Writers of fiction who make the. Jew a
sibility be made to take on such fdrm as
character in their work invariably depict him as
to mean a com pulsion of all Jews to resomething bad, vile, never realizing .. that a Jew
turn: to Palestine. The African colonization scheme largely failed because it w:.s
has more than once attained cabinet positions in
construed to possibly mean the removal of some of the European countries. George Eliot
was the first writer to do the Jew justice, and In
the entire negro race in the United States
her work of •Daniel Deronda' she has held the
to . Africa, as the proper home of the
n:~gro; when anybody who gave it a good
mirror up to them and they see and know themthinking over m).lst needs know that to selves. Myra, as described in that book, is the
many of the negr'd'es in theU nited States, type of the conservative J ewess. That of Morthe land were they were born and raised
decai is a reasonably average Jew, and a little
wasas much their legitimate home as it overdrawri.
was .and is the home of the mass of the
"The return of the Jews to Palestine in a body
Capcasian race ~welling within its bothas from time immemorial been looked upon as
gers; and to compel them ·to emigrate, to
inevitable, and because of their wandering for
settle Africa, was the bitterest sort of exeighteen centuries among altnations and their
patriation; The •. act upon which Mr. exper1ences they have obtained from contact of
. Blackstone and ·his co-memorialists are
non-Jews they are parti<:ularly adapted to be~
proceeding, is the.• expulsion from the la.nd
come a ·nation of their own and thus become the
of their nativity· of a great number of
con~ectinglink between the orient and the occiJews •. The questiorlis projected into the
dent. This ide~ is the traditional one and seems
•.· political councils qf the rest of the world,
to be indissolubly connected. with thedestiny of
outside ef the country whence. tl:e people
. the Jew. This, however, is not the sentiment of ..
are expelled, wh(it shall be done with
the Jew of to·day. Though the orthodox Jew
them?
Are they . to be allowed to be
does
pray daily for a return to the Holy Land
. thrown
ands.already groaning under
and. once. more to behold the Temple on Mount.
U'-'·'"'"vutqo dense for.self sustenance?
Zion, he really .has no desire to go there, a:Jdhe
~:~re .they to. be compelled to gather
has an intens~ love everywhere .for the country
th~ confine(of i!lho~pitable tetritoii.es
in whi.ch he. lives. For many Years he strugof 9istress, starvation. and grief?~ Or
gred hard fqr his emaf!cipatiqn, and none
he
. .·. of hum!!ni,ty .b~yond the
..t>.ot<:Hn"a
tp,e. L~n~. wf1ence they ai~ being. fqugqt m<ye bravely than he did' for his fiag.

No. 16.
in the wars of Napoleon, the late Franco-Prussian war, and In the recent rebellion in the
United States.
"The reform Jew entirely discards the thought
of return to Palestine and he spurns the very
idea. He believes that God has scattered the
Jew among ail nations and tongues with the
purpose of enabling him to teach all people the
truth of his religion. One of our sages has said
that the day on which the Temple. was destroyed
the Messiah was born; that is, from the day on
which the Jews were compelled to leave the
Holy Land and wander in various parts of the
earth did their mission begin. Our idea is
that every land is a hoJy land, every house a
temple, every table an altar, and every man a
priest. To us, America is a holy land and here
we can cm:ry out our mission. In this cosmo,
politan country·we can labor for the good of ail
mankind and none surpass us in our love for the
country of our birth and adoption. Our mission
is to be a kingdom of teachers and this we can
not do if we remain shut up within the narrow
bounds of Palestine.
"Mr. Blackstone's idea of holding an international conference with the object in view of
once more establishing the Jewish autonomy
of Palestine is in the main good, l!nd if it is
meant to .make ahome for the oppress~d Jew
of countries whex~ ,he is ,.hunted like a .wild
beast, every Jew c;m' earth will say God speed
him in his werk. U, however, it is meant .to
compel all Jews to return to Palestine, all will
unite· and emphatically protest against such a
measure."
EARTHQUAKES IN 1904.
OTTAWA, Ont., March wth.-Prof . .E. Stone
Wiggins, the Canadian weather prophet, after
the calm fol!owing the dominion election, has
again attracted public attention. He said last
night:
"There is at this moment on the riorth Atlantic and approachb;J,g,the American coast a greater
storm than any. that will happen during theremainder of this year or any during 1892. There
will b.e no earthquake beyond a few shakes
north of our equator during these two years.
There will be some south of the equator. Owing
to 1tipiter's southern declination, which is 12. degrees, his large right ascension, twenty-two
hours,,will contribute greatly to the storm now
pending, There will be no great earthquakes with
displacement in Nort.hAmerica until.A11gust 17th,
1904. This wU! rock the surface from Philadel;
ph!a to Prince Edward Island, and ~;r:uiy produce
some damage in the maritime cities of the
northern states and the dominions/'
Erickson's·prophecies of dire disaster,.
published by,us som~time ago, have failed
entin:ll y~ .'Y" e have placed on record t.hose
of P'rof; J. R.~ Buchanan, and now present<
~heabove~r6mProf. Wiggins, Let th.ese
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"So far as we.are !ible to
do men coll)plainat the rich?
positionof Mr. Bellamy iS. to destroy competi- they think that the excessive amount possesst::d
tion arid thus remove the inequa:lities which now by these rich ones deprives the poor of a portion
exist between the rich and the poor. He would of that which they ought to have. The quarrel
have all business d~n.e by the governme!lt, and is about individual possession. It is clear
"BELLAMY'S PLAN.'?
'fore that it can never be settled by the destrucc
thereby secure an equal and fair distribution of
tion of the principle of possession; but only,. if
I± is well known to the HERALD patrons
the profits. But the government istl;le people;
that the editors are not politicians. It is
at all, by an adjustment of P\'ssessions.
and as there must of necessity be a choice made
also known that the editors hold pronounc"We are inClined to the opinion thafrio human
ed views on the pplicy .and powers of oi public servants upon 'Whom would devolve law can be devised that wilt deprive men of the
the task of making this. proposed equ~l distribu- opportunity of being unjust: to a certain degree;
government. The reason why the HERALD takes no part in the political affairs, tion of public funds, what assurance would the If .this conviction is well founded, and it bephilosophy and practice in governmental proposed new OJ:der of things afford that these comes stronger as the contr<:>versy between capi~
men. in public positions would be mote honest taf and labor proceeds, it is useless to expect
administration, doctrines and policies is
not because neither editor has no political than men in public positions now? and if such more than pa~tlal alleviation f~om the difficulties
views, nor choice in methods and policies assurances are not afforded by the plan in ques- of the present economic situation by legislation.
of the administration of public affairs; but tion, it seems that the only difference qetween The great, the only effectual cure, must consist
is because the HERALD is the represeq.ta- . then and now would consist in the fact that now in a change in men thems~lves. Human fa;w:s
tive organ of.. a religious organization, the great bulk of the counhy's wealth is where may hold greed and jnjusti~e in check to some
made tip of people of all classes of politics, public officials can r.ot touch it; but then it would
extent, they can neither eradicate them nor
from the two leading ·parties to every offall be under their contt:ol, in their hands, where destroy the opportunities for: their exercise. No
shoot; a:nd the editors' duties lie not on they ceuld waste it, or appropriate it with much
millennium: ~ill ever cOmG to the earth and
the side of this, or that. party, butin the more ease than now.
the race; without a change in the hearts of
interests of the whole" independently of all
"But the fatal objection to Bellamy's plan is men; and when it does come it seems to be
earthly parties.
· '
the. same which we have before urged to all pretty strongly intimated that each one will
The Savior said: ''If my kingdom were forms of socialism--it aims a death bl~w at indiof this. world, then would my servants vitual ownership. It would uproot the •mine' . sit •under his own vine arjd fig tree,' and not
under vines and fig trees that belong to,other
fight." And this may be freely rendered
and •thine' idea, in order that it may destroy the people as well 'as ·himself."'
to m'ean, that if the church, which we bepower to accumulate which it conceives has
lieve to represent the kingdom, were of
wrought the mischief in the economic. world.
this world, then Christ's servants might
THAT DEBT.
safely be politicians; but as that church is That is, it would make mer just by depriving
not of this world, in the sense of the text, them. of the opportunity of being unjust. It · AT the risk of being ta~en to task for be~
Christ's servants have no warrant for be- would have no thieves by removing any tempta- ing quasi political, we· insert a statement
tion to steal. It would have all men honest by
ing engrossed in political strife.
taken from the Census Bureau. report
The ceaseless agitation in the physical removing all inducements to be dishonest. It which is quite suggestive to him who has
world, air, water, earth, tends to the puri- would usher in a condition of peace on the earth, been reading and listening to much of the
fication of the elements and is conducive not by the cuitivation in the human heart of a. political jargon an4 party misrepresentato the physicial good of man. Agitation desire for peace and a disposition to do right, love tion at present'in vtigue; about the condiin the religious world is .trending towards justice and ex<>rcise mercy, but by such a mar- tion of the people with regard to. poverty
velous transformation of.the external conditions and debt.
spiritual light and consequ~ntly to freedom
of human thought and action. Agitation of the race as would rem'ove every opportunity
It so happens that the senior editor of
in the religious world can mean nothing to break the peace, deal unjustly or unmercifully. the HERALD is a man of the people and is
Is such a transformation either practicable or de- by no means rich in this world's goods;
less than final triumph for the good, so far
as the good can be known to man and be sirable? In our judgment neither.
and has all his life been associated and
made to conserve the interests of humani"The mine and thine idea is as old as the race, familiar with the poor of earth, his mission
ty ir1 government. Hence it may be that and as well authenticated as the moral responsi- lying for the most part among them and
"agitation of what may be the best policy bility of men, with which indeed it is inseparably those in the middle, or work-day classes
to pursue in the administration of governof men. He is in sympathy with the poor,
connected. If there is to be no individual pos·
mental matters, may yvork beneficially to
session of external. things it is easy to reach the and the struggling of every name, was
Saints; provided-ah there's the rub-prodamaging and corrupting conclusion that there born with an intense hatred of oppression
vided that Saints can indulge in the advo- are neither to be rewards given· for individual in his heart, and would gladly hail the
cacy of different forms of government actions that are right nor punishments adminis- epoch when the day of inequality and expolicy and retain the Spirit of God which tered for individual actions that are wrong.
treme wealth and extreme poverty was
alone makes them Saints, and suitable Either individuality runs throughout the whole passed. But he can see no good and lastservants, fit representatives of the kingdom
man, including external possessions as well as ing result to follow the extreme methods
not of this world, whose servants do not
internal development, or he is not a separate be- suggested by the present agitators for refight.
ing at all. The motive forces of life both intel- forms by legislation.
We have written the above as an introEducation is in many respects a curse
lectual and moral, center in individuality. Induction to what the Editor of the Lamoni
for much of the inequality that now exIndependentPatriot has to say on a gov- -stead of the condition of the race being improved ists between classes; and one reason why
by weakening or destroyi~g the thought of indi·
ernmental topic, as projected by one of the
it is, is because the educated man is the
viduality, it would be greatly injured thereby.
sensational writers of the time, Edward
better prepared to discriminate between the
Indeed the greater part of the race would be
Bellamy, under the caption given above.
false and the true basis ·of thought and
glad to·day if they could persuade themselves action in building up the social fabric; and
"WHAT do you think of Bellamy's ideas in re·
that being a part of a grand whole they bear no is able the better to confront, bear with
gard to solving the problem of the present un·
equal distribution of wealth; or the principles of responsibility indlvidual!y. With the destrucand escape the consequences of the evil
the Nationalist party?
S. BuRGEss."
tion of individual possessions almost unavoida·
which h.e sees, and which his better infor"We recognize that the condition of the race bly comes the partial destruction of the thought mation gives him reason to know cannot
with reference to the ~dlstributio·n of wealth is of moral responsibility, which of course involves be wholly avoided, or prevented.
wrong, because it involves unnecessary suffering, the destruction of the hope of reward and the
It may be that a third, fourth, or fifth
but are not able to see the practicability of amel- fear of punishment.
party in the poilitical economy of the naiorating, or removing that condition and sup••Nearly all recognize that the present distrition may be needed, as that it seemed to
planting it with a better one, according to Mr. bution of tire comforts and necessities of life is be essential that there shall be a radical
Bellamy's plan orthe principles of the National- wrorig; but this very recognition arises from the and sweeping change in religious thought
and procedure before the final good time
ist party.
thought and desire for individual possession.
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
worthy, and the sufferers, inspired by demagogic
appeals, have started to build up a third political
party and to seek control of the Federal and
State governments.
"The moment that the public comprehends
the extent of the misrepresentation, misconcep·
tion, and misstatement that are the foundation
of the assaults' on the old political organizations,
that moment the strength of the third party will
be totally weakened. It is safe to predict that
the zenith of the power of the Farmers' Alliance
has been reached, and that if an attempt is made
by its representatives in the next congress to
carry out its purpose, similar .and presumptuous,
it will result in the most dismal and <lisastrous
failure."--From Fra11k Leslie's Illustrated,

coming can be fully ushered in. But we
can see onlv failure to result to any cause
that depends for its own strength upon
. the supposed inherent rottenness of others.
We have two reviews of "The Trouble
and the Remedv," written in sharp criticism of some"'f-the view,;> expressed, but
mistaking the drift of the. article a~ a
whole· taking it as a restrictive reflectwn
upon the poor man to better his condition.
We shall not attempt any reply to these
critici~'>ms, or either of them, unless we
publish what we make reply to.; so that
criticism and reply may be read together,
not being desirous of taking any improper
advantage of one who may differ from us
in opinion. Should we p.ublish these criticisms we shall give a reply to them as we
may deem proper.

THE Louisville, Kentucky, Commercial
for Sunday, March I5th, contains a reprint of the Syracuse, New York Journal's . "] oseph Smith's 'Seeing' Stohle."
We reo rod uce this wonderful storv for
the curiosity of it. Rumor says it is· true,
of courst>, is not the big hole one hundred
and fifty feet round and twenty feet deep
to show for it. That is a small hole, however, compared to the Sutro tunnel; or
some of the vagrant mining holes dug by
prospectors all over the vrestern territories
-dug after treasure too.

"THE FARMERS' INDEBTEDNESS,

,;The Census Bureauhas shed much light on
the much-discussed question of the mort~age indebtedness of our people. According to the offi.
cia! reports, there was, a year ago, in the state of
Iowa, a real estate mortgage indebtedness
amounting to about one hundred dollars per head
of population, as against a ratio of debt in Eng.
land to each unit of population of two hundred
and twenty-five dollars, and in Germany of aJ.
most an equal amount.
"The census figures show that less than ten per
cer1t. of the farm acreage of Iowa is mortgaged, and
that the average value of mortgages throughout
the United States is between five and six hundred dollars; ariel, further, that in nearly every
case the mortgage iddebtednesshas ~een incurred
for the development of business, and not because
of the property owners'poverty. In other words,
er\terpt:ise is at the bottom of the mortgage in·
debt~dness of the country. A singular illustratio;ri of the fact is found in the statement that
there a.re more mortgages held on Chicago property th::min almost any other large.City-and Chicago; as every one knows, ranks with the most
prosperous and successful business communities
in the world.
''The fact that less than ten per cent. (to be exact; g.I per cent.) of,the total acreageof Iowa is
subject to mortgage debt is, in itself, an absolute
•and. complete refutation of the charge made by
the Farmers' Alliadce that the farmers of the
West are overburdereu with debt. This charge
J:tas been so frequeqtly and persistently made
that many. have come to believe it, ih spite of the
efforts put forth to prove its untruthfulness. The
flgures of the Censu's Buteau, however, must be
accepted as settling the question.
· ·"T.here is no do.ubl that in certain arid regions
of the .west, particularly in western Kansas and
Nebraska, large areas of farm land have proved
to be . u.nproductive, and have therefore been
abandoned bysettler's. But this is not the fault
·.· oithe money-lenders of the. east. It is there.sult ofpoor judgment on the part. of those who
took the risk of locating in a region where the
rajnfall was notoriously. qeficient. It is .in these
di~tri~ts. that the Farmers' .Alliance finds its
Those who have suffered from hard'
largely resultingfrom. a lack of judgment,
human
.· •. alwa:r:s seeks) to fi';ld
\}':hom· tl) phice the blame.
oowe~r..:.-ot rathel:',. b6~•. the gxea~
.~~Itti"ca;l no.w:er!l'o-':arer thFi,...i'Or~• ·h••ld. to be bi:p:ne:

JOSEPH SMITH's "SEEING" STONE.

!

"The germ of Mormonism originated in this
city. About the year 1818 a teamster.in the saltworks named Joseph Belcher found a peculiar
stone, or a stone that the owners claimed contained great powers. Soon after Belcher and
family ret;poved to Susquehanna county, Penn·
sylvania, where Joe S:mith was engaged as gold
hunter, prophet, .and treasure hunter. Belcher
called his find a 'seeing storie.' It was green
with brown irregular spots. on it, and about the
same shape and size as a· goose egg. In those
days the country was very wild and the people
were very superstitious, and strange stories were
told of lost animals and children that were found
by the aid of this stone. The modus operandi
was to conceal the stone in a dark place, and
Belcher's little boy would. then see from its un:
natual powers the exact location of any object
he desired to find. Joe Smith heard of this miniature information bureau and soon sought out
Belcher, secured the stone and renewed his researches.
"In 18;5 Joe had in his employ a set of men
who were called money-diggers, and his occupa.·
tion was that of seeing, or. pretending to see, by
means of this stone placed iri his. hat and his hat
closed over his face; In this way he claimed
the power to discover minerals and hidden treas·
ures. It is said that he was insolent, poorly edu:·
cated and very careless in appearance. One
story told of Smith, is that a straggling Indian,
who was passingup the susquehanna river. had
told ofbui-ied treasures. Joe h~nteq up the.In·
dian·andinduced him to tell the .place where it
was .buried. T):le India~·· told him at a point a
certain number of paces due north from a cer~
tain point on the .~iver: Joe's excheqi:tet; was
verylqw at th,is point and itbecame necessa.ryto
.geta well-to-do farme.r by the name of Harper
to .assist him in the scheme. It seems that farm•·
ets were •tak~n.inr those early days as well as

in
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"They commenced digging on a farm near the
river, and continued as long as Harper's cash held
out. Smith now declared to Harper that there
was an enchantment about the place that was re·
moving the treasure further: off; that Harper
must get a perfectly white dog and sprinkle his
blood over the ground, and that would prevent
the enchantment from removing .. the treasure.
Search was made all over the country, but no
perfectly white dog could be found. ifoseph said
he thought a white sheep would do as well. A
sheep was killed and the blood sprinkled as directed. The digging was then resumed by Harper. After digging for several weeks more and
an outlay of $2ooo more of the farmer's shekels
Harper refused to •come down' any further, and
the digging was abandon:d.
"foe now said that the enchantment had removed all the treasure: that the Almighty was
displeased with them for trying to palm off on
Him 11 white sheep for a white dog, He would
sit for hours looking into the hat at the round
stone, and. tell of seeing things far away and
supernatural. On one occasion a neighbor had
a piece of corn planted rather late and on a moist
piece of ground, and, feeling a little doubtful
about its ripening, got Smith to bless it. It happened that it was the only piece of corn killed
by the frost in the neighborhood. When the
prophet's attention was call~d to the matter he
got out of the difficulty by saying he made a mis·
take, and put, a curse O)l the corn instead of a
blessing.
"About this time Smith procured a box of
plates, . which it is supposed he brought from
Palmyra, New York, where he lived for a short
time, which he kept carefully locked. They
were alleged to contain a great.quantity of characters and hieroglyphics, which no one but himself couid interpret. From these plates Smith,
with the assistance' of Martin Harris and Oliver
Cowdery, produced the manuscript for· the •Book
of Mormon.' The book was compiled in a .small
building on the.- Susquehanna river, about two
mile'S from the side-hill village of Susquehanna,
and was printed in 183o, the manuscript being
taken to the printing office each morning, and;
together with the proofs, etc., takep away each
night. The first account we have of Joe and his
followers trying to start a colony was in tpe
yearr831, in arernote corner of Luzerne county,
where the climate soon got too warm for them,
and they vacated. Their next colony was at
Painesville, Ohio.
'.'The most prominent of Joe's. diggings 'is on ll
farm near Smquehanna Depot. The excavation
was a hundred and fifty feet in circumference
and twenty feet deep, and,,although it has been
under cultivation for seVeral years now; it is
easily discernable, and often vi~itea hy the curious. The old house where the manuscript was
prgduced is still standing, and !s owned by one.
o.f the.-.ex·officials ofSusquehanna co.unty."

MANY feel like the fighting editor, but
donot indulge in expressing· it,
"OUR .FIGHTING EDITOR TALKS.
· '•Talk ~bout its being better to be meek and
hu!l1b1e Ul)der insult! The greatest of any)ife
consists in .•talking ti:.rclC I wish it. were .not
considered •had form' to fight,. I know .of nothing t~is sicie of heaven that would afford· thecp!lso!ation. of .a harid,to-hand en~ou!lter with c~rc-
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tain types ofthe human: brotherhood. o'f what
avail are soft words? The:· Lord never intended
the best of us to be meek under the onsl<,~ught of
the latter-day Satan and imps. If the righteous
· would get up a little steam now and then and
flash down upon the ungodly as the north wind
goes through the forest of oaks and d~ad leaves
would fly f~;om off the branches a little faster,
perhaps, and leave space for the everlasting blue
to shine through. All the cooling zephyrs in
the universe won't let daylight through; it takes
the fury of the. tempest to clean away for the entrance of. heaven's sunshine."-Nauvoo Independ-

ent.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
~ues.-'-Who

was Cain's wife? What is the
Bible proof?
Ans.-We do not know. All the information
we have concerning Cain's wife is inferentially
derived from Genesis 4: r-3; 5: 4, Inspired
Translation. A reading of the fourth and fifth
chapters shows that children were born to Adam
and Eve and that men and women divided two
and two in the land before the birth of Cain and
Abel. Remembering that man lived unto a
great age in antediluvian times, we have no difficulty in accounting for the existence of Cain's
wife, in the light of the account given in the Inspired Translation.
~.-Is it a doctrine of the church that the
ministry should be called of God as was Aaron.
A.-We so understand.
~:-Was Aaron.called both by God through
Moses and also by God speaking to him?
A.-The text of the hi~tory seems to warrant
this conclusion.
Q.-What is the meaning of the command
that a man be ordained "According to . the gifts
and the callings of God to hi~','' and again, "The
gifts and the callings of God to men?"
A,:._It means that men have certain qualifications given of God. For these they are ordained
Q.-Is the act of confirmation complete with
the laying on of bands of him who officiates, or
Is it necessary that it include that which its
name complies, namely, th·at direct manifestation from God which shall confirm or make sure
to the individual that he has become a subject of
the kingdom of God?
A.-It is complete· by the act of laying on of
hands. The manifestation may be given then or
later, as the Spirit wills.
Q.-What are the conditions upon which ye
shall know of the doctrine?
A.-Obedience to the commands-the will of
the Father.
Q.- What constitutes knowledge of the doctrine in this sense?
A.-A consciousness that it is true and of God.
Q.-Is this an implied promise of revelation to
confirm individuals in the truth? ,
A.-We so understand it.
Q.-Is not each member of the church entitled
to one or more of the gifts of rst Corinthians
12th chapter.
A.-Yes; with Ephesians 4·
Q.- What are the conditions under which these
are to be obtained?
A.-Obedience to the gospel requirements.
Q.-Aside from the edifying of the church, are
they not to confirm and enlighten individuals?
A.-Yes.

Q.~I£
condigons are faith, repentance,
elect will asse~ble on judgment day and fr6nl.
there be taken into heaven. The Mormons be.;
baptism and laying 'on: of hands, when should
lieve that the foundations of a magnificent temple
they be received'?
laid many years ago by the Angel Gabriel ~r¢
A.:-- When the Spirit wills.
just under the surface of the ground and that
Q.~Is it necessary that, one live, a certain
some iime the Angel Gabdel and ·his hosts,
will. descend from heaven and uncover these
length of time as it were on probation, before refoundations, and then in a single night will erect
ceiving the promised gifts?
one ofthe most beautiful temples ever beheld by
A.-Not necessarily so; so far as we are inmortal eyes.
··
·
formed in the word. We know of no person, no
formula, or rule to enforce 'the giving of any of
the gifts named; or expected. The word says:
"severally as he will." We can not control, nor
EDITED BY SISTER ~'FRANCES."
direct the Spirit's action, and must abide the will
of the Master, be ft long or short.
."The heart that trusts forever sings,
Q.-Is it proper to tell a·n honest, sincere Saint
And feels as light as it had wings;
A wall of peace within it sprmgs;
that the reason that he has not received these
Come good or ill
things is because he has not lived for them?
Whate'er to-day, to-morrow b1ings,
A.--We should not so judge our. fellow Saints;
It is His will li'
we cannot so determine.
Q.--Is it not rather that they are given as gifts
ON THE WING, OR NOTES BY THE
·and one lives righteously to. retain that whiCh
WAY.
they have received?
TUE,SDAY
morning
the douds. hung heavy in
A.--They are the gifts of God, determined to
the horizon and th'e cold water from melted
the individual by God's will and wisdom alone.
snow and fallen showers trickled drearily through
We cannot say.why given, or why withheld, in
the miry and almost impassible ways; we rose
any given case. It is but natural to believe that
early
and scanned the c)ouds with anxious
God would bestow gifts only upon those pleasing
glances, .for this day was se,t as the time beginhim by righteousness; but we cannot undertake
ning the first stage of our journey toward3 conto dictate why to one gifts are given; and from
ference, and we were doubtful of the elements
another gifts are withholden . . All we can know
so far as now revealed is that they are promised , which all through March had been so fickle as'to
draw forth comment from every one.
as necessary adjuncts of the gospel economy; the
The morning was riot bright, but yet as the
reasons for their peculiar bestowment being deskies refrained from weepibg, we went steadily
termined by God, or Christ alone.
Q -Are we to understand that the church on with our preparations, and, having exchanged
good· byes with the "loved ones at home," we
official! y endorsed the "Manual of the Priesthood"
boarded th~. train at I :.zo p. m. and soon were
by Chas. Derry?
under way.
A.--We are not aware that the book has been
A few moments brought us to the junction
so endorsed.
In addition on the>;e points. There are where we changed cars and fell in company with
some gifts not so outwardly visible that Brn. Roberts and Campbell, thus realizing that
they are noticeable .when bestowed, or we were not yet entirely alone among strangers.
withheld. Among these are faith, wis- As the train moved on as far as the eye could
dom, knowledge, helps, governments, dis- reach one vast stretch of mud and water met the
cerning of spirits. Mistakes are some- eye, with nothing to brighten the landscape but
times made in supposing no confirming the wreaths of white smoke curling from the
gift is bestowed for the reason that they laboring engine, true representative of the blessare not observable; but when tested by ing conferred by labor upon humanity, the one
time, and emergency, they are manifested; bright spot in many a dark life.
Near Davis City we parted with Bro. Campof this sort especially are, wisdom, first;
secondly, knowledge; faith, &c.
One bell, and as the afternoon passed and the night
may be confirmed, "born of the Spirit," drew on, we began to fed that we were fully
having received nothing but the conscious- launched upon our journey and were now alone.
ness of the fact that J e:sus is the Christ, 'L'he sparkling waters of the Des Moines river
and be totally unable to tell when or where rolled from beneath the bridge we were crossing
or how the knowledge came. "The wind and shortly the lights of Ottumwa gleam in the
bloweth where it listeth. Ye hear the distance. Here the train stopped for supper and
sound thereof; but know not whence it as the passengers left our car by twos and threes,
cometh or whither it goeth."-John 3·
we found ourselves wishing that we knew the
residence of a dear friend who had removed
there from Cleveland, when to our great delight,
WHERE IS BARON MUNCHAUSEN?
she walked into the train, and while the passenTHE following is going the rounds of the gers feasted the natural man, we enjoyed the
press. We cut it from the Chicago Her• spiritual to the utmost.
ald for April zd. It is queer stuff for senNone but the scattered Saints can know what
sible Newspaper men to ask their readers it is to meet with Saints they have known and
to believe. Who stuffed the reporter--on loved and with whom they have held sweet conAll Fools Day?
verse in the days gone by. Exchanging the
MORMONS FIGHTING FOR MOUNT ZION.
parting hand with reluctance, the night comes
KANSAS CITY, April I.--The two branches of
down and at ro: 35 we roll into Burlington. Here
the Mormon church at Independence, Mo., known
we are met by waiting friends and taken to the
respectively as the Hedrickites and the Reorganvery pleasant and warmly love·lit home of Bro.
ized Church are fighting for the possession of
and Sr. Jarvis.
We transact some necessary
Mount Zion, a hill of about four acres in extent,
selected by Joseph Smith as the place where all
business and at ro: 30 on Wednesday, accom•
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panied by Sr. Stebbins, we join friends from Lamoni and resume our journey towards th(East.
Swiftly the train glides on and the hours of
night wear away, while we rest in the arms of
Morphew§; but with the first peep of day we are
~atching the lovely country which_;; for some
twerity-five miles all along the route of the Chicago; Burlington and Quincy Road, little hamlets an<l villages are growing up as if, by magic.
The Chicago of to-day is but a village compared with what the Chicago of twenty-five:·:years
hence will be, and when we consider the little
handful of Saints in this great' city--a handful-so few in number that they mightbe counted upon the fingers of our hands, and when we consider the vast multitude of w.hich this is but as
one of the grains of sand upon the sea shore, does
it not take jaitk to realize that "this gospel of the
kingdom must first be preached in all the world?"
It had been raining all night and during Thursday morning we remained in the Union Pepot
waiting the arrival of the party of friends from
Independence, which increased our own to fifteen
in number. We then transferred our baggage to
the Lake Shore Depot, and dividing into parties,
sought out various parts of the city as business
or inclination prompted; but night found us at!
together again waiting the outgoing ot the train
which we expect with the blessing and klrid
watchcare of our heavenly Father, will land us
in Willoughby;_toworrow, (Friday), at about ten
o'clock.
DEPOT,

Chicago, April 2d.
MEMORY TEXTS FOR MAY.

ist Thursday, Doc. & Cov. r: 5, 6; 102: 2.
Malachi 3 : 8.
.
2nd Thursday, N~phi Son' of Nephi 8: 3· 4·
Col. 4: 2. Doc. & Cov. 46:8, 9·
3rd Thursday, Dod. & Coc. 95: r. Alma I4:
IS· J:>sa. 34: 7-9· •
_4th Thursday,Do<f. & Cov. 108: 5· Isaiah r:
26,27.
Sk. L. KELLEY.
Dimondale, Mich.
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER,

Sr. Maria A. Faulk and son, of Austinburg,
Ohio, are sorely affiiC:ted and desire your prayers
in their behalf, that, H it may please the Father
of all mercies to restore them to. health.
Your faith and prayers are earnestly requested
in behalf of Sr. Isabella Richardson, of Ottumwa, Iowa, who, being naturally a frail body, has
be.en more than usu;:tHy ill of late and is now
greatly in need q£ your prayer~.
Sister Rose~ta Davis, of Missouri Y alley, Iowa,
requests the .prayers of the Union, that she may
be restored to health.
. "When we are in, the company of sensible
1!!-en, we ought to be doubly .;;autious of talkirig
tab JDUCh, lest we lose two good {hings~their
goqd opiniqnand our own improvement; for
what we hav.e to sa_y, we know, but. what they
'say we !mow· not:"
·
charity! how is thy blessed name abused!
dis'pwned by, !l. selfish; disingen u,
om• "'nr1n. and thy nol:Jie gifts perverted;· com.e,
ke.pOSS.tlSSjiOn of'o~r hearts
. IU)llti-

HOLY SINGING.
Amid the deep shadows of twilight
The sun had long hid his last ray,
The storm clouds were gathering thickly,
At the close of a hot summer day.
I heard the wild thunder's low rumble,
The lightening's quick flash would appear,
And while I stood watching its playing,
A sweet plaintive sound met my ear.
I iistened, there came from the d!stanc.e
The sweetest strain ever I heard,
And though I stood spellbound for moments,
I could not distinguish a word.
w~s not an orchestra's music,
Or even the chant of a choir;
Such notes never came £rom a mortal,
And never were tuned on a lyre.

It

It seemed that it floated in mid-air,
This beautiful sound that I heard,

Yet it was not the song of an angel;
'Twas simply the song of a bird.
A bird, a mere speck in the tree· top,
Was. warbling. sweet echoes of .love
And praises to Him for protection;
Our Heavenly Father above.
0 could there be hollel' singing
Than fell from that innocent tongue?
I know that It could not be sweeter
If sung by an angelic throng.

In the night the storm came in its fury,
The clouds .rolled and tossed like the sea,
The wind and the rain.carne in torrents,
Poor birdie; 0, wh<'re could it be!
How would it know where to find shelter?
And then to me plainly was shown
The truth of the words .of our Master;
That "I :will take C<tre of my own."
DOLLIE.
LAMONI,

Jamiary, 1891.

Dear Sisters:-I"feel that it is almost selfish to
enjoy so much happiness as fills my heart this
!X!Orning without en(leavoring to impart something of the same to others. '
Yesterday the sky was overcast, dull and sombre, and as night drew on, and dark storm clouds
gathered thickly about. The wind had a dismal
moaning sound, filling one wit.h loneliness and a
foreboding of evil or of some dread commotion
ofthe elements, such as will cause the parentheart to go out towards the ab.sen t ones, and, if
possible, gather them in, feeling more secure in
knowing that all their loved ones are· about them,
and comfortably sheltered; and will pity the belated traveler, or those who have not the cpmforts
of libme and shelter.
And so it wa.s with Sr. Page, .true to .the
mother-love, and knowing her daughter's husband was awa.y, she could not rest to leave her
there alone with her two little ones that.dismal
night, and sent her son to bring them all home
for the night.
.
..
, My own heart went out in thou~ht and desire
towards. my little tJ.ock; as though t.hey w~re but
children still an_d would gladly have gathered
them, aboutl!le- But}! has be{:)n long sipce I
ill}ye h~cl hie pieasl)re _0 ~ ~~e!t:lf an~ .of thex,n1
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The night shut in pitchy dark. No storm had
burst yet, but the air was full of threatenings.
And one l"elt relieved when she could draw the
curtains to shut out the darkness and gloom, and
by the brightness of the lighted lamps, enjoy
their world within, and try to forget the threatenings without.
A storm was expected during the night, and
each one retired with a picture in his mind of
rain, mud, and discomfort on the morrow, which
would be Sunday.
But what a different scene greeted our opening
eyes this morning. When ever was the sunsqine so bright and pleasant, the air so pure and
sweet and the earth so beautiful?
How the sweetness and lifegiving influence of
this glorious morning thrilled every fiber of our
being as we went forth to' worship with the
Saints of God on this the Lord's day, and my
heart swelled with gratitude and praise to God,
the Fatber, that he had given me the capacity to
enjoy the beauty that surrounds us on all sides,
and to Jesus Christ, that they are upheld by the
word of his power.
Yes, like those of old,' my heart swelled within
me as though it would embrace all the workmanship of God. And the impression that rested
upon my mind was; how vividly typical is this
clear, bright morning, of the glorious resurrection morn, the hope, through . Christ, of latter
day Israel. ·As earth's day declines, dark and
threatening clouds hover about, men's hearts
fail them for fear of what may take place, and
as the night of death shuts in upon us, in which
the Father is calllng his children home, gathering them about him, a sadness and gloom
would indeed settle over us, were it not for the
lighted lamp within:
By its light we lay'our bodies down, closing
our eyes in perfect 'thist that he who created us
will keep us, and we shall awake .again.
But oh, how different the awakening! What
glorious Eights will greet our opening eyes!
While we have slept, !all unconscious of the
change, the clouds and darkness have been
swept away, the thousand-year Sabbath day is
ushered in, the Sun of Righteousness has appeared, and the brightness of his glory awakes those
who have laid their bodies down in faith and
hope. Oh,:happy awakening!
Dear Lorcl, prepare our hearts that we may
enter into that rest and partake of its glory.
SR. EMMA.
SAN BENITO,

Cal., ;fap;, 1891.

HOME. CoLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

April 3d, Amount to date .• _....... :· $3,464 79
M. A. Faulk, Mo .•..... $r oo
Stephen Bashaw, Mich .•. I oo
E. Cornish, Ont.. . . • . . . . so
Sarah Smith, Utah .••.... 5 oo
J. T. Johrtson, Kan . • . • . . 29
7 79
April Io, Amo).ln1: received to date .••• ~ $3,472 58
~Send

c

all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowf!..

"The unsuccessful striver rnay lose. his;proper-

ty his situation, his means of livelihood; all Ids

plans may come to n~ught and all his efforts be
frustrated; but until he lose his courage,! he has.
not lost all.''
"Men's lives should b.e like the day-7-more
beautiful In the< evening; or like the sum,me~-:-:
aglow w:ith prom is~; and lij<.e th~ a:utum~J"""':flch
with golden sheave~,. where ~ooddeeds have
ripep~d in. t}l.e fi.eld:''
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FLoRIN, Cal., March 26th.
Editors Herald:-My parents belonged to the
Baptist church, and at the age of nine yeats I
was received into that church in Sacramento.
About eighteen months later rriy mother heard
preaching by the Latter Day Sairits and ~here·
ceived and obeyed the truth. Although my
'father and I were still members of the Baptist
church, yet when it became known, a few months
after my mother had left that church, that a
sister Fountain was going also, the majority of
the members treated me very coolly, and some
called me "a little Mormon."
This was more
than my human nature could stand. I thought
that if I had to be a Mormon in name I would
be one in fact, and at m}i own request I and sister Fountain were buried in the waters of baptism June 6th, r868, and confirmed June 7th, my
eleventh birthday. I remained faithful for some
years, then relying on my own wisdom I was
carried about by the winds of various doctrines,
and thinking my parents did wrong in consenting to my baptism when a child, I became bitterly opposed to the baptism of children. But I
know now that baptism was the ordinance that
saved me from utter destruction in later years.
0, mothers and fathers! let your children be ba ptized if thev wish it, and even put yourselves at
inconvenience to have the ordinance attended to.
For years I tried to satisfy myself with the
argument that people who <had nothing to do
with Feligion were best off.
Four years ago the thought was forced upon
me in a most peculiar manner that I had never
properly investigated the claims of the church
to which I belonged. I then ·made a thorough
examination oi' all the works of the church I
could get and became convinced that if the Latter Day Saints did not have the truth it would be
useless to search farther. I then determined to
observe the Jaw and expect the knowledge when
I became worthy of it. Two years ago last September, at a reunion held in Sacramento, in the
presence of a number of Saints I renewed my
covenant and· partook of ·the Lord's supper for
the first time in years. It was now the desire of
my heart as a testimony of the truth of the work
I had embraced, that I should receive the blessing of health and the gift of tongues and interpretation. I did not mention this to a living
soul, but I never failed to supplicate my heavenly Father for those blessings. · At the conference
held at Irvington, March, 1890, it was plainly
shown me that, if I would go back to the starting
point, all things would be added.
It seemed a
long st.:p to go back twenty-two years, but I did
and was baptized on the beatiful Sabbath morning of March 8th, r89o, by Elder Thomas Daley
and confirmed in the afternoon by Elders Daley,
Hawkins and 0. Smith. During the confirmation it was prophecied that, if I was faithful, I
should have the gifts of tongues and vision, also
perfect health. For the past year my health has
been a wonder to my family and friends.
On the morning of the l:?th.of february, J89l'

while in my own home and at my own private
Temporally my lot has always
devotions, the Spirit can:e upon me and I prayOne year ago to-day I took an inventory of what
ed in tongues, and later in the day I sang in . llttle I had, with" the intention of paying my
tongues.
Dear brothers and sisters, I felt as
tithing, but the year has passed. away and no
though I had been lifted up to heaven.!
The
tithing paid and to-day I find myself on<the same
feeling of happiness I enjoyed on that morning
footing as I was one year ago. God has neither
will be remembered as long as I live, and the
deducted or added to. I indeed laid a sure
great joy of being thus honored as a child of God
foundation but failed to build thereon. This
can never be described. I for one can now testify to
year I am going to build on the foundation l
the whole world that the God we worship is the ·have alieady laid. Come with me broth~~s an9,;
living God and is always ready to answer our
sisters, let us exercise the widow's faith and I
prayers when our requests are reasonable and
know by the Spirit God will. pour out a blessing
upon us.
consistent with His laws.
When I look back over my life, I wonder why
Yours for the advancement of the cause,
God has been so good to me; and in conclusion,
ISRAEL P. TITUS.
dear Saints, no matter what temptation may assail me, there is, I trust, no power on earth that
AusTINBURG, Ohio, March 29th.
can take from me the knowledge I have of the"
Edito"S Herald:-I feelto:rejoice in thislatter
truth of"lhis latter day work; for my knowledge
day work, for I know it is of God. My desire
comes direct from our Father in heaven. It is
to live faithful and walk in .his .footsteps every
my prayer that I may always be found worthy
day and take him for example that he will never
of the trust reposed in me.
have a reason to frown down upon me, and that I
Your sister,
may obey all the com'mandtrients, for if we fail
SYLVIA J. FuLLER-PEREz.
in one, we are guilty of the whole. I am isolated
and alone. I have not heard a sermon preached
HITCHCOCK, S. D, March 3rst.
for five years. I have the Herald, Ensign, New
Translation and Book of Mormon. I have read
To tke Sisters ij tke Herald:-I wish to return
the Bible nearly forty years all alone, ever praythanks for the many kind letters; I hear so little
ing to God that he would show me the light, and
preaching they seem almost like a preacher to trie.
Bro. Robert Oehring was here last summer and
my prayers were answered .. :T!:lank my heavenly
Father that I have been spared to see this day
preached one sermon, the first that was ever
and age of the world to realize the true gospel of
preached in this place; I learned many useful
Christ, and I pray daily for all those of like
things from him. I think he is just the man for
the place he fills. I nave long prayed that an
faith. I ask your prayers that I may hold out
faithful to the end.
elder would come this way. I see by going to
Your sister in gospel bonds,
.
other meetings those that would not have gone
to mine, came to hear what we did believe. And
M.A. FAULK.·
s@me went away much ·~urprised. I had told
them in my feeble way, and gave them the HerMISSOURI VALLEY, Iowa, April 7th.
ald and some tracts to read. I feel thankful for
Editors Herald:-In January last Bro. J. F.
the privilege of having such literature to read.
McDowell came and preached for us thirteen
My husband and children do not manifest the
times in the Christian church; they then coninterest I would like to have them to, but I hope
cluded to use the house themselves; but it rewhat few good seeds are sown in their hearts
mained vacant for almost a week. There were
will spring forth .sooner or later. I am often
no baptisms following the meetings; in fact I do
called to remind years gone by, when I see
not think any one except the Saints were very
Elders J. J. Cornish and W. J. Smith's letters in
much interested. Some few attended pretty
the Herald, and the good they are doing in the
regularly, but the congregations were very small
land of my birth, where I first heard the gospel
when compared with those attending the Methin its fullness.
odist protracted effort which was in progress at
Sisters, pray for me an.d my family.
the same time. The Saints were greatly awakYour sister in the one faith,
ened; they had been for a long time away in the
MARY A. KING.
back-ground, but are now alive in the work.

is

ALPENA, Mich., April I st.
Editors Herald:-The letters in the Herald
have often strengthened and encouraged me on
in the good way. I also bear my testimony,
knowing, when borne in the spirit, it will have a
tendency to strengthen some poor brother or
sister, who is ready to give over, or faint by the
way. In reading No. I3 of the Herald, my heart
rejoiced in the knowledge that God still works
with his people, and the blessings which our
brothers and sisters enjoy may be ours if we are
faithful. When I read of the many calls for the
labors of the elders in various fields and then
know the reason they cannot obey those calls, is
from a lack of temporal means, causes a sad and
condemned feeling to rest upon me. I have
been a member of the one true church for over
seven years and received many blessings, for
which I have never paid one dollar in tithing. ,

There are about twenty members here, but no
branch organization. We have prayer meeting
at Bro. Parker's every Thursday evening and
Sunday forenoon. We would be glad to have
any of the elders call on us. We are all too poor
to hire a hall, and of six church buildings here
all presumably dedicated to the service of God,
not one but what is too sanctimonious to admit
one of God's true servants.
We hope and pray that the little leaven here
will make itself felt, and that a branch will soon
be organized; but I do not feel that any great
work will ever be done here; not but there are
many good honest souls here, but it is a railroad
town of three thousand five hundred inhabitants,
kept principally by the railroad shops here; and
as is usual !n a town of this kind, plenty of
whisky and poverty. There is a strong Catholic
element, and four denominational churches, .all
of which you know want nothing to do with Lat.-
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ter Day Saintism. But that we may "so live
that others seeing our good works may glorify
God," is the prayer of yours in qonds of peace,
W. F. DONALDSON.
P. S.-Should Bro. Hugh Thornton, formerly
of Lane county, Kansas, see this, we would be
pleased to have him write to us. Our address is, Box 507, ·Missouri Valley, Harrison
county, Iowa.
W. F. D.
.
SANILAc, Mich., April zd.
Editors Herald:-For some time I have had it
impressed on me of testifying to the glorious
light of the gospel that had lightened up my
pathway -to meet my Savior as he comes to.gather his own. It will be a year the r8th of this
month since my wife and I and our son, that being all of the family; obeyed the command of the
Master by being baptized, with five others at Applegate, by Elder W. J. Smith, and we are all rejoicing in the one faith of the everlasting gospel
of Jesus Christ, and as we have received the light
and know that it is the true light that has come
into the world to give wisdom and eternal life
to all that believe and obey the commands of
God-wherefore we desire to have the light
shine on others and particularly on those of our
relatives, and as I have a brother living in Ida
county, Iowa; I would rejoice to have the gospel
conveyed to him and for that I cease not to pray.
He said in a letter that he had never heard our
doctrine preached. He lives twelve miles from a
church of the Saints. I sent him some tractsTruth Ma<Je Manifest and Epitome of Faith.
I wish to be doing something for the Master,
and I know that if I do my duty at all times he
will bless me and gi~e his Spiritto guide me into
the way of all truth, also to all those that walk
uprightly and obey his commands; and, although
the evil one or his agents may hiss and say all
manner of evil againl't us, as is the case of a slander against m.e without any foundation in any
shape or form and gdt up by aM. E. local preacher;or 0 ne of the Pharisees as in the times of
Christ; but I praythat he may see himself as
seen by God and repent and be saved in the
kingdom of God.
·
I ask all brothers and sisters to pray for all the
Saints in th'is part. Our prayer meetings are
Thursday nights and. Sundays.
Your brother)n gospel bonds;
'HENRY HUSTON.
MARCELLUS, Mich., April 6th.
Editors Herald:-J:..s I read the good news of
the spread of the gospel from your pages from
week to .week, it after makes my heart rejoic~
and feel thankful to, God. that I live ln a day
when the gos,pel is pr'eached in its fuln:ess. And
that. I have ha<l the' privilege of hearing and
obeying the gi>spel as taught by Chri-st and the
apostles, and do know ,that .God does reve;:tl things
·, . that..are in the future and warn his Saints of danger. I .hope I may always be faithful in the of'fi<;e Gqd has called me to fill, and. that we as a
bi:an<;h may be fruitful and accomplish the work
God.desires us to do .. I believe the S~ints in this
branch are all trying to cleav~ to the rod of iron
:which leadeth to the .tree of life. We had been
two years. without an eldt>r coming fo
for'u.s. until last 13ep.te!nber,whim !listrict
nr,,:;c~,~nt Hiram
Ithink;four
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siderable interest; some said it was the best
preaching they had heard for years. Bro. C.
Scott came in October, and preached at a number of places, and had several fair sized audiences
and good interest, but' could not stay more than
eight or nine days. Bro. M. T. Short came the
ninth of February and preached eleven sermons
in nine days, sold thirteen Voice of Warnings,
one Book of Mormon and one Inspired Translation of the Bible, and aroused more interest than
ever had been manifested here before. Some are
not far from the kingdom. We hope the time is
not far distant when God will raise up some
zealous and faithful workers here, who will help
roll this great latter day work along.
Yours for truth,
J. W. KIEFER.
P. S.-We think that if an elder could come
and stay several weeks, that several would obey,
and we hope that when the waters are again
troubled that still othe~s will see the need of·,
obeying the commandments of God.
J.W.K.
WAUSA, Neb, April zd.
Readers oj tke Herald:-I want to tell you all,
the writers especially, how much good the Herald
does me. To read the many testimonies
strengthens me. You that ~an enjoy meeting
together in Prayer Unions, and other meetings
do not know how lonel3; Jt is to be deprived of
such privilege. There is one sister living about
twi:mty:five miles north and another thirteen
miles south; bad health on my part prevents me
from seeing them very often:. I have not heard
a sermon from our elder.s for eight years.
Now write more, .for tpere may be more scattered Ol}eS you are enccspraging not to give Up.
I must say a good word for the Hope and Aut:
mmz Leaves. Every number is better than the.
one before it. Keep on, .dear editor, there are
some th.at appreciate ,ypur work, if there are
some that find fault with you; perhaps they
could not do half as well in your place.
With lo.ve to all, your sister,
FLORA ABBOTT.
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in the church whose hearts have been touched
and have obeyed that command, and I believe if
we obey the commandment of tithing, then we
will ascertain the millennium which we look so
much forward to. There has been some fine
lessons given through the Herald on this subject
which has been very enlightening to the mind.
I will close, wishing to see it practiced more
among God's people.
Yours truly and sincerely as a Saint.
Box 2 CARVER, Minn., April 7th.
Editors l'Ierald:-Please let me know where
there is an elder nearest to here. I like to come
where there is one. I am much afflicted with
lung trouble, like the sister who gave her testi.
mony in the Herald from Holden, Missouri, of
March zrst. I hope to get where there is an
elder so as to be administered to. I ask an in·
terest in all your pra:Yers so that I may bear my
troubles. Your brother in one faith,
AUGUST JOHNSON.

GENERAL CONFERENCE NEWS.
[Special to the Cleveland Plain Deale,..]

KIRTLAND, April s.-Monday morning
the thirty-ninth conference qf the Reor~
ganized Church of the Latter Day Saints
will begin its sessions in this village. The
conference embraces the whole church and
not any particular part of the world. Already delegates. from all parts of America,
the Sandwich and Society Islands and
Australia have arrived. · Europe is· not
represented. ':['he pqnferende is the. fiftytbird since the organi~ation of the church,
April 6, 1830, so the conference in a matter commemorates that event. The body
which .is to begin its annual meeting tomorrow, is distinctly .separated., from the
Utah Mormons, or the Utah church of the
Latter Day Saints.
. ·
This appears to be. the queerest place in
the world that could be selected to hold a
conference of churchmen. It is; so far as
Editors Herald:--I thought I would write a
conveniences are concerned, one of the
little of what is my opinion about our duty as
most illy adapted places that could have
God's children. Some think that some of .the
been selected. But it was not the conold Moaaic command& are not for us, but I feel
veniences which caused ·Kirtland to be
that they are as binding on us as them, and we
chosen' so· far as that is concerned it has
believe He is the same to-day as He was then,
none.
The:re is .no railroad here and
and He has giyen us precept after precept, and
n.either
telegraph
nor telephone commuwe often pray God's work to go on, and I believe
nication with the outside world. Aside
the greatest prayer we can pray is upon: his prefrom the absence of these necessities of
cepts for me to say: "I lielieve his word" and
every modern community, the village is
never put it into practice is offensive to God. I
not prepared to entertain and lodge a large
feel If every child of our Father that has spoken
number of people, for there are only about
His name, would do his duty in bringing all the
6oo inhabitants. vVhat, then, caused the
tithes into his store-house, No person can say
saints to select this Lake county village
that the tenth was more needed in olden times for the place of such an important meeting
than now, for the church had a very much
w:as simply the. historical connection the
sma]ler sphere thim. th~n it has now I think; for
village has with the original M.ormon
the world is now open calling. "Come over and
church. The older members of the church
help us," ·a is often the cry. The few missioncan turn in no direction but their eyes will
aries are restricted from laboring as much as
fall upon something which was.familiarto.
they c~n because the means are not in the storethe!ll.years ago, for this was the first home
house to sitpport their families and we . see the
of the Saints. T.he first temple was reared
Saints.go)ng and getting up worldly methods to
he.re, ap.d here the · great prophet, J ()Seph
pay church debts which l believe. is not)n har:
Smith,Iived and expounded the doctri11es
mony \Vith G 0 d's lavy and then leave oufthe law. of the chul'ch~ .l1ere Joseph Smith,.tp.~
pre~ent _be~g of the. churcb1 w~s lJoin in
tithing,,!')ut I t,Q.a!lk t;Jo.<;! thl\~. th.~f~ ar~ sotpe
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&8sz: H:e is ason ofJos~ph Smith the ··work adopted; Or\:e of the suggestions · but we al&o believe the deelarationlof the

ptqphet; and if the laws of heredity count adopted is .that Sunday-school teachers ·man who some sixty years ago s~t!d: .'E
fQr anythin~ his claim to be the head of encourage their pupils in the study of have heard the voice of anangel) and he
the reaLchurch mu~t be respected.
archrealogy, as it. has copsiderable bearing ·commissioned me to go and preach the
I<:irtlanrl.is situat~d on a plat~au; to the on the Saints' religion. The classes are to gospel.' People believed. him, and others
'north the .ground is quite rough;_broken be divided into ~he primary and secondary arose, and they too have hear.d the voice
by· hills with precipitous sides and deep grades with special classes for the study of of angels and told us. Some of these men
and narrow. ravines. On the east there is the Book of Mormon, the Book of Cov- fell the victims of outraged public opinion,
a chain of hills that shufs off a view. of the enants and the Compendium; This comes so to speak. When they died the philosvillage until.the traveler i.s quite near. On after the Bible study. Weekly teachers' ophy they presented did not. die, but. a
the sout:h the.ro11ing plateau spreads out meetings are to be held and. once a month grievous principle was engrafted upon it
until .it blends with the sky. Naturally the officer" of each school must corn.e to the detrinient of the church. we as. a
people early took ground against this
the temple is the most· conspicuous edifice together.
wrong, and last fall vve. reaped some of
in the hamlet. It is the geographical cen. SUNDAY SERVICES.
the benefits of our stand; This principle
ter of the village which partly lies in the
valley of a branch of the Chagrin river,
This day has been observed by the closed the doors of churches against us and
and partly on the plateau. The temple is Saints with religious services in tlw morn- made the preaching of our doctrines .objust at the northern end of. the plateau ing, afternoon .arid evening. In .the morn- noxious to th~ public. Last fall the peowhich is reached by a steep ascent. It re- ing after the Sunday-school meeting Pres.' ple of the Utah. churcn, disavowed the
minds one of Bunyan's hill of difficulties Smith preached a sermon which was im- principle of plurality-polygamy; It was
with its castles at the end of the long as- promptu and whiCh could hardly be ex~ a victory for primitive M·prmonism.
cent.
"I congratulate you upon the spirit with
. pected in any Christian church. The refThe place where .Joseph Smith was erences to the peculiar doctrines of the which you have hqrne these ordeals. So
born is at the foot of this hill in an old church were few and could .not be offen- much for digression. Ate you willing to
house of spacious .dimensions which' is sive to the followers of other creeds. As- see Christ proved a false prophet? Of
now occupied by an enterprising country sociate Pres. W. W. Blair introduced Mr. course you say no. In order that this may
merchant as a store and residence.
Smith. The president read from Matthew not be true it is necessary for the gospel to
A party of Cleveland and Painesville 24: ro-14, as follows: "And then many be preached before the end of the world
capitalists has a5ked for a price on the shall be offended and shall betray one comes. But has it been done? Now we
temple with a view of purchasing it for another, and shall hate one another. And might ask Mr. Mills whp is conducting a
the purpose of exhibitions. The delgates many false prophets shall rise and shall series of revivals in Cleveland, Toanspurn the offer and say that only a divine deceive many, and because iniquity shall swer this would place hiln in aquandary.
revelation would cause them to part with abound the love .of many shall wax cold, A few days ago I read that the Japanese
the first house of the church.
but he that shall endure to the end the hail revised the Presbyterian creed. It
Among the prominent men :yvho arrived same shall be saved. And this gospel seems strange that so ·called heathens
yesterday are Pres. Joseph Smith and W. shail be preached in all the world for a should revise a Christian creed. Does it
W. Blair of thf' First Presidency. Of the witness unto all nations; and then shall not show something wrong? It looks so.
· ·
Christians are so• that many of them do
Apostles: A. H. Smith, E. C. Briggs, the end come."
Among other things Mr. Smith said: not know where'tl~e)i'stand. If what is
James Caffall, Hem:m.C. Smith, J. W.
Gillen, J. R. Lambert,. T. W. Smith, "It is well at the opening of this confer- preached is the true gospel there must be
Joseph Luff, W. H. Kelley, G. T. Grif- ence to state from a churchly point of view something wrong in the divine mind and
fiths and John H. Lake. Of the Bishop- that anything of a political, social or re- that Christ is a false prophet.
ric: E. L. Kelley. Among the Seven- 'ligious na!ure is being severely tried by ~ "I believe Jesus was a prophet, the best
ties are D. Campbell, C. Scott, I. N. the great JUry-the people, Now we oc- and chiefest among ten thousand. I beWhite, R. J. Anthonv, F. M. Sheehy, R. cupy a peculiar, if not a prominent position. lieve Christ knew what he was uttering
S. Salyards, L. W. Powell, H. H. R0bin- Some sixty years ago there were here a when he spoke this prophecy, because I
son and M. T. Short. Among the High number of people who occupied the posi- believe he was impired by the Father. I
Priests are M. H. Forscutt, F. G. Pitt, tion of men holding a new doctrine. They believe this philosophy is broadening and
D. Dancer, Asa S. Cochran, J. H. Peters were met by the ammosity and bigotry of widening. Sixty years ago a child was
religionists and we are expected to defend condemned to die an eternal death. This
and H. A. Stebbins.
This morning. there were about two Christianity from all attacks; We are at- is no longer held. These people dare not
humired in attendance and others are still tacked bv ·both extremes, but we do not go. to the. heathen and tell them that their
stand as apologi<ts for Christianity, but as fathers are eternally damned. Sixty years
arriving.
The Sunday-school work was finished its defenders. The time will come, and ago preaching of the s~Ccond coming of .
at ten o'clock Saturday night. The re- possibly it is now here, when false proph- Christ was unpopular. Now it is preached
mainder of the comtitution and by-laws ets will arise, or Christ will he proven a in nearly every church. We may not
was adopted and officers were elected as false prophet. It is conceded if there are have influenced this change of belief, but
follows: Superintendent of the general as- fahe prophets there must be true ones. we are on record as preaching it. I do
sociation, Edwin Blakeslee, Galien, We are charged with being false prophets not believe that. ours is the only church
Michigan; assistant, Mr!'. Mary Walker, and we must be tried. We concede that which will send forth inspired men to
Lamoni, Iowa; secretary, Gomer Wells, Christ was a prophet. We are here to preach it. There bas never been a time
KnobNoster, Missouri; treasurer, Mrs. H. show that he is not a false one, or there is when we occupied stronger moral ground
A. Stehbins, L'lmoni, Iowa; committee on no foundation for our heavenly hope. All and reach~d a higher class of people. The
lesson leatlets, Prof. J. A. Gunsolley and the religious jargon now going on is a lowly are not the only ones asking for the
Miss Anna Steadman, 0f Lamoni; commit- proof that some are deceived; they mav truth, but the cry comes from the leaders
tee on singing book, Miss Lucy Lyons, La- be happy in their deception, but it can be in society as well. Our work in Utah to
moni; J. A. Evans, Lucas, Iowa, and proved that this deception is productive of win back the people of that church has
not been successful in point of gaining
Ralph Smith, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. no lasting good.
"The prophecy says the gospel shall large accessions to the church, but we
There was considerable discussion over
\V e have awakened an interest in a region
the singing book question, as some favored be preached to all the world.
the purchase of books already on the all agree that this should be. But we are where a few years ago our missionaries
market and some the compilation of a like the Rev. Dr. Talmage says of other would not be heard, and when we ask
new book. The first proposition won. people, exclamation points, asking •vv'hy ?' who is re~ponsible that the gospel is not
The Sunday-school work feature is new We have a righ~ to do this because we spread, they must. concede that the reand a consultation ·meeting will be held must answer individually for the good or sponsibility lies with them. I thank you
,
Saturday night to discuss the plans ~or evil we have done. We believe in Christ, for your attention."
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THE SAINTS, HERALD.
In the afternoon T. W. Smith, the Australian missionary, preached on the atonement at 2: 30 o'clock, after which the sacrament was administered to the visiting
Saints and the mem hers of the local brauch.

After Mr. Blair's speech there were tenminute addresses by others. President
Smith was the next speaker. His talk
was a brief outline of the work to be undertaken by the conference. Said he: "In
view of the manifesto issued by the Utah
KIRTLAND, April 6.-0n last evening church last fall we may be called upon, as
Heman C. Smith, of San Bernardino, individuals and as a body, to recognize the
California, occupied the pulpit. His text priesthood in the valleys of Utah, which
was: "Come unto me all ye that labor and may be called legitimate. The. establishare heavy laden and I will give you rest," ment of foreign missions, or rather their ex·
and he viewed Christ as a teacher. He tension, will claim our attention. The ne-.
held that although Christls language ap- cessity of establishing a home for the poor
pear.ed egotistical and an implied superior- has also been called to the attention of the
ity, yet it was not unbecoming in the man majority of you through the Saints' Herwho spoke. Christ, he said, was not only ald. Then will come the reports of the
a man of his time, but of all times, and his ministry, the question'of re-incorporation
teachings are now recognized even by the of the church, the status of foreign misskeptics and infidels as the best code of sions, the report of the bishopric, the reormorals ever given. He argued that Christ's ganization of the educational board and
teachings had been found equal to all the consideration of the report of the comemergencies, is still to be regarded as the mittee on the revision of the Book of
best teacher. Mr. Smith also expressed Rules. The election of a bishop may also
the belief that in the future, Christ would come up. A proposition will also probacontinue to reveal himself through his bly be presented looking to the sale of this
I am prepared in mind to do
saints on earth and by these means his temple.
teachings of eighteen. hundred years ago, whatever call rri:ay be made upon me. I
that are now obscure, would be made am decidedly encouraged .. The field was
never greater and the responsibility is also
clearer.
It was past ten o'clock this morning be- greater. Our attitude toward each other
fore the conference was formally begun. and to the world will be noticed. . If we
Before that hour there were meetnigs of have been using knock down and carry
the "quorums" of the different divisions of out arguments and meat ax philosophy we
the priesthood for consultation. While should be more careful, and if we need
these quorums were holding their men to meet the necessities I believe God
will find them."
~eetings a prayer service was in progr?SS in the temple audit>nce room and
James R. McKiernan spoke of his field
the time was occupied w1th· short ad- in Iowa and Nebraska. He said that he
dresses. The services were conducted believed he had the most refined and inby Fred G. Pitt. and R. Etzenhouser. telligent people')~ 'W'ork among and
By resolution it was determined that no thought there was ample room for imtemporary org~nization should be made provement in the ministry in his district.
but .the officers of the church should as- He asked the spes:5al consideration of the
sume charge of the conference at once. needs of his district at the hands of the
This organiza~ion is as follows: Pres- conference.
idents, Joseph .Smith and Wr. W. Blair;
Apostle J. R .. Lambert spoke of the
secretary, H. A. Stebbins; assistants, G. work in the Missouri district, which has
R. Wells and 'f. R. Williams; choristers, the, largest church membership. He
F. G. Pitt and M. H ..Forscutt; ushers, pleaded for the u11ity of the divine Spirit,
Joseph Squires rand John Gillespie; organ- even if there was. not an agreement of
ist, Ralph" Smith; committee on creden- opinion.
..
tials, F, M. Sh~ehy, David Chambers and
Apostle J. W. Gillen, of the SouthW. J. Smith;.J;>,:tess committee, R. S.,Sal- Eastern district, spoke of the lack of minyards and W. J. Smith.
isters, and said'tl1~t the condition,was not
Associate President Blair presided. Btl- as he would like to see it, but notwithfore beginning ;the business of the confer- standing all the disadvantages there has
ence he addre.ssed the delegates: "We bee.n a decided· ad vance in the district.
have met here,l' said he, "for the purpose
Apostle E. C. Briggs felt moved to re~
of considering the upbuildinv oft he Church joice at the church's prospects. He advised
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, and caution inspeech, action and demeanor.
the demands are that we labor incessantly,
Joseph Luff believes the church is comlooking ever to Christ that our work may ing to a better appreciation· of the necessibe honored. . We should therefore act ties of the work:.· "Christ in us," said .he,
with prayerfulness, tolerance and dignity. "is the genit1s of the work."
It is the workof God and it blesses not
Heman C. Smith spokein a discouraged
only the individual but the community in way because the people of the Pacific
which it obtains, as well. To my mind Slope do not care to listen to the gospel.
the outlook. was never brighter than now. They carne to the coast to pursue after
.We have been saying that for thirty years money and preasure. He. could not see
. past and I hope we can.truthfully continue .much •. improvement in. his district, and
to say this until Christ comes, and although were it not fof his belief in the divinity
our .numbers are yet few, we hope in time the work he would have quit ere this.
•
that God. wifl bless the work and cause
W. H. Kelley, of the New England
·· thef.ew to move the many; and now may mission, •. w.;;ts hopeful and believed the
the. peace of c~~isl:rest .and . abide uporl wo~k is worth. the sacrifice demanded, be~
you a,ll. A me~.
fause ~t ~l>. fcmndet:l on truth,

ot
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T. W. Smith was reminiscent and re~
lated with what tenacity the people of the
Society Islands have clung to the doc.trines taught them by the missionaries
who went there in r844, notwithstanding'
the persecutions of the Roman Catholics.
James Caffall, of the Colorado district,
asked for more missionaries-225 if he
could have them. He wants only "good
ones, no others need apply."
J. H. Lake, of the Chatham, (Canada),
district, said: "Canada is prosperous, her
people are educated and intelligent and
she has furnished laborers for other parts
of the world."
At the afternoon session Pres. Joseph
Smith relieved Associate Blair of the
duties of presiding officer and assumed the
duties himself. The first business was the
consideration of the report of the committee on credentials. There were many
delegates representing two or more districts, the aggregate of whose votes
amounted to more than 20 votes. The
rules limit the number of votes cast by one
delegate to twenty; ' Therefore there were
'c\Ome changes. Delegates whose home
districts are not entitled to 20 votes and
having appointments from unrepresented
districts asked permission to cast the votes
of the unrepresented districts, and it was
granted. The report was adopted at the
conference of r89o, and it was not necessary to call the ayes and nays, and the
prospects are that the ayes and nays will
not be called, because there is a great
unanimity on all questions,
The report of Secretary and Church
Rect>rder, Henl"y A. Stebbins, a very vol-.
t1minous ant) comprehen!}ive document,
was read. From :the totals the following
facts are taken::' Branch organization in
forty-nine states and countries, total membership; 25,368; gain in membership during the year, 2,426; loss, r,oo9; net gain,
r,4r7; total baptisms, 703; received, 690;
loss by death, 234; expelled, 85; letters of
removal granted, 690.
The reports from the districts which reported were incorporated in the secretary's
report.
The communications from the
branch organizations, with but few exceptions, have a hopeful tone and say
prospects are very bright.
Compared
with the report of r89o the church has not
prospered as well in I89I. The great obstacle to be ccH1tended against is the reputation of the Utah Mormons and it is hard
to convince the people that the two
churches are entirely separate. This is
especially true in. the English and Welsh
missions. The work in Europe is nearly
at a standstill, but in all others it is progressing. The reports of the members of
the quorums were read by Secretary Stebbins. Each member of the various quorums makes a statistical report of the number .of sermons preached, the number baptized, the number of marriages solemnized
and a brief synopsis of the. work performed in the various parts of .the di~tricts
visited.. The quorums so reporting are of.
the first presidency, the apostles, . the
seventies, .the high priests, elders,. priests,
teachers arid dea~ons. · . The reports of
these workers ~orrespond in· tone .~tnd sen·
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t:!~entexpressed in the ~hprch secretary's
repm;t but with more details.
·
Presid.ent ·Smith's. report is as fo1l 0 ws:
. Report .of Joseph Smith of the Presidency: D':lring the conference year I have
fi11eA. appointm.ents at Independence,
Burnside, .l{ock Creek, Montrose,. Mo.;
Boston, Mass.; Jonesport, Green's. Landing, Det:-r Isle, Me.; Logan, Renova, Leon, Davis City,~ Plessanton and·. Lamoni,
Ia. Baptized some six at Jonesport and
one at Lamoni.
Some of the ministerial force of the
church .speak of debates with members of
recognized. Christian churche.s and some
of them tell of .their efforts to set the
church right before the eyes of the people
by mean~ of articles written for the secular
press. The reading of these reports and
similar busmes" consumed the entire afternoon. The evening services were devotional in their character. Columbus Scott,
assisted by I. N. Roberts, conducted the
services and the former preached. The
programme of exercises for the conference
meetings are: 9 a. m., social meeting;
10: go, preaching; 2 p. m~, business; 7: go,
preaching.
KIRTLAND, April 7· :-The sermon
preached by Columbus Scott last night
vv:as the first real defense of the doctrines
held by the church that has yet been
uttered at this conference. Mr. Scott read
from the second chapter of Isaiah, where
it says: "And it shall come to pass in the
last days that the mountain of the house of
the Lord shall be established in the top of
the mountains, and shall be exalted above
the hills, and all nations shall flow into it;
and many people shall go amt say, •Come
ye, and let us go up to thewountain of the
Lord, to the house of the God of Jacob,
and he.will teach us of his ways and we
shall walk 'in his paths; for out of Zion
shall go forth the law and the word of the
Lord from Jerusalem.'" This is one of
the prophecies upon which Joseph Smith
based his claims of his works as showing
their divine origin, and it has reference, as
the Saints claim, to the re-establishment of
the church in its original form, divested of
its vestiges of forms and ceremonials tacked
on to it by men and justifying the claim
that God inspires men to-day to reveal his
will. Mr. Scott interpreted this passage
to foretell the establishment of the Church
of the Latter Day Saints and that this
church is the legitimate fruit of the operations of the law of the gospels. He said
that this church is but a restoration of the
Christian Church to the forms it had for
the first two centuries after Christ's life on
the earth. After a few centuries the
primitive church was burdened with
the wisdom of men. "Then man said to
God, 'hands off; we will run this threshing machine which is to winnow the grain
from the chaff,' and immediately the belt
connecting the machine with the divine
power was. thrown off and the belt was
connected with the power of human wis
dom. The effect was noticeable as soon
as possible for the new power to manifest
its characteristics. John, the Revelator,
saw the result of the sepa,r:o.tion from the

divine power in .!!.. rision, The church
'W:aS represented as· virgin clothed with
the sun, the 111oon. under her feet. He
foresaw trouble and travail for the virgin
and soon thereafter he saw. the woman instead of being supported by the son he
found her supported 'by the kings of the
earth. Whenever the political power supports the church it loses its divine character and .the established churches are not
whatthey should be."
The speaker quoted many pa&sages of
scripture to uphold the claims ()f the Latter
Day Saints as to the revelations given to .
their prophetsand met the argument that
because there were not revelations for
many centuries there·were to be none with
the argument that nowhere in the gospels
isthere a statement which says that the
order of things which prevailed during the
life of Christ should cease and, therefore,
why should not. the same conditions exist
to-day?
This morning the usual prayer services
were conducted by J. H .• Wells, assisted
by Samuel Brown.
At w: go o'clock Elder Duncan Campbell preached, assisted by A. J. Moore.
His text was "Christ suffered for sins,
the just for . the unjust, that he might
bring us to God." Hi~ efforts were directed to show Christ's unselfishness in his
efforts to bring sinners to. God. His selfabnegation was all for that end. The
means. by which the sinners ·are to be
brought to God are to be found in the gospels. Mr. Campbell says that the world
recognizes the fact that, the gratification
of the lusts and passions is the cause of all
the world's troubles, and ~also that by the
control of them by the m'?ans pointed out
in the gospel will make mankind better.
Further that the greater portion of the
people outside of the church admits that
the observance of the teachings of Christ
is the only way by which the human race
is to be bettered.
This afternoon the conference was called to order at two o'clock. The devotional services and the reading of the minutes
occupied the time until nearly three o'clock.
The reading of the reports of the ministry
was again taken up. One of the most interesting reports is that received from J.
W. Wight of the seventy, whose field is
in New South Wales. He baptized thirtynine, but he wishes he could report better
success. He thinks the existence of the
mission depends upon . the members, but
he, too, realizes the necessity of more laborers who, he says, should be sent out
for not less than five years, as the cost of
transportation for less terms is too great.
During the past . year he has received
$2S6.51 and expended $267.9g. He traveled by water, I,2gg miles; by rail, r,510
miles; by foot, 728; coach and buggy,
ggz miles, and g8 by horseback, a total of
g,902 miles.
One feature noticeable in all these reports is the relaxation of the prejudiced
public opinion. The public mind is becoming disabused of the canards which
have been industriously circulated by misguided people. Albert Haws, who is in
Honolulu, says tl:.e principle of the wants

a

of his field is money with which to have .
the Lattei· Day Sairtts'Jiterature trans.! a ted
ifito the native language.
. ·
The reading. of the reports of the ministry was finished at four o'clock and then
the roll call of the ministry was called.
There ~re eighty-five present. After the
routine business the first business was the
disposal of a resolution received from a
new branch near Ottumwa, Iowa. The resolution asked the conference to assign the
new branch to a. district, as the new body
is at the corner of three di~tricts.
KIRTLAND, Aoril 8th.·- Yesterday
evening Elder ·George H. Hilliard
preached upon the law of tithing,
and chose for his text Proverbs g: 9IO, which says honor the ;Lord with thy.
substance, etc., with a promise of plenty
for so honoring~ He said in part:
"Understand me, I purpose to talk of
the work of God as i~augu,rated and car~
ried on in this and other dispensations. It
is well recognized that no work canwell
be carried on without the ai<.J. of the things
of this world. God uses earthly instruments in the furtherance of. his work and
(purpose to talk. upon this particularpart
of the law; We think it ~s the duty of
the children of God to understand and act ·
accordingly.
,
'.'All the prayers you may offer, all the
testimonies you rpay be~tr will never aqvanc.e any work without the use of the appointed means. Tithing was understood
by A braham, for in ,Genesis I4: 20, Abraham says, 'l will giv,e .one~tenth of all I
possess to the Lord,' This. is previous to
the promulgation of the Mosaic.law and
therefore it cannot be argued now that
because the Mosaic law has been replaced
by later laws, tithing is no longer in effect.
Ever since Abraham's time the giving of
one-tenth has been understood as a fixed
principal. God never requires obedience
except it is for the good of the obedient
people, and being in the gospel at the time
of Abraham. It may be understood as
being for the good of the people. Israel
did not forget the temporalities, and
they brought their tithes to the Lord and
were blessed abundantly and lacked in
nothing. That was the promise given in
connection with the command.
"We know of no means or method devised by man for a more equal distribution·
of the burdens than this. Every man
pays according to his ability, and the poor
man has a claim upon the blessing just as
much as the rich. After a while Israel
became negligent, and the Lord upbraids
them and says they robbed him.
"It is quite frequent people meet in
prayer meetings and ask the Lord to bless
them, seeming to forget that they have
not obeyed the conditions upon the observance of which blessings are given. We
ought not to expect a blessing until we
comply with the condition, which is obedience. We tell the world that it cannot
have the remission of sin until it has complied with the conditions of the law of
pardons, but we, after we are in the church,
often try to excuse ourselve11 from t]::le ob.
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s~rvance of the laws, which we tell other
"In section 86 of the Book of Covenants
people they must obey.
It would be . it ~ays if you observe the laws of this book
proper for us to do what we can and then the destroying angel will pass you over,
and by the observance of this law you
ask the Lord to bless us.
"We must be consi~tent and walk in have a claim upon the promise.
I don't
harmony with the laws of God. In the say you can't be saved if you don't observe
New Testament there are references to the the law of tithing, but it seems to me that
law of tithing,. notwithstanding that it we certainly lack faith in our prayer for a
might be thought that tithes were abolish- blessing when we know we have not
ed when Christ's dispensation began.
obeyed the laws.
"But we have another book as much in"According to a revelation~ in 1873 the
spired as the Bible. This contains the ful- Lord had agents in each district to assist
fillment of prophecy. It appears on pages the Bishop to coilect tithes and receive the
468 and 469 of the Book of Mormon, that offerings of the people, and a great many
when Christ came to this continent to are learning to do their duty, and the time
preach to the people here he asked them if is not far distant when he shall tell them
it was not written that one-tenth should to gather together in the places he shall
be given.and they said no. He then asked deSignate. I don't wish to interpret the
them if a certain prophet had not said so law for you, but I believe that it any do
and they said he had, but was not recorded. not understand it that the Lord will help
Then he commanded them to write as is you as a father helps a son. Section 85 of
written in Malachi. In the Book of Cov- the Book of Covenants says: 'He that canenants, 83: 4, it says. you shall not only not abide a celestial law cannot abide cesay but do as you say. But the laws of lestial glory,' and the time will come when
consecration are not only found here, but the commands will be obeyed, and then
also in the New Testament, which con- Christ will come in power and glory, but
tains but a fragment of the laws, but this our part is to do the will of God and perdoes not abrogate the law which says it form our duty, and then we can claim the
should stand forever.
God has never re- promises, and they will not all be withheld
quired anything except of ou.r own free for a future world, but we can have some
will, and that is all found in the Book of of them now in this world. Therefore I
Mormon as well as in the Bible. If you admonish you to honor God with your
do it grudgingly. says the Book of Mor- substance as he has prospered you."
mon, it shall be adjudged evil of you. AnThis morning the usual devotional seranias wanted to appear to be good and to vices were held at nine o'clock. At ro: 30
deceive his brethren, arid he was stricken o'clock the sermon was preached by C. H.
dead for his hypocrisy. He could have Porter ·of Nebraska, assisted bv John
kept part of his property, but when he de- Beaird of Belleville, Illinois. Mr. Porter's
ceived or tried to do so; his dishonesty was text was taken .frpm I John 3: "Behold
discovered and ·punished.
what manner oflove
that we
"The priests ,are also required to give a should be called the sons of God." Mr.
tenth of their substance, and if they do it Porter pointed out that in various parts of·
not, they are tl?t honest.. When we come the Bible God called those who observed
before Gqd we will all be judged alike, his laws sons, and from those premises he
priest and laytn;an, and if we try to der:eive argued that th,ose who obey the same l~ws
one another we deceive only ourselves. were called sons and brothers of Christ.
The Book of Covenants says, •And when
they did not do right they .were driven
At two o'clockthis afternoon the busiout.' Our people were driven from here- ness sessions of the conference were reIllinois and Missouri-because they didn't sumed. Ever since the op~ning of the
do right, and as a consequence they were conference the attendance has been increasscattered. When we again obey thelaw ing,and the indications are. that by SunWe may come together again, but the day the .attendance will be the largest.
Bqokof Covenants says now is the time of That will be thegreat day, and it will be
sacrifice and tithing, from now unto the strange indeed if there.are no baptisms in
coming of the Son. In r86r, right after the chilly waters of the Chagrin, one
the reorganization of the church, there was branch. ()f which winds along the foot of
a revelation which commanded the execu- the plateau upon which stands the Temple,
tion of. the laws of tithing. For a long and one of the post offices of this village.
time we didn'tunderstand it, but I believe There are two irl it, one at the foot of the
it was because.·we didn't give it sufficient steep hill leading to the Temple and.one
study. . In section I o6 of the Book of Cov- just a quarter of a mile south, a few steps
enants is the law of tithing. In 1872 there beyond the Temple. As in previousseswas another re;velation directing us to sup- sions the ministry reports took up considport the hmilies of the ministry and in erable time, but they were finally dissection 83 you remember it says not onfy posed of, much to the r~lief. of everyone.
say but do. My observation is that in Next came the report of the Board of
e;very community the burdens fall on the Publicatic:m, which shows that the receipts
f~w, but God did not intend it in that way.
of the board for the fiscal year were $38,H~ says pay as you are able. The Lord
249;88, and the ca1>h on hand is$9.76.77.
s~ys in the Book of Covenants, •If.ye do
The balance a yeara~o was $846.17; The
\\That I haye sa,id
have a claim on me, auditing committee did not audit the books
but if you do not
no
' If for the re~S()n tqat s~:>on after thi!; conferenc:e it must meet to make a. settlement
witq the bishqpric, and it .was thought
adv~s!!oble toleave th~ expense ()f g~tting
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together until the settlement must be
made, so as to save the extra expense.
Presidents Smith and Blair comprise
the committee on Encyclopedia matters,
but President Smith explained that on account of ill health he has not been able to
do the work. ''A motion was made torelieve klim but it was defeated.
The Sunday-school committee asked for
Saturday night for the purpose of permitting the Sunday-school committee to have
Saturday to present the result of their
labors, . and this stirred up some of the
good old elders, to whom it seems the
Sunday-school is taking .up too much of
the time of the conference, to speak against
the petition. Elders Whiting and Short
spoke against the petition, and there were
some sharp little speeches. The Sundayschool party, however, was granted its
request.
The committee selected a year ago to
appoint the personnel of a high council
reported that the following had been appointed: Winthrop H. Blair, Frederick
G. Pitt, James H.'Peters, J. C. Crabb,
Asa S. Cochran, Charles Derry, David
Dancer, William Anderson, David Chambers, Robert M. Elvin, John A. Robinson and Calvin A. Beebe. These ha.ve
be.en ordained and have selected the First
Presidency as its officers with Robert M.
Elvin as secretary.
The Northern conference of California
presented resolutions askin!!'" that Elders
George S. Lincoln, of S::tn Francisco, and
J. B. Price, of Oakland, be chosen to the
High Priesthood. This was referred to
the First Presidency and Quorum of
Apostles.
A petition was received from theEnglish
missio.n, "Yhidi.'~sks ~or a .more complete
orgamzatwn of.the churchm England, by
the appointme11t of a Bishop of England,
who shall have the charge of all the money
received in Great Britain. The .Eng-lish
brethren also want a number of ·High
Priests appointed in that country. This
the mission asks on the authority of a .revelation of April, r89o. The petition was
referred to the following committee. to report at this conference: W. H. Kelley; G.
H. Hilljard, J. C. Crabb, G. H. Hulmes
and \V. W. Blair-one from each quorum.
After this petition was disposed of .the
report of Acting Bishop, E. L. Kelley,
was read, showingthe financial operations
of the church as follows:
Balance r89c:L .•...• •.: , . . . . • • • . • . . . . $3,59I 74
Receipt? from all .sources.·.- . . . . . . . . 59,435 o2
Expenditures .. '................... 49,062 36
Ba~ance on hand. • • • • . • . . . . . . . • . . . . $ ro,372 66
Assets, not including real estate..... 42,073 28
Liabilities .•..•••.•.• :. . . .. . . . • .. . • .
2,740 oo

Net assets •.•.••.•.•• - ............. $39,333 28

This was referred to the auditing committee,]. H. Peters, G. A . .Gates, M. H~
Forscutt.
.
The Nodaway, (Mo.), district asks.the
general conferenGe to define the. duti~s .of
the missionary in charge, St!b-missionary·
and the district president; . The r~quest
will be atmvered some time in the tutur~,
~s its consideration wall ind~ff.nit~ly p~~t~P
paned,
·
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ock Pres. Smith pulpi{ he should not have his mind set
· .m~ttter ofthe re-incorpora- upon. the preaching 011 a particularsub·
tit>~.of . cburoh and Elder KeHey.spoke ject but he sho11ld be prepared to expound
OI1 the. question.·
the word. upon the one which the Holy
Pres .. Blair m()ved to han it .deferred Ghost suggests to him. I kno~ some of
and Jl1ade a spe!;ial order for. tvvo p.m., our preachers who have faced .their. audFriday.
·
ience with t!.e fixed determination to
The indications are that the remainder preach upon a certain subject· and their·
of. the week wUl be a very busy season, · eft;orts have been. disheartening failures.
and it is ~tltogether improbable that the These same men I have known on other
work will be finished before the middle of o.,ccasions to go tathe meeting without the
next week,. unless there are means dis- slightest idea as to the subject they would
covered for expediting the business.
talk upon and preach discourses which
touched the hearers by their pathos, beauty
'
KIRTLAND, April 9.-Even so. briefan and. eloquence."
In the same line of. thought com~s an
acquaintance as m~ty be formed during the
limited duration. of an.annual conference·of incident which oc<;urred last night. A
the Latter Day Saints, cannot fail to pro- number of the ministers, or of the memduce impressions up()J1 the most unimpres- bers of the priesthood, as it pleases the
sioriable. There are somany distinguish• Saints to term their preachers, gathered in
ing char~tcteristics that the stranger's mind the office of the hotel in the village. From
cann()t grasp them all in one day, and the some unknown· cause the course of the
probability is that after an acquaintance of conversation took the line of the early exa year, the newcomer would continue to periences of these men in the ministry.
notice striking points. These people are Every one of them told how he had b'f:certainly ver'r peculiar· in so far as the gun by trying to use notes or manuscript,
term peculiar "can be used to express a rad- and after trying it and making frequent
ical difference from other religious denom- failures thev had all abandoned' notes and
inations. In no class is this difference had gone to extempore preaching with
greater than in the ministry and the much better success. In thus doing they
preaching they do~ To one accustomed claim to be following out their general
to listen to the .sermons from old line conviction to be as near like the church
Christian ministers, it is quite natural to soon after Christ established it as possible,
The request of the English mission for
look for the speaker's Il\lanuscript, or if he
doesn't use his manuscript, his notes at appointment of a bishop and a number of
least. The Gentile outside of the pale of high .priests, is loeked upon as a very enthe Church of the Latter Day Saints grad- couraging indication of the life in the Enually becomesaccustomed to surprises and glish church. The membership in Great
adapts • himself to the new conditions. Britain approximates ~;5oo, which preThere. is one surprise to which he, .if he sumably :would . be greatJy benefited by
, happens to be one of th~J,. much abused such appointments. But whether the refraternity of news gatherers, d()es not soon quest will be granted is a question which
be.come accustomed. There is a total ab- cannot be answered before .the matter is
sence of either notes or manuscripts when finally brought to a vote ,by the ~doption
a Saints' minister arises in the pulpit to or rejection of tile report of the committee
speak. Since the writer has been here not to which it was referred. This observaa scrap of paper has been visible in the tion about the. uncertainty of predicting the
pulpit. The sermons are longer, generally . action of the conference is true concerning
more interesting and frequently more nearly all propositions. There is only one
thrilling in their oratorical effect than proposition of which it may be safely prethose delivered by the pastors of recog- dicted this decision will be in the negative,
nized Christian churches. This naturally and that is the one concerning the sale of
causes the irrepressible "Why" to arise, the Kirtland ternple. There is a unaniand the Mormon ministers are always mity of sentiment against its sale, which is
ready for it. In answering it they must unmistakable. It is believed not enough
explain one of the beliefs of their church. money could be offered to induce the old
It is this: They preach and teach that God members of the church to part with it
in these latter days speaks to men through with their consent. They have great venthe agency of his priesthood just as he did eration for it as the first home of the church,
in the time of Christ and after his death and it is more than hinted that many of
while the apostles were yet alive. They them still hold to the hope that in the fucontend that it is the province of the Ho}y ture they may be commanded by a revelaGhost to inspire the ministers to speak the tion to return to this part of the country
counsels of God. Of course they do n0t and build up Zion agBin-just as the orpretend to say that their ministers do not thodox Hebrews believe that some day
prepare themselves for the sermon, but their people will return to Jerusalem and
not in the way in which the ordinary rebuild it. This offer to buy the temple
preachers of the gospel do. As one of may.be brought before the conference, but
them said: '"We think a man should gain the idea of having the historic building
knowledge from every source, from all torn down and transported to Chicago for
good books, from the drama, from the the purpose of exhibiting it to the visitors
works of thinkers like Confucius, Zoras- of the Columbian exposition is repugnant
ter, and not to despise the ·good found in to the great majority of Saints, whether
the writings of any man, but he Christian, they have seen it or not. It it generally
Mohammedan, Buddhist, atheist or infidel. understood that the Painesville men who
We believe that whell a man enters the offer to purchase the temple are but act-

fng for a syndicate ~f Chicago capitalists;
Last nignt R. c. Evans of the Lort·
don (Canada) district, preached, and M.
T. Short assisted in conducting the services.. Mr. Evans is one of the y()ung
men of the .church and he is f:ull· of. vim
and energy. His effort was to prove
the divine origin· of the Church of the
Latter Day Saints as the· fulfillment of
Daniel's interpretation of N ebuchadnez,
zar's drean:i, both by divine and profane
history. He quoted freely from the liis~
torical works of Josephus, Gibbons arid
others. Students of the ·Bible will remember that the great Babylonian king
had a dream in which he saw a monster ·
image of a man with a head of gold,
chest and arms of silver,' stomach and
thighs of copper, legs of·. iron and part
of the feet of clay. Daniel's .interpreta:
tion of this dream was that the head of
gold represented N ebuchadnezzar's kingdom, which should be conquered by the
chest and arms of silver, which in ·turn
would be subverted by the stomach .and
thighs of copper; the legs 0f iron were to
overturn the copper parts and these in
turn were to be subdued by the day por~
tions. The speaker clairrjed the fulfillment of these conquerings •by the victory
of Cyrus the Great, over Belshazzar,
Nebuchadnezzar's son, when he turned
the River Euphrates from• its course and
entered Babylon by the arqh in the walls
through which it flowed. before turned
aside. The kingdom of Cyrus was afterward subverted by Alexander the Great,
whose empire in time yielded to the Romans.
· .,,,,.
Mr: Evans quoted the prophecies of
Christ's coming to prove that the event
should occur in this fourth epoch, and directed his energy to showing that Christ's
birth and death occurred in the reign of
Cresar Augustus, quoting from Josephus
and Gibbons' "Decline and Fall of the
Roman Empire" to corroborate the divine
history. After doing this he called attention to a prophecy which says that
God's kingdom shall be restored in the
days. of the reign of ten kings and said:
"We believe that that time is now .and the
re-established church is the~ church of the
Latter Day Saints. In every dispensation
past angels have visited men, and we as
Latter Day Saints believe this has been
done in our day and the church has been
re-established as it was left by Christ eighteen hundred years ago. I ask any man
to test the faith taught by the Seer of Palmyra. Has he brought any new officers
into the church? Has he not on the contrary established all things taught by J esus Christ? We say yes, and that the
kingdom of God has been restored in the
days of the ten kings of the Goths, Visgoths, Gauls, etc."
At w:go o'clock J. C. Crabb preached
and the meeting was presided over by W.
S. Pender. Mr. Crabb endeavored to
show (and his arguments, supported by
quotations from the Bible, seem very
good) that after baptism and the laying
on of hands as practiced and taught by the
early apostles and disciples was followed
by the prophesying of tl:jose received into
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the kingdom. Mr. Crabb argued that if
such were the results in those early days
the logical conclusion, from the fact that
the conditions are unchanged, should be
that the results should be the same now;
and this the Church of Latter Day Saints
holds to-day. He announced that candidates for the fellowship of the church
would be baptized in the creek at one
o'clock and the announcement attracted
400 or soo people to the bridge which
spans the little river which winds around
the base of the steep hill and shortly after
one o'clock Apostle E. C. Briggs appeared
and requested R. C. Evans of London,
Canada, to speak. Mr. Evans called attention to the Scriptural declaration that
the observance of the baptismal rite is
essential to the salvation of man. Then the
assembled Saints sang a hymn and. the two
converts appeared. Both are ladies-Miss
Cora Front of Detroit, and Mrs. Kittie
Minken of Toledo.
The conference was a little late in assembling this afternoon on account of the
baptism which was perlormed, but the
transaction of business after it was begun
was rapid enough. The first business was
the report,of the First Presidency, with its
assignmegt of the apostles to their fields of
labor, which are as follows:
Joseph Luff, Rocky Mountain mission;
·balance of the twelve same .as last year.
The committee on the compilation.of a
history of the founder, Joseph Smith, reported progress. The committee consists
of. Joseph Smith, W. W. Blair and H. A.
Stebbins. It was appointed in 1'677 but it
·has not produced such a work chiefly on
account of a lack of time oft he committeemen. The expression of opinion on this
subject is that the church is suffering
greatly on account of the lack of authoritative history i* the hands of the ministry.
The committee:. was continued under oromise of doing
in its power to for.;ard
the ,work. Th'en President Smith stated
that he was inspired to nominate Elder E.
L .• Kelley to the bishopric. The nomination was received with a few objections as
being irregular on account of the candidate not being a hig-h priest. Butexpla- ·
nations were ,I)1ade and the president's
nQmination, as stated above, was concurred
in by the conference.
The quorum of Seventy reported the
election of the following to fill vacancies:
Duncan Campbell, senior . president;
James McKiernan . as one of the seven
presidents a'nd Emslie Curtis, W. S. Pender, R. Et~enhou~er, J. J. Cornish and
John R. Evans as members.. The quoturn renewed it$ request for the ordination
of C. A. Butterworth, of Australia, and
L.evi Phelps of Michigan as Seventies.
The nrst quorum of Elders reported. A
resolution from the Seventyasked for an
interpretation of the laws of evidence relating to trials :f,or adultery. The Seventy
re13.blvf:!d that it was its opinionthat the
ordinary rules ~f eyidence should obtain
in. sqch cases;
Ton10rrow morning will .be observed
r,~ af!lst day and Pre.sident Smi.t.h was req.U~!lted by the quorum of ::I'wel ye to sup~
pli~~~e.<;io~ for Ji&"l1tupon,·· the interpre-

all
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tation of the term Of evangelical ministry
and for light to fill the vacancies in the
various bodies of the church.

Their mistake was in overlooking the
humility of his first advent and they looked
for the power and glory in which he is to
come the second coming.
KIRTLAND, April roth.-Last nig-ht R.
This afternoon the entire time was taken
S. Salyards, one of the Seventy, preached up with the consideration .of the special
from John 8: 12, to prove that the observ- order-the resolutions adopted by the
ance of all the laws is necessary to salva- apostles relating to the relief of the first
tion, and especially is the baptism by im- presidency from the duties as editorial
mersion and the laying on of hands neces- managers of the Saints' Herald. It has
sary.
often been wished by the members of the
President Joseph Smith addressed a presidency to be relieved from some of
large congregation at this forenoon meet- the duties which have been put upon them
ing, after several ordinations had taken and the resolutions were drafted in conplace.
sonance with their wishes. During the
Mrs. Ida Minken was baptized by discussion of the resolutions Presidents
Apostle E. C. Briggs.
Smith and Blair retired from the room.
Pres. J. Smith, Bishop E. L. Kelley, Before he left the room President Smith
and Robert Winning were appointed to made a few remarks to show that he has
re-incorporate the church according to the not been running the Herald for his indilaws of Iowa.
vidual profit. He says that owing to the
The selection of the place of next gen- calls upon his time by visiting Saints he
eral conference was taken up, and Inde- can not run the editorial department ;md
pendence, Missouri, captured the. honor attend to his other duties. He wants an
very easily.
office for the presidency separate from
The Bishopric were instructed to take the editorial rooms of the Saints' Herald.
steps to clear the clouded title to the Inde- President Smith expressed himself as
pendence church property.
being satisfied to leaving his fate in the
hands of the apostles and bishopric.
President Blair said that he didn't think
KIRTLAND, April I r.-F. G. Pitt, of
Independence, Missouri, one .of the High the apostles had anything to do with the,
Priests, preached a sermon last night. He financial provisions for the Herald editors.
High Priest F. G. Pitt was called to the
plainly said that it is a mistaken idea that
some Saints hold that if a man believes chair. After President Blair had re.tired
himself called to preach the gospel he Apostle W. H. Kelley arose and said: "If
does not need to prepare himself because we . have not anything to do with the fi.
God will fill hi& mouth with words to nances of the church, then it is about time
utter. Mr. Pitt, li:ke mar.y other speakers we were finding it out. We have been
before him, advopated meekness, patience, all these long years providing the finances
forbearance and !J:Jl; other virtues as neces- with which to support the ministry bf the
church. W e:.,belil:we. that the. presidency
sary to a minister's suJ::cess,
This day has been less eventful than is part of the mi:ni:stry, and if we desire to
yesterday. At seven o'clock the,usual de- relieve· them 'from the drudgery of a
votional exercises were held. At their printing office, we think we c.an appropriclose there were three ordinations. The ate the money with which to hire· other
first was that of John Chisnal, an elder, to men to do the work/'
the high priesthood. ·. Pres. Smith and
Apostle Lam bert controverted the posiHigh Priests F. G. Pitt.and J. C. Crabb tion held by President Smith that the
officiated in the ·solemn and impressive Board of Publication alone is the only part
service. Afterward Andrew Barr was of the. church that has any/charge over
ordained the president of the fourthquo- the Herald Office. He cited revelations
rum qf elders, and Elder S. J. Jeffries was and other authorities to show that President Smith holds an untenable position.
set apart as his first counselor,
At 10: go o'clock Associate Pres. W. The apostles, of :course, favored the adop~
W. Blair·preached a sermon on, the sec" tion of the . resolutions, but the lower
ond coming of Christ, mentioning the grades of the priesthood dissented and
prophecies and evidences relating to the that quite vigbrously.
The apostles proposed to remove them
second advent. He selected I Thessalonians 4: 13, whichsays: '.'But I would not and to maintain their families, the same
have you to be ignorant." This intro. as the families. of. c>ther ministers. The
dllces a subject quite well understood by point was made that· since the ReorganizGod's people in all ages. We .may then tion of the standing High Council that
ask: Why should it be' thought strange body had the responsibility of providing
that the people of these days should be in- for the ministry. The whole vexed ques.
formed and well. posted byrevelations in tion. has. become very much involved by
regard to this great event, which we all the incomplete organization of the.church;
look to with joy and hope? We assume it
.. At 4: 20 the previous question,. was
to be a fact that. his people should know of, moved and called, This created a feeling
all these revelations of God.. In all ages .of soreness and Chairma,h Pitt had to call
past God has thoroughly posted .his peo.- two or three Saints to order for attempt.
ple, as witnesses. the deluge, the. deliver~ ing to speak or to have the wholem~tter
arice of Israel from Egypt and other. his-. before the conference aga.in bv the usuaL
circumiocutory parliamentary metl:,wds; . ·.
toricaleyents~ This was to inspire faith in
him. '.];hey wereJ~Jokingfor Christ; when
Th~yote resulted ayes {320,,Bay$99M;
John, the. Baptist<came th~ pe()ple asked Presidents .Snl'ith and Blair v9te.~'lj;g*i'il$ti
him.·whether it was he wlw was~ to com~! the·resolut10ns,
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lying on or near the,.land for 138 degrees, come to one of the strange facts in the
not
counting the Antarctic .Alexander land, history of thought. For long centmies
THE much-vexed quPstion of. primary
meridian. and universal standard of time which it touches a dozen degrees still fur- .the great questions of religion have been
'considered as closed and the moststren~
has again ~een brought to the fore in an ther on.
The meridian of Jerusalem, howevet:, is uous efforts have been made to keep them
. interesting and rather promising form, says
.theN ewY ork TriBune~ Last June, it will an admirable one, if: it does not rival that from .being opened for further thought.
beremem bered, the international telegraph- of New York or Boston. It has a land Christianity came under the cold Latin
ic.conference at Pai:is discussed the mat- line ofthe Arctic ocean, about 69 degrees mind and the Roman law,. and under Conter, and indirectly intimated that the me- north, to Cape Corrientes, 25 degrees southl, stantine it became the religion of the ·emridian of Greenwich would not be accept- a total of 93 degrees, from above the Arc- pire, a state religion in which the civil and
able to all nations· as the standard. A vote tic circle to below the tropic of Capricorn. the religious were united and royalty and
was· also passed approving the efforts of Mroeover it ;runs through comparatively episcopacy joined hands. The authority
the Academy of Sciences of Bologna, Italy, accessible regions : Russia, Armenia, of the secular and the sacred became one
to find a satisfactory solution. The Bologna Ahyssinia, the "hinterland" of Zanzibar, and then the effort was made to settle for
academy has now formulated the results of and. the Lake N yanza country, cutting the all time the great questions of doctrines of
its. studies anddeliberations,.and the Italian equator in the magnificent highlands sur- thought and theology.
"U ndersuch condition it was not diffigovernment has sent a summary thereofto rounding the Victoria N yanza. Thus for
all the countries interested with· a request practical scientific purposes this meridian cult to say what men 'should think or beis highly satisfactory, while from the point lieve. But this state ofthings. could not last
for judgement on the scheme. .
·
The plan of the Bologna scientists is, of view of international pride and .etiquet always and the great world 1s now .saying
briefly stated, to adopt the meridian of J e- it is to be preferred before any other. It 'We will hear again concerning these ma:trusalem· as the primary, and to make the would seem odd to begin sayingso many ters.'And the remarkable fact is that almost
universal day begin there at noon. Thus -degrees east or west of Jerusalem, and we every question settled. by authority has
the universal day and the chronological day should have largely to remake our charts. been revised or reversed bty reason. The
But once universally adopted, the sys- old astronomy is replaced by the new, g-ewould be made to C<,)incide almost exactly
-"a result which has for many years been tem would prove of incalculable conven- ology has disproved the sif{-day theory of
earnestly desired. One of the. strongest ience. Some stanrlard of reckoning for all creation, that the Hebrew lang.uage was
arguments in favor .ofthis scheme is that it the world is coming to .be a necessity,and, the first can no longer be maintained, ver•
would admit of the establishment of an in- for thereasons we have given, .that pro- bal and plenary inspiration are no longer
ternational observatory on the prime me- posed by the Bologna academy seems de- belived by the best minds, ~he re~surrection
ridian. This, of course, is essential, arid cidedly preferable to any other that has of the material body and a literal fire arid
brimstone hell are no longer preached in
could not be effected were Greenwich, yet been offered to the world.
the best pulpits.
Paris, Washington, Berne, or any other
meridian that has been suggested selected.
The divine right of kings and popes. to
«OPEN QUESTIONS''
For these latter are in independent states,
to rule mankind is giv,ing Way to democ"
that would not be likely to cede ground THE Columbia theater would not hold racy. It is a very sugg!'!stive fact that
for international ownership, and to .whose all who went to hear the Rev. Dr. Thom- those called skeptics add infidels~the
proprietorship, evert in name, of the prime as preach on "Open Qu'estions." The text Voltaires, Paines, Thomas] effersons,Benmeridian the other powers would not agree. was taken from Acts,., 17: 32: "we will jamin Franklin's"-'-have been the friends
But Jerusalem is practically neutral ground, hear thee again concerning this matter." of the largest civil and religious liberty.
"The present," said the doctor "is large- The great mistake has been in putting auand is likely tO remain s~ch for many genly a repetition of·the past. The real life thority for truth and right instead of vice
erations.
Another most important recommend- of any age is in its thoughts, its principles versa, and it was this that had led to the
ation of the J erusaletn meridian, purely and sentiments. The order of things is closing of doors of thought. The reversal
scientific in its nature, has reference to the constantly changing, but that the princi- of this order is to lay the foundation forportion of the earth's surface which it ples remain the same. The world of today ever. in realities of truth and right in the
traverses. It is for obvious reasons hi·ghly must have bread, but it need not use wood- very nature and law and life of God.
desirable that the prime meridian should en plows. It must have social order and And here is the final application of our
lie on land as far as possible. In this .re- food for mind and heart, but it should not subjects to the needs and duties of the
spect the Greenwich meridian 1s especial- be compelled to carry along the old ideas, present. The few can rule the many only faulty. Just north .of the Humber, in forms of government, schools, churches, ly as the many are kept in ignorance. It is
latitube 53 degrees 45 minutes, it leaves and relig-ions. All these great fields and not possible to impose the old superstitions
the land and thenceforth extends along the questions should be left open for the pos- upon the enlightened reason of thepresent.
North sea to the pole; while southward it sibilities of future learning and progress. Hence the opposition to the public schools
crosses the inhospitable Sahara, and in In this are the inspiration and hope of each that look to the enlightenment of all.
about latitude 5 degrees north leaves the present time. It is well to be conserva- The government of the land is a difficult
coast of Guinea and thenceforth, for more tive, but the value of it has been greatly thing and that is what we have undertakthan half its length, lies on the south At- overrated. More hl'ls been lost by hold- en to do, and we established public schools
lantic. It does not even cross the equator ing on to the past than hurrying forward to to qualify the rising generations for the
on land, and is actually at sea for more the future. To be radical does not neces- duties and responsibilities of citizenship.
than 131 degrees, or nearly three quarters sarily mean to be rash; radicalism has A republican governm~nt without intelliof its length. The meridian of Paris is gone before to open the doors that con- gence is impossible, and hence the public
even more objectionable, and that of Berne servatism has tried to keep closed. There schools are essential to the life of the nais no better. The meridian of Rome or is hardly a measure of modern improve- tion. This is a nation and not a settleof Palermo would give a vastly longer ment where conservatives have not feared ment of foreign colonies, and therefore is
land line, of about 90 degrees, or half its the results of change. Labor-saving ma- the justice of demanding that the language
whole length, spanning from the Arctic chinery is always looked upon at the start of the government should be taught in
circle to the tropic of Capricorn, and would as a monster that will take awav daily both public and private schools. The
cut the equator on land in the Congo coun- bread, and yet the common people to day kindergarten and mechanical training
try. The Washington meridian is better have more luxuries than had the royalty of should be introduced as rapidly as possible.
still, extending chiefly on land from 83 de- Europe six or eight centuries ago. No I say these things now because in our own
grees north to I 2 degrees south, 9 5 degrees, one now would go back to the old order and other states subtile and persistent efthough much of it in inaccessible regions. of things, and there is a growing feeling forts are being made to undermine and
New York would give a much better me- in favor of a wider international reciproc- weaken and at last destroy this one greatridian; while Boston vindicates its title to be ity by which the blessings of such a great est safeguard of American liberty. There
called the Hub by presenting a meridian age may be shared by all. But here we should be created in this land sue? a powRECKONING FROM. JERUSALEM.
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
erful public sentiment in favor of our free
schools that no sect or party would dare
lift its voice against them."
NEVER OPEN AN ACCOUNT.

Never, if you can help it, open an account at any shop. Woman is prone to do
this thing, and oftendoes not realize how
her account has been growing until she
finds that she has an inconveniently large
bill to pay. It is very easy and exceedingly pleasant to select the dainty belongings
you so much like and have them charged,
but after you have used them you will
find it difficult to realize they cost so much.
Most women· have had this experience.
The bill comes in, you are not ready to
meet it, and you· think you will borrow
the money from.a friend. You do so and
you pay it; but remember that nothing
will so surely break friendship as the clink
of money coming from lender to borrower. It would be much better to go to the
head of the firm to which you owe the account, tell him the state of the case and
am1ounce how much you can pay on your
account now and when the balance. Avoid
borrowing money. It is true there are
times when, because of long illness or
SO\l}e other cause, the borrowing of money
becomes absolutely necessary; in which
case bend all your energies to the prompt
payment ·of the ,debt, denying yours<;!£
eyery luxury until it is accomplished. No
matter how little you may be able to lay
aside, at least acquire the habit of saving
something, for the habit is the first step
that counts in the care for the rainy dav.
It is hard to be compelled to feel that there
is so much that one can not afford, but try
to fully realize lts truth. View the stern
fact calmly and: courageously and iLwill
lose half its terrors. Do not talk over
yo!Jr money affairs with your wealthier
friend-,-you may not mean it but· it will
seem to her a quiet .request for help, and
such a habit is demoralizing, and will soon
drive your frienps from you.
-Brooklyn Eagle.

BEDS ·.A,ND BEDROOMS.

IF the hygienic principles of clothing
were more generally understood, quilts
wquld be wholly superseded by woolen
blaBkets. Put a piece of woolen cloth over
a kettleful of hot water, a11d observe how:
fast the steam will make its way through
the weft, while a cotton lined coat would
stop it like an irpn lid. In the same way
the quilt tends to check the exhaustion of
the human body. For under bedc1ing, a
woven wire mattress, covered with a
blanket and a sheet, would deserve
the hygienic prernium, with the next prize
for a cleanly straw tick, that can be
emptied. and re~lled in ten minutes, while
. it takes ·a dl:ly's hard work to disinf!;!ct a
horse-hair ma:ttress by loosening, steaming
an<:l drying the compacted stuffing. Swiss
feather beds becorne odious to· all who
ha¥e learned to appreciate the more solid,
of an English bed; though our
bthe:rs went even further, and
it 11nmanly to sleep on· anything
than a dee.r-hide.. Those. who

evinced a penchant in· that ditection were
denounced as Barenhauter- bear-skin
wallowers; and Frederick the Great distinctly instructed his captains to limit their
bedding baggage to a couple of eight
pound blankets; though general officers
were permitted to retain an additional sack
and a hope of filling it at a convenient
barn. The healthiest dormitories are
probably those of the Begota creoles, who
pass the rainless nights of their highland
on the platform of a terraced roof; and
the unhealthiest, perhaps, are those of the
Silesian weavers, who shorten their
wretched lives by sleeping in alkovens, or
closet-like openings in the wall behind the
stove, after closiBg the alkoven door, as
well as the doors and windows of the
adjoining room.

NORTH-WEST KANSAS.
Conference was held at Blue Rapids, Kansas,
March 21st and 22d,. I89r; Pres. G. W. Shute in
the chair. Visiting· brethren were invited .to
take part in the conference. Branch reports:
Goshen, 47; I baptized. Decatur county, no
change. Blue Rapids, 59; I gained by letter, 2
lost by Letter of Removal. Elders: G. W.
Beebe and C. R. Duncan, by letter; M. Smith, J.
Landers and G. W. Shute, in person.~ Teacher:
H. P. Curtis. Deacon: R. Worthington. B!sh·
op's agent, A. Smith's, report was read and accepted: Cash on hand last report, $<!7 40; re·
ceived since, $5; paid out, $27.70; ca.sh on hand,
$4 70. Secretary's report read and approved:
This district contains six branches, and a mem·
bership of 296; 26 gained by baptism, 4 by letter,
9 removed, 2 died. It was resolved to hold a
Reunion Camp-meeting; our next quarterly
conference to be held during Reunion· at Goshen,
Clay county, Kansas, to commence September
roth, I89I. . Present district officers, . G .. w;
Shute, presid~nt; H;.P. Curtis, clerk; A. Smith,
Bishop's agent, were' sustained. C. R: Duncan
was chosen delegate to gene!·al conference, to be
held at Kirtland, Ohio, April 6th, I89r. A re·
quest that Bro. C. R .. Duncan be sent to this dis'
trict to labor next year was passed. Confer.ence
was also requested to keep Bro. G, W. Shute in
the missionary field. in this district, if . not in
some other. The district president be authorized
to place such officials over the Blue Rapids
branch as in his judgment he may see wise.
Preaching by G. W. Shute and H. P. Curtis.
KEWANEE.
District conference convened at Millersburg:,
Mercer county, Illinois, March 7th and 8th, E.
E. Wheeler president, John D. Jones secretary.
Visiting brethren were requ~sted to partiCipate
in deliberations, . Branch reports: Kewanee 64,
decrease 3; Sunday-school sessions held, r I;
teachers present, 43; scholars, 249.; visitors, 7;
total attendance; 299; average, 27; Hopes taken,
30; Mite Society or Prayer Union, number of
members, 2o; average attendance,~-·6; sessions
held, ro; moneys collected, $rr.rs; Millersburg,
49; Sunday-school for. six ·months, number of
sessions, zo; attendance, 453; .·teachers, 67; visitors, 37; total attendance, ssi; average, 27; col"
lections, $z.o6; Bu.ffalo prairie, 6o; Henderson
Grove, 39; removed by letter, 5; died, r. Committee repor,t: D.· S. Hol!nes and J.D. Jones re·
ported having visited Henderson Grove, but !lad
failed to bring about. good results ir1 a fullness;
E. E. Wheeler reported having failed to issue
letters of .r.emoval to all the members of the
Rock Island branclt, lacking their addri;fss; and
itwas resolved.that the names of the lllembers
referr~d to besentto t.h.e general cnurch recorder
as s<;attered meml)ersi. Officer~. reported: • D. s;
·I:Iolm,es, J. c. Terry', J. D. Jones, Henry Holme~)
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by letter, E. E. Wheeler, ]. W. Petereon, S. H.
Adams, F. Needham, Allen and J. Epperly and
J. Chisnall. D. S. Holmes was elected to be dis·
trict president and J. D. Jones secretary for the
term ofone year. John Chisnall, E. E. Wheeler
and M. F. Short were chosen delegates to the
general conference at Kirtland, and requested to
use their influence and vote for the next general
conference to be held at Lamoni, also instructed,
by a small majority, to vote for the sale of the
Temple. John Chrisnall, bishop's agent, reported for the last quarter ending March 4th: On
hand and collected, $I86.II; disbursements,
$I4o; on hand, $46.r I; the sum total for the year
being $5I4.I5, an increase of $ro4 90 over .the
preceding year, He also reported very favorably
of the Kewanee branch in the principle of tith,
ing and free-w!ll offerings. J. W. Peterson, E.
E. Wheeler and M. T. Short did the preaching,
the former delivering two discourses, the two
latter one each, while John D. Jones and J. L.
Terry conducted the prayer meeting at nine a.m.
Sunday, Conference adjourned to meet at Hen:
derson Grove, Saturday, June 2oth next, at ten
a.m.

BORN.
BELSCAMPER.-To Bro. S. E. and Sr, Martha
E. Belscamper, a son; born February 4th, I89r,
at Flora Fountain, Wisconsin; blessed February
23d, I89I, by Elder A. L. Whiteaker, assisted by
F. Hackett and J. Hancock, and named E;rskine
Edward.
MARRIED.
DIG<eLE.-BLACKMAN.--Bro. s. c. Diggl¢ was.'
united in marriage to Sr. Laura B. Blackman,
March 3oth, I89r, at tl:le residenc.e of Elder J.,F.
M!ntun, in the presence of a few' of the Saints
specially invited; Elder J. F. Min tun oftlciating.
This union bids fair to .be one .which God has
joined together for the purpose of better enabling
each to fulfill God-ordained duties, in society and
in the Church. May God ble~s them to this end.
,DIED.
HuNTLEY.-NearNewark,South Dakota,Su~-.
day, March 29th, I89I; Stephen Huntley i. he was
born Septem·her 4th, I8I2, in Chenango county;
New York . . Bro .. Huntley was at his death ,.78
years, 6 months and 25 days .old.
He ·was
baptized December. r6th, r888, by Bro. Robert
Oehring; confirmed by Brn .. Robert Oehring.,
Loyd W; Wells and P. C Fisher. Funeral ser•
vices in school-house, sermon by Elder P. C.
Fisher. This aged brother bore ~tiJeautiful testJ,
mony three days before he died;.his whole sop!
was in the work. Bro. Huntley lea yes a wife and
six children. His wife was baptized with hJm
into the church. Two of his children have since
been baptized, and his wish was that he would
live to see all his children baptized.
WHAT MAKES A BOYPQPULAR?
What makes a. boy popular? Manliness, says
Hezek!ah .Butterworth. During .the war, how
schools and colleges followed ·popular boys.!
These young leaders were the many boys,wl10se
hearts could be trusted. The boy who .respects
his mother has leadership in him .. The boy who
is careful of his sister, Js a knight. The boy who .
will never violate his .word, and who will pledge
his honor to his own hea,rt a.nd change not, wfll
have the confidence. of his fellows. The boy who
defends the weak will one ,day. become. a hero
among the strong. The boy who will never hurt
the feelings of any one will one day find himself ·'
in the atmosphere of universal sympathy. "L
know. not,'' once said the gre!\t Governor. Andrew,
"what t:ecord of sin may. await me .in another
world; btit this I do know : I never.yet despised
a man becau~e he was poor, becau.se he w.as !g-.
norant, or because. he was black;"
...
Shall I tell you how to become a popular boy?
I w!ll. Be too manly and. generous andJnselfish
t.o seek to be popular; be the so.ul ofhonor, :lind
love. others better than y:ourseJf, .and p.eople:will
give ycm their hearts a:nd delight to make you
happy. That ~qvhat tnakes alloy pt>pular ....,...Sel•..
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This journal Is not the o~g.an of anys~;~t, denominatilm or party, but is1?cublishe'd .solely for
the dissemination. of. knowledge upon Christianity, Temperance, SociaJand Moral Reforms, and
its col.umns are operi to an ,lJ?bO wish to speak
pointedly, pithily a!ld practically upon these
questions; who beli<we that the Word of God
and reason are the_ orily rules. of faith and practice. for Christians as well as Moralists.
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TO·. CORRESPON])ENTS, ,,

ROBT. WINNIN:G,
President.

FARMERS BANK,
LAMONI,
IOWA:,
PAYS INTEREST ON>TIME DEPOSITS;

Money to Loan.
FARM LANDS AND TOWN LOTS FOR SALE.

SPIRITU AL.GIFTS
AND

THE SEEa OF PALlVI'¥llA:
.·::·

Or

....

SEQUEL TO: SPJIUT:U AL' GI.FTS.
By M. H. BOND.

Modern froph~ts after aneient types.
\'17ho was Jo~eph Smith?
Was .be a r.eiigions impost!)~·!
Was bea"~J)irit :ll[edinm"?.
W"ltat ·does, :the Bible say. about
smith?
.
·
Th~,});rul:fi''hy. Three
es-Ol):rls:tjarli~y in the
First and. Nineteenth .
.')e: ,). ' .liel1t. and ·Mod·

ern Pharisee:-The .Re
.tunmanuel Sweaen"SpiJ;it .
" and Hypnotic Religious •· Revival," as Against .easou and Bible Testimony, and in Contradistinction•tolthe Work of "The Latter
Day Seer,"Examined in the Light o( FAoirs and Human
History-,-A Rational and Scriptural Exposition or ExfJi~e~tion of Old and New Testament Prophecy and Doc-

borg~Modern

A Revision of "Spiritual Gifts," With Supplement and
Appendix. N~arly twice the reading matter of Spfritual
Gifts. Paper cover~ 30cts., full cloth binding 60 ee1lts.
For Sale at "H~>rald Office," or by M. H. Bond, Willoughby, Ohio. Liberal Disco tint to Agents.
4apr

MILL FOR SALE.
SHELBY MILL FOR SALE, situated in
Shelby, Shelby county, Iowa. For full particulars enquire of Mrs. Abby A. Bristol, Vineland, New Jersey.

FARM FOR SALE.
ACRES, three miles north-east of Lamoni, Iowa. House 16x24, and I4XI4,kitchen. Stable, Granary, Hen-house, Young Orchard
of about a hundred trees. $11 per acre.
Enquire of agent, ROBERT LYLE,
21mar3m
Lamoni, Iowa.
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INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
m"' FLEXIBLE BINDING. ,.m
The Inspired Translation of the Holy Scriptures bound in limp leather, flexible covers, similar to the binding of the Oxford Sunday-school
T!!achers Bible. Price, by mail, $4.

AUTUMN

LEAVES,

Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,

11[, Walker, Jldltor and l't!.bllahez.

Below wiil be found .the ·different l'l.~ce!l
meeting of the churc;li in the .cities niliiW~'! .· .......
'. Chicago, Illtnois, Washington Hall, corrierof.
Washington bo.ulevard and Ogden a:venue~ . •.•·
San Francisco, California, Lincoln Hall, Mont•
gomery street, near Palace Hotel;
St. Louis, Missouri, No. 25t8'Elliott avenue.
Pittsburg, Pimnsylya:nia, Fourth avenue, near
Wood street.
.
·. .
···
Boston, Massachusetts, Howard :l.Y~mue, Rox-.
bury.
;
· , . ·
·
San Bernardino, California, corner Fifth· ah,d
F streets.
·
.
·
Denver, Colorado, Euclid: Hall, ·Fourtee11th
street, opposite City HalL
i
Sacramento, California,. Saint~' Chapel, Twen.ty-fourth avenue and K: str~ets. J, M. Parr,
president.
.!
Omaha, Nebraska, Saints' iChapel, No. x,p8
North Twenty-first streets. j
St. Joseph, Missouri, Saint( Chapel, .Se.venteenth street; .near Faraon ~treef.. 'fake Jule
street, or Wyatt Patk cars to $eventeenth street,
and the b4ilding will be in sight· ·

The intention is .t() conduct t~e jdurnal as a
medium forgiving both sides of the question, and
no favoritism or prejudice by us will be exercis.ed
in regard to authors, 'as communications will be
publishedw.ithout names or nom tie' plumes unless
desined..
,
.. •
.1;\n exception will. be[llade in the case of con. .
GERMAN T~_d:ClTS.
troversies, when each writer must and shail know,, .
his adversary.
~Tracts in th~ German Lang~tl_~e may; be had of J?ro;
_ Short, forcibly .written communications, worqAd. Riqhter, Burlington, Iowa: T\J.e Baptism; 6 cents;
ed in the spirit of l()ve, are invited upon any
the Repentance, 5 cents; the Principles of the yospel, 6
cents: the Epitome of Faith, 2c.; the Sixth Trumpet, a
theme bearing upon the above outlined subjects,
Jifty-four page pamphlet, 25c. These prices include.
with the appended qualifications; Address all ·postage.
matter for publication to
. •
MARY ,A.. WATSON,
Dt:awer F, St. Marys, Ont.
A postal card requesting a sample copy will
receive a prompt response.
Many inquiries are coming in in regard to when'

.

.

Book Subscribet's Notice.

27dec3m, eow

•.

,

. BRADEN-KELLEY DEJ3.ATE,

In oriier that the Congt\l:~tioh that shall hear'tllis Debate;)Jl!lj;y be s~veraJ:,tlfoirsands instead of one, the PaT.:aro~ Will. ~nbllsh a <\~refully repared synaptical report;
b,ef.li!lniP,g.In secon~ 0~SBI'fe a
Debate begins, and contJlllllng.to close of report. N
short of a six mouth's
subscription ,wmsecll~e•the.'
art.
' . ;;end at once., ·l'.A:T:RI6T ·
ear, one dollar; six
· months, ftfty C!ln~s. . .:. . ·.
;
··.
.LAMBER'I'' . S,. Publishers,
Ji,a1Jlpni;Decatnr Co., Iowa.

PRIESTHOOD,
Setting forth tht; ord~r a
nafure of the Priest·
hood, and defining the d ' es and prerogatives
of all the Church Officials, including the. Fir~t
Presidency, and also the Deacons, as set .fortfdri·
the Reveiations of Gorl and decisions· of the
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
the Church, qy Ch3;t:les Derry, arid for sale at
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur ceunty, Iowa.
Price 25 cents including postage.
::
.
BIBLE SYNOPSIS.
Only three or four hundr-ed left. I will sell
the remainder at $I each, of. six to any address
for $5; still a larger discount to agents~ Send to
the Herald Office at Lamoni, Iowa, .or J. J. Cornish, Reed City, Osceola county, Michigan,
27-12-3m

·thevolumes,t

"With the Church in an Early bay,''
.· .

"Pattie;

or,

. -·'-AND-.- :

Leave.s

~rom

a Life," .

will be issued? We al'e·-~.j\y prep~;edto say that "With

,the Church" will be ready for mailing by the las.t of April
or. the first of May. We trust that :those who have sent
in their name as subscriberswl)l be prompt in remitting,
as we shall need the funds tt'r'defray .the expense of print~
ing and binding. 'o/.heri 'reir/l~,ting do not forget to en- ··
close stamps for maJI!ng. , ·;

Price- at .the office $1.

P~obable cost of mailing S cts.
'Owing to. the sickness of her father, Sr. Eleanor was
called away eome five weeks since, but her volume will
be issued a)Jont the )ast of June or early in July, and subscription price, which may now be remitted as convenient, will be the same as the above.
ALSO NOTICE.
This week we commence the mailing of our preniium
Engraving to all subscribere who have ordered it... Owing
to tbe large number to be served it may require. two full
weeks to reach the last ones. If by the 20th of February
you have not received yours, notify the otlice by a card
and it will receive prompt attention..
~ Be careful in removing thelll from the tube and.
we guarantee perfect conditim•.
M. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa.
Jan. 31st, 1891.
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AND THE , WORLD STORY RETOLD;
The Sc;ientific Defense of the Latter Day Faith.
240 pages, bound in cloth, price 11!!1.

S. F'. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa.

HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
or sale my House of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace in it, and water in the kitchen.
·
Address JOHN GII.J.,ESPIE,
. .
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.

a

--.A.-

SYl\[BOLOGIC.AL
OR

Notice.
When changing 'your place of residence, or desiring
your paper sent to a different post-otlice, be particular !U:
g1ving, in full, the name of the post-office, county, and
state where you h>;d been last receiving it, and. distinctly
state the name of the post,office, county and state to
which yon wish your paper sent in the future. .
..
When mailing a letter, whether in a railroad car, on
steamboat, or while visiting at a friend's; in every instance give your own address where you are taking y011;r pa·
per.
·
If your paper has been discontinued, state where you
have last been taking it, and the time it was stopl)ed.

CATECHISM :
.,

Key to the Symbology o[~;lhe .Bible,
BY A.J. MAPEs.'JF'
104 page111, cloth bOund. Price 35cents each.
For Mle by BRo. H. R. MILLS,
INDEPENDENCE, Mo.

ADDRESSES.
John II. Roth, Grinnell, Powesheik co., Iowa.
T. W. Smith, Independence, box 892, Missouri.
E. C. Briggs, 446 West Lake street, Chicago, III.
E. L. Kelley, Temple, Lake Co., Ohio,

SABBATH SCHOOI, BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 00
:Muslin boards .......... • ..................... 'Hi
Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
Limp muslin, 26 eta. each, per dozen . • . • • . . ;2;60
Question Books for Primary 01881!011.
Limp wutlin, U eta. each; per dQilm ·••••••• ·• .1: 2~
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"HEAIIKBN TO THE WoRD OF THE LoRD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVIll SAVE lT BE ONIII WIF111c AND CONOUBINEII
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE.'~-Pag.-.116, Book of Mormon, ch~tp. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT Ol!rE HusBAND! EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
IS AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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know that it is wrong to sell eleven eggs for a
is easily accounted for. The attempt to so establish
religion ls a high handed usurpation, is corrup·
dozen, or twelve eggs for a dozen and part of
Official Paper of the Reo~ganized Church of Jesus Christ OJ
tion Itself, and it necessarily permeates and dethem rotten. There are few if any who contend
·
Latter Day Saints
PuBLISHED AT LAl\10NI, DEcATUR CouN'l."'Y, IowA,
that it is right to count ninety-nine cents for a
grades all parts of the body politic. If the govEvery Saturday. _Price $2.25 per year.
ernment can establish a religion by law, that
dollar, or a hundred cents and pass a counterfeit
t£he Traveling Mitiistry, District and.Branch Presidents'
coin to make it. Few i.f any will contend that it
government becomes in some sense as the comand the Bishop's Agents; are requested to solicit new sub~
scribers, and help build up the 1Japer and the publication
mon mind views it, the savior; and to it, not to
would be right for butchers to buy, slaughter and
de~~~::e~~tietters and Subscriptions must be sent to David personal righteousness, the people look for secu· dispense diseased animals: but is it any more
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Registered Letter, or Express.
rity.
right to sell such animals for shipment to ChiEntered as second class matter at Lamoni Post Office.
"As the rnlers in a republic are chosen by the
cago or elsewhere, than to sell them for slaughpeople, and from among the people, we may not
ter and retail at home? No man is honest who
reasonably look for a standard of righteousness
will offer for sale in a covert manner that which
in them of a more exalted charactor than obtains
he would not make use of himself; and those who
among the masses of the people. Exceptions to
would
do so have. no right to complain of the
EnrroR.
JOSEPH SMITH
this rule are fou,nd, but it still remafns the rule.
dishonesty of the government or anybody else.
ASSOCIATE EDITOR.
w. W. BLAIR
"The method "to be adopted in order to secure
"Another thing in this connection needs emgood
government, honest, clean government, is
phasis. Many people seem to think it wrong to
Lamoni, Iowa, April 25, 1891.
one of hard, sober piacticability. It consists in
deal treacherously with a private individual, but
each citlzenbeing honest and clean himself. It
all right to deal in almost any kind of way with
HONEST GOVERNMENT.
is a personal work, involving personal labor and
'the government.' We are constrained to beTHE Independent Patriot for March 19th
consequently personal purification. This is
lieve this is, because they think the chances of
has an editorial under the above title, doubtless theleason that other methods are sug- detection and punishment less .in one instance
which we reproduce for the benefit of gested, insisted upon and tried. It has been well than the other; and hence we are prepared to anthose of the HERALD readers who do not said that legislation is the crysta!ized form of nounce our conviction, that he who deals dishonpublic opinion; but the public frequently have an
take the Patriot. It is timely, and true in opinion that requires a great deal more of that estly with the goverment is dishonest everywhere; and adds to this disgrace the additional
pith and point.
wJ:-.ich they style the government than they are
one of cowardice.
"One of the difficu)ties in the way of th(! Amer~ · willing to require of themselves. It is unjust as
"If we would have the stream of gov~rnment
well as useless to ask the government, the acting
lean people is the. ~harp distinction drawn in
honest and pure, we must keep clean the fountains
officials of our political union, to be honest with
thinking and speakir)g, betwtien the people and
from which it springs.
We must be honest
us as citizens if. we are dishonest with each other.
the government~ Nohvithstandlng we theoretic·
with each other, and with the government, beally accept Liqcoln's political doctrine, that ours
Hence the material, vital question to be considfore we have a right to demand that it shall be.
is a govemment ''Ofthe people, by the people, ered ig ·the effort to. secure honest government, honest with us and all the world."
is the .conduct of the citizens towards each other;
fof the people,n we persist in speaking and thinkNo ruler of a free people could long abide if his
ing
the governrrleht as something entirely
WONDERS. NEVER CEASE.
morals were much worse or much better than
from the people and possessing attrl·
those of his people. In one case -he would be
ahd exercising! functions altogetl:ler differc
ONE of the minor wonders of the time is
supplanted by a better man in order to satisfy the
those possessed by the masses. We often
found ih the fact that in a balUn the city
and with much propriety too, that we demands of good people; and in the other case he
of Boston, and known as the Paine Me~
would be deposed in order that his example might
.to have an ;honest government. O!lr
moria! Hall, having been erected to the
not rebuke and expose the corrupt lives of the
should be upright men, loving justice
memory of Thomas Paine, there has lately
citizens. Governmental honesty if possessed, ·been held -a discussion between unbelief
and righteousness, and fearing only
must come from the people j and as they can not
and Christian. philosophy, the disp~tants
wrong. In <:Jrder to secure this much
being Mr. David Kirkwood of the Ingerimpart that which they do n:othave, they must be
desired condition, various. plans are proposed.
soll · Secular Society, on the part of Free
Some would. secure: an.hones.t governmen:t.by
honest thems.elves or the government will be dis·
Thought, and. Elder Frank M. Sheehy,
legislation, some. by! means of a state religion;
honest.
of Lisbon Falls, Maine, on the part of
"We tl:lerefore fac13 at once the problem of per·
but!£ we will recall and carefully co.nsider in all
Christian belief•. We give the report of
sonal honesty which we define as conduct t~ue to
its bearings the fact ~hat, the government is "of
the Boston Herald, of March 2d:
convictions of whatis. right. We desire that all
the people" we shall not l),e long delayed in eur
A religious de.bate between a Christian mirtis·
researc,hes by these< trfvlal suggestions. · If the
consider this definition shall remember that a
ter and an. atheist, upon a publk platform and
conviction rests. upon evidence. A reasonable
peqp!e are dishonestiJeglslatlon aimed at execubefore a f~eethinkihg audience, was the extraorbeing is not supposed to be convinced .without
. tive offi<:;ers ,will not make them honest; and as
dinary 'spectacle presented yesterday afternoon
evidence, the raiment in which truth is always
are In. thi~ fespe~t, so the gove!'nme!lt
in Paine Memorial Hall. Rev. F. M. Sheehy of
say also. with reference
found.
Lisbon.Falls, Maine, a minister of the Church of
"We have no harsh or cruel arraignments
suggested 'Qy a state
Latter Day Saints, appeared as. the champion of
'l'lte •orf~seJtlce of religion, good or bad,
to ma.ke.. We believe that U1e majority of the
the Bible in opposition to Mr. David Kirkwood,
body honest; lt is' people would rather be honest thlm. dishonone of the best informed and mosfable advocates
est, and a · small· minority would rather. be
the theoretical acceptance
of tl!e doctrines maintained by the. Ingersoll Secdishonest than honest; but .after. making due
transforms, p.ur!fi~s, and
allowances. for differences of training as well
ular Society.
. .
.
.
as the
of.m:an:.
different cii"cumstances, tl:tere are yet some · . The proposition uphel<l by the representative
rules of honesty which but few can .fail • of the society was that "the Biole not o~ divln:.e
origin, andis-opposed to human progress.''. His
.To illustrate: There
argu men fs ir1 dt<fense of this position Wt<re drawn,
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chiefly . from the biblical .story of the creation,
which he Claimed to be utterly irreconclla:ble
With· the established truths, ·of . science. . Mr.
Sheehy not onlytontroverted this assertion, .but
attempted to show the divine chara~ter of the Bible from internal evidence.
Mr. Kirkwood,. while he unflinchingly ·denounced many things in the Bible, was a fair and
courteous disputant, and, on the other hand, Mr.
Sheehy evinced so great liberality and· respect
for the ,views of his antagonist that he completely won the admiration of. his freethinking hearers. The good points made by both speakers
were heartily applauded, and in this respect the
Christian was treated even mor.e generously than
·the atheist was. It was rP.markable that the debate did not once become bitter, and, bristling as
It did with bright things from both sides, it was
an intellectual treat by no means to be despised.
At the close of the meeting the chairman
thanked the audience for its decorous behavior,
and complimented the minister upon his manliness and courage in standing up for his faith as
he had don.e.
"In listening with attention arid respect to a
Christian minister in Paine Hall this afternoon,"
he added, "the Ingersoll Secular Society has done
'something which could not be paralleled in any
Christian church. No pulpit is open to the discussion of these questions by the men who are
called infidels, agnostics or atheists."
This statement Mr. Sheehy did not definitely
deny, but he answered it in a manner which
gained for him even greater applause than he
had previousl.Y received.
''I wish to tell you,'' he said, quietly arising
after the chainnan had concluded his remarks,
"that t.he church to which I belong has no
churches, so:called, but we have chapels dotting
the country from Maine to California, and any
one of them is open to any honest man who may
wish to express his honest opinions from our
pulpits."
In response to a query from one of the audience as to whether he was really a Christian or
not, Mr. Sheehy stoutly maintained that he was.
"My church," he said, "is not orthodox, in the
ordinary,acceptation of the term, but it believes
implicitly in Jesus Christ and the Bible, and, if
that is not Christianity, I don't know what is."
This proved satisfactory, and then another
man in the audience got up and asked the chairman if the debate would not be reported in the
Monday papers, as Christian sermons are reported? He did not know that the Herald had
a representative there; but it had, and here are
some of the most Interesting things that were
heard in the debate:
"Divinity," said Mr. Kirkwood, in opening the
discussion, "is the highest conception of truth
and justice. The Bible, instead of being areflection of the highest inteiligence, which it
ought to be if it is of divine origin, is fuJi of imperfections; and in many places is lamentable
weak, and absolutely unworthy of cr<!ldence by
any civilized people."
His criticism of the Bible be began at the fir8t
verse of the first chapter of Genesis-"In the
beginning God created the heaven and the
earfh"-a statement which he declareo to be inconsistent and incongruous.
"For," he argued, "if a deity, infinite and filling
all space, creates something out of nothing, as

we are a's ked to believe from th~ Bible, where
does the deity go himself? Does he contract, so
as to make rocmi for his ~:reations? The idea is
absurd."
Pursuing the same general line of argument,
Mr. Klrkwopd attacked the chronology of the
Old Testament. Geology was his chief weapon;
and he handleq it in a manner that showed hi\n
to ·be well versed in this branch of science.
Showing that 'the scientific teachings of the
Bible are upon their face untenable, he said that
Christianity .has therefore been compelled to
call to its assistance a class of persons known as
"scientific reconcilers," whose task is to explain
away the scientific absurdities of the Bible.
"But," he continued, "if this is God's own
book, unchallenged for thousands of years,
should it now have to be explained and excused,
in order that it may not appear ridiculous as
com pared with the teachings of modern science?"
Connecting the old dispensation with the new,
the debater pointed out that Adam, a poor job,
who fell the day after he was created, reflected
no credit !Jpon the creator, and, 4,ooo years later,
God had to sacrifice himself in order to repair
the mistake he had made at the very starting
point ot the human race.
The condemnation of Adam to work and eat
his bread by the sweat of his face was maintained to be evidence of the ignorance of the
writer of Genesis.
"They did not know in those days," Mr. Kirkwood exclaimed, "that labor was 'to be the very
basis of civilization."
The story of the deluge was also attacked, and
the proposition that Christianity is opposed to
human progress was upheld by reasoning like
_this:
"I have told you some truths about a book
that is used in all our public schools. Now tell
me how you are going to bring up your children
in a manner consistent with sC:entific research,
when the Bible, filled with contradictions to
science, is taught .to them at school?"
Mr. Sheehy, taking the platform for the other
side, began by saying: "I believe in Christianity and the Bible, but if the Bible is to go down
under honest criticism, why, let it go down."
He was sorry that his opponent had founded
his arguments on ancient orthodoxy, which the
whole world has now outgrown. Presbyterianism might teach that the word "create," as used
in Genesis, means the making of something out
of nothing, but that is not the meaning to be derived from the text itself, and it is not the belief
of any sensible man, Christian or infidel.
Mr. Sheehy was in accord with the scientific
reconcilers.
"I find scientific facts in the Bible," he said,
"and I believe, not simply because I want to believe, but because I have to believe."
The fall of the first man he declared to be not
out of harmony with human experience, and the
condemnation to work he looked upon as a fair
statement of the necessity, and not of the disgracefulness of labor. As to the assertion that
"the creation of Adam was a bad job," he exclaimed:
"Don't draw your conclusions so quickly.
Wait until the returns are all in and man is a
completed being before you say that he is a
failure."
The internal evidence of the divine origin of
the Bible he .found chiefly in the marvelous

predictions of the andent prophets;
foretold, he believed, the settlement of Amerh:a
.and the establishment of the great republic in
which we Jive.
The conclusion of his argument was in lj.bout
these words:
"That the height of morals is taught in, the
Bible I believe that .no man in Plaine Hall will
deny. [Applause]
"I may be a little enthusiastic, but that is the
way I feel. [Applause.]
"I may hit somebody pretty hard, and I like to
see the fluttering., [Applause.]
"1 have respect for Tom Paine, and I. thhrk
that Jesus Christ was the; first advocate. of free
speech and free thought. ' I myself believe:in.a .
free pulpit and a free press.
1
"It all ~omes to this, th at whtm a man has a,
standard of right and wrorig, and knows the dif;
ference between right anl:! wrong, he can find
nowhere a better compenqium of his principles
than the Bible."
Mr. Kirkwood replied in a fifteen minutes'
speech, waxing a little more sarcastic than he
had been before, and then Mr. Sheehy closed the
debate. Mr. Kirkwood challenged Mr. Sheehy
to continue the debate at some future time,
and Mr. Sheehy replied, that he would like
nothing better.
"If the Ingersoll Secular Society desires to
defend its principles agair)st my faith," he said,
"my church will furnish' a champion worthy
of your steel.
«I am not afraid of facts, and I am willing to
be ~onvinced, But I have a faith for which I
have suffered, and it is fou,nded in reason.
"Christianity is not responsible for the persecution of free· thinkers, nor is the bible respo.nsible for the narrowness of much. that is erroneously called Christianity."
It is probable that another debate of the same
character will be held at Paine Hall in the near
future.
SOME SOCIAL CONDITIONS.
According to the New York Tribune that
city has 40,000 persons who depend on gambling
for a livelihood.
·
The horrors of life in the two convents of Naples have recently formed the subject of animadversions by the anti-clerical' journals in Naples.
These reports coming to the knowledge of the
procuratore del re have led to the determination
to in vestivate the establishments in order to ascertain the foundation of the accusations.
"In the Sepolte Vive the cells were found so
nauseous from constant occupation and utter
want of ventilation that the atmosphere is described by one of the visitors as sickening. The in~
mates do not appear to have been provided :with
any occupation beyond religious contemplation
and some of them are represented as reduced to
a state of hebetude, so that it was doubtful if
they could give intelligible account of themselves
or their former relations with the world. Their
manner of life seems to have been ascetic in the
extreme and as nearly as possible justifying their
title, •The Buried Alive;' Besides the nun's
garb they wear veils, which are of close, heavy
stuft, almost enough to impede the breath."
"The eleven judicial districts of the city of New
York last year issued warrants for the eviction
of twenty-three thousand eight hundred and
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
ninety-five families, counting six persons to the
family, which is not an extravagant estimate
when we remember that it is among the ve1y poor
that we find the largest families in our cities,
and we have the enormous aggregate of one
hundred forty-three thousand three hundred and
sixty-five souls evicted last year in New York.
But to be still more conservative and estimate
the average family to contain five persons-an
estimate made the country over when rich and
poor are included-we have an army of one
hundred" and nineteen thousand four hundred
and seventy'five persons, a large number of
whom were driven into the streets in mid-winter
in prosperous New York in 1890. In the light
of these facts, the remark of a leading American
divine some time since "that we have no poverty
to speak of ip America," seems strangely out of
place, but probably illustrates better than argument the ignorance of a large percentage of the
fashionable clergy in our great cities in regard
to the true condition of the poor who dwell
within rifle range of their imposing sanctuaries
and palatial homes. Will any considerable por,
tion of the clergy ever become Christians to the
extent that they will imitate the example of their
Master, who mingled with the poor to bless
them, who so solerimly appealed to the conscience
of his followers, who laid down the Golden
Rule as the platform upon which his followers
must stand; who·mingle with the publicans and
sinners to save them; who uplifted the Magdalenes, supremely indifferent to the fatse imputations which his course called forth from the
fashionably religious of his age and generation.
Will our fashionable clergymen ever become
Christians?"
"Statistics of the deaths in New York in 1889
present interesting' material for reflection. There
werdn "all 39,6'79 <il:eaths"'" of which number 7.059
died the hospitals, mad:house, and work-house.
H we add to these jlgures I ,007 who died in other
pubfic institutions 'such as jails, homes for aged
and institutions fo~ children, we have the enortl)Ous aggregate of 18,o66 deaths in public institutions; more than one person in every five in
New York who passed from this world died in a
public institution. More than one in every six
who was carried to the grave went from the hospital, .the poor-house or insane asylum. 3,8r5 or
almost one in every ten who died were buried in
Jhe Potter's field. These figures are· at once
startling and suggt;:stlve, giving us a hint of the
extent of poverty i!J our great metropolis. year
by year a few m~n are amassing colossal for. tunes, and mercil~ssly using their wealth to increase their store ~ hundred-fold at the expense
of thousands whoitre struggling on the brink of
·the abyss, and se~king to save their lives and
honor in the fierc~ battle for existence. This
<;ondition cannot always last."

in

The foregoing items, clipped from leading journals, present a .reflex of some of
the shadows that fall across human life
i11 our large ,cities.
They set forth
matter!'\ which should receive .the attention
of all interested in alleviating and improvthe social and moral condition of those
-•··~·"~·~-"into crifr1e or poverty, or .both. It
be. remembered, however, that,
as is the picture thus presented, that
vice n;nd P?~eity are not alway'>
()~posed ,to. vtew, very much of the
c; gqq,qn•ess. of hmpaliityi also ·never r":veals

itself openly. The proper study of social
and all other problems involves examination into all their phases.
GOOD NEWS FROM ENGLAND.
The annual conference of the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Chri>t of Latter Day Saints was
held in the Saint's meeting room, II3 Clarendon
Street, Hulme, Friday, Saturday, and Monday
last .. Elder Joseph Dewsnup, president of the
Manchesterdistrict, occupied the chair. Representatives from various parts of the district were
present, as also Elder Thomas Taylor, of Birmigham, president of the English mission. The
conference sessions were opened by the district
president. The reports submitted from the
various parts of the district showed a total membership of 290, an increase of 23 during the year
ending 31st December, 1890. Srveral have been
baptized during the present year. This church of
which Manchester is a branch, is under the leadership of Elder Joseph Smith of Lamoni, Iowa.
He is strenuously opposed to the polygamous
faction who style themselves the cnurch of Utah.
He represents a church numbering over thirty
thousand members, which has votaries in nearly
all the large American cities.
Sunday services were held In connection with
this conference at the Assembly Hall, Downing
Street, Ardwick. The morning service was
opened by Elder Joseph Dewsnup, who presided
during the day.-The president was followed by
Elder Hoole, of Sheffield, who spoke of the "testimony of Jesus being the spirit of prophecy."
-Elder S. Platts (Sheffield) also spoke.
Elder Mather opened the afternoon service.Various testimonies were then given by the assembly.
Elder Thomas Taylor spoke in the evening to
a large number of people. The fulfillment of
Christ's prophe.cy is to be seen, he said, in the
destruction by pestilence and flood, The return
of the early and late rains to Palestine' in 1854,
and .the settling of the Jews there again, he contended, was a sign of the last dispensation,Eider W. R. Armstrong (Manchester) followed.
;,THE MURDER OF THE MORMONS."

THE following editorial · appeart>d in the
New Bedford, .Massachusetts, lYiercury,
July 12th, 1844:
"The state of Illinois is eternally disg-raced by the recent murder of Joe and
Hyrum S131ith, the Mormon leaders-for
murder it was beyond aU question.
"It now. appears that this outrl!ge was
perpetrated. without any immediate provocation. Joe Smith and his brother were
making no opposition to the authorities-'they had voluntarily surrendered themselves to Gov. Ford, and were in the custody of t.he law. A slender guard .was
set over them and they made no attempt
to escape. An organized m.ob, disgui:;;ed,
overpowered the guard, marched into the
jail and there murdered the Smiths. It
was no.t until assailed by the mob that Joe
. Smith :.offered resistance as he of right
might do.
' 1 Ths .act of .barbarous ferocity and· cru~
elty is a deep stain upon the character of
Illinois, and can never .be effac~d. .It. i~
sai.d th~tthe city ()f Nauvoo assumed.too
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much power-that it was oppressive and
tyrannical. Granted. But who was to
blame? It was the locoboco legislature of
Illinois which chartered the city of N auvoo and bestowed upon it despotic power.
"They knew who and what the Mormons were - they knew it was a strictly
religious or fanatical corporation which
they created-they knew how sternly and
strictly the Mormon laws would be enforced-yet for the mere purpose of obtaining political support they gave extraordinary powers to the city of Nauvoo
and to the Nauvoo legion. • . • Instead of putting a writ in the hands of the
sheriff and gathering a civil posse, they
made an appeal to arms-called upon the
citizens of Illinois, of Iowa and Missouri,
and if resistance were made to sack the
city. Large numbers poured into Nauvoo
and preparations were made for a fight.
"] oe and Hyrum Smith thereupon
peaceaby surrendered, and were basely
MURDERED for their pains.
"Is not this an outrage of the blackest
dye? Is it not an utter abomination?"
A. B.

PIERCE.

vVE clip the following from the Mechanic's Union o£ f\pril 7th:

"At the recent discussion which took place at
the Payne Memorial Hall, at Boston, between
David Kirkwood and Elder F. M. Sheehy of the
Church of Latter Day Saints,- Mr. Kirkwood
affirmed "that the Bible is not of divine origin
and is opposed to human progress," which Elder
Sheehy denied. Those present say it was a
noble defense on the part ef Elder Sheehy, and
trlany friends were made for the truth. Infidelity
is a growing evil in our lan:d, but, it can be successfully met with divine truth, as revealed in
the written word of God."

CONFERENCE APPOINTMENTS.
The following are the appointments made by
the late annual conference held at Kirtland,
Ohio:
'
APPOINTMENTS OF THE TWELVE.

Joseph Luff: Rocky Mouptain mission, in
charge.
2. E. C. Briggs: Michigan, Northern Indiana
and North-West counties of Ohio, in charg~.
3· A. H. Smith: Northern Illinois, Wisconsin,
Minnesota and the Dakotas, in charge.
4· T. W. Smith: Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska
and Colorado as m~y be arranged between him
and Brh. J. Caffall and J. R. Lambert.
5· J. H, Lake:. Dominion of Canada, except
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, in charge.
6 .. W. H, Kelley: New England States, Nova
Sco~ia, New Brunswick, New York, New Jersey,
Eastern Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland ;~nd
District of Columbia, in charge.
7· James Caffall: Nebraska, Colorado, Wyoming, Kansas and. New Mexico, in charge.
8. J. R. Lambert: Iowa and Missouri, in
charge.
9, Heman C. Smith: California, Qregon, Ne~
vada, Washington and Arizona, in charge.
Io. J. W: Gillen: So~thern Illin()is, Southern
Indiana, Eastern Missouri,
th()se .divisien§!
I.
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known as South-Eastern: and South-.Western
6o. J. R. Evans: Rocky Mountain Mission.
:Missions, which embrace the south!Otn states (InAPPOINTMENTS OF THE HIGH PRIESTS.
dian Territory included), in charge.
r.
Derry: Little Sioux and Pottawatii. G. T. Griffiths: Western Pennsylvania, tamie Charles
Districts.
Virginia, We.st Virginia and Ohio, except the .
2. D. S. Mills: California.
northern counties, in charge.
_
3· J. C. Crabb: "Nauvoo arid String Prairie
District.
·
JOSEPH SMITH, l
.
4· C. E. Butterworth: Under J. R. Lambert.
.
W. W. BLAIR,
Prestdency.
5
5· C. G. Lanphear: As circumstances permit.
ltniTLAND, Ohio, April 9th.
6. H. A. Stebbins: Decatur District.
To the Conference: The Quorum of the
7; M. H. Forscutt: St. Joseph, Missouri.
Twelve hereby report the following missions,
S. R. M. Elvin: Southern Nebraska District.
and ask your approval thereon.
9• F. G. Pitt: Independence, District, Missouri.
SEVENTIES APPOINTMENTS.
ro. Hiram Rathbun: Michigan, as circumX. R. J. Anthony, Rocky Mountain Mission.
stances permit.
2. J. W. Wight, Australia and New Zealand, in
charge.
ELDERS APPOINTED.
j. L. R. Devore, South Sea Islands, in charge.
r Thomas Taylor: English Mission, in charge.
4· J. C. Foss, Eastern Mission.
2 W. H. Griffin: Kentucky and Tennessee.
· 5· W. J. Smith, Michigan, Northern Indiana
3 G. W. Shute: North-West Kansas.
and Canada.
4 M. R. Scott: Southern Indiana.
6. J. C. Clapp, Pacific Slope Mission.
S· James A. Mcintosh: Canada, if arrange7· Peter Anderson, Rocky Mountain Mission.
ment can be made with missionary in charge.
S. A. J. Moore, Texas.
6. V. D. Baggerly: Southern Indiana and
9· A. H. Parsons, Kansas.
Kentucky.
ro . .R. C. Evans, Canada.
7· D. L. Shinn: West Virginia.
I x. Arthur Leverton, Canada,- to be in the
S. D. S.· Crawley: Spring River District.
field six months.
·
9· John Shields: Canada.
I2. J. F. Burton, Pacific Slope Mission.
IO. P. B. Seaton: Kentucky and Tennessee,
13. James Moler, Ohio and West Virginia.
as circumstances permit.
14. Henry Kemp, Fremont, Iowa, and NodaII. Thomas Whiting:
Released.
way, Missouri, districts.
I2. Samuel Brown: Canada.
15. John Smith, Released.
I3. T. W. Williams: Pittsburg and Kirtland
16. John H. Thomas, Missouri, under J. R.
District.
Lambert.
14. Robert Oehring: As circumstances perI7- Thomas Daley, Pacific Slope Mission.
mit in South-West Missouri.
1S. M. H. Bond, Pittsburg and Kirtland DisIS· D. M. Rudd:
Pottawattamie District,
trict.
Iowa.
19. J. A. Carpenter, Northern Michigan for
I6. J. G. Scott: Southern Indiana.
six months.
I7. Leonard Scott: Michigan, Northern In20. T. J. Beatty, Ohio and West Virginia.
diana and North-Western 0 hio.
21. I. N. White, Missouri.
IS. Thomas Wellington: Referred to Mis22. H. N. Hansen, Pottawattamie District,
sionary in charge.
Iowa.
I9. E. W. Nunley: Texas and Tennessee.
23. C. Scott, Michigan and Northern Indiana.
20. F. P. Scarcllff: As circumstances permit
24. H. L. Holt: Released.
In Mississippi and Alabama.
25. M. M. Turpen: South-Eastern Mission.
21. C. R. Duncan: Colorado.
26. Thomas Matthews: Ohio and West Vir22. J. D. Erwin: Arkansas and Northern
ginia.
.
Texas.
27. J. S. Roth: Eastern Iowa and Des Moines.
23. R. L. Ware: Missouri.
2S. J. Arthur Davis: Minnesota and Dakota.
24. James Brown: South-Eastern Ohio and
29. I. N, Roberts: Minnesota and Dakota.
West Virginia District.
30. Warren E. Peak: Nodaway, Missouri and
25. J. T. Kinnaman: referred to Missionary ln
Fremont, Iowa Districts.
charge.
3r. Evan A. Davies: Southern Missouri.
26. E. E. Wheeler: North· West Illinois and
32. James McKiernan: Des Moines District,
Minnesota.
Iowa.
27. James Thomas: As circumstances permit.
33· M. T. Short: Northern Illinois.
2S. Daniel Brown: Central California J,;.>is34·· W. M. Rumel: Nebraska.
trict.
35· H. H. Robinson: Northern Illinois and
29. Wm. Gibson: Southern California.
Wisconsin.
30. Albert Haws: Sandwich Islands.
36. Duncan Campbell: North-East Missouri.
3r. We recommend that in accordance with
37· I. M. Smith: Southern I!lir.ois and Kenthe recommendation of the First Presidency, G.
tucky.
J. Waller be ordained an elder and associated
3S. Hyrum 0. Smith: Galland's Grove Diswith Albert Haws in Sandwich Islands.
trict Iowa.
32. E. A. Steadman: Minnesota, as circum39· George H. Hilliard: Released.
stances permit.
.
40. U. W. Greene: Eastern Mission.
33· H. J. Davidson: Eastern Mission.
4r. Frank M. Sheehy: Eastern Mission.
34· S wen Swensen: Independence district, as
42. Orlin B. Thomas: Southern Iowa.
circumstances permit.
43· Eli M. Wildermuth: Northern Illinois.
35· C. H. Porter: Southern Nebraska District.
44· J. F. McDowell: Eastern Mission.
36. Henry Grim: Eastern Texas.
·
45· John L. Bear: Ohio Valley.
37· Arthur Mortimer_: Canada, if arrangements
46. J. F. Mintun: Little Sioux District Iowa.
can be made with missionary in charge.
47· J. Alfred Davies: Kansas.
38. I. P. Baggerly: Southern Indiana and
4S. F. M. Cooper: Northern Illinois.
Kentucky.
49· L. W. Powell: Pittsburg and Kirtland
39 J. E. Holt: Central California as circumDistrict.
stances permit.
so. John A. Currie: Released.
40. T. C. Kelley: Southern Illinois and Kensr. C. A. Butterworth: Australian Mission.
tucky.
52. Levi Phelps: Northern Michigan.
41. W. J. Trembath: Victoria, Australia.
53· C. H. Jones: South-Eastern Missouri.
42. John Johnson: Decatur District.
54· E. B. Morgan: Referred to missionary in
43 J. H. Wells: Independence District, as circharge of Iowa and the Bishop.
cumstances
permit.
55· J. T. Davies: Kansas.
44· Frank Hackett: Wisconsin, as circum56. R. Etzenhouser: Southern Illinois and
stances permit.
Southern Indiana.
45· J. L. Goodrich: Virginia.
57· Emsley Curtis: South-West Missouri.
46. H. R. Harder: Nodaway District, Missouri.
ss. J. J. Cornish: Northern MiChigan.
47· D. L. Harris: Arizona.
59· W. S. Pender: Southern Wisconsin and
4S. Wm. Davis: Northern Michigan.
Northern Illinois.

49· L..F. Daniel: Central Indiana.
so. Riley Turnbow: Kentucky and Tennessee.'
sr. James Adair: Kentucky and Tennessee.
52. D. K. D.odson: Po.ttawattamie District, its
circumstances permit.
53· Robert Davis:. Michigan, as circumstances permit.
5+· James Kemp~ Referred to missionary in
charge of Colorado and Bishop.
55· G. W. Eaton: Eastern Mission.
56. G. T. Chute: Alabama and Florida.
57· Wm. Waterman: Northern Indiana.
58; W. J. Booker: Alabama.
59· J. S. Lee: Rocky Mountain ¥ission.
6o. E._ J. Robinson: Rocky Mountain mission.
61. L. L. Wight: Texas ·
62. Edward Delong: Michigan.
63. C. H. Burr: Referred to missionary
charge of Wisconsin and Bishopric.
64. Alfred White: Indepepdence District, Missouri.
65. J. H. Lawn: NortherJil and Central California.
.
66. T. W. Chatburn: Far West 'DistriCt, Missouri.
67. E. S. Burton: Referred to Missionary in
charge of California and Bishopric.
68. P. C. Fisher: Minnesota and Dakota.
69. Goiner Reese: Montana.
70. AI ~x. C. Hart: Kansas.
. 71. Thomas J. Smith: Referred to Mi~sionary
m charge and Bishopric.
72. W. A. McDowell: Wisconsin.
.
73· John Davis: Washington, as circumstances permit.
·
·
74· John Shippy: Northern Missouri and
Iowa.
75· Gordon E. Deuel: Kansas.
76. J. B. Carmichael: Central California, as
circumstances permit.
77·. Fred. Wm. Curtis: Referred to Nodaway
Disti·ict.
7S. James M. Scott: Southern Indiana.
79· C. C. Reynolds: Eastern Iowa.
So. A. B. Moore: Texas.
SI. J. W. Bryan: Texas, as circumstances
permit.
.
S2. Wm. G. Pert: Eastern Mission.
83. R. R. Dana: Arizona ..
S4. S. W. Simmons: Texas and Iridian Territory, aE circumstances permit.
Ss. George Robley: Referred to Missionary
in charge and Bishop to labor in Massachusetts
District.
S6. Richard Bullard: Referred to Missionary
in charge and Bishop to labor in Massachusetts
District.
S7. J. B. Watson: Canada, as circumstances
permit.
il8. Charles Avery:' Australia.
S9. Daniel Tucker, Central Missouri.
90 Andrew Barr, Northern Michigan.
MISSIONS OF PRIESTS.
I. S. G. Wright, Australia.
2. R. E. Grant, Northern Michigan, as circumstances permit.
3· J. A. Grant, Northern Michigan, as circumstances permit.
4· E. J. Martindale, Northern Michigan, as
circumstances permit.
5· Gomer R. Wells, Independence Dlstrictr
Missouri.
6. John Kaler, Independence District, Missouri.
7· J. ,V. Peterson, Western Wisconsin.
S._ M.P. Madison, Nodaway District, Missouri.
9 F. Joseph Curtis, referred to Nodaway District, Missouri.
Io, II, 12, 13. Samuel Heide, J. B. Heide, J. R.
Sutton and J. B. Roush, Eastern Iowa District.
I4. R. W. Davis, Kansas.
rs. Hiram E. Moler, Virginia.
r6. Charles M. Bootman, as circumstances
permit in Southern Missouri.
I7. W. H. Rhodes, Southern Ohio and West
Virginia.
rS. E. E. Marshall, Decatur District, Iowa.
Respectfuly submitted in behalf of the Quorum
of Twelve.
HEMAN C. SMITH,
Acting Secretary.
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
The following resolution was adopted by the
things generally put in order, for we will shortly
be in Cleveland.
Quorum of the Twelve, a copy of which was furHere, at the depot, we meet with others also
nished the First Presidency with the request that
it be spread upon the minutes of the conferen~e:
going up to Kirtland, but waiting for a later.
Whereas, we recognize the First Presidency as, ' train. A ride of eighteen miles brings us to
under the raw, the proper ones to appoint our
Willoughby, where we leave the train and take
missions and,
vehicles for Kirtland, a distance of two and a
Whereas, we have all announced ourselves
half miles.
Heavy rains had preceded us, and the roads
ready for service, as they shall appoint:
Resolved, that we hold ourselves in readiness
were almost impassible, but nothing could dampen our spirits, for there was upon the altar of
to take a mission to England, Wales, or else·
each heart a fire kindled by the Spirit, which
where as soon as the Spirit shall authorize the
First Presidency to make such appointments.
lent its warmth and glow, despite the chilling
HEM.(\N c. SMITH,
blasts of what might well be called a winter inActing Secretary.
April.
Half way upon the road, in the midst of flying
snowflakes, we descried the sparkling eyes and
APPOINTMENTS.
genial smile of Bro. Griffiths, who, accompanied
J. T. Davis and J. A. Davis willlabor.in Northby Bro. Lake, was on his way to Willoughby.
East Kansas DistricL
A. H. Parsons in charge of North-East and
Sending Bro. Lake on with his buggy, he
North-West Kansas District.
joined us, exchanging W'!trm greetings. "I told
G. W. Shute, to labor in North-West Kansas,
Hattie you would be here," was his greeting to
District, Naponee and vicinity, Nebraska.
us; and he added; "Bro. Lambert will be here
R!. W. Davis, of Kansas, will labor under direction of G. W. Shute.
too." And while we write this letter, glancing
C. R. Duncan, in Colorado, confining his laup to the place in conference occupied by the
bors for the present to Denver and vicinity.
Twelve,
we see his prediction verified. Thank
C. H. Porter, Southern Nebraska District, exthe Lord f()r the guidance of his Spirit!. We had
tending his labors to Kearney county, Nebraska,
rendering some ministerial aid to the Snow Flake
not left home expecting to be at conference, and
District.
the latest word from Bro. Lambert made it alR. M. Elvin will labor in Southern Nebraska
most certain that he would not be able to attend.
district.
From the top of a high eminence we obtained
As per agreement with J. R. Lambert, it is expected that C. Derry will render some ministerial
our first view of the Temple, and as we look up·
aid to Omaha branch, Nebraska.
on it, many and peculiar are the thoughts rushD. S. Crawley wi~l labor in the Spring River
ing like torrents through our mind. Would ~e
·district. E.• C. Hart will labor under his direction.
·
find here a ."wailing place," where we might, like
Other appointmeQts or changes may be made
the despised Jews, gather to weep and pray that
in the future. In gospel bonds,
God would lift upon us the light of his counteJAMES CAFFALL.
nance and restore unto us the joy of his salvation?
KIRTLAND, Ohio, April 14th.
Nay; not so! for unlike His ancient people over
7
whom the cloud of unbelief and darkness still
hovers, whose eyes are heavy with weeping,
arid whose pillows are watered all night long
EDITED B1\ SISTER "FRANCES."
with tears, we feel that the presence of our God
is with us, and that in the due. time he will give
"•Jerusalem,.the races home!
us rest.
Upon thy night o~ sor)'ow dawns the morn:
Streams which have flowed from the fountain
And thou shalt ri~e, thy light being come,
No.ID.ore forsaken, widowed audforlornof the latter day apostasy have been bitter, and
Loved land, where Christ the Lord was born,
lips parched and dry• have turned away in pain.
Awake put on thr beautiful attire!
Weary and thorn-pierced feet have been lacerated
Thy sons shallli]>e the doves to window come;
while traveling upon devious paths leading out
From oft' the willi>ws take the harp and lyre;
We wait the strain with infinite desire."
from it; but the voice has come. to the children
of latter day Israel and they have obeyed it, in
ON THE WING, OR NOTES BY THE
that they have inquired for the old paths, and by
WAY.
the help of God, expect to continue to walk
AT 8: 30, with oU:r party on board numbering
therein; ;J.nd while their trials have been sore
sixteen, all told, the train rolled out of Chicago.
andbitter, they have been but as a drop in the
Formil~s a~d miles the street lamps lit our way, ocean, compared to those visited upon his anarid as we passed the avenues. at right angles
cien,t covenant people.
with the course. we; were going, long vistas of
As we enter the village we are shown the
lights stretched on and out into space and darkhouse where Joseph Smith was born, and we recall with peculiar feelings the fact that to that
ness, terminating beyond the reach of our boundsame house fifty-eight years ago our father and
.e<.lvislon.
Bu~. even while we gazed,. our thoughts were
mother came in seaach of truth, and th~re obreaching forward to our destination, and with
tained a knowledge of this 1'marvelous.work and~
the far away obscure little village, to which we
a wonder.'',
wer~speeding our way, what iti comp2rison was
Both ha.ve long been sleeping beneath the clods·
this mighty city of 'Chicago?
of the valley; but from the day of their spiritual
birth they were faithful and true to the covenant
.Wearied with our long day of observation and
waiting in the city, we early sought our berths .made, though loss of all earthly possessions .and
for rest .an4 recuperation and were soon sleeping multiplied sorrows were a part of· the price they
. ql)ietly while the train sped on.
paid. To them this was as naugh~, .and now they
have gone to their reward.
first rays of .the morning light awoke us,
We reach Bro. Kelleycs hotel, jqst opposite the
.......~<'"''<
eKpanse. of Lake E;.rie met our
Temple, wpere a cord.ial. welcome and a warm
astir' bettns are made llp and

fire greet us. Here we spend the afternoon and
part of the night in committee work, and Saturday at ten a.m. we meet in the Temple with the
delegates from various Sunday-schools, and the
convention is organized.
If the peace, unanimity and concert of action
which prevailed there is typical of that which is
to actuate the coming conferente, then may a
very pleasant session be expected.
As we go out from the temple we register our
name among the thousands there found from all
parts of the world. It was said of this house
that the fame of it should go into all the world
-a prophecy which has been most literally fulfilled.
We have described our feelings as we approached the village to which our brethren were gathered. A wailing place? Nay, rather would we
exclaim, Sing, ye waste places, for the Lord has
comforted his people! And what peace and
gladness and deep joy fills their hearts!
A number of the Saints were sittting by the
fire-side after meeting, singing together, whe~
Bro. Lake began to sing in tongues. When he
had finished, Bro. R. C. Evans and Bro. James
McKiernan, at the same moment, began to sing
the interpretation and sang together to the close.
It was as follows :
Unto you,. my sons and daughters,
Of my will I now will grant;
It is pleasing to your Father
That my songs and praise ye chant,
I have heard your own desire,
I have heard your prayers and song,
I will bless you with my Spirit
All the day and all night long.
Be.ye faithful to my counsels,
That. are given in my law;
I will guicte you by my power,
You'll enjoy what others saw,
For my power I have granted,
And my Spirit you've received;
Be ye faithful to the covenant.
Then you'll. never be deceived.
PLANO, Ill., April 8th.
Dear Sisters if the Home Column:-Not having
seen anything. from this part in the ''Colu.mn"
for a long time, I thought a few lines would not
be amiss.
Our Prayer Union and Aid Society still hold
regular meetings, and, although the prospect is
not as encouraging as we could wish, still there.
is quite a number of earnest and faithful workers. The number enrolled is twenty-four and
the average attendance is ten. Owing to the
prevalence of la grippe there has been very few
in .attendance the past two or three weeks,
Those of the sisters who were not sick were attending those that were.
At times we feel very much discouraged, but
when we ~oto.God in humble prayer he always
sends the promised ~omforter and we feel to go
on with renewed energy.
Oh! if all could see the necessity of. putting
forth a greater effort in trying to work in. the
cause of King Emanuel, and realize. that the
time i~ at ha:nd when all should have on the
wh()le armor 9£ .God, and .oil in our l;J.mp.s)est
we b'e counted among the "foolish virgins!"
Dear sisters, Jet us aw;~ken from o11r seeming
sleep and ~trive to be as
light to. tho~e around
us that they fXlay. see by. om;.worlss th!lt we are

a
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at least .stdving to be wh~t we profess to be. It
is truly sad to· see so many cold and .indifferent,
seeking rather the pleasures of the world lhan to
do or know of the things of God.
Our Sabbath-school is prospering qpite nicely,
yet I think the children .would be encour!!ged to
a more regular attendance if more of the parents
could only be made to see the necessity of being
present at each session; for it always encourages
the little ones to see papa and mamma taking an
interest in whatever they are doing.
We have a "children's entertainment" the second Sunday in each month in which most of the
children of the Sunday-school take ari active
part.
We also have a Progressive Reading Circle, or
school, held once a week for the benefit of. the
elder scholars and teachers.
We were made glad a week ago by the presence of Brn. Pitt, Peterson and Stebbins, each
of whom spoke to us words of encouragement
and cheer while here.
Please excuse this lengthy letter. Hoping
and praying for the welfare of Zion, I remain,
AUNT Lou.
RIVERTON, April 5th.
Sr. Frances:-It is such a source of pleasure to
me to read the testimonies of the sister in the
Home Column.' I would like to say that I have
had greater joy and peace since I obeyed the
gospel in its fullness than ever before, and themore I try to overcome the evils of ·nature the
greater joy I receive.
We hear women calling for rights, for higher
and more exalted positions, but where can they
occupy a high(;r or nobler place than in the
horne, in the place of wife and mother, or what
place can they fill that require more wisdom or
greater knowledge than in training children? It
is not merely a :work of to-day,. but if rightly
done, will go on; the influence for good untold,
and who can tell in years to come what influence'
will be felt, what harvest may be reaped from
the seed sown, from the thoughts implanted in
the young minds and hearts in our carer I
can feel my own weakness and inability without divine aid to properly guide and train the little ones intrusted in my care.
Your sister for truth,
S. MORTiMORE.
FossTON, Minn., March 29:h.
Dear Sisters:-I am a lone sister, away from
all the Saints. 0; how I have often wished I
could go to church with the Saints once more,
though I did not appreciate the good chances of
going when I was with. them, as I was then
young, but I see and know it now.
I am the mother of three children. Dear sisters, I ask an interest in your prayers, that I may
be strengthened both spiritually and temporally,
that I may not _fall by the way, and that I may
raise my little ones aright from this sinful
world.
My husband is not a Latter Day Saint, though
he does not hinder me from teaching them all I
wish, as he likes to see any one live a Christian
life. I wish some good elder would come here
to preach. 'We would make it as comfortable
for one as our means would allow.
I do not take the Herald, as times are pretty
hard here. My husband subscribed for it for one
year for me at the time when he was so he could

read them over and over nearly every Sunday. I
sent for some tracts and have given to some of
the neighbors, and sent some to Montana,and
the Herald to my cousin.
Your sister,
ALICE MECHEN.
KURTEN; Texas, March z8th,
Dear Sister Frances :-I wish to write a few
lines to the Herald. I b~long to the brl!nch at
Cook's Point. I love this '"iOrk, but there Is no
branch of the church here. No Saints live here
but my 'sister-in, law. and father-in-law and I. I
love to read the Herald though I do not take it.
Brother Nunley lends me the Herald to read sometimes. I ask all the Saints to pray for·mybrother.
He has been sick nearly four months and has not
been able to sit up. He is. pa_ralysed with rheumatism. He is a member of the church and he
asks the Saints to pray"!'or him that he might
be healed. My mother is a widow and needs his
help~ She is a member of the church too.
May the Lo~d bless all the Saints and help all
to befaithful.
Your sister in Christ,
A. R. TARVER.
HOME CoLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

April roth, Amount to date ........... $3,464 79
A. D. Graff, Neb........ 25
J. G. Graff, Neb......... 25
C. D. Graff. Neb......... 2,5
Laura Williamson, Mo ... I oo
E. 0. Taylor, Mo...... 16
M. M. Secor, Conn...... 75
2 66
April 17th, Amount received to date ... $3,467 45
~Send

all monevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni. Iowa.

AuGUSTA, Ind., April 8th.
Editors Herald:--Bro. G. W. Jenkins was here
and held a series of meetings; we enjoyed ourselves well. I am glad the gospel was preached
here. There is a good opening. Bro. Jenkins
baptized three, and there are more near the kingdom.
We think Bro. Jenkins ought to have a mission so he could go often, for the people are well
taken up with him and his preaching in this vivlnity, and we think he could do a great work.
He and Bro. Thomas Wheeler were first here
and opened up this field.
The evil spirit is at work, but the Spirit of God
is with us, although I have many persecutions to
undergo, but it makes me stronger in the faith;
for the thought comes to me, "He that will live
godly in Christ Jesus shall suffer persecution,"
so, dear Saints, by our Master's will let us press
onward in the great cause, for it is of God; and
this great latter day work will stand when everything else falls.
Prospects are good for preaching the gospel in
Pike county.
GEORGE HILL.
DoRCHESTER, Neb., April 8:h.
Editors Herald:-About 1853-4 I knew a family by the name of Hayward, in Orion, Richland
county, Wisconsin, with whom a young lady
named Margaret and a boy about five, called
Willie, were living. I supposed they were their
own, but have since_ heard they were adopted

children: They soon afterward moved. onto a·
farm between Orion and Port Andrew, wher.e I
have been told Mr. Hayward died several. years
ago~ I believe the Saints in or near Excejsior
can easily learn if that boy is the William Leander Rodgers that. Sr. Sarah E; Cracraft of-Mendota, Missouri, is- seeking as her lost brother.
I have a brother, J. A. Drew, now living in
Lancaster, Wisconsin, who knew them well and
could probably. give information regarding
them.
Sr. B. J. Henderson is anxious to learn the
whereabouts of a grandson who was adopted to
a family named Cubbertson in Avoca, Iowa, and
named Albert Glen. He is •twenty-two years
old if living. His only own sister, Miss Mellie
LHenderson of La Hoyt, Iowa, is very anxious
to find him. Sr. Cracraft's request is on p. zu,
Herald of April 4th. A sister,
MRs. RACHELS. CoATES.
r

STILLVVATER, R.I.;
Edito"s Herald:-! know the work is of the
Lord. I was healed by the pqwer of prayer and
raised up when given up by physicians to die.
I have passed through great trials, yet with the
help of the Lord am still striving to enter into
the rest prepared for the ·people of Gad, and
often think if in this life only we have hope
we should be most miserable; We know there
is an inheritance that fadeth not away.
I read the Herald and Autumn Leaves and
when sadly depressed in spirits, I find many
comforting words. One letter in the last week's
Herald, from one of our western brothers. was inspiring ancl carried my mind back to my western
life, and shall always remember it as the dearest
part of my life. While there my husband had _
the care of the Kirtland Temple. I often used
to sit dow.n in the Temple after I had finished
my sweeping and think of the great and glorious
work Bro. Joseph had brought forth, and while I
am writing I think of the Temple being filled
with Saints, as the conference is there now. I
attended the last one held there, and think of it
with a dear remembrance. I hope to meet all
the Saints in the sweet bye and bye where partIng never comes. Your sister,
K. VICKERY.
CLEANING THE TEETH.
Dentists are daily committing the error of not
instructing their patients in regard the proper
methods of cleansing their mouths- brushing,
picking, rinsing with warm water after meals,
and at night before going to bed. Our observation must show that people who do these things
faithfully, have little or no dentistry to do. It is
astonishing what ignorance exists among people
of all classes and conditions, as to what cleanliness of the mouth means. They will tell you
frankly that they do not brush their mouths as
well as they ought to, for they did not know they
were to be examined; and when you looked ymt
really thought so, and the second thought was
probably 11ot for a month. Cleanly habits are part
of an individual's education, and can be formed
only in childhood.
Too much care cannot be
bestowed on the subject for the little ones. Each
individual must see it thoroughly done, have it
done for him, and experience having it well
rubbed in with a brush. Not much dentrifrice
of any kind is needed-and quill toothpicks are
best, narrow strips of rubber dam for spaces the
quill will not clean.- Water used frequently for
rinsing, with a motion of the tongue on all the
surfaces of the teeth and gums, lingual, palatal,
labial and buccal. So much for preventive den
tistry, which should be our highest aim.-Medical Classics.
-
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but while I was engaged in trying to do know that .I had. But, as I often tell the
what they instructed me to do, I failed to religious people in this day, they may
9MAY91
receive that which was promised me; and seek, or have impressions made upon them
::;;! cans that your subscription, will rnn:out May 9, 1891
I shall never forget the closing of that by the Spirit of God; but they cannot
Renew your subscription m time.
evening's service.
have the Holy Ghost bestowed upon them,
There w·ere a number who professed .to abide with'· them, except in the way
that they had been with Jesus, and that that God has appointed through obedience
he had spoken peace to their souls; who to his commandments.
professed that he had baptized them with
When these impressions were made
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
the Comforter which he had promised to upon my mind, I could take up the Scripendorsement of the, Editor: writers are responsible for
baptize with. This wounded me deeper, tures and understand them. I could take
their own views. Contributions solicited.
~Write on one side of the paper only.
and det:~per, to think that others could re- up the Book of Mormon and understand
ceive what I could not, when I knew that it. Why? The Lord was doing just
SERMON BY ELDER I. N. ROBERTS.
my desires were pure as theirs, in seeking what he promised he would do; he was
SUNDAY, FEBRURY 22D, 1891, AT
to obtain .the light and the liberty that was drawing me by his Spirit; he was drawLAMONI, IOWA.
promised in the gospel of our Lord and ing me step by step. He was enlarging
my understanding that I might be able to
Savior Jesus Christ.
, Reported by E. Stafford.
ELDER RoBERTS read for the morning ,
When we were called upon (a few of comprehend the exhibition of the truth,
lesson the fifth chapter of Paul's first let- us that were left at the mourner's bench) contained in the word; and this is one of
ter to the Thessalonians, and then said: to arise and take our 'seats, a friend of the reasons why I am a Latter Day Saint.
During my investigatio~s I also came to
I am pleased to meet with you this morn- mine, a young man, came up to me and
ing, and it is useless for me to ask your said: "How very glad I am that you have the chapter which I have read in vour
prayers; for I realize that I am in the found the Lord." I had made no profes- hearing this morning, where the aposfle
presence of a praying people, a people sion, and this proved to me how easy it says, "Prove all things; hold fast that
who believe in a prayer-hearing and a was for me to be deceived by allowing which is good;" and when I began toreprayer-answering God.
myself to become excited, and to not rea- ceive. light from the Eternal One, to
The question came to my mind this son according to the manner of reasoning enlighten my mind upon the plan he had
morning while on my way to church, which I understand one should use. It devised for me to be saved, my heart beWhy am I a Latter Day Saint? I feel tended to harden mv heart, and to drive gan to rejoice, :and I could'feel and realize
like giving you some of the reasons why me awav from that which I had called re- how the Spirit of light was working in me
I am.
ligion; yet there was an impression made that change which was necessary to fit
I was born in the year 1843, on the rrth there, as I said before, that would always arid prepare me for enjoyment of that love
which dwelleth only in the bosom of God,
day of:_November, in the state of Virginia. remain in my.mind.
'So far as ed11cation is concerned, I had no
In the year 1874, on the 17th of June, I and in him to whom God imparts the
privilege of that. I never was taught any heard the first gospel sermon that ever I same light and love.
I began to realize that I was a different
religious creed, as ,my parents never be- heard in my life, in Knox county, Nelonged to any chu.rch organization. At braska. An old brother by the name of creature altogether; that the gospel did
the age of. eight years I attended Sabbath- Gordon E. Deuel-many of you are ac- not consist of the traditions of men, neither
school, at what is known to us to-day, as quainted with him- was the man who in the in ere fact of confessing that Jesus
the old. M. E. Church.
• .
came there and. preached; and allow me was the Christ; Why? In my investigaThere I learned. to read, an'l:l there I to say that when the gospel was proclaim- tions I found that God had revealed a code
first learned out of: the book that we all ed on that occasion it was food for my of laws; that the gospel plan consisted of
principles, and that among them there was
unitedly appreciate :above all others.
soul.
But when I came to ask, "What society a grand and noble principle underlying all
There the first impre~sion was made
upon my mind th.at there was a God; do you represent?" he said, "The Latter the principles of the gospel of our Lord and
Savior Jesus Christ. By these investigathere I first medita~ed upon the principles Dav Saints."
Well, I was as ignorant ofLatter Day tions I was able to· understand the neceswhich are termed in the Scriptures the
principles of salvation; and I want to tell Saints as I was of the Almighty himself. sity of having that faith· and confidence in
you this morning, that from that time for- I knew nothing about them only as Utah God to move upon me to be obedi!mt to
ward I always had a desire to be saved, Mormons, and I asked him if that meant every principle contained in the gospel.
In searching the Scriptures I read that,
notwithstanding that my walk in life at Mormonism. He said, "The people call
various times and in divers places did not us Mormons, but we are not. We are a on the day of Pentecost the Spirit was
correspond with this desire. That princi- different class of people from the Utah poured out upon the brethren, and Peter
and his co-laborers were filled with it ;'hence
ple of love for the truth which was im- Mormons."
I said to him, "Sir, it does not make they were enabled to teach the people
planted in me through the reading and
studying of the Scriptures never left me. any difference to me ·what they call. you; what they must do to be saved. And
l.began to investigate at the age of seven- you are preaching the Bible, the word of when they presented to them the word of
eternal truth, there was that impression
teen what was termed "the old W eslevan God."
creed."
•
I resolved that I would put faith in no made which was furtherevidence to them
I never wil.l forget the time at a pro- · other, and I went to God on my knees of the spiritual manifestations they had
tracted meeting which was held in the and made a solemn covenant with him seen, and that principle of faith or belief
neighborhood where I lived. The minis- that if he would guide me aright so that I consequently moved them to, cry out,
ter who was preaching on .that .occasion might not be. deceived, there was nothing "Men and brethren, what shall we do?"
took for his text the first verse of the sec- that I had upon this earth but what I was The answer was, "Repent and be bapond chapter of Hebrews: "Therefore, we willing to sacrifice; and I stand before tized, every o.ne of you, in. the name of
ought to give the more earnest heed· to you this morning as one whom God . has Jesus Christ for the remission of sins, and
the things which we have .heard, lest at brought fro!ll darkness into the Ught of ye shalJ receiye the gift of the Holy
Ghost." When I read that, it was food
any time we should let them slip."
the gospel ofHis dear Son.
I went on investigating the doctrine which satisfied my hunger.
Th.is left an impression upon my mind,
I was/.enabled to comprehend that he
(notthe discourse that was preached, but which the Latter DaySaints taught, imd
the Scripture itself), which I have always my attention was first directed to the Book who.sent his Son to suffer and die on the
..
·able to retain. I went forward at of Mormon and the Bi]Jle; and when I
cross for all mankind .had devised means
time
what
termed the anxious- began to read the Book. of Morman, I
whereby all who would come in. ~nswer
bench; at1d ·so far as want to say to you, if. .any individual ever to th~ call to repent and be baptized should
are concerned, I am had. divine impressiqns<by the Spirit of receive the remission of sins and the prom,
God,. before he embraced the g()spel, I ised Comforter. This.! say was foocUor
t!:;~an l was then;
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me; and ~hen I look at this matter still
more closely, I am made to realize, whenever I go among'fhe chjJdrep of men, that
that inquiring spirit is there, "What shall
I do to be saved?"
When I come, then, t() take the Scripture as the man of my counsel, it presents
to my mind the steps that I have to take;
and not only I, but all who are seeking
the plan of salvation-the means which
God has devised to save all; and they elm
understand it because it is so plain and so
easily comprehended, if one will only
start right in the beginning.
While investigating and searching after
the truth the ministers of the different denominations used to say to me, "Look
here, Bro. Roberts, I understand you are
going to join the Mormons?"
To this I would answer, "1 have not
made up my mind at present to join anything. I am searching for the truth, and
I ask you to tell me what I shall do to be
saved?"
They would answer, "All that you have
to do is to get up and confess that Jesus is
the Christ; and the moment you do that
he will speak peace to your soul."
If this is all I have to do I have done it;
bt!t I understand that confessing with the
lips alone will not produce salvation, but
that there is a gospel law, termed by the
Psalmist Dav1d to be the "perfect law,"
that is to convert the soul; and the testimony of the Lord is to make wise the
simple.
This was very encouraging to me, and
why? Because I learned that the law of
the gospel was pt>rfect to such an extent
that it would convert the soul; that no abstract principle could do it. Hence my investigations continued, and I will tell you,
brethren, right here, I have never been
sorry; I have always rejoiced in that investigation.
When I have looked back to that time it
has always been a source of encouragement to in e. Why? Because while investigating I had a portion of the same
power attending me then that I have received to a greater degree since my
entrance into the kingdom of God. Some
of the good Christians used to tell me (as
they ha"ve no doubt many of you), "You
are deceived, and are going to hell as fast
as you can." They will tell you that you
are sinning against the Holy Ghost because you do not go up and give the right
hand of fellowship and go along with
them. I could never accept their doctrine,
because there never seemed to my mind
any principle in it which taught me how to
be saved; and I could not depend upon any
such way. And when I read that the
Savior sent his disciples into all the
world to teach all nations, to baptize them
in the name of the Father, and of the Son,
and of the Holy Ghost, to teach them to
observe all things whatsoever he had commanded them; this, to my mind, comprehended thew hole plan of salvation; every
principle that was necessary to be taught
to the children of men. This claim is
comprehended in the language of Jesus
when he sent his disciples to the world
to preach the gospel. He did not, accord-

.ing to our understanding, tell them to was running a threshing machine at the
preach it .any differently to What he had time, and I had a good chance everywhere·
commanded them to preach it while he was , I went to be told, "Roberts, I understand
traveling with them in the flesh.
you are going to be. a Mormon." This
When Bro. Deuel came back to our . query was put on the right hand and on
neighborhood he took up these prip.ciples the left, but it didn't affect me any ~on
of the gospel, and taught us that it was. cerning my faith in God. It increased
necessary to have faith in God. This was my desire to get down in the depths of
encouraging to us and we were glad to re- . humility and lay my case before God, that.
ceive and to sit under such instruction, be~ I might attain to an understanding of what
cause it harmonized with what we held to was required at my hands to do his will.
About this time, when returning home
be essential .to our. salvation. The Methodist minister said, "That is just what we one night with my tea~ from mycwork,
believe too. You can join us; I believe about ten o'clock, as I was traveling along
the same thing-."
l had the best feeling co):ne over me that I
"But, my friend, in what sense do you . ever experienced.
Brethren, I have no
use the term faith, for belief in Jesus only?" language at my command to give you an
He said, "We may use it like as Paul idea of my feelings upori that occasion. I
said to the jailor when he asked what he was singing ,and praying, and making
must do. Just believe on the Lord Jesus melody in my heart tQ God; I {elt so
Christ and you shall be saved, and your happy that, like Paul, I did not hardly
whole house."
know whether I was in the body or out bf
"Yes, but there must be some means by it.
which this faith is conveyed to me. I
While in that condition there was, a
might get up here and confess that Jesus glorious light came down from the realms
was the Christ until I was gray-headed, if of glory, and encircled me and my learn.
that faith was not of that character which The prairie grass glitteted like gold; my
would move me to comply with that which heart was filled; I caiJnot express my
is commanded, it would be vain or like the feelings so that you may: understand them.
old lady who prayed that the hill might The light went up and came down a secbe removed from the front of her house, ond time; and went up and came down a
but when she got up and saw the hill still third time; and the third time a voice said
there, she said, •J ust as I expected; it is to me, "This is the light, walk in it. I
there yet.'"
require your time to preach my gospel."
I want to tell you that though I was Then came to my mind forcibly the coveignorant and unlearned, I conceived the nant I had made with the Lord; and what
idea, early in my investigations, that if any was I that I .could withstand God? It
one wanted to partake of that Spirit which was a revelation from him. I knew there
would enable them to understand the was a .God. I heard his voice; I saw the
"
principles that are revealed in the word, light.
written here on the pages of divine truth,
I am gla~ to-day that I am numbered
that they had to conform their live~ to among a people who are going .forth to
these principles, and bv so doing they the world preaching the gospel of Jesus
would partake of that Spirit by which Christ, sustained by the power of his
we enter into the spirit of the letter. Spirit. It emanated from the presence of
What is the spirit of the letter if it is not God through the medium of an angel. It
the inspiration of God that will endow his did not come down through Babylon the
servants from on high, and move upon Great, from her divisions and contentions;
them, both head and heart, to do. his will and you who have had the visitation of
and keep his commandments, and by so angels know something about how one
doing it will abide with them forever? Is feels under that condition.
I went to my houRe, and when I knockthere anything greater that the heart of
man could dwell upon? That is another ed ~t the door my companion opened it
reason why I am a Latter Day Saint.
and said, "Why, Roberts, what is the
These principles were made clear to my matter with you?"
understandin~r.
I felt that I wanted to be
I answered, "There is nothing the matbaptized. Bro. Deuel gave opportunity ter with me; I feel good."
after preaching for any who desired to be
"You don't look natural," she answered.
baptized to make it known. I could not
I told her I had been blessed, and Was
get up from my seat; I wanted to be bap- going to write for that old man to come
tized, but I could not get up.
and baptize me.
When I first entered upon my investiWhen he came to baptize me, my wife,
gations, I made a solemn covenant with was also ready to go. She is here; she
the Lord that I would withhold nothin~r can testify for herself. She had been givfor the sacrifice of his work hen·, but, as ·I en up to die of consumption, but when we
said, I wanted to be haptized, but could entered t!;e fold of God she was restored
not rise from my seat. After the preach- to health; and when the old brother coning was over some one said to me, "Why' firmed us members in the kingdom of God,
did you not rise when opportunity was he told me of the vision I had had, of which
offered to be baptized?"
I had never told him anything. He told
I said, "I could not."
her that she should be blessed, that God
"0h,'' said they, "the devil held you would protect her, and stand by her while
down."
I was preaching the gospel. Brethren, I
I could not believe be had hold of me; look back upon this with joy, and not with
for I thought the devil is accused of a grief. As I said, All is right.
great many things he is not guilty of. I
I was at that time in fair circumstances
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starting out in life with fair prospects of
making money; but these things weighed
nothing in the scale against the truth I had
received, and my covenant with God, I
have been endeavoring to fulfill that covenant since my call to the ministry.
In my investigations, and search after the
principles of truth, I found one that to
my mind was not rightly understood by
the religious world; that is the principle of
repentance. I believe that is even less
comprhended to-day among many of my
brethren than it should be. My brethren,
fellow travelers to the bar of God, I want
to give you in brief my understanding of
the principle of repentance : Suppose now
that I had been a thief before I came into
the kingdom of God, and had stolen, had
taken that which did not belong to me,
and had secreted or hid it away; and now
I became interested in my soul's salvation.
If I had that principle of faith implanted
in my mind through the preaching of the
gospel, what would that principle of faith
do for me? It would work in me that
godly sorrow ofthe heart; it would tell my
conscience, "You have stolen from that
man; take itb~ck to him". If I haveborrowed money from an individual, if I have
the right kind of faith dwelling in me it
will tell me to go and pay that man the
money I have borrowed.
There is anoth~r question comes up:
"If you areno~ able to pay him, what then?
I have just manhood enough to go and tell
him that I could not do it, I believe that
God will take the will for the deed.
I believe that if this principle we are
talking about (which is one of the characteristics of thy righteousness revealed in
Jesus Christ) dwells in me, it will beget
in me the love, to do right, to always be
ready to make things right. God is love,
God is true, ahd in him there is nounrighteousness ;i and one reason why I am
a La.tter Day! Saint to-day is because I
conceive that ~hese are the principles of
the doctrine of Christ, and I have set out
to practice them.
Again, I read the Book of Covenants
and found that God through the prophet
said that if aBybody lie they shall repent,
and if. they db not repent they shall be
, cast out; and if any one steal they should
be cast out, and delivered over to the laws
of the land, When I come to look at the
letter of the Ia:w God has given us, I find
that we are reguired to live by every word
that proceeds c:mtof the mouth of God. If
you and· I have truly repynfed of our sins,
and he calls us f~:om time to time to go
out and preacli the gospel to the people,
let us go lind obey that call. My brethren, of the ministry, let no .·opportunity
pass by when ·you can speak a word for
the Master. It is in him we live, and
move and have our being. It is written
in. the .word qf God, "Prove all things;
hold fast that which is good." I find nothing in all my investigations that can compare.with the joy, peace and comfort there
is in .the gospel of Jesus Christ.
· 'The last place at which I preached in
Minnesota w;;ts in Pipestone county.
~hetrifirstwent there I wasahme:......,there
>were no Saint~ there. A gentleman and

his wife livt<d there who had attended one
of our quarterly conferences at Leland's
Grove, Iowa; and they opened up a correspondence with me, desiring that I
should come there to preach; they thought
there would be a good opening. I went,
and after I arrived the Baptist minister
called on me, and we had a pleasant chat.
In the course of the conversation he said
to me, "Elder Roberts, if you were going
to differ from me, what would be the principle difference?"
I said, "In everything from beginning
to end."
He replied: "You believe in baptism,
so do I."
I answered, "You don't believe in haptism for the remission of sins; you believe
it is the answer of a good conscience."
"Is not that really what it is for?" said
he."
"No, sir. The apostle speaking under
the influence of the Holy Ghost, said to
those who inquired of him what tney must
do, that they should. be baptized for the
remission of sins •. That is the way the
Spriptures say; and that is the way I want
to go."
He answered, "You believe in faith,
don't you?"
"Yes, but you believe in that faith which
will lead you so far, and then you stop.
Thefaith of the gospel otthe Son of God
leads me right along to accept all that he
has commanded. That is the difference.
If you have the faith that is represented
in the Scriptures of divine truth, you will
be baptized for the remission of sins, and
receive the laying on of hands for the gift
of th~ Holy Ghost. You will believe the
Book of Mormon, and also that Joseph
Smith is a servant of the Most High
God."
"Well," he said, "that is the sticking
point with !Jle. Let us keep to the record
that you profess to believe. If you will
confine yourself to the Bible, I won't object to your preaching in our church."
"Amen," said I, "I will confine myself
to the Bible; and. if· I can get you to accept the Bible, I have one passage I can
bring from it . that neither you nor any
other man can successfully contradict."
· He replied, "Where can I find in the
Bible that Joseph Smith is a prophet of
God? I never found his name there."
I said, "You will find his name on the
opposite page from that of John Calvin."
Well; friends, these principles of the
gospel all come up .in their proper place,
and I tell you that the gospel is what
Paul said it was--"the power of God unto
salvation;" and whoever lives up to these
principles can bear a faithful testimony by
the power of God to the truth of the gospel; and this is anbther reason why I am
a Latter Day Saint;
.
What have you and l to .eause us to become weak in the faith? What is there
about the principles of truth that would
lead any individu11l to be<:o.me discouraged
in' the faith? It is not the principles of
trutl:l that will do that, it is because we do
not live up to those principles; and those
Latter Pay Saints who keephiscommand1 ments, who have this work at·hearqlift

their voices to God in a sense of joy and
gratitude for his grace bestowed upon them
in calling them out of darkness into the
light of the plan of salvation.
I want to read a passage of scripture .in
the fourth chapter of Phillippians, com~
mencing at the seventh verse: "And the
peace of God, which passeth understanding, shall keep your hearts and minds •
through Christ Jesus." Now listen at the
connection: "Finally, brethren, whatsothings are true, whatsoever things are
honest, whatsoever things are just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things
are lovely, whatsoever things are of good
report; if there be any virtue, and if there
be any praise, think on these things."
This needs no comment whatever to
impart to you the light and the knowledge
there is in the principles of the law of life,
to know and cultivate them, and carry
them into direct demonstration before the
world of mankind, ih our daily life and
conversation. And this is why I am a
Latter Day Saint to-day.
I want to call your attention to one
more passage of scripture-r Corinthians
2: I I: "For what man knoweth the things
of man, save the spirit of man which is in
him? Even so the things of.God knoweth
no man but by the Spirit of God."
Now Paul says in Romans eighth chapter, "To be carnally minded is death; but
to be spiritually minded is"-what? "life
and peace." Why? "Because," he says,
"the carnal mind .is at enmity against God.
It is not subject to the law of God; neither indeed can be."
"Why," says one, "how then can I be
reformed through the gospel?"
"Faith cometh by hearing, and hearing
by the word of God;" and if ·that principle has been imbibed by you through the
preaching of the gospelt it
change
you from these carnal desires to work
against them, and cause you to. put them
from you. . No man knows the things of
man, but the spirit of man that is in
him. Every man knows what is in his
heart, if there are any sinf~l desires there.
How are we to get out of that sinful condition,? By turning from everything that
is carnal, that is devilish and sinful.
Joseph Smith might have been a sinful
man at one time. I .believe he was; but
the knowledge coming to the world of
mankind through obedience to the gospel
message with which he was sent, is proof
sufficient that he had turned from his evil
ways, and was accepted of God as his servant. And. when a man denies this work,·
a~ter having received a knowledge of its
truthfulness, I tell you, brethren, there is
something wrong when a spirit of that
kind gets into an individual. For this
reason we understand that everything
gbod cometh from God;. !jnd if God blessed me in the beginning.with a knowledge
that this work was of God,.that Joseph
Smith was a prophet of God, I want. to
tell you that though I become a castaway,
that knowledge will never leave me. I
know it will nev~r leave any manthotigh
hebecome a castaway~ If ht) has. become
such, he has given. WilY to his carnal c;lesires; bul the .knowledge of theitruth is:;
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Brethren and sisters, let us labor together as one family, move out to the front
and battle for the cause, for Jesus is our
captain. He is at the head of the army,
and is always willing to help us if we
counseL him, the Captain of our salvation.
May God help us to improve on the
knowledge we .have received, and finally
enter into the rest that remains for the
people of God. Amen.
LETTER FROM ELDER CHARLES
ALBERTSON.
EDITORS HERALD:- Great

diversity of
thought seems to exhibit itself as to many
parts of the wisdom committed to the
Chufch of Christ. What a loving solicitude all who write for these columns
should show forth, lest ~e fail to exemplify the Spirit of the Master and a proper
regard for the dignity of the work he has
committed to our care!
Our articles and letters bespeak our in"
terest and love for the cause, also our stage
of development, to a great extent. Are
we not all striving in the unity of the
Spirit to see eye to eye and to come to
the full measure of the stature of Christ?
Interchange of thought should aid us all
to reach this most desirable end. I have
wished many times that all articles had
their author's names attached, instead of
the initials. I can see no proper reason
why any should seek to hide themselves
from the readers of their articles.
Dear Saints, does it not seem strange
that so much difference should exist in our
minds concerning an article and its use, so
plainly spoken of in the word of wisdom,
as tobacco? Can we not all see the value to
the church in the action of the Twelve in
relation to those who still cling to its use?
I have thought the church was treating
this matter so very gently and tenderly,
holding out loving hands to those ·struggling in the toils of that weed. I have not
gleaned from any teachings of the church
that any man or woman was excusable in
any wilful sin, in any form or way, small
or great.
How does it look for the church to·send
out its color-bearers to the world, calling
upon the captive sons and daughters of
sin and folly to enlist for life service under
the banner of the cross, if they are not free
from that habit?
How shall we offer
freedom to others if we are not free? If
those who represent the church cannot
free themselves from such a habit, how
can they consistently ask others to become
freemen?
"Let every soul that nameth the name
of Christ depart from iniquity;" "be ye
.clean that bear the vessels of the Lord."
It seems sometimes that those who use tobacco use a microscope to detect dark spots
upon the garments of those who do not;
and if they do, or think they see any, it
seems a consolation to think others are
captives yet as .well. Those who renounce
sin and folly are consistent wilh their
covenant at baptism; and the Twelve have
taken this position. We will have hindrances enough after we renounce all
known evils, but blessed of the Lord are
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those to whom the "Lord im{>Uteth not
The church deals with its members for
iniquity;" and certainly they are tho.se ,.drunkenness, and invites its brother to the.
who forsake folly when it is made mani- stand to "break the bread of life." Men
fest.
might be worse for liquor once a year, or
Mr. Iliff, the M. E. minister in charge less; but how great is the difference in
of Rocky mountain mission told me about these sins. One thing I hope never to be
two years ago they were not granting guilty of: If my brother says, "Bro.
missions to those who would not renounce Albertson, for your own good and the fair
that habit. I ask in all kindness, shall not name of the church will you not try and
the Church of Christ vindicate the Mas- sin no more, in this or that,'' for me to say,
ter's wishes, as she comes forth out of the' "My brother, do you not see that little
wilderness, fair as the sun and clear as the stain on your.garment?"
moon, wrestling against the powers of darkIn talking some. time ago .with a man
ness in her efforts to clothe herself with about the twin relic," he said he never
her bridal attire? What .is a proper re- would be guilty of complaining of or
gard for Him who cannot look upon sin testifying against neighbors iq. any matter,
with the least degree of allowance?
if he could avoid it, for he might some
Brethren, how can we invite the world time overstep the rules of propriety.
to come to Christ and be cleansed from Think. of this, ye who profes~ to love law
sin while we are not cleansed from this and order. How could government or
Brethren, who cannot or will not church exist with such. citizens. Brethren,
evil.
free themselves from this yoke, this bond- let us not think in this way, but admonish
age? There are other sins of darker hue, each other in kindness and love for our
of course, but the church can ask no more faults and follies, and for the love we
or less than this.
should hold and cherish for the truth of
To say the Master blesses the ministra- God. Let us try mightily-to overcome;
tions of those who use it, is not truly say- and remember that in a great house there
ing that he is pleased with its use, not by are not only vessels of gold, and of silver,
any means. Is it not rather an induce- some of wood, and some of earth, some to
ment to renounce every appearance of sin honor and some to dishonor, but that "if a
and "come up higher?" When we rest man therefore cleanse himself from these,
sweetly and peacefully in the joy of the he shall be a vessel unto honor, sanctified
Spirit, that heaven of the soul, what is the and fit for the Master's use." Are we not
elevation of purity before God then? We expected to keep our temples, (our bodies)
have but just commenced the ascent. By clean, as they are to be tabernacles for the
the Spirit we are justified, yet in our Holy Ghost, and He will not dwell in tinsweetest moments of felicity, When our clean temples? Who does not know how
cup of joy is overflowing, the soul seemc; easy it is to grieve the Spirit by treating
ready to overleap all obstacles to reach lightly its whisperings.
.
the great fountain from whence comes
When the church sustained the resoluthis sweet felicity; and yearns to be free, tion of the Twelve, did it not step up on
perfectly free, from the shackles of the higher ground, and this in perfect harmony
flesh and sin in any form, and even the with that wisdom which is from above? If
garments spotted by the flesh. Why, oh, it had refused to so sustain, would it not
why, do any Saints hide themselves be- have said in effect, "We are as high in that
hind others' faults! This can never avail respect as we care to get, or we cannot· get
in this eternal warfare; in which none are higher?"
crowned "except he strive lawfully." Can
Now all who join the church by virtue
we get free from such blemishes or must of their covenant agree to abstain from
they forever stand an insurmountable every evil which at least the written word
obstacle before us? Are our fetters made points out; but the Spirit must portray the
so strong that with the help of God we exceeding sinfulness of sin, or we are very
cannot break them and be the "Lord's liable to excuse ourselves in many ways.
freemen?" Freedom, thou art so near,
Those who use tobacco may think themand yet so far! 0, God give to thy peo- selves especially censured. I do not think
ple perceptive power to behold their so; but it has become a crying evil, and
shackles, and power to break every band offers so many excuses.
which withholds from freedom's shrine!
If I remain in a moral condition, such
Why should we "pay our money for as causes the body to exclude me from
that which is not bread?" Did any ever performing some of the duties pertaining
free themselves from bondage by seizing to the work, who is to blame? All bodies
the chains which bind them? This is a should have power to pass upon the qualhabit which no human being can prevent ifications of their members and officers;
its denial, if those using it desire to break Their existence depends upon this, and I
away from it.
do not see that our tardiness to get out of
How men dm expect the church to sus- our entanglements, growing out of sowing
tain them while they yield themselves wild oats in the spring time of life, is any
willing captives to folly, I do not know. reflection upon the wisdom exhibited in
We tell our children tJ:ry• :t is a filthy arid either induction into the church, or ordinacostly habit, the tenderest way we can tions. The call is unto the ends of the
speak of it; and they reply, "You sustain earth, embracing the whole human family;
men in your ministry who throw it from and more or less responsibility attaches to
their mouths while they preach, and then every soul to act well their part in life;
take a fresh morsel when done. Go and the desire for church connection
cleanse the platter inside, and then do not should evince a good desire to do so .. The
forget the outside,
1 call and ordination to act as color-bearers
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for the armies -of Israel, increases the responsibilities, and is an additional incentive
to stand as faithful sentinels upon the
watchtowers, and learn our duty and stand
approved; not· waiting to be commanded
in all things,for this indicates slothfulness.
We know that freedom from vice gives
us assurance at . the throne/ of grace. A
known vice, persisted in, is a standing barrier and is ever ·be'fore us, destroying our
peace-a very canker-worm of spirituality.
No effort should be spared to promote
spiritual growth, for without this we will
walk as "enemies to the cross of Christ."
"Christ in us" is "the hope of glory," and
"he _that hath this hope abiding in him
purifieth himself even as He is pure."
-I hope no one will think or say that tobacco is my hobby, or that I delight in
contention, for I do not. Peace, quietness and assurance forever is what I desire; but eternal vigilance is the price of
freedom in or out of the church. I cannot
see that very much credit due any one for
breaking the fetters which bind him in sin
and folly, seeing he became willingly
bound, and it is to his great gain to g.et
free. If a man is paid in time, and immeasurably more in eternity', he has the
fatted calf prepared, a feast is spread for
him and he is received with joy and rl:ljoicing, even after haviqg spent his all in
riotous living in: a foreign land. But do
not believe the swine would be guilty of
feeding upon such husks- as the leaves of
the tobacco plant. These prodigals have
great need to consider their "father's
house," and haste away.
Does not toba~co lull the moral •perceptions to sleep, and a deadly sleep at that?
This is not a "si1ken cord," but mnst be
one of those "strong cords" referred to in
the Book of Mormon, and must grow
stronger every day. I am afraid I would
have little confidence in the Master if he
had set such an ~xample. How willingly
we sometimes consent to become servants
of habit and cohsole ourselves that it is
only a habit, as :though cause and effect
will not be
or death to us.
Brethren, let ·us cease from all excuses
when our owri agency is freely ours.
Shall we overcome all things, or shall we
say, "God will justify in committing a little sin," that he will beat us with a few
stripes and at last save tis in celestial
glory?" Very dangerous logic thaf, but
many of us who claim revelations holy
light, hide ours~lves among the trees, in
the eady haze CJ?f morn. We love.. this
·. better than clearer day.
/Who. , do we love, and what is the
proof? How long shall we say, "Lord,
Lord," and not do the things He hath
said? What is the habit? A vice or
a. virtue? "He that .hath mv command~ents and keepeth them, he it is thatloveth me." Words are but blossoms; deeds
are. fruits~ we shall all appear before the
judgment seat of Christ andc there be
judged and . rewarded according . to the
deeds done in the body. Does not repent. ance signify a forsaking all known sin, or
only a part, just such as suits our convenience?
. _ ·..
._.
.··
. .
·
~ow:, brethren,.I of:fer no apolog-ies for

life

any sin; nor do I think any one respon- the incendiary. This occurred on the
sible in any way for my sins except my- darkest hours of dark nights, when all of
self. Adam sought to excuse himselt be- us were fast asleep. The loss can be recause Eve gave him the "forbidden fruit," placed by one hundred dollars. It no
but he died the death, and also left the gar- doubt would have been ten times greater
den of Eden. The word of the Lord is had the typhoonic atmosphere been sweepyea and amen, as I know full well. If we ing in most any other direction; as there
cannot abide a celestial law we must step are several buildings near, only two of
down a little for lack of the "wedding them being insured.
Your brother in bonds,
garment." And your minds in times past
A. c. HART,
have been. darkened because you have
treated lightly the things you have received, which vanity and unbelief hath
TWO'S.
brought the whole church under condem- IF four youn~ men are available, there are
nation; and this condemnation resteth inviting fields of labor in south-west and
upon the children of Zion, even all; and north-west Nebraska. In each place, by
thev shall remain under. this condemna- systematizing labor on the circuit system,
tim; until they repent and remember the within a radius of fifty or sixty miles
covenant, even the Book of Mormon and several points might be visited at stated
the former commandments which I have times, eight, ten or twelve miles apart.
given them, not only to say, but to do ac- These points may be reached by rail, team,
cording to that which I have written, that horseback, or on foot, as the way may
they may bring forth fruit meet for their open. More such labor and less desultoFather's kingdom, otherwise there remain- ry preaching is much needed. Those goeth a scourge anrl a judgment to be pour- ing to the above fields may not expect to
ed out upon the children of Zion." "And reach a branch every day, but by perseI give unto you a commandment that ye verance and patiently meeting the changes
shall forsake all evil and cleave unto all incident to the life of a traveling elder,
good, that ye shall live by every word thy may build up branches and that will
which proceedeth forth out of the month be better, for thereby the work will exof God."
tend. To leave home comforts, wives, or
The promise is that when men shall sweethearts is a sacrifice; but if this is too
keep all the commandments Zion shall hard, better pause ere you em bark. You
again come on the earth; and all Latter could not prosecute the work in the above
Day Saints pray, "Our Father who art in localities by leaving home Saturday and
heaven, thy kingdom come, thy will be returning Monday. 0 yes, in such locali- ·
done on earth, as it is in heaven." 0, I ties two's may be sent and labor with adwish it could be so done, and that we vantage. But when appointees determine
could forsake all evil!
to take care of branches, it would be very
Let us pray for one another, and let us expensive to send by two's and little good
have faith, hope and ch~rity.
·
would accrue, so far as extending the
CHARLES ALBERTSON.
work is concerned.
ALBH>N, Idaho, June 15th, 1890.
Again, inability to meet demands, because of a limited ministerial force; is often
PECULIAR INCIDENTS.
a preventive to reaching that which might
MANY of the Saints are acquainted with
be reached with greater facilities wi.th due
William and Catharine France of Angola, deference to all. I may say that where I
Kansas. William usually sleeps in his rl.fay hold delegated jurisdiction, no gengreen-house. About January 19th, in the eral conference appointee \'\'ill receive
night, he was aroused by an excited call appointment to in any way interfere with
of, "Will! Will!" Feeling sure it was branch matters, without proper counsel
Catherine in distress, in a few seconds he and advice with branch and district preswas in the house but found ,Catherine fast idents, and· their consent. And whoever
asleep. He woke her and they were b'oth may do or so act without special appointmuch surprised. On the night of February ment as above, will transcend their .limits,
9th the _same tlaing was repeated. So and no good can possibly accrue from such
Catherine told William not to let his a procedure. Presidents of branches and
imagination disturb him again; that if any- districts should remember that the church
thing happened she would let him know, does not sanction special efforts to depreciOn the night .of Marcl:1 2d the thing ate the Bible and rn:ake corresponding
changed, and Catherine was called by efforts to estltblish the superiority of the
William's voice. But she, thinking she Book of Mormon; and encourages no
was. becoming as foolish as William, tried elder in hisrespec.tive limit in doing so.
In gospel bonds,
to doze to sleep again;- !:Jut .soon got up,
}AS. CAFFALL.
and looking through the only window
MA.RCl{ 1st, 1891.
that was not closed, she saw that the
whole plantation was illuminated. . Her
A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
cry awakened J. W. and A. C. Hart who
were sleeping in the opposite end of the Setting forth the order and nature of .tile Priesthouse upstairs. Our windows were not hood, and defining the duties and prerogatives
blinded· and it looked as though the whole of all the. Church Officials, inCluding the. First
regions were burning.. It was the chicken- Presidency, and .alsothe Deacons,. as set forth in
coops, both burning full blast. On exam~ the Revelations . of God and decisions of_ th.e
Church. Complied .from the standard works o£.
ination William w~t,s found fast asleep. the
Cllurch, by Charles D~rry, and for sale ~~
The myst~rh~us calls.when heeded in time, H~rald- Office! L~!-.moni,. D.ecatur county, _Iowa;
no doubt stopped the nefarious work of Price :75 cents including postage,.
•· • :.·"
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. GENER,AL CONFERENCE NEWS,
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KIRTLAND, April rzth.-Lasl: night the
services were in charge of the Sundayschool organiz:ltion, Elder F. M. Sheehy
presided. The programme consisted of
vocal music by a quartette composed of
Messrs. Gomer Wells; G. H. Gates and
Mrs. Glover and Miss Belle Robinson;
clarinet solos by Mr. Wells; a solo by
Mrs. Glover; an essay by Mrs. H. A. Stebbins and addresses by Elder Columbus
S.cott ·and Bishop Kelley. Bishop. Kelley's
address was chiefly on the duties of Sunday-school teachers and what they should
teach• The bishop insisfed that the whole
Bible, instead of leaflets and detached portions of the Bible,.should be used in teaching; He did not object to leaflets, compendiums, etc., in the hands of teachers.
He thinks that the child should be well
grounded in the teachings of the Bible,
"and that," said he, "will make them as
good Latter Day Saints as can be desired."
This . day has been the/ first rest the
Saints have had from the business that has
engrossed their attention:during the week.
It has been spent in the usual mannerthree sermons, besides the Sunday-school
services, which were begun at 8: 30
o'clock, and the prayer service at 9 o'clock.
The Sunday-school met on the second
floor of the temple and at tl1e same time
the prayer meeting was in progress on the
floor below.
. At 10: 30 o'clock every seat in the temple was occupied by people from the surrounding country, for it was generally understood that President Smith would be
the speaker. Elders James Caffail and
Columbus Scott assisted in the services.
President Smith's sermon was a resume,
necessarily brief, of all the reasons "for
the faith that is within them." He spoke
in part as follow~:
"There is one question that every man
who stands in the sacred desk to speak to
his fellow men concerning their salvation
should answer satisfactorily to himself at
least, so that he may answer honestly.
The question is: 'By what authority doest
thou this?' Preachers generally assume
that they represent Christ and are authorized to speak for him, but however modest
a man may be, there is that about him
which seems to say, 'I am right and you
are wrong.' There is more or less public
feeling against preachers, and there are
men who call the assumption of the ministry hypocrisy. And they challenge the
institutions of the past and the present,
and ask the question before repeated.
"If the speaker says anything that infringes upon good feeling, you must at
least feel that he has satisfied himself. But
we make no apology for what we may
say. We don't believe God ever commissioned anyone to apologize for him. We
must not conclu(le that Ghrist wa§ trifling

with the world when he said, •Go ye into
all. the. world and preach the gospel to
every creature.' We will always differ as
to how the salvation of the world is to be
effected, and the particular. part on which
qpinions differ is 'and he that believes and
is baptized shall be saved.' I believe I
was commissioned to preach the word, for
the royal commission is to all who hear
the commission. In the northern part of
Ohio you have had. the. spectacle of a
Christian minister to be tried for heresy.
They say he has denied a portion of the
New Testament, and his brethren have
cried out against him, and they have expelled him. Now, why not be consistent
and arraign every other man. who refuses
to teach all that is found in the New Testament? It is tl:ie standard cry of the preachers to the people to repent and believe the
gospel. But the gospel does not stop with
repentance. If we take gospel to signify
good tidings we must include everything
that has any connection with this philosophy. Now some think that because Paul
said •I know nothing except Christ and
him crucified,' their whole duty is performed when they preach that. Now
baptism is a subject upon which no doubt
there are people here who represent every
shade ot belief. Possibly you remember
the picture of your childhood, representing
John baptizing Christ by pouring water
over him from a horn. How do you reconcile this picture with the statement that
when 'he [Christ] came up out of the water
the Spirit descended upon him?' Could he
come up out of the water if he was kneeling upon the bank while John poured
water upon his head? We, in addition to
baptism, believe and practice the laying on
of hands. We are in good company, for
Christ practiced this. If any other except
John and Peter had practiced the laying
on of hands, they might have been accused
of foisting something upcm the religion of
Christ through ignorance. But we find
that when they did it the persons thus
blessed received the Holy Ghost and 'spoke
in tongues.'
"•Except ye be born of the water and
the Spirit ye cannot enter the kingdom of
heaven,' S!'!YS Jesus, and no one will enter
in until they have complied witl!J the conditions. Now comes the resurrection of
the dead, since we have touched on the
baptism and birth of the water and the
Spirit. You will remember that Lazarus
died while Jesus was absent from the
household with which he frequently
visited. When Jesus returned both Mary
and Martha said 'Lord, hadst thou been
here our brother had not died,' and he replied: •Your brother shall live again.'
•Yes, we know he will live hereafter,' replied the sisters. Now, who told them
that, unless they had been taught by the
Savior? He has given the seal to this
doctrine by permitting his body to rest in
the grave.
"We are taught also that all men shall
be judged for things done in this body.
The punishment, too, is apportioned to the
amount of light they have received. For
that reason let me enjoin you to examine
yourselves whether you are in the faith,

He that.walks so closelyto the preceptdo
unto others as you would be done by as
he can, is the freest among the pl:l6ple who
reside in this populous community in the
northern part of the great state of Ohio.
Continue in the word and v.ou
find
yourself free and be good citizens of this
world and the world to .come."
At 2 :30 this afternqon High Priest
Mark H. Forscutt of St. Joseph, Missouri,
answered some of the objections that are
made to the belief the Saints hold that
divine manifestations are received in thes.e
days. He read nearly' all of r Corinthians,
twelfth chapter, in .which Paul describes
the church as composed of many parts
just as the human body has many organs.
Besides the chapter he read before he began his address he read many other passages from the Bible to support his position. He spoke in substance as follows:
"Bible students have noticed, or if they
have not noticed it I call their attention to
it now, that this epistle is d1rected unto the
church of God, which is at Corinth, to
them that are sanctified in Christ Jesus,
called to be Saints, and the latter is addressed to the Saints individually and col~
lectively, and God told t):lem that they
were, and has commanded. them to us, as
essential integers in the ecclesiastical body
and under no circumstances can any integer say I have no need of you. God,
himself perfect, has organized a perfect
church, and it is interdepenaent in its parts.
Unity is essential.
We are member
of a society, and as members .of this society we desire to be represented and not ·
misrepresented. We believe in prophets,
apostles, revelations and divine gifts. Some
think that the dictum of our leading men
who are set over us is an end of all controversy, but that is a grievous error. Our
beliefs impose upon us. the duty of thinking for ourselves. So it was anciently.
"Paul was one of those men who believed that he was working in the interest
of good when he persecuted the early day
Saints. God appeared to him and told
him that he was persecuting him. Then
came the conviction of an honest man and
he asked, 'What must I do?' He was
converted by a miraculous manifestation,
and therefore he is the best expositor of
the miraculous manifestations of the
spirit, and no more pertinently is it pre~
sented than in his letter to the Corinfl:ians
where he describes the mystical body of
Christ.
·
" 'Now, brethren, I would not that ye be
ignorent of the divine gifts,' says Paul to
the Corinthians, and then he writes to
warn them against associations with other
religions, and to guide them he tells them
about these gifts which shall follow the
acceptance of the gospel. These gifts or
signs followed the work of the disciples
after they went forth in obedience to
Christ's last command, to go into the world
and preach the gospel. They always followed, no exceptions. We have heard
many arguments that these manifestations
were intended to be given to estr:blish the
church and were then discontinued. Some
time ago I read a story in the newspapers,
the subject being the Latter Pay Saints,

will
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One day a sick man was brought into this
temple and Joseph Smith descended from
the stand and said, 'In the name of Jesus
Christ I command you to arise.'
The
man arose and he was healed. I saw this
this and could never account for it. I do
not know whether the story is true. It
has never been verified nor disproved. But
it is one of the events which have transpired in our own times. It is further said
that these miracles were performed for the
purpose of producing faith, but there is no
instance in the Bible in which an unbeliever has received the benefit of a miracle.
In no event was the command to be healed
given until Christ or the apostles were
satisfied that the one to be benefited had
sufficient faith.
"It is further argued that these gifts
were to be for the apostles alone. Well,
let us examine the language of the command. 'I [Christ] command you to go
into all the world and preach the gospel
to every creature, and they who believe
shall receive it, shall be saved, and they
shall have all these signs.' This is the way
Christ speaks. He addressed somebody in
the second person, and in the third person
he says 'they .shall have these signs.'"
Mr. For:;cutt here related several incidents
coming under his personal notice of
"speaking in tongues," especially in Wales
and England. Continuing Mr. Forscutt
said: "Some people say we apply the
prophecies of Joel, which, according to
the objectors, have been fulfilled. They
say that the pouring out of God's Spirit
took place at the time of the pentecost.
Joel says God'~ Spirit shall be poured out
upon all flesh .. Well, we find at the pentecostal time there were only 120 people
present. Indeed? Are I 20 all the. people?
.
"And now then: is another objection;
and .it is found~d in this prophecy: 'When
all is .perfect ,there will be no need of
tongues,' etc. I heard a young disputant
say that the , time of perfection came
when the Biblt) was completed. The disputant on our side asked him which
edition. The qqestion was never answered,
and it was never expected that it would be.
May we be bound together in the perfect
love. of God an,d our perfect Lord and we
be prepared for that happy time is my
prayer, for Ch~ist's sake. Amen."
KIRTLAND, ,April Igth. --.,.. Last night
Apostle Joseph, Luff preached a long but
interesting senpon. His line of thought
appeared to be, suggested by the sermon
delivered by Elder M. H. Forscutt yesterday afternoon,' concerning spiritual gifts,
ahd called attention to them and the reason
why they are given. He called atten.tion
to . the fact that not all the brethren have
beeJ;l blessed by spiritual manifestations.
He said "he had never received a revela~
tion, had never seen a vision or had dreamed a spiritual dream; but on that account
. h.e could not say there were no such things,
because in r878 he received a revelation
. thrdugh President Smith in which the
· · . L?rd said he had heard his. servant, J oseph Luff's ]Jrayers, .but·.he. qhose not tq
reveal directly t<> him, s<;> he reve.aled his

answer through President Smith. From istry and laity representation or by the
this Mr. Luff concluded that the Lord did rules observed by the general conference.
not intend to feed him on sensationalism The recommendation was adopted.
It was carried that Elder Thomas Tayand that Mr. Smith should really be the
head of the church, because he had been lor be ordained a High Priest.
The request of the Nodaway district for
able to receive that for which the speaker
had looked in vain. Mr. Luff, in a nega- a definition of the duties of the different
tive way, criticised the desire a good many district officers was referred back to the
Saints have to be given the gift of tongues district with reference to revelations and
and revetations, of interpretation, etc., and rules relating to district organizations. It
not asking for the gift of wisdom by which was recommended that if the officers canall these other gifts could be used. He not agree among themselves they call on
wanted to know whether the prayer which the First Presidency for a decision.
The Third and Fourth Quorum cf Elis frequently made, which says "Give us
faith, 0 Lord, that will take no denial," ders and the Second Quorum of Priests
was not a little arbitrary in setting condi- reported. and had their reports accepted.
tions upon the Lord. A faith that would Priests John Peterson and John Kayler
take no denial is one of the kind which were recommended for ordination, and
says no when God says yes. He thinks a thev will be so ordained to-morrow mornprayer for wisdom to conciliate the natural ing: The committee on the revision of
differences arising on account of the broad the Book of Rules reported a number of
principles of the church as more to be de- changes in grammar. and suggested many
sired than a faith brooking no denials, and changes so as to facilitate the use of the
asked the ministry, to whom he more par- book understandingly. As the book is
ticularly addressed hi,nself, whether it now there are no subheads, no list of priwould not be better once in a while at least vileged Auestions, no. classification of incito call attention to those Christians who, dental, subsidiary or other motions. The
though they received no spiritual mani- only real change proposed was to make a
festations, still had great faith, than to con- two-thirds vote necessary to move the
tinuall:y bear testimony concerning those previous question. This proposition was
who had received it. Mr. Luff character- .lost after a good de.al of discussion.
ized the faith which stands unshaken by
A recommendation to formulate rules to
many denials to requests for revelations as regulate the practice concerning the prefar superior to that which is caused by cedence of, branch officers, in presiding was
ready answers to petitions for them. "li referred to the First Presidency for decisis easy to have faith when the Lord stands ion and report to the conference. In one
at your elbow ready to answer you, but)t part of the country the practice is to have
is not so easy when the Lord appears to a· number of .elct~rs and priests, and the
have forgotten you," said Mr. Luff. Be- question is whether all the elders have
fore he began his sermon he warned his precedence in presiding before.the presidhearers and advised them to be ready to ing officers of all other branches· of the
criticise for he proposed to speak on a side priesthood. In some parts ofthe country
not so often presented. He said many all the elders have precedence before.the
might believe he was on the high road to presiding. priest has a chance to preside.
apostasy, but he could not make his brothThe recommendation of the committee
er's conscience a rule for his conduct; for rules to regulate the call for the ayes
therefore, he proposed to assert his inde- and nays was adopted. The call may be
pendence as. a man, dependent on God, made by five men prior to the .taking of
and speak his convictions. His remarks the negative vote. There was but little
were greeted with many '~amens."
discussion on this propositiotitas it has been
At ro:go o'clock J. C. Foss preached a the practice in alLconferences.
sermon on the "The Mission of Christ
'I.'hree years ago the conference gave
and the Extent of..his Work as a Savior." branches the right to reject the decision of
The usual 'prayer service was held at nine a court of elders. The. original law was
o'clock.
obligatory upon the branches to ratify the
The Saints meet in business session at finding of the court. The committee recI :go o'clock this afternoon, a half hour 6mmended the rescinding of this resolu-.
earlier .than usual, so . as to dispatch the ac- tion, but no one seemed to comprehend
cumulated business.
When Secretary the situation suffi9iently to move the re.Stebbins read the minutes he stated some secinding of it, and a motion. to recommit
of the arguments pres~nted in favor of the to the committee was carried .. In all the
passage of the resolutions to relieve the report ~o radical changes were suggested~
First Presidency from the editorial manJ ustbefore.adjourriment the assignments
agement ofthe.Herald, but he did not say of members of the Quorum of Seventy
mueh concerning the arguments against it. were read. These assignments were made
A motion was carried to. strike out allthat by the apostles ·and required· the ratificaportion ()f the report relating to the argu" tion of the conference. The report was
ments.
Secretary Stebbins disclaimed adopted. By this assignment 174 men are
any intent~on to.do any injustice to tl:!e side sent to nearly all parts of the v~rorld.
which had .not the opportunityto present
It is PresidentSinith's impre$sion that
its arguments;
the conference will finish its v~rork tomorThe committee to consider the. request rovy; night. . The deposition of the first
of the English· mission. for rules by whi~h presidency from th~ editorial managament
to ?rganize the English chu~ch into con, · ofthe H~rcildwas not reconsidered beqause
fere~ces recommended that the missioll: be
members ?f the body )laye gon~ home ~nd .• •
permitted to org-at1ize ei:ther·wjth the ~in~ .the ;rul~s ·.g~xerllingres9.P:~i9eration·d~·no~.
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p~rlllit the. reconsiderati~n of a subject if
ten members voting on it have. gone away.
KIRTLAND, April 14.-Lastnight Elder
W. S. Pender preached, and the burden of
his discourse was an effort to show by
quoting many passages of Scripture that a
·. man who died without accepting the gospel is not everlastingly condemned to be
tortured, but is given an opportunity to
repent and be received into the celestial
kingdom after enduring punishment meet
for the sins done here upon earth. In
this list of people are to be included those
who died before Christ's advent, who, according to one of Peter's statements, had
the gospel preached to them by Christ
during the three days that he was dead.
Mr. Pender also said that the followers of
Christ shall first be resurrected from the
dead and enter into glory together with
those Saints living upon the earth when
Christ comes, who shall be caught up in a
cloud and borne to their heavenly home.
As fast as the other people are dead, repent
and accept the gospel, they, too, are to
enter into the kingdom, .for "Christ came
to save the whole world." The only ones
condemned to everlasting torment are
those who have sinned against the Holy
Spirit. This sin consists.in refusing to accept the gospel after "light" has been
given to the individual and he refuses to
acc~pt.
The first salvation described is
called "the great salvation," while the
other is a "common salvation." Mr. Pender used a figure of speech, representing
the world as a vineyard which Christ
purchased by his death. The first fruits
of this vineyard are Christ and his people.
Those .afterward brought to life on account of repentance are the fruits that are
unripe when Gabriel sounds his trumpet,
and the condemned are the fruit which
falls from the vine before reaching the age
of maturity.
This morning there were not one hundred present at the services, so greatly
had the attendance dw.indled. Those
who were in the temple at 10:30 o'clock
heard a logical sermon by Frank M.
Sheehy, one of the seventy. He took his
text, by request, from one of John's letters, "Sanctify them through thy truth;
thy worp is truth." The idea upon which
he elaborated was that man was always in
a condition of development and that by
acceptance of the gospel the spiritual portion of man is put into such environments
as are conducive to the highest development of that part of the man. J. W.
Peterson and John Kayler were ordained
elders.
At this afternoon's session the ends of
business were taken up and disposed of.
The small changes in the Book of Rules
which were recommended yesterday were
made and they will be incorporated in the
next edition of the book. The articles of
incorporation were by motion also ordered
printed in the Book of Rules. With regard to the finding of an elder's court,
the decision of the presidency is that the
branch must sustain the finding by an
affirmative vote except in case where the

court recommends a sei1tence, the vote
then to be by aye and nay.
Bishop Kelley recommended the ordination of G. H. Hilliard and Edw'in A.
Blakeslee as his counselors. These nominations brought out some objections to
both men. Mr. Hilliard is a member of
the Seventy and his ordination as a bishop's
counselor would bring . him .down in authority, for usually counselors are elders.
This objectionwas overcome by the citation that the law savs a counselor shall be
either an elder or a high priest. The latter office is a higher one than a seventy, so
Mr. Hilliard's appointment was all right.
Edwin Blakeslee is a son of the deceased
bishop and his selection was made because
of his special fitness. There was objection
on account of his "youth. A motion to ordain these .men to the higher offices also
provoked discussion.
The seventy did
not want to lose its member, which by ordination as a high priest it would. The
seventy and apostles wanted him ordained
to the counselorship as an elder so he
would not lose his membership in the
seventy. The portion of the motion relating to Mr; Hilliard's ordination was
stricken out and it was decided to make
him a bishop's counselor by virtue of his
having at one time been made an elder.
Mr. Blakeslee's nominoti0n was also confirmed.
In the matter of priority of right of
bra11ch officers to preside, while officers of
a higher grade of other branches are pres~
ent, the president decided that the senior
officer of the different grades.of the branch
have the priority over any and all superior
officers not members of the branch. The
bishop nominated the following board of
publication and it was confirmed: W. W.
Blair, David Dancer, Robert Winning, E.
L. Kelley and J. H. Peters.
After this business was finished Messrs.
Hilliard and Blakeslee were ordained. By
motion Elder Bishop was relieved of his
special field of labor, which was given to
him while he was a seventy. His field
was southern Indiana and .Illinois and
Kentucky.
A committee to audit the books of the
Herald office was appointed by reason of
the resignation of the committee which
was supposed to be a standing committee.
The committee consists of W. N. Robinson, M.H. Forscutt, Joseph Luff. Anumber of motions to sustain the various officers and quorums of the church by faith,
prayers and confidence were adopted;
Conference adjourned to meet at Independence, Missouri, April 6th, 1892.
THE SECRET OF SUCCESS IN LIFE.

"No man now standing on an eminence
of influence and power, and doing great
work, has arrived at his position by going
up in an elevator. He took the stairway
step by step. He climbed the rocks often
with bleeding hands. He prepared himself by the work of climbing for the work
he is now doing. He never accomplished
an inch of his elevation by standing at the
foot of the stairway with his mouth open
and longing. There is no "royal road" to

anything good, not even to wealth •. It goes
as it comes. There is no element of permanence in it. The man who reaches his
money in an elevator does not know how
to enjoy it; so it is not wealth to him •. To ,
get a high position without climbing to it,
to win wealth without earning it, to do fine
work without the discipline necessary to its
performance, to be famous, or useful, or
ornamental, without preliminary cost,
seems to be the universal desire of the
young. The children would begin where
their fathers leave off.
What exactly is the secret o( true success in life? It is to do W:ithout flinching,
and with utter faithfulness, the duty that
stands next to. one. When a man has mastered the duties around him he is ready for
those of a higher grade, and he takes naturally one step upward: When he has
mastered the duties of the grade, he goes
on climbing. There are no surprises to the
man who arrives at eminence legitimately.
It is entirely natural that he should be there,
and he is as much at home there, and as
little elated, as when he was working patiently at the foot of the stairs. There are
heights above him, and he remains humble and simple.
Preachments are of little avail, perhaps:
but when one comes into· contact with so
many men and women who put aspiration
instead of perspiration, and yearning for
earning, and longing for labor, he is tempted to say to them: "Stop looking up,
and look around you! Do the work that
first comes to your hand, and do it well.
Take no upward step until you come to it
naturally, and have won the poW:er to hold
it. The top in this little. world is not so
very high, and patient climbing will bring
you to it ere you are aware."
THE TENDENCY TO UNION.

THE advance in Christian thought upon
the subject of the Union of Churches has,
within the past few years, become signally
marked. Sentiment in its favor is nearly
universal among Protestant believers; i.e.,
in favor of some sort of union closer or
looser. All assuredly advocate the cultivation of a warmer feeling of good-will in
the relation of denomination to denomination, and are disposed to frown more and
more upon that attitude of cold stand-offness which in many instances used to
characterize their bearing towards each
other. Nor do we think that this change
for the better is due-as some have
charged-to a general relaxation of interest in the fundamentals of gospel truth.
So far as we can discern, there exists quite
as true and fast a grasp upon the great
principles of our common Christianity as
there ever was. The larger church.organizations have no doubt shown, here
and there, a disposition to glory in their
historic renown, or in their augmenting
numbers, or even in, the evidences of their
increasing wealth, and thus may to a
degree have declined from a primitive
purity and a former heat of zeal. Surely
the spiritual energies of any Church cease
from their proper aim and influence in
exact proportion to that Church's pride of
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boasting in view of its own achievements,
or ,to its reliance upon a mere denominational strength.
We do not, however, see much of this
self-righteous spirit as would setm to render it a formidable· menace to the cause of
real godliness. It is not in a lack of attachment to those stupendous gospel verities which all the churches bold with as
sure a hand as ever, that we shall find an
explanation for the existing wide-spread
desire for. a better church unity. Nor is
it to be found in an insurmountable unwillingness on the part of some of the larger churches, to forego their long-cherished autonomy. It is rather to be discovered in
the fact that there is something which is far
more desirable than mere adherence to formulas of doctrine, or attachment to modes
of ecdesiastical government. This something is believed to be contained in that
spirit of mutual love with which the Christian Church entered upon its career of service to the world and to the world's redeeming Lord; and which it is now felt, must
again characterize its visible membership
if it would prove equal to its great mission.
For this sweet and mighty love's sake, accordingly, the barriers of separation are
presenting the promise of yielding, in order to a flow from every side of faithful
heart towards faithful heart.
The heart of the church is always
mightier than its head; and we believe
that this heart, which has too long slumbered, is now awaking. When it shall
have been fully aroused, nothing> shall
prevent the manifested union of all sincere
believers, except the want of a way to accomplish it. ·But here will hold good the
saying which declares itself in so many
other things: ,"Where there is a will there
is a way." What this way is, or ought to
be, may for aitime puzzle the thoughts of
believers-but it must be found sooner or
later, and wh~n it comes to be generally
looked for. It may grow out of a widespread church co-operation as an initial
step; or it m$y become visible at its commenc.ement in a union of all those churches
which are aheady almost .one in everything except ria me; or it may be found in
a common movement for a united fellowship which God's Spirit shall simultaneously impress upon all Christian hearts
at some near i;rioment of His own choosing, when the; world will be astonished at
its overwhelm~ng force-butbe opened up
it assun;;dly will. And oh, may it besoon!
For we shall, then see ,the triumph'> of
Christ's kingdom over whatsoever shall
oppose, to an extent and in a manner that
will g-ladqen.
heaven and all earth.7 he Church Union.

an

Pure motives, :intense desires, and faith in God
are absolutely n~cessary to the successful winning of souls. And what can inspire in the heart
these qualifications but true holiness?. It purifies
the motives, intensifies the desires, and inspires
a faith. which is mighty through God~ Get holi:
ness.-Ckrt'stian .Witness.
The serene, .silent beauty of a good life is the
most power£\llinfiuence in the world, next to the
might of God.-Pascal.

~ The date accompanying your name on the small
colored label on each paper shows the time to which your
subscription has b~en paid. When payments are made
the date is changed, which answers for a receipt.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The Texas Central district conference will
meet at Cook's Point the 24th inst. All branches
send reports; also all elders come and report.
Let all Sunday-schools send delegates. to the
conference, as we desire to organize a District
Sunday-school Convention. Everybody come
that can.
E. W. NuNLEY, Dist. Pres.
NOTICE.
The following members are requested to re
port to the secretary of the Gallatin branch, Montana, within sixty days from the 26th of March,
r89i: David H. Browning, George W. Shull, Joseph Cole and Alexander Diur.
By order of branch.
JoHN J. REESE, Sec.
DIED.
RoBER.Ts.-At Furmans, Illinois March 28th.
l89r, Hurty daughter of Henry and Margaret
Roberts; born January yd, r89o, died March 28th
r89r, aged one year two months twentyfive days.
How we miss our darling in our home.
Sleep on sweet babe
And take thy rest,
God called thee home,
He thought 'twas best.

S"HAFFER.-At Independence, Missouri, April
zd, r891, Miss Elsie Shaffer. She was born April
zoth, r87o. Funeral sermon by Elder J. C. Foss.
HARROW,-Sr. Elizabeth Harrow was born
May 28th r82o, at Marion, Wayne county, New
York, died at her home in Leon, Ia., of paralysis,
April 4th 1891. Our sister united faith with Close
Communion Ba~tists in early life, leaving that
church she joined the Christian Church, remaining a member till the year r887,when she joined
the Reorganized Church of Latter Day Saints
under the ministration of Elder J. Shippy Sep.
19th, of that year. Sr. Lizzie has been a great sufferer for two long years, but her end was peaceful. Funeral services were held at the Advent
Christian church, Elder W. Waterm:;m officiating
assisted by Elder Jones of the Christian Church,
and Elder. F. C. Watkins, of the Advent' Christian
Church; subject "The hope of the gospel."
"Light after darkness; gain afcer Joss,
Strength after weakness, crownafter cross,
Sweet after bitter, hope after fears,
Home after wandering, praise after tears.
Sheaves after sowin~, sun after rain,
Light after mystery, peace after pain,
Joy after sorrow, calm after blast,
Rest after weariness, sweet rest at last,
Near after distant, gleam after gloom,
Love after loneliness, life after tomb,
After long agony, rapture of bliss,
Right was the pathway leading to this"

nearly fifty years.
We believe she will be one
to whom the Savior will say, "Come ye blessed
of my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for
you from the foundation of the world."
LOOK AFTER YOUR SLEEP.
Insomnia is rightly regarded as one of the
marks of an overwrought or worried nervious
system, and, conversely, we may take it that
sound sleep, lasting for a reasonable period-say
from six to nine hours in the case of adults-is
a fair test of nervous competence. Various accidental causes may temporally interfere with
sleep in tht· healthy; but still the rule holds good,
and a normal brain teveals its condition by obedience to this daily rhythmic variation. Custom
can do much to contract one's natural term of
sleep, a fact of which we are constantly reminded in these days of high presure; but the process
is too artificial to be freely employed. Laborious days, with scanty intervals of rest, go far to
secure all the needful conditions of insomnia. In
allotting hours of sleep, it is impo~sible to adopt
any maxim or uniform custom. The due allow.
ance varies with the individual. Age, constitution, sex, fatigue; exercise,· each has its share of
influence. Young persons and hard workers
naturally need and should have more sleep than
those who neither grow nor labor. Women have
by common consent been assigned a longer
period of rest than men, and this arrangement,
in the event of their doing hard work, is in strict
accord with their generally lighter physical construction and recurrent infirmities. Absolute
rule there is norte, and it is of little moment to
fix an exact average allowance, provided the recurrence of sleep be regular and its amount
sufficient for the needs of a given person, so .that
fatigue does not result in such nerve prostration
and irritability as renber healthy rest impossible.
-London Lancet.

Book Subscriber's Notice,
Many inquiries are coming in in regard to when
the volumes,

"With the Church in an Early Day,"
-AND-

"Pattje; or, Leaves from a Life,"
will be issued? We are now prepared to. say that "With
·the Qhurch" will be ready for mailing by the last of April
. or the first of May. We trust that those who have sent
in their name as subscribers Will be prompt in remitting,
as we shall need the funds to defray the expense of printing and binding. When remitting do not fore;et to enclose stamps for mailing. . ·
Priee
the Office $1.
Probable cost of mailing 8 cts.
owing to the sickness of her' father, Sr. Eleanor was
caued away 2ome five weeks since, bllt her volume will
be issued about th'e last of June or early in July, and subscription price, which may now he remitted as conveni. ent, will he the same as the above.
·
·
ALSO NOTICE.
This week we commence the mailing .of our premium
Engraving to all subscribers who have ordered it, Owing
to the large number to be served it may require two full
weeks. to reach the last ones. If by the 20th of February
you have not received yours, notify the office by a card
and it wUI receive prompt attention,
~ Be· careful in removing them from.the tnbe and
we gllarantee perfect conditio>!.
M. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa .
.)'an. 31st, 1891.

at

TYSON.-At Garden City, Kansas, March 25th,
r89r, of scarlet fever, Leona Tyson, oldest child
of Bro: Oliver and Sr. Lucy Tyson, aged 6 years,
9 months and 21 days. She was a bright child,
and her parents deeply mourn their loss.
RoGERs.-At her home in Fox, Kendall. county, Illinois, March 28th, r89r, Mrs .. Margaret
Rogers, wife of David K. Rogers, arid sister-in~
BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
law of Bro. I. L. Rogers, aged 75 years, I month
In order thll.t the Congregation that shall hear 'this Debate may be several thousands instead of one, the ~AT
and r6 days. She was the mother of ten children,
will publish a carefully prepared synaptical report,
five boys and five girls; seven of whoin survive RIOT
beginning in second issue after Debate pegins, and conher-two boys and five girls; one of whom (~ate
tinuing to close of report. Nothing short of a six month's
subsc,ription will secure the full report.
Hartshorn) in Iowa, belongs to the church. ·Mrs.
Send at once.. PATRIOT one year, one dollar; six
Rogers was not a member of any church, but months,
fifty cents.
·
was a kind.hearted woman. and a good neighbor,
LAMBERT BROS .. Publishers,
Lamoni, Decatur Co;, Iowa.
and many have been her favors to the poor; no
one was ever turn.ed away .from her door hungry.
Being industrious she could ··n.ot coutiteLEAVES,
AUT.UMN
nance laziness in others. Funeral services were
Published•,monthly for the
held at the house, Wednesday,April rst, sermon
by Elder W. Vickery, 6£ Plano, to a full house of
Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
ne.ighbors and friends. We felt to ask .the Lord ·
Chrlst of Latter Day Saints,
to bless her co!IIpan!on left behind ahd sick with
ki gri'jje, of which complaint she died. Her last
Prlee per Y:ear
illness, although. only .one week, was the longest
she. endured at one time in all her married life of
K. W~er>lldlt9i'. and !'lll1llth,r.
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.RUINS

FARMERS BANK,
LAMONI,
•
.;.
IOVV A,
PAYS INTEREST ON TIME DEPOSITS,

Mo.ney to Loan.

BEVIS

T

AND THE WORLD STORY RETOLD;
The Scientific Defimse ol' the Latter Day Faith.
24t> pages, bound in cloth, price $:1.
S. F, WALKER; Lamoni, Iowa.

THE SEER OF PALMYRA:

BIBLE SYNOPSIS.
Only three or four hundred left. I will sell
the remainder at $r each, or six to any address
for $5; still a larger discount to agents. Send to
the Herald Office at Lamoni, Iowa, or J. J. Cornish, Reed City, Osceola county, Michigan.
27,12-3m

SE(lUEL TO SPIRITUAL. GIFTS.

GERMAN TRACTS,

Jl'ARK LANDS AND. TOWN LOTS. FOR SA;LE.

SPIRITUAL GIFTS
Or

By M. H. BOND,

Modern Prophets after aneient types.
.Who was Joseph SmithY
Was he a religio,ns impostor¥
Was he It "Spirit Medium" Y
. .
What does the JUble say about Joseph
Smith!
. ,
The Truth by Three Witnessei!!-,Christianity in the
First and Nineteenth Century-The Ancient and Modern Pharisee-The Revelations of Emmanuel Swedenborg-Modern "Spirit Mediums," and Hypnotic Religious •·Revival,~' as Against Reason and Bible Testimony, and in Contradistinction to the Work of "The Latter
Day Seer," Examined in the Light of FACTS and Humal).
Histor;v-A Rational .and Scriptural E.xposition or Ex~
planatwn of Old and New Testament Prophecy and Doctrine.
.
"
··
A Revision of "Spiritual Gifts," With Supplement and
Appendi:l:. Nearly twice t.he reading ma~te~ of Spiritual
Gifts. Paper covers 30cts .. full cloth bmdmg 60 cents.
For Sal.e at "Herald Office," or by M. H. Bond, Willoughby, Ohio. Liberal Discount to Agents;
•·
4apr J

FARM FOR SALE.

·4· 0 ACRES,
three miles north;east of Lamo2
ni, Iowa. House. r6x24,.and 14x14 kitchen., Stable, Granary, Hen-house, Young Orchard
of about a hundred trees.

$11 per acre.

Enq11ire of agent, ROBERT LYLE;
2rmar3m
·
·
Lamoni, Iowa.

A General Stock of Merchandise
For Salein Lamoni, Iowa. ·
Store building sold with goods, or rented at a
reasonable rate. Good reasons given for selling.
For further information, address P. 0. Box uz,
Lamoni, Iowa.

ZION'S

ENSIGN,'

Published every Saturday at
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,
Brethren { F.
J. G.
A. RonmsoN
}Editors.
PITT
Subscription price, Sl.OO per year.
It is devoted to the spreading of religious truth as
Tlewed by the Saints.
Each issue contains a sermon by one of the ministry,
reports of the difl;erent societies in the church, and articles bearing upon or explanatory of the doctrines of the
church.
It is the intention to make it a help to the missionary
at home and in the field; a sourr,e of comfort to the scat:
tered ones who are denied church privileges, and to bring
the Saints into closer relationship with each other.

MILL

FOR SALE.

SHELBY MILL FOR SALE, situated in
Shelby, Shelby county, Iowa. For full particulars enquire of Mrs. Abby A. Bristol, Vineland, New Jersey.
HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
or sale my House of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace in it, and water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.

-2!...-

SYMBOLOGICAL CATECHISM:
OR

Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
BY A. J. MAPES.
104 pages, cloth bound. Price 35 cents each.
For ICile by BRo. H. R. MILLS,
INDEii'ltNDENCE, Mo.

~Tracts in the German Language may be had of Bro.
Ad. Richter, Burlington, Iowa: The Baptism, 6 cents;
the Repentance, 5 cents; t)le PrinCiples of the Gospel, 6
cents: the Epitome oi Faith, 2c.; the Sixth Trumpet, a
fifty-four page pamphlet, 25c. These prices include
postage.
·

INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
lldF" FLEXIBLE BINDING. -&a
The Inspired Translation of the Holy Scrip•
tures bound In limp leather, flexible covers; similar to the binding of the Oxford Sunday-school
Teachers Bible. Price, by ,,:nan, $4·

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
--)BY THE(--

Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

HOLY SORIPTURI!lS.
(Inspired '!'ranmlati.on. by J011eph Blllm1.)
Sheep or.Librai'y binding, sprinkled edgoo •••••• 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edgea ••••••• , •• • ••••• 2
Morocco, gilt edges ...................... , ••• 2
, .New Testament, Inspired .••••• "· ·• • • • • • • • • • •
BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edgea .. ; ..................... 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •• , •..•••••••••• l

Muslin boards, 396 psgea ••••••• "~ ••••••••••• ~~ '115
Propositiona:--(1) Is the Book of Yormon of ·Di·
vine origin, and are Hs teachings entitled to the respect
and belief of alL Ohrii!!tian people T (2) Is the Ohnrch
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church .
of ChriSt, and identical in faith, organization, ol'diilan·
ces, womhip and prs:ctice, with the Church of Christ,
as it Will! left perfected by the Apostles of. Christ. (3)
Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints in faci, the Church of God, and accepted
with Him?
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 26cts.,. ten or more, each •••••••••••
In paper 15cts., ten or more, each • •••••••••••
, This is the notorioUll "YanUllcript Found," written
by Rev. Sololllon Spaulding, about which so inuch.hlll!
been said in connection with the :theory that it (tir· ·
nished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon. the chief
ground work and material from which· to write the·
Book of Mormon.
OOWDERY LETTERS.
In paper covers Sets. each; per ddzen... ... .. • '15
Without covers 5cts. each; per do;o;en •• , ~ • • • • • 50
Contains valuable matter in relation to the Calling
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
the Book of Mormen, and the Ang~lic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
CONCORDANCE .TO· DOCTRINE AND
COVEN.ANTS.'
An enlarged OO!Bon, 32 poses, pepkeovem • • • •

Old editiora ......... .. .............;. • • • • • • • • • • •

10
5

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covemlOcts.; per dozen ••,............. 1·00

ISO
00
50
'US

21
10

THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edgea ••••••••••• 1 •ill
Imitation Morocco, gnt edges ••••••• , •••••••• 1 50
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin aidea .•.•• , •..••... 2 50
The Hlll'mony contains all the hymns in the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of mll!lic, CO!IIpriaing about ~20
tunes, and full illl'!tructions on choir and anthem music.
HOLY SORIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
df" We have a limited quantity of these on hand.
Turkey Superior, gilt edge ................... 3 5C
Turkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge ••••••••. 3 '15
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge ................... 8 'IIi
Roxburg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge •••••••• •4. Oil
SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather .......................... 1 00
Muslin boards............................. ~5
Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
Limp muslin, 25 cts. each, per dozen ..•••... 2 50
Question Book~ for Primary Classes.
Limp w.uolin, U. cts. each, per d~ .......... 1 25
SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
School Engineer and Record Book • • . • . . • . • • • • 60
Good Behavior Tickets, 100 for 16c., 1,000 for •. 1 09
Prompt Attendance Tickets ..••••••••. Same price.
Fancy Oarde, package of 60, 6 kinds, large • • .. • 75
Fancy Cards, smaller, 10 kinds, per 100 ••••• ,.. 60
COWDERY LETTERS.
In paper covers Bets. each; per dozen. • • • • • • • • '15
Without covers 6cts. each; per dozen • • • • • • • • • 50
Oontains valuable matter in relation to the Calling
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery .and Translation of
the Book of Mormon, and the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.

TRACTS.
2 Truth Made Manifest, dozen 20~1:!1., 100 ••••• 1 50
~!.Voice of the Good Shepherd, dozen lie., 100; 40
4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine ofthe Church
and4he Kirtland Temple Suit, dozen 6c, 100.. 25
250 for 50 cts, 500 for $1, 1,000; ....... 1 ~~~
6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects, Prerequisites and Design-and Who Shall Admin· .
.
ister; 25 cts per dozen, per 100 ......... ~ •• 1 '75
'1. Who Then Can be Saved; dozen lie., 100 ••.•. 40,
8. Fulness of the Atonement; dozen 26c., 100 •• 1 ~5
II. Spiritualism View·ed fram a Scriptural Stand· ..
point; dozen 30 cts., 100 .................. 2 25
10. The' Narrow Way; dozen 15 cts., 100 .•.••• 1 10
11.. The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30cts., 100 .. 2 25
12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; doze.n 21> cts.,lOO.l 65
'''14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 2.6 cts, 100 .•• 1 76
15 Brigbamite Idolatry; dozen 5 ct8., 100 . . • . • 40
16. Polygamy: WM it an Original Tenet of the
Church; dozen 20 cts., 100 ................ 1 40
17. The Successor in the Prophetic Office and
Presidency of the Church; dozen 25 cts., 100.1 75
20. The "One Body:" or the Church of Christ
under the Apostleship and under the Aposta·
. sy; dozen 20 cts., 100 ..................... 1 40
21. Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100... 15
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 cts, 100 ••• 1 10
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 ........... 1 25
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 cts., 100.;.. 40
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 cts., 100..... 40
26. Mountain of the Lord's House; doz. 5c,, 100 40 ·
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen 21'1 cts., 100 ..• 1 40
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrine and Covenants; dozen 5 cts., 100....... 40
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen...... 15
per hundred ............................. 1 "10
31. What is Truth? and True" Orthodoxy 1 and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 6 cts., 100. . • 25
250 for 50 cts., 600 for $1, 1,000 for .....•.•• 1 '71)
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 . . • • 40
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen.. 20
per hundred ...•.....•........••..•..••. 1 ·25
41. The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 cts., 250 50
500 for $1, 1,000 for ...................... 1 ~5
42 Rejection of the Chureh; dozen 15 cts., 100.1 10
43 One Wife, or Many; dozen 25 cts., 100 ..•. 1 76,
Trial of the Witnesses to the Reaurrection of Je.
SU!I Christ; 5 cts. each, per dozen. • • • • • • • • • • 50
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100 .•••••• , , , Hi
An assortment of Tracts ................... ~. 35
SET OF TRACTS.
Bound in Limp MU!Ilin, turned in • • • • •• • • •• • • •
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoBD Oll' THE LoBD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN Alli:ONG YOU HAVlll SAVlll rr liB ONIII W1FE, AND CoNOl/liiNIIIB
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag@ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ON:e HusBANll! EJ>CliPT IN 0Asll OF DEATH, WHEN EITH:&B
IS AT LmERTY TO MARBY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Cove!Uints and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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have had to endure cold, nakedness, peril and
taketh from us. Be honest, be men of truth and
integrity, let your word be your bond, be difisword; your wives and your children have been
Official Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ OJ
deprived of the comforts of life; you have been
gent, be prayerful; pray for, and with your famLatter Day Saints
PUBLISHED .AT LAl\IONI, DECA'l'Ult Cou:NTY, IowA,
subj~ct to bonds, to imprisonment, to banishilies, train up your children in the fear of the
Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
ment, and many to death, "for the testimony of
Lord, cultivate a meek, a quiet spirit, clothe the
· '!'he Traveling 1\-'linistry, District and Branch Presidents'
naked, feed the .hungry, help the destitute, be ·•
Jesus and for the word of God." Many of your
and the Bishop's Agents, are reque~.Ste~ to solicit ne_w s~b~
ecribers, and help build up the paper and the pubhcatwn
brethren, with those whose souls are now. bemerciful to the widow and orphan, be merciful
department.
. .
.
Business Letters and SubscriptiOns must be sent to DaVId
neath the altar, are crying for the vengeance of
to your brethren, and to all men; bear with one
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Uegisterod·Letter, _or Express.
heaven to rest upon the heads of their devoted
another's infirmities, considering your own weakEntered as second class matter at Lamoni P~st Otliee.
murderers, and saying, "how long 0 Lord, holy
ness; oring no railing accusation against your
and true, dost thou not judge and avenge our
brethren, especially take care that you do not
blood on them that dwell on the earth?" butit .against the authorities or elders of the church,
was said to them, "that they should rest, yet
for the principle is of the devil; he is called the
for a little season, until their fellow servants
accuser of the brethren; and Michael, the ArchEDITOR.
JOSEPH SMITH
also, and their brethren that should be killed as
angel, dared not bring a railing accusation
w w. BI,AIR
ASSOCIATE EDITOR,
THEY WERE should be fulfilled."
against the devil, but said, the "Lord rebuke thee,
Satan;" and any man who pursues this course
Dear brethren, we should remind you of this
Lamoni, Iowa, May 2·, 1891.
thing, and although you have.had indignities, inof accusation and murmuring, will fall into the
snare of the devil, and, apostatize, except he results and injuries heaped upon you till further
PREACH THE WORD.
suffering would seem to be no longer a virtue we
pent. Jude, in the eighth verse, says, likewise
Now that the .annual conference for 1891 would say, be patient, dear brethren, for as the those filthy dreamers despise dominion, and
has appointed nearly two hundredmission- apostle says, "ye have need of patience, that speak evil of dignities; and says he, behold, the
aries to various fields abroad, it is well that after being tried you may inherit the promise." Lord cometh with ten thousand of hissaints, to
words of counsel and admonition be given You have been tried in the furnace"df affliction, execute judgment upon the ungodly, and to conthem anl:l the mini~try everywhere in the time to e:<:ercise patience is now come; and, vince all that are U!lgodly among them, of all
order to point out lines on which they
"we shall reap, brethren, in due time if we fait\t
their ungodly deeds which they have ungodly
may wisely and successfully labor in unity
and re?.p the fruits of righteousness. To not." Do not breathe vengeance upon your op- committed, and .of all their hard speeches which
do this we have thought it well to rep re- pressors, but leave the case in the hands of God, ungodly sinners have spoken against him.
duce an article sent out by the Twelve in "tor vengeance is mine, saith the Lord, and I Peter, in speaking on the same principle, .says,
·
"the. Lord knoweth how to deliver the godly out
1839 and published in the first volume of will repay."
We would say to the wido)V, and to the
of temptations, and to reserve the unjust unto
the Times and Seasons, pages 12 to 15,
also some pertinent words . of Joseph the orphan, to the d,estitute, and to the diseased,..who the day of judgment to be punished: qut chiefly
Seer found in t~e same volume, page 3 r. have been made so through ·persecution, be them that walk after the flesh in the Just of unIt should be borne in mind that these patient, you are not forgotten, the God of Jacob cleanness, and despise government. Presumpwere the times of humiliation-times of has his eye upon you, the heavens hav,e been tuousare tkey, self wi!led, they are not. afraid to
fiery trial-for tl;le church hf;d just passed witness to your sufferings, and they are registered speak evil <if dignitzes. Whereas angels, which
through one of the fiercest persecutions on high; angels have gazed upon the scene, and are greater in power and might, bring not railing
that ever dtsgraced the. race 'of man, and your tears, your groans, your sorrows and accusation against them before the Lord." If a
that, therefore, these leading men of the anguish of heart, are had in. remembrance before man sin; let him be dealt .with according to the
church, humble. of heart and faithful to. God; they have ente~ed into the sympathi~s of law of God in the Bible, the Book'of Mormon
their trust, were well fitted to counsel that bosom, who is ."touched with the
of
and Doctrine and Covenants, and then .leave
and instruct in .matters pertaining to the our infirmities," who was "t••mmtPct
him .in the hands of God to rebuke, as Michael
Church of Chrjst, and we now heartily like unto you;" they have
left the devil.
commend their words to our readers.
of the Lord of Sabaoth ;ibe
Gird yourselves with righteo~sness, and let
To the Elders of'tbe Church of Jesus Christ of
words of God ~be fulfilled,
truth, eternaL truth~ be written indelibly on your •
Latter Day Saints, to the Churches .scattered
com pUshed, and then shall he
,hearts. Pray for the prosperity of Zion, for· the
Abroad, and to all !the Saints.
geance upon: the devoted heads
YP)'r murderprophet and his counselors, for the twelve, the
W"e, the undersi~ned, feeling deeply interested
ers, .and then shall they know that· he is God,
high council, the high priests, the seventies, the
ln the welfar~.of Zion, the up building of the
and that you are his people.
elders, the bishops, and. all the Saints, that God
Church of Christ and the welfare of the Saints
And we would say to aJlthe Saints who have
mav bless them, and preserve his people in right•in general, send unto you greeting.; and pray
made a covenant with the Lord by sacrifice, that
eo~sness, and grant unto them wisdom and inth~t ''grace, mercy and peace may rest upon
inasmuch as "you, are faithtul you shall not lose · telligence, that his kingdain may:rollforth.
ydu from Gqd our Father and from our Lord
your rew;1rd, although not numbered among
We would say :to the .elders that God has callJesus Christ."
ed you to an important office, he has laid upon
those who were in the late difficulties in the west.
·· But; brethren, tge situation of things as they
We wish to stimulate all the brethren to faithyou an onerous duty, he has called you to an
have of late existed have been to us of. a peculiar
fulness; you have heen. tried, you ;1re now being
holy calling, even to be the priests of the "most
trying nature. Many of you have been driven
tritid, and those trials,. if you are not watchful,
high God," messengers to the nations of the
frqm)'ourhomes, iiobbed of your possessions and
will corrode upon. the mind, and produce unearth; and upon your diligence, your perseverdeprived of the liberty ef conscience; you have
pleasar1t feelings; but recollect that now is the
ance and faithfulness, the soundness of. the doc-.
be.en. stripped of your clothing, plundered of
time of.trial, soon the victory will be ours; now
trines you pr.ea,ch, the moral precepts that you
your furniture, robbed of your .horses, yom:. cat-' may be a clay of lamentation, then will be a day
advance and practice, and upon the sound princitie,, your sh.eep, yo\lr ,hogs, apd refused. the pro- of rejoicing; now may be day of sorrow, but ples that you inculcate, hang the destinies of the
..• ,._ •• ,., ..·_ of l;;tw; yc.m have been subject to insult
by and by we shall see onr Lord; .our sprro'Y.
humanfamily while ydu hold that priesthood.
from a set .of .lawless miscreants; you
wilf be. t)lr.ned Jnto joy, and our joy no ml!n You are the men that God·.has caHe~ td spreatJ
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souls to your charge, and when yo !.I received this
priesthood, you became the. legate of hi;! a ven, and
thegreatGod demands itofyou that you should
be faithful, and inasmuch as. you are not, you
will not be chosen: but it will be said unto you,
stand by, and let a more honorable man than thou
art take thy place and receive thy crown; be careful that you teach not for the word of God the
commandments of men, nor the doctrines of men,
nor the ordinances of men, inasmuch .as you.are
God's messengers; study the word of God and
preach it, and not your opinions, for no man's
opinion is worth a straw; advance no principle
buf what you can prove, for one scriptural.proof.
is worth ten thousand opinions: we would moreover say, abide by that revelation which says,
"preach nothing but repentance to this generation," and leave the further mysteries· of the
kingdom till God shall tell you to preach them,
which is not now. The horns of the beast, the
toes of the image, the frogs and the beast mentioned by John, are )10t ·going to save this generation, for if a man does not become acquainted
with the first principles of the gospel, how shall
he understand those greater mysteries, which the
.most wise cannot understand without revelation.
These things therefore have nothing to do with
your mission.
We have heard of some foolish vagaries and
wild speculations, originating only in a disordered
imagination, which are set forth by some, telling
what occupation they had before they came into
this world, and what they would be employed
with after they leave this state of existence;
those, and other vain imaginations, we would
warn the elders against, because if they listen to
such things, they will fall into the snare of the
devil, and whim the trying time comes they will
be overthrown.
We would .also warn the elders, according to
previous counsel, not to go on to another's ground
without invitation to interfere with another's
privilege, for. your mission is to the world and
not to the churches.
We would .also remark that no man has a right
to usurp authority or power over any church, nor
has any man power to preside over any church,
unless he is solicited and received by the voice
of that church to preside. Preach the first principles of the doctrine of Christ, faith in the Lord
Jesus Christ, repeatance toward God, baptism in
the name of Jesus for the remission of sins, laying on of hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost,
the resurrection of the dead, and eternal judg.
ment.
When you go forth to preach and the Spirit of
God rests upon you, giving you wisdom and utterance, and enlightening your understanding, be
careful that you ascribe the glory to God and not
to yourselves; boast not of intelligence, of wisdom, or of power; for it is only that which God
has imparted unto you, but be humble, be meek,
be patient, and give glory to God.
We would counsel all who have not received a
recommend since the difficulties in Missouri to
obtain one of the authorities of the church if
they wish to be accounted as wlse stewards.
We are glad, dear brethren, to see that spirit of
enterprise and perseverance which is manifested
by you in regard to preaching the gospel; and
rejoice to know that neither bonds nor imprisonment, banishment nor exile, poverty or contempt,
nor all the combined powers of earth and hell,

hinder you from
liberty and
although I was
the world; and publishing those glad
time.
r began a fit
which have been revealed from heaven, by the
' time for me to rise and
ministering'. of angels, by the gift of the Holy
the Lord to bless me,
April I 7th, I expect to
Gh()st, and by. the power of God for the salvation
Rosa .to help the Saints
what I
of tlieworld in these last days. And we would
· Bro. Geo: S. Lincoln of San Francisco,
say to you that the hearts of the twelve are with
you, and they, with you, are determined to fulfill Gal., wrote us under date of the 15th inst,:
, "Our meetings are quite well attended and
their mission, to clear their garments of the blood
very interesting., We are enjoying more of the
of this generation, to introduce the gospel to for·
Spirit as we advance and are growing more
eign nations, and to make known to the world
united and earnest. Truly the Lord is working
with us, for he hears our prayers, heals our sick,
those great .things which God has developed;
and speaks to us through the. gifts. For all this
they are now on the eve of their departure for
we. thank him. We are also much blessed in
England, and will start in a few days, they feel
presenting the word of truth;"
·· ·
to pray for you, and to solicit an interest in your
Bro. D. S. Mills wrote from San Ber.
prayers, and. in the prayers of the church, that
nardino, California, the zoth inst. saying:
God may sustain them in their arduous under"I am here holding meetin~s; yesterday spoke
taking, grant them success in their mission, dehere twice and once in Colton; had excellent liberty; several strangers present. Shall remain
liver them from. the powers of darkness, the
over next Sunda.J:;, holding services.
All .are
stratagems of wicked men, and all the combined
usually well, and "' am feeling splendid, tl:larik
powers of earth and hell. And if you unitedly
the Lord.''
seek after unity of purpose and design, if you are
men of humility, and of faithfulness, of integrity
SANDWICH ISLANDS.
and perseverance, if you SIJbmit yourselves t() the
THE
following
from Bro. G.]. Waller,
teachings of heaven, and are. guided by the Spirit
of God, if you at all times seek the glory of God,
Honolulu,. Hawaii, dated: the 9th inst. inand the salvation of men, and lay your honor dicates that the faithful prayers and labors
prostrate in the dust, if need be, and are willing
of Brn. Haws and Waller. have prevailed,
to fulfill the purposes of God in all things; the
and
are bearing fruit. We trust the work
power of the priesthood will rest upon you, and
already
accomplished is but a prophecy of
you will become mighty in testimony: the widow
what will yet be done in !those Islands:
and the orphan will be i:uade glad, and the poor
among men rejoice in the holy one of Israel.
"] ust a line or two to let you know how
Princes witl listen to the things that· you prowe are getting on. As I !wrote you in my
.claim, and the nobles of the earth will attend
last, we were intending to have an audiwith deference to your words; Queens will reence with the Queen. \Vel!, we managed
joice in the glad tidings of salvation, and Kings
to get one, and were very kindly received
bow to the sceptre of Immanuel; light will burst. by her, and Elder Haws had a nice. talk
forth as the morning, and intelligence spread itwith her and was able to lay a few of our
teachings before her, and especially pointself as the rays of the sun; the cringing sycoed out the difference between us and the
phant will be ashamed, and the traitor flee from
Utah people.
your presence; superstition will hide its hoary
"On Friday last, April grd, Elder Haws
head, ·and infidelity be ashamed. And amid the
baptized three natives, named respectively,
clamor of men; the din of war, the rage of pestiKaulukou, Poepoe and Nathaniel. Two
lence, the commotion of nations, the overthrow
of them have been investigating our work
of kingdoms and the dissolution of empires, truth
for s()me time. The first one, an old man,
will stalk forth with gigantic strides, and lay
is the one mentioned in a former Jetter
hold of the honest in heart among all nations:
which you have quoted in the Herald.
Zion shall blossom as a rose, and the nations
He is a good, honeBt, reliable old man.
flock to her standard, and the kingdon1s of this
"The second one, Poepoe, is one who
wqrld shall soon become the kingdoms of our
has done translation work for us. .He is
Gqd and his Christ, and he shall reign forever
one of the chest English scholars among
and ev.e~;
the natives. He was a Catholic, is marPresi!l.t J
·~ ith, Jr. then spoke as to apried, and has a family. He is soon to be
pointing a I'a. rch and other matters connected
editor of a native paper, when we shall
wi.th the we'll being of the church. Having now
have a good opportunity of putting our
got through the business matters, the President doctrine before the people. I think many
proceeded to give instructions to the elders re·
things are now working in our favor.
specting preaching the gospel, and pressed upon
"The other one, Nathaniel, is a young
them the necessity of getting the Spirit, so that
man, also married.
He is also a good
they, might preach with the Holy Ghost sent
English scholar, and I hop~ that bye and
down from heaven, to be careful in speaking on
bye he will be of great use to us iri introthose subjects which are not clearly pointed out
ducing our work among this people. Anin the word of God, which ·'Jead to speculation
other young man belonging to the Utah
and strife.
church is coming to be baptized next Tuesday; so you see the work is beginning to
move here.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
"I hope you have had. a good conferBRo. C. A. PARKIN wrote us the roth
ence and that much good may result from
inst., saying:
the assembling together of the officers
«All goes well. We had the very best sacraand members of the church.
ment meeting the 5th inst. I ever witnessed in
"I am very well now, and Bro. Haws is
the San Francisco branch. On the same date
much better, for which we are thankful to
Bro. Geo. S. Lincoln and I went to Irvington. I
our heavenly Father."
spoke on the 29th chapter of Isaiah with splendid
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

A brother writing from Kansas asks us
to call attention to the carelessness of
many who in performing ordinances
which should be recorded on branch or
district books, fail to report the same to
clerks, who cannot otherwise keep correct
records. He mentions this -as a necessary
part of the Lord's business, and which
should be diligently attended to.
The initial number of Glad 7 idings,
published by Bro. E. K. Evans, at Clif~
ford, Ontario, reaches us. It contains the
Epitome of Faith on its first page; the remaining pages containing items of interest
concerning various portions of the Canada
mission, in the work of which we hope
Glad Tidings will prove a "help."
THE following clipping from The Church
Union for April, is so full of good points
that we cheerfully commend it to our
readers for their admonition and profit:
VISITING AND RECREATION.
The field of Christian labor is the world, and
we can be, and if coiisistent must be, in the
world, but not oj the world. The chief business
of this probationary state is to do the will of the
Master, and that :will is to labor, so far as practicable, laity as well as clergy, to relieve distress
and .save souls. To bury oneself in a monastery
or convent is not acting in obedience to the :will
of the Master, or doing his. will.
·
As to company, it is not the rich but the poor
who have the best chance of reaching hea'Ven,
and to ignore the poor to pay court to the rich is
not following in the footsteps of th'e divine Master, and is not consistent with professed discipleship. The poor of this world may posses~ imperishable treasureS, and if we hope to meet them
inheaven, it should not be regarded as involving
too .much condescension if we make their acquaintance <m eartl).. We may find enough society distinguished by Christian virtues and also
intelligent and refi,ned, without searching for it
in the ranks of· th~ rich and fashionable. We
may· find in humble spheres those whose conversation will be . ipstructive and elevating, and
feel ourselves by intercourse .with them, stimul·
a ted to greater zea:J and diligence in good works.
As to wearing long faces, it is.true tbat boisterous merriment is not one of the distinguishing
characteristics of a Christian, but quiet ~ ~ppiness
1
is, and that very often when accompa'nied by
acute physical suffering. Much unhappiness results from harboring a censorious spirit, a dispo~ition · tq seek for 'faults rather than virtues in
others, such a spirit is but too common and would
d~stroy the happiness of heaven itself if admitted
there.
As to recreation,: there can be no question that
whatsleep is to the body, recreation is to the
mind. It is an absolute necessity to maintain
the mental.f:~.culties in the best po.ssible condition
for efficient work, but more than this is pisslpit~.
tion, and the. amount and kind of recreation is a
matte.r to be settled by conscience.· A life de,voted to incessant labor without relaxation, will
.·' g~nerally .be a short· .one and fail to :~.ttain the
maximum of usefulness of which it should be'
, ~
capabie. On the other hand, a life s~ent in the
· >.. , pursuit of pleasur~ i~ wasted, Cll.n give no sa tis. · ...·~action in the retrospect, and no. bright hopes in

fallen, or improve the condition of the laboring
the prospect of the resurrection and final judgclasses, to promote missions, orphan homes, hosment. Buried talents, wasted opportunities, repitals, schools, shelters or any other good or usemorse, anguish, eternal condemnation, such are
ful work. Profitable vidting may embrace a
the bitter fruits of a worldly, sensual life.
a
verv \1/lde field, in fact, almost anything
Innocent recreation, therefore, if not carried to
and everything that does not run into gossip,
the extent of dissipation, is not only harmless,
waste of time, dissipation,'and involve expense
but beneficial, and if it be asked what are innofor vanity, the maintainance of social position
cent recreations? Are cards or theatres innocent?
and conformity to the practices of fashionable
The question may generally be solved by consociety.
science when we consider what would Christ
Self deception is universal, the religion of sohave us do if he were personally present. The
ciety is not the religion of Christ, but of the
stage is i.l'l general a school of vice. Even If it be
world. The Bible standard is so high that few
conceded that. some performances are not imcan attain to it, but if the fact be recognized
moral, the general tendency is to make rellgion
and deficiencies supplemented by humility all
ridiculous and vice less odious. If clergymen or
may be well, but true humillty is rare.
prominent church members attend any performance, even such as are not immoral, their
PRES. JOSEPH SMITH wrote from Kirtexample will be an excuse for thousands of
land, Ohio, the zoth inst., saying: "I lecothers to attend any and all exhibitions, even
tured Thursday night in Kirtland; had a
those which cause the face of modesty to be
good audience, and it is said the people
tinted with the blush of shame. We mu.st abwere well pleased. Yesterday (Sunday)
stain from things that we may co,nsider innothe temple was fairly filled at both the
cent or harmless to ourselves, for the sake of the
morning and evening sessions. At the
influence on others. Paul did not consider it a
morning service Judge Charles T. Gransin to eat meat that had been offered in sacrifice
ger (a nephew of Oliver Granger), whose
to idols, but if his eating of meat would give
father and mother and himself when a
offense to a .brother with a tender conscience, he
boy were members of the church, and
would refrain entirely. No rigid rule can be
who is now of the Supreme Court of
prescribed for all, except perhaps to obey the dicIowa, was present. His mother lie~ buried
tates of enlightened conscience.
'
here, and he came from Norwalk, where
How seldom are the instructions of the Savior
he had been on business, to Willoughby,
observed by those who call themselves his discitcence over here to visit his mother's
ples; for example, Luke 14: I3: "When thou
grave and the scenes of his childhood. He
makest a feast call the poor, the maimed, the
was evident! y pleased to find' me here; exlame and the blind, and thou shalt be blessed,. pressed himself pleased with my sermon,
for they cannot recompense thee: for thou shalt
which was from Matthew 16:18 and
be recompensed at the resurrection of the just."
Acts 2:47, the subject being, Christ
Who would be willing to invite the poor rather
building his church. We had persons
than the rich to their entertainments?
from Willoughby, Mentor and PainesAgain, James 2: 2: "If there come into your
ville. I baptized Miss Nellie Curtis, a
assembly a man. with a gold ring, in goodly
pleasant spirited young woman. The Lord
··apparel, and there come in also a poor man in
blessed us at the water. Judge Granger
came along in 'time to be present. He is
vile raiment, ye have respect to him that weareth
not a member of any church. He says, •I
the gay clothing and say unto him, sit thou here
have kept track of you folks, and am
in a good place, and say to the poor, stand thou
pleased at the progress you are making.'
there, or sit here under my footstool. Are ye
Bro. T. W. Smith spoke here last night
not then partial in yourselves, and are become
and did well. Subject, Jesus Christ, who
judges of evil thoughts?"
and what is he?
·
"Hearken, my beloved brethren, hath not God
"Bro. Luff spoke in ,College Hall in
chos.en tbet {lOE!l' o~ this world, rich in faith and
heirs of the. ktng!:iaml If: ye' hive. respect to . Wibloughby at 2: 3Q. p~m., to a fair audience.
persons, ye commit silr;?"
~L think to go to Willoughby to:morHow does this apply to the fas:hii:t!Ut&te,
~:ow,. speak in. Bond's Hall at night, and
churches of the present day? Poor, ·weak hustart for West Budicygto.n,Iowa, to stay
man nature does not appear to have changed in
over next Sunday, thence home; thong}!
r8oo years since .these ·words were written.
this is subject to modific'ation if contingen-c
Where is the usher who will not escort the best
cies arise. I .am .somewhat unstrung, but
dressed people to the qest seats and say to the
otherwise feeling fairly well."
poor, Go into the gallery or .take seats, .if you
can find any, on the benches near .the door?
,THE SCOTT-PADGETT DEBATE.
r Timothy 2: 9,ro: "Women professing godliness should adorn the(llselves in modest apparel, 'THE. following reprint from the Mays·
not with gold or pearls, or costly array, but with
ville, Missouri, Herald, of April 9th, is
good works.", Comment is tfnnecessary.
about all we have seen published concernIf the question be .asked wha:t is profitable vis,
ing the discussion held there. between our
it.ing, a definition willnot be difficult. It may
Bro. Leonard Scott and Elder Padgett.
bE: profitable tn visit persqns engaged in the. same
Verbal reports made to us commend Bro.
Scott's work as ably performed.
business,occupation or professiop as ourselves;
The religious .discussion which. began. in the
and by an interchange of observations and experiences, acquir~ suggestions of practical value;
Christian Church in this place on Thursday
night, March 19th; between Elder Padgett of the
persons in the same scientific or literary or artistic
pursuits, associates in works of charity, or moral
Christian Church and Elder Scott of the Latter
or religious improvement, in plans to .save the
Day Saints, was concluded last ;Friday ni~ht;
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The attendance throughout was good in spite ()f
the continued bad weather and muddy roads.
What good has been accomplished is a matter
that must be determined later on. The seed has
been sown and the harvest must follow. But
one thing must be .admitted at the outset, viz.,
that Elder Scott had the unpopular side of the
question at the start. A great deal of prejudice
has always existed against the Latter Day Saints
on account of their supposed connection with
the Mormon Church of Utah. Part of this pre·.
judice, however, is based on an erroneous idea.
The Saihts.do not endorse polygamy, but are opposed to it. It was this prejudice that confronted Elder Scott, but we believe he succeeded in
allaying a great deal of it byhis able and eloquent exposition of Latter Day Saintism. We
do know that he left here with tl):e hearty good
wili of a large majority of our people following
him, regardless of his religious faith. It is universally conceded by friends and enemies alike
tha:t he is an accomplished bible stud~nt, pleasing and eloquent speaker, a thorough ru'aster of
debate and a polished gentleman. It affords us
pleasure to.say this much for one against whose
creed we have in the past entertained an unreasonable prejudice.

a

THE NEWSPAPER REPORTER.

DoEs the following editorial, taken from
the Independence, (Mo.), Daily Sentinel of the 15th instant, apply to the.chap
who of late reported to the Kansas City
Journal a '!fight between the. factions of
the Mormons" in Independence? If so,
he should paste it in his hat or wear it on
his sleeve until he learns at least the commonest elements of decent manhood.
In China and Japan are many story tellers and
upon any great occasion, as it is even with us, an
account is in every one's mouth. There, it is
generally understood that each narration must
be looked at through the big end of the glass for
it is always magnified abont a hundred .fold. Indeed a plain matter of fact account of anything
is so unusual that it never occurs.
Newspaper readers demand much the same
from the press and, as newspapers are run for the
people, the reporters are instructed to tnagnify
and sensationalize everything. Of course the
· reader is expected to unoderstand that the re,ation
must be reduced many times before the teal fact
is ascertained. Occasionally we find a paper
which by its unvarying regard for the truth has
made it known and ref~rred to as thoroughly reliable. This is refreshing when found, but is
becoming more and more a rara avis. Sometimes the newspaper itself is not at fault. This
only occurs when the reporter is constitutionally
a llar and has no desire to represent things as
they are. The defect may be in his training,
usually he has no education, or it may be an inherited fault. In either case he should ,be first
corrected and then eliminated. The. habit of exaggeration is one easily acquired and like othet
pernicious habits takes a death grip on a
mail, and a reporter is but a man after all, and
subject to all man's fltults.
Often. the case grows to such proportion as to
require desperate remedies, for such things can
be remedied. A gentle remonstrance is of no
.avail, and the reporter begins to think that he is
forever to go on lying and the hereafter is to him

a quantity not near enough to be considered, At
this point the indignant citizensshoul,d organize,
after the fashion of attending to the Mafia, .. and ,
having dressed the descendant of Annanias in a'
,complete and handsome suit of tar and feathers,
the· product of the goose preferred, ride him'
from the t~wn free of charge on the sharp.side
of a fence rail.
UTAH AFFAIRS.

following, taken from the Omaha
Bee, contains reliable information touching Utah affairs, ancl. indicates progress in
the right direction so,far as polygamy and
obedience to civil law is concerned.
, When in Utah of late we learned that
public school affairs throughout that territory are likely to be fully under the control of the Utah commision after its session next May. We also learned that
since public free schools are being provided, those established by the various sec. tarian churches are losing patronage largely, unless, possibly, those teaching the
higher .branches, and all this .flS a r~sult of
the Edmunds' law providing for the confiscation of Utah church property. We
also learned that many of the chapels
erected by the sectarian churches fr.om
funds donated by parties mainly outside of
Utah, in hopes of converting the Utah
~A:ormons .from their errors and evils, real
or supposed, are thinly attended or closed
for want of patronage. If this be .true,
why not permit the ''J osephites" to use the
latter (and the. school"'houses too) and thus
place .our elders and their doctrine in close
arid general contact with "the common
people" in all parts of the territory. It
will be well for our ministry in Utah to
1.ook after these matters early and
. thoroughly, in furtherance of their mission-work iri the interests of the Church
of Christ and hu11Jaility. Our work is to
reformana recover erring Saints and bless
the world with the saving light and power
of the restored gospel. In this the Lord
is our Leader and Commander:
THE

Ex-Senator Alvin Saunders, whose return
from Utah about two weeks ago was hastened
by a severe attack of Ia grippe, is still confined to
his residence, but is slowly reco-vering from his
illness.
'
··
. His western trip was for the purpose of attending a ·meeting of the Utah commission, of which
he is a member, and he was absent about a
month. When interrogated last evening as to
what effect the anti-polygamy laws were having
in Utah the commissioner expressed the belief
that polygamy among the Mormons is practically
a thing oft he past.; and that the work of the commission would be fully as successful as anticipated. Said he:
"The action of the Mormon Church in declaring against polygamy has had a great influence,
and it was an important step iri the right direction/ ,There :.ate those. who are inclined to be
skeptical about .tbls move, and who think that it
was made simply for effect. They fully expect
to see polygamy again embraced by the church,
but I believe the step was taken in sincerity and
good faith.
c,f'ldo no(ti):in]{, ·however,Ahat the move was
dictated by principle, but rather by policy. I believe, too, that this same policy will result in the

total extinguishment of polygamy. As George
Q. Cannon said In renouncing the unlawful doc"
trine, <It is too unequal a fight to hold
against sixty million people.'
"Another thing. The men who have so
terly opposed 'the .change are getting old and
won't live much loriger. Woodruff is over
eighty years of age. There isn't the same feeling that there was vvhen the prosecution of polygamists was first begun.: Then they openly
boasted of their criminal relations; and those
who were convicted ahd sent to the penitentiary
were heralded as martyrs upon their release, but
there isn't any more of the brass banq business;
Then they would not proJi;lise to give up their
polygamous relations, but now this is the ruJe.
The week before I retur-ned home there were
three cases;' and in each ihstance the prisoner
was willing to make the required promise. · This
shows how the situation is qhanging.
«It is not an easy matter to ef{ect the change,
for the reason that the Mormons believe that PO"
lygamy was authorized or commanded by a communication from heaven, while the decree
against it comes from man. Notwithstanding
this, the Mormons are gradual)y yielding to the
inevitable. Cannon, who had four wives, now
claims that he has none, anq that he is leading
the life of a bachelor.
"Now that this question .bids fair to be permanently settled, the Mormons have in a measure given up their fight against the Gentiles and
are forming republican and democratic parties.
This is more espeCially true outside of Salt Lake,
although it is bound to come there.
<•In Ogden the two Mormon papers have taken
sides politically and the younger Cannon has
announced that as he is a republican, his paper
will be republican.
"Salt Lake at present is suffering from the re:
action of a boom. A year ago the Gentiles celebrated their victory by advancing real estate
values in some instances fully one hundred per
cent, and the effect was injurious.
"The weather has been very unpleasant.. The
residents call it the most disagreeable winter
ever experienced there. Certain it is that there
were not two pleasant days of sunshine during
the month that I was there. Snow followed rain
and vice versa, and there seemed to be nothing
but slush and slop. The weather, I think, is responsible ,for the unusuaL amount of sickness.
There pas been a great deal of Ia grippe and
much '!tneumonia. Four of the five members of
our board were present, Only one escaped an attack of la grippe, and it used us up completely.
"Our next meeting will be in May and will
probably last until September. The commission
has charge of the elections, and we will have to
meet to appoint registrars for school election.
The regular election follows in August, and we
will remain until that is over. The most important work to be done at our next meeting is the
redistricting of the territory. Heretofore it has
been s() apportioned as to give the Mormons
everything possible under the census of r88o,
but this will be changed under the new census
so as to arrange the districts as they should be.
"This will give Salt Lake more than double
the representation that it has now. The outlook
is promising, and the prospects are that the commission will be able to effectually settle the dif1 ficulties that have so long existed there."
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EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES.·''

"Never hold any one by the button or the hand in order
to be heard out; for, if people are unwilling to hear you,
you had better hold your ilOugue than them."

TRIP TO LITTLE MOUNTAIN.
MoNDAY, April I3th.-For the first time since
we had been in Ohio, the air was balmy and
warm and the sun arose bright and clear in a
cloudless sky. We looked forth eagerly as we
arose from the refreshing sleep of the previous
·night, for a party had been arranged and a trip
projected to Little Mountain, provided the
weather should be favorable. After breakfast
our· wraps were donned and our party consisting
of five ber,ides the driver, took seats in a roomy
spring wagon drawn by two spirited black horses
and were soon on our way. The foliage was not
yet out, but here and there the fields were carpeted with green and by the roadside the grass was
springing up and the water trinkling along in
rivulets clear and sparkling.
Passing through a narrow valley our road
wound for a time at.the base of steep hills on the
sides of which the sheep were gn:zing, while the
!Itt!~ l~mbs, some curled up asleep, others skipping about among the flock, seemed as glad as
we that the sun had f:Ome out so bright and warm
after so many days of storm and clouds. Tender
hands seemed to be caring for this fold, for many
of the 1ambs had little blankets tied on them and
made a cute appear~nce ;:ts they frisked around,
not seeming to mind the extra appendage in the
least.
The farm houses we passed were mostly old
and ~weatherbeaten,: not, as a rule, so good as
those of southern Iowa, and neither did the outbuildings seem to r~ceive so much attention, but
occasionally one triore pretentious was passed
and the indications of thrift were more apparent.
After a long confinement indoors lt is perfect.
ly exhilarating to be abroad upon such a morning as this and we drink~ in the cool fresh air as
a thirsty man quaffs the cooling water. Soon
the point of our destination looms up before us
in the distance. Little Mountain is~ about four
miles from Kirtlai}d in an eastern direction and
is a lovely eminence covered with a dense growth
of pines and other' evergreen trees. Here and
ther.e before wereach the final ascent pines are
scattered along the road as though when the
mountain was seeded, as one of our party re.
marked, some had fallen by the wayside and like
the other seed which fe.ll in a like place, the
growth· was stunted and unsatisfactory.
Soon we are at the summit and the_ first thing:
which attracts our attention is .a lovely cottage,
standingjust upon:the top of a precipitous rock;
but while it was a building founded upon a rock,
the_ builder evidently had not dug deep to lay the
foundation. for nab.ire had furnished it readrta
b'is hand, This cottage is only. one of many,for ·
the ~mountain is quite a resort for the .people of
In the summer season and there js
hotel- here with· stables attached
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while drives and walks intersect each other at
there to secure treasures whether those treasures
various points in passing around, for after reachare of silver and gold or heirlooms of the family.
ing the summit acres of comparatively level
We reach Bro. Kelley's in time for a late dinner
ground spread o:ut broken here and there by raand attendance upon the afternoon session of
vines and shaded by immense evergreens. Go·
conference.
ing out upon one of the veranda's we look over
On Tuesday the conference adjourned and
the railing from a height of at least one hundred
that night we resumed our jouraey homeward.
feet, dewn into chasms made by the the rending
It is pleasant to meet, but sad to take the parting
asunder of solid rocks-rock seemingly cleft
hand as we found by many a lingering pressure
from the solid mass upon which we are standing
when the hour came.
and hurled to a distance by some terrible contorIndependence is the next place of meeting and
tion of nature in a moment of time. Descend.
many who parted at Kirtland are now looking
-ing the winding path we enter one of these fiss·
forward to that time, as to a star which is to
ures and treading upon a thick carpet of fallen
cheer and guide them through the darkness and
waves of trial which intervene.
leaves pass by devious windings through the
chasm.
Never were we so forcibly impressed with the
High upon either side of us rises the cleft rock
trials and hardships of an elder's lot as at this
while the sunshine only enters here and there
conference, and we bore away with us as the
where a rent has been made at right angles with
most impressive thought there gathered that
the one we are following. Passing swiftly along
"The.hastening time has come." The time when
we emerge at length beneath the spreading canGod demands every available force which the
opy of the dense tall evergreens and now the
Saints can muster, to take their places in the
noise of murmuring water falls upon~ our ear.
line of battle there to stand until the fight is
Leaning over another chasm we see the stream
ended and the victory ours, for there is no doubt
trickling through its rocky bed and losing itself
upon which banner victory is to perch, since the
in a pool which forms the water supply of the
Lord of Host is upon our side there can be but
mountain. Just by this tank is a rude shed con'
one issue.
structed to resemble a kitchen, said to be presided over by his Satanic_Majesty. It was .sePRAYER UNION.
curely fastened when we were there and is probSPECIAL REQUESTS. FOR PRAYER,
ably only opened when summer visitors arrive.
Sister Cazier, an aged and afflicted Saint living
The atmosphere was certainly :very far removed
from the one usually attributed to his majesty's in Cameron, Mo., asks your faith and prayers
that God may restore her to health.
dominions.
Sr. Lena Christenson, near Soda Springs, Ida·
After wandering around this mountain for an
ho, asks an interest in your faith and prayers.
hour or more, gathering our hands. full of win·
Bro. George Edwards, of Kingston, Mo., asks
tergreen leaves to which lhe bright red berries
your
faith and prayers in behalf of his wife who
were still clinging we return to the point of start·
is sorely afflicted.
ing and from there gaze out over the distant
view. Lake Erie is plainly visible and even the
SoDA SPRINGs, Idaho, April 14th.
white sail "upon its waters can be seen, while be·
Dear Sisters:- I wish to thank you for the
tween us and the lake stretches out a panorama
many cheering words I have received through
of peaceful loveliness. Far as the eye can reach
farm houses and orchards, valleys and gentle your letters. I was baptized by Bro. Brand, at
Soda Springs, Idaho, November zrst, r879. ·We
slopes meet the view while here and there the
do not have meetings here except when an elder
rising spire and clustering houses indicate the
passes through, and then we enjoy them very
peaceful village home. Away to the west the
much. Pray for us that th'e time may soon come
Mormon Temple is pointed out to visitors.
when we may have a church here arid enjoy
But while our party stand gazing at the dis·
tant Temple and recalling 'the fact that from }his' some of the blessings that others do. There are
but five Saints at this place, and we are very
same spot each year. thousands of idle 'pleasureseekers look over the valleys and intervening weak in gospel works, but I pray to God the time
may come whenwe may receive more faith and
hills to its time-stained walls, we look upon the
strength in our God.
huge rent rocks at our feet and see in them new
Your sister in the faith,
testimonies of the faith actuating the hearts and
LENA CHRISTENSON.
nerving the arms of those. who reared its walls,
and polished its c0rner stones; for our faith. endorses the record that upon this continent all
CoAL CREEK, Colo;, April 5th.
nature sympathized with the sufferings of Christ
Dear Sister Walker:- We feel very thankful
in that hour of .his teriible agony, when the selid
that we_ are still permitted to live in this day and
rocks were rent and the veil of th~ templet()rn.
age of the world and have the privilege of read·
Returning ~by another road we pass through
ing the glad news in 'the Herald which comes
the village of Mentor and just beyond the viifrom every quarter of the globe. Our branch
!age the home of President -Garfield. Here the
here numbers eleven. and if is good to meet toroads were. in fine condition-almost like turngether with the_ few to worship Gqd in Spirit
pikes and .the horses. seemed to enjoy the brisk and in truth. We. hope that we may _ever stand
pace at which they carried us along. The house
fi:rm as the everlasting hills to the covenant
.of tl)e former. president is a large roomy frame
which we have made wit_h Christ, and which we
structure to which an addition of stone was made
have never regretted but can trul:y say t.hat we
shortly. before Mr. Garfield's death. The wiri·
are very thankful we ever heard th.e sound of
lfows ofthis addition are secured by bars of iron the everlasting gospel by our worthy Bro. James
causing it to have the appearance of a jail and
Caffall. I.t a.pp.ears tous by the signs of the_ times
suggestive of the uncertainty .of all earthly
that the near approach of the Son of Man is here
possessions; for they have evioerttly-been pl:ated . , even atthe,(joOJ;s.•: Let. u~s -all. strive diligently
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that we may be worthy to go c:mt to meet him,
lest another take our crowns. May God bless
the effort that is being put forth by the sisters of
the Prayer Union.
~
HENRY AND MARY WINSHIP .
AID SOCIETY.
Report of the Galland's Grove Aid Society:
This society was organized August 4th with only
six members but by spring we numbered twentytwo.
The object Of the society was, First, to improve
the appearance of our church building at Gal·
"land's Grove. Second, to aid in the advancement of our religious progress.
Up to December 3rst, r89o, we had made something over tv.o hundred dollars. We have spent
all the cash we ha'Ce had eicept six dollars and
fifteen cents for our church, tithing and the poor.
Some of our members have moved away and
two have died. We now number twenty·five
but some are old and cannot meet with us and
some are teaching, so the number who meet to
do the work are few.
The number of time~ we have ml'!t since June
r8th until December 21st, r89o, is eleven. Number of the society that met was forty-eight.
Number of visitors seventeen. The average attendance was 4 6 ro.
We have two quilts that we value at $4 50
each.
This closes the year r89o.
We are in
hopes of doing better the next four years.
M. A. fENKINS, Pres.
MENT. HoLCOMB, Sec.
37 Howards Road, STRATFORD,
Essex, England, March 3rst.
Dear Sisters:-I rejoice much in this latter
day work, because I know it is the work of God.
I love to read the letters in the Column, though
I miss many of the.m altogether, not being able
to get the lle1"ald loaned to me regularly. I do
hope I may be able next year to subscribe for it,
as I would like to have them regularly. Still I
feel very thankful that I am permitted to see as
many as I do, and that I have a Book of Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants of my own,
for they are a comfort to me.
I have thought much lately of the general
conference now so near, and cannot help wishing I had the privilege that some of you will
have of being there. I must here say it has
been for years one of the great desires of my
heart that I should be gathered to Zion and be
permitted to see some of the sacred spots of that
blessf:'d land, and my faith is even now that if I
am faithful the Lord will yet grant me that de·
sire, for if ever I get a chance of going a little
way in the country, or in a forest I recognize the
hand of God in all I see, and a feeling of adoration and thankfulness at once comes over me. It
is at those times that I have been led to ask God
(more than at any other) to grant me the above
desire, and inwardly I have received such a:
spirit of peace and serenity as can only be understood by those who receive such. I have often
received the same Spirit while reading and meditating upon some of the precious revelations in
the Doctrine and Covenants.
I wish to bear a testimony of healing: I have
been a sufferer about seven years, and in x887 became out patient to the hospital for paralytics
and othe~ nervous diseases, receiv!n~ some bene-

fit, but getting worse last summer I again went
under treatment, but had only been so one we~k
'when I was seized with a stroke a£ some kind,
and after about two hollrs of great depression
and strange feelings which I could neither describe nor understand ,my arm and hand began
shaking"violently and continuing filled me with
alarm and fear of becoming a helpless invalid.
At first I gave way .to grief that overwhelmed me,
·but I was soon found at the throne of grace, where,
notwithstanding the continue'd motion of my limb,
I received the comforting assura:.1ce -that i should
be healed. It was Sunday and I went to the hall •
and was administered to by God's &ervants, and
I can truly testify that !was healed, and from
that hour I have never had a return of any of
the symptoms nor taken any more medicine. T()
God be the praise forever! He is indeed the
great Physician, and his mercy to the poorest
and weakest of hts children is great indeed. I
have had many testimonies of his mercy, goodness and power during the years that I have
been connected with this work, and though my
path is still thorny, I can rejoice in my soul by
the power Of God's Spirit.
Let us not be discouraged if promised blessings seem a long time coming, for I have known
promises to tarry, and some have' said it was not
of God, yet in His own time they have been fulfilled.
We, in London, are prevented by circumstances from meeting together to observe the hour of
prayer, but I can testify that the Spirit of God
has been with me in great power when observing it alone, and I truly believe the more faithfully we do observe it the greater will be our
blessings.
The Saints here are .holding cottage meetings
af present, but we are not discouraged though we
have no hall to preach in, for a building furid was
started over a year ago, and we have a nice little
sum in it, and are doing all we can to swell it.
Best of all we have the Spirit of God in our
meeting8, giving encouragement for future labors. Pray for us that we may soon have a
house of our own in which to worship God and
Invite strangers to hear the gospel.
With best desires for Zion's welfare, I remain
your sister in the covenant of peace,
E. FURNESS.
LEBEc, Mo., April 7th.

Dear Sisters:-l have just been reading a
letter, written by one of the sisters, in which
she says, "l do not like to hear them say
that a woman cannot hold the priesthood, if
God is no respecter of persons."
Now I thought the Father was wise and kind
in this as well as in all else; for with priesthood
and office, comes responsibility, and I think the
most of the wives and mothers feel that there is
a great responsibility resting upon them any way,
and surely there are many good works that can
be done by the willing hearts and hands of those
who are not wives and mothers.
\Voman's work is also a grand work, if she is
faithful in the duties allotted to her and she will
lose nothing hereafter because of not holding office or priesthood in the church. Do we not
read in Hebrews 6th chapter and roth verse,
"For God Is not unrigrteous to forget your
work and labor of love which ye have shewed
toward his name in that ye have ministered to
the saints, and do minister."

People are to be rewarded hereafter according
to their works, and not according. to the office
they may have held in the church.
In 2 Peter we are told to add to our faith virtue,
knowledge, temperance,patience,godliness, brotherly kindness, charity; for if these things be in you
and abound, they make you that ye shall not be
barren or unfruitful in the knowledge of our Lord
jesus Christ." "But he that lacketh these things
is blind. Wherefore. the rather give diligence,
to make your calling and election sure; for if
ye do these things ye shall. never fall."
What a glorious promise! What matters it,
then, if we are never called to any of these offices in the priesthood, . either: to preach, preside,
dictate, govern, or Jay on hands ? Is there not
still enough required of us? We may be sure if
the Lord had required more, he would have
made it known to proper authorities, and. if, in
the future, he shall require more of us, he will
make it known; so we need: not worry one moment over the matter.
The Lord is able to make known his will
and his way concerning all matters, and we do.
not want anything contrary to his will. In I
Timothy zd chapter, we read that women are to
adorn themselves not with, gold or pearls or
costly array, but with good works which becometh women professing godliness. Also, "But. I
suffer not a woman to teach nor usurp authority
over the man." And how could she even hold
the office of deacon without exercising some
authority over the man.
Paul tells how the deacon should be.,blame·
Jess, the husband of one wife, ruling his children
and house well. I would not think from that
that he had ever thought of a woman's holding
that office, though I could have no objection if it
is God's will to a woman's holding any office.
We need no authority of office to teach our
children or others the way of truth as much as
in us lies. We need no authority to testify of
anything the Lord may see. fit to reveal to us
whether concerning the resurrection or anything else. We need no authority or ordination
to pray for the sick other tl)an the command,
"Pray one for another that ye may be healed,"
and, "Is any amon~; you afflicted, let him pray."
This is :J.lso wise and kind, that the burdens
need not all be upon the elders and that we need
not feel as though the Lord could not hear our
prayers as well as the elrlers. Hence, if one of
our families is afflicted, Jet him pray for himself
if old ehough. Then, if not healed, they may
pray for one another. Then, if need be, send for
the elders. But if the Lord hears our prayers and
grants .the blessing, there is no need to send for
the elders. But I would never think of sending
for the elders, if I had not faith enough myself
to try to lift my heart in prayer to God for the
blessing needed also.
Many times God does heal the afflicted one or
help him when no elders are called, and surely
the sisters need wait for no ordination to pray
for a sister in her hour of trouble, for I know
God has heard and will hear earnest, fervent
prayers in her behalf, and I would we might all
increase our faith and trust in the mighty God
of Israel, so that we might not live beneath our
privileges.
But I do not know that the. children of Zion
can be freed entirely from the cm:se putupon
Eve any more than the one put qpon Adam.
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THE
That he should earn his bread by the sweat of
his brow until after the Savior's coming, but the
Lord can strengthen us to endure all that it is
not his will to remove; so Jet us all be faithful.
"Therefore we ought to give the more earnest
heed to the things which we have heard, lest at
any time we should let them slip."-Hebrews
secon'd chapter.
'
EMMA L. ANDERSON.

SAINTS~

HERALD.

that affords us half so much comfort. Our foes
may assail, and our friends may fail, but our
home still shines beyond this vale.
We are often asked, "Why does the Lord permit his pepple to pass through so many trials?"
And we answer, the people of the Lord must by
mueh tribulation enter the kingdom, and the
Lord will have a people that a.re tried and true;
a people that will face manfully the battles of
life for the sake of the name they bear.
"To those who bear his name we're told,
Will wear the shining crown of gold."

The printed name on the colored label on your paper gives the date to which your subscriptiOn has been
?Bid. If it shows you are in arrears, please renew.
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PIXLEY, Cal., M11rch 23d.
Editors Herald:-Bro. Blair took us by surprise in leaving the coast so soon, but the voice
of the Spirit is good authority for going. May
it be his constant guide.
I succeeded in getting a good opening in Tulare City; that is the Saints got a good hall and
I did the rest. I spoke Saturday evening and
three times on Sunday, twice in the hall, on Sunday, and once at Sr. Walker's,· and also talked to
the Sunday-school. On Saturday night I was
very tired from my long ride in a cart that was a
hard thing to ride in and my effort was rather a
labored one, but·on Sunday the Holy Comforter
was present in a very marked degree, and you
know the rest.
I believe I am safe in saying that every Saint
felt the power of the Spirit resting upon them
and their tearful eyes told how tender their hearts
were made by its presence.
I have arranged to go to Tulare once a month,
while I am in this, part of the mission, and preach
Saturday evening, and three times on Sunday.
J. c. CLAPP.
,
QUEENSFERRY, Australia.
E¢itors Herald.;- Whi Ie we are so far from the
main body of Sai1;1ts,' yet we are greeted monthly
with publications of the church, which are a
source of great comfort to us. Often when we
look around and 'see comparatively .few with a
desire to hear the old story of Jesus and the
resurrection, we feel somewhat downcast and sad
at heart; and when in this condition the Herald
. re)lches our door filled with sweet messages of
the Lord's goodness to his erring children in
other parts of his,vineyard. Were it not for the
mercy of the Lord which is from eyerlasting to
everlastingupon them that, fear him, and the
''still small voice,; which so often whispers,
"Opward, onward, ye soldiers of the heavenly King,
For soon the First-born's chnrch above will make the
vanlts of heaven ring,"

We no doubt would fall, .not like Bro. Brand
with the harness on, but from the work which
has become so dear to our souls, to the vain
pleasures of this life, which last but for a season.
But we have a hope, which is as an anchor to
the soul, arid a faith which penetrates the darkest clouds and gives us an assurance of things
.not seen; and with such a faith we become "partakers of the heavenly gift, and of the powers of
the. world to come," and are thus made witnesses
()f the gospel of Christ, which comes "not il)
word only .but inpower, in the Holy Ghost and
in much assurance!'
Tl\e.wotk of the Lord .hu become very dear
· to' me, and I am s:ure there Is ri 0 thjng ip this. life

The work moves slowly on in Australia.
Many will listen, but few give heed to the word.
Bro. Wight came down from New South Wales
to aid me in a four nights' debate with an evangelist of the Disciple church. My opponent
was a personal friend of Mr. Braden and just
such another in his ways. He has been debating for ten years through the States, and is an
able speaker, but cannot hold his temper. He
got S() bad in his last speech that the audience
interrupted him, he called out for them to hold
their tongues, keep their tongues between their
teeth, etc., which made it worse. I heard afterward that had it not. been for the long coat he
might have got hurt. I have learned that quiet'
ness, honesty and uprightness leave their. mark,
though such be uttered with a stammering
tongue.
Bro. Wight has returned to New South Wales
and I am alone again. You see we fail to carry
out the law of two bv two, although we would
like very much to do so.
I have failed to send my report in time for the
general conference, but would say that I am
willing to labor on, as best I can. I know the
work is true, and I want to be true to it. God
helping me I will. In bonds,
C. A. BUTTERWORTH,
XENIA, Ill., April 15th.
Editors Herald:-The first of this month I was
called to Orchardville, Wayne county, to attend
and act as moderater in a discussion between
Bro. J. F. Henson and one Mr. Snow of the
Disciple order. The propositions were as fpllows,:
"
First.-The signs referred to in March 16th do
follow the believer .in this the nineteenth century.
Second.-The Church of Christ of which I,
A. J. Snow, am a member is identical in its organization and. doctrines with the Church of
Christ as left perfected by Christ and his apostles.
Third-Is the"layihg qn of hands" one of the
principles of the doctrine of Christ?
The discussion.lasted three days, one day to
each proposition. Mr. Snow '·would not accept
the first proposition stated fairly, and then of
course he harped on the "nineteenth century"
part, instead of proving from the Bible thatthose
things were to cease with the first apostles. As
usual, he had his bottle of arsenic, wanting a
practical demonstration of the power to drin],{
deadly poison "in this the nineteenth century."
Bro. Henson held to. the Bible and proved the
sentiment of the proposition, showing these bless'
ings are tor the believer without regard to time or
place, and are therefore for us in this century as
well as for any people ofthe past.
Of course Mr. Snow could never prove that
h.is church is anything like the Church of Christ,
!\lither l!l \')rganizatlop 1 grd},n!lp..~e{ pr !}q~trln~;
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and so the second proposition was a failure, so.
far as Bible proof is concerned, on the part of
the affirmative. Bro. Henson did not do as well
on the second proposition as on the other two,
but he held his ground, and gained some too.
On the last proposition Bro. Henson did the
best work I ever heard him do, while Snow did
comparatively nothing, in fact there was no
chance for him to do anything on that proposition, for it was made so plain that all could see
that it is indeed one of the first principles of the
gospel.
The Saints and friends are unanimous in the
decision that truth was victorious and good done
for the cause. At the conclusion of the debate
the feeling of the people seemed to be so much
in our: favor that I thought best to remain with
them for a week or so and thus save what was
already gained. I did, so, and at the end of the
week was permitted to baptize seven into Christ.
At the confirmation we were greatly blessed.
The gift of prophecy was enjoyed by Bro. Henson and some precious promises given to some,
during confirmation, if faithful to the work. All
present seemed to feel the solemnity of the occasion. Brn. Morris, Henson and myself have
been blessed also in administering to the sick
lately, and have been made to rejoice in seeing
the gift of 'healing given through obedience to
the Sl\Cred ordinance.
I would not have you believe, however, that
we are "setting the world on fire," nor "turning
it upside down," for such is not the case. We
are cenainly not making that progress in divine
life throughout our district that we should; but
once in a great while we strike an "oasis in the
desert," and think we may be pardoned for wanting to tell it to others. Am glad to hear of the
, progress the work is making in other places, and
I trust that by and by we will catch the spirit of
progression and move forward and upward and
finally attain to perfection. I think I can see
already, signs of life where all was apparently
dead (only in name) a few years ago-yes, one
year ago.
I am in the field at work.
IsAAc M. SMITH.
loNE, Cal., April 12th.
Editors Herald:-! wish any elder passing
through Taylor county, Iowa, or any that can
would call at the residence of my uncle and
aunt, John and M. E. Dawson, at Bedford ... My
aunt is a member of the Christian Church, but· I
have'sent them papers and tracts, and they reply
that "our doctrine is better and more biblical
than that of any other church."
I think an elder would be made we1come
there.
E. T. DAwsoN.
CooK's PoiNT, Texas, March 2rst.
Editors Herald:-! have just returned home
fr<ilm a tour to Hill, Bell and Torrant counties,
where I found th~ Saints getting along very
well, all things considered. I preached in two
.new places; one in Hill and the other in nell
co~nty. Had good attention at both places and
think there is a .good opening for preaching
there. I aim to go back ·next .summer . if n:ot
sooner and spend a longer .time with the people
in these places.
Som.e times I get very much discouraged .Jn.
this section1 'b~<;!J:Hse t]:ie people p;re $0 ht!iiff:er.
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ent to religion of any kind and their prejudices
are. very great. Cannot get to p~each to but
fevv; y~t I am determineq to continue to stdve
to teach the people the gospel .in. its .. fullness,
~od beingmyhelper.
E. W. NuNLEY.

¢nmmuni~afinns.
ARTICLES under this head do pot necessarily receive the
endorsement of the ·Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.
~Write on one side of the paper only.

THE DOWNFALL OF BABYLON.

IN this paper we wish to look both to the
temporal fate of ancient Babylon, and the
final destiny of the counterpart, spiritual
Babylon.
By the great prophet, Isaiah, that
opulent capitalof the eastern hemisphere
was variously styled, "the virgin daugh"
ter," "the lady and glory of kingdoms,"
"the beauty of the Chaldees' excellency;"
whereas the disciple whom. Jesus loved
pre-eminently speaks of the antitype as a
"great," an "abominable/' and the doomed
city.
.
Just so sure as the history and condition
of the royal, magnificent, powerful, glorious, sovereign city was foretold by the
unerring Spirit of inspiration, of which
its present state is a verification, in a
similar manner and in the Lord's indicated way and time will the complementreligious babel, or sectarian confusion
expire, without a duplicate or resurrection.
· Why this destruction fell like earthquakes,
avalanches, thunderbolts was, "the hammer of the whole earth" destroyed the
poor, unfortunate, wayward people of the
living God, delighted in their humiliating
downfall, waxed rich on their misfortunes,
ahd at the expense of their neighbors and
to their ;rretrievable ruin, grew Jat, became impiously proud and sinned egregiously against the God of Israel.
To add insult to injury they were
wedded to their numerous idols, grossly
intemperate; and licentiousness and pol ygamy ran riot in high life.
It was revealed one hundred and seventy-four years before Darius the Median
king raised the Assyrian stronghold:
"Behold, I will stir up the Medes against
them, which win not regard silver; and
as for gold, they shall not delight in it.
Their bows shall dash the young men to
pieces, and they shall have no pity on the
fruit of the womb, their eyes shall not
spare children. And Babylon, the glory
of the kingdoms, the beauty of the Chaldees' excellency shall be as when God
overthrew Sodom and Gomorrah.
It
shall never be inhabited, neither shall it
be dwelt in from generation to generation, neither shall the Arabian pitch his
tent there, neither . shall the shepherd
make his fold there. But wild beasts of
the desert shall lie there, and their houses
shall be full of doleful creatures, and owls
shall dwell there, and satyrs shall dance
there. And the wild beasts of the island
' shall cry in their desolate house,s and
dragons in their pleasant places, and her

time is .near to come
for the purpose of reconstructing it 1 but
not be prolonged."
died in two months, and thus it rests.
Teremiah enters into a detailed account
Our modern scribes are indebted to re-.
o(the imperial metropolis that theancients tent discoveries, the Grecian historians, the
appropriately called one of. th,e seven Bible, and legendary lore, while viewing
marvelous wonders of the world, He be- the cradle of mankind. Their struggles
held their divers shrines of murderous and achievements, their conquests and dedeities, saw the incurable corruption and feates, their moral status and spiritual tight,
portrayed the inevitable.-Chapters 50 their agn.rian wealth and architectural
and 51.
skill will not be fully and properly known
Nimrod, the mighty hunter, was the until Gabriel blows bis horn.
founder of the great city on either bank .
Rollin wondexs and almost calls in quesof. the historic Euphrates. He also found- tion that N.imrod's immediate successors
ed Nineveh, and so named it after his scfn 1 should marshal such vast armies, found
Ninus, to immortalize his memory.
such mighty empires and construct nuThe walls around Babylon were eighty- 1 merou~, populous, magnificent cities so soon
seven feet thick, three hundred and fifty I after the flood.
feet high, and sixty miles in length, form- l!
Queen Semiramis stands forth as a
ing a perfect square. Every side contain- urnque beacon of imperial prowess and
ed twenty~five massive brazen gates that strength in the subduing !of nations near
opened to broad streets that passed square and far, ano in eRtablishing the empire,
through the city, thus crossing one ~moth- Her v.alor and courage, her judgment and
er at right angles, and terminating at op- skillful dispatch in quelling riots and subposite entrances.
cluing the face of nature caused her to be
A vast artificial lake of immense denth venerated, but her virtue was ot doubtful
was constructed above, to both prev.ent propriety.
inundation and for irrigation. Quays or
Nearly fifteen centuries rolled away
levees were also built to and through the when a profligate prince devoid of energy,
city, to regulate the stream.
merit or virtue disgraced the dynasty and
The luxurious gardens that floated have died in shame. This recreant king, Sarformed thoughts for the thinker, and sub- danapalu~, was t:ffeminat~ as the queen
jects for civil engineers.
had been heroic, reveled in a seraglio, emThese immense hanging marvels of • ployed~ his time with dissolute women, in
beauty were raised to prodigious heights 1 handling the spindle and distaff, and caus1
th e queen, rN eb uc h ad nezzar ,s eel this inscription
to pease
b to be put on his tomb:
wife, Amytes, who was reare. d in Media.
"Eat, drink and e merry, for everything
She was of royal birth, and loved the else is nothing." Governors of provinces
mountains and woodlands of her native 1 conspired ng-:>inst the throne, revolutioncountry.
A pa1ace, seven and one half ized 'affairs, hence it was really th<' second
miles in compass, contained these minia- Assyrifm empire that flourished in the days
ture forests.
of Daniel, which lasted two hundred years.
Nineveh vied with Babylon for 'many
The huge building was surrounded by centuries, but the site is a matter of disthree several walls. with intervening space
H
1· d
·
d
between. It was situated at the west' end pute nowaday;;.
er mu htu es smne
until divine justice scourged the cruel babiof the great bridge, and connected with 'I tation with titter destruction and perpetual
the palace at the opposite side with a pas- desolation.
sage under the river. This vast super- ,
The faithful student of olden annals
structure, as also the other one, was em- will note the elements of strength and
bellished with sculptures of the animal II stability, as also the things that contributed
kingdom. Ninus is piercing a lion, and to weakness and premature decay. PolitiSemiramis, his wife, mounteJ on horse- cal economists may censure generals and
back, was throwing her javelin at a leop· puerile kings or ptaise successful monarchs
ard.
and loyal brave subjects; but a nation's
The tower of Babel, afterwards called defenses are righteous rulers and just laws,
the temple of Belus, was uged in the wor- faithfully administered. The legislative,
ship of Belus or Baal, and other heathen executive and judicial departments of all
deities. It was four square and a furlong governments, either human, or divine
on each side, contained vast apartments must have due prominence. Temporal
that abounded with numerous fixtures and prosperity is on a treacherous basis, a quite
vessels of massive gold, worth millions of sandy foundation, where honesty of heart
pounds. Its height was one eighth of a and spiritual purity and guidance are the
mile, accessible by external winding stairs, sparce exceptions, instead of the rules.
from the vast altitude of which was a
The little word "sin" is what chronicles
splendid ·observatory, which contributed the fate of desolate fields, deserted cities,
to aid astrological science. The Baby- ruined empires and lost races. Massive forlonians became proficient in astrology, tunes, and extreme poverty contradict the
which was simply astronomy in embryo. maxim th 2 t"all men are created free and
These star-gazers tried to read out future equal." Excessive greed is the bane of
personal destiny from the position of the life.. An undue desire to have and to hold,
stars at birth, as well as the tenor of events is idolatry with a vengeance.
and national history.
Men have a morbid taste to achieve
Xerxes destroyed this monument of riches, honor and renown. They like to
unity and strength, and seized its treasures be "!he best business men in the city,"
of precious metals.
Alexander set ten t:1ke the praise of the popular herd and
thousand men to clearing away the rubbish bestow flattering eulogies for advantage.
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A rich man is too often for the poor one of his great mind on the constitutional
only when he wishes to use him, as he laws of Germany, so has the eternal city,
cares naught for his dog only when be the Christim (?)capital of the
the
wants his service. Pride and vanity enter Vatican, the papacy left her m ~wk on her
into all demonstrations of showy attire, or separated brethren, as seen in false docany kind of gorgeous disphy. People trines and proud boastings and persecumay claim to be as meek as Moses, and tions. Take any, or :1ll the churches in
followers of the lowly Nazarene, but for- Christendom, and they, either singly or
sooth! flashy jewelry, dainty food and a combined would not make the shade of a
luxurious wardrobe· give them away. shadow of the semblance of the aupearThey can deceive their fellow-worshipers, ance of a likeness of the New Testament
the gaudy world, and their own grobs church. They are not only not similar,
hearts; but lo, and behold! the eve of Om- but dissimilar to the sole, true and original
nipotence can pierce them through, and household of faith in organic structure, government, doctrine, law, ordilay bare their lean souls.
The votaries of proud Babylon are rich, nances, initiatory rites, signs following the
accomor wish to be. Their places of cor1gre- 1 obedient believer, spiritual
gating are bazaars of fashion, their impi- panying' the faithful; and an experimental
ous shrines of sham piety are hotbeds of knowledge crowning tbe pure in heart.
double-dealing and deceit. Their training
Where there are no inspired ministers,
schools are some of the rings and bands including living· holy apostles and prophand bundles of the last days. Their cords ets, there they simply
something,
are strong and theirgrip is firm, and sure but really have nothing Vlthatever. Where
it will take. the finger, hand 'and arm of the wonder-working God does not con•
God Almighty to sever their hold, des- firm, as in olden time, it shO'NS that the
troy their unhallowed commerce and set people have not at all received his word,
the captives free.
and that they are full of unbelief. The
When mankind begin to get the eyes of angel of the apocalypse was to restore the
their understanding open they will flee gospel, but the nominal churches do not
from this spiritual hydra·headed dragon, believe in angelic ministrations, hence they
blasphemous self-styled orthodoxy! or are destitute of the gospel, allowing themselves to testify in this grave matter.
evangelical!! or Christianity!!!
The "Mene, Mene Tekel" of an offend- Being aliens and strangers, destitute of
ed God has gone forth, and the .day of her either hope or God, of course they could
visitation and extinction is at hand to come; adopt no. one into, or even preach with
therefore come.out, come out, ere it is too the Holy Spirit sent down from heaven.
Come out from the spirit and practices
late. Within her domain is found the
blood of martyrs and seers. Her hateful of this babel of sectarian wickedness ere
creeds are bursting like the old bottles all the departments of spiritual Babylon
filled with new: wine, Public opinion is fall, and demons dwell therein.
Praying for the right, I am ever yours,
vascillating, arid articles of faith, disciM. T. SHORT.
plines, prayer books and commentaries
zigzag along tO the ever changing music.
How poor Joseph Smith was reviled,
WHO IS THE BRIDE?
execrated, persecuted and murdered because his God told him to not unite with \VHEN reading Bro. Lincoln's article on
any of the churbhes extant, because they "The Bride, the Lamb's Wife," found in
were all believing, preaching, and practic- the Herald for April 4th, some questions
ing false and corrupt.doctrine.
occurred to my mind on which I 'iVOuld be
John, the beloved disciple saw by the pleased to have some light.
Spirit and foreknowledge of God the time
While I believe it true that there are but
when "the cities of the nations fell, and two churches, the Church of Christ-and
great Babylon came in remembrance be- the Church of the devil, I go further back
fore God." She, the lewd woman, the than the beginning of Christian era and find
imperial hag of Revelations 17th and 18th, that both churches existed since the Edenic
is represented as committing spiritual for: period, both in an organized · disor•
nication with the potentates of the earth, ganized state, the one. against the other.
while civilian, plebeian, subaltern and slave And in every new dispensation of the gosfollow in the wake or fall in her licentious pel ..to the Church of Christ, there has also
clutch.. This nondescript female or pol" been a new phase of evil emanating from
luted church re':els in luxury, brings re- the church of the devil, designed to counfractory princes :to time, rules over crown- teract the truth. Having studied tbe subed· heads, deceives the nations, martyrs the ject from this standpoint, it appears to me
Saints and boasts of her queenly prowess, that the "woman" spoken of in Revelaand promises herself uninterrupted ease tions I2: I typifies the church under the
and prosperity; Some of the dissenting Mosaic dispensation; of .her child, the
children of mother church may brand Christ, in .verse three i.t is sairl: "Who
their parent with the burning epithets of was to rule all nations with a rod of iron."
prophecy, not discerning that .:hey, too, In .Psalms 2: 7-9 we find this said of him:
are compromised in the fall; for, in truth, "I will declare the. decree; theLord hath
she is the "mother of harlots."
said unto me, Thou art my.So!'1; this day
Her orthodox progeny should not scan-.. have. I begotten thee. Ask of me and I
dalize "mamma" too ruthlessly; for C\.trses, shall give thee the. heathen for thine .in•
like chickens come horne at nightfall. As heritance, 11nd the uttermost parts of the
l;.~sker,the late] ewish lawyet; and writer
earth for thy possession.. Thou shalt
/on. jurisprudence. left the lastingimpress break them with a rod of iron; thou shalt

28!
dash them in pieces like a potter's ves·
sel."
This rod of iron with which thiB child
was to rule the nations is no doubt the
same that Nephi and hi3 father saw in
vision, and which Nephi interprets as being- the word of God, (r Nephi 3: 17).
With this agrees what the Savior ~aid to
the elders of certain churches: "And to
him who overcometh, and keepeth my
c.ommandments unto the end, will I give
power over many kingdoms; and he shall
rule them with the word of God; and they
shall be in his hands as the vessels of clay
in the hands of a potter; and he shall govern them by faith, with equity and justice,
even as I received of my Father."-Reve"
lations 2: 26, 27, I. T.
Now for my question. Having established the fact that the child, born of the
woman, was the Christ; the Lamb of God,
how can she then be his wife? Impossible, it seems to me, for a man cannot
marry his mother.
But if this woman reoresents the church
under the law or the Mosaic dispensation,
then we see how it is that after her child
is caught up unto God and his throne,
that she should then go into the wilderness, to the place prepared for her. This,
like all other prophecies, was literally fulfilled when after the ascension of Christ
and destruction of Jerusalem the Tews
were scattered among all nations, and the
church under the law became disorganized and has .not been seen since. But in
the appointed time she shall come forth
and bo gathered again. There is no evidence to show that the twelve stars composing her crown do not represent the
twelve tribes of Israel, of whom there
were sealed out of every tribe twelve
thousand.
There is a remnant of her seed, who
have, or shall have, the testimony of Jesus,
and the war to be waged ag-ainst them
may be yetin the future. When? When
the. kings of the earth are gathered tog-ether for the last great battle against the
Lord and his Anointed.
It was the old Jerusalem or MosaiC dis•
pensation which went into the wilderness,
not the Bride, or New Jerusalem. She
was seen coming down from God out of
heaven, which also was literally fulfilled,
1
if the angel indeed brought the gospel of
Christ tack to earth in its completeness in
183o, as we believe.
She came down from God out of heaven,
not from a desolate, uninhabited. wilder·
ness. Hid she may have been from the
world, but she was hid in Christ with
God.
One of the seven angels came ~o John
and . said, HCome, I will shew you· the
. bride, the L. amb's wife.". ·.And he carrie.d
John away in the Spirit. Where? To
I the wilderness? No, to a great and high
' mountain, and showed him that great city,
the New Jerusalem, descending out of
heaven from God. Then John described
the bride. (See Rev. 21). The twelve
tribes of Israel. were represented in her
gates, but her foiJndations are the twelve
apostles of the Lamb; . "And her light
was like. unto a stqne most precious, eve;l"i
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like a jasper stone, clear as crystal." This
it appear~ represents the light of revelation always found in the Church of Christ.
"Art.d the Lord God Almighty and the
Lamb are the temple of it," and all precious gifts are found within it,
To the question, "Did the bride, the
church, become the lewd woman seen in
vision on the scarlet colored beast?" I answer, as to the church, Yes; to the bride,
No. I agree with Bro. Lincoln that sh~
is not the same. woman who was clothed
with the sun, but neither women were the
bride, although both once represented the
church of Christ. The church has had
many dispensations and she is not represented as the bride in any but the last one,
when she came down from God out of
.heaven, prepared as a bride adorned for
her husband," because in no other dispensation has the gospel existed in fullness.
Mystery, Babylon the great, the mother
of harlots, may now represent the church
of the devil, but once in her virgin purity
she was the"Church of Christ betrothed,
promised, but not wedded to him; for her
covenant she did not keep. The new
covenant was first to Abraham, or to his
seed; but Jesus himself delared that "God
is able of these stones to raise up children
unto Abraham," and that the kingdom
should be taken from them and given to
a nation bringing forth the fruits thereof.
This I claim was fulfilled in 1830. All
history bears out the affirmation that the
church fell, and even in the days of the
apo!;tles it was warned that the mystery of
iniquity was then at work to compass its
distruction.
God's covenant to the church under the
Mosaic dispensation was that she should
bring forth the Messiah, and this promise
was fulfilled. · But to the church under
the Christian dispensation it was said that
the covenant made with them, the Jews,
was different from that made with their
fathers, when he brought them up out of
Egypt. In comparing the two the apostle
said: "He that despised Moses' law died
without mercy under two or three witnesses. Of how much sorer punishment
!"uppose ye, shall he be thought worthy,
who hath trodden under foot the Son of
God, and hath counted the blood of the
covenant, wherewith he was sanctified, an
unholy thil,ag, and hath done despite unto
the Spirit of grace." This is it of which
Babylon is guilty.
The woman on the scarlet colored beast
was drunken with the blood of the saints,
not while she was the Church of Christ,
but after she had sold her allegiance to
the devil in return for the kingdoms of the
world. And all her harlot daughters have
at one time or another shed the blood of
the martyrs of Jesus. The bride of Christ
alone is free from blood-guiltiness. But
while the woman nor her daughters are
the Church of Christ, and as organizations
they shall be destroyed, there are found
among them all good, humble believers in
Christ on whom he will have compassion
in the day of his power. And there are
individuals in the true church whose
names are not written in the Lamb's book
of life, for iq the spotless !=ityof God thete

shall nowise enter into it anything that de- not valiant ih testimony obtain not the
fileth, neither whatsoever worketh abom- crown. And, while it may be admitted
ination, or maketh a lie; let such beware. , that everything said or done by t.hebreth~
The New Jerusalem is perfed only as to ren or sisters need noLbe told or proher .. organization and gifts, not as to her claimed aloud, yet if we should live aright,
individual membership; though she should there is nothing may be said or done that
be, that He may lose nothing, but present we would be afraid or ashamed to tell all
who may give us a good :reason why they
us perfect and complete.
The reference in Doctrine and Coven- ask for the . desired information. And,
ants (32 :. 1, 2) to the church called forth furthermore, when we are overtaken in a
out of the wilderness I do not understand fa·ult we are told that ·an open confession
as having reference to the coming of the is good for the soul. Many of the brethbride, as fresh from God, as John saw her, ren and sisters have been able to say that
but to the gathering of the disorganized when they were at fault and tried to keep
and scattered saints. For the church still it secret, they had much trouble, and it
existed as the people of God after its dis- was only when they mad~ an open confesruption, as it has existed in a disorganized sion that they could really say that they
state many times since the beginning of had been forgiven by tl,;e Lord. I have
time. Only in the above sense was Zion been in business. meeting. with the Saints
or the bride ever in the wilderness. For and saw a leading mrmoer of the Meth- odist Church come in and sit. down; and
proofread D. and C. 36:4-11.
This is conclusive and to the point, it when, he discovered we were holding a
seems to. me. But there may be others business meeting, he aro~e and begged to
with better light, since all do. not receive be excused· for intruding, as he thought
the gifts of the Spirit in the same measure. we were having prayer meeting. The
Let us hear from them.
K. E. M.
presiding officer told him he was not in,
truding; we had no secrets; he conld stay
as long as he pleased; ahd what kind.of
ON SECRET ORDERS.
Saints are they that do qot like strangers
THAT this is the day and age of secret to come in even to our b~sines~ meetings?
orders none can deny. Their numbers What are they doing that they would like
·
are many, from the Ancient and Accepted to hide from strangers?
I
once
wa.s
one
·Of
a
secret
order,
and
Free Masons, the Knights of this, or that,
down to the red handed Anarchists and none but members dare enter; and not
Molly McGuires. They each and all even them if they had not the password.
offer the reasons why they should be, and Two men stood outside to hear the passtell of the good they are doing. To be- word, two more stood inside to. hear the
lieve their story, they are all right and password, as there. were two passwords.
really of great good to mankind; and so Those words were nev~r spoken aloud;
plausibly and deceptively do they tell it, even if it had been forgotten it had to be
that they ofttimes mislead the unthinking obtained and given in a whisper; and I do
know that many things were said and
to believe all they say to be facts.
One of the deceptions is the claim that done there that could not be said and done
those orders have just taken up what the in open meetings. Many of those men
church has neglected, and that is charity were only known to their fellows, and
one .toward another; and that if they live outside were far different men from ·what
up to their obligations they are just as sure to they were inside; and they all thought
get to heaven as church members are. The they were saying and doing right, but the
results are that they are carried away by whole thing was for themselves and them
a sense of security, so much so that when alone and against others that were not of
the claims of the gospel are presented to them.
I have often asked men what they did
them, few care to examine those claims;
for, you know, their order is enough for in .their secret meetings, and would receive
them. Another deception is that the for answer: "That's for me to know and
church has secrets. Yes, the Saints have you to find out;" or, "Do you think I am
secrets; and I scarce ever knew a brother a fool, or are you .one?" Nay, the truth
in the church who did not make this plea is, they dare not tell. They are bound by
in defense of secret orders. While it an oath that they must keep or be disfelmai be admitted that there are secrets, is lowshiped, disgraced, or something
there anything ever said or done that an worse; as I once heard a member of a
honest hearted searcher after truth dare secret order tell of a worse fate than disnot know. I have yet to know that any fellowshiping that befell one of their numone in the church who believes that the ber who told openly their secrets.
church to-day teaches that we must keep
I was once t:ilked to about a secret
things secret. In fact, the teachings of order, its benefits, and the good I should
Jesus Christ have no secrets; he himself obtain if I would join; and that too by the
declared that in secret he had done noth- man who was the Worthy Grand, Noble
ing; and his people were commanded to Grand, or some other grand; so, to test
let their light shine; that is, tell all they the matter, I said: "Well how much
knew about God and his blessings unto money must I pay to be able to receive
them; and even if strangers came into those benefits?" I was told, "] ust thirty
their meetings they were not to forbid dollars." "Why," I said, "I have not so
them, but were to deal kindly with and much money. I scarcely earn one dollar
to pray for them. All that was denied and twenty-five cents a day. Could you
was the sacrament. Not only that, but not admit me for less?'' Nay; that was
it has b~."err reve!lled that those who ar(; the money wanted. And, since l had not
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the money, and, as his order was one of
those highly respectable kind, it would be
doing me a favor, even at the sum named.
But as I had not the money, nor they the
requisite charity, I had to stay out; though
I may have been most anxious to beadmitted. And, yet, how charitable they
would have us to believe they are; and if
they do such. a thing at any time, they
take good care to make it known aloud.
I once knew a man, a mem her of a
secret order, to be taken sick. The doctor
called it la grippe. He was sick all winter. His brethren were all busy in turn
coming to see and help him; but with all
their care he was given up to die. The
doctor said he could do nothing more; his
friends said he could not live; a sister in
the church, his neighbor, said he would
live, as she had earnestly prayed to the
Lord for him, and she knew he would
live. And he did live, and is at work today. Such is the wisdom of doctono and
men who know not God.
Another man, a brother in the church,
was taken with la grippe. He was a
man who believed, "Is any one afflicted
let him pray;" and he had ofttimes prayed
and was made well. But this time he was
admonished to call in the elders of the
church. He did so and they administered
in the name of the Lord, and he was made
well. Auch is the difference between
those who trust in God and those who
trust in an arm of flesh; for after aU that
can be said he who trusts in man, or a
combination of men, but trusts in an arm
of flesh.
I have known those who obeyed the
gospel who bdonged to a secret order,
and their testimony has frequently been
that they had npw lost all faith.or interest
in that order. I have known many who
rejected them pltogether, and know but
few. who continue to maintain a good
standiNg in .the church and With their
order, as they w~uld ofttimes neglect
going to meeting; and in many other ways
were careless, bringing to pass the saying:
"You can not 'serve God and mammon."
It is very evident that those who trust in
secret orders have but little faith in God,
who has promised never to forsake those
who trust his word; and· although the wav
may be narrow, when did we ever see
"the righteous forsaken, or his seed begging bread." I know, truth is stranger
than fiction, but in aJl soberness I am able
to say that to this day has the Lord delivered· me; ;md that· they never trust in
vain who trust in God;
A secret order is an.affair of oaths, signs
and grips; but . the gospel of the Son of
God is an affair of the affections. Men
may do much .for their. oath's sake, yet
have no love but their ·own selfishness,
but it is only :those who love as Jesus
taught that can obey his word, there is no
compulsion here. The gospel is an educator of. the man in. all that makes a man
. in the true sense of. the word, and this is
the. coming up higher wherein we artj
· commanded: · ~'Love ye one another so
that. the world may know that . ye are
. m.i~ei' .·. "~xcept ye lo:v~ one another ye
; are •. not. ·mme." Se~trch the. Scriptures;

learn of the promises of God; obey his
laws. "The earth is the Lord's, and the
fullness thereof." \Vhat need then have
the Saints for secret orders; or to stand in
their defense. Let us stand in God's
promises.
It is said that all secret orders originated
from masonry, and that it is something
akin or like unto Masonry, much like all
the churches of to-day who claim to be
like unto the Church of Rome, but have
wrought a reform so that they have come
out from her, yet were of her; so are the
many different secret orders of to-day.
That the many orders are much alike may
be admitted; and that they sometimes make
mistakes such as I knew of one a Mason,
who was a Catholic, and who mistook an
Orangeman for a Mason, befriended him
as a brother in need. It is said Masonry
was found an1ong the Indians when white
men first came to America, and that it is a
most Ancient order. But let its claims be
what they may, there is no doubt it originated with a fallen priesthood; and as the
the Book of Mormon reads, those secret
works were had from the beginning. I
can remember that in my early boyhood
days, that when the gospel was being
preached in my native land many received
it; branches were built up in many parts
ofthe country, and the people were greatly blessed with the gifts and blessings of
God, and in all the promises of the gospel;
but there came a time when there was a
proclamation came from Utah, that some
of the heads of the Church had sinned ;so
we must all, as a church be rebaptized.
The simple-minded folks believed it was
right and so it was done. And what then?
Why the gifts and blessings of the gospel
ceased because they had been baptized out
of the church of Christ into the church of
Brigham Young. Then the elders were
given some secrets, which they said were
much like Masonry and were told that
when they would go to Utah they would
receive an oath of secrecy and great endowments. It was a grand deception, and
it succeeded too well, as many a man and
woman can to-day bear witness of, and
that to their sorrow.
·
Now let men claim and deny, or excuse
as it may best please them to do, there is
one factthat cannot be denied, and that is;
those orders all have the mark in their
right hand and in their forehead; sp that
they may all be numbered as one; though
there are many divisions; and it is well for
all who would be free to have nothing to
do with any one of them. No matter how
many their pretensions to. good, or for
good may be, God's Saints cannot profit by
them, nor be helped on the way to Eternal
Life, as at best they can only go to the
grave-there.their aid ends.
This is not written in a spirit of contention, or discussion; but as a word to the
wiser and those who desire to profit bv
the experience .. of one who knows, and
could have 1illritten much more, but .considers.that a hint to the. ·wise is all that is
needed; believing that every one, male and
female, must give account to God for their
own acts, and that all have liberty to. do
as they please; .but that the saints of God

should stand together in the bonds of
unity and love, which is the only true fellowship.
WM. PENMAN.

A PLEA.

A FEW years ago when 1t became necessary in the minds of the wise ones of the
earth in this generation to publish through
the columns of the Herald a great deal of
matter concerning the Utah church, myself and many others took occasion to be
deeply grieved because so much of the
precious space in the Herald should be
filled from time to time with what we
thought to be neither pleasant nor profitable, and more so because it occupied
where one would naturally look for the
cream.
One day being all alone in the house,
and consequently undisturbed, my mind
dwelt with unfeigned sadness on some of
the matter contained in a late Herald, and
I thought its fair pages were being defiled
by the oft repeated word "polygamy." I
indulged in many reflections and. questioned many thing~, thoug-h I knew that
those who sent the Herald forth to its
many thousand readers were wiser than I
and certainly had the interests of the
church and its prosperity more at heart
than I. They had. given the best part of
their lives to the work, and intended to
give what remained; but-but-"oh, if it
was any other time then just now, when
there are so many young Saints just come
into the church who need the pure milk of
the word!"
And then another line of argument rose
up in my mind, whether it was the teachings of the Spirit or my better judgment,
I .am not prepared to say. The answer to
the questioning came somewhat in this
wise: "Will there ever be a time when
there are not young members in the
church? Shall not the older ones be fed
as well as the young? The needs and interests of the various members of the
church all differ according to their callings, conditions and surroundings; therefore what is meat for one, is anotl<Jer's
poison. So when you discover in the
Herald, which is UIJ.to all, what to you
seemeth to be poison, know that it is for
another. Leave it and take the portion
which to you is meat, and that which to
you is unprofitable will be to some one
just what they are needing."
1 do not claim that the above are the
exact words which the thoughts that came
to me were clothed in, but as nearly s.o as
I can apply them. Much more i11struc- ·
tion conceming similar things was given,
but this is sufficient for my purpose.- ~
Since . that time I have never experienced any uneasiness in. regard to the
Herald matter, or think it would be better
for the cause if such and such were not
there. I have pedect confidence that
tho~e God·appointed men who now edit
the paper know betterwhat i.s .for the
good of all than any member of the body
who views.· the wor]{ fr.om · a11. .indiviqtial
standpoint, .
.. • .
•·. . . . / ···. ·

· _ While· rl:ladjriS' last Wee}f,i's ;./i~rxfiq, il
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could not but think that similar instruc- in church conventions. This revival shall loosen Spurgeon, Guinness, Muller, Hudson
tion would be beneficial to the brother the humanitarian principle that will seek to en- Taylor and nearly all the evangelists in:
who, while he was not willing for a. sister lighten the ignorant, cheer the sorrowing, feed the world, as well as most of those now
to occupy a few inches .of space once in a the hungry, clothe the naked .. This is the revival going to foreign missions.
If the gospel had promised the converwhile, not often, for she "is not used to the world needs.-Sel.
sion of the world in this dispensation, or
writing,'' "never written for the Herald."
even any one nation of the world, it would
He asks for· a sermon every week,
have been a most dismal failure .. for the
S~ripture exegesis, and other. requests ..To
last eighteen hundred years. It promised
ask for a sermon every week compnses
an election of grace, a 'Gentile Bride
also the request for some one to take the
CHRIST'S COMING.
called out of the nations for the Son of
labor and pains to take down the sermon
The Lord will certainly come again. God. It has succeeded in the purpose for
in short-hand and then prepare it for the
press, saying nothing about the extra He will c0me before the millennium. He which it is sent.
space. Why, "Jerusha'' would not think may come at any moment. There is no Directly contrary to the theory of some
who oppose this doctrine, the preaching of
of asking so much!
good excuse for not proclaiming this docit by pastors, evangelists and missionaries
It is good to hear of people hungering
and thirsting for gospel knowledge, but trine. Christ and the apostles command has been used of God as the chief means
surely with all the good things that are us to preach the whole truth, and especial- of reviving the missioMary spirit of the
now prepared and sent forth to feed the ly this part of revelation. _Acts 20: 26-27; present generation. Its rate and reviving
"flock" each week, there is enough to satis- Tit. 2: 15; Rev. 22: ro. Christ and the poweris fillingChristendom with flaming
evangelists who are "makin:g all men hear"
fy the ·digestive powers of the strong,
without crowding out the weak ones. I apostles preached it almost constantly, the gospel, and sending missionaries to pa~
would say to the brother, "Take the En- speaking of it in the New . Testament gan lands annually by the hundred. Presign. It furnishes just the food you call more than three hundred times. Almost millennialists are everywhere now found
for; and while you feast your soul from every page presents examples. The Old in the 'van of gospel enterprise
both tables, do not begrudge poor 'Jeru- Testament speaks of the Second Coming Never before was so much clear light
thrown upon it, and never before were we
sha' the portion that nourishes and
strengthens her, even though it be only a more than ten times as often as of the First so near this grand event. It requires
dry crust; for does she not pay the same Coming: The apostolic church held and strong willfulness to shut the eyes to this
price for her right to the table that you do taughtthe imminence of the Lord's coming flood of light now overflowing Christenfor yours?"
and watched for it.- I Cor. 7; I Thess. I : 9, dom.
I wonder if the brother sent that item 10. They would have doubted the piety
to the Herald for the sake of seeing his of any one who did not love His appearing.
TOO MANY CHURCHES.
name in print? If he would scorn such a -2 Tim. 4: 8. It is spoken of ten times NoT too much preaching and worship:
motive-and I am generous enough to be- · as often as water baptism and used as a but too much waste of money and labor in
lieve he would-why impute it to a sister? motive fifty times as often as death. It is maintaining it.
The sum total of this
Some may be ready to ask why a sister connected with every doctrine and duty, waste among the Protestant sects of this
writes at all if she has nothing special to and it appeals to both saints and sinners country annually may or may not reach
say~ Of such I would ask, "Why did the
with the supreme motives of the gospel. the sum of $rz,soo,ooo. But according to
poor widow . go among the rich rabbis, I might quote a large part of the New Rev. Dr. Barrows, who has made a close
Scribes and Pharisees, and cast her two Testament here. Theologians no longer study of this subject, the following figures
mites into the treasury? What good did attempt to refute this doctrine by the word do not overstate a part of this needless'
she suppose those two mites would do? of God.
. loss. Boston could spare 6o of its evanProbably she never once thought of comIt is repeatedly declared in the New Tes- gelical churches, leaving room for all presparing her offering with what others had tament that we shall not all die, but a ent attendants on their services. Massagiven from their abundance. From her whole generation of saints will go without chusetts could spare 400, thus saving $zoo,'~
love of the cause, she gave what she had dying, in the highest form of redemption, ooo.
In the whole country last year,
and the Lord accepted her offering and like Enoch and Elijah. And again, the $7z,ooo was paid out for unnecessary
blessed her.
coming of the Lord in the New Testament Congregational churches alone, meaning
"] erusha" does not publish her letter~; never means death, but an event that pre- by unnecessary that the same preaching
she simply sends the offering, feeling quite sents the strongest contrast with it of any could be had in churches of other. orders
confident that those who edit the Herald two events in all the eternal future.
near by and only partially filled, and the
-"Home Column" i::1cluded-are quite
The Jews were reproved again and only thing missed in them would be none
capable of choosing wisely and gener- again for not studying and understand- of the gospel, but only denominationalism.
ously.
E. B. B.
ing their own prophecies. Indeed, it In the address which has called attention
was on account of thisneglect and blind- to this matter, no proposition was made
ness ,that they rejected and crucified looking to the abolition of denominations,
MORAL REVIVAL WANTED.
the Lord.
A special beneqiction is pro- but a radical remedy was suggested for
The revival that is needed, and which is comnounced
on
him
that readeth or heareth the future. Organize all new churches on
ing, is one of morality, manly and womanly virthe great prophetic book of the New the basis for admission of members that
tues, and the foundation principles of true, honTestament.-Rev. r: 3· Perhaps if we the original church of God has, viz: friendest, self-respecting life. This revival, of which
should put this doctrine into the form of a ship for God and faith in Christ. Allow
we have such need, shall go to the heart of
popular novel, and infuse it with heresy, nothing in any new creed that will keep
every employer, and make him to deal justly
some of our preachers would find time to out a friend of God. Then let no missionwith all who serve him and pay to them remuread it and give it a pulpit boom. "The ary society grant aid to a new church in a
nerative wages. This revival shall sweep away
prophecies are mysteriou'l, and I really do community already supplied with evangelall grinding down of the poor into the beaten
not get time to ~tudy this subject of the ical preaching and an abundance of pews.
ruts. It shall put into the heart of every laborer
Lord's coming," say some.
-Set.
honest desire and earnest purpose to do his best
About one third of this whole Bible is
and keep loyal faith to his employer.
prophecy.
Do to· day's duty, fight to-day's temptation and
We need the revival that shall do away with
Can truth paralyze the cause of truth? do not weaken and distract yourself by looking
adult.erated goods in our groceries, shoddy in our
The proud fiction of taking the world for forward to things which you cannot see, and
garments, white lies and black, unpunctuality in
Christ cannot do as n:iuch good as the could not understand if you saw them.
In creation God shows us his hand, but in re.our engagements; chicanery in politics, demagogtruth. But the most practical answet: to demption God shows his heart.
ism in leaders, tendency to accept bribery in our
this objection to preaching the Lord's comAlways hold fas"t to love. We win by tender·rnunidpaiity; personal scheming, and uncharity
ing can be found in lives such as those of ' ness and conquer by forgiveness.

I
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vegetables, and fruit, and ·not rely so exclusively
on beef and mutton. The poor especially might
find in porridge and lentil soup, and well cooked
vegetables, a iar cheaper, more wholesome and
more sustaining diet than the often unsatisfactory, coarse and even unwholesome scr~ps which
they buy from the butchers at a far greater cost·
-Herald o/ Health.

SPRING RIVER.
Conference convened at above named place
March 2oth. Elders reported: I. R. Ross, E. A.
Davis, 0. P. Sutherland, B. Davis, W. F. Clark,
PASTORAL LETTERS.
E. E. Bradley, W. S. Taylor, G. W. Hobart, J. B.
To the Saints· of the Pacific Slope Mission,
Graham, L. H. Ezzell, C. M. Fulks, baptized 3,
Greeting:J. M. Richards. Priests, J. M. Puckett, R. Davis,
Having again been appointed in charge of this
z. Decker, R. Bird, B. F. Miles, J. W. Gilbert.
mission I desire, for the purpose of more effect:
Deacon, D. J. Bradford; Teacher, A. W. Fl]ller.
ually organizing our work, to announce that the
Bmnches: Webb City, Columbus, Pleasant
following named brethren will be in charge of
View, Angola, Honey Lake. Whereas, in view
of the fact that the charges against C. M. Fulks, . sub-divisions of the fields as follows: Joseph C.
Clapp, Oregon and Washington; Joseph F. Bur·
true or false, were widely published and the case
ton, Northern and Central California; Thomas
thrown into the hands of the district president,
Daley, Nevada; D. S. Mills, Southern California;
and he has returned his license; therefore, be it
D. L. Harris, Arizona. All matters properly
resolved, that if C. M. Fulks, has made proper
coming before the missionary in charge in these
amends, and his license been restored, he be reseveral fields o/ labor rna y be referred to them. I
leased from odium. Amendment; and that we
desire these brethren to report to me occasionexonerate him from all odium caused by the illeally, giving accurate accounts of the labor done
gal action of this bod'y. Carried. Resolved, that
by themselves and others in their fields, as well
we sustain the temporal and spiritual authorities
as the condition of and prospects for the work in
of the church. Motion prevailed that the chair
general. Other laborers will please report to the
appoint a committee of three to hear the case of
brethren named above.
Bro. Miles. Committee reported as follows:
My permanent address will be, Box 695, San
After hearing Bro. Miles' statement we recomBernardino, California.
mend that his desires be granted and that he be
Praying that God may give us abundant sucreleased from further responsibility as a priest.
cess, I a.m your co-laborer for Zion's cause,
Report accepted, committee discharged. DeleHEMAN C. SMITH,
gates to general conference were appointed with
1- res. of Pacific Slope Mission.
instructions to vote for the annual conference at
LOGAN, Iowa, April 18th, 1891.
Independence. Motion to sustain G. W .. Hobart
as clerk and J. M. Richards as bishop's agent
carried. I. R. Ross sustained as president of
Having been appointed to take charge of the
district. Preaching by Brn. Clark, Chatburn and
mission which includes Western Pennsylvania,
E. A. Davis. Adjourned to Angola branch, July
Ohio, Virginia and West Virginia for the ensuing
17th.
year, and In order that much good may acq;ue to
the church from our labors, I invite the n'earty
NORTfl-EAST KANSAS.
co-operation of all the officers and members
therein.
Conference convened in the town of Netawaka
Match 28th. Elder I. N. R'oberts was chosen to
The following ministers have. been appointed
preside pro: t~m., ltnd E .. E. Guinand clerk pro.
to labor in said mission: M. H. Bond, T. J.
tem. In the branch reports one added by bap- 'Beatty, L. W. Powell, James Moler, Thomas
tism .to th.e Atchison branch. Nearly alj the
Matthews, J. L. Bear, D.L. S.hinn,James Brown,
officers in the district reported either in person or
T. W. Williams,]. L. Goodrich, E. H. Moler and
William Rhodes.
by letter. Bishqp's agerit reported on hand last
·To the minist~:y: I Lis expected that we, the
. r<'port-$14 so. which was ~ent to the bishop; received since and .in hand $4 Preaching in the
servants of Christ,. will endeavor to set a godly
evening by Elder:W. Gurwell, Sunday morning
example before all men in ail things. In order
and evening preaching by Elder I. N. Roberts in . to do this it will be absolutely necessary for us to
cthe Congregational church. Resolved, that this
rid ourselves of every evil and unbecoming habit
conference request Bro. Caffall, lf practic1ble, to
that tends to impair our influence and usefulappoint. a missionary to labor in this district.
ness with those among whom we labor, for we
'!'he authorities of the church, including those of
have the word of. the Lord given April IIth,
the district, were sustained. Adjourned to Atch:
1887, which is as follows: The elders and men
. ison June 27th.
·
of the church should be of cheerful heart and
countenance among themselves, and in their Intercourse with their neighbors and men of the
FASTING FOR HEALTH.
world; yet they must be without blame in word
• A .well· known woman physician says she
ahd deed. It is therefore not seemly that they
keeps herself in perfect health by oceasional days· Indulge in loud and boisterous speeches or in the
. of entire fasting. , Her stomach rests meanwhile,
relating of coarse and vulgar stories, or those in
and the system uses up the Clogging material on
which the names of !heir God and .their Rehand in the body,.and is ready to start over new
deemer are blasphemed. Men of .God who bear
when the mistress of the machine begins to add
the vessels of the Lord, be ye clean in your
fuel once more. A writer in the Englisk Illusbodies and in your clothing; let your garments
trated Magazine is positive that. mankind eat be of a sober character and free from excess. of
more than is good for them. For gout, rheuma·
ornamentation. Avoid the use Qf tobacco, and
tism, and kindred chronic ailments a celebrated
be riot addicted to strong drink in any form, that
London physician .prescribed less eating and
your counsel to be temperate may be made
.• drinki!lg aud ch11iged his patient twenty guineas.
effectual by your exa.mple."
··-The writer remarks further: I· venture to beBrethren, let us observe the above command
lieve thai' all socifey would gain by dimirrishlng
of the Spirit and put the same into practice.
the consumption of meat. Queen Elizabeth orThe statement made by our worthy president,
dered a fish diet on Wednesdays and Fridays, Joseph Smith, that greater success :wUI crown
n~t for any ecclesiastical reason, but (ostensibly
the efforts of the worthy laborer this coming
at any rate) to encourage the fish trade and. to year than had been realized the past year, is indiminish the demiil.nd for flesh. That int(!rfer:
deed cheering. Let us strive. ,to prove Ol]rselves
ence vyith the market was not wise; but I think worthy of this great bless! a g.
;(;that the adheJ::ents to the vegetarian society will
Let .us avoid . undu~ .criticism, and cease to
do good ifthey persl!ade multitudes tp learn the
speak .disparagingly of each other's labors, or sufvalue 9.~ whole meal bread, arrd .oat .meal, and
fer others to do itin our.pres~nce:

"A new commandment I give unto you, that
ye love one another, as I have loved· you, that
ye also love one another. By this all men shall
know that ye are my disciples, if ye have love
one to another."-Jesus.
That we may have health of body and strength
of mind to perform·the work assigned us, let us
conform to this divine injunction, "Take sleep in
the hours set apart by God for the rebuilding and
strengthening of the body and mind; for even
now there are some, even among the elders who
are suffering in mind and body who have disregarded the advice of the Spirit to retire early aNd
to rise early that vigor of mind and body should
be retained."-D. & C., I 19: 9·
To branch officers: That every man stand in
his own office and labor in his own calling, we
hope that every branch officer will strive to perform the duties of their office as prescribed in the
law, and not seek.to leave it all for the missionary in charge and district presidents to do.
In the adjustment of local troubles th(' presidents of districts and missionary in charge will
interfere only when local authorities have don~
their duty and failed to effect a settlement, except in cases of long standing. To such cases
the missionary in charge will give his personal
attention. See D. C. r2o: 7·
.·
.
To the members: There are thirteen ministers assigned to this mission, therefore it will require considerable money to keep these men continually in the field, hence we trust you will not
be backward In sending in your tithes and free-will
offerings to the Bishop's agents: Frank Criley,
No. u6 Fedral street, Allegheny City, Penn.; T.
J. Beatty, Limerick, Jackson Co., Ohio; Isaac
Coffman, New Hope, Augusta Co., Virginia. I
am confident that all those. who will impart. of
their substance freely for the support of the ministry and their. families as well as for the worthy
poor, as the law of the Lord provides, will be
abundantly blessed of the Lord. Every member
is under the moral obligation to put forth an effort to do something of moment duPing the :year
in paying tithing, free-will offerings or donations
as the Lord shall prosper them.
In conclusion, I .trust that every individual
member will strive to do his duty, ('Ver remembering- the trust which God has reposed in us.
May we be virtul'lus, patient and Christlike in all
our deportment, is, the earnest desire and prayer
of your co-worker and brother in Christ,
.
G. T. GRIFFITHS,
Minister itz Ckarge.
TEMPLE

s:

P. 0., Lake Co., Ohio, April 21st, 1891.

P.
All those desiring preaching in ther localities will please write to me at the above address.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The Montana district conference will convene
at Deer Lodge, Saturday, May 3oth, 1891. The
Saints throughout the state are invited to. attend,
A full report from the ministry and branches is
desired.
J; E. REESE, Dist. Pres.
GoMER REESE, Sec.
TWO DAYS' .MEETING.
At Blake's Mills two days' meetings, May .23d
and 24th, by Elders. G. T. Griffiths and L, W .
Powell.
·
At Wheeling, West Vin;inia, May 30th and
3rst, by Elders G. T. Griffiths, L. W. Powell, J.
L. Bear and G. H. Hulmes.
· ·
At Glen Easton,. West Virginia, June 6th and
7th; by Elders G. T. Griffiths, L. W. Powell and
E. H. Moler.
·
·.. At Hunter, Ohio, June 13th and r4th, by Elders
L. W. Powell and E. H. Moler.
·
At Badgerburg, June 2oth and 21st, by Elders
L. W. Powell and E. H. Moler.
At Krumroy, a Grove Meeting, June 27th and
28th, by Elder:s G. T. Griffiths, M. H. Bond and
T. W .. Williams;
At Conneautville, Pa., a. grove. meeting; July
nth and 12th, by G,. T. Griffiths, M. H. Bond,
and T. W. Williams.
At Sharon, Pa., two-days' meeting, July r8th
and 19th, by T. w. Will!ams1 W~ ;a: Garrett and
D. M; Strachan.
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At Youngstown, Ohio, July 25th and 26th,
M. H. Bond andT. W. Williams.
At Washingtonville, Ohio, August rst and 2d,
by M. H. Bond and T.
Williams. .
,.
At Warren, Ohio, August 8th and 9th, by M;
H. Bond and T. W .. Williams.
.
At Kirtland, Ohio, a two-days' meeting, Aug.
15th and 16th, by G. T. Griffiths, K L. Kelley
and M. H. Bond.
G. T. GRIFFITHS,
Missionary .in charge,
L. W. PowELL,
President of district.

VICKERY.-,Ethel Mariah, daughter of brother
Wentworth and sister Augusta Vickery of Plano,
Illinois, born February 23d, r889, was blessed
March 2rst, 1889, by Elders R. C. Evans and
John H. Lake, and died Thursday, April 16th,
r89r,at II,: 30 p.m., aged 2 years, I month and
23 days. 'The parents feel assjlred that, if faith·
ful, they will. meet her in that ~·better land."
The f)lneral sermon was preached at the Saints'
Chapel. in Plano by Elder E. M. Wildermuth,
assisted by Priest H. Warby, and the body was
laid to rest in the Plano cemetery.
'RoGERSON.-In New Bedford, Massachusetts,
Sr. Ellen Rogerson, of a complication of diseases,
March 3oth, r89r, aged 65 years, 6 months and
NOTICE.
7 days. Funeral April 2d, with service by Elder
Will all those indebted to me for Cleveland
John Smith. Our sister had long been connecJ:Plain Dealer please remember their promises?
ed with the latter day work, having embraced it
G. T. GRIFFITHS.
in the early days of its introduction into EngTEMPLE, Lake county, Ohio.
land. S!le was a woman of great faith, and enjoyed the gifts of the Spirit in a large degree.
This is to certify that on the 13th day of March,
BYRD.--At the residence of Elder J. W.Bryan,
W. E. Cherry, of Courtland, DeKalb county,
near Elkhart, Texas, Bro. Isaac C. Byrd, priest
Illinois, was silenced from acting ih his office
of Elkhart branch, .in the 59th year of his age.
and calling until further reconciliation be made
Bro. Byrd united with the church from the Bapwith said branch.
HENRY SouTHWICK,
tist Chur.ch three years ago and has been a faithDist. P1·'es.
ful member and worker in this branch. His fuEAs'£ DELAVAN, Wis.
neral sermon will be preached at Mineral Wells,
on the fourth Sunday in May.
MARRIED.
ALEXANDER.--At Guiot:t P. 0., Taylor county,
Texas, March 4th, r89r, Sr. Alzada Alexander.
ScoTT ~ CoFFMAN.- Bro. S. W. Leonard
She was born June 19th, r836, in Lawrence Co.,
Scott, of Coldwater, Michigan, to Sr. Margaret
Michigan. She was baptized August 3oth, r885,
R. Coffman, of Mondamin, Iowa, April I6th,
by Elder Heman C. Smith, at Oakalla, Texas.
1891, at the home of the bride's .mother, Sr.
She left a husband and ten children to mourn
Susan Coffraan; Elder J. F. Mintun officiating.
their loss.
A quiet gathering of relatives and friends;
A union of hearts as well as hands,
BAUER.-- At Burlington, Iowa, Thursday,
Is thus complete in love's strong hands,
April 9th, 1891, Maria, wife of Bro. John G. BaOne to labor souls to save,
The other a help-meet, true and brave.
uer, in her severity-third year.
WRIGHT.-SMITH.-At the residence of Bro.
WoRRAL.-AnnaMariah Worral passed peaceAlex. H. and Sr. Lizzie A. Smith, the bride's
fully away after a few days' suffering to a
parents, in Lamoni, Iowa, April 22d, 1891, Bro.· "brighter place," which was shown her before
Sidney G. Wright and Sr. Ina I. Smith, Elder
going, on the 14th of April, 1891, aged 68 years,
W. \V. Blair officiating. A goodly number of
6 months and r day. Sr. Worral was born in
relatives and friends were in attendance and parEuclid, Cuyahoga county, Ohio; married to
took of a bounteous repast, prepared for the ocThdimas Worral December 7th, r847; was bapcasion, after which the happy couple took train
tized April 12th, 1873, by Elder James Wood,
for Keokuk, Nauvoo, and other pointseast, inwho has preceded her to the better land. She
tending to return in ten days and then proceed to, was a faithful companion to her husband, a conSalt Lake City and California and tarry there till
sistent Christian, a meek sufferer, and was triin July or Angust next when they will take pasumphaht in death and awaits a glorious resurrecsage for North Forster, New South Wales, Austion.
tralia, the home of the bridegroom.
BABBITT.-Mary Babbitt passed away near
"But happy they I the happiest of their kind I
Mound City, Missouri, after a patiently borne illWhom gentler stars u~ite, and in one fate
Their hearts, their fortunes, and their beings blend.
ness on April 13th, 1891, at I :.30 am. Her age
'TiB not the coarl!ler tie of hutnaalaws,
was 72 years, 6 months and 12 days. Sr. Babbitt
Umtatural oft, and foreign to tbe mind,
was baptized in 1862 by Elder J. C. Cr?bb. She
That binds their peace; hut harmony itself,
Attuning all their passions into love."
was married to L. W. Babbit, who passed
through the endowment at Kirtland in the year
DIED.
r835- Being left a widow some years ago, she
WrNGROVE.-Bro. James Wingrove, of Walmade her home with her relatives, but her home
. slngburg, Ontario, passed peacefully away March
proper was at Pleasant Grove, six miles north of
'7th, r89r, and was laid to rest on the 9th. Elder
Stewartsville, Missouri, where was also .the home
C. Pearson conducted the services. Elder W.
of Sr .. Worral, where they lived for years as
Jenkins preached the sermon from Thessalonians
neighbors and worshiped together, to which
4: 16. Bro. Wingrove was born January 23d,
place her remains were shipped on the 14th.
18r9, in Nottingham shire, England; was bapBoth of the above sisters were buried at the same
tized and confirmed by Elder C. Pearson Septime in the Pleasant, Grove cemetery, ori Wedtember 15th, r887. Our brother was a good man,
nesday, April 15th, r89r, the services tor both
and faithful to the gospel he embraced. He
being held in the church at two p.m. In life
leaves an aged companion, children and grandthq stood together, in death they were not sepachildren to mourn his departure.
rated. The presence of a large concourse of
McKENZIE.-Bro. William McKenzie was
friends and Saints showed the high esteem in
working at the Davison ship-yard, West Bay
which they were held. The sermon was preached
City, Michigan, and fell from a scaffold January
bv J. M. Terry, Ern. T. T. Hinderks and J. T.
12th, r89r, and received a fracture in the skull
Kinnaman ably assisting in the exercises. The
from which he died the next day. He was born
funerals were in charge ef Brn. A. W. Head and
April r8th, r837; was baptized into the church
C. P. Faul respectively. Thus the aged, the
July roth, r887, by Elder J. J, Cornish; and altried, the true are passing away. A few incithough somewhat peculiar in his ways, yet he
dents relative to the above may be of interest,
was a good man and a faithful brother. He
namely, the caskets, though obtained at different
leaves a wife and one son and daughter, his wife
places, were identically the same; the inscription
and daughter being members, who with many
·on the plate was the same, "At Rest;" the text
others mourn their loss. Funeral sermon by
used by the speaker, though at the time of solicitElder J. A. Carpenter.
ing it he did not know there would be but one
GuiNAND.- Bro .. Edward Guinand departed
buried, was the same as used on a' former similar
this life April 22d, r89r, at 7: so a.m., at Havensoccasion, namely, that of Bro. Jacob and Sr. Druville, Kansas. He died without a struggle. He
cella Dice, who were buried at the same timereviewed his whole life, felt willing to resign to
Revelation 14; i3 was the text. The same as.his heavenly Father's will and died in the faith.
sistant was in the stand as on that occasion. They

w.

all having obeyed the same gospel, we could
commend. the!ll to the same God who has, pre"
pared for them a paradise of rest.
'

B'E ,£XACT.
John Ericsson, the inventor, had not only genius, but the "immense capacity for taking pains,"
which sometimes accompanies it. All his wgrk
was so exactly done that he could demand from
workmen the most dgid observance of details in
the drawings furnished for their guidance, without fear that they might go astray.
When the steamer "Columbia" was bnllt, its
engines were put in ac~ording to his designs. It
was customary at that time to get the length of
the piston-rod from the engine itself, and a man
was one day .engaged in measuring it with a
long baton. Captain Ericsson, chanced to go on
board at that moment, and goipg up to the work·
man, he roared:~
.
.
"What are you doing tJ:!ere, sir?"
•
"Getting the length of the piston-rod, str."
"Is it not on: the drawing?"
uves, sir." ' '
:
"The,n why do you come here with sticks? Go
and get the length from tlte drawing, sir! I do
not want you to bring sticks when the drawing
gives the size;"
At another time, a workman was endeavgring
to put in the engines of a steamship, and found
great difficulty with a small.connection which is
described as being "crooked as a dog's hind leg."
Finally he went to Erl'csson, and informed him
that the rod could not be put in place.
"Is it right by the drawing'?" was the query;
"Yes, sir."
"'!'hen it will go in."
And on another trial, it did. The master brain
had left nothing to be supplied by the ingenuity
of others.
IF YOU WANT TO BE LOVED,
Don't find fault.
Don't contradict people even if you're sure
you are right.
Don't be inquisitive about the affairs of even
the most intimate friend.
Don't underrate ,,,anything because you don't
possess it.
Don't believe that everybody else in the world
is happier than you are.
Don't conclude that you have never had any
opportunities in life:
Don't believe all the evil you hear.
Don't repeat gq,ssip, even if it does interest a
crowd.
Don't go untidy on the plea that everybody
knows you.
Don't be rude to your inferiors in social rosition.
Don't over or under-dress .
Don't express a postive opinion unless you perfectly understand what you are talking about.
Don't get in the habit of vulgarizing life by
making light of the sentiments of it.
Don't jeer at any body's religious belief.
Don't try to be anything else but a gentlewoman
-and that means a woman who has consideration
for the whole wodd and whose life is governed
by the Golden Rule, "Do unto others as you
would be done by ."-Ladies' Home ':fmn nal.
"By their fruits ye shall know them" is the
text which our Lord asked to have applied to
himself. Wilen John was in prison and wondered whether Jesus was the Messiah, rio direct
answer was given. The messengers were kept
near to Jesus for a time, and then sent home with
the command to tell what they had seen, from
which John was to answer his own question.
The best evidence of Christanity is what it does
for humanity.
Many indeed think of being happy with God
in heaven, but the being happy in God on earth
never enters their thought.
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Davidson, Joplin, J~sper Co., Mo,
John S. Roth. Grinnell, Powesheik co .. Iow:a.
T. W. Smith, Independence, box 892, Missouri.
R C. Briggs, 446 West Lake street, ChiCago, Ill,
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A German anatomist has dissected many a
human body, and declares that he has never
found the soul. Astonishing! If there is a soul
he surely would have discovered it. Did he find
any life in the dead body? No. Of course; then
there was none before th._. body died. Did he
find any mind, any thought, any affection? No.
Therefore there are no mind, no thought, no affection. The following reply has been given to
the anatomist: A cat listened with admiration
to the song of a nightingale. Ambitious to learn
the secret of such charms and to acquire them
himself, he caught the sweet singer, tore it to
pieces, and found to his astonishment no music.
J. H. W. Sluckenberg, D. D.

Notice.
When changing 'your place of residence, or desiring
your paper sent to a different post-office. be particular m
g1ving, in full, the name of the post-office, county, and
state where you had been last receiving it, a11d distinctly
state the name of the post-vffice, county and state to
which you wish your paper sent in the future.
When mailing a letter, ~hether in a railroad car, on a
steamboat, or while visiting at a friend's, in every instance give your own address where you are taking your paper.
If your paper has .been discontinued. state where you
have last been taking it, and the time it was stopped.

MEETING HOVSES.
Below will be found the different places of
meeting of the church in the cities named:
Chicago, Illinois, Washington Hall, corner of
Washington boulevard and Ogden avenue.
San Francisco, California, Lincoln Hall, Montgomery street, near Palace Hotel.
St. Louis, Missouri, No. 2518 Elliott avenue.
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, Fourth avenue, near
Wood street.
,
·~
Boston, Massachusetts, Howard avenue, Roxbury.
San Bernardino, California,· corner Fifth and
F streets.
Denver, Colorado, Euclid Hall, Fourteenth
street, opposite City Hall.
Sacramento, California, .Saints' Chapel, Twenty-fourth avenue and K streets. J, M. Parr,
president.
"
Omaha, Nebraska, Saints' Chapel, No. 1418
North Twenty-first· streets.
St, Joseph, Missouri, Saints' Chapel, Seventeentlf street, near Faraon street. Take Jule
street, or Wyatt Park cars to Seventeenth street,
and the building will· be in sight-

Book. Subscriber's Notice.
Many inqnfries are comJng in in regard to when
the volumes,
""

"With the Church in an Early Day,"
.-AND-

PEN AND PLATFORM,

J.

Priee a:t the Office $1.
Probable cost of ;mailing 8 eta.
Owing to the sicknJss .of he~ father, Sr. Eleanor was
called away eome five.:weeks since, but her volume will
be \SBJied a\l.ont the]asf of J"une or early .in July, and subscriptiOn pnce, w:hlch may now be remitted as. convenient; wil! be the s11me as the above.
.
AL'SO NOTICE.
Tliis week we commeti"ce themai]jng. ofourpremium
EI!graving to all subscripers who have ordered it. Owing
to t!lel!lrge number to; be served it may require two full
· w;eeks toreach the Iast:qnes. If by the 20th of February
yon have not received yours, notify the oJlice by a card
· · ,S:!id it will receive prompt attention.
.
.
·· ~ Be careful in removing them from the tube and
we guarantee Perfect cqnditioE.
M. WAL'K)lR, Lamoni, Iowa.

B. WATSON, EDITOR.

TERMS :-FIFTY CEN.TS A YEAR.

This journal is not the organ of any sect, denomination or party, but is published solely for
the dissemination of knoVI:'ledge upon Christianity, Tern perance,' Social and Moral Reforms, and
its columns are open to all who wish to speak
pointedly, pithily and practically upon these
questions; who believe that the Word of God
and reason are the only rules of faith and practice for Christians as well as Moralists.
TO

CORRESPONDENTS;

The intention. is to conduct the journal as a
medium for giving both sides of the question, and
no favoritism or prejudice by us will be exercised
in regard to authors, as communications will be
published without names or tzom de plumes unless
desired.
An exception will be made in the case of controversies, when each writer must and shail know
his adversary.
Short, forcibly written communications, word·
ed in the spirit of love, are invited upon any
theme bearing upon the above outlined subjects,
with the appended qualifications. Address all
matter for publication to
MARY A. WATSON,
Drawer F, St. Marys, Ont.
A postal card requesting a sample copy will
receive a p(ompt response.
27dec3m, eow
ROBT. WINNING,
President.

D. F. NICHOLSON,
Cashier.

FARMERS BANK,
LAMONI,
IOWA,
PAYS INTEREST ON TIME. DEPOSITS,

M o n e y to L·o an •
FARM L'ANDS AND TOWN LOTS FOR SALE.

A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
Setting forth the order and nature of the Priesthood, and defining the duties and prerogatives
of all the Church Officials,. including the First
Presidency, and also the Deacons, as .set forth in
the Revelations of God and decisions of the
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
the Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
Price 25 cents including postage. ,..

BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
In order that the·Congregation that shall hear this Deba~e JllRY be several thousands instead of one, the PATe
RIOT will publish a carefully nrepared synaptical report,
bep:inning in second issue after Debate begins, and continuing to close of report. Nothing short qf a six month's
subscription will secure the full report.
Send at once. PATRIOT one year, one dollar; six
months, fifty cents.
.
.
LAMBEET BROS. Publishers,
L'amoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

FARM FOR SALE.
ACRES, three mile!> north-east of Lamo240
ni; Iowa. House r6x24, and r4x14 kitchen. Stable, Granary, Hen-house, Young Qrchard
of about a hundred trees. $11 per acre.
Enquire of agent, ROBERT LYLE,
2rmar3m
Lamoni, Iowa.

AU.TUMN

LEAVES,

Published monthly for t.he

Only three or four· hundred left. I will sell
the remainder at $I each, or six to any. address
for$5;still a larger discount toagents. Send to
th~ Herald Office at Lamoni,Iovva, or J. ]. Cornish, Reed City, Osceola county, Michigan.
· 27-r2:3m
·

AND

THE SEER OF PALMYRA:

"Pattie; or, Leaves from a Life,"

wilt be issued? We are now J>r~pared to say that "With
the Church",will be ready for mailing by the last of Apnl
()rthe first of May. We. trust that those who"have sent
in their name as subscHbers Will be prompt in remitting,
,'as we shall need the funds to defray the expense of printing and binding. Whe.n remitting do not idre;et to enclqse stamps for mailhjg.
·

SPIRITUAL GIFTS

A MONTHLY JOURNAL.

·Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesuli
Christ. of Latter. Day Saints,

Or

SEQUEL TO SPIRITUAL GIFTS.
By M. H. BOND.

Modern Prophets after ancient types.
Who was Joseph Smith?
Was be a religious impostor?
Was be a "Spirit Medium"?
What llo~s the Bible say about Joseph
Smith!
The Truth by Three Witnesses-Christianity in the
First and Nineteenth Century-The Ancient and ModHn Pharisee-The Revelations of Emmanuel Swedenborg-Modern "Spirit Mediums," and Hypnotic Religii)Us •· Revival," as Against Reason and Bible Testimony, and in Contradistinction to the Work of ~·The Latter
Day Seer;" Exammed in the L'ight of FACTS and Human
History-A Rational and Scriptural Exposition or Explanation of Old and New Testament Prophecy and Doctrine.
A Revision of "Spiritual Gifts," With Supplement and
Appendix. Nearly twice the reading matter of Spiritual
Gtfts. Paper covers 3Dcts., full cloth binding 50 cents.
For Sale at "Herald Office," or by M. H. Bond, Willoughby, Ohio. Liberti! Discount to Agents.
4apr

ZION'S

ENSIGN,

Published every Saturday at

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,
Brethren { J. A. RoBINSON l Editors
· F. G. PITT
f
'

Subscription p:lee, $1.00 per ;:rear.
It is devoted to the spreading of religious . truth as
viewed by the Saints.
Each issue contains a sermon by one of the ministry,
reports of the different. societies in the church, and articles bearing upon or explanatory of the doctrmes of the
church.
It Is the intention to make it a help to the missionary
at home and in the field; a sourr.e of comfort to the scattered ones who are denied church privileges, and to bring
the Saints into closer relationship with each other.

MILL FOR SALE.
SHELBY MILL FOR ~ALE, situated In
Shelby, Shelby county, Iowa. For full particulars enquire of Mrs. Abby A. Bristol, Vineland, New Jersey.
HOUSE FOR SALE. ·
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
or sale my House of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace in it, and water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILL'ESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.

A General Stock of Merchandise
For Sale in Lamoni, Iowa.
Store building sold with goods, or rented at a
reasonable rate. Good reasons given for seH!ng.
For further: information, address P. 0. Box I 12,
Lamoni, Iowa.
fHJINS

REVISITED,

AND THE WORLD STORY RETOLD;
The Scientific Defense of the Latter Day Faith.
240 pages, bound in cloth, price Sl'~

S. F. W ALitER, Lamoni, Iowa;:

SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Olasses.
Sprinkled Leather; ..... ; ........... , ••••••. r
Muslin. boards ...... ; ................... , • • •
·Question Book for Intermedia~ Classes;
Limp muslin, 25 cts. each, per doZEl:n ....... · .2
Ques~on Boob Cor Primary· Classes.
·timp wnsli:n, U c.ts. each; per dQZiln ....... •! .1

00
'i5
60
25

SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
School Engineer and Record Book·... • • • • • • • • •. 50
Good Behavior Tickets; lOO for 15c., 1,000 for •.• 1 !)9
Prompt Attendance Tickets ••••••.• , ••.•• Same price.
Fancy Cards, pacltll:g~ of 50; 5 kinds, large .• •.•• · '15 ·
Fancy .Cards, smaller\~10 kinds, per 100........ 6(\
VOICE. OF .WARNING.
Instruction to all people on the. Doctrine and

History of the Latter Day Work.
In paper .oovers;.lO.cts•.eiU)h,.per dozen ••.•. ~;.;!~~

Lim~ ,mus~ CQY8~· !'

• •••• _•• ,!1',~,

,.,, • • • • • • • • ; • • •
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(Inspired Translation by
Smith.)
Sheep or Librarybindi11g, sprinkled edges ••• ~; ~1
Imitation Morocco; . gilt edg13s ••• ; •••• , •••• , • ,2
Morocco, gilt edges. ; . ,:- . , .• .••••.••••••••••• 2
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD 01!' THE LoRD: FOR THEUE SHALL NoT ANY MAN Ali:ONI! YOU HAVE SAVIll I.T JIB 0NB Wlll'lll- AND CO:Ncu:BIN
HE SHALL HAVE No:rm."-Pag~ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
·
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD. HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN RUT WE HusBAND: ExcEPT IN CASE oF DIIIATH, WHEN EITHIIIB
IS AT Lm111RTY TO MARRY AGAIN. ,_:Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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TO THE SAINTS.

TJ;IERE is misapprehension upon the part 0 (
some with reg3:rd to the action of the late
session of conference upon the resolution
presented from the.
D~Il1 of the Twelve
affecting the corlrr. • ,__ · the Presidency
with the editor!a;l-s:-t~ff
the SAINTS'
HERALD; and sonre unfortunate comment
has already been made resulting from this
misapprehension.
We desire neither to sanction the improper comment, nor .to foster the misapprehension; and that a proper understanding may obtain yve write.
The connection of the presiding officers
of the church with the HERALD as its
editors has been the subject of several more
or less important discus&ions before different sessions of conference, but. nothing resuited from such discussion, except a resolution or two touching editorial re~ponsibility, and general expressions of what
ought or ought not to be done, etc., etc.
At the late session of conference the
Quorum of the Twelve thought it advisable
to present for the consideration of the
brethren assembled an expression of opinion that the Presidency should be relieved
of the editorial con:duct of the HERALD,
. that ·they might give, more time and attention to the general work of the church,
free from the care and labor consequent
upon the duti.es of conducting the literary
work of the. HERALD; and ~equesting the
Board of Publication to so release them.
It was further requested that the confer-'
ence authorize the Twelve and the Bishopric to take _such steps and provide such
means as_. might be ,foung necessary to

of

carry the spi.rit of the resolution into effect 1
that the Presidency might attend exclusively to the duties of their office, without
hindrance, etc.
When this resolution was voted upon
the Presidency voted, nay; though it was
adopted by a very great majority.
The Presidency voted against the reso1uti on for the following reasons: I st, It is
their understanding that the control and
management of the HERALD affairs are
vested in the Bo:ud of Publication, ar.d
that the Board must be left at liberty to
provide for the t ditorial staff upon their
judgment. zd, The Presidency objected
to that portion of the "resolution which
made it to be a part of the duty of the
Twelve to .look after temporal llffairs,
directing ·and controling the <>teps or
measures necessary to be adopted to release
the Presidency; deeming it to be within
the duties of the Bishopric; assisted,
if need required, by the High Council,
which is now organized and in condition
to perform the duties attaching to it by t}Je
organic law of the church.
The Pre!lidency have not the slightest
desire to remain in the editorial con,trol of
the HERALD, or indeed to be connected
with the cffice in nny capacity, beyond the
usefulness that they may be to the general
good of the work. When in the judgment of thosewhose duty it is to look after
the affairs. of the HERALD, the services of
the Presidency, both, or either of them are
not needed, there will be no hesitancy on
our part· to lay down: the uten§,ils of the
profession and retire from the office. And
should it at any time become apparent to
them that they were no longer acceptable
to the general church as editors of the
church organ, to hold further would be an
act of egotism which neither is willing to
exhibit.
We desire, however, to be on record, at
once and positively, that we accord to the
brethren of the Twelve, with whom the
preamble and resolution originated, the
completest credence in the statement of
reasons presented by them for asking that
the action suggested in the res.olution be
. taken, and disavow either belief or suspicion that any other motive than those
stated in .the document presented to con-

No. 19.
ference actuated them in their deliberations, or their action; and we accord the
same conditions of acting in good faith to
those who spoke and voted upon the resolution when finally disposed of by vote •.
We regret to find any disposition upon
the part of any officer or member to charge
upon our brethren c;f the Twelve, either
as individuals, or as a body, that they acted
from sinister or personal motives, or from
any personal bias against the editors of
the HERALD.
The Presidency is in no sense responsible for the existence of the sentiment
making such a charge possible; and have
rebuked and desire now to rebuke any
such charge, as being alike unworthy of
those against whom it is made and those
making it. A body of men holding such
a position of responsibility and trust as th~
one our brethren of the Twelve hold could
not maintain their own self respect and the
esteem of their fellows, should they permit personal enmity or sinister bias against
any of their co-workers to shape their deliberations, or affect their judgment,
though such might never see the light,
and much less could such a quorum afford
to put themselves on record with a people
like ours, where an almost certain exposure
would be sure to follow, were their acts
founded in anything but the best of motives toward their brethren, and the highe~t and best principles of fair and honest
dealing one toward another.
We believe in the integrity of the motives of our brethren, accord to them the
meed of acting in good faith upon their
convictions as to what was for the best
good of the whole, the same as we demand
for ourselves. And while we may possibly differ in regard to procedure, and upo.n
the law, which difference we do not now
discuss or wish to present, we shall hord
ourselves in readiness to act with reference
to our future work in due deference to the'
rights, privileges and duties of all, and.
with resper;:t to our highest conception for
the good of the work and the church.
We have no particle of feeling toward
any, other than that of good will and
friendship in Christ, and. desire that any
who may have been worried or fretted on
our account .will do us the kindness to
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neither think nor speak ill of O)lf brethren,
nor in censure of what has been done~do
· as we propose to do, abide the issue in
trust and love for the work of God.

and .so vile as to shock all decent minded wrote to Trajan, 'Emperor of Rome, in repeople who judge him by his •authentic spect to what he termed "the guilt . of
words and works.
. Chri!)tianity" and "the crimes connected
Jesus foretold that men would say "all with the name," styling the former "a demanner of evil," arid say it "falsely," praved and ·excessive superstition,'~ "mad"
JOSEPH SMITH,
against hi& followers. Of course, these ness," and saying he had •questioned some
W. W, BLAIR.
enemies are the last to allow that such of the Christians "with a menace of. capLAMONI, Iowa, April 30th, 1891.
sayings are false, but will hold them to ital punishment" and "the vengeance of
be true and worthy; for those so vile, or the Magistrate;"~all of which was the .reso blind and ignorant, as to either make or ~mlt of misrepresentation and· downright
PERSECUTION OF WESLEY.
I:N this issue will be found a vety interest- circulate a slanderous falsehood, are most falsehood on the part of self-rigbteous,
ing and instructive article on John Wes- • persistent in maintaining the .evil at all malicious priests and philosophers, Jewish ··
and Pagan.
.
ley, the principle founder of the Methodist hazards. ·
Jesus and all his worthy disciples were
In Milner's Church H:istory it is said:
Church. We call special attention to that
part which displays, in a small measure, teachers and promoters of peace, purity, "The· moral character of' Pliny is one of
the cruel persecutions to which he was love to God and man, and thev thus the most amiable in all Pagan authority,
s1.1bjected, and to the notable fact that the sought to bless and benefit the n;ce; yet yet it does appear that he joined with his
most malevolent, cruel, persistent, unblHsh- notwithstanding all this, their designs w'ere master Trajan in his hatred of Christians."
These things being true, it should ading and unprincipled enemies who pursued misinterpreted and their efforts misconhim were ministers and others who made strued and calumniated. Ten general per- monish all fair 'minded pe9ple to beware of
loud profession of religion, and wh? by secutions by the Roman Empire prior to every persecuting spirit, lest they become
every evil means sought to befoul his per- A. D. 350 resulted from this diabolical blinded and prejudiced thereby, and injuflsonal character as well as slander his min- work, drenching the earth with the blood tice be done the innocent and the worthy.
of millions of Christian men, women and
As late as A. D. 140 to A. D. zoo, "the
isterial conduct.
But this wicked way of evil minded their children. · And-we repeat it-both term Christian was matter of obl·oquy"
men was no new thing in the times of before and since those times crafty, fanat- among all peoples, and this largely beWesley and the reformers. For from the ical priests and their deluded a.betters have cause of "the common calumnies against
days of the primitive· Christians "the ser- been the chief instigators and instruments Christians," who were "accused of their
eating men; of their extinguishing the
pent cast out of his mouth water as a in this hateful, wretched work.
Papists and Protestants have contended lights and engaging in promiscuous sensuflood" to belittle, misrepresent and render
odious the personal character and the re- and striven with each other, engendering ality" etc., etc., these char'ges originated as
ligion of God's people, slandering their confusion and hate, until more than: one before with a bigoted class of priests and
.
reputation and thereby inciting groundless hundred million souls have perished with philosophers.
Celsus, a philosopher of some note, who
fears and blind hatred with the masses violence, most ofwhich is traceable to cunand their rulers, against the innocent and ning, bigotted, persecuting priests. John wrote much agaimt Ghrist and the ChrisWesley and hosts of other noble reformers tians during the latter part of the sec;ond
upright ones.
Jesus and his apostles foretold the evils suffered much from this source, and it is not century, had this to say: "Christ was prithe Saints would suffer from their enemies. improbable that many of the "blind leaders vatelv educated and served for hire in
The former said: "And ye shall be hated of the blind" who incited it thought they Egypt. He got acquainted with miracof all men for my name's sake;" and, were doing .God service! And what is true ulous arts there; he returned, and, relying
"They will put you out of the synagogues; of Jesus and the early Christians, John on his power of working miracles, declared
yea, the time cometh, that whosoever kill- Wesley and his fellow reformers, is eq u~tl himself God." .•. "The apostles were ineth you will think that he doeth God ly true of Joseph Smith and hosts of faith- famous men, publicans, and abandoned
service. And these things will they do ful Latter Day Saints. Their enemies and mariners." ... "Why should you [Christ],
when an infant, be carried into Egypt,
unto you, because they have not known persecutors, perverting the designs and
the Father, nor me." Paul said,. ''Yea, doctrine and doings of their victims so far lest you should be murdered? God should
and all th11t will live godly in ChristJesus as possible, they, with ;dl the ingenuity not fear being put to death.,- . . . "Y e say
shall suffer persecution." Of this John and malice and persistence at command that God was sent to. sinners; but why not
What
Wesley once remHked, "Persecution is attack the personal character of those to those who were free from sin?
·
harm is it not
have sinned?" ••. "Ye
the badge of Christianity,"-and surely he they would destroy.
Of those who seek to defile mens' per- encourage sinners, because ye are not able
knew this from what he and other reformsonal reputation a certain poet has well to persuade· any really good men; thereers suffered.
fore ye open the doors to the most wicked
The chief priests were the most prom- said:
" 'Twas slander filled his month with lying words,
and abandoned." . . . "At first, when they
inent and malicious persecutors of Christ
Slander, the foulest whelp of sin. The man
In whom this spirit entered was undone;
were but few, they agreed; but when they
and his followers, both among Jews and
His tongue was set on fire of hell; his heart
Lecamea multitude, they were rent again
heathen, using "lewd fellows of the baser
Was black as death; his legs were faint with baste
To propagate the he his soul had framed."
and again, and each will have their own
sort" when it best served their vile purfactions, for they had factious spirits from
poses. They spared no effort to misguide
And Paul has said of such:
the beginning. They are now so split
and prejudice and fire the hearts of the
"Their throat is an open sepulchre; with their
people and their rulers against the unpop- tongues they have used deceit; the poison of into different sects that they have only the
ular, feeble, but innocent people of God. asps is under their lips; whose mopth is full of name left them in common." And these
are some of the base charges, cunning,
And this order of things has continued
cursing and bitterness; their feet are swift to shed
pernicious and misleading statements,
until these times, filling the world with
blood; destruction and misery are in their ways;
made by professedly just, intelligent and
contention, falsehood, bitterness and hate.
and the way of peace have they not known."·~
high minded men against Christ and his
It is this conduct, on the part of professing
So successful were the priests and phil- people and their doctrine.
religionists, more than any other, that
Had Celsus and his kind honestly exbreeds skepticism and gives force to infi- osophers in their efforts against Christianity and its teachings in the first century, amined Christ and Christianity as taught
delity.
Of the personal character and con<.luct that Tacitus, accounted fo be generally a by Him and His friends, he -never could
of Jesus his enemies said every evil thing prudent and trustworthy historian, was so have opposed them as he did. And had
both during his ministry and after his cru- far misled and prejudiced as to denounce the Jewish and Pagan priests honestly excifixion.
They could neither refute his the first as "odious and contemptible," "a amined the claims and teachings and works
doctrine nor withstand his reasonings, but detestable superstition;" and the latter, "the of Christianity on their intrinsic merits,
they could besmirch his personal character enemies of mankind." And in the begin- they would not have blinded their rulers
and misrepresent his intentions and pur- ning of the second century Pliny, the and the people of their times by their
poses, and this they did in ways so wanton ·classical scholar and governor of Bithynia, falsehoods and false reasonings nor moved

to
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them to cruel, infamous persecutions. is destined to figure so prominently in the the nations are existing simply cannot last. There
And had this same class of "blind guides" .great military movements of the chief na- will be a break somewhere. The support of vast
in the times of Wesley, the noLwmers, and tions in these latter days, we recognize the armies and splendid navies is pauperizing the
Joseph Smith and the Latter D.ty Saints hand of Providence in delivering them nations of Europe, and the shot which will make
examined, honestly, the accredited teach- from "the land of Magog" pn:paratory to half the globe tremble will one day be fired. War
ings and ministrations and doing~ of the their being gathered to the land of their once on foot and Gon alone can forecast the relatter, it would have saved the latter from fathers in Palestine. In this way they sults. All wars of the past will sink into indguntold grief, bitterness, loss and cruel suf- will be spared the burdens and the woes nificance if tl:ie nations of Europe should draw
fering, and themselves from the just con- resulting from citizenship and service in the sword to-day."
demnation of the Righteous Judge and that kingdom (Russia) which God has dethe merited contempt of all right minded creed shall fall and' forever perish "in the
land of Israel," . . . "in the latter days," IN speaking of crop prospects and good
people.
Read the article on John Wesley, and when this prophecy is fulfilled ;-"Behold, times in bu8iness as a consequence an exit is come, and it is done, saith the Lord change has this to say:
apply its lessons wisely.
'·Mr. Sommerhoff, a member of Moereshofier
God; this is the day whereof I have
& Co., the great New York stock brokers, and
spoken."-Ezek. 39:8.
The Spirit signtfies that marvelous and other gentlemen, are traveling over the country
EXPELLING THE JEWS.
astounding events are at hand, and happy ·in their private car on a tour of observation, and
ODESSA, April 27.- Eight hundred Jewish
are those who are and shall be prepared from what they have seen of the crop prospects
families have been ordered to quit Kief forthwith.
for them.
predict the greatest prosperity this country has
The well-to·do have already gone, but the poor
artisan classe~ are in the greatfst straits. Many
are arriving on the Austrian frontier in a destitute condition, but the Austrian officials refuse
domicile to paupers. The Kief police accept no
excuse, raiding the city with the utmost severity
unless bribed to delay action. The daily expulsions from Moscow number from roo to rso·
Sunday an exceptional raid was made, when 690
were expelled. The rigor of the authorities
frightens away many entitled to per~ anent residence. The effect is felt even in this city, which
is a great center for Jews with permits to engage
in business. The emigration of Jews from this
city has quadrupled. Permits guaranteed by the
minister of foreign affairs, the minister of finance,
and the minister o£ the interior, any one of whom
has power to quash their tenure, are considered
of precarious value, and the principals of large
Jewish firms are placing their business in the
hands of Russian ~gents and are themselves de·
parting.
T~e above may seem a calamity to the
Russ1an Jews, a';ld an insult to the Jewish
race; but events: are not always what they
seern~ For often in the past what has at
- first appeared an unmixed evil bas prove.i
in the outcome an important blessing; and
nowhere has this been more pronounced
than in the history of Israel and the Christian church. Joseph's brethren hated him,
conspired against him, sold him "to the
Ishmaelites for twenty 'pieces of silver,"
and thelatter took him to Egypt :md sold
him to Potiphat (an officer of Pharaoh),
in whose house ,he was betrayed, this re- .
suiting in his being thrust into prison.from
whence he was delivered by divine interposition and made second in atJthority in
the kingdom and savior to his fF~ther's
house and to Egypt, ana therefore couid
say as he did to his brethren, "And God
se11:t ~e before you to preserve you a postenty m the earth, and to save your lives.
by a great deliverance."
The approaching overthrow of Jerusalem and Judea, predicted by our Lord and
the prophets before him, made it necessary
that the early Christians residing there
should flee from. the impending evil in
due season, which they did, thereby saving
themselves and consequently spreading,
abroad .the gospel into. the surrounding
countries.
And now whenwe see thelews driven
out of that kingdom which, .fn prophecy,

THE Herald Office now has in hand a
work that has long been needed, and which
when completed be received with pleasure
by a great many of the Saints. It is the
Book. of Mot mon in large print. The
type will be pica, cl{lar and easy to be
read.
The chapters have been divided into
verses; the reading matter will be arranged in two columns to the page, the pages
of good size; the book to be of just that
sort that every family will like to have on
the sitting room and parlor table, for daily
use. It is intended to print and bind the
New Testament with the Book of Mormon, so that the two sticks may be o.ne in
the hands of Ephraim.
Those of the brethren who are writing
concordances and books of reference for
the Book of Mormon would do well to
take. note of the Lict of this versification
of the book, and if possible arrange their
notes and references so that they can be
used with this work as well as others.
A LATE Lucas (fowa) Re1Jiew has this to
say of Bro. T. W. Williams;
"The sermon at the Latter Dav Saint Church
last Sunday night was listened to by a large congregation. It was something out of the regular
order of everyday thought, and was delivered in
a clear, eloquent and vigorous style; and while
it was quite a departure from old time teachings,
such as most of us have been accustomed to hear
and believe, it was logical and based upon the
Bible. . Rev. Wllliams,.though a young man, exhibits force of thought and expression, and held
the closest attention of his audience for more
than an hour. The choir is the best in the city:
Hewill preach again next Suriday evening."
WAR CLOUDS IN EUROPE.

IT &eems to be a foregone conclusion wellnigh everywhere that at no distant .time
all Europe, with northern Asia and Afri~
ca, will be plunged into the fiercest military
strife the world has ever known. This is
certainly what is contemplated in. scripture
prophecies. In summing up the present
outlook an exchange has this to say:
"War in Europe Is do~btless inevitable within
the next fiveyears~ The tension under whjch

·seen for years. •Europe,' said Mr. Sommerhoff,
'is without any crop prospects, while In this
country the outlook at this time of the year was
never so encouraging. A big crop, with Europe
to supply at prices away above anything known
for years, means plenty of money in all the channels of trade and a big advance in the prices of
stocks. You are safe in buying anything at present prices-that has any merit to it,' is the New
York broker's way of putting it."

Granting this view to be correct, it stillremains for sensible people to buy and sell
carefully, using due economy in every direction, if they would be safe from disappointments and failures. Everyone should
at all times keep their business affairs within easy control lest they are caught unprepared in an evil hour. "A bird in the
hand is worth two in the bush," and at
times appearances are deceitful.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
the Latter Day Saints and the Utah
Mormonsall one?
Ans.-The Utah Mormons claim to be Latter
Day Saints and are commonly know.n as such.
But they and the Reorganized Church are not
one, neither in doctrine nor organization; for
they have departed from the faith as taught in
the. Bible, Book of .Mormon, and that edition of
the Doctrine and Coven,ants authorized and endorsed by the church in' the times~ofJoseph Smith
the Seer, they having endorsed pelygamy as
divine and essential, also that "Adam is our Father
and our God, and the only God with whom we
have to. do," as taught by Brigham Young and
his fellows; also claiming that, upon commandments given prior to 1844, they are authorized to
build temples to the Lord and administer baptism
for the dead with its incidental ceremonies; arid
claiming further, that eight of the Twelve after
the death of Joseph the Seer had the right to regulate· and set in order the church and high councils in Zion and her stakes, including the appointing and ordination of bishops. all of which was
contrary to the law and the precedents of the
church and utterly in violation of the specific
teachings of Joseph the Seer as endorsed by the
grand councils and general assemblies ot. the
church during the lifetime.of the Seer as seen in
D. c. r6: s; !04: rr, I2; ros: rr, I2j I07:4o; 99=
o; 68:2, 3, and. in llfilletmial Star,volume rs,
pllges ro9, zos, 213, 26r, 727, 728, etc., etc. For
these reaso'ns, ai!d others, the Utah Mormons
~ues.--Are
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and the members of the Reorganized Church are
not one.
~.-Have the Latter Day Saints a church In
Salt Lake City?
A.-:-The Reorganized Church of Latter Day
Saints have a chapel on Second South street, between Second and Third streets east.
.t.-Would you approve of an_yone belonging
to the Latter Day Saints uniting with any other
church?
A.-No. They can't do it consistently so long
as they l'emain in the faith, for in doctrine, sacraments, and essential points. of faith there could
!lot be communion.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

A CHEERING letter from Bro. George W.
Hart, of Angola, Kansas, is received. He
tells that he finds great comfortin reading
the Book of Mormon, in which he discovers new beauties and grander teaching.
He has been several times healed by the
laying on of hands.
We are publishing the minutes of the
general conference in pamphlet form, according to resolution of the Lamoni general conference of 1890. They will soon
appear as a supplement to the HERALD,
and we trust will be found more convenient for reference than as formerly published in the HERALD.
Bro. J. W. Whitley, Taney, Latah county,
Idaho, writes that he is still in the faith,
knows the gospel to be true from many
bright testimonies received. He desires
that the Saints will pray for him that he
may be permitted to raise his children to
an adherence to the Lord's work.
ERRATUM.-On page z8 of the current
volume of HERALD, second column and
17 lines from the' bottom, read Brother
(instead of "Father") Z. H. Gurley. The
above error occurs in my "Memoirs,"
probably through defective proof-reading,
or by reason of misunderstanding by the
person to whom I dictated this part of my
manuscript.
w. w. BLAIR.
SPECIFIC AGAINST COLDS.
If you want a specific against colds and all the
"greefes" attending them, a! ways go to bed warm.
Sit over the register in night-dress for half an
hour till all the joints are thoroughly heated and
supplied, and perspiration starts gently. If you
have any particular aches in any part of the
trunk, have a hot soapstone or bag of hot sand
to .apply and sleep with it. Your hot water
compress is a fraud, wears out too easily, and
wets fhe bed; anyh0w it doesn't keep hot long
enough to pay for the trouble of filling.
When will druggist;, keep the nice, thin, slab
of soapstone or white porous brick with cover of
cartrage paper and flannel, or the sandbag and
cover which keep hot-not lukewarm but hottill you get up in the morning?
· If you have a cold on the chest the hot sandbag is the best thing applied over the lungs.
Aches of the abdomen fly before a thorough
heating by a hot stove, and hot flannel or silk
after, and one of the best remedies for the sleeplessness of nervous persons is to lay a hot soapstone against the stornach on going to bed.Skirley Dare, i1t N. r. Herald.
"Every gracious action is a seed of. joy, and
every sinful action, the seed of anguish and sorrow to the soul that soweth it."
Who waits for dead men's shoes may have to
go barefoot.

IIY:;;;5l= Look Here.-The small colored label with
~
your name printed on, Bhows the. date to which
your subscription is paid. "?bY·

gels, was of course much sucprised when the
little miss replied.: '".Mamma, they can't have
23MAY91
' much fun in heaven making mud-pies, 'cause the
Means· that your subscription will run out May 23, I891
water ain't a wee bit dirty."
Renew your subscription ui time.
,
Another pernicious habit of parents, and un7
fortunately this, too, is more prevalent among
mothers, is that of making remarks not. intended
for the ears of these little ones: true many times
EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."
the youngster seems to be otherwise engaged,
but that "little pitchers have' big ears" mothers
OUT OF DEBT!
should not forget, and should govern themselves
Out of the toils and drudgery of debt
accordingly. · If such things must be said, let it
Into the calm and hope,ful rest· of peace,
be when these bright and ofttimes innocently
()ut of the bonds of mortgage and of lease
treacherous youngsters are 'but of hearing. How
Into the sphere whose star will never set.
did the mother feel whose little girl, after admir"
Out of the meshes of a dang'.rous net
ing a watch worn. by a young lady visiting them,.
Into a realm where calls for interest cease.
Out· of the range of claims where bilis increase
said: "Mam'ma, is this the watch you said Harry
Into the solvency where dues are met.
bought with the money which should have gotten
With gladness ring the freed church bell to-night,
his mother a new dress? I'd rather have the
A day of promise wears a crown of light.
watch; wouldn't you, Miss May?"
Sweet Piety stands on the broken chains, ··
And Love holds up the Cross where Justice reigns.
Another ,hearing the cook tofd to save some of
. Out of the reach of debt's suspended sword,
the biscuits for the children, grew very fidgety
Within the unmortgaged temple of the Lord!
when her mother kept urging the guests to help
-George W. Bungay.
themselves, assuring them there were plenty
more biscuit~, and said, innocently, "But, malll'
MOTHERS, BE PATIENT.
Ina, ifthere are, you said they were for the chilA fault. which has caused me much thought in
dren." Now, who deserves .to be reprimanded,
connection with children is the indifferent manthe parent, who thoughtless'ly makes such re,
ner in which parents, and more particularly
marks before these little parrots, for certainly of
mothers, will answer the question of these
that mischievous bird do they remind us, or the
bright, busy little thinkers. It is true that the
child who repeats what she thought was said in
father, being engaged in the various pm:suits of
all earnestness? We know it is a very hard mat~
business life, finds di.version in thinking out and
ter indeed for the poor mother, whose household
answering these little inquisitives; for without
duties bear so heavily on her, to satisfy the curdoubt some of the questions they ask are real
iosity of her little ones, and at all times to measbrain-crackers, making one often scratch the
ure her words. But, mothers, be patient; linswer
head· in wonderment that such ideas should
them to the best of your ab!Hty, and we are sure
ever occur to the little elves, and keep racking
that in your bright, intelligent children you will
the brain for the most suitable, romprehensive
feel amply repaid for your trouble. Let fall bereply. "But," says the poor mother, "if l atfore them no careless remarks, and you will not
tempted to give intelligent answers to one-half
be in constant dread lest they make some irrelethe wonderful things they ask I would soon lose
vimt remark, causing the blush to rise to your
my wits, for only a mother knows the thousand
cheek. You will soon feel the deepest pity for
and one odd fancieswhich seem to run riot in
the little boy or girl who is the butt of their comtheir fertile minds."
panions' ra\llery because mother or father have
We know from experience that this is very
given some ridiculous answer to a question which
.true; hut, all things considered, we are convincwas doubtless asked with an eager desire to learn.
ed that if these poor, tired, discouraged mothers
It is a sad awakening ~hen a child begins to
will but recall some scene in which a little felrealize that his parents have not been true to him.
low, being laughed at for some assertion made
Parents, your children soon enough begin to
to his companions, with eyes ablaze and hands
doubt, and learn to go elsewhere for the knowlclenched, indignantly retorts," 'Tis right; didn't
edge which should have been cheerfully given
my mother say so, and I guess she knows;" or
them at home. We do not want to be tiresome,
two little girls who quarreled because the mother
but we do want to feel that when our little ones
of one had said good children went to heaven,
stand up in defense of something they have said,
and had all the cream puffs they could eat, while
they need not fear to say, "I know I'm right; my
the other had been assured that in heaven she
mother told me," but may firmly hold their
would have nice, sweet buns, with lots of curground, feeling certain that mother or father
rants in them, they whould be more careful of
would not have told them anything that was not
their answers.
right.-Table Talk.
A bewildered father says: "When I am trying
to enjoy a quiet smoke, and my little six-year-old
FALL RIVER, Mass., March 29th.
has asked me questions that would puzzle a
Yankee lawyer, is it surprising that I should tell
Dem· Sts!e.• :-On the 24th of November, I 890, .
the young monkey that thunder is caused by
four of the sisters of the Fall River branch met
the Good Man scolding the ·little boys who ask
at the Saints' chapel and organized a "Prayer
too many questions?
Union and Mite Society.'' Sr. Lavina Ashton
"After thinking for some time over my anwas chosen president, Sr. Amanda M. Petty
swer, the little fellow turns to me and says:
treasurer and Sr. Amy A. Chace secretary.
'Well, papa, if the Good Man would tell 'em,
Since that time its numbers have Increased to
then they would know.' It is needless to say I
seven. The object of organizing a Mite Society
feel justly rebuked for my indifference.''
in connection with the Union was to assist in
A lady who told her little daughter that when
paying off .the debt which has been standing for
it rained they were washing the robes of the ansome years upon the building in which we wor-
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he often attended the meetings in the Latter
Day Saints' church in Roxbury, Massachusetts,
and I sometimes accompanied him.
Well, one Sabbath evening last summer while
in the church, the elder was talking about the
Book of Mormon and I made up my mind to
read it as I was strongly convinced that it was
true.
I asked father to get one for me, which he did
the following week. I shall never forget the
joy I felt when I received it.· I took it to my
own room and kissed the book. My heart was
w thankful to the Father for his great goodness
to this generation in having restored the gospel.
You see, dear readers, I had thought and prayed so much about it that I believed the book
before I had read one chapter. Just about that
time there was a dark cloud hanging over me
which caused me the keenest anguish I had ever
experienced. I prayed to the Father for deliverance, knowing that he had the power, and vowed
that if God would answer my prayer that I
would give up the world forever and my prayer
was answered. The cloud passed over my head
harming no one and only drawing my heart nearer to the Savior. And then it was that I told
father I wished to be baptized into the true
church of Christ, knowing that it was necessary
to my salvation. He concluded to be baptized
the same time as he had long .desired to be; so
WALNUT HILL, Mas·s., April 12th.
we were to be baptized at North Weymouth
Dear Readers:-! write a few lines, hoping to
where they were having a picnic, but on that day
interest a few of our young folks. It is of my
I was not able to go. We were baptized the fol'
conversion to the true faith that I wish to write.
lowing Sunday at RoxbUry, although I was sick
It was I believe in the summer of r886 that I
with a cold all the week before and did not feel
first knew anything of the Book of Mormon,
well at all that day. Still I did not like fo put it
although. I had often heard of Brigham Young.
off again, and although my folks were afraid to
Previous to that time.I had at different times
have me go into the water, I knew that the Fafelt like joining each of the three Protestant
ther would do what was best, and instead of getchurches in our town, but never got around to
ting more cold I got better,
uniting with any of\them.
I f.elt better after I came out of the water than
When quite a yqung child I attended the
I had for two weeks before. And oh, my dear
Episcopal Sunday-s~hool and at the age of ten I
readers, I could not be~:dn to tell of the joy that
was very sick withi low fever and my mother
filled. my heart. We were soon afterwards consent for the Episcopal minister ·and had me bap·
firmed and had communion the first Sunday in
tized on vvhat was S.\lpposed to be my death-bed,
October for the first time, and th::;t night I had a
b.ut: God in wisdom has willed otherwise.
very remarkable vision which I should like to
In my fifteenth year I contracted a severe cold
write, but as my letter is getting teo long, I must
which resurted in catarrh causing almost total. soon draw it to a close. I ask the Saints to pray
deafness, and for eight years I have not heard
that the Father will give ine faith enough to be
one word until three weeks ago to·day 1 when I
c·ured of my deafness. I feel that if myfaith
. beard-well I shall tell you about that later.
was only stronger I could be cured because three
In the year I886 I went to live with my sister
weeks ago to-dayi was in church and praying in
in Providence, Rhode Island. She being a
my heart that I migJ:1t be cured, and then I dis·
member of the Baptist Church naturally did all
tinctly heard our priest say "J ~sus Christ." I
she could to convert, me (at that time I was rather
also ask the Saints to pray that my mother,
wild') and she succ~eded at. last as I came home
brothers and sisters may yet come to the true
1
fully. determined to unite with the Baptists, but · faith. That is the strongest wish of my heart.
1
kept putting it off, mostly on account of not
Your sister in Jesus,
h;tv!ng any n.ear friend in the church at first and
CHRISTINA S. MARTIN.
afterward, being very fond of dancing .in spite of
my deafness, I became one of a circle of gay
young girls and so gave up all thoughts of the
Dear Sistet·s:-When I read how the gospel
church.
·
truths are steadily gaining vantage grounds of
Yet always,. at times, Ifelt weary of it all and
the enemy and when I learn of the increasing
longed to live a: better life;· but these thoughts
advancements of liberty, that God-gived boon to
and feelings were ahvays silenced somehow or his children, my heart swellswith gratitude and
other.. till abo.ut a year ago I again came across ' thanksgiving to the Father of all good gifts.
the Voice<;>£ Warning (I had read it once in the . Surely the little stone cut out of the mountain
year r886) and was. very deeply interested.
without hands Is rqlling forth and soon every
Tread it n\any times and in my heart I be~
kingdom and nation will be a republic. The
liev:ed .it was true. 1\1Y f.athe:r also believed in
way is being opened for the gospel to be preachthe~dlvine origin of the Book of. Mormon and . ed therein as we rean; "This gospel of the king·
Q.:l~·h\:>:ugh}n f;lct a ·member oHM Baptist Ch.\lrch, 1 dom shafl .b~ preached .in !~vet{ nll;tfon for. !11'I'J~i
ship.· From week to week as we met the Spirit
of God met with us and manifested unto us that
he was pleased with the organization, and prom·
ises came from him that every effort put forth by
the members .in righteousness should be blessed.
Intense interest began to be manifested in the
work of the Society and every member worked
with a will. Many prayers from overburdened
hearts were offered unto the Lord for the success
of the latter day work throughout the land, and
especially in this district. '!'he work of the Lord,
which has slept for a long time in this city, is
awakening, and some are inquiring the way of
salvation.
On Fehruary 26th, 189I, three months from
the time of organizing the Union and Society,
the Fall River branch held an entertainment, a
which the sisters of the Union assisted, and the
work of the Mite Society alone brought over
thirty dollars, which we consider good for the
smallness of our numbers and the shert season
since we organized. We have adopted a few
rules for the government of the Society; one of
which is that we pay tithing on all our sales, and
another is that no evil shall be spoken of any
one by the memben.
Your.s in the one faith,
AMY A. CHACE.
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ness, then shall the end come." Ah, who cannot
see an overruling providence in changes that are
taking place not in foreign lands only but.fn our
own beloved country, the home of the patriotic
soldiers who fought and bled, where command·
ers were enabled to establish the liberty of worshipping God according to the dictates of their
own conscience, and the home too of the brave
prophetical and ecclesiastical soldiers for the
same God are waging a successful warfare against
evil and wrong-doing. Surely he changes not
and his purposes never fail, but he willeth that
all men everywhere shall be saved.
Oh, the
kindness of a loving Father! But it must be
done in the way God, not man, hath given to
worship him in spirit and in truth (no pretense in
the case), doing all things whatsoever he hath
commanded. I think the Prayer Union is good,
but am hindered in observing the hour sometimes. Many times I have been blessed in trying
to keep it, especially in prayer for Sr. T. W.
Smith that she migM return to the land of .Zion.
Let us take courage and not falter by the wayside trusting in Him who can save to the uttermost.
Love to all.
LEONAH.
Hmm COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.
April 17th, Amount .to date ........••. $3,467 45
Sarah Payne, Kan ...... $I oo
M. Heavener, Ill. . . . • . . r oo
'z.P. & R.M. Thompson
Oreg .............•.. ·9 85
C. A. Lucas, 0 ........ ,
25
Sr. Cazier, Mo.........
ro
Gracie Campbell, Ill .... 5 oo
Laura Frederickson, Ia. I oo
A. M. Clark, Mass......
75
A Friend, Ill. .. ,,, ...... 5 oo
Webb City branch, Mo .. I oo
Emily J. Jenks, Ill. .•... 5 oo
Marg't Kelley, Kan ..... 3 oo
Evan J. Jones, Ia ....... ,;I oo
Martha C. Jones, Ia ..... I oo
Eliza Brayton, Mich....
75
J. T. Johnson, Kan......
83
Morgan Davis, I a..... . . r oo
39 53
May 2d, Amount received to date ..... $3,506 9!:l
w-send all moneys to D.Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.
In Herald of April zsth, I89I,. ih Mother's
Home Column Fund, instead of E. 0. Taylor,
Missouri, read Olive and Ethel Taylor I6 cents.

·ONAWA, Iowa, March 31st.
Editors Herald:-! am now located in Onawa,
Monona.county, Iowa, apart from all the breth·
ren so far as I now know. I am somewhat in a
different community from what I was living in
on the farm. I am located in a town, and if any
of the brethren should come this way and stop I
would. be glad to have them call on me.. I am
now ~ear the Illinois Central depot, and will
probably Jive here for some time.
We are still trying to keep the faith, but we
can never do otherwise. Our knowledge of the
truth of the work is too great to do other than to
do our utmost. When we reflect that salvation
is of the Latter Day Saints in and through the
name of Jesus Christ, there is no other ,place to
turn.
Myself and family .have had every evidence
necessary to prove t0 us that this is God's work.
'We who have rece~:ved the or{:linancetoentitle
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us to rece.ive it, hav.e recelv~d the gift of the
Holy Ghost; we have witnessed the gift of healleg out~ide as well as in our own family; we
have seen the gift of prophecy as well_as tongues
manifested many times. We are therefore trying
to keep the .faith and defend it whenever it is assailed, and we find that we always come off the
victors. God has never forsaken us when called
upon to. defend the faith, no matter how opposed.
Brethren, pray .for us in our isolation. We are
truly in the wilderness of the people here. Except to employ us to work, everybody lets us
severely alone, and I can see no other cause than
that we are .Latter Day Saints.
NATHAN LINDSEY.

WEsT OAKLAND, Cal., April 12th.
Editors Herald:,-I had a desire to write and
inform you what great good Bro. W. W. Blair
accomplished during his short stay with the
Saints in Oakland, but owi,ng to the near approach of the General Conference to be held in
the Temple, a,t. Kirtland, I concluded I would
wait till that *as accomplished, a duty whicfi.J.
have ~very reason to believe was a pleasing duty·'
tdtnose who assembled there; and I am anxiously
waiting to hear that it was a seawn of rejoicing,
a refreshing from the Lord, and an earnest of that
endoVI merit which he has promised his faithful
servants, to qualify them to preach his gospel in
power to all the nations of the earth. Oh,.how
w_e long to see the day when the power of God
shall be made more manifest among his children
like as in days of old, and the honest ·in heart,
lovers of truth shall be constrined to say, ''surely
this people are the people of God, lind their God
shall be my God; for we perceive that they are
walking in the good old path which the ancient
people of God walked in and the same power and
· blessings accompany their labor of love."
My heart and soul are in this work, notwithstanding my many imperfections; and I believe
we are living in the day of God's preparation,
when he is preparing a people for the coming of
his dear Son ·with whom he will live and reign
on earth a thousand years; and has commanded
every one who has taken upon him his name to be
ready when he comes having on the wedding.
garments, which is the righteousness of Saints.
When I read these precious words, and in my
silent moments reason with myself and ask these
questions: ·wm vou .be ready when the Lord
shall come? Will you weave your wedding garment with the material which the Lord has supplied? Or will you try to crowd in some of your
own material (self-ri\;hteousness) believing it to
be equivalent to the righteousness of God? I
hope not, but do hope that we may be ever ready
and w"il!ing to do all the good we can for the ad·
van cement of God's holy work among our fellow
men; but, however good our desires may be we
know that unless we are upon the watchtower
continually to watch and pray, we shall be very
easily drawn aside from the good old path which
leads to the tree of life.-Lord i 1crease our faith.
President W. W. Blair came here full of the
Holy Spirit which gave peace and comfort to
our troubled minds.
He gave us good instructions and some wise ~ounsel, and we flattered
ounelves that he would have remained with us
a few weeks longer; however we thank God that
he put it into the heart of the First Presidency.to
send him here, for we cll.n assure you that his

presence was timely and_ refreshing, and his delYiea_nor was more like that of President Joseph
Smith's tharl any man I have ever yet seen; and
what lit!le time he remained here he gained the
love of the Saints and the respect of all those
who_heard him speak. Come again·, Bro. Blair,
for,_,~e cat; assure you that there is a warm place
in l'he hearts of the Oakland Saints for you for
your labor of love during your short stay with
us, and we hope and pray that we may realize
the promise that good will come out of the
trouble we have lately pa;;sed through and we
be in a better condition to carry on the work
of God In Oakland now than we were some few
, years ago. , _L,?oking at it from a human standpoint it see':lB~;;almost impossible, but the Lord's
ways are rroCas our ways, nor are his thoughts
as our thoughts; so by the help of our Heavenly
Father we will take courage and try to do that
part of his work committed to our care faithfully, 'and believe that he is a rewarder of them that
diligently seek him. I hope we shall never for·
get that the reward is on condition that we endure to,the end.
How essential, then, it is for us as Saints· oft.·
God to live continually upon the watchtower,
and watch every word, every thought and every·
action of our Jives so that we bring no reproach
upon the work of God that we are called upon to
represent; and whatever we may be called upon
to pass through for the gospel's sake, maywe be
able to bear it patiently and leave the result with
Him who knows all things and will deal justly
with all men and reward every one according to
their works.
WILLIAM HART.
BEDISON, Mo., April 25th.
Editors Herald:- The services this morning
opened by the use of Luke 9; 23-27, at the Union
church; Elder W. E. Peak was the speaker. The
Spirit of the Lord was present to a great exterit.
Elder Peak proved that a mart's ambition and
anxiety could not be gratified by personal attainments or expectations; that princes and kings
were desirous of obtaining something beyond
their hateful gra~p, that nothing less than the
gospel of Christ would satisfy that desire.
After the discourse Bro. Peak announced that
baptism would be administered. Seven candidates
came forward and were baptized and confirmed.
The Spirit was present in power again. Werejoice to see the honest in heart corrie and obey
,.the gospel, but we should remember that this is
only the beginning, or the step stone into the
kingdom of God. Now the trials await us. Things
may not just suit our taste; people may not talk
to suit us or say or do something that may offend
or hurt our feelings. When we make up our
minds that we will not speak to that brother or
that sister, or will not go to meeting because of
some of the above reasons, we are foolish. The
Apostle Peter seemed to be investigating the
matter of how often man should forgive his
brother. "Seven times," Hays_ he. "No," said
Christ, "I say seventy times seven."
Readers, this applies itself to us-we should
be willing to take the word of Christ for our
counsel. It is in harmony with Paul's statement
in r Cor. I 2: 25, ••That there should be schism in
the body; but that the members should have the
same care one for another."
Are we observing this s•atement? If not, let
us put ourselves in subj€ction to it. You that

will not forgive your brother his tr.espasses, your
heavenly Father will not forgive you your tresc
,passes. We should take heed to this stateme1;1t,
that we miy be ab!eto obtain that Sp'rit which
emanates from above. "Whomsoever ye. list t9
obey, his servants ye,are to whom you.obey."
May the Lord prosper his work all over the
land.
Your brother,
M. P. MADISON.
STEAMBURG, Pa., April 19th.
Eddors Herald:-! would, like to enquire
through the Herald if Saints belonging to ll.
branch and having a prayer a(ld testimony meeting every Sabbath, having a churc.h of their own,
are justified in going to other churches and
other meetings bearing their testimony and
off,ring prayer. I believe it is well enough to goc.
to other churches as a hearer or an observer, if it
does not keep you away from Saints' meetings;
but if we take part in their meeting are we not
mixing with the world, and ar~ we not commanded to come out of the world and be not of the
world?
I do not ask these questions because I have
any desire to be one among the world's .people,
but I have a reason for wishing to kn~w.
My desire is to live faithfcul and true to the
cause that I have espoused, that when the
Bridegroom comes I may be among the wise
virgins that have kept their lamps trimmed and
burning. I have not been as faithful as I should;
I have been overcome man'y times and have
given away to my weakness, but my prayer is
that I may rear my children in the way they,
should go that they may be the means of doing
good on the earth, and that· I may feel that I
have not lived in vain.
I was baptized nearly four. years ago by Bro.
Gomer Griffiths and confirmed by Bro. Richard
Salyards. My husband was also baptized at the
same time.
We will soon have our chur.::h ready for some
one to preach in, and we will gladlyreceive any
elder that will come. May God bless and prosper
every Saint is my prayer in Jesus' name.
Yours in faith, hope and love,
MRs. C. CoREY.
[Persons attending the meetings of other religious bodies ought to be, by contrast, confirmed
in the truth of the gospel. Accepting all the
good which may be taught by any, we regard it
as unwise to neglect the privileges of our own
services for those of others.-ED J

in

REHOBOTH, Mass., April zoth.
Editors Herald:-I have for some time felt it
my duty to send for the Herald again, but being
away from home on account of death in our
family, have had to delay in writing for it until
now.
I live in a place where there are no meetings
of the church, but I feel very thankful to my
heavenly Father that I can have the privilege of
. meeting with the Providence branch once in a
while. I can say that to hear the gospel preached
once in a while is like meat and drink to a hungry soul. I rejoice in this latter day work as the
years pass on. I realize that it is the greatest
blessing that ever could be bestowed upon the
human family. The Lord is my great physician
in sickness·and in health. When in pain and
sickness I have many times in the past year been
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to him with a contrite spirit and asked him in
faith believing, that the pains and sickness might
he removed, anct it was done.
I feel to give God ail the glory that he ever
brought me under the sound of the gospel. I
know it is the true gospel of Christ which was
once delivered to the Saints and is now deiivered unto us.
My prayer is for the church and ministry.
Your sister,
ADELIA M. CLARK,
West Dighton, Massachusetts.
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called to occupy, I discovered in some measure my littleness before my Maker.
Another statement I might mention, that we
are r.ot only called to represent Cllrist,, but we
must have the assurance of the Spirit tha.t we do
represent him. I can say for one that I .have
been in company with some who told me it·.,':':~s
truth I was saying and all the argument prodtic~
ed could not make it otherwise. On another occasion I was stating my 'position to a Baptist
friend of over eighty years of age who said it
was the truth and could not be gainsayed.
Although I do not preach in the pulpit nor to
the Saints for a long time, still I can feel that
glow of _fire in my hearf to witnes,s .•that Jesus is
the Christ,
• "<,·:~
We are trying to keep up the Sliiihath:school
for the feeding of the lambs. We had a welcome
visit from Bro. Robley and he gave us a timely
discourse. He is blessed with the Spirit of the
Master.
Your brother in Christ,
N. R. NICKERSON.

SANDWICH, Ill., March 23d.
Editors Herald:-I have been meditating on
the wonderful works of our great benefactor and
his wisdom in planning for his creatures here below. What could he have placed on earth that
would serve to draw his children closer to him
than sickness and trials! We then begin to feel
the need of a strong arm to support us and some
listening ear to pour our troubles into. Then if
we can only receive a little sympathy and comfort what a world of good it does us; but, on the
FLORIN, Cal., April 2oth.
contrary, if, like myself, we feel that we have
Editors Herald:-! will !)OW write my test!·
forfeited all claims to his divine consideration
mony in regard to how I found the true church.
and have not courage to bow before the mercy
I was born nea\).:Halifax, Yorkshire, England,
seat and implore grace and pardon, what wretchand was brougl\t.
very strictly in the. Episcoedness of soul is ours.
That shrinking from
pal church until I arrived at the age of fourteen
God's face just when we should be the most
years, when I emigrated to California with my
open to him, naturally narrows the heart and
uncle Joseph Scholefield and family. I drifted
makes it worse to return.
• about to hear one religion after another, each one
Dear brethren and sisters, for five long years I
claiming to be right and all others wrong, and I
have strayed from his fold and paid no attention
was lost. For in all my Sunday-school exercises
to anything pertai!ling to the kingdom of heaven,
I had never seen ·that, "If any man lack wisdom,
and I fear I have grieved t,he Spirit a.tld it has
let him ask of God who giveth to all liberally
fled; For four years. I have been scourged with
and upbraideth not, and it shall be given him."
sickness, hardly knowing what it was to be
I had a secre.t longing that I might at some
well, but still I am spared.
Can it be the . future day be able to find wha(wottld satisfy my
Lord's hand. trying. to lead me back? I firm! y
idea of what the the true church ought to be.
believe it is, and ;I am going to make an effort
At the age.of eighteen I was married to Isaac
to love and serve: him in. the future to the best
Lea, who was born and reared only two miles
of my ability and! make myself worthy to ask
from where J was. He had been in California
and.receive those: blessings pf which I stand
several years (his sister being my uncle's wife),
Jn need.
and he had become disgusted with the various
Pray. for me, brethren and sisters,. for I do
denominations and would have nothing to do
so desire an interest in your prayers; for I
with them. He was an honorable, upright man,
believe that "the prayer of the faithful availbut did not want me to connect myself with any
eth much," and I need the strength of your
of the churches. Soon after I was married I had
pra)"ers to bear me up in my endeavors. God
a wonderful drel!rli, in which my husband and
wUhs:urely listen to .his ,reople's cry.
myself were walking into the midst of a great
Your sister,
and busy cit:r·-Babylon. His face was towards
LI~ZIE VINCENT nee HowARD.
the business, rushing part of the town. He walked very fast and did not turn to the right or the
left, but I would look into the shop windows for
NoRTH PL\yMOUTH, Mass., April 19th.
I knew I could catch up with him:. I came to a
Editors Herald,·+-I feel grateful for the instructemple, the door was a little ajar, and all around,
tions given through your pages. I must answer
inside, were seated a great companyof resurre<;till return for the many blessing~ I have received
ed children who were singing,
in perusing them. : The gospel brings glad. tid-

up·

\

ings to our hearts that I can testify not only in
word but in power in the Holy Ghost:
While .. reading
some business transactions
of the. conference I could not llelp but take not.ice of some things that were done. that I truly
believe .was the will of heaven, that is th!'l setting
ap;J.rt of Bro. E. L. Kelley to the bishopric. May
G:bd bless him in ~ll of his efforts in his financial duties to the building up of Ziqn.
It. did me good to read Bro.Joseph's exhortati,ons to the elders,. and their duties, for .I said in'
rhy ,heart at that time; "!.will try to bring; this
ljody and spirit .under ~hat rule;" lind. when I
·,sawwh~t hi.gh .and important .Po~itions w~e.are.·

of

"We are the Church of Zion.
There are only two churches:
The Church of God and
The Church of the World."

·Just four lines, making one verse. Their voices
echoed and reli'choed throughout that great building-or temple-thrilling my soul with heavenly
music I ,;.,ould love to hear r.gain.
Five months after this I had another dream.
Judgmel)t day had set, .which filled me with terror. I longed again to find the true church, but
made no attempt to do so until over three ,years
after, wqen our darling firstborn, a lovely, promising boy, was takerifrom us; '!'hen J!eared it
was God's hand in:judgment a:g-ain~tme fen,- try-
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ing to Hve without His loving watchcare. Two
months before our boy:s death, an acquaintance of my husband came to visit us from
Illinois, bringing with ·him a sick son for his
health, who died a month after. This friend was
a great and learned man, Benjamin Wilson, the
author of the Emphatic Diaglott and various other
works of the socalled "Church of God," called
by outsiders "Soul Sleepers." He told me he
had studied the Bible for over thirty years and
could prove that there was no immortal soul in
man, etc. So he blinded me and baptized me bv
immersion. Just before walking into the water,
the thought came to me, "Has he.tffe li:uthority
k
to baptize me? and does his baptism ·descend
from Jesus?" But it was then too late to back
out, so I remained a faithful member for seven
years.
Mr. Wilson had now bronght the remainder. of
his family to settle in California and .was close
neighbor to us, so we had meetings .e~ery Sabbath day, and, rain or shine, I woitr&'always attend, for I loved to read .the· ~lbJl/~hich later,
,ip the course of time, made, ~~lieel dissatisfied
":t_·...
:r;·~~
·_·:,,_·~--·with our church. We had non:eofthe'g!:,f ·
t
the ancient Saints enjoyed, anlf'~~,,,Wilso.
d
me that if I prayed forty years to G9<l He wotrfd '
not answer me. He said little childr,en ..that died.;;
·,
'j;t '"
in. infancy were like figs that fell off th'e'~tr~es be~
fore they matured, they were perished ~r'ey~p!.
Oh, horrible thought t I could not bt;!l!eve 'it'£:~~r
Jesus said, "Sufler little children to come untotif~.
and forbid them not, for of such. is the kingdo~'·':,
of heaven."
·
Well, I read everything published by our
church. Tke Restitution I read from beginning
to end, week after week, month after month and
year after year; also the many prophecies and
promises that were therein advanced of the time
and set times of the coming of Christ. All these
failed, and I began to doubt and say to mys.elf,
"0h! what, have we more and above other
churches_ to prove to me that we are the true
church?" Then despair took hold on me, and I
cried aloud in the anguish of my heart. I kneeled
down and prayed such a wonderfully ardent
prayer to God asking that I might find the true
church. When I arose from prayer I noticed the
floor was wet with my tears. In the night fol~
lowing I was shown a vision, or dream, of a lad~
der set at the south-east corner of our pasture
field. Its top reached into heaven, and the glory
of God was upon it. A Mormon woman about
fifty years of age was walking joyfully up and
down upon it just as though she were in the
habit of thus going up and down and communing
with God. She had in. her right hand a little
book about tre size of the Book of Mormon.
In the morning I thought perhaps I had been
dreaming of one of Brigham Young;s wives~ for
at that time I had never heard of the Reorganized Church. Butthe proper interpretation was
give-n unto me; and the woman meant the church,
the ladder was revelation or the channel of com~
munication between the church and God. I
thought, "Well, if the Mormons have reve!iltions
£rom heaven, they. are the true el>urch of Jesus
Christ; and if I ever get the chance. of investi·,
gating their faith I will de so."
Not long after this. I heard of tw.o Mo'r.rnon
elders. being around, and Bro. Rice(~nother soul
s)eeper) toi9 me they belietred abo1.1t the sam~ as
we. did concerning the. reign of .Christ .on tbe
c
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eartl:t. "B,ut," said he, "they say they have
prophets and apostles just the same as in ancient'
ciays,"and r. said, ''0h, is thatso! I hope it .is
true." Well, I had my curiosity wrought up to
a high pitch, and I finally spoke with a Mormon
elder, Bro. Cook, and I thought then was my
time to test the sincerity of tht: man, for if he
thinks as ml\ch of the coming of C~rist as I do,
he
not lie. So I said to him, <1It is. a great
c~mfort to a Saint to know that the coming of
Christ is so near." To this he said, "Yes; I tell
Bro. Rice it is my meat and my drink." And he
said it as though he meant it.
A small book was then given me to read, belonging to Bro. Cook; also a lot of Heralifsbelonging to Bro. Parr. The little book was "Spencer's
Letters."
I· began to read it at home and was surprised
at the truthfulness of things, and I would say,
«Can it be possible the Latter Day Saints are
the true Church?" Then I received testimony
from G~d that they were. And every time, in
the day or night, when I would wonder about
the Latter Day Saints rny soul would fill with
a heavenly joy which would thrill ine all over
and penetrate every part of my being. Well,
I was so glad about it that I wrote to Mr.
Wilson, telling him of my new found joy,
thinking,he, too, would believe; but, to my
surprise, he reh•rned home and told me Joseph
Smith was an imposter of. the worst type, and
he poured out a whole volume of ·abuse relative to him, which had quite an opposite effect
upon me from ~hat he expected, for I felt rebellious towards Mr. Wilwn for speaking such
evil things of the prophet of God who had
sacrificed his life to establish the true Church
of Christ upon the earth. He charged me to
have notiling to do with those Mormon elders,
. for they would be preaching baptism to me
the next thing. "Well," I thought to myself,
<<if any poor mortal requires baptism, I do. It
is the authority I am after."
The next time I saw Sr. Rice I told her I was
going to be baptized just as soon as Bro. Cook
could come and attend to it. This did not
take him long, for he baptized and confirmed
me on the 14th of May, r878. Sr. Rice was
baptized some months after, and I think Bro.
Rice was baptized a little before I was.
Friends and relatives were greatly shocked
on hearing I had joined the Mormons, and my
cousin's wife sent word she was coming to talk
me out of it. I returned the compliment and
told her to come and I would make a Mormon of her. So she came, and to make herself stronger she brought her mother with her.
At thaf time I was full of the Spirit and read
to them out of the Doctrine and Covenants.
They were both very much surprised and sa!d,
«Why, I see no Mormonism in that." They
liked it so well they wanted more and more and
would walk two miles in the hot weather to
hear preaching by elders.
But they did not
obey at that time, objecting to the stigma that
~vas upon the name Latter Day Saints.
My
cousin soon after was threatened with dissolution from dropsy. She was at one time near the
point of death, and h<"r mother asked me if I
thought she would get·well if she were baptized.
I told her I could not promise her that, for it
remained with God to heal his afflicted children.
However, she determined to be baptized, as she

will

believed in it. ·So Bro. Cook was sent for and
both the .mother a,nd daughter, also a younger
daughter, were baptized af the same time; and
now that· sister is well and n•joicing in health
and a happiness that nothing on earth can buy.
Oh what a marvelous work and a wonder is this
latt~r day gospel! for the signs cio follow the believer; the sick are healed; the blind are made to
see; the gifts and. blessings that the ancient ·
Saiqts enjoyed are among the Latter Day
Saints.
I am so pleased to see Sr. Per~z's tes!hpony in
the Herald. But she did not tell half of it, for
that morning was not the or,Jy time she had the
gift of tongues upon her at her own home. She
has been blessed that way ~everal times, and the
Saints in Sacramento kriow how she sang in
tongues the last day of last conference, and haa
the interpretation and then turned around and
prophesied to the Saints. I have not forgotten,
but feel veryhappy when I think of it
Our late conference is ever to be remembered as a day of Penteci>st. I was permitted to attend the entire' session, the first time in all the
thirteen vears I have belonged to this church.
Five years ago I beg;n to be afflicted with
catarrh. I tried vadous remedies to no avail,
and began to despair of ever being cured. But
inopondering. over the Word of Wisdom, given
us from God, I .knew it was for our good if we
would only observe to do according to the plan
laid down, though I had to quit tea and coffee, as
it was no good to me unless every cupfull I
drank was hot enough to Ecald triy hands and
was rich with sugar. So I. have tried hard to
fight against them the last three months. Once
in a while I would take a cup with the thought,
"This shall be my last." But I found it pretty
hard to quit. Howe·ver, I managed to cor.quer,
and after Sr. Perez was admini~tered to on the
evening of the 14th by Brn. Blair, Burton and
Dayly, I presented myself for administration
and I felt the power of God come with the words,
"Let the disease which is preying upon thy SJ'Stem be rebuked now.'' The disease was rebuked
instantly, thanks to God who hearethand answereth prayer. But this is only orie out of a multitude
of manifestations of His love and mercy that I
have received, for I was alm healed of dyspepsia
of many years standing when I first came into
the church, and I can now stand as a living witness to the truth of the everlasting gospel.
It is already noised around that a great miracle has been wrought, and several have asked me
to please notify them whEn we have preaching
again. My old. bachelor uncle said, "Mary, I
hear a great miracle was performed upon you at
your late convention. Is it so?" I said, ''Yes,
· Uncle, it is even so; just as true as I am here."
My brother·in-law (who has been a Spiritualist for
thirty years), said, •'Why, that was done by animal
magnetism." My uncle shook hie head and said
soberly, "No, it must have been done by a greater
power than that,.for animal magnetism passes off
in a short time and the disease would still be
there" This uncle is a sort of freethinker, who
has bt'en badly disgusted with the workings of
the different churches of the world.
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ARTICLES

GOD'S MEANS OF GRACE.

SINCE God has restored his gospel for the
salvation of man, and orgajlized his church
for the growth of his Saints in grace and
perfection and ordained ineans to bring
them to the measure of the stature of the
fulne;_s of Christ, it not only behooves us
to know and obev that gospel, but to understand the means ordained for our
growth and perfection, and to see to it
that we keep within the bounds of those
means, to be very careful that we become.
not a law unto ourselves in the vain
thought that we can add> to or improve
upon God's plan. Had the house of Israel
been content to follow strictly the law
given through Moses, without seeking to
ame.nd and add to by their; traditions, they
would not have been enti<led. into idolatry
and other abominati()ns practiced by the
nations around them, and undoubtedly
would have been better prepared to receive
the Christ when he came.
The same is undoubtedly true of the
Church which Christ established, and
equally so of the Church 'of Jesus Chris
of Latter Day Saints.
I have no doubt the first promoters of
these outside schemes, were moved upon
with wh;o;t seemed to them a holy zeal and
a .desire to hasten the growth and perfection of God's people; and that in carrying
out their methods, they possessed a degree
of self-satisfaction and gratification which
they supposed was evidence of divine approval, and this self. satisfaction and apparent approval followed those who were led
by them; but in spite of this fact they were
none the less dupes of a subtle influence
used by the powers of darkness, who persuaded them that their love for God, and
desires for righteousnes,, were greater
than those of their brethen, and thus they
were confirmed in their views," "that their
zeal was holy, and their motives pure"
while their departure from the "old ruts"
was divinely approved.
The apostasy of the last days was
brought about through men and women,
who in the language of Solomon were
"righteous over much," and who were
persuaded that God had given them
greater light than he had given to others,
even more than he had given to his chosen
prophet. Their desires for "progression"
were so great that they could not wait for
the tardy movements of the Holy Spirit
through the means already appointed,
.MARY HANNAH LEA.
hence. secret meetings began to be held,
the "seer stone" was consulted, revelations
Be temperate. Liquor ha~ made more paupers
given, and great views of . their o_wn
and beggars, has ruined men than all other vices
righteousness were held, whtle the tmcombined.
.
Sacrifice money ·rather than principle.
maginary evils of those who differed from
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them were multiplied and magnified. has he given any set formula of words to
"Themselves were the friends of liberty, be observed, only in "the Lord's prayer"
the champions of progression," in their es- and the ble>'>sing of the emblem~ of Christ's
timation, while the anointed of the Lord, body and blood. Thus he has left us unand all who were content to follow his trammeled to offer up the desires of our
lead, were tyrants, impostors, laggards, hearts, with the understanding that those
and hindrances in the path of progress." desires must be pure, and offered in faith
History may again repeat itself, unless· we to secure divine recognition; and has asare watchful and try the spirits by the sured us that where two or three are met
standard of eternal truth.
together in the name of Jesus, He will be
I shall not attempt to prove as the one there in their midst.
champion.of truth, .the defender of womWe have spoken of his holy priesthood.
an's rights, the special friend of youth, or It is well understood by Latter Day Saints
the knight errant of human liberties. I
that God has appointed and ordained varecognize the fact that there are hundreds rious officers in his church as'designated in
and thousands of noble g1en doing battle Matthew roth, also Luke 10th, These
for human rights of every form, and these are the banner bearers of the kingdom of
are nobly seconded by as many pure and God to all the world. There are others,
noble women, who are striking as effect
as designated in 1 Corinthians 12: z8,
ive blows for the destruction of error and Ephesians 4: 1 r, and in the following secthe establishment of truth; and I only re- tions of Doctrine and Covenants where
joice in being a co-laborer with them, and the duties and callings of these several ofas such co-laborer I desire· to present what fleers are more fully defined. While the
I understand as God's means for the sane- two former orders of ministers are the estification, perfection and glorification of pedal banner bearers or witnesses for
his Saints.
Christ unto the world, the remainder are
Having obeyed the first principles of standing ministers unto the church, differthe gospel we are inducted into the king- ing in their calling from each other, but
dom of God and become tae children of serving in their phce as watchmen over
Gbd; and by this term children, I under- and feeders of the flock of God, while all
stand all that is implied by the word child, are acting under the general supervision
in'dicating infancy, with its nelplessness, of the Pirst Presidency of the church.
lack of experience, and, consequently, lack
We know of no direct command for the
of knowledge and wisdom, and those man- organizing of branches, yet the necessities
ly arid womanly graces required to make and the nature of the work dem~wd that
us perfect men and women in Chri~t J e- there shall be such subordinate org-anizasus; for surely we need the fostering care tions, and God has clothed his priesthood
of our heavenly Father to lead us on from with power to establish such regulations
-one degree of grace_ unto another until we as shall be neccessarv under the direction
are prepared for his glorified state. To of the Holy Spirit, which always moves in
this end he has placed around his children harmony with what has been revealed, orevery safeguard; and placed officers in his dained or commanded; and it is evident from
church clothed with the holy priesthood the scriptures .that provision of this nature
to administer in his word and ordinances, was made from the beginning, as witness
and thus feed an!:l nourish them, while He the "seven churches of Asia," the "church
dispenses the gifts of.the Spirit to strength- of God at Corinth," "the church atGalatia,"
en and encourage, which bririg knowledge etc. All these are subdivisions of the "one
and wisdom to ·our minds, begetting di- body," and for the perfect working of these
vine love in our hearts, increasing our subdivisions or branches, ample provision
faith and enlarging our desires for right- has been made; and this order is more
eousness and truth. In addition to these, clearly revealed in these last days than we
'and as a further safeguard, He has taught find it to be in any present version of the
us to pray that we may have strength to ancient scriptures, though we doubt not
resi· t every temptation and overcome every but the order was as well known to the
evil of our natu.re, or that may beset us. ancients.
He has encouraged us to cast bur burdens
Branch organization is perfect, where
of care at his feet, and as the tender moth- there is a presiding elder, secretary, priest,
er holds out her loving anns to receive the teacher and deacon (there may be more
child of her' bosom, while she ki~sesaway than one priest, teacher and deacon if the
its tears and soothes its aching heart with necessity. of the branch demands it). All
fondest caresses; so the strong arms of these officers are to be ordained by
ou.r heavenly F~;~ther are held out to re- the direction of the Holy Spirit and acceive his fainting-, grief-stricken littleones cording to the gifts and callings of God
and give them the comfort and peace they unto them, and must. receive the sanction
need. He has enjoined upon us the duty of the members constituting the branch.
of praying in secret, that our desires may Sec.tion I 7; D. C., defines their duties, atid
be unsullied and,our aspirations untramel- · President Smith has clearly presented
ed by the thingt? of- the world. He has them in the Herald, so that the most oh,
also. encouraged us to assemble ourselves tuse mind can understand Suffice it to say
together ahd ·unite our prayers for our- that these officials are. appointed as watch~·
selves, each other, and the welfare of men. over and feeders of the flock, and
Zirton's cause in general. He has not these duties are to be, performed to the
given any arbitary rules. as to when we' JJody collective and to the members indi~
shall pray> how often, how many shall vidually;in their homes or as circumsttJ.nces
assemble for that put~pose, or in wliat par•' may demand.
.
_ -.· _·
··
#c\llar pltJ,ce :w.e 0 shaH as.semble; nei,ther .' One of £he means of grace is the public'
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meeting for the special purpose of worshiping God, and hearing his word from
the lips of some of these appointed shepherds and watchmen, also for the purpose
of speaking often one to another, as
recorded in Malachi, and for prayer and
testhnony, together with the enjoyment of
such spiritual gifts and blessings as God
may be pleased to bestow, as set forth by
Paul in the I zth and 14th chapters of first
Corinthians. God has not limited the
number of these meetings, but has given
us the privilege of assemblying curselves
together for the above purpose as often as
our hearts desire and circumstances permit;
but he has enjoined upon us unity of . purpose, earnestness of devotion, purity of
motive, fervency in spirit, and concentrativeness of faith, with brotherly love in
our hearts. Knowing the wiles of the
enemy, and the silken cords with which
he seeks to ensnare our unsuspecting feet;
knowing that many false spirits are abroad
seeking to deceive the Saints, our loving
Father has informed us of the order of
our assembling together, or, in other
words, has declared, "It has always been
given to the elders of my church, from
the beginning, and ever shall be, to conduct all meetings as they are directed and
guided by the Holy Spirit."-D. C. 46: I.
Again, it is written: "The elders are to
conduct the meetings as they are led by
the Holy Ghost, according to the revelations and commandments of God." We
are further instructed that when the elder
is not pre~ent the duty devolves upon the
other branch officers in their order, as they.
may be present; first, the priest; second,
the teacher; third, the deacon, and this is
. for the purpose of guarding the flock
against the insidioJJs attacks of the .foe.
(See the whole of Sec.. 46), ~bowing
that there must be a head and. this head
must hold the priesthood of. the Jiving
God in some degree that he may have authority to rebuke evil influences and be
able to detect their wiles~ through the inspiration of the H?ly Spirit. (Sec. 50: pp.
6, 7), shows how this is to be/done.
Now, while I understand that God has
commanded us ''to do good, and.not wait
until we are commanderi in all things," I
als.o understand that whatever we undertake, it must be done in harmony with the
whole law of God_, if we are to accorl1plish
any permanent good. . I may be written
down an "c,ld fogy," treading _in "antiquated ruts," but so long as th&se ruts are
hedged in_ by the law of God I shall feel
safe- in them, and shaH feel it my duty to
exhort my brethren and sisters to. walk
therein.
Our only liberties are within the law.
I would not curtail them, nor would I unduly exalt the priesthoo<:l; but I would
honor it as God's ordinance, and lshould
tremble to disparage in fhe least .the authority God has conferred upon his sere
vants. Belie¥ing that God has placed
ample means in his church for the g-uidance, sanctificaton,perfedion nnd g-lorifica~
tion of his Saints, and believing that he will
ne.ver change t;he channel through which
he h~s decre~d that such gQid~'nce shall.
come, also that the means 'Of grace ~re all·
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limitless as our necessities, I also believe
that if we live up to our privileges we
shall come to the measure of the stature
of the fullness of Christ; but if we think
we can improve upon God's plan, and begin to institute additional means of grace,
apart from the order which God has given,
under the idea "that we must not wait until we are commanded," we may well
tremble for the safety of the church.
God says: "Ye shall observe the laws
which ye have received, and be faithful."
I confess myself unable to conceive of any
duty that is not enjoined upon us in the
law of God, directly or indirectly, and
these duties having been revealed and enjoined upon us,.we ought not to wait to
,be commanded to perform those duties,
but be diligent in all things and seek to
"bring to pass much righteol,lsness." But
I repeat, our efforts must be in harmony
with the spirit and letter of the law. The
above order which God. has ordained
must have been necessary or it would not
have been given. If it was necessary
then, it is necessary now unless circumstances have so changed, or the people
who were to be the beneficiaries of this order have. attained to the condition which
it was intended to exalt them unto. But
we are taught that the order established
in these last days is for the government of
Christ's Church until the Master comes,
(D. C. 41: r, z; 42: r6), and since God
changes not, his order will not change
until it has accomplished the purpose intended. Hence if it were necessary in the
beginnig that "the elder shall conduct all
meetings," and in their absence, those appointed to be co-workers in the branches
with them, then I see no authority for
holding any meetings of the Saints, where
such God-appointed oflicers are not present, whether such meeting shall consist of
male or female members, and whether
the purpose of the meeting shall be for
prayer or any other purpose.
The privilege of prayer is open to all
people, and in all places, as also, under all
circumstances; and public prayer meetings
can be had as often as the branches may
desire, with the divinely appointed safeguards to preside over them.
So there need be no lack of means for
our spiritual growth without seeking to
tack on to the order already given some
additional or outside means, as though
God did not understand our wants and
was lacking in his provisions. I believe in
prayer and at all times. I know something of its efficacy and blessedness, but I
question the wisdom of appointing prayer
meetings and placing as presidents and
vice presidents over such meetings any
others than those whom God has designated as the ones to "conduct all meetings."
I will not charge any with love of official
honors who are chosen to preside in those
meetings, noryet the ones who instigated
them with impure motives; but I do question the wisdom of the movement, and the
necessity for it, let it be championed by
whomsoever it may; and some of my reasons are given above.
I do not expect to. reply to any animadversions on this article, but I commend
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it to the consideration of all, without arrogating to myself the' right to dictate to
any, but wishing to do my duty and to be
in harmony with the teachings and order
of Christ's Church.
Believing that the path of duty is the
o.ne marked out in God's word and that it
alone is the path of safety, I remain,
In gospel bonds,
CHARLES DERRY.

July 25th, 1889.

COME LET US REASON TOGETHER.

THE Editors hit the right place when
they mentioned the tradition of the elders.
Now there may be nothing amiss in an
elder hearing a good sermon preached by
another and taking notes, and repeating it
to the Saints; but it is evident that there
is a great lack of original thought; and
such have to learn that they must think
deeply if their thoughts would be a good1y seed ; and each and every one may, if
he will, gather many bright and sparkling
· gems from God's great ocean of truth that
will renew even the stalest of sermons
with words that cheer, instruct and comfort.
There is one thing amiss with many
good elders; that is, they are a little too
touchy and self-vindicative. They may
use all the admonitions to others they
choose, but others must not speak so of
them; they need no admonition, for they
are the elders, you kn.ow, who are set over
the people to teach and instruct. If a man
hire a servant and set him to work among
other fellow-servants, that servant cannot
turn around and abuse his fellows, even if
he thinks they don't use him right. Nay;
he appeals to the Master, and 'tis he that
settles all troubles among his servants.
Now, if elders would just but think and
give heed to the sayings of the sages:
"None can injure you unless you injure
yourself," how much more peace of mind
they would all enjoy; and even if they
think they are badly abused and berated,
what of it? Can they not afford to let it
pass? Will not their Lord and Master
right all their wrongs if they only prove
true and faithful to the office of their trust?
Much has been said of late about the sheep
and goats, but from all the evidence that
can be gleaned the sheep and the righteous
are those of the kingdom, and Mattl::ew
in the thirteenth chapter gives us a very
good understanding; more especially in
the Inspired Translation. Let those interested read and learn what shall be done
by the angels before the Son of Man shall
come.
There is no doubt that manv of the elders desire to be liberal to all, "but is there
not such a thing as being a little too liberal? Is this not the last, the eleventh hour,
the day of solemn warning, the hour of
God's judgment, when his mandate has
gone forth for the last time, when the call
is to all mankind? Is not this nation on
trial to-day? What will be the result if
they as a people reject God's word? Are
we not living in the time that Daniel saw
the little stone cut out of the mountain
without hands and rolled forth and broke
in pieces all other kingdom~;? Has not
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the gospel of the kingdom been forever
still the same, and who are accounted
worthy but those who have come in by
the door?
Is there salvation offered to
mankind in any other way, .and is it not
on record in the Book of Mormon. that
there are but two churches, the church of
God, and the church of the devil? Are
not mankind free agents? Is not this the
day wben they must choose whom they
will serve? They never will have a better time nor opportunity, for it is written
that they who reject- the .counsel of God
shall not receive of his fullness, for the
wrath of God is upon them. Search the
books who may, and they will learn that
there is not, nor can be salvation but in and
through obedience to the gospel of Jesus
Christ. But, says one, ther~ are many good
and honorable men upon the earth, learned
men, talented men of much wisdom, who
have done much good in their day and
time, and shall they all g-o down to hell,
to the prison house? Yes, they shall.
Why? Because they too have followed
after the foolishness of their own ways
and rejected God's call. Were there not
many good and honorable men in the days
of the destruction of J erusiilem, of Sod om
and Gomorrah, and the time of the flood;
as honorable in the ways bf the world as
many are to-day, but did that save them?
They were not of the rabble that would
mock and revile, but were just as indifferent and unbelieving, caring naught for the
gifts of God, and heeding not the cry of
his servants, Repent ye and turn unto God.
True, this narrows it down very much,
if we look at in this light. Well, this is
the way that it is taught by the Nephites
and the servants of God in the days of
Jesus. Shall the latter day elders teach
anything else? But let us be sure that we
understand.
This is the day when the world is ripe
in all manner of wickedness, so that now
the wicked rule. When Christ comes to
reign all the wicked and even those in the
kingdom who do offend are cast out.
Why? Because the rule of the wicked
will have come to an end, and a reign of
peace and righteousness established, when
the meek shall inherit the earth, "and they
are they who dwell in the presence of God
and Christ for ever and ever." Of the
terrestrial world we learn that they do not
receive of his fullness because they cannot
come into the presence of the Father, nor
even those who die without law, or who
receive of the gospel in the spirit world;
and even those who are not valiant in the
testimony of Jesus. Now this has ever
been the burden of the teachings of the
servants of God in all ages. Obey the call
and receive the crown of glory in the presence of the Father. It can be nothing
else to-day, and the conclusion of the
whole matter must be that the burden of
the message is, "Repent ye, repent ye, for
the hour of God's judgment is come," and
it must be taught in plainness with the
understanding that if they reject the call
to-day, they lose all chance of ever receiving a home where God the Eternal Father dwells.
Father Adam lived and
dwelt
the presence of God, but through
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disobedience in eating of the fruit of the ~A<wayswritetheBusinessportionofyourLetteron
'I h
a separate piece of paper, and let it be brief and explicit.
tree of knowledge of good and evl • e t IfyouhaveanythingtosaytotheEdit'>r,orsomething
was banished from his presence; but a daY · you wish published, no NoT write it on the back of a
of probation was giv~n and mercy claimed -business Jetter. Business is rlusiness, and MUST BE
him as her own, inasmuch as he would ac- done in .a business-like manner.
cept of the plan of redemption, through
the gospel of Jesus Christ. Has not this
been the theme of all the holy prophets all
down through the ages, ever since the days
of Adam? What had they to say of difJOHN WESLEY.
ferent glories? Was not the burden of
their preaching how to regain what was
BY ARCHDEACON FARRAR, D. D.
lost bv our first parents, and nothing else
was ever thought of as worth comparison, MARCH z, 1891, is the centenary of the
to live with God and obtain a right to the death of John vVesley. Many biographies
tree of lite-God's greatest gift to man- of him have been written, and the minutkind. We say many have. lived and died est incidents of his life are familiar to the
and have never heard the gospel; what of members of the religious community who
them? It is written, "They that know no are called by his name. Others are far less
law shall have part in the first resurrec- acquainted with his personality, and may
tion." Here is -justice and mercy. It is not be sorry to be reminded what manner
reasonable to suppose that they will be of man he was.
taught the gospel during the millenia!
For, indeed, the reformers of Churches,
reign, and at the end we learn of another the redressers of injustice, the reawakeners
probation. Is it not likely to be for such of dead consciences, the slayers of dragons
as those that they also may be tried and and monsters, have in all ages been men
proven? But of those who live to-day and marked out to their great work by similar
reject the gospel. What of them, where characteristics.
They who would beat
is their excuse, and where is the proof down the hundred-headed hydra of invetthat they have not rejected God's mercy? erate evils must use the same HerculesAnd what then? Why, they go to prison club of moral conviction and absolute selfand come to judgment when the day of sacrifice.
.
·
mercy has passed and the day of justice
The father of John Wesley was the
shall come.
Is it not then when every good Vicar of Epworth, and htbored for
orie shall be judged according to his works long years in poverty, disappointment,
on the last Great Day of judgment.
debt, and many trials, amid a rude, hostile,
We learn that when the angels do come and heavy peasantry. John and his broththey are to cleanse the kingdom of all that ers and sisters in a numerous family had,
offend. Then will be fulfilled the parables to his own great advantage, to bear the
of wheat and tares, the ten virgins, and the yoke in their youth.
Mrs. Wesley was
net that caught all kinds of fishes.
But an able, active,and.deeply religious womthe saints will. have nothing to do with an. She gave he),'self up, heart and soul,
this. Why, because this is the work of to her home duties and the right education
angels. The Saints not being able to of her children. We are told that she
judge as' we learn it has been ·revealed, taught her children, even as infants, to
some who were deemed most worthy cry -softly, and trained the little boys and
could not enter in past the swords' that girls in· habits of the finest Christian courguard the way to the tree of life, while tesy.
some deemed most unworthy entered in.
The discipline of those days was stern;
Pray what can mortals tell or what can but in· the hands of a good and wise moththey know, except it has been revealed hy er it probably erred far less in the direcGod in his day ot merc:y? The conclusion tion of sternness than ours does in the diof the whole matter then ts, this i.s the day rection of effeminacy. Mrs. Wesley set
of mercy, and none but the faithful Saints apart an hour every day to talk and pray
will receive of the blessings promised, that with her boys in turn, and retained a powall others must come to judgment, and in erful spell of influence over them, even to
view of these fads is it not an error to de- advanced age.
She did much to mould
ceive man about the glories, that if they Wesley's character.
In spite of the opdon't obtain: one they may another, be- position of the commonplace curate of the
cause they are honorable, for irt so doing parish, and the timid doubts of her own
we would surely lose sight of the thousand husband, whe11 he was absent in London
years of. imprisonment that awaits them for the meetings of Convocation, she asbefore .the day of judgment. If we will sembled the parishioners together in her
~scape being numbered with those which
kitchen to a service, which they found
do offend we must look to ourselves. Are more profitable arid blessed than the dry
we pure in heart? Have we a surety in and soulless ministrations of the parish
ourselves that we do obey the great com- church;
mand, "Love ye one another even as I
The little John and Charles were preshave loved you"? Truly this is a narrow ent at these meetings, and .we see in them
way that leads to life eternal. Who are the germ and spirit of their future work;
they .that can walk therein "with malice to
Brought up in such a home, John W esnone, charity for all"?
ley grew up so serious, so earnest, and so
Yours .sincerely;
promising a child ~that even at the age of
WILL,~AMPENMAN.
eig-ht years his father admitted hirr1 to the
Ho1v Cotri(nunions. His impressions had
Mark H; Forscutt, No; 1608 FrancisS.t., St. Joseph, Mo;
beeti · deepened by his remarkable.· escape.
. E F. Sluipe, 1141 EvjtUB St., Diu veri Colo~ .
. .
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from the burning ruins of his father's vicarge when he was six years old. Epworth
parsonag-e was destroyed by fire. · The
children were all .asleep, and John, left
alone in the blazing nursery, was only
snatched from death at' the last moment,
after the vain efforts 0f his father to reach
the room. From that day his mother dedicated him to God, and regarded him as a
child marked out for great ends. In one
of his early publications a hou~e in flames
is represented beneath his portrait, with
the words, "Is not this a brand plucked
out of the fire?"
He tells us that till the age of ten he
was not conscious of having committed
any grave sin, or of having lost the grace
of baptism. At that age he was sent. to
school in London, at the Charterhouse.
English public schools in those days were
not only very rough training places, but
were aiso scenes of much vice and godlessness. But though Wesley as a schoolboy
lost some of his deep religious seriousness,
he still continued to go to church, to read
his Bible, and to pray both morning and
evening. We hear of him as a "brave boy,
a good scholar, learning Hebrew as fast
as he can," and probably his faults were
not more serious than such as rise from a
natural buoyancy and hilarity of spirit,
which thinks but little of religion in the
glow and bloom of opening life.
·
In 1720 he went to Christ Church, Oxford. Althoug-h at first he did not recover
his old piety, we hear of no fault except
that he got. into debt; and it was difficult
for him to do otherwise with the slender
allowance which alone his father could afford. The religious atmosphere of Oxford
at that time was singularly cold and dead,
as indeed was that of Eng-land, and the
Church of England generally. But a decided change soon passed over him. Without extinguishing a natural cheedulness
"which made him say that he could never
remember being in b"d spirits for a quarter of an hour all his .life, a sense of religion awakened him to deep seriousness.
Young as he was, he wrote to his mother,
"Leisure and I have taken leave of one
another. I propose to be busy as long as
I live, if my .health is so long indulged
me."
After taking- his degree, he was elected
a Fellow of Lincoln, and acquired much
renutation as an Oxford tutor. Various
bo-ok~ fanned .the flame of his religious
earnestness. Thomas a Kempis, hy the
"Imitatio Christi," woke in his· mind the
desire for a closerwalk with God; apd the
purely monastic and ascetic elements of a
Kempis's ideal were corrected by Jeremy
Taylor's "Holy Living and Dying-Y His
soul was stirred still more deeply by Law's
'"Serious Call" and "Perfection."
Bv
these books, he says, "I was convinced
more than ever of the impossibility of bee
ing- half a Christian, and determh1ed to be
a:ll devoted to God; tO give l:Hm all "my
soul, my body~ and my substan.ce."
He was ordained Deacon by Bishop
Potter, and never forgot his advice: "If
you wish to: be ~x:tensiyely useful, .g() not
spend you~; time in. c;ontend!.fig f()r or
against thing$ of a disputa,ble- nature, but
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in tes,tifying against notorious vice, and •in
promoting real, essential holiness." Another remarkable sentence was addressed
to him when he was ordained Priest. Dr.
Hayward, Bishop Potter's exammmg
chaplain, put to him a question on which
he often pondered, and of which his whole
after-history was an illustration:. "Do you
know," he asked him, "what you are about?
You are bidding defiance to all mankind.
He th~t would. live a Christian priest
ought to know that, whether his hand be
against every man or no, he must expect
every man's hand would b(! against him."
He had already learnt by experience the
truth of the remark, for his very goodness,
his blameless morals, his efforts .to help
others, were made grounds for sneers and
opposition.
' To any one who looks a little below the
surface, and watches the reception accorded in our own age, as. much as in any other, to any line of conduct not purely conventional, this will not appear wholly
strange.
No one in these days would
openly venture to taunt another in the
House of Commons as "the honorable and
religious gentleman," as one member of
Parliament taunted Wilberforce; nor
would many men make personal chastity
a ground for depreciatory innuendoes, as
in the eighteenth century they did to the
younger Pit!. But when Wesley stood
for election to his fellowship at Lincoln
College, there were some who tried to
ruin his chance by ridiculing his serious
behavior;. and he wrote to his father to
ask for his advice.
The letter of his
father was admirable. "Does any body
think," wrote the Vicar of Epworth, "that
the devil is dead, or asleep, or that he has
noagents left? Surely virtue can bear being laughed at. The Captain and Master
e·ndured something more for us before He
entered into His ~Jory, and unless we track
His steps, in vain do we hope to share the.
glory w.ith Him." Yet we are astonished
to read that in those days, at an Oxford
College, to attend the Sacrament was to
make oneself a target for all the polite students, and the practice of visiting the poor
was an offense to· be punished with the
threat of expulsion. Indeed, so serious did
the opposition gradually become, that
Wesley again sought his father's counsel.
His father wrote that he rejoiced to have
two sons at Oxford-for Charles had now
joined his elder brother, J ohn-"to whom
God has given grace and courage to turn
the war against the world and the devil,
which is the best way to conquer them ••
•.• Go on, then, in God's name, in the
path to which your Savior hath directed
you; . . . . walk prudently, though not
fearfully. I doubt whether a mortal can
arrive at a greater degree of perfection
than steadily to do good, and for that very
reason, patiently aud meekly to suffer evil.
Bear no more sail than is necessary, but
steer steady.~'
·
In 1727 Wesley went to assist his father
in the rude hamlet of Wroote, where he
stayed till 1729. He tells us that he did
not see much fruit of his labors, because,
in his preaching, he neither laid the faun. dati?n of repentance nQr of believing the
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Gospel, but rather assumed that his heare~s since he also taught the children of his
were already believers and already peni- schools, his Sundavs were days of incestent. In 1729 he returned to Oxford to sa.nt and astonishing labor. 'iDuring his ,
find that his brother Charles had there journeys in the .colony he often slept all
founded a little brotherhood of students to night in the open air~ exposed to all the
encourage each other in the practice of a dews that fell.
Sometimes he was wet
holy life. They met for prayer, self.ex- through with dew and rain. He wore Inamination, the study of the Scriptures and dian shoes, and. sleptrolled up in a blanket.
the Greek Testement.
Later on. they Though he traveled through places infestformed plans to visit the sick and the pris- ed with wild beasts, he would never carrv
oners. They were nick-named "the Holy a weapon; he said that he had a cane to
Club," and Whitefield was one of the lit- try the depths of the rivers throughwhich
tle band; They were also called by that he. had to wade, but would not have a fername "Methodists," which still adheres to rule at the end of it lest .it should look like
the Society of which they formed the earli·
a weapon." Oneinstance:of his sincerity
est nucleus. The name Methodist had first and self-denial is well. worth recording.
been invented in the reign of Nero, for a At Savannah he was told that some of the
school of physicians who thought that "all schoolboys were inclined to despise others
diseases could be cured by a specific meth- who came to school without shoes and
od of diet and exercise."* Charles W es- stockings. How was he to cure this? He
ley, who was of a more poetic, tender, and did, what not perhaps one teacher out of a
emotional cast of mind that John, had been million would have thouP."ht of doing, he
the first leader in the movement, and he himself went barefoot to teach them! The
.added a glow of warmer spirituality to the boys could no longer'look down on comharder and more prosaic temperament of rades who came to school without shoes
his brother.
The numbers of this little and stockings, when their own teacherSociety were never large. Some of its clergyman, and scholar, and gentleman as
members died early; others fell away be- he was-came to school shoeless and
fore the discouragement and ridicule heap- stockingless!
They wer~ amazed; but
ed upon them.
But John and Charles he kept them to their books, and before
Wesley, and George Whitefield-the~ or- the end of the week had cured them of
ganizer, the poet, the orator of the W es- their vanity.
leyan movement-went on until they had
It is the custom to speak of W eslev's
become the,revivers in England of a dead mission to Georgia asa failure. A fail~re
and torpid religionism; · the standard- bear- it was not. Whitefield, who followed him
ers of what might well have seemed to be to Georgia, even ventures to say "The
a forlorn hope; the voices which cried over good which Mr. John Wesley has done in
the valley of dry bones, "Come from the America is inexpressible. His name is very
four winds, 0 breath, and breathe upon precious among the people; and he has laid
these slain that they may live."
a foundation that I hope n~ither men nor
In October 1735, the two brothers sailed devils will ever be able to shake." He
with General Oglethorpe to Georgia. felt, however, that he was flinging away
John's object was to sacrifice himself, not his best years in a partial effort. He was
only as a chaplain to the emigrants, but al- driven to return to England, which he
so as a missionary to the American In- only reached in February I7:i8, after trydians. This was probably the least fruit- ing and dangerous adventures~ He would
ful and the least happy episode in the lives hardly have survived the perils of this jourof the young evangelists. Both of them ney but for the fine health and unbroken
were still High Churchmen of the old cheerfulness which were the result and the
Anglican school, with strong notions of reward of his habitual temperance, soberdiscipline. John never scrupled to reprove ne'Ss, and chastity. By self-discipline he
any one, not only for notorious sins, but had strengthened a constitution so naturalfor anything-such as dress, or what he ly weak that, but for it, instead of living
regarded as levity in conduct; and he ex- to eighty-eight, he would certainly have
cited deadly animosities by repelling from been cut off in early manhood.
the Holy Communion any one who did
This fine health and simple diet enabled
not come up to his ideal standard, or who him rapidly to get over the misery of seahad not given him previous notice. His sickness in his homeward voyage, and dur.
life, indeed, was as blameless and noble as ing the six weeks that it occupied, his work
it always was; but we see in his conduct a was characteristically energetic. Overcertain hardness and autocracy, and want coming his reluctance, he went among the
of sympathy and tact. Yet, nothing could sailors, and spoke individually to every one
exceed his earnestness and self-sacrifice. of them. He taught the cabin-boy. He
He had but a small sabry, he ate but lit- instructed two poor negroes who were on
tle, he drank no wine, he limited his hours board. To the single French passenger ,
of sleep, he rose at four in the morning, he he talked in French, and every day ex-'
labored incessantly at preaching, visiting, plained to him a chapter of the New Tesand teaching. The early colonists were tament; and all this while he continued his
of various nations, and therefore he read own personal studies.
prayers to them in Italian, in French, and . Yet, among these noble, evangelistic,
in German, as well as in 'English; and apostolical, self-denying labors, Wesley,
in his own opinion, had not yet found the
* Au son, "Idyll," 9: 67: "Triplex quoque forma meden- light. "It is now two years," he wrote,
di Cui logos, et methodos, cuique experientia nomen "
"and eight months since I left my native
"As many more
country to teach the Indians the nature of
AS methodist Musus killed with hellebore."
1 Christianity.
But what have. I learned
MaRSWN, Scourge of Vi!lany, 1599.
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myself in the meantime? Why, (what I
the least of all expected) that I, who went
to America to convert others, was never
myself converted to God."
His misgivings were the result of intercourse with simple, earne•t, devouf Moravians on his-voyage out. He had consulted a Moravian minister named Spangenberg about his work. Spangenberg asked
him a few questions. His first question
surprised Wesley.
It was, "Does the
Spirit of God bear witness with your spirit thi'.t you are a child of God?" Wesley,
alittle astonished at the question, hesitated
for an answer. "Do you know Jesus
Christ?" said Spangenberg. "I know,"
said Wesley, "that he is the Savior of the
world." "True," said the Moravian, "but
do you know that He has saved you.'f!"
"I hope," s.aid Wesley, "He has died to
save me." Spangenberg only added, "Do
you know yourself?"
"I do," said Wesley; "but," he adds at
a later time, ''I fear they were vain
words."
He dated his full conversion from the
time of his conversations with a young
Moravian missionary, Peter Bohler, who
taught him a simpler form of the Gospel,
and brought home to him the Lutheran
doctrine of justification by faith.
"By
him," says Wesley, "in the hand of the
great God on March 5, 1738, I was clearly convinced of unbelief, of the want of
that faith by which alone we are saved."
He at once concluded that he was unfit to
preach, but Bohler urged him to go on.
"But what can I preach?" asked Wesley.
"Preach faith .. t.ill you have it," said his
friend, "and th~n you will preach faith,
because you have it." For a time he remained in uncertainty and heaviness, but
on May z6, 1738, at five in the morning,
he opened his. New Testament at the
words, "There are given unto us exceed"
ing great and· precious promises." That
day, at St. Paul's, he heard .the anthem,
''Out of the deeps have I called unto Thee,.
0 Lord," and in the. evening he went to a
little reli~ious meeting, where some one
was readin~ Luther's preface to the Epistle to the Romans. "About a quarter before nine," says Wesley, "while he was
describing the chl!nge which God works
in the heart through faith in Christ, I felt
my heart strangely warmed. I felt I did
trust in Christ, Christ alone, for salvation;
and an assurani;e was given me that He
had taken away: my sins, even mine, and
saved me, from the law of sin and death."
Shortly afterward, at the house of his
friend Mr.· Hutton, in College street,
Westminster, .Wesley surprised a little
,, company of friends by telling them that
'.five day'> before he had not. been a Christian; ''Have a care, Mr. Wesley," said
.Mr. Hutton, "how you despise the benefits
received by the: two Sacraments." "If
you have not been a Christian ever since I
knew you," said Mrs~ Hutton, "you have
been a great hypocrite, for you made us
all believe that you were one." Wesleyexplained what he had meant. He said,
"When we renounce everything but faith,
and get into Christ, then, ana not till then,
have we any reason to believe that we are

Christians."
He considered that up to
that time he had only had the faith of a
servant, not the peace and assurance of a
son.
In this narrative is .contained the secret
of all the mighty work of revival which
Wesley lived to achieve in England. A
gentleman, a scholar, a High Churchman,
a presbyter of the English Church, a fellow of an Oxford college, there would
have been nothing even in the sincerity
of his piety to lead to the great work of
his life-nothin'g to uplift him above the
somnolent respectability of the ordinary
easy-going Christian-ifhe had not learnt
from the Moravians something of the
depth of their convictions, and the flame
of their devoted zeal. It is needless to
follow the further incidents of his life. It
was spent, without-any intermission, in the
fullest work of an evangelist to masses of
his fellow countrymen, whom the Church
of England for the most part neglected
·and 1gnored, and whom it was his mission
to convert from the practical heathendom
into which they had fallen.
His vast success was owing, first and
foremost, to his inspiring conviction that
he was doing the work to which God had
called him, and doing it with God's visible benediction. But no small part of the
supreme impression which he made upon
his age was due to the character which
has left to all time a luminous example.
In his case, as in all cases, self sacrifice was
infinitely fruitful. That spirit of selfsacrifice inspired especially his generosity,
his courage, and his high endurance.
I. The example of such generosity as.
Wesley's is not on! y rare, but almost
unique. He rose completely sqperior to
that mammon-worship and avarice which
are the sunken reefs on which so many a
vessel of human life :s shattered, and most
of all as it nel!rs the close of its voyage.
It was one of the principles of the Holy
Club to give away every year whatever
. of their income. remained after they had
provided for their own actual necessities.
Wesley was foremost in thisgood work.
"I abridged myself," he says, "of all superfluities, and many that are called necessaries of life." When he had an income
of £3o a year, he lived on £z8, and·gave
away the rest. Next year he .received
£6o, and gave away £32 in charity; The
next year, still confinit1g his whole personal expenses to £z8, .he g-ave away £62;
and the year after £90. In other words,
he gave away treble of what he spent,
when his whole income was only £1 r8 a
year.
Wesley, on less than the income of
many an artisan, was able to found a school
of twenty children; to clothe some, if not
all of them; and to pay the mistress. And
he continued this principle all through his
life. When he was sixty-three years old,
a lady left him £r,ooo, probably the largest sum he ever had in his possession. But
in· reference to it, Wesley simply said: "I
am God's steward for the poor." To the
poor it was so speedily distributed that
when, a year later, h~s sister, who had
heen d.eserted by a w.orthless husband,
applied for . some of it, he wrote back:

JOI
"You do not consider; money never stays
with me; it would burn me if it did. I
throw it out of my hands as soon as possible, lest it should find a way into my heart.
You should have spoken to me before
Miss Lewen's money flew away." Yet
one of the numerous lies which religious
wickedness, and irreligious wickedness
was incessantly telling of him without a
blush, was that he "made a good thing"
out of Methodism!
A clergyman, who wrote one of the
very numerous clerical pamphlets against
Wesley, said "that after preaching so much
against laying by money, be had put out
£7oo to interest." He replied: "i never
put sixpence out to interest since I was
born, and never had £.roo of my own together since I came into the world."
He might have had thousands of pounds
a year of his own, had he so chosen. The
books he published in favor of Methodism
were absolutely his own private property,
and were very lucrative; but he gave !ill
this money away. In one of his note
books, when he was an extremely old man,
he wrote: "For upwards of sixty-eight
years I have kept my accounts exactly. I
will not attempt it any longer, being satisfied with the continual conviction that I
save all I can, and give all I can, that is
all I have." In 1782, he spent £5 19s~ for
clothes, and gave away £738. Never a
rich mon, he gave away in his lifetime
perhaps £40,000,
II. Another great quality in Wesley's
character was his heroic and unflinching
courage. The world bestows a somewhat
disproportionate admiration upon physical
courage. But Wesley showed that highest form of physical courage which is not
spasmodic, which is not only called out
by a crisis, but which is required as .a
constant habit of life. And it was volun~
tary courage.. It was courage in perplex~
ing duties which were not demanded. of
him. We might think it strange that the
desire to preach . the gospel of Christ
should evoke such deadly/ opposition,
alike of the so-called respectable and
religious classes, and of the rude and
ignorant multitude;
Yet, so it was.
Wesley, and those who worked with
him, . . never . had any other object
than to offer the highest boon which
earth can give to those for whom there
was no love and no pity among the relig.
ious classes. Yet .he was opposed with
infuriated violence •. Every form ofopposition,. we are told, was tried against
him. "Mill dams were let out; church
bells were jangled; drunken fiddlers and.
ballad singers were hired; organs pealeq
forth ; drums were beaten;" street· vendors,
clowns, drtmken fops, and Papists were
hired, and i'ncited to brawl or blow horns,
so as to <lrown his voice. He was struck
in the face with sticks, he was cursed ;nd
groaned at, pelted with stones, beaten to
the ground, threatened with murder,
dragged and hustled hither and thither by
drinking, cursing., swearing, riotous mobs,
who acted th@ part of iudge, jury, and
executioner. "Knock him down. and kill
him at once," was thc:l shout of the brutal
roughs who ~~s~qlted, 1Jim at Wednes;
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bury. .On more .than one oceasion, a mad
or a &aited bull was driven into the midst
of his assemblies;. the windows. of the
houses in which he stayed were broken,
and rioters burst their way. even into his
private roo.ms. "The men," says Dr.
Taylor, "who commenced and continued
this arduous service -and they were
scholars and gentlemen-displayed a courage far surpassing that which carries the
soldier through the hailstorm of the battle
field. Ten thousand might more easily be
found who would confront a battery than
two who, with the sensitiveness of education about them, could (in that day) mount
a table by the roadside, give out a Psalm,
and gather a mob."
·
.III. To face all· this, and to face it day
after day, and year by.year, in Englavd,
in Scotland, in Wales, in Cornwall, in
Ireland, required a supreme bravery, and
persistence. Yet it needed even greater
courage to meet hurricanes of abuse and
tornadoes of slander. Wesley had to face
this also on a,ll sides. The most popular
actors of the day held him up to odium
and ridicule in lewd comedie~. Reams of
calumny were written against him; shoals
of pamphlets, full of virulence and falsehood, were poured forth from the press.
The most simple, the most innocent, the
most generous of men, he was called a
smuggler, a liar, an immoral and designing intriguer, a Pope, fl Jesuit, a swindler,
the most notorious hypocrite living. The
dergy, I grieve to say, led the way.
Rowland Hill calfed Wesley "a lying
Apostle, a designing wolf, a dealer in
stolen wares;" and said that he was "as
unprincipled as a rook, and as silly as a
jackdaw, first pilfering his neighbor's
plumage, and then going proudly forth to
display it to a laughing world." Augustus
Toplady said, among floods of other and
worse abuse, that "for thirty years he had
been endeavoring to palm on his credulous
followers his pernicious doctrines, with all
the sophistry of a Jesuit, and the dictatorial authority of a Pope;" and described
him as "the most rancorous hater ot the
gospel system that ever appeared in England." Bishop Lavington, of Exeter, denounced the Methodists as a dangerous
and presumptuous sect, animated with an
enthusiastical :md fanatical spirit; and said
that they were "either innocent madmen
or infamous cheats." Bishop Gibson, of
London, actually made it one of his
grounds ?f complaint against them that
"they have had the boldness to preach in
the fields and other open places, and bv
public advertisement to invite the rabble
to be their hearers;" and he was indig-nant
because Methodists thronged to the Holy
Communion. in such numbers that the
clergymen had no time to dine before
afternoon service! The revival of religion
had to make its way among hostile bishops,
furious controversialists, jibing and libellous newspapers, angry men of the world,
prejudiced juries, and brutal lies. And
yet it prevailed, because "one with God is
always in a majority."
Wesley's labors were marvelous. He
is described as a man not well fed or of
Herculean frame, but slight and frail ;-as
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a man without indulgences, feeding for
eight months every year chiefly at the
tables of . the poor; wifeless, childless,
homeless, ·yet always cheerful, always_
happy, always hard at work, even to the
age of eighty-eight flying with all the
sprightliness of youth through the three
kingdoms, preaching twice every day, indoors and out of .. doors, in churches,
chapels, cottages, and sheds, and everywhere superintending the complex and
growing interests of the numerous societies which had sprung into buoyant being
through the labors of himself and his
godly helpers. Once show him the path
of duty, and with a dauntless step he trod ·
it. . Nothing frightened him out of it.
Nothing could allure him from it. However arduous the work, however great the
privations, if his Master bade him go he
went. "My brother Charles," he once
remarked, "among the difficulties of our
early ministry, used to say: 'If the Lord
would give me wings, I would fly.' I
used to answer: 'If the Lor.d bids me fly,
I would trust Him for the wings.'"
Happily he outlived years of hatred, and
died in honor. His work . began in an
undergraduate's room at Oxford, and
when he died, there were 12o,ooo members of his Societies.
There are now
5,2 5o,ooo, under 33,000 ministers, and it
children and general worshippers be
counted, there are, perhaps, 25 ooo,ooo.
Might he not say now,in the words which
he chose for his text when he laid the
foundation stone of the City Road Chapel,
"This hath God wrought"? In Westminster Abbey thousands gaze with interest on the beautiful memorial which
has been raised to him and his brotherthe presentment of their faces in white
marble not whiter than their lives. On it
are carved three of his memorable sayings.
One is: "l look on all the world as my
parish." Another is: "God buries His
workmen, but continues His work.'' The
third is his ejaculation: "The best of all
is, God is with us.'' Re uttered.it on his
death-bed, and then, once more, raising
his arm and lifting hi,; voice in grateful
triumph, he emphntically repeated," 7 he
best if all is, God is with Z(S !"
Such was Tohn Wesley~ Exactly one
hundred years have elapsed since his
death, and now we can judge him aright.
He was a man, and therefore by no means
exempt from the faults and errors which
spring from our human limitations; but
few men have been more supremely faithful to the best he knew. My object in
this paper has merely been to sketch the
outline of his life, and to indicate those
conditions of his labor and of his character
which secured to one who in genius was
not equal to many of his contemporaries
the supreme honor of evoking the dormant
religious instincts of millions of human
souls. It is not possible in this paper to
describe the great revival which roused
England from the general slumber and
the wide-&pread godlessness of the eighteenth cen<ury; but the impulse which
Wesley gave has not yet wholly spent its
force, and the electric flash which he
thrilled into drowsy hearts is still potent

to kindle the phenomena and the reality
oflife. The Evangelical movement, the
.Oxford movem~nt, even the recent enthusiasm of the Salvation Army, are traceable. to his example, and to the conVictions which he inspired.
Faithfulness,
energy, sincerity like his will never be ineffectual. . He outlived the rage of the
vicious whom he rebuked, and the jealousy
of the neglectful who were shamed by
his efforts and erivious of his success. He
has taken his secure place among the
benefactors of mankind, and furnished one
more illustration of the truth that
"Good deeds cannot die:
They with the sun and moon; revive their light,
For ever blessing those that look on t.hem."
-The Coil temporary Review .

CHURCHES AND CHRISTIANITY.
To the New York Tribune:-'

SIR:-Your editorial "Professor Briggs
and Orthodoxy" is so ,suggestive of the
rushing pace of the Church intothe new
regions of thought that one feels obliged
to stop and ask, "Whither?'' Your statements as to the spread qf the new ideas
contain more than a large percentage Of
truth.
.
While this "frightens many and leads
them to believe that Christianity is in
danger," there are others who regard
"those entitled to speak for the churches"
as not entitled to speak for Christianity;
and the Church of to-day is a very different institution from that established by
Christ.. Now, practically. speaking, what
good has come to the church from its extensive adoption of the new "methodsand
conclusions?" In the. last twenty years
the increasing lament has been want of
"life and growth.'' _ While making large
additions to their stock of new ideas, the
great Protestant bodies have made but few
to their membership, in fact, scarcely holding their own; and, moreover, if pruned
of delinquent,., the corrected rolls would
show a falling off. All this, too, in the
face of a rapidly increasing surrounding
population. So much for the effect of
these novelties upon the life and growth of
the church. But how is it with the world
at large? The assertion passes without
challenge that it is better than ever before
in its history, and constantly improving;
and that to the church belongs the lion's
share of the credit. Willing to accord to the
church all ofthe credit for the present moral
condition of the world, let us inquire what
that condition is: From 1840 to r85o there
was in the United States one criminal to
each 3442 inhabitants; the next decade,
one in 1,647; the next, one in 1,o2o; the
next, one in 837; and the last, estimated,././
one in between 500 and 6oo. It will rioV
do to attribute this backward movementl6
foreign immigration, for the same tende!lcy
exists in Darkest England.
A generation or two ago it was difficult
to find, in penal institutions, a convict
who in early youth was a regular attendant upon Sunday-school; now it is just
the reverse. What then? Has the gospel
lost its power? The new gospel never
had any, but the old, like its Divine
Author, is the same yesterday and to-day
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and forever. It found the world wrong
side up, and speedily "turned it upside
down."
Dispense, in preaching to the lost, with
the now derided statements concerning
human guilt, future punishment, the
necessity of repentance and reconciliation to an offended God, and there will
be no lifting up. But if to-day, men
would like Paul, shun not to declare, in
love, the whole counsel of God, Paul's
success would be theirs. The New Testament taken in its plain sense, still furnishes motives that can and will again
move men to move the world. But Samson, shorn, bound, deprived of his eyes,
and making sport for his enemies, is the
fitting type of the form of Christianity
now being evolved from the theological
seminaries. Placing their hands against
the supports of the Church which shelters
them, these destructive critics will ere
long make of it a total wreck, involving
themselves and their work in the catastrophe. Christianity and the Bible will
remain to illustrate the doctrine of the
survival of the fittest.

ST. LOUIS.
Conference coc1vened at St. Louis, Missouri,
Saturday evening, M:arch 28th By request, Elder
J. W. Gillen presided. Branch reports: St, Louis,
215; 2 received. Belleville, 58; 4 baptized, 2 removed. Cheltenham, 35; 2 received, r died.
Whearso, 42; 2 baptized. r received. Elders: J.
Beaird, R. Etzenhouser, W. 0 Thomas. Priest].
S. Parrish reported. Report of bishop's agent, N.
N. Cooke: March rst, 1890, balance, $162.20;
receipts during the year; $472 30; total, $634 so;
expenditures, $498.75; March rst, 1891, balance,
$I35·75· The report was audited and approved.
J. W. Gillen, R. Etzenhouser, W. 0. Thomas, J.
Beaird and J. Broecker were elected delegates to
the general conference. Resolved that we petition the Quorum df the Twelve to appoint an
elder to labor in this district for a year. Sunday
morning, preaching by Elder J. W. Gillen;
afternoon, sacrament and testimony meeting;
evening, preaching by Elder J. W, Gillen. Adjourned to St. Louis, at eight. p.m.; Saturday,
June 27th, for the transaction of business, and on
the following Sunday for worship.

PASTORAL LETTER.
To the Saints in Nebraska, Kansas, Colorado,
New Mexico and Eastern Wyoming, Greeting.
Possibly to some this annual greeting may
appear useless; for, unfortunately, it would appear that present duties become monotonous be-.
cause of thek sameness, which at a glance will
\\. appear foolish. The progress of the world is ef~
<,.fected by a repetition in the present of labor
similar to that of the past. Further, the philosopliy of life is, or should be, to evi1;1ce contentment in our present condition, using available
facilitie,s wisely, and correspondingly labor to
improve. Salvation is an ultimate needing patience, purity of desire, with a godly persistency
to, prosecute the xequisite preparatory.work to
reach it.. And none but righteous :works will
pfepareo1· render us worthy of. the ultimate. It
may need ·some. rourage to do ~vii, 'but it needs
much more to contend for. and do. the right.
Man, though but a little lo~er th!!,n .the angels, is
carnal, s~nsual and devilish, and the perfect la'Y
(thll gospel) is given as a mirror that he may look

therein, see himself as he is and learn how to
govern and control himself. Our efforts in the
advocacy of God's spiritual government, however
well directed, are in a great measure futile, unless
we give unmistakable evidence of properly governing ourselves. Hence to us self government,
to say the least, is most essential. Moses sought
to dissuade the people from cherishing a desire
to soar to heaven, or fly over the sea to learn
something new, and essayed to show them the
importance of present command er the word that
was nigh them; that the secret things belonged
to the Lord our God, but those written belong to
us, that we may do all the word's of the law.Deut. 29: 29, 30; 12: 20. Christ began,. prosecuted and finished his ministerial work in the
light radiating from the written word; hence,
his declaration when refusing to accept his satanic majesty's proposition, "It is written;" which
may be construed to mean that said propositions
we10e in conflict with the word. Hence Christ's
loyalty was evinced by obeying the worn, and
there can be no reason to think that he will justify angels, men, or devils in a departure therefrom.
However well satisfied presidents and other
branch officials may feel with their zeal and labors in the past conference year, efforts should
be made at the opening and during the present
conference year to do more, and do it better if
possible. A due concern of and a godlike studiousness to know our folly and deficiencies with
corresponding labor to correct, may be a preventive to an undue anxiety and concern about
other's failings, and save much trouble. It has
been said, "We are not all t>qually intelligent, but
we may be equally cautious and wise."
.Presidents of branches will please bear in mind
that general conference appointees, whether
elders, seventies, high priests, or priests, will
have no jurisdiction in local matters unless so
instructed and authorized; in which event those
concerned will be duly notified. Nor is this to
be construed to mean that branche& are to be deprived of ministerial aid when and where such
.aid may be needed, nor should the minutes and
doings of the annual conference of r89r be overlooked, that you may learn what may concern
you in your official capacity, or through the
action of said conference.
The fact of a diversity of talent or ability
should not be overlooked and though the body
or church of Christ exists in parts, the success of
the whole is secured by the legitimate activity of
the several parts, in view of which fact it will be
no marvel if. among many elders in a branch one
is better adapted than the rest for the presidency
of the branch; and as that which would be for
the best good of the work should be always considered, there ought to be no objections offered or hindrances thrown in the way of progress
in this particular. For while it is a fact that all
Latter Day Saints are not linguists, cultured or
refined, the cause we have espoused, or the rules
governing are so pronounced as to the necessity
of study, act, care and thought, that we
should be ashamed to indulge the thought that
irrnorance has a. guaranty for a premium, or so
far forgot ourselves as to thank God because we
are ignorant. And wherever a presiding elder
may be, who discriminates between a proper dignity and ignorance and essays to maintain the
former, and those, or any over whom he presides
fails to thus discriminate, he will be as sure to
displease such as day follows night. The assumption of power toannoy or distress the Saints
were wicked, nor would scheming to oust a pre'
siding elder, by some disaffected one, or ones, by
ingratiating him or themselves into the confidence of a sufficient number of members to thus
cast their votes at a business meeting be righteous. I have before ad vised and think it proper
if members have cause to complain of their president and a prqper interfence.of or by the teacher
proves ineffective; an appeal should be made to
the president of the district. I further think in
such a ease a cessation of presidental labor would
be proper until an adjustment is had. Scattered
Saints in Colorado should kn.ow that Bm. James
Kemp, Hutchinson, Colorado, is. bishop's agent.
And such should not overlook the fact that a few
Saints in the proud c.ity of Denver are struggling
hard to establish the latter day :work :within her
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bounds; don't hide yourselves up in the time of
labor and struggle, lest you should be overlooked
in the day of reward. Elders will report quarterly,
if possible. My permanent address is 213 Harrison street, Council Bluffs, Iowa. I will also be
glad to hear from those knowing of important
points where gospel labor should be done; but
can only promise to do the best that circumstances may permit. The few struggling Saints
in New Mexico are not forgotten.
In gospel bonds,
JAMES CAFF ALL.
TWO DAYS' MEETING.
At Blake's Mills two days' meetings, May 23d
and 24th, by Elders G. T. Griffiths and L. W.
Powell.
At Wheeling, West Virginia, May 30th and
3rst, by Elders G. T. Griffiths, L. W. Powell, J.
L. Bear and G. H. Hulmes.
At Glen Easton, West Virginia, June 6th and
7th, by Elders G. T. Griffiths, L. W. Powell and
E. H. Moler.
At Hunter, Ohio, June rjth and 14th, by Elders
L. W. Powell and E-. H. Moler.
At Badgerburg, June 2oth and 21st, by Elders
L. W. Powell and E. H. Moler.
At Krumroy, a Grove Meeting, June 27th and
28th, by Elders G. T. Griffiths, M. H. Bond and
T. W. Williams.
At Conneautville, Pa., a grove meeting, July
nth and 12th, by G. T. Griffiths, M. H. Bond,
and T. W. Willjams.
At Sharon, Pa., two-days' meeting, July r8th
and 19th, by T. W. Williams, W. H. Garrett and
D. M. Strachan.
At Youngstown, Ohio, July 25th and 26th,
M. H. Bond and T. W. Williams.
At Washingtonville, Ohio, August rst and 2d,
by M. H. Bond and T. W. Williams.
At Warren, Ohio, August 8th and 9th, by M.
H. Bond and T. W. Williams.
At Kirtland, Ohio, a two.days' meeting, Aug.
15th and r6th, by G. T. Griffiths, E. L. Kelley
and M. H. Bond.
G. T. GRIFFITHS,
Missionary in charge,
L. W. PowELL,
President of district.
BORN.
RousH.-At Fulton, Iowa, January 2d, r89I,
to Bro. Ellsworth and Sr. Jennie Rou;h, a son;
blessed April 19th by Elders J. S. Roth and I. N.
White, and named Leslie Earl.
HEIDE .....:At Fulton, Iowa, March I7Lh, r89r,
to Bro. John and Sr. Mirie Heide, a daughter;
blessed April 19th by Elders I. N. White and J.
S ..Roth, and named Nettie Mabel.
DIED.
GEORGE.-At Denver, Colorado, April 23d,
r89r, Mary, infant daughter of William and Mary
George, aged ro months and 17 days.
CORRECTIONS.
On fourth line from the top of appaintments
in Herald for April 25th, for "district" please
read "distriCts." On fourteenth line from top,
for "district" read "branch"-Snowflake branch.
.
J. CAFFALL.

FOR SALE.
Furniture of a three rqom house, all in first-class
condition, .and as good as new. Address
J. E., care Herald, Lamoni, Iowa ..

ON:IP

F'A.RM

SOLD,

ANOTHER FOR SALE.
This one is located 2Y. miles north-east of Lamont, Ia., "
contflcinsll95 acres, all fenced, and some division fences;
H;ouse, Stahle, Granary, Corn-cribs, Young Orchard; and
3 good Wells. SUi per .aere.

Enquire of agent, ROBERT LYLE,
2rmar3m
Lamoni, Iowa.

BRANCH RECORI.lS.
Leather backs and corners, muslin sides; .printed
headings, and ~nled feir Record orNames, Bl!lSII-:
in~ ofChildren ~<lfor 1rlarri8fes ........... 2 00
1
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MEETING HOUSES.
Below, wili be found the different places of
meeting of the church ·in the citi~s named:
Chicago, Illinois, Washington Hall, corner of
Washington boulevard and "Ogden avenue.
San Francisco, California, Lincoln Hall, Montgomery street, n_ear Palace_ Hottil.
St. Louis, Missouri, No. 2518 Elliott avenue.
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, Fourth avenue;near
Wood street. __
Boston, Ma'ssachusetts, Howard avenue, Roxbury.
··
_
San Bernardino, California," corner Fifth and
F streets.
,
·
·
Denver, Colorado, Euclid Hall, Fourteenth
street, opposite City Hall. ··,
,
Sacramento, California, Saints' Chapel, Twenty-fourth avenue and K streets. J. M. Parr,
president. _
'
Omaha, Nebraska, Saints' Chapel, No. 'r4r8
North _Twenty-first. streets.
St. Joseph, Missouri, Saints' Chapel, Seventeenth street, hear .Faraon street. Tf!ke Jule
street, or Vjyatt Park. cars to Seve.nteenth stre,et,
and the buildingwilt be in sight·
·

A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
Setting forth the .order and nature of the Priesthood, and defining the duties and prerogatives
of all the Church Officials, including the First
Presidency, and. also th~ Deacons, as set forth in
the Revelations of God and decisions of .the
Church.. Compiled from the stanqard works of
the Cl:mrch, by Qharles Derry, and for sale at
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
Price 25 centsjncluding postage.

BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
In order that the Congregation that shall bear this Debate may be several thousands instead of one, the PATRIOT will publish a carefully prepared synoptical report,
beginning in secondissue·after Debate-begins,.and continuing to clo_se of report, Nothing short of a.six month's
subscription will secure the full report.
Send at once. PATRIOT one year, one dollar; six
months, fifty cents.
·
. '
LAMBERT BROS. Publishers,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
ROBT. WINNING,
President.

D. F. NICHOLSON,
Cashier.

FARMERS BANK,
LAMONI,

IOWA,

PAYS INTEREST ON TIME DEPOSITS,

Money to Loan.
FARM LANDS. ANJ) TUWN J,OTS ll'OR SALE.

A General Stock ·of Merchandise
For Sale in Lamoni, Iowa.
Store building sold with goods,· or rented at a
reasonable rate. Good reasons given for selling.
For further information, address P. 0. Box II2 1
Lamoni, Iowa.

INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
~ FLEXIJU,E BINDHiG. ~
The Inspired Translation of the Holy Scriptures bound in limp leather, flexible covers, similar to the binding of the Oxford Sunday-school
Teachers Bible. Price, by mail, $4-

GERMAN TRACTS.
W"Tracts in the German Language may be had of Bro.
A.d. Richter, Burlington, Iow.a:, Tbe Baptism, 6 cents;
the Repentance, 5 cents; the Principles of the Gospel, 6
cents: the Epitome ol Faith. 2c.; the Sixth Trumpet, a
fifty-four page pamphlet, 25c. These prices include
postage.

-A.....:.

SYMBOLOGICAL CATECHISM:
OR

Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
BY A. J. MAPES.
104 pages, cloth bound. Price 35 cents each.
J'er we by BRo. H. R. MILLS,
INDEPil:N:DENCE, Mo.

.. ,.
Book
. ' sub.scrl'b er's· 'No' t'ICe.

N.otice.

When changing your place of residence, or desiring
your pa_Per sent to a different post-o:flice, be particniar m
g1ving, m full, the name of the post-oftice, county, and·
1
. state where you had been last receiving it, and distinctly
"W.. t'th .the Ch·U rch. 1•n an E. ar".ly Day,'' which
state the
of the
post·oJ)ice,
county
and state to
you name
wish your
paper
sent in the
future.
-AND-.
When mailing a letter, whether in a railroad car, on a
"Pattt'e ,· or, Leaves.. from a Lt'fe,"
steamboat,
or while visiting at a friend's, in every instance
give your awn address where 11ou are takirl!} your pa·
·
Many inquiries are coming in in regard to when
the volumes,

will be issued? We are now prepared to say that "With
the Church" will )le ready for mailing by the last of April
or the first of May; We trust that those who have sent
in their name as subscribers Will be prompt in remitting,
as we shall·need the funds to defray the expense of printing and binding. When remitting do not forget to enclose stamps for mailing.
Priee at the Office $1.
Probable cost of maiilng 8 cts;
Owing to the sickness of her father, Sr. Eleanor was
called away eome five weeks since,· but her volume will
be issued about the last of June or early in July, and subscription price, which may' now be remitted as convenient, will be the same as the above.
·
ALSO NOTICE.
This week we commence the mailing of our premium
Engraving to all subScribers who have ordered it. Owing
to the large number to be served it may require two full
weeks to reach the last ones. If by the 20t.h of February
you have not received yours, notifY the office by a card
and it wlll receive prompt attention,
~.Be careful .in removing them from the tube and
we guarantee perfect conditioR. ·
M. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa,
Jan. \ltst, 1891.
•

SPlRTTU AL GIFTS
AND

THE SEER OF PALMYRA:
Or

SEQUEL T.O SPIRITIJ AL GIFTS.
By l\'L H. BOND.
. Modern Prophet!'! a:fter ancient types."
Who was Joseph: SmithY
Was he a religious impostor Y
Was he a "Spirit Jll[edinm"Y
What does the Bible say about Joseph
SmithY
Th.e Truth by Three WitnesseA-Christianity in the
First and Nineteenth Century-The Ancient and Modern Pharisee-The Revelations of Emmanuel Swedenborg-Modern "Spirit Mediums,"' and Hypnotic Religious '·Revival," as Against Reason and Bible Testimony, and in Contradistinction to the Work or '''The Latter
Day Seer," Exammed in the Light of FACTS and Human
Histor,v-A Rational and Scriptural Exposition or :ExplanatiOn of Old and New Testament Prophecy and Doctrine.
.
.
.
A Revision of "Spiritual Gifts," With Supplement and
Appendi:s:. Nearly twice the reading matter of Spiritual
Gifts. Paper cover• 35cts., full cloth binding 60 i cents.
For Sale at. "Herald Office," or by M, H. Bond, Willoughby, Ohio. Liberal Disconnt to Agents.
4apr

ZION'S

ENSIGN,

Published;every Saturday at
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,
Brethren { J. A. RoBINSON l Editors.
F. G. PITT
f
Snbse1·iption price, $1.00 per year.
It is devoted to the spreading of religious truth as
viewed by the Saints.
Each .issue contains a sermon by one of the ministry,
reports of the different societies in the church, and articles bearing npon or explanatory of the doctrmes of the
church.
It is the intention to make it a help to the missionary
at home and in the field; a source of comfort to the scattered ones wtw are denied church privileges; and to bring
the Saints into closer relationship with each other.
R1JINS

AND 'I;HE

R.EVISITMD,

WORLD STORY RETOLD;

The Scientific Defense of the Latter Day Faith.
240 pages, bound in cloth, price $1.
S. F. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa.
BIBLE SYNOPSIS.
Only three or four hundred left. I will sell
the remainder at $r each, or six to any address
for $5; still a larger discount to agents. Send to
the Herald Office at Lamoni, Iowa, or J. J. Cornish, Reed City, Osceola county, Michigan.

27·I2·3m
HOUSE FOR SALE.
Raving to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
or sale my Rouse of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace in it, and water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 26, Cleveland, Ohio.

1 per.

.

,

If your paper has been discontinued. state where yon
have last been taking it, and the time it was stopi>ed.

MILL FOR 'SALE.
SHELBY .MILL FOR SALE, situated in
Shelby, Shelby county; Iow;a. For full particulars enquire of Mrs. Abby A. Bristol, Vineland, New Jersey.

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
-.---.)BYTHE(-;---.

Board of Publication of the R~organized Church,
at their Publishing House in
·

LAMONI, DECATU~ CO., IOWA,
And sent Free of Postage ~t prices named.
HOLY !'!ORIPTURES:
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
We have a limited quantity of these OB hand.
Turkey Superior, gilt edge •••••••••••••••••.••• S 60
Turkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge. •• ...... S .'To
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge ••••• :....... ·....... s 'l6
Roxburg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge •••••••• ~4.00

ur

WELSH HYMN •BOOK.
Full leather, marbled edges • •••l ••• ,.......... 60
This was published by the church in Wales, and
contains 3.93 hymns in Welsh and 33. in English.
VISIONS OF JOSEPH BlUTH,. THE SEER,
And discoveries of Ancient American Records and
Relies, with the statement Of'l.l Converted Jew. .
Paper eovel'll, 43 pages; •••••• ;.............. 10
REPLY TO LITTLEFililLD.
In paper lOcts.; perdozen ....... ~.... ... • • .. • 'US
This ie the "Reply of President Joseph Smith to.
L. 0. Littlefield in refutation of the doctrine. of Plural
Marriage."
BRANCH RECORDS.
Leather backs and corners, muslin sides; printed
headings, and ruled for Record of Names, Blessing of Children, and for Marriages .•••••••••• 2 00
DISTRICT RECORDS.
Printed and bound similar to Branch Records .•• 3 00
LICENCES, NOTICES, &e.
Elders, Priests, Teachers, and Deacons Licences,
each per dozen .. , .. ;.................... 12
Baptism aud Confirmation Certificate books. • • • • 26
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred .•••••••• · 40
CERTIFICATl<lS AND REPORTS.
Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen.......... 40
Annual Statistical Reports, two for ... - ..•.•. : .
6
Certificates of Baptism and Membership, pei' doz. 12
Certificates of Removal, per dozen • • • • • . • • • • • • 12
Marriage. Certificates, per dozen . • • • • • • • • • • • • • 25
MISCELLANEOUS.
The Problem of Hnm'ln Life Here and Hereafter
by A. Wilford Hall, 644 pages, muslin ....... 1 50
Universalism Against Itself, 336 pages, muslin
by
Wilford Hall ....................... l oo
Josephus, complete, library leather .•••....... 3 60
Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,
muslin boards, 6 volumes ........... - •.••.. 4 ·()0
Mosheim's Church History, 2 volumes ..••••.. ,4 00
Baldwin's Ancient America (illustrated) .. -... . l 80
Rollin's Ancient History, two volumes in one" .. 4 00
The Koran. library leather ................ ; .. 2 26
Gieseler's Ecclesiastical History, fro~ A.D. 1 till
1854, muslin boards, 5 volumes ..... - ....•. 10 00
The Ecclesiastical History or Eusebius Pamphilus, Bishop of Cresarea and Palestine ........ 2 00
Cruden's Complete Concordance of Bible ..... ,1 ~6
Bible Text Book ..............••...••••.••• 1 00
Apocryphal New Testament ..•..•••.••.••.. 1 65
Elders' Diary, by Joseph Luff................ 30
Emerson's Ready Binder. Herald and Hope size.
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"HEARKEN TO m:s Wmm oll' THE LORD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMoNG YOU HAVIll BAVJ!l rr !Ill ONE WIFE- AND CoNCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag@ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
·
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN. BUT 0lfE HusBAND: ExcEPT m CAsE oll' DEATH, wHEN EITHER
xs AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Co:verumta and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.

Lamoni, Iowa, May x6, 1891.

No. 20.

the picture of the clear waters of the Frederick Johnson presided and gave the
pretty stream running between the hills to editor a kind welcome.
O:fticial Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ OJ
- Latter Day Saints
the north and south, skirting the edge of
In the city, on Saturday night, we were
PUBLISHED AT LAMO><I, DECATUR CouNTY, IowA,
the narrow valley on the one side, and the guest of Bro. W. D. Morton, Sen.,
Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
shouldering the bluff bank on the other, formerly the printer of the HERALD in its
'!'he Traveling ltiinistry, District and Branch Presidents'
and spanned by the bridge over which the first venture at Plano, and for many years
and the Bishop's Agents, are requested to solicit new sub·
scribers, and help build up the paper and the publication
road to Willoughby crosses. The hills an attache of the Post Office at Burlington.
1
de£~~::'e~~ ietters and Subscriptions must be sent to David were green with the springing grasses, the He is now aged and infirm, waiting for
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Registered Letter, or Expr_ess.
trees were donning the f!'stal garb of their the Reaper whose name is Death.
Entered as second class matter at Lamom Post Orllce.
newly awakened life, and from the hamlet
From West Burlington we reached Lain the valley and the village on the hill, moni, Monday the 27th, pleased to be at
the Saints and .their neighbors were gath- home after a month's absence in attendered to witness the old, old rite which is ance at April conference.
still forever new. The brief service of
JOSEPH SMITH
EDITOR.
song, the earnest prayer offered from the
W. W, BLAIR
AssOCIATE EDITOR.
We were much pleased at the late confull heart of the remarkable apostle and ference to note the very apparent growth
patriarch John H. Lake; the going down and improvement in the ministerial forces.
Lamoni, Iowa, May 16, 1891.
into the water and the peaceful hush that The brethren were almost to a man free
fell on the scores standing by, upon the from the use of tobacco, and the absence
THE AFTERMATH.
banks and on the bridge, are all still vividly of the weed from the mouths and persons
CoNFERENCE adjourned on Tuesday, the recalled; and constitute a seal to the minof the elders was quite encouraging, mak14th of April, and the exodus of the istry of the servants of Christ so strong
ing them appear clean, gentlemanly and
Saints which begun on Monday was fast that our hearts are made glad thereby.
taking them away from the town and Who that witnessed that scene on that Christian, just what they are and oughtto
the Temple and the wonderfully pleasant day could refuse to acknowledge that the be. There was manifested an excellent
spirit from opening to closing of the sesassociations, so happily begun and so well good powers ordained of the Creator
sustained during ·the long business and which surrounded men in the pursuit of sion; and we believe that the eldership
left for thei't different fields of labor in the
spiritual holiday--a session of work, busy duty, were with us there. We went away
interminable labor to some, a gala day to from the river's side newly impressed with b'est of temper and spirit; better than from
any .former session.
others.
the beauty and power which are connected
Brn. T. W. Smith, Lake, Kelley, Grif- with "the way of the Lord,'' as instituted
Only one elder of the many called on
fiths and Luff of .the Twelve; Brn. of God through John the Baptist.
to preach at the late session of conference,
Sheehy and Powell of the Seventy~ and
We remained in Kirtland until Tuesday,
Bro. C. R.Dunciln of the Elders, remained, one week after the adjournment of con- offered an apology; the rest went into
with Brn. Bond, Squires, E. L. Kelley, ference, and on the evening of that day their work like veteran~, and without an
Gillespie, Torrence and others of local preached in Bond's Hall to a small aud- apolog-y-none was. needed. This is as if
habita.ions, to . feel lonesome and dis- ience. We had hng ago learned that the should be. lf an elder has nothing to say,
traught after the excitement and care of preacher was not at liberty to disregard _it is better. that he should keep silent; if
the session and its associations were past. his Master's work because few only came he has, he ought to say it according to
Tl:!.e. editor remained with the rest to re- to hear him; and so made effort in as earn- the best inspiration of the hour and leave
cuperate; which he proceeded fo ·do- est and conscientious a manner as we the result with the Lord whom he serves.
taldng in the town-when it did not rain could have done had the room been filled, For· an elder to offer an apology, and be
-going to the lake, lecturing on Thurs- and felt a good degree of the Spirit com- left without the requisite help to edify the
day· evening on temperence, in the Tem- forting and cheering while doing it. What people, is to mortify both .speaker and
h.earer, and sometimes an apology at the
ple;
good will be wrought-who can tell?
opening of an elder's discourse is a depre~
On Sunday morning, the 19th, a most
We left Willoughby at near six o'clock dation of the intelligence of the audience,
excellently worthy and attentive congregation gathered in the Temple, and the in the evening of Wednesday and had a or evinces an unfortunate distrust of
editor spoke to them touching th~ hope of pleasant all night ride over the Lake their proper appreciation of what may be
life, in doingwhich he was greatly blessed. Shore to Chicago, and from .thence to said. If any apology is needed it will be at
Bro. Joseph Ltjff went to Willoughby, West Burlington on Thursday, where we the dose of the effort, not at its beginning;
three miles away, and spoke in Co!Ie.ge tarried over the Lord's Day, April 26th, but among the. Saints it is unnecessary in
Hall; congregation small (we heard), but and met with the Saints of the Burlington either case as a rule.
fairly attentive; . Bro: T. W. Smith spoke branch in York Hall, in the city of. Burin the TempJe at night, and the editor was lington proper, in the morning, and in the
There has been made a good advancean auditor on thl;lt occasion. Bro. Smith's M. E. church in West Burlington, at 2: 30 ment in the art of singing and music by
p.m., and the Knights of Pythias Hall, the Saints during the. li!st few years. The
effort was good and was well received;
In the afternoon of Sundav the editor same place, at 7: 30 in the evening. The hrethren and. sisters who gathered at the
was penriitted to baptize one, an estim- congregation in the morning was com- Temple during the. April.session ot conable young woman and an eager enquirer posed of the Saints, with perhaps three or ference, did fair choir work, not\)\'ithstand.
after the words of life, in the waters. of the four strang.ers; and at the other services ing they came from so many and so disQhagrin, near the bridge where many were' had it not been for the number of Saints tant places.
Bro. Ralph G •. Smith, of
baptized in the blessed, palmy days of the present from the city, the audiences would Pittsburg, who served as organist '!Vas not
have beentechnically "slim." The. one in only efficient, but exhibi.ted .a great arr;ount
church years agone. .
· . ·
As we now write, looking back to the hall in the evening was, however, fair, ofp~tience, playing· af:l he did to .so hastily
Bro. improvised a band of singers. Brn. Fori;.
Jhat pleasant 1\;pril day, memory pai11ts conside~,:ing. the circumstances.
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cutt and Pitt helped the song service
greatly by theirkindly, strong and goodnatured leading. We believe the Saints'
Harmony is being appreciated among the
Saints. Professor Parker, quite a pro-.
ficient singer and player, who visited
Lamoni last winter, pronounced the Harmony to be one of the very best collections of ·church music he ever saw. He
liked some of the. mu&ic well enough to
take copies of it. ·The choirs of Lamoni,
Pittsburg, Independence, Temple, Providence, Boston and several other branches
were duly represented. What a power is
music; and what a pla~e the Temple is
for song service. Once during the session, one who sat in the audience heard a
second band of unseen singers joining in
the service.
What a family it was, that gathering at
Kirtlimd. From many lands, and many
homes, the children of the Father came
to stand with the assembly and be glad.
How the hearts of these who are looking
for the city which is from heaven swelled
with the joys of redemption, as they held
their places in the beautiful Temple.
The work of restoring it has been well
done. And what satisfaction to worship
where the fathers had bo'!V'ed, and feel the
same Spirit of exaltation that moved them
to sing:
"We'll Ring and we'll shout with the armies of heaven;
Hosaunal Hosanna! to God and the Lamb;
Let glory to them iu tlle highest be given;
Henceforth, and forever, amen I and amen I"

"Are you going to sell the T'emple?" "
We really wonder if anybody did think
that we at the Herald Office had any'intention to take money for the Temple?
It would almost seem so. F 0 r the way
some of the good Saints did want .to get
into the HERALD about it. Aunt Katha'rine Salisbury wrote with tears in her.
eyes, what a sacrilege it would be to sell
it. She helped to build it; and she protested with all her soul against offering it
for sale. How was it possible for any one
to gather the idea that we would sell the
Temple, because we stated that we were
informed that an offer would be made for
the purchase of it, to be removed to Chicago ss a "curiosity shop?" \iVhat is there
in that statement suggesting the probability of our favoring such sale, pr~vided
the offer was made?
"\Nell, you did not say whether you
would sell or not, and how could we tell
what you thought about it?"
Exactly. What need was there to state
whether we favored the sale ot the Temple or not? Is the money-getting mania
so prevalent that all that it is needful to
know is that there is an offer to buy and
the thing of a sale is a matter of course?
We bad not the remotest idea that there
was a Latter Day Saint anywhere that
would vote to sell the Tempie at Kirtland. It would be like the selling the
graves of one's ancestors, in a sense; and
like selling the altars on which devoted
hearts offered incense, and round which
they gathered to offer praise and prayer
to God.
No, we are not going to sell the Tem-

ple! We should have been quite willing the Presbyterian church must either expel Dr.
to have considered a motion to. sell, just Briggs or countenance unorthodox teachings;
to have heard.and enjoyed the impassion- :rhe Presbyterian church is in a curious condied eloquence with which many an elder tion,anyway. It has voted to reject its old creed,
and delegate would have rejected the mo- and has not yet adopted a new one. But after
tion. It would have been worth the all a church without a creed is better than a
money spent in getting there to have heard church with a poor one. The creed is a very unthe protests that would have been offered. . essential portion of religion. It is the creed that
We adyised the delegates to be prepared has built up sectarian and denomfnational barrito vote on the proposition, if offered; and ei·s and has firmly grounded Christians in bewe are of the opinion that the delegates iie£s which they should reject."
were "ready to vote."
Our sister delegates to conference were
quite a feature in the late session. They
were representatives of the work, alive in
their hope in Christ, and were both intelligent and well informed in regard to the
faith and needs of the work. None of
them tired the assembly with long and
noisy speeches, but the votes they cast
were on the right side-be.Y'ond a question.
It- was pleasant to know that they were
there, watchful as well as prayerful.
DR. THOMAS AND THE SAINTS.

IN a sermon preached by the senior editor
of the HERALD at Kirtland, during the
late April session of conference, he took
occasion while making a plea for continued revelation, to refer to the disruption
of the creeds, the increase of so-called heresy among the advanced thinkers in the
various churches, and cited the case of Dr.
H. W. Thomas, of Chicago, stating some
of the points of belief upon which the
Doctor's fellow churchmen had arraigned
and tried and deposed him, ·as an heretic;
and also stated what he heard the Rev.
Doctor say in -a mass meeting held in Farwell Hall, Chicago, on the subject of present revelation.
A Cleveland, Ohio, dispatch to some
Chicago paper rather carried the inference
that the editor was favoring his own cause
by implicating Dr. Tl,omas in holding
similar beliefs as the Saint~. The Chicago News of April ~4th, reports Dr.
Thomas as having referred to it in his pulpit in the People's church on that day, in
the following manner:
·
DR. THOMAS TALKS OF THE LATTER
DAY SAINTS AND OF CREEDS.
"Well, I am glad to hear of anybody who believes as I do," said Dr. H. W. Thomas of the
People's church to·day, referring to a Cleveland
dispatch which states that President Smith of
the Latter Day Saints had announced that the
beliefs of the Chicago divine were similar to
those of the Mormon saints, and that Dr. Thorn"
as' views were approved by that church.
"I do not know to just what part of my beliefs
President Smith refers, but I am not at all
ashamed to have him speak as he has. He is the
son of Joseph Smith, and is at the head of areligious sect which is almost orthod_ox in its beliefs. These Latter Day Saints are not polygamists. They claim that polygamy was not authorized in the original revelations. I have met
President Smith and find him an intelligent,
pleasant man. I am glad he believes as I do.
All this world is gradually coming to the beiiefs
which I hold.
lt is only a question of time.
Look at this Briggs affair, for instance. Now,

ARE THE CREEDS AT FAULT?

THAT heresy, so called, is on the increase
is a fact. The following from one of opr
exchanges will give an idea of some of the
views· for which some clergymen are
being charged and tried for heresy:
The number of clergymen· who are getting
into trouble on account of their libenil interpretation of theologi is steadily on the increase.
They are not.confined to any particular church,
but the Episcopalians and the Presbyterians
seem to be supplying the most conspicuous ex·
amples. Rev. Howard MacQueary, who was
recently found guilty of heresy by a mere majority vote of the committee that tried him,
denies the virgin birth of Christ and the fact of
his literal resurrection. His 1defense was that
his views were consistent with certain interpretations of the Scriptures and that they were contained and advocated in the books and sermons
of well"known clergymen in good standing
within the church. The fact that two of the committee of five voted him guiltless of heresy
shows how nearly even the division of opinion
is on the subjects in question. What some
Clergymen of his own persuasion blame him for
fS in not resigning the ministry when he found
himself in conflict with the doctrines of his
church .. On the other hand, his friends claim
that it requires more than a majority vote of a
committee to authoritatively define a theological
truth.
Rev. D. W. S. Raimford, rector of St. Ge,prge's,
New York, recently elicited a protest from his
brethren of the Episcopal Church by inviting a
Unitarian clergyman to preach from his pulpit
on Good"Friday. Rev. Heber Newton, of All
Soul's Church, New York, is also considered to
l:>e In need of disciplining. In order to contradict
the effect of the doings of the offending clergymen, and to set the seal of disapproval and condemnation on the alleged uncanonical and unclerical practices complained of, a protest has
been prepared, which is now being signed by the
clergy of the diocese of New York. Both of
them make no secret of belonging to the "broad
church," while the prevailing types of Episopalianism in New York are "high church" or "low
church."
Rev. Dr. C. Briggs lately h~s aroused the ire
of the rigidly old-fashioned Presbyterians by
some recent utterances. At the Union Theological Seminary, at which he is a professor, he
gave expression to some startling views. He
scouted the theory that the Bible, even in its
original form, contains no errors. He characterized the theory as "a ghost of modern evangelicanism to frighten children." Beside him
sat the Rev. Dr. William T. G. Shadd, who said
in a recently published work on "Dogmatic Theology" that "the original autogragh volumes of
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inspiration was free from error.'' The students
at the seminery could take either of the8e dia·
metrically opposite statements as the correct doctrine. Dr. Briggs also believes it is a fault of
protestant theology to limit redemption to this
world. "Progressive sanctification after death
is, he says, "the doctrine of the Bible and the
church. The bugbear of a judgment immedi·
ately after death and of a magical transforma·
tion in the dying hour should be banished from
the world and we should look with hope and joy
for the continuance of the process of grace and
the wonders of redemption in the company of
the blessed to which we are all hastening." This,
Presbyterians claim, Is almost rank Catholicism.
Dr. Briggs celebrated his 5oth_ birthday la8t
January. He is a ·war veteran of the famous
Seventh Regiment.

In addition to the above in regard to
the heresy of certain divines among the
churches we present the following- cut
from the current journals of the day.
Will there be a stampede among the
ministers?
NEW YORK, April 29 -[Tribune DispatchSan Francisco Chronicle Series.J-Letters addressed by Father Ignatius, the Angelican
monk,, to Rev. Drs. Morgan Dlx; Benjamin F.
Decosta and Willi?m R. Huntington, calling
upon them to take cognizl!nce of the alleged
heretical views expressed by Rev. Dr. R. New·
ton, have attracted more widespread attention in
Episcopalian church circles than most of the
friends of Dr. Newton expected would be the
case. Rev. Dr. Huntington of Grace Church
recognized the atithority of Father Ignatius to
take a hand in Episcopalian affairs by a reply in
a long letter. He teferred, however, to the monk
as the "Rev. J. L. Lyne, popularly known as
Father Ignatius,": and intimated that the Father's
statements--were to be taken with a large gniin of
salt, especially hi! view of his past •·so-ca!led
ignatian controversy" regarding Dean Stanley.
Oh the other hdnd, Rev .. Benjan,in F. Decosta
sent a Jetter to F11ther Ignatius, signing himself
"faithfully yopr brother iri Chris'," and thanking him "very cordially" for his "deep interest
in this case of greatly imperilled truth."

DENOUNCES ETERNAL PUNISHMENT.
NEw YoRK, April 29-Rev. Dr. Bridgman,
for thirteen years pastor of the Madison Avenue
Baptist Church~ has resigned the pastorate be·.
c~use he denounces the doctrine of eternal pun·
ish.ment and does pot want to disrupt the church.
ALAS!, THE POOR JEW.

THE outrageous treatment to which the
Russian government is subjecting the Jews
will shock the good wiii of the entire race
of man; but it may he but the knocking
at the door. of coming events looking to
their emancipation from the long, long
bondage under wl;!ich they have been existing.
OUTRAGEOUS TREATMENT OF JEWS,
ST. PETERSBURG, April 30-A d~cree has
been !~sued ordering the enforcement iu .St.
Petersburg of the. same measures against the
Jews as were recently decreed against those of
Moscow. The decree . assigns certain places
where Jews will be permitted to reside in St.
Pete~sburg. The'priests aJ;td pastors of Mosq>w

are overwhelmed with requests from Jews for
wrote us under date of the 4th instant, as
baptism in order to avoid expulsion. The Jaw
follows:
prevents such conversions except in the case of
"Bro. H. C Srnith is with us now for a few days.
He is on his way to Oregon and Washington.
Lutherans 'and Cathollcs, and then permits conHe gave us a real treat yesterday, and we came
versions only in limited numbers. The flight of
! home feeling well."
Jews continues. The expelled Jews are cruelly
treated, being marched out of the city on foot,
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
chained in bands by the wrists. The Russians
In HERALD of April 25th, in the official
afterward pillage the deserted shops and houses.

Russia, in addition to her harsh, coercive announcement of the appointments of the
methods of dealing with the Jews has or- Twelve, the assignment of Bro. G. T.
dered that the "Stundists," a socio-relig· Griffiths' field should read, "Western
ious sect, shall be so described in their Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia
passports as to prevent .them from obtain- and Ohio, except the north-western
ing employment in the government ser- counties, [instead of northern counties, as
vice; and Stundists convicted of prose! yt- erroneously printed], in charge."
Brn. E. C. Briggs, James vV. Gillen,
ing will be sent to Siberia.
Sir. John Simon, of London, in address- A. H. Smith, Duncan Campbell, J. S.
ing a meeting of the Choverei Zion Asso- Roth, I. N. White, R. Etzenhouser,
ciation opposed the sending of Russian Joseph Hammer, Green Cloyd, Joseph
Jews to South America, He preferred Snively, John S. Johnston, Alexander
the British colonies, which could easily Greer C. H. Jones, James Kelley, Isaac
absorb the whole Jewish population of the Phillips, E. Sparks, W. N. Abbott, Frank
Ray, Alma
world. He had reason to believe that the Redfield, E. Gaylord, Rothschild syndicate would withdraw its Kent, W. E. Peak, and a number of other·
offer of a loan to Russia. It is believed elders and brethren are in Lamoni, atthat the Rothschilds authorized Sir J olm tending the discussion.
Brp, Edwin A. Blakeslee, bishop's
to make this statement.
Russia, brutal conquering and destruc- counselor, is with Bro. E. L. Kelley, and
tive in spirit and method, her course out- assisting- him in being ready for each
lined in prophecy, moves right forward in evening's debate.
We are requested to say: "Zion's
the course of her manifest destiny> while
England "the ships of Tarshish and the Ensign for May 16th will contain a ser~
young lions thtreof,". holds in partial mon delivered by Elder Mark H. Forscheck the self-aggrandizing and ruthless cutt, at the late General Conference at
policy of the former, and continues her Kirtland, Ohio, on Sunday afternoon,
beneficent policy of .civilization and sym- April I zth; subject, Spiritual Gifts. This
pathy and deliverance to the oppressed . is one of a series of fifteen sermons, deGeneral Conference, which
She should.have the sympathy of America . livered
and ~II the enlightened world in so doing. will appear in the' Ensign."
Elder Z. H. Gurley, of Pleasanton, T
H. Schenk of Leon, county seat of DecaBRADEN AND KELLEY AT LAMONI.
tur county, U nde Jack Carr, of AllenAT present writing, May. 7th, the discus- dale, Missouri, Bro. Bandy of Blythedale,
sion between Elder Clark Braden, of the Missouri, Bailey, of Davis City, are givDisciples, and Bro. E. L. Kelley is in: ing attention to the debate with the others
progress having begun on the evening of in attendance.
Dr. Pence of Runnels, Iowa, is giving
the 5rh.
There are several ministers of the Dis- attendance t:o ~he efforts of the disputants
ciple Church in attendance, and quite a in the discussion, a.s the battle rages. ·
The audiences in attendance at the dissprinkle of the elders of the Reorganized
cussion are large, .the house being quite
Church.
".
Elder McClure, of near Thurman, fairly filled each night. Nearly everyIowa, is moderator for Elder Braden, R. body in towr), and those living near by is
M. Elvin, of Lamoni, appears for Bro. on hand to hear the disputation:.
Kelley, and Mr. Stephen Crawford; a
merchant of Lamoni, and not a member BRo. F. TuBE, of Hackney, England, is
of any church, is chairman.
wide awake and moving. H~ succeeded
in getting favorable notices of the Reorganized church into the London Star, a
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
The following from Bro. John Kaler, paper having' a certified circulation of
Knobnoster, Missouri, 28th. ult., addressed 336.300 in December last. One of. these
notices, appearing- in the issueof the Star
to Bro. I. N. White, explains itself:
for April 17th we give:
".! made a hasty visit with my friends in Ohio;
MODERN MORMONS.
preached four times in Congregational church;

at

got home last Saturday in time to htelP confirm
nine Saints, .out south twelve miles Sunday and
Monday that Bro. Gomer Wells baptized, five
men and four women; all he.ads of familles
These with five whom I baptized in March make
fourteen in that neighborhood, with others near
the kingdom. All seems well here. I hope you
will not call any of us away from these parts as
we have more1"than .we c;:an, do. Those fourteen
baptisms. were where Mr. Lewis lectured. against
us."

Bro. E. Barrows, of. Salt Lake City,

SIR.-The proposal qf the committee of the
approaching World's Fair in Chicago, U S. A.,
to buy John Bunyan's cottage inBedfordshire,
prompts me to acquaint your numerous readers
that they have proposed to purchase, for a large
sum, theceleorated MormonTemple in Kirtland,
Illinois, U. S. A. This historic-,structure was
erected dl\ring the early years of bitter and viru,
lent persecution whichfoUowed the teachings .of
Joseph Smith and his adheJ:ents fiftyyea:rs ago~
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The temple is the property of the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Lamoni, Iowa, which, under the leadership of
Mr. Joseph Smith, the eldest son of the murdered
prophet, repudiate~ polygamy and other evil
doctrines taught by the Mormon faction in Salt
Lake City, Utah, or until lately taught by that
body. About eight years ago the Mormon (Utah)
Church attempted to lay claim to this very terri·
pie; but the learned judge of the Supreme Court
of Judicature in Ohio decided against them, upon
the ground that, having adopted the teaching of
polygamy and cognate doctrines foreign to the
tenets of Joseph Smith and his colaborers, they
~ould not legally claim to be the successors of
that Church, or body. He must, therefore, give
judgment in favor of the defendant•, the Reorganized Church, which had not so departed,
and were thus legally the successors, both in
organization and doctrine, of the original Church
of Latter Day Saints.-Yours, &c.,

F.

TUBB.

Secretary of the London Branch of the Reorganized Church ot Jesus Christ of Latter ·Day
Saints.
Hackney, N. E., April r5.
7

l~DITED BY SISi'ER "FRANCES."

"What though some spring of earthly joy be dried,
Forever onward sweeps the exhaustless tide
Of God's great love, outreaching to re-fi!J
Each empty chalice, while the tiniest rill
And rushing stream of tears it flows to meet,
And change the bitter waters all to sweet.''

THE SELF-ABNEGATION OF
MOTHERS.
"IT does not matter about me; I can do whatever is for her advantage," said a sweet-faced
woman the other day, as she spoke of her young
daughter and the plans which were making for
the latter~s education. In the question involved
in a certain dec1s~on several years iN~ere included,years during ·which the mother would of necessity sacrifice much
the pleasure she would derive from her daughter's society, in which she
would bear some burdens alone, at an hour in
life when it would be pleasant to have them
shared, yet not for an instant did the elder woman weigh her own comfort against the possible
gai.n' of her child. It was to her as natural as·
breathing to think first of her daughter, second
of herself.
Mothers are like this. They almost exist to
take the heavy end of whatever must be borne.
From the hour when a little heart first beats
against her own, a mother begins a vicarious
life. She never complains of trouble, or burden,
or pain. During the years of babyhood, the years
of the developing childhood, up to the years when
her sons and daughters are men and women, she
contentedly puts herself into the background, in
many instances incurs many self-denials that they
may be fitted for the struggles of life. It sometimes comes to pass that after she has done this
for a score of years, she realizes that much of her
ar-duous task is unappreciated by- those who
have never known how strenuous it was.
Occupied with their own solicitudes, the tides
of maturity rushing in upon them, the boys and
girls for awhile seem to forget their mother, or

of

perhaps treather with a good humored patronage, which she resents or beholds with a sense of
patient amusement, accprding to her temperament. She has so Jongbeen used to withdrawal
that it i~ not difficult for her still to be withdrawn; though sometimes she cannot but think
that she ought to receive a different return for all
her lavish spending in the children's behalf.
Should such a disheartened one let her eyes
rest on these Jines, I would say to her, Wait. In
the first animation o'f entering the contest, your
boy is apparently self-absorbed; he feels the stir
of the race, the bugle call to life is in his ear; r e
is a man among men. The first effervescence of
the draught over, he will find sweetness in the
home cup as never since the earliest days, and
his heart will pay its tribute to his mother's
worth and fidelity. When mothers no longer
wield authority, they continue to wield influence
in the lives of those whose first steps they guided.
The daughter, though she do her mother scant
justice in her gay girlhood, will give her .good
measure, pressed down and running over when,
in her turn, she comes to motherhood.
It is a serious question, whether we mothers
most help or retard the advancement of our children by our desire to smGoth every pebble from
their paths, our continued self-abnegation which
sometimes amounts almost to self effacement. It
is easy for the mother to wear old clothes, that
her daughter's fresh young face and lissome figure may be set off by new ones, and in certain
ranks of life-these not the highest, howeverone observes the mother in the cotton gown,
while the daughter wears silk, the mother in the
made-over old cloak, while the daughter
flourishes in one of the latest style arid the costliest fabric.
It is sometimes necessary in the more constant
exposure to weather, or because of professional
requirements !hat the girl who goes out to earn
her livelihood shall be more warmly and strongly clothed than the mother who remains in the
shelter of the house, but where the problem is
not one of necessity, but only one of "Which
shall be the greater?'' the mol her ought to have
the finer adornment. The girl in her 'bloom
does not need roses, nor are rich fabrics essential
to set off the flowing lines and rounded curves
of her unwearied youth. Indeed simplicity befits her, for she should emerge from her dress like
a flower from its sheath of unfolding bud. To
the faded complexion of the older woman, to
her figure, whether ample or shrunken, dress can
lend grace and distinction. Besides, the honor is
due to the mother, who should be queen and
mistress in her home.
In the present dispensation, fashion ordains
that society shall not be almost wholly left, as
once it was, to the young people, and parents
with their children are usually invited to evening
companies of friends. This is a step in the rlght
direction, for no society is anything but crude to
which the middle aged and elderly do not bring
their experience, even as the young contribute
their charm.. But in plain, quiet homes, in
homes over which preside women whose world
is bounded by four walls, there are those mothers
who do not care for company beyond the!r own
family and kindred. And sometimes, from sheer
thoughtlessness it happens here that these
mothers yield, one by one, their privileges and
rights, so that after a while they are apparently

very little considered. The parlors and the prettiest parts of the home are used by the daughters
apd their friends, and to the mother is left her
own chamber, or a basement dining room or the
kitchen, as though only in the utilities of life bad
she any interest.
Daughters, there is no danger that your
mothers will not be self-denying for your advantage. Are you always self·denying for theirs?-

M.If. S., in tke Interior.
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

Sr. Jane Saladen, of Am by, Neb., who is lying
very ill, requests your faith and prayers in .her
behalf.
·
Sr. Mary A. Bergier, of Osborne, Kansas, who
has recently had one of her limbs amputated,
asks your faith and prayers as it is very painful.
MEMORY TEXTS FOR JUNE.

Ist Thursday, Book of Nephi II: I, 2, 3; D. C.

32: 3·

.

zd Thursday, Book of Nephi 6: 3; Romans

7:

10, I I, 12.

3d Thursday, Romans IO: If, IS, I6; D.C.f2:
r r, 13.
4th Thursday, Book of Nephi IO:I, 2.
5th Thursday, Book of N ephi-9: ro, I I ; Roman
II: 26
ELIZABETH BEEMER,

Fremont, Nebraska.
ALONE.
"How awfully desolate you must be." So .said
a dear old school and class-mate, whom I had
not seen before for more than a quarter of a century. Once, again, we stood together, in the
lovely village where first we met, and where,
side by side, we sat full many a day in the classroom, until, as she laughingly said, "her very
best mow had been made." She had "graduated
and knew everything." Then, we returned to our
respective homes and the loving hearts awaiting
us. A correspondence was kept up for a few
years; but she had been borne to a western city;
to build a home-nest of her own; while I, the
youngest of the flock, remained to help, and
cheer the hearts of the dear father and mother,
who had, but a short time before. this meeting,
laid down the weapons of earthly warfare, and
enJered the rest beyond.
Now, she had come from her distant home to
watch over the wasting, dying mother, who "had
been such a good mother," and, through her teardimmed eyes, she saw only a dreary, desolate
future for me. Yes, I am alone, and only those
who thus stand, their interest and happiness
identified with none, can fully understand what
it is. But, would I have the sun refuse to shine,
the flowers to bloom, the birds to sing, or the innocent laugh of a joyous heart, hushed in my
presence? ·would I close my eyes and ears to
everything glad and lovely, fold my hands pensively, sit down, and ask to die? Would I not
hear the Father's voice whispering unto me, as
to Elijah. "What doest thou here?" Human
sympathy and love are sweet and priceless, but
though they may gush like living springs in our
pathway, yet, are there not times when every
heart feels that earth is empty, that there is not
a satisfying portion in it? God never invented
a greater panacea for sorrow-stricken soul, than
work. Then, let the earnest spirit, and ready
hand, sow 'Nherever their lot may be, questioning not who shall be the reaper, or who shall
gather the harvest. When a cloud is in the West,
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'tis usually light in the East, and when eastern
skies are darkened, I turn again to the West. In
the stillest, loneliest hours, sweet memories come,
and I live over the pleasant past, and see each
dear face again. Even the meeting with that
early friend, has carried me back and made me a
youthful school-girl again. It has stirred my
soul anew, until I feel like taking up the long
idle, rusty pen, and writing, not a lament, but a
response.
Summer flowers have drooped and faded,
Autumn winds disrobed the trees;
Hills are snow-clad, windows frostedWinter's here, with chilling breeze.
And I'll kindly give him greeting,
Though severe his reign may be;
Dearer far, will be the spring time,
When rills and birds again are free.
'Tis quite the same in life's experienceClouds will come, false friends deceive;
Thankless tasks perplex and sadden,
Unkind words the spirit grieve.
But as Spring succeeds the Winter,
Summer gales the piercing blast,
So genial skies dispel the shadows
Which the path of life o'ercast.
Come, then, every change and season,
Every good and every ill;
Ye may teach me needed wisdom
To perform the Master's will.
And I'll keep my trust in heaven,
'Till the storm-clouds shall depart;
And pray good angels to protect me
From the "Winter of the heart."

-Selected.

ELIASTON, April 19th.
Dear Sisters o/ the Home Colmmt:-I have just
been reading the Herald <~nd it reminds me that
my subscription has run out, so will write a short
letter to the sisters and renew my subscription.
I don't feel as though I could do without the
He!'ald as long as I can get it. I only wish I
was able to take all the church publications. I
know this is the tl'ue church of God. I love so
much to read the letters from the dear sisters in
the Home Column. I have oeen blessed many
times while reading lt.tters in the Herald and
Autumn Leaves. I have a sister in Nebraska.
She belongs to the church, but she is isolated
from it. She has not heard a Saint preach for
eight years, I think she said. Pray for her and
her family.
I don't get to attend meeting very often. We
live eight miles from the church. My husband
is an unbeliever and don't care to go and does
not want me to go very often. Vfe have four
children. Our oldest daughter has obeyed the
gospel. I know I'do not enjoy God's blessings
as much as I wouid if I was not isolated from
the Saints. I have been healed· by the.power of
God. My prayers have been answered.
I have received evidence enough to know it is
true. And it is the power of God.· unto salvation
to all that will obey. his commandments. My
desire is to live as' becomes a Saint and at last
receive eternal life. Pray for me that God may
ever keep and lead me by his Spirit and at last
save us in his kingdom. A sister ln faith,
E. A. DowDALL.
CoRYDON, Ind., April r6th.
:Dear Sisters. o/ the Home Column :-I wish. to.
tell you that I am another that enjoys being a
Latter Day Saint. I was baptized into the
church Oct. 22d, 189r, and since that time 1 have
never regretted the step I took, but have many
times rejoiced to know that I was. pursping the
path marked opt by 011r ~avior1 .
·
~

I am now attending the spring normal at this
place and as it is about the first time that I have
been deprived of attending the meetings of the
Saints I can sympathize with those who do not
enjoy that privilege.
The people of this place have never heard the
restored gospel and I can plainly see that there
would be great opposition.
Babylon is ''voiding forth" at Byrnville, twelve
miles from here. The sectarians united, have
been ·holding meetir-gs there for nearly four
weeks. It is the grandest time they have had
since the establishment of the Latter Day Saint
branch at that place. I enjoy reading the
Heralds very much, and as I cannot be with the
Saints, a large part of my time is ~pent in reading the letters of those who are situated like myself. I received some tracts from home aqd qave
distributed some to persons who I thought would
read them. I .have just finished "Truth made
Manifest" and think that if many would read
that and refer to the Bible for the quotations it
gives, they would receive much light.
I hope to ever be as firm in this work as I now
cam and "not walk in darkness, but have the light
of life.''
Your sister in hope of eternal life,
EDNA KEPLEY.

ministers' meeting was public. Old bottles and
a new patch comes up in my mind while writing,
·but many noble men are among them that have
in their acts and language the make-up for this
great latter day work if they could be properly
reasoned with, and who realiy at heart do not
believe in putting a wrong interpretation upon
the word of God. One comes in often to ~ee me
who has got tired and worn out with preaching
the Advent doctrine. He often tells me that he
is blessed in my conversation with him and likes
the spirit of the work, and feels it when with
me.
I have been laboring diligently in and around
the city of Boston the past winter, spreading the
publications of the church and speaking before
many people. The calls are now many to speak
in public. I have been blessed in my laborsmany are seeking to know our claims.
'!'ruly there n~ver was such a time to reach
the honest in heart. If it was the Lord's will I
would spend all my time in his service. I am
following up the discussions among the infidels
on Sunday evenings, defending the Bible and
our claims with liberty.
One man came to me and said, "You are the
only man that ever touched my heart," weeping
tears of joy.
The next discussion by Bro. Sheehy and Mr.
Kirkwood, is looked forward to with great desires to hear on every hand. Nothing but praise
for Bro. Sheehy. I am quite confident that good
must come out of it.
I was challenged first by the Ingersoll Secular
Society, as I had debated with them twice before
the challenge, at Hospitaler Hall, in ten minutes
speeches. I took Bro. Sheehy, the qnly available
one of the ministry at hand. A large crowd
awaits him in the next discussion, which I trust
will come off soon at Paine. Memorial Hall.
It was given to one of the Saints here in Boston that although many would leave this city of
the Saints, and be scattered, yet if two or three
would be faithful the work would be accomplished.
A. N. HoxiE.

BosTON, Mass., May 4th.
Editors Herald:-I have just returned from a
ministers' meeting of the Advent Church. The
topic was, "What shall we do to revive our
useless churches that are now in a disorganized
state?" One suggested that they get the Holy
Ghost first; another, that the church may be
o,rganized; something must be done to formulate
laws to govern it; on.e said that he found one of
the ministers preaching from a text his wav one
Sunday, and another one preached from the same
text another Sunday, altogether different.
They all suggested different ways to force
obedience, and all contrary to the law and testiINDEPENDENCE, Idaho, April 30th.
mony. One suggested that an essay be written
Editors Herald:-Our dear father has gone to
on it and submitted to the church, but no one
his eternal home. I do not say so because he is my
seemed to care to do it,. and all were at sea in a
father,but because I have heard hlm make many
craft in a wiid storm, the captain unable to show
prophecies and tell mar,~y dreams that were fulthe men their duty and nearing a lee shore, hnge
filled. He was a faithful advocate of the Rerock in sight, and the raging billows tumbling on
organized church, and was quite well acquainted
deck, the compass useless, sails blowing .Into ribwith Joseph the translator of the Book of Morbons.
mon.
"What shall we. do?" was the cry. No one
From my childhood up I never heard him
knew. They were put to their wit's end like all
pause or intimate a doubt of the divine ori~in of
of the creed that have arra)'ed themselve.s
the Book of Mormon. Seven days prior to his
against the Zion of our God.
death he said something would happen. It came
I wanted to tell them .to "Repent every one of
to pass too true. Many of the old time Saints
you and be baptized in the name of Jesus Christ,
will remember father, Samuel S. Thornton. He
for the remission of your sins,'' but I felt that
was 73 years old the 4th of last October. It is
for some time yet they would cling to the tradistrange, for we had turned our head to hide our
tions of men, ever learning but never coming to
grief from mother, for we thought she was breaththe knowledge of the truth.
ing her last, but she still lives although she is
I gave to the editor of the World's Crisis, (E.
very low with consumption. Oh, the time is
A. Stockman), the book "Joseph the Seer." He
drawing near when we all must leave this wol'ld
expressed a desire for me to call on him for a
long talk. Others of the Advent ministry talked
and friends to us so dear.
I have never heard a J osephite preach; I do
with me and treated me well. I have known
not think one would do any harm to make this
some of them for several years. I gave them
what they.asked for. They are at sea and some- · country a visit. I. do not belong to any church,
but my sympathy is with the Reorganized church.
what discouraged.
It was timely, and I trust good will come of it.
I am left with six chHI:lr<eni the olc\e§t g1,1t
ye!J.rs old.
·
·
·
I WI\& lt;<l tP ~o ~mong them, q~arin,!f th!l\ tlwlr
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Father died on the 8th of the present month.
I ask that your prayers· may ascend to God for
mother, that she may be permitted to remain with
us, and to be healed of her disease. She says
she is going to get well.
Hoping that right will prevail in the earth.
WM. E. THORNTON.
LUFKIN, Texas, Feb. z6th.
Editors Herald:-! met a gentleman last week
from Nacogdoches county; he told me when I
would be preaching that they had a man to note
down my quotations and then they would meet
and compare with the Bible and found it truth,
and then said, "If I was suflered to preach on
that it would tear up their churches." I do not
see how a church can be called popular that
truth will tear up. I will cling to the one that is
unpopular with the world, I can see that she is
popular with God, l see the signs promised do
follow the believer, then Jet us Saints strive to
roll on this latter day work; every soul we cause
to be saved the brighter our crown will be.
The 28th of D.ecember I administered to Bro.
Sowell in Cherokee county, he had hemorrage
of the lungs, it looked like he would bleed to
death in a few minutes, but God healed him
while prayer was offered. I stayed with him
till January zd, then I started on my labor and
arrived here the 3d, and there has been so much
sickness and rain that I have not preached but
one time. Since here I had a severe spell of la
grippe. If not providentially hindered, the z8th
I will start for Cherokee and Houston counties;
asking God to ble>s my labors in truth and to
sustain me in eastern Texas. Remembering the
Saints when on my knees in devotion to Almighty God, and that the coming year will be
one of Great gain for the cause of truth, amen.
HENRY GRIM.
OsTERDOCK, Iowa, May 4th.
Edt tors Herald :-Hypocrisy and deception is
the great sin of the world. It is a corrupter of
all political governments, and a sin that ruins
churches, whether they have been built up by
either the wisriom of God or man.
Joseph, I have not given the outlines at the
heading of this letter as a text, with a view to
write out a sermon 'the principles involved.
The headlines as a text is a whole sermon of
itself, without many diversions or comments.
I have been thinking for some time about a
class of people, living in Utah, calling themselves Latter Day Saints; claiming to be the
church that was organized by your father, Joseph
Smith, in I83o. I am fully aware that should
the Herald publish a full account of all the
dect>ptions practiced by the leaders of this class
of people now calling themselves the Church of
Christ, from the time of the death of your father,
that they would turn the tables on you under
the plea of persecution. Those dark deeds of
deception and hypocrisy by which these men
ignore divine authority, and assume a rule and
government that neither God nor Jos<"ph Smith
ever ordained upon their heads, must therefore
remain in silence while the sin of all this deception by a false and counterfeit church is palmed
off upon the head of Joseph Smith as the legitimate author of its origin, or organization. What
Saint is there in the trl.le Latter Day Church
that has read the law of God on priesthood but

can see plainly where these people in Utah, professing to be the Church of Christ, stand in the
light of the revelations of God as to thelaw
regulating priesthood, and the line of succession.
Surfly, Joseph Smith could not have appointed
men to an authority that contradicts .the revelation on the rights of priesthood and rule ,in the
church.
It is said in gospel truth that "God does not
walk in crooked paths," nor do his prophets who
are inspired by the Holy Ghost.
There are some things affecting my personal
interest, as well as my perS'mal character, in the
breaking up of the church at Nauvoo in that
apostasy. I disclaim any participation or re·
sponsibility for it as the whole matter of organizing and laying the foundation for the apostasy
waELdone in my absence; and in the councils that
were held at Nauvoo soon after the death of the
prophet. I had neither say nor voice in the
council• professed to have been held by the ruling twelve, as at this period of the history of the
apostasy I was not with the council; consequently could have no say in it. And here are some
of the matters pertaining to this apostasy which
I have never had a chance to explain, nor by a
proper explanation to place myself upon the
record in the history of this apostasy in its true
light.
There is a small note in the history I :wish to
mention, not sn very small a note either, as we are
talking about practiced deception. In such cases
where deception and hypocrisy have been practiced to 'the injury of any person or party, it is
right and just that such persons as are guilty and
not the innocent should be the sufferers. I will
here relate a deception that Brigham Young
with his council practiced upon me After the
council at Nauvoo had disposed of Elder Sidney
Rigdon on a trumped up charge of conspiracy
against the Twelve, in which council I had
taken no part as I was residing in the city of
Philadelphia at the time, having the presiding
charge of the churches as was then called in the
east. Up to this time I had no knowledge but
what I still held my apostleship in the Quorum
of the Twelve. But had had no voice in the
council from the time of the propl:iet's death;
when a letter reached me from Brigham Young
directed by the council at Nauvoo, requesting
me to return to Nauvoo and assume the duties of
patriarch, which accordingly I did, supposing all
to be right; but did not know that my apostleship had be.en meddled with until I had been in
Nauvoo over three months, when I was told that
previous to my leaving my charge In the east the
council at Nauvo') had appointed Amasa Lyman
to fill my place in the Quorum of the Twelve.
This fully explained to me the reason why the
Council of the Twelve, as it was then called,
met in all its secret sessions without inviting
William B. Smith to attend. Here is where the
deception carne in that Brigham Young and his
confederates practiced upon William B Smith;
and for more than a year Amasa Lvman occupied my place in the Quorum of the Twelve
altogether unknown to me, until, by mere accident, the secret of the deception leakfd out.
Well, then, for deception and hypocrisy, who are
the guilty parties? And well may we expect a
people so completely impregnated with the spirit
of apostasy to still continue to practice in the
theory their deceptions, in order to keep up the

name of their counterfeit .church. by borrowed
let'ers and an assumed priesthood,
· ·
Much more might be said on the deceptions
practiced by the file leaders of this apostasy, to
keep my voice out of their councils. It is on
this point in the history of developments that the
war of separatiqn between Wm. R Smith and
the Brighamite apostasy began, which warfare is
still pending; and I hope, Joseph, you will do me
the kindness to publish this whole statement in
the Herald, so that the truth in the history of
this apostasy of :which I have been writing, may
be placed upon the records of t.he church, that it
may be seen by succeeding generations to come,
and by all whom it may concern.
I should mention in this letter that I am sfill
an invalid, and most of the time confined to
my bed.
W. B. SMITH.
SAN FRANCisco Cal., Ari127th.
Edz'tors Herald:-My heart is filled with joy
and gladness that the Lord has seen fit to allow
me to do some work for his honor and glory.
On Sunday, April 19'h, as requested, I went to
Santa Rosa to assist the Saints there in holding
meetings, and to try to covince some who are
not of us, that it will be to their advantage to
make a change. About forty assembled at the
house of Sr. Cooper, and 1 am sure all were well
pleased with the spirit of the meeting and must
have been with what I had to ~ay, as I was pressed to come again, which I expect to do on the
third Sunday of each month, if permitted·. I
hope my labors there may bri11g forth fruit for
the Master.
'
April z6'h I had the unbounded pleasure of
baptizing Miss Anna Stivers, of Irvington and
Mr. Alma J. Burgess, of San Jose. . I feel sure
the latter will make a useful man, if he proves
faithful, as I had the Holy Spirit in great power
in confirming him. I felt strongly impressed,
when·coming out of the water to sing:
"'To God rm reconciled,
HJs pardoning voice I bear."

I do sincerely hope these young people will
prove true to their covenants and I feel they
will.
The Spirit of the Lord was with us greatly at
our branch meeting that evening; I asked the
Saints and myself, if we can afford to ·lose the
best chance ever offered to men to have the
blessings of our Father, here and hereafter, For
myself, I answer, No. I do not want to let the
opportunity slip, but be more and more prepared
as the day approaches. In my weak way-(and
I feel stronger spiritually than I ever did in my
life) I want to do all i can for the advancement
of God's work. I want to work according to the
pattern, that my works may stand.
May the Lord bless all who desire to serve him.
C. A. PARKIN.
LAKE PLEASANT, Pa., April 30th.
Editors Herald:-I was baptized by Bro. J. J.
Cornish, heard the gospel and accepted it, but
never have heard it since. There are no Saints
here and it is hard for one alone; but our Savior
says his grace is sufficient to carry us through.
If it was God's holy will I would like to stand
before the dying world and proclaim the true
gospel as it is laid down in the Bible.
FRED PIRE.
A. H. Parsons, Box 462, Independence, Jackel)n Co., Mo.
Mark H. FOTscntt, No. HiLlS Francis St., St. Joseph, Mo.
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REPORTED BY E. STAFFORD.

ONE

of those subjects of thought that en-

g~ges the attention of those who have

faith in God, believe in his existence and
that he has spoken unto man, is the one of
their moral obligation to him.
While it may be true as alleged by those
who are unbelieving in any portion of the
Christian philosophy, that nothing that
man can do can add to the glory of God,
or increase the power, or diminish his
wisdom and knowledge; while we acknowledge this to be true, there may be
something which may have been designed
that we should do, in. order that we may
reach a higher and a better sphere of life,
which he has designed that we might attain to.
I do believe this, while believing that
nothing that we can do can increase the
glory of God, or decrease his wisdom, or
power, or in any peculiar way interfere
with his designs, so far as the general
design of the ·world is concerned-! do
believe that it is not only possible, but
probable, that h~has in.some way made a
declaration of what would please him in
regard. to the col)duct of man to his fellowman, and it may be, I believe it is, for this
reason that the Christ was sent; and I believe that it is fqr this reason that we are
charged to believe on him, and that we
are largely benefited, necessarily so, by
the character of our conduct, by giving
credence to his commandments which
come to us by virtue of which our moral
conduct is tried.
I realize this morning that there are
present individuals with a great variety of
thoughts. I am glad it is so, but I do not
expect that the Almighty, notwithst:mding his gifts of wisdom and his infinite
goodness to marl, has arranged his commandments touching the conduct .of man
in so peculiarly loose a manner as that
they conform themselves to every kind
and _degree of ~bought among men, or
that he has arranged his affairs in such a
way that every species of mari's organiz.ation, resulting from that peculiarity of
thought among men, may serve itself,
and yet be accepted of God in the nighest
and the best sense.
I have never believed this and do not
now believe it; because I should reason
like this that if he has so provided, so
wonderfully provided in his extreme
goodness, that every organism, every organization of man, though differing widely in every field of thought that we can
discover; that it is just what satisfies that
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peculiar organization in belief that we
must rely upon alone, as having been provided of God for that peculiar organization. I must necessarily conclude that it
there should be any organization in the
world that could not in any sense believe,
that could not exercise faith in God or
hi., gospel, that individual cannot suffer
loss for what he does, and the Almighty
who fashioned him is at fault and not the
individual. I conclude if I urge that condition of thought that it does away with
responsibility and there is no use to tell me
that I must answer to God here or hereafter for what I do in the flesh, and having
an agency is a mistake, I am willing tO
concede a great deal of latitudinarianism,
and willing to concede that there is a great
amount of good men among all classes of
believers; and I believe also that there is a
great amount of devotedness among them,
and also that there is a host of individuals
following a course without reference to
their fellow men or hereafter.
Last Sunday night you will remember
that our brother thought it was hardly
right to expect an individual whose brain
had been, through the past week, filled
with everything else, to talk very well on
the gospel, for fear that he might speak
about that which he had been last engaged
in, th:1t is to say, that peculiar train of
thought would hinder him from preaching
the gospel. If I should speak of that
which I have gathered throughout the
week, there would be a peculiar amount
of things present"d to you. That which
has occupied my mind the most is in reference to the Jewish people; and the
singularity of it is that a leading legal man
should take upon himself, in connection
with others to present to thepresident of
the United States a memorial, in which it
was prominently >et forth that it was necessary that. the nations of the earth should
take some action with respect to the Jews
as a nation; and presented the thought
that they had originally been driven out
from the land of Palestine, their rightful
home, and now it was apparently the duty
of the nations to put some effort forth, by
which this people might be gathered to
that land from which they had been
unjustly driven. It occurred to me that so
far as a people are concerned, our elders had
been preaching the return ·of Israel to their
own land ever since the church had a
being; and that this was ofso peculiar a
nature that it presented itself to every
thinking mind, that if this people had been
laboring under a. mistake, and had been
believing in that which .might possibly
prove fraudulent in its origin and motive,
if is remarkably singular that the. political
events of "the world should so shape themselves as to give so strong corroborative
testimony of what we claim to be the
truth in the promise of God to that peo~
ple.
But this only is one instance among the
many evidences that serve to build us up
, in the faith we .have espoused, and I confess I lik~ to ~e ~r'J.pped on all sid~s; howe~er safe an md1v1dual may poss1bly feel
j htm~elf, he likes. to be aJ;>le to .present at
1 aU times a strong reason m the defense of
his belief.
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Now for instance-you will pardon me
for referring to it if there are any Baptists
here to-day; it is not to bring their faith
into disrepute, or for the purpose of attacking it at all-but a Baptist minister once
called the attention of bis people to Mormonism, and he tried to tell them what it
was, and that before any one can join the
Mormon Ghurch they had to believe in
Joseph Smith. I am addressing an intelligent people, and I will guarantee that
none of them whenever or wherever they
heard the gospel preached, ever heard an
intelligent elder say that Joseph Smith
was ever held to be an object of belief, as
a condition of entering the church; and I
believe I am safe in challenging every individual that ever heard the gospel preached by us to contradict what I have said in
this regard. Now what is the difficulty?
The difficulty lies here, that the statement
made by the Savior in the first chapter of
Mark's gospel, which I propose to take
for my text, is of a peculiar character; it
speaks of a peculiar organization to be established among men for their consideration in respect to everlasting life, and it is
so peculiar that it provides but one way
whereby men and women can enter therein,
through the authority of God by Jesus
Christ. In the fourteenth verse of the
first chapter of Mark, it is stated that the
Savior of men "Came preaching the gospel
of the kingdom of God," and in the ·fifteenth verse he spec:flcally states that men
were to "Repent and believe the gospel,"
and he gives the reason why, saying, "The
time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of God
is at hand; repent ye, and believe the gospel.w' There is not an individual anywhere
that pretends to preach, but holds up this
thought, "Repent and believe the gospel,"
and we are not at enmity with those -people who preach thi~; we are in no sense
contradicting or controverting what they
say in this regard, but our voices are lifted
up in addition to their telling the people
to "Repent and believe the gospel."
But there is gathered in this organization individuals of every peculiarity, and
however much it may be said by individuals that they can tell what kind of a religion a man has by his development and
physignomy, it so happens that this people
have proved this to be a mistake; for there
has been gathered every peculiarity of
mind that make up this peculiar body.
But there .has been one thing insisted upon from the start, and that is this, that
every individual no matter where he is
from and how high his social status he
must answer to God as an individual, he
must stand up for himself in the great
judgment day, and no person can stand
between him and the execution of that
dread will that shall finally judge the children of men; and as. we told you t.his
morning you shall be judged according to
the record that you have made as individ~
uals, and not as to that the body of people
may make with whom you are associated;
not according to the record which the nation in which you have lived have made,
but "you will have to.answer. for that which
you have done when the judgment shall
have come. And now for thllt H~so
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when the statement is made"Rep~nt and should be done; he tells us, "For after understand it, and he made up his mind
believe the gospel," we 'feel justified in that in the wisdom of God, the world by that it was necessary for him to obey,•it.
sayingto.every individual who shoul<l make wisdom knew not God, it pleased God by He went to his minister and asked him
the enquiry of what the gospel is, that it the foolishness of preaching to save them 'some questions about it; the minister wr1s
is not that which conforms to the thoughts "th<'lt believe."
interested. in his welfare and almost wrung
Yes everybody dm be saved by the his hands because the brother was going
and imaginations of the human mind; . and
everything that does not conform to that foolishness of preaching. The Teacher away from his church, and to connect himthat the Savior taught as the gospel we feel looks at me and tells me that is a mistake. self with that awful fanaticism. Some of
The reason why it is a mistake is, be- the questions he asked the ininister were
justified in rejecting.
,
I want to present to you tlrst, "There cause it is not intended that it saves every- like this.
came a man from God .whose name was body, but only to save th<'m that believe
"When I belonged to your church, find
John." I have often wondered whv his the gospel preached, and are baptized; not I believe(] the Scriptures to be the word of
name was not Jacob, why it was not Nico- them that don't believe, neither them that God. was I safe then?"
"Yes;"
demus, or Paul, or any other name; and it believe and will not be baptized: Now
seems to me· one of the most striking ob- was Paul right?
"Are you sure I was safe then?"
jections that sensible men can urge against
"Certainly you were; you believed that
We have heard it questioned as to
any man's authority, because of his name whether John's baptism was Christian Jesus was the Christ, you believed his
or circumstances. This John that w:as baptism, and most of professing Christians word, what more was necessary?''
sent of GoJ was clothed in poor garments unite in saying that it was not a Chri;.tian
''Suppose I believed that Jesus was the
and did eat locusts ·and wild honey, bapti~m. If it was not a Christian baptism Christ, and I believed the Bible to be the
and came from the wilderness, was then Jesus Christ is still an unbaptized in- word of God, and I believed that Joseph
girdled with a rope; but we see that dividual, and if John's baptism was not of Smith was a prophet of God, am I not
he came from God. Now mind this that God, pray how was our Savior baptized? sate then?"
he ..:,as authorized of God, and that he was And how could he submit himself to be
"I don't know but you are."
so completely authorized of God that Jesus baptized by an individual that had no au"Well, if I believe that Jesus is the
Christ whe.n be came to submit to the will thority? If Tohn came from Gcd, as the Christ, the Bible to be the word of God,
of the Father, submitted himself to be word declares, then he came authorized of Joseph Smith to be a prophet of God, and
baptized of John. I have often wondered God, and Mark seems to bear a remark- if I believe that the Book of Mormon is a
that be did that, but my wonder has long able testimony concerning him. He talks revelation from God, am I not safe yet?"
time ceased. A celebrateJ teacher of an like this: "The beginning of the gospel of
How hard it was for· this minister to
English church has made the statement Tesus Christ the Son of God."
answer these questions. Let us look at it
that Jesus, in selecting out of the Jewish
If he had said Jesus Christ the son of again. I come to you this morning coneconomy something that he might incor- Joseph, or any other man, it might have fessing that Jesus is the Christ, believing
porilte in the New Te§tament economy, been different in this regard; hut this man that John was sent of God as his forerunchose as the mode of cleansing that of dip- calls it "The beginning· of the gosoel of ner, and that he came preparing the way
ping in water, and claims that baptism is a Jews Chri:;t the Son of God," and on~ of of the Master, and that when the Master
means of cleansing.
the most remarkable statements is, that J e- came, he came preaching that the kingdom
We believe that baptism has a cleansing sus was baptized of an individual sent from of heaven was at hand,-repent aJ;Id beeffect, and just as soon as we make that God. That shows he had authority from lieve the gospel.
God to act in his name. "As it is written
~tatement to the people, we find that there
Now if some one should say that a beis raised up in arms against us all classes in the prophets, Behold I send my messen- lief that Jesus is the Christ is all that is
of people, and they will ask the question, ger before thy face, which shall prepare necessary, I would tell him, I confess more
"Do you believe that the simple washing thy way before thee."
This prophecy than that; and when a man connects
in water will make a man holy?" We evidently refers to the Savior, and the every word of God that bears upon the
never said that. We tell them that Jesus messenger John the Baptist, who was sent subject at is;;ue, he learns that a great deal
submitted his body to be immersed in to prepare the way before him. If the more is required. I believe in the restorawater by him who was sent of God to way was prepared before the Savior by tion of the go8pel in the days in which I
baptize.
John, then he was to walk in the way, and live; I believe that Joseph Smith was
Then how much better are we than he, when he began to walk in it the first step commissioned of God to bring this peculiar
that we should not submit to be baptized? was into the waters of baptism. "The philosophy again to light; I believe everyThey tell us that he is so much above
voice of one crying in the wilderness, prething that is promised in the old book, all
and they expect us' to enter into the coun- pare ye the way of the Lord, make his that is prophesied in the new book, and all
cils of the Almighty and tell them why paths straight." This mes~enger was to that God may in his infinite mercy reveal
J obn baptized the Savior. I tell them I go before him and prepare his way, and it ·to any one whom he chooses to call as his
don't know. I tell them, however, that was to be the way of the Lord.
messenger, and where is my danger? I
he did do it. The question for me to deThere is nothing said that a man must confess I cannot see any danger in believcide is this, if God sent him to baptize, believe that Isaiah was a prophet, and yet ing 11li that, and I will tell you why. I
was it necessary for anybody else to be it just as surely follows that the individu- find here, in this New Testament scripbaptized? It was a fact that the Son of al that believes that Jesus is the Christ, will ture, the time when this Redeemer came,
find in searching the Scriptures that Isai<1h that he was taken and suffered temptation,
God went to him to be baptized of him.
Why did he do it? I tell you again I
was a prophet of God; will find that Moses nnd one peculiar temptation presented bedon't know, but Jesus himself said it was was a prophet; will find that Joel and fore him was of that character, and the
to fulfill all righteousness. If that was the many others were who were sent of God. statement made so broad before him, "It
object, we have the words of Jesus why And so it is with respect to the Book of is written, he shall give his angels charge
he was baptized, and if be could not fulfill
Mormon, if you can get the people co be- concerning thee, lest at any time thou
all righteousness without being baptized, lieve the gospel, they will believe the shalt dash thy foot against a stone."
can you do it and obtain the crown of Book of Mormon as a result; not because
The ev!l one says, "Now cast thyself
everlasting life? If not, then do not blame it is a pre-requisite, but it follows as a down from this pinnacle, the angels have
anybody for telling you the truth about it. natural consequence. Memory presents a charge of thee."
Tlwre is another thing that is involved circumstance that we feel inclined to reIf he had thrown himself from this pin·
right upon that point, it involves the cred- late to you.
nacle, what would have been done? would
it of the individual that preaches baptiFm,
You know we have a brother that is the angels have passed their arms beneath
it involves the question why he noes it.
named Joseph Luff-it might have been him and let him .down carefully to the
He must do it because that men who some other name-but he was a member earth? "Now, cast thyself from this pinpreach the gospel are commanded to do it. of an orthodox church in Canada, and nacl<'."
Paul gives us one good reason wh,r it after a wpil~ he heard the gospel as we
"No," it is written, "thou shalt not

us,
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tempt the Lord thy God." Notwithstand-~
ing I may have had such a prophecy of
my Father concerning myself, I am not
at liberty to disregard that word and throw
myself outside the pale of his mercy."
Following this, the tempter says, "Here
are stones, thou art famishing for bread,
command that these stones be made bread,
here is an opportunity to show us thy
power." Again the Savior answers this
tempter, "No. lt is written that man
shall not live by bread alone, but by every
word that proceedeth out of the mouth of

"And he dreamed, and behold a ladder set how will you be able to prove that it ever
up on the earth, and the top of it reached did exist? Your word Ou as momentous
to heaven; and behold the angels of the and far-fetched a matter as that amounts
Lord were ascending and descending upon to nothing unsupported by positive proof
it." What was that a sign of? It was an of some kind; and the proof must be of
indication that there was communication the same make-up that it was then. If in
between heaven and earth, and the angel~ those days certain signs were given as a
proof that such inspiration existed, they
were sent on message to man.
In the city of Nauvoo somewhere about gave abundant proof that what they pro1865, there was a little band of S1ints fessed was genuine.
there, and thev were called the Olive
You say, "I believe that." If you never
branch. There lived in the citv a man bv saw the sick healed by the prayer of faith,
the name of Wright-the Wrights joined the lame made to walk, the deaf made to
the church in the early days of Mormon· hear, the blind made to see, or some one
God~"
If any man should tell me that the ism. I don't know whether this man did ot these things done, the quality of your
mouth of the Almighty was closed or not, but his wife was a member of the evidence is unten.able, and is because you
eig-hteen hundred years ago, and he could church. He had a dream and he told it really do not believe inspiration, and at
not have revealed anything, had not spoken [he ridiculed the idea of his wife having least your claim to such belief is doubtful.
to man from that period of time, I cannot anything to do with this peculiar people]; If you believe they once existed simply
possibly accept it. I must believe that God he saw a ladder which re11ched from ear~h because the Bible says so, the Infidel has
can speak in the day inwhich I live, and to heaven, and the foot of it rested in the the advantage of you, because he is able to
that he can point men the way of life, and Mississippi river at the foot of Main street. prove his position by the absence of your
He told the dream, thinking to shame his witness. You affirm and he denies, and
that involves the question of revelation.
I don't see how we are to accept it, "Re- wife.
thus the burden of proof falls on you.
While he did not see angels ascending You have not a solitary witness to prove
pent and believe the gospel." The gospel
itself is a revelation of God's will to us, and descending, he did see people going your claim, from the fact that hearsay testiand we have to accept it as it comes to us, up that ladder; he saw several of the . mony is not receivable in any court of
and preach it as presented to us, and hav- Saints go up and saw Joseph Smith help- justice in any civilized c~untry. Testiing obeyed the gospel we then receive ing the people to climb the ladder, and he mony must be brought in that will hold
something that is evidence of its truthful- said when they began to climb [and it so up his hand, and take the oath. The
happened that from where he lived he Bible can only be taken as collateral on
ness, even the Spirit of Truth.
But salvation is through obedience. We could see the.foot of Main street] that all this point. It can be taken as evidence
have to be obedient by turning to right- would go through the water in their ordi- that these signs ever did exist in_ former
nary clothing and as they continued to times, but the fact must first be established
eousness, ceasing to do evil.
It is like this: I say to one of my boys, climb their clothing would begin to as- that they now exist, or he gains his case
"Freddy, you do this." He says, "Yes, sume. a brighter aspect, and the further notwithstanding the testimony of the
Bible.
father."
He -hears my word, and he they ascended the brighter until he could
But let us take a little broader view of
actually sits there and does not go and do see them no more.
We have the foot of this man's ladder it. God has decreed that his will shall be
that I told him to do. I say to Israel, "You
go and do that," and though he does not in the water, a fair representation of the done:-to a certain extent among the naanswer or appear as if he heard me, he gospel ladder by which we have to climb tions. The nation that will not be in some
immediately goes and doeJ? it. Which of to heaven, and we cannot get on that lad- degree just to its subjects, God will punish
these was obedient? Every heart answers, der without going through the waters of either by entire annihilation or by severe
the one that we;nt and did it, though he baptism, and we welcome everybody who punishment. Infidelity cannot be the .rule
proposes to climb this ladder, and we pro- in any nation, because the tendency and
did so without recognizing the word.
We have a great many in this day who pose to help them and give them God- ultimate aim is a want of integrity; for in
the doctrine of infidelity there is nothing
say they believe the word, and they con- speed as they go on.
to incite integrity. Self is the whole aim
fess of liking .to see a man fight for his
and object of infidelity.
faith and do not like to see a man that
CHRISTIANITY .vs. INFIDELITY.
won't. fight for it. There are men fightThere are certain laws appJicable to naing diligently against the ordinance of CHRISTIANITY is defined to be "The re- tions which if not regarded by their rulers
baptism, and they say you may or may ligion of Christ;" and Infidelity is defined will as certainly be destructive to nations
to be "A disbelief in Inspiration." If as. those applicable to the physical system.
not be baptized.
Rev. Mr. Moody says: 'Hf I thought Infidelity is a disbelief in inspiration, how The presiding officer, whatever may be
that baptism would save anybody, I would many of us are not. infidels? The only his title, is the head of the national structake a bucket and broom and go into answer to this is, that all who do not be- ture over which he presides, the judicial
Broadway and baptize everybody that lieve in inspiration are infidels. One says, power being- the arms, and the legislative
"I believe in inspiration; I believe all the power the legs; the subordinate officers
came in my way."
The principle is this: Here we have a prophets down to John the Revelator being the chest, the people being the
declaration to accept the vospel. How am were inspired of God; and why do I not blood.. If the head permits the blood t.o
be vitiated in any way the whole body
I to manifest mjy belief in the gospel? I believe in inspiration?"
But you believe that then and there and suffers in proportion to . the injury the
am to follow the Savior, if it takes me
down into the waters of baptism I must at that time inspiration ceased, and that blood-receives. If the legs, arms or chest
go, for the commandment is given to me, the people of God from. that time to the is permitted bythe head to exhaust or in
I must arise and perform that duty. That present were left in the dark as to the any. wav overdo the blood, the whole
is my understanding, and I am trying- to mind and will of God. You believe that body suffers; and if too muc!<J exhausted
find outwhat is our moral duty to God. from that time on to the present men were it dies.
The head is the controlling power, and
If baptism is the. door and we are to follow left to the dictation of. .their ministers and
him, then the s-afest way would be to be to those who profess to be learned in the can easily destroy the whole body; not i.nScriptures. There is not much difference tentionally it may be, but as mariy of us
baptized and follow him.
I am going totell you two dreams, one between believing that inspiration existed do our physical bodies-overwork the
an. ancient one and the other a modern one. two thousand years ago but does not now blood by over,eating or taking into the
'X' he ancient one was dreamed bv our' exist and has not since then, and not be- blood intoxicants and poisons. in . many
father Jacob ·when on his way. to Haran, lieving it ever existed. Hyou believe it other f'orms. So God has ordained in the
when he. alighted .upon a certain place existed two thousand years ago, but does political body,
and night coming on he laid down to sleep not nQW nor.has existed since that time,
ln accordanQe with this r4le1 an;>"ryl~r.
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w}lo will not see that his people are not
unjustly dealt by, or suffers the government officers or any one else to do so as to
cripple the blood of the nation i!! just ,as
sure to endanger the life of the nation as
. the man is his. own physical system who
takes too much intoxicant into his blood;
because the. same law which governs the
physical governs the political man.
The Babylonian empire, Egypt and
Rome are prominent examples of the inevitableness of this law; and when we
come down to our own time, we see in
our government the inevitability of this
law. So long as the blood is kept healthy
the body is well and prosperous. And
here is the nucleus around which all
gathers: ''All things . whatsoever ye
would that men should do unto you do
ye even so unto them." This is the whole
law of righteousness, and nations as well
as individuals are bound bv it. The man
who will not abide by· this law and
teaches men so, plants some of the seeds,
which if he succeeds in bringing to full
fruition will overthrow his nation and
bring conseq~ent misery and degradation
to himself as an individual. It is so arranged by the law of God that each individual· is dependent upon his fellow for
his well- being.
What has this to do with' Infidelity, do
you say? Infidelity is .at the very bottom
of the whole thing. The man or woman
who does violence to inevitable law of God,
sows just that seed for himself as an individual toward the disruption of his nation.
God is holy. We know this by the universal holiness of the law we see in everything. Infidelity is opposed to righteousness, to every virtue; is opposed to the
chastity of woman, to the good of society,
to everything that promotes the happiness and wellbeing of any animate creature. We conclude from this that around
the shining throne of God no defiled infidel will ever be found. The infidel has
no foothold there and never will have.
Then if this be true each individual can
contribute to the strength of his nation by
observing the golden rule, which is: "All
things whatsoever ye would that men
should do unto you, do ye even so unto
them;" and if each one did this from the
sovereign or president to the beggar, all
nations would soon become one nation,
and God himself be the only and sole
ruler. Do the opposite, and the downfall
of your nation is not many generations
hence.
But let us turn our attention to the "religion of Christ." This seems to be subordinate matter, but let me suggest that it
is paramount to everything else, because
it is at the bottom of the whole superstructure; and unless the building is on a solid
foundation, it must topple over; and as
there are different degrees of infidelity we
should examine some of these different degrees. Wh:ittever a system of religion
lacks of coming up to the identical religion of Christ has just that much infidelity.
There are professed and non-professed infidels. Even the non-professed infidel has
to profess, in some degree, to be godly,
that he may carry his points; and I sup-

pose the others profess godliness for the
same reason. He must be good so as to
deceive his fellow man, but he must be
the exponent of what is good. The nonprofessed infidel ranges all the way from.
the real Christian to the professE<d infideL
He denies those parts of the Scriptures
which conflict with particular creeds, and
his creed may be anywhere between Paganism and "the religion of Christ." Some
of these infidels sayth~y believe in God
and in Christ, and that "a change of heart
is necessary to salvation, but deny all else,
even the resurrection of the dead. Others
say they believe in a change of heart and
the resurrection, but Jeny all else. Others
say. every good man, (of course he must
be measured by their standard of good)
will be saved regardless of experience.
.
It must be borne in mind that a Christian is one who believes in the religion of
Christ; so we must go to the history and
see what the religion of Christ is. We
hear him saying in regard to one of the
forms of his ~eligion, "Except a man be
born of water and of the Spirit he cannot
enter into the kingdom of God," This
is a specific statement that we cannot ignore. If a man or anyone who .has arrived at a state of accountability, must be
born of water before he can enterinto the
kingdom of God, one that has not been
born of water cannot be expected to enter
into his kingdon, and it is folly for anyone
to think, or pretend to thin~ that anyone
can or will be permitted to enter therein
except on the terms herein stated.
Again, "He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved." Is it not a mistake
to think of obtaining salvation on any
other terms than are here laid down?
"Born of water," and "baptized" most
certainly mean the same thing, whatever
that is, becau~e nothing can more fully
represent a birth than baptism by immersion.
Once more, "And these signs shall follow them that believe;" and here follows
a list of signs that all infidels object to.
When this list of signs was written in the
book, it was a part of "the religion of
Christ," and infidels have from that day
to this strenuously opposed it, and the professed infidel has prevailed on his nonprofessed brother to join him in denouncing those who do believe in the religion
of Christ, as impostors and deluded fools
-fanatics and the slum and scum of society.
Here is a little more of "the religion
of Christ:" "Not laying again the foundation of repentance from dead works."Heb. 6: r, 2.
Be sure to read these two verses and as
much more as you please. Our infidel
friends of all shades object to laying on of
hands at all, and baptism as a necessity,
and everything except a change of heart
and so reject them as a part of "the religion of Christ."
It seems harsh to class all who do not
bel:eve all the Bible as infidels, but I do
not know what other class to put them
in, because an infidel is one who does not
believe in inspiration, and are the class I
speak of do not believe in inspiration, If

you tell them that they do not believe
in inspiration, they reply that they be~
lieve inspiration once existed, but. does
·not now, and so they are non-believers
in inspiration after all.
Hebrews 6: I, 2, was a part of the religion of Christ when it was written-all
of it-:-else the professed infidel is right
about it after all, arid Christians as. well as
infidels .are doomed to eternal annihilation.
Whatever it took to save a Peter or Paul
in their day, it will tal5;e to save a Jones or
a Smith in our day. If the book say~,
"He that believeth and is baptized shall
be saved," we cannot be saved in any otller
way, if we can be saved at all. If this is
not a fact, then the whole fabric is a lie,
but I choose to call it truth because I know
the signs follow the beli~ver now as in
days of old. It is the word of God, and
has never been ch,anged by God himself.
When you convince men that there is
no communication between God and man,
you take the first step towards reducing
men everywhere to the condition that we
find. many of the tribes of Africa in now.
According to Mr. Stanley, the African
explorer, there is one man in that countrv
who,rules a large tribe. ·It is said that
this potentate lords it over one thousand
and five hundred wives, that he kills five
of his wives every day simply for his
amusement, and takes five others each day
to make the number full. This potentate
is the highest type of infidelity. He does
not believe in inspiration. He does not
believe that God said "Thou shalt not
steal;" he does not believe that God said
"Thou shalt not kill;" he .does not believe
that God said "Thou shalt not covet."
If this African ruler could be convinced
that the above is the word of God, and
that a reward awaits its performance, he
would hardly take pleasure in cruelty, but
believing as he does he takes in anything
but righteousness.
.
\V e find that each one contributes his
part towards moulding the actions of those
over which he may have influence. If
you want a man or a woman whom you
can trust anywhere and under any circumstances, make him believe that God has
commanded him not to steal and not to
covet, and you .have the man or woman
you want, and you cannot get him in any
other way; but if you want a man or
woman whom you can trust only with
misgivings, teach that these requisites to
righteousness are not of God, and. you
have your man or woman.
All the civilization and enlightenment
we have are attributible to true Christianity and much of it to partial Christianity;
but Christianity removed, not more than
four or five generations would go by before we would have African civilization.
That many generations hence would see
the rulers of our beloved country enacting the same horrible scenes that are today enacted in Africa. Men are to-day
opposed to the Bible who, I am sure, if
they could see the horrible doing-s in
Africa, would say, "God bless the Bible,"
and would henceforward devote themselves to the advancement of its principles;
but just as sure as fate, the opposition you
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are waging against it, if triumphant, will
lead to the horrors we hear of in Africa;
because the moment you convince a man
or woman that the whole or any part of
the Bible is a myth, you take the first step
towards bringing about these horrors.
If you teach men and women that those
signs found in Mark 16th chapter will not
follow the believer, you take the first step
towards infidelity, because there is just
that much of the Bible that he does not
believe. Then teach him that baptism is
not necessary, and you have a little more
towards it, etc., through the list, until at
last you have a full- fledged infidel. It is
not hard for him henceforward to believe
that the Bible is no better than a last year's
almanac, and then what follows. If he
takes a thing that does not belong to him,
he argues that it belongs to him as much
aQ it does to anybody, and therefore since
there is no such thing as doing wrong,
since the Bible is a lie, a deception, "all I
have to do is to keep the act to myself so
I will suffer no public reproach. Public
opinion is all I care for. If I can get the
public to believe I have a right to the
earnings of others to my own use, I do not
scruple to take anything I want." Next
he must get public opinion toned down to
the belief that he may take human life
whenever he may choose, and you have
infidelity in its entirety. Infidelkingdoms
and governments of former ages had public opinion toned down to this point.
It may be insisted that the Bible is
authority for as great acts of cruelty as is
here ascribed to infidelity. The difference
is, one results from established law, the
other (infidelity) from anarchy. In the
book it is writfet?, "He that killeth shall
die." A complete law is laid down, so
that everything- is governed . by law; and
when this law is examined with care and
impartiality as you would examine any
other law, it will: be found to be the most
complete codeoflaws ever compiled, which
is a proof of their divinity. Man was
then governed by present inspiration, so
that when a law was needed, it was given.
For a sample of the purity of these laws,
I call your attention to the 19th and 20th
chapters of Leviticus. Pay particular attention to the wth, 32d, 33d, 34th, 35th
and 36th verses of the 19th chapter. It
will be seen that laws more just than these
have never been compiled by any mere
human agency, and could not possibly
have been human productions.
But this law of God is objected to because it authorizes the putting to death of
a certain class. Human laws do the same,
and often autho.rize death, not Jo:r the
punishment of crime, but at the will of the
sovereign. Sham.e on those who find fault
with the Bible, anrl yet know these assumptions·of law exist. We see, though,
that where infidelity ~revails, for the most
part anarchy prevails, and that where
they have the semblance of law it is only
of the most unjust kind.
The justness of the laws of any country
depend upon the Christian character of the
lawmakers. Christianity has prevailed to
so great an extent in. the last six or eight
centuries that a few nations. have reason.

ably just laws. They are, more or less,
laws enacted by the people.
It will be observed that as the people
become more Christianized, the more
liberal and just the laws are, until, if
Christianity shall become pure and undefiled, believing in and .enjoying present
inspiration, and all the covenants, the
millennium shall be ushered in, and all be
righteous.
A

DEFENDER OF THE FAITH-

WHAT IS TRUTH AND HOW TO DEMONSTRATE IT.

THIS important question was once asked
by a ruler of Him "who spake as never
man spake," and who had said, "I arr. the
way, the truth and the life."
In this article, limited as it must necessarily be, we do not propose to discuss the
· question, "What is scientific or philosophic
truth," only submitting this definition, that
all truth is simply the existence of facts
or things, or the relation that one fact
bears to another. It is a truth that the sun
exists, and bears a certain relation to our
world,and that we derive light and heat
from the sun; but of divine truth we wish
to treat more especially, leaving astronomers, geologists, chemists and philosophers to explain the nature and character
of philosophic and scientific truths.
Permit me to digress a little and consider this proposition: How can we judge
of the truth or falsity of any set of principles, or message claiming to be of divine
origin? Can we determine the truth or
falsity of a message by examining the
private characters of those who bear said
message to the world?
Reasoning thus, if the bearer's character is good, the message must be true; if
bad, the message untrue. W ~ answer emphatically, No. The gospel that Judas
preached to the world was just as true as
the one Paul preached, althoug-h Judas
was a devil. The gospel Peter preached
was true, though Peter afterwards cursed
and swore and denied his Lord; and the
great truths found in the Psalms lose none
of their power and potency though their
author afterward became a murderer in
order to secure another man's wife. One
thing let the world know, that all truth is
independent of human action or conduct.
Good men may fall, devils may rage, angels may rebel and be cast out of the
heavenly abodes, but truth remains the
same, immutable, unchangeable, eternal.
By attacking character opposers have
tried to overthrow the cause of God in all
ages, and many seem more willing to deal
in filth than principle. It is always the
last and most successful resort of the devil
against the truth, hence Moses' character
has been attached, so also, the Son of God's,
and when hypocrites who were outwardly
good, but inwardly rotten and corrupt
could not meet him on principle, they said,
"He hath a devil," "He is ·"'friend of sinners," "He is a winebibber" "and we be not
born of fornication, but have Abraham
to our.father." If this class are represented to-day, let them remember the fate of
all such, for Jesus has said, "0,. ye hypo·

crites, how can ye escape the damnation
of hell?:'
Luther was attacked by the whole
Catholic world. Wesley was maligned,
slandered, mobbed cruelly beaten; Camp·
bell was bitterly opposed, Joseph and Hyrum Smith were hated, maligned, starved,
chained, mobbed, arrested on spurious
charges, tried thirty-three or more times
before the courts of the land, nothing was
ever proved. against them .and finally they
were brutaily murdered by a mob, June
27th, 1844; yet the truths they all suffered for will shine on brig-hter and brighter
till the perfect day. Nor can the love of
justice, right and truth be entirely crushed
out or obliterated from the human heart.
Men have and may yet be persecuted,
chained, imprisoned, burned, racked, crucified, murdered, and suffer it all without
a murmur for the sake of truth. That
consciousness of right in the human heart
brooks all opposition, defies all tyrants
and bigots, is conqueror even in death.
Thepoet Byron, has so beautifully expressed this idea in his sonnet, on the
Prisoner of Chillon.
"Eternal Spirit of the cha.inless mind,
Brightest in dungeons, liberty thon art,
For there thy habitation is the heart.
The hBart, which love of thee alone can bind;
And when thy sons to fetters are consigned,
To fetters and the damp vanlts day less gloom,
Thy country conquere with thy martyrdom,
And freedom's cause finds wings on every wind."

Can we judge of any man's character,
or or the message he bears by taking as
our standard of evidence that Madam Rumor has to say or the testimony of the
enemies of that man or cause? We shall
see.
Irwe take as our evidence floating rumors arid the direct testimony of the enemies of Christ and His cause, we can
prove that he was not a legitimate child,
that he had a devil, that he was not resurrected, but his followers came and stole
him away while the guards slept, and
that he stirred up sedition and was an
enemy to Cresar.
Paul was bad if rumor be believed, also
men of modern days; in fact almost all the
great men of the world in all ages and
climes. Hence Jesus said, "If they have
persecuted me, they will also persecute
you." Again, "Y e shall be hated of all
men for my name's sake." Also, "When
men shall revile yoti and persecute you,
rejoice and be exceeding glad." Again,
"Woe unto you when all men speak well
of you, for so did they unto your fathers,
the false prophets." We learn from these
examples that we cannot judge of truth
by human action, nor rumor nor the testimony of biased or prejudiced parties.
The main question still remains; and
now dear reader, how shall we judge be.::
tween truth and error, light and darkness,
right and wrong in spiritual things? In
the first place let e,very individual or denomination under the sun represent their
own cause and' not another. Let Christ
represent his own cause, the apostles represent their .faith in that cause. Let the
Catholics represent their own principles;
Methodists, Baptists,. Christians the same;
and let every soul. tha• .is seeking the
kingdom of God.· be his own judge; think,
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IJ.Ct, reason for him or herself. and stand
or fall on the exercise.of their better judgrnent, and not for one moment allow:·any
man, whether he be priest or pastor, to do
their thinking or lead them any farther
than Christ has led the. church.
Every .man or woman~ rio matter to
what chu:r:ch they belong, should feel
pe:r:fectly f:r:ee to attend the se:r:vices of
any other chu:r:ch, read its lite:r:atu:r:e, investigate doctrine fo:r: themselves and compa:r:e
with the :revealed law, and as. the great
P:r:ophet Isaiah has :r:eco:r:ded in the eighth
chapte:r:, bring them "to the law and the
testimony, and if they speak not in accordance with this word it is because there is
no light in them." And as Paul's instruction reads, "Prove all things; hold fast
that which is good."
To keep people in blindness, darkness,
tradition, error and priestcraft the Bible
has been chained up and taken .f:r:om the
masses of the people in the past, and impudence has asse:r:ted that no one has a
:right to read the sacred pages, o:r: power
to unde:r:stand o:r: comprehend them except an apostate, hi:r:eling p:r:iesthood. J esus told the Jews, "Search the Scriptures,
for they are they that te~tify of me."
Paul said to Timothy, "From a child
thou hast known the Holy Scriptures
which a:r:e able to make thee wise unto
salvation;" and James says, "If any man
lack wisdom, let him ask of God not
the priest] that giveth to all men liberally and upbraideth not, and it shall be
given him." No man that has the truth
is afraid of criticism or investigation, not
afraid of loss or defeat when discussing
with those that are in error. No one.that
has the truth will shun investigation, but
error alwavs evades criticism. No denomination- that feel in their hearts that
they have the truth should counsel their
people not to attend the services of other
churches for fear they will be deceived,
neither should they shut up their churches
against the ministers of other churches
knowing that if God be for them no
power can uproot them.
No traveling salesman if he carries
genuine goods need fear an examination of
those goods; no merchant if he handles a
simon-pure article fears a close examination, but rather courts the same. If the
Papacy would permit their members to
go to all otht:r denominations, read the
Bible for themselves, open their churches
to the ministers of othe:r: churches, in one
hundred years Catholicism would >be a
thing of the past. Fearful inroads ·would
be made on Calvinism, Lutheranism and
many other isms too various and numerous to mention. When I hear the old
hue and cry, "We don't want any argument," it always makes me suspicious that
there is something there that dreads the
light, shuns candid investigation.
How should a supposed deceiver be
dealt with? Should he be ostracized, persecuted, mobbed, whipped, locked out of
halls, school-houses and churches? Divinity, humanity, common sense, love, respect,
decency, all combine and with one accord
answer, "No." On the contrary he should
b~ treat~d ,K.indly 1 giv~n !! place to speak,

r

and inen of God should take the Bible in when Professor .Morse honored certa:in
their hands and kindly yet plainly show existing conditions, telegraphy became a
him and all the people where he is ia demonstrated fact. In order to illustrate
error. Let us learn what the present may more fully: Suppose a traveler should
be by an examination of the records of the show a grain of wheat to the people of
past. In the past, in all ages, the deceiver some region. where it was not grown, and
has gone scott free; has been toadied, who had never seen a grain of wheat, and
lauded, feasted, honored, salaried by the should say to them, "There is life in that
masses, while the true se:r:vants of Go.d grain." If that statement were true it
have been rejected, stoned, whipped, could be demonstrated, as all other truths,
crucified, slain. The old adage is, "His- by honoring certain conditions of demontory repeats itself." If popular Christian- stration. Suppose the savages say it is
ity be true, history has been nwersed.
not true, and call on him to prove it. He
Now, according to the opinions and pre- now has a golden opportunity. He tells
conceived notions of many, the true serv- them tbe comt1tions of demonstration, puts
ants of God are all honored and well paid, it in the soil, gives it light, heat, moisture,
and the deceivers are rejected. What time, when lo! the little blade comes
!'.aith the Scriptures on thi<; subject. Let through the soil and the truth is demonJesus speak: "As it was in the days of strated.
Noah so shall it be in the time of the comDear reader, was the truth of Christianing of the Son of Man." Let Paul an- ity established onthe same basis? I answer, "For the time will come when they swe:r: joyfully, yes; a foundation that all
will not endure sound doctrine! but vvill the combined forces of scepticism cannot
heap to themselves teachers, having itch- move. Jesus came and built his spiritual
ing ears, and they shall turn their ears structure on the same foundation when he
away from the truth unto fables."
said, "He that doeth the will of my FatherThe people would hold false teachers in shall know of the doctrine." He that will
such profound' respect that a few would know those divine conditions shall receive
not answer, but they would have heaps of a practical demonstration of the truth,
them.
shall know that he is an heir of God, and
And now, dear reader, we come to the joint heir with Christ.
main issue, "What is truth, and how can it
What is the will of the Father? It is
be demonstrated?" The religion of Jesus his law, commands; not one, but alL
is not made up of human opinions, creeds, Hence Jesus said, "He that loveth me will
disciplines and commentaries uninspired. keep my commandments~" "He that saith
Not a matter of hope without assurance, he Joveth me and keepeth not my comfaith without evidence of superstitious, mandments is a liar and the truth is not in
ignorant; credulity. No, for men of God him." He told the twelve, "Go teach all
in ages past could say with absolute cer- nations . . . . to observe all things whattainty, "We know what we worship; we soever I have commanded you."
know that we are the children of God."
The first principle· of the doctrine of
"Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living Christ is faith; second, true repentance;
God." "I know I have an house not made third, baptism by immersion for remission
with hands, eternal in the heavens."
of sins; fourth, the laying en of hands for
What is truth? Let the Master speak; the reception of the Holy Spirit; fifth, the
"Sanctify them through thy truth, thy literal resurrection of the body from the
word is truth." Let the Psalmist bear grave; sixth, the doctrine of future rewards
witness, "Thy law is truth, thy command- and punishments.
ments are truth." The mystery is solved,
To believe in and obey these and all
the eternal unchangeable law of Jehovah, other commands'of God is the will of the
as revealed by the Snn, as revealed in his Father. Will we do it that we may know
life, word and death, is truth immutable that there is a certainty in religion, claim
and everlasting. God is the same yester- the promise of Christ and thus know of
day, to-day and fo:r:ever; he changes not. the doctrine. Honor these divine condiThe covenant he has made with man is tions and prove to your own satisfaction
everlasting, and the conditions of that and eternal salvation these divine t:r:uths.
covenant on the part of God and man abide If you obey and God does not give you a
continually the same. The gospel he has knowledge of him, his truth, and your
sent to save the race is the everlasting acceptance with him, revealed religion is
gospel, and must be ever the same. The a farce, the promises of God have been
doctrine is the doctrine of Christ. If we proven untrue. On the other hand those
have it now, it will be the same as ancient- that say there is no personal God, no
ly; hence yve reason that it takes obedi- devil, no hell, let them submit to the condience to the same commands that were tions attached to those truths, if they are
obeyed in the days of Christ and the truths, and I will know them that I may
apostles in order to be saved in the celestial know that those statements are true.
glory. John says: "He that abideth in
I have yet to find a man that can tell
the doctrine of Christ, he hath botli the me one single thing to do that I may
Father and the Son." Paul said to know there is no personal Creator, no
Timothy, "Continue thou in the doctrine, literal devil, no future life beyond the
for in so doing thou shalt both save thyself tomb. All I have ever heard was bold
and those that hear thee."
assertion and assumption, which proves
I submit this proposition: Every truth nothing. To find the principles of the
(except a necessary truth) is susceptible of doctrine of Christ and commands and
demonstration when certain conditions promises, read Mark last chapter; John
attach(;)d thereto are honored. Fore4ample, , 8: 17 i Acts :;>,: 37• 38; 8th, 9th, 19th chap-
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ters; rst Cor"" 12th; Second Epistle of
John, 9th verse; and Hebrews 6: I, z.
In conclusion, let me say, I am looked
upon by many as a deceiver; am persecuted
maligned, hated, locked out of schoolhouses and churches where religious hate
and spiritual tyranny hold sway, and yet
my only crime is in following the dictates
of reason and c<:mscience, and leading a
life void of offense toward God and man
as much as lieth in me; and sacrificing all
things that the true gospel might be
preached to my fellow men.
Investigate before you condemn. Read
our literature and call on God in mighty
prayer to know if theRe strange things be
true, and you shall receive a knowledge
that we are the true servants of the Most
High. If we are wrong, come out Bible
in hand, show us the wrong, the error of
our way, and thus save souls from death.
It is honorable to meet any sincere person
in open discussion; but to try to defeat
them by an ,j\lttack on character, misrepresentation, locking out of churches and
school· houses is beneath the dignity of
any true Christian.
E. E. WHEELER.
Decem her 29th, 1890.

MODERN REVIVAL OF CA THOLICISM.
"

THE Roman Catholic Church is exhibiting unusual activity. This is specially
noticeable in its operations on the American continent, where the. efforts of the
great organization amount" to the conditions of a revival. A dbpatch in this issue
indicates the sleepless vigilance displayed
in seizing" every opportunity for nn increase of prestige and power. After Emperor Dom Pedro, of Br~zil, was deposed
by a revolutiona:t'y proce5s, and a popular
form of government established, the new
republic requested recog-nition from the
Pope. The Pontiff replied that the request .should be granted upon one conditiOn-that the government recognize
Catholicism as. the religion of the state.
The Catholic Courch being dominant in
Brazil, this· concession was made to the
Pope. Now the latter is followipg up the
vantage ground by inaugurating a complete reorganization of the church in that
country.
The revival
Cat_holicism and the reconstruction of t/1~? organization is to extend-so it is stated-to all the South
An1erican countr'ies. In response to a request from the Pope to the Bishops in
those nations for :opinions as to the. advisability of holding an ecclesiastical council
similar to that held in Baltimore a yea,r
ago last November, a majority have expressed in favor of the assembling of such
a conclave. It is consequently anounced
that such a gathering yvill soon be called.
This p~oposed council will be looked
forward to locally with some interest by
those who have noted with closeness the
· .
of the Catholic church in re~
About two years ago . Cardipublished a book entitled
hr·i<:t:,in Heritage."
In this v:ol•

ume he endeavored to define, from his
standpoint, some of the conditions which
threatened the existence of the republic
In his estimation the most conspicuous of
these were five in number. First on the
list he placed the existence of "Mormoaism." His standpoint was based upon the
perpetuation, as a part of the religion of
the Saints of the plural marriage system,
which he held to b.e dangerous to the
American home. The ecclesiastical council held at Baltimore in r889 adopted a
report embodying the same views-and
almost the identical language-as those
expressed in this direction by Cardinal
Gibbons.
This attack ofthe Catholic Church upon
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday
Saints was unexpected, as hitherto the
great ecclesiastical body had left a monopoly of such business to the Protestant sects.
Cardinal Gibbons had the generosity,
however, to denounce the prevalent vice
of the nation which be called consecutive
polygamy:-he divorcing of one wife in
order to marry another. He defined this
brutal phase of society as immeasurably
worse in his estimation than "Mormon
polygamy." Now that there will be in
the modern revival of Catholicism, numbers of ecclesiastical councils in this as
well as other countries, it will be interesting· to observe wetl}er or not the Catholic
Church will resume the toleration toward
the "Mormon" Church which characterized its course up to the last two or three
years. Since,the issuance of the manifesto by President Wilford Woodruff and
its adoption by the g-eneral assembly of
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints, the feature to which Cardinal Gib·bons and the Baltimore ecclesiastical council excepted has been removed. Hence
there remains not the shadow of a basis for
any future assault from the Catholic
Church. Should any such action be taken it would simpiy make it dear that it
arose from the exi~tence among Catholic
authorities of the spirit of religous intolerance.
The Catholic ecclesiastical power is
seeking and obtaining increased, prestige
and it is significant that the American continent should be its most active field. This
is especially so in the Republic of the
United States, where, owing to the power
it is capable of exercising in the field of
politics, it is making strong headway.
In this nation votes have a magical

potency.-Deserel News.
A LITTLE SERMON.
Tms golden image, high by measureless cubits, set up where your green fields
of England are furnace-burnt into the
likeness of the plain .of. Dura; this idol,
forbidden to us, first of all idols, by our
Master and faith; forbidden to us also by
every human lip that bas ever, il,1 any age
or people, been accounted of as able to
speak according to the purposes of God.
Continue to make that forbidden duty
your principal one, and soon no more art,
no more science, I16 more pleasure,. will be
p~ssible.
Cat~tstrophe will come, or,

worse than catastrophe, slow mouldering
and withering into Hades. But if you can
fix some conception of a true human state
of life, to be striven for-life for all men
as for yourselves-if you can determine
some honest and simple order of existence,
following those trodden ways of wisdom
which are pleasantness, and seeking her
quiet and withdrawn paths, which are
peace-then, and so sanctifying wealth into the "commonwealth," all your art, your
literature, your daily labors, your domestic affection and citizen's duty, will join
and increase into one magnificent harmony. You will know then how to build
well enough; you will build with stone
well, but with ·flesh better, temples not
made with hands, but riveted with hearts,
and that kind of marble, crimson-veined,
is indeed eternaL-Ruskin.
CARBONATE

OF LIME FOR TUMORS.
An English medical journal is credited with the
statement of a physician's twenty years' experience in the use of carbonate of lime, in the form
of calcined oyster shells, as a means of arresting
the growth of cancerous tumors-the result attained having been extremely ~atlsfactory. Reference is made to several cases in which a persevering use of calcined shell powder arrested the
growth and pain in tumors undoubtedly of a
cancerous character, and the persistent trial of the
remedy is urged in all cases where the nature of
the affection is easily recognized. It is affirmed
that it can do no possible harm, and an advantage
of the treatment isthat it may be readily prepared at home by baking oyster shells in an oven
and then scraping off the calcined white lining of
the concave.shell; the substance thus obtained is
to be reduced to powder, and as much as will.!ie
on asilvevquartertaken once or twice a day ina
little w~trm water or tea.-Herald tif Healtk.
PROSPERITY AND ITS CAUSE.
One little green spot In England can be shown
to illustrate the value of prohibition. It is a suburb of Liverpool, "a new town springing up as if
by magic." Thirty years ago it was a green
field to the .southeast of the city. About that
tim~ it began to be laid out for building purposes; the owners of the estate inserted a clause in
the building leases forbidding the use o( the
premises for the sale of liquor. Some rich merchants and magistrates live in the district.bt1t the
inhabitants are namely of the artisan class. The
guardians of the poor in that part bf the city
have ·encountered some facts which set them
thinking. One is that of the so ooo people in the
prohibition district, but forty-five applied for
public aid, while in a territory one-eighth the
area, and only one-fourth the population, with a
hundred public houses, the applic~ttions forrelief
numbered 911. The death rate in the prohibition district is from ten to twelve per thousand;
in the other the lowest Is twenty-five per thousand.--Ex.
TO A VOID A COLD.
The best way to get rid of a cold is not to catch
it. Warm. under-flannels and stockings should
be worn in winter and not left off until the
weather Is really .hot. Then they should be exchanged. for thinner ones. The feet should be
carefully shielded from damp by thick, solid
boots, or india rubbers.
Draughts should be avoided, particularly a cold
breeze on the back of the, neck, a peculiarly sen-.
sitive spot. No one who values health should go
from a hot room into the /open air withou.t an
extra wrap for protection.
A flannel jacketsho\lldbe worn over the nightdressat.night, a,n.d.the habit formed of sjeeping
with the wil;ldO\V open.
lf the top sash isle~ dowi1 one inch, and th~ bot··
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ingness to do~ and ask your heavenly Father to
do for you as'' you show yourselves determined
to do for his cause. Let the'potency of the gospel find clear illustration Jn y,ou, that as "living
epistles" you may b.e read of all and the volume
of your lives may yield glory to God. In short,
le!!> us all be up and doing; let us place our means,
influence, talents-our all-upon the altar and
never withdraw the sacrifice, but count it all to
our honor if God but accept the offering.
Hoping, if the Lbrd will, to be with you in the
near future and praying for the grace that will
enable us to abound in every good word and
work.
I ren1ain your brother in Christ,
JosEPH LuFF.

the funeral seryices took pla""' at the Saints'
church at Persia, Tuesday at two p. m. Her
husband returns his heartft>lt thanks to his neighbors of Missouri Valley for their kindness to his
family during his wife's long sickness.
MciNTOSH.-At her home in Galland's Grove,
Iowa, April roth, I89I, of consumption, Sr. Minnie Mcintosh, daughter of Bro. John A. and Sr.
Melinda Mcintosh.~. She was born October 2d,
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.
I872, baptized~ by her father' August IZth, I88I.
Whereas the rumor has obtained in Pleasanton;
Being possessed of a meek,. quiet and pleasing
Iowa, and vicinity, that I have said I did not
disposition she was much beloved and respected
wish any. aid in building our proposed chapel
by all acquainted with her. Assured of .her
from persons not members of our church, this is
acceptance with God and ,hope in the Lord Jesus
to say to all that such rumor is not correct, for I
Christ, she departed in peac~. «Blessed are the
am quite willing to have all who will aid in this
'dead which die in the Lord." Funeral sermon
Editors Herald:-I leave to-day for the west,
matter as tl')ey can, for we intend it shall be free
at the Saints church, Gallant;!'s Grove, Sunday,
ticketed for Portland, Oregon, via. Ogden and Salt
to the use of all religious denominations when
April 12th, by Elder John Pett, assisted by Elder
Lake City; will be at Salt Lake City over Sunday.
Milton Lynch.
not in use by Ours.
.
Please say to all Saints in Oregon and Washington
A ...w. REES]J:, Presiding Elder
MARQUART.- Catherine Marquart was born
that I desire them to write me at once, addressing
January 3oth, I8o4, and died :l"Tove.mber 6th, 1.890,
me, Aberdeen, Chehalis county, Washington, givaged 86 years, 9 months and 7 days: She was the
ing me all necessary particulars concerning their
PASTORAL LETTERS;
mother of 15 children of whom 6are living. Her
respective
localities.
·
I
_wish
to
hear
from
them
To the Saints residing in Utah, Idaho, Monposterity number 30 grandchildren, 77 greatsoon,
so
I
may
arrange
to
the
best
advantage
for
'tana and Wyoming, greeting:
grandchildren. The deceased was born in Penna two or three months' tour and labor in these
Having been, by the late general conference,
sylvania, was taken· in infancy. to Ohio; was
states.
In
bonds,
placed in charge of the Rocky Mountain Mismarried and lived there about 40 years, then reHEMAN c. SMITH.
sion, embracing the above. named states and termoved to Indiana, where sh~ sp(\pt the rest of
OliAH.~, Neb., April 30th, 1891.
ritory, I deem it wise to address a few words of
her life with the exception of about 3 years
counsel and explanation to .vou.
spent partly with a son in Iowa, and with her
Editors
Herald:-In
view
·of
my
appointment
By direction of the First Presidency I re-enter
daughter, Catherine Whitaker, in Piano, Illinois.
to Kansas and charge of the missionary work in
my late fi\!ld-the Eastern Mission-to remain a
She was identified all her life with the German
the
northern
districts,
I
desire
to
correspond
few months, or till wi$dom shall justify me in
Reformed Church; had never seen a sick day In
with
my
co-laborers
.and
the
presiding
elders
of
leaving it, before moving westward. During this
her life as the result of disease; and finally fell
these
districts,
with
the
view
of
learning
what
time the Rocky Mountain Mission will remain in
quietly asleep and like a sho(\k of. corn was fully
the opportvnities are for effecting new openings.
charge of Elder R. J Anthony, as in the past and
ripe and ready for the .harves't. Rest in peace,
Saints
who
are
isolated
and
desire
preaching
in
all matters relating to the work within its limits
dear mother, until the glad day of God's dear
their vicinities will please write me. My permashould be referred to him when counsel or
Son shall come.
nent
address
is,
Box
462,
Independence,
Missouri.
regulation is necessary. His address is Box I I23,
MrLLARDo-At her home in,Carson City, NevaIn
'bonds,
Salt Lake City, Utah. The· appointees of genda, March 2oth, I89I, of paralysis, Sarah, wife of
A.
H.
PARSONS.
eral conference will please regard the above and
Elder Thos. Millard; born in. the town of March,
May 2d, 1891.
labor under Bro. Anthony's direction.
Cambridgeshire, England, December 3Ist, I822.
To the local ministry, as also the above, we
About a year ago ~he was taken with la grippe.
BORN.
offer a word of kindly exhortation. The Lord
and had been .a sufferer more ·or less from its· efCocHRAN.-At
Lamoni,
Iowa,
Jant~ary
20th,
has given the church assurance,. ~hrough the
fects to· the time of her. death; a few hours pre1891, to Bro. Frank E. and Sr. Emma R. Cochran,
prophet, that the time to hasten his work has
vious she was tal(en quite sick. She died sud'
a
son.
Blessed
April
26th,
189I,
by
Elder
Robt.
come-that the coming year will be one of
denly; her whole body was paralyzed a few moM.
Elvin,
and
the
two
grandfathers,
Elders
Asa
prosperity to the cause we represent. This latter
ments previous to her death. She was a memS. Cochran and Lewis Gaulter, and named Clyde
clause holds good, of course, only where the
ber of the old ch.urch in England for a,)ong time,
Frank.
~
banner-bearers are at their posts and where the
emigrated.with her husband to Utah, but not being
MARRIED.
ministry are valiant for the truth. The promise
sathfied, from there they moved to Carson City,
is before us and its fulfillment is made contingent
CROCKER.- MoLYNEAUX.- At 1939 North
and was one of the old pioneers of that place.
upon our faithfulness. Shall "'e not see to it
Tenth street, St. Louis, Missouri, April 28th,
She was :baptized and confirmed in the Reorganthat every locality entrusted to· us as a field of
189I, Mr. Harry Crockt"r and Sr. Isabel Molyized Church by Elder Brand, November 24th,
labor shall make answer in glorious fruitage at
neaux were united in marriage, Elder R. EjzenI867. She was always ready to bear her testithe close of the conference year, or at least that
houser officiating.
The guests in attendance
mony to the latter day work. An exemplary
any failure in this regard shall not be chargeable
were many, the table cro<vned with good things
Saint, wife and mother. She now sweetly rests
to our indiff~rence or neglect?
to eat, long and richly laden, and thrice surroundin Jesus, until God shall bid her arise, crowned
ed with a merry throng of busy eaters. Many
Will the Rocky Mountain Mission, to which
with immortal life and glory in His presence forpresents were bestowedupon the happy pair, both
so much attention has for years been directed
ever. She leaves a husband and two grown
the useful and ornamental being represented in
and concerning which so many prayers have
children.
rich profusion. Mr. Crocker is of good habits,
been offered, begin this year to make the expectBELL.-Sr. Helen Bell, maiden name Ballansteady course and has good occupation. Sr. Belle
ed returns for the long and faithful servi.te of
tyne, a resident of Bandera, Texas, dep2.rted this
is not a whit behind in traits. Both have done
past years, and the sacrifices,.of devoted minislife April I5th, I89!. The funeral took plat'e on
good service in service of song in church, Sunters? Our liberty to enter and operate has been
the I7ih, services conducted by Elder T. J.
day-school and entertainment. That sunshine,
extended, our friends are more numerous-our
Sheppard, funeral sermon by Elder L. L. Wight
peace and prosperity may be theirs, is the ardent
enemies less powerful than ever before. Are we
followed by Elder T. J. Sheppard; subject, "Reswish of those participating in the happy event.
ready to occupy under the improved conditions?
urrection of the dead;" text, John I I: 25, 26. Sr.
Let us individually examine ourselves and so act
HooKs.-Cox.-On the evening of April 19th,
Bell was born in' Rockshire, Scotland, May I Ith,
as those to whom heaven's grandest truth has
at the residence of Bro. Thomas Thomas, Mr. F.
I8o9; united with the church early in I84I, and
been confided. Lrt us free ourselves from all
G. Hooks, of Wayne county, Iowa, and Miss
in the same year emigrated to Nauvoo, Illinois,
that is offensive to God or a hindrance to others
Maggie M. Cox, of Unionburg, were nnited in
at which place in the following year she was
and with "clean hands" mini~ter in letter and
marriage, Elder Thomas Thomas officiating.
married to Bro. William Bell. Soon after the
spirit before the Lord: In this hour of calamMay peace and prosperity be theirs to enjoy.
death of the prophet Joseph Smith they emiitous visitation upon wandering Israel in the
DIED.
grated with the well known <'ompany of Lyman
valleys, let us prove ourselves savior's indeedWight to Texas in the year I846 Her husband
DAvis.-At Mis~ouri Valley, Iowa, Sunday
bearing to them the tidings of peace and restcame to an untimely death by being overheated
evening, April 26th, I891, of consumption Sr.
directing them to the "old paths" from which
in the hay.field. She remained a widow thereRosilla A. Davis, aged 38 years, 6 months and 9
they and their fathers have strayed.
mainder of her life. She was self·sustaining in
days, wife of Bro. Ebenezar Davis and daughter
To the ministers, one and all, we say, Prepare
all of her protracted life and always when called
of Bro. and Sr. B.S. Parker. She leaves a husyourselves to move with the work. Let its S'JC·
upon had something to contribute to suffering
band, three children and many friends to mourn
cess and speed and triumph be vours-yours inhumanity, and was liberal with her means for
their loss. She united wi.th the church Novemdividually. Whether your influence be large
the spread of the gospel, paying her tithes to the
ber 2Ist, r863, was baptized by Elder B. V.
or small, be sure to exert it on the right side.
day of her death, and was a subscriber to the
Springer. , The deceased was a good Christian,
Let your professions of loyalty and love for the
Herald from the time of the first number, and
dying in full faith of a glorious resurrection.
work be emphasized by your sacrifices, your hupaid her last subscription only a few days before
Up to the last moments of her life she exhorted
mility and your diligence. Let God's time be
her death. It will be noticed that she was a memher friend~ to diligence, to obey the commandyours for hastening the work and bringing Zion
ber fifty years, and in all the dark days of the
ments of God. Her last request was that her reinto prominence before the nations. Need I tell
church like many others, her faith was never
mains be taken to the Saints' church at Persia,
you this means tithes and offerings as well as
shaken, and unitetl with the Reorganization at
and that the sermon be preached by Elder D.
prayers, testimonies and tears. Measure your
the earliest opportunity, which was presented in
Chambers. Her request was fully granted and
piety in the light of your opportunity,and willtom one raised the same distance the ventilation
will be bette¥ than if either alone were opened
two iJ1ches.--Exckang-e.
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the year r866. Her mind was fixed on the prayer
of faith until the last, and she expired with full
hope of eternal life.
WEDLOCK.~At Sioux City, Iowa, April rsth,
r89r, Anna Josephine, daughter of Bro. Silas
and Sr. Cora Wedlock; born at Cherokee, Iowa,
August 29th, r885, aged S years, 7 months and
17 days, of quick consumption. The remains
were brought to Deloit, Iowa, and buried beside
· its grandmother, Sr. Helen Wedlock, April r7th.
Funeral services at Saints' church, sermon by
Bro. W. W. Whiting, assisted by Bro. J. T.
Turner. The large a.nd sympathizing body of
friends that followed the little one to its last resting place showed the respect in which Bro. and
Sr. Wedlock were held, in this their former home.
We are weeping, darling Anna,
In our cottage home to-day,
For oh! we are so lonely
Since the hour you went away.
And we wonder if you're singing
As you sang for us while here,
In our hearts we hear your musicSee your face-forever dear.

BEEBE.-At the residence of her parents, in
Council Bluffs, Iowa, on the afternoon of May
rst, r89I, of paralysis of the bowels, Sr. Jessie
Gertrude, beloved daughter of Bro. Calvin A ..
and Sr. Angeline C. Beebe, aged 14 years and I7.
days. Gentle spirited, cheerful and lovable, she
won the confidence and high esteem of all who
knew her, and she was ever a joy and ~ladness in
the home circle. To contribute to the happiness
of others-and to none more than the unfortunate and depepdent ones-seemed her chief joy.
Fro111 nearly the beginning of her last sickness
she expressed the thought that she would notrecover, and when sorrowfully told by her sister
Emma, a few hours before her death, that all
hopes of her recovery had been abandoned, she
asked for prayers and then repeated audibly and
feelingly the Lord's prayer,-''0ur Father which
art in heaven," etc. Later on she said to her
mother, ••Don't we.ep for me. I'm not afraid to
die." And so she fell asleep In Jesus, triumphing in the love of God and in the faith of the
gospel of Christ. .A large concourse of svmpathizing friends and neighbors gathered at the
family residence at three ·p.m, Sunday the 3d
instant, and listen~d attentively-so many as
could find even room to stand-to an appropriate sermon delivered in ins'ructive, comforting
and very affectiona;te words, by. Elder Mark H.
Forscutt; W. W. Blair assisting in the services
both at the .house apd the grave. Notable in the
audience was the .large number of Sr. Jessie's
schoolmates gatheted near the coffin in bitter
grief at the)oss of 9ne they loved so well. Over
eighty carriages, besides many .on foot, follow<ed
in the sad procession to the grave cin the hillside
in Fairview cemetery, where the mortal remains
of the loved one were tenderly laid to rest with
others of ihe fa111ily gone before.
''Unto our Father's will alone
One thought hath reconciled; ~
'l'hat He whose love exceedeth ours
H/.\tb takim home his child.
"Fold her, o· Father, in thine arms,
:f\nd let her henceforth be. ·
A messenger of Jove between
Our human hearts and thee."

GAUGH.-At tqe 'home of his daughter, Johanna Bowman, near Hamburg, Missouri, February
5th, I89I, of paralysis, Johl:l H. Gaugh. He was
born March r r th, r8o6, <~nd was 84 years, ro
months and 25 daxs old whim ne died. He
united with the church in r832, was baptized by
" Seymour Brunson in I:..awrence county., Ohiq.
July 3d, r888, he unltedwith the Reorganization,
being baptized by Ej!der Rudolph Etzenhouser at
Cheltenham, St. Louis county, Missouri. He
died in ·hope of a: resurrection ·with the just.
Three sons, one daughter, a goodly nurnber of
grandchildren, besides two brothers, one of
whom belongs to the church, mourn his depart·ure.
CONFER.ENCE.NOTICES.
Southern Michigan and Northern Indiana diswill hold its next .conference session at
the ;I 3th and 14th o(June,r89r.
open at ten a. m. It. is very
that. the presidents and secretaries
branches .in the d istri<;t :will see to .i.t
reports are· all in in good tim\) and in
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good shape for recording in the record of the
district. Dear brethren, please be prompt and
correct in reporting and if possible attend in person yourselves.
HIRAM RATHBUN, Dlst.J-res.

No other report of Braden-Kelley debate is being taken except that for the Patriot. Send soc
and get it.
Lambert Bros. Lamoni, Ia.

The Central Missouri district will hold their
next conference in the King school-house, two
miles south of Richmond, Ray county, Missouri,
commencing June 13th, at ro a.m. Hope all the
Saints in the district will attend.
R. L. WARE, Pres.

A MONTHLY JOURNAL.

Conference of the Northern Nebraska district
will meet at the Saints' church, Fremont, Nebraska, May 29th, at 7: 30 p.m.
H. J. HunsoN, Dist. Pres.
NOTICES.
Will Leveret Trowbridge write to L. R. 1".
Hale, as he is very anxious to hear from him and
learn his address?
FRANK LOFTY.
To the Saintdn Arkansas: You can address
me at Manchester, Red River county, Texas, as
I am assigned to that state, and I. will try to
render you all the assistance I can.
In bonds,
J.D. ERWIN.

BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE
BEGUN.

Tuesday, May 5th, tlie debate .b~gan. Our first report
will appear ho Patriot for May 14th. We shall be prepared
for eome time to furnish our entire report to new subscribers. Send in names at once.
LAMBERT BROS. Publishers,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

FOR SALE.
Furniture of a three room house, all in first-class
condition, and as good as new. Address
·
J. E., care Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.
ONE

FARM

SOLD,

This one is located 2.V. miles north-east uf Lamoni, Ia.,
contains ~95 acres, all fenced; and some division fences;
House, Stahle, Granary, Corn-cribs, Young Orchard, and
3 good "ells. $1.5 per acre.

Enquire of agent, ROBERT LYLE,
2rmar3m
Lamoni, Iowa.

LAMONI,

D. F. NICHOLSON,
Caohier.

BAl~K
IO'W"A,

B. WATSON, EDITOR.

TERMS :-FIFTY CENTS A YEAR.
This journal is not the organ of any sect, denomination or pa,rty, but is published solely for
the dissemination of knowledge upon Christianity, Temperance, Social and Moral Reforms, and
its columns are open to all who wish to speak
pointedly, pithily and practically upon these
questions; who believe that the Word of God
and reason are the only rules of faith and practice for Christians as well as Moralists.
·TO CORRESPONDENTS.
The intention is to conduct the journal as a
medium for giving both sides of the question,and
no favoritism or prejudice by us will be exercised
in regard to authors, as communications will be
published without names or nom de plumes unless
desired.
'
An exception will be made in the case of controversies, when each writer must and shail know
his adversary.
Short, forcibly written communications, worded in the spirit of love, are invited upon any
theme bearing upon the above outlined subjects,
with the appended qualifications. Address all
matter:-,for publication to
MARY A. WATSON,
Drawer.F, St. Marys, Ont.
A postal card requesting a sample copy will
receive a prompt response.
27dec3m, eow

AND

THE SEER OR PALMYRA:
Or

SEQUE.I.,

No other report of Braden-Kelley debate is being taken except that for the Patriot. Send soc
and get it.
Lambert Bros. Lamoni Ia.

FARMERS

J.

SPIRITUAL GIFTS

ANOTHER FOR SALE.

ROBT. WINNING,
Pr0sident.

PEN AND PLATFORM,

'

PAYS INTEREST ON TIME DEPOSITS,

Money to Loan.
FARM LANDS AND TOWN LOTS FOR SALE.

A General Stock of Merchandise
For Sale.ln Lamoni, Iowa.
Store building sold with goods, or rented at a
reasonable rate. Good reasons given for selling.
For further information, address P. 0. Box r 12,
Lamoni, Iow.a.

A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,

T~

SPIRI'I"UAL GIFTS.

By M. H. BOND.
lU:odern Prophets ai'ter ancient types.
Who was Joseph Smith~
Was he a religions impostor Y
Was he a ••Spirit Medium"~
What do~>s the Bible say about Joseph
Smith!
·
The Truth by Three Witnessee-Christianity in the
First and Nineteenth Century-The Ancient and Modern Pharisee-The Revelations of Emmanuel Swedenborg-Modern "Spirit Mediums," and Hypnotic Religious •· Revival," as Against Reason and Bible Testimony, and in Contradistinction to the Work·of "The Latter
Day Seer;• E:s:ammed in the Light of FACTS and Human
History-A Rational and Scriptural Exposition or Ex~
plt>n11tion of Old and New Testament Prophecy and Doctrine.
A Revision of "Spiritual Gifts," With Snpplement.and
Appendi:.t. N, arly twice the reading matter of Spiritual
Gifts. I:'aper covers 35cts., full cloth binding 60 !cents.
For Sale at "Herald.Office," or by M. H. Bond, Willoughby, Ohio~ Liberal Discount to Agents.
4~pr

RUINS

REVISITED,

!.ND THE WORLD STORY 'RETOLD;
The Scientific Defense of the Latter Day Faith.
240 pages, bound in cloth, price $1.

Setting forth the order and . nature of the Priesthood, and defining the duties" and .prerogatives
of all the Church Officials, including the First
Presidency, and also the Deacons, as set forth in
the Revelations of God an:d decisions of the
Church. Compiled. from the. standard works of
the Church, by Ch<trles Derry, and for sale at
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
Price 25 cents including postage.

BIBLE SYNOPSIS.
Only three or four hundred left. I will sell
the remainder at $.r each; or six to any address
for $5; still a larger discount to agents. Send to
the Herald Office at Lamoni, Iowa, or J. J. Gornish, Reed City, Osceola .~ounty; Michigan.
27-12-3m

HOUSE FOR SALE.

INSPIRED TRANSLATION.

Having to move .to Cleveland for my linsiness, I offer
or sal0 my House of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good" cellar with hot air
furnace in it, and water in the kitchen.
..
·
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.

The Inspired Translation. of the Holy Scrip~
tur:es bound !11 limp leather, flexible Go,vers, similar to the binding of thtl Oxford Su)lday-school
Teac;her.s :Sible. Price,. by )'Uall, $4•

S. F. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa.

~.FLEXIBLE

.IUNUilWG •.~
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PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE

L

--)BY THE(--

Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IQWA,,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges •••••• 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •••••••••••••••. 2
Morocco, gilt edges ......................... 2
New Testament, Inspired ................. ,..

50
00
50
~5

BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ....................... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••••••••••••••• 1 50

ZION'S

DOCTRINE AND COVEN ANTS.
Sprinkled Sheep, or Library •••••.•••• , .••••• 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••••.•••••••••• 1 50
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ••••••••••• 1 26
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••••••••••••••• 1 50

In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen......... ~5
Witho•1t covers 5cts. each; per dor.en......... 60
Contains valuable matter in relation to the Galling
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and TraUBiation of
the Book of Mormen, and the Angelic'bestowal of the
Priesthood.

THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymh Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin ,sides .••••.•••••... 2 50
· The Harmony· contains all the hymns In the Saints'
Harp; also 642 pages of music, comprising about 720
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.

CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVENANTS.
An enlarged edition, 32 ~. ~er covers ••• ,
Old editioa ...................· .. • • • • • • . • • • •

5

TRACTS.
2_ Truth Made Manifest, dozen 2octs., 100 ..... 1 liO
3. Voice of the Good Suepherd, dozen 5e, 100 • 40
4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Church
and the Kirtland 1'emple Suit. dozen 6c. 100.. 25
250 for 60cts, 600 for $i, 1,000 . .'•..... 1 ~5
6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects, Prerequisites and Design-and Who Shall Administer; 25 ets per dozen, per 100 .••••••••••• 1 75
7. Who Then Can be Saved; dozen 5c., 100.. .• 40
8. Fulness of the Atonement; dozen 25e. l 00 .• 1 ~!)
9. Spiritnalism Viewed fram a Scriptural' Stand·
point; dozen flO eta., 100 .................. 2 25
10. The Narrow Way; dozen 15 eta., 100 ...... 1 10
ll. The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2 25
12. The Bible vs Polygamy; dozen 25 eta .. 100.1 65
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 25 eta, I 00 ... 1 ~5
15 Brigbamite Idolatry; duzen 5 cts., 100 . . • . . 40
16. Polygamy: Wa.'! it an Origin"! Tenet of the
Church; dozen 20 cts., 100 ................ 1 40
17. The SuceeMor in the Prophetic Office and
Presidency of the Church; dozen 25 ets, 100.1 ~5
20. The "One Body:" or the Church of Christ
under ~he Apostleship and under the Aposta.
sy; dozE'n 20 cts., 100 ..................... l 40
21. Truth by Three WiLnesses; dozen 3c.. 100... 15
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 cts, ioo ... 1 10
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 ••••••••••• 1 25
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 cts., 100.... 40
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 cts., 100..... 40
26. Mountain of the Lord's Honse; doz. 5c., 100 40
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen 21\ cts., 100 ... l 40
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrine and Covenants; dozen 5 ets., HJO....... 40
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen...... Hi
per hundred .....•.•..................... 1 10
31. What is Truth? and True Orthodoxy? and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 5 eta., 100... 25
250 for 50 ets., 500 for $1, 1,000 for ......... 1 '15
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 . • • • 40
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen.. 20
per hundred ............................ 1 25
41. The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 eta., 250 50
500 for $1, 1,000 for ...................... 1 75
42 Rejection of the Chureh; doz{)o 15 eta., 100 .l 10
4;3 One Wife, or Many; dozcen 25 cts, 100 .... 1 75
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of J aSUB Christ; 5 ots. each, per dozen. . . . • . • • • . . 50
Prophecy OD. the Rebellion; per 100.......... Hi
An llJ!!Bortment of Tracts. • . .. . • • . . • .. • • • • • • • • 35

HESPERIS.
(Poems by David H. Smith,)
Fancy Muslin, 202 pages, gilt edges ....••••••. l. 50
. VOICE OF WARNING.
Instruction to all people on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work.
In paper covers, 10 eta. each, per dozen .••••••• 1 00
Limp muslin covers .............. ;.......... 26
JOSEPH THE SEER.
Hia Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defended and Maintained.
(New and Revised Edition.)
Paper covers, 200 pages..................... 35
Muslin binding. . . . . . • . . . • . • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • 50
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder William Sheldon of the Second Advent Society, and is an
important work to be in the hands of the minigtry of
the church; and it is a most excellent one to be circulated both in the church and among those without,
abounding in proofs never before preseuted in defense
of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.

00
~5
50

25

SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
flchool Engineer and Record Book • • . . • . • • . . . • 50
GlJod Behavior Tickets, 100 for 16c., 1,000 for .. 1 09
Prompt Attendance Tickets ....•...... Same price.
Fancy Cards, package of 60, 5 kinds, large,..... 15
Fancy Cards, smaller, 10 kinds, per 100........ 50
FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages..................... 25
J. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches the coming of
Christ to Judge the world il!l now past." M. H. Forscutt affirms "The Bible teaches the Literal Resurrecliion of the bofiy from the grti!l'lll."

10

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers lQcts.; per dozen .............. 1 00

JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET .A.ND
HIS PROGENITORS.
(By Lucy Smith.)
Muslin binding, 312 pages • • • • . • • .. .. • • • • • • . • 70
Leather binding ............................ 1 00

SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather .......................... 1
Muslin boards . . • • . • • • . . • • . . . . • • . . • . . • • . • • •
·Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
Limp muslin, 25 eta. each, per dozen . . . • . . . . 2
Question Books for Primary Claooes.
Limp muslin, Hi eta. each, per dozen ........•. 1

HOUSES.

BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
MEETING
Muslin boards, 396 pages .................... 1 'liS
Below will be found the different places of
Proposition11:-'-(l) Is the Book of Mormon of Di·. 'meeting of the church in the cities named:
vine origin, and areiti! teachings entitled to the respect
Chicago, Illinois, Hart's Hall, r·682 Milwaukee
and belief of all Christian people? . (2) Is the Church
avenue, every Sunday at 7: 45 p. m.
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
San Francisco, California, Lincoln Hall, Montof Christ, and identical in faith, organization, ordinangomery street, near Palace Hotel.
ces, worship and practice, with the Church of Christ, ·]
St. Louis, Missouri, No. 2518 Elliott avenue.
as it WIIS Jeg perfected by the Apostles of Christ. (3) !
Pitti;burg, Pennsylvania, Fourth avenue 1 near
Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Wood street.
'
Boston, Massachusetts, Howard avenue, Rox·
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
with Him Y
bury.
San Bernardino, Califor.nia, corner Fifth and
F street's.
"Mil"USCRIPT FOUND."
· Sacramento, California, Saints' Chapel, Twen·
In ll)tlSlin, 25cts , ten or more, each • • • • • • • • • • • 20
ty-f~urth avenue and K strt)ets. J. M. Parr,
In paper 15~ts., ten or more; each ••••.•••• ; • • 13
prestdent.
This is the notorious "Manuscript Found," written
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which eo much has
been said in couuectiim with the theory that it. iur·
nished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
Published every Saturday at
ground work and. ll)aterial from which to write the
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,
Book of Mormon.
Brethren { F.
J • A.
RoBINSON } Edt' to. ce•.
COWDERY LETTERS.
G. PrTT

1

SET OF TRACTS.
Bound in Limp Mualin, turned in ••••••••••• , •

'lllo

ENSIGN,

Snbscription. pri.ee, Sll.OO per year.
It is devoted to the spreading of religious truth as
viewed by. the Saints.
·
Each issue contains a sermon by one of the ministry
reports of the different societies in the church, and ar:
~~~~~~earing upon or explanatory of the doctrines of th(l
It is the in~ntion to make it a help to the missionary
at home _and in the field; a sourr.e of comfort to the scattered~nes who are denied church privileges, and to bring
the Samts into closer relationship with each other.
. No othev report of Braden-Kelley debate is betng taken except that for the Patriot. Send soc
and get it.
Lambert aros. Lamoni, Ia.

Book Subscriber's Notice.
Many inquiries are coming in \n regard to when

the volumes,

"With the Church in an Early Day,"
-AND~'

"Pattie; or, Leaves from a Life,"
will be issued? We are now prepared to say that "With
the Church" will be ready for mailing by the last of April
or the first of May. We trust that those who have sent
in their name as SUbscribers Will be prompt in remitting,
~s we shal! n~ed the funds to defray the expense of print·
illg and bmdmg. When remJttmg do not forget to enclose stamps for mailing.
Price at the Office $1.
Probable cost of maiiing 8 cts.
Owing to the sickness of .her father, Sr. Eleanor was
cal!ed away eome five weeks since, but her volume wiii
be Issued about the last of June or early in July, and sub·
scr1ptwu price, which may now be remitted as convenient, will be the same as the above.
ALSO NOTICE.
'l'his week we commence the mailing of om premium
Engraving to ail subscribers who have .ordered it. Owing
to the large number to be served it may require two full
weeks to reach the last ones. If by the 20th of Februa.ry
you have not received yours, notify the office by a card
and it will receive prompt attention.
~ Be careful in removing them from the tube and
we guarantee perfect conditioa.
M. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa.
Jan. 31st, 1891.

MILL FOR SALE.
SHELBY MILL FOR SALE, situated in
Shelby, Shelby ·county, Iowa. For full particulars enquire of Mrs. Abby A. Bristol, Vine·
land, New Jersey.

GERMAN TRACTS.
in the German Language may be had of Bro.
Ad. Richter, Burlington, Iowa: The Baptism, 6 cents;
the Repentance, 5 cents; the Principles of the Gospel 6
cents: the Epitome oi F'aith. 2c.; the Sixth Trumpet' a
fifty-four page pamphlet, 25c. These prices include
postage.
~Tracts

CATECHISM:
OR

Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
BY A. J. MAPES.
104 page11, cloth bound.

Price 35 cents each.
For lll!lle by Brw. H. R. MILLS,
INDEPENDENCE, It~O.
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"liBARKEN TO TEll WoRD OF THE LoRD: FOR THERB SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG You liAVl!l SAVll lT Jll!l ONl!l WIFll- AND CONOUJIINl!lll
liE SHALL HAvE NoNB."-Paga 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
·
"W11 BELIEVB THAT ONB MAN SHOULD HAVE ONB WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT O::rn HusBAND: ExcBl'T IN CABB Oll' DRATH, WBBN EITHBR
rs AT LmERTY TO MARRY AaAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec.l09, par. 4.

Vol.
T

38.-Whole Nc. 939

H E

S A I NT s' H E R A L n :

Official Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ OJ
Latter Day Saints
PuBLISHED AT LAMONI, DECATUR COUNTY, IOWA,

Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
'l'he Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presidents'
and the Bishop's Agents, are requested to solicit new sub·
acriber~, and help build up the paper and the publication
department.
Business Letters and Subscriptions must be sent to David
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Registered Letter, or Express.
Entered as second elass matter at Lamoni Post Office.

JosEPH SMITH
W. W. BLAIR

EDITOR:
AssociATE -EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, May 23, I891.
DR. FOSTER'S TES11IMONY.

IN this issue we reproduce from HERALD
for April 15th, 1875• an interesting letter
from the pen of Dr. Robert D. Foster, who
at one time was an honored mem her of. the
church, but who, in an evil hour, fell away
from the church, consorting with its enemies and giving them active aid, and finally removing from Nauvoo into isolation
and obscurity.
From the tenor of the letter ?it seems
that Foster had seen his folly and regretted his alienation from Joseph and the
Saints, and desired reconciliation with his
friends and the church. Testimony of
this kind carries great weight, for the reas.on that Mr. Foster could have no other
motive in giving it than to make amends
.for the past anp satisfy the just demands
of a troubled conscience.
SUNDAY-SCHOOL ASSOCIATION.

has "sought out many inventions." And,
by the way, is it possible in this manner to
apply water to the person, or that the administrator could fill any of the points ih
Scriptural examples of baptism?
THE Nauvoo Rustler, o£ May sth, contains the. following quotation from tbe
Warsaw (Illinois,) Pilot, and the pungent
reply of the Rustler to it. The answer
is a good and just one. Here's our hand
Brn. Argast and Bossler; there is indeed
nothing for Warsaw to boast of in that
she helped to drive American citizens
from their homes and the state.
The Pilot says:
"We admit we have never had the pleasure of
visiting the City of the Saints, mainly owing to
the fact that very few river packets stop there
and the Walker line refuses to issue any more
passes to editors, but when Brn. Argast & Bossler call Warsaw a slow town they certainly
must be dreaming. Warsaw is the metropolis of
the county and transacts more business every
day in the week than all other Hancock county
towns combined. If history is correct, long before Nauvoo was thought of Warsaw "sat upon
her seven hills" and with her forts ruled this section of the Mississippi valley. After Nauvoo
came into existence and became so corrupt that
force was necessary to cleanse her moral atmosphere, Warsaw furnished the Einews of war that
silenced Joe Smith and his followers. During
your retrogression we have been forging ahead
and are furnishing your people with woolen
goods, pickles, flour, cooperage, stove polish,
-cigars, beer, etc., all manufact~red here."

To this the Rustler replies:
"NOTHING TO BE PROUD

OF."

THIS week's issue of the Hope contains
· "There is nothing to be· proud of in the fact of
the constitution and by-laws of the Sundayyour city assisting in running the Mormons out
school Association, adopted at the late
convention at Kirtland. A circular from of Na_uvoo. It was a cowardly piece of work
the superintendent and. assistant superin- brought on by jealousy, and if the persecuted
tendent will_ shortly he issued containing Mormons had been !eft alone Nauvoo would toinstructions to: Sunday:school work:ers. day be the largest city in the state of Illinois.
These, with other matter to be presented, Can you deny it? As far as you furnishing us
will enable all interested to understanding! y with the necessaries of !He, we alway~ like to
commence work according to the methods, -trade with our siSter cities."
provided by tb,e general conference committee and the convention. It is hoped MRs. McMASTER, head nurse at the
thatdue_ attention will be given the papers Cook county (Illinois) hospital, in answer
referred to, that all schools may be pre- to an inquiry lately made upon the occapared to enter upon the work therein out" sion of the attempt of one Charles Wlllined as fully as possible and in unison.
liarr.s to commit suicide by cutting himself .in the throat, and whom she had in
her charge during his recovery from that
BAP11IZED IN HER COFFIN.
attempt,, made the following statement:
SPRINGFIELD, 0., May 6.~Another case of
baptism in a coffin occurred here this morning.
Elder Green immersed Mrs .. Alice Madison, who
is !3Yit)g with consumption, in a metallic casket.

The above is the latest .method of baptizing that we have heard of. Truly, man

No.

Lamoni, Iowa, May 23, 1891.

Nine cases out of ten, Head Nurse Mrs. Me
Master states, attemptec! suicides are caused by
drink, and the case of the despondent Is rare that
. when 'attempted
not successful:
Women,
o_ftener than me11, are_· in the latter class, and it

.is

21.

is the generally accepted theory that tliey, too,
are driven crazy by their troubles before they at~
tempt to end them by their own hand.
"Men are afraid of a little hurt," explained
Mrs. McMaster, "and very few have ever deliberately shot themselves or cut their throats or
even drowned themselve~ while in their right
minds. There is a timidity about cutting one's
self that .every person understands.
Men or
women who commit suicide invariably are suffering some mental strain that drives them temporarily insane. A few days ago a man was
brought here who had domestic trouble and who
had tried to frighten his wife. In shooting he
had taken great pains that the bullet should only
graze his flesh, making a wound that a piece of
sticking plaster would .cure. I gave him that
and a lecture, which he deserved, and sent him
away."
RUSSIA CALLS A HALT.

THE following dispatch would seem to
indicate that Russia in expelling the Jews
from her borders is cutting a good slice
out of her financial nose to spite her
political face:
ST. PETERSBURG, May 6lh.-The authorities
have suddenly suspended the exjmlsion of Jews
from Moscow. It is reported that there were
disorders- at Warsaw Sunday, which were suppressed by troops. The agitation among the'
Russian Poles is spreading.

IT

IS

A BOOMERANG.

LONDON, May sth.-The Moscow correspond·
ent of the Standard dwells upon the utter disorganization of business through the sudden expulsion of the Jews. All who are engaged in
the various bminess agencies, the correspondent
says, find it impossible to collect debts and hundreds of bills are protested daily. The judge of
the Commercial court has been obliged to telegraph to .the minister of finance for instructions
as to how to act in the emergency. Many traders
in the Jewish. quarter are facing bankruptcy,
owing to the departure of Jews· who only left
their belongings to cover debts amounting to
$6soooo. At St. Petersburg a synagogue has
already been-sold for $45,ooo. A new and unused synagogue at Moscow has been offered for
sale, as it is useless in the face of the exodus.
A Moscow letter to the Ti11tes records sacrifices made by the Jew!'h emigrants. In many
c,ases they have wid their belongings for the
merest trifle, chairs being bought for twopence
and beds for sixpence. Many persons destroyed
their goods In preference to 5elling them at a
sacrifice. Many Russians have declined to pay
d~bts owing to Jews. Heartrending scenes are
witnessed daily in the synagogues, the people
weeping arid praying to 'Jehovah to help them.
Thousands of. workmen are idle who have hitherto been employed by Jews. Foreign importers
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ate keeping back goods on the frontier. It Is reported that one Swiss silk firm has lost $4o,ooo
in a, single week.
The letter confirms. the Sta11dard's dispatch as
·to the business collapse. Neither Jews nor Gentiles are paying their debts. The correspondent
declares it a shame that the rich Jewish bankers afe not touched by the government's decrees
and 'yet do not appear to help their unfortunate
brethren· as they might.
The Telel[rajk's St. Petersburg correspondent
·says that r 53 students have been expelled from
their schools for taking part in the procession on
the occasion of the funeral of Schelgounow, the
Russian political economist, Saturday last. They
were accused of·· belonging to a revolutionary
society. Other students are awaiting severe
punishment. Prof. Tratschebsky, who occupied
the chair of history, has been dismissed from the
university, and other authors of Saturday's demonstration have been expelled from the city.
Terrible scenes attended the Jewish expulsions,
many Jews dying on the way: The misery in
the Jewish settlements, which are crammed with
new arrivals, is indescribable. All speeches and
pamphlets in favor of the Jews are prohibited.
The government is considering a scheme to solve
the Jewish question, which, if adopted will astonish and perhaps shock the civilized world. An
Odessa. paper says 5o,ooo Jews have joined the
Greek and Lutheran churches since the issue of
the expulsion decrees. Each one embracing the
orthodox faith receives a gratuity of fifteen rubles.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
THERE were in attendance at the discussion between Bro. E. L. Kelley and Elder
Clark Braden, on Thursday and Friday,
the 7th and 8th instants, Elders J.D. McClure, of Tabor, H. S. Headrick, of Allerton, D. D. Ellis and B. S. Denny, of Des
Moines, B. H. Lingenfel~er, Chariton, all
of Iowa; M. S. Gillidett, Bethany, B. H.
Coffey, New Castle, and B. H. Watkins,
of Grant City, all of Missouri; all elders
of the Disciple or Christian Church, fellow
churchmen with Elder Braden; also Mr.
E. Payne, county clerk of Lucas county,
and wife, of Chariton, T. H. Schenck and
wife of Leon, and C. W. Huffman, prosecuting· attorney of Decatur county, of
Leon,Iowa, M. M. Turpen and wife, Z. H.
Gurley, A. W. Moffett, A. W. Reese and
Sr. Sarah V. Bailey, of Pleasanton, Iowa.
The house is packed each night.
Elder H. S. Headrick, of the Disciples,
occupied the pulpit of the Saints' church,
Lamoni, Friday morning at IO: 30, and it
is stated by the brethren that he made a
very creditable and enjoyable effort.
The uniform price of Bro. M. H. Bond's
book, "Spiritual Gifts ahd the Seer of
Palmyra," will hereafter be 35 and 6o
cents, post paid, to any part of the world,
35 cents for the paper 6o cents for the
cloth. This, added to the original cost,
brings the book down to a low price,
when commissions are considered.
Bro. Blair returned from Council
Bluffs on the 7th. He had been called
there by the sickness and death of little
Jessie, youngest daughter of Bro. and Sr. C.
A. Beebe, of that place, a bright and beauti-

ful child, one that 'leaves a family sad and
bereaved indeed; mourning, but not disconsolate.
Bro. H. Lytle wrote from Little Sioux,
Iowa, May 1 Ith, that Brn. J. C. Crabb
and Frank Mintun had done a good work
there the wctk ending that day; Bro.
Min tun baptized five.
He further says:
"God has helped me in quitting the use
of tobacco. I used it for seventeen years
and tried of my own power to. quit, but
could not without the help of God."
ERRATA.-In Bro. Charles Derry's late
article, "God's Means of Grace," in sixth
paragraph read, "I shall not attempt to
pose as the one champion of truth," etc.
The word· "prove" was substituted for
"pose."
FROM an exchange we select:
"TOO MANY CHURCHES."
FoR the information of a few smallheaded editors who have professed to be
greatly shocked that the Herald and Gazetteer should insist that there are, as a
rule, too many churches for the average
attendance, the following short article on
the same subject, taken from a religious
exchange, is transferred to these columns.
It is headed "Too Many Churches."
Not too much preaching and worship,
but too much Waste of monev and labor in
maintaining it. The sum -total of this
waste among Protestant sects of this country annually may or may not reach the sum
of$ I2,50o,ooo. But according to Rev. Dr.
Blrrows, who has made a close study of
this subject, the following figures do not
overstate a part of this needless loss.
Boston could spare 6o of its evangelical
churches, leaving room for all present
attendants on their services. M assachusetls could spare 400, thus saving $2oo,ooo.
In thew hole countrv last year, $72,000 was
paid out for unnecessary Congregational
churches ~lone, meaning by unnecessary
, that the same preaching could be had in
churches of other orders near by and only
partially filled, and the only thing missed
by them would be none of the gospel, but
only denominationalism. In the address
which has called attention to this mat!l:er,
no proposition was made looking to the
abolition of denomination§, but a radical
remedy was sug-gested for the future.
Organize all new churches on a basis for
admission of members that the original
church of God has, viz: friendship for God
and faith in Christ. Allow nothing in a
new creed that will keep out a friend of
God. Then let no missionary society
grant aid to a new church in a community
already supplied with evangelical preaching an<l an abundance of pews.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Bro. C. Scott, Galien, Michigan, May
6th:
"I baptized one, a very excellent lady, sincereturning from conference; and others are near the,
door of the fold here. We are holding four to
five services per week, and Bro. W. J. Smith is
holding some meetings at Troy, seven miles
north-west; some favorable there, Will be in
other parts ol: the field soon, the Lord directing."

The May Are11a opens with a remarkable
paper by C. Wood Davis on "The Wheat Supply
'of Europe and America." It is stated that almost
a year was required to secure from Europe,, Asia,
Australia, South and North America, the official
data employed in this essay. It is probably the
most exhaustive examination of. the wheat problem that has ever appeared in a review. Prof.
Emil Blum, late of Odessa, Russia, contributes a:
striking article on "R.ussia of To-day," giving
one of the clearest and most ;comprehensive de~
scriptions of the government 'and people of this
great Empire that has yet been written. Prof;
Blum is a co.nservative thinker, and though an
exile from Rus~ia, takes a very different view
from that set forth by Stepniak and other exiles~
A notable feature of this number is the debate
on the subject, "Is Spiritualism Worth Investigating?" by Julian Hawthorrre and Rev. Minot
J. Savage. Paul Blouet, known throughout the
length and breadth of this land as Max O'Reil,
writes in a most entertaining manner on "The
Anglo-Saxon 'Unco' Guid.' '' Abram S. Isaacs,
Professor of Hebrew in the University of New
York, and editor of the :Jewish Messe11l{er, contributes the second paper of Tke Are11a's series
on the world's great religions; entitled "What Is
Judaism?"
Dr. Henry D. Chapin discusses the "Survival
of Faith" in a broad spirit ahd scholarly manner.
E. P. Powell, whose "Life of Alexander Hamilton," in the April Are11iz, attracted general attention, writes a critical paper on "Thomas Jefferson" which· is worthy of careful perusal. Prof.
J. W. McGarvey, of the Divinity School of
Kentucky University, ably presents the Orthodox view of New Testament inspiration. The
Rev. Jol;m W. Chadwick appears in a sonnet,
dedicated to the Rev. Minot J. Savage; Will
Allen Dromgoole continues the Malungeon papers, giving the origin and rise of this strange
people. The editor contributes a strong 'plea for
freedom in an editorial of more than ten pages,
entitled "Is Socialism Desirable?" This issue
contains full-page photogravures from recent
photographs of Minot J. Savage, Julian Hawthorne, and Prof. Abram S. Isaacs. Taken as a
whole this riumber, which closes the third volume of Tke Are11a, is one of the strongest and
most attractive issues that has yet appeared of
this review.
PAINSTAKING MINISTERS
They have system in their work-in study and
in pastoral ministrations.
They keep a record of work. All matters of
importance are carefully noted in a book provided expressly for that purpose. Nothing is left to
the uncertainty of a treacherous or overcrowded
memory.
They look well after the finances of the church.
They do not necessarily manage the financial
matters, espPcially when there are CHpable leaders in the field, but they keep themselves always
conversant with the church's financial condition.
They look well to the ge .1eral as well as to the
local interests of the church.
They use due diligence in the circulation of
the periodicals of the church among their people.
They keep abnast of the great religious movements of the •'ay by a studious reading of current
religous literature. Especially do they read with
care the literature of their own church. They
know what is going on at home and abroad.
They are wakeful on all lines.
They send in promptly to the denominational
paper all church news of general interest.
All these things, and many others, painstaking
pastors do. May their number be greatly increased.-Sel.
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EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCEs."

"A house without books is like a room without windows. No man has a right to bring up his ch,ldren with.out books if he has the means to buy• them. A library is
not a luxury, but one of the neces•ities of life. A book
is better for weariness than sleep, be~ter for cheerfulness
than wine; it is often a better physician than the doctor,
a better preacher than the minister, a better sanctuary
than a drowsy church."
·

of every man's work, will be held responsible for
the work ~hich you should have done in the
Sabbath·school whether you have done that
"(Ork or not. This responsibility cannot be
shifted to the shoulders of any other and just as
individuals are faithful to their trust in this matter, so will the cause prosper. The skies are
clear and the field is inviting and he that reapeth
shall receive wages.
HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

May 2d, Amount to date .............. $3.506 98
C. Curtis, Cal .......... $2 75
A. D. Howard, Idaho ... I oo
Angeline Loach, Iowa .. I
Kate Hartshorn, Iowa .. 2 oo
25
C. M. Ebert, Kan.......
E. G. Hodge, Neb ...... I 50
Geneva, Alice and Addie
Luelling.... . . . . . . . . . . . I oo
M. A. S., Iowa.... . . . . . r oo
Lizzie Weise, Oregon...
75
I I 75
May 14th, Amount received to i:late .. , $3.5rl:l 73

so

SUNDAY -SCHOOL WORK.
Since our return from the annual conference,
many letters of inquiry have reached us concern·
ing the nature and extent of the work done there
bearing upon the interest of the Sabbath-school
cause, and we find that. not a few are looking to
this work with great expectation that it will be
instrumental in accomplishing much which in
~Send all monevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.
the past has remained undone.
CoRRECTION-In Horne Column Missionary
We, too, hope that it will be a povver for good
Fund in Herald of April r8th, r891, for M, A.
Faulk, Missouri, read M. A. Faulk, Ohio.
in tl.e church; but we are very strongly impressed that its success in this direction is largely dependent-shall we say upon individual schools?
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
-nay, but more definitely than this, upon indiSr.
Ella
Brannan writes. from Denver that the
vidu.al members of the body or the church; for
sisters
of
that
branch organized a Prayer Union
just as these come up to the faithful discharge of
last September, and that as they have met from
duty and labor with earnestness and zeal therein,
time to time they have been greatly blessed and
just to this extent will the work of the general
the Holy Spirit has met with them.
association ·prove a success or a failure. That
Sr. E. Jack, of Proton, Ontario, writes that she
there is power in organization and unity we most
has now been a member of the church four years
cheerfully admit, but the power is increased or
and upwards and has never once regretted the
diminished by the extent to which the organizafacL That she is very thankful for the many
tion is acknowledged ,and the unity prevails.
testimonies
she has r,eceived of the truth of the
The church, in conference assembled, not only
work and the many times when she has seen the
recognized the work bf the convention, but also
sustained the officers: of the general association. . sick healed and has been healed herself.
It is not, however, a very difticult matter to foreWEBB.CITY, Mo, April 3d.
see that while the church might thus sustain the
Dear Saints:-I feel constrained this morning
officers and the officets labor to the best of their
to write a letter to our friend, the Herald, which
ability, the association might still fail to be probrings so much consolation to the many scatterductive of good; unless the sustaining went fared children of God's kingdom and especially
ther and deeper than this. It is the intention of
when it comes laden with. testimonies which are
the general superintendant just as soon as po&siwritten in the spirit of the gospel. Then the
ble to send a copy of the constitution and ·by·laws
thought comes, "How careful should we be
to all who are now laboring in the cause of Sun·
when we attempt to write; that we may invoke
day-school instruction and also to add to this a
the blessings of God's Holy Spirit to be with us
circular letter, and it i~ not our intention in
that what we say may inspire the hearts of those
writing these few lines. to forestall such a movewhocread, for our testimonies are to go forth to
ment, but· rather to say just a word by way of
warning, lest our Sunday-school workers should
all the world."
to any extent relax their efforts and wait for the
Our raper, the Herald, is one of the means in
the hands of God in giving strength to the weak
new impetus which tpey hope may result from
and courage to the strong and faith to thos.e who
the inauguration of tlfe a&sociation.
lack faith, hope to thosewh() lack hope and, in
As we wrote to one superintendent, so we wish
fact, i.t is a strength to all who read i.t with that
to say to all engageq in Sunday-school work,
"Hold the fort and la'bor on in faith." Those' desire to receive light.
I have. received much comfort in reading its
, who have this work in charge we pledge you
pages. I know the sisters Prayer Union is ac. will be faithful to the utmost limit of their ability.
The pressure of conference work and the absorbceptable it;~ the sight of God and that he is w~ll
ing interest of the Braden-Kelley debate will depleased with the efforts and that their prayers
have been answered. Then let me exhort you
lay it some, but it is not forgotten, neither are
the ofticers careless, but are pushing the work as
not to become weary in well doing but press onrapidly as possible.
ward for the prize is at the· end of the race. We
have had a Prayer Union organized here for
In the meantime let us say to parents who
read this column, that you-each one of you in·
some time, although it has taken quite an effort
dividually, will be largely responsible for the
to keep It going and we have had much to dissuccess or failure of the work of the association,
courage us~ Yet we have betm blessed with the
and a:t the day when a:n account shall be taken
Spirit to suet) a degree that it has more than re-
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paid us for all our trouble if we only receive in
this life. But has it not also brought us near to
God and caused us to lay up treasures in heaven.
We have not done very much but a few sick
have been relieved and their wants supplied,
which is much better than had it been neglected,
and we have been brought nearer together. Our
prayers have ascended as one; we have been
melted, to tears. We have felt the blessed influ·
ence of the Holy Spirit present. We have
thought of the many mothers and sisters of Zion
who were holding this hour sacred.
Our average attendance is six.
Dear sisters, I have passed through some dark
clouds and hard trials, but when we think that
we are to be a tried people, let us turn our hearts
unto the Lord and keep in mind the promise and
let our watchword be "Faithfulness;" for he is
sure who has promised.
I have received many blessings in different
ways since I obeyed the gospel and have hal:~ the
blessed gift of faith; for my prayers have been
answered in behalf of others as well as my own
family, although I have been a great sufferer.
I have been healed many times by the admin·
istrations of God's servants. It r;ever enters my
mind to send for a doctor. No, if God has not
the power and we have not that confidence in
him, he is surely hot the Father who is more
ready to give good gifts to his children, if we ask
him, than we are to give to ours. For if your child
asks for bread will you give it a stone? Then if
we not being perfect know how to feed our chi!·
dren, how much more does our Father in heaven
know how to give good gifts to those that ask
him?
Are we truly his children? Have we received
the light? If so, let us walk in the light, lest the
~darkness overtake us and we stumble and get out
of the narrow way; for straight is the gate and
narrow is the way that leads to life but few there
be who find it. As love begets love so also does
faith beget faith, and I hope I may have. said
something that will strengthen the faith of some
one; for it is my greatest l:lesire to do good and
cause others to see the true light of the gospel;
and may the Spirit of Truth and Life shine upon all
of God's children and help them to be faithful and
let their light shine so others may see that we
are truly his children, is the desire and prayer of
your sister,
R. M. BRADLEY.
OAKDALE, Neb., April 30th.
Dear-Sister Frmzces.:-As thts beautiful month
is just leaving us for another year, I feel a desire
to express some of the thoughts that have been .
passing through my mind during the day, as I
look out Upon our beautiful green earth. Truly
there is a deep feeling of thankfulness, .and
praise to our heavenly Father welling up in our
hearts for the blessing .of the month. It h,as
caused gray, icy winter to become a thing of the
past, au"d brought green fresh food to the suffer·
ing·dumb animals, and warmth, and renewei:l
hope . to the hearts of the human family who
have been made. to feel their dependence upon
the great Giver of. all good by the deficiency of
la~t year's ear1hly bounties. The thought comes
to me over and over again, How dept>.ndent we
are! How utterly helpless! If God ceases to
b.estow his blessings, how quickly we see how
puny and frail the arm .of flesh is, . Hence how
wise the reproof, .''Cursed is man that putteth his
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trust in man, or maketh flesh his arm." And
while we see our dependence so visibly pictured
in regard to the blessings of this temporal life,
how much more so we are, for our spiritual sustenance and development.
Oh! how much joy there is in the comfort of
the gospel and the priv.ilege of the Saints in
these latter da:ys. While we have to suffer more
or less according to the circumstances of the
tithes in which we live, wi1at would our condition
be, to be placed here, to drag out an existence
without any hope in God, or the gospel of his
'dear Son! We feel to truly chant this beautiful
spiritual hymn:
"Thank the Lord for the plan he has given
That will rendel' us pure as a child,.
That will change this. cold world into heaven
By his Spirit so holy and mild,
And the hope of a portion in Zion·
Shall cheer ns till trials are o'er,
Let us anchor our barks in the center
And be ~afe from the rocks on the shore.

Yes, dear readers, here is where the final great
reward is to be realized. A.s I ,pen these lines it
occurs to my mind there are many of us who
feel when surrounded with a reasonable amount
of this world's comforts, and the hope the Holy
Spirit inspires, that we will march triumphantly
on unto victory.
But let us pause. Where does our success lie?
Are we looking hopefully, prayerfully and
trustfully to him, and him alone who is able to
give us the victory? I pray this is the case, for
don't you know the Holy Word says, "Beware
when ye think ye are strong lest ye fall?" God
knows all about our physical make up, and has
kindly taught us in his word all about how to
serve him successfully even unto the end. Then
let us treasure this word in our hearts. Let: us
meditate upon its sacred worth.
In conclusion I wish to add this testimony. I
never knew but very little of the real worth of
that book until it was taught me by practical experience, which I will partially state.
Our branch had become all torn to pieces by
false manifestations, and the Saints were so carried away with them it seemed they (or we) had
forgotten there was such a book, when Elder
James Caffall came in our midst. He was preaching one night and telling the Saints something
of the trials of the life of our blessed Lord, when
among· the things he quoted was where He had
fasted forty days and forty nights and was an
hungered, and the devil came to him saying, "If
thou be the Son of God command that these
stones be made bread," etc. But Christ did not
do some wonderful miracle there in the presence
of Satan to convince him of his Son ship, but his
mind went to .the sacred word and He said, "It is
written .that man shall not live by bread alone,
but by every word that proceedeth from the
mouth of God." On that night and while listening to one of God's ancient apostles I was forcibly taught the Bible anew, also the necessity to
Jive patiently and trustfully, in harmony with its
teachings.
Because of the strength and power that God
sometimes bestows upon the children of men, it
seems that many have forgotten the source from
whence their strength came and took the glorr
to themselves, thereby losing the reward. that
lies at the end of the race.
The gifts of the gospel are a blessing which
God in his wisdom will bestow to the comfort
and edification of his Saints. But our faithful0
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ness is not to be proven iri an hour o't a day, for
there are trials to be endured, temptations to be
met, a warfare t() b~ gone through with. May'
Godgive us strength to endure the fatigue and
wisdom to discern the way, is the prayer of your
sister,
C. H. DERRY.
Dear Saints:-Why should any ·of .us feel
troubled with regard to the Saints attending
other churches? Is not dur faith firm and secure?
We can attend other churches and it will not
hurt us in any way. Besides, if we are so very
exclusive, how can we expect the people of other
churches to attend our churches, and such being
the case, how are they to hear the word and obey,
if they do not come to hear our ministers preach
the true word of God?
Our people should be very careful to make
friends of those who do live near them and·exchange the courtesy of going to church as well
as of other things. We as a church cannot afford to be selfish, we must give of our friendships freely and try by very kindness to do away
with the prejudice that is against us. We must
attend other churches with all kindness, and if
the Spirit of God tells .us to pear our testimony
in the churches of the world why should we hesitate? Does not God send his servants abroad to
speak to the people and would one of our elders
hesitate one single moment were he by any circumstance in one of the churches of the world
and an opportunity given for people to bear
their testimony in the cause of Christ? Would
that elder not arise and bear his testimony manfully and be glad of the opportunity to do so?
We should always attend the other churches
with feelings of kindness. I know the feeling of
the world is against us as a church but then we can
have personal friends and many of them outside
of our own church and we need them and need
to keep them. Many of our people must know
this to be the case. Of course the Saints who live
in large bodies, cannot feel this as those do who
live isolated and alone away from the society of
the Saints. So, dear Saints, we'must do what is
right at all times and in all places, always trying
to be careful of the .honor of our own dear church
and trying to teach a little if we have a very
small chance only, always praying to God the
Father and Giver of all good things to direct and
help us at all times.
I am, very dear Saints, your sister,
CATHARINE STEDMAN.
OVER 15,000 MANUSCRIPTS.
Mr. Bok, the editor of The Ladie's Home ".Journal, recently gave some interesting figures relative to the ma.nusc1 ipts received by his magazine
during r89o. Owing lo its departments and peculiar character, the ".Journal p•.-obably receives
more manuscripts than any other magazine published. Mr. Bok says that he received at his
office a total number of rs,zos manuscripts. Of
these, 2,280 were poems; 1,746 stories and rr,179
miscellaneous articles. Of the poems 66 wtre
accepted; of the stories, only zr, and of the
articles 410, of which latter, however, over 300
were solicited articles. Thus it will be seen thnt
of the entire rs,oo:> manuscripts only 497 were
accepted; a trifle over three per .cent. Deducting from this the 300 accepted articles written at
the editor's solicitation, the net percentage of unsolicited manuscripts accepted is brought down
to 197, or a little more than one per cent. Statistics such as these show how much utter trash
is being written and the number of persons
.writing who ought to be employing their time
at something else and better.<

~ Look Here.-The small colored label with
lll:::9Q'
your name printed on, shows the ·date to which
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EAST FoRK, Mich., May 7th.
Editors Herald:- We are a feeble few, only
fifteen in number, who a few months since
listened for the first time to the everlasting gospel preached in its purity and fullness by Bro.
F. C. Smith, who came among us about six
months since, and who has faithfully .held forth
God's goodness and loving kindness to fallen
man and so expounding the word, has thereby
been the means of winning fifteen souls from
error, to become fully established in the principles
and doctrines of. Christ and faith in God's revelations to man in these lat.ter days.
And now where a short time ago no churchbell was heard for months and no voice of prayer,.
we have preaching and prayer-meetings; and
some are called to thank God that through the
preaching of his word they have learned the ways
of the Lord more fully, and can testify to the outpouring of his Spirit upon them.
There has been some persecution here also for
the Saints to bear and eflorts made to break down
the cause; lectures given to influence the minds
of the people against the founder of the faith,
Joseph the Seer. One went so far as to occupy
and hold possession of the desk, not allowing our
elder to fill his appointment, .appointing other
meetings to be held at the place and hour of our
appointments.
We hope to see the manifestations of God's
Spirit here and many more added to this part of
Zion.
MRs. E. D. PALMER.
EUREKA, Kan., May 6th.
Editors Herald:-I rejoice in one true faith,
and feel strengthened by reading the many
precious truths in the Herilld and Autumn
Leaves. I wish it was in my power to do something to help the cause.
I have loaned the publications to all who
would. read them; have some out most all the
time. People that would hardly read them at
first come and ask for them.
I believe the time is come, that the people of
earth should hear the gospel. There is a good
hall here that could be got to preach in, but we
are too poor to pay the rent; but if any of the
ministers come to preach they will find a home
with us as long as they stay.
I am confident that there are some that would
receive the gospel.
CYNTHIA CA'To:
SouTH ADDISON, Me., May 3d.
Editors Herald:-Our dear sister, Caroline
Hall, of Addison, departed this life April z6th.
She was the widow of Bro. John Hall.
On the 27th, at the same place, Mrs. Elizabeth
Curtis, aged 66 years. She was connected with
the Universalists. Services by myself.
I am holding meetings here whenever my
health wi.ll permit. I am of the opinion -that
with consistent labor good will eventually be
done.
By request, I have commenced a series of three
discourses (the last of which I expect to deliver
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this afternoon), on the rise, decline and return or
restoration of the gospel. I commenced the delivery some two months ago, but was prevented
from finishing on account of Ia grippe .. I hope
my Jife has been spared for a good purpose,
Pray for me that I may hold on faithful to the
end.
JOSEPH LAKEMAN.
RED BLUFF, Cal., April 28th.
Editors Herald:-Seeing so many lovely
flowers here as there are at present, and knowing
as I do haw late it is back there when the roses
come in bloom, I thought perhaps you would all
enjoy the sight of a few. So I sent you a box of
roses by this morning's mail, which I hope you
will safely receive.
With· best wishes to you all, I remain your
sister,
ALICE M. DEMPSTER.
[We acknowledge the sister's kindness which
prompted the sending of. the flowers from the
sunny land of California.
The flowers were
received, and though somewhat injured by their
long journey, enough remained to reveal their
original beauty, to refresh and gladden by their
fragrance and the promise of the soon appeara::~ce of their kind here.-En.J
BAY CITY, Mich., May 6th.
Editors Herald:-Since our brai1ch was disorganized we have been like lost sheep in the wilderness, left in a scattered condition. Sunday
May 3d I commenced to hold prayer meetings.
We all .felt cheered and much comforted; for
God acknowledged us as his children, and while
his Holy Spirit rested upon us we did with joy
and gladness sing his praise and bear testimony
to his great work. We had with us Bro. Barnes
who was an elder in the old organization. J. J.
Cornish was here two weeks and baptized five
last week. He has g6ne north; expect him back
soon.
My faith is growing stronger and my hope
brighter. I never had so great a desire to labor
for ~the Master as now. I feel thnt we wlli be
held accountable for bur stewardship; May God
help us to be faithful.
.
H. J. BADDER.
McHuGH, Minn., May 8th.
Editors Herald:-I left my home in South
Dakota some time ago to labor in these parts.
This is a new opening and thepeople here never
heard the gospel as we set it forth, and as a result they seem interested and I am willing they
should be so. Tre indications are that they will
become interested enough to obey the gospel.
In bonds,
P. C: FISHER.
MT. PLEASA,NT, Mich., May roth.
Editors Herald:-It is evenihg. The church
bells are ringing anq as I sit. in the gathering
shadows my thoughts turn with the Saints. I see
them assembling to their places of worship and
a desire to.meet wit!( them fills my IJeart especially when I .think of the Saints in Coleman.
They are assembling to-night at the house of
Bro. and Sr. Vanvoltenburgh, and my prayer is
that they may be blessed with the Spirit of the
·Master.
Dt1ring my two years' experience as a member of this church, I have never before been
where I could not meet with the Saints; and I
:)llfss their words of.strength and encouragement
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very much. My desire is to run this race with
patience unto the end because I know it is true
and faithful. God has blessed me in ~any trials
and given me needful strength for daily work,
and what have I done for him. Can I ever repay his great and loving mercy for showing me
the gospel in its purity. It is so plain to me
that I can hardly realize how any one can turn
from it and say there is no good in it but all do
not see alike and Satan takes this advantage to
make division and multiplied division.
Hoping and praying for the advancement of
truth. Begging an itnerest in your prayers, 1 re_main
Your sister in bonds,
BERTHA McCuLLOCH.
PAPEETE, Tahiti, Oceanica, Apri!Ioth.
Editors ilerald:-The general conference of
this mission convened here on the 6th inst., continued in session for two days; was considered
one of the best ever held; peace and harmony
prevailed.
The representation was not large owing to
various causes which exist at this time of the
year. It is not always an easy matter to go from
isle to isle just when they wish. There were
twenty-two elders present. I was pleased with
their deportment, for they tried to observe the
rules of· order In their deliberations. It was
somewhat new to them in some respects, but I
believe they can be educated as well as white
men, and I see no cause why they should not be~
taught the rules and usages just as well as other
people.
One thing· I have learned, you cannot drive 11
native and retain his confidence and esteem; not
that I have tried that plan, but I have heard and
seen enough to warrant this conclusion. The
Jaw administered in righteousness is calculated
to answer every pmpose, otherwise the condemnation rests on the administrator.
The next general conference was appointed for
April 6th, rS92, at Anaa, two hundred and fifty
miles from here.
l have preached a number of times to the. English, aif;o to the natives by interpreters; baptized
five.
Considerable sickness on this island; our people have not all escaped. Eldt"r Metuora's wife
has been in a critical condition for several days,
but we trust she is now on the way to recovery.
We have concluded to visit Tuboi, some three
hundred miles south, by the first boat we can get.
They desire. a visit. Elders Hawkins and Tapuna will accompany us. I think to remain here
from three to four weeks and leave Tapuna to
continue the work. On our return we will go to
Anaa, as there are calls frqm various islands,
"Haramaie tauturu ia'ma tou"-"Come over and
help us."
We organized a regular Sunday-school in this
branch. They say they are pleased with it.
On Sunday last we gave them a drill, and the
presiding elders of various branches who were
present (for the conference) desired to know
whether they should introduce it in their
branches. I told them to go ahead and do the
best they could untiL we came around, and we
would setth:em right, or assist.
Our health still continues good. We see much
.to clo, and it is here as elsewhere, <!The laborers
are few;" no time really to get homesick. We
shall anxiously await the minutes of ~eneral
.conference.

Will the Herald readers please remember us
before our Father above in their prayers? The
church papers are welcome messengers to us.
In hope,
L. R. DEVORE.
[From Herald April 15, 1875.]
R. D. FOSTER'S TESTIMONY.
LonA, Ill., Feb. 14th, I874·
Josejk Smitk, President oj tke Ckurck oj Jesus
Ckrist oj Latter Day Saints, Plano, Illinois. Dear
Sir :-Accept m,y sincere thanks for the favors
that came to hand this day, by mail, namely, a
copy of the Book of Mormon and a copy of Parley P. Pratt's Voice of Warning, "as well as.
your very welcome )etter with your photograph
enclosed; the same now occupies a page in my
daughter's album.and is very highly appreciated.
Next in order comes many familiar names that
you enumerate as co-workers in advancing the·
cause of gospel truth. While reading them
over I was carried back some thirty odd years,
and many incidents of, or about that period were
made vivid in my memory; scenes thatoccurred
when you was quite a little boy and I was ln the
prime of manhood. One particular circumstance
I will mention, as it appears to me to be incontrovertible evidence of the fact that your father
was no false pretender; but that he was a true
prophet of the living God. I was practicing my
profession in K,ingston, in the county of Adams,
in the state of Illinois, in the year r839, and
boarding with a Benjamin S. Wilber, a member
of the Latter Day Saints' Church; his wife was
also a member and a most excellent little lady
and very intelligent. In the fall of this year
President Joseph Smith, Sidney Rigdon, Judge
Elias Higbee and Porter Rockwell, came to this
house on their way to the city of Washington,
in accordance with a revelation given to the
church at Commerce, (afterwards Nauvoo),
through Joseph Smith, the prophet, to lay their
grievances before the President of the United
States, (Martin Van Buren), for the sufferings
they underwent in Missouri, from which State
the church had been driven by mob law, after
many of them had been inhumanly murdered,
and 'others driven from the lands they had purchased of the United States government in that
state. On the arrival of this company at Mr ..
Wilber's I was told by Joseph Smith, the
prophet, that if I was willing to obey the will
of God and be obedient to his commandments,
I must quit my practice and start the next day
with them to the city of Washington, to aid them
in their mission and minister to Elder Sidney
Rigdon, who was very sick at that time. So, in
obedience to this mandate, I suddenly closed my
practice,and started the next mornirig,in company" with these gentlemen, to visit the chief
magistrate of the Union atthe federal city.
I have many incidents, dottings and jottings,
takeh during our journey, one of which I will
mention. After we got to Dayton, Ohio, we left
our horses in tare of a brother iri the church,
and proceeded by stage, part of us; and the same
coach that conveyed us over the Allegheny
Mountains also had on board, as passengers,
Senator Aaron, of Missouri, and a Mr. Ingersol,
a member of Congress, either from New Jersey
or Pennsylvania, I forget which; and at thetop
of the mountain called Cumberland Ridge, the
priver left the stage and. hi~ fol!r h<:>rses drinking
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_at the trough in the road, while he went into the
tavern to take what is very common to stage
drivers, a glass of spirits. While he was gone
the horses took fright and ran .away with the
coach and passet)gers. There was also in the
coach a lady with a small child, who was terribly frightened. Some of the passengers leaped
from the coach, but in doing so none escaped
more or less injury, as the horses were running
at a fearful speed, and it was dow:n the side of a
very steep mountain. The woman was about to
throw out the child, and said she intended to
jump out herself, as she felt sure all would be
dashed to pieces that remained, as there .was
quit,e a curve in the road, an:d on one side the
mountain loomed up hundreds of feet above the
horses, and the other side was a deep chasm dr
_ravine, and the road only a very narrow cut on
the side of the mountain, about mid,;.ay between
the highest and lowest parts. At the time the
lady was going to throw out the child, Joseph
Smith, your father, caught the woman and very
imperiously told her to sit down, and that not ·a
hair of her head or any one on the coach should
be hurt. He did this in such confident manner
that all on board seemed spell-bound; and after
admonishing and encouraging the passengers he
pushed open one of the doors, caught by the
railing around the driver's seat with one hand,
and with a spring and a bound ·he was in the
seat of the driver. The lines were all coiled
around the rail above, to hold them from falling
while the driver was away; he loosed them,
took them in his hands, and although those
horses were running at their utmost speed, he,
with more than herculean strength, brought them
down {o a moderate canter, a trot, a walk, and at
the foot of Cumberland Ridge, to a halt, without
the least accident or injury to passenger, horse or
coach, and the horses appeared as quiet and easy
afterward as though they never run away. One by
one the passengers came along, some of them
limping badly, others bruised, and some of them
swearing about the driver and threatening to
have him arrested, etc.
At last the driver took his place and we were
all going along nicely, when one of these members of Congress, after hearing the history. of
our ride and escape, from the lady on board, said
it was a miracle, and if Jo Smith could perform
such a miracle he would then believe he was a
prophet sent from God. This was Mr. Ingersol.
Mr. Smith and Sidney Rigdon were both traveling incog, as, if their real names had been made
public on the way, especially that of Mr. Smith
we should have been very much annoyed by the
inquisitive. Little did those gentlemen think
that Joseph Smith was the identical man that
was instrumental in the hands of God in saving
that coach load of human beings from a terrible
death.
We made our first stop at Gadsby's. hotel, in
Washington City. Our board was seventeen
dollars a week each, and we sought as 'soon as
possible Senator Richard M. Young, our senator;
and, after introducing our business to him, enquired if we could not get accommodations
equally as well suited to our wants, for less
money, in some private boarding house. We
made arrangements at once with Mrs. Carlisle,
mother of Counselor Carlisle, who lived at the
corner of Third and Missouri streets; and kept
our illustrious fellow travelers' names as yet
incO.If·• which were (Wi\lla~e and Bruce))osepn
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Smith and S. Rigdon; but upon "leaving, your
father and S. Rigdon were asked for their cards,
in exchange for th~se presented by our former'
fellow passengers in the stage, as this was the
hotel where nearly all staid for a few days after
arrival. When Mr. Smith presented his card,
"Joseph Smith," the gentleman said, "Rather a
notorious name. Are you any way rela~ed to
the man they call the Mormon Prophet?" And
your father replied, "I am he." He then introduced Sydney Rigdon, Judge Higbee and myself, and in less than two minutes it. was known
all over the hotel, and in an hour, all over the
city; and although this was in the latter part of
the afternoon, it was in print and in two diff~rent
papers that evening that "J o Smith, the Mormon
Prophet, was in the city." And tlien cards
began to roll in thick and fast, to have an interview with this wonderful man. We made the
acquaintance of our Senator Young and our
members of the lower house as fast as possible,
according to the instructions your father had received; and laid a history of the case before Martin Van Buren, the then President of the United
States; who, after hearing the whole story, said
he "could do nothing for us;" that he "had no
power." He said we should appeal to the executive of the state and the legislature and judiciary
of the state of Missouri. Mr. Smith replied that
all this had been .done, a!ld that he could get no
reliefnor even protection against further murder
and molestation; that he and his people had been
robbed, murdered, plundered, and dri~en from
the very homes that they had bought and paid
the United States government for, and still held
the patents issued by them, which patents warranted and defended the soil and· guaranteed
peaceable possession to the purchaser; and that
in consequence of this very treatment he had laid
his case before Almighty God, and he had rec.eived instruction to come to Washington and
lay his case before the President of the United
States; and if he refused to listen to him or regard the cries of the agents thus appointed, he
would speedily proceed to vex the nation. Mr.
Van Buren said he had no power; that we had
better lay the case before Congress; ancl accord·
ingly we shaped a paper with the advice and
counsel of Senator Young, and Mr. Stewart of
the House of Representatives. A memorial was
drawn up and presented, with no better results
than were found at any place that had been tried
before. Henry Clay told us that we would never
get any redress under that administration; that
we had better do all we could to get a better administration, then we would get a chance.
We staid there during the winter of 1839 and
1840 to testify before committees and attend to
all we could in the premises and in the meantime
to preach and talk to the heads of the nation
upon the mission and calling of Mr. Smith in
this latter day. Curiosity was on tiptoe, until
many believed, and some were baptized and
went back to Nauvoo, or Commerce, as it was
then called.
Benjamin Winchester and Elder Barnes were
preaching at that time in Philadelphia, and Mr.
Smith and Mr. Higbee went there and did some
preaching, leaving myself in the city of Washington to take care of Mr. Rigdon, and also to
wait upon every preacher in the city, irrespective
of his church organization, and particularly to
pe~lartltmt9 them the tidings o!' the katter pay

Saints,. committed to this generation through
Joseph Smith, Jr.; and to warn themagainst the
danger consequent upon its rejection. I commenced my duties as soon as I had any' time, artd
called upon all the leaders of the different organizations of religion in the city. A.s a general
thing I was pretty well received and very kindly
treated. Mr. Spicer, of one branch of the Methodist persuasion, was extremely courteous, and I
thought that they manifested a kind spirit; although some were apparently treating this
strange doctrine with rather too much levity. I
thought that my report would be uniformly
favorable, but I had one m9re visit to make; that
was to Geo. C. Cookman, the chid preacher and
elder of the other branch of the Methodist
Church; and he was then chaplain of the United
States Senate. On my introduction he was rigid
as marble and cold as an icicle. He was proud,
tonguey and arrogant in the extreme. I endeavored to show him all I could of the doctrine
and convlnce him of its importance; and asked
him to lay the matter before his people, or allow
me or one of our company to do so in his. church
at some time that he might appoint when his
pulpit would be at liberty. He told me to call
again at a time that he set ior that purpose, as he
said he would like to see me in the presence of
some of his pious frit'nds. I went and there met
some six or eight gentlem:en and ladies, as well
as the members of his own 'family. He was very
unkind, and treated me and the subject very
cavalierly, quoting some Scriptures to put me
and my strong doctrines, as he thought to confusion. I was only a neophite in the business
and trembled before this Goliah; but it so happened that while he was quoting Scripture to put
me down, his quotations were the strongest evidences of the truth I tried to impress upon him.
He found he had got a bigger job on hand than
he first anticipated, and then began to te:J the
meaning of the Scriptures as he quoted in, the
Greek and Hebrew. I had a little knowledge in
this department which I found very valuable,
and on thfs score he made no headway, He
then began denouncing Joseph Smith as an impostor, and his followers as dupes or knaves;and
said he thought it strange that a man with as
keen an eye as he said I had, with a fair share ot
miscellaneous capacity and intelligence, should
be so deceived, and conclud€d that I was not a
dupe but as big a knave as Smith.
I thanked him ior: the cross compliment, and
told him he could find scholars attached to the
church that were able to read as many languages
as himself, yet I believed them to be truthful
and sincere servants of God, and that they would
be very willing to measure their strength with
him or any other opposer. I begged him to take
time and consider the ·matter; not to decide
hastily; that it was unwise to give a decision
until both >ides were fairly and fully before him.
I asked him for his church, and told him that
either Mr. Smith or Mr. Rigdon would be glad
to illustrate the subject any time before him and
his congregation. He said that my impudence
could only be attributed to one of two causes,
and he was . constrained to believe it was
not from ignorance but was intended as an
insult;" that he would neither let me have
his church nor hear anything further on the subject, and should take good care to warn his
l;Jryth,ren ~nd ~isters agai11st listening to an,r such
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blasphemy. With this he opened his library
door, conducted me to the outer hall door, and
refused to give me his hand. I reported this to
Mr. Rigdon and wrote to Philadelphia to Mr.
Smith the result of my labors. On the following
Sunday this same George C. Cookman preached
in his church, and told some strange tales; that
he had had an interview with Jo Smith, that
arch imposter; and that the doctrines he taught
were very irreligious and inconconsistent with
Bible truth; that he, Smith, did not believe in
the Bible, but had got a new one, dug up in Palmyra, New York; and that it was nothing
but an irreligious romance, and that Smith had
obtained it from the widow of one Spaulding
who wrote it for his own amusement.
I wrote this to Mr. Smith, and he said there must
be some preaching in Washington to counteraCt
these statements, as he was sure God had some
people in that city. We first got an upper room
of an engine house to speak in; but half, no, not
a quarter,,of the people could get in. We had
speaking then in the open air on Pennsylvania
Avenue, near that place, and gave out that there
would be further services as soon as a room
could be obtained. Before night some people
secured the use of Carusi's saloon, one of the
largest and most suitable rooms in the city, outside the capital building, and at night there was
held services. A great many of the members of
Congress and heads of departments were present,
as well as Martin Van Buren. We, of the committee from Illinois, all took the speaker's desk.
A~d when near the close, who should come into
the hall but Joseph Smith himself. We speedily
got him up on the stand and I had the honor of introducing him to that vast audience. He had
just come in on the train from Philadelphia, ~nd
was tired; but he arose by the invitations of many
who called for h,im, and on that occasion he
uttered as a prophecy one of the most wonderful
predictions of his life. He adverted to the state, ments made by this George C. Cookman, declar:
ing them to be' wilfuily and, wickedly false, and
that if he, ,Cookman, did not take it back and
acknowledge that he had dealt falsely of him, his
people, and his own congregation, also that he must
turn ~tnd preach the truth and quit deceiving the
people with fables, he should be cut off from the
face of the earth, both he and his posterity. And
he said that .this should be so plainly manifest
that all should know it. At this, many gentlemen took out of their pockets their tablets and
began to take notes of the prophesy; and Mr.
Smith noticing them, "Yes," said he, "write it on
your tablets; write it in a book; write it in your
memory; foras sure as God ever spoke by my
mouth, all these tbings shall come to pass."
Henry Clay, Felix Grundy, Tom Beriton,John
Q. Adams and many other celebr.ated characters
were present at this time. Now, instead of Cookman doing accor(jing to justice and truth, he became more virulent than ever, and laid all the
obstacles in our way that he could during our
stayin the city. The matter appeared to be forgotten by many, and I thought often upon the
subject, having taken notes also. Soon after this
there was an extraordinary excitement in the ~e
Jigiotis world, and they appointed a conference of
all orthodox religions to assemble in England, at
a certain time, to adopt measures of harmony between all the sects; the United States were invited
~ pli. ?J,I,':Cepted a ·part ·!11 t,he~e proceed ino/s tQ
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break down the partition wall that separated the
various churches. George C. Cookman was
elected or appointed as, a delegate for the District
of Columbia to represent his views on the subject, standing, as he did, at the very head of the
church, and Chaplain of the United States Senate.
Now he, being an Englishman by birth, and his
family in suitable circumstances for a pleasure
trip, at the appointed time he (Cookman)
thought it would be very pleasant to take his
whole family with him, and this he did. Both·
he, his wife, and all his children went on board
the steamship President. and neither the ship nor
a soul is left to tell what was their sad end. But
tke jrojkecy is fulfilled to tke letter, and the words
uttered on that occasion have never been forgotten by me; nor I presume by hundreds of others.
Had Cookman went alone, it might be charged
to chance; but why was it that his whole family
were so suddenly cut off, both root and branch! ,
This, sir, is one of many wonderful evidences that Joseph Smith was as much a prophet
as Jonah, who foretold the destruction of Nineveh; or Nahum~ who prophesied concerning the
present locomotion for traveling; both of them
took centuries and one of them thousands of
years for their fulfillment; but the prophecy by
Joseph Smith on George C. Cookman has been
literally fulfilled in the shortest possible period;
and that too in its fullness, beyond the possibility
of question from any source.
On my return from Washington, I moved to
Nauvoo, and there I was able to Jearn more fully
of the doctrine and the people who belonged to
the church. I have many records of prophecies
and the doings and teachings I heard at that city
that are marvelous, to me, and I have had no
means of ascribing many of them to any other
wurce than the power that holds all things by
His sovereign will and makes known his purposes through His servants the prophets.
I will here mention that I was the accepted
physician of the church; was at the bedside of
the aged Patriarch, Joseph Smith, Senior, at his
death; received his nearly last blessing, taken
down by a scribe at the time, and have it yet. I
was also present at the death of Don Carlos
Smith; was intimate in the fainil!es of all, and
was recommended by Joseph Smith very highly;
and on one occasion, when Brigharn Young
came home from England, I was sent for in
great haste to administer to him, as he was very
sick and in great danger of dying. I was successful in getting him through that terrible prostrate
situation in which I found him. Joseph Smith
was present on the occasion, and told hitri to
take what I prescribed, and he did so., After
this, in talking with Mr. Smith on the subject
and telling him what I considered hls disease,
he said I wa~~ right, and remarked in the presence of Mr. Law, Bishop Knight, John P. Green,
Revnolds Cahoon, and some others, that "if ever
Bri-gham Young became the leader of the church,
he would lead them down to hell." I little
thought that he would ever occupy that:position,
but he has it over one branch of the church at
least; and. from all accounts he is fulfilling the
letter ofthe prophecy,
You are· at perfect liberty to use anything I
write in any way you triay deem best for the
purpose pf benefitting the honest in heart; for
what I write is nothing but the truth, as it was
}1ttere$1 In
pt;e~ep<;ep ang ha~ g~t~;;Jp, Ri!~P&f!O•
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ken by me since the death of Joseph Smith,
your father.
I will tell you also another prophecy that
Joseph Smith uttered in my presence, that has
been proved true.
That was in relation to
Stephen A Douglas. He said he was a giant in
intellect, but a dwarf in stature; that he would
yet run for President of the United States, but
that he would never reach that station; that he
would occupy a eonspicuous place in the counsels
of the nation and have multitudes of admiring
friends; and that in his place he would introduce
and carry out some of the most gigantic measures in the history of the nation. This was said
when Douglas was Judge in that district of Illinois, and before he ever went to Congress. Has
it not been fulfilled? Did he not get Andrew
Jackson's fine remitted by law, a thing that was
by all considered impossible? Did he not introduce the bills for the covering of Illinois with
ra!lroads, without one cent's expense to the general government? Under his management, were
not the Illinois bonds raised from a cpndition
nearly worthless to a value nearly par with currency? Did he not rule in and through the
State of Illinois, work and carry out its destiny
for twenty consecutive years, more than any and
all other men together? Was he not always one
of the greatest men in the Senate? Did he not
do more for the line of compromise on slavery
than any other one man? Did he not say, "and
cursed be the ruthless hand that attempts to remove it"? Did he not run for President and get
defeated? Did he not take the most active part
in removing or breaking down that line of compromise? Let the history of Kansas and Nebraska tell the story! Did he not fulfill his destiny and, at last, on his dying bed, bequeath his
children to his country,, and counsel them to
obey the laws and the constitution? Did he not
utter these memorable words at the commencement of. the rebellion, "That there were only two
parties in all the land; the one he called Patriots,
the other Traitors"? Was it not true? Did he not
throw his adhesion to A. Lincoln at the time of
deep trouble? And does he not now occupy an
honored spot in the memory of his many friends,
and a sacreJ spot in his own loved city of Chicago? Yes; this prophecy has been literally fulfilled
in my day, and I bear testimony to its truth,
when compared with history.
This is enough for this time. I have many
things yet to say, but will wait your report on
this, and perhaps you will scarcely be able to read
my poor writing; for I am a poor scribe, and in
consequence .of a cataract on my eyes am nearly
blind.
I know something about some of the leaders
at Salt Lake City, and to my sorrow too, as many
of them forgot to settle claims that I still hold
against them.
r and my whole family were
driven from the city, my property confiscated,
and thousands, yes, tens of tho.usands of dollars
worth of my property was taken and sold, and I
. was defrauded. out of the whole by wicked and
corrupt men, aided by the head men that now
li~e in Salt Lake City, The records of my prop- "
erty were carried away, and never could be obtained; and I was reduced from affluence and
wealth to poverty by their. meaJ;lS. And they
claim to have. done all these things in obedience
to the commands an(j will of God.
.
With considerations of very kind .regards,. I
am 1 ~ir, your~ tor the truth,
.
,
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portion of later years to discover that. we
were expected from some,reason (I do not
know whether .the elders other thari my~
self give .satisfactory reasons to themselv-es
for this effect), but we a:re expected to defend Christianity against all attacks, and
with those occupying· a medium ground
ABTIOLEB under .this hea.d do not necessarily receive. the
(whethf'r it be the golden medium or not),
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible fo~
their own views. Contributions solicited.
we occupy a medium ground of contro~Write on one side of the paper only.
versy against extreme beliefs; those which
result trom extreme belief on the one
SERMON BY PRES. JOSEPH SMITH, hand, from which proscription and perseAT KIRTLAND, .OHIO, SUNDAY
cution arise, and those which are calcuMORNING, APRIL 5TH.
lated to destroy all that the Cbristian may
lean upon as revealed religion.; and we
Reported by Sr. ilene Robinson, of the "Ensign."
"AND then shall many be offended and frequently count ourselves happy to be
shall betray one another, and shall hate heard in our own defense on attacks being
one another. And many false prophets made from both these extremes.
shall arise and shall deceive many. And
·For one, I am particularly pleased
because iniquity shall abound, the love of that we are expected to stand in defense
many shall wax cold. Brit he that will of Christianity, for we never have stood
endure unto the end, the same·· shall be as apologists for it.
saved. And this gospel of the kingdom
In reading this text this morning we
shall be preached in all the world for a have read a prophecy of the Savior, and
witness unto all nations; and then shall we appeal to ourselves and all who say
the end come."
they believe in Christianity in this behalf,
At the opening of this session of confer- that we are willing to concede that the
ence among us as a people, it may be well time will come, if it has not already come,
enough to briefly state some of the reasons when there shall false prophets arise; and
from a churchly standpoint, why we are we are quite willing that the matter of
here, For however much we may take false prophecies and those who utter them
pleasure among ourselves in contemplating shall be tried with ourselves as the focusthat they who are named in Christ are of ing point upon the charge heralded forth,
the family of Gocl and may congratulate "Y e are false prophets; we propose to try
themselves upon being such, the age is you." We are willing for this for two
peculiar in this re~pect as well as in many reasons; one of them is as follows: There
others, that everything which is of a polit- can be no ·very great number of fa1se
ical, social or religious character is being prophets unless there shall be somewhere
pretty sharply tried by the great popular some true ones; and there will be no
jury of the people; and we occupy a very practical testing of that which is false
peculiar position at least, if not a very unless it may be compared with that which
prominent one in the confliCt that is going is true; and whatever there mav have
on among religious people. It has been been in the days that are past, we are
stated with reference to the coming of practical men living in a practical age,
Christ, referred to in the prayer of our when the tendency of human thought is to
brother, that himself asked, "When the examine everything so far as it lies in
Son of Man cometh will he find faith on human power to do by practical tests; and
the earth?" While we reagily answer for this reason there must be some present
this question by saying that he will find a means of determining the controversy bekind of faith upon the earth, we seem to tween that which is false and that which is
be warranted in believing that the partic- true.
ular.faith referred to bv him was that in
In presenting- Christianity to the world,
the interest of which he came, and which but especially Christ as an exponent of his
he authorized to be presented in the world. own philosophy, all our religiousconfreres
Many years ago, something over sixty of every kind admit that Jesus was a
years ago, a people occupied this place prophet. Some take the extreme ground
representing a peculiar faith. It was new that he was the last of the prophets; Rome
and was presented with a great degree of that he was the greatest of prophets. This
earnestness. Young men and aged men we concede, that there is no one to comand middle aged men received it and pare with him, neither ancient nor modern;
entered into its propllg'ltion earnestly, and and while we concede this in common
we have been permitted to witness much with our brethren of every sh"de of religthat has resulted from the sowing of that ious belief, we are entitled to what may be
seed of faith; and some of us who are called the sequence of that; and if he is
gathered here are children and grand- the best, the truest, noblest and grandest
children of those early propagators of this ot the prophets, we as believers in hi<;
philosophy. It has been met from the prophecy cannot afford that he should be
start with all the old time conservatism proved to be a false one. No matter how
which is found ever in religious ranks, and many men may be proved to be false prophwith an equal portion or that proscription ets, whether ancient or modern, we cannot
that results from bigotry and priestcraft. afford that Jesus should he proved to be a
We have met this from the religious false prophet; because if we do then
world, the religious side of it; and on the everything that is predicated upon Him
other hand, we have met nll the standard must necessarily fall to the ground. If we
objections which are urged against Chris- can maintain our faith in him as being a
tianity in any form; and it has been our true prophet, we can suffer the loss of

whatever may be called human, in the
way of prophecy, and still maintain our
ground of heavenly hope; and for this
reason we are here to-day. This is one.of
the .reasons;
Jesus has prophesied that. at a certain
pe1iod of the earth's history there would
be peculiar times. Men should be delivered up to be afflicted; they should be
killed; men should be hated of all nations
for his name's sake; many should. be
offended and should betray one another
and hate one another; false prophets
should arise and should deceive many.
We have only to look around us to discover tllat there must be some deception,
if not a great amount of it in the world.
Wherever this deception is being carried
on there must be those who are deceivers;
and. all this strange jargon that we hear;
especially in religious cirCles, cannot all
anse from each and every one having all the
truth. Somebody must .be deceived, and
while individuals may be. happy in their
deception for the time being, there are
very few so far lost to what may be said
to be the abstract truth in regard to the
matters coming within human observation
and knowledve, but what they will confess now, and confess it believingly, too,
that if tlaey perchance be now deceived,
that deception, happy thoug-h they may be
in it, can be productive of no heavenly
good to them; and when the .time shall
come when abstract truth shall be determined by that which is real which we
may not now comprehend, the individuals
who may by chance have stumbled upon
that which was nearest the truth, or have
b~e11led to it by revelation from God, who
is the author of all truth, wlll find themselves in the best condition, will suffer the
least loss from labor uselessly expended
upon the earth, will receive of the best
that may he at the disposal of Him who is
the final Judge. I believe that we will all
agree, upon this premise.
This same authority made the statement
that t<This gospel of the kingdom shall be
preached in all the world;" and as a people we are here this morning as a sort of
exclamation point. Many of us, like Rev.
Talmage, were born asking "Why?" We
have kept it up since.then, and we propose
to stand right there asking this question
persistently, "Are you preaching- that gospel of the kingdom?" "Is this people
preaching the ~ospel of the kingdom?"
and by this continued questioning if possible to try every species of philosophy that
is presented to us as being the gospel, or
claimed to be akin to it; and we believe
we have the undoubted right as individuals having an individual hope of life and
salvation, belonging to the common family of man, having been created by one
divinely creative mind, we have the right
to .make this inquiry. And if it be possible for us anywhere to have received by
any means that that shall help us to make
this inquiry of our fellow man,we believe
we have the right to use it as a collective
body; to use it by virtue of our counsel,
our public agreement, or all that we may
have that will aid us in settling the controversy for ourselves. We have this
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right based upon a thought that is presented to all of us, and I believe is generally accepted everywhere, that every individual must answer to God for himself;
that we have been endowed with peculiar
organizations and faculties, and that upon
the exercise of these faculties and the use
that we shall make of that which has been
given to us, our reward for doing good, or
our losf\ for doing evil is to be apportioned
bye and bye.
We may collectively err,
we may individually err. We may as individuals in our congregated capacity
reach a ger1eral truth and obey it; as a
people we may be collectively blessed,
but when the final reward shall be made,
we shall, as individuals receive and enjoy
all that as individuals we have been found
worthy of; and it is possible that the body
may be received and absorbed into the
great family of God hereafter if we shall
have been found collectively honorable,
while the individual may not share in that
effulgence of glory.
It may be possil:Je in the time' which
will come-that which is human in our
organization as a body shall he swept out
of sight, and each individual stand out to
be blessed for himself and himself alone as
an integral portion of the great family of
man and to be blessed of Jehovah.
Now as a people we represent a religion; we represent tl:'le Christian idea in the
abstract; we in common with every man
who says, "I believe in Jesus Christ," lift
our voices to God in praise to Him through
Tesus Christ; and at the same time we are
presenting a religion as. a confessed form
ofbelief among our fellow men; and we
have peculiar reasons, I think, this morning to congratulate ourselves upon some
things that have taken place in the history
of the past, because that sixty odd years
ago an individual arose among the people
and said, ''I ·have heard the voice of an
angel, and that ;voice has commanded me
to preach the gospel;" and making this
statement to other men they believed it;
and while they may not have heard the
voice of the angel that spoke to this individual, they did receive of the Spirit by
which the message was conveyed, and
they began to tell the angel's message and
say to the people that they, too, were authorized to preach the gospel, the gospel
of the kingdom.
They cited this prophecy of the Savior;
they told. the world then that Jesus could
not·a:tford to be proved to be a false prophet; and it aroused the severest antagonism
that could be found in the churches; it fi~
nally resulted in these men paying the
penalty for advocating an idea, and they
were stricken to their death because of
this idea; and some of the children of
some of these men hav@ taken up the
same crv. We do not know butwhat we
may meet the same fate; but whether we
do or whether we do ,not, we believe that
the happiness of the world is to be predicated upon the proper acceptance of Jesus
Christ. This Christian idea is in ·fulfillment of and in keeping with this prop he~
cy; and I have no doubt that many of
those who worshiped here sixty years ago
possiply fully belieyed. that only a few
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years would intervene until Christ should
come; and they anticipated that the reign
of peace and happiness would result from
the preaching of this philosophy and the
acceptance of it by a sufficient! y brge
number of the human familv to accomplish the idea of evangelization, held by
all reformers.
Some of us have lived to
know that many of those men fell asleep
with thits thought unrealized; and that apparently there is now a less prospect of'
the great and universal evangelization of
the human family than there was then.
One of the enemies of the work writing against it says that it took all this region of country almost like wild fire;
and he further says that at one time
one fourth of the adherents of this·
body came from the D1sciple Church,
and you know how it swept all over this
northern country, where men were per-,
mitted to preach the gospel as they believed it. But we have lived to see the
doors closed against those very men., We
have, believed that we have found the
reason for it, and events have been shaping themselves to convince us that he that
gave utterance to this remarkable prophecy was moved upon to do so by the same
power by which he said, "I came to do
my Father's will;" and thafthe Father that
sent him knew the means that was necessary to be employed by him for the accomplishment of the work, gave him to
understand what that means was, and proposed to bless him in it.
Now some of us have fancied that we
have found out t]::tat a kind ofsupervision
has been had over the forces of men by
this same wise designer, and that He has
sent His Spirit out into the world, and has
absolutely by his presence stirred up inquiry that has opened the doors to us. It
was my fortune to be born in this town;
I was not to blame for it however, and
after a while the people that dwelt here
moved away from here. They made a
settlement in Illinois after they had been
driven out from Missouri, and there J oseph and Hyrum Smith ended their mission; there their earthly career ceased.
Whatever might have been their lives so
far, they ended there; but the philosophy
which .had been presented by· them did
not die, neither did the consequences of
that sowing of the .faith which they had
begun with others cease. But there was
planted tipon it something that was griev. ous to many of us and some of my brethren th:tt were present .with these men in
the work they were doing refused to give
credence to that innovation, believing it
to be destructive of and foreign to the
gospel economy.
A standard was lifted up against it; they
had become identified with the faith in
Christ, and proposed not to accept that
which was calculated · to prevent the
preaching of the gospel, but as a result
we discover at an early period of our or:
ganization that we had an added mountain
ofprejudice •o remove. Not only that,
but we seemingly had a fight within the
household to contend against; and "ve
bore, so far as this household was concerned,
the unfortunate .appellation of "Apostate,"

one of the cruelest appellations that man
can labor under, when it is applied to him
by his fdlow workers. But we took
early ground and we made the fight, and
last fall we were permitted to reap some
of the benefit of the stand that we had
taken.
When these people among whom that
peculiar philosophy had been fostered until it had made the preaching of this faith
almost impossible everywhere, and had
closed the doors agamst the preacnmg of
the gospel, north, south, east and west;
we of the Reorganized Church took up
the gospel work, as it was being done by
the angel's command, at the time Joseph
and Hyrum Smith were killed; and have
been striving to labor in the light of our
text, the prophecy of Jesus Christ. "This
gospel of the kingdom shall be preached."
Last fall those people out there in Utah
were pleased to adopt a inanifesto, which
was intended by them publicly at least, to
take the place of a denunciation of the
practice of polygamy. The Reorganization had won a point, whether it was attributable to their forces or not, because
it carried to the minds of the individuals
who were disposed to think that no matter where the. dogma had originated, the
people called the Reorganized Church
were nght in the religious controversy
that far, and the philosophy which was
presented by them was the faith that began to be promulgated sixty years ago, in
consequence of which this temple was
erected. That is the verdict in the public
mind when they speak to them of it.
I congratulate you, elders, this morning
upon the patience you have shown in this
ordeal. I congratulate you with having
kept your tempers under circumstances
which were calculated to try individuals,
and under which a great many left the
faith; and while I have known many of
you and have known the hours in wbieh
you have been undergoing these terrible
trials, I have known that .some would not
abide and have felt confident that others
, would undergo and overcome.
I have been un.fortunate enough to
know that there were others who believed as w_e did but had not the moral
courage to (1tand by us when we needed
them; they wanted to compromise the
matter so as to stand well with the world
and themse:lves too. I will tell you the
kind of man I like to stand hv Us. Many
years ago when I was a boy I saw a company play vVilliam Tell, :'lnd in one of
the scenes that was depicted a body of
armed men are crossing . the mountaih
with Tell in their custody; and as they
are .passing a little hamlet on the mountaili side, an old friend of Tell's rushes
out and shakes hands with thkman Tell,
not ashamed to own him, prisoner as he
was; his warm Swiss heart went out to
him, and he was willing to take him by
the ,hand in his adversity. That is the
kind of spirit that should be in men. . If
they have any convictions they qught to
stand. by them in a time when those who
believe as they do are breasting the storm
of opposition, encountering the gales of
persecutiqn, and defending- !'lgainst the
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charges which they would be glad to see
put out of the way of progress, but which
they have not the personal courag€ to
face.
Many of us have passed through that
ordeal, and I congratulate you upon the
spirit with which many of you have borne ,
it. So much for digression.
Now the question about this prophecy.
Are you willing that Jesus Christ should ·
be proved to be a.false prophet? You
answer, "No." In order that he may not
be proved a false prophet, in order that
our hopes may not be destroyed, in order
that that grand triumph which was anticipated when this gospel began to be
preached some sixty years ago may be
achieved, it is necessary that we continue
to present Jesus as the grandest and best
of all prophets, and that he has prophesied
that the end of the world shall come. But
before the end of the world can come this
gospel shall be preached to all the world
for a witneo;s unto all nations; then you
and I will be ready to .meet him and answer to him. Until then we cannot withhold our voices.
We may confidently ask our brethren of other beliefs, if it should be practicable for' us at any time to question
them, if that gospel has been preached in
all the world. When any says "Yes,"
ask him by what good people it has been
done, and under what skies it has been
preached; and let me tell you it will involve many of them in a peculiar quandary.
It was my fortune a. few days ago
to pick up a public paper, and in it I found
it stated that in Japan there has been a
revision of the Presbyterian cree,~, and
that by Japanese; and it looks singular
that the Christian confession of faith in
any church should be revised by the socalled heathen; but it is a fact.
Now we are not blind to it;--it is a
truth. How can we escape the consequences of the inquiry that is forced upon
us in common with others of religious belief in reference to why it is that this
Christian faith has to be revised by the
so-called heathen.
Is it becaese of a
spiritual sense of justice existing in the
heathen mind? Is it because the Christian
has drawn the lines too close? Is it because there is not that freedom in the expression of faith that there should be in
that which presents itself credibly to the
heathen mind? Or what is the reason?
Again, the controversy has started right
at home and our brethren of different
faiths are meeti g with what we have had
to meet in a sense, not in the same way,
thank God, but it is a controversy as to
what shall be our belief; and there should
be a proper presentAtion of that philosophy, and some things which have been
confessed among the people must be
changed or there will be a departure from
the faith, and there will be a wider field
for the sowing of infidelity and unbelief
which must necessarily destroy the Christian hope so called.
How frequently we hear the expression,
"My hope in Christianity is about gone;
T. dqp'~ know where I s~an~," One thing
-
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after another has come forward in wh~ch
the last hope has been stricken away from
them in their philosophy, and they areieft
without something that they may rely upon to support their belief. Is this intended to be·so in this faith that Jesus has presented? We cannot believe that. If so
there was a mistake made by the Divine
Mind in sending Him, and in Him in His
coming; and that means which He presented has failed, and He is proved to be
a false prophet ;-our hope is gone.
I believe it this morning, and I state tt
as my belief individually, I believe that
Jesus was a prophet. I believe in him as
the best, the grandest of prophets, chief
among ten thousand; and that when
uttering this prophecy, he uttered it by
divine inspiration. He knew where he
stood; he was conscious that his Father
would set about the putting into operation
means by which this prophecy would be
fulfilled, and that it should be fulfilled inits time. I believe that the work is now
going on; it is widening out the field before us. When this gospel began to be
preached here sixty years ago, there were
certain points of it that were very, strongly
opposed, as, for instance, probation after
death. This life was all that was granted
to man in the religious philosophy of the
day; and just what he might be at his
death that he remained. There was no
possibility for him of a probation hereafter. If he had not accepted Christ, he
was gone forever; and it included our innocent children in the punishment.
Now, thank God that philosophy is
numbered with the things of the past, and
we have this principle of probation after
death in the field of faith, and it is a point
of contest in one of the strongest and
brightest church organizations of the
United States; and it is termed a heresy,
the Andover heresy, but it is a heresy of
such peculiar character that once wedged
into this peculiar organization it will split
it wide open. One of the reasons why it
·will be of this character is that these men
who preach this utter condemnation of the
human race cannot go and preach to those
heathen philosophers and not be called in
question, "What about our fathers?"
Again: Sixty years ago it was unpopular when this people began to preach
the second coming of Christ, and they were
accounted as wild, fanatical men, moved
upon by an impracticable idea. Now,
thank God for that spirit of inquiry; it has
moved upon many of these religious men,
and public statements have been made that
the second coming of Christ is Scriptural,
and that the Scriptures warrant the belief
in the second coming of Christ as a personality.
We are thankful for that,
though we may have had no influence at
all in so shaping public opinion; we thank
fortune at leaot that our predecessors are
on record, ourselves are on record as having insisted from the first that this was to
be one of the rallying cries of the. latter
day philosophy, that this gospel should be
preached, that the end might come. We
have prayed for the end to come as our
brother did this morning; you noticed
how eloquently he asked th~t the E;ayior

m_ight come, and ye;t can we pray that and
stlll at the same tlme not put forth an
effort to accomplish that which must come
"first, the presentation of the truth to men.
I believe this prophecy is in process of
fulfillment; and I believe further than
that, and you will pardon me if it is toq
latitudinarian, I believe God has instituted
means by which he will make other men
besicle ourselves to help fulfill this
prophecy; that he will ·move upon the
political world and J1lake it perfectly practicable for him that preaches the gospel to
go and preach it everywhere among men
in its time.
I believe perhaps further than that, He
will so move upon the institutions of humanity that He will make friends for those
who move consistently in their spheres of
action, who carry with them the evidence
of devotion, and . acknowledge the holy
principle that should be called Christian.
Not only will he open the doors before
them, but will raise up friends for them;
and as- one of the brethren expressed it
when he came home this last winter, from
a summer and fall campai•gn lasting pretty
well through the winter, he virtually said,
"The Lord went before me and be was
my rear guard." That was the promise;
he realized a fulfilling of it. - Tllere never
has been a time since we have been a
church organization, J think I speak advisedly, there never has been a time when
as a people we had occupied a stronger
moral ground than now. There never
has been a time when there has been a
more intelligent call for the ministry than
now, nor a time .when a better class of
people conld be reached than now. The
inquiry is not only with the low and the
humble and the meek, so far as the circumst:mces of this world are concerned, but
the call is from them that are intellectual,
the movers in society; and that call not
only comes from one region, but it comes
from every region, especially in the United
States.
·
Another thought in conclusion, and that
is this: It has been thought by some that
we have been too solicitious in regard to
our friends in Utah; that much time has
been ineffectually spent in trying to present the gospel there, but when I tell you
that ten years of ministry has been maintained in the little town of Malad by one
of the popular denominations and only
three converts have been made from the
people called the Mormons, you may ask
why they built a house and maintained a
school in it there; but it has been an unprofitable proselyting effort; and that is
almost the exact condition from the north
to the south of Utah; yet some of those
men of the dominant faith there tell our
brother here, "We have been watching
you men and your work, and we can but
feel that there has been a providence in it,
and we are thankful for much of the work
that you have done." Why? It results
from the principle that there was somebody to be held responsible for that which
has be.en thrown in the way of progress,
that somebody was to be held accountable
for that; and in preaching there on one
()Ccasion ! quoted from the Doctrint;l
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Covenants, from a revelation in which the
statement was made many years ago, that
there was a time to come when the army
of the Lord was to become very great,
fair as the sun, clel:!r as the moon, and her
banners terrible to all nations, that the
kingdoms of this world shouid be constrained to say, "Le~ us go up to Mount
Zion." Why? Because she has become
the kingdom of our God and of his Christ.
I asked the question, Had that army become very large? and told them that two
hundred thousand covered all classes of
believers in Mormonism at that time. I
asked, "Who is responsible for that?" and
this people again say that we of the Reorganization have been preaching the gospel abroad while they have been compelled
not to do it.
Now brethren, we ought to say to-day
that we ourselves will not put anytfiing in
the way to prevent the preaching of the
gospel everywhere, and that we will carry
it wherever we go with the prestige of
rig-hteous precept and upright lives; that
the Spirit that will go before us shall open
doors and certify to the people, as upon
one occasion years ago it did, "Our brother
is a man of God."

they will no doubt receive a reward for God bad decreed to keep to himself the
all the good they do. But they cannot by day and the hour that the Savior should
any act of their own, whether singly or come.
His followers have made many prediccombined, cause the people to be ready.
Thev must receive authority from God to tions of set time;;, and have always failed,
bring people into relationship with him, and alwRys will when they set a time for
in order that they may be ready for that the coming of the Lord. The "Second
great event.
'
Ad vents," as well as the Latter Di1y Saint
We read that a "Rev. George C. Need- elders have gone far and wide proclaimham came to this country from England ing this doctrine. Both have preached in
in r868, and he and Rev. James Inglis es- England, and in almost all the civilized
tablished Bible Conferences at which the world; and no doubt this Rev. Mr. Needprophecies were discussed." This is very ham and others heard the doctrine discussgood in its place. I would to God that ed in England, fell in with it, began to
all mankind would give their hearts to study the Scriptures in that light, and
study the Scriptures; but on this particu- came to the conclusion that it was sound
lar subject the second coming of Christ doctrine; began to establish Bible Conferto literally reign on the earth in the mil- ences in England, and have come to this
lenium, the Bible had, apparently been a country, as per statement, for the same
sealed book, until the advent of Joseph purpose.
Smith, the Seer, who claimed to receive
We wish them success, but would like
authority from heaven, by the hands of a to inform them that there is a certain
heavenly messenger to preach and author- prophecy concerning that great event,
ize others to preach the gospel to every na- that must be fulfilled before it takes place.
tion, kindred, tongue and people, calling It is found in Malachi 3: 1 : "Behold I
on men to "fear God and give glory,, to will send my messenger, .;md he shall
him, for the hour of his judgment is come, prepare the way before me; and the
and worship him that made the heavens Lord whom ye seek, shall suddenly
and the earth, the sea and the fountains of come to his temple, even the messenger
waters;" and this in fulfillment of the of the covenant, whom ye delight in; beSavior's prediction, "And this gospel of hold he shall come saith the Lord of hosts.
THE SECOND ADVENT OF
the kingdom shall be preached in all the But who may abide the day of his coming?
CHRIST.
world, for a witness unto all nations, and and who shall stand when he appeareth?
THE notice of the "Pre,.milJenial Movethen shall the end come;" that then Christ . for he is like a refiner's fire, and like fulment," in the Herald, has led my thoughts would come, personally to reign, "taking ler's soap."
into the following channel. I rejoice in vengeance on them. that know not God
Some say this refers to John the Baptist
my heart that that great and good Being and obey not the gospel."
preparing the way before the Lord.'s first
who is the "Father of the spirits of all
At the time those elders first went out coming; but. if such had read a little more
flesh," and of .whom all mankind are the to declare these things they were ridiculed, carefully they would not have arrived at
workmanship of his hands; who so loved accused of being fanatics, the doctrine of such a conclusion. At this time he is to
. the world, not a part only, that "He gave the second commg of Christ to literally be like a refiner's fire, and the question is
hisonly begotten Son that whosoeverbe- reign on earth, was hooted at; the-preva- asked, "Who shall abide the day of his
lieveth on him should not perish, but have lent belief ., being that those Scriptures coming?"
everlasting life," is so working among the which plainly taught that second coming
Paul says he shall come in flaming fire,
children of men, as to cause them to be- meant only a spiritual coming at the death with all his holyangels, taking vengeance
come awaken~d to the fact, by the s.earch- of the believer.
on them that know not God and obey not
ing of his wor,d, that the Savior, the rightSoon after the organization of the his gospel.. Those, then, that obey the
ful king is about to come, and the time Church of Tesus Christ of Latter Day gospel and by reason of that become sons
not far off, to reign on earth a thousand Saints had been effected, an elder of said or daughters of God, and know him by
years.
church, Jared Carter by name, went in the revelation of His Spirit are the oner,
They may by their labors lessen the the neighborhood where Mr. William ·- that will abide his coming:
toil of the servants of God, m arou~;ing- Miller resided, in York State, and preachBut at the time John came to prepare
the inhabitants of the earth to a knowl- ed a discourse on the second advent of the way of the Lord, he. came in the form
edge of the factthat the Scriptures"plain- · Christ. Mr. Miller believed this part of of an infant cradled in the lowly manger,
lv teach that Christ will come; and in them the message that the elder presented be- and every body then abode his coming;
is recorded the signs by which we may fore that people, (the message the elder but according to Malachi, at this time
know when his coming is drawing near, was sent to preach was the gospel one, to he comes to his temple, he is to come to
that those signs are transpiring, sho.wing prepare them for this great event), went judgment, being a swift witness against
that wqndrous event)s at hand; and yet I to work studying the prophecies, and after the sorcerer, the adulterer, the hlse swearask myself the question, How can they be a while predicted that Christ would come er, those that oppress the poor and the
a benefit to their fellow-men in anv other at a certain date, in a certain year. Poor hireling in his wages; that oppress the
way than that? They may· quote the man! he had forgotten or ignored the widow and the fatherless; that turn aside.
Savior's sayings to his disciples, "Be ye Scripture that Elder Carter quoted: "The the stranger in his right, etc., or the time
also ready, for in such an hour as you day nor the hour knoweth no man, no of his coming is to be, as he said, at the
think not, the Son of Man cometh," and not the angels of heaven,but my Father end of the world, or the destruction of the
may awaken an inquiry in the minds of only."
wicked.
their fellow-ttlen of what they should do
He ran before he was sent, consequently
There is t.o be a messenger sent just
to be ready, and thus prepare the w,ays God was not bound by promise to give prior to h.is second coming fo· prepare the
for the elders of God, clothed with au- him that Spirit which "searcheth all way beforehim. It re'quired a heavenly
thority from him, to show them the way, things, yea the deep things of God;" messenger sent from the courts of glory
and to induct them into the fold of God, , and as the apostle says, "No man knoweth to designate the Lord's messenger (John)
so that by holy lives they may be ready, j the, things of God, but by- the Spirit of on earth, to clothe him with autqority to
having their lamps trimmed and burnirtg, ~ God," he not having that Spirit could not prepare the way of the Lord; forth~ al1as the wise virgins or citizens of the king- be guided by it in his researches; for if be geJ said unto Zacharias, "He shall go be~
dom of God. . This they may do, which had had th~t E;piritthat knew the ~ind of fore the Lord. in the Spirit andpower of
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the children, and the disobedient to the
wisdom of the just,to make ready a peo.ple orepllred for the Lord."
And Zacharias, under the influence of
the Holy Ghost said, (Luke first chapter),
"And thou child,· shall be called the
prophet of the highest, for thou shalt go
before the face of the Lord to prepare his .
ways." It required authority to act in
the preparing of that way, and God chose
to send an holy angel to confer that authority.
How did John .go to work in preparing
the way of the Lord? Mark says in chap"
ter Ist, "The beginning of the gospel of
Jesus Christ, the Son of God; · as it is
written in the prophets, Behold I send
my messenger before thy face, which
shall prepare thy way before thee. The
voice of one crying in the wildernes, Prepare ye the way of the Lord, make his
paths straight. John did baptize in the
wilderness, and preach the baptism of repentance for the remission of sins," etc.
John came preaching the gospel, as the
way of the Lord for his Jewish brethren
to walk in, tO' obtain a remission of their
sins, and to be set in the way' of his (Christ's)
steps. The gospel was not taught by the
Jews, it is evident, or John would not
have been sent to prepare the way, if the
way was already prepared. They had
departed from the precepts of the gospel
as taught in the wilderness (Hebrews 4th
chapter) and had had the law .of carnal
commandments added. Their doctors of
the law differed on that, and as a consequence many sects arose. As a consequence it was necessary that the gospel
should be restored, that a puple might beprepared for the Lord; for the gospel is
the power of God unto salvation, and no
people can be prepared for the Lord unless they obey it.
John taught not only repentance and
baptism in water for the remission of sins,
but also faith in the Lord Jesus Christ,
who should come, and told the people, "I
indeed have baptized you with water, but
he [Christ] shall [not only baptize with
water] but shall baptize you with fire, and '
the Holy Ghost."
Jesus came in due time, and to fulfill
the law of his Father-all righteousnesswhich is comprehended· in the gospel,
went to John to obey that one principle of
righteousness, baptism. John, knowing
it was his Lord whose way he was preparing; the Bridegroom of whom he was
a friend, sent to prepare the Bride, demurred, saying, "I have need to be baptized of thee, and com est thou to me?"
Notice, dear reader, that memorable,
that meek, yet forcible reply: "Suffer it
to be so now, for thus it becometh us to
fulfill all righteousness."
Did it become the blessed Savior to fulfill all righteousness of which baptism is
a principle or pGrtion of that "all righteousness?" He says it did, and not only
that he should but that "us," all the human family, should fulfill all righteousness.
If baptism is a portion of all righteousness, how can we fulfill all righteousness
if we refuse to be bapti;,:ed 1 counting it

unessential?· The Savior did not think it house of Cornelius, and after witnessing
unessential, but to the contrary, setting all with his brethren of the circumcision what
the human family an example by being they termed the outpouring of the "gift
baptized of John, who, seeing the force of of the Holy Ghost," he turns to his Jewish
his .Master's reply, demurred no longer. brethren and says, "Can any man forbid
Coming up" out of the water, the Spirit in water, that these should not be baptized,
the form of a dove descended upon the which have received the Holy Ghost, as
Savior. and John bare record of it, also well as we?"
that a voice from heaven said, "Thou art
Here we perceive that Peter's brethren
my beloved Son, in whom I am well called it the "gift of the Holy Ghost" that
pleased."
was poured out on the Gentiles; and Peter
Here the Father acknowledged the act . says it was the Holy Ghost they had reof his Son's baptistp, and in . that act ceived; not the gift of the Holy Ghost in
acknowledged the validity of John's bap- the sense that our Christian friends have
tism, or that which himself had com- it, but really though they received the
manded, and consequently the authority Holy Ghost, it was the gift of God, and
of John to act. The Savior by goihg to as such was the gift of. the Holy Ghost;
John to be baptized of him also acknowl- and all persons receiving that gift must be
edged the same. And right here. js an baptized of the Holy Spirit.
exemplification of the Savior's assertion,
We follow Peter in the next chapter
"1 came not to do my own will but the where" he is making his def¢nse before the
will of him that sent me;" and, "The . council of his Jewish brethren for going
Father gave me a commandment what I
unto the Gentiles. He makes use of this
should say and what I should speak," etc., language: "And as I began to speak the
and under the remembrance of that com- Holy Ghost fell on them [not a gift of the
mandment he said, "Except a man be born Holy Ghost] as on us at the beginning.
,of ,water and of the Spirit, he cannot enter Then remembered I the word of the Lord,
the kingdom of God." On -this occasion how that he said, 'John irideed baptized
the Father sent the Spirit upon his Son, with water; but ye shall be; baptized with
after the baptism of water, thus verifying the Holy Ghost.' For as much then as
in the example of his Son that which he God gave them the like gift· as he did unto
had commanded him to spe11k, that the us," etc.
baptism of water should precede the bapPeter here remembered . the Savior's
tism of the Spirit.
saying, "that they should be baptized with
But we must leave this thought now, the Holy Ghost," and were so baptized
which opens up a wide field for investi- at the beginning; and he states that the
gation, or this article will assume propor- same gift or baptism was conferred upon
tions we had not contemplated when seat- the household of Cornelius. Well, Peter
ing ourselves to write.
promised the same baptism upon all
To be brief: The Savior went forth e11erywhere who would comply with the
preaching this same gospel as John had, previous conditions. The twelve and the
ordained others to do the same, which seventies were sent out to preach this same
command they faithfully performed, as gospel; the church of God was organized,
witness Peter on the day of the great first among the Jews and then among the
feast, as recorded in Acts zd, preaching to Gentiles.
those who inquired what they must do to
The Apostle John being banished by
be saved, the same that John preached; the Roman Emperor Domitian to the Isle
faith in Jesus Christ, repentance, baptism of Patmos in the year 96, for the word
for the remission of sins, and to such as that he preached-the gospel of the Son
would obey the promise was given of of God-was permitted by his heavenly
receiving the gift or baptism of the Holy Father to receive great blessings. AlGhost; and the promise was not only to though earthly powers were arrayed
them, but to their children, and to all that against him, his Savior greatly comforted
were afar off, even as many as the Lord him. The visions of heaven were unour God shall call; and it is written that folded before him, and he was permitted,
"God calleth on all men, everywhere to among many things he saw, to see the
repent."
So that all men everywhere church of which he was then a member,
that will obey the call of the Lord to re- in the form of a beautiful, pure woman,
pent and be baptized in water for the the vision portraying full erganization of
remission of sins can receive the baptism the church, fade away in the wilderness,
of the Holy Ghost.
and another woman arise in that wilderWe might digress here to examine a ness purporting to be the church of God,
statement made by professing Christians of a very different nature to the first. Inthat that promise of Peter, after the bap- stead of being clothed with the light of the
tism of water, was not the baptism of the sun (typical of celestial glory) she was
Holy Ghost; but was a gift which pro- adorned with earth's costly baubles and in
ceeded from the Holy Ghost. To show her hand held a cup "full of the filthiness
that the "gift" and "baptism" of the Holy of her fornications," and upon her foreGhost were used interchangeably by this head a very bad name. This character
same Peter, to denote the same thing, we could not sustain the name of the Church
refer you first to Acts I: 5: "For John of God, although strenuously professing
truly baptized with water; but ye shall be it; neither could she- confer upon those
baptized with the Holy Ghost not many who left her pale pure authority from
days hence." This was the language of God to organize churches of God; and,
the Savior.
upon their own confession no direct comWe follow Peter (Acts roth) to the munication from heaven has been had
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since the first century, these church organizations must have been effected upon no
greater authority than that of man.
Though the great Creator has no doubt
acknowledged and blessed their efforts to
do good, according to the best light they
had, yet he could not acknowledge their
church organizations. If the gospel had
continued to be preached and practiced in
its purity and entirety, then the authority
of God would have remained on the earth,
and consequently the Church of God
would have remained also; but the church
having ceased .to exist is prima facie evidence that the gospel has ceased to be
preached, as well as the authority to preach
it; for if the authority to preach the gospel
and to baptize those who believed that
gospel, who were determined to forsake
their sins or repent had continued, then
men and women would have continued to
have been ·baptized into Christ, becoming
members of the body or Church of Christ,
and of course the church would have continued.
But, says one, "We have had the gospel
all the time in the Bible. How then has
~he gospel cea&ed to exi5t ?" We have had
the letter or word of the gospel only. The
apostle says: <;The letter killeth, but the
Spirit giveth life." He also says, "Our
gospel came not unto you .in word [or
letterJ only, but in power and in the Holy
Ghost, and, in much assurance." So the
letter alone will not do.
There must be power or authority to
preach it, and when preached, to baptize
those who believe it and repent; also to
administer in the laving on of hands for
the reception or b-aptism of the Holy
Ghost, which baptism when received,
brings much ?Ssurance, brings the knowledge that we:are born of God; also that
Jesus is the Lord, the Savior of the world.
The letter !Tiight be fulfilled to the baptizing in, water, but if stopping there, it
would produce death; for no life would
be in the new;body created until the Spirit
had entered; and that could not take place
until the spirit within man had been born
or baptized of the Spirit. Jesus says,
"That which i:s born of the Spirit is spirit."
The body only being born again and the
spirit not, would not produce life, for
"the Spirit giveth life," and "that which
is born of the Spirit is spirit;" and,
"There is a spirit in man and the inspiration of the Almighty giveth them understanding;" hence the necessity of the baptism ofthe Spirit; and that baptism requires
the authority' of God to bring .it about.
When God created man out of the dust of
the earth, he was dead .until God formed
the spirit of man within him, and then he
became a living soul. With reg-ard to this
riew birth, which mtist be brought about
by the power or authority of God befsre
men can be born of God ;J esussaid, "There
must be the birth of water first, and then
the one of the Spirit.'' Why say that the
baptism of the Spirit was necessary to this
new birth if the baptism of water was :;tll
that was necessary?
·
Ah, he knew that man would not become a living soul without the baptism qf
the Spirit; he would not be a new creature
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in Christ Jesus; he would not partake of
The gospel must be restored from
that life which is in Christ Jesus.
heaven, and either God the Father or
But having the letter or word, men Jesus Christ must come in person or send
have not lived up to it. One has taken a heavenly messenger, as in John's day,
the liberty to say, ••This part of the lstter with the gospel and power to authorize
is only to be lived up to;" another "that some one to preach it, that the inhabitants
part;" so it is evident that they have not of the earth. may be prepared for their
been preaching a whole, but a partial Lord.
gospel; and God has never authorized any
God has said that just before his comman to preach a partial gospel. lt must ing-long enough for the gospel to be
be preached and practiced in its entirety preached to all nations-" I will send my
for life and salvation.
messenger and he shall prepare the way
John the Revelator was permitted to before me," etc. This messenger was to
see the time when the gospel would be be a person of the masculine gender, for
restored to earth again, and- it was to be "he shall prepare the way before me."
in the hour of God's judgment, and to be
The first messenger sent before the
preached to all the inhabitants of the Lord to prepare the way of the Lord was
earth. Now this could not have reference a prophet. Startle not, reader, I have the
to John's day, for they had the gospel Savior's word for it, in Luke 7:28:
then. It needed not to be brought to "Among those that are born of women,
earth, it was already there.
there is not a greater prophet than John
But John was shown things which the Baptist; but he that is least in the
should be hereafter (after that time) as he kingdom of God is greater than he."
says in the fourth chapter and first verse
Tesus was the prophet of all prophets,
of his Book of Revelations: "After this consequently greater than John. But we
I looked and behold, a door was opened see that John is acknowledged by the
in heaven; and the first noise which I highest authority as a prophet; and this in
heard was as it were of a trumpet talking keeping with another· prophet's saying in
with me, :which said, •Come up hither and Amos 3: 7, "Surely the Lord God will do
I will show thee things which mus,t be nothing until he revealeth his secret unto
hereafter."
his servants the prophets."
Peter in his second epistle (1: 21 ,) inAfter he had seen the true church depart into the wildern~ss, he saw, as spired by the Holy Ghost, says: "For
recorded in the 14th chapter and 6th verse, the prophecy came not in old times by the
"Another angel flying in the midst of will of man, but holy men of God spake
heaven, having the everlasting gospel to as they were moved by the Holy Ghost."
Jesus says this "Holy Ghost is the spirit
preach unto them that dwell on the earth,
and to every nation, kindred, tongue and of truth."
people, saying with a loud voice, •Fear
We have then, first, the spirit of truth
God and give glory to bim, for the hour speaking thr<;>ugh Peter, to the effect that
of his judgment is come,'" etc. It is this spirit of truth spake through all the
plain to be seen that at a period future ancient prophets.
from John's day the whole earth was to
Second, that Amos, a holy man of God,
be without the gospel, consequently in in olden .time said, "Surely the Lord God
need of it.
will do nothing until he revealeth his
This time of the gospel's restoration. was . secret to his servants the prophets."
to be in the hour of God's judgment, not
Third, that John was acknowledged by
the day of God's judgment, neither a the Savior as his messenger, and a prophet,
twenty-four hour period of our time; but who had the secret revealed to him, that
a. peri9d of the Lord's time, in which the his Lord was coming and that he (John)
inhabitants shall have a chance to hear should prepare his Lord's way before
the gospel and obey if they will, to be him. If the Lord would call a prophet,
prepared for their coming Lord, who is and reveal his secrets to him to prepare
coming to reign on the earth and will his way before him when he came the
judge those who are worthy to abide his first time in peace and quietness, would he
coming and those who are not. In agree- not having great secrets which he was
ment with this declaration, Tesus uttered about to bring to pass, even to come to
the prediction in Matthew 24th when reign on the earth; bringing the present
speaking of his second coming and the ruling of the world to an end; coming to
end of the world. "And again this gospel receive the righteous to himself, and to
of the kingdon shall be preached in all the destroy the wicked; to se.nd this gospel
world for a witness, unto all nations, and again upon earth to be preached to all the
then shall the end come, or the destruc- inhabitants thereof, to warn them to be
tion of the wicked." Both utterances ready, by yielding obedience to the same,
show plainly that in the days prior to the and the inhabitants of .the earth in total
coming of the Son of Man to reign on the ignorance; would he not, if Peter's and
earth, the whole inhabitants of the earth Amos' sayings are true, (and we have seen
would need the gospel; the angel's declara- that by the Spirit of truth they uttered
tion was to every nation,. kindred, tongue them) reveal those secrets to a servant?
and people; and the Savior said it should And if he did, that servant would b~ a
be preached to all nations, in all the world. prophet, because that servant would be in
The whole earth being without the possession of a knowledge of .future
gospel, or the way oJ the Lord whereby events, even .the s.ecrets of . the ·Lord that
they could be prepared to receive their he. was about to perform; and w~.have
Lord, had a .necessity of that way being seen that all the world were in ignorance
prepared.
of the greafsecret of. the Lord's second
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coming; and the one of the gospel being
preached again to all nations, before J oseph Smith announced them; hence he
was the one the Lord had .revealed his
secrets to and must be a. servant of the
Lord, a prophet of the same, and the messenger spoken of in Malachi to prepare
the way of the Lord before him; and that
way we have seen is the gospel ot the
Son of God, for all who do not obey the
gospel the Lord will take vengeance upon
at his corning.
Joseph Smith claimed that an angel of
the Lord brought the gospel message to
him, authorizing him to preach, and to
ordain others to go and preach it to the
inhabitants. of the earth, warning them
that the hour of God's judgment had
come; to prepare for the second coming
of Christ which was nigh; to tell them
that by obedience of this .gospel they could
become the children of God; that by living
according to its precepts they could have
on the wedding garment, which is represented as fine linen, clean and white,
which represents the righteousness of
Saints; and thus be ready as a bride
adorned for the bridegroom, their glorious
Lord. He was also commanded to organize the church according to the original
pattern in apostolic times; its officers in
their various positions being called and set
apart by the revelations of God; the injunction, "No man taketh this honor to
himself, but he that i~ called of God as
was Aaron," remaining intact, never having been cancelled by him who caused it
to be uttered.
These officers, by direct command of
God were to preach the same identical
gospel that Jesus preached, and commanded his apostles to preach; were commanded, as the ancient servants of God, to tell
all those that obeyed the gospel which
they preached with a sincere heart, that
they should know of the doctrine that it
was true, by the . revelations of God's
Spirit to them. They were to teach, as
anciently, "These signs shall follow them
that believe. In my name shall they cast
out devils; they shall speak with . new
tongues; they shall take up serpents; and
if they drink any deadly thing, it shall not
hurt them; they shall lay . hands on the
sick and they shall recover."
They were also· authorized to say to
those who obeyed the gospel, if living in
faithful obedience to the commandments of
G-od given for their guidance in righteousness, that they were entitled to receive
from the Spirit of God certain gifts as
enumerated in T Corinthians 12th chapter,
namely: "Wisdom, knowledge, faith,
working of miracles, prophecy, discerning
of spirits, divers kinds of tongues, the interpretation of the same, with heavenly
visions, dreams, and the ministration of
angels;" in fact all the blessings that any
of the people of God enjoyed in any age
of the world; for God has declared himself to be no respecter of persons; and
that be changes not.
This gospel that the Latter Day Saint
elders are preaching is identical in all its
features with that that Jesus and his apostles taught; and consequently they are
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fulfilling, and will fulfill to the end the after stating that it was on prophecy first,
prediction of the.Savior, "This gospef of then the signs of the times shadowed forth
the kingdom shall be preach!:)d in all the by the many strikes and labor troubles all
world for a witness unto all nations, and over the globe, showing by a statistical
then shall the end come."
writer that there were 3oo,ooo,ooo .nomiThis gospel is declared to be the ever- nal Christians thoroughly . corrupt and
lasting gospel, in the holy Scriptures. worldly; wo,ooo,ooo Protestant ChrisFrom tJ-:e days of Adam to this time, and tians apathetic and sleeping, the problem
will be-according to the Savior-to the -of the conversion of the heathen more
end of the world; the only gospel that perplexing than ever, their population
ever did, or will save the human race. It having increased during the last century
includes a belief in God the Father and 2_oo,ooo,ooo, while in the same period of
Jesus Christ his Son, as the Savior of the hme there were only 3,ooo,ooo conversions,
world, (the whole, not a part only), in said: "If these figures be true, they show
repentance from sin, which is a ceasing to that nothing but the personal presence of
do evil and learning to do well, a turning Christ will be able to convert the whole
altogether from sin; baptism in water, for world."
the remission of sins, and the laying on
Are those that profess to be his minisof hands for the reception of the Holy ters getting discouraged, and .tired of
Ghost. Then a man is transformed from preaching for the conversion of the. world;
the kingdom of darkness into that of and think the Lord will have to come to
God's dear Son; then the old man with do the work? Is it intimated in the Scriphis deeds is crucified, and the body of sin tures that Christ will come .to convert the
destroyed; then we are new creatures in world when he comes to reign? What
Christ Jesus, old things are passed away do his own words state: "But as the
and aU things become new; then we are days of Noah were, so shall the coming
received into the kingdom of God as a of the Son of man be. For as in the
little child, and are fed with the sincere days that were before the flood, they
milk of the word; born again of the Spirit, were eating and drinking, marrying and
we have the Spirit for a guide, and are led giving in marriage, until the day that
and fed by the same-according to our Noah entered the ark, and knew not till
dilig.ence in giving heed to its administra- the flood came and took them all away;
tions-until we become men and women so shall also the coming of the Son of
in Christ Jesus, to the time that we shall Man be."-Matt. 24: 37-39·
become like him, and see hiin as he is.
What is the lesson learned here? That
And thus if we are faithful we need not as the Antediluvians paid no heed to the
fear when he comes, whether it is at mid- rnesRage of that "preacher, of righteousnight, or at morn, or at noon, he will take ness," but continued on in their wickedcare of his own.
ness, careless and heedless of the warning,
In view of there only being one gospel, not believing in his preaching as is evinced
Paul might well under the insoiration of in their eating and drinking (feasting and
God declare unto the Galatians; "Though carousing), so also the major portion of
we or an angel from heaven, preach any the inhabitants of the earth would pay no
other gospel unto you than that which we heed to the gospel message, and continue
have preached unto you, let him be ac- on in wickedness until the day of the
cursed." And John the beloved disciple Savior's coming, and that that day&ays: "If there come any unto you and though they had been warned time and
bring not this doctrine, receive him not again-would overtake them as a thief in
into your house, neither bid him God the night, because of their own choice
speed; for he that biddeth him God speed, they will remain the cl::ildren of darkness
is partaker of his evil deeds." The case or of the night.
is very plain why the curse of God would
The Savior also likened the day of his
follow the preaching of something for the coming, unto the days of Lot. The Bible
gospel that was not the gospel; for the student is acquainted with the wickedness
preaching of a false go~pel would, if be- of Sod om and _their neglecting Lot's preachlieved and practiced, produce a contrary ing to the day the-fire carne down and deresult to the salvation of the human family; stroyed them. The prophet Isaiah in the
it would bring condemnation and the man I rth chapter, speaking of the day of the
that would knowingly preach it would Lord's coming says, "He shall smite the
come under the disapprobation of God; earth with the rod of his mouth, and
and any one would do well in rejecting with the breath of his lips shall he slay
his ·teachings.
the wicked;" and in the 24th chapter, sth
Whoever teaches that Jesus will come and 6th verses says: "The earth also is debefore this gospel of the kingdom is filed under the inhabitants thereof; bepreached in all the world, unto all nations, cause they have transgressed the laws,
makes out Jesus to be a false prophet, and changed the ordinance, and broken the
as President Smith said a short time ago, everlasting covenant [which is the ever"No professing Christian or body of Chris- lasting gospel]. Therefore hath the curse
tians can afford to make Jesus a false devoured the earth, .and they that dwell
prophet, for he is the prophet of all therein are desolate; therefore the inhabitprophets."
ants of the earth are burned and few men
I see that one of the premillenarians, left."
Dr. McBride, chairman of the executive
The prophet Malachi says, commencing
committe of the new movement, when at the ·17th verse of the 3d chapter and
asked "On what grounds do you base reading the 4th verse of the 4th chapter,
your belief in a Premillenial -Advent?" "And they shall be mine, saith the Lord
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in charge of Elder Hawkins. April 7th: The
of hosts, in that day when I make up my
president made choice of Elder Hawkins to acjewels; and I will spare them as a man
company him to Tuboi, also Tapuna, which the
spareth his own son that serveth him.
conference approved. On motion the conference
Then shall ye return, and discern between
unanimously agreed to receive Elder L. R. DeALABAMA.
vore as missionary in charge. Bishop's agents
the righteous and the wicked; between
were called on to report. They were so minutehim that serveth God and him that serveth
Conference convened at Pleasant Hill branch,
ly detailed that the appointing of an auditing
in Butler county, Alabama, February 14th; J.
Him not. For the day cometh that shall
committee was considered useless. Elder TeW. Gillen president pr.o tem., W. S. McPherson
burn as an oven: and all the proud, yea,
hopea was requested to place the amount of
secretary pro tem. Branch reports: St. Joseph,
all that do wickedly, shall be stubble; and
money placed in his.hands several months ago
32; 8 members not recorded. Pleasant Hill, 83;
for missionary expenses etc, in the hands of the
the day that cometh burneth them up,
4 baptized, 3 received. Butler, no change.
Bishop's agent. Amount $73 90. Elder Tatasaith the Lord of hosts, that it shall leave
Elders reports: W. ]. Booker, J. G. Vickery, M.
raru was authorized to bear the written request
M. Turpen (baptized 4), W. S. McPherson;W.
them neither root nor branch. But unto
The agents were. sustained.
Elder
L. Booker and M. K. Harp. Bishop's agent, J. to him.
you ;that fear my name shall the sun of
Hawkins was con tin )led president of the Tahiti
G. Vickery, reported: Received since last report
righteousness, [Christ] arise with healing
division, Petero Derden of Fakarava, and Elder
$25.<;0, paid O\lt $ro, on hand $63 8<;. On motion
Purahui of Vaitutaki. Tuboi was left in charge
in his wings; and ye shall go forth and
the general authorities of the church were susof missionary. The conference agreed that Elgrow up as calves of the stall. And you
tained, also W. J. Booker sustained as president
der Hawkins be requested to labor continuously
of the district, L. G. Parker as secretary, M. M.
snail tread down the wicked, for they shall
in the mission, as an aid and interpreter to the
Turpen
in
charg~ of the South-Eastern mission,
be r.shes under the soles of your feet in the
president of the mission, and receive support
J. G. Vickery as bishop's agent. Preaching by
from the bishop of the mission. A vote of
day that I shall do this, saith the Lord of
M. M. Turpen and J. W. Gillen. Adjourned to
thanks was tendered the presidents and, secretary
hosts."
meet at Lone Star branch, in Monroe county,
for their faithfulness during the conference, also
Alabama, June 2oth.
Here is a distinction, clearly defined, beto the branch for the courtesy shown the visiting
tween the condition of the righteous 1md
members. ln. conclusion it was agreed that the
the wicked.
The Lord will preserve
next general conference be held in Anaa, April
CENTRAL CALIFORNIA.
6th, I892. Preaching at 7: 30 by Petero Derrien
those that serve him, but with the wicked
Conference convened with the San Benito
assisted by Tara. Harmony prevailed throughit shall be asthe Psalmist said, "For yet a
branch, at Mulberry, on the r7th; J. B. Carout.
little while, and the wicked shall not be;
michael president, T. Daley assistant chairman,
J.
A.
Lawn
secretary,
T.
J.
Lawn
assistant.
yea, thou shalt diligently consider his
A CARD.
Elders reports: J. B. Carmichael, J. M; Range, J.
place, and it shall not be."-37th Psalm.
Desiring to secure the best possible results of
H. Lawn, J. C Holmes, J. E. Holt, J. F. Burton,
The apostle Paul, as we have quoted,
time, means and labor expended, I hope to hear
C. W. Hawkins, T. Daley. Priests: J. H.
from the scattered Saints and friends of Southsays, "To you that are troubled rest with
Twitchel, E. J. Clark, T. J. L~wn. Teachers: L.
ern Illinois and Southern Indiana-especially the
Alexander, M. Clark. Deacon: A. Page. Branch
us, when the Lord Jesus shall be revealed
latter-so that I may make out my work to t.he
reports: Jefferson, 22; I died, r removed. San
from heaven with his mighty angels in
best advantage, the chief aim being to reach as
Benito, 35; 2 removed, 3 received. Long Valley,
flaming fire, taking vengeance on them
many new openings as possible.
45; 2 received. A. Page, bishop's agent, reported:
that know not God and .obey not the gosCorrespondence is also desired from Bro. L. F.
Balance last report$7 93, received since $275 6o,
Daniel and any others who deem proper to write
pel of the Lord Jesus Christ."
paid out $220, on hand $47 67. J. B. Carmichael,
It is not because mankind have not obey- A. Page and J. M. Range were elected a commit- me with respect to needs in the different localities.
tee to confer with a similar committee of Northed somebody else's gospel that the vengePersonally, we very much desire to secure the
ern California district to arrange for a jointance of Christ falls upon them, but bepromised success in spreading truth and gatherreunion to be held at Irvington sometime in
cause they have .not obeyed this gospel,
ing sheaves, assured in President Smith's stateautumn. The present officers of the district were
ment that "this year will be a prosperous one
or that of the Lord Jesus Christ which he
re·elected to their respective positions. Preachwhere the work is faithfully and well repreing by Elders J. E. Holt, J. F. Burton and T.
said should be preached in all the world
sented."
·
Daley. A spirit of unity prevailed throughout,
for a witness, tl:i.e same that he and his
You who join us in this, willing to apply of
and the gifts of the Spirit were enjoyed at the
disciples in the New Testament times
your means, faith and effort for the work in your
social meetings. Adjourned to Long Valley, Ocpreached. The Savior, looking down to
locality, write us soon to Independence, Mistober 9-r I.
souri.
the time of his coming, made use of the
McVey and Pana, Illinois, will be visited.
following admonition to those living- at
.
In bonds,
R. ETZENHOUSER.
that time: "Be ye also ready for in such
an hour as ye think not the Son of Man
NOTICES.
cometh."
SOUTH SEA ISLANDS MISSION.
Having been appointed .to labor in the Des
What would be the necessity of this
The general conference of the mission was
Moines district for the ensuing year, I have loadmonition, if Christ was coming to conheld at Papeete, Tahiti, April 6th and 7th, 1891.
cated in the city of Des Moines. All communi
vert the world!
The very admonition
On Monday the 6th at 9 a.m. preaching by Elder· cations to me relative to work fn this field will
conveys the thought that those who proTare, president of the branch of Aratua, after
reach me if addressed as below.
·
which tge work of the conference began. L. R.
fess to serve Him must 1ive pure and
JAMES McKIERNAN,
Devore· was chosen president of the conference,
No. I7IO Ly<;>ns St., East Des Moines, Ia.
righteous lives; must have on the wedding
Elder J. Hawkins assistant, and Petero Derrien
.garment, the righteousness of. saints, or
secretary. The presrdent gave instructions rethey will be destroyed with the brightness
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
lative to the Rules of Order adopted by the
church to govern in business sessions; said he
of his coming. So then, the only safety
Conference will convene at Zone, Ontario,
had· come to conHnue the good work of his prefor saint or sinner, premillenial or post~
Saturday, June 13th. The Saints throughout
decessor, to encourage, strengthen and do all the
th,district are invited to attend. A f,lll report
millenia!, black
white, bound or free,
good possible .. The minutes of the last general
from the ministry and branches is desired.
rich qr poor, or any mortal whatever
conference not having arrived the reports of preGEORGE GREEN, Dist. Pres.,
when the Savior comes, is in obeying this
siding officers were then cal-led. Elder Devore
JAMES H. TYRRELL, Sec.
reporte.d hh 1;ibm:s since his arrival. Elder Hawgospel of the kingdom in its entirety; for
kins, preside!lt of the Tahiti division, and Elder
"therein is the righteousness of God reDIED.
Petero Derrien, president of the Fakarava divisvealed;" and the righteous only have the
ion, reported the work done by them and the
BENTHAM.- At Keb mines, near Ottumwa,
promise of reigning with Him on the
present status of the work. .Tuboi and Vaitutaki
Iowa, April I8th, r89r, :J3ro. Wil-liam Bentham,
earth.
divisions notreported, said they desired missionwhile at his work in the mines, received internal
aries to visit them. Reports of brancl1es: Taroinjuries by falling slate from whiCh he died in
May God help and strengthen you and
na, Papaoa, Tuna, Tiarei, Tautira, Maatea, Tika- -one hour. Bro. Bentham· was born November
me, reader, to live the life of the reghteous;
hua, Avatoru, Tdputa, Arutua; Kaukura, Manth, I857, at Crossed, Cumberland county,
obeying from the heart. the gospel of. the
turaa. The remainder of the branches failed to
England; . baf?tized June 29th, I883, at Lucas,
So1~of God in its entirety, that it may be
The conference authorized a court of
report.
Iowa, by JohnT. Phillips; confirmed by James
well with us in the day of our Lord's , elders to examine int? certain charges preferred
W. Gillen; ordainea to office of teacher Decem·
against some persons here in the Tarona branch.
ber 7th, 1884. Prior to r883 was a strict member
coming. Amen.
E. STAFFORD.
Elders Kehauri, Tare an9 Talararu were appointLAMONI, Iowu, February 4th.
of the Methodist Church. H<) was a good brother
ed. They reported to the president of the branch,
and consistent member.. It was said by some.of
St,, Near Mission, San
Officers present:. 1 seventy, 2 r elders, 5 priests, r.
the world that he had akind.word for everybody~
teacher, r deacon; Prayer meeting at 7:3op.m.
H(lleaves a wife and child, brother and sister to

or
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THE
mourn his death. His remains were taken to
Lucas, Iowa, for interment, from whence he
came some months ago. Funeral discour.se by
Elder E. B. Morgan at the Saints' Chapel, Lucas,
Iowa; text, Ruth 1st chapter. He was esteemed
by all whq knew him.
MATHERS. - Mrs. Elizabeth A. Mathers,
daughter of Bro. Henry and Sr. Allee Halladay,
and wifed Mr. James H. Mathers;. born December 9th, 1857; united with the· church when
nine years old, lived a consistent Chriotian life
and died May 3d, 1891, beloved by all who knew
her. Funeral sl:'rmon bv Elder H. 0. Smith, in
the church at Persia, Iowa, to a large concourse
of friends and relatives. "None knew her but
to Jove. her."

ZION'S

ENSIGN

Published every Saturday at

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,
Brethren { ,J. A. RoBIKSoN} Editors.
F. G. PITT

Subscription price, $LOOper year.
It is devoted to the spreading of religious truth as
viewed by the Saints.
Each iseue contains a sermon by one of the ministry,
reports of the different societies in ttie churcti, and articles bearing npon or explanatory of the doctnnes of the
church.
It 1s the intention to make it a bPlp to the missionary
at home and in the field; a sourr.e ofcomfort to the scattered ones who are denied church privileges, and to bring
the Saints into clo•er relationship with each other.

Book Subscriber's Notice.
Many inquiries are coming in in regard to when
the volumes,

"With the Church in an Early Day,"
-AND-

"Pattie; or, Leaves from a Life,';
will be issued? We are now prepared to say that "With
the Churcti" will be ready for mailing by the last of Apnl
or the first of May. We trust that those who have sent
in their name as subscribers w1ll be prompt in remitting,
as we shall need the funds to defray the expense of printing and binding, When remitting do not forget to enclose stamps for mailing.

Price at the Office $1.
Probable cost of maiiing 8 cts.
Owing to the sickness of her fattier, Sr. Eleanor was
called away some five weeks since, but her volume will
be issued ahout the last of June or early in July, and subscription price, whtch may now be remitted as convenient, will be the same as the above.
ALSO NOTICE.
This week we.commence the mailing of our premium
Engraving to all sub,cribera who have ordered it. Owir'g
to the large number to lJe served it may require two full
weeks to reach the last ones. If by the 20th of l<'ebruary
you have not received yours, notify the office by a card
and it will receive prompt. attention.
~ Be careful in removing ttiem from the tube and
we guarantee perfect conditioa.
M. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa.
Jan. 31st, 1891.
RUIN§

BEVJ:§.ITED,

AND THE WORLD STORY RE'l'OLD;
The Scientific Defense of the·Latter Day Faith.
240 pages, 'bound in cloth, price $1.

.

S. F. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa.

MILL FOR SALE.
SHELBY MILL FOR SALE, situated in
Shelby, Shelby county, Iowa. For full particulars enquire of Mrs. Abby A. Bristol, Vineland, New Jersey.

GERMAN TRACTS.
~Tracts in the German Language may be had of Bro.
Ad. Richter, Burlington, Iowa: 1'he Baptism, 6 cents;
the Repentance, 5 cents; the Principles of the Gospel, 6
cents: the Epitome ol J!'aith. 2c.; the Sixtti Trumpet, a
fifty-four page pamphlet, 25c. Ttiese prices include
postage.

BIBLE SYNOPSIS.
Only three or four hundred left. I will sell
the remainder at$r each, or six to any address
for $5; still a larger discount to agents. Send to
the Herald Office at Lamoni, Iowa, or J. J. Cornish, Reed City, Osceola county, Michigan.
27-12-3m

SPIRITUAL GIFTS
THE SEER OF PALMYRA:
.

Or

SEQUEL TO SPI:R]!'TUAL GiFTS.
By M. H. BOND.

ll.lodern Pr.opltets at'ter anjlient types.
Who was Joseph Smith~
'Iii' as be a religious .impostor?
\Vas be a "Spirit lllh)dium"1!
What do@oS the Bible say about Joseph
Smith'!!
The Truth ,by Three Witnesses-Christianity in the
First and Nineteent.h Century-The Ancient and Modern Pbarisee-The Revelat.ions of Emmanuel Swedenbo~g-Modern "Spirit Mediums," aiid Hypnotic Rehgwus •· Rev1val," as Against Reason and Bible Testimony, and in Contradistinction to the Work of "The Latter
Day Seer," Exammed in the Light of F.A.CTS and Human
H1story-A Ratwnal and Scriptural Exposition or ExfH~~,e~tion of Old and New Testament Prophecy and DocA Revision of "Spiritual Gifts," With Supplement and
Appendix. N<'arly twice the reading matter of Spiritual
G1fts. Paper covers 35cts., full clo);tl binding 60; cents.
For Sale at "Herald Office," or by M. H. Bond Willoughby, Ohio. Liberal Discount to Agents.
'
4apr
ROBT. WINNING,
President.

D. F. NICHOLSON,
Cashier.

FARMERS BAN-K,
LAMONI,

IOVV A,

PAYS. INTEREST ON TIME DEPOSITS,

Money to loan.
FARM LANDS AND TOWN LOTS FOR SALE.

BRADEN ~KELLEY DEBATE
BEGUN.
Tuesday, May 5th, the dehat" hPgan. Our first report
will appear ir. Patriot for May 14th. We shall be prepared
for some time to furnish onr entire report to new .subscribers. Send in names at· once.
LAMBER'r BROS. Publishers,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

O;NE

FARM

SOLD,

ANOTHER FOR SALE.
This one is located 2Y. miles north-east <>f Lamoni, Ia.,
contains ~ 95 acres, all fenced, and some division fences~
House, Stahle, Granary, Corn-cribs, Young Orchard, and
3 good VI-ells. $15 per acre.

Enquire of agent, ROBERT LYLE,
2rmar3m
Lamoni, Iowa.

MEETING HOUSES.
Below will be found the different places of
meeting of the church in the cities named:
Chicago, Illinois, Hart's Hall, r682 Milwaukee
avenue, every Sunday at 7: -45 p. m.
San Francisco, California, Lincoln Hall, Montgomery street, near Palace Hotel.
St. Louis, Missouri, No. 2518 Elliott avenue.
. Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, Fourth avenue, near
W cod street.
·
Boston, Massachusetts, Howard avenue, Roxbury.
San Bernardino, California, corner Fifth and
F streets.
·
Sacramento, California, Sflints' Chapel, Twenty-fourth avenue and K streets. J. M. Parr,
president.
Denver, Colorado, Euclid Hall, Fourteenth
street, opposit~ City Hall.
Omaha, Nebraska, Saint~' Chapel, No. 1418
North Twenty-first streets. .
.
.
St. Joseph, Missouri, Saints' Chapel, Seventeenth street, near Faraon: street. . Take Jule
street, or Wyatt Park cars tq Seventeenth street,
and the building will be in sight-

INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
~ FLEXIBLE BiNDING . ..,&1

The Inspired Translation of the ,Holy Scriptures bound In limp leather, flexible covers, similar to the binding of the Oxford Sunday-school
Teachers Bible. Price, by mail, $4·

Notice.
When changing yonr place o~ residence,. or desiring
your paper sent to a different post-office, be particular m
g1ving, in full, the name of the 'J)ost-office, county, and
state where yon h•d been last receiving it, and rlistinctly
state the name of the post-offir>e .. county and state to
whicti you wish your paper sent in the futurJ).
When mailing a letter, whether in a railroad car, on a.
steamboat, or while viE~tting at ;a friencrs; il;l e~very instance oive your own address where you are taking you~ ~Pa-:
per.
If your paper bas been discmi~\nned. state where you
have last been taking it, and the· time it was stopped.

AUTUMN

LE

V ES,

Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,

A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
Setting forth the order and nature of the Priesthood, and defining the duties and prerogatives
of allthe Church Officials, including the First
Presidency, and also the Deacons, as set forth in
the Revelations of God and decisions of the
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
the Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
Price 25 cents including postage.

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE

A General Stock of Merchandise

50
00
60

For Sale in Lamoni, Iowa.
Store building sold with goods, or rented at a
reasonable rate. Good reasons given for selling.
For further information, address P. 0. Box 112,
Lamoni, Iowa.
HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for mybusiness, I offer
or sale my House of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Otiio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace in it, and wlfter in the khchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box ~8, Clevelo.nd, Ohio.

OR

Key to the Symbology o·f the Bible,
BY A. J. MAPES.
IQ4 page11, cloth bound. Price 35 cents each.
For we by Bio. H. R. MILLS,
lNDEli'ENDENCE, Mo.

--)BY THE(--

Board of Publication of the Reotganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA.,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(In!!pired Tran@lation by J ooaph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edgefl ••.••• 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ••••.••••••••••. 2
Morocco, ·gilt edges ..•...••••••••••••••••••• 2
New Testament, Inspired........ • • • • • • •• • • •

~6

BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ....................... 1 211
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••••••••••••••• 1 60

THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edgefl ••••••••••• 1 25
!mi!J!.tion Morocco, gilt edges ................ 1 60
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides •.•.•••••••••. 2 110
The Harmony contains all the hymns In the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of mlll!ic, compri~ing about 720
tuneiii, and !'1.111 instructions on choir and anthem mlll!io.
BRANCH RECORDS.
Leather backs and corners, muslin sides; printed
headings, and ruled for Record of Names, Blessing of Children, and for Marriages ........... 2 00
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"HEAIIKEN TO Tl!l!E Wmm OF THE LoRD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN Al!lOlif& YOU HAVE SAVE fl BB ON!il WXF!il- AND COlifCillUNEI!
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag@ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
·
·
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE.ONE WIFE, AND ONE Woli!AN BUT Wlll HusBAND: Excllll'T m CAsE oF DEATH, WHBN ErTHBB
rs AT LIBERTY TO. MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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Official Paper

S A I N T s' H E R A L n :

of the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ 01
Latter Day Saints

PuBLISHED .AT LAMONI, DECATUR COUNTY, IOWA,

Every Saturday. Price $2.2:> per year.
'£he Traveling'1tfinistry, District and Branch Presidents,
and the Bishop's Agents, are requcs,ted to solicit new sub~
scribers, and help build up the p"per and the publication
department.
Business Letters and Subscriptions must be sent to David
Dancer, by P~ 0. Order, Registered Letter, or Express.
Entered as second class matter at Lamoni Post Office.

JOSEPH SMITH
W. W ..BLAill

EDITOR.
AsSOCIATE EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, May 30, 1891.
VALID BAPTISM.

WE take the foilowing item from the
Firm .Foundation, the organ of one division of the Campbellite Church in Texas.
It is very suggestive:
Bro. W. P. Gray, Eddyville, Iowa, reports a
two weeks' meeting in Tama county, Iowa, with
no additions. He says: "In this respect our
meeting was a failure, but we sowed the pure
wheat and hope to reap the harvest by and by.
A Baptist said he would unite with us, if we
would receive him on his Baptist burial, but he
had never made th~ confession, nor was he baptized for the remis~iort of sins. And worse than
all, he did not believe that the confession and
baptism were essential in any vniy. Did. we shut
him out of the church? If so, how? If he 'vas
not baptized. into Christ when he obeyed the
Baptist doctrine, could our giving the hand of
fellowship have qrought him in? If he was
baptized into Christ by the Baptists, is not the
Baptist doctrine all right? What say you, brethren?"

If the Baptist man had not "made the
confession,?' and had not been "baptized
for the remissioQ. of sins," then how about
the authority toe perform so important an
act as to bapti;ze "in the name of the
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Ghost"? If thi~ man's baptism was defective because, pe was not correct in his
intention, purpose, faith; and if it was also
defective because he did not make the said
"confession," how much more faulty if it
was administered by one having no divine
4t1thority to baptize?
If. a man makes ou,t an instrument such
as a deed, bond, mortgage, naturaliz.ation
papers, or. other legal document, .and,
tlwugb. be follows the exact forms provided, and though the par~ties he performs
'this work for .be hon.est and faithful in

Lamoni, Iowa, May 30, 1891.
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22.

their intentions, yet if he lacks rightful
authority in these matters, his acts are of
no fbrce, but are unlawful and misleading.
And that this position is as scriptural as
it is reasonable is found in the following
texts:

evil spirit answered and said, Jesus I knqw, and
Paul I know; but who are ye? And the
man in whom the evil spirit was leaped on them,
and overcame them, and prevailed against them,
so that they fled out of that house naked and
wounded."-Acts 19: 13-16.

"And it came to pass, that, while Apollos was
at Corinth, Paul having passed through the
upper coasts came to Ephesus; and finding certain disciples, he ~aid unto them, Have ye received the Holy Ghost since ye believed? And
they said unto him, We have not so much as
heard whether thert' be any Holy Ghost. And
he said unto them, Unto what then were ye baptized? And they said, Unto fohn's baptism.
Then said Paul, John verily baptized with the
baptism of repentance, saying unto the people,
that they should bdieve on him which shou.ld
come after him, that is, on ChristJesus. When
they heard this, they were baptized in the name
of the Lord Jesus. And when Paul had laid his
hands upon them, the Holy Ghost came on them;
and they spake with tongues,. and prophesied.
And all the men were about twelve."-Acts
19: 1-7·

These men, however zealous and confident, and though they were sons of a
"chief of the priests,'' yet they had no
authority from God to use the name of "the
Lord Jesus" in ministerial matters, for
God did not sustain them in it, but, on the
other hand, he suffered the evil spirit to
rebuke them and taunt them and overthrow them.
In the times of Jesus and the primitive
Christians it was well understood that no
one could rightfully minister in the ordinances and ceremonies of divine service,
unless called and sent of God in a regular
orJerly manner, thus having manifest
authority to use "the name of the Lord
Jesus" with binding power and virtue.
Jesus claimed authority from the same
source (heaven) whence John the Baptist
derived his (Matt. 2 r: 23); and to his
twelve disciples he gave both "power and
authority over all devils, and to cure
diseases. And he sent them to preach the
kingdom of God . and to heal the sick"
(Luke 9: I, 2); while of his ascension and
long personal absence from his church,
and of his second coming he said:

These "certain disciples" had evidently
been imposed on by those having no
proper authority to either preach the gospel or administer its sacred, binding ordinances; for they had. "not so much as
heard whether there be any Holy Ghost,"
a matter of first importance in the teaching under "John's baptism," wherein he
said, "1 indeed baptize you .with water
unto repentance; but he that cometh after
me is migh•irr th:m I, whose shoes I am
not worthy to bear; he shall baptize you
with the Holy Ghost, and with fire."Matt. 3: II.
These "certain disciples" had not the
true faith of Christ, for they had not been
correctly taught; and herein is con.clusive
evidence against the authority of those
who had taught and baptized them. Add
to this the further fact, that when Paul'
had instructed them in the true faith,
namely, that it is essential for all believers
in Christ to receive the Holy Ghost after
they have believed, and that these same
"certain disciples" were then "baptized in
.the name of the Lord Jesus," and the case
is clear that they had been previously
taught and baptized by those who had no
divine auth.oritv.
The followi~g text is in harmony with
that above. quoted as to the need of divine
authority in using "the name of the Lord
Jesus:"
"Then 'certain ofthe vagabond Jews, exorcists,
took upon them to call over them which had
evil spirits the nam·e of th.eLord Jesus, saying,
We adjure you by.Jesus whom Paul pr!"acheth.
And there were &even sons of one Sceva, a Jew,
and. chief. ofthe priests which 'did so. And the

"For the SoJ;J. of Man is as a man taking a far
journey, who left his house, and gave authority
to his servants, and to every man his work; and
commanded the porter to watch. Watch ye
therefore: for ye know not when the master of
the house cometh, at even, or at midnight, or at
the cock-crowing, or in the morning: Lest coming suddenly, he find you asleep. And what I
say unto you, I say unto all, Watch."-Mark 13:
34-37·

Paul mentions this matter in these
words: ''For though I should boast somewhat more of our authority, which the
Lord hath given us for edification [building up], and not for your destruction, I
should not be ashamed.''-2 Cor. Io: 8.
And to Titus he says: "These things
speak, and exhort, and rebuke with all
authoriry."-Titus 2:15.
In all past ages, the work of men in
religious ordinances and ceremonies and
services were not recognized and endorsed
of God, unless such ordinances, ceremonies and services were ordained and provided of God, and unless those who ministered them were called and authorized of
God. A1;1d why should not these same
conditions govern in this dispensation?
For Paul says of the Master, "J e~us Christ
the same yesterday, to-day, and forever',''
-Reb. rg:S.
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
CLARK BRADEN AT LAMONI.

MR. BRADEN came to Lamoni upon an
agreement to discuss certain propositions
in which the faith of the Saints was involved. It seems that it sho~ld be conceded that if the elders were afraid to
have the matters of import to their faith
ekamined they would not have consented
to such. examination at Lamoni, where
loss of prestige might have accrued very
much to their disadvantage. That they
were not afraid, is therefore shown by
such consent to discuss.
Mr. Braden at the opening of his affirmative proposition stated that it was the
first time in the history that Mormons had
been brought to face the .real issue; and
that they had now stuck their heads out
and. he proposed to put his foot on their
necks. Under such a declaration as this
he proceeded to an effort to prove the
Book of Mormon a fraud, alleging that
it was a "lying fraud and was maintained
by liars and impostors."
He failed to
prove his theory that there was companionship and collusion between Joseph
Smith and Sidney Rigdon, prior to the
publication of the Book of Mormon, and
during the time of its alleged translation,
in support of the claim that the latter was
the real author of the work. The position taken was not a new one, nor did it
originate with Mr. Braden. Mr. Braden
did not attempt to examine the internal
evidences of either the Book of Mormon
or the Doctrine and Covenants, in either
his affirmative, or his negative arguments;
seemingly resting his case on the effort to
prove Sidney Rigdon to be the author of
the Book of Mormon, and the source of
what he is pleased to call "Mormon inspiration."
Mr. Braden had seven evenings in
which to present his reasons in support of
his proposition, and could have had as
many more, as neither Elder Kelley, nor
any other of our people objected, to his
having and using all the time he desired
upon the subject. There was absolutely
no restriction placed upon him in the matter. He also had the three nights in replying to Elder Kelley's affirmative; but
during these ten nights he refrained from
examining the books and presenting the
evil things he alleged were in them.
·
At the close of the first proposition, two
lads were placed at the doors of the audience room, and distributed the little tract,
"The Spaulding Story Re-examined," it
being a confirmation of the position taken
that the "Spaulding Story" was not the
origin of the Book of Mormon.
At the close of the last proposition, on
Friday night, Mr .. Braden gave notice
that he would lecture in the M. E. Church,
and review two "famous books." Accordingly on Saturday night he reviewed the
Book of Mormon, and on Monday night
he did the same for the Book of Covenants. In these reviews he did what he
failed to do in the ten nights' debate, read
from the books and from his standpoint
reviewed them; but did not present anything that might be called new, or original
. with himself.
Of course, no one presumed to inter-

rupt, or reply t6 him in these lectures in
the M. E. Church, as that would have
been improper; but why he should have
. adopted that method of escaping reply
and criticism, such as .would have been
had in the discussion,we can only conjecture; but itis obvious that it was an intentional getting out of the fire of reply,
away from the place. and conditions in
which it bad been agreed the discussion
should be held. Whatever bravery he
may give himself credit for in having
come into Lamoni and discussing the
points controverted, he is entitled to no
credit fot; ·taking shelter in a neighboring church building, belonging to another
denomination, where he indulged in his
favorite .methods of argumentation safe
from question or reply.
He stated that the reason why he did
this was because he was not permitted to
present those things which he would give
in his reviews in the discussion; not being
allowed to do it in the negative, and not
having time on the affirmative. Neither
of these excuses is a good one for the
reasons that he could have had a week's
time more, or longer, if he had asked for
it; and that there was n<;> ruling which excluded him from presenting any examina·
tion within the rules agreed upon.
At the close of the discussion on Friday
evening, May 15th, Elder Kelley stated
to the audience that it had been agreed
that at the close of the two propositions,
Mr. Braden should have the privilege of
affirming that "Joseph Smith in his personal. character was in fact bad; and he believed in and practiced polygamy;" and
that in accordance with this agreement
Mr. Braden was atliberty to nffirm such
proposition, and he was there to defend
against if. To this Mr. Braden replied
that as it was ,optional with him whether
he should affirm such proposition, "Mr.
Braden does not propose to avail himself
of the privilege," and would not affirm it.
It was therefore not discuss~d.
At the opening of the last session, Mr.
Braden, or some one for him, brought in
quite a number of circulars, headed "A
Challenge to E. L. Kelley, •The Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints,' or any other properly endorsed representative of that church;"
printed at Stratton, Nebraska.
The propositions are:

den hoped to gain by it, other than an op- ·
podunity to reventilate his misconceptions
,of the faith of the church is not apparent.
Elder Kelley did not at the time notice,
nor has he since that we are aware of, noticed
this circular ;nor do we think it likely that he
will. He has already met Mr. Braden four
times, and the propositions last discussed
.were fairly agreed upon as concerning the
issues. Mr. Braden made his.stand upon
them, and stated that he proposed to put his
foot on the necks of the Mormons, as he
persistently calls us; and \ve see no reason
why Bro. Kelley should nqtice him further.
Bro. Kelley's time is fully occupied; and
it occurs to us that he cannot waste
further time to gratify Mr. Braden.
The issues were tried at Lamoni, Mr;
Braden had his say, Bro. Kelley his; and
for the presen.t we are quite content to
leave the result to the consideration of those
who heard. We believe Mr. Braden will
not say that he was treated otherwise than
courteously by the Church at Lamoni. The
officers in charge of the branch, and the
leading men, all joined ip. insisting upon
fair and courteous treatment toward this
man who came among thern to assault their
faith.
·
THE DEBATE.

THE debste between Bro. E. L. Kelley
and Rev. Clark Braden upon the first
proposition, ended on Tuesday evening,
May 1 zth, closing with Bro. Kelley's last
speech on the negative; and upon the second proposition on Friday night, May
15th, with Rev. Braden's last negative.
The attendance was large throughout;
the auditorium of the Saints' chapel being
filled each se&sion.
Of the issue we have but little to say.
Mr. Braden's effort on the first proposition was to show that the Book of Mormon was the_ work of Sidney Rigdon,
plagiarized from the Solomon Spaulding
"Manuscript Found." In this effort he
ingeniousiy wove a large number of statements of different persons together, much
of it being purely hearsay testimony, in
such a way as to give a strong presumption of probability. On the last two nights
of the first proposition he succeeded in
getting in a lot of secondary evidence in
favor of the idea that Joseph Smith was
the author of the polygamic revelation.
This seemed to be what he was striving to
do; and we think that these two points
(A) "All spoken or written utterances of Jo·
were the principal ones had in view by
seph Smith, that Joseph Smith claimed to be
Rev. Braden, though he examined several
revelations from God, or in the production of
of the revelations in the Doctrine and
which Joseph Smith claimed divine inspiration
Covenants in the usual stvle of those who
and aid were entirely of human origin and frauds:
have
talked against then].
and Joseph Smith was an impostor."
Bro. Kelley replied as to the principal
«Braden will affirm."
points, and by statements from the public
(B) "All spoken or written utterances of Joseph
records of the counties of Northern Ohio,
Smith, that foseph Smith claimed to be revela·
and the History of the Disciples of the
tions from God, or in the production of which
Western Reserve, by Rev. Hayden, of
Joseph Smith claimed divine inspiration ahd aid,
that church, showed the whereabouts of
were what Joseph Smith claimed them to be; and
Sidney Rigdon during nearly all the time
Joseph Smith wa:s a true prophet of God."
from January, 1827, to the fall of 1830.
«Latter Day Saints will affirm."
This showed the fallacy of Rev. Braden's
These were scattered throughout the theory, and left the origin of the Book of
house before the evening's talk began.
Mormon still unaccounted for, unless the
These are practically the questions which one· claimed for it by Joseph Smith, Oliver
were being discussed; and what Mr. Bra- Cowdery and others is correct.
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On the second proposition Bro. Kelley
presented the Book of Mormon, Doctrine
and Cove.nants and Inspired Scriptures as
revelations given to the world by Joseph
Smith, and affirmed them as true. He
gave the main declarations of the faith
and showed the Scriptural authority for
the belief in their divine origin.
Rev. Braden's position in negation was
:a denial of the positions, and the statement
that the revelations were not proved to be
such, or as having been received as revelations from God are given. Until this was
done, he affirmed that there was no revelations before us. He demanded that Bro.
Kelley should prove by witnesses all the.
minutiae of the angel's visit, the finding of
the plates, their translation, etc., and then
prove that the book before the audience
was the book, etc. Of the revelations he
objected that each must be proved in a
similar way. And finally denied the evidence of the Scriptural signs, demanded a
miracle; to be certified to in a certain way.
We have not attempted in this statement to state particularly the method pursued by each disputant, but to give simply
the main drift of the efforts. The audiences were with scarcely an exception
quite orderly and respectful, the Saints
bearing the attack upon their faith with
fair temper and gpod fortitude, many attending each session from the opening to
the close.
We do not pretend to say what theresult of the debate will be. It.is too early
yet to number the casualties. This, however, seems to be apparent, many of the
church members who have for reasons
been uncertai~ in their minds in. regard to
some things are ·now strengthened and
confirmed. \:Vbether any have been dis·
turhed and shaken in their faith we have
not learned, but think not.
MR. H. L. ALDRICH, has a copyrig-hted
article in.the St. Joseph, Missouri, Daily
Herald, of May I zth entitled 14 The Ohio
Mormons." Among the rest of the things
he says of them is this:
"The sole aim of the Joseph!tes is to live as
closely as possible in the way that the early.
primitive Christians did, and their church organization and life are based upon their interpretation of the Bible. In all the preaching that I
heard not a word was said about Joseph Smith,'
_the prophet, or of Mormonism. It was simply
an expounding of Scriptures, particularly the
New Testament, and a literal interpretation of
them. No sect could more conscientiously and
closely cling-to the words of the Bible than do
these] o.sephite Mormons. Preaching is entirely
doctrinal, but based solely on a strict interpretation of the Scriptures."
·

These are gracious words of Mr. Ai~
drich, and are published in one of the
leading journals of the west, where the
church is rapidly building up, and cannot
but do us good. ·
We met Mr. Aldrich in company wi'th
Mr .. G. W; Prescott, at Kirtland, on Sun~
day, during the April session of conference. They were there in the editorial
interest of the Cleveland Plaindealer, the

t

paper which published the proceedings of
the confere ce. We found these gentlemen pleasant and agreeable in conversation and quite willing to give us a fair opportunity. We thank Mr. Aldrich for
his manly presentation. Should any of
the Saints want a copy of this article, it
may be that by sending to the Herald Office, St. Joseph, Missouri, they may secure one.
PRESIDENT HARRISON IN UTAH.

WE are pleased to· see the submissiveness
of the Utah Mormon leaders under the
anti-polygamous regime enjoined by our
nation, and to read such utterances from
their church organ, the Deseret News, as
we give below.
How much better for Utah had
there been in the past no occasion
given the president to remind his
hearers of the excellence of the "American home." Had the Utah Mormon
leaders been true to the accepted and published doctrines of the church from 1830
to r884, no such occasion could have occurred, for the law of the Church of
Christ then read as now, "Thou shalt love
thy wife with all thy heart, and shall
cleave unto her and none else."-D. C.
President Harrison never heard nor
read a passage better fitted to build and
shield and beautify the home than that,
andit:-teaches not only "the American
hof:rle;" but all homes .established under
the doCtrines peculiar to faithful, intelligent Latter Day Saints everywhere.
Apostasy-rank apostasy from the regularly esta.blished order of God-that alone
has made the occasion for reproach,
though dohe allusively and with commendable "delicacy."
The News says:

339
visitor was in the highest degree favorable. In
lightning tours one may not always be able to
learn sufficient from personal observation to be
able to judge accurately. At the same time, an
active and discriminating mind is seldom at a
loss to know what part of hearsay evidence to
reject, and from a very few actual circumstances
such a mind can usually form a reasonably fair
and intelligent judgment.
The remarks of President Harrison, both at
Liberty Park and at the Chamber of Commerce,
go far to prove that he possesses a mind of this
character.
His concluding words upon the
beauty of the "American home where one
woman sits in single, uncrowned honor, the
queen of that home," were the expression of a
sentiment to which none of his hearers had the
right to take exception. Desiring to touch upon
conditions which have been in existence here,
the President could scarcely have said less than
he did. Some might have preferred that any
reference to an antagonism that has been obliterated should be omitted altogether. The present
has so much that is interesting that the past requires to be touched but seldom. Since the latter
was alluded to, however, at least by inference,
President Harrison must be praised for the
delicacy with which he treated it, and for the
generous willingness he expressed to sink all discord with men of any creed so long as they obey
the law. Surely such a spirit as this could give
no offense.

SoME one writing for the Boston Daily
Globe, for May 4th, and dating his communication from Royalton, Vermont,
gives some items of information concerning the Smith family and collateral
branches which at one time were dwellers at Royalton, that may be of interest
to some of our readers. They occur in a
sketch of Mrs. Sally (Cole) Latham, who
was born August 4th, I 795·

President Harrison has cause to remember
with the utmost pleasure his one day's visit to
"A little way back from White river, near the
the Territory of Utah. In the course of his
foot of<Dewey hill,' stands the house built by
journey he may have found communities where . Capt. Benjamin Cole the year Mrs. Latham was
more ostentatious decorations and larger crowds
born. He came to Royalton from Cornish, New
of people have appeared to greet him. But conHampshire, before the to.wnhad fairly recovered
sidering the shortness of his stay here and the
from the Indian raid of October r6th, 178o. Deafact that Salt Lake is still a comparatively small
con Ebenezer Dewey had built his home upon
city, we think he will admit that in the extent
the side of the hill that has since been given his
and beauty of their decorations, and in the sinname. Jonathan Mack had built his home near
cerity of their friendship and patriotism the good
the summit of the same hilL In his house, ten
people of.Utah left nothing to be desired. It is
years later, Lucy Smith, his youngest daughter,
needless now to argue whether or not there was
gave birth to Joseph Smith, Jr., the founder of
a studious arrangement· of programme to deny
the Church of Latter Day Saints. . . .
the Chief Magistrate the best opportunities for
"Benjamin Cole, Mrs. Latham's father, was one
seeing the city and the finest works of its citiof seven brothers, each of whom was more than
zens. We do not know that such was the intensix' feet tall; one was six feet and seven inches,
tion, but if it was, candor compels the admission
but his descendants are not tall.
that it. s4cceeded completely. ~· cotemporary
"Hi~ daughter Sa)ly married Alsop Latham of
notes the difference in •this respect .between. the
Roya1to11, Decew6~r 5th, r8zz. He was born
treatment accorded President Grant in i875 .and January zzd, 1799, and died February roth, 1878.
that just given President Harrison. In the
Their children were Benjamin Cole Latham,
forrrier case the desire of all. p;~rties was to give
born January r8th, r824; Alden C., born Septhe guest the best possible opportunities for
tember 3d, 1828; Hiram and· Henry, twins, born
meeting the people, St)eing their works and July 30th, .iSjz. Benjamin is a farmer and lives
carrying away correct and favorable impressions
up@n a farm near the old homestead. Joseph
of the city. Arid in the latter case; without~say
Stilith's birthplace was upon land that is noW,
ing anything as to the methods empioy'ed or the
owned by-Benjamin, and the old heat:thstone benarrow purpose that ma:y have arlimated some
side which the prophet W,as rocked can: be seen
minds,. there is nevertheless reason to believe beside the ol<;l cellar over which stood the house
that the impression made upon the distinguished
that first sheltered him. Around the . .cellar are
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apple trees that were standing a century ago.
"0£ Joseph Smith and his relatives she relates
many ·anecdotes. His grandfather and grandmother Mack, and also his uncle Daniel Mack,
were well known to her as excellent Christian
people. The Smith family were from the adjoining
town of Tunbridge and did not live in Royalton
many years; her rem em berance of them is now
faint and she hardly knows where to draw the
line between what she knew· personally of them
and that she has been told by others. They were
reputable people.
"Some who were schoolmates of "Joe" say he
was ·a quiet, studious boy, who was not unlike
other boys except as he was more quiet and had
a habit cif getting by himself and then would for
some time appear to be in a deep study."

Why are these examples so common? Why
are riren dishonest?
Are they more dishonest
than formerly?
These three questions involve too much to be
fully discussed in, an editorial article, but the
answer to the first is that men in this age are too
anxious to become suddenly rich. It is an age of
corners, squeezes, gambling and speculation.
The rapidity and extensive development of the
material resources of our country, the rush of
people of all climes, the opportunitres for speedily acquiring wealth have permeated our society
with, the canker of money-getting. There is too
much truth in the Italian charge ~hat the American god is gold, arid we worship at the shrine of
mammon. Qut of these conditions dishonesty
takes root and grows, feeding on the opportunities
which speculation offers for covering cash deficts.
Men do not deliberately steal so much as they
BRo. E. RANNIE, of Omaha, Nebraska,
sent us a clipping· from a late Bee, of that · misappropriate, with the expectation of replacing
place, a sort of editorial arraignment of funds put to imprdper use from results of subsethe age for dishonesty. We give it, as it quent gambling. It is an easy step from the
tells a fearful tale of how the stealing violation of a trust to actual theft and it is frequently taken. Men are more avaricious, more
epidemic strikes all classes:
ambitious of wealth, more indifferent as to the
AN AGE OF DISHONESTY,
rights of others which stanl in the way of imCashier Hill, of the Ninth National bank of
mense profits anq more dishonest than they were
New York died, and was followed to his
fifty years ago. It is the unhappy result of congrave with sincere sorrow by hundreds, who,
ditions for which they are not responsible. This
throughput a long business career, had respected
Is no excuse for individual .misconduct and does
and trusted him. His associates in business were
not relieve a thief from guilt, and it will take
surprised to discover that through all these years
many years to correct the evils which circumhe had been a methodical, relentless and conscistances beyond individual control have occasionenceless hypocrite and thief. They paid four
ed.
hundred thousand dollars for the information,
and now his wife is sacrificing her home, life in,
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
surm1ce and all personal property in an attempt
IN 11 letter to one of the brethren here,
to remove, so far as practicable, the disgrace
Bro. I. N. White thus wrote from Clinwhich attaches to his name.
ton, M1ssouri, the 18th istant:
Banker Kean, of Chicago, was a prominent
"I am called to go where the lions will roartemperance worker, aieader of moral reforms
over at Rich Hill. Will try to hold down Mr.
and a man whose personal character was apparMoulton and Elder Curtis with a gospel bit,
while they try their hands in debate for eight
ently above reproach. The stricken depositors
evenings, commencing on the 25th inst. I perwho trusted him have long since reached the
ceive that the war is on in a few places, and will
conclusion that he stole the livery of heaven in
need a 'regulator' to •hold the fort.' With the
which to serve the devil.
love of the truth in our hear .s and moved by the
wisdom pf our Master we "ill try to leaven the
"Barney" Donnelly, of Kansas City, had made
lump with kindness that will take no denial to a
his name a ·synonym of good faith in years of
weil earned reward when merited rewards are to
strict attention to business. His countryn1en
be dealt out by our Master at the end of the race.
would have assaulted any man who should cast
Received word from Bro. A .. White, in Howell
county. Eight have been baptized and a number
an aspersion upon his character, yet he deliber·
more given their names; say the field is a ripe
ately and heartlessly cheated the poor people
one and should receive immediate attention.
who made him their trustee of their savings, the
Bro. B. A. Atwell has been with him in that
field. Well, did Elder Braden accomplish at the
earnings of toil and the accumulations of personal
M. E. church what he failed to do in the discus·
sacrifices.
sion? I saw in a dream that he would dig a hole
Two Germans in Louisville conducted the
and try to cover himself up with floating trash,
business of a great bank. For a generation
but he gloriously failed, because he was in a
community where people had open eyes. Now
Theodore Schwartz had been occupying the
let Mr. Braden rest from his labors as per his
front seat of German confidence and esteem, but
sickly .fly leaf which he circulated at last night
he went to jail for faithlessly appropriating to
of discussion, namely, •This challenge holds
his own use the money of those who believed
good during the life of Clark Braden.' Poor
man! Had he waited till the end of that session
implicitly in his honesty, capacity and solvency.
he might have been saved the trouble of distribPublic officials all over the union have wasted
uting such a paper. I felt like telling him to call
and stolen the funds of ,the people. Archer,
them in, for in my judgment Clark Braden was
Bates and Woodruff are comparatively recent exdead -spiritually dead; wiped out root and
branch. Mr. Braden is as a dead man to all
amples of these abuses of public confidence.
honorable, truth-seeking men and women. Now
Their thefts and violation of oaths of office are
let him rest in the pit he dug for others."
bad enough, but the villain who deliberately acFrom a note handed to us by Bro.
cepts for safe keeping the savings of poor people,
Lambert, of the Patriot, written by Bro.
the patrimony of widows and orphans and the
C. H. Luther, Honolulu, Hawaiian
cash which lies between business men and
Islands, we are permitted to give:
financial ruin, to prove false to that trust is guilty
«I do not know whether Bro. Haws has writof a felony which involves a moral turpitude for
ten the Herald yet; but he baptized three on the
which law provides no adequate penalty.
3d of April, and one on the 18th, and there are

others sure to fcillow, for they are seeking for
light and they will surely get it.. We also.had a
double wedding at our house on the 2oth. The
contracting parties were two young Chinamen
arid tvvo native girls. I have made many friends
among the Chinese and these two came to me at
once. I venture to say none of our elders have
performed the like ceremony before."
,
THE SUPPLEMENT.

THE Supplement, containing the conference minutes has been delayed longer
than we supposed by reason of our failure
to get coal-the strike among the miners
preventing that. We think it will be out
with nex;t issue.
REv. SAM SMALL has succeeded in getting himself into a very sizable quarrel
with the Board of Directors of the M. E ..
Utah U riiversity, located at Ogden. In a
special dispatch from Atlanta, Georgia, he
closes a fierce d.efense of himself in the
following way:
"I have been reticent on this subject except as
forced to speak, until silence is no longer Christian and forbearance no longer :fortitude. Now
I propose to be heard and to 'run every rascal of
this bandit gang to his hole and fill the hole full
of shot and fire.''

The Standard, of Ogdeni for May 17th
refers to Rev. Small, and the letter from
which the extract above is taken, as follows:
·"He swung himself into public gaze as we believed too much in the fashion of a blustering
tramp to be either the saint or the scholar that
he professed himself. His public addresses read
like the creations of a garrulous blackguard and
his conduct with his friends was as plainly then
as now the cunning of a practced scamp; He
came among those who trusted him as an itinerant beggar and his success as a sponge mortal
man has seldom equaled. Hundreds of dollars
of borrowed cash it took to satisfy his prodigality while here and the paper on which he
drew the money for his lavish living is in the
banks of Ogden to-day absolutely worthless,
save for the endorsement of the very men at
whom he is now leveling his vile abuse."

A WRITER in the Nebraska State ':Jour' nat, Lincoln, Nebraska, May nth, who
signs himself "An Outsider," expresses
himself in regard to the action of an
ecclesiastical association, in excluding Rev.
E, H. Chapin from the fellowship of the
evangelical teachers of that city, in the
following spicy way:
"The great trouble with the world to-day is the
superabundance of religion and the scarcity of
Christianity. True Christian men and women
have no time to waste in discussing religion,
they should teach as Christ taught-:-by loving
example. The Christian world needs fewer
church edifices and more houses of worship. It
needs fewer pulpit orators and more earnest expounders of the religion of Jesus Christ. It
needs less of creed and more of faith in the
divine truths of holy writ. It needs less of doctrines formulated by fallible men, and more earnest study of the divine scheme of redemption.
It needs less of church discipline and more of
Christian love.
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"What the Christian world most needs to-day
is not creeds and dogmas; not quibblings and
dissensions about that which is of no importance;
less of religious jealousies and bickerings, and a
more implicit obedience to the eleventh commandment: 'And a new commandment I give
unto you, that you love one another.' Cast aside
forever the crutches of creeds and dogmas and
confessions of faith and trust in the strong arm
of Him who died that all men might live."

THE Keokuk, Iowa, Gate City, for April
zgd, has an editorial which is a straw of
fair size indicating which way the wind of
toleration would blow, were it not for the
fact that the · 11dvancement made in the
new world is making men ashamed of the
malice of proscription.
MORMONISM.
At a public meeting in Iowa a speaker of a
good deal of intelligence and ability will maintain that "] oseph Smith was a true prophet of
God and that all he gave to the world as revelations from God were true and from God." That
seems. odd enough to some here in Keokuk
and hereabouts who knew Joseph Smith more
or Jess well and just what manner of man he was.
Personally we are a very tolerant person and yet
there are two things we have to constantly strive
against being wholly intolerant of: one is Mormonism, and the other Spiritualism. We presume our feelins- comes from the sturdy way in
which our father battleq against both these isms
from his Methodist pulpit. When an intelligent
and good man, a member of congress, sat at our
fireside and said not long ago that to him Mormonism was as true and sacred as any other
Christian's religion to that Christian, and when
he spake not oti,ly for himself but thousands of
other men and ~omen who are living good and
upright livesas ;Mormons and dying in that faith,
then we have tp bridle our prejudice as best we
can and give to Mormons the same toleration
we give to other religions.
EDlTORIAL ITEMS.

AT the close of the debate between Rev.
Braden and Elder Kelley, on Friday
evening, May 15th, Rev. Braden gave
notice that he would lecture in the M. E.
church on the ensuing Saturday and Monday evenings and preach morning and
evening on ~unday, the 17th. The subjects of his lectures would be, the "review
of a famous book," for Saturday evening,
and for Monday evening a "review of
another famous book." On Saturday evening he reviewed the Book of Mormon,
using as a textibook Rev. T. Lamb's book,
"The <?'olden:, Bible." . On Monday night
he r(!VIewed the Book ot Covenants, in
his way, pointing out the errors that he
thought marked it as an imposition. A
number of the Saints attended the series
held in the M. E. church. There was
nothing new in the comments on the Book
of Mormon and Book of Covenants
offered by Mr. Braden.
Ad vices from Bro. G. J. Waller, of
Honolulu, Haw&ii, dated the .7th report
another baptism, with prospects for others.
Copies of the.Holomua, published·by Bro.
} oseph M '· :Poepoe, aJso reat;h \!S, aro,

Popoe's aid will undoubtedly be valuable
in reaching his native brethren with the
faith. Success to the brethren there.
Bro. E. L. Kelley delivered the dis•
course in the chapel at Lamoni, Sunday
evening, May 17th. The weather was
pleasant, the audience large and the sermon excellent.
Brn. G. J. Waller, Albert Haws and
C. H. Luther are at work in Honolulu,
and are making- progress. Brn. Waller
and Haws have succeeded in placing some
tracts in print in the native language; one
the "Epitome of Faith," one on the "Gospel and Which is the Orthodox Church?"
and one on "Baptism." A copy of each is
sent to the office and the English MS of one
of them; which we discover is good representation of the views of the church. We
believe these brethren will do a good work
on the Islands.
Bro. J. W. Calkins, postoffice address
Arkansas City, Arkansas, living nine
miles east of that place-three miles from
Silverdale station-asks that missionary
laborers in that mission call and preach the
word at his home.
The Ensign ·for the goth will contain
a considerable notice of the Braden and
Kelley debate, and the May goth number
a sermon by. Elder R. C. Evans, of London, Canada, preached at the April session
of conference.
There were three baptized at Lamoni
on Sunday, May 17th, Brn. E. C. Briggs,
E. L. Kelley and A. J. Moore officiating.
Bro. R. J. Anthony wrote from Denver,
Colorado, May rgth on his., way to his
field. He was to stay over Sunday, the
I 7th.
He states that he left the~ Saints in
Wilber, Nebrask1, feeling well.
Bro. J. H. Lake has been holding services in Chatham, Ontario; "not much
of an interest." Bro. S. Brown had also
been with them. So writes Bro. Coburn,
May 14th.
We receive many inquiries when the
Rules of Order and Debate will be published. The probabilities are that it will
be some time, at least, before the work IS
begun. When they are ready they will
be advertised in the HERALD, Please do
not order until then.
Mr. Payne, of Chariton, Iowa, succeeded Elder McClure as Rev. Braden's moderator when the latter left for home. Mr.
Payne seemed to be.a fine and fair minded
man, and supplied Elder McClure's place
fairly well; though the latter has evidently .had more experience and is more ready
than he.
Mr. Crawford remained the
chairman to the close. We believe the
decisions on questions raised were usually
fair .and according to the rules agreed upon
between the disputants.
The Disciple elders in attendance .at the·
debate between Elde.rs Kelley and.Braden
left Lamoni, by on~s and twos, until Elder
McClure, his. moderator alone was left,
and .he stayed until the first evening upon
the second proposition, leavin'g on Thursday, May 14th, for his home at Tabor.
A few of the brethren. from abroad left
for their .fields be(ore the debate closed,
but the most• of .them stayed .to .hear it
through 1 Am<;mg theJast to gqqn Satur·
~- "-
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day were Brn. JohnS. Roth and Rudolph
Etzenhouser, who on being asked if they
could still face the world as advocates of
the faith, answered: "Well, yes, I guess
so!"
Bro. J. W. Wight has sent us a batch
of W allsend and Plattsburg Suns, from
February z8th to March 4th, with the
continuation of his controversy with Rev.
Walker, in which the duration of hell, or
eternal punishment is the subject of dispute. We are pleased to note that Bro.
Wight is quite able to maintain his position.
The Aberdeen, (Wash.), Semi- Weekry
Bulletin of the Igth instant has a two column article on the "Ohio lYiormons," presumably from the pen of Bro. H. C. Smith,
or, at least suggested by him. Such articles
cannot fail to do good.
7

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"'Unto the end!' Though wrde
And high along our way dark barriers frown,
This truth will still abide
·
To comfort and sustain, 'We are his own.'
Unto the end his own!
Not death itself our souls from him can part;
His hand has overthrown
All that divides us from his home and heart."

A WELL BEHAVED CHILD.
PARENTS DO THEIR OFFSPRINGS WRONG BY
HUMORING AND SPOILING THEM.

I like a beautiful child, but I love a wellbehaved one. 0, you mothers who spoil your
children! you are doing them an irreparable
wrong. "I hate that child," I heard a gentleman
say the other day; "I am ashamed to hold such
a feeling toward a little child, but at least, I am
only confessing the truth. If is his parents'
fault, but still I detest the very sight of him."
'!'here is much to be said on both sides of this
question; and the woman who has. children, and
· the woman who has none, should. each make allowance, one for the other. I believe it to be t).ext
to impossible:to make a really good child out of
one whose disposition is naturally vicious; but
you can, at least, make him well behaved.
You cant).Ot put the nature of a lamb Into .the.
breast of the lion, but you can so train the lion
that he will obey your slightest command. It
may require time, patience and an unbreakable
will to bring up a child in the way he should go;
but better it. were to cast him into the sea at his
birth than to so humor his whims, and yield to
his "tempers," and spoil him generally, that
your warmest friends will. be unable to tolerate
your child. Let him talk at his own sweet will
at home, but teach him to sit quietly and silently
in. your friends' home, unless he is addressed;
~nd until he is old enough to understand and .
ooey this. rule, do nof take him out with you unless he has a special invitation. Let him ask
questions galore at home, and patiently give him
the desired information, but teach him that itis
an onslaught on nerves, on patience, on good
breeding, and 01:1 poor suffering humanity in general to ask those questions when. away frqm
home. I know one ex"United States Senatorwhc;>
has twelve children, and each is a m.odel of good
beh!lvihr,
good br~el:\ingl
~iftiple,
n!lt1Ji~tl~!~~
:}
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.
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gance of manner, and cheerful, kind consideranot conclude thafw:e have been a little mistaken?
,Though our motives, desires and intentions
. tion for old and young, high and low. The
mother of those children had the sole care of
may have been of the very best, yet this will not
each of them, and was so devoted to them that,
always answer the purpose; for how many
although she vntertained graciously and hospitthere are hi the world to-day whose motives and
ably the friend~ for whom she really cared, she
intentions are good and who sinc'erely believe
found neither time nor desire to be "in the
they are doing right. Yet who must be under
swim"of the empty, useless vanities and frivolicondemnation for taking honor unto themselves,
ties of what is called "society." I know another
not having been "called of Gol as was Aaron.''
United States Senator who has several children,
"Let God's word be true though every man a
each one of whom is. a model for bad behavior,
liar.''
bad manners, disgusting lack of. consideration
But, if I understood Sister Eleanor when the
for others, and unbearable insolence. Their
idea of the Prayer Union was first introduced, it
mother is a ·leader of society; she is celebrated
\Vas not with the intent of being connected with
for her beauty, her style, her wealth,. her diaany meeting, but only that the sisters who so demonds; and, to keep up her reputation for these
sired set apart a certain ho)lr of the week for the
things, she neglected her children, leaving them
purpose of uniting their prayers in behalf of
to the care of incompetent nurse girls. I met her
themselves, their families, the church and its
a:t a hotel one summer, where her promising · work; the sick and afflicted, and for the welfare
three-year-old daughter made life one black
of the honest in heart throughout the world;
nightmare to all other guests. More than all
and, with the con\'iction that God desired the
others should those "of high degree" teach their
sisters to take a greater Interest in the work of
children to be simple, natural, well behaved, and
salvation, to become more united in Jove for
considerate of others. Yet many a wood chopGod and each other, stronger in faith, hope and
per's child could teach real refinement of manner
charity; that we come upon a higher plane of
to many a governor's son.-Sel.
righteousness, holiness and humility in God's
sight, with the understanding that their prayers
could be offered at home and alone or, if convenLEBECK, Mo., May 13th.
ient, that a few might get together and unite
Dear Sisters of tlze Prayer Union:- What shall
their prayers, and surely their f:OU!d be nothing
we do now? Shall· we become angry or offended
wrong in such a plan as this. I believe there
because some of our errors are pointed out, or
has been more ofa spirit of love, charity, peace
are we capable of bearing admonition? I had
and faith obtained amone: the sisters.of our little
never seriously considered the question of sisbranch who have thus tried to unite their prayers.
ters' prayer meetings, but have always thought
Being few in numbers we have not always tried
it was perfectly right for the sisters to appoint
to hold a meeting, and if sometimes we have assuch meetings, organize and preside over them,
sumed responsibility not belonging to us, it was
if they wished. But since reading Bro:C. Derry's
done ignorantly.
instructions in Herald for May 9th, the following
These are ·some· of my ideas, and if there
questions have arisen in my mind: Now if the
should be some mistakes found in them, it would
sisters who have no authority or priesthood can
not be the first mistake I have made, so it would ..
appoint meetings and preside over them, then
not frighten me much to have them pointed out.
the brethren who hold no office or priesthood
Your sister in the hope of salvation,
can do the same, and if Latter Day Saints havEMMA L. ANDERSON.
ing no authority can appoint, organize and preWE cheerfully give place to the above letter in
side over meetings to suit themselves without
the Column, because It breathes throughout a
the aid of the Lord's appointed officials, why
spirit of integrity and humility becoming a Saint,
need we find fault with member.s of other deand it will also enable us to place the original
nominations who do the same thing and wro
design of the Prayer Union clearly before our
go a little further and organize churches to suit
readers and the church.
themselves, claiming they have no need of
authority or priesthood?
Let us here repeat that in the beginning no
organization whatever was contemplated and,
Is it not herein that we differ from other denominations in believing that G0d calls his own
more than this, so far as we are concerned, we
have steadily discouraged all such, not only
officials for his work, and that people should not
through the Home Column but by private letter,
take honors unto themselves until they are called,
and that when so called the church members
as many to whom we have written can attest;
and when an organization was proposed in
should honor them in the office whereunto they
Lamoni, we used our influence to prevent the
are called, and not think they can get along
without them just as well as with them?
same. Our mind has never been in favor of
I know it is a difficult matter for people to realize
meeting together for the purpose, but of seeking
their own mistakes, and still more difficult to
our closets and there praying to our Father who
confess them; but Latter Day Saints should , seeth in secret, fully believing that he· would
care too much for the truth to hold to any misreward us openly.
taken idea, after they are once shown it is a misLet us not, however, be understood as saying
take.
that we thought such organization contrary to,
Now if it always has been and always will be
or not in harmony with the law of the Lord, for
given to these God-appointed officials to preside
had we so thought we should have endeavored
over all meetings, and in connection therewith
more earnestly to discourage them, but it was
read in Section 27, "Neither shall anything be
because these organizations were never contemappointed unto any of this church contrary to
plated and were not in harmony with the original
the church covenants, for all things must be
thought of the union.
done in order and by common consent in the
It is not our purpose to open the Home Column
church by the prayer of faith." Then must we
to a discussion of this matter, because it is not

the province of the sisters to define what the law
is upon this point. We feel 'very sure, however,
that if it is a transgression of the Ia w of the
Lord, none will be more willing than those who
have transgressed, to retrace their steps; for we
fully believe those who have entered into this
union of prayer for the unselfish purpose df
praying for others and for blessings upon the
church are among the humblest and best of the
household of faith. To confess· we are wrong is
bt;t ~ayir.g, "I atn wist>r to-d~ythan I was yeste~day ," and it is never a difficult thing for a
wise man or woman to do.
God,promises his blessings upon certain con•
ditions to "My servants and my handmaidens of
the different organizationsfor 'good among my
people,'' (see D, and C. 341: r2.) and the question most naturally arises, if an organizationexists, must there not be officeholders?
But let us be distinctly understood as saying,
that such was riot the original intention of the
Prayer Union (as its recorded history will prove)
and the movings in such direction have been
upon the part of those who have seemed naturally to favor the idea.
But since Bro. Derry has called in question
the right of the sisters to so .organize, we think
it wise that all interested should seriously consider the question from that standpoint and we
could wish that those who are placed in authority might decide; and while we ~re not prepared
to say that Bro. Derrv is correct in the view
taken, we are prepared to fully in·dorse the spirit
of his article and to say that we honor him as a
man of God and believe his motives pure and
above reproach.
To our mind Sr. Anderson produced the
strongest argument in favor' of the correctness of
his position when she said, "If Latter Day Saints
who h'ave no authority can appoint, organize
and preside over meetings to suit themselves
without the aid of God's appointed officials; why
should we find fault with other denominations
who do the same thing and who, going a little
further, organize churches to suit themselves,
claiming they have no need of authority.''
Bro. Derry says wisely and truly, "0ttr only
liberties are witlzitt tlze la·tv.'' And we think we
are safe in asserting that not one of those who
compose the Prayer Union has ever had it in her
heart to step outside that law.
Let them then return to the original idea of an
hour of prayer, at a stated time and for specified
subjects. Surely this is within the liberty of
the gospel and in harmony with the original idea
of the Prayer Vnion and will be owned and
blessed of God, and has both the sanction and
the seal of the Lawgiver. All the innovation
which can possibly be claimed for it is that to
the two or tlzree agreed as touching one thing
who ask the Father in the name of the Son, there
are added many names of those who desire most
earnestly the blessings specified as subjects to be
prayed for and promise at the same time to ask
these blessings of God.

PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

Sister Dingle, of Montana, requests the prayers
of the Union in her behalf.
Sister Sarah Hodge, (formerly Rose) of Beaver
Falls, Pa., requests your prayers in her behalf.
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
Box 125 INDEPENDENCE, Mo., May zoth.
Dear Sister Walker:- Will you please ask the
dear sisters of the various prayer unions to fast
and pray for Sr. Smith. Her cough is as bad as
ever, and she has chills every day, and fever, the
latter lasting from morning far into the night.
Together they are fast weakening her body, and
sapping the vital forces thereof. She. has been
promised by the Spirit in prophecy, repeatedly,
and in different places, that she should recover,
and live for ~evPral years if •he would "tru•t in
the Lord. Now whether this means that she
should rely upon the power of God for helpthrough the ordinance of the Lord, and. take no
remedies devised of man; or to rest with confiding trust in the promises of recovery made to
her, or both, she does not fully comprehend.
She takes fresh colds so easily and so frequently
that administrations have so far not effected lasting benefit. I wish the sisters would make her
case the subject of special prayer, in all their
meetings, and. I would like to have all Saints
who may read this note pray for her recovery,
according to the promises made.
She is so
doubtful of recovery, because of the weakness of
her body, and the severe cough and daily chills
and long continuing fever, that she has of course
but littie faith. I hope that prayer will be made
for an increase of her faith.
Your brother in Christ,
T. w. SMITH.
We commend the above letter to the careful
consideration of the Saints.-ED.
HOME CoLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

May I4, Amount to date .............. $3.SI8 73
M. H. Raymond, Mont.$ z 75
.
S. E. Gurwell, Kan .•... I oo
M. A. Twaddle, Cal..... I oo
Clara Bell, Iowa . . . . . . . I oo
5 75
May zzd, Amount received to date ... $3,524 48
~Send

all moJ\evs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

BAY CITY, Mich., May 12th.
Editors Her alit,.;_ We are still busy in the Master's cause. We meet with things to encourage
and also to discourage; but on the whole, the
work is onward. Some additions by baptism;
others are being strengthened on the' way.
Some of otir br~thren ~ho were once of the
Catholic faith (French Catholics) have had to
pass through some persecution for. obeying the
true gospel. The . priest has been very wrathy
over it; has visit~d some of them and urged
them to cqme back, "Come to confession," said
he, and told them he would give them a pew
free, etc.,.but the most of them are getting posted
now: and are able to answer the priest with some
Scripture, telling him we must "confess to God,"
and not to man. ·It makes the priests mad to
quote Scripture to them. One said to one of
the ~isters the other day, "I can read the French,.
Latin and Engli!lh, and I can't understand the
Bible; and do you think you can teach me?"
He 'calls them heretics, etc., b~t we have a Bro.
Pete who is a tell,cher, who is pretty well posted
and the priest !ri.es to keep clear of him. Five
were baptized in Bay City some. time ago.
¥ esterdar J visited Dr. ::?tyl~$. wlw 'Was once

a member in the old organization. He has
wandered away somewhat. He now claims to
be the prophet that Moses said should come,
"The Lord thy God will raise up unto thee a
prophet from the midst of thee of thy brethren,
like unto me; unto him ye shall hearken!'Deut. 18: 15. (Read Acts 3: 22-:24)
He also said he was the one spoken of in
Isaiah 52: 13-15, and to prove it, said he, "his
visage was so marred, etc.," then taking off his
glaesee, he eaid, "Do you see? There's a proof."
He was blind in one eye·!
He has a brother who believes with him; and
there is .another old man here who was baptized
sometime in 184o-r, by the name of Barnes, who
has never lost faith in the latter day work, who
has been. made to rejoice in meeting with the
Saints here, But Dr. Styles thinks that his
brother and Bro. Barnes are the two men who
will be the "two prophets," who are to stand up
and prophesy in Jerusalem. Bro. Barnes will
seek admission into the Reorganization at our
conference in June.
"0, yes! Do you know this Jesus Christ (Dr.
Styles)wastold," he said, by "Jehovah Almighty
God, that sprinkling would be the mode for
baptism hereafter." Isaiah 52: rs, "So shall he
sprinkle many nations," etc., was the doctor's
proof. See Inspired, "Gather many nations." "
Perhaps this may not interest some, but I wish
it on record.
J. J. CoRNISH.
RICHMOND, Mo., May 15th.
Editors Herald:- I ·have been in Carroll
county, laboring of late at Missouri River
branch. There are some believing and will be
baptized in the near future; one map has given
his name for baptism as soon as he is able to be.
He is in bed badly afflicted with rheumatism.
I preached in Carrollton in Bro. M:. A. Trot:
ter's house and baptized two, man and wife, on
Sunday the 9th, We went to the water in the
rain, as if rained all day. The man's name is
William Wait. He was a Baptist preacher. I
will. preach in Carrollton on Saturday night and
Sunday the .16th and 17th, then at a school,house
one mile north-east of Carrollton.
I am at this writing at home, assisting Bro. D.
E. Tucker in holding meetings at King schoolhouse. We will start to Carrollton together the
16th to preach for a time; and. then elsewhere as
the way opens. We shall hope and pray and
work for the good of the cause. The obstacles in
the way of the spread of truth are many, but we
uhall try and be courageous and do the. best we
can.
In hope,
R.L. WARE,.
CoNSHOHOCKEN, Pa., .May 12th.
Editors Herald:- In July, 1888, number of
Autumn Leaves Bro. T. W. Smith makes reference to Romans 7: 24:. "0 wretched man that I
am, who shall deliver me from the body of this
death."
Is the exclamation in this passage the ·)anguage of a soul convinced of a dr.eadful sin and
the danger of eternal ruin, or is it a soul burdened with guilt, conscious of. the. div.ine displeasure
and despairing of . effecting its own salvation
"with fear and trembling," cries out in agoriy,
"Who shall deliver me?" or is it thought that
the apostle had reference to a m<tn who ,'A-as
chaine<! tQ !! .gea4 qod!? SMch practices were
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done to malefactors in those days and the carcass becoming putrid, intolerable, contagious,
etc., made the man cry out, as in the text.
Virgil in the eighth book of his "Aeniad," gives
a graphic description of this text as practiced on
captives taken in war as follows:
"What tongue can such barbarities record,
Or count the slaughter of his ruthless sword?
'Twas not enough the good, the guiltless bled,
Still worse, he bound the living with the dead;
These limb to limb; face to face; he joinedOh monstrous crime of unexampled kind!
Till choked with stench, the lingering wretches lay,
And in the loathsome· embrace died away."

I think, dear brother that no such torture or
temporal punishments are practiced in our favored land. We ought to thank God for a great
many things which I fear sometimes we overWM. STREET.
look.

ALLISTON, Out., May Izth.
Editors Herald:-! essay to give a few points
beginning with the new year:
New Year's day feund me at Cameron branch,
Victoria county, where I remained until January
5th. The Saints at Cameron are"a credit to the
church, I am informed that they have paid off
t'\le balance due on their church, and discharged
their mortgage and can breathe free so far as
church debt goes, and that is a good name. I
did all I could by preaching, counseling, etc.,
with them while there. Sr. Mary Miller has
been the backbone of the Sabbath-school ever
since it was organized; and Srs, Jannet, Maggie
and Emily Braden have been strong supporters,
and they are in turn helped by Brn. A. H. Lake,
J. Bates, E. Hovey, Joseph Perrin and his kind
wife. As for the children, I hope none of the
little Hopes will be oflended if I neglect mentioning their names, as there are so many. They
are .all good, some of them reciting as· high as
one hundred and fifty verses at a lesson, all appearing to be happy and doing what they can,
and all love their teachers,
At Irondale I found things as the Methodist
preacher once said when put on an old defunct
circuit on making his first personal conference
report, He said, "l found things at - - - looking up." Every one was surprised, believing the
circuit a dead one with no hope of recovery. He,
however, soon explained that, "Yes they are laying on the broad of their backs and looking up."
But I must make an exception, for Bro, Chester
Lake who belongs to the Irondale branch, although living six miles off, keeps .the Voice of
Warning and Book of Mormon and tracts on the
move among his neighbors, and writes me recently that there is some interested there yet. I
preached considerable in his neighborhood. Chester is a layman.
I spent from January 5th to 12th at Uncle Abe
Lake's, or between his place and Charley's doing what I could, preaching an.d talking to the
best I knew how on gospel and kindred topics.
I was joined by Uncle Amos Lake of Cameron,
who is all alive to the work in his branch, having been presiding elder for a number of years,
and is stilla faithful loving worker,
January 13th, left Elder Abe Lake's for D.uval
settlement, where Chester Lake lives. Here I
remained till the 17th, preaching twice and met
with interested friends who have been influenced
greatly by Sr. Hattie Lake's noble Christian\ life
and Chester's live example; Some of thejll ill
~Q!f Feighborpop<;J will pj:>ey !"!"~ jqng.
'
. . . .. - .
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January 17th, went to Mon111outh branch, remained till the 27th preaching at the branch
schooJ.house and in the Billings settlement as
often as opportunity offered. Later, returned to
Duval settlement, during one of the heaviest
snow storms I ever witnessed, Uncle Amos
Lake being with me in. all these,travels. We only
stayed one night, on our return at Chester's, as
the snow was now so deep people could not geL
out at night to meetings, so we went on back
to El<1er Abe Lake's, and on the 3oth returned to
Cameron.
February 3d, I left for Toronto. Only had
one night to stay in the Queen City, which was
spent at Bro. D. D, McGill vary's. Here let me
say that Bro. Me. and Bro. F; Gregory and Sr.
Maggie Grimshaw, and Bro. Me's wife (though
not a member) have done their very best, I be·
lieve, to establish the work in Toronto, and I believe it is going to be a success this time, as there
are between twenty and thirty members in the
city, nine of the former branch, and several have
taken letter8, and an organization is expected to
be effected soon. Sr. Ella Blair is also a good
member, and such brethren as J. B. Meddowcroft,
Wm. Ward and his household members make
an elder feel that the joys of life can be mingled
in such a way as to make sorrows endurable.
February 4th, left Toronto for .Grand Valley to
attend the wedding ceremony of Elder J. H.
Taylor to Sr. Elizabeth Hillis. A large gathering of friends made the occasion a joyous one,
and I think happy hearts were joined by a chord
stronger than words could tell. Joy to John and
his bride; The presents were numerous.
February 6th was called up at about two a.m.,
to go to Damascus and administer to Bro.
Brothers, for fits. Drove some seventeen miles,
feeling quite ill myself, and administered to the
brother, who drove me back next day and was
hailed with astonishment by those who saw him.
Remained at Garafraxa branch, preaching at a
place some six miles distant (McClellan settlement). where some years ago I first preached in
those parts; also preaching in the branch church;
also at Marsv!lle and WaldPmar villages and in
some private houses, administering to sick and
other official dl1ties. Remained in the vicinity
till March 19th, when Bro. J. H. Taylor drove me
to. CE'dar Valley to the home of Bro. and Sr. R.
W. Tarzwell, where the same night I was taken
down with what afterwards developed into
!a grippe and finally hemmorhage of the lungs,
and finished up with other complications; so I
endured three weeks of misery. Being administered to, I got partial relief, especially from
a terrible pain that had settled in the heart. This
never troubled me more till of the last few days
I now have· slight returns; got some better for
three days, intended to go home, took relapse
and back for other two weeks, finally recovered
after being administered to twice by Elder J.
Shields.
On the r8th of March, Bro. James Hillis and
Sr.· Jane Taylor changed the state of single
blessedness for a joint-voyage in one of life's
boats. Long and prosperous may their voyage
be.
Arriving home April 28th, found wife not very
well then nor since. Her health has been grad·
ually failing for the past year or more. As my
own health keeps now improving I am able to
hold weekly meetings at Alliston.
In my travel$ l h11ve met with the greatest o~
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kindness, Brn. Charles, Abe and Chester Lake
using their teams to drive us Jrom one place to
another, or get us to the train. ~In Toronto
Saints could not be kinder than I found Bro. and
Sr. Ward and McGilvary, Gregory and Sr: Maggie Grimshaw.
At Grand Vi!lley, Bro. and Sr. Taylor.did the
lion's share of administering to our comfort. All
did their best, and did it willingly; but at Bro.
and Sr. Tarzwell's I cannot give the thanks of
my heart in words nor on paper for their kind·
ness during five long Wet'ks of illness, and if
thanks will repay, they have all mv heart can
give. May a kind Father reward them. Bro.
John Shields Ifound to be, as ever, the loving,
sympathizing brother of yore.
Since the Saints in various parts have learned
of my welfare and safe recovery, and that I am
at home, many letters of condolence and love
are coming in and many expressions of anxiety,
many prayers were offered, for which and towhich my recovery Is no doubt due in great
measure as "the prayer of faith will save the
sick." Many letters also requesting me to go to
dlfterent places are coming in so that the present
outlook is indiCative of a prosperous year. May
our Father grant health and wisdom.
My love and greetings are herewith sent to
scattered Israel and her noble banner bearers.
May God bless their homes and prosper their
missions.
J. A. MciNTOSH.
HoNOLULU, Hawaii, May sth.
Editors Herald:-I have neither bored you
nor your readers for the last eight months with
the wonderful. happenings of this mission, for
the simple reason that nothing has transpired
which is not common to. other missions under
like circumstances, especially where the Utah
faction has had the say for~ thirty years. The
prejudice and influence of other denominations
with the natives and having to do most of our
work through an interpreter makes it slow, especially when the language of a p<"ople lacks
words to express our thoughts plainly. So under t_he circumstances of myself and Bro. Wall<>r
having been very sick at times so that we almost
became discouraged and thought we would have
to leave here, and I also became so bad with
kidney trouble that I almost despaired of mv life
and secretly made preparations before goini, that
if I was stricken with paralysis or death, they
would know what to do with my effect", but I
dared not let my brethren know how bad I was,
for fear of weakening their faith, and that they
would want to have a doctor, which I knew
could do me no good. I had no elders to send
for; and if ever I realized the importance and
wisdom of sending missionaries "two hy two" it
was then; but we trusted in the Lord. Our faith
was tried, and they proved us and spared my unprofitable life; 11nd my faith grows brighte~ and
brighter, for I know in whom I trust; and I now
thank God that through his overruling providence and the good examples and 'labors of Bro.
Waller and Bro. and Sr. Luther, who have all
done their part faithfully, we have done a good
work, when we take into consideration the m-eans
we have had to work with and our afflictions.
If I was only a good word painter ,I might
paint quite a picture of God's wonderful, overruling and dealings in our favor-; (but I will leave
that for lko. Luther to do, as he is keeping a run

of all the happenings here) so that we have become as a light set in a dark place; and although
~u was very small at first, the circle is widening,.
and we are becoming a power for good ; and if
we arid those wh-o have obeyed, and others who
may come here will only live faithfully, there is
a great work to be done here; and we ask ull
the brethren and sisters who are interested
in us and this mission, not only to pray for us,
but to pntyour. prayers and faith into practice by
sacrificing self and some of your superficial
wants, and send the needed means spent in
this way to assist in this or some other mission;
and your faith will be increased and your prayers
will be heard; but just so long as Saints say they
love the latter day work and want to do all they
can to forward it, and then spend their precious
time and money to. gratify th~ir pernicious appetites and foolishpride to make a worldly show,
just so long their faith will be weak and cannot
stand when the day of trial comes.
The expenses of this mission have mostly
come upon a _young member of the church who,
with two other young members, has shown his
faith by his works in sacrificing their unnecessary expenses in tobacco, liquor, coffee, tea, pride
and worldly show; and they have not been
afraid to put their faith into the work with their
prayers. The result is, they, are being- blessed
both ~piritually and .temporally; their faith is increasing, and their prayers are b~:"ing heard a~d
answered.
I hold these young members up as examples
to those who have been in the church for :rears,
and are saying, ''0, I wish I had the faith I once
had;" and "Where are the gifts and blessings
that were in the old church?" and have prayed a
thousand times for the dlfferent missions, for the
elders and their families, and for the poor; but
never have had practical faith enough to sacrifice •elf and selfish superficial wants, appetites
and pride for the benefit of the poor, the elders'
families and the missions that they have prayed
for. Why do such selfish so-called Saints pray?
Can they not see that they are deceiving themselves, and that their prayers are a mockery and
not from the heart? For if they were from the
heart and the pure love of God for our fellow beings as ourselves, they would produce the above
named sacrifices; for the gospel from beginning
to end is a gospel of sacrifice of self for the benefit of otht>rs; and you, my beloved brethren and
sisters who are making the necessary sacrifices,
can lilt up your heads and rejoice, for no one can
rob you of your rewards; for at the great
reckoning time works" and sacrifice will outweigh long prayers, selfishness, pride, pernicious
appetites and worldly show.
Another thought I want to enstamp on the
minds of all who are derelict in their duties is,
that the labors and sacrifices of others will avail
them nothing, and that all who are waiting for
the redemption of Zion in idleness with the expectation of stepping in and inheriting after it is
redeemed, are deceiving themselves; for such a
thought is dishonest and covetous. It is a desire
to obl?in scmething without honest labor, and it
is high time that such persons should undeceive
themselves and begin to labor for themselves.
Think of these facts, for they will stand, although we may fall.
Brethren and sisters, I write these things because I love you all, and desire to stir up your
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minds to put these things into practice, that our
beloved work may go on and the gospel be
preached for a witness, and that we may be prepared for the end is my prayer and labor.
My health is improving. Pray for me, and
that the Lord will spare my life to labor here
faithfully and to the bringing of many souls to
the knowledge of the gospel.
I close for fear some may think I have turned
church grumbler. ·
Yours in bonds,
A. HAWS.
AsHMONT, Ohio, May r8th.
Editors Herald:-My new field opens auspiciously; have had excellent attention, congregations arid liberty in presenting th@ gospel of lif<:>.
Baptized one this morning in the waters of Lake
Erie; splendid spirit present; others persuaded
and will come in.
Have been preaching in Methodist church, but
some of the directors couldn't stand the doctrine
of Christ, and so objeCted to our further occupancy; but the school-house was filled last night,
and we have been successful in m~.king permanent and lasting friends for the cause.
Am feeling first-class spiritually. The good
Lord has stood by us and an opening has been
secured in this place that will ultimate in the
salvation of precious souls.
In the faith,
M. H. BoND.
ir4r Evans St., DENVER, Colo.,
May 19th.
Ipditors Herald:- The large tent has come and
is up, and we are holding services in it every
night this week; congregations large; attention
good.
Bro. R. J. An,thony is doing the preaching;
will continue as long as the interest will justify.
Expect Bro. C. R, Duncan in a few days.
E. F. SHUPE,
THE INFLUENZA.
Never whhin the history of the· now mature
generation has the world been so cursed with an.
••influence"-unknown in its nature, its source or
its (juration-as now. For two years the influenza has been abroad, ravaging the earth, hurrying from country·to country, involving a thousand bodily torments, madness, self killing; making whole cityfuls of hypochondriacs, affecting
even commerce, l,lnd that very material, though
Invisible thing, known as public confidence.
"Grip" has been the name devised for thi.s'
wi<:lespread distur)>ance, but men are beginning to
understand that grip is but a symptom of a vast
cosmic disease. Mother earth herself is ill. She
needs a change of air. She is passing through
u.nwholesome cur:rents Her digestion is. wrong:
the pulsations of her mighty heart are fluttering
-and it is therefore no marvel that we who fatten
on her are also filled with disease.
The most deplorable feature of this universal
illness has not been the mortality, although in
the two greatest! cities of this continent,. New
York and Chicago, on many days of this winter,
it has not been possible to attend to all of those
needing burial. put the grave and inexplicable
moral epidemics are the most serious phases of
the trouble. Suicide has become more common
than ever before in the history of this country.
Per, haps we may even attribute crime in part to.
this evil influence, In New York incendrlanism
has been rife for tponths, and it has been the par~
ticular delight of. those mad creatures to select
crowded tenement houses as the field· for their
fiendish . operl).tions, Well poisoning in the
western districts has been a form of this inscru. table insanity; and in Denver there is now an
. epidemic of arsenical poisoning.
· In:nocentpersops, against whom there could
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be no just enmity, have been poisoned, and the
number thus killed is astonishing. The perpe. trators of the crimes are not known, and there is
a vague possibility that this poisoning is some
subtle atmospheric or aqueous poisoning and a
part of the great mysterious planetary disease,
Incidents like this evil "influence" sug~est to
man the importance of his own indiv.iduality,
and to show him that he is but a puny thread in
the illimitable warp and woof of the universe.
-Sel.

"The Mormons!" I said, "who are. the
Mormons?"
His reply was, "The Golden Bible
Folks I wrote you about while at your
uncle's in New York."
After meditating a few moments I said,
"I will go and hear them;" and I asked
my father to go with me, but he said he
had no desire to hear them again, having
heard Oliver Cowdery while in New
York.
Sunday came, but the river was so high
I could not cross and had to wait until the
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
following Sunday. In the mean time I
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
heard all sorts of tales about the Mormons,
~heir own views.
Contributions solicited.
which tended to pre-judice my mind
~ Write on one side of the paper only.
against them. Finally I learned that one
of my Baptist brethren, an old man upELDER HERVEY GREEN'S TESwards of seventy years old, bad joined
TIMONY,
them; a man whom I esteemed as a
THE following account of some of the father in the church, and whom I ardently
incidents of my life, from. the year of our loved as a Christian. I confess that I felt
Lord, 1831 1 are presented to the Saints of quite indignant at him, and perhaps
the latter days, by request of Elder W, W. should not have attended meeting had it
Blair, to whom I related the account of not been to express rhy indignation to one
my coming into the church:
whom I had loved and whom I thought
I was born in the year r8o4, if there had made shipwreck of the true faith.
has been no mistake made in my family When, therefore, the day arrived for the
chronology which I have kept (the meeting', I took my only child, then an inoriginal records of my birth having been fant, and, with my wife, walked three
burned with my house), which makes me miles to the place of meeting, which was
at this time (r868), sixty-four years of age. at my old friend's house. After the usual
Nothing remarkable occurred in my life salutations, I said:
until the year r83r, when I was twenty"W.ell, Father Stevens, I understand
seven years old. At that time I was a you have joined the Mormons."
zealous member of the Free Will Baptist
"Yes," he answered, "I have; and I exChurch, and resided in the county of Hu- pect you will too."
·
ron, state of Ohio, and was employed as a
To this I replied, "I am astonished that
teacher in a public school in the town of
as old a man as you will suffer yourself to
Clarksfield in the above named county. be led about by every wind of doctrine."
It was my custom to open· my school in
To this he very meekly answered in the
the morning by prayer, and I say it with- language of the wise man, 11 Do not judge
out boasting, the example and the moral a matter before you hear it."
precepts taught in that school were such
I felt rebuked, and made an apologv.
as gave me unbounded influence with all
.We continued our conversation till the
that district, as well as with the scholars, people gathered in and the preachet s came,
and a great religious revival took place in namely, Elders John Corril and Solomon
the school, and the cry often made was, Hancock, from whom, by the reque,t of
"What shall I do to be saved."
my old . Baptist friend, I borrowed the
Frequently the scholars met in prayer- Book of Mormon, and soon commenced
meetings and the result was that ~everal reading it. I read till meeting opened,
of them were converted and made a pro- then closed the book and listened attenfession of religion. In the midst of this tively to the preaching. The subject was
. excitement I received a letter from my the gifts of the gospel, and from the
father, then in the state of New York, twelfth chapter of I Corinthians, which
saying that a .new sect had sprung up reads: "Now concerning spiritual gifts,
there c;:~lling themselves "Golden Bible· brethren, I would not have you ignorant."
Folks." I. thought this very strange and
Ihad for the last eighteen months ensaid, "Whatwill people get up for relig- quired of my Baptist ministers, and of
ion next?"
Methodist ministers, "Why do not the
The news of "Golden Bible Folks" signs now follow the believers?"
was soon forgotten, the winter months
Their answers were, "Thev are done
passed away, my school closed and I re- away." ..
turned home and commenced work on a
But when Bro; Corril read this chapter
new farm, clearing, fencing and putting he reasoned in a plain and sim]1le manner,
out fruit trees. I had entirely forgotten that their being dcme away washecause of
about the "Golden Bible Folks," my mind transgression· and unbelief. I wondered
being set on my getting a start in the that I had not seen .it in that light before,
world. Early and late I pursued my la' and ere I was aware of it I was a believer.
l::iors, until my father returned from New The whole sermon was a feast to me, lor
York. He visited me every day, being be taught as one having authority from
much· pleased with. my prospects and God, and not from man, and. the Spirit of
counseling me what course t~ pursue. God bore witness to the truth.
One day he came to my house and said,~
I returned JJome .. after imeeting with
"Hervey, the Mormons are going to quite different feelings towards the :Mor~
prea<;h inN ew 4onqon ..p.e~t Sunday,"
il;lOn p~ople ~ilQ trlJ'. olli J3aptist brother,
'
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But what was my surprise when I got
home! Not one of my neighbors would
accompany me to the next meeting, but
on my return I found my dooryard full of
my neighbors am~ious .to know what I
thought of the Mormons. My answer
was that, according to my judgment, if
ev.er I heard the gospel preached in its
purity I heard it that day. I was consequently held at a distance by my nearest
friends. Even my own father never after
..-isited me to the day of his death; and
brothers and sisters (one excepted) turned
against me. All this served to strengthen
me, and never in my whole life were the
Scriptures so plain to me.
I read the Book of Mormon attentively,
and my mind seemed wholly swallowed
up in its divine precepts. I desired to do
that which was right, if I knew what it
was, regardless of the frowns of the world
or of friends.
I became satisfied that all the sects were
wrong. If the Mormons were not right
where should I go.
I made it a subject
of prayer by day and by night, and I
finally made up my mind to go to Kirtland, a distance of eighty miles, and see
Joseph Smith for myself. But .when I
came to this conclusion I was attacked
with a violent pain in my breast and it
appeared impossible for me to go; so I
said to my wife one day, "I wish I had
never seen the Book of Mormon or heard
tell of one, for I can do nothing but study
about it, and I believe I will give up going to Kirtland and try and work a little
at home, and dig a well instead of going
to Kirtland."
She did not urge me to go, but made
the remark, "Perhaps you would not find
living water."
I knew she wanted me to go, and finally
when ;he time came to go I started with
my old Baptist friend, and in two cr three
hours the misery in my breast left me and
I went twenty-four miles that day on foot,
to Amherst; and the next day, which was
the first day of June, 1831, I was baptized
into the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints; and on the third of June I
walked forty-eight miles to within five
miles of Kirtland, and on the fourth the
conference convened at Kirtland. Here,
for the first time, I beheld a prophet of
the Lord; and w bile gazing upon Joseph
and Hyrum Smith, a strangely new sensation crept over me as the feeling fastened itself upon me that I was in tbe presence of one who had seen a holy angel,
and to whom God had spoken, and a
kind of reverential awe affected me. But
this was dispelled ere I was aware
of it, by the free, easy, yet confident and
e:unest conversation of the prophet, in
whose words I took a deep interest and to
whom my very soul was drawn by that
heavenly Spirit of love bearing witness to
the truths of heaven until, youthful as he
was, I felt as a child in his presence.
Much like the disciples at the feet of the
divine Master and great Father, I sat and
eagerly fed upon the wonderful words of
life that fell from his inspired lips as from
a living fountain;
truths simple yet
mighty, increasing in force fll1d power a!;l

he unfolded to us the eternal wisdom,
might, power. and goodness of our God.
Our understanding was enlarged, our mentality strengthened, our spirits were fed
with that bread that cometh down from
heaven, and we glorified God that He had
restored the long lost key of knowledge,
even in this our day.
Worldly things
were completely shut .out of mind and
view as quite insignificant when my soul
·was filled with the heavenly surroundings.
Yes, it was the Spirit of revelation to me,
and upon which my soul feasted, and then
I began to realize the force and truth of
the inspired words of the prophet Isaiah,
in the 29th chapter, where he speaks of
just such worshipers as I had been in all
my past religious experience, for I was
"hungry" and "thirsty" and had dreamed,
in my imagination, that I ate and drank;
but now that I awakened to the truths of
heaven; yes, an open heaven and a speaking God, and my famished and empty
soul was, for the first· time, being filled,
and the sleepy delusive, dreamy time was
passed.
The glorious reality was mine, and I
laid hold of it with a full determination
never to let it Rlip from my possession,
come weal or come woe, come life or come
death. It was with me by day and by
night; it was to me heaven upon earth,
and I found, like.the queen of Sheba, that
the half had not been told me; neither can
mortal tongue ever tell or pen describe it
what my 'spirit eye beheld, my spirit ear,
too, more clearly than my natural ear,
heard, while the spirit of knowledge from
God sealed to my soul true understanding.
Filled with tlfisjoy and love, I wondered
that all did not see as I saw, and love as I
loved these blessed tidings from home,
from our Father's throne of light, now
sent in mercy to a dreamy, staggering,
famishing generation, "drunken, but not
with wine; staggering, but not with strong
drink;" the "spirit of deep sleep" pervading all; with "the seers and prophets covered; with none to guide ·their footsteps
aright," all made crooked paths at the
best. Alas! what soul sickening scenes
the prophet Isaiah beheld and thus so
plainly advertised concerning the uninspired, perishing worshipers of this age,
a~ well as of the long, dark past.
What
joy, and what gratitude to God fills the
heart when He again speaks the darkness
into light.
During these early experiences many
events of both interest and imporbmce
transpired; and with the fast multiplying
testimonies of others with whom I met
and compared notes from day to day greatly added to my wonder and amazement
continually at this "strange act" of our
Lord. But it was my lot to witness there
during the confcrrnce and its several instructive meetings, that which none, possiblv, had witnessed and felt in this age as
I did. While in company with several
brethren in a meeting, Bro. Joseph the
Se(,r said: "My brethren, this is a day of
pr,wer in which God will manifest unto
y;:,u ~ome of the great operations of his
Spirit in a degree which has not been
' known upon this land since the Nephites

enjoyed it here; and the power of the adversllry will also be made manifest .in like
manner; and by this you may learn the
workings of the two powers that.you may
be able to detect the workings of the adversary, which you will have to meet here~
after; for it shortly goes forth with lying
wonders to. the world, and will closely
follow and imitate the power of God, ahd
thus deceive many; for, behold, the Spirit
of God is here to work in power, and the
spirits of darkness, even devils, are here
also in much power."
During his remarks the powers began
to work.
While some of the brethren
were filled and surrounded with heavenly
light, with much power, speaking in
tongues, prophesying, andbeingwrapped
in glorious visions, while angels of glory
appeared to some, others were in tears
shouting and praising God while gazing
into the open heavens; .so,me silent, filled
with wonder and delight to overflowing,
while at the same time others, including
Elder H. S. Whitlock and myself, were
suddenly seized by an unseen power and
violently thrown to the floor.
Some
writhed in horrible convulsions making
effortg to preach and speak in tongues,
imitating others. I was tightly bound and
l:eld in awful suffering and fearful suspense, so that I could not breathe nor
move a finger to save me. · I knew it was
the power of the devil, and I could do nothing but think and ~uffer, horrified at the
thought of being wholly in his power.
My thoughts flew like lightning, my anguish knew no bounds. In that brief time
of some twenty minutes in this terrible
agony, I suffered worse than a thousand
deaths. Joseph, in tears, finally said, "It
is enough;" and then in the true majesty
of a prophet and servant of God he, in the
name of Jesus Christ, rebuked the devils,
commanding them to depart out of me,
which they immediately did. And, ohl
what a load like a heavy, killing weight
rolled off and left me free! Immediately I
commenced praying to God, caliing upon
him for,some time with much anxiety to
preserve me from another such visitation
of that terrible power of Satan. This occurrence fully convinced me of what I had
before often doubted, viz, the existence of
real devils here, in such power. My heart
was drawn out in fervent prayer the entire
night following that the Lord would not
again suffer me to be bound and overcome
by the powers of darkness, and also that I
might know of my acceptance with the
Lord. I wanted to be alone, that I might
the better keep my mind and desires on the
Lord. Next day, therefore, I waited till all
went off to meeting; and then I started off
by myself; and so intent was I in calling
on the Lord that I did not notice anything
that passed around me. Never shall I forget that lovely Sabbath morning as I walked along pleading with the Lord for a "!'itness, not only of my .own acceptance with
God, but that I might have a knowledge of
the Book of Mormon for myself, if it was
true. While my mind was thus drawn out
in fervent prayer to God, the Lord condescended to hear and answer my prayer; for
on a sudqen the heavens were opened tQ rpe 1
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two other elders on board who came
and two personages surrounded with such strengthen and confirm me in the work I
glory as I never beheld, and which it is quite had em braced; and the Lord so blessed m.e to us and told us not to make ourselves
impossible for me to describe, were present- with his Spirit that I was enabled to con- known as Mormons, "'S we were in
ed before me. But one of these passed found all that opposed me, and I realized a mob country. We informed them that
quickly from my sight and the other per- the saying of the Savior that, "When he, we were already known as such, and told
sonage held in his right hand (his arm ex- 1 the Sp:rit of Truth, is come, he shall how we came to get a passage. This was
tended at full length) the Book of Mor- bring all things to your remembrance too much for them, and they would not
mon, while a still small voice said plainly, whatsoever I have said unto you, and keep us company any more. But the
"That personage has the same virtue for shall teach you things to come." Now the Lord opened our way before us, for we
you to look on as the brazen serpent had Bibte was an entirely new book to me. I had been on board scarcely an hour when
for the children of Israel to look on when could read it almost verbatim without a we received a very polite letter from the
cabin passengers, endorsed by the captain,
they were bitten with fiery serpents." Im- book.
mediately all my fear of being bound again
A few weeks after my return from requesting us to preach in the cabin at
left me. The Holy Spirit rested upon me, Kirtland my youngest sister and her bus- early candlelighting-. We gladly accepted
and I was as completely happy as I before band were baptized and confirmed into the invitation and had an attentive, and, I
had been completely miserable. The the church. Many of the elders visited our think, an interested audience. At the
Scriptures were unfolded to lliY under- country, and soon a large branch of the close of the meeting the captain reque&ted
standing, and it seemed that all things church was organized in the township of us to preach again the next night; and
around me were new. In this situation I New London, Huron county, Ohio, and also invited us to take a cabin passage.
remained in the streets of Kirtland until it the Lord .greatly blessed the Saints with Our hearts swelled .with gratitude to our
· was now time for meeting, and then this many spiritual blessings.
Heavenly Father for his kindness to us,
messenger ascended up out of sight, and
In November, 1831, I wa" ordained an and we felt to bow before him and acthe curtain which had been drawn .aside elder under the hands of Bro. Wheeler knowledge his hand over us, believingwas cloRed and shut out the glory attendant Baldwin, and then commenced· laboring in that if we continued humble and faithful
on that personage. I then went to confer- that branch and in .the adjoining county as in the discharge of our duty God would
ence, which had already begun. The Spirit opportunity offered, and the Lord blessed go before us and make our way prosperand power of God were there. My under- my labors so that I organized a branch of ous.
The next day our steamer got onto a
standing was quickened by the Holy Spirit the church in Richland county, where I
which rested upon me in power, aud I real- continued to labor in the ministry till the sandbar, where she remained nearly all
ized the saying of the apostllil, "If we re- spring of 1832, when I sold my farm and day. But our time was taken up in conceive the witness of men, the witness of moved to Jackson county, Missouri. I versation with the passengers until evenGod is g-reater." It was true that I had bought a farm and settled on it, raised one ing, when we preached again. Much inseen, in. open vision, two. personages of crop and got it harvested, and then got in terest was manifested in the preaching,
glory, and that at the same time my under- my fall crop for the next year. But on or and we received a third invitation to preach,
standing was quickened by the Holy about the first of November a mob came, which we accepted, and the next day we
Ghost so that I knew that God had accepted and after destroying the Saints' printing arrived at St. Louis, where the captain and
my offering, and that the Book of Mor- press and store in Independence, they com- passengers made up a handsome purse to
mon had been shown me by a he.avenly menced tearing down houses, destroying send to our families, for which we left our
messenger. The Holy Ghost which was the Saints' property and most shamefully blessing· upon them, bidding them fareshed forth upon me bore witness of the beating the men and frightening the well, while tears flowed from many an
truth of the Boo.k of Mormon, and also women and children until finally the eye.
bore witness to me that in due time. I would Saints arose in their own. defense and a
We crossed the river into Illinoi:;;, and
be called to bear witness of it to the people. battle ensued. The .Lieutenant Governor, went a few miles, staid all night and paid
Of this, however, I said nothing, knowing Lilburn W. Boggs, then called out the the last cent we had for lodging. \Ve
my weakness and inability of myself to de- militia of the county, all mobocrats, and were now strangers in a strange land and
clar~ the great things God had shown me.
we were expelled from the county. Uost without money. But our trust was in
Language is quite\inadequate to express the ail the grain I had raised, together with Him who said,"You shall not go hunl.:ry,
joy that I felt. Never before did I fully real- my land and my crop on the ground, and and not a hair of vour . head shall fall to
ize the saying of the apostle when he said; have never seen my land since. Being the ground unnoticed." Late bre,kfast
"By this :r,.e may know that ye have passed thus reduced to penury and want, I re- time arrived, but we were not fed. All at
from death unto life because ye love the tired across the Missouri river into Clay once the Savior's words were forcibly
brethren." I wondered why I had not had county, where I had to work by days' brought to my mind, "Ask, and you shall
that love before, while in the Baptist works all through the winter to stJpport receive." I said to Bro. Hinkle, "We are
Church. Not only did I love the Saints, my family. In the spring I put in a crop on the Lord's business, and he has said it
but all mankind. My first concern now was of corn in company with a man on whose is His business to provide for His saints in
for my wife to experience the same rejoicing place I lived, he firiding the team and seed. these last days; so let us call at this tavern
that I had, and to be in possession of that , I was blessed with an abundant harvest, so and ask for breakfast as ministers
love that casts out all fear. Nor did I have that I was enabled to leave my family for of the gospel."
We did so, and
to wait long, for oh my return home she re- a season and go and preach the gospel.
found to our joy that God was as good as
ceived my testimqny and was baptized into
Sometime in the month of November, His word, for the table was well stocked ·
the church and received that divine blessing 1834, I started in company with Elder G. with choice food of which we partook
which is promised to believers, and was M. Hinkle on a mission with $r.5o apiece ·with thankful hearts, and then, blessing
made to rejoice in the sure promises of God to bear our expenses out of the immediate the people in the name of the Lord, puraswell as myself.
·
neighborhood of the mob. We proceeded sued our journey feeling, perhaps, much
I then went to yisit my father, brothers to Lexington landing, where we found a as Jesus did when he said, "Foxes have
and sisters, to tell them how kind the Lord steamboat with steam up all ready to start holes, the birds. of the air hnve nests, but
had been to me and try to persuade them down the river. We hastened to the cap~~ the Son of Man hath not where to lay his
to receive the g<ilspel and be made par- tain, told him. we were ministers of the head." Still we trusted in the Lord and
takers of its blessings with me. But what g-ospel, and that we wished to go to St. went on our way rejoicing i:n the promis. was my surprise when, with the excep- Louis, that we only had then one dollar es of God until towards sunset, when a
tion of my youngest sister, they not and thirty-seven and a half cents apiece; man came riding behind us to whom we
only .rejected my testimony, but my oldest that we would give him one dollar comm.enced telling our errand, and .continsister ordered me out of her house. My ' each, only keeping thirty-seven and a ued until he had to turn off our road. But
father would not allow me to talk.to him. half cents for current expenses: He re~ he stopped and talked some time, and fin,alon the subject. But instead ofthis shaking ceived us very kindly, and we went ly invited us home with hirn~ we conmy faith, . such .conduct only tended to , ·aborad. As the boat ~tatted off we found 1 versed till a late· hour 1 then retired, Iil
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.the morning .we took breakfast with him,
Oh! what a glorious privilege, to be
then bade him adieu, left our blessing upon ·allowed. to lay up trea.sures in .heaven
his house, and cot}tinued on our journey. where thieves and mobs can never come,·
We soon went to different places, and had and where our Father is king; to whom
to separate, Bro.. Hinkle going farther be honor and glory forever:
north, and I south. One night I dreamed
Of the artiCle above Bro. D. S. Mills
I found thirty bright silver dollars, which writes:
I understood to signify that I should bap"I regret that the foregoing brief sketch
tize thirty persons,all adults, which I soon is all that remains of the writings of the
saw .fulfilled in a small place where a interesting experiences of Elder Hervey
Campbellite minister opposed me and tried Green, which he evidently intended to
to r;>ise a mob to tar nnd feather me. But continue till his death and have it given to
the good Lord was on on my side, for af~ Bro. Blair for the benefit of the Saints
ter showing the people the. true doctrine and the work which he loved so well.
of Christ, I baptized just thirty persons, This. was in a badly d11maged condition
heads of families, and organized a: branch and is all that his son Henry has found,
of the church, and we enjoyed the gifts and from him it has come to my hands,
and blessings of the gospel in much pow- having to supply torn and defaced lines
er. After this the adversary raged .;md from memory of what he had told me.
sought my life at different times and in
"In the November number of Autumn
various ways.
Some of the relatives Leaves for r889, is a very correct likeness
of those I had baptized collected and laid
of Bro. Green, and some interesting inciin wait for me upon the road, and a:s I dents of travel from California in r85o to
came along they fell upon me and with Salt Lake.
green hickory withes whipped me on the
"lle died firm in the gospel with his
back and body till I .was almost dead; I
'harness on,' as he had desired."
D. S, MILLS.
thought of Brother Paul, who received
"forty stripes save one," but unfortunately
for me there was no 0ne to keep tally; so
JESUS CHRIST LEADS HIS PEOPLE.
I received many more, until I fainted and
THOUGH
Jesus Christ is "the Son of
they left me for dead. My back was
terribly lacerated, and when I revived it God," "the Lord from heaven," "the
.was with much difficulty and great pain teacher sent from God," he never drives
that I finally reached help, where the his people, but his voice is ever heard saykind-hearted Saints poured in "the oil and ing, "Come, follow me." Humility and
the wine," washed and dressed my love characterize him as the "leader and
wounds, and in a short .time I was fully commander" of God's people.
restored and again went forth, not fearing
"Know then that ev'ry soul is free
To choose his life and what he'll be;
what might befllll me at the hands of
For this eternal truth is given,
those that can only kill the body, but after
That God will force no man to heaven.
that can do no more. Many, very many
"He'll call, persuade, direct him right,
narrow and miraculous escapes I made
Bless him with wisdom, love and light,
from the hands of evil and designing men,
In nameless ways be good and kind;
generally incited and led on by hireling
But never force the human mind.
priests who saw their craft in danger, or
"Freedom and reason make us men;
hot"blooded political enemies.
~l'ake these away, what are we then?
Mere animals, and just as well
On one occasion I had .an .appointment
The beasts may think of heaven or hell."
some twenty miles away, and, while upon
the road there in the midst of enemies, I
As the Son of God he is willing, by
traveled on, foot-weary, and with my sacrifice, to teach all that it is their duty
heart drawn out to God in prayer for his to forego their own desires to please God
aid, as it was quite impossible for me to and save sinners, in these words: "For I
walk there in time. Being in this dose came down from heaven, not to do mine
communication with the heavens, I was own will, but. the will of him that sent
entirely absorbed in reverie, and in spirit me."-John 6:38. And again: "My
seemed to be lifted and filled with delight; m<>at is to do the will of him that sent me,
and, when arousing to a sense of my sur- and to finish his work."-John 4: 34·
roundings, was astonished ;md overjoyed
\Vhat glory follows his humility! Hear
to find my journey completed. Yes; in Jehovah cry, "This is my beloved Son, in
one short hour had I been borne by the whom I am well pleased; hear ye him.Spirit some twenty miles, like Philip of Matt. 17: 5·
old. It has always remained a mystery to
No wonder the Lord could say: "The
me. Soon after I found that my enemies Father hath not left me alone; for I do
were in wait on the road, but did not see always those things which please him."
me. So the Master kindly took me out of -John 8:29.
their reach. When I more fully realized
The voice of the good shepherd is
this wonderful circumstance and loving heard, saying: "I am the good shepherd;
kindness of God toward me, I felt that the good shepherd giveth his life for the
my whole duty was to him, and I deter- sheep. And when he putteth forth his
mined to "live and die with the harness own sheep, he goeth before them, and the
on" in his service, for all else seemed but sheep follow him; for they know his
a waste of time and opportunity; the fruit voice."-John ro: n,4. By the music of
of which would surely be given to the hi'l voice as it is "heard in words of symburning while the work done by us in p:,thy and love his sheep are charmed;
·laboring with God would surely stand yea, they love him and follow his lead as
forever,
·
they "pass b.y the still waters" or "feed on

green pastures" or eat of "the bread of
life" as it cometh dowri from heaven.
"And a stranger will they not follow, but
will flee from him; for they know not the
voice of strangers."-John 10: 5·
All would-be leaders in the Church of
Christ, no matter in what pepartment of
the church they essay to lead or what
priesthood they may hold, who do riot
follow the examole of Christ and rule in
love, going before the sheep .and setting a
worthy example in aU things for them to
follow, remembering that the power of
their priesthood is love,, are but strangers
to God and his power to save; and the
true sheep will not follow their lead.
Ah, it may be . true that all professed
ministers for Christ do not teach and rule
in love, yet apparently the lambs of the
fold follow or rather are pushed forward
by them; but, notice the results: Instead·
of confidence and love, there is fear and
a shrinking back from· those who teach.
The Spirit is grieved and withdraws, and
coldness and inactivity follow,, while th!';! ·
more spiritual of the flock, if financially
able, look for a more congenial clime, and
thus the sheep of the good Master are
scattered to the four winds. Ah, the true
men and women in Christ have no con~
fidence in the uninspired command of
men, "Do as I tell you," for they will not
be forceu into measures •by chicanery and
deceit. They will do anything for the
Lord of heaven and are willing to suffer
martyrdom for the truth or even lay down
their lives for the brethren, but they
will not be forced by men.
As the Savior, his work is not only to
save "the pure and the good," but the
poor, lost, wandering, sin-sick souls of the
earth, whenever and wherever they may
be found. Therefore as the good shepherd
his voice is still heard in "the thunder of
his word" as the "still small voice" of the
Spirit,-is heard calling for the lostones
to come out of the sin and darkness into
the marvelous light of the Father's kingdom. And, though there be ninety and
nine just ones safe within the fold, he
leaveth them and goeth "after that which
is lost, until he find it/' andwhen he hath
found it, he layeth it on his shoulders or
carrieth it in his arms back to the fold
that he may warm and feed it, while all
the hosts of heaven rejoice that the lost is
found and the sinner saved.
Turn to the fifteenth chapter of Luke
and notice the love of God as shown by
the Savior in the parable of the Prodigal
Son. See how the father rejoiced when
his son had repented. 0, his soul was so
full ot sympathy and love that he could
not wait for his son to reach the house!
"But when he was yet a great way off
his father saw him, and had compassion,
and ran and fell on his neck and kissed
him." What would we do if our heavenly
Father waited until we reached heaven
l::,efore he came out to meet us?
Do we as ministers for Christ always
keep this thought in view as we try to
nourish and "feed the Church of God,
which he has purchased with his own
blood?" Can we follow our "leader and
comman?er" \-lntess we dor
·
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Do not understand me to teach that the
law of God should not be enforced against
the transgressor, but only that the object
of the Lawgiver should always be kept in
view, while the law is righteously enforced.
The Lord loved and died for his people
and he love!! them still. Therefore we
find the risen Lord teaching his leading
ministers their dutv as follows: "Simon,
son of Jon as, loveth thou me more than
these?" [The world or that which is necessary to sustain the present life.] He saith
unto him, "Yea, Lord; thou knowest that
I love thee." He saith unto him, "Feed
my lambs."-John 2I: I5·
Nearly the same language is repeated
three times, without doubt, to make a lasting impression on the minds of the apostles and all others of his ministry, that if
they truly loved him they would make
every reasonable sacrifice in order that the
lambs and sheep of the good shepherd
might be properly cared for;
What a wonderful responsibility rests
upon those who are called to this work
and to none should the words, "Examine
yourselves, whether ye be in the faith;
prove your own selves," apply with more
force than to those who teach as ministers
for. Christ. Paul understood that it was
necessary for the true minister to follow
the example of Christ and lead, not drive
the sheep when he instructed •he elders of
Ephesus as follows:
·
"Take heed therefore unto yourselves,
and to all the flock, over which the Holy
Ghost hath made you overseers, to feed
the Church of God, which he hath purchased with his own blood."-Acts 20:
28. And to Timothy we find him writing: "Take heed to thyself, and to the
doctrine. Contin~Je in them; for in doing
this thou shalt both save thyself and them
that hear thee."-r Tim. 4: 16.
In I Peter 5: · I-4, the chief apostle
writes: "The elders which are among
you I exhort, who am also an elder, and a
witness of the sufferings of Christ, and
also a partaker of the glory that shall be
revealed; feed the flock of God which is.
among you, taking the oversight thereof,
not by constraint, but willingI y; not for
filthy lucre, but of a ready mind; neither
as bemg lords over God's heritage, but
being ensamples. to the. flock." Jesus
leads "in that, while we were yet sinners,
Christ died for us."-Rom. 5: 8. Oh, he
did not wait until we were righteous, but
loved us and had :compassion on us while
we were yet far, far from God! Should
we not follow him and have compassion
on others, even as he has pity on us?
"Let this mind be. in you which was also
in Christ Jesus; who being in the form of
God, thought it riot robbery to be equal
with God; .but made himself of no reputation and took upon him the form of a
servant, and was made in the likeness of
men; and being found in fashion as a man,
he humbled hiinseif and became obedient
unto death, even the.death of the cross."
-:;-Phil. 2: 5"'"8
~'Ibes.eech you therefore, brethren, by
the mercies of. God, that ye pre~;ent your
~()d/es a livin!{ sacrifice, holy, acceptable

unto God, which is your reasonable service."-Rom, I2: I.
Jesus leads in purity of life and in all
holy conversation, and he bids us follow:
"For even hereunto were ye called; because Christ also suffered for us, leaving
us an example, that ye should follow his
steps: Who did no sin, neither was guile
found in his mouth: Who, when he. was
reviled, reviled not again; when he suffered, he threatened not; but committed
himself to him that judgeth righteously."
- r Peter 2: 2 r-23.
Seemg then that all these things are
true of our "leader and commander," what"
manner of persons ought we to be "in all
holy conversation and godliness."
In the Book of Mormon, Alma 18: 3,
we read: "And now, as ye have begun
to teach the word, even so I would that ye
should continue to teach; and I would that
ye would be diligent and temperate in all
things. See that ye are not lifted up unto
pride; yea, see that ye do not boast in
your own wisdom, nor of your much
strength; use boldness, but not overbearance / and also see that ye bridle all your
passions, that ye may be filled with love.
•.• Do not say, 0 God, I thank thee
that we are better than our brethren; but
rather say, 0, Lord, forgive my unworthiness, and. remember my brethren in mercy;
yea, acknowledge your unworthiness before God at all times."
~
And to the ministers of this dispensation
Jesus Christ has said through his chosen
leaders, "Behold the field is white already
to harvest, a,nd lo, he that. thrusteth in his
sickle with his might, the sam~ layeth up
in store that he perish not, but bringeth·
salvation to his own soul; and faith, hope,
charity, and love, with an eye single f() the
glory of God, qualifieth him forthe work,
Remember, faith, virtue, knowledge, temperance, patience, brotherly kindness,
godliness, charity, humility, diligence."D. C. section 3·
"And again I say unto you, all things
must be done in thename of Christ, whatsoever you do in the spirit; and ye must
give thanks unto God . in the spirit. for
whatsoever blessings ye are blessed with;
and ye must practice virtue and .holiness
before me continually."-D. C. 46: 9·
And again, still later, hear his command
in the same direction, as found in section
II9: 2, 3 of the same book, as follows:
"There is a great work to be done by
mine elders, and that they may be fitted to
do this work and the accomplishment .
thereof be not prevented, it is enjoined up~m them that· they shall not only be kind of
heart and of a lowly spirit, that their wisdom may be the wisdom of the Lord and
their strength the stringth of the Spirit,
but they shall lay aside lightness of speech
and lightness of manner when standing to
declare the word, and sf.Jall study to approve their ministrations to the people by
candor in speech and courtesy in demeanor, that as ministers of the gospel they
may win souls unto Christ.
The elders
·and men of the church should be of cheer.ful heart and countenance among themselves and in their intercourse with their
neighbors and men of the world, yet they
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must be without blame in word and deed.
It is therefore not seemly that they indulge in loud and boisterous speech, or in
the relating of coarse and vulgar stories,
or those in which the names of tneir God
and their Redeemer aTe blasphemed.
Men of God, who bear the vessels of the
Lord, be ye clean in your bodies and in
your clothing; let your garments be of a
sober character and free from excess of
ornamentation. Avoid the use of tobacco
and be not addicted to s·trong drink in any
form, that your counsel to be temperate
may be made effectual by your example."
The foregoing are some of the things
necessary to be learned and reduced to
practice before the minister can truly say
to his flock, with the Apostle .Paul, "Be
ye followers of me, even as I also am of
Christ." Then, in harmony with Peter,
the minister can say to his flock, "And besides this, giving all diligence, add to your
faith virtue; and to virtue, knowledge;
and to knowledge, temperance; and to
temperance, patience; and to patience,
godliness; and to godliness, brotherly
kindness; and to brotherly kindness, charity. For if these . things be in you and
abound, they make you that ye shall
neither be barren nor unfruitful in the
knowledge of our Lord Jesus Chtist."-:-2
Peter I: 5-8.
As the membership of the church learn
to reduce these lessons to practice, they
can understand what the Savior meant
when he said: "Ye are the light of the
world. A city that is set on a hill cannot
be hid. Let your light so shine before
men, that they may see your good works,
and glorify your Fathe"r which is in
heaven."-Matt. 5: I4, I6;
In this way the church prepares herself
to carrv into effect the command of the
Lord when he said: "Behold, I sent you
out to testify and to warn the people, and.
it becometh every man who hath been
warned, to warn -his neighbor; therefore,
they are leh without excuse, and ti1eir sins
are upon their own neads."-D. C. 85:22.
No wonder the poet was inspired to
sing:
·
"Hark I Hark I the word to you is given;
Make haste to Zion, gather iu;
Follow the guide sent down from heaven,
The holy onward march begin.
Then see the hundreds marching onward, onward;
Behold. the thousands marching onward, onward;
In beauteous order marching onward;
The holy city enter in.
The Lord will surely go before us,
Our way he surely will prepare;
Then let us sing to him a chorus,
Until it sweetly fills the air.
Then see the prophets marching onward, onward;
And twelve apostles marching onward, onward;
With all God's children marching onward;
The holy city enter in.
Made pure with water and wi.th fire,
And well accepted in his sight;
And saved by blood of the Messiah,
In Jesus' name we claim our right.
Then see. the priesthood lliarching onward, onward;
Elders and teachers marching onward, onward,
With all God's children marching onward; 'rhe holy city enter in;''
, C. E. BUTTERWORTH •
James McKiernan, No. 1710 Lyons St., Des Moines,
Iowa.
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LETTER FROM ELDER DEWSNUP.

DEAR HERALD :-Our last district conference passed off very pleasantly. We had
a .large representatio~c from the various
branches composing the district, and the
business sessions were remarkable for the
harmony and expedition manifested in the
transaction of the business done. The reports from the different branches were of
a distinctly encouraging character and
showed progress made towards that desirable end, unity ot the body in c.ompre"
· hension .and application of the law of the
Lord given for the government of his
church; while the ministerial reports,
with one or two exceptions, were indicative of renewed determination to more
fully and faithfully labor in the "work of
the ministry and the perfecting of the
Saints," so that all that desire may attain
to the "unity of the faith," the "fullness of
the stature of a mim in Christ Jesus."
The Sunday services were exceptionally
good. The meetings were well attended
and the Spirit of the Master controlled,
and many of the ministry present were
constrained to say that the conference of
r891 has been the best they have had the
privilege of attending .since their connec•
tion with the church. Seven who had
been baptized the previous week were
confirmed on Sunday and attached to the
1\;{anchester branch. There are others
that seem very near the door,of the kingdom, and we expect soon to hear their
knock and demand for admitt'ance therein.
The present outlook for the work is
certainly more encouraging hereabouts
than at any preyious time. There seems
to be a disposition on the part of the people to tolerate and investigate our principles and concede to us the right to represent ourselves; and to meet the demand
for information in regard to our faith and
practice. I sincerely thank God that he is
raising up amongst us a band of noble,
energetic and qualified young men, who I
b<-litve will, with his blessing, prove
themselves equal to every requirement. I
expect before long to see some of these
men called out into the field as missionary
laborers, devoting them>elves, as I believe
many of them desire to do, wholly to the
service of the church in this country.
I am heartily glad to learn (though not
yet officially) of the call of Elder Thomas
Taylor, the head of the church in this
country, to the high priesthood; and I
with others am awaiting in hope the
appointment of a Bishop, the ordination
of Seventies and the organization of an
Elders' Quorum, solely in the interest of
the church work in the English Mission,
under the supervisory control of the First
Presidency and the General· Conference
of the church in America. I am one of
those who believe that the evangelizing
work of the church in this country may
be, after the more complete organization
of the body here, safely left to those who
have been trained and qualified in their
native land; and I believe also that the
authorities will find in this direction a
needful stimulus financially and incentive
ministerially to the church in this countrv.
From correspondence that I receive
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casionally from brethren in America who
are natives of this country, I can perceive
a verv laudable desire to :be sent forth as '
missi~naries to their native land, to preach
the "glag tidings of great joy," and hold
aloft the banner of the cross. I have
sympathy with. the desire, but can assure
such brethren that there are many of us
here who have labored to the same end
for years, and yet appear to have accomplished but little though we have labored
in hope, and are now looking forward to
g~tthering in the fruit or some of the fruit
of our labors. We have found by experience that it requires patient and persistent
labor, tim~;! and means, with faithful walk
and conversation before ali men to establish substantial branches of the church in
large manufacturing centers, such as those
in which we labor in this country. To
. rush out here and there, converting one in
this place and another in the other place
is of very questionable advantage to the
church as an organization, however much
it may be to the individuals themselves, or
those who may be converted through their
instrumentality. ·I am co.nservative enough
to believe that one strong, live branch,
well disciplined, with a competent and
energetic corps of officers, is of far more
advantage to the general church than a
score of weak, starveling branches in far
away parts of the country; weak ln officers, and worse in discipline. What we
want here are competent teachers of the
law, capable of maintaining the discipline
born of the law, more than mere preachers; men who can travel among the
churches and instruct both officers and
members in those matters that tend to a
"unity of the faith." So far as the presentation of the first principles of the
gospe"l go, we have numbers of men here,
some of them mere boys or youths, who
are capable, so far as worldly learning,
knowledge of the doctrine and eloquence
of the Spirit are concerned, of defending
the faith l'lgainst all detractors; servants
who can and do present the doctrine of
the church in the most persuasive and
convincing manner; ministers of whom
the church may be justly proud in view
of their simple, unostentatious, faithful
lives. They are .the preachers of to-day,
and we hope they will become the teachers and local directors of the future.
One of the great weaknesses of the
Utah Church in this country, even when
at her best, has been the lack of local ministers with competent knowledge of the
law and the wisdom and authority
necessary to enfore it as standing officers
to the churches. This, coupled with the
plan of Brigham and his twelve of placing
in all leading and important local positions
those who had been sent from Utah, instead of those who had been recommended
by the voice of the church here, led to the
easy transfer of the wealth and influence
of the English Mission, which were made
subservient to the propagation of polygamy and kindred evils of Brigham and his
twelve, instead of the monogomy and
pure, marital teachings of the original
church; thus fastening upon the church
here a deep stain, the effects of which are
felt even to this day.

I believe that it would be to the advantage of the general church in America, as
well as to the churches of the English
Mission, if the standing or. presiding
authority and missionary laborers should
be selected from the resident ministry of
this country, commended to the church
for their ability and faithfulness. I believe also that the establishment of
a quorum of elder~ in this mission would
have an important bearing and influence
for good upon the local ministry, being
according t.o my understanding one of the
.means ordained of the Lord wbereby. we
may obtain a well taught and qualified
ministry from among those "who do not
travel in all the world."...,...D. & C., 104:41.
In conclusion, I beli~ve the foregoing
offices and ordinations to be pre-requisites
to the more complete supcess of the work'
of the church in England. It .is therefore with heartfelt pleasure that I receive the inf,prmation of the call of
Elder Thomas Taylor, the present worthy
head of the English Mission, to the high
priesthood; and look upon it as a concession of at least one of the points that I am
persuaded are necessary • to the more efficient organization of the English Church.
I am content to labor and wait. for the
further bestowment of the other· authorities that are needful.
·
My earnest desire is to see the English
Church established and built upon a sure
foundation, standing as an example in all
good works to all other missions of the
church wherever and ·whenever established.
MANCHESTER. Eng., May.4th, 1S91.

NOT A SAINT.

DEAR HERALD:-The item enclosed will
show your readers some of the hard things
we have to contend with in vVest Virginia.
This man Vernon was kept in jail a few
days, and instead of being "vigorously
prosecuted," was rele:Jsed, when it was
discovered that he was not a "Mormon"
preacher. Perhaps it was greatly to his
advantage just at that time that my card appeared in the Wheeling Register showing
that he last belonged to the United Brethren sect.
Mr. Vern on is reported to have come
home a few days past and brought with
him Mr. Eckles' wife, with whom he had
eloped some few months ago; but both
have again absconded, and rumor says he
is in jail in Braxton county, this state. My
card was also printed in the Clarksburg
News.
The work here is in better condition
than for months past. I expect to baptize
one, and perhaps others, next Sunday. Sr.
Shinn's health is much improved. I am
ready to answer calls for preaching- anywhere in West Virginia. Let the Saints
in Ritchie, Jackson, Calhoun, Mason and
Wayne counties take notice. Let some of
the elders in the South-Eastern Ohio and
West Virginia district come to the front
where the battle is hottest if they wish to
try their grit. Openings for preaching are
not scarce in West Virginia, but the enemy
is prowling around always to make th"e
work interesting. Mr. Sherman, of Jack-
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son, Ohio, is still cflering to gamble with
us, five hundred dollars on a side, and sayb it
is "silly" to talk about this being anything
like gambling. He answers my letters to
Elder Goodrich in the Jackson Sun. He
positively refuses to debate with us unless
we agree to bet five hundred dollars, that
we will renounce our faith if he proves
Joseph was not a true prophet, etc. So
much for one of the brave "disciples" of
Alexander Campbell.
D. L. SHINN.

~ Look Here.-The small colored label with
~
your name printed on, shows the date to which
your subscription is paid.
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Means that your subscription will run out .June 13, 1891
Renew your subscription m time.

CURTIS-MOULDEN DEBATE.

RrcH HrLL, Mo., May r7th.
Editors Herald:-Please have the following
propositions printed in this week's Herald, and
greatly oblige:
rst. Do the Scriptures teach that the ReorganA MORMO:"< PREACHER ARRESTED,
ized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
Special Telegram to the Register.
with which I, E. Curtis, stand identified, is the
PHILIPPI, vV. Va., March 23.-Abner only true Bible church; and is in harmony with
Vernon, alias numerous other names, a the New Testament church in doctrine and
Mormon preacher, was arrested at or near church organization; and had its origin in fulfillClements, on the Grafton and Greenbrier ment of Bible prophecies?
E. Curtis Affirms,
Railroad last Saturday night, brought
D. J. Moulden Denies.
here on a hand car and lodged in jail to
2d. Do the Scriptures teach that the Advent
_answer a charge of adultery.
Christian Church with which I, D. J. Moulden,
To-day he made full confession to 1us- stand identified, is the only true Bible church; and
tice Hovatte and Prosecuting Attorney is in harmony with the New Testament church, in
doctrine and church organization; and had its
Teter. In this confession he says that he origin in fulfillment of Bible prophecies?
has a wife somewhere and that he has·
D. J. Moul<len Affirms,
E. Curtis Denies;
lived unduly and criminally with two
King James' translation of the Bible shall be
other married women. One- of these is
E. Curtis,
residing at Simpson, Taylor county, and the standard of evidence.
D. J. Moulden.
the other atClarksburg. He says he has
Discussion is to begin Monday evening, May
found it necessary to change his name 25th, I1l9I, at the Latter Day Saints' church in
Rich Hill, Missouri, and each proposition to be
sometim~s and in other ways disguise himdiscussed four (4) nights (in succession. J. C. C.)
self so as to evade arrest.
·
Speeches to be twenty minutes each, and each
His story is lengthy, giving d9tails and session
to last two (2) hours (beginning. J. C. C.)
particulars of a number of crimes. He 7:30 o'clock.
·
denies being a polygamist, but says he is
The Advent Christians to seat and light the
a follower of Joe Smith.. One of the house for the occasion, the Latter Day Saints to
E. Curtis,
women he has been living with is now in · furnish the house.
D. J. Moulden.
this county, and will most likely have to
J. C. CHRESTENSEN, Branck Pres.

answer the several serious charges made
against her by Vern on in his confession.
There is but ,one sentiment among the
people here, and that is that he should be
given a vigorous-prosecution. The prosecuting attorneyis of opinion that the la'Y
sho~ld be given full sway, and there seems
to be no dissenting voice.
A CARD FROM ELDER SHINN,
To the Editor of the Register.

Sm: - Your special• telegram from
Philippi, West Virginia, dated March 23,
concerning "Rev." Abner Vernon, of the
United Brethren Church, calls him "a
Mormon preacher." Mr. Vernon's family
reside near this place and are good and respectable folks: He was expelied from
the "Reorganized Church of ,the Latter
Day. Saints" about. two years .ago and subsequently joined the United Brethren at
Adamston, near this city. It is perhaps
not true that he said "he was a follower
of Joseph Smith." If he had been he
would not have been arrested as your correspondent state.s. He .is therefore not ''a
Mormon .preacher" ,of the Latter Day
Saints' Church. .
D. L. SHINN,
Elder and,, Missiqnary ;for West Virginia; of
the Church of the Latter Day Saints.
CLARKSBUBG,

W. Va.1 March 27th.

There was nota man in an the earth who
had"moretq do than. Daniel, .the Secretary of
State, andyet we find him three times a daY
bowing before.God in prayer. There are men
in t;>U.r, day who say they are too busy to be re!lgious.-Tal~age ..

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Decatur district conference will convene at
Allendale, Missouri, at ten o'clock on Saturday,
June 2oth, r89r. The brethren will please take
notice that the February conference voted that
the subject of delegate representation should be
considered at the June session, hence there
s)10uld be a general attendance in order that the
matter may be fully considered, if the body so
desires.
Statistical reports should be sent by the
branches, and also the progress and condition
of each branch should be reported by the president either in person or by letter; or by some
acting priest, teacher or deacon present, and authorized to so Epeak for it. This has. been a matter too much neglected heretofore by the
branches, often no one being either authorized
or prepared to give us information concerning
branch officers. There is need of a reformation
in this respect, and every branch should understand that the interests of the work make it necessary that it should send at least one officer to report its progress and situation; and· more than
one if it can do so.
Undoubtedly many will drive ov.er oh Friday'
or at least so as to reach Allendale by Saturday
noon. Those intending to go by rail should notify Bro. E. Keeler, of Grant City, or ] .. Hammer,
of. Allendale, so that enough conveyances may be
provided to take them from Grant City to Allendale without cost to the visitors.
H. A. STEBBINs, Dist. Pres .•
Knox, Indiana,. conference will. be ht'lld at
Knox;Indiana, June 13th arid If!h, r89l, and we
kindly extend invitation t::J all the Saints. A
home will b(') provided for all that come. Do
not hesitate about coming because the Saints are
few in number here. We have a .church bouse
to hold·meetings in.
. .
. ·
·
ALMA H. ADAIR,
In behalf of the Knox branch.
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The North Michigan district conference will
meet at Coleman, June 13th and 14th; as appointed at the last conference. Hope to have
full and complete reports of branches and ministers; and as usual, we expect to have a glorious
time.
J. J. CORNISH.
The Fremont district conference will convene
at the Saints' Church at Farm Creek, Saturday,
June 13th and 14th, r89r. We hope all will attend that possibly can.
HENRY KEMP, Dist. Pres.
Conference of the Northern Minnesota district for the summer of r89r will be held at
Detroit, Becker county, Saturday and Sunday,
June 13th and 14th.
There will also be a reunion at the same
place, beginning with the above named conference, and continuing until June 2rst.
GEORGE GouLD, Dist. Pres.
NOTICES.
To the Saints of the Chatham district: All
wishing to attend conference on June 13th, I
have made arrangements with the C. P. R., for
the morning train to stop at the Zone town hall
and let us off; we are then only a few rods from
the hall. All coming from the west take the
train that reaches Chatham about nine o'clcok a.
m. All coming from the south take the morning
train on the Erie & Huron. All coming from
Wallaceburg take the first train which leaves
there at 6:45a.m., but those further north must
come to Wallaceburg or Chatham on the r2th.
We got there and back for one and one-third
fare, therefore if those west of Chatham cannot
get any reduction they had better take· their
tickets to Chatham and get them here for the
balance of tlfe way. The first train on Monday
morning will stop and bring us home again.
Let us turn out, Saints, and fill the coache•.
~
R. CoBuRN, Bishoj's Agent.
Whereas, A mistake has occurred in the notice
of conference and reunion of our district in Herald of March r4th, I hereby give notice that the
above named meeting will commence on Friday,
June 19th. Place of meeting, Applegate Crossing, Medina river, twelve miles south of this
place. Those coming from a distance by railway
will please inform Bro. W. G. North in due
time. His address is, S. A. & A. P. passenger car
shop.
L. L. WIGHT,
Pres. West.ern Texas Dist.
FIFTH QUORUM OF ELDERS.
Bretkren:-As we shall .Issue a circular letter
er"e.long, we desire to secure the present perma,
nent address of each member·"of the quorum, and
ask that you send us your address at once. It
will only cost one cent.
Will the following named brethren send me
the ifems of birlh, baptism and confirmation;
also their elder's license, that I may issue them
a quorum license: Leonard Scott, D. T. Winn,
George Jenkins, J. L. Goodrich, Levi Atkinson,
George Gre~n and L. F. Daniels?
The following names were dropped because of
failure to report: A. N. Bishop, J. B. Eaton,
Elisha McEverts, T. H. Humes, David Powell,
Parley P. Powell, Joseph Wheeler, Oliver Johnson and W. D. Kelley.
T. W. WILLIAMS,
Sec. o/ ~uorum.
Address, Temple; Lake county, Ohio.
DIED.
RoBERTS.-David Roberts departed this life
August 29\h, r89o;. at big home in Poftawattamie county, Iow\1; aged 83 years and 6 months.
Bro. Roberts received the latter day gospel when
it was first introJiuc::ed in Wales, being t.he first
to obey it in.. Swansea, where he was a great
help to the chur~h, several of the elders making their home with him. . During the time O·f
disappointment by reason. of the apost<rsy he
retained the faith an(]. passed awa.y trusting in
God and in the pope of the resurrection of the
just. He .leav.es a comp11nion arid six children
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and several grandchildren ·to mourn his loss.
Funeral services by H. N. Hansen.
KEMP.-On April 3oth, r89r, Sr. Mary Matilda Kemp, beloved wife of. Bro, Alfred Kemp, of
Ponder's End, Enfield, Middlesex, England.
After 9 years and fou1- months of helpless suffering, borne with exemplary patience, our sister
fell asleep at the age of 6r years. She never
said "my lot is bard," but died in perfect acquiescence with the will of almighty God. All her
family but two are of the household of faith.
These she exhorted most earne~tiy to continued
faithfulness, and feelingly besought the remaining two to become Saints also,.and to "enter in
at the door." She was truly kind to any London
elders who journeyed to Enfield or Ponder's End
to preach the gospel. Interred at Enfield ceme'
tery, May 6th. Requiescatin .face.

BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE
. BEGUN.
Tuesday, May 5th, the debate began. Our first report
will appear in Patriot for May 14th. We shall be prepared
for some time to furnish our entire repOl't to new subscribers. Send in names at once.
LAMBERT BROS. Publishers,
Lamoni, Decatur Co .. Iowa.

ONE

FARM

ANOTHER

~OR

SOLD,

SALE.

This one is located 2\1, miles north-east of Lamoni, Ia.,
contains j! 9@ acres, all fencei!, and some division fences;
House, Stable, G>·anary, Corn-criQs, Young Orchard, and
3 good Wells. $ll> pe1.• acre..
.

Enquire of agent, ROBERT LYLE,
2rmar3m
Lamoni, Iowa.

SPIRITUAL GIFTS
AND

THE SEER OF PALMYRA:.

A MONTHLY JOURNAL.

J.

~

This journal is not the organ of any sect, denomination or party, but is published solely for
the dissemination of knowledge upon Chrlstianity,Temperance, Social and Moral Reforms, and
its. columns are open. to all who wish to speak
pointedly, pithily and practically upon these
questions; who believe that the Word of God
and reason are the only rules of faith .and practice for Christians as well as Moralists.
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
The intention is to conduct the journal as a
medium for giving both sides of the question, and
no .favoritism or prejudice by us will be exercised
in regard to authors, as communications will be
published without names or nom de plumes unless
desired.
An exceptio,n will be made in the case of controversies, when each writer must and shail know
his adversary.
Short, forcibly written communications, worded in the spirit of love, are invited upon any
theme bearing. upon the above outlined subjects,
with the appended qualifications. Address all
matter for publication to
MARY A. WATSON,
Drawer F, St. Marys, Ont.
A postal card requesting a sample copy will
receive a prompt response.

ZION'S

ENSIGN

Published every Saturday at

A Revision of "Spiritual Gifts," With Supplement and
Appendix. N1·arly twice the reading matter of Spiritual
Gifts. Paper covers 35cts., full cloth binding 60 ,cents.
For Sale at "Herald Office," or by M. H. Bond, Willoughby, Ohio. Liberal Discount to Agents.
4apr
ROBT. WINNING,
President.

D. F. NICHOLSON,
Cashier.

FARMERS BANK,
LAMONI,
IOVV A,
PAYS INTEREST ON TIME DEPOSITS,

Money to Loan.
FARM: LANDS AND TOWN I,OTS FOR SALE.

A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
Setting forth the order and nature of the Priesthood, and defining the duties and prerogatives
of all the Church Officials, including the First
Presidency, and also the Deacons, as set forth in
the Revelations of God and decisions of the
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
the Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
Price 25 cents including postage.

Brethren { ~:

~: ~~;INSON }Editors.

Subscription p:riee, ilU.• OO per year.·
It is devoted to the spreading of religious truth ,as
viewed by the Saint•.
Each is•ue, contains a sermon by one of the-ministry,
reports of the different societies in the church, and ar~~~~~:.earing upon or explanatory of the doctrines of the

It is the intention to make it a help to the missionary
at home and in the field; a sourr.e of comfort to the scattered one• who are denied church privileges, and to bring
the Saints into cloeer relationship with each other.

MILL FOR SALE.
SHELBY MILL FOR SALE, situated in
Shelby, Shelby county, Iowa. For full particulars enquire of Mrs. Abby A. Bristol, Vineland, New Jersey.
.RUl!NI!l\

For Sale in Lamoni, Iowa.
Store building sold with goods, or rented at a
reasonable rate. Good reasons given for selling.
For further information, address P. 0. Box uz,
Lamoni, Iowa.

BINDING.~

BIBLE SYNOPSIS.
Only three or four hundred left. I will sell
the remainder at $r each, or six to any a'ddress
for $5; still a larger discount to agents. Send to
the Herald Office at Lamoni, Iowa, or J. J. Cornish, Reed City, Osceola county, Michigan.
27-12-3m

Notice.
When changing yonr place of re.sidence, or desiring
your paper sent to a different post-olfice, be particular in
g1ving; in full, the name of the post-office, county, and
state where you had been last receiving it, and distinctly
state the name of the post-office, :county and state to
which yon wish your paper sent in the future.
When mailing a letter, whether in a railroad car, ou a
steamboat, .or while visiting at a friend's, in every instance give your. own address where you are taking your paper.
If yonrpaper has been discontinued, state where you
have last been taking it, and the time it was stopped.

AUTUMN

LEAVES,

Published monthly for the

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,

The Scientific Defense of the Latter Day Faith.
240 pages, bound in cloth, price $:l.

S. F. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa.

GERMAN TRACTS.
~Tracts in the German Language may be had of Bro.
Ad. Richter, Burlington, Iowa: The Baptism, 6 cents;
the Repentance, 5 cents; the Principles of the Gospel, 6
cents: the Epitome o! l<'aith, 2c.; the Sixth Trumpet, a
fifty-four page pamphlet, 25c. 'l'hese prices include
postage.

HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
or sale my Honse of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace in i.t, and water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.

-..8..-

SY~IBOLOGICAL

Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
BY A. J. MAPES.
ICCJ4 pages, cloth bound. Price 35 cents each.

For mru.e by BRo. H. R. MILLS,
INDEPENDENCE,

M. Walker, J!d!tor ad hbUsl!.e:.
The following is the .contents of the June
Autumn Leaves: ,
Frontispiece, The Bird's Nest-Fourteen to
One, a true story-:-The Wind's Song-Judgment
of the Holy Ghost-·To-morrow-:-Land Taxation-The Worst of Crimes-Our Loved OnesSermon by President Joseph Smith-BeyondThe Boy with a Hobby and What Came of itMy Boys and Girls-Our Japan-The To;Jd, and
Bee-Stings-Bird's Nest-Life of Elder John
Brush-Safe, Sure, and Steadfast-The Cnamber Over the Gate-Department of Correspondence- English Rulers- Editor's Corner- My
Sabbath Day - Domestic Departmhnt- The
Last Good-Night-Round Table.
~

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
--)BY THE(--

Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA,

.REVJ:§.ll:T:ED,

A.ND THE WORLD STORY RETOLD;

OR

A General Stock of Merchandise

FLEXIBLE

The Inspired Translation· of the Holy Scriptures bound In limp leather, flexible covers, similar to the binding. of the Oxford Sunday-school
Teachers Bible. Price, by mail, $4.
;

27dec3m, eow

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,

.The Trnt~ by Three Witnesses-Christianity in the
Fnst and Nmeteenth Century-'rhc Ancient and Modern Pharisee-The Revelations of Emmanuel Swedenborg-Modern uspirit MediPms," and IIvpnntic Religious ~·Re;vival,'' as Against Reason and Bible 'l'estimony, and in Contrndininctkn to the Work of "The Latter
Day Seer,, Examined in the Light of PACTS and Human
History-A Rational and SCl'iptnral Exposition or ExiS~~~tion of O!d and New IJ'(:>fl-.tttment Propbecy and Dnc-

·

INSPIRED TRANSLATION.

TERMS :-FIFf'Y CENTS A YEAR.

Or
By M. H. BOND.

Francisco, California.

B. WATSON, EDITOR.

SEQUEL TO SPIRJIT11JAL GIFTS.
JJiodern PropJtets a:fter ancient types.
Who was Joseph Smith¥
Was he a religions .impostoi' ~
Was he a "Spirit Niedium"?
What does the Bible say about Josepl1
Smith!

ADDRESSES.
E. C. Briggs, 203 West Walnut street, Chicago, Ill.
C. A. Parkin, 2910 Sixteenth St., Near Mission, .San

PEN AND PLATFORM,

!do.

And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by J ooeph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges •••••• 1
rmitation Morocco, gilt edges ••••.••••••••••• 2
Morocco, gilt edges ......................... 2
New Testament, Inspired........ • • •• • • •• • • •
BOOK OF MORMON".
Roan, sprinkled edges ....................... 1
[mitation Morocco, gilt edges •••.•••••••••••• 1

ISO
00
ISO
'fiS

211
50

THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ••••••••••• 1 211
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •••••••••••••••• 1 110
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides ••••••••••••.• 2 110
The Harmony ·contains all the hymns in the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of mll!!ic, comprising about ~23
~~mes, and full ill!!tTuctioM on choir and anthem music.
BRANCH RECORDS.
Leather backs and corners, muslin sides; printed
headings, and ruled for Record of Names, Blessing of Children, and for Marriages ••••••••••• 2 00
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" HEA:BKEN TO THE WoRD 011' THE LoRD: :II'OB THEBII SHALL . NOT ANY MAN boll!& TOU Jl.A.Tll lAVB .l'l :1111 00 WXI>'II~ .A.liiD 0olJot1liP'!BII
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pagg 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELmVE THAT ONE MAN ~HOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONII WoMAN BU'f 0Jm liUSBAlnl! BX<lliP.r Ill 0A8ll 011' DliATH, Wlillll!! lhTilliB
IB AT LmERTY TO MABRY AGAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec.109, par. 4.
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S A I N T s' H E R A L D :

Ofllcial Paper of the Reorganized Church of J esUB Chrillt OJ
Latter Day Saints
PuBLISHED AT LAMONI, DECATUR COUNTY, IOWA,
Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
'!'he Traveling Ministry, Dis~rict and Branch Presidents'
and the Bishop's Agents, are req1,1ested to solicit new sub-

acribers, and help build up the paper and the publication

de:E~::'e':tietters and Subscriptions must be sent to David
·Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Registered Letter, or Express.
Entered as second class matter at Lamoni Post Office.

Lamoni, Iowa, June 6, I8gi.
there was such a book in existence as the Book
of Mormon, until it was presented to me by Parley P. Pratt, in the form that it now Is."
PHINEAS BRONSON.
HIEL /3_RONSON.
MARY D. BRONSON.
Brother Hie! thinks It was in I834, but sister
Mary, his wi~e, and I think it was In I833, so we
have put it in r833 or 1834.
PHINEAS BRONSON.

Statement of William B. Smith, the
surviving brother of Joseph and Hyrum
EDITOR.
JOSEPH SMITH
Smith, who in the closing years of a
ASSOCIATE EDITOR.
W. W. BLAIR
long life is waiting the summons of the
ASSISTANT EDITOR.
R. S. SALYARDS
·pale reaper to call him to his answer and
his rest.
Lamoni, Iowa, June 6, 1891.
/Written for the Herald].
There has been a great speculation In the
Christian Church made out of the Braden get-up,
BOOK OF MORMON PROOF.
charging Elder Sidney Rigdon with the crime of
THE following items will give the elders
additional proofs with regard to Sidney plagiarism concerning the Spaulding Manuscript
and the origin of the Book of Mormon. This lie
Rigdon's alleged connection with Joseph
Smith before the publication of the Book of Braden's may serve as a saving regeneration
in the Disciple Church, if so be. they have no
of Mormon:
better food to live on than manufactured falsePRINCEVILLE, Ill.,
hood. H the spirits of men long since gone to
March 14th r872.
Bro. Joseflt .:-I l~arn of late. that some of the their haven of rest, could look down upon earth
opposers of the Ch~rch of Jesus Christ of Latter to behold the falsehood and follies of aspiring
cranks and bigots who seek to gain a popular poDay Saints are res~rting to an old story, that the
sition in the religious world, surely this fraud
Book of Mormon was manufactured from a romance of one Soldmon Spaulding, and was ac- charged i.1pon Elde.r Rigdon by this Braden Discomplished by one \Sidney Rigdon. Being some- ciple would stir Rigdon, if such a thing could be,
what acquainted whh Elder Rigdon in the early into a mocking laughter at Braden's folly in imhistory of the Church, and have heard him inter-. posing upon him a charge of having had. connecrogated both in pu!;llic arid in private concerning tion with the origin of a book which he never
his knowledge of the Book of Mormon, an.d the saw until nearly a year after it was putinto print.
No such man a& Elder Rigdon .ever visited .my
Spaulding Romance, and at one particular time
.and place while prtfachingto a large congrega- father's house, to my certain knowledge, prior to
the publication of that Book of Mormon. And.
tion, bore his testimony with such power. in the
the first knowledge I ever had. of Elder Rigdon
Spirit of God that, scores were soon after bapwas nbt until it was publicly announced that he
tized, and joined the Church, I S1Jbmit the following testimony from two others and myseif.~ had become a convert to the faith and doctrine
We, the undersigm!d, feeli.t our duty, and are of Mormonism; through the instrumentality of
willing to bear our testimony concerning the P. P. Pratt and Oliver Cowdery, who had presented him with the· Book of Mormon while on
Bool,i of Mormon' at any reasonable time and
a mission from the state of New York to the
place,· and especia)ly concerning the following
town of Kirtland, state of Ohio, where Elder
incident in relation to Elder Rigdon.
In the spring of I833 or I834 at the house of Rigdon at the time held a pro!Ilinent position as
a DisCiple minister in the Christian Church.
Samuel Baker, near New Portage, Medina.counThe facts of Elder Rigdon adopting the faith of,
ty, Ohio, we whose signatures are affixed, did
these first elders.that was sent out on missions,
hear ,Elder Sidney :Rigdon, in the presence of a
became so prominent, and so publicly known that
large congregation, say he ·had been informed
much inguky was excited among the .people of
thatsome.in the neighborhood had accused him
Kirtland, Mentor and Painesville,. concerning the
of being the instigator of the Book of Mo.rmon.
doctrine ofthfs new faiththat was. brought to
Standing in the door-way, there being many
them by .those Mormon missionaries, that. it was ·
standing in the door-yard, he,ho!ding up the
, !look of Mormon, .said, "I testify in. the presence thought advisable t() call a public meeting of the
citizens and appoint a committee of three. hon()r'
()f this congregatiop, .and before God and all the
H:o~y •· Angels up· yonder, (pointing towards, ·able men and empowerthem to go to York $tate
· heav:en), before whom I expect to give .account and to visit the town of Palmyra and neighborjudgment day, thatl n.eve~ saw a sentence hoqd where the Smiths had lived, to enquire out
tge chara~ter of the fa,rnilt . . Elder Rigdon,
the ]3qok of M()rmot~, l never .penned a s.enof!he :B<>ok .of ~ormoh,'I never knewtpat John Carl and. a· tnan by the name. of ~dward

No. 23.
Partridge were thus appointed; and suffice it to
say that on their return and report to the people
of Mentor, Painesville and vicinity of their findings of the character of the Smith family, all
three of this committee on their return home to
Phio, became full-fledged believers in the Book
of Mormon, becoming thereafter prominent members of the Church of Latter Day Saints. Such
are the facts and all told of Elder Rigdon's alleged plagiarism and connection with the Book
of Mormon.
I have been very much impressed for the last
tew days to write out this statement. No
stranger from a distance could have visited your
father, holding private or public conference with
him, without ~he family knowing it; and to my
certain knowledge no strangers visited about my
father's house during that period of time in
which the work of translating the found record
was going on.
Witness my testimony and seal,

w.

B. SMI'l'H.

THE TROUBLE AND THE REMEDY
AGAIN.
ELSEWHERE we give an article by F. T.
Baker, of Cuba, Kansas, reviewing an
editorial found in HERALD for J anuat:y
31st,
We do not wish to enter into a political
discussion with the writer of this review;
but, as in our judgment he clearly misunderstands uElihu", as he pleas,es to call us,
we think it competent to call his attention,
and others as 'well, to the pith of our
article; and some thoughts in connection
therewith.
.We ha:ve not censured, and do not censure. the "toiling masses for making an
effort to lift themselves out of the terrible
condition that they occupy to-day;'' We
acknowledged the existence
of the
"trouble," in the editorial under review;
and concede that the condition of many
of the. poorer classes is. a very deplorable
O!_le, especially in the centers .of commercial and manufacturing activity~the large
cities and mining districts. We do not
conpede that this condition i.s tmiversal, or
thatit is so bad as politicians have claimed;
and fortunately for us our reviewer admits
that this land is a land of plenty, in the
following language:. "Ina lahd of plenty
like·ours, every citizen that is. willing to
work should be assured of plenty for his
family."
.If this land. is "a land of plenty" it is so
because of the facility With which men can
maintain themselyes at?-d those deptmdent
upon them for sustenance; because that
men who. are. disposed to laj:mr and he
diligent in businesl> can acquire a cs>~
petency; ~nd do, as a rule, .have something
.to eat and wear and places to inhabit a bovt)
dire need,
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Our objection, i.£ there was one in the,
editorial, is that the premise on .which the
charge of vicious legislation· is made, and
as a remedy £or which other and different
legislation is demanded, is an erroneous
one; and we believe that while this error
remains as the basis upon which future
legjslation concerning finance is demanded,
the relief sought will not be obtained; and
hence, it is the mflthods by which "the
toiling masses" are seeking to lift them~
selves from the unfortunate conditions in
which they. are to which we objected.
"Elihu" identifies himself with the toiler;
feels the keenness of the privations to
which the toiler and those depending upon
him are subjected; recognizes the advantages which accrue to the wealthy, and
deplores that laws seemingly favor the
rich and discriminate against the poor; but
this is the case with all law, however
beneficial the makers intended them to be;
and the discrimination against the poor
which it is claimed 1s the direct object
aimed at by/the law makers, is the re~ult
of the very principles by which personal
liberty, safety and prosperity of the poor
man are made .possible, the principle by
which the greatest good to the greatest
number is to be secured. Law is
but crystalized public opmwn, and
legislative enactments are the formulated expressions of the convtctton
and will of the people through their
representatives chosen by the people from
among themselves. That men, few or
many, can attain to extreme wealth under
the statute laws, is for the same reason
that any have the opportunity and may
secure tqe necessities of life and more, including a competency.
Our reviewer admits that "a great many
of the poorer classes are to a great extent
responsible for their extreme poverty."
This is all that "Elihun stated or claims.
For this reason this same "Elihu" urged
that if the causes which produced for this
"great many" their condition of "extreme
poverty" and for which they are respon~i
ble, as our reviewer admits, were removed
or had never ·existed, there would have
been no reason for complaint.
The
absence of similar causes with all others
would remove a similar condition from
consideration in trying for the remedy.
''That the condition of the masses is the
result of a preconcerted arrangement," is
by no means proved hy the statement of
the "I and my European friends," of the
Hazzard circular. There is far more than
"the shadow of a doubt" on the point. In
fact, there is so much of a shadow that we
do not believe the statement at all.
That the conflict between the two sections of the country over the question of
slavery, was the opportunity for moneygetting by both rich and poor, outside of
those of the army rank and file, may be
conceded. The necessities of the Republic
was the money lenders' money harvest
time; and a vast number of men who had
no money to lend, but did have goods,
wares, merchandise, wits, cheek or bluster
for sale or as commodities on which to
barter and trade made, that is, gathered
together moneys and their equivalent.

c

That individuals and companies of in~
dividuals have planned to accumulate ·
wealth is true since fhe world has stood,
and must continue true. "In unity there
is strength" is as true·of capital as oflabor,
or enterprise; the primary object of such
planning for unity being the good to result to the planners. Wealth has accrued
to the few by reason of their being in condition to take advantage of the opportunities afforded by factitious circumstances,
and this condition has frequently been as
open to the men with lean pursesas to
those with full ones, pluck and enterprise
standing for money .. There are not many
men now in the ranks of millionaires in
the United States that were .born with the
traditional "golden spoon" in their mouths;
while there are numbers of men who have
reached eminence and wealth from the
poorest and smallest beginnings. Many
of the world's leaders and heroes were
rich; but it was not their riches which
made them to be leaders; the qualities that
made them leaders gave them wealth.
We took the miner~ as an illustration,
simply because we had some exptTience
among them; and for the further reason
that we know that in cert-~iri districts they
are numerous, and as a ch1~s are paid little
enough at best for the hazat.dous 11nd h~.rd
labor that they perform and have just
right to complain of class legislation
against their occupation; and also because
they are among the foremost in an endeavor to have things set right by legislation.
A strike bv this class of toilers a few
years ago cost them over $2,000,000 in
cash, besides the estimated cost of living
during the continuance of the strike and
the constructive loss caused by being out
of work (that is, the amount which they
would have earned if at work). This
money was worse than wasted, as no permanent good resulted to the miners.
If we should have gone into the pen·itentiaries for types, it would have been for
illustrations that drink was the direct or
indirect inciting cause to crimes which
make reform schools, asylums, jails and
penitentiaries necessary, and not for a type
of wage-workers, or toilers; and we .can
see no proper comparison between mines
and penitentiaries, or see why our reviewer
asks the question why we did not "go into
the penitentiaries for a type of our American farmer, and the great army of laborers?" Does our reviewer wish us to understand that the mines do not afford a type
of toilers, or that the penitentiaries do aford types of our farmers and laborers?
We have taken pains to investigate the
subject of ·the life, characteristics, homes
and habits of the American people; and
know that thirfty labor, careful economy
and independence go hand in hand, and
success is usually the result; while carelessness, unthrifty idleness and living beyond ones income is by far too general in
nearly all classes of the American people.
We have seen thousands, and from many
Jands; and write from conviction, and
from close r,eading upon the subject-and
still we know but little about it.
"Elihu" calls attention to the drink bill

of the United States. The .year of the .
great strike the drink bill was some $8bo,ooo,ooo. Of this the working men paid
$45o,ooo,ooo; . the other. $35o,ooo,ooo being paid by the bankers, merchants, manufacturers, capitalists and men .of all pro~
fessions not classed as wage workers. The
relative proportion of the population .classed as working men, or producers in the
sense that labor is a producer, and the rest
has usually been given at:about four-and:_
one-half ofthe first to three and a half of
the btter named; and if, the drink bill
named in the . Working Woman from
which we quoted it, for the year 18901
was $1 ,28o,ooo,ooo, the relative proportion of the bill of the other classes will
swell the whole amount to nearly twice
that sum, an amount nea~ly equal to the
national debt; and mote than enough, if
:husbanded, to pay the whole remaining
debt in two years. The point which we
intended to make in referring to the working men's drink bill, was not to say that t.hey did all the drinking, but to suggest
that it was in their power,: and not in the
Congress or the state legislatures to stop
this enormous drain on the working men's
earning~.
If we showed that $2.00 per
month was. expended by a worker for
drink. the whole amount per year would
be $24.00 the Equivalent of four barrels of
flour, or eight hundred pounds, at $6.oo
.per barrel, (our last purchase was at $2.90
per cwt), and this would furnish bread for
a family of six persons, so estimated,
father, mother and four children. The
man that spends that sum for beer, wine,
whisky, or other intoxicating beverages,
and then complains that his family's need
for bread is attributable to legislation by
which the volume of currency is decreased,
is making a serious mistake and should be
willing to correct this drain upon his resources first, before laying the fault of his
poverty to existing legislation.
There is no similarity between desperadoes conspiring to wreck a trairi to pillage
and destroy life, and the peaceful combining of men as citizens to further their own
fortunes, in whiCh neither life nor personal
liberty are in-volved. There is no comparison between slavery, African slavery,
and the servitude of the man held to labor
for the bread that perishes by reason of
his personal surroundings compelling him
to work for wages, or for the products of
the ground, as does the farmer. In the
first the persons held in bondage had no
legal existence other than as chattels,
were in person subject to labor for others
at their bidding and discretiop, were subject to sale as chattels, had no property,
nor personal rights in wife, children,
houses, lands, or any species of property,
and were subject to compulsion to labor
by the lash, or other torture inflicted under
the protection of statute enactments; in
the other, men have a legal existence as
created intelligent beings, equal before the
law; as men, with all other men, having
personal rights in wife, children, and
property rights in houses, lands, and any
and all other species of property which no
other may invade without penalty; rights
which are the rights of free men, entitled
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to a voice in making the laws under which drink and the use of tobacco were the only
causes qf the poverty and want that exist,
they live, rights sacred to all.
To labor is the normal condition of man; nor that· if it were not for these there
to "eat his bread in the sweat of his face," would be no "such thing known" as povwas the beneficent fiat of his Creator; and erty and want. Nor did we say that the
it is this necessity to labor that is the bond- use of drink and tobacco was confined to
the laboring classes; we knew better than
age complained of by our reviewer.
"Elihu" has no comfort to offer to any ~that; but the fact that others besides the
one who seeks to evade the wise edict of working men were guilty of this useless
the Creator. He deplores as much as any extravagance and waste, by no m.eans jusone has need to do, the terrible and wide- tifies it in that class.
The burden, however, falls more heavily
spread service paid to the mammon of unrighteousness, the awful depravity result- upon the working men for the reason that
ing from the depth of the love of money, it must be taken from the earnings of their
the root of all evil, and the consequent labor, not from their accumulated wealth.
wrongs resulting to individuals in society And while we may concede them the
and to society itself, from the improper privilege to spend their earnings afte'r the
pursuit after wealth; but all this does not dictates of their own wills, we have the
change the conclusion that man must right to remind them of the folly of it if
needs labor if he would have either a com- spent in this way.
petency, or a luxurious overplus of riches.
·The chief reason why the true gospel is
Lincoln's suspicions, for he calls them preached among the working men, and
that, were evidently aroused by what he poorer classes, is that it was designed to be
saw in money getting circles in and around so-"The poor have the gospel preached
the Capital City; a center into which the unto them,'' was the word sent by the
worst as well as the best of the Nation's Savior back to John upon the inquiry of
representative men gravitated during and the latter whether the people were to "look
at the close of the war; and in the great for another." It was so then; there is no
strain made upon him as theN ation's leader reason why it should be different now.
during that awful time his mind was over- Our reviewer has unjustly criticised Elihu,
shadowed by the gloo!lly forebodings in- and made an issue where none existed.
duced by ill health and mental overwork . More corn grows in crooked. rows than in
and anxiety. From sadness resulting from straight.ones; more wool grows on white
the necessity for the spilling of human sheep than on black ones; an:d there are
blood, and the sacrifice of life and money more poor and comparatively poor hear
to wipe out the Nation's curse, the man the gospel than rich, or extremely wealthy,
had grown melancholy. His restless days and for the same general reason.
and sleepless 11ights, his conscientious reWe know of no reason why the toilers
gard for the people's good, the bitter, bit- of America should "support a class whose
ter denunciations of foes north and south sole· business is to furnish the money with
all conspired ;to make him suspicious, which to effect an exchange of commodimorbidly so, a'ild out of these he drew the ties." We do not set "this class apart for
picture our re\;iewer presents.·
this purpose;" and if all working men emIfthe religi(;m which we profess is cal- ployed them as little .as "Elihu" does, they
culated to make men more fit to be cit- would soon go out of business, the same as
izens here, and prepare them to become the whisky sellers, and for the same reagood .citizens in the kingdom to come, it son there would be no bpsiness for them.
would be proper for others to say if thev We object, decidedly, to paying tribute to
found few or many failing to so fit and liquor sellers, lawyers, doctors and the
prepare themselves for citizenship here money c;hangers. Interest is a slow eater,
and hereafter, there is need of reformation but eats enormously; sickness is an evil
in them, not in the church or the religion; never welcome, and always . destructive
just precisely the point involved in our of strength and resources; litigation is
former article; men neglect and ignore lawful strife in which he who engages in
the means already open to them to help it usually m<'kes the Chinese adage true:
them in their distressed condition; and, !<He who goes to law will lose a cow to
charging their failure upon the laws, ask win. a cat." The sellers of strong drink
for a change in the l~gislation, not in them" are like leeches, never satisfied as long as
selves. We suggested that the working there is life blood left in a victim; and the
men cease to pay such an awful tribute to life blood of citizenship is a competent
drink and apply the means thus saved to sum per diem to buy the daily bread.
One might argue that .if "wealth is the
legitimate use!l in the supplying of bread.
$ x.,~8o,ooo,ooo would buy and pay for product of labor," then the more labor the
426,666,666 cwt. of. flour at $3,00 per cwt.; more wealth. This would be true of labof·
which at four barrels per year for a family wisely direded and its products properly
of five, the average number of an Amer- fostered, It is the pennies saved rather
ican fa!llilY w0uld ..fur~ish 5;);;333•333 fam~ than those earned that make the man rich.
iHes:. with flour~. I tis said that figures will Tt is the last quarter or half inch in his
not lie, so if the drink bill for. the year r890 stature that makes the man tall. The .first
:was as large as the. Working Woman stated · five hundred or thousand dollars saved are
it to be, .can we be blamed .for. suggesting the buttresses upon which the fortune of a
that. this torrent of drink and waste be successful man is built. The frugal poor
stoppeg and. this part oftheremed y forhard man living • upon. and wit?in his daily
earnings, be theylittle or much, merges
times. should beapplied in relief;
· ·
no statement in our "The int~ the. wellcto-do man, thence in tothe
the. Remegy''·· that strong op. ulent. IJ is.the poor man', who is. waste•
'
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ful that has tne largest grudge against his
successful neighbor.
We leave our reviewer to account for
the reason that "money is a measure of the
value" of wealth, which is the product of
labor; and is not also a measure of the
value of labor. So many days' labor expended in producing a given amount of
wealth, which is valued at so much money
must give the aggregate value of the labor expended, and a division of this
amount by the number of days certainly
measures the value of each day's labor;
and this would make money the measure
oflabor, as well as of the product of wealth.
So it seems to us; but being neither a
financial expert, a money maniac, nor a
crank on the circulating medium, we are
content to leave these abstruse money
questions to those who may be informed
on the great money problem, ·though we
think that the man who fancies he has it
all at his fjnger's ends has as many sides
as it is said that able financier Stephen
Girard had: "An inside and an outside,
a right side and a left side, a front side and
a back side, and a blind.,side," which saying of a cotemporary gave rise to his being called Hseven sided Girard."
It sometimes happens that the price, the
measure of .the value of a commodity, does
not by any means depend upon the relative
amount of money in circulation to the products of labor. For instance, the section
of country about Lamoni had last year a
fairly good crop of corn and oats, but hay
was short. There was the same volume
of currency in circulation in the country
as usual. Farmers rejoiced greatly for
good prices ruled for what they had to sell,
and as compared with other years when:
crops were short and prices low, they had
good Rtores to sell. This spring hay would
bring $I I per . ton, last spring it W!"S
bought for $3.50. The money measure
remained unchanged, but the demand fOr
the commodity raised the price or. value of
it. Oats last spring were bought for 12 to
15 cents per bushel, this spring from 40 to
45· Corn last spring from 18 to 22, this
spring 45 to 65. The apple crop of Mis~
souri and Iowa has not .hitherto been in
market except locally; but. last year owing
to :>.failure in the east the apples of these
two states where there was an unusually
fair yield 1 were eagerly··sought after and
brought good prices. The value of the
crop was not affected by either an overplus
or a deficiency in the money; supply.
Our reviewer has sttpposed a case concerning Mr. Jones and his debt. "Elihu"
supposes another, the real facts of which
may be suppliei! if needed. A Mr. S. is a
poor manrenting land fro~ year to year;
supposition; last year he. rented a piece of
land .and as a~venture planted it to pota-,
toes. The season was" a peculiar one and
as a result the most of t.htf farmers failed
to r~ise an appreciabl~ crop of this excellent veg-etable. Mr. S. on the contrary
.becaus~ of difference in land and .time anc:l
culture raised . betwee.n three ..and fo11r
thousand bushels of potatoes which he was.
able .to dispose of at 70 to 75 cents per
l:)ushel; as ag~;rinst 15 to25 th~ year before,.
:tt1d. this ·spring ..the price• :was $J:..oo.··to
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This made .last year a profitable one to
him and his family, enabling him to pay
his debts, and .hav.e a respectable sum to
put by for future use. What relation .is
there between th1s man's crop of potatoes
and the inflation or contraction of the volume of currency; ·as it was a scarcity of
the tu.ber and not ari excess of money that
made the mark of value per bushel to him;
Now take the suppositions case of Mr.
Jones, and reverse the terms; suppose that
he had a bountiful crop and others a poor
one, would the price of his wheat depend
upon the supply of money in the public
purse, or upon the scarcity of wheat in the.
garners of the farmers elsewhere and the
fullness of his own bins.
The question of our reviewer is based
upon the idea that the farmer is necessarily
in debt and paying interest; and that he
ought to hire help so that the "poor man"
might have money to "pay hired help."
And further, the idea is given that the
farmer is necessarily paying interest and
taxes. Is this true? Superintendent
Porter gives the following· items concerning mortgages in Iowa and Alabama,
which if true in regard to Kansas and other
states, or approximately true, will hardly
confirm the idea that the condition of the
aggregate of farmers is one of chronic indebtedness. His report as published,
shows:
"In r889 the number of acres mortgaged
in Alabama was r,74442o; number of
acres in the state, 32.9'>56oo; per cent. of
acres mortgag-ed, 5·3· Number of acres.
mortgaged in Iowa, 3,240432; total number of acres in the state, 35,504,ooo; per
cent. of acres mortgaged, 9.1. The interest
charges in Alabama range from I to 40
per cent and in Iowa from r to 20 per
cent. Throughout the South and West
t.he contracts often state the debt is withcut inier<'st."
This show~ lcs~ than six per cent. of the
acre,g·e of AL•bama to be under mortgc;~re :1nd less th m ten per C<"nt. of that of
Iowa. Tl',e 11rgum<'nt woulrl seem to be
that the mas;;es are dependent upon this
ten per cent. of the mortgaged property,
or those paying the interest on it for
employment,
We think our reviewer
hardly intended to do that.
We do not oppose the people for asserting their rights. That is a privilege at~
taching to all men; and especially to
American citizens; and should in no sense
be denied them. But we fail to see the
octopus. So far as Alabama and Iowa
are concerned, it will be quite probable
that the ninety per cent. free acres will be
able to look after the ten that are in jeopardy.
We know but little about the railwav
system, with regard to the. rates charged
for transportation; but we do know that
few would be willing now to go back to
the dirt roads, plank roads and wagon
transportation of the ante-rail way days.
That the abuses of railway franchises
should be corrected and the charges for
transportation be made as low as practicable is conceded i and this is within the
province of the people who granted the
franchises, and authorized the existence of

the corporations, throughtheir representatives. We b!(lieve, however, that when
this is. done the men who are the active instruments ih regulating' the system of railway finance will be much better informed ·
on the subject than are many who are now
agitating the matter.
Th.e useless and extravagant appropriations of the public funds by Congress are
reprehensible, and should meet the unqualified condemnation of the people whose
money is squandered. But the sum stated
by our reviewer as having been disbursed
by the Fifty-first Congress, scarcely more
than equals the sum spent,last year by the
working men for a drink bill, if the Working Woman is correct; and being of the
class for which our reviewer is pleading,
why should it be thought an exaggeration,
or an improper and unwarranted statement. The one is as useless as the other,
and added together make a bad burden to
carry. The one is ip the direct reach of
the people, the other can only be reached
through the Circumlocation office; by the
formalities and fret of an election with
issues, and the risk of sending men who
will fail to carry out the supposed wishes
of their constituents.
Many "among the masses" have much
less than they deserve, and some have
much more. Are the measures sought to
be adopted by the course suggested and
written of in "Trouble and the Remedy,"
adequate to the equlllizing the amount
each should receive? Will the end sought
be so reached.
We by no means censure the people for
striving to better their condition; andit is
because we are solicitous that they shall
not injure their own cause that we wrote
as we did; for being identified with the
masses, both as to labor and means, we
not only feel the sympathy that humanity
should hold toward the suffering and distressed, but we hold such relation with
the poor to whom our mission calls UR to
preach and for whnni the promi~e was
made, "Blessed are the poor in spirit; for
thetrs is the ki"gdom of heaven," that we
cannot be indifferent to their welfare.
We in no sense apologize for vicious
legislation, and concede that there has
been much of it; but do not believe that
men sent by the people to the halls of
legislation differ so much and so widely
from their compeers and constituency, as
to become suddenly vicious by being chosen to represent the people; hence, the
greater portion of the legislation had must
be considered as being the result of an effort .to conserve the intere&ts of all. It
seems to us to be peculiarly incongruous
for the people to send representatives to
the state assemblies and to Congress, chosen from among themselves, chiefly for
their fitness to represent the people, and
then, when these representatives essay to
perform the duties incumbent upon them
to charge them with acting upon motives
of hostitility to the liberties and well being
of their constituency. If it is true that
sending men to Congress makes scoundrels of them, it is better to abolish the
institution at once. What assurance have
those engaged in the new reform that

when they shall change front and send
men from their midst to the Congress,
they will hot become like their predecessors. If there are too many. lawyers in
Congress already, why should a state
choose a man out of the ranks and send
nim to a law school to study law.
We are so far from thinking that the
working classes are "only entitled, to
enough to satisfy the. pangs of hunger,"
thatwe believe that the l~:~borer is entitled
to ·the best the land affords; that he gets
in many instances far too· little for his
labor. We think it doubt:ful, however,
whether it is consistent with true manhood to seek relief from ills to which we
may be subject, by the doubtful experiment of legislation, the remedy for which
lies largely within our own 'reach.
We approach no drunkard with a hope
to reform him, while in his drunken state;
we do try to reach him when in his sober
condition. The working men of this
country should be the sober stratum of
society as they are the honorable, the
virtuous-and the strong. It is to them the
world looks for the men of the period for
the times, -the social forces of the world's
redemption.
Gilded vice is found among the so-called
upper classes, vice unabashed and revolting is found in the lower; ~n the middle,
the working classes is where the strength,
the ~;afety of the nation will be found. If
this class makes a mistake fatal to their
own destiny, it will be their fault, and
the ruin they deprecate will be precipitated.
Just reform begins at home. There
the foundation of all success is laid. There
the maturing, planning, marshaling of
life's forces are consummated; and unless
the results of reform are not found there,
it will be almost useless to send the unreformf'd to assist in reforming what is out
of harmony abroad.
Two attempts have been made to realize the B,.,llamistic idea; both have so far
failed. We c:1re not to put colored glasses on. Those which are not colored,
through which we can see things clearly
as they are, are preferred. It will be
easier to look "backward" a hundred years,
and measure the future by it, than to project the vision forward a hundred years in
portrayal of a speculative theory the working details of which are to be left to unregenerated men. The Bellamy idea is in
our judgment destined to a similar fate as
the idea of Fourier, Cabet, the Rappists,
and several other advanced communists.
But for the American we hope better
things.
We believe that the religion of Christ is
destined to make men brothers; l::.ut until
conditions of human life shall be greatly
changed, thrifty labor and unthrifty idleness, careful competency and wasteful
opulence, indigent poverty and listless
wealth, will be found side by side; and
contemporaneous with them will be found
the wise provision of the philanthropist
and home loving statesman, the rude. ambition and love of place and power; the
forces of good that would save and help
all, and the forces of evil that would dis
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rupt all existent things, to try the hazard. ous changes of experiment and the impracticable schemes of unscrupulous seekers after selfish ends.
We advise our people to try what virtue
there is in the careful application of the
text, "Let him that thinketh he standeth
take heed lest he fall."
LIGHT ON ROMANISM.

WE give the following from the Western
Presbyterian for June 21st, 1889, containing some items of history useful to the
elders to have at hand when needed:

ment, and issued his order for every person to
deliver up the "inquisitors of heretical iniquity."
And this from the infallible man at Rome who
cannot make a mistake in act or judgment, and
w.ho a few months prior to this proclaimed his
approval of this book. At that time he was not
infallible in knowledge, or by even ordinary in·
telligence would have shown him that the gospel
in the common language of France would be
disastrous to his church in that land. ·And he
is such an infidel against God, and so afraid to
trust his people in to the hand ·Of God's Spirit of
truth, that he sweeps the Bible as a piece of
"heretical iniquity." 'Tis not strange that this
same Pope characterizes the British and Ameri·
can Bible societies as "moral pests."
I cannot get rid of the impression that a key to
the understanding of this medieval iniquity pro·
jected into our nineteenth century civilization is to
be found in a personal ambition of the Pope and
his cabinet for political ana .money power. The
Peter's Pence offering made throughout the
world last year reached the sum of $1,5oo,ooo.
An additional $IOo,ooo came from other sources.
Interest on invested capital amounted to $5oo,ooo. The Pope received $400,000 in gifts. Here
is an income of $2,500,ooo a year. And what is
done with it? There ls no instance that a hundred dollars of it has been devoted to the starving Catholics of Ireland and Italy.
At every social, moral, charitable and Scrip·
tural test this Rom ish church lamentably fails;
yet this is the church that has settled upon the
purpose of giving controling majorities in our
great Southwest and West in order .to drive the
Bible from our homes. Brethren of the Westland and Southland, beware t and again I say
beware!

The leading errors and corruptions of Romanism came fnto the church from the close of the
fourth century on, and all these errors, with the
exception of two, prior to the sevent.~enth century, when things in the ecclesiastical world
were under the shadowy corruption of the dark
ages. The Roman church as characterized by
the distinctive features of doctrine and practice,
is wholly unapostolic, and especially contradictory to the teaching of Peter, who is claimed to
be the historic and Scriptural authority in matters of dogmatic and ecclesiastical claims ..
The following exhibit of dominating errors
shows when they were introduced, and it also
shows that Protestantism has preserved a remarkable purity touching these things:
Intervention of Saints ......... •....
375
The service .in Latin................
6oo
Pope's supremacy. . . • • . . • • • • . . . . • . .
6o6
Images and relics.... .. . . . • .. • . .. .. .
7'87
Baptism of bells....................
965
Canonization of Saints............ . .
993
The celibacy of the priesthood. . • • . . . 1000
Transubstantiation.. • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 1000
Sale of indulgences................. 1090
Use of beads in worship .•..• :....... 1090
WASHINGTON, D. 0.
The sacrifice of the mass. • • . . . • . . • • . I roo
The conlesslof!al box................ 1215
Restriction of the Bible.... . • • • • • . . . 1546
JESTING IN THE PULPIT.
Purgatory. . . . •• . • . . . • . . .. • • . • . . .. . . • 1439
NoTHING is more out of place than for a
Worship of M~ry.... .... . . .. .. .. .. . 1563
minister to seek to be funny in the pulpit.
Seven sacrame,nts .................... '· I 547
This needs no argument in proof. The
Creed of Pope•Pius IV/,............ 1564
Immaculate cqnception............. 1854
Lord has said to his ministers, "Cast away
Papal infallibility..... . . . . . . . . . • . • . . 1870
your idle thoughts and your excess of
I consider that. one of the. most evil practices
laughterfar from you/ • . . cease from
of all Catholic errors is that of the suppression
all your light speeches, from all laughter,
of the Bible. Very few members of the Catholic
from all your lustful desires, from all your
church have a Bible. Not one priest in a hun- ·pride and lightmindedness, and from all
dred advises his people to take couns~I of the
your wicked doings."-D. C. 85:19, 37·
word of God, but of the priest, Recently a.,lady
A writer in an exchange has this to say
whose husband }Vas a bigoted Catholic, joined
on this and kindred matters:
my church, He .began attending evening serv"I am not insensible to the fact that there is a
Ice. He was soon under conviction of sin. He
temptation to the ministry to change the style
began to pray and read the Bible, neither of
arid character of their preaching, to become more
which he pad ev~r done before. The priest gave
sensational, to bid in the coin of the· market, to
his consent to this, when otherwise he would
flavor his feast, to fight the devil with his weaphave lost the mail.
ons, to use the Sunday paper to advertise topics
Some two ye\lrs ago Henry Lassene, the
for the pulpit, the most strange, startling and abdevout and poptilar writer of Paris, published surd. This is always bad policy, and in the end
the four gospels In the popular French tongue.
will leave death an<i spiritual barrenness. The
He found eager readers. The work spread
preacher may be original, attractive, eloquent,
through the provinces with marked favor artd
but always simple, evangelical, his message
rapidity. The Pope sent his approval and bless- obviously coming from above, shining with
ing. But as the French people read the. gospel
celestial light, opening up a way of. pardon even
in their native tongue, they found nothing about
to the chief of sinners.
the practices the priests had enjoined. As their
"We cannot improve on apostolic preaching as
understanding of the word increased, so grew
taught and recorded in the New Testament. If
their distrust in Romanism. This .confirmed the
we would draw the masses and fill our churches,
old position that the Catholic church does not
we must preach Christ, 11nd stand behind the
permit the .people to read the Scriptures, The
cross; '.and I, if I be lifted up wjl! draw all men
in the exerc.ise of his attribute of infallibiluhto me•'
.) promptly r()~ers~q his former infallible judg''I. would say to my brethrett, 'preach t!le word,
'
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be instant, in season and out of season.' Don't
aim in the pulpit to be funny, to excite merri.
ment, to use slang phrases and thus degrade your
calling.
"'He that negotiates between God and Man,
As God's ambassador, the grand concerns
Of judgment and of mercy, should beware
Of lightness in his speech. 'Tis pitiful
To court a grin when you should woo a soul;
To break a jest when pity would inspire
Pathetic utterances; and address
The skittish fancy with facetious tales,
· When sent with God's commission to the heart.'"
THE CHURCH IN NEW BEDFORD.

THERE is in the New Bedford, Massachusetts, Evening Journal, for May 9th,
a most excellent article on the Reorganized Church in New Bedford, including a
brief of the history of the organization of
the branch there, and an epitome of the
faith. From this article we give the following extracts:
No grand sanctury is theirs, no cathedral with
cloistered aisles, through which float the delicious
notes of softly pealing organ, or the richly
blended voices of vested choir, but humbly and
devoutly, in the simple manner of the people of
the early church, do these Latter Day Saints
offer up their praises to God.
It is ten years since such a sect organized for
worship in this city. On Sunday, February 2oth,
r881, a gathering of Christians met at the house
of the late Stephen D. Stacy, 34 Howland street,
and formed the New Bedford branch of theReorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
.Saints. There were forty or fifty people present,
many of them coming from the branch in Fall
River. Elder.John Smith, now pastor of the local
branch, and Elder John Potts, of Fall River, had
charge. Eight persons, as here given, joined
themselves together as the local branch: John
Smith, Hyrum Smith, Mary D. Smith, William
Talbot, James W. Talbot, Stephen D. Stacy,
James Morris and Thomas W. B." Shaw. Mr.
Stacy was duly ordained priest, Mr. Morris
teacher and Mr. William Talbot deacon. Mr.
Morris was appointed clerk, and Mr. Shaw treasurer. Both of these gentlemen ar.e now deceased.
This new religious organization at once began
to hold regular Sunday meetings, first worshiping in/ Waite's Hall, which was occupied for
about five years. Then Neptune Hall was
engaged, but after awhile the branch decided to
meet at the residence of Deacon Talbot,.98 Dartmouth street, where meetings have been held
from. Sunday to Sunday ever since. The branch
grew, and a Sunday-school was later organized.
There have been as many as thirty members in
the organization at one time, and now. they number thirty, as follows :
The officers ana members were, John Smith,
elder; William Talbot, teacher and treasurer;
William C. Murray, deacon; James William
Talbot, clerk; a priest, name unknown; Esther
Bentley, John Fitten, Mary J. Gray, Caroline
Hacking, Harriet Hacking, Jane Hacking, William H. Hindle, Caroline Howland; Daniel
Humphrey, Mary R. Humphrey, Annie Leather,
Clara Leather, Mary Leather, Margaret J. Morris, Jemima Russell, Hyru!D Smith, Samuel
Smith, Mary· A. Smith; John Spinn('tt and
Martha Talbot. Marly of thes.e are English people, residing inthe south part ~f the city. They
. ?,o ngt ~n~ep? t? '\"or~hip !<I!W!I~s at a private
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house, but have purchased a Jot not far from Dart"
mouth street, on contemplated Harris street, and
hope some day to erect thereon a church edifice.
The Latter Day Saints, as a general rule, have
no settled .pastors over their branches, and also
do not employ preachers who devote their entire
time to pastoral work. They believe that a
preacher should, like the apostles of old, engage •
in some secular vocation throughout the week.
Such a pastor is. the elder of the Saints in this
city, John Smith of 769 Purchase street. Elder
Smith is an interesting man to meet, an instructive taker, and one whose logical turn of mind is
shown in his .earnest arguments in support of his
religious position. He was born February 8th,
r844, in Stockport, England. At the age of eight
years he went to work in a mill, and thus the
rrivileges of extended schooling were denied
him, although he found opportunity to study
evenings. Losing his parents at an early age, he
broke away from his native place in the summer
of r862, and came to this country, proceeding at
once to Fall River. There he worked in the Troy
m!il for about a year, and in r863 entered the
naval service and steamed away to the war. He
was aboard the flagship Powhattan, the Saratoga
and the Neptune, and was discharged from the
latter in r864 at the expiration of thirteen months'
service. This naval duty has rendered Elder
Smith eligible to membership in the Grand
Army of the Republic, and J1e belongs to
Post r of this city, where he is now in his third
year of service as quartermaster.
He was ordained elder in r866, and preached
in many places in this section before taking
charge of the local branch in r88r. Elder Smith
is married and has a family.
He is a prominent example of what force of
character will do in enabling a man to rise above
circumstances.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

CoRRECTION.-In HERALD of goth ult., on
page 339, middle column, twenty-five lines
from the top, read I 844 instead of" r 884"
-a typographical error which was not
discovered and corrected till two thousand
copies had been struck off.
The elders who attended the debate at
Lamoni between Clark Braden and Elder
E. L. Kelley, all, with not an exception,
went to their homes and fields with their
confidence in the work renewed, and very
much encouraged for further service in the
field of the Master.
In a postscript to a late letter Uncle
William Smith says: "My days seem to
be shortening up. I have had several very
bad spells of late, and life is ebbing out
fast. I shall be glad to meet my martyred
brothers, when the time comes. The
summons is waiting-not long distant-as
I am much enfeebled in strength."
A note handed to us by the Patriot,
indicates that on May 20th Bro. Leonard
Scott was at Coldwater, Micbigan; be
writes: "We are having large audiences
in attendance at our meetings and the field
enlarges, good interest, etc."
Wanted to know, the address of Mrs.
Katie B. Duggan, formerly Katie B.
Peek, or Peale \Vhen last known her
postoffice address was Newport, Jackson
county, Arkansas. Any one seeing this

who will send us her address, or inform
her of the inquiry that she may send it,
will confer a favor tipon us, and possibly
be of benefit to her.
. .
The Glad 7 idings, of Bro. E. K. Evans,
Clifford, Ontario, No. g, put in its appearance, all in good shape, dated May i5th.
Good. It is spicy and full of good cheer,
glad tidings indeed.
The Ensign tor May 23d is on our table,
bright, breezy and buoyant. From the
letters found in its columns we would conclude that it is doing a good work in the
regions round about.
Bro. R. J. Anthony was atDenver May
19th, and was "assisting the brethren" in
a gospel effort, having spoken twice in
"Euclid Hall" and thrice in the "Gospel
Tent," the Saints having bought the old
Reunion Tent, and set it up as a tabernacle
in the wilderness.
Bro. Anthonv was
anxious to move on, but did not fike to
leave the brethren when thev seemed to.
be needing his help. We hope he did stay.
On his return from. Independence, Missouri, Bro. E. L. Kelley went to Davis
City, Iowa, near Lamoni, where he had
promised to deliver several discourses after
his discussion with Elder Braden. He
spoke there Saturday evening in the
.Saints' Chapel, also Sunday morning and
evening the 23d and 24th; on Sunday
morning delivering a memorial address by
request of the Grand Army Post, for
which he received a vote of thanks from
its members. He also baptized three persons, at least one of whom became convinced of the truth of our cause by attending the discussion. A letter from Davis
City informs us that Bro. Kelley was
greeted by large audiences and well received by the citizens.
Elder W. W. Blair intends leaving for
Western Iowa on a preaching tour about
the 4th of June and will likely attend the
Logan conference, the 6th inst., and the
Galland's Grove conference the I 2th in st.
Elder Joseph Smith thinks to attend
the Northern Minnesota Reunion and
conference at Detroit, B2cker county, tne
I 3th inst., and the Northern Illinois conference, at Mission, Lasalle county the
2oth inst., after which he will probably
labor some in Nauvoo, Illinois, and vicinity for a season.
No minister should be inactive these
stirring, inviting times.
Bishop E. L. Kelley will meet with
the conference to be held at Knox, Indiana, tbe 13th inst., and with the Kewanee (Illinois) district conference to convene the 2oth inst., at Henderson Grove.
THE Board of Publication at its late session in Lamoni unanimously decided to
finish uo the recent addition to the Herald
Office, 'thereby furnishing suitable rooms
for the Presidency, Editors, Church Recorder and Secretary, Bishopric, added
composing, stereotyping and press ro9ms,
book bindery, etc., etc. This the rapidly
increasing interests of the church demand.
And they are heartily committed to the
work of forwarding as fast as possible the
literary concerns of the church entrusted

to them, and they are hopeful of very sat~
isfactm:y results for the future. Success
in these matters depends largely upon the
interest taken by the Saints in the way of
purchasing and circulating the church
publications, and it is therefore desired and
expected that all will wisely and faithfully
encourage and help forward the publishing department as they can find or make
opportunity.
We call attention to a statement by the
Board found in another pll'!ce in this issue,
and trust our readers will give it favorable
and substantial consideraticm.
7

'EDITED Bl" SISTER ''FRANCES."

"It is a great deal better to live a holy life than to talk
about it. We are told to let our light shine, and if it does
we won't need to tell anybody it does. The light will be
its own witness. Lighthouses don't ring bells and fire
cannon to call attention to their shining- they just
shine!',

A FRAGMENT.
loveliest sight that a woman's eye opens
upon in this world is her first born child, and
the holiest sight upon which the eyes of God
settle in Almighty sanction and pertect blessing
is the love which soon kindles between the
mother and her infant-mute and speechless on
the one side, with no language but tears ahd
kisses and looks. Beautiful is the philosophy
which arises out of that reflection or passion connected with the transition that has produced it.
First comes the whole mighty drama of love,
purified ever more and more, how often from
grosser feelings, yet of necessity through its·very
elements oscillating between the finite and the
infinite;. the haughtiness of womanly pride, so
dignified, yet not always free from the near contagion of error, the romance so ennobling, yet
not always entirely reasonable; the tender dawn
of opening sentiments pointing to an idea in all
this which it ne!t~er cart reach nor long sustain.
Think of the great storm of agitation and fear
and hope through which in their earliest days of
womanhood every woman must naturally passfulfilling the law of her Creator, yet a law which
rests upon her . mixed constitution; animal,
though indefinitely ascending to what is nonanimal; as a daughter of man frail and imperfect,
yet also as a daughter of God, standing ert.ct, with
eyes to the heavens. Next, when the great vernal passover of sexual tenderness and romance
has filled its purpose, we see rising as a phcenix
from this great mystery of ennobling instincts
another mystery much more profound, more affecting, more divine-not so much a rapture as a
blissful repose of a Sabbath which swallows up
the more perishing story of the first, forcing the
vast heart of female nature through stages of
ascent, forcing it to pursue the transmigrations
of the Psyche from the aurelic conditions so
glowing in its color, into the winged creature
which mixes with the mystery of the dawn and
ascends to the altar of the infinite heavens; rising
by a ladder of light from that sympathy which
God surveys with approbation, and even more so,
as He beholds it self-purifying under His Christianity to that sympathy which needs no purification, but is the holiest of things on this earth and
THE
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THE bereaved mother of Bro. Elias Johnson,
that in which God most reveals himself through
who was so suddenly snatched away by death
the nature of humanity.
some short time ago, sends to the Home Column
Well is it for the glorification of human nature
Missionary Fund a $20 bill which was foun,d in
that through these changes the vast majority of
his vest pocket where he had placed it some
women must forever pass; well also that by
time previous with the intention of sending it to
placing its sublime germs near to female youth
help rbll on the Lord's work. May the Lord
God thus turns away by anticipation the divinest
bless it for that purpose and comfort the hearts
of disciplines from the rapacious absorption of the
of the bereaved ones.-ED.
grave. Time is found, how often! for those who
are early 'summoned into rendering back their
·glorious privilege who have yet tasted in its first
"SENDTN' HIM OUT IN THE WORLD."
fruits the paradise of maternal love. And per"William," the brown-haired matron said
taining also to this part of the subject I will tell
As she stood in the kitchen door,
you a result of my own observations of no slight
"There's a vacant chair by the table to-night,
importance to women.
That's never been vacant before."
It is this: Nineteen times out of twenty I have
remarked that the true paradise of a female life,
She wiped a tear from her hazel eye,
in all ranks not too elevated for constant interAnd turned to walk awaycourse with the children, is by no means the
"Katle," he said, ''the baby, you know,
years of courtship, nor the earliest period of mar·
Must be a man some day."
riage, but that sequestered chamber of her expe·
That morning the boy of their happy years
rience in which a mother is left alone through
Had gone from the farm-house door,
the day with servants, perhaps in a distant part
To try his hand in the world's. broad field,
of the house, and (God be thanked) chiefly where
And double his talents o'er.
there are no servants at all; she is attended by
For·years he had lived and loved with them,
one sole companion, her little first-born angel, as
And lifted each load by the way_:_
yet clinging to her robe, imperfectly able to walk,
But brothers were there, and "the baby, you
still more imperfect in its prattling and innocent
know,
thoughts, clinging to her, haunting her wherever
Must be a man some day."
she goes as her shadow, catching from her eye
the total inspiration of its little palpitating heart,
So they tied his clothes with a tender care
and sending to hers a thrill of secret pleasure so
And brushed back the hair that curledoften as its little fingers fasten on her own.
The mother wept as she whispered lowLeft alone from morning to night with this
"Sendin'. him out in the world."
one companion, or even with three still wearing
'Tis a solemn thought for a mother to think,
the graces of infancy, buds of various stages
As she watches the baby growupon the self-same tree, a woman, if she has the,
Some day these hands shall till and toil,
great blessing of approaching. such a luxury of
When life's dull hopes are low.
paradise, is moving-too often aware that she is
moving-through 'the divinest section of her life.
Some day these dimpled, dainty cheeks
As evening sets in the husband, through 'all
Shall brown in the burning sun,
walks of life, from the highest professional down
As far away from a mother's care
to that of cominori labor, returns home to bring
His duties must be done!
her modes of conversation by such thoughts and
Some day, when manhood's high estate
interests as are more consonant with chis more
Comes on with flags unfurled,
extensive capacaties of intellect. But by this
The mother will sigh as she sweetly thinkstime her child (or her children) will be rep?sing
"Sendin' him out in the world."
in the little couch, and in the morning, only as
-Bert W. Buffm.an, in Oregon Scont.
the sun ascends in power, she sees before her a
.long, long day of perfect pleasure in this society
WE are sure that the many friends of Sister
which evening will bring to her, but which is
Devore will be pleased -to read the following ex·
interwoven with every fibre of her sensibilities.
tract from a private letter to the editor:
This condition •of noiseless, quiet love is that
"The sisters here, when I. first came, had a
above all which God blesses and smiles upon.
weekly meeting with a leader, but were not orDE?•QUINCY,
ganized. Through an interpreter I taught th.em
how to organize which they did on the. 19th of
PRAYER UNION.
February, with president, secretary·and treasurer.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER,
By our united efforts up to this time we have
Sr. L. C. Kahler, of Braidwood, Illinois, replaced in the treasurer's hands $r3.ro and out of
quests your faith and prayers in her behalf.
that gave $4.30 to get Testaments and primers
for the Sunday-school. They take delight in
giving when they see it taken account of.
HOHE CoLUMN. MISSIONARYFUND.
"The Prayer Union is a power for good. The
May 2~d, Amount: received to date ... $3,52448
Spirit is with us in power when we meet.. I hope
IsabelWHder, Iowa .... $r oo.
toestablish this Union on all the islands we visit.
Ella B. Hayer, Iowa. .. • .
B. Bardsley, Iowa .•.•... r oo
Our health, as yet, has. been good, for which we
A Sister, Utah ........... r oo
feelthankfuL We see much to do here for the
Nora Gibbs, Cal. ........ r oo
work we _love so well, and as .the natives are
Elias· Johnson, Ill ....... 20 oo
much like children, we see the n.eed of much
Margaret Hurst, Iowa .... r oo
25 50· patience and perseverance, and to be prayedul
and careful so that we may have wisdom given
May 28; Amount to dat.e ........... ' .. $3 •.549 98
us'from above to direct us in all.we doandsay;
prsend all mon!)vs to :p. Ds,ncer, J;amou!, {pw11,.
for !Us so necessar.y t<? .!)~t ~ ~ood, e:lj:amyle ~?e·

so
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fore them. Will you, dear sisters, offer. a prayer
now and then for us in this far-off missibn, and
we'll remember you in ours.
"From your sister in the covenant of peace and
love,
ELLA R. DEVORE.
"PA PEETE, Tahiti, Oceanica, via Sal\ Francisco."

LIFTED UP.
"IF I could burn into the hearts of mothers
one law of life, it should be this: •Be true to
yourselves.' In the ceaseless routine of everyday life, when, of innumerable duties, night finds
not half accomplished, and you sit down ready
to faint, remember that you are God's child, and
He will not give you any task without the
strength to perform it. Perhaps your heavy burden is self-laid.
"When you spent hours in making tucks and
ruffles on baby's dress, or hurried amid plainer
and easier work to cook an indigestible, sweet
mass for the husband's dinner, you might have
gathered many golden thoughts from book or
magazine, and been lifted up, where now you are
crowded down.
"There is too much blind mother-love. What
the world needs is wise, wide, comprehensive
mother-love. The intellect must be cultivated,
the talents used, and all claims upon us weighed
according to their value."
FossToN, Minn., May r7th.
Dear Sisters·:-! send my thanks to Mrs.
M. Hooper, Duckworth, J. C. Elvert, A. A. Briston, Miss McLeod, N. Gamet for Heralds and
Hopes, and to all who have been so kind to us to
send me the Herald from the office. I have been
slow in thanking you all. I have been quite·
poorly of late and I have my work to do alone.
My boy likes to hear the stories in the Hopes. I
have a lot of nicereading now, and the sisters'
letters are so comforting.
Your sister,
A. MECHEN.
LEOPOLD, Victoria, A us., April 17th.
Dear Sisters of tke Prayer Union:-! have been
cheered and encouraged many times when reading yom; letters. It is nearly four years since I
embraced the truth, arid I am thJOlnkful to say I
have never regretted. the step I took. I have a
great desire to do my heavenly Father's will, and
I rejoice to think I can inherit eternal life, the
greatest of all gifts, ife I live faithfully before
him.
I well remember the first time I heard the true
gospel from Bro. Burton. and before be went
away he baptized six. I prayed very earnestly
to the Lord that he might show me whether
baptism was essential to salvation, and if this
was his true church. When Bro. Burton came
back again, I heard him preach, and the Spirit
bore witness that this. was the work of God.
I was baptized on a beautiful Sabbath morning,
and ·when l was confirmed the Spirit was present
with us testifying to us that we were acc.epted
il).tO the kingdom, and Bro. Burton, speaking
prophetically, said I should have great trials and
great temptations, but I should have gr;~ce given
me to overcome them. And, dear sisters, those
words were fulfilled in a very short time; for. I
·passed through severe trials, but as the Lord had
promised I should overcome them, T arri:.tharikful to say by the grace of God I did JlO. We are
~ smaU b~n? o~ ~a!11ts ~e'!'e! l>H~ we_try to let our
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light shine so that others seeing our works may
be led to obey the gospel.
I hopeand pray we may all be workers together with God, so.. that the gospel may spread from
the rivers ~veh unto the ends of the earth, and
the time i:nay soon come when ·every knee. shall
bow and every tongue shall confess, thatJesus is
the Lord. Oh, dear Saints, it is very near; then
let .us watch and pray for the time Is near at
hand even at the doors. Although I am only
young in years my heart's desire is to serve God
ahd keep his commandments; Oh, may we all
prove faithful even unto the.cend and l>e permitted to enter into the marriage supper of the
Lamb is the. earnest but most. feeble prayer. of
your sister in hope of eternal life.
EMMA.

HoNEY CREEK, Iowa, May 25th.
Editors Herald:-I want to bear my testimony
to the truth of ·this latter day work. I know it
is true and that if we are faithful we will soon.be
permitted to see our blessed Master, ahd forever
dwell in his presence.
.
I have not been to meeting since the reunion,
at Logan. I got crippled in one of my limbs in
December last, which confined me to the house
all winter. Pray for me, brethren, that if it be
God's will my limb may be healed; I am alone
and destitute.
I want Father Landers to know that his letter
in the Herald of May 24th, 1890, has been the
tneans, by the blessings of God, of causing me
to quit the use of tobacco which 1 had used for
twenty-six years. I ofttimes thought I would
quit, but could not until I read his. letter three
weeks ago. May God bless him for that letter.
Read it, brethren, and profit by it. I carry a
piece of tobacco in my pocket all the time. I
smoked and chewed night and day. ·I have also
quit tea and coffee, and I can say I enjoyed more
of the Spirit of the Master than I have for a good
whi)e.
We should fit and prepare ourselves by every
means within our power for the near approach
of the Lord Jesus Christ that we may be worthy
and not be ashamed, but may go forth with
songs and shouts of joy and gladness to meet
him,
/
A. J. HEADLEE.
NEw LoNDON, Iowa, May 9th.
Editors Herald:-;;The Lord has seen fit to
prosper his work in this part of the vineyard insomuch that we now have a branch with twentytwo members. Two others were baptized, but
were absent at time of organizing and have not
yet returned, but have expressed a desire to be
numbered with us. We hold a prayer and testimony meeting every Sunday. The interest
seems good, and the Spirit is enjoyed by all.
We have not held any preaching meetings yet.
We feel greatly in hopes of a good work being
developed here in time. The doctrine is seemingly fast gaining friends, and those who murmured are learning doctrine. May the stone
continue to roll till it covers the whole earth.
We are weak; the branch is in its infancy and
we feel our absolute need of divine aid and supp:Jrt. Believing that the prayers of the faithful
availeth much, we hope all who may read this

will remember us at the throne of grace .. We
realize that the deceiver is throughout .the land
in many forms to deceive the children of men,
therefore it behooves us as children of Zion to
watch earnestly and diligently labor to overcome
the evils of the . world and support one another
by our feeble petitions and cheer. one ~nother
with"comfortlng words and exhortations.
Any of the ministry or visiting members will
be welcomed among us at any time. We expect
to hold some grove meetings this sumn'ucr. We
have not as yet organized a Sunday-school, but
expect to soon.
C. A. BROWN.

as in their childhood in the household of faith:.
How my soul doth magnify the Lord, and enlarge with divine love, that I may be able to
lead many to God, and sometimes that I might
bear such strong evidence of God's love to the
whole world that all men would come to God!
In no case have I been caLled upon to administer to the sick, but what they have expressed
themselves blessed, and in .some cases miraC!J•
lously so. To God be all the praise. My desi;e
increases dally to be active ih the work of God.
The Sunday· school work is advancing. Much
progress has been rriade during the past year. I
heartily sanction the move J:Jilade by the general
church in this direction. I: find a source of
TuRIN, Iowa, May 26th.
much enjoyment in this part of God's work, and
Editors Heralil::_With gratitude to God that
hope to be always situated to aid in the nursery
I am numbered with his Saints and can supplework. Upon the Sunday-school work depends
ment the cause of truth in my weak way I pen
very largely the future spirituality of the church
these lines· for the Herald .readers, to. inform
and the proper qualification of the future generathem how goes the battle in these parts.
tion to assume the responsibility which will
When I sent you my former letter I had just ·necessarily be entrusted to their care.
concluded a discussion with the "accuser of the
While other churches are complaining of their
brethre!l'l," Elder Clark Braden; and now after
ministers not being such al>le and spiritual exthe smoke has cleared away can give you a betpounders of the word as they once were, I find
ter idea of the effect of the effort he made against
our people rejoicing that the elders of the church ,
the trt~th in this district. I have since visited
are increasing in ability and spirituality to repreevery point where he lectured, except Woodsent God's work; and so it 'will be, they must
bine, and find tire Saints more devoted and
decrease so far as they reject the greater light of
spiritual than before; and some of the world's
the gospel, but God's ministry must.and will inpeop(e who never were interested enough to increase until the Master comes.
vestigate our claims are now much interested,
I expect to labor in Har:rison county next
and places are now open and people wishing me
month, and would be pleased to hear from any·
to come, where before the discussion a Latter. one where there'may be a demand for immediate
Day Saint was not wanted and need not apply.
or future labor. Your brother,
As I w'rote in my former letter, a very bitter
J. F. MINTUN.
feeling was planted in the hearts of the Christian ,
people near to where the discussion was held, by "
MARCELLUS, Mich., May 26th.
!he spirit manifested by Mr. Braden; but this is
Editors Herald:.,--I mail you to-day a copy of
not very extensive, and with some not very"'en·
the Detroit Tribune of May 25th, containing a
during; but if the Saints live their religion will
sermon on "The Presbyterian Revision," by Rev.
be removed.
Steuart, of Detroit. I thought you might conGod be praised for the enduring character of
sider it worthy a place in the Herald.
truth. ·It is like water seeking an outlet, and
· I think it possesses merit in thought, also in
with obstructions placed in its way it only achistorical matter. It shows the trend of liberal
cumulates; and when it breaks through or over
religious investigation of the hour .. The reverend
the obstruction, it moves with greater volume
is a little spicy and "Elijah like" on the phrase-'
and force, or with greater force at least. So is
ology: "Infants that die in infancy." The
the truth moving here. The Saints have doubled,
sarcasm is cutting and mild. The occasion of its
and in sG>me places quadrupled, and in some indelivery is the meeting of the ro3d general
stances individually the Saints have one hunassembly of the Presbyterians of America now
dred fold increased their diligence. In some in·
in session.
stances where the general judgment of the peoI came to this (Cass) county the 16th inst.
ple was that such a membe1· of the church was
Have held meetings in two different schooldead and cared nothing for the faith, those same
houses, with some interest attending. I go to
ones now are active, spiritual members, all alive
Howardsville Thursday night, the 28th, and on
in the work.
Sunday, 3rst, will open a new place among the
I have enjoyed much spiritual aid in my adSecond Adventists, in Van Buren county,
ministrations, in word and ordinances. I have
making four places now open to us in this
been so blessed in delivering the word that the
vicinity. 1 hope the Lord will bless us to the
whole congregation was melted to tears because
accomplishment of some good. Pray for me
of the spirit of love that accompanied lt. While
to that end. My health is better than at conbut five have obeyed, yet I feel satisfied that the
ference. Saints here .are few in numbers, but
bread cast upon the waters will return good restrong in the faith.
sults in many cases. I have thought sometimes
I hear that Elder Braden was palpably defeated
that my mission was calling the wandering sheep
in the late debate at Lamoni. 0! I do trust that
home, for the labor I have done in this district
the truth was vindicated in the presence of the
has resulted in the greatest apparent good in this
Disciples attending the .discussion from a dis·
direction. I rejoice In this kind of work; to see
tance. But while thus anxious, I felt at rest, so
those who once enjoyed the love of God, who
far as results relating to the truth of the work
have been feeding upon the follies and vanities
are concerned.
c. ScoTT.
of the world, returning and with broken hearts
and humbled spirits rejoicing in once more enJames McKiernan, No. 1710 Lyons St., Des Moines
joying the same spiritual assurances from God
Iowa.
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country is horrified by the news; but should support a class whose sole business
when a few of the world's great financiers it is to furnish the money with which to
coolly lay their plans to rob millions of effect an exchange of commodities? By
.
20~91
Means that your subscription will run out June 20, 1891
their fellow men, not only of their hard what authority does he set aside this favorRenew vour subscription in time.
earned possessions, but of their liherties, ed class for this purpose? Now it is a
we find a class standing ready not only to fact that cannot be successfully contradictmake excuses for them, but to fondle and ed that the capitalists control and regulate
caress the very hands that have been in- the volume of money in circulation to-day.
strumental in forging the chains that are Now, then, with the currency shrinking
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
to-day binding us in a slavery more gall- in volume hundreds of thousands of dolendorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions· solicited.
ing than that endured by our dusky breth~ lars yearly, it is perfectly plain to see the
~Write on one side of the paper only.
results of such a system. As wealth is
ren of the sunny south.
·
Listen to the prophetic words of our the product of labor, and money is a measREVIEW OF TROUBLE AND THE
martyred Lincoln, just previous to his as- ure ()f the yalue of this product, and also
REMEDY.
sassination: "Yes, we may all congratu- the value of money depends on the
late ourselves that this cruel war is near- amount in circulation relatively to proEDITORS HERALD:- In the Herald of
January 31st I saw an article entitled, "The ing.to a close. It has cost a vast amount ducts of labor, a great deal therefore deTrouble and the Remedy." As there is of treasure and blood. The best blood of pends on keeping the amount in circulano name signed to this article, I shall, the flower of American youth has been tion uniform with the increase of populawhen I have occasion to refer to the freely offered upon the country's altar that tion and the demands of trade. Let us
writer, use the name of Elihu, as here- the nation might live. It has been indeed a see how this will affect the business interminds one so forcibly of that individual's trying hovr for the republic; but I see in ests of a country. Suppose Mr. Jones
condition of mind when trying to offer the near future a crisis approaching that contracts a debt and agrees to pay it in
consolation to the man of Uz.-Job 34: 18, unnerves me and causes me to tremble for one year from time of making. When
the safety of my country. As a result of this debt is made, wheat is selling for one
19·
There are so many of this kind of coun- the war, corporations have been ent;,hroned, dollar per bushel; but now suppose bv
selors that it will be almost a miracle if and an era of corruption in high places contracting the amount of currency one
there is a reformation accomplished. will follow, and the money power of the .half, the price of wheat goes down in the
Now, if Elihu has taken the pains to in- country will endeavor to prolong its reign same proportion, what is the result? Mr.
form himself that he should have done by working on the prejudices of the peo- Jones will be obliged .to part with twice
before censuring so severely the great ple until all wealth is aggregated in the the number of bushels of wheat to pay
masses of toiling, suffering humanity for hands of a few, and the republic is de- this debt. It costs twice the amount of
making an effort to lift themselves out of strayed. I feel at this moment more anx- toil and sweat to pay the same debt. Elihu
the terrible conditions they occupy to-day, iety for the safety of my country than ever can certainly see this. He says the bankand which is growing more and more de- before; even in the midst of war. God ers may to a certain extent control the
grading; he is .either very ignorant of the grant that my suspicions may prove money market; and it is possible for the
government in some way to increase the
true state of affairs, or like thousands of groundless."
others, is blindf;!d by his prejudices.
Can Elihu see in this prophecy any- volume of currency; but he doubts
I am willing to admit that there are a thing to warrant him in his conclusions whether any legislation will increase the
great many of the poorer classes who are that the present condition of things is due poor man's ability to procure his portion
to a great extent wholly responsible for to the careless expenditure of individuals, of such currency if he has any portion in
their extreme poverty; but I am not will- or the disregards of the laws of economy? it. Can he not see.that if the same amount
ing to admit that this rule will apply to If he is posted in regard to the habits of of the farmer's products, plus the interest,
the great masses of the people oftheworld. the great mass of our agricultural laborers, would pay the debt he contracted, he
Elihu starts out by criticising those who he would not use such argument. And would.have a good portion left withwhich
are agitating H~e question of the encroach- why does he, when taking the miner for a to pay hired help? Consequently there
ments of capital upon labor. Perhaps it sample with which to make a comparison, would be a demand created for that which
does not occur to him that right here is stop there? Why does he not go into the the poor man has for sale--his labor. But
one of the greatest evils the poor have to penitentiaries for a type of our American as long as it takes all of the products of
contend with. That the condition of the farmer, and the great army of laborers? labor, (after satisfying the bare necessities
masses to-day is the result of a preconcert- If he will take the trouble to investigate of life), to pay interest and taxes, there is
ed arrangement there isn't a shadow of a the matter, he will find that the American not much chance for the masses to ever
doubt. Read the "Hazzard Circular," people as a. class are \economical in their lift themselves from their present condiissued by the money classes of Europe in expenses to a degree that is commendable. tion.
1862, to the money classes of America. Because he can find men that are careless
Such a system is ruinous to any class of
Here it is: ''Slavery is about to be abol- in their expenditures, 'or in the care of people, and is not in keeping with the
ished by the war power, and chattel slavery their farm machines, is no argument that teachings of the Divine Master; and how
destroyed. This is as I and my European for this reason the masses are responsible· any man claiming to be led and guided
friends desire; for slavery is but the own- for their condition.
How would Elihu by his Spirit can uphold the pernicious
ing of labor anc;l. carries with it the care of like the world to judge his religion by the system of finance as is entered into by the
the laborer. .'I,' he European plan led on same kind of comparisons?
powers that rule, is more than the ordinary
by England is capital contr9l of labor by
Now, in regard to the subject of strong mortal can fathom. If government should
controling wages; this can be done by drink and the use of tobacco. If this. is delegate the power to corporations to regucontroling the money. The great debt the cause of the poverty and want that ex- late the size of our bushel, the number of
that capitalists will see to it is made out of ist among the working people, and if it ounces in a pound, or the length of the
the war, must be used as a measure for were not for the use of these there would yard-stick, we would not be more in the
controling the volume of money. To ac- be no such thing known; then we are to power of· these corporations than we are
·
complish this, bonds must be used as a infer from Elihu's argument that the use under our present system.
banking basis."
of these is confined to this class alone.
Now, Brother Elihu, you certainly do
Tht)re is more of the same kind of logic This accounts for the fact that the gospel not wish to be a hindrance to the work of
in this circular, but this is enough" to show is being preached more generally to this reformation ;tlready .commenced in thirtythat our presentcondition has been brought class than to the money class. Brother eight of the states. You cannot help seeabout by well laid plans.
E;lihu, rub your eyes and look again; you ing that there are good grounds for comWhen a few desperadoes get together certainly don't mean this.
plaint among the toiling millions.
and plan for, the wrecking of an express
Now in regard to interest: Will Elihu
When the laborer is rqpbed of the. profit
train for the purpose of robbery, the whole .explain to us why the toilers of America of his labor, he is not apt to bear it tamely
!1>.::95'
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for any .length of time. If we did not· see
on. the one hand, fortunes amassed that
are simply astoni,.hing; and. oh the other
such general poverty, there might be
some sort of an excuse for those opposi!lg
the people for trying to assert their rights.
Look at our national banking system, a
standing menace to the liberties of the
great masses of Americans; a huge octopus that is 'rapidly fastening its death~like
tentacles to every American industry.
The railroads. of the country sapping the
very life-blood of the army of producers
by exorbitant rates of transportation. Over
sixty million acres of the people's land already in the hands of these corporatians
and foreign syndicates. Mi~lions of dollars of the people's money gquandered at
every. session of Congress. The disbursements of the fifty-first Congress foot up
inore than one billion dollars.
On the day before Congtess adjourned,
a donation was made to the widow of the
late ChiPf Justice Waite, $ ro,soo; to th~
widow of Justice Miller, $ro,ooo; a pension of three or four thousand dollars to
the widow of Admiral Porter; $232,000
for funeral expenses of Senators Miller,
Beck and Hearst. What tribute we are
paying to plutocracy. The people pay
these bills by their toil and sweat; and yet
in the face of all this they are told that
they have all they deserve; that it is
wrong to try to better their condition.
The masses are thinking, and thinking
deeply over their present financial condition; and nothing short of a .radical
change in the workings of legislation is
going to satisfy them.
I believe that the doctrines of the
Church of the Latter Day Saints are the
mosf reasonable, and more comprehensive than those taught by any other denomination on earth. And a doctrine
that does not offer a remedy for the evils
that affect us in this life is not worth a
picayune.
It is useless to preach to people about
the beauties and glories of some unknown
world (to them), while they are bowed
down with burdens that are almost entirely due to vicious legislation, and give
them to understand that it is as good as
they deserve. ·In a land of plenty like
our~, every citizen that is willing to
work should be assured of plenty for
his family, and I believe when the designs of our bountiful Creator are fully
carried out, we will see that state cof affairs
existing that will give to every industrious
man or woman, not only the bare necessities of life, but the good things also. The
idea that the working classes are only entitled to enough to satisfy the pangs of
hunger is is erroneous. Heaven will not
be any ·more glorious for the reason that
we have been slaves to plutocracy here in
this life. Now, so long as we uphold a
system that has for its object the manufacture of millionaires, just that long will
we be be putting ourselves indirect opposition to the teachings of Christ. What a
revolution there would be in the troubled
affairs of life to-day, if men would only
consent to be brothers. The perplexing
problems of social life would then adjust
themselves,

Now, brother Elihu, let me ask you to never would have prepared such a place
look again for the "Trl:!uble and the for himself. Not at all. He would preRemedy." We are willing to admit that fer roaming abroad in the land, and would
intemperance is a great drawback to thou- · be satisfied to do so eternally.
sands, but it is pardly worth while to try
But he knows that suc.h is not the case;
to establish the fact that this exi!!ts only hence the inquiry, upon one or more ocamong the poor and working classes; and casions, as to whether Christ had come to
more than this, you will never convert a torment them before thetime; so there is
drunkard from the error of his ways by a time set, when Satan and his impswill
saying to him when you find him helpless- be tormented, and no doubt all of his folly side-tracked, "You old villain; you have lowers.
got just what you deserve."
Why object to men ·being punished
I think you will derive a great benefit eternally if they prepare themselves forit?
by reading "Looking Backward," by Ed- I see no reason .for honest men and women
ward Bellamy. You will see things to find fault, if .we go so far as to choose
evil instead of good, and.jdelight to riot in
through different colored glasses.
..
F. T. BAKER.
wickedness. Who is to blame? Certainly
CUBA, Kansas,.March 18th.
not God. Then away with whining about
the love and justice of God, and the love
THE RICH MAN AND LAZARUS,
of God nqt suffering any .to be eternalfy
punished, when it has been their supreme
LUKE I6TH.
THE differences of opinion th!l;t prevail in pleasure to dwell in sin. No doubt in my
the world at the present time regarding mind at all but that all who never heard
the real meaning of the above are as nu! the gospel in its purity in this life, will be
.nerous as there is any need of, or more so, judged according to the light they had
To so.me it is positive proof of a hell of and the good they wrouvht in the flesh.
fire and brimstone; to others, that spirits Such are not in hell with the rich man,
but are in the place prepared. for them by
are conscious after death.
Some call it a parable, while others the heavenly Father.
The:r;e are thousands, yea millions of
claim a literal rendering. There are professors of religion who claim that it is a good, honest men and women who have
representation of two nations or classes of passed away from this ·life who never
people; one, the Jews; the other, the Gen- heard the gospel in its true sense, but who
tiles. The rich man is the Jewish, w bile had large hearts, were kind and affectionate, willing to do good to their fellow men
Lazarus is the Gentile.
Whatever men may think, or whatever and giving the cup of water to the
construction they may place upon it, it is a thirsty, not knowing whether he was a
startling revelation of things in the unseen disciple of Christ or not, nor expecting
world. Those who believe in a literal any reward for the act, but giving the
hell give it a literal rendering; and I be- drink or the bite to eat, the coat or shoes
lieve their desire is to have it so, because to cover the body, because they were
all th!it do not endorse their theory they great hearted, and loved to do so because
they loved their fellow creatures. Now,
believe will be sent to hell.
The writer believes there is a hell pre- to such Jesus will say, "Come, ye blessed
pared especially for the devil and his an- of my Father, inherit the kingdom prepargels, arid for all who are more desirous of ed for you from the foundation of the
world." To his disciples he said, "I go
such a place than the better one.
Heaven is the opposite of helL It is to prepare a place for you." One was albelieved by some with whom I am ac- ready prepared; .the other was to be prequainted that departed spirits will be visit- pared.
The rich man's sin was misanthr0py
ed hereafter with the gospel, and they be
permitted to accept the terms and thereby Christ said nothing of his creed. He negbe released after they obey in the spirit lected Lazarus. Bear with me a little
world what they rejected i!'l the flesh; how while I illustrate, in my feeble way, what
men can teach such things in the face of I understand by sheep and goats. One
what Christ said that Abraham should of our elders is traveling to preach the
have said to the rich man is more than I word. He becomes tired, hungry and
can understand.
Abraham said to the thirsty. He stops at the first house he
rich man that there was a great gulf fixed sees, and tells them he is a minister of the
between the abode of Lazarus and that of gospel of Christ. He is hungry and thirsty
Dives.
He also said that they which and asks for a bite and something to drink.
would go from one to the other cannot, The question is asked, "What church do
and they which would come from the rich you represent?" He tells them he is a
man's prison to Abraham, or Lazarus, Latter Day Saint. They refuse him anything he asks for, and order him away.
could not.
How then can such a thing be true as Of course, he retires and walks another
mile, footsore and hungry. He sees an~pirits being preached to after death, if it
is impossible for any one to pass back and other house, tries again, stating the case
forth because of the "great gulf"? "Well," as before. The inmates tell him to come
says one, "did not Christ go and preach to in, no matter if he is a Mormon elder, and
the spirits in prison?" I believe he did. they provide a good meal and, if night is
Is every man a Christ? Have all men the on him, a good bed. The man of the
keys of death and hell? Certainly the house sees that his boots are worn out or
one who first prepared hell for the devil nearly so, and gives him a pair of better
and his angels had both the power and the ones. In the morning when the elder
divine right to go if he saw fit, Satan leaves 1 he le;;tve§ a blessing 1 such ? Qnft! a§
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
is recorded in heaven; that is, if he is truly which is, and the most important, it breaks
a disciple of Christ. He passes along in upon family rights and privileges, and
with a good heart and fills his mission, has a tendency in the long run to stifle
and after a time he returns the same way energy and ambitwn.
Man seems to be made up of those parts
and finds bot};:! houses vacant, the heads of
the families dead, both gone to their long that are stimulated by the "ho.pe of reward," either in a good o.r evil directio.n;
rest.
Now as sure as that elder was a servant so it is said of Jesus that for "the joy
in truth of Christ, so sure are both acts which was set before him, he endured the
known in heaven, never to be forgotten. cross and despised the shame" that he
There are thousands of such cases as the . might obtain his "eternal inheritance."
elders may know; and perhaps this will, And it is said of many ancient 'vvorthies
if published, call to mind something like that they "endured that they might obtain
it in their own lives. These are the ones a better resurrection;" and in the memorathat compose sheep and goats. These are ble sermon of Christ o.n the mount it
the ones (or at least the good ones) for beams with divine promises of reward to
whom the kingdom was already prepared those who endure.
In contrast to this we have the conduct
of the Father.
We might as well call Matt. 25: 31, 46, of Judas who for "thirty pieces of silver"
a parable as the account of the rich. man betrayed his Master, and it seems that the
and Lazarus. They both refer to treat- realization of the immediate gain blinded
ment of Christ and his disciples. The his eyes, for the sight of the "eternal inreason the rich man was in hell was be- heritance" seemed lost to ·his vision; but
cause of his misanthropy; so with the when reason and right prevailed, he took
goats, it is Christ that describes both; and the money· back to those with whom he
that will decide the case at the time ap- had made a conspiracy, but they discarded
pointed. The rich man was in torment; him, and he, poor fellow, finding himself
the goats are consigned to the same forsaken by both God and man, thought
place, some affirm, and how they can is a no doubt to end his misery by taking his
mystery I cannot solve, that if one is lost own life.
in the entire human race, that one will
In the account of the creation we find
diminish so much of God's glory.
the earth peopled under family conditions,
Is it possible that God's glory is meas- and this condition is maintained aU through
ured by the salvation or loss of one man God's dealings with his people, so that
or even a thousand? If such is the case, when the earth was baptized by water in
allow me to say that his glory has fallen the days of Noah, a family is preserved to
off wonderfully since the creation, for begin anew the peopling of the earth.
thousands have openly rebelled against
In the days of Abraham and Lot, men
him and his laws, his love and his mercy, who evidently understood the law of tithand have passed beyond the power of mor- ing as applied to the gospel, and yet in
tal to render them aid.
their nomadic state of living seem to. have
I never can believe that God is depend- been free from the "all things common"
ent on man for his glory. That~ would theory, and each maintained and exercised
be thesame were all the sons and daugh- care over their individual flocks, for when
ters of Adam lost.
He has provided the herdsmen quarreled, the co.ntention
means sufficient for the salvation of all was not enco.uraged by either of these
men, and those means are net burdensome; godly men, but thaJ friendship might still
and if men and women are determined to continue between them they agreed to go
ignore the proffered salvation, once more farther away from .each other, and so Lo.t
I ask, "Who is to blame?"
settles in or near Sodom, for we find him
.Christ did not say, "He that believeth there when the angels bring the message
not shall be damned" until some one goes for him to go to little Zoar; and when the
to the spirit world and preaches to them destroying angel went through Egypt
again; but without limitation he pro~ each Israelitish family had to sprinkle its
nounced the condemnation of unbelief. do.or posts as a sign~
We are either for or against, no middle
Many more evidences might be brought
place. We cannot serve two masters, to show that God always intended, so far
either God or in ammon -philanthropy as the present life is concerned, to keep
vs. misanthropy.
Yours in hope,
family right and ownership intact, and
T. F. STAFFORD.
that any infringement upon this liberty is
wrong, and· the Almighty has therefore
said that he has "ordained marriage," and
ALL THINGS COMMON.
in the righteous observance o.f the marIT IS thought by ,many that in the financial riage laws is preserved the inherent rights
system of the gospel the theory of "all of family ties. Therefore a close observer
things common" should have a place, and may easily detect the dam,aging effects
in justification of the position the acts and upon the social fabric of the theory that
doings of the ancient saints are often marriage is not· of Go..d. Take away
quoted, and it is therefore urged .that all this right and the right of family associawealth should be concentrated into one tion is destroyed, and the ruin of a people
fund, and aU should have their wants sup- who hold to this false idea is only a question of time.
plied from the common treasury.
This theory has had many trials in the
It is said of Jesus that he lived with his
world. by various enthusiasts, and.has al- parents and was "subject unto them" until
ways been a failure, and we believe will about thirty years of age; and Paul says,
!lever succeed, for various reasons, o.ne of I Tim. 3: 4• that a bishop sho.uld be ·''one

that ruleth well his own house," not another person's house; so we see that under
apostolic teaching the sacred right of family ties is observed;
In the great revival which followed the
teaching of the apostles at Pentecost, in
the joy and gladness which possessed the
people they seemed to have considered no
sacrifice too great for the spread of the
work, for we find in Acts 2: 44, 45, "And
all that believed were together, and had
all things commo.n, and sold their possessions and goods, and parted them to all
men as every man had need;" and Acts 4:
34-37: "Neither was there any among
them that lacked; for as many as were
possessors of land or houses so.ld them and
brought the prices of the things that were
sold, and laid them down at the apostles'
feet; and distribution was made unto. every
man according as he had need; and J oses,
who by the apostles was surnamed Barnabas, having land, sold it, and brought the
money and laid it at the apostles' feet."
The above quotations are used for "all
things common;" but it must be remembered that the ancient saints were not required under the law to do this, and in do.ing this they manifested their generosity
even beyond the demands o.f the law.
The situation of the case seems to have
been that there were poor among them,
while those who were richer in this world's
goods took this method of showing their
love fo.r the poorer ones and for the cause,
and so made a common fund; but as the
church progressed and increased, the principle of distribution under the law became
effective; for while the gospel teaches the
principle of individual association, it does
not teach the doctrine of common property. In Acts 5: r-8 we read of "Ananias,
with Sapphira his wife."
They had a
possession and sold it. Evidently they
wanted to do as others had done before
them, to show their lo.ve for the work
(whether real or otherwise it shows for
itself). . They kept back part of the price.
Now if the "all things common" was a divine requirement it was their duty to sell
this possession, but listen what Peter says
to them, verse 4: "While it remained
was it not thine own?" That is, "Before
you sold it, it was yours to do. with as you
saw fit; and after it was sold, was it not
in thine own power? Why hast tho.u conceived this thing in thine heart, this misrepresentation o.f. the facts?" for the ownership still vested in him after the sale;
but ifuan things common" was a divine
principle, it was necessary to sell and turn
over the proceeds to. the church; but Peter
affirms that the .individual right was still
belonging to Ananias both before and after the sale.
His wife said her husband's statement
was true. Peter said they lied to the Holv
Ghost. Why? Because the law o.f the
church did not demand this disposition of
their property, but evidently. thtly wanted
to have the credit of doing what those had
done mentioned in chaptedour, including
Barnabas, and so the falsehood was made.
to the Lord, because they represented to
have sold for the benefit l')f the church, say
two hundred dollars, offered onehundred
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to Peter, and pocketed one hundred by the
transaction, and thus tried to get the praise
of the church for having made a wonder:
ful sacrifice for the gospel, and so added to
the sin of falsehood is that of dishonesty,
and that with the Almighty. How much
better it would have been for this couple
to have. retained their "possession" and
paid their honest tithe, no matter what
others had done, and lived before God a
life of honesty and truth.
Saints of latter days, take warning by
this example. We may cheat each other
and che!lt ourselves, but we cannot cheat
the Almighty wJ.thout sooner or later suffering the consequences. Persons may
and do make sacrifices by giving their all
to the church, as in ancient days; and it
will continue to be done, while "sacrifice
brings forth the blessings of heaven."
In Book of Nephi, I2: 2: "And they
taught, and did minister one to another;
and they had all thing·s common among
them, e':ery man dealing justly one with
another.'' We should reasonably suppose
by these words of Nephi that the people
were ministered to as their temporal
necessities demanded, not by living together as one common family, but that
those who were in need received help and
assistance from the others, and this Is what
is contemplated by the law of tithing, that
the ministry and the poor should receive
help from the tithes of the people.
In section 36, latter part of paragraph 2,
Doctrine and Covenants, in speaking of
Enoch and his people, it says: "And the
Lord called his people Zion, because they
were of one heart, and one mind, and
dwelt in righteousness; and there was no
poor among them." If they "dwelt in
righteousness" it was because they did
that which was right, and thus fulfilled
the financial law, not by common property,
but by a right application of their substance and increase as God had prospered
them, by which the needful wants of the
deserving poor were supplied.
In Book of Covenants, s~ction sr, the
Lord in giving directions to the Bishop of
His church says, in paragraph I: "Ap-.
point unto this people their portion,
every man equal according to their
families, according to their circumstances."
This equalization was to be according
to their family necessities, and not based
upon the common stock theory, because
herein the Lord advises that the assistance shall be rendered according to
the family needs; and in paragraph 5
he says: "This shall be an example to the
bishop in other places in all churches;"
and in the observance of this duty,
and the carrying out of this advice,
it should be made &ecure to those who receive help according to <he law of the land.
In section 8r, paragraph 4, Doctrine and
Covenants, is that which was the law
governing Enoch and his people of ancient
fame: "And you are to be equal, or in
other words, you are to have equal claims
on the properties, every man according to
his wants and his needs, inasmuch as his
wants are just." This equality was not
reached by a surrender of all personal and
family property, but by an obedience to

the financial law which.God had revealed; January, r83r: "The branch of the church
and out of these moneys held by the in this part of the Lord's vineyard [Kirt.;.
bishop, the needy were supplied according' land], which had increased to nearly orie
to their wants, so that all were supplied hundred members, were striving to ao the
equally alike, or their wants were relieved will of God, so far as they knew it, though
in "common" with all who needed help; some had. strange notions, and false spirits
and from this may have come the expres- had crept in among th~m. With a little
sion "all things common;" and the idea caution and some wisdom, I soon assisted
has been worked upon to make it appear the brethren and sisters to overcome them.
that it meant that we must make an offer- The plan of 'co~mon stock,' which had
ing of all that we had and give up owner- existed in what was called 'the family,'
ship of.all that we possessed and thus run whose members gener~lly had. embraced
the church on the joint-stock plan, and all the everlasting gospel ,was readily a bart~
be supplied by the association. This plan cloned for the more perfect law of the
would be a perversion of the law of God, Lord; and the false spitits were easily disfor I am of the opinion that the Bellamy cerned and rejected by the Jight of reveor Nationalist plan is the result of the lation."
infatuation produced by this idea.
The same, Millennia! Star, volume I6;
In all the plans that have ever been sug- page I so, April 8th, r838: "'Do the peo"
gested by the mind of man, there is noth- pie have to give up their money when they
ing yet that has ever equaled the system join his church?' No 9ther' requirement
of finance laid down in the. gospel, and than t.o bear their proportion of the ·ex"
which provides for the relief of the poor penses of the church, • and support the
according to their necessities; and yet it is poor."-En.
urged .by some that because the ~burch
fails to come up to .the requirement the
plan of God is not practicable. The conclusion i~ wrong. The failure to observe
the law no more proves its fallacy than a
CHURCH ()'NION.
failure to obey the gospel proves that it
does not have power to !lave the believer.
EFFORTS to secure union by bringing all
I remember of reading somewhere in Protestant denominations together on the
the Herald an expression of opinion by "Historic Episcopate," <;>r the "Nicene" or
Joseph the Martyr in relation to "all things the "Apostles' Creeds," will befutile.until
common." I wish tl1e editors would print great changes take place in the Protestant
it at the end of this article. *
world. While Dr. Dix correctly voices
The principle of equality is well set forth the real feeling among those who exalt the
by the Savior in Matthew 25: 14-30, in the "Historic. Episcopate," and other denomitalents given to the servants, I 5th verse: national leaders avow their adherence to
"And unto one he gave five talents, to denominational peculiarities with equal
another two, and to another one; to every vigor, there can be no· union upon any
man according to his several ability;" that existing symbols, polities, ordinances, etc.
is, the Savior gave to the servants accord- A much broader view is needed than any
ing to their capacities to work and labor. of tge current propositions set forth. The
The person who had one talent had all he first two centuries of the history of Chriscould care for, as well as he who had five, tianity must be re-examined and re-written,
the Savior reserving to himself the right as an essential step toward Church Union.
to judge of the ability of the men who Those centuries are too nearly what they
should work in his kingdom, because he are often called "an unknown period."
was better acquainted with the work to be The lately published researches of Adolph
done than any one else. Thus the three Harnak (Dogmengeschite, especially vol.
were served alike "according to their abil- I.), and of the late lamented Edwin Hatch
ity," so it is said, "He that gathered much (Hibbert Lectures for I~88), together with
had nothing over, and he that gathered various brief monographs from other pens,
little had no lack;" so the former did not are beginning to throw new light on this
do too much nor the latter too little, be- earliest period. The real character of
cause their ability is to be considered in the early Christianity, its relation to the Bible,
work done, and upon this basis the Lord and to the existing pagan systems must be.
measures the work of man, for his thoughts sought before the close of the second cenare higher than ours, and his ways above . tury. Later thf!Q. that, the influx of Oriours. He does things upon.~the principle ental,} udreico-Oriental,J udreico-Egyptian,
of equity. Manjudg·es unequally, and the and Grecian thought so colors the stream
prophet says when Christ comes, "with of "Christian Hi'story" that no accurate or
righteousness shall he judge the poor, and just conception can be formed without
reprove with equity for the meek of the careful study of . antecedent influences.
earth," for "the Lord searcheth the hearts Pagan philosophy, cosmology, ethics,
,of the children of men." And so, dear ethnical conceptions of religion, and literSaints, our ways must some day pass before ary influences, combined to formulate dochis searching eye, and so the "Hope of life trines and institute systems of interpreting
doth not depend on what is done by foe or i. e.: allegorizing the Bible in such a way
friend," but upon what each one does for as to corrupt and obscure New Testament
himself.
·
"coMMoN."
Christianity to such a degree thot he who
*The quotation referred to by the does not go back of the second century for
writer we append. It is from the History his standard, will never discover the genuof Joseph Smith as published in the Mil. ine "Early Christianity." If we build on
lennial Star, volume 14, page 56, dated the hi~toric Christianity of theW est1 from
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the middle of the third century forward, of Christ.
This would antedate ex11iting
we surrender to the Roman Catholic symbols. I believe such an examination
Church everything which is essential, for would develop a platform broad enough,
while its Papal form was not fully de- a policy adjustable enough, a system .of
veloped until later, the essential elements faith simple enough to make it possible
which grew into the Papacy, were not for Protestant Christianity to hasten the
only inchoate, but were rapidly develop- answer to Christ's prayer for unity. All
ing, from the third century. These lead- movements like Protestantism, must be
ing elements were pag-an. Roman Catholi- separative at first; but if the movement is
cism did not bring Paganism into Chris- justifiable, if it is based on fundamental
tianity. It was the product of Paganized truth, the second stage will be unity. The
Christianity. If any reader doubts this, let close of this century ought to see such
him study the controversial struggle as it union ripening. If no such union can be
appears-largely in tract literature, be- accomplished, Protestantism is a failure
tween the Anglican and Roman Churches and Christianity is not an universal rein England, during the earlier part of this ligion.
century.
Ifthe New Testament, burdened with A MORMON ELDER GOING TO JERUChrist's prayer for the unity of his people,
SALEM TO WITNESS CHRIST'S
is really the source of a world-embracing
SECOND COMING.
religion, there must be in it the ground for THE Rev. W. P. Brown, a prominent
Christian Union. To say less is to mock
Latter Day Saint minister, [Whitmerit~.
Christ. The union which grew up from
ED.] formerly of Harvey county, Kan.,
Constantine's time was an organic union, now of Richmond, Mo., is in Indepenbased on the Pagan idea that religion is dence selling his real estate and effects for
a department o( the state, and that the cash, with which he purposes going to
head of. the state is ex-qjjicio head of the Jerusalem and there witness the second
church. Out of this Pagan element grew coming of Christ.
.
the Papal idea and all other forms of
He has attracted considerable attention
State-Cburchism.
among members of his faith recently be-.
Protestantism claims to be a reformatory cause of his strong belief. He says that
movement, out from Roman Catholicism. the second coming of Christ is not far
It can never justify the movement which distant; that the Jews are fast returning to
gave it birth, nor escape the well dire.cted Jerusalem and he takes this as indicative
charge of schism, unless it finds ground of the great event.
He belongs to the
for a broader, better and more enduring Whitmerite branch of the Mormon church,
union than the church form which has with-· and has been at Richmond studying the
drawn. Protestantism, divided and divid- original manuscript of the Book of Moring, is confronted by its .ancient enemy, mon for the purpose of figuring out the
compact, subtle, adjustable, changing its exact date of Christ's return;
·
skies, and to some extent its methods, but
Richard Whitmer is the present guard~
never its purpose of making the.- world ian of this. manuscript. He is the son of
Roman Catholic. • Against such an enemy, David Whitmer, who sat on one side the
Protestantism can hav~ no future without ·curtain and wrote down, while Joseph
greater union. The logic of reform de- Smith, the prophet, read and translated
mands that Prote13tants justify themseves the Book of Mormon on the other side,
by coming closer together, or confess their by means of the Spectacles made of stones
error, and return on penitent knees to the known as the U rim and Thummim. From
bosom of the "Mother Church." The this manuscript the Rev. Mr. Brown has
logic of events demands that Protestants figured out . this great event. He will
"hang toge~her" close! y and actual! y, or leave his wife and three daughters here
else "hang separately." Protestants must while he will go to Jerusalem the early
mass their forces or be beaten in detail.
part of this summer. He says he does
Ostensibly, Protestantism· makes the not know just what time Christ will Corne,
Bible its one standard. As a fact, it builds but thinks it won't be very many months,
quite as much on hraditi'on," as itdoes on and wants to get there in time.
the Word itself. Its platform isa combiHe liv~d at Independence several years
nation which is as weak as the feet of Dan- ago and bought what was known as the
iel's image, part of iron and part of clay.
Chase property, near the county jail. He
I ventpre the following as a practical has disposed of that for about half what
~tepJoward Chur~h Union; Let there be
he paid.
a world-wide commission appointed, say
bytheagency of the Eyangelical Alliance,
THE FARM MORTGAGE EVIL.
which shall include the representatives of
T,HE census bulletin, puplished a few weeks
the various Protestant schools of thought. ago, •stated that abstracts of 9,000,000 of farm
Add to these not less than five men of mortgages were obtain'ed by the enumerators of
known candor, learning and honesty, who the 1890 census. The preliminary report had reference to Iowa. That state measures in area
~re not memben; of any denomination,
35,504,000.,.acres; . It was found that over 3,ooo,
dear-headed students of history .. Let that oooacres
of tha.t area were. covered with a mort.comt:llission begin a systematic examina~ gage indebtedness of over $r9r,ooo,ooo. At first
tion of the Bible, particularly of the New. 'these figures created consternation, inasmuch as
Testament,· to determine what Christian"· it .:Vas inferred from them that one-tenth of the
'ity vyas,
and ge.rrilinallybe~ore it State was in. the hands o.f money sharks. Speagents were· appointed to inquire into. this
··
. P~ganism. , Give at cial
matter .. They found that about 96 pe~cent; of.
to.t~.e:f;x:arni11atio~ of. thi~ indebtedness was inc)lrre(j ·by/ purchasing
y~arsJrot:ll the pirth. · f;lrl1!,~·: ..<A;· ¢!lil; pad n.ot money enough. to. pur.
. I

chase a farm outright, and had to let part of .the
price remaim as a lien to be paid off subsequently from his earnings. If the report of the special agents is correct, then the mortgage evil is
not as bad as at first supposed. This system of
part payment by mortgage prevails largely in
cities and it is not regarded as indebtedness in
the wav of loans.
The "farmers in Kansas and in Iowa, claim that
the indebtedness was incurred by reason of depression in agricultural products, and that they
are justified in repudiating these mortgages,
either in the way of cheap money, or by legislation
restricting the operations of the money leader.
Mortgages incurred, especially those given in
the purchase of land, should not be nullified.
To take such a step would be socialistic, or anarchiaL-Ex.
FORGETFULNESS.
NoT long ago a gentlemen-himself eminently
successful in business...:handed me a newspaper
clipping over one corner of which he had written in pencil, "Good!" I indorse his opinion most
heartily, and pass the slip along to you:A successful business man says there were two
things which he learned when he was eighteen,
which were ever afterward of great use to him;
namely. Never to lose anything, and never to
forget anything.
An old lawyer sent him with an important paper with certain instructions with what to do with
it. "But," inquired the young man, "suppose I
lose it; what shall I do then?"
"You must not lose it."
"I don't mean to," said the young man, "but
suppose I should happen to?"
"But I say you mttst not happen to. I shall
make no provision for such an occurrence; you
must not lose il !"
This put a new train of thought into the young
man's mind, and he found out that if he was determined to do a thing he could do it.
He made such a provision against every contingency that he never lost anything. He found
this originally true about forgetting. If a certain
matter of importance was to .be remembered, he
pinned it down in his mind, fastened it there, and
made it stay. He used to say, "When a man
tells me that he forgot to do something, I tell
him he might as. well have said, •I do not care
enough about your business. to take the trouble
to think about it again.' "
.Lonce had an intelligent young man in my
employment who deemed it sufficient excuse for
ne~lecting any important task to say, "!forgot
it." I told him that would not answer. If .he
was sufficiently interested, he would be careful
to remember. It was because that he did not
care· enoqgh that he. forgot it. I drilled him
with this truth. He worked for me three years,
and during the last of the three he was utterly
changed ih this respect. He did not forget a
th:ng. ·His forgetting, he found, was a lazy, careless habit of the mind, which he cured.-Selected.
TOBACCO.
Dr, Seaver of Yale College is waging war upon the hab!t.of tobacco smoking, which some of
the students there indulge in. He is .the physician of the college and the professor of athletics,
a man of science who follows scientific methods
in any inv<~Stigation he may undertake. He has
been engaged for eight years in observing the
effectsof tobacco smoking upon the bodies and
minds of Yale students, and he has just published a remarkable budget of statistics ..
Dr. Seaver informs the public that the.students
of Yale who indulge in tobacco smoking are inferior in physical vigor and menta) ability to
those who do not. According to his reckoning,
the s.mokers have less lung power than the anti. smokers; they have less chest inflating capecity;
they :.re qf less bodily weig!lt, an.d they are even
of less height. The muscular and nervo)ls power of the smoking students. is notably 11.nd notice~
ably less. than that of the anti-smoking. From
an athletic point of view · therefore,. the Yale
professor o~ athletics
bhn.self jus!ified
in waging war upop . . ·. habit;
· N ot.only ir. a physical
,;.bj;!t al~.O illlii.n in•
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tellectual way, the Yale smokers are inferior to
the anti-smokers. The smoking habit is disadvantageous to scholarship, Ot those students
who, withitt a given time, have received junior
appointments above dissertations, only five per
cent. were smokers, and very few smokers. received appointments of any kind. It would
seem; therefore, that the brain power and the
scholarship of the smokers at ·Yale are far inferior to those of the anti-smokers.
·
The demonstrations of Dr. Seaver appear to be
influencing the Yale mind. He is able to report
that seventy per cent. of the senior class in the
college do not smoke, that the. leading athletes
do not sm0ke and that not a single candidate for
the rowing crew is a smoker.
Young America, athletic, intellectual, and ethical, can ruminate upon the Yale statistics collected by Dr. Seaver.
WHAT MOTHERS ARE MADE FOR.
A home is what a woman makes it: a daughter is, in nine cases out of every ten, the reflection
of her mother, writes Edward W. Bok in The La. dies' Rome 'Journal. The training of the girl of fif.
teen is shown in the woman of fifty. A son may,
by contact with the rough world, sometimes outlive his early home influences:-a daughter rar~ly
does. She may make a misstep. Indiscretion
may be to her a necessary teacher; but her early
domestic training will m;mifest itself sooner. or
later. A mother's word, a domestic proverb, told
at eventide by the quiet fireside, has been recalled
by many a woman years after it was uttered. "I
thank God that my mother told me what
other women have been taught by the world,"
said a gentlewoman to me not long ago. This,
my friend, is the tribute which your daughter
and mine should be able to pay to our memories
long after we are gone. The world has a sharp
way of teaching its truths to a girl. Is It not far
better, then, th~t her mother should tell her with
that sweet and sympathetic grace and gentleness
which only a mother knows? The flowers most
beautiful to the eye and sweetest to the smell,
grow in good soil. The world's noblest women
have sprung from .good homes.-Sel.
HOW TO LAY A CARPET.
Lay the linings on the floor, putting a small
tack here and there to keep th<'m in place. Put
the carpet on the floor, unrolling it in the direction in which it is to be laid. Begin to tack it at
the end of the room which is the most irregular.
If there be a fire place or baywindow in the room,
fit the carpet around these places first. Use large
tacks to hold the carpet temporarily in place:
they can be withdrawn when the work is finished.
When the carpet is fitted to a place, use small
tacks to keep it down. Tack one end of the carpet, stretching it well; then a side, then the other
end, and finally the other side. Be careful to
keep the lines straight and to have the carpet fit
tightly: for if it be loose it will not only look
badly, but will not wear well.-Sel.

CLEARWATER, Neb., May 25.th.
Editors Rerald:-I have been tJ.;aveling in
Sheridan and Dawes counties of late. There is
quite an interest, especially in Dawes county.
There is a small branch of humble, earnest Saints
who are respected by the people round about.
The branch is in charge of Bra; D. W. Shirk, who
is zealous in the work with a godly zeal. He
delights in preaching the word, both by precept
and example. I expect to return there in the
fall, when we have the assurance that some will
unite with the Church. In the meantime Bro.
Shirk will preach at different points on Sundays.
I visited the Indian Agency at Pine Ridge,
while there in company with Bro. James Shepard.
The Indians are quiet, and it is thought that if

the government. continues to do right by them , in Iowa or Missouri, except the. ones in .charge,
to be necessary to enter into arrangements for a
there will be. no mote further trouble. They do
public discussion, they will please consult the:
not want to fight unless there is a necessity for it.
one in charge bifore making such arrangements.
I wonder ho~ many more, times Clark Braden
The ones in charge can then enter into suchllrrangements as may in theit: judgment be neceswill have the Church cornered.for thejt"rst time.
sary; or if they think it necessary, can report the
When will men see their folly in trying to oversituation to me.
throw the work of God.
Let us try and put in a good year's work, each
'.W. M. RUMEL.
one doing all he can .for the furtherance of. the.
work. This year we should be wiser ahd better
servants than we have ever been before. Preach
THE BOARD OF PUBLICATION.
the truth, that which will make men and women:
TO THE SAINTS.
wiser and better. Let the fine, speculative
theories be indefinite! y .postponed till the "mists·
LAMONI, Iowa, May ;17th.
ha:ve passed away." Your brother,
After very careful and respectful consideration
J. R. LAMBERT,
o£ the Resolution passed by the last General
In charge o/ Iowa and Missouri.
Conference requesting the release of the memLAMONI, Iowa, May 26th, 1891.
bers of the First Presidency from duties in connection with the Herald Office so that their
entire time might be given to the special work of
CONFERENCE NOTICES,
the Presidency and Ministry, we find that it is
The Northern Illinois district conference. will
quite impracticable to wholly conform to such
con veneJ une zoth and 2 I st.! at Mission, La Salle
request; but so far as possible steps have been
county, Illinois. The district Sunday-schoolastaken to relieve thetri of all detail and routine
sociation will convene on Friday before the conwork of the office, so thattheir labors shall be strictference, at the above place. Full reports and ah
ly only supervisory and editorial work proper,
in connection: with the church publicatioms .. tendence, both upon the.conference and Sunday'
school association is solicited.
To aid in this, help has been secured in the readHENRY SouTHWICK, Dist. Pres.
ing of proofs, and assistance in the editorial department.
Quarterly conference of tpe Little Sioux disWe feel that the HERALD may be trusted as in
trict will convene at Logan; Iowa, June 6th and
the past to commend itself by its merits to the
7th. Branch clerks please take notice and report
patrons of the office and the reading public gento the secretary.
erally in such manner as to make it a necessity
The Sunday-school Union convenes Friday,
to the home of every Latter Day Saint.
June 5th at 2:30p.m.
'
Beginning with theIst of September next, the
A. M. FYRANDO, Dist. Sec.
HERALD will be reduced to $2 per year, $I for
LizziE McDowELL,
six months; and to meet this reduction without
Dist. Sec. 1!f Union.
loss to the publication interests, we ask the aid
and co-operation of the Saints and friends both
in sending in promptly all subscriptions overdue
SUNDAY-SCHOOL WORKERS,
and making an effort to enlarge the HERALD cirATTENTION!
.
culation.
'
All remittances must be sent to David Dancer,
To the Sunday-school Workers and all Saints
Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
devoted to teaching the Word of Life to the
Ever striving for the publication of the gospel
Young:
.
of peace, we are, respectfully,
The committee appointed by General ConferE. L. KELLEY, Pres.,
ence last year to devise ways and means to adD. DANCER,
'
vance the Sunday-school work in the church,
Business Manal{er and Treas.,
made their report to the last General Conference
J. H. PETERS,
at Kirtland. Their work was recognized and
RoBT. WINNING,
the officers of the General Sunday-school AssQW. W. BLAIR.
ciation were sustained.·
A. S, CocHRAN, Sec.
The duty of the church now is to see that the
work which has been so favorably started should
not falter or lag by the way. This work of teachIOWA AND MISSOURI MISSION.
ing the pure gospel of Christ to the young is not
The Saints of Iowa and Missouri will please
of a secondary nature, and he who looks upon it
take notice that the following brethren have
as such fails to realize the significance of the
been placed in missionary 'charge of sub-fields:
words of Christ as found in John 21: I5. Here
H. Kemp, Fremont district; H. N. Hansen,
where Jesus appears to his disciples the third
time after his resurrection he commands, as first
Pottawattamie district; C. Derry, Little Sioux
in importance, to Peter, "Feed my lambs." If
district; H. 0. Smith, Galland's Grove district;
Jesus, our example and great teacher, should
J. S. Roth, Eastern Iowa district; James Mchold the feeding of his lambs as first in imporKiernan, Des Moines district; J. C. Crabb, Nauvoo and String Prairie district; I. N. White,
tance, why should we, as followers of the great
South-west Missouri, including the Indepenteacher, neglect any f;luty or any opportunity of
dence district; J. T. Kinnaman, Far West disdoing his will?
Many opportunities of doing good in this line
trict; Warren E. Peak, Nodaway district; Duncan Campbell, North-east Missouri district; R.
have been Improved by individuals, branches
and lone workers. The time has now come when
L. Ware, Central Missouri district.
Bro. T. W. Smith, who was appointed to labor
it is, we believe, wisdom in the sight of the Master to combine our efforts in establishing this
in my mission, should, of course, (and I trust
will) be honored in all the privileges and duties
branch of the work. The times demand the
which belong to his calling in the church, wherwork, the church is ready to sustain it, and it
now behooves all who love it to put their
ever he is laboring; but as I should not feel at
shoulder to the wheeland help roll it forward.
liberty to ignore any one in charge of a sub-field,
they must, of course, be respected by all others.
God is with us. His Spirit is everywhere
encouraging the workers and promising success
Bro. Smith will please take notice that I regard
and reward to those who will faithfully labor
him as entitled to all the privileges I should ask
for myself wherever he is laborinf{, except that
therein.
In accordance with the constitution adopted
those who have been placed in charge of submissions will report their labors to me from time
by the General Association, it becomes the duty
of the superintendent to devise methods for unito time, or about every three months.
All other missionaries laboring in the subfying and successfully prosecuting this work
fields named, will please report to the ones in
throughout the church.
To assist in this object the General Associacharge of the fields where they are laboring. Do
tion appointed a committee for the preparation
not forget. Those who are not laboring in the
sub-fields named will be expected to report diof "Teachers' Helps" in the study of the lessons,
with the Intermediate Question Books as a basis
rectly to me.
When it is thought by any of the missionaries
to work from. Since then we have deemed it
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advisable to appoint another committee, consisthearts and willing hands. By this we mean that
ing of Ern. F. G. Pitt and R. S. Salyards, for a
in all schools where it is at all practicable, missionaries should be sent to the places near by to
like work in the Compendium, to be used in the
organize new schools, help perfect those already
schools where there are Compendium classes.
started, in thjs way doing good to others, while
We have under advisement the appointing of
you are gaining strength yourselves. Superinstill another committeeo or the extending of the
tendents of District Associations will look parwork of one of those already appointed to the
ticularly after this and see that it is carried out.
preparation of "blackboard . hints" and chalkAll supplies for Sunday-schools will be on sale
talks, to be used in the closing exercises of the
at the Herald Office after June roth. We wish
school.
all schools of the Association to be in complete
Some fifty different schools joined the General
working order by the rst of July.
Association by delegates, at the late convention
Compendium. helps will be found in the Hope,
in Kirtland. Was your school one of this numbeginning with the rst of July. "Teachers'
ber? If not, we earnestly extend to you an in·
Helps"-order directly from the Herald Office.
vitation to join with us, which is done by a vote
Let it be understood that where the Compenof your school (if not in a district assodation)
dium, Intermediate and Primary Question Books
accepting the constitution and by-laws of the
are used, that they are only helps of scholars in
·Association and notifying the secretary, Bro.
the preparation of the lesson from the Bible and
Gomer Wells, of Knobnoster, Missouri. Schools
not the text books.
composing districts will be admitted by similar
Address all orders for supplies to Bro. David
action of district associations.
Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.
Do awaken to the importance of this matter,
Ever praying for the blessings of the Holy
dear Saints, and battle with us, and with us
Spirit to ·be with you; we are in the bonds of
march on to the victory, which the Spirit already
truth,
E. A. BLAKESLEE,
promises. If you are already one of that numSupt. Ge1z. S. S. Assn.
ber, we respectfully call your attention to the
M. WALKER,
following points for the government of the
Assistant Supt.
schools:
GALIEN, Mich., May 26th, 189L
First-It will be necessarv for you to fall into
line with the main body of Sunday-school workers. Do not try to run your schoi>l independent
BORN.
of the general body; for in union there is
McHENRY.-To Mr. Thomas and Sr. Lora
strength, and it is the common good of all we
McHenry, a son; born, July 31st, r89o, at Belare striving f0r.
mont,. Nebraska; blessed, April 27th, r89r, by
Second.-We call special attention to the imElders W. M. Rumel and D. M. Shirk, and named
portance of teachers fitting themselves for their
Clarence William".
task. Study your lessons well. Study your
SHIRK-To Bro.D; W. and Sr, Ottilla Shirk,
pupils so that you may know best how to teach
a son; born June rsth, r889, at Belmont, Nethem. Ask questions they are able to comprebraska; blessed, Mav 9th, 1~91, by Elder W. M.
hend. U.;~ teachers' helps as helps only. Do
Rumel and D. W. Shirk, and named Franklin D.
not take them to the school with you, but have
your work so well in hand that you can discuss
SHEPARD.-To Bro. James and Sr. Julia Shepit with your class Independent of the "helps'' in
ard, a son; born January roth, r889 at. Hay
the school-room. R~member, it is the word of
Springs, Nebraska, blessed, May 2rst, r89r, by
Elder W. M. Rumel and named Forest.
God you are to teach, not what some one may
think it is. Thes,e "helps" will assist you in
DIED.
getting at the truth.
CAMPBELL.-Sr. Emily E. Campbell, of JonesWe wish to call the special attention of superport, Maine, died May 7th, r89r. She was born
intendents to the fo)lowing suggestions: OrganJune 14th, r829; baptized by Elder J. C. Foss
ize at once weekly teachers' meetings for the
November 29th, 1879, Funeral sermon by Elder
study of the lesson and general discussion of
J. G Foss.
Sunday-school woqk. . Always open these meetSAWYER.-Bro. Lewis B. Sawyer, of Jonesings with prayer. Great good will result from
port, Maine, May 14th, rfl9r. He was born in
these meetings, If yonducted with the proper inJones port, Maine, March 28th, r8z6; baptized by
terest and spirit. ;
Elder F. M. Sheehy March 8th, r885; services by
Alway's preserve order and reverence. No
Elder J. C Foss.
Sunday-school can', do thorough)y efficient work
When this cruel life is· past,
where either of these essential elementspf sucAnd its cares and toils are o'er,
cess is lacking, neither can they be separated.
With our Ravior aud his loved ones,
Reverence for the house of God,. the sanctuary
We shall dwell forevermore.
of the Most High, will lead to order. We have
WoLSEY.7"0n Monday evening, May r8th,
found singing, connected with the prompt and
r89r, Bro. John 'T. Wolsey,. at his farm in Freearly attendance of teachers, most largely conmont county, Iowa, aged 68 years. He joined
ducive to these desirable results. Let the superthe church in r872, and at his death was the
intendent or chorister, or better, both, make a
presiding priest of the Plum .Creek branch. He
point o~ being in the room at .least twenty minremained faithful to the .end. He leaves a wife
utes before the time foropeningand, when)hereL and seven children to mourn his sudden and un~tart the singing of. some familiar hymn or ]'ieee'
expected death. Bro. Wolsey came in as usual
of Sabbath-school •music. Continue this until
on Monday noon and ate his dinner surrounded
time for exercises to begin, and you will find not
by his family, and appeared in the best of health
only that the school will not need to be called to
and humor. In the evening he did not come in
order, but .that all light. and frivolous conversafor supper, and was found lying dead in his field
tion has been dispensed with and the minds of
where he . had been working during the· afterthe children put in a fit frame for the work of
noon. .The cause of his. death was supposed to
the hour in secu~ing prompt and faithful attenbe heart disease. Funeral from. the Saints'
'. dance of both teachers and officers, without
church, close to Bro. Leeka's, on Wednesday
which the work of: the school will be not only
afternoon; the sermon and se.rvices was preached
hindered, but in a large measure rendered aborand held by. Bro. Wm. Leeka, assisted by Elder
tive.
Benedict, being very largely attended by Saints
Note carefully Section 3 of Article VII, under
and people around, who followed the remains to
By-Laws for Sunday-schools, referring to the
Leeka's cemetery. For over twenty-six years he
appointing and duty of visiting committees. The
has resided on this place, and was highly resuperintendent should see that. this committee
spected by the community.
do.es its duty, and you will readily realize the
BEARSE.7"At bennisport, Massachusetts, May
good results.
,
4th, r89r, Elder Wellington Bearse, aged 62
We strongly-~:ecommend the system of keepyears, r r months and ro days. He was born at
ing the school.records as provided for .in books , Yarmo.utn, Barnstable county, May 24th, r828;
which the General Association will·· soon have
~vas a member of the Baptist church of West
.on: sale at the Herald Office ..
HarwiCh; Massachusetts, for a n~mber 6£ years.
Let. your Sabbath-school be a point of disperHearing the gospel in. its fullness, he accepted
,.sion,not of ~ccumulation; a center. from .which
tlie . same and ~as baptized by Elder Nathan
: shall rad}ate .light and truth, borne by .loving
Eldridge, atDennisport, Massachusetts, Novem-

·ber 12th, r87r. Ordained to the office of an elder
by Elder Charles N. Brown, December rsth,
1872, he was an active laborer in the church, firm
in the faith until the end. He was president of
the branch at Dennisport for a number of years
and was faithful in the performance of his duties
as such. He will be greatly missed by the church
and by a large number of relatives and friends.
Conscious unto the last, his last counsel and advice to his family and those who surrounded his
bedside was to fear and serve God. His end was
peaceful and he died in the hope of a part in the
resurrection of the just. "Precious in the sight
of the Lord is the death of his saints." Services
in Saints' chapel, Dennisport, May 7th, by Elder
I. L. Chase, of Brockton. Text 2 Timothy 4: 7·
CARPENTER. -At Rhinelander, Wisconsin,
May roth, r89r, of diphtheria, Joy Ennis, daugh·
ter of Simeon P. and Julia Carpenter, aged 3
cyears, 2 months and 4 days.
THE FIRST YEAR.
The first year of married life is the most im·
portant era for both the husband and wife. As
it is spent, so generally are all the rest of the
years, as regards their kindly or unkindly relation
to each other.
Neither one alone makes home happy. There
must be great forbearance and love in both husband and wife, to secure happiness in the home
circle.
Home is no paradise of sweets; the elements of
peace and true happiness are there, and so, too, are
the elements of discord and misery; and it needs
only the uncharitable spirit to make it a pandemonium, or the loving genius to make it a para-

dise.-Selected.
Dr. Belroth, the great Vienna surgeon, says:
"The colossal increase of nerve and mind disease
in our day is undoubtedly the result, to a great
extent, of the tobacco and alcohol habit, and the
straining of the nervous system caused by these
poisons.''
,

ADDRESSES.

J, C. Crabb, 1001 South Tenth St,, Burlington, Iowa.
E. C. Brigge, 203 West Walnut street, Ch1cago, Ill.

C. A.. Parkin, 2910 Sixteenth St., Near Mission, San
Francisco, California.
A. H. Parsons, Box 462, Independence, Jackson Co., Mo.
Mark H .. Forsentt. No. 1608 Fmneis St., St. Joseph, Mo.
E F. Shupe, 1141 Evans St., Denwr, Colo.
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Davidson, Joplin, Jasper Co., Mo.
John!!. R<Jth, Grinnell, Powesheik co., Iowa.
T. w. Smith, Independence, box 892,,Misso•ui.
E. L. Kelley, Temple, Lake Co .• Ohio.
James H. Tyrrell, hox 144, Wallaceburg, Ontario; Secretary of Chatham District.
J. W. Wight, North Forster, N. S. W.
,
J. S. Lee, Spanish Fork, Utah county,"Utahc
Alexander H. Smith's home address is ,now Lamoni, loa.
F. R. Tubb, 10 Retreat Place, Hackney,' London, Eng.

MEETING HOUSES.
Below wlll be found the different places of
meeting of the church in the cities named:
Chicago, Illinois, Hart's Hall, r682 Milwaukee
avenue, every Sunday at 7: 45 p. m.
San Francisco, California, Lincoln Hall, Montgomery street, near Palace Hotel.
·
St. Louis, Missouri, No. 2518 Elliott avenue.
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, Fourth avenue, near
Wood street.
Boston, Massachusetts, Howard avenue, Roxbury.
San Bernardino, California, corner Fifth and
F streets.
Sacramento, California, Saints' Chapel, Twenty-fourth avenue and K streets. J. M. Parr,
president.
Denver, Co.lorado, Euclld Hall, Fourteenth
street, opposite City Hall.
Omaha, Nebraska, Saints' Chapel, No. r4r8
North Twenty-first streets ..
St. Joseph, Missouri,. Saints' Chapel, Seventeenth street, near Faraqn street. Take Jule
street, or Wyatt Park cars to Seventeenth street,
and the building will be in sight•
:

The printed name on the colored label on your pa.
per gives the .date to which your subscriptiOn ha$ been.
paid, If it shows y()u lire in arrears, ·please ren.ew.

~
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ENSIGN

Pu hlished every Saturday at
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI;
Brethren { J, A. RoBiNSoN}'Edit~rs.
·

F. G.

PITT

.

Subscription priee, $1.00 per year.
It is devoted to the spreading of religious truth as
-viewed by the Saints.
.
.
Each issue contains a sermon by one of the ministry,
reports of the different societies in the church, and articles bearing upon or explanatory of the doctrmes of the
·
church.
It is the intention to make it a help to the missionary
at home and in the field; a sourr.e ·of comfort to the scattered ones who are denied church privileges, and to bring
the Saints into closer relation,ship with each other.

MILL FOR SALE.
SH,ELBY MILL FOR l:'iALE, situated in
Shelby, Shelby county, Iowa. For full particulars enquire of Mrs. Abby A: Bristol, Vineland, New Jersey.
B1JIN8

.REVI.SITED,

AND THE WORLD STORY RETOLD;
The Scientific Defense of the Latter Day Faith.
240 pages, bound in cloth, price $1.
S. F. W A,LKER, Lamoni, Iowa.

BRADEN-KELLEY . DEDTE
BEGUN.

Tuesday, May 5th, the debate began. Our first report
will appear in Patriot for May 14th. We.shall be prepared
for some time to furnish our entire report. to new subscribers. Send in names a.t once.
LAMBERT BROS. Publishers,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
,ONE

FARM

SOLD,

ANOTHER FOR SALE.
This one is located 2Y. miles north-east of Lamoni, Ia.,
contains ~9& acres, all fenced, and some division fences;
House, Stahle, Granary, Corn-cribs, Young Orchard, and
3 good Wells. IIHI> per aere.
.
Enquire of agent, ROBERT LYLE,
2rmar3m
Lamoni, Iowa.
ROBT. WINNING,
President.

D.. F. NICHOLSON,
Cashier.

FARMERS BANK,
LAMON .I,
IOWA,
PAYS INTEREST ON TIME DEPOSITS,

Money to loan.
FARM LANDS AND TOWN LOTS FOR SALE.

A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
Setting forth the order and nature of the Priesthood, and defining the duties and prerogatives
of all the Church Officials, inc!U'diug the First
Presidency, and also the Deacons, as set forth in
the Revelations of God and decisions of the
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
the Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
Price 25 cents including postage.

A General Stock of Merchandise
For Sale in Lamoni, Iowa.
Store building sold with goods, or rented at a
reasonable rate. Good reasons given for selling.
For further information, address P. 0. Box 1 rz,
Lamoni, Iowa.

GERMAN TRACTS.
@'"Tracts in the German Language may be had of Bro.
Ad. Richter, Burlington, Iowa: The Baptism, 6 cents;
the Repentance, 5 cents; the Principles of the Gospel, 6
cents: the Epitome ol Faith, 2c.; the Sixth Trumpet, a
fifty-four page pamphlet, 25c. These prices include
po•tage.

-..A..-

SYMBOLOGICAL CATECHISM:
OR

Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
BY A. J. MAPES.
104 page&, doth bound. Price 35 cenb each.
For aie by BRo. H. R. MILLS,
INDEPENDENCE, Mo.

SPIRITUAL GIFTS
A}iD

THE SEER OF PALMYRA:
Qr

iw

SEQUEL .TO SPIRITUA,L. GIFTS.

PUBLICATIONS .·ISSUED AND FOR SALK.
- - . - ) BYTHE ( - .-.-·

Board of Publication of the ·Reorganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IO.W A,

M. H. BOND.
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.
Modern Prophets after aneie.nt type111.
Who was Joseph Smith!
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
Was he a religions i:mpostor!
(I!lllpired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
\Vas he a. "Spirit J.iedinm"!
What does the Bible say about Joseph
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkl~d edgee •••••.• 1 50
Smith?
Imitation Morocco, gilt edgee ... :.: ........... 2 00
The Truth by Three Witnesses-Christianity in the
Morocco, gilt edgee ..••.••••••••••••• ·••••• , •2 60
First and Nineteenth Century-The Ancient and Mod- · Ne.w Teetament, Inspired..................... 'lli
ern Pharisee-The Revelations of Emmanuel Sweden~
borg-Modern "Spirit Medipms," and Hypnotic ReBOOK OF MORMON.
ligious !·Revival," ae Against Reason and Bible Testimony, and iu Contradiotinction to the Work of "The Latter
Roan, epdnkled edges ......... •'· ............ 1 211
Day .Seer," Examined in the Light of FACTs and Human
Imitation Morocco, gilt edge5· ••• :••••••••••••• 1 60
History-A Rational and Scriptural Exposition or Ex.
planation of Old and New Testament Prophecy .and Do&
trine.
DOCTRINE AND. COVENANTS.
A Revision of "Spiritual Gifts," With Supplement and
Sprinkled Sheep, or Library •••• ••••••••• , ••••1 21S
Appendix. Nearly twice the reading mlltter.of Spiritual
Gifts. Paper covers 35cts., full cloth binding 60 ;cents.
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ................ 1 ISO
For Sale at "Herald O:tnce," or by :M. H. Bond, Willoughby, Ohio. Liberal Discount to Agents.
4aj)r
THE SAINTS' HARP.
HOUSE FOR SALE.
(Hy~p. Book.)
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edgee ••••••••••• 1 21S
or sale my House of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot a.ir Imitation lloroceo, gilt edges ................ 1 1)0
furnace in it, and water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
THE ,SAINTS' HA~MONY.
Box 28, Clevel!ind, Ohio.
(Tune B.ook and Hymn Book combined.)
back and Muelin sides .• i••••••••• , ••• 2 ISO
INSPIRED TRANSLATION. Leather
The Harmony contains all the hymns In the Saints'
@"' FLEXIBJiE BINDING. ..Aa
H~rp; also 642 pages or music, C9mprising about ~20
The Inspired Translation of the Holy S.criptunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.
fures bound In limp leather, flexible covers, similar to the binding of the Uxford Sunday~school
JOSEPH SMITH THE P~OPHET AND
Teachers Bible. Price, by mail, $4.
HIS PROGENITORS.
(By Lucy Smith.)
BIBLE SYNOPSIS.
Muslin binding, 512 pages ................. , • 70
Only three or four hundred left. I will sell
Leather binding ............... >. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
the remainder at $r each, or six to any address
for $5; still a larger discount to agents. Send to
HESPERIS.·
the Herald Office at Lamoni, Iowa, or J. J. Cor(Poems by David H. Smith,)
nisp, Reed City, Osceola county, Michigan.
Fancy Muslin, 202 pages, gilt edgee ........... 1 60
27-r2·3m
lly

Notice.
When changing your place of residence, or desiring
your paper sent to a different post-o:tnce, be particular in
g1ving, m full, the name of the post·o:flice, county, and
state where you had been last receiving it, and distinctly
state the name of the post-o:flice. county and state to
wbich you wish your pap~r sent in the future.
When mailing. a letter, whether in a railroad car, on a
steamboat, or while visiting at a friend's, in every instance give your own address where you are taking your pa-

per.

If your paper has been discontinued. state where you
"have last been taking it, and the time it was stopped.

AUTUMN

LEAVESm

Published· monthly for the
Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
M:. W~>lli:er, l\l!Utor and Pt!bl!.iihtlr.

llfl!r The following is the contents of the June
Autumn Leaves:
Frontispiece, The Bird's Nest-Fourteen to
One, a.true story-The Wind's Song-Judgment
of the Holy Ghost-To-morrow-Land Taxation-The Worst of Crimes-Our Loved OnesSermon by President Joseph Smith-BeyondThe Boy with a Hobby and What Came of ItMy Boys and Girls-Our Japan-The Toad, and
Bee-Stings-Bird's Nest-Life of Elder John
Brush--'Safe, Sure, and Steadfast-The Chamber Over the Gate-Department of Correspondence- English Rulers- Editor's Corner- My
Sabbath Day - Domestic Departmhnt - The
Last Good-Night-Round Table.
COWDERY LETTERS.
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen •••• , • • • • 'IIi
Without covers 6cts. each; per dozen......... 50
Contains valuable matter in relation to the Calling
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
the Book of Mormon, and the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.

VOICE OF WARNING.
ID!Itruction to all people on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work.
In paper coven, 10 cts. each, per dozen ........ 1 00
Limp muslin covers .••••••• , • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • 25
JOSEPH THE SEER.
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defe-nded and Maintained.
(New and Revised Edition.)
:Paper covers, 200 pages .••• ,' .......... ~..... 35
Muslin binding.. .. .. • • .. .. .. • .. • .. • .. • • .. 60
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder Wil·
liam Sheldon of tha Second Advent Society, aud is an
important work to be in the hands of the ministry of
the church;· and it is a most excellent one to be circu·
lated both in the church and among those without,
abounding in proofs never before prese11ted in defense
of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.
SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for the High{lr Classes.
Sprinkled Leather .......................... 1 00
Muslin boards............................. ~6
Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
Limp muslin, 25 eta. each, per dozeh ..•••••. 2 50
Question Books for Primary Claaaes.
Limp muslin, U cts. each, per dozen ..•.•.•.•• 1 26
SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
School Engineer and Record Book • . • . • • • • . . • • 50
Good Behavior Tickets, 100 for 16c., 1,000 for .. 1 09
Prompt Attendance Tickets., •••.•.•.. Same price.
Fancy Cards, package of 60, 6 kinds, large • • • • • 76
Fancy Cards, smaller, 10 kinds, per 100.... ••• • 60
FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages..................... 25
J. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches the coming of
Christ to Judge the world is now past." M. H. Forscutt affirms "The Bible teaches the Literal Res.urrectiOil of the body from the grave."
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"REA.BKEN TO THill WOB:D Oil' THill LoRD: ll'OR THERIII SHALL NoT ANY MAN AllONt;i TOU li.A.VJI S.A.VJI 1.'!1 l'IB Qn W!li'B: A!'!Dl,,'V;~!Olll\UII!Ifl
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Page 116, Book of :Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
.
"w11· BELmvE THAT ONE MAN SHoULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT Ou HusB..um: BXCBPT m C.u:a oF DEATH, WH:BN El'I.'HEB
IB AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330; Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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giving them to the HERALD. We hope
that the vigilant, spirited. contest by which
truth is evolved from the whirling mass
of error and superstition may continue
until all truth is reached by all co-workers.
We greet our co-workers in the field
everywhere with our hearty good will,
and express for them and ourselves the
hope that the present year of conflict may
be fraught with great good to the cause
we all love.
JOSEPH SMITH,
W.W. BLAIR.

JOSEPH SMITH

W. W. BLAIR
R. S. SALYARDS

EDITOR,
ASSOCIATE EDITOR.
ASSISTANT EDITOR.

OUR FAITH.

No. 24.
confirming the prophecy that he should
sit on the throne of his Father David, and
rule the earth in equity. We may not be
able. to understand all the niceties of the
plan of redemption, or why man sinned
and made an atonement necessary; but we
can understand that the world is in a
terrible condition, needing help. This
help we may safely conclude and fully
believe is found in Christ, and in his mission as stated in the Scripture. And so
of many of the other things which may
seem to be left unduly attestt!d, and which
we necessarily accept finding them in the
word.

IN the sense of having a formulated creed
ANOTHER SCIENTIFIC PROP.HET.
to which all applicants for membership
Lamoni, Iowa, June I3, 1891.
LIEUTENANT
ToTTEN, of the United
and baptized devotees are expected to give
formal adherance, we can have no faith States Army, and teacherin the Scientific
THE HERALD.
School at Yale, is a believer in Christ's
but iche Scriptures.
IN e:;suming ·the editorial charge of the
A belief in God, and the reception of second coming, and thinks that period is
HERALD by virtue. of the action of the the Spirit of Christ unto a conviction of near. He presented his views before the
Board of Publication, as reorganized at sin, the necessity of repentance and re- Baptist Union, Brooklyn, New York, on
the April session of Conference, we do so mission of sin, are ~ecessarily precedentto the evening of May r8th. From the text:
quite conscious that as we have not in the a formal reception. by baptism into the "A time and times and the dividing of
time," he discoursed as follows:
past been able to please all, we shall not church.
"Believer& in the Bible, who are al&o students
be able to please all in the future. How"Repent and believe the gospel," and
ever, this will npt deter us from endeavor- "He that believeth and is baptized shall be of prophecy," said he, "are unanimous that. it is
ing. to serve the cause for which the HER- saved," are divine utterances and need no now the time of the end, that the current dec:;~de
ALD is being published to the best of our labored exposition to. be understood. No will see all things fulfilled. There are dozens of
amount of learned disquisition can evade time prophecies in th.e ·Bible,. and upon all of
skill and ability~
Our intentiol:). has been to keep the the straight and clear cut s~atemerits here them the same momentous date comes out. The
HERALD true to its mission, and to bring made. They are the words of one sent one I shall give you thi:s evening I consider to
it up to a mental and moral standard of with a direct message to mankind, ll mes- be the most remarkable Messianic prophecy in
which no defender .of the faith need be sage, the correctness of which was to be existence. It is startling in every aspect. It is
ashamed. If wJ ha"e failed in this intent, made wholly apparent by the death of an entirely new and original discovery.
it is the fault ofiour judgment, not of our him who made them and the witness of
"On the 25th of March I was engaged in revisthe Spirit of Truth when sent.
heart or will. ,
ing the matter having reference to the Jewish
Of this messenger we have the preced- feast of Purim, its absolute date .!l,nd its actual
We h~ve been supported by many of
the able writers'of the church nobly; and ing assurance of prophecy, and when he beariiig .upon certain ominous chronolo!!'ical
for this we are grateful. The elders in the came, the attendant circumstances that events in our own near future. That same day
field have been constantly on the watch mark the prophecies fl..llfilled; As pledged a stranger wrote me from Chicago calling my
as they have been at their labor of minis- believers in the. Scriptures; we cannot con- attention to the odd chronological riddle containtering in the wqrd, and whatever has been sistently refqse to. accept the Scriptural ed it} the book of Esdra.s, which we have been
astir in the world of letters and the com- relation of the birth and early life of the taught to consider apocryphal, but which has
motion of ideas, that has had a bearing on Savior, as related by Matthew and Luke. been regarded as canonical by many Jews and
our mutual· woik, they have noted · and And, notwithstanding we may not see
which many of the early watchers recognized as
made us acqu!l.inted therewith, that it clearly just how, we may reconcile this inspired.
might become a matter of record for aU with what others may hold to be the reve''The riddle he .referred to
be found in the
fellow workmen to see and use; thus lations of physical science, propriety of
cementing the bonds of unity by widely belief dictates that we may. not invalidate fourteenth chapter of the fourth book of Esdras,
spreading the evidences upon which the the testimony of those writers who were verses I0-12. It is as follows: •The world has
conversant with the facts as understood at lost its youth and. the times begin to wax old.
whole fabric stands.
For the world is divided into twelve· parts, arid
It, is quite remarkable how universal the time Jesus the messenger lived.
There is no frecessity for us to refuse ten parts of i.t are gone already and hal( of a
this spirit of inquiry and quick perception
of what is applicable to the wo.rk has credence to what is. directly affirmed in tenth .part; and there remaineth. that which Is
'become. One common impulse moves all the word, simply qecaus¢ we may not be after half of the tenth part.' Seven-sixtie.ths ,
in the .same direction. No matter how able .to understand all. that may attach to remain. The world was in its,eleventh hour.
"Here, then, was a plain chroriological nut,
remote the field.l where the elder may be it, ashaving gone before,or coming after
laboring, he still finds something in the it.. We may not understand clearly all and a .nut worth. cracking. My correspondent
transpiring, of events, the developments of· · the nice distinctions of the. gene.alogical was C. G. Dixor;i of 152 La Salle street, Chicago,
the region in which he is, the physical' tables givenin the New TestamentScrip~ and his letter to. rne was actuaJ!y written to me
w9rld, or the world of letters tending to tures through which the line of our . on the Jewish feast of Purim itself, for the
confirm the truth he has received. These Savior's life is trac.ed to David; _but we twenly-fifth. day of last March was. the .fir.st day
thi~gs, heanxiously shares .with others h):: . can ac2ept the testimony of the Spirit ofthis feast in the current year; and a sqlution
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of the riddle is .New Year's day of the thirteenth I understand to to be the teaching of our great
year· of Ahasueras (466 B.c), the very year in· creeds. The nattrre ohhe resurrected body is not
which the events commemorated by the feast of affirmed. You are free to believe this in the
Purim actually took place."
literal sense. of the body laid in the grave,. or in
Lieutenant Totten then proceeded to' do some the larger sense in . which most men read it ..
elaborate figuring before. his audience, and
Concerning the sacrament and the Lord's supper
showed mathematically that the endef the world we are to believe almost anything that comwas near. He concluded:
clitonology inmends itself to Christian consciousness. On all
volved in this prophesy is of the most astounding thesethemes on which the creeds lire silent it is
character. It strikes the 'ends' of both 'worlds,'
natural that men should think .. Opinions must
so to speak, or, to use an artillery e:l{pnission, it be formed and held, and the Christian, be he
is ricochet. From the momentous New Year's layman ·or clergyman, ·is left free. to form his
day upon which Esdras received it, it moves own opinion. The ·Nicene creed is a charter of
straight to the mark December 25th, 3996, A.M., · liberty. It. frees us from hine-tenths of the
then bounding forward it buries Itself in another burning questions with which Protestantism is
on fire to-day.
year just ahead of us.
"To continue our artillery illustration, the traOur great creed is the reconciliation of Chrisjectory of this awful cycle is so close above our tianity with itself. Christendom is torn and dismembered before our eyes. it is paralyzed with
heads at this very minute that .we are almost in
its dangerous space, and I believe will be there ·doubt. The strife of creeds is seen on every
side. Man cannot find a shelterundet: therefor·
in another year. But let it be clearly understood
mation confessions of faith, with their longthat this calculation will afford no man any
legitimate clew for predicting the day or hour or drawn metaphysics. H.e who reads the Signs o/
year of the impending second advent. But I 0 also tlie Times sees the alternative to throw overboard
the creeds or to simplify them. To-day could our
believe that !tis much nearer than 1899."
Protestant churches be content to part with their
reformation confessions of faith, and adopt that
THE CREEDS AGAIN.
great catholic creed which has come down
THE tangle of controversy in regard to
through the centuries, there would be an end of
the embodiment of men's beliefs in creeds strife and contention. Dr. Bridgeman weuld
seems to be growing worse.
not have to leave his church for his views on the
Rev. Heber Newton, of all souls' Church, questions of future punishment, and Dr. Briggs
New York expressed himself on May 24th could excite no contention in his church on the
in his pulpit, as follows:
question of inspiration. Our great creed is the
It has been said of the Nicene creed that it is
reconciliation of Christian faith and modern
fit only to be sung. On the other hand It would
thought, of theology and science.
be hard to set the Westminister faith to muDr. Newton has asked Bishop Potter
sic. The Nicene creed is the amplification of the
for
an investigation as to his heresy.
apostles' creed.
The Synod of the Reformed PresbyScarcely a doctrine which is in dispute in the
terian Church of North America began
churches round about us can furnish a proper
its session on Wednesday, May 27th, and
ground for dispute in our roomy church. The
it was thought likely that tht- session
only affirmation in the Nicene creed is the large,
would be a stormy one. A dispatch dated
elastic declaration «I believe in one Catholic
May 25th, says:
and apostolic church." We can thus judge of the
There Is every indication that the sessions of
Catholicism which would rule out the foremost
the
synod of the Reformed Presbyterian Church
man in the church for the bishopric because of
of North America, which begins Wednesday
his opinion concerning the episcopate.
What must we believe concerning the Bible? will be full of bitterness and contention. So
marked has become the feeling among the memNothing beyond the simple declaration of the
over the proposition to cast out seven liberalbers
Nicene creed. You may hold to the plenary
minded young ministers that it is said no less
inspiration of the Scriptures, and believe every
than forty clerical delegates will have to go to
word dictated by the Almighty, or )OU may hold
that large and reasonable view which is spreading hotels while sojourning in the city. Usually
through our church so rapidly, with equal loyalty .they are entertained by members of the church.
to our only authority, the creed. What does the The charge is made that the synod has been
systematically packed in anticipation of the
church bid us believe concerning the story of the
approaching trial. The whole difficulty hinges
creation? You are equally free to read the story
upon the old Covenanter decree that members of
in Genesis as history or parable. What does
the church command us to believe concerning the church shall not participate in civil elections
until God shall be recognized in the constitution.
the origin of the evil of the fall of man? l'jothing
whatever concerning the atonement. Nothing, The liberals contend that members should have
the right to exercise their own views.
except the language of the creed, "who for us
In the convention which deferred action
men, and for our salvation, came down from
on the Report of 'the Committee on Reheaven." Concerning future punishment, nothvision for a year, the following pithy
ing not contained in the language of the creed,
passages occurred, as . reported in the
"He shall come again with glory to juqge both the
Detroit, Michigan, Tribune.
quick and the dead." All theories of the character and duration of the punishment are extra
Rev. Alexander Proudfit, D. D., of Baltimore
creedal. The first form ofthe articles contained held the vows of the Presbyterian ministry to be
as sacred as those of any other denomination.
an article on future punishment, and that article
was afterward withdrawn.
"We think our vows are just as good or a little
What of the resurrection? That the dead" are
better than theirs, if we haven't been ordained
to rise immortal, into life clothed in bodily form,
by a bishop," he declared. "We want to con-

":rhe

vince them of that fact a'nd let them know that
we are not weakening at all. Some of their
clergymen recognize. us and some do not. W~
should not, throw them all over.for what a part
have done; What should becdone is to Ciec)are
our desire for unity, at the safue time having it
fully understood that we stand on just as solid
ground as they do;"
Dr. Smith then put in a few words on the demand of the times that. God's church present a
solid front and Dr. Hays spoke briefly again.
Then Elder George Junkin, thfi! famous .Philadelphia lawyer, sought to aid in clearing up the
tangle. He wanted all of God's army united,
but he should insist that each regiment recognize
every other regiment as belong1ng to that army.
The presbyterian church recognized the episcopal church, and that body should reciprocate.
He was of the opinion that th~ episcopal invitation for conference on church motion was an invitation to come into the episcopal churchnothing more and nothing le~s. He supported
Dr. Hays' motion to amend the. first recommendation of the committee. The amendment was
to the effect that the committee cease working
for church union and that · it be hereafter
known as the committee for the federation of the
protestant churches of America.
Rev. Samuel C. Logan of Scranton, Pa., held
that the presbyterian church had no right to atte~pt any union with a people, that did no1trecognize it as a christian church. He was sorry
that it was so, btif it seemed to be. "Other people's armor," said he, "is likely to chafe; if we at~
tempt to wear it. I think we should attempt to
teach these people better, if they. think we need
to be re-ordained. I am willing to be patient, to
take time for this thing. I hope the time will
come when we can get closer together all along
the line. Let us make this a church union by·
working along the line of federation. Let us not
do. anything that ·will put the episcopal brethren
farther away."
Rev. William A. Bartlett, D. D., then took the
floor. He thought God was still alive and was
able to ordain a man now just as well as he could
In apostolic days. Unle3s God had adJourned, there
was nothing of advantage even in the reality of
apostolic succession. He believed, however,
that the spirit of the times was pulling down the
barriers of denominational prejudice ... The great
army was coming together and he urged that his
brethren do all that they could to send it together with a rush. His remarks, which were of considerable length, were spiced with the most
sparkling wit and at times the laughter of his
hearers interrupted him for a moment or two at
a time.
IS NOT THIS A MISTAKE?

of the leading political journals of
the time in a late editorial suggested that
the action of the state of Iowa with regard
to the liquor traffic was the result of a
suicidal policy inaugurated by a set of
fanatics on the subject and was calculated
to drive lucrative business from the state.
Here is what a Catholic clergyman has
to say of the traffic, taken from one of our
exchanges, the Standard:
ONE

"Rev. Father Powers, a Catholic priest of
Anamosa, Iowa, in a recent address to his people, arraigned the liquor traffic as the great evil
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of this country. Among the other things he
said: "It has caused more than six-sevenths of
the pauperism and four-fifths of the crime of this
nation. It is the nursery of vice and the hotbed of anarchy. It is the parent of profanity
and blasphemy. It fills penitentiaries, jails,
poor-houses, asylums, graves and hell. It coun·
teracts the work of school and work and legislature. It is a running sore in the·. body politic of
the nation. It saps all social and civil Institutions. It sells votes at the ballot box and buys
votes at the capital. It bribes, it corrupts, it lies,
it perjures.' "

It strikes us that the state can very well
dispense with a business that produces
such results as the foregoing. '
WE ARE NOT HELD TO ANSWER.

WE are no more under the necessity of
going out to battle against every man that
may challenge our work than we are to
follow up and hunt down the author of
every lie told of us, or that work. There
must be other and more important reasons
for our engaging in dispute than simply
somebody's "I dare you." When these
are sufficient, there will be propriety in
our putting onthe armor to do battle for
our faith.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

THE Chicago Times, of the Ist instant,
contains two telegraphic news items that
are directly opposite in sentiment at least,
and worthy of nqte. One is a prediction
by the late General Von Moltke, in dfect
that, in 1892 Europe will pass through
one of the most terrible wars she has ever
witnessed; the other, an announcement of
a meeting of the International Peace Congress ::tt the coming World's Fair. The
one foresees and, predicts a bloody conflict which will materially change the
political maps aqd alter. the conditions of
present existing principalities; the other is
sanguine in the b~lief that sucn desolating
abomination as war may be averted. It is
interesting to note the wide difference of
opinion held by .leading observers. of general political and social movements.
Bro. R. J. Anthony arrived in Salt
Lake City on May 23d, and had found
the work in a fairly good con<Htion. ·Some
promise ofsuccessat Pleasant Grove ... Bro.
A.J. Layland had baptized three.at Montpelier, Idaho, lately.
.
.We are asked by Bro. Charles T. Howland .whether tl:iere are any Saints at
Laredo, Webbco,unty, Texas. We know
of. none residing there. The HERALD
does not go to any one there. There are
a number at San Antonio, and several
other points in Texas; but none at Laredo,
of which we hilVe a knowledge.
The book "With the Church in an
Early Day" is in the hands of the binders.
It will be mailed to subscribers promptly
on receipt.
The Saints of San Bernardino, California, now.. meet at the corner of sth and
G. streets. . Those interested please n()te
"the change o:l;, location,
. . ·
Sr~ Mar:r M,Sivits, of North Platte,
Nebraska, wrote, stating that the peo.ple
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there needed both rain and preaching.
She has not heard a sermon for over a
year, and promises a sod school-house and
good sized congregations to the elder who
will call and preach the word.

try to live their religion their influence must and
will be felt. Elder John Wilson and I intend
going to Honeywood this week and return to
Damascus next week."

THE END OF THE WORLD.

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

THE Manchester (England,) Evening
News, for May r8th, contaim the latest
fixing of the dates for the coming of the
Savior.
It is put under the head of
"Coming Prophetic Events;" and reads
thus:
The prospect of the realization in the near
future of the prophecies of Daniel, as inter·
preted by the Book of Revelation, was the subject of addresses in Liverpool yesterday, by the
Rev. Joshua Jay ·and the Rev. M. Baxter.
Speaking in the evening the Rev. M. Baxter
said we were on the very verge of the second
coming of Christ, but scarcely any one knew
anything about it. As the result of thirty years'
careful study of the prophecies, he announced
that on Thursday, November 8th, 1894, at three
o'clock in the afternoon, the first offering of the
Jewish sacrifice would take place in Jerusalem
after a lapse of eighteen centuries; that the first
stage of the second advent of Christ, peacefully
as a bridegroom, to raise to life deceased Chris·
tians, and to take them up, together with 144,000
watchful living Christians, to meet him in the
heavens, would take place on Thursday, March
5th, 1896, at the same hour; and thatthe date of
His. coming as an avenger and judge, and of the
commencement of the millennium, would be the
uth of April, 1901. He urged his hearers to
stand aloof ln the meantime from all political
movements, and to let well alone, contenting
themselves with doing all the good they could,
clothing the naked, fe~ding the hungry, rescuing
the perishing, and lifting up the fallen.

:=
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"Let st!tr-wheels and angel-wing with their holy winnowings,
Keep beside you all your way
Lest in passion you should dash, with a blind and
heavy crash,
Up against the thick-bossed shield of God's judgment
in the field.-E. B. Browning.
THERE ARE PRINCIPLES BY WHICH SAINTS
SHOULD BE DIRECTED IN THE APPLICATION OF THEIR WEALTH.

THERE are, perhaps, few things connected
with the social state, of more importance than
the proper distribution and application of wealth;
yet there is no subject about which so. many
foolish and erroneous conceptions are entertained. Every man seem~, in this respect, to
consider himself as a kind of independent being,
and to imagine that he has full power, both
physical and moral, "to do with his own as be
pleases;" that he is invested with a sovereign
right, either to give or withhold his money, as
he thinks fit, and that no one has authority to
say to him, "What dost thou?" Even S11ints
have not yet learned the legitimate use and application of riches, notwithstanding the pointed
injunctions and the specific principles on this
subject laid down in the word of God; and hence
it has too frequently been considered as in no
way inconsistent with the profession of Chris·
tianity, for them to act, in this respect, in accordance with the maxims of general society, and
the common practices of the men of the world.
It is now more than time that other and nobler
views were entertained and acted upon by those
who profess to be followers of the lowly Jesusviews accordant with the instructions of their
The closing advice is excellent, and men Divine Master, and the admQnitions of his holy
everywhere would do well to observe it, prophets and apostles.
God Is the original source of all the. riches we
whether in view .of Christ's coming, or
the long continuing of things as they are. enjoy. "The earth belongs to Jehovah, and the
fullness thereofr the world and they that dwell
therein. Every beast of the forest is his, and the
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
cattle upon a thousand hills." "The silver is
BRO. L.
PoWELL, Blakes Mills, Ohio, mine, and the gold is mine, saith the Lord of
the 26th ult.:
Hosts." All the treasures of the universe were
"We had·a very pleasant time at our two-days'
brought tnto existence by His creating power,
meeting at this place. I had the pleasure of
and distributed, in certain proportions, to all the
baptizing a lady into Christ last Sunday. When
I first met her a few mo~~hs ago she was very
ranks of sensitive and intellectual existence
bitterly opposed to the work, bu·t I succeeded by
which people the amplitudes of creation. To
the aid of God's Spirit in convincing her. of its
mal) he assigned the productions of the field,
truth, and was permitted to reap the fruit of my
labor. Her husband was a very strong infidel
the wealth of the mineral kingdom, and the
when~I first made their acquaintance, but he is
treasures of the deep, and it is owing to his
now very much pleased to see his wife in the
benevolent care and overruling providence, that
church and is not very far from the kingdom
any one.is permitted to procure such riches, and
himself. They are intelligent people; the gospel
to enjoy those comforts ·of which they are the
light has reached them at last, and they rejoice
in it .. Thus the good wo.rk rolls on, gathering
sources. Hence, it is declared by an inspired
into its fold, not many thousands,.but 'one, of a
writer, "Thine, 0 Lord; is the greatness; and the
family and two of a city.' I still rejoice that I
power, and the glory; for all that !sin the heavens
ani ancounted worthy to assist a little in helping
and in the earth, is thine. Thine is the king·
to ro!Ut on. The spiritual condition of the church
in this district is looking up, but. there is much
dom, 0 Lord, and thou art exalted above all.
taom for improvement."
Both riches and honor come of thee, and thou
Bro.J ohn Shields, Hornings Mills, On- reignest over all and in thine hand is power and
might; and in thine hand it is to make great,
tario, the zsth ult. :
and to give strength unto all."
"Last week and week before I labored at DamasThese are truths connected with the ve~;y idea
cus, Ontario, but there.is better interest manifested
of the existence of an eternal and independent
now than has been for the past year, or since the
Being, from. whom creation derived its origjp;
work was first introduced there.
Some have
and yet they are overlooked by the greater pali't
said they intend to obey, and others have cast
of mankind, as if they were~ species of in depend·
aside their prejudice and, attending our meetings,
ent beings, and as if their own powers alone
are becoming quite interested.
Where Saints

w ..
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had procured· them ·the ·treasures they possess.
The full recognition of this fu.ndamental truth,
that "God is the original spurce of all riches,"
would introduce a most importantchange in the
views of men with regard to wealth, and .to the
purpose to which . it ought to be applied; and
would produce a benign influence on all the
movements of the Christian and the moral Vl'orld.
Riches are given as a trust to be employed in
the ·service of God, and for the good of men.
Hence it is commanded, "If thy brother be
waxen cold and fallen in decay, then thou shalt
.
'
relieve him. Thou shalt.open ~hY. hand wide,
and shalt surely lend him sufficient for his need
in that which he. wanteth." "He that hath pity
on the poor,.lendeth unto. the Lord; and that
which he hath given, will he repay him again."
"Biessed is he that considereth the poor, the
Lord will deliver him in time of trouble." "It is
more blessed to give than to receive."
If riches then are committed to us, as a .trust
from God, to be employed in his service and according to his will, every one who dares to devote them to sinister purposes, must be con~
sidered as trampling on . the authority of his
Maker, and setting at defiance the laws of Him
whose sovereign will all the elements of nature
and all the hosts of heaven obey; . and, consequently, subject himself. to the infliction of the
threatenings denounced against such in the
divine word. We all read that the tenth part of
the produce of the land of Canaan was required
from the people for the maintenance of the
priests and Levites. "Behold," saith God, "I
have given the children of Levi all the.tenth of
Israel for their inheritance, for their service
which they serve."--Numbers 18, 21. Besides
this tithe which the people were ordered to pay
to the Levltes, they were also to pay a tenth part
of the n;maining nine patts of that tithe to make
a feast·!n the court of the sanctuary, or in some
apartment belongint to it. At this fe~st, which
was kept as an expression of their gratitude to
God for the bounties of his providence, they
were to entertain, along with their own families,
some of the Levites. (Deut. I2: r1: IS! I4: 22-27).
Beside this regular tithe, the Jews were obliged
to abstain from all the fruits that grew on trees
new planted, for the first three years, which were
accounted as uncircumcised, and It was a crime
for the owners to appropriate them. (Lev. I9:
23). The fruits of the fourth year were devoted
to the Lord. They were either sent to Jerusalem, or, being valued, they were redeemed by a
sum equivalent paid to the priest, so that the
people did not enjoy the produce of their fruit
trees until the fifth year. They were likewise
obllged every year to offer to God "the first of
all the fruits of the earth."-Deut. 26:2-18.
"When the head of a family," says Saurin,"walked in his garden and perceived which tree first
bore fruit, he distinguished it by tying on a thread,
that he might know it when the fruits were ripe.
At length, all the heads of families who had
gathered such fruit in one town, were assembled,
and deputies were chosen by them to carry thern
to Jerusalem. These offerings were put upon an
ox, crowned with flowers, and the commissioners
of the convoy went in pomp to Jerusalem singing
these words of the 122 Psalm, 'I was glad when
they said unto me, let us go up to the house of
the Lord.' When arrived at the city they sang
these words, 'Our feet shall stand within thy

mostly my own folks. I f I could be with ag~o4>
many of the Saints and go to church ev~ry Sunday I should not feel so lonesom.e. I joined. thi.s
'church when eleven years old: and it would be a.,
pleasur~ .to me to read some· letters from the
young girls.
A sister in faith,
MINNIE DAVIS.

I

gates, 0 Jerusalem.' A( length they we.nt into I
the temple, e~jch carrying his offering ori his
shoulders, the king himself not excepted, again.,
singing; 'Lift up your heads; 0 ye gates, and be
ye lifted up, ye everlasting doors.' "
The Jews were also obligated to leave the corn
"on the corners of their fields," for the use of the
poor, Lev,.r9:.9, and in order to avold the frauds
which might be practiced in this case, it was determined to leave the s,!xtieth part of the hind as
a just proportion for the poor. The ears of .corn
which fell from the hands in harvest, were devoted to the same purpose; and the Jews held
themselves obliged by this command of God,
'not only to leave the poor such ears of corn as
fell by chance, but to let fall some freely, and of
purpose for them to glean.
The produce.of the earth every seventh year
belonged to the. poor, at least the owner had no
more right than those who had no property. (Lev.
2S)· This command is express, and the. Jews
have an idea of this precept, and they pretend
that the captivity in Babylon was a punishment
for the violati.on of it. The voluntary contributions made at different .times under the· Jewish
economy maybe considered as a gl!,ide to direct
us in the liberality which should be displayed
among the Saints.
When the tabernacle. was reached, "they came
both men and women, as many as were willinghearted, and brought pracelets, and earrings, and
tablets, jewels of gold; and every man that offered,
offered an offering of gold . to the Lord. And
every man with whom was found blue, and purple, and scarlet, and fine linen, and goat's hair,
and red skins of rams and badgers' skins, brought
them. All the women that were wise-hearted,
brought that which they had spun. The rulers
brought onyx stones, and stones to be set for the
ephod, and for the breastplate, and spice, and oil
for the light, and for the anointing oil, and for
sweet incense," etc.-Ex. 35: 22-29. The examples of the pious Israelites, in this respect, were
undoubtedly intended as a pattern to Christ's
Church. The offerings then made may be considered as typical or embl<\'matical of the more
splendid offerings which would be exhibited by
New Testament Saints, when "God shall appear
in his glory to men, and build up the walls of J erusalem,'' and cause "Zion to appear beautiful
and glorious in the eyes of the nations."
Females as well as males ought to be actively
engaged. A noble example Is set them by the
female Israelites, who took an active part in preparing materials for the tabernacle in the wilderness.
In the sixtieth chapter of Isaiah this subject is
introduc.ed and exhibited in every variety of aspect. What a high honor it is, to be considered
as the special ojects to which ancient prophecy
refers, and that Omniscient Jehovah should have
us in his eye when he communicated his will, in
days of old, to the inspired prophets.-Sel.
MrssoURI VALLEY, Ia., May 26th.
Deat: Sistersqfthe l:fome Columtt:-I have lately lost my mother, and whim. I look at her arm
chair .and don't see her, it seems so lonesome. It
seems as though it took most of my pleasure
away, but there is. some comfort in reading the
lieratd.. I am fourteen years old and keep house
for my father and two brothers. There are but
a few Saints here in the Valley, and they are

Dear Sisters ~the Home Column:-I too wish.
to pen you a few lines, thanking you for the
loving words of hope and cheer y01it letters ever
bring to me.
As I w;ts reading the late ~erald this morning,
and especially Bro. Joseph's ~ermon, I felt very
much impressed and my SO\ll thrilled with the
joy and truth of this work. bh, that every one
of the. human family might know of this gospel!
Still many will not listen eve~'\ though you try to
tell them of God's goodness and mercy. Ther.e
are but few Saints here, and )ike others it is )lot
our privilege to hear much ofour preaching, although we had the privilege of hearing two able
sermons by our young brethren not long since,
and for the first time in many years were L. D.
S. sermons spoken of so highly by the non-relig-ious congregation. There was:a large attendance
at both services, and after the; close of the evening sermon it was whispered ~11' over the room
«What a splendid sermon," '~couldn't be beat,"
and so forth. I think good· h4s been d()ne, How
good it is to read of the harm?ny and peace that
prevailed at the late general conference. Surely
the works' of God's people prove not a failure.
Oh what a glorious thing It is to be a child of
Go~! Then, dear sisters, let us faint not by the·
way side, but with renewed energy let us press
onwar<l and upward, for there's a work for us to
do.
"Now let us our hearts and voices unite
In loud hallelujahs with angels. of light.
To Jesus we'll sing that' melodious strain,
The song of redemption-the L·amb that was slain:"

Ever praying i\or the welfare of Zion I remain
BECCA.
your sister,
HOME QoLUMN MISSIONARY FOND.

May 28,

Amo~~t recelv~d- to date ..... $3,549 98
E. P. Anderson, Kan .... I oo
Lars Polson, Mo. . ...... I oo
Bertha Hayer, Ill ........ 5 oo
Geo. W. Hobart, Mo .. : .. r oo
R. M. \Veston, Mich ..... I oo
J.ennie Stephenson, Iowa. I oo
S.M. Paige, Iowa....... so
D. W. Palmer, Mo ....... 2 oo
H. Blackleach, Cal. ••.•.. I oo
R. E. Farley, Neb ....•.. I ' 25
M.A. W., Kan ......•.•. I oo
M. H. Spurgeon, Kan.... so
T. J. Johnson, Kan ....... 1 rS
S. J. Green, Cal.. ........ 2 7S
Davis City Prayer Union 2 70
22

ss

May 28, Amount to date .............. $3,.~72 83
w-send all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamon!, Iowa.

In the Mother's Column of May 23d, was an
error; "C. Curtis, Cal.," ought to be "Utah."

BOILER FOR SALE, CHEAP.
An Eight-horse Ames Boiler, made by the Ames
Iron Works, Oswego, N. Y., in good condition, and
running order, used in Herald Office, but taken out
on account of it not being large enough and replaced
with a 25 horse one. All necessary valves and fit· •
tings go with it.
Any one needing such a boiler, write to Herald
Office.
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. your name printed on, shows the date to which
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27 1l91

Means that your subscription will run out June 27, 1891
Renew your subscription Ill time.

WESTFORK 1 Ind., May 28th.
Editors Herald:-On entering my field I fell
sick with a billious attack for one week, after
which I went to Kentucky, being accompanied
by my brother. We were kindly received laboring at Union Star and two other points in Breck·
.enridge county. At Union Star we had the use
of the M. E. Church South; preached at this
place for one week,-good was the result. At
another point the M. E. Church North refused
us admittance.
Since returning to this state we have been laboring along the Ohio river wherever we could
effect an opening., We have just concluded a
series of meetings at this place and are on our
way to the town of Alton on the Ohio river
where Bro. C. Scott and myself introduced th~
gospel eighteen years ago. There has been no
preaching there since. We are trying to do the
best we can, and in the knowledge of the recognition of our Heavenly Father will still contend
for the faith once delivered to the Saints.
In bonds,
I. P. BAGGERLY.
OL;NEY, Washington, May 23d.
Editors Herald.'- After leaving Kirtland I
called at Logan, Woodbine, Galland's Grove and
Magnolia, Iowa; preaching some in each place.
Sunday, May 3d, I spoke twice in Salt Lake City
and remained in the city until the 6th.
During my stayi had a long and interesting
interview with Jolin Henry Smith, of the Twelve.
I find Mr. Smith to be a gentleman, and the dif·
ference ·between us was canvassed with the utmost good feeling. Though the shooting wassometimes pretty sharp, and neither of us seemed to .be reserved, yet I feel no ill. feeling towards
'him, nor did he manifest the least towards me.
Though it is plain that there must be an uncon··
ditional surrender of· position upon the palt of
somebody er~ we can affiliate in church fellowship, yet I w!U be,pleased to meet Mr. Smith at
any time, esteeming him as a gentleman and a
friend.
Spent a few hours with my old time friend
and brother Eli T. Dobson of Ogden and then
away for the Nor~hwest to enter into the active
prosecution of the:work in the field assigned me.
1\fay 9t)l., I arrivied at Aberdeen, Washington,
where I metBro.J. A.Anthony,whosettowork
at once to procure ,a house· to speak in. Methodi&t church promptly refused. The minister of
the Presbyterian ;church promised the house,
and appointments rwere announced; then one of
the trustees, Walker by name, who knew "all
about Utah" and several other things In 'his own
estimation, appeared .on the scene, and the action
of the ministerwas vetoed. The trustees ofthe
Congregational· church when seen separately
were each willing ij the rest were, but when they
met together the decision was adverse.
Bro. Anthonr· then procured" the Keystone
Opera House, and he .and I cowmenced servic.eswith fair audiences and some interest. After
two efforts .r had to succuml>. ~9 a severe .attack ,

of !a IJrippe, from which I suffered considerably.
rallying a little we made three more efforts,
but I was in a poor plight and the expense com·
ing from Bro. Anthony (except the last night),
we thought the burden rather heavy, and closed.
We were kindly and gratuitously entertained
while there by Mr. and Mrs. Kerstetter. May
their kindness be rewarded. Mr. Kerstetter, Mr.
Wiley and Bro. Wells also paid the last night's
rent of the hall.
On the 21st I left Aberdeen, so weak from my
rece~t illness that I could hardly remain up all
day. When I got to Centralia, where I changed
cars, I could hardly hold my head up. Maybe
you think it did not take some faith and grit,
under these circumstances, to take the end of
the road leading from home and among strangers, realizing that every mile lessened the financial possibility of reaching home. Reaching
Tacoma about two o'clock, I felt so faint I
thought I must eat something, so went out and
ate a sandwich; but my stomach would not re~
tain it, and it left me with a wretched headache.
I settled back in my seat and in rather a semiconscious condition passed on to Seattle.
A daughter of Bro.. Charles Derry had resided
at Tacoma, but I was not able to hunt her up,
and I also learned that she was to leave about
this time; so Iwas not sure of finding her. Will
Bro. Derry please excuse me for not keeping my
promise to visit her? I remained at Seattle all
night and awoke yesterday morning feeling very
much better. Did not feel much. inconvenience
from my journey yesterday. Arriving here at
I I a. m. I was soon at the hospitable home of
Bro.John Davis.
Though I arn not yet we11, I am thankful to
be as well as I am. Will commence work here
to-morrow If the Lord wi!l give strength. I think
to remain in Washington and Oregon until the
last of. July. I expeCt Bro. J. C. Clapp to join
me. ere I leave, and remain after my departure.
He has expressed his purpose to visi.t all the
Saints in Washington, Oregon and northwest
~allfornia.
His permanent address is Pixley;
Tulare county, California. .Those who desire
labor in this field will do well to address him.
In faith and hope,
'HEMAN c. SMI'l'H.
Afte~

FoRK, Mich., June rst.
Editors Herald:-! am still holding forth the
word of life in this place and surrounding neighborhood. I have baptized t~o since general
conference. Have had splendid liberty in pre·
senting the word, and I believe it has taken root
in good, honest hearts, and will in due time
spring up and grow. I have had another
reverend divine lecture against the work here.
He got me. in the stand with him and then insulted me; said he was working for a rich firm
and had a hundred dollars to spend debating
with me. But when I said "Come on," he sang
something else. It showed plainly that he was
preachfng for hire and divining for money. It'
is wonderful tci see a man that cannot endure
sound doctrine tremble when he hears the word
of God preached as it is.
"Now the foe becomes more daring,
Knowing well the latter day,
'Tis the strength of his despairing,-.
For e~:~ch other let us pray." .

The work is rolling .on.
may continue ti<> t<:> do.

Let us pray that it
F •. <?; SMITH,,
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CARBON, Wyo., May 31st.
Editors Herald:--I will relate a circumstance
which has caused some little stir among the people of Carbon. On Thursday, the 30th of last
June, the fourteen-year-old son of Edward Rowland, with some other boys, was playing with a
hand-car, and while running at full speed an ob·
struction was thrown across the· track which
caused a sudden stop. Ephriam Rowland was
behind the lever, and ~as thrown forward with
his head under the lever. As it was coming
do;wn it struck him on the head, making a triangular-shaped scalp-wound about four inches
wide at the bare part over the eyes, and injuring
the neck bone between the first and second verte·
bra. He was taken from the car for dead. The
doctor cleaned and stitched the scalp-wound and
then he was taken home. You can imagine the
anguish of the parents when their boy was
brought home in a dying condition. The doctor
,attended him until the following Sunday, when
he stated that there wal! little or no hope of his
recovery. The boy also told them that he was dying and that he had lost his sight. We all felt that
no one could help the boy but the Lord. I then
knelt by the bedside and took his hands in mine
and plead with the Lord that he would hear us
and spare his life. Immediately after ending my
petition the boy arose and said he felt better and
his eyesight had returned. This was a great relief to us, yet the dangl!r was not over. I then
took a team and went eighteen miles north and
got Elder J. S. Lee.
After the annointing and blessing the boy said
he felt all right and he would be out playing the
next day. From the time of the Elders' ad min·
istration there was no more of the doctor's medi·
cine given. I write this to bear witness that God
is the same to-day as ever and that those who
trust in him will never be for~aken. 0, may we
live according to his commandments that we may
have his blessings to be with us.
We are holding meetings here every two weeks,
on Saturday and Sunday evenings.
Yours for truth,
DAVID W. DAVIS.
DECATUR, Neb., May 9th.
Editors Herald:-To-day I will try to perform
a long neglected duty, which is to acknowledge.
publidy through the columns of the Herald the
mercy, goodness and power of God in raising
me , up from a bed of sickness on which I Jay
many weary weeks during the months of August, September and part of October, 1890; and
to thank those who offered prayer at the annual
reunion for my recovery. Thank God, through
prayer and administration of the. elders and the
power of Him who rules on high .I was healed,
and I feel so thankful to again take up the lines
of duty and care for my family, though I mourn
the loss of my baby boy, aged five months. He
died October 25th, x89o. I !lave three children
left me out of seven, from twelve to four years
of age. Although life's path !s rough and steep
I desire to remain to guide and. care for them till
they are grown.
I hope to meet witl:i·the Saints this yearat the
annu.al reunion. I havenot yet had that pleas·
ure, although I. have h()ped for it for six years
years. "Hope ·deferred .maketh ·the heart sick;"
but I still hope.
~ h~ye h~? ll~ tllurrh priyite§'es tbe last two
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years and am almost spiritually starved. I long
to hear God's word preached by his servants; to
hear again the beautiful and cheering songs of
Zion arid the testimonies of the faithful. But
most of all I need patience and strength to per:
form my duty in any place my lot may fall, and
to take hold and be strengthened by his written
word which'!s always at hand.:_the Bible, Book
of Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants, which
if I had done I need not be so weak ;~those
blessed books to which the Lord directed me
when I first sought him for knowledge of,, his
will toward me; and they were as the waters of
life to my thirsty soul, !guiding me to truth
and light.
·
I receive !IlUCh benefit from the letter~ of the
faithful ones; they are a source of comfort to me.
One who has found much joy and peace in the
gospel,
IDA.L. WALTER.

pleased at the knowledge displayed· by the chilI came to this place last Monday; foun:d·all
dren when questioned tjpon gospel topics.
the Saints well, but very busy with their farmThe following week I labored in the Dunn diswork. Expect to have meetings here as often as
trict, six miles from Dixfield. The interest has .the officers of the branch think it is wise.
.
been good there sincethe opening was made.
I have heard from all my associate laborers
On the 10th instant organized a Sunday•school
and they are all out in the field doing work,
among them~thirty scholars present to start
except Bro. Mcintosh; he was home .for a few
with. Introduced our system of gospel teaching,
days recently, :i'rid he and· the la grippe had
with which they appear satisfied.
had a tussel and it had got him dowrt; but .he
The 12th had the pleasure of baptizing a very
was up again, and t;tearly ready for duty. I
estimable lady, the Spirit witnessing. divine aphave heard from most of the branches in the
proval and testifying that more will follow.
mission and peace prevails ip most of them, but
Sunday; held forth at Canton Point, audiences
some sickness exists among the Saints. They
and interest good.
are hoping for a good time' at the coming conCalls for preaching come from several new
ference of this district, to be held in this
places which I hope to make after the busy
branch on the 13th and 14th of June. We wish
farming season is over. For the bright prospect
Bro. Joseph could put in an appearance and help
in this state I am thankful, and pray that the
to unfurl the banner of ;King Emanuel and
gospel plow may be kept moving by all God's
encourage the Saints in the great warfare. Bro.
children, that we may see the promise verified
E. L. KelleY partially promised. to come and atthat he is "hastening his work in its time,"
tend the conference of this and thl! London dis"
"which time is come.'' How my heart leaped
tricts. Hope he may do so.
with joy when I listened to those words at the
Prejudice is passing away, and now what we
conference and felt the Spirit's testimony of its
need is good and faithful elders to preach the
truth.
U. W. GREENE.
gospel to the people. There is a good work being done by. circulating the. Voice of Warning.
Sr. Blakely ha.s sold thirty-~ix and they are on
DANVILLE, Pa., May 27th.
their mission, and a number~of others are selling
Editors Herald:-! am almost blind with cataand giving them away; anq Glad Tidings and
racts. One eye is totally blind. I am not able
l-en andPlatjorm are helps i for good in removto pay for the Herald, and wish you would dising prejudiCe and opening the way for the elders
continue sending U until I see some hope of
to preach.
J. H. LAKE.
paying for it.

WILLow SPRINGS, Mo., June rst.
Editors Herald:-Bro. Alfred White started
home this morning. We were sorry to have to
Pl!rt with him, but we ·know he could not stay
lo:1ger. He stayed here near two months and
still many places were left without a sermon.
Indian Creek and Willow Springs and Sargr.nt
Saints have been disappointed again. We have
a good large hall here now, free of charge, for
which we are indebted to Mr. Brill, the jeweler,
for his influence in obtaining It for lis; who is
the elder that will come and use it?
The number baptized since Bro . White came
I have been to the W!lls Eye Hospital of Phildown here is twenty, and more than double that
adelphia, for treatment,·and found there is annumber are almost persuaded, and some altoother disease on my eyes besides cataracts,
gether. He left the Saints here with tears, and
which is called "glaucoma." I was treated on
I need not say his were the only ones; he has
both eyes. I could see well with one eye when
done much good. There will be preaching. at ·I went into the hospital, but there was great pain
Willow Springs Saturday and Sunday, the 27 h
in the other. I am now without pain, but have
and 28th of June.; also sacrament meeting in the
very poor sight, not able to go around but
afternoon. All the scattered Saints are invited .. very little without being led. I ask you and all
All the young Saints from south will be here.
the Saints to pray the Lord on my behalf that
Let us meet with the Spirit of the Master, so we
my sight may be restored.
may have a good time.
HENRY SPARLING.
I was baptized into the Reorganized Church
in Penydaran, Merthyr Tydvil, South Wales, in
the summer of r863 by Jeremiah Jeremiah. I
LISBON FALLS, Me., May 25th.
have seen the first one baptized into the ReorEditors Herald:-On returning from conferganized Church in Wales, myself the fourth.
ence I stopped over Sunday with the branch in
The four of us were baptized one after another
Providence, Rhode Island; met Bro. Bullard of
on the same night.
Boston, and had the pleasure of hearing him in
Your humble brother,
the afternoon. I occupied the evening hour.
WM. CRUMB.
The day was one of joy and thanksgiving to me.
The 25th instant found me in Dixfield, Oxford
county, where the snowdrifts are still to pe seen
on the hills, reminding one of the unpleasant
experiences, toiling amidst the snow during the
winter to present the gospel message. This is
one of the most promising fields in the state,first opened by Bro. Sheehy. Labor has also
been performed by Brn. Kelley, Parsons and the
writer.
After a week of labor and visiting, met with
the Saints Sunday, the 3d instant, for sacrament
service. A young man having brought his
clothing and desiring baptism, we visited the
water, attended to the rite, also confirmation.
The Saints were comforted and encouraged to
press on and strive more diligently to live that
their example might become an irrefutable testimony to the truth of the work. That afternoon
assisted in organizing the Sabbath-school for
this season; they start with bright prospects of
accomplishing . . !l'ooq. Have been especially

ZoNE, Ontario, May 29th.
Editors Herald:-After you left Kirtland I
remained there a few days, then started for
Canada, to commence to battle again for another year. Arrived at Chatham and remained
there for a few days and had a few meetings;
not much interest manifest with the people to
come out to hear. The Saints came ar.d seemed
firm in the faith of the great latter day work.
From there Bro. James Tyrrel and I went to
Wallaceburgh, where he had lived. We held a
series of meetings, with excellent liberty of the
Spirit in presenting the gospel of the kingdom to
the people and fair tum out. At times the hall
would be nearly filled, and with the very best of
attention and order, and on Sunday, the 24th
I baptized four-Richard J. Smith and wife, and
John Booth and daughter, and there were others
near the door of the kingdom, whom I trust will
be willing to pass through in the near future,"

HELEN, Tenn., May 29th.
Editors Herald:-The work here is moving
along fairly well; all of the elders are trying to
advance the cause as best they c~n, and are opening up the work in several new places with some
prospects of reasonable success, if the proper
amount. of labor is bestowed by the ministers.
There has been a great deal of sickness in this
country the past winter and spring. My wife has
been confined to her bed about three months
with Ia grippe and other afflictions, and she very
much desires the prayers of all the Saints that
che may be restored to health.
P. B. SEATON.
BuRNHAM, Mo., May zSth,
Editors Herald:-I write from a field that has
hitherto been neglcted and is not being worked
for what it is worth yet on account of a lack of
laborers. Bro; Henry Sparling, of Willow
Springs, introduced the gospel here last Febuary,
and when he commenced his congregations were
small. He preachad one week, and before he
left here he was preaching to a crowded house,
and left honest hearts seeking the truth. I was
a Roman Catholic and had heard lots of preaching, but I caught a glimpse of the light the first
sermon I heard, and many others had the same
experience.
Brn. A. White and B. A. Atwell came here
in April and preached about two weeks and have
already baptized six, and four more have given
their names for baptism Saturday. Bro. Atwell
went home a week ago, but Bro. Sparling joined
Bro. White in his stead. There are four different neighborhoods wanting them to come and
preach for them, but they say they will leave us
Monday. It is a pity they cannot stay longer.
It seems like the harvest here is truly ripe, but
the laborers are few. When those .ministers
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leave here we do not know whether we will have
any more preaching or not until Bro. Sparling's
discussion, which will commence the fourth
Monday in July. We would be glad to have
some elder stay here; I think this Is a field where
much good can be done.
Since the elders came here in April they have
baptized two at Willow Springs, four at Mt.
Grove, six here and four more have given their
names for baptism, so you can judge what might
",be accomplished with more labor. May the work
of the Lord prosper.
,
Your brother,
JOSEPH WARD.
PEACH BLooM, Ala., May 29th.
Editors Herald:-The Lord is sending the

Holy Spirit upon the ones that believe on his
name. I have been cheered many times when
thinking of the goodness of Him who suffered
and died on the cross. The Saints should rejoice
daily for the blessings they have received. I want
to live faithful, so that when called to lay down the
burden of life I may meet my Savior in peace.
I have been blessed with peace to my soul
since rejoining the Saints, knowing they preach
the only true gospel. I know that I have received light and truth.
I ask the Saints to pray for me, that I may
hold out faithful. I pray for strength to do my
duty, that I may press onward in the faith.
Your sister,
S. J. AMERSON,
SPRINGFIELD, Wis., May 28th.
Editors Hera/4:-Since the Kirtland confer-

ence my co:laborer and I have been busy preaching "Christ and 4im crucified," and I might add,
also resurrected,+to both Saint and sinner. Th~
Lord has given J:J;is Spirit commensurate to the
demands so that:we have been able to meet the
enemy, sometimes on his grounds and sometimes on ours, w(th success to the cause of truth.
On the I8th, 19th and 2oth of this month we
met the Rev. S. H. Babcock, of the Seventh Day
Baptist faith, in: discussion at Walworth, this
county, on the Sabbath question. Although Mr.
Babcock delved ,into the Greek and Hebrew
languages to get"·the correct meaning of several
words, yet Bro. Pender always met him with
plain English, which was sufficient to prove Sunday the proper dll;y for Christians to observe.
Mr. Babcock used most of thirty minutes to
prove that the word "dawn," in, Matt. 28: I, according to the Hebrew, meant "twilight," and
therefore could be either morning or night, and
gave as· his opinion, that the Sabbath ended at
sunset instead of sunrise; but Bro. Pender in
answering simply qu9ted Mark I6: 2, which
shows concluslv~ly that. the •'dawn" spoken of
was "at the rising of the sun.". Thus his,whole
argument was d~stroyed by a single quotati9n.
It was the most pleasant discussion I ever witnessed. Each sJ)eaker conducted himseU in a
Christian like manner, using neither sarcasm nor
harshness. Mr. Babcock .is a perfect gentleman.
We began services here'the 25th in a hall,
which a year, age! our people could not get for
five hundred dollars a riight; they were told. It
costs us now butnfty cents per night,.:_quite a
reduction.
You will feel sad, .no doubt, to hear of"the
the de;tth ofS;. Ann >Davis, w:hich occurred at
ll}lle :P' W"· .S,,undar, the 2tth. 'fhe Metno!list\;
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offered the use of their church for the funeral
services, which was accepted. She will be remembered by readers of the"'Autmnn Leaves as
the one that held in her possession for a length
of time previous to I84o, the manuscript of the
revelation concerning the rebellion, as printed
in the Voice of Warning. Particulars, I suppose, will be written to the Herald by Bro.
Cooper, who preached her funeral sermon.
Expect to remain here and at Johnstown, this
state, until June 2oth, when we shall go to the
conference at Wheatville, in the western part of
the state; thence to Beetown and vicinity.
The work Is onward here; Saints united, foes
distracteod, and friends not a few. All honor to
the Master for these blessings.
JoHN W. PETERSON.

preceded his own establishment on the
Babylonian throne."-Fragment 14, and
Egypt and Babylon, p. 21.
·We find as late a date in the Book of
Daniel as the 3d of Cyrus. (Daniel 10: r).
Now, between the 3d of Cyrus and the 3d
of J ehoiakim there was a period of seventy
or seventy-two years, which time was
divided up into five reigns, as follows:
N ebl!chadnezzar, -·forty-three years; EvilMerodach, two years; Neriglissar, five
years; Labiso-Merodach, one year; Nabonidus, seventeen years. These were
the kings of Babylon during the c~>ptivity
period or between N abopolassar and
Cyrus; and perhaps none of the above
monarchs represent the Belshazzar that
was "slain that night;" or the Darius that
"took the kingdom," of Daniel's fifth chapEDGERToN, Mo., May 3oth.
ter.. (See Historical Evidences, chap. 5,
Editors Herald:-As I rea<;! the many testiand Egypt and Babylon, p. 30).
monies of the Saints it makes me glad to think
If the .Book of Daniel be a genuine
that God has spared and made me a partaker of work, the narrative which it contains must
his gospel. I hope to grow stronger in the work possess the highest degree of historical
every day and live for the blessings He has in credibility. The writer claims to be a
store for th!-'! faithful.
competent witness, having filled situations
of the highest trust and importance under
'Your sister in Christ,
the Babylonian and Medo-Persic monJ. H. MIDDLETON.
archs. Skeptics, however, have, and do
now, claim that the book "was composed
by an uninspired writer, who fal,sely as"
sumed the name of a prophet who is
thought to have lived long before the. cap,
A:BTroLEs under this head do not necessarily reeeive the
tivity; or, according to .some, of a Mythic
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.
personage, but who ltved really under
~Write on one side of the paper only.
Antiochus Epiphanes," about 179 B.c.
The supposed proof for this late date for
DANIEL THE PROPHET.
the composition of the bpok, "is the minuteness and accuracy of the predictions
BY WILLIAM WOODHEAD,
which tally so exactly with the known
PART I.
course of history, that it is said they must
THE Book of Daniel is a favorite with have been written after the events had
· ·
many students of prophecy and lovers of happened."
Bible history. The narrative which it
This objection was first raised ag!linst
contains fills up the gap between Kings the Book of Daniel by Porphyry, a heathen
and Ezra. It is called a prophetical book, writer in the third century of our era, and
but Daniel relates certain events and has become the favorite argument of infirecords certain sayings in his" narrative dels of our times, with whom prophecy
which it is said cannot be reconciled with II1eans nothing but that natural "foresight
what other men say about the same events whereby the consequences ofpresent facts
and men.. For this reason the Book of and circumstances. are anticipated by the
Daniel has been assailed by about twenty prudent and. sagacious."-The first alleged
historical critics within the present century "inaccuracy" we find in Daniel I : I : "In
who declare it unworthy of belief, and the third year of the reign of J ehoiakim,
say that '.'it is irreconcilable with what we king of Judah, came N ebuchadnezzar,
know of .profane history" and is "full .of king ofBabylon, unto Jerusalem, and behistorical inaccuracies" "such as are con- sieged it." We have seen above, that it is
tained in no other book of the Old Testa- said this event "fell in the lifetime of his
father N abopolassar, and preceded his own
ment."
Daniel represents himself as having establishment on the Babylonian throne,"
lived at Babylon during- the entire dura- and that being the case, the king of Babytion of the captivity. In Daniel, second lon "did not" besiege Jerusalem in the
chapter, we find him in the king's pres- third of Jehoiakim.
ence, which seems to be in Nel:n~chadnez
Such difficulties may be found not only
zar's second year. Hence he must have in _our sacred .books, but .are also to be
been among the first captives taken .by found in the writings of modern classics.
that prince at his first siege of Jerusalem,
A profane writer says, "King George,
which was in the -third of J ehoiakim, kit1g the IV, received the allied sovereigns on
of Judah. Now the third of J ehoiakim their visit· to England after Waterloo."
would be the. last year of Nabopolassa.t, And. another <me says, ''The Emperor
and one year before Neuchadnezzar began Louis Napoleon was long a prisoner in
to reign; for Berosus e~pressly says that the fortress of Ham." "George the IV"
the first expedition conducted by Neb- did receive the allied sovereigns, but he re~
uchadrtezzar into Syria, Palestine and the ceived them not. as ''King George the IV,"
north-eastern parts of Egypt, fell into th.e< but as PrinceRegent. Th~ "Emperor"
lifeti!l1e pf. his ·f~Hwr
f:ouis ~apoieon ~~~·l?,)l§' ·~. prispner il:t
. . Nabopolf!S.fillJ 1 a~<;l,
.

.
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the . fortress of Ham, but he was not four:id by Dr. Schliemann in the lowest
statiot·r of his ~,xcavaticns at Hi:ssarHk, ine!J:lp~ror ti:ll many /years after his imscriptions that were partly deciphered by
prrso~ment.was over. (See Pusey's Danthe eminent indianist, Mr. Emile Burouf
iel, p. 400. · ··
·•
In the same vva§ Amaleki relates the and afterward .thoroughly interpreted by
discovery of the people of Zarahemla in . · the great Chinese scholar, Fi-Fangpao,
the Book of Mormon, saying.: "Now., there when embassador at Berlin, and proved
was great rejoicing among the peopie of to mention the fact of. the vase having
Zarahemla; and .ahro Zarahemla did re- . contained samples of Chinese gauze,
joice exceedipgly,because the Lord had sent shows that active commercial intercourse
the peoole of -Mosiah with the plates of was carried on by the Chinese with
brass which contained. the record of the Greece and Asia Minor even before the
Jews;" . and then in the following par- siege of Troy."- Sacred Mysteries pp.
agraph he says, "And they had brought 57·
The fact is, we find commercial interno records with them [the Zarahemlaites],
and they denied the being of their Creator; course between the east and west and
and Mosiah, nor the people of Mosiah, south-west' at a very early date. The
could understand them." In thenext par- Syrians traded in Egypt with "gold, lapis,
agraph he says: "And it cameto pass that bazuli, turquoises, and other precious stones,
after they were taught in the language of together with horses, chariots and vases
. Mosiah, Zarahemla gave a genealogy of of silver," previous tothe reign of Ameno"his- fathers, according to his memory."- phis III, and Egypt collected tribute from·
"her Mesopotamian possessions" down to
Omni 1:6, 7• 8.
Some excellent writerswho have strug' this monarch's reign. (See note 282, chap.
gled with Bible "inaccuracies" and strained 20, ,voL 2, Rawlinson'sEgypt, and p. I 50,
some well known texts to make .both ends Ibid). The objects found at Arban by Lay· meet, jump at this Zar,ahemla .di'fficulty ard also confirm the above. (Ibid. p. 305).
Amenophis' palace has recently been
and tell us that Zarahemla and his people
are made to rejoice because the Lord had found, an:d the t!}blets confirm the hissent the people to Mosiah, and yet they did torical . books · of the Bible covering
This Egyptian occupanot believe in a Lord-they "rejoiced," that · period.
vet they could not understand ench other! tion .of the country as far east as the
Eviden-tly this rejoicing took place after Mesopotamian region, will explain bow
they were taught in Mosiah's language, that Egyptian worship of the sun (Ra)
and after Zarahemla had .given up his came to be established in Abraham's na.
atheistical ideas. It was at the time that· tivehome. (See .7imes and Seasons, vol.
Mosiah discovered them that they dented g, p. 704; and Pearl qf Great Price, pp.
their "Creafor,"-and the acknowledging 34· g6).
of a Lord was the result of the tea:chinrs
When we take all these facts into conof Mosiah and his brethren; and then sideration, also that Babylon was, before
when they compared genealogies it was the captivity, a "land of traffick," a "city
found that they were true brethren-from· of merchants," we neep feel no alarm at
one stock.
Greek names in the book of Daniel; and
In the same way Daniel, who wrote the "musical instruments" may have been
long after the death of Nebuchadnezzar, Greek instruments and retained .their narefers to him as the king of Babylon; and tive names in Babylon, as we see that the
in the same way thle Prince Regent is called "pianoforte" and "concertina" have done
"King George the fourth," and the prisoner among the English speaking people.
at the fortress of Ham was called "EmIt is thought that Daniel misrepresents
peror Louis Napoleon~"
Nebuchadnezzar in his famous boast, "Is
The musical instruments mentioned by not this great Babylon that I have built
Daniel are said to bav.e Greek names, and for the house of my kingdom by the
this is regarded as an evidence that the might of my power and for the honor of
book was not written as early as the Baby- my majesty?"-Chap. 4: go.
lonian captivity for the reason that Greek
Rawlinson, after summing up his works
commerce is thought not to have reached on Babylonia, says of him: "Altogether
that far east at this time. But it is evident there is reason to believe that be was one
that "the Assyrians and Greeks came into of the most indefatigable of all the buildcontact in Cyprus as early as the reign of ers that have left their mark upon the
Sargon, whose effigy bas been found at world in which we live. He was the
Idalim."- See Ancient Monarchies, vol. Augustus of Babylon. He found it a
2, p. 150; and Egypt and Babylon, p. g8. perishing city of unbaked clay; he left it
Esar-haddon obtained building material one of durable burnt brick." It is the calfrom several Cyprian (Greek) kings, with culation of Sir Henry Rawlinson that
Greek names. (See Records of the Past-, "nine-tenths of the bricks brought from
vel. g, p. w8). Both the above Assyrian Mesopotamia are inscribed with the name
kings lived bifore the date of the book of of Nebuchadnezzar."-See Egypt, p. 58.
Daniel.
Daniel is not the only one that refers to
"And the mant Chinese bottles, with in- N ebucbadnezzar's boastings. Alydenus,
scriptions in that language, found in the a heathen, after telling of his great works
tombs of Thebe~, prove, beyond the least refers to his boasting spirit. (See Mac
doubt that communications have existed Mullar's Fragments, vol. 4, p. 283). But
between the inhabitants of China and the his boasting and pride appear to have
Egyptians in times very remote."-See brought upon him a mysterious malady.
Le Plongeon's "Sacred Mysteries," p. 27. Daniel says to him, (Chap. 4: 32), "They
"The vase with Chinese inscriptions shall drive thee from men, and thy dwell-

ss.

.

.

ing shall be with the beasts <of the field'
and they shall make thee eat grass as oxen,
•and they shall wet thee with the dew of
heaven, and seven times shall pass ove~;.
thee till thou know that the Most High
ruleth in the kingdom of men, and giveth
it to whomsoever he will;" and in verse
thirty-four it says:. "Aml at the end of
the days I, N ebuchaclnezzar lifted up 111ine
eyes .unto heaven, and my understanding
returned unto me, and I l:'Jlessed the Most
High." In verse thirty-six he says: "At
the same time my reason returned unto
me," .... "and I was established in: my
kingdom, imd excellent majesty was added
unto me."
Now, it requires some .faith to believe
this statement ofDaniel's,,that a man who
was regarded as the "head of gold" should
become as a beast of the field, without
"reason," "deposed," "driven from men."
Berosus, the Babylonian priest and his~
torian, is silent on this mysterious affair.
Could it be that be did not.want to tarnish the glory of his country's greatest
monarch by any mention of an affliction
which was of so strange and debasing a
character?
Berosus wrote about I 50
years after the event, and as Nebuchadnezzar out).ived his afflictions, and V17as
again "established in his kingdom," all
monuments belonging to. the tim~ of his
malady would have been subject to his
own revision and .Ber.osus may have read,
without fully understanding it, a document
which has descended to modern times in a
tolerably complete condition and which
seems to contain :m allusion to the fact
that the great king was fq.r a time incapacitated for the discharge of the royal functions. For in the inscription known as
the "Standard inscription" of Nebuchadnezzar, that monarch himself relates that
during some considerable time - four
years apparently-all his great works were
at a stand. As far as translated it reads as
follows: "Four years ( ?) ..• the seat of
my kingdom in the city . . . which •••
did not rejoice my heart. In all my dominions I did not build a high place of
power; the precious treasures of my kingdom I did not lay up; in Babylon, buildings for myself and for the honor of my
kingdom I did not lay out, in the worship of Morodach my lord, the joy of my
heart ( ?) in Babylon the city of hiR sovereignty and the seat of my empire, I did not
sing his praises (?) and I did not ·furnish
his altars, nor did I clear out the canals."
Other negative clauses follow, and' there
is only one or two words of which that are
at all doubtfuL (See Historical Evidences,
P· 35 2 )·
In that inscription, we think, is found
that long needed proof of that portion of
God',; word which looks so unreasonable
and improbable; and coming from Nebuchadnezzar's own hand, it is the stronger
proof of the authenticity of the book of
Daniel. It must be remembered that no
historicical inscription of N ebuchadnezz;;r's had come to light before the year
r878. The first one discoven~d belonged
to his thirty-seventh year and was purchased by the British Museum, (See Egypt
and Bal:'Jylon, p. 24), and that the
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first Babylonian documents translated in ship, not nature, but God in nature; not
modern times was by Sir Henry Rawlin- planets, or elements, or storm, or cloud, or
son, in 1854, I think.
dawn, or lightning, but a being or bei~gs,
It is remarkable that the particular above and beyond all these, presiding over
prince who, alone of all the heathen mon~ them, possessing a real personal character."
archs with whom the Jews were brought -Phcenician Religion, p. 102; also Max
into contact, is in Scripture said to have Miiller, Science of Religion, p. 177.
had the future made known to him by
The Ahura-Mazda of the Medes and
God, is also the only one of those persons Persians was a God of very spiritual and
who is declared by a profane writer to exalted character. He had "made the
have had the prophetic gift. "The Chal- celestial bodies, earth, water and trees, all
deans relate," says Abydenus, "that after good creatures, and all good, true things.
this N ebuchadnezzar went up to his palace, He was good, the essence of truth, holy,
and being seized with a divine afflatus, pure, true, the Holy God, the Father of
prophesied to the Babylonians the destruc- all truth, and the best being of all, the
tion of their city by the Medes and Per- Master of pur'ity. He was supremely
sians, after which he suddenly disappeared happy, possessing every blessing, health,
from among them."--Historical Evidences, wealth, virtue, wisdom, immortality."Ancient Monarchies, vol. 2, . pps. 46-7,
PP· 133, 349·
These Medes and Persians would take and Egypt and· Babylon, p. 94·
.
"our divinities as allies" and "bring us into
. "The Persian cuneiform inscriptions, in
bondage."-p. 349·
which the recognition of a single supreme
This prophecy as recorded by this God, Ormazd, and the clear and constant
heathen is in harmony with Daniel's in- ascription to him of the direction of all
terpretation of that Monarch's dream, the mundane affairs,.are leading features. In
divine gift pointing out by nam~ the com- all the Persian monuments of any length,
ing of the Medo-Persic Empire, the two the monarch makes the acknowledgment
very powers that did come. This state- that Ormazd has bestowed on him his
ment of Abydenus is not only in harmony empire."-Persian Cuneiform Inscriptions,
with Daniel's metallic image, but confirms vol. I, pp. I97-33o, .and Historical Eviagain the Prophet Isaiah, 21: 1, who is dences, p. 147-8.
·
referring to the same events, where he
Even in India, where gods are cQunted
says: "Go up, 0 Elam [PersiaJ, besiege, by the thousands by one of their poets, is
0, Media.''
an. acknowledgment that men are "the
The Jewish religious tone of N ebu- children of one God." ''There is in
chadnezzar, Darius and Cyrus, as we find truth," says Prof. Wilson in his lectures
them in the Boo.k of Daniel, are regarded on the Vedas, "but one deity, the Supreme
by some critics to be Jewish, and. not Spirit, the Lord of the universe, by whom
heathen phrases; such, for instance, as the world was made;" .•• "The sub-.
"the Most High;" "king of heaven;" stance of alLcreated things was derived
"your God is a God of gods;" one "like from the will of the self-existing cause.'.'
the Son of God:;" "Most High God;" "0 Bricks from Babel, p. 86.
Daniel, servant pf the living God;" "God
Prof. Hutson says: "The Scandinavian
of heaven;" "Lord God of Israel." "Can Eddas make the same distinction between
these be the sen6ments of heathen kings?'' the elves of light and the elves of darkWhat do they mean? Do they recognize ness which the various oriental systems of
a "living God," :a "God of heaven," who legendary lore make between the angelic
was the "God of Israel;" or are they mis- host who remained faithful to God and
represented by Daniel?
the djins who rebelled with the spirits of
Could we see the true .inwardness or evil."--Beginnings of Civilization, p. 196.
the religions of those times, we would see
The one Supreme Ruler appears to be
something in it besides "images, altars," recognized in the Eddas, and the "public
and bleeding victims." While. the As- monuments of Persia, down to the time
syrians and Babylonians recognized some of Artaxerxes, recognize •t.me Supreme
eighteen principal, apd some lesser gods, Lord of earth and .heaven' and in the Beyet there was hid from view behind this histun monuments occurs the name of God
partition wall, and so recognized by them, (Ormazd] in almost every other para".A single, personal God.'' We hold, as graph~'' "The Lord God of heaven," says
I believe. we d<f! right to hold, that God Cyrus, "hath given me all the kingdoms
revealed himse1~ to the first parents of the of theearth, and he hath charged me to
human raGe. as a: single, personal being.- build him a house at Jerusalem." That
Gen. 3:8.,-10. And again to Noah and sounds like he recognized a God of revehis sons.-Gen. 8: 4· Compare the above lation.
with the revelation of 1830, in Doctrine
Some things that we thought were
and Covenants 28: II, r2, and Inspired peculiar to Christianity and Judaism, we
Translation, Geriesis chapter 3, etc. So find cropping out in places wnere we least
that all races of .men had, at the first, this expected to find them. In the Rig Veda
idea as an inheritance handed down to them we find, "Give me my daily bread;" and
traditionally from their ancestors. And, "in the third heaven of heavens make me
we. find a large portion of the titles of immortal.1'-:-See Sanskritic Religions,. p.
heathen gods a.re .applical;>le to real per- 97· "The overseer that d.wells in the
sons,. and, as Rawlinson says, is "indicative. highe!>t heaven."-1bid. p. 98. '.'Ignorof the fact thatfrom the first the Phceni, ant, I inquired of the sages who know,
ciari people, like most other Semitic races, Who is the only one who upheld the.
distinctly apprehended the personality. of ' spheres ere· they were created ?"-:-Chips;
·the Supreme Being, and intend~d to wor- 1 p' 29, ~nd Religions of the Ancients,p; 98;
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Some of the heathen speak of God,
using the same titles in the same way that
the sacred writers do.
The Greek Zeus is called "the first and
last," or the Alpha and the Omega of
being, and, "he fills the haunts of men.''
Everywhere we live in Zeus. "We are
his offspring;" • , • "he fixed the shining
stars;" . . . "wherefore we worship him;"
he is "the first" ••. "the last" . . . "their
father," • . . "Wonderful," . . . "their
help and shield.''
See Aratus of Soli, in Greek Authors,
pps. 65, 66, whom St. Paul seems to quote
in Acts I 7: 28,-••for in him we live, and
move, and have our being;, as certain of
your own [Greek] poets have said; for we
are also his offspring.'' Compare him
also with Gen. I: I4i Isa. 9: 6; Rev. I: 8,
ll; and Psa. 18: 2; 46: I, etc.
Aratus was praising the same being
that the above Bible writers mention, and
it was such men as Aratus that the Psalmist referred to when he said, "I [God] will
be exalted among the heathen; I will be
exalted in the earth.''-Psalms 46: 10.
And Zeus was not only the Creator in
the Grecian .Mythology in historic times
and when. its greatest men lived and
wrote, but he was mentioned from a remote antiquity.
Max MUller says: "Not only do, we
find the ~ame words and the same terminationsin Sanscrit and Gothic; not only do
we find the same name for, Zeus in Sanscrit, Latin, and German; not only is the
abstract name for God the. same in India,
Gre1:1ce and Italy; but these very stories
[Folk-lore],these.' Mahrchen' which nurses
still tell, with almost the same .words, in
the Thuri!\lgian forest and in the Norwegian villages, and to. which crowds of
children listen under the Pippal-trees of
India-these stories, too, belong to the
common heirloom .of the Indo-European
race, when no. Greek had set foot in:
Europe, no Hindoo had hathed in the
sacred waters of the Gartges.~'-Atlantis,
p. I6o.
The Egyptians who also had a long list
of gods . that reached from Amon-Ra
[their Sun God] to their onions, as Virgil
says, in their gardens, yet after all thev
recognized one God that was "the soie
producer of all things in heaven and earth,
himself not produced of any" ••• "the
only true, living God, ~elf-originated,"
who exists from the ;beginning" • • ~
'~who has. made all things" , ••. "but has
not himself been made.''~See Lenor~
mant's AncienfHistory, vol. I~, p. 522.
This being.. who was a living God seems
"never to have been represented by any
material, ·even in symbolical form.'.'..:..
'Wilk~n~on.':s Anc.ient Egypt, vol. 4• p~ 178.
Th1s 1s. the one God that we find at the
beginning of Egypt•. See Atlantis, p~ 363.
"All cosmogonies go back to one Greative God, and he is symbolized generally
by the sun in heaven. We find the first
step in polytheism is .the idea of a femenine parallel to this Great God, the worship of .the earth's reprod?ctive power.
This. facto£ the. eatly nron()theism . we
tnay. talte to be a proof that ~an did. not
de:velop into ar~ligiovs l::)ei~g;;. religion
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was given in its purity to the first man by
l:lis Creator."-Bricks from Babel, p. z8.
· The Vedic poets in describing the creation and in telling how things came into
existence by the will of a Master Mind,
tell. us that the gods (of their phantom)
were born afterwards, but there was one
God not born, "he upheld the spheres,"
they looked to him "for jmmortality."
. See Max Muller's Chips, vol. r, p. 97, and
Sanskritic Religion, p. 98.
.
The Zend- Avesta of the Persians teaches
immortality, and speaks of a golden throne
in Paradise, and anoute.r-darkness for the
wicked •. See Haug's Essays, p. 156, and
the Religion of the Iranians, p. 74· It
teaches also "two original uncreated principles"- good and evil. Ahura-Mazda
was the good principle, Angro-Mainyus
was the evil principle. Ibid, p. 65. And
"the Iranians of historic time held that
from all eternity there had existed two
mighty and rival beings, the authors of all
other existences, who had been engaged
in a perp~tual contest, each seeking to injure, baffle, and in every way annoy and
thwart the other. Both principles were
real persons, possessed of will, intelligence,
power, consciousness, and other personal
qualities. To the one they gave the name
of Ahura-Mazda, to the other that of
Angro-Mainyus."-Ibid, p. 66.
The Zend-Avesta teaches the same on
this pointas section z8: wand 76:3, Doctrine and Covenants, also z Nephi I : 8.
The Ill, or Ra, of the Egyptians, Assyrians, Phamicians and Babylonians seems
to be the Ahura-.Mazda of the Iranians;
he had created all good things "earthly
and spiritual." Ibid, p. 67.
The sacred books containing the religions of the ancient world teach us monotheism. At the beginning it recognizes
one God and it is then that it is the most
prominent. It soon gives way before a
polytheistic corruption. In all there is
one element, at least, which appears to be
traditional, viz, sacrifice. The mysterious
powers of this one God were gradually
divided up, and became, in time, regarded
as distinct beings.
Plutarch, one of the most celebrated
writers of antiquity, says: "To the one
mind that arranges the whole universe,
and one Providence set over all, and to
the helping Powers that are ordained to.
all, different honors and names are given
by different people through legal enactments." See Greek Thoughts, p. 376.
The one Mind was worshiped in Assyria and Babylonia under the name II, or
Ra. Le Plongeon says Ra means God,
but was above and apart from their Pantheon. See Sacred Mysteries, p. 54· "In
Egypt they gave that name to the 'sun'
particularly, as the font of all things, the
life-giver and sustainer of all that exists
on earth." Ibid, 54· "The Hindoos worshiped the sun under the name of Ram a;
while the great festival of the sun, of the
Peruvians, was called Ray-mi. Rana
was a god of the Toltecs, and Rayam, a
god of Yemen." See Atlantis, pp. 358,
359, also Ancient Religions, p. 39·
Thus Mythology finds traces of the
~ame Being in ~very lan<h having- in the

dim past been worshiped under different onciliation is made by sacrifice; and sacrinames. But how Nebuchadnezzar came fice ofsome kind is also universal. Gould
to recognize the fourth person in the fur- it have been by the exercise of his reason
jn:tce as "like the Son ()f God" is much tbat man came so generally to believe that
more difficult to explain than is .~'Most the Superior powers, whatever they were,
High God." He appears to have believed would. be pleased by the violent death of
in angels.-Dan. 3: z8. But how could a .one or more of these creatures?
,
(To be continued.)
heathen that worshiped images made of
gold, bronze, wood and stone, know anything about God having a living Son?
JOB.
We see that the Ph ami cans were taught AMONG the graces that adorn the Christhat "once upon a time, the God El, him- tian character, there is' no one of more
self, [Ill, or Ra,] under the pressure of value to the humble saint than that of
extraordinary peril, had taken his only patience. The Divine One has said, "In
son, adorned him with royal attire, placed your patience possess ye·your souls."
him as a victim upon an :altar, and slain
Let us examine the character of Job. In
him with his own hand."- Phrenicians' the inspired word we read, "There was a
Religion, p. I I6.
How could these man in the land of U z whose name was
heathen know about "God's only Son"? Job, and that man wa~ perfect and upYet human sacrifice seems to have grown right, and .one that feared God and
out of this teaching among the Phrenicians: eschewed evil. We are' not.told in what
Philo Byblius says: "It was customary way Job lived, nor who wrote the book
among them inancient times, when cal- that tells of him, but in the outlines of '
amity or danger beset them, that the rulers character delineated, we see the blendings
of the city or nation should. offer up the of patience and resignation, together with
best beloved of their children, as an expi- that faith in God, which mark that indiatory sacrifice to the avenging deities; and vidual as one of the highest. type of the
theseyictims were slaughtered mystically." race.
Philo Byblius, ch. 6. This same custom
In the ancient Latin ot Catholic version
we find at ,Carthage, quite as much so as of the Scriptures, is found the following
the mother country. See Diodorus Sic. account of the patriarchs,; said to have been
zz: I4-65. This seems to be referred to taken from the Syriac: "Job dwelt in the
in the words of Balak to Balaam: "Where- Ausitis .on the confines of Idumea and
fore shall I come before the Lord, and Arabia. His name at first was J obah. He
bow myself before the high God? . Shall married an Arabian woman hy whom he
I come before Him with burnt offerings, had a son named Ermon.. He himself was
with calves of a year old? Will the Lord a son of Zera of the posteritv of Esau and
be pleased with thousands of rams, or a native of Bozrah, so that he was the fifth
with ten thousands of rivers of oil? Shall from Abraham. He reigned in Edom,
I give my first born for my. transgression, and the kings who reigned before and
the fruit of my body for the sin of my after him reigned in this order. Balak,
soul ?"-Micah 6: 6, 7·
the son of Beor, in the city of Dinhabah;
Two hundred noble youths were offer- after him Job or J obah. Job was succeeded on a single occasion at Carthage, after ed by Husham, Prince of Ternan. After
the victory of Agathocles. Hamilcar, it him reigned Hadad, the son of Bedad,
is possible· offered himself as a victim on who defeated the Midianites in the fields
the entire defeat of his army by Gelo. See of Moab. Job's friends who come to
the Story of Herodotus, 7: 167.
visit him were Eliphaz, of the posterity of
"When Tyre found itself unable to re- Esau and King of Ternan. Bildad, King
sist the assault of Alexander the Great, of the Shuhites, and Zophar, King of the
the proposition was made, but overruled, N aamathites."
to sacrifice a boy to Saturn. Every year,
We read that "Job had seven sons and
at Carthage, there was at least one occa- three daughters, who were his delight, for
sion on which human victims, chosen by in them he took great pleasure." He also
lot, were publicly offered to expiate the had large possessions. Each of his sons
sins of the nation, and this custom contin- was provided with an estate of his own,
ued even after the Roman conquest, when for we read that "each of his sons went
at length the proconsul Tiberius, in order and feasted in his house every one his day."
to put down the practice, hanged the When such feasts were made, Job offered
priests of these bloody rites on the trees up burnt offering·s for each of .his children,
of their own sacred grove. The public fearing that while they outwardly appearexhibition of the sacrifice thenceforth ed to serve God, yet their hearts might
ceased, but in secret they still continued still harbor some impure thought."
down to the time of Tertullian."-Relig"Satan h:J.d a mind to test Job under afions of the Ancient World, pp. n6, n7.
flictions." Trusting in his righteousness,
So that in other places; where the ques- God permitted Job to be afflicted. Job
tion of authenticity has no interest, we seems to have been a man of great wealth,
see the belief in a single Supreme Being, yet his trust was not in riches, for when
who created all things in heaven and in intelligence came to him of the loss of his
earth, both things earthly and spiritual. possessions, he was not overcome; and
And this belief is not only found in a when the loss of his children became
few favored spots, but appears to have known to him he meekly answered, "The
been the universal belief in early ages. Lord gave arid the Lord hatb taken; blessAnd with this traditional knowledge ed be the name of the Lord." While
among some races there is mention of a passing through the ordeal of mental and
"Spn" or "the only Son," by whop:~. re.;:- podil y affiicti~n Job'~ wife cm.mseled him,
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and in that hour of bitterest woe he ans- become slightly humpbacked or severely round·
by sleeping with the head raised on a
wered calmly, "Thou speakest as one of shouldered
high pillow.-Sel.
the foolish women speaketh." It would
seem that Job lived near to God and received the revealments of his Spirit, for he
said, "I know that my Redeemer liveth,
and that he shall stand at the latter day
THE RELIGIOUS WAR.
upon the earth; and though after my skin
worms destroy this body, yet in my flesh
New York, May 17th, 1891.
shall I see God." This knowledge imRev. Thos. Dixon, Jr., pastor of the
pljes that Job received direct testimonies Twenty-third Street Baptist church, prefrom Jehovah. Job's friends claimed that ceded his sermon this morning at associit was for some transgr!?ssion on his part atiOJ;l Hall, by the following review of
that . he was suffering punishment; his Current events.
answer proves his innocence and justifies
The religious war that has been brewhis character. Finally the anger of the ing for a generation has now fairly begun.
Lord is kindled against Eliphaz and his With us it has at last become national.
two friends, for said He, "Y e have not What affects Presbyterianism affects dispoken of me the thing that is right, as my rectly the whole nation. The dear old solservant Tob hath." And the Lord com- emn owls composing the Presbyterian
manded them to "go to my servant Job" Sanhedrim of New York have delivered
and offer up burnt offerings for yourselves their verdict. They gathered themselves
"and my servant Job shall pray for you together, reverently adjusted their pine
for him will I accept."
E. B. F.
board spectacles, gazed steadily at a blank
EsceN»IDo, Cal., May 8th.
space until they saw everything with dogmatic clearness.
CURE FOR CANCER.
Prof. Briggs must be arraigned and tried
(Republished by request.)
for thinking-a crime for which they look
I HAVE often noticed in your columns up ~nd truly thank God they ate guiltless!
deaths from cancers, and I have often The Protestant religious world has been
thought to &se.nd you a remedy that has rapid! y dividing into two great classes durproved successful in many hands in every ing the past few years-those who think
case that I hav~ applied it to cancers. The and those who believe it is a crime to
remedy is this: Spread a plaster of com- think. Within the past fifty years the
mon sticking plaster, cut a hole a trifle world has been born again. The point of
larger than the cancer so that there will attack of Christianity has entirely changed.
. be a. small margin of good flesh, about the· Books that held high ranks in the theologicsixteenth of an inch, all around the cancer. al world are set aside now as curiosities.
Apply the plaster over the cancer, leaving Theology must re-adjust its statements in
the cancer and ,this small margin exposed; the light of the increased knowledge of the
then apply ove): the cancer and resting on race or lose its hold forever on the race.
the plaster the cancer plaster composed of Religion, founded. in.ignorance and superone part whea~ flour, one part blood root stition cannot enter the next century. Will
(sangumaria) ground fine, one part chlo- Christianity pass away? I do not believe
ride of zinc. Mix the sanguinaria and flour it. But if Christianity is to hold the rising
with water, tljlen the chloride of zinc. generation, it must be translated into the
·.Mix well and ~pply over the cancer, let- language of that generation.
ting it remain .from twenty-four to fortyThe theologian of the Dogmatic School
eight hours, according to the time the can- speaks in an unknown tongue to the youth
cer has been standing. Then take off the of this age. Dogmatics belong to the incancer plaster and dress with any good fancY. of the race. We have reached the
healing salve. · In from a week to ten era of thought. When the child reaches a
days the cancer will drop ,9ut. (Don't try certain age he demands the reason for
to press it out). Then heal with any good things. He is entitled to know. You had
salve. Probably the best healing salve is better tell him. If you do not tell him he
the All Healing or Black salve. It is the will, sooner or later, spurn your dogmatic
best for a· cancer, which I will furnish the assertions and retry the whole case de novo.
recipe of to arty one writing for it, enclos- I defy any man, who thinks, to take Shed's
ing· a two-cen,t postage stamp to pay Dogmatic Theology, believe it, and re~tson
postage.
LEVI CHENEY,
keep her thron~. . The lunatic asylum
1
KENT, Ill.., March 8th, 1889.
would certainly be his home. If I believed
such stuff I would lay down my ministry
to. morrow, join hands with Col. Ingersoll,
EFFECT OF BAD POSITIONS.
An .erect bodily attitude is of vastly more im- and say with Carlyle, "why,then, if Hell
portance to health than most people generally must be braved-it must!" If this be God
imagine. Croo:ked bodily positions; maintained I dont know Him; I don't want to know
for any le!lgth of time, are always injurious, Him!
Fifty ye:us ago the Baptist denomination
whether in a sitting, standing, or lying position,
of
North Carolina divided on the subject of
whether sleeping or waking. To sit with .the,
body leaning forward on the stomach or to one · missions-involving the doctrine of the
side, with the heels elevated on a level with .the sovereignty of God. The majority of
hands, is not only in bad taste, but exceedingly noses favored the v.i~w of the predestined
detrimental to health. It cramps the stomach, damnation of the heathen worl.d, and that
presses th{! vital .. organs, .interrupts . . the free it would be flying in the face of providence
motion of the chest, and enfeebles the functions
ofthe apdominal and thoracic Organs, and, in fact, .. to try to save them. In fact; they said it
unbalances the muscular systexp. Many chilgr~n wo1,1lq b~ ap i:ps~It t9 .L\hn\ghty
Go!;\ 1
..
,
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They solemnly declared that "what is to be,
will be-if it never is!" They sat down
there. And there they died. The Church
divided. The Missionary Church set up
for itself: The Hardshells, or Primitive
Baptists, continued to edify the saints. Today there are more than 2 so,ooo Missionary Baptists in North Carolina, and about
9,ooo Hardshells. Fifty years from to-day
the difference in proportion between the
school of thought and the school of traditionalism will even be wider. This war
was inevitable.
The conflict is an irrepressible one. The
ehampions of human-made orthodoxy have
begun this fight. They could not have
chosen a better time. The prophets of the
living God who believe in Jesus Christ, in
a vital, applied Christianity, who rejoice to
be the messengers of a God of infinite love
are ready for the fight, if fight they must.
Their souls are in arms and eager for the
fray. The first shot fired against Prof.
Briggs was the first shot against Sumpter.
The man who fired it will live to regret it.
Above the wall, against which that shot
crashed floats the banner of truth. The
end will be an Appomatox.
What are the. issues involved in this
fight?
It means human tradition against divine progress. It is an old old fight. It is
weary reading to trace its history thro'
the dark and bloody past. Every Jnch of
the way of .real progress in light and life
for the human race has been fought with
this grim enemy we call tradition. Conserv~tism has doubtless done much for the
world at times. But such conservatism is
in its last analysis, the weakness of the age
of the gall of pessimism. That conservatism that has sought with devilish persistency to limit the horizon of rpan to ancestral experience has only to curse mankind,
to set back the work of years bursting with
promise, and fling over the dawn of brighter days the pall of ages of the darkness of
superstition and slavery •. Do you believe
in stagnation or progress? This is the
question. Do you believe in the rolling,
beautiful river, ever moving Qnward to
mingle at last with the tides of the open,
limitless sea_:or do you prefer the stagnation of the lagoon?
Onward is the language of creation.
The wind whispers it. The stars sing it
in the ontario of the spheres. All Nature
rings with it· in the anthem of the U niverse. Life speaks it. Death prophesies
it. These are the foot prints of God who
walked with man in the cool of the morning of creation. They are so many index
fingers that point to Him,who has gone
on before, as the goal toward whiCh we
mov~. it is an old fight.
Those who
fight against thisupward look and onward
sweep of the race fight against "the stars
in their courses." The fate of Sisera is
sure to be theirs.
It means human dogmatic assertions
ag;iinst the religion of the bible. The rpen
who make this fight make no intelligent appeal to the bible. They simply use the
.Bible as ahludgeon. Whh the bigness of
the type and paper andbindingt~ey.try to
beat p~t the br~ip,s pf thq~e who refu~e ~9
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bow down, to a little god they have created Doyou believe in Jesus .Christ? . Do you
, in their own way. Prof.'Briggs appeals to believe in His divine mission? If so come
the Bible, and says, Come, let us reason to now, with all your manhood and womahgether. They appeal to human. dogmatics, hood, and demand that His church shall
and propose to try him by stan~ards made leave the traditions of men and hold fast
. by human hands, and crush with sheep· only the commandments of God •
binding and solid paper of the. very book
to which he invited their attention. Keep
LINCOLN'S PROPHECY.
thi.s fact in constant view of the champi0ns
of rheumatic traditionalism who. are as- MoRE evictions occur in Pennsvlvania
saulting Prof. Briggs, swear by Dogmatic than in all Ireland, and as much of real
. Theology and with all .the vehemence of oppression prevails in the coal and iron
their souls repudiate and hate Biblical regions as any place in the world. White
slavery has taken the place of black slavery
Theology~ They propose to try him for
heresy for undermining the Bible. At the ~the revolver and winchester the plac~
same time refuse to confine themselves to of the lash_:_fhe Pinkerton thug the place
its teachings for the standards by which to of the driver-and to introduce the system,
subdued foreigners are used for the first
conduct the trial.
victims. A· few more years's aggr~gation
It means a paper creed against a .vital of wealth and America will be one vast
religion. The rea) centre of the fight is slave pen where might instead of right
over the supposed divinity of a paper creed shall triumph, apd the great American remade hundreds of years ago by weak hu- public, the same as the ancient Roman reman hands; The day for paper creeds is public, shall have perished. The present
gone. Men have persisted in teaching that effort that is being made by the American
, the paper was divine. But those who love patriots to save the country for the peoJesus Christ have come to believe that on- ple, if thwarted, will be the last, and in
ly those really love Him who keep His horror hushed by force, we shall realize
commandments. They have some to be- Abraham Lincoln's prophesy has come
lieve that a paper creed has nothing to do true, after all our efforts to avert it, which
with man's salvation. Not for paper creeds everyone should read carefully and ponder
. with traditional comments, but living epis- well, as follows:
tles, is .the aspirations of this school repre"I see in the near future a crisis arising
sented in part by Prof. Briggs. The relig- which unnerves me and causes me to trem •.
ion that cannot stand the test of life cannot ble for the safety of my country. As a
be saved by all the paper creeds now tink- result of the war corporations have been
ered together by the sacred cobblers of all enthroned, and an era of 'corruption in
the ages. The paper creed that does not high places will follow, and the money
throb with the.divine life of Christ as he power of the country will endeavor to
walks .among men to-day can only be a prolong its reign by working upon the
mockery to the church that with lips prq- prejudices of the people until all the wealth
fesses it. The question is, were the creed is aggregated in a few hands and the recobblers of the fifteenth century infallible public is destroyed.
I feel at this time
arid did wisdom die in the sixteenth cen- more anxiety for the safety of my country
tury? A curious question to put in this than ever before, even in the time of the
age.
war: God grant that my ft"ttrs may prove
It means slavery against freedom. groundless."
Shall men be allowed to think or shall they
Yes, dear reader, Lincoln .,could not
be bound in the shackles of dogmatic id- have written more prophetically had he
iocies and forbidden to think, under pain been inspired. We read its terrible transof death? Is it a crime to think? Shall lation on the lintels of the home of .everv
tne church in this age of school houses say laborer and farmer in the land, and we
to her ch'osen prophets, "Cursed is the man hear it on every breeze in the heart-rendwho thinks!" If so the days of that ing wail of poverty and distress.-Frankchurch are numbered~ It lags superfluous fort Sentinel.
on the stage of a new world, with no powers of adjustment to the necessities of a
TOBACCO DATA, FROM EMINENT
new life. Do you believe in slavery or libTHINKERS.
erty? Do you wish to be taught by slaves
bound and gagged and paid to teach like SMOKING certainly does blunt a man's
a parrot one thing under pain of death? Or sense of clearness. It is certainly an undo you believe in a living God, a living clean habit. If smokers were to be judged
Spirit, who is come to guide into all truth? by the places they have left, by the smokOr in a dead God, a dead Christ, and ing car after a long day's use, by the dinner
bound and gagged mummies as His table at which they have sat, by the bachembassadors? This fight means rea- elor's quarters when he is down town,
son against stupidity, miscalled faith. they must be rated very low in the scale
Faith is a moral act of the soul, and is ut- of civilization. We must ad mit, too, that
terly foreign to the pious stupidity which smoking dulls a man's sense of the rights
rejoices in swallowing dogmatic contra- of others. Well, now listen to Horace
dictions and absurdities.
Greeley. Horace was accustomed to sum
This fight means a' battle for the very up his opinion upon this branch of the
life of Christianitv with its misled but ear- subject by saying: "When a man begins
nest defenders. Unless the church can be to smoke, he immediately becomes a hog."
brought into living, vital contact with the H0 probably used the word hog in two
thoughtoftheage--thethoughtoftheage senses, namely, "Hog, an unclean creature;
is certain to be materialistic, not spiritual. and hog, a creature devoid of a correct

sense of what is due to other creatures."
"Go into public gathering," he. has
written, "where a speaker of. delicate
longs, \;Vith an invincible repulsion · to·
tobacco is trying to disc.uss some impor~
tant topic so that a thousand men can hear
and .understand him, yet whereunto ten or
twenty smokers have introduced them•
selves a long line projecHng horizontally
from l>eneath the nose of each, a fire at
one end and fool at the .other, and rnark
how the puffing gradually transforms the
atmosphere into that of foul, choking; the
utterance of the speaker and distraCting
the attention of the hearers, until the argument is arrested or its ~ffect utterly de~
stroyed. If these men are pot blackguards,"
he adds, "who are blackguards?"
·
Mr. Greeley challeng~s the universe to
produce a genuine blackguard who is not
a lover of the weed in some of its forms,
and promises to reward • the finder with
the gift of two white blackbirds.
Mr. Greeley exaggerates. Some of the
best gentlemen in the world smoke, .and
some of the dirtiest blackguards do not,
but most intelligent SqJokers are conscious that the . practice, .besides being in
itself unclean, dulls the smoker's sense of
cleanliness, and, what is still worse, dulls
his sense of what is due. to others, and
especially of what is due to the presence
of ladies.
The cost of tobacco ought perhaps to
be considered before we conclude whether
or not it pays to smoke, since every smoker
not only pays hi.s share of the whole expense of the weed to mankind, but he also
supports and justifies mankind in incurring .that expense.
The statistics of tobacco are tremendous~
It is asserted in Ripley and :Oana's Encyclopedia that the consumption of cigars
in Cuba amounts to ten cigars per day for
every man, woman and child on the island.
Besides this Cuba exports two billions of
cigars a year, which vary in price from
twenty cents each to two cents. The labor of seven thousand men and twelve
hundred women is absorbed in this industry alone.
Holland, it is said, employs one million
people in the .business. ·In Bremen there
are four thousand pallid or yellow cigarmakers. In the United States the weed
exhausts four hundred thousand acres of
excellent land, and employs forty .thousand sickly cigar and tobacco makers.
In England, where there is a duty upon
tobacco of seventy-five cents and upon cigars of nearly four dollars per pound, the
government derives about six million
pounds sterling a year from tobacco.
The French government gets from its
tobacco trade nearly two hundred million
francs per annum, and Austria over
eighty million francs.
It is computeq that the world is now
producing one thousand million pounds of
tobacco every year at a cost of five hundred milions of dollars. To this must be
added the cost of smoking conveniences.
In the London exhibition there were
four amber mouthpieces valued at two
hundred and fifty guineas each. A plain
me~rschaum pipe costs seven dollars, and
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the prices rise from that sum to a thousand dollars.
In Vienna men earn their living (and
their dying too) by smoking meerschaums
for the purpose of starting the process of
"coloring." An inhabitant of the United
States who smokes a pipe only and good
tobacco, can now get his smoking for
twenty-five dollars a year. One who
smokes good cigars freely, must expend
between seven and eight hundred dollars
per annum; on the other hand our friends,
the poor, can smoke a whole week upon
ten cents worth of tobacco and buy a pipe
for two cents, which he can smoke until
it is black with. years. All this expenditure of ·five hundred millions per annum
comes out of the world's surplus, that
precious fund which must pay all the cost
both of improving and extending civilization, knowledge, art and literature which
have to be supported out of what is left
after food, clothing, fire, shelter and defense have all been paid for.
If the 'lurest test of civilization, whether
of an individual or of a community is the
use of surplus revenue, what can we say
of the civilization of a race that expends
five hundred milions of dollars every year
for an indulgence which is nearly an unmitigated injury? The surplus, too, of
every community is very small, for nearly
the whole force of human nature is expended necessarily in the unending struggle for life.
.
.
Man, it must be confessed, after having
been in business ·for so many thousands of
years, is still in ve'ry narrow circumstances,
and most assuredly cannot afford to spend
five hundred millions of dollars a year in
an injurious physical indulgence.

hair mattress or hard bed, never on a
feather bed.
For the fever the following simple fever
mixture may be given, which will suit
most all cases in the earliest stages, or at
least until a physician be sentfor: Quinine
sulphate, grains XV. (15); potassium
chlorate, grains XXX. (30); tincture aconite, drops VIII. (8); spirits nitrous ether,
drachms III. {3); sirup (simple), a sufficient quantity to make 2 liquid ounces.
Sig. (or directions): Give to child not
less than 3 years of age half a teaspoonful,
or about fifty drops, every three. hours.
This mixture is a very safe and reliable
one; if compounded by a competent chemist, and will reduce the fever and temperature and quiet and slow the pulse safely.
ORGANIC CHURCH UNITY.

"THE world knoweth us not," writes an
apostle. Little does it know or care for
the spiritual aims and purposes of the people of God. It takes little interest in what
Christianity is doing for the children of
men except so far as it is seen and read of
in all public reforms where Christians of
every name come to the front in common
purpose.
But there are things about which the
world is very quick to take note, and
that is the disagreements and divisions
in the visible Church of Christ. Here is
afforded an unfailing fund of remark and
ridicule. What! can it be possible that
this is the outcome of the teachings of
Christ?
It does not seem reasonable.
The divisions of Christendom are now
and have been for ages the weakness of
the Church. This is a fact known and
felt in every hamlet and village in the land.
The work of Christ is carried on at an imSCARLET F'EVER.
mense waste of time, money and energy,
HOW TO TREAT .IT AND WHAT TO GIVE
the like of which would be tolerated not
IN ITS •EARL Y STAGES.
for a moment in any business enterprise.
THE treatment of a case of scarlatina is of An invisible ~"oneness does exist in the
very great importance, says. Dr. T. Wal- hearts of God's people, but this does not
lace Simon in the Ladies' Home ':fournal, impress the world as a proof of the Divine
not only as to the carrying out of strict origin of Christianity while so much dirules and laws of medication and nursing versity of outward form exists. Visible
but in regard to the suppression of all dan- oneness, the sign and symbol of a common
gers of contagion to others, as it is. cerinterest, would silence the caviler as it
tainly the most contagious of all the would embody the purpose of our Lord
diseases of childhood.
·
when he prayed '~that they all may be one,
The child should be at once put to bed as Thou,.Father, art in me and I in Thee,
in a room at the;top of the house; isolated that they may be one in us; that ,the world
i~ every way fr9m all ·other parts or permay believe that Thou hast sent me."
sons of the household. The other chilThe point is, do we come up
the full
dren, if any, sh0uld be kept in a distant measure of this sublime petition of the
part. of the ho~se, not meeting any one will of Christ .as taught by His Apostles,
who sees the patient, or else sent away commissioned as they were by Him and
entirely. The room should be well venti- enlightened by His Spirit to be the inlated, and the bed (a narrow, long cot the structors of His Church to the end of the
best) should be placed out of the direct world, if one rest content simply with the.
draft and not. between door and window.
state of things as they now are and supThere should be heat in thEnoom if it is pose that nothing more is meant than the
cold, and if there is a stove or heater there spiritual kinship oftrue believers?
should be kept !tt all times a pan of ·water
This is the question before us, faron it to evaporate .and make moisture .for reaching and practical in ito:: every aspect,
the room; or a }{ettle of boiling water may .and how can it be Settled ? First and fore- ·
be kept on the stove .. The temperature most our appe!!;l must be to God.'s word.
should .be kept at 65 to 7qdegrees•..
What do the apostles teach on this subject?
'!'he. fever will run very high,· and a Let.it be distinctly noted .as a preliminary
sit;ilple sheet and blanket should form. the remarkthat of the advantage~ of divisions
covering for the patient, who lies on a in the Church of .Christ we cannot find a·

to

trace in the New Testament. For years·
it has been the wont of many to speak of
the advantages of having in a little vil~
lage several different churches that each
one's views and tastes and convictions
may be gratified. Competition, it is said,
stirs up effort and keeps the religious sentiment from becoming stagnant. ''Competition is the life of trade." It is also its
death if pushed too far, and that it is pushed too far has been abundantly realized in
thousands of instances. In church matters the same sad, disastrous results have
followed. Here is a town oftwo or three
thousand inhabitants where the churchgoing people all told cannot support more
than three or. four churches, and yet we
must have every shade of belief represented, some ten or a dozen churches, one
built up at the expense of another, not one
really self-supporting and prosperingdivided not on essentials but on points confessedly of minor importance. Do we not
hear amid this discordant din and jangle
the clear ring of the voice of the Apostle: ·
"For meat destroy not the work of God?"·.
For the best of reasons there is not so
much said noW as formerly in regard to
the advantages of divisions, for the experi•
ment is far from encouraging. The evil;
has become alarmingly: apparent, and
good men and true are now casting about
to see if there cannot be · found some
remedy for this disjointed· state ofaffairs.
Experience is a stern yet salutary teacher,
and the Christian world has learned a few
wholesome lessons from the history ofthe
past. But "to the law and to the' testimony." Undoubtedly when we open the
book of the Acts of the Apostleswe find
the Church as a city at unity with itself.
The practice of the early disCiples is the
best commentary upon their views. N umbers were added to the faith bv the
preaching of the Apostles, enough
form
several organizations if such· had been the
inspired guidance. Not so however, "And·
the multitude of them that believed were
of one heart andof one soul," (Acts 4: 32). ·
"And they con tin u in g daily with one accord
in the temple, and breaking bread from
house to house did eat their meat with gladness and singleness of heart; praising God ·
imd having favor with all the people. And
the Lord added to the Church daily such as·
should be saved." (Acts 2:46, 47). "What
does this prove?" I fancy I hear some
one say, "lt establishes nothing more than··
a unity ofhe.art and soul, which we all
admit." Let us look a little further to get
at the mind of Christ as taught by the
voiceof his inspired me~sengers. St. Paul:
wrote to the conve;rtsatRome, and speaks
of something besides a unity of feeling• ·
11 N ow the God of patience and consola- ·
tion grant you to be like-minded one tow"
ard another [literally that ye think the
same thing] according to Christ Jesus;'
that ye may with one mind and one mouth
glorify. God even the Father your Lord
Jesus Ghrist.'' This is strong language
we. must confess, but strong or not it is;on
record for oudnstruction. In his letter tp
the Corinthians the Apostle places before
us the same ideal for which we should
Jabor .and pray. "Now, l.beseech yoti,"

to
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brethren, by the name of our Lord Jesus ·
Christ that ye ali speak the same, thing,
and th~t there be no divisons among you,
but that ye be perfectly joined together in
the same mind and in the same judgment"
(I Cor,I: ro). It is-difficult to understand
the terin "judgment" in any other sense
than that of a discriminating act. of the
tnind as the word is commonly used, .and
if this is the case the consummation devoutly to be wished is something. mor.e
than a m'ere union of faith and love. In
the Epistle to the Philippians the inspired
wr.iter urges _the converts. to "stand fa_st in
one spirit, with one mind striving together
for the faith of the gospel," (Pl;lil. 1: z7); ·
To the Ephesians St. Paul writes: "There ·
· b d
d
· •t ·
ts one o Y an one Sptn 'even as ye are
called in one hope of your calling, one
Lord, one faith, one baptism, one God and
Father of all who is above all, and through
(E h 4'
5 6) And
all ' a·nd 1·n·· you all"
' h p A, . 41' ' • k
· h
E · 1
f
tn t e same
ptst e t e post e spea s 0
the work of the ministry· as not to cease
"till we come il,1 the unity of the faith, and
of the knowledge of the Son of God, unto
a perfect man unto the measure of the
, E h
stature o f t h e f u 11 ness O f Ch rist, ( P • 4:
12, rg).
"The Church," says Dr. Hodge
in commenting on this text, "is now and
ever has been one body, but how imperfeet Is their union!" The beautiful figure
of a temple fitly framed together alluded
to in this Epistle gives the true idea of .the
outward expression of that which already
exists in the one spiritual, invisible Church
of Christ. In its hidden reality the Church
is indeed one, but this can hardly be predicated of its visible aspect.
Alas, the
temple here-presented is far from perfect,
The preliminary question to be settled
before all inquiries as to means and measures to bring about Organic Union isWhat is the will of Christ concerning us?
If that will as made known by His word
contemplates nothing more than the loving union of Christian hearts under different forms of _outward organization-the
efforts to find a common ground of visible
oneness will be seriously impaired, but if
the Scriptures of the New Testament regard divisions as emanating rather from
the flesh than from the spirh it becomes
an imperative duty for every disciple toremove all needless barriers of separation.
It must needs be that offences come, and
the history of the Church in past ages is
fraught with its full share, but we have
yet to learn from Holy Writ of a blessing
pronounced upon him by whom the offence cometh,. or a word of commendation
for them that "cause division," or who
without good reason secede from a sound
and scriptural Church. Our Lord preached the Gospel of the Kingdom and healed
those who had need of healing: This is
emphatically a kindly age, an age not of
destruction but of up building and reconciliation, and so far forth Christ-Jike.
What a happy day for the sufferer who
has broken a limb when he learns from
the surgeon that the bone is knitting. Be
it ours to do what we can to bring together the sundered fragments of Christ's
broken body, being well assured that the
Divine Physician himself will aid rather

than hinder· this charitable work,and by
the mystic power of his own skill wiUsup~
ply what is lacking on. our part.~ Church

Union.

FAR WEST.
Conference convened Saturday, May 23d, with
the Edgerton Junction .branch, Platt county,
Missouri; J. T. Kinnamanpresident, C. P: Faul
secr~tary. Branch reports: St. Joseph, 205;
Pleasant Grove, 62; German Stewartsville, 66;
pelano, s4 , Elders reported: J. T. Kinnaman,
W. Summerfield, J. M. Terry, M. H. Forscutt (by
letter, baptized 13, confirmed 7)· Priests: F. G.
Dungee, F. M. Mauzey, C. P. Faul. Teachers:
B. Dice, T. Mauzey. D.eacon: J. Middleton.
Bishop's agent's report: Balance last report,
$291.46; total received, $284 32; total expendedf
$339 25; balance on .hand, $236.53· The report
received an. d referred to an auditing com. mittee
:_F, G. Dungee and H . D ..Ennis. The former
auditing committee were released. The following were elected officers of the district for the
coming quarter: J. T. Kinnaman, president; W.
Summerfield, vice-president; C. P. Faul, secretary. w, Lewis was sustained as Bishop's agent.
Preaching by W. Lewis, J .. M. Terry and J. T.
Kinnaman. Owing to so few of the brethren
abroad being present at this conference nothing
was done in the Sunday-school. matter. Adjourned to Edgerton Junction branch, Saturday
and Sunday, August 22d and 23d.

REUNION--MINNESOTA.
A reunion will ·be held at Detroit, Becker
county, Minnesota, beginning wit,h the conference of the Northern Minnesota district, Saturday, ·'June I 3th, and continuing until the 21st.
Pres. Joseph Smith, Apostle Alexander H. Smith
and other prominent ministers are to be present.
All our friends in Minnesota and the neighboring states, and all persons interested in the cause
of Christ and the spreading of his gospel are cordially invited to attend.
G. L. JoNES, Dist. Sec.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Conference of the South-Eastern Illinois district will convene at the Saints' Chapel, six miles
south of Xenia, with the Brush Creek branch,
Sat1.1rday, June 13th, at ten a. m. Xenia, on the
0. & M. R. R., is the nearest point by rail. All
desiring to come, write to I. M. Smith or T. J.
Ayers at that place, who will arrange conveyance.
A cordial invitation is extended to all.
G. H. HILLIARD, Dist. Pres.
--·,

Conference of the West Tennessee and Kentucky district will convene at Brush Creek, near
Pilot Oak, Graves county, Kentucky, July 18th
P. B. SEATON, Dist. Pres.
and 19th.
London district conference will meet at St.
Marys, Ontario, June 2oth and 2Ist. All the
branches and officers in the district are klndl y requested to report to this conference. Branches
not sending delegates will please address their
reports to me at St. Marys, in care of Bro. G. C.
JOHN SHIELDS, Dist. Sec.,
Tomlinson.
Marsville P. 0:, Ont.
The Southern Indiana district conference will
convene June 13th, 189I, at ten o'clock a.m., at
the Oak Hill schoolhouse, in Crawford county.
Those coming by train from the east, will leave
train at Boston Station. Bro. W. H. Robertson
resides at this place, a!ld will direct brethren and
friends to the place of meeting. Those coming
from the west will leave train at Birdseye, and
call on Bro. J. A. Ferguson at this place, who
will direct to place ot conference. We hope to

see the district well rl)presented, astheJ:'e Is business of importance to attend t.o• Brethren and
friends cordially invited.
· I. P. BAGGERLY, Dist. Pres.
SUNDAY-SCHOOL CONVENTION.
.The convention-of the Northern. UlinoisDis·
tr!Ct . Sunday-school .will be, held at Mission,
Lasalle county, Illinois, in the Saints' chapel,
Jtme . 19th; 1891, commencipg .at two p. m.
Would like to have full teports from each
school in the dishict,.and also a good attendance,
as it may .be necessary to make some change hi
the rules to make them agree: with the constitu.tion and by-laws of the General Association.
·
W.; VICKERY, Supt.
ERRATA,
In Herald of May 3oth, notice to the Decatur
district, it should read that the: distr.ict conference
would wish for information as to branch "aifairs,''
not branch "tdficers," as printeo.
Also my report to General· Conference should
read that I considered that it had been a good·
.year in my "ministry," not "viCinity," as printed.'
Respectfully yours,
H.,A. STEBBINS.
BOR.N.
DAvis.-At Runnells, Iowa·, May 12th, r89r.,
to Mr. John and Mrs. Della Davis, .a daught,er;
blessed May 23d by J. S. Roth, and nained Mag·~
gie May.
MARRIED.
p ARRISH-NEEDHAM.-At the residence of the
bride's parents, Newton, Iowa,',May 27th, 1891, by
Elder J. S. Roth, Mr. Alfred Paj-rishand Sr. Gertie
Needham.. After the ceremoQy the company repaired to the dining room, where the tables were
laden with all the appetite could wish for. A
very enjoyable time was had; many valuable
and useful presents were given the happy couple.
May peace and prosperity be .theirs through life.
BLAKELEY-STRICKLAND.-At the residence of
Bro. and Sr .. G. C. Blakeley, Plano, Illinois,
Thursday evening, May 28th, 1891, Bro. Charles
A. Blakeley to Sr. Nancy N: Strickland, both of
Plano, by Elder Wentworth Vickery. May
peace attend them all their clays;
DIED.
CAZIER.-Sr. Elizabeth Cazier, aged 79 years,
died March 27th, r89r. She had been ailing for
some time, but was not thought to be dangerously ill up to the time of her death, and departed
this life seemingly without a struggle. She was
an old time Saint and joined the Reorganized
Church some twenty-five years ago., being a firm
believer and a true Christian. She leaves an
aged husband, two sons and a number of grandchildren to mourn her death.
BROWN.-Sr. Annie, wife of Bro. 0. H. Brown;
born January 21St, I85f, died April 25th, I89I, of
heart disease, at Omaha, Nebraska. Funeral by
Elder James Caffall, before a large audience of
Saints and friends at the Saints' house of worship. Sr. Brown was baptized in her youthful
days at Florence, Nebraska, by Elder Howard
Sinnett, remaining an active member of the
church until her death; she.has now gone to her
reward, which we hope will be glorious. A husband and two sons mourn the loss.of a virtuous.
wife and loving mother. May heaven bless the
bereaved.
ToPHAM.-Near Clarksdale, Missouri, Tues·
day, May 19th, I891, Sr. Sarah Elizabeth Topham, daughter of Sr. Malinda Tyler. Sr. Sarah
was born August 28th, 1864, at Manti, Fremont
county, Iowa; was baptized August 17th, 1875,
by L. L. Babbitt; confirmed same day by L. W.
Babbitt, near Clarksdale, Missouri. Funeral
discourse by Bro. J. T. Kinnaman, assisted by
Bro. D. E. Powell; text, John 5: 28, to a large
concourse of Saints and friends in the Pleasant
Grove church. The remains were interred in
the Pleasant Grove cemetery. The deceased
was the second daughter of Father Wheeler
Baldwin. Obsequies in charge of Bro. A. W.
Head.
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
FREDERICKSON.-Sr. Catherine M. Frederick·
son departed this life May 22d, r89r. She left a
little babe two weeks old, a kind husband, father,
mother and brother to mourn because she was
taken away. She had a premonition that she
would not pass through the ordeal, and so it
proved. She passed away singing and praising
the Lord. She was born November 8th, r862,
in Denmark. She was baptized by Bro. J. C.
Clapp, and kept the faith. Thus one by one the~
Saints are gathered to the silent land. Funeral
sermon by Elder R. J. Anthony, assisted by Brn.
Peter Anderson and E. Barrows.
PowELL.--At Chicago, May 28th, 1891, Lodemia Powell, aged 13 years, 5 months and 5
days. She was born at Red Oak, Iowa, but Jived
in Plano until some time ago, when her family
moved to Englewood, Illinois. Her remains
were brought to Plano for burial; funeral services were held in the Saints' chapel, Decoration
Day, in charge of ,Elder W. Vickery, assisted by
Bro. C. G. Lanphear. She had been a. member
of the Saints' Sunday-school before going to
Chicago and had taken part in the entertainments
and was a bright, pleasant, dutiful child, earnest
in all her studies, loved by her teachers both
in Plano and Chicago, and by her class, which
turned out en masse to the funeral. The casket
was covered with flowers. We hope she will
have garlands over on the other side.
CoPELANn.-Bro. Lewis B. Copeland, of consumption, at the home of his mother, Sr. Mary
LaMay, Woodbine, Iowa, May 26th, 1891, at
7: Io p. m., after a painful illness of over sixteen
weeks, which was borne with Christian fortitude.
Aged 25 years, 4 months and 21 days. He was
not a member ofthe church, though a firm believer in Christ, and only regretted that he had
not been baptized while able. Funeral services
were conducted at the home on the 28th; the
sermon being delivered by Elder C. E .. Butterworth, from the words, "I trust in the mercy of
God forever and ever." The remains were taken
to the Clinton Township graveyard three miles
south-east of Portsriwuth, Shelby county, Iowa,
and interred by the side of his father, John Copeland, who died many years ago.
THE NATIONAL CONSERVATORY OF
MUSIC CF AMERICA,
NOS. 126 AND 128 EAST 17TH STREET, NEW YORK.
The annual Entrance Examination of THE
NATIONAL CoNSERV.AiTORY oF Musrc,Nos.l26 and
128 East 17th, Str~et, New York, will be held
as follows:
:
Singing:-September 24th, and 25th, 1891,
from 9 a.m •. to 12 m:. ; 2 to 5 p. m. ; from 8 to 10
p.m.
Violin, 'Oetlo, Contrabass, Harp, And A.ll Othe:r
Orchestral Instruments:-Septem ber 28th, from 9 a.
m. to 12 'm., and 2 to 5 p. m. Piano And Organ:-,September 29th, 9 a. m. to 12 m., and 2 to 5 p.

cellaneous, Solfeggio, Stage Deportment, Elocution, Fencing, and Italian Piano, Organ, Harp,
Violin, Viola, 'Cello, Flute, Oboe, Clarionet,
Bassoon, French Horn, Cornet, Trombone,
Harmony, Counterpoint and Composition, History of Music, Chamber Music, Orchestra and
Chorus.
For further particulars, address
CHARLES lNSLEE PARDEE A.M., Secretary.

MEETING HOUSES.

·Are You Acquainted With
THE

LITERARY DIGEST?
IT IS THE PRINCE OF THE WEEKLIES!
A Weekly Summary of the Cur:rent
Thought of the World.

Below will be found the different places of
meeting of the church in the cities named:
Chicago, Illinois, Hart's Hall, r682 Milwaukee
avenue, every Sunday at 7: 45 p. m.
San Francisco, California, Lincoln Hall, Montgomery street, near Palace Hotel.
St. Louis, Missouri, No. 2518 Elliott avenue.
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, Fourth avenue, near
Wood street.
Boston, Massachusetts, Howard avenue, Roxbury.
San Bernardino, California, corner Fifth and
F streets.
Sacramento, California, Saints' Chapel, Twenty-fourth avenue and K. streets. J. M. Parr,
president.
Denver, Colorado, Euclld Hall, Fourteenth
street, opposite City Hall.
Omaha, Nebraska, Saints' Chapel, No. 1418
North Twenty-first streets.
St. Joseph, Missouri, Saints' Chapel, Seventeenth street, near Faraon street. Take J ule
street, or Wyatt Park cars to Seventeenth street,
and the building will be in sight-

You might expend $1,000 a year for American and
foreign periodicals, and devote eight hour:{! a day to
reading them, and then not keep yourself as well
abreast of the thought and diBC!Jssion or' the world as
you can now do by investing $3.00 a year in THE
LITERARY DIGEST and spending three hours a week·
reading it.
It is a weekly periodical, of 32 quarto pages, in
which are presented careftfl condensations of all the
noteworthy articles appearing in the magazines, reviews and important journals of America, England,
France, Germany, Spain, Austria, Italy, Russia, and
other continental countr.ies.
[The condensations
from foreign languages are, of course, made in English.]
The Book Digests are not reviews, "book notices,"
nor critiques, but faithful Digests, letting the book tell
its own story.
It gives a weekly Index of Periodical Literature,
and of books, alphabetically arranged by titles, and so
classified as to make reference easy.
It also gives, each week, a Cosmopolitan Chronicle
of Current Events.

ADDRESSES.
J. W. Gillen, Station E, St. Louis, Mo.
James McKiernan, No. 1710 Lyons St., Des Moines
Iowa.
J. C. Crabb, 1001 South Tenth St., Burlington, Iowa.
E. c. Briggs, 203 West Walnut street, Chicago, Ill.
C. A: Parkin, 2910 Sixteenth St., Near'!!Mission, San
~ Francisco, California.
,
·.
A. R. Parsons, Box 462, Independ_ence Jackson Co.~ _Mo.
Mark H. F<n'liOO.tt, No. 1008 Franms St., St. Joseph, Jl!l.o.
E F. Shupe, 1141 Evans St., Denver, Colo.
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Davidson, Joplin, Jasper Co., Mo.
Johns. Roth, Grinnell, Powesheik co., Iowa.
T. W. Smith, Independence, box 892, Missouri.
E. L. Kelley, Temple, Lake Co., Ohio.
James H. !I'yrrell, box 144, Wallaceburg, Ontario; .Secretary of Ohatham District.
J. W. Wight, North Forster, N; S. W.
J. S. Lee; SJ>anish Fork, Utah county, Utah..
Alexander H. Smith's home address is now Lamoni, loa.
F, R. Tubb, 10 Retreat Place, Hackney, London, Eng.

THE RECORD FOR. SIX MONTHS.

SEND THEM IN.
We are preserving several hundred copies of each
installment of the Braden Kelley Debate, and shall
be prepared until further notice to furnish all our report to new subscribers. 50cts will secure the entire
report.
LAMBER'f BROS. Publishers,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

m.
Orchestra:.;....Noyember 2d, from 4 to 6 p. m:.
Ohorus:-November 4th, from 8 to 10 p. m.
Operatic Ohorus:-November 2d, from 8 to 10

VALUABLE PREMIUM FREE!

p.m.
.
.
.
.
The object of the National Conservatory of
Music being the advance.ment of ;M:usic in the
United .States through the development .of
American talent, applications for admission into the classes of the Conservatory are hereby
invited. It is expe~ted that positive aptitude
sl:lall be shown by the candidates for •admission,
without regard to the applicant's stage of pro"
gress,and that his or her desire to receive. the
instruction imparted in the Conservatory shall
be the outcome of a serious and well-defined
purpose.
The .successful candidates will enjoy the tuition of the best teachers that can be engaged,
an{l, after graduation, will beafforded opportu·nities of making known their accomplishments,
thus securing engagements .. The conditions of
admission as to fees, etc., (varying according to
the.Glassificatio11 of the pupil), are determined
by the Board of Directors. Instruction in all
branclles will be given free to students whose
.ta,lent and circumstances .warrant it. The cours.e
empraces tu~tion in Singing, Operatic and M:is-

An Engraving worth $2.50 in Art Stores, FREE; absoFREE. .The magnjficent Lithograph of the famous
and historic NAuvoo TEMPLE ,has been copyrighted ·in
the. Librarian's Office, Wa~hington, D. C., and is owned
by a friend of Pon and Platform.
We offer this fine, large Engraving, (requiring a frame
24x30, inner moulding), as a PREMIUM, delivered free ~t
our office, to any subscriber, old or new,· who will send
One Dollar .for two years' subscription to Pen and Plat~
flirrri, in advance. If to be serit by mail; twenty-five cents
extra must be inclosed to pay 'for roller and postag~.
For .clubs ordering a number by,. express, they will be
packed and delivered free at. express office, St. Mary's,
Ontario.
_ Every. Historian, and every lover of history; every
Theologil'!n, and every student of modern religions; every .advocate:or opponent of the faith it represents, will
, desire one qf these superb engravings. The right of this
Lithograph vests iu present owner, Prof: M. R. Forscutt.• up to A.D. 1918, of. whom .alone ~he right to sell. or issue.
can be secured. The Engraving is correct in every particular, and, nicely franied, will .be ari ornament in any
·hall, studio, or home.
l3Junto20Sep.
lu[k,lg

NUlllBER OF ARTIOLES.-179 Political, 140 Socioiogical,
Religious, 107 Miscellaneous, 115 Educational, Etc. ' ·
FROM LEADING MAGAZINEs.-67 American, 45 English,
11 German, 17 French, 9 Russian, 12 Turkish, Etc.
Besides, 98 Book Digest 2,000 liberal extracts .from the
press of the United States and. Europe, the Weekly In·
dex of Periodical Literature, and the Weekly Chronicle
of Current Events.
118 Scientific, 96

Subscription Price, $3 ver Year.
Single Copies, 10 Cents.

FUNK & WAGNA:LLS, Publishers,
18 and 20 Astor Place, New York.
13Jun2t.

ZION'S· ENSIGN,
Published every Saturday at
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,
Brethren { ,J, A. ROBINSON lEditoro.
F. G. PITT
f
Subscription price, $1.00 per year.
It ie devoted to the spreading of religious truth as .
viewed by the Saints.
Each issue contains a sermon by one or the ministry,
reports of the different societies in the church, and articles bearing npon.qr explanatory of the doctrines of the
church.
It is the intt>ntion to make it a help to the missionary
at home and in the field; a sourne of comfort to the scattered ones who are denied church privileges, and to bring
the Saints into closer relationship with each other.

MILL FOR SALE.
SHELBY MILL FOR SALE, situated in
Shelby, Shelby county, Iowa. · For full particulars enquire of Mrs. Abby A. Bristol, Vineland, New Jersey.
RUINS

.REVISITED,

AND THE WORLD STORY RETOLD;
The Scientific Defene.e of the Latter Day Faith.
240 pages, bound in cloth; price $:1.
S .. F. WALKER, Lamoni, Ipwa,
ONE

FARM

SOLD,

ANOTHER FOR SALE.

This· one is located 2Y. miles north'east of Lamoni, Ia.,
contains !l.91i acres, all fenced, and some .division fences;
Rouse, Stable,' Granary, Corn-criJ>s, Young Orch'!rd, and
3 good Wells. !Sl!i per acre. · . •
• ·· ,
Enquire of agent, ROBERT LYLE,
21mar3m
Lamoni, Iowa •.
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BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
Muslin boards, 396 pagllll. ~, •••••• ~ • •••••• ~ ••l 'IIi
Propositions:-11)Is the Book. of Mormon of :bi~
LAMON.Io
IO"WA,
' vine origin, and are its teachings .entitled to the respect
]. B. Wi\:TSON, EI>ITOR.
PAYS INTEREST ON TIME DEPOSITS,
and belief of all Christian peopl~? . (2) Is the Ohutch •·
of which ! 1 Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
Mop,ey to Loan.
TERMS :-FIFTY CENTS A -YEAR.
of Christ, and identical . in faith; organization, ordinan•
FARM LANDS'AND TOWN LOTS FOR SALE.
ces,-worship and practice, with the.Church of Christ,
88 it was let\ perfected by the Apostles of Christ.. (3)
This journal is not. th.e orga11 of anys'ect, deIs the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
.A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
nomination C)r party, but is published solely for
Day Saints in faet, the Chlirch of God, arid &ccilpted
Setting forth the order and nature of the Priesttl:1e dissemination of knowledge upon Christianwith Himf
ity, Temper~nce, Social and Mo10al Reforms, and
hood, and defining the duties and. prerogatives
its columns are open to all who wish to speak
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
of ~11 the Church Officials, including the First
pointedly, pithily and practically upon these
In
muslin,
26cts.,
ten or more, e~h • ·•• •. •.• ••••
Presidency, and also the Deacons,.as set forth in
questions; vrho believe that the_· Word of God
In paper 15cts., ten or more, eaqh • • ........ ..
the Revelations .of God and decisions of the
and reaso11 are the only rules of faith and pracChurch. Compiled from the standard works of
This is the notorious "Manuscript Found," written
tice for C::hristians as well as. Moralists.
the Church, by Charles Derry, and. for sale at
by Rev..Solomon Spaulding, about which so much liM
TO.
CORRESPONDENTS.
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur ceunty, Iowa.
beetl said .in connection.with t)ie theory that it fur•
Price 25 cents inCluding postage.
nished .Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
The intention is to conduct the journal as a
groun~ ~.ork and materi&J. from which to . write the
medium fot giving both sides of the question, and
Bookof Mormon. ·
·
no favoritism or prejudice by us will be exercised
in regard to authors, as communications will be
COWDERY
LE'JlTERS.
AND
published without names or nom de plumi!s .unless
In.paner co..-ers Sets: each; per d()zen.. ... ••• • • 'r6
desired.
..
THE SEER OF PALMYRA:.
Withgut covers ~eta. each; per pozen . • • • • • • • • 50'
An exception will be made. in the case1of.conOr
• Conj,ains valuable matter_ in r~l~tion to the Caliing .
trovers.ies,
when each writer.must and shailknow
SE~lJEL TO SPIRITlJAL GIFTS;
.<1fJoseph. the Seer, the Discovery and Translation of·
his adversary.
.
. ·
By M. R .. BOND.
tile. Book ofMormea, and the Angelic bestowal of thE!'
Short, forcibly written communications, word•
Modern Prophets atter ancient types.
l'riesthood:
·
ed in the. spirit of love, are invited tipo11 any
Who was. Joseph Smith!!
·
theme bearing upon the above outlined subjects,.
.CONCORDANCE
TO
DOCTRINE AND
Was he a religions impostor!!
with the appended qualifications. Address all
COVENANTS.
Was h.e a "Spirit Medium"!!
matter for publication to
What does the Bible say about Joseph
An enlarged eel~ 32 piisa,.pl.per covers.... 10 ·
MARY A. WATSON,
Smith!!
·
Old editioa ••••• -.,. ····-·••-•':.;•••• o •• -•• ,.....
5
Draw~r F, St. Marys, Ont.
The Truth by Three Witnesses-Christianity in the
A, postal ca~d requesting a sampl~ ~opy will
0
SONGS OF .. ZION.
:;~·~~~~i;!!~~h~nt~e~:l~i¥~~~~f E!;~!~~~fn:w!f~~: · receive a prompt response.
Paper covers 10 eta.;. per dci:llen,; ••••••• _•••••• 1 00
borg'-Modern "Spirit Mediums," and Hypnotic Re27dec3m, eow
ligions •· Revival," as Against Reason and Bible Testimony, and in Contradistinction to the Work of "The ·Latter
HOUSE FOR SALE.
TRACTS.
Day Seer," Examined in the Light bf FAcTs and Human
Having, to move. to Cleveland for my business, I· offer
2 Truth Made :M:anife,st, dozen 2octs., 100 ••••• 1 150
History-A. Rational and Scriptural Exposition or Ex·
or sale my House· of six rooms, and an ·acre lot well set· 3. Voice of the Good Shepherd,'dozen 6c, 100. 40
planation of Old and New Testament Prophecy and Docto fruit trees,. in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
trine.
4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Chut·ch
furnace in it, and water in the kitchen.
A.Revision of "Spiritual Gifts," With Supplement and
Addresm JOHN GILLESPIE,
and the Kirtland Temple Suit,, dozen 5c, 10(1'.. 25 '
Appendix. Nearly twice the reading matter of Spiritual
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio. •
Gifts. Paper covers 35cts., full cloth binding 60 ,cents.
250for !iOcts, 500 for $1., 1,000 ......... 1 ~6
For Sale at "Herald Office," or by M. H. Bond, Willough6. The "()ne Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects, Pre·
by, Ohio. Liberal Discount to Agents.
4apr
requisitee.and Design-and Who Silall Admin- . .
LEAVES,
AUTUMN
ister; 25 cts per dozen, per 100 ............ 1 'HI
INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
Published monthly for the
'1. Who Then Can be Saved; do~n 6c., 100.... 40
1ar FLEXIBLE BINDING . .A:'~
3. Fulness of the Atonement; dozen 25c., 100 •• 1 'lli'
Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
The Inspired Translation of the Holy Scrip9. Spiritualism Viewed fram a Scriptural StandChrist
of.
Latter
Day
Saints,
tures bound in limp leather, flexible covers, simpoint; .dozen 30 cts., 100 ................... 2 25
ilar to the binding of the Oxford Sunday-school
10. The Narrow Way; dozen 15 cts., 100 ... ·'· .1 10
11. The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2 25
Teachers Bible. Price, by mall, ~4·
12. TIJ.e Bible vs Polygamy; do2\j:ln 25 cts., 100.1 65
14 Reply to Orsou Pratt; dozen .25 cts, 100 ••• 1 75
BIBLE SYNOPSIS.
15 Brigbamite Idolatry; .dozen 5 cts., 100 . . • • . 40
Only three or four hundred -left. I will sell
PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE 16. Polygamy: Was it an Original Tenet of the
the remainder at $r each, or six to any address
- - ) B Y THE(-·Church; dozen 20 eta., 100 ............ , •• , .1 40
for $5; still a larger discount to agents. Send to
Board of Publication of the Reorga:aized Church,
17. The Successor in the Prophetic Office and
the Herald Office at Lamoni, Iowa, or J. J. Corat. their Publishing House in
Presi~ency of the Church; dozen 25 cts., 100.1 'IIi
nish, Reed City, Osceola county, Michigan.
The "One Body:" or the Church of_ Christ
LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA, 20.under
27·I2'3m
the Apostleship and under the ApostaAnd sent Free of Postage at prices named.
Notice.
sy; dozen 20 cts., 100~ ............. , ...... 1 40 :
21.
Truth
by Three' Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100. .. 15
When changing your place of residence, or deeiring
your paper sent to a different post-office, be particular in
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 cts, 100 .• ,1 JO ·
HOLY
BORIPTURES.
g1ving, in full, the name of the post-office, county, and
23. Baptism; .per dozen 20cts., 100 .••••• , ••.• 1 25
state where you had been last receiving it, and distinctly
(ID11plred Translation by Jooeph Smith.)
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 6 eta., 100 .• ,", 40
state the name of the post-office, county and state to
Shoop or Library binding, sprinkled edgM •••••• 1 110
which you wish your paper sent in the future.
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen5 cts., 100..... 40
When mailing a letter, whether in a railroad car, on a
Imit.ation Morocco, gilt edges •••••••••••••• ·•• 2 00
26. Mountain of the.Lord's House; doz. 5c., 100 . 40
steamboat, or while visiting at a friend's, in every inMorocco, gilt edges ......................... 2 60
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen 25cts, 100 ... 1 40
stance give your, own address where you are taking your paNew Testament, Inspired........ • • •• • • •• • • • '16
29. Vision of the Resm:rection, from the Docper.
If your paper has been discontinued. state where you
trine and Covenants; dozen 5 cts., 100....... 40
BOOK OF MORMON.
have last been taking it, and the time it was •topped.
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen...... 15
Roan, sprinkled edges .......... • •••••••••••.• 1 26
per hundred ••.•••••..........•.•..••.••• 1 10
[mitation Morocco, gilt edges •.•••••••••••••• 1 iO
GERMAN TRACTS.
31. What is Truth? and True OrthOdoxy?. and
Bar"Tracts in the German Language may be had of Bro.
an Evangelical Church? dozen 5 cts., 100... 25
THE SAINTS' HARP.
Ad. Richter, Burlington, Iowa: The Baptism, 6 cents;
250 for 50 cts., 500 for $1, 1,000 for ....••.•• 1 ~~~
(Byron
Book.)
the Repentance, 5 cents; the Principles of the Gospel, 6
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 . . . • 40
cents: the Epitome of Faith, 2c.; the Sixth Trumpet, a
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edg!lll ........... 1 211
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen.. 20
fifty-four page pamphlet, 25c. These prices include
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •••••••••••••••• 1 liO
per hundred ..••...•......•...•••.•..••.• 1 25
postage.
4L The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 cts, 250 50
THE SAINTS' HARMONY;
-..A..f>OOfor$1,1,000for ...................... 1 75
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
42. Rejection of the Chureh; dozen 15 cts., 100 .1 10
S~MBOLOGICAL CATECHISM:
Leather back and Muslin sidllll .••••••••••.••. 2 ISO
43 One Wife, or Many; dozen 25 cts, 100 •.•• 1 76
OR
The Harmony contains all the hymns In the Saints'
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of JeHarp;
also
542
pages
of
music,
comprising
about
,20
sus Christ; 5 eta. each, per dozen. . • • • • • • • • • 50
Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
tunes, and full instructioDI! on choir and anthem mnsic.
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100... •• • • • • • 15 ·
BY A. J. MAPES.
An lli!Sortment of Tract!!. • • • .. • • • • • .. • • .. . .. • 35
BRANCH RECORDS.
104- pages, cloth bound. Price 35 cents each.
Leather backs and corners, muslin sides; printed
SET OF TRACTS.
For .ale by BRo. H. R. MILLS,
headings, and ruled for Record of Nam!lll, BlessBound iD Limp Muslin, turned in • • • •• • • • •• • • •
INDEPENDENCE, Mo.
ing of Children, and for Marriag!lll ••••••••••• 2 06
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"Hli!AlmliN 'l.'O Tmll W01m Oli' TKlll LoRD: FOB 'l'EE>IE SHALL NO'!' ANY MAl!! UOl\1& TOU HAVlll SAVlll l.'f :Bl'l
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Vol.

HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. o.
BELIEVE THAT Omi MAN sHoULD HAVlli ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoJ>U.N EUT OJr.m HmmAND: Exc:eFT m:
IB AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGADI. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Com,mandmenta, sec. 109, par. 4.
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the Lord, 0 ye nations, and declare it in the isles
afar off, and say, He that scattered Israel will
Ofilcial Paper of th<1 Reorganized Church of J esns Christ OJ
LoNDON, May 29th.-In response to a letter
gather him, and keep him as a shepherd doth his
Latter Day Saints
from a letter from a member of parliament askPuBLISHED AT LAMONI, D:mc.A.TuR CouNTY, IowA,
flock. For the Lord hath redeemed Jacob, and
ing him to join in claiming for the Jews. in
E.-ery Satnrday. Price $2.25 per year.
ransomed him from the hand of him that was
'.['he Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presidents•
Russia the rights accorded the Mohammedan
stronger than he. Therefore they shall come
and the Bishop's Agents, are requested to solicit ne_w s-p.b"
subjects of the Czar, Gladstone said his personal
IICribers, and help build up the paper and the publication
and sing in the height of Zion, and shall flow tod1:f:~~tietters and Subscriptions must be sent to David action would have no weight. He thought the gether to the goodness of the Lord for wheat,
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Registered Letter, ?r Express.
pressure,of the opinion of the civilized world,
and for wine, and for,. oil, and for the young of
· Entered as second class matter at Lamom Post Office.
based upon ascertained facts, would be the best
the flock and of the herd; and their soul shall be
mode of proceeding/ Gladstone expressed a hope
as a watered garden; and they shall not sorrow
that the Sultan of Turkey would support the
any more at all. Then shall the virgin rejoice
scheme for the settling ofJews in Palestine.
in the dance, both young men and old together:
LoNDON, May 29th.-Gladstone's suggestions
for I will turn their mourning into joy, and will
EDITOR.
JOSEPH SMITH
towards remedying the persecution of the Ruscomfort them, and make them rejoice from their
ASSOCIATE EDITOR.
W. W. BL'AIR
sian Jews strongly disappoint the community. His ·
ASSISTANT EDITOR.
R. S. SALYARDS
sorrow. And I will satiate the soul of the priests
letter on the subject ignores the fact that the
with fatness, and my people shall be satisfied
Russo-Jewish committee has already take·n the
Lamoni, Iowa, June 20, I8gi.
with my goodness, saith the Lord."-Jeremiah
exact course he suggested. At a meeting of the
3I: 6-14.
.
Zionists the speakers declared that facts were
CURIOUS IF TRUE.
To
this
we
may
add
the
following:
known which justified action on the part of the
THE United States government has cap"Thus saith the Lord God, Behold, I will lift
European governments; that the crisis was
tured a sort of white elephant, and would
up mine hand to the Gentiles, and set up my
reached and the time was precious. Lord Rothsnow, perhaps, be glad of some feasible
standard to the people; and they shall bring thy
child has presented a memorial to Lord Salisway to part with it.
sons in their arms, and thy daughters shall be
bury, asking the Britlsh government to initiate a
In dealing with the Utah question Concarried upon their shoulders. , And kings shall
concerted action by the powers to assist a wholegress assumed that the best way was to
be thy nursing fathers, and their queens thy n11rssale emigration of the Jews to Palestine. The
confiscate certain ,of the properties belonging mothers: they shall bow down to thee with
Rothschilds, Goldsmiths ·and all the leading
ing to the church in Utah, and divert
their faces toward the earth, and lick up the dust
Jews of England concur'in the opinion that the
them from the uses of the church upon
settlement of the Jews in Palestine is the best of thy feet; and thou shalt know that I am the
the ground that those properties had been
Lord: for they shall not be ashamed that wait
plan. They aim t<;;> obtain European recognition
subscribed and· paid for the purpose of
for in e. Shall the prey be taken from the mighty,
of
the
great
wave
of
emigration
as
necessary
to
sustaining and continuing an organization
or the lawful captive delivered? But thus saith
a solution of the Jewish problem. Baron Hirsch,
the teaching of wl!lich was hostile to the
the Lord, Even the captives of the mighty shall
though
having
schemes
of
his
own,
supports
the
government, or : the institutions .of the
be taken away, and the prey ot' the terrible shall
English plans to operate through diplomatic chan.country, which s~ould be suppressed. In
be delivered; for the mighty God shall denels.' Lord Salisbury, leaving the usual official
pursuance of this idea, under the Eelliver his covenant people.
For thus saith
channels, is reported as writing directly to the
munds law, ahd by the decision of the suthe
Lon:!,
I
will
contend
with
them tl'\at
heads
of
European
governments,
commending
preme court, the igovernment seized some
contend with thee, and I wiJI" save thy chilto their consideration t.he Rothschild's memorial.
three million dollars worth of property,
dren. And J will feed them that' oppress thee
as confiscat~. The ,rroperty so escheated
As every intelligent Latter Day Saint
with their own ~esh; and they shall be drunken
was to be devoted to the maintenance of
is deeply interested in the return of the
with their own blood, as with sweet wine; and
·certain public schpols in the territory; but Jews to their father-land, a fact so promi~
all flesh shaJl know that I the Lord am thy Sav.the schools are running, the commission at
nently pr~Ciicted in holy writ, especially in
ior and thy Redeemer, the Mighty one of Jacob.''
work, and the. government finds itself the Book of Mormon and Doctrine and
- I sa. 49: 22-26.
holding somebody's money, unappropriCovenants; we are sure the foregoing teleated; and in hunting for a depository seems
grams will .be re.ad by them with profit
Here is a passage' from the Book of
to face the situatibn that there are no ownand rejoicing. The Lord says:
Mormon which predicts the restoration of
ers whose. title·
not subject to dispute,
the Jews in these times and indicates the
"For there shall be a day, that the watchmen
and therefore nof;le to whom the unapprbjoyful conditions which they will finally
upon tl!e mount Ephraim shall cry, Arise ye, and
priated property may b~ paid, and the
reach under "the covenant" promised them
let us go up to Zion unto the Lord our God. For
government relieved of the custody .and
thus saith the Lord; Sing with gladness for Ja- 'through Abraham and his seed:
care of it.
"Behold I say unto you: that the house of Iscob; and shout a,mong the chief of the nations;
In the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
rael was compared unto an olive tree, by the
publish ye, praise ye, and say, 0 Lord, save thy
Pay Saints as it was organized, and under
Spirit ·of the Lord which was in our fathers; and
people, the remnant of Israel. Behold, I w!ll
the institutions obtaining for the first four"
behold, are we notbroken off from the house of
bring them from the north country, and gather
teen years of its exi~~~nce, there was . a
Israel; and are we not a branch of the house of
them from the coasts of the earth, and ·with them
legitimate purpose in tl:ie pursuit of which
Israel? And now the thing which our father
the blind and the lame, the woman with child
all . the moneys 9f. the church were and
and her that travaileth with child together: a· meaneth concerning the grafting in of the natlmtl
could be emp~oyed-the sustaining of a
great company shall return thither. They .shall
branches through the fulln.ess of the. Gentiles, is
ministry fof the preaching of. the gospel.
come with weeping, and with supplicntions will
that in the latter days, when our seed shall have
Surely, .shot1ld the governm~nt seek in the
I lead them: I :will cause them to walk by the
dwindled in unbelief, yea, for the space of many
right direction could there not be found a
ri-vers of.watercs in a • straight way, wherein they
years, and many generations, after .the Messiah
people, an organized body of the followshall not stumble: for I am a. father to Israel,
ers of theN 1,1zarene,. who arepreaching the
shall be manifested In body unto the children of
g?spel. We think so •. ·
a~d Ephraim is my firstborn. Hear the word of
men, then t;h~ll the fullness of the gospel o'fthe
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the Gentiles, and from the
Gentiles unto the remnant of our seed; and at
that day, shall the remnant of our seed know that
they are of the house of' Israel, and that they are
the covenant people of the Lord; and then shall
they know ,and come,to the knowledge of their
forefathers, and also to the knowledge of the gospel of their Redeemer, which was ministered
unto their fathers by him; wherefore, the.}' shall
come to the knowledge of their Redeemer, and
the very polnts of his doctrine, that they may
know how to come unto him and be saved. And
then at that day, will they not rejoiCe and give
praise unto their everlasting God, their rock and
their salvation? Yea, at that day, will they not
re~eive the strength and nourishment from the
true vine? Yea, will they not come unto the
true fold ofGod? Behold, I say unto you, Yea:
they shall be remembered again among the house
of Israel, they shall be grafted in, being a· natural
branch of the olive tree, into the true olive tree;
and this is what our father meaneth; and he
meaneth that it will not come to pass, until after
they are scattered by the Gentiles; and he meaneth that it snail come by way of the G€11tiles, that
the Lord may show his power unto the Gentiles,
for the very cause that he shall be rejected of the
Jews, or of the house of Israel: wherefore, our
father hath not spoken of our seed alone, but also
of all the house of Israel, pointing to the covenant which should be fulfilled in the latter
days; which covenant the Lord made to our
father Abraham, saying, In thy seed shall all the
kindreds of the eath be blessed.
"And it came to pass that I, Nephi, spake
much unto them concerning these things; yea,
I spake unto them concerning the restoration of
the Jews, in the latter days; and I did rehearse
unto them the words of Isaiah, who spake concerning the restoration of the Jews, or of the
house of Israel; and after they were restored,
they should no more be confounded, neither
should they be scattered again."- I Nephi, 4:
3. 4·

And to this we add this prediction of
Nephi:

4

"Wherefore, the things of which I have read,
are things pertaining to things both temporal
and spiritual: for it appears that the house of
Israel, sooner or later, will be scattered upon all
the face of the earth, and also among all nations,
and bt"hold there are many who are already lost
from the knowledge of those who are at Jerusalem. Yea, the more p11,rt of all the tribes have
been led away; and they are scattered to and fro
upon the isles of the sea; and whither they are,
none of us knoweth, save that we know that they
have been led away. And since they have been
led away, these things have been prophesied
concerning· them, and. also concerning all those
who shall hereafter be scattered and be confounded, because of the Holy One of, Israel; for
against bim will they harden their l'iearts; where·
fore, they shall be scattered among all nations,
and shall be hated of all men. Neverthe·
less, after they shall be nursed by the Gentiles,
and the Lord has lifted up his hand upon the
Gentiles and set them up for a standard, and
their children have been carried in their arms,
and their daughters have been carried upon their
shoulders, behold, these things of which are
spoken, are temporal: for thus are the covenants
of the Lord with our fathers; and it meaneth us

I

in the days to c.ome, and also all our brethren
who are of the house of Israel. And it meaneth
that the time cometh that after all the house of' I
Israelhave been scattered and confounded, that
the Lord· God will raise up a mighty nation
among the Gentiles, yea, even upon the face of
this land; and by them shall our seed be scattered.
"And after our seed is scattered,. the Lord God
will proceed to do a marvelou~ work among the
Gentiles, which shall be of great worth unto our
seed; wherefore, it is ·lik~ned unto their being
nourished by the Gentiles, and being carried
in their arms and upon their shoulders. And it
shall also be of worth unto the Gentiles: and not
only unto the Gentiles, but unto all the house of
Israel, unto the making known of the covenants
of the Father of heaven unto Abraham, saying,
In thy seed shall all the kindreds of the earth be
blessed. And I would, my brethr~n, that ye
should know that all the kindreds of the earth
cannot he blesseq, unless he shall make bare his
arm in the eyes of the nations. Wherefore, the
Lord God will .proceed to , make bare his arm in
the eyes of all the nations, in bringing about his
covenants and his gospel, unto those who are of
the house of Israel. Wherefore, he will bring
them again out. of captivity, and they shall be
gathered together to the lands of their ,inheritance: and they shall be brought out of obscurity,
and out of darkness: and they shall know that
the Lord is their Savior and their Redeemer, the
mighty one of Israel. And the blood of that
great and abominable church, which is the whore
of all the earth, shall turn ppon their own heads;
for they shall war among themselves, and the
sword of their own .hands !},hall fall upon their
own heads, and they shall be drunken with their
own blood. An<l every nation which shall war
against thee, 0 house of Israel, shall be turned
one against another, and they shall fall into the
pit which they digged to ensnare the people of
the Lord.
"And all that fight against Zion shall be destroyed. And that great whore, who hath perverted the right ways of the Lord; yea, that
great and abominable church, shall tumble to
the dust, and great shall be the fall of it. For
behold, saith the prophet, The time cometh
speedily, that Satan shall have no more power
over the hearts of the children of men: for the
day soon cometh, that all the proud and they that
do wickedly, shall be ·as stubble: and the day
cometh that they must be burned. For the time
soon cometh that the fullness of the wrath of
God shall be poured out upon all the children of
men: for he will not suffer that the wicked shaH
destroy the righteous. Wherefore, .he will preserve the righteous by his power, even if it be so
that the fullness of his wrath must come, and
the righteous be preserved, even unto the destruction of their enemies by fire. Wherefore,
the righteous need not fear; for thus saith the
prophet, They shall be saved, even if it so be as
by fire. Behold, my brethren, I say unto you,
that these things must shortly come; yea, even
blood, and fire, and vapor of smoke must come;
and it must needs be upon the face of this earth;
and it cometh unto men according to the flesh,
if it so be that they will harden their hearts
against the Holy One of Israel: for behold, the
righteous shall not perish: for the time surely
must come, that all they who fight against Zion
shall be cut off. And the Lord will surely pre-

!

pare. a way for his people, unto the fuJfilling of
the words of Moses, which he spake, saying: A
prophet shall the Lord your God raise up unto
you, .like unto me; him shall ye hear in all
things whatsoever he shall ,say unto you. And.
it shall come to pass that all those who will not
hear that prophet, shall be'cut off from among
the people.
"And now I, Nephi, declare' unto you, that
this prophet of whom Moses spake, was the Holy
One of Is'rael; wherefore, he shall execute righteousness; and the righteous. need not fear, for
they are those who shall :not be confounded.
But it is the kingdom of the devil which .shall be
built up amOng the children: of men, which kingdom is established -among them which are in the
flesh: for the time speedily shall come, that all
churches which are built up: to get gain, and all
thoEie who. are built up to get power over the
flesh, and those who are built up to become popular in the eyes of the world; and those who seek
the lusts of the flesh and the things of the world,
and to do all manner of iniquity; yea, in fine, all
those who belong to the kingdom o! the devil,
are they who need fear, and ,tremble, and quake:
they are those who must be brought low in the
dust; they are those who must be consumed as
strubble: and this is according to the words of
the prophet. And the time cometh speedily, that
the righteous must be led 'up .as calves of. the
stall, and the Holy One of ,Israel must reign in
dominion, and might, and power, and great
glory. And he gathereth his children from the
four quarters of the earth; and he numbereth his
sheep, and they know him; and there shall be
one fold and one shepherd: and he shall feed his
sheep, and in him they shall find pasture. And
because of the righteousness of his people, Satan
has no power; wherefore, he cannot be loosed
for the space of many years; for he hath no
power over the hearts of the people, for they
dwell in righteousness, and the Holy One of
Israel reigneth. And now behold, I, Nephi, say
unto you, that all these things must come according to the flesh. But, behold all nations, kindred", tongues, and people, shall dwell safely in
the Holy One of Israel, if it so be that they will
repent."-2 Nephi 7:1-4.

We conclude our ,quotations fro'm the
Book of Mormon prophecies with this
from 2 Nephi, 12: 12-14:
"And now, I would prophesy somewhat more
concerning the Jews and the Gentiles. For after
the book of which I have spoken shall come forth,
and he written unto the Gentiles, and sealed up
again unto the Lord, there shall be many which
shall believe the words which are written; and
·they shall carry them forth unto the remnant of
our seed. And then shall the remnant of our
seed know concerning us, how that we came out
from Jerusalem, and that they are descendants,,
of the Jews. And the Gospel of Jesus Christ
shall be declared among them; wherefore, they
shall be restored unto the knowledge of their
fathers, and aiso to the knowledge of Jesus Christ,
which was had among their fathers. And then
shall they rejoice; for they shall know that it is
a blessing unto them from the hand of God; and
their scales of darkness shall begin to fall from
their eyes: and many generations shall not pass
away among them, save they shall be a pure and
a delightsome people.
"And it shall come to pass that the Jews which
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"And now ye behold this temple which is in
are sc~ttered, also shall begin to believe in Christ:
and they shall begin to gather in upon the face
Jerusalem, which ye call the house of God, and
of the land; and as many as shall believe in
your enemies say that this house shall never
Christ, shall also become a delightsome people.
fall. But verily I say unto you that desol~tion
"And it shall come to pass that the Lord God
shall come upon this generation as a thief in the
shall commence his work, among all nations,
night, and this people shall be destroyed and
kindreds, tongues, and people, to bring about the
scattered among all nations. And this temple
restoration of his people upon the earth. And
which ye now see shall be thrown down, that
with righteousness shall the Lord God judge the
there shall not be left one stone upon another.
poor, and reprove with equity, for the meek of
And it shall come to pass that. this generation of
the earth. And he shall smite the earth with
Jews
shall not pass away until every desolation
the rod of his mouth; and with the breath of his
which I have told you concerning them shall
lips shall he slay the wicked; for the time speedicome to pass. Ye say that ye know that the end
ly cometh, that the Lord God shall cause a great
of the world cometh; ye say, also, that ye know
division among the people; and the wicked will
that the heavens and the earth shall pass away;
he destroy; and he will spare his people, yea,
and in this ye say truly, for so it is; but these
even if it so be that he must destroy the wicked
things
which I have told you shall not pass away
by fire. And righteousness shall be the girdle
until all shall be fulfilled. And this I have told
of his loins, and faithfulness the girdle of his
you concerning Jerusalem; and when that day
reins. And then shall the wolf dwell with the
shall come, shall a remnant be scattered among
lamb, and the leopard shall lie down with the
all nations, but they shall be gathered again; but
kid; and the 'calf and the young lion, and the
they shall remain until the times of the Gentiles
fatling, together; and a little child shall lead
be
fulfilled.
them. And the cow and the bear shall feed;
"And in that day shall be heard of wars and
their young ones shall lie down together; and
rumors of wars, and the whole earth shall be in
the lion shall eat straw like the ox. And the
commotion, and men's hearts shall fail them,
sucking child shall play on the hole of the asp,
and they shall say that Christ delayeth his comand the weaned child shall put his hand on the
ing until the end of the earth. And the love of
cockatrice's den. They shall not hurt nor destroy
men shall wax cold, and iniquity shall abound;
in all my holy mountain; for the earth shall be
and when the time of the Gentiles is come in, a
full of the knowledge of the Lord, as the waters
light shall break forth among them that sit in
cover the sea. Wherefore, the things of all nadarkness, and it shall be the fullness of my gostions shall be made known; yea, all things shall
pel; but they receive it not, f~r they perceive not
be made known unto the children of meh. There
the light, and they turn their hearts from me beis nothing which is secret, save it shall be re.
cause
of the precepts of men; and in that generavealed; there is no work of darkness, save it
tion .shall the times of the Gentiles be fulfilled;
shall be made manifest in the light; and there is
and there shall be men standing in that generanothing which is sealed upon the earth, save it
tion that shall not pass, untilthey shall see an
shall be loosed. Wherefore, all things which
overflowing
scourge, for a desolating sickness
have been revealed unto the children of men,
shall come over the. land; but my disciples shall
shall at that day be revealed; and Satan shall
stand in holy places, arid shall not be moved;
have power over the hearts of the children of
but among the wicked, men shall lift up their
men no more, for a long time. And now my
voices and curse God, and die.. And there shall
beloved brethren, r make an end of my sayings."
be earthquakes, also, in divers places, and many
The revelations given through Joseph
the Seer predict: clearly "the gathering of desolations; yet men will harden their hearts
theJews and many important matters di- against me, and they will take up the sword one
rectly connected therewith. The fulfill- against another, and they will kill one another.
"And now, when I the Lord had spoken these
ment of these prophecies are important
words
unto my disciples; they were troubled;
"signs of the times" in which we are
living, proving that the end of Gentile and I said unto them, Be not troubled, for when
rule is near and the personal, glorious all these things come to pass, ye may know that
coming of Christ . is at hand. These the promises which have been niade unto you
events will not come upon the Saints un- shall be fulfilled; and w he.n the light shall begin
awares nor unprepared, if they will be to break forth, it shall be with them like unto a~
faithful induty and live up to the privi- pa·rable which I shall show you; ye look and behold the fig-trees, and ye see them .with your
leges in Christ. : .
.
. ·
Here are some of the teachings of Christ eyes, and y'e say, when they begin to shoot forth
to his disciples. in Terusalem (perhaps and their leav.es are yet tender, that summer is
given them at solne time during the "forty now nigh at hand; even so it shall be in that day,
days" between his resurrection and ascen- when they shall see all these things, th~n. shall
sion when "speaking of the things per- they know that.the hour is nigh.
taining to the kingdom of God") and now
"And it shall come to pass that he that feareth
given to us through Joseph the. Seer by me shall. be looking forth for the great day of
revelation, March 7th, I 83 I :
the Lord. to come, even ·for the signs of the coming ofthe Son of Man; and they shall see signs
"As ye have aske~d of Ifle concerning the signs
and wonders, for .they shall be shown fotth in
of my coming, ih tl).e day when I shall come in
the heavens~ above, and. in the earth beneath; and
my glory in the clouds of heav~en, to fulfill t.b.e
they shall behOld blood and fire, and vapors of
promises that I !:).ave made unto your fathers; for
smoke, and before the day of the Lord shall
as y~ have looked upon the long absence of your
come, the sun. shall btl darkened, and the moon
spirits from your boclies to be a bondage, I will
be.turned intoblood, and stars fall from heaven;
show unto you how the day of Fedemption shall
and the remnant shall b~ gathered unto this
come, .and also .the restoration of the scattered
place; .and then they shall look for me~ and be.,
Israel.

hold I will come; and they shall see me in the
clouds of heaven, clothed with power and great
glory, with all the holy angels, and he that
watches not for me shaii be cut off.
"But before the arm of the Lord shall fall,
an angel shall sound his trump, and the Saints
that have slept, shall come forth to meet me
in the cloud; wherefore if ye have slept in
peace, blessed are you, for as you now behold
me and know that I am even so shall ye come
unto me and your souls shall live, and your redemption shall be perfected, and the Saints shall
come forth from the fgur quarters of the earth.
"Then shall the arm of the Lord fall upon all
nations, and then shall the Lord set his foot upon
this mount, and it. shall cleave in twain, and the
earth shall lrem ble and reel to and fro; and the
heavens also shall shake, and the Lord shall utter
his voice and all the ends of the earth shall
hear it, and the nations of the earth shall mourn,
and they that have laughed shall see their folly,
and calamity shall cover the mocker, and the
scorner shall be consumed, and they that have
watched for iniquity, shall be, hewn down and
cast into the fire.
,"An,d then shall the Jews look upon me and.
say, What are these wounds in thy hands, and
in thy feet? Then shall they know that I am
the Lord; for I will say unto them, these wounds
are the wounds with which I was wounded in
the hous.e of my friends. I am he who was
lifted up. I am Jesus that was crucified. I am
the Son of God. And then shall they weep because of their iniquities; then shall they lament
because they persecuted their King.
«And then 'shall the heathen nations be redeemed, and they that knew no .Jaw shall have
part ih the first resurrection; and it shall be
tolerable for thetn; and Satan shall be bound that
he shall have no place In the hearts of the children of men. And at that day when I shall
come in my glory, shall the parable be fulfilled
which I spake concerning the ten· virgins; for
they that are wise and have received the truth,
· and have taken the Holy Spirit for their guide,
and have not been deceived, verily I SflY unto
you, they shall not be. hewn down and cast Into
the fire, but shall abide the day, and the earth
shaH be given unto them for an inheritance; and
they shall. multiply and wax strong, and their
children shall grow up without sin unto salvation, for the Lord shall be in their midst, and
his glory shall be upon them, and he will be
their King .and their lawgiver."-D. C. 45: 2-ro.

In this the gathering of the Jews to
their own land& in these latter days is
plainly predicted, aJso the rwtable condition of things pertaining to the 11ations,
and to the heavens, all of which, when
rightly understood, are "signs .and wonders" which testify to the Saints, confirming their hope and enabling them to know
of the purposes of God and what to look
for in the near future. These are "perilous times," especially to those not in
Christ] esus.

=======

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
~11es.-Can a· prayer meeting be led by any
one not holding the priesthood? Or, may others
than thl?se holding the priesthood take charge of
andpreside oyer .. nieetings held for prayer services, noone holding the priesthood being present?
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Ans.-Yes. If there be no one present at a
meeting held for prayer and testimony service,
any one otherwis~ qualified may take charge or
be chosen to preside.
~.-Are the meetings of the Prayer Union
contrary to the law of God?
A.-We do not so consider them. Men are
commanded to "pray always."
The Prayer
Union may be made a source of strife and contention among the elders and membership, and
thus contravene the Jaw of God; but we see-nothing in the Jaw by, which the meetings may be
justly declared unlawful. We have certainly
favored them and do so still, always provided
they are conducted for the pu~poses specified.
BELOW we give two items to our readers
clipped from our. exchang~s, and which
were mentioned in our last 1ssue:
'

"The Saale Zeitung states that Count von
Moltke, just prior to his death, concluded an exhaustive study of European armaments, ending
with the assertion that France was ready for war
and Russia nearly so, that a great conflict co.uld
not be delayed beyond r892. Count von Moltke
submitted his views to the emperor during his
last visit to Lubeck."
RoME, May 3oth.-The preliminary conference of the international peace congress was
opened in Milan to-day. A large number of
delegates from Italian municiral councils were
present. Deputies Maffi and Pandolfipareto were
chosen as president and vice-president respectively. An invitation from the Boston Peace
Society to hold an international congress in :Chicago during the C:-lumbian fair in that city was
awarded."
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Bro. W. W. Blair wrote from Logan,
Iowa, June 8th:
«Conference closed here last night; attendance
was rather small, but excellent conditions prevailed and good results had. Three persons
were baptized. This branch and this district are
gaining in numbers and in goodly influence. The
outlook for future progress was never better.
The ministry seem united and very zealous, determined to move forward in their work as they
,can make opportunity. Many are talking up the
coming Reunion at this place very hopefully.
Mr. Milliman now owns the grounds and is
much interested in the coming meeting. I go
to·day to Woodbine, and with. Bro. C. Derry
will hold services there Tuesday and Wednesday evenings next. I then go on to Dow City
for the IIth and Galland's Grove the 12th, and
after that return to Woodbine to attend a two
days' meeting the 2oth and 21st insts. A series
of two days' meetings will be appointed at once
throughout this district. All goes well."
Bro. J. M. Steel, writing from Moorhead, Iowa, June 3d, says:
"Notwiihstanding the heroic efforts of Clark
Braden last winter tp annihilate Latter Day
Saintism in this part of the country, the Union
Center branch still exists, and instead of being
crushed we are doing more than ever before to
prove the sincerity of our belief that we sre in
the right; the branch has a! ways heretofore worshiped in a school-house, whereas we have this
spring built a good commodious church. We
expect to have it finished and ready for occupancy within a month."
Bro.]. W. Whitley, from Taney, Latah
county, Idaho:
"I think that a good work could be done in this
country. I find many who agree with the gospel
plan, and seem to be good, honest hearted peo-

ple. If an elder ,came here he would do a great I to take sotne action in the case, but Mr .• Reed
deal of good."
_~,. was too much occupied with what he deemed'
Bro. E. L. Kelley, Temple, Olilo, June
more important matters to help, tfie Supreme
3d:
1 court out of its difficulty, and though Chief Jus- '
"Since the general conference there is an imtice ·Fuller presented the draft of an act whiCh
proved feeling in this country in our favor, so
he and Justices Field and Lamar thought would
they tell me. We had good audiences at the
.
Temple over the . Sabbath and there is some
cover the difficulty the billion congress took no
interest manifest in Willoughby, so Bro. Bond
action.
informs me. The last meetings held there by
So last Monday the majority of the court an,
him and W. H. were much better attended than
nounced that it had prepared a decree that would
the first. Some are investigating and seem
interested."
meet the difficulty. It sets.forth that ''inasmuch
Bro. John Barnes, from Beacon, Iowa,
as the Mormon ~orporation has been dissolved
there do not exist any
h
. trusts
. or purposes for
J une 6t.:
"l am doing the best that I can to spread the
which any part of the personal property can be
good news of the gospel to all who will hear; but
used nor any persons or c~rporatlons legally
it is hard to break the stony hearts of the pea"
entitled to any part of such personalty. It is
ple."

therefore ordered that the personal property be
devoted to such charitable uses as may most
THAT.WHITE ELEPHANT·
nearly correspond to its former destiny unless
T:HE Chicago 7 imes for May 29th gi~es
Co·1gress in the meantime shall otherwise direct."
the opinion of Chief Justice Fuller, disIn conclusion it directs the appointmept of a
senting from the decision of Justice Brad,
master in chancery, who :shall devise some
lev nnd the majority of the court, in a case
method of applying the property t9 charitable
eri'titled "The United States against the
purposes, "which plan shall be reported to the
corporation of Latter D:;y ~~ints."
T.he
court for its approval and sanction.''
history of the case and the dtssent of Chtef
From this decre.e Chief Justice Fuller dissentJustice Fuller are given by the Zimes as
ed, as did Judges Lamar and Field. The chief
follows:
justice was very clear in his ,reasons for non-conThe history of the case briefly is this: In r887
currence. "I cannot agree," he said, "that prop-congress passed an act dissolving the corporation
erty that was donated with the intention of proin Utah called the Church ot Latter Day Saints
moting polygamy can be legally devoted to any
and directing the attorney-general of the United
similar charitable purpose for there can be no leStates to bring an ~j.etion in the Supreme court of
gal charitable purpose which is cognate to that
Utah to wind up the affairs of the corporation. . of creating or aiding to maintain. a system of poThe act also instructed the attorney-general to
lygamy. Therefore the property cannot come
bring suit to forfeit to the United States the prop-' within the ru1e of law which rfquires that property held by the Mormons in violation of the
erty intended for charitable uses, and which has
laws enacted by congress to punish and prevent
failed to be used as was originally intended by
polygam.l' in the territories. Under this. act an
the donators, shall be used for purposes as nearly
action was brought against the Church of Latter
as possible like those the givers originally intendDay Saints as a corporation. Judgment was enter"
ed it to be used for. Nor is there any countered against the church dissolving the corporalion,
part in congressional authority to the exercise of
forfeiting its lands and real estate to the United
the royaL prerogative in the disposition of a charStates, but also declaring that there was no posity. If this property was acceptea and held for
sible legal trust under which the personal proppurposes declared to be illegal, that would not
erty of the Mormons as a corpora 'ion could be
justify Its arbitrary 'disposition by judicial legisheld.
lation.''
The case was appealed to the United States
This opinion of the chief justice has attracted
Supreme court. At its May term last year this
the attention of the ablest lawyers here, and they
court affirmed the judgment of the lower court.
are nearly unanimous in declaring it to be sound
It further held that the United States might take
in law and equity. The next Congress will unproceedings to forfeit tl:le Mormon lands for the
doubtedly deal with this case in a vigorous manbenefit of the Utah common schools and that the
ner.
government could also take possession of the
personal property which, under the judgment of
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
the Supreme court, would otherwise be without
Bro. David W. Davis, and others at
a legal owner. Chief Justice Fuller dissented
Carbon, Wyoming, are anxious that Bro.
from this part of the decision and Judges Field
Joseph Luff shall call at that point as he
and Lamar concurred wilh him. The majority
passes on hi~ way to Utah. Bro. Davis
opinion of the court was delivered by Justice
says: "Tell Bro. Luff that he will be
Bradley.
kindly received and entertained, and a
The majority found itself, in an embarrassing
place and opportunity provided for him
position, for it could not decide just haw the
to preach."
.
·
affirming decree should be worded, so action was
Bro. Alexander H. Smith was in attendreserved for fuller consultation.
The trouble
ance at the conference of the N amroo and
was as to what should be done with the persanal
Slring- Prairie distri~t, held at Montrose,
property, which was in a receiver's har.ds. The June 6th and 7th.
act of Congress under which the forfeiture was
Bro. Simon Smith, of St. Joseph,
decreed gave them no help and under the SuMissouri, has an excellent article on the
preme court's decision the personalty was to be
Sabbath question in the St. Joseph Herald
used for charitable or educational purposes as
of June zd. Bro. Simon improves the opnearly as pos~ible in accordance with the intenportunities that are offered to him to ention of those who had donated the property to
lig·hten his neighbors.
'There will be a two days' meeting held
the Mormons. The court waited for Congress
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in Woodbine, Iowa, June zoth and 21st.
Elders Blair, Chambers, Putney and others
will assist in preaching and ordinances.
All are invited.
·
With our last issue (dated June I gth) we
mailed a supplement to every HERALD
subscriber, which contained the General
Conference minutes of I89 r. Those failing to receive it should make inquiry
therefor at their post offices.
The weight of last week's HERALD
and Hope m;<il, including supplement to
the HERALD, is 1525 lbs., put up in thirtytwo sacks, weighing I r6 lbs., a total of
164I lbs, or more than twice the weight
of any previous mail sent from the office;
a fair index to the growing bu&iness of the
publishing department.
Pres. Joseph Smith left home the 10th
inst. for Deloit, Minnesota, to attend the
reunion and district conference to be held
at that place. He will be in attendance at
other conferences or meetings along the
line of his routes, remaining some two to
six weeks in the field.
Bro; William Waterman left the 4th
inst. for his field of labor, Northern Indiana, leaving many warm friends behind
him, especially at Leon; our county seat,
where he has labored with good results.
Faithful in local labor, he has been called
to occupy a 'Yider field, the consequence
of being so called, and chosen and faithful. There is a day of caliing and a day
of choosing, "and let those be Ghosen who
have been found faithful." Let us each
be prepared by faithfulness in the living
present for whatever may be demanded in
the momentous future. "Life is real, life is
earnest."
'
Brn. A. B. and A. J. Moore, father and
son,Ieft after tJ?e late discussion for missionary labor in Texas. Bro. John Shippy also left for: northern Iowa, a former
field of his.
Bro. J. R. La.mbert was at Des Moines
on June 8th.
Bro. Alexander H. Smith was at Montrose, Iowa, on the same.date; would start
n.orth for Minnesota, on the roth or uth.

article. I love to see these things come out so
plain, because it proves the truthfulness of the
Book of Mormon. You willsee many theories advanced in this article about these mounds and .how
they came. 0, if they would only open the Bookof
Mormon and read it; they would know how they
came there, and also see thaJ an enlightened
race once inhabited this continent. May the
time speedily come when this book shall be read
by all nations and this gospel be preached to all
nations that the end may come.
Pray for me.
Your brother,
ROBERT N. BURWELL.

~nmmutthtafinns.
under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.
~Write on one side of the paper only.

.iUITICLES

SERMON BY ELDER W. W. BLAIR,
Kirtland, Ohio, April uth, r89r.

WE read the following as our lesson for
the occasion: "But I would not have you
to be tgnorant, brethren, concerning them
which are asleep, that ye sorrow not, even
as others which have
hope. For if we
believe that Jesus died and rose again, even
so them also which sleep in Jesus will God
bring with him. For this we say unto you
by the word of the Lord, that we which
are alive and remain unto the coming of
the Lord shall not prevent them which
are asleep. For the Lord himself shall
descend from heaven with a shout, with
the voice of the arch-angel, and with the
trump of God: and the dead in Christ
shall rise first: then we which are alive
and remain shall be caught up together
with them in the clouds, to meet the Lord
in the air: and so. shall we ever be with
the Lord. Wherdore comfort one another
with these words.
But of the times and
seasons, brethren, ye have no need that I
write unto you. For yourselves know perfectly that. the day of the Lord so cometh
as a thief in the night. For when they
shall say, Peace and safety; then sudden
destruction cometh upon them, as travail
upon a woman with chHd; and they shall
not escape. But ye, brethren, are mot in
darkness, that that day should overtake
OLNEY, Washington, June 3d.
you as a thief. Y e are all the children of
Editors Herald:~In giving me credit for writlight, and the children of the day; we are
ing or "suggesting" the article in Aberdeen Seminot of the night, nor of darkness. ThereWeekly Bull~tin, of May 13th, you make a misfore let us not sleep, as qo others; but let
take. The article 'is partly an .editorial and partus watch and be sober. For they that
ly quotation from the article of Mr. H. L. Aldsleep sleep in the night; and they
rich, referred to by you. I baptized one here on
that be drunken are drunken in the night.
Sunday last. Lea;ve here to-day; accompanied
But let us, who are of the day, be sober,
·by Elder Jo.hn Davis, for Snohomish county;
putting
on the breastplate of faith and
Washington.
love; rmd for a helmet, the hope of sal vaI am about wet! again; That "grippe" is a
tion. Fot God hath not appointed us to
terror.
HEMAN C. SMITH.
wrath, but to obtain salvation by our Lord
Jesus Christ, who died forus, that, whether
MARION l:hATIQN, Mich., June 6th.
we wake or sleep, we should live together
Editors Herald:-I mail you t·9-day a copy of with him. Wherefore comfo:rt yourselves
the DetroitEvening News. of June 5th, with an
together, .and edify one another, even as
article on mounds which have been opened in
also ye do. And we beseech you, brethMontcalm and Isabella coUiities, and the ancient' ren, to know them which labor. among
,plates and caskets ;which have been found in the
you, and are over you in the Lord, and
moutids; which are grand proofs in favor of tb.e
admonil')hyou."
;:aook of Mormop, arid which they i:efer to in. the
I have now read from the I~th ver§e .of

no

the 4th chapter to the 13th verse of the 5th
chapter of 1st Thessalonians.
This introduces to us a topic of the most
thrilling importance, as we see ·from the
sentiments expressed in what we have read.
It is a matter supposed to be well understood by God's faithful people in all ages
of the world, and more thoroughly and
particularly in the times of the second advent, when Christ shall come in accordance with the terms of this promise. And
why should it be thought at all strange
that God's people in the days of Christ's
second advent should be thoroughly aware
-of that event and safely posted in regard
to it? We assume that God has never, in
all the ages past, brought to pass any important event upon the earth in which his
people were intimately concerned, until
He first informed them of it, and prepared
them for it so that it should not come upon
them as a thief in the night, but that they
might be expectant in regard tq it and
might be thoroughly prepared for the occasion when it should occur. We assume
this to be a fact, and we have now simply
to review the history of the past and we
will find this view thoroughly confirmed.
We take, for instance, the overwhelming
of the world with the deluge, at the timewhen Noah and his family .were saved:
God prepared th~m well in point of information in respect to their duty, and in
every particular as to the means of escape,
-the manner, and the time when. Everything that environed that important event
was made manifest to them, so that they
were thoroughly prepared for it when it
came.
Thus it was in respect to the deliverance of Israel out of the land of Egvpt:
when the set time of God had come- for
that, there was a .fulfillment of the promises made to Abraham by the Lord; and
not only that, but the Lord raised up and
inspired men and women and they were
instruCted in regard to the wondrous deliverance, so that it did not come to that
people unprepared; and they were instructed upon the part of the Lord that
they might r,tot be deceived, and that they
might have' a living and abiding faith in
God and in that marvelous .work, and in
the results that should follow.
So it was in regard to the seventy years'
captivity; when God had sent the king of
Judah and his people down into the land of
Babylon to be there for seventy years, he
had marked out the way by prophecy as
to how long they would be there, what
their treatment would be, also when and '
how they would be delivered from their •
thralldom, so that they who were acquainted with God's word and work were contemplating this; they were looking for it;
hence we find Daniel the prophet "understood by books" of the prophets which
God had given to his people, that the time
for Israel's deliverance was at hand. He
wanted to know more about it than had
already been written, .therefore he se.t his
heart to sanctify himself before God and
obtain this information, and the Lord
graciously granted to .put.upon him his
Spirit, and to send to him his angel, and
to thus reveal· to him item by 1teni, not
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only. the fact of deliverapce, but the. manner in which it should be brought about,
and then supplement it by a ,revelation
teaching ·clear down to the closing scenes
of time.
And so also in regard to that period
when Jesus made his advent into the
world. That event did not come tlpon
God's faithful people unprepared. They
were instructed by the light God ·had
given the prophets and seers before these
times as recorded in Holy Writ. And not
only that, but just preceding these times,
the Lord inspired men and women by his
Holy Spirit, he sent his angels, and he
made clearly manifest the times and the
seasons and all the important surroundings
of that wonderful event that gave to the
world Jesus Christ as their Savior, eighteen hundred years ago. I heed not stop
to recite the wonderful manifestations that
came then, and yet perhaps it would be
profitable to renew and stir up out remembrance of it. You know that the people
in those days were looking for the advent
of Christ the Messiah, and that when
John the Baptist was doing his wonderful work in the land, they sent out to
know if he was this wonderful character
that had been predicted by the prophets
who should come to bless Israel, and that
the answer of John was that he was not
the Christ. I mention this to illustrate
the fact that Israel at that time was
anxiously looking for the advent of the
Christ, and that where they made the mistake was, that he did not come in the manner they thought he should, for they had
their eyes fixed upon promises relating to
that resplendent glory and power that are
to be made manifest in the second advent
of Jesus Christ our Lord; They overlooked the first advent of Christ, and here
was where they stumbled and fell for the
time being; and we should be thereby admonished that no man deceives us, and that
we be not deceived in regard to his second
advent. When Christ came in that age
of the world he was not only heralded by
the written word of God as given bv the
prophefls and recorded in Israel, but th"e angel of the Lord appeared and ministered
to Zacharias and Elizabeth and told them
the wondrous story of the coming of John
to be the forerunner of Christ, and likewise concerning the coming of Jesus and
his work. Besides this, we find that an
angel was sent to Mary and the annunciation was made to her that she should be
the honored vessel, ordained of God, of
being the mother of our Lord and Savior.
And an angel appeared to Joseph and revealed this to him. We read still farther.
that when Jesus was born into the world
the angels of God appeared to the humble
shepherds upon the plains of Bethlehem
and told them in regard to him, also that
angels came singing, "Glory to God in
the highest, on earth peace, good will to
men." And that was not all; there was
another event that transpired, and an important one, for "wise men" came from
the far-off "east." Some people tell us
that they were simpiy wise men among
the heathen that came; I don't believe it.
They were wise in the things of the king-

~

'

dom of God; and manifestly they were of
Shall we not have like manife~tations,
the royal seed of Israel, for Israel was like revelations .from God to his faithful
scattered in all the Persian kingdom. 'children prior.tothesecond adven.t? Well,
These men came to find "he that is born I ask you again, will not God in the dosKing of the Jews,'' and they had a beau- ing events of this world's hist6ry, before
tiful "star" that led them all the weary the second advent of· Christ,-will· not he
miles from that far-off land of the east, give equally clear manifestations by the
and it brought them to the city of J erusa- power of his Spirit and by angelic adminlem, to the palace of the king, and they istration as he did of the first advent?
made inquiry where they could find this
Paul, in the chapter we have read in
royal personage. The king ~ailed . in the your hearing, declares that the Lord's
chief scribes and the wise men, and they people irt the times of th;e second advent
consulted as to where that person was to will not bechildren of the darkness, but
be born, and were informed by Holy they will be children of the light; and he
Writ that he was to be. horn in Bethlehem gives us assurance that thl\t wonderful day,
Ephratah. This star then led them down that marvelous day, will not overtake
to Bethlehem, and there they found Christ them as a thief in the: night. It will
in a stable, and cradled in the manger. overtake the world, they. who are not in
The star rested right over the child and Christ, unawares. But as for the chil·
remained there, and they understood that dren of God 1 they will be aware of his
coming; they will be instructed in regard
that was the Lord's Christ.
Now that God gave such wondrous to it; they will be expecting it; and as the
manifestations concerning Christ's first hours move on to the supreme moment
advent, when he came as a messenger of when Christ will be revealed, their inpeace and love, may we not expect that P terest will be intensified, and the faithful
he will equally and as clearly manifest the ones will be fully qualified for that wonsecond advent of Christ when he comes derful event when Jesus shall come in his
as King of kings and Lord of lords; when glory and all the holy angels with him.
he comes to take the empire of the world
We are told in Holy Writ, time and
and reign King of kings, as he now reigns again, that when Jesus comes, he will come
King of Saints? And not only were in the clouds of heaven with power and
these angelic administrations had in those great glory•. We have read at the first,
days, but we are told that aged men, and that when that time shall come, "the Lord
aged women likewise, received the revela- himself shall descend from heaven with a
tion of God's Holy Spirit that witnessed to shout, with the voice of the archangel, and
them concerning the Lord Jesus, as fol- with the trump of God, and the dead in
lows:
Christ shall rise first." Then those that
"And, behold, there was a man in Jeru- "are alive and remain unto the coming of
salem, whose name was Simeon; and thte the Lord," these "shall be changed in a
same man was just and devout, waiting moment, in the twinkling of an eye," and
for the consolation of Israel: and the Holy such "shall be caught up with them [the
Ghost was upon him. And it was reveal- resurrected ones] in the clouds, to meet
ed unto him by the Holy Ghost, that he the Lord in the air, and so shall they ever
should not see death, before he had seen be with the Lord." You will remember
the Lord's Christ. And he came by the that, as a matter of course, the world :will
Spirit into the tern pie: and when the par- be in darkness, but the Saints will discern.
ents brought in the child Jesus, to do for In this we have a peculiar assurance that
him nfter the custom of the law, then helps us in the case, showing that the true
took he him up in his arms, and blessed Saints will not be deceived by any one.
God, and said, Lord, now lettest thou thy
Another important point that we may
servant depart in peace, according to thy call your attention to is found in the sec~
word: for mine eyes have seen thy salva- ond chapter of zd Thessalonians. It would
tion, which .thou hast prepared before the appear that some in that age of the world
face of all people; a light to lighten the when Paul wrote entertained the idea that
Gentiles, and the glory of thy people Is- Christ was going to soon come, perhaps in
rael. And Joseph and his mother marvel- that day. Paul did not undertake to
ed at those things which were spoken of answer the question as to whether he
him. And Simeon blessed them, and said would come in the lifetime of any then
unto Mary his mother, Behold, this child living, but he writes to them thus: "We
is set for the fall and rising again of many beseech you, brethren, by the coming of
in Israel; and for a sign which shall be our Lord Jesus Christ, and by our gatherspoken against; (yea, a sword shall pierce ing together unto him, that ye be not soon
through thy own soul also,)thatthe thoughts shaken in mind, nor be troubled, neither
of many hearts may be revealed. And there by spirit, nor by word, nor by letter as
was one Anna, a prophetess, the daughter from us, as that the day of Christ is at
of Phanuel, of the tribe of Aser: she was hand. Let no man deceive you by any
of a great age, and had lived with an hus- means; for that day shall not come, except
band seven years from her virginity; and there come a falling away first, and that
she was a widow of about four-score and man of sin be revealed, the son of perdifour years, which departed not from the tion; who opposeth and exalteth himself
temple, but served God with fastings and above all that is called God, or that is
prayers night and day. And she coming worshiped; so that he as God sitteth in the
in that instant gave thanks likewise unto temple of God, showing himself that he
the Lord, and spake of him to all them is God." By this you discover it was well
that looked for redemption in Jerusalem." understood by the apostles and the early
-Luke z: 25-38.
Christians that in the economy•• of God
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that event would not transpire until there clearly as language can that in these last inent features. Right among these very
had first been a "falling away" of the days .the angels of God will minister to first testimonies we read of given by the
Christian Church, and also the revelation man, and that God himself will reveal angel of God, was the fact that these are
of "that man of sin," prior to the advent, from heaven his word from on high and the times preparatory to the second comwith all that marvelous Satanic "power" instruct 1;1is people in respect to their im- ing of the Lord, in power and glory.
that is contemplated in the text.
mediate duties: "After these things I saw Further testimonies w:ere given the young
And this predicted" falling away" is one another angel come down from heaven, Seer, and we have them in the revelations
reason why the Latter Day Saints preach having great power; and the earth was he has left as a light and comfort to the
the apostacy of the early church, and lightened with his glory." In this we see church. Here I open the book of Docthence the necessity for the angelic revela- that the earth was to be benefited and trine and Covenants, and in the first revetion of the gospel as promised in Revela- blessed by angelic ministrations in the last lation there is a clear recognition of that
tions 14:6, 7, that it might be preached, in days, just prior to the overthrow of Mys- fact, and that God was willing to comits fullness and power, among all nations tery Babylon, for the earth shall be "light- municate to all people the character, and
of the earth in these latter days. Jesus ened with his glory." But we pass on: mission, coming and glory of Christ our
had given the note of warning clearly in "And he cried mightily with a strong Lord, one of the grandest promises conregard to these matters, and like St. Paul voice, saying, Babylon the great is fallen." tained in Holy Writ. Let me read a little
he said: "Let no man deceive you; for To wbom does this information come? of it, for I apprehend it will cheer your
there shall COIJ,le false prophets and false Manifestly to those 'on the earth. And hearts: "Hearken, 0 ye people of my
Christs, and if it were possible, they shall the angel further says, "And is become church,saith the voice of him who dwells on
deceive the very elect." He foretold that the habitation of devils, and the hold of high, and whose eyes are upon all men;
there would be that cunning, and craft, every foul spirit, and a cage of every yea, verily I say, hearken ye people from
and spiritual deception, to deceive even unclean and hateful bird." And then is afar, and ye that are upon the islands of the
''the very elect" if it were possible. Thank given the reason why: "For all nations sea, listen together; for veri! y the voice of
God, it is not possible to deceive those have drunk of the wine of the wrath of the Lord is unto all men, and there is none
who are "the elect," they receiving the her fornication.'' In this way they have to escape, and there is no eye that shall
truth and the sanctification of the Lord's invited this deluge of devils · and "foul not see, neither ear that shall not hear,
Holy Spirit.
spirits." In these times the Lord reveals neither heart that shall not be penetrated;
We may now add the testimony of ~t. his word to his people, for this follows: and the rebellious shall be pierced with
John. John declares in his revelation, "l heard another voice from heaven, say- much sorrow, for their iniquities shall be
recorded in the 18th chapter, that angels ing, Come out of her, my people." That spoken upon the housetops, and their
are to minister in the latter days prior to is, come out of Babylon, and certainly secret acts shall be revealed; and the voice
the overthrow of Mystery Babylon and this is addressed to God's people. So here of warning shall be unto all people, by
the second advent of Christ. He like- we have the fact, mark you, that God in the mouth of my disciples, whom I have
wise tells us, as recorded in the 14th chap- the last days will reveal himself to his chosen in these last days, and they shall go
ter of his revelation, that angels will min- people. While they are still in the midst forth and none shall stay them, for I the
ister in the latter'days to the sons of men of Babylon, he will reveal himself from Lo.rd have commanded them." •.• "And
verily, I say unto you, that they thatgo
prior to the advent, and we turn and read on high and instruct his people.
this for the edification of all, commencing
Now by all these prophecies that we forth, bearing these tidings unto the inat the 6th verse: "And I saw another have presented, including that of St; Paul, . habitants of the earth, to them is power
angel Hying through the midst of heaven, we see that. God's people in the latter days given to seal bqth in earth and in heaven,"
having the everla"ting gospel to preach to will be well instructed in regard to the sec- etc. And again: "Wherefore I the Lord,
them that dwell on the earth, and to every ond advent of Christ, and in regard to all im- knowing the calamity which should come
nation, and kindred, and tongue, and peo- portant matters directly and immediately as- upon the inhabitants of the earth, called
ple, saying with Ja loud voice, Fear God sociated with this wonderful event. Just upon my servant, Joseph Smith, Jr., and
and give glory to! him, for the hour of his as true as .is the Bible, just so true will spake unto him from heaven, and gave
judgment is come; and worship him that God commune with his people in the last him commandments, and also gave commade heaven and earth, and the sea and days by angelic administration, and by reve- mandments to others, that they should
the fountains of waters." Thi.s is in the httion from on high, and thu.s instruct and proclaim" these .things unto the world; and
"times and seasons" of the seeond advent, prepare his people with regard to these all this that it might be fulfilled which
and just prior to that glorious event, for predicted events. Are you prepared to be- was written . by the prophets; the weak
he says in the 14th verse following: "And lieve it? The faithful Latter Day Saints things of the world shall come forth and
I looked, and behold a white cloud, and are, undoubtedly. Do we believe -it.in our break down the mighty and strong ones
upon the cloud one sat like unto the Son hearts? Do we take these promises right that man should not counsel his fellow man,
of Man, having on his head a golden home to ourselves, and take them into our neither trust in the arm of flesh, but that
crown, and in his hand a sharp sickle. very inner consciq.usness and believe them every man might speak in the name of
And another ang~l came out of the temple, with all our souls. and make this word our God the Lord, even the Savior of the
·
crying with a lmtd voice to him that sat solace, our stay, ourinstruction? We ought woi-ld."
()n the cloud, T~rust in thy sickle, and to do it, and we must do it if we would
This will explain. the reason why our
reap; for the time is come for thee to reap; please God and bless our souls.
ministry go out to the world,-not with a
for the harvest of~ the earth is ripe."
Now, I haven't time to go into an simple statement of faith, not simply proWhat is the "harv.est of the earth?" examination of the signs that are to dis- claimiqg a hope and a hope only, or
Jesus Christ shall ;interpret this for us; and tinguish the second advent of Christ. We a faith and. a faith only,-but to tell
we find hirn to say in Matthew 13: 39, that have mentioned some of them already, and the world that .Christ lives, and that
it is the end of the world,-"the harvest is we pave a .right .to look for .revelations they can say, "I 'know that my Redeemer
the end of the world." What then are from God, and look for angelic adminis- livethi" And thus they can bear a testiwe to understand by this? Why simply, tration, in the times of the. second advent. mony that God has witnessed to them-to
that when Christ comes .crowned with "a Thusthe heavenly powers will be brought them of a truth:-that Jesus is the Christ,
golden crown" artd "a sharpsickle" in his into complete communication with God's and that his doctrine is "Yea and Am~n."
hand, that· then com.es "the end of the. people on .earth in order to prepare them That knowledge qualifies them as minisW'Orld'~-for we notice further, in verse
for all the exigencies of that hour.
t~rs of the Most High; and it fits them
16th, "And he .that sat on the cloud thrust
I now introduce to you some evidences well for their irpportant work, and as to
in his sickle on the earth; and the earth . that we have, which are inconformity with the way to save souls and serve God
was reaped."
what is set forth· in these Bible testi- aright.
'jVe will now notice chapter 18th, of monies. When this latter day w:ork first
I turn
another pas!lage and we se.e the
Revelation, which speaks directly of dawned upon the world, the idea of the provision~ made. there; the instructi()n. to
angelic administration, manifesting
~dventof Jesus Christ vvasoneot its· prom•
certain. ~lqepii t9 go forth and "proclaim

to
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the everlasting gospel, by the Spirit of the ·
living God, from people to people, and
frorp land to land, in the congregations of
the wicked, in their syn.agogues, reasoning
with them, and expounding all Scriptures
unto them. And behold, and lo, this is an
ensample unto all. those who were ordained unto this priesthoqd, whose mission is
appointed unto them to go forth; and this
is the ensample unto them, that they shall
speak as they are moved upon by .the
Holy Ghost; and whatsoever they shall
speak when moved upon by the Holy
Ghost, shall be Scripture; .shall be the
will of the Lord; shall be the mind of the
Lord; shall l:Je the word. of. the Lord;
shall be the voice of the Lord, and the
power of God unto salvation; behold this
is the promise of the Lord unto you, 0 ye
my servants; wherefore, be of good cheer,
and. do. not fear, for I, the Lord, am with
you, and will stand by you; and ye shall
bear record of me, even Jesus Christ, that
I am the Son of the living God, that I
was, that I am, and that I am to come."D. and c.,_68: I.
That .is the work of God's ministry,---;-to
teach Jesus Christ, and bear record of him.
Every minister properly qualified of God
will preach the fullness of the gospel and
teach the second advent of Christ. These
are all-jmportant parts of their mission as
may be further seen in this :-"Go ye into
all the world, preach the gospel to every
creature, acting in the authority which I
have given you, baptizing in the name of
the Father,· and ot the Son, and of the
Holy Ghost; and he that believeth, and is·
baptized, shall be saved; and he that believeth not shall be damned; and he that believeth shall be blessed with _signs following, as it is written; and unto you it shall
be given to know the signs of the times,
and the signs of the coming of the Son of

Man."-68:

I.

What a wonderful promise! Here is
the very means phlced in the hands of
mankind by which they can test fhe divinity of the mission of the Seer-em brace
the gospel, believe in it and put it in practice-and then God will communicate to
the soul the evidences of its divinity.
"Signs shall follow them that believe;"
and he further says, "Unto you it shall be
given to know the signs of the times."
Who? The faithful ministry shall know
"the signs of the times, and the signs of
the coming of the Son of Man."
We are told there shall be many signs
of the coming ad vent; we h<>ve them recorded in the Bible; there shall oe signs
in the sun and in the moon, and in the
stars; ~?"feat distress upon the nations; the
nations arming and preparing for war,
and that upon such a grand scale as the
world has never known before, And
speaking upon that, I may just point you
to the countries of Europe who to-day
have eleven million armed men, by land
and by sea; and they are in constant dread
of each other. All these powers· are
strengthening themselves, and by strategy
are seeking to gain advantage of their
neighbors. Every
heart is troubled
throughout our own country; and pray
tell me what it must be irr Europe and in

the north of Africa, also in Asia! The
idea that eleven million armed men-and
to them may be added as many more we
think:_are .standing armed and equipped
and ready at the call of their leading men
to rush into the terrible fray and deluge
the world with blood! Scenes of this kind
are to transpire in tne last days, according
to the predictions made in Sacred Writ,
both of ancient and modern times.
Now the signs in the sun and moon and
in the stars, the changes of the seasonsgreat atmospheric changes-are transpiring all over our land and have been for
many years that are past. But there is
one sign that is to mark the second•advent
of Jesus, and that prominently, and one
that the nations of the earth-mark youwill witness, and that i:;; "the sign of the
Son of Man in heaven." I take it that it
is. a star. A star was the wondrous sign
that led the wise men to the birthplace of
Christ; so I understand there will be a
star of wondrous magnitude and bdlliancy
that will appear in the heavens, and that
its splendor will continue to expand until
fear will seiz.e the nations of the earth,
and, not long after, they will "see the Son
of Man coming in the clouds of heaven.
with power and great glory."
May I tell you one reason why I say
this? My soul had been placed under
such terrible strain and trial at one time
that my brain fairly reeled, and I went
and took hours of quiet rest; and in the
morning, as I awoke, a vision opened
before me. I looked away beyond-all
my surroundings seemed to vanish-and
I looked and saw in the heavens a be,;utiful star, shining as it were upon the
night in all its splendor and glory. I
.watched it a moment; it came nearer;
presently it -was as brilliant as the sun,
and as large and glorious.
It came
nearer and nearer, and presently I saw it
was a glorious personage, and he came as
near as the wall of the temple yonder, and
I saw that glorious personage was Jesus
Christ; I knew it was Christ; and I shouted in my joy and said, 11 Thank heaven,
Christ has come!" I started to meet him;
and 0, that God would give me at his
coming that holy boldness, that I may
feel what I then felt as I gazed upon that
wondrous vision! I w-ant to sav in regard to that visage; I have seen" some of
the finest paintings of the most gifted
masters, I have seen some of the finest
sculpture that the world has ever produced
concerning Jesus of Nazareth. I attended
the World's Exposition in Philadelphia in
1876, and there was gathered magnificent
paintings and sculpturings from all parts
of the world. I studied them, both the
statuary and the paintings, and let me tell
you that those great masters, with all their
power~- and they are marvelous- they
could never touch the wondrously divine
expression of the face of the Beloved
One. Since that time, on reading carefully the history of the church, I fi~d the
Seer says that "the sign of the Son of
Man in heaven" that would attract the attention of the .nations would be a starwhat they would call a star or planet-but
this I learned years after I saw for myself.

And no~ when Christ comes, he comes
just as is revealed here in Holy Writ,
with. a crown and kingdom. He does not
come in the form of a, personage traveling
upon the earth-nothing of the kind. He
does n:ot come in a disgu,ised form, but resplendent with the gloryofheaven, attend~
ed by the angels of God! He comes to ·
take the empire of the world and .to make
"the kigdoms'of this wo:r,ld ••. the kingdoms of our Lord, and qf his Christ," and
to personally reign over the redeemed
earth and "the remnants of the nations
that are left" with his redeemed people,
and he to be in the midst of the latter
during a thousand yeat;s~ blessed reign and
"a little season." After that of course
ushers in the exalted ami perfect condition
known as the celestial kingdom of God,
when all nations shall have passed through
the judgment scene, and everyone be judged and rewarded according as his work
shall be.
I rejoice in this, my dear brothers and
sisters. It is these hope~;; that cheers your
heart; for what wonderful desires are
centered in that ·coming:! The fact that
before he comes all the world will engage
in terrible strifes; that wars will be had
among the nations of the earth; that all
the animosities of the human race will be
aroused, and that all their fears will be
centered in the one last grand act (for
when Jesus Christ comes and finds the
world in this awful condition, contending
and striving and warring) when he comes
he comes to decide the conquest. He
comes to decide the battle and give the
conquest to his people and his kingdom,
and take possession; In these.Iatter days
Christ Jesus will "come as a thief in the
night;" and Mystery Babylon, though
she may say, "Peace and safety" and try and
assure her people that there is naught to
fear, nevertheless in the supreme moment
Christ will make his advent. He will
come and Babylon will fall suddenly, even
more so than when the armies of Cyrus
overthrew Babylon the Great of ancient
times.
I love to think of the glorious adv~nt of
Christ-not of the terrible scenes that are
to precede it; not of the ~orrow, pain and
dismay that will come to those wilfully
i~norant in regard to God and his wonderful works, for my heart is touched with
pain and with sympathy for such-but I
rejoice in the fact that Jesus will personally come; that he will relieve our earth
from its sin-cursed condition; that he will
establish truth and righteousness and
peace in all its boundaries; and that then
the lamb and the lion shall lie down tog-ether, and the weaned child shall put his
hand on the cockatrice's den, and none
shall hurt nor destroy in all the Lord's
holy mountain, the earth then being full
of the knowledge of the Lord as the waters
cover the sea. I rejoice furthermore, that
in that time the kingdom of God will be
"established in the top of the mountains
and shall be exalted above the hills," and
that all nations shall flow unto it, and that
they will beat their swords into plowshares and their spears into pruning hooks,
etc. I wonder if the sword of Napoleon
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will be there! the sword of Alexander the joyous condition? We have Scriptural ism in the eastern world to the final estabGreat, the sword of Cyrus, of Hannibal, and philosophical reasons to know that lishment of Christianity in the western,
.of Grant, of Sherman, of Taylor, of Stone- the earth will be brought up into vastly the cross was undoubtedly one of the
wall Jackson and others who have engag- higher conditions and be made suitable as commonest and most sacred of symbolical
ed in military warfare! Yes; I belieye the residence of Christ and all his re- monuments; and, to a remarkable extent,
many such will be there and be b~aten deemed ones. There will be ·. perfect it is so still in almost every land where
into plowshares, and that the warlike adaptability between Christ, with the that of Calvary is unrecognized or unspears of the nations will be beaten "into redeemed Saints, and the earth which is known. Apart from any distinctions,
pruning hooks," and that "nation shall not then made the inheritance of all the re- of social or intellectual superiority,
lift up sword against nation, neither shall deemed. I leave you to fancy the glory caste, color, nationality, or location in
they learn war any more!" Thank God of that blessed inheritance. Do you not either hemisphere, it appears to have been
for that precious hope. It is based on the remember that Jesus said: "Blessed are the aboriginal possession of every people
promise of God. These are events that the meek, for they shall inherit the earth?" in antiquity-the elastic girdle, so to say,
are to follow the seconrl advent of Christ. And do you not remember the Psalmist which embraced the most widely sepaThink of it! Think of it! that when "the David says, "For evil doers shall be cut rated heathen communities-the most sigLord himself shall descend from heaven off; but those who wait upon the Lord, nificant token of a universal brotherhood,
with a shout" to meet his people that are they shall inherit the earth. For yet a to which all the families of mankind were
prepared, then the dead in Christ will little while, and the wicked shall not· be; severally and irresistibly drawn, and by
hear the voice of that trumpet-call; yea, thou shalt diligently consider his which their common descent was emthey will hear that shout as it comes place, and it shall not be. But the meek phatically expressed, or by means of which
sweeping down the skies; ~tnd the dead in shall inherit the earth, and shall delight each and all preserved, amid every vicissiChrist shall rise first; the worthy living themselves in the abundance of peace." tude of fortune, a knowledge of the primeSaints will be changed; then will come That is the time when Christ and his peo- val happiness and dignity of their species.
forth all the worthy ones, beloved of God, ple will come in power and inherit the Where authentic history is silent on the
subject, the material relics of past and long
clothed in immortality.
There will be earth.
fathers and mothers, wives and hubands,
May the Lord in his infinite mercy since forgotten races are not wanting to
sons and daughters, brothers and sisters, · bless you, inspire your hearts to patiently confirm and strengthen this supposition.
that will hear that thrilling cry, that di- study his word, and to so live that you Diversified forms of the symbol are delinvine "shout," and their sleeping dust will may have the Spirit of God to be with eated more or less artistically, according to
·respond to it; they will come forth to you and give you the proper light and the progress achieved in civilization at the
meet the Lord in the air! Yes; the wait- application of the. word of the Lord, so period, on the ruined walls of temples and
ing ones on earth that have felt the pangs as to perfectly understand the signs of the palaces, on natural rocks and sepulchral
of sorrow, that have witnessed the defile" coming of the Son of Man. Bear in mind galleries, on the hoariest monoliths and
ments of sin, they, too, will witness their that the Spirit of God is the Spirit of love the rudest statuary; on coins, medals and
coming Lord, and they will be changed and of peace and of power and of a sound vases of every description; and, in not a
:by the po~er of God in a moment-"in mind. It does not prostrate man upon the few instances, are preserved in the arch-.
the twinkling of an eye" and will be floor in confusion and disorder; it does not itectural proportions of subterranean as
""caug-ht up into the clouds to meet the throw people into spasms and convulsions. well as superterranean structures, of
Lord in the fiir, and so shall they ever be But it is that which refines, exalts and tumuli as well as fanes.· •.. Of the severwith the Lord!" What a wondrous, joy- ennobles; it informs the judgment; It al varieties of the cross still in. vogue, as
ous condition this will be!! And is that enlightens the mind; it inspires man to be national or ecclesiastical emblems· in this
·our hope? our faith? Are we looking for honest and pure and JJpright, and to be [England] and other European states,and
it? Yes, if we are well instructed in the holy in all his conduct.
distingui~.Qed by the familiar appellation of
word of God, and this will be our joy, our
May the peace of God abide with you; St. George, St. .Andrew, the Maltese, the
comfort and, glory.
.
and by the power .of that blessed Spirit Greek, the Latin, etc.,~ etc., there is not
One more! thought, and that is in regard may you be transformed by the renewing one among them the existence of which .
to the coming of J esm Christ "with all ?f your minds, that you may prove what may not be traced to the remotest antiquity.
his Saints." , We are told by St. Paulthat 1s the perfect and acceptable will of God They were the common property of the
he will bring all his people with him; and in Jesus Christ our Lord, and thus be eastern nations. No revolution or other
you discover that whe.n the righteous are prepared, whether in life or jn death, causality has wrought any perceptible difresurrected and the faithful Saints· who for the glorious advent of Christ our ference in their several forms or delinearemain are. all caught up into the air to Lord and all the blessings and honors tions; they have passed from one hemisphere to the other intact; have survived
meet their Lord, that then there will be a and glories that shall follow. Amen.
Belle B. Robinson, Reporter for Zion's Ensign.
dynasties, empires and. races; have been
general assembly .of the Saints, the living
borne on the crest of each successive wave
and the dead. Ah, yes! Now turn we
of Aryan population in its course toward
to the record in. the 14th of Zechariah and
DANIEL THE PROPHET.
the west; and, having been reconsecrated
read what he says concerning his coming
in later times by. their lineal descendants,
Lord. He s~ys that when Jerusalem shall
BY WILLIAM WOODHEAD.
are still recognized as military and national
be encompassed with armies, and those
PART.II.
badges of distinction. • . , Among the
armies fighti:ng in order to capture J~ru
"Salem and tl:le Jews, thflt at that particular ALTOGETHER, the theory to which the earliest known types is the crux ansata,
time shall the feet of the Lord stand upon facts appear on the whole to point is the 'vulgarly called the Key of the Nile, bethe mount o( Olives, which is before J ern- existence of a primitive religion, communi- ~ause of its being. found sculptured or
salem on tht1 east, and it shall cleave in the cated to man from without whereof mon- otherwise represented so frequently upon
midst thereof toward the east and toward otheism and expiatory sacrifice were parts; Egyptian and Coptic monuments. ,It has,
the west, and there shall.be a very great and the gradual clouding. over of this howev~r, a very. much older ~nd ·. 1llore
v-alley, and .half of the. mountain shall primitive n~yelatiqn everywhere, unless)t sacred signification than this ... It "\>Vas the
remove toward the north, and half of it . were among the Hebrews, and eve.n symbol of symbols, the mystic Tau, 'the
towarc:Lthe south, and he shall go forth at among them a worship of Teraphim crept hidden wisdom,' not only of the ariCient
that time and fight against. those invading in (Gen. 31: 19,..-35), togetber with other Egyptians, but also of the Chaldeans,
·nations a~ he fought. in the day of battle, corruptions (Josh. 24: 14), and the terr.ors Phmnicians, Mexicans, Peruvians, and of
as. mentioned in Joshua, chapter ten, and qf Sinai were needed to dear away pol- eyery other anCient people commemorated
:that then the Lord our "God shall come Ytheistic accretions. This idea we think in history, in either hemisphere, and is
0
and all the Saints with him.'' In the world is confirmed. by the fact that the cross was
.thus blesse:d of. Goc1 an:d redeemed, will it reverenced in all ages prim· to Christian- formed very similar. to our letter T, with'
n9t be a happy "place? Will not· this be a ity. ''From the dawn of organized :f>agan~ a roundlet, or oval, placed immediately
above it. Th~s it was figur~d on the.
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gigantic emerald ot glass statu~ 6£ Serapis, which was transported (293 B.c.) by
order of Ptolemy Soter ·from Sinope, on
the southern shores . of the ·Black Sea, reerect~d within that famous labyrinth
which encompassed the banks. of Lake
Moeris, and destroyed by the victori()u~
army of Theodosius ·(A.D. 389). despite
the earnest entreaties of the Egyptian
priesthood to spare it, because it was the
emblem of their god and of 'the life to
come.' Sometimes, as may be seen on the
.breast of an Egyptian mummy in. the
museum of the London University, the
simple T only is planted on the frustum
of a cone; and sometimes it is represented
as springing from a heart; in the first
instance, signifying goodness; in the second, hope or expectation of reward. As
in the oldest temples and catacombs of
Egypt, so this type likewise abounds in
the ruined cities of Mexico and Central
America, graven as well upon the most
ancient cyclopean and polygonal walls
as upon the more modern and perfect examples of masonry; and is displayed in an
equally conspicuous manner upon·· the
breasts of innumerable bronze statuettes
which have been recently disinterred from
the cemetery of Juigalpa (of unknown
antiquity) in Nicaragua.''-Atlantis, pps.
3 1 7-:-3 1 9·
"lts undoubted antiquity, no less than
its extraordinary diffusion, evidences that it
must have been, as it may be said to be
still in unchristianized lands, emblematical
of some .fundamental doctrine or mystery.
The reader will not have failed to observe
that it is most usually associated with
water; it was 'the key of the ·Nile,' that
Mystical instrument by means of which,
in the popular judgment of his Egyptian
devotees, Osiris produced the anriual revivifying inundations of the sacred stream; it
is discernible in that mysterious pitcher or
vase portrayed on the brazen table of Bernbus, before mentioned, with its four lips
discharging as many streams of water in
opposite directions; it was the emblem of
water-deities of the Babylonians in the
East and pf the Gothic nation in theW est,
as well as that of the rain deities respectively of the mixed populations in America.
We have seen with what peculiar rites the
symbol was honored by those widely separated races in the western hemisphere;
and the monumental slabs of Nineveh,
now in the museums of London and Paris,
show us how it was similarly honored by
the successors of the Chaldees in the eastern.•.. In Egypt, Assyria and Britain it
was emblematical of creative power and
eternity; in India, China and Scandinavia,
of heaven and immortality; in the two
Americas, of rejuvenescence [a being
young again] and freedom from physical
suffering; while in both hemispheres it
was the common symbol of the resurrection, or 'the sign of the life to come;' and,
finally in all heathen communities without exception, it was the emphatic type,
the sole enduring evidence of the Divine
Unity. This circumstance alone determines its extreme antiquity, in all likelihood, long antecedent to the foundation of
either of the three great systems of relig-

ion in the East. And, lastly, we have
seell. how, as a rule, it is found in conjunc~
tion.with a stream or streams of water,
with exuberant vegetation:, and with a hill
oi a mountainous region-in a word, with
.a land of beauty, fertility and joy. . ..
"The crosscake," savs Sir· Gardner Wilkinson, "was their [Egyptian] 'hieroglyph
for civilized land;' obviously a land superior to their own, as it was indeed to all
other mundane territories; for it was that
distant, traditional country of sempiternal
contentment and repose of exquisite delight and serenity, where nature, unassisted by man, produces all that is necessary
for his sustentation." . . . "The Buddhist
and Bramans, who together constitute
nearly half the. populatiom. of the world,
tell us that the decussated figure (the cross),
whether in a simple or a complex form,
symbolizes the traditional happy abode pf
their primeval ancestors. • . . And let us
ask, what better picture, or more significant characters in the complicated alphabet of sym holism could have been selected
for the purpose than a circle and a cross
[double cross]; the one to denote a region
of absolute purity and perpetual felicity;
the either, those four . perennial streams
that divided and watered the several quarters of it.''-Ibid, pp. 321, 322, 323.
Thus we see the facts pertaining to the
crosses of the various forms seem to point
back to the "Eden toward the East; as
we find it expressed iri Hebrew, and remind us that man from the remotest antiquity had a lingering hope of immortality.
All these and similar traditions which we
cannot notice here, are but jarred and
broken notes oft he same strain; the mocking satires of the old story, they show us
how prehistoric man .in every land; irrespective of color, or caste, or nationality,
had a hope of deliverance; and this hope
is traced back to a time in the history of
the race where we find them worshiping
one God-the Creator. Yes, in the background of man's recollections, we not only
see 'one God' but a recollection of a 'son'
his 'only son' and probably millions of our
race while looking and remembering their
sacred Symbols, the cross, had their lives
sweetened with the hope that the sting of
death would be conquered by a victory
over the grave.
"The Greeks remembered the garden
of Eden; it was their 'Garden of the Respericles,' with their golden apples, and
were believed to exist in some island of
the ocean; • . . ·they were far famed in
antiquity; for it was there that springs of
nectar flowed by the couch of Zeus, and
there that the earth displayed the rarest
blessings of the Gods; it was another
Eden. It was the sacred Asgard of the
Scandinavians, springing from the center
of a fruitful land, which was watered by
four primeval rivers of milk, severally
flowing in the direction of the cardinal
points, 'the abode of happiness, and the
height of bliss.' It is the Tien-chan 'the
celestial mountain land,' ••• the enchanted Gardens, of the Chinese and Tartars,
watered by the four perennial fountains of
Tychin, or Immortality; it is the bill-encompassed Ila of the Singhalese and Thib-

etians, 'the everlasting dwelling-place ofi
the wise andjust.' It .is the Sirieru of the·
Buddhist, on the summit of which is Taurutisa, the habitation of. the Sekra, the
Supreme God, from which proceed the·
four sacred streams, running in as many
contrary directions. . It is ~he Sl'avratta,.
'the celestial earth' of the Hindoo, the sum.mit of his golden mountain Meru, the
city of Brahma, in the centc::r ofJamb'adwipa, and from the four sides of which
gush forth the four primeval, rivers reflect~
ing in their passag~ the colorific glories of.
their source, and severally fl'owing north:..
ward, southward, eastward, and west,..
ward.''-Ibid, pp. 324, 325 ..
The exaggerations in cm;mection with
these gardens may be readily seen, but it
is grand to see that all .the way · down'
through the dim past, the r~coll'ection olr
Eden has been planted in .man's vision,
and from that garden conies the cross held
sacred by all nations of antiquity, and<
with the cross hope of immortality.
From the same garden comes the sacred'
tree, no doubt, that "the Mllyas and otner
peoples of Central America, in their
sculptures or paintings always represented'
with two branches shooting horizontally
from the top of the trunk, thus presentingthe. appearance of a cross: or tau . "-Le·
Plongeon's Sacred Mysteries, p. I 34·
The Mexican M. S. S. now in the British·
Museum is sculptured with a sacred tre.e
in the form of a. T cross upon it, and in"
the place of the oval above it is a dove;
two persons are near the tree which seems
to be laden with fruit. (See plate on the
above page).
There are other forms of the sacred
tree given by other people. The Assyrians
formed theirs quite different from any
other. (See plateon page II8, in AncientReligions).
The tree and serpent represented uponcoins found in ancient Tyre and in Central'
America, are thought to represent the
sacred tree in another form. (See Atlantis,,
pp. 444, 445). The fact is, the serpent
was regarded as sacred too; he is entwined
around the tree as represented on coins~
and the late Mr. James Ferguson "shows
conclusively that these worships (serpent
and tree) were common to all civilized and'
half civilized nations of antiquity;" and'
"all authors who have written on the ~ub
ject admit that their origin is still an impenetrable mystery; although they agree
that they are so intimately connected as to
make it Impossible not to believe it must
have been the same.''-Sacred Mysteries,.
P· 99·
And even the Tews were led away
with its worship, for Hezekiah "removed
the high places, and brake the images, and
cut down the groves, and brake in pieces.
the brazen serpent that Moses had made,
for unto those days the children of Israel
did burn incense to it.''-2 Kings 18: 4·
But why should a serpent a tree and'
cross be remembered by all nations of antiquity? The simple T cross, which Christians to-day say points to Calvary, is to be
found in the oldest tombs in Egypt, and
in the most ancient buildings in Central'
America. "When the Spanish mission-·
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aries first set foot upon the soil of America, in the fif-teenth century, they were
amazed to find the cross was as devoutly
worshiped by the red Indians as by themselves."-Atlantis, p. 3r9. And they
were at a loss how to account for it. The
religion of the red man possessed so many
features similar to their own, "that the
Spanish priests declared the devil had
given them a bogus imitation of Christianity to destroy their souls. 'The devil,'
said they, 'stole all he could.' "-Ibid, p.
35I•
According to that explanation the devil
has been teaching from a remote antiquity
the fundamental principles of Christianity,
for the cross was the symbol of the resurrection, immortality and reward. The
cross may be seen in the hands of most all
the principal gods of Egypt. (See Rawlinson's Ancient Egypt, plates 41, 42, 43a,
43b, 44• 45• 46, 47, 48; and Le Plongeon
goes further than this, and says that the
cross is older than Egyptian civilization.
Sacred Mysteries, p. I33, 134· Its origin,
like the tree and serpent, is a mystery.)
But aside from the explanation of the cross
as given by Papal priests, and the despair
of men of science at finding its origin, let
us look af prehistoric man from another
point of view. Abinadi, on this continent,
said: "He [Christ] shall be led, yea, even
as Israel has said, as a sheep before the
shearer is dumb, so he opened not his
mouth; yea, even so he shall be led, crucified and slain, the flesa becoming subject, even unto death, the will oft he •Son'
being swallowerl up in the will of the
Father.''-Mosiah, 8: 5· And King Benjamin, about B.Q. zoo, said: "They shall
consider him [Christ] a man, and say that
he. hath a devil, and shall scourge him,
and shall crucify him.''-Mosiah I: I4.
About B.c. 6oo the prophet Nephi said~
"And I, Nephi,' saw that he [Christ] was
lifted up upon the cross,. and slain for the
sins of the world.''-r Nephi 3: 19. And
about 2240 B.c. this was said of the brother
of] ared: "And the Lord commanded the
brother of Jared to go down out of the
mount from the ,presence of the Lord, and
write the things which he had seen; and
they were forbidden to come unto the
children of men until after that he should
be lifted up upon the cross.''-Ether, I: I r.
These men saw Christ would be lifted up
upon the cross, "the flesh becoming subject, even t1nto death," and bring to pass
the resurrection :and immortality .to which
the symbolic cross of a remote antiquitv
pointed. {See also 2 Nephi 6: 6).
Thus it is that scientific research, traveling its own way through the tombs and
temples of prehistoric man, takes us back
to the upper sources· of the stream of
human lif~ on earth, but before they find
the springs that .fed these strea!lls, or befor{! they find an explanation of their
origin, their light gave c>Ut; and right
there it is where the light from Cumorah's hill shines the brightest. As we
have already seen, the "two civilizations",
on •the "two Americas" foreknew of
Christ, and that· he would be crucified on
a "cross.''
The brother of] ared, and Nephi, as we
1

have seen, were representative men
of the "two civilizations" in the "two
Americas," and both these men, and others
after them saw, long before they had set
foot on the land of promise, that Christ
would die on a cross. This knowledge
was afterward taught to their' descendants
in symbolic form, as relics prove. And
though their peoples, or nations which followed, went into darkness and idolatry,
yet the symbols which were originally instituted as the reflectors of the original
light, remained, as the facts seem clearly
to prove, for they are found in our day
in their temple8, manuscripts, palaces and
tombs. The above facts from the Book of
Mormon well account for the "cross" being found on the oldest buildings in America. Are all these accidental coincidences?
(To be continued.)

TEXAS CENTRAL.
Conference of the above district convened
with the Cooke's Point branch, April 25th; E.
W. Nunley president, J. W. Sherrill secretary.
Minutes of last conference read and received.
Elders reported: S. R. Hay, E. W. Nunley and
J. W. Bryan. Teacher: W. G. Mcintosh.
Branch reports: Elmwood, Texas Central, Elkhart and Cooke's Point. Report of bishop's
agent read and received. A committee of three
was chosen to appoint divine service during the
conference. The present district officers were
sustained. At three p.m. preaching by S. R.
Hay, assisted by E. W. Nunley; 7:3o p.m.
preaching by E. W. Nunley, assisted by W. G.
Mcintosh. Sunday at r I a.m. preaching by E.
W. Nunley, assisted by. S. R. Hay; three p.m.
prayer and sacrament meeting, conducted by E.
W. Nunley and S. R. Hay: 7:30p.m. preaching
by S. R. Hay, assisted by E. W. Nunley. On
motion the Lone Pine branch was declared disorganized. Adjourned to meet with the Texas
Central branch on Friday before the full moon in
July.
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Let the branches be sure to bring or send in
their .branch and Sunday-school reports. Respectfully.
JoNES D. JoNEs, Dist. Sec.
BORN.
MARCHINGTON.-To Bro. John and Sr. Lizzie
Marchington, Attleboro, Massachusetts, a
daughter; born April6:h, rSgr, and named Elsie
Viola. Blessed by Elder A. N. Hoxie, May 7th,
r891.
PHILLIPs,-To Mr. E. L.'and Sr. Lillie Phillips, March 22d, rSgr, a daughter. Blessed June
8th, rSgr, by Elder Henry Kemp, at Emerson,
Iowa, and named Vera Frances.
MARRIED.
SNoW.- CHADWICK.,--- At the bride's home,
the residence of her Aunt, Sr. Hills, near Tabor,
Iowa, Mr. W. Herschel Snow to Sr. Sadie Maria
Chadwick, both of Tabor, Iowa. A large circle
of friends and relatives gathered at the beautiful
residence of Sr. Hills where a rich repast was
prepared and a good social time enjoyed. Many
valuable presents were presented to the lovely
couple.
May their lives be long, joyous and
prosperous.
DIED.
WELLER.-At Capron, Illinois, March 27th,
r8g1, of dropsy of the heart, ·Bro. Walter B.
Weller. Deceased was born in Livingston county, New York, July gth, r8r4; had poor health
for a number of years and was an intense sufferer for five months previous to his death, all
of which was borne with Christian fortitude,
and when his time came he was reconciled to
depart. He leaves a wife to mourn her loss.
Funeral services conducted by Elder Collins, a
Christian minister of, the above place.
ANDERSON.-At Beale's Isle, Maine, Miss Ida
M. Anderson, of consumption, May 3oth, 18gr,
aged 25 years. Funeral sermon to a full house
by Elder J. C. Foss.
ADDRESSES.
Elder Columbus Scott, box 94, Galien, Michigan.
Elder Thomas Bradshaw, No. 48 Repton street,
Limehouse, Lond{ln, England.
Bro. Thomas Tyler, formerly from England, No. 1328
Penn street, Lawrence, Kansas.
J. W. Gillen,,Station E, St. Louis, Mo.
James McKier(la'tl, No. 1710 Lyons St., Des Moines
Iowa.
·
J. C. Crabb, 1001 South Tet1th St, Burlington, Iowa.
ROBT. WINNING,
President.

D. F. NICHOLSON,
· Cashier.

FARMERS BANK,
CONFERENCE. NOTICES.
Western Wisconsin district conference will
convene at Wheatville, Crawford county, June
2oth, at ro:3o a.m. It is hoped there will be a
large attendance; the ministry is especially requested to be present.
F. HACKETT, Dist. pres,
Conference of the North· East Missouri district
will be held at Higbee, Randolph county, Missouri, Saturday and Sunday July nth and r2'th.
Business sesson will begin at ten a. m., Satur·
day. Let the Sunday-schools send delegates as
there wlll be a session devoted to Sunday-school
work.
DuNCAN CAMPBELL, Dist. Pres.

LAMONI,

IO"VVA,

PAYS INTEREST ON TIME DEPOSITS,

Money to Loan.
FARM LANDS AND TOWN LOTS FOR SALE.

BOILER FOR SALE,. CHEAP.
An Eight-horse Ames Boiler, made by the Ames
Iron Works, Oswego, N. Y., in good condition, and
running order, used in Herald Office, but taken out
on account of it not being large enough and replaced
with. a: 25 horse one. All necessary valves and fit.
tings go with it.
Any one needing such a· boiler, write to Herald
Office.

HOUSE FOR SALE.
The Kewanee Conference will convene at the
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I oifer
Henderson Grove branch, Saints' Chapel, June
or sale my House of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
2oth, at ten a .. m. sharp; all the Elders of the disfruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio.. Good cellar with hot air.
trict are expected to be present, as the nature of to
furnace in it, and water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
their calling sorequires them. Being also cheer.
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.
fully informed that our worthy brother, K L.
Kelley, the bishop, will be present; and would
-..A.,.,:...
further say that ifthe p~:esident of the mission in
charge, Bro. A. H. Smith, can make it in any
SYMBOLOGICAL CATECHISM t
way convenient to be there, it would bestow upon
Olt
us a great favor, as matters of importans:e wisely
Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
demand his official attention.
.
Hence we say further! aU concerned in the in- ·
.
BY /'... J. :I»APKS,
terest of the Master's cause, and especially tt10se
IOf. pages, cloth bound .. Price 35 cents •ch.
in the district, Come, come, one and all, bringing
Fer lale by B~to, H, R. MILLS,
each his or her portion .o£ the good Spirit along,
btDEPKNDBN~. Mo.
and .a spiritual time is certain.
' ' · ·
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BISHOP'S ANNUAL REPORT.
REORGANIZED CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER DAY SAINTS.
Receipts for Fiscal year,
ending March 31 1 1891.

Gibbons, John R., Mo •.• 10 00
Harshorn, M., Iowa, t ... 5 00
Harding, Eva B, Neb.... 3 50
Haws, Sr. B., Nev ....... 12 00
Hooper, Mary, Mich..... 5 00
Harner, P., Mich., o..... 1 00
Hough, D. E., Ont., t .... 10 00
Harl'ls, Joh.n .F., Pa...... 2 00
Hall, A., Agt., Iowa .. , •. 675 00
Hall, H. B., Mich., o.....
25
Herrick S. S., Va., t..... 4 00
Houseman, Ella, Ind.... 5 00
Hayer, C. F., Iowa ...... 50 00
Hoagland, M., Iowa..... 5 00
Hawkins, Mary, Nev .... 30 00
Ha.rris, Charles, N. Y ...· 10 00
Hougas, T., Agt., Ill. .... 100 00
Havey, H. and M., Kans. 15 00
Hart, Anna ............. 10 00
·Hill, George, Neb ...... ~250 00
Jackson, A., Mich., o....
80
Jones, Henry,.Neb., t ... 50 00
Jones, D. I., Agt., Nev •• 45 00
Jones, 0. M., Iowa .... ;, 1 00
Jones, R. B,. Tenn...... 5 00
Keck, A. J., S.D., t ..... 17 00
Kelley, L. E., Mich ......· 3 00
Kinghorn, W., Ill........ 5 00
Kennedy, J. 0., Mo ...... 50 00
Knipschild, J. and son,
Mo ................... 100 00
Kelley, W. B., Ohio......
40
Kelley, Eddie, L., Ohio..
60
Kelley, Richie C., Ohio..
06
Kensey, C., Cal ......... 20 00
Kelley, Edmund L., Ohio 47 60
Lachapelie, Sr. M., S D.,t 50 00
Longfield, J ., Mo ........ .10 00
Lester, T., N. Y ......... 20 00
Lee, JohnS., Mo ........ 40 00
Lester. A., N.Y., o.;.... 1 00
Lester,J., N.Y.........
50
Leland, J. M., Ill......
30 00
Lester,H.,N.Y ......... 1.00
Lee, G. S., Mo.> .. ·....... 10 00
Lockerby, W., Agt., Mich 10 85
Lambert, J. H., Iowa,
Agt .............. : .. 40 00
Moore, W. A., Neb., t. . 5 00
McKee, Myra, R, I , o.. ..
50
McKee, 0., Cal., t ........ 10 00
Matr.hews, M. 0, Pa . .. 1 15
Munro, C. L., MMs ... " 4 00
Matthews, Sr. Esther,
50
Mich, o ............ ..
Mnrg'an, P .• Iowa ....... .
~0

To balance due church
April 5th, 1890 ....... $3591 74
"Ashton, S. W. and L. S.,
Mass, t.... ..... . .. .... 5 67
Abbotts, Flora, Neb, o .. 1 00
Alcott, 0., Mich......... 1 25
Alcott, C., Mich, t....... 5 00
Alcott, R., Mich, o .. .. ..
25
A friend in Blythedale,
Mo:·................. ..
50
Anderson, S., Cal., t ..... 25 00
Atkinson. Levi B., Nev. 10 00
A friend, Neb., per Peter
Mohr, o ............. ; .. 50 00
A sister, Mo.,-t .......... 35 00
A friend ................ 165 00
Brand, Sr. E. C.~Jowa, t 15 00
Baeuregard, T., mo...... 2 00
Bullard, Belle, Col. ...... 21 00
Burr, Sr. E., Mich., t .... 10 00
Brockton Saints., Mass.. 2 35
Boston Saints, Mass ..... 43 67
Bass, S. M., Iowa, t ....• 10 00
Borbridge, A. W., Mo ... 35 00
Bartholomew, G. and E.
M., Mo .............. , .. 400 00
Bartholomew, G., Mo., o 5 00
Brannan, E., Col., t . . . • • 5 00
Berry, Sr. Lou, Iowa.... 1 50
Bagley, L. M , Mich...... 5 00
Blakeslee, Sr. L.,Mich., o 1 oo
Blakeslee, E. A..........
50
1Babcock, M., Mich..... .. •
25
_illutts, J ., Iowa, t .. ,..... 5 00
Benedict, N ., Iowa;~.. .. 1 95
~'Bargely, B., Iowa....... 15 00
: Bass, M., Iowa, t.... .. .. 5 00
Brown, E. 0., Inwa, t.... 1 00
"Beatty, Geo,, N.Y ....... 10 00
·:Brownlee, E. D., Iowa ... 15 00
\Benedict, E.; o ... :..~.... .. .
50
'Benedict, Sr. M. J!J.... .. •
25
Ballantyne, R., Iowa, t .. 10 00
Brown, Alfred W., per
Thomas Lester ........ 25 00
Bowman, Noah, Va ...... 10 00
Booker, Lvdia. Mo ...... 10 00
Bowman, 'Ber jam in, Va 50 00
Blowers, Ellen, Pa ...... 200 00
Bullard, R., Agt, Mass .. 400 00
Book<r, W. L., Ala ...... 25 00
Cazaly. 1ifary, Iowa, t ... 20 00
Clark,.L., Mieh, o ....... 2 00
Cheney, Levi, Ill., t .... 50 00
Cave, lJ,, lVIir.h., o...... . •
50
Chambers, David, Agt.,
Iowa .................. 500 00
Chapman, 1\1. G, Neb, o 5 00
Chase, Amy. A., R. 1., t .. 20 00
Colver. C., Ill .......... 10 00
Cameron, A., Pa ......... 50 00
Chase, JVI!tmie, A,. R. I..
10
Curtis, Josiah, Mo....... 8 2~
Chapman, B., Iowa...... 2 40
Crane, D. F., Iowa ....... 28 SO
Chapman, W., Iowa ..... 10 00
Cocks, Jame". N. Y ..... 19 ;;o
Chisnall, J., Agt., Ill .... 100 ou
Cook. J. R., Ill ......... 10 00
Chute, G. 'l'., Ala ........ 25 00
D. M .. Mo .. t ............. 25 no
Davidson, M., Mich., o...
25
Derry, G.. N., Neb., t .... 11 35
Dempoter, Cal., o.... . . • 1 00
Davis, 'l.'. W .. Wash., t... 5 00
Delaney, L. I., Wis., t... 1 00
Epperly, .John .. Ill., t .... 2 00
Earle, Francis, Ill....... 5 00
Evane, E. A., P>l.. .... .... 1 00
Elsten, w. R, Neh ...... 40 oo
Ellenger, John. Pa., o ... 4 00
EvanE~, J. M., Obir., t....
!i 00
Ezzell, W. H., Kans..... 6 50
Edwards, Peter, Mich... 2 00
France, W. A., Iowa, t .. 30 00
Foss, J. 0., Mo ......... 43 00
Farley, W. and Mary A.,
Wash .................. 2 50
Fisk, Sr., Ark., o........
50
Fay, Elma J .. l\fich...... 5 60
Fay, Elma, Mich .. .. • ..
15
Fry, Sr. S .. Mich .. .. .. .. 2 00
Forge•, L. R., Iowa, t... 2 2()
Fuhr~E. M., Iowa,o ..... 100
Fry, L., Iowa, t.... .. .. .. 5 00
Forges, Sarah, Iowa... . 5 00
Farley, Wm., Wash., o... 1 10
Freeman, A., Iowa, t.... 4 00
Farrar, E. B., Cal........ 5 00
Fausett, A. A., Nev ...... 10 oo
Gibb?nB, J. F .. Minn., t. 5 00
Gardmer, W. C., Ont .... 20 00
Gowell, M. F., Kans..... 5 00
Green, C., Mich., o......
50
Gerber, T., 1'enn., t.. .... 2 00
Gamet, L., Agt., Neb .... 30 00
Gaither, R. R., Kans., t.. 2 00
Gonder, Sr. J., Mich....
40
Gonder, J., Mich ........ :
15
Good, J., Iowa .......... 6 00
Good, Carrie, Iowa.. .. .. 2 10
Gray, Albert, Neb ....... 10 00
Grinnett, John, Wyo .... 10 00

Shook, M,;· Mich., o .. ...
50
Shook, D., Mich: ........ 2 20
Sm:itb, Sr. S. B., Mich... 2 00
Smith, J. B, Mich., t.... 5 00
Seelye, Jesse, N. Y ...... 10 Oil
Seelye, M. A., N. Y...... 5 00
Stone,~ Sr. S., Conn ... ; .. 6 50
Steinbaugh, Sr. Ed.,
Mich,
25
Smith, H. E., Mich......
·25
Smith, W. J., Mich......
10
Short, M. T., Ill., t ....... 25 00
i>hort, M. T., Ill., o; .... .' 25 00
Smith, Sr. Kate....... .. 2 50
Short, Ellis, I: T ....... ~ 100 00
Strangers ...... , .... ... .. 6 50
Sale of Scriptures.... . . . 2 00
SmiLh, Joseph (money
returned). Iowa. .. .. .. 10 95
Smith, Ao E.,Cal. ...... ; 2 00
Taylor, T., Agt., Eng .... 393 25
Trout, J. F., Mich., t .... 200 .00
Tayior, J. A., S.D ....... 2 10
Thomas, O .. B., Iowa.... 7 50
Thayer, E. B., Iowa..... 2 00
Tiiletson, c., Iowa...... 1 00
Thornton, Sr. J.; Mo ...... 10 00
Turnour, Jules, llfich ••• , 10 00
Torrence, J.D., Mo ...... 50 OU
Turner, W., Agt., Iowa .. 50 50
Upton, J, 0., Ore., t ... ;. 3 00
Walmsley, Sr. A., Nev., t 40 00
Willets, W ., ·Wash . • • • . . 2 00
Whalley, W. and Ann, R.
I .. : .......... , ....... 10 00
Washburne, C., Mich....
50
Williams, S., Ill., t ...... 50 00
Weller,S., Ill ........... 20 00
Watson. J. B., Ont......
50
Whitehead Bros., N.Y .. 5 00
Washburne, L., ~1ich....
25
White, G., Mich., t.. .....
05
Wa:Jer, G. J., Honolulu,
Oahu Is, t ............. 400 00
Wilcox. S. S., Iowa...... 5 00
Webster, C. A., Mo ...... 229 00
Wiuglow, L. B .• Kans... 1 00
Yarrington, A. Y., t..... 5 00
Young. R.. L., Iowa...... 5 00
Herald Office acct ....... 1409 95
Bills receivable acct ..... 443 17
Heal estate .............. 200 00
J{eal estate, sale of ....... 496 00
Loan (wit,hout interest) .250 00
Cranston Saints, H. I.... 7 00

Metzger, E. and C. L.,

M'> ..................... 1 no
McCallum. A .. Mo., t .... 50 00
Moon, M. A., Mich., o... 1 00
Munro, G .. brother and
mother. t.... .. .. .. .. .. 1 00
Munro, G. L.~ Mu~s.H. ..
35
Metuare, E., Tahiti Mission .................... 140 DO
Nelson .. Sue J., Pa., o ... 1 00
North Plymouth Saints,
Maes .................. 16 55
Newton, J.,Mo,t ....... 6 00
Noble, 0. R., Mo .. .. .. .. 2 50
OJ.<en, Dullie, Iowa.. t... 5 00
Outhouee, Lenna, Iowa.. 2 00
Pursum, A. H .• Neb .. t .. 48 40
Parsons, Martha, Neb.. . 1 00
Pett, J ., Agt , Iowa ...... 54 2'i.
Parker, H., Agt., Kans .. 44 35
Pickering, W. R, Mo.. , t.200 0''
Proper, D. H., Mich., o... 1 20
Proper. D. H., Mich., t... 4 0
Prettyman, M., Ind...... l 00

Proud, Jessie,

~iicl1.....

25

Proud, Sr. Jessie, Mich..
13
Perkin•, Louisn, Ind.. . 2 0 ·
Prettyman, J., Ind., o... 5 00
Peter>, J. H., M!Ch, t .... 600 00
Page, K G., Wis ........ 200 OU
Pratt, E. A., moJ>ey returned, Col. .......... 10 00
Pitkins, Sadie, Iowa..... 4 00
Potts, Goo., N.Y ........ 2 00
l'otts, Ann, N. Y.... .. ..
23
Palsgrove, D. L.......... 3 00
Roth, J. S., Agt., Iowa .. 210 23
Richardson, H., Mich., o
50
Hath bun, L., Mich., t.... 2 00
Reese. Sr. J.P., Mtch...
25
Rennigger, L. B., Mich..
50
Rajvich, Mary; Mich.....
20
Huch, Sr. W., Ore., t .... 40 00
Robinson, Sr. B:, Mo.... 3 00
Richmond, L . .B., Kaus .. 100 00
Ross, George, Iowa.~ .•. 11 25
Rice, Amos, Mo......... 5 00
Rush, C., Ore ........... 50 00
Richards, D. F., Wash... 5 05
Roberts, C. M., Iowa .... 30 00
Reese, J. E., Agt., Mont. 75 00
Richmond, H., Kans ..... 1 00
Robinson, Sr. L.A., Ia .. 25 00
Raymond, l\L H., Mont .. 15 00
Smith, C., Iowa, t ....... 2 50
Smith, Sr. H. E., Mich..
45
Shook, J., Mich . .. .. .. .. 1 75
Shook, J., Mich., o...... 1 00
Shook, M., Mich., t...... 2 00
Smith, J., (draft returned), Mass .............. 15 00

o:...............

Lanphere, Cowell, Iowa. 45 05
Lambert, ·J. H.; agent, Io. 20 05
Lockerby, Wm., agent,
Mich ......... ~ ......... 50 05
Luff, Joseph, Mo., ex·
penses .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . 46 00
Madden, Silas J .. Iowa •. · 80 00
McKiernan, James, Iowa; 35 05
Morgan, E. B., Iowa ..... 80 00
Moler, James, Ohio ...... 10 00
Mcintosh, John A.. .. ... 10 00
Oehring, Robert, S.Dak.,
expenses.. .. . .. .. .. . ... . 20 10
Oe'hring, Robert, S. Dak:,
family .. ... . .. ......... 300 30
,Parkin, Charles, agent,
Cal .......... :. .. . .. .. . 40 00
Pender, W. S., Kansas .. 35 05
Peak, Warren E., Kan .... 55 10
Parsons, A. H., Kansas ... 55. 10
Proper, D. H., Mich ......406 50
Pett, Jolin, agent, Iowa .... 50 05
Page, Albert, agent, Cal..200 .20
Phelps, Levi, Mich. . . . . . 20 05
Peterson, J. W., Wis .... 30 00
Powell, L. W., expenses,
Ohio ..... : ... ':...... ; .. 88 00
Porter, C. E., Neb ....... 35 00
Roth, Jolin s;, agent, Io .. 80 05
Roberts, I. N .. Iowa ...... 55 10
Richards, J. Jlf., agent,
Kansas ................. 165 50
Smith, Heman C., agent,
Cal ....· ............... SO 00
Shute, George W., agent,
Kansas . .. ............ 75 05
Scott, Columbus, Mich.,
.expenses. .. .. . .. .. . .. 85 25
Scott, Columbus, Mich.,
family ................ 198 00
Short, . M. T., Ill., ex·
· penses ................. 74 00
Smith, A. H., Iowa ...... 35 00
Sheehy, Frank, Maine ....125 10
.Scott, Leonard, J\'fich., expenses ................. 47 70
Smith, John, Mass .. ·.... 15 05
Smith, W. J., Mich., ex·
penses .................. 6H 50
Smith, W. J., family ...... 257 00
Scott, M. R., Indiana .... 105 05
Scott, James M., agent,
lndiana ........ : ....... 310 15

Total Receipts $14 833 49

Expenditures for fiscal year,
ending March 1, 1891.
Or.
Anderson,'·Peter, Utah ... $65 00
Andrews, Sr. rr, J., agent,
Cal .................... 100 00
Brand, E. C., Kansas.... 5 00
Bond, M. H., Ohio ....... 193 48
Bozt<l'th. W. T., Mo ..... 7, 00
Briggs. E. C., Iowa ..... 90 SO
BagJ;erlv, V. D., Ind ..... 32 05
Barr, Ai1drew, agent,
Mich ................... 95 15
Bc·atty, T.
agent, Ohio.105 00
Baggerly, I. P ............ 15 00
Bullard, Richard, agent,
Mass ................... 58 33
Carpenter, James, Mich. 9 00
Currie, J. A. J'r., Texas .. 45 00
Crabb, J. C., Iowa....... 5 00
Chisnall, John, agent, lll.lil5 30
Clapp, J. C., Cal. ........ 281 10
Cooke, N. N ., agent, Mo. 65 10
Oriley, Prank, agent, Pa. 575 05
Crawley. D. S, Kan ..... 100 00
Evans, R C., Ont ........ 15 00
Evans, JVIrs. John R., Io.240 30
Erwin, J.D., Texas ..... 72 15
Duncan, C. R .. Mo ....... 40 00
Derry, Charles, Iowa.... 2 00
Davis, J. Arthur, Kan ... 58 05
Devore, L. R., Ohio ...... 87 55
Davison,
Holmes J.,
Nova Scotia.. .. .. .. . .. 30 00
Davis, E. A., Kansas .... 20 05
Davis, Hobert, Mich ..... 27 05
Dimock, J. W., agent,
Nova Scotia ........... 105 05
Dancer, David, r~gent, Io.671 65
DeLong, Edward, Mich .. 15 00
Foss, John 0, Mo ....... 85 00
Forscutt, Sr. Mark H. Mo. 35 00
Griffiths, Gomer '1\, Ohio. 28 00
Greene, U. W., Maine ... 40 00
Gillespie, John, Ohio.... 23 00
Hilliard, G. H., agent, 111.200 05
Haws, Albert, Cal ....... 80 05

,J:,

Johnsoll, 0. D., agent,

Texas .................. 20
Kelley, W. H., Ohio, expenses ................. 158
Kelley, E. L., Ohio, ex·
penses.... .. .. . .. . .. .. . 30
Kelley, Sr. E. L., Ohio,
family .......... ~· ...... 480
Lake, John H., Ohio ..... 27

l.

00
95
00
25
50

Seaton,

P. B.,

agent,

Tenn ................. 130
Smith, H. C., agent, Cal..400
S,hinn, D. L"~
Va ...... 39
Smith. F. C.. Mich ....... 20
Smith, Joseph, Iowa·, ex·
.: penses .................. H
Smith. T. W., Cal ........ 165
Stebbins, Henry A., Iowa.l25
Smith,
B., Iowa .. , ... 25
Thomas, John, Iowa... 40
Turpen. M. M., Iowa .... 20
Thomas, 0. B., Iowa .. ;. 75
Wheeler, E. E., Iowa .... 30
Whiting, Elizabeth, Mass. 30
Wellington, Thomas, Io .. 21
Walker, J. S., agent, Me ..299
\Vntson, J.~B., Ontario .. J40
White, Allred, Mo ........175
Paid real est~te, poor and
incidentals ........... 2,832
Balance on hand ....... 2,265

'"r·

:w.

10
15
35
05
00
00

00
00
00
05
05
05
05
05
20
37
00

Mary Griswold, CaL .... , .. 13 s5·
G. W. Hawkins, Nev ...... 5 00
James Parks, In.;............ 1 60
Geo: W. Howard,• Minn... 4 25
M. A. Christy, Ark......... ;. 6 00
John W. Lea, Cal ....... :.... 5 00
M, M. Secor, Conn...........
50
MaryS, Lear, Ont ............~ 1 00
·John Cobb, Cal ..... , .. :...... 2 00
Wm. Jordan, Mo ............ 10 00
Wm. M. Bohall, Cal. ....... 10 00
V. Fassett, Ill...... .. ........ 5 00
Geo. W. Clark, Cal ......... 50 00
J a.mes H. Camerqn, Wis.. 5 00
Mrs J. Gault, Nev ......... 10 00
H. C. Gardiner, Kan'''"'" 5 00
Catharine Duffy, :Utah..... 3 00
Rachael Nfatthews, Utah. 5 00
,J. B. Fisk, Neb .;..... ......
80
Rosa Pooler, Co]............
50
Martha Carrington, Wis .. 30 00
Mary Hoague, Wis .......... 5' 00
Susan Matthews; Wis...... 2 00
G. D. Hayes, Wig ............ 45 00
James Houston, Ill......... 3 10
B. F. Mahoney, I\laho...... 4 75
Asael Thorn, Utah........... 6 10
Mary St. John, Mich ........ 10 00
Mary Struthers, Iowa...... 5 00
S. L. Campbell, Utah......
75
S. I. Voshell, Mich ........... 20 10
John G. Bauer, Iowa ...... 10 00
Kate Smith, Utah ............ 2 50
Jane Saladen, Neb......... 7 00
C. E. Carpender, Ohio..... 7 SQ
Sarah M. White, :i\font..... 5 00
Edwin Blastow, Me ....... ;. 50 00
W. H. Robertson, Ind..... 2 00
H. H. and S. Jasperson;
Oregon ........................ 75 00
Wm. Pooler, Cal............ 5 00
Nettie Sparks, Cal...........
10
Nora Gibbs, Cal:.............. 5 00
Wm. Street, Pa............... 1 00
Mattie E. Howery, S.D... 7 10
E. T. Atwell, S. D ....... ·, .. , 10 00
Samuel Dixon, Mo ........... 15 00

Lydia Dixon, Mo·............. 15 00
A brother, Iowa.:..............62 25
A. J. Keck, Mo.' ... : ......... 5 00
Betsey I' ..Temple, Ill...... 2 75
Rebecca Crock,. CaL....... 5 00
H. and E; Sawyer, Ohio... 1 20
~Laura Hendricks,an, Ark.. 5 00
E. A. Mann, Kan............ 1 00
VVm. R. 1\lcLean; Cal...... 2 75
W. H. Harrison, Pa......... 5 00
A~sister, IllinoisL............ 3 00
Ellen Plain, Ok.: .... ...... :.. 20 00
R. W. Smith. Ill.............. 5 00
Rose Cook, S. D·...... ........
40
Mrs. ,J. McRae. Iowa........ 1 00
L. Albertus, Iowa............ 5 00
Sarah Askin, 'Vis ...... ·...... 16 50
Ann Davis, Wis .............100 00
Scriptures sold ................ WI 82
Home Column fund ...... l,107 32
Christmas Offerings ......... 728 51
\Vm. ll'1ranklin, Wis.......... 2 25
Tota! .................. $5,074 50

Contra cr.
65 By books to S. J. Madden,
Bishop's order.............. $4 45
Total ........... $14,833 49 Scriptures to Wm. Humel. 1 70
Scripture to D. J\L Rudd.. 1 70
Scripture and Harp to C.
E. Butterworth............ 2 90
HERALD OFFICE Books
to James Oaffall... 3 00
Books to A. Haws ............ 5 30
ACCOUNT.
Books to C. Scott........... 1·85
Books to G. A. Blakeslee. 13 10
To balance due Chnrch
March 15th, 1890 .... $1,587 70 Books to ,J. C. Crabb. ...... 1 70
A. Howard, Ill................. 5 75 To G. A. Blakeslee ......... 735 45
E. G. H., Neb .................. 5 00 Stamps to :First Presi·
dency ............ :.............. 16 52
M. A. Cochran, Mo......... 4 00
A. M. B~trnes, R. I........... 1 25 Books to James Brown,
Bishop's order.............. 2 70
J. Heckler, Mo................ 8 00
25
Jennie Sprague, Nev ...... 10 00 Printing postal cards ...... ;.
Bishop's account .............. !87 50
Six years' interest on
Binding
church
records
...
14
96
$2,000 ........................... 720 00
J\L Wingate, Ohio............ 1 00 Printing for Church Recorder..... ......... ............ 3 55
A. C. Pinkerton, Ohio...... 1 10
L. E. Stofiel, Nev............ o 50 Printing Bishop's annual
report ........................... 126 25
L. A. Hall, Kan............... 6 60
H. B. Root, Cal ............... 14 00 Cash to D. Dancer,
agent ......................... l,l50 00
Amos Rice, Mo............... 5 00
Sr. James Kite, Iowa...... 2 25 Cash to H. A. Stebbins ..... 50 00
Bishop's
account ............. 104 17
Frank and Minnie Samp·
son, Mass ..................... 22 00 Books to D. L. Shinn ..... , 2 25
0. ·E. Sparks, Cal............ 2 55 Telegrams at death of
Bro. Brand.................. 1 90
Ann Morrow, Ont............ 5 00
Isaac Ross, Mo ........ ,...... 2 15 Scriptures to A. H. Smith. 3 85
w. J. Durrett, Tex......... 3 25 Stamps to Recorder ......., 1 50
Laura Cook, Md .............. 1 50 Postal cards to Recorder.. 1 50
J. B. and IlL Fisk, Neb... 2 00 E. L. Kelley .................... 375 00
J. andM. Buckley, Kan ... 10 00 Furniture for Recorder's
office ........................... 27 68
W. N. Robinson, Mo ...... 10 00
Charles Paul, Mich......... 1 00 Books to E. C. Briggs...... 1 35
Elizabeth Shippy, Iowa... 5 00 Freight on blanks and
stubs from Bishop........ 1 00
J. Gault, Nev .................. 10 00
Flora Abbott, Neb........... 2 75 Blanks for Bishop's agent. 1 25
E. B. Edson, Iowa........... 7 00 Cards for E. C. Briggs...... 2 30
Emil Balchen, Wyo......... 5 00 Heralds and Hopes to
England and Wales ...... 154 50
Carrie F. Dickellllon, Kan.
60
11
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Blank ministry reports.... 1 00 Mary E. Wayt.................
Printing letters of ap·
Flora V. Wayt.................
pointment..................... 2 00 Amos Dobbs....................
Stamps for Recorder and
Wm. H. Dobbs.................
First Presidency:......... 2 50 Annie E. Dobbs...............
Printing for Chicago mis·
Lttvlna E. Dobbs............
sion . .... ......... .............. 2 75 'l'homas Holmes.............
Tract fund account ......... 259 60[' Annie E. Clark................
Books for library ............ 65 21 Sarah A. Carr.................
- - - Bro. and Sr. Wilson ShafTotal expended .....$3,334 19
fer ................................
Balance due church 1,740 31 Fannie Holman ...............

95 Sr. John H. Lake ............ 155 94 G. W. Bowen..... ...... 1 50
Sarpy County.
95 Charles R. Duncan ....•.•.. 28 50 J. Benniugten......... • 1 00 Mary Preston........... 5 00
2 52 '1'. J .Beatty ...........•••.•..••. 10 00 H:. and M Addington.... 4 59 R. A. Satterfield ......... 10 00
1 35 Printing.......................... 3 95 R. H. Erwin ............. 25 00 Amount in excess of last
1 20 March 1st, 1891, balance
Iva J. Hunter ............ 1 50
report..................
95
25
due church ................... 120 23 IIarvey R1ce.... .. .. .. .. •
25
25
W. G. Gibson............
15
Total ............. $25\l WI
Total.. ................ $2,449 70 DavidDull. .......... ;...
35
20
2 25
A. w. Kriebel............ 4 30
Contra cr.
Eliza
Kriebel.........
..
•
2
50 Sr. W. M. Rumel. ...... $165 00
NEVADA DISTRICT.
12 65
J. C. Kriebel.............
25 Sr. J. B. Hrnderson ..... 16 95
38 00
Sylvester Wilour ....... ,
20
David I. Jones, Agent.
Sr. Knapp ............... 15 00
A. Downard..............
25 Bro.
Dr.
W. M. Rumel ...... 6 00
Total ..................$5,074 50 ~~ ~.J:~~M~~~;;~j~·::::.:::·.:: 2 ~g
S.
B.
Downard...........
76
To balance due church
Exnress on books.......
35
L. s.· Holman .................. 50 00
March 1st, 1890 .............. $3 00 V. E. Kriebel............ 1 15 Registermg letters....... 1 35
James Carlisle................. 5 00 T. R Hawkins
5 00 J. J. Trexler ............. 25 00 Stationery....... .. .. .. .
13
John H. Cramer.............. 1 75 D. I. Jones ..................... 10 00 J. Gabriel.. ....... ...
75 March 1st, 1891, balance
25
-oiSHOP'S
AGENT"'u REPORTS Charles
E ..Warner ......... 4 00 Mary Hawkins ................ 40 00 Lew1s Buhler............
due church ........... $ 48 09
.u
Volney S. M.cKenzie ....... 10 50 George W. Hawkins........ 5. 00 Effie St. John............
15
Annie E. Darst............... 1 C•O D. R. Jones..................... 1 25 AlviraTucker ............ 1 00
OE
Total ............. $252 87
Esau Biggs.,................... 6 75 Frank Jones.................... 1 00 Louisa Martin.... .. .. .. . 11 00
TITHES AND OFFERINGS Jacob P. Jones ............... 4 00 F. A. Jones..................... 1 00 Myrta M. Moler.. . .. .. .. 1 00
Sr. ~Iary Hulmes............. 1 00 Ellen E. Jones................ 1 00 Mary M. Johnson........ 1 50
NEW HOPE. VIRGINIA,
For the year ending Febru- Sr. J. H. Cramer..............
75 Mrs. J. Sprague............... 1 75 Pearl Smales...... .... .. 2 00
BRANCH.
Mary Wilcox..................
97 Robert Trimmer.............. 2 00 C. A. Ruley.............. 5 00
ary 28th, 1891.
Isaac Coffman, Agent.
John Williamson............ 1 50 Lizzie Vallom............ ...... 2 00 James Moler ............. 100 00
Dr.
Hattie R. Griffith............ 1 2fi Alpine branch ................. 10 00 C. G. Ruley .............. 10 00
Lulu Griffith....................
52
Emma M. Cooper ........ '2 00 To balance due church
PITTSBURG, PENNSYL·
David Griffith..................
40
1\farch
1st,
1890
...... $ 2 00
Jacob
Irons..............
50
Total
received
........
$83
00
VANIA DISTRICT.
Della Oriley....................
25
Mary J. Morgan..........
50 A brother.. .. . .. .. .. • .. .. 20 00
Frank Oriley, Agent.
Jessie Stewart................. 2 00
Contra cr.
E. S. Jeff~rs.... .... ... . • 5 00 lsMc Ccffman ........... 63 00
:\1 ary Gillespie.................
50 Remittance to E. L.
S. Bennington ......... 5 00 B. Bowman .............. 25 00
Dr.
Nettie Williams..............
35
To amom:lt due. church
Kelley ..........................$45 UO R. Bennington........... 1 75 N.Bowman .............. 5 00
R. G. Bowen.............
20 J. Moneymaker ......... 5 00
March 1st, 1890 ...........$586 28 Joseph Squires, sen......... 1 75 George W. Hawkins for
Sr. M. E. Hulmes ...... ;..... 5 00 John Gillespie................. 1 00
Bro. Daley .................... 20 00 M. J. Fisher............. 2 00 Sr. F. Moneymaker ...... 2 52
SO Balance
70
Sr. Julia Uncafer............ 5 00 M. B. Williams...............
Phoebe Ervin............ 1 00 Sarah Moneymaker. 0.. ..
due
church
30
Sr..~ .
. ...................100 00 Arabella Williams...........
March 1st, 1891. ............ 18 00 H. E. Moler ............... 2 75 Ma~rgie S. Cnffman.... ... 6 00
05
Sr. G. H. Hulmes ........... 52 50 Laura B. Kelley..............
J. Fitzpatrick ........... 5 00 Bro. 0. E. Cleveland ...• JO 00
Sr. Eph~aim Thomas.... 4 00 Cassie B. Kelley.............. 1 15
Total ..................... $83 00 S. J. Jeffers ............. 5 !17
Total. .............$189 22
05
Sr. George Barrett ........... 21 00 Richie C. Kelley..............
Barrett Allen..... .. . .. • . 34 20
05.
Lucy Barrett . ...... .. .... ......
50 Eddie L. Kelley..............
Mary E. Davis...........
10
OREGON
DISTRICT.
A
della
Hale....................
1
00
Contra cr.
Bro. and Sr.. F. Oriley ..... 100 00
George B•rstow......... 1 25
L. Caldwell .................... ; 4 85 Ellen L. Kelley ................ 2 50
Carrie Cooper. .. . .. .. .. .
75 C. R. Duncan ........... $ 86 50
J. F. Morris, Agent.
Ralph G. Smith ............... 32 00 E. L. Kelley ........ :........... 13 60
A. B. Kirkendall......... 5 00 James Moler............. 32 85
D1·.
Annie Shafer .......... :....... 4 00 E. L. Kelley, as Bishop ... 200 00
Ida M. Ervin.... .........
50 March 1st, 1891, balance
25 To balance due church
Sr. E. Daw. ..................... 6 00 Lyda Lute ...... ,................
Flora B. Ervin.. . . .. .. . ..
50
due church ............ 19 87
30
March l•t, 1890 ....... $148 50 E. L. Kelley (Bishopric). 50 00
Pittsburg' branch ............. 17 72 Rosemund Strickmaker...
Gfl.ins Bunn..................... 2 50 J. Williamson.................. 2 50 Bro. Th••mpson, t ....... 20 00 Mary Barstow. ..... .. .. ..
20
Total. ........... $1~9 22
25 "I,iu Morris ................ 2 00 Mary Dobson......... ..
Janet Irwine ................. 2 oo Annie Olliver..................
10
50 Carrie Sund .............. 15 00
Alice J. Hulmes.............. ;; 00 Martha Biggs..................
Total received .... $759 75
Sr. James Brown............ 1 50 F. W. Holman................. 2 00 B. Webb ............... 20 00
FHEMONT DISTRICT,
Jennie Russel]................. 1 00 Jaines Judd.................... 5 00 C. E. Cowelry ... .. ...... 1 00
IOWA.
Sr. J. Bunn .......... ;.......... 1 00 G. A. Blakeslee ............... 200 00 Alma Morris ........ : .... 10 00
Contra cr.
Wm. Leeka, Agent.
05 c. H. Haskell ............ 12 25 L. R. Devore ............$ 85 00
W. C. arid M. E. George.. 1 00 Lyda Thomas ....... ;..........
Dr.
25
l!'. J. Reese ..................... 10 00 Thomas W ayt.................
Total. ............. $228 75 ~~J~B'~!lr;~tt.~~':':~:·.~::Jig ~g To C. M. Rober~s ...........$ 17 00
25
Henry Ash:...................... • 00 Efelinda Wayt.................
Sr. Rogers.'......................
25 F. W. Atwood................. 1 25
James Brown ............ 11 00 Mary E :Senedwt ............ 60 00
Contra cr.
Sr. E. Evans.................... 2 00 Clara Hawley .................. 1 bO
T. W. Wil11ams .......... 12 60 I Sarah Mills ..................... 20 00
Sr. Meadowcroft.............. 4 00 James Wayt .................... 1 QO. Albert Haws ............ $ 50 00 I •. W. Powell............ 6 00 1A ~· G~ylord .................. 5 00
Sr. Scott ..... ;.................... 2 00 Mary A. Scott ................. ; 2 00 L. R. Devore ............ 80 00 D.L. Shinn .............. 18 oo R 1!.H1llyer ................... 20 00
A. Morgan ....................... H 85 Harriet Scott............ ..... 1 00 Cost of P. 0. Or<ler . . . . .
40 G. T. Griihths .......... 10 00 Alice Greenwood, o ......... 1 00
Sr. Williams.................... 2 50 James Stewart................. 1 00 March l"t, 1891, balance
Poor .. ·.................... 25 44 Samuel J. Hoberts ............ 12 50
Sr. F. J. Rees.e.,............. 1 00 Sr. McKee....................... 1 00
due church ........... 98 35 Postage........ .. .. .. .. . . 3 82 TlJomas Seaters ............... 150 00
50
Wm. A. Hinkle ............... 22 88 Jane Bunn.......................
L. R. Devore (expenses). 10 00 Eliza J. Moore.................
20
25
0. J. Te~ry...................... ~ 00 Wm. Qopes ... :.... , .•,.........
Total. .... ; ....... $228 75 T. J. Beatty (expenses) .. 58 88 Lucy A. Be.ebe .." ............. 25 ~0
Wm. Harris .................. , ... 15 00 Francis L. lfolmalJ.......... 2 00
March 1st, 1891, balance
A T. Morhmore .............. 10 00.
50
Church Hill branch......... 9 17 John H. Lake..................
due church ............ 3 21 ~ann~hEttleman ............ 9 00
SOUTH-EASTKRN OHIO
25
,,.arolme Hershey............ 1 00
W m. H; G\trrett .............. 27 00 M. Williams .. ,.................
Dif'TICT,
22
Susan Tyler .................... 12 90 Bruce Williams...............
Total. ••••••.•..• $759 75 S. S. Wilcox .................... 10 00
T. J. Beatty, Agent.
J. G. Ho}ruan.................. 5 ,oo William Hanus ..... ;......... 2 0<~
Abigal l!'uller................... 5 00
75
George Ro$ser.. ....... ........ 8 00 Ellen Sguires ............ ,.....
Dr.
05
c~~i~'~~~::::::::::::::: 5 ~g
Amanda Wilson.............. 6 00 Violet Squires.................
05 To amount. du~ church
NORTH~l~~Ri'!'?.RASKA Sr. E. Stephens................ 2 00
Sharon, Pa:, branch......... 3 75 Harry Gillespie: ........... ;..
March
ht,
1890
.......
$143
78'
10
Lake View: branch...........
95 Winfred B. Kelley...........
Mary P. Davis ... , ............. 2 00
15 J. Ro.bson ........... """ . 60
G. M. L: Whitman, Agent.
Whe\)ling City branch ..... 26 29 Joseph Squires, jr...........
Emma S. Listen............... 2 00
25 Q. Coop"r ... ~ • .. .. .. • .. .. 43 60
J. F. A. Sn)ith .................l28 70 Martha G. Lake...............
Jennie
E. Knight............ 1 55
Dr.
50 E. H. Cooper ............ 23 00
Sr. Mary Brewster...........113 50 Susan Treadway..............
F. B. Knight .................... 1 00
Joseph Eberling .... , ... ,..... 9 00 Allen Irwin ................. ;... 5 00 Wm. Cooper .............. 17 50 To bali:mce due church
Wm. Schick ..................... ,20 00
M~rch 1st, 1890 .. ; .... $114 48 John Leeka ................... dOO 00
10 James Hannah ......... :. 9 25
~- M. Teagarden ............ 22 00 Sarah W etmeyer........... ;..
Hannah .......... 11 00
Omaha Branch.
Esther Griffith................. 5 00
A .. M. Thomas ................. 5 50 Ebenezer Miller............... 1' 00 Flora
Sarah Lester.; .............. ;... 2 00 C. Edward Miller............ 5 00 MaryHnnuah ......... : .. q 50 Sr. J. Manning..........
01 E. S. Wiicox .................... 10 00
L, D. Ulloni ..................... 46 25 Sr. Benner....................... 1 00 D. J. Hannah ............ 12 00 Eljza Morrel....... ......
Sr. Miriam Bran<] ........ , ... 50 00
0
5
32 S.D .. Hannah ............ 17 00 L. C. Sylvester .......... .
Rachael Hughes .............. 13 60 Isaac Richmond..............
10 J. F. Redfield .................. 10 00
50
25 Flora E. Hannah........
Sr. Cramer....................... 2 00 MaryRichmond ...... ;........
Charles Fry..................... 6 00
Ellen
Richardson
........
2
50
15 J. F. Hannah............ 2 50 J. Madison, t .. .
rhomas Heath................. 16 25 Arbe1l Redicar.................
4 25 J. W .. Wolsey .................. 26 13
20
Annie Smith ....-.,......... ... 1 00 Ebenezer· Curry.. ; ......... ; •. 230 .oo M. Hannah,Jr... .......
Wm. Leeka ...................... 96 62
E.
Hill...................
50
Rachael Ebeling............. 1 00 Isaac True .......... ;............ 2 00 J. G. Abbott ............. 12 50 W. ,J. Hicks ............ ;. 1 00 Mary A. Pace................... 3 50
Andrew Gill.,.................. 8 00 J."B. Rogers and family.. 6 00 J . .Abbott ........... ;.... 7 00 M. Jackson............... 5 65 W. D. Leadingham ......... 6 00
Hector Robson................. 3 85 Thomas Hatfield.............. 1 00 May Abbott.............. 2 50 Rosa Huston ............. 18 00 Eber Benedict ................. 5 00
Elizabeth A. Dawson...... 2 90 Sr. Joseph Curry ...... ;..... 2 25 T. Abbott ....... ,......... 1 75 RosaAgenstein .......... 25 00
15 'S. Blanchard . .. .. .. .... 8 50 Emma Agenstein..... ...
Tota't: ....................$698 00
JamesDaw'son................. 2 65 Mary Fahnestock .......;....
25
10 M.A. Blanchard ........ 3 50 Louiza Agenstein........
James N. "lfoung .............. 3 60 Nellie. ;I)oi\d....................
50
C: P. Yomig .................... 3 10 M. H .. Bond..................... 1 25 T. W. Ward •., .. ,.......... 9 85 A Brown.................
Contra cr.
25
05 J. Farms................. 9 50 Carrie Ahlquest..........
Elizabeth Chapman.........
25 Lydia Williams...............
50 Sr. E. C. Brand .............. $170 00
10
Is!lbella J; McMillen......
75 Wm. Jenkins ... ;.,,;,......... 1 00 Dr .. Jackson.............
s.
L. Bronton..... .. ..... 3 00 Henry Kemp .......... ;.. ;......235 00
Joseph
Kriebel..........
4
27
llfargaret Robson............ 4 95 Elizabeth Wike ...........;... 1 00
C. G. Ahlquest...... ... 9 00 Sr. E. C . .Brjggs .............. 240 00
25 .A. W. Downard.......... 5 47 w. W. Hicks, per mother
Robert Robson........ ........ 5 20 Thomas Jenkins .. , .. ,........
23 E~. ().Brand's funeral ex~
75
George Masters...............
50 Albert Ward ................ ,;.. 1 00 J. and E. Vernon........
C. Bertelson ....... , ..... 1 10
penses .... ;............. ..... : 5Jl 00
Daniel Jones..................
.50 Bro. Torrence .............~....
25 A. E .. Spaum ............ 15 60 E. Ahlstrand............
50
M.
I...
Ellio.tt'.....
.........
75
M:ary Senior.................... 2 00 Elizabeth .Squires............
25
C.
Hill.
......
,...........
25
Total expended ... $698 00
05 Lucinda Williams ..... : •. 2 00 o. H. Brown ...........".
Martha Ga.tes ......... ......... 2 35 Nettie Kelley..................
25
Robert J: Robson............ 4 06 Etrima· Torrence ........... ;..
10 Ella R. Devore ........ , •• 13 30 Anderson ............ ; • ..
10
7 00
10 c. Lucas.. . ..... .... •.•
Martha. Robson............... 1 00 Dollie Evans ......., .. ; ....... ;.
N. Neilson ..........:.....
05
DES MOINES DISTRICT,
Mary Robson, sen ........ ;.; 1 45 D. H. Proper....................
25 J .. Qaq)enter.... .. .. •• ... 1 00 Harry Jones.............
20
·
IOWA.
"
A. Scott .... : .......... ;~.
10
Ruth ·A: Ashman............ 1 30
Sohns. Roth, Agent.
25' Carrie Ahlquest ......... 9 00
Total .................. $2;449 70 R. G. Smith..............
Margaret· Young.............. 2 85·
Los Jenson.............. 1 00
D
Isaac
Adllins:
.
::..
..
..
..
25
Annie ·Young.................. 2 85
10
r.
B.Be'all ........... ; ..... 1 50 Joseph Dare.............
Maggie Se;nior.. ............. •
95
Contra cr.
10 To balance due Church 50 Ole Lee .. .. . .. .. .. • .....
Mary·A.·M1\sters .............. 5 50 Sr. W. H. Kei!ey .......... :$6(:0 00 Mary E. Beatty.~........
101 March 1st, 1890 ...........'1\ 75 67
50 W. M. Berry.............
Margaret J. Robson .... ;.... 1 85 Sr. H..R. Griffiths ... :....... 351 00 M J. Beatty.............
Dora
Beatty.... .. ..
50 S. Ahlstrand................ 10 00 Sr. Sarah E. Laughlin, t .. , 33 2.5
John·W·. Robson .. , ........... 1 05
Sr, D. L. S)lipn ................ 3oo. oo ~{. Hannah, Sen:... • .. .. 2 50 E. R;annie and wife ....... 10 40 John Mink, t ....... , ........... 30 00
Edwin Robson.................
45 Jame.s
Omalia branch offering .. 13 85 l!'riend, t .............. ,......... 8 00
Brown
...............
;
....
57
00
Thomas
Cooper.........
25
Mariah Robson...............
75
u ion Branch
John Coiner; t .., ....... :..... 35 00
25
Adam Linderbarger......... 1 00 G. T. Griffiths ................. :J!JO 95 Eruma Cooper...........
n
·
Sr. Sarah Dake, t .......... ,. 10 00
Sr.
J
ame.s
Brown
...
;:
........
180
OU
A.
L.
Blanchard.
.
.
.
..
..
..
1
00
ErumaHulmes ............ ,.... 4 50 Postage, .......... .'........... ;.... 3 81
James Huff .. ,.,.......... 5 00 wm. Thompson, t............ 5 00
Lewis.Sina1lwood....... 9
Mary Hulmes ........... ;...... 3 00
J'. P. Ogard · .. · ·: ........ ·
25 Bishop Bhtkeslee ..... ;..... 30" 00
L.
R.
Devore
...
,
...............
·46
00
fl.
Smallwood
.........
,
•
3
50
Joseph.B. Wayt .............. 3 oo
25 Wm.Johnson,t .............. 750
Sr. Janies .M.oler ..............208 66 Le,yi Bar~t 0 w ... .. : .. , •. · 1 00 AlfredBeemer ... ,........
·llenry.J, Harris ...... ; .......·. 2 50 Poor
0 ThomasRobinson,t ...., .... 12 00
... , ......... : .................. 62 66 Sarah Ba,rstow .... ; .. ;.. 1 25 Alfred Anderson .... : .... 5 1
15 'T. B. Williams, t ............ 5 00
M~J,ry V. Harris................
6(l
Elizabeth
Beemer···
..
·..
Powell. ................ 94 00 T. J. Beatty .............. ; 1 25
AznJt~da J. Lydick........... 2 40 L.W.
Columbus Branch.
John Sayer, t .. , .............. ; 30 00
D. L. Shinn ........ , ... , ..... ;;., 5 OO Vinton ,branch (Mission4;laroline Wayt,..; •• ;......... 5 20 T.
W. Willfai:ns'.. ; .. ,;........ lii2 00
aryFund) ... 9 ..... ;, .. 21 90 Bro. stubtiara;........... 1 00 Flagler Branch ........,.......... a 70

---o---

t...............
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C. E. Hand, t ..................
Wm. McBurney, t ...........
John Clark,
Harriet Pratt, t......... .......
Bro. Christen Sweden, t...
Sr. S. E. Borton, t ..........
P. W. Mowery, t..............
J. T. Roberts, t ...............
Conference Collection......
·Wm. E. Evans, t ............
Maggie Batten, t ......... ;.. ,
A Sister, t........................
Sr. M. Thomas, t ...............
Thomas Shackley; t .........
Sarah Shackley, t...... ......
Mary Mark, t ...................
Sr. M . .J. Kennell, t.........
Thomas Hughs, ...............
D. W. Thomas, t .............
.J. M. Mink, t .................
Catharine Shimel, t .........
P. H. Shimel, t ................
Sophie Shimel, t..............
.John Walters, t ..............
L. P. Russell, t, ............ ;..
.J. X. Davis, t..................
Dinah Needham. t...........
Gertie Needham, t...... .....
Anna Amos, t..................
.Jennie Dake'...... ...... ........
Frank & .John Needham..
Dan Batten, t ..................
Mary Batten, t.................
Martha Griffith, t ......... ,...
A Sister, t....... ...... ...........
Sr. Sarah E. Banton, t.....
W. D. Thomas, t..............
Sr. Emma Marsh, t ............
Sr. R. J. Gemison, t.........
Sr. M. ~!:owery, t..............

t..................

45 75
1 50
3 00
5 00
1 00
3 00
5 00.
10 00
81
1 00
2 00
5 00
10 00
14 00
1 00
15 00
2 00
2 00
13 50
35 00
10 00
50 00
2 00
25 00
5 00
5 00
1 20
1 00
1 00
10
20
10 00
2 00
5 00
5 00
5 81
5 25
1 00
2 85
1 00

$599 49
Contra cr.
By George A. Blakeslee,
Bishop ........................ $128
B. N. Stamm .. ;......... ...... 3
.J s. Roth ..... ........... .... 5
.James McKiernan ........... 8
Sr. Hattie McKiernan ...... 262
E. L. Kelley, Bishopric ... 110
Sr. A. Weeks .................. '20

45
00

oo

70
OS
38
00

$537 61
Balance due church $ 61 88
Total. .................... $599 49
NORTHERN MICHIGAN
DISTRICT.
Andrew Barr, Agent.
Dr.
To balance due church
March 1st, 1890 ........... $ 56 98
Hersey Branch.
Thomas Goheen, t........... 5 00
Nathan Weedmark, t ...... 10 00
Almira VVeedmark...... ~....

l 50

Mary M. Emmett ............ 1 50
Edgar Remington............
50
Barbara Hucknell............ 3 .00
·west Bay City Branch.
William Coddington ........ 3 50
.John W. Burget ............... 23 85
Cyrus Smith .................... 3 64
.Judson Smith'.................. 7 50
William McKenzie........... 5 60
Henry Charters .. .... ......... 2 15
David Petee .....................
10
.Joseph Murphy............... 4 55
Frank Cline.....................
25
Thomas Con....................
35
Victoria Petee.................
35
Elizabeth Smith ........... ;.. ,
91
Ellen Burget................... 3 50
Catharine Smith.............. 1 00
Almer E. Hough..............
09
Elizabeth Coil :................
10
.Jacob W. Seder............... 1 75
Carch Murphy.................
20
Margaret I{edcliff............
25
Louie Burget...................
40
Annie B. Seder.................
10
Mary McKenzie...............
04
Five Lakes Branch.
Emma Prestage............... 1 30
Maggie Degraff................
10
A. Woodworth.................
20
Peter Hugill....................
35
William .Jenkinson........... 2 25
Martha Avis ............ ;.......
95
Elizabeth Wolvington......
10
Hiram Avis..................... 8 7D
Charles ~L'edford. ..............
40
Martha Wolvington,........
25
Charlotte Skinner............
10
Josephine Hugill.............
85
R. W. Hugill...................
so
Frank Hugill...................
25
Geo . .Jenkinson, Sen........
96
Elizabeth .Jenkinson .......
73
Celind Gauthers ......... .....
On
.John Lauthers.................
30
.James Wolvington...........
10
Charles Warren...............
50
Jennie.Jenkinson............
25
MaryJenkinson...............
50

Sheldon Armstrong ......... , 7 25 Frederick Brackenbury.... 6 75
L. Prestage .....................
35 Carrie Lambton...............
25
Rachel Armstrong...........
10 Eliza Brackenbury........... 5 39
Brother Stocking ...... ,......
25 Henrietta Schaar............
50
Arthur, Anable.................
35 Clarence Schaar .. :...........
10
Mary Anable .............,.....,..
35 Vincent Schaar...............
.1 0
50
Esther L. Anable.............
10 .Jessie Grant .....,........... :...
Leander Skinner.:............
25 Kate Hinton....................
50
George Vickson...............
10 Delaria Bates..................
61
George .Jenkinson, jr ........ 50 00· B. F. Smith .. , ................. ; 3 30
Charlotte .Jenkinson........ 50 00 Lottis Hinton..................
13
.John Anable,...................
05 .Julius Carr.....................
85
R. N. Burwell..................
50 Malcolm McDonald.........
10
Brother Watson...............
10 Irena Carr.......................
50
Sr. R. N: Burwell............
25 Alice Smith .............. ;......
15
Martha .Jenkinson ...........
50
Lebanon Branch,
.Juniata Branch.
1Peter McDonald.; ............ 1 50
25 Fred Schaffbower ........... . 5 00
Ada Brooks ................... .
25
85 Thomas Reed .. :...............
.John Hartnell ................ ..
50
James DaviS ..•. o.',, ....... u••• 2 95 Reuben Reed ........ : .........
20 Esther Reed ................... . 1 50
MailaDavis ..'................. ..
William Hartnell ........... . 1 55
Scattered Saints.
60
Polly Hartnell ................ .
Tanner............ 5 00
Fred Brpoks .................. . 8 45 .Jonathan
George
Smith............ ..... 5 00
so Isabel Wing
Elizabeth Hartnell ......... ..
3 00
30 Mary Currie ....................
Caroline Thompson ........ .
..... , ..............
25
15
Agnes 8tole .................... .
Ida
Sly
..
,........................
05
70
Thoma:!! Doherty ............. .
c.
H.
Blake.....................
5
oo
10
Annie Law...................... .
20 Henry Huston.................. 5 00
Celly Brooks .................... .
Frederick Deim............... 8 00
15 Samuel
Clarence Law ................ ..
Reynolds .. :......... 1 00
07 C. W. Conant"
.James McKenzie ........... .
................ 75 00
01
George McKenzie ....•....•.•
Central
Lake
Saints......... 2 05
Richard Hartnell ........ , ... 2 70 George Washburn............
50
05
Montroville Law .............
25
62 George .J. Washburn........
.James Law ..................... .
Alfred
Washburn............
25
45
Fanny Baxter................,..
25
40 Edwin Washburn............
Marshal Thompson ......... .
Michael
Welch................
05
05 Nellie Amon................... 1 00
Rosy Thompson ............ ..
J\farion Rich .................. .. 1 25 Heman Deam..................
25
Lilian Hartnell ............... .. 1 70 Ida Hocknell;....... ............ 7 00
10 W. B. Horton, t ............... 265 00
Charles Shar .................. ..
25
Frank Ba~ter ..................
55 .John Cornish, Sen ........... 3 00
Mary Doherty: ............... ..
30 Lucretia .J. Cornish......... 3 00
Pirly Brooks ................. ..
St. .John's Branch.
90
Sarah Hartnell ............ :.. ..
30 Hugh Kidd .................... . 2 50
Elizabeth Hartnell. ......... .
Janie DaV'is ................... ..
40 MariaRidd ................... .. 1 50
G. W . .Johnson .............. ..
30 Robert Brown ................ ..
50
15
Ettie Baxter ................... .
Coleman Saints.
Annie Thompson ........•..••.
15
Aurillia Laur, ......... h:..... .
20 MaryMcintosh................. 10 00
.John Hartnell, jr... :........ .
50 Alexander Mcintosh ........ 10 00
]-,rank Davis .....••...•....•...•
60 Bertha McCulloch ........... 2 00
50
S. W . .Johnson ................ .
25 .Julia Sutton ....................
Irving Hutchings ............
50 Thomas Badder............... 1 00
Lottie Hartnell............... .
07 Rebecca Smith .............. "' 5 00
50
05 Abram Vanvoltenburgh...
Mary Pervose ................ ..
Florence Brooks ............ ..
01 .JohnHumphrey......... , ..... 2 00
50
50 Mary E. Smith.................
Niles Stringum .............. ..
.Juniata Branch ............. .. 2 00 Catharine Mcintosh......... 4 00
Annie Mcintosh............... 3 00
Forester Branch.
.J. H. Peters ..................... 200 00
Melissa Rushton, t........... 3 06 MaryVanvoltenburgh......
50
Andrew Barr .................. 10 20 Emma Vanvoltenburgh ...
25
Catharine A. Barr.......... 2 20 Hattie Burns...................
53
Geo. W. Saunders............ 2 00
St. Gideon Branch.
Loye Conklin..................
75
William Conklin.............. 1 75 Robert Shier.. ,................. 1 00
25
Wallace Smith................. 1 40 Elizabeth Wrathel...........
25
Clive Smith..................... 1 41 Henrietta McKay............
George Glendenning........ 1 00
Delaware Branch.
Robert Barr.....................
50 Catha · e Wismer
1 00
Philman Hyke............ .....
09 Alfrel'{imsie ....... .'.'.'.'.'.".":::: 5 00
.John Provost................... 1 10 Charles K. Green............ 1 00
Bay Port Branch.
Moses Robinson............... 1 00
.John A. Grant, t ............ 12 50
St. Thomas Branch.
Ellen Dutcher.................
50 Richard Rosser............... 8 00
Anna Harder................... 2 00 Laura Rosser .................. 11 00
Mary Myers..................... 1 50 Thomas Whitford............ 5 35
George Sylvester.............
80 Thomas Rawson.............. 4 55
Clint Sylvester................
57 Charles Rawson............... 5 00
Peter Petty ..................... 10 33 Thomson Rawson............
90
Elizabeth Perry............... 5 00 Mary E. Rawson.............
35
Robert Perry................... 5 00 Susanna Rawson..............
40
Annie Brackenbury ......... 3 40 William Stewart.........
50
Nevada Harder:.............. 1 60 Rachel Stewart...........
50
Fred Miller.....................
60 Emma E. Whitney...........
10
Pearl Dutcher .................. 10 55 Neil C. Whitney.............. 3 00
Annie Petty.....................
85 .Joseph Barss .................. 8 25
.James Morley..................
25 Alexander Trescott......... 1 50
.John Brackenbury...........
50 Safuuel Brown................
25
Leonard Sylvester............
25 Robert Barss...................
30
William Dowker.............. 2 35 Lewis Binder..................
25
Mary Sylvester................
10 Margaret Trescott............ 1 50
DerindaPetty..................
75 Mary Whitney.................
05
Charles Gillanham........... 1 o:J .Joseph Rawson...............
05
~?i~~nH!~~:~~~:::::::::::::: 5 ~
Huron CitY-t.Saints.
Adda Grant..................... 5 25 Martha C. Lads worth......
25
Adda A. Taylor...............
10 William Breakie..............
07
Morgan Fraser.................
2·' Sarah Smith....................
10
George Sharpsteen...........
25 Enoch Ladsworth............
50
Mary Grant.....................
25 .John Breakie .................. 11 00
Susan Sylvester...............
50 Mary E, Breakie.............. 1 25
Charlie Grant..................
76 Alvirl Watt..................... 3 35
Willian1 Dickenson ......... 1 2J James Marks,..................
50
Hannah Dowker.............. 1 00 Elizabeth Allen, .Jr......... 3 10
Pigeon River Branch.
Elizabeth Allen, Sen........ 2 00
Robert E. Grant, t ...........
.John D. Schaar...............
Janet Hinton...................
Francis C. Smith.............
Edward Smith .................
John H. Soper.................
Mary McCallum...............
George H. Crouch............
Clanth M. Smith .............
Curtis C. Lambton...........
Mary .J. Corbet .................

15 ~~~: 'f{{~:.~:::::::::::::::::::
71 George Allen ..................
00 Daniel Allen...................
95 Rachael Coddington........
40 Minnie Breakie...............
25 Peter Givens................ ..
00 Martha Givens.................
50 William H. Bartlett.........
10
R
B
h
80 1
eese ranc •
5 15j Sarah Cox ......

22
6
2
5
1
1
3
5
1

3

............,

3 ~~
2 25
2 00
1 00
10
1 50
1 50
6 00

1 25

John Cox........................
38
Maggie Cox.....................
37
.Jane McCary....... ,........... 2 70
Christine Han~en............ 5 90
.Jane Brintnell.;...............
80
Eliza Hansen...........;....... 3 00
Mary Brintnell ....... : .....~...
09
Aaron Brintnell ..... ; ........ ; . 25
S';'~an:McCary ......... :........ 2 00
Lilian Cox ............... :.......
10
.Jennie Hansen .. :..............
15
Farwell Saints.
Martha Burke..................
75
Libbie Campbell.............. 3 60
R. B. Campbell................ 45 00
Charles Lambert. ............:
25
Henry Dell..................... 1 50
Sarah Pyer, .....................
25
Amelia'Hinds.................. 25 20
, Iosco Branch.
Edwin Hall..................... 7 60
Henry Hockneu............... 3 00
George Cook....................
55
Sister. Cook.....................
80
George Wescott...............
30
Alfred Frank.................. 2 50
William.Ulman...............
28
Richard Ulman...............
96
Orlando Frank................. 1 35
.John.Brown..................... 3 25
Samuel .J, Proper............ 1 10
Wm. H. Proper...............
25
Amanda Frank,...............
70
Annie Frank .................... ,
30
Sister Fowler...................
10
Sister Bodie.....................
25
.John Scribner..................
35
Mary A. Ulman .......... :....
25
NancyProper ................ ,,
25
Sr. Wescott .. :..................
25
Emma Goodrow...............
10
George Goodrow..............
10
Free Soil Branch.
Margaret Hill.................. 1 10
.Jacob Kaplinger.............. 5 14
G. B. Minthoru ............... 6 00
.John Schreur..................
96
Elsie Smith.....................
80
Catharine Eddy...............
25
Rowena Bruce.................
25
.Joseph Hill ..................... 1 15
Aden Tuttle.....................
10
Martha Tuttle ...... :...........
10
Enos Tyler.......................
10
Solomon Bruce................
15
Margaret Kaplinger......... 1 40
Eliza .J. Tyler..................
10
Calvin C. Goodenough.....
30
Augusta C. Goodenough..
25
Royal B .. Grish.................
05
Sarah Grish ...... ..............
10
Martha Schreur...............
12
George Smith..................
10
Bay City Branch.
Angeline Barney............. 2 30
Henry Badder ................. 8 45
Lilian Stone....................
71
. George W. Parks............. 1 45
Catharine Tuttle..............
10
Alfred Stone....................
78
Hannah Streeter..............
10
Harriet Hough................. 1 75
.Jemima Barney...............
60
William A. Barney...........
50
Louise Lorie....................
65
George Washburn............
45
Isabel Washburn..............
13
Esther Morrison .............. 1 42
Phoebe G. Parks..............
50
Frank W. Terongo........... 1'25
Hannah Terongo.............. 1 30
Edward Washburn...........
08
Alfred Washburn .. :.........
09
May Terongo...................
07
Phoebe E. Parks..............
10
Alta Finch.......................
05
MaggieBadder.................
74
Celvina Bacon.................
10
Phoebe Richardson.........
25
Maple Valley Branch.
Annie McKiernan............ 3 10
.James A. Carpenter......... 1 00
Drusilla Martindale.........
42
Susan Hoyle....................
25
.John Schell.....................
44
Estella Schell..................
40
M. Schell.........................
30
.Julia Schell.....................
20
.JohnBailey..................... 1 25
.Joseph Koyl ....................
10
Charley Paul....................
02
A. P. Dewolf....................
16
Susan Bailey....................
50
Samuel McGeachy........... 1 00
Elizabeth A. Blasdell......
75
William Martindale.........
20
Thomas Hunt.................. 3 00
Balance on note former
agent............................ 4 02
Gordon Blasdell .. .. .. .. • 5 00
Lydia Blasdell. ... • .. • .. ..
GO
Thomas McGeachy.......
25
.John McGeachy..........
50
Charles Bailey........ ;..
10
Alexander McGeachy....
08
Mary McGeachy . . . . . . • . .
32
Levi Phelps (on note).... 4 00
J. A. Carpenter (on note) 15 00

G. A. Blakeslee, Bishop-' .145 00
Total received ... $1,565 42
Contra er.
By John J; Cornish........ $2H 20
.J. A. Carpenter .......... 231 07
Levi Phelps ....... •....... 188 .00
Edward Delong .......... ·39 30.
Andrew Barr.,.,. ; .•••••• 150 00
W . .J. Smith.............. 7 00
R. Davis ........ ,.; ...... 21 10
E. C. Briggs ....... ; ....... 25 10
F. C. Smith .............. 10 10
Wm. Davis ............ : .• 20 10
L. R. Devore (Order per
·E. L, Kelley) ... ~ ...... 70 00
Postage and Stationery... 3 07
Draft............. .'.......
25
Total expended..$1,006 29
March 1st, 1891, balance
due church ............$559 13
NODAWAY DISTRICT.
R. K. Ros~, Agent.
Dr.
To balance . due church
March 1st, 1890.. : ..... $ 60 00
Elizabeth Black......... 2 50
.John Smith, t ........... 5 00
E. L. Hill ......... ;......
65
R. K • .Ross ............... 45 00
.John Smith .............. 6 00
.Jane Powell ............ ·2 50
Sophia Powell ........... 2 00
Ole Madison ...... ; ...... 45 00
Andrew .Jacobson~ ...... 20 00
KerstenaAnderson...... 6 00
.John Hawley............ 5 00
M.P. Madison ........... 20 00
Carl C. Nelson ........... 10 00
Andrew. .Janson .......... 5 00
.John Smith .............. 5 00
Martina Nelson .. i ...... 5 00
Christen Knudson;... .. • 10 00
.J. T. Ford ............... 10 oo
Thomas Keen .... :...... 2 00
Total received .... $298 65
Contra cr.
By error in last report .. $ 10
.James Thomas (should
have been in iast re·
port) ............ : ...... 25
.James Thomas .......... 154
Warren E. Peak .. , ...... 4

00
00
00
00

Total expended ... $193 00
Balance due church,
March 1st, 1891. .. $105 65
NEVADA DISTRICT.
David I . .Jones, Agent.
Dr.
To balance due church.
March 1st, 1890 ........$ 3 00
T. R. Hawkins........... 5 00
D. I. .Jones .............. 10 00
Mary Hawkins .... : ...... 40 00
George W. Hawkins..... 5 00
D. R . .Jones, o........... 1 25
Frank .Jones, o... ....... 1 00
F. A . .Jones, o ...... ·..... 1 00
Ellen E.'.Jones, o... .... 1 00
Mrs • .J. Sprague, o....... 1 75
Robert Trimmer, o... ... 2 00
Lizzie.Vallom, o.... ... . • 2 00
Amount received ... $ 73 00
Contra cr.
By Bro. Daley and wife,
per George W. Hawkins .................. $ 20 00
Balance due church,
March 1st, 1891.. .$ 53 00
ST. LOUIS DISTRICT.
Noah N. Cooke, Agent•
Dr.
To balance due church,
March 1st, 1890 ........$162 20
Noah N. Cooke, t ........ 27 50
Catharine .Johnson ...... 15 00
N . .J. C. Olsen........... 5 00
Sarah Hales.............
50
Evaline Burgess. .. .. . .. 10 00
.John .J. Parrish .......... 34 50
G. A. Forbes ............. 2 35
Wm. Grimmett .......... 2 50
Eliza Cowlishaw.... .... 1 75
Mary May.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 50
John G. Smith .......... 16 00
Nancy Acker............
25
Wm. Cowlishaw, .Jr..... 2 25
Henry Roberts. .. .. .. ... 5 oo
.J os. E. Betts, Sen.... .. . 15 00
John T . .Jones .......... 45 45
Lizzie Cole.............. 3 50
.John Molyneaux........ 1 00
Fred Mol;neaux ......... 8 00
Franklin Wiley ...... , ... 12 20
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Mary Pearson............
25
C.J.Peat ............. ; .. 900
Jos. G. Cole ............. 4 75
:>ophia Owens.... .. .. .. 3 00
G. A. Blakeslee, Bishop. 40 00
Samuel Burgess........
7 00
Geo. Elliott .............. 6 00
Sarah Molyneaux .... ;...
50
E!iza Stubbs.............
50
M. H. Swift ............... 2 50
Margaret Hu:;hes ........ 15 00
Ann Tb.omas .. .. .. • .• .•
50
Mary Peat.... .. .. . . . . .. .
50
Annie E. Smith......... 1 011
Sarah Gray.... .. .. • • . • •• 2 00
Unria Evans.............
50
John Bruoker .. .. .. .. .. . 10 00
E. L. Kelley, Bishopric .. 25 00
John Dawson ............ 2 00
Ellen Mantle ....... ; .. .. 1 00
W. 0. Thomas ........... 100 00
Murgqret Thomas ........ 24 00
Marwn Hall.... . . . . . . . .. .
50
Ivor Davis............... 1 00
:Mary Groom..... . . . . .. . • 3 00
Geo. Jarvis .. .. . • .. .. .. ..
50
Total received .... $fi33 45
Contra Cr.
Bv Saf'h Cooke ...... $ 10 00
W. G11len ............. 133 00
R. Etzenhonser ......... 61 00
R. L. Ware .............. 234 CO
Lavina Roberts ......... 40 00
Wm. Smith .............. 11 00
John U·oke ............. 5 00
Stationery and stamps.. 2 50
Exchauge to date ........ 2 25

J:

Total expended... $498 75
March 1st, 1891, balance due church .. $134 70

James Davies............
Benny Davies.. .. .. • . . .. .
Rhoda Scammon ........ 10
Mary J. Sevarien.... .... 2
Clan E. Richards....... 3
Nels Abraham ........... 70
John H. Thomas ......... 20
G. A. Blakeslee .......... 108
E. L. Kelley ............. 36

50

30
00
20
00
00
00
65

65

Total received .... $522 76
Contra Cr.
By Warren E. Peak ..... $200
,J. Arthur Davies......... 183
lil. A. Davies ............. 74
D. S. Crawley............ 25

00
18
99

00

Total expended ... $483 17
March 1st, 1891, balance due church .. $ 39 59
NOVA SCOTIA DISTRICT.
J. w. Dimock, Agent.
Dr.
To balance due church,
March 1st, 1890 ....... $ 11 20
Solomon Lawrence (on
note) ................... 40 00
H. J. Davison (on note). 10 00
G. A. Blakeslee......... 50 00
Alfred Wood (on note) ... 14 08
Wm. G. Pert, Agent W.
:Maine ................. 25 00
Kenneth Miller.:........ 4 00
Robert Newcomb ........ 25 00
Maud Lawrence..........
60
Michael Laid............. 4 00
E. L. Kelley, ........... 30 00
Do~>ation Party. .. ...... 7 60
J. W. Dimock (on note). 5 50

Total received .... $226 98
:MINNESOTA DISTRICT.
Contra Cr.
Andrew Tab but, Agent.
By H. J. Davison (famiDr.
ly) .................... $211 00
T' balance due church,
H. J. Davison............ 8 20
'farch 1•t, 1890 ....... $ 47 40 Postage ·last two years..
50
:1\lury McLeod\ t .......... 5 31
George Gould............ 5 00
Total expended ... $219 70
John.Ellsworth."··· ......
50
Henry Way .............. 10 00
:March 1st, 1891, .balDrusilla Keith........... 1 10
ance due chuxch .. $ 7 28
T. J. Hamann ............ 5 00
W. W. :McLeod ... , .... :. 10 00·
CENTRAL :MISSOURI
DISTRICT.
Total received .... $ 84 31
E. W. Cato, Sen., Agent.
Contra Cr.
Dr.
By W. E. Peak ......... $ 25 00
balance due church
J. A. Davies.~ ........... 15 00 ToMarch
1st,1890
$ 8 90
I. N. Roberts .. : ........ 25 00 Rebecca Nuckles,.......
t.......
50
w.
H.
Nuckles
............
5 00
Total e:;pended ... $ 65 00
w. L. Booker ............ 5. 00
March 1st, 1891, balTotal received: .. $.19 40
ance du~ chureh .. $ 17 31

=

Contra Cr.
bPRING RIVER, KANSAS, By R. L. Ware.......... $ 7 00
DISf]:RICT.
Total expended... $ 7 00
J. :M. Richards, Agent.
'Dr.
March 1st, 1891, balTo balance· due church,
ance due church .. $ 12 40
March 1st, 1890........ $ 38 65
=
Conrad Sev>trien .. • .. . .. 5 00
Rowena Jord!ln.. ........ 2 00
SOUTHERN MICHIGAN
Benjamin H. Davis ...... 20 00
AND NORTHERN INEllen Oleson. .. .. .. .. .. . 6 00
DIANA DISTRICT.
J. M. Richards ........... 15 00
Wm. Lockerby, Agent.

~~ ~~;~~~-":::::::::::: ~ gg

Aletta Randall .... ; ...... 11 25
Eda Davies ..·... ·...... 6 50
IdaDavies ... ; ........ ; ••. 9 00
Susanna.J. Davies....... 1 83
Zona Kennedy........... 1 83
J.lli.Puckett:.. .......... 4 00
J. W. Gilbert•.... ..... ... 5 00
U.S. Taylor:;.... ., .• , ... 5 00
wm. France.i............ 5 40
Thomas Hayton .. ··'.... 585
James L. Har,t ... · ...... • 5 00
Evan Llewellyn.......... 2 50
Mary McCaq........ .....
25
Charles ~andall....... .. • 5 oo
Maggie Dav!s ....... ,.. ••
50
Ebenezer Ml\ler .... · .... 7 00
John and Eliza Mcc
Knight .... : ....... · ... 5 00
Richard E. Madison ••.••• 20 00

~~~~E~~~~~!"ti:::::::::

~g

Sallie E. R>tiidaU ...... , •. 1 75
Curtis RandalL .. .. .. • • 2 25
Richard Malqney........ 2 00
.Alice Davies.,............ 3 50
BirdJ>eak......... .... ... 2 50
. RJ0ichhnai'lrreirdd:Da'v",·e"s·.·.·:.·.·.· 5 oo
1 00
Peter Simpson .. • .. . ... 1 00
Ole Ole soil .......... ;.... 2 00
Hannah Oleson ......... ; 1 00
.Anna E. 'Kirk ...... , ... ,. 8 00
Wm. Unstervelt: .,... .. ·. 5 00
Sarali A. ,Lamb.'..·.. , ••••.·10 00
Dal!iel J. Bradford....... .25 .00

Dr.
Clear Lake Branch.
To Lewis M Smith
'"
·
....,
~~~ll;~ha:
~m~~ck .... ••
1
M
m
.. · · .. " ·
DarydBmTich ......... ..
avi
i· eeters....... .
~arriet ords ........... .
E~rk mith ........... .
Re~ecc~uif~:~man:::· ::
Phillip Houseman .......
Otto Storey ·

E·

10
1 25
1 36
RO

1 85

1
1
2
.......... .. 1
tm":nf~ ~riley ..... · .. ••
R:cli~l S~i~h·. :::::.:·::.:
George A. Smith . ,,·••
Edgar McElhenie ....... .
:Melissa McElhenie ..... .
Henry A. Lords .......... .
Anna H. Landis ....... ..

~tie
f~k .. " ... · •.... .
1

~tr H ousel!lan" · • •'
nnett ouseman; ......
· Marcellus Branch.
John W. Keifer ...... ~ ...
w.
Mcintefer ..... , .• ; ...
Ophelia Mclntefer..... ..
Charles .Finch ........... .
H. B. Hulse ..............:
C. E. Goodenough ....... .
Augusta Finch ........ ..
Mary E. Goodenough ... .
Grace. Goodenough ••• ,,
L:uc!Ilda M. Clare •••••• ,,

A

75
.60
55
50
00
25
10
75
40
%

75
50
55
25
25
50
50

2 00
150
75
50
1 00
2 50
25
50

25
10

Coldwater Branch.
Hiram Corless...........
Lou Scott. .. .. . • . . . . .. ..
Isaac Quinby............
Bradford Corless.... .. .. •
Samuel Stroh ...........
Alta Stroh .. .. .. .. . .. .. •
Mary Reynolds..........
Cornelius Lockerby.....
Ann Locke ............ ·...
L. Fay ...................
Elm a Fay................
Charles Shoemaker......
Jacob Thomas...........
Ann Tbomas.... .. . . . .. ..
G. M. Youngs............
Wm. Reynolds...........
Ida Corlees.. .. . • . . • .. .. .
F.leanor Fay.............
Eva Whaley.............
Phoebe Corless..........
Arthur Dexter...........
Lyda Surpry....... ... . •
Katie Thomas...........

~:~n~%~~·::::.:::::::

399

Eben Altrop.... •• • • •• •• • 4
2 50 James Toombs ....••.••. 10
2 75 Ashe! Thorn ............. 10
25 A brother. . .. .. .. .. • • .. 4
1 50 Augusta Sodeberg....... 10
5 00 Charles J. Spurlock ..... 18
5 00 A. J. Laylaud ............ 1
71 Sr. M. Larsen ............ 150
50 Peter and Mary Olesen.. 20
1 25 E. T. Dobson............ 6
4 75 John Larsen ............ 25
2 00 Nicholas Clawson....... 3
5 ·50 Hans Lorensen .......... 10
3 20 W. W. Hutchings........ 5
1 25 Bro. and Sr. John Taylor 2
1 00 Christian Sorensen...... 1
45 John Nelsen .. .. .. .. .. .. 10
50 John Brown....... . .. .. 2
1 50 Ann Evans..... .. .. . .. • • 5
15 J. H. and S.D. Condit... 5
4 12 James Wardell ........ ;. 6
05 Offering from a friend ... 40
25
Total received ...$1,287
15

00
00
00
00
00
00
10
00
00
50
00
25
00

oo

00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
55

Acting Bishop, E. L.
Kelfey .................
Sarah A. Pickering.... ..
W. H. Geary.............
w. Huckaby.............
Jeptha Scott.............
Albert Carmichael.......
H. S. Pankey.... . .. .. ...
H. L. Hemmiugway .....
Stephen Penfield........
Frank Vanfleet..........
G. W. Garner ............
N. E. Thompson........
Melissa Vanfleet........
T. S. Brown.. .. .. .. ....
Peter M. Betts...........
Ettie Earl...............
A sister ..................
R. R. Dana .......... ; ••
D. L. Harris .............
G. L. :Matthews (cash
and stock).... • • . • •.. ..
G. W. Sparks............
James Prothero ....... 7.
Rebecca Penfield........

55 00

2 75
1 00
1 00
2 50
35 00
96 50
2 00
5 00
3 00
10 00
55
1 00
1 00
2 00
6 00
71 00
30 00
50()

55 00
8 00
10 00
5 00

Coiitra Cr.
~~
Total received ... $1128 74
20 By Sr. J. H. Condit .....$ 30 00
R.
J.
Anthony.........
346 85
2 25
Contra Cr.
R. J. Anthony ..... 187 50
4,. ro Sr.
Sarah Mills ............. $300 00
00 Peter Anderson ......... 107 00 Vida E. Smith ..........310 00
1 00 John 'ray lor on buggy ...105 00 Sr. W. Gibson ............ 143 30
10 Sr. J. C. Clapp .......... 109 00 A12;ent's expenses. .... .. 3 60
1 25 J. S. Lee ................ 22 00 W. Gibson ............... 24 00
90 00 Nichoias Clawson ....... 103 oo H. C. Smith ............ 83 81
50 00 J. R. Evans .............. 25 00 Telegram in Rebbeck
Poor ................... 14 00
case .................. ;· 40
Freight and stamps on
tracts.. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . 10 SO Helen Smith ............ 100 00
2 00
'r.
w. Sm•th ............ 66 20
1 25
Total expended.$1,120 15 Albert P••ge (agent C"n25
tral
California district) 25 00
75
March 1st, 1891, ba-l--- Poor ....................
3 00
1 00
ance due church .. $167 40 Tax ou Aldrid!!e property 12 fi7
50
~'ax on F:1bun lot...... .. 7 04
50
Tax on Tulare lot and
50
NORTH WEST KANSAS
cost of sending........
95
25
DISTRrC1'.
25
Arthur Smith, Agent.
Total expended. $1128 74
25
25
Dr.
·Balance due church in
05 To Arthur Smith
....... $ 2 00
stock,March1st,1891.$ 48 77
20 L. Raymond Auld.......
3
00
2 00
Martha
Parsons
.........
1
00
FAR WEST DISTRICT.
20 Catharine Hawkins...... 8 00
1 00 Bishop
Blakeslee
........
20
00
W. Lewis, Agent.
25
00
Dr.
10 Henry Resch ............ 35
50 S. C. Andes .. " .... " .... 11 00 To balance dne church
05 Henry Gardner ........ -··-~_o_\ March 1•t, 1890 ....... $142 88
2 00
Totalreceived.: .. $ ~5 oo William Clay ............ 29 00
5Q
50
ContraCr.
~:fia~k%":~i-~~~:.~:::: l~gg
50
33 By George W. Shute .... $ 66 00 ~~~~'~r~~~~~~.'.'.'::::: 40 ~g
25 i'i:~·K~~~~:~::::::::·::: *~g W.CDuucan ........... 250
25 Henry Hart .. , ........... 2 70 W. Moultray .. ;, ......... 1 25
25
A. Moultray ........ ; .... . 1 50
25
Total expended ... $ so 30 ,J. S. COT• stance: ........ 10 00
G. W. Best.............. 5 00
Marrh 1st, 1891, balB. DicH.................. 9 78
r 50
~tnce due church .. $ 4 70 Catharine Faul .......... 20 25
1 50
Maud Mnultray ...... ;... 1 50
J. f". Myers .............. 24 00
2 00 SOUTH~~~T ~~tJ:ORNIA C.
A. Bacus............. 7 00
Mary Hmdetks .......... 42 80
·L.
Hovenga
............. 11 60
Heman
C.
Smith,
Agent.
c;ri~h~~~rcaot~~.':.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. ~~
J. Dm·is ................ 40 00
Dr.
Wesley Sparks..........
25
J. w. Dum bald ......... , 10 00
Phoebe Sinclair.... ... . 1 00 To balance due church.
Julia SnydPr........ .. .• • 1 00
Ella Goble...............
25
March 1st, 1890'....... $137 19 Mattie P. Bozarth ....... 10 00
Charley LoJJke...... .....
50 Stock on hand ........... 40 00 A. W. Head.............. 3 00
HughStroh.;............
25 Mary Betts.. .. .. .. • .. •• 5 50 A. Kinder .............. J
85
Olive lli. Ames........... 7 10 R. A. Marchant.......... 2 00
Total receiyed; .. $246 !\7 Addie Burton ............ 14 20 Charles
P. Faul. ......... 20 00
L. P. Loomis............ 5 00 T. T. Hinderks (house
Contra Cr.
M.A. Johnson .......... 2 00
and lot in StewartsBy balance due Agent,
Maria Thompson........ 1 50
Mo., valued at) .. 600 00
March 1st, 1890 .. • : ... $ 6 70 M. T, Patterson ......... 35 65 H.ville,
D. Ennis............. 5 00
Leonard Scott .......... 138 96 A. lli. Boren ............. 10 PO L'. C.
Flanders ........... 14 35
Columbus Scott......... 15 00 James Baldwin .......... 11 50 J. D: :!<'landers........... 5 00
Willard J. Smith .... ; ... 15 00 s. J. Littlefield.......... 1 00 Maggie J. Peterson..... 8 00
Receipt from Bishop.... 10. 85 S. A. Pool......... • ... 20 00 G. W. Wilcox : .. ....... 10 00
Receipt from E. A.
C. Hendrickson ......... 48 50
Summerfield ..... ,... 1 00
Blakeslee .. . .. • . • .. •. 6 OS H. C. Smith............. 1 50 Rental
on Stewartsville
Leonard Scott ........... 31 96 Charles Baley........ • • .. 4 50
property ............... 17 00
Samuel H. Eve ......... ; 12 10 J. Wedlock ... ;.......... 6 05
Total expended .. $224 55 Sr: Samuel H. Eye ...... 1 50
Sr. Burnham............ 5 00
:March 1st, 1891, ba~ Elil:abeth Davidson..... 11 00 F. G. DnngPe ............. 10 00
, ance due church .. $ 22 02 H. Gilbert ..... ; ......... 12 00 Sr. fT. Hoffman... ..... • 3 00
Profit on sale of stock.. . 3 00 A. Ehlers .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 1 00
c: w. Earl.. ......... : ... 1 20 A. Summerfield.......... 3 40
UTAH DISTRICT.
Bi8hop Blakeslee ... ; .... 230 uo Sr. M. J Head .... ~ ....... 3 50
Olive J. Ame.s ........... 1 00 A. Lewis ......... ; ...... 10 oo
R. J. Anthony, Agent.
Hugh Thornton:........ 5 50 D. J. Powell. ............. 5 00
Dr.
S .. L Jones .............. 2 00 James McKee........... 5 os
To balance due church,
A:. E. Jones, Jr .......... 3 00 Eva Moorman...........
65
March 1st, 1890 ....... $214 45 N. Paulson .............. 15 ~0 Collection at conference. 1 3~
Sr. W. J. Smith......... 9 00 J.B. Ward .............. : 2 00 Robert J ories.... . .. . .. .. 10 00
L. M. Condit ............. 13 50 A. B. Wise ....... : ...... 3 00 J. JILTerry ....· ........... 5 oo
James Green .. ;. .. .. .. .. 25 00 David Seely.. .. .. . . ... .. 2 00 M. C. Kinnaman ......... 25 oo
John Ransom ............ 27 00 H. W. Patterson ......... 22 oo W. B. Constance ......... 9 50
James l\i. Petit.... .. • • • • . 5 00 w. N. Pickering........ 11.00 Carrie Lewis. . ........ ·10· 00
John Weaver ............ 4! 25 Thomas Austin .......... 2 00 David J. Krahl. ......... 5 00
Carl Wicklund ........... 17 00 A. R. Baldwm .......... c · 1.00 W. Booth ..... ,.......... 2 00
Elizabeth.Anderson ..... 25.00 Sr. Mutschman .... : ..... 100 W. W. Head..............
10
Ola Johnson............. 5 oo Sr. M. Matthews,....... 2 00 R. D. Head ....... ,, ....
10
J.D. Wilson ........ , ..... 21 00 Sr. M. A. Ames. .. .. .. . .. 1 50 Maggie Head •. ; ••••. :. ·• . 05
Andrew Hansen.; ....... 500 00 Sr. S. A .. Hewitt.......... 4 50 W. Lewis ................ 178 40
A.·P. Larson ... ; .... ; ..... 25.00 S. E. Hilder>rand ........ 10 00 Jarile.s A • .Flanders ...... 25 00
Permelia Sterrett........ 1 00 N. J. Wixom............ 5 00 Sr. T. Hovenga.... .... ..
10
E. Barrows ..... : .......... 5 00 Efiie Ames;............... 1 00
Sarah Littlewood.... . • .. 1 00 J. G. Howland .... c . . . . . . . 5 00
Total received .. :$1449.. 91. ·
Mary Fisher ........... ; • 1 00
P. Howlf!nd ....... ;.. .5 oo

Kate Corless........ .. .. •
Ann Corless .............
Ge.orge Corless............
Charlotte Whaley........
Elsie Lockerby..........
Vine Willard.............
Dudley Locke............
A Sister... · .............
G. A. Blakeslee, Bishop.
Galien Branch.
Lydia Bl!tkeslee .........
E. A. Blakeslee..........
Bro. Renninger..........
Lydia Clark .. .. . . .. . . • ..
Martha Shook...........
Michael Ravish . • .. ... .•
Mary Ravish.............
,John Shook.............
Margaret Babcock,......
Laura Turrell.... • • • .. • • •
Joseph Shook. .. .... .••
Laura Wsshbourn.......
Matilda Robe............
Fanny Reese......... ;.
Cyrus Thureton.........
Jessie Proud.............
Horatio Richardson.... •
Cyrenus Washburn......
Willard J. Smith........
Dora Green ............. ;
Morris T. Short ....... ,..
Mary Hooper..... • • .. .. • •
Sr. S. B. Smith..........
D. H. Proper.............
Robert Alcott . .. . . .. .. • •
.Adaline Jackson .. ;......
Reuben Wheaton........
Charles Green ... : .... ;..
George A. Wright.......
Viola Blair.,.............
Hopkins Branch.
s. A. Smith .... "........
Libbie Smith............
Elizabeth Hulse, Marcellus Branch .... : ....... ;
Sarah Shoemaker, Cold-

=

w.

4

w.

www.LatterDayTruth.org

Contra Cr.
I. N. Roberts ......... $ 25 00
Blank receipts.. . .. .. .. . 1 5Q
G. C. Smith ..... : ........ 88 00
.Stationery ... •.. . : ......
50
G.· _A. Blakeslee (Stewartsville estate) ..... , .. 600 00
G. A. Blakeslee (Bishop) 40 oo
Poor... . ... .. .. . .... .... 9 50
E. L. :K'elley {money advance<i nn Stewarts·
vtlle property) ......... 15 00
M. H. Forscutt .......... 228.00
C. E. Butterworth....... 6 00
Sr. Ida E. Blackburn .... 71 06
Repair on. property.... ..
40
Thomas ReV'Pl. .......... 20 00
Hayne• & Casteel (attor· "
ney fees) .... , .. .. .. .. . 10 00
Poor .................... 5 oo
W. Wileon ........... , .... 2 25
Sr. G. W. Leach ......... 39 30
Total expen<].ed. $1161 45
March 1st, 1891, balance
due c~,urch ........... $288 46
MASSACHUSETTS DIS·
,TRICT.
Richard Bullard, Agent.
Dr.
To balance due Church,
March 1st, 1890 ............. $32 16
William Murray, t............ 2 00
George w. Robley ........... 17 UO
Nathaniel Tripp ......... ,...
25
Charles W. Young ........... 20 00
Mary R. Chase ................ 11 00
Tressa T. Sears............... 3 85
George W. Studley.......... 6 25
A friend, Plymouth.........
20
Hiram C. Doane ...~··· .. ······ 6 25
Alonzo E. N.elson............
15
Mary A. Ames.................
50
Isaiah B. Ames............... 3 00
·Frank P. Raymond......... 5 50
N athall C. Eldridge.........
25
Charles W. Phillips ........ 40 00
Susan Merritt .................
25
Louisa M. Phillips........... 2 50
Eliel F. Bearse................ 6 55
Hepzibah Snow ............... 1 00
Amanda M. Petty.... ....... 5 83
Sarah Hamer...................
25
Alice A. Shaw.................. 8 51
Samuel W. aild Lavina
Ashton......................... 11 00
Mary McKee.................... 1 00
Henry E. Hemrilerly........ 7 50
William B. Leland........... 4 15
Nehemiah R. Nickerson .. 9 80
Clara H. Hemnierly ..... ,...
50
Mads P. Hansen .............. 24 34
Lydia C. Joy ......... :.......... 12 75
Hattie N. Nickerson........ 1 45
Emma B. Leland.............
50
Henry Amold .................. 150 00
Thomas H. MOore ............ 13 00
Nellie M. Bond............... 4 00
Eliza Swartz ........ ........... 2 00
May Sutti!l ........ ,............. 5 50
A sister, Providence R. I. 6 00
Phila Nicholas................. 2 00
Johnny Suttill.................
50
George Fisher................. 3 25
George H. Gates ............. 11 00
Ferdinand Bratesnian......
25
Kate Blood...................... 6 00
VVilliam Fenner...............
60
Sarah A. Waterman.........
50
Ransom Searle................ 5 00
Celia Sertrle ....... ;............
40
Helena Bertelsen............ 3 25
Frank & Rosanna Steffe... 6 00
Wallace E. Wetmore.......
25
Elias N. Webster ............ 10 50
Richard & Elizabeth A.
Bnllard ........................ 15 50
Daniel Ra.yner................. 9 50
John H. & Clara Bradt ..., 19 00
William & Ann Whalley.. 22 00
James F. McKenna ........ 10 00
Thomas& Sarah A. Shall·
cross............................. 3 00
Arthur B. Pierce ..... ........ 2 75
John & Elizabeth March·
ington ........................... 3 00
Sarah J. Mortimer........... 4 95
Charles E. & Jane Briggs. 12 00
Sarah A. Prouty.............. 1 00
Charles H. Prouty...........
50
Roscoe Oatley.................. 6 20
Mary Rogers.................... 7 00
Edwin C. Perthel............ 5 00
Mary Johnson..................
50
Littie Pearse....................
50
Abram W. Ward .............. 4 Oil
Susan Newbury............... 15 00
Sylvia Nickerson............. 5 72
Serene W. Doane ........... 2 70
Susan P. Hindley............ 4 00
Adolph Leckney ............. 3 50
Arthur C. Crocker ........... 58 00
Aaron N. W rcttez ........... 6 011
Eliza G. Cole................... 1 00
John W. Wetmore .......... 2 00
Mary J. Mcintyre ............ 10 00
Freddie Hoxie.................
68

J. S. Roth ................ 10 00
E. L. Kelley, Bishopric... 50. 50

Ira & Caroli;,e Mont·
Preparation, Iowa.
gomery......................... 1 00 J. M, Putney...•.: .........••.. 70 00
EElishatC:ard: .. •·•·••·••••··•·••• 10 91 J. O.Ballantyne, Soldier,
1
rnes "o::ne,.,.;
......• ;.....
25
Iowa ......... ,., ...•............ 60.00

SOUTHERN NEBRASKA
DISTRICT.
J. W. Waldsn'tith, Agent.

James· Ballantyne, Sol· •
dier, Iowa, .............. ,..•.. 100 00
Mary F. Youllg ..... :.......... 1 00 Lid awTarllssell, Thioorhead,
H 1 · H ds
5 00
10
Me pmgEllan Aciety ....d 5 00 J. w. St~~i.".".".".'.":::::::::::::::· 5 00
~£nh lln an ·
o6
John Mcintyre ...............: 15 00
Mar~cg_ Ro:er::.~·.:·:::::.::·:: 16 13 J. L. Gnnsolley, Defiance,
J l'. A .Gl
· .
Iowa .,.,. ..... ,. .. ,. ............ 40 00
67 Ma:y
M':,~; c.' w~h~~~::::::::::::: 12
E. Mefford, WoodAlfred W. & Alln M 13 50
bme, Iowa .................... 7 00
B
•
·
·
E. R Lamphere............... 3 00
H owers ...................... :.. • 2 25 Hannah E. Adams...........
26
S ~yn~l ~uttlll................ 5 00 I Rebecca Lapemture......... 2 00
a. y . ear:s ........ ,......... 5 00 Bessie i\f. Donaldson.......
90
g~~I~:~ ~- ~vfi~g;:~:::::::: 5 ~g IsaacEI!isoll ..... :.. , ............ 21J oo
Charlotte R. Wilcox ........ 19
George :Me~ord .... :...... ,.... 5 00
00 Magnolia Aid Somety...... 5 00
I b 11 St
/" e e ap1es............... 10 00 Alice Askwith, Magllolia,
L~:~l~ ~~~!~~~~.',".'.".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.".": ~8
Iowa ............... , .............. 30.00
Thomas W. Bearse ......... ,
Ch:;rles De~ry.., ... ,........... 2 50
78 Alh~ A~kwith... ............... 3 40
Ralph w. Abercrombie ... 15 50
17
Rosa Ch ···
.
Luman Merchant .. , .......... 30 00.
50 J,.,s. McDonald ............... 5 00
Daniel T~sSh;;;::::::::::::::: 91 eH
John Leckney ..................
V,m. T. Fallon ...... ~......... 65 oo
78 John Benson.................... 4 00
Albert Oatley .. ,............... 34 CO
Lizzie Lewis .... ;.. :............ 1
_J. F. Mmtu~.................... 4 50
E. L. Kelley, Bishopric ... l1 60 Jam~s B. Hickman..........
25
6 66
7
Mab?l Joy ......... , .............. 7 00
Hattie G. Nwkersoll._.......
15 William Emmerson ......;.. . 5o
~~ow;e ~OY·;d .................. 15 00 Effie Kilts........................ 2 00
~lln~e avi son............. 8 00 A. G. Headbee................. 1 o6
~~nme Chase..................
10 HenryGarrier ....~ ..... , ....... 130 00
live Sears.....................
50 Frank Beeby ............... : .... 10 00
I,Ianllah Rhumert ............ 2 00 Richard Farmer ...... :....... 5 00
Esther Hopkms...............
50 Alma M. Fyrando ............ 10 00
Al~a Brown .................... 1 00 Charles Benson ............... 6.00
Smnts of Brockton...........
94 Thomas Thomas, UnionAmy A. Palmer............... 1 50
b
I
10 00
A~y A. Chase................. 3 50 w;.r~.
5 oo
Ahce Monk......................
10 Sioux City branch............ 10 00
Total received ... $1,152 81 M. P. Bergh, Sioux City... 5 00
Hannah King, Logan....... 5 00
Belle Davidson ........ ......
75
Contra Cr.
Rebecca R. Mott.............. 1 00
A.
A.
Baker.....................
5
00
By Nellie M. Bond .... ,. ... $329 14
M. H. Bond ..................... 28 00 Emma C. Donaldson,
Woodbine', Iowa .......... .
Orilla Sheehy .................. 250 00
Frank 'i\'I. Sheehy ............ 16 50 Soldier Mite Society ....... .. ~ ~~
Jobn Smith..................... 8 03 James _Haner, Reeders'
Mills ............................ .
Mary A. Smith ................. 18 24
50
W. H. Kelley .................. 25 00
Total received ... $1,219 66
JosephLuff ................... ,. 30 00
Elfzabeth Whiting ........... 40 00
Contra Cr.
CyrielE. Brown...... ........ 5 00
Addie E. Green ............... 15 00 By Sr. E. H. Derry, Mag·
Martha Parsons ............... 15 00
nolia. Iowa ... :.. ;...........$240 00
Albert Nickerson ............. 60 00 Sr. J. F. McDowell ..........190 00
Alollzo H. Parsons .......... 96 00 J. F .. McDowell ............... 30 00
Etta Foss ....... .............. :. 20 00 Sr. Mary E Mintun ......... 63 00
U. W. Greene.;................ 5 00 Sr. H. 0. Smith, Logan,
Richard Bullard .............. 20 45
Iowa ............................. 50 00
Elizabeth A. Bullard ........ 10 00 Sr. John Thomas, In de·
Matilda Bunker.............. 7 00
pendence, Mo ............... 50 00
William Vaughn ............. 35 25 Sr. Nellie Thomas, ChiWilliam H. Smith............ 3 00
cago, Ill ...................... 20 00
Mileage ticket 0. C. -R. R. 20 00 E. A. Pratt, Denver, Col.. 10 00
Registration, postal ordPoor, Persia, Iowa .............. 5 00
ers................................ 4 49 Bishop G. A. Blakeslee ... 100 00
Dorcas Tucker................. 5 00 E. L. Kelley, Bishopric .....400 00
Postage and exchange...... 4 23
Total expended ... $1,066 10
Totai expellded..$1,162 23
March 1st, 1891, balance
due Church ................. $86 71 March 1st, 1891, balallce
due church .............. $57 43

To ba.lance
Church,
M
.
arch 1st, 1890 ............. $26 .21
David Graff, t ................150 W
Sr. Anna Neilsen ............. 15 00
Thomas L. Rider ............. 46 50
~r. RB S. <)oates ............... 15 00
an ro)har.................... 5 00
E. R. Hillman................. 2 oo
Jo)l~ E. A_nderson ........... 20 00
Wilham Fwlds ................ 10 00
Bro. C. & Sr. K. Myers .... 10 00
W. M. Self ...................... 28 00
Thomils Nutt .................. ~0 00
A. W. Woods ................. · 4 oo
Electa Woods .................. 1 00
Frank Redfield................ 1 35
Robert White .. ;............... 45 00
Wilbur Savage................. 5 00
James W. Sharpe............ 1 00
Eva Hall ............. ;;.......... 1 00
J. P. Clawson ........ , ......... 10 00
Ellen Tyson ..................... r 50
Dollie Fields, ................. 2 00
Bro. H. C. Freming ......... 20 00
Sarah Hanson .. : ... :........... 1 00
Lottie Shaver.................. 1 00

~~~iG~v!':~.~~:'.".".".".".".'.'.'.'.";::
1~ A8
Ruth A. Burliilgam. e ........ 10 00

'f.f•

i

gg ·

¥~u!;Jee)i~~~;~-~~·.::::::::

Total expended, .. $100 50

d~:·

I

~g :~~~~~s!if~~~~~.::·:::.~:::: 1~ gg

p;mi::::::::::::·:::::

J. W. Waldsmith ........ ;.;.
Anna Neilsen, o ..............
James Ferguson .......... :.
Sr. E. L. Lucas ................
S. J. Weldin ....................
Emma Woolsey ......... :.....

1
15
10
2
2
5

CENTRAL CALIFORNIA
DISTRICT.
Albert Page, Agent.
Dr.
To balance due Church,
March 1st, 1890.. . ..... $5 32
Sr. Mary A. Twaddle, t ... 10 80
Bro. James Lawn ....•••. 15 00
Daniel Brown............ 5 00
Willie H. Dawsoll.. .... ..
20
Jeremiah Root ........... 10 00
Sr. Emma Burton ........ 38 25
Albert Page.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 20 (\0
Imoda Lawn. .. . . .. . .. .. . 5 00
Eddie T. Butterfield.....
25
Bishop G A. Blakeslee .. 100 00
Sr. Sarah Headrick ....... 21 00
Harvey S. Green.... .. .. . 5 00
E L. Kelley, Bishopric .. 100 00
Heman C. Smith, agent. . 25 00
Sr. Elizabeth Carmichael. 35 00
Emily Davis............. 1 60
Bro. J. B. Carmichael.... 6 00
Total received .... $402'42
Contra Cr.
By Bro. Joseph F. Burton ..................... $31
Sr. Emma Burton ........ 240
Taxes on Watsonville
church last year.. .. .. .. 4
Sr. Ja11e Holt ............ 100

75
00
25
00

Total expended ... $376 00
Ralance
due
agent,
March 1st, 1891 ......... $r3 58

5

CENTRAL KANSAS DIS·
TRICT.
Hiram Parker, Agent.
Dr. ·
To lialance due Church,
March 1st, 1890 ............. $27 .85
William Chapman. t ........ 14 00
Frank Lofty, t..... ........... 5 00
John Cairns, t ...... .. :........ 5 00
William Michael, t .. :....... 5 00
William Wilson, o .. ;........ 1 00
.Jane Wilsoll, o ........~.......
50
Sarah Munns, t .............. ; 3 50
Alice Sprague, o .....:........
50
Sr. S. E. Gurwell ... :.. ......
50
Elizabeth Chick.,.............
50
Charles Williams............ 5 00
Bro. F. Wells .......... '........ 1 00
Total received .....~
Contra Cr:
ByE. C. Brand ............... $25 oo
G. A. Blakeslee. Bishop.... 29 85

50
00
Totill expended ...... $54 85
00
00 March 1st; 1891, bi11anc-e--.due Church ..........; ....... $14 50
00
00

Total received ......$486 06
Contra Cr.
By R. J. Anthony ...........$175 50
C. H. Porter ....................l61 00
M. H. Forscutt ................. ns 31
James Caffall...... ...... ...... 1· 50
Agent's expenses includ·
ing postage................... 9 85
Total expended ....$466 16
March 1st, 1891, balance
due Church .................. $19 90
ALABAMA DISTRICT.
J. G. Vickery, Agent.
Dr.
'
To balance .due Church,
l'IIarch 1st, 1890 ............. $26 85
J. G. Vickery .................. 15 00
J. R. Harper.................... 6 50
W. A. Oqom ............ ;... ; ..: 4 00
T. W. Vickery................. 2 00
F. Vickery ....................... 10 00
W. A. Wiggins.................
50
T. E. McPherson............ • 1 00
W. S. McPherson ..:......... 5 00
J.D. Sellars.................... 2 00
G. 0. Sellars .................... 2 00
W. K. Patrick .................. 2 00
J. J. Huggins .................; r·oo
J.D. McPherson .............. 1 00
J. B. Parker..................... 1 00
J. C. Weaver .................. 1 oo
P. W. Odom.,................... 2 00
Jeff Hawkins.................. 5 00
A. J. Odom..................... 1 00
Total receipts ......... $88 85

LITTLE SIOUX DISTRICT.
David Chambers, Agent.
Dr.
To balance due church
March 1st, 1890 ........... $ ,33 22
Persia, Iowa.
Colby Dowlls ................... 12 50
David Chambers & wife ... 80 00
Jude Chapman ................ 30 00
Sr. J. M. Strauss .............. 11 55
James Atkinson ...............100 00
C. J. Dykes..................... 7 00
Frederick Hanson, interest on note.................... 9 00
Wm. A. Smith ................. 34 00
Sr. D. J. Chapman........... 2 00
Marcus H. Cook............... 7 50
Little Sioux.
Elizabeth Leach...............
33
A. E. Thompson .............. 3 05
Sr. A. C. Huffman ........... 52 70
Wm. S. Gamet................. 3 00
Sr. Ann Johnson .............. 40 75
Amy Beecham................. 6 30
A. C. Chase..................... 1 25
H. :M. Beecham............... 2 20
Sarah Thompson .............. 10 00
Sarah W. Conyers............ 6 00
Alice Cobb ...................... 20 00
Lizzie Stockwell.............. 1 00
Margaret Hoagland ......... 20 00
George W. Clark............. 5 00
Bertha Beecham.............. 2 60
Harriet Beecham............ 2 60
Agnes Chase.................... 1 00
Maud Chase....................
40
George W. Shearer ......... 12 70

March 1st, 1891, balartce.
dne Church ........... $201 80

Contra Cr.
By G. R. Scogin ............. $7 50
M. M. Turpen .................. 20 00
J. W Gillen .................... 15 00
Totill expended ...... $42 50
March 1st, 1891, balan;;;;-due Church .................. $46 35
EASTERN IOWA DISTRICT.
Warren Turner, Agent.
Dr.
To amount due Church,
Mareh 1st, 1890............. $71
Martha Jackson, t.. ... ..... 5
Martha Roush .................. 10
0. E. Greell" ................... 60
David Clowe ................... 10
Nettie C!ow ............... ...... 5
George Jackson ............... 25
Zonia Bruden.:................ 7
Ella Dailey..................... 7
John Heide ...................... 13
I. B. Larew ..................... 50
Lizzie Halls..................... 3
John Sutton.................... 5
Anna Sutton.................... 5
John B. Roush ................ 10
John Doty ....................... 10
Elmira Heide .................. 4

70
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
35
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
75

Total reeeived ...... $302 30
Contra Cr.
By Bishop Blakeslee ..... $40 00

DECATUR, IOWA, DIS.:.
TRIC1';
D. Dancer, Agent.
Dr.
To A. W. Reese .....:.... $ 5 00
Emeline Hall ....... :.....
50
Charles Shippy .. ; ..'..... 5 00
Elizabeth Shippy ....... 4 oo
Phoebe MoRea .... :.....
50
T. R. Williams .... ,; ..... 2 00
Henry Jones ..... .' : ... 100 00
Sherman Wightman .... 25 00
William Nicholas ........ 57 23
W. W. Kearney .......... 16 96
J. E. Stanley ............ 8 50
W. C. Wightman ... '..... 5 00
Wilson Ruth ...... : ..... 48 00
Thomas Loach.... . • .. . . 20 00
John Scott.... .. . . .. .. .. 25 00
Daniel Anderson ....... 100 00
Stephen Wood........... 55 00
Susie Mader ........·..... 4 50
Eliza Wight............. 5 65
R. M. Cowan ... ;: ........ 20 00
Matthew Tavlor .... :.. ... 5 00
David F. Evans.......... 1 oo
Celia Bentham ........... 25 00
Elizabeth Allen ......... 15 00
E. B. Morgan ............ 5 00
Sarah Hun.tsman.... ... 2 50
Charlotte Monroe.... .. • 6 00
Russel Plum............ 3 00
I!'. M. Weld....... .. .... 5 00
J,ucy L. Lyons ........... 31 77
James Allen ............. 27 00
Russel Archib'ald ....... 10 00
Thomas Hopkins ........ 10 00
David Crow... .. ........ 15 75
David T. Evans.......... 1 00
John Allen.............. 7 50
M. M. Allen .. , ........... 10 00
Morgan Lewis.... .. .. .. • 2 95
John A. Evans .......... 20 00
B. A. Greer.. .. .. .. • .. .. • 11 50
Joseph Boswell.... .. .. .. 5 00
A. and J. Dancer ......... 70 62
Alfred Lovell.... .. • • •• .. 10 00
R. J.Lester ............. 2 00
E. B. Stafford ............ 10 00
David Daniel............ 1 00
J. and I. R ............... 13 00
James Wilkinson ....... 6 25
G. J. Waller ............. 100 00
James Robinson ........ lo oo
Sarah Lewis ............. 2 00
Mary Taylor.... .. • • • .. • •
50
Ann Boden.............. 2 00
F,rank Izatt ............. 10 00
S. P. Carpenter.... • • .. .. 10 00
A brother.. .. .. .. • • .. .. .. 50 00
Sarah Chase.............. 5 50
Mrs. J. M. Fletcher..... 1 00
JohnNicholas ........... 46 50
Melvina Denio.
.. ..... 12 05
F. J. McNutt............ 4 10
Alice .p. Dancer ........ 10 85
Mary A. Bonnet......... 1 00
Sarah A. Chase.......... 1 50
John H. Hansen ......... 49 55
Balance from Gallop well
donation ............... q 75
M. B. Nicholson ......... · 5 00
G. A. Blakeslee, Herald
Office ........ : ........ 950 00
E. L. Kelley, Herald Office .................... 546 65
A. J. Blakesley.... • • .. •• 2 50
L.A. Hartwell ........... 8 00
Anna Stedman.......... 6 00
H. M. Aird, estate ofW.
Aird, Utah ............. 80 00
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
0. B. Thomas........... 17 50
Almira Weedmark ...... 10 00
E. Stafford............... 2 00
Two sisters .... -. • • .. .. •• 8 50
C. Y. Yarrington........ 5 00
BerthaSmith ............ 10 30
Ella Dudley ............. 250 00
Hattie Wilson........... 4 50
Church member_ ....... , 2 35
C. and M. Lester........
75
Thomas France .......... 20 00
Charles Dillen ........... 10 00
W. W. Blair ............. 25 00
Alice France •• -. .......... 10 00
Yours Truly ............. 3 65
D. F- Crane .............. 11 00
Charles Higgins.... .. ... 4 75
I. N. w. Cooper ......... 2 oo
H. C. Smith ............. 1 70
Thomas R. Allen........ 5 00
John R. Allen ........... 5 50
Amelia Topliss.... ......
50
David Dancer ............390 00
A. K. Anderson .......... 45 00
R. H. Dancer.... .. .. • • .. 50 00
Minnie A. Wickes ....... 25 00
Jessie Cave ............. 1 00
J escal Longfield ......... 20 00
G. and M. Angell • • • . • • . 27 00
Andrew Himes .......... 40 00
Alma Hanson........... 8 00
Vina McHarness..... ... 1 00
Fred M. Smith.......... 5 16
M. B. Erving .. , ........ 10 00
J. A. Gnnsolley .......... 20 00
W. A. France ............ 50 00
James S. Whitehead..... 5 00
W. H. Deam ........... ;. 10 00
Richard Ellis .. .. .. • . .. • 31 32
Asa S. Cochran ......... 25 00
Anna C. Anderson....... 2 00
Sarah A. Carr .. .. .. • .. .. 1 00
w. C. Lanyon........... 2 00
Total received .._$3,877 51
Contra Cr. - - By balance due agent .. $ 3 38
T. Wellington, for family .................... 191 63
Alex. Smith, forfamily ... 600 00
D. Campbell, for family.300 00
A ..J. Moore, for family .. 206 65
M; M. Turpen, for family.275 00
J. R. Lambert, forfamily.300 00
R. M. Elvin, for family .. 400 00
J. W. Gillen, for family .• 399 96
I. N. Roberts, forfamily.230 00
0. B. Thomas, for family.175 00
I. P. Baggerly, forfamily.166 6D
E. C. Briggs, for family .. 50 00
c. H. Jones, forfamily .. 128 oo
H. A. Stebbins, church
secretary and recorder. 250.00
Agnes Gallop ............ 66 55
S. Madden ............... 5 00
J .. Shippy', for family.... 8 55
E. V. Oliver ............. 16 00
Lambert ;and Campbell,
expenses at WatkinsLambert debate ....... 18 45
Expenses of remittance
from Ll).cas branch ....
30
Tot~! received .. $3,791 07

March 1st, 1891, balance
due church ........... $ 96 44
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
DISTRICT.
C. W. Hawkins, Agent.
Dr.
To balanne due church
March 1st, 1890 ....... $1l6 59
B. W. and A. M. Dempster .............. ,;.,.. 2 15
Thomas Daley;... • • • . . . • 10 00
Thomas Daley (refunded) 11 00
J. A. Anthony, t ......... 22 45
_Sr. Jane Knight, t ....... 24 35
Lulie E. Morrison, o..... 5 00
Sr. M. Gr¢enwood ....... 25 00
Sr. Mary C .. Saxe. ... .... 6 00
' Bro. G. w;. Clarke ....... 30 00
Sr. S. A. Lopkabell ....... 10 00
Bro. Geo. :Servos. :.. .. .. 13 70
E. T. Dawson and wife., 10 25
Sr. Sylviai Higgins........ · 2 oo
Sr. J. M. Parks ....... : .. 10 00
Belle Rns~ell ... : ... : .... 2 25
Lillie Curry .......... ·... 2 00
G. A. Blakeslee (Bishop )100 00
Roy H: Douglass ........ 94 45
Charles Parkin............ 5 00
Sadie Frakes............ 8 85
Laura Fr~kes .. . .. .. .. .. 6 00
Bro. S. B. Robinson ..... 20 oo.
C. W. Hawkins and :wife 10 36
A. S. Mllgate ............ 12 00
Huldah Blackleach .......2 00
Sarah Calderwood,; .. ;,. 5 00
C. W. Blair.............. 4 .20
Rhoda Cooper ........... 40 oo
M. J. Pomeroy ............. 1 00
John Baker.............. ,10 oo
Thpma·s J: Lawn ......... 10 oo
Mary E. Beebe ........... 4 30
Bro. J. Russell ....... ;,., 1 00
Q. Ski!lU:~rw•••.;.~, •.~o oo

w:.

Sr. T. J. Andrews ....... 40 00 Mary Chappelow, Sen....
NoraGibbs ............ 800 EmmaChappelow .......
W. A. Douglas and wife.101 50 Susannah M. Carmichael
Emma J. Carmichael....
Total received .... $826 40 Jane Jolly ...............
Willie Cameron.........
Contra Cr.
Harvin Kelley...........
Poor.................... $20 00 Charles Sappenfield .....
Poor ...................... 14 oo C. A. Gruver.............
Poor...................... 52 00 W. F. York..............
Poor ...................... 78 50 PhillipS. Jolly ..........
Poor ............. ; ........ 52 00 Parthena Haskell........
Poor ...................... 52 oo. Allie M. Scott...........
Poor ...................... 52 00 Samuel M: Scott.........
Poor ....................... 8 00 Sarah A. Goss.... .... .. •
Sr. Thomas Daley, mis
Pearl E. Hollowell......
sionary ...., ............ 210 00 James G. Scott, t ........
Mr. W. Potter ........... 10 00 Altheda E. Scott........
Thomas Daley ......... 51 00 Thomas F. Wheeler.....
Sr. A. Haws ............. 185 00 Lou SchameL..... .. • ..
Joseph Burton .......... 12 50 Emma G. Scott ... ,.....
C.W.Hawkins,expenses 5 96 Jo)l~ Goss.... .... .... ...
William H. Burton......
Total expended ...$802 96 Mary E York ...........
Louisa F. Scott..........
March 1st, 1891, balance
Alma D. Brown..........
due church.; ......... $ 23 44 Bessie M. Carmichael ...

Total rec'lJved .. $1,069 45
Contra Cr.
By poor ..... : ............ 9
G. A. Blakeslee, .Bishop. 54
Sr. Charles Bntterworth.215
Sr. J. C. Crabb .......... 200
Sr. Hyrum 0. Smith ..... 345
Hyrum 0. Smith........ 5
Sr. D. M. Rudd .......... 138
James T. Turner........

Hans Hansen.................. 20
Angeline Beebe ............... 11
Chauncey Loomis............ 5
Michael ilL Christensen ... 10
Charles F. Pratt.............. 1
Minnie Hardy ................. 1
Carrie Kay...................... 5
Joseph Lane .................... 10
Mary Pittington ............... 15
Sarah C. Caffan ............... 41
Charles Bradfield ............ 25
John P. Carlisle ............... 100

7 00 Sr. Belle Harding ........ 2 00
100 I.A.Roberts ............ 5700
3 50 Joseph Luff ............. 96 50
6 50 Sr. E. W. Snmpson..... , 7 00
2 50 W. H. Mannering ........ 10 00
50 J. H. Wells .............. 325 00
50 Sr. S. P. Mannering ..... 1 00
1 00 Andrew J. Oglevie ...... 2 00
20 John Johnsori ........... 10 00
5 00 Mary E. Cummings ..... 4 50
4 50 Harry Hattey ............ 19 65
25 B. and N. G. Farr ....... 6112
10 R. J. Crawford.......... 9 00
15 John C. Wasmund ...... 27 45
1 00 IS. and E. Platt .......... 20 00
75 l\Iary A. Mooney ......... 5 00
25 00 Marg~ret Hull ........... 10 00
60, August A. Johnson ...... 7.00
25 George Hawkins ........... 3 00
10 Hugh Sands ............ , 2 50
70 James Anderson ........ 5 00
251 Cha!lptte C_Jevelaud ..... 1 00
2 50' Nen Conklm............ 1 00
5 00! Sr. George Hawkins ..... 1 00
10 Sisters' Sewing Society,
10
Armstrong branch ..... 10 OQ
2 50 H.
Gerber, Sen ....... 5 25

Peter H. Wind ................. 20 00
Joshua Carlisle ............... 40 00
Charles ilL Lapworth ...... 10 00
D. K. Dodson .................. 50 00
Charles Christensen ......... 10 00
Alex. Clarence Riley ....... 30 00
Betsey Kay ..................... 10 00
Annie G. Williams.......... 2 50
Agnes Hansen................. 5 00
Eliza Hough.................... 1 00
J!'ranklin G. Bradfield...... 5 00
Calvin Beebe ............... ,,, 60 00
M. F. Etswich.................. 5 00
Sr. M. Etswich................. 4 50
T. E. Needham ............... 1 00
Samuel Harding.............. 5 00
Arthur E. Dempsey ......... 20 00
Ephemia Adams .............. 15 00
Martha Currie................. 6 00
Geo. N. & Emily C. Needham .............................. 20 00
i\fary Ann Lewis .............. 26 00
Catharine Robinson......... 2 00
Isaiah Carlisle, jr ............ 22 60
Harris M. Lisles...... ......... 5 00
Thomas Altrop. ...... ........ 5 00
Frederick B. Potter......... 5 00
Alexander Lisles ......... .... 1 00
Jonathan D. Haywood .... 40 00
Carrie M. Atkins..............
65

I

I

w.

receiv~d .... $455 71.1 ~~:~~ t£iff~~se~: ::::::::

=

Total received ...... $971 32
Contra Cr. - - By Poor ........................ $ 65 00
Bishop Blakeslee ........... :200 00
Eliza Caffall ....................200 00
E. L. Kelley, Bishopric .... 350 00
H. N. Hansen .................. 120 00
Hyrum 0. Smith .............. 20 00
Total expended ..... $955 00
March 1st, 1891, balance
due church ............~ ..... $ 16 32
CENTRAL TEXAS
DisTIUC'l'.
W m. Sl).errill, Agent.
Dr.
To balance due church
March 1st, 1890 ............ $ 92 35
J. W. Byron, t ... : ........... 54 75
Sr. Bettie Holcombe......... 5 00
James Veal.....................
25
Sr. Sallie Hay.,................ 3 75
Bro. C. A. Schuster., ....... 30 65
Sr. M. V. Schuster........... 2 15
Sr. M. Ginger.................. 2 10
Bro. T. L. Veal............... 1 00

0

....... ,.

Total received ..... $262 00
_ __

IBy J. W. Gillen
Contra Cr. - - .............. $ 25 00

Total expended .. $112 20

45 March 1st, 1891, balance
due church.; ......... $ 28 31
25
00
00
INDEPENDENCE,
00
(Mo.), DISTRICT.
00
Alfred
White, Agent.
50
75
Dr.
Total expended ...$967 95 To balance due church
March 1st, 1890 ....... $343 78
George Hep,worth ..... , • 11 00
March 1st, 1891, balance
due church ........... $101 50 James Stratton ..... : .... 27' 85
Bro. and Sr. Millote ...... 12 00
James8mith ....... : .... 100
SOUTHERN INDIANA
William Williams....... 9 co
DISTRICT.
Rebecca Mitchell ........ 10 75
Sr. G, Hicklin, Sen......
75
James Af. Scott, Agent.
Henry Gerb~r. Jr........ 3 60
Dr.
Edgar Harrington.... .. . 1 00
To anionnt due church
Sr. M. Gffford.. ... .. .. .. . 2 00
March 1st, 1890 ....... $ 3 26 H. R. Mills.: ......... ,0.232 00
G . a. Blakeslee, Biehop .148 00 M. S._Fr1ck: .. _....... : ... ~~ 20
E. L.Kelley, Bishopric .. 180 00 William Lentle .......... 30 00
Barbara Scott........... 1,00 Mrs. E., Robertson ... : ... 75 00
Louis~ A. Scott .... ; ... ,;
25 Joseph Chester ....... , .. 11 50
Iridian Gibson ............. 1 00 James Hendrickson.... • 17 00
Na11cy A. Wheeler.: ..... 1 00 Aima Flower ............ 35 00
Sarah Evans......... ...
10 E. Etzenhouser ......... 15 00
Clara 0. Scott...........
25 A. McCallum.. . . . . • • . . • • 28 60.
Nancy Goss., ......... ,,
25 Sr.·J. A. Robinson.: ...... 25 00
John A. Burton .... ···•· 1 75 Sr. M. E. Bushnell...... 7 50
John H: Fewell.......... 3 00 Sr. A. Clark ............. 18 50
Jacob Ford ... :......... 3 oo Samuel. Fry ............. 10 00
Mar.)' A. Ford: ...... ,;.. 4 50 EmmaE. Smith ...... :;. 7 00
:JllH~.~.Flsl):~~....... ~~ ...... ,. 36 so Ther,esa Tho~
1l 00

00
00
00
00
25
00
00
00
00
85
00
00

Laura JJ,rederickson ......... JO 00

; ~g
i Amanda J. Huddleston.. 1 75
Contra Cr.
:Hannah Richmond...... 4 10
By James G. Scott ..... $100 00 1'-Mary A. New. ton ........ 1 00
v.
D. Baggerly........... 120 81 Mary E Toft............ 2 00
Poor..................... 2 00 Jor.eph Schmutz ........ 30 75
M. R. Scott ........... 70 12 William Adams ......... 20 00
L. F. Daniel ............. 120 89 Ann Hawkins........... 6 00
Registering letters......
89 Arthur Allen ............ 30 00
Postage.................. 1 58 L.A. Lyon.............. 5 00
Envelopes...............
25 H. E. Goff ............... 10 00
Cashing draft............
20 .Tames A. Mannering .... 30 00
James M. Scott, agent...
13 Henry Scarcliff .......... 24 00
- - - - Belle Robinson .......... 10 00
Total exp<J'Ilded ... $429 74 Bro. and Sr. Berg........ 2 00
Robert Parker. .. ....... 20 00
March 1st, 1891, balance
John J. Harvey .......... 5 00
due church ........... $ 25 97 Bro. and Sr. W. Edwards. 7 50
L. B. Winslow.. . . .. .. ..
15
W. A Bushnell ....... ;;, 5 00
STRING PRAlRTE AND
F. ,J. Gerber ............. 25 00
NAUVOO DISJ. G. Torralice ........... 50 00
'l"RIOT.
Etzenhouser & Crick... . 35 00
Roderick May .......... : 100 00
John H. Lambert, Agent.
Orville James... . .. .. .. • 4 00
Dr.
George Harrington...... 4 00
To balance due church
E. L. Kelley, Bishop .... 50 00
March 1st, 1890 ......... $30 81 Sr. Edgar Harrington... 1 00
E. A. Newberry, t....... 1 00
S. P. Carrel............... 10 00
Total received .. $2,160 50
'rho mas Simpson .. .. ..
85
Nicholas Campbell......
20
Contra Cr.
Susan Warnock......... 5 90 By poor ................ $172 50
Maggie Wright........... 5 00 Sr. I. N. Wl).ite .......... 420 00
Margaret Herst. ......... 12 00 Sr. H. H. Robinson ...... 180 00
Henry Kestner ........... 10 00
E. Curtis .............. 300 00
Mary Winter., ........... 8 00 Sr.
Joseph Luff .......... 410 oo
Sarah Shrider........... 1 0'> Sr.
Sr. R. Etzenhouser ...... 202 00
Sr. Babcoclt............. 1 25 Bro:
R. ;Jl:tzenhouser. ... 5 00
Sr. M. P. Matthews...... 1 oo
H. Robinson: ........ 10 00
G. P. Lambert ........... 38 00 H.
Sr.
M.
T. Taylor......... 5 00
Fred Johnson ........... 15 OU P<;>or .....................
00
Thomas Simpson.........
50 Joseph Luff: .......... :. 28
30 00
Total received .... $140 51 F. G. Pitt ............... 80 00
Account book ......·.....
SO
Poor ..................... 1 50
Contra Cr.
........ : · · · · · · • .. " 3 ~Q
By James McKiernan. $ 38 00 Poor
Henry Washmgton... ... 2 ~o
J. H. Lam bert, traveling
Poor. : .. .. :.. .. .. .. • .. • .. 3 00
expenses • .. .. .. .. .. .. . 13 20 A. White ................ 20 00.
A. H. Smith............. 5 00
Total expended.$1,873 _o5
B. F. Durfee, for J. C.
._ _ _
Orabh, ex.............. 1 00
A. A. Hall............... 5 00 March 1st, 1891, balance
E. L. Kelley, Bishopric .. 40. 00
due church ........... $287 45
Total

GALLAND'S GROVE DISTRICT,
John Pett, Agent.
Dr.
To balance. due church
March 1st,' 1890 ....... $ 26 00
H. and N. A. Holcomb, t. 52 00
D. and E. Hall..: ......325 30
Thomas Bell ............ 30 00
Thomas Chapman ....... 10 00
G. A. Blakeslee, Bishop. 50 00
A. H. and M. Rndd ...... 10 00
Worden W. Whiting ..... 20 00
Be nan Salisbury ......... 20 00
Alva Hall................ 4 75
Mary Hawley ............ 15 00
Leonard Butterworth .... 15 00
Sarah Hawley ............ 11 00
R. and B. Wight......... 1 00
D. M. and N. Rudd ...... 33 50
Meliesa D. Jordan....... 3 00
Serelda Rndd.... .. .. .. ..
70
Victor Gnnsol!ey ...... , 8 00
Mary Ann Jenkins ...... 3 00
R. P. and I. Peterson.... 50 00
Martin Shafer ............ 10 00
fifary Chatburn.......... 5 00
Fanny Lumley ...... , .. .. 5 00
Mary Jordan............. 1 85
Sibyl McCord ............ 10 00
J. B. and M. E. Hunt .... 30 00
Sarah A. Myers.... .. ... 5 oo
Milton Lynch ............ 10 00
Elizabeth Lynch........ 5 00
HenryDaniels ......... 1 00
James JlC. Turner........ 2 00
Isabelle.Butterworth.... 5 00
G. and R. Gunsolley .. ; .. 10 85
William M. Kendall. .... 40 00
Dell Hawley............. 1 00
W. and R. Bullard ..••••. 25 00
Alma Newberry .. ; ...... 45 00
, GideonHawley .......... 10 .00
W. and S. Pett ........... 75 00
Sr. Ertmnnds ...... : ..... 4 50
May Butterworth .. • .. .. 4 50
Margaret Hunt .......... 15 00
Mary Sweet.............. 1 00
Alva Ha!J.... .... .... .... 1 50
John Pett ................ 10 00
Fannie L. Pett .......... 23 00
Oliver J; Pett ..... : ..... 25 oo

40I

MONTANA DISTRICT.
J. E. Reese, .A.gen,t.
Dr.
Tp M. J. Eukes, t ...... $ 40 00
Mary H. Raymond, t ... 10 oo
Wm. Christofferson, t ... 10 00
Dan R. Harris, t'..••.... 15 oo

Poor ....... ;: ................., ..... 2_0 0,~
Amos J. J\'.oore ................ 54. So
E. W. Nunley .................. 100 00
Total expended ... ~
March 1st, 1891, ·balance
due church .................. $ 62 15

TENNESSEE AND KENTUCKY DISTRICT.
Peter B. Seaton, Agent•.
Dr.
To balance due churCh,
To.tal received .... $ 75 00 I March 1st, 1890 ............ $ 10 02

i

Contra Ur. =
~: ~.' i[~j,~:f:.·i·::;;::::::::;: ~g
By E. L. Kelley, BishopElizabeth Cooper.............. 10 25
ric .................. :. $ 75 00 . P. B. Seaton .................... 19 00
1
Total eppended ... $ 75 0o 1 J\~~~-~.:~~;·::::.:·::::::.:
~~
---:---- W. J. Seaton.................... 1 00
50
POTTAWATTAMIE DIS·
Tishe_y_ArnQ....................
TlUCT,
Robbm Dunlap ... ,............
25

J:

~; il:, ~i,~';;:b~·~·:::::::::::::::: g·~~
~: ~- ~~u~h~~ii.'.'.'.':::.:::::::: 1 8g

Andrew Hall,. Agent.
Dr,
To balance due Church,
March 1st, 1890 .......... , .. ~27
Emma Beebe .... :............. 120
Christiana Whitmore ....... 12
Elizabeth A. Shaw........... 6
Hemming Hansen ......... ;.. 20
Hannah Jones .... ;, .... ; ... :.•. 5
Mary Ward .............. ;......
Christine Ryan ..... :. ,...... 7
G. H. Ne<:ldham............... 1
Hans N. Hansen .............. 65
L. Peter Jensen ............... · 6
Emma C. Dodson ... :,... ... 3
J\'II).ry Beecroft ................ 15

53

00
00
00
00
00
50
75
20
00
00
00
0\1

·

C. Williams.....................
50
G. A. Blakeslee, Bishop ... l30 00
Totalreceive!l ...... $191 77
Contra Or. --:-ByJohnThomas ..._...... , .. $1275
P. B. Seaton .. :....., ............. 74 50
W. H. Griffiths ..... ; .•. :....... 74 50
Total expended .....$161 75
i\farch 1st, 1891, balanc_e_ _
due church ...... ·..... , ...... $ .30 02
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KEWANEE, ILLINOIS
DISTRICT.
John Chisnall, Agent.
Enc:ling March•. 1st, 189i,
aggregate amounts only
given. coVering one
year's dates.
·
Dr.
To balance due church
March 1st,.1890............ $ 23 26
F. G. Dungee, t ............ , •. 10 00
Bishop Blakeslee............. 216 70
Willie Norris, t............... 7 63
Johnny Norris, t .............. 4 25
John B. Atkinson,.t ......... 13 Ou
Maria Grice, t .................. 24 00
LewisJones ..................... 1 00
Bro. Emanuel, t ............ ;.. 1 OQ
Alma Whitehouse,
8 50
Polly Atkinson,
24 00
John Ohisnall, t ........ : ..... 25_ 00
M. C. Despaines, t........... 2 00
Mary Adams, t ..... ,,........... 2 00
S.N:Adams, t .......... ;......201 00
HentyNorris,.t................ 2 00
Alice Norr;s, t........... ..... 1 00
Martha Martin, t ......... ; .... 20 00
br. Geo. Benson, t........... 8 00
Sarah Suniption, t .... :....... 6 00
Millersburg ldite Society., 1 00
Esther A. Hassh, t........... 2 50
Hannah Terry, t....... ....... 1 00
Mary Higginson, t ........... , 3 00
John Williams, t ..............100 00
BenjaminSumption,Jr.,t. 2 50
Mary E. Sumptiou, t........ 2 50
E. E. Wheeler, t .............. 10 00
Eliza.Vern on, o ............... 5 00
Emnia Higginson, t ......... 1 00
Amanda .L· Benjamin...... 5 00
R. J. Benjamin,
5 00
Julia Benjamin, t ... .. .... ... 1 00
Mary A. Atkinson,
8 00
Wm. H. Sumption, t.; ....... 15 00
James Lord, t.... ........ ...... 8 00
Lizzie Sumption, t. ........... 1 00

t.........
t.............

t............

t........

Miscellaneous; ........:........

65 M. M. Turpen ............ ;..... 10 00
Duncan Campbell~ ........... .34 .25
Total e;H>ended ....$ 40 65 Thomas Wellington ......... 11 60
Expenses for year.............
65
March 1st, 1891, balance
;Due Agent last report, ..:.;.
46
due church ........... $ 30 00 John T. Williams .............. 22 38
Additional.
David Crow, t ................ $ 10
WESTERN MAINE
DISTRICT.
Wm. G. Pert, Agent.
Dr.
To balance' due. Church,
l\farch 1st, 1890 ............ $111
Vinal Ouningham:........... 3
Ernaline Cunningham...... 2
Eugene E. Holnian.......... 100
Clarence Knowlton.......... 35
Julia A. Thomas............... 2
Mercy E. Perkins ............ 13
MarthaA;Morrey ............ 5
Mary A. Wood ................. 21
Edward Brown .. :............. 5
Eudora I; Brown ............:. 5
'Geo. M. Carter ..........:......
Geo. N. Carter................. 5
Alia 0. Candage............... 1
Thomas H. Eaton ............. 50
Charity Eaton ........: ......... 50
Jonathan E. Eaton ...;...... 7
Hattie A. Eaton ....... : ....... ,,!f
Demaris T. Gray.............. 13
Stillman Hendrick........... 5
Mary A. Harvey ............. , 1
Edwin H. Pert .. : .............. 10
JoelPowers ...............:..... 2
AhniraM. Snow...............
Sarah M. Sullivan............ 25
DavidS. Seave;v'l'•· ...... , .... 43

oo

52
00
00
00
00
50
26
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00

50
50
05
68
50

00

WESTERN TEXAS
DISTRICT.
0. D. Johnson, Agent.
Dr.
To balance due Church,
March 1st, 1890 ............$ 5
Sr. M. C. Davenport, t.....
Bro. W. H. Davenport ..... 18
Sr. Sophie Ferguson........ 1
Etta Wight......................
0. D. J ohnsoc ................ 40
Lucinda Gifforu............... 2
N. A. Gifford................... 5
Ruth Gifford.................... 2
Helena Bell. .................... 10
G. A. Blakeslee, Bishop ... 20
Emma Sutherland............ 1
T. J. Sheppard................ 5
J. A. Currie, Sen .............. 20
L. L. Wight ...... :..........:... 5
Sophie Wight.................. 1
Amazinda Sheppard.. ...... 2

=

OHATHAM DISTRICT.
Richard Coburn, Agent.
Dr.
To balance .due·· church
March 1st, 1890............ $ 9
John Taylor............... ; ..... 10
Asa Vickery, t ...'.............. 3
Leah Hanson...................
Orren B. Arnold .... ;. ........ 1
Alexander Ellis...............
Delilah Overstreet ........;..
Mary Edgar ............ ,........
Maria Hanson.................. .
George Green .................. 19
Frank A. Green...............
Mary M. Green................. 1
Mary Arnold........... ........
Henry Atkinson, o ...... ,.... 3
Maggie Atkinson ....... ; .... ;. 1
Martha E. McCloud.........
E. K. Evans, (Agent London District) .................230
Milborough M. Brooks, t...
Mary McCloud, o.............
James Reynolds ..............
James E~agleson...............
Lucy Overstreet................ 1
Edward Carlton.; ... ,......... 4

00
50 ~~~!t~!M:?l~~~~~-~:::·:.':'.'.'.'.'' ~
00 Mary Miller..................... 2
00 Norman L!,BJakely ......'... 20
Mary Leverton .............. ;.. 5
Total received ...... $525 52 William Lively................ 1
Thomas Vince ................. ,
Contra Cr.

By F. M. Sheehy ............ $ 52 00
Total received ...... $75< 11 U. W. Greene .................. ·SO 00
Sr. U. W. Greene .............. 80 00
Poor.................. :............. 38 00
Contra Cr.
W. H. Kelley................... 25 00
By Sr. l\f. T.-Short ......... $300 00 A. H. Parsons .................. 15 00
Sr. E. E. Wheeler........ : ... 233 00 W. G. Pert ..................... 18 55
E. L. Kelley, Bishopric ... 100 00 J. W. Dimock, agent........ 25 00
E. E. Wheeler .................. 15 Oil J;S. Walker, agent.; ....... 50 00
W. S. Pender .................. 9 00 Joseph Luff ..................... 15 00
J. W. ·Peterson................ 6 00 G. W. Eaton .......... ,........ 2 50
A. H. Smith..................... 5 oo ·Pocketbook .................. ...
30
Stationery........................
26
Totai expended ... $!iu8 w Hegistering & Postage...... 1 75
Mlirch 1st, 1891, balance
due Church ........... $ 86 11

Total expended .....$170 34

Total expended .....$403 36

00
20
75
25
35
55
10
85
25
20
57
25
25
75
25

~~{;~rfn~;r~¥~;:;ii~s'~~:::

45
50
00
20
05
0
Total received ...... $ 5 32 ~~~g ~r:;~~t'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'
85
Contra Cr.
Charles Brown.................
20
15 By W. S. Pender ............ $ 1 00 Letitia A. Jenkins............
CatharineEarly...............
00
00
Total e~erided .... .$ 1 00 Daniel Fletcher ............. :.
Betsey Robbin.................
00
oo March 1st, 1891, balance
Anthony Shorrow ............
Q!
due church .................. $ 4 32 Mary Everett ........ ..........
00
Frank Babcock................
50
Dorcas Hampshire ..... ; ....
NORTH-EAST MISSOURI
Israel Bashaw..................
PO
DISTRICT.
" · Jnli, Bongard..................
Total received ......$139 90
Henry Tomlinson............
J. T. Richards, Agep.t.
Aquilla Bennett ..............
Dr.
,
Contra Cr.
Geo. Hampshire...............
balance due church
Lydia Miller....................
By J. A. Currie, Jr ........$ 40 00 ToMarch
1st,
1890
....
,
......
$
5
64
Jane
Hampshire..............
Sr. Janet Currie ............. 50 00 Maria Surridge, o............
50 Jane Miller.....................
Louis:>
E.
Mussell
(on
Mary
Carlton
..................
Total expended ... $ 90 00
house &lot) .................. 65 00 Elizabeth L. Hodgkin......
Isaac Wallenbugh, t ........ 20 00 Walter J. Badder............
March 1st, 1891, balance
Charles O!nrk.. ................
due Church ................. $ 49 90 Handy Flaman, (rent on
house).......................... 2 00 Prudence Everett ...........
Swan Dixon, ! .................. 10 00 Mark Shaw......................
COLORADO DISTRICT.
John Lilly ....................... 5 00 Samuel G. St. John .........
Geo. Booth...................... 3 10 Robt. Burr ...................... ,
James Kemp, Agent.
Thomas D. Williams ..... ;.. 20 00) El!z~beth Tyrrell,............
Dr.
John T. Williams............ 3 01 1 Wilham Degraw..............
John T. Richards............. 1 00 James W i!Jiamson ..... ....
To balance due church,
March 1st, 1890 .......• $ - - Francis A. Evans, o......... 1 25 N. F. Liddy....................
George E. McOonley, t .... 13 50 Fred Mussell....................
25 Samuel W. Tomlinson.....
Robt. Cleveland, t .......... 10 00 Martha Griffiths...............
15 Bobt. Brown ....................
Otto Westland, t .............. 10 00 Mary Evans.....................
10 Esther Ann Kelley ...........
E. F. Shupe, t.................. 5 00 Martha Shoemaker...........
25 Sophia Haehn..................
Mary A. Warren, t ........... 3 00 Joh':' B.BThomas..............
25 Hiram "''cDonald ............
Mary A. Jemison, t....... ... 2 00 Bev>e~ ranch................. 3 05 Geo. Schafer....................
Joseph Graham, t ........... 10 00 Eph!a>m Rawlin, t ........... 10 00 James Haxton.................
Maggie Kennedy, t .......... 11 15 Lomsa E. Evans, (interest
Margaret Robb.................
Elizabeth Elliot............... 1 00
on contract) .................. 12 80 David W. Johnston.........
John W. Kent, t .............. 5 00
Total received .. ·... $170 3; Sarah J. Carpenter..........
John Carnegie................
Total received .... $ 70 65
Contra Or.
Christopher S. Tomlinson

75
1 00
. 25
1 50
50
4
4 50
2 00
05
02
1 00
10 75
3 00
75

i3
46

38

3
11
4
7

Total received,. ... $848 85

Contra Cr.
By cost of money orders
for the year ............. ;....
25
Martha Lake ................... 80 00
Carrie Lake..................... 5 00
Jenette MC1ntosh ............ 165 00
Janet Shields ..................l55 ,to
Samuel Brown ................. 28 .75
Emily Brown .............. , ..... 130 00
J"Ohn H. Lake .................. 12 oo
Arthur Leverton .. ~ ........ ;.. 2 60
00 E. K. Evans..................... 5 00
50 Eliza Cower, per S. Brown 5 00
50 Agent's expenses ............ 12 16
25
20
Total expended.... $600 76
40
05 March 1st, 1891, balance
~g due Church ................$248 09
00
00 FORSTER DISTRICT, NEW
00
SOUTH WALES.
25
John Wright, Agent.
50
Dr.

~:~~~';;s~~~-~.::::::::::::::::: 50 sg

Agnes Shaw....................
Mary Elwood...................
Aliee Ray ...... :.................
M_ ary VI.rright....................
Alonzo Fowler.................
Joannah Fowler ..............
Ann l\1. Halsted ..............
James w: Eagleson.........
Harry Eagleson...............
JacobS. Arnold................
Geo. F. Green .................:
Kezia Green .. :.................
,Mary E. Miller.................

March 1st, 1891, balance
Martha A. Tomlinson......
""
h
$122 16 Mary A. Patterson...........
d ue uunrc
...... ............
Mary Hampshire...............
Lavina Carlton................
Albert Carlton.................
WESTERN WISCONSIN
Margaret Carlton.............
DISTRICT.
Margaret Lyons...............
Carl W. Lange, Agent.
Sarah A. Atkinson...........
Walter Oarless ................
Dr.
Annie J. McKeown.........
To. balance due Church,
Ann
Porter......................
March 1st, 1890 ............. $ 5 07
Sr. Jane Beebe............ ...
25 Henry Leatherdale..........
Jane Leatherdale ...........

Contra Or.
By G. A. Blakeslee, BishBy Sr. H. P. Smith ......... $ 40 00 j op ............................... $ 90 OC

97

Samuel H. Bacon ............ 1 00
Robert Buck.................... 1 00'
Manuel Eato11-.;................
50
Marth:> Carlton................
02
Mary Brown ...........:........ 1 00
ArthurMcFadden ... , ........ 5 00
Geo. Brown ...... ; .............. 280 ·00
Joseph Bourne.................
50
Enos Gilbert.........: •• ,....... 1 00
Esther Degraw.................
25
Elizabeth Arnett .. ;... ;.,.....
25
AlfredThomas .• :,:: •• :........
so
Emma Carnegie .. :.',.\:.......
50
Dorcas Hampshire........... 1 00
Thomas Robo .. :......,;.. ,..... 2 ()0
Charles Brown ........... ;..... 1 00
James Brown.................. 5 00
l3etsey Smart.................. 1 00

85 ·
05
15
20
50
50
00
25
00
81
13

To balance due Church,
Jan. 1st, 1890..............$253 06
Forster Branch.
·
Lauritz Anderson, t .. ;..... 12 165
John Flood, t ................. 2 433
Charles Avery, t ............ 12 165
Andrew-DeLore,
4 866
Bro. Bird, o .................... 4 866
A. Seaberg, t .................. 14 598
A. Colvin....................... 4 866
C. S. McLaren................ 14 598
A. Mills.......................... 4 866
John Wright .................. 97 32
W. G. Carter .................. 12 165
Hamilton Branch.
Henry Broadway, t ......... 10 582
Barbara Broadway, o...... 1 82
J ohh Dickinson.............. 1 216
Ann Webster:................. 2 676
Thomas Dixon............... 7 058
Johanna Dixon.............. 5 473
C. A. -Davis.................... 1 82
Catharine Davis............. 1 946

t..........

.Total receipts ...... $470 56

Expenditures.
By Elder C. A: Butter·
worth ........................'$ 53 526
~
3 00 Poor ........ ;..................... 24 33
Tracts for mission........... 1 58
30 Elder J. W. Wight........ 77 856
20 Sr. J. W; Wight............. 29 196
70
75
Total expended ... $186 48
1 00
10 December 1890, balance
4 00
due church................ $284 08
5 00
2 45
10
VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA,
DISTRICT.
10
25
David Mcintosh, Agent.
2 00
Dr.
2 00
25 Jan. 6th, 1890, balance due
30
church ........................ $ 29 48
04 G. Cuthbert..................... 2 46
1 00 L. A. Head...................... 3 84
85 L. Mcintosh, Jr...............
06
10 A. Stewart....................... 1 20
10 G. R, Eden...................... 2 76
50 T. C. Emmerson.............. 6 00
2 50 Sr. Lane.......................... 8 32
6 00 L. W. Wight and wife ...... 16 62
2 00 A. Wooley....................... 14 40
1 50 E. Misson ........................ 15 60
1 00 P. Fleming...................... 2 40
1 00 R. T. Eden...................... 4 56
35 G. Stewart....................... 1 92
40 00 D. Mcintosh .................... · 5 34
2 00 L. Mcintosh.....................
96
1 00 H. Griffiths, Sen............... 41 16
5 00 H; Griffiths, Jr ................. 14 40
50 John Craig....................... 7 20
1 00 E. McGurk....................... 1 20
4 50 E. G. Jones, Jr................ 3 23
5 50 Mary Jones..................... 2 40
2 00 G. W. Hailey................... 65 64
2 00 J. C. P. Rennie............... 4 80
05 W. L. Trembath ............... 38 40
A. H. Lunor.................... 1 44
~~';:'~~'i:'~;?;b'i.:::::::::::::: ~ E.
L. Wight..................... 2 40
Harriet Jacklin ............. ;.
60 Sr. Wiffen .. ;..................... 1& 40

5g

88

Sarah Craig ................. ;... ·
Sarah A. Craig ...... ,.'.........
Sr. Matthews....................
T., Baxter........................
a. Fleming.............., .....:.

3 48
3 36

1 20
2 40
6o

Total .received......$32~ 57

-

Expenditures.
By C. A. Butterworth ...... 38 40
J. W. Wight ......•••• : ••...• ;.. 86 40
W. L. Trembath ...............146 28
Poor.; .. ,c............ ; ...... ;...... 4 92
Expenses_.: ........ , ....;., ... ~
Total expe;nded .....$279 14
Dec. 31st, balance due
ehurch ............ ~ ........... $44 .45
LONDON :QISTRIOT.
E. K: Evatis, Agent.
DI;.
To balance· dne, chur h
March 1st, 1890 ....... $ 99 01
Arnold, Bowley:~ ........ BO 00
Arnold •. Joshua.: ......... 10 00
Bannister, James ....... ; 50 0 l
Braden, John ... '........ ;. 20 00
Brooks, Samuel ~and Annie ..................... 3,00
Braden, Maggie jr ....... 10 00
Orake, Martha ........... 11 91
Campbell, Jane........... 1 50
Cambridge,Marv ...... :. 5 00
Campbell, Maggie.......
50
Davis, A. H .... : ......... 5 00
Evans, K K.~... ~ ........ ~9 oo
Egremont Branch ....... 15·.90
Garafraxa Branch.... .. . 4 00
Gregory. Fred ......... '3 00
Hardy,.Wm ..... :........ 6 60
Hovey, Elias ... : ........ 10 00
Hewitt, W. S ............. .100 .00
Hewitt. Sr. Jan~ ........ 18 00
Hunt, Sr. L. : . •:..... .... 5 00
Howlett, R. B .. '........ ; 3 00
Jenkins, Wm ............. 1 00
Judkins, Levi..',. .. .. .. • 4 00
Kent and Elgin :Dist.. •• 5 00
Kennedy, Sr. Wm.... ... 3 10
Kennedy, Wm.... ....... 8 00
KilPatrick; Sr............. 1 00
Lasl<ie, Sr ...... ;........
25'
Lockard, Alfretta.... .... 1 00
London Branch ...... ; ... 17 05
London Friend .. ,.;, .... 55 00
Longhurst, R. c·......... 25 00
Longhurst; Sr. R. C..... 1 00
Likens, Aldo.... ;.. .... .. 1 00
Martin, A. E .. . . . .. .. .. ..
60
Morrison, Lizzie........ 8 00
McKenzie, John. and
Clara .. .. ...... : ...... 105 00
Mortimer, Sr. A. E...... 3 00
Masonville Branch...... 1 00
Morrison, David ......... 11 00
Pope, Samuel........... 6 00
Pearson, Rebecca A..... 2 00
Pearson, Isaac........... 5 00
Quick, Lillie ............ 11 00
Smith, Alex ............ 16 00
S11ell, M. L .... , ........ 10 00
Snell, Margaret .......... 10 00
Snell, Henry............. 5 00
Sinclare; Alex; ........... 1 00
Shields, John ........... 11 02
Sherman, A. F.... .. .. .. 15 00
Silk. Sr .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 1 00
St. Thomas Branch...... 8 00
Strange, Sr. Louisa .••.• 10 00
Timbrell, Clara .......... 5 00
Timbrell, Martha.. • .. .. 3 00
Tomlinson, G. C......... 1 00
Taylor, Isaac............. 5 00
Taylor, Sarah E......... 5 00
Wood, Charles .......... 25 00
Wood, Jos ............... 18 CO
Windham Branch.. .. .. .. 1!\ 00
Youngs ton, Leslie ...... 10 oo
Total received .... ~b!iV 44
Contra Cr.
By Watson. Elder J. B.$ 15
Mortimer, Elder A. E ... 21
Lake, .Elder John H ..... 29
Mortimer, Sr. A. E ...... 120
Evans, Sr. R. C .......... 137
Kent and Elgin District.230
Postage etc.... .. .. .. .. .. 11

oo

10
58
82
50
00
61

Total expended ... $585 61
March 1st, 1891, balance
due church ........... $283 83
NORTHERN ILLINOIS
DISTRICT.
Thomas Hougas, Agent.
Dr.
To balance due church,
March 1st, 1890 ....... $ 7 97
From Piper City........ 1 00
Mary Weld, t.... .... . .. . 5 00
Hans Hayer.... .. .. .. • • . 10 00
Cora Hand ............... 10 00
Silas J. Cook.... •• .. .. .. 1 00
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H. J. Worby.. ... .... ....
50
MalindaWorby..........
50
Eric Johnson ............ 20 00
Wm. Walrath and family 13 36
Carrie N. Gregson....... 2 '15
Francis Earl.............
50
Wentworth Vickery ..... 10 00
c. D. Carter ............. 20 00
Effie Woodstock ......... 3 00
Christopher Danielson .. 40 00
Oden Jacobs ..... " ...... 100 00
Oliver Hayer, jr ......... 10· 00
Alan Woodstock ........ 13 67
A Sister................. 5 00
John and Isabelle 1\Hd·
gordon.... .. .. .. . .. .. . 10 no
John Hougas..... ... .. .. 5 00
Hans Hayer and wife .... 23 00
Hannah Salisbury ....... 15 00
Mary V. Partridge....... 11 00
Susan E. Strickland.... 5 00
Mary Lear........ .. •• .. • 3 00
Georl(e Sheideker.... .. • 5 00
Anstm.Hayer ............ 10 00
Thomas Hougas ......... 30 00
Andrew Hayer..... . .. • .. 10 00
Silas M. Rogers.........
50
Martha L. Hayer ....... 10 00
Miss Nettie Heavener...
20
Mrs. Robert Heavener ... 17 92
A Sister ................. 2 00
Charles Blakely ........ 10 00
Edward Teal and wife ... 10 00
Mary E. Lowe........... 6 00
Hulda 0. Fogg, .......... 4 40
Martin Danielson ........ 10 00
Total received .... $473 27
Contra Or.
By F. M. Cooper ........$305
H. H. Robinson, ........ 35
W. S. Pender.. . . . .. .... 8
E. L. Kelley, Bishopric.100

00
00
00
00

Total expended ...$448 00
March 1st, 1891, balance
due church ........... $,.25 27
EASTERN MAINE DISTRICT.
J. S. W!tlker, Agent.
Dr.
To balance 'due church
March 1st, 1890 ....... $ 68. 43
C.H.Hinkley;and wife, t. 15 00
John N. Ames ........... 4 00
Lucy A. Norton.......... 7 50
J. M. and S. H. Johnson. 13 00
Lydia B. Kelley.. .. .. .. . .
50
Lizzie M. Ames ......... 10 00
Eliza- G. Dob'bin.. •• .. ... 2 00
Rebecca Sanborn ........ 10 00
EzraAckley ........ ,....
25
S. 0. Foss ...'............ 5 00
Elder A: H. Parsons ..• ,. 10 00
Cordelia IJ:. Crowley;... 1 00
Lois W. Man'sfield ....... 10 00
F. L. Norton ............ ; 5 oo
Lev1 B. Sawyer ....•..•.• 25 00
Susan M. Norton........ 1 00
Sisters' Sewing Circle
(Jonesport)............ 6 07
A SL;ter ................ 10 00
Bishop G. A. Blakeslee.186_00
Bishop E. L. Kelley ..... 113 00
Wm. G. Pert; Agt. W. M.
District ........... . ;: 50 00
Total received .... $552 75
Contra Or.
By Elder Wm~H. Kelley.$ 15
Elder U. W. Greene..... 5
John 0. Foss ..........._. 14
Poor ..... : ... ;............. 7
Sr. A. H. Parsons ........183
Sr. J. c. Foss ............183
Sr. U. W. Gr~ene ........ 120
Registering.; ............ 1
Postage .. ; .. ,............
ExpenSes on:draft._... .,;

00
00

00
00
00
00
00
70
50
25

Total efpended ... $529 45
¥arch 1st, 1891, balan~
due church ........... $ 23·30
SOUTH EASTERN ILLINOIS DISTRICT.
G. H. Hilliard, Agent.
'Dr.
To lialance due church
March 1st, 1890.:.: ... $ 13 50
GeorgeWarrenaud wife,t 32 65
M. R. Brown and wife ... 37' 00
Arthur Burroughs....... 8 00
Lester Burro;mghs and
wife .................. 34 40
Thos. J. Ayers and wife .132 00
G. H. Hilliard and wife .. 30U 00
Benj .. H.Taylor ..... , .... 30 oo
Willie Smith ......., ... 10 00
Martin R. Burroughs .... 10 00
Thomas Sneathern .. ; .. , 14 25
Nancy Swan ........... ;, 22 60
Thomas C. Kelley and
wife ..... ;.; ... .-....... 12 45

Mary J. Gillespie ........ 34 07
Wm. Rosson and wife ... 75 05
7 00
Isaac A, Morris:......... 30 00
Thomas Bing ............ 60 00
G. A. Blakeslee, Bishop.235 00
Henry Ayers. .. ..... .... 9 00
A. H. Johnson ........... 5 00
Calvin Summers........ 5 00
W. S. Miller ............ 2 00
Heppie Morris........ ••• 5 00
Lydia Caudle............ 4 00
J. F. Thomas ........... 10 00
Daniel Wickizer.: ....... t1 00
Mary F. Davis........... 5 00
Caroline Smith.......... 7 35
Marine Casey.... . . . . . . .•
55
Newton King ............ 2 50
J. H. McMurthy .. ... .. .. 5 00
Sarah Tousley, o..... ...
25
A. Burleson and wife.... 2 00
James Slover.............. 1 00
Catharine Wilkinson.... 1 50
H. E. Clark, t........ •. .. 2 50
Robert Ouldcott, o.... .. 5 00
EUsha Webb and wife ... 2 00
Wm. Clements, o ... •• •• 2 00
J. K. Chaney ........... 1 00
F. M. Slover............. 1 53
Riley Hill .............. ,.
50
Annie Warren...........
50
Thomas N. Smith;......
25
0. M. Pearsot>........... 3 00
A.. W. Parsons...........
nO
Tunnel Hill Branch..... 2 65
Springerton Branch.. .. 1 oo
Joseph Rinley .......... , 2 00
Sophronia Hurley..... •
25
Elbert Willis............ 1 ou
M.A. Adair .............. 1 75
M. L. Adair........ .. .. .. 1 00
'l'umer Adair .. ;..... • . • • 10 00
P. B. Seaton ........ _....
5U
Charles Snow .. .. .. ..... 4 50
J. W. Prichard .. . .. ..... 1 00
Nannie Mitchell.........
50
J. M.P. Delancy ........ 1 00
Casander M. Jarvis...... 1 50
R. Y. Smith ............ , 2 00
Daniel Webb............ 2 00
Eliza Jane Burklow.....
75
Mary J. Green...........
50
Daniel Webb, jr.... .....
50
D. A. Huffhines and wife.

Total received .. $J.ii'8Q
Contra Or.
By Isaac M:. Smith(family): ... ................ $491
R. Etzenhouser......... 5
G; H Hilliard (family) .. 525
G. H. Hilliard (personal
expenses) ............. 164
Poor ..................... 2

85
00
00

20
00

Tqtal expended.$1,188 05
March 1st, 1891, balance
due church ........ $
93 75
. E te Paran faaite note Uuau

:Nlon1 aufrtu

not~

amni hea raa

no te M.au Amaa atoa i te

fenuao Totiete.
Te ioa note Amaa:-,
Tarona Amaa i Tahiti..$
Ziona Amaa i Tahiti....
Tiarei Amaa i Tahiti....
Fapaoa Amaa i Tahiti...
Maatea Amaa i Maatea ..
Temarie Amaa i Anaa .. ,
Avatoura Amaa i Rairoa.
Niau Amaa i Nian .......
Tikahau Amaa i Tikahau
Vaitntaki Amaa i Vaitu·
- taki .....................
Panna Amaa i Kauknra.
MoturaaAmaaiKankura
Taka potato· Amaa i Takapoto .................
Manihi Amaa i Manihi..
Takaroa Amaa: i Takaroa
Raroia Amaa i Raroia...
Tiputa Amaa i Rairoa ..•
AJ?.a;a ......... , .............

26 00

2
2
4
14
2
39
25
16

00
00
00
00

00
00

00
00

1 00
51 00
9 00
· '
16 40
18 50
7 50
1. 50
13 00
10 oo

Amui hia; ........ $257 90
By Anfau hia note pahi.$180 59
Aufau hia no te mau
af!'ta ................... 2 41
$183 00
Te toe i vaiho i ·roto i t-e-~-umia no te ...........$ 74 90
Mitinareo Lntero Devora
Papai hia o Metnaora epitetopo tauturu no te · tnhaa i
Tahiti; Papai hia_ o Petero Deiriens Epitetopo tauturu.·no te
tuhaa ·i Fakarava.
WELSH MISSION;
Thomas.(lonld, Agent.
Dr.
To · balanc.e due church
March 1st, 1890,;..... $ 1 04

Aberaman Branch......
Robert Lloyd...........
Thomas S. Griffiths ....
Llansabon Branch ......
John Jenkins..........
Phiilp Price . .. • ...... •
John O.Evans..........

5
5
12
9
2

403
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Burton, Jos. F.
Lake, John H.
Receipts .............. 73 65
Receipts ......... 93 91
165
Expenses ............ 32 50
Expenses ........ 121.36
002 Beatty, T. J.
Matthews, Thomas
433
Receipts .............. 28 58
Receipts ......... 16 35
243
Expenses ............ 28 58
Expenses ........ 35 15
243 Brown, Samuel
Moler, James
Receipts .. ;........... 52 33
Receipts ......... 44 36
Total received ... $ 35 732
Expenses ............ 52 33
Expenses... .. .. 86 63
Butterworth, 0. E.
McKiernan, James
Contra Cr.
Receipts .............. 90 98
Receipts .........138 32
By Bro. Fred Bevan,
Expenses ............ 90 98
ExpenEes ........ 140 10
sick ..................$ 1 216 Baggerly, I. P.
Moore, Amos J.
Elder George Cope, travReceipts .............. 30 95
Receipts ......... 77 50
eling expenses ........
334 .
Expenses ............ 29 95
Expenses ........ 77 50
Bennett, John D.
Mortimer, A. E.
Total expended .. $ 1 55
Receipts ..............152 48
Receipts ......... 65 45
---~
Expenses ........... :lil7 62
Expenses
• 73 45
March 1st, 1891, balance
Balance on hand.. 14 86
· · · · .. ·
due churcn .......... $ 34 182 Brown, James
Mintun,Receipts
J.F.
........ 27 50
l~eceipts .............. 38 65
Expeuses ........ 19 62
ENGLISH MISS TON.
Expenses ............ 37 10 Mcintosh, J. A.
Balance on hand.. 1 50
Receipts ......... 112 10
Thomas 'J'av;or, Agent.
Caffall, James
Expenses ........168 06
Dr.
Receipts ...... ::......170 25 [McDowell, J. F.
Expenses ............ 145 46
Receipts ......... 73 00
To amount due church
Expen@es ........ 103 00
March 1st, 1800 ...... $147 21 ' Crabb, James
·
Lost
account.
Oehring,
Robert
Received for Herald an<i
·
Receipts .............. 24 40
Hope from March, 1890.202 30 Cornish. J .. J.
l~eceipts ......... 80 39
Expenses ............ 24 40
Total received ... $:349 51
Expenses ........ SO 39 Porter, Charles
Clapp, J. 0.
Receipts .............. 78 80
Receipts ......... 146 85
Expenses ............ 74 99
Expenditures.
Expenses
........
182
30
Phelps,
Levi
Sent to Bishoo BlakesDuncan
Receipts .............. 75 35
lee March 19th. 1890.$ 97 32 Campbell,
Receipts
.........
137
40
Expenses
............ 75 35
Sent to tile <'ffice for
Expenses ....... 182 30 Parsons, A. H.
Heralds and Hopes .. .. 75 18
Carpenter,
Jamee
A.
Receipts
.............
54 00
General confereuce exa
Receipts ......... 32 62
Expenses ............ 54 00
penses ........... ; .... 49 267
No
expenses
giv·
Powell,
L.
W.
Traveling expenf:'les. ·~··. 31 142
en.
Receipts.............. 6 50
Postage and stationery. 2~ 388
Curtis, :F m<'ey
Expenses ........... 138 18
Printmg .Tracts for dis·
Receipts
.........
68
10
Peak,
Warren
E.
tribution.............. 24 33
Expenses ....... 61 80
Ueceipts ............. 36 75
Total ...... $299 62 ..
Balance on hand. 6 30
Expenses ............ 36 75
Cooper, F. M.
Rudd, D. M.
Balance on hand March
Receipts ....... ;. 62 63
Receipts ..... , ........ 34 82
1st, 1891 ............. $ 49 98'
Expenses ........ 68. 88
Expenses ...... :..... 34 82
Davis, E. A.
Robinson, H. H.
Receipts ......... 65 65Receipts ............. 80 70
Tithes and Offerings.
Expenses ........ 45 10
Expenses ............ 80 70
Ohas. D. Norton ...... $14:\ 98
Balance on hand. 17 55 Roth, J. S.
M.T.James ....... ; .... 48 66 Daley, Thomas
Receipts ......... , ... 104 35
John Turner ............ 43 79
Receipts ......... 39 08
Expenses ............ 104 35
Frank Swan ............ 19 46
Expenses ........ 39 08 Roberts, I. N.
Tom Roberts.... .. .. . .. 9 73 Duncan, C. R
· "
Receipts .............. 35 25
Joseph R. Green _wood.. 5 SO
Receipts ......... 14 64
Expenses ............ 35 25
Ephraim Webb......... 4 866
Expenses ........ 14 64 Rathbun, Sen., Hiram
Thomas Taylor......... 4 866 Derry, Charles
Receipts .............. 20 00
Alexander Downes.... • 2 433
Receipts ......... 55 25
Expenses ............ 20 00
John Austins ........... 1 94
Expenses ........ 78 35 Rumel, Wm. M.
Henry Hoole ......... ; 1 22 Davis, Robert
Receipts ............. 22 50
Mortimore T.'James .... 1 22
Receipts ......... 81 15 .
Expenses ............ 32 62
ArthurCrump ....... ,..
82
No expenses givSmith, A. H.
.Charles Tyler...........
73
en.
Receipts, ....; ....... 48 00
Harry Tyler .... ;........
48 De Long, Edward
Expenses ............ 48 00
Joseph 1\iatthews... ...
49
Receipts ...... -... 5 30 Stebbins, H. A.
Elen Oakman ........... 7 54
Expenses . . . . .. . 5 30
Receipts .............. 43 68
Julia Edwards. ....... 3 89 Davis, J. Arthur
Expenses ............ 42 57
Elizabeth Baty.... ..... 3 89
Receipts ......... 30 50 Scott, C.
Mary Jane Baty ........ 3 28
Expenses ........ 83 50
Receipts .............. 63 17
Matilda Newey .... : .. 2 43 Evans, John R.
·
Expenses ............ 150 95
Louisa Taylox .. .. .. .. 2 43
Receipts ......... 98 00 Shinn, D. L.
MaryJaneCayton .... ;, 243
Expenses ........ 87 60
Receipts .............. 44 47
Aun Gill..... .. .. .. . .. . 1 22 Evans, R. C.
Expenses ............ 66 40
Kliz•he'h Riddolls .... 1 22
Heceipts ......... 153 41 Smith, T. W.
Sus au Boyns.. •• .. .. • 1 22
Expenses ........ 140 53
Receipts .............. 168 65
Kate Crump.:..........
65
Balance on hand. 12 88
_ Expenses ........ ~ ... 168 65
Mary Ann Followers...
65 Elvin, Robert M.
Short, _llf. T.
RoseTylor ............. · 36
Receipts ......... 203 7.0
Receipts .............. 100 oo
Mite Fund............. 3 69
Expenses ........161 19
Expenses ............ 100 00
Total. ..... $ 327 385
Balance on hand. 42 51 Shields, John
Etzenhouser, R.
Receipts ............. 43 13
·Receipts ..... ~ ... 32 60
Expenses-...... : ..... 43 13
Sent to E. L. Kelley,
Expenses, ....... 32 60 Smith; H. 0.
March 2d, 1891 ....... $295 61 Griffiths. G. T.
Receipts ............. 57 10
The poor ................ :lll 22
Rece1pts, ........ 23 18
Expenses ............ 57 10
Money orders and forExpenses ........ 23 18 Smith, W. J.
warding ....... :.; .... 3 57 Gibson, Wm;
.
Receipts ............. 17 15
Receipts; ........ 30 00
.
Expenses ............ 149 65
Total ....... $327 40
Expenses ........ 20 30 Chute, G. T.
Balance on hand. 9 70
Receipts ............. 49. 85
Greene, U. W.
Expenses ............ 49 85
Receipts ......... 30 04 Scott, J. G., reported no
SUMMARY STATEMENT
.
Expenses.; ......137 07
_receipts.
Gillen, J. W.
Smith, F. 0.
OF
Receipts,
........
48
85
Receipts ...... ; ...... 28 35
INDIVIDUAL REPORTS
Expenses ...... ;.196 45
Expenses ............ 28 35
. Of the ministry, .filed with Griffin; W. H.
Smith, I. M:
.
Receipts. .. .. .. • 4 50
Receipts .:........... 61 50
Bishop, showing offerings and
Expenses .. ,..... 4 90
Expenses ............ 95 95
donations to them, aJ.so expen- Hansen, H. H.
. ,Sheehy, F. M.
ditures. Moneys paid to' them
Receipts ......._.. 23 &0
Receipts...... , ....,, 59 95
Expenses ....... 83 26
Expenses ............ 159 26
by the Bishop or Agents for exHolt, J. E.
Scott, Leonard
penses are not included in this
Receipts ... ~ .. ~.. 8 15
Receipts ..............68 91
statement.
Expenses........
50
Expenses ............ 68 91
'
.
Kemp, Henry
Turpen, M. M.
Anthony, R. J.
Receipts ........ , 94 40
Receipts ............. 171 07
Receipts ............ $ 87 '50
Expenses ........ 94 40
Expenses ............ 194 67
Anderson, Peter
Kelley, W. H.
.
Thomas, _James
;Receipts .......: ......_73 50
Receipts .. .-......• 57 35
Receipts ............. 20 52
Expenses ............ no 44
.
Expenses ........ 57 35
Expenses ...... ;...... 52 00
Briggs, E. C, .
_
Kinnaman, J. T.
Thomas, John
Receipts .... ;,.;. 17 55
Receipts ............. 3 85
Receil'ts ·:'""""''" 93 75
Expenses ............. 137 73
Expenses ... ; ... • 31 63
Expenses ........... , 2 85
Baggerly, "V;. ]').
Lambert, Jos .. R.
Ware, R. L.
Receipts............... 3 27
Receipts ......... 56 45
Receipts ..... ;,.,,,,, 19 00
Expenses..... ;....... 39 65
Expenses .. , ..... 91 21
Expenses ............ '19 00
BaiT, Andrew
Lanphear_, o, G.
Wellington, ~homas
Receipts..............
75
Rece1 pts ......... 36 10
· Recerpts .... , ....;;.,104 50
Expenss ,.......... 61 73
Expenses ........ 36 10
Expenses ......... ;.. I20. 00
352

=
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Cyrus Thurston, Three
White, I.N.
~
Receipts ............. 60 90
Oaks, Mich............ 5 00.
Expenses ......... , .. 110 22 James Whitehead, Ia ... ,5 00
David Dancer, I!! ........ 20 00
Wheeler, E. E.
Receipts ............. 106 63 Prof. George Bartholomew, Mo.... . .. . . .. . 10 00
Ex,r,enses ........... 106 ~3
Thos. Lester, N.Y ...... 1 00
Williams, 1\.W.
Receipts ............. 3 75 Agnes Lester, N·. Y.... .. 1 00
Sr. w. 0. Burnes, Texas.
60
Wight, L. L.
20
Receipts .............. n 55 T. L. Veal, Texas ..... :..
Expenses ~······ ....•. 27 55 Church Hill branch, 0 ... 5 00
C. D. Sanford. IIi. . . : . . 2 00
Wright, S: G.
Receipts ............. 11 SO J.H. Peters, Mich ....... 100 00:
Expenses ............ 11 SO "Sr. Nora Short. I. T ...... 5 00
Balis Short, I. T.... .. .. . 5 ·00
Wells, Lloyd W.
Receipts ......... ... . 2 15 Wiliiani Warnock, Ia .... 1 00
Expenses ............ 20 00 Mary Warnock, Ia ....... 1 00
Susan Warhock, I a ..... : 1 00
Foss, J. C.
Receipts ............. 95 65 R. and IlL Warnock, la.. .J 00
J. and H. McKiernan, Ia. 1 00
. .
~xpenses ............ 70 65
Betsey P. Temple, Ill.. . 2 00
Forscutt, M H.
Receipts ............. 92 20 Charle• Buder, I a....... 1 00
Expenses ............ 379 88 J'•mes Honetou, IlL ..... 2 00
Peterson, John W.
·
John T. Gib]:lonf, Mo.'" 1 00
Receipts ............. 79 50 Mary E. Benedict, Ia. ... 1 00
50
Expenses ............ 99 74 Henry Resch, Kans . ..
John Deuel, Kans.......
25
Additional.
\1·
m;
Britain,
Kans......
1
~0
Bond, M. H . . .
Receipts ............. 34 10 Mary Britain, Kane ...~.. 1 50
1, Kans...
Sr.
G.
E.
Den0
1
00
Expenses ............ 130 13
Geo. W. D. Millikin, Ijl. 1 00
Davidson, Holmes J.
Receipts ............. 41 02 Kirtland branch.... .. .. . 1 17
50
.
Expenses ............ S2 32 Martha G. ! ake, 0.......
Sr. M. B. Williams, 0...
10
Wight, ,J. W.
25
Receipts ............. 94 51 Jos. Squires, Sr., 0.....
25
Expenses ............ 267 93 E. D. Briggs, 0..........
20
Balance on hand .. 18 58 Electa Stratton, 0.... .. .
Mary A. Twad.dJe, Cal.. . 5 00
.rosephE.Scumidt.O ... 200
William Williams, Kans.
50
Alice Sprague, Ko.ns .. ·...
10
C.
E.
Guinand,
Kans....
45
KIRTLAND TEMPLE
C. E. Carpenter, 0....... 1 00
FUND.
Albert Crandall, Ia. ... .. 1 00
Dr.
Nellie Crandall, I a ... ;.. 1 00
ToR. S. Salyards, Ia ... $ 1 00 William Galland, Ia..... 1 00
Ladies' Mite Society,
A. Z. Rudd, Ia...........
50
Lamoni, Ia... .. .. .... . 5,00 C. Butterworth, I a......
25

A. H. Rudd, I a ........ ..
L. J. Merrick, Ia... . .. ..
J. M. Baker, fa ....... : ..
Belle Butterworth, Ia ... .
Nellie Bu.tterworth, Ia ..
Martha C.arrington, Wis.
Mary. Hoague. Wis .......
Maria Grice, Ill.... .. . ..
Sr. 111. A. Atkinson, IU ..
John Ohisnall, Ill ..... ..
W. H. Snmption, Ill ... ..
Johnny Norris, III. ..... .
Alma Whitehouse, Ill. ..
Henry Norris_, Ill: .......
Alice Norri ,;·IIi.. .. . . .
Thomas Whitehouse, Ill.
1\,ugusta D. Berg, Kans ..
Andrew •Berg; Kans .... .
E . A. Blakeslee, Mich .. .
John Johnson, Mont .. ..
Le.vi Cheney, Ill .. ~ ..... .
Ethan Barrows, Utah ... .
Lucy Barrows, Utah .... .
Chas. J. Dykes, I a ...... .
.Israel Bards haw, Out ... .
George Hampshire, 011t.
Dorcas Hampshir.e. Out.
Abraham Miller, Out . :.
Mary Hampshire, Out ...
C. W,. Hampshire, Out ..
Lydia Miller, Ont ....... .
S. W. Tomlinson, Ont .. .
Jennie Hamilton, Neb ..
Louisa A:genstem, Neb .
Johanna.b M&dison, Neb
Rachel Agenstein, Neb ..
Ellen Richardson. Neb ..
Bro. S. Ahlstrand, Neb ..
Wm. Sparliug, S.D .... ·.
Sr.•John 'l'hornton, Mo ..
Thomas Jenkins, Idaho.
James Thomas, Idaho .. .
D. J. Hannah. 0 .. : ..... .
John Abbott, 0 ........'
John Gabriel, 0 ......... .
Levi Barstow, 0 ..... '... .
Samuel Hannah, 0 .... ..
Sarah Blanchard, 0 .....•

25 ,Jeannettl) Fa•mer; 0....
50
25 E. Miller, 0 ............. 2 00
25 Sr. C.-B. Kelley, 0; ........ 1 00
25 E.L;Kei!ey,'Q.: ..... ; .. 100
05 C. R. Dickinson, Kans·,...
50
4 00 A.nn J:loden, Ia: .. . .. .. .. 1 00
1 00 I. a,nd A. l;'hil\ips, Ia.... 2 oo
1 00 M. an.d s.Lewis, Ia .... 100
1 QO John J. Watkins, Ia.....
50
1 00 John R, Allen, Ia·.. ~-....
25
1 00 John A; Evans .. Ia....... 1 00
25
50 Jqhn Watkin,s, Ia ..... ,..
50 W. S. Montgo1J1ery, Col. 1 00
Gideon
Hawley,
Ia......
1
00
50
50 Mary Hawley; Ia........ 2 00
Chloe
Hawley;
Ia:.....
.•
25
50
1 00 Jane H iron.s, .Ia ..... :. .. 1 00
John
Williamson,
Ia....
50
1 00
5 00 William Bullard, Ia.....
75
2 00 Milton Lynch, I a. . . . . . . ~ 1 00
1 bo Joseph Seddon, Ia...... 1 00
2 00 Chauncy Williams Ia...
40
1 00 Milton Spurgeon, Ia..... 1 00
2 00 John Cross, la ........... 1 00
50 James Turner, Ia ........ 1 00
50
25 David McKim .. la. . . . . . . •
25 Charles J. Hunt. Ia. . . .. 1 00
40 W. W. Whitmg, Ia; ..... 1 00
20 Reh~cca.Jioliller; Ia.......
50
25
05 T. C. Doj>son, Ia........
25
25 John D.o.bson, Ia.. .. .. ..
10 Margaret.Hnnt, Ia .... ,; . 5 00
3 00 William :Pett, I a.... .. .. . 1 00
50 .Fannie L. J'ett,.Ia.... . .. 2 00
25 John Pet.t, Ia ............ ·2 00
50 Oliver J. Pett, Ia .. :. .. . 2 oo
1 00 Students' Literary Society, Lamoni, Ia .... 10 00
50
50
2 00 Sr. N.lli:. Bond, 0.......
75
5 00 Sr. 1\1. Brool<, Out .... ,,.
1 50 Wm. Street, Pa ..'.. . . . . 1 00
1 50 Hughey Thornton, CaL. 1 00
50 E. David•on, Cal ..... ;, 1 00
25 V. S. McKenz·ie, 0 .....• 1 00
25
50 Susan Williamson, 0....
50
10 W. A. Hinkle, 0.... .....
25 Es.an Biggs, 0........... 1 00
50 Beppie Morris, Ill....... 1 00

SEND THEM IN.

THE

We are preserving several hundred copies of each
installment of the Braden Kelley Debate, and shall
be prepared until further notice to furnish all our report to new subscribers. 50cts will secure the entire
report.

DIGEST~

·IT IS THE PRINCE OF THE WEEKLIES!

LAMBERT BROS. Publishers,
Lamoni. Decatur Co., Iowa.

A Weekly Summary of the Current
Thought of the World.
You mi~ht expend $1,000 a year for American and
foreign periodicals. and devote eight hol}rs a day to
reading them, and then not keep yourself as well
abreagt of the thought and discussion or' the world as
you can now do by investing $3.00' a year in THE
LITERARY DIGEST and spending three hours a week
reading it
It is a weekly periodical, of 32 quarto pages, in
which are presented caret'ul condensations of all the
noteworthy articles appearing in the magazines, reviews and important journals of America, England,
France, Germany, Spain, Austria, Italy, Russia, and
other continental countries.
(The condensations
from foreign languages are, of course, made in English.]
The Book Digests are not reviews, "book notices,"
nor critiques, but faithful Digests, Jetting ·the book tell
its own story.
It gives a weekly Index of Periodical Literature,
and of books, alphabetically arranged by titles, and so
classified as to make reference easy.
It also gives, each week, a Cosmopolitan Chronicle
of Current Events.

Nu>IBER oF A"TICLES.-179 Political, 140 Socio!ogica.l,
118.Scientific, 96 Religious., 107 Mis.cellancous, 1>15 Educational, Etc.
FRO>! LEADINfl MAf/A~tNES -61 American, 45 English,
11 German, 17 French, 9 Russla11, 12 Turkish, Etc.
Beside•, 98 Book Digest 2,000 libural extracts from the
press ol' the Uuited States and .Europ•', tile Weekly Iudex of Periodical Literature, and the Weekly Chronicle
of Current Events.

Subscription Price, $3 ver Yea1•.
Singte Copies, 10 Cents.

FUNK & WAGNAl.LS, Publishers,
18 and 20 Astor Place, New York.
13Jun2t,

VALUABLE PREMIUM FREE!
An Engraving worth $2.50 in Art Stores, FREE; absolu'lltly FREE. The magnificent Lithograph qf the famous
and historiC NAuvoo TE>!PLE bas been copyrighted in
the Librarian's Office, Washington, D. C., and is owned
by a friend of Ptn and Plat(01•m.
We offer this fine, large Engraving, (requiring a frame
24x30, inner moulding), as a P.RE>rm>r, delivered free at
our office, to any subscriber, old or new, who will send
One Dollar for two years' subscription to Pen and Plat·
forn>, in advance. If to be sent by mail, twenty-five cents
extra must be inclos.ed to pay for roller and postage.
For clubs ordering a number hy express, they will be
packed and delivered free at express office, St. Mary's,
Ontario.
Every Historian, and every lover of history; ev.ery
Theologian, and every student of modern religions;
ery advocate or opponent of the faith it represents, will
desire one of thes.e s.uperb engravings. The right of this
Lithograph ves.ts in present owner, Prof. M. H. Fors.cutt,
up to A. D. 1918, of whom alone the rigbt to sell or issue
can be secured. The Engraving is correct' in every part icnlor, and, mcely framed, will~ b<J an ornament in any
hall, studio, or home.
13Jnnto20Sep.

ev-

ONE

FARM

SO~D.

ANOTHER FOR SALE.
This one i• located 2Y. miles north-east of Lamoni, Ia.,
contains ~9:1' acres, all f·~nced, and some division fences;
House, Stahle, Granary, Corn-cribs, Young Orchard, and
3 good Wells. $iii JH~J.· acre.
Enquife of agt,,t, ROBERT LYLE,

zrmar3m

Lamoni, Iowa.

INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
~

FLEX:ILBLE BINJHNG.

1 oo
3 00
2 00
5 00
2 50

$316 ~37

Contra Cr.
By C. C •. Cottrell, painter ......................$ 22 50
S P Barnes, painter .... 19. 00
E. Armstrong, painter .. 14 50
Hauling coal, three tons.. 3 00
C. M. Kel.ley,. painter .... 16 25
Cottrell and Barnes, hoard 3 25
Expenses to Clev~land . 1 25
C.M.Kelley ..... : ....... 900
H. McFarland's work.... 6 00
E.d. Armstrong .. : ....... 9 25
C. 0. Cottrell .... , ....... 13 00
S. P. Barnes .... .: .. : ... 12 50
Board ............ : ....... i 50
Bimingham comp:any .. :. 4 61
Balance on wages to C.
M. Kelley ....... • ...... 11 00
C. Cleveland; painting.. 4 75
E. A. Armstrong: ....... 4 25
H. E. McFarland}.. . . 24 70
J; Jenkins and s~,u. lumber ............ , .. : . ... 2 24
S. L. Armstrong, carpenter...................... 3 25
Sterling & Co ........... 76 32
Expenses to Clev.eland..
83
Freight..................
25
Plaster Paris...........
35
Eight d11ys' board for
workmen.............. 4 50
J. Gilles pie, plas. ter... . 3 00
Work on windows... .. . 2 90
J. Squires & Co ......... ·58 02
Amt. expended ... $331 97

ENSIGN

Are You Acquainted With

LITERARY

Fannie Holman, Pa.....
·Lester Brackenbury. . ..
Marion Hall...... . .... .
George H>Hi!liard... ..
Sr: J. Gault, Nev ........

~

The Inspired Translation of the Holy Scriptures bound In limp leather, flexible covers, similar to the binding of the Oxford Sunday-school
Teachers Bible. Price, by mail, $4.

Published every Saturday at

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,
Brethren { J. A. RoBINSqN }Editors,
F. G. PITT

Sub!llcription Jlriee,l)Si;OO per year.
It is devoted to the s.preading of religions truth as
viewed by the Saint•.
Each issue contains a sermon by one of-the ministry,
reports of the different societies in the church, and articles hearing upon or explanatory of the doctnnes of the
church.
.
It is the intention to make it a help to the missionary
at home .and in the field; a sonrP.e of comfort to the scattered ones who are denied church privileges, and to bring
the Saints into clos~r relationship with each other.

SPIRITUAL GIFTS
AND

THE SEER OF PALMYRA:
Or

SEQUEL TO SPIR.ITiJ AL Gl FTS.
By M: H. BOND.

ltiodern Prophets after ancient types.
Who was Joseph Smith!
Was he a reli:;ious impol!ltor!!
Was he e. "Spirit :rtiedinm"?
What dtu•s the Bible say about Joseph
Smith!
The Truth by Three Witneesee-Christianity in the
First and Nineteenth Century-The Ancient and Modern Pharisee-The 'Revelations of Emmanuel Swedenborg-Modern "Spirit Mediums,". and Hypnotic Religious •·Revival," as Against· Reason and Bible Testimony, and im Contradistinction to the Work of "The Latter
Day Seer," Exammed in the Light of FACTS and Human
Hfstory-A Rational and Scriptural Expooition or Explanation of Old and New Testament Prophecy and Doc,
trine.
A Re..-ieion of "Spiritual Gifts," With Supplement and
Appendiz. N' arly twice the reading matter of Spiritual
Gifts. Paper covers 35cts., full cloth binding 60 ,cents.
For Sale at "Herald Oflice," or by M. H. Bond, Willonghby,.Ohio Liberal Dioconnt to Agents.
4apr

A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
S...tting forth the order arid nature of Lhe Priesthood, and defining the duties and prerogatives
of all the Church Officials, including the First
Presidency, and also the Deacons, as set forth in
the Revelations of God and decisions of the
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
the Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
Price 25 cents including postage.

www.LatterDayTruth.org

.TH

HER

"H!IABKEJ!! TO TilE WOIID OF Tll111 LoRD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAl!! AMONG YOU liAVIIi SAVIll J.T Bill ONE WDI'll' AND
HE SHALL RAVE NoNE."-Pag@ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
·
"WE BELmVE. THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE .WOMAN BUT 0Ji111 HUSBAND! EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
IS AT LmERTY TO ·MABRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandment.a, sec. 109, par. 4.

Vol.

38.-Whole No. 944•

THE

SAINTS'

HERALD:

Otll.cial Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ oJ

.

Latter Day Saints

PuBLISHED AT LAMONI, DECATUR COUNTY, !OWA,

Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
'J.'he Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presidents•
and the Bishop's Agents, are requested to solicit new subacribers, and help build up the paper and the publication

de:E~~~e~~tLetters and s\!bscriptions must be sent to David
. Dancer; by P. O.. Order, Registered Letter, or Express.
· Entered as second class matter at Lamoni Post Office.

JOSEPH SMITH
BLAIR
R. S. SALYARDS

w. w.

EDITOR.
ABSOCIA;J'E EDITOR.
AssiSTANT EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, June 27, 1891.
TITHING, CONSECRATIONS, AND
OFFERINGS.

BRo. T. W. Sl.\fiTHpresents a view of the
above subject, in connection with which
we present two HERALD editorials, the
first of the date of November rst, r874,
and the other December rst, r875, to
which we call attention.
TITHING.
~'What w~ :want is a practical method
of paying our: tithing to he pointed out,
andwe are re*dy;"
We heard t'bis several times while. "out
west" this f.all,[and. though we have tried
once or twice .J:>efore to give one, we now
try again. We shall .try a tabular statement of the th~ngs needed and way of. d9ingit.
Things wanted:
.
1. A willing mind, or heart, set to do the
will of God according to his revealed word.
(This is absolutely indispensible.)
2;. A persistent resolution to do it.
· 3· A determination to carry the resolution into effect.
4· Something from which, or with
which, to. carry into execution. the law
called the "la:W of tithing," in His revealedward.
.
5· A dispos~tion to ''cOnsecrate" to the
use .of the cause, where there is not wherewithal to "tithe."
Things to be done:
I. Consider I !lave I the "willing mind 1
or heart set t!> do?" If not, there is no
necessity to go any farther, the inquiry
and the.1aw are, to such, at an end.
If
y.ou·have,
.· . 2•. Resolve .to do it.
.
3· Deteimine to put thatresolution into
. immediate execution.
.
. 4• Sit down and consider, Have I a "surplusll?
·..'. ·
..· 5~ If so, plac:e that surplus at once.in the
' hamls of the p,roper pers.on to receive it.

Lamoni, Iowa, June 27, 1891.
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6. After that "surplus" is paid ovtr, make
a yearly adjustment, and of your increase
"tithe" it "one-tenth," (I. ro), and pay it
into the hands of the one who is authorized to receive it.
7· To find what your surplus is, consider-Firstly, your fam\ly's support in needful supply of food and clothing, with proper labor and diligence, to keep healthful,
decent, cheerful and contented. Secondly,·
your business or avocation in life, and
what you have to make it successful in
sustaining yourself and family. Thirdly,
all over and above that is "surplus" beyond a question.
·
8. After this consideration, if surplus is
not found, then consider, What have I
that 'I can "sacrifice," or "consecrate," or
donate as a "free-will offering?" .
9· When this is ascertained, take the
thing so "consecrated" and place in the
hands of the proper man tha.t it may acicomplish the design you intend.
· In carrying out the foregoing instrucitions, it will be a considerable help to
some to read the following passages from
the Doctrine and Covenants, sec .. 48, present edition; sec. 64, paragraphs 4 and 7;
sec .. I02; sec. s8, paragraphs I I apd 12;
sec. sr, paragraph I.
.
It is claimed by some that the. law of
tithing is not in force among the .Saipts in
a scattered condition. Paragraph four,
:.section sixty;four; states that it is for to:day, "to-day" signifying until Christ.comes.
This ought to set the matter at rest, for it
is still "to.day."
We give it as our conviction that the
law. is intended to be in for.ce, and is applicable to the Saints now, and ought to
be generally observed. The facts that
there is land to be purchased, preparatory
to building. a temple, and settling the
Saints on inheritances; that wise men
should purchase the land and set about
upbuilding the waste places, and that such
efforts willrequire money,or• its equivalent,all plead v~rystrongly of the Saints
GOnsecrating of their meaD;§ w bile scattered, that they may gather. Men cannot
purchase land. without payingfor it, and
they cannot pay without gold or its represe~tatives iri' value.
Let. us have done
·with self~flattering · excu.ses . that are as
false as. th~::y are fair, and deceptive as
they are. pleasant, a~d arise as 'wise men
a_nd strong•
· ··

without doing violence to that organ, a
willingness to pay anything; if you can
not, the question needs no answer. If you
can, consistently, pay anything;
Second-Decide, for yourself, whether
it is consecration or tithing;
Third-Ascertain definitely the amount;
Fourth-Pay, or send it to the Bishop, or
Bishop's agent, taking a receipt for the
same;
Fifth-Ask God to give the Bishopric
wisdom to direct the proper expenditure
of the means of the Church in his hands;
Sixth-Examine the published state·
ment of the Church accounts; and if the
funds be improperly expended, institute a
proper inquiry, and refrain from tattling
and backbiting about it.
'
If the foregoing rules be observed, the
law is honored, the "tithing" is paid, and
the Church helped; for, call those properties or moneys devoted by us as individuals
to the uses of the Church through the
Bishopric by whatever name or names we
choose, it is "the tithing" of the Lord's
people; as
.
In sect.ion 94, of the Doctrine and Covenants, the building of a house is called a
"tithing and a sacrifice."
In section ro6, samebook, the giving ef
"all th;;)ir surplus" is called "tithing;" "and
this shall be the beginning of the tithing of
my people." After that, "one-tenth of
their interest," annually, is calied a 'itithing."
In par. 8, sec. 42, "properties" set apart
for the support of the poor are "consecrated." Paragraph 19, of same section, properties in the hands of the Bishop, are denominated as having .been ~'consecrated."
Paragraph 2, section 70, states that the benefits of· what rem ains over from the necessi ·
ties of certain persons spoken of in the <;ection, "shall be consecrated" to the uses of Zion. Paragraph 3, section 72, states the same
thing substantially. Paragraph 18, section
83, uses the word "consecratedt :to signify
the object for which certain g16neys were
to be . used. Paragraph. s· section roo,
mentions 1'moneys that have been consecrated unto me;'' referring to funds set
apart for the ":Purchase cif lands."
'
· In par. I r, sec. ror, a "treasury" is to
be "aonsecrated/' Par. 8,. sec. 102, calls
both l~rids and moneys consecrated accord~
ing to the laws of consecration which I
haY:e given. Par. 8, sec. ~o7, distinctly
calls all that is placed in the. Bishop's
hands "consecration." All these admonTITHING AND CONSEcRaTION.
ish us, that there is a way sufficiently clear
WE have now and again been asked to to any who arecertainlywillingto"tithe"
give our view .upon. tithing and consecra~. themsel vera.
The act by which any ~ort ofproperty,
tion; and have done [Soseveraltimes; but still
money or its value, is set apart for the uses
the query 'is. presented by some, "How
shall r· pay tithing~" we answer in short of the Church,is .an·. act of ~onsecration;
""'-First, find in your
heart, if you can, th~sum paid, or the property given is
',''
'

'

-

,\
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''surplus," or "tithing,"or "consecrations,"
or "free-will offerings," and either of these
comes legitimately under the general head
of "the tithing of my people," as saith the
Lord.
We have som~times been c()mpelled to
think, that the questioning, and caviling,
and doubting, and contending. about the
"way'~ of giving and what the thing given
should be called, were all so many excuses
tor not giving anything; so many hedges
of reasoning behind which to satisfy the
pricking of conscience for withholding a
proper saerifice of some part of the yearly
earnings of the Saints; and we are not altogether free from that troublesome thought
yet;
A few men, officers of the Church, are
spending the best days of their lives in the
endeavor to serve the Church, in propagating the faith of the Church and the care of
the churches, sustaining themselves, some
of them, upon just enough to keep out of
the constable's hands, with no possible
show to educate their children in other
than the common schools of the country;
and with no homes of their own, no accumulating funds with which to provide for
a day of sickness, accident, or the wants of
old age;gradually exhausting their stock of
energy and health, and steadily growing
old and gray-which is all right, of course.
Others of the Church, very many of them,
are strengthening their temporal pillars,
day by day; adding to their farms and
stock, year by year; having good homes,
comfortable surroundings, and a fair expectancy for accident, ill health, or declining years; praying long and earnestly for
the spread of the work, and beseeching
God to provide for the ministers of the
word; bearing testimony to the truth of
of the work, and telling how good they
feel in the prayer and testimony meetings;
staying at home month after month while
the missionary is away from home, trusting to his brothers in the good cause to
look after the wants of his family ;-all
this, and to add to it another thing, saying, they would "pay tithing, if they knew
how to do it." How is it that br_other
Jones, or Brown (or any other name) can
find a way to give up th~ best laboring
years of their lives, so far as the things of
this world are concerned, and spend -their
time, all that they have to give, in spiritual affairs? They find a way to make
sacrifice, and so do their families find
ways to make sacrifice; and when the way
is found, they do it. Are they sharper
sighted than these others? Is it any more
their duty to make "sacrifice," or pay
"tithing," of their time and years of labor,
than it is the duty of their brethren? How
would it sound for the Editor or Assistant
Editor of the HERALD to say, that they
would do something for the cause, if they
only knew lzow .2 How would it look for
any of our leading men to say, "I would
devote a part of my services, and my
means, and my time, if I only knew HOW?"
The question has been propounded to
the HERALD, time after time, "How shall
we go to work to 'tithe' ourselves?" And
time after time it has been answered, and
still the questioners do not 'tithe' themselves;

.

forgetting how to aptly they fill the con- .
clition ofcertain: parties who. asked of the
Lord certain things and kept asking till
they recieved an. answer "after the thoughts
oftheir own hearts."
Now, please remember, all the earthly
posse:;sions which the Saints, as individuals,.
possess are theirs, so fctr as the Church is
concerned, absolutely their own; to do
with as seemeth them good. No power
in the Church can legally take a dollar by
force; but it isuseless to say, "l would devote a part if I knew how," when the
way is so plainly stated.
CHARITY AND REFORM.

THE Salt Lake City, Utah, Weekly Tribune, of June 4th, has a long article .under
the .title of "Charity for the Mormons,"
and subscribed "An Elder of the Old-time
Church, artd a friend of the Mormon people."
.The article seems to be a sort of answer
to· something stated by one "Reasoner,"
in a former issue. From this article we
quote as below:The Mormon Church has been largely retrogressive, more so than the mass of its members
have any idea of, and. they who once. taught a
great amount of scriptural and spiritual truth,
and dovetailed their doctrine on to the spiritual
faith of the Methodists and others churches, and
by so doing _drew thousands of converts from
those churches because of their greater spirituality, are now spiritually dead, and it is not too
much to say that the priesthood we hear so much
about have perverted every ordinance of the
Church, and the laws and principles that should
regulate the priesthood for-which they claim so
much.
We had a talk with a returned missionary a
while ago. He was an Elder, in full fellowship
with the Church, and had been to the Southern
States. He confessed that it was now impossible to preach Mormonism outside of Utah;. that
if an Elder could succeed in making one or two
converts in a year he thought he was doing well,
but it was hard work; that west of Salt Lake on.
to the Pacific Coast and· from Mexico to British
Columbia there were no meetings of our people,
not one meeting to represent the great Utah
Mormon Church. While th~re is not a hamlet,
or a town or a city on the entire Coast that has
not many (so called) apostates who left Utah and
the Church because of the -abuses and perversions that they met with here. We said to him:
We boast of Priesthood, of preaching the gospel,
of much missionary work, but it seems as though
the time had come when it needs some one to
teach us afresh what is the very first principle of
the gospel of Christ.
He was a little angry and said: What do you
mean? We said: This is the first principle of
the gospel of Christ, that we love one another.
"And. this' commandment give I unto you, that
you love one.another as I have loved you,'' said
Jesus. He was a little startled and replied abruptly: "The Church has never done it." I
answered him by saying: From the standpoint
of your memory you are .right (he was about
forty years old), but from mine it is not true; for
before you were born and had arrived at the age
to know what was passing around you, a more

fraternally. loving
never wer,e organized
in\o a church organization than were the members of our Christian Church. We have said that
most everything has been perverted-this name,
even, of Saints or Latter-Day Saints, holds the
church up to well merited criticism and ridicule;
because it is ih its m.eaning not true, because to
be a saint _means a person mentally, morally and
spiritually developed to a degree incompatible
with the internal conditions and external environments- of the members of the church. Instead of being true it indicates an egotism which
proves _that .the men .who adopted it were .in
themselves the very reverse of what the title
supposes. And when we find out the causes that
led to its adoption .it becomes the more objectionable.
11/1
It is very definitely stated in the Book of Mormon that the Church should be call!ld the
"Church of Christ," and that if ifwas not so
called it could not be His church. (See Book of
Nephi, chapter rz.) It was organized in that
name on the 6th day of April, 1830, and contln·
ued to prosper under, that na~e till at a conference of elders held .May 3d, r834, at Kirtland,
they changed the name to the "Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-Day ·Saints," and this .to distinguish themselves from another Christian Church
()f the .same name-they, of coQrse, considering
themselves more holy and salrit-like than the
other church. Whatever the word may have
meant in the ancient lane:uages and among. the
ancient martyrs, it is certainly out of place as the
name of a people no further developed in the
spiritual life than the Mormon people have ever
been.
_
If it be true that the mission of Christ was to
bring, to exhibit and to teach both by precept
and example the principles of love, of atonement,
of reconciliation- humility and servitude to
others to a people who were in ignorance and
had never had those things established among
them, and if the Mormon Church started to
teach the world those things, then it has lamentably missed its mission, for it can be truthfully
said that no church under such favorable circumstances as it has had, and direct commands to
make Zion a place where a stranger _could come
from afar and see its beauty and learn the glorious truths of Christ's gospel, to carry back to
the countries from whence they might come,
would have so miserably failed; for instead of
fraternal kindness, they, as a church, have exhibited and practiced and sent forth to th·ose not
of them the greatest amount of selfishness and
malice and hatred of any church that ever existed, and that hatred sown by them co~es back In
full n:easure pressed down, and in some instances
running over.
The proposition before us is to liberate the·
members of the Mormon Church from the terrible bondage they are in to the priesthood, who
have trapped them by a perversion of all that is
written in their sacred books, and bound them
with secret commands and obligations that it ie
hard to escape from. The best methods of doing
this are the things to find out and adopt. THE
TRIBUNE labors to convert them from being aliens
to be good and true American citizens.
Mr. Reasoner recommends by means of tracts
and pamphlets to convert them politically to be
members of either the Republican or the Democratic parties, and now a special Democratic
organization is formed for their benefit which
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purposes to embrace them fraternally with its
kind of Democracy.
The Mormon people may reasonably be divided into two classes: The deceivers and the deceived; the rulers and the ruled. The masters
are the few, and the slaves are the many. The
deceived ones are mostly the foreign element,
who are often spoken of less complimentarily
than they deserve, for take them all in all they
are pretty good people, and had they from the
first been trained by good and true American
teachers in the church life, they would every one
of them to-day be among the very best and
truest American citizens. The blame for their
being as they are rests with the controlling element of the priesthood, which is not foreign, but
native born; who, with their mouths, honor the
Constitution and the Government, but in their
hearts are ready to corrupt both, because they
have been thwarted in their effort to establish a
separate government of their O\\n. The foreign
members of the Mormon Church ar~ not in any
sense politicians, but they are in their natures
intensely religious, and are not likely to fall in
Jove with either the Democratic or the R<'pub!ican party. Religiously they accept in unsophisticated honesty the statement of their sacred
book that the Republic was founded by God,
and to them it is as a part of their religion. But
this honesty does not inhere in their c\espotic
·priestly rulers. They would in their conversion ,more readily affiliate with the Republican
party than with the Democratic, because they
remember that the· secessionists who wanted to
dissolve the Union were Democrats. But once
convert them, not to any new faith, but back
from the. present perverted condition of their
original faith, to its original simplicify, and they
. w'ould much rather. sustain a new and purer
<party .like ·the Libera) ·party than they would
either of the old ones .•
"Charity" for them floes not belong to politics
or to the civi1.1aw. Neither is supposed to exercise. any charity;. but charity should belong to all
the churches and all: the Christian ministers.
TIJ.e Trib.une is liberal .to them, sends its reporters
to give favorable repohs of their rellgious services and gives them liberal space in the Mo»~ ·
c\ay's edition for a synopsis of their discoJ.1rses.
To convert is to win. Force· and. chas.tisement
are not easy methods of winning the regard and
allegiance of those who are not in harmony with
us, especially on religious subjects.
The Christian mini$ters here are missionaries·
especially sent to convert the Mormon people;
if they would seek to get Mormon audiences and
make .themselves fan;i.iliar with the b.efter portions.ofthe Book of Mormon and and .Book of
Doctrine and Covenants, they would find that
the original and only ,true Mormonism is rwt so
much at variance with the creeds and doctrines
o:f the various churches as they h~ve long. sup·
posed.
.·· ·.To make this plainer we will make a quotation
from the Book of Covenants concerning· the
and most important ordinance of (he Marwhich. is baptism f(lr the remission
20, paragraph 37, Book of Cov~nan:ts, reads: And again by way. of. commandto the church concerning the . manner of
those who humble th.emselvesbe-
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repented of all their sins and are willing to take
upon them the name of Christ, having a determination to serve him to the end, and truly manifest by their works that they have received the
Spirit of Christ unto the remission of their >inR,
shall be received by baptism into His church.''
This is the wording of the commandment
upon which the water bapti'm bv immersion
for the remission-of sins is founded. The elders
who have so presented this dcctrine, and in this
way introduced members into the church are so
few, that it is safe to say that it has never so been
taught or practiced by the church, and there is
not one in a thousand that knows that it so reads
in the book. It contains nothing that can be offensive to any Christian minister and reads
more like a method of the Methodists than anything that we have been familiar with in the
Mormon Church. Yet it is as it was first written
by Joseph Smith; but at once met .with severe
opposition from his co-laborer and associate
Oliver Cowdery. We quote from t)'le history of
Joseph Smith, written by himself, Times and Sea- ·
sons, volume 4, page ro8. He says that Oliver
Cowdery wrote,to say that he had discovered an
error in the above commandment in the following words: "And truly manifeste<;l by their
works that. they have received of the Spirit of
Christ unto the remission of their sins." "The
above quotation," he said, was erroneous, and
added: "I command you in the name of God to
erase these words, that no Priestcraft be among
us I"
·"In a •few days afterwards," says Joseph, "l
visited him and Mr. Whitmer's family, where I
found the .family, in general, of his opinion concerning the words above quoted, and it was not·
without both labor and per.s.everance that I could
prevail with one of them to reason calmly on the
subject. However, Christian Whitmer at le'ngth
got convinced that it was reasonable and according ·to the Scripture, and finally, with his assistance, I succeeded in bringing, not only the
Whitmer fam'i!y, but also Oliver Cowdery to ~c
knowledge that they had been in error, a,nd that
the sel).te.nce in dispute was in accordance with
the rest of the commandments."
The opposing .idea in Cowdery was that immersion in water should not be considered as a
symbol of purity and regeneration only, but that
it literally washed away sins. The humility of a
hroken heart and a contrite spirit, and for the can-.
didates to manifest by their works that they had
received of Christ to the remission of their sinswas a matter of secondary consideration.
And notwithstanding the effort of Joseph
Smith to keep the wording and practice. of this
commandmehtso that it mlghfbeacceptable to
all .Christians-the spirit that moved Mr. Cowde,ry and the other has prevailed until baptism has
been w presented to the world as to be extremely repulsive instead of inviting, and so far as
Utah is concerned oftet) made obligatory, without any special spirituaf conditions attached t.o it,
a matter. that the book shows should be in~ensly
spiritual, and .in which not the slightest amount
of coercion should be used, but that the candidate
should seek it himself, ih the most~piritual state
of mind that the English language can express.
In this. perverted spirit the practice of re-bap
tism at frequent intervals. obtained, in o~der to
wash away repeated sins, so that sin was as easy
to wash away astowashaway the dirt on a man's
face. .Another perverted way in which baptism

was used was the wholesale and commanded
baptisms of all members of the church arriving
from the ?ld country for no cause assigned, and
no sin presumed or charged against them. Their
good stauding and ben·\ces to the church may
have covered many years with no cloud upon
their membership and their certificates to this effect with them, but all this avails them nothing.
Their 'certificates were waste paper, and they
aliens to re-enter the church in all humility at the
feet of the native- born authorities.
· Also at the time of the great reformation and
at other times wholesale and universal baptisms
were commanded and enforced to ~ash away
the people's sins.
We have perhaps written enough to suggest
the usefulness of a religious movement of areforming nature in· behalf of the people of the
Mormon Church. They have been forced by
the strong arm of the civil power to .sztsjend polygamy, but they are not convinced that it is
wrong; they do not see its hideous injustice and
wrong, especially to the £emale portion of the
community. Thousands of them would be glad
to know how such wrongs came into existence
and to wash their hands and hearts forever from
such perversions. Here is a good field for Mr.
Reasoner's books and tracts, and the missionary
work of all the churches, and it may be here observed that it is a tradition of the Mormon
Church that a great spiritual mission would
come, and would gather out from among them
the wise virgins and more fully prepare them
for the coming of their Messiah.
This year r89r vvas spoken: of at the conference
lasLf<!ll, and again this spring, as a prophetic
year, in which favorable changes might be expected, and there is no doubt that when the
ground is broken, and the way opened up ·for
such :i movement, that there will be plenty of
tbe qld eldets of the church who have been used
to public speaking who would JOIU the reformation, and .the old traditions and superstitions
would s.oon disappear.
Polygamy is practically dead, and incidentally
in the spirit of such a refqrmation it would be so
completely buried as.to make it an impossibility
ever to resurrect it.
It is the easiest thing in the world to" prove by
the books of the church that the so-called kingdom of God is not, and never can be, the church;
that the kingdom of God, as believed in by all
Christians, never can be built up by the politics
the world. The State and Church idea must
never have root on American soil.
The fidelity of the Mormon people to the
chiefs of their church shows that when they become possessors of more light they will be as
constant and faithful to it as they have ever been
to tl)eir perverted religion.
If the editors o£ ·THE TRIBUNE can tolerate
thcis kind. of writing and give it a place in the
paper I have much to say of the same kind.,
I subscribe myself an Elder of the Old·time
Church, and a friend to t·he Mormon people. ·

of

Whot)ver this ''Elder of the Old·time
Church." m:ay be, he writes with some'
consistency as a "friend to the Mormon
people." He evidently believes that the '
most effectual regeneration ofthe M(:rmon
Church, ofwhich he writes, must come
from within; lJ.S the most effectual spiritual ·
regeneration. of the disciple , must be
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wrought by the Spirit of Christ within
the candidate's heart, rather than by the
act of baptism only,.as is provided in the
dau~e on baptism which he quotes from
the Doctrine and Covenants; and which
he assures the .Tribune readers is as Joseph
Smith wrote it at the first. A departure
from this primitive declaration has
wrought mischief, as this friend of the
Mormon people urges; and with his conclusion we have no cause to find fault.
To. us, the result of. having disregarded
what was plainly taught could be only
disastrous.
We cannot consent to the idea advanced
by this writer that the meaning of the
change of the name of the church from
"The Church of Christ" to that of "The
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints," to distinguish them from another
body already existing called "The Church
of Christ," was that "they of course considering themselves more saint-like and
holy than the other church."
We do
not. believe that the spirit of arrogant
haughtiness of- spirit which would make
such a motive possible had at that
early period found place in the church;
and this writer himself virtually stated this when he told that returned
missionary that within his. memory a
more fraternally loving people never
were organized into a church organi~ation." This is true of the church at the
time when the change of name, if it can
be called a change, took place; and it was
true long after that period. One elder, a
resident of California, at the time, but
since dead, stated that he traced the
Spirit of Christ in the Mormon Church
down to 1856, but that after that he could
not; it was a matter of money-getting
from that on.
What reasons he may
have had for so stating we do not know;
but he was not severed from his connec'tion, but was still in a way paying tribute
to the faith, having a latent trust in it. At
what time the fraternal love which shouid
mark a people striving to be Christian
ceased to be found in the church of which
·
this "friend to theM orrrion people" writes,
can only be told by those who lived among
them; and not for us.
Nor do we concede that to have called
the members of the church Saints, or Latter Day Saints, was such a mark of egotism as he states it to be a proof that "the
men who adopted it were the very reverse
of what the title supposes." There is no
more egotism in men calling themselves
the church of the Saints, than there is in
their calling themselves the church of God,
or the church of Christ. It is but the distinctive name which the body collectivelv
bears, and if the "friend of the Mormon
people" is correct that the "slaves," that
is those being good but misied, are "the
many," while the leaders are the few,
then the body might appropriately bear the
distinctive title, though the few were not
up to the standard.
Again if the people have been "trapped
by a perversion of all that is written in
.their sacred books," it is the perversion
that makes the name Saint inapplicable,
not the primitive intention evil, nor the
distinctive title a misnomer.

Paul wrote of something that was ·t6 be was determined hostility to this proposition,it
done in all the churches of the saints, thus. is believed that 1;he action of the meeting will be
characterizing the bodies bearing the name generally accepted by the. Republicans of the
of churches at Corinth, Ephesus, Phila- Territory, and that Democratic and Republican
delphia, and elsewhere; and yet there organizations will supersede the old parties from
were many .whose lives were anything but henceforth;
saint like.
Was the term inapplicable
If this disintegration shall prove general
then? Ifnot why not?
throughout the Territory, a field is opened ripe
We .can heartily endon;e· the writer's for the harvest, which invites the workers, advoearnest statement "But once convert them, cates and orators of both the national parties to
not to any new faith, but back .from the . come in and reap while they may. A process of
present perverted condition of their origi- education in national p 0 liti~s such as the voters
nal faith, to its original simplicity," and of Utah have n..ot heretofore been permitted to parthey will then be prepared for the duties '' ticipate in, will be introduced. We look to see;
of citizenship in its best accepted meaning; the masses of the voters of the Territory weigh
and whether they then be Liberal, Re- carefully and intelligently. the argumen;s adpublican, or Democratic in their political vanced in support of the doctrines of the respecpreferences, they may be safely trusted
tive national parties, .and act deliberately and
with the privileges of the Republic.
independently in forming their political associac
tions.
POLITICAL CHANGES IN UTAH.
A CALL,

WE take the following clippings from a
late Deseret News. From these it appears the "Liberal" and "People's" parties
are to give pl~Jce to the Repbblican and
Democratic parties, and that, too, -at an
early date, throughout the territory of
Utah. We are pleased to note thifl change
and trust it will do . much to allay the
friction and bitterness hitherto existing between Mormons and Anti-Mormons, both
in respect to political and religious matters,
and at an early titne close out the carpetbagger and leave politics in Utah in the
hands of the lawfulcitizen. Every people
worthy of holding the ballot is worthy of
self-government, and this the genius of
the United States government guarantees.
If the Utah Mormons will now observe
what they claim to beiieve, namely, that
"honest men and wise men should be
sought for diligently, and good men and
wise men ye should observe to uphold;
otherwise whatsoever is Jess than these
cometh of evil," as commanded in Doc.
Cov. 95: z, then all will go well.

A meeting vf the Territorial Central Committee of the People's Party of Utah io hereby called
to convene at the Social Hall, Salt Lake City,
on Wednesday, June 10th, r89r, at two p.m., to
consider the present political situation.
F. S. RICHARDS, Chairman.

THE Severance, Kansas, News of the sth
contains the following mention of one attraction of tht; comir!g World's Fair
exhibit:
Other exhibits by private parties will be made,
the principal of which and probably the most
valuable and interesting will be the recently discovered antiquities, in solid gold, weighing an
aggregate of forty-eight pounds, consisting of
helmets, idols, birds, ornaments, etc., valued at
more than $_5o,ooo. These objects are all curiously and delicately handwrought, the work of
a people .who. iived ages ago, but whose history
is lost to the world. These antiquities were discovered buried in vaults or tombs, deep in the
ground, supposed to have been the burial place
of a king or cacique.

A NEW POLITICAL ERA.

One of the most memorable political meetings
that ever took place in Utah, if not the entire
Rocky Mountain region, was held in the Salt
Lake Theatre May .zoth. Its results cannot fail
to have a marked effect upon the future history
of this Territory and upon the actions of all classes of its inhabitants. The question before the
meeting virtually was this: Shall the old antago_ nism over purely local issues, and between pureIy local organizations, be perpetuated, or shall
Utah become politicaliy as other territories and
the states of the Union are? The voters of
Weber county some months since decided this
questior. affirmatively for themselves, and some
days ago the Democrats of this city and county
effected an organization with similar purpose.
At the meeting last night, which was an assemblage of Republicans, there was a marked
.division of sentiment. One .side urged that the
time had come to organize the Repbllcan party,
and the other side-all "Liberals"-insisted that
such a step would be very unwise. Both sides
were given a full hearing, and the best ability of
each was exerted In the discussion. The resuit, as
announced by the chair, was in favor of organization on national party lines, and the abolition
of local political organizations. While there

ROYALTY WANING.
THE denunciation of the Prince of Wales by .the
newspaper press, especially his denundation by
the tory press, has caused a tremendous sensation throughout Great Britain, and it is freely
asserted that the revelations made during the
trial of the baccarat scandal suit in court have
done more to imperil the monarchy than any
other event which has taken place for many
years in England. The flat assertion made' by
the Daily Ch;·mzicle to the effect that until the
Prince of Wales swears, as "his confederates"
dld, that he (the Prince) did not violate the solemn pledge he gave to Sir Wiiliam Gordon
Cumming, the heir-apparent rests under an imputation of dishonor quite as shameful as that ..
which the jury put upon Sir William Gordon
Cumming, reflects the general feeling on" the subj~ct.

The appearance of His Royai Highness, the
Prince of Wales, as witness in a case in which
the central feature is a charge of unfairness in
gambling, is a matter to make his German ancestors turn over in their graves, and a sight to send
the shades of dead and gone Plantagenets and
Stuarts wailing off into the waste places of
eternity to hide themselves from the gaze of less
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aristocratic ghosts. It is a sad exhibition the
public is given of ·the boasted flower of English
society, not only in the evidence developed in
the trial, but in the manner in which England's
aristocracy is displaying its high-bred vulgarity
in·making a holiday and a picnic of the proceedings in court. The scandal, however, will have
its uses in Its tendency to strengthen the growth
of Liberal and Democratic sentiment throughout
the dominion.
Anronos of the late scandal suit where
the 'Pri~ce of 'vV ales figured as a prominent witness, in the trial of which the
prosecuting attorney declared that as
Prince Regent of the army the heir-app-arent to. the throne of- Great Britain was
subject to disgrace or dismissal; that
although of royal blood he was but a citizen in that he was subject to the common
law· of_ the land, we present the above
news items. Gatherings of Baptists and
Methodists in portions of the empire have·
denounced and declared their unqualified
disapproval of his course, openly stating
their refusal to support the Prince's right
to the throne unless he made sufficient
amends for his reprehensible conduct. To
those interested in the· manifest destiny of
royalty
the level of the ranks of the
common people, the final prevalence of
Republican over monarchial systems of
government, such items are significant.

INTS', HERA
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Sphinx, tablets, etc. The News correspondent indulg·es in the usual speculations
concerning- the emigr"tion of the ten
tribes of Israel to this country, etc., and
closes his article by stating:
"There is no necessity of importing antiquity
into Michigan; there.is plenty of it here and it may
be plainly read on all hands. The Old Country,
as it is called, is no older than the New World, as
impudent writers call these age-scarred continents."
We may publish the article entire when
our space permits. However, the relics
will probably receive the attention of scientists, the results of whose examinations
we hope to hereafter obtain.

deed when it resorts to &uch means to
protect itself from the teachings of an alleged impostor. The Constitution of the
United States is of that nature that the
law-abiding citizen has the right to protection, irrespective of religious belief;
and it ill-becomes men claiming the rights
of citizenship under that Constitution to
be found aiding and . abetting mobocracy,
and is a flagrant violation of the principles
our fathers fought and died to establsh.
The editor of. one of our exchanges who
interviewed Mr. Sweinfurth but recently
states that he is gentlemanly in appearance
and that there was nothing in his talk that
indicated either the crank or fool; that his
followers have the appearance of honest,
intelligent, well-to-do people whose con~
versation evinces the very highe_st principles of morality, and that no fault could
be found with their doctrine so far as those
principles were concerned. Mr. Schwein~
furth has appealed to the Mayor for protection, as he had a right to do, and two
policemen were detailed to guard his
house. If Mr. Schweinfurth is dealt with,
it should be done in hnrmony With law
and order.

ANOTHER.
THERE is a new name for a possible
aspirant to the honors, or obloquy of
ecclesiastical deposition and official martyrdom, Rev. Phillips Brooks. What a ter~
rible thing it must be for such a man,
noted for his piety and ability, to consider
that the ecclesiasticism which he is serving is not a "divine institution." If not
divine what is it?
From the editorials of the Times, Chicago, May z8th, we quote:
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
"It is a noticeable fact, and one that in these
Sunday, the 14th inst., was observed in
troublous days of theological war may be con- Lamoni as "Children's Day." Beautiful
sidered a sign of the times, that the opposition to floral displays and abundant decorations
the elevation of Phillips Brooks to the episco- beautified and enlivened the place of gatl:.CAN HE CURE THE POPE?
pacy is not based upon the fact that he does not ering, where hundreds of happy-hearted
Pn:TSB!JRG, Pa., June I rth.-Father Mallinpreach Christ cr~cified and honor God and the children and youth, together with the
ger, the Catholic priest of Allegheny City,
church in his daily walk, for it is admitted that aged and middle ag-ed of God's people
whose alleged cures by prayer and the laying on
he is pure, able, and sincere, but upon the ground assembled and partook of the spirit of
of hands has caused great excitement here, will,
that he does not consider episcopacy a divine in- joyous good cheer and love. The serit is said,. exercise his marvelous power on the
pope. He will leave for Europe Monday. The stitution, To one acquainted with the history vices .were held under the auspices of the
of the Christian Church, and especially the his- Sunday-school. Ern. D. F. Nicholson, J.
cause of his sudden, departure is said to be a
tory of. the Anglican Church preceding the reign A. Gunsolley and M. Sorenson were the
to administer tothe pope,
summons .from
of that weak, contemptible, and licentious mon- speakers, their addresses being interspersed
who is said to be very sick. The reverend father
arch, Charles II., this ground of opposition to so with suitable musical selections.
re~used to afti~m or deny the story, but said he
. For "Deloit," read Detroit, Minnesota,
good and so able a clergyman seems strange and
had an important mission in Europe, and that in
not creditable to the Protestant Episcopal in item in last issue referring to Pres.
all# probab!lity he w~uld leave Monday. The
Smith's. attendance at the Minnesota Refame of the curative' powers of Father Mallin- Church."
union.
If
the
friction
between
these
contending
ger has brought to this city fully z,soo people
·It was our privilege to meet with the
from all parts of the country for treatment. This elerr:.ents among the churches continues, Saints of the Independence branch and
there
will
be
ere
long,
something
more
morning nearly zoo cripples. and blind person&
district on Sunday, the 7th inst., and to atarrived at the Union station, bound for Meunt than the cloud of smoke now smarting . tend the session of the district Sundaychurchmen's eye~, and should the fire once
Troy, to try the faith cure. By Saturday, which
get fairly started, who shall tell what will school association. It was gratifying and
is St. Anthony's day, there will be from ro,ooo be saved from the burning.
inspiring to note the manifest improveto rs,ooo people here. The applicants come
ment in the general condition of the cause
from all classes and many stori<;s of wonderful
there; to observe the many and capable
cures are told.
LATE papers contain the report that Geo. workers who are earnestly applying themThe above news item, if it states the J. Schweinfurth, the Rockford messiah, $elves to their various duties, ·growtruth, presents a! complexity of ideas. has been ordered to leave .Kansas City, ing themselves and inducing others to
While ·faith in God's power to heal is Mo., within twenty: four hours, and prom- with them develop and cultivate talent for
'
.
Scriptur:ill, is its
in the Catholic ised a coat of tar and feathers if he does good.
Bro. C. M. Fulks, Echo, Indian TerriChurch so
that to America the not obey. This Of<der and threat are the
holy father must look for one to so ad- result of a secret meeting of citizens, some tory, wishesto correspond with the mis~
minister for relief fro1n bodily infirmities, of whom were "of strongly developed re- sionary in charge of that field. .He lives
passing by the myriads of prelates of lig"ous tendencies." In a. letter to Mr. twenty miles east of Vinita and ten south
Schweinfurth informing him of their of Fairland. Bro. S. Briggs lives at the
higher spiritual rank?
action, the reasons stated are that he is an laHer place;---:this for the information "of
impostor, and· that his. teachings are. a traveling elders interested~ .
I~ addition to the items contained in the
detriment to good morals and true ChrisBro. F. M. Atkinson, Bank P. 0.,
letter from Bro. J. W. Edwards in this tianity. "Tar and feathers violently ap- Marylarirl writes in cheedul spirit of his
issue, concerning the opening of certain .plied never yet vindicated the moral!> of a faith and hope in Christ. He is in the
Indi;m mounds, the Detroit, Michigan, community . which could appeal to th¢ faith and striving for the crown~
·Evening News of June 6th contains a processes of the common law," says the
Bro. M. M. Turpen, of Pleasanton,
l.engthy article, copiously illustrated, de~ Chicago Times J and we would add that Iowa, left the 16th inst. for. his field of
sctiptive of ·the.newly discovered cats,kets, "true Christianity" is in a pitiable plight in- labor~ the ~o1;1,th-e~s~er~ mission •.
i- •.,;,
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Sr. Eliza J. Scott, Switz City, Greene have done so several times. I go to Newton to
county., Indiana, writes that herself and conference to-day."
Mrs. Julia A. Huddleson, Chase, Nefamily are among the number of Sai'nts
deprived of branch privileg~~· but who braska:
"l request the prayers of the church for my
desire such elders as can to VlSlt them and husband
and son that they may see the )ight;
preach the word.
and for myself that I may be fully restored to
Sr. Inez Parker, Mis$outi Valley, Iowa, health: if it is the will of God, and be enabled to
writes' recounting her . experiences and endure in the face of opposition and other trials."
mentioning the good which the prayer of
Bro. J. J~ Cornish, Coleman; Michigan~
faith has brought to her. She asks prayer June 15th:
"Our· conference is over. We had a good one;
in her behalf that strength may be given
to overcome. She also asks special prayer five more were added-baptized and confirmedall- belonging to this place'. The Saints were
in behalf of her mother, Mrs. Parker, who blessed
and strengthened, and the ministers went
is very ill.
to the different parts ot the district to their fields
The W allsend and Plattsburg Sun, of with a desire to do all the good they can. The
May 24threaches us, containing an addi- work is onward and we are hopeful."
tional article written in defense. of the
Bro. W. A. McDowell, Blair, Wisconwork by Bro. J. W. Wi~ht. The .Aus- sin, June I Ith:
"l arrived here the roth ·and will commence
tralian press have mamfested a hberal
meetings to-night in the school-house. Expect
spirit, in some place~ tow~rd our p~ople.
baptize one or two next Sunday. Pray for me
The St. Louis, M1ssoun, Post.Dzspcttch to
and for the cause in Wisconsin."
of the 12th inst. has a lengthy and excellent article dated Cleveland, Ohio, which
gives an account of t~e late ge~Hilral con- RUSSIA's bitter persecution against the
ference and speaks fmrly and liberally of Jews still continues, and many are the
testimonies of the destitute condition in
the Reorganized Church.
.
In our issue for June 6th the obituary which the hundreds of Jews who are being
notice of Bro. Sawyer, Jones port, Maine, driven from that country reach their vari·
ous destinations.
The London correshould read Levi, not "Lewis" Sawyer.
Sr. Walker wishes us to state that spondent of a late paper states that not''With The Church in an Early Day" is with~tanding a statement by Mr. Gladdetained by the binders.
It is impossible stone to the contrary, that the Czar is
for her to answer all inquiries separately, fully aware of the brutalities and horrors
but if subscribers will have patience, all ·that are being perpetrated agair st these
orders will be filled. She very much re- people, and further that his majesty's
brother, Gl-and Duke Sergius, is a willing
grets the unavoidable delay.
.
Attention is called to the nottce of Sun- instrument for the carrying out ,of this
day-school Lesson Helps. The price is brutal treatment. As evidence of his
50 cents per year for single copies. Order position he says that it "ought to be u niversally known that the representations of
from the Herald Office.
the Mendelssohns, Bleichroders, and
Frankfort Rothschilds were sent through
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
sure channels and were placed in the hands
Pres. W. W. Bl~ir writes as follows, of the Cz-1r and obtained a reading' a month
ago." Further, that statements have been
from Dow City, Iowa,June 15th:
presented to M. de Poboedonoste>eff, chief
"Had two fine mee1ings in \Voodbine, have
held two here, and attfmded the three-days'
of the holy synod of Rus,ia, &nd M. de
meeting in Galland's Grove. In the latter place
Giers, the Russian minister of forei~;n
meetings were overflm;i,1g yesterday; thre.e peraffairs, simply asking that "measures be
sons were baptized, and I heard it suggested
adopted for the mitigation of the lot of
others would have been had there been 'clean
water' and better conveniences for baptism.
the expelled Hebrews," but proved un"This district is gaining every way, and prosavailing; also that "the most powerful inpects are very encouraging for future work. The
fluences have been brought to bear upon
Saints were never more united, zealous and enthe Cz -1r, but the condition of the Jews is
thusiastic than now. The Saints have purchashopeles~."
Public indign<ltion becomes
ed a new tent for district purposes. Clark Braden's efforts in this region so far have tended to
more intense as these facts are being
wake up and unite the Saints, disgust the sensideveloped.
ble, better class of citizens, while they gratify
only the base·minded and the religious bigotthe latter class, thank heaven, being in a conspicuous minority.
But he avails himself of
every opportunity to rour forth his misrepresen·
tations and slanders, the most of which recoil
upon himself and his abettors, for his assertions
and defamations and low trickery are too brazen
and transparent to deceive any but such as love
that sort of stuff. And then, his efforts set our
p?ople, and their friends, and others, to examine
critically the records and standard works of the
church, all of which •erve to make more apparent the mendacity of his doings. I go to-day to
Deloit for four days and then to Woodbine for
two-days' meeting the 2oth inst. and after."

Bro. J. S. Roth writes frc m Grinnell,
Iowa, the I zth inst:
"I opened a new place in Bremer county. Had
a lively time; baptized two, and that raised the
ire of the old fellow. Mr. Dungan said the Mormons had power to heal the dead, cast out the
sick and raise the D--. The last is true, for I

MEETING HOUSES.
Below will be found the different places of
meeting of the church in the cities na,ned:
St. Joseph, Miswuri, Saints' Charel, Seventeenth street, near Faraon street. Take J ule
street, or Wyatt Park cars to Seventeenth street,
and the building will be in sight,
St. Louis, Missouri, No. zsr8 Eliiott avenue.
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, Fourth avenue, near
Wood street.
Boston, Massachusetts, Howard avenue, Roxbury.
San Bernardino, California, corner Fifth and
F streets.
Sacramento, California, Saints' Chapel, Twenty·fourth avenue and K streets. J. M. Parr,
president.
Denver, Colorado, Euclid Hall, Fourteenth
street, opposite City Hall.
Omaha, Nebraska, Saint&' Chapel, No. r4r8
North Twenty-first streets.
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EDiTED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"Why dread to brave swift travel o'er the deep?.
Why shrink from coursiiJg through the sundered air,Sped by the Vnlcan·forces that out-flare
The loosened lightning? Why weird vigils keep
(In bowers devoted to the p1oom of sleep)
· · Holding till da:wn a weary tryst with care,
Because of stalking Sin, lwhose·tninions dare
The sanctities of life to overleap?
"Dost know thou not, dear child of timid heart,
Thy guardian angel, free to see God's face,
Is quick to serve thee wheresoe'er.thonart?
That though about thee dangers may llbound,
Greate~ than danger is thy Father's grace;·
Whose white'winged cohorts compass thee around."

PRAYER UNION.
MANY letters have lately been reaching us in regard to the Prayer Union, and, as we have been
misunderstood, we wish to say just a few words
in addition to what we have before said. Those.
who carefully read our: article will remember,
that, while we said organization was not coniemplated originally, we did not say that we thought
such organization wropg or not in . harmony
.with the l~w of God. What we did 'say, in substance was, that it was iwt tke province o/ t!ze sisters to decide whether·it was or was not in harmony with the law of God. Believing that
such decision should come from proper authority,
we thought, and still think, best that such discussion should not enter the "Column," as that
space belongs exclusively to the sisters. It is
evident that authorities differ in their views, as
the answet· to certain questions in the last Herald,
in relation to this matter will show. We belie,·e
that the time is not far distant when t!ze church
will have to speak upon this vexed question. We
do not mean the question as it relates sirpply to
the Prayer Unlon, but the question of woman's
work in the church. Has the church any ·need
of her services and if so· will the church sustain
her while she is laboring for it?
That we may be distinclly understood (since it
has come to our knowledge that we have~ been
misund'erstood upon this point also), it is our
opinion that woman never has held and never
will hold the priesthood; but we do believe that
God intends her to labor in the church and that
he also intends the church to uphold her in such
labors, and honor her in her ~phere, when
worthy of honor, even as she honors the ministry
in their sphere. Tbis is simply our opinion, and
while on the one hand it may be claiming more
than some are willing to allow, on the other
hand it is claiming much less than maf\y of the
brethren in authority in the church are willing
to grant.
Our own experience is that the church to.day,
while she has not so announced, stands ready to
welcome us into almost every department of
church work, and if anything is holding woman
back it is simply her want of thorough fitness for
the work.
The letter of Elder T. W. Smith in this issue
contains good advice (so we think) to the members of the Prayer Union. We learn that in
many localities where the Saints are scattered
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and branch meetings are few, the Prayer Union
fills a want long felt and is of great benefit and
spiritual power. In such cases we would say to
the sisters, By all means meet together, but let
the meetings be only for prayer. Do not suffer
them to run into testimony meetings, neither to
take up the work of mite societies. 1- rayer union
is a thought widely divorced from either of these.
It is prayer for the same objects at the same time,
and who needs to be told the power of union or
of prayer?
To the' sisters who have sustained the Home
Column, let us say one word. The Column has
been appropriated to your use, and as long as the
Board of Publication aqd the, editorial management of the Herald see proper to sustain it, why
should you notice or feel hurt in the least, because some good brother complains that he is
not getting the right kind of food? He has our
free permission to skip that part of the Herald
for more congenial reading, and he should remember that the body has many members and
these members may possibly differ as widely in
tastes as in office. It would be most natural if they
did, and none should feel aggrieved thereat.
P,RA YER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

A sister in Nebraska asks your · faith and
prayers in her behalf. Because of circumstances
cannot give name.
Bro. and Sr. Wilcox of Chicago need your
prayers. They .are old,poor and afflicted. Bear
them up before our Father.
Prayer is requested for an aged sister, Sr.
Lance, of Missouri, who is greatly afflicted.
HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

June 5, Amount received to date ..... $3,S72 83
Elizabeth Hopkins, Iowa$s oo
Emma Burton, CaL . . . •
so
Marjr C. Ode, S . D. • . . . I oo
Lorind.a Lewis, Neb .... S oo
Ann Lewis, Iowa..... . .
7S
M .. Burnett, Iowa ....... 2 ·So .
M. S. L. Ont. .......... ro oo
Chas. Hayer, Iowa......
30
Ida Hayer, Iowa; ...•. ; ;
2S
Christiana Edwards,
Mich ... :............
so
Nancy Caverly, Mo •... 10 oo
Eliza Stone, Ill.·.... :. . .
7.S
Thos: Harris, Mont. . • . . 2 oo
Alex. Harris, Mont.....
2S
Pearla Harris, Mont....
2S
Roy Harris, Mont......
25
Ann Webster, A us ..... '2 43
.Cas sa A. Johnson, Ill. . .
so
Mary: Ross, Mo. . . . . • . . . 2 oo
44 23
June 19, Amount to date .............. $3,627 r6
~sendai1;monevs to' D. Dancer, Lamoni, I?wa.

WE ~tre in receipt of a very neatly made quilt
(that is the outside of one not yet quilted) which
was pieced by Aunt Catharine Salisbury, the
only surviving sister of the martyrs, now in her
eighty-seventh year. Eor lo these many years
her hands have toiled for the up building of
·Zion and novk when in her old age she can do
nothing .more she has done this, hoping that the
Lord wc:mld put it into the heart of some one having means to buy it, that she might .give a part
of. the proceeds to the spread o£ the gospel and
wfth the balance obtain material· for more work.
Is. there not some one who would .like to have

this piece of work from the toil-worn hands of
.our aged sister? Send us your name with a
statement of the amount you can afford to give
and we vvill send it to the one offering us th.e
most within a month from this date.
THE HEART THAT BENDETH.
When blackest clouds and deepest gloom
Shut from thy path the light,
And darker than the silent tomb
To thee seems sorrow's night;
When hope is almost gone from thee
From this thy comfort takeIn sorrow's ever troubled sea
The heart that bendeth shall not break.
When in thy pride thou wilt not see
That all things come from God,
When He in love chastises thee
Thou wilt not kiss the rod;
When .thou art bowed with grief and pain
And sorrow's cruel ache,
'
Remember sunshine follows rain
And hearts that bend s.hall never break.
If o'er thy life's bright summer day
The cloud of death should cross,
And all thy sky be turned to grey
And heavier seem thy loss,
Than thy poor human heart can bear,
Think then, tho' hope forsake,
The wildest storm but clean the air
And hearts that bend shall never break.

In every trov ble, every ill
That comes to us on earth,
There may be found some solace still
Some Jesson of great worth;
If we but see the brighter side
And this our watchword make,
Though sorrow troubles, d,eath betide,
The heart that bendeth shall not break.
-Selected.

DOES A TWO-YEAR-OLD BABY
PAY?
Does a two-year-old baby pay for Itself up to
the time it reaches that interesting age? Sometimes I think not. I thought so yesterday when
my own baby slipped into my study and "scrubbed" the carpet and A. is best white dress with mY
bottle of ink. He was playing in the coal hod
ten minutes after a clean dress was put on him,
and later in the day he pasted fifty cents' worth
of postage stamps on-the parlor wall and poured
a dollar's worth of the choisest "White Rose" perfumery out of the window "to see it wai(!·"
Then he dug out the center of a nicely baked
loaf of cake, and was found in the middle of the
dining-room table with the sugar bowl between
his legs and most of the contents in his stomach.
He has already -cost over $roo in doctors' bills,
and I feel that I am right In attributing my few
gray hairs to the misery I endured walking the
floor with him at night during the first year of
his life.
Wha,t has he ever done to pay me for that?
Ah! I hear his little feet pattering ·along out
in the hall: I> hear his little ripple of laughter
because. he has escaped from his mother and has
found hls way up to. my study at a forbidden
hour. But the door is closed. The worthless
little vagabond can't get in, and I won't open, it
for him. No, 1 won't. I can't be disturbed
when I'm writing. He can just cry if he wants
to. I won't be bothered· for - "rat, tat, tat,"
go his dimpled nuckles on the door. I sit in
silence.
"Rat, tat, tat."
I sit perfectly: still.
u:Papa." ,

4II
No reply.
"Peeze, papa."
Grim silence.
"Baby tum in-peeze, papa."
He shall not come in.
"My papa.''
I write on.
"Papa," says the little voice;" "I lub my papa.
Peeze let baby in!"
I am not quite a brute, and I throw open the
door. In he comes with outstretched little arms,
with shining eyes, witJil laughing face. I catch
him up into my arms, and his warm, soft little
arms go around my neck, the not very clean little
cheek is laid close to mine, the baby voice says
sweetly," I lub my papa.''
Does he pay?
Well, I guess he does! He has cost me many
anxious days and nights. He has cost me time
and money and care and self. sacrifice. He may
cost me pain and sorrow. He has cost much.
But he has paid for it all again and again and
again in whispering those three little words into
my ears: "I lub papa.''
· Our children pay when their very first feeble
little cries fill our hearts with the mother love
and the father love that ought never to fail among
all earthly passions.
Do our children pay?-J'. H. D., in Detroit
Free Press.
Box 125, INDEPENDENCE, Mo.
Dear Sister Walker: I am pleased to be able
to say that since the request for prayer for Sister
Smith was made through the Herald, that she
is much better, and feels quite confident of getting well. She says that she can "walk around
quite briskly," and can "wash dishes," and her
"cough is lighter;" and the "chills and fever are
much weaker," and that it has been brought
about "without the aid ot medicine.'' Now I
hope that instead of slacking in prayer, that the
dear Saints will be more earnest still, as they
surely can have more faith. She says "May the
Lord bless the dear Saints for all their trouble.'' I
thank them all for the interest they have taken
in her case.
If you should see proper to suggest a fast for noon
of the first Thursday after notice can reach the
sisters of the Prayer Unions, I would be grateful;
and let the hour be spent in prayer for her, and
for all others whose cases have been brought fC)r~
ward for prayer, and I feel assured that they will
enjoy much more faith and the spirit of prayer
in the afternoon gatherings. In my opinion the
Prayer Union should be held exclusively for
prayer, and such being done there will be no
need of organization, save it be the selection of a
leader from time to time, or in turn, or chosen at
each meeting. I think if these meetings will be
held exclusively for prayer,. they will be more
useful, and be more greatly blessed of God, than
if they are mixed with business of any kind, requiring secretaries, treasurers, etc . . Let "organizations for good," or td aid the ministry, or poor,
or 'to assist in church building or furnishing, etc.,
etc., be separate frorri the Prayer Union. I think
that I can foresee harm arising if they are chang.::>
, ed from their originaL design, and mergedinto
testimony tneetings,or into business meetings of
an:y kittd.
Your ]?rgther in Christ;

'

... -

T.

w. SM~TH.
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We insert this letter.in th'e Home Column because of its speCial contents. We trust Bro.
Smith's .request in regard to Sr .. Smi!h will be
complied with ... ·We think the advice in regard
to. the "Prayer Union" good, and we would
strongly- recommend that it be foilowed. It is
the .plat) the sisters followed in this br~nch.-En.
HOME GOVERN~IENT.
Dear Sisters:-! think the first thing in home
government is for the"'rather and mother to be
united, Does not God say. they shall be one?
What is iL to be one? Is it not to be one in
thought, word and deed? How often I have
heard the remark, Ma would let me do so and so
but pa will not. I think pa is wrong will be
thougJ;lt if not said, or pa is willing but ma is
not as the .case may be. Are your children putting the same confidence in both when they
must know one is wrong? Will it not give them
a chance to say we are wrong sometimes for we
do not agree? I think lf one parent is about to
correct a child and has any reason to think the
other is opposed they should go first by themselves and not before the cJ;lildren, and talk it
over and try to. see alike. A punishment will do
a child no.good if the child thinks it was wrong
for· it to have been inflicted and it is but natural
for them to think with the one that favors them
the most. Christ says "A kingdom divided
against itself .cannot stand," and if our homes
are divided can we all stand when Christ comes
to number up his jewels?
Your sister in the love of right,
MRS. ANNA PHELPS.
CHASE CouNTY, Neb, May 21st.
Dear Sisters of tke Home Column:-I have
been a member of the church seventeen years,
and my faith has never been shaken in the latter
day work; but when I look back on my past life,
I see many places where I have erred and gone
astray, which causes me to mourn. Not that I
have done anything to injure any one, but the
trials of life have not been borne· as patiently as
they should have been, but I also see many
things that have caused my heart to rejoice when
I realize how good God has been to me. When
dark clouds have hung heavily over me he has
bid them disperse, and given me comfort and
joy, that has caused my heart to be glad; and I
have then been strengthened to press on. Knowing that only those who continue faithful unto
the end can be saved.
I don't know how we could get alone- without
the Herald. It comes to us every week filled
with such good cheer that it is meat and drink to
our souls in this western land; and it has been a
strong support and cheered me on; I have been
led to exclaim, Thanks be to God for all his
blessings to us! I have four children, three sons
and one daughter. They are a great comfort to
me. We many times wish we could have the
society of the Saints, and meet with them often.
We have no branch here, there are only five
families and these are much scattered and can
only meet occasionally; but we find that it is
good and we receive strength in so doing. This
is a hard country for Saints to iive in, and requires all to watch and pray.
Your sister in the gospel,
LYDIA c. DAVIDSON.
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.The printed name on the coloredlabel on your pll'
per gives 'the date to which your subscriptiOn has .been
';.laid: ·If it shows you are in amiars, please renew.

an opening, as J ani called •on: to lead some of·
their meetings and open others'with prayer.
· If Bro. McDowell or some of the. elders of this
.eastern mission will write me, they can come
here and hold a series of meetings. a: live about
.six and one-half mileS' from Plainville branch. I
pray that a branch may be raised up here. My
chief desire .is for the advancement of the gospel.
Any of theministry going through Mansfield
can come from there here che.aply and will be
welcomed. I live two and one-half miles ftom
Mansfield depot on.the road to Foxboro. Rock,~
dale is the neatest depot to us, ·about fifteen
minutes walk.
Let me hear from you, brethren.
C. C. MUNRO.

EDMORE, Mich., June 9th.
Editors Heri:lld :-Since last writing to you
over twenty caskets similar to those mentioned
in my former Jetter have been discovered, Two
articles have been found that are believed to
have been altars of incense. Also six tablets
·about eighteen inches long by twelve inches
wide, square at one end and round at the other,
laid off into ten Equares, with these same characters on them. They are supposed by everybody
to be the ten commandments under the Mosaic
law. They have also found over one hundred
ARGENT's HrLL, Nambucca, N. S. W.,
small tablets and five or six pipes made of the
. April 2oth.
same material; ~me of th~se pipes was broken
Editors Herald:-It has been eight months
and found to be mixed all through the cement .since I joined the Church of Jesus Christ ;I never
composing it withgrahs of gold as coarse as
have regretted hearing the true gospel preached.
grains of blasting powder. About three weeks
I had heard almost every sect preach, but rione
ago Herbert Deen discovered one of these
of_ them seemed to satisfy me. I did not see the
caskets, which upon being opened was found to
true light all at once; for at first I made a laughcontain six small tablets and a human ear muming stock of the Latter Day Saints. But I thank
_mifi~d. Last week he founq another.containing
the Lord for guiding me to the path that leads
three copper coins about the 'size of nn Amerto righteousness. ,
ican half-dollar. Another man last week in digI followed the sea for a number of years, but·
ging found two more pieces of coin. Every · had to give it up on account of an accident that
piece they find has these characterS' on them, and. happened to me which made trie a cripple. But
all that are large enough have the Egyptian pyraI now see that it was all for my go:--d, as the life
mids o;m them. All of the caskets when found
I was then living was not right in the sight of
are sealed. My wife bought one of them; it is
the Lord. And now that I see my folly, I thank
twe.Ive inches long, six wide and five deep, and
the Lord that I heeded hiq calling. I had known
weighs twenty-eight pounds; it seems to be
worldly pleasure all my iife, but I have never
nearly full of something. The most of the peobeen so contented and hap-pyas I have since I
ple that handle it think it is coin or jewelry.
joined the Saints~
The lid has the lion and Sphinx upon it; on one
I ask the Saints, and especially the Prayer
side is the representation of two men, and on the Union to pray for me, that if it is the will of the
other a king with a triple crown. The finding
Lord I may be raised from my bed of affliction.
of these relics has caused great excitement all
Can any of the Saints tell me if there is a
through this country.
branch of the church in the Guernsey Channel
Prof Harlan, from Centerville, was here at my
Isles?_
Your brother,
house a few days ago. He claims to be master
HERBERT HAMILTON.
of five different languages, but he was at sea on
[No one belonging. to the church in the Guernthe characters on this casket, except once in· a
sey Chan~el Isles that 'We have any knowledge
while he claimed to find a Hebrew word. He
of. Others may know of such.-ED.]
read awhile in the Book of Mormon and thinks
these characters are the Reformed Egyptian, and
INDEPENDENCE, Mo., June 7th.
that the Nephites buried these relics here.
Editors Herald:-In view of the fact that pure
JoHN W. EDWARDS.
olive oil is rather scarce in the Vnited States, or
at least in the northern and southern states, I
FoxvALE, Mass., June 7th.
wrote to Minister Porter (our consul at Rome),
Editors Herald:-I have buckled on the armor and he handed my letter to an Italian manufacanew and started in the warfare of the Lord.
turer of olive oil in the south of Italy, whose
After trying in vain for the things of the world,
answer is now before me. He says he can furwhich perish, I . have fou.nd that if I wanted
nish me the purest quality, without adulteration
peace of mind I must work for the Lord; so I
and refined only by filtration, which he says is
came to this place on May 15th and was invited
not often found in commerce.
to young people's prayer meeting. I went as a
Now, I have been making calculations and
hearer, but was asked to lead the meeting. Of
counting the cost in Italy, the cost of marine
course I was somewhat surprised, but yielded to
transportation and the cost of expressage from
their request and spoke about. twenty minutes;
New York to Independence, and (I forget the
and at the close of the service was requested to
duty on it at the custom house) find that I·can sell
preach for them Sunday evening. "What is
the pure article for about forty-five cents per
going to happen?" I thought; they know I am a
half-pint, and perhaps for less; but even atthat •
Latter Day Saint and ask me to preach. I arprice it is no dearer than what we buy here, and
arranged matters to stay over Sunday, and spoke
we have every reason to believe it to be impure.
to ·a good audience. 1 felt my weakness, for I
Now, if each branch president will speak to the
had not preached for over six months, but the
members of their respective branches and find
Lord blessed me with liberty.
out how many would take half a pint, and write
I have settled here now and think I can make
me at Independence, Jackson county, Missouri, I
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will send for a sufficient quantity to supply them,
and then we will ~now that it is "pure.
For the benefit o~ those who do not know me
personally, I refer them to Postmaster Thomas
James, of this place; to I. N. or A. White, Clin·
ton, Missouri; George Shimel, Haven, Iowa;
Byron Beebe, Cameron, Missouri, or to I. N.
Nirk, Rhodes, Iowa.
Now, if you want pure oil, write me as soon
" as you can conveniently find out. It can be sent
to branches in care of the president, from whom
members can get it.
Write me not later than July roth, as it will
require about thirty-five or forty days to n::~ceive
from the time it is ordered.
s. R. BERG, M.D.,
Member Independence branch.
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elations. If the work of the sisters is an "outside
scheme'' and contrary to the law of God, why
should' any be pleased to hear of the progress of
such a work?
As to the work of the Union in Denver, it has
been beneficial, both spiritually :.nd flnanciaHy,
as can be testified of by many, especially as to
finances; and as long as there is nothing done
.that cor.flicts with branch authority and the law
as we understand it, and the Spirit meets with
the Union, and until the authorities of the
church decide that 'it !~ wrong, I shall not oppose the work being done by the Prayer Union
where I have jurisdiction.
I do not write this to criticise or find fault,
but that we may better understand' certain points
connected with the matter. The Lord says we
should "not wait to be commanded in all things."
I think this question should be thoroughly discussed, and if wrong is being done it should be
righted.
Yours for truth and right,

DENVER, Colo., June 8th.
Editors Herald:~The article by Bro. Derry in
Herald of. May 9th, also Sr. Anderson's letter
E. F. SHUPE.
with comments in Herald for the 30th ult., bring
quite a number of thoughts to my mind, among
EL DoRADO, Kans., June 6th.
which are some questions which I must confess
Editors Herald:--I am stopping here in a
I am at a loss to understand; neither am I able
strange place; am not permanently settled. I
to answer them satisfactorily, to myself at least.
desire to know if there is any branch near us,If
Though ~Bro. Derry does not say the Prayer
. not would be pleased to receive a call or- letter
Union is one of the outside schemes which he
from any of the brotherhood that may live near.
has reference to, yet we have good reason to beIt seems to have been our lot to be isolated from
lieve that is what he has reference to. I cannot
the church most of the time since we obeyed the
see wherein the Union is an outside ·scheme. It
gospel, but we would much prefer to be among
is inside and under branch authority; and as far
the Saints.
as my observation extends, I have not seen any
As we do not hear any preaching, the Herald
measure proposed or carried out contrary to
is very welcome and is perused with interest.
branch government, or that in any way conflicts
We loan to all who will read it; have given th!"ee
with the same; and as to the influence (subtle as
Voice ·of Warning and several tracts' to various
h:eccalls it) that has characterized these outside
parties, and loaned to a great many more, but
schemes, I cannot for one moment admit, as far
just what amount of good will result therefrom
as the Prayer Union is concerned, that it is the
I do not know. I have full faith in the restored
influence of the pdwers of darkness. My reasons
gospel.
J. E. STALEY.
for not admitting such is this: The book of Doctrine and Covenants says, "The elders shalleconELM, Kansas, June 6th.
duct all meetings as they are led by the Holy
Spirit." Now, Lthink, in my limited experiEditors Herald:_:_I hope Bro. Derry will not
ence as presiding!elder of a branch, that I have
be offended if I refer to his article in Herald of.
been e guided and' wonderfuliy blessed by that
May 9th, .in which he speaks unfavorably of the
Spirit. If l have not, then I must confess I do
Prayer Union. If Bro. Derry or any one else
not know what th~ Spirit of God, is; and if I
will take the trouble to look up the Herald for
have been mistaken all this time, I don't know
April 6th, r889, they will find a different view of
how to go about the J?atter to receive that
it. It reads as tho~ugh some sister had req nested
an opinion of the Prayer Union.
Spirit.
The work of the Union has. prospered in this
I will quote little of it:
city and by no. other means than what I and
"'Men should-be anxiously engaged in a good
others have born~ testimony of as being the
cause, and do many things of their own free will,
Spirit and power of the Holy Ghost, because it
and bring .to pass IT)uch righteousness; for the
has brought the same influence that I have repower is in them wherein they are agents unto
ceived when in di~charge of the duties and. callthemsel ves.'-D .. C., 58: 6.
ings of my office as branch president. This
''In this passage the word 'men' means the race.
Spirit has been en)oyed too by the Union where
Women are of the r:ce. The power to do good
the same has been'in charge of a sister, and the
is in them; and in this they are agents unto
brethren only visitors; also there have been
themselves.
prophecies given in these meetings that have
«The man who unnecessarily interferes with
b,een fulfilled to the very letter, as can be borhe
the exercise of the agency of mother, wife, sister
witness to by many of the Saints, among which
or daughter simply because he has a show of
are scime of the high authorities of .the church.
authority to do so is hardly a 'man after God's own
Is it possible that all the gifts and blessings thus
heart,' or a 'manly man' among manly men.''
received and the good that has been done has
The article glistens with bright points through-.
been done by the subtle influence of the powers
out;
of darkne~s.
If those who think the women of thP. Prayer
If thesist.ers are out of place in this matter I
Union are out of place would stop· .and think a
should like to know by what authority they hold
minute; something else _might come to their
such.positions·as teachers in Sabbath-schools or _minds that would cause them to halt, namely,
assistant superintendentsof Sunday-school asso.
the Sunday-school WQrk. !t is ca.trje9 qn b1
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men and women, as superintendents, assistants
and teachers, that have no authority to teach
the word. Is that any sign that God does not
sanction it? I say, No. But this is a good
cause which men should be anxiously engaged
in just the same as the Prayer Union.
It is written, "Train up a child in the way he
should go;" but why go to the trouble of bringing them all together in the capacity of a Sunday·school? Why not train him at home, as
some one wants the sisters to do, instead of
meeting together? Because in union there is
strength; and "where two or three are met together'in my name, there I will be in the rpidst;''
and the sisters are ~ade to feel this at times
when the Lord ~makes it known to them by the
Spirit of prophecy that their prayers are heard,
and had come up before him as a sweet incense.
. Then if. it pleases God, let not· any man try to
·change it; for what is man that he can withstand
God?
In gospel bonds,
E. E. GILBERT.
NEWCASTLE, N. S. W., May.
Editors Herald:-! feel impelled by the Spirit
to write, bearing my testimony to the gospel of
the latter days. I was sorely oppressed by the_
enemy. When Bro. and Sr. Smith visited us, at
a Saints' meeting Sr. Smith prophesied that if I
was faithful to this gospel I would be brought
out of all my trouble, and that my last days
would be my best; and that very night I was relieved of the burden of care, and since then the
way is opening in a wonderful way. My ambition is to do the will of the Lord on the earth. I
send you a little token to aid in establishing the
gospel.
Your sister,
ANN· WEBSTER.
FALL RIVER) Mass., June 2d.
Editors Herald:-I h:.ve often desired to express my gratitude to writers to the Herald, who
in their letters have testified to the wonderful
cures which have been brought about by the
power of God,-the healing power which is·
manifested to the faithful sick; for it makes my
heart glad to know that there arenowliv!ng on
the earth persons whose faith in God is ,sufficient
to enable them to benefit by the blessings which
He is willing to bestow. I desire to add my testimony to others, hoping that it may do as much
good .to some 6ne, as others have done me.
Nearly a year ago my little, daughter fell and
hurt her face. In a few days a piece of her c!;teek
bone began to project, and her cheek turned
black and was very painful.
I did not think
much about it at first, but it grew worse, and I
requested Bro. Bond to administer to her, which
he did, and the bone was set under his administration, by the power of God. A few days after
8he received a hard knock ,in the same place, but
no evil results followed. The healing was complete.
About three years ago I fell and dislocated a
bone in my ankle. There was no elder here upon whom I could call, and by continued rubbing
with consecrated oil and prayer to God, I succeeded in getting the bone back into place.
Some time after this I had a severe pain in my
back which refused to be relieved. I tried mustard and healing plasters, r\l\>bing, baths etc.;but
to no avail. After three weeks' sufferipg Bro.
'f; Whiting ca';ll~, tP t))js s:ity, !ln9' qe !lgminie-
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tered to me. The pain left me as soon asJle laid
his hands. upoh me, and has not. since returned.
I often have severe aches and pains which are
·easily removed by the application of simple remedies, but In extreme cases .which human aid
·cannot reai:h,TbeJieve in availing myself of .the
rerhedy which God has provided for the believer;
and I arh satisfied that a Being who could plan a
body ~nd create it frot;n the dust of the ground is
abundantly able to keep it in.good repair. I do
not build my faitli upon t~ese things, but I am
glad they follow the faithful, and that the gospel
plan provides for the body as well as the spirit.
Perhaps my faith in· the healing power has
been strengthened by my experience as nurse
among the sick, during which I made myself
acquainted with many facts concerning the mafl·
ner of treating diseases; and I know that nearly
all medicines prescribed by physicians lay the
foundation of ·disease in the system; and I believe that the use of minerals and poisonous
herbs originated· with a fallen priesthood, who
perverted t~e gifts of the gospel.
There appeared in a recent He~ald an article
on catching cold, in which the reader was admonished to "avoid draughts, especially on the
back of the neck; a very sensitive place." Now
while I consider this excellent advice, yet I believe there are times when the laws oE health
cannot be complied with. For instance: Suppose
we work in a shop where there are several others
at work. One is too warm, another too cold;
one· wants more air; another wants more fire.
Some one opens a window behind us, while
another piles coals on the fire. We perspire profusely, $hile the wind blows continually on the
back of the neck. To clpse the window would
be to infringeon the rights. of others. To complain would be. to make oneself 'obnoxious. In
this and similar cases what can a person do but
trust in the Lord? And I can testify that such
trust is never misplaced; andi am glad that the
gospel as revealed in the nineteenth century
contains all the elements necessary to the wa_nts
and well· being of man, both in this life and the
life which is surely coming; that it provides for
every condition of life and answers all its needsphysically, intellectually, spiritually, etc.
I am glad, too, becaus,;o the gospel is a gospel
of repentance, and that man by obedience to its
precepts may become the possessor of his own
soul, and be placed on the road that leads to perfection. In using the word "perfection," I mean
all that the word implies. We may not reach it
here, but we may travel far on the way. To be
able to suffer-not accepting deliverance-to
forgive, to endure persecution, scoffs, enmities,
slanders and the rest. To be patient, trusting, hopeful; looking with an eye of faith to the day of
Christ's appearing, when we shall meet Him with
joy and gladness,<
My testimony in regard to the gospel of
Christ is that it is a living, tangible, palpable
reality. I have found it to answer to every one
of life's needs. Its sustaining powers must be
experienced to be known. Its purifying powers
can best be understood by those who have realized their need of the dross-consuming process,
and have been tried in the fire. Its eftect upon
my life has been to lift me from the meshes of
infidelity, the shams of worldly pleasure, the
whirlpool of spiritual wickedness, the blackness
of grossest darkness, and even the verge of in san-

. ity, and has placed within my reach the life and
immortality which have come •to light by its
means. I am trying to show .my appreciation of'
this by a life of righteousness. My desire}s to
be kept from spiritual darkness, to walk in the
light; and whether I -rejoice or suffer, to rejoice
or suffer intelligently, with every faculty keenly
alive to the sense of it.
Hoping to obtain, with you, an entrance to" the
marriage supper, which I believe is near at hand,
I am yours in the one faith,
SR. AMY A. CHACE.
ATTLEBORO, Mass., June 2d.
Edt!ors Herald:-On Sunday, May 24th, the

Saints of Plainville and Attleboro occupied a
large tent at North Attleboro, owned by Dr.
James M. Solomon, through whose generosity
we had the privilege of its' use. Elder F. M.
Sheoehy preached morning and afternoon. Services were in charge of Elder C. A. Coombs, of
Plainville, assisted by Elder A. N. Hoxie, of
Boston. The outcome of Bro. Sheehy's sermons
will, without doubt, result in good for this glorious cause. I never heard the doctrine of "Eternal Judgm~nt" handled in so reasonable a way
as he presented it. A number of parties present
expressed· themselves as well pleased with what
they had heard. May the rich .increase to God's
kingdom come in his own time, in this vicinity
as well as .elsewhere. The assurance this gospel
has brought to my heart and mind, I would not
exchange for all this world has to offer.
'
Bro. C. L. Munroe, of Foxdale, recently of·
Franklin, was present at the Sunday-school at
Plainville last Sunday. He is trying to open the
work where he now resides. The electric road
which runs from Attleboro to Plainville makes
it handy for those who wish to attend services of
the Saints in either place, as well as other de·
nominational services, if they cl.oose. A line of
electric cars will also be running between Attleboro and Providence, R. I., and North Attleboro
and Provid~nce, as soon as they can be built.
A. B. PIERCE.

ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible foE
their own views. Contributions solicited.
W" Write on one side of the paper only.

TI'!'HING, CONSECRATION, SURPLUS, ETC.
EDITORS HERALD :-It appears that my
position on the "Tithing Question" is not
fully understood by some, and as there is
a desire for "more lig_ht" on the subject, I
will with your kind permission attempt to
explain the matter briefly, and in a concise manner.
1. I understand that tithing in its primary sense means a tenth, and may mean
a tenth of all a person possesses, or a tenth of
all his or her e::.rnings, or income, or of all he
or she may receive as an increase in farm
or garden products, or. in horses, cattle,
sheep, hogs, po)Jltry, butter, eggs, etc.,
etc.
2. My private opinion is that there is
no positive law preceded or followed by a
"Thus saith the Lord," which requires at
the hands of the members of this church a

·tenth of all they possess, or a. tenth of·. all
they earn or raise, but that they are required by posihve c_ommandment to pay
''one tenth of all their increase annually;"
that is; one tenth of
they have at the
expiration of a year, which is more than
wha:t they were worth. a year preceding,
or at the same date one year before, let
the date of beginning tpe arrangement be
what it may. So that if I make an inventory of all I possess anq the value there6f
to-day, May 25th, 1891, and one year
from now, or on Mayz5th, 1892, I find
that I possess in. property or in its valuation, one hundred or more or less dollars
more than I do now that I owe one tenth
of that increase to the Lord. But the important question now i~, "When does or
when did this law COille in force, or be~
come binding on me? . Evidently as soon
as I became a member .of the body of
Christ. In other word8, just as soon as I
yielded myself to Christ, and became his,
and ceased to be ruy own, but became the
Lord's, in body and spirit, and in all that
I possessed. And in view of that fact I
have recently calculated what I now .possess, and judged the true valuation thereof, and compared it with the valuation of
what I possessed on March 14th, 1866,
and I find that I now am worth in property of all kinds $ r ,250 (one thousand,
two l;mndred .and . fifty qollars) more than I .·
owned at that date, and that I owed the
Lord one hundred and twenty-five dollars,
and I paid that amount to the bishop, and
have his receipt therefor. I have no surplus as yet, hut if I ever come in possession of more land thah I now possess
(which is a town lot) and which would be
more than I need, or if I should come in
possession of another house, and they
were not needed for my support, and that
of. my family, they would be considered
surplus, and would belong to the Lord.
But more on this point hereafter.
3· Tithing does not always mean a
tenth "particularly, although that is its primary signification, for the Lord expressly
says" in the law found in Doctrine and
Covenants, section w6, that the surplus
which is not a tenth of anything, (although
it might occasionally be so), but is all that
is more than a person needs for the support of the family, yet the Lord calls it
tithing, and in the paying of it, the "beginning of tithing."
This is tithing,
therefore in a secondary sense and should
be considered as a consecration. And this
giving of all above our necessities, is called
consecrating of property in section 42
.· (XL II) Doctrine and Covenants.
4· But consecration has still another ·
feature beside that of giving all above
what is needed, it also means giving what
we may need, but choose to den yourselves
of for the good of the cause, or to benefit
our fellow-beings. In Luke 21:5, where
it speaks of the temple being adorned with
goodly stones and gifts, the latter word in
the Greek is Anathematos, and only occurs in this place in the New Testament,
and it signifies "a gift or offering consecrated to God." The "gifts" which were
cast into the treasury in the temple were
the free-will offerings, and are called the

all
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"offerings of God." lSee Luke 21: r-5).
But they were consecrations,. they were
not tenths or tithings
the ordinary
sense. The poor widow gave two mites
or a farthing, which was all that she had
or all her living; she consecrated her offering to God; it was a comecration on her
part in. the fullest sense of the word-bec;mse it was a sacrifice, or the result of
self-denial. The law did not demand of
her this offering, while it did require offerings for certain purposes, but in the case
of the rich, they gave what was surplus,
from their abundance. They could well
spare what they gave, but she denied herself of food (perhaps) for she then and
there gave all that she had to live upon.
So Jesus commends this act of the poor
widow as beir:;g more acceptable to God
than the giving of surplus, while of course
that is ciemanded by the law, but the point
is that those who have no surplus and cannot pay tithing in that or in any other
way, yet may consecrate some (or even all
if tbey see proper to do so) of what they
may need, either at present or hereafter.
To illustrate my meaning, suppose I have
in the bank or laid away elsewhere a sum
of money which I could use, and would
be privileged to use to buy myself a lot,
or if I owned the lot, I had some money
laid aside to build me a house, yet I found
that I could get along without building
the house, and I chose to give the money
designed for that purpose, or a part of it,
I would call that· gift a consecration. If
I could get along without buying the
lot, or buil!'ling on it i.f I already ewned
it, I could. if I wished to call the money
on hand surplus, and I could tithe myself
of that amount, or I could give a "tenth" of
·it, and tithe myself that way.
But if I truly needed a home of my
own, and could not do ' without it,
for any good reason, I have no surplus,
but I am ,required to pay a tenth of my
increase, and if all I have is an increase over what I had when I joined the
church, or .if half, or one-fourth or onetenth of what I now have is an increase over what I possessed when I became the Lord's and ceased to bemy own,
whatever I have now above what I had
on the day of my baptism the Lord
should have one-tenth: and if .that tenth
takes in all that I may ju~tly consider a
"surplus," I would observe the law of
tithing in lts fullest sense.
But consecration is more llcceptable to
God than tithing proper, for in tithing I
do not sacrifice anything .of my own, or
that which I can claim as my "own property," for -if I am subject to the law of
tithing pr 0 per the tenth of all my in,crease
is not mine, but is the Lord's, and I only
pay what I owe him, and so if I have
"Surplus" I am not by right the owner of
that, for the Lord says "l require all their
surplus property to be put into the hands
of the bishop," etc.. So. I only pay my
debts when I pay tithing, but in consecrating what I may call my own or that which
the Lord has made . me. steward over-for
I really own nothing but am a steward
p;nly, but the Lord calls what is. not subject to tithing, my ''own property," so

in

I speak of it in that way: I say in conse- denying ourselves of some pleasure, or
crating of my own property, I must deny comfort, or convenience? We think it can
myself of what I need in some sense, or be so called, because as we have seen the
that which I would by the law be entitled Lord calls surplus a tithing when it may or
to keep, and it is a sacrifice, and with the may not be a tenth. But, also, we might
sacrifice comes the blessing. The Lord give a tenth of our earnings, for instance, by
will especially bless and favor those who denying ourselves some convenience, or
make a covenant with him by sacrifice; he comfort, or pleasure; we might perhaps
declares that he will gather such unto spend that tenth in attending a concert, or
hill). And I am fully satisfied that .while in buying some luxury in food; 'or some
God will bless most bountifullv those who ornament in dress; some,.article of jewelry
will bring their tithes and offerings into {or instance, but we prefer to use it by dehis store-house, as he has promised, even nying self for the sake of the cause of God.
when these tithes and offerings may be Do we not all have some "surplus" in this
called "surplus," yet when the offerings direction, that is, in some article of dress,
are .made by sacrifice of personal comfort, or ornamentation thereof, or in the matter
or convenience, and pleasure and worldly of jewelry that we really do not need? I do
profit .and advantage, then the blessings not say this in the way of censure or faultwill be increased surely. Now what will finding, but I ask it in a serious manner, as
the blessing be? In regard to tithing our- a matter to be thought over by us. Do
selves, and free will offerings of such as we not rob God when we use what really;
we can well spare, the promise guarantees may be a part of our tithing and keeping
a full return of all that is given and much in our hands what is really a surplus; for
more. People are very glad to loan their I have seen articles (if they may be so
money to their fellow beings for 8 or ro called) worn which were not at all necesper cent. interest annually, that is, they sary, and were not even beautiful or tasty,
gladly lend $roo to receive back in a year and could only have been worn for display,
·
after $8.oo or $ro.oo more or $ro8 or if not for mere oddity.
$I ro, yet they hesitate to loan to the Lord,
Consecration of what is not claimed by
even when he promised that they shall re- the "law of tithing" and also which is not a
ceive more than they can find room for: surplus thing, or what is unnecessary for
not only 8 or ro per cent., but roo per our support, comfort or convenience, but
cent. and more. But strange to sav, that which is "our own," so to speak, differs
they will trust their money and property from tithing proper in one particular, and
into the hands of man, who may. never that is, that we are privileged to devote it
pay them either interest or capital, but to whatever good work, or institution or
they cannot or will not trust the Almighty, purpose that we choose, while all that
whose promises c.annot fail, and whose comes under the head of tithing proper is
word cannot te broken, and . who is so the Lord's share, and must be paid into
abundantly able to pay. We. boast of the hand& of the bishop or his agents to be
faith, but where is our faith in this matter? used by them for the purposes named by
Have we any? If we have, why do we the Lord for which tithing .is to be paid.
not prove it by our works? We contin- As before said, tithing belongs to the
ually say "My trust is in the Lord." But Lord, we have no claim on it, and cannot
we are not willing to ttust him by paying direct its use or application, but consecraour tithing, and rely upon his word that tion is a giving a part or all which we
he will abundantly repay us. Are we not hold as our "own property" after we
fearful that if we give the Lord that have observed the law of titHing-, and
which we may give at a sacrifice, he may being our "own," we have a right to say
not repay us. The writer, while not hoas- what use shall be made of it; we can give it
ing of faith in the matter, has proved the to the poor and needy direct, or to assist
Lord often in giving what he really need- the minister's family; or to buy him needed
ed for his own use and benefit. Recentlv clothing, or for any other (to us) worthy
a call was made for money to pay off puq:o;;e, and we can give it into the general
certain pressing debts held. against the treasury. And if we are to be so greatly
church here; he gave a small sum of blessed as Malachi has said, in paying
money that he needed toward building a tithes and offerings, how much more so,
house, now in process of erection; he when after we have paid our tithing, we
knew that he would lack at the best, a give of our "own property" to aid the
couple of hundred dollars to finish it in good work? Since I wrote my article on
proper shape, he believed Gcd would re- "Surplus," I have heard it said that "But
fund w pat. he gave: and the very next few have any surplus," but I may ask, Is
day a brotner sent a carpenter to work for there not but a few that do not ha've ''surhim at his (the brother's) expense, and he plus" or something not necessaryfor their
worked enough to save the writer over · support? or something that is designed to
twice the amount given the church. What please the eye, or topamper pride; somedo we mean by trustir ~the Lord, unless we thing not really es§ential to our comfort,
mean that we wi1l believe that he. will do or peace, or happiness; something that is
what he says? But do we trust him in not focd, nor shelter or rai)TI<;nt; in other
these temporal things? If not, let us try words, something that we can dO. without?
the Lord for once in paying our tithes "But," says one, "should I deny qtyself of
and. offerings. But to recur to the sub~ what may merely please ,the eye, or the
ject of consecration, we inquire is it tithing, ear, or gratify .the taste?'' etc. I answer,
that is, if we have no surplus, and have Yes, just so long as there are any of the
not any possessions subject -to the ordinary household . of faith who are suffering for
law of tithing, is it tithing, if we give by food, or shelter, or raiment; just so long.
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. !!S any. brother or sister is lacking the
necessaries of life. But enough for the
present.
Your brother in Christ,

T: w. SMITH.

INDEPENDENCE, Mo., May 25th, 1891.

DANIEL THE PROPHET.
BY .WILLIAM WOODH;EAD.
PAR'!: III.

BuT as to how' the "cross," and the "Son,"
were known in N ebuchadnezzar's own
land is not so clear. We have seen that
the Shemites in. western Asia were taught
that their God, El, had offered "his only
begotten ~on" as·a means of reconciliation.
The Old Testament writers say nothing
about a cross. Moses seems to hint at it
when he put the brazen serpent on a pole
(Numbers 21: 8), and Christ applies it to
himself and says: •.•As Moses lifted up
the serpent in the wilderness, even so must
. the Son of Man be lifted up."-John 3: 14.
The Lord explained to Adam what the
sacrificial offering of his flocks meant, and
said it was "a similitude of the sacrifice of
the Only Begotten of the .Father." See
Doc. Cov. g6: 9, 12. Enoch clearly saw
that that sacrifice of the Only Begotten
would be on a "cross." Doc. Cov. 36: I I.
This knowledge was easily transmitted to
Noah, for Lamech, the father of Noah,
and the ninth from Adam, was 56 years
old when Adam died, and Noah was 595
years old when Lamech died. In this way
we may account for the cross-"the mystical Tau"-having been sculptured on the
most durable substances known to man,
and how it became "the common svmbol
of the resurrection" and of "the life to
come." The circle and cross point to the
garden of Eden, as we have before seen;
but the Tau and simple T pointed to the
cross on Cal vary's hill. See the .different
forms of. the cross in Atlantis, pps. 319322.

On plate 47 in Rawlinson's Egypt,
Horus (an Egyptian deity) is represented
as born of a. woman •. He appears ·in three
forms: first a child, then a man, then a
god, and he is the god that destroys the
great serpent Apap, by bruising the serpent's head. Here appears to be a reference to that gospel sermon preached to
the woman in Eden and the fact that her
"seed" (Christ) should "bruise the serpent's head." Rawlinson says, "It would
seem that from the first there lay at the
root of the Egyptian religion the belief in
a future .life, and of happiness or misery
beyond the grave."-Ancient Egypt vol.
2, p. 22.
"Belief in a future life was a
main principle of the Egyptian religion."
-Religion of Ancient World, p. z8. This
doctrine is clearly taught in symbolic form
on page 29 of same work. The spirit is
returning from the under world (Amenti)
and re-enters the body; and, strange to
say, it comes with the cross in its hand!
See also Birch's Guide to the British M U·
seum, pps. 14, 15. And, "Nefer-Hotep
receives life from Anuka,"-the means
again for the new .life is the symbolic
cross! See plate 8, vol. 2, Rawlinson's
Ancient Egypt. Also the Vedic b<lrds

would sing, "Where
is
third heaven of heavens.
worlds are radiant, there make me immortal."-Chips, vol. r, p. 46. And Job joins
honors to
the chorus: "0h that my words were
tomb
now written! Oh that they were
he expected,
in a book! that they wer~ graven
an
bows, and
iron pen and lead in the rock for eve.r; for
Plutarch
I know that my Redeemer liveth, and that
upon in
he shall stan¢! at the latter day upon the
man, whoever
earth: and though after mv skin. worms
comest,-for
tllou
Cyrus, the
destroy this body, yet in my flesh shall I come I
Envy me
see God; whom. I shall see for m'yself, and " founder of the Persian
body."
mine eyes shall behold, and not another; not the litHe earth that covers
though my reins be consumed within me."
crown,
of some one. "Mor~Job. 19:23-27.
come I know thou
Abraham, too, who was a native of
s~me country as Job, if we may· trust the.
Egyptian Papyrus as translated by Joseph
Smith, knew the Lord, "the Son of God,"
and was made apriest and minister to declare his name in the earth.
The facts as a whole seem to be
strong! y corroborative evidence of the
of that parable in the revelation of
ber, 1830, which says that "the
had been "preached from the
being declared by holy angels
from the presence of God, and
voice, and by the gift of the
This original light became
by Polytheism; but in rituals,
svmbols, we see that some men
gle through. Some sought the Lord
did "feel after him." Such declared their
belief in the existence of one eternal and
perfect Being,and had hope of
and immortality. - We find these
cropping out all along the
in every
nation of antiquity. They tell us that
first men were acquainted with
Maker. See the "wise men from
who are said to have been connected
the Magian Priesthood.
and his "Son";
revelation. In this
for those
men in the book of
But vve will now
tone of Cyrus from
spent the last few
and tranquility at
loved by all classes of
dying moments he was surrounded
family, friends and
and delivered
to them the, noblest exhortation to
practice of piety, virtue and concord.
And Saadi, the celebrated Persian
in his Gulistan,
the
Cyrus ordered to
inscribed on his crown,
which reads as follows:
long life
in the
ly grandeur, since
selves, will some
under foot
our pride l This crown, handed
me from mv
in successidn upon the
others."-Enc. of
p. 436, ::~rt. Cyrus.
that at "some [future]
"trample mider foot our
vV e have seen that
the comi:1g- of the :Medes and
which con£1rms Daniel in a remarkable
way, and who does
see? He died
in possession of his throne and crown, Pli-

I
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I
but Berosus savs this man
I was slain conspirators-he
·was put to
brother-in-law, Neriglissar
I death
in
560. Babylon was at this time
B. C,

under no

with the same men, and the
same acts.
are created over in some
is the same <after
places, but the
the shell is removed. At the
of the Hebrew
Cain
So in

I

fel.l.
N eriglissar succeeded E vi!- Merodach;
he was the son-in-law of Nebuchadnezzar and died peaceably, and was succeeded
1
his son, Labasi Merodach. (See Berosus, I: S. C). He reigned but one
or a little less than one year,
Daniel writes of Belshazzar's
1
Labasi Merodach was suc1
Nabonidus.
He is said to
have been the last native King, by both
and Berosus. The Medes and
I
his kingdom, and made
Cyrus ·takes
with him
Babylon and
I
months later, having reigned
seventeen
Nabonidus did not die
i on the
that. his kingdompassed to
I the Medes and Persians, as Belshazzar
!1 did. On the contn1ry he §urviYed Eeveral
months and is said to have been well
tre:'lted by Cyrus as a fallen monarch. But
Naboniclus is Daniel's Belshazzar accordto
Clinton, Winer
is said to have
j
to N ebuchadnezI: S. C.), so that the
the fall of Babylon appear
irreconcilable, anp some
were driven
suppose two falls.
Sir
Isaac Newton maintained. this view. (See
his Chronology, pp. 322, 330, and H. E.
so that eacl) monarch between
and Cyrus has been preferred in his turn as the Belshazzar of
Daniel. Rationalists have by this diffibeen emboldened and declare that
account of Belsh<tzzar is a pure
invention of his own, that it contradicts
.-'"'""·"~· 11 and is an unmistakable indicaof
unbistoricai character which
al:taches to the entire narrative."-See De
in H. E., 355·
But out of all this confusion and un"
after infidels have fired
Daniel's fifth chapter, since
Porphyry, the heathen, till
mens'
were faint with unbelief,
now in this age of historical criticism arid

I

I
l

I

I
I
I

I
'.

I

[Max
strange
India,
stranger still.
The fact
people 4 had
these stories
memories of

I

1s
in
is

old and new world's
to the same stodes;
upox1 the
of colonies and
them~
'N e

from the Medes and Perthe death of Belshazzar
to be attributed. Evil-Merodach
years before the empire

I

discovery, it is found that Belshazzar, the
king of the feast, that was slain that night,
was the son of N abonidus, and that N abonidus associated with him on the throne
during the later years of his reign his son
Bel-shar-uzur, and allowed him the royal
title. (See H. E., p. 139). Sir Henry
Rawlinson made this important discovery
some years since from a document obtained
at Mugheir, the ancient U z. (See Loftus'
Chaldea and Susiana, c. 12, pps. 132, 133·
There can be but little doubt that it was
this prince who condu'cted the defense of
Babylon and was< slain in the massacre
which followed upon the capture; while
his father, who was at the time ?.t Borsippa, surrendered and experienced the
clemency which was generally shown to
fallen kings by the Persians. "On the
cylinder placed by N abonidus at the
corner of the great temple of U z, he mentions by name his eldest son, Bel-sar-uzar,"
and prayed the moon-god to take him
under his protection, "that his glory might
endure." The newly discovered tablet of
N abonidus shows that the eldest son held
the command of.the main army in northern
Babylonia watching Cyrus, and it is 'believed that this prince was the Bel-sur-uzar
of the Mugheir cylinder. On the tablets
Nabonidus calls him the king's son five ·
tim~
·
But here we meet a new objection.
How could the Bel-sur-uzar of N abonidus
<be the son of N ebuchadnezzar? We have
no evidence that Bel-sur-uzar was in any
way related to that monarch. We have
seen that Berosus said that his father ''was
in no way related toN ebuchadnezzar." It
is said "he was a Babylonian nobleman."
But the probabilities are that the principal wife ofNabonidus, the queen (a queenmother), of Daniel 5: w, was a daughter
of Nebuchadn~zz11r, and that through her
Belshazzar was N ehuchadnezzar's grandson, and would in Scripture· usage .. be
called N ebuchadnezzar's son. "Neither
in Hebrew: nor in Cha:lde~ is there ariy
word for ~grandfather or grandson,' ""and
this accounts for "] esus, son of David"
and David the "son of Abraham" in
Matthew I: I' "Father" stands for any
male ancestor; "Son" for any male
descendant. And in the Book of. Mor- ·
mon the same idea is found, "are not
the sons of Zedekiah with us?" (Helaman
3: 6), when 'the facts show that it was
then ove:r five hundred years since the
Mulok colony left Jerusalem. {Compare
Mosiah 13:7, Helaman 3;1, with Helaman 3:6).
·
.
It is said there is no hint in the Book 6f
Daniel of another king, or that Belshazzar'~ father was yet alive. We see that
Belshazzar makes a proclamation that,)£
an:y one can read and interpret the writing
miraculously inscribed upon the .wall in
the palace, he shaH be clothed with scarlet,
and have .a chain of gold about his neck,
and sha.Il be the third ruler in the kingdom.
Daniel. reads the inscription and becoiTl~s
the third ruler. Why .not second? . What
it;in the ;.vay? . He had been second ruler
in a former reign, 'under similareircmn~
stances. Joseph becam~ second rulerin.
Egypt; Mordecai became second in .Per·
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sia. We can not assign any other reason
for his being promoted to the third, o:nly
the fact that the first and second places
were already occupied by. the "Father"
and the. "Son," "N abonidus" and "Belsur-.iizar."
.
Zenophon, a Greek historian, who lived
between 444 anJ 357 B.c., is the only
heathen writer of repute that confirms
Daniel's fifth chapter and thirteenth verses,
where be says: "In that night [the night
of the feast] was Belshazzar, the king of
the Chaldearis,. slain." Zenophon says
that the night that. Cyrus took the city of
Babylon "they were celebrating a festival."
He says that after the army had got into the
city, "When. this was said, they marched;
and of those that they met with, some
they fell on and killed, some :fled, and some
set up a clamor. They that were with
Gobryas set up a clamor with them, as if
they were revellers themselves, and
marching on the shortest way. that ·they
could, they got round about the palace."
As fiOOn as the. rJ.Oise and clamor began,
they that were within, perceiving the disturbance, and the king commanding them
to examine what the matter was, ran out,
throwing open the gates. They that were
with Gadatas, as soon as they saw the
gates loose, broke in, pressing fo~rward on
the runaways, and dealing their blows
among them, they came up to the king,
and found him now in a standing posture
with his sword drawn. They that were
with Gadatas and Gobryas being many in
number, mastered him; they likewise that
were with him were killed." (See Cyropaed, book 7, c. 5)·
Isaiah was referring to this event when
he said concerning the king of Babylon,"But thou art cast out of thy grave like an
abominable branch and as the raiment of
those that are slain, thrust through with a
sword, that go down to the stones of the
pit; as a carcass trodden under feet."
"And Darius the Median took the kingdom."-Dan. 5; 3 I.
What kingdom?
Cyrus says in the inscription on }lis tomb
that he was the founder of "the Persian
empire." And according- to Herodotus I:
188, 191, and Berosus, Fragment 14, and
Ptolemy's Canon, which is a "cylinder in. scription of Cyrus," (See Royal Asiatic
Society vol. ~2, pps. 85-9) they make
Cvrus the immediate successor of Nabonidus-no king intervened them. Cyrus
calls himself "the great king, the powerful king of Babylon, the king of Sumir
and Akkad, the king of the four regions,"
See Egypt and Babylon, p. 8~. In Dan.
9: r, it is said that Darius was made king
over the realm of the Chaldeans. "All
the kingdoms of the earth" of 2 Chron.
36: 2, 3 and Ezra I: 2, included kings over
them which were subject kings to the
"great king . . . of the four regions."
Darius was no doubt a subject king, and
took his kingdom from the hand of Cyrus.
Darius the Median has not yet been found
except in Scripture.
See Speaker's
Comm. on Dan. 5: 31. He is one of those
persons who come into power in nations
under very peculiar circumstances, and
drop out of sight again rig-ht away. If
the history of the United States had to be

gathered together two or three thousand
-years hence; out of scanty fragments,
David Dwis, who became president .pro
tempqre of . the United States Senate
would probably be another Darius. Perhapsa time may come wnen through the
recoveryof the complete annals of Babylon, we may obtain ·for the whole of the
book of Daniel that confirmation which is
now confined to certain portions of it. As
discovery proceeds these points of agreement are multiplied, difficulties are solved,
doubts vanish. The very stones are made
to "cry out" against our unbelief. Incidental agreement which comes to light
twenty-four hundred years after the nllrrative has been written, should count for
more than the "dust" from which they are
dug.
Each one who is waiting and watching
these things will, as .an honest thinker,
"follow his intellect to whatever conclusi.ons it may lead."
(The end)

IDEAS ON REASON.

"Freedom and reason make us men,
Take these awav, what are. we then;
Mere animals, and just as well,
The beasts may think of heaven or hell/'
SoME claim that certain beasts and birds
hav~ reason, because they can be trained
to talk, act intelligently, etc.
But. the
idea occurs to mv mind that reason has
a different meaning from instinct.
My understanding of reason is that it is
the free moral agency given by the Creator to all mankind, a common gift to all,
an evidence to all of the goodness of God.
A means superior to instinct to enable or
aid any who choose good, to understand
right, to teel to strive lawfully, best or
wise. If one is traveling' in a strange
country not knowing perfectly the right
course, he needs sufficient evidence that
he is going in the right direction; else he
h apt to halt, turn back,· or try some byway to the left or right; hut with the
light of reason he can see or understand
whether it is the right course to take or
not.
Reason is not a part of the body for
some lose the use of their minds, or are
deprived of their reason.
Reason, it seems is not the mind, but
the chief faculty thereof, the superintendent so to state, of the mental capacity; and
if the spirit of man is submissive thereto,
then all will be governed aright, and the
possessor thereof be able to cultivate
such as should be cultivated and
moderate such as should be moderated,
according to the .science of phrenology.
The gift, or faculty of reason makes us
free to choose good or evil. If we use it
as designed we can attain unto good understanding which "gaineth favor." But
on the other hand if we choose evil, then
the faculties of the mind become confused, and disunion and darkness follow,
till if we do not turn about, reform or repent and take the course designed by our
Creator, we lose our reason, hence are un-.
able to understand or progress, beqome
helples'> like one in a trance, can hear, see,
feel, etc., but are unable to move one way
or the other.

I may not be correct in this. We are
all subject to extremes, but reason tells us
tc . keep straight ahead, and all will be
well. It teaches the several mental facul- '
ties thati.t is best to be cleanly, prayerful
and trustful to God; diligent, virtuous,
gaining knowledge, being temperate, patient, kind, Godly. Charitable that we
may progress above belief unto knowledge or power to live without sin to an
abundant entrance into eternal glory and
bliss.
INFERIOR.
A VISION.

ON thenight of June 4th, 1891, afterbeing administered' to by .one <,>f God's servants, Bro: J. B. Lytle, for pAin and soreness with which I had been. suffering for
twenty-four hours or more, 'the pain left
me, and during the night the following
vision passed before my view:
As I was traveling I came to Sr. Lewis',
one of the sisters oft his branch. It seemed
to be very bright all around her, and by
her sat three boxes, seeming-ly of glass.
In those boxes were three different kinds
of robes, some pure white,. others of a
darker color. Next I came to .. a gate
where a man stood seemingly encircled by
the sun, so bright wa'S his glory.
When I turned and looked toward
where Sr. Lewis was. I saw the sisters of
this branch, together with some of those
who will in the future join the branch,
coming toward the gate three abreast,
having received robes from the boxes.
The first to enter at the gate was Sr.
Dewitt, next Sr. Shupe, followed by Sr.
Westland. These were dressed in robes
·of purest white, made just as plain as
could be-not a gather, pucker or plait in
them anywhere; and they had on bonnets
as plain as the robes, cut to just fit the
head, and to match the robes of the wearers. I was so busily engaged looking at
the first three that I did not recognize
those following, but they were singing
from the Saints' Harp, and keeping step
to the music of the hymns. These went
intO' one apartment and formed a circle. I
could also hear music from instruments;
could not see who was playing, but it
seemed to be the sweetest music l ever
heard.
Now came the second class, who had ot1
robes that were not quite so white as the
first. These passed on through tl}e first
room and stopped in the second; they also
had Harps, a book each, and were singing.
Then the third class came, still dressed in
white, but not so clear or clean as the
others. These passed on to still another
room, and also had Harps. These places·
were graded with light according to the
people that entered. When these had aJl
gone in the gate was closed. The walls
around these rooms or apartments were of
the clearest glass; everything seemed to
be exactly suited to the robes worn by the
Saints.
Then another class came up who passed
by this narrow gate to the left and entered
a wide gate. This place also had different
apartments, and the people who went in
,were differently dressed,-those who wore
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deep black were the first to enter and or fraction thereof. Visiting Saints and friends
will be met at the depot with wagon. All come
passed on to a very dark place; the second that
can.
W. G. MciNTOSH.
came in like manner, but their clothes were
not so black-seemed to be a dirty or
NOTICE TO SUNDAY -SCHOOL
dingy black. The third wore light brown.
SUPERINTENDENTS.
These, of course, went in at the wide gate
Teachers' Helps are now ready for mailing.
but not in so dark a place as the first and
second divisions of this class. The light Send all orders to David Dancer,. Herald Office.
Fifty cents (So cts.) will secure you a copy for
in these rooms being arranged to suit the one
year. They will be furnished 11t cost and if
clothing worn by those entering, every- the actual cost is less than this, credit will be
thing being in harmony.
given for all over and above cost, on ·another
I saw those with their fine clothing, and yea~
E. A. BLAKESLEE, Supt. G. S. S. A.
fine hats, and costly" array, dressed just as
they attend our meetings. This last class
BORN.
observed no order, pushing and crowding
one another, and these words came to me,
DEWALD.-Near Fairbanks, Iowa, December
"There go the proud and the' haughty." 14th, r887, to Bro. Milton and Sr. Araminda De·
wald, a son; blessed June 3d, 1891, by Elder J.
So ended my vision.
During the duration of this vision I S. Roth, and named Archie Allen.
DEWALD.-Near Fairbanks, Iowa, December
seemed to be in the air above the place, 9th,
r888, to Bro. Milton and Sr. Araminda De·
with nothing to support me, and it seemed wald, a daughter; blessed June 3d, 18qr, by Elder
as though I did not weigh a pound. I felt J. S. Roth, and named Gertie Dell.
rejoiced to know that God had so recogMoRISON.- At Oakland, California, April
14th, r89r, to Bro. Wallace and Sr. Lulie E.
nized me, and have rejoiced every since.
I have had many testimonies of the work, Morison, a daughter; blessed May 31st, r89r, by
Elder J. B. Price assisted by Bro. J. C. Clapp
but none that ever strengthened me as this and
Elder Willie, and named Grace Eleanor.
one did. I think we sisters should lay aside
MARRIED.
all pride and haughtiness and try to serve
DELONG-HARRrs.-At the residence of Bro.
the Lord with all our might and strength.
Sr. H. N. Snively, in Harrison county, MisI intend to strive by the help of God to ob- and
souri, June 14th, r89r, by Elder H. N. Snively,
tain one of the purest robes of white. I de- Mr; John F. DeLong to Sr. Sarah .E. Harris,
sire an interest in the prayers of the Saints, daughter of Elder Peter Harris, of Andover,
Missouri.
that I may enter in at that narrow gate~
Your sister,
·
MARY}. MURPHY.
DENVER, Colo., June 8th, 1891.

TWO-DAYS' MEETINGS.
At Woodbine June ~oth and 2rst, by Elder W.
W. Blair and others.
At Little Sioux June 27th and 28th, by Elder
W. W. Blair and othhs.
At Magnolia July trth and rzth-grove meeting---:by Elder W. W:. Blair and others.
·
,At Per~ia July nth and rzth, by Elder C. E.
Butterworth.
At Moorhead August 15th and r6th, by Elders
C .. E. Butterworth and Alma M. Fyratido.
D. CHAMBERS, Pres. qj Dist.
REUNION NOTICE.
T.he annual reunion. of the Saints of the
Southern California district will convene at Laguna, Orange county, Calif()rnia, July zd, to hold
over tl:te 5th. All ave invited. A good time is
anticipated. Come with your faith and prayers.
A.ll coming with. Jeams :will find accommoda.
tions. All coming: by r:,~il secure tickets via
Sarita Fe Railroad t~ El Toro, where teamswi!J
be in readiness to convey to .and from campgrounds daily.
D. S ..MILLS;

· ·

Dist. Pres.

NOTICE.
Important! The Sunday-scho.ol union of the
·Massachusetts district will hold a convention in
Providence, beginni(lg Saturday, July nth, at
seyeli p.m. We hope every schoolw.ill send delegati's, as important business is to. be transacted.
·
GEoRGE W. RoBLEY, Dist. Supt.

hand of providence his father was saved, the
shots passing near and one through the rim of
his hat. John E. Kennedy was born in Hutch·
inson September 3d, 187o, making him twenty
years, eight months and eleven days old. He
was baptized by Elder John Ellis", his grandfather,
June zzd, r879. He was a good, obedient boy,
but like most boys he did and said many things
that were not wise, but always when shown his
faults was frank to acknowledge ~hem, ready and
willing to go to the injured ones and ask their
forgiveness with sorrow for the offense. As he
was growing up to manhood and having experience, his faults were decreasing and his good
qualities increasing. Life looked bright and
promising before him. The bonds of love were
drawing closer and closer every day of our life,
which made him dearer and dearer to us; but to
have him taken from us so suddenly seems more
cruel than death. By the grace of God we will
try and bear our loss and be reconciled to say,
'Thy will be done," and live in in hopes of meeting him again where no cruel hand can ever sep·
arate us. His death was instantaneous, one shot
going into his head over the left ear into the
brain, one through upper part of left shoulder
into his neck, severing the artery,. one in the left
shoulder opposite the arm pit, and one through
upper right shoulder.
Fare thee well, thou fondly cherished, .
Dear, dear brother fare thee well;
He who lent thee hath recalled thee,
Back with him and his to dwell.
As the sweet flower that scents the morn,
But withers in the rising day,
Thus lovely was this young man:s dawn,
Thus swiftly fled his life away.
Calm on the bosom of thy God,
Young spjrit, rest thee now I
E'en while with us thy footsteps trod,
His sealwas ou thy brow.
Dust, to its narrow house beneath I
"May their lives as one be blended;
Soul, to its place on high!
Full of patience, hope and love;
They that hath seen thy look in death
Until in blissful union ended,
No
more may fear to die.
They are by thee, their God, approved."
Lone afe the paths, and sad the bowers,
DIED.
Whence th:-.; meek smile is gone;
DAVIS.-Sr. Ann Davis was born February 29,
But, ob! a bnghter home than ours,
In heaven, is now thine own.
1g05 , in· Armagh county, Ireland; was baptized
March 2211d, 1837, by Elder Isaac Russell, at
CRAVEN.-At his home near Kingston, Cald'.rrafalgar, Canada. She died at her home near
well county, Missouri, May 24th, 1891, of disease
Lyons, Walworth county, Wisconsin, May 24th,
contracted while in the army, Bro. Joseph D.
1891, aged 86 years,. 2 months and 25 days.
Craven. He was born in Davison county, North
Sr. Davis' life covers more than three-quarters
Carolina, .1\uguRt 4th, 1822; married July 25th,
of a century, and her long life and associations
1844, to .Miss Bethenia Arlidge, who still surwith the church enabled h~r .to learn in the highvives him. Ever faithful and true to the came
est degree the nature and gen-ius of the religion
they so much loved, he united with the church
of the Saints. She was a woman .of unusual
afNorth Star branch, Iowa, JunP 8th, 1862, being
endowments, both of mind and heart, with an exbaptized by Bro. J. M. Putney. He was ordained
cellent judgment, coupled with a "keen. sense of
an eldt>r by George Sw~et, November zS·h, r863
right. She ever .moved upon the exalted plane
Was received in the first quorum of elders at
of moral ,purity, philanthropy and equity. Her
Council Bluffs, Iowa, September 23d, r87r. His
. soul was lit up with un•elihh love for every crea.~
children were all at his funeral. Thus another
ture God had made; :,~nd though the light of her
good man has gone to join the throng where
life has gone out of active service in this world,
there will be no mqre sickness or death. The
her memory will pe cherished in fond affection
sermon was preached by Elder J. T. Kinnaman
by those who knew her, and her pure and exalted
from Revelations 14: 13 to a large concourse of
spirit will shine wi1h intensified splendor in a
people assem<bled at ·his home to pay the last
world where age and death come not. Funer~al
tribute of respect to one they esteemed highly in
sermon preached May 24th, in the M. E. Church,
life. The Masonic fraternity from Kingston
at Lyons, Wisconsin, by Elder F. M. Cooper,
were there< and. took charge of the casket and
assisted by Elder W. S. Pender.
bore it to its resting place.
·
GRrFFIN.-At .her home near Braidwood, Illi~
G~AY.-At In.dian River, Maine, June Stl;t,
nois, June 5th, Sarah Ann Griffin, aged48 years,
r891, of Ia grippe, William N .. Gray, aged .r8
2 months and 19 days, after a long and painful
years, 5 months :itJd 21 days. Funeral sermon
lllness, which was borne with unusual patience.
by Elder J. C. Foss.
Sr. Griffin was born March r7th; 1843, at Wash- • ALGREN.-At the residence of his daughter,
ington, Li~;king com'l'ty, Ohio; was biiptized
Sr. Anna K, Fremming and H. C. Fremmin:g,
Novembet: rpth, 1879; at Braidwood, Will counhis son in-law, Nebraska City, Nebrask:a, May
ty, .Illinois .. With. a. Jove ."that endunjth all
r7th, 1391, Anders Algren. Deceased was. born
things, and hopeth all things," she<suffered much
in Sweden, January 12th, r8o7; came to this.
and long;. and di.ed a witness to the work of God, ·country in 188r. He was a member of the Luand a monument of peace and love. She left a
theran Church all his life, and died in. that faith.
husband and several children to mourn their
He leaves three son~ and thr<'e dauehters. Fuloss.< Funeral. sermon preached by Elder F. M.
neral from the l;touse to.the. Nebra.ska City cemeCo.oper, June 7th, in the home of the deceased.
tery; services conducted by Elders J. Armstrong
KENNEDY.-At Hutchinson, Co.lo.rado, May
and J. W. Waldsmith.
·
z3d, r891; .about one o'Clock p. Jll., Jot.n E!Yis
STRATTON.-Electa 'Ann Stratton died atthe
Kennedy was shot dead while riding with. his
the home of her/ daughter, Mrs. Mary L Judd;
father on the public highway, by the hand of a
Kirtland, Ohio~ May 28th, last, at 2 :.30, a.m.
bloodthirsty villain, who had secreted himself She was thewidow of Ebenezer .. Slr:atton. She
behind the roots of atref:! which had been bl~wn
had a family .o.f ni11e children-seven boys and
over by the wind., about fifty feet from the road
two girls. All are living'except thre.e. She was
an_d about half a mile from- our home. By the
born in Amber, Onondaga county, New .York,
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the daughter of
bt:en ninety
years old at.
11ext birthday. .When about
t'l~·enfy-one years of agl:l.with .her husband she
.moved to Chester; Ohio; She was then a.member .of the the Presbyterian Church. Abcmt 1833
she joined the churc~ of .the Saints, and moved
to J{irtland near the. same time, :where she· has
since. resided: She was personally acquainted
with Jpseph Smith, Jr., Sidney Rigdon and
others of prominence in the early days of Kirt,
land, whom she always held in the highest esteem,
believing them. to be sincere and good men. She
adhered to the faith until the. last and among her
last work she exhorted her relatives to join. the
church.. She died. without a. struggle~-quietly
dropped to sleep and has gone to her rest: Funeral sermon by ..Elder W. H. Kelley.
CooK.-Henry Cook, born November 17th;
J8oo, in Huntingdonshire,. England. He was
baptized September 2.3d, 186o; confirmed by
Elders E.'C; Briggs, J. H .. Blakeslee and Eli Hall,
in Pottawattamie county, lowa. He died May
25th, J891, at his residence, near Council Bluffs,
Iowa. Faithful to his covenant with his God,
he desired to depart and rest from his labors and
pains. Eldet C. Derry preached his funeral sermon at. his residence. His house was ever open
to receive the messengers of truth, and hjs heart
was ever open to receive that truth. His sufferings were great and of ·long continuance; deprived of sight and. hearing in the latter years of
his life, yet his faith in God and Christ was unwavering.

~

11re drifting, nor caring
may
await them.
The moral effect of these hard. conditions
upon .the peasants of. the ·young generation. is
admitted, even by Rusian n<Jwspapers, to be truly horrible.
Sons persecute their fathers, and drunken
fathers dissipate their property and abandon
their families to despair. "This," one Russian
official said in his report, "isnot a proletariat; it
is a return to savagery. No trace of anything
human has remained." Pkiladeljkia Record.
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INDEPE~DENCE,

SPIRITUAL GIFTS
AND

THE SEER OF. PALMYRA:
Or

SE(liJEL TO §P:nt:I'FIJAL GIFTS.
By M. H. BOND.
JJJ:odern Prophets after ancient typem.
Who was Joseph Smit!A 1!
Was he a religious impostor?
Was he a :·spirit JJiedinm"?
What does the Bible say abont Joseph
Smith!
The. 'l'ruth by. Three Witnesses-Christianity in tbe
First and Nineteenth Century-The Ancient and Modern Pharisee-The Revelations of Emmanuel Swedenborg-Modern "Spirit Mediums," and Hypnotic Religious '·Revival," as Against Reasou.and Bible Testimony, an din Contradistinction to the Work of "The Latter
'Day Seer," Exammed in the Light of :l!'Ac'l's and Human
·History7-A Rational ~nd· Scriptural Exposition or Explanation of Old and New Testament Prophecy and Doc~~

CONDITION OF THE RUSSIAN
PEASANTRY.
The writers (for there are evidently more than
one) of the articles on Russia which have appeared in the Fortnightly Review under the nom de
flume of E. B. Lanin, have framed a terrible indictment against the government of that country,
both from an economic and moral ~standpoint.
The last article, which is devoted to Russian
finance, describes the racking of the peasantry;
and, after reading it, the conclusion likely to be
arrived at is'" that .whatever the opposition to
which the Jews in Russia may be subjected,
their condition cannot be worse than that of the
p,easants, who are forced to yield not only their
:flocks and herds, their crops and labor, homes
and home-life, but also at last their very lifeblood at the bidding of the Czar.
There has been, it is true, a: rapid development
of the industrial manufactures· in the Russian
Empire, an<} the manufactlbres have wonderfully
prospered under the government's commercial
policy; but there are other important points of
view from which the economic condition of a
country may be studied, and the chief of these in
the present case is the state of agriculture. The
agricultural class in Russia are carying on a desperate struggle against adverse conditions. The
land has been rapidly losing its productiveness,
and has been in many places thoroughly exhausted; yet in proportion as the profits have diminished, the taxes have been steadily increased.
To pay these taxes, the peasant is compelled to
borrow at a high rate of interest, and in some
districts it has become a regular custom for whole
communities to borrow money at sixty per cent.
interest, although we are told that 100 per cent.
is the usual rate of interest, and that in many
cases from 300 to Soo per cent. has been obtained! Many wretches who have borrowed money
and repaid it several times over, have been obliged to sell their labor for the ensuing harvest, and
others have been forced to toil a number of years
in the service of their "benefactor," who is called
the "soul-dealer.'' These dealers scour the country in search of children, whom they buy from
needy parents for a trifle, and forward to St.
Petersburg, where they are resold for double and
treble to manufacturers and shop keepers.
Nothing even remotely approaching prosperity
is visible in any corner of the empire. Mendicity is becoming the profession of hundreds and
thousands. Moneyless, friendless, and almost
hopeless, the peasantry are rising up every year
in tens of thousands, and migrating to the south,
tp the west, anywhere, not knowing whither they
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Subscription price, $1.00 per year.
It. is devoted to the spreading of religious. truth aa
viewedby the Saints,
.
·
Each issue cbntains a ser.mon by one of the ministry,
reports of the different societies in. the church, aud articles bearing u p0n or explanatory of the doctrines of the
·
·
church.
It is the intention to make it a help. to the missionary .
at home and in the field; a source of comfort· to the scattered ones who are denied chmch privileges, and to bring
the Saints into closer relationship with each oth'er.
ROBT.·WINNING,
President.
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FARMER.S. BANK,
LAMONI,
IOVVA,
PAYS INTEREST ON TIME DEPOSITS,

Money to ,Loan.
FARM LANDS AND TOWN LOTS FOR SALE.

.

.

A Revision of "Spiritual Gifts," With Supplement and
Appendix. Nearly twice the reading matter of Spiritual
.Gifts. Paper covers 35cts., full cloth binding 60, cents.
For Sale at "Herald Office," or by M. H, Bond, Willoughby, Ohio. Liberal Discount to Agents.
· 4apr

INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
~ FLEXIBLE BINDING:~
The· Inspired Translation of the. Holy Scriptures bound in limp leathe~, flexible covers, similarto the binding of the Oxford Sunday,school
Teachers Bible. Price, by mail, $4.

HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
or sale my House of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace in it, and water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.

Notice.

When changing your place of residence,. or desiring
your paper sent io a different post-office. be particular m
giving. in full, the name of the poe.t-office, county, and
state where you had been last receiving lt, and distinctly
state the name of the post-office, county and state to
which you wish your paper sent in the future.
When mailing a letter, whether in a railroad car, on a
steamboat, or while visiting at a friend's, in every in-

stance give your own add1·ess whm·e you are taking your pa..
per.
•
.
If your paper has .been discoutiuued. state where you

have last been taking it, and the time it was stopped.

ADDRESSES.
Elder Columbus Scott, box 94, Gallen, Michigan.
Elder Thomas Bradshaw, No. 48 Repton street,
Limehouse, Lonuon, England.
Bro. Thomas Tyler, formerly from England, No. 1328
Penn street, Lawrence, Kansas.
J. W. Gillen, Station E, St. Louis, Mo.
James McKiernan, Nq. 1710 Lyons St., Des Moines
Iowa.
J; C. Crabb, 1001 South Tenth St., Burlington, Iowa.
E. C. Briggs, 208 West Walnut street, Chtcago, Ill.
C. A. Parkin, 2910 Sixteenth St., Near Mission, San
Francisco, California.
A. H. Parsons, Box 462, Independence, Jackson Co., Mo.
Mark H. Foucutt. No. 1608 Francis St,., St. Joseph, Mo.
E F. Shupe, 1141 Evans St;, Denver, Colo.
.
Mr. and Mrs. Johu A. Davidson, Joplin, Jasper Co., Mo.
Jobn S. Roth, Grinnell, Powesheik co .. Iowa.
T. W. Smith, Independence, box 892, Misso1ri.
E. L. Kelley, Temple, Lake Co., Ohio.
James H. Tyrrell, box 144, Wallaceburg, Ontario; Secretary of Chatham District.
J. W. Wight, North Forster, N. S. W.
J. S. Lee, Spanish Fork, Utah county, Utah.
Alexander H. Smith's home address is now Lamoni, loa.
F. R. Tubb, 10 Retreat Place, Hackney, London, Eng.
~ The date accompanying your name on the small
colored label on each paper shows the time to which your
subscription has been paid. When payments are made
the date is changed, which answers for a receipt.

4 MANUALOF THE,PRIESTHOOD,
Setting forth the order and .nature of the Prie.sthood, and defini.ng)he duties and pretogatives
of all. the Church Officials, 'including the First
Presidency, and also the Dei!cdns, as set forth in
the Revelations of God and decisions of the
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
the Church, by Charles Derry, ana for sale at
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur c&unty, Iowa.
Price 25 cents including postage.

BOILER ·FOR SALE, CHEAP.
An Eight-horse Ames Boiler, made by the Ames
Iron Works, Oswego, N. Y., in good condition, and
·running order, used in Herald Office, but taken out
on account of it not being large enough and replaced
with a 25. horse one. All necessary valves and fit.
tings go with it
Any one needing such a boiler, write to Herald
Office.
RUINS

REVISITED;

AND THE WORLD STORY RETOLD;
The Scientific Defense of the Latter Day Faith.
240 pages, bound in cloth, price $1.
S, F. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa.

GERMAN TRACTS.
in the Germau Language may be had of Bro.
Ad. Richter, Burlington, Iowa: The Baptism; 6 cents;
the Repentance, 5 cents; the Principles of the Gospel, 6
cents: the Epitome o! Faith, 2c.; the Sixth Trumpet, a
fifty-four page pamphlet, 25c. These prices include
postage.
· ·
~Tracts

-..8..-

SYMBOLOG!CAL CATECHISM :
OR

'Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
BY A. J. MAPES.
104 pages, cloth bound. Price 35 cents each.
For sale by BRo. H. R. MILLS,
INPJtPRNDRKC&, Mo.
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Chrlst of Latter Day Saints,
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Lamoni, Iowa, July 4· 1891.
EXPELLED THE HERETICS.

OuR only, and perhaps the best specific reason we give for obtruding the quarrels of our
religious neighbors upon the readers of. the
HERALD, is the fact that these uneasy and
restless times, when meri should be running
to and fro, "teaching. the precepts ·of men
for doctrine," being heady and peculiar
minded, have been prophesied of both by
ancient, that is, rpiddle time prophets and
by our modern foretellers of events; and
\ve should be woq.Aerfully opt of the range
of moral vision if we failed to see what is
constituting the fulfillment of these prophecies.
· ,
Our Presbyterian neighbors have turned
loose their heresy hunters,and it is their
business to find ~he heretics, of course. In
the expulsion, of these young men whose
name!! are given jn the newspaper clipping
taken from the Minneapolis, Minnesota,
Yournal for June :i Ith, which we give
above, the church from whose mjnistry
they are expelled, is virtually an assertion
of the superiority of the creed bound form
than in the spirit of inquiry and self-judgment. on the wqrd which is making the
·onward sweep of religious thought so prevalent just now ••
That the .church has the undoubted
right to call and to dismiss its ministry, the
Presbyterians must needs claim; and of
course if these. men have broken the
bounds of their. ordination vows, they
should at once be disposed of; the shorter
the trial a!)p. tb~ sharper the ~nife, the
sooner the ecclesiastic;d agony will be over.
But what of. the consequences?
,
"PrTTSB!JRG, J~ne w.--:-The sensational trials
of tl}e six. young' ministers of the Reformed
Presbyterian Chu'r<:h ended to-day and the synoQ
byavpteof95 to 37, expelled five of them from
the church. Th~. charges against them were'
. scandal, libel a.nd following divisive courses in
de<;htring in favor of the right t;>f franchise at a
~.eetlng' in the;} ell,llt end of this city.
They are:

Lamoni, . Iowa, July 4, 1891.
Revs. E. M. Milligan, J. R. J. Milligan, W. H.
Reed, W. L. C. Sampson and J. C. K. Milligan.
Rev. A. W. McClurkin's appeal was sustained
and R. B. Burnett, a student, also charged with
heresy has not yet been tried.
"Immediately after the announcement of the
vote all the suspended ministers left the church.
They were met on the outside by several ministers of the United Presbyterian Church who extended to them in an informal way the right
hand of fellowship.
"The scene during the voting was very exciting. The verdict wits not unexpected and several ministers notified the synod of their intention of following the young men. When Rev.
J. F. Carson's name was called he said: •In view
of the result of this vote just taken and in view
of the fact that as soon as the result of your libel
is settled, I am going to leave the covenanter
church, I refuse to vote, I will never vote again
in this synod.' Rev. Thomas Logan, of Rochester, New York, gave warning that he would
vote against everything that cam~ up. Rev. J.
L. McElhinney said: •I would rather stand with
the Lord than the Reformed Presbyterian
Church. I vote no.' Rev. John Teaz announced
his withdrawal from the church and asked for a
letter of standing< H<l is missionary among the
colored people of Alabama. Rev. J· R. Thompso.n said: •I. vote no l:>ecause there was no evidence introduced in this trial to justify the expulsion of these yourig ministers and because
the vote. of this synod does not represertt the
sentiment of the people. You will hear from
the people later.'
"Applause followed this last remark which
was general all over the house. The moderator
made an attempt to suppress it, but could not.
Dr. McAllister said that this was his church and
any bluster or show like this must not be tolerated, and if it occurred again measures would
have to be taken to stop it. ·
"Rev. E. M. Smith, of Baltimore,. declined to
vote, because on next Sunday he will tender his
resignation to his congregation and leave the
Covenanter church. His re;~son is that he cannot~
believe longer in the principles ofthe covenanter.
This statement created quite a sensation for a
moment, but !twas quickly hushed. Rev. E. M.
Milligan was the first to catch the eye of the
moderator after the announcement of the vote.
He said': •In view of the fact that' this synod has
found me guilty of scandal, libel and following
divisive courses; I therefore appeal to the bar of an
,enlightened Christian conscience and place myself on trial in the Monongahela Presbytery of
the United.Presbyterian Church.'"

a

In addition to the foregoing we publish
the laterit~m b(!low, from .which it is apparent that supposgd heretic~! notions are
not confined alone to the. clergy:
~·J>rTTSI{URG,

congr~gation

J>a., June 12th.-The East-end
of. the Rev. Q, B. Milligan, w.ho

No. 27.
two days ago quit the Reformed Preobyterian
Church because of his suspension for entertain_ing liberal views, to-night decided to stand by
him. The congregation will go into the United
Presbyterian church.
Mr. Milligan was reelected pastor with a salary of $r,soo, and the
congregation will fight the Pittsburg Presbytery
for the title of the $30,000 church property riow
occupied.''

In expelling Dr. Milligan the Reformed
Presbyterian Church may have taken the
worst horn of the dilemma and, instead of
nipping heresy in the bud, may learn that
it has but planted a main-stem which, with
but indefinite views of or without strict
adherence to the one-time honored creed,
finds itself freer and bolder and spiritually
farther-seeing as it throws off such dead
weight and rises into a higher religious
atmosphere, itself becoming a propagator of anti-creed theology.
Should such conclusions as have actuated Dr. Milligan's congregation remain
with it as convictions of right, we risk the
predictjon that its members will not long
remain content in the fold of the United
Presbyterian Church, unless that church
also begins t.o more closely scan its.
theology with a view to modification or·
r.adical change, which it is likely to do.
Altogether the changing scenes and
shifting sands of creed-theology present
an interesting spectacle; sprrowful, in one
sense, to those who foresee the consequent
reactionary unbelief and loss of faith such
changes bring to many miseducated into
the misleading and incorrect idea that the
setting aside of the creed is equivalent to
an undermining or overwheltl}ing of the
rock or foundation-principles of faith j who
have looked to the Reformers instead· of
to the Scriptures for the Impregnable
Rock-that which remains ahd cannot be
shaken.
.
BAPtiSTS AND THE BiBLE.

is another }md somewhat different
item from the u.sual order that we have
published of late concerning the trend of
modern religious thought. · We place it
before our readers. as coming from one
high in authority in Baptist cir~les because;: we wish them to be made fairly
acquainted with both the extreme and
moderat~ departures of· religious teachers
from former and conserVative beliefs.
The "heresy" question and others cognate
to it are absorbing a considerable amount
of the HERALD space, bu~ they are
interesting and worth more than passing
notice.
IjERE

"NEw YoRK, June 15:~The Baptist Ch:urch
has. virtually adopted the theory that there are
7rrors in the BlbJe, In. an.official mannel( to~day

0
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the Baptist ministerial conference of this city
listened to'and approved an elaborate exposition
of the theory that the Bible, while being the inspired word of God, contains errors. Prof.
William R. Harper, of Yale, and president-elect
of the great Baptist university just founded at
Chicago by John b. Rockefeller, made the expo·
sition in the form of an address at the Baptist
tabernacle this morning.
«Prof. Harper declared that the inductive
method, which is the method of high criticism,
is the proper way to study the Bible; that this
method of study develops the fact that there are
many errors .on points of science and history in
the Bible, and' that these errors may be admitted
and be allowed without surrendering the belief
in the inspiration and infallibility of the Bible in
matters of faith and practice. 'ln. the past,' he
said, <it was the literal and artificial handling of
prophecy which blinded the eyes of the Jews
and led them to reject the Messiah· when he
came. 'The same literal and artificial method has
blinded the eyes of inen to·day, and as a result
,the Old Testament is practically rejected from
being reckoned as a part of the divine work, not
merely by skeptics,.but also by those professedly
most devout, who nevertheless in word and act
confess that they find .nothing to help them in
this great store-house of divine material.
"'There are new things coming, or rather, ·
there are new ways of looking at old things.
[ Applause.J It seems to me that there is before
the Baptist denomination an opportunity that no
other denomination has. The Baptist Church has
always allowed its members to interpret the word
of God each for himself. I hope the Baptist de, nomination is now ready to take a stand in defence of this principle. It seems a hard thing to
accept-how a man can admit the existence of
historical and scientific errors in the Bible and
still hold to the Scriptures as the infallible, inspired word of God on all matters of faith and
practice. The errors .are there, and those who
see them may also accept the Bible as divine.
"<There is no motive on the part of Biblical
students for bringing these j;'!rrors forward. I
would almost give my right hand to be able to
say that there are no errors in the Bible. It has
been said that there are many learned men who
deny these errors; who say that what have been
picked out as errors have been subseque~tly
shown to have been no errors at all. But it is not
difficult to see what motive these learned men
have for taking this position, or by what haphazard .method of exegesis they disprove the existence of errors.
"<The editor of the leadi'Ug Baptist pa.per, the
Examiner, told me to-day that no Baptist was
called on to believe in the absolute accuracy of
the Bible as to matters of history and science.
l Applause.] I asked him if I could quote him
as saying so. "Yes," he replied, "but quote me
with caution."' [Applause and laughter.]
«The Baptist preachers listened to the address
and received it with great enthusiasm. They
were the leading Baptist preachers of New York
City and there were visiting pa~;tors from Brooklyn, Boston and Philadelphia. During the delivery of the address Dr. Harper was frequently
interrupted by enthusiastic applause. At its
conclusion the conference passed unanimously
a resolution of thanks. After the adjournment
Prof. Harper was given an ovation."

"PREP ARE YE THE WAY ,OF THE
LORD."-LUKE 3: 4·
~·The Rev. Dr. Thomas yesterday exhorted his
congregation to listen to the voice in the wilderness and get ready the way of the Lord. The.
do~tor said: •The really awakened mind is least
at rest. It sees and feels the imperfection!i,of its
own life and the imperfections of mankind arid
of the world generally. This creates the unxest,
the aspirations, the striving of the earnest souls
of earth. There is to. such the joy of the everenlarging life of thought; truth, love, and the
rest of bope that the perfect will some time be
attained; but not the rest of an accomplished
task. It is a most suggestive fact that there
have been in every age illumined minds who
have seen not alone the imperfections and evils
of any present time, but have seen also the better
to which the world is journeying. The philosophy of such a fact is to be found in that image of
the divine that is an essential part of than's
higher nature, and in its relation to the absolutely perfect in God.
"'Standing upon this broad and almost. selfevidenced philosophy of the divine iri man and
the divine in the progress of society, there opens
up the deeply interesting and often curious facts
of the ''voices" that have cried to men indifferent
ages. The ultimate foundations of all the religions, good and bad, and the truths and superstitions of religions, are to be found in the beliefs of
mankind that they were true; or if not wholly
true, partially0 so; or attempts more or less perfect to state truths of whose existence there was
no doubt. Various have been the occasions and
different the methods of the voices crying in the
wilderness of our world. They have all.·had the
same general meaning, and have been crying to
"prepare the·way of the Lord," and the preparation was to be made by "making his paths
straight." Men and nations have constructed
highways of commerce and travel; and so in the
moral world the great reformers and benefactors,
and all who have worked for the good of mankind have been "preparing the way of the L0rd,
and making his paths straight." .
"•The "way of the Lord" is incluslve; it
mean's all that pertains to man's highest good
in material prosperity, in health, in plenty, in
knowledge, in government, in religion. It is not
God's idea of a world that men should live in
poverty.; that they should be weak and sick;
that they should be ignorant; that they should
be ruled by cruel despotisms; that they should
live in sin. Man being the image of God: it is
not his ideal; he feels that the better is possible,
and Fhould be attained, and hence the lives of
the illumined and awakened souls of earth
have given all their powers for its actual realizations;
"•What we call the Lord, the Christ, or the
Anointed is the manifested Deity that is to us
the highest conception of the divine, the true,
the beautiful, the good; the realization of this. as
our ideal is po~sible only upon its own conditions.
The way of truth and of the Lord can be prepared only as a man can be led to love the truth,
and truth must displace error. In the conscience
of the individual and in the moral judgment of
the race this voice cries, "Prepare ye the way of
the Lord; make his paths straight." Truth and
right must reigr. at last.' "-Ckicago Times, May

rrtk.

We wonder if Dr. Thomas is ready
for all that may be deduced from the
.language of this· reported setmon .of his.
It would be pJeasing to know.
THE :WOMAN'S STANDARD.

of our exchanges ~s the Woman's
Standard, published at Des Moines, Iowa.
It is an exponent ofthe aims, desires, hopes
and aspirations of a noble: class of women
workers, and in the language of their card:

ONE

"Devoted to the advancement of women in the
industrial pursuits, to their mqre practical education and higher culture, and to securing to them
legal and political equality."

The Standard is an eight page month·
ly, published at the rate of fifty cents per.
year; and is ably edited. Martha C. Callanan is publisher, and Lizzie B. Read and
Carrie Lane Chapman are its editorial
contributors,
, The number for June has a very able
p'hper on "Equal Pay for Equal Labor,"
by Mrs. Rogers, and read by her at t.he
convention of the Mahaska County Political Equality Association ..
From this number we give two extracts,
which in a way indicate i:he character of
the work the Standard is engaged in doing. We commend these extracts. to our
readers, and the paper itself to the women
of the church who favor theagit:ation of
woman's l'ights in a political way. We
certainly wish the Standard great success.
"The Woman's St.andard treats of the
Home, Health, Purity, Culture, Temperance, Education, and of the legal and political interests of women, and their rights
to the franchise."
A BRAVE GIRL.

. "A fast young man ·decided to make a formal
offer of his· hand and· heart,-'-all he was worth.
He cautiously prefaced his decl:lrations with a
few questions. Did she love him well enough
to live in a cottage with him? Was she a good
cook? Did she think it a wife's duty to make
home happy? Would she consult his tastes and
wishes concerning her associates and pursuits in
lite? Could she make her own clothes? etc.
The young lady said that, before she answered
his questions, she would tell him of some negative virtues she possessed. She never drank,
smoked or chewed; never owed a bill to a
laundress or tailor; never stayed out all night
playing billiards; never lounged on the street
corners and ogled giddy girls; never stood in
with the boys for cigars and wine suppers.
<Now,' she said, rising indignantly, 'I am assured that you do all these things, and yet you ex. pect all the virtues in me, while you do not possess any yourself. I can never be your wife;'
and' she bowed him out and left him on the doorstep a wiser man.''-Healtk Journal.
LAWS CONCERNING WOMEN.

"The Bunker Hill Woman's Educational
League, of Charlestown, has undertaken a
course of study to make themselves more
familiar with the laws which govern women.
They are using for their guide in study "The
Law of Husband and Wife," by Lelia Josephine
Robinson, LL. B., the first woman who was admitted to the bar in Massachusetts. The open-
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ing lesson proved to be of great interest. It was
which does not forbid children to marry at the
Bro. W. W. Squires, Hearne, Texas;
relates a case of healing which occUJ;red iri
chapter first on marriage. The facts gained age of seven years is made ineffectual by this
his family. In the present as in the past
from it were these: First, that the. institution of leglsiatlon, which requires the consent of the
the Lord confirms the word _with signs
parent or guardian. The next lesson is on prop·
marriage is the foundation stone of the social
following.
erty rights''- Woman's Vo'ce.
structure underlying the principles of bmily life
Bro. J. W. Nanny, Batson, Arkansas;
and has been productive of all that is wise, noble,
is trying to sow the seed in the mountain
THE Detroit, Minnesota, Record, June fastnesses d that state, that some elder
beneficent and valuable in civilization and that
rgth, publishes a column article descripcarelessness or licentiousness in matrimonial re•
may reap when one can preach the word
tive and containing the minutes of the relations has been the cause of the deterioration
there.
Bro. Nanny misses the society of
union held by the- Minnesota Saints from
of the social and political structure. Miss Robthe Saints.
•
the rzth to the zrst insts. inclusive.
Bro. D. W. Shirk, Belmont, Nebraska,
inson declares that in the main, law-makers aim
Introductory to the minutes the Record writes that Bro. W. M. Rumel labored
to secure the greatest good of the greatest numabout a month at that place.
He deber, and that especially in th~ Western states the says:
"The reunion of the Reorganized Church of livered twenty-three sermons, comforting
ultimatum of possibility concerning the property
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints has been in
the Saints, enlightening non-members and
rights of husband and wife seems to be rapidly
session at the fair grounds, on the shore of Demade many friends to the cause.
approaching. The points observed in discussion
troit Lake, since last Saturday. There has been
In the tondon, England, Star of Jurie
were these: First, that marriage is a cont~act
a large attendance each day, and all parts of 4th we discover an article concerning the
and that the contract must be the free and muBecker and Ottertail counties are represented.
Kirtland Temple, written by Elder F. R.
tual consent of the parties who take the vows.
Tubb.
From . the list of newspaper
Many are here from Battle Lake, Clitheral, Otter·
If force or fraud is used, the marriage may be
set aside. But over-persuasion brought to bear tail Lake and other distant points. The services not:ces which reach us weekly it is eviare. being conducted by Rev. Joseph Smith, pres- dent that we are being advertised. Let
by the relatives of either part,¥ will not im;alithe good work of "setting ourselves right"
ident of the church, and Rev. Alexander H.
date the marriage. The parties must be legally
before the world and advocating the truth
Smith,
both
of
Lamoni,
Iowa;
Rev.
I.
N
Roband mentally capable of binding themselves.
erts, of Missouri; Rev. J. A. Davis, of Kamas; go on. It is noticeable that many who
.The common law fixes the age of marriage at
have heard of the faith, but not so located
Rev. p_ C. Fisher, of Dakota, and Elder T. J.
fourteen for boys and twelve for girls, but by
as to come in contact with our people or
Martin,
of
this
county."
statute in some states at a year or two older. A
ministry, are writing us for tracts explanasurprising fact was revealed in the study which
tory of the gospel. A spirit of inquiry
was this: 'If a child.below the legal age should
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
and a pressing demand for the truth premarry, the marriage is not necessarily invalid,
vails in almost every direction.
BAPTISMS have been of weekly occurprovided he or she be above the age of seven
The Los Angeles, California, Express,
rence at Lamoni of late. Thirteen have
years. If the parties continue to live together been so added to the church here in the · June 1oth, sent us by Bro. D. S. Mills,
after both have at:tained the legal age, the marpast few weeks, and others have given containes what is termed "a very beautiful
riage is thus ratified, but either party may disafbut highly impractical" plan proposed by
their names therefor. The branch now
firm it by ceasing to live ~ith the other before
Dr. A. Sivartha, who wants to induce one
numbers 749·
Thirty-one persons have
that time arrives.'
bt'en baptized into the church in Decatur hundred thousand J~ws to emigrate to
"This is the common law on the subject, and as county since the late discussion.
Palestine and establish a Hebrew nationality there.
The article is interesting as
has been said b~fore, it is still law wherever it
Our district and local Sundav-schooJ
has not been distinctly set aside or changed by
workers. are alive. Brn. J. A. Gtinsolley, showing the profound interest in the welstatute. No statiute in Massachusetts has estab- A. M. Chase and F. E. Cochran of the fare and gatnering of the Jewish people.
Dr. Sivartha has studied the question for
lished any other rule. Parties who are related
Decatur District Association visited and
to each other within certain specified degree~ of assisted a number of the Sunday-schools; forty years and has lectured on the subject.
He may to an extent be a factor in the
affinity or congruity may enter into any other conthe first named going to Allendale, Missettlement of the Jew in the promised
souri; the others to Davis City and Pleastract with each qther, but not into that of marriland •
age. Relatives hearer than that of first cousins . anton, Iowa, on Sunday the 14th ult.
cannot marry. In some states marriage between These brethren also make appointments
for preaching which are filled by different
first cousins is not allowed. Race disqualificaTHE ALUMINIUM AGE.
tions obt_ains in the southern and a few of the brethren at various school-houses etc., thus
IT is possible that the aluminium age will follow the iron age, just as the iron age followed
western states where -marriage between whites the work of the Sunday-school goes hand
the bronze age, and the bronze age followed that
and persons of color is forbidden by law. Phys- in hand with, indeed as a part of the work
of
stone. In this respect it is interesting to note
of
the
general
church.
The
schools
of
ical incapacity.~ disqualifies for the marriage rethat the discoverer of the only cheap method of
the
district
are
flourishing.
lation. Hople.ss.·insanity after marriage is not a
obtaining the metal has just died and the careIn the published list of missionary apfully kept secret has died with him. Once more
ground for divorce for either party, except in one
pointments, of April zsth, Nos.• 3I and 40' the e.ntire world is a sufrcrer through the avarice
state. A valid marriage cannot be terminated
of. a. single. individual. The secret has been
except in two w~ys, by death or divorce. The should read as folloV\'s: "No. 3L Evan · sought: by thousands of scientists unsuccessfully,
A. Davies, referred to missionary in charge
marriage must be performed by a justice of the
will continue to be. Some day, sooner or
of Southern Missouri." "No. 40. George and
later, it will be again found and the use of the
peace, or a ·minister .ef the gospel who resides in
H. Hilliard, Northern part of J. W. Gilmetal
aluminium will follow the use of iron as
the commonwealth and contin.ues to perform the
len's field." ·The latter. was released be-' rapidly as eiectrlcity is supplanting steam.
functions of his pffice, and every marriage must
The results that will follow the substitution of
cause of his later appointment in the bishbe solemnized in' thecity or town in which the opric, but these corrections are made that
aluminium for iron· are enough to astound even
the educated thinkers of the Nineteenth Century.
person solemnizing it, or one or both of the parthe published minufes be exact ani:l. correct, It is obtained from common clay and is the
ties to it, resides. Quakers are allowed to marry
as written.
greatest constituent of the earth's surfaee. In other
according to tneir own society practice. Notice
Bro. F, M. Sheehy is actively at work
words, the whole earth is an immense aluminium
of intentions .to marry must be filled by the town "away down east in Nova Scotia." Prosmine. The mills that produce it will be located
in the most convenie.nt placP, anywhere, everycferk, a certificate must be given by him, and a
pects are brighter there than at any prepenalty is imposed upon him shoulg he issue a vious time, "but the weather is cold;" so where, and the ore without mining or fre;ghting will be found at their doors. Its cost
certificate to a male :under twenty-one, or a he writes.
will eventually become absolutely trifling. It
female under eighteen without the written conweighs but a third as much as iron and but
"We are moving along here as well as
"sent of the parerit, master, or guardian of such circumstances permit. All is peace within about three times as much as wood-it is, in fact,
the lightest metal.capable of resisting the action
union, and a justice of the peace or minister, pr the church.
We have good meetings.
of air in the presence of moisture. It is the most
any other party, is forbidden to perform the cereWe pray for Zion's welfare the world
sonorous of mdals. It is as beautiful as silver
mony contrary to the proyisions of the statutes over." So writes Bro. C. H. Caton, the
and does not tarnis.h. Fused with copper It will
form a compound as beautiful as~old and at the
which regulate it. H~nce the common law English Mission secretary.
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same time as strong as iron; it is as hard as .zinc
and less easily affected by acids .than any metals
except gold and platinum; Thus it will be seen
to possess nearly every desirable quality ·that a
metal can have.-,.Ckicago :Journal.
7

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"Perish policy and cunning,
Perish all that fears the light;
Whether losing, .whether winning,
Trust in God and do the right.
Some will love thee, some will hate thee,
Some will flatter, some will slight;
Cease from man and look above thee,
Trust in God and do the right."

HOME TEMPERANCE.
What is temperance?
Right livihg.
Upon what is the principle of right living
based?
The body is the temple of God.
How is the "temple of God" defiled?
By improper habits, or food and drink; by improper desires that rule the body.
That is a broad definition of temperance.
Not broader than that given by the Bible and
science.
Has the word changed its meaning in these
later years?
Yes; temperance used to mean not intemperate,-that is, not drunken.
What is the specific meaning as applied to the
reform of to-day?
The not using alcohol in any of its forms as
food or drink.
What then is the cause of intemperance?
More frequently ignorance of the danger that
must necessarily follow drinking intoxicating
liquor.
How do you explain that?
· A child seeing wine upon the father's table,
not being taught anything about it, would attach
no more harm to its use than drinking a glass of
water.
What is the remedy for intemperance?
Knowledge. There must first be an arrest of
thought, then intelligent study of the effects of
alcohol, and the consequent danger in its use.
To ensure the best result, where must this
knowledge be obtained?
In the home.
How early should a mother. understand the
law of temperance as written upon the body?
She should understand it before she assumes
the duties and privileges of motherhood.
If the mother uses wine or alcohol tonics
while bearing her child, may the appetite be
transmitted?
Yes; th~. appetite physically, and the weak
will mentally, if she knows she ought not.
Would you advise all mothers to study the
effect of alcohol, or will a moral resolution not to
use it herself be sufficient?
Knowledge is power, and she should have the
proof of what she believes.
How can the necessary knowledge be most
easily obtained?
By a study of Physiology and Hygiene as
taught in the public school text-books.
The Household.

I think when a boy has become an habitual
loafer he is then ready for something worse, and
I was greatly worried to find my boys come slipping in very quietly about the time the stores
closed for the night, so I just resolved to try and
make a more pleasant place to spend the evenings than the aforesaid stores.
Our best room had hitherto been kept sacred
to the use of visitors and for Sabbath; but after
thinking the matter over very seriously I started
a fire, arranged everything as nicely as though
I were looking for company, and then let the
boys have it. So far the plan has been a great
success, for, although I never said a word to
them about it, they took right up with it and
now spend their evenings at home reading and
playing (for they are all three musical), ahd be"
sides being· better for the boys, it is better for us.
Now, sisters, just between ourselves, of course
they'll spoil the carpet, and it's a real pretty carpet, too, and I have been so careful of it. But .I
mean, through God's help, to have my .boys all
grow up to become good men, and If it's going
to take a pretty room and pretty carpets to help
do it, why, I am very glad I have them.-Farm
and Fireside.
HOME CoLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

June 19, Amount· to date .............. $3,62'7 16
·
Ann Boden, Iowa .•••.. $I 6o
Libby Shippy, Iowa ....• I oo
A Friend, Iowa .••... , •. Io oo
Julia A. Smith, Mich.... 75
Eleanor Brown, Iowa. - .. 3 co
!6 35
June 25, Amount received to date ..... $3,643 51
~Send

all monevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

GROVE HILL, Iowa, June 8th.
Dear Sisters if tke Home Column:-As I have
been requested to write up
testimony for the
Column, I feel like doing so. I am far along in
the journey of life. I was born in I~hs, and now
I am well on to seventy-seven years of age.
A VISION.
In the year I843 I was living in the city of
New York. I was terribly persecuted on account of my religious views. I belonged to no
church, but I believed in the First Day Advent
doctrine. One morning I retired to my closet
for my private prayers. After I had prayed, I
saw on the wall before me a man who came
along on the wall. He had a long white beard
and a bright light across his breast.
·
I did not know who the man was, but it seemed
to me that he was one of the Ancient of Days.
In October, 1889, Elder John Shippy came to
preach at Grove Hill, Iowa, and as soon as I saw
him I recognized him as the same man I saw in
New York City in I843· The very same bright
light was across his breast. Bro. Shippy is the
first man I ever heard explain the go&pel in its
fullness. But I did not make up my mind to
obey then, for I had been baptized and belonged
to the Methodist Church for years. But last
November Brn. Shippy and Roth came and held
a series of meetings. Still I could not make up
my mind to yield to the truth. After they left
here I felt that I had disobeyed God's command,
and 0, it worried me so that I could hardly
sleep or rest! I had no peace of mind day or
night. I prayed earnestly for peace but no peace
came for me.

my

Then I prayed for the Spirit to guide me to
some passage of Scripture which would console
me ... I opened the Bible, hoping I would open to
the right place. And .behold it opened to the
Book of Jonah, and I read it all.
Then I felt worse than before, for I plainly saw.
that Jonah was punished for disobedience, and so
would I be. But when I was ih my deepest distress God moved on a sister (a Latter Day Saint)
to visit me, and I freely told her the distress of
my mind. Oh, how consoling were her words
when she told me she would wr:ite for Bro. Roth
to come and baptize me. I th 0 ught I could not
wait till the time should come when I should
have the chance again to obey.; But on the 3oth
of May he came a~d began meetifigs the same
night, and on the :.!d of June I. was baptized by
him for the remission of my sins; and when he
confirmed me my soul was filled with the Holy
Spirit so that I cannot express my joy. Now my
soul is satisfied; and I can say with one of old,
"Now lettest thy servant depart ifi peace.'' Oh,
howe kind my hell6'enly Father. was to me to let
me live to this old. age so I could hear and obey
the gospel in its fullness, for now I am made
to rejoice in his message.
On the 3d Bro. Roth baptized one more. Then
he went five miles west and opened a new place,
where he is preaching now.. May many more
be brought into the kingdom of our God.
Pray for me, that I may live the remaining
days of my life unto the glory of God.
Your sister,
ELIZA McLEAY.
EAsT FoRK, June ISth.
I wish to ask the editor or some of the sisters
of the Home Column whose words have been so
cheering to me, if one who is earnestly striving
to do the Master's will at all times, to love his
neighbor as himself, can live a .true consistent
Christian life and be a storekeeper at the same
time.
Can we speculate on the rise and fall of the
market, sell adulterated food to our fellow men
and tobacco In the composition of which arealcohol and deadly poisons? Are we responsible·
before God for delivering to the public such
articles as we could not recommend the use of,
though they be staple articles of merchandise?
We can be just in bargains, weights and measures, but will not God hold us responsible for our
brother's keeping?
Some time has passed since my previous letter,
yet, as a people, we are still striving to serve God,
in .a right and acceptable manner, though now
with no one to lead us. We continue our weekly
prayer meetings which are a source of comfort
and also a blessing to all those who participate,
for we know and have the promise that where
we meet together in his name, there God will be
and that to bless. We feel that he does meet
with us and that the faith once delivered to the
saints is becoming one in the hearts of this people. We hope and pray that he will, in due time,
send one of his servants to go in and out befor('
us to aid us to more patiently endure the persecutions of the world, to lead us in the way of
truth and a faithful looking for Christ's coming
to take up his rule upon this earth in the latter
days when he comes to make up his jewels. May
the Saints all ·be numbered among that happy
throng is the prayer of your sister in Christ,
MRS. E. D. PALMER.
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Dear Sister:-We believe that it is possible
for a Saint to be a store keeper and make an honest living by buying and selling goods; but in
this day of fast li'Q'ing, chicanery, and adulteration of so many articles of merchandise, we believe it to be a difficult matter.
The Savior said, "Except your righteousness
exceed the righteousness of the Scribes and
Pharisees, ye shall in no case enter into the kingdom of heaven." So, too, we believe that except
our righteousness leads us to do all things God
requires of us, it will be insufficient for a covering in the day of judgment. We do not believe
the, love of God dwells in the heart of any man
or woman who can lend himself as· a party to deception or willful fraud, neither in him who can
speculate upon the .necessities of his neighbor.
Love, the love of Gud shed abroad in the heart,
leads us to regard the interests of our neighbor as
sacredly as we regard our own, and the gain
which comes in any other wa.)Ji.than that which
is just and honorable, will bring the curse of God
with it, and, sooner or later, it will be felt.
While we are in the world we stand related to
the world by heaven-imposed dufies. "Thou
shalt love thy neighbor as thyself," is the law of
God. We may trample this law beneath our
feet, buy, sell and get gain, until men call us
rich and rise up to honor us as we pass~ but the
end Is :~ot yet. To-day we are clothed in purple
and fine linen and fare sumptuously, but to-morrow our souls will stand unclothed before God
and the penalty of his violated law will be demanded of us. "A man's life consisteth not in·
the abundance of that which he hath," and they
who will enter into life must keep His commandments.
FoNTANELLE, Iowa, June 15th.
Deal' Sisters qj:tke Prayer Union:-Grandma
Alden has ,asked' me to write and request that
you make her case the subject of prayer that she
may be healed and cured of the terrible dise;se
from which she suffers constantly, if it be God's
will.
She is a sister in the church and known to
many of you. For eleven years, I believe, she
bas suffered with, a terrible form of scrofula .in
her ankles. Her'sufferings are most intense at
times. Pen could not describe one tenth of her
sufferings. She asks, you to pray God to cure
the disease, to heaJ this pain and ease her suffering.
We read of many cures wrought through the
· prayers of the Le~gue and rejoice that God has
ape?ple who are ;faithful to trust In him. 0, I
hope that I may be worthy to be allowed to associate with God's people some day!
There are but a,few of us here. We feel isolated. Still we do rejoice in the blessed promises
of the gospel to. those who are faithful and who
labor to fulfill their duties;
I hope tl1,e request of Sr. Alden may appear in
the Herald.
Your sister in the one faith,
. HATTIE BAKER.

SEND THElVI IN.
·We are preserving several hundred copies of .each
installment of the< Braden Kelley Debate, and shall,
be prepared until further notice to furnish all our report to new subscribers. 50cts.will secure the entire
.
.
report.:
..
LAMBERT, :S~OS: PIJ!:>Iisb,er~.•
Eamon1,: Decatur Co;, Iowa.

~ Look Here.-The small colored label with
~
your name printed on, shows the date to which
your subscription is paid.
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Means that your B!!b~cription will run out July
Renew vour subscriptiOn m time.
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LAMoN!, Iowa, June 19th.
Editors Herald:-On the 16th inst. I returned
from a short preaching tour in the Des Moines
district, which is under the missionary care of
Bro. James McKiernan, W. C. Nirk being president of the district.
I spoke four times while at Des Moines, and
three times while at Newton.
Congregations
were not large, but the improved condition of the
district, together with the good feeling and spirit
manifested by the Saints at Des Moines and
Newton, are truly encouraging.
On the 8th inst., in connection with Bro.
James McKiernan, we held .a business meeting
in the Saints chapel at Des Moines. Peace and
unity .prevailed. The branch was reorganized by
the choice of Bro. James McKiernan for president, D. W. Thomas for priest, and George Emsley for teacher. All this was done at the suggestion of the writer, but was readily acquiesced
lq by the Saints. Brethren Thomas and Emsley
were ordained as ordered by vote of the Saints.
The district conference convened on the 12th
and was held in a tent. The sessions were peace·ful and good. What a good time we will have
when .the Saints learn how to live! Friday afternoon and. Sunday morning were devoted to Sunday-school work. Friday afternoon to the work
of the association in the district, and Sunday
morning to the exercises of the school, all under
the supervision. of Bro. D. W. Thumas, who is
superintendent of the district association and has
the work at heart. I am pleased to say that the
Sunday-school work has the plain approbation of
God as manifested in the bestowment of His Spirit. This puts it on an equal with. every other department of the work. Des Moines and Newton
both have good schools.
In company with Bro. and Sr. Thomas and Sr.
McKiernan I spent the greater part of one day
on the camp grounds of the Seventh Day Ad. ventists.
I was informed that there were over
one hundred and forty tents on the grounds.
Some one or. more was ready to welcome the
visitors to the "reception tent," where they could
sit down and rest, if they wished, and where they
could find a place to leave their baggage; or, if
they wished to go tothe large tabernacle, they
, were ready to show them seats, We took our
dinner with us, but they wer.e almost determined
to present us with tickets so we could get dinner
free of charge.
I m~t a number of preachers with whom I got
acquainted at Davis City, while attending the
debate qetween Elders C. Braden and M. Larson.
Also met. Elder A. A. John with whom Bro. W.
W. Blaironce held a debate, at Norway, Illinois,
I believe. He was very friendly and spoke kindly of Bro.Blair.
The devotion an.d zeal of this people are commendable. They have one tert~ for selling books
and papers. None allowed. to be sold durin'g
services, but .ag~ntlemanly. clerk ready to wait
upon all customers and enquirers. between the
services; Elder Ha~kel pre~ched)n themor~in~

on "first day of the week" offerings to sustain
foreign missions. Prof. Lewis delivered an addrt:.ss in the afternoon on the subject of education.
He occupied broad and liberal grounds, and made
many good points.
I noticed that immediately after the preaching,
in the afternoon, many of the tenters went to
reading their Bibles. All seemed to have their
Bibles with them.
I found one man in the
woods, sitting by a tree perusing the Good Book.
I talked a little while with several of the minters, and upon the subject of religious liberty we
could well agree. One asked me what I thought
of the Braden-Larson debate, to whiCh I replied that in my opinion each man lost his
affirmative. That Elder Larson failed to establish the perpetuity of the decalogue, and Mr.
Braden failed to establish his proposition relative
to the observance of the first day. This did not
set quite so well. He agreed :with me that Braden failed on his proposition, but his faith was
not shaken in the "word of God" by anything
which Braden said. See?
I saw much to admire whlle on the grounds.
In a number of things our people could, if they
would, learn valuable lessons.and thus improve
their own conduct and methods. But I must not
omit to mention the business session which was
in progress when we arrived. The chairman
took part in the discussion, m11king more speeches
than any one else. Different and conflicting
opinions were expressed with, apparently, the
best of feelings. I think, however, that they
might learn much from the manner in which we
transact business; but perhaps it would not
please them. This meeting was their Annual
Conference for the state of Iowa.
Now, if any should think I am about to go over
to Adventism, let them be patientfor a little while
till they see my first book, treating on the
"Nature and Destiny of Man. The Views of
Mortal-Soulists Examined and Refuted;" and
they will discover, whatever they may think of
the book, that there are some points of their
faith to which I am not yet converted.
May the good work move forward, as I believe
it will.
J. ~·LAMBERT,
N. B.-It is sometimes said that Iowa and
Missouri have more than their share of ministers; and if the apportionment is made from the
standpoint of territory only, the saying Is true.
But when we carefully consider the relative importance and demands of this field, the objection
is removed . . I am confident that the unsupplied .
demands of Iowa and Missouri (to put it mild! y)
are fully equal to those of any other field. Is it not
the proper policy to take care of what we have,
and, In addition thereto, get what we can?
The total membership of the entire church,
according to the last stati,stical report, is only
25,368. Of this number Iowa has 5,283, and
Missouri3,o8o, making a total of 8,363, or nearly
one-third ot the entire membership of the church!
The demands of this field are very great .. The
responsibilities, cares. and labors of the one in
charge are on the increase. If the good work con~
tinues to move, as we trust it will, it will soon
become impossible for one mail to properly .care
for both states, even with great help which is
afforded by those who are in charge of subfields. I have nodesire to underrate the im;
port11.nce .of other missions,·· but· am constantly
tryihg
:t<i'. ~\1\tivilte
tl,le habit of. taking.'>--corn:pre· .,:,
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hensive views. This I do, of course, only to the
extent of niy ability; but i: am. prepared to concede the impm:tance and unsupplied demands of
many other fields. I trust ·that the Saints will
:more fufly learn how to pray "the Lord of the
harvest that he will send forth laborers into his
harvest."
J. R. L.
E>ETROIT EAsT, Mich., June 17th.
Editors Herald:-:- We now have a branch in
this place which was organized by Elder Hiram
Rathbun about the 4th of .April.. We have a hall
hired about two blocks from the City Hall. We
have the use of it all day Sunday, and Thursday
eyening. Sunday-school at ten, a;m., prayermeeting. after. I wish Bro. Lake would send
Bro. Evans back here; some who heard him are
very much interested. My son-in-law says he
heard more truth in that sermon than he ever
heard in his life from the .other churches; We
would be glad to have any elder stop here if only
to preach one sermon. Please bear this in mind
when you are going through from Canada or
any part of Michigan.
Have been a sufferer for twenty years with
rheumatism; I am an invalid not able to walk.
I praise God through it all, for I know it has
worked out for me. a more exceeding weight of
glory. I desire the prayer~ of the Saints that if
it is God's will the pain may be removed.
Your sister,
MRs. ] ANE CousER,
330 Mt. Ell!otte Ave.
BETHESDA, Ohio, June 2ISt.
Editors Herald:-Since receiving my appointment from gener2l conference I have been doir.g
what I could in my weakne"s to unfurl the
glorious banner of truth. My appointment was
to the state of Virginia; but having been instructed by the missionary in charge to·labor for
a time in the Southern Ohio and Pittsburg and
Kirtland districts, I have not gone to my regular
field of labor yet. I left home on the 5th of May,
going into Mason and Jackson counties, West
Virginia. Spoke three times in Salem (Di~ciple)
church in Mason county and from there I went
into the neighborhood in which Bro. J. L. Williams lives, and where once was the Union
Grove branch; but only a few Saints remain.
Preached here over a week; considerable interest
was manifested, as well as a great deal of opposition. Enemies of the truth invariably resort to
the same old arguments-"close the doors." But
in this instance they were unsuccessful in their
efforts, for although they did all they could to
shut us out, they found that they could not do it
without closing it against every other religious
denomination. Before leaving the place I had
the pleasure of leading three into the waters of
baptism. Others are investigating.
May the zoth, in company with Bro. J. L.
Williams, went to Frozen Camp; preached three
times in the school house.
Next we went to Sc1nd Hill. This is the place
where a mob came to the school house to take
my father, James M·)ler, about two years ago;
but when they got inside of the house their
~ourage failed them, and they went away without
molesting him. But I find that much enmity exists against us in this place yet, as was manifested
by a written .notice which I found on the desk
one night whe11 -we... ~ame to~ether for meetln9. ·

The notice was written in a .scrawling hand and
very. imperfect ·spelling, and it notified the "Mormons" to not preach any more in that place or
they would get their "throats cut." But we were
not ea>ily frightened; and we went ahead and
p~eached until we had to go and fill other appointments which we had cpreviously made.
Notwithstanding such terrible threats we had no
trouble, save some stones being thrown against
the house. On one occasion a United Brethren minister came. out to oppo~e us, and he did
so by following me for about fifteen minutes, in
which he warned his flock against us, and aimed
to leave the impression that we were not recognized by the laws of the land. He said he was
well acquainted with us as a people, and had
been -for years; and that ~hen he encountered
us it was nothing new. The audience applauded
his remarks, which was evidence to me that a
great portion of them wer.e enemies to us. After
the meeting was dismissed we engaged in a conversation, in which the reverend stated that he
had been at Nauvoo "when the Saints dwelt
there," and that "at one time Joseph Smith had
three hundred and sixty wives in the Temple;"
he said "he knew that."
"Why, friend," I asked, "what is your age?"
He replied that he was forty.
Then I asked him, "Do you not know that Joseph Smith was killed and that the Saints w~re
driven out of Nauvoo several years before you
were born?"
He was lost for an answer. Such are the witnesses that testify against tt.e work of God.
May 29th, came to Wheeling, West Virginia,
to assist in holding a series of two days' meetings
in the Pittsburg and Kirtland district. Met with
Brn. Griffiths and Powell, who had arrived the
day before.
Sunday, May the zrst, T baptized another
precious soul into the kingdom of God. Since
coming into this district I have labored in company with the above named brethren a part of
the time, Bro. Powell and I being alone the
remainder of the time. I can fay that I believe
these men to be men of God;. for I find in Bro.
Griffiths a noble and wise counselor, and in Bro.
Powell an earnest, agreeable and able co-laborer
in the gospel. Will start for my home to-morrow,
and wi11 labor in the southern part of the state
until the latter part of August, and then I exp<"ct
to go to my field of labor in Virginia. Ever
praying for the triumph of gospel truth, I am
your brother,
HIRAM E. MoLER.

ALILA, Cal., June 13.
Editors Herald:--I left my home in San Benito county on the 2oth of last month for my
field of labor. I stopped at Old Gilroy, Santa
Clara county, and although our faith had never
been declared there, I succeeded in getting the
use of the school-house and speaking four times.
Left some wanting to hear more; expect to go
back there in the near future. Passed through
Merced county; no opening, but plenty of whooping-cough. On to Fresno City, found a home
with Wm. M. Whitehead. Preached on stone
pavement on Main street, Fresno City for six
hours, then on to Tulare City, where I held
several meetings. I will preach here twice tomorrow. flealth fair.
Yours in the faith,
J. H. LAWN.

LONDON, Eng., June lith.
Editors Herald:-The Saints in the.great continent of the west will be glad to hear that in
London weare mo.ving slowly, steadily but surely onward. True we have not "moved mountains," nor have we (to use a .popular phrase
here) "set the Thames a' fire;" but one. by one
the hone,st in heart are being warned to «.flee
from the wrath to come;" and what is better
still, they are being warned in precisely the same
manner as John warned his hearers to do
so, that is, by being baptized in the name of the
coming Christ for the remission of their sins.
God is mercifully pleased to "confirm the !;Ouls
of the disciples" by those among the signs prom~
!sed, which our poor, feeble faith is strong enough
to grasp and receive; for I have learned 'by inburnt experience, that itls o!l(y according to the
power and extent of our faith in God .that we as
human beings are able to receive anything whatever of a supernatural character; as we were
once assured by the Holy Ghost in the interpretation of tongues unknown:
"Let not your hearts be troubled, ye that mourn;
Rejoice I rejoice I for lo, 'ti• no.w the dawn;
And wisdom, which your God alone can give,
According to yonr faith shall Ye receive."

In reading from time to time within the pages
of our beloved Herald, nothing more conclusively demonstrates the absolute' unity of this true
Church of God, than the undeviating similitude, or family likeness, whlch exists between
the supernatural testimonies you receive in
America, and those with which we here in London, England, are favored. For instance, reading some two or three weeks back in the Sisters'
Home Column, (and m:1.y its shad 'W never grow
less!), I was powerfully struck by a testimony
from a sister who speaks of an invisible angel
chorister takir>g the contralto or alto part most
eff,·ctivdy and beautifully in a hymn the fwo or
three sisters present were then singing. Another
writer spoke of an unseen choir continuing or
prolonging the harmonious strains at the recent
conference in the Temple at Kirtland.
This immediately brought to my mind a bright
testimony I received in our late place of meeting,
Emmanuel Hall, Old Ford Road, London. We
had at the time in use a large and powerful harmonium of twelve or fourteen stops, lent us by a
brother named Biggs. On the occasion I now
allude to, not more than four or five of the Saints
were present; includinsr, if I remember aright,
the late proprietor of the hall. I was playing
over one
the tunes prior to the Saint~ singing
the hymn, when there burst out a flood of the
most exquisite harmony; as of a band of harps
above the music of the instrument; and seeming
to come from between the top of the harmonium
and the ceiling or roof of the building. So powerful were the strains of this unseen band, that
although I had In play the full power of the instrument, (which the neighbors have assured me
could be heard some distance down the road); I
could nevertheless distinctly hear the umeen
harps above the full power of the instrument;
and above the voices too, when they joined in
with the hymn.
I could also detect that the angelic music (for
such it unquestionably was), although keeping
perfect time with the music I was playing, was
yet of a vastly sublimer and sweeter character,
so much so that now I attempt to describe it, I
, find myself utterly incapable of furnishing your
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readers with anything like an adequate description or representation.
On another occasion, (though this is some
years farther back in point of time), while we
were in occupation of Albert Hall, Hackney, I
was afflicted with serious doubts whether the
Lord was pleased or otherwise at my playing
the harmonium, even in the preaching services.
Accordingly I took it to the Lord God in secret
prayer, saying no word to a living soul. On the
following Sunday, during prayer and testimony
a sister living fourteen miles out of London
arose and stated that two beauteous angel beings
were present, for she could distinctly behold
them. One was standing by the side of Elder
William Kendrick, the other, she said, was at
the ot_her side of the hall, leaning over the harmonium, with one hand upon the top of the ins'rument and the other hand upon the shoulder
of Bro. Tubb; and. looking at the brother with a
most pleased and agreeable expression. Thus
doth the Lord answer the secret petitions of his
chosen people.
Your brother in Christ,

F.

TUBB.

DENVER, Colo., June rsth.
Editors Herald:-Congregationsin the gospel
tent good sized, and the best of attention. We
let a Holiness preacher occupy the tent two
nights last week, and Bro. Duncan reviewed his
sermons. I don't think the cause has lost anything by the contrast of views. Prof. Haskell of
the State University of Colorado was in attendance at tre morning services in the hall yesterday. He is a Presbyterian minister and was
brought. up and educated at Kirtland, Ohio, and
of course knows all about Mormonism. About
one hundred and fifty greeted Bro. Duncan at
the tent in the evening, and he enjoyed good
likerty in presenting· the word.
Bro. Schmutz
addressed a fair sized audience at Euclid-Hall at
the same hour. Three, all adults, were buried in
the Platte river and arose to walk in newness of
life.
Yo~rs,
E. F. SHUPE.
LONE RocK, Mo., June 14th.
Editors Herald:'- The debate at Lamoni, between Braden and Kelley, and the work done by
.Mr. Braden in Harrison county, Missouri, last
fall has made us . many friends in the Disciple
Church. I think he is helping us in his way.
:The people want t.o hear the other side and are
more willing to e~amine our claims ·than before.
I want to correc;t the report that I was rocked
and ran: away fro(n the Lamb School-house ai:
Grand River, Uni~n county, Iowa. This report
is not true; I have just returned from that place,
where I have be3n, holding meetings, and by request have agreed 'to go back this fall and hold
a series of meetings; From there I went to
Hopeville and w~s given the use of the park;
but before meeting time the Methodist brethren
c~me and invited ine to their church. I accepted .. Had excellent liberty and the people were
very kind to me. One evening I wasalittle sur.c
prised; when I was through speaking the deacon
arose and said he believed all I had said was true,
_an<l if there was any one present who had any,
.objection, state It now; if not, forever after hold
theirpe_ace. Silence reigned supreme; I am
_fold our people. had been refused a hearing in
t:hi§pl~tce.

From there I went to Lacelle, Clark county.
Here I found friends ready to attend to my
wants, and the G. A. R. hall was offered by going out some distance in the country for the key,
but the weather and roads were bad, so the postmaster seated the postoffice with seats. Meetings in the evenings, and visiting from house to
house accompanied by strangers to hear the go~
pel story, was the order in this place.
From there to Osceola. Pleasant visit with
the few Saints there.
JoHN JoHNSTON.
HENDERSON, Ia., June 17th.
Editors Herald:-I did not embrace the work
for curiosity or popularity, neither did I accept
the counsels of others; but I thank God that I
have embraced a work that will stand the test,
and am confident that the church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints is built upon that solid
rock whose foundation is sure.
We have a prosperous branch at Farm Creek;
our. members are not large, but in our social
meetings I have felt that a portion of the Holy
Spirit was with us. The young brethren and
sisters of the branch have organized a band of
workers and are making great progress toward
the advancement of the work. Being one among
them I am deeply interested in all the young of
the church, because I realize that the time is not
far distant when the burden and heat of the day
will come upon us.
Let us call to mind the suff~rings and persecutions borne by those in early days to defend the
work.. Should it not inspire us to be up and doing?
De.siring the prayers of all the Saints, I am,
Yours in the cause,
JoHN E. RITTER.
PLATTSMOUTH, Neb., }l,llle I!)th.
Editors Herald:-In the present and preceding
months but. few•days have passed without rain
and much mud, which has militated very much
against missionary work. But the disciple is
not responsible for this and similar hindrances
over which he has no control. If at his post, or
traveling duty's path, he can well afford to leave
the results with God and the people.
Though attendance was rather meagre, the
conference session of the Northern Nebraska
district, held at Fremont the two last days of
May, was peaceful. Six were added, and since
adjournment five have been added in Platte Valley branch, and one in Plattsmouth. The zeal
evinced by some in attending meeting !n stormy
times, commendable evidence of the faith of endurance in some, is really inspiring. But the
time in having to face the eftects of wrong-doing
is not altogether a past event. How essentfally
necessary is self-examination. And the thought
that one may judge himself without injuring
others is cheering indeed. To those thirsting
after righteousness .the necessity for such judgment will never be lost sight of. But a lack in
the former will di€q ualify for the IaUer. A loud
prating. of God's justice and mercy, an,d a high
moral rectitude, etc., and evincing :i proper conception thereof by our procedure presents a differen~e that is worthy of thought. The publican
was .quick to see his unvmrthiness, but the Pharisee,-was slow to see good and rectitude outside
of. himself.. Better b:) Publican,like.than despised
!or being Pha~iseica).. For the first d!l,ss1 f\\~•

·Jican spectacles when properly adjusted, tinge or
discolor nothing, but reflect a realism; and one
of the most effective measures to secure these
spectacles is self.abnegation, which V:e Latter
Day Saints talk so much about.
Already I find uncontemplated events developing to interfere with contemplated arrangements,
so can only say to those with whom I essay to cooperate, I can only promise to do the best my
ability and wisdom may allow.
Communications addressed to 213 Harrison
street, Council Bluffs, Iowa, will reach me if not
hindered by being mislaid, etc. "But prompt answers rriust not be expected as would in the
event of direct communication being possible.
For with the splendid mail facilities, almost constant travel precludes the possibility of answering by return mail.
In gospel bonds,
}AMES CAFFALL.
EMERSON, Iowa, June 23d.
Editors Herald:-The work in our district is
in fair condition. I think nearly all are trying
to do the best they ca 1. Since g~neral conference I have labored some in Shenandoah, Plum
Creek, Bartlett and Egypt. In Shenandoah the
Saints are doing well; also in the Plum Creek
branch. Sickness in some families has been severe. La Grippe with its direful effects has tried
the faith and patience of many of the Saints in
the district. But thanks be to our great head,
God has heard our prayers, and I)Ur condition i~
this regard is much better.
In Bartlett and Egypt we had quite an interesting time; excellent audiences, who paid the
best of attention. Bartlett is considered a hard
place, but there are certainly some noble, generous-hearted souls who have regard for the truth.
In fact they are.too far advanced in gospel truth
to receive the claims of some who claim salvation and sanctification independent of obedience
to the word of God.
It is the. case in many places where we preach
the word, that the people see its consistency an<l
are frank to admit that it is in harmony with the
teachings of our Lord. Some have expressed
themselves convinced of the truth and are almost
ready to obey. The good seed so-vVn must indeed
be taking root, and, we trust, in good and honest
hearts.· So that while we have so many calls for
preaching in new places, we cannot afford·to
lose our 'work and fail to reap. the harvest where
labor and patience has been bestowed, and where
our Father has given us great liberty in preaching the word.
We do most assuredly believe
that God will eventually give the increase. And
for this we labor and pray.
·
Our conference held in the church belonging
to the Farm Creek branch was a success, even
beyond our expectations. The roads were bad,
and in addition to this a very busy time; still the
Saints and friends turned out, and the Holy
Spirit was copiously bestowed. Our business
was transacted without a jar. Th<l spirit of peace
and harmony prevailed . throughout the entire
session. The prayer and .social meetings were
good. The preaching done by Brn. Wilcox and
Rudd had a very good effect. " All the elders and
Saints expressed themselves better satisfied with
the work, ·and thanked ·our Father in- heaven
that they had lived .to see the time when we
could meet and. dQ l?B§\nessfor.the Master in
-pnity and peace.
·
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Tht! two-days' meeting at Wheeler's ·Grove
was. good. The hearts of all seemed to rejoice
ih the truth. The Saints are the only ones that
hold. regular meetings in that place, the Methodist and Presbyterian churches being vacant most
of the time.
Our reunion which will commence August
I 5th, is to be held on the grounds of Bro. George
Skank, three miles east .of Henderson. The location is good. We look for a largt! attt!ndance
of both s·aints and others. It is the talk of the
country, and the people in all the towns around
are making calculations to attend. We expect
some of the most prominent and leading elders
of the church, with others, to do the preaching.
And we do sincerely hope that these brethren
will make an effort to come to our help, as they
will be requested by our committee. The breth·
ren of these two branches, Farm Creek and
Wheeler's Grove, will not leave one stone uuturned in order to have these grounds in good
condition for the accommodation of· all, both
Saints and preachers. Come, th.en, do not pass
us by. We need the help of these elders we ·send
for.
The people here want to hear you.; they
also waritto hear the gospel. This is one of the
best places on earth to preach it, where the people are anxious to hear .. We hope the Saints
will try to arrange their affairs so they can at·
tend and camp on the grounds .. We want to pu't
forth this effort unitedly for the Jove of the truth,
and with an eye single to the salvation of souls.
We have no selfish motive in view, neither have
the brethren; it is attended with too much expense and labor for vain glory. Come, then, to
the help of the Lord.
Yours in .gospel bonds,

THE SAINTS.'

HERALD.
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SERMON OF PRESIDENT W. W. BLAIR,
AT LAMONI, IOWA, APRIL 19TH.
REPORTED BY E. STAFFORD.

THE preacher read the third chapter of
the first epistle of John, for the morning
lesson, and then said:
This last v~rse contains the leading
thought for the remarks we may make
this morning. It is th_e rule of evidence,
stating the kind of evidence God gives his
people whereby they may know that they
abide in Christ, and that Christ abides -in
them.
"Beloved, now are we the sons of God,
and it; doth not yet appear what we shall
be: but we know that, when he shall appear, we shall be like him; for we shall
see him as he is."
This is put in language so plain and
clear that no one need doubt its meaning-.
It says when persons are keeping His
commandments they dwell in Him, and
that "we know that He abideth in us, by
the Spirit which he hath given us."
In the midst ot the great diversity of
sentiment abroad in the Christian world
HENRY KEMP.
relative to the service of God as a means
of salvation, it is high! y important that
every one professing the Christian name
SPRINGERTON, IJJ, June 20th.
should examine well the foundation upon
Editors Herald:- Our district conference is
which they build and see whether indeed
over, which convened last Saturday and Sunday.
Christ abides in_ them, and whether they
Sunday the attendance was very large, and Bro.
are abiding in Christ. This is a matter of
Gillen delivered a most <"xcellent dis.course. Bro.
first importance for all mankind.
L. F. Daniel, of Indiana, was with us and spoke
Christ gave himself a ransom for all;
in the evening, Brn. Gillen and Daniel continugave himself to bless the entire race of
ing the meetings a few evenings. A good feelmankind-all ranks and conditions of men
ing prevailed through all the sessions, and the
-:-and his blessings are to be received upon
Saints are evidently gaining an influence among
the very conditions he has established in
the people in that vicinity.
the go~ pel. And if the race to-day-tho<;e
This is such a very busy time with farmers it
who are making a proclamation of the
is hard to get a hearing only on Sundays. I have
gospel and believe in the gospel of the
been hindered from going far from home on acSon of God-if they would examine well
count of the sickness of my wife, and her health
this matter it would be an essential means
still continues poo~, but am doing what I can • to help them to a unity of faith and
under existing circumstances.
Hope she may
practice as professing disciples of Jesus
recover speedily.
The work is evidently imChrist.
proving in this country, and we hope for good
In the Old Testament Scriptures we
results the present year.
find a covenant there promised that was
My report as Bishop's agent, published by the
to be revealed in the latter day~; and the
Bishop in Herald for June 2oth, is for two years.
leading peculiarity of that covenant was
It makes a wrong impression both in receipts and
that God would give his Holy Spirit to
disbursements as it stands. In bonds,
those who entered into that covenant relationship with him; for every one that enters
G. H. HILLIARD.
into the conditions of this covenilnt would
know for themselves their relationship to
BOILER FOR SALE, CHEAP.
God. You find this in the books of the
An Eight-horse Arne~ Boiler, made by the Ames
prophets Ezekiel and Jeremiah, particuIron Works, Oswego, N Y., in good condition, and
larly in the latter prophet, who s1ys:
running order, used in Herald Office, but taken out
"Behold, the days come, saith the Lord,
on account of it not being large ·enough and replaced
that
I will make a new covenant with the
with a 25 horse one. All necessary valves and fithouse of Israel, and with tbe house of Jutings go with it.
dah: not according to the covenant that I
Any one needing such a boiler, write to Herald
Office.
made with their fathers, in the day that I

took them by the hand to bring them. out
of the land of Egypt; which my covenant
'they brake, although I was a husband unto
them, saith the Lord. But this shall be
the covenant that I will make with the
house of Israel; after those days, saith the
Lord, I will put my law in their inward
parts, and write it in their hearts; and
will he their God, and. they shall be my
people. And they shall teach no more
every man his neighbor, and every mah
his brother, saying, Know the Lord: for
they shall all know me, from the least of
them unto the greatest of them, saith the
Lord," etc.,
Notice the peculiarity of this new covenant. First, it' supersedes the Mosaic
covenant; and second, it carries with 'if,
unto all who stand in covenant relationship with the Lord, a knowledge communicated by Him to them, so that they have
no need to say to each other, "Know ye
the Lord?" but all can know the Lotd
for themselves.
That divine means by which every man
may know God, is the Holy Spirit. And it
is the. office-work of th@ Holy Spirit, and
ever has been, from the e!lrliest periods of
time, to take the things of God and reveal
them unto his faithful people. This holds
true of every dispensation, patriarchal,
Mosaic or prophetic. All who attained a
knowledge of God and his ways did so by
the manifestations of God's Spirit to them.
This fact be<;ame, if possible, more
pronounced when Jesus the Mediator of
the new covenant came.
We read in the New Testament that
under the "new covenant," in all its administrations, from. Matthew to the Revelations of St. John, the Holy Spirit was
the divine power by which every disciple
of God might know, and have the experimental, conscious evidence within them~
selves, that God was and is, and is a rewarder. of all who humbly and diligently
seek him.
As a religious body the Saints stand
alone in this matter. Other religionists, in
general, think there is no need of the _revealing, testifying, witnessing operation of
the Holy Spirit, manifesting its gifts and
assurances with power upon the human
soul, claiming that it moves only upon the
heart of man to incline him to love righteousness and hate iniquity. That manifestation is very good so far as it goes;
but if a person keeps all the commandments of God he has the promise of receiving a personal knowledge that he is "in
Christ," by the Spirit of Christ that
dwelleth in him. That theory is strikingly in harmony with the word of God contained in the Bible, and with other sacred
books which to us are equally important
and authoritative with the Bible.
Tbe religious world, without this knowledge received throug):l the Holy Apirit is
thrown into confusion, and is repre~ented
h the Book of Revelations as "Mystery
Babylon." The lack of it in the world
causes darkness and confusion. Without
it, men are ever coming into conflict, and
are out of harmony in faith and practice.
If they had the light of God's word and
Spirit they would see eye to eye. They
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would "speak the same things and be perfectly joined together in the same mind
and in the same judgment." They would
then enjoy the wonderful power and grace
by which all can be made one with Christ
as he is one with the Father. There would
then be that perfect unity enjoyed by those
who desire the truth and peace of God.
This is the means ordained of God by
which that wondrous unity spoken of by
the apostle has to be perfected. I apprehend that Saint John had attained to this
same unity, for he had been personally
with Christ three years and a half; had
received the baptism of the Holy Spirit
on the day of Pentecost; had lived and
walked under the inspiration of God's
Spirit right down through that century
until we find him on Patmos iri the ninetysixth year of the Christian era, banished
for his religion. He had been with the
church over sixty years, and in that
time he had gained such experience and
knowledge as made him a competent
teacher and witness. He now tells the
church in this epistle the means by .which
they may know God-know whether
they are in Christ-and that means is the
Holy Spirit.
It is that divine power, with its fruits
and testimonies dwelling with and in the
disciple that enables him .to actually know
whether he is in Christ. Now if any lack
the Holy Spirit, it beco111es an important
duty for such to examine themselves and
see their foundation, also the methods by
which they are built, and see whether
they are in Christ or not.
We have seen by the words of our text
that the ground' upon which an individual
has to build; a~ a disciple of Christ, is his
commandments, and that by doing them
he is entitled to actually know, and that
such will know that Christ abides in him
and he in Christ. This leads back to the ·
time wheri the Lord . made a glorious
promise. In thtr days of John the Baptist, ·
who was sent to preparetheway of Lord
Jesus, to make his paths straight, one of
the most prominent things that John
taught was the promise that Christ would
baptize with the Holy Spirit ,all who
faithfully receive water baptism: "I indeed
baptize you wi~h water unto repentance;
but he that cometh after me is mightier
than I, whose shoes I am not worthy to
bear; he [Christ] shall baptize you with
the Holy Ghostiand with fire." That was
to be the highe~t. the crowning baptism.
Water baptism, was and is important in
its place; all the moral teachings of John
and Jesus were and are important in their
place, yet it is h> be observed that when
the . pe()ple obeyed the commandments
that John taught, Christ would finish· the
work John had begun in them, ana such
would find the.111selves abiding in Jesus
Christ our Lord. This knowledge was
realized in the endowment of the Holy
Spirit.
Notice,. please, that this promised,
endowment of tme Holy Spirit was to fol~
1ow the labors of Johnin .baptizing with
water. Wherever an individual lived in
h~trrnony . wit11 •the teachings of John,
,Christ would bapti:t:e them with the Hofy

Ghost and with fire. Now, when Jesus and power of the Holy Ghost. Indeed,
entered upon his personal ministry he the office-work of <he Spirit was and is to
taught in regard to this endowment of the comfort, build up and strengthen the disHoly Spirit and its office-work in the ciples of Christ. The Master himself
hearts of his disciples. And by and by, said, as you will find recorded in the 16th
when he knew his time to leave them was chapter of John's gospel, "And if I go
near at hand, he tells them to wait in Je- away, I will send him [the Comforter]
rusalem for "the premise of the Father;" unto you; and when he is come he will
and they waited till the day of Pentecost guide you into all truth." That, certainly,
had fully come, "and suddenly there came is a matter of the. greatest comfort to
a sound from heaven as of a rushing mighty every truth-loving indivirlual,-to be prewind, and it filled all the house where served from all error and to be led into all
they were sitting. And there appeared truth. Satisfying to the soul!
unto them cloven tongues like as of fire,.
And again, Jesus says, "It will show
and it sat upon each of them. And they you things to come." This manifestation
were all filled with the Holy Ghost."
was to continue to all the faithful disciNow, in this visitation there was man- ples of Christ,-though not in the same
ifest a divine element, substance, intelli- degree, for some of the exigencies of life
gence and principle of power that was demand that some should know of certain
capable of filling the entire room, and that things not necessary to others' welfare;
also ''filled" the "hundred and twenty" dis- but every one may receive according to
ciples then present. Some entertain the their needs and conditions, being guided
idea that the promise of the Spirit was re- by this power of God .into all truth and
stricted to the twelve apostles. But it was being shown things to come for the good
made to all the faithful disciples, and all of themselves, and also for the good of
others.
the truly faithful members received it.
Mark you, John promised all when he
What a comfort it was and is to the
baptized with water, that Christ would worthy followers of Christ, to know of
baptize them with the Holy Ghost. And even a few things to transpire in the
Jesus also promised the same baptism to future, those they could not know otherall the disciples, even to all who would wise thim by the Spirit of God; showing
keep his commandments, as we see it re- them perhaps things which have a direct
corded, and all the faithful disciples re- bearing upon their lives and connected
cdved the endowment of that Holy Spirit. with their welfare! The disciple can lift
And as I remarked before, it was a divine, up his heart and rejoice that God is so
intelligent element of power, that "filled mindful and so kind. He recognizes the
all t,he house .where the disciples "were hand of the Lord in these ministr~ttions
sitting," "and they were all filled with the and knows that He is, and that He is a reHoly Ghost." That mighty, transform- warder of all who diligently seek him.
ing power "sat upon each ofthem"-as it is
Now. these things were had among the
written-:-"in cloven tongues like as of fire." early Christians .as we learn from the
"And they were all filled with theHoly sacred record, and were in accordance
Ghost.'' That divine substance is so pen- with the promise of Jesus Christ and the
etrative and all-pervading in its nature, and prophets sent of God before his day, This
so extensive, that it can fill its tens of is ever an essential·· feature of the "new
thousands,-yes, millions,-and all worlds covenant," and are the blessings that ever
at the same time. Certainlv it "filled" follow obedience to that covenant.
that room, and it "filled" those disciples,
As I have remarked, bv the manifestaand by it they all spake "with other tions of God's. Spirit are the fruits and
tongues as the Spirit gave them utterance." gifts of the Spirit made known. You will
This mighty- and intelligent power ope- never find the fruits of the Spirit unless ,
rated all along through the ministry of the individual possesses that Spirit. You
the apostles, and we find that it was one cannot expect the fruits. where the Spirit
of the very greatest sources of comfort, in is not. And when an individual claims to
the highest possible Sc:Jnse of the term: It be endued by God's Spirit, we have the
was "the ComfOrter," imparted comfort, right to expect the fruits to appear.
because it took the things of God and
I now quote from Romans 8: 9· I I ' I4·
showed them to the disciples; it showed 15, x6;-"But ye are not in the flesh, but
them things to come. And beside that .it in the Spirit, if so be that the Spirit of
imparted such. divine light and grace to God.dwell in you. Now if any man have
the soul, transforming the heart and the not the Spirit of Christ he is none of his."
soul, filling them with joy lind peace, Here are conditions stated plainly,-'•Ye
patience and longsuffering, and with all are not in the flesh, but in the Spirit, if so
those refinements that pertain to the gos- be that the Spirit of God dwell in you.
pel of Jesus, giving his servants refine- If any man have not the Spirit of Christ
ment of character and purity of life. Such he is none of his." Paul is now writing to
was the result of its transforming power Christians, and his words are placed on
upon. the body, soul and spirit of the disci- record as a warping as well as instruction.
ples of Jesus Christ~ The Holy Spirit
Again; "But if the Spirit of him that
administers comfort to the people of God raised up Jesus from the dead .dwell in
in a great variety of ways, some.of which you, he that raised up Christ from the
ate ineJ?.tioned by Paul. in 1 Corinthians, dead shall also quic}{en your.mortalbodies
12th chapter, and elsewhere. These gifts by his Spirit that dwellet.hin you. • . • •
and graces were means "by which the For as many as are led bythe Spirit of
c~urc:h rec:eived•.great comfort, consolation
God 'are the sons ,of GQd. For ye have not
and. strength when walking in the light received. the spirit of bondage again to fear;
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but ye have received the Spirit of adoption, whereby we cry, Abba, Father. The
Spirit itself beareth witness with our Spirit,
that we are the children of God."
·
This teaching of Paul is very clear on
the point, that they who have. the Spirit
of God dwelling in them are members in
the family o£ God,-in the body of Christ.
"And if children, then heirs; heirs of God,
and joint heirs with Christ." Again,
Paul says, Romans 8: z6,~"Likewise. the
Spirit also helpeth our infirmities tour
weaknesses]; for we know not what we
should pray for as we ought; but the Spirit
itself maketh intercession for us with
groanings that cannot be uttered." In this
we. see there is perfect harmony in the
teachings of John and Paul on this important matter.
We now present Paul's letter to .the
Galatian saints (5: 2 2 ), as to the fruits of
the Spirit: ''But the fruit of the Spirit is
love, joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness,
goodnes", meekness, temperance; agaimt
such there is no law." The law of the
Spirit lifts the individual above all laws
n0t in harmony with the Spirit of God,
and lead;; him on to perfection. ''If we
live in the Spirit, let us also walk in the
Spirit."
In his epistle to the Ephesians (5: 8), Paul
says: "For ye were sometimes darkness,
but n0w are ve light in . the Lord; walk as
children of light; (For tne fruit of the
Spirit is in all goodness, and righteousness,
and truth); proving what is acceptable
unto the Lord."
Here is plainly delineated the officework of God's Spirit, and not only to
saints who lived r8oo years ago, but to all,
to every faithful individual who belongs
to the church of Christ and stands in right
relationship with God. All such are to enjoy the ministrations of the Spirit, and such
persons will have the fruits of the Spirit.
One of its crowning blessings is that the
worthy disciple will know that he is abiding in Christ, and that Christ abides in
him.
The religious world thinks that the
Latter Day Saints are peculiar on this
point. But do not we herein entertain the
same views as the early Christians? Do
not we entertain the same doctrine? Do
not we preach the same principles of the
gospel? Do not we teach the necessity
for the ministrations of Christ's Spirit, and
the exhibition of the fruits of that Spirit
as did Christ and his ministry? We hold
that the Spirit is that consoiing power of
the Hi!!hest, that Spirit of promise, communicating directly to the human soul, directly to the human heart, to the consciousness of man, by which he is enabled
to know that God is, that Christ is, and that
he is abiding in the doctrine of Christ J esus our Lord.
Do we live in the Spirit? Do we walk
in the Spirit? I know it appears a little
like boasting, and to some it may seem
very arrogant, to say that those who are
faithful have the promise of the Holy
Spirit; have the promise of the revelations of God's will to them personally.
This sounds very arrogant to those who
are not of our faith, and I 9onf~ss it some.
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times sounds a little so to us, so that we tion?" No man can have the true faith of
are apt to think that such an one is taking a minister of Christ unless he has the
glory to himself when bearing testimony · Spirit of Christ, even the spirit of prophto what the Lord has revealed Jo him. If ecy; for "the testimony ofJ esus is the
it seems so at times to Latter Day Saints, Spirit of prophecy." Prophecy is only
how much more so to the world? And is one manifestation of that divine power.
it not because of this that some charge us No man can.be a minister of Christ unless
with being fan.11tical?
he has been brought into harmony with
The next question is, ate we possessing him, and unless he has that divine power
that promised Spirit in ourselves? If we in his own soul so that h~ can go out .and
are not, how can we say we are the cove- preach not only the letter, but he can bear
nant children of God? How can we say testimony that the doctrine which he
that we abide in Christ, and that Ghrist preaches is divine, and that "it is yea, and
abides in us, unless we have within us the amen," to them that believe. No man
· sealing testimony of God's Spirit? We can be a competent minister without these
must say to-day as we have read in the 8th qualifications.
chapter of Romans, "If any man have not
God has decreed that a.man must be ordaineq according to the gifts and callings
the Spirit of Christ he is none of his."
An individual may be walking in the of God unto him, and by the power .of
Spirit to-day, andto.morrow he may turn God which must be in the one that or·
·
away, deny the Lord, and become a poor dains him.
wretched · apostate, having grieved and
And when· the preacher goes forth filled
lost the Holy Spirit. He may claim holi- with .that divine power, his teaching
ness and make all the godly professions he reaches the hearts of the people who are
chooses, a.nd yet he is not a child of God; seeking after the truth, and points out the
the Spirit has withdrawn from him! The way whereby they enter into covenant
word says, "Grieve not the Holy Spirit of with Christ, and into right relations with
God, by which ye are sealed unto the day God. We have witnessed for nearly
of redemption;" and we should be very forty years the ministrations of that Holy
careful in this regard.
Spirit; it takes the things of God and
As I remarked at the outset, when we shows them unto the disciples-that same
are not manifesting the true faith and the Spirit moving upon the soul of the minisfruits of the Spirit, we should awake and ter, and preparing him for his work.
cast about us, examine and see what we
I shall never forget that at the late conare doing; see what are the desires of our ference, just before Elder. Crabb began to
souls; see if our desires and our works are preach, the Holy Spirit came with great
in accordance with the will and word of light and assurance and witnessed that we
God. There is no way that man cim be would have the gospel preached in power.
better admonished that .he is out of the And when that man stood up and preachway, th:m when Christ's Spirit is not with ed, the Spirit bore witnest; to his adminishim. When the disciple goes into trans- tration from the beginning to the end of
gression, the Holy Spirit is grieved, and it his. sermon. We have witnessed similar
withdraws from him. Then that individ- manifestations of God's care and love for
ual will feel that the Lord is not with him, the last forty years; we have witnessed
as did Job when he said, "0h that I knew that divine power manifest in directing the
where I might find him! that I might minds ofthe people, cheering and enlightcome even to his seat." Job had sinned; ening them, taking the things of the Father
God had declared he had sinned, but not and showing them unto the worthy ones.
to the same extent as those "miserable Long before this work was started, the
comforters." He had sinned and God's things that are now transpiring were maniSpirit was grieved and left him. Job fested to some; the Lord lifted the veil and
knew what that meant; he knew the im- permitted some to look on things beyond,
portance of having tl:le Holy Spirit with and to have an evidence in their own
him, and he knew that it was his first souls concerning them, some of which are
duty to repent and appeal to the Lord, now only partially accomplished, but will
hence he says, "0h that I knew where to be fully accomplished in the days to come.
find him!" So it should be with every The Lord showed certain things unto us
child of God. When they feel that the in respect to this place, (Lamoni), and
Spirit of God is withdrawn from them, there are now here individuals that can
they should awake and feel like this good bear us witness to the truth of the things
old patriarch. When he found the Spirit we say. The Saints at times are perhad left him, he aroused himself and mitted to look into the purposes of our
sought to find him again. We have to heavenly Father, to see them before they
constantly keep in mind, as we journey come to pass. When the people build on
through this probation, that we are sub- the gospel foundation, how firm they
ject to the inquiry, "Have the Latter Day stand! And though many obstacles are
Saints the Spirit of Christ among them? thrown in their pathway, they can look
have they the manifestations of God's up and say, "Our Father's love will bring
Spirit as they claim to have, and do they it to pass; our Father's hand is still over
manifest the fruit of that Spirit in their us; and though weary, oppressed and
lives?"
sorely tried, He will surely bring it to
When a minister claims to be a disciple pass!"
of Christ, and claims to have the manifesNow, in respect to the ministrations of
tations of the Spirit, we have the right to the Holy Spirit, they are not only necesinquire, "Does that man bear the fruits of sary in regard to the affairs of this life, but
the Spirit in his daily walk and conversa- when we are l:>rought tQ the gateway of
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death, when sickness comes and loved ones
are taken from us, how important then are
the consoling testimonies of God's Spirit!
How they sustain the afflicted and bereaved, enabling them by faith to look beyond the confines of tlw grave and recognize the hand of our heavenly Father and
see that he, in his wisdom and love, will
glorify his name in blessing the departed
ones, and also bless the living by the sustaing influence and power of His free Spirit.
Yes, it sustains them in such times of need.
That is worth all the wealth of this world
combined; for the honors and wealth of
this world, with all its charms, must pass
away. None, perhaps, can fully realize
this until the 2ffiictions come, until death
stares them in the face and they know they
must pass away. Then they who have the
seal of God in the heart, the evidenc.e of
the Holy Spirit in the soulJ and can look
back along the pathway of life and recall
how God has sustained and led them, they
can stand firm in that hour and say, Thy
will, 0 Lord, be done!
Such is the doctrine we teach, such the
ground we occupy, and we exhort the
saints of God everywhere to build carefully, to build solidly; to build. in the light
of God's word, that in all their pilgrimage
in life they ma.y have the light of God's
Spirit with them. .
During the last few months, while on
my trip to the west, I have witnessed
much of the sustaining grace and power
of the Lord., many manifestations of his
love, and strong assurances of his Holy
Spirit.
When people say to us, "There is now
no such thing as divine manifestationsthe manifestations of the Holy Spirit"they remind me of the. blind, those who
cannot discern the difference in colors.
The latter may just as well say there is no
such thing as red, white, blue, purple, or
any other color; the poor sightless souls
never saw a ray of light, nor the beauties
of colors, and how can they know of such
matters! But those who have seen, they
can truly testify.
And thus it is with
those who say there is now no such thing
as divine manifestations by the Spirit of
God. Such are spiritually blind and talk
of matters they know nothing about. God
blesses every one who comes to him in his
appointed way with assurances that they
are accepted of him. The entire world, if.
they will, can c?me into proper covenant
conditions with Christ, and may have this
assurance by the power of the Holy Spirit,
and ·may know that they abide in Christ
and he in them, by his Spirit which
dwells in them.
MINISTERS' DUTIES AND SUPPORTS.
UNDER the above caption we shall utilize
every available means to canvass the subject matter thoroughly, and should anv
erroneous ideas be advanced, abler pens
that mine will soon detect and correct.·
Paul.'s instruction to Timothy was,·
"Study to show thyself approved unt.o
God, a workman that needeth not to be
ashamed, rightly dividin~ the word of
.truth;"....;...:.~ Tim. z: IQ. · ··
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Again, he says: "Let no man despise of unbelief; and wo be unto the children
thy youth, but be thou an example of the of men if this be the"Case, for there shall
believers, in word, in conversation, in be none that doeth good among you, no
For if there be one among you
charity, in spirit, in faith, in purity. Till not one.
I come, give attendance to reading, to ex- that doeth good, he shall work bv the
hortation, to doctrine. Meditate upon power and gifts of God."-Moroni io: 2.
The question paramount before us now
these things;-give thyself wholly to
them; that thy profiting may appear to is this: Where and how shall those labor
all. Take heed unto thyself and unto the who devote their entire time to missionary
doctrine; continue in them, for in doing work? That many of the laity and local
this thou shalt both save thyself and them laborers expect too much of· the traveling
ministry is self-evident from the rumblings
that hear thee."
Timothy thus entering the ministry, of discontent and complaint which we
found here good and timely advice.
Be- ~hear in different place<;, notwithstanding
ing engaged in like work, I too, desire to God is satisfied with these men, manifestlearn my duty and impart the same knowl- ing it by their reappointment from time to
edge to others, that there may be a time. Jesus says, "And why beholdest
unanimity of action by all thus engaged. thou the mote that is in thy brother's eye
Feeling assured that the position I shall but considerest not the beam that is in
seek to establish will come in conflict with thine own eye?" Peradventure upon exthe opinions of many, I ask a candid and. amination we shall find that those who
criticise and expect so much of the minisfair examination of the points at issue.
Observing the church in all its depart- try are possibly lax in their duties and exments, and the varied phases of the work pect that the elder shall perform what
which her representatives are called upon they fail to do.
Are we to labor with the Saints or in
t9 perform, one is led to conjecture and
plan ways whereby the cause may be the world? God's plans are uniform, and
furthered and the usefulness of said repre- so far as we have been enabled to examine
sentatives increased. While I believe we and comprehend them, provisions have
have the most earnest and energetic minis- been made for every need. At the pres. try in the world, and men who have not ent we have organizations called branches
engaged therein merely for pastime or the .scattered here and there throughout the
pecuniary advantages derived therefrom, country. In those branches we have offineither for fame nor in anticipation that cers who are, or should be, called and or- ·
they may, by cunning and craft, secure the dainerl of God. Firot, we have the preapplause of the masses, but to the oppo- siding elder, who acts as a shepherd. He
site; they are men who need not have as- has the supervision of all the spiritual
sumed the work, and the majority would work of the branch. His office demands
not have done so were it not for the fact that he preside over all meetings, both
they are cognizant of, that it is a heaven- preaching, social and prayer, (or call on
imposed responsibility; and out of the others); also to instruct and establish the
pure love of humanity and reverence for Saints in their work, and to see that the
God do they assume to act and perform laws are kept. His duty, not privilege, is
the requirements of this sacred trust. And to "teach, expound, exhort, baptize, and
the untiring zeal and persistency manifest- watch over .the church, and to confirm the
ed by all in prosecuting and advancing the church by the laying on of hands and the
truth is evidence sufficient of the genuine giving of the Holy Ghost, and to take the
unselfish desires of all thus engaged. Still, lead of all meetings.'.~
"The elders are to conduct the meetings
I think we many times overlook the systematic arrangement· and plan of action as they are led by the Holy Ghost accordwhich God has given, and with unabated ing to the commandments and the revelabut rather intensified zeal go on in our tions of God."-D ..& C., 17:8, 9· Assoown way, feeling no doubt that God can- ciated with him are the priest, teacher and
not help but bless us because our desires deacon, who are to assist him in all the
are good, only to find after a long and multifarious duties of the local governarduous effort that the success we antici- ment.
Has not God made provision for all the~
pated has not been realized, and we can
not help but feel that there has been some demands and necessities of this branch? It,
hindering cause. And oh, how natural it in turn, becomes a part <Of a district, which
is when viewing fruitless efforts to attach has its presiding officero, Are they not
blame to some one else, or to murmur and now fully equioped and qualified to discharge all the demands made upon them?
intimate that God .has not done his part!
Now, I believe that in the majority of Some may argue, "0h, well; our elder
instances the fault lies solely and alto- can't preach; we want some new man
gether with ourselves; and further, if we who will suit us better!" What part does
would follow God's pattern in all things, the preacher fill in the matter?. Is he not
acting individually in the matter, not lean- the instrument, and God's Spirittbe instrucing on others, but trusting in God, our tor? Then if the presiding elder is not
highest anticipations would be realized, if qualified to instruct and edify, assuredly
they were within the confines of reason he is not qualified to preside, or even to be
and rationality.
an elder.
The Lord speaking through Motoni
We assert withoutany fear of successsays: "And now, I speak unto all the ful contradiction that the present system,
ends of the earth, that .if the day cometh consisting of president of mission, presithat. the powers and gifts of God shall.be dent of district and branch officers so fills
don!;! aw11y atp.on~;rou, it shall be bepaps~ ~he :requirement!l th~t ther¢ i~ no· peceesity
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·for traveling elders to be cumbered with sidered as .provided for by My law to
branch or district work. Then with God's carry on the work of the ministry in car- ,
word in our. hand, when' branches are ing for the membership of the church, and
thus equipped with working forces, can to relieve the twelve and seventy from
we countenance the thought that itinerant the vexation and anxiety of looking after
elders should travel from one branch to local organizations when effected."
another and spend their time principally
Here the law specifies that the high
priests and elders shall attend to local
among the Saints?
I do not believe in prohibition, but I be- work to relieve those who travel to preach
lieve a mistake is made when we exert a the gospel. When elders are sent out
special effort to reach branches and pass under general conference appointment they
by other inviting localities simply because act in. the same capacity, (not quorum cathere is some one there we know. No pacity). Then if God so directs, should
traveling elder should labor in a bninch they be buraened with branch or district
unless there is missionary or evangelical work at all? If there is not sufficient lowork to be performed, which the officers cal talent to. discharge the various duties,
cannot attend to because of their manual or and God will not, -call others (which I
business duties; and if there is none, let doubt, providing there is material from
him pass on and open up new fields. The which to select), yvhy not divide the minlaw provides that presidents of districts isterial forces, and leave those who are in
and branches shall have charge of and at- branches and districts to attend to church
tend to all church work in their respective work exclusively, and allow the others to
fields. This, then, leaves the general con- enter heart and soul into the work of
ference appointee exclusively to evangel- proselyting? Is }t not a ·little digcouragical wo1k.
ing to feel, when engaged in adjusting
Suppose we have a district with .four difficulties, acting on elders' courts, etc,
missionaries, and they devote their entire that you are mere! y doing the work which
time to effectingnew openings and bring- devolves upon others if they would only do
ing the truth before the world. Think their part? How often does it occur that
you not that greater good would be done the missionary in charge is compelled to
than if they go to one branch and labor send to some of his colaborers and say,.
awhile and then on to the next, in the "Go to a certain branch and rectify the
meantime getting mixed up with branch trouble existing there." Why? Because
troubles and grievances, thus killing their the local officers have not done tpeir duty.
usefulness and prejudicing the minds of This has grown so prevalent that local
the Saints against them? How natural it forces do not realize their true duty but
is, (although wrong) for Saints when a depend upon others to do it for them.
The voice of the Spirit.at our last contraveling elder comes into their midst to
present their grievances for his considera- ference was that the present year would
tion; and how unnatural it is (although be an eventful one in the prosecution of
right) for· the minister to close his ears to the work. Then let home-guards, shepsuch complaints and say, "Please do not herds and local laborers fall in line, relieve
speak of these things . to me, but go the missionary of unnecessary work, and
tell your branch officers!" Has not God we will see this prediction verified. Do
made ample provisions for shepherds or not hesitate to stand in the pulpit and
local church laborers? Then I repeat that preach; that is your work. Fulfill the
general conference appointees have no injunction, "Let him that is warned warn
business in branches unless evangelical his neighbor;" and you will have no need
work calls them there, and that in their to say to the missionary in charge, "Send
us an elder." Be self-supporting in this
regular line of travel. ·
Neither do I think elders should leave as well as everything else.
one inviting field and travel clear across a
In support of my position that the mincounty or state in order to reach a branch, istry should go to the world and not to the
when perhaps there are hundreds of places church, I present the following: Christ
where many honest souls are famishing says in Matthew 16: I 5, "Go ye into all
for the bread of life, thus entailing extra the world and preach the gospel to every
expense and consuming time in travel creature."
which could be better used in preaching.
What are we sent to preach?
In Doctrine and. Covenants 120: 3, the
The gospel.
Lord says:
Are we to preach this to the church or
"The twelve and seventy are traveling the world?
ministers and preachers of the gospel to
The world.
penmade men to obey the truth; the high
"0h, but," says one, "the Saints need
priests and elders holding the same priest- the gospel preached to them."
hood are the standing ministers of the
Then they are not Saints, for the specichurch, having the watchcare of the mem- fications of God are that every candidate
bership and nurturing and sustaining them, for baptism shall first have the gospel
under the direction and .instruction of the preached to him, and if he has been bappresidency and the twelve." (Par. 7). "In tized withou.t full instruction, then an error
matters of personal importance and con- · has been made.
duct arising in branches or districts, the
Again, in Doctrine and Covenants 85:
authorities of those branches and districts 22, 23: "Behod I sent you out to testify
should be authorized and permitted to set- and warn the people, and it becometh
tle them." See also sec. 104: par. 7; sec. every man who hath been warned to warn
120: I: "Branches and their officers, and
his neighbor~ •.• therefore tarry ye, and
districts and their officers are to be con- labor diligently that ye may be perfected

in yo~r ministry to. go f?rth among the
G.entzles for the last time."
Sec. 6r :6: "And now, concerning the
residue, let them journey and declare the
word among the congregations if the
wicked, inasmuch as it is given; and. in as~
much as they do this they shall rid th·eir
garments and they shall be spotless before
me; and let them journey together two
bv two."
"In Sec. 83: r 5 it says: "Behold, I send
you out to reprove the world of all. their
unrighteous needs, and to teach them of a
judgment which is to come."
Again .in Sec. 42: 2: "Ye shall go forth
in the power of my Spirit, preaching my
gospel, two by two, in my name, lifting
up your voices as with the voice of a
trump, declaring my worlf like unto angels
of God; and ye shall go forth baptizing
with water, s!.lying, Repent ye, repent ye,
for the kingdom of heaven is at hand."
I also think that mistakes are made by
elders going here and there without any
system, often Jollowing · in the wake of
other elders and spending time and energv
with poor results. If one brother goes to
a community and puts forth- a proper
effort, there is no need of another brother
going in immediately after and recanvassing the same grounds. Let them have
time to meditate and ponder over what
they have heard. That they should have
special fields of labor we quote Doctrine
and Covenants 52: 7: "One man shall not
build upon· another's foundation, neither
journey .in another's track."
We believe that a candid investigation
of the passages adduced will convince any
fair-minded person as to the nature of
the work to be performed by God's ministry.
.
And now to the other part of our subject:
MINISTERS' SUPPORTS,

Under this caption we find as many
varied opinions as we have people to entertain them, but regardless of the opinions of man, let us see what is God's
plan. God has made ample provisions
for all the temporal necessities of the
church, and the laws have been so formulated that if strict compliance is given
thereto all will be supplied and none will
lack.
Sl:all the personal expenses of the ministry be defrayed from the receipt of tithing? The law ·specifies that ministers'
families are to be supported from the
general coffers of the church or by tithing.
The Lord says in Doctrine and Covenants
75:4: "And again, thus saith the Lord
unto you, 0, ye elders of my church, who
have given your names that you might
know his will concerning you: behold, I
say unto you, that- it is the duty of the
Church to assist in supporting the families
of those who are called and must needs be
sent unto the world to proclaim the gospel unto the world; wherefore, I, the
Lord, give unto you this commandment,
that ye obtain places for your families, inasmuch as your brethren are willing to
open their hearts; and let all such as can,.
obtain places for their families, and sup-
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port of the church for them, not fail to
go into the world."
Again, in Doctrine and Covenants 1:)3: r8,
provisions of a like character have been
made. Provisos are made for the sustenance of the poor from the same general
fund, but where in the law is authority
given for using tithing to pay personal expenses of elders? But one place is found
where the bishop shall support the ministry,
namely, in section 72: 3· Here God is speaking to the high priests gathered at Kirtland, Ohio, who had consecrated their all for
the work. The Lord specifies that elders
shall pay for all they can, and should they
lack sufficient means to pay, then the
bishop should supply the deficiency.
In Herald of August r6th, r89o, the
following question and answer are found:
!!(uestion.-"Are missionaries in the
field to have their personal and traveling
·expenses defrayed by the church?"
Answer.-"By the members where they
labor and by others whom they serve."
Doctrine and Covenants 83: r 3 being
cited.
We find another idea prevalent in the
church: "That the traveling elder shall receive no money from Saints (except when
isolated from branch organization), but
, when he needs money, must write to the
bishop or his agent direct, and se.cure it."
Here are two opposing theories. Which
isright? Suppose an e1der was working
a district where the Saints were in·structed not to give any money toelders,
but to send direct to the bishop's agent,
and he would try to carry out instructions
found in the Herald, what would be the
outcome? He would have to walk from
place to place and .work for his clothing!
While the last plan is easiest and possibly more uniform for the elder, still I do
not think it will stand examination in the
light of God's word!
First, I cannot find one statement to
warrant the idea that tithing should be
used to defray ~lders' personal expenses.
The law provides that the elder should be
kept by the free-will offerings of those
with whom he labors. When laboring
among Saints he has no right to collect
tithing, but he can receive free-will offerings wherever given. The church has the
right to sayhowtithing shall be paid, for
it is tponey, which virtually belongs to
God; but when it comes to f:ree-will
offerings, it is individual property) and all
have·aright to give to whom and where
and when they please, and the church cannot stop them. This system of prohibition,
if persisted in, would compel. elders when
receiving money not to report it.·
The rule of the chm;ch is that everv
.elder shall report all moneys received t~
the bishop, and i~ more has been received
than is necessary for personal needs it shall
be paid over to the bishop. In the same
connection (D. C. 72: ·3) the law states
th11twhere an. elder fails to receive sufficient for his needs then the bishop shcJUld
supply the deficitout of the free will offerings. In support of our claim we quote
D. C. 83: "And again I say unto you,
my friends, (for from henc~forth I shall
.call you friends), it is expedient that Igiv,e

in

unto you this commandment, that ye become as my friends in days when I was
with them traveling. to preach this gospel
in my power; for I suffered them not to
have purse or scrip, neither two coats; behold I send you out to prove the world,
and the laborer is worthy of his hire. And
any man that shall go and preach this
gospel of the kingdom, and fail not to continue faithful in all things, shall not be
weary in mind, neither darkened, neither
in body, ·limb or joint; and an hair of his
head shall not fall to the ground unnoticed.
And they shall not go hungry, neither
athirst.
"Therefore, take no thought for the
morrow, for what ye shall eat, or what ye
shall drink, or wherewithal ye shall be
clothed; for consider the lilies of the field,
how they grow, they toil .not, neither do
they spin; and the kingdoms of the world,·
in all their glory, are not arrayed like one
of these; for your Father who art in
heaven, knoweth that you have need of
all these things. Therefore, let the morrow take thought for the things of itself.
Neither take ye thought beforehand what
ye shall say, but treasure up in your minds
continually the words of life, and it shall
be given you in the very hour that portion that shall be meted unto every man.
"Therefore, let no man among you (for
this commandment is unto all the faithful
who are called of God in the church, unto
the ministry), from this hour take purse or
scrip thatgoeth forth to proclaim this gospel of the kingdom. Behold, I send you
out to reprove the world of all their unrighteous deeds, and to teach them of a
judgment to come. And whoso receiveth
you, there will· I be also; for I will go before your face: I will be on your right
hand and on your ieft, and my Spirit shall
be in your hearts, and my angels round
about you, to bear you up.
"Whoso receivetb you receiveth me, and
the same will feed you, and clothe you,
and give you money. And he who feeds
you, or clothes you, or gives you money,
shall in no wise lose his reward: and he
that doetri not these things is not my disciple: by this you may know my disciples.
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clothe them, feed them, and give them
money. Such money was to be used for their
own support or their families, and if a surplus, to be sent to the bishop. I have been
laboring in places where non.members
came forward offering to make a collection
to defray expenses, and Saints objected.
Again, I have been among Saints where I
was compelled to refuse donations because
the local laws were against it. The bishop
and his agent have supervision of the
church funds and tithing. Free-will offerings come under the head of gifts. I believe the minister's personal expenses
should be liquidated independent of the
tithing, thus leaving it for the poor and the
elders' families.
Then I maintain that
General Conference appointees should
labor in presenting the gospel to the world,
and they should be supported by those
with whom they labor.
I do not offer this as criticism, but that •
there may be more unanimity of action.
Would b-e pleased to know the true position of the present bishopric. Shall, however, conform myself to the laws that obtain in whatever field I shall labor.
Yours for truth,
T. W.

WILLIAMS.

Lucas, Iowa, May 4th.

STRING PRAIRIE AND
NAUVOO
Conference of the above district convened at
Montrose, Iowa, June 6th and 7th, 1891, at 10: 30
a.m., with John H. Lambert president, in the
chair. Elders A. H. Smith and J. C. Crabb were
appointed assistant presidents. Frederick Salisbury district clerk, assisted by George 'Essig.
Minutes of last conference read and received.
-Elders reported: J. H. Lambert, W. Lambert, A.
H. Smith, J. C. Crabb, S. J. Salisbury, W.
McGahen, F. Johnson, B. F. Durfee. Two priests
reported. Bishop's agent report: Balance on hand
last report, $z6 37; received since last report,
$97 09; paid out since last report, $49·86; balance on hand, $73 6o. Audited, found correct
and adopted. Saturday evening preaching by
S. J. Salisbury, assisted by A. H ..Smith. Sunday by J .. C. Crabb, assisted by J. Lambert. A.
H. Smith spoke Sunday night, assisted by F.
Johnson. Elders assembled Sunday at nine a.m.
in the interests of the Sundav-schools of the
district .. They adopted the rules printed in the
Hope of May 3oth, 1891. J. H. Lambert chosen
Sunday-school superintendent, D. Trip assistant
superintendent, George Essig clerk. One baptized .Sunday morning. Conference adjourned
to Rock Creek branch, Hancock county, Illinois,
September 5th, r891, at ro: 30 a.m.
*

"And again, verily, verily 1 say unto
you, it is expedient that every man who
·goes forth to proclaim mine everlasting
gospel, that inasmuch as they have .families, and receive money by gift, that they
should send it unto them, or mr.ke use of it
for their benefit, as the Lord sh11ll direct
INDEPENDENCE.
them, for thus it seemeth me good. And let
all those who have not families, who receive
Conference opened at 10 a.m., June 6th, in the
moneys, send it up unto the bishop in Zion, Saints' ch:urch at Independence with song· and
or unto the bishop inOhio, that it may be prayer. J. A. Robinson h;~ the chair, E. Etzenhouser clerk, R. J. Crawford assistant. J. H .
consecrated for the bringing forth of the Weils, R. May and J. W. Brackenbury commitrevelations and the printing thereof, and tee on credentials. ::r. W. Smith and F. G. Pitt
addressed the conference on present necessities.
for establishing Zion.
"And if any man [saint or other] shall Branch reports: Lowry City, 6o; Armstrong,
137; Rich Hili, 89; Holden, 52; Knob Noster,
give unto any of you a coat, or a suit, take lii5;
Clinton, 49; ~Independence, 740 Eldorado,
the old· and cast it unto the poor, and go . Kansas City and Nevada branc.h reports not in.
your •way rejoicing."
Elders present reporting: A. White, J. Thomas,
From the above, we glean the follow- J. H. Wells, J. W. Brackenbury, J. A. Robining: rst. The ministry were to go forth son, W. T ..Bozarth, F. G. Pitt, E, Cm:tis and T.
W. Chatburn.. By letter: I. N. White, A. H.
trusting entirely in God.
Parsons; J. Johnson, G. Hay~ard and J• Kaler.
2d. Th,ey were to go to prove the wprld. Priests R, May, G>Wells.and W, 0. Closson re3d. 09d) disciples would receive them, ported.. .The. ;pdvilege of participating in tbe (le,
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liberations <Of conference was extended to all
visiting ex otficio members
Qn motion all resolutions on the table presented for action were
read. Report'of Kansas City-branch received. Resolution presented. by Brn. J. Kaler and G. Wells
relative to the ordaining of Bro. McRae to the
o~ of priest was referred to the district president and Knob Noster branch. Bro. F. G. Pitt
reported having as requested by March conference and district president visited Kansas City
branch and put it in good working order with A.
Allen president, F. Keo.hler teacher and M. F.
Gowell clerk. J. A. Robinson was sustained as
district pres.ident for the ensuing;six months, F.
G. Pitt as vice· president and E. Etzenhouser as
secret11ry and treasurer. Clinton, Missouri, was
.appointed as the place for.! holding next conference. The ordination of Bro. A. J. Keck of Nevada branch to the office of priest was set for
'Sunday afternoon. The spiritual authorities were
,sustained. On Sundav morning the conference
was addressed by Elder T. W. Smilh and in the
evening by R. S. Salyards. A good spirit preYailed and all felt benefited by having come
together.
NEVADA.
·Conference of the above district convened at
Fairview, June 7th, T. R. Hawkins president and
clerk. Elder T. Daley, missionary in charge of
Nevada was rfquested to preside. Branch r:!ports: 'Diamond Valley, and Mottsville no
•change since last report; Carson; Elko and Franktown not reported. Elders reports: D. I. Jones,
D. R. Jones, T. R. Hawkins and T. Daley (baptized 2). Bishop's agent, D. I. Jones reported.
T. R. Hawkins was chosen district president and
clerk for the ensuing term. Tne afternoon was
occupied in sacrament and testimony .rneeting.
The general authorities and the missionary in
charge were sustained. Adjourned to Genoa,
Nevada,_ September I 3th, at IO a. m.

PASTORAL LETTERS.
To.,.the Saints in the Birmingham district,
England, greeting:
Our annual district conference is now a thing
of the past. Feeling constrained to address a few
words to you in reference to the great cause of
truth in which we are engaged, I beg to call your
attention to one or two things that seem to the
fore just now.
'
Let me first say for the benefit of those not
present at conference, that the Spirit of the Master was manifested from the beginning to the
end. On Sunday afteroon in fellowship it was
manifested through Bro. E. A. Webb in the spirit
of prophecy that the Lord would bless the ministry in the district during this year to the convincing of many of the true gospel of Jesus
Christ, and also to the healing of the sick among
us, if only we would be faithful' to our calling
and have confidence in one another. We were
also exhorted to pray for each other and especially the authorities in the mission and district.
Brethren, the voice of duty calls. Shall we
.respond to its call? The foe is daring; we have
to reckon· with its power. Its ways are wily. Its
influence is potent in a thousand different ways.
We meet with it in our workshoos in foul and obscene language and habits of lewdness; we see
its awful ravages by way of drunkenness, dishonest trading, and lying. We see it in its subtileness in the vain pride of men and women-a
pride that lifts them in their own conceits so that
they choose teachers for themselves and reject
the word of God It comes to us in its worst form
in the spirit of distrust-want of confidence.
Empires, kingdoms, societies..:religious and secular.-:and ho.mes are broken up and destroyed by
this monster. It is our duty to do battle against
the enemv of truth and righteousness in whatever form" it may come. Chaste language, pure
thoughts, temperate habits, honest dealings,
truthfulness, clean and sober dress, and above
all, confidence in the word of God and his calling
1mto us, are what we as Saints should show forth

in our lives. On this question of want of con fie
dence I would offer a few thoughts for consideration:. It Is to be feared it has had .a place among
us and has done mischief in the past. I feo:H it
has .had its day, and that by the strenuous efforts
of those having charge of affairs, being guided
by the Spirit of God, it is overcome, and the
Lord's promise to us is his blessing on our labors. How shall we strengthen each other?· The
word of the Lord to us is, have "confidence in
and pray for your leaders.'' There are many··
ways fn which we may set to to accomplish and establish confidence. In the first. place
we must have. confidence in ourselves, that as-.
sisted by the spirit of our calling·we can withstand the tempter; that the seeds. we sow are
those of eterrial truth. The man who Jacks "confidence" in his own actions encourages suspicion.
Sometimes we are called upon to set apart
brethren for special duties, such for instance as
branch officers, or to labor in some speCial locality. When such appointments are made let us
give the fullest possible liberty to those of our
choice to exercise the talent God has given them.
I am fully persuaded that any one who desires to
perform a duty as-signed him in his office and
calling, whether elder, priest, teacher or deacon,
having only in view the well being of the church
and the honor and glory o.f God at heart, the
spirit of wisdom and understanding will be given
him so that he may do so with advantage to all
concerned.
I am also painfully aware that the
good ·Offices of many a one have been rendered
abo.rtive by the undue interference and aaverse
criticism ot those who had no right to interfere.
Brethren, it surely is unbecoming of us as Christian workers when we have elected others to
special work, to then subject them to galling
criticism. It is a breach of. Christian honor to
elect a man to office and then withhold from him
cordial and confident support.·
'
Some may ask what is to be done if a brother
isknown to be doing wrong? Well, I am aware
we are all liable to make mistakes. But there is
a right way and a wrong way of pointing out
mistakes. The wrong way doubles the mistakes
always; the right way rectifies it and also instructs the one making it. Every brother in
proper time and place is call.ed upon to report
his labors; then is the proper time for questioning his conduct by the body appointing him. If,
however, a brother should prove unfaithful to the
trust reposed in him during the interval of his
appointment and the time to report, then it belongs to those arpointed to be "shepherds over
the flock" ·to in terftere. "Let all things be done
decently and in ordtr." The rules of the district
will soon be printed and in your hands, and I
confidently hope that they will be the means of
bringing us into closer relationship to each other
in our labors, and we shall show we understand
that «heaven's first law is order."
And now, brethren, let us each go to with all
our might to do what our hands find to do, that
when we next meet in conference we shall have
it to say the Lord hath fulfilled his promise, for
our hearts were open to receive.
May grace be given us to the end.
Yours in gospel bonds,
c. H. CATON,
Pres. Birmingkam District.

To tke Sa;nts !if tke Galland's G1·ove District:As I have been appointed missionary in charge
of this district, I wish to say that my permanent
address ls Woodbine, Harrison county, Iowa;
and any one desiring missionary labor in their
immediate localities or where their friends may
reside will confer a favor by addressing me
there, so that I may have a full knowledge of the
needs of the mission. And for the information
of those who may not know what counties are
included in the Galland's Grove district, I will
say that they are, beginning at the north line
of the state, Osceola, Dickinson, Emmett, Kossuth, O'Brien, Clay, Palo Alto, Cherokee, Buena
Vista, Pocahontas, Humboldt, Ida, Sac, Calhoun,
Webster, Crawford, Carroll, Green, Shelby, Au-·
dubon and Guthrie counties-twenty-one in all;
and. while we do not expect that all the calls will
be answered, we would like to hear from all, so
that we may have a thorough understanding of

that which is under our charge, that we may report from time to time ihte11!gently of, not only
the progress made; but the need~ artd wants of
the mission as well.
The district has bought a tent to hold me~t
ings in during the summer, which will remove
some of the obstacles that have hitherto made it
difficult to open up the work irt towns and_ villages.
•
We hope the different branches in the district
!nay be more united; that the various elders will
try and do local work, establishing .places of
preaching in the school- houses round about. Arid
wheFe this is done_ we hope that the Saints will
encourage them all they can~ Do not stay away
from the meetings because i~ is a local eld'er that
is to do. the preaching, but let it be the reverse of
this; and if any feel as though they ought to become members of Christ's b9dy, do not wait until the traveling elders corrje along to baptize
you, but honor your local officers. Uphold, pray
for and work with them, and vou will be astonished at the progress you will make; and you
will feel happier and better for having encouraged and helped others.
·
Let us work together for good and be able to
report a grand work for the Master in our next
annual report. Do not fail to report to me now
the needs of the work in your different localities,
and do not feel badly if I do not visit you all, as
that would be impossible; bm pray for me, that
I may be directed to go where the most good
can be done.
Yours for truth,
H. 0. SMITH.
Dow

CITY,

Iowa, June 17th.

BORN.
GAULTER.-,--At Lamoni, Iowa, January 8th,
I89r, to Bro. L. B. and Sr. Katie Gaulter, a son;
blessed June Ifth, I891, by Elders R. M. Elvin,
R. S. Salyards, J. P. Dillon and Samuel Ackerly,
and named Wilbur David.
WRIGHT.--At Wells, Minnesota, May 8th, I886,
to Mr. Joseph and Sr. Amy Wright, a daughter;
blessed at Lamoni, Iowa, June 7th, I89I, by Elders
R. M. Elvin, A. S. Cochran, and Samuel Ackerly,
and named Carmie Josephine.
DIEp.
HoWARD.-Alma J. Howard was born' at
Blackberry, Kane ~ounty, ~Illinois; May 29th,
r865, and died June uth, I891, aged 26 years and
I 3 days. He was the son of Melvin Howard;
his mother, who has been dead nearly twenty
years, was the eldoo;st daughter of our aged and
esteemed brother, I. L. Rogers. The circumstances of his death were intleed sad. He was a
brakeman on the railroad and fell from the train
near Murphysborough, Illinois, and was crushed
to death. The remains were sent to his father at
Sandwich by express, but were in an unrecognizable condition. Alma was a steady, exemplarv
boy and was seemingly free from all the petty
vices common to young men of his age, and
although not a member of the Church of Christ,
was religiously inclined, and am told had experienced religion. He has made his home for
the last three years at East St. Louis. Funeral
services were held at the Saints' church at Sandwich, and were conducted by Elder Eli M.
Wildermuth, assisted by Elder C. G. Lanphear .
The body was laid away in the Asbury cemetery
beside his mother. He was unmllrried.
JoHNSON.-Near Nebo, Pike county, I!lin'~is
March 2o:h, 189I,· after a lingering illness of.
eleven weeks, Ota Orville, son of B'ro. Timothy
P. and Sr. Hortensa Johnson. Born May 2oth,
r883.
DoiL -Esta Ethel, ,daughter of Bro. William
and Sr. Lucinda J Doll. Died June 2d,. r89r.
MILLER.- At North Wevmouth, Massachusetts, June 6th, i89I,- Sr; Martha Miller, aged 88
years. Funeral sermon preached by, Elder A.
N. Hoxie at her residence. She was baptized by
Elder Erastus Snow in I842; joined the Reorganized Church in I888. Her faith was never
shaken in the ultimate triumph of the gospel
and the coming of her Master and her coming
forth in the fir&t resurrection to reign with
Christ. Her life in the world was of such a
character that others saw in her the life of a
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
numbers. The Saints of Manchester extend a
thorough Christian, bearing the fruits of the
Spirit. This influence remains with those who
cordial invitation to all. Those purposing to attend should write Bro. Joseph Dewsnup,so York
knew her. Four generations followed her to her
last resting place.
street, Cheetham, Manchester, '·six days before
conference convenes.
HAWKINS.-Near Hollister, California, DeTHOMAS TAYLOR, President,
cember r6th, r89o, Delford Burton, infant son of
C. H. CATON, Secretary.
Bro. C. W . .tnd Sr. A. M. Hawkins. Born at
86 Brunswick Road, Sparkbrook, BIRMINGHAM.
Santa Rosa, California, December 19th, r889.
Services were ht;,ld at the home of Elder J. M.
Range; ·sermon by Elder J. H. Lawn, from
CAMP MEETING.
Matthew 19: 14.
There will be a camp meeting in Bro. Benan
[Bro. Lawn begs pardon for this notice not apSalisbury's grove July 9th, beginning at r r
pearing sooner; an oversight on his part.-En.]
o'clock a.m., and continuing over Sunday. EmiADAM.-At his residence in Los Angeles, Calnent speakers from abroad will be there, as also
ifornia, April 23d, r89r, of rupture of an intesBro. H. 0. Smith. The day before, the 8th, the
tine, injured while practicing in Turn Verein
Sunday-school Union are to hold a picnic under
Halle, Fredetick Adam. He was born in Culm,
the direction of H. 0. Smith. Come, one and all,
Germany, September 14th, 1845; died very sudand let us have a good time. Those coming by
denly, leaving a bereaved wite and three chilrailroad will address Bro. B. Salisbury, Glidden,
dren, with a large circle of friends, to mourn
Carroll county, Iowa.
W. W. WHITING.
their loss. Though not a member of the church,
he was in faith and sympathy with us; kind and
generous to the elders and to all the needy. Sr.
TENT NOTICE.
Adam and children, with her venerated mother,
To
the
Colorado
Saints, Gree!ing: The gospel
Sr. Bosshart, hav.e our deep sympathy and eartent has been received and set up by the Denver
nest prayers.
Saints apd is doing good, service. Preaching is
WrxoN.-At Dennisport, Massachusetts, May
had nearly every night, with good attendance
18th, 1891, Hapsybeth Wixon; born October 2(:1,
and attention. 0 wing to the scarcity of means
r8r6,. at Dennis, now West Dennis, Massachuand the near approach of the 4th of July, and as
setts. She was the daughter of Lifelet and
some preparations will have to be made before
Temperance Baker, one of a family of six, one of
sending the tent out into the surrounding towns,
which still survives, aged 96. She was married
the officers of the Denver branch thought best
twice; first to Daniel C. Joy in 1832, with whom
that the tent remain here until after the 4th, and
she lived fourteen years. Three children was the
then with the consent of the missionary in
product of their union: two still live, namely,
charge, and- if means can be procured to equip,
Captain Daniel Joy and Hapsybeth Snow, both
we are ready to push out from this place to do
members of the church. Her second marriage
all that can be done for the cause.
was to Captain Mark Wixon, who died in 187r.
Yours in bonds,
"Aunt Hapsy," as she was familiarly called, was
E. F. SHUPE, Pres. o/ Branck.
a woman of strong character and integrity. She
joined the Latter Day Saints in an early day and
reaffirmed her faith in the "marvelous work and
wonder" by endorsing the Reorganization under
AND
the labors ofT. W. Smith iri r869. The esteem
held by her neighbors was tersely expressed by
THE SEER OF PALMYRA:
one of t~,em on the day of her death, namely,
Or
"The minister can't speak too well of 'Aunt
SEQUEL TO SPIRITUAL GIFTS.
Hapsy.'" The funeral was attended by a large.
By.M. H. BOND.
concourse of relatives and friends at the Saints'
lliodern Prophet!!. a:fter ancient type11.
chapel. Sermon by Elder F. M. Sheehy.
\VIto was Joseph"' Smith 1
RouGHTON.-At her resider.ce in Los Angeles,
Was he a religious imposto.r!
California, May 30fh, r89r, Mrs Elizabeth Rou~;h
Was be a "Spirit JU;edinm"?
ton .. Born in Berne, Switzerland, in r83o She
"\Vhat d.ofs tbe Bible say about Joseph
has long been a fir'm believer, and would gladly
SmithY
~}ave been baptized had her companion consentThe Truth by Three Witnesses-christianity .in tbe
ed; but his prejudice was strong. I am glad the
First and Nineteenth Century -The Ancier,t and Modern Pharis~e-The Revelations of ,Emmanuel Swe"dt'll-,
Lord said to Joseph the Martyr, "All they who
borg-Modern "Spirit Mediums," and Hypnotic Re~
have died without a knowledge of this gospel,
ligiuus ''Revival;" as Against Reason and Bible Testimowho would have obeyed it had they been permitny, and in Contradistinction to the.Work of "The Latter
Day seer," Flxammed in the Light.of FACTS and Human
ted to tarry, shalL be heirs of the celestial kingHistory-A Rational and i:lcriptural Exposition or Exdom of God."
D. S. M.
planation of Old and New Te•tamentProphecy and Doctrine.
SNoWDEAL. - At Jonesboro, Washington
A Revision of "Spiritual Gifts," With Sopplem~nt and
county, Maine, June r4th, r89r, of Ia grippe, Mr.
Appendi:.t. Nearly twice t,be reading matter of Spiritual
Joseph H. Snowdeal. Born in South ThomasGifts. Paper cover$ 33cts ... full clot.b. binding 60 cent.s.
For f?ale at "Herald Office," or by M. II. Bond, Willoughtown, Maine, October 23d, r84r. He leaves a
by, Ohio. Liberal Discount. to Agents.
.
4apr
wife and two children. Funeral sermon by
Elder J. C. Foss.

SPIRITUAL GIFTS

ZION'S

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The Southern .Nebraska district conference
will convene .at t~e Sitints' chapel, Nebra8ka
f3!ty; Nebraska, July 19th, r8c,n, at rra. m. A
cordial invitation is extended to all the friends
.and brethren, that' can, to meet with us.
CHAs. H. PoRTER, Secretary.
·
The anriual canfen:nce of the English mission
will be held in the SaintS' chap<=J, r rr Clarenden
~treet, Hulme, Manchester, August rst, 2d .and
3d. Conference will be called to order for busi,0es.sat7 p.m. on th~ rst, in the above room; For
~ervices on Sunday 2d a large hall will be en. • gaged, Reports of districts should be sent in In
- writit:~g signed by pn;siderit and secretary of
: same, and should reach me riot later than July
24th: H the ministry of the London branches'
e~tn arrang.e to report en masse on one form it will
l:>e n:jore con;venient; · Business of lmporta11ce
wnibe broug~t before conference, therefore .the
ri1inistry,should strive to b\l present in. goodly.

ENSIGN

Published every Saturday at

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,
Brethren { J. A. ROBINSON lEd. itor•.
F. G. PITT
f

Subscription price, Sl.OO per yeal'.
It is devoted to the ·spreading of religious truth as
viewed by the Saint•. .
Each issue contains. a sermon by one of the ministry,
reports of the different societies in the church; and ar-·
ticles bearing upon or explanatory of the doctrmes of the
church.
·
It is the intention to make it a ftelp to the missionary
atbome and in the field; a sou roe of comfort to the scattered ones wuo are denied church privileges, and to bring
;the Saints into closer rela~iouship:with each other.

ROBT. WINNING,
President.

D. F. NICHOLSON,
. Cashier.

FARMERS BANK,LA:M:oN.r,
IOWA,
PAYS INTEREST ON TIME DEPOSITS,

435
MILLINERY STOCK
For sale in Lamoni a:t a bargain. Write to
Box 230, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.

PEN AND PLATFORM,
A MONTHLY JOURNAL.

]. B. WATSON, EDITOR.
TERMS:-FIFTY CENTS A YEAR.
This journal is not the organ of any sect, de·
nomination or party, but is published solely for
the dissemination of knowledge upon Christianity, Temperance, Social and Moral Reforms, and
its columns are open to all who wish to speak
pointedly, pithily and practically upon these
questions; who believe that the Word of God
and reason are the only rules of faith and prac·
tice for Christians as well as Moralists.
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
The intention is to conduct the journal as a
meuium for giving both sides of the question, and
no favoritism or prejudice by us will be exercised
in regard to authors, as communications will be
published without names or nom de plumes unless
desired.
An exception will be made in the case of controversies, when each writer must and shail know
his adversary.
Short, forcibly written communications, worded in the spirit of love, are invited upon~ any
theme bearing upon the above outlined subjects,
with the appended qualifications. Address all
matter for publication to
MARY A. WATSON,
Drawer F, St. Marys, Ont.
A postal card requesting a sample copy will
receive a prompt response.
27dec3m, eow

A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
Setting forth the order and nature of the Priesthood, and defining the duties and prerogatives
of. all the Chun;h Officials, including tl1e First
Presidency, and also the Deacons, as set forth in
the Revelations of God and decisions of the
Chur.ch. Compiled from the standard works of
the Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
Price 25 cents including postage.
HOUSE FOR SALE.
II aving to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer

or sale my House of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with bot air
furnace in it, and water ir• the kit.eh"n. ·
Address JOliN GILLEBPLS:,
l:lox 28, Cleveland, Ohio.

BUINI§

.RIEVISITEn,

aND THE WORLD STORY RETOLD;
jibe Scientific Defenee of the Latter Day Faith.
240 pages, bound in cloth, price $1.
S Fo WALKER. Lamoni, Iowa.

DloTR!CT RECORDS:'
Printed and bound similar to Branch Records ••• 3 00
-..8.,..;..:•

SYMBOLOGICAL CA'I'ECHISM:
OR

Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
BY A. J. MAPES.
104 pages, cloth bound. Price 35 cents each.
For sale by BRo. H. R. MILLS,
lr~rtntPR;>;DF:'··rCR~

AUTUMN

Mn

LEAVE$,

Published monthlyforthe

Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,

Mo.ney to Loan.
FARM LANDS AND TOWN LOTS FOR SALE.
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THE SAINTS'
PUBLICATIONS·. ISSUED AND. FOR SALE
- - .) BY TRE ( - -

Board of Publication of the Reotganized Church,
at th~ir Publishing Housein,

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA,
And.sent.Ftee of Postage at I>rices named.
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired .Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges •••••• 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ••••..•••••••••• 2
Morocco, gilt edges .••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••• 2
New Testament, Inspired. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

50
00
50
'IIi

BOOK OF MORMON.
Rof!tl, sprinkled edges ....................... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •.••.••••••••••• 1 50
DOCTRINE AND COVEN ANTS.
Sprinkled Sheep, or Library ................. 1 26
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ••••••••••••••••1 ISO
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ••••••••••• 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •••••••••••••••• 1 liO
THE. SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined:)
Leather back arid Muslin sides .............. 2 50
The Harmony contains all the hymns in the Saints'
Harp;. also 642 pages of music, comprising about '120
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.
JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET AND
HIS PROGENITORS.
(By Lucy Smith.)
Muslin binding, 312 pages .. .. • • • .. • .. • • .. .. • 70
Leather binding .......................... ; .1 00
HESPERIS.
(Poems by David H. Smith,)
Fancy Muslin, 202 pages, gilt edges ........... 1 60
VOICE OF WARNING.
Instruction to all people on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work.
In paper covers, 10 cts. each, per dozen ........ 1 00
Limp muslin covers......................... 26
JOSEPH THE SEER.
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defended and Maintained.
(New and Revised Edition.)
Paper covers, 200 pages..................... 35
Muslin binding. . • . • . • . • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • 60
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder William Sheldon of the Second Advent Society, and is an
important work to be in the hands of the ministry of
the church; and it is a most excellent one to be circulated both in the church and among those without,
abounding in proofs never before presettted in dW:ense
of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.
SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather .......................... 1
Muslin boards . . • .. .. .. . . . . • . . .. • . .. • . •• .. •
Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
Limp muslin, 25 cts. each, per dozen ...•..•. 2
Question Books for Primary Classes.
Limp mu~lin, Hi cts. each, per dozen ........•• 1

00
~5

60
25

SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
School Engineer and Record Book • • • • • • • • • • . . 60
Good Behavior Tickets, 100 for 16c., 1,000 for .. 1 00
Prompt Attendance Tickets .•..•...... Same price.
Fancy Cards, package of 50, 5 kinds, large . . • • • ~5
Fancy Cards, smaller, 10 kinds, per 100........ 50
FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages..................... 25
J. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches the coming of
Christ to Judge the world is now past." M. H. Forscutt affirms "The Bible teaches the Literal Resurreo$i.Oil of the body from the grave."

BRADEN-X:ll:LLEY DEBATlll.
lluslin boards, 396 pages ................... 1 '1'1
Propositions:-(!) Is the Book of llormon of Di·
vine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect
and belief of all Christian peopleT (2) Is the Church
of which I, Clark Bradim, am a member, the Church
of Christ, and identical in faith, organization, ordinan·
ces, worship and practice, with the Church of Christ,
as it WBIII letl; perfected by. the. Apostles or Christ. (3)
Is the Reorgani~ Church of Jesu~ Christ of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
with HimT
11llANUSCRIPT

FOUND."
In muslin, 26cts , ten or more, each • • • • • • • • • • • 20
In paper 16cts., ten or more, each • • • • • • • • • • • • 13
This is the notorious "Manll80ript Found," written
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much hBIII
been esid in connection with the theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon .the chief
ground work and material from which to write the
Book of Mormon.
COWDERY LETTERS.
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen......... '15
Without covers 5cts. each; per dozen • .. • .. .. • 50
Contains valuable matter in relation to the Calling
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
the Book of MoriDOil, and the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND.
COVENANTS.
An enlarged edUioo, 32 ~ pe.per covers • • • •
Old editioa •••••.•..•••• •-• .••.•.•• ~. • • • . • • •

10
6

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers 10 cts.; per dozen .............. 1 00
TRACTS.
2 Truth Made Manifest, dozen 20cts., 100 •.••• 1
3. Voice of the Good Shepherd, dozen 6c, 100.
4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Church
and the Kirtland Temple Suit, doZen 5c, 100. .
250 for 60 cts, 600 for. $1, 1,000 ..••..• ;l
6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects, Prerequisites and Design-and Who Shall Administer; 25 cts per dozen, per 100 ............ 1
'1. Who Then Can be Saved; dozen 6c., 100....
11. Fulness of the Atonement; dozen 26c., 100 •. 1
9. Spiritualism Viewed fram a' Scriptural Standpoint; dozen .30 cts., 100 : . ................ 2
10. The Narrow Way; dozen 15 cts., 100 •...•. 1
11. The Plan of Salvation; 'dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2
12. The Bible vs Polygamy; dozen 25 cts., 100.1
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 26 cts, 100 ••. 1
15 Brighamite Idolatry; dozen 5 cts., 100 . . • • •
16. Polygamy: W1111 it an Original Tenet of the
Church; dozen 20 cts., 100. ~ .............. 1
17. The Succel!l!or in the Prophetic Office and
Presidency of the Church; dozen 25 cts., 100.1
20. The "One Body_:" or the Church· of Christ
under the Apostleship and under the Apostasy; dozen 20 cts., 100 ..................... i
21. Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100...
22. Faith and Repentance; doZiln Hi cts, 100 ••. 1
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., ·100 .••.••••••• 1
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 6 cts., 100 . • • •
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 6 cts., 100.....
26. Mountain of the Lord's House; doz. 5c., 100
27. The Sabb&th Question; dozen 25 cts., 100 ... 1
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrine and Covenant.~; dozen 5 cts., l 00. . . . • . •
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen. . • • • .
. per hundred ............................. 1
31. What iR Truth? and True Orthodoxy? and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 5 cts., 100...
250 for 50 cts., 500 for $1, 1,000 for ........• 1
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 . • . •
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen..
per hundred ............................ 1
41. The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 cts., 250
500 for $1, 1,000 for ...................... l
42 Rejection of the Chureh; dozen 15 cts., 100.1
43 One Wife, or Many; dozen 25 cts, 100 .... 1
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of J asus Christ; 6 cts. each, per dozen. . . . • . • • • • •
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100..........
,An assortment of Tracts.....................

50
40
26

n

'16
40
75
25
10
25
65
75
40

40
'll)

40
15
10
25
40
40
40
40

BOLY SORIPTrl'RES.
(Inspi:re4 Translation by Jos~ph Smith.)·
dV" We ha,-e a limited quantity of thelia oa hand.
'Turkey Superior, gilt edge ••••••••••••••••••• 3 50
Turkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge • .'••••••. 3 ~~~
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge. , •••••• ; ~. , •• ~ •••• 3 'iii
Roxburg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge ••••••• ; .4 00

.w,ELS;H HY;YN :Q?OK.

Full leather, marbled edges •••• ·•. • • • • • • • • • • • •

eo,

This was published by the church in Wales, and
contaiDII 393 hymns in Welsh an:d 33 in English.

VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE SEE~,
And dieco~.eries of Aneient A_uierieatl Records and
Relics, with the statement of aOonverted Jew.
Paper covers, 43 pages. • • .. • • .. .. • • .. • • .. • • • 10:
R:~PLY TO LITTL:!J:FI&LD.
In paper 10ets.; per dozen.. • .. • • .. .. .. • • • .. • '15
This is the. "Reply of President Joseph Smith to
L. 0. Littlefield in refutation of the doctrine of Plural
Marriage."
·

BRANCH RECOR:DS.
Leather backs and corners, muslin sides; printed
headings, and ruled for Record of Names, Blessing of Children, and for Marriages ••••••••••• 2 00
DISTRICT RECORDS.
Printed 8tld bound similar to Branch Records, .. 3 00
LICENCES, NOTICES, &c.
Elders, Priests, ,Teachers, and Deacons Licences,
ea9h per dozen ............. :..............
Baptism and Confirmation Certificate books. • • • •
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred. • • • • • • • •

12
26 ·
40

CERTIFICATES AND REPORTS.
Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen. • • • • • • • • •
Annual Statistical Reports, two for. • • • • . • . • • • •
Certificates of Baptism and Membership, pel.' doz.
Certificates ofRemoval; per dozen • • • .. • • .. • • •
Marriage Certifl.ca~s, per dozen •·• • • • • • • • • • • • •

40
6
12
12
26

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Problem of Hum9-n Life Here and Herllafler
by A. Wilford Hall, 544 pages, muslin ....... 1
Universalism Against Itself, 336 pages, muslin
by A. Wilford Hall .......................1
Josephus, complete, library leather .••.. , ..... 3
Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,
muslin boards, 5 volumes .................. 4
Mosheim's Church History, 2 volumes .•••.•••• 4
Baldwin's Ancient America (illustrated) .•••.•.. 1
Rollin's Ancient History, two volumes in one ... 4
The Koran. library leather ................... 2
Gieseler's Ecclesiastical History, from A.D. 1 till
1854, muslin boards, 6 volumes ......•...•. 10
The Ecclesiastical History of Eusebius Pamphilus, Bishop of Cresarea and Palestine .••..... 2
Cruden's Complete Concordance of Bible ...... 1
Bible Text Book .....•.......•••.••.•••..•. 1
Apocryphal New Testament . . . • . • • • • ••.•••. 1
Elders' Diary, by Joseph Luff................
Emerson's Ready Binder. Herald and Hope size.

50
00
50

00
00
80
00
25
00
00
'l5
00
66
30
85

THE SAINTS' HARMONY
(Music only,)
Leather back and Muslin sides ••••••••..•••• $1 50

SUNDAY SCHOOL REPORT.

40
15
10

This is a blank statts tical report, per dozen

25

1ar FLEXIBLE BINDING . .,m
The-Inspired Translation of the Holy Scriptures bound In limp leather, flexible covers, similar to the binding of the Oxford Sunday-school
Teachers Bible. Price, by mail, $4.

75
40
20
26
50
75
10
76
50
15
35

SET OF TRACTS.

:Bound in Limp MU!Ilill, turned in •••••••• , . • • • U

·10cts

INSPIRED TRANSLATION.

GERMAN~TRACTS.

W'"Tracts in the German Language may be had of Bro.
Ad. Richter, Burlington, Iowa: The Baptism, 6 cents;
the Repentance, 5 cents; the Principles of the Gospel, 6
cents: the Epitome of Faith, 2c.; the Sixth Trumpet, a
fi.fty-four page pamphlet, 25c. These prices include
postage.
SE'r OF TRACTS.
Bound in Limp Muslin, turned in • . • • • • • • •• • • •
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"H:riA.llKEl!f TO THE WoBD Oll' THE LoBD: li'OB THEBE SHALL NoT AN·Y MAN A:Mox& YOU H.I.VIIi 8.\.Vlli 1'1' Iiili On· WIF11, .t.:N
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pago 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN sHoULD HAVE ONE WDl'E, AND ONE WoMAN BUT O::f:e .Rr:rsBAND: ExcEPT m CAsE oll' DEATH,
IS AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "·-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, paJ::. 4.

Lamoni, Iowa, July
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Ofilcial Paper of the Reorganized Church of J eous Christ OJ

Latter Day Saints
AT LAMONI, DECATUR COUNTY, IOWA,
Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
'l'he Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presidents•
tmd the Bishop's Agents, are requested to solicit new su~"'
eeribers, and help build up the paper and the publication
PuliLISHED

d1::Ze~~tietters and Subscriptions must be sent to David
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Registered Letter, or Express.
Bntered as second class matter at Lamoni Post Office.

SMITH
W. W. BLAIR
R. S. SALYARDS

JOSEPH

EDITOR.
ASSOCIATE EDITOR.
ASSISTANT EDITOR.

I I,

1891.

suits in many ways; they afford needed
relaxation and change from the routine affairs of life; they tend to fraternize more
fully the membership, and they beget
greater unity in word and doctrine and effort, and also greater spirituality and devotion.
CAMP-MEETINGS.

THE Chicago, Evening 'Journal of a late
date had an article advocating the holding
of camp-meetings, which, among other
things, had this to say:

"With Dr. Jf!ckson, we take issue with Mr.
Goodwin as to the degeneracy of the campmeeting. It has greatly cpanged, of course, and
Lamoni, Iowa, July II, 189L
has deteriorated in some respects, but in other
and more important respects it has improved.
The manners and morals of what Mr. Goodwin
TENT AND TWO-DAYS' MEETINGS.
calls •the simon-pure camp-meeting of the good
FROM what we learn Western Iowa is old times gone by,' simply will not bear descripfully alive to the importance of tent and tion. Dr. Jackson, employing a euphemism for
two-days' meetings and proposes to push which he deserves to be immortalized, describes
that kind of work for what success .is pos- its prevailing vice as 'chicken-stealing;' but what
sible. This is right and most praiseworthy. he really meant every one present perfectly
The Saints in that region have from the
first demonstrated their faith by their understood. The old-time camp-meeting, conworks, conscious that "all victory, and ducted by good people, with some good. results,
honor and glory,'~ is brought to pass unto attracted. a motley crowd that came simply for
them by their "di)igerice, faithfulness, and roguery or vice, and eventually brought unprayers of faith." ' They are workers, and merited discredit on the system. That Mr.
the "everpresent \now" is their time for Goodwin should deplore the disappearance of
such an .institution is surprising.
work.
"WhS:t pains Mr. Goodwin's righteous soul the
Galland's Grove district has already
purchased a suitable tent for district pur~ most is . that .the camp-meeting has. become 'a
poses, and Bro. H. 0. Smith, in the ab- picnic, ari outing, a delightful vacation, a good
!lence of other mi~>sionary help, will oper- thing for health and pleasure, but not as a.soulate it, in every available part of the dis- saving means.' Poor man! . What a dreadful
trict, and rely upon what aid the local thing it is for Christian people and others to
ministry can give him. He begins this have a picnic, an outing, a vacation, a co~! rest,
work at Auburn with fair promise. . The or anything else, in the broiling heat of August,
tent for the little Sioux district has been that simply refreshes their miserable, parboiled .
· ordered, and it is expected to be soon plac- bodies, and relieves their brain-fag, without
ed in the hands of Brn;
F. Mintun and being a soul-saving power! Mr. Goodwin is
Alma Fyrando who, we feel sure, will doubtless 'a lineal descendant of. .the Pharisee
prosecute their work .with· good results who broke in. upon the man .whose withered arm
throughout the district.
.
Jesus was healing ·on th~ Sabbath, and told him
The llew tent for annual reuni.o.n pur- to clear out and come some other day ·to be
poses has already been ordered and wili healed, and not.on the. Sabbath. There are peo. be double the capacity of the one used ple who think they love men's souls in proporhitherto. That, w.ith the two district tents tion as they hate human bodies. They are of the
above mentioned, will afford ample room
old class described by Macauley; who opposed
for the coming r~union at Logan, which
now. promises to • be .the best ever held bear-baiting, 'not. because it gave pain to the
by the church. We have assurances that bear, but because it gave pleasure to the specta;the committee on arrangements .and the tors.'
'•Th~re is no lesson the American people need
citizen's committee of Logan design to
make this meeting all that can be desired so. much. to learn as the necessity for rest and
recreation. We .are rapidly becoming a nation
'so far as their work is concerned.
It is now proba.ble the meeting will not . of pa~alytics, througl:it an insan~ devotion to businot begin till the latter part of Septem- ness. Every Institution, and habit, .and even
ber, as then it is likely the we(lther will.be every foible and frivolity,th~t tempts people to
and more leisure had bythose desiring go into the. country, roll on the grass, kick up
theit; heel~, and forget their toils and tro)lbles, are
OCCaSiOI1S,are fruitful in good re- to. be fostered; wh~ther. souls are saved by it o~
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riot. But if these outings, instead of being de~
voted to beer-drinking~ gambling and fighting,
can be joined to religious exercises and Christian reunion, surely every one else should rejoice, even if Mr. Goodwin is made miserable. If
we had our way, there should be at least ten
good camp-meetings in progress, within fifteen
miles of ChiCago; throughout the months of July
and Augus.t of every year; whether there were
any souls saved or not. It would, at least; save
a good many suffering bodies; and· we are
tempted to believe that the bodies of some people are better worth saving than the souls of
some others."

Aside from the sarcasm in the above
article it possesses no little merit, for it is
a fact that promiscuous outdoor meetings
of the kind suggested do much to tone up
the spirits and invigorate the worn physical powers, wnile they at the same time
may be made to contribute largely to
man's spiritual, moral and social benefit.
Such meetings tend to fr~,tternize the people and give to life its natural purpose and
meaning, removing the cold walls of partition laid between the classes, and giving
the people a realizing sense of the great
fact that God "hath made of one blood all
nations of men" and that it is His will
"that they should seek the Lord, if haply
they might feel after him, and find Him,
though be be not very far from every one
of us; for in Him we live and move and
have our being," and the further fact that
' 1we are also His offspring," as declared by
Paul to the learned but ignorant Athenians.
Mankind need'S to be frequ~ntly and
forcibly reminded of these truths, and
where can they be displayed so readily
and effectively as in popular gatherings of
the kind indicated!
As for the "chicken-stealing, roguery
and vice;' supposed by some to be attendant on such. occasions, the Latter Day
Saints have had little or nothing to complain of in that direction, for competent
officers have made all such conduct impracticable if not impossible from start to
close of their camp-meetings.
INCONVENIE:tliT FIGURES.

THE Census Bureau has issued a preliminary Bulletin, in which the form and
nature of information ou the religious
podies in the United States are presented.
From this bulletin we extract the follow"
ing figures; which under the circumstances, will be food for thought to the readers
of the HERALD.
In missions in. the northern states there
are in ten. missions 352 members; . in the
southe.rn. states in twelve. missio~s ·1,277
members; in Utah, Arizona, Idah9. and
otb~r west~rll states ~nd terrftori~s, a
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membership of 143,7231 giving .a total of
144,352. This official .. statement shows
that there has not been much of an in~
crease in numbers during the last ten
years; as we think the total then was a
little in excess of 143,000,
It was .estimated by Joseph Smith in
1844 that there were from rso to 200,ooo,
members of the church at that time; Nauvoo and vicinity .having about 25,ooo in
1846, at the exodus from Illinois. This
was the result of fourteen years missionary
effort before the introduction of plural
marriage. Since 1852, the date when
plural marriage was proclaimed there has
been an apparent falling off, judging from
the estimate and the recent figures. Surely
the ways of man are not like God's ways;
in God's ways the work of salvation
thrives; .in man's ways the work of God
languishes and dies.
·
HERESY HUNTING.

OF THE signs of the times we notice this
heresy hunting in the different churches.
Is the.list to be enlarged? This appears
in the Chicago Times, of May 15th:
"The grand Presbyterian heresy hunt ·has begun and the hunters are in full chase after the
Rev. Dr. Briggs of the Union Theological seminary. Judging from the vote cast by the New
York presbytery upon the finding of an indictment the hunt will be successful and the errant
doctor will 'join that noble band of martyrs'
which Increases in the church yearly through the
inevitable trend of theological thought and the
stand of those who with human minds would lay
down an everlasting dead-line between truth and
error. The outcome of the trial-assuming that
it will be the expulsion of Dr. Briggs--,-will not
harm him in the least, as only he himself can
alter his present attitude toward Deity and man,
but It will work evil inevitably to the church by
cleaving from it an honest thinker and an undoubted Christian and wounding deeply,· if not
setting adrift from the organization also, a band
of sincere people who are unwilling to declare
Dr. Briggs an apostate from the true faith and
would cling to the old forms in the hope of a
broadening of the Presbyterian belief."

And this from the sermon of a Bapti•t
minister, which we clip from theW eldon,
Iowa, Hornet of May 13th:
·
BLOODHOUNDS OF ORTHODOXY,

NEw YoRK, May 1oth, 1891·
Rev. Thos. Dixon, Jr., pastor of the Twentythird Street Baptist church, preceded his sermon this morning at Association Hall, by the
followiog review of current events.
"It seems that there are still some people who
profess faith in Jesus Chris't who believe that the
way to preach the gospel of the lowly Nazarene
is to get out the bloodhounds, and hunt down
the heretics. Thomas was the first heretic in the
Christian Church on the subject of the resurrection. Christ dealt with Thomas personally. He
set us an example which the modern howlers for
traditionalism seem entirely to overlook. He
did not give the heretic a single harsh word. He
did not cast him out. The heart of Christ seems
to have gone out in special tenderness toward the
doubting one.
He spoke to him in accents of
love, seeking to dispel his doubt. Heresy hunt-

ing is utterly foreign to the spirit of Jesus Christ.
"The whole business of .heresy hunting in the
Christian Church from earlier ages,down to the
present, Is of the devil. It was born in hell.
"The heresy hunter seems to lose the instincts
of a man when he enters his infernal work. He
is satisfied with nothing short of the utter an~i
hilation of his victim. Love is a word unknown
to his vocabulary. God is love. He pretends to
be serving God,but in~his zeal to serve God he
goes into partnership with the devil. These are
the men who have been the bloodhounds of
orthodoxy in the p'ast. They never dded a tear,
nor soothed a heartache, but. they have caused
rivers of tears to flow and millions of hearts to
break. They never lightened the darkness of
doubt for a: single human soul, but they have destroyed.the faith of generations,
"They never added one joy to the life of a man.
But they have rolled on his soul the burden of
ignorance and pain.
"These are the men who 'bunted Christ to
death, crucified Him on Calvary and mocked
him while dying. They crucified Him because
He kept not the traditions. of the elders.
"These are the men who slew the apostles and
disciples of Christ. These are the men, who
later, crawled Into the church turned and slew
the saints and heroes. These are the men who,
in the name of Christ, whom, with lips they
honored and in heart they hated, have heaped
upon the church a history of cruelty and inhumanity. These are the men who hooted and
hounded and persecuted John Knox until God
gave him Scotland for an inheritance. These
are the men who persecuted, slandered and lied
about John Wesly until God gave unto Methodism the masses of the English world. They called Wesley a liar, a swindler and the most notorious hypocrite living. Now these men claim him·
as their forerfather and patron saint. These are
the men who exhumed the bones of old Wycliff,
burned him as a heretic and took his ashes and
poured them into the brook that he might not
have a resting place on earth. But the water
rolled on to the sea and mingled the ashes with
the tides, which swept them to the utmost parts
of the globe. God gave Wycliff the earth for his
inheritance.
"These are the men who whipped the early
Baptists of Virginia. The Baptists own the south
now, and in Virginia, Episcopal churches must
lease the baptisteries of the Baptist churches for
constant use. The mas~es are so impregnated
with this heresy that they cannot. be led into
their church any other way.
"These are the men who· sent Alva to the
Netherlands with his edict, the executive of
which marks the blackest page in the history ot
the human race. Alva took an army into the
Netherlands to suppress heresy. He went in the
cause of the truth of Christ, he said. His supports sent him with this plan. He was serving
God. This edict for the suppression of heretics.
provided that all heretics should be executed as
follows: If they did not persist in their errors
they were allowed the sweet privilege of dying,
the men by the sword, and the women to be
buried aliye. If they were obstinate and persisted no such tender mercy was to be shown,
but they were to be burned alive with fire. Their
property in such cases was forfeited to the crown.
Any who failed to betray a suspected heretic, or
furnished any with food, fire or clothing, were

] n-ished ln thesame manner.':; :The, vilest and
most ignoble principle of human nature was appealed to in the provision that an informer, in
c·ase of conviction, should be entltled to one-half
the property of the accused. This was ordered
in the name of the Holy Church of Christ. Un.der this awful edict Alva in six years executed
18,ooo persons besides the unnumbered hosts
that fell In battle.
"We submit this edict to the vagabond bogus
monk, Rev. J. L. Lyne, so called Father tgnattis,
0. S. B. We think it would be to his taste, especially the clause providing that half the proceeds shall go to the informer. Here Is a fair
modern specimen of your young heresy hunter.
He has stolen the livery of the church of.Rome
to start in a Protestant world in the name of
unity and cheap notoriety. He is himself in his
own church a heretic of such flagrant proportions
that his very existence is tolerated as a half joke
in the spirit of a broad charity. He uses this
toleration as the occasion of a. self-laudation and
seeks to lift himself on the bodies of his fellowministers by striking thelll down as heretics and
:walking upon them. · He,. the rankest and most
vicious heretic, tolerated in the Episcopal Church
to-day, destroybg the faith of the simple minded
folk he has deluded into his establishment in
Vales, and yet posing as the sole champion of
the orthodoxy of the age. If this .be orthodoxy,
good Lord deliver us!.
"Suppose we agree that heresy should be suppressed? How are you going to suppress it?
Will you crucify the heretic? That ls what the
Jewish Sanhedrim did with Christ. And when
they lifted him up on the cross, behold he drew
all men unto Him! The way to make Heber
Newton a mighty power is to run him down
with your blood hounds and crucify him, that
will give wings to his words and magic to his
name. Let the Presbyterian hound Prof. Briggs
down now and crucify him. They will rally
hundreds and thousands around the standard he .
has raised. In proportion as a cause Is persecuted in unrighteous ways and devilish methods
it Is given power.
"The day for the thumbscrew, rack and torch
is gone. The world is too far advanced to tolerate much longer the spirit of the dark ages. If
Christianity cannot rise above, it is not worthy
to live. Unless Christianity does repudiate these
men and their methods, it cannot possibly stand
the blazing light of the coming twentieth century.
"Let the earnest, loving, thoughtful men and
women in the rank and file of Christianity rise
and demand a free pulpit for the prophets of
God! They who would muzzle and,throttle the
pulpit are in reality cowards who believe that
they are voicing the majority of noses among the
groundlings. If not, the} simply voice the ignorance and superstitions of a dark past in their
demand for the crucifixion of the heretic. Let
human thought have wings. Give the soul free
air and free sunlight! 'Ye shall know the truth
and the truth shall make you free!' is the message of Jesus Christ to-day. Let the followers
of Christ abide in His Spirit, seek his ways.
Let the persecuting Pharisee of today hear His
message for him: •Ye blind guides which strain
at the gnat and swallow the camel. Y e generation of vipers-how shall ye escape the damnation of hell!'"
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possibilities claimed for so-called scientific deinonstratl~~. pull against the stream of constant
A MoNTANA brother evidently appreci- assertions for which no more valid proof has
ates the HERALD, its news items from been offered than the positiveness of the assertministry and membership. He has reor and the credulty of those who have accepted
newed his subscription to the year I9oo!
his assertions. We propose In very brief form
Thanks, brother.
A Mr. Henry Jensen of Fresno P. 0., to put to the test one of his principal claims, and
California, formerly of Farmington, one the m~tintainance of which is vital to all his
Washington, sends us a sweeping chal- pretensions to certainty in the discovery and dem·
lenge to meet him in discussion, to send onstration of truth. Can he lay secure and en·
on'a man. Some of our California breth- during foundations on which to erect the strucren may be able to call on Mr. Jensen and ture of universal and abiding truth?
••Foundations to be universal and abiding must
instruct him concerning our faith.
On Sunday, the 28th, preaching services not only in themselves have no tendency to dewere held by Brn. Thomas Bell, M. Sor- struction, but must be absolutely secure from
ensen and H. A. Stebbins; the two first any influence that has power to destroy them.
named at the Patrick and Bonnett school- One single flaw can not exist, for from It in time
houses, respectively; the latter at Pleas- destruction to the whole must come. Every law
anton; Iowa.
In the universe the operation of which has any
By request of the citizens' committee influence direct or remote upon the preservation
Pres. W. W. Blair delivered the oration or destruction of the foundation must not only
at Little Sioux, Iowa, July 4th.
be considered with absolute accuracy and thor·
Bro. Isaac N. White gets after one Rev. oughness,.but the material of the fabJ!ic must be
Moulden in a lively manner in late issues placed in such positions and secured In such a
.of the Rich Hill, Missouri, Review. Bro. way as will Infallibly comply with all these laws
Isaac wields a trenchant pen. His state- and every particular thereof.
·
ments are clear, his points concise and well
'•Let us therefore briefly consider the requimade. It looks as if the opposition in his sites of the builder who is to lay such a foundabailiwick would have to keep quiet or tion: He must know perfection, and be able to
stand a raking fire.
tell from an examination that which will abide
Bro. T. W. Williams wrote from Can- forever and that which has within it one single
ton, Ohio, the 25th ult.: "'Prospects very
minute element of destructibility which may in
encouraging in Ohio. Commenced grove
the millions of years in the future produce demeeting at Krumroy Saturday; baptized
struction. Having thus selected his material by
three."
Bro. W. W. Blair writes from Log~<n, · the aid of a brain that can sound the present and
Iowa, the 25th, that finding the demands the future with absolute certaipty, he must dis·
more urgent, numerous and important just cover and infallibly apply the laws of the entire
now, he may remain in the Little Sioux universe, not omitting to explore and absolutely
and Galland's Grove districts until Au- comprehend every law which now operates or
may ever operate upon the structure which he
gust.
Sr. Betsey D~ell, aged ninety-two years, proposes to rear, and infallibly apply these laws
of Afton, Wisctmsin, a great sufferer, de- in the placing of his infallibly discovered mater!·
sires the prayers of ·the Saints that she als. We demand the presentation of the scientist
may be healed or relieved. She was once thus equipped before we are required to believe
healed through the administration of that the class of men to which he belongs possess
Elder Orson Pratt, in New York state, in the power either to infallibly discover, or demon1836.
strate with absolute certainty, the truth.
Bro. S; L. Cooper, Buchanan, Tennes"When this problem is thus presented we see
see, adds his testimony concerning the how little j ustiflcation there Is for the charge of
benefits resulting from abstinence from infallibility -so flippantly hurled at Christian
tobacco. His health is greatly improved believers by Prof. Hovenlacque of Germany and
since he ceased its use, which, as he states, others of a like school of philosophers."
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

the Lord assisted him to do.
Bro. D. W. Shirk~ Belmont, Nebraskat
asks to .be prayed for. He is affiicted
with dropsy of,the heart.

WE present herewith another paper from
the Independe#i Patriot editorial columns
-'-an additional rap on the knuckles of
the assumptive; and often falsely called
·scientist:
·
"A PROBLEM FOR SCIENTISTS,
"The fundamental priJ:lclple which that class
of men self-styled scientists seek to apply to all'
who differ from them is couched In the familiar
exhortation, 'Accept nothing without proof.' It"
has. too long been the practice of those combatting certairi tendencies of the scientific world to
let the position of those who have. had suffident
audacity to aver .that they could demonstrate the
truth of their theories. and claim~, go unchalleng-.
(ld, and thus tacitly admitting all the wonde_rful

A POPULAR writer, Opie Read, makes a
backwoods preacher at the opening of a
log church built in the woods, give the
following as a sort of outline of the work
he proposed to do. From a man with an
earnest desire to serve mankind and unconscious of the moving of the Divine
Spirit, it is most excellent.
"My friends, I will not explain why I have.
erected this church other than that I have taken
it upon myself to preach the word of God. I do
not come before you claini!ng to have been di:
rectly called to delivel;'the word unto you-that
is, I heard no voice telling me to preach, but I
did feel that I could do much gdod, and that It
was my duty to spend the rest of my time in this
service. I shall attempt no revolution, a,nd those
of you who have come expecting to'hear a new
doctrine; or even explanation of an old doctriM, will be disappointed. I believe that
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immortal fruit grows upon the tree of sincere repentance. I believe that each of us owes to God
a life of simple purity and honesty. Our allotted
time on,earth is but a few days and what should
we gain though we were placed in high positions
among men, for high positions soon crumble into the dust of forgetfulness and men soon pass.
It is not enough simply to declare that we love
the Lord, for love Is often selfish; it is not enough
simply to praise the Lord, for praise is sometimes the off-shoot of fear. While professing to
love the Lord, and while showing that we praise
him, we must look with tenderness upon the
faults of others, we must speak no evil word of
a neighbor, neither shall we bear tales, for tre
man who comes and tells us that some one has
spoken In our dispraise may profess that he took
our part and hushed the mouth of slander, yet he
destroys our happiness for an entire day. Every
Sunday hereafter-that Is as long as I am ableI. shall preach In this house, urging repentance
and kindness of heart. Many people have wondered at the great change that has come over me.
This was a natural result of so unexpected an
action.
Bear with me-come and commune
with me, and I do not think that any one will
ever regret that this humble house was placed
here among the trees."
7

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"Dear Christ, by Thy passion, Thy grace, and Thy p9wer,
Assist us, uplift us, in each clouded hour,
And still by denial, bestowal, delay,
Whatever is needful, Oh, guide us we pray."

WATER, ITS CURATIVE USES~
Aqua pura Is certainly a valuable medicinal
agent, not only for cures but-also preventive
against diseases. It has at least one recommendation, all can use it.
Mineral waters have been found all over the
world as also springs containing elements warranted to cure all Ills; It is however of the pure
liquid we would speak.
Frequent bathing Is as necessary to health in
the human life as moisture is for the growth of
plants. Whether cold or warm it matters little,
though the cold Is conceded to be the most beneficial for adults, being less enervating to the
system than hot baths. Dr. Dlo Lewis says few
know how to bathe properly, and gives the reasons and rules of cold water. Application of
water to the skin has two effects, primary and
secondary-action arid reaction. If water .is cold
the primary effect is to cool, secondary to in·
crease circulation, hence to heat. If warm water
the action is to heat, the reaction Is to cool; the
first effect is momentary, the second more lasting.
One can thus readily see which Is most efficacious. By ,a cold bath is not necessarily meant
icy water, but. of a temperature the same or less
than the body. Soap the whole body well and
with a coarse cloth or bath mittens follow rapidly with water; (the bath should not take over two
minutes,) rub yourself with crash towels until
reaction sets in then either jump into bed or dress
immediately. Persons who are of such a weak
constitution they cannot stand the shock may
add a .tablespoon df ammonia to a large tub of
. water, or c!ouble the_ quantity o.f alco.hol, nor
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should they ever try to bathe the whole body at
once.
Hydropatbists recommend hot baths to those
suffering with blood or cutaneous diseases, to
open the pores of the skin : and to persons desiring to reduce flesh. , In either case the hot
bath is often followed by a cold shower-bath.
Hot applications are now generally used to a!,
lay fevers, sprains, inflammation etc., on the homeopathic principle that like cures like. Instead
of crushed ice for your next headache, try a cloth
wrung from as hot water as can be borne and
applied, a handful of hops if added hastens the
soothing effect. For sprains, insect stings, risIngs, and eruptions lave gently the affected parts
with hot water, sponge the whole body of a fever
patient with warm soda and water and see how
quickly his temperature is reduced. Snuff warm
salt water up the nostrils for catarrh.
On the other hand, for croup and sore throat
wrap around the throat cloths wet in cold water.
Do you suffer from cold feet? Stand one minute
in a basin of cold water, every night, rub briskly
with a rough towel and if kept up regularly for a
while you will be cured. In a case of sunstroke,
undress patient and either stand up, or place in
an inclined position, pour a !imall stream of icecold water from the back of the head to base
of spinal column. This with mustard drafts on
wrists and soles of feet soon causes reaction.
Nothing is better for dyspepsia than to drink hot
water, either an hour before, or two hours after
every meal. Nothing should be drunk while
eatipg, and when the water is taken (sweetened or
not as liked,) it must be hot not warm, and must
be sipped s!owly.-Selected.
KANSAS CITY, Kan., June zzd.
Sister Frances:-! have been encouraged a
great deal when reading the letters in the Home
Column. I have had testimonies of this gospel
which I know is true. I would that all the world
knew what I know to-day in regard to it; for the
longest time any of us have to live is but short,
and we ought to so live that when Christ comes
we will be ready to meet him with joy and not
with grief.
There are many things to draw us away trom
serving God, especially we that are young; but
what is all this world if we Jose our soul? A.lthough we are in the world, we should not be
· of it.
I started out to serve God when very young,
and have striven to do so to the best of my ability, although I have stepped aside and said and
done things which I ought not to do, but the desire of my heart,is that I may be able to do something for the Master who has done so much for
me.
Now in regard to the "Word of Wisdom." I
had been sick for many years and suffered a great
deal with my head, and my health had become
so poor that at times I. felt I could not live long,
if the Lord did not heal me. I had been administered to several times and would get better for
the time, but it would not last long, and I felt
impressed that if I kept the Word of Wisdom I
would get better, so I promised the Lord that I
would keep it as so_on as it was convenient for
me to do so, and I sent for the elders and was
administered to.
As soon as the elders .laid their hands on my
head, I felt every pain leave my body and, thanks
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to my heavenly Father, I have not'~been .sick
the part needed in himself, and herself, before
since, which has now been over three years. I , the. body would be able collectively to assume
this higher plane, but each one was left to himspoke to a sister in this branch some time after,
self to find the means that would best help him
that I was soon going to begin to keep the Word
to rise, and the heart instinctive! y turned to
of Wisdom, and she asked me when I was going
to begin. I said, in. the morning, although I
prayer.
.
·had not thought of commencing then, but I start:
Then came the thought that the privilege of
ed from that very tiine.
uniting our prayers and sustaining each .other
There is a young ·sister in this branch, Sister
would be more beneficial than each alone, for
Lizzie Tucker, she had very poor health and was
womankind have peculiar trials and burdc:;ps to
spoken to by the Spirit, and told if. she would
bear.
keep the Word of Wisdom she would be healed,
"But why," some may ask, "could this not
and she had said that she would, .but it seemed
have been done in the church?"
very hard for her to give up tea and coffee. One
Is not the answer apparent? Women have no
night she said• to me, with tears in her eyes,
right to ~all meetings of any kind in the church;
no right to conduct them when called. All that
"Something .keeps telling me that putting off is
dangerous," and as soon as she began to keep it
')VaS left us was to retire by ourselves to avoid
she was better. She had not been long in the
usurping any right of the priesthood. May we
church, and it was a testimony to her as well as
do that? That is the question on which it all
hinges.
to me, and many such testimonies as these I have
had. The Lord is willing tq do his part if we do
This purely was the original idea of the Union,
but it has not fulfilled its intentions. The solemn
ours.
•
obligation taken upon them has been made to,
I should like to see more written upon this
cover a multitude of other things, such as mite
subject.
Your sister in the one faith,
societies and a host of other money-making
MARY A. NEWTON.
schemes not dreamed of by those who consecrated themselves to the faithful observance of
THE WORK OF THE PRAYER
the day set apart for prayer alone.
UNION.
It is these things that have required managing
Dear Sisters:-! have no desire or intention to
officers, committee meetings, etc., and have'
discuss the opinions lately advanced by some in
brought the Prayer Union into dispute, making
authority concerning the Prayer Union, but
it a disturber of the peace instead of its promoter.
there are some things in connection with that
In a large number of reports sent by request, in
order that some estimate might be obtained of
work on· which I feel that I should speak, and
hope it will be earnestly considered.
the nature and extent of the work, there were·
but few which even remotely approached the,
The question of woman's work in the church
is one to which I have given but little thought, original design. It had been made to include aland far less concern. But, whether the work of
most every kind of society, and with some the,
Prayer Union was but a very small part. There
the Prayer Union be considered an outside or inwere but few that gave any suggestion of a soside influence, let it be rembered that at its inciety for religious advancement in their reports.
auguration it was clearly stated that its object
All these societies may have their legitimate
was one to be constantly kept in view, namely,
the cultivation of love, peace, and good will; place and do good as charitable societies, but
business of no kind should be brought into a
growing in grace and knowledge, through prayer
prayer meeting, when the soul seeks to meet its
and the study of the books.
God. It has often been advised the sisters to
Our Lord has expressly commanded all these
keep those things separate, and not make their
things of us, not as women nor as men, but as
solemn consecration to spiritual things cover all
his disciples. And because it is his command,
those worldly matters.
the right of prayer cannot be forbidden, nor can
The testimony of many is that good has been
the right to assemble for such purpose be deaccomplished, and I do not doubt it, but it is not
nied.
I am not ready to believe that the church dethe good sought to be promoted by the Prayer
nies the right of lay members to assemble for
Vnion, and I feel that I cannot co-operate with
prayer without the oversight of the priesthood,
the organizations as they are now conducted.
or that God's word can be construed .into such
I indorse Bro. T. W. Smith's letter, and hope
denial. The consecration of soul, body and spirit,
its advice will be followed.
thought and purpose, time and talent is demandYours in bonds,
ELEANOR.
ed of all who obey the gospel of Christ, irrespective of sex or condition, and none can put restrictions upon it.
GROVE HILL, Iowa, June 8th.
In the broad title of disciple there is no sex,
Dear Sisters if the Home Colmnn:-The first
neither bond or free. The word, according
time I wrote for the Column, which was also the
to Webster, means, "First, One who receives, or
last time, was just after we had been ministered
proposes to receive, instruction from another; a
to by the servants of God, in the persons of Elders
scholar; a pupil."
John Shippy and J, S, Roth, and now Bro. Roth
Now this is exactly what the Prayer Union
has been among us again, and, coming as he did
purposed, and had they kept to the original defrom the Braden-Kelley debate, renewed spiritsign, there could not have been the shadow of
ually and on fire with a strengthened faith in the·
authority for interference.
work and confidence in the instruments in the
By seeking the objects named, it was hoped its
hands of God for the bringing forth of the same,.
the· result could have been anticipated, the Saints.
members would be able to comply with the word
to come up to a higher plane of the divine life. ·are strengthened and Babylon aroused.
It was assured that this word was given to each
He baptized two while here, one having reached
individual member of the church; each must do
the years of responsibility, the other a. veritable
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mother in Israel, one whom to know is to love,
and fltd; and whether we were master of the sit·
one who has all her life lived up to the light reuation or not, we were at least in possession of
ceived and we think she, like Cornelius of old,
the field, and those around pronounced that vicwas visited by messengers from theMost High
tory.
even before obedience to the gospel, and she now
The announcement was made in the morning
rejoices in the Holy One of Israel.
that the evening sermon would be a continuation
A new opening was made for preaching in the
of the morning address; but at night here came
schoolhouse where I am teaching, God in His
our "teacher'' with a history that he wanted to
infinite Jove giving us friends who have cared
read to the people. Of course, Bro. Roth
for Bro. Roth, and to-day took him to his train as
could not preach what he had promised, and defend the church against slander,' but told the
he had to leave on accoun~ of conference. No
doubt they will endure persecution for what they
young man that he would be back in the fall and
have done, but they are a noble people. "Inasthen he should have as many nights on a fair
proposition as he wanted.
m~ch as ye have done it unto one of the least of
He stood fire until Bro. Roth was about half
these, my brethren, ye did it unto me." But 0!
through preaching, then he tucked his wife
what a commotion is raised in this neighborhood!
under one arm, his infallible history under the
One young man, a school teacher, asked. Bro.
other and marched off. I am afraid his comRoth how our church was organized. That was
bativeness will have faded away when he comes
the first evening there was preaching here. Of
to meet in fair argument, and he will give up
course he was told with apostles, prophets, etc.
before he. comes to the second proposition, and
"Well.," said he, "your apostles are all in Utah,
will "refuse to affirm any further." He will
are they not?" What do you of the twelve think
certainly have the opportunity.
of that? and .when did you go to the. "salt land"
There are some here who we think are very
and not inhabited? Naturally enough Bro.
near the kingdom, but the evil one is aroused and
Roth showed him his mistake.
will fight to the end for his prey. Our trust is in
Yesterday, Sunday morning, the sermon was
an unchangeable God and we shall not fear.
from "What must we do to be saved?" At the close
Our band is increasing in numbers. Pray for us;
the lady w)1om I board asked this school teacher
we have no organization and many of us are so
what he thought of the sermon. "0h, it was all
weak where we would that we were strong.
right," he said, "but he didn't say anything about
Where we hear the word in its purity so seldom,
•Mormonism' and polygamy." The _lady told
we ought, as. saints of God, to .keep our lives
him that Bro. Roth could show him the difference
pure, ourselves unspotted from the world, that
between this church and the apostate organizathe Spirit may be with us and that our influence
tion in Utah.
for good may be enlarged. If we could all
Of course he did not believe that. She derealize the importance .of the work we are
fended her position bravely, but never having
engaged in! But few of us do at first, however,
heard but four sermons she could not meet
and then is when it is so easy to step . aside from
slanderous tales.
the right path, and the effects of one little deviaBro. Roth was surrounded by Holiness people
tion may be so large! We don't believe this, we
who were trying to make him believt> their hearts
know it. The gift we need most of any is wis·
were filled with th~ blood of Christ, so, as he was
dom. I so often feel the need of it, and there are,
in good company, the rest t'lf us surrounded this
no doubt, others who feel the sam~.
school teacher, an?, as he made th~ assertion
Yours in Christ,
that he could prove Joseph Smith to be a "base
·LIBBIE SHIPPY,
deceiver" and a l'cunning impostor" because
some history said so, we told him that he was the
man the whole Latter Day Saint Church were
SOCIAL PURITY.
looking for, that we thought we had found him
It is time that good women should teach that
once before, but iri a debate between him and
men not only ate by nature as good as women,
but they ought to be as good, and there is no exone of our elders he proved to be some other, and
cuse for them if they are not. The thought that
now
had surely. found him away off up here
they have no reason to aspire to the same moral
where people thought our apostles all lived in
and spiritual excellence, has a lax influence on
Utah.
our young men.
He said something about Brigham Young. I
Fathers and mothers should teach their sons
that they are and ought to be as good as their
meant to tell him t)1at Brigham is dead, for persisters. Reason and observation do not confirm
haps he don't know that either, but the tirrie was
the thought that men are feminine in their
too short. Well, he .said, "Beware of false
nature because they are. noble, faithful and true
prophets." I told him I thought that false doc·
to their highest sense of right.
They are. simply Christ-like.
trines were more plentiful than false prophets.
Christ was the ideal man.
He "saw in sorrie paper that some school-teacher
All right-minded people adtpire such men.
in Ohio wrote the :Book of Mormon." He adAnd if any good woman thinks she is not acmitted that Joseph Smith, boy that he was, could
quainted with many such men, she is either
blinded by her prejudice, or very unfortunate in
never have brougHt forth such a work of himher .acquaintances.
self. I asked him the teacher's name. "Well, I
While tens of thousands of our best male
did not preserve the copy of the paper." "Well,"
church members are quite as good and useful as
said I, "of course, if it was ih the newspaper it
ministers, no one need cohtend there is any difference by nature in ability to do the right.
was b.~ue."
The boy should be as carefully nurtured in
So I began to telL him who the teacher was
, moral and spiritual worth as the girl, even more
and what he was. doing during the time the Book constantly if their surroundings are more eviL.
of Mormon was written (thanks. to Bro. Kelley's
Young men shci1)1d be condemned as heartily
investigations in that line,I 'vvas pretty well , and constantly for evil habits as young women.
When public sentiment and educatiqn begin to
posted). I thought perhaps this young .man
tell in this direction, the young women will not
would find the information useful. He did not
seem to outnumber by half the young men who
to be the least git grateful, fo!" he turned
live a pure, noble, and usefu!life.-Inter-Ocean.
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WOMAN'S WORK.
THE PRAYER UNION, ETC.

Edt!ors Herald:-Much that has been written
as to the Sisters' Prayer Union of late certainly
bodes no good to the cause of Christ. ·I am not
alone in this thought, for there are many who
think the advice volunteered you by some would
be far "more honored in the breach than in the
observance." One writer says, "In my opinion
the Prayer Union should be held exclusively for
prayer, and such being done there will be no need
of organization, save it be the selection of a leader from time to time."
To this it may be said that, having the right
to pray, the sisters have the right equally to
speak and exhort, or to testify of the goodness of
God and his dealings with them. Did they not
do this anciently? Did they not do this in the
"Ladies' Relief" societies in the days of the
Seer? And in the latter did not the sisters choose
permanent officers-president, secretary, treasurer, etc.?
Paul said to the Roman Saints, "I commend
unto xou Phebe our sister, which is a servant of
the church which is at Cenchrea, that ye receive
her in the Lord, as becometh saints, and that ye
'assist her in whatsoever business she hath need
of you. .
. Salute Tryphena and Tryphosa,
who labor in the Lord. Salute the beloved Persis who labored much in the Lord.-Rom. I6: r,
2, r2. Is it to be believed that these engaged in
their "labor in the Lord" only and "exclusively
for prayer"? Let us see. In Acts I8: I, 24, 25,
26, we learn that Priscilla, as well as her husband,
Aquila, took Apollos, "an eloquent man, and
mighty in the scriptures,
. and expounded unto him ~he way of God more perfectly." If
this wom.an aided in expounding the way of the
Lord in those times, why may not godly, well
qualified women do the same in these times, and
even to ministers who need their instructions?
Paul said afterwards, "Greet Priscilla arid Aquila my helpers in Christ Jesus,'' (Rom. I6: 3), and
here he. gives the woman the precedence, and
this doubtless because she was the best qualified
of the two, both in learning, in judgment, and in
spirituality. These female helpers in Christ Jesus
evidently did much more than engage «exclusive·
ly for prayer" in those early times, for there is not
a word restricting them in that manner. And
why should .such a yoke be put upon godly wo·
men now? >During the dark ages, when the
church had gone into the wilderness, women
were relegated to conditions peculiar to heathenism, but when the Reformation dawned upon the
world she began to be accorded her proper sphere,
and she now is moving up meekly to her work
as a helper "in Christ Jesus." The Lord, in these
times of .restitution, s.aid to Sr. Emma, the wife
of Joseph Smith, in Doc. Cpv. 24:2, "And thou
shalt be ordained und.er his [Joseph's] hat1d to
expound scriptures, and to exhort the church, according as it shall be given thee by my Spirit."
And why may not other qualified women do the
"same? "God is no respecter of persons."
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As .civilization has advanced, men have seen
more clearly the divine purpose when it was said,
"It is not good that the man shall .be alone; I
will mal!:e him an help meet for him.'' Woman
is the mother, and largely the fashioner, of the
race, and she should have rights and opportunio
ties commensurate with her powers and qualifi. cations. She has ever, when thus honored and
sustained, stood side by side with man in building and beautifying the bli!st civilizations. She
gave to the world the Redeemer of the race; she
followed Him in her loving zeal to the bloody
cross; her vigilant, sleepless eye was first to look
upon the risen Lord; and true to the aspirations
of her trusting soul, she has ever been active and
ardent in helping forward the work of God and
humanity. She freely offered to pledge the
jewels of crowned royalty to Columbus when
seeking our New World; and when the pilgrims
fled before the persecutive wrath of religious
intolerance, the feet of Mary Chilton were first
to press Plymouth Rock, the synonym of civil
and religious liberty. And does all this signify
that woman's religious work shall be restricted
and cramped and fettered! No! verily, no.
Give her opportunities and privileges of a kind
and extent suitable to her sex, her desires and her
skill, and she will do a wonderful work "in Christ
Jesus" and never seek the peculiar prerogativei
of the priesthood, and if any one of them ever
does, It will be time enough then to notify them
that such seeking is wrong and to their harm.
ARGUS ..
EcKLEY, Colo., June 24th.
Editors Herald:-! have been searching both
history and the Scriptures for the· past ten
years, seeking the truth and the right way of
salvation, and finally believe with all my heart
and soul that I have found It at last. I am glad
that it is by the way of Jesus Christ and his Reorganized Church. I am not as yet adopted into
the church, but I and my family have a grea.t desire to he baptized and confirmed into the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints by
one having the authority. to administer in the
ordinances thereof. Hoping we. may soon have
this opportunity, I remain,
Your friend In Christ,
JAMES D. WILTFONG.
June 24th.
Editors Herald:-My parents joined the Mormon church in Joseph the Seer's lifetime. My
father died in 1845, my mother died in 1884, and
in all those years my mother never doubted Joseph Smith's being a true prophet of God .. At
one time she lay very sick, and .. suffered the
greatest pain she had ever endured In her life.
The doctor gave no hopes of her recovery. She
asked my father to send for the prophet Joseph.
He did so. Joseph laid hands on her, and when
he began to pray the pain left her so suddenly
she thought for a moment mortification had
taken place. When he had finished praying he
said, «Sister, you are healed; you can get up and
go about your household duties." And she did
so; of course she was very weak, but she was
healed. Another time, when my parents were
at church, their third child's clothes caught fire;
she was burned very badly. The oldest child
went after the parents. Joseph hearing of the
trouble dismissed the meeting and went to my
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father's h5>USe. The neighbors had gathered to
see the child die, but the prophet laid ha1;1ds on
her and told her she should get well and live to
be it mother in Israel. She is now living in Muscatine, Iowa, and is a grandmother.
I too believe that Joseph was a prophet of God,
and I am praying for the day to come when me
and mine can hear an elder from the church of
God preach, and have the privilege of joining the
church of Latter Day Saints.
C. B. H.
AvoN, Wash., June 22d.
Editors Herald:-After writing from Olney I
remained there until June 3d, during which time
I preached ten discourses to fair audiences, and
baptized one. Please say for the encouragement
of Bro. J. H. Peters that this one was brought to
the fold chiefly through his instrumentality.
On sJnday an old brother by the name of
Winter Hastings (whom Bro. C~ Derry will remember having met in England), who resides several miles from town, came in to meeting, and
Tuesday morning as he was taking his departure
he told me of his wife, how that she had not received the gospel, and was even skepticalregarding'the Scriptures. I had a few of the. VoiCe of
Warning, furnished me by Bro~ Peters, left; I
handed him one and said, "Ask her if sl;te will
please read that." The week passeqby, and th,e
Saturday following she came in and demanded
baptism, saying: "That little book gave me a
new light on the Bible and I am satisfied." The
next morning where the overhangi~g boughs of
the dark forest enveloped us in its shade, I buried
her in the clear, beautiful waters of the Isaquah
creek.
June 3d, accompanied by Bro. John Davis, I
went to Haller City, Snohomish county, where
only one sermon had been preached prior to our
arrival-that by a young brother by the name of
William Willetts, a teacher. The only comment
I heard about that sermon was that "he did not
make much noise, .but he talked sense.". Bro.
John and I held seven meetings which were well
attended, and the people seemed interested. ·Bro.
Davis will give this place further attention.
June 9th, we arrived at this place, where the
voice of our ministry had never been heard, but
we found three mtlmbers of the church, namely,
Bro. Josiah Flagg and Bro. and Sr. A. Graham,
formerly of Grand Manan.
The evening of the wth, we held forth in the
M. E. church, then failing to procure it for
further service we went to Liberty Hall, where
we have preached nine more discourses to date.
We have had some covert and cowardly opposition, but nothing of an open, manly kind. The
first was to mutilate our preaching notices, making them obscene and vulgar in their reading.
Stories were circulated of a character to injure
our influence and good name, that is, speaking
of the church, and not ourselves individually.
One old man commenced to boast that he
helped to kill Joseph Smith. I told the party who
told me to tell him that if he would make affidavit to that fact I would pay for it. I have
heard no more about it.
Our meeting was quiet and orderly, with two
exceptions. One night there was loud talking
and laughing during service; another night there
were reports of firing outside, and finally some
fire-works were thrown into the hall, which
made quite a cannonading for a time. One man

was arrested for the first named offense. The trial
and the verdict were peculiar. I will give you an
outline without expressing an opinion. Six .
witnesses, agreeing in every particular, testified
that· they knew the defendant, were present
in the hall that night, saw and heard him talk
and laugh aloud, and were themselves disturbed
by him. The defense 'introduced testimony to
show that another man in the hall made more
noise than the accused did, a,lso testimony to
show that there was no dis.turbance at all. The
argument was opened by the ,defense, followed
by the prosecution, and closef:l by the defense.
Then the "jury of six men' good and true''
brought in a verdict, after a half-hour's deliberation, of "Not guilty." The better and more
morally inclined portion of, the community
treated us well, and have rendered us substantial
aid in the prosecution of our work. Some are
investigating, and we believe that the future. will
reveal that we have not labored in vain.
We leave to-morrow. Bro. Davis returns
home. I will probably call at Centralia and
Kelso, reaching Portland, Oregon, by July Ist,
where I expect to meet Bro. J. C. Clapp and
labor with hitn for a month. I find Bro. Davis
a willing and efficient helper. I wish he could
be kept constantly in the field. He is needed
here. There are openings on every hand. A
score of missionaries could not fill the calls in
Oregon and Washington, but Bro. Clapp will be
the only one after my departure for other portions of my field.
With trust and confidence in God and his
truth, we are hopeful and determined.
In bonds,
HEMAN C. SMITH.
BELMONT, Neb., June 24th.
Editors Herald:- We are still in the cause and
shall in all probability remain so, as we see·no
possible way to be anything else while we receive
so many testimonies as a church that God is the
author of the work; and if the author, we may
fondly expect him to be the finisher; and if the
author and finisher of this latter day work, which
is different from all other forms of religion and·
opposed by all others, we can hope or expect nothing else than that they must and will come to
naught; and if so, may God deliver us from such
ruin. Among others we have here a class of people
that are anti ordinance, yet profess to be holy. It
seems to me that they might as well and better
say, "We are ant!-Christ." "For he that transgresseth and abideth not in the doctrine of Christ
hath not God.'' To prove that Christ has ordinances In his church, .see I Corinthians I I: 2, and
Hebrews 9: I. «Then verily the first covenant
had also ordinances of divine serviCe," etc. Now
what does this "also" mean but that there are ordinances (in the plural, more than one,) in the
church now?
D. W. SHIRK.
CHATHAM, Ont., June 21st.
Editors Herald:-Our district conference convened in Zone last Saturday and Sunday and was
a good one; the district was well represented and
a good feeling prevailed throughout the entire
session, and the work seems to be in good standing throughout the district, with a few exceptions.
The preaching by Brn. Lake, Evans and Brown
was good. The Saints in Chatham are all in
their usual health, and I believe are alive spirit.
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ually, for which we should feel to thank God, for
I believe a spiritual death is the worst death a
person can die. The Saints are learning to observe the law of tithing, and thus supplying the
church treasury with the necessary funds to carry on the gospel work. For one I tee! satisfied
we as Saints will not prosrer as we should until
we cotne up to the standard that is required of
us, by observing the spiritual law pertaining to
temporal things, as well as the spiritual law .in
spiritual things.
Our next conference will be held in Petrolia,
and we should be much pleased to have one of
the presidency and the bishop with us if possible.
In bonds,
RICHARD COBURN.
WILBER, Neb., June zzd.
Editors Herald:-After an absence of about
three months, five weeks of which time was spent
in England, I am once again west of the Missouri river, for which I feel very thankful.
Leaving conference at Kirtland, Ohio, April
nth, I went to Owasco, Cayuga county, New
York, where I have a brother'living, and where
in former years I lived. At that place I procured a hall and preached two discourses. I
found some of the people much interested in
the presentatjon of the truth. I also found
a strong undercurrent of antagonism, which
would most assuredly manifest itself in a more
open manner if the work could be more vigorously prosecuted.
From there I went to New York City, and
in one· week from the day I left Kirtland, I
was aboard the Etruria, bound for my native
land.
We had a reasonably fair voyage. Nothing of
any particular importance transpired while on
board ship. One thing however I noticed was,
that although religious services were held on
board on Sunday, neither the steerage or the intermediate passengers were advised of it until
too late to attend.
I was informed that there were two or three
ministers besides myself on board. I only heard
one that advertised the fact. He did so very successfully by wanting to sing, pray, etc., at all
times and with or without the consent of those
he was necessarily associated with. This frequently brought hi!n into controversy, which us{aally resulted disastrously to himself. This how•ever, he took as a kind of martyrdom that the
Christian must expect: He decHned to tell anyone to what organization he belonged. For this
I think his church ought at least to be grateful.
I had no conversation: with him, b~t listened to
.several arguments tha;t were carried on in a desultory manner. Heating ari arguinenfbetween
him and another of the passengers one day, on
,.deck, and having notl'llng better to do, I joined
the group of listeners and found them discussing
the principles of the gospel. The man who was
talking with him insisted that it was necessary
to be baptized for the 'remission of sins, and re~
ceive the laying on of hands for the gift of the
Holy Ghost. The minister soon got tired of
being questioned (he wanted to talk and. have
others listen) and declined to talk any longer.
When ·they separated I approached the man
who had been talking V>ith him and the follow~
ing conversation ensued:
11 M,:y friend, you seem to lie very strenuous in

regard to some things pertaining to what you call
the gospel.
"Well, if he is a preacher he ought to preach
the gospel."
"l suppose he thinks he does."
«Well, he don't."
"What do you understand the gospel to be?"
"The gospel is what Christ and the apostles
taught-that we must not only believe in the
Lord Jesus Christ, but must become obedient.
We must be baptized as Christ was for the remission of sins,.and have the laying on of hands
for the gift of the Holy Ghost."
"The churches don't teach it that way."
"l know a church that does."
"What church?".
"Well, some people call us Mormons."
"Mormons! They are the followers of Brigham Young, are they not, and believe in polygamy?"
"No, we are not followers of Brigham Young,
and we do not believe in polygamy either."
"Who are you then? What do you call yourselves. Who is your presiding officer?"
"We are Latter Day Saints. Joseph Smith is
the president of the church."
"Then you belong to the Reorganized Church
of Latter Day Saints?"
"Yes."
"Well, T'know something about that people. I
have just come from their conference at Kirtland.
My name is C. H. Porter. I am from southern
Nebraska. I have been an elder of that church,
and a missionary in southern Nebraska several
years."
He, of course, was greatly surprised. He then
told me that his name was Deuel, and that his
traveling companion was a' Bro. Bell; that they
were from Council Bluffs, and were going to
England on a visit.
I had several opportunities while on board to
distribute tracts, and to explain the doctrines as
held by the church, all of which was kindly received. After a voyage of a little more than
seven days we arrived safely at Liverpool. I
started immediately for my old home, where I
arrived on the afternoon of the next day.
A brother a few years older than myself was
the first relative I met, and although he knew
nothing of my contemplated visit, .and met me
two miles from th~ viHage, and had not seen me
in nearly twenty years, he recognized me at· a
glance, and exclaimed before I accosted him;
"Why, if it isn't brother Charley!"
I cannot in a letter to the Herald give an account of my meeting with· my relatives and
friends; suffice it to say we had a time of great
rejoicing. While at my old home· I preached
twice a week to congregations who seemed filled
with astonishment, and I thirik a niece of mine
expressed the views of many when she said:
"Why, Uncle, it all seems so good and so plain,
but we have been taught so different that we
have very much to unlearn before we can receive
what you call the gospel." One old lady came
to me at the. close of a service and grasping
my harid said, "0h Charles! Many a.,time have
I heard your grandfather ~ray in this place, and
how abundantly have his prayers been answered."
I stopped in my native village almost. four
weeks and left with tbe good wishes of all the
pe~ple, especiaily of those to whomLhad minis.tered the word, and their desire as expressed
was that I could rema.in wi.tb_ tJ:!.ew, lot~~er. .~
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trust the time will soon come when the seed thus
sown may be watered, and that the blessing of
God may be abundantly received by them.
From thence I went to Stratford-on-avon, the
home of Shakespeare, where I visited with a
nephew two days, and from thence to Birmingham, where I was met at the depot by Bro.
Thomas Taylor, president of the Birmingham
branch, also of the English mission. I visited at
that place six days, being the guest of Bro. Taylor. I enjoyed my visit there very much. The
Saints have a comfortable hall in which to hold
their services, though It struck me as being rather
small for them, and also a little too far back
from the main avenues of travel. The brethren
are alive to the interests of the work. Bro. Taylor certainly is to be congratulated in having
around him a corps of gospel laborers that are
not alone earnest in the work, but also able to
carry on the same In an efficient manner. I shall
long remember the warm reception, and the
brotherly kindness of the Saints of Birmingham,
and of Bro. Taylor's family in particular. I left
Birmingham on the 29th of May, and the next
day I again boarded the good ship Etruria, this
time to be brought back to my home, friends
and labors in America.
We arrived at the port of New York on the
evening of June 6th. Some of the passengers
landed that night. I, with others, remained on
board until the next day.
On my way home I called at my brother's, In
central New York, and stopped with his family
a week. I also stopped one night with Bro.
Dickhout, at Niagara Falls. From thence I
came directly home, where I arrived in good
health and spirits and in a very thankful frame
of mind on the morning of June 19th.
From now until after the coming conference
of this district I expect to labor east of Wilber.
After conference I expect to push the work to.·
the best of my ability, farther west. If this
should be read by any scattered Saints in ~outh
ern Nebraska who know of any opportunities for
preaching and are desirous that an elder should
visit them and perform labor, if they will write
to me at Wilber, Nebraska, I will use my best endeavors to reach them and sow the good seed of
theword.
Your brother in Christ,
CHAS. H. PORTER.
CoAL HILL, Ark., June 28th.
Editors Herald:- This state seems to be a very.
unfortunate field for the elders to work in. I see
by statistics that there are only sixty·or.e mem- ,,
hers in the whole state. Lam not able to understand whether that sixty-one are those that live
here and their membership not known in· some
other state or not. There are about ten that I
know of that nave their names in other states. I
would like to be informed on .that subject that I
may know the facts.
I wrote the.brancjl where I came from for a
letter over one year ago, but have not got it yet.
I wish ·to correspond with all the Saints in the
state, that we may get acquainted. May the time
soon come when we will· get organized here as
in other, states, and the work become a success;
tor while all .of the other religious orders of the
day are here, the Saints are not making very
much progress. Why the true gospel light
shines so dimly I cannot tell. There are many
l;l.OQ..C'J§lln heart here,. a,nd if they coUld only hear'
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the gospel preached I am confident much good
would result. If I am not mistaken there ar;e
a~ least three in this vicinity that will be baptized
by the first elder that visits our place.
I know th.at the gospel is true, and am very
glad. that I had the courage to leave a Ifopular
church to embrace it. Yours in the faith,
B. H. CASE.
WEsT FoRK, Ind., June r3th.
Editors Herald:-Southern Indiana .<}!strict
conference is just closed. The ·spirit of unity
prevailed, and more determination on the part
of the local elders and priests to do more, and to
live nearer to God was manifested. The preach·
ing was with power, and all were made to rejoice
in God's goodness. Southern Indiana is gaining
and those who lag behind will suffer loss.
We have been at work in Kentucky some this
spring; found some noble hearted people there,
and we think prejudice was removed:
Three years ago there were only three or four
Heralds taken in southwestern Indil\mi; now we
have the Herald and Patriot scattered all through
Crawford, Perry, Dubois ·and Daviess counties,
and they are doing great good in the way of introducing God's work among the people. Saints,
work for our literature-it is the bt~st. One other
encouraging feature in this part is that the children of the Saints in school are advancing, and
are not ashamed to advocate the faith when assailed. This will in time do good. These are
good omens for the advancement of the work.
When will we have a college of our own where
we can give our children better opportunities?
Could Saints invest their capital to better advantage?
Yours for truth,
V. D. BAGGERLY.
KNox, Indiana, June 29th.
Editors Herald:-I am endeavoring to spread
·the glad tidings by visiting from house to house.
I make it a special point to show the difference
between the Reorganized Church and the Utah
church by using the tract that has the Kirtland
Temple suit printed on it. I find that many of
the people still believe that these two churches
are but parts of one. I am also preaching the
word in the schoolhouses surrounding Knox, and
at our church house in Knox. Considering the
busy time with farmers we have good congregations. I have organized a Sunday school at
Knox; twenty-six were present at our first session. Yesterday we felt the inspiring influence
of the Holy Spirit during our teaching. The
Saints feel encouraged to press on.
I had a long conversation with a minister the
other day. He had t61d some of the folks I had
visited that we would not sell the Book of Mormon only to members, therefore they would be
damned. I offered to sell him said book and gave
him a· few hints concerning the . truth of the
Bible. The man's mind seemed considerably
disturbed about the way some of. the minds of
his members were being troubled concerning the
truth of their religion, and he seemed anxious to
to know when I would leave this part of the
country. Was it unkind of me that I did not give
him one crumb of comfort in this respect?
Thank God for the promise that the word shall
not return void.
Hoping to share in the reaping as well as in
the sowing, I remain, in bonds,
.
WM. WATERMAN.
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THE GOSPEL; ITS ADAPTABILITY TO
THE BROTHERHOOD OF
MANKIND.

0

BECAUSE any part of the race is not now
blessed with the gospel, it is urged that
the plan of redemption is insufficient to
save the world, and hence the Author
thereof is at fault.
The scheme is adequate, and the originator has done, is doing and will ever do
right. Seed time and harvest, night and
day and the recurring seasons are all
periodical fixtures to chide our fears and
reprove our doubts. Every decaying leaf
is a fulfilled prophecy, as also .the bursting
bud, the mellow fruit, the ripened grain
and the fallow fields of the world.
The Lord manifests his providential
care and power in protoplasm, molecule,
atom, embryo, concrete, aggregate, the
hills, mountain ranges, intervening oceans,
the globe, the satellites, a constellation,
the solar systems and the infinite universe.
While our minds can only grasp a limited
portion of time and space, it is self-evident
that duration is -endless and extension
boundless. If the Supreme Being could
only look after the. universal worlds in a
general way, and commune with the
loftiest celestials occasionally, "the power
of God," which is "the gospel," would be
to us a dead letter.
The gospel is one and inseparable, full
and complete, perfect and unchangeable,
omnipotent and eternal; and therefore it
cannot be changed, modified, abridged,
enlarged, perverted, succeeded or supplanted. All innovations upon the laws
of life have stultified reason, paralyzed
commerce, brutalized man, desolated empires and drenched the emerald lawns of
the fair earth with human gore.
A small particle of manism introduced
into God's word and work is a dangerous
leaven indeed. When a gill of kerosene
will enhance the value of a barrel of sugar,
when the free admixture of the deadly
nightshade will aid in the culinary art;
when the poisonous serpent and the
venomous reptile will bless the juvenile
nursery, then, and not till then, will "the
traditions of the elders" and "the doctrines
and commandments of men" redeem· the
world from sin and save the people.
The "new wine" of creeds and disciplines, of articles of faith and formulas of
worship must be kept out of "the old bottles" of truth. The restless, creed- bound,
shackled throng of "mother church.'' and
the "harlot" daughters of sectarian "Babylon" are beginning to inspect the old rusty,
rotten cages, ·figuratively speaking, that
have held them in priestcraft, bondage,

gnorance, indolence and vice for lo, these
ages!.
Tolove God's righteous and holy law,
is to keep the commandments of Christ.
To hear the proclamation of grace, is to
look into the perfect law of liberty. To
walk in the warmth and light of the cross,
is to abide in the doctrine of Jesus. To
grow in favor and knowledge, is but to
develop the faculties of the immortal spirit.
To embrace and adhere to the "sure mercies of David," the "all things" of God's
"dear Son," is to gain heaven and "immor·
tal glory." To raise the hand or voice
against the truths of heaven, is to try to
steady and guide the ark of Jehovah.
When fire grows cold and !ce is hot, when
the raven becomes white and the blue bird
turns brown, then the clay can arise and rebuke the potter, and the thing .framed
counsel the framer of the immense creations.
For the last three-score years and more
the elders and laity of this "church of
Christ" have by times condemned and
even proclaimed against the human in religion. This attitude has often caused
them much trouble and brought upon them
social ostracism, and . even persecution.
The pulpit and press that were first to
condemn and judge these heroes of conscience as heretics, dogmatic fanatics, dis-.
appointed zealots, etc., have at last largely
wheeled into line, and turned right about,
and with hot shot and shell they too are
helping to annihilate the old and defunct
creeds.
The darkest hour is said to be just before day; but thank the good. Lord, the
long, long night is waning fast, the starlight is fading in the firmament, and the
blessed dawn is bursting over the eastern
hills. 0, mortal man! throw wide open
the portal doors of yopr obdurate heart,
like Lydia of old, and then the gracious
"Sun of righteousness will arise with healing in his wings, and ye shall go forth."
Vast multitudes profess to believe that
the mighty God of Jacob wrought signs
and miracles and wonders in days of old,
and amid peoples afar. They read with
delight and trustful zeal, "And Deborah
said unto Barak, 'Up, for this is the day
in which the Lord hath delivered Sisera
into thine hand."' As the tide of events
turned to the fulfillment of that marvelous
prophecy, how unshaken confidence is begotten in the voice of inspiration.
.
Again: "Thou shalt not go up, but
fetch a compass behind them, and come
upon them over against the mulberry
trees. And let it be when thou hearest
the sound of going in the tops of the mulberry trees, that then thou shall bestir thy- •
self; for then shall the Lord of hosts go
before thee, to smite the host of the Phillistines," all of which came to pass and
was literallv fulfilled.
Once more: "Then Elisha said, Hear
ye the word of the Lord. Thus saith the
Lord, To-morrow about this time shall a
measure of fine flour be sold for a shekel,
and two measures of barley for a shekel
in the gate of Samaria. Then the lord
on whose hand the king leaned answered the man of God and said,
0
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Behold if the Lord would make windows
in heaven might this thing be. And he
said, Behold thou shalt see it with thine
eyes, but shalt not eat thereof."
The way this most improbable yet wonderful revelation was verified is described
in 2 Kings 7· A great famine was raging, and four lepers that were near the city
knew it would be of no avail to enter
therein, hence they thought to throw their
fate upon the clemency of the Syrian army
that was in hostile camp near by. On approaching the tented field they found the
warriors had fled in wild dismay, leaving
beasts of burden, precious metals, and vast
food supplies all behind them, "For
the Lord had made the hosts of the
Syrians to hear the noise of chariots
and the noise of horses, even a great
host." When the happy Hebrews took
undisputed charge they sold food as
above predicted, but the skeptical lord
only beheld this commerce in the gate
where he was trodden to death.
Noah of yore had ears to hear, eyes to
see, a heart to perceive, and hands to work.
His disposition and qualifications gave him
the key to the situation so that his name
and fame are illustrious, but how about his
opposers and defamers.
Their very
names do not besmirch the annals of the
world, for lo, they died with the unfortunates.
While the great I AM has supervised
armies and turned the tide of battle, w bile
he hath established. thrones and humiliated
princes, I desire to now speak of his spiritual jurisdiction, as presided over by his
well beloved Son, the head of the church.
Christ's gospel and kingdom is not of
the earth earthy, or.of this world; but it
is of heaven and of God and from above.
The law of adoption, government and perfection did not emanate from finite man,
but from th~ Sovereign Judge. "The
form of doctrine" to initiate, and
the ordinances to be heeded, and the
grace and gifts conferred upon the worthy
are all unique, and of God. The immunities and blessings of the tempted and tried,
yet true and faithful, cagnot be appreciated or kriown by the world. The tender
and true expression of the divine child of
Mary, "In the world you shall have tribulation, but in me ye shall have peace," is
a mysterious riddle to the unregenerate.
To be born again, from above and of God,
is to hearken tp the teachings of an inspired
ministry of holy apostles, prophets, bishops,
high priests, seventies, evangelists, elders,
and, in fine, to discern the Lord's body,
with the priesthood standing in their lots,
offices and callings, agreeable to the will
of heaven.
These ambassadors of the
Deity not only teach; preach, entreat, and
beseech all to cotne to Christ, but they
have power and authority to remit sins by
administering the law of remission, retain
sins in.a simil~r way, and to bind and s.eal
up to life or death as dir~cted •.
There is no practical use ih divers and
doubtful conjectures of other ways and
means that might have saved the human
family. All resources were. at the command of God, but the gospel wa~ evidently the very best method to redeem man
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and glorify the Lord. When the trumpet of the Vatican to tremble throughout the
of salvation is heard by an honest indi- mighty German Empire, as also Papacy
vidual, gladness and grace will flow into to wane in Northern Europe. When the
his heart and he will "hunger and thirst great restitution is fully inaugurated, sure
after righteousness." He will begin to it will be as life from the dead past.
believe in the Father, Son and Spirit, as · The restoration is in its incipiency, but
well as the authoritative message of peace, lo, and behold, it is in the earth, and on
and the vessels of honor through which the move, as manifested through Dimiel!
the glad tidings of great joy came.
The everlasting gospel ofthe apocalypse
After developing, utilizing and exer- has been restored by angel hands, as procising an enlightened, confiding faith, a vided by God Almighty and predicted by
thorough, firm, genuine repentance will the venerable, olden .seer of Patmos.
Roman Catholic historians, scholars and
follow almost as quickly as sound succeeds
an explosion. These two doctrinal princi- cardinals have. acknowledged that the
ples, taken in their orders, by the uncon- mother and mistress of all Christendom
verted, are prerequisites to baptism by im- became contaminated, licentious and brutal
mersion for the remission of sins; but no in the dark ages. They were erroneously
infant, small child, idiot, simpleton or in- schooled to believe that the church could
sane person is capable of complying with never fall away from the faith, wholly
either of the above conditions; and further- apostatize, become obliterated and extinct.
more, they have no sins to wash away. They claim that the Reformers of the sixSins of commission are a transgression of teenth century ought to have remained in
the law, and sins of omission are to know the communion of the lawful, original and
the will of the Master, but do nothing at . only tru'e church, and thus from within
reform the abuses and corruptions of the
all.
The terms. "new birth," "washing of body. Jerome of Prague was burned at
water," "be born again," "washing of re- th~ stake in the previous generation, and
generation," "our bodies washed in pure John H uss of Bohemia perished in the
water," "in Christ," "in Jordan," "much flames at Constance A. n. 1415, protesting
water," and kindred expressions refer to a his loyalty to the Latin ecclesiasticism, yet
burial incident to a scriptural, gospel bap- striving in a very conscientious, pious way
tism, that no sharp practice, special plead- to reform flagrant wrongs in the church.
To oppose the policy of the dominant
ing, dogmatic comments or even fulminatpower was rank heresy; and the extirpating edicts can successfully gainsay.
ing of these vile heretics was the acme of
John the forerunner taught two baptism~, fidelity and devotion. For one to claim
that of the water and Spirit; Christ Jesus his own soul and that he had any right
both received and ·enjoined them, and to think, to act, and to judge often caused
Saint Paul advocated and administered the forfeiture of goods, and frequently of
these two rites. The Spirit cannot take life itself. The upheaval came, the volcano
charge of or abide in an unholy or defiled exploded, and with the march of tolerabody, consequently the necessity of bap- tion came the epoch of arts, sciences, literatismal regeneration, in order to cleanse ture and invention.
the tabernacle, purge away sins and purify
It appears that the United States of
man.
grand America was destin.ed to be the
Having been born ef water we come battlefield of genius, prosperity, political
forth to walk in newness of life, in another freedom and religious liberty. The divine
sphere.
right of kings, and the inherent excellency
Next in order comes the ordinance of of nabobs, princes, and peers are not the
"laying on of ha,nds" for the gift and indigenous growths of Columbia's soil.
power of the Holy Ghost. Thousands of The shackles of monarchies and the trapthe clergy andvast myriads of the mem- pings of royalty had to be swept from
bership of the nominal churches have this land of destiny, this home of the free
claimed, for many gener;l.tions, that these and brave, ere the kingdom of God's dear
"baptisms" are not· essential to our salva- Son could arise in obscurity, be nourished
tion, hence not necessary. Popular in infancy and spread abroad. I thank, I
divines, like Moody, as witnessed by your praise, yea I adore my God in that I do
humble servant a few years ago in St. not have to view him through the acts of
Lou-is, in Dr. Brank's church, profe$S to the British Parliament, our own lenient
stand as watchmen on the walls; and lo, legi'>hitive .halls, a ukase of the Czar, or
they cry to the throngs, "Ye can aU be e:ven an encyclialletter of His Holiness(?).
born of God, born from above, born of Orthodox divines swallowed creeds at
water and the Spirit,. without moving a their theological siminaries, and gulped
muscle or batting an eye. It is all brought down catechisms and articles of faith when
around by bare volition. Now will ye be they took their delectable ordination. vows.
sav~d?"
These delicious viands, t):10ugh pleasing
Strange as it may appear, these would- to behold and delightful to the taste, did
be evangels of light are backed up bv not all thoroughly digest and, in fact,in
powerful organizations and great wealth, many modern instances, have actually
and that too in a civilized country and in nauseated, as shown forth in theological
centers ot refinement and culture. I have squabbles, withdrawals and ejectments.
just as much authority to expunge faith
Having seen that "faith, repentance,
and repentance as those. folks had to erase baptism and the laying on.of hands are
the dual birth from their modern gospel.
the four essential steps or invariable rules
Luther was the morning. star of the of adoption,.we wish now to look at the
, great Reformation that caused the power rights and. bles!lings, the prerogatives and
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powers of the faithful in Christ's church
and kingdom. Signs and miracles, tongues
and prophecy, faith and healing, spiritual
gifts and divers wonders are the tokens
and seals of the new and everlasting covenant, the doctrine of Christ. These attending graces and divine re"alities ·are the
accompaniments to "the faith .once delivered to the Saints." These supernatural,
spiritual, celestial blessings are proofs of
the existence of the God of Holy Scriptures; testimonies that we are recognized
of Him; evidences of His. watchcare and
parental love, and witnesses that we are
aided and accepted as His dear children.
No meager attainments will satisfy a
disciple of Jesus Christ, for all feel in duty
bound to grow in grace and the knowledge and the favor ·of our "Leader and
Commap.der," learn of him, bask in his
smiles, and walk in his steps. When we
"obey from the heart that form of doctrine
delivered to us" the verifications of the
gospel, as recorded in Mark 16th, Ephesians 4th, 1 Corinthians 12th, and elsewhere, will enter into and make up our
Christian experience.
If these things are not in us and abounding, we are not full-fledged believers, or
the child of Mary was a false prophet,
and the holy apostle to the Gentiles went
through life as a deceiver, and being
deceived himself.
The induction into the household of
faith, the honoring of each official member
of the visible church, the retaining of the
Spirit of adoption, the compliance with
the various and varied means of grace, all,
all tend to order, cement together and
unif:,V the whole.
If there is one truth taught more plainly
than any other in the word of God, it is
perhaps the one faith and the indivisibility
of the kingdom that is inseparably connected with the g-ospel. Churches in the
plural refer to different local organizations
as such; but vine branches, everywhere
centered into the tree vine, were only so
many parts of the whole, or helped to
make up and form the one body, the
Church of Christ.
The reformed schi~ms of sectarian Babylon are admissions, virtually, of the fall
of the ancient church; whereas, ecclesiastical historians have marked the innovations and changes that came on and perverted Christianity.
Prophets, Christ and inspired apostles
spake, freely, pointedly yet sorrowfully of
the fall; but they testified as truly of
the rise of the church and the proclamation
of the gospel, all of which has come to
pass; and now, ere I lay my pen down,
dear sinner, let me exhort you, yea, suffer
me to entreat you to give these matters
your earliest careful, prayerful consideration, so that when the Bridegroom doth
appear you will be waiting and ready.
May the Lord of love, and the cross of
Christ, and the wooings of the Holy
Spirit constrain you. May these thoughts
be sanctified as they speed away to strange
cities afar and nations remote, for I surely
do love the denizens of the big round
World.
M. T. SHORT,

SCRIPTURE VS. EVERLASTING
PUNISHMENT.

BEFORE me lies the Herald of June 6th
containing an article under the caption
"The Rich Mm1 and Lazarus," a. part of
which I would like to reply to in the spirit
of love, aiming only to get at the facts
presented to us in the Bible, Book of Mormon, and Doctrine and Covenants, and
would ask the writer to take no offense,
should I present something contradictory
to some of his ideas.
If I am in the
wrong, I stand not only willing but anxious to be corrected by him or any one desiring so to do.
The writer did not tell us positively
whether Christ spoke of an actual occurrence in the past, or whether he spoke in
figurative language,-a parable-which is
of first importance in order to understand
what lesson is to be learned from it. His
conclusions, however, led rne to believe
that he thinks it to be "other than a paraable, to say the least. If that be true, I
beg to suggest the following: If the hell
spoken of in this chapter is a literal hell of
flames in which the rich man actually existed, then the logical conclusion· is that
Abraham's bosom is also literal, and if so,
then you and I will have a poor chance of
getting there, for I do not suppose Abraham was much larger than ordinary men,
and his bosom could not contain more than
one person; and as Lazarus is there before
us, we of necessity will have to dwell elsewhere, perhaps with the rich man. But
it would never do to preach everlasting punishment for ourselves; that would be a
little out of the usual line; . but we can
preach it for our neighbor with a clear
conscience.
So far as Matthew 25: 41 is concerned,
it is evident that the everlasting fire spoken of is not literal fire, for Jesus speaking
in this same place and to the same congregation, calls this same place "outer darkness,"-Matthew 25: 31. A queer kind
of fire that would-create darkness, is it not?
Furthermore, I find that by reading Revelations 14: 10 that this fire "is in the presence of holy angels and in the presence
of the Lamb." If it be literal fire, it would
be rather warm for the angels. Then we·
are forced to conclude that the fire spoken
of in Matthew z 5th chapter that our brother refers to is in parable, or figuratively
. represents God's punishment on the wicked; and if the fire is figurative, I do not
object to the rest of the text being figurative also. Certainly the sheep and goats
represent men; then why not the fire represent something else also?
·
But if it be proven that the fire is literal,
everlasting fire, and the wicked shall depart therein, does it prove therefore that
they must remain there through the worlds
to come?
By reading Matthew 5: 25, z6, I get
the true idea of God's punishment inflicted
in hell or the prison house. There I am
told that those who are .cast into hell or
prison must remain, not forever, but until
they have paid the uttermost farthing.
This, together with many other passages
of Scripture, causes ine to call in question
the statement made by our brother where

he says, "Why object to man's being punished eternally if they prepare themselves
for it;" and another statement in the same
connection, "Then away with whining
about the love and justice of God, and the
love of God not suffering any to be eternally punished when it has been their supreme pleasure to dwell in sin."
The first proposition is based large I y on an
"if",-"if they prepare themselves for it."
I do riot think that man will merit ever. lasting punishment for a few years of misdeeds in the flesh, nor do I think God will
fail to reward every man for the good he
has done. But this he cannot do so long
as there is one soul in hell unrewarded;
and as hell is a place of punishment, he
must bring that soul out in order to reward it.
According to Alma 19: 6the spirits of
the wicked are in hell between death and
the resurrection. Am I to understand
that these spirits are to always remain
there and never come to judgment?
Again, the resurrection of man is tne reuniting of spirit and body, or as Alma has
it, the body is to be restored to the spirit
and the spirit to the body. (Alma 19: 7);
but if the doctrine of the spirit's eternal
abode in hell be true there never will be a
resurrection of the wicked.
Another reason why I cannot accept the
doctrine of"everlasting punishment" is because .too many passages of Scripture contradict it; for instance, ln about thirteen
different places in the Psalms; and the
same idea is held CIUt elsewhere in holy
writ, that God's mercy does not only last
during this life, but forever. If man
wants to repent after this 'life and do better, is there anything in reason or Scripture that says ·he cannot? But rather,
does not Job say that he can? (Job 33:
27.:...30). "Lo all these things worketh
God oftenti.rnes [margin reading 'twice and
thrice'] with man to bring back his soul
from the pit." This pit is called hell.
(Ezekiel 31: 16; 32: 18, 21). Again, the
prisoners were to be visited. (Isaiah 24:
22).
The dead were to hear the voice of the
Son of God in the hour of Christ's conversation with the woman at the well.
(John 5: 25). But why visit them; why
should thev hear the voice of the Son of
God if they are never to be benefited, if
they are to remain there forever? Was
he not to say to the prisoners, "Go free"?
What means the 24th Psalm, 7th and 8th
verses? Are not the g-ates here mentioned
the gates of hell? But Peter says, "Because of this is the gospel preached to
them who are dead, that they might be
judged according to men in the flesh, but
live in the spirit according to the will of
God."-r Peter 4: 6, (I. T.)
Doctrine and Covenants r 10: 22 says:
"Let the dead speak forth anthems of
eternal praise to King Immanuel, who
hath ordained before the world was, that
which would enable us to redeem them
out of their prisons; for the prisoners
shall go free." Does our brother call it
whining on the part of God to say "The
prisoners shall go free?" Does he blame
us for preaching the word as it is con·
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tained, not in two or three isolated passages of Scripttl're, but in the entire collection of texts bordering on the subject?
But rather let us teach men to worship
· God because they love him; love him because of his justice, and not justice only,
but also his mercy; and not for fear of an
endless existence in an endless lake of fire.
The idea is held out in Romans 8: 1 I
that all will have to receive the Spirit before they can be resurrected. But as the
Holy Ghost will not dwell in unholy temples, they have repented, and after suffering for the wrong they may have done,
they must all be saved or rewarded according to their works, some in the celestial, some in the terrestrial, and some in
the telestial kingdom. (Vision of Joseph
and Sidney; also 15th chapter of Ist
Corinthians). The sons of perdition
may not be forgiven in this world nor in
the world to come, but what can we say
of the wor Ids to come? Beside, if they pay
the uttermost farthing they need no forgiveness, for they have paid the debt.
I shall not be absolutely happy in
heaven, nor can you, kind reader, so long
as there is one soul in hell unredeemed. I
shall hail with joy the time when "every
creature which is in heaven, and on earth,
and under the earth, [in the heart of or
nether parts of the earth-in hell] and such
as are in the sea," shall say, "Blessing,
and honor, and glory, and power be unto
him that sitteth upon the throne."-Rev.

history. My mother used snuff; his
mother both smoked and took snuff. Now,
if there is such a thing as being born with
or inheriting such appetite, I can claim it.
At the age of sixteen I commenced to
learn its use. I was then connected with
the army and thought I must use tobaccq,
in order to make a man of myself. It took
me all summer to get so I could use it. I'
used it twenty years. When I came into
the church, of course I thought, like all
members of the church who use it, that I
ought to quit. But I liked it; it was a
great friend of mine; it was both food and
medicine. I was afraid I could stop, for
if I should, it would be bidding my old
friend good-bye, and I had suffered so
much to get acquainted with him. I took
my timein thinking the matter over and
came to the conclusion he was not as good
as he seemed, so I did not wait till I had
used all I had, but stopped its use at once.
I felt lonesome and missed its use somewhat, but most of all the habit of putting
my hand in my pocket for it. I soon
found this, that tobacco was misrepresented ;
that it did not fasten its grip on one as
many think it does; that it was easier to
quit its use than to learn to use it; and the
reason why it is hard to stop is this: We
don't want to. We have got acquainted
with it and we are afraid to lay it up and
say, "I have got through with you now."
As I said, my father had used tobacco
forty years; both smoking and chewing.
One morning there was a blizzard blowing; he was out of tobacco. He took his
old \pipe and looked at it, then said:
"What a fool a man is to use the stuff!"
(I think so.) That was the last of it. .If
he felt bad I don't think he felt any worse
than he did in trying to learn. Please excuse the expression, but as one that should
know I say, if any man wants to quit and
cannot, he has .not much mind of his own,
and I don't see how he can leave off any
habit.
We make ourselves very small when
we say, "The gospel of God has made me
free," and then turn right around and say,
"But it has not given me strength enough
to accept of that freedom." I have a great
deal m:ore confidence in a man that says he
wants to use tobacco because he likes it,
c.than I have in one that says, "I want to
quit, but I can't."
Now I will tell you how to quit. Lay
your tobacco up (for sick cattle) and say,
"I am through." Don't cram your mouth
full of sticks ;-it only keeps you thinking
about it. Don't say, "Maybe I can quit if
the Lord helps me, and .if I can't, I will
get some more when I go to town." Lay
it up with a will that ·you are master of
your own body and know what is best for
it; then you will find it very easy to quit
using tobacco.
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THE TIMES OF THE GENTILES.

shall be trodden down of
the Gentiles until the times of the Gentiles be fulfilled."-~uke 2 r: 24.
The term "Times of the Gentiles" was
applied by our Lord to that interval of
earth's history between the removal of the
typical kingdom of God, the kingdom of Israel (Ezek. 21: 25-27), and the
introduction and establishment of its
antitype, the true kingdom of God, when
Christ should "come to be glorified in
his saints, and to be admired in all them
that believe in that day." During this ·
intervai the dominion of earth was to be
exercised by Gentile governm~nts; and
Israel, both fleshly and spiritual, have
been and are to be subject to these powers
until their time is exnired. While God
does not approve oC nor commend these
governments, he recognizes their dominion; in other words, he h?s for wise ends
permitted their dominion for an appointed
time.
The dominion of earth was originally
given to Adam, to subdue and possess and
rule it in righteousness. (Gen. I: 28).
Adam failed, and the dominion forfeited
1 3·
.
by sin was taken from him. Angels were
We will of course suffer everlasting loss
next permitted to have the control; inby failing to comply with the requirements
stead, however, of lifting up the fallen
of the gospel in the flesh; besides, we
race, some of them kept not their first
would lose the thousand years' reign on
estate, but fell into transgression. After
earth, and suffer as long inhell.
the flood. God declared to Abraham his
The "great gulf" our brother refers to
purpose to bring the needed help for the
he will notice is not between hell and the
sinful, dying race through his posterity,
earth, where will be the future abode of
by raising up from among them a great
the redeemed, but between hell and paradeliverer, ruler and teacher, saying, "In thy
dise; hence I see' no hindrance in passing
seed shall all the families of the earth be
from hell to ear.th. And why not pass as
blessed." This is the earliest suggestion
well from hell to earth as from earth to
of a national, universal dominion over
hell? The parable simply gives us to
earth. And this suggestion, coming from
understand that. it is impossible to pass
God, implied a special fitness, a peculiar
from hell to paradise or vice versa.
superiority of this ruler over and above all
Thus I conclude that everlasting punishothers; and it would be to the ad vantage
ment is not a Script~ral doctrine, nor can
of all mankind to b!;) subject to such a
I believe that those .who were once disoberuler. That this promise filled the hearts
dient will not have a chance to be saved in
and minds of his posterity, Israel, and was
a lesser glory; for all are to be saved and
well known bv their relatives, the Moabthe prisoners are to go free.
ites and Edomites, there can be no doubt.
.
J.VV.PETERSON.
That such a national hope should become
known to other nations is probable; and
if known, we cannot doubt that pride
EXPERIENCE VVITH TOBACCO.
would beget in them the desire to be the
I HAVE seen so many articles in the Herchief nation, and to have universal dominald written by those who use the weed,
ion, as being in every way as .able .and as
giving their experience and how God had
fit to rule and teach and thus bless the
helped them in quitting its use, and by
nation as any of Abraham's posterity.
others who would like to quit but have
Israel's hope of attaining unive~,:;,al don!Jt the faith, that I .would like to tell
minion; .not by the choice of the nation to
A.
VV.
THOMPSON.
what I know of tobacco.
have it so, but by God's choice and power
EL ToRo, Ca,lifornia, June, 1891.
I want to demolish the idea that there
manifested in their favor, seems to spread
are some men who cannot quit because
to other nations also; at all events, we find
ADDRESSES.
their fathers used it and they have in- E. L. Kelley, Presiding Bishop, Temple, Lake coun- these Gentile kings and peoples accepted
herited the appetite, and that it is a part of '
ty, Ohio.
of their dominions as favor from the gods
the body and to stop would be sure death. Elder Columbus Scott, box 94, Galien, Michigan.
whom they worshiped. And the same
My father used tobacco forforty years; Elder Thomas Bradshaw, No. 48 Repton street, thought still clings to every petty ruler
Limehouse, London, England.
his mother used it, also his father and his Bro; Thomas .Tyler, formerly from England, No. 1328 and prince, as well as to the more powergrandparents as. far back as we have any
Penn street, Lawrence, Kans.as.
ful kings and emperors. No matter how

s:
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mentally or physically, and no matter how vicious and unfit to rufe either
themselves or others, they poss(!ss almost
to an insane Jegree the idea that God
specially chose them and their. families to
rule over and bless all the earth. This
theory, accepted by the. masses of the people, is blazoned forth on medals, coins and
p::~,pers of state in the words, "King, by the
grace of God."
.
Thus . while Israel was waiting and
hoping for the promised dominion of earth,
and often supposed they were just within
reach of its realization, particularly under
kings David and Solomon, the desire for
universal empire became general among
other nations. And when God was about
to remove the crown from Israel until the
true seed of promise should come to take
the dominion, he determined to let the
Gentile kingdoms take control and try the
experiment of ruling the world, that thus
the world might also learn the futility of
its own Efforts at self government while
in its present sinful condition. As he had
given the dominion forfeited by Adam to
the angels, to demonstrate their ability to
rule and bless the w'orld, so he now deHvered that dominion over to the Gentiles,
to let them try their various methods, unaided by him. These various experiments
God permits, as so many valuable and necessary lessons, filling the intervening time,
until the Lord's anointed, whose right it
is, shall come and take the dominion and
accomplish all his gracious purposes.
Since Israel after. the flesh was typical
of spiritual Israel, the gospel church,
which is also called in this higher sense a
"royal priesthood" and "holy nation" ( r
Pet. 2: 9), and which in due time is to rule
and bless all nations, so their kingdom was
typical in some respect of the kingdom of
Christ. Consequently, when God's time
came to turn over the dominion of earth
to Gentile rule, it was appropriate that he
should first remove the typical crown from
Israel, and that the typical kingdom should
no longer be recognized. This he dio, declaring that they had proved themselves
unfit for exaltation to universal dominion,
having become corrupt, vain and idolatrous, in proportion as they had attained
national distinction. This was in the days
of King Zedekiah; and the divine decree
was expressed in the words of the prophet:
"Thus saith the Lord God, Remove the
diadem and take off the crown: this shall
not be the same: exalt him that is low and
abase him that is high. I will overturn,
overturn, overturn it; and it shall be no
more until he comes whose right it is, and
I will give it him."-Ezek. 21: 24-27.
This overturning of the crown, or dominion, has been accomplished. It was
first turned over to Babylon, then to MedoPersia, then to Grecia, and then to Rome.
The character of these empires, as recorded on the pages of history, we have found
to agree perfectly with the prophetic description as portrayed in N ebuchadnezzar's
vision of the great image, and in Daniel's
vision of the four beasts. This overturned
condition of Israel's dominion was to continue until Christ, the rightful heir to the
throne of Israel and all the earth, who

it with his own precious blood,
come. and take control. This, as
we have seen, will be the fifth universal
empire of earth, the kingdom of God
under the whole heavens: But unlike the
preceding four dominions which were permitted for an appointed time, and therefore recognized, though not approvingly,
this one will be approved and established
by God, as his representative in the earth.
It will be God's kingdom, the kingdom of
Jehovah's Anointed. It will be established gradually, during a great time of trou"
ble with which the gospel age will close,
in the midst of which present dominions
shall be utterly consumed, passing away
amid great confusion.
In this chapter we present the Bible
evidence proving that the full end of the
. time of the Gentiles, that is, the full end
of their lease of dominion, will be reached
in A. D. I914; and that that date will be
the farthest limit of the rule of imperfect
men. And be it observed, that if this is
shown to be a fact firmly established by
the Scriptures, it will prove:. First, that
at that date, the kingdom of God, for
·which our Lord taught us to pray, saying,
"Thy kingdom come," will have obtained
full, universal control; and it will then be
set up, or firmly established in the earth.
Secondly, It will prove that he.whose
right it is to thus take the dominion, will
then he present as earth's new ruler; and
not only so, but it will prove that he will
[be] present for a considerable.period before that date; because the overthrow of
these Gentile governments is directly
caused by his dashing them to pieces; as
a potter's vessel (Psa. 2: 9; Rev. 2: 27)
and establishing in their stead his own
righteous government.
Thirdly, It will prove that sometime
• before the end of A; n. I914 the last member of the divinely recognized Church of
Christ will te glorified with the Head;
because every member is to reign with
ChrisJ:, being a joint heir with him of the
kingdom, and it cannot be fully s.et up
without every member.
Fourthly, It will prove that from that
time forward Jerusalem shall no longer
be trodden down of the Gentiles, but shall
arise from the dust of divine disfavor to
honor, because the times of the Gentiles
will be fulfilled or completed.
Fifthly, It will prove that by that date,
or sooner, Israel's blindness will begin to
be turned away; because their blindness
in part was to continue only until the fullness of the Gentiles should come in (Rom.
I I : 25), or in other words, untill the full
number from among the Gentiles, who
are to be members of the body or bride of
Christ, would be fully selected.
Sixthly, It will prove that the great
time of trouble such as there never was
since there was a nation, will reach its
final culmination, and end, at that date;
and these men will have learned to be still,
and to know that Jehovah is God, and
that he will be exalted in the earth. (Ps.
46: 10). The condition of things spoken
of in symbolic language as raging waves
of the sea, melting earth, falling mountains
and burning heavens, wm then have passed

away and the new heavens and new earth
with their peacefulblessings.will begin to
be recognized, first by a company of G.od's
children who will have come. through
great tribulation, afterwards by Israel
after the flesh; and then .by .mankind in
general.
Seventhly, It will prove that before
that date God's kingdom, organized in
power, will be in the earth, and will have
smitten and crushed the Gentile image
(Dan. 2: 34); it will have consum(:ld the
power of these liings. Its own power
and dominion will be_ established as fast as
by its vari~d influence and agencies it
cmshes and scatters the powers that be,civil and. ecclesiastical-iron and clay:
-Selected by William Hart.

ITEMS OF INTEREST.

"DEs MorNEs,J une 24.·-It is a forgotten
fact that in Iowa there are many churches
of the Latter Day Saints, commonly called
Mormons. These churches are located in
Pottawattamie, Harrison, Decatur, Shelby
and other counties. They represent a
branch of the Mormon Church opposed tci
polygamy. They are the followers of
Joseph Smith, and not of Brigham Young.
In Decatur county they nave a town of
their own, a very large church and an extensive publishing house, which prints
weekly papers, books, tracts, eto., expending annually large sums of money. These
people are invariably good citizens, lawabiding, Sabbath-observing, and to all appearances a devout religious people, an
honor to the state. Yef it is scarcely
known that there are any Mormon settlements in the state." --Marshalltown 7 imes.
"ALL CREEDS ARE CRUMBLING,
ST. Louis, June 8.-Under the head of
'Creeds' an evening paper quotes the Rev.
Frank C. Tyrrell, pastor ofthe Central
Christian Church, of this city, as saying
that all signs pointed to a .. dissolution of
orthodox creeds. Mr. Tyrrell pointed out
forcibly the discussion in regard to matters of belief and faith which have shaken
the. protestant church and the creeds are
crumbling and will ere long disappear.
He cannot, he says, accept belief of the
trinitarians as to Jesus, and asked as to
why he believed that the protestant creeds
are falling, he replied that one had but to
take notice how the teachers of the gospel
are demanding the right to make their
own deductions, provided they acknowledge the divinity of Christ. The effect of
Dr. Tyrrell's statement is as if a bombshell had exploded in the midst of the
orthodox ministers, and everybody is discussing the stand taken by the reverend
gentleman."
.
BLAINE WRITES IN BEHALF OF JEWS,
"NEw YoRK, June I6.-"At a meeting
of Jewish ministers here complaint was
made that the government had taken no
action relative to hardships of Jews in
Russia, whereupon, Dr. Maes stated that
Secretary Blaine had sent letters to St.
Petersburg which could not have been
, stronger had h(l been a Jew him:;;;elf,"
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and good money is just as necessary for a old order of things can never return.
Men have enjoyed the luxury of thmking
nation.
"The credit of the United States is at and this luxury has become ·a necessity,
the top, and Jet it b€ kept there. No, I and thinking must necessarily destroy the
think the alliance is on a wrong founda- superstition that has been masquerading as
tion. If we have good crops the alliance religion.
"The world is growing better. Men
will be suffocated with plenty, buried
"Only about 50 per cent. of English under great piles of corn and wheat. I are becoming civilized and they are trying
am glad that these questions are being to civilize religion. Let us hope they will
clergymen are teetotalers."
discussed by the farmers.
They will succeed.
"In order that you may see what Christfind out what a governme:J.t can and canHERESY AND POLITICS.
not do. And this will be of great use. ianity is in some hearts I give you the
CoLONEL INGERSOLL arnved in Omaha In 1S92 the battle will be fought between letter I received on the 27th inst., and also
a copy of the hymn enclosed.
yesterday morning from Minneapolis and the two parties."
"Here is the letter:
registered at the Paxton. He is accom"How do you view the heresy hunting
panied by his wife and daughter. The mania now sweeping the country?" was
"'MINNEAPOLIS, Minn., May 27.-[To
Colonel has been at Helena, Mon- asked.
·
My Dear Mr. Ingersoll.]- Excuse the
tana, engaged in the trial of the famous
"I do not think you can call it heresy term, as every unregenerated soul is very
Davis will controversy and was prevailed huating. The game seems to be hunting dear to me. My object in addressing you
·on to lecture at Minneapolis and Omaha on the hunter. The heretics are getting very is to implore you to change the theme of
his way home.
plenty. This is a sign or rather the result your coming lecture to something that
He _said he had nothing to say about of growth. The sensible people are get- will not tend to impede the success of our
himself, but talked freely on other subjects. ting tired of the old creeds, the absurdities revival, which the Holy Ghost is about to
"How do you regard the farmers' move- and infamies believed by their fathers; shower upon us; but if you cannot change
ment?" asked the reporter.
·
It is all a question of growth. Dr. Briggs it, then for the sake of many dying souls I
"I do not think the alliance will grow. sees that Calvinism is infinitely absurd. pray you to not expose the, to you, unIt has been larger I think than it will ever He knows that a good God could not reasonable parts of the Bible, for if you
be again •. That party has the wrong idea make men and women knowing .that He prove that there is no hell our labor for
of money. Money is not something that would torment them forever, or that they Christ is lost. 0, I have seen its saving
a congress can make. You might as well would make themselves miserable forever. grace working, as I did for many years
try to make corn, or wheat, or flour, or He knows that the 'creed' is not in accord with my father, who was a great reviyalcattle, by ·a resolution of a political party with the civilization of the nineteenth cen- ist. He was both exhorter and singer.
as to make money by law. Money is a tury, and so he took a step in advance and And such a singer! · And wrote his own
commodity. It was produced or formed then the little fellows-the small shrivell- hymns. One I remember which, while
by nature, and it cannot be successfully ed souls-the jealous nobodies began to praising God, tells the unpenitent ·sinner
counterfeited. The government can make cry 'heresy.' Dr. Patton got swung out of his awful doom and of his chance of
what is called money-money that will pay of the church and he seems to have been salvation if he will only believe in Christ.
debts, and law can fix its debt paying very active in getting rid of Dr. Briggs.
"'The precious words of truth in this
power. But it .is only one-legged money. I hope that all the heretics will be put hymn used to bring hundreds of souls to
The government cannot fix or regulate its out. The Presbyterian Church will then a belief in the goodness and justice of God,
purchasing power. If you owe $roo for be left without a doubter and without a causing them to "flee from the wrath to
a horse the goverruqent can force your thinker. Then the chtJrch will enjoy come.''
creditor to take a $Ioo bill issued by the true harmony. It will be like a waveless
"'0h my dear sir! If you would only
government. But if you want to buy a pond covered with a good thick orthodox take in the whole meaning of this hymn I
horse the owner can refuse to take your scum-,-nb tide, no current, no wave. Then feel that you would be admonished to turn
"government money," or he can.ask $5oo the gentlemen who are now the enemies evangelist and with your great intellect
instead of $ wo. We must, have money of heresy will have control-,-lay figures you might make amends for the awful inthat is of value the world over. Behind in the pews and stuffed clothes in the pul- ju~y which I fear you have do!le. Would
to ·God that you and the ,world might
every paper dollar there ought .to be a pits.
dollar's worth of gold, or a dollar's worth
"The truth is that the churches must profit by these humble and prayerful sugof silver.
advance or die.. This age is not satisfied gestions. May the God of love and mercy
"We cannot afford to have two kinds of with the ancient theology. Men of science be found in your heart to the end that
money, one dear and the other cheap. If look with pity on the true believer. Or- you may come to Christ and be saved
we do the rich will get aU the dear money thodoxy has been palsied by science. Ge- is the prayer of your humble friend.'
and the workipg people will get all the ology is its enemy, astronomy hates it, his. "Here is the hymn:
cheap money. • I want silver and gold, tory denies it, ornithology .hoots at it and Thou, God of justice, who when Adam "fell,
but we must put a dollar's worth of silver all the other sciences hold their sides and Doomed all Thy children to an endless hell,
in a dollar. The man who works by the laugh with all their might. The old creeds Lead us to realize in thoughts sublime,
day ought to r~ceive good money. To have had their day. They have do11e all Thy vengeance throughqut never ending time.
have cheap money is to cheat ourselves. If they could to make the world miserable. Oh! mortal cursed e'en from thy mother's womb.
you can make a silver dollar with So cents' Millions have been driven insane by what Pray, let me warn her of thy coming doom.
worth of silver and 20 cents' worth of law, they call the 'glad tidings of great joy.' Imagination cannot picture true;
why not have more law and less silver? Millions have· been imprisoned and mur- The eternal agony in store for you ..
Why not have it all law? Cheap money dered, and millions have been pursued and E·ach grain of sand upon Sahara's plain,
is a contradiction in terms. You might as persecuted,..and burned and. torn in pieces Gounts for a million years of woe and pain.
And when these countless desert sands are run,
well talk about small bushels or .short for the love of God as set forth in the old Eternal
vengeance will have just begun.
yards or little aqres. But if we have what creeds. Furrows have been worn by
all call money and such money is only tears .in the cheeks of mothers, and mil- Thy quickening soul more sensitive shall grow,
Each pang .remain an everlasting woe,
worth So cents. on the dollar, and if we lions have worn out their hearts with Yes,
thou shalt. welter in the lake of fh::e
also have good money worth par, the agony and fear, because they believe the White with the heat of God's avenging ire.
burden will fall on the ·poor at first, and, ignorant and barbarian creeds. For many He'll laugh at thy complaint and mock thy fear,
then in a little while the good will go out centuries the future was kept lurid with Thy wail will be butmusic to His ear.
of the country and the poor will stay the flames of hell, and the 'pains of hell' His. nostrils shall thy smoke of torments greet
borne. .Let us have silver and gold, but were inflicted on all heretics within the . As incense, but there'll be. no mercy seat.·
the dollars be equal in value. A man power of those 'who loved theirenemies.' "Mercy for thee? thou art too late to pray;"
be healthy without good blood, But the church has lost he~ power and the ·~Depart from me, ye cursed;' ~e wpl say,
AMERICAN BIGNESS.
"Montana is larger than the empire of
Turkey, Texas is larger than the whole
Austrian empire by 30,000 square miles,
and New Mexico is larger than Great
Britain and Ireland together."
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Thy shriveled soul shall cower beneath his wrath;
Where thorns beset thy never-ending path.
The battlements of heaven above thee frown,
· Thy sainted mother may be looking down.
She'll see thine agony and bless the Lord
That he hath severed the maternal chord.
The heart-strings which in life had held her boy
Are now relinquished for eternal jpy,
Her soul with thankfulness will ever thrill,
Knowing that this is all her Maker's will..
Plunged in a gulf of deepest dark despair,
The rocks and mountains cahnot hide thee there,
The worm that dieth not shall haunt thy soul,
Thyjourney ne'er will end-there'll be no goal.
The gauntlet of the damned .shall be thy race,
Demohs will goad thee on at every pace,
Wreaking hell torments on thy spirit sore,
God hath forsaken thee forever more.
And now, poor mortal, ere thy life hath flown,
One remedy is thine-am! only one,
It is that ere thou quit this mortal clod
Thou must believe in Christ, that He is God.

."This hymn breathes the genuine orthodox spirit. It ought to have been sung by
the Presbyterian general assemby at Detroit, just after the vote was taken that
~ondemned Dr. Briggs·",_ World-Herald.

WESTERN WISCONSIN.
Conference convened at Wheatville, Crawford
county, Wisconsin, June 2oth and zrst, r89r, at
10: 30 a.m.; A. L. Whiteaker chosen president
pro. tem., W. A. McDowell clerk. Branches:
Wheatville 31; 2 died. Evergreen 42; r received.
Flora Fountain 8. Elders: A. L. Whiteaker, J.
W. Whiteaker, C. W. Lange, W. A. McDowell
(baptized r, blessed r), J. W. Peterson. W. A.
McDowell, Bishop's agent, reported: On hand
$4.32; receive!i $r; on hand $5.32. A vote of
thanks was tendered Bro. C. W. Lange for his
past labors as Bishop's agent. Committee appointed to visit Bro. M. V. Thayer; report received and committee discharged. Brn. J. W.
Peterson and W. A. McDowell were appointed
to investigate the trouble in the Evergreen
branch. W. S. Pender was chosen president and
A. L. Whiteaker vice president of the district.
Vote of thanks tendered to Frank Hackett for
past labors while acting as president. W. A.
McDowell was sustaine.d as clerk and Bishop's
agent. All t~iJe authorities of the church were
sustained. J. H. Thompson was ordained to the
office of teacher. Resolved that the president
and vice president arrange for holding t'Yo-days'
meetings in the district during .the next quarter.
R~solved that we tender our heartfelt sympathy
to Sr. Gertrude Whiteaker in her late bereavement in the death of her companion, and also to
Bro. A. L. Whiteaker in his late bereavement in
the death of his wife. Preaching by Brn. C. W.
Lange, J. W. Peterson and W. A. McDowell.
Adjourned to meet at the Evergreen branch,
Monroe county, Wisconsin, October 10th and
r rth, at ro: 30 a.m.
CHATHAM.
The above district conference convened at
Zone, Ontario, June r3th and 14th; J. H. Lake
and G. Green presidents; J. H. Tyrrell and R.
Coburn secretaries; Mrs. Eberly and Sr. R. A.
Corless organists. Branches: Tilbury 41; 3 baptized, I died, r marriage. Petrolia 42. Lindsley
38, 2 died. Chatham 68; 1 baptized, 2 received, 8
removed, 3 expelled, r died, 2 marriages. Battle
Hill 22; I died. Rldgetown 19; I received, r
marriage. Blenheim 47; I received. Zone 52;
3 baptized, r died. Wabash 23; r baptized, 2 removed, 2 received. Elders: A. Leverton, R.
Coburn, S. Brown, J. H. Lake, G. Green.
Priests: S. W. Tomlinson, R. Burr, J. William.

son, J. H. Tyrrell. No changes were made in the
district officers. J; H. Lake, S. Brown and R. C.
Evans were speakers for the conference. Detroit·
Saints petitioned the conference for annexation,
providing those . having control over the same
sanction such annexation. Resolved that In the
future all branches sending for the district president shall pay his legitimate expenses, such as
traveling expenses, etc. Bishop's agent's report:
On hand last report $I366; receipts $535·37;
expenditures $40908; balance on hand $I3995·
A collection was taken up for the district expenses; amounting to $11.23; The following
revelation was given while the conference was
discussing the subject of taking generaLconference appointees: "Hearken to the voice of the
Spirit: It is not my will that you take the general
conference. appointees to labor as district pres-.
!dents." Goo9 liberty was ·had in the preaching;
Saints were blessed in their testimony and prayers. The Saint& are waking up .to the truth that
love is the binding link which makes all see eye
to eye. Next conference meets in Petrolia the
first Saturday and Sunday in October.
MOBILE.
Conference convened• c-with Bayou Cassotte
Saints, Jackson county, Mississippi; F. P. Scarcliff in the chair; Joel Miller chosen clerk of the
district. Branches: Three Rivers 58; I received.
No reports from Bluff Creek,. Salem, Perseverance and Millview branches . . Elder F. P. Scarcliff and Priest W. Sherman reported. Bishop's
agent, F. P. Scarcliff reported: On hand last report So cents; received during the quarter $r1.95;
total $rz.75· W. Sherman was given a mission
to the Bluff Creek branch. Preaching by W.
Shuman and F. P. Scarcliff. The Lord's Spirit
was present during the services, comforting and
encouraging the Saints. Adjourned to meet at
the Saints' chapel, Three Rivers, Mississippi,
Saturday before the second Sunday in September, at I I a.m.
SOUTH-EAST ILLINOIS.
Above district conference convened at Brush
Creek church, Wayne county, Illinois, Jurie r3th,
1891; J. W. Gillen chosen to preside, I. M. Smith
secretary. Branches: Brush Creek r68; 12 baptized, 4 received. Parrish 36; 2 expelled.
Springerton 56; 3 baptized. Tunnel Hill 85; I
died, I expelled. North Fork rr'. Dry Fork 35;
4 baptized. Elders: G. H. H!lliard, I. M. Smith,
T. C. Kelley, I. A. Morris, J. F. Thomas, T. P.
Green, J. F. Henson, H. Walker and D. P.
Brown. Priests: F. M. Slover and J. Kurtz.
Bishop's agent reported: Balance on hand March
rst $93 71; received $151.32; paid out $223 89;
balance on hand $zr.r8. G. H. Hilliard agent.
Adjourned to meet at Dry Fork at the call of the
president.
LITTLE SIOUX.
Conferemce of above district met at Logan,
June 6th, at I I a.m., D. Chambers president, C.
Derry assistant; A.M. Fyrando secretary, J. F.
Ilirintun• assistant.
Branches: Logan, Little
Sioux, Woodbine, Magnolia, Union Center,
Spring Creek and Unionburg,.with a net gain in
district of 27 for three months. Elders: J. F.
McDowell; C. Derry, J. F. Mintun, D. Chambers,
W. Chambers, J. M. Putney, R. Farmer, P. C.
Kemmish, J. Hunt, W. Goreham, A.M. Fyrando and C. E. Butterworth. Teacher, W. R. Davidson. Spiritual condition of branches good. Bishop's agent reported balance on hand December
rst, $rz6 73i received $669 65; expended $788.71;
amount on hand $7.67. Audited and found correct. Local mission appointments: R. Farmer
and D. Maule, former field. H. Garner and J. S.
McDonald as before. W. Cowleshaw to labor
locally under direction of J. M. Putney. Two
days' meeting was appointed at Moorehead, August rsth and r6th, C. E. Butterworth and A.M.
Fyrando in charge.
By motion presidency of
district was authorized to appoint a series of twodays' meetings throughout distriCt. Motion
made and carried, that district purchase a tent
for district use and preaching of the word in its

various parts, and providing two or more eldets
to travel with it. S. B. Kibler was appointed t()
make said purchase. J:>reachlng b,y E.Iders C. E.
Butterworth, W. W. Blair and J. F. Min tun. Ad·
journed . to meet In Woodbine zd Saturday and
Sunday in December.
KEWANEE.
The district conference was called to order by
D. S. Holmes, president, J. D. Jones, secretary.
All visiting brethren were solicited to take part
in the conference business.. Minutes of former
conference read, and after a slight correction of
names was approved. Branches~ Kewanee 67,
I baptized, I removed; Millersburg report re·
£erred back for correction; Buffalo Prairie 6o. J.
Chisnall, Bishop's agent, reported: Collected
and on hand to June 19th, 189r, $266 31; disbursements $185.; balance on hand $8r.3r. Elders:
J. Chisnall, J.D. Jones, E. ·L. Kelley and D. S.
Holmes. Teachers: ·W. Allen and H. Williams.
Resolved that the further adjusting of matters in
the Henderson Grove branch be left in the hands
of Bishop E. L.Kelley. A letter sent toW. W.
Blair by J. H. Stanley, claiming injustice done to
. his mother In her trial and. expulsion from .the
church, was presented to the conference and
read, and .It was resolved that the secretary of
the conference be Instructed to inform Mr. J. H.
Stanley, who presents this letter to the conference
through Bro. Blair, that if he is dissatisfied with
the trial of the Elders' Court in the case of his
mother, the parties have full remedy by taking·
an appeal to the Bishop's Court; and In case of
dissatisfaction in that court,' to the High Council
from said Bishop's Court, and that none of the·
members of either of these courts live in the Kewanee district, and are whol/y disinterested. Re·
solved that this conference request the president
of this mission, A. H. Smith, to examine into the
question between J. W. Terry and E. E. Wheeler,
and either settle or bring the matter to a.trial at
once.
The Henderson Grove branch record
having been accidently destroyed in the burning
of Bro. H. Williams' dwelling, resolved that the
secretary of this conference be authorized to issue
a letter of removal to Sr. Rosetta Watson-now
Adams-who is a member o:f said branch. Adjournedc to meet at Buffalo Prairie branch, the
first Saturday and Sunday In September, at IO a.
m. ·The authorities of the church were sustained.
Preaching by J.D. Jones, Bishop E. L. Kelley
and J. Chisnall.
[Send all Sunday school reports to Hope editor
hereafter.~En.J

REUNION.
A reunion of the Northern and Central California districts will convene at Irvington, Ala·
meda county, September 12th, at I0:3o a.m., and
continue until Sunday evening of the 19th. It
is confidently expected that this will be the Iarg~
est gathering of the Saints ever convened in
California. We hope that one or both of the
First Presidency will make it convenient to meet
with us. Bro. H; C. Smith, president of the
mission, will be present; and we expect the
bishops, high priests, elders, priests, teachers and
deacons of the two districts will also be present.
And now, dear Saints, the Lord's hastening
time has come, and we exhort you to hasten and
·put on the whole armor- of God, and putting
away trifling things.
.
Come up to your reunion with the Spirit of
God, and renewing your acquaintances of former
days, bless your brothers and sisters, and you
will be blessed also.
Ho! all ye Saints in the mountain canyons,
valleys, villages, towns and cities of Northern
and Central California, or of all California, and
of everywhere else, who will, come up to Irvington to the feast of good things from the Lord.
Come afoot, on horseback, in carryall, farm ·
wagon or in Nahum's chariot; there will be
room and blessings for all.
Notice of arrangements concerning board,
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lodging, hay, pasture, etc will be given through
the Herald soon.
JosEPH F. BuRTON,
Missionary in Charge, by request of Elders J. B. Price, and J. B. Carmichael,
Presidents of districts and of conference
Cqmmittees.
SAN BENITo, Cal., June 22d.

DuNCAN.-At. St. Joseph, Missouri, January
29th, r89r, William Arthur, son of William C.
and Laura C. Duncan, aged 4 years, r month
and 14 days. Arthur was blessed by Bro. J. T.
Kinnaman and others. His remains were Interred at the DeKalb church cemetery, north of
Stewartsville, on the 2oth of January. For good
and sufficient reasons services were postponed
until the 14th inst., when memorial services were
held at the DeKalb branch by Elder J. M. Terry,
assisted by Elder J. T. Kinnaman, at which a
goodly number of sympathizing friends assembled. Little Arthur was a loving child,
and truly loved. He has gone to a condition
more congenial to his pure spirit than this
wicked world. 'Ht was sown a natural body, it
will be raised a spiritual body."

BORN.
DrLLEN.-Near Lamoni, Iowa, February 7th,
r89r, to Bro. C. W. and Sr. Ency C. Dillen, a
daughter; blessed June 14th, r89r, by Elders R.
M. Elvin, R. S. Salyards, J. P. Dillen and Samuel Ackerley, and named Zaide Ency.
MARRIED.
Called home in his innocent childhood,
Released from this world of woe, ·
LOCKARD- BARRETT.- On the evening of
Our darling has entered the heaven
June r8th, r89r, at the residence of the bride's
Where the pure in heart may go.
parents at Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, Bro. James
We are lonely, but would not recall him
To sorrow and pain below.
H. Lockard and Sr. Lucy Barrett were united in
marriage, a number of the Saints and friends
"Suffer the coming of children,"
Said Christ in his infinite grace,
being present; Elder George H. Hulmes offici"The
merciful Father in heaven
ating.
For such hath prepared a place;
And the angels of innocent children
FAIRLEY-PARSONS.-On the evening of June
Do always behold his face."
7th, r89r, at the Saints' hall, No. 67 Fourth
Bitter the .tears of the parting,
avenue, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, Bro. Edwin S.
When we bury our treasure from sight;
Fairley and Sr. Emma H. Parsons were united
When the light of the home and the household
in marriage in the presence of a large gathering
Goes down in the grave's gloomy night.
But rJmiles of joy shall be greeting,
of Saints and friends; Eldtr George H. Hulmes
When we meet in the .City of Light.
officiating.
EVELYN GBEY LAID!ERT.
WILLIAMS-CADY.-On the evening of June
Yomw.--At Allendale, Worth county, Misr6th, r89r, at the residence of the bride's parents,
souri, May 2oth, r89r, of dropsy and other ailEast End, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, Bro. Thomas
ments, Mrs. Eliza Young, aged 69 years, 6
W. Williams and Sr. Adelaid May Cady were
months and 4llays. She was not a member of any
united in marriage in the presence of a large
church but was. upright in,her character. Her
number of Saints and friends; Elder George H.
husband was inclined toward the gospel, but he
Hulmes officiating.
died suddenly in February, r8S7, without
DIED.
obeying it .. His funeral sermon was preached by
EGHOLM.-At his mother's residence, 1908
Bro. H. A. Stebbins, who now, on June zrst, also
South Tenth street, Council Bluffs, Iowa, March
preached the discourse in memory of the wife
25th, r8qr, of consumption, Alfred Egholm,
and mother. One of their sons and two of their
aged 21 years .. He" died in full faith in the latter
daughters and their husbands have been baptized
day work arid a. glorious hope of the resurrection
during the past three years by Bro. Stebbins, and
of the just. Funeral service at the Saints' church,
it is hoped that others may follow in the good
March 27th, by Elder James Caffall.
way, the path of obedience unto God.
OuTHWAIT.-Milton C. Outhwait was born
May .rst, r83s, !died at Kansas City, May 19th,
SUNDAY SCHOOL
r89r. Funeral ·sermon by F. G. Pitt. He leaves
a wife and children.
TEACHERS' LESSON HELPS,
GIFFORD.- Eir. C. Giftord departed this life
For Intermediate Question Book and New
Juner4th, in her eighty-eighth year. AboQt two
years ago she 'had a partial stroke of paralysis, Testament Classes-of use in all classes, Single
copies, so cents per pear.
and has been an invalid ever since.
She has
been a member:of the church about fifty yeHs,
and died strong in the faith.
·
SEND THEM IN.
BYBEE.-Near Reels, Iowa, on the afternoon
We
are
preserving
several hundred copies of each
of June 19th, .r89r, Elder Alfred Bybee- quietly
passed away after a long and painful illness: installment of the Braden Ke1ley Debate, and shall
Bro. Bybee was born November 4th, t8ro, in
be prepared until further notice to furnish all our reBaren county, Kentucky. He was So years, 7 port to new subscribers. 50cts will secure the entire
months, rs days old. He embraced the gospel
report.
in Indiana prior to the death of the martyr, Em!,
LAMBERT BROS. Publishers,
grated to Nau+oo, but did not reach there In
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
time to see Joseph the martyr. Bro. Bybee passed through the trouble with the Saints at NauROBT. WINNING,
D. F. NICHOLSO~a@hier.
voo. At the time of their expulsion he went
President.
with that faction under the guidance of Brigham
Young; made ,a short stop in western Iowa,
thence to Utah,: wbere he stopped for one or two
LAMONI,
IOVV.A,
years; then was. appointed one of the company
PAYS INTEREST.ON TIME DEPOSITS,
un.der the presidency of.Elder Amasa Lyman to
·Money to Loan.
settle a colony in southern California, where he
.remained till the spring of r86.r. Hearing that
FARM LANDS AND TOWN LOTS FOR SALE.
Joseph II had t;;tken the presidency of the Reorganized Church, he closed out his business in
ENSIGN,
California, and 'returned to Iowa. He located
near Reels, in Pottawattamle county, Iowa,
Published every Saturday at
where he lived till the time of his qeath. He was
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,
ever faithful and willing to do what he could
Brethren { J. A. Ro:sr>ISON}Edi.tors.
for the advancement of the work. Bore a strong
F. G. PITT
·
testimony to the truth as long as he was conSubsc1'iption price, $1.00 per year.
scious. Bro: Bybee was baptized into the ReorIt is devoted to the spreading of religious truth as
ganized. Church by C. G. Mcintosh, confirmed
viewed by· the Saints.
.
·
Each issue contains a sermon by one of the miuistry,
under the hands of W. W. Blair, and C .. G. Mcreports
of
the
different
societi<as
in
the church, and arIntosh.. Funeral discourse by C. G. Mcintosh,
ticles bearing upon or explanatory of the doctrme.s of the
from Job.r4: 13-IS, to a very large and attentive
church.
.. ·
It is the intention to make it a ltelp to the missionary
congregation. He leaves a wife, two children, a
home and in the field; .a source of comfort to the scat' number of grandchild~en and a host of friends to ' at
tered ones who are denied church privileges, and to bring
mourn their loss.
C. G, M.
the Saints into closer relationship with each other.

FARMERS BANK,

ZION'S

45I
MILLINERY STOCK
For sale in Lamoni at a bargain. Write to
Box 230, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.

LIBERAL OFl,ER!
VALUABLE PREMIUM FREE!
An Engraving worth $2.50 in Art Stores, FREE; absoluffe/v FREE. The magnificent Lithograph of the famous

and historic NAuvoo TEMPLE has been copyrighted in
the Librarian's Office, Washington, D. c:, and is owned
by a friend of Pon and Platform.
We offer this fine, large Engraving, (requiring a frame
24x30, inner moulding), as a PREMIUM, delivered free at
our ofllce, to any subscriber, old or new, who will send
One Dollar for two years' subscription to Pen and Platform, in advance. If to be sent by mail, twenty-five cents
extra must be inclosed to pay for roller and postage.
For clubs ordering a number by express, they will be
packed and delivered free at express office, St. Mary's,
Ontario.
Every Historian, and every lover of history; every
Theologian, and every student of modern religions; every advocate or opponent of the faith it represents, will
desire one of these superb engravings. The right of this
Lithograph vests in present owner, Prof. M. H. Forscutt,
.up to A., D. 1918, of whom alone the right to sell or issue
can be secured. The Engraving is correct in every particular, and, nicely framed, will be an ornament in any
hall, studio, or home.
13Junto20Sep.

SPIRITUAL GIFTS
AND

THE SEER OF PALMYRA:
Or

SEQUEL TO SPUU:'I'U AL GIFTS.
By M. H. BOND.

Modern Prophets afteJ.• ancient typel!l.
Who was Joseph SmithY
Was he a reli:ions impostor r
Was he a "Spirit. :Medium"!
· What does the Bible say about Jeseph
SmithY
The Truth by Three Witnesses-Christianity in the
First and Nineteenth Century-The Ancient and Modern Pharisee-The Revelations ot Emmanuel Swedenborg-Modern "Spirir Mediums," and Hypnotic Religious ''Revival," as Against Reason and Bible Testimony, and in Contradistinction to the Work of "The Latter
Day Seer," Examined in the Light of FAcTs and Human
History-A Rational and Scriptural Exposition or Explanation of Old and New Testament Prophecy and Doctrine.
A Revision of "SpirituaL Gifts," With Supplement and
Appendix. Nearly twice the reading matter of. Spiritual
Gifts. Paper cover• 35cte., full cloth binding 60 cents..
For Sale at "Herald Office," or by M. H. Bond, Willoughby, Ohio. Liberal Discount to Agents.
4apr

A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
Setting forth the order and nature of the Priesthood, and defining the duties and prerogatives
of all the Church Officials, including the First
Presidency, and also the Deacons, as set forth in
the Revelations of God and decisions of the
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
the Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
Price
cents including postage.

zs

INSPIRED TRANSLATION.

w- FLEXIBLE BINDING.~
The Inspired Translation of the Holy Scriptures bound in limp leather, flexible covers, simIlar to the binding of the Oxford Sunday-school
Teachers Bible. Price, by mall, $4.
.RUINS

REVISITED,

·AND THE WQRLD STORY RETOLD;
The Scientific Defense of the Latter Day Faith.
240 p&ges, bound in cloth, price $1.

S. F. WALKER. Lamon:!, Iowa.
HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
or sale my House of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot. air
furnace iu it, and water in the kitchen.
AddieB!l JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Clevellllld, Ohlo,
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PUBLICATIONS· ISSUED AND FOR SALE
- - ) : B Y THE ( - -

Board of Publication of.the ReoxgauizedChurch,
at tl!eir Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA,
.And sent Free of Postage at prices named.
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges •••••• 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •••••••••••••••• 2
Morocco, gilt edges ........... ~ •••••• ~ •••••• 2
New Testament, Inspired ................. ·•••

60
00
60
,6

BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinlded edges ....................... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ••••••••••••••••.1 10
DOCTRINE . .A.ND COVEN ANTS.
Sprinkled Sheep, or Library ................. 1 26
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•.•••••••••••••• 1 60
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edge~~ •••••••• ;' •• 1 26
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •••• • ••••••• ; ••• 1 60
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Boqk combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides· ..••••.••••••.• 2 50
The Harmony contafl)s all the hymns in the Saints'
Harp; also 542 pages of music, comprising about 720
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.
JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET AND
HIS PROGENITORS.
(By Lucy Smith.)
Muslin binding, 312 pages • .. • .. • .. • • .. • .. .. • 70
Leather binding ............................ 1 00
HESPERIS.
(Poems by David H. Smith,)
Fancy Muslin; 202 page~~, gilt edges ••••••••••• 1 60
VOICE OF WARNING.
Instruction to all people on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work.
In paper covers, 10.cts. each, per dozen •••••••• 1 00
Limp muslin covers......................... 26
JOSEPH THE SEER.
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defended and Maintained.
(New and Revised Edition.)
Faper covers, 200 page~~ ........... ,......... 311
Muslin binding. . • .. . • • ............. , • .. • • 60
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder Wil·
liam Sheldon of the Second Advent Society, and is an
· important work to be in the hands of the ministry of
the church; and it is a most excellent one to be circulated both in the church and among those without,
abounding in proofs never before preseuted in defense
of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.
SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather .......................... 1
Muslin boards .. .. .. .. .. • • . .. • • .. .. .. • . .. ..
Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
Limp muslin, 26 cts. each, per dozen . . . • . . . . 2
Question Books ior Primary Classes. .
Limp mu~lin, 111 eta. each, per dozen •.•.•.•.•• 1

00
~6

60

25

SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
8chool Engineer and Record Book . • . . • . . . . • • • 60
Good Behavior Tickets, 100 for 16c., 1,000 for .. 1 08
Prompt Attendance Tickets .•••••..... Same price.
Fancy Cards, package of 60, 5 kinds, large . . • • • ~5
Fancy Cards, smaller, 10 kinds, per 100........ 50
FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, .194 pages..................... 26
J. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches the coming of
Christ to Judge the world is now p1111t." M. H. Forsoutt afli.rms "The Bible teaches the Literal Resurrection of the body fro~~& the grave."

BRADEN-KELL:e:Y DEBATJI.
Yuslin boards,: 396 pages. • ........... , ... • .1 'fll
I'ropositions:-(1)Is the Bo()k of )[ormon of .Di~
vine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respe<it
and belief of &11 Christian people! (2) Is the Church
of which I, Clark' Braden, am a member, the Church
of. Chrililt, and identical in faith, organisation, 0 rdinan·
ces, worship and practice, with the Church of Christ,
as it was left perfected by tl{e .A.postlEis of Christ. . (3)
Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ. of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
with RimY
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 25cts., ten or more, each , • • • • • • • • • • 20
In paper 16cts., ten or more, each • • • .. • • .. • • • 13
This is the notorious "Manuscript Found," written
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much hu
been said in connection with the theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
ground work . and material from which to write the
Book of Mormon.
COWDERY LETTERS.
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen......... '15
Without covers 6cts. each; perc dozen......... 60
Contains valuable matter iuj'~lation to the Calling
of Joseph the Seer, the Discov;ery. and Translation of
the Book of :Morll14lllll, and the .!'ngelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
• CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVENANTS. .
.A.n enlarged o4itioo, 32 pagesj paper covers • • • •

10

Old oditioa •••••.•••••••••••• _•..,• • • • • • • • • • •

5

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper coverslOcts.; per dozeD,: .'.: .......... 1 00
TRACTS;
2 Truth Made Manifest, dozen 20ilts., 100 , •••• 1 50
3. Voice of the Good Shepherd,.dozen lie., 100. 40
4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Church
and the Kirtland Temple Suit, dozen 5c, 10()-.. 26
250 for 60 eta, 600 for $1, 1,000 ........ 1 ~6
6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects, Prerequisites and Design-and Who Shall Admin·
ister; 25 cts per dozen, per 100: ............ 1 75
'1. Who Then Can be Saved; dozen lie., 100 •• ,. 40
8. Fulness of the Atonement; dozen 25c., 100 •• 1 ~ll
9. S~iritualism Viewed fram a Scriptural Stand·
pomt; dozen 30 cts., 100 ..•.......••..•.•• 2 25
10. The Narrow Way; dozen 15 eta., 100 ••.••. 1 10
11. The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 eta., 100 .. 2 26
12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; dozen 25 cts., 100.1 65
14 Reply to 0!'llon Pratt; dozen 25 eta, 100 .•• 1 75
15 Brighamite Idolatry; dozen 5 cts., 100 . . . • • 40
16. Polygamy: Wu it an Original Tenet of the
Church; dozen 20 eta., 100 ................ 1 40
17. The Successor in the Prophetic Office and
Presidency of the Church; dozen 25 eta., 100.1 ,5
20. The "One Body:" or the Church of Christ ·
under the Apostleship and under the .A.posta·
sy; dozen 20 eta., 100 •.••.•...••••......•. 1 40
21. Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100... 15
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 16 cts, 100 ••• 1 10
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 eta., 100 ........... 1 25
-24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 6 eta., 100 . • • • 40
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 6 eta., 100..... 40
26. Mountain of the Lord's House; doz. 5c. 100 40
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen 25 eta., 100 ... 1 40
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doc- ·
trine and Covenants; dozen 5 eta., 100 .•'. • • • • 40
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen...... 16
per hundred ............................. 1 10
31. What is Truth? and True ·orthodoxy? and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 6 em., 100... 25
250 for 50 cts., 500 for $1, 1,000 for ......••• 1 ~5
32. Which is the Church; dozen 6 cts, 100 • • • • 40
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen.. 20
per hundred ............................. 1 25
41. The Gospel; dozen 6 eta., 100 for 25 eta., 250 50
600 for $1, 1,000 for ...................... 1 ~6
42 Rejecti?n ofthe Chureh; dozen 15 cts., 100.1 10
43 One W1fe, or Many; dozen 25 cts, 100 ..•. 1 76
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of Jesus Christ; 5 cts. each, per dozen. . • • • • • • • • • 50
~ophecy on the Rebellion; per 100.......... 16
n l!.liii!Ortment of Tracts..................... 35
SET OF TRACTS.

Bound in Limp. :M'IIIIliD, turned ill • • • • • • • • • • • • • U

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
We have a limited quantity ,or theae OB hand;
Turkey Superior, gilt edge •••••••••••••• .; ••••• 3 60
Turkey Superior, with cla.sp, gilt edge ••••••••• 3 '15
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge ••••••••••••• ~ ••••• s '15
Roxburg Turkey~ with clasp, gilt edge.. ~ ......4 00

sr

WELSH HYMN BOOK.
Full leather, marbled edges ..... ·•·........... lo
This vias published by the church in Wales, and
contains 393 hymns in,Welsh and 33 in English.
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMIT1J, THI!l SEER,
.A.nd discoverie~~ of Ancient American Records and
Relics, with the statement of a .Converted Jew.
Paper covers, 43 pages ......... ·•· ...... ,.... 10
REPLY TO LITTLEFL!JLD.
In paper lOcts.; per dozen ••••••• ,............ '1.11
This is the "Reply of President Joseph Smith to
L. 0. Littlefield in refutation of the doctrine of Plural
Marriage."
·
BRANCH REcoR.Ds.
Leather backs al!i\l. corners, muslin sides; printed
headings, and rnll!dfor Record of Names, Blessing of Children, and for Marriages •••••••• • •• 2 00
DISTRICT RECORDS.
Printed and bound similar to Branch Records ... 3 00
LICENCES, NOTICES, &c•
Elders, Priests, Teachers, and Deaeons Licences,
each per dozen .... , .......... :............
Baptism and Confirmation Certificate books.....
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred •• ;·......

12
26
40

CERTIFICATES AND REPORTS.
Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen. • • • • • . • • •
Annual Statistical Reports, two for. • • • • • • • • • • •
Certificates of Baptism and Membership, pe? doz.
Certificates of Removal, per dozen •·...........
Marriage Certificates, per dozen .• ;. • • • • • • • • • • •

40
5
12
12
25

MISCELLA~EOUS.

The Problem of Hum9.n Life Here and Hereat\er
by A. Wilford Hall, 544 pages, muslin ....... 1
Universalism Against Itself, 336 pages, muslin
by .A.. Wilford Hall ....................... 1
Josephus, complete, library leather ••••.•...•. 3
Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,
muslin boards, 6 volumes .•••.....••••••••. 4
Mosheim's Church History, 2 volumes .•••••••• 4
Baldwin's Ancient America (illustrated) .•••...• 1
Rollin's Ancient History, two volumes in one ... 4
The Koran, library leather ..........•.•...... 2
Gieseler's Ecclesiastical History, from A.D. 1 till
1854, muslin boards, 6 volumes ..•......••. 10
The EcclesiaStical History of Eusebius Pamphi·
Ius, Bishop of Cresarea and Palestine .••..••. 2
Cruden's Complete Concordance of Bible ••••.. 1
Bible Text Book ......•....•.•••..•••••.••• 1
Apocryphal New Testament ..•••••••••••••. 1
Elders' Diary, by Joseph Luff................
·Emerson's Ready Binder. Herald and Hope eize.

60
00
60
00
00
80
00
25
00
00
~5

00
65
30
86

THE SAINTS' HARMONY
(Music only,)
Leather back and Muslin sides ••••••••..•••. $1 60
SUNDAY SCHOOL REPORT.
This is a blank statistical report, per dozen
10 cts

BOILER FOR SALE, CHEAP.
An Eight•horse Ames Boiler, made by the Ames
Iron Works, Oswego, N. Y., in good condition, and
running order, used in Herald Office, but taken out
on account of it not being large enough and replaced
with a 25 horse one. All necessary valves and fittings go with it.
Any one needing such a boiler, write to Herald
Office.

GERMAN TRACTS.
in the German Language may be had of Bro.
Ad. Richter, Burlington, Iowa: The Baptism, 6 cents;
the Repentance, 5 cents; the Principles of the Gospel &
cents: the Epitome of Faith, 2c.; the Sixth Trumpet' a
fifty-four page pamphlet, 25c. These prices include
postage.
~Tracts
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"B:&ABKBN TO THE WoRD OF THE Lo:mn: FOB THEBE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMOl!TG YOU HAVE BAVE 1.'11 Bll 01:1:&
Al:lll Col!ral!EIN:&8
BE SHALL HAVE NONE."-Pag~ 116, Booli: of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
,
"WE BELmVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HuSBAND: ExcBPT IN CASE OF DlliATH, WliJIN EITHEB
rs AT LmERTY TO MABRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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PASTORAL WORK, ETC.

FROM Azusa, California, the 22d inst., a
sh;ter writes:
"The Herald has been a great comfort to me;
in fact it is my main source of supply for spiritual food, as we live far away from a branch, and
hear the word preached but a few times in a year.
There are numerous churches here, but they set
a very poor table ,for a Latter Day Saint. Sometimes I think there must be something wrong
with the church; an elder comes around and
preaches two ort}:lree days in a year. He makes
a convert who is J::telpless as a babe, then goes off
and leaves it to s~arve ;cbut perhaps it· cannot be
helped, or it may l?e the Master's will. If so,
may he give us gtace to be. content and sincerely
thankful for the privileges we have, and they are
many."
:
.

Some considerations are involved in and
thoughts suggested by the above which
perhaps are not new to many. It is a frequent query in the minds of the traveling
ministry~"Whdt shall we do? . Const~ntl y
press out into new fields; or shall we
divide the ti~e between making new
?penings, secqring new converts and
caring for what we already have?"
Tw.o demands are here presented; one
from a class wFw desire and are entitled to
l:lear the word pf God, which Jesus com. manded to be preached to every creature; the oth~r ·from the scattered and
branch membership who, having obeyed
the yvord, are anxious to grow in a further
knowledge of the. truth, and ot whom
Jesus comrn:mded also, "Feed my sheep."
Both are certainly entitled to the attention
<>f the. shepherds of Israel; first, that the
honest in hel'lrt .be brought into the fold;
second, that they be fed and nourished,
that every aid 'neces'lary to their growth
qe St!pplied, and thei.r weJfare be guardt:d
with tender solicitude.
. ·
· . Without· pa.ufling to examine the word
pf: God, one intuitively perceiv:es an:d

reasonably concludes that God has provided for every standing want, has anticipated every recurring necessity of his
children. This Jesus plainly taught in th;}
simple parables of the "sower/' the "shepherd," etc., and constantly set before the
general and chief ministry, who were
''with him;" and .with whom he traveled,
not only to preacl1 the gospel, but also, as
we understand, to teach, to educate and
discipline his ministry that they might be
saviors of men, and as shepherds, overseers, nurturers of the flock of God edify,
instruct, warn, beseech, counsel and help
to earnest seeking of and reliance upon
the Christ, the one mediator between God
and man-the great Shepherd of the sheep.
An examination of the law of God
shows that He whose works are known
unto him from thebeginning of the world
has left no necessary want unprovided for;
that foreseeing the darkness and wickedness of earth, he sent his Son to save men
from their sins. . Knowing the noxious
growths which would ·endeavor to choke.
the growth of the good seed-the children
of the kingdom.:_he sent servants to repres(:!nt him,as.husbandm.en, that the vine~ •
yard might be pruned and cultivated and
bring forth fruit an hundred fold.
The church and its chief overseers have
not been blind or indifferent to the wants of
its membership·; but their cry has been to
the Lord of the harvest for more laborers,
As G.od's people, to whom has been given
the privilege and upon whom has been
laid the responsibility of sending forth the
word are more fully 'awakening to a sense
and understandinK of duty:, and larger
numbers of the ministry are being put to
work in their various callings, these
several demands are being met, these
.wants supplied.
.·
One of the pressing dema11ds · of the
present is for pastoral work. :Especially
is this .true among the large branches of
the church. In such branches our people
number from .one to several hundred, and
their varied wants are manv. The .word
is to be preached in the "branch and in
various points~ adjacent to it; the siekare
to be administered and ministered :to, both
for bodily and spiritual infirmities; while
those weU in body also, require the various
and kindly ministrations of those called
to minister for their spiritual :pecessities.
What a wide field here presetitsitself!
Converts added to the church but increase
the number and nature of these demands.
Heads of families, perhaps careless and remis.s in duty, require spiritual awakening
that they ma:y, as recognized in their
places, be found faithful in this stewardship as leaders and exemplars to their
children, that the lattermay learn at home
(the.prir:pary, principaland f!rst school) to

No. 2.9.
bring forth fruits of love, of ·patience, of
Christlike kindness, love and beauty of
character. Home is the school, we repeat,
the first and principal school where these
principles should be taught and woven
into the warp and woof of daily lifemotives which form the Christlike character. The father or mother who fails to
grasp these truths, to develop and cultivate these principles, fails to see his or her
children go out into the world properly
prepared to both withstand its temptations
and shed forth the light and love of the
exalted nature and strong character of the
Christ.
But, this pastoral work, these duties of
the shepherd, these general required ministrations. Different classes of minds, of
tempe~;ament, are to be dealt with; varied
conditions of life to be guarded against or
rightly directed. The minister here stands
in close relation to his people. His trust
is a sacred one, . the knowledge oft imparted to him that of a confidential nature.
He is placed where he may 'llccomplish
great good, or possibly do harm. He
s~PMl5\ b{~"w.ise enough to not compromise
himself by taking sides in any difficulties
arising. Here exists the necessity for
careful work, for prayer, for grace, wisdom, discernment - all these requiring
thought, special study and the exercise of
caution lest the effort to advise and aid be
officious instead .of kindly; lest the action
be unsuited or misdirected; the word or
subjectfor one person and tim:e be out of
place or inauspicious for another.
The word .is to be studied and preached
as rightly divided; the services to be made
interesting by clearnesS in presentation of
the truth, and the conviction of men secured. by the germinating and growiqg
power of the Holy Spirit. .Much can be
done. by the pastor to make both preaching and prayer services seasons of such
spiritual communion .that the laity. and
seeker for truth"'Shall appreciate and regw~
larly attend them.
The spirit of simplicity and mocJeration
peculiar to the. gospel of Christ are never
to be departed from; but, very much is
included in these terr:ps. Wherein' the
pastor can direct or advise the. membership, placing in special lines of work those
qualified for. special duties, he can greatly
.aid the extensi.on: of good influe11ces. A
lesson .learned from the world, from sectarians, of methods that are not in. themselves worldlif: or sectarian, -is of value here.
The world ~religious an<f general-can
teach us many things. >~o far liS they
teach correctly, in harmonywithtr11thand
common sense, we may safely observe and
profit by the example. A SLtgge.stion here
is sufficient,
One object of our
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service is to beget and maintain a condition of lively spiritual life among the people, individually and as a whole; to invite
the voluntary and free. participation in
these services.of all the membership-to
speak, to pray, to sing: or take such part
as constrained by the Spirit to do. Care
should be taken th;tt this voluntary service
of the membership be encouraged. Too
often is it the case that the minister is expected to occupy much of thetime. Social
meetings are "Saints meetings," and like
all the appointments of God, furnish a
means of growth to those making use of
the opportunities they afford. These opportunities are too often neglected, and to
the loss of those who fail to receive the
good designed to be conveyed -to all who
make wise use of them~ . To receive all
the benefits and blessings intended to be
obtained through them requires more
thought and careful observation than have
yet been given and had by the majority of
the Saints.
. The pastor is an educator of the people.
How essential, then, that he guard against
representing peculiar views. and. methods
of his own, but i.n their stead seek to present OJJ.ly proper standards, correct conceptions and sound principles. The influence of such a man will be potent for
good and the people who receive of his
ministrations be converted to, established,
grounded in the truth; and be capacitated
to detect, resist and properly guard against
and expose error wherever found-first in
themselves; afterwards, anywhere. The
people are to be educated to think, to act,
and in a proper sense be made able to individually abide and stand for themselves.
A minister who does not so teach is not a
successful spiritual preceptor; a gospel
which does not lift a higher standard than
the best merely human precepts is not that
in which "the righteousness of God" is
revealed.
In the cities where the various phases of
our modern life are constantly changing,
the old giving way to the new in so many
things, where obsolete creeds are being
cast aside by liberal minded men and
women, where the growing number of
secular societies-hotbeds of infidelitytogether with the increasing tendencies of
the people to become "lovers of plea'sure
more than lovers of God"-in these cities
our people have a dut;v, a responsibility
resting upon them; and the pastors that
are, and are to be located in said cities will
largely share it.
The cities are becoming more and more
influential· with the country districts; and
if we .can be heard through pulpit and
press there, we shall also be kncwn in the
towns and villages.
If the pastor has
literary talent he can employ it to advan·tage through the daily newspaper; also in
the magazine and other literary journals.
God has given general commands concerning general and some special conditions and causes; but the promise of the
Spirit is to all to qualify for and meet the
·ever recurring necessities which constantly demand that wisdom which is from
above, which is necessary to a divine work,
. and that buman wisdom cannot accomplish,

The ministermust have tirne for study.
· The Lord has expressly commanded that
his 'ministry shall study. It is one law,'
one means of mental and spiritual development, and cannot be ignored without l.oss
resulting to the individual and those to.
whom he. minis(ers. The people should
recognize this and not idly or lightly in~
terfere with the. time set apart by the
elders for daily study. There is a time
for everything.
God's general commands are statements,
expositions, advocations of the law, the
science of spiritual life and growth. "The
gospel" is the name of this system, this
science of the higher, the true and destined life of man-God's offspring. In it
there is a scientific exactness, a completeness ordained of the Almighty, which is
productive of certain results; and no one
can reasonably hope for attainment if
opportunities are neglected. The exactness and sublime orderliness of the physical system of the universe, together with
the revealed law of God, all teach us that
the Father is no less exact and in harmony with Himself in the spiritual realm.
The natural is the type of the spiritual,
and our business is to bring ourselves into
a condition of entire harmony with God,
in word, in work, in everything.
Each has his or her place in God's
economy. Some place, some labor awaits
each individual. None are without talent;
some have more, some less, ail varied by
individuality; and aU, we believe, sufficient
for present demands when properly cultivated.
The principles involved in the command to the mini:;try, "Wherefore let
every man learn his duty and to act in the
office in which he is appointed, in all diligence," may be extended to the laity; also
the admonition, "He that is slothful and
learneth not his duty [and doeth not is
here included] shall not be counted worthy
to stand."
We believe that as the church grows, as
the Lord's people increase in goodness and
knowledge, not leaving any principle of
faith, but going from "faith unto faith,"
He will more than meet them and be
ready to bestow as they are able to receive
and labor. It is an important truth that
as individuals grow in truth, in spiritual
perception, they but increasein power for
good, for work, for responsibility in the
various callings of membership and ministry in the body of Christ, where their
reasonable service is constantly required.
The work of ministry and membership
is so blended and interwoven that a consideration of one to some extent involves
considerations of the other. Not that they
are not in a clearly defined sense distinct,
but that in a11other and broader sense they
are one. God's ministry are servants of
Christ and His people. They are administrators, executors and officers in the
Lord's perfect economy. All working in
·their places, together with the membership, are destined to solvethe problem of
human possibility and destiny -entire
unity with God - spiritually, socially,
economically. We were about to add
"temporally," but are reminded that pres-

ent temporal conditions are so closely
related to future higher conditions that
tl;Jey are included as part of the great progressive periods through which we pass
as we "to higher levels rise;" that the
wise ordering of the present is the ba~
and guaranty of future exaltation and happiness.
Gatherings, assemblies or churches require the watchcare of not only the general but the local shepherds. This the
law of God provides; ~lso for their support. No man can fuUy and successfully
anticipate and supply all the spiritual
wants of large branche~ of the people on
the Sabbath whose brain has all the week
been unremittingly devoted to labor for
the bread that perishes. •The people come
together wearied by earthly burdens, and
laying aside the cares of the present, desire
"the more enduring suostance." This
want must be supplied. It is a demand
that cannot be ignored;. a problem which
has presented itself in the past and continues to persistently knock at our doors
in the present. Itwill doub.tless be provided for in proportion as the heads of the
church are supplied with requisite means
by the membership, and as faithful, kindly
men of Christlike spirit qualify themselves
for this noble ministry. God's law, properly interpreted, will be found to amply
provide for the support of these local shepherds; and those holding the appointing
prerogative will no doubt supply all demands, as in the past, as fully as they .are
able so to do.
Nothing in this should be so construed as
to interfere with or lessen the importance
and value of tne work of those local shepherds who, cumbered with the busy cares
of life, also labor in the Master's service on
the Sabbath and at other times. But for
their devoted tfforts many of the flock
would have remained unfed and perhaps
been scattered. It is the existence of an
ever 'increasing demand, ever increasing
because of the growing number, the enlarging membership of various congregations to which we refer.
We have but barely outlined the main
points of the subject involved,. and if we
have not methodically presented all the
various phases of the question, shall be
satisfied if these suggestions serve to
awaken earnest thought upon the matter.
We like the spirit in which the sister
writes. Her words contain much in little,
and we are gratified to know that, though
isolated from the Saints and denied much
of privilege, she pray'> for grace to be content and ~incerely thankful for the blessings received, which she says "are many."
The ministry of the church have their
hands full, and it is probable that no appointee of the general conference is ignorant of the pressing demands of his field.
Webelieve our ministry compose a body
of men who are devoted to the interests of
God's work and people; that there is not
a more self-sacrificing and willing corps
of workers to be found. They must be
allowed the exercise of a proper amount
of personal discretion as to where they
shall labor, and when, subject of course to
the general oversight of those in charge.
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Let us pray that the Lord of the harvest
may continue to direct their efforts to the
accomplishment of the greatest g0od.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

ELDER THoMAs T AVLoR., president of
the English Mission, writes from Birmingham the 19th ult.: "The work is still
moving onward and things look encouraging, notwithstanding there is a great deal
of sickness in this country. The lagrippe
is taking off great numbers daily."
If presidents of branches in cities will
send us the street locations of places of
worship we will publish a list of them.
Pres. W. W. Blair arrived home the
7th, leaving on the 9th for w;estern Iowa,
where he finds much interest manifested
in the word and work. He is in good
health and spirits.
Bro. Robert Winning, of St. Joseph,
J\1issouri, made us a pleasant call during a
,brief visit at Lamoni. He reports good
·-w.ork being done by Bro. Forscutt and .the
,,church at St. Joseph.
·
District and Reunion secretaries are re.,quested to promptly forward such minutes
as they desire published. In these days of
,quick communication and rapid transit old
news is not so greatly appreciated as
:formerly. In this it is well to be "instant
:in season" when one can."
Bro. T. H. Parker, Missouri Valley,
;Iowa, writes an account of the condition
..of church interests there, similar to one
. :from that place already in type. He bears
·witness to the ,truth, which has been testidied of to hirp to his satisfaction.
.Bro. S .. R. Berg, Independence, Mis: souri, requests us to state that he has "sent
rfor the oil and orders will be received for.
:the same until August 25th." This, we
'suppose, refers to his announced purchase
<Of.olive oil frqm. Italy.
Bro •. W. fi. Kelley, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, July 6th, writes: <~I held
meeting here last evening and a week ago.
During the week days of last week I went
to Banks, Maryland. Some good there.
Go to Nottingham to-morrow and here
next Sunday. I will be here a few weeks.
Weather fine- cool.
Will write for
Herald shortly;''
,
Sr. J. D. Emery, Cor~ Evans and .Seventh streets, Cheyenne, Wyoming, writes
that a man and wife in that city interested
in the faith, thi:dormer very ill, desire the
administration of an elder in behalf of the
husb~>.nd; and asks that one be sent. It is
itnpossible for us to answer the call. Can
any of the eldership near hi respond.
Bro. Joseph Ward, Bu,rnham, Howell
county, Missouri, the 3oth ult., writes, Brn.
John "Thomas .and Henry Spafling held
services in that vicinity, the latter baptizing four. The Saints there number sixteen.
''We are holding tent meetings here in
·.Grinnell now; Some seem to be inter;
.ested. · We continue over Sunday next,''
writes· Bro. J. S. Roth ~he 3d in st.
Bro. W . .M.· Rurpel isholdipg grove
· meeti~gsat Qlearwater, Nebraska. Bro.
Jall)eS .Caffjill.is.with him.
, · Sr•. Eliza. . A~ Folck,.

seriously afflicted. She requests prayer in
her behalf.
Bro. W. Shepherd, Nottingham, England, sends us a tract written by him on
the subject of Atheism. He also encloses
hand bills announcing a two-night's discussion between himself and a member
of the English National Secular Society.
SR. FRANCEs' book, "'vVith the Church
in an Early Day,'' has been received from
the binders and is now on sale at the
Herald Office. Its issue was unavoidably
delayed. Those having paid in advance
will receive their bookspromptly. If.not
received, please notify Bro; D. Dancer,
the Business Manager. Orders will not
be filled until payment is received.
We commend the work as a valuable
addition to our literature; a book that will
prove of interest to old and young, and
from which much is to be learned concerning the early persecutions and trials of
the Saints in Missouri and elsewhere. Its
tone is elevated; its influence will be for
good. The volume is neatly printed and
tastefully bound •
A BROTHER sends us a clipping from the
foreign correspondence column of a late
issue of the Southwest Baptist, published
at Springfield, Missouri. The article
purports to be written by some one in
India, and one paragraph reads as follows:
"Many of the Asiatic tribes have old traditions
to the effect that one day there will come from
th.e far off land of the setting sun 'a people
bringing a book and a religion which is to supersede theirs and become the universal faith/'

It may be that such traditions are believed by Asiatic tribes. However, some
other statements made by this writer are,
in our judgment, extravagant an:d unreliable.

W:E note the following from the London
Daily Telegraph of June 23d. English
Theologi~ns are being agitated by, the
spirit of religious in.quiry, and we place
them on record as they have expressed
themselves.
"A CONFESSION OF FAITH.
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Regeneration by the Holy Ghost, the Imputation
of Christ's Righteousness, the Justification of the
slnner (once for all) by faith, his walk in newness
of life and growth in grace by the active indwelling of the Holy Ghost, and the Priestly
Intercession of our Lord Jesus, as also the hopeless perdition of all who reject the Savior, according to the words of the Lord in Matt. 25: 46,
'These shall go away into eternal punishment,'
are, in our judgment, revealed and fundamental
truths. Our hope is the Personal Pre-millenia!
Return of the Lord Jesus in glory.
"C. H. Spurgeon, A. G. Brown, J. Douglas,
M. A, W. Fuller Gooch, G. D. Hooper,
J. Stephens, M.A., Frank H. White, J. H.
Barnard,]. Wesley Boud, W. H. Broad,
J. A. Brown, M.D.,]. R. Cox, E. J. Farley, A. Fergusson, Finlay Gibson; Charles
Graham, J. W. Harrald, W. Jackson, W.
R. Lane, H. 0. Mackey, F. B. Monti, J. S.
Morris, H. Sinclair Paterson, M.D., Fra~k
M. Smith, Charles SRurgeon, J. L. Stan.
ley, H. E. Stone, W. Thomas, George
Turner, W. Williams."
"MISS LILLIAN B. PERRY, of Covington, Tennessee, has won a prize for the best description.
of the kind of man to marry, and this is the way
she prints her ideal: 'If I wish.ed to marry
(which, of course, I do not), I would desire a
man too noble to commit a mean act, but
generous enough to forgive one. A man as
gentle as a woman, as manly as a .man; one who
does not talk scandal nor tell disagreeable
truths. A man whose name I would be proud
to bear, to whom I could carry my doubts and
perplexities, and with whom l would find
sympathy and joy.'"-Ex .

Miss P·erry practically covers all the
points in question, in the above, and we
suggest that with an equally ideal and
sen&jble standard of womanhood, both
sexes of our young people work to it and
by it.
BUTTERMILK FOR FRECKLES.
THERE is nothing tha,t equals fresh buttermilk
for removing tali, freckles, sunburn or moth
spots, says The Ladies' HOme ':fourtzaz; It has
the great advantage that it does not injure
the skin, but renders it soft, like a little child's.
take a soft .cloth or sponge and bathe the face,
neck and arms thoroughly with lmttermilk before retiring for the night; then wipe off th.e
drops lightly. In the morning wash .it thorough'
ly and wipl'!o• dry with a crash towel. Two. or
three such baths will take off all the tan and
freckles. It will keep the hands soft and smooth.

"We, the undersigned, banded together in fraternal ~nion, observing with growing pain and
sorrow the loosening hold of many upon the
truths of revelation, are cc:mstrained to avow our
firmest belief in. the verbal. inspiration of all
Holy Scripture as originally given .. To us, the
Bible does notm~rely contain the .Word of God,
"THE same upheaval, the same vigorous probut is the Word pf God. Frombeginning to end
tests, the· same violent opposition to superior
we accept it, believe it, and continue to preach it.
knowledge have occurred before, apd ChristianTo us the Old Testament is no less inspired than
ity has taken radical departures.:_so radical, .i:n
the New. The book is anorganic whole. Rev- · fact, that the Christianity of to~day is. as different
from the Christianity of a thousand years ago as
erence for the New Testament accompanied by
skepticism. as to the Old appears to us absurd.
is . .the electrical. nineteenth century, with its
rapid~fire gur.s, from the era of ten-year sieges,
The two mus.t stand ortall together. we.accept
war .chariots; and the duels of fiector and
Christ's own verdict. concerning •Moses and all
Achilles.. Men wlll continue• to unclose the
the prophets' in preference to' any ,of the supsecrets. of nature,· arid
their search they will
posed discoveries of so.- called higher .criticism.
.reveal the !mig-buried facts of history; . Re"We hold and maintain the truths generalfj ligious Galileos.will be. impaled for their temerity ,·b)lt succeeding generations wil,l plant monuc
known as 'the doctrine.s of ~race.'. The Electing
ments. · their memories and Chri~tianity will
Love of God the. Father, the. Propitiatory ~nd
· ·
·
the. z:oll.of lts martyrs.''
Subs!itutionary Sacrifi'ceof His~on Jesus Ch.ri~tl
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·And so the little life went out,
And angels waiting there,
Bore the freed soul from want and pain
Up to the mansions fair.
·
0! mother-heart in straits like these,
When hope and joy seem dead,
God is the portion of thy cup,
He shall lift up thy head.-Sel.

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES,"

"Seek not the same steps with the crowd; stick thou
To thy sure trot; a coustaut, humble mind
Is both his own joy and his Maker's too;
Let folly dust it on or lag behind.
A sweet self-privacy in a right soul
Outruns the earth, and lines the utmost pole."

WORD PAINTING.
I sit beside my shaded lamp,
And con my treasures o'er,
Treasures that Thought with busy wing
Ados each day to my store.
He caught a picture of a child
Close by a bubbling spring,
Her tiny hand had scooped it out
Wl:tere hill-side echoes ring.
A dusty traveler passed that way,
When quick the laughing child
Filled from the "well" her tiny cup;
The old man drank and smiled,
Then murmured, as he tottered on
With strengthened heart and limb,
"God's blessing be on thee, my child,
Ye did it as to him!"
A grandame in an old arm-chair,
BesidP. the chimney nook,
Her little stand where always lay
The well-read holy book.
Her snowy cap like "raiment white,"
The kerchief o'er her breast;
One ·day the angels found her there,
And bore her to her rest.
One trembling hand with patient care
Across the page had crept;
"I shall be satisfied," she read,
And then she softly "slept."
I cannot paint the glory rays
'·
Which round the spirit break,
When those who sleep in Jesus here,
Shall in his likeness wake."
The long, long watches of the night
A mother wore away,
Half kneeling by the wretched bed
Where her last darling lay.
"One little crust," the parched lips breathed
"I would not ask again,
I've waited," and he slept once more,
In hunger and in pain!
She had no time for tears, and grief
Like hers is all too deep;
So, toiling through the w,cary night,
Thanked God her boy could sleep.
Day dawned in splendor o'er the earth,
In cot or mansion fair,
It broke within that Jowty room,
And woke the sleeper there.

"0! mother, take me up once more,"
The little suff'rer said,
"And say if, where the angels are,
They ever cry for bread?
"I wonder if they'd mind, up there,
What clothes your darling wore;
And would they love me just the same
As if I was n't poor?
"They would n't shout, 'There 's ragged
Ned,
The drunken cobbler's son;'
And, mamma, you would have more bread
If only I were gone!"

THREE PAIRS OF SHOES.
There they are in a neat little row under the
mantel in the children's bed-room, a pair of
twelves, a palr of nines, and a tir.y pair of fives
belonging to baby.
They are all more or less wrinkled and worn,
and the pair of twelves have holes in the toes
which caused me to say a little while.ago to the
sturdy wearer of them that there was "no sense
in his kicking out shoes like that," and if he were
not more careful he would just have to go barefooted.
He heard me with the. utmost indifference, as
I know from the fact that the threat was hardly
out of my mouth when he asked me if I knew
whose. little boy he would have been if I had
never been born.
"You might have been the little boy of some
papa who couldn't have bought you any shoes at
all," I said reproachfully.
«Oh, well," he says, calmly, in the fulness and
beauty of his childish faith, "God has millions
and trillions of shoes, and I could just ask Him
for a pair whenever I wanted them. Don't you
see, papa?"
Three pairs of shoes! Three pairs of tender
little feet upon the untried border ot life's mysterious land!
•
·
I sit and look at the little shoes, wondering
where the feet that wear them will be led in the
time to come, the little feet that
"Through long years,
Must wonder on 'mid hopes and fears."

How much I would give to know the future,
that I might stand between them and the temptations so sure to assail them, that I might
guide their feet aright, that I might shield them
from pain and sorrow if I could.
There is something strangely appealing and
half pathetic to every loving father and mother
in the sight of a row of little shoes like those before me now. They arouee the tenderest instincts
of one's ·nature. I don't know why.
The wearers of the little shoes may have been
very fretful, or mischievous, or trying all day.
You may have been "all out of patience" with
them. You may have whipped the little hands
or put the rebell!ous little ones to bed, declaring
that they were "worrying the life out of you,"
but they are not "worrying" you any now, and
you go about picking up a little stocking here,
and a little skirt there, with nothing but tenderness in your heart toward them.
You think only of how precious the wearers
of the little clothes are, an:d there is no melody
on earth one-half so sweet to you as the music of
the baby voices when they knelt around you a
little while ago, saying, "God bless mamma
and papa, and keep us all safely through the
night." You will hear no sweeter music than
that this side of Paradise.
You reproach yourself for your lack of tenderness and patience as you look at that little
row of shoes, and sometimes you fall to thinking of the unutter.able sorrow that would fill

your heart to breaking if the wearer of any one
pair of the little shoes would wear them no more
-if you should awaken some morning, as heartbroken fathers and moth('lrs have sometimes
awakened, and find that the wearer of one pair
of the little shqes had gone from you in tl:te night
to wear, the garments that wax not old.·
Three pairs of little shoes! There are tears in
your eyes as you look at them now, and perhaps
you steal softly to the bedside of the little sleepers to make sure that they are sleeping sweetly
and safely, and to ,touch their little hands .or
their cool, moist brows with your lips, your
heart filled with. tender memories, with hopes
and fears, with unspoken ptayers.
Three pairs of little shoes! Three little pilgrims setting out on the voyage of life, their
frail barks as yet untouched and unharmed by
adverse winds and waves. God bring them all to
port!-)". L. Harbottr, in The Household.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Sr. Emma J. Criur,.Deerfield, Missouri, writes
that although she has not been long in the
church, she has e:xperienced great pea,.;e and joy
in believing, which she would not exchange for
anything the world has to:offer. She has had
abundant evidence to prove to her that it is God's
work.
Sr. Eli.zabeth Bennett, of. Ontario, writes that
she hopes to grow strong in the faith and in lOV!l
towards all of God's peqple. She takes great
pleasure in the letters of the sisters and sympathizes with them in their joys as well as trials ..
HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.
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A STRANGE misapprehension seems to exist
upon the part of some in regard to the suggestion that it would be more desirable if the Prayer
Union were held solely for prayer and that it be
disconnected with all else, because business of
whatever nature it may be, has a tendency to
distract the mind from prayer, and consequently
to interfere with the sacredness of the hour. No
thought whatever, of restricting the rights and
privileges of the sisters should be associated
with this ;uggestion, for none such, we feel very
certain, existed in the mind of any one. The
question is one of advisability merely. Is it best
that other things be connected with this meeting,
or that it be devoted solely and entirely to prayer?
We are still of the opinion that the latter is the
more desirable, as it was the original intention;
and as we write to-day we feel and know that
while in some localities this hour may not be
needed, because regular branch meetings are
held as frequently as desirable, in many other
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localities where branches are scattered and meetings are held only at long intervals, it becomes
a necessity to spiritual growth and advancement,
as well as a comfort and blessing not only to
those who participate, but to those also who are
remembered by them.
Let us say to you that we honor and reverence
those sisters who from week to week meet together
and quietly, faithfully labor with their hands for
the advancement of Zion's weal. They are a
noble band and worthy of our most sincere
respect and emulation and in the transaction of
their business, offices and some one to fill them
are called for; but we cannot see that the same
necessity exists in the Prayer Union, but rather
believe to the contrary that they are not desirable.
SKILES, Tex., June 29th.
Dear St'sters of tke Home Column:-It has been
some time since I have had anything of interest
to write you, but feee!ing this morning that
some of you would be pleased to hear from the
West Texas district conference, I write.
I started ·from this place (where we have been
living since last February) on the ISth of June
and after a ride of about two hours on the train,
I arrived at San Antonio, passed the night at
Bro. Powell's and found him and ·his wife still
strong in the faith, but feel!ng sad at the spiritual
condition of .some of the Saints of San An'tonio.
'.Some have grown cold and no longer attend
meetings for prayer and testimony; and some
had turned to the "Christian Scientists" for healings. I know nothing of this people, who profess
to heal !iiseases; but·havebeen told that they receive money for theiblessings which they claim
to confer, while the word of God teaches us that
his blessings are bestowed without money and
without price.
I was reminded of one· Simon the Sorcerer,
who. coveted the gift of God, by which the
apostles were working miraples in Jesus' name,
and when he offere¢1 them money, Peter said
unto him, "Thy money perish with thee, because
thou hast thought that the gift of God may be
purchased with money. Then I conclude that
these people must work by some other power
than God's power. Oh that the Lord would
bind us closer to him, and to each other, that we
may not be led astray by the cu 1ning devices of
man!
'I left .Bro. Pow~lPs early· in the morning to
hunt up some neighJ:!ors from my old home, wh0
would convey me out there, knowing that at
.this time of the yeat: they are h1wling melons,
tomatoes, etc., to San: Antonio. I soon met with
brethren Wight and A. B. Moore. Bro. L. L.
Wight is now Jiving in San Antonio, and they
were hunting for Bro. J. P. Nea], ·as they had
heard that he was in San Antonio that ·.day. I
met with Bro. Richard Curry, who kindly agreed
to take me out home; and soon we were on the
way to the Medina. I with Bro. Curry, and Bro.
Moore with Bro. Neal, and arrived there in tlm.e
to visit a little before the conference commenced,
which convened at .Oak Wood on the l9th and
,elo~ed on the night of the zzd of June. We had
.a crowded house while the meeting lasted and it
was thought by so~e that many more would
have .attended had the conference been held at
the Medina. river, as had first be~n given out;
but owing to circumstances Bro. L. L. Wight
who is ill charge of the. district,)hought best to
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have the meeting at the Saints' Church, which
affirm their respective churches in harmony with
is three miles the other .side of Medina river.
the Scriptures. The poor man could do
Many of the Saints from Bandera, Pipe Creek,
nothing, and quit with the first speech half
Medina City, and Atascosa county, came rolling
finished, when the "Christian" minister became
up to the church in the evening of the 19th and
jubilant and challenged any one to debate the
my own family also arrived, my husband and
same proposition. I accepted by his allowing
four daughters in a wagon. I went up ahead of
me to substitute the Latter Day Saint Church
them that I might stay a few days with my
instead
of the other man's church. Two evenings
mother before conference began. I have a
were
allowed
to each proposition. Last night we
mother, .three brothers and three sisters living
finished my affirmative in regard to spiritual
there and near by, but only myself and one sister
gifts, when he utterly refused to affirm his.
-sister M.D. Kuykendall-are members of the
You may see by his twenty-four page
church. The rest are all Methodists and are
pamphlet
upon ''Monnonism" which I send you
very much prejudiced against the Saints. When
that he aspires to fame like Mr. Clark Braden, of
we first met in conference it seemed as
whom he is. a close student, no doubt copying
though Satan was there ready to do all he could
the first propositioh from him as debated with
to hinder the work of God; but the power of the
Bro. Kelley. His chief stock in his two-nights'
Almighty prevailed and we had a good peacedenial of my affirmative was about sick babies
able titf!e throughout the conference. All of us
that Mormons. could not heal, etc. Qf my
feel to welcome Bro. A. B. Moore, who was a
speaking in tongues once trying to deceive bestranger among us. He preached several as good
cause many testified that It was "pure Delaware
sermons as ever it was my lot to listen to, and
Indian lingo," who understood their language
many of the outsiders as well as the members of
well;
they Jiving only twenty-five miles away in
the church, expressed themselves edified by his
the Indian Nation "from whom I had learned
preaching. Bro. Moore has promised to stay
the lingo." Bro. M. T. Short will remember the
with us for some time and we feel cheer:ed and
occasion, as he was present. I had never seen a
comforted for this promise. He went home with
Delaware at.that time, and never learned even a
the Bandera Saints from the conference, to labor
among them, in the mountains, until the weather. word of their language. I feel that good will result from the last two nights; very many were
gets cooler; then he is to return to San Antonio
disgusted at him accusing me of lying and every
and Oak Wood branch; then on down through
mean thing.
Wilson county, with Bro. J.P. Neal, to open up
I seldom preach or debate, but I could speak
a new field of labor, and then down the country
in tongues, but do not think it wisdom, although
to this place, although husband and I and our
the power of God is manifest.
three daughters are the only Saints here. Yet
In 1874, in Newtonia; Missouri, where a large
we have been trying to make known the gospel
audience were listening to a great Campbellite
plan of ~alvation to our neighbors, by scattering
villify and slander the Saints, challenging to
tracts, and have gained their respect and confidence. The house where. we hold our Union . speak in tongues and he would interpret, (because I had a great interest awakened among his
Sunday school is free to all denominations. Bro.
brethren), I being the only Saint present, as I
Wight is coming to preach for us here on the
had been absent two weeks preaching and
second Sunday in July. It will be the first serhad arrived home late, but heard of his meetings
mon ever preached in Karnes county by a Latter
and went. Before I thought I was speaking, and
Day Saint.
many church members told Bro. L. L. Wight,
Praying for the welfare of Zion, I am your
who then Jived there, that the large benches In
sister in gospel bonds,
the church seemed as though they would
NANNIE A. GifFORD.
shake from under them with such a power as
they had never before felt. The next morning a
learned ge~tleman told me it was the Hebrew
tongue; that he had thought I was a fluent
speaker before that, but that he never heard me
WEIR, Kans., June I 6th.
speak so before; that I did n.ot do that speaking
Editors Herald:-For two months past I have
alone. The same occured near Nashville in 1872
been preaching nearly every day, mostly in priwhen debating with a Catholic Priest, when Bro.
vate houses in Weir City and at country schooland Sr. Frank Miles were present. Also nearly
houses. It is hard to get an audience in the
the first. time I ever preached, in 1867, where
~ountry during the week now-evenings so
Bro. N. Stamm and my family were with me;
short. I have preached many times on the
when the great preacher who was selected out of
street upon a stand occupied by .a doctor during
a dozen to demolish me sank down upon his seat
evenings and selling medicine, having plenty of
and cried out, "I have ·a burning feverupoh me
seats; good attendance. Have been at Columand can say no more nowi" but challenged me
bus, our county-seat, also. Much.interest is manto return next Sunday and he would show up
ifest, many S\'!eming to believe; have baptized
two from the Campbellite Church, heads of famMormonism. One of .his brethren (whom I
afterwards baptized there with a.bout t\Velve
ilies. H:ave he.ld some grove meetings and have
others) said to him after the service dosed, "Bro.
another appointed the second Sunday in July
Green, don't you know you can't meet him;
two miles north,east of Weir; go next Sunday
ten miles south,east near Pittsburg, and another
didn't you feel. the entire house tremble?"
"0, yes; that was the. devil; I will cast' that
new place the following \V.eek.
· Last Tuesday night I went three miles south
out next Sunday."
My five:year:old child at that time still reto hear a debate between a Campbellite preacher
members and speaks of the shaking of that house
and a member of "True followers of Christ,"
who affirmed that the promises in Mark r6: 17,
that lay. The next Sunday he had me to affirm
18 were to a,ll believers. Then each were to
the Bo~~ <,>{ Morm9n t!l l\ hlllf·hour speech. He
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replied, I answered and he quit. I speak of this
,, not boastingly, but as an evidence of this "marvelous, ,work and a wonder," in which we are
engaged.
To·nightl continue my preaching in a Baptist's
house in the city within a· few rods of the
Catholic church. I think sometimes in cities
such will do more· good than to get a public
building. I never was blessed with greater light.
God's blessings are for us if we are only worthy.
One sister in Weir who has not been to church
for sometime before I began to preach there was
terribly aftlictect with an ulcerated limb, unable
to walk opJy upon crutches, and but little that
way; a doctor attending, but she getting worse.
She was brought to preaching,-"confessed her
faults," received of the Spirit, sent for the elders
and the .next day threw aside her crutches,
walked nearly half a mile to preaching and went
over. the town 'and to her house-cleaning which
had for months been unattended to because she
could not ·stand upon her feet, soon becoming
sound and well. This is Bro. Charles Depue's
wife.
Yours in the one faith,
D. S. CRAWLEY.
MissouRI VALLEY, Iowa, July 2d.
Editors Herald:~On June 2oth Bro. C. E.
Butterworth came among us and stayed a week;
held two services in my house and four in the
Christian church, for which we had to pay only
the expense of lighting. This is the house which
was closed against B•o. J. F. McDowell last
winter, which caused comment. This time we
got the house all right, but their evident intention
was to freeze us out; and in this they succe~ded
so well that on Saturday, the 27th, three were
baptized, which makes seven in three weeks.
This you will agree is not a bad showing for a
place where there is no branch organization, and
the Saints all too poor in this world~s goods
to bear the burden of hiring a hall. Since Bro.
Butterworth went away we hear of another who
is ready for the water, and a second one is where
he must either accept and obey or oppos~ and
thereby try to ease his troubled mind. We hope
and pray for the best.
Bro. J. F. McDowell started a fewdays ago
for his mission field in the east. The earnest
prayers of the Missouri Valley Saints go with
him.
We hold prayer meeting twice each week at
private houses and get along the best we can,
hoping and praying f9r better times.
Yours in the covenant of peace,
w. F. DONALDSON.

Edtfors Her_ald.~-Seeing some objections to
Prayer Union organization, I would like to ask
a few questions; for though I must confess that
Sr. Anderson's sentiments are very logical and
reasonable, yet there are some things I would
like to know. I would not be found finding fault
just to hear myself talk, however. If we are in
error we need to be set right, as a long continuance in wrongdoing will only add more to our
sin and guilt, as you will readily perceive.
Could not some of our older and wiser heads
have seen wherein we, in ·organizing, were about
to plunge ourselves into sin and transgression,
aRd with just a word of counsel and advice forestalled this evil (if evil it is)? We will grant for
argument's sake that it is, and just ask the Lord

a few questions.
Why hast tho.u, 0 ·Lord, al·
lowed us thy creatures to go on stumbling in the
dark so long, and not warned us of our transgression? But to the contrary -hast whispered
to us by and through thy Spirit that thou wast
well pleased with us; "go on: in the good work
you have begun; I will be with· you, and that to
bless you. Your sick shall be healed, your weak
ones made strong, your strong ones confirmed,"
etc., etc. Why has the Lord sought to cover up
our iniquity by these words, if we have all this
time been laboring under transgression, and we
certainly have if it is a sin to organize. But we
cannot think, yea, we verily know that. the Lord
makes no mistakes. Then it lies somewhere
else, and some have been acting the· hypocrite,
and we have been deceived, pretending only that
the Lord ·has thus spoken, and we have been Jed
blindly on. But we cannot even think this, for
why has the Lord even deigned to hear and an·
swer our prayers when we were laboring under
such a fatal mistake? I claim under these same
circumstance~ no woman has a right to organize
or superintend a Sunday school. "0h," says one,
"that is a different thi~g altogether." Is it? Let
us see. What is a Sunday school for? To train
up the rising generation; to instill into their
minds the necessity of seeking the Lord while
young; to teach them the principles of the gospel, and obedience theretq; to fortify them
against the temptations and vices of this wicked
world; and, in fine, to comply wholly with the
will ot the Lord. What for? That they may
overcome and gain eternal life, for which we are
all striving, old as well as young.
What is the Sunday school for? For the good
of our fellow being. What is the Prayer Union
for? For the good of our fellow being; to elevate
ourselves; to elevate our fellow being to the one
common brother and sisterhood; to bring us all
r{"earer to God; to bring God nearer to us, that
he may be gracious to his erring children and
bless them according to their !leeds, spiritually
and temporally; bless them in this life and in the
life to come. Have we not all the one and self·
same, and striving for the selfsame end? Can
any one define to ·me the work of the sisters in
the New Testament times in Brother Paul's day?
I wo11der if these sisters did not organize. _ Or
did they have no system or order about their
work or business-for they certainly were women
of business. Set a woman-or man even-a
task to perform, no matter what the task may be,
and no order or method exercised in that task,
he or she is bound to make·a failure.
If ordination had been necessary to qualify
women to hold these offices, I might have been
one of the first to oppose, as I have not as yet
been able to see clearly the right to do so. But
in organizing a Prayer Union I see no usurpation
of authority, any more than I do in organizing
a sewing society which Is opened •and closed by
prayer. Their labors are for the good of the
cause, and humanity at large, and each society
or organization chooses its president, secretary and
treasurer. The one is to read the word of God;
to pray for the spread of the work to Jew and
Gentile; for the poor and needy, sick and afflict·
ed; for the members of our families; for each
other; and in fact all the human race, both saint
and sinner. And is not the other society for the
same purpose only on a little different scale? I
am well aware there is a passage of Scripture

which reads thus: "Let your women keep silent:
in the churches, for it is not permitted unto themto speak," etc., etc. But we are also co.mmanded l
to ''meet together and speak often one to another." Now if I take the last on the same
ground as the first, it is only the brethren who'
are to meet together and sp~ak often orte to another, for the sisters must keep silent and say
nothing. Yet we are commanded to b!! valiant
in the testimony of Jesus.
Poor woman, when will she cease to be a bone
of contention? When shall we ever come to a
unity of the faith? Not until that which is perfect is come.
., AUN'l' PATIENCE.
BEAVER, Texas, June 3oth.
Editors Herald:-The glorious, work in which
we are engaged is moving forwar_d in Texas. As
far as I can Jearn all are trying to labor together
in love, with a desire to d.o some good. I cannot
remember the time when the members of the
church wished to do so much with cheerful
hearts.
I believe there will soon be a branch
organized here that will grow and the members
prosper. Six were baptized of late and more will
come. soon. The interest taken in our meetings
is all we could wish and I find it difficult to get
away.
A gentleman from Lamar county, visiting
here, remarked after meeting that he was pleased
to Jearn that we taught•· such a broad plan of
mlvation and seemed to think it a different gospel
than he had heard before. And as he is a business man of more than average intellect, he will
return home and acknowledge that the God of
the Bible is a just being, if he is free thinker.
Father went to San Antonio and was received
kindly, and doing well. Will find a good co.
laborer in Bro. L. L. Wight.
The Saints in
Nodaway, Missouri, were more than pleased to
see us, as we called and spent a few days with
them, At St. Joseph our hearts were made glad
to meet with the Saints in prayer meeting. It is
no wonder to me that the branch there is doing
so well, having the counsel and labor of Bro. M.
H. Forscutt. The good Lord will surely give
the increase of his labor.
I hope to meet with Bro. E. w: Nunley at the
conference_ of the Central district and accompany him for a while.
Pray for us that we may do good in this field.
Yours in bonds,
AMos J. MooRE.
LOWRY CITY, Mo, July 2d.
Editors Herald:-Our gospel tent with a seating capacity of about three hundred, was set up
here last week. :&rn. LN. and Alfred White,
and E. Curtis have preached to attentive congregations until last night, when we closed. Three
were baptized Sunday, and there is some interest
manifested by others. Bro. Curtis preached an
excellent sermon last night, it being the last of a
series on, "Apostacy, refortiJation and restorac
tion," which made a strong impression on the
audience, and offended nobody.
Some brave <;oward cut the ropes of the tent
last Saturday night, but the darnage was quite
easily repaired in time for Sunday morning
preaching.
Bro. I. N. White returned home Monday. Bro.
Alfred White had an appointment at Taberville,
but could not fill it on account of high water.
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Bro. Curtis returned home this morning, his
family being somewhat unwell. Our next point
with the tent is El Dorado Springs. We will
begin there about the tenth inst.
Bro. Curtis had to leave a good interest at
Rich Hill, to take charge of the tent. Bro. White
could make use of twice as many laborers as he
has in this district.
Your brother in bonds,
ADAM J. KECK.
NOTTINGHAM, Eng., June I9th.
Editors Herald:- It may interest some to
learn that I was on the verge of Atheism just
prior to joining the church. I had several acquaintances who were Atheist !ecturers,.and although I strenuously opposed their arguments, I
often felt my faith waver, but never admitted it.
My mother and father both belonged to the
church before I was born, but my father died
while I was very young,and my mother, through
worldly cares, I suppose, ceased to attend the
meetings. She is still living, and has faith in
her original baptism.
Although as I grew up I often heard her express her faith in the latter day work, she did not
seem to care to influence me in my religious
opinions.
When I commenced in earnest to seek for
truth, I was not long in discovering that there
was something wrong either with the sects and
systems, or with the Bible, or both; but after
some amount of reasoning upon the teachings of sCience and nature, I could not utterly
deny the existence of God. I was not a
member of any denomination, nor could l see the
utility of joining any. But I did pray earnestly
that I might find the path of truth. I felt anxious
to take part in .the warfare which at that time
was taking place, and which'is still raging in our
town between avowed atheism and Christianity,
but I scarcely knew which side. to fight upon.
But I recognized the voice of the true Shepherd
as I listened to the gospel while being preached
in the open market by one of our brethren; and
I realized the amount of liberty and charity
which existed amongst professed Christians
whose eyes were blinded by the traditions ol
men, as they mobbed and jostled him because
he dared to confess he believed more of the
Scriptllres than themselves, and I could not fail
to understand .that the prediction of the apostle
was fulfilled, in which he says the time shall
come when the peop~e shall not endure sound
doctrine..
As I met and. conversed with the above mentioned brother time after time, I was led to understand how and why the tumult and confusion
existed in the so-called Christian world; but by
obedience to the gospel I realized the fulfillment
of the promise of the Savior when he said: "If
any man will do his will he shall know of the
do.ctrine, whether it be of God or whether I speak
of myself.''
'
Dear brethren, do npt. be disheartened or despairing, though your .efforts. may appear fqtile;
remember in that ~rowq ofscoffing people there
may be one thirsting for the water of life; one
'',honest heart ready to receive the good seed you
a~e sowing; and if you are only successful in
snatching one .as a brand from the burning; you
have accomplished a grand and. glorious work.
SGatter the seeq freely, brethren, and be not

afraid, as some, I am sorry to say, are, of open
air preaching. The harvest is truly ripe and the
laborers are few. May our heavenly Father
make each one of us mightv instruments in his
hands in acco.mplishing a grand and glorious
work.
Yours in bonds,
W. SHEPHERD.
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soon. Our district conference meets at the.Central branch the r7th of July, where I hope to
meet as many as can com.e.
The prospect for the cause in this part of Texas
is looking better. Pray for us.
Yours in bonds, .
E. W. NuNLEY.

LIMERICK, 0., July Ist.
Editors Herald:--As I know many of the
Saints are very desirous to hear of Bro. Beatty's
condition, I am glad to be able to say that the
indications are now that he will recover. He has
been in very bad condition, but all has been done
for him that man could do; many silent prayers
have been offered for him. Bro. Griffiths was
with him a part of the time, and Bro. Matthews
since his affliction to the 'present time, and has
given him his entire attention: and Bro. Thomas
is one of those that know· how to care for the
sick. It is desirable that the Saints continue to
pray for him.
I have been laboring in the Hocking Valley,
the most of my time the past two months; but it
being a mining district and work poor, and a
strike pending a part of the time, men were not
in very good condition to listen to the message
of life; but the noble Saints at Sand Run and
Carbon Hill did well in securing places for me
to present the word. With their money they
hired halls for services. I baptized two; others
are believing and will come in due time. Since
coming from the valley I was called to Gallia
county to defend the doctrine, where Brn. R. H.
Erwin and W. A. Kriebel had been stirring up
the people. I spo~e three times to large congregations, with liberty and good attention. A Mr.
Grover challenged me for discussion. But when
I askedhim what he represented, he said he did
not know whether hebelonged to any church or
not. I told him that I represented the Church
of Jesus Christ, and would not enter into a discussion with a man that did not represent anything, and especially would not stop to debate
with one who did not know whether or not he
belonged to any church. But I wrote out two
propositions, affirming one and denying the
. other, and told them that if they would get. a
respectable man that represented something, I
would accoinodate them with all the discussion
· they wanted, but no one accepted.
The work in these parts is in only moderate
conditio.n. I think I am safe in saying that I am
in the faith. May God bless his people with
wisdom, is my prayer.
JAMES MoLER.

COLDWATER, Mich., July 6th.
Editors Herald:-! may have already been
deemed derelict in duty in not writing long ago
some things regarding the New. York ministerial
field that would be useful to elders laboring
there. As will be remembered, I left .that field
before the close of last conference year, consequent upon ill health, actual inability to labor
longer at the time. New York is a good field,
however, and should not be neglected. I labored
mostly in Allegany and Steuben counties, and
made the acquaintance of a goadly number of
friends. At Obi, Allegany county, live Brunell,
Alexander and Charles Childs; William Hill,
William Perry and others, who will receive our
ministers kindly, some of whom are also looking
kindly towards the work and faith. They will
aid in getting places to represent the faith in.
They live in the famous Olean oil field. ·Elders
visiting them will leave the Erie railway at Cuba,
New York, and take the stage for Obi. Aunt
Polly Hyde, if yet Jiving, and daughters will welcome brethren at Belmont, same county;' also
her son, Perry.
Some three or four miles south of Wellsville
are parties friendly to the cause. Am not able
now to give their names, having met them but
once; but their names can be had of Bro. Benjamin
Updyke, who can easily be found by writing to
Andover, Allegany county. His daughter, sr:
Eliza Hand, who obeyed the gospel after hearing but one discourse, and accepted it "as a little
child," lives in Andover. Bro. Elery Updyke
and Sr. Betsy, who live but a few miles away,
will be found ~n enquiry. Passing eastward
from Andover to Greenwood, Steuben county,
by stage, or via Canisteo by rail and stage,
Brn. Joseph Deremer and William Blair can be
easily found, and where homes for the laborers
are provided. Old Bro. C. G. Lanphear, well
known to many of the Saints, has traveled and
preached some at times since I865 in the vicinities mentioned, and effected several openings;
and he will no doubt be encouraged to know,
as I found out when there, that his upright manner of life and Christian deportment have won
for him the undeviating friendship of numbers.
there, and a high regard for the cause we love. I
write this statement most freely, for I know that
CooK's PoiNT, Texas, July 2d.
our venerable brother has too ripe an experience
to be ·flattered, and he may 'hereby know that
Editors Herald:-! have just returned from
though much of his life is sllent, so far as words
Anderson and Houston counties, this state.
are 'concerned, its manner of deeds have been
Found the membership of the church in that seceloquent advocates of the truth. And now that
tion getting along about as usual; some well,
others not so well. We hope for the better in the · his head is silvering over with locks honorable,
he can in looking backward rejoice in the truth
future. Bro. Bryan; of Elkhart, is doing good
that a life so silent, yet crowned with goodly
work in that vicinity:
deeds, like the clear yet silent rising of the sun,
There is a good prospect in Houston county
wakes the world into light and life and develops
for an ingathering of good material soon. Bro.
all its goodliness: Do not be discouraged, brother.
J. C. Tipton has charge of the branch at that
I wish we had a hundre~ thousand more such.
poinf.
I shall .ever feel grateful for the kindly con·
I have an appointment to hold a series of
meetings in Bell county near Rogers this month.
siderations tendered me by the many Saints and
friends in New York, and, by Bro. Lanphear,
I hope to meet the m~.mbers of the Elmwood
branch there. I expect to visit Elmwood branch ijro 1 aJrtd ~r; f{o:nie 9f Alb.;my,with other friends
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ther-e; and the Saints of· Brooklyn. are also here
inci:uded. I truly hope Mr. and Ml,'s;Rifanberic of
Albany, ,who during last winter were looking
with such earnestness into the gospel in its restored fullnes~, have realized of its heavtmly joy
and peace ere now.
But turning to mote recent dates. Having at
the last general conference been appointed to
labor in my old former field, it seems pleasant inpeed to meet the kind Saints and friends. after an
absence of a year and moi:e. Of labor done at
Bay City, Michigan, the latterpart of last· conference year by myself, I here mention. For
nearly one month I preached in West Bay City,
as often as able, the Saints. there paying my rail•
way fare from and to the city and part of one
way to general conference. All were very kind
to me while there, and believe! did them some
good. I tried to do so at least.
Since conference I have labored at Gallen, and
visited Troy once, Glendora once, and labored
in Ca:ss county, Michigan, over two weeks;
preached in two new places in the vicinity of
Marcellus; but we await results. Labored in the
vicinitY of Knox, Indiana, associated with Bro.
Waterman, for one week, beside·s attending the
district conference hefd there June 13th and 14th
last. It be.ing so late in the season, but few Saints
from other branches attended. Ern. H. Rathbun; E. L. Kelley, E. A. Blakeslee, Wm. Waterman and W. J. Smith, of the eldership, and
others, were on hand however, and we had a
good .confer~nce session. All the preaching
services were well attended by those not of the
faith, and most of the preaching was very interesting; and though no baptisms occurred, the
gospel seed was bountifully sown, and we hope
to hear good reports from Bro. Waterman soon,
he then· expecting to labor there for a season.
Bro. Leonard was hindered attendence ·at conference by sickness in the family, but better
health smiling on them he is doing. Branch
county ministerially again in usual good way.
We are now in the midst of harvest. Wheat
is good.
Prospects are bright for good crops
generally here this year. I was detained at home
a few days in June through the sickness of our
little girl, but our ];<'ather graciously heard our
pr~yers and restored her to health, so that I am
endeavoring to push along in the good cause
again.
The outlook is good and we are hopeful.
C. ScoTT.
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all had partaken of the bountiful repast we again
the husbandman, and himself as the vine.
repaired to the chapel, where the Holy Spirit
To this agrees his sayings, "The Father is
blessed in prayer and testimony. Bro. W. S.
greater than I;" and "The Father gave
Macrae was also ordained to the office of priest.
me a commandment what I should say,
and what I should speak; and I. know that
Bro. Smith preached an excellent ser-mon in the
his commandment is life everlasting,"
evening on the atonement. Prospects are good,
(John rz); "I came nottodo my own
and if the Saintsdo their duty there will surely
will, but the will of him that sent me."
be an ingathering. It is much better for· Saints
And yet the Father gave his only begotto be prayerful and seek to set a good example
ten Son that "whosoever believeth on
before the church and the world, than to be wa,sthim should not perish,but have everlasting
ing. their time tattling about other people's busilife;" and "there is none other name under
ness, or finding fault with some weak brother or
heaven given arnong men, whereby we
sister. "Words fitly spoken are like apples of
must be saved."-Acts 4: 12. In view of
gold in pictures of silver." Remember that ·~He
this Christ might well say, "l am the true
who converteth the sinner from the error of his
vine, and my Father is th'e husbandman."
way shall save a soul from death,;' It is good
· But the ,Father gave hirn "all power on
to pray the Lord to bless his ministry, but in
earth, or in heaven," (relating
the kingorder to make our prayers pleasing to God, we
do.m of God on earth), and hence he could
must first comply with the law by paying our
say, "My kingdom is not of this world;"
tithes and offerings for the support of the minisand Paul could say that the saints in his
ter's family; for "ije that turneth away his ear
day were translated from the kingdom of
from hearing the law, even his prayer shall be
darkness into that of God's dear Son.
abomination."-Prov. 28: 9·
Jesus says to Peter on a certain occasion,
We have ordered a tent for gospel work in "I will build my church;" but the church
places where we cannot get buildings. Half the
or kingdom is only in its militant state in
money to get this tent was given by people not
this probation, but will be in its triumphmembers of the church. There is a tent already
ant state when Jesus reigns over all the
in use south of here, so we will soon have two
earth: "Whose kingdom is an everlasting
tents in use for gospel work in the Independence
kingdom, and all dominions shall cserve
district.
and obey him;" and when -"the greatness
May the Lord bless his people with wisdom,
of the kingdom under the whole heaven,
that all may labor together for the accomplishshall be given to the saints of the Most
ment of the work entrusted to all.
High."-Dan. 7: z7. Jesus is to reign unJoHN KALER.
til he puts all enemies vnder his feet, and

to
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THE TRUE VINE.

"I AM the true vine, and mv Father is the
husbandman. Every branch in me that
beareth not fruit he taketh away; and
every branch that beareth fruit, he purgeth it, that it may bring forth more fruit.
I am the vine, ye are the branches. He that abideth in me, and I in him,
the same bringeth forth much fruit; for
without me ye can do nothing."
The kingdom of heaven was the
Savior's great theme while tabernacling
in the flesh; and it appears from the hisKNOBNOSTER, Mo., July 6th.
tory of his teachings that to make pbin
Editors Herald:-Since our return from gento the understanding of his hearers the
eral conference J. H. and Gomer WeiJs and mynecessity of that kingdom being organized
self have been busily engaged preaching the
on the earth for the salvation of fallen
word in these parts, which has resulted in sixman, he illustrated it by similies or parateen baptisms. The good Spirit has blessed our
bles from their various occupations of
efforts in both fireside and pulpit preaching.'
everyday life. To the farmer, by a man
The harvest truly is great and the laborers few;
sowing seed in his field; to the merchant,
but it is cheering to see the young men in the
by a man seeking goodly pearls; to the
church thrust in their sickle and reap, for the
shepherd, by a sheepfold; and to the fisherLord is everywhere calling them to the work.
man, by a net cast in the sea, which gathOne young brother was ordained here yesterdav,
ered good and bad, etc. In our text he
(Sunday). Ern. T. W. Smith and J. A. Robinseems to be talking more directly to the
son were with us. Bro. Smith preached at I I a. disciples, who on account of grape or vine
m. in Saints' chapel to a good audience. The
raisin;:( being so common in that country,
Saints came in from the country with their baswould understand his conversation readily
kets well filJed with good things, which were
by the simile of the vine.
spread out on a rustle table under an arbor,
He represents himself here in a subordiwhkh had been prepared near the church. After
nate position to the Father; his Father as

then he presents that which the Father
gave him power to rule over as his kingdon1 to the Father, having accomplished
the redemption of mankind, taken away
the sin of the world or disobedience; for
death is destroyed, which is the wages of
sin; and if the wages of sin is destroyed,
there is certainly no more of that which
produced the wages.
Jesus said to Peter, "Upon this Rock I
will build my church, and the gates of hell
shall not prevail against it." No matter
how much the process of building his
church in former dispensations may have
obtained, the language "I will build,"
shows that the process of church building
will go on in the future, from the time the
Master made the assertion to Peter. And
the grand object that seems apparent
in the building of his church is to save all
·mankind that would become identified
with it from being enclosed by the gates
of hell; for the gates of hell were not to
prevail against (or enclose) them; inferring
that they would prevail against those that
did not become material for being built in
his church. This position is supported by
the saying in Acts z: 47, "And the Lord
added to the church daily such as should
be saved."
The Savior in the text represents by the
"true vine and the branches" this same
thought; forif a branch cannot live if it doth
not abide in him, how can one be saved that
hath not been grafted into him? All mankind by nature are not branches of the true
vine, hence have to be grafted in. The object
of grafting them into the true.vine is that
they may bear fruit such as the husbandman desires; and as they cannot bear this
fruit separate from the vine, a process of
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grafting must be engaged in. The natural · and to your children, and to all that are
or carnal man "is not subject to the law of afar off, even as many as the Lord our
God, neither indeed can be," says the apos- God shall- calL" Peter undt'rstood the
tle; that is, while he remains in that car- grafting process, just the same as Paul did,
nal state, following the works of the flesh, namely, the baptizing of repentant believwhich are ever at variance with the works ers; they were baptized into Christ, the
of the Spirit. But he can by his own true Vine, and baptism was the grafting
volition change from his fleshly lusts, and in process. Paul being called by Jesus
by so doing become a scion or branch fit Christ to preach his gospel, must cetainly
to be grafted into the vine. That change understand what the gospel message of
is wrought, first by a belief in God; for it his Lord was, and therefore would not
is written, "He that cometh to God must preach anything contrary to 'the instrucbelieve that he is, and that he is a reward- tions given to all the disciples, namely, to
er of those who diligently seek him." Be- "teach all things whatsoever Christ had
lief in God consists in not only believing commanded them."
that he exists, but to believe in his revealed
Jesus says that a man to be grafted into
word concerning himself and his pur- the true vine, to become a member of the
poses in the creation of man to dwell upon body of Christ, to enter into the kingdom
the earth. And finding in that wo.rd that of God, must be born (baptized) of water,
he is our Creator, we must believe that he and born (baptized) of the Spirit. (John 3d
has tbe right, by virtue of being such, to chapter); So that there is a dual baptism
give laws or commandments to man required in order to be baptized into Christ,
whom he has created, for his observance. one of water, and one of the Spirit. Why
In that word we find that he has given is this? The writer is of the opinion (not
laws against doing evil and for the estab- presuming to give a reason why or wherelishment of righteousness or right doing fore God has commanded or instituted this
among the children of men. Our Creator, or that to be done by man to secure his
although having given laws against doing favor, that it is because man, as the Scripevil, has given man his agency or choice tures teach, is of a, dual nature; that "there
to do evil or to do good; but has reserved is a spirit in man; and the inspiration of
to himself the right to punish man if be the Almighty giveth them understanding."
chooses to do evil, and rewa~d him if he (Job. 32: 8). "What man knoweth the
chooses to do good.
things of a man, save the spirit of man
Man reading the word against doing which is in him;" (1 Cor. 2: u); "the
evil, even the works of the flesh as enu- body without the spirit is dead." (James
merated in Galatians 5: 19-2 r, finds that he 2: 26). Jesus said, "That which is born [or
has broken or transgressed the laws of his baptized] of the Spirit, is spirit;" leaving
Creator, and hath thus sinned against him the inferenc~'that that which was born or
----for "sin is the transgression of the law" baptized of water was the body or outer
-and hath thus brought himself under man; and as both had to entel,' into. the
condemnati.on. But finding also by the kingdom or be grafted into the vine, both
word that God has mercifully provided a had to undergo the grafting process.
plan for his extrication from sin, and de- Paul understood that there had to be a
siring to be so e~tricated, believes that he baptism of the Spirit as well as of water,
must c.ease to do evil; cease to trample up- for he says, (r Cor. 12, 13), "For by one
on the law of his Creator; must repent, Spirit are we all baptized into one body,
reform; and when he has concluded. to do whether we be Jews or Gentiles, whether
this, he is a fit scion or branch to be graft- we be bond or free," etc.. Peter undered into the true' vine.
stood it, l;ience he promised the baptism
NoV\' what is the grafting process into of the Spirit to all who would repent and
Christ?
be baptized in water. The apostl~s at
Paul in Galatians 3: 26-29 says: "For Jerusalem hearing that those at Samar.ia
ye are all the children of God by faith in had received the word and were baptized
Jesus Christ. For as ,many of you as h,ave in water by Philip, knew that they had to
been baptized into Christ have put on be baptized by the Holy Ghost as well as
Christ. There is neither Jew nor Greek, by water, and hence sent two of their
there is neither; bond nor free, there is number, Peter and John, to officiate in the
neither male nor female; for ye are all ordinance of laying on of hands, through
one in Christ Jesus. And .if ye be Christ's, which ordinance God had established that
then are ye Abraham's seed, and heirs ac- the bap6sm of the Holy Ghost should be
cording to the promise."
And the received, (Acts 8th chapter). The two
promise of the Lo.rd to-Abraham was, "In ordinances, one for the baptism of water,
thee, andin thy seed [Christ] shall all the and the other for the baptism of the Spirit,
families of the earth be blessed;" and all were administered by Paul toeertain mishave to be. baptized into Christ-to be led disciples, professedly of John, as regrafted into the vine-to become heirs ac- co~ded in Acts 19th chapter.
cording to the promise of Jehovah, the
"But," says one, "you say that Peter
husbandman. Peter at the feast of Pen- promised the baptism of the Holy Ghost,
tecost said to those who had believed his when it was only the gift of the Holy
word, who were convincedthey had sinned Ghost that he promised." What .is that
against God when they cried out, "Men that com~th from God; is it any more .or
and brethren, Vl'hat shall we do?" "Re- ' less than a gift? "By grace are ye saved."
pent, and be baptized every one pf ypu in The gospel is a gracious gift from God,
the name ofJesus Ch1 " f 0r the remission from beginning to end. The privilege of
of sins, and ye shall.rece, , ~-~'e gift of the repenting _of our sins, and of being bapHoly Ghost. For.the pr _:.ise is to y<:>tt, tized by water and of the Spirit that fallen

man may be adopted into the family. of
God and be saved, is a most gracious gift
through Christ our Lord, by whose sufferings and death that gift came,
Now much depends upon this grafting
process being done right, even that the
bratfch may live and bear fruit unto righteousness, to the honor and glory of the
husbandman and the salvation of the children of men. The Father being the husbandman, would have to do the grafting
in order that it should be done according
to his own mind, or he would have to
choose others- and empower them to act in
his stead, to officiate in the ordinances by
which men and women become members
of the church or body of Christ-members or branches of the true vine. . No
one can officiate in any of the ordinances
of the house of God except God sends
him, and that infers d.irect revelation or
communication from God to man to authorize him to act, and to instruct him how
to act in the performance of that which he
sends him to do. If any man essays to
act in this baptizing or grafting process
without authority from God, the scions or
branches that he essays to so graft into the
vine will not live; for God is not bound,
and will not giveHis Holy Spirit-which
is the life principle of the branches-but
upon his own conditions, upon his own
authority; and it is written: "No man
taketh this honor unto himself, but he
that is called of God, as was Aaron."Heb. 5: 4·
It requires, then, one that iscalled and
authorized ,of the husbandman (the Father)
before he can go to work in his vineyard,
to ahenq not only to grafting in new
branches, but also to attend on those already grafted in, to labor with and for
them, that they may bring forth fruit the
Lord of the vineyard will accept. A man
that is not called and ordained of. God,
though he may process ever so much, cannot be an expert in grafting in a manner
that thebranches would live, and there- .
fore they could not bear fruit in a dead
state. A man if not authorized ot God to
act, may baptize 'in water and lay on
hands for the gift or baptism of the H9ly
Ghost; but those upon whom he per"
formed these ordinances would no more
be children of God or branches of the
true vine after the performance than they
were before. The htisbandman will do
his own work in hi" own way, and men
cannot run before they are sent, for says
the apostle, "How shall they preach except they be sent?"
But as it was by our own volition that
we became, by obedience to God's commandments, suitable branches to be grafted in, so it will be by our obedience to
the commandments of God that we remain
in the vine and bear 'fruit.
J est:!s says in the roth verse ofthis chapter, "If ye keep my commandments, ye
shall abide in my love; [and .consequently
abide in the vine] even as I, have kept my
Father's commandments and abide in his
love." He says in the 7th :ind 8th verses,
"If ye abide in me, and mywords abide
in you, ye shall ask. what you' will,. arid it
shall be done unto you. Herein is my
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Father glorified, that ye bear much fruit."
It seems to the writer that it rests upon
our own volition whether we abide in the
vine or not, and consequently whether we
bring forth much fruit, or any fruit at all.
According to the Savior's word, if we
keep not his commandments we do not
abide in him, and "If a· man abide not i~
me, he is cast forth as a branch and is withered, and men gather them and cast them
into the fire, and they are burned.", The
writer is of the opinion that this Scripture
is fulfilled when the time comes that "the
Son of man shall send forth his angels,
and'they shall gather out of his kingdom
all things [all the dead branches] that offend, and them which do iniquity; and
shall cast them into a furnace of fire: there
shall be~wailing and gnashing of teeth."
Matt. 13:41, 42.
Says one, "How can that be? One
Scripture says that men shall gather the
dead branches, and the last quotation
speaks of· angels performing the gathering out of the kingdom all that offend."
Angels are frequently called men in the
Scripture. The word says three men appeared to Abram as he sat in the door of
his tent, and they proved to be angels on
their way to destroy Sod om; and two men
in shining garments stood by the apostles
when they .were going up into heaven
after their Lord. This thought of gathering out the dead branches harmonizes
with the parable of a man being found
among the wedding guests that h'ad not on
the wedding garment, who was bound
hand and foot and cast into utter darkness
where was weeping and gnashing of
teeth. If one couid be found among the'
guests without r. wedding garment, two
could, and indeed a number could. And
as in Scripture the wedding garment is
. represented as fine linen clean and white.
··which is the righteousness of Saints, all
that do rwt work righteousness, whether
in the church or out, will not have on the
wedding tTarment. Indeed, if the Savior's
prediction is correct, one-half of the kingdom of God on earth will not be ready;
will not enter into the marriage supper of
the Lamb; will not have on the wedding
garment; they will therefore be dead
branches.
But on the other hand they that keep
the commandments of God-live by every
word that proceedeth out of his mouthabiding in the vine, they bear fruit, and
the husbandman purgeth them that they
bring forth more fruit.
Webster defines
purging to mean "cleansing; purifying; carrying off impurities, or superfluous matter."
The Savior's statement," And every branch
thatbeareth fruit, he purg-eth it that it may
bring forth more fruit," shows that the
branch is not at its full bearing point; is
therefore not in its bearing- capacity. This
reminds the writer of the command of
Jesus, "Be ye perfect even as your Father
which is in heaven is perfect," and the saying of Paul in Hebrews, sixth chapter:
"Therefore not leaving the principles of
the doctrine of Christ let us go on to perfection." "But," says one, "how can we
in this life be as perfect as God is?"
My dear brother or sister, neither the

Savior nor Paul expected you to be in this
life as perfect as God is•. But as the
Savior wasgiving a commandment which
r.elated to our acts in this life '(or this dispensation), he certainly knew Jhat we
would become, in our sphere in this life,
as perfect. as God is in his sphere, anu that
is t;l.ll that is meant in the command.
When we come to the next dispensation
in the millennium, then the command may
be. extended to be as perfect in our sphere
there as God is in his; and after the
Savior has accomplished to prepare· the
church or people of God so as to present
them to his Father "without spot, or
wrinkle, or any such thing," they will be
counted worthy to dwell in that complete·
perfect state, seeing as we are seen, knowing as we are known; and yet I for one,
should I be so highly favored as to be
among that glorious throng, never expect
to be as perfect as the Father is in all
things, in power, in majesty, in honor and
in glory. But if my smaller measure is
filled to its capacity, what will be lacking?
We will cast our crowns at the feet of the
Great . Elohim, and of ] esus his well
beloved, who hath redeemed us by his
precious blood, and ascribe unto. them all
glory, honor, power and d01;ninion, worlds
without end.
But here we are in this probation and
our object should be to continue in the
vine and bear as much fruit as we can;
and if we are not bearing fruit to our
utmost capacity, yet we have the promise
that our heavenly Father will cleanse us,
remove every impurity, all superfluous
matter away from us that we may bear
fruit to our fullest capacity; and when we
have arrived to that state we will have
fulfilled our Savior's command so far as
we can here, and will be ready for a
higher school to be made more perfect, in
order to dwell in th? Father's presence.
The purging or cleansing process is sometimes not very agreeable to the flesh.
Sometimes a dear husband, wife, child,
brother or sister is removed from our presence, no more to behold their faces m this
probation. This to a child of God, though
keenly felt, has a cleansing, purifying influence. We might have borne fruit in a
certain direction and not in another, and
our Father's love towards us caused this
separation, for several purposes; first, to
relieve the patient sufferers and take them
to the paradise of rest; second, to teach
the bereaved ones a lesson of patience and
submission to God's will, so that we should
hear fruit in th:at direction; third, that
there might be a greater incentive to
cause us to live nearer to God (bearing
more fruit), so that we might be permitted
to again have the society of loved ones
gone before. Some are affiicted in one
way, some in another; but if we will by
these affiictions learn lessons that shall be
for our benefit, that shall bring forth the
peaceable fruits of righteousness, all will
be well.
But it matters not in what way our
heavenly Father cleanses us, it is for our
everlasting welfare; it is that we may bear
more fruit.
Paul, in Hebrews, twelfth chapter, says:

"My son, despise not thou the chastening
of .the Lord, n:or fai.nt when thou art
rebuked of him: for whom the Lord
loveth he chasteneth, arid scourgeth every
son whom he receiveth, . If ye endure
chastening, God dealeth with you as with
sons; for what son is he whom the Father
chasteneth not.? • • • Now no chastening
for the present seemeth to be joyous, but
grievous; nevertheless it yieldeth the peaceable fruit of righteousness unto them which
are exercised thereby." Righteousness
seems to be the kind of fruit that the
branches of the true vine ha\te to bear, and
how can it be otherwise when the true
Vine says, "Without me ye can do nothing;" "Except ye abide in tne ye cannot
bear fruit." Apd it is said of him, "Thou
hast loved righteousness and hated iniquity, therefore [for this reason] God,
even thy God, hath anointed thee with
the oil of gladness above thy fellows.".
Because he had loved righteousness and
hated iniquity God had chosen him as his
Anointed one to redeem mankind from
sin and iniquity. It was the righteousness of God that he came to establish on
the earth for the salvation of man, and
Paul says that righteousness is contained
in the gospel. The logical conclusion is
that, if the branches cannot bear fruit of
themselves but Conly as they continue in
the vine, and the vine of itself contains
only righteousness, that which the vine
sends forth for '"the branches to bear· will
be righteousness.
This thought is supported by the fact that righteousness is
· the wedding garment that all the people
of God are to be clothed with, to be accepted of ] esus when he comes to reign'
on the earth. But as the natural branches
of a vine are dependent on the sap or
nourishment from the vine in order to
bear fruit, even so are the spiritual branches
dependendent upon the nourishment from
the vine to bear fruit, even the Spirit of
Christ, for he says: "He that abideth in
me, and I in him, the same bringeth
forth much _fruit; for without me · ye
-can do nothmg." Paul understanding
this says: "If any man have not the Spirit
of Christ he is none of his. And if Christ
be in you, the body is dead because of sin;
but the Spirit is life because of righteousness."-Romans 8:9, 10. This Spirit of
Christ, the apostle in the fourteenth verse
of this chapter calls the Spirit of God. He
says it is the Spirit by which the children
of God are adopted into Christ, enabling
all such to cry, "Abba Father," that same
Spirit bearing witness that they are the
children of God ; and being in possession
of that Spirit they are led into all truth.
And some of the fruit of that Spirit that
all the faithful branches bear, is described
in Galatians 5:22, 23: "Brit the fruit of
the Spirit is love, joy, peace, longsuffering,
gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness,
temperance: against such there is no law."
Well might the apostle place love the
first in the list because it embodies or comprehends or is the mainspring of all the
rest, for the apostle says, "Love is the fulfilling.. of the law," and "love worketh
no ill to his neighbor." If no ill is wrought
all good .must be, and if all good is wrought
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~ig~t doing must obtain; and right doing ~ _The printed name on the colored label on your pa.
gives _the date to which your subscriptiOn ]las been
1s nghteous?ess. ~od the righteous Judge pe~
'ila!d. If It shows you are in arrears, please renew.
doeth all thmgs nght; he hath established
wha~ right is, _and will judge all men accordmg to their obedience or otherwise, of
what he has said is right· and hath commanded that his creatures' whom he hath THE BEGINNING OF GENTILE TIMES
creat~d shall do. right or work righteous6o6 B. C.
'
ness m order to dwell in his presence. The
Savior says in "Love to God and love to OuR Lord's words, "Until the times of
man" is somprehended all the law or. com- t~e Gentiles are fulfilled," imply that the
mandments of God to man. For a very times of the Gentiles must have a definitely appointed limit; because an unlimited
~omprehensive definition of love (or charIty), turn to First Corinthians thirteenth indefinite period could not be' said to b~
chapter, commencing at the fourth verse: fulfilled. So then, Gentile rule had a be"Charity suffereth long, and is kind· char- ginning, will last for a fixed time and
'
~ty envieth not; charity vaunteth no't itself, shall end, at the appointed time.
The
beginning
of
these
Gentile
times
is
Is not puffed up, doth not behave itself unseemly, seeketh not her own is not easily clearly located by the Scriptures; hence if
pr?v.ok~d, think~th no evil; 'rejoiceth not they also furnish us the length of the fixed
m Illlqmty, but reJoiceth in the truth· bear- penod or lease of the Gentile dominion
eth ~l! things, believeth all things, hopeth w~ can ~now positively just when the;
The Bible does furnish
all thmg~, en~,ureth all things. Charity w1ll termmate.
never fmleth, etc. I do not know this fixed period, which must be fulfilled.
whether the apostle could have crowded but it was furnished in such a way that it
any other duty of man into this list if he could not be understood when written nor
had tried. If this kind of fruit love to till the lapse of time and the events of' hisGod and man is_ borne, all the ;est, joy, tory had shed their light upon it; and even
peace,., longsuffenng, gentleness, etc., will then, only by those who are watching and
follow as a matter of course. Well may not overcharged bythe cares of the world.
The Bi?le evidence is clear and strong
the ap?stle say that charity never faileth;
that
the T1mes of the Gentiles is a period
he m1ght as well have said the same
as h~ said. about the holy priesthood, of 2s:2o ye~rs, from the year B. c. 6o6 to
that 1s, "without father, without moth- an? mcludmg ~;-D. 1914. This lease of
e:, vyithout descent, having neither be- umvers(ll dommton to Gentile governgmnmg of days, or end of life·" for it m~nts, as we have already seen, began
existe? i~ the bosom. of the Deity to w1th N ebuchadnezzar; not when his reign
all e,ermty, and w1ll exist through- began, but when the typical kingdom of
out the endless ages of the same. · It has the Lord. passed away, and the. dominion
actuated the F.ather in all his doings . of the whole world was left in the hands
toward the children of men· it hath o~ the Gentiles. '!he ~ate for the beginactuated the Savio.r in that which he has mng. of the Gentile T1mes, therefore, is
done for the redemption of fallen defimtely marked at the time of the re. moval of the cro~n of God's typical kingman~ it binds .th~ neavenly hosts together,
and IS the pnnc1ple which actuates them dom, from Zedektah, their last king.
According to the words of the prophet
in all their worsl:jip and service of him
(Ezek. 21: 25-27), the crown was taken
th~t sits upon thy throne; and all who
gam celestial glory, to dwell with. God f~om ~edekiah, and Jerusalem was best~g~d by Nebuchadnezzar's army and
and the Lamb and all the sanctified ones
will have be jn P<?SS~ssion of that princi~ latd 1~ rums, and so remained for 70 years
ple, ~nd wdl remam m possession to all ...,....until the restoration in the first year of
Though
etermty; for how could they dwell there Cyrus (2 Chron. 36: 21-23).
J_erusalem
was
then
rebuilt,
and
the
capand cease to love God and all their associtl~es returned, Israel never had another
ates?
•
We have first to. be grafted into the kmg from that to the present day.
vine by obeying the commandments. of Thoug~ restored to their land and to perGod; . we have to keep in the vine by sonal ltberty by Cyrus, they as a nation
living by every word that proceedeth out' were. subject successively to the Persians,
of the mouth of God; we receive the Grecians and Romans. , Under the yoke
~pirit. b.Y b~ing grafted in, and retai~ it of th,e latter they were living when our
by_ ~b1dmg m the yi~e; and through the Lords first advent occurred Pilate and
Herod being deputies of Cres~r .
. ·
Spm~ bear the frmt of righteousness
With
these
facts
before
us,
'we
readily
which is accepted of the Father1 th~
husbandman, who is glorified in our bear- ~nd the date oft he Gentile Times of domining much fruit; and bearing the fruit we ~o,n; for the first year of the reign of Cyrus
have on the robe of righteousness, the ts a ver:y ~!early_ fixed date,-:-both secular
wecldin_g garment, and are ready when ar:-d. rehgwus_ htstories with marked una"
the Bndegroom comes to enter into the m~1ty agree:ng with Ptolemy's Canon
marriage supper of. the Lamb. May you wh1ch places It B. C. 536. And if B. C. 536
and I, dear reader, be of that happy num- was the year in which the seventy years of
J er.usalem's desolation ended and the restober.
E. STAFFORD.
r~twn of the Jews began, it follows that their
LAMONI, Iowa.
kmgdom was overthrown just seventy
No MA]'j' ever lived a ri)?'ht life who had not years befo.re B. C. 536, i. e. 536 plus 70 or
been chastened by a woman'~ love, strengthened · B: C: 6o6. This ~ives us. the date of the be~
by her cou;age, and.guided by her discretion.~~6~mg of the Ttmes of the Gentiles B. C.
Zokn Ruskin.

to.

Recognizing God's lease of power to
these worldly or Gentile governments, we
know, not only that they will fail, and be
overthrown, ~nd be succeeded by the kingdom of Chnst when their times expire,
but also that God will not take the dominion from them, to give it to his Anointe~, until that lease expires,-until the
T1mes of the Gentiles are fulfilled. Conseq~ently we are guarded right here
agamst that false idea into which Papacy
has led the world,-that the kingdom of
God was set up at Pentecost and more
fully established when, as it is ~laimed, tee
~o.man empire was converted to ChristIamty (to Papacy), and it attained both
temporal and spiritual empire in the world.
We see from this prophecy of the Times
of the Gentiles, that· this claim made by
the church of Rome, and more or less endorsed by Protestants, is false. We see
that those _nations_which both Papacy and
Protestantism des1gnate Christian nations
and whose dominions they call Christen~
dom (i.e. Christ's kingdoms), are not such.
They are the kingdoms of this world and
until their times are fulfilled Christ's kingd~m cannot ~a~e the control, though it
yvtll be organ1zmg and preparing to do so
m_ the few years whjch close the Gentile
Times,_ whi!~ these kingdoms will be
trembhng, dtsmtegrating, and falling into
al!archy. Duri~g the Gospel age, the
~m.g~om of Chnst has only existed in its
mc1p1ent stage, in its humiliation without
power or privileg~ of reigning,~without
!he crown, possesst~g the sceptre of promISe only: uqrecogmzed by the world and
s~bject to the powers that be-the G~ntile
k~ngdoms. And the heirs of the heavenly
kmgdom must so continue, until the time
app<?inted for. them to reign together with
~hnst; Dunng the time of trouble, closmg thts age, they will be exalted to power
but their reign of righteousness over th~
world can <?nly date from A. D. 1914when the Times of the Gentiles have expired.
Nor can fleshly Israel come into their
long promised inheritance until t.hat time,
though preparatory _steps will previously
be taken; for God w1ll not establish either
the eart~ly <?r spiritual phase of his kingdom until th1s lease of the Gentiles expires.
Therefore it is the duty of the church to
w_ait patiently th.e appointed time for its
trmmph and glonous reign, to keep separate from the kingdoms of this world as
strang-ers, pilgrims and foreigners· and
as heirs of the kingdom to come to let' ·
thei~ _hopes and ambitions cent:r in it.
Chnshans should recognize the true
character of these kingdoms, and while
they keep separate from them, should .render to them due respect and obedience,
because God has permitted them to rule.
As Paul teaches, ''Let every soul be subject unto the higher powers; for there is
no power but of. God."-Rom. 13: I.
The crown (dominion) was removed
from. God's people. (both· the spiritual and
fleshly seed) until the Times of .the Gentiles. shall end,'-:--at the glorious presence·
of Messiah, who.will not only be.King of
the Jews, but Kmg over all the earth· in
that day.. Some n:iay think that thi's 're-
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moval . of the crown from Israel was a
violation of the . promise, "The sceptre
shall not depart from Judah, nor a lawgiver from between . his feet, until Shiloh
come,". (Gen. 49: 10). Note, however, a
distinction between the crown and the
sceptre; for, though the crown passed
away in the days of Zedekiah, the sceptre,
as we shall see, did not depart until six
hundred and thirty-nine years afterward,
-when our Lord Jesus, of the tribe of
Judah and seed of David according to the
flesh, being approved of God, became the
rightful and only heir of the long. promised sceptre of earth. God's promise to
Abrallam, repewed to Isaac and to Jacob,
was, that from their posterityshould .come
the great deliverer who· should .not only
bless and exalt their family in the world,
but who should bless all the families of
the earth. It looked for a time as though
Moses, the great law-giver and deliverer,
was the one promised; but he prophetically declared to the people, "A Prophet
like unto me shall the Lord your God raise
up unto you of your brethren;" thus indicating that he was but a type of him that
was to come; and Moses died. Next, the
promise, "The sceptre shall not depart
from Judah," narrowed down the expectation to that tribe. And all the other
tribes in a measure clung to Judah in proportion as they had faith in God's promises, expecting a blessing in conjunction
with Judah, in due time.
When King David arose from the
promised tribe, his victories led to great
expectations of an extended kingdom,
whose influence would spread and embrace the world, and subject all nations to
the law. And when Solomon's worldrenowned wisdom and greatness was at
its height, it surely looked as though the
crown of universal dominion was almost
within their grasp. The Lord's promise
to David, that of the fruit of his loins he
would raise up one to sit on his throne forever, had narrowed down the promise in
the tribe of Judah to one family, and that
family already on the throne of Israel.
And when the grand temple of Solomon
was erected and its hundreds of singers
and priests were an imposing spectacle;
when Solomon's fame for wisdom and
riches was world wide; when kings sent
him presents and desired his favor; and
when the Queen of Sheba came with gifts
to see tf.Jis most renowned and wonderful
king the world had yet known, no wonder
the Jewish bosom swelled with hope and
pride as the expected moment for the exaltation of the seed of Abraham, and the
blessing of all nations through them,
seemed just at hand.
Sore ·was their disappointment when
after Solomon's death the kingdom was
torn, and finally utterly overturned, and
the people who had expected to rule and
bless all nations as God's holy nation were
carried captive to Babylon. "By the rivers
of Babylon there we sat down, yea we
wept when we remembered Zion."-Ps.
1 37•
But though the crown was removed,
that is, the power to govern even themselves was taken from them, the right to

rule (the sceptre), conveyed originally in avoidance of any plan and ambition of
God's promise, was not removed. Though his own, and of all self~seeking-a most
universal dominion was given to Nebu- hearty doing of the will of God with all
chadnezzar and his successors as illustrated his heart, mind soul and strength, and
in the great image, and by the .four great loving his neighbor as himself- all this
beasts, yet it was to continue only a limit- even unto death.
ed period. The original promise to Israel
Thus. by fulfilling its conditions--.:.by
must be fulfilled; the crown was removed obeying the law perfectly as none of the
.but the sceptre remained until Shiloh imperfect human family could do, our
came. ' This was even pointed out in the Lord J est:ts' became heir of all the blessdecree against Zedekiah: uTake off the ings promised in the law ,covenant made
crown-I will overturn it, till pe come with Israel at Mount Sinai; and thus
whose right it is, and I will give it unto also he was proved to be the seed of Abhlm~
·
raham to whom the entire Abrahamic
While the covenant made with Abra- promise now applied. Our Lore! thus seham promised the ruling and blessing of cured to himself the sceptre (the promised
the world through his seed, the covenant right or authority of earth's dominion)
of the law made with Israel, Abraham's whichfor centuries ii: had been promised
children, limited and restricted that Abra- should be merited by and given to some
hamic covenant, so that only such as one in the tribe of Judah and· family of
would fully and perfectly obey the law David. The great prize for which Israel
could claim or had any right to hope for, had been hoping and striving and longing
a share in in the ruling . and blessing for centuries, was won at last by the Liori
promised in the . Abrahamic covenant. (the strong one) of the tribe of Judah.
Seeing this fact led to the formation of the Shiloh, the great Peacemaker, had come;
seet of the Pharisees, who claimed to ful- he who not only made peace with God
fill every particular of the law blamelessly, and man by the blood of his cross, when
and trusted in themselves that, they were he redeemed mankind from the condemrighteous and despised others, calling nation of death justly upon all, but he also
others publicans and sinners and Ahem- who when he takes his great power and
selves the children of Abraham, heirs of reigns King of king-s and Lord of lords
the promised dominion which was to bless shall overthrow all wrong and evil and
the world.
sin, and establish peace upon a sure basis
The clear, forcible teaching of our Lord of holiness-he is. the Prince of Peace.
Jesus was in part directed against the errors
When the .scepter (the right) under the
of the Pharisees, in supposing that their covenant passed to our Lord Jesus, that
careful performance of some of the out- law covenant ended; for how could God
ward ceremonies of the law~ was a full continue to o:ffer to others, on any condicompliance with its letter and spirit. Our tions, the prize which had already been
Lord taught what all Christians now won by Shiloh? Hence, as the apostle
know, that the law when seen in its full- declares, Christ made an end of the law
ness is so majestically perfect, and man (covenant) nailing it to his cross. (Col.
so fallen and imperfect, and so beset with 2: 14)·
temptations from without as well as bv
Thus the Pi:-fnce of Peace secured for
weakness from within, that none of them his subjects both forg-iveness of sins and
could possibly keep that law perfectly and restitution, and established an everlasting
claim the Abrahamic blessing. Our Lord's kingdom on the basis of righteousness,
censures of Phariseeism must not there- such as could in no other way be brought
fore be understood as objections to their about. Thus was fulfilled the' prediction,
endeavor to keep the law blamelessly; nor "The sceptre shall not depart from Judah,
did he blame them for failing to fully nor a lawgiver from between his feet
keep that law which no imperfect man (loins) until Shiloh come." There it did
can do. But he did blame them for hy- depart from Judah, being given to the
pocrisy, in deceiving themselves and Lion (the strong one, the highly exalted
others with a claimed perfection and holi- spiritual creature, theLord of glory) from
ness, which they as well as others could the tribe of Judah, who now holds this
see was merely a cleaning of the outside, sceptre (or title to authority) as King of
while their hearts were still impure and kings and Lord of lords.
unconsecrated.
He censured them for
Even after the seventy years' captivity
having a mere form of godliness and lip in Babylon when they returned and built
service while their hearts were far from again the Temple and the walls of the
God. So, then, as our Lord and Paul city, it was such as had respect to the
declare, none of them. really did nor · promise of God, and who waited for the
really could keep the law perfectly (John consolation of Israel. These gathered
7: 19; Rom. 3: zo), though they might about the tribe of Judah, remembering
have come much nearer to a perfect ob- God's promise that the Lawgiver, Deservance of its requirements than they liverer, the great Shiloh or peacemaker,
did do.
should, come in that tribe. But alas!
Our Lord not only declared in words when the peaceful one who made peace
the full import of the law to be "Thou and reconciliation for iniquity by the
shalt love 'the Lord thy God with all blood of his cross came, they despised and
thy heart, and with all thy mind, and rejected him, expecting not a great High
with all thy soul, and with all thy strength, Priest, but a great general.
and thy neighbor as thyself," but he ilShiloh having received the sceptre and
lustrated this in his full surrender of him- all power at his resurrection, because of
self to the will and plan of God, in his his obedience unto death, will indeed bless
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Israel first,~- but not flesh! y Israel,-- for they mentioned before the seven times, refer to
are not all true Israelites who are called such the various captivities of tne Assyrians,
according to the flesh (Rom. 9: 6). Shiloh, Moabites, Medianites, Philistines, etc.,
the heir, is seeking and finding children of etc., during all of which God's care conAbraham according to the spirit-such as tinued over them. His dealings were to
share the Abrahamic disposition of faith them line upon line, precept upon preand obedience-both from his natural pos- cept, here a little and there a little; yet he
terity and from among the Gentiles-to kept hold of them, and when they rebe a people for his name. (Acts I5: I4)· pented and cried unto him, he heard them,
"And after this" (after the- gathering of and answered and delivered them from
his elect church is accomplished in the their enemies. (Judges 3: 9, 15). But
harvest or end of the gospel age at the these chastisements having failed, he apclose of the Gentile Times), he will turn plied the threatened seven times: the
again his favor and will build again the crown was permanently removed, and
ruins of Israel, and finally of all the fam- Israel as well as the whole world, was
ilies of the earth, upon a better basis than subjected to the beastly powers for seven
has ever entered into the heart of man to times. Thus it befell them according to
conceive. He who now holds the sceptre God's warning-"!£ ye will not yet for all
-whose right it is to rule-will at the ex- this [previous chastisements] hearken unto
piration of Gentile Times receive the me, then will I punish you seven times."
crown also, and unto him shall the gatherThe connection in which the seven
ing of the people be. (Gen. 49: 10). The times more, further or additional are
sceptre, or title to all power in heaven and threatened, indicates that they include a
in earth, was given unto him at his resur- final and conclusive punishment upon that
rection, but he waits the Father's ap- people after the other chastisements had
pointed time--until the limit of Gentile repeatedly failed to permanently reform
Times-before he will take his great them. The punishment of these seven
power and begin his glorious reign. (See times will have the designed effect of
thoroughly humbling them before the
Rev. rr: 17, I8).
Now bear in mind the date already Lord, and thus preparing them to receive
found for the beginning of these Gentile his blessings. These seven times thereTimes, namely, B.c. 6o6, while we pro- fore refer to the length of time during
ceed to examirre the evidence proving their which the Gentiles should rule over them.
And to this period of seven times ·our
length to be 2520 years, ending A.D. 1914·
W emust not expect to find this infor- Lord undoubtedly referred when speaking
mation stated in so many words. Had it of ..the Times of the Gentiles. The time
been so stated, it would have been known whel) the lesser captivities and chastisebefore it was ,due. It is given in such a ments gave place to this final great
way as io conceal it until the time of the national chastis,ement of seven times was,
end. (Dan. I2: 4• ro). Our Lord's words, as we have already shown, when their
"T erusalem shall be trodden down of the last king, Zadekiah, was removed, since
Gentiles until the Times of the Gentiles , w hicn there nas been one long period of
be fulfilled," not only suggest a limited chastisements, the predicted seven times
and definite period of Gentile domination, or 2520 years.
In the Bible a time is used in the sense
but they also. suggest the thought .that
though· spiritual as well as. fleshly Israel of a year, whether the year be literal or
has been subjeCt to these Gentile powers, symbolic; but as the time of the utterance
yet the~e times are somehow connected of a prophecy, it could not be known
with and measured upon the earthly city whether the time referred to was literal or
J esrusalem and the fleshly house of IsraeL symbolic. "The prophets searched diliAnd the thought oc'curs, can it be that gently, but in vain, to learn what time, or
God foretold concerning Israel's history manner of time [literal or symbolic], the
something which will give us the exact Spirit did signify" (I Pet. I: 1I). A symmeasure of those times to which our Lord bolic year according to Bible usage is
reckoned on the basis of a lunar yearrefers ? It is even so.
Turning to 'Leviticus we find recorded twelve months of thirty days-each day
blessings and ~ursings of an earthly and representing a year.
Consequently, a
temporal char!lcter. If Isr.ael would obey time or year if symbolic signifies three
God faithfully, they should be blessed hundred and sixty (g6o) symbolic days,
above other nations; if not, certain evils and seven times w~mld be twenty-five
would befall them. The conclusion is hundred and twenty (g6o x 7 ,. 2520) symstated thus: '~And I will walk among bolic days representing that number of
you and be your God, and ye shall be my literal years.
The question here presenting itself is,
people; , . • but if ye will not hearken
unto· me, and will not do all these com- Were these seven times literal or symbolfllandments, • . . I will set my face ic? Did they refer to. seven years, or
against you, and ye shall be slain before fwenty-five hundred and twenty years?
your enemies; they that hate you shall We answer, they were symbolic times,
reign over you. And ye s}1all sow your 2520 years. They cannot be u.nderstood
seed in vain; for your enemfes shall eat it. as seven literal years; for Israel had many
Arid if ye will riot yet for all this hearken captiviti~s of longer duration--for instance,
u.nto me, Then I V\l'ill punish you seven they served the king of Mesopotamia
times mere [further] for your sins."-'- eight years (Judges 3: 8), the king of
Lev. 26: I7, I8 7 24, 28. This threat of Moab eighteen years (Judges 3: 14), King"
seven times of punishment is mentioned Jabin twenty years (Juciges 4: I, 2),the
thre~ times..
Th.e. various punishments Philistines one period of forty years ~~d

another of eighteen years (Judges 10: 7,
and I 3: 1 ), besides their seventy years in
Babylon. All these periods bemg far
longer than seven times or years literal,
yet its being mentioned as the last, greatest, and final punishment, proves that symbolic, not literal time is meant, though the
Hebrew word .translated seven times in
Leviticus 26: r8, 21, 24, 28, is the same
word so translated in Daniel 4: r6, 23, 25,
gz. A.nd peculiarly too, it is repeated
four times in each case. In Nebuchadnezzar's case they were literal years, but
as we shall yet see, both N ebuchadnezzar
and his seven times were typical.
The seven times of N ebuchadnezzar's
degradation (Dan. 4: I6, 23-26) proved to
be seven literal years, when so actually
fulfilled; and so, the humiliation of Israel
and the world under the powers that be,
has proved to be seven symbolic times,twenty-five hundred and twenty literal
years. This period now lacks but twentythree years of being fulfilled, and agencies
are at word on every hand pointing to a
termination of Gentile dominion, and the
bringing of everlasting righteousness and
all the blessings of the New Covenant to
Israel and to all the groaning creation.
-Selected by William Hart.

ITEMS OF INTEREST.

IN northern Russia only 4:%. per cent of
the land is under the plow, and sterility
and the rigor of the climate preclude any
considerable additions.
In tlie text of the "Encyclopredia
Britannica" there are ten thousand words
which have never been formally entered·
!f:nd defined in any dictionary.
BERLIN, June 15.-The upper house of
the Prussian diet has passed the bill restoring to the Roman Catholic diocese the
funds which were seized at the time of
the kulterkampf.
DEs MoiNES, Iowa, July g.-Damage
from .hail was done in Audubon, 1\dair,
Clarke, and Decatur counties. The track
of the, disturbance was nearly two hundred miles long.
CARLISLE, Pa., July 2.-Sixty Indian
boys and girls left the training school in
this city this afternoon for their homes in
Wisconsin, Kansas, Dakota, Montana, and
Indian Territory. Some were graduates
and others had completed a three-years'
course. These pupils consisted mainly of
Sioux, Osages, Pawnees, and Winnebago
Indians. Nearly all of them have learned
tradesduring their stay at the school.
The United States leads the world in
the number and extent of its libraries. The
public libraries of all Europe put together ·
contain about 21,ooo,ooo volumes; those
of this country contain about 50,ooo;ooo.
There are five prosperous colonies of
Mormons inMexico.
.From. calculations recently made by the
British board of admiralty, it is evident
that the naval engagements of the future
will be. expensive affairs. It was estimated
that one vessel, catrying two 1 ro-ton guns,
would, in two ordinary engagements, use
up guns and ammunition to the value of
$6sopoo.
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THE END OF THE WORLD.
THE CHANGES UPON .THE EARTH AND
THE CAUSES THAT PRODUCE THEM,

WE are taugli"t by astronomy and geology
that this earth upon which we li:ve has not
always been in the same condition in
which it now appears to us. It has had a
begirmihg, and. has gone through a series
of. changes from a mass of incandescent
gas, through liquid and solia forms, subjected to varying climates and occupied by
ever varying forms of life, until in our
o~n day we find .it so well adapted to our
existence that, forgetting the comparatively minute space of time in which we, or
even the human race, have lived upon it,
we are likely to think that the present
conditions are fixed and that the earth will
continue to go through its daily and yearly
rotations, with alterations of summer and
winter, day and night, while generations
of man and the present races of animals
continue to succeed each other for an indefinite or infinite number of years.
"
Nothing could be further from the fact
than this belief. .·The earth is passing
through a regular cycle of changes, the
forms of vegetable and animal life existing
upon it are constantly varying, and there
can be no doubt but that in the course of
time, ages hence though it may be, the
earth will become unfit for human habitation, if, indeed, before that time the form
of life known as man, has not been developed into an entirely different organism,
or "improved off-of the face of the earth."
We cannot say positively what will be
the fin<')l state of the earth. The oresent
condition of the moon gives us a hi.nt, and
· shows us a bare, cold mass of rock without water, air, life, or vegetation, It may
be that sometime all the air and water on
earth will be absorbed into its substance as
into a great sponge, whenit would rapidly acquire the lunar characteristics. If the
nebular theory is correct, and the moon
was thrown off from the earth, it must at
one time have possessed air and water,
both of which have now vanished.
The tides are another source of disturbance to the continuance of present conditions.
The great tidal waves of water
sweeping around the earth each day and
rushing against the shores, act as a break
and tend to retard its motion, making each
day a trifle longer than the preceeding one.
The variation is imperceptible-almost infinitesimal-but it exists nevertheless, and
in course of time, if not compensated for
in other directions, will end in giving us a
day of a year in length, with six montns of
darkness and six months of light.
Burning heat alternating with freezing cold.
Will the earth ever fall into the sun?
That is a question which no one can answer.
From observation upon certain
comets the existence of a retarding element in space has been suspected, and if
any such element exists it is only a question of time-and a very short time-when
such a catastrophe must occur.
But as
long as astronomical observations have
been made, no change in the length of the
year has been noticed, and the question
still remains undecided.
A great increase in the sun's heat would

result in the destruCtion of all forms of life,
and such an increase is among the possi,
bilities. Small and inconspicuous stars
have been observed to blaze up suddenly
to the greatest degree of brightness, and
spectroscopic 11nalysis hlls shown such
stars to be enveloped in incandescent gases
thrown out from their interior. Similar
explosions, on a srnall scale, are constantly occuring in our own sun, and while it
is very improbable that any marked increase of heat from such a cause will ever
be felt upon the. earth, the possibility remains.
The. most certain catastrophe, however,
and one which is likely to be nearest in
point of time, is the final extinction of the
light and heat of the sun. While we do
not know the exact cause of the radiant
energy which the sun is constantly sending
to us, it is certain that there must be an end
to it sometime, and that we are supplied
from a reservoir containing only a f)xed
amount, which must certainly be exhausted.
When that time comes all life will cease
to exist, and the sun and planets will move
through space, dark, cold and dead masses
of barren rocks untenanted by even the
lowest forms of life. With our present
knowledge, this must be the inevitable fate
of the universe, albeit '!:he number of years
required for its consummation is so great
that the human mind cannot conceive of its
magnitude. Beyond that point we can see
no farther, but our wisdom is extremely
limited, and there may be natural laws at
present unknown to" us by which the scattered energy may be once more gathered
up into centers of radiation, the earth
renew its youth, and the cycle of organic
and inorganic changes begin once more.
Long before that time we may all hope
for a condition of existence in which we
can view the mysteries of nature with a
clearer vision, and look back upon the
problems which now appear so perplexing
and unsolvable, as in our wakiryg hours we
look back upon the troubled visions and
fancies of a restless sleep.-From the Popular Science News.

J. Vinnerd and· E. Sparks .reported. The com•
mittee appointed at February session to audi.t
books of Bishop's agent sent report that: they
f<;mnd the accounts correct. The committee appointed to consider the matter of purchasing or
)llaking a tent f?r the distri.et sent no report, and
it was moved, drscussed, and carried that they. be·
released. An appeal from L. W. Wells was.
read, and E. Keeler, J. Shippy, and S. Ackerly
were appointed as a COJlrt in the matter.s complained of; Resolved that It is the opinion of
this body that the calling o£ a teacher to preside
over a branch does not deprive hitn of his right•
under his calling, to act as a teacher. The following was presented,. discussed, ahd postponed
until next session: Resolved that hereafter each
branch in the district be required to send to our
conferences one delegate for every ten members
In the branch.. There was no request from any
branch for the holding of. the October session,.
and Redding was .decided upon as the place,
October roth the date. Preaching on Saturday
evening by John Shippy, assisted by John Johnston. On Sunday morning H, A. Stebbins
preached the funeral sermon of Mrs. Eliza Young.
Brn . .StebbihJ and Keeler had charge of the afternoon social meeting, and O.B. Thomas preached
at evening, assisted by E. Sparks. Although not a
large attendance, owing to the weather, yet the
conference seemed to be well enjoyed by those
who did attend.
NORTHERN MINNESOTA.
Conference convened at Detroit, Becker
county, Minnesota, on . Saturday, June r3thr
called to order by G. Gould, president. I. N.
Roberts was chosen chairiTtan, and H. B. Fay
secretary pro tem. Branches: Oak Lake 77; 3
baptized; 2 expelled. Union 53; 2 received, IO
removed. Central If; I expelled. Elders: A,
H. Smith, I. N. Roberts, f. A. Davis, A. Whiting, T. J. Martin, A. Tabbut, G. Gould, W.
Barnhard and . E. F. Anderson; Teachers: J.
Dinehart, F. B. Sherman and G. Gould. T. J.
Martin was elected president, and G. L. Jones
secretary for the ensuing year. Resolved that
each branch in the district hold a two-days'
meeting subject to the call of the branch president. Preaching by Elders A. H. Smith, I. N.
Roberts, J. A. Davis, A. Tabbut, H. B. Fay andl
T. J. Martin. Adjourned to Clitheral, October·
2fth and 25th.
WESTERN TEXAS.
Met in conference with the Oakwood branch1
June 19th, r891, A. B. Moore in the chair, and.
0. D. Johnson clerk. All the branches report:
no change except one death in Bandera branch ..
Elders: H. L. Thompson, A. Kuykendall, L. L.
Wight, W. H. Davenport, A. B. Moore, T. J.
Sheppard and J. A. Currie Sen. Priests: T. J.
Sheppard and 0. D. Johnson. Bishop's agent's
report: Amount on hand last report and moneys
received $78 ro; paid out $zo.oo, balance on
hand $58 ro. Two resolutions, one against
whisky selling and horse racing, and one against
dancing, were rescinded, on the ground that the
standard books contain enough to deal with all
transgressors. L. L. Wight reelected president
of the district and 0. D. Johnson secretary, for
the ensuing year. Adjourned to meet September IIth, at the Pipe Creek schoolhouse, Bandera
county, Texas.

DECATUR.
A conference was held at Allendale, Worth
county, Missouri, June 2oth and 21st, I89I; H.
A. Stebbins, president; 0. B. Thomas, clerk pro
tem. Branches: Lamoni 734; 4 baptized, I8 received, 3 removed, 3 died, 5 marriages, I ordination. Little River rr7; 4 baptized, 4 received.
Davis City 73; 3 baptized, I received, I removed.
Leon 36; I3 baptized, 2 received, I died, 2 ordinations. Wirt 36; I baptized, 6 received, IreCENTRAL MISSOURI.
moved, r prdination, 2 marriages. Greenville 32;
2 baptized. Centerville I8; 6 removed. Lucas
The above district conference met with the
referred back. to branch for correction. Lone Alma branch June r3th, r89r, at ten a.m.; R. L.
Rock 65; r baptized, I marriage. Allendale 88; Ware in charge, M.A. Trotter secretary. Elders:
5 baptized, 9 removed, r died. Brn. Keeler, Yin- D. E. Tucker, R. L. Ware, E. W. Cato, A. J.
nerd, and Birk reported the progress and condi- Cato, J. B. B~lcher, M.A. Trotter. Teacher: R.
tion of the Allendale branch, 0. B. Thomas re- Hockings. Deacon5: M. Stone, T. Curtis.
ported Wirt, D. D. Young reported Lamoni, Branches: Wakenda. Alma; 2 expelled. CarPrice McPeak reported Lollie Rock, and E Sparks rollton; I receivei:l, :i baptized. Missouri River
reported Davis City. · H. A. Stebbins gave an report referred back to branch for correction.
account of the situation of the work throughout Bishop's agent's report: On hand last report
the district, also Elders 0. B. Thomas, E. Keeler, $r r.6o; received $I; paid out $6; balance on
J. Shippy, John Johnston, and M. H. Gregg re- · hand $6.6o: A committee of three was apported in person, and J. R. Lambert, R. S. Sal- pointed to ascertain .the practicability of holding a
yards, arid I. N. W. Cooper, by letter. Priests reunion in the district in the near future. D. E.
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Tucker was chosen president and M.A. Trotter
secretary of district. Preaching by A. J. Cato
and D. E. Tucker. Adjourned to meet with the
Wakenda branch the 10th and II th of October,
at ten o'clock a.m.

schools of the district send delegates to organize
a Sunday school association to meet the day before the next conference, delegates to have one
vote to each ten members or fraction thereof.
Resolved that we request the president of the
district to attend to the organizing of branches
in the district wherever the Spirit of wisdom and
revelation shall direct. Preaching by A. Barr,
J. J. Cornish, E. Delong, W. Davis, J. A. Grant,
W. Dowker, J. A. Carpenter and J; J. Bailey.
Andrew Barr sustained as bishop's agent. The
general church officers were sustained. Adjourned to meet at Buel Center, Sanilac county,
Michigan, in October, at call of president.

SOUTHERN MICHIGAN AND NORTHERN INDIANA.
Conference of the above district convened
June 13th with the Knox branch at Knox,
Indiana; H. Rathbun president, E. L. Kelley associate, W. J. Smith secretary pro tem., Flora
Scott organist, C. Scott chorister and J. B.
Prettyman janitor. Branches: Dimondale 20.
Lansing 25. Clear Lake 64- Galien 128. Knox
NORTHERN NEBRASKA.
19. Marcellus 13. Elders: L. Phelps baptized
n, M. T. Short, H. Rathbun, W. J. Smith bapConference convened at Saints' church, Fretized 6, C. Scott baptized I, J. B. Prettyman,
mont, Nebraska, May 29th, at 7:30p.m., with J.
Robert Alcott, W. Waterman baptized 13, E.
Caffall in the chair in the absence of H. J. HudA. Blakeslee, E. L. Kelley. Priest: H. Rathbun,
son, district president. Ern. G. M. L. Whitman
Jr., baptized 2. A committee consisting of C.
and E. H. Boulson appointed committee o·n creScott, E. L. Kelley and J. B. Prettyman were apdentials. Morning session opened with H. J.
pointed to examine into the propriety of the . Hudson in the chair, J. Huff secretary. Minutes
action of the ordination of H. Rathbun, Jr., to
of previous conference read and approved. Comthe office of an elder. All the authorities of the
mittee on credentials reported and report
church were sustained. H. Rathbun was susadopted. Elders: J. Caftall, W. M. Rumel, H. J.
tained as president of the district and W. J.
Hudson, G. M. L. Whitman, E. H. Boulson, N.
Smith elected secretary. A motion to appoint a
Brown, M. W. Sampson and J. Anderson. Priest,
committee of five to take steps towards the
0. H. Brown. Branches: ~olumbus 34; 3 reorganization of a district Sunday school associamoved. Omaha 136; 2 baptized, 6 received, r
tion obtained, and Ern. E. A. Blakeslee and L.
died, I marriage. Platte Valley 36; 2 received.
Scott, and Srs. M. Prettyman, E. Houseman and
Union 64; 2 received, 2 baptized. Bishop's agent
L. Kelley were ·appointed as said committee.
reported: On hand last report $sr 91; collected
Resolved that two-days' meetings be held in the
dnring quarter $8I 35; total $133.26; paid out
various branches as per appointment by district
$66 48; balance on hand $66.78. Report acpresident, said meetings to be advertised in the
cepted. Ern; Caffall and Hudson, committee
Herald. Preaching by Elders W. Waterman,
appointed at last conference to look after Lake
W. J. Smith, E. L. Kelley and C. Scott. ComShore branch, reported progress aqd granted
mittee on ordination were not prepared to report.
further time. The ordination of J. Suttles was
Adjourned to meet with the Coldwater branch
referred back to Platte Valley branch. The disat Coldwater, Branch county, M~chigan, at the
trict president and secretary were sustained.
call of the district president.
Resolved that the conference pay for stationery
and stamps. Resolved that a fund be created for
the expenses of the district officers, to be paid as
ALABAMA.
ordered by the district. Resolved that a collection
for the district fund be taken up Sunday mornConference of the above district convened at
the Lone Star·branch in Monroe county, Ala- .. ing and evening, also that district secretary
notify the presidents of the several branches of
bama, June zoth and zrst, 1891, at 10 a.m., W. L.
the action of conference in raising such fund.
Booker, president pro. tern., L. G. Parker, secreOn motiorf J. Huff was ordained to the office of
tary. Minutes of ,last conference read and approved. B.ranches: Pleasant Hill 88, 5 received; elder by J. Caffall and H. J. Hudson. All elders
and prLsts not engaged in their branches were
Lone Star 85, St: Joseph no change. Elders:
requested to confe!' with the district president.
W. J. Booker, J. G. Vickery, M. K. Harp and W.
H. J. Hudson's expenses to conference were
L. Booker. Teacher: J. L. Booker. Bishop's
ordered paid. Preaching by J. Caffali,G. M. L.
. agent's report: Received since last report $II 50;
Whitman and H. J. Hudson. Four were blessed
paid, out $38; on hand $38. An auditing comand six baptized. Adjourned to Platte Valley,
mittee was appointed who reported books ·corthe last Friday in September, at 7: 30 p.m.
rect. W. J. Booker was sustained as president,
L. G. Parker as sc;cretary and J. G. Vickery as
bishop's agent. General authorities of the church
UTAH.
sustained. Preaching by J. G. Vickery and M.
M. Turpen. Adjourned to meet with Pleasant
Conference convened at Pleasant Grove, Utah
Hill branch, Butler· county, Alabama, Saturday
county, Utah, June 27th and 28th, 1891: Peter
before the third Sunday in October.
Anderson president, C. E. Sterrett clerk. Elders:
R. J. Anthony, Peter Anderson, H .. B. Sterrett,
Ethan Barrows, J. C. Jensen, John Hendrickson.
' NORTHERN MICHXGAN,
Branches: Lehi; I removed. Union Fort.
Ethan Barrows was given_ a mission. The presAbove conference held at Coleman, Michiident and secretary were sustained, as also the
gan, June 13th and 14th,]. J. Cornish president,
authorities of the church. Preaching by R. J.
J. H. Peters assistant; E. DeLong and J, A.
Anthony, Ethan Barrows and Frederick Smith.
Grant clerks, F. C. Smith arid W. Davis chorisAdjourned subject to call of the president.
ters. Minutes of ~ast conference read and approved. Branches: Free Soil 31, St. Thomas 33,
J!:iveLakes 74, For,ester 26, Bay Port 107, Maple
WESTERN MAINE.
Valley 48, Pigeon River 26, Juniata6o. Elders:
Conference of the above district conv.ened with
R. Davis, baptized :7; W. Davis, baptized w; A.
the Little Deer Isle branch, June 2oth, 189I, J.
Barr, baptized 6, confirmed 28; J. J. Cornish,
C. Foss chosen to preside, with W. G. Pert to as~
baptized 20; W. Dowker, baptized 4i L. Phelps,
baptized II; R. Hugill, baptiz'edi; ·E. DeLong,
sist; E. H. Pert, clerk. Minutes of the last conference read and approved. Branches: Little
baptized 6; J. J. Bailey. Priests: S. Bruce, E.
Deer Isle "23. ' Green's L'lnding 54· Brooksville
J\1artindale,J. Keplinger, J. Burch, baptized 3; F.
57, Bray's Mountain 21. Elders: W. G. Pert, G.
C. Smith, baptizeq 17; R. E. Grant, baptized 23;
W. Eaton, baptized 4i U. W. Greene, baptized Si
]; A. Grant, baptized 12 .. Bishop's agent's report
'rc;ad and accepted. The committee appointed to .0. C. Eaton, S. S. Eaton, J. W. Blastow, ] .. C.
Foss. Teachers: A. Hutchinson, S. G. Cunning. investigat.e, unl!nimously decided that the eviham, J . .E. Eaton. Deaco.n: J. H. Eaton. Bishder~ce of F. W. Teron'go having been .called was
op's agent's report referred to an auditing comnot st~fficient to justify his ordination. J. J. Cormittee. Resolved that F. M. Sheehy and W. G.
nish, president, and E. DeLong, secretary, were
sustaineit Motion to receive Abot A. Barnes
PerC be appointed committee Jo. ascertain the
. and Nathan Pierce into the Reorganization was' cost of a tent for the accommodation of our.an•
nual reunions, and for presenting the word in the
· carded.. Re.solved that t~e different Sunday

surrounding towns, and if practicable raise
means for the payment of the same, reporting to
the next conference. W. G. Pert, president, and
E. H. Pert, clerk, were sustained. Moved that
the time and place of next conference be left
with the district president. The auditing committee found the bishop's agent's report correct
and were discharged. On hand · last report
$ro63o; received $4200; paid out $127 36; on
hand $20.94· Preaching by U. W. Greene, J. C.
Foss and G. W. Eaton. Two were baptized.

~hlttllaut#n~~

.

BORN.
RuMEL.-At Clearwater, Nebraska, June 9th,
1891, to Bro. W. M. and Sr. Sarah Rumel, a son;.
blessed July rst, 189I, by Elders James Caffall
and Levi Gamet, and n.amed Zenas William.
BRIDGEMAN.-At Fontanelle, Iowa, January
8th, 189r, to Bro. W. H. and Sr. Flora E. Bridgeman, a son; blessed June 29th, 1891, by H. N.
Hansen, and named Glaud DeVere.
DoROTHY.--Marion /J... Dorothy, born March
r8th, r889, in Adair county; Missouri.
DoRoTHY.-James M. Dorothy, born July
17th, r89o, in Jefferson county, Iowa~.
HusToN.-Nora M. Huston, born March
27th, 1890, in Jefferson county, Iowa.
MARRIED.
HIELD-WoonsTocK.- At the home of the
bride's parents, near Johnstown, Wisconsin, June
23d, 1891, by Elder Henry Southwick, Mr.
Norman Hield, of Jonesville, Wisconsin to. Sr.
Effie Woodstock. Many friends were present to
witness the nuptial ceremony, and an enjoyable
time was had.
0 grant thy blessing, gracious Lord,
Upon this newly married pair;
The nuptial vow in heaven record,
With sacred love and pure desire.

D'I ED.
HusHER.-At Allendale, Worth county, Missouri,. March 30th, 1891, Sr. Magd2lena Rusher
passed away, aged 76 years and two months.
She was born in Swizterland in r8i5; was a
member of the Utah church and endured many
evils and wrongs; united with the Reorganized
Church February uth, r867, and remained faithful throughout all her trials. She· suftered great
bodily infirmities, some of them caused by the
cruelty of man, and she long desired to go to rest .
Her funeral sermon was preached by Elder E.
Keeler.
·
DAMRON.-On the San Joaquin Rancho, in
Orange county, California, June r6th, r891, of
consumption, Fred C. Damron, infant son of
Bro. Andrew J. and Sr. Sarah Damron. He was
born October 1st, 1888. After lingering for
nearly a.year he passed peacefully away from
the pains and sorrows of this life to the peaceful,
happy home on high. Funeral services were held
at the grave, conducted by William Gibson,
assisted by Daniel Garner.
TAYLOR.-Near Elkhorn, Nebraska, May 26th,
I891, Robert Charles Taylor. Born November
21st, 1822, at Allston, Gloucestershire, England.
Heard and obeyed the gospel when eighteen
years old. Moved to St. Louis in I854, where
he stayed two years. Went to Salt Lake in 1856;
came back .in spring of I857· After residing there
a few years he was baptized into the Reorganization by Elder James Caffall. He was laid to rest
in the Elm City cemetery. Funeral sermon by
o: H. Brown, of Omaha. He. leaves a wife; ene
son, and many relatives and frienas; to mourn
their loss;
He bore a faithful testimony to the
last.
·
·
PASTORAL LETTERS.
Ei!itors Herald:-:Please permit me to say that
an unintentional omission .on my part' In the list
of. appointments in Herald. for April zsth OC•
curred, namely; Elder W. M .. Rumel will labor
.in the. Central Nebraska district. . And I .rna,r
add that forasmuch as a request has .been .made
for his labor in. Burt county, Nebraska, tlie presi·
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dent of the Northern· Nebraska district, will be
glad to have him so to labor as far as practicable.
·
In gospel bonds,
JAMES CAFFALL.
REUNION NOTICES.
The reunion that wa;; appointed to be held at
Limerick, Oqio, August 14th, 189r, will be held
at Vale's Mills, Vinton county, Ohio, commencing. August 29th, 1891. The cause for making
this change is known to the officers of the Limerick branch, presidents of district and mis.sion.
Sunday the 3oth will be a basket meeting. Will
try our best to have Bro. Joseph Smith or Bro.
W. W. Blair with us. . The following brethren
·are also expected to be present: Bishop E. L.
Kelley, James Brown, James Moler, D. L. Shinn,,
J. L. .Goodrich, T. Matthews and H. E. Moler.
Come one, come all.
Bring a portion of the
Holy Spirit with you, that we may have a season
of rejoicing together.
G. T. GRIFFITHS, Pres. o/ Mission:
T. MATTHEWS, Pres. o/ District.
KIRTLA-ND, Ohio, June 25th.
.The fourth annua,l reunion of the Saints in
New England will be held August 8th to r6th,
at Green's Landing, Maine, where Music Hall has
been secured for the occasion. We hope to see
Elders W. H. Kelley, Joseph Luft, J. F. McDowell, J. C. Foss, F. M. Sheehy, John Smith, H. J.
Davison, G. W. Robley, R. Bullard, T. Whiting
and others of the ministry present. SpeCial rates
on the steam boats at about half fare (or $3 po)
will be secured, from Boston and return; also
from Portland, Rockland, and Jonesport. Accommodations will be provided for all who come,.
by notifying the committee. All are invited to
come and unite their faith and prayers that we
may have a spiritual season together. Address
me at Green's Landing, Maine.
U. W. GREENE, OJ tke Committee.

MEETING HOUSES.
Salt Lake City, Utah, Mission Chapel, Second
South street, opposite the Presbyterian church.
Meetings every Sunday at 2 and 7: 30 p.m.
Below will be found the different places of
meeting of the church In the cities named:
St. Joseph, Missouri, Saints' Chapel, Seventeenth street, near Faraon street. Take J ule
street, or Wyatt Park cars to Seventeenth street,
and the building will be in sightSt. Louis, Missouri, No. 2518 Elliott avenue.
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, Fourth avenue, near
·Wood street.
Boston, Massachusetts, Howard avenue, Roxbury.
San Bernardino, California, corner Fifth and
F streets.
Sacramento, California, Saints' Chapel, Twenty-fourth avenue .and K streets. J. M. Parr,
president.
Denver, Colorado, Euclid Hall, Fourteenth
street, opposite City Hall.
Omaha, Nebraska, Saints' Chapel, No. 1418
North Twenty-first streets.
Chicago, Illinois, Hart's Hall, r68z Milwaukee
avenue, every Sunday at 7: 45 p. m.
San Francisco, California, Lincoln Hall, Montgomery street, near Palace Hotel.
ADDRESSES.
E. L. Kelley, Presiding .Bishop, Temple, Lake county, Ohio.
Elder Columbus Scott, box 94, Galien, Michigan.
FJlder Thomas Bradshaw, No. 48 Repton street,
Limehouse, London, England.
Bro. Thomas Tyler, formerly from England, No. 1328
Penn street, Lawrence, Kansas.
,T. W. Gillen, Station E, St. Louis, Mo.
J. C. Crabb, 1001 South Tenth St., Burlington, Iowa.
James McKiernan, No. 1710 Lyons St., Des Moines,
Iowa.
E. C. Briggs, 203 West Walnut street, Chicago, Ill.
C. A, Parkin, 2910 Sixteenth St., Near Mission, San
Francisco, California.
A. H. Parsons, Box 462, Independence, Jackson Co.,]Yfo.
Mark H. Forscutt, No. 1608 Francis St., St. Joseph, ll'LO.
E F. Shupe, 1141 Evans St., Denver, Colo.
Mr. and M.rs. John A. Davidson, Joplin, Jasper Co., Mo.

Johns. Roth, .Grinnell, Powesheik co., low~.
.T. W. Smith, Independence, box 892, M.issonri.
James H. Tyrrell, box 144, Wallaceburg, Ontario; Secretary of Chatham District.
.J. W. Wight; North Forster, N. S. W.
J. S. Lee, Spanish Fork, Utah county, Utah.
.
Alexander H .. Smith's home address is now Lamoni, loa.
F. R. Tubb, 10 Retreat Place, Hackney, London, EJ)g.

D. F. NICHOLSON,
Cashier •

ROBT. WINNING,
President.

FARMERS BANK,
LAMONI,
IO'W'A~
PAYS INTEREST ON TIME DEPOSITS,

Money to loan.
.

Notice.

.When changing your. plac·e of residence, or desiring
your paper sent to a different post-office. be particular m
gtving, in full, the name of the· post-office, "county, and
state where you had been last receiving it, and distinctly
state the name of the post-office, county and state to
which you wish your paper sent in the future.
When mailing a letter, whether in a railroad car, on a
steamboat, or while visiting at a friend's, in every instance give your own address where you are•. taking your pa·

FARM LANDS AND TOWN LOTS FOR SALE.

ENSIGN,

ZION'S

Published every Saturday at
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,

SPIRITUAL GIFTS

Brethren { J, A. RoBINSON (.Editors.
F. G. PITT
f
Subscription price, $1.00 per year.
It is devoted to the spreadirlg of religious truth as
viewed by the Saints.
Each issue contains a sermon by one of the ministry,
reports of the different societies in the church, and articles bearing upon or explanatory of the doctrines of the
church.
·
It is the intention to make it a' ftelp to the missionary
at home and in the field; a. sourr,e of comfort to the scattered ones who are denied church privileges, and to bring
the Saints into closer relationship with each other.

THE SEER OF PALMYRA:

INSPIRED TRA.NSLATION.

per.

If your

paper has been discontinued, state where yon
have last been taking it, and the time it was stopped.

MILLINERY STOCK
For sale in Lamoni at a bargain. Write to
Box 230, Lamoni, Decatur county, Ibwa.

AND

,

Or

SEQUEL TO SPIRITUAL GIFTS.
By l\L H. BOND.
Modern Prophets after ancient types.
Who was Joseph Smith?
Was be a religious impostor?
Was he a "Spirit JJ:ledium" ¥
What does the Bible say about Joseph
SmithY
The Truth by Three Witnesses-Christianity in the
First and Nineteenth Century-'-The Ancient and Modern Pha.risee-The Revelations of Emmanuel Swedenborg-Modern "Spirit Mediums," and Hypnotic Religious '·Revival," as Against Reason and Bible Testimony, and in Contradistinction to the Work of "The Latter
Day Seer," Examined in the Light of FAcTs and Human
History-A Rational and Scriptural Exposition or Explanation of Old and New Testament Prophecy and Doctrine.
A Revision of "Spiritual Gifts," With Supplement and
Appendix. Nearly twice the readlng matter of Spiritual
Gifts. Paper covers 35cts., full cloth binding 60 cents.
For Sale at "Herald Office," or by M. H. Bond, Willoughby, Ohio. Liberal Discount to Agents.
4apr
SUNDAY SCHOOL

TEACHERS' LESSON · HELPS,
For Intermediate Question Book and New
Testament Classes-of use in all classes, Single
copies,
cents per pear.

so

~ FLEXIBLE .BINDING,~
The Inspired Translation of. the HolyS~rip
tures bound in limp leather, flexible covers, similar to the binding of the Odord Sunday-school
Teachers Bible. Price, by mail, $4.

BOILER FOR SALE, CHEAP.
An Eight-horse Ames Boiler, made by the Ames
Iron Works, Oswego, N. Y., in good condition, and
running order, used in Herald, Office, but taken out
ou account of it not being large enough and replaced
with a 25 horse one. All necessary valves. and fittings go with it.
Any one needing such a boiler, write to Herald
Office.

GERMAN TRACTS.
~Tracts in the German Language may be had of Bro.
Ad. Richter, Burlington, Iowa:·The Baptism, 6 cents;
the Repentance, 5 cents; the Principles of the Gospel, 6
cents: the Epitome of Faith. 2c.; the Sixth Trumpet, a
fifty-four page .pamphlet, 25c. These prices include
postage.

-,E;,..-

SYMBOLOGICAL CATECHISM:
OR

SEND THEM IN.
We are preserving several hundred copies of each
installment of the Braden Kelley Debate, and shall
be prepared until further notice to furnish all our report to new subscribers. 50cts will secure the entire
report.
LAMBERT BROS. Publishers,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
Setting forth the orc;ler and nature of the Priesthood, and defining the duties and prerogatives
of all the Church Officials, including the First
Presidency, and also the Deacons, as set forth in
the Revelations of God and decisions of the
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
the Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
Price 25 cents including postage.
·
RUINS

REVISITED,

AND THE WORLD STORY RETOLD;
The Scientific Defense of the Latter Day Faith.
240 pages, bound in cloth, price $:1..
S. F. WALKER. Lamoni, Iowa.
HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
or sale my House of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace in it, and water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.

Key to the Symbology of the Bible,
BY A. J. MAPES.
104 pages, cloth bound. Price 35 cents each.
For sale by BRo. H. R. MILLS,
INDEPENDENCE, Mo.

AUTUM·N

LEAVES,

Published monthly for the
Youth of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
- - ) B Y THE(-Board.of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA,
And sent ~e of Postage at prices named.
THE SAINTS' HARMONY
(Music only,)
Leather back and Muslin sides ••.••••••.•••• $1 60
SUNDAY SCHOOL REPORT.
This is a blank stat1stical report, per dozen
10 cts

BOOK OF MORMON.

Roan, oprinlded edges .•••.•••••••• , ••••••••• 1 :115
[mitation Morocco, gilt edges •••••••••••••••• 1 GO
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SIGNS AND EVENTS.

is deeply impressed with the clear
indications or signs of the times concerning
the second coming of Christ. Reading
one or two. issues of a daily newspaper we
were forcibly reminded of the Savior's
predictions by the numerous accounts of
occurrences in exact fulfillment of His
declarations; and those were but few reports, and partiai ones, of the daily events
which make up the diary of the world's
transition.
·
First, we have a column-and-a-quarter
article on "Uncle Sam's big gun," a
monster cannon of fifty-two tons weight,
which can thro;w a thousand pound projectile fifteen m.iles. This is followed by
gun-statistics of other nations, showing all
to be watchful of, keeping pace with,
et1deavoring to surpass each other in war
preparations, in every feature of destructive invention, improved tactics and general equipm\lnt.
We read accounts of the Hebrew expulsion and exodus from Russia, the settlement already of twenty"five thousand
Jews in Palestine-'-more, it is said, than
the number wl'lo returned from Babylon
after the captivity! These with many
other items concerning the settlement of
the Hebrews in the holy land all prove,
and in striking 1m.anner; that while man is
busily absorbed in coping with the problems of his limited spheres, the. Almighty
is above and superintending all, clearIy
and definitely accomplishi·ng His purposes,
and giving to man evidences of His divine
providence and; overruling control. It is
said that "Hebrew is again becoming a
living language in Palestine. The thousands. of Jews who are going there from
different countries, being unable to com•
municate with each other in their .ordinary
languages, resort to the knowledge which
.they h.ave of Hebrew, in their religious
ser.vic~s, for.·a means of communicationt
ONE

No. 30.

A~ording to this, Israel, with the moral
be further verified as it has been hitherto.
force of England, America and other
The credence given to the demoralizing
nations friendly to his interests, is likely to and destructive teachings of spiritists; the
succeed in again nationally establishing reception of the person and teachings of
Schweinfurth, the pretended messiah,himself.
Next we have further accounts of the these indicate the presence of deceptive inFederation movement in Australia, the fluences in the world, as foretold by Christ
political discontent in NewFoundland, the and the prophets; and also prove that in
death of the Canadian Premier, who car- the present as in the past, men are de•
ried with him the strongest binding force ceived an,l being deceived.
in consolidating the conservative element
True, some of the events referred to.
in Canadian politics, which has favored may in themselves appear insignificant to
existing close relations with the British the unbeliever; but taken collectively,
imperial government; all of which, with they are sufficient to arrest attention and
numerous similar movements in other cause men to soberly think of the things
countries, organized with a view to assert coming upon the earth.
and maintain the political freedom of and
Many of the prophecies concerning
government by the people, indicate the ~hrist's first coming refered to events not
casting down of thrones, and the growing calculated of themselves to startle the
tendency to self-government.
multitude; but connected with other and
The battle for and agairtst the creeds, more striking events composed a chain of
the probing analysis to which they have evidences in itself so complete and apparbeen and are being subjected, the "larger ent that the then religious followers of
· hope', which men see in Christ, together Moses and the prophets were condemned
with the thought bestowed upon economic, and punished for rejecting Him.
social and general conditions,-all these,
The god of this world continues to blind
with improvements in various arts and many in the present as in the past, and
sciences, contrioutory to better modes of many things indicate that as it was in the
living, tending to heighten our civilization, days of. Noah, so shall it be also in the
demonstrate that knowledge is increaSing second coming of the Son of Man.
in the earth as facilities are afforded men
to run to and fro, to study and learn.each
"THE RELIGIOUS UNREST.
other and the lands and climes of the vari"Not even the inaugural address of Dr. Briggs
ous races of mankind.
Cloud-bursts, storms and revolutions was such a startling proof of the current religdisturb the earth's surface and agitate its ious unrest, and of the determination of the prespopulations; while seismic disturbances ent generation to reinvestigate and restate the
betoken groanings in the midst of her, in- fundamental doctrines of the Christian religion,
dicating the coming day when abomina- as were the proceedings of the Baptist Ministion shall not reign, when none but the terial Conference of New York City last Monrighteous and obedient shall be permitted day. The principal speaker was Dr. W. R. Harto dwell upon earth and breathe its puri- per, President-elect of the University of Chicago,
fied atmosphere.
and his subject was the inerrancy of the Bible.
.. Earthquake shocks in America and The proposition which he elaborated at great
Italy, volcanic disturbances, failures and length was: 'There are many errors on points
partial failures of crops, floods in America of science and history in the Bible; and
and Europe-these with prevailing epi- these errors may be admitted and allowed
demics assure us that, as the world moves, without surrendering the inspiration and
all things are in commotion as predicted infallibility of the Bible in matters of faith and
by the Savior.
practice.' In addition to the Baptist ministers of
· In many respects. the world grows betNew York City, several others were present
ter as in others it becomes worse. The
from Brooklyn, Boston and Philadelphia; and
increase of wealth, which, rightly used is
conducive to better methods of living, is not only was Dr. Harper frequently Interrupted
largely bent to selfish purposes and di;;- by enthusiastic applause 1 but the c~mference honpJay; and, in addition, other mpst di~cour "ored him, at the close, with a unanimous vote of
aging indications observable are the fulfill- thanks. Surely Dr. Harper was right when he
ment of Paul's and Peter's predictions said: •There are new things coming, or rather
that men should "be lovers of pleasure there are new ways of looking at old things.'
"Without assuming to judge of the correctness
more than lovers. of God;" and of important religious truths and events. be "wil- of the statement that 'there are many errors, on
points of science and .history, .in the Bible,' we
fully ignorant."
It is true. that the end is not yet; but may be allowed to express a ftar .that a. great·
theexact fulfill.ment in detail of so many many people will never be able to see that 'these
scripture. prophecies justifies the exp~c errors may be admitted and allowed wlthout.surtation that the sacred word will in future rendering the inspiration and in,fa!libllity of. the
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Bible in matters of faith and practice.' Science
nants of the Lord, which he hath made unto the
and history belong to earth. }l'aith and practice
house of Israel; wherefore they are of great
come from heaven. Human reason can test
worth unto the Gentiles.
.
matters of science and history, but cannot test
."And' the angel of the Lord said unto me,
matters of faith and practice; People, therefore,
Thou hast beheld that the book proceeded forth
will naturally demur to·receiving as infallible
from the mouth of a Jew; and when it proceeded
those statements that cannot be investigated,
forth from the mouth of a Jew, it contained the
when the statements of the same witness, that
plainnes~ of the gospel of the Lord, of whom the
can be tested, turn out to be in many cases unretwelv~ apostles· bear record; and they bea;
liable.
record according to the truth which is•" in the
«The faith and pra<;tice of the Bible are inextricably'.mixed in the science and histbry of the Lamb of God; wherefore, these things go forth
from the Jews in purity, unto the Gentiles, acBible. Indeed, the impregnable bulwark of
cording to the truth which is in God : and after
Christianity is the fact that it is a historical rethey go forth by the hand of the twelve apostles
ligion. Not to go any further, the miraculous birth
of the Lamb, from .the Jews unto the Gentiles,
·and the resurrection of Christ are, at the same
thou seest the foundation of a great and abom·
time, matters of science, matters of history and
matters of faith. To admit, therefore, that J;he· inable church, which is most abominable above
all other churches; for behold, they have taken
Bible may err in matters of science and history
may appear to some like an admission that it away from the gospel of the Lamb, many parts
which· are plain and most precious; and also
may err concerning the resurrection b£ Christ,
many covenants of the Lord have they taken
which is fhe very foundation of the Christian reaway; and all this have they done, that ~hey
ligion. This may have been thereason why Dr.
might pervert the right ways of the Lord,; that
Harper, with strange inconsistency, said: •I
they might blind the eyes and harden the hearts
would almost give my right hand to l:le able to
of the children of men: wherefore, thou seesf
say that there were no errors in the Bible.'"that after the book hath gone forth through the
C!ticqgo :fottYnal.
hands of the great and abominable church, that
On reading the above, the well read there are many plain and precious things taken
Latter Day Saint will call to mind the away from the book, which ls the book of the
statements in the Book of Mormon con- Lamb of God; and after these plain and precious
cerning the corrupting changes made in things were taken away, it goeth forth uri to all
the Bible by "the great and abominable the nations of the Gentiles: and after it goeth
church," resulting in much stumbling by forth unto all the nations of the Gentiles, ]M,
the Gentiles. Here is one passage direct- even across the many waters which thou hast
ly in point:
seen with the Gentiles which have gone forth
"And it came to pass that I beheld many mulout of captivity: thou sees! because of the many
titudes of the Gentiles, upon the land of promise; plain and precious things wmch have been taken
and I beheld th<! wrath of God, that it was upon
out of the book, which were plain unto the
the seed of my brethren; and they.were scattered
understanding of the children of men, according
before the Gentiles, and were smitten. And I
to the plainness which is in the Lamb of God;
behe'Id the Spirit of the Lord, that it was upon
because of these· things which are taken away
the Gentiles; and they did prosper, and obtain
out of the gospel of the Lamb, an exceeding
the land for their inheritance; and I beheld that
great many do stumble, yea, insomuch that
they were white, and exceeding fair and beautiSatan hath great power over them; nevertheless
ful, like unto my people before they were slain.
thou beholdest that the Gentiles who have gone
"And it came to pass that I, Nephi, beheld
forth out of captivity, and have been lifted up
that the Gentiles who had gone forth out of capby the power of God above all .other nations
tivity, did humble themselves before the Lord;
upon the face of the land, which is choice above
and the power of the Lord was with them; and
all other lands, which is the land that the Lord
I beheld that their mother Gentiles were gathGod hath covenanted with thy father, that his
ered together upon the waters, and upon the land
seed should have, for the land bf their inheritalso, to battle against them; and I beheld that
ance, will not utterly destroy the mixture of thy
the power of God was with them ; and also that
seed, which are among thy brethren; neither
the wrath of God was upon all those that were
will he suffer that the Gentiles shall destroy the
gathered together against them to battle. And
seed of thy brethren; neither will the Lord God
I, Nephi, beheld that the Gentiles that had gone
suffer that the Gentiles shall forever remain in
out of captivity, were delivered by the power of that awful state of blindness, which thou beGod, out of the hands of all other nations.
boldest they are in, because of the plain and most
"And it came to pass that I, Nephi, beheld ·precious parts of the gospel of the Lamb which
that they did prosper in the land; and I beheld
have been kept back by that abominable church,
a book, and it was carried forth among them.
whose formation thou hast seen. Wherefore,
And the angel said unto me, Knowest thou the
saith the Lamb of God, I will be merciful unto
meaning of the book? And I said unto him, 1" the Gentiles, unto the visiting of the remnant of
know not. And he said, Behold, it proceedeth
the house of Israel in great judgment.
out of the mouth of a Jew; and I, Nephi, beheld
"And it came to pass that the angel of the
it; and he said unto me, The book that thou beLord spake unto me, saying, Behold, saith the
boldest, is a record of the Jews, which contains
Lamb of God, after I have visited the remnant
the covenants of the Lord which he hath made of the house of Israel, and this remnant of whom
unto the house of Israel; and it also containeth
I speak, is the seed of thy father; wherefore,
many of the prophecies of the- Holy prophets; after I have visited them in judgment, and smit· and it is a record like unto the engravings which
ten tbem by the hand of the Gentiles; and after
are upon the plates of bras.s, save there are not
the Gentiles do stumble exceedingly, because of
so many; nevertheless, they contain the cove- the most plain and precious parts of the gospel

of the Lamb which has been kept back, by th,at
abominable church, which is the mother of har~
lots, saith the Lamb, I will be mercif.u1 unto the
Gentiles in that day, insomuch that I will bring
forth unto them in mine own power, much.bf
my gospel, which shall be plain and precious,
saiththe Lamb; for behold, saith the Lamb, I
will manifest myself unto thy seed, that they
shall write many things which I shall minister
unto them, which shall be plain and precious;
and after thy seed ~hall be destroyed and dwindle
in unbelief, and also the seed of thy brethren;
behold these things shall be hid up, to ·come
forth unto the GentiLes, by the gift and power of
the Lamb; and in them shall be written my gos~
pel, saith the Lamb, and my rock and my .salvation; and blessed are they 'who shall seek to
bring fqrth my Zion at that day, for they shall
have the gift and. the power of the Holy Ghost;
and if they endure unto .the end, they shall be
lifted up at the last day, and shall be saved in the
everlasting kingdom of. the Lamb; and whoso
shall publish peace, yea, tidings of great joy,
how beautiful upon the mountain shall the~ be.
"And it came to pass that 'I beheld the remnant of the seed of my bret;hren, and also the
book of the Lamb of God, which had proceeded
forth from the mouth of the- Jew, that it came
forth from the Gentiles, unto the remnant of the
seed of my brethrenj and after it had come forth
unto them, I beheld other books, which came
forth by the power of the Lamb, from the Gentiles unto them, unto the convincing of the Gentiles, and the rerrl'nant of the seed of my brethren, and also the Jews, who were scattered upon
all the face of the earth, that: the records of the
prophets and of the twelve apostles of the Lamb,
are true.
11 And the angel spake unto me, saying, These
last records which thou hast seen among the
Gentiles, shall establish the truth of the first,
which are of the twelve apostles of the ·Lamb,
and shall make known the plain and precious
things which have been taken away from them;
and shall make known to all kindreds, tongues
and people, that the Lamb of God is the Son of
the Eternal Father, and the Savior of the world;
and that all men must come unto him or they
cannot be saved; and they must come according
to the words which shall be established by the
mouth of the Lamb: and the words of the Lamb
shall be made known in the records of thy seed,
as well as in the records of the twelve apostles of
the Lamb; wherefore, they both shall be estab'
lished in one; for there Is one God and one Shepherd over all the earth; and the time cometh
that he shall manifest himself unto all nations,
both unto the Jews, and also unto the Gentiles;
and after he has manifested himself unto the
Jews, and also unto the Gentiles; then he shall
manifest himself unto the Gentiles, and also unto
the Jews, and the last shall be first, find the first
shall be last.
"And it shall come to pass, that if the Gentiles
shall hearken unto the Lamb of God in that day
that he shall manifest himself unto them in word,
and also in power, in very deed, unto the taking
away of their stumblingblocks, and harden not
their hearts against the Lamb of God, they shall
be numbered among the seed of thy father; yea,
they shall be numbered among the house of Israel; and they shall be a blessed people upon the
promised land forever; they shall be no more
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brought down into captivity; and the house of
Israel shall no more be confouHded; and that
great pit which hath been d!gged for them, by
that great and abominable church, which was
founded by the devil and his chiidteti, that he
might lead aw!ly the souls of men down to hell;
yea, that great pit which hath been digged for
the destruction of men, shall be filled by those
who digged it, unto their utter-destruction, saith
the Lamb of G<id; not the destruction of the
soul, save it be the casting of it into that hell
which hath no end; for behold, this is according
to the captivity of the devil, and also according
to the justice of God, upon all those who will
work wickedness and abomination before him."
- I Nephi 3: 37-44·

all hope is built upon the United States' harvest.
The fact, as recently stated, Is that the bread of
Europe must come from America."

"THE PRESENT RELIGIOUS CRISIS
IN JAPAN.
"NOBUTA KISHIMOTO.

47I
difficulty we want men of special qualifications;
men with a ·sufficient knowledge of comparatlvereliglon. In Japan there are many systems
of religion and philosophy already existing; they
are the natural outgrowth of the religious spirit
of the times and countries in which they have
flourished; and to speak of all other religions as
false religions, simply testifies to ones's own
ignorance of the nature of those other religions,
and of the history of the philosophy of religion.
One must study comparative religion to get rid
of his religious prejudices, an unutterable blessing
to an ordinary Christian, and an indispensable
equipment for ministers.
"The second necessary qualification Is that the
preacher must be familiar with the modern religious and theological tendency of the world, and
especially of Japan.
"The third and last qualification which is, in
one sense, the most important of the three is the
fact that the ultimate aim of the missionary
work in view must be to Cristianize Japan, but
not to foreignize it. All we want to do is to put
on the clothing of Christianity, cut in Japanese
style as far as possible.
"We may reject all the Jewish, Greek, Latin,
or Protestant traditions, or we may accept them,
but we do not want them emphasized as e.ssential. What we wan tis the esse1zce of Christianity;
Christianity In its lowest terms.''-Andover Review, Boston, <June.

"'Christian work in Japan,' wrote a missionary,
'is more difficult now than It was a few years
ago'; and such is the common experience of the
missionaries laboring in that field. Many causes
contribute to this result, and among the most
potent may be mentioned: (I) The general attention of the Japanese is engrossed by.their Interest in politics; (2) The general anti-foreign spirit
This prophecy and its fulfillment in aroused in connection with the treaty revision,
these times is an incontestible proof of the on which some missionaries are supposed to have
divinity of the Book of Mormon, and its taken the unpopular side; (3) a popular misunderstatements are of great worth to the Saints, standing of the Emperor's Rescript on Morals,
and specially to the ministry. By this we which was supposed to Imply the establishment
learn many important facts in respect to the of Shintoism or Confucianism as the State redealings of God with the Gentiles both be- ligion, although in reality it was intended to do
fore and after the coming forth of the Book no more than emphasize the importance of
of Mormon, and we also learn that"other moral education; (4) the growing effort of the
books" (more than one) besides the Bible, Buddhists to hinder the advancement of the
such as come "forth by the power of the Christian cause, which prospers chiefly at the
Lamb," will go "from the Gentiles unto" cost of Buddhism; (5} the far· reaching Influence
Israel, "unto the convincing of the Gen- upon the educated young men of the ant!- Christtiles, and the remnant of the seed" of ian attitude of the most Influential men in the
.Nephi and his "brethren, and also the kingdom, who are well-read in the morals and
Jews, who are scattered upon all the face philosophy of Confucius, Buddha, J. S. Mill, Au' Japan, sufficiently progressive to .lay
of the earth, that the records of the proph- guste Comte, Herbert Spencer, etc. The class is aside enough of her old time conservatism
ets and of the twelve apostles of the Lamb not numerous; but its attitude of indifferentism
to accept many of .the improvements of
[the Bible.-En] are true." And it is per- towards religious creeds exerts a widespread in- Euro-American civilization, which have in
haps needless to say that the Book of Morfluence; (6) last, but not least, of the causes of
many respects greatly altered the condimon is one of the "other books" promised,
tion of the country and people, has also
the present crisis is the general doubt among the
and that the book of Doctrine and Covenbeen willing to study the religious systems
common people whether Christianity is worthy
ants is another,/ for both of these in their
of the Caucasian race, no doubt believing
teachings support and confirm the divine and substantial enough to be adopted. The great that the theological systems of the people
division
of
Christianity
into
Romanlsm,
Nicholaorigin of the Bible, explaining whv and
of the great powers were also worthy of
wherein it is d~ficient, supplying.· parts ism, and Protestantism, the numerous sects of investigation. But as the writer of the
these
latter,
the
New
Liberal
Theology
from
that are missing, and furnishing much
foregoing remarks, seventeenth century
that is rieedetl in: erganizing and building Germany, Unitarianism and Universalism from Christianity does not satisfy them, and the
America,
all
differing
from
each
other
and
from
up the Church of Christ in all nations and
differences of religious opinion for which
the Orthodox Church, upon what it deems essenrniu:stifying the ;ways of Go.d with man.
·various sects contend are viewed with disIt is welt th.at:'"religious. unrest" is felt tial points, tend to force the popular mind to the trust by the masses; and w·ant of confiby the .~orld, for it promis.es inquiry and conclusion that, if Christianity is so disputable de.nce is engendered by the. uncertain
more dthgent seeking after God and his and unsettled, even In its central doctrines, it is sound conveyed by the missionaries of the
ways.
not worthy and subs.tantil!l enough to be acceptwestern races.
ed in exchange for th.e religious. systems of our
This writer evidently reduces it to a sucfatherst
cinct
statement of what is wanted when he
"The
causes
of
the
present
religtou.&
cdsis;.
"EUROPE's short crop" is the heading of a
late Washington article which gives statis- which are special to the orthodox theology of the declatesthe religious wants of the people
of Japan to be"the essence .of Christianity;
conservative bodies, are, the New Liberal Thetic!'~. of the wheat supply and conswmption
of France. After stating that the maxi- ology of the German Missionaries, the teaching Christianity in its lowest terms;"
,The restored go~;;pel brings to men the
mum estimate of the yield in France shows of the Unitarians and Universalists,. and the libconfirmation
of the .Spirit, the individual
a decrease of thirty-one per cent, as com- eral movement In the Orthodox Churches thempared with the crop of 1 89o, the item con- selves. Young Japan cannot content Itself with consciousness that God is, and that Jesus
Christ is His Son-the Savior of men,
cludes as follows: ·
·
the theology of the .seventeenth century wit):!
Let us hope that as this want is more genevidences of religious progress on every hat}d.
"Russia, Tunis, Egypt, Romania, and some of
erally recognized, this need confessed, men
the Danubian provinces will have a fair h2rvest.
The people are more In sympathy with the New
will be more willing to hear and heed the
In Hungary It will be below the average this
Theology which appears to meet the requiremessage we b~ar.
.year. The estimates given by the miflers, the rements of <A Japanese Christianity for Japan.'
As old and mistaken forms are gtvmg
port says, are optimistic. They desire to create
The fourth and last cause of the special difficulty
way before the light of closer scrutiny, opan Impression that there is a better supply than Is, that the native teathers and preachers, trained
portunities to-present and denianas for the
really exists. They want. to buy grain as cheap
h1 the old theology, finding that. the inspiration
truth increase. New fields of labor conas possible in the fortunate countries that have
of the Bible, the Divinity of Christ, vicarious
stantly open before us. If we meet. these
of their abundance to export.
saci-ifice, and otherleading doctrines of· the Ordemands and perform the work of preach"In conclusion the report says that not. only
thodox Church, are held disputable by teachers . ing the gospel to "eyery creature" we
·France but all Europe is looking longingly to , who approve themselves by their learning and
must certainly be prepared to more fully
the wheat-fields of the United States. ·Last year· moderation, are at a loss what to believe, and are
occupy than· in the past.
Let us trust th11t with the approach of
·many hoped that South.America would.help sup,
unable to preach wlt.h boldness and confidence.
the "hasteni!lg time'' of the work we may
ply the'deficit, espeCially the Argentine Republic,
"Such are the more important causes of the
,,but to: day no mention is m.ade of those countries; · present religious crisis. in.Japan, and to meet• this be ready for all emergencies'-be able to
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answer the calls of millions of human
hearts who anxiously await the promised
Deliverer, the Desire of all nations.
In the light of later developments we
may better understand why commandments were given to the ministry to become "acquainted with languages, tongues
and people," to "obtain a knowledge also
of countries, and of kingdoms, that ye
may be prepared in all things •.. to magnify the calling whereunto I have called
you, and the mission with which I have
commissioned you."
Compliance with
the above will acquaint individuals with
that suggested by the writer of the foregoing reprint, enabling the servants of God
to intelligently present the positive, beneficent truths of the gospef of Christ ;in
plain contrast to the negations and incomplete systems of the .teachers and philosophers mentioned in the article.
DRINK BILL.
IT was thought by some that our statement of th.e workingmen's drink bill of
the United States was large. Here is one;
$687477,3501 or about $15 per head of
the population, or something like_ $75 or
$8o per family of five persons:
"In England, Dr. Dawson Burns has published
· his annual drink budget. From this it appears
that the people of the United Kingdom expended for intoxicating liquors in 1890 the sum
of £I37,495,470. Taking the estimated population, the figures indicate that the sum spent per
head on intoxicating liquors was £3 13s., or per
family of five persons £r8 ss. During the past
year the people of the United Kingdom drank
more freely than in any year since r878, when
the drink bill was £r42,10o,soo. Working the
figures out in another way, Dr. Burns shows
that £r is given to Bacchus 'for every halfcrown given to Christ.' "-Glad Tidings, :June
rst.

EDITORIAL ITEMS.
THOSE of the ministry who desire to make
sales of Sr. vValker's book "With the
Church in an Early Day" should correspond with her and obtain the very liberal
terms she offers.
Sr. Laura E. Southwick, East Delavan,
Wisconsin, the I zth inst:
"The Saints
here are all well and spiritually working
for the Master's cause which we so much
love."
Sr. Angeline McKenzie, Lakeland,
Nova Scotie, the 9th: "We are only a
small gathering of Saints in this place
numbering but eight. We are visited occasionally by Elder H. J. Davison. We
were pleased to see Elder F. M. Sheehy
who remained about a week with us."
Bro. D. Cl1ambers, Persia, Iowa, July
13th: "Bro. W. W .. Blair is with us, feeling strong in the Lord and willing to labor in defense of the truth. To-morrow
night he commences to reply to Clark
Braden's lectures delivered here over a
week ago. I look for good results from
Bro. Blair's efforts in this vicinity. The
work in this district seems promising."
Bro. George H. Hulmes, Pittsburg,
Pennsylvania, the 14th inst.: "We are all

well and moving along slowly, but feeling
good regarding the work we all have need
to love wisely and well."
"One or more to be baptized here Sun- '
day next; all goes well," writes Bro. J. C.
Crabb from Keb, Iowa, July 8th.
Bro. F. P. Scarcliff, Scranton, Mississippi, the 8th in st.: "We have commenced
to build a church iri the vicinity of my
home. Editor of our county paper published an article reflecting on our faith, but
was courteous enough to publish a correc·
tion that I took to him. I hold services
most every Sunday and one night each
week, and the Lord has blessed me with
his Spirit."
, We learn of six additional baptisms
during the last ten d:;tys at and near Lamoni, Ern. Stebbins . and Joseph Snively
administering. A number were also received into Lamoni branch by letter.
Bro. J. S. Roth, Grinnell, Iowa, July
9th: "We are still holding tent meetings
here, but the interest is not what we would
like to see. No baptisms yet."
Bro. J. H. Lawn, Tulare, California,
July 6th. He had preached four times in
the Congregational church. "Baptized
four at Deer Creek two weeks ago."
Ern. James Whitehead, H. A. Stebbins
and Thomas Bell of the eldership preached
at Davis City, Leon and Patrick sc:hoolhouse respectively on Sunday the 12th
inst.
·
Bro. J. D. Erwin, Manchester, Texas,
the 8th inst.: "The work is onward in these
parts. Baptized two last week, two more
this week. I leave for Arkansas next
Monday."
,
Bro."!. N. Roberts, Minneapolis, Minnessota, July 1oth: "All goes well here.
Some will be baptized.",
A. J. Moore, Beaver, Texas: "Baptized
one here last Sunday, making eight since
conference, and others will come in.
Father is in Bandera county and reports
favorably. There are a number of places
awaiting me. On my return here will
orgapize a branch."
7

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"We are not here for holidays;- our lives are not for
dreaming,
While toiling hands and busy hands are laboring all
around.
Men are stirring, wheels are whirring, fires gleaming, ves·
sels steaming,
There is work on land and ocean and in regions under
ground;
And full often as I ponder o'er some lofty pile uprising,
On triumphant deeds accomplished, on some mighty
victory won,1 find that in my ears a chime of thought has been set
ringing' All great works are made up of litt.le works well done.'"

"LITTLE WORKS WELL DONE."
THis is a welcome chime to fall upon the ears
of the worn toilers of earth, but, thank God, it is
not misleading, for it is just as true as it is welcome. Man may see only the completed structure, the accomplished deed, or the triumphant
cause: not so with God. The box of ointment
poured upon the Savior's feet was a small gift, a

slight tribute to the Son of God, yet it has diffused
its grateful odor over eighteen ·centuries and
stands to-day a marvelous tower of encouragement to all who, like Mary, would turn from the
ways of sin and folly, which have rent and
pierced their hearts, and find peace and comfort
at the feet of Him who gave his· life for them.
In his sight the tears of penitence were more
precious than the ointment which accompanied
them, though to those beholding there was nothIng in the act save "the waste."
.
So, too, when those having charge of the temple's treasurv counted out its contents of golden
store,· the mfte of the poo~ widow seemed a feather in the balance; but not ~o to Him ~ho knew
what that mite represented. Others had but given
of their. abundance, but she !lad given all.
'•Little works well done," in the light shed up-·
on them by the gospel of the Son of God, assume
proportions very different from those they possess
when viewed in the light in which men see them.
It isthe duty of the hour, no matter what that duty
may be, which, if well done, ensures the approval of heaven. Are we doing this duty and doing
it well? As the days come and go for many a
one toil begins with the fir~t light of morning
and continues until the curtain of night is· drawn
around the earth, and sometimes even beyond
this limit, unt.iJ the tired weary one asks the question, "Is life worth living"? · In the strains of the
poet there comes an answer to inspire and cheer:
"'Is life worth living?' asks the cynic sage.
That hangs upon the quest~on, What is life?
To breathe, to eat and sleep, or in vain strife
With nature's laws a hopeless war to wage,
And reap unrest and pain from youth to age,This is not life, but death. ·He only lives
Who from the heart's full fountain freely gives,
And takes as freely, love's large heritage.
Who saves his life •hall lose it; and the prize,
If gained, is not worth having. He who dies
For God and truth and lost humanity,
Scorning delights to live laborious days,
Shali win, not wealth, nor place, nor human praise,
But life indeed, and immortality."

Weary, tired mother and sister, faint not as
from hour to hour, from day to day in love's
sweet service you labor on, for you are not only
giving all in your power to give, but it is the
costliest service man or angels have it in their
power to bestow. Love's service is the crowning
glory of thy life. Let the hands be brown and
hard, the feet weary and worn with many a step
taken in pain and heaviness of heart; count it
not, for the harvest draws on apace and thou
shalt awake to discover a strange transmutation
when the pure light of love and truth shine upon
tlre toilers of this earth and reveal life not as it
is, but as God designed it should be.
"We are not here for holidays;" though it may
never have entered into many hearts that life has
an earnest purpose and that only as we fill the
measure of our usefulness here, can we really
hope to know happiness; yet it is a truth easy of
demonstration to each one seeking a solution of
the problem and one which being demonstrated
richly repays the effort made.
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER,

Please request the Prayer Union to pray that
I may be healed. I have been afflicted for two
years very baqly.
Yours in faith, J. M. Teagarden, Grapeland,.
Texas.
Sr. McKenzie, Lakeland, Nova Scotia, wishes-
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a special request of the Prayer Union in her behalf for her recovery. She has been a long sufferer, from night sweats, chills and cough and
general wasting away of strength, that God may
be pleased to relieve and restore her to health, if
it is His will.
THE LOST CHILD.
I've lost a child-oh, tell me, did you meet
. My little darling in the sunny street,
With wind-blown hair, bright eyes, and flying feet
Like swift-winged birds?
"How large is she?" Why, just a tiny thing:
'Tis such a short time since I used to sing·
Low, sleepy songs, and feel her soft arms cling
About my neck.
"How old is she?" Why, really I forget;
Just old enough to love and kiss and pet,
Only a merry little maid, and yet
Not quite a child.
It seems but yesterday I saw her go

Leading her playmates in laughing row;
·If you had met her you would surely know

Her smiling face.
You thought her older, more than twelve you say?
That cannot be until another May
Opens the buds and brings the happy day
That gave her life.
"Is that the child? Almost a woman grown,
She holds her girlish head high as your own;
Some one will find her though she goes alone,
You need not fear."
Iknow she's tall and cares no mo.re for toys-'That's Harry with her, making all this noise;
Why don't he go and play with other boys,
I'd like to know?
'Tis five years since her twelfth birthday was green
With tender leaves, and all the months between
Have slipped away till she is seventeenThe child i.s lost I
-Wide Awake.
POO~ ·MOTHER.
·WHEN, sometime: ago, in deprecation of the
wear and tear which seems to be the common
fate of mothers, I urged upon them to be kinder
to themselves, evert if less indulgent to their
chidren, my article brought me a number of indignant protests. The burden of all was that,
having had their day, the elder women were in
fairness bound to let the girls in turn have theirs.
Why should a mother ask self-denial of Maria
or Agnes, when it would be a hardship to her,
and while the maternal heart rejoiced in every
deprivation: whieh added a single pleasure, gave
. a· single adornment'to the bright young life of
the daughter? Why should Alice stay at home
from the concert, in favor of her mother, when
it was ages since theJatterhad attended anything
less solemn than the prayer meeting, and when
tickets for both could not be afforded? It was
not expected of her.' The unwritten law of too
many homes is, it appears, that mother shall always stay!n: the house and do the work, while
the outings, in summer or winter, are wholly for
the young people. "Mother prefers it,'' says one
girl, whose conscien<;e gives her .an uncomfortable prick. "Mother is accustomed. to it," says
another, whose conscience is indurated, and
whom nothing short of an earthquake will shake
from·her complacent s~lfishness.
. The number of mothers who have no place to
call their exclusive own, in their own: houses, is
.a thing trying to the\patience of an unprejudiced
observ.er'. The parlor is given up to the y<>Ung
ladi€ls ;1nd their friends; the pretty front chambel' h~s Been arranged fqr their sitting an:d sew,

ing room; mother's room is a thoroughfare for
the family, and if she is obliged to sit with her
work in the basement dining room, so that ::;he
may be near the kitchen, everybody supposes
that it is from choice, and not from necessity.
The mistress of an elegant mansion, replete with
everything which could charm the eye and
please the taste, told me one day, not in the
way of complaint, but as a matter of course,
that she found it difficult to' find a place where
she might say her prayers without interruption,
and I believed her.~ There are hundreds of
mothers who are assuming household tasks,
which their daughters ought to share, because
they wish the latter to have their time for study
and practice, without break or pause, the feeling
being that bye and bye, when the school-days
are over, the girls will remember this grace, and
take their turn in holding the heaviest end of
the load. Too often this hope is unfulfilled, for
the habits of study have also been habits of selfish indulgence, and the daughters have grown
heedless of their patient, drudging mother, and
quite in the way of seeing her in the background,
a foil to their own brilliance.
So it comes to pass that in the Indian summer
of her life, when a woman should be taking a
new lease of strength, and entering upon a period
of great usefulness, she often breaks down and
becomes an invalid. Nature demands payment
in full for the arrears which have 'been long accumulating. The reserves so prodigally drawn
upon, ih the years of endless work, and no play,
have left no margin now, and the life which
ought to beat with a full and steady tide, runs
low in the faltering veins. Mother beg.ins to
realize that her presence is vital to nobody.
True, her husband still demands of her the constant and loving service, the countless little
offices which only a wife can fulfill, and should
she die, for awhile the sun would be blotted
from his sky, and he would be bewildered in his
loneliness. Yet, even he, absorbed in business
and politics, with the many outside interests which
keep, a man young, because bringing their elements of novelty always into his life, would
manage to get on without her, and for the present he takes her, goodness much as a matter of
course. As for the children, she knows perfectly
that she is not essential' to them, though she
cradled them in her arms and has been making
sacrifices for them all their lives .
The mother in my large acquaintance who is
most tenderly cared for, most devoted,ly shielded,
is one who has from their babyhood. exacted
much gentle attention from her children. Each,
as soon as old enough, has had his or her daily
tasks assigned, and ha·s been In a measure responsibl~ for the comfort of the home. This training,
carried on for years, has resulted in habitual
courtesy and deference on the part of the juniors,
and has likewise caused the home-work, shared
by all, to go on with ease and without friction.
There is time enough for all to undertake whatever they desire, and the mother with a large
family, the oldest eighteen, the youngest four,
has leisure to read, to play her old tuiles'c:m the
piano and. learn new ones, ahd to minglein the
, social life of her friends, herself the queen of
that life, in her own house.
I am hot pleading. for unkindness orseverity
to the children. Far from it. They are the deligbt of. every heart, l;].nd should have all the
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privileges and opportunities possible. But I do
not want the mether contentedly to adopt the
role or sink into the position of "Poor mother!"
There is such a thing as wicked resignation.
-Mrs. M. E. Sangster, in the Interior.

MEADOW GROVE, Neb.
Dear Slsters o/ tke Home Columtt:-I feel that it
is my duty to write a few words jf it is of worth to
any. I know that it is a great comfort to me to
read the letters from the brothers and sisters in
the Herald each week and I want to do all that
I can for my blessed Savior who has done so
much for me and my family. If my talent be
small (shall not be excusable when the Bridegroom shall appear if I have not on the wedding
garment. I desire to keep my lamp trimme<l and
burning that I may be ready to give a word for
the hope that is within me. I know that this
gospel is true for I have had witness of it many
times. The Lord has heard and answered my
prayers. r have been healed almost from an affliction of the body that I never expected could
be cured by man. I. was administered to at the
last reunion at Logan, Iowa and I can truly say
that I have not had the least pain from the affliction that my body was suffering with since that
time. My health is as good as it ever was, apparently in my life. For this I thank myheavenly Father.
Yours in hope of eternal life,
MRs. L. LEwrs.
BLOOMINGTON, July 4th.
Dear Slster Frattces:-As I am old and feeble
I thought I would pen you what I know is truth.
I am a Latter Day Saint. I have been healed
by the power of God and can say to all that this
is the true. gospel of Christ. I hope to continue
till God shall say to me to come up higher. May
.the God of peace be with you all is my prayer. I
am sixty-four years old.
ELIZABETH HOGABOOM.
TAcoMA, Wash., June 21st.
Sr. Walker:-I have been intending to write
for some time and tell you the Mother's Home
Column is appreciated, if possible more by me
since being isolated, for we are alone here, so far
as we kHow. We are~strivingto keep the faith
and defend it whenever it is necessary. Our faith
was tried in a few days after we came here .. Our
little girl was taken veFy sick and for four days
it seemed that she must die. I thought of times.
.when we had sent for the elders and she had
been healed and restored to us in perfect health.
I thought too that the Lord. knew our hearts,
and that he would never forget nor forsake those
who put their trust ih his word. I did not feel
that I could bear to give up my little girl here in
this strange land, so when I would pray I would
avoid :saying, "Thy will be done," and would
always. say:, "Spare me my .child." :Until the
fourth day it seemed she could not live much
longer. I was sifting by the bed when this came
very forcibly to my mind, How can 1 expect the
Father to hear. and answer my prayer when· I
have not prayed as I am told to. pray? and just
then strength was given me to kneel dpwn and
say, "Father, I've done.all that I cando. Thy
will be.done or. earth !lS it is in heaven.'' And
from that ho\lr t)\e fe:yer <;QQled and our Gracie
got well~
' ... · ~.·
·.
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I was glad to learn that the scattered Saints in
Washington would be visited. We live on N.
street ne,ar 25th streef; will be glad to have
Saints passing through here call on us.
Ever praying for the welfare of Zion, your
sister in the one faith,
HANNAH PucKETT.

FREMONT, Neb., July 14th.
Editors Herald:-Have been in company with
Bro. Caffall for the last three weeks, holding
grove meetings in different parts of the Central
district, which wiU have a very good effect in
some parts.
It seems to me that the time has come that the'
peopl~ should hear the restored gospel presented
more plainly than in the past; that the minds of
the people are prepared to receive the pure milk
unwatered. I am glad of this, for that is the
way I like to present the gospel.
·
.
w. M. RUMEL.
VICTORIA, Australia.
Editors Herald:-Since last writing I have
S'poken in several new places and have labored
to the best of my ability for the forwarding of
this great and marvelous work, which .will
eventually triumph over every obstacle, and
"the kingdoms of this world become the kingdoms of our Lord and his Christ." I was favored
greatly of the Lord in opening up one new field,
for all my wants were supplied, and the hall
rent was paid by the people. Each evening for
thirteen evenings I was greeted by a fair audience who seemed greatly taken up with the
new doctrine, and during my three year&' labor
in the work of the Lord I never before saw the
gospel in such beauty, nor. spoke with such freedom and, delight as upon this occasion. Although
we may be despised and rejected of men, yet the
Lord has said that we 8hould find grace and favor,
and truly it is so. I had the pleasure of baptizing three, and l: heard that others intended obeying when I returned.
The good work is moving on very slowly, but
I trust surely; because we all need to build upon
a sure foundation to be enabled to stand in that
great day of the Lord. J se~ many who are
striving to enter the kingdom but are not able
because of their unlawful procedure and endeavors "to climb up some other way," and thus
the "kingdom is shut up against men," and all
the spiritual blessings that were •once enjoyed
are esteemed "as a thing of naught." 0 that
men would acknowledge the gospel as not being
in word only, ''but in power, in the Holy Ghost,
and in much assurance," and as Paul says, "He
that thinketh himself a prophet or spiritual, let
him acknowledge that the things I write unto
you are the commandments of God." If men
saw through a "glass darkly" when they were in
possession of the word of God and all the spiritual manifestations, I think surely they must be
in a deplorable condition, and looking through a
piece of mud when they deny any communication whatever, and dis1·egard the power of the
Holy Spirit. But so it is, it was, and ever shall
be, that the minority will walk the narrow way,
meeting often to speak one to another, and
enjoying themselves in psalms, prophecies,
tongues and spiritual songs until that glorious
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day In which the Son of God shall appear in his
Father's kingdom, a.nd then we· shall all see eye
to eye.
0 who shall be found occupying when he cometh!
Shall you? Shall I1
And be clothed with fine linen pure and white;
Shall yon.! Shall I?

I trust we shall; and shall sweep· through the
gates into the city to enjoy the marriage supper
of the Lamb.
May the eye of each· Saint be fixed upon their
duty to God, so that ~hen we hear the voice crying, «Go ye out" to meet· him," we may all re,
ceive the welcome words, "Come, ye blessed of
my Father, inherit the mansions prepared for
you."
C. A. BUTTERWORTH.
MANCHESTER, Tex. July 8th.
Editors Herald:-! am busily engaged in sowing the good seed ot the kingdom. The latter
day work Is 01;1ward in these parts. More calls
for preaching than I can respond to. The harvest Is great and the laborers are few.
I baptized two tocday and two last week, making four in all since conference. I have labored
in Red River, Franklin and Hopkins counties
since general conference. I will leave for Drew
county, Arkansas, next Monday. They are writing for me to come and baptize some there. I
will spend the summer in that· state. I find a
great demand for preaching everywhere. The
people seem to be starving for the gospel.
In bonds,
J.D. ERWIN.
INDEPENDENCE, Mo., July 10th.
Editors Herald:-I would like to say a word
to "Argus" who seems to fail .to comprehend
that I ,have In all my numerous articles in the
Herald never called In question the right of
sisters to "labor In the Lord,'' and to "help" in
all legitimate ways. No one in "authority," or
among the "authorities," that I know of, would
debar the sisters the exercise of a single right
belonging to them. Nor do I think that any of
us believe that the great majority of the sisterhood would wish for a moment to usurp a single
right or prerogative of the officials of the church.
We are perhaps quite well informed as to what
Paul says concerning certain women in the
church in his day, but believing him to have
been an inspired servant of God, and that he
wrote as the commandment of God, that women
were not "permitted to rule," we conclude, or at
least I do, that the "labor" done by the women
named, or the manner in whiCh they '•helped"
the ministry was not in a sense that could be construed into ruling; and conducting meetings,
which form part of the order of church service,
would be ruling so far at least.
They could not establish regular prayer and
testimony meetings, nor preaching service, without the authority of the branch; and I for one
most seriously question the right and the power
of a branch to grant them the right to do what is
not permitted them to do by a command of God.
To meet on a certain day and at a certain hour,
or to meet together a whole day and pray and
converse together on divine matters and sing is
legitimate enough; but to hold regular prayer
and testimony meeting~, and to seek for and exercise spiritual gifts where the exerche of a gift
not to be exercised (in my judgment) by any but
the priesthood, and I think by the eldership only,

viz. the gift of discerning of spirits, .is not warranted.
Now I know that many sisters will cry out and
say, "0, I have the discerning of splrits,"c but· I
think not. Intuition and revelation of the fact
that some one present" in a meeting has the gift
of prophecy, or tongues, or interpretation of
tongues, etc., is not "discerning of spirits." The
word translated "discerning" .is in the Greek
"diakrisis," the preposition "dia" meaning"upon,"
and "krisis'' meaning "judment," that is, sentence
or condemnation; and ·the word· translated
"spirits" is "j1zeumaton," and does not meari dis·
positions, or minds, but "spirits," that is, intelligent entities. The meaning of "discerning of
spirits" therefore is to pass judgment or sentence
on spirits, and the Book of J?octrine and Covenants shows that this power is possessed by the
elders and is to be exercised by them. See Section so, par. 7·
That there may be spirits manifested in testimony meetings, and especially when especially
sought for in meetings held bythe sisters themselve~, which would require "discerning" ar to
be "judged"-that is, condemned, and rebuked,
by those whose right or gift that power is,
shows the danger at least of meetings of that
kind being riot held J;>y anywho have not the
gift or authority named. But where few or
many meet to pray for the c~ick or afflicted, or
for the progress and prosperity of the missionary
work, or any similar good cause, or purpose, no danger of the kind alluded to would occur, and no ruling is required at all. Organizations for· temporal work, sm;h a sewing circles,
aid societies, mite societies, l~diesyellef societies,
etc., are proper enough, and the Vwd approved
of them, and doubtless will continue to approve
of them, so long as they continue to be charitable or benevolent institutions and do not assume
the character of testimony· meetings, and preach·
ing services.
The Prayer Union as originally and wisely
designed by those .who are known to be unassuming, unambitious and law and order loving sisters, and as clear-headed and pure-hearted ones
as the church can furnish, was perfectly legitimate in its objects and manner of operation, and
if kept to the original purpose and method of
procedure wlll be a means of great blessing to
those concerned, and to rna :~y others. Sundayschool associations, sisters' aid societies, mite societies, literary assoCiations, etc., perfectly proper
as organizations, and are among the "organizations for good" which the Lord approved of in
the revelation of 1873; but prayer and testimony
meetings, held regularly and conducted by
regularly chosen and permanent officers,
and approved by the branch, are made
a part of the regular church · service, and
corne under the head of meetings which are alluded to in the revelation or order of the church,
which says that the elders are "to take the lead
of all meetings" and are "to conduct the meetings as they are led by the Holy Ghost, according to the commandments and revelations of
God." "It always has been given to the elders
of my church, from the beginning, and ever
shall be, to conduct all meetings as they are directed and guided by the Holy Spirit."-Sec. 18:
8, 9i 46: I.
These meetings are the regular and ordinary
prayer and testimony and sacrament meetings,
and preaching meetings and business meetings.
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In the absence of the presiding elder, provision
is made for the priest to take charge, .and in his
absence the teacher, and in turn the deacon, yet
the teachers and deacons cannot administer the
sacrament, so that kind of meeting even they
are not to conduct. A sisters' prayer and testimony meeting must be authorized by the branch,
and thus would· become a part of the regular
branch work, and if so must come under the supervision of the branch officers. My understanding of the original design of the Prayer Union is
that the sisters throughout the church would devote (at their homes) an hour in contemplation
or meditation and prayer-a most commendable
proposition-and .also that where it was convenient, a few might meet at one house and pray in
company, and talk over the Scripture selected
for meditation; but it was not designed that an
organization should be effected, and the president
should take these Scriptures for texts, to exhort,
comment or. teach from; nor that testimonies
should be given, and epiritual gifts sought for,
"earnestly," and exercised; much less business
transacted, and money collected regularly for
specific purposes.
In my judgment if a prayer and testimony
meeting is appointed for the accommodation of
the sisters who cannot for good reasons attend
the general prayer, and testimony meeting held
on some week day night, it should at all times be
under the direction of a branch officer. If a sister
can legitimately be made an officer of the branch
(and I would be glad for one if they could be),
then they can conduct such meetings, under the
rule already .quoted. If the sisters in any branch
choose to form a society to raise money in any
legitimate way (and I do not suppose they would
think of getting it. in unlawful or questionable
ways, as money is raised in the chur.ches of men),
they are justified irl doing so, and they can have
such officers as they thirik they need, and with
the means raised by them they "help" the ministry and the poor, ialird have been and will be
blessed. If I did riot believe that women could
labor. in the Lord I would not have taken my
companion· with lne into various missionary
fields, where she has done as much good in certain
ways (and legitimate ones too) as I have in other
ways; and for which work she will doubtless receive her reward in the day of accounts.
Our friend "Argus" .is simply wasting· ammunition in shooting arguments at me in defense of
what I have never in my life opposed:_ woman's
legitimate work in. the church.
Yours truly,
T. w. SMITH.

tained, and many will hear the preaching of the
word by that means that in all probability never
would have heard it. The work in the district is
improving, and additions are occasionally made
to the church through the effort put forth by the
few who labor in the ministry. It is gratifying
and comforting and encouraging to know that
those who labor will eventually receive.a reward
if they faint not; and also to know that "all are
called according to the gifts of God unto them,"
to labor with him for the accomplishment of the
work entrusted to all.
We are having a rainy time, but crops look
well; there is also an abundance of fruit.
Yours in bonds,
JOHN PETT.
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pies in one of our services in. which half a dozen
holiness people were present; they discard baptism in any form, also the sacrament. Bro. Pender had good liberty and showed them the neces·
sity of baptism or immersion to entitle them to
the baptism of the Holy Spirit. Bro. Robinson's
effort on last Sabbath was timely and with good
liberty, bringing forth new evi<lence to us on the
divinity of the Book of Mormon. It helped to
establish our hearts more fully ill the faith. Bro.
and Sr. Robinson leave to-day for a new placeVerona, on the Santa Fe. Bro: Pender left the
beginning of last week for Wisconsin.
Over four hundred miners have been idle here
this spring, the creek breaking in, compelling the
operators to abandon theshaft entirely. Myself
being one of the number, it seemed I would have
to leave here to procure employment, which was
contrary to my desires for various reasons; but
the way has been opened and I am to stay with
the few Saints here as yet.
Praying that God will bless us here with more
wisdom in the near future, I am you;s in the
faith,
JACOB STANLEY.

BAY MINETTE, Ala., July 6th.
Editors Herald:-Since coming to my field· of
labor I have baptized ten, all becoming members
of the Lone Star branch. Also met with a
Disciple or Christian minister and arranged for
a discussion on the following propositions:
First. I affirm that the church with which I
stand identified is the Church of God. It is
sometimes known as the Disciple, and as the
Christian Church. And it is in accordance with
the Bible in faith, doctrine and organization. J.
A:RTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
F. Love affirms.
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible tor
Second. I affirm that the church with which I . iheir
own views. Contributions solicited.
stand identified, known as the Reorganized
w- Write on one .side of the paper only.
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, is
the true Church: of God. And as such is in acSIGNS OF CHRIST'S .SECOND COMcordance with the crurch as organized by Christ
ING.-PART I.
and his apostles, in faith,. docfrine and organiza.
BY COLUMBUS SCOTT.
tion. I affirm.
Third. I affirm that Joseph Smith was aprophet
"WHEN ye therefore shall see the abomisent from God.
·
This discussion will be held in a Christian' nation· of desolation, spoken of by Daniel
church about five miles south of the Lone Star the prophet, stand in the holy place, (whoso readeth, let him understand:) Then
church, beginning September 7th, I8gr, at ten
let them which be in Judea flee into the
a.m., to continue for six days or longer, if either
mountains."-Matt. 24: 15, 16.
disputant so desires.
A most important and supremely grand
Bro. Booker and I are lab~ring south of here, topic is the second coming of our Lord,
and we are expecting to gaptize sev~ral before
his coming in glory to reward and reign
long. My health is good and the Lord gives me with his redeemed, and render sentence
the spirit of wisdom when standing to declare upon the world.
And the precedents of
his word. The ou.tlook is much bette~ here than that wondrous event are of infinite import
a year ago.. Bro. G. T. Chute is laboring faithto all who expect to "abide the day of his
fully and has baptized four of late.
coming."
Our· text. is a part of the
Ever praying and laboring for the success of Savior's discourse on the destruction of
the truth I am,
Yours in gospel bonds,
the city, Jerusalem, the tribulation of the
M. M. TURPEN.
Jewish nation, subsequently, and also
the signs of his coming the second time
"without sin unto salvation." A misapSTREAToR'; Ill., July 7th.
prehension of the nature and character of
Editors Herald:-We are endeavoring through
the events constituting. these signs, and
Dow CITY, Iowa, July 8th.
the grace of God to hold the fort in this part of
consequently of the time of their fulfillEditors Herald:...:..Our conference was fairly
God's vineyard. We have undergone many
ment, brings disappointment, confusion,
things that have had a tendency to weaken us in
.well attended: Bro. Blair was with us andgave
and loss of faith and confidence. Evius some needed and good instruction, as well as
the faith, and it seemed at times that Satan dences of this appear at va:dous times and
words of encouragement and. comfort, that would sift us as wheat, yet withal, the clouds
with many good people, by reference to
edified and gladdened our hearts. Altogether we have dispersed, and the Saints here are returning the history of the past and present. This
had a peaceful and profitable time, and it is
to their first love.
was evidently for~seen by our Lord, as
noticeable to those long acquained with the work
Our young converts were somewhat disap~
manifested in the cautions given connected
that of late .there has beeri more qf a unity of pointed at our district conference at not having vvith this subject:. "Take heed that no man
thought and action on questions that may be the pleasure of forming the acquaintance of Presideceive you," and especially in the referpresented, than lri the past. Steps were ·taken dent Joseph Smith, yet they were strengthened
ence to Daniel's prophecy, ("Whoso readthat will be to the interests of the work in the in the faith by listening to four able sermons, eth, let him understand").
district, although it is very large, covering
Bro. Cooper's effort on Sabbath afternoon being
The failure to understand where and to
twenty-one counties, and the laborers proportionthe topic of conversation by the Saints, arid .also whom to apply the statements of Daniel,
ately few asthe territory is large. . We .have a
those not of our faith. We have been. blessed by or rather Christ's . application of . them,
tent. now that can. and .will .be used to good adthe presence of Brn. H; H. Robinson and W .. S. has da.rl\:ened. cmmsel, brought. sad disap·
·. Vllt;~t~ge in places '\Vhere houses could npt be ob- , Pender. Bro.. Pender presented tl:le first prind~ pointrnen~ tQ m.an.y, and produced con.:...

~nmmunittafinns.
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fusion in relation to this all important subject.
A ''great tribulation" is predicted here by
our Lord, to be endured by some peoples,
unparalleled, in some regards to any endured by any other peoples, either prior
or subsequently to that tribulation.
Some have said that that tribulation was
the war that occurred between the Romans and the Jews, at the subjugation
and final dispersion of the latterfromtheir
father-land, A.D. 65-72 of the present era,
and that the. darkening of the sun and
moon, the falling of the stars, whatever
that might mezm, (for it did not occur to
them that these were literal), took place
then, and consequently the Lord came at
that time also.
Others have taught that the Savior here
refers to the persecutions visited on the
church during the twelve hundred and
sixty years intervening A.D. 538, or 40 to
A.D. I79'8-I8oo, and have concluded that
the darkening of the sun and moon, May
19th, I78o, with the falling of the stars,
November, 1833, were the fulfillment of
the prophecy of Christ under consideration. Some say that said persecutions
ended A.D. I775• and that therefore the
comin·g of Christ may occur now at any
time.
From the views above referred to I beg
to dissent, and for the following reasons:
The angel that conversed with Daniel referred to a number of periods of daysprophetic periods. As for instance, "two
thousand and three hundred days;" "a
time, times, and a half a time;" "a thousand two hundred and ninety days;" and
the "thousand three hundred and five and
thirty days." But are these different
periods designed to measure the same class
or series of events? We think not. They
may all run parallel their respective extents. If they all begin at one and the
same time, they terminate at diff€lrent
times; if ending at the same time tF!ey
commence at different periods. This is
plain. If designed to all apply to the
same class of events why vary th~ir
length? A single period would be all suf.
ficient for all practical purposes. Another
thing we may be certainly assured of;
that is, whichever of the periods of Daniel
were referred to by our Savior, a part, if
not all of it, remained to be fulfilled after
the delivery of his discourse.
In this examination we shall look upon
Christ as our chief expositor. Can we determine what "the abomination of desolation"
is, here referred to? If so, we can tell who
was to suffer the consequent "tribulation,"
and thereby learn which of the periods of
Daniel are referred to, satisfactorily.
This "abomination" was one of "desolation" in its nature and character. The
destruction or "desolation" of Jerusalem
and the Holy Land was the subject of discourse at the time, including the dispersion
and captivity of the Jews among the
nations of the earth. And hence it is the
disciples of Christ were forewarned when
the "abomination" was seen to appear, to
hastily remove out, not only of the city of
Jerusalem, but the land of "Judea" also.
St. Mark's record is, "Then let them that

be in Judea flee to the mountains." "For
in those days [of the prophetic period
referred to] shall be affliction, such as was
not from the beginning of the creation
which God created unto this time, neither
shall be. And except that the Lord had
shortened those days, no flesh should
be saved.: [that is, Jewish flesh] but for the
elect's sake, whom he hath chosen, he
hath shortened the days."-Mark 13: 14-

zo.
Luke's testimony is very plain on this
subject, and scarcely ne~ds comment. It
reads: "And when ye shall see Jerusalem
encompassed with armies, then know,that
the desoll'lticm thereof is nigh. Then let
them which are in Judea flee to the mountains; and let them which are in the midst
of it depart out; and let not them that are
in the countries enter thereinto. For these
·be the days of vengeance, that all things
which are written may be fulfilled, . . .
for there shall be great distress in the land,
and wrath upon this people. And they
shall fall by the edge of the sword, and
shall be led away captive into all nations:
and Jerusalem shall be trodden down of
the Gentfles until the times of the Gentiles
be fulfilled."-Luke 21 :'20-24.
From this three-fold evidence it is plain
that the prophetic period given in Daniel
as·referred to by the Savior, measures the
times of the Gentile rule over the Jews,
and their captivity among the Gentiles,
and the duration of Gentile rule over the
land given of God to Israel. It also as
plainly shows that the Jewish nqtion 11re
the people who suffer the "g-reat tribulation" foretold. "The elrct" here spoken
of are those of the Jews who received the
gogpel, and by heeding the warning to
"flee to the mountains," escaped the impending vengeance of "those days." (See
Rom. I I : 5· 7)· But the Jews as a nation
received not their Redeemer, and as a consequence their house, nationality, including their capitol and land, was left unto
them "desolate!" (Matt. 23: 37, 38). Thus
they were left, the cup of their iniquity
full, poor, rejected of God, captive among
the Gentiles, blind to the g-ospel of their
~alvation, the things that belonged to their
peace hid from their eyes (Luke 19: 4I, 42),
unpreserved and unredeemed with their
land "until the fullness of the Gentiles be
come in."-Rom. I I: 25.
All agree that it was the Roman power
that made war on the Jews. It was their
armies that compassed Jerusalem about.
They made desolate the city and the
pleasant land. It was the emblem of their
power, the ensign of their prowess that
constituted the "abomination" that was
first planted "where it ought not to be,"
even "in the glorious holy mountain."
This we will not be required"here to prove.
All the histories record it. Rome at the
time being idolatrous, a world of idolatrous
temples and systems of worship, was, as
all idolatry always had been to God and
his people, gross abomination. And when
the Roman army, with Cestius at their
head penetrated the walls of Jerusalem
and planted their idolatrous ensigns on the
temple, and then abruptly retreated with
his army from the city, void of a reason

why he should so do, then it was that the
elect, chosen of God, rem em bering the in) unction of their Lord, to "flee .to the
mountains" for safety, "fled to the mountains of Perea,· and escaped this great
destruCtion." It was thus the disciples saw
the "abomination of desolation" standing
"in the holy place." We are .informed •
that the desolllting war last.ed about seven
years. Chronology assigns as its date
ahout 65-67 to 72-74 of the Christian era.
It surely could not safely be asserted that
the imparalleled features of the "great
tribulation" consisted of . the horrors of
this seven years' war only. The nation
had suffered equally in wars prior to this.
They had been driven to. the necessity of
devouring their own offspring, in the
straitness of former sieg~s and wars. In
what respect, then, was this great tribulation to be without a parallel in the history
of all the nations of all the world? I
answer, in the len"gth of the degraded captivity and severity of the persecutions that
had been predicted to follow the war of
desolation on the Jews among the nations.
And unlike the adopted children of God,
in tbe midst of all their Galamities, were
left "without hope and without God in
the world ;" where God would show them
"no favor" tilL the termination of "those
days;" till thy became willing to say,
"Blessed is he that cometh in the name of
the Lord." "Those days" seem to meas"
ure "the times of the Gentiles'" power or
rule over the desolated land and city, and
the captivity of the Jews. How long was
this to be? Turning to Dani£-l's prophecies, in harmony with the reference. of
Christ found in the text, we learn that
Daniel foresaw the desolation of his
nation, that "the place of his (God's)
sanctuary was to· be "cast down," and the
first question propoundel'! concerning this
momentous subject was: "How long shall
be the vision concerning the daily sacrifice,
and the transgression of desolation, to give
both the sanctuarv and the host to be
trodden under foot i And he said unto me,
Unto two thousand and three hundred
days; then shall the sanctuary be cleansed."
DanielS: I3, I4·
An angel then approached the prophet,
spoke of the appointed "end" of the "indignation" or "tribulation," and referred
to what was to be in the "last end" of it,
explained the vision, so far as Daniel's
physical ability could bear, and then for
the time forebore. Daniel was sick for a
time, but after his recovery and a season
of prayer to God, the angel Gabriel again
visited him, to further instruct him concerning the vision relating to the "desolations" that awaited his land and nation
after the advent of "the Messiah." Gabriel had given Daniel no information as
to the beginning of the twenty-three hundred days; he therefore invited Daniel to
"understand the matter and consider the
vision." "Seventy weeks are determined
upon thy people and upon thy holy city,
to finish the transgression, and to make an
end of sins [sin offerings?], and to make
reconciliation for iniquity, and to bring in
everlasting righteousness, and to seal up
the vision and prophecy, and to anoint the
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most Holy. Know therefore and understand, that from the going forth of the
commandment to restore and to build
Jerusalem unto the Messiah the prince
shall be seven weeks, and three score and
two weeks: the street shall be built again,
and the wall, even in troublous times.
And after three score and two weeks shall
Messiah be cut off, but not for himself:
and the people ·of the prince that shall
come shall destroy the city and the· sanctuary; and the end thereof shaH be
with a flood, and unto the end of the war
desolations are determined."- Daniel 9:
24-26.
..
In this explanatory resume of the angel
·to Daniel, a beginning of the prophetic
period, the twenty-three hundred days, is
given. At this time Jerusalem and the
holy land were desolate, (see verse r8);
but the angel assures the prophet of its
restoration. And the issuance of a decree
by proper authority to "restore and to
build Jerusalem," it is indicated, marks the
commencement of that prophetic period.
And after that restoration of the people,
city and land of Israel from Babylon,
"seventy weeks" or four hundred and
ninety years of the period of "days" were
to be fulfilled before the "great tribulation" foretold by Christ should begin, or
the land be again made desolate. When
did the commandment go forth to restore
the city? In B. c. 445, the .twentieth
year of the reign of Artaxerxes, N ehemiah having received "letters" of authority
to the governors west of the river, went
up to Jerusalem, and after a journey by
night viewing the wasted condition of the
city, (Nehemiah . 2: I i 7, I 7) and seeing
"how Jerusalem, lieth waste, and the gates
thereof are burned with fire," soon after
began the work of restoration of the city
and the wall. The letters of Artaxerxes
to Nehemiah granted the right to rebuild
the city including it~ wall. Such a commandment as this was to be issued as
stated by the angel: "The street shall be
built again, and the wall, even in troublous times."
Cyrus, King of Persia, had _issued· a
royal order for the rebuilding of the
temple some years before this, and Darius
Hystaspes, we a;re informed, renewed the
grant, and still later (B. c. 457-55), Artaxerx~s <;:onfir¢ed the decree made by
Cyrus, adding t9ereto and making material provisions f0r the restoration of the
temple ~;ervice,l (Ezekiel 7: I I-26), also
auth()rizing. additional regulations touching the city go~ernment. But while this
"decree" pro\;ides for the city government,
and the ser;vice of "the house of the God
of heaven," it dc;>es not contain an iota in
relation to rebuilding the city or the wall.
This, .as we have seen, was reserved to a
later date. ''In B, c. 445, Nehemiah, a
Jewish favorite of Artaxerxes I, who had
been the king's cup-bearer, arrived at Jerusalem, with. permission to restore. the
fortifications of the city." (Illus. Hist. of,
the World, p. Ior, McCabe.)
Allowing, then, that .the "seventy
weeks" began B.c. 445, they would end :A.
c. 45· . During_. the ."seventy: weeks;" or
four hundred. and ninety years · that wf;)re

"determined," "divided" off, or "cut off,"
(Gesenius; and, Whiting's translation),
from the twenty-three hundred days or
years, the Jewish nation were allowed "to
finish" or complete their "transgression,"
or "judge" themselves unworthy of the
"everlasting life" offered to them by the
"everlasting righteousness" brought in
among them by the Messiah at his first
advent, and "make an end of sins," or render useless further offerings of animals for
the sins of the people, by the appearance
of Christ, "to put away sin by the sacrifice
of himself." (Hebrews 9: 26). "But this
man, after he had offered one sacrifice for
sins forever, sat down on the right hand of
God."-Heb ..10: 12.
"Everlasting righteousness," in the gospel sense, had not been established in Israel by the law given through Moses and
the system of worship under it. They
hall received no law as yetthat could give
them "everlasting life," but one more opportunity was allowed them during the
"seventy weeks," for "after three-score
and two weeks shall .Messiah be cut off,
but not for himself."
Christ, the "Holy" one (Luke I: 35),
was anointed "with the Holy Ghost and
with power," (Acts io: 38), preached the
kingdom of God to Israel, made "reconciliation for iniquity," completed his personal mission to earth for that time, all
within the time embraced in the "seven
weeks and three score and two weeks," or
483 years ending A,.D. 38, and had .been
glorified "Lord and Christ"-"Messiah !"
One week more, or the short period of
seven years only, now remain; and the
"seventy weeks" "determined," and the
Jews are left to the sore and "great tribulation" which, when foreseen, moved our
Savior's divine .heart to sadness and grief
and tears. But the tribulation is divinely
shortened. God longs for the salvation
of his covenant people. The kingdom is
not yet taken from them, (Matt. 21: 43),
and until the kingdom is taken Jrom them
and given to another people, God will
have some respect to their offerings and
their '•oblations." Hence he yet leg'ally
recognized them and · respected their
priestly authority, at least. And so, foreknowing that "a remnant according to
the election of grace," were to be gathered
into the fold, (Rom. I I : 5), he stayed the
coming wrath till the remnant were saved.
But, notwithstanding the extension of
God's mercy, not only as above noticed,
but in retaining the proclamation of the
gospel to Jews only, the nation as such
remained obdurate, sank deeper . into
transgression, until the Spirit of the
Lord, through his gospel ministry, ceased
to strive with them, and thev were left to
the impending woe. Shorn of their remaining authority, the priestly prerogatives; that had, until the midst of, or durirJg
this last "week," or period of seven .years,
been recognized of God as being among
them, (Dan. 9: 27; Matt. 8:. 4i 21: 43),
they were to "go into outer darkness,"
where, with them, there has been "weep~
ing and wailing, and gnashing of teeth!'
Thisbrings us down to the year 45 of
our era. About this time the. gospel Wal:l
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taken from the Jews. As early as A.D.
41, about three and. one-half years before
the end of the week, in its "midst," Peter,
who bore "the keys of the kingdom" was
especially commissioned of God to introduce the gospel among the Gentiles at the
house of the famed Cornelius, of the city
of Cresarea, (Act~, 10: 19, 20). Also about
this time or soon after, Paul the great
apostle to the Gentiles entered upon th:It
arduous work among them that wrought
so to the glory of God, and that brings h\j
name to us laden with holy renown. It
was about the year 45 A.D., that Paul declared the final rejection of the Jews, and
that by special command of God they
were then sent "far hence to the Gentiles."
-Acts 13:46, 47·
It appears from the language of the
angel Gabriel that the one who was to
"cause t!<Je sacrifice and the oblation to
cease". in the midst of "the [seventieth]
week," was also during that same period
to "confirm the covenant with m:my."
The covenant here referred to, is, we
think it quite plainly to be seen, the gospel, the covenant of Christ. Isa. 49: 5-8;
Zech. 9: 1 1 ; Luke 22: 20 ). It being ratified by the shedding of ·his blood and his
glorious resurrection, thereby assuring
the remission of sins to all who might accept of the terms of the covenant, (Heb.
9: 22), it is equally as plainly to be seen
that the terminal "week" of the "seventy"
should begin after the glorification of our
Lord, for it was hot .till at or after that
great eve.nt, that the Holv Ghost, the confirming power of the covenant was given
to those em bracing the covenant, (John
7: 37-39). But after the ascension and
glorification of our blessed Lord and the
descent of .the Holy Spirit, his disciples,
ministry, "went forth, and preached everywhere, the Lord working- with the_m, and
confirming the word wi.th signs following."-Mark 16: r6-2o.
The gospel covenant comes not "in
word only, ·but in power, and in the Holy
Ghost, and in much assurance," as ·saith
Paul. Also: "I thank God always on
your behalf, for the grace of God which
is given you by Jesus Christ," that in every
thing ye are enriched by him, in all utterance, and in all knowledge; even as the
testimony of Christ was confirmed in you:
so that ye come behind in no g-ift;. waiting
for the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ:
who shall also .confirm you unto the end,
that ye may be blameless in the day of our
Lord Jesus Christ."-I Cor, 1:4-8. So
the Apostle Paul understood the nature of
·the confirmation of the goSpel covenant,
And so he taught when addressing himself to all Saints "that in every place .call
upon the nameof Jesus Christ," assuring
us at the same time that those confirming
gifts of the Spirit then possessed by the
church should continue to confirm "the
testimony' of Christ," even till the coming
of Christ. It was thus that the covenant
was confirmed to /lS many of the Jews as
received the testimony of Christl down to
A D. 45• which was the termination of the
"seventy weeks.-"
..
..
But.· divine. mercy did not. yet forsake
the nation,. God yet s-ave them time •. The
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"indignation" was yet .stayed for about
ten years. But the cup of their iniquity
now rapidly filled td completion. It was
in A.D. 44 that Judea was taken from
Agrippa and again placed under the
government of Roman Procurators, in
whose hands the Roman system became
so ·oppressive, rapacious and cruel, gradually, that the Jews found they could not
endure it. . Gesenius Florus, .the sixth
of the new line, plundered his province
without mercy. He drove the Jews to
dl:fflpair, and in A.D. 65-66 the entire nation
rose in arms and rebellion against the
Roman government. Thus was the war
precipitated that brought the Roman
army into the land and about the city of
Jerusalem as "a flood." The great tribulation had fully set in. The transgressors
had come to the full. After six to seven
years of fruitless effort on the part of the
Jews, they, their beautiful city and temple
and the holy land became trophies of war,
victory in the hands of the Romans. The
times of Gentile rule over Judea having
begun in A,D; 45, were at the end of the
war fully established. Their reign fully
commenced. Israel's captivity was then
complete.
·
Two thousand and three hundred davs
or prophetic years, less the four hundred
and ninety years, leaves us eighteen hundred and ten years ere "the sanctuary"
should "be cleansed," or abominable"Gentile rule and desolation be removed from
the land and city and Jewish captivity
begin to end. If to A.D. 45 we add rSro,
we are brought down to A.D. r855. Is it
any wonder that Daniel fainted and was
sick when his prophetic vision began to
unfold to him suc;h a long Jewish captivity? He found he was mistaken in regard
to what he was about to conclude, namely,
that the seventy years foretold by .T eremiah was what his vision meant. (Dan.
9:2, g). "And for the overspreading of
abominations, he shall make it desolate,
even until the consummation and that determined shall be poured upon the desolate."-Dan. 9:27.
Since the desolation of the city and land
and the going away into captivity in A.D.
72, the idolatrous Pagan Roman abomination, with all its blighting power, bore
rule over the land. And this was succeeded in A.D. 6g6 by the Mohammedan
power, who, entering the precincts of the
Holy City, built the Mosque of Omar on
or near the temple site. But the Egyptians,
after a brief effort, drove the forces of the
Arabian prophet from the city, subdued
the land, and in A.D. I050-60 were complete masters of the situation. This southern abomination did not last long, however, for the crusaders came flocking into
the land of Israel, and in A.D. I099 succeeded in establishing in Palestine the
L:ttin kingdom. And thus Catholicism in
its darkest and most abominable age and
form spread its desolating influence in the
place where once the Zion of God had
offered acceptable service and incense to
'the Holy One of Israel." But the Mohammedan Tartars came sweeping through
Western Asia, and making war on the
Pilgrim Kingdom, which had guarded the

HERALD~

.
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is chiefly due to the circumstance that the
records of that empire give pretty full information with regard to certain periods
of pQlitical contact of very ancient date,
and to the abundance of monumental .remains generally in the valley of the Nile.
But, taken as a whole, the. results are.
meager; and what the Bible itself has to
say of Egyptian influenc9 upon Israel after
the exodus is not likely to be materially
supplemented through new discoveries,
for the simple reaso~ that the. relations between the two countries were seldom close
or lasting. Egypt, in spite of her geo(To be continued.)
graphical position and easy access to the
heart of Syria, never succeeded in becoming
permanently an Asiatic power.
WHAT WE SHOULD UNDERSTAN.D.
Hence, after Israel's release from slavery,
GoD has an order that be cannot deviate Egypt's. influence upon it never became
from and remain God, for his ways are powerful or far-reaching. God, indeed,
perfect, and his laws are unchangeable.
called his son out of Egypt; but it was
We, as free moral agents, are privileged away from Egypt, never to return, that
to choose and act for ourselves.
,
Israel as a nation wa'l called. Egypt was
Satan has a limited power, and he is but the cradle of Israel's infancy, fitly
ever ready and diligent to exercise his in- typified by the papyrus basket precariously
fluence upon us poor, weak, erring mortals snatched from the waters of the Nile.
every opportunity we allow him to have.
The outward fortunes of the growing
He knows that we have obeyed the Hebrew nation were but slightly swayed
gospel of Christ by believing, repenting, at any stage by the kingdom of the
baptism, etc., are privileged to enjoy God's Pharaohs. Still Jess was its political or
Holy Spirit according to our faith and religious genius moulded by that most re- :
diligence in the channel of duty and obedi- markable and most solitary of ancient
ence to God's commands.
empires, whose greatest part in the world's
Furthermore, he knows that if he can- affairs had, at any rate, been already played
not keep us from coming up to the line of before Israel came to its majority. Nor can
duty, or push us beyond, or overthrow us we ascribe to any one of the border-lands
in any way, that we will have God and an influence upon the destiny of Israel
Christ and holy angels to aid us to endure comparable to that exerted by their more
faithfully till death shall set us free, and distant and powerful kindred beyond the
gain for ourselves a high degree of glory, river. The frequent complications of
honor, immortality and eternal life.
alliance or war with Phrenicians, Edomites,
W. <;::. LANYON.
Moabites, Ammonites, and Aramreans,
moved Israel but little, .and that very gradually, out of the plane of national life, and
their intrigues and attacks left its autonomy undisturbed. But the successive inBABYLONIA IN PALE STINE.
vasions and subjugations of the northern
and southern kingdoms, culminating in
BY PROF. J. F, M'CURDY, PH,D.
wholesale deportation at the hands of the
ONE of the greatest advant:ages which irresistible hosts of Assyria and Babylon,
biblical study has derived from its modern resulted in the blotting out of Israel from
auxiliaries is the possibility of constructing among the nations of the earth, and vet
something approaching to a real history prepared, at the same time, the providtmof the country and the people of Israel. tial conditions for a revival, in another
For this purpose we have to go beyond form, of the old theocratic life.
Again, the influences of the neighboring
the materials for such a history furnished
by the sacred records, and learn what communities upon the religion and worship
other ancient documents have to tell of the of Israel, while steadily exerted with one
relations between the chosen people and general tendency and result, were never
the neighboring Rations. Having access revolutionary. On the other hand, until
to these, it is most instructive as well as the work of the great world-powers, "the
surprising to find how inseparably the rod of God's anger and the staff in his
fortunes of Israel were intertwined with hand," was completed upon Israel, no refthose of all the other principal peoples of ormation of religion and morals in Israel
Western Asia. This was not only so dur- was anything but temporary, as we are
ing the critical periods which the Bible assured by the best of witnesses, the renarrative describes or touches upon, but, formers themselves. But it is the plain
as we are now being enabled more and story of the sacred records that the very
closeness of Israel's relations with Babymore to perceive, it was always the case.
Much attention has properly been given lon brought about its renunciation of
to the relations subsisting between Israel idolatry, and that its complete absorption
and Egypt; but far greater importance must by the great Eastern monarchy was cobe attached to the part played in Palestine incident with the working of the causes
and the whole west-land by the empires which led indirectly, but surely, to its final
on the Euphrates and Tigris. The com- emancipation from false religions with
parative excess of attention paid to Egypt their attendant iniquities,

holy sepulchre from the hand of the infidels,yielded their sway, and being driven
out of the laQd, the Tartars profaned the
holyplaces again, A.D. 1243. They held
nominal r~ule of Palestine till succeeded by
the Egyptians under Mohamed Ali, A.D.
I8gr. Eight years later it was ceded to
Turkey in Europe, under whose virtual
dominion it remains to the present. Here
we see the terms of the prophecy hold
good. Time and events have been arbitrary here. Seven times have abominations been "poured upon the desolate." It
was "determined."
,
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Now, if it was the action of Assyria and
Babylon in the west-land which determined the fortunes of Israel, it is obviously
a matter of the greatest interest and importance to getan accurate idea of the
policy of these powers in their dealings
with Syria and Palestine; for manifestly
no political movements of ancient days
were .fraught with more momentous consequences to the human race.
Diversified as is the historic picture presented by Western Asia up to the time of
Cyrus, and various and numerous as were
the nationalities, large and small, that occupied the territory between the Mediterranean and the mountains of Media, there
is one point of view from which the whole
may be regarded as a unit; I mean the
relations sustained by all to a power in the
East, which, whether Babylonian or Assyrian or Chaldrean, always claimed for
itself "dominion from sea to sea, and from
the river to the ends of the earth." In
fact, modern research compels us to treat
this whole vast region as an historic unit.
It was set apart by itself geographically,
-a great plain bounded by mountain, desert, and sea; and, what is very remarkable,
it was peopled for thousands of years almost
exclusively by one great race, including
Babylonians and Assyrians, Aramreans,
Hebrews, and Phcenicians. The hegemony among this body of kindred peoples
was from the earliest accessible times
sought and won by the ruling state on the
lower Euphrates; and thirty-five hundred
years later a li.ke predominance was !>till
asserted, till Cyrus, the first and greatest of
the Aryan world-rulers, abolished forever
the sway ofthe northern Semites. Though
we have not a~ yet anything more than
very imperfect and irregular reports of the
westward expeditions, we can now make
out conclusively that there was a recurrent
series of them. from the very earliest times.
These had as their aim the control of the
overland trade, ;between Mesopotamia and
Asia Minor on the north, and Arabia and
Egypt .on the sbuth; the possession of the
copper-mines qf Cyprus; access to the
pitJ.e and cedar forests of Amana and Leb.
anon, as well as the securing of a rich
tribute from all the intervening principalities.
The statements made in a document of
late Assyrian ti¢es, regarding expeditions
of Sargon of A~ade (the :biblical "Accad")
about g8oo B. c., are confirmed in a most·
remarkable m:~nner by .a cylinder seal
found by General di Cesnola in Cyprus,
bearing the .natne of Naram-Sin, the son
of Sargon. The date of the latter is fixed
at 3750 B. c. by what we may safely call
the expert testimony of the antiquarian
Nabonahid, the last native king of Babylon. It is impossible to. state exactly 1 upon historical evielence, what the condition
of the r~gions known later as Palestine
and Syria was in those remote days; But
linguistic and ethnological testimony enables us to affirm with some confidence
that the. Aramreans had already become,
traders in Mesopotamia, that the Amorites
had occupied Canaan, and that the soldiers
.,.of SaJ:"gon and Naram~Sin made their trips
tp Cypru~ in Phcenician. v~ssels, • These.

events occurred long before Babylon arose
to eminence either as a city or a nation;
and Agade, then the ruling state, lay, with
its twin city, Sipar, or Sepharvaim, in the
most northerly part of the region known
historically as Babylonia.
Our succeeding glimpses are gained at
long intervals, but this is probably to be
explained from the fact that for the intervening periods no long cuneiform inscriptions have as yet been brought to light.
It is at least very significant that, as a rule,
every document of any considerable length
alludes directly or indirectly to close' relations with the west-land. It is also to be
remembered that, unlike the later kings
of Assyria, the rulers of Babylonia had
always little to say of foreign a-ffairs, or of
their warlike expeditions, laying, as they
did, all the greater weight l!Pon their
temple building and other architectural
achievements and public works generally.
So.we ]earn .from an inscription of this
customary kind left uo; by Gude'a, the
powerful ruler of a South Babylonian
state, whose capital city was Lagas, that
for building some of his temples he had
obtained cedar from Lebanon and other
places in the land of the Amorites. This
was perhaps a century or two before gooo
B. c.
A slight acquaintance with the political conditions of ancient Western Asia
is sufficient .to convince us that these products of the immemorial forests of Phcenicia and Syria could only be obtained either
by a sovereign or 'a suzerain of the conntry; and we therefore conclude that
Gude'a then held the west-land in vassalage. When we consider the enormous
labor that must have been involved in
bringing the timber by an overland route
from the coasts .of the Mediterranean to
Southern Babylonia, we get a new idea,
not only of the power ari.d enterprise of
these early monarchs, and of their remorseless exactions from~ slaves and vassals, but
also of .the extent to which the country
was settled and its resources developed·
two thousand years before the time of
Moses.
The rulers of the.• principalities which
successively came to the front in Babylonia during the next seven or eight hundred years, have left us no lengthy inscriptions, and we have therefore no positive
evidence of their. having- interfered in
Western affairs. But when "the next
nofice is brought before us,-this time
from. a biblical, not from a cuneiform,
source,-an invasion from the east is re'
corded, which seems to belong fully to the
natural order of things. If Genesis .I 4 had
not been written and preserved, we never
would have known that the Elamltic kings
ef Babylonia, who had established their dominion there at the opening of the twentythird century B.c., sought and pbtained also
for a "time the control of the West. But
the account then given, of an expedition
in the twentieth c~ntury . B.c., to bring
backto their allegiance cities that had re.
belled after twelve years' servitude; the
rapid and decisive measures taken to check
the revolt; the knowledge of. the GOuritry
shown by the leaders; the intelligent move.ments of the trqops, ~ncluding the excur.
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sion southward from Palestine, evidently
with an eye to the Arabian trade and tl}e
mines of the peninsula of Sinai,-all point
to a state of thing-s neither novel nor unexpected. The connection of Abraham,
the great immigrant from the East, with
these events, was the occasion of the publication of the story; and it is .interesting
to observe that the first Hebrew, the
founder of the race, stood. for the defense
of Palestine against a movement for its
subjugation from the very quarter whence,
fourteen centuries later, the great conqueror c:.me who put an end to Hebrew
nationality, and carried into exile its latest
defenders.
The obscurity of a subsequent epoch,
belonging to an antiquity still remote to
us, though comparatively modern, is lighted up by a brilliant gleam from cuneiform
monuments lately found in upper Egypt.
We learn from them that in the middle of
the fifteenth century B.c. the whole of the
west-land, as well ~s Mesopotamia, was
under the influence of Babylonian culture,
and that the cuneiform writing- was used
for purposes of trade aud diplomacy and
general correspondence in the whole of
that region, as well as for communication
between Egypt and these countries.generally. Now we know, from late researches
in: Central Arabia, whose results have already been summarized by Professor
Sayee in The Sunday School Times, that
the Canaanites and Arabians were already
in possession of a simple, easily learned
system of writil)g; we can therefore only
account for the prevalence of the cumbrous and difficult cuneiform characters
an;wng the Semites of tha West by assum"
ing that, for many years preceding the
date of these documents, Babylonia had
administered the affairs of Syria and Palestine, though at tht> exact time of their
composition Egypt held at least a partial
control. This was before the time of the
Hittite domination in Sy):"ia, and of thewars
between that people and the Egyptians.
Babylonia, under the Kossrean regime,
was already in its decline; and henceforth·
we hear no more of expeditions and invasions from the region "of the lower Euphrates till the rise. of the Chaldrean monarchy under N.ebuchadrezzar, and the final
catastrophe of the kingdom of Judah. The
part once played .by Babylonia was to 'be
assumed, from the twelfth century to the
close of the seventh, by Assyria, and that
in a more persistent, systematic, and t·ffective fashion, and in accordance with a
policy which was followed by all ruling
states in Hither Asia till the advent of the
Aryans.
Before quitting this hasty survey of
Babylonian action and · influence in the
West, it will be well .to notice; in connec·
tion with the period last touched upon, a
signal intervention Of Providence in behalf
of Israel. As long as Babylonia remained
supreme, it was impossible for any other
power permanently to hold .the land of
Canaan. When her political influence had
waned through the rise of he.r more vigor~
ous and warlike colony on the Tigris, and
:when the strifes ·between Assyria and Hre
parent state-. confiued · the operations <ilf.
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both. to the east of the Euphrates, the
west-land became, in the fourteenth century, the scene of a prolonged struggle
for its possession between the Egyptians
· and the Hittites. These contentions ended in both of the rival powers being excluded from lasting control in· Palestine,
which was i;hus left open to the Hebrews.
The chosen people were now .enabled to
occupy the land which was to be the
theater of the development of the religion
of Jehovah, until with the rise of the Aramrean principalities to the west of the
river, and the inauguration of the new Assyrian policy, the conditions were furnished which should prepare the way for
that pure worship to become the religion
of the world.-Sunday School Times.
UNIVERSITY

of Toronto.

"THE END OF ISRAEL'S SEVEN
TIMES."

"THE long period of srven times (or 2520
years) of Isra~l's punishment is the period
of Gentile dominio::~-the seven times of
the Gentiles. Since, as we have already
shown, the Gentile Times began B.c. 6o6,
and were to continue twenty-five hundred
and twenty years, and they will end
A.D. 1914 (252o-6o6=I914). Then the
blessings recorded in the latter part of
the same chapter (Lev. 26:44, 45) will
be fulfilled. God will remember and
fulfill to Israel the covenant made with
their fathers. (See Rom. · I I: 25-27).
This may be shown more clearly to some
thus: Israel's seven times chastisement=
2520 years. They begarr when the lease
of power was given to the Gentiles, which,
as we have shown, was 6o6 B c., consequently in A.D. 1 six hundred and six
years of their period have passed and the
remainder would indicate the A.D. date,
namely, I914.
"In proof that a day for a year is Bible
usage in symbolic prophecy, we cite the
following instance thus fulfilled: (a) The
spies "Yere caused to wander forty days
searching Canaan, typical of Israel's
forty years' wandering in the wilderness.
(Num. 14: 33• 34). (b) When God would
announce to Israel by Ezekiel a period of
adversity, he had the prophet symbolize it,
declaring, 'I have appointed thee each day
for a year.' (Ezek. 4: I, 8). (c) In that
notable and already fulfilled prophecy of
Daniel-9: 24-27-examined in the preceding chapter, in which the time to the
anointing of our Lord is shown, and also
the seven years of favor to Israel thereafter, in the midst of which Messiah was
cut off, symbolic time is used: Each day
of the seventy symbolic weeks represented a year, and was so fulfilled. (d)
Again, in Daniel 7: 25 and I 2: 7, the period
of Papacy's triumph is given as three
and a half times, and this we know was
fulfilled .in twelve hundred and sixty years
(360X3:Yz'=I26o). The same period is
mentioned in the the Book of Revelations.
In chapter 12: 14 it is called three and a half
times; in chapter 13:5 it is termed fortytwo months (30X42= 126o); and in chapter
I 2: 6 i,t is called twelve huhdred and sixty
days. The fulfillment of these prophecies

wiil be particularly examined hereafter, independence.
The fact. that there are
suffice it now to note that the use by the now great preparations and expectations
Spirit of the word time elstnvhere, agrees :t:elative to the return of Israel to their own
with the present use of that term; that in land, is of itself strong circumstantial evisymbolic prophecy a time is a symbolic year dence corroborative of this Scriptureteachof three hundred and sixty years; and the irig."
. .
.
-Selected by William Hart.
fact that three and a half times applied as
a measure to the triumph of the apostate
church has been fulfilled in twelve hundred
THE ETHICAL NECESSITY OF
MIRACLE.
and sixty years, establishes the principle
upon which the seven times of Gentile CHRISTIANITY professes to be a message
dominion is reckoned (36oX7=2520) and of salvation. All men are sinners, but no
proves their end to be in A.D I914i for if man is irretrievably bound to his sins:
three and a half times is 1260 days (years) that is the great gospel which has been
seven times would be a period just twice proclaimed to us. About the first part of
as long, namely, 2520 years.
the proposition there is no mistake; Jews,
"Had Israel's seven times been fulfilled Pagans, Christians, Freethinkers, all agree
in literal time'(seven years), the blessing~ in it. The second part, too, though by no
guaranteed to them by God's. uncondi- .means so generally accepted, even in
tional covenant with their fathers would theory, and generally ignored in practice,
have followed. (See verse 45 and Rom. seems in the abstract almost like the voice
I I: 28). But this was not the case. They of common sense. "It is never too late to
have never yet enjoyed those promised mend," we proverbially say.; and centuries
blessings; and that covenant· will not be before Christ came, it was no less clearly
fulfilled says Paul (Rom. I I : 25, 26) until declared that "when the. wicked man
the elect Gospel Church, the body of turneth away from his wickedness that he
Christ, has been perfected as their deliverer, hath committed, ana doeth that which is
through whom the covenant will be put lawful and right, he shall save his soul
in operation. 'This shall be the covenant alive." It is a sentiment to which every
that I will make with the house of Israel well-meaning man tiJOSt cordially responds.
after those days [i.
the seven times of But, unfortunately, it is a sentiment very
punishment] saith the Lord, I will put my hard to realize, either philosophically or
law in their inward piuts, and write it in practically. .
their hearts, and I will be their God and
For, dismissing the question of original
they shall be my people. And they shall sin, and supposing we had, in any instance,
teach no more every man his neighbor, a state of real purity to begin with, yet if
and every man his brother, saying, Know "by reason of the frailty ofour pature we
thee the Lord; for they shall all know me cannot always stand upright," what, I ask,
from the least of them to the greatest of must be the effect of the first deviation
them, saith the Lord; for I will forgive from a standard of perfect purity? Suptheir iniquity, and I will remember their pose, for instance, it took the form of a lie.
sin no more.' (Jer. 3I: 33, 34; Heb. 10: Do we not know perfectly well that one
16, I7)· 'In those days [the days of favor lie generally requires another to protect
following the seven times of punishment] it? And even if it were perfectly successthey shall say no more, The fathers have ful without any such protection, and did
eaten a sour grape and the children's not shake men's confidence in the sinner,
teeth are set on edge. But every one [who as a detected lie would inevitably do,
dies] shall die for his own iniquity; every would it not pollute the breast of the sinman that eateth the sour grape, his teeth ner himself even worse than if he had
shall be set on edge.'-Verses 29 and 30.
been found out? If he could not resist at
"The restoration at the end of the seven- the outset the temptation to be false, how
ty years in Babylon, was not a release is it likely that, with &. debilitated moral
from Gentile rule; for they were a tribu- constitution, he should be able to resist
tary people ever after that. That restora- such temptation a second time? And so,
tion served merely to keep together a peo- the disease having once entered into his
ple to whom Messiah should be presented. moral nature, its natural tendency is to
It was while and in view of the fact, that grow and spread~-vires acquirit eundo.
Gentile rule was already holding Israel in It will, moreover, develop into new forms,
subjection, that our Lord declared that for the liar after a time may easily become
they would cont.inue to he trodden down a thief, and the thief, when close beset,
until the times of the Gentiles expired, or may become a murderer. There seems no
were fulfilled.
The world is witness to reason, so far as the individual is conthe fact that Israel's punishment under the cerned, why he should not roll, like a
dominion of the Gentiles has been continu- stone, continually down hill.
ous since B. c. 6o6, and that it still conThat is "the reign of law" as regards
tinues, and that there is no reason to ex- the individual; for I need not say that
pect their national reorganization sooner what naturally results from a loss of truththan A. D. I914, the limit of their seven fulnesc; results in like manner from a loss
times-2520 years. But as this long period of sobriety, from a loss of chastity; even
of their national chastisement draws near from a loss of temper, unless there be
its close, we can see marked indications some remedial influence at work to restore
that the barren fig tree is about to put the sinner to a sound condition. But
forth, showing that the winter time of though prophets of old s·uggested that this
evil is closing, and the millennia! summer was possible, and even philosophers at the
approaching, which will fully restore them present day believe that it is so to some
to their promised inheritance and national extent, they do not give us any clear notion
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~ The printed name on the colored label on your pa.
of how it is actually done.
But while
per gives the date to which your subscriptwn has been
prophets of old were assured that God
?aid. If it shows you are in arrears, please renew.
himself would do the work ("Though
your sins be as scarlet, they shall be white
as snow") our modern philosophers are
not clear that there is any God at all, or,
if there be one, that he wi!Unterfere with
the universal operation of law under the
GALLAND'S GROVE.
distressing sense of which, in the moral
Conference convened at Galland's Grove,
world, we are all feeling perpetually· Iowa, June 12th to 14th, at 2:30pm.; W. W.
Whiting president, l Seddory asst. president, J.
dragged downward.
Pett secretary. Branch reports: Galland's
Now, Christians believe that their
Grove264; 3 baptized, I died. 'BoyerValley93;
emanCipation is already won. "The reign
5 received. Mason's Grove !22. Camp Creek
of law" in the physical, and in the moral
32; 6 baptized. North Coon 39; 2 baptized.
world too, is quite indisputable; but we
Salem 77; 2 ren1oved, 2 died. Elders: ]. Seddon,
M. Lynch, 0. E. Holcomb, A. Jackson, G. Hawbelieve also in the reign of a higher powley, W. A. Carroll, J. T. Turner baptized 8, J.
er than that which we call law, and that this
Pett, W. W. Whiting, H. 0. Smith baptized 2, W.
higher Power once made himself visible
W. Blair, R. Ford,]. M. Baker, B. Salisbury, J. B.
to men, forgiving sins, dispelling diseases,
Swain. Priests: J. Pearsall, J. L. Gunsolley, C.
Williamson, W, Bullard, D. Brewster. Teachers:
stilling tempests, raising men from death
C. Holcomb, C.]. Hunt. Deacons: R. P. Peter·
to life, and counter.. cting by manifest
son, H. C. Holcomb. The .committee in the R.
and palpable tokens that persistent reign
Jenkins case vs Galland's Grove branch reported
of evil which has continually bound the
"no cause for action." The report was accepted
world in an ignoble thralldom of despair.
and committee discharged. The committee on
subscription for the purchase of tent for use in
Tbe stories of these miracles are absolutethe district reported favorably. The report was
ly impossible to dissociate from the pure
accepted and committee continued. The recomand lofty teaching with which they
mendation of the Galland's Grove branch that J.
are connected, still more so from the glad
L. Gunsolley be ordained an elder was adopted.
tidings that we are released from sin. But
Sr. E. R .. Ellis, Bro. J. Hatcher and Sr. M.
C. Hatcher were granted letters of remov'a!. Reif all this be fable, and we are still left to
solved that H. 0. Smith be authorized to ordain
the dominion of mere law, why should
Bro. S. Jordison to the office of an elder, subject to
any of us endeavor to amend his life? It
the approval of the branch. Resolved that we
is working against nature.- James Gairdrequest the committee on general church rener, in The Spectator.
union to change the time of convening from the
I rth to .the 25th of September.
Resolved that
we adopt a system of representation similar to
that governing the general ~hurch conferences.
RUMORS OF WAR.
The matter of granting a letter of removal to
EASTERN EuROPE is like apowder mine
Bro. Charles Davis was laid over till next conwith the train ready for ignition; and it ference. B!shop's agent's report: Balance due
needs only the application of a m_atch to
church last report $ror.so; received since $233 25;
total $334 75; paid out $274 so;· balance due '
set off the explosion. Russia, Germanv
church $6o 25. ]. Pett agent. Resolved that
and Austriaha've massed enormous bodie"s
the president and secretary correspond with the
of troops on their frontiers, and in many
missionary in charge to have Bro. C. E. Butterinstan_ces the c~mps of armies that may at worth released from laboring in the Little Sioux
district and be appointed to labor in the Galany moment become hostile are in sight
land's Grove district. The president of the disof each other. A friend in Moscow writes
trict and missionary in charge were authorized
me that war is iJooked for 'before the seed
to appoint two-days' meetings in the district.. A
is planted for the crops of the coming sea- vote of thanks was tendered Bro. ]. Seddon for
son, and it is understood in military circles
efficient service as assistant president. Bro.
Whiting was sustained as president of the disthroughout Russia that when war comes
it will be no child's play. There is great trict till after the close of the next conference.
On Saturday evening the Sunday school associadiscomfort throughout Russia, and it is
tion held their usual session. Preaching by Elders.
largely for this reason that the Czar deW. W. Blair and H. 0. Smith. Adjourned to meet
sires war with a foreign power, as it will
at Deloit on }i'riday, November t3th, at 2:30pm
tend to consolidate the people by turning
their attention to the frontiers rather than
MONTANA.
to domestic matters.
Then, too, it is the
Conference convened at Deer: Lodge, June
desire of the Czar to push the Russian
29th, J. E. Reese in the chair. Minutes of preboundaries ne11rer to Constantinople, a
vious session read and approved. Branches:
Gallatin 65; 2 received. Deer Lodge. 57; 2 re·
change . of th~ map which Austria is
ceived, 3 died; Victor 6. Elders: J. R. Evans.
determined to, prevent at all hazards.
J, E .. Reese, A. Christofferson and G. Reese;
Germany looks unkindly upon any adPriests: A. Hansen and JohnJohnson; Teacher
Y,<'ID:<;e of Russia, and hence the massing
]. Eliason. Bishop's agent reported: Received
of troops on the eastern frontier to check
since last report $5; on hand. $5- Report apCon.ference req nested all officers
proved.
any possible aggression on the part of the
throughout the district to do all in their power
Musc.ovite. Briefly it may be said that
for the forwarding of the work.· The spiritual
the whole ·of Europe is a vast military
authorities of the ch.urch were sustained. J. E.
camp; one-halfthe able-bodied population
Reese sustained district president and Bishop's
is under arms and must be supported by
agent.
Gomer Reese, A. Christofferson and
the other half, who are thus kept in a con· John Eliasson were appointed a. committee to
draft a petition to be presented to the officials of
clition of .poverty.-Messiah's Herald.
the N. P. R, R. Co. asking them to grant to our
elders the favors and courtesies usually granted
to ministers of other denominations. Resolved,
John Molyneaux, 1939 North T_enth St.,.st. Louis, Mo.
that in the case of Bro. and Sr. Smart, the mat,
E~ L,, ]{e~ley, PrE)siding Bishop, Temple, Lake ·counter.be. referred to ,the president of the district,
. ty, Ohw.
. .
.and that he be authorized to choose necessary
Elder Oolurnbus Scott, box 94, Galien, Michigan.
J~ W. Gille11, Station E, St. Louis, Mo..
· ·,
assistance. President .ot distdc.t wa~ J,"equested

to appoint two-days' meetings in various locali·
ties, as he may deem proper. Gomer Reese was
sustained as clerk. Preaching by Gomer Reese
and J. R. Evans. One was baptized. Adjourned to meet at Willow Creek, August 15th, r89r.
ST. LOUIS.
Convened in St. Louis, Missouri, on Saturday
evening, June 27th, r89r. On invitation Elder
]. W. Gillen presided. Branches: St. Louis
222; 9 baptized, I removed, I died. Cheltenham
36; 2 received, r.removed. Whearso 42. Elders:
]. W. Gillen, J. Beaird, W. 0. Thomas, Charles
Jones; W. Jaques, J. G. Smith, N. N. Cooke and
James Whitehead. Priests: J. G. Cole and J. S.
Parrish. Teachers: F. Wiley and G. Elliott.
W. 0. Thomas was re-elected president of the
district, and J. G. Smith clerk. Bishop's Agent's
report: March rst, r89r, balance $r35·75; receiv~d $3o; total $r65 75; paid out $r64.75; balance on hand $r. N. N. Cooke agent. Report
audited and approved. Preaching by Charles H.
Jones and J. W. Gillen. Adjourned to meet in
St. Louis, Missouri, on Saturday evening, September 26th, r89r, at eight o'clock, in the chapel,
2518 Elliott avenue.
DES MOINES.
This conference was held in Newton, Jasper
county, Iowa, using the tent, on June rzth to
14th, r89r; James McKiernan president, C. M.
Jamison clerk, with J. S. Roth assistant, Sister
Springer organist, Anna Amos chorister. James
McKiernan reported as the committee that the
gospel tent, with necessary fixtures, had cost
$42.40; report received and committee continued.
Bishop's agent reported on hand $I77+t.· Report accepted and approved: Branches: Newton
54, loss r. Des Moines Valley 71; gain 3· Edenville 67. Boonsborough 63. Des Moines (reorganized) 75; loss r. Sheridan 67. What Cheer
27. Union 34· Key Stone. Elders: Shimel·,
Davis, McKiernan, Roth and Lambert. Priests:
Morgan, Coiner and Jamison. The folfowing
committee was appointed to have charge of the
tent: J. Coiner, H. A, McCoy and D. W. Thomas. Elder W. C. Nirk was elected ministerial
overseer of the tent, with privilege to choose assistant. J. R. Lambert submitted his report
with respect to the reorganization of the Des
Moines branch. His report was accepted by
special vote. Licences were granted to Elder
N. Baker, G. M. Jamison and D. W. Thomas
priests, and G. Emsley teacher . . All district officers were sustained for the n,.ext three months.
Preaching by . Elders Shimel,. Roth and Lambert. Adjourned to Richland, in Sheridan qranch,
September rrth.

IOWA AND MISSOURI MISSION.
ADDENDA.

It has been, thought best by Bro. T. W. Smith

imd myself to divide this mission, lell.ving the
state of Missouri (except that part which belongs
to the charge of Bro. ]. W. Gillen) under the
missionary charge of Bro. Smith. The Saints
will please take· notice of -this change, and especially the brethren who are in charge of submissions in the above named state. These brethren will now please report to Bro. T. W. Smith,
Box 125, Independence, Missouri, instead of to
me .as hitherto.
This change is made in ·harmony with Bro. T.
W. Smith's·appointment by the First Presidency,
and for the purpose of advancing tpe gen~:ral
interests of the work. I have not been able, for
reawns not necessary to be mentioned now, to
do justiCe to the Missour.i part of my field. Bro~
Smith is located in the state, and will be able, I
trust, to reacl). the branches and districts more
fully than it would be possible for l)le to do.
Perhaps. H is hardly necessary to bespeak .for
him the same kind tr('latment andrespectfor the
duties of his. calling which. the elders l\nd Saint!!
of. Mi.sso.uri Q.aie .J>howl1 ;me,
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Bro. Smith's pastoral address is herewith appended, to which the earnest attention of all
coht:etned is asked. May the good work prosper
in his hands. Should it prosper much more
rapidly than hitherto, I shall be the better
'<pleased.
Your brother,
J. R. LAMBERT.
LAMONI, Iowa, July 11th, 1891.

To' tke Elders and Bretkren o/ Missouri: In
assuming the oversight of that portion of the
state which has hitherto been under the super. vision ot Bro. J. R- Lambert, I do not expect to
make any changes whatever in the arrangements
tnade by him of sub-mission fields, or of those
appointed in charge of them; they will therefore
remain as he has arranged them. And as I fully endorse the advice given you by him, through
the Herald, I exhort you to earnestly give heed
thereto.
I. shall endeavor to visit as much of the field as
possible. I think that after the first of September I will be able to spend most of my time from
home, unless the state of Sr. Smith's .health
should require me to be not too far awayto
answer to a call for my immediate presence; but
from present indications, I will be at liberty to
devote the larger. part of my time from home.
The Seventies who are in charge of sub-mission fields in which are formed one or more districts, will not, of course, interfere with the rights
and privileges of district presidents, or those of
branch presidents, but to take active oversight of
the labors of such elders and priests who are appointed to labor in the ministry outside of the
branches. The presidents of districts are expected to see to the settlement of all difficulties that
may arise in the branches, which cannot be arranged by the local or branch authorities; and
in case of failure of either branch or district authorities to settle them, I hope the Seventies in
charge of sub-missions will not hesitate to do
what they are empowered by their office to do in
the case: I trust that whenever these brethren
are present in branch or district, that the fact
that they are "the leading representative authorities of the church" will be recognized, and "their
counsel arid advice be sought, and respected
when given: and in cases of conflict or extremi-.
ty, their decision should be listened to and regarded, subject to the appeal ·and adjudication provided for in the Jaw." As to myself I
shall take cognizance of those. matters only in
which "the law and usages of the church are involved, and the general interests of the church
are concerned." And in such· cases I intend that
my decisions shall be regarded. But with the
written Jaw in their hands the local authorities
will doubtless be able to settle all "matters of
personal importance and conduct," and only such
matters which is the special duty of the Seventy
and Twelve to see to will be considered by them.
"In these matters there is no conflict in the Jaw,"
,and there need be no conflict between the rights,
prerogatives and privileges of the branch and
district authorities and those of the Seventy and
the Twelve. Let'~all concerned therefore Jearn
their respective duties, and do them, and not
only will no conflict arise, but peace, harmony
and success will characterize the work of all in the
mission.
Your brother in Christ and fellow laborer,
T. w. SMITH.
PASTORAL LETTERS.

To tke Saints of tlze Easter1t Mission:- Since
the holding of the last general conference, no
formal address has been published by the missionary in charge for the very good reason it did
not seem to be important. He has been in direct
communication, however, with the general conference appointees for the East, who are distributed overJhe mission field to as good advantage
as wisdom would suggest. It will have been
observed that the appointments for this field
were few. It is gratifying, however, that those who
were appointed are on the ground and in direct
contact with the Saints and places requiring labor.
Brn. Joseph Luff and Joseph F. McDowell, the
latter having just arrived in Boston, are in the
Massachusetts district; Brn. U. W. Greene in

Western, arid Bro. J. C. Foss in Eastern Maine;
Brn .. W,m. Pert and George Eaton are laboring in
and about Deer Island; and Brn. HolmesJ. Davison and F. M. Sheehy are in Nova Scotia. This
comprises our ministerial force so far as general
opportunities are concerned. All these laborers,
as may be observed, are in the New England
States excepting Brn. Sheehy and Davison, leaving that part of the mission south arid west of
Rhode Island without a constant laborer. Here
the missionary in charge is trying to meet some
of the demands of the work as opportunity offers.
The Saints may communicate freely with any
of the brethren above named in the places where
they are respectively laboring, and ask aid or
counsel with a view of aiding the, work where
they are. Each missionary is ·held responsible
for the success of the work where he labors, so
far as he may be able to exert an influence; and
the Saints should encourage them in their work
of preaching the gospel and seek counsel and adviCe of them when needed, and be willing to be
taught andwcounseled by them. Should any become too obtrusive, or extra judicious, or vexatious and damaging difficulties arise of hard solution, the missionary in charge should be advised of it. It should be constantly borne in
mind that "we are laborers together." We appreciate the excellent service rendered by Bm.
Luff while tarrying East, and trust that he will
prol6ng his stay until after the reunion, at all
events. It is not yet made definite just where
the reunion will be held, Cape Cod and Green's
Landing both having been suggested as fit places,
with a leaning towards the latter.
There are encouraging omens for the laborers
the present year. But, like everything else,
much depends upon the efforts put forth. Activity! work!! are the means, to a great extent,
in order to achieve success.
It is desired that amity of feeling and unity of
action should be cultivated by the ministry and
membership in general, to the end that individual and united . effort may be crowned with
success. There is but one brotherhood. Avoid
local jealousi:s and strife. True Saints know no
east or west, north or south. They :J.re under
one covenant, in one bond, striving with one
hope. All and each have trials and difficulties
of their own heavy enough to bear without increasing the burden. All that would_ sow the
seeds of dissension and stir up local and sectional discord and strife is an enemy to the success of
the work; and in the language of Shakespeare,
"Is fit for strategy, treason and rebellion." Avoid
him.
It is hoped that the present year will be productive of great good to the cause, and that at its
close each may have the satisfaction of knowing
that he .has striven to do his duty and has accomplished some good at least, and in the most felicitous of feeling and sentiment may join with the
poet and sing: "It is good to be a Saint in latter
days."
My permanent address is Temple, Lake county,
Ohio.
Very truly, your co-laborer,
WM. H. KELLEY.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.,

hearts and hands to push the work on to a glorious triumph.
In bonds,
.
R. J. ANTHONY.
TWO-DAYS' MEETINGS.
There.will be two-days' meetings held in the
Galland's Grov:e district as follows:
At Harlan, Iowa, August xst and zd, 189I. ·W.
W. Whiting and Jacob Gunsolley in charge.
At Galland's Grove, August 8th and 9th, r8<;ii.
J. T. Turner and James Simmons in charge.
At Camp Creek, August I 5th and x6th, I89I.
W. W. Whiting and Jacob G~nsolley in: charge.
At North Coon, August zzd and 23d, I891,
J. T. Turner and J. M. Baker in charge.
At Deloit, October 24th and 25th, 1891· H. 0.
Smith in charge.
·
W. W. WHITING,
President of District,
H. o. SMITH,
Missionary in charge.
GROVE

MEETINGS,

There will be a two-days' meeting of the Little
Sioux district, at Garner's Grove, July 25th and
z6th, in the new tent, Brn. W. W. Bair and J. F.
Mintnn in charge.
._
There will also be a two-days' meeting at
Twelve Mile Grove, August xst and zd, Brn. W.
W. Blair and Joseph Seddon in charge. The
Saints in the vicinity of said meetings will please
to 'do all they can to make such meetings successful.
DAVID CHAMBERS, District President.
PERIIA, Iowa, July 13th.
REUNION NOTICE.
A Reunion will be held ~eptember 5th and
6th at Mount Zion branch, Goose Creek, Ritchie
county, West Virginia. Saints coming by rail
will be met at Cornwallis and assisted in the trip
from the station to the place of meeting. Saints
are invited to attend this, our first but not our
last meeting of the kind in West Virginia. Bro.
Griffiths is expected to attend;· also Elders Moler,
Shinn and others. Address me at .Goose Creek;
Ritchie county, West Virginia.
B. BEALL.
PUBLISHER'S NOTICE.
We wish to say to our friends that our book,
"With The Church In An Early Day," is now
ready for mailing. To the ministry we are offering unusual inducements to assist in its sale and
would be pleased to have you send for our terms
soon, as the offer will be withdrawn December
rst, r89r. Parties ordering hereafter will please
notice that the postage is fourteen cents, instead
of eight cents, as we thought it would be. The
volume (as the amount of postage indicates) is
large, neatly and substantially bound and we
think will give general satisfaction.
.
M. WALKER.

July 6th, 1891.

To the Saints in the Rocky Mountain mission
greeting:! am constrained to call on you once more to
aid the work all you can with tithes and offerIngs. The general conference has seen fit to
send reinforcements to this field, and from general indications the day is not far distant when
the gleaners may gather in the vintage. The
treasury is empty, and without means we cannot
work.
The Bishop, Bro. E. L. Kelley has directed me to still act as his agent until such time
as a suitable man can be appointed. I have
served you long as a missionary, and as president
and bishop's agent I feel to thank you for all
your favors and hearty support and cooperation
in the past, and trust you will support my successors in their labors as you have me. With the
change of the presidency of the mission it is to
be hoped that greater good will result therefrom.
You are all acquainted with Bro. Luff. A more
competent man could not have been selected.
He is in every way fully qualified to enter in and
occupy; and now let us with God's help set our

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Conference of the Central Nebraska district
will convene at Clearwater, August I5th, at
eleven a.m. Please have all reports Eent in time,
and Jet all come who can. It is the duty of each
member to work for the interest of the cause.
The promise of rest in Christ is to those who
cheerfully make sacrifice.
W. M. RuMEL, Dist. Pres.
A CURE FOR DROPSY.
Put two heaping tablespoonfuls of cream of
tartar into a bowl, pour a pint of boiling water
on it, then stir it, and let it settle until it is cold.
Drink all the water when going to bed, but leave
the sediment in the bottom, and pour more hot
water on it to drink the next night. Take a dose
·of jalap in the morning. It will carry all the
water off from the body. Repeat the dpse of
jalap the second morning.
Republished by request fro~ Herald of Decem•
ber 7th, I889.
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BORN.
chral dampness which wet linen does when it
comes in contact with the skin.
REESE.- At Elmwood; Nebraska, June 2d,
The warmer the weather, the more need for
r89r, to Bro. Walter A. and Sr. Hattie E. Reese,
woolen next the skin; hence British sailors are
a daughter. Blessed July rst, 1891, by Elder C.
required to wear woolen next their skin in tropiH. Porter, and named Winfred Arvilla.
- cal latitudes in summer, as the best observed preMARRIED.
caution against disease.
MONTGOMERY-JENSEN.-At the residence of
All garments worn next to the skin during the
Sr. Jensen, the mother of the bride, Nebraska
day should be removed at night and spread out
City, Nebraska, July rst, 189r, by Elder J. Armfor thorough airing and drying.
strong, Mr. Will P. W. Montgomery and Sr.
Cotton is the best material to be worn next the
Mil!ieJensen. A very enjoyable time was had,
skin at night. All changes from a heavier to a
many valuable presents were given the happy
lighter clothing in summer should be made by
couple. May peace and prosperity be their's to
putting on the lighter clothing at the first dressenjoy through life.
ing in the morning.
It is greatly safer for children, for invalids,
DIED.
and for old persons, to have too much clothing
WooLISCROFT.-William, .son of Bro. James
than too little.-Sel.
and Sr. Mary E. Wooliscroft. Born December
12th, r89o; died February 24th, r89r; aged one
year, 2 months and 12 days.
SEND THEM IN.
We are weeping, darling Willie,
In our cottage home today;
We are preserving several hundred copies of each
For oh I we are so lonely
installment of the Braden Kelley Debate, and shall
Since the hour you went away.
And we wonder if you're singing,
be prepared until further notice to furnish all our reAs you sang for us while here:
In our hearts we hear thy musicport to new subscribers. 50cts will secure the entire
See your face-forever. dear.
report.
LAMBERT BROS. Publishers,
Lamoui, Decatur Co., Iowa.
SUICIDE BY AMMONIA.
CAsEs of slow poisoning from ammonia are of
ROBT. WINNING,
D. F. NICHOLSON,
President.
Cashier.
constant occurrence among men who work in its
manufacture, or even in decomposing substan-.
ces which give it off in considerable quantities.
Ammonia slowly and from day to day taken into
LAMON.I,
IO"W'A,
the system causes the complexion to lose its
PAYS INTEREST ON TIME DEPOSITS,
freshness, and the skin of men who get heavily
Money to loan.
impregnated with it has a disagreeably blotched
and discolored appearance.
.
FARM LANDS AND TOWN LOTS FOR SALE.
Taken into the, stomach from day to day in
even the small,quantities uJed to adulterate food,
ZION'S ENSIGN,
such as baking-powder, it not only injures the
Published every Saturday at
complexion but attacks the lining of the stomach,
·and is the source.of much general ill health.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,
The present rapid increase in the use of amBrethren { J'
} Editors.
moni~t for various purposes, and the consequent
F. A.
G. RoBINSON
PITT
increase in its manufacture, have made it one o'£
Subseriptio.n price, $1.00 per year.
the most easily obtained poisons, and, although
It is. devoted to the spreading of religious truth as
everybody is familiar with it in some form,there
viewed by the Saints.
·
Each issue contains a sermou by one of the ministry,
is a surprising amount of ignorance of its danreports
of
the
different
societiBs
in the ch nrch, arid argerous qualities. · Hs use as an adulterant in any
ticles bearing upon or explanatory Of the doctrmes of the
food preparation is simply a crime, and as a
church.
It is the intention .to makeit a f)elp to the inissionar_y
crime should be p\lnished.~Sel.
at home and in the field; a source of comfort to the scattered ones who J>re denied church privileges, and to bring
the Saints into closer relationship with each other.
WAS MOSES' WIFE A NEGRESS.
The only authority for such a supposition is
foundin the firstv~rse of the twelfth chapter of
AND
the book of Numbers, which reads: "And Miriam and Aaron spake against Moses because o.f
THE
SEER
OF
PALMYRA:
the Ethiopian wom1an he had. married; for he had
Or
married lJ-!l Ethiopian woman." On the margin
SEQUJo~L TO SPIRITUAL GIFTS.
of the bible the abo.ve passage is explained in this
By M. H. BOND.
wise: "Because o~ the Cushite woman he had
Modern Prophets after aneient types.
married." ·A well.;known commentator, writing
Who was Joseph Smith!
in ,regard to this p~culiar rendering of the verse
Was he a religious impostor Y
,,anc;l <;h,apter above Iiatned, says: "The person
\Vas he a "Spirit ItJ:edium''" Y
:mentioned in that yerse may have been an Ethi-.
What does the Bible say about Joseph
ppian wife taken af.ter the death of Zipporah, or
Smith~
, the •Ethiopian Princess' of Josephus; or it may
The Truth by Three Witnesses-Christianity in the
ha11e been Zipporah herself, which .is rendered
First
and
Nineteenth Century~The Ancient and Mode
probable by thejuxtaposition· of Cushan with
ern Pharisee-The Revelations of Emmanuel Sweden, Midian." Tpe above are the bestinterpretations
borg-Modern "Spirit Mediums,". ;tnd Hypnotic Religious '·Revival," as Against Reason and Bible Te.stimo· of t.he text which the editor of the St. Louis Reny, and in Contradistinction to the Work of "The Latter
pulilic's "Notes for the. Curious" has been able to
Day Seer," Exammed in the Light of FApTs and Human
find, therefore they' are given as the oniy reason
History~A Rational and Scriptural Exposition o;r Explanation of Old and New Testament Prophecy and Docfor supposing that· the wife of Moses, the lawtrine.
giver, was the anc:estress of Topsy and Uncle
A Revision of "Spiritual Gifts," With Supplement and
Tom.-Sel;
Appendix. Nearly twice the reading matter of Spiritual
Gifts. Paper covers 35cts., full. cloth binding 60 cents.
For Sale at "Herald Office," or by M. H. Bond, WilloughSUMMER CLOTHING.
by, .Ohio. Liberal Discount to Agents.
4apr
FoR'all persons, especial1y invalids, and those
ADDREHSES.
who take cold easily, a thin material of woolen
Elder Tho!JlaS Bradshaw, No. 48 Repton street,
gauze riext to the skin i.s safest and best, because-·
Limehouse, London, England.
First, it is a non-.conductor, carries heat from
Bro. Tho)1las Tyler,formerlj from.England, No. 1328
the body more slowly than cbtton, linen, or silk,
Penn street, Lawrence, Kansas .
.All colds are caused. by the body becoming
J. C. Crabb, 1001 South Tenth St., Burlington, Iowa.
. colderthan natural,.especially if it is made colder
James McKiernan, N9; 1710 Lyons St., Des Moines,
· rapid1y, and woolen: next to the skin is the best
Iowa.
thing know,n to prevent this .rapid cooling, espeE. C. Briggs, 203 We~t Wahiut street, Chicago, 111.:
,ciallY· after exercise which. has caused. perspiraC. .A. Parkin, 2910 Sixteenth St., Near Mission, San
. tion, and does not cause that disagreeable ·sepulFrancisco, California.

FARMERS BANK,

SPIRITU"AL GIFTS

MILLINERY STOCK
For sale in Lamont at a bargain. Write to
Box 230, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
SUNDAY SCHOOL

TEACHERS' LESSON HELPS,
For Intermediate Question Book and New
Testament Classes-of use in all classes, Single
copies,
cents per pear.

so

RUINS

REVISITED,

AND THE. WORLD STORY . RETOLD;
The Scientific Defense of the Latter Day Faith.
240 pages, bound in cloth, price $1.
S. F. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa.

INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
~

FLEXIBLE BINDING.

~

The Inspired Translation of the Holy Scriptures bound In limp leather, flexible covers, similar to the binding of the Oxford Sunday-school
Teachers Bible. Price, by mail, $4. ·

A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
Setting forth the order anti nature of the Priesthood, and defining the duties and prerogatives
of all the Church Officials, including the First
Presidency, and also the Delj.cons, as set forth in
the ·Revelations of Gorl and decisions of the
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
the Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
Price 25 cents including· postage.
HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
or sale my House of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace in it, and water in the kitchen.
.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.

AUTUMN LEAVEd,
· With frontispiece each month.
Published monthly, 48 pages, neatly covered:

Price per year

$1,50.

Mrs. M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.
Contents for August: A forest scene In Peru,
with frontispiece-From the Fountain to the
Sea-Are they Christian ?-The Franklin Series, Letter 2-The Fire by the Sea-Sinceritv
Seeking Salvation, No. 6-Influence .of Sunday
School work upon the Chmch; Importance of
Early Training, &c -Christ's Second Coming_:_
"Good-by; God bless you."-Sketch of Events
in the Life of Alvah Smith-The Cliff. Dwellers
of Colorado-Thoughts Suggested by Bro. Burton's Vision in "Autumn Leaves"-Essay on
Health-Editor's Corner-Department of Correspondence- Her Iaeal Home- A Hint for
Some One-,Domestic Department-Failure at
the End-Round Table;

MEETING HOUSES.
Salt Lake City, Utah, Mls.sion Chapel, Second
S.outh street, opposite the Presb>terian church.
Meetings every Sunday at 2 and. 7:30p.m.
Below will be found the different places of
meeting of the church in the cities named:
St.. Joseph, Missouri; Saints' 'Chapel,· Seventeenth street, near Faraon street. Take Jule
street, or Wyatt Park cars to Seventeenth street,
and the building will he in sightSt. Louis, Missouri, No. 2518 Elliott averiu¢.
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, Fourth avenue, near
Wood street.
Boston, Massachusetts, Howard avenue, Roxbury.
.
San Bernardino; California, .corner Fifth and
F streets.
S11.ctamento, California, Saints' Chapel, Twenty-fourth avenue and K streets. J. M. Parr,
president.
Omaha, NebrasJ<a, Saints' Cl:uipel, No. 1418 ·
North Twenty-first streets.
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
--)BY THE(--

Board of Publication of the ReorgaBized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges •••••• 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ••••..•••••••••• 2
Morocco, gilt edges .••••.•••••••• .'•••••••••. 2
New Testament, Inspired....................

50
00
50
~5

BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ....................... 1 21i
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •••••••••••••••• 1 ISO
DOCTRINE AND COVEN ANTS.
Sprinkled Sheep, or Library •••••••••.••••••• 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••••••••••••••• 1 60
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edges ••••••••••• 1 26
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •••••••••••••••• 1 50
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides ..••••.•••••••. 2 110
The Harmony contains all the hymns In the Saints'
Harp; also 642 pages of music, comprising about 720
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.
(Tune~Book

JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET AND
HIS PROGENITORS.
(By Lucy Smith.)
Muslin binding, 312 pages ........... •..... .. 70
Leather binding ••••••••••• , ................ 1 00
HESPERIS.
(Poems by David H. Smith,)
Fancy Muslin, 202 pages, gilt edges •••• ;, ••• : .1 60
VOICE OF WARNING.
Instruction to all people on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work.
In paper covers,.10 cts. each, per dozen •••••••• 1 00
Limp muslin covers......................... 25
JOSEPH THE SEER.
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine· Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defended and Maintained.
(New and Revised Edition.)
Faper covers, 200 pages..................... 35
Muslin binding. . • . • . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • 50
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder William Sheldon of the Second Advent Society, and is an
important work to be in the hands of the ministry of
the church; and it is a most excellent one to be circu·
lated both in the church and among those without,
abounding in proofs never before prese!Ited in defense
of Joseph Smith and the Book; of Mormon.
SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather .......................... 1
Muslin boards . .. . .. • .. . • .. . . • • . . . .. . • .. • • .
Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
Limp muslin, 25 cts. each, per dozen.. . ..... 2
Question Books for Primary Classes.
Limp mu81in, 15 cts. each, per dozen ........•• 1

00
'16
50
25

SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPL~ES.
Bchool Engineer and Record Book ..••••.•.••• ~ 50
Good Behavior Tickets, 100 for 16c., 1,000 for .. 1 00
Prompt Attendance Tickets .•••••..... Same price.
Fancy Cards, package of 60, 6 kinds, large . • • • • 75
, Fancy Cards, smaller, 10 kinds, per 100........ 50
FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages ............. ,....... l!ll
J. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches the coming of
Christ to Judge the world ia now past." M. H. Forsoutt affirms "The Bible teaches the Litel'llol Resurrect.iOD of the body from the grave."

BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
Muslin boards, 396 pages .... , •••••••••• ,.. .1 'I'll
Propositions:-{!) Is the Book of Mormon of Di·
vine origin; and are its teachings entitled to the.respect
and belief of all Christian people T . (2) Is the Church
of which I, Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
of Christ, and identical in faith, organization, ordinan·
ces, worship and practice, with the Church of Christ
as it was left perfected by the Apostles of Christ. (3)
Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints in fact., the Church of God, and .accepted
with Himt
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 26cts , ten or more, each •• , •• , • , , • • 20
In paper 15cts., ten or more, each •••••••• .; • • • 13
This is the notorioUll "Manuscript Found," written
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much has
been said in, connection with the theory that it fur·
nished Joseph Smith and Sidney ;Rigdon the chief
ground work and material from which to write the
Book of Mormon.
COWDERY LET.TERS.
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen......... '1'5
Without covers 6cts. each; per dozen......... 50
Contains valuable matter in relation to the Calling
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
the Book of Morme11, and the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVENANTS.
An enlarged edition, 32 pag11111, paper covers • • • •
Old editioll •••••••• • • • •• • • .. .. • • • • • • • • .. • • •

10
6

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper coverslOcts.; per dozen .............. 1 00
TRACTS.
2 Truth Made Manifest, dozen 20cts., 100 ••••• 1 50
3.·Voice of the Good Shepherd, dozen 5c, 100. 40
4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Church
&nd the Kirtland Temple Suit, dozen 5c, 100. • 25
250 for 50 cts, 500 for $1, 1,000 .....••• 1 ~~~
6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects Pre·
requisites and Design-and Who Shall Administer; 25 cts per dozen, per 100 ....••••.••• 1 76
'1. Who Then Can be Saved; dozen 6c., 100.... 40
8. Fulness of the Atonement; dozen 25c., !00 •• 1 75
9. Spiritualism Viewed fram a Scriptural Stand·
point; dozen 30 cts., 100 .................. 2 25
10. The Narrow Way; dozen 15 cts., 100 ..•.•. 1 10
11. The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2 25
12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; dozen 25 cts., 100.1 65
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 26 cts, 100 .•. 1 ~5
15 Brighamite Idolatry; dozen 5 cts., 100..... 40
16. Polygamy: Was· it an Original Tenet of the
Church; dozen 20 cts., 100 ................ 1 40
17. The Succe88or in the Prophetic Office and
Presidency of the Church; dozen 25 cts., 100.1 'Hi
20. The "One Body:" or the Church of Christ
under the Apostleship and under the Aposta·
sy; dozen 20 cts., 100 ..................... 1 40
21. Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100... 15
22. Faith and. Repentance; dozen 16 cts, 100 ...• 1 10
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 ..•.•• , •••• 1 25
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 cts., 100.... 40
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 cts., 100..... 40
26. Mountain of the Lord's House; doz. 5c., 100 40
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen 25 cts., 100 ... 1 40
29 .. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrine and Covenantn; dozen 5 ets., 100....... 40
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen...... 15
per hundred ............................. 1 10
31. What is Truth? and True Orthodoxy? and
an Evangelical Church? .dozen 5 cts., 100... 25
250 for 50 cts., 500 for $1, 1,000 for ......... 1 75
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 . • • • 40
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen.. 20
per hundred ............................. 1 26
41. The Gospel; dozen 6 eta., 100 for 25 ctB., 250 50
500 for $1, 1,000 for ...................... l ~5
42 Rejection of the Chureh; dozen 15 cts., 100.1 10
43_ One Wife, or Many; dozen 25 cts, 100 .... l ~5
Trl&l of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of J esus Christ; 5 cts. each, per dozen. . . . • . • • • • • 50
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100.......... 15
An aesortment of Tracts. . . .. . . .. • • . • . • • • . • .. 35
SE'1' OF TRACTS.
Bound In Limp Muslin, turned m .... ; .... , • • • U

HOLY BORI1"1'URES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
·gr We have a limited quantity of these oa hand.
Turkey Superior, gilt edge ••••••••••••••••••• 3 50
Turkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge ••••••••• 3 76
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge ................... 3 'IIi
Roxburg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge •••••••• •4. 80
WELSH HYMN BOOK.
Fullleather, marbled edges ..... ~ .. .. .. • • • • • • 68
This Will! published by the church in Wales, and
contains 393 hymns in Welsh and 33 .in English.
VISIO~S OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE SEER,
.
And discoveries of Ancient American Records and
Relics, with the statement.of a Oonveried Jew.
Paper covers, 43 pages ....... ~·............. .10

REPLY TO LIT'.fi,EFiillLD.
In paper lOots.; per dozen; .......... ~ ...... , 'liS
This is the "Reply of Presi~ent Joseph Smith to
L. 0. Littlefield in refutation of the doctrine of Plul'llol
Marriage."
BRANCH· RECORDS.
Leather backs and corners, muslin sides; printed
headings, and ruled for Record of Names, BleiiSing of Children, and for Marriages •••••• , •••• 2 00
DISTRICT RECORDS.
Printed and bound similar to Branch Records ••• 3 00
LICENCES, NOTICES, &c.
Elders, Priests, Teachers, and D~cons Licences,
each per dozen ........... ; .. .. .. • .. • .. ..
Baptism and Confirmation Certificate books. . • • •
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred.........

12
25
40

CERTIFICATES AND REPORTS.
Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen..........
Annual Statistical Reports, two for. • • . • . • • . • • •
Certificates of Baptism and Membership, .pei' doz.
Certificates of Removal, per dozen • • • • • • • • . • • •
Marriage Certificates, per dozen' .••••••••••• , •

40
li
12
12
211

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Problem of Hum~n Life Here and Hereafter
by A. Wilford Hall, 644 pages, muslin •.••.•. 1
Universalist,n Against Itself, 336 pages, muslin .
by .A. W tlford Hall ..... ; ................. 1
Josephus, complete, library leather ••• ~ ....••. 3
Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire;
muslin boards, 5 volumes ..••..•.•••.•••••• 4
Mosheim's Church History, 2 volumes ••••••••• 4
Baldwin's Ancient America (illustrated) .•••••.• l
Rollin's Ancient History, two volumes in one ••• 4
The Koran, library leather ............•.•..•. 2
Gieseler's Ecclesiastical History, from A.D. 1 till
1854, muslin boards, 5 volumes ..•......... 10
The Ecclesiastical History of Eusebius Pamphi·
Ius, Bishop of Cresarea and Palestine .••. , ••. 2
Cruden's Complete Concordance of Bible •••••. 1
Bible Text Book •..•.•.....•••••..•••••••.• 1
Apocryphal New Testament .••••••••••••••• 1
Elders' Diary, by Joseph Luff................
Emerson's Ready Binder. Herald and Hope size.

110

00
60
00
00
SO
00
26
00
00
'76
00
66
30
85

THE SAINTS' HARMONY
(Music only,)
Leather back and Mu~lin sides •••••••••.•••. $1 50

SUNDAY SCHOOL REPORT.
This is a blank statistical report, per dozen

lOcts

BOILER FOR SALE, CHEAP.
An Eight-horse Ames Boiler, made by the Ames
Iron Works, Oswego, N. Y., in good condition, and
running order, used in Herald Office, but taken out
on account of it not being large enough and replaced
with a 25 horse one. All necessary valves and fit·
tings go with it.
Any one needing such a boiler, write to Herald
Office.
~

GERMAN TRACTS.
in the German Language may be had of Bro.
Ad. Richter, Burlington, Iowa: The Baptism, 6 cents;
the R~pentan~e,, 5 cents; ~he Principles of the Gospel, 6
cents. the Epitome of Fa1th, 2c.; the Sixth Trumpet a
fifty-four page pamphlet, 25c. These prices include
postage.
~Tracts
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"HEARKEN TO THE Wo1m OF TJnl LoRD: FOB THEBE SHALL NoT ANY MAN Ali!ONII TOU RAVJi SAVE lT Blll 0Nlll WZFlli. HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Paga 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
·
"W:m BELmv:m THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIF:E, AND ONE WoliN llll'f On Husn.A.lirn: _l'l!xcBPT m CASE oF DEATH, WHEN
· rs AT LmEBTY TO MARRY AGAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandn:ients, sec.109, par. 4.
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I,

1891.

EDITORIAL ITEMS.

BRETHREN Joseph R. Lambert and
Thomas W. Smith, of the Twelve, have
arranged that the latter will take charge of
the Missouri portion of Bro. Lambert's
field, thus relieving him of its care and
anxiety. The notice of this arrangement
has appeared elsewhere. We trust that the
brethren of the field affected by this arrangement will give Bro. Smith the
same .cordial suipport in the ministry they
have Bro. Lambert, and all work together for good.' Bro. Smith has had a long
experience and .is an able defender of the
faith. Bro. Lambert's remaining field is a
large one and requires all the time he can
possibly give it., Brethren in his. field will
do well to give l(leed to his counsels.
The brethren of the East are out in a
flaming hand-bill, announcing their re~
union to be held at Green's Landin·g,
Maine, August 8th to 16th. The location
is a splendid one, the vim of the brethren
equal to the occasion; and the editor regrets the necessity for his being absent. It
would be a pleasure to meet the Saints
again at Green's Landing.
Bro. W. W. Blair was at Persia, Iowa,
on the 14th of iJ uly, and would deliver a
series of lectur~s there defending against
the attacks of Mr. Clark Braden, and cerrecting statements made by him in which
the faith and the people have been misrepresented. From Persia Bro. Blair
would be at Six Mile Grove Sunday,
Tuly 19tb. _Bro. Joseph Seddon, presi·dent of district is out in a poster giving
notice ofBro. Blair's effort at Persia; and
winds up thus: "Come and hear, and then
judge an honontble rightebus judgment;"
In a. letter dated Parks, Bowie county.
Texas, July 9th, Mr. L, B. Bay writes:
"1 have not .seen a copy of the Herald;
nor have I heard an elder preach or been
wi~h · a Saint for fourteen years, and I
,want to learn concerning [your faith]. I

I,

1891.

ElTHEE

No. 31.

wish you could send an elder this way. A
the Book of Mormon, and believing it li
great deal of good could be done here. I
truly inspired book; and having done
am seeking the truth."
what I could to impress others with this
Sr. A. J. Huddleston, Colorado Springs, conviction, having bought two of you last
Colorado, July I 5th, writes. She left her week and loaned them to others to read;
home in Missouri for Colorado that her and finding an increasing desire spring
health might l;le benefited. Requesting up· around me to read it, though poor
prayers in her behalf she has been blessed, indeed, I enclose you $2~50 for more, not
in answer thereto, she believes. She asks to sell, but to lend to those who have more
to be further remembered. Would be dollars than I have cents."
pleased to meet any Saints near there.
We call the attention of the brethren in
MAINE REUNION!
that field to the fact that there is at Tullahoma, Tennessee, a Sr. Ida May Sly, lately THE Fourth Annual Reunion of the
moved in there from Sanilac, Michigan, Maine and Massachusetts districts will be
who will be pleased to welcome an elder held at Green's Landing, Deer Island,
there~ She, with her father, who is favorMaine, August 8th to the 16th, 1891. The
able to the faith, will be glad to correspond services will be held in Mtisic Hall, daily,
with some of the Tennessee Saints.
at 10:30 a.m. and at 2 and 7:30p.m.
The Lamonte, Missouri Record, July
It is hoped that,Brn. William H. KelI 7th, calls attention to the tent services beley, of the twelve, minister in charge of
ing held there by Ern. Kaler and Wells, New England; Joseph Luff ofthetwelve,
and presents a statement of the faith in the Independence, Missouri; J. F. McDowell,
spirit of fairness and candor.
of Iowa; H. J. Davison, of Nova Scotia;
Bro. S. Stone, St:., New Canaan, Con- John Smith, Thomas Whiting, George
necticut, asks that prayer be offered in be~ Robley, of Massachusetts, F. M. Sheehy,
half of his wife, Sr. Stone, who is suffer- J. C. Foss, U. W. Greene, Wm. G. Pert,
ing from the results of an acCident.
George W. Eaton, of Maine, and many
Pres. Joseph Smith arrived homefrom others will be in attendance.
Minnesota on Friday, the 17th ult., leav"Special rates over Boston and Bangor steaming again on the 21st for Indepen~ence, ers, from Boston, round trip $4; also special
Missouri.
rates from Portland, Rockland and Jonesport.
Bro. L. M; Tracy, Drain, Oregon, July Parties will leave 'Boston Thursday, August 6th,
qth: ''We were baptized last fall by Bro. at s·p.m. All who come are requested to notify
J. L. Adams, of the Reorganized Church. us in time lf they desire accommodations.
He is the only member of the church we
"U. w._ GREENE, Green's Landing, Me.,
have ever seen. .We have heard and read
Of the Committee."
lots of the Brighamite doctrine, but find
this a different thing entire! y. We are
praying earnestly for the latter day work . OuR Congregationalist brethren find some
in this part of the country. Several are live issues to discuss in their council. They
interested and we send for tracts to dis- seem to recognize in religion that which
tribute. Some will persecute, but we will bears a close relation to all the conditions
.. let our light shine!'
.
and wants of mankind. "Practical ChrisElder J. C. Clapp, Sweet Home, Ore- tianity" applied will solve many, if not
gon, July 16th: •'Bro. Heman C. Smith all, vexing problems.
and selfare banging away here with fine
"LoNDON, July 16.--Cyrus W. Northop, of
prospects." .
·
_
Minneapolis, to-day addressed the international
Bro. D. B. Alvard, Muscotah, Kansas, <;::ongregational council. The council at the
writes that he is still interested in the faith
evening session discussed the attitude of the
and cannot well get along without news
of its progress. He would be glad to see church toward social·movements. Mr. Gladden,
of Columbus, Ohio, attacked the_ acquisition of
some of the ministry.
Seven more baptisms are reported from enormous wealth in a few hands. Workingmen,
points southwest of Lamoni, Ern._ Steb- he said, had not a proper share of the general inbins and Joseph Snively again administer- crease of wealth. Without going the whole way·
ing. Reports from the brethren every- of the socialists,he believed the state might do
where indicate. that the word is .being much by controlling industries like railways,
made effective
accomplishing the pur- tramways, and water-works.
"Ben Tellett, who was .warmly rec.eived, conpose for which it is preached.
A Mr•. B. F. Oliver, Olathe, Kansas, demned wholesale scientific gambling, with rnen
writes as follows to the Herald. Office, and women as counters, and with human happiunder date of July 2oth. "lt is good to be ness at.stake. He"said'that persons guilty of the
zealously affected in a good cause;" ,and greatest moral scoundfelism "were allowed .to.fill
we trust he will yet know the good of so the most honorable positions in society and busi-··
being in the fullest sense: "Having tead
. The machinery of .science wa$. used to

in:
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benefit a few. The subsistence wage of workers
'l read in tpe Bible of certain 'signs' that, promise
will be .held ~ith ·mediums ·and experiments
of two hundred years ago was practically little
was made, should follow the believer; .but when
made with apparatus. Joining the Society comaltered to-day. The remedy was for the church
I look for the 'signs' I find them not Evidently
mits no one in the least to belief in Spiritilalto impress members with the absolute neces,sity · there. are no more believers or the promise is a ism. All persons who would like further infor>of practical Christianity. Members should reg·
false one.'
mation are requested to send theit: names to the
ulate their business lives by the precepts of the
"In James 5:.14 we read: 'ls any sick among Secretary, T. Ernest Allen, 63 Glenham street,
testament. The church ought to be ever ready
you, Jet him call for the elders of the church, let Providence, Rhodelsland."
them pray over him, anointing him with oil in
to e:x:tend a protective arm to the poor and op·
name
the Lord, and the prayer of faith will
pressed, so that their lives may be brightened.
NEW EDITION OF PRESIDENCY
"Dr. Cordley, of Lawrence, Kansas, described
save the sick, and the Lord shall raise him up.'
AND PRIESTHOOD.
This is just what Elder Deuel did in Atchison;
the effects of anti-liquor laws in maintaining
BRo. W. H. KELLEY lately wrote the oforder and increasing the spiritual, moral, and
and the same God who gave the instructions and
•
fice as· follows:
made the promise, in answer to •the faith once
material well being of every section of the states
"A new edition of Presidency and Priesthood
delivered to the Saints,' raised the child up and
in which such laws prevail."
will be out the 2oth inst. It has been enlarged
healed it. 'Tis s.trange that the Christian world,
with an introduction and an Appendix, likeness,
who love the Bible so much, and worship the
GOOD, BRO. TERRY.
and autograph of author, etc., and will now conGod of the Bible, should stand aghast when that
THE following from the St. Joseph, Mis- God condescended to bless his people according tain 421 pages of closely written matter. It is
the intention to sell at the old price, except the
souri, Daily News, ~ill tell their own
to promises made in said Bible.
extra binding, which will be higher.
story. Let the work go on. Bro. Gordon
"John Wesley says: 'These supernatural gift~.
Deuel is a man of much faith, and the
were not.done away with because they were no
Lord has heard his prayers years ago, in
WHAT a cheering comment is the one
longer needed, but because the Christians had
behalf of the sick:
Bro. Heman C. Smith makes concerning
turned heathen again.' These gifts and blessings
"ATCHISON, Kan., July 10.-There is considerhi& co-workers:
belong to the true gospel and have always been
able excitement among the people living in the
"The leader's task is an easy one when it keeps
enjoyed by God's people in the past, and why
northern limits of town, on account of an alhim all the time moving to ke~p in line with the
not now? The Savior has not changed. He
leged healing by laying on of hands by .Elder
advancing column of brave and loyal men.''
said, eighteen centuries ago, 'These signs shall
Deuel, a MormO'ft preacher, who has been here
follow,' and has never said they shall not, though
When a leading soldier can consciensince the recent conference of the church.
many of his professed followers so state in act
tiously
give such a report of his comrades
"The person said to have been cured is a nine-·
in the conflict, what may not the united
and word. The Church of Jesus Christ of Latyear-old girl named Mabel Long, who lives with
efforts of such a corps be? Success to the
ter Day Saints is ·an organiza\ion--called Mor·
her mother in a comfortable house at the corner
Pacific Slope forces in the. field.
mons in the article--that professes faith in. the
of Thirteenth and Oak streets. The child is said
Bible, wfth all the promised gifts and blessings,
to have had a bad case of rheumatism. It is
with the healing .of the siCk included, with an
VICTORY FOR THE LIBERAL
claimed that she was in constant pain, and was
organization after the apostolic plan (See Eph.
WING.
literally doubled up and unable. to walk.
4, and I Cor. I2). It is not a "reformation" but
DAYTON, 0., July 20.--The Circuit courtroom
"Mrs. Elizabeth Johnstpn and Mrs. Jane Berry,
a "restoration,'' as promised in Rev.14:6. There . was crowded to-day by the representatives of the
members of the Mormon Church, besought
two wings of the United Brethren Church to
Deuel to try his powers on the child, all others Is a branch of this church located in St. Joseph,
which holds services in the basement of their
listen to the decision of the church case. The
having failed. Deuel consented. Wednesday
new church at Seventeenth, near Faraon, where
court did not enter into a lengthy decision, but
morning he went to the house with the two
regular morning and evening services are held,
briefly announced judgment for the plaintiffsladies.
to which all are invited, where a thorough explathat is to say, for D. L. Rike and others, or what
"He rubbed the child a few minutes and said
nation of this new--everlasting, hence old--gosis known as the liberal branch of the church, as
a big prayer, and lo, and behold, the two ladies
pel can be heard. Seats free. Come and hear.
against the radical faction. The suit Involves .
testify, the child stood erect, and walked into
"J. M. TERRY.''
possession of the largest publishing house here,
the yard: In the afternoon it is claimed that the
control of the church organ and all the church
child walked over town with her mother, and has
edifices in America. As soon as Judge Sherer
felt no pain since. .The story is generally acINVESTIGATION.
had announced the opinion a motion for a new
cepted in the neighborhood, and the Mormon
faith has received a considerable boom."
THERE is a movement on foot in Boston, trial was filed and at onee overruled. ExcepMassachusetts, having for its object the tions were noted and forty days allowed for prepinvestigation of the phenomena of modern aration of a bill of exceptions preparatory to
"THE FAITH THAT HEALS,
spiritualism, the call for which we ap- taking the case to the Supreme court.
"ST. JosEPH, July I4th.-Editor Daily News:

of

In last Friday evening's issue is an article headed 'Atchison Excited.' The occasion of the excitement was the healing of an afflicted child.
Such an event may be strange and exciting to the
world-the Christian world included--more's the
pity, but is it strange to believe in the promises
made by Christ the Savior? In Mark 16: 16-18,
we have the promise thus: 'And these signs
shall follow them that believe. In my name
shall they cast out devils. They shall lay hands
on the sick and they shall recover, etc.' If this
promise of the Savior was to 'them that believe,'
and the statement is they shalf follow, the only
logical conclusion is, if there be found on earth
'believers' in the true sense, with them these 'signs'
must be found; and the opposite. If these 'signs'
are not found oh earth, and the statement is they
shall follow the 'believer,' we must conclude 'the
believer' is no longer to be found.
«Ingersoll makes a strong point against what
is termed Christianity by this means. He states:

pend below:

"The recent organization in Boston of the
American Psychical Society whose purpose is
the scientific investigation of spiritualistic phenomena is an event which should interest not
only the laymen, but particularly the ministers
of all denominations. The first Board of Directors consists of Mrs. J\llary A. Livermore, the
well known lecturer, Reverend Messrs. M. J;
Savage, E. A. Horton, R. Heber Newton, and
T. Ernest Allen, Rabbi Solomon Schindler,
Gen. W. W. Blackmar, L. A. Phillips M.D., A.
E. Dolbear, Professor of Physics in Tuft's College, B. 0. Flower, Editor of Arena, Hamlin Garland and Mr. E. Gerry Brown.
"The movers in this enterprise feel that the
time bas come when an attempt ought to be
made to clear up, as far as possible, the mystery
which, in the minds of most people, envelopes
this subject. They wish to know the truth
whatever that may be. To this end seances

The stampede continues unabated, and
this time it is the United Brethren. What
shall the harvest be?
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
a teacher have the right to hold
preaching meetings where there is no branch organized?
Ans.--Yes.
~--Has the president of a branch the right to
invite one of the traveling ministry to preside
over a branch business meeting without first obtaining the consent of the members present by
vote?
·
A.--Certainly he has such right and may exercise it when such traveling minister is present
at. the business meeting. He cannot insist upon
such traveling minister presiding, if it !s objected to. If objection is made it must be put to the
vote of the meeting. Courtesy to the ministry,
usually renders this unnecessary, however.
~ues.--Does
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~.--Is it right in a branch where there is a
brother who Understands music to pick out those
that he knows have the best voices and can control them to sing, and get up a concert, and get
some of the world to help him, that can sing the
different parts, when there are such in the branch?
Is there any law in the church to prohibit such
action, without taking the whole branch in it, or
is it right to mingle with those of the world?
A.-As the question is framed, we answer that
there is no law governing the case; except the
law of courtesy and kindness. Any one capable
of leading singing would have the right to arrange for and practice for a concert, at his discretion. He would have the right to select those
whom he thought capable and willing to help,
whether in or out of the church. And no harm
would result unless some one made harm of it.
It)s not absolutely necessary that such a thing
must be a branch affair; it is a matter of personal privilege.
~.-When a member of a branch who is in
good standing asks for a letter of removal, is it
necessary that his application should go before
the branch for a vote, or can the officers, or any
of them give such letter of removal without consulting the branch? What construction do you
put on section 17, paragraph.z6 D. & C.?
A.-The branch, when organized, should by
vote give letters; as the branch is supposed to
be best informed· whether its members are in
good standing. Paragraph 26, section 17, provides who may sign the certificate, but does not
point out how the same shall be granted.
Branches usually hold that all letters of tbe kind
must be issued by vote of the branch, and for
reasons 'properly assigned.

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Bro~ Blair says, :July r8th:
"Rad overflowing and most respectful anq attentive audiences-many outside, .not able to
find room in the church on three of the niphts.
Fine feeling generally, though a few of Braden's
helpers did not attemi our meetings. I go to-day
with Brn. D. Champers and C. E. Butterworth
to Six Mile to attend i two-days' meeting, and on
to Logan Monaay to ala Bro .. Min tun in a series
of meetings in the park in reply to Braden's lectures there. Our people, all of them so far as I
can learn, are united and happy, ana are becomIng thoroughly awal}.e to auty. Prospects for
church progress werenever so gooa. Crop prospects are fine almost every way. I shall probably remain .In. Logan till Friaay next ana then
g-o on to Magnolia to; attena the two-days' meeting in Garner's Grove the 25th and 26th insts."

Bro. Heman G. Smith, laboring in
Oregon, and writing from Avon, Skagit
county, June rgth,: says:
"Bro. John Davis[ is with me ana we are
breaking new ground. Fino some oppositibn of
a covert ana cowaraly nature, but nothing of an
· open, manly sort. I :have preach eo only .in one
place since coming to Washington where others
have preceaea me. I believe it is gooa to open
new fielas, and yet to open more grouna than we
can .cultivate .ana thereby neglect promising
fielas alreaay open is poor policy. .We cannot
extenq this work fa.$ter than we have men ana
means to ao it with\ ana every effort to do so
will be futile. We are near the line of British
Columbia, thirteen hundrea miles north of my
sunny· southern home. We seem .to be approaching that country 0 £ which it is saia "there is no
night there." The light o.f Clay is plainly visible
at ten p.m., and broad daylight again by three a.
.m. I
to Oregon soon, where I expect to meet
Bro.
Clapp. The· missionary forc.e on the
are all at work with a. will or ac-

tively preparing to don the armor. They are a
noble bana of soldiers. The leaaer's task is an
easy one when it keeps him all the time moving
to keep in line with the advancing column of
brave and loyal men. I have not been home
since March nor do I expect to reach home be·
fore October. Unaer the circumstances the sac·
rifice is a gr'eat one to both ni~self ana my companion, ana we feel it keenly."

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"As with fingers of the blind
We are groping here to find
What the hieroglyphics mean
Ofthe unseen in the seen,
What the thought which underlies
Nature's masking and disguise."

"0NL Y A CHILD.
"It is only the form of a heaped-up sod,
And some words in a sculptured wreath
That tell of a soul gone home to God,
While the rest lies underneath.
It is only the grave of a little child;
A shred on the sea of Time;
A fJpot over which the winds run wild,
And clothe it with frosty rime.
•'But I, who stood in this very place,
One sult1·y Summer's day,
Beheld a mother, with whitened face,
Bend over her baby's clay.
Bend down till she clasped the tiny shell,
With all its polish and sheen,
Close up to her snow-white bosom's swell,
Her marble arms between.
"I know of a home not far away,
Where peace and plenty abounds,
But the lJght wen tout one Summer's day,
From the beautiful house and grounds.
There were littl~ feet that pattered about,
Now still in the sleep of death,
And the walls tb,at rang a childish: shout
Scarce echo a passing breath.
"I know of a drawer in an ebony frame,
Wherein there is hoarded wealth;
Where evary day comes a stately dame
To kneel and to weep by stealth.
Her wealth is a half-worn suit of blue, .
SomQ books and a broken toy,
A velvet cap and a little shoe,
And the picture of her boy.
"For these she would give her gems and gl)ld,
Would barter her house and lands,
For these, were they to be bought and s~ld,
She would work wfth her delicate hands.
One half of her heart lies here in his grave,
The other is out with the world,
Playing a part as callous as brave,
Till the scroll other life is unfurled."

These lines .will touch a chore in many an
achi~g mother's heart, for "A little .coffin leaves
a long shaaow ;" liut to such we commena the
exquisitely beautiful lines of the swe.et singer,
Helen Hunt Jackson. They were written 011t of
a heart which haa grown strong through sorrow
and fillea, like.the heart of the Master, with the
tenderest pity for those who sufferea : ~
LIFTED OVER.
"As tender mothers, guiding baby steps,
When places come at whicll·the tiny feet
Would trip, lift up the little ones in arms
Of love,. and set them down beyond the harm,
So did our Father watch the precious boy,
Led o'er the stones by me, who stumbled oft
Myself, but led my darling on ..
He' saw the sweet limbs faltering, and saw
Rough ways before us, where my arms would fail;
So reache.d from heaven., and lifting the dear child,
Who smiled in leaving me, He put him down
Beyond all hurt, beyond my sight, and b~de

Him wait for me. Shall I not, then, be glad,
Aud, thanking God, pass on to overtal<e ?"

There are not many homes where chilaren
make life bright ana glaasome, from which some
have not been "lifted over." Sooner or later the
"awful presence'~, has enterea ana the "aching
voia" has been left. Happy, then, that mother
who relying implicitly upon God's love can realize, as aid this bereft one, that God had drawn
near in love.
LITTLE THINGS.
HINTS TO WIVES ON THE WAY TO CHARM
THEIR HUSBANDS.

THE Arabs have a saying that there is no such
thing In life as a trifle, ana the wise ana observ·
ant become more impressea as each year slips by
with the truth of the proverb, which we vary in
saying that trifles make l!P the sum of life. A
pleasant home is not the result so much of one
or two happy circumstances, but of a thousana
little conveniences, thoughtful acts ana loving
foresight, which go to m;ike up aaily comfort
and happiness. Naturally as the mother is the
home maker, it is on her that the others lean,
ana to her that they look for the sunshine.
Many a mother whose heart is wrung by the waywardness of her chi! oren could find the answer to
theareary question,"! am sure I meant to beagooa
mother, and why is home so aistasteful to them?"
in this, "l was fretful from pain or weariness ana
I pettishly repulsea Jimmy when he woula have
confi.dea this or that temptation to me when I
might have strengthened him against it, or I
arove my girl to seek improper associates from
being too wrapped up in my own little ailments to
araw her yot:ng hear-t to me." Oh sad, so sad,
poor mothers, who honestly thought they Clio
their auty toward their children, ana indeea who
Clio in all save the little things-the sympathetic
wora of interest, the pause in the busy Clay to
hear a timia confiaence, all little things in truth,
but great, great in the scheme of life.
How many a family quarrel a button missing
from. my lord's shirt has causea; how many a
man has found a aainty, well cooked dinner,
with which his wife has really taken pains, all
aistastefu.l, because she aid n~t remember that
he Clio not like onions in the soup or oil in the
salad! Unreasonable? Yes, ana {little thing
to put him out, but who, Clear madam, finds the
grain of sand in the eye less irritating because of
its minutetiess, and have not y9u yourself haa
all your pleasures in your new bonnet aestroyea
because the ostrich plumes ana the ribbon were
a little different in color? It was so little that no
one but yourself probably ever nciticea it, b.ut
nevertheless you always hatea that bonnet ana
telt cross when you wore it.
Men are. luxurious creatures, and the wife
nearest her husband's heart is she who stuaies
his comfort. Men may be charmed, tantalizea by, infatuated with the beautiful, the witty,
the coquettish for a time, but it is the woman
who .keeps his· hose darn eo, w:ho lays .his paper
on t,is plate, remembers the exact number of
lumps of sugar, the quantity of cream he likes in
his coffee, who avoJds the subject of Jones' success in the very unaertaking he himself failed in,
because she knows it is not pleasant:_this is the
woman who takes permanent possession of' his
heart, rul,esit throughnever letting him suspect
she is aught but his humble handmaid, ana when
she aies is mournea ana missea sincerely.-Cw. ··
St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
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BE ON THE WATCH FOR JESUS.
Be on the watch for Jesus 1
Hear what he hath to say
From hour to hour; and he will shed
His light upon thy way.
For. every SWift-winged moment,
His messenger shall be
Bearing withh! its narrow bounds
Some word from him to thee.
Be on the watch for Jesus,
And thou shalt learn to trace
His faithfulness, when clouds conceal
The .brightness of his face.
And in the humble path assigned
By his dear hand to thee,
Shall room be found to know thy Lord,
And serve acceptably.
Be on.the watch for Jesus!
Be carefullest thou miss
One tiny token of his love,
His ·presence, or his grace.
He toucheth thee at every point,
In common things or rare;
Go forth to meet him, dearest heart I
Thou'lt find: him everywhere.
Be on the watch for Jesus I
Until thy vision keen
Grow quick to recognize his form,
To other eyes unseen.
Oh I keep thy heart for him alone,
And so shalt thOu abide
Beneath his shadow, with his love
Forever satisfied.-&!.

TRIAL AND AFFLICTION NECESSARY
TO SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT.
BY LIZZIE AMES.

UNDER the above caption is included whatever
tends to purify and develop the higher or spiritual nature. "That the trial of your faith, being
more precious than of gold that perisheth, though
it be tried with fire, might be found unto praise
and honor and . glory at the appearing of Jesus
Christ."
Away back in the morn 'of creation, all along
the ages in all God's dealings with his people
this purifying process has been applied, not for
satisfaction of vindictive justice, but a reformation of character. The grandest lives, the noblest
spiritual natures have been developed through
this refining process, without which no human
being could ever have risen to such sublime
heights of Christian excellence and perfection of
·character.
This purifying process was applied to Israel
when God suffered them to be carried into bondage and serve under hard task masters four hundred years. Their wails and cries and groans
only reached heaven and entered the ears of the
Lord of Sabaoth when they had suffered their appointed time.
Again in the wilderness he chastened and
scourged and affiicted them to bring them in sub·
jection to the divine law that they might be sufficiently cleansed and purified to enable them to
enter the promised land, but they utterly refused
to be perfected by law, corrupted themselves
with their idolatrous ideas which they brought
with them out of the land of Egypt and rebelled
against the Most High, so he destroyed them,
that the rising generation might be free from
their contaminating influences and be perfected
by the application of the divine method if they
would.
"The fining pot is for silver and the furnace
for gold but the Lord trieth the heart~·''
-

The Impression received on beholding for the
fir~t and only time the process of refining silver,

will never be effaced from my memory. As I·
watched the glowing coals· of the furnace as the
door· was opened to ~emove the fining pot which
held the red-hot liquid mass, and felt the fumes of
heat as they escaped the, open door and watched
the. refiner as he placed the bars of metal in the
pot and returned it to the red-hot furnace, as the
perspiration rolled down his face and bared arms,
I felt dlzzy and a shudder passed through my
frame as I revolved. in ~y mind the Christian
process of purification.
Our natures, so contrary to the divine, could
only scale the heights and attain unto a measure
of the divine through a purifying process likened
unto the refining of silver and gold. "Our light
affiiction which is but for a moment worketh for
us a far more exceeding and eternal weight of
glory."
.
We can almost rejoice in affilctions when these
precious promises loom up before us and we
realize that this life is only a drop compared
with the great ocean of eternity spread out be- •
fore us,when we shall put'off this mortal and
arise with the redeemed clad in immortality and
eternal life and in His kingdom sing the song of
the ransomed and catch strains that. fall from
angel lips and join in acclamations of pr_aise to
our Lord and King.
Again we find the Son of God enduring trial
and affiiction.of body and mind. «Though he
were a Son, yet learned he obedience by the
things which he suftered."-Heb. 5: 8.
He "was a man of sorrows and acquainted
with grief.'i Alone in the garden of Gethsemane,
forsaken as it ·were by that faithful few who had
stood by him in all his previous trials. A terrible struggle is going on, an awful mental conflict, •'Father, if it be possible let this cup pass
from me?"
Oh, the torture, the ago 1y of that moment!
The crisis had come, the decisive step must be
taken, to drink that bitter cup to the dregs; the
mental conflict, the torture of mind caused perspiration to ooze from every pore as great drops
of blood, but the end is not yet. Compelled
bear his own cross, his delicated frame bends beneath the added weight, but loving hands remove the burden and with slow and measured
step he marches to the hill of death. His soul
triumphs over torture and he rises superior to
the occasion.
Having been made pedect through suffering
he is about to perform the most heroic deed ever
performed by man or angel. "One would peradventure die for his friends," but he is to die
for his enemies. Stretched upon the cwss with
one blow of the hammer the nails pierce the
veins, cut through the flesh followed by a crim·
som flow. With the uplifting of the cross the
pressure and weight of the body is brought to
bear upon the lacerated and bleeding flesh.
The scene is ended-the Son of God, the
Prince of heaven and earth is dead upon the
cross-all nature mourns-the rocks are rentthe sun hides his face in sorrow, darkness like a
pall hangs over the city and covers the entire
earth.
The scene is changed-forth from the rockhewn sepulchre comes the Conqueror of conquerors, clad in immortality, illuminated, empowered-"All power is given unto me in
heaven and eartli"-"I hold the keys of death

to

and hell.'' He has reached the apex of eternal
gfbry; his feet stand where never mortal or
'angel feet have stood.
"If we suffer with Him we shall reign with
Him,'' some one has said. "God often introduces into human lives some element of discomfort-or suffering, a thorn in the flesh, a burden
that must be borne. Some souls thus dealt with
chafe and fume until their sensibilities. are lacerated by its cruel edges. "Others recognizing the
trial as heaven sent accept it with meekness,
and though it press hard and sharply, they wear
it with a patience that enables them to carry it
more easily. It even becomes the. source of an
inward development.'' The apostles endured
chastenings, scourgings, afflictions, imprisonments and finally martyrdom. So it ever has
been and ~ill be unto the end of time. This
purifying process will enter into the life of every
earnest, sincere and devout' Christian.
Many of the reformers were enabled to march
to the funeral pile with bofdness, and with fortitude endure the pangs of death by having been
educated up to that standard through trial and
discipline. When the trials of life have had their
intended discipline, the purified soul is capable
of a higher enjoyment because of them.
Joseph the Martyr, when he was about to seal
his testimony with his blood, was as calm as a
summer morning, having been used to wading
thwugh deep water all his life.
Again, later in life, arises a fragment of that
once grand army. It lifts up the banner of
truth which has been trailing in the dust and
rears it high in air; a war is waged against them
on every hand; they march against wind and
tide and storm. Hard the contest has been and
severe through s.unshine and shade, still boldly
they press on until out of darkness and trial they
proudly bear aloft the en~ign of peace whose
folds shall yet wave grandly and victoriously
over every darkened spot on earth.
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

Mary Dorothy, Glasgow, Iowa, earnestly requests the prayers of the Saints in her behalf,
that Hit be God's will she may be healed.
HOME CoLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

July

10,

Amount received to date ..... $3,670
Sarah Hudson, Neb ...... I oo
Abbie W. Chase, Mass ... I oo
W.W. Dorothy, Iowa.... IS
E. A. Fitton, Neb ........ I oo
C. P. Patten, Kan ..•.... I oo
A. W. Min thorn, Mich... 30
L. E. Carpenter, Mich... 50
Wm. Johnson, Iowa ...... I 35

II

6 33
July 25, Amount to date .............. $3,676 44
~Send

all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
Setting forth the order and nature of the Priesthood, and defining the duties arid prerogatives
of all the Church Officials, including the First
Presidency, and also lhe DeaCOJ:l.S, as set forth in
the Revelations of God and decisions of the
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
the Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
Price 25 cents including postage.
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will arise and meet the issues fairly and prove
paying five dollars per night, came to Oster
that they are the children of the Master by doing
dock, where I am at present. I had not been
as He has taught us.
here one hour before Uncle William Smith had
9AUG91
"Means that your subscription will run out August 1, 1891,
At Knox, Indiana, we had a good conference,
an appointment for me to preach on Sunday
Renew your subscription in time.
excellent audiences of the people of Knox, and
evening, a Baptist minister giving up his apas good hearted Saints and friends as. you can
pointment for me to preach in his place. I have
find in Lamoni, or even Kirtland.
an appointment for to-night, and shall stay here
Bro. Columbus Scott, Williard J. Smith and
as long as the interest continues.
William Waterman preached good discourses
Yours in hope,
TEMPLE, 0., J tdy IIth.
and.Bro. J. B. Prettyman looked after the comC. C. REYNOLDS,
Editors Herald:--! returned here yesterday,
forts generally. I enjoyed the hospitalities of
after spending a few days at Montrose, Iowa, and
friend William Pierson and his excellent wife.
Burnside, Illinois, and preached one day at Rock
DENVER, Col., July 20th.
Had to come home to do some writing and
Creek, Illinois, passed the Fourth at Burnside,
Editors Herald:-It has been a long time since
where Bro. S. Salisbury and I and a Rev. Blakes- . answer correspondents. Saw David H. on my
I penned a llne for publication, my last being
way. He was fairly well in body and readily
lee of the Christian Church, and a· Methodist
from Bethesda, Ohio. I left Kirtland a few days
recognized me.
minister all talked about the American Eagle in
after the adjournment of conference for St. JoIn bonds, hastily yours,
the afternoon, and I preached in the park in the
seph, Missouri, and vicinity, where I spent about
E. L. KELLEY.
evening to a good audience, it being my third
two weeks' time. I was much pleased with my
sermon there for the week.
stay in St. Joseph and acquaintan~e with the
Monday evening I had a good audience again,
CLINTON, Mo., July i9th.
Saints of that place. The only disagreeable
but on Tuesday it rained all day; and as it was
Editors Herald:-'-All well and .::very one on
feature of my visit was that I had to speak once
the last night I could remain, I left in the eventhe· move. I've heard it said, "No rest for the
in the presence of those of greater experience
ing, seeing there was no show for park meetings
wicked t" But if my righteousness is to be measand ability, feeling very much embarrassed, and
that night.
ured by the amount of rest I have, I fear I will
as usual with me upon such occasions, made a
The Christian minister, Mr. Blakeslee, atbe numbered among the class that I am trying
failure. I spoke twice also at the De Kalb
tended three of my meetings and had promised
to "turn from the error of their ways." Howchurch on the following Sunday .
. to come out on Tuesday evening. He assisted me
ever, it is written, "There remaineth therefore a
I next visited Blue Rapids, Kansas, and stayed
one evening and the M. E. minister was presrest to the people of God." Much of the harvest over two Su[\days, meeting many old 'friends of
ent one or two evenings.
is ripe, and who can be content without an effort
former days. I had the pleasure of meeting
I have a very good opinion of the possibilities
to save the lost and erring? Diligence and
Father and Mother Landers, of Lamoni, who
of effective labor being done in Hancock county;
patience may reward us with the promised "rest
were visiting there at the time. From there I
.and none are able todo so much good as yourfrom our labors" if we fainf not by the way.
. went to Barnes, stopping over one day with Bro.
self or Alexander, so far as preferences of the
July 31st, go to Dadeville, in Dade county,
and Sr. Transue.
people are concerned. This is a little singular,
and hold an arbor meeting up to August 17th, at
My next point was Beloit, where I used to live,
for it is said that "a prophet is not without honor
which time will be in Wright· county to assist
and where I have done a great deal of preaching
save in his own county and among his kin."
Bro. Atwell in a few days' debate with a Chrisin times past. I spoke once there to a full house.
Possibly you were not the prophet when you
tian preacher. Expect to remain in Wright,
I find the people here.have not forgotten what
lived in Hancock cqunty so long, however; or
Texas and Howell counties for sometime, to
they heard, and seem willing to hear more. I
is the. world ~etting better? I hope the latter is
arrange the work there. Had promised the
called
at Randall, in Jewell county, where I
the truth.
brethren in Seligman and southwestern Misspoke three times about two years before. Ern.
I found. friends, although an entire stranger in
souri. to be with them at this time, but receiving
G. W. Shute and G. W. Beebe have kept up an
that country; at Bro.:Wentworth McGahen'sand
no answer to letters on time, and pressing deinterest in that locality with the help of 'some of
the many Salisburys at Burnside, and the numermands coming from other points, will visit these
our noble young sisters· there, who are excellent
ous Ern. Lambert lind Pitt at Rock Creek,
brethren later in the season and stay a "long
fireside preachers. If all our young Saints could
whom I had long he~rd of. Bro. Crabb is doing
time" with them.
defend the latter day work like Srs. Elma,
a good work, if it is proper to judge of what they
Let the brethren look out for a reunion in the
Carrie. and Mina Cook, it would soon roll on in
say.
·
Independence district sometime in October.
At the conferenc~ at Kewanee there was a
power.
Brn. Joseph Lambert, Joseph Smith and others,
I landed in Randall about noon and in a short
good spirit and good meetings; but not a large
prepare for an invitation, and we. expect the retime Sr. Currie ·had secure4 a hall and had an
turnout of Saints. Ern. John Chisnall and John
sponse, too. We now have two tents, and a host
appointment out for preaching. that night. A
D. Jones engaged in th"e preaching meetings
of good brethren"'that will make the meeting an
good sized congregation greeted me, the hall
.with good effect, Bro. David Holmes presiding
interesting one.
More anon .
. while present; but heand Bro. J. W; Terry had
being probably two-thirds full. I feel sure that
I. N: WHITE.
to retJJrn home on SJJnday ..
gpod will be done at that place.
I called at Mankato, where I found Sr. Ritchie
Circumstances pr~vented the missionaries,
0STERDOC.K, Iowa, July 13th .
and daughter Anna, old friends I had not seen
Br.n. Short and Wheeler, from being present.
. . I remained till Tuesday after conference
Editors Herald:-I left home on the r3th of for some time. After a visit of a few hours I
adjourned, by request, and did what I could in June for the purpose of trying to do the Mas- , took train for Denver, riding all day wi,thout
seeing anything new till I came in sight of
advising with brethr,en, when Bro. John Wilter's bidding. I went to Clinton and found
liams saw me safely at Galesburg and supplied
Pike's Peak. .As I had seen plenty of .snowthe Saints generally. well in health, but some
capped mountains.before, I soon got through
me with sufficient to go to next appointments.
quite cold and indifferent as regards the latter
I was amazed whjle at Henderson· Grove to
gazing, and in a sl)Ort time landed in Denver. I
day work. I spoke to them twice in a church,
found the Saints without any trouble. Ape
find what big tumbles people
take over
which Bro. Palsgrove has rented for the purpose
pointrnents were already made for my first disimaginary straws. Saints should never permit
of holding meetings in in the future. Spent one
course in the tent the following .evening. We
these trials to come 'between them arid he~ven,
week with the good Saints there, and was well
were on hand and did the best we could. On our
no difference how big they may appear. Let us' car.ed for. I then went to Maquoketa, and by
way home the street car came' to a sudden stop,
!J.ave thoughts and purposes high and lofty
request I held four meetings, with good .attenc:nough to overlook tl;ie little failings and whims
and looking out at the window, I saw a large
tion, but· congregations small, because of being
crowd. of people assembled, and some of them
of friends, much less brethren.
held in a private house.. While there I received
The noblest rnan or woman after all are those
were picking up a lllan who had been fatally
a letter from Bro. Roth, requesting me to go to
shot a few minutes before~ Rather a hard intro~
who .are strong enough to stand up arid say, 'Fulton, where I remained one week, baptizing a
duction for the firsf night. Such things are of
·~W'ell, I guess! was tob1ame, too." Any halfy<:)unglady during my ~tay.
cotntnon o<;currence here. If there is any place in
. cJ!J.d person .can say,·'.'! wont," and '.'you must."
From there .I went tq Amber and Anamo~
· S_o I belfe.ye the brc:thren of Henderson Grovc;J sa, bJJt finding no place to hold forth~ (mly b:y \he wm; lq ll;!:J.~ nc;;~ds converting It is Denver, yet

will
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we don't expect to complete the task this year.
~ Perilous times exist here now among the
working class: Hundreds of .good industrious
men are out of employment and cannot get the
means to support their families, Thousands
must and are suffering for the necessaries of life;
and yet some of the newspapers contain advertisements for men. This is a base fraud. I
would advise all persons to stay away from Denver who earn their living by daily labor .. If any
have poor health and plenty of money, Colorado
is a good place to get the health and get rid of
the money. My lungs are now fully restored, I
think, and I can sing and preach as loud as anybody. The work here is moving on. Not as
rapidly as it might, but is doing fairly well. I
read with joy of the progress of the work in
other parts, and I hope we may soon realize our
hopes of its ultimate triumph.
In gospel bonds,
C. R. DUNCAN.
EAsT JoRDAN, Mich., July 1oth.
Editors Herald:- We are having extremely
hot and cold weather here of late, with but little
rain, though crops as a whole are looking fine,
far better than in other. parts of the state.
We attended Northern Michigan conference
at Coleman. We enjoved a spiritual feast while
there. Met many kind brethren, sisters, and
friends to the work. Bro. Levi Phelps accompanied us home and has been preaching the word
and teaching the Saints to good effect. He has
opened up two new openings, and a great interest is manifested. We think a number are near
the kingdom. There is work here for five or six
of the priesthood. We will guarantee openings
for all that may come. The Saints here as a rule
are rejoicing, and are blessed by the Spirit when
meeting together upon different occasions; all
seem to be greatly strengthened of late and are
striving harder than ever to live as becometh
Saints of God.
Any one having any 01' all of the volumes of
the Times and Seasons for sale, I think might
find sale for them by addressing as above.
Yours in Christ,
c. G. LEWIS.
SANTA ANA, Cal., July.
Editors Herald:-Our Reunion of this Southern district of California, held in the tent pitched
in the fine sycamore grove at Laguna, was a satisfacfory success. The weather was delightful,
and the attendance large for the place. The
preaching was spiritual and instructive, the sac;
rament and prayer meetings were real feasts to
the soul, the Spirit of God was poured out richly,
as manifested in several instantaneous cases of
healing under the elders' hands, and in tongues,
interpretations and prophecy, both encouraging,
instructive and full of promise, with exhortations
to love, union and diligence, the Spirit expressly
marking this to be the decisive point and time of
turning of some present for the better, and some
for the worse, as the near future will prove, of
those both in and out of the church.
On the beautiful Sunday morning of the 5th
inst., the quiet waters of the Jake were stirred by
the baptism of four precious souls, being adults
of marked ability for the Master's work, and the
smiling heavens blessed us during the ordinance,
.and inconfinnation, with the soul·in>pidng fact

that their sins were remitted and their names
recorded in the Lamb's Book of Life. We were
informed by the Spirit that as the past had been,
a time of sowing, even so the coming season
should be one of reaping as well, according to
our diligence.
Ontt,,session was devoted to the interests of the "
Sabbath school work, during which they were
ably and instructively addressed by Sr; Vina H.
Goff; and on a second occasion the little folks
were highly pleased with a historical lesson by
Elder E. J. French. And so from budding childhood to old age, ea.ch received a portion in due
season.
The usual generosity and kindness of the Laguna Saints was manifest in furnishing hay,
water and other necessaries for the occasion; and
all shared the hospitality of the free, well-laden
tables of the Saints; and not the least among
them were those of the San. Bernardino Saints
and sweet singers of Israel. In short, it was a
Saints' reunion indeed.
Anhe close it was deemed best that our October conference, to be held in San Bernardino,
should be postponed from October 16th to October 23d, so that the missionary in charge might
be able to attend.
Agreeable to these conclusions and desires I hereby give notice that said
conference is so postponed.
D. S. MILLs, Dist. President.
PERSIA, Iowa, July 2oth.
Editors Herald:- Within the past few weeks
this district of country has been strangely agitated over the belief of Latter Day Saints, as
represented by the great extterminator of Mormonism, the Rev. Clark Braden. He represents
Joseph Smith as an impostor, fraud; a teacher
and practicer of polygamy; the Book of Mormon
manufacturC;d from Spaulding's Romance; the
Book of Doctrine and Covenants as teaching belief in Adam·God worship, revenge upon our
enemies, kindred evils, etc.
The efi'orts of Mr. Braden have awakened a
desire in the minds of many to hear what the
Saints have to say about their faith. Believing
it was right and just that the Saints should be
allowed to tell what we believed, we sent for
Bro. W. W. ·Blair to reply to Braden's lectures.
Bro. Blair replied four evenings at the Saints'
church, at Persia, to very large and orderly audiences. The interest manifested in Bro. Blair's
replies was truly encouraging. The good feeling
felt and that prevailed at the close of his reply
well repaid·all who were. present. Allow me to
say, God bless Bro. Blair for his able and fearless defense of the belief of the Saints. Were·
spect him as a noble and true defender of the
faith. Much good has been done here, the Saints
strengthened, the truth vindicated. At the close
of his reply here one lady gave her name for
baptism.
On the 18th and 19th of July we held a twodays' meeting at Six Mile Grove, In our new district tent, which will seat from three hundred
to four hundred people; and onSabbath it was
filled to overflowing. It was estimated that five
hundred people were present. It was.one of the
largest gatherings of people ever met there. They
came from all parts of the surrounding country
to hear Elder Blair in defense of the doctrines of
the church against Braden's exposure at this
place. The good, friendly fee!jng manifested by

the people was encouragil)g. Meetings will be
continued in the tent every night thi.s week, at
Six Mile, in charge of Elder C. E. Butterworth.
Brn. Blair and Min tun go to Logan to reply to
Braden, in the Logan park this week. Next
Saturday and Sunday the tent goes to Garner's
Grove, under the ,charge of Brn .. Min tun and
Butterworth, who we expect will do justice to the
cause as defenders of the faith.
Yours in hope,
D. CHAMBERS.
DURAND, .Mich., July 19th.
Editors Heraid:~For some time I have felt
the Spirit prompting me to write and tell the
Saints how the Lord healed me, that my experience may help some poor weakly sister to cast
her burden on. the Lord. Last April I had a
very severe attack of Ia grippe, which left me
with a very severe cough, and friends said I bad
consumption. I could not sit up only a short
time, had night sweats, and was very weak. I
tried a physician, (my husband not being a Saint
and none near me), but at last told my husband
that 1 wished to visit Dimondale, my old home,
and be administered to. Hevery quickly gave
his consent. I could hardly get there, but the
Lord gave me §trength. I went on the 31st of
May, and the next day met with the Saints at
Bro. H. Rathbun's. Was administered to by
Bro. Rathbun, and my cough left me instantly.
I atn now well. To God be praise.
If any of the Saintsever pass through Durand,
(it is a railroad center), please call and see me,
as I feel lonely. I live the second door south of
the Union school house building. The elders
will be more than welcome to visit us.
Yours in the one faith,
.
LAURA E. CARPENTER.
WISNER, Nebraska.
Editors Herald:- Will you please give publicity to the following:
~.-Is it proper for branch teachers to interrogate members as to their loyalty to the church,
its Ia ws, rules, etc.?
A -All members of the body should be
thought free of wrong-doing until evidence develops of some misdemeanor, than a pretext exists for inquiry and law-imposed labor. D. C.
42:23, is very explanatory, instructing as follows:
I st, An offended brother or sister to go to the
offender to tell him or her. zd, If the offender
hears the offended, a reconciliation is to be effected, by which I understand the matter should end
and the future procedure of the parties be as if
the trouble had not been; but if the offender refuses to hear, he or she is to be delivered up to
the chllrch, not to the members, but to the elders.
3d, If one offends before many he or she is to be
chastened before many. 4th, If any offend openly, he or she shall be rebuked openly, that he or
she may be ashamed. 5th, "If he or she confes~
not, he or she shall be delivered up.to the law of
God." 6th, "If any offend in secret, he or she
shall be rebuked in secret, that he or she may
have an opportunity to co.nfess in secret to him
or her whom he or she has offended, and to God,
that the church may not speak reproachfully of
him or her. And thus shall ye conduct in all
things."
Surely there is nothing abstruse or difficult to
11nderstand In all this, b\lt it reflects a rnost Godly
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and equitable method of adjudication of those
troubles likely to occur among mortals. And
three methods of punishment are imposed: rst,
Those refusing to be reconciled, to be delivered
up to the church. zd, Those offending before
many to be chastened before many. 3d, Those
offending in secret to be rebuked in secret; and
this revea.Jment necessitates the chastening and
rebuking as much as the <lelivering up to the
church. And is incumbent on some one, or the
law is at fault.
If a member of a branch incurred the rebuke,
the presiaent thereof should rebuke, if not, why
not? So with every other department, Hence
the decision as to who should rebuke, etc., must
be determined in the light of facts, viz., as to
who is guilty, their position, the nature of the offense, etc., and he whose duty it ,is to rebuke
should first know that the rebuke would be legitimate, which would necessitate some kind of pro·
cedure.
And who has a right to hinder the one author·
ized in this legitimate work? Teachers and all
other officials will have enough to do to cope
with trouble that actually exists, and ought to
know, that to labor to prevent trouble is most
essential. Yet the fact that Ia w is to punish the
guilty, and vindicate the innocent ought not to
be overlooked. Neither ought it to pleasure
human pride, to prove humanity base.
JAMES CAFFALL.
SPoKANE, Wash., July 13th.
Editors Herald:-I live twenty miles north of
Spokane at Chattaroy, Washington, where letters
will find me after two weeks.
I have spoken eight times this spring and or·
ganized one Sunday school of which I am super·
intendent. I sold two Books of Mormon, two
Holy Scriptures, I. T., and one Doctrine and
Covenants. I praise God for his goodness to me
and mine.
Times are hard; but will get through. Many
seeking for light,: the true light of God. May
they find it.
Pray for us up: here.
We have no elders;
would like one to. call.
THos. M. PARR.
BIG SPRINGS, W.Va., July-nth.
Editors Herald:-I am laboring in Doddridge
and Calhoun comities. Baptized two in the former a few weeks ago. Held a grove meeting
there on the twelfth. "Uncle Hiram" and "old
Jack" had the schoolhouse "locked agin the Mormons;" but Mr. Inskip, the owner of the grove,
opened the grove !and gave us free access. We
are led to believe that neither "Uncle Hiram"
nor "ole Jack," can induce him. to Jock the door,
and hence the grove will be our place for preaching on our return!
In Doddridge we were threatened with "Dock"
Taylor, with whom we ollce debated when he
was an M. E. preacher. The shadow of "Dock,"
the div:ine, was the only scare we had, for that
was all we could see of this wonderful champion
of "perfect sanctification." This is ''Dock's". pe•
cuHar inspiration. It was "doneaway," of course,
"long before Joe Smith ariz," but there was a
little left for the prophet "Dock," so that he is
truly infallible-one of the great Popes of Prot:
estantism. He is said to be ip cahoot with. an
"ole sore-head" by the nap~e of Rev. Cannon,
~qd t}}eir ~e{;t i~ ~~wwn ther~abo~te jl~ Hthe <;an 1
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nonites." "Pock" says he will debate some time
when he "gits time," as now he is very busy
taking leases for the Standard Oil Company.
For it so happened that the "Doctor" is just like
a man in business affairs, and looks a good deal
like one too. It is not an uncommon thing in
this country to see an infallible Pope taking
part in business affairs, and sometimes even trading horses for a little profit there is in it.
The "Cannonites" have done away with all the
ordinances and have lopped off.all the Huon-essentials," such as faith and baptism. All a poor
sinner who is "convicted"-scared at hell-has
to do Is to "Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ
and he shall be saved and all his house." Consequently when "one gits under conviction,"
under "Dock's" diction, the "bench is brought
out" and the "convict" is made to kneel down and
"mourn" till he feels "the power," at which he
arises and does his best to "holler and shout" to
his heart's content, then he is "saved." This,
however, I will not say is Cannonism or Taylorism; it is strictly Methodism.
In this place we are told that here and there
can be seen the tracts of two "Salt-Iakers," and
we are wanted to get after them. Well, they
have done us no harm here. Our brethren and
sisters are striving to hold on to the faith. They
say that Elder Bartholomew, the Salt-laker, is
telling them and people generally that we are
apostates, .and thlly alone represent the true
church of Latter Day Saints.
Shall remain here as long as I can do good, if
the Lord will. There does not seem to be the
strong·prejudice against us here that there has
been in the past. We think the kingdom is gaining ground.
Yours for truth,
D. L.SHINN.
BROUGHTON, Kan., July r8th.
Editors Herald:_:_The few Saints in this place
I think are trying to live the religion of Christ
to the best of their ability. As for myself, I feel
strong in the faith,· although weak in body. My
desire is to work for the Master as opportunity
offers.· It is getting very dry here at present.
Small grain fairly good; corn prospects not
very bright at present.
H. HART.
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SERMON BY PRES. JOSEPH SMITH,
KIRTLAND, OHIO, APRIL lOth, 1891.
Reported for the "Ensign" by Sr. Belle Robinson.

IT is with some degree of hesitancy that
I now undertake- to address you, but there
are so ne things which are presented to
my associate and myself, that appear to
make it necessary occasionally to speak in
the way of advice, possibly of admonition.
There may not another opportunity offer
during this session of conference in which
~his may be done, and we feel not to make
any especial apology for offering it, anything further than this-that to us, the
success of the work is dear; and we believe that the time we have spent in the
work, the character of the service we have
rendered and all. the connecting circumstances, ought by this time to have proved
to the pe ple that we have neither designed
to infringe upon their liberties nor their
properties, and that we have but one purpose aside from discharging what we believe to be our called duty, and that is to
do good unto our brethren.
We are delighted with the advancement
that our a·ssociate laborers mav make.
There is no room for official jeafousy and
should be none for personal jealousy; and
if the statement that we have frequently
made-all of us-be true, that our only desire is to serve God, any one of us who
may cherish a sentiment of jealousy toward
a fellow-laborer, not only does the work
at large a harm, but he does himself an
irreparable injury, detracts from his own
usefulness, and practically arraigns himself before the Master.
Therefore we
caution all of you against permitting the
encouragementaofjanything like jealousy
of a co-laborer.
We are told in the Word that we should
prefer one another in honor, and we ought,
to do this with that degree of unselfishness
that would really witness to the people
that it was their good that we were desirous of serving, not our own gratification; and while l may speak to you, I possibly may say some things plainly; but as
I cautioned the elders against what I was
pleased to call the "meat-ax" policy, I
don't like to use it, for dull weapons bruise
as well as wound.
In presenting yourselves to the people
you ask for a hearing, and there may be
occasions in which it is practicable to demand a hearing; but however meekly a
hearing may be requested, there is a possi"
bilitv that a man may so meekly ask to be
hear9, that he doe> not make himself understood. He may have in his appearance
and in his presentation so abject a concep- '
tion of himself, that he impresses this upon
t1:m~ ~~ whom :tw is a4<J.re~sin~ himself
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unfavorably, and it may be said of him,
unfortunately to the damage of the work
and toohis own self as a matter of course,
that his religion is more a matter of intellect than of. heart. vVhatever you do in
presenting yourselves to tli~ world, ~e
honest with yourselves, and 1mpress this
upon those among whom you labor; and
under no Circumstances allow yourselves
to be driven or coaxed into taking any position or advancing any proofs that you are
not satisfied with yourselves, and cannot
stand by. In the language of a good lawyet, "be sure of your evidence." Mischief
has accrued by presenting to the world
evidence hastily, which investigation upon
the part of others discloses that you may
not have been acquainted with, and for
this reawn every man who makes a public statement should be careful how he
makes it.
It is proper at times doubtless that we
should make a demand to be heard, and
the manner in which a man may make
this demand to be heard will go very far
towards securing him what he is demanding; if he· gives evidence himself that he
demands it because he is conscious he is entitled to it, and does it in an upright manly
fashion, impressing himself upon those to
whom he makes the dema.nd that he not
only conscious of his right but is conscious
of his integrity, he is more likely to be
heard; the call is more likely to be granted; but if the demand is made in a haughty, arrogant manner, or if it be discovered
thaY, in making the demand the individual
is an egotist, he may possiblbly have his
demand granted, but it will accomplish no
great· amoun:t of good.
• You will remember that the Master said
in regard to himself, as we read here upon
one occasion, "I 'bear witness of myself,
nevertheless my witness is true." And if
it had rested only upon himself, he might
have~ proved not only a swift witness but
an unreliable one; but he gave the people
to understand that his Father who sent him
also bore witness of him. We not only
believe that we are representing Christ,
but we have such assurance within, that
we have placed ourselves on record before
the world as being fully persuaded that
we have a right to represent Christ; but
the world knows just as well as you do
that you have no right . to misrepresent
him. And we are told of him that he became the servant of all. He said respecting those who were chosen as his co-laborers, "He that would be great among you,
let him become the servant of all."
Unfortunately for us, mankind has been
imbued from the start almost, with that
peculiar feeling that loves the exercise of
authority, and you remember how it is
said by one of the poets, "an individual
will tread upon this stage of action clothed
with a little brief authority." It is incumbent upon us as representatives of Christ,
to remember that the authority we exercise-if we exercise any-is delegated authority; and· inures to no man to be exercised by himself without reference to Him
who has conferred it, and it is a dangerous
thought that ti:!ay enter into the mind of a
man-no matter who he is or where he

is

may be-that he is the one upon whom
the whole work of God rests; who magnifies his importance and concludes that
the world cannot get on without him, because he will surely make a mistake, for
the world can very well go on without
any of us, God's work can progress without any of us.
If he chooses to employ
us and puts upon us a degree of authority
and we put ourselves in a proper condition
before him, he will give us wisdom: but
there. have been in the history of the past
few very wise men who have been haughty men, arrogant men, selfish men, men
who have been imbued with an undue
sense of self-importance; and for this reason we feel like admonishing the eldership
to be humble as well as manly, and to
avoid even. the appearance of arrogancy.
I can assure you brethren that so far as I
myself am concerned, wl::ile I am willing
to concede all deference to proper authority, itmust·be that I was born with that
peculiar tendency that rebellion lies close
to the surface, and rises instantly against
priestcraft or the undue exercise of arrogant authority.
We believe that a man of God should
be duly courteous to all. No matter how
fiercely an individual may attack your
faith, do not allow him to overthrow your
good nature or your good temper. Always
remember that an angry man is an unwise·
man; is an unsafe man; and we are admonished to ,be sober-not meaning the
abstaining from strong drink-but to be
sober in a careful preservation of our own.
integrity and in the administration of our
own affairs; sober, not high-minded.
We are anxious to see the work spread.
We are cognizant of the fact that there
are a great many individuals in all classes
of society whose attention is now directed
to the work that we are doing. The circumstances that have given birth to the
Reorganization have been of such a char-·
acter that to use the expression of a brother, it has "accentuated" this inquiry, and
while we occupy strong ground, if they
will examine it closely, and as suggested
by one who spoke this morning, the more
deeply they drop the plummet line of
their investigation, the deeper will they
find the foundations are laid. And the
greater efforts that you may make to determine the character of that which you
represent, if your experience shall be like
mine, the more satisfied you will be in regard to it.
To give you an illustration ·of this :-It
was my fortune at San Bernardino soine
two years or more· ago, to baptize nine
young people; some, children of the
Saints; some, of those who were investigating. Among. the rest of them was a
young lady some seventeen years of age,
whose mother was an honorabLe rlllmber
of the church some twelve or sixteen years
ago, but she had later umted with the
Episcopal Church.
A minister of that
denomination had come into the town of
Colton, some three miles away from San
Bernardino, had started a congregation
and she had united with them on her baptism into our church. After this young
lady had been baptized, she did not pre-

sent herself for confirmation at the afternoon service as we expected ·she would
do; and in making inquiry concerning
her, I found that her mother was desirous,
she should be confirmed in: the Episcopal
Church. Bro. Harris and myself went
down to see her, and in conversation with
her and. her mother, because I desired that
her parents should both be present, but the
husband was not a religious man, one of
those every-day men whose experience in
the past had somehow eng.endered rather
a disgust against the preachers, and he did
not come near us; though I learned after·wards that he was in the dining-room and
heard all the conversation.
The objection that the woman made
against her daughter being confirmed by
us was that the church had been in a state
of quarrel some twelve or sixteen years
before that time, and she thought it rather
derogatory to the character of Christians
that her daughter or any other should become members of a church where they
did any quarreling. To have made an unfavorable impression would have done our
cause a great deal of harm, and we took it
under advisement. I asked her if she was
aware that the Ch_urch of England originated in a quarrel; and she. said "No." I
asked her if it was not true that the moving cause which led a certain English king
to throw off the relationship of the Catholic Church, was the fact that they refused him a dispensation to put away one
wife and take another. Here the daughter
said, "Mother, that is true, that is just what
the history says." And at once the mother
saw the situation without a particle of argument upon my part; and her daughter
presented herself for confirmation, preferring to be confirmed with us rather than
with the other. I simply mention this to
suggest the thought that it is possible to
attack the foundations of that which may
be opposed to us improperly and at improper times.
While these individuals
hold all that they believe sacred, we ought
to treat them as we would that they treat
us, and never bring that which they hold
sacred into ridicule, or hold it up to the
contumely of the public without proper
warning, or extreme justification.
I may have grown super-sensitive; I am
willing to admit that it is possible; having
heard Joseph Smith called all manner of
names, both directly and indirectly, I may
have grown super-sensitive about this, but
I declare before you brethren, I would
not think much of the man that undertook
to tell me that mv house was a bad one
and I needed a better, if he first tore mine
down without building one better. I simply suggest the thought that it sometimes
happens that when we feel that we are occupying strong ground, we punish a little
too hard. That is what I meant the other
day by this "meat-ax" policy. If a man
is going to hew me down, I had rather
have him do so with a cimeter; if he is
going to slaughter me, I would like to
have him do it decently.
Another thought in this regard, and
that is this:-The world always respects
manly men, and th~t is just what the best·
half of Christianity always admires, manly·
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when my name is called, and say unto courts. As an evidence touching this,
men. Individuals who will not conde,
scend under any circumstances to do that him that sits upon the throne :-"Thou striking to me at all events, we are living
which is mean and contemptible, and it gavest me tnis man out of the world and und~r a republican form of government.
I believe that this republican form of
sometimes happens that in the antagonisms he is mine."
that we meet with in the world, we are
Let me tell you that that opens a vision government in some shape will continue
under apparent necessity to condescend to of our responsibility that I have never until Christ comes on this land, and hence
intrigue. That is unmanly, that is un- heard opened anywhere but with us as a we have not again to fear the tyranny of
christianlike. We have to defend our- people. I don't know that it is preached a tyrant, a king, unless we ourselves ask
selves against a good deal of that in the anywhere else, but it is clearly provided God to give us a king as did Israel, and I
world, but we always should keep our- for in the word, that "whosesoever name believe he would be just as true to himself
selves above suspicion; never be found is not found written in .the Lamb's Book now as he was then. An evidence of
consenting to that that may bear the name of Life, must go into outer darkness." We these republican principles was found
of intrigue, or, to use a western phrase, have the original teaching of the church- years ago exemplified in the character of
"colloguing" together for the accomplish- and I am largely inclined to accept it- Stephen A. Douglas, called the "Little
ment of aHy specific personal desire. I that the time is yet future when this great Giant." It was my fortune to see him and
sometimes think that the elders should at work shall be accomplished that Christ is hear him in one of his campaign efforts
least, whether the membership all do it or doing. I believe he is doing the work against Abraham Lincoln. He went to
not, but I think we all should-the elder- and he will take it to him whom he recog- England and while there it was suggested
ship should so conduct themselves as if nizes as the Father and say to him, "l have to him whether he might not like to apthey were walking under the immediate finished the work," and ask an acceptance pear· at the court of St. James. "Yes, he
of it at his hands, as otir ministers ask an would be pleased to do ~Jo." The individpersonal direction of Christ, the Master.
One reason why this strikes me to be acceptance of their work at our hands; ual who extended the invitation to him got
the attitude in which we should stand is that if he shall keep his integrity; if he to thmking about the matter, and as he
this: that bye and bye we will stand be- shall have wrought according to the com- knew something about the sturdy character
fore the judgment seat of God, and that mission which has been given him, he of Douglas, it occurred to him that perhaps
he whom we call the Master is to stand ·yields to the Father, and that Father tak- Mr. Douglas did not have a court dress;
there for us if we be his-this is my con- ing from him the scepter under which he and so when he went there he asked
ception of it. That in that great day as the Son is serving as Prince, he will re- Mr. Douglas if he had a court dress; to
when the books shall be opened, when all turn it to him and say, ,"Reign forever which Mr. Douglas replied that he had.
men shall be judged from the :records over that which thou hast created, as thine Still there was a lingering suspicion in the
brain of the man and he wanted to find
which have been kept in the flesh of them, inheritance, by my permission."
and I believe the records have been kept,
I am largely inclined to believe that. out what that dress was like. Well, it was a
I was convinced of this years before I en- Well, when that time shall come, there plain suit of black, a suit in which the
gaged myself with this work, that the rec- are going to be a good many ministers, wearer would be permitted to appear in
ords would be kept, that a man would be and they are going to be made kings and any of the fashionable assemblies of the
judged by that which is on the record con- priests. Out of this has grown the op- Republic. "Ah, but th.at won't do," said
cerning himself. And when this shall oc- position that arose against this people he. "Why," says Mr. Douglas, "Is it
cur, there shall be another book opened here some sixty years ago, and has fol- necessary for me to have a special suit to
there, which is the Lamb's Book of Life. lowed them all the way through, that appear at the court ofSt. James?" "Why
The twentieth of. Revelations gives us to they believed that they were ultimately certainly." "Well, I will not go, if I canunderstand precisely that this will be the to take charge of the domination of the not appear at the court of St. James in a
case. My conception of that is this, that world, and hence t.hey must be kept down, dress in which I would be received at a
when the books. shall be opened, it is the for, like Ca:lsar,they are a~bitious. Some- l~ve~ ofthe grandest rulers in the world, the
general judgment of God; there w.ill be how I have the impression all day that it levee of the President of the U nitedStates,
in that judgment no person that has ever is Sunday, and if it were not Sunday I I will not go to the court of St. James."
lived in the. world, who will be exempt; might tell you an anecdote illustrative of And he did not.
every human being; every one upon this, but it is simply this-I will not tell
He afterwards went on to Russia, (that
whom the responsibility of life has been it-the substance is simply this, that when great power with a good many of the
placed, will answer in that day unto God an individual was permitted to depart this the Saints in times past, and I don't
the Jehovah. But there.will be there a life, he went to the dark regions, and the know but some 'suppose it now is to be
special book in which will be recorded the adversary would not give him a very one of the great powers that is to take
names of those who have accepted Christ prominent place because he thought he place in the great battle between Gog and
and have shaped their lives in accordance was·so ambitious he would take possession Magog), that is pushing her coasts of conwith his commandments, and whose acts of the whole. This thought has been up- quest so far as she can, and has not forgotin obedience have warranted those who permost with many, and has helped a good ten the policy of Peter the Great from the
kept that family record on high, to have deal in regard to forging the weapons first. The Czar that happened to be
inscribed their names upon that book. that have been aimed at us, simply because reigning at the time invited Mr. Douglas
Now, whether this is an idea or not, it is we have believed that ultimately .he who to be' present at the review of his army,
· to me a reality, and I believe I have in is now the captain and prince of our salva- and they gave Mr. Douglas one of those
imagination marly times witnessed that tion, shall become our king and shall· spirited war-horses, and you may fimcy
scene.
·
reign on the earth, and the song that shall him perched on one of those great warThe question always recurring to me, be. sung, "Thou art worthy, thou· hast re.- horses, dressed in a suit of black, possibly
so far as my ministry is concerned is this, deemed us out of every kindred, tongue - with a shining hat similar to the one
that. when I appear in the judgment. day and people under the whole heaven; and which has ~·made so much sport in our
I will have this to meet. I have confessed hast made us kings and priests unto our Convention, and you can just imagine
to the world that I expect to be judged God and his Christ and we shall live that he was the only man in all that great
not only by the laws which shall govern and reign with him forever," .warrants crowd that had not. an emblem, some
me in the. world irrespective of Christ, this belief.
blazing star, a glittering cross, or some·
and receive condemnation for faults; reTo guard us against the kingly thought, other insignia of rank or power. upon his
ceive blessing for good which I. may have to makeus comprehend that righteousness person; He was. an American citizen,
done as a man like to other men; but I
must prevail so far as the rule of a king Clad in plain black clothing without a decohave ta~en up the word of Christ ~nd is concerned, and that the scepter is.not tobe ration of .any sort. IfDouglas was not
told the.wodd thatl expect to stand in entrusted to human hearts, we were fold
proud, he ought to have been; that is alk
that judgment day by that which is writ- in revelations that in time we were to I have to say about it. I know I war.
ten in .His Book, and to so serve him that have no king, no kingly courts, none of proud when I read it; I was proud of that
when I shall stand there, be may answer the parllphernalia that surroun'ds kingly stt~rdy independence of character, that. t:e·'
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publican pride that would not consent· to
unclothe himself for the sake of the lordly
etiquette that governed other men. .
Brethren, you as elders· cannot afford to
unclothe yourselves of that apparel that
characterizes the true devotee; even the
royal apparel of honesty and righteousness, that linen pure and white which is
the. righteousness of the .Saints. You cannot afford to do it.
Hence you must remember the position
which you are supposed to occupy now,
and remember the truth, the dignity of
that which is true, and that on~ will be
perpetuated. All that is false must pass
away, the siftings and the tryings that are
to take place will sift every man, every
man a.s wheat, and if he has ·not that
within him that will enable him to abide
untarnished and free from both that which
is evil and that which is degrading, when
he is tried he will be found wanting.
I am quite surprised at any one that has
a knowledge of what we may call the
latter day work, and looking for the coming of Christ, who can imagine that he
shott.ld find him traversing the earth as a
man, and making the arrogant claim himself, to his Christship. It has been my
fortune to meet some of these parties first
and last, and among them was a young
man who came from the western country
and called on me at Plano. He was on a
mission to England to see the Queen. I
felt to pity the man, and when he made
the demand of me to deliver up a portion
of the stewardship which I thought had
been conferred upon me, I said, "No sir,
if you be the Christ I will meet you over
in yonder worid, and I will suffer the condemnation of rejecting you, for I have
Christ's words here in reference to his
coming and you do not represent him."
I gave him something to help him on his
way as a man, and told him, "I give it to
you as a man, as a brother, I do not give
it to you with the· thought that you are
the .Christ."
When a woman came
through there, claiming to be the Holy
Ghost and demanded as· her right to be
supported by the church, I said to her,
"Sister, I give you that that I may as a
member of the human family, but you do
not represent the Holy Ghost to me."
Having been met in several ways right
and left in regard to this controversy, let
me tell you that when we have placed
ourselves upon record and know what we
have found in this work, we will not be
deceived. Now that unfortunate man at
Rockford has so engineered things tha.t
the legislature of the State of Illinois has
endeavored to prevent by statute enactment, any person from assuming Divine
characteristics. Now what may result
from it I do not know. I never have met
the man. I thought I should like to go
and see him and see what he might be. I
only speak of it because it is expected th11t
we shall meet just this kind of thing and
for the simple reason that it has been
prophesied that we would do it. In the
latter days these things shall occur, and
we shall be invited to go this way and that
way, and we are told specifically cons_:em·
·
jng it1
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As an individual I prefer to abide. with
the word. We have a statement that is
credited to the Palmyra Seer, and it has
attained considerable credence in this re"
gard, "Wherever the records are, there
the church will be." That statement and
prophecy may be all right, but the question is, What records did the Divine
Spirit have in view when it made this
statement, if it was of prophetic character,
or of Divine character. What records
we.re in view? Was it the record of
names? If the wo.rk has been properly
done, the record that has been kept upon
the earth may be. destroyed, and stili our
right to inherit will not be put in jeopardy,
but what records could it have meant?
Why when we take up the Book of Mormon it is an easy matter. The Bible, the
Jewish record is one: · The record of
God's dealings in the past with our fore•
fathers. When the Book of Mormon was
brought to light, it was found to be a
record of God's dealings with a people on
this land, and there is the second record.
And when the work is commenced in this
period of time, there comes the voice of
inspiration and gives us a record of our own,
and there we have three records; and you
know the statement is made, "A threefold cord is not easily to be broken."
When our brethren have called attention to these things in the Valleys now for
instance, although there has been some misunde~·standing ofwhat has been said in regard to it, every man went there pledged
to sustain these books. Well, what has
been the result? After more than a quarter of a century's earnest endeavor, what
is the statement concerning them? They
tell Bro. Blair over there, that "If we
are to go according to the record, then
you are right." And unwittingly, when
President Cannon put himself upon record,
he called attention to the Book of Doctrine and Covenants. The supervising
care of an all-wise God, made him make
a statement that will finally rise up in
· judgment against him, and why? Because,
just as soon as they put these books in
the hands of the people without putting
upon them the spectacles of the priesthood
through which they shall read them, they
will become an emancipated people; that
is the reason. And when in the presence
of one of their bishops I presented our
·views and showed from the books in Salt
Lake City, he was present from his work
up in the mountains, he said, "Bro. Smith,
I discover that you people have been altogether misunderstood. You plant yourselves squarely upon the word of God in
this controversy."
I replied, "Brother, did I not tell you
when I met you on the stree.: that we
had been misunderstood; you thought not
at that time; now you think that I was
right."
He answered, "l never saw it in that
way before; never supposed that that was
the ground that you took."
And yet we have been industriously
trying to tell them that that was the ground
we occupied for lo, these many years.
Now, whenever you go abroad, place
yourselt Qn re~ord 1 not as apolo~ists for

the word of God, but as being willing to
stand by that which you state you believe.
Measure yourselves according to that, and
you do not need to have anv fear about
the judgment hereafter, let men talk as
they will. Do not bother your brains nor
your hearts about the lies that people tell
about you and your faith; do not you be
under any uneasiness ~t all about anything that anybody tells that is an absolute
lie, do not try to hunt it down; but you
look out for the truths that they tell about
you that are not good. You see that distinction? It never bothers me except
sometimes to make me laugh, when a man
tells me, "I heard such and such things
about you," and tells me some absolute lie
that he has heard about me. Butif I do
any mean thing and it is told, I am not
going to tell you people that they do not
tell mean things about me that are true.
They cannot read my standing with the
Master, nor with those intelligent men and
women who are not ready to receive a lie
rather than the truth.
It is just the same with you. Do not
punish yourselves hunting lies that. people
tell about you or your. faith. Be patient
under it. But :you must remember one
thing in this connection, and that is this:
That the angel told Joseph Smith that his
name should be had for good and evil in
all the land; and while the world stands,
you neyer can get out from under the fulfillment of that prophecy, and you must
h~ar the evil as well as become acquainted·
With the good j and however restive you
may grow under it, and however much
your intelligence will rise up against such
unworthy attacks, you have to bear it, and
you have to bear with the weaknesses of
your brethren also. You will have to
bear with the kinds of men with whom
you a~e dealing. We are not all alike;
,we are not all good, not all brilliant; not
all of an equal degree of intelligence;
hence you will have to bear with the weak
ones, and with differences of administration.
You will have to consider individuals as
they are, and you will have to use them as
you find them and give them credit for
the good and bear with that which is unfortunate; you will have todo it.
May God in his infinite mercy help us
to stand fairly, honestly before the,world
and each other, so far as i~ is within the
reach of our domain, preferring each other
in honor, condescending to nothing which
is contemptible and mean in our warfare
in this work, being patient in tribulation,
upright in conversation, being wise servants, harmless as doves.
SIGNS OF CHRIST'S SECOND COMING.-PART II.
BY COLUMBUS SCOTT.

WHILE Zion was thus desolate, where
were her children? Let God answer:
"But if ye will not hearken unto me, and
will not do these commandments; •.. I
also will do this unto you; I will even appoint over you terror, consumption, and
the burning ague, . • • and ye shall sow
yoyr seeq in yain 1 for your eqernies §hall
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eat it. And I will set my face against.you,
and ye shall be slain before your enemies:
they that hate you shall reign over you;
and ye shall flee when none pursueth you.
And if ye will not yet for all this hearken
unto ·me, then I will punish you seven
times more for your sins. And I will scatter you among the heathen, and will draw
out a sword after you: and your land
shall be desolate, and your cities waste."Lev. 26: 14-18, 33· "And your enemies
which dwell therein shall be astonished at
it." "I will scatter you among the heathen.
Thou shalt become an astonishment, a
proverb, and a by-word among . all
nations whither the .Lo.rd shall lead thee.
Among these nations shalt thou find no
ease, neither shall the sole of thy feet
have rest."-Moses. How completely
and literally have these prophecies been
fulfilled during "the times of the Gentiles."
But Isniel, thus hardened, darkened,
meted out, trodden down, hated of men,
peeled, persecuted, captivated, scattered
among all. nations, driven to and fro for
these eighteen hundred long weary years
and kept in a furnace of trial (Isa. 48: ro),
is a miracle of divine preservation. They
are still Jews as of olden time, physiologically, traditionally and religiously. He
is not mixed with Gentile blood. As you
look at this human monument that has
thus stood so long, ask yourself, Where is
Egypt, Chaldea, Persia, Assyria, Greece
and Rome? .Governments that in their
times became great, shone lustrously,
swayed universal sceptres along the ages.
Israel has been captives to all these!
Israel lives, is vigorous, ruddy-faced,
seemingly yet in his youth, and approaching manhood. . Butthose terrifying giants,
like Goliath oLold, lie buried in dreamless
silence. Such a preservation as Israel's
is surely a miracle. I .know of no natural
principle by which toaccount for it.
But Israel !'Ire unbelievers. Will they
not so remain,: and in the end be consumed
with the ungodly?
·
"Israel shall ue saved.'' "For I am the
Lord, I change not; therefore ye sons of
Jacob are n<;>t consumed."-Mal. 3:6.
God solemnly obligated himself to be a
God to Abraham and his seed throughout
their generations. Empires and kingdoms
have striven: together to cause the promi~e
to fail, they !;lave failed from the earth,
but the promise holds good! We have
so mew hat digressed. We return.
In their tormented, captive estate the
Jews have soqght relief by an attempt to
reestablish themselves in Canaan more
than once during these r8w years of captivity, but even with .the aid of empires
have failed. Julian, an apostate Roman
Emperor, attempted the restoration of Jerusalem about A. D. 360, and after two
palpable failures gave it up, owning,
"Thou hast conquered, 0 thou Galilean,
thou hast conquered!"
··
. But it need not necessarily be concluded
that because this one prophetic period (the
2300 days) ends about 1855• A. D., th~;~t
therefore the "fullness of the Gentiles" has
, necessarily corne in, or that all " ..the times
of the Gentil~s~ are fulfilled," completed.
There are 1 a§ . bef9re Jloti~~d 1 the <?trer

periods mentioned by the angel to Daniel,
and to John the Revelator. Nor rloes it
necessarily follow, as some have claimed,
· because the longest period is first given
that the others being of less duration are
all to be confined or fulfilled within the
longest period. For instance, it is now
quite generally held by Bible expositors
that the "time, times, and a half a time,. of
Daniel 12: 7 measures the duration of the
union of church and state, or the reign of
the "little horn" power, during which the
truth should be cast down, the saints worn
out, etc; that this period of I 260 yeats
began about A. D. 538-40, at which date
the Pope or Bishop of Rome was constituted the "the temporal head of all the
churches in the Roman E:npire" by the
universal code of laws of Justinian the
Emperor. This being true, that prophetic period v<iould terminate about r8oo A.D.,
or at the time that one of the results of
the revolutionary period beginning in
France in 1793 developed, being the separation of church and state. Justinian's
code of laws was superseded by that of
Napoleon. By the former the Pope was
exalted to temporal power, by the latter
he was relieved of that unwarranted dignity. That power, by France, "the Pope's
oldest son," in the person of Bonaparte, in
r8o2 A. D., assumed. "Bonaparte took
care to make his full advantage of the
Concordat by introducing his own name
as much as possible into the catechism of
the church.
To honor Napoleon, the
catechism taught, was the same as to serve
God himself; to oppose his will was to
incur the penalty of eternal damnatipn."Walter Scott's Hist. Bonaparte. Bonaparte's code was adopted by quite onehalf of Europe.
This carries. us down to the fulfillment
of this ~'time of the Gentiles." Please do
not be too greatly diverted by this phraseology, "time of the Gentil!)s."
There
could be no "times" without "time"; and
besides, there is authority for its use, as
we shall soon see. "And from the time
that the daily sacrifice shall be taken away,
and the abomination that maketh desolate
set up, there shall be a thousand two hundred and ninety days."....,....Dan. 12: I I.
Here is another Gentile "time." It is quite
universally understood by the learned that
"the daily sacrifice" here referred to is the
anti typical or Christian. worship. That by
the gradual apostasy of the Christian
church it gave way and was supplanted
by that blasphemous power that "cast the
truth to the ground," (Dan. 8: I 2); that
"made war with the saints, and prevaioled
against them; until the Ancient of days
came," (Dan. 7: 2 I, 22); and that the
"abomination t-hat maketh" the true church
desolate, as a church, was the nationally
establis.hedreligion of the Roman Empire,
dating its establishment during the epoch
of the delivery and going into effect of the
Justinian legal code, A. D. 527 to 565. Or
about A. D. 540, when the famous edict
uniting all men in one faith forcibly, and
constituting the Bishop of Rome tern poral
head of all ~the churches in the empire,
went into effect. This being granted, the
12:1o.,dars or years woul4. ~nd A·.P· 183o~

495
It is a little peculiar that this prophetic
period as above dated brings within its
compass the rise, reign and queenly glory
of Mystery Babylon, during which the
right of individual conscience, religiously,
was denied to mankind in the Roman
world from the time that dragonic Rome
gave "his seat, power and great authority"
to the beast or Papal Rome, A. D. 540, by
investing the Pope with the authority to
crown and uncrown kings and dictate to
man his religious faith, till after that revolutionary epoch in Europe beginning in
France A. D. 1792 and ending with the
religious and political freedom of France,
Greece and a number of the other powers of
Europe from the- Popish dictation, and the
separation of church and state, A.D. r825-

6.
It was within this period and by revolution that the United States government
had been founded here in this great and
undeveloped Western world, and that too
without the remotest constitutional element
providing for the union of church and
state.
Indeed at every stage of its development this was carefully guarded
against, as the statements of its. founders
abundantly record. Here then was ample
room and circumstances favorable, with
full liberty to reassert the religious •liber.
ties of mankind, and for the raising of the
truth so long "cast down"; for the reestablishment of the "daily <;acrifice" or
"true" worship of God, and the beginning
of the "coming forth of the church out of
the wilderness, fair as the moon, clear as the
sun and terrible as an army with banners."
It was in 1830 that the church began to be
founded again in accord with the laws of
the Lord; and religious liberty, truth, and
light, of an originally divine character
have been gradually permeating society
everywhere, almost, since that time.
The result is creeds are' dying, old lines
of belief. are dropping out of sight, organic lines are losing their sacredness in
the general crumbling mass, and anarchy
prevailing. A universal commotion of
a religious character prevails in the
hitherto popular world, while the light of
the gospel restored shines more strong
and bright. To this the words of our
Savior to his ancient disciples, as brought
to light in. latter days agree: "And this I
have told you concerning Jerusalem; ancl
wl;len that day shall come, shall a remnant
be scattered among all nations, but they
shall be gathered again; but they shall remain until the times of the Gentiles be fulfilled. And in that day shall be heard
of wars and rumors of wars, and the
whole· earth shall be in commotion, and
men's hearts shall fail them, and they shall
say that Christ'delayeth his coming until
the end of .the earth. And the love of
men shall" wax cold, and iniquity shall
abound; arid when the time of the Gentiles is c<;>me in, a light shall break forth
among them that sit in darkness, itnd .it
shall be the fullness of my gospel; but
they receive it. not, for they perceive not
the light, and they turn their hearts from
me because of the precepts of men; ·and in
that generation shall the times <;>f the Gen~
tiJe~ 1?~
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standing in that generation th!!t shall not Nephh3: 14), and what power could stay equality with the Mohammedans, and
pass, until they shall ·see an overflowing its onward march? Ij~nce, "on March allowing them to purchase land in Palesscourge, for .a desolating sickness shall 2rst, 1844, the Sultan of Turkey, yielding tine, and removing all religious restriccome over the land; .but my disciples shall to the expostulations of the five great . tions. Under these circumstances the fact
stand in holy places, and shall not be powers of Europe, signed a Hatti-Sheriff, of 'I'urkey holding nominal control of
moved; but among the wicked, men shall annulling a Mohammedan law by which Palestine, no more holds tile Jews in caplift ~p their voices and curse God and die. Moslems who adopted another religion tivity now than that of the Roman conAnd there shall be earthquakes, also, in were to be executed; and in September, trol of their land prior to the captivity of
divers places, and many desolations; yet 1845, theSultan granted a firman for'the the Jews. The five great European
men will harden their hearts against me, building of a Christian church in J erusa- powers that united to bring about the
and they will take up the sword one lem-the first since the rise of Mohamme- emancipation of Israel and their land were
against another, and they will ~ill one an- danism." But the grand car of liberty, England, France, Russia, Prussia and
political and religious, was not destined to Austria. It is a fact that the long capother."-D. C. 45: 3, 4·
This revelation ,was given in 1831 to halt here; onward is its motto, onward to tivity of Israel is ended! . And Abraham's
the present generation. By it "the time triumphant victory! The light of human sons, so long in Gentile servitude, so lon~r
of the Gentiles" in phraseology is author- rights was blazing brighter and brighter, under the heel of oppression, have arisen
ized. "Times" are the multiplication of the life of the latter day emancipation of therefrom in· the house of their captors,
humanity from the long dark reign of and for very power and greatness sit
"time.~' The fact of the breaking forth
of the light of the gospel and the begin- tyranny was being breathed into it, and it royally enrobed, in possession.of "the gate
ning of the reestablishment of the church must arise as from the tomb, burst the band of his enemies."-Gen. 22: 17. A.D.
1855-6 undoubtedly marks an era in the
in 1830, at the conclusion of the 1,290 pro- that held it, and go free!
The lovely rays of religious and civil filling up of the times of the Gentiles.
phetic days is a very remarkable but a
I may be pardoned here for anticipating
very encouraging coincident, as is here liberty, like the light of the beneficent
foretold by our Savior. Indeed, in the morning star, were shining down on the an objection that might arise as to the
light of the present outlook among the pathways thereof; and the masses strug~ propriety of beginning the 2,300 days
nations and the shaping of events gen- gling amid the dark storm of revolutionary period so late as 445 B.c;, for fear the time
erally, the ehtire proph~cy is peculiarly elements arose in their might, and stopped allowed might not reach back far enough
plain and highly significant. In the gen- not the fray till liberty of conscience, so to allow the seventy years' captivity to
. eration when this light of "the fullness long denied lhem, shed its lustre around hegin 6oo years B.c., and so contradict the
of the gospel" was. to break forth, "the them. For in 1851-2 1 after the revolu- chronology of Nephi (Book of Mormon,
times· of the Gentiles" are to "be fulfilled." tions of 1848-9, Turkey was compelled to page 17). But if to the 445 years B.c. we
But again; if the 2,300 days, or the yield more concessions to the march of add the 82 years included in the reigns of
I,8IO years of that period that measured liberal, political and religious ideas among Artaxerxes, Xerxes, Darius, Artaxerxes,I,
the time of Gentile rule over the Jews and the nations, more especially as Louis Ahashuerus and Cyrus, (See Rollin,
the desolation of their land and city termi- Napoleon was demanding a French pro- Neh. 2; Dan. 9:25; Ezek. 4:6,7; 6:1);
nated in or about A.D. 18 55, what evidence tectorate over t~e Christian churches in and to this add the seventy year's' of capdo recent events among the. Gentile powers the holy land. The London Examiner, tivity leading us back to the third or fourth
afford, showing that the Jewish captivity of January 3d, 1852, said: "Accounts have year of J ehoiakim's reign, (2 Chron. 36:5,
arrived by the Levant mail of December 21), we have 597 B.c., to say nothing
is terminating?
Let us remember just here that national 14th, "r85r, from. Constantinople. The of the 33 years A.D. of Christ's being raised
· events belong to epochs usually, rather news 'of the events in Paris (i. e. Louis up "among the J ews,"-not forgetting,
than to a definite period of few days or Napoleon's coup d'etat) had just been re- however, to include in this the 70 years'
months. This will be apparent by a mo- ceived, and a council had been held ~t the captivity.
It is not said that "the words are closed
ment's consideration, and we suggest this Porte in consequence. The Sultan of
Turkey had issued a decree assuring to up and sealed" till "the end" of "these
as a prelude to the answer to our inqury.
his Christian subjects liberty of worship, wonders," but "till the time of the end;"
I. As France had taken the bold initiaand
tne registration of their marriages and and in that "time," we are led to conclude
tive first in the opening of the revolution
by the language of the angel following,
of 1793 in opening the way for religious births."
3· But "the end of these wonders" is "the wise shall understand," that those
liberty of the Christian from the bondage
of Roman thralldom and bigotry; so it not here-only the beginning. A more who hear the sayin~s of Christ and "do
was France who first called for a Jewish universal purpose is to be accomplished. them" (Matt. 7: 24), may have the vision
council in 1807. The council convened, Gentile nations are rising to human great- of Daniel opened to their understanding;
transacted its work, received pay from the ness, liberty and reform. The way opens otherwise we see no propriety of its revealnational treasury for its expenses, and up for the proclamation of "this gospel of ment. This "time of the end"-of .the
soon after with certain modifications of a the kingdom" of God among Gentile prophetic periods and of the events or
legal character, the Jews were admitted nations, that their fullness may be brought wonders measured by them-is a wonderto the privileges of the French govern- in. But what of the condition of the once ful time to all who are "looking forth for
ment. England and other great European "holy people"? They are longing for the the signs of the coming of the Son of
Gentile powers soon followed in the wake restoration of that full degree of favor Man," (D. C. 45: 6); "and they shall see
of Jewish liberty, religious equality and once theirs by divine right, but yet denied signs and wonders, for they shall be
them. Is there no response to this anxious shown forth in the heavens above and in
civil privileges.
the earth beneath." It is during "the time
2. One of the most important and en- lon~ing?
"0, harp of Judda, shall thy sound
of the end" that preparation is being
couraging results flowing from the EuroBe heard no more on earthly ground?
made for those series of events that God
pean revolutionary epoch of 1830 to 1848
No mortal raise the lay again
That rung throug.J:t Judea's sainted reign?"
designed shall follow those concluding
-a revolution that shook empires, dethroned kings, revolutionized legal codes, Shall Israel now rising from his long cap'- with the fullness of the Gentiles. "The
and reached forward and played human tivity among the Gentiles not be free to, time of the end" of these wonders is a
liberty far in the advance.......:also wrought return to his inherited estate? Would ' transition period; therefore during this
wonders for the "ancient covenant people." God so work that the heel of Genti(; period the gospel is restored and proTurkey in Europe, Mohammedan in faith, · tyranny .that has so long rested on ti,:~S claimed among all nations as a witness, by
had up to this date been as intolerant to- land of promise must now be remov~Cl? divine authority, (Matt. 24: 14; Rev. 14:
ward all of a different faith as Rome had At the conclusion of the Crimean War, 6, 7; Isa. 6r:6; Jer. 16: r6); Zion, the
ever been. But the "work" of "the Lord A.D. 1853-6, by the "Treaty of Peace" church of Jesus Christ be restored, or
God" had commenced "among all nations, that followed, February, 1856, Turkey "the mountain of the Lord's house" eskindreds, tongues, and people, for the res- published throughout her realms a Hatti- tablished, (Isa. 2: I, 2, 3; Ps. 102: 13-16;
toration of his people upon the earthj" (2 Sheriff, placing Jews and Christians on an Matt. 24:45, 46; Acts 3.: 19-2q Rom I I ;

a
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25-27; Rev. rg: 7, 8). During "the time
of the end," associated with the promulgation of the gospel, it is to be proclaimed
with authority given through angelic
ministration that the restoration of Israel
so long dispersed atQong the Gentiles to
the land of their fathers, is at hand, to be
fulfilled, (Isa. II: II, I2; 26: II; J er. 3 r:
ro; Zech. 2: r, 2 ). Notice; this declaration is, as here predicted, to extend to the
islands of the sea; and an abundance of truth
is to be revealed from heaven and J erusalem is to be healed, (J er. 33: 6, 7; Ezek.
20: 35, 36; Joel 2: 28, 29).. Unusual scientific developments are to characterize
"the time of the end," and wickedness is
to super-abound, (Dan. 12: 4• ro). In this
momentous period and just prior to Israel's
restoration to the land of promise, the
priesthood of God, that authority by
which the laws and ordimintes of the
kingdom are administered (Matt. r6: rg;
1 Cor. I: 26, 27, 28; 2 Cor. 5: I8; Heb. 5:
4; John 5:41-44) among men, is restored,
that the church in fact may be established,
(Joel 2: 14-17). "Blow the trumpet in
Zion, sanctify a fast, call a solemn assembly: gather the people, sanctify the congregation, assemble the elders. . , , Let
the priests, the ministers of the Lord,
weep between the porch and the altar, and
let them say, Spare thy people [Jews] 0
Lord, and give not thine heritage [longerJ
to reproach, that the heathen [Gentiles]
should rule over them: wherefore should
they say among the people, [now that the
Gentile times are closing] where is their
God? Then .will the Lord be jealous for
his land, and pity his people."-Joel 2: 15I8. "But ye shall be named the priests of
the Lord: men shall call you the ministers
of our God," in the day when the seed of
Israel is knowin among the Gentiles, and
in the time when God shall "make" the
1
everlasting co venant with them; and all
this after their cities and land have been
desolate for mimy generations ahd the time
has about coine for them to return and
rebuild and "repair the waste citi~s."-Isa.
61.
One of the most potent signs of the
second and glorious coming of our Lord
that could be given the world, is the authoritative proclamation of "this gospel of
the kingdom" as "a witness to all nations,"
as by it their intelligent consideration is
directed to that subject, together with all
its strange pr.ecedents and consequents.
And it is by t]flis that the other signshave
·their grave import rendered intelligent to
all who .pay heed to the warnings. What
intelligent signification would attach to
the darkening of the sun, to the minds of
heathen who know nothing of the gos~
pel? Fear? Ominousness? Of what?
But a declaration of the near coming of
Christ, in the. abstract, or conjointly with
ocular supernatural signs is not "this go3pel of the kingdom." Jesus preached this
gospel of. the kingdom when here (Matt.
4: 23; g: 35), without preaching the other
signs of his coming as having any applica.•
ti.on then. The gospel has no existence
independep.tly of' its first principles, therefore . where its first principles are . not
taught the gospel is not preached.
A

"principle" is a fundamental truth, in its
nature unchangeable. "This gospel of
the kingdom" and the principles of the
doctrine of Christ are identical, so far as
the latter extend. Paul says "the principles of the doctrine of Christ" are first a
living "faith towards God,'' second a turning from sin or "repentance from dead
works," third "the ·doctrine of baptisms"
of water and the Holv Spirit, (Matt. 3: I I ;
John 3: 3-5); fourth, "and of laying on of
hands, and of resurrection of the dead, and
of eternal judgment."-Heb. 6: I, 2. The
apostle John says: "Whosoever transgresseth, and abideth not in the doctrine
of Christ, hath not God. He that abideth
in the doctrine of Christ, he hath both the
Father and the Son."
The principles
here enumerated, together with those
secondary principles that grow out of
these, such r.s a reformation of life, obedience to the commandments of the gospel,
reception and enjoyment of the Holy
Ghost with its gifts, fruits and graces, and
the one hope, constitute "this gospel of
the kingdom," as Jesus and Paul taught it.
And Paul says: "If any man preach any
other gospel unto you than that ye have
received, let him be accursed."-Gal. I: 9·
God said of this gospel covenant long before it was taught by Jesus and Paul, "My
covenant will I not break, nor alter the
thing that is gone out of my mouth."Ps. 8g: 34· "As for me, this is my covenant with them, saith the Lord; my Spirit that is upon thee, and my words which
I have put in thy [Christ's] mouth, shall
not depart out of thy mouth, nor out of
the mouth of thy. seed, nor out of the
mouth Qf thy seed's seed,.saith .the Lord,
from henceforth and forever."~Isa. 59: 2I.

ITEMS OF INTEREST.

The working classes of Italy are very
poorly fed. The consumption of meat is
very scant, except• on feast days, and but
little wine is drunk. Living is almost exlusively confined to cereals (wheat, maize,
rice,) with vegetables and other green
herbs cooked with bacon. The food in
general is very deficient in nitrogenous
qualities, the bulk of. which is derived
from vegetable rather than from annimal
food.
A discovery more curious than any other
yet made with the Lick telescope is therecent one of a new moon. Since the first
hint of the discovery many observations
have been made,all tending to confirm the
original impression, to wit: That this
particular· satellite of th~ greatest of the
planets is double-a dot of a moon revolving around the main moon.
The product of gold in the United States
the last sixteen years has aggregated the
amount of $572 1900,000,
The people of this country use three
.
times .as much writing paper as those of
any other nation, in proportion to their
number.
Girls are no longer to be flogged in the
industrial scho6ls of Kirkdale, in Lan-
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cashire. Such is the order of the local
government board.
The microbe theory is almost two
thousand years old, for Terentius Varro
wrote, 37 B. c., that there are invisible
animalcules growing in swampy regions,
which get into the body by way of the
mouth and the lungs, and cause serious
diseases.
A small, red insect is said to be following the swarms of grasshoppers in California, and destroying great numbers of
them.
A good many preachers try so hard to
feed a few giraffes in their Hocks that they
let the sheep and lambs starve to death.
Sarah Davis, a colored woman, was
buried at Indianapolis, Indiana. She was
probably the oldest woman in the United
States. Her death return shows her to
have reached the age of 133 years. It is
authoritatively known that she was I 15.
Teachers' salaries in the United States
annually amount to more than sixty million dollars.
CAIRO, July zr.~The spread of cholera
is increasing at Mecca. There were I40
deaths Saturday and. 380 Sunday last:
The deaths occurred chiefly among the
Turkish pilgrims.
The khedive has
issued instructions that rigorous measures
shall be taken to prevent the introduction
of the disease into Egypt. A remarkable
feature of the epidemic is the fact that npt
one Egyptian has yet been attackeq by
cholera.

NORTH-EAST KANSAS.
Conference convened at .Atchison, Ju.ne 27th;
J. T. Davis was chosen president pro. tein., C. E.
Guinand secretary pro. tein. Atchison, Netawaka, Scranton and Fanning br:mches reported.
The Good Intent branch was disorganized on account of so many moving away. Bro. Guinand
reported the Atchison branch irJ good condition,
and Bro. D. Williams reported the Netawaka
branch the same. Ministry: J. A. Davis, J. T.
Davis, A. H. Parsons, G. Deuel, D. Munns, ,H.
Parker, D. Williams; C. E. Guinand, W. Hopkins, H. Green, W. Menzies. A committee was
chosen to audit bishop's ·agent's book; reported
all correct. J. A. Davis, D. Munns and W. Hopkins were chosen a standing committee for the
next three months to transact such business as
they may be called for by the president of .c!is~
tr!Ct. .Bro. D. Munns was chosen district president for next three months. The authorities of
the church and distvict were sustained. Preaching by J. A. Davis, J. T. Davis and G, Deuel.
Adjourned to Fanning in three months, the day
to be appointed by the president.
FREMONT.
Conference assembled June 14th, in the Saints'
new chapel, Farm Creek, Miils county, Iowa,
H. Kemp in the chair, T .. A. Hougas secretary.
Reports from Farm . Creek, Elm . Creek, .Plum
Creek, Keystone andShenandoah, were read an<l
approved. Union branch not reported. Elders:
H. Kemp, S. s, Wilcox, D. Hougas, W .. Leadingham, G. Kemp, H. Hershey, W~ W. Gaylord,
and Elders S. Sm.ith and J.Rudd of the Potta;
wattamie district, reported their labors in person.
Priests: W. Schick, A. Badham, T. A. Hougas,
reported. . Resol,ved that w~ recommend the
Far111 Creek br~rtch to corisl<ier the propriety ?f
ordaining, brethren ·A. Ba,dharil' and T .. A. ~OU•
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gas to the office of elders. An informal discussion on the subject of Sunday school union for
the district then took place, after which T. A.
Hougas was elected district superintendent, W.
W. Gaylord assistant superintendent, and sister
Ida.R'oss'secretary and treasurer. The superintendel'!t was left to arrange the work of the union
till next conference. All branches were requested to aid in this work by conforming carefully to
any directions giverl ... Motion prevailed to sustain. brethren W. W. Gaylord and George Kemp
on their mission; also all the district officersHenry Kemp preoldent, T. A. Hougas sfcretary,
and William Leeka bishop's agent. Bishop?s
agent's report read and received; Preaching by
brethren Joseph Rudd and S. S. Wilcox. Ad'
journed to Plum Creek, October 7th, at ten a.m.
NORTH-EAST MISSOURI.
Conference convened at Higbee, July uth;
Duncan Campbell president, W. Chapman secretary pro. tem., D. F. Winn assistant secretary.
Branches reported: Higbee, Bevier and Hannibal. No report from Salt River. Elders. reported: Duncan Campbell, baptized I; J. T. Williams, T. Wellington, baptized 7; D. F. Wlnn,
baptized I; w .. Vincent, R. R. Jones, J. B .. Jarvis. Priests: T. D. Williams, baptized 3; J.
Lilly, D. F. Richards. Teachers~ J. Waltenbaugh,J. Morgan, W. Chapman. Deacon: J. T.
Williams. Bishop's agent, J. T. Williams, report
was referred to a committee of three. It was
found correct. The resignation of Bro. J. T.
Richards was accepted, and Bro. William Chapman was elected in his place. Letters of removal
were granted to former members of Renick
branch, now disorganized. Resolution passed
placing J. T. Williams and Ephraim Rowland in
charge of the local work around Bevier, and D.
F. Winn around Higbee. On motion missionary in charge and district president were requested to ascertain the office to wh:ch R. J. Jenkins
was ordained by Joseph W. Morgan in October,
1867. Brother Duncan Campbell was sustained
as district pr:esident, and J. T~ Williams as
vice president until next annual conference.
Bro. J. T. Williams was sustained as bishop's
agent. A request from Higbee branch that T.
D. Williams be ordained to the office of an elder
and W. Chapman to that of a priest ~was-read.
The ordination ofT. D. Williams was referred to
the missionary in charge and district president;
and that of W. Chapman was ordered for the
afternoon meeting on Sunday. Resolved that
the next conference meet with the Bevier branch,
November 14th, at ro a.m. Resolved that hereafter the branches of the district be represented
at conferences by delegates. Preaching during
conference by Ern. Campbell and Wellington.
At testimony meeting Sunday afternoon Bro.
William Chapman was ordained to the office of
a priest, also three children blessed.
LONDON.
Conference convened at St. Marys, June 14th,
r891. The following officers were chosen: J. H.
Lake president, W. Strange vice president, J.
Shields secretary, W. A. Hardy assistant secretary; J. A. Mcintosh, J. H. Taylor and A. E.
Mortimer committee on credentials; E. K. Evans
and F. Gregory press correspondents, W. Fligg
and E. Gable ushers; Srs. E. Mortimer and R. C.
Evans organist and chorister; R. C. Evans,
Wilson and J. B. Watson committee to audit
bishop's agent's books; A. E. Mortimer, J. A.
Mcintosh and J. Shields committee to administer to sick. Minutes of last conference read and
adopted. Branches: Corinth 35· Garafraxa 67;
2 removed, r died, 4 marriages.
London 192; r
received, I reinstated, 6 baptized, 4 removed, 5 expelled, 2 died. St. Thomas 78, 2 baptiz-=d, r received, 2 removPd, r died. St. Marys 39; I died,
I mdination.
Usborne 28. Waterford report
returned for correction. Elders: R. B. Howlett,
W. Strange, A E. Mortimer baptized 2, J. Shields
baptized 13, J. McKenzie, J. B. Watson baptized
3, J. A. Mcintosh, R. C. Evans baptized 23, J. H.
Lake and J. H. Tavlor. District report from October, 1889, to October, 1890: Branches 19;
membership 995; 67 baptized, 9 received, total

r

increase76; 15 removed, 2 expelled, 9 died, total
increase 26; net gain so. Report of bishop's
agent, E. K. Evans, from October, r89o, to June,
r89r: On hand iast report $134 84; received
$472 92; expended $408 55; balance on hand
$199 2r. Priests: G. C. Tomlinson, S. Tomlinson, C. Insell, G. H. f;Ienley baptized I, W.
Fligg. Teacher: W. Corbett. Resolved that
none are to be considered scattered members
urltil they have had six months' notice through
Herald (such notice to be inserted by clerk of the
branch to which they belong) to report to their
branch, or at the next district conference after
receiving notice that they are on the list of scattered members, and that the branch representation for election of conference delegates be the
basis for general conference delegates' fee assessment. Resolved that in the.opinion.of this conference dancing is an act calculated to bring reproach upon the Churchpf Jesus Christ, and
that the officers of branches where such is in·
dulged in be instructed to take actlon'against such,
aJ against any other vioiation of law or unchristian conduct or questionable company, and when
they prove incorrigible, that they be suspended
and deprived of church privileges until they repent and make satisfactory amendment. J. B.
Watson, R. C. Evans, J. McKenzie, C. King, J.
H. Taylor, C. Insell and J. A. Mcintosh were
appointed as a committee to canvass immediately
for subscriptions for a gospel tent to be used in
this district, and were authorized to purchase the
tent as sopn as they hav·e the money; and that
the size of the tent be left to the judgment of the
committee. Presidents of mission and district
were authorized to provide the ministers to accompany the tent. R. C. Evans was elected president,
and A. E. Mortimer vice president, J. Shields sustained as secretary and E. K. Evans as bishop's
agent. Whereas at St. Thomas conference October, r889, a committee was appointed for the purpose of making inqnry concerning the publication
of a church paper in connection with this London
district, therefore we your committee report that
whereas E. K. Evans has entered on the venture
of the Glad Tidings and several issues are in the
hands of its readers, we recommend that this conference express its approv'al or otherwise, as we
heartily approve as above. Report adopted and
committee dis.charged. Resolved that A. Marchment be ordained teacher, and W. Hillis deacon,
and that their ordination be left to the missionary in charge. Preaching byJ. B. Watson, J. A.
Mcintosh, J. H. Lake and R. C. Evans. r baptized, Monday 22d. H. Dickhaut and F. Gregory
were ordained priests. Adjourned to meet at
Cameron branch, subject to call of president of
the mission.
KENTUCKY AND" TENNESSEE.
Conference convened at Brmh Creek schoolhouse, Graves county, Kentucky, Ju1y r8th and
19th, r89r. J. W. Gillen called to the chair, J.
H. Winn secretary. Branches: Haley Creek rr.
Foundry 24. Farmington 52. Elders: B. R. Turnbull, P. B. Seaton, J. H. Adair, W. H. Griffin.
Priest: C. L. Snow. A motion prevailed to release
the present district clerk, and A. S .. Snow was
elected in his stead. Preaching by Elders Gillen and Kelley. Adjourned to call of district
president.
PUBLISHER'S NOTICE.
We wish to say to our friends that our

~ook,

"With The Church In An Early Day," is now
ready for mailing. To the ministry we are offer:
ing unusual inducements to assist in its sale and
would be pleased to have you send for our terms
soon, as the offer will be withdrawn December
1st, r89r. Parties ordering hereafter will please
notice that the postage is fourteen ~cents, instead
of eight cents, as we thought it would be. The
volume (as the amount of postage indicates) is
large, neatly and substantially bound and we
think will give general satisfaction.
M. WALKER.
E. L. Kelley, Presiding Bishop, Temple, Lake county, Ohio.
Elder Columbus Scott, box 94, Galien, Michigan
J. W; Gillen, Station E, St. Louis, Mo.

iar A1ways write the Business portion of your Letter on
a separate piece of paper, and let it be brief and exphcit.
If you have anything to say to the Edit<Jr, or something
you wish published, no NOT write it on the back of a
business letter. Business is Business, and MUST BE
done in a business-like manner.

APPOINTMENT OF BISHOP'S AGENTS
FOR THE REORGANIZED CHURCH
OF JESUS CHRIST Of LATTER
DAY SAINTS.
Attention of the S!!ints is called to the appoint·
ment of Bishop's Agents in the following distr~icts
and missions.
I. SANDWICH ISLANDS,

Bro. G. J. Waller, Honolulu, Hawaian Islands,
is duly authorized and empowered to receive
and, under the instructions of the Bishopric, disburse funds in the interest of the publication of
the gospel of Christ in the Sandwich Islands.
In this work we commend him to the Saints
and ail lovers of truth in said Islands.
2. SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA,

The former agent for the Southern district of
California, Bro. Heman C. Smith, having resigned the office of agent in order to more efectively prosecute his general mission work, appointment of Bro. Charles Baly of San Bernardino, California, has been duly made as Bishop's
agent for the Southern California district. In
behalf of the church and progress of this department of the same we invite and solicit the aid
and hearty cooperation of the Saints and friends
in said district in his work.

3·

NORTH-EAST MISSOURI.

.

The appointment of Bro. John T. Williams,
Bevier, Mo., Bishop's Agent for the North East
Missouri District has been made in place of Bro.
John T. Richards resigned. Every member of
the church in this District should send his or her
name to Bro. Wllliams with. a tithe, or offering
of some amount, "as the. Lord has blessed every
one." Let the next annual rep.ort show a united·
work on the part of the Saints. There Is a great
demand for labor in the District and it will be
supplied upon such united effort.

4•

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA,

The Bishop's Agent for this District is Bro.
Charles A. Parkin, 2910 16th St., San Francisco,
Cal., in place of Bro Chas. W. Hawkins resigned.
Bro. Parkin will be glad to receive a line and offering for the work of the Master from every
member in the District.
His business will not
admit of his traveling much in the District; but
while he cannot come to you, you may send to
him, "that fruit may abound to your account."

5·

WESTERN WISCONSIN,

A:

Appointment has been made of Bro. W.
McDowell, Five Points, Wisconsin, Bishop's
agent for the West Wisconsin district in place of
Bro. C. W. Lange, whose age would not permit
him to work extensively in church financial interests.
We hope the work may be thoroughly prosecuted in the West Wisconsin district and ask the
cooperation of the Saints of this field. For the
co~ming year let us have the name of every Latter Day Saint in the district. If there are not
more than twenty-five, stand together brethren,
if the contributions under the law shall not
amount to more than twenty-five cents apiece,
that is all the Lord demands then; and it will be
enough. Let us fulfill the law, Herein lies the
good.
N. B.-In selecting these brethren for this
work in the several fields designated as recommended by brethren, or the conference, it has
been our object to secure those who would be
upright, diligent, correct in keeping accounts with
the church and pushing in their work; observing the law of Christ themselves, and ready and
willing to instruct others in the same. And we
feel confident that if the brethren will sustain
them there will be a good showing for the cause
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of truth in each department; the blessing of
Christ will follow all who act; and that His
grace may richly abound, is the prayer of your
colaborers in the bishopric,
E. L. KELLEY, Presiding Bishop.
TEMPLE, Lake county, Ohio, July 5th.
CORRECTIONS IN BISHOP'S PUBLISHED FINANCIAL REPORT.
I. In report of agent for Southern California
district read: John Sparks $55, Geo. S. Matthews $8, instead of the reverse.
2. Account of Bro. D. F. Richards, Mo., should
read T. $2ooo instead of $505. (Mistake in
copying).
3· North East Missouri district report, read
Jacob Waltenbaugh T. $2o.oo, not Isaac. Simon
Dixon T. $rooo, not Swart
·
4· John F. Gibbons, Minnesota (not Missouri)
T. $ro. Mistake in copying.
5· H. C. Smith, expense, $8o.oo; not as agent.
6. Account of Elder H. A. Stebbin&, $75-00
should have been charged to D. Dancer, agent,
as the agent reports the $75 oo in his account;
making the true account as shown by the books
$350, not $425.
7· W. A. France, Iowa, T. $35, instead of $30.
II. TEMPLE FUND,
I.

John F. Gibbons, Minnesota (not Missouri),

$I.
2. W. W. Pitkin, Viola, Iowa; $5. This is the
only item in the entire report, not properly credited on the books, so far found. The oversight
occurred in copying from the Bishop's private
account which was found correct. This should
be added to the sum total of Temple receipts.
Very respectfully,
E. L. KELLEY,

OJ the Bishopric.
TWO-DAYS' MEETINGS.
There will be two-days' meetings held in the
Northern Michigan district in the following
named places:
In a grove near the half-way house twelve or
fifteen miles east of Bay City, in Tuscola county,
August rst and 2d .. Bay Port, Huron county,
August 15th and 16th. Brown City, Sanilac
county, August 22d ;and 23d. Juniata, Tuscola
county, August 29th and 3oth; and Brinton, Isabella county, September 5th and 6th.
I expect that my'self and Bro. E. C. Briggs,
with several others of the ministry will attend
them all.
May the Spirit of the Master be with us.
J. J. CoRNISH.
There will be a two-days' meeting held in Juniata, Northern Michigan district, on the 29th
and 3oth of August. J. J. Cornish, J. A. Carpenter, L. Phelps and others of the ministry are
expected. Come, Saints, and let us have a good
time.
RoBERT DAvis, President.

LIBERAL OFFER!

great bodily infiimities caused by sciatic rheumatism and a paralytic stroke of the'left side. He
died strong in the faith and perfectly resigned
to the will of the Lord. Funeral services conducted by B; A. Atwell.

VALUABLE PREMIUM FREE!

An Engraving worth $2.50 in Art Stores, FREE; absoZuliely FREE. The magnificent Lithograph of the famous
and historic NAuvoo TEMPLE has been copyrighted in
the Librarian's Office, Washington, D. C., and is owned
by a friend of Pen and Platform.
We offer this fine, large Engraving, (requiring'a frame
24x30, inner moulding), as a PREMIUM, delivered free at
our office, to any subscriber, old or new, who will send
One Dollar for two. years' subscription to Pen and Platform, in advance. If to be sent by mail, twenty-five cents
extra must be inclosed to pay for roller and postage.
For clubs ordering a number by express, they will be
packed ap.d delivered free at express office, St. Mary's,
Ontario.
Every Historian, and every· lover of history; every
Theologian, and every student of modern religions; every advocate or opponent of the faith it represents, will
desire one of these superb engravings. The right of this
Lithograph vests in present owner, Prof. M. H. Forscntt,
up to J.., D. 1918, of whom alone the right to sell or issue
can be secured. The Engraving is correct in every particular, and, nicely framed, will be an ornament in any
hall, studio, or home.
13Junto20Sep.

SEND THEM IN.
We are preserving several hundred copies of each
installment of the Braden Kelley Debate, and shall
be prepared until further notice to furnish all our report to new subscribers. 50cts will secure the entire
report.
LAMBERT BROS. Publishers,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
ROBT. WINNING,
President.

D. F. NICHOLSON,
Cashier.

FARMERS BANK,
LAMON.£,
IO'VVA,
PAYS INTEREST ON TIME DEPOSITS,

Money to loan.
FARM LANDS AND TOWN LOTS FOR SALE.

ZION'S

ENSIGN,

Published every Saturday at
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,
Brethren~{

BOILER FOR SALE, CHEAP.
An Eight-horse Ames Boiler, made by. the Ames
Iron Works, Oswego, N. Y.,in good condition, and
running order, used in Herald Office, but taken out
on account. of it not being large enough and replaced
with a 25 horse one. All necessary valves and fit·
tings go with it.
Any one needing such a boiler, write to Herald
Office.

J. A. ROBINSON }Editors.
F. G.

499

PITT

Subscription price, SJ..OO per year.
It is devoted to the spreading of religious truth as
viewed by the Saints.
Each issue contains a sermon by one of the ministry,
reports of the different societies in the church, and articles bearing upon or explanatory of the doctrines of the
church.
It is the intention to make it a l,elp to. the missionary
at home and in the field; a sour"e of comfort to the scattered ones who are denied church privileges, and to bring
the Saints into closer relationship with each other.

GERMAN TRACTS.
in the German Language may be had of Bro.
Ad. Richter, Burlington, Iowa: The Baptism, 6 cents;
the Repentance, 5 cents; the Principles of the Gospel, 6
cents: the Epitome of Faith, 2c.; the Sixth Trumpet, a
fifty-four page pamphlet, 25c. These prices include
postage.
~Tracts

SPIRITUAL GIFTS
AND

THE SEER OF PALMYRA:
Or

SEQUEL TO SPUUTUAL GIFTS.
By M. H. BOND.
Modern Prophets after ancient typel!l.
Who was JoseJ>h Smith 1!
Was he~ a religioul!l impostor!
Was he a "Spirit Medium" f
What does the Bible say about Joseph
Smith?

The Truth by Three Witnesses-Christianity in the
First and Nineteenth Century-The Ancient and Modern Pharisee-The Revelations of Emmanuel Swedenborg-Modern "Spirit Mediums," and Hypnotic Religious'· Revival," a~ Against Reason and Bible Testimony, and in Contradistinction to the Work of "The Latter
Day Seer," Exammed in the Light of FACTS and ~Human
History-A Rational and Scriptural· Exposition or Ex¥~~:.tion of Old and New Testament Prophecy and DocA Revision of "Spiritual Gifts," With Supplement an~d
Appendix. Nearly twice the reading matter of Spiritual
Gifts. Paper covers 35cts., fu<I cloth binding 60 cents.
For Sale at "Herald Office,?' or by M. H. Bond, Willoughby, Ohio. Liberal Discount to Agents.
4apr

.

DIED.
NICKERSON.- July 7th, 1891 1 at Plymouth,
MILLINERY STOCK
Massachusetts, Chester]., infant 'son of NehemiFor sale in Lamoni at a bargain. Write to
ah R. and Hattie Nickerson, aged two months.
Box 230, Lamoni, Decatur county, Jowa.
This is the first link. broken, the first time death
has entered this happy family. It took the bud
of promise, and while it was a severe trial to the
SUNDAY SCHOOL
parents, yet they bow in submission to the Divine
will. They do not mourn as those without hope.
TEACHERS' LESSON HELPS,
As the sweet flower that scents the morn,
For Intermediate Question Book and New
But withers in the rising day,
Testament Classes-of use in all classes, Single
Thus lovely was.this infant's dawn,
copies, 50 cents per pear.
Thus swiftly fled its life away.
Yet the sad hour that took its life
Perhaps has spared a heavier dooni,Snatched it from scenes of guilty,strif<J,
INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
Or from the pangs of ills to come.
~ FLEXIBLE BINDING. ~
Funeral services conducted by Elder I. L.
Chase of Brockton. Text I Corinthians 15: 26.
The Inspired Translation of the Holy Scriptures bound in limp leather, flexible covers, simJUDKINS.-At Willow Springs, Howell county,
ilar to the bfnding of the Oxford Sunday:school
Miss.ouri, July zoth, 1891, of chills and fever,
Bro. John Judkins. He was born April 3d, 18141 ' Teachers Bible. Price, by mail, $.4at Coldhigham, Northamptonshire, England.
John Molyneaux, 1939 North Tenth St, St. Louis, Mo.
Unite,d with the church October 13th, I88I. OrA. H: £arsons, Box 462, Indepe..ndence, Jackson_ Co.~l'!o,
dained to the office of deacon January 8th, r882.
Mark H. Fwscutt, No. 1608 Francis St., St. Joseph, .M.o.
For more than two y~ars he patiently suffered
E. F. Shupe, 1141 E-vans St., Denver, Colo.

HOUSE FOR SAL.E.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
or sale my Honse of six rooms, and an acre lot. well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace ·in it, and water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.

MEETING HOUSES.
Below will be found the different ,places of
meeting of the church in the cities named:
Salt Lake City, Utah, Mission Chapel, Second
South street, opposite the Presbyterian church.
Meetings every Sunday at 2 and 7: 30 p.m.
St. Joseph, Missouri, Saints' Chapel, Seventeenth street, near .Faraon street. Take Jule
street, or Wyatt Park cars to Seventeenth street,
and the building will be in sightSt. Louis, Missouri, No. 2518 Elliott avenue.
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, 67 Fourth avenue.
Boston, Massachusetts, Howard avenue, Roxbury.
San Bernardino, California, corner Fifth and
F streets.
Sacramento, Califdrnia, Saints' Chapel, Twenty-fourth avenue and K streets. J. M. Parr,
president.
Omaha, Nebraska, Saints' Chapel, No. 1418
North Twenty-first streets.
San Francisco, California, Lincoln Hall, Montgomery street, near Palace. Hotel.
Denver, Colora<jo, Euclld Hall, Fourteenth
st~eet, opposite City Hall.

Notice.
When changing your place of residence, or desiring
your paper sent to a different post-office. be particular in
giving, in full, the name of. th!l po.st,office, county, and
state where you had been last receiving it, and distinctly
state the name of the post-office, county and state to
which you wish your paper.sent.in the fntnre.
When mailing a letter, whether in a railroad car, on a
steamboat, .or while visiting at a friend's, in .every instance give your .own address where you ewe taking your pa·
per•.
If your pape. r ha··· be. en_·. discontinued •. sta.t_e. whe.re you
have last been taking it, and the time it was stoppedi
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"WHAT IS MAN 1"

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE

This is the question of questions with the
race; and all our environments unite to make it

LAMONI, DECATUR CG., IOWA,

~IUJ

QUESTION OF THE HOUR.

This 'question is answered .in the

PREPARED BY

ELDER

J.

R. LAMBERT,

And now offered for. sale by Lambert Brothers.

The arguments and evidences compih'!d .in
this !'ork have been accumulating in the mind
.and at the desk of the author for years; and the
book now offered is not a production hastily
thrown together, but is the result of long, pa'i:ient and. thorough study and investigation.
The· book comprises a thoroughly systematic
line of argutnent, historical, sciel}tific and Biblical, in favor of presl)nt "immortality in man;
and •also full consideration of and reply to all
the strongest and most frequently urged

Arguments of Mortal-Soulists.
Greek and Hebrew Originals,
'for soul, spirit, hel!, and a host of other words
are cited and defined by reference to leading
.scholars and authors.

Leading Mortal-Soulist Authors
are permitted to defend their own positions in
"their. own, ~~r?sJ ,thus securing the just treatment of 'drrp~i'&lit~i'· 2 .
Not a sirigle imp~~tant argument or position
'of mortal-soulists Is left unnoticed.
The work is particularly full and complete on
-the resurrection, the judgment and the "second death."
Over 250 closely printed pages. More matter
thar. ma;J.y large margined subscription books of
over 400 pages.
Cloth binding ............ 75 cents.
Paper binding ............ so cents.
Paper binding will be ready about August
15th, cloth binding about September 15th.
Place your orders at once, and aid us in getting out the work.
Address,
LAMBERT BROS.,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
P.S.-Agents wanted everywhere; write us
I aug.
for terms.
ADDRESSES.
Elder Thomas Bradshaw, No. 48 Repton street,
Limehouse, London, England.
•
Bro. Thomas 'Tyler, formerly from Eriglarid, No. 1328
Penn street, Lllwrence, Kansas. . · : ._.
J. C. Crabb, 1001 South Tenth St., 'Burlington, Iowa..
·James McKiernan, No. 1710 Lyons St., Des Moines,
·
Iowa.
E. c. Briggs, 203 West Walnut street, Chicago, Ill.
C. A. Parkin, 2910 Sixteenth St., Near Mission, San
Francisco, California.
,
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Davidson, Joplin, Jasper Co., Mo.
JohnS. Roth, Grinnell, Powesheik co., Iowa: ·,
T. W. Smith, Independence, box 892, Missouri.
James H. Tyrrell, box 144, Wallace burg, Ontario; Secre··
tary of Chatham District.
J. W. Wight, North Forster, N. S. W.
J. S. Lee, Spanish Fork, Utah colinty, Utah.
·
'Alexander H~ Smith's home address is now Lamoni, loa.
F. R. Tnbb, 10 Retreat Place, Hackney, London, Eng-.

- - ) B Y : THE ( - -

Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
at their Publishing Honse ·in
And s~nt Free of P<>stage at prices named.
HOLY. SCRIPTURES.
·(rnspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges •••••• 1 ·50
Imitation.Morocco, gilt edges ................ 2 00
Morocco, gilt edges ......................... 2 60
New Testament, Inspired •••••••••••••••••••• · '15
· BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ................ ; ...... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••••.•••••••••• 1 50
DOCTRINE Aim COVEN ANTS.
Sprinkled Sheep; or Library ................. 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••••••••.•••••• 1 50
THE SAINTS' 'HARP.
(Hymn'• Book.)
Imitation Morocco, sprinkled edge11 •••••• • •••• 1 26
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •••••••••••••••• 1 60
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides ..••••.•••••.•• 2 50
The Harmony contains all the hymns In the Saints'
Harp; also 642 pages of music, comprising about ~20
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.
JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET AND
HIS PROGENITORS.
(By Lucy Smith.)
Muslin binding, 312 pages • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 70
-Leather binding •.••••••..••••••••••••••••••• 1 00
HESPERIS.
(Poems by David H. Smith,)
Fai!CY Muslin, 202 pages, gilt edges ••••••••••• 1 60
VOICE OF WARNING.
Instruction .to alf people on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter D:i:y Work.
In p:~.-pet' covers, 10 ets. each, per dozen •••••••. 1 oo
Limp muslin covers •••••• •c.•. ••••••••• •• .. •• • 25
JOSEPH. THE SEER.
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defended -and Mainta.iried.
(New and Revised Edition.)
Paper covers, 200 pages..................... 35
Muslin binding....... . . .. .... . . ... ....... 50
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder Wil·
liam Sheldon of the Second Advent Society, and is an
important work to be in the hands of the ministry of
the church; and it is a most excellent one to be circulated. both in the church and among "those without,
·abounding ~~ proofs never before prese11ted in defense
of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.
SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS:
Compendium of Fa.ith, for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled.,; Leather .......................... 1
Muslin b"o~rds .. • •• .. .. .. •. • • • .. .. .. • • .. • ..
Question Book for Intermediate Classes.
!.imp muslin, 26 cts. each, per dozen . • • • . . • . 2
Question Books· ior Primary Classes.
Limp muslin, lli cts. each, per dozen ..••••.••• 1

00
76
50
25

SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
School Engineer and Record Book . • . • • • . . . • • • 60
Good Beha'Vior Tickets, 100 for l5c:, 1,000 for .. 1 09
Prompt Attendance Tickets ..•..•..... Same price.
Fancy Cards, package of 60, 5 kinds, large • • • • . 75
Fancy Cards, smaller, 10 kinds, per 100........ 60
FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages. . • .. .. • • . . . .. • • • • • • • 26
J. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches the coming of
Christ to Judge the world ia now past." M. H. Fors. outt affirms "The Bible teaches the Literal Resurrec.

tioo of the body &om the grave."

BRADEN-KELLEY DBBATa
Muslin boards, 396 pages.................. .1 'liS
Prn"'positionm:~l) Is_ the Book of Mormon of Di·
vine origin, and are its teachings. entitled to the respect
and belief of all Christian people? (2) Is.the Church
of wl::tich 11 Clark Braden, am a member, the Church
of Christ, .and' identical in faith, organization, ordinan·
cell, worship and practice, with the ChurCh of Christ,
as it was left perfected by the Apostles of Christ. (3)
Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints in fact, the Church of God 1 and accepted
with Him?
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."

In muslin, 25cts., ten or more, each •••••••••• • 20
In paper 15cts., ten or more, ee.ch • • • • • • • • • • • • 13
This is the notorious "Mant!Script Found,'' written
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much has
.been said in connection with .the theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
ground work ·and material from which to write the
Book of Mormon.
C_OWDERY LETTERS•
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen......... 'f6
Without covers 5cts. each·; per dozen . • • • .. • • • 60
Contains valuable ·matter in .relation to the Calling
of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
·the Book of Mormel!l, arid the Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVENMJ"TS.
An enlarged e4Uioo, 32 piges, paper covers • • • •

10

Old editioa . • • ... . .. . . . ... .... • • • .. • • . . . • • . • • • • • .. •

6

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers lOcts.; per dozen .............. 1 00
TRACTS.
2 Truth !fade Manifest, dozen 20cts., 100 ••••• 1 50
3. 'Voice of the Good Shepherd, dozen 6c., 100. 40
4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine Of the Church
·
and the Kirtland Temple S,uit, dozen 5c, 100.. 26
250 for 50 cts, 500 for $1, 1,000 .•••..•• 1 76
6. The "One Baptism;" its Mm!e, Subjects, Pre·
requisites and Design-and Who Shall Admin·
. ister; 2~ cts per <iozen, per 100 •.•••••••••• 1 'l'6
'l. Who Then Can be Saved; dozen 6c., 100.... 40
il. Fulness of the Atonement; dozen 25c., lOO •• 1 '15
9. Spiritualism Viewed fram a Scriptural Standpoint; dozen 30 eta., 10{) .................. 2 25
10. The Narrow Way; dozen 16 cts., 100 •••. ,•• 1 10
11. The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2 25
12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; dozen 25 cts., 100.1 65
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 25 cts, 100 .•• 1 76
15 Brighamite Idolatry; dozen 6 cts., 100 . • • . • 40
16. Polygamy: Was it an Original Tenet of the
Church; dozen 20 cts., 100 ................ 1 40
n. The Successor in the Prophetic Office and
·Presidency of the Church; dozen 26 cts., 100.1 '16
20. The "One Body:" or the Church of Christ
under the Apostleship and under the Aposta:
sy; dozen 20 cts., 100 ... , ............. .".•• 1 40
21. Truth by Three Witne~ses; dozen 3c., 100 .. , 15
22. Faith and Repentance!' dozen 15 ctll, 100 •• :1 10
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 .••.••••••• 1 25
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 6 cts., 100.... 40
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 cts., 100..... 40
26. Mountain of· the Lord's House; doz:5c., 100 40
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen 25 cts;, 100 ... 1 40
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrine and Covenants; dozen 6 cts., 10.0....... 40
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen .• ."... 15
per hundred ............................. 1 10
31. What is Truth? and True Orthod,pxy? and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 5 cts., 100... 25
250 for 50 cts., 500 for $1, 1,000 for., .•.•..• 1 ~5
3.2. Which is the Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 . • • • 40
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen.. 20
per hundred ...•.......... .- ...•.•.•••..•. 1 25
41. The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 cts., 250 50
500 for $1, 1,000 for ...................... 1 75
42. Rejection of the Chureh; dozen 15 cts., 100.1 10
43. One Wife, or Many; dozen 25 cts, 100 ..•. 1 75
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of J esus Christ; 6 cts. each, per dozen ...•• ; • • • • • 60
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100.......... lfi
.An assortment of Tracts. , • .. • • • • • .. • • • • .. • .. 36
SET OF T.RACTS.

Bou.nd in Limp MU!Ilin, turned in • • • .. • • • •• ••• 'fi
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"BlliABXEN To THE WoRD OF THE LonD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU liAVll BAVll fl
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag~ 116, Book of Mormon, chap.~. par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT Olrn HtrsBAl!fD: ExoBPT
rs AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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THE

sAINTS'

HERALD:

011icial Paper ~f the Reorganized Church of J eous Christ OJ
Latter Day Saints
l'uBLISmiD AT LAMONI, DECATUR COUNTY, IOWA,
Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
'J.'he Traveling- Ministry, District and Branc~ ~residents'
and the Bishop's Agents, are requested to sohmt ne.w s::'b"
I!Klribers, and help bnild up the paper and the publication

de:B:f:~~tietters and Subscriptions must be sent to David
Dancer, by P. 0; Order, Registered Letter, or Express.
Entered as second class matter at Lamom Post Office. ·

JOSEPH SMITH
. W. W. BLAIR
R. S. SALYARDS

EDITOR.
ASSOCIATE EDITOR •
AssiSTANT EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, Aug. 8, 189r.
THE WAYS OF THE WORLD.

IN our late visit to Detroit and Cormorant we were privileged to·see &orne of the
ways of the world. ·
TheJI;ip by rail involved a tedious wait
at B~rlington from 10 o'clock at night
until 4: 15 the next morning, when the
train "pulled out," with but few on board.
The train ran to Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
where a lot of ,hungry folks were allowed
to eat breakfast, if they could do it in
"twenty minutes;" way number one.
At this point the train gathered many
wayfarers for the day cars and picked up
the "sleepers" coming in from St. Louis
and other points bound for the north and
northwest. Every one was in a bustle and
hurry, "rush" being the order of the day;
way number two.
The broken night's rest, the swing of
the car and the monotonous rattle of the
wheels made sleeping easy, so many of
the riders in the swiftly moving chariot
leaned against the side of the car, or curled
up in the seats and slept, notwithstanding
the road on either side was bordered by
sights pleasant to the eyes, way number
three.
By watching the conductor as he passed
through the car from time to time, we
noticed that a good sprinkling of the passengers presented bits of cardboard with
their tickets, thus disclosing the fact that
they were riding at reduced- rates "for
clergymen." We ourselves in common
with others had these bits of cardboard,
and though we wondered why preachers
and ministers should be carried over railway companies' lines for less than other
men possibly as good as they, and who may
not receive so much for their services as do
these same sleek dressed ministers; bu,t
then, "they all do it, you know;" way
number four.
At Albert Lea, a sort of Ct'mtral·landm.ark and railway dividing. point, the well
shaken riders were permitted to dine, pro-

Lamoni, Iowa, August 8, 1891.
viding they cou~d bolt the food furnished
them at the cleanly spread tables in the
prescribed twenty-five minutes for dinner,
and enrich the company's coffers "seventyfive cents, if you please;" way number
five.
The dinner, its character, and the sum paid
for it reconciled us somewhat to the journey at half fare rate, and so our consciences
were hardened slightly, the law of compensation, in which most believe in making things even and largely conducing to
fortifying the latent selfishness which
leads to both the rate system and the
round charges for the victuals and drink
of the railways; way number ~ix.
Open eyes and quiet looking on showed
that the traveler, preacher, lawyer, doctor,
layman, merchant or laborer, stood side
by side at the lunch counter with the railway er:pployee, from him that wore designating clothing, buttons, bands and badges
to the smoke-begrimmed engineer and
rustling brakeman; and that though some
of the first named classes. r0de at half fare
rates, or on first class tickets at full fare
rates, these paid full prices for sandwiches, eggs, pies, cakes, coffee, tea, milk,
etc., the other ~lass were favored and ate
in conscious security at half the charges
paid by the traveler-"kissing- goes by
favor." Way number seven. But of this
who can complain; surely not the editor.
From Albert Lea to the great flouring
metropolis of the west, Minneapolis, it
was a pleasant run, the busy, changing
scenes of every day railway life and bustle, bringing in new ones to t,ake the place
of those travelers who stopped at the several stations along the road, so that when
in the golden sunshine of a glorious afternoon we ran into the. twilight of the
Union Depot of the city, the car was pretty
full. Some festival excursion, or large
gathering was in .progress, and at the station were numbers of young men with
parti colored ribbons on the lappels of
their coats-committee men-waiting for
the guests who had come and were coming. The world looks after its own, but
each class in its kind and in its own way;
-way number eight.
The ride from Minneapolis to Detroit
was a night .ride; and as we pulled out of
the station jt:tst in the gloaming, we had
as traveling companionsin a crowded car
some jolly Grand Army men, and their
townsmen returning home from some reunion; one of these and a "boon companion" were already tipsy enough to .be hilarious, and for an: hour or -two kept
themselves and others amused by their
sociable antics, and frequent visits to the
conveni~nt bottle brought on board.
H
was not long, however, till the stupor con.sequent on long libations and the monoto-
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nous drone of the wheels, sent these noisy
rowdies to the land of temporary oblivion,
from which it was difficult for two of
their sober townsmen to rouse them when
the station for their departure from the
train was reached. It was done at last,
and the drunken louts with their nonsense
and whisky-befouled breath left us to the
quiet of the midnight train westward
bound over the Great Northern Pacificway number nine.
We reached Detroit, Becker county,
Minnesota, Bro. Alexander H. Smith and
I, at 4:20 ·in the morning, but it was already broad daylight, and had been for
some time, as the days begin early up
there and hang on late at night. Nobody
was astir in the streets; we knew no one
in the town to whose house we could go,
so after a fruitless tramp of a mile and
half, we went to a small hotel with a big
name and waited the time for breakfast.
Bro. Alexander scoured the town but
found no one to direct us where to go.
After a frugal meal, one went off to sleep,
tbe other to find the brethren; both were
successful, and by dinner time we were
installed at Bro. W m. N unn's house, six
miles south and west from Detroit, he
having come after us and carried us thither
through leafy wood and a pelting shower.
We werevery glad to find rest within the
house of friends-way number ten-but
the ways of the Saints in the exercise of
their hospitality are not the ways of the
world.
At Bro. Nunn's we were made welcome
during our attendance at the Reunion,
which was held in the Becker county Fair
Grounds, the most of the time services being held in Floral Hall; on Saturday and
Sunday, June 19th and zoth, however,
being held in .the "Glory House," l!ts Bro.
John A. Davis' little Evan had christened
the district tent~
We had only a. fair attendance of those not of the faith at the
preaching of the word, these being·content
to let us safely alone,- way n~mber
eleven.
We were respectfully treated, however,
by those who came to the services; and
whatever the influence of the local brethren, Brn. T, J. Martin, Tabbutt, Abbott,
Nunn, Hawkes, McLeod and others, we
were in no wise disturbed by any unruly
or annoying persons, though but a mile
from town. This is somewhat remarkable, as Detroit is a faS'hionable summer
resort, and one day, Saturdily the r9th, it
was the scene of a pic~nic, some hundreds
comingthere from Fargo, Dakota,to spend
the.day in junketing and fun, not a solitary
man, woman, or child of who.m put in an
appearance at the Fair Ground -"-they
were. after sport, fun, relaxation, enjoyment, pleasure-'-way number twelve.
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Lake Detroit, joined with lakes Sally
and Melissa by a small .stream, which has
been dredged and improved, a lock bu'!lt
and used between lake Detroit and lake
Sally, forms a decidedly pleasant place for
a summer's outing.
It affords a run Of
some eight miles from .the landing at Detroit to the landing at lake Melissa. This
route is traversed by a little propeller
called the Lady of the Lake .. A larger
boat, the Minnie Corliss, runs. on lake Detroit for visitors' sake, and the money there
may be in it.. Fish abound in all these
lakes. The Sb Louis Club, we suppose
fishing and hunting, have secured grounds
and built a club house on the east side of
the lake Detroit, and infest the district each
recurring summer fishing and hunting
and "rusticating." These and other visitors from the cities east and south, seekers after recreation, health and amusement,
are called by the local dwellers "rusticators." Detroit City is a town of probably
ten or twelve hundred inhabitants; but has
several hotels, among them a large caravansera called "HoteJ.. Minnesota." Whether these all find guests we do not know,
but we do know that to get out of the
cities into such resorts is one of the "fads"
of fashion, and-way number thirteen.
· Cormorant Mills is a little hamlet lying
between lakes Cormorant and Pelican, below lakes Maude and Eunice, and derives
its name from a flouring mill ·the power
to run which was obtained from a large
pond lying below lake Cormorant. It
was a busy place for awhile, but the influence of the railway, the rapid growth of
railway towns not far away, and the wasting away of the waters of the pond, which
compelled the putting in of steam power,
have gradually taken the prestige of the
mill and the business of the place. The
mill is owned and run by an Ohio man,
Porter B. Nye, the husband of Sister Nye,
an energetic, busy man of good judgment
and honorable mind, who is doing the best
that can be done in the face of difficulties
hard to overcome. We tried to ascertain
to what causes the dwellers attributed the
failure of the waters, but the most any
would venture was, "0 it's a failure of the
rainfall for a number of years." We believe, however, that it is partly to be accounted tor by the breaking up of the sod
on the hills and in the valleys, so that the
rainfall is absorbed in the sandy, gravelly
subsoil, rather than held in the rich deposit
of vegetable matter for a time then to
slowly percolate to the ponds, lakes and
streams, keeping them ever full and replete with supplies.
When Northern
Minnesota was first settled crops of wheat,
oats, barley, rye, potatoes, cabbages, were
great; but like all other parts of the great
domain offered to man's occupancy it has
been skimmed, the cream of both wild
animal life and the rich bounty of the soil
has been secured to the present greed of
man for the ready dollar; and now eight to
twelve bushels of wheat per acre, and other
things in ratio is an average, if there is a
crop at all, and failures are frequent from
several causes, chiefly dry seasons. The
region covered by the lakes of Minnesota
once abounded with wild game, buffalo,

elk, deer, turkeys, geese, ducks and oth~r
fowl; its waters swarmed with .fish; but
the white man has crowded the red one
out of his "hunting grounds" and his grasping. greed has chased away, killed and destroyed until the abundance of nature's
storing has been exhausted.:....way number
fourteen.
Brn. W. w.''McLeod, Henry Hawkes,
A. Tabbutt, Eri Ingalls, Lloyd Matthewson, and otherg live in and around Cormo~
rant and are diligently striving to present
the gospel of life and peace to their neighbors.
Srs. Hawkes and McLeod ably
second the preaching efforts by their Sunday school work.
Bro. Wm. McLeod
presiding does the best he can to make the
work go; and Bro. Martin, president of
the district, and Brn. I. N. Roberts and
John A. Davis, missionaries, keep the
work moving as best they may. Their
influence is felt for good, we believe,
though they all sometimes feel to say,
"Who hath believed our report,"- way.
number fifteen.
It is accounted to be a healthy region,
and we think likely it is. We saw but
little sickness, but heard of some; diseases
incident to high latitude; the air is pure
and salubrious, but still there are sickness
and death, as well as griefs of lesser note
by which the dwellers are distressed.
On the Fourth of July we met with the
people of the vicinity in a little grove near
the shore of Lake Pelican, where we
passed the day pleasantly, except for present pain, in chat, visiting, getting acquainted, swinging, boat riding on the
lake, etc., and other indulgences of a simple and innocent nature. Everybody was
sober; no rowdy element was there;
and, though no one pulled the feathers of
the Eagle to make him scream, we felt
when night came to thank God that we
were Americans, and lived in this great
country. We did eat and drink and were
merry on our· nation's festal day, as citizens of the world,-way number sixteen.
From Cormorant to Detroit by kindness of Brn. Nunn and Matthewson; and
thence to St. Paul, was but the work of a
day or two. Our labors in the region were
ended; the results, a number of sermons
preached at both places and two baptized,
fruits of others' labors. Bro. Alexander
remained, the editor moving homeward.
At St. Paul we met Brn. Roberts and
Davis, on the way to the interiorand south
of the state. Here also we tried the cars
run by electricity, riding from St. Paul to
Minneapolis, eight or ten miles, thence
out to Minnehaha Driving Park, a pleasure resort where the fashionable sporting
populace gather for such outdoor sports
as the racing ring and its accompaniments
may afford; thence back to Minneapolis
and St. Paul. Our ride to the Park was
the result of not taking· notice what car we
boarded to return to St. Paul-that is, we
mistook the car and the route and so were
carried astray-way number seventeen.
We made the trip from Nauvoo to Hastings, Minnesota, and return by steamboat
in the year 1856, there being then no railroads along the banks of the Mississippi,
and no bridges across it. Steamboats were

the fashionable and necessary ways of traV'el then. It was October, .and the weather
very pleasant. We thought that a·· trip
down the "father of waters" on a steamboat would be restful and recreating; so
we embarked on the Mary Morton, one of
the celebrated "Diamons} Joe" line of
.river packets; and left St. Paul on the
12th July, at two in the afternoon. Alas
for human expectations. The .boat was
noisy, the nights were hot, it rained,and
the winds were at times rough; and we
were soon disgusted. Hqwever, life, and
the uncanniest of conditions may have·
their compensations; so had this ride down
the Mississippi. The gl!\mour of young
life and the tender associations in which
the same trip was made thirty-five years
ago were long past and faded, and the
hard, practical lines of the life of activity
were drawn tight to straining. The vigor
of health and the joyousness of strength,
were replaced by the languor of pain and
weariness. The bright busy scences at
the towns along the way· then had given
place to dullness and decay. · The ware~
houses that ti:/,en were bursting with grain
and merchariaise waiting transportation,
were tenantless and dismantled. The
levees where once busy commerce kept
the stones worn bright with the ceaseless
tread of many wheels and many feet were
grass-grown, broken and .dank with neglect and decay. The ubiquitous railway
with its energizing iron horse had "killed
the river traffic, and the river towns died
with the river trade." So said the way
wise river men. Then the pilots found
the river ways by natural objects made
familiar from every day's observance; now,
government surveys had mapped and
marked the channels, rocks and shoals,
until it would almost seem that a novice
might steer a bark in safety. Then for the
most of the year there was "plenty of water
in the river;" now, for the same causes
that have depleted the lakes and streams
of northern Minnesota, the river is chronically "low," and there· is a scarcity of
water even in the river, so to speak. Then
the light by which the labors of the deckhand and stevedores were done at night,
was the basket torch, fed by pine splinters,
knots and powdered resin and tallow; now
electric lights flared from the carbon candles on either side of the boat, driving the shadows and weird shapes of
the darkness clear away.
Then in
stillness and darkness the boat stole its
way here and there across the shoals
and down the channels and past the
rocky places; now, buoys and lanterns
mark the dangerous places and the crossings. Then, when making a landing the
boat was guided to lights held on the
shore by friendly hands; now, by a touch
upon a wire a blazing, electric headlight
throws a strong beam far into the night,
and bush and rock, and bank and brae,
and house and street and levee are seen
as in the noontide glare. Man seems to
have moved up to the wonderful events
of his time and made prosy what was once
romantic, such is the way of the world,
way number eighteen.
There were a number of tourists on
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board; among them a family of two
young girls and a boy, under the care of
"Aunt Ella," bright young students out
for a lark. "Aunt Ella" was well adapted
to her work and looked after her charges
faithfully. There was a bravtJ old Scotchman, a foreman in a Mil waukee iron shop,
who was spending a vacation in a prescribed turn round a circle. He was a
well preserved man of sixty years of age,
bright, cheerful and observant. He was
in his youth in one of the "crack regiments" of English guardsmen, and had
stood in the ranks to be reviewed by
royalty. He takes an active interest in
English politics; and said that he once
wrote to Premier Gladstone, that if he
would import a few of the better classes of
East Indian soldiers, ~hat he would in
case of need be able to raise thousands of
volunteers in that far off appendage to the
British crown.
We enjoyed converse
with this sturdy Scotch-American. There
was, also, an Episcopal clergyman, young
and full of zeal, in charge of St. John's
chapel at Quincy, Illinois, and a number of others of the same faith; and on
Sunday morning at short notice, a number
of the passengers gathered into the ladies'
cabin, where at eleven o'clock, good old
Puritan time, this unrqbed Episcopalian
discoursed to us from the words of the Savior, "Launch forth into the deep." The
song service was good, "Aunt Ella" and
her charges being good singers, the
preacher was a good tenor and Prof. Epstein, of Quincy, a player and bass singer.
.We sang "Coronation" and "Nearer my
God to Thee." • The sermon was good
and we all of us seemed to enjoy it. Near
us sat a Luth¢ran, N orw!;)gian wagon
maker at Clayton. Our young people
were aoparently Methodists, and we of
course were as we are; but with cosmopolitan· taste we conformed to the situation, like the rest of wayward mankind~
way number nin~teen.
The laborers, roust~abouts, those who
carried the goods, wagons, grain and
merchandise off· and on the boat were
Negroes, some dark and some light in
color. They vyere rough, ragged and
dirty; The comments of the well clad
passengers whos~ time was occupied from
the cabin deck iri watching these !&boring
men, "images of their Maker done in
black," were characteristic. Some saw
the sombre side of human affairs which
had made these men so low and so degraded as to b~ the. almost. worse than
slavish servants, others saw the humor of
theblack man, which enabl~d him to trot
back and forth carrying heavy loads upon
hisshoulders for hours, and then when the
prow of the boat was turned to the stream,
could laugh and dance and sing and sleep,
as unconcerned and happy as those idle
votaries of wealth and occasion, who were
the butterflies in "esture, while the laborers were the ants· in . .dust and rags anq
sober costume. Once, when the last man
was a little late and sprang for the gang
plank ofil y to miss his footing and fall
into the river, a general shout of laughter
greeted his discomfiture and his comical
.look:;;, as wet and bedraggled he was hauled

on board by his mates. It was like the way
of the world to laugh at others' misfortunes, and so we write way number
twenty.
The porters of the boat, "colored gentlemen" all, three of them, were musical,
two violins and a big bass viol; and at
evening when the. tables were pushed aside
in the cabin and the boat was steaming
along on its way to the southward, these
men would sit upon the outer deck or in
the cabin and discourse wild and rapid
music for ~n hour; and afterwards gather
in the nickles as the generous hearers
might give. We had spent two almost
sleepless nights in a state room the floor
of which was hot to the touch from the
boilers below; and on Monday night the
weather being a little cooler we had retired early thinking to cheat the drowsy
god out of a nap, and had fallen into a
troubled sleep when we were wakened
by what at first seemed to be a raging
storm howling through the boat making
everything rattle; but slowly gathering
our sleep beclouded wits together, we
. learned that our sable brethren were playing wild dance music in the cabin. We
lay and listened, heard the chairs hurriedly pushed to the sides of the cabin room,
and presently the rythmical measures of
dancing feet and the swish of women's
dresses on the cabin floor told us that the
dance was on. Looking out of the state
room door we saw the ladies in •·pairs
whirling in the waltz, and our Sunday
morning preacher with a fair lady on his
Hm taking recreation in the dance with
apparent zest.
We wondered whether
had we had the courage to ask one of
these fair voyagers for her hand in the
dance and had whiled the hour awayokeeping step to the rhythm of the music of this
dusky band, we should have felt recreated,
and whether we should have felt justified
of the spirit of our calling as a minister.
We had forgotten that our Episcopalian
friends do not h;hibit the dance, and were
a little, just a little shocked, but Sr. Mor.
ton, at Burlington, aso;ured me that such
was the w/f of their faith. It looked out
of place, yet it is~way number twentyone.
We rose, waited until the players had
called and piped for the dancers to take
their places in vain, for it was very warm
and dancing a burden to the flesh, and remembering the saying, "We have piped
to. you and you have not danced;" we
again sought the benefit of sleep, to be
wakened at three of the clock on Tuesday morning at Burlington, our destination, We parted with our Scotch com.
rade of the voyage in the gray of a July
morning, he to go to Monmouth in search
of a companion of his early manhood, and·
we to find rest of heart, bod v and brain at
the home of Bro. and Sr. Morton, glad
that the ways of the world would fade
from memory, when the roof of a Saint
should shelter us, and quiet and rest should
come. from .the 111oral and peaceful s.urroundings of a home where the love of
Christ dwells.
We hope that the moral to be derived
from consideration of these hinted at
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"ways of the world," will justify the desultory manner in which they have been
told.
THE Editor of the HERALD made a business visit to Independence; Missouri, from
the 21St toc,the zsth of July. He was
pleased to find the brethren keenly alive
to the interests of the great work. There
has been a decided growth in all branches
of the work there.
The auditorium of the Saints' church
building at Independence is being plastered,
Bro. Marcus Shaw and others doing the
work. We believe that the Young Peoples' Hawthorne Society is credited with
considerable help to the completion of this
much needed room.
We found the Ensign office just alighting in new quarters, not tar from the
church building; new press, type and
furniture. Bro. Eli Etzenhouser was in
charge and quite busy-"up to his eyes in
business" as the saying is. Bro. Johnnie
Luff, Sr. Bozarth and others were at the
cases, and all working merrily .
Bro. John A. Robinson has retired
from the Ensign and Bro. F. G. Pitt is
occupying the editorial chair. The form
of the, Ensign is now that of a11 eight page
journal, and will contain more reading
matter than in the old form. It has been
well sustained so far.
BRo. BLAIR writes us that in some places
where he has been laboring some of our
contJ'mporaneous religionists are excusing
themselves for joining in the attack being
made upon us, by asserting that our elders
have been assaulting the faith 'of others in
harsh and unkindly terms; and upon inquiry, he found that there were good reasons for believing the assertion to be true.
We have tried to point out the bad effects
that must result from such a course of
procedure on the part of the elders; but, it
sometimes happens that men, realizing to
a degree how strong the ground is that
they are occupying, take delight in ridiculing, or bringing into disrepute by invidious comparisons the faith of others. It
may do for a time, but the final result is
by no means good.
Bro. Blair feels the s~ings of shame,
after publicly stating that it is .not the
practice or policy of the elders to berate
other denominations, to be told with truth
that .there are those who have done it.
What can he say in such case? Brethren,
why not "do to others as ye would others
should do to you" in this particular?
BRo. J. F. MINTUN sends us a copy of
the Logan, Iowa, Nucleus, published at
Logan, where the Reunion is to be this
fall, for July zsth, It contains several references to the brethren, and our meeting
there, but erroneously calls it the annual
conference. One of ·the notices of the
brethren we appei}d below:. ·
·
"Elder~ :Blair and Min tun delivered a series bf
lectur:esln the park the fqre part of the·week, of
exceedillg interest. TQey treat all subjects ansi
all opponents in a: most respectful, intellige~t
and Christian-like manner."
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BELOW will be found two interesting
items, both of which attest the truth of be"
cause directly in harmony with the physiological, moral and spiritual law revealed
through the Seer, in theW ord of Wisdom,
in all the revelations.
The faith of Christ which we teach is
designed for the whole mad', and for all
men.
We are interested in questions
which include in their scope the welfare
of any portion of the human family; from
the highest to the lowest-all grades and
conditions.
We believe that to be in harmony with
the law of the spirit of life we should take
no middle ground on .moral or other questions in which the welfare of the human
family is involved: God has spoken clearly, directly, definitely concerning such;
and we shall find ourselves always correct,.
always safe, always aiding the right, and
in the way of ass}sting its vindication and
triumph when we stand with and by the
truth in belief and in personal conduct.
We shall thus contend for the faith which
was before and is now again delivered to
the saints-those called to represent the
truth which makes men free indeed.
"HOW TO CURE DRUNKARDS.

"NEw YoRK, July r6.-The international
medical congress continued its session to-day.
The meeting was called to order by President N.
S. Davis of Chicago. W. F. Spaulding of the
Massachusetts Prison association read a paper on
<How to Deal with a Drunkard.' He said that
when a drunkard was arrested and fined the punishment and misery did not fall upon the flrunkard, but on his family. Under the new law in
Massachusetts drunkards were put in prison and
at the same time doctored for the evil habit. He
said this method was having a good effect on
rum-drinkers in Massachusetts.
Drs. R. H;
Thomas of Baltimore and John Blackmer of
Springfield, Mass., both spoke on "Alcohol vs.
Ammonia in Cases of Pneumonia.'' Both were
opposed to tke use qf alcokol jor medical purposes,
and said it skould be abolished. They said that
physicians who prescribed alcohol were the principal aids of the liquor interest.
"Dr. Henry CarveLof New York said alcohol
was poisonous; and only one ounce was all a temperate man could drink without feeling its effects.
He said in cases of extreme exhaustion and old
age alcohol might be used without bad effects
and often with good results; however, alcohol
was injurious to the inner organs. Mrs. Dr.
Hall cited many cases of persons who had used·
alcohol, and set forth its effects. While some,
she said, were able to use it to excess, in most
cases the reverse was true, and she was opposed
to its use for medical purposes.
"Dr. C. H. Sheppard of Brooklyn read a paper
on the best treatment for alcoholism. He said the
Turkish bath was the best thing to cure a drunkard, because the most powerful agent for restoring a natural .condition to all bodily functions."
"WHO ARE THE ENEMIES OF THE
SALOON?

"Apropos of the present Symposium in theReview section of the Homiletic, it might be well
first of all to answer the question: Who are the
enemies of the saloon? Not the men who are
engaged in the manufacture or sale of intoxicants. Their money is there, and they will not

fight against their own purse. Not the men who
by vote, or influence, give aid and comfort to the
saloon, directly or otherwise. Not the men who, ,
by their patronage, aid in building up the saloon.
Not the men who advise that the law of God
shall be broken in order that the saloon may be
enabled to sell wine and beer on the Sabbath.
Not the men who would throw around the
saloon the protection of the law, and entrench it
in High License, and in a certain factitious respectability, arising from its standing before the
law. And not the men who make an alliance
with the saloon for the sake ol' office or emoluments; or the men who depend in whole, or in
part, upon the blood-stained wages of the saloon
for their support.
"The saloon claims all these as friends, and
the claim is just. Union between the enemies of
the saloon and its friends is impracticable and
undesirable.
"Who, then, are the enemies of the saloon?
They are those who recognize the gravity of the
situ.ation, and the constant danger to our country
from the rum power. They are those who have
enlisted to destroy, and not to permit or license,
the saloon. They are those who by voice, and
influence, and vote, are doing what they can to
break down the rum power, and save their
fellow-men. They are those who recognize that
their duty to God and their country is above
party, above wealth, above political influence,
above friendship. The saloon recognizes them as
enemies, and the recognition is just."-Homiletic
Revie'J».
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

LATE advices from Bro. G. J. Walier,
Honolulu, Hawaii, are encouraging. Bro.
Haws had baptized seven more natives,
one a close friend of the late King Kalakua, Jind who was with the latter during
his late trip to California where he died.
The brethren are encouraged and hopeful.
Another baptism at Lamoni on Sunday
the 19th ult. Ten await reception into
the branch by letter. The late opposition seems to have been a sort of burnishing process.
Bro. M. B. Williams, No. 833 West
Vine street, Kalamazoo, Michl!fgan, writes:
"l moved here on the zoth of June. I am
now beginning to sow the gospel seed and
a number of good people are interested. I
think good will be done here in the near
future."
Those interested should read the notice
of "The Northern Nurseries," published
elsewhere in our columns, from the Trear,
Iowa, Star- Clipper.
Agents of this
Nursery Company are now canvassing
this vicinity; and those purchasing ornamental, shade, and fruit stock from them
will evidently have orders filled to their
satisfaction.
Sister Mary Cazaly is desirous of parting with her millinery .establishment, the
advertisement of which is seen in our
columns. Any one desirous of engaging
in this trade could hardly do better than
to secure her stock and the good will of
the establishment.
Bro. Charles H. Jones, now laboring in
St. Louis, Missouri, writes to one of the
membership here, giving a very interesting account of his efforts and experiences.

While rejoiced to fina the hearts of some
warmly beating in unison 'with the spirit
of the faith, he regrets that others, once
spiritually awake and rejoicing in the
quickening power of the gospel are indif"
ferent to their spiritual welfare, or asleep
as far as activity in church work is concerned. He has been trying to visit, to
awaken and cheer the depressed and discouraged; also to catch the ears and hearts
of those who amid the din and whirl of
the great city are willing to listen and
heed the word which so deeply concerns
their present and futune welfare. Bro.
Jones evidently feeis as did Alma when he
wished that with the voice of an angel he
could declare the truth to men with convincing power. It may encourage him
and others, who seemingly labor against
great odds, to consider what the Seer once
said to a brother who with him was trying
to accomplish a certain purpose: "Bro. E.
Let you and I try to build Zion; and if
we cannot do it, we shall have the glory
of having tried." We do not know how
much our best and truest efforts may be
accomplishing, but trusting and working
we may, like the Master, "not fail nor be
discouraged." God has promised the victory to His people. He. has said that his
will and purpose will finally prevail. The
grace and truth through which Jesus overcame is promised the servants and people
of Him who knew more than they know
of bitterness and trial; and knowing so
well the struggles of those who like him
brave the tide of worldly evil, his voice
assuringly encourages with the words of
onlooking sympathy and cheer, "Be still
and know that I am God; the kingdom is
yours and the enemy shall not overcome."
Father and Mother Landers, our aged
brother and sister of Lamoni, have of late
returned from a several months' visit to
Cedar Rapids, Kansas, and vicinity. Bro.
Landers, although bowed down with the
weight and age of ninety-seven years,
preached once, and frequently twice each
Sunday during his absence. Well rriay all
imitate this commendable example of diligent love and zeal for the cause.
"The Literary Exchange" is the title of
an article which· appears elsewhere in our
columns. It speaks for itself, setting
forth a method devised by some of our
peopl~, young and old, for the purpose of
supplying church publications to those
unable to purchase them. "The poor ye
have always with you" was the impressive sermon, in few words, of the Master.
One way of responding to its import is
presented in the article referred to.
Nearly half a hundred have been baptized in the Lamoni branch and the Decatur district since May Ist. Sixty-seven
baptisms are reported in one of the
northern districts the lasl quarter. Pretty
good work this.
Bro. W. H. Kelley reports encouragingly from his labors at Philadelphia.
Bro. E. C. Briggs is at work at Bay
City, Michigan, July 27th. He finds
some things to encourage, some that are
irritating and calculated to retard the
work. Bro. Milton Gowell is with him
and doing well.
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We notice that an excellent corps of
brethren were in attendance at the Massachusetts conference; J. Luff, John Smith,
Whiting, Robley and others were the
standard bearers.
Elder William vV a term an has returned
home from his field in Northern Indiana,
suffering with chills and fever.
Late&t
news reported him somewhat improved.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

BRo. BLAIR wrote from Six Mile Grove,
low a, July 2oth:
"Our two-days' meeting closed here last night.
Had large attendance and best of attention. Said
to be largest gathering yesterday ever seen here."

Under date of the 21st:
"Had fair attendance and excellent attention
last night in the park here to listen to me in mv
reply to Braden. Bro. Mintun will speak to-night
on the polygamy question. I feel to 'fight it out
on this plan if it takes all summer.' The Lord
is our helper, and the outlook is gladdening."
MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE STATISTICS.

IN a late study of divorce statistics by
Walter Francis Willcox, Ph. D., the following conclusions are presented, as pub, Iished in a literary review in the Chicago
Times of June 13th:

that restrictive laws can have but little influence
on the rate of divorce, except in an educational
way. Also, that 'the whole idea and tendency
of our m()dern civilization are to teach every individual self-direction and self-government. No
legal reform can do such work,' and the main
work of the state must be as an educator of public opinion. The Roman idea was the practical
ownership of the wife by the husband. The
Teutonic idea was the individual idea from which
comes a dual and equal right and responsibility
in marriage. The need of the age is the education of both men and women in the new rights
and duties born of the almost entire prevalence
of the Teutonic over the Roman idea."
A POINTER.

ONE thing the Saints may be assured of,
that should the faith and doctrine of the
church ever be brought into close trial, the
adjudication of the question as to who
may be "in the faith" will be determined
in favor of those who shall be found adhering the closest to the primitive faith of
the church, whether these be few or many.
Below we give a pointer.
"LEBANON, Ind., July 24th.-The differences
that arose in the Mount Tabor Baptist Church
congregation, six miles south of this city, which
were carried into the Circuit court, were decided
to-day. The majority of the members favored a
more liberal obligation when receiving members
in their church, and they have had possession of
the building for the last few years. The minority,
though, has had the case in the courts ever since,
trying to secure their rights, and the decision today was in their favor and gives them possession
of the building, which they dedicated in 1835;
also fixes as an example that their creed is unalterable. Representatives from all over the
central states have been in attendance· at the
trial, which·lasted nine days. Ralph Hill of Indianapolis was special judge. It was a hotly
contested suit. A new trial was granted the defense this evening:

"Some of these conclusions are these: That
the percentage of divorces to marriages is increasing all the world over, and faster in this country
than elsewhere, and at a rate which in 1990, if
kept up till then, will end more marriages in that
wll.y than by death. That the duration of marriage before divorce js increasing, a curious fact
which would seem to point to a ·future decrease
in the rate of divorce itself. That divorced men
and women, despite the popular belief, 'are not
more disposed
·marry directly after the decree
than widows and ~!dowers' made so by death.
That the rate of divorce among the southern
negroes is rather les~ than among the whites, but
is increasing more r~pidly. That the rate is much
greater in the cities ;than in 'the country. That.
childless marriages:, are three to four times as
THE following funny bit wao;; taken from
likely to end in divorce as those with children.
the Chicago Tribune of Saturday, July
That nearly two-thirds of the divorces are grant25th:
ed to the wife. That in •this country divorce is
"''Editor Tribune,' writes 'A North Side
most common on ·the Pacific slope, least comReader,' •kindly answer this: In smoking, which
mon on the Atlantic, and about midway between
is the proper way for a gentleman to hold his cithe two rates in the great Mississippi basin. That
gar-in the center of the mouth or on the side?'
the influence of law. on the divon;e rate-e:X:cept
Thousands of volumes could be written in anabsolute prohibitio:r't, of cours~-is far smaller
swer to this question. The best authorities dif't:han commonly supposed; That France and
fer. The Tribune's advice to the correspondent
Belgium, 'after.. living for three-quarters ·of a
is that he hold his cigar in any ~ay that is concentury under .-lawsl as totaily different as the
venient and try to keep out of the way of the
Catholic and Protestant theories, are found to
fool-killer."
have a perfectly identical rate.' That 'the one
reducing the number of diPUBLISHER'S NOTICE.
efficient means
vorces by lavr is to make them expensive,' which
We wish to say to our friends that our book
accounts for the small number in England. That
"With The Church In An Early Day," is now
uniform laws on the subject are needed in this
ready for mailing. To the l;Uinistry we are offer·country, but not more than on other subjects,
ing unusual inducements to assist in its sale and
would be pleased to have"'you send for our terms
and the influence thereof on the rate of divorce
would be practically; nothing. That. among the
soon, as the offer will be withdrawn Decem her
causes of the increase in divorce are 'the emanci1st, 1891. Parties ordering hereafter will please
pation of woman,' as it is catled, the growth ·of , notice that the postage ls fourteen cents, Instead
cities, the increase of industrialism, tre general · of eight cents, as we thought it would be; The
.
· volume (fls the amount of postage indicates) is
large, neatly and substantially . bound and we
spread of discontent. The author draws a sharp
con~rast between the Roman .and the Teutonic
think will give general satisfaction.
the farili!y,and reaches the conclusion
M. WALKER,
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"FRANCES."

"Know well, my soul, God's hand controls
Whate'er thou fearest;
Round him in calmest music rolls
Whate'er thou hearest.
What to thee is shadow, to Him is day,
And the end he knoweth,
And not on a blind and aimless way
The Spirit goeth."

MRS. MADISON'S ONLY SON.
OLD residents of the city of Washington remember the time when Mrs. Madison, the wife
of the president, passed the last years of her life
there.
She lived in her own house, which was handsome enough and well furnished. But it was
known to a few friends that she was living in
extreme poverty, if not in destitution.
A colored man who had been her slave once
wrote of her:
"She was in a state of absolute poverty, and I
think sometimes suffered for the necessities of
life. While I was a servant of Mr. Webster, he
often sent me to her with a market-basket full of
provisions, and told me whenever I thought she
was in need of anything to supply it.
"I often did this, and occasionally gave her
small sums from my own pocket, though I had
years before bought my freedom."
Mrs. Madison, besides being the widow of a
president, who was also a wealthy planter, possessed some property in her own right, and her
only son was originally a man of large fortune.
It was this son that brought her to ruin.
He
was the child of her first husband, and his name
was Payne Todd.
During the presidency of Mr. Madison he lived
in the White House with them, a pretty, engaging lad, with a pleasing talent for mimicry.
Everybody liked, courted, petted and flattered
him. When older he took to no serious occupation, and finally went to Europe, where he spent
many idle years, w~sting his fortune in extravagance.
On his return home, he was no better. He did,
Indeed, buy an estate in Virginia, but at that
time an estate in Virginia was of little value unless it was vigilantly looked after by the owner.
And so he wasted his life and his substance.
After spending the whole of his own fortune, he
allowed his mother to waste hers' upon him, .for
she continued to the last to be dotingly fond of
him.
,
She was obliged to sell Montpelier, and if. Con.·
gress ·had not bought from. her her husband's
papers, she must have been wholly dependent
upon charity. The last words she uttered were,
"My poor boy.''
Two years after her death, her son died of
typhoid fever, carefully nursed to his last
moment by the old servants of the family.
The amount of mischief that can be done by
one petted and spoiled child is beyond ·calculation. If parents would seriously consider this
matter there would be' far tes§ misery in the
world.~T~~ Ho?tsekold,,
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There are three 1es.sons I would write,
Three words as with a burning·pen,
In tracings.of eternal light
Upon the hearts of men.
Have hope? Though clouds environ round,
And gladness hides her face in scorn,
Put thou the shadow from thy brow;
No night but hath its morn!
Have faith I Where'er thy bark in driven,
The calm;s disport, the tempest's mirth,
Know this: God rules the hosts of heaven,
The inhabitants of earth.
Have love I Not love alone for one,
But man, as man, thy brother call,
And scatter, like the circling sun,
·Thy charities on all.
Thus grave these lessons on thy soul,Hope, faith and love,-and thou shalt find
Strength when life's surges rudest roll,
Light when thou else wert blind.
-Schiller.

COURTESY TO THE DEAF.
QuiTE recently, I ha\·e met an excellent
article upon "The Socia( Treatment of the
Deaf," whichcontains the following serious protest. After mentioning an instance in which the
author, at.. a table where he was a guest, had,
owing to deafness, made an irrelevant reply to a
question of the hostess, he says:
"There were guests at the table, and thert) was
a general and noisy laugh at my blunder. : . .
Had this same group of people seen a blind man
stumble and fall, how they would have run to
help him, and how anxious and sympathetic had
been their inquiries for his hurt. A deaf man
stumbles, as a deaf man will do, and they-laugh
at him."
The only excuse for this, is the fact that jhys·
ical sufferings or injury appeal more strongly to
the eye and ear of the spectators than the silent
and often carefully hidded mortification of the
deaf. He says: "It is impossible totell the sufferings of the deaf from the mistaken use of the
voice when addressing them.
•'Save in extreme cases, never scream at a deaf
man. The tone is harsh and repellent; it'isa
painful reminder of infirmity; it tells of effort on
your part which is unnatural and causes needless
fatigue a 1.d hoarseness. Many use a deaf man's
ear as the mouthpiece of a telephone, and speak
as a man in New York may speak to a man in
Buffalo." The ordinary topes of most American
voices are sufficiently loud enough to be heard
by quite deaf ears when only a few feet away.
Allow me to give you a few rules br the social
treatment of those thus afflicted; for it is an affliction, and one very hard to bear.
Never whisper to a deaf person. While every
one else in the room will hear, to the one addressed it will only be a painful buzzing in the
ear.
Never address them with your face turned
away from them. In that case the sound waves
are carried away Instead of towards them.
Speak In a clear, distinct tone, and slowly,
within a few feet from them, and say what you
have to say in a few concise, simple words. In
this way you can give any information you wish,
without undue fatigue to yourself, and those
few words, spoken in. a pleasant tone, will give
more pleasure than any attempt at prolonged
conversation, sustained by mutual effort and
mutual fatigue. If they are capable of imparting
information, lead them to do so by kin(! inquiries,

HERALD.

and when some one introduces another subject,
let them know what it is, as it is a g,eat help to
them in hearing what is said.
Do not mistake their alert, watchful manner for inquisitiveness. As nature has taught
the blind to use the senses of hearing and touch,
to make good, as far as possible, the one of which
they are bereft, so has it taught the deaf to be
attentive and watchful. It opens to them many
sources of pleasure, guards them fro.m many
dangers, and enables them to be self-reliant and
happy despite their affiiction.-:fulia A. Carney,
in The Household.
"SAY 'LES, MA'AM!"
A MOTHER'S STORY,

sion with a pleasure scarcely less than their own.
I was surprised as the day. went by to find. how
many of their little requests could be just as
'well be granted, and when I once began to say
"yes," how little reason there really was to say
"no." It was a very happy day, and I found 1 had
"the best children that ever were." \ began to
think ''Yes, ma'am" might be a means of moral
improvement.
So I am trying to keep it up; and when my '
little monitor rouses me with her pretty, imperious phrase I breathe a blessing on the wise little
head, • and rather grudge the pains her older
brothers and sisters are taking to educate her out
of baby talk.
I mean to. keep the lesson, and say the equivalent of"Les, ma'ain," whenever it can be proper·
ly done, to little people-and older ones, too.

I was busy sewing, and thinking of the bread
climbing up the pans and hurrying to get into
the oven, when the voice of my three-year:old
PRAYER UNION.
girl piped in my ear, "Mamma, may I have 'is
SPECIAL
REQUESTS FOR PR.I). YER,
for. a cape for my dolly?"
That Mrs. Belle Bear of Little Sio~Jx, Iowa,
It wa~ a bit of cloth I might use some time,
,
·
and I answered, "I guess not, dear''; to which ·may be restored to health.
A sister desires your most earnest prayers for
came the unfaltering reply, in tones as firm as a
her only son who is seriously affected in mind
school mistress might use, "Say Les, ma'am!"
and body.
I looked up. The bit q.£ cloth was worth very
Sister Walker:- Will you please ask the sisters
little. The golden head, the sweet, expectant
through the Home Column f()r a good recipe for
eyes, the rosy, pleading mouth, were worth so
canning corn? They say it iU not keep if canned
very much! Why not bring. them brightness
as other fruit; also what will drive away ,fleas.
instead of shadow?
I promptly said, "Yes,
CHARITY REED.
ma'am," and was rewarded by such a smile that
I laid by the tiresome mending, and went out
light hearted to the hot oven.
HOME CoLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.
Then I began to think.
Did I say, "Les,
July 25, Amount received to date ..... $3,676 44
ma'am" as often as I might safely and wisely do?
Little Sioux Prayer Union,
Did I not often say, "No, dear," when I simply
Iowa •••••••..•••.•.. $2 20
Little Sioux Se\•·ing Circle,
meant that I was hurried and absorbed, and did
Iowa .................. 2 oo
not want to rouse myself even to consider what
Amanda Taylor, Iowa .••. I 25
was, from my standpoint, a trivial mat!er?
5 45
But how if the child's standpoint were some- July3r, Amount to date.....••...•... $368r 89
times the truer one? ·would not the affirmative
~Send all monevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.
sometimes dispose of worrying requests better
than a negative, and bring happiness which
PERRY, Iowa,June 8th.
would prevent a great deal of worrying?
Editors Herald:-! feel it my duty to write my
I said to myself, "I'm going to try it! I'll say
testimony to the goodness of God. My husband
•Les, ma'am' to-day as often as it will any way
and I were out to hear the Unitarians preach,
do." So when Susie came in from school to ask
and the speaker took for his text the prodigal
if she might spend half an hour with that nice
son. It was not like the first gospel sermon I,
little E·hel across the street; though I saw she
heard. If ever the signs were needed It is now,
needed much fixing to be really presentable, I
so that the true believers may have their hopes
checked the refusal, and said, "Yes, dear, only
brightened and know for themselves of a surety;
wash your face nicely." And when, two.minutes
Then when the trying time comes they may be
later, sh3 came for a good-by kiss; with a face so
bright as water nevet· made it, and went away
prepared, to face it, and not faint ,by the way.
How thankful I am to my heavenly Father for
with a skip that scarcely touched the ground, I
the gospel that was sent to us, who knew not~
smiled, too, over the magic of "Les, ma'am."
him nor of his goodness. I was attending the
In the afternoon, when my ten-year-old Edith
revival of the Methodists and went forward to
came, with the two little ones shyly lingering and
the anxious seat. Two nights after, I with my
peering behind her, to ask, "Mamma, may we
take Susie's little table and my little china dishes
husband went to hear Bro. Longbottom, who
preached in the Milwaukee schoolhouse. I only
down under the tree in the back yard, and have
three lemon crackers, and some water for play
heard one sermon and was convinced, for he
made everything so plain that I could not resist
tea, and a little sugar, and have a party?" I
the truth. That evening, after getting ready to
I said, "Yes, dear;" and as all three rushed together with dancing feet and clapping hands, and
retire, I for the first time prayed with faith,
asking to show me which was right and I would
"oh, oh, oh !" I began to be interested myself,
and added, "There is half a glass of currant jelly
obey him in all things as far as was in my power
in the cupboard that was left from dinner yesto do so.
The Lord heard my prayer and answered me
terday; you can take that. And there is a piece
of grandma's sponge cake in the jar that you can
then, for I saw over my bed an angel who said to
cut into thin slices and pass around''
believe all I had heard this man speak, for he was
Then I found them a pretty napkin for a tablesent to bear the message of everlasting life, and
' cloth, and watched the littlo; triumphal procesthat Joseph Smith was sent to this generation
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spoken to the market policeman and receiving
with the truth. That he was a prophet sent of God · il8i1F No Credit for moneys received on subscription will
appear on the Colored Address Label of the Herald
to relieve the true from bondage. I was as firm
permission, we mounted the stand, and after the
for this issue, as no changes have been made, ex·
then in the belief of the doctrine as I am to-day.
usual preliminaries I introduced Elder R. C.
cept in case of person• desiring a change in P.O. address.
I was baptized about three months after by Bro.
Evans, of London. 9uite a large crowd had
William Thompson,. who at that time lived
assembled and was continually increasing, and I
in Angus, but has moved to Lamoni. He was a
' am satisfied that somewhere in the neighborhood
valianLsoldier in bearing the cross, was patient
of six hundred people wer~ gathered together.
and longsuffering towards all, and we miss him
STRATFORD, Ont., July 13th.
Elder Evans has a fine, dear voice that is
so much, for many is the time he cheered and
musical in its intonation, and very penetrating,
Editors Herald:-By direction of the Holy
comforted us by kind words of love. - May G0d
so that all who were even standing outside the
Spirit through Pres. J- H. Lake, at the London
bless him in his efforts to present the word to
large assemblage could distinctly hear all that
district conference, Elder R. C. Evans was ap·
others as he did to us. We h.ave a branch of
was said. At the close,. forward came the oppointed in charge of the northern and eastern
twenty-two members, I think, but because of our
posers, and some of them manifested a bitter
parts of the mission. Myself and Priest William
scattered condition only ten regular attendants.
spirit, but by kind answering where it was
Fligg were appointed as his co-laborers.
Only four of us live in Perry, but we are trying
needed, and sharp retorts where insult was given
After the conference, Elder Evans proceeded
to do all we can for the cause. We hold our
(yet not insult for insult but sharp reproof), we
to London and set in order some matters relatprayer meetings all the same as though there
kept the majority of the people our fri<"nds.
ing to that branch. Having also been sent for
were a goodly number, and many times we have
Wednesday and Thursday nights were filled
by the Saints of the St. Thomas branch to put in
been blessed with words of comfort and warned
bo Bro. R. C., who then had, by previous aporder some matters, it was thought advisable for
of dangers to come. This is what we are living
pointment, to go to Clifford to give a temperance
Bro. Fligg and myself to proceed at once to our
for, trying with all our might, mind and strength
lecture. Bro. Fligg and I spoke to the crowd on
.field of labor, and that Elder Evans join us later.
to live our religion. Our branch is in good
that evening. After Bro. Evans' first evening
We
arrived
in
Stratford
the
4th
inst.,
and
working order, and have love for one another.
there had not been much opposition, as the opwere
sorry
.
to
find
that
no
arrangements
had
We are going to try to get conference to meet
posers got some very wholesome advice that
been
made
for
meetings.
However,
the
next
day
!).ere if possible, and hope if we do that Bro.
brought the laugh of the crowd against them.
(Sunday) we met the few Saints here in the house
Joseph will come also. This place has about five
When these gentlemen(?) found that Bro. R. C.
of Bro. ,MTithrow, where I spoke to them. The
thousand inhabitants and five large churches,
was not with us, they ventured to attack, but reattendance was small, there being only some
and I believe if we could get Bro. Joseph to come
ceived their answer every time. The result of
half
a
dozen
Saints
in
the
city,
and
we
had
but
and preach for us that a good work could be acthat (Friday) evening, was a challenge to a pubone outsider to hear us. At the close of that
. complished. It would comfort me to see him for
lic discussion on baptism, its purpose, between
meeting
Bro.
Fligg
suggested
going
out
and
I know he is sent to us of God. May God be
myself and a Mr. McDonald, of what church!
speaking to the people on the market square.
merciful to all, is my prayer.
have yet to learn. Will give you the particulars
This thought had also occurred to me, and I at
Should this reach the eyes of the Saints of
briefly anon.
once
concurred;
but
it
was
a
bold
undertaking
Rich Hill, I have a sister there by the name of
On Sunday we obtained permission for the
for two who had the limited experience my
Ella M. Brown. Her husband is a pit boss of the
use of the stand in the park. This is a desirable
brother and I had. However, commending
Gulf mines. I wish some honest- hearted Saint
place, as there is a fine grove, and seats. Elder
ourselves to Him who had called us to this work,
would hunt her up and talk to her and read my
Evans spoke on the apostasy of the church; and
out
we
went,
feeling
somewhat
timid,
but
with
testimony to her;
at night again on our old stand, the market
confidence in the Lord of hosts. Owing to the
'
Yours for truth,
square, on the res.toration. . Altogether, during
heat, there were not many. out, but we sang a
CHRISLUM ELLEN MoRGAN.
both services, he spoke for five good hours, and
hymn; then taking off my hat, I announced to
to fully one thousand persons at each service.
the people that we had come to them with a
PARIS, Tenn., July 8th.
message·, and this was an announcement that at The evidence produced in support of those subDear Sisters if tke Home Column:-It is with
eight that evening we would give the message jects brought forth a mass, both from the platsad hearts that w~ chronicle the death of our beform and press, of the worst scurrility that the
to them from "this place.''
loved Sr. Seaton, wife of Elder P. B. Seaton.
After Bro. Fligg had preached at the residence fertile imagination of a second edition of Braden
She was a true and noble woman, loved by all
as far as foul calumniation of the dead is con~
of Bro. Davis, we sallied forth still with fear and
who knew her. She leaves a husband five little
cerned, could produce; but as R. C. when leavtrembling, but with zeal, and we are sure accord1
girls, two sisters and many friends ~o mourn
ing home intended remaining away some . time,
ing to knowledge. We had to wait till the Army
their loss. May heaven bless the bereEved.
he brought a large number of books suitable for
was through; then stepping forward, I asked the
We wiJI soon have our new church completed.
the refutation of su.ch old thread-bare yarns as
people to hear the w~rd of the Lord. Takipg my
We feel very proud of it. We have preaching
Bible, I read a part. of the second chapter of "impostor Joe," "polygamy," "Kirtland bank
once a month, arid prayer meeting every two
failure," "Spaulding romance," etc., etc.
Acts, and when through reading I spoke to them
weeks.
This would-be Braden, who is .a veritable
on the gospel plan of _salvation. Of course, we
There is a great deal .of prejudice in this viCampbellite of questionable character, came on
got opposition; and pretty warm it was, but we
cinity, but not raging a~ it has heretofore. Hope
the scene of our labors, and while R. C. was
met each attack calmly and coolly, reasoning out
t.o see it entirely pass away.
speaking sent up two questions in writing to be
of the Scriptures. As we expected Bro. R. C.
I am only seventeen, have been a member of
answered, but failed to sign his name. It was
Evans to join us the next day, we announced
thischurch ever ~ince I was twelve years old,
said that he wa.nted to be sure, before giving his
him as the speaker for the following evening.
and thank God I have never regretted the step l
name or his voice to the crowd, that certain ones
The next day we found that our remarks of
took, but only striye to press forward and "come
who knew of pis unmentionable crimes were not
the previous evening, and the rather warm disup higher."
present. However, he did come up, and like the
cussion (on one side) that accompanied it, had
I don't see how: we could get along without
buzzard, as R. C. told the people, after gathercaused some ripple on the surface of Stratford
the Herald and Autumn Leaves. They are aling all of the dirty, filthy and rotten mass of
affairs, and this Increased our. anxl~ty tor our
ways hailed with .;Ielight! I have often thought
stuff, came and poured it forth over the people
brother's
presence.
We
were
doomed
to
disap·
and desired to write to the Herald, but some way
for their delectation.
pointment, however; and so for two nights more
I could never make up my mind to take the
space from others who could write so much
Bro. R. C's.effort did not conclude till near
d.id we take up our cross and face the ever inmore interestingly than J;
e!~ven at night, and the most of the crowd recreasing crowd each evening~ Bro. Fligg gave
My mottier is In very poor health and has
mained to hear it out.
noble and timely assistance, and I;>y a courtly
been all the. spring and summer. Please pray
On Monday night I spoke to a large crowd
for her that she may be restored to perfect health. demeanor, both in address and conversation, he
and strength if it is not contrary to the Lord's
and met with some opposition; but thanks to
assisted in winning the good opinion and will of
will.
heaven's King, all were answered to thesatisfac"
the majority of the people.
}l;ver praying. for the welfare of Zion, I am
tion of the majority.
On Tuesday. the evening tra,in brought ·Bro.
Yo1,1r sister in Christ,
'
R. C. Evans. At eight o'clock, after t.aving
lu. a,.U Q~ o~r la,l;>oJ;s :6fQ, Fligg has rendered
EL~A RoBERTs.
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much assistance by opening with prayer, and in
many ways; by- kindly counsel and upholding
our hands in prayer, has proved of invaluable aid
and assistance, if he is young and inexperienced;
We take this opportunity of informing the
Saints of the mission •we are sent to labor in, of
our whereabouts and labors, requesting them to
be patient, and to give us their prayers, and as
soon as possible we will visit them all ; but as
there is such a great, very great interest in this
city, it would not be. wisdom to leave it. AIL of
our services are required, and it would not be
wisdom to separate at this time.
In gospel bonds,
A. E. MoRTIMER.
CoNNEAUTVILLE, Pa.; July r4th.
Editors Herald:- While we are getting a little
·acquainted with the new field we are aware that
it is too sooa to institute comparisons, but the old
associations still draw in an uncomfortable way
upon our affections; not that people are necessarily
any better east than west, but it takes time t()
get acquainted and adjusted to new relations,
and old and tried friends are easily remembered
and hard to forget. But while men may become
partial or clannish, with the Lord it is not so; and
thus in Ohio as in the east, His sovereign and
impartial love,is bestowed upon all who fear His
name a,nd strive to keep all his counsels fresh in
their hearts and lives by obedience.
Our grove-meeting at Krumroy was moderately successful; prejudice was allayed, believers
encouraged, and friends made for the cause.
\Vas at Canton, Ohio; made an effort at presenting our faith in that place, Bro. True having secured a chapel on Navarre street. Poor advertisement, Fourth of July, circus, and the general
understanding that we were to represent Utah
Mormonism, and other helpful agencies of Lucifer prevented large attendance.
The fact,
however, that we were spiritually aided and comforted, at times to a great degree, helps to bear
up against superficial appearances.
At the close of the service Sunday evening an
Adventist came up and offered us a church to
preach in in a more promising quarter of the
city; an invitation which prior arrangements
prevented our acceptance, but which somebody
will test the sincerity of in the near future.
Good evidently was done.
We have preached some in Akron, but matters
are against heavy progress of the work there.
Came here Saturday; was glad to meet Bro. Garrett and family.
Quite a tui'n·out at the
grove-meeting considering the. busy time of
harvest that is upon everybody. About seventy-five carriages about the stand yesterday,
and no lack of interest. Splendid grove for
meeting. Bro. Holman and family are among
the old stand-bys in the gospel. 0 The Saints
have a nice chapel well along toward completion
at this place; and as near as I can learn, the people are getting hungry and ready for the only
thing that can stand the wear of free discussion,
the gospel as restored in latter days.
I was glad to read in Herald, yesterday, the
communication from ."Argus" regarding the
Prayer Union and woman's work. "Be ye enlarged," was Paul's advice to some in the church
in his day.
Give the women a chance.
The
men, some of them, are too large already. The
honors of ••the priesthood" have overtoppe<l their

judgment and made some dizzy, until, as Shakespeare has it,
'"Man, proud man,

Dressed in a little brief authority,
Plays .such fantastic tricks befote high heaven,
As make the angels weep.

What a wonderful thing "authority" is, to be
sure; and when will the spectacle of a man or
boy with a thimbleful of brains being permitted,
simply because he has "the priesthood," "to lead
about," preside over, or bote to death a lot of
women who have forgotten more than he ever
knew, become a blissful thing of the past? Some
very smart men and sage politicians used to talk
just so, as if they were afraid that, if the Negro
had his liberty and the ballot, that he might get
ahead in the race.
Time and experience have wrought many
changes; and every advancement in civilization,
enlightenment, and toward the elevation of mankind has been marked and proportioned by the
amount of freedom granted.,unto the mothers of
men in the exercise or use of all their powers
and gifts- intellectual, moral and spiritual.
Largely in the past and still in the present,
by some would she qe relegated to the
home, where she is to learn to mind what
the lords of creation have or may denominate
as her own business, i. e., "to bear children,"
and without reference to quality; "and if she
will learn anything," let her ask her husband at
home; and my experience is that many of them
will never be in danger of learning enough from
such sources to "unsex" themselves.
"The child is father to the man ;" and it is the
child of the mother as much as of the father that
is to bless or curse society by its life.
The physical development, the moral strength
the intellectual and spiritual inspiration gathered
from the mother may be the index of future
character ;-it generally is. Education has much
to do with character; but even a rigid and careful training of the plant may not overcome evil
tendencies in the germ.
Over and above all men, her husband included, is a woman's responsibility and loyalty
to God as her Supreme Adviser to be recognized;
and anything that unfits her for highest duty or
development is to be regarded as a bar to human
progress.
The church has need of educated women as
mother~, daughters, teachers..
How many Sunday schools are there in the church presided
over by incompetent men, while women of
superior tact, wisdom and 'spiritual understanding in the Scriptures and ability to discern the
needs of the young, are left to occupy inferior
positions, or none at all, simply because of our
old fogy traditional ideas concerning man's
supremacy in the moral or intellectual world.
«But a Prayer Union meeting is a place to
pray." Correct; and a branch prayer meeting is
a place to pray too; and let us have no more
speaking or sermons by the elders.
·
Should the sisters pray or speak in their meetings, especially if Jed by the Spirit, who would
be damaged or what Jaw violated? Will they
supersede the prayer meeting of branch or
church? My experience is that those sisters who
believe in ahd attend the ••Union" are to be
found at their posts and helpful at the regular
branch meetings when many superfinely loaded
with the priesthood are conspicuous by their
absence. Let the workers work, and the prayers

, pray, and the speakers speak,-women and all. 1
dare not tell you what I think and hope will yet
be done in this church; I don't want to be armigned for heresy, if it is popular now-a-days.
But I am trying to keep my eye upon the law of
the Lord, and within its bounds regarding my
ideas of woman's work; but we've got to have
some help somewhere pretty soon; and i have
an idea where some of it is coming from.
If there fs danger of the sisters getting ahead
of "the priesthood," how are wegoing to prevent
it? By force of arms physically? Probably not.
How then? Intellectually, morally, spiritually?
If so, we've got to hurry up, some of us, for we
are dependent upon them for congregations
mostly, and they aren't going to stand if to be
bored with sermons, whose size is in their length,
much longer.
M. H. BoND.
EcKLEY, Colo., July zrst.
Editors Herald: - I wish to thank the Saints
for the kind attention p~tid to my· Jetter· of June
24th. I received letters at once from Ern. James
Kemp and David Crow, both of this state. Many
thanks to them for their kindness. And as I see
by the Herald that Bro. James Caffall is in
Nebraska, we will try to have him stop with us
a short time, if he can, and administer the ordinance of baptism to us as he is on his road west.
Since writing I have been doing all in my
power for the causeof Christ. I have worked
among my neighbors with the New Testament,
Herald, Voice of W:trning, and Epitomes of the
faith and doctrine of the church, and have found
five persons besides myseif and wife who have
expressed a desire to be baptized.
Hoping that Bro. Caff,ill will call and see us, I
remain yours in Christ,
J.D. WILTFONG.
CARROLLTON, Mo., July 17th,
Editors Herald:- In company with Bro. R. L.
Ware part of the time and part of the time alone,
I have been trying to publish the gospel of peace
and salvation to those that are willing to hear.
The work has not been progressing very fast in
this district for some time, Bro. Ware being alone,
with no helper but the Holy Spirit, which is the
surest helper of all. But as elsewhere, there are
severn! things to contend with. Some of the
Saints have been slack in their duty toward God,
which ought not to be, as God is not slack concerning his promises to us, neither should we be
in our duties toward him. There are some good,
kind Saints in the district that are willing to do
all they can for the work.
I went from Carrollton to Dewitt the 14th, not
knowing a soul there. Unon my arrival and inquiry for a house to speak in, I was directed to
Elder Weltmer, one of the trustees of the Christian Church, who furnished their chapel, lighted
it, led the singing, and fed and otherwise cared
for me during my en~ire stay. I preached four
evenings with respectable congregations. Just
before I left, Elder Weltmer presented me with
three dollars, and also purchased a Book of Mormon and a Voice of Warning; said he was going
to investigate this work, and if he found it better
than the Christian Church he was going to obey
it. He is a leading man of the town, and also a
man of influence. Truly God doth take care of
his own. May the good work go on, is my .
prayer.
D. E. Tuc:KER.
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WASHINGTON, Ind., July 24th.
Edz'tors Herald:-The truth was brought here
by Bro. L. F. Daniels about six months ago.
We have about 43 members, and I feel that there
is a glorious work to be done here. Bro. Daniels
is an able speaker and is doing all in his power
to send the truth all over the country.
The Saints had a basket meeting last Sunday,
and he preached to about two hundred people
and baptized three. We had good order and Bro.
D. made a good impression on the minds of the
people that never heard the gospel before. I am
sure there will be a large branch stat·ted here before long. Babylon will fall wherever the truth
goes.
Your brother,
JONATHAN A. DAVIS.

Saturday forenoon found us at the little village
of Skiles, where we were warmly welcomed by
Bro. George Gifford and family, also Bro. H. L.
Thompson. The latter had previously visited
Beeville and tried to get an opening, but had not
succeeded; and in this place had preached four
times previous to our arrival. It had been
already given out that I would preach that night,
which I did with poor liberty.
Sunday morning I spoke from the words of
the Savior, "Seek.ye first the kingdom of God
and his righteousness," to an attentive congregation. I never have felt the power of the Spirit
in greater abundance than on this occasion. In
the evening I showed some of the differences between the Reorganization and, the Brighamites;
also presented the Book of Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants.
LooKouT, Cal., July 2oth.
Monday morning before resuming our journey,
Editors Herald:-The cause here is flourishing
Sr. Gifford replenished our provisions, and Bro.
and prejudice is fast giving way to better judgGifford dropped a coin into my hand, remarking
ment, and the few Saints are trying to live their
as he did so, that it would buy horse feed. God
religion, and as we have had quite a spiritual
bless such noble hearts! We parted from them
·feast we rejoice greatly. Bro. J. C. Clapp has
reluctantly, as well as Bro. Thompson, whose
been with us, and his wise counsel, patience and
fatherly counsel has so often been timely with
meekness has. given us a lesson that will not be
us. We had not gone very far before I was
soon forgotten, and as some of the Saints had not
taken quite sick, so that for two days my wife
heard any of our good speakers they think that
and children had the team to drive.and the camp
truly God is with him, for such talent they know
duties to attend to, I being a burden instead of a
is not found .with men of the world or other rehelp. However, I recovered sufficiently by Satligious sects; and many not of the Saints say
urday to take a look at the town and make the
that it is the best they ever heard. I think when
acquaintance of quite a number of the leading
he calls again that some will unite with us.
citizens. I gave out tracts liberally and told
There are many here that want to hear and I
them of the church th"at I desired to represent
think God has a people here, and I pray that ere
here; a few expressed a desire that I should have
long the ·way may be <apened up so as all may
a hearing.
hear the truth as it is in Chris,t. I will do all I can
There seems to be no opening hC;re; and the
to spread the good news. I cannot do much, but
long hot . days and short nights considered, I
all can do something.
don't think I shall press my" desires further at
I love to read the testimonies the sisters bear;
pres.ent, but will try again on my return, which
to read their kind letters. 'My heart has been
I hope will be in about six weeks. I will leave
made to rejoice in reading them, for I know that
here for San Antonio by raH next Saturday, stopit comes from an honest heart; and in my exping at Bro. Gifford's, at Skiles, Saturday night,
perience I have found greater faith among the
Sunday, and longer if it is necessary.
sisters than any others, and many have been
In bonds,
brought. to the truth by their wise and gentle
L. L. WIGHT;
pleadings.
·
Who can give the comfort to one in sickness
EucLID, Ark., July 27th.
or trouble that a good sister can? God only, I
Editors .Herald:-This is a hard place to get a
say. Dear sisters, send in your mite. It cheers
hearing- so much "prejudice. I !)ave baptized
some of us and gives life to the Herald that withthree, and more near the kingdom. I have just
out your help it cannot have. If you feel your
endetl a three-days' deqate with a Campbellite.
weakness, say so. I love to see that some feel
I was blessed with liberty all the way through.
their weakness; for I do as much as any.
He affirmed that he l;>elohged to the Church of
We ask your prayers for our little, lonely
Christ in its true doctrine and teaching.
He
branch;
We are far from all others, with a
would not affirm the organization to be true. I
world of darkness all around us; but we purpose
affirmed that Joseph Smith was a true prophet
by the help of the J;.ord to gain the victory and
of God. I believe the debate will result in good.
win the prize.
LEWIS TURNBULL.
I would like to labor with some strong elder
awhile if it was so I could. I hope I will be able
BE?EVILLE, Texas, July 2oth.
to do good
the cause of the Lord.
Editors Herald:--'The Sunday following the
Yours in bonds,
close of theW estern'Texas conference I preached
J. W. JACKSON.
at Oak Wood, and in the evening baptized a
young lady. On th~ river bank before confirmaA MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
tion.Bro. H. L. Thompson preached on the subSetting forth the order and nature of the Pries.tject of the laying on of hands for the reception
hood, and defining the d.uties and prerogatives
of the Holy Ghost. Th~ following Saturday and
of all the Church Officials, including the First
Sunday I preached in San Antonio.
Presidency, and also the Deacons, as set forth in
On Wednesday, the 8th, after a very pleasant
, Jhe" Revelations of God ilhd decisions of the
visit from Bro. Richard and Sr. Kate Curry, we
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
started by .wagon for this place. Our party. the· Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
consisted of myself and wife and daughter Nora,
He~;ald Office, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
.Price 25 cents including postage.
and Ettie Wight, our niece.
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SERMON BY PRES. JOSEPH SMITH,
AT LAMONI, MAY I7TH 1

1891,

Reported by E. Stafford.
THE preacher read for the morning lesson
the 3d chapter of John'& rendition of the
gospel, beginning at the 17th verse and
reading to the end of the chapter, and said:
In my judgment, one of the most striking
characteristics that is exhibited to us at the
present time in regard to religion, is the
strange contrariety of opinion that is everywhere prevalent; and if we come to examine closely what the Savior has promised in the lesson I have read, we discover
that it is stated simply and clearly what
we must do to obtain that promise. He
says: "I ha.ye come that you might have
life, and have it more abundantly." "He
that believeth on me shall have [or he hath]
everlasting life," as I have read in this
text. "He that heareth my word, and believeth on him that sent me, hath everlasting life, and shall not come unto condemnation."
Of ceurse you are, all of you, very well
aware, at least I think you ougM to be,
that the tninister who is sent out in .the
world to preach the gospel and stand as.a
witness for Christ and his Father in representing· them in the word, must of
necessity do a great amount of thinking;
and under the apprehension that every
man must answer for himself, he must do
his own thinking; and as we have said
from time to time, in view 'Of the simple
fact that every man must answer for himself to God, he must be satisfied in himself in regard to thecourse that he ought
to pursue, what he should accept as the
word of God and what he should shape
his conduct by.
One thing that the preacher is necessarily compelled to dwell upon is this,
What is the simple idea of the gospel
economy? And if we examine it closely
we find it to be, "He that believeth on God
hath everlasting life~" And when we read
elsewhere in the Scriptures that life and
immortality were brought to light through
the Savior, we perceive that the burden
of Christ's message was to endow humanitv with life. It was not the life of the
flesh-all men have that, and all men
must answer for the life of the flesh-;-but
as we. read in the text, "He that believeth
on him that sent me hath everlasting life."
This to the thinking mind comprehends
a wide field of thought, and it must necessarily contain in it all that has been revealed concerning God's work in the
earth, everything which is connected either
remotely or directly with the work,
and fQr this reason we . find. a golden
thread running through the whole design
of the gospel economy, as we find it in the
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New. Testament Scriptures; and we also
find God's servants identifying themselves
with that work from the beginning, all
through the Old Testament; it is
ackowledged in the promise made to Abraham; "In thee and thy seed shall all the
nations of the earth be blessed."
Now coming to this controversy; feeling that my own salvation depends upon
the choice that I may make in regard to
what my faith shall be, or of identifying
myself with the people of God; being
acquainted with my errors; feeling the
influence of sin at work i!J my heart; I am
compelled to ask myself the question,
What shall I do that I. might have life?
And the ·answer ought not to be left to the
dictation of this man, or that man, as to
what he should say about it; but I might
always be willing to hear what man has
to say upon it, being allowed to speak in
my own behalf, and to reject what l conceive to be error, without malice or hatred
towards man,and especially feeling in my
own heart a pity for the darkened condition of human beings when left without
that Spirit that is calculated to shine upon
the human heart, wherever tpe light of
revelation in Christ is had.
It Is revealed of Chr.ist that he hath
dwelt with God; that he took upon himself flesh and blood; became subject to all
the ills to which flesh is subjected to; he
wrought out in that condition the salvation of man, for air who would be made
free through obedience to the gospel, and
being sent by the Father could dare to
utter this declaration found in this Scripture, "That the Father hath life in himself, and that he gave to his Son to have
life in himself." Elsewhere in the New
Testament Scriptures we read that they
to whom the Son gives ,this life have life
in themselves.
I find the same promise is life everlasting; I find everything else is but auxiliary
·to it; every office-work of the Spirit
spoken of tends to establish the one thing,
life and immortality to man, or salvation,
being brought into connection with Christ
so that we have life in him; not the life
the world gives us, but the life of the
Spirit, and this life of the Spirit in man
enables him to subdue the flesh, and to
keep this fleshly tabernacle, as Christ kept
his tabernacle, to make it conform to the
Spirit of life that God hath caused to
come down from heaven on the earth.
Now the Apostle Paul asks the question,
and it seems to be a pertinent one this
morning, "What shall separate us from
the love of Christ?" What is it that can
separate us? Shall principalities, or powers, things present, or things to come,
things upon the earth, or things under the
earth? Why, no; and for the simplest of
all reasons; he that has become identified
with the life of Christ, lives with Christ,
and there is nothing except one's wandering away and becoming reprobate that
can possibly take him out of the condition
of faith in that life.
I found, this morning, in looking over
a few passages to which my attention was
called, something that I want to call your
attention to this morning for a few mo-
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ments, as. being peculiarly suggestive. I
want to give you the passages, and I want
you to examine them-every one that feels .
any interest in the matter, and you will
make a discovery, and I think it will be
for the advantage of all interested. The
subject has been spoken of many times,
but this wont hurt you, if I should call
your attention again to this promise of
everlasting life, or the principles by which
we become identified with Christ.
Now turn if you please to the 16th
chapter of Matthew, and 16th verse, "And
Simon Peter answered and said," I want
you to mark the language, "Thou art the
Christ, the Son c,;>f the living God."
Peter, what proof have you of that?
The , Savior himself makes answer to
this question. He knew how Peter .had
received this knowledge; he knew that
no human being had testified to Peter that
he was the Christ, and Peter .could not
have gathered it, so far as human institutions are concerned, from any of them.
The Savior speaks confidently :md says,
"Flesh and blood hath not revealed it unto thee, but my Father which is in heaven."
Now remember the portion of the text I
have read in your hearing. "For as the
Father raiseth up the dead. and quickeneth
them: even so the Son quiCkeneth, whom
he will. For the Father judgeth no man,
but hath committed all judgment unto the
Son. That all men should honor the Son,
even .as thev honor the Father. He that
honoreth not the Son, honoreth not the
Father tl]at sent him." Turn again to the
16th of Matthew, and the Savior says in
reference to this matter, "And I say unto
thee that thou art Peter, and upon this
rock I will build my church, and the gates
of hell shall not prevail against it." Now
he continues right along saying unto
Peter, "I will give unto thee the keys of
the kingdom of heaven." I subtpit unto
you, Peter, as my minister upon earth, the
keys of the kingdom of heaven.
That
was a grave trust to put into human hands,
was it not? And astonishing as it may
<tppear; this confidence was placed in a
man whom the Spirit testified would deny him. We have often wondered how
it happened that Peter did that. · There
are two ways to account for it, and when
we have accounted for it in one way, we
have accounted for the reason why many
individuals who are satisfied to turn away
from . the truth, have not, like Peter, the
moral courage to confess their error, and
they keep away and fight shy of the truth,
and bolster themselves up on this thing
and that thing, until their day is past and
the door is shut against them. Now the
Savior says unto this same man, "When
thou art converted strengthen thy brethren," and when he was converted he did
strengthen his brethren. But what did it
take to convert him? It took the voice of
prophecy to wake him up to the condition
he was in. When that strange circumstance took place, and he beheld the thing
spoken of by the Savior fulfilled, "When
the cock shall crow twice, thou shalt have
denied me thrice," when he heard the
voice of that bird he knew he had sinned
against his Master, and went out and wept

bitterly, and we pave not heard of that individual wavering from that time on. We
are not all Peters, we are not all apostles
like the apostle Paul, the Saul o'f Tarsus.
We will read a little further. "And
whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth shall
be bound in heaven, and whatsoever thou
shalt loose on earth shall be loosed in
heaven." . Now it sometimes happens
when we go abroad in the world, it is
said .with respect to our apostolic quorum,
"The idea that you have apostles in the
church that whatsoever they shall loose on
earth, shall be loosed in: heaven, is an erroneous doctrine, an assu:mption o£ power
not warranted to man." '
'
All we have to say in reference to it is,·
if men ate bound, or in bondage to sin on
earth, how can they be.loosed from this
bondage, or have their sins remitted in
heaven, unless there shall be such a condition of things on earth now bv which
men are sealed, or allowed to enter into
the kingdom of heaven? It is your aspiration, and mine, as the Sunday school
read in response this morning, our hope
and aspirations are heavenly. .
Now try Mark 8: 29, "And he saith unto them, But whom say ye that I am?
And Peter answereth ana saith unto him,
Thou art the Christ." What was it that
Matthew said that Peter said? "Thou art
the Christ the Son of the living God;" but
Mark living at the same period of time as all
the witnesses who testify of Christ did,
records that Peter a.nswered; "Thou art
the Christ." "And he charged them that
they should tell no man of him." Now
here are two men writing about this question·; one identifies the Savior as the Son
of the living God, the other only that he.
was the Christ, leaving out the statement
that he was the Son of the living God.
We turn to Luke 9: 20. In this verse
Luke records this same question and answer thus: "He said unto them, But whom
say ye that I am? Peter answering said,
The Christ of God." Now we have three
historians giving the statement of the
Savior and of Peter, upon this occasion,
concerning the same thing, and thev do
not agree. Which of these shall we accept as testifying correctly? I want you
to take these passages and examine them
carefully, if you have not already done it.
It says he truly charged them to tell no
man that thing. What thing? Why,
that he was the Christ. And why did he
do it? Was he not the Christ? We believe that he was. What was the reason
that he charged them that they should tell
no man that he was the Christ? Was he
not satisfied that they would challenge the
statement they made concerning him? He
knew that they had not testimony that
they could take into earthly courts. If
they as witnesses should be summoned in
an earthly court, and when asked what
they knew about it should say, "I have received a revelation," they would be told,
like the man in Utah when he went before
the district Judge and was asked, "How
do you know that such things were so?"
answered, "\Ve have had a revelation,"
and was told, "This is not a court of heaven, this is an earthly court, and you cannot
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give such testimony as that, it is not al- the days of my life; but if I have been
lowable in earth! y courts."
born of Christ, through the administraBut we have another historian, ] ohn 6: tion of those who have been authorized to
69. I don't want anybody to suppose that open the doors of the kingdom; have reI am calling your attention to these pas- ceived the testimony of the Spirit so that
sages to find fault; I am simply using these I become conscious that Jesus is the Christ,
testimonies to show that these men, while then I can walk the earth satisfied and
they all accepted the testimony of the content, and I can lie down to rest conSpirit that Jesus was the Christ, did not scious that if my life of this flesh should
tell the story just alike. In the 6th chap- go out ere the night had departed, I was
ter of John, 69th verse, it says, "And we still in the hands of the Master.
believe and are sure that thou art that
If in the midst of the controversies of
Christ, the Son of the living God." We this life I am found discharging the duhave read the four evangelists on this ties devolving upon me, my life may go
question, and no two of them tell the out at sunset, or at midnight, yet I am consame story. What Christ did it refer to in scious that God's watchcare is over me,
this last statement, "Thou art that Christ?" and I need not fear whether in life or
He was the Christ that was to come, and death.
all the prophecies that were given before
You know it is said that perfect
concerning him, mark him as the one that love casteth out all fear, and that fear hath
was testified of; and when we come to torment; then those who are fearful are
the verse we have read in this 6th chap- in torment. You remember the apostle
ter of John, these words testify that he Paul speaks about a peculiar kind of fear ,
was the Scm of the living God. We be- that people are all their lifetime subject to,
lieve that when we present the language being in bondage through the fear of
of the Savior, we find it extemls down to death. It seems to me brethren that we
the time in which we live, so that we may should be free from that bondage.
have a hope of life, and have confidence
I know that there are those who are
in the promise, "He that believeth in the anxiouslv waiting for their appointed time
Son hath everlasting life." I may be dif- to come; there is no fear for them; fear
ferently organized from some of you, I
hath torment, but for them there is no
don't know but I am; but I am convinced such torment; they are confident whatthat life eternal is worth more to me than ever may transpire they are in the hands
all the prophecies and tongues that may of the Master, who, in his prayer to his
be uttered. The knowledge that Jesus is Father concerning his ancient disciples
the Christ, and that through him life eter- said, "All them that thou hast given me, I
nal is promised and may be obtained, is have kept, not one of them is lost, except
worth more than all the gifts promised to the Son of Perdition." He was lost bemen in the flesh, and when the time shall cause he willed to be lost.
come that Christ has promised, when the
Now it is necessary that we have a will
angels shall gather together those who are to be saved, and if we are found in the
entitled to life, I am thankful that it is right waywe have no need to fear. I
possible that I m11y find \llY name en graven confess that it is necessary for my happiamongst those favored ones, though I may ness, I believe it is necessary for my hapnever have hearp a tongue spoken by th-e piness, I believe it is necessary for the hapSpirit.
piness of us all, to be satisfied in such a
The hope of immortality in] esus Christ, degree, not in a self-complacent or self-sufand tl!!.e reality of the authority J)f the ficient manner, but in the light of this
ministry sent .out upon the earth, that rep- promise that we have in our reach the
resent Christ, and that they are to have means by which we may be identified
power to inducfmen into the kingdom of with the kingdom of heaven upon earth.
If there is no such means what are we
God,. by which they may be entitled to
everlasting life; that simple fact estab- preaching for? If there is no such comlished, to me is worth more than every mission what are ·we laboring for? If
collateral gift that is connected with the there is no such assurance where shall we
gospel of Christ. Why? Simply, these go? In this 6th chapter of ] ohri, in con.,are the accompaniments of the gospel nection with this last statement that I read
while men are in the flesh; for when men concerning the Christ, Simon Peter says,
pass from this stage of action they are no "We believe and are sure that thou art that
longer needed; .but when they are confi- Christ;" preceding it we have this statedent through C~rist of everlasting life, no ment in the )3d verse, "Then Jesus said
matter what their condition in· this life unto them, V®rily, verily I say unto you,
may be, they are armed against all the op- Except you eat the flesh of the Son of
positions of earth. Now you can seewhy man, and drink his blood, ye have no life
I do not attach so great importance unto in you." Now there is not so hard a saywhat we may call gospelcollaterals. The ing, in all the revelations of. Joseph Smith
assurance of the promise of eternal life is as that, not one; there cannot anything be
of primary importance, everything else is found in them that equals St1Ch a statebut of a secondary consideration; the bless- ment. Look at it, "Except you eat the
, ings that follow .obedience to the gospel flesh. of the Son of man, and drink his
answer their purpose in this life, but how blood, .there is no life in you." Upon this
will they affect me in the day when , statement stands the doctrine of our Cathotongues shall cease, prophecy shall fail and lic:" friends, of transtibstantiation. They
tell you that the emblems .are actually
knowledge shall vanish away?
I may not have received any of these transformed into the veritable .flesh and
Jesus Christ. Are you satisfied
.outward manifeetations .of the Spirit all blood
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that when you take within your lips the
emblems of his death and suffering, you
are taking the flesh and bl~od of the liviag
God? It is said, "Whosoever eateth my
flesh, and drinketh my blood hath eternal
life." Did he intend to feed the unborn
millions with his flesh? Ah, no, but as
often as they should eat and drink of the
emblems of his flesh, and blood, which
was given for them, they should feel in
their souls that his flesh or body was
broken, and his blood was spilled for them.
"He that eateth my flesh and drinketh
my blood, dwelleth in me, and I in him.
For my flesh is meat indeed, and my blood
is drink· indeed. As the living Father
hath sent me, and I live by the Father; so
he that eateth me shall live by me."
This was not to be confined to the
apostolic age; if so, of what value is the
word to us? It must come down to us today. It is said they ate and drank to perpetuate spiritual life; they ate spiritual
food, and drank. spiritual drink, and they
were built up and lived in the Spirit. Now
he says, "This is that breadwhich came
down from heaven; not as your fathers
did eat manna, and are dead; he that eat- ·
eth of this bread shall live forever." The
Savior gives us the explanation of it here;
their fathers did eat manna, in the 'wilderness, and are dead; they were to live in
the Spirit, and were to live in the life of
the Spirit. Those that ate manna died,
and so we can die in the flesh, as if we
had eaten manna; but we shall live in the
Sgirit, having eaten and drank of the
Sptrit of life, which is life everlasting.
"These things said he in the synagogue
of Capernaum." A strange thing occurred right here, and I have often had it
brought forcibly to my mind, under the
circumstances that have surrounded me,
when I have seen a partial fulfillment of
the same, or something like it, which has
caused me to wonder. We read, "1\fany,
therefore, of his disciples when they ·had
heard this said, This is a hard saying, who
can hear it?" It was not a question simply of hearing; did not theyall hear it?
I believe that our Inspired Translation·
says, if I remember rightly: "This is a
hard saying, who can bear it?" There
was many of them could not bear it, for
the record says in reference to it, "When
Jesus saw that his disciples were offended,
he says, Does this offend you? · What and
if you shall see the Son of m1,1n ascend up
to where he was before. But there are
some of you that believe not. For Jesus
knew from the beginmng who it was that
believed not, and who. should betray him.
And he said, Therefore said I unto you,
that no man can come unto me, except it
were given unto him of my Father."
Many of them did not follow after him
from that time. Does it read that way in
the record? It reads, "From that time
many of his disciples went back, and
walked no more with him." They met
with a hard saying under the teaching of
that divine man in the flesh; he had
taught them of spiritual things, and their
fleshly passions had stifled the voice of ·
the Spirit in them, and they would not
any longe~ walk with him,
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It so happens in our experience that
we find similar things to that; individuals
have found hard sayings; they could not
bear them, and tlley have failed to walk
with the Savior. The question is, What
should be our feelings towards them
whom we may think are not walking
with Christ? If there is any one entertaining any other than a feeling of pity
for whatthey may think their blindness
of understanding, they are making a mistake.
If the~e is anything 'in us that partakes
of bitterness toward those who oppose our
faith; if there is anything that rises up in
us in indignant rebellion against them as
individuals, we ought to tear it from our
hearts; it will make us incapable of judging with fairness what they may have to
say. For instance, Elder Braden has come
in our midst believing that we are a deceived people. He has the right to believe what he choos,es; he has the privilege to attack our faith, in any form he
may think fit, so far as our objeCtions are
concerned; he has the right to attack that
which we believeto be the work of God,
although it be to ridicule; and when we
meet in controversy we may expect that
men will act according to that which is in
them, ~ing every possible method and
means they think available to accomplish
their purpose. One thing we have a right
to expect in listening to them, that they
should present what they have to say in a
proper spirit, if not with a proper understanding of what we believe. We must
take it for granted that no man wfto
s'peaks against the faith we have espoused,
feels in regard to it as we do, especially
when we go out in the world and proclaim to the people that we are called of
God to preach the restored gospel which
is in opposition to what they teach. Now,
for mypart, all I have to say in regard to
what is to be said against this faith, go and
hear what they have to say, and don't be
afraid. You can judge in your mind of
what has been said, and when you have
done that don't misjudge the individual;
don't sit in judgment upon his private
motive; remember that judgment is for
the Almighty, to whom it belongs, not
unto us in the flesh. We can judge of
what is said; we can determine whether
we should accept it or not. They h'ave
the same privilege as we have, in this regard; the question as to whether it is
right or' not has to be determined by and
by. We can say we don't believe this or
that; they have the same privilege. Now,
if I have that within me which makes me
conscious that I am living in obedience to
the principles of the gospel of the Son of
God, through which I have the hope and
promise of everlasting life, I can afford to
let others say and do what they believe.
The consequence of what they believe and
do must rest with them, as the consequence
of what I believe and do must rest with
me. In listening to what might be said
against your faith, do not indulge in any
sensation, or bitterness of feeling; do not
give to what may be said more prominence than it deserves; listen to what has
to be said, compare it with the word of

God, but do not manifest any bitterness, end about A. D. r855· We here venture
nor circulat~ any stories of evil whatever the opinion that our Savior comprehendeg
against the character of the individual; ,the entire. period of Jewish captivity, bethat has nothing to do with it. This is my ginning with the desolation of Jerusalem
ad vice to you; do you think it is good? to the end of the "days" there referred to .
This gentleman has had the opportuni- by him, by the use of the adverb "then"
ty to canvass in our midst, everything we in Matthew 24:23, where he says: "Then
believe, and show us what is true or false ifany man shall say unto you, Lo, here is
in it. We have given him all the aid he Christ, or there, believe it not." The
wanted in shape of church publications, t~ Jews were the people expecting a Messishow. us what we believed was an error. ah. Their willful rejection of him when
You have seen the way he has under- he came left them in blindness.
They
taken to do it; that is his business and then went into the most rigorous captivity·
not ours. If you want to go and hear him, ever endured by any people. They would
do so, but when you have done it do not long for deliverance therefrom. Would
lend yourselves to anything that is con- they not · therefore seek every occasion
temptible, in any kind of answer or re- that might present itself, looking for liberaview; but if you review what ne says do tion? The circumstances attending them
so in· a manner becoming. your Christian would highly favor the development of
character; not lending yourselves to ani- counterfeit Christs; and Satan's "eternal
madversion of character or motive; leave vigilance" in opposition to the accomplish~
that in the hands of him whose right it is ment of God's designs in Christ would
to judge. I thank you for your kind at- prompt him to take every advantage of
lention.
their benighted condition. Satan therefore is at the base of all the false alarms
about Christ's coming, from the opening
SIGNS OF CHRIST'S SECOND COMof the Jewish captivity till the present.
ING.-PART III.
Time has demonstrated their falsity, and
the divinity of Christ's prophecy; and all
BY COLUMBUS SCOTT.
their false ''signs and wonders" have failed
BY the foregoing facts with relation to to vindicate them. Another comforting
"the gospel of the kingdom," we can thought is, "the elect" or the children of
easily bring to the test the claims of all God by gospel adoption have never been
who have come forward in these latter "deceived" by any of the false alarms of
times, assuming to be commissioned to an- the coming of Christ, from the coming of
nounce "the midnight cry," declare the Caziba, in the days of the Emperor Adrian,
soon coming of the Lord, or to be fulfill- down to the more mild, but equally deceping the first, second or third angel's mes-. tive in its results, last set time for the comsage of Revelations .fourteenth. Since it ing of our Lord.
is through the light of "this gospel of the
Having traced this subject down to the
kingdom," its publication among the na- present time, when, as it would seem, all
tions, that an intelligent comprehension of who desire to investigate at all may
the other signs of Christ's second coming plainly see that the days of Jewish "capis had, as to their import or signification, tivity" and "tribulation" are virtually
we would hardly expect those signs to be- ended, we may look after those signs pregin to occur till after the restoration and dicted to follow after that period. But one
the beginning of the publication of "the thought more occurs to us relating to the
gospel of the kingdom" among the nations. false christs; that is, when Satan could no
How could the antediluvians have been longer use that device because men had beexpected to understand the import of any come too wise for it, he would then resort
of the signs of the approaching deluge till to raising false alarms concerning the time
Noah had begun authoritatively to pro- of the coming of the true Messiah, and
claim the message given him concerning lead men in their blindness to pervert
it? Who in ancient Israel understood the God's word and misapply it in support of
signs of Messiah's approach save those such false dates and stated times; also,
who heeded the preparatory message of misleading them in regard to the nature
John? Who among them understood the and time of the occurrence of the signs of
signs of Israel's coming captivity except Christ's coming in glory, to save, reward
those who accepted the warnings of the and reign.
Savior in relation thereto?
"The time of the end." This transition
"But as the days of Noe were, so shall period is an age of wonders and signs.
also the coming of the Son of man be." God's ministry are proclaiming "this gosIn those days they "knew not." "But pel of the kingdom," and the gos'pel signs
the wicked shall do wickedly: and none follow those that believe, and "the power
of the wicked shall understand.".:__Dan. of Godliness" attends them, (Matt. 24: 14;
12: 10.
Rev. 14: 6), giving opportunity to those
Some there are who have thought they not in possession of divine authority, but
saw the signs of Christ's coming as predict- who advocate forms of Godliness, to "deny
ed by himself in the chapters we have been the power thereof," (2 Tim. 3: 1-8). And
considering, long before the time there Satan too is abroad with his power and
indicated for them to occur.
signs and lying wonders, also using men
Let us recur again briefly to the "tribu- of corrupt minds, "reprobate concerning
lation" of the Jews, or more properly~to the faith;" "as J annes and Jambres withthe days of that tribulation. As we have stood Moses, so do these also resist the
before seen, both by prophecy and history, truth" with their signs, and work miracles
the days of the Jewish captivity began to to deceive the nations, marf)halling them
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to do battle against God and his Christ, when Israel is thus gathered out of the citement consequent upon the agitation of
(Rev. 16:12, 13; 17:13, 14). Almost Gentile nations, whose "fullness" has the question of the soon coming of Christ,
universal deceptions will characterize the about "come in," (Rom. I r: 25-27), that and the quite universal expectation
time of the end then. The fact that only they may not be "consumed" by the divine aroused, both in the Old World and the
that which is highly sensational and wrath (Mal. 3: 6; Hosea 3: 5), then we New, the unmistakable mistakes made by
startling takes with the masses generally, may look for the following to be realized: th~ false alarmists, I, with many others,
is positive evidence that they are ripe for "Therefore wait ye upon me, saith the am not a little comforted with the conthose wonders, and that we are now living Lord, until the day that I rise up to the sideration, that the Palmyra Seer, Joseph
in that epoch.
prey; for my determination is to gather Smith, though young in years, in 1~30-35,
Having arrived then at the end, conclu- the nations, that I may assemble the king- when this excitement began, though the
sion of the Jewish captivity, the end of the doms to pour upon them mine indignation, moral elements were impregnated with
days of their "great tribulation" and to even all my fierce anger; for all the earth ideas, theories and supposed arguments,
the beginning of their restoration to the shall be devoured with the fire of my going to show, as it was thought, that
land of their fathers, we now expect to set: jealousy."- Zeph. 3: 8. (See also Ezek. Christ's coming might take place any
"the signs of the coming of the Son of 38th chapter and Zech. 14th chapter).
time from I843 and onward; and though
Man" in process of fulfillment. (See D.
Fifthly, at the conclusion of the earthly able advocates of this great agitation
G. 45: 6). We may expect the nations of wonders referred to, we may look for the strained history, events, and misapproprithe earth to develop conditions and political predicted heavenly phenomena to occur; ated Scripture; and although this young
questions that their ablest statesmen will for the Lord "will show wonders in the man claimed to be called of God to "lay
be absolutely unable to solve, so that their heavens above," as well as "in the earth the foundation of" the great work of God
perplexity will be distressing in the ex- beneath," and during this time of destruc- preparatory to the second advent of the
treme; sore vexations; "And all things tion among the nations, it is "in mount Savior, and teaching that his coming was
shall be in commotion; and surely men's Zion and in Terusalem shall be deliver- relatively near, he never for once was misheart's shall fail them; for fear shall come ance, as the Lord hath said, and in the led by any of those theories; nevl:!r for
upon,. all people."-D .. C. 85: 25; Luke remnant whom the Lord our God shall once -was he entangled in the quagmires
2 I : 26). The arm of the Lord is begin- call."-Joel 2: 30-32.
of those false alarmists; never was he
ning to rest upon the nations. "And the
The same order of accomplishment of committed to the dire disappointments of
Lord shall cause his glorious voice to be events is set forth by the Savior as by the the time-setters for the Savior's coming.
heard, and shall show the lighting down prophet Joel, as may be learned by the But like the Savior and the prophets, he
of his arm, with the indignation of his · chapters under consideration.
taught that the work was to b~gin by the
anger, and with the flame of devouring
restoration of the divine authority, in
First, the proclamation of "this gospel
fire, with. scattering, and tempest, and
order to the publication of the gospel, as a
of the kingdom," as a witness to all nations,
hailstones."-lsa. 30:30.
together with the invitation to a consider- witness to all nations. (Matt. 24: 14;
On€ of the leading mistakes of these ation of the signs of his coming. (Matt. Rev. I4: 6, 7). Hence it is that in a revelation given through him in r83o, at an
times by the expositors of prophecy, is in 24: I4, 33-42).
early stage of the work, we read, speaking
locatingthe opening of the great restituSecond, the conclusion of the Jewish to the elders associated with him in the
tion at and subsequently to the second comcaptivity and tribulation, and the conse- work, "Verily I say unto you that ye are
ing of Christ; and for that reason are unable to see the, preparatory work of God quent return of the predicted favor of God chosen out of the world to declare my gospel with the sound of rejoicing, as with
in order to that unparalleled event, the to them.
Third, at or after the fulfillment of the the voice of a trump) • • • and ye are
second coming., "Lord, when thy hand is
lifted up, they Will not see: but they shall Gentile times, the "distress of nations with called to bring to pass the gatht>ring of
see, and be ashamed for their envy at the perple.xity," and "signs in the sun, and in mine elect."--D. C. 28:2, And again,
the moon, and in the sta.rs." .(Luke ;rr: 24, defining the direct testimony to be given of
people; yea, .the fire of thine enemies
shall devour them." - I sa. 26: I I. So 25)· St. Mark's rendenng IS so plain on God relative to the work "among this
wrote Isaiah when viewing, by the pro- this point that comment is unnecessary. generation, in this, the beginning of the
phetic. spirit, the great latter day work. "But in those days, after that tribulation, rising up .and the coming forth .of my
Yes; "darknes~ shall shall cover the earth, the sun shall be darkened, and the moon church out of the wilderness; clear as the
and gross darkness the people," said shall not give her light, and the stars of moon and fair as the sun and terrible as an
the same seer. while viewing the rise heaven shall fall, and the powers that are army with banners."-D. C: 4: 3· Thus
of Zion, God's church, just before the end. in heaven shall be shaken. And then moving along step by step in the developshall they see the Son ofMan coming in ment of the work. "And for this cause I
(Isa. 6o: r, 2). . . . .
The order of the work as set forth by the clouds with gteat power and glory." have said if this generation harden not
Joel is, firstly, the rise ofthe church, (chap- -Mark 13: 24, 25. M:atthew 24:29, 30; their hearts, I will establish my church
ter 2: 15-17), aJ;J.d se~ondly, the restoration is in complete harmony with the testi- among them." Being thus led by divine
of the former and latter rains to the land mony of Mark. According to the above, wisdom, also being informed that in due
of Palestine, followed by the return of the the signs in the sun, moon and stars time God would "bring forth the fullness
fertility of the •land. These rains were here spoken of conclude rather than of the gospel from among the Gentiles to
fully restored by the year I853; just three begin the series of signs of Christ's the house of Israel," (D. C. 12: 5); he
years before th~ Gentile nations of Europe glorious coming, as is asserted by some. also was led by. the revelations of God to
declare that the judgments of God would
by the hand of Turkey, said to old Israel, They occur last rather than first.
Not a few religious teachers have spirit- follow the proclamation of .the gospel
"You are now at liberty to return to your
father land," as before observed, as we ualized these statements of our Savior, and among the nations; that then "cometh
learn by the testimony of Dr. Barclay, Dr. had the sun darkened, or the light of the wrath and indignation upon the people;"
McGowan, Dr. Randal, of Ohio, and Son of righteousness obscured by the the "testimony of. earthquakes,'? and "the
others of eminent authority on thissubject, douds of apostasy centuries ago; arid the voice of thunderings," of"lightnings," and
and have recently labored as missionaries moon, or church, hid away in the. gloom of "tempests," "the waves of the sea heavof the wilderness. of the dark ages; and ing themselves beyond their bounds. And
in the holy land.
And thirdly, following this the Jews the stars, or ministry of Christ, · falling all things shall be in commotion;" (D: C.
are to begin to regather to their. long with the army of martyrs of ancient 8 5: 25); that great distress would be real~
Roman persecutions. The coming and ized by the nations consequently; and as
desolated home. See verses I 8-26.
Fourthly, after this the Jews will be reign of Christ, according to this view, we have before quoted, that at the fullness
visited vvith the gospel of Christ, and must have been the rise, reign. and glory ·of the Gentile times, theJ ews would gather
some w~U begin to b,elieve it, obey it, and of Mystery Babylon! The reign of the in from their long drspersion to their own
land. (D. C. 45: 3), And further, that
will receiv.e the Holy Spirit, in dream, "man of sin!"
In the openingup of the wonderfulex· wars, rumors of wars, and mfl.ny desola"vision and prophecy. (Verses 28, 29) •.And
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tions awaited the wicked, as the end ap- ably provided with the good things of this moni met and organized the "Latter Day
world; and as a re8ult of this fact; there Saints' Literary Exchange," September
proached.
~
Joseph Smith never made the grave are a great many in the church who are '2oth, I~9o, which society hasfor its object
mistake of making the "midnight cry," unable to provide themselves with the the work of furnishing the church publiand then because he made a failure, try to church publications, and, being isolated cations and other standard literature to
get out of it by declaring that a "tarrying from the body, seldom have the opportu7 those who are too poor to pay for them
time" is to follow! (See Matt. 25: 5). No nity of attending the preaching of the them.selves. The plan of operation is as
tarrying time is indicated .after the cry is word.
follows:
For some time past different persons in
made! Many of those who assumed to be
ISt. You who have any of the church
the servants to give "the household meat the church have been struggling with the publications, or other standard literature,
in due season," have made this mistake problem of how to provide these brethren which you would be willing to put to
during the last fifty years, and thereby and sisters, and also others not of the further use by donating it .to others who
church who cared for them, with ·the are not so fortunate as yourselves. in this
"deceived many."
And in conclusion on this topic he. church publications. It is. probable that respect, and who are hungering and thirstt;mght by revelation: "And it shall come there has always been more or less work ing for the spiritual and \intellectual food
to pass that .he that feareth me shall be of this kind done by individuals, but the whir:h has been bestowed so bounteously
looking forth for the great day of the amount of good accomplished has been upon you, but which seldom comes wii:hin
Lord to come, even ·for the signs .of· the meager and scattering-as :t few drops of their reach, should notify the secretary,
· coming o! the Son of Man; and they shall water in the mighty ocean, or a grain of Bro. Peter M. Hinds, Lamoni, Iowa,
see signs and wonders, for they shall be sand here and there upon the shore.
stating name, volume and number of artiThe question that presented itself was cle, and the secretary will immediately inshown forth in the heavens above, and in
the earth beneath; and they shall behold not of a local nature-not simply how to form you who to send it to. If, however,
blood and fire, and vapors of smoke, and supply one needy here and another there,- there should be no present demand for the
before the day of the Lord shall come, the but how. can we reach the greatest num- article, you will be instructed to send to
sun shall be darkened, and the moon be ber, how can we do the most good in this the secretary direct. If you are wilcling to
turned into blood, and stars fall from branch of the work?
spare your Heralds, Hopes, etc., as soon
heaven; and the remnant [Jews] shall be
"In unity is strength" is a saying the as you have read them, y~u should notify
gathered unto this place [Jerusalem]; and truthfulness of which has been too fully the secretary to that effect, and he will
then they shall look for me, and behold I demonstrated to warrant any in doubting send you a name and address to which you
will come; and they shall see me in the it, and the attention of those who were can mail a roll every month as you read
clouds of heaven, clothed with power and most deeply interested in this question was them. In some cases where you are not
great glory, with all the holy angels, and turned to the task of discovering' some financially able to pay the postage on
he that watches not for me shall be cut means by which an organized movement them every month, the secretary can send
off."-D. C. 45: 6; Revelation I83I·
could be effected. It was not, however, you stamps to use for this.purpose. Thus
It seems to me that all the circumstances until June, I89o, that a plan was publicly many times postage can be saved by
surrounding us, the many mistakes of men presented, by Bro. H. B. Root, of Deluz, having you send direct to those in need
regarding this subject, these teachings of California, through the Correspondence instead of here. Be sure to give your
Joseph would indicate that his claim to Department of Autumn Leaves, having address in full every time you write, that
divine call and inspiration is quite fully this end in view.
mistakes may be as few as possible.
vindicated, and his prophetic mission susBro. Root suggested that "the 'Grand
zd. In order that we may be kept intained; that the work he was instrumen- Lodge' be at Lamoni, with assisting so- formed as fully as possible of persons in
tal in laying the foundation of, is of God. cieties wherever there is one or more need of reading matter, we earnestly reTime, the great inexorable arbiter of facts members of the church," and that those of quest the traveling ministry, district and
is demonstrating it. Are we willing to the c!;mrch who had matter that they were branch presidents, and all who are willing
"see" .while we may, or will w.e wait till willing to donate, to send the same to those to help in this labor of love, to send to the
forced to see to our contempt? (See I sa. at Lamoni, who were to send them out secretary the names and addresses of all
26: I I).
.
again wherever they could be used to sci- worthy poor whom they may know,
vantage; also, all who were interested in that we m.ay be enabled to look after their
the movement were to keep those at La- wants. We also earnestly urge all such
LATTER DAY SAINTS' LITERARY
moni posted, as well as possible, as to persons who are not now receiving the
EXCHANGE.
where such matter could be used to ad- church papers not to hesitate to send in
IT is a well kn~wn fact that almost every vantage. Bro. Root's plan, however, was their names and addresses.
large organization of people includes a simply to distribute .story papers, cards,
3d. As there is no work of any magnigreat many poor among its members. and such tl:ings as would please and in- tude but what requires considerable finance
Owing to the peculiar character and pur- struct the children of the poor who could to carry it on, this work being no exceppose of its organization, this is especially not procure such things themselves.
tion to the rule, and believing also that
true of the church of Christ. Paul says,
The next one to write upon the subject there are many in the church who would
"For ye see your calling, brethren, how was Bro. C. R. Duncan, whose letter ap- prefer to donate money rather than part
that not many wise men after the flesh, pears in the Correspondence Department with their church publications, we request
not many mighty, not many noble, are of Autumn Leaves for July, I89o. Among all who are able and willing to send in as
called: but God hath chosen the foolish other things he said: "I have noticed in much as they feel like. giving to the treasthings of the world to confound the wise; my travels that there are hundreds of urer Bro. Willis W. Kearney, Lamoni,
and God hath chosen the weak things of copies of the Herald and Hope that are Iowa, and they may feel assured that it will
the world to confound the things which read once, then cast aside, and either torn be taken care of and expended where it will
are mightv ," etc., and Jesus, in answering up by small children, or thrown into the do the most good. We have been sustained
John's query as to whether he was indeed waste basket. This I have seen in many quite liberally in this respect in the past,
the one who should come, or whether places. Not long ago I picked up a copy and as the society is put to considerable
thev should look for another, referred, of the E-Ierald that had been thus cast expense in the way of paying postage,
am~ng other things, as proof that he was
aside, and I found that it contained a copy freight, etc., and as it will also wish to subindeed the one prophesied. of, to the fact of the revelation given at the last confer- scribe for church publications occasionalthat "the poor have the gospel preached ence at Lamoni. I put it into my pocket, ly, it is hoped the brethren and sisters
and in a short time met a sister who did will continue to thus liberally sustain it.
to .them."
As it was in Christ's time, so it is to- not get to read the Herald, and I gave it
Remember that all money must be sent
dav. The gospel is~preached in its full- to her. It was .highly appreciated too."
to the treasurer, Bro. Willis W. Kearney,
ness and purity to the laboring classes as
Acting upon the suggestions . thus of- Lamoni, Iowa, and all reading matter,
well as to those who .are more comfort- fered, a number of young people of La- letters of information and of inquiry to the
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recent talk concerning the effects of the
renewed triple alliance. It is evident that
WILLIS W. KEARNEY.
France and Russia intend that their friendBy order of Society.
ship shall be made plainly apparent for the
behoof of Germany, Austria and Italy,
and such other nations, including England,
as may sympathize with the ureibund. A
grand banquet was given to-day at the
ITEMS OF INTEREST.
French embassy in honor of the officers
of the visiting French fleet. The Grand.
EARTHQUAKE AT EVANSVILLE.
Duke Alexis, Admiral 'Geravais, comEVANSVILLE, Ind., July 26.-The most mander of the French squadron, and the
distinct shock of earthquake ever felt here Russian ministers of marine, of the inteoccurred at 8: 28 this evening. It. was rior, of finance, and commerce, and the aspreceded by a rnmbling noise resembling Sistant foreign minister were present. The
distant thunder.
A moment later vio- French ambassador toasted the Czar of
lent shaking occurred, lasting several sec- Russia, and the Grand Duke Alexi:-~ reonds. The motion was lateral, apparently sponded by toasting Pres. Carnot and the
from north to south. Windows rattled "gallant French squadron."
and buildings swayed perceptibly. The
M. Marey, by arranging his own appapopulace fled in affright into the streets.
All the open stores in the business center ratus has succeeded in photographing the
and private residences were emptied of flight of insects, the exposure of the plate
their occupants. Congregations at alt the being necessarily not over 1-25,oooth part
churches rushed pell-mell into the streets of a second.
NEW DISCOVERIES IN ANCIENT EGYPT,
without waiting for the benediction. Serious panics occurred at several churches.
Fresh interest was given to anCient
At the First Baptist a number of children Egypt by the recent discovery of Bubasfell down the steps and were hurt, none tis and the treasure city of Pithom. Dr.
N a ville, the discoverer, has added to his
dangerously.
laurels by identifying and describing some
LOCUSTS IN INDIA.
other places connected with the flight of
An army of locusts ten miles wide re- the Israelites from Egypt. One of these
cently swept over, the Punjab in India. It is Succoth, to which "the children ofisrael
occupied five days in passing~ Not much journeyed from Rameses," and where they
harm was done to crops, however, since baked the dough :which they carried "Yith
they were so far advanced that they could them in their haste. N a ville made'' an
be harvested before the locusts reached elaborate survey there, and finds that Sucthem.
coth was not a city, but a district. It
DISTRESS IN RUSSIA.
must have been a district of considerable
Distressing accounts continue to be pub- size, as the Israelites who stopped there
lished of the sufferings of the agricultural numbered "about 6oo,ooo on foot that
population in large districts of Russia. A were men, besides children," as the story
correspondent of ~me ofthe principal agri- of the Exodus relates. The next place
cultural newspapers, writing from the identified. by N avi:Ue was Baal-zephon,
government of K,ostroma, declares that he where the pursuing Egyptians came on
has found everywhere men, women, and the Israelites in camp. This, as the book
children with haggard faces and swollen of Exodus states, was "between Migdol
bodies clad in wretched rags.
Typhus and the sea." He finds by newly discovfever was raging among them in all di- ered papyri that it was not a city either,
rections. Children 16 years old were no but a shrine of Baal, and a place of noted
larger than ordinary children of ro. The pilgrim:llges. From a papyrus also he
bread upon which these unfortunates ex- concludes that Migdol was the seat of the
ist, he says, is a mixture of oatmeal mixed ,Serapeum, or temple of the god Serapis.
with pounded bar.k gathered from certain When the Egyptians attempted to follow
"In Kazan," says the Nedelga, the escaping Israelites and were swallowed
trees.
"among the indigent persons who received up by the waves it was under the very
tickets for gmtisdinners during the week eye& of their god.
were 136 noblemen and 76 ecclesiastics."
In Penza the peasants have nothing but
bread to eat, and :sometimes can only get
With frontispiece each month.
that three or four;times a wee~. In some
Published monthly, 48 pages, neatly covered.
places parents are actually offering their
Price per year
$1.50.
children for sale. · The condition of affairs
Mrs. M. w·alker, Editor and Publisher. .
may be imagined wheri it is reported
Contents for August: A forest scene in Peru,
that a physician ii1 Odessa seriously pro- with frontispiece-From the Fountain to the
posed that cheap soup for the starving Sea-'-Are they ·Christian?-The Franklin SeLetter 2-The Fire by the Sea-Sinceritv
people should be made out of the carcasses ries,
Seeking Salvation, No. 6-lnfluence of Sunday
of cattle killed because they .were sufter- School work upon the Church; Import~nce of
ing.from tuberculosis. The poor Jews of Early Training, &c ..-Christ's ~cond Coming"Good·by; God bless you."-Sketch of Events
course experience the hardest lot of all.
in the Life of Alvah Smith..,..The Cliff·Dwellers·
LET THE DREIBUND BEWARE,
, of Colorado-'-Thoughts Suggested by Bro. Bur,
ST. PETERSBURG, July 24.--The ex- ton's Vision in "Autumn Leaves"..,..Essay on
Corner-Department of Cor·
treme. cordiality that has marked the re- · Health-Editor's
respondence- Her Ideal Home:-:- A Hint for
. ceptioh oft11e Frenchsquadron in Rus- Some One~Domestic Department-'-Fai!ure at
. sian waters is noteworthy in view ()f the the End-Round Table.

SIS

secretary, Bro. Peter M. Hinds, Lamoni,
Iowa.

AUTUMN LEAVES,

MASSACHUSETTS.
Conference convened at Providence, Rhode
Island, May 9th. Bro. Joseph Luff was chosen
chairman, F. M. Sheehy associate; G. H. Gates
clerk, G. Robley assistant; R. Bullard chorister;
G. A. Yerrington organist; G. Smith, J. L.
Edwards and M. Sheehy ushers. Minutes of
previous meeting read and approved as corrected.
The chair appointed as auditing committee G.
H. Gates and S. Ashton. On committee to ex·
amine branch reports, G. Robley, A. B. Pierce
and W. CromptoR. The resignation of M. H.
Bond as district president was read and accepted,
and a vote of thanks was tendered Bro. Bond for
his services. Elders reported: Joseph Luff, F.
M. Sheehy, G. S. Yerrington, N.C. Eldridge, J.
B. Pearce, John Smith, A. N. Hoxie, C. E.
Brown. Priests: G. Robley, I. R Ames, G. H.
Gates. Teachers: R. Bullard, J. F. McKenna.
Deacons: A. B. Pierce, M. Sheehy. Committee
on disorganization of Douglass branch reported
no progress. Committee continued. Committee
on Epitomes reported progress. Committee con·
tinued, with the name of R. Bullard substituted
for that of M. H. Bond, with authority to pro·
cure new electroplates, of larger type, and ten
thousand copies of Epitome of Faith; also to
draw on the district treasurer for necessary
funds. F. M. Sheehy was chosen district· president and G. H. Gates clerk; R. Bullard was
sustained as Bishop's Agent, W. H. Kelley as
president of mission. General church authori·
ties were alsosustained. Bishop's agent's and district treasurer's reports were read and accepted
and referred to auditing committee. Committee
on rules of branch representation reported no
progress, and committee continued. Report of
committee on branch reports was received, and
reports not found correct were referred to the
district clerk for correction. Report of auditing
committee read and approved. Thanks were
tendered the Providence Saints for hospitalities.
The Sunday morning prayer services were
marked by an unusual degree of spiritual power,
under direction of Brn. J. Luff and F. M. Sheehy.
Bro. F. M. Sheehy spoke at 2: 30 p.m., assisted
by John Smith; and Joseph Luff in the evening,
assisted by Thomas Whiting. A peaceful and
hopeful spirit pervaded the assemblies, and the
Saints departed feeling strengthened for future
labors. Adjourned to Dennisport, the first Saturday in February, at 2:30p.m.

TWO DAYS' MEETING.
There will be a two days' meet!n'g of the Eldorado Springs branch, at. the arbor one. fourth
of a mile west and one-fourth of a mile south of
Lebeck, Cedar county, Missouri, Saturday and
Sunday, August ISth and I6th, I89r.
C. M. ScHRODER, Branch Pres.
IRVINGTON REUNION.
The following arrangements have been made:
All who desire to camp will .find good camp
grounds near the Saints' chapel. . Hay will be
furnished by the bale at cost (at present $I2 per
ton), or the horses can be pastured at so cents
per week. There are several vacant houses near
the chapel which can be obtained fpr a moderate
rent by those preferring houses to camp in, if
they are then empty.
Thme preferring nicely furnished rooms can
obtain them at $2.50 per week or 40 cents per
night; and if desired, the use of an oil stove for
cooking, for a small sum in advance of this
price .. Meals can be obtained at ,25 cents; board
by. the day, $I; by the we.ek, $5·. A few oil
stoves can be had free; .for the use of those who
occupy the vacant houses~ Straw £or beds can
be obtained if needed. Stabling close to chapel
lot; hay at cost .
:eaker's bread, everyday, fre;,)l. Canned goode"
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and groceries _in town, or Bro,ll:peorge Lincoln,
of i8or Polk street, San Fran'i:::lsco, will send to
the camp grounds daily supplies, if needed.
Fresh meats daily.
_
_
- .
All persons coming on the cars will qe met at
the station by brethren who may be known by a
badge or ribbon on their co.ats.
All comingwith teams will drive to the chapel,
where they will be met by brethren who will
direct them to camping grounds, stable, etc.
It will assist the committee If those intending
to come will notify them by card and state
whether they wish. to camp, have furnished
rooms, board, or occupy a vacant house; whether
they wish hay or pasture for their horses. Address Simeon Stivers, at Irvington.
Everything possible will be done to make
visitors comfortable and happy, and "Ve expect
all the Saints who can possi~ly come will come,
leaving behind them an ill feelings,.prejudices,
and be prepared for a spiritual feast of good
things from the Lord.
In behalf of the conference committees,
J. G. YouNG,
S. STIVERS.
IRVINGTON, Alameda Co., Cal., July 17th.

REUNION NOTICE.
The Reunion of the Fremont and Pottawattamle district& will be held three miles east of Hen·
derson, on•grou11d belonging to Bro. G. F. Skank,
commencing Saturday, August 15th, holding
over two Sundays.
There will be a stand on the ground where
persons desiring can obtain lunch and provisions;
also hay and grain will be sold at reasonable
rates. Straw and firewood will be furnished
free of cost.
Parties coming by rail will be met at Hender·
son on Friday and Saturday, rsth and r6th, Tues·
day and Friday, r8th and 21st, and taken to the
ground free of charge.
All such coming must be at Hastings, on the
main line of the_ G. B. & Q. by noon, as there is
but one train up the branch each day, none on
Sundays.
Prominent speakers from abroad will be present.
The committee and Saints in this vicinity have
labored and will continue to labor to make this
meeting a success, and we trust all the Saints
and friends who' possibly can will meet with us.
By order of committee,
A. BADHAM, Sec.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The Montana district conference will convene
at Willow Creek, Gallatin county, Montana, August 15th. We desire that the district be well
represented; so let us have a full attendance and
a full report from all the branches.
J. E. REESE, 1-res.,
G. REESE, Sec.
BORN.
BoNNEY.-On the 28th of February, r888, at
Wichita, Kansas, to Mr. Frank and Mrs. Annie
Bonney, a daughte~; adopted by Bro. Jerome
and Sr. Pauline Ruby. Blessed July 19th, r89r,
at Davenport, Iowa, by Elder J. S. Roth, and
named Ruby Bonnie.
MARRIED.
BATHE-BURCH.- At Pleasanton, Iowa, on
the evening of July 23d, 1891, Mr. Elmer C.
Bathe and Sister Emma J. Burch were united in
marriage by Elder H. A. Stebbins. The bride is
the daughter of Bro. and Sr. Thomas J. Burch,
formerly of Saint Louis, Missouri. Presents and
good wishes were brought by the assembled
guests, and, after the ceremony and the supper,
the evening passed in a social way, and with
music to aid in making the occasion a joyous one.

SEND THEM IN.
We are preserving several hundred copies oi each
installment of the Braden Kelley Debate, and shall
be prepared until further notice to furnish all our report to new subscribers. 50cts will secure the entire
report.
LAMBERT BROS. Publishers,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

The Northern Nurseries,
[From the Traer, (Iowa) Star-Clipper].

Not long ago we had the pleasure of a run
through the fields of this growing home industry.
The nursery is located one and one-half miles
southeast of Traer, and favorably situated in all
respects. It is reached by main traveled roads
from the south, west and north. The nurseries
are divided by two passage ways running through
the center of the grounds. The packing sheds
and cellars are near the front end. H would be
useless to attempt an enumeration of the stock
grown. It comprises a general stock, with thousands of apples and millions. of evergreens and
forest trees. The Northern Nursery Company
are not men who do their work in a reckless
manner, but are doing a solid business, and every
day it .is growing. .They are shipping a larger
amount this year than ever before. Their specialty is .a retail trade with the planter, and for
this they have an army of men on the road, with
Messrs. Whitacre, Lawrence, Beckwith and Freeburn, who have been connected with the nursery
for years, at their head. After learning the way
their orders were booked and handled, we made
up our mind that mistakes would not occur. The
filling of the orders and packing is all superintended by the manager, who has grown up in the
nursery business and knows how to handle trees.
The Northern Nursery Company is a good thing
for Traer, as its pay roll. for one year will sum
up well into the thonsands.
They will pay out
between two and three thousand for weeding
ingalone, this year. Then trees are grown on
land unprotected by wind breaks and should be
hardy. Their apple and plum orchard looks
fine. We think they grow the largest stock of
evergreens in Iowa, and they all look we11.
Shoemake~·

We want a
can, furnish
respondent
a job.
rsag

and. BiacksmUh.

No. I Shoemaker to work on shares;
.work for a year. Also, want to corwith a No. I Blacksmith that wants
JOHNSON & HUNTSMAN,
Redding, Ringgold Co., Iowa.

MILLINERY STOCK
For sale in Lamoni at a bargain. Write to
Box 230, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.

SPIRITUAL GIFTS
AND

THE SEER OF PALMYRA:
Or
SEQUJ~Jf,

TO SPIRITUAL GIFTS;
By M. H. BOND.

Modern Prophets after ancient types.
Who was Joseph Smith!
Was he a religious impostor!
Was he a "Spirit :rtiedium''?
What does the Bible say about Josepll
Smitll?
The Truth by Three Witnesses-Christianity in the
First and Nineteenth Century-The Ancient and Modern Pharisee-The Revelations of Emmanuel Swedenborg-Modern "Spirit Mediums," and Hypnotic Religious '·Revival," as Against Reason and Bible Testimony, and in Contradistinction to the Work of "The Latter
Day Seer," Examined in the Light of FACTS and Human
History-A Rational and Scriptural Exposition or Explanation of Old and New 'l'estament Prophecy and Doctrine.
A Revision of "Spiritual Gifts," With Supplement and
Appendiz. Nearly twice the reading matter of Spiritual
Gifts. Paper covers 35cts .. full cloth binding 60 cents.
For Sale at "Herald Office," or by M. H. Bond, Willoughby, Ohio. Liberal Discount to Agents.
4apr
ROBT. WINNING,
President.

D. F. NICHOLSON,
Cashier.

FARMERS BANK,
LAMONI,

IOWA,

PAYS INTEREST ON TIME DEPOSITS,

Money to loan.
FARM LANDS AND TOWN LOTS FOR SALE.

HOUSE FOR SALE.
HP.ving to move to Cleveland- for my business, I offer
or sale my House of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace in it, and water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.

"WHAT IS MAN?"
This is the question of questions with the
race; and all our erivironinents unite to make it

TH.I<1 QlJESTION OF THE HOUR.
This question is answered in the

PREPARED BY

ELDER

J.

R. LAMBERT,

And now offered for sale by Lambert Brothers.
The arguments and evidences compiled In
this work have been accumulating in the mind
and at the desk of the author for years; and the
book now offered is not a pro<;luction hastily
thrown together, but is the result of long, patie'nt and thorough study and investigation.
The book comprises a thoroughly systematic
line of argument, historical, scientific and Biblical, in favor of present immortality in- man;
and also full consideration of. and reply to all
the strongest and most frequently urged

Arguments of Mortal-Soulists.
Greek and Hebrew .Originals,
for soul, spirit, hell, and a. host of other words
are cited and defined by reference to leading
scholars and authors.

Leading Morta:I-Souiist .Authors
are permitted to defend their own positions in
their own words, thus securing the just treatment of opponents.
Not a single important argument or position
of mortal-soullsts is left unnoticed.
The work is particularly full and complete on
the resurrection, the judgment and the "second death."
Over 250 closely printed pages. More matter
than many large margined subscription books of
over 400 pages.
Cloth binding .••••••..... 75 cents.
Paper binding .....•...... so cents.
Paper binding will be ready about August
rsth, cloth binding about September I 5th.
Place your orders at once, and aid us in getting out the work.
Address,
LAMBERT BROS.,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
P.S.--Agents wanted everywhere; write us
for terms.
raug.

ZION'S

ENSIGN,

Published every Saturday at

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,
Brethren { J. A. RoBINSON _}Editors.
F. G. PITT

Subscription price, $1.00 per year.
It is devoted to the spreading of religious truth as
viewed by the Saints.
_
.
Each issue contains a sermon by one of the ministry,
reports of the different societies in the church, and articles bearing uppn or explanatory of the doctrmes of the
church.
It is the intention to make it a ltelp to the missionary
at home and in the field; a sourr.e of comfort to the scattered ones who are denied church privileges, and to bring
the Saints into closer relationship with each other.

Elder Isaac N. Roberts, box 90, Pipestone, Minn.
E. L. Kelley, Presiding Bishop, Temple, Lake county, Ohio.
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"BBA.BKEN TO Tmll WoBD 011' Tl'lll LOIU>! FOR THERE SH.ALL NOT ANY MAN bOlll& YOV llA"flll S.A."flll 1!l liD

On Wlll'lll-

AID> CONOllllDi!ES

HE SHALL fiAVE NoNE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
.
"Wll BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN Btl'r O:!f:m HtroAli!D: EXOlll'T lJil CASE 011' DBATH, wmm JlllTHliiR
xs AT LIBERTY TO MA~Y AGAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec.109, par. 4.
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knowledge. Truth is necessarily destined was not in itself sufficient; Lut that his
to
finally prevail; but there are immoder- sufficiency was of God, whose strength is
9f.lleial Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ Ol
ate and extreme positions and men, and made perfect in weakness. Out of weakLatter Day Saints
Pl;mLisHBD AT LAMONI, DECATUR CouNTY, IowA,
both are unsafe because they are incorrect ness Paul and other inspired men were made
Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
and not sufficiently comprehensive in ar- strong through divine intelligence, direc'.l'he Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presidents•
rangement, work and meth()d. Extrem- tion and grace. His life was quickened by
ad the Bishop's Agents, are requested to solicit new sub"
acribers, and help build up the paper and the publication
ists
are constantly on hand blindly ready the divine Unction which brought to him
department.
BUsiness Letters and Subscriptions must be sent to David
to go to the fullest extent in any popular, comprehension imd ability to properly use
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Registered Letter, or Express.
flowing tide.
·
what was goo€! in his scholastic learning,
Entered as second class matter at Lamoni Post Office.
Emphasis aiid energy should be given and to unlearn whathad to be dispensed
to every movement that. will expose, do with. In so doing he found it necessary to
away with error, and bring truth to light; lay aside what formerly he ignorantly did
but we are committed to opposition to in all good conscience when a pharisee of
·
fallacious movements; also to confidence the Pharisees.
EDITOR.
JOSEPH SMITH
in the unshaken and immovable character
He taught what our teachet~ of modern
AsSOCIATE EDITOR.
W. W. BLAIR
of the true. True foundation principles religious systems would do well and have
4,SSISTANT EDITOR.
R. S. SALYARDS
and that which is intelligently, correctly need to learn ~he,signification of, failure to
Lamoni, I ow a, Aug. I 5, I 89 I.
built thereon will successfully resist every comprehend which hasplunged them into
assault and forever remain among the present predicaments-that "man by his
HIGHER CRITICISM,
things that cannot be moved.
own wisdom cannot find out God ;"-"by
It is possible that individuals may yet revelation he made known unto me the
"HLGHER Criticism is still hard at work.
This time it appears to have fixed itself reduce their notions,conceptions of higher mystery;" ''for~ ~~it her receiyedit of man,
within the brain of a correspondent of the criticism to such. an indefinable, imagina- neither was iLt;.rught it, but by the re,velaIndianapolis 'Journal, who •is struggling tively fine point that nothing real or sub- tion of Jesus Christ." "It pleased God to
to prove that 1'Abraham Lincolv. n~ver stantial will remain to those adopting such reveal his Son'' in him;· for "it is written"
theories of overmuch "ever-learning;" that, "No man can say that Jesus is the
split rails"! .
·
The disease seems contagious, and may themselves approximating the condition Lorci.b1Jt by" the ·Holy . Ghost.'' "This
become epidemic.
Is it a fashionable of the Greek philosopher who. taught that is life eternal that they might know
"fad," or is thf'l conviction .correct that existence and all its sensations were not thee the only living and true God. and
persons not VV,ell anchored are carried realities; were merely imaginary.
Jesus Christ whom thou hast.sent.''
"The difficulties that bes.et a theme are . "Present revelation," an ever-presentfeaabout by each ptevailing current, or moved
by every variable wind? Our readers are reasons. for its study, not valid objections ture in the spiritual economy of God, acpr<>bl!blyaware; that the existence of Nac to its truth." Supposedly well-grounded companying as it\l.shered in this "the dispoleon Bonapa:t;te .has been called in q.ues- facts against the. Bible have by careful ex- penl!ation of the fullness of times" will
tion, a .book having been publishea to amination been so repe.atedly shown to solve the problem; but many in the presprove him a my'th. If this so-calle.d high- have no valid existence that a mass of well ent will not have. it so, tr.usting rather to
er criticism continues its course the bt:ight- established, widely varied and so strong the incompleteness of partial light or to
est stars in th~ galaxy of our modern a class ()f evidence ha~; be.en produced in the fallibility of human judgment.upon
American history may be entirely obscured support of the claims of the Scriptures, matters which can only be fully compreDefore this waye of ill-founded doubt, and that he who throws himself against, to an- hended through reception of the divine
we be left with'out our cherished heroes; tagonize them finds himself in similar con- Spirit, of which the word is the expresand who knows at what it may next make dition to one who vainly hurls himself sion. "The letter killeth, but the Spirit
a drive.
·
·· ·
maketh alive."
against the solid rock.
Much of this n1is~named and high•
The school of critics who because of
Is it not pos&lble, probable that this mis- ·
nomer."higher ~riticism'' is but an old and limited scientific and historic knowledge sounding "higher criticism". is . but the
oft-defeated foe in a new face? Some of the past and present assail the historic manifestation of doubt and lack of know]~
phases of so-ca~led scientific and other ob- credibility and the divinity of some por- edge consequent upon failure to receive
jections of late: .urged against Scripture tion~ of the Holy Scriptures are resisted in spiritual li!iht ltO'm God ;becat:lse of not
statement have been: r.efuted, unmasked their. conclusions . by critical examiners accepting Hi!n as He .stands revealed in
and identified as old and revampe(l nega- equally capable and evidently more sober . the completeness of gospel principles.
tions. formerly :put forth against thetruth in judgment, who declare in favor of the
of revelation, 11nd · answered .again and truth .of the sacred word. Indeed; the
again .. Is nottpis ·another such, apparent- Scriptures themselves. anticipate and fore- A FEW issues. back V\le gave a clipping
tell present and future disbelief and relig- from a St. J os13ph, Missouri, paper, stating
ly modified?
·•·
.
Isnot its present appearance to be at least ious indifference, in their outline of the. something abotltanadministration to the
partly accounted for on th~ ground that past, present and future general conditions sick by Bro. {~arden E. Peuel. .. We here
give another testim&ny from the Daily
men educated. t() believe the creeds, findm g of men.
Globe, of Atchison,. Kan~as, for July 2.3d .:
The Apostle Paul, preeminently a rep:
them faulty, hf~ve gone too far in the re"Elder Deuel,. an old white hai~edrrilm of the
actionary r,novel;nent consequ.ent upoQ dis- resentative Christian, .af! inspired man of
covery of the etrors.()f Cl'llvin, et. a!., ~nd God, a ''.master builder,", •was intensely, Church ()f Latter ])ay S~ints, is c;n1sing ago9d
while reje~ting fallacies of uninspired closely critical in hisstudy, also in his deal of excitem~nt in Atchison by healing in the
men, have failed to ·make distinction be- written statements and in all hi:s pre- name of the Lord; Yesterda.Y The Glob.e stated that
tween the: hu.man an:d the divine?
' sentatiops-authoritative presentations- he h11d attempted to .cure a case of sore eyes fora
girl na.m~d Kensex, and failed. Alex. K!'!nser;wh.o
No pn>per growth of liberal and really. of the. word. of Goq~· . ·. . . ·
Educated at the feet of G-amaliel, he yet drives all .express \Vagqp.~ and ,father of the girl,
progressive ideas can &e successfully hinto-day that Deuel did. not filii; that the
dered. in this dayofin:creasinglightan:d learned that limited, human knowledge
THE .SAINTS'

HERALD:
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THE "SAINTS' HERALD.

girl's eyes are now nearly well, after havin'g been
very serious for several years. No medicine has
been used within a year.'' Deuel did n'othing
more than anoint the girl with ,oil, and say a
prayer; that is, he poured a quantity of olive oil
on her head, and rubbed it while saying his prayer.
Deuel does not represent the polygamous brant::h
of the church; some' of the Mormons, as you may
know, do not believe in polygamy, and pever
did."
UNLAWFUL MARRIAGES.
"PLEASE answer through Herald where in Scripture cousins of the first or second degree are prohibited from marriage with each other? Second, Is
it contrary to the church rules now to permit
cousins of the first degree to marry? Third,
When they are cousins of first degree on both
sides, making them doubly first cousins, is it
right for them to marry? Fourth, Are first
cousins prohibited? Fifth, Are second cousins
prohibited.?"

The laws of consanguinity as defined by
the Legisl!lture of the State of Iowa are as
follows: · ·
"No man shall marry his. father's sister,
mother's sister, father's widow,'' wife's mother,
daughter, wife's daughter, son~s widow, sister,
son's daughter, daughter's daughter, son's son's
widow, daughter's son's widow, brother's
daughter, or sister's daughter."
"No woman shall mirry her father's brother,
mother's brother, mother's husband, husband's
father, son, husband's son, daughter's' husband,
brother, son's son,daughter's son, son's daughter's
husband, daughter's daughter's hu·sb,and, brother's
son, or sister's son."

As defined by Illinois:
"Marriages between parents and children, including grandparents and grandchildren of
every degree, between brothers and sisters of the
half as well as of the whole blood, ahd between
uncles and nieces, aunts and nephews, are incestuous and illegal. This extends to both legitimate
and illegitimate children and relations."

It is evident that these are taken from
the provisions of the law under Moses, as
the same are given in Leviticus, chapter
18. From that chapter we gather:
That a man may not marry hi~ mother,
his father's wife, (step-mother, we presume), his father's sister, either of the
whole or half blood, his son's daughter,
nor his daughter's daughter, his sister,
either of the half or the whole blood, his
mother's sister, his son's wife, his brother's
wife, his wife's daughter, nor his wife's
daughter's daughter.
A woman may not marry her father,
her mother's husband, (step· father, we presume), her brother, her daughter's son,
son's son, daughter's son, her father's
brother, her mother's brother, her daughter's husband, her sister's husband, her
husband's son, nor her husband's son's
son.
We do not find in all this any inhibition in regard to cousins of either the second or the first degree. It has, however,
grown into a sort of superstition that
cousins of the first degree should not intermarry for prudential reasons. How
far the superstition may have scriptural
basis, other than that found in Leviticus

18: 3, we do not k'novv. Whether ,cousins
are ''near of kin," in the sense :intended to
be conveyed in this verse is a matter of
controversy and opinion.
We believe that in England, the marriage of a man with his deceased wife's
sister has been forbidden by statute.
Several efforts have been made to have
this law repealed, but up to date these
have been ineffectual, we believe.
Anyone desirous of knowing the degree
of blood relation within which he may not
lawfully marry should consult the statutes
of the state or territory where he is living and conform to them; an9,he will thus
usually find himself within· the law of
Moses, the only place in Scripture where
the rules of consanguinity are given.
We are not aware that the church has
ever adopted any rule on the subject, other
than the statement in Doctrine and Covenants, "Thou shalt take the things which
are written in my Scriptures to be my law
to govern my church."
The laws of Moses have not been reenacted, but they form the basis of all our
common law practice and our statutory
provisions, and hence become in a way
rules to govern us, if we "keep the law ot
the land."
WE wonder if this is true:
"HousToN, Texas, July 29th.~-W·hile preaching to a large audience to-night and when in
the middle of his discourse some persons on the
outside turned qut the ligh,ts .and sommenced
rotten-egging the Rev. Sam Jones and his audience,. most of whom. were ladies. There is great
indignation felt, and trouble may ensue."

Tolstoi and Bellamy ideas are having
hard lines to travel, if the following is
true:·
"A Tolstoi community at Kharkoff, containing a number of educated men who have left
society, has been suppressed by the Russian
government."
CHINA MOVING FORWARD.

UNITED STATES, English and French
war vessels are in Chinese harbors in the
interests of the foreign population, two of
whom were killed-one of them a missionary-and the safety of all endangered
by an outbreak of a lawless class, which
the government is trying to suppress.
Late news items from Shanghai and elsewhere conclude as follows:
"There is a secret society which has for its object the overthrow of the government, and whose
purpose in fomenting riots is to embroil the government with foreign powers in the hope that
war may ensue.
There are large numbers of
discharged soldiers and unemployed laborers who
constitute a roaming and lawless body of men,
always ready to enter into any scheme of destruc•tion and plunder. The Chinese government,
however, was never more friendly to missionaries than at the present time. These rioters are
its enemies whom it is anxious to punish. At
last accounts all our missionaries were ~safe,
though recent cablegrams led us to infer that
they had gone to Shanghai for safety."
"The decrees of the emperor show that the

note recently addressed to the tsung-li-yamen by
the foreign ministers has 'not been without effect ..
· IHs believed that the emperor and his. advisers
are sincere in th~r desire to. avoid trouble .and
put down disorder. The gen~ral tone ofthe imperial Clecree is reassuring. His majesty states
that he has been informed bythe tsung-li-yamen
that certain missionary violations resulting from
popu Jar outbreaks in certain sections still call for
settlement. He requests the viceroys and governors of the provinces in questipn to see that
such settlement is speedily effected. He reminds
them that missionary enterprise is not only sanctioned by treaty, but·that missionaries are people
who inculcate the practice of virtue; that converts, in spite of having embraced a foreign religion, are nevertheless still Chinese citizens,
and as such entitled to the protection of their
own authorities. •There is no valid reason,' his
majesty continues, 'why Buddhist and Christian,
being brothers by blood, should not live together
in. unity.'"

It seems scarcely possible that txpressions like the foregoing should so soon be
heard from a Chit1ese emperor, the head
of a nation noted for its 'strong antipathy
to innovations of all kinds, and for centuries extremely: radical 'in its tJ;"aditional
dislike, amounting to an almost general
abhorrence of anything foreign; especially
of western religion and civilization.
Similar liberal sentiments expressed by
the late King of Spain,, a few J'ears ago,
were quoted in striking . contrast with the
intolerant policy of former Spanish monarchs, then causing considerable surprise;
but the above proceeding, is., probably
more than the most sanguine believer in the
, final predominance of universal religious
and political toleration was now prepared
for, or expecting.
When the emperor of the ultJ;"a-conservative inhabitants of the Celestial Empire
proclaims the liberal policy and broad
truth that "There is no reason why Buddhist and Christian, being brothers by blood,
should not live together in unity," we may
rightly conclude that the day of intolerance and national exclusiveness is rapidly
nearing its close, making possible the
entrance and work of influences destined
to change the economic status, and to very
greatly transform the social and religious
conditions of the people.
All these things betoken the movings of
Him who has said that when these things
begin to alter the complexion of events
and times there should be cause to look
upward and rejoice. In them all we see
that which prepares the way for and makes
possible the preaching of the gospel to
"every creature,"--the work in which we
are directly and specifically interested.
IN close connection with events of similar
nature in China and Japan, we present the
following concerning a movement in
Persia having in view the ultimate prevalence of civil and religious liberty and
equality. Note the statement that "polygamy is the real cause of Persian depopulation."
"A PETITION TO THE SHAH.
"The spirit of freedom is awakening even in
Persia, where the shah was startled the other
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· day by the receipt of an anonymous petition demanding: 'First, the establishment of an efficient
control over the finances of the country, so as to
insure the employment of the public money for
public purposes and the economic improvement
of the kingdom; secondly, the suppression of
polygamy, which, as the petitioners set forth, is
the real cause of Persian depopulation; thirdly,
the promulgation of a law guaranteeing absolute
freedom to all creeds, and fourthly, the creation
·of a representative system giving the people its
due share in the management of public afl'airs.'
FoFty members of a politico-religious sect,
known as the Babiste party, have been arrested
on suspicion of being concerned in the preparation of the document; which the shah regards as
treasonable in the highest degree. Their fate
may be easily conjectured.''
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

WE g-ive place to the oration delivered by
Pres. W. W. Blair, at Little Sioux, Iowa,
July 4th, prefaced by the remarks of Mr.
Butts, of the Independent, newspaper at
Little Sioux.
Bro. T. W. Smith requests us to state
that on ~account of long distance of his
home from'post office he wishes his correspondents to address him care of Ensign
Office, Independence, Mi~>souri.
Elder John Shippy gave. the Saints at
Redding, Iowa, a call, and did good work.
He will r~turn there after laboring elsewhere. 1"'h:e laoors of the traveling ministry are desired; spme are favorably disposed toward the c~use. So writes Bro.
J. W. Johnson, of Redding.
Bro. A. M. Emmons, Stevens Point,
WiscOI1§in,writt:js that his sister, Mrs. S.
F. Cornwell, Edgeley, North Dakota,
desires that elders who can will call and
preach there. . ·
Sr. 0. Shearer;, New Springfield, Ohio,
is another of the: great number who write
of God's _goodness and mercy to them.
She desires that. the word be preached
there and asks ;prayer in behalf of her
family and herself.
. The Dayton, Iowa, Review, 30th ult.,
gtves the tent wprk of .Bro. H. 0. Smith
a favorable notice, and places the Reorganized Church correctly before the peo~
ple.
Bro. Frank 'Hill, Magnolia, Iowa,
writes in grateful spirit of the hope
and confirmation, received through obedience and adherence to the gospel. Rejoicing in the lofty .character of its uplift. ing blessings, healso recognizes the need
of making strong and constant effort to
"work out" his' salvation by dqing and
overcoming •. He beli~ves that though the
body dies, the character of an individual
continues to exert in some degree an in.fluence for good or ill.
.
Bro. Columbus Scott, Gal!en,. Michigan, desires the address of Elder Davis H;
Bays. If any ope cim furnish it, .please
do so.
Bro •. R. Nel$on, G.ui!fOt;d, Missouri,
writes. tne 26th ultimo. Be urges that a
j:>rofession of. faith must be accompanied
by real~c earnest effort if the professed followe.r of Christ would be a fol·Iower indeed. f[e favo:ra bl y mentions the

work being done by Brn. Madison and
Peak at that place, and would be glad to
have a visit from Bro. T. W. Smith.
The brethren of the Independence district are talking up the subject of a reunion
of the Missouri Saints. Brn. T. W. Smith
and J. A. Robinson favor it, Bro. White
is pushing it, and of course it will be a success. We are pleased to see this movement on foot, and shall look for the brethren to have a good time, decidedly.
Bro. Joshua Helsor, Appleton, Wisconsin, aged in years and in membership in ·
the church writes of his continued inter·
est in the cause and sends means to aid its
progress. His son-in-law desires baptism.
He asks that some of the elders call there
where he thinks the work could be established. His address is 86r, Fair street.
Bro; Henry Kemp requests us to state
that the reunion of the Fremont, Iowa,
district will be held three miles east of
Henderson, Iowa, commencing August
15th, continuing over two Sundays. "We
are moving along fairly with our work.
Many calls for preaching; prospects for
future good," writes Bro. Kemp.
We nave received from Bro. Davida M.
Pohemiti, of the Niau, Society Islands
branch, under date of May 13th last, a letter of inquiry in which several questions
on doctrinal subjects arepresented for answer. Thiswillbe done as early as practicable. Our brethren in those far off Islands seem to be doing well.
Sr. Elizabeth Seichrist, Jeffersonville,
Illinois, who, with her late husband, is
numbered among those who have patiently
endured and stood by the faith through all
the severe trials. of the dark and cloudy
day, writes of some of her recollections of
the past.. Jn the year r838 a paper was
published at the. Presbyterian Seminary
in Mercersburg; or near by, at Chambersburg, Pennsylvania, in which Prof. Anthon
then published an article concerning the.
writing or "words of the" sealed "book"
taken to him by Martin Harris. His statement was, in effect, that while to him it
appeared strange that the "Mormons"
. brought him in as fulfilling prophecy, it
was true that certain ancient writings had
been presented to him which he could not
read, or translate. The paper containing
Prof. Anthon's statement has been lost to
Sr. Seichrist. She suggests that others
may have it; that its admissions are valuable to the cause.
Bro. F. M. Oldham, Guion P. 0.,
Taylor county, Texas, writes earnestly
beseeching that some of the eldership be
sent there to minister the word to a people
who are hungering for it, four of whom
are ready for baptL;m. He will meet any
coming, if notified, at Ballinger, on the
S. F. railroad .
Bro~ w~. C. H. Noble, No. 947 Liberty
street, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, would like
to obtain a copy of Tullidge's "Life of
Joseph the Prophet." Any one de.siring
to sell, please address him.
Bro. J. C. Foss, Jonesport, Maine, July
·
29th~ "l am trying to put in good time
preaching the word of life to the people
of Beale's Island. Prejudice is giving
away, and on Sunday,the 19th, I baptized

some ladies, formerly Adventists; others
will obey. Brn. Luff and Greene are with
us, but leave soon."
Mr. H. E. Farnsworth, Seattle, Washington, an investigator, thus writes us: "I
do not intend to be satisfied till I hear your
people." He intends to attend the Irvington, California, reunion. We hope he will
not be satisfied· until he obeys the word.
Bro. D. S. Crawley, Weir City, Kansas,
Ist instant: "Am still preaching; some to
be baptized here to-morrow."
Glad Tidings finds its way to us for
August rst full ot sprightliness and vim.
If it stears clear of the breakers and shoals
of doctrinal controversy it will do well.
The Ensign for August rst contains a
pleading letter written by Bro. T. W.
Smith, in behalf of the HERALD. Please
accept our thanks, brother Thomas.
A sister handed us the Keokuk weekly
Constitution-Democrat, for July 29th in
which it is stated that the Czar of Russia
had relaxed the persecu.tion of the Jews to
quite a degree; but the Chicago Times
received a day later contradicted the state.
ment; 1t appeanng to be a sort of
political dodge to get out of the situation
some sort of credit to Pres. Harrison. We
should be pleased to know that the Autocrat of all the Russias had concluded to
be humane as a Christian, but do not look
for it yet.
·
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
~ro.

E. L; Kelley wrote from Temple,
Ohw, August 1st:
"We ha<l a very enjoyable entertainment and
lawnjete here last evening, in which we were all
~·very much encouraged by the hearty manner in
which the friends all around aided. It had onlj
been four days since we thought of making the
effort for the benefit of .the Temple expenses,
but a Temple lawn jete in Kirtland wins. The
general committee consisted of Ern. G. T. Griffiths, T. W. Williams and Mrs. M.S. McFarland,
and to them we waived the tribute of thanks and
let them buv their own ice cream. Bro. Lake
kept St. Pet;r's gate and Mrs Dan Sanborn was
queen of the Arctic; In our music we had excellent voluntary aid in the instrumental from Miss
Ruby Rodgers, of Kirtland; and in the vocal by
Mr. Victor Miller and the sweet voice of
Mrs. Maynard Bond. of Willoughby •. The music
committee did splendidly, consisting of Mrs. H. R.
Griffiths, Mrs. William Thompson, Mrs. T. W.
Williams, and-well; over-timidity prevents my
naming the. others. · Our receipts were a little
over $6o. Not a hard or cross word was heard
on the grounps. We sung the song of praise,
which is as a prayer. ·Did we not do better than
to lie idle and remain in debt?"

Bro. James C; Crabb writes from Montrose, Iowa, August 3d:
"Will continue meetings here this week, if inc
terest will justify. Will visit the Saints at. Nauvoo. Married a couple here on yesterday-Bro.
Geo. H. Herrick and Mis& Lanora A. Lambert,
Bro. J. H. Lambert's. daughter: Am feeling
well in body and mind, hopeful in the work.''

A sister writes:

mY

"My pl\rents, brothers, sister and
husband
all belong to theM. E. Church; and·are all more
or less opp6sed to the latter day work, which
makes it hard for me sometimes .. My husband
hli:s ~een gone from home som.e nine months a,nd
his church has disfdlO\vshiped him for failing to
pay his dues during that time .. I have not been
able to pay to the Master a penny during my service of ten years, and. I. cannot think he will dis;
fellowship mefor tha,t. He knows my willil)gness
and my c~rcurnstances. My husband did net
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think· the M. E. Church to be perfect, nor yet
was he ready to say that the Latter Day Saints
was the right church. I am thirty miles from a
branch, can only meet with the Saints once in a
while;· there is one other Saint in the neighbor·
hood, so I may practically call myself alone, a
stranger in a strange land; still I have the Lord
with me, for which I am thankful., Pray for me,
that though I am weak and the tempest is strong,
I may endure to the end and be saved."

Bro. A: H. Smith, writing from St.
Paul, Minnesota, July 29th, says: .
"I failed to get away from Bro. Nunn's until
last Monday morning, I got off in good shape.
Carrie down to Minneapolis and spoke in Mabin's .
Hall, Monday night, and at 2: 30 and 8: 30 p.m.
Tuesday. There seems to be a fair interest there.
Bro. J. A. Davis holds forth there to-night. I
left him there this 10 a.m. Will leave here tonight, at .6:25; due in Burlington 7: 30 to-morrow
morning. Expect to be at Millersburg next Sunday. Shall likely attend Nauvoo and String
Prairie conferencefirst Saturday in September if
I can." ·

A brother writes from "out west," July
goth:
.
"In my travels I encounter members of the
church who make expressions something like
this: 'If Joseph Smith was to deny the faith
and go back on the work entirely, it wouldn't
shake my faith more than the falling of a
leaf from a tree would do;' and this; •I have received a heaven·born witness, that no one need
tell me concerning the truthfulness of the work;'
and, •Should every other member forsake the
work, I would not go back.' I write these cheering tokens to let you know that God is· surely
moving and has a pepple.".

Bro. W. G. Mclnto~h, writing from
Hearne, Texas, July goth~

"Bro. S. R. Hay and myself held a week's
meetings in the eastern part of ~his, Robertson
county. Bro. Hay preached rifn·e:discourses and
baptized and confirmed eight, and received invitations from two other new places, which will be
attended to at once."
·••

In a letter dated Flora, Wisconsin, July
3oth, Bro. W. S. Pender thus writes:
,·,we have grove meetings ,here morning and
evening. There were about four hundred present last Sunday. The interest is good all through
this section of country, but what the harvest will
be time must tell. Some who are convinced of
the truth seem slow to accept. One lady gave
her name for baptism, and from present indications others will follow."

MEETING HOUSES.
Below will be found the different places of
meeting of the church in the cities named:
Salt Lake City, Utah, Mission Chapel, Second
South street, opposite the Presbyterian church.
Meetings every Sunday at 2 and 7: 30 p.m.
St. Joseph, Missouri, Saints' Chapel, Seventeenth street, near Faraon street. Take Jule
street, or Wyatt Park cars to Seventeenth street,
and the building will be in sight··
St. Louis, Missouri, No. 2518 Elliott avenue.
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, 67 Fourth avenue.
Boston, Massachusetts, Howard avenue, Roxbury.
San Bernardino, California, corner Fifth and
F streets.
Sacramento, California, Saints' Chapel, Twenty-fourth avenue and K streets. J. M. Parr,
president.
Omaha, Nebraska, Saints' Chapel, No. 1418
North Twenty-first streets.
San Francisco, California, Lincoln Hall, Montgomery street, near Palace Hotel.
Denver, Colorado, Euclid Hall, Fourteenth
street, opposite City Hall.
SUNDAY SCHOOL

TEACHERS' LESSON HELPS,
For Intermediate Question Book and New
Testament Classes-of use in all .classes. Single
copies, 50 cents per pear.

W"" The printed name on the colored .label on your pa,.
per gives the date to wb.ich your subscrjptwn has .been
?aid. If it shows you.are in arrears, please renew.
7,

EDIT.ED'BY SISTER "FRANCES.'

A KEY TO LIFE'S TROUBLES.
The ills we see,
Tlie mysteries of sorrow d~epand.long,
The dark enigmas of perlnitted wrong,
Have all one key.
This strange, sad world, is but our Father's school:
All chance and change his love shall grandly overrule,
What though to-day
Thou canst not trace all the hidden reason
For his strange dealings through the trial season,
Trust and obey.
In after life and light all shaH be plain and clear.
-Helen Hunt J aclcsbn.

IS THERE A REMEDY?
ELSEWHERE in our «Column" of this issue
will be found an article, "Why Is It?" from the
pen of one of our old correspondents, and we are
fu.lly persuaded that she writes of that which
she most painfully knows to be true. She signed
her name to the article, but we deemed best that
it should not appear for the reason that a like
article which some years ago appeared in the
"Column," actually subjected the writer to the
most bitter animosity and persecution from
those whb professed to be J;..atte~. Day Saints.
Alas! alas! there is a day coming lh ~hich profession will be the flaming torch by the light of
which our nakedness and poverty will be seen,
if we have only p~qjession for a covering.
This que~tion of educating the young-yes,
with an education which antedates birth-is one
which reaches down to the bottom and lays the
foundation of almost every question which is
to-day agitating society. Elizabetl} Cady Stanton contributes to the August Arena an ably
written article entitled, "Where Must Lasting
Progress Begin?" from which we quote:
"As the only hope for the lasting progress of
the race and a radical reform in social life lie in
the right education of children, their birth and
development is the vital starting point for the
philosopher." After glancing at the unsatisfactory results of the great amount oE labor expend·
ed by philanthropists,"'lshe continues, "If we
would use the same common sense in the improvement of mankind that w:: do in the ordinary
affairs of life, we should begin our work at the
foundations of society, in family life, in parent·
hood, the source and center of all these terrible
evils whose branches we are trying to lop off. A
family living in an old house, on unhealthy
ground, with water in the cellar, a crumbling
foundatie:on, the beams like sponge, the roof 'leaking, the chimney full of cracks, would not spend
large sums of money year after year, generation
after generation, in patching up the old house on
the same old spot, but with ordinary wisdom and
economy would build anew, on higher ground,
with strong foundations, sound timbers, substantial chimneys, and solid roofing. True, they
would patch up the old with as little cost as possible, merely to afford them a shelter until the
new home was built. And all our special reform work to-day is but patching the old, until
with a knowledge of the true laws of social science we can begin to build the new aright. There
is much surface work we must do in reform, for

decency's sake, but all this. patching up of igporant, diseased, criminal, unfortunate humanity is
temporary and transient effecting no radical im·
provement anywhere; The real work that will
tell on all time and the eternities, is building the
new life and character, laying the foi:mdatibn
stones of future generations in justice, liberty,
purity, peace and love, the work of the 'rising
generation of fath~rs and mothers at this hour.
Those of us who have long since passed the meridian of life, can give you the result of our ex·
perience and researches into social science; but
with the young men and women of this hour
rests the hope ot the higher· civilization which it
is possible for the race to attain through ()bedience to iaw. The lovers of science come back
to us from every latitude ~nd longitude, from
their explorations in the mineral, vegetable and
animal kingdom, from their observations of the
planetary world, bearing the same message,
•All things are governed by law,' while man
himself who holds in his own hand the
key to all 'knowledge seems never to be in unsion
with the grandeur and glory of the world in
which he lives. The picture of struggling humanity through the long past is not a cheerful
one to contemplate. What can be done to miti·
gate the misery of the ~asses?
This thought
r~sts heavily and with increasing weight on the
hearts of all who love justice, liberty and equality. The same law of inheritance that hands
down the vices of ancestors, hands. down their
virtues also, and in a greater ratio, for good ds
positive, active, ever vigilant, its worshipers
swim up stream against the current. Could we
make all men feel their individual responsibility
in the chain of influences that telb on all time,
we could solemnize in our own day such vows for
nobler lives as to make this seeming herculean
work light as the wings of angels. If, henceforward, all the thought, the money, the religious
enthusiRsm dedicated to the regeneration of the
race, could be devoted to the generation of our
descendants, to the conditions and environments
of parents and children, the whole face of society
might be changed before we celebrate the next
centennial of our national life. Science has vindicated our right to discuss freely whether our
ancestors were apes; let it be as free to ask
whether our posterity shall 'be idiots, dwarfs and
knaves, and if not, by what change, if any, in our
social institutions, such wretched results may be
avoided.
Gatton in his work on 'Heredity,'
says our present civilization is growing too complicated for our best minds even to grasp, and to
meet successfully the issue of the hour humani- /- ..
ty must be lifted up a few degrees as speedily as
possible. And where must this radical work begin? The best hope for the progress of the race
in political,, religious and social life lies in the
right birth, education and development of our
children.
Here is the true starting-point for
philosophers. . . . If there is a class of educators who need special preparation for their high
and holy duties, it is those who assume there·
sponsibilities of parents."
These are the utterances of noble men and
women looking out calmly upon the terrible
condition of society to-day, but what of this
wail which comes from within the very pales of
the church: "My soul is burdened by observa·
tion on such points and it cries out, '0 God,
cleanse the church from such abominations!' If
it is not cleansed, the tares must choke out the
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wheat." Has the church of God no responsibility in this matter? and if no responsibility, is
her standard of morality so low that her members may openly boast of such wickedness? We
ask these questions in aU sincerity, because if
testimony is to be credited the parties referred to
it1 this letter are by no means isolated cases. It
is said by one that, "Right action is better than
knowledge; but in order to do what is right we
must know what is right." If the strength of the
church is in her young men and maidens, as we
verily know that it is, would it not be wise that
she leave not such instruction to chance, but
sanction the appointment of teachers fitted to
impart such knowledge; and yet more, give them
the authority to teach, that such teaching may
carry weight with it, and not subject the teacher
to the contumely and persecution of those whose
sins are rebuked by it. This authority the ministry have, and we would to God they did. not
bear the word in vain, but the ministry are not
fit teachers of all which our daughters need to
know. Will the time come when the church
will give us such? Let it be borne in mind that
the few have advantages in this direction of
which the many are deprived.
PRAYER UNION.
MEMORY TEXTS FOR AUGUST.

First Thursday, Thessalonians 5: II, I2, 13;
Book of Mosiah 9:9
Second Thursday, Ephesians 6: I8; Book of Alma I6: 25. Third Thursday, James I: 5; Mosiah 2: 5· Fourth Thursday,
Mosiah 8: 5""7·
·,ELIZABETH BEEMER,
Fremont, Nebraska.
HOME .CoLUMN MISSIONARY

FUND.

July 3I, Amount recieived to date ..... $3,68I 89
Lucinda Hartwell, Iowa.$ I oo
M. H .. Raymond, Mont ... 5 oo
J. T. Johnsqn, Kan .•.•. ·4 30
Maria Thompson, Cal..... 75
Ella' Palmer, Iowa.... . . . so
Cheltenham Prayer
Union, Mo ........... --4 oo

IS

ss

Aug. 6, Arr10unt to 'date.............. $3,697 44
~Send

all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

at the residence of Sr. Miller, at Maquoketa;
Bro. J. B. Roush gave the people an able address
on the "Kingdom." And in the evening Bro.
Russell Sutton spoke to a large congregation at
Fulton, followed by a few well chosen words by
Bro. Samuel Heide.
Our branch at present numbers forty and our
prayer meetings are a source of great pleasure to
all. We are all looking forward to a good meeting next Sabbath, when Elder Roth will be with
us. The outsidecs are friendly towards the
Saints and many of them attend our meetings.
The prospect for the furtherance of the good
cause in this part seems favorable.
Your sister in the faith,
LILLIE BREEDEN.
LITTLE SIOux, Iowa, July 28th.
Dear Readers:-I send the money our Prayer
Union has collec:ted, We do not wish to be misjudged, so will offer an explanation of how we
raised it. When we first organized, the president, after closing the meeting, stated that if any
one wished to donate any money, they could
hand it to Sr. M--:- any time they liked. This
relieved us ofpassing around the plate or asking
the members or visitors if they had any money to
give. Consequently the money we have received
in the Prayer Union's name, has been given outside the meetings; and most of it on other days
than Thursday. We held two meetings after Sr.
Walker suggested to us to return to tre original
plan and. keep the hour at hom~. For we had so
many seasons of rejoicing, over many obstacles
which we had overcome, that we were loth to
give it up. But we concluded to keep the hour
at home so as to avoid any confusion that
might arise by our doing as we please if it is not
what the church pleases. We miss it so very
much; but it maybe better for us, physically, to
keep the hour at home, for it is a time that is restful to the body, and the mind as well. The
trouble is, so l'Uany fail to keep it at home-"get
out .of the way of it"-but are quite active and
regular attendants at the meetings. This is to
be regretted. I hope as many as have requested
me to send their names to Sr. Eleanor will honor
their promise enough to keep it. We were made
to rejoice at our lasf meeting, that being the day
we fasted and prayed .for Sr. Helen Smith, and
to know that God heard our earnest prayers is
most encouraging.
ELLA MILLER.

FuLTON, Iowa, July 28th.
Dear Sisters qf the Home Column:-While I
feel that it. is my duty it is also a pleasure to
write a few words 'in praise and honor of the
latter day work. Although. I am new in the
cause I am strong ih faith, and I can truthfully
say that it is the work of God. I was baptized
BLUE RAPIDS, Kan,, July 28th.
and confirmed a member of the Latter Day
Saints' Church by Elder C. C. Reynolds on the
Editors Herald:-On :M:arch 18th I left /lome
6th of July, r89I 1 a~d received evidence at that
in Lamoni on a mission:
Ari-iving in Blue
time .and sinqe to know that I am accepted of
Rapids, I attended the conference of the North·
,, God.
west Kansas district, March 2.rst and 22d. I
It is my earnest desire to live as H.e has
preached once during conference, twice the sucdirected us, so far as lies within my .knowledge· ceeding Sunday,and twice after to attentive conand power, and I pray daily to our heavenly
gregations.
I then went to Greenleaf and
Father to enlarge my heart and enlighten my
preached once in the country and twice in the
, mind that I may understand and believe all that
city, to attentiv.e hearers and with good effect. I
is written in his word.
then returned to Blue Rapid,s and preached twice,
Our young rriinist!~rs are constantly improving and attended testimony meeting twice. I then
and at:e all earnest workers in Christ.
started. for Goshen, Clay comity, intending to
Oqr yourig brother, Samu.el Heide, who has ·stay to the rennion which convenes in Septf;!mbeen out inthe ministry laboring with Elder Roth,
ber, but got wet on.the way, which resulted in
is at present with uS", but will soon take· up his
sickness to my. wife. and myself, consequently .I
j:ninisteria! wor'k. again. Last ~abbilth att~rnoon 1
wfl~ forceg tq r~tpr!l tg Gr:e!'>nJeaf, where I agalq

preached twice. I 'then started home; stopped
off at Blue Rapids and preached again, .also attended testimony meeting. I blessed four chil·
dren.
I have been singularly blessed with the
Spirit in all my efforts. We are now on our way
home, and hope to meet all friends in Lamoni
soon. In twenty-three days I will be ninety-seven
years old. Your brother In gospel bonds,
JoHN LANDERS.
P APEETE, Tahiti, June 8th.
Editors Herald:-We hereby send our thanks
to a goodly number of Herald readers who have
been so kind in responding to the request of Sr ..
Devore to please send us a newspaper now and
then. We appreciate the favor from each one.
God bless you all.
While a desolating sickness has been and still
exists in this and other islands, our health has
been all we could ask. Almost every paper sent
us bears the tidings of death's fatal work from
various parts of America. It will require the
Saints to li~e very humble and devotedly to
escape. The Lord has raised up some here
recently whose lives were despaired of. They
would be well named miracles. All praise to
Him. I
We are still her.e in Papeete; though we have
attempted a number of times to leave, some
hindering cause would come in our way. Once
when defeated, we sought the Lord; the Spirit
said, "Be patient and see what the Lord will do."
This was comforting, and'we had not long to
wait until our ene~ies who hindered us, their
vessel and cargo &oun:d for America, were cast
on ~he reef, the ve,ss~l damaged and a great part
of the cargo q:loranges h.ad to .be cast into the
sea; the Joss was great. It is getting too late in
the day for the enemies to oppose long without
being overfaken.
I baptized another on the 1st inst., in all' six
since here. A kind sister in Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, sent us the daily Plain_ Dealer containing
minutes of general Conference, which we read
with interest. We were pleased with the. spirit of
the report,-so free from burlesque. The murky
clouds of prejudice are giving way; we have no
reason to. be discouraged. I feel greatly
encouraged of late, for the Lord basstood by us
and favored us.with marked liberty in presenting
the word here.
We are gradually gaining an insig!'Jt into the
native language, which is without doubt a difficult problem. One thing I feel very confident
of, and that is the .Lord did. the work well when
he confounded the language at the Tower of
BabeL If there are any skeptical on this point
let them come and undertake tq learn . this one.
We can read quite well, so they tell us, but we
cannot fully understand what we read. . Sr. De·
vore opens the meetings now and then of the
Sisters' Prayer Union; reading from the native
Bibie and native hymn-book. The Prayer Union
is a power for good here j is well attended and
has already accomplished much good. We .think
"A Plea For The Weak Ones," page 2I9,. April
4th, is worth one dollar on a year's subscription
to .the Herald. Such articles are needed rtow
and then to facilitate equiUbrium. Our periodicals are. benefiting many outside, as well as
those within. It is my opinion they are growing
better ail the time.
.
We begin a touramong the low islands shortly,
the 1orcl will· .H
r~quire $eVeraf mq~tlle ;
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to make the tour, there are so many to :visit.
Recently in a dream these words wer.e given tne
in the order written :
Rally to the standard;
The truth shall make you free,
Whether on the Continent,Or islands of the sea.

I do rrot remember ever hearing of or seeing
them before.
Yours in hope,
L. R. DEVORE.
P. s.-June I2th. King Pomare v. died in the
city here early this rnorning.
L. R . D.

NIPOMA, July 25th, 1891.
Editors Herald:-Please insert the enclosed, or
some suitable notice to the Saints, so that parties
wishing to send small sums of money or packages of merchandise to Tahiti will know how to
send, and cost of sending.
Respectfully,
D. E. LANDER.
SAN FRANCH;co, Cal., July 27th, I89r.
MR. D. E. LANDER, Agent, Nipoma:
Dear Sir:-J. Pinet & Co., agents of the "City
of Papeete'! quote freight at eight dollars per ton
and treasure at one per cent., but no charge Jess
than ·One dollar ..,-San Francisco to .Tal;liti.
Packages for Tahiti should be'marked and waybilled care J. Pinet & Co., San Francisco, as
Wells, Fargo & Co. will assume no risk beyond
San Francisco.
H. W. TITUS.
General Agent for W;clls, Fargo & Co.
LookiNG GLASS, Oregon, July 28th.
Editors Herald: - After writing you from
Avon, Washington, Bro. Davis fnd I went by
rail to Anacostes, on Fidalgo Island, where we
took steamer down Puget Sound to Sea\tle. Here
Bro. Davis left me, to return home, and I proceeded to Portland,.Oregon, where I arrived June
26th.
Found several Saints in and around Portland
who gladly received and kindly entertained me.
I remained with them until July 7th, with the
exception· of a short trip to Oregon City to visit
friends. We had no public building in which to
l:lold meeting in Portland, but we did the next
best thing and held several meetings in a private
house; but few attended except the Saints.
On July 2d Bro. J. C. Clapp joined me at Portland, and from that until four days ago we have
labored and journeyed together. It has been
time quite pleasantly and r hope profitably spent.
I Jove to be occasionally with my cola borers and
get better acquainted. I know Bro. Clapp now
better than I ever knew him before, and my confidence in, him has not suffer'ed from the acquaintance.
Our fir~t point after leaving Portland was Independence, where we were the guests of Bro.
and Sr. Forshey.
Bro. Forshey tried all the
churches in town, but failed to get them; and as
there were two revival meetings already in progress we thought best to move on.
Calling at
Turner we visited Saints and friends for two days.
Bro. Clapp made arrangements to return and labor some, and we then moved on to Sweet Home
where for ten days we labored continuomly,
preaching eleven times, baptizing three and holding one confirmation meeting during the time.
Congregations were quite large and very attentive, while we enjoyed good liberty in presenting
the word;:, On the 24thwe_Jeft Sweet Home ;:tnd

traveled together as far as Albany, wh~re Bro.
Clapp took the north-bound and I the southbound train. Such partings under such circumstances are a! ways sad.
AtRoseburg Bro. and Sr. 0. H;. Buell met me
and brought me to their home where I rrow am.
Last Sunday was pretty well occupied by Campbellites, but I got in one sermon to a large audience, a part of which was very attentive. The
people here are right in the midst of harvest, so
nothing can be done during the week. There
are but four members right here, viz., Father
Leonard Buell and wife, and his son, 0. H. Buell
and wife; but there are members scattered all
through the country. Some years ago Brn. Clapp
and Gillen did a good work in this country, but
it is sad, very sad, to see how it has gone down
for want of attention. Oregon and Washington
is a fine field of labor yet.
Opportunities are
many, but where, oh where are.the laborers? I
could 1,101 fill a tenth of the calls.
I am aware that I have not given entire satis·
faction. From what I can learn the general verdict is that I should have visited at least twenty
places .more and stayed at least three weeks
longer in each place.
Of course I could have
done so as well as not, if we are to decide according to evidence offered in the case. I am· not,
however, m athematican enough to solve the
problem "How can a man visit one hundred
places and stay three weeks in each place during
a year?" If any one u'nderstands this will they
please arise and explain?
I am still in the faith and confident of the
ultimate triumph of our glorious cause.
In bonds,
HEMAN .c. SMITH.
DAYTON, Iowa, July 28th.
Editors Herald:-! started out June 26th with
the tent purchased for my ..use in this distdct,
and have put it up in three different places. I
began my work in Auburn, preaching there
from June 27th to July 5th, but the attendance
was small. I baptized one, however, a little girl
of Sr. Thompson's.
I then went to Bro. B. Sali&bury's, near Glidden, to attend a Sunday school picnic and camp
meeting. Everything passed off pleasantly. The
Sunday school children acquitted themselves
nobly, and the camp meeting was a success.
Three were baptized, and . the good seed was
sown in the hearts of many, and I trt{st that the
reaping time will come soon. At the close of,the
camp meeting, by the earnest entreaties of the
brethren and friends, I remained over the following week, preaching nightly when the
weather permitted, to good audiences, with excellent liberty; hope that much good was done.
The North Coon branch bids fair to be one of
the best branches in the district if the Saints will
only remain united and faithf\11. I look for. a
large ingathering there soon.
I next moved my tent to this place, where the
gospel has never been preached before. "These
are the times that try men's souls." It has
always been my lot to travel alone, and I ought
to be getting used to it by this time. But when
I read the minutes of last conference and found
that they had left me alone in this field as far as
human help was concerned, (but thank God
they cannot take away His help), and having
already taken steps to pun;hase a tent, my heart

almost failed me when I thought, "M~st I still
battle on alone, .and how shall I manage that
tent?"
'"
But the tent was purchased, and I was resolved
that it should not lay !tile; but new fieids must
be opened up, and I carne here. I put up the
tent among strangers. There were some Saints
here, but mostly women, and the few men were
too busy to help much. I gave out an appointment, but no on~e came. I got out some posters
costing one· dollar and fifty .cents. I scattered
them all over the town. A few came, mostly
young folks, for curiosity. I could not enjoy
!iqerty in talking to them, and my heart almost
failed me, but I persevered";· the next I had a
better ciass of people, and the next still larger
crowds, and I began to feel like talking to them.
Some apparently do not dare to come inside, but
stand outside and listen. I am regarded with
curiosity, and stories are being circulated around
town, but they only serveto advertise me, and I
look for good results.
I had the Methodist minister out to hear me
last night, and he told some one that I was a
good speaker, but there was too tnuch "Mormon"
doctrine there to suit him; but as I said nothing
about anything but faith and; repentance I could
not see thepoint; but perhaps he was anticipating ..
I am around now looking up some of the scattered sheep, and trying to open up new places. I
only expect to open up two more new places this
summer, as J shall move slowly and try to work
the ground thoroughly, as I:believe that produces
the best results. Two-day's ·~eetings have been
appointed in the district, mostly under the direction of local elders, and I think good will result
both to the Saints and in the encoutagment of
the local brethren.
I trust that I as well as all of n.y brethren may
be upheld by the prayers, faith and means of the
faithful.
Yours in bonds,
HYRUM 0. SMITH.
CANTON, III:, fuly 27th.
Editors Herald:-On the 23d I left my wife
and three little boys, the youngest a little over
three months old, to struggle on as best they
could midst the ills and disappointments of life.
The cross seemed .heavier than ever before, but
oh, surely our God is the mother's friend and
will give comfort and consolation in every
time of need. Are our sacrifices accepted of
Him who made the world and all that is therein?
How essential it is to so live that we can have
, that blessed assurance that our trials and· sacrifices are pleasing and acceptable to God, though
our ministrations are often ignored by the world.
Sometimes I know it by the Holy Spirit; at
others I do not. Is my Influence as powerful
for good as it should be? Am I living as near
to God as I ought? Am I enjoying the degree of the Spirit that God desires to bestow if
my life was more in conformity to His will?
Would not the work move faster in this field if
my whole soul, body and spirit were more fully
consecrated to the service of the Master? These
are questions that knock at the door of my heart;
they await solution. My soul gives not back a
satisfactory answer, only a lingering fear that
negative answers to these questions are only too
true.
Since general conference I have made one
preaching trip to this field; bapti:;;ed and con-
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firmed one noble man. He is perhaps well known
to many of the ministry and membership-Bro.
Edward J. Williams, of St. Davids. He was
once of the fold, but in an evil day wandered
away and lost the glorio.us light of the Spirit of
God. After long years, and with silvered locks
and feeble steps tottering to the tomb, he presents himself at the door of the house of God.
He knocks aright, when, lo !' it opens; the wanderer passes through and finds rest, sweet rest.
0, the wonderful love and compassion of our
God! He will save to the uttermost those who
put their trust in Him.
Bro. Williams, in company with Bro. John T.
Davis used to tell the old, old story, the story that
has transformed the world, and will transform it,
in the far away land of Wales. Others are
wandering on the mountains here who were
once 'of the true faith. May God give me
influence and power to show them the beauty
of the kingdom.
Bro. Henry Picton and wife have renewed
their covenant. Bro. Evan Morgan, your prayers
for them are answered. We had a splendid
prayer meeting at St. Davids yesterday. Hope
to p~t in some labor at Dunfermline, a new
town one mile east of St. Davids and five miles
south of Canton. Preached there five times in
May with good liberty and interest. Bro. Henry
Picton and wife, of Farmington, Illinois, and
Bro. Thomas Williams of Flagler, Iowa, are
there. It will be more difficult to operate this
time as the Sal\'atiim Army and Free Methodists
have combined. Can. I make a noise that can be
heard abol!'e the din? It is doubtful. I am satisfied of one thing, that old Babylon is a habitation of devils, (mo~t all the. rooms being full), a
hold of every foul·spirit and everything that is
hateful and unclean. Bro. Bond, your counsel to
the church regarding spiritual manifestations of
an evil character is wholesome, is timely. Yo11r
exposition of old Babylon .is true to the letter.
You are on the right track.
• Expect to stay ip this part of the field some
time if all goes well at home. I find the southern part of the dist~ict a promising field just now,
no trouble among 'members of any material consequence, :whereas, in other. parts there has been
old standing seriously complicated difficu.lties existing for years; By reason of this the work of
God has become a byword in the mouths of many
good as well as e'!'il men. The good cause has
been prostrated, the gospel bamier trailed in the
dust. Such will be the condition until the law
is executed in righteousness against evildoers.
May we be zealous for the work and yet pity
those .who are out of the way and those blinded
and deceived by the power of the enemy.
I

"Oh, brother man, !fold to thy heart thy brother;
Where pity d~~lls the peace of God is there.
To worship rightly is to love each other;
Each smile a h~mn, et:ch kindly word a prayer."

E. E.

WHEELER.

SANTA MoNICA, Cal., July.
Editors Herald:-! see a good opportunity to
do some good, for I see people weary, sad and
doubting, who are tiredof their doctrine; and
my heart feels pained to see them in ignorance,
for I rejoice in the truth, and I like to see others
rejoice also. Please send me two or three Voice
of Warning and some tr11cts, for I wantto get
thep.eople ready to receive a preacher, if any one
should happen to come this way.. Elders near.

by will please keep this in mind. Sr. Manning
and Br.o. Wood are also helping, and I think
some will be ready for baptism by the time some
of you get around here.

them how much of their properties he required of each for a tithing, and in answer
to their prayers came the law with its
blessing and penalties attached. It was
JOSEPH CHESTER.
forced from the great Author of this work,
at least this is my opinion; and from that
day to this I accept it as being in force and
have tried to comply with it.
Now as to article headed "Ministers'
Supports," we will see what the Master
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
says about that. How shall the personal
endorsement of _the Editor: writers are responsible foK
'their own views. Contributions solicited.
expenses of the ministry be paid and their
W" Write on one side of the paper only.
families supported? Let us go back to the
organization of the church. Revelation
"MINISTERS' SUPPORTS."
given r831, D. and C. 42: 1: "Hearken, 0.
EDITORS HERALD:-Under the above ye Elders 0£ my church, who have assemtitle as publi~hecl in Herald dated] uly 4th, bled yourselves together, in my name,
and also under the caption, "Tithing-, Con- even Jesus Christ, the Son of the living
secration and Surplus" in Herald, June God, the Savior of the world; inasmuch
27th, we find an expression of individual as ye believe on my name and keep my
thought upon the financial law. I find in my commandments; again I say unto you,
experience that the Book of Covenants is hearken and hear and obey the law, which
becoming to the saints what the Bible is to I shall give unto you." From this we see
the world, (an old fiddle), upon which that he is about to give them a law, and
any one can find a tune to ~uit their own specially requests them to obey it. Now
desires as regards the financial law; and let us see what that law is :-Par. 6 of the
the writer of this article having given same section: ''And now, behold, I speak
some little thought to this subject, and 'be- unto the church," From this we see He
ing connected with the financial welfare includes all th"e church, from the highest
of this church ever since he was baptized, officer to the least member.
claims the right to play his tune as he
Now go with me to paragraph 8 of
under,tands it, praying that the Sp'rit same section : "If thou lovest me, thou
of truth may ever guide him and others shalt serve me ~pd .keep all my commandfrom error and keep them in the light as ments. And behold thou wilt remember
God is in the light.
the poor ,and consecrate of thy properties
Under this we find many varied opin- for their~ support, that which thou hast to
ions, and when we examine these opinions impart unto them"with a covenent and a
in the light .that God i'ntended, we find deed which'''Ccinn6t be broken; and inaslig-ht and intellif>;ence given us upon the much as ye impart of your substance unto
subject; and as our young brother has said, the poor, ye will do it unto me, and they
"Let us see what the Lord has said upon shall be laid before the bishop of my
this subject. He being the author of it, His church and his counselors."
word can be relied upon."
Paragraph IO reads: "And again, if
Now asso much has been said upon the there shall be properties in the hands of
law of tithing as published in Book of the church, or any individuals of it, more
Doctrine and Covenants Sectinn ro(), and than is necessary for their support, after
about its all important part that it hasto this first consecration, which is a residue,
play in this great latter day work, your to be consecrated unto the bishop, it shall
writer views this in an entirely different be kept to administer unto those who. have
light, and finds that it was not intended to not, from time to time, that. every man
be a part or parcel of this glorious work, who has need may be amply supplied, and
but was a part of the reserve law of the receive according to his wants."
gospel for transgressors, and stands in the
In paragraph 8 the saints are to consesame relation to this church that the law crate or set apart part of their properties
of Moses. stood to the children of Israel, for the poor and the needy; and it also
which was that of a "schoolmaster" to shows how it is to be done.· "It is to be
bring them to Christ. This law of tith- placed before the bishop of my church
ing, Doctrine anq Covenants Section 106, saith the Lord." Now a brother in Heris a schoolmaster to bring the saints to ald June 27th statesthat consecration;
Zion. The reasons for my so viewing it is freewill offering, and freewill offering
are :-First, Tl::e great and grand prinCiple is consecration; and that the. individual can
the Lord gave to His church from r83o, do as he pleases with it, and can give it to
the organization of the church, to July the poor or to an eider as he chooses. Now
r838, eight years .afterward.
I believe this to. be a grave error in judgSecond, That if it was the all important ment on his part, for we read in section 42:
question, the Lord made a lamentable 10 that after the individual has paid his
mistake by leaving the church in the dark consecration of properties or money to the
for eight years. ·
bishop,"-"And again, if th~re shall be
Third, We find that the preceding sec- properties in the. hands of the church, or
tions in Doctrine and Covenants show that any individuals of it, it shall be kept to ad~
the saints did not comply with the princi- minister to those who have not, that every
ples given them, and the cries ofthe poor man who has need rnay be amply .sup· and needy came up before the church. plied." And it goes further and states
and the· Lord, and what was the. result? "that this shall]Je kept in the storehouse.'~
The authorities of the church went before It doesnot give the individual the.privithe Lord !!n~ prayed to him to s~ecify to leg~ to !aive i~ ~Q wh<?m h~ pleasesaud act
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as his own bishop; but to give it to the one
set apart to keep the. s.torehouse. It also
specifi~s in the same paragraph what else
shall be done with the money in the storehom:;e by the bishop and his counselors in
connection with the first presidency and
high council. The Lord's plan is perfect,
and I have yet to find wherein he gives
any in the church the right to promiscuously distribute their surplus or substance
to anyone except the giving of alms to the
world outside of the church, and as we
recognize no such things as almsgiving in
the church, the poor being provided for
by law, it rtmst neccessarily mea:n the.
world.
The brother in article dated July 4th,
page 433 says. first :-"l carinot see, one
statement to warrant the idea that tithing
shall be used to pay the- elders' personal
expenses. The law provides that the
elder should be kept .by freewill offerings
of those whom he labors with when laboring among saints. He has no. right to
collect tithing, but he can receive freewill
offerings wherever given. The church has
the right to say how tithing shall be paid,
for it is money that virtually belongs to
God; but when it comes to'freewill offering, it is individual property, and all have
a right to give to whom and where and
when they pleal'<e, and the church cannot
stop them. This syste111 of prohibiting if
persisted in would comptll :elders when
receiving money not to report it."
Now this is new doctrinet'b me, as I have
never yet found the word of the Lord
commanding such a thing asd'reewill offering in the church, and that for a special
purpose already provided for in the law.
Will the bishop please cite us to a revelation commanding the saints to support
the elders or pay their personal expenses
as referred to by the brother; in the law?
Or will any one cite us to one revelation
where a saint is directed to pay anything
to anyone in the church except the bishop
or his legal representatives?
Now as to the church havir.g the right
to say how tithing shall be paid,-I deny
the church this right. I understand the
Lord Jesus Christ by revelation through
the prophet directed how it shall be p~ld,
and the church accepted it by their vote;
and nothing is left for the church to do but
to comply with that which they have
accepted to govern them. And further, I
understand that the Lord only established
one treasury and in that treasury was to be
placed consecrations, tithing, freewill
offerings, grain, fruit, produce, properties
and ail manner of contributions to the
church; and it is to be placed in the hands
of the bishop and the high council of the
church.
Now let us go back to the organization
of the church and see what the Lord says
shall be done with thisfund in the storehouse. D. and C. 42: 10 tells us that
every man that hath need may be amply
supplied and receive according to his wants.
Now if the elder is not included in this
statement, "every man," will some one
please tell us what order of beings he
~omes under. Paragraph 14 same section
reads :-:-"Thou shalt stand in the place of

Now· brethren ..· let us reason together
thy stewardship. Thou shalt not take thy
brother's garment. Thou shalt pay for
upon this quotation. We find that itis the
what: .thou shalt receive of ·thy brother, Master speaking, and that he is. speaking
and if thou obtain more than that which to the elders of the chur.ch and .is telling
shaH be for thy support, thou shall give it them whaUhey shall do, and how to do it
unto my stotehouse, that all thingsmay be as they are sent out by him,, to prove the
done according to that which I have said!' world, and that "if ye do according to my
Now this paragraph is given direCt to the instructions ye are mydisciples, and if ye
church and hal'; reference not only to el- do not these things, ye are not my dis.
ders, but all officers and .members in the ciples."· Now what constitutes a disciple
church, and is plain and clear and needs no of Ch1rist? First a follower of Christ, one
comment. Paragraph 19 same section reads that has become so by obedience to the
as follows :'-"The priests and teachers gospel of Christ. And as they (the disshall have their stewardships, even as the ciples) were sent out to prove the world,
members, and the elders or high priests, who the Lord ·promised them what the
are appointed to assist the bishop as coun- world would do for them and also. the
selors, in all things are to have their famchurch. Now on the other hand as the
ilies supported out. of the property which brother infers in his article iri above menis consecrated to the bishop, for the good of tioned Herald, that the elders were sent
the poor, and other purposes as before out into the world to prove and test the
mentioned, or they [th-e elders, etc.] are to
quality of the disciples by the quantity
rec.eive a just remuneration for their servthey contributed to the elders' pockets and
ices. And the bishop also, shall receive his mouths without baptism, or any other
support, or a just remuneration for all his qualification necessary for a disciple-if
services, in the church." Now· if this does this be the true interpretation of this pasnot make provision for all, even an elder, sage, G:od pity the poor saints who have.
\vill some one please show what could be made a covenant with him by sacrifice.and
added to make it plainer-unless it would have not the means to fill the elders'
be this given one year later D. and C. 72: pockets, or clothe them privately. This
"The word of the Lord, in addition to the much for the world.
·Jaw which has been given, making known
Now for the church part. Doctrine and
the duty of the bishop which has been or: Covenants Section 23: 7, revelation given
dained unto the church in this part of the July, 1830: "And thou shalt take no purse
vineyard, which is verily this; to.,keep the nor scrip, neither staves, neither two coats;
Lord's storehouse; to receive the funds of for the church shall gi:ve unto thee in the
the church in this part of the vineyard; to• very hour what thou needest .for food,
take an account of the elders r.s before has- and for raiment, and for •shoes, and for
been commanded: and>to administer to money and for scrip; for thou art called
their wants, who shall pay forthilt they re- to prune my vineyard with a mighty
ceive, inasmuch as they have wherewith to pruning, yea even for the last time. Yea
pay, .. " and he who hath not wherewith and also all those whom thou hast ordained,
to pay, an account shall be taken and handed , and they shall do even according to this
over to the bishop of Zion, who shall pay pattern. Amen."
the debt", etc.
See how the Lord says the church shall
Now is this not plain teaching as to who do this. D. & C. 72: g: "The word of the.
is to pay the p~rsonal expenses of the ei:- Lord, in addition to the law which has
der?
Is it the bishop whom God been given, making known the duty of the
has set apart for that purpose, or is the bishop which has been ordained unto this
elder to go begging from door to door church in this part of the vineyard, which
among the saints, as is the inference drawn is verily this, to keep the Lord'& storefrom the publication dated J ulv 4th? The house; to receive the funds of the church
statement made in the above Herald that, in this part of the vineyard; to take an acthe law states that where an elder fails to count oft he elders as before mentioned, and
receive suffiCient for his needs, then the to administer to their wants." Also D. & C.
bishop should supply the deficit out of the 42: 10, in speaking of what is the storefreewill offerings~ D. and C. 72: 3-this house says: "It shall be kept to adminisI consider a direct misstatement of what ter to those who have not, from time to
the paragraph teaches. Please read it.
time, that every man who has need may
Now in reference to the statement in the be amply supplied and receive according
Herald o£ June 27th, also July 4th under to his wants."
. the caption of Tithing etc., "Therefore,
Malachi 3: 10 says in reference to what
'let no man among you (for this command- is to go into the storehouse: "Bring ye all
ment is unto all the faithful who are called the tithes into the storehouse that there
of God in the church unto the ministry) may be meat in mine house, and prove me
from this hour take purse or scrip that now herewith saith the Lord of hosts, if I
goeth forth to proclaim this g'ospel of the
will not open you the windows of heaven
kingdom, behold Isend you out to reprove and pour you out a blessing that there
the world of all their unrighteous deeds, shnll not be room enough to receive it."
and to teach them of a judgment to come"
Now the position of the writer of this
etc. "Whoso receiveth you receiveth me, article so that none may misunderstand
and the same will feed you and clothe you him -is as follows:
and give you money, and he who feeds you
First :-I accept and believe that the
or clothes you, or gives you money shall law of tithing as published in Book of
in now be lose his reward; and he that Covenants, section 106, is in force to-day,
doeth not these things is not my disciple. and that it begins with interest or increase,
By this you may know my disciples,",
and that th~t iut(!r~st and increase begins
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with all the individual possesses, as that is
increase over what the man had to begin
with, and after that one-tenth of all that is
added to that annually, above living expenses, to earn an inheritance in Zion;
and that every saint must obey this law,
or they can never enter Zion; and that
the Lord has made it so clear that he has
left no room for "maybe's," as stated in
article under the head of "Tithing, Consecration, Surplus," etc., in Herald of June
27th, 1891·
Second :-I believe that section 42, Doctrine and Covenants, is in force in full and
complete to-day, and that every Latter
Day Saint may comply with it, and those
that do so are living above the law of
tithing, and it has no force with them, and
that greater blessings follow its obedience
than ever can be attached to the law of
tithing.
Now if this article be a wrong interpretation and teaching of the law governing
this church, I ask the bishop whom God
has called and set apart and given the
special keys of this work, in connection
with the first presidency and high council
of the church, whose duty it is to regulate
the affairs of the church in all the world! hereby ask them to correct it, and let
mere individual opinion cease, not only for
my own sake, but also for the sake of all
those to whom I have been teaching these
principles for the last ten years, that I with
them may ,be set aright. If it is correct,
or partly ,go, I ask the unction of God's
Holy Spirit to attend it and go with it until it reaches the heart of every Latter Day
Saint, and place< desires there to become
obedient thereto.
I personally do not believe that any in"
dividual member of the church has any
more,right to aetas his own bishop in the
distribution of his substance to whom he
pleases in the ch~rch than Saul had to act
in the priest's office in offering sacrifice
to the Lord.
FRANK CRILEY,

Bishop's Agent,.Pittsburg
and Kirtland district.
July 18th, 1890.

MUZZLED OX.

in its work for humanity necessitates laborers, whom we call ministers.
These usually are expected .to devote
theirundivided time and energy to the fulfilling of their calling. These ministers,
like all the rest of mortals, have their
wants of life, bt;>tb for themselves and
their "camp followers." This was understood by Moses yvhen· he wrote: "Thou
shalt not muzzle the ox when he treadeth
out the corn.".:...-Deut. 25: 4· The ox does
not seek to lay pp in store for a "rainy
day," nor provide against. either winter,
famine, "hard times" or old age, but is
satisfied when his immediate wants are
supplied. The IIJinister should be neither
starved, nor yet granted the opportunity to
accumulate affluence, which might prove
atemptation or incentive to abandon his
holy calling.
Were those ordained to the ministry
fully assured .. that their earthly wants
would. be supplied, it woulg lift a load ·of
RELIGION

care from their minds and make them being changed, there .is made of necessity
more efficient in their work. Anciently a change also of the law ."-Heb. 7: II,
the priesthood were so provided for, and 12. This same writer informs us in relathe wisdom of God is manifested therein. tion to the offering made by Christ: "But
We read what the prophet said to Aaron: this man, after he had offered one sacri"This shall be thine of the most holy fice for sins forever, sat down on the right
things, reserved from the fire; every obla- hand of God."-Heb. w: 12. · Thus when
tion of theirs, every meat offering ot theirs, Christ offered his life upon the cross, there
and every sin offering of theirs, and every was to be no more atonement for sin by
trespa~s offering of theirs, which they
the shedding of blood.
shall render unto me, shall be most holy for
There is still a question unsolved, With
thee and for thy sons. In the most holy the cessation of the sacrifices in the taberplace shalt thou eat it; every male shall nacle, was there a cessation of the miniseat it; it shall be holy unto thee. And ters' right to the tithes that Israel brought
this is thine; the heave offering of their into the Lord's "storehouse"? We read in
gift, with all the wave offerings of the the last book of the Old Testament:
children of Israel; I have given them "Will a man rob God? Yet ye have
unto thee, and to thy sons and to thy robbed me. But ye say, Wherein have
daughters with thee, by a statute forever; we robbed thee? In tithes and offerings.
every one that is clean in thy house shall Ye are cursed with a curse; for ye have
eat of it. A,nd the best of the oil, and all robbed me, even this whole nation. Bring
the best of the wine, and of the wheat, the ye all the tithes into the storehouse, that
first fruits of them which they shall offer there may be meat in mine house, and
unto the Lord, them have I given thee. prove me now herewith, saith the Lord of
And whatsoever is first ripe in the land, bosts, if I will not open you the windows
which they shall bring unto the Lord, of heaven, and pour you out a blessing,
shall be thine; every one that is clean in that there shall not be room enough torethine house shall eat of it. All the heave ceive it. "-Mal. 3: 8-.ro.
offerings of the holy things, which the
The Lord would not ask for tithes unchildren o~ Israel offer unto the Lord, less he had use therefor. If we find the
have I given thee, and thy s0ns and thy principle of tithing under the gospel disdaughters with thee, by a statute forever; pensation it would be reasonable to supit is a covenant of salt forever before the pose that the tithes were for the same pprLord unto thee and to thy seed. with thee. pose, namely; for the sustenance of the
And the Lord spake unto Aaron, Thou ministry and their. families. The great
shalt have no inheritance in their land, teacher endoned the principle of tithing
neither shalt thou have any part among in the following language: "But I say unto
them; I am thy part and thine ivheritance you, Woe be JJnto you, Pharisees! For
among the children of Israel. And, .be- "Ve tithe mint and rue, and all manner of
hold, I have given the children of Levi all herbs, and pass over judgment, and the'
the .tenth in Israel for liln inheritance, for love of God; these ought yeto havedone,.
their service which they serve, even the and not to leave the other undone."-Luke
service of the tabernacle of the congregaI I : 43•
tion. But the tithes of the children of
As I write this .especially for the Saints'
Israel, which they offer as a heave offer- perusal, I therefore feel at liberty to make
ing unto the Lord, I. have given to the the following somewhat lengthy extract,
Levites to inherit; therefore I have said as it is explicit on priesthood, as well as
unto them, Among the children of Israel on tithing: "Now as I said concerning
they shall have no inheritance. Thus the. holy order. of this high priesthood:
speak unto the Levites, and say unt!) them, there were many who were ordained and
When ve take ortbe children of Israel became high priests of God; and. it was
the tithes which I have given you from on account of their exceeding faith and
them for your inheritance, then ye shall ·repentance, and their righteousness before
offer up a heave offering of it for the God, they choosing to repent and work
Lord, . even a tenth nart of the tithes. righteousness, rather than to perish; thereTherefore thou ,shalt say unto them, When fore they were called after this holy order,
ye have heaved the best thereof from it 0 and were sanctified, and ·their garments
then .it shall be counted.untothe Levites, were washed white, through the blood of
as the increase of the threshing-floor, and the Lamb. Now they, after being. sanctias the increase of the wine· press. And ye fied by the Holy Ghost, having their garshall eat it in every place, ye and your mentE: made white, being pure and spotc
households; for. it is your reward for your less before God, could not look upon sin,
serviCes in the tabernacle of the congrega- save it were with abhorrence; and there
tion."-Num. 18:.9-13, 19-21 1 24 1 z6, 30, were many, exceeding great many who
31·
were made pure, and entered into the rest
I only quote the foregoing as an illus- of the Lord their God. And noV'{, my
tration of . how the ministry were sup- brethren, I would that ye should humble
ported . in the post-Mosaic church, for yourselves before God, a.nd .bring forth
when Christ came there was a new dis~ fruit meet for repentance, that ye may also
pensation, hence w~ read: "If therefore enter into rest; yea, hutn'ble yourselves
perfection were by the Levitical priest- even as the people iQ the days of Melchis, hood (tor under it. the people received the edek, who was also a high priest.after this
law), what furthllr need was there that same order which I have spoken, who
another priest should .rise after the order also took .upon him the high priesthood
of Melchisedek, and' not be called after forever. And it was this same MelchisetM qrder of Aaron.? For the priesthqo<;l dek to whotll Al:>tal:lam p~.tid tithes: ;yea,
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even our father Abraham paid tithes of
one .tenth part of all that he.· possessed.
Now these ordinances were given after
this manner, that thereby the people
might look forward on the Son of God, it
being .a type of his. order, or it being his
order; and this, that they might look forward to him for a remission of their sins,
that they might enter into the rest of the
Lotd."-Alma w: I,
It is .evident that the great apostle to
the N ephites fav?red .the principle of tithing, and not the muzzling of the ox.
When Christ visited this continent and
made a commitment of the gospel to the
people of this much favored land, he
gave them the revelation of God, as given
by the prophet Malachi to the Jewish
people, and it must be clear that this
was no idle work on the part of the
Master; he would not have instructed
them in regard to tithing unless he had
wanted and expected them to comply
therewith. While tithing may not be an
integral partpf the gospel, none will have
the temerity to say it is not a wonderful
auxiliary in the proclamation thereof.
Paul did not hesitate to inform the people
of his time in relation t~;their duty: "Let
him that is taught in. the word communicate [contribute] unto him that teacheth
in all good things."-Gal. 6: 6.
The teacher should always. be worthy
of such tninistra.tion; itrth,e.n affords pleasure for those contributing: "For it pleased
them of Macedonia,and ..Achaia to make
a certain contribution for the poor saints
which are at J erusa!e,m. J It hath pleased
them, verily; and their debtors they are.
For if the Gentiles have been made partakers of their spiritual things, their duty
'is also to minister unto them in carnal
[worldly] things."-Rom. 15: z6, 27.
There may be an objection to letting
ministers obtain of these contributions, because they might not be rated as '"poor
saints." To this I would reply that the
man who enters the active ministry of this
church eschews every invitation and opportunity to gather up sordid wealth, for
the strength of his manhood is spent in
spreading the gospel; and unless he had a
possession before he entered the active
ministry, and has been able to keep it intact, or his children or the church shall
provide for him, after his days of usefulness be passed, he may labor on in faith
while strength remains, and anticipate a
trip "over the hill to the poor house."
For there is no possibility of laying up
from the allowance for old age, with the
most rigid economy. But, 0, think of
the wife and children who give up for the
g-ospel's sake husband and father, and are
deprived of his counsel, instruction and
companionship, as well as a better living,
with many conveniences that his labor
could provide. Think over the situation
and answer, should the ox be muzzled?
I once heard the late Elder James R.
Badham state at a quarterly conference:
"The elders of this church are the strang~
est ministers in the world, for they will
not preach for or without money." That
nut was full of meat! For the corps of
missionary elders sent out by this church,

were they preaching for money, and hire
themselves out to some church who pay
salaries to their· ministers, could easily obtain from,$1,ooo to-$ro,oooper annum.
Rev. Justin D. Fulton, D. D., furnishes
us some· facts and figures worthy of remembering on the
"POPE'S INCOME, ,.

"The Pope can certainly manage to get
through on his allowance. Pope Leo XIII,
derives his income from1 three sources.
One is the interest oft he .vast sum left by
Pius IX .. in the pontifical treasury, invested chiefly in English consols. (That
he should prefer the securities of a Protestant to a Roman Catholic nation-s;~y
France, Spain, or Mexico-is significant.)
This interest amounts to about $6z5poo
a year. . Another source is the Peter'spence contribution, whicn in spite of very
great reductions of late years, averages
about $41"5,000 annually.
The third
source is the Apostolic Chancery, privileges of the altar, private chapels, etc.,
and aggregate about $5zo,ooo a year. The
entire annual income of Leo XIII., therefore, is about $1,56o,ooo."-Why Priests
Should Wed, p. 98.
Comment on these astounding figures
is unnecessary, and without compunction
of conscience I would readily admit that
with care and economy the old gentleman
will be able to "keep the wolf from the
door."
I put in contrast the following: "And
it came to pass that Alma, having authority from G()d, ordairu~9. priest~; even one
priest to eyery fiftY'" of tlaeir."number did
he ordain to preach unto them, and to
teach them concerning the things pertaining to the kingom of God. And he commanded them that they should teach nothing save it were the things,which he had
taught, and which h~:.d been spoken by
the mouth, of the holy prophets. Yea,
even he commanded them that they should
preach nothing save it were repentance
and. faith on the Lord, who had redeemed
his people. And he commanded them
that there should be no contention one
with another, but that they should look
forward with one eye, having one faith
and one baptism; having their heatts
knit together in unity and in love, one toward another, And thus he commanded
them "to preach. And thus they became
the children of God. And he commanded
them that they should observe the Sabbath
day, and keep it holy, and also every day
they should give thanks to the Lord
their God. And he also commanded them
that the priests, whom he had ordained,
should labor with their own hands for
their support; and there was one day in
every week that was set apart that they
should gather themselves together to teach
the people, and to worship the Lord their
God, and also as often as it was in their
power, to assemble themselves together.
And the priests were not to depend upon
the people for their support; but for their
labor they were to receive the grace of
God, that they might wax strong in the.
Spirit, having the knowledge of God that
they might teach with power and author-

ity from God. And again, Alma com"
manded that,the peopfe of the church
should impart of their substance, every
one (!ccording to that which he had j if
he-have more abundantly, he should im~
part more abundantly; and he that had
but little, but _little sho;uld be required;
and to him that had not should be given.
And thus .they should impart of their substance, of their own free .:w-ill and good .desires towards God, and to those priests that
stood in need, yea, and. to every needy,
naked soul. And this he said unto them,
having been commanded ofGod; and. they
did walk uprightly before God, imparting
to one another, both temporally and spiritually according
their needs and their
wants."-Mosiah 9: 9·
It will be admitted that this is most
wholesome doctrine and full of comfort,
and that the organization and government
in its simplicity and perfection is both attractive and admirable. The Reorganization is building in harmony with the foregoing. All the local rninisters are selfsupporting, laboring with their own hands,
and, in addition to caring for themselves,
aid the cause by their tithes and freewill
offering-s. And even some of .those who
are constantly in the field havefaithfully
complied with the law <:>f tithing. The
work is mutual upon all' in the covenant
of the gospel, for the word of the Lord
says: "All are called according to the gifts
of God unto them; at:~d to the iptent that
all may labor together, let hitn ~hat labor~
eth in the ministry and him that..toileth in
the affairs of the men of business and of
work, labor together with GG.d for the
accomplishment of the work entrusted to
all."-D. & C., I 19: 8.
This is as it should be; for all have
obeyed the same gospel and expect
and hope to attain to the same glory in
the kingdom of God. No muzzled ox
there. Paul adopted and applied the Ian~
guage of Moses. Why may we not do
the same, being engaged in the like work
of those servants of God? "For it is writ,
ten in the law of Moses, Thou shalt not
muzzle the mouth of the ox that treadeth
out the corn. Doth God take eare for
oxen? Or saith he it altogether for our
sakes? For our sakes, no doubt, this is
written; that he that ploweth · should
plow in hc:>pe; and that he that thresheth in hope should be partaker of his
hope. If we have sown unto you spiritual things, is ·it a great thing if we shall
reap your carnal things? If others be partakers of this power over you, are not we
rather? Ne::::ertheless we have not used
this power; but suffer all things, lest we
should hinder the gospel of Christ. Do
ye not know that they which minister
about holy things live of the things of the
temple? and they which wait at the altar
are partakers with the altar? Even so
hath the Lord ordained that they which
preach the gospel should live if the gospel."-1 Cor. 9: 9-14.
I emphasize this last verse to make
more forceful the idea and argument of
the apostle.
·
"Behold, now it is called to-day (until
the coming of the Son of man), and

to
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verily it is a day of sacrifice, and a day for
the tithing of my people; for he that is
tithed shall not be burned (at his coming)."
--D. C. 64: 5· Latter Day Saints should
observe that the above revelation bears
date September I Ith, 1831, and that from
that date until Christ shall come, is the
time for the Saints to tithe themselves.
For an explanation of the burning we
read: "Every man's work shall be made
manifest; for the day shall declare it, be~
cause it shall be revealed by fire; and the
fire shall try every man's work of what
sort it is. If any man's work .abide which
he hath built thereupon, he shall receive a
reward. If any man's work shall be
burned, he shall suffer loss; but he himself may be saved; yet so as by fire."-I
Cor. 3: 13-15. The above is of general
application to all who )/Ssay obedience to
the gospel.
But here is an explanation especially
adapted to all those called to be ministers
in the church: "Be ye very careful, for
many elders have been ordained unto me,
and are come under my condemnation, by
reason of neglecting to lift up their voices
in my cause; and for such there is tribulation ·and anguish; haply they themselves
may be saved (if doing no evil) though
.their glory, which is given for. their works,
be withheld, or in other words their works
are burned, not being profitable unto me."
-D. C. I r6: 2. When a man's work is
unprofitable unto the Lord, he has put the
muzzle on himseH.
"
The tocsin should be frequently sounded
to one and all, that our liberty and hope of
eternal life in glory, is within the law. ·
The spirit that should prevail between the
minister and hi~ congregation should be
reciprocal in its character, producing love,
charity, good will, respect, trust, confidence and godliness, and not fear, shame,
doubt, tears, darkness. and sadness of
heart. The minister should never be
harsh, severe, or: magisterial, but faithfully
"Preach the wqrd; be instant in season,
who are out of:season; reprove, rebuke,
exhort with all longsuffering and doctrine."-2 Tim. 4: 2; And it would be for
the mutual good of the minister and his
audience to observe this rule,-"and if ye
receive not the Spirit ye shall not teach."
When God putteth on the muzzle by
withholding His Spirit, it is advisable to
be silent until the return of freedom and
divine light.
Let there come down the corridors of
time and vibrate in our hearts the exhortation of fhe aJ?o$tle,-'-"The elders which
are among you l exhort, who am also an
elder, and a w~tness of the sufferings of
Christ, and .also a partaker of the glory
that shall be revealed, feed the flock of
God, which is among you, taking the
oversight thereof, not for filthy lucre, but
o£ a ready mind; neither as being lords
over God's heritage, but being ensamples
to the flock. And when the chief Shepherd shall appea;r, ye shall receive a crown
of glory that fadeth not away."-I Peter

5= l-4·

.

To this church it was said less than a
decade ago, "It is my will that ye more
fully honor and pay heed to the voiCe and

counsel of the traveling ministry in spiritual things, which if ye do not, the office
which•they hold is not honored in my
service, and the good they should do is
made void."-D. C. 118: 3· Muzzle not
the ox, but comply with·the Lord's commandment. The Apostle in writing to
his son in the gospel waxed with holy
boldness when he said: "Let the elders
that rule well be counted worthy of double
honor, especially they who labor in the
word and doctrine. For the scripture
saith, Thou shalt not muzzle the ox that
treadeth out the corn. And,. the laborer
is worthy of his reward. Against an elder
receive not an accusation, but before two
or three witnesses."-! Tim. 5: 17-19.
I have not written in the spirit of faultfinding; for I have no occasion so to do,
as I have received for my family all that
I asked for; and for my personal needs I
have been more than amply supplied.
May unity, love and activity prevail
throughout the church, and the ox not be
muzzled.
ROB'T. M. ELVIN.

FOURTH OF JULY ORATION

DELIVERED AT LITTLE SIOUX, IOWA,
\\f, .w.

BLAIR.

THE Little Sioux celebration was a pronounced success here last .Saturday. The
programme was carried out without a
break, though the slight rain of the morning put the exercises off tilJ after dinner.
The music, both vocal and instrumental,
was first class. The reading of the Declaration of Independence by Miss Agnes
Bonney Wf!S highly commended. The
oration bf;Elder' W. W. Blair, of Lamoni, is a model in its way. We print
it in full and bespeak for it a careful reading.
Mr. Blair said:
We are met to celebrate the hundred
and fifteenth anniversary of our national
independence, and the time when, in the
providence of God, a nation was born in a
day-a nation evolved from the persecu"
tions of priestcraft and the oppression and
despotism of kingcraft; a nation whose
constitution, andlaws, and history, presents to the political world~ the best an:d
most successful form· of civil government
ever seen by man.
The day we celebrate, dear to all in
every land who love the equal and inalienable rights of man, and doubly dear
to the heart of every patriotic citizen,
whether native born or adopted; that day,
I say, is the sign and synonyi:n of human
liberty, of equaL rights for all men, and is
the high born ideal, and the fact pra"ctically wrought out, that God "Hath
made of one blood all nations of men for
to dwell on all the face of the earth, and
hath determined the times before . appointed, and the bounds of their hahitation, that they should seek the Lord, if
haply they might feel after him, and find
him,. though he be not very far from
every one of us, for in Him WI;! live? and

move, and have our being, for we are also
his offspring," as Saint Paul declared
eighteen hundred years ago to the learned
and wise ones at Athens.
The Fourth of July to every worthy
American citizen is significant of all that
is patriotic and noble in civil government,
reaching back, as it does, to the times
when great hearted men and women, with
high resolve and lofty purpose, pledged
their powers, their wealth and their very
lives, to strike down usurpation and
tyranny, and win for themselves and for
their posterity, freedom from all enthrallment and misrule, whether of civil rulers
or priestly pretenders. And to-day, as
also for the past century and more, e. ery
American citizen can point with just pride
and commendable enthusiasm to the glorious Flag-the Stars and Stripes-which
guards him securely. at home, and pro;
tects him sacredlv when abroad.
We have a noble heritage bequeathed
us by our patriot fathers-a nation
founded according to the wise and lovinv
purposes of God'; a nati n whose influ~
ence on the side of just and equal government and in the interests of progress in all
the various dep'arttrients of civilized life, is
felt and honored by all the nations of
earth; a nation whose light and whose
elevating forces are destined to sweep on,
rapid! y, to the uttermost parts of the earth,
till the shackles shaH forever fall from the
body, brain and soul of every man, and
until "the··nations' shall beat their swords
into plowshares, their spears into pruning
hooks, and natjon -shall not lift up sword
against nation; neither. shall they learn
war any more."
How fitting it is that France, the nation
that so nobly aided our revolutionary
fathers in their struggle for liberty, should
place at the chief gateway of our nation,
New York, where the ships of all nations
come, that· splendid monu nent, "Liberty
enlightening the world" with her ever
brightly burning .torch-a standing witness, furnished by one of .the leading
powers of the world, testifying to the
beneficent work of our nation toward all
mankind, at home and abroad!
Having said thus much of our·.nation and
its natal day in a discursive way, it is well
that we now consider some .of the principal causes that led up to our national independence, and trace some of the chief
lines of preparation ~nd unfoldment essential in making the way possible and practicable for the founding and building of
our model Republic.
.
Prior to the Christian era, human governments found their best representatives
and wisest lawgivers in the patriarchs, the
Pharaohs, Moses, Lycurgus, Solon, Cyrus
the Great, Confucius, Cincinnatus, Aristides, Caius Licinius, .the Cresars, and
others, up to the Augustan period. This
latter may well be called the golden age
of the ancient world, for in it was centered
the best fruits- of the mightie~>t achievements of the then past;~
In that age Christ, the Sun of Righteousness, arose upon the worldand gave a
higher meaning to life, a better interpretati9n to the fa,th!;!rho<.>d of (,Tod 1 a clearer
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statement. of the universal broth'erhood of
man, and revealed a purer, juster basis and
theory of civil gpvernment; for He came
"A light to lighten. the Gentiles, and the
glory" of the true Israel of God~ Greatly
opposed and persecuted, yet wherev:.er his
teachings in their purity attracted the attention of the masses, they enlightened,
reformed and refined them, from the
humblest peasant to the mightiest prince,
from the vilest sinner to the wisest philosopher, until Constantine the Great,
Emperor of Rome, and Justin, the Greek
philospher, with millions· of earth's chil-.
dren, bowed to the benign rule of the
lowly Nazarine. But soon came, rapidly,
~he. corrupting and falling away of the
Christian cause, and. from about the year
570 A.D. till about 12r5, the world yvas
wrapped in the gloom and despair of the
'!.dark ages," when the few ruled the
world at will by their cunning. and their
might, when kingcraft and priestcraft
struck hands and reveled in the hard
earned gains and servile labors of the toiling masses~
Injustice and usurpati<m, long endured
and long hated, was now working in the
souls of men resentment and revolution.
Despotic rule in church· a~d in state developed in the common people the love of
liberty and . equal rights and the consciousness that one person is as good as
any othet: if he Q()es :l;S 1~we!J.
In England, destined
be chief among
the great nations of these .latter days,
King John, the drunken tyrant, was compelled to sign '·'Magniot Charta"-that
great charter of human rights and. liber•
ties which: has ever since been the foundation of the free constitution of England.
Over in Scotland the love of liberty and
equal rights found exponents and defenders in William Wall ace, Robert Bruce,
and their noble compatriots. On the continent of Europe the liberal and enlightened opinions of. John Wickliffe-"the
day star.of the reformation"-found lodgment in the hearts of many, among whom
were John Russ and Jerome of Prague,
who were burned at the stake, the victims
of church and state. All this tended to
intensify hatred of misrule and to deepen
the love of justice and personal freedom.
The times were auspicious. Liberty was
rapidly approaching its birth. A new
home and new environments were needed
for the coming child of promise, and
heaven inspired the soul of Columbus to
· discover this choice continent of America,
in 1492. Soon after this all Europe, includmg Great Britain, was ablaze with the
irrepressible spirit of the Reformation.
Church and state strove by threats and
craft and cruel violence to crush it down,
but the more opposed the wider it spread,
till Puritan, Pilgrim and Huguenot fled
from home and fatnerland to find asylum
from their persecutors on the inhospitable
shores of North America. Here they
planted and nourished the sacred principles of civil and religious liberty, that, in
r776, found expression in the Declaration
of Independence and the constitution and
by laws thereunder. But here as in the times
of Job, when the upright ones gathered

to

together Satan came also; and here came
priestly despotism with fetters for the
souls of men, and .. here .. came "'state~
craft crying like the. horse leech, "Giv.e!
give!" Usurpation, intrigue, a.nd oppres~
sion wrought their evil work until .forbearance ceased to be a virtue·; and when,
in 1764, Great Britain proposed to tax the
colonies without their consent, the latter
denied their right to do so, and valiantly
. resisted the collectors. James Otis of Massachusetts, and kindred patriots, puhlic.Iy
discussed and denounced the oppressi.on
and arbitrary claims of the mother coun"
try. Mr. Otis said publicly: "To my dying day I will oppose with all the powers
and faculties God has given me, all such
instruments of slavery on the one hand,
and villainy on the other." Of this event
John Adams said: "Then and there was
the first scene of the first act of opposition
to the arbitrary claims of Great Britain:.
Then and there the child of Independence
was borne."
The Stamp Act followed March .22d,
I 765, .and thirty-eight . days there~fter
Patrick Henry in the Virginia Assembly
wrote upon a blank leaf torn .from a law.
book the famous resolutions opposing taxation save by .a general asserr1bl y of .the
colony. In 1773 Tea Meetings were held
in New York, in Philadelphia ana also
unaer the Liberty Tree in Boston, and on
December 16th of the sam.e. :year the re.nowned Boston Tea Party p;roceeded to
three vessels in .Boston harbor and cast
342 chests of tea into the· sea, and all this
was done toresist tne ()ppr~ssive duty
with.which England taxed teiC
In 1774, when a certain petition from
Massachusetts was dismissed by the king
as "groundless, vexatious and scandalous,"
Benjamin Franklin, Post Master General,
vowed he would not wear his'b':fficial suit
till he had signed the papers for a separation from Great Britain!
In this same year Alexander Hamilton
in a most eloquent speech at the Meeting
of the Fields, held by citizens of New
York, plead most effectively for the vital
principles of human liberty.
October 14th, 1774, a declaration of
colonial rights was drawn up and passed
by the Provisional Congress of Massachusetts, and on the zoth of the same
month the American Association in a
series of a.rticles setting forth the rights of
the colonies denounced the slave trade.
Prior to this Thomas Tefferson had said
before the. convention· in Virginia that,
"The abolition of domestic slavery is the
greatest object of desire in these colonies,
where it was unhappily fixed in their infant state."
February 26th, 1775, the first hood of
the revolution was shed at Salem. May
I 1th of the same year the Continental
Congress met in Philadelphia and voted
to raise 2o,ooo men and sent a petition of
remonstrance to the king. The formation
of a Federal Union of the Colonies was
initiated and steps taken to organize an
army and navy.
June 15th, 1775, George Washington
was elected commander in chief of the
American forces, and June 17th the battle

of Bunker Hill was fought. . Then .the
famous Yankee Doodle, jnvented in derision of the colonists, was captured by
'the Americans and made to. do valiant
duty for freeman to this day. War had
now fairly hegun~war in defense.of liberty, home and country.· Skirmishes had
preceded this at Lexington and Concord,
and Col. Ethan Allen had captured Ticoaderoga, May roth, "in tq.e name of Almighty God and the Continental Congress." In September the Americans invaded Canada and captured Montreal, and
at the battle of Quebec fell that noble patriot, General Montgomery; The British
under Lord Dunmore burned Norfolk,
Virginia, January Ist, 1776, and W'ashington began the siege of Boston March
2d following.
In this manner the way was prepared
by injustice, insult, tyranny and violence,
for the ever renowned anti glorious Declaration of American Independence, July
4th, 1776-an event that marked a nE)W
era in the world's history; an event that,
like a splendid sunburst, filled the world
with the promise of civil an·d religious
liberty; an event that smote down the pretended "divine right" of •kings and their
fellows; an event that guaranteed ti1e enfranchisement of 'all men, and secured to .
man his inherent right of life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness. . Then was laid
down in tears and in joy, the etemal. foundat.ions of true civil goyernme11t~a gov~
ernment oi t~e pe9ple, by.thepeople, and
for the people- a government. whose
manifold blessings we enJoy to; Clay, and
whose principles and blessings we should
seek vigilantly to perpetuate and transmit
to all future generations.
I need not recount the toils and sacrifices and sufferings tha:t our patriot fathers
and mothers endured· in the terrible war
that followed, nor dwell upon the hopes
and fears and almost despair they encountered up to the surrender of Lord Corn·
wallis, at Yorktown, Octobor 19th, 1782,
when peace dawned upon our new born
and affiicted Republic. But with propriety we may now briefly consider the progress and development of our nation, from
the thirteen charter states with a population of about 3,ooo,ooo, up to our present
forty-four states and five terri~9ries with a
population of nearly 65,ooo£Doo of free
men. The growth of our nation in unity,
power and commerce, has been truly marvelous. This is equally frue of our agriculture, manufactures, mining and internal improvements. Our nation is now
bound together by a network of navigable
lakes, bays, and rivers, and by innumerable
railway, telegraph and telephone lines.
Our educational advancement has been
equally marked, for our land is full of institutions of learning, from the university
and college down to the free public school,
so that the poorest child may gain a fair
education.
Guaranteed religious liberty, under our
constitution and laws, has filled our land
with churches where every one has the
promise and privilege of worshiping God
according to the dictates of his own conscience1 a bocm d?ni~d man during the
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dark ages by blind despots and bigoted
priests, but won for us by the godly zeal
and patient endurance of the Reformers
and by the lofty patriotism of our revolutionary fathers.
Discovery and invention have done essential and noble work in making possible
the founding of our republic and in building it up. Its citizens have been and are
now foremost in these departments, as
witness Robert Fulton, Ericsson, Hussey,
Prof. Morse, Spencer, Goodyear, Pitman,
Howe, Gray, Bell, and Edison, with hosts
of others. Horace Greeley once said in his
Tribune, "In the education of the intellect
mankind have made great strides since the
birth of this century. Whether we regard
the number taught or the knowledge'imparted, the progress has been marvelous."
The Chic.)~$0 Republican said in .1872,
"The mosf striking characteristic of our.
times is the rapid stride which the world is
making in science, general intelligence
and invention." Another journal says,
"Never was there such activity of invention within the history of mankind as at
the present day;" and t.he Scientific American remarks that "The number of inventions that have been made during the past
fifty years is unprecedented in the history
of the world;" while the London Spectator says, "More has been done, richer and
more prolific disc()veries have been made,
grander ..~chieverriehts have been realized,
in the course of the fifty years of ou.r lifetime than in all the previou · lifetime of
our race,. since. ~tates, nations. and politics,
such as history makes us acquainted with,
have had their being." In all these things
our nation has taken a leading part, and.
all these things have been made possible
because the sou,ls of. men, beginning with
the Reformat:i:qn, have been thirsting and
struggling and ;battling for freedom-freedom to think and act in harmony with
their inherent rights and capabilities. All
these achievem~nts have been do.ublyas-.
sured since Am~rica, on the Fourth of July,
1776, burst thl"l fetters of kingcraft and
priestcraft and proclaimed liberty for man:
U rider our cc:;mstitution and laws, every
one may attain the highest ideal possible.
The boy of to-~ay, though reared in poverty and obscurity, as were Lincwln and
Garfield and Johnson, with hosts of our
statesmen and jurists and educators and
inventors and . manufacturers and merchants and ministers-that boy may aspire
to the highest office in the gift of the
Americ.an peopJe, o.r to the highest postion
in any of the dl:)partments of civilized life,
and he may wi9-. it, too, for the way is open
to.all. Such are/the opportunities and possi):>ilities provided under our liberal and progressive institlttion~ sincemJ uly 4th, 1776!
And the American GLIC{.L-God bless her
-:-she may if she will, with her masterful
intution and "?ealth of love, captUre and
control the American BoY.; and thus fashion
.and finish th~highest type of Citi:z;enship
possible in our. free America!
Herein
American wornan is cheerfl1Hy accorded
her proper place at the right hand of man,
as his equal artd his helper-he to rough~
hew .toe ruggerl outlines of society arid
she to polish, refine, elevate and .beautify;
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Woman, the mother of the race, the glory,
When the Condnental Congress was prethe inspirer, the comforter of man and the paring the Declaration of Independence,'
higber architect of our best civilizations, in Carpenter's Hall, in Philadelphia, the
has always wrought wisely and with mar- old bellrii).ger, up in the belfry, watched
velous patience and affection in every trial and waited for the signal to ring. Presor progressive movement, and never more ently his listening ear caught the shout of
so than in the times when Isabella, Queen his little boy below, saying, "Father, Ring!
of Spain, offered willingly to pledge her Ring!! Ring!!!" and the old bellringer
crown jewels in aid of Columbus, the dis- rang the Liberty bell long and lo.ud, .and
coverer of our America, or when Mary sent forth to the world the tidings that
Chilton, of the Mayflower, was first of that tyranny was doomed, and that America
noble band of Pilgrims to set foot upon was free!
And now let every son and .daughter of
Plymouth Rock in quest of untrammeled
America, whether adopted or free-born,
freedom to worship God!
•in toe times when our patriot fathers resolve that, by the grace of God, and by
resisted the tyranny and usurpation of their own strong will, the land of AmeriGreat Britain, and in the times of the late ca shall be forever free! -Little Sioux
Rebellion, woen our liberties were imper- Independent.
ilkd by internecine war, the motoers and
wives of'our land stood bravely, noblv at
THE NATURE OF THOUGHT.
their post, to encourage, succor' sustain,
and willingly sacrifice in the interests of Is THERE such a thing as a free thinkliberty and equal rights. And to-day the er?
women of our land are found leading-,
Analysis is a process of simplification.
often, in the field of education, philanthro- By this process we· discover that thought
py and reform, inspiring to higher and is merely the means for the discovery and
better life by wise counsels and gentle application of evi"dence. He is the best
manners, giving tone and grace and solidi- thinker who most thoroughly discovers
ty to the social fabric, proving them to be and most accurately applies the evidence
what .God <)esigned them to be, the. indis- bearing upon any theme under considerapensable and all-worthy helpers of man. tion. There is evidently, therefore, no
All honor t() W()men-the mothers, the suco a thing as a ftee thinker; for evidence
wives, th(hpaughters of our land-may exists somewhere bearing upon every issue
they ever b~ j::>yful and. equal sharer~') in of fact or . prineiple, .and the sole business
the rich blessings of freedom and equal and duty of the thinker is to discover
rights guarantee<] in Free America!
such evidence and correctly apply it. He
What may.WJ;'! not- hope for our nation, . is absolutely bound hand and foot by this
its perpetuilyand progress, when we con- obligation. He cannot vary from the rule
sider its deep and strong foundations, the of evidence not so much as a hair's breadth
eternal principles of right and justice ~nd without dishonoring his profession and
freedom upon which it is builded and the corrupting his manhood.
terrible b!!.pti~m qf sacrifice and suffering
. There is in addition to the obligation to
through which it came at the first. And discover the evidence and correctly apply
what may we not hope for it when we see it, a still greater obligation resting upon
it grandly outriding the raging storm of the thi.nker, and one in reference to which
battle from 186r to r865-when more than he is guilty of more omissions and failr,soo,ooo of her sJurdy sons flew to her ures than with referencj:) to both the others
aid in the. defense of hunpn liberty and combined. This is the duty to cprrectly
the. equal rights ofman! The world never and fully state t]Je evidence bearing upon
before; saw spch a won<:it;lrful exhibition of any iss~e of fact or principle, together
love for country and home and human with the full consequenqes oLits proper
rights as. during those dreadful years of application thereto. This last is one of the.
fratricidal strife. But the God of battles searching tests of manhood, a test ~hich
had set a tJ.a(11ing sword to guard the sa- few invite, and fewer still are able to stand.
cred tree •Of liberty, ar;tQ he inspired the There. are many otherwise good men. in
souls of freemen with loyalieal and pa- toe world who have not yet learned to altriotic resolve to defend our nation against ways tell the truth in-the statement of an
all enemies within and all.foes without, opponent's position, and there· are but few
and .~lso to mair;ttain for the good of toe who have learned to tell it fully in the
world the sacred principles fixed by His application .of. an opponent's evidence.
own .right hand in our constitution and its The difficulty does not arise so much from
laws!
the want of a desire to speak the whole
Our nation will live! It must live, and truth, as from the error.of hastily claiming
flourish, until the ~nds for .which it· w~s infallibility for positions occupied; and
founded shall have been: fully consum- when such positions are shown to be in
mated. All . shou~d be prcmd in being some vital or inconsequential particulars,
Arnerican citi:~<e.r;t!), and every citizen .should erroneous, it is hard to at once and fully
faithfully and vigilantly uphold our coun- confess ·it by a strict and careful obs~rvartce
try and its laws. The loyalty arid intelli- of .. the truth and .. the whole truth with
gence of the people are the security,the reference to aq opponent's evidence.
f;trength .and· the permanence of our govThought having primarily t.o do with
ernment; Every worthy citizen i& a sov- evidence. is.the me~:~ns by which we are
ereign and an element of national power. placed in harmony with truth •. T.hi9-king
Every citizen is)nterested in the welf:'\re is laboring to discover the truth by means
of o.ur nation, and he therefore should ofevidepce. Thinking closely andcarepromptly obeyits laws and. honor its a4- fully is. following evipt;lnce closely aml
thorities•
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carefully. Deep thought searches o.ut as velop a country of magnificent resources
· much evidence as possible. Honest thought and of almost inexhaustible agricultural
states the evidence and the consequences and mining wealth.
of its proper and full application correctly
The various results which will eventand fully.
·
ually follow the completion of this great
Another obligation still rests upon the work cannot of course be fully estimated
thinker. After searching out the evidence, in advance, but some of them may be parcorrectly applying it, and fully and cor- tially foreseen. One of these is that by
rectly stating the consequences of such means of this road Russia leaps at a single
application, he is under obligation to shape boun,d into the indubitibleposition of the
his life in accordance .with the precepts of most formidable of Asiatic powers.
truth discovered by this process of thought. Through this road England is made inseThe duty to think rests upon all men. cure in India, and, whenever the contest
The .race should be a race of thinkers. for supremacy in eastern Asia. is precipiEverything within our reach should be tated, the whole northern frontier.- of
reached into after evidence. The thinker China will be open at every point to the
should respect ·all men's rights, but he massing of R ussjan troops.
should know no sanctuaries where eviBut altogether apart from its availabildence of guilt or innocence, truth or error, ity and importance in war, its commercial,
may be kept from the public eye. The industrial, and political .. possibilities are
old, the middle aged, and the young should simply incalculable. It will bring the hidthink. No man should be tolerated either den section of Asia into full connection
in the political or religious arena, who with the rest of the world. With the
reaches forth his hand to either stop or completion of this road a new era will
dictate the course of thought.
begin, travel and commerce will follow an
Questions are divisible for the sake of unbroken route from the west of Europe
consideration into settled and unsettled. to Japan, the ideas of civilization else·
A settled question is one concerning which where prevalent will be introduced and
the person who regards it as settled is sat- take root, and gradually those changes
isfied; an unsettled question one concern- will occur which will make Asiatic Russia
ing which the person regarding it as un- a sharer in the common progress of
settled .is not satisfied. If we are to regard humanity.
a settled question as Gtie concerning which
BRITISH SPHERES OF~ IN:F;LUENCE
it is improper to . tbipk, or concerning
IN AFRICA.
which at a proper tim~ and in a proper
Some recently published figures will
place it is improper to express our thoughts, give an idea of the enormous growth of
then there are no. settle!;! •questions. The British "spheres of infl11~11ce" in Africa
habit of regarding questions as finally during the last fifteen years. In 1876 the
disposed of, put outside of the arena of total area was a little less than z8o,ooo
logical combat, is not good. It narrows square miles, now it is only a little less
the field, and accordingly narrows the than z,ooo,ooo square miles. The West
capacity of the thinker. Men should not Coast colonies have increased.from 15,ooo
attempt to wade a. stream ten feet deep to 45,000 square miles, and Gape Colony
while yet they measure but six feet in and its dependencies from 240,000 to 500,height; but being told that they must ooo, while to these territories must now
never attempt it will bnly serve to increase be added the 4oo,ooo square miles of the
the desire of some for an immediate trial, Royal Niger company, the 5oo.ooo square
and thus increase the chanches of harm or miles of the South Africa company, the
destruction. The attempt of one man to 4oo,ooo square miles of British East Africa,
dictate what shall be the efforts of an- and several districts of smaller extent.
other's mind, is evidently the result of igBoMBAY, July 3oth.- Three hundred
norance and must bear fruit accordingly. persons and vast numbers of live stock have
-Independent Patriot.
been drowned by the floods now prevailing in the province of Gujerat. The
water is breast high in the streets of MaITEMS OF INTEREST.
hoda and Bhowngger. Fifteen inches of
THE construction of the world's longest rain has fallen within twenty-four hours.
railroad is progressing rapidly along the
A Texas cattleman says the outlook at
river valleys and across the steppes of Sipresent
is that the supply of cattle from
beria, says the Philadelphia Inquirer. The
western extremity of the road is the min: that state will fall short I,ooo,ooo head as
ing town of Miask on the eastern side of compared with the number last year.
DERIVATION OF OUR PEOPLE.
the Ural range, and its eastern terminus is
Taking the recent census as a basis, the
at the Vladivostok, on the Sea of Japan,
making a total length of 4,785 miles, New Orleans TimesDemocrat figures out
which is nearly twice ·the length of the. that of the white population of this counCanadian Pacific. Its cost anJ equipment try 55 per cent is English, 20 per cent
is estimated at$ 183,8zs,ooo-an enormous German, 15 per cent Irish, 4 per cent
amount, but profitably invested, and far Latin, 3 per cent Scandinavian, and 3 per
less than the cost of a useless European cent Slav.
war.
GALESBURG, Ill., July 31.-The cattle
The country through which the road disease has reached this county, and a
will run is for the most part fairly popu- number of animals have already died from
lous, much of it being very fertile and the it. The farmers claim that it is unlike
rest rich in minerals; so that along its anything that has appeared in this county
entire route the road will open up and de- before.

On July 31st the President officially
proclaimed the consummation of a reciprocity treaty with Spain, affecting the
United States and the Spanish dependencies of Cuba and Porto Rico.
The Wesleyan Conference, in session at
London, in allu&ion to the Dilk case,
adopted a resolution protesting against the
introduction into public life of men convicted of flagrant immorality.
Austin, Nevada, and Council Bluffs and
vicinity ha\e been rece:Jtl y visittd with
cloud-bursts which have destroyed much
propel ty and wrcught much havoc generally. "A hailstorm extending over about
6oo acres passed near Ardoch, North
Dakota, J uiy 29th, totally ru:,ning the
wfueat, oats and barley."
There have been heavy rains and serious floorls in the presidency of Bombay,
India. The roads are damaged and sixty
miles of railroad has been injured by washouts. The rivers in the district of Poonah
are swollen, and thousands of acres of
land are submerged.
The church party in Mexico is believed
to have a secret candidate against President Diaz.
Under dat~ ot July 29th a
St. Louis item states: "Late ad vices from
the City of Mexico say that the two
American paper~ published in that city are
making considerable noise over the recent
letter of the so-called Prince Iturbide,
which is now med as' ,~he banrer-cry l:ly
the church party, who seem to nave some
concealed candidate against Dh1z,and are
using this foolish, ignorant boy and his
backer; Verdugo, to cover up appearances.
The creation of three new archbishoprics
and five new bishoprics by the pope is
considered significant. The Indians, who
form nine-tenths of the population, are
very loyal to the clergy.
By vote of I 14 to 88 the Canadian
House of Commons rejected propositions
introduced with the object of establishing
the most extended reciprocal trade between
Canada and the United States.
PoRTLAND, Ind., July r9th.-For the
last two weeks the grasshoppers have
been appearing in the border comities of
Ohio and Indiana. They first appeard in
the meadows and then in the oats fields.
The latter crop, a portion of which was
harvested before being fully ripe on account of their ravages, is nearly all out
and grave fears are entertained that the
insects will now turn their attention to the
corn. Crops of all kinds were never better than they are this year and that they
may .be 'ruined by this ·pest is causing no
small amount of uneasiness.
PASTOR OF THE PILGRIM FATHERS.
AMSTERDAM,] uly 24th.--At Leyden todav a most impressive ceremony and one
of"great interest to the United States was
witnessed. It was the unveiling in St.
Peter's church of the memorial erected
there in honor of the Rev. John Robinson,
pastor in Holland of the Pilgrim Fathers,
and one of the passengers on the Mayflower who settled in Plymouth in r6zo.
The use of ammonia in the manufactures and its abuse as a food adulterant,
especially in baking powders, is so
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rapidly increasing that its dangerous qualities ought to be more generally known.
Prof. J. L. Ray, a southern astronomer,
professes to have discovered evidences of
tremendous volCanic disturbances and
other violent agitations on the moon's surface.
One hundred and thirty-two million
dollars is the e~timated amount of property
that will this year be destroyed by fire.
Losses thus far aggregate sixty-one million
three hundred and twelve thousand dollars, a much larger sum than the proportionate average loss of past years, and the
basis for the year's estimate.

CHANGE OF TIME.
The committe of arrangements for the Saints'
reunion, to be held at Logan, Iowa, have, for
good reasons, chapged the time of meetipg from
September ixth to October 2d. All remember
the date. ·
WM. R. DAVISON, Secretary.
REUNION NOTICE.
The first annual reunion of the Northwest
Kansas dishict w!ll be held at Goshen, twelve
miles northeast of Clay Center, Kansas, commencing September IOth. All surrounding districts, especially those of Kansas, Nebraska,
Eastern Colorado and the Independence district,
are most c?rd}ally invited to be represented by
their memlJ!'rship;;fiLO others. Come, everybbdy, and bring your teilts and camp tools. Every
means will be put forth to have a good representation of church officials.
Parties cpming iby rail will please come to
Clay Center. All parties coming unprepared to
camp will please drop me a card, and they will
be cared for at reasonable rates.
Correspondence splicited in regard to making
tents, camping, etc,
H~ P. CURTIS, Dist. Pres,
Clay Center, Kansas.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Conference of th~ Nodaway, Missouri, district
willconvene at Stanberry, Missnuri, Saturday,
August 15th. Those coming by team will please
meet at Bro. F. Vv;m. Curtis', in Eastern Stanberry; those coming by rail will be met by the
committee wearing blue badges with the inscription, "L. D. S." upon them.
JosEPH Cp;aTis, Pres. f!l Co11;1mittee.
The Far West district conference will convene
with the Edger to~ Junction branch, in Platt.
county, Missouri, A;ugust 22d, at 10 a.m. An in·
vitation .is extended to friends ahd Saints to
meet with us.
CHARLES P. FAuL, See~·etary.
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possessed a clear religious nature; loved discussion, would hit hard, but would receive in turn
with best of feeling. Seemingly from mere accident he was led to attend the meetings of the
Latter Day Saints, some eighteen years ago,
going out of mere curiosity to find out what was
in the world. He soon became convinced under
the preaching of Elder Hazeltine of the truth of
the latter day message, and joined the church
and lived a commendable member of the cause.
I am requested to announce through the Her·
He served a number of years as bishop's agent;
ald, meetings as f<:>llows: Diamondale, Michigan,
was one of the best posted men in the church in
August 14th, rsth, I6th and I7th. Marcellus,
that department and among the first to pay his
August 21st, 22d, 23d and 24th. I understand
tithing. His trust and confidence in the gospel
that the Saints at these places are expecting the
was a grand support in his last trial, and he
missionaries appointed in the district, .Brn. W.
looked upon death with a triumphant indifferJ. Smith, Columbus Scott, and Leonard Scott to
. ence, knowing that its grasp was but momentary
be present.
HIRAM RATHBUN, Sr.
retard and he would rest with the faithful and
share a part in the "first resurrection:" He was
conscious until the last moment; told his wife,
The dedication of the church in Union Center
"You must not feel bad, you must not weep; the
branch at Moorehead, Monona county, Iowa,
Lord does not like cowards." So dies the Godwill take place August r6th. A two-days' meeting
fearing, the honest, trusting and faithful. Fuwill begin August rsth, to hold over Sunday. Disneral services by Elder W. H. Kelley. '
trict tent will be utilized there, and meetings
continue at Preparation the following week.
WILSON--At his home, eight miles west of
J. F. MINTUN.
Burlington, Iowa, June 24th, 1891, aged 74 years,
MAGNOLIA, Iowa, July 31st.
7 months and 27 days, Bro. Soren Wilson; born
October 28th, x8r6, in Ostrup Saltum Sogn,
Denmark; came to America with his family in
TWO-DAYS' MEETINGS.
1857; lived near Burlington, Iowa, until x86o,
There will be a two-days' meeting at grove by
when he emigrated to Salt Lake City, having
Round Bottom Schoolhouse two and one-half
joined the Utah Church iri his native counmiles north of Dahinda Station, Illinois, August
try, where he also wa& ordained an elder. Joined
15th and x6th. Preaching Friday evening, Satthe Morrisites; became discouraged and went to
urday at 2: 36 p.m., and evening; Sunday at
California, thence back to Burlington, Iowa,
10:30 a.m., 2:30p.m.; after which several who
where himself and family were baptized into the
are awaiting baptism will be baptized in Spoon
Reorganized church in the spring of 1876, by
river, near Dahinda. Confirmation and soda!
Elder Mark H. Forscutt. He was also ordained
meeting at 6: 30, and preaching at 7: 30 in the
an elder under the hands of· Bro. -Forscutt. Was
evening. All tf!'1j-Saints that can should attend
a firm believer in the whole latter day work, and
this meeting and especially the traveling minon his dt~athbed exhorted his family to pray
istry.
Yours in bonds,
often and continue faithful to the end. He
D. c. SMITH.
leaves a wife and six children to mourn the loss
DAHINDA, Illinois.
of a good and kin!! husband and father. He died
with- the hope of a glorious resurrection. Funeral sermon by Brb. F. Johnson.
TWO HARVEST EXCURSIONS.
Dear father, you have gone, have left us,
The Burlington route, C., B. & Q. R. R., will
And thy sufferings now are o'er;
sell from principal stations on its Jines; on TuesThv spirit mingles with the blessed
Who in faith have gone before.
days, August25 a11d September 29, Harvest ExOh l this world seems dark and dreary,
cursion Tickets..at La-zv_Rates to principal cities
Since from us you passed ,away;
and points in the Farming Re~ions of the West,
And each day we feel so weary,
Southwest and Northwest. For tickets and furMay God help us while we stay.
ther information concerning these excursions,
May the Holy Spirit guide us
To live accordtng to God's word,
. call on your nearest C., B. & Q ticket agent, or
That
our works may be a wituess
address P. S. EusTIS, Gen'l Pass. and Ticket
Of our faith in Christ our Lord
Agent, Chicago, Ill:
8t
Soon y;c'll come,--children and mother,
all are invited to. contribute. Those finding it
impracticable to attend may remit to Mr. L. Anthony, Wilber, Saline county, Nebraska, and who
will give any additional instruction.
JAMES CAFFALL,
Missionary in Charge,
J. W. W ALDSMITH,
8-15-2t
President of District.

BORN.
SEVER!NE.-At Weir Citv, Kansas, May 4th,
1891, to Bro. C. and Sr. Mary Severine, a son;
blessed July 5th by ·Elders B. H. Davis, R. H.
Davis an<;! A. Hart; at Angola, Kansas, and
nam~d Urban Conrad.
DIED •.

CAMERON.--Archibald Cameron died on the 13th
of July at II :xs a.m., at his residence at Poi! adelphia, Pennsylvania, of bronchial consumption,
which had troubled him for a number of years.
He was born in Paisley, Scotland, May 28th,
1845, being 46 years, I month and 15th days Old
/~OTICES.
at the time of his decease. He came to America
Tcrthe Saints sc~ttered within and beyond the
when but eighteen years of age and made it. his
limits of the Soutb;ern Nebraska district, greetpermanent home. He served a term as a soldier
ing:
in the late Civil War, and like many others of
You are hereby ibformed that un:der -the auhis race was a radical against all forms of human
spicies of the above district a grove meeting will
slavery and oppression. In 1872 he was married
be held at V\;'ilber, ~aline county, Nebraska, beto Miss Christina Mayers, of Philadelphia,
ginning September 4th, 1891, holding over two
where .he has. resided since. He leaves a wife
Sabbaths; and you are respectfully invited to atand eleven children_:__efght girls and three boys,
tend.
By profession he :was a manufacturer in the
The grov:e is lov;ely, with ample room for a
weaver's line or department, and at time of
hundred. tents. Needed wood and hay at nomideath was doing a profitable business; Bro.
nal prices, adjacent; to Wilber, where,i£ needed,
Cameron was a man of excellent judgment and
provisions may be. obtained at reasonable rates.
possessed rare business qualifications; was al1
·. The presidents of the respective branches are
energetic and industrious worker, and an excelexerting themselves to make It a succ.ess, and
lentprovider. . He was generous,.a!\~d an honorthis gives an impetus to the work, and needs the . able and esteemed citb•:en, as is evipenced by the
(!Ooperation of all concerned.
business men of the. city. He was endowed with
- .1\:s this .. effort will unavoidably incur_ expens:e,
a literary and philosophical cast o.f mind, alld

One by one, the path you've trod:
Called by God we'll meet dear father,
In the paradise of God.

MITCHELL.-On July 23J, I891, the infant son
of Bro. M. M. and Julia T. Mitchell, aged I
month and 14 days. Funeral services bv Elders
Henry Kemp and William Leeka. Remains
interred in the Thurman cemetery, Fremont
county, Iowa. Another sweet bud of promise
has gone to the paradise of God to a wait. the
sound of the resurrection trumpet.
BARNES -Henry W. Barnes, husband of Sr.
Abbie M. Barnes, of Providence, Rhode Island,
passed from this life July 16th, 1891. The body
was laid to rest in the peaceful cemetery of the
blessed.
DANIEL.- At Maysville, Missouri, Sunday,
July 19th, x891, Bro. John F. Daniel. Deceased
was born in Carroll county, Ohio, May 6th, xSsr.
Removed to Missouri in x875. where in 1877, October-7th, he married Eliza Sherard, whom. he
leaves a widow with five children to comfort, the
eldest but twelve, and the only girl a confirmed
cripple. The child was o.f ordinary size at birth,
eight vears ago, but at the age of two and a half
years "she fell in a high chair from table to floor,
and her extreme weakness giving her scarcely
any resisting power, she became deformed. At
birth· weighing eight pounds, at six mqnths old
but ten, at twelve months but twelve, and at
three years but sixteen pounds, Wcould scarcely
be other.wise. She now weighs but twenty-sev.en
pounds, yet she will be nine years old on November 27th. Bright.inthpught; and potent in mind
she 11eeds help. Saints, pray that her mental
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status may ~ore than ~ounterbalance her physical loss.
Bro; Daniels had the measles three
years 'ago and had never fully rectipemted.
A;bout five weeks before death dropsy developed,
and his sufferings were so intepse and'harrowing
that he and his beloved, ones were alike glad
when ti)e, ,~eparation came. :Baptized by Bro.
Elvert about five,years since, heremained faithful to the end. Before leaving he talked with
each one of his family separately, enjoinin~ the
faithfulness that shall make possible and glad
Jheir re11riion under the Master~s reign. On July
20th the personl).l services, attending the funeral
were conducted at the de.solated home, and at
the grave; but the funeral sermon was preached
by M. H. Forscutt at the Christian Churchwhere,
but a few weeks before;~- debate ~a); held.between our talented young,brother,;'Leonard Scbtt,
and the Rev. M. Paget. The memory of .the
just is blessed.
EAns.:-Sr. Ada L. · Eads departed this 1ife
February 7th, 1891, at Anderson, CaJifornia;
She obeyed the gospel as taught b,r the Latter
Day Saints July 3oth, r889, and remained a constant and exemplary follower of Christ until she
departed. She passed . away firm in the faith,
with a bright hope of a glorious resurrection.
Funeral services conducted by Bro. J. C. Clapp
to a goodly n11mber of Saints. The Spirit was
present to give word~ .of comfort to relatives,
and coimsel and admo.n~tion to all.

NOW 'READY.
"WHAT

IS

MAN,'~

BY ELDEII J; R. LA)IIBEIIT,
.Is now ready in J>ilper covers. A thorough treatise on
imll'ortality, an:d·'!t comviNfexpose of mortal-soulism;
250 pages.
Paper covers, Qer copy, ,.,
50 c.
Cloth (ready by Septen'i'i~r 15)
75c.
Food:.for Thought, P.aper co:vers
25c.
Per dozan
$2.00.
Patriot one year and Food for Thought 1.15.
"
6 months "
.
70c.
~ WRITE US FOR TE~MS TO AGENTS. ,,,: ,

LAMBERT BROTHERS,
LAMONI, IowA. f.~

BOOKS '!!V ANT .!ED.
Wingfield Watson, of Bay Spring•, Charlevoix county,
Michigan, would like to replace his first three or four
volumes of the Times and t>easons, and Life of Joseph
Smith, the Pwphet, having lately lost them by fire,.
Any one having a copy of these works, or any.one of
them, to part with for a price, is respectfully invited to
correspond with him according to the above eddress.

ZIO.N'S

ENSIGN,

Published every Saturday at

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,
Brethren { ~: ~: ~~~rNsoN }Editors.

Subscription price, $1.00 per year.
It is devoted to the spreading of religions truth as
viewed by the Saints.
Each issue contains a sermon by one of the ministry,
reports o'l' the different societies in the church, and articles bearing upon or explanatory of the doctrmes of the
church.
It is the intention to make it a "elp to the missionary
at home and in the field; a sonrc.e of comfort to the scattered ones who ate denied church privileges, and to bring
the Saints into closer relationship with each other.
ROBT. WINNING,
President.

D. F. NICHOLSON,
Cashier.

FARMERS BANK,
LAMONI,
lOW A,
PAYS INTEREST ON TIME DEPOSITS,

Money to loan.
FARM LANDS AND TOWN LOTS FOR SALE.

SEND THEM IN.
We are preserving several hundred copies of each
installment of the Braden Kelley Debate, and shall
be prepared until further notice to furnish all our report to .new subscribers. 50cts will secure the entire
report.
LAMBERT BROS. Publishers,
· Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa;

.A:Nri

THE SEER OF· }»Al,.MYRA:
SEQUEL TO SPtiu:TUAL GIFTS.

Kansas City, Missouri, ~o. 2324 Wabash ave.
Preaching services at II a.m. and 7: 30. p.m.;
social s~rvice at 2: 30 p.m., .Sundays.

THE NEW WEBSTER
Successor of .the ~ nabridged.

By M. H. BONp.

Modern Prophets ai'ter,ancient typel!l.
Who was Joseph.Smitll'?
Wa.s. he a. religions impostor~
Was lle a "Spirit lUed.lnm"?
Wllat does .tlle Bible 111aY about Josepll
Smitll?
The Truth by Three W"itrie:Saes-Christianity in the
First and Nineteenth Centnry;--The Ancient and Modern Pharisee-The Revelations.. of Emmanuel S.wedenborg~Modern "Spirit Mediums," and Hypnotic Religions •· Revival,'' as· Against Reason and Bible Testimony; and in'Contradistinction t~ the Work of "The Latter
Day Seer," Exammed in the Light of FACTS and Human
History~A Rational and, Scriptural Exposition or ExplanatiOn of Old and New Testament Prophecy and Doctrine.
. . . .
·
A Revision of "Spiritual' Gifts,1' With Supplement and
Appendi:r. Nearly twice the reading matter of Spiritual
Gifts. Paper covers 35cts.,. full cloth binding 60 c~nts.
For Sale at "Herald Office,". or by M . .H. Bond, Willoughby, Ol:iio. Liberal Discount to Agents.
.
4apr

Shoemaker 'an(} Blacksmith.
We want a
can furnish
respondent
a job.
rsag

No . .r Shoemaker to work: on shares;
wor.k for a year. Also, want to corwith a No. r Blacksmith that wants
JOHNSON & HUNTSMAN,
Redding, R~nggold Co., Iowa.

MILLINERY STOCK
For sale in Lamoni at a bargain. Wdte to
Box 230, Lamoni, Decatpr county, Iowa.
PUBLJ.SHER'S NOTICE.
We wish .to say to our frie.nd~.that our book
"With The Church In A.n E
Day is now
ready for mailing. To the ministry we are offering unusual inducement~ to assist in its sale and
would be pleased to h!l:ve you s~'1d for our terms
soon, as the offer will be. withcirawn December
rst, 1891. Partiesordering hereafter will please
notice that the postage Is Jourteen cents, instead
of eight cents, as. we thought it would be. The
volume {as the amount of postage indicates) is
large, neatly ahd. substantialtJ:.J>ound and we
think .will give general satisfaction.

ar\r

M.

,'f

The '\Vorir of 1•evision o,ccupied oVer ten
years, more tlui:IT a bun.drecl editori.al ~a
borers having· been employed, and over
$300,000 expended.befdce the first·

was printed.

With frontispiece each month.
Published monthly, 48 pages, neatly covered.

$1.50.

Mrs. M. Walker; Editor and Publisher.

Contents for August: A forest scene in Peru,
with frontispiece-From the Fountain to the
Sea-Are they Chrlstian?-The Franklin Series, Letter 2 -The Fire by the Sea-Sinceritv
Seeking Salvation, .No. 6-Inflnence of Sunday
School work upon the Church; Importance of
Early Training, &c.-'-Christ's Second Coming"Good-by; God bless you."-Sketch of Events
in the Life of Alvah Smith-The Cliff. Dwellers
of Colorado-Thoughts Suggested by Bro. Burton's Vision in "Autumn Leaves"-Essay on
Health-Editor's Corner-Department of Correspondence -Her Ideal Home- A Hint for
Some One-Domestic. Department-Failure at
the End-Round Table.

<

<

copy

'

'

SOLD BY ALL BOOKSELLERS.

A Pamphlet of specimen ;pages, illustrations,
testimonials, etc., sent free by the publishers.
c,;ution is.needed i;}p;j;·chasing a .dictionary, as photographic reprints: of a comparatively
worthless edition of Webster: are beinl£ trlarketed
und~rv:triousnames, often by misrepre's~,ntittimL
GET THE B'EST,
Tho International, which l:jeat·s the imprint of

G, & C. MERRIAM & CO.,
PUBI.:ISHE;RS,

SPI'UNCIFI E.LD,. M~ss., U. tl\, A.

BOILER. FOR SALE, CHEAP.
An Eight-horse .Ames Boile,r, made by 'the .Ames
Iron Works, Oswego, N. Y., i)l good condition, and
running ol'der, used in Herald Office, .but. taken out
on account of it not being large enough and replaced
with a 25 horse one. All necessary valves and fittings go with it.
Any one needing such a boiler, write to Herald
Office.

GERMAN TRACTS,

WALKER.

AUTUMN LEAVES,
Price per year

/A GR:AND INV~S.TMENT

For tluo J!l'amiiy, th., School or the Library.

~Tracts in the German Language may be had of Bro.
Ad. Richter, Burlington, Iowa: The Baptism, 6 cents;
the Repentance, 5 cents; the Principles of the Gospel, 6
cents: the Epitome o1 Faith, 2c;; the Sixth Trumpet, a
fifty-four page pamphlet, 25c. These prices incluqe
postage.

RlJINS

REVISIT.ED,

AND THE WORLD STORY RETOLD;
The Scientific Defense of the Latter Day Faith.
240 pages, bound in cloth, price llU..

S. F. WALKER, Lamon!, Iowa.

INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
~

FLEXIBLE BUIIDING . ..A?!\

The Inspired Translation of the Holy Scriptures bound in limp leather, flexible covers, similar to the binding of the Oxford Sunday-school
Teachers Bible. Price, by mail, $4.
HOUSE FOR SALE.

A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
Setting forth the order and nature of the Priesthood, and defining the duties and prero~atives
of all the Church Officials, including the First
Presidency, and also the Deacons, as set forth in
the Revelations of God and decisions of the
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
the Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale .at
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur ·county, Iowa.
Price 25 cents including postage.
T. W. Smith, care Ensign Office, Independence, Missoori.
Alexander H. Smith's home address is now Lamoni, loa.

Elder Columbus Scott, box 94, Galien, Michigan
J. W. Gillen, Station E, St. Louis, Mo.

Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
or sale my Honse of six rooms, and an-acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace in it, and water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.

Notice.
When changing your place of residence, or desiring
your paper sent to a different post-office, be particular m
g1ving, in full, the name of the post-office, county, and
state where you had been last receiving it, and distinctly
state the name of the post-office, county and state to
which you wish your paper sent in the future.
When mailing a letter, whether in a railroad car, on a
steamboat, or while visiting at a friend's; in every instance give your own address where you are taking your paper.
If your paper has been discontinued, state where yon
have last been taking it, and the time it was stopped.
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"HEABKEN TO THE WORD OF THE LoRD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AxON& TOtr HATE SATE 1T llB
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag@ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE Wol\UN BUT On Hus:BA.ND: JJIXOBPT IN
IS AT LmERTY TO MARRY .AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, see. 109, par. 4.
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THE

SAINTS'

HERALD:

Ofilcial Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ OJ
Latter Day Saints
Pl:mLIBHIIID AT LAMONI, DECATUR COUNTY, IOWA,
Evety Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
•.rhe Traveling Ministry, Dist.rict and Branch Presidents•
a.nd the Bishop's Agents, are requested to solicit new sub"
eeribers, a.nd help build up the paper and the publication

de:&:l:e~~tietter~ and Subscriptions must be sent to David
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Registered Letter, or Express.
Entered as second class matter at Lamoni Post Office.

JOSEPH SMITH
W. W. BLAIR
R. S. SALYARDS

EDITOR.
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ture, moral and religious training, with
spiritual building and enlarging of the
soul-powers, all tend to ennobling and
enduring conditions in this world and in
the world to come; and they should be
earnestly, prayerfully sought for and
faithfully used. This Reunion we hope
will prove one of that kind, and we therefore advise that all seek the Lord with
humble supplication and prayer that it
may prove such to the joy of all and to
the salvation of many souls. The voice
of the Spirit testifies that, if the Saints
will be meekly faithful in these matters,
the Lord will thereby richly reward them
and greatly advance His cause.
_ IS HE A GENTLEMAN?

"IF a man is not naturally a gentleman, it
ANNUAL REUNION--I8g1.
is foolish to ordain him to the ministry."
We overheard the remark quoted above,
IT has now been decided by the committee
in charge to commence the Annual Re- made by a clergyman of the Episcopal
union for this year, convening at Logan, school. It lead toreflection. If a man is
Harrison county, Iowa, on the second day naturally, or by nature a gentleman, is
of October next, at 2: go p.m. ·This date there anything left for the gospel to do
will secure thEt light of the moon for the for him in that direction; and if a man is
'entire time of the meeting-a matter of no• a gentleman naturally, is . there a
mpch impotta)J.ce to those residing within probability that the gospel can give him
.
twelve miles Of the camp ground as well the qualities of a gentleman?
Whatis a gentleman? We once heard
as to those ~enting there-and then it
brings the m~eting in a healthy, pleasant a colored preacher make the following
season of the: year, and at a time when · a.nswer to the question: ~'A gentleman,
there is likely to be no storms, and when sir, is a man who wears good clothes and
the. people generally have leisure. Pres- uses good language,"
This is a good answer, but it is quite
ent indication$ favor a much larger attend.
ance this year than last; also that the possible to find a man who is not able to
grounds and surroundings will be all that wear good clothes, in the sense in which
can be desir¢d for convenience, good these .words are now understood, and yet
()l;:der, neatness and attractiveness. The is in habits and manners and speech a gengrounds are now owned by Mr. Milliman, tleman; hence, the. answer may be wrong
who resides adjacent to them, and who last in this particular. Good clothes, however,
year spared no reasonable effort to make may properly mean garment~ that are
whole and clean, whether the material be
our Reunion pleasant and successful.
We have asl!ur'ances that the committees fustian or .broadcloth, cotton· or wool,
in charge fully understand their work and worsted or silk. Good clothe.s may alsQ
will cheerfulty and promptly see that mean garments suited.to the condition and
every detail pertaining to their respective labor of the man wearing them. Hence
we conclude that if a man be cleanly in
·duties is faithfully p\'lrformed.
The comm~ttee on arrangements will in his person, clothed in garments clean and
due time give; notice through the HERA:LD whole and suited to his condition in life,
.relative to b~ard, hay, wood, food sup- he is, so far as his clothin'g is concerned, a
plies, reduced fares on railroads if such gentleman. Good clothes do not make
can be secured, with other needful infor- the gentleman, for many a low and disorderly ruffian wears good and even fine
mation and suggestions.
One day vyill be set apart for special clothing. "The clothing's but the guinea's
stamp, the man's a .man for a' that."
work in the interest of Sunday schools.
A gentleman is wnat the word would
Able, spiritual teachers will be in attendbe divided, a gentle man. ''The wisdom
ance to minister in w0rd and ordinance.
Without doubt this will be the largest that is from above is first pure,then peaceand most important Reunion ever held in able, gentle, and easy to be entreated,''
the west, and it is desirable that all shall wrote James. A wise man, whether .he.
attend who can make. it practicable, and be a man wise in the learning and culture
that they arrange affairs to be in .atten:qance of the world, or a man wise in gospel lore
is. gentleman! y in his language and. deport~
from beginnin~ to close. .
. . ..
Seasons of relaxation, intellectual cul- merit. A wise m<!h of. the world cann:ot
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afford to be boorish, or ungentlemanly;
his reputation and his standing are such
that he cannot afford it. Is this any le~s
true of the other?
Is there power in the gospel of the
Lord Jesus Christ to make a man to be a
gentleman? Is it a part of the work of
transforming grace to take the untamed,
natural man, and make of him a gentle
man- one who is courteous, brave and
kind? And should such a work as this ·
be looked for and be found in the man upon whose head other men lay hands to
ordain him to the ministry?
In cor;tversation with this clergyman
after hearing the remark quoted, in answer
to the inquiry whether men must be necessarily gentlemen by nature, before they
can be ordained to the ministry in safety
to the church, and whether such a sentiment if insisted upon in the practice of the
church, would not detract from the efliciency of the gospel to transplant men
from nature's darkness to the light of the
kingtlom of God's dear Son; he modified
the statement to this: ••U nless a man is a
gentleman, either from inherent qualities
. or from the work of grace in his heart, be
should not be entrusted with the. ministry ·
for Christ." With this sentiment we concur; and now it remains for us to ask of
the man who has been made a minister
for Christ, Is he a gentleman? And to
inquire of the candidate who. may be presented for ordmation, Is he by nature or
by grace a gentleman? How is it with
·you, brethren? Are you by nature, or by
the virtues of the gospel grace, gentlemen?
QUESTION AND. ANSWER.

Is IT right for a conference to disorganize a
branch wlth<>Ut litigation or cause, when it is
fully organized and In good working order, with
one hundred members in good standing?
We should think not. Not do we conceive that a conference would do such a
thing. Circumstances might exist which
would warrant a conference to disorganize a br.anch, rather than suffer an apparently bad condition of affairs to continue
which the branch could not make better,
provi.ding . its organization remained unbroken. It is quite possible for a branch
to get into such a condition that .the dis~
trict or general conference wpuld have the
right to interfere, and if: it .should seem
wise, to disorganize it. For instance, if a
branch was pretty nearly evenly divided,
either in regard to policy, or choice· of
presiding officer, and there wa,s a constapt
attack and counter attack, one upon the
other, so tnat.there vy:as a state of perpetual disturbance.; in such a case the safely
and peace of those not engaging in . tl::e
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quarrels might
a.measure as
disorganizing the u ••,....~ .. , definitely, or for
the time being, and
the members to commune
the action of the
laws of the church at large, without local
organization.
If such. disorganization resu.lted from
the caprice, or undue exercise of authority
of the president of the district, it would be
a flagrant breach of good order, and
would be just cause for censure, both upo·n
the oresidentand the conference. It is not .
to be presumed that a 'conference would
.so wantonly invade the rights of a branch
as to break up its organization without
just cause, or what to the members of
conference seemed to be just cause; and
much allowance must be made for the official action of conferences. That they act .
in good faith, and .for what is deemed for
the best at the time must .be taken for
granted, as there can be no possible inducement for the elders and members of a
conference to violate the good will of their
obligation to the cause and the Lord.
Duty may compel them to do what seems
to be harsh, but may be necessary; and it
is in this understanding that we answer
this question.
UNINTENTIONAL OFFENSE.

IT is not often that we feel like
growling, but a little thing lately occurring makes us to feel just a little like
it_;as editor.
When the Enszgn started at Independence, we thought to e;x:tend to it a friendly
recognition and the hand of encouragemen•; and so noticed it in the HERALD
for January 24th, in what we thought
were truthful and courteous terms.
It
now appears that some of those interested
in the Ensign were not pleased with the
wording of such notice, and called it a
sort of "slap in the face;" and that it gave
the Ensign a "black eye."
The notice is as follows:
"Zion's Ensign is the title of a newly
fledged newspaper of Independence, Missouri, Brn. John A. Robinson and Frederick G. Pitt being its publishers. The
ostensible design of its publication is to
furnish the Saints of the Independence
branch and district with a newspaper with
a church tone in it. Of course we suppose
that the publishers will be glad if Saints
abroad shall see fit to think as they do,
that there is need for such a paper, and
send them the shekels which will help to
sustain it beyond its initial number. It is
a weekly, Saturday paper, and will cost
$ r .oo per year. It is a four page, six
column paper, and quite neat in its appearance.
Its motto is, 'Our Creed: All
Truth.' Numbers one and two have
been received by us; and we are pleased
with it. Long may the Ensign live, and
its shadow nev.er grow less. We welcome
it to our exchange list."
The word "shekels" is the word of offense. The idea is that the word shekels
conveys a sordid meaning; as if the HERALD should have said that the Ensign
was being pu~lished for the purpose of
making money, a sort of money-getting

scheme. The fact is we said not a
of this kind. Our object was a
to call attention to the fact that two or
more of the brethren of that district had
seen the necessity for such .a paper ~nd the
opening for it, and had pushed •" to the
front in that enterprise. We gave the size
of the paper, the object of its, publication as stated by the p_ublishers themselves, and stated the price of it. We
further stated that two numbers of the
paper had reached us and that we were
pleased with it.
We regret that anyone reading that
notice of the enterprise of the brethren at
Independence should have so gotten the
word "shekels" in their minds as not to
have seen the good fellowship and well
wishes of. the rest of it, including the
statements "long may the Enszgn live,"
"we are pleased with it,'' and "we welcome it on our exchange list."
There was no "reading between the
lines" intended, and whoever has read
that notice of the Ens~!{n and attached
any other 'meaning than that of good
wishes and a fair recognition of what the
brethren designed the paper to. be, they
have done violence to the language of the
notice itself and wrong to us individually
by thinking evil, a thing which charity
never does.
WE acknowledge recetvmg from Bro.
Wm. Hunt, 8~3 Henry street, West Oakland, California, a copy of .JV£illennial
Dawn, vol. II, published by the Tower
Publishing Company, Allegheny, Pennsylvania.
It is an endeavor to fix the time of
Christ's second coming, by the chronology
of the Bible, and an attack upon Papacy.
From chapter ten, the closing one of
the book, we quote:
"The Time is at hand for the establishment of
the Redeemer's Kingdom. This is the concurrenf
testimony of the foregoing chapters. Nothing
intervenes.
We are already living in the
seventh millennium since 1873. The lease·· of
power to the Gentile" kingdoms must terminate
with the year 1914- The great antitypical Jubi·
lee, the times of Restitution of all thlngs, had its
beginning in the year 1874, when the great Restorer was also due. The manner· of his return
and the character of his work up to the present
time is in exact correspondence with the de·
tails of prophecy so far. The closing features
of this dispensation now observed. are in per·
fect accord with those of the Jewish type. The
Elias has come and is received as foretold, and
the predicted curse-,-the great time of trouble-is already impending. And the Man of Sin.has
been revealed in all his hateful deformity and
has almost run his predicted course. The establishment of the long promised Kingdom of Messiah is therefore the great event now impending.
Not only so, but its establishment is now in
progress."
* '" *
"That we might have the comfort of this
knowledge, and not be in doubt and perplexity is
but a part of the object for the giving of the
time-prophecies.'' * * * *

*

But, with reference more particularly
to the time and order in this "harvest,"

we must refer .the reader to the succeeding volume, wherein the conclusions o:f
the foregoing and other time-prophecies
are focused, and the various signs and corroborative testimonies· of the Master's
presence and the progress of his work are
marked, proving-that th~ "Time of the
End'' has come; that the Days of Waiting for the Kingdom are fulfilled; that
the Cleansing of the Sanctuary is accomplished; that the great H~rvest Work is
in progress; that the Re-gathering of Israel is apparent; that the Battle of the
Great Day of God Almighty is impending; and that the complete establishment
of the Glorious Kingdom of Qod at the
time appointed, the end of the Times of
the Gentiles, is an unqu~stionable certainty."
Of all this we have only this to write at
present:
The Savior hath said:
"But of that day and hour knoweth no rrian,
rio, not the angels of heaven; but my Father
only."-Matr. 24:36. ''A wicked and adulterous
generation seeketh after a sign; ;tnd there shall no
sign be given unto it, but the sign of the prophet
Jonas."-Matt. 16: 4·

Seek as we may, we can only understand by the passing of events foretold
thaf the coming of the Lord is approaching; but we are not to know the day and tre
hour, but are to be ready because we love
and look for his coming.
If the Restorer has come, as foretold,
where is he? If that kingdom has been
established and is in progress, where is it?
If the Elias has come and is, received!
where is he? And by whom has he been
received? These and kindred questions
must needs be answered by these men
who are so readily holding that the seventh
millennium began in 1873, and that the
lease of the Gentile power will end in 19r4.
While we do not doubt the coming of
Christ, as predicted, we do doubt the propriety, necessity, or wisdom of men racking their brains to make types, antitypes,
figures, facts and fancies fit together by
human ingenuity to fix the time of our
Lord's coming. We deem it amply sufficient and all important that we so "occupy
till he come;" that we do not fear that
coming.
SoME one called Bro. A. B. Pierce's folks
''Mormons." To this Bro. Pierce replies
in the Chronicle thus:
"ARE THEY MORMONS?
"Mr. Editor:--The statement has reached my
ears that 'the Pierces are all Mormons.' It presumably referred to my father's familv.
"They say that 'you learn something new
every day,•· and ·this was indeed news to me.
None of tte family ARE, HOWEVER; Mormons as.
popularly applied and imp:ied, and the orignator of the statement that 'the Pierces are all
Mormons,' is a coward in the extreme and an
ignoramus in partlcul,ar . . The writer, however,
is a Latter Day Saint, of which he is justly
proud, as that name implies monogamy, or as
President Harrison put it, 'where the single wife
sits in uncrowned glory.'
"Pe~ple of this vicinity should read the Ckron-
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belief or not. Then, if they come here once and
house of their fathers, where many of them have
lived since their birth. They are being driven
like us, as most of our visitors do, we would stand
into the pale of settlement, into townships ala good show of having them as guests another
ready pretty overflowing with the seed of Israel, year."
only to &tumble each man over his fellow, and to
EDlTORfAL ITEMS.
perish together in hunger and thirst and nakedREAD
Bro.
Short's "Mormonism" in this
ness, .and the want of all things.
issue.
"Is there no cure for the wound of the daughBro. C. H. Jones ("Brother Charley
ter of Zion ?-In the hour of our tribulation our
eyes and hearts turn to the land where our Jones"), was on July 22d, at St. Louis,
Missouri, and pushing the gospel car in
father's dwelt, each man under his vine and
his persistent and inimitable way. He is
"ATTLEBORo, Mass., August 4th, 1891."
under his fig tree. Many of those who are outas ever genial, kind, hopeful and sparkcast from the North Country yearn to return fo
ling; fairly bubbling over with gladness
the Holy Land. They love the very stones and
JEWISH PETITION.
and the joy born of a hope safely grounded
THE following is a petition prepared by favor the dust thereof: and they would deem in Christ.
Rev. S. Singer, and presented by him to themselves blessed indeed if they were permitted
Brn. Charles E. Butterworth and J. F.
a meeting of the s,.pciety Chovevei Zion, to till the sacred soil. If at this moment the Mintun were at Missouri Valley, Iowa,
(or Lovers of Zion), held at the Assembly ground is barren in parts, and refuses to yield its with the district gospel tent, August 5th,
Hall, Mile End, London, England. The produce, we know it is the hand of man that has to hold a ten-days' series of meetings.
meeting is said to have been probably the wrought the evil. The hand of man shall These brethren had a column article exremedy it. We beseech the Governors of this
large~t gathering of Jews ever held in
planative of the faith, in the Missouri ValEngbmd; and was presided over by S. land to help our afflicted and down-trodden ley Times, for August 7th.
brethren, to help them, not with the sword, but
Montagu, M.. P.
We call attention to an article entitled
It was published in the Manchester, with the friendly service it is in their power to "The Church Publications," from the pen
England, Examiner and Times for May render. Let them open their mouth In the cause of Bro. C. R. Duncan. It is well written
29th, and was sent to us by a",brother, but of all such as are appointed to destruction. Let and its propositions clearly stated. Come
was crow~ed out by other things. It will them be their advocate with the Government agdn, Bro. Duncan.
be read with interest by the Saints, who of Russia so that it may make their departure
The grove meeting of the Southern
can. feel deeply with those suffering Jews, easy,.and with theGovernment of Turkey t.hat it Nebraska district is postponed until Sephaving felt in a degree ·the cruelty of may enable .them to dwell in safety, and acquire tember 1 Ith. See notice elsewhere.
being turned away from their homes. Let possession at a just prlce of parcels of land for
Bro. T. L. Veale, Peoria, Texas, writes,
us hope that if the Czar will not heed the cultivation and for the rearing of cattle, in Pales- recounting evidences which confirm to him
prayers and petitions of this race of men tine and the districts surrounding it. The chil- the truth of the work. He is in the faith
once loved of God, that He will hear both dren of Israel who have prospered in this and and rejoices in the blessings of the gospel.
cries and prayers,. and in his own time other lands will not shut their hand against their
Bro. D. W. Shirk, Belmont, Nebraska,
give joy for their present sorrowing:
writes that in answer to prayer in his bepoorer brethren. And the restored of Israel will
half he has been greatly strengthened
"LoNDON, the 23d of May, s6sr-I89Inot belie the hopes that may be formed of them;
in body, improved in health. Prayer
"To the Right Hon. ~he Lord Rothschild, chief
those that trust in them will not be put to shame.
and fasting hrought to him the blessing.
among the remnant of Israel, who live under
For in all ages, even when their yoke ·was
He desires to be made able to "preach the
the benign sway of her Majesty Queen Victoria.
heaviest, Israelites have been mindful of the
word" in future as in past days.
"My Lord,--:-We, ~he undersigned members
wise man's exhortation, 'My son, fear thou the
On Sunday, the 9th inst., Lamoni and
and friends of the Sbciety Chovevei Zion, beLord and the king,' and have honored and .obeyed
vicinities were visited by a severe winding of Russian and P~lish birth, now resident in~ the teachings of their Rabbis: 'The law pf the
storm which bordered on the order of the
London, many of us ~aturalized Brhish subjects,
land is law for us.'
tornado and cyclone. In Lamoni asmall
solicit your lordship'S good offices to bring the
«My lord, let but our request be granted us, and
dwelling house was overturned, another
following petition unaer the notice of the. most
who shall say whether we may not be privileged
in process of construction partly moved
noble the Marquis of[Salisbury, who sitteth first
to .see with the eye of flesh what the inspired
from its foundations and a barn and other
among .the rulers. of the kingdom.
messenger of God beheld with the eye of the
ontbuildings either moved from founda«With grateful healits we acknowledge that we
spirit, that the Lord will comfort Zion; He will
tions or overturned. Chimneys were dehave found a resting place for the ·sole of our
comfort all her waste places, and make her
molished, the Herald Office smokestack
.foot in this island of the sea, and breathe tbe
desert like Eden, and her wildim'less like the
blown down, shingles were wrenched
breath of freedom .an;~ong a people that loveth
garden of the Lord?"
from dwelling-houses and shadetrees dejustice. For the Word of God is precious in the
stroyed . or badly damaged. At Davis
sight of the inhabitaJ;ltS of the land, that Word
City, near by, where a camp-meeting was
REUNION IN MISSOURI.
which speaks to all'that have ears to hear and a
in progress, the people in the tent narTHE Rich Hill, Missouri, Review, in its rowly escaped death, three large trees beheart to understand: Have we not all one
issue for A"ugust Ioth, has a flaming no- ing blown across it after their exit. One
Eather, hath n:ot one God created us? But, haptice of the Saints' proposed reunion at horse was killed. Thousands of bushels
··pily placed as we are,lhow can we endure to see
Rich Hill this fall. It anticipates that five of fruit were blown from trees,~ much
the evil that has comciupon our people, who are
thousand people will turn out to the meet- corn was damaged, and hay in stacks
·.left forsaken in the hand of their enemies, and
ing, and closes its article thus:
how can we endure to see lhe destruction of our
badly scattered .
. «The coming of five thousand law-abiding and
kindred? .
well-behaved people or.even half. the number,
«At thi~ very moment three millions of our
SoME .brother sent .us a North Attlebrethren in faith are plunged in the depth of and their encampment for two weeks on the outboro, Massachusetts, Chronicle of August
skirts of this city would certainly be a matter 4th, containing the following notice of
mis.ery; The waters are come in unto their soul.
worthy the consideration of our butchers, bakers,
They.sink in deep mite, where there is no standthe work of Bro. J. F. M cDoweH:
grocers, liverymen and others who are engaged
ing: . Their life hangs constantly in doubt before
. «Elder J. F. McDowell, formerly President of
in supplying food for man and beast. Those who the •Associated Cha~ities of· the city of· St.· Jothem. Every day brihgs its burden of fresh sordid not dwell in tents like the Egyptians of old
. rows, so thafill the rriorningthey say, 'Would it
seph, Missouri, ahd a native of· Pittsburg, Pennwould also prove a benefit to our hotel men and
were evening,' and in the evening, 'Would it
sylvania, .will preach In the chapel this evening
restaurant keepers, and aHogether we are of. the
· ··
morning!. Plague after plague smites. them,
at 7:.45· Be is one of the al;>lest speakers sent
opinion that this aggregation pf sainted humani- out by.the Reorganized Church of Latter Day
la.st troU.bles make the former ones to be
ty would be a mighty handy thing for Rich Hilf Saints. A. number qf people .. from Attlebon
Buffeted .and reproached, th~y are
to have whqther· in sympathy with its religiqus
hunted nom. their habitations .and the
will attend."
··
ide for March sth, I888; read the daily papers
occasionally, in fact, read most any publication
and you may learn better than to call any member of the Reorganized Church a Mormon. The
word, however, means 'more good' and is from
the Reformed Egyptian language. I am somewhat ashamed of the people of my native town,
North Attleboro, that they should be so ignorant
on a question upon which they could easily inform themselves.
Respectfully,
"ARTHUR B. PIERCE.

======
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THE Iowa State fair to be held at Des
Moines August 29th to September 4th is
to be a grand affair this year. $35,000 are
offered.to be paid as premiums to successful competitors.
There are u cattle barns that will accommodate 528 head, 12 horse barns that will give room
for 384 head, 6 speed barns prov~ded with~ 120
box stalls, 980 hog pens,,120 sheep pens, a fine
poultry house provided with 264 wire net coops.
Exposition hall that covers a space 25oxr8o feet.
Fruit and floral hall 54xr26 feet.
Agricultural hall has been enlarged by an
addition of 64x68 feet, that will give Apiarians ·a
grand place to make a fine display and will provide greater .facilities for the exhibit of farm
products, and the exhibit of pantry and kitchen.
This building is now x6oxr8o feet.
Dairy Hall is made much larger and greatly
improved, provided with a cold storage room for
exhibit of. butter, cheese cases, etc. Additional
power will.be added sufficiimt to run all the
machinery. Butter and cheese men and manu- ·
facturers of Dairy machinery and goods will appreciate this improvement.
The Iowa State Band ·composed of forty men
will furnish music duririg the fair: They will
give morning air concerts which alone to hear
is worth the price of admission, besides seeing
the great exhibition.
Sunday afternoon, August 3oth, at 3 o'clock
P. M., divine service ond sacred concert will be
held upon the ground. An eminent divine will
preach the sermon. All are respectfully invited
to attend this service. No one need come with
the expectation of seeing the exhibits; all the
halls will be closed and the business of the fair
will be suspended on that day so far as it Is possible to do so.
On Monday at I 1 o'clock A. M. the opening
exercises of Fair will take place. All are cordially invited to meet at the President's office.
The courtesy of free admission to all soldiers
of the Mexican and late war will be extended
them on Monday and Tuesday. Commanders
of Posts will please address John R. Shaffer,
Secretary, Des Moines, for soldiers' tickets. The
tickets will be sent to the commanders to distribute·if application is made for them on or before
August 15th. We respectfully request the commanders not to delay their applications.
Children's day will be on Tuesday. All under
twelve years of age will be admitted free. Give
the children a day to visit and be made happy at
the Fair.

CoMANCHE, Iowa, a little town situated on
the Mississippi river, below Muscatine, was
destroyed by a tornado thirty years ago,
some thirty persons being killed, and
nearly every house in town being thrown
down and torn to pieces. Now it has met
a disaster by fire; see dispatch to the
Times, given below:
"August 7.-The sawmill and lumber yards of
H. W. Early, containing S,ooo,ooo feet of lumber,
the dry-sheds, a building belonging to the firm,
a dwelling, and the residence of A. Miller, and
barns, etc., belonging to E. C. Lum, were destroyed by fire here last night, entailing a loss of
$rso,ooo, with an insurance of $4o,ooo. This is
Comanche's second great calamity. Thirty years
ago a tornado nearly destroyed the town, killing

thirty people, and since then a series of petty
mishaps has happened in the fated town. The
working classes depended on the sawmill for
their living and will now have to seek employ·
ment elsewhere. The fire will financially ruin
Comanche, as it was the only means of sustain·
ing the town, giving employment to some I 50
men with families. T. H. Hudson, superin·
tendent of the Albany public schools, who was
assisting at the fire, had his leg broken. Some
small residences were also burned."

JuLY 24th, Bro. Morris T. Short was occupying at Millersburg and Col. Mannon's
Grove, Illinois, as will be seen from the
following from the Aledo Democrat for
July zrst.
LATTER DAY SAINTS PREACHING.
MILLERSBURG, July 21st, '91.
I will preach in the Saints' Chapel here Sabbath, July 26th, morning and evening; also hold
another baske.t meeting in Col. Mannon's grove,
by the Brickyard M. E. church house, meetings
to convene at ro: 30 a.m., and 2:30p.m. Please
so announce and greatly oblige,
Yours very truly,
M. T.SHORT.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Bro,~W.

M. Rumel writes from Omaha,
Nebraska, August 5th:
"I came here yesterday from Burt county,
where I have been laboring for the. last two
weeks, and baptized ten; nine of which will be
added to the Lake Shore branch, which branch
has been in a state of spiritual death for a long
time, and much hard labor has been done there
by the writer and others; but we are now reaping
a harvest. The Saints there are joyful. Bro.
Caffall preceded me there, preaching a few times
and did much good. The way is growing
brighter."
7

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"It was now dark, and Jesus was not come."
They toiled in rowing, but the longed-for shore
Grew not les~ distant to each searching eye
That watched the tempest gathering in the sky;
For He was gone away who heretofore
Had led them all Judean pathways o'er,
And oft, when crowds of threatening foes were nigh,
Had, with his "Fear not," kept their courage high:
But now they questioned, "Will he come no more?"

Shall we, disciples of a later day,Sad voyagers whom stormy wihds and wave
Leave, through the stress of apprehension dumb,Like those of old grown cowardly with dismay,
Shall we, forgetting who is nigh to save,
Cry, "It is dark, and Jesus is not come,'?
-Margaret J. Preston, inS. S. Times.

THE VEXED QUESTION.
AN interesting article.appeared in the Homiletic
Review for June regarding the change in the position of w.oman in the different churches of
America, in the few past years, one item of
which attracts our attention as being peculiarly
significant.
Four representative women were interviewed,
but we notice only one in particular, though all
bear strong witness to the fact that woman is rapid·
ly taking the lead in many departments of work
particularly suited to her finer organization, more
active temperament and her ofttimes deeper re-

ligious convictions. Miss Greenwood, the super'
intendant of the Evangelical "section of the N.
W. C. T. U. speaks thus:
"That women are increasing by action in th-e
philanthropies of tpe church, her entertainments
for raising money, and incharitable institutions
none can doubt. But the question may be seriously asked whether she is as active now as
formerly in the spiritual work '!f tke ckurck 'I The
failure of many pastors .to recognize the fitness
of woman for spiritual wprk and teaching has
led hundreds of them to s~ek elsewhere an open
door of liberty and service. Woman's Union
prayer meetings, missionary organizations conducted by women, and especially the varied departments of the Woma.,n's Christian Temperance Union, have manifested the power and
ability of woman in executive and spiritual
work. The church is los~ng, we believe, great
power by failing to recognize fully the leading
of Providence and the spirit of the times."
In the above quotation .it will be seen that a
broad line of distinction is drawn between fkilantkrofy and spirituality. This is as it should be,
for while you ~cannot separate Christianity from
philanthropy, the latter may and often does exist independent of the former. In other words
no man can be a true Christian without loving
both God and his fellow inan, but he may be a
philanthropist without so much as believing
that there is a God. Christian philanthropy
has respect to the life that now is, and· to that
which is to come.
We have read in the Herald of August 8th-'read with a quiet smile-the deeply earnest and
somewhat impassioned article of Bro. Bond
touching upon woman's work in the church.
We say with a smile, for we are pleased to know
that he too recognizes the fact, that there exists
in the church an absolute rieed of woman's work.
Not the work of philanthropy proper, but the
work of Christian Philanthropy. He says, "The
church has need of educated women as mothers,
daughters, teachers." Yes, Bro. :Sond, truer
sentence than this was never written. We live
in the blazing light of the nineteenth century and
yet are surrounded by customs and practices
which are worse than heathenish. Neither is
this all. These things abound in the church and
· walk abroad in the open daylight, and if any
dare lift a voice to condemn them they bring upon themselves the wrath of the evil doers, and
this seemingly'is the only result accomplished~
Why? We answer simply because they do not
speak as those !tavi1zg authority. The church has
not acknowledged that they have any need of
such teachers in the spiritual realm, and until
she does, such teachers will not be tolerated, and
the best which can be done will be mere surface
work. It will never be that work which will go
down to the root of the matter, and in training
the future fathers and mothers in the church
will train them for time and all eternity. The
work to which we refer is not the work of the
Sunday school, not the work of the philanthropist, but the work of men and women who know
the laws of life, who love and fear God and
know that they can please him in no other way
than by keeping his commandments.
The present condition of things is not chargeable to God, for he has made ample provision and
clearly indicated that in this latter day work the
help of woman was indispensable, and that in the
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work which she was expected to do she needed
the authority and sanction of the church.
Bro. Bond says, "We've got to have some help
somewhere pretty soon, and I have an idea where
some of it is coming from." This indicates to
us that one of the ministry, at least, has given
this subject thought. That many of them have
we fully believe, and that some have we know,
and that in the "hastening time" it will receive
the attention its importance demands, we are
persuaded.
The church is or should be a mighty power for
good, and in the warfare which she is called upon
to wage with the world, the flesh and the devil,
she has need to utilize all the forces at her command; but in order that those forces may be
available, they must be organized and disciplined,
for effectual, thorough work can only be accomplished in this way. As individuals we may labor and our labors may be acceptable and productive of much good, but individuals, as individuals, can never do the. work which it belongs
to the church in her organized capacity to do.
NoTE.-The article referred to in our editorial
last week, "Why Is It," by some mistake did not
appear. It wiii be found in this !ssue.-ED.
TO-DAY IS MINE.
. As thy days, so .shall thy strength be.

I dare not look,beyond to-day
Into the year's long misty reach;
For then I faint and tremble at
The fears my doubt and weakness teach.

I dare not say this year shall be
Free from the ~in that stained the last;
No power there lies in me, I know,
To break the bci>nd~ that hold me fast.
And yet indeed,' I need not look
Farther than ~his: To-day is mine;
And may the grace of God this day
My every thou'ght and act refine.
Only to-day-I Jeed not think
How through the year I still must fight,
But rest 'on Him,t who doth increase
Str.ength unto them who have no might.
Let me this day find strength in Him
And leave the. future in His hands,
Trust in His word, be pure in heart
A.nd strive to i follow His c.ommands.
-Elizabeth Erie.

WHY IS IT?
IN the olden times ~hildren were con&idered a
blessing, but in our, day they are considered a
curse by some people,- and some of that number
belong in the Latter Day Saints' Church, as
well as in other churches. And the fact is, 'some
children are not a blessing, but a trouble; not
to their parents only, but to their teachers, and
to the world, and why is it so? In the beginning it
was the reverse, and 'is now in .many instances.
It Is simply because the parents, and especially
the mothers, no not' understand the theory of
:child raising, or do not want to understand. In
·. the first place, they are displeased and disgusted
with the work, (have consented to be wives,
hciwever), and therefore yield to every disagreeable in;tp\llse they chance to have, and expect
to yield to them; and what is there-
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Those emotions are photographed on the
brain of the new being. Dr. Foote shows us
that every impulse of the mother helps to form
the brain of the child; that is, certain thoughts
and emotions form certain parts as they develop
certain parts of the brain. This we believe to be a
fact, for we have ·made observation and have seen
it verified in many instances, and have heard of
others. ll'his being a fact, every mother should so
discipline her own mind that the brain and the
mind of the offspring may be of the right stamp.
For illustration: A mother may have an impulse to steal; she may yield or she may not; if
she cherishes the desire it will leave a bad pic:
ture, or the seed of error in the mind of the.
child, which if not plucked up in youth will
grow. So will any error in like manner.
Fits of temper, irritability, selfishness, a distaste against this or that-even the fine arts and
religion-! have observed such instances.
"'What is to be done in such cases?" you ask,
knowing there are many.
We reply: Every one who has placed herself
in like circumstances should take her case to
God in prayer; not expecting him to do his part,
however. His part is already done. He made
the laws of procreation and the laws of salvation, and.our part is to keep them, and then all
things will be blessings to us, although in our
wisdom they may appear to be the opposite .
When we look upon his plan as perfect, keep his
laws, and open our souls to receive the blessings,
we shall have blessings instead of curses-in the
form of children, too, as well as in other things.
When the man who had the withered hand believed that Christ had power and was willing to
heal him, and he was willing to accept it, his
hand was restored to the natural state-made
like the other. The whole thing depended on the
man's faith and willingness to receive his rightful
blessing. So in like mllnner when we are willing
to give up our errors, and let our will be passive
to God's will, we shall receive a blessing whether
pregnant or not. This we do kn.ow by experience-and environed by very unfavorable circumstances, too,-so we can recommend the
cure to others.
It is worse than nonsense for a woman to
yield to her whims, believing that her case demands it-no case demands such a course-it is
ignorance and selfishness tliat usurps the power.
It was not so in the beginning, and that is why
there was less suffering in such instances, and
why the offspring had better brain and nerve,
and consequently more easy to govern and educate. In the last days children are disobedient
to parents we know, and were told so in the sacred word too; and probably the foregoing points
have had much to do with their disobedience.
That being so, "Who has sinned, this man or his
parents," that he should be born thus and so?
It is imposing upon the Almighty to put one's
self in the way of clothing a pure spirit in the_
flesh, and then to willfully or through selfish
whims make a wreck of it. And those who let
their children grow up in sin and ignorance,
without giving them proper discipline and instruction, do no better.
My soul is burdened by observation on such
points and it cries out: 0, God, cleanse the
church from such aboU1inat!ons. If it is uot
cleansed; the tares must ch,oke the wheat. A meniher of o\.lP branch-Qf the church aJ;1gY<;: al\ ·
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churches-said to me last winter, "I wish I could
annihilate every child on earth," the intonations
harmonizing with the deed. She boasts of having
had some experience in the business, and recommends the hellish practice to the rising generation. Considered me foolish because I opposed
her sentiments.
Will some of the sisters
give their opinion? It is high time something
was done in this respect. There have been many
dwarfed minds and feeble bodies because of such
works, and worse still (but a righteous judgment)
some mothers have had an idiot to look at, and
to wait on all their days, and perhaps left it to
the buffeting of the world.
It is time something was done, and especially
in the church.
When our will is lost in God's will, and we
realize our nothi1zgness and His allness, then we
shall receive divine healing, both of sin and sickness. God grant thaf we all receive it. Amen.
A SISTER.
PILOT OAK, Ky., August 2d.
Dear Column:--Conference convened here the
I8th and 19th of July. Everything passed off
well and five were baptized, with others near the
kingdom and a number investigating.
Ern. J. W. Gillen and T. C. Kelley were with
ut;. I think we had some of the best sermons
preached during conference that it has been my
lot to listen to. I was sorry that Bro. Kelley was
summoned home, but I hope God wlll be merciful
and raise his sick child that he may return soon
to his field of labor. Ern. Snow and Griffin are
out now preaching where Bro. T. C. Kelley
failed to get around. I thought the Saints had a
hard time now until I read "With the Church in
an Early Day," and now I think we ought torejoice just to have Joseph Smith cast at us. Ern.
Snow and Griffin lire going to hold a debate with
a Missionary Baptist soon. He proposes to
prove that Joseph Smith was an Impostor. He
has been lecturing all summer, but he has turned
more toward us than he has against us. We are
striving to roll on the work as best we can in
this county by scattering tracts and books. We
have prayer and testimony meeting every Sunday night. Oh, may we let our light so shine
that others seeing may glorify God. I ask all the
Saints to pray for me that if it is God's will that·
I may be spared to raise my little girl, my husband having died last February, leaving me
affi!cted and with the entire care of my fouryear-old child.
Y 01Jr sister in the faith,
ALICE McFADIN.
HOME CoLUMN MISSIONARY ]i'UND.

Aug. 6, Amount received to date ... · .$3,697 44
M. B. Nicholson, Iowa •.. I oo
Eleanor Gould, Minn ...•..r oo
Lucinda Crt>amer, Cal ... I so
Emily Davis, Cal .. ; .... ; I 50
Zena C. Page, Cal. . • • • . . 75
San Benito Prayer Union,
Cal. .. ' •.••••••.••••... I os
Mary Lee, Tenn ......... I oo
7 So
Aug. 14, Amount to date...••••..•••• $3,705. 2_4
f!<W'"Send all m:onevs to D. Dancer, L!1moni,"Iowa.

Margaret Fuller says of women: "That. the
hand may be given with c;H~nity1 sh~ W\!St be
~b!e to sta:n't !(lone."
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BosToN, Mass., Aug 3d.
Editors Herald:-We had a pleasant day here
yesterday. The Saints manifested their usual
interest in the work, and seemed to be moved by
a sense of its importance and the touch of its inspiration.
As a pleasant surprise, Bro. Joseph Luff
stepped in just after we had ·entered the church,
on his way homeward from Maine, his face
fairly beaming with smiles and happy expres·
sions indicative of fine feeling, duty done, a clear
conscience and a reasonably good digestion.
Browned a little from pressing the buoyant
winds and evening zephyrs frequent along the
rockribbed coast of Maine; but I have not seen
him looking better for a long time. The east
has the pleasure of returning him to home const!tuentsin better condition than he was received.
Thanks! Come again, and stay longer Bro. Luff.
We will miss thee.
Last Sabbath I was at Providence, Rhode Is·
land, and attended three services in the hall used
by the Saints. There were a goodly number at
all the services, and the meetings were spiritual
and edifying. A better feeling seems to prevail,
and the Saints are fast making up their minds
that it is not wise to become overly exasperated
and to commit suicide over what cannot be helped.
It was gratifying. to see so large a number of
pleasant, cheerful and interested faces in attendance at the meetings:
Bro. Joseph F. McDowell interested us with a
rare intellectual treat in the.afternoon, which
was listened to with marked attention, the audi·ence at times almost breaking out with applause
at the apt presentation of his subject, his hard
hits and surprises that kept sparkling out along
the discourse. Better still, he was blessed in its
presentation, and so were we in hearing. No
failure in that appointment up to date.
I spent over a month in and about Philadelphi, Pennsylvania; The Quaker City has
been greatly shocked and humiliated of late, by
the bad practices of some of her prominent citizens. She is sad and sits mournfully lamenting
over this encroachment upon her hlg'1 traditional
honor., But alas! the worst of things is no snr·
prise in these days of speculative rings and love
of greed. "There were millions in it;" but a
tremendous leak set in. Those set as guardians
of the public treasury were not content with
"fat salaries," but the idle gold in the vaults was
too great a temptation to venture in speculation.
One risk after another was taken with alternate
gains and losses, until finally through some unforeseen diversion, the losses reached up into
mil! ions. Their sin soon found' them out, and
now "honest John Bardsly'' is learning the carpenter's trade behind the bars in the eastern penitentiary. Others of high standing are smirched
more or less; the smelling committee is on the
hunt and the end is not yet. The love of gold
and high life are especially strong in this age,
but these should be lessons of admonition to
young and old, that "honesty is the best policy."
And although vice and crime may move along
joyfully un<l!'!r ,cover for a, ~eason, there wiH
,,,,

come I! day when deeds done in darkness will
come to light, and judgment will not tarry .
,Young men, renew your resolution to be hon-,
est, if the heavens fall. The evil day will overtake you if there be one. Don't forget that God
is,., and just so surely there . will be a day of,
reckoning, when personal honor and wealth will
be at a: premium and will constitute your only
defense.
'
While at Philadelphia the Saints took an
active interest In the meetings, and there are indications that' with a proper effort the work may
be put upon a successful basis there again. The
right kind of a leader and a permanent 'one is
the one thing quite needful. I shall encourage
the effort of reviving the ''parched places" all
that is in my power.
At Nottingham and Barnley the Saints were
busy, but found time, some of them, to attend a
few meetings in the heat of harvest.
The Saints are active at Baldwin, Maryland,
and are going ahead with their meetings and
Sabbath school. "Those little folks have splendid
voices for singing. Last winter when I was with
them there was a revival in progress claimi,ng the
attention of the· young people. A good many
joined. But it is said that most of them will
have to be "warmed over" this coming winter.
They express themselves that if they want fun
they go to the revival; but if they want
to learn they attend' the Saints' meetings.
Just it! Four were baptized while I was there,
all grown; others will be ready with another oppm~tunlty.
May· the Lord keep them in the
faith and in union. The death of Bro. Cameron
of Philadelphia removes one of the staunch supporters and friends of the cause from our number. He will be missed, but it is gratifying to
know that his faith. triumphed and he died
assured of sharing in the rewards of the faithful
and just. His family is entitled to the prayers
and sympathy of the Saints,
A call at Brooklyn on the way here found the
Saints in fair condition. The evening prayer
meeting held at Bro. George Potts' was spiritual
and a good interest was manifest. Bro. George
Baty and wife think of returning to England
this month for a longer or shorter stay. We are
off for the Reunion in Maine this week, no preventing providence.
Green's Landini[, Me., Aug. 8/k.-We arrived
here safely' yesterday mornirig from Boston,
thirty of us. Came on the Lewiston and Mount
Desert steamers, changing at Rockland. Twentyone preceded us here from Jonesport; among
them Capt. Hall and wife, Srs. Walker, Dobbins,
Johnson, the Misses Stephens, Kelley, etc. Others
came in this evening and others are on the way.
Brn. J. C. Foss, J. F. McDowell, George Robley,
George Gates, George Burban, Samuel Shaw,
Samuel Ashton, U. W. Greene, F. M. Sheehy and
others of the ministry are present. A few were
sea-sick on the way, hut all arrived safely at the
Landing. Self and others are comfortably domiciled at Uncle George and Aunt Hannah
Eaton's, the writer occupying where "ye editor"
did near a year ago. The weather is fine, the
-bald and bold granite rocks appear as romantic
as ever, and the ebbing and flowing of the
tides goes on as of yore. Things bid fair for aprofitable time at the Reunion which begins today. Bro. McDowell led off last evening at the
t:;hljrch in an encouraging way. A thunder

shower cleared the atmosphere and settled the
dust. Saints are feeling w!"ll in general. Fresh
mackerel, lobster, new potatoes and bl~eberries
are delighting the rusticators.
·
In the faith,
WM. H. KELLEY.
BuRNHAM, Mo., Aug. 3d.
Editors Herald:- The :writer; Bro. Thomas
and many of the Saints came to.this place Saturday, July 25th, to my debate with Elder T.
P. Bryan, of the Christian Church. Bro. Brown, lee preached Saturday night. Sunday morning
we organized a branch to be known as the New
Hope branch, with Bro. Joseph Ward, as priest;
Henry Brooner, teacher; 11nd W. A. Brooner
clerk. The writer was, ordained an 'elder, after
which Elder Bootman preached a splendid sermon. Monday morning
ten a.m. the discus-.
sion commenced, and from.the first there was a
disposition on my opponent to stay at Pentecost
until he was compelled to leave. The second
day his lungs gave out, and it was agreed to stop
the debate; and each party prea<:h their own doctrine. This contract was broken from the first
by our opponents by putting up a big gun they
sent for, and just keeping him there while our
elders preached in their turn.
When we
saw their game we changed, so I took it up, and
for three days, four hours a day, we both did our
best. The Chrlstian preacher was a very good
speaker and for misquotingand misrepresenting,
it would be hard to find his equal; but that went
against him. At the close we baptized one and
made many friends to the cause. Elder Thomas
will leave for a schoolhouse eight miles south,
accompanied by Bro. Ward, priest. Bro. Atwell
and I will labor together at the-Union Church,
six miles west of here, until my debate, which
commences Al_Jgust r7th, with another Christian
preacher, twelve miles south of Mountain Grove.
They are trying to get Elder Drennan, or some
other, and we expect Bro. I. N. White; so we
feel safe.
In bonds,
HENRY SPARLING.

at

EAST JoRDAN, Mich., Aug. 2d.
Editors Herald:-One Rev. Collins, of theM.
E. ranks, says to one Elder Phelps of the Latter
Day Saint ranks, and about one hundred and
fifty people, "The Latter Day Saints are the
same in belief and practice, excepting polygamy,
as the Utah Mormons; and if you will show me
the difference between six and half a dozen, I
will show you the difference between these people. I know whereof I speak and am prepared
to defend myself."
·Elder Phelps takes the floor and challenges
the M. E. Reverend. Challenge is accepted,
place and time set by same gentleman; he
backs out; sets time again; comes again with
lots of help, (M. E. divines), on his(Rev. Collins')
regular meeting night; backs out of the discussion; holds an old fashioned shouting M. E, testimony meeting; tells the crowd both inside of
house and out that If they came there to hear a
debate that they are disappointed as there will
be none, and that those who wanted to go
home to do so; takes his hat in hand. Elder
Phelps then asked if he (M. E. D) was through
with the people and the house. Answer, Yes.
Elder Phelps then invited all to remain, and all
l:iut eight or ten did so. He then gave his side of
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resurrection, and that remission of sins precedes
the argument, held his hearers spellbound to
baptism.
near the small hour of the night, first with tears
Mr. Shafer wanted me to go with him to Misand then with laughter. A good feeling manisissippi, his home. We have agreed to debate
fested by all; lots of prejudice removed, two more
again sometime in the next twelve months, per-·
schoolhouses opened to us, and yesterday,
haps next fall, but we will arrange hereafter.
August zd, four honest souls went forth in obeI have baptized five and organized a branch
dience to the first four principles of the gospel,
one of the number being the Rev. Collins' Sun- ,. since I came here. I am not enjoying the best
of health, and I do not know how long I shall
day school superintendent. A number more are
stay here.
Yours,
near the kingdom, methinks. All this time the
J.D. ERWIN.
Saints have been rejoicing and the devil raging.
Six schoolhouses opened and only one preacher.
Send us more help.
BAYPORT, Mich., July 24th.
We fe,t;J to rejoice many times that our lot has
Editors Heratd:-I love this latter day work
been cast with this people called Latter Day
and feel to thank God for the blessings received
Saints, and followers of Joseph the Seer and
&ince obeying the gospel. I kriow this work is
Joseph his son. We have of late received many
of God and my desire is to see it roll on until the
evidences by the Holy Spirit to the truthfulness
cause of Christ prevailseverywhere. My deterof this work and to the present Joseph being
tnination ·is to live nearer to Christ than I ever
his father's rightful successor.
have before, that he may draw nearer to me. 0
Yours for all truth,
how true the saying,
'
c. G. LEWIS.
"How sweet the· name of Jesus sounds,
In a believer's ear,"

BROWNVILLE, Neb., August 5th.
Editors Herald:-It may not be out of order if
I tell you there is a little band of Saln ts cuddled
among the hills and in the valleys of Brownville; for be it. known there is quite a "sprinkling''
of both hills and vales in this .old and nearly for·
saken town. Brownville reminds one of an old
lady with gray, unkempt locks, watery eye, and
timid, uncertain step. Her adornments are much
the worse for wear, and really need a few stitches
and patches properly laid on. Brownville. has
brightened up wonderfully the last. three years, ·
and cut her third set of teeth since the "improved
Mormons" began coming in. Now with all these
minor ailments, health stalks forth like a soldier,
which accounts for rosy cheeks and a good·appetite. Together with these the Saints here have
a bountiful "spread'' from time to time, as it
seemeth we need: Bro. Caftall has been with us
arid gave .us our last "dessert," consisting of
"apples of golden, truth in baskets of silver,"many beautiful and kind admonitions. And if
we do not profit thereby we surely ought to.
His stay was so sl;lort we could hardly realize he
had been with us and "done what he could." As
beggars we still want more, and so are watching
and waiting for our much esteemed brother, R.
M. Elvin. If continual dropping will wear a
stone,' so continual hoping mustreward us.
To the many. who have no fruit we would ex·
tend a hearty invitation to come and be partakers with us o£ many kinds. Pears at this
writing are plenty, and peaches enough for home
consumption. Remember our conference ·in
October, and don't give us the "go by." Still
hoping for good, I remain,
IMOGENE.
GRoVE, Arkansas, Aug. 5th.
Editors Herald:-I have just emerged from a
four and one-half days' debate with Mr. c, E.
Shafer, of the Second Advent Christian Church;
he i.s thought by iome to be the giant debater of
the· South, and. is a shrewd young man, and
quite able. He treated us very kindly. We debated five proposjti?ns, each affirming that his
· church taught the doctrine of the Bible; 1!
affirming that the B?okofMormon and Doctrine
~n~ Covenants. were given .of God and were in·
spired; .?nd h.e ·~tffirming . that man is wholly
.1;lJoJ".t!ir; and tjqco11sclous )?ehye!m 9eath andt!)e

I desire to be a shining light in the world, that
they may see this is the work of God. I feel that
the time is near when both saint and sinner shall
be judged. Shall we he prepared to stand the
test when we will have to account for every deed
and every idle thought? Let us search ourselves
and see how we stand. I know that I have not
loved God as he has loved me.
r was baptized the 27th of June, r887. It
has been the happiest time of my life since I en·
listed in this grand work. I ask the prayers of
the Saints that I may ever be faithful.
Your sister,
KITTlE HARDER.

LILLY DALE, Indiana, July 23d.
Editors Herald:-It is twenty years since this
work was introduced ,ih Perry county, I. P. Baggerly being the first to sound the gospel trump
in this vicinity, although Bro. Blair had previously been in the neighborhood doing some preparatory work. The . work then begun has continued, and now there are ne11rly four hundred
Saints in the dist~ict; many more have been
gathered into the fold during this time, but some
have moved away, andothers have gone the way
of all the earth.
I. P. Baggerly is with us holding a series of
meetings at the Gleason schoolhouse; attention
and congregations good. He holds meeting tomorrow evening at the Bagger schoolhouse,
where V. D. Baggerly is expected to join him.
From there they expectto go to Spencer county.
We would be glad to have Bro. Etzenhouser visit
us this fall and hold a series of meetings in the
branches.
A few words to the Saints of the district. According to the last report of the. bishop's agent
the district had received from the bishop $:zso.,
and from the district 011ly $58.2.'), tithing and
freewill offering together, which is less .thari
twenty cents per mem~er in the district. Brethren, how can we ask the general church to do so
much for us? How can we expect to receive the
blessi~gs promised .and. still continue to disobey
the law?
The promise is that. if we bring our
substance into the storehouse the Lord will pour
us out a blessing. which we cannot contain. This
district should be self-sustaining; I think I know
J:)alt i Qozen hn_'!tl:wen
who sho!,~lg ~hey pay theh:
.·,\,f':f· , . . .· '1 ···;·
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tithing, it would make a larger amount than that
received from the district. Brethren, think about
this matter; think of the thousands who have
never heard the g'ospel; then think," Are we not
robbing them by taking that which was intended
to send the gospel to them when we could have
sustained our own missionaries?" Think you
not that we will be held accountable to God for
the same?
May God bless us all and enable us to understand our whole duty as it is in Christ.
Yours in bonds,
S.C. GRUVER,
ATCHISON, Kan.,July 26th.
Editors Herald:-The work in, this place is
moving forward. I preside over the branch in
this place. Since· our quarterly conference I
have been out in Pottawattamie county, preaching some at Havensville. I had good liberty and
enjoyed a good degree of the Spirit, felt blessed
in presenting the word. I believe with all my
heart that this is the gospel of our Lord Jesus
Christ. I want to live worthy of Him, and
magnify my office that I may always· have the
spirit of my calling. Bro. Gordon Deuel has.
been preaching here during my absence and has
made friends for the work. Thus the good work
goes on. The honest are being attracted;
c. E. GUINAND.
MoNTPELIER, Idaho," August 2d.
Editors Herald :-If there Is one class of Latter
Day Saints who should have more encouragement through the church publications than any
other, it is those who have recently taken upon
themselves the name of Christ, and are isolated
from any branch~of the church. Though I desire to writ.e to the members of the church as a
whole, yet it is the class thus isolated that I desire more especially to address.
I have had much encouragement from other
members of the church, but being isolated from
any large .branch, and having opportunity to
meet only a few times with the small branch
with which I am connected, I have often felt the
rieed of more encouragement. N:otwithstanding
my somewhat isolated condition I have by' the
mercies of God grown in grace until I am a happy man, and my health is much improved. By
obeying the laws of God I have been blessed, and
have felt very often that sweet peace which only
true Saints enjoy; and you all may receive the
same if you will keep the commandments of
God.
Let us be influenced in all things by the work
we have taken upon qurselves to perform, that
we may be led continually by the Spirit of God.
When we first awake in the morning we should
thank God for his care and protection during the
night, for if we awake and begin thinking about
worldly matters first, then we must surely, as a
consequence, think more of worldly affairs than
we. do of spiritual affairs. ·At .each meal we
should thank God for our food; and iri fact we
should possess a thankful heart all thedaylong.
If we have the right kind of a spirit it is not necessary to bethinking or speaking of your thankfulness continually~ but if we are engaged in
some tedious. work on which our .minds are absorbed, and we Sl)ddenly think of things spiritual;
wdeel we are tl:)ankful awl ~?:~!:~ ~q~ :;~c:;ognize~
o~ our, p,earts,
• ~~ '<
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~ Look Here.-The small colored label with
We should study the word of the. Lord daily
and Pharisees. The Lord confirms His word and
~
your name printed on, shows the date to wllich
work as formerly, while the church is advancing
and apply the same to ourselves individually,
your subscription is paid.
onward to higher ground.
30Auo91
and obey every word of God according to our
that your subscription will run ontAugust 30, !891,
The church literature is certainly creditable td Means
understanding.
Renew your subscription in time.
the body, as the different lines of study and inAnother thing; we should pay our tithing; for
struction are occupied, and "With the Church in
surely if we love the work as we ought, we can
an Early Day" will win its way into families
well afford to pay one-tenth of our earnings to
where heavier literature would be rejected and
support the cause we so dearly love. Let us do
thus do an excellent work; for its tone is pure,
this that our neighbors who are as worthy
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
its precepts righteous, its doctrinal and hisas we and know as well how to appreciate
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
torical matter are true, and altogether the
a good thing may hear the fullness of the
their own views. Contributions solicited.
work Is very interesting and entertaining. I did
gospel, and that the cries of" the pooF go not up
~Write on one side of the paper only.
not consent to leave it untif I had read it :
into the ears of the Lord.
through in two sittings. It is just the book to
We should lose no favorable opportunity of
MORMONISM.
send to relatives and friends who will not allow
speaking .in meekness and love to our friends
BY ELDER M. T. SHORT.
themselves to investigate the work otherwise,
and associates, of the true doctrine of Jesus
and thus will be a great help to the work, withChrist, and teaching them the plain and perfect
THE origin and rise; tpe faith and worout doubt.
principles by 'whicli. they too may be admitted
ship, and the history and doctrine of the
The church is fairly started with the press
into the kingdom of God.
Latter Day Saints are, or should be,
Let us bear tribulation and persecution pawork, and this wilrwiefd an influence for good
themes 'of vital importance and thrilling
a~most unbounded.
The Herald, Hope, Autumn
tiently for Christ's sake, that we may receive a
interest. In my first paper I gave a few
Leaves and Zion's Ensign. as periodicals, and
rich reward irom him who has gone to prepare
Biblical evidences and facts·relative to the
a place for the Saints of God. What the Lord ' "Presidency and Priesthood," "Spiritual Gifts,"
ancient and true church falling away from
desires of us .is a pure heart. Then let us so
"Manual of the Priesthood;" with all. the textthe faith and going into the wilderness.
strive that our lives may be consistent with
books, tracts, and now this last book, together
A disorganized and invisible church is
truth and right and that we may be found blameoffer a feast worthy the consideration of kings
really no church. If the church could
less at the last day.
CHAS. J. SPURLOCK.
among men of literature. Keep all the campnot and did not go into darkness, to
fires burning, brethren; we are pilgrims now,
talk or write of its origin and ·rise now-abut we soon will have an established home in an
days would be as fruitless and vain as to
SACRAMENTO, Cal., July 3ut.
abiding, eternal dwelling place. Come up to the
thresh the atmosphere. In a certain sense
Edztors Herald:-! ·arrived here yesterday,
Reunion, everybody, ·at Irvington on September
both the gospel and the bride, the Lamb's
and this morning at 4:20 Bro. H. C. Smith
12th and be happy, ·glad and made stronger,
wife, could and did change.
arrived from Oregon. We expeet to hold a
encouraged and blest. Come with a glad heart,
The changed gospel would b€ another,
series of meetings here, In ElDorado, Stockton,
and before you start from home unload all your
or perverted one, and the daughter of
San Francisco and Oakland, prior to the Reunion.
cares, troubles, sorrows, trials and quarrels (if
Zion would be a divorced wife. Christ
We expect much good will be done by these
allowed that when a man's lawful and
you have any), and In secret just ask the Lord to
services and that the Saints will be blessed and
literal ·wife committed fornication be
take care of them till you return, and to give
assisted in the warfare against evil, and aided In
could, and of right ought to put her away.
you strength to do good to your brothers, sister~,
the divine life. We will be in ElDorado from
Of the debased spouse, the corrupt and
friends and enemies; and with the Spirit of
August I I th to 2oth, then Stockton till 3rst,
polluted church, the beloved disciple testiChrist with you come along; and how can you
San Francisco and Oakland September 6th, then
fied: "The kings of the earth have comhelp being blessed?
the Reunion September 12th to 2oth.
mitted fornication and lived deliciously
Peace be with all the Israel of God.
· The Saints wherever I have been are getting
with her;" "For all nations have drunk of
In bonds,
ready for the Reunion, and I guess our little
the wine of the wrath of her fornication;"
J. F. BURTON.
chapel at Irvington will not hold all the people
"For by thy sorceries all natinns were dewho will assemble; but doubtless the committees
ceived," "And I saw the woman drunken
ATTLEBORO, Mass., Aug. 3d.
with the blood of the saints, and with the
will make all comfortable who come, so I hope
Editors Herald:-Eider J. F. McDowell delivblood of the martyrs of Jesus;" "The
all Saints will come from all parts of this misered two lectures to the public last week, as
waters which thou sawestwhere the whore
sion; especially those who live at a distance
notice in the item below. Renewed investigasitteth, are peoples, and multitudes, and
from branches, and therefore do not have the
tion by the people has thus far been the result of
nations, and tongues;" "Great Babylon
privilege of meeting with the church often. We
his efforts.
He speaks to-morrow evening at
came in remembrance before God;"
expect Elders D. S. Mills and Hiram L. Holt of
Plainville chapel.
"Come out of her, my people;" "Babylon
Southern California will be present, also some
"Elder J. F. McDowell of the Reorganized
the great is fallen, is fallen, and is become
brethren from Nevada, and therefore all the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
the habitation of devils, and the hold of
older church members who have been separated
delivered his lecture last night on <The Pulpit
every foul spirit, and the cage of every
for years will have the pleasure of renewing
and the Pews.' The people that gathered were
mean and hateful bird;" "These shall hate
former acquaintance, while all will rejoice In the
orderly and listened attentively to the able and
the
whore," "The mother of Harlots," and
communion of the Saints. Doubtless all will be
instructive discourse. It will be continued this
"make her desolate."
blest who come with supplications and humility,
evening at 7: 15 p.m. Subject, 'Unchangeability
Corroborative and correlative to St.
desiring to bless others.
of Jesus Christ.' "-Daily News.
John's views Amos, the honored prophet
The work in this field is progressing fairly;
ARTHUR B. PIERCE.
of ancient times said: "Behold the days
eighteen persons have been baptized Qere since
come, saith the Lord God, that I will send
conference in Monterey, San Benito, Santa Cruz,
famine in the land, not a famine of bread,
PUBLISHER'S NOTICE.
San Joaquin and Tulare counties. Bro. J. H.
nor a thirst for water, but of hearing the
We wish to say to our friends that our book
Lawn Is "smiling aloud" after preaching one of
"With The Church In An Early Day," is now word of the Lord; And they shall wander
his five-hour sermons as he did in Merced lately,
ready for mailing. To the ministry we are offerfrom sea to sea, and from the north even
ing unusual inducements to assist in its sale and
and is all alive in the ministry over in Tulare,
to the east, they shall run to and fro to seek
would
be
pleased
to
have
you
send
for
our
terms
and Bro. Daley is firing "red-hot-shot," as he
soon, as the offer will be withdrawn December the word of the Lord, and shall not find
says, in Stockton. The local elders will shortly
it. In that day shall the fair virgins and
1st, r89r. Parties ordering hereafter will please
after harvest pus4 out as much a$ possible,
notice that the postage Is fourteen cents, instead
young men faint for thirst."
of eight cents, as we thought it would be. The
while Bro. Heman will make Saints rejoice and
As a race the Hebrews were hard-hearted
volume (as the amount of postage indicates) is.
sinners bemble with his pithy, epigrammatic
and stiff-necked indeed, and often turned
large, neatly and substantially bound and we
sentences, uttered with that authority which
away from God, and cast his law behind
think will give general satisfaction.
M. WALKER.
their backs. These times of apostasy wen~
carries conviction with it, and not as the Scribes

Qtnmmunittafinns.
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seasons of national calamity, captivity and · the divine Son, the head of the church. Protestant communions are under the even
An inspired .precedent is as good as a thus wing of a direful ruinous apostasy, but in
dispersion.
When near or far, whether many or saith the Lord, .and hence this chosen ves- my next I will try and help you out of the
few, when they humbled themselves sel of God wrote, "If any man think him- ditch and deal out the blessed balm of resmightily the good Lord of the elect nation self a prophet, or spiritual, let him ac- titution from evil and woe.-Aledo Demowrought wondrously for their deliverance knowledge that the things that I write . crat.
are the commandments of the Lord.'' In
and restoration.
After they had built up lovely Zion reference to the second appearing he tesA VISION.
with blood, and while they were commit- tified "That day will not come except EDITORS HERALD:- I hand you here~
ting sacrilege upon every high hill, and there come. a falling away first.'' To with a remarkable manifestation, made
under every green tree, God sent the best Timothy he said, "Preach the word. For more so by the peculiar surroundings. I
gift of his great love, even his dear Son. the time will come when they will not might add, without any disparagement to
The Jews were rigorous for the law of endure sound doctrine, but after their own the parties concerned, <that there were
Moses, and the rites and ceremonies ap- lusts shall they heap to themselves teach- pretty strong doubts with them sometimes
pertaining thereto. The Pharisees and ers having itching ears. And they shall that there was a future conscious condisects of the land actually· thought it a turn away their ears from the truth and tion, which peculiar cast of mind gave
grave matter, an 5ntolerable sin, to be they shall be turned unto fables.'' T.hese rise to the conversation mentioned. I
healed on the Sabbath day, but, for all fastidious teachers are evidently hirelings should add, to the credit of the one remainthat, they could kill living prophets, while that careth not for the flock save it be for ing, that since that, there is not a vestige
professedly they revered the dead ones for the golden argosies, or soft, fine fleeces. of a doubt on the matter remaining.
and garnished their tombs. This has been The unerring spirit of inspiration revealed
Yours,
J. M. TERRY.
ST. JosEPH, Mo., July 30th.
a pleasing pastime for this old sin loving forth through him the effects and fruits
·
CAMERON, Mo., June 8th.
world to slaughter inspired men, and then of the withering, benumbing, blighting
B1'0. Terry:- Ac~ording to your revenerate their dust, and this century has heresy, to wit:
contributed somewhat in that line, and,
"This know also, that iri the last days quest, I send you my vision. About one
were it not for the family quarrel amid perilous times shall come, for men shall year before my m.other died she was sick,
rival sects these scenes of rapine, plunder, be lovers of their own selves, covetous, and upon that occasion we were talking
and death would be often repeated, I trow. boasters, proud, blasphemer··, disobedient about death and the future after death.
"] esus saith unto them, Did you never to parents, unthankful, unholy, without And at that time we promised each other
read in the Scriptures; The stone which natural affection, truce breakers, false that if there was any possiblity for the
the builders rejected, the same is become acusers, incontinent, despisers of those condition of the departed to be made
the head of the corner, thi.s is the Lord's that are good, traitors, heady, highminded, known to the living, then whichever of us
doings, and it is marvelous in our eyes. lovers of pleasure more than lovers of died first agreed to do our best to let the
Therefore say I unto you, The kingdom God, having a form of godliness but de- other know what our condition was.
of God shall be takenfrom you, and given nying the power th~reof.
MY VISION.
From such
to a nation bringing forth the fruits there- turn away.
Reprobate concerning the
A child dressed in pure white led me to
of."
faith, etc. Evil men and seducers shall a large .square building which had two
Jesus came to the forerunner, John the wax worse and worse, deceiving and be- halls running through it, one from west
Baptist, acknowledged his preparatory ing deceived, etc.'' Where there are all to east, the other from north to south.
work, demanded and received a genuine or any of the inspired officers wanting There were two .rooms in each square of
bona fide burial, all in Jordan's swollen that was originally placed 'in the body by the house. I was led from the .west end
tide, and went up immediately out of the God himself, and through J esuscChri.st and of the hall running east to the northeast
water, the Holy ~piritcrowned the right- the supervising, directing, commanding quarter of the house. Then my guide
eous and holy ac~, and the Father of all, in Holy Ghost, there the church of God or said to me, "Where mother is,· home is,"
a most public man.ner ratified the proced- the kingdom of his dear Son is not. "God and opened the door to the first room.
ure and proclaimed the sonship of Mary's hath set some. in the church, first apostles, The door of the second room being already
lovely child. His triais and temptations secondarily prophets, thirdly teachers, after open, I passed in. As. I did so I ·saw
ens.ue, and "From that time Jesus began that miracles, then. gifts of healing, helps, mother kneeling by a chair praying, so I
to preach, and to;say 'Repent for the king- governments, diversities of tongues.'' stepped to another chair and sat down and
dom of heaven is at hand.'" To His There is not a single solitary line in ·this waited till she was through. She arose to
twelve apostles he instructs, "And as ye zgth verse of I Corinthians, 12th chapter, go into the other room but suddenly
go, preach, saying the kingdom of heaven but what would completely nonsuit and turned and faced me, whereupon I would
is at hand." To seventy evangelists he wholly unchurch every sect in Christen- have embraced her, but she said, "You
instructs to proclaim "The kingdom of dom. Ye loud professors; ye blind guides, are n.ot to touch me, neither must I touch
God is come nigb unto yo~. But if I cast with a gullible benighted laity, do not, oh you.'' So I promised not to touch her if
out devils by the Spirit of ·God, then the do not feel awry at your most humble she would stay with me. Then I said,
kingdom of God :is come unto you. But servant, for in truth the issue is between "Is it really you, mother, or is it a dream."
if I, with the finger of God cast out devils, you and your Bibles. That sacred treas~ "It is really I. Look and see. It is not a
no doubt the kingdom of God is come ure is a light to the weary pilgrim's fee.t, dream.'' Then I looked and could see
upon you." Again, "Behold the kingdom and a burning lamp to the obscure children . every scar and mark that I had been acof God is withiti you," that is, in their of the ·holy covenant. It carries terror and quainted with; and indeed she · looked
dismay to the hypocrite's heart, but very natural:-just like herself. Then she
midst~ "And frqm the days of John the
Baptist until now the kingdom of heaven warmth and light and life to a learner and said, "This is just what·I have been praysuffereth violenc~, and the violent take it doer of the wonderful words of life. It ing for; now," said she, "never again
by force." Thus you see "The voice of gives no uncertain sound to the battle doubt there being a hereafter, for there·
one crying in the wildermess" got the when this oracle declares, ''But the mani- really is, and you do not know how good
material together and prepared the way, festation of . the Spirit is given tq every the Lord is. .He has heard and answered
while Jesus Cbdst more thoroughly built man to profit withal. For to one is given my prayer.'' I then asked her if she realup and established his church and king- by the Spirit the word of wisdom, to ized any pain while dying? "Yes," said
dom, as well r.s foretold of sanguinary per- another the word of knowledge by the she, "only too well.'' She thtm requested
secutions and its,overthrow•. Saint Paul, same spirit, to another faith by the same me totake good care of her son Harmon,
the celebrated apostle to the Gentile na- spirit, to another. the gifts of healing by after which she asked me how father. felt?
tions, the potentates of earth, and the the same spirit, to another the working of I told her he felt very badly. Then she
house of Israel, got his . commission from miracles,. to another ·prophecy," all of. wept bitterly. I asked her how she liked
on high, was taught of the Lord of hosts, which and kindred passages go to show it there. She said, "Better satisfied here
and had an abundance of.revelatiorts from and prove th!lt the whole <,;:~tholic .llml than at the first place l went, ! made a
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mistake." There was much more said
· but I could not retain it.
When I returned to my body I thought
I was dead, for it lay on its back with
mouth open and baby on my arm. Then
I woke up and was unable to sleep the remainder of the night, so great was my
joy at what I had experienced, and since
that night I have never doubted there being a future state of the de<td.
EvA MooRMAN.
THE R:ij;SURRECTION.

WE reproduce a beautiful poem by Bro.
John A; Stromberg, of Sacramento, California, for the reason that the opening
word of the poem as published in the
HERALD for April I Ith is a mistake,
which Bro. Stromberg corrects in a footnote, which please read:
Ortive spirits of springtime, (a)
Awake from thy slumbers deep!
Arise! and with hands glowing,
Put off thy gar merits of sleep!
·<Make thyself fair, 0 summer!
In new and resplendent array;
For the footsteps of Him, who is risen,
Shall be heard within thy day.
Flushe·s the paling arbors
Low under the forest leavesA sign that the drowsy winter,
The breath of her Lord perceives.
While f!e suffered, her pulse beat numbly;
While He slept, she was still with pain;
But now He awakes-He has risenHer beauty shall bloom again.
Hark! In the budding woodlands,
·Now far, now near, there is heard
The first prelusive warble
Of rivulet, insect and bird;
0, listen to the jubilante
That from every bough is poured;
On earth in the smile of springtime,
Arise to greet her Lord.
Glorious winter Aurora,
Open thy chambers of dawn!
Let the hour, like a garland of graces,
Enrich the chariots of morn.
Thine heralds are fled; 0, Apollo!
Thou hero of sunbeam and lyre;
The pride of thine empire is ended,
And gone is thine armor of fire.
From a loftier height than Olympus,
Light flows from the Temple above;
And the mists of old legends are scattered
In the dawn of the Kingdom of Love.
Come forth from cloud-land and fables
For day in full splendor make room,For a triumph that lost not His glory
As He slept in the sepulcher's gloom.
She comes, the glad summer morning,
In crimson and purple array;
Far down on the hill-tops she tosses
The first golden lilies of day;
On mountains her sandals are glowing;
O'er the valreys she speeds on the wing;
'Till earth is rosy and radiant
For the feet of the .re-risen King.
Open the gates of the temple,
Spread branches of palm and of bay;
I>'et not the spirit of nature

HERA,LQ.

Alone deck the Conqueror's way;
.While spring from her death-sleep arises,
1\nd joyous his presence awaits;·
While morning's smile light.s up the h.eavert,
Open thy beautiful gates;

•· it being too high, when the Herald can

He is here! the watches are over!
The stone from the grave rolled away;
"We shall sleep;" were the words of the midnight;
"We shall rise!" is the song of to-day.
0! music, no longer lamenting
On pinions of treynulous flame;
Go soaring to meet "The Beloved,"
And sing the new song of His fame.
The altar is snowy with blossoms,
The font is a ,yase of perfume;
On pU!arand chancel are twining
Fresh garlands of heavenly bloom.
Christ is risen! With glad lips we utter;
And far up the infinite height,
Archangels the song will re-echo,
And crown Him with lilies of light. AMEN.
JOHAN ADOLPH STROMBERG,

Cal.
(a) Ortive (Lat.) From Ortivus, Ortus, Orior,-to rise, i.e.
having reference to the time or act of rising, as of a Btar,
eastern, (orient) as the ortive ampiitude of a .plant. You
can find· the word in Zell's Encyclopedia and Dictionary,
vol. 2, if nowhere else. The true meaning is as in these
lines.
"0RTIVE" (rising) spirit of spring time. "Awake from
thy slumbers deep."
The word u Votive" means "to give, or to promise by a vow,~'
and hence has no harmony with the rest of the words in
the verse.
SACRAMENTO;

THE CHURCH PUBLICATIOJI{S.

THERE has beeti much written on the
subject of the church publications, and the
necessity of having them in the home of
every Latter Day Saint; but I wish to
aJd a few words on the subject and if perchance I be the means of doing some good,
I shall be amply rewarded for the trouble.
I have not been informed as to the progressmade by the Literary Exchange, but I
judge that some good has already been done,
and I feel safe in predicting that those
who have taken hold of that movement
will not be ashamed of their work in days
to come. I don't think the movement has
yet advanced to where it will sometime be,
neither do I think the present plan perfect; yet I think it is the best that can be
formulated under existing circumstances.
All movements in this work usually have
a small beginning, (Zion's Ensign excepted). We should, therefore, hope for
good results in,, the Latter Day Saints
t"'iterary Exchange.
One thing I have noticed since its orgimization; people have no excuse for not
having the church publications in their
homes. If they are not able financially to
pay for them, they need only to notify the
secretary of the Exchange, and they can
be supplied with any of the church papers.
I have noticed some families who were
not able(?) to take the Herald, etc., who
were able to pay for from one to three
political papers. Others think the church
papers are "too high"in price; but they will
pay $r.5o per year for some little county
paper, published in the interest of a gang
of hungry office-seekers, which does not
contain an intelligent article, unless copied
from some other paper or found on the
patent insi<:]e~ and they never t4ink abo~t

be had. for a· very little more, Autumn.
Leaves for the same, and Zio.n's Ensign
and the Independent Pafriot for less; as
also other papers published either by tl:e
church or directly in its interests.
Another evil I have seen,urtder the sun,
and it is common among Saints too, "Too
poor to buy the church books," yet perfectly able to pay from four to twelve dollars for a large family Bible (which says
Joseph Smith was a false prophet and impostor) to some book agent who makes
forty per cent. profit from the sale. Now
let us use a few figures: Four dollars,
which is about the cost of the cheapest of
the large Bibles sold, will buy a Book of
Mormon, Doctrine ·and Covenants, and
Inspired Translation of the Bible; and if
we take the eight-dollar Bible, we can
add to the three first named, Presidency
and Priesthood, With the 'church in an
Early Day, Life of Joseph Smith, Reply
to Sheldon, Forscutt-Shinn Discussion
and Manual of Priesthood.. if we take
the price .of the twelve~dollar Bible we
can buy most ofthe chmch books. Every
Latter Day Saint ought to have every
book that is published by the church,
Another observation: • People will buy
the church books many .times if they are
presented wifh such an opportunity, when,
in all probability, they would never send
to. the publishing house and get . them.
We a,t · once see the necessity of. having
active, energetic men take hold of this
work in every locality, keeping on hand
an assortment of the church books; men
that are not too lazy to carry a few books
a mile or so once in awhile, and .that are
not too very pious to sell one on Sunday
if necessary. The publishing. house will
furnish the books to responsible parties,
allo"Ying them to pay for them when they
are sold, gesides giving the agent the sum
of ten per cent. com missio~ on all sales.
Of course the agent won't get very rich at
this, but it pays all expenses and gives
hitn a chance to donate one to the poor
occasionally. He also has the consolation
that he is circulating liturature that will
be a benefit to humanity, besides assisting
the publishing house.
Another work for the exchange. Our
church is decidedly behind in its zeal
towards the distribution of tracts, pamphlets and papers. The Adventists are a
worthy example in this regard. · Our
tracts should be in every railroad depot in
the civilized world, and in other places,
such as reading rooms, public libraries,
etc., where the public can read them. We
should also have tracts published on subjects our tracts at present do not canvass;
such as "Was Joseph Smith a false
prophet?" "Divine ori'gin of the Book of
J\1ormon," "Conscious state of the dead,"
etc.
I know of no better policy than to make
this a part of the work of the Exchange.
An exchange can be organized in every
city or place where it becomes necessary,
being composed of persons who will continually be on the lookout for places where
books, tracts, pamphlets, etc., would be
used! also l()okin~ out where such could
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be obtained, keeping the society informed
of these things. I l).ave long thought that
a movement of this kind would do much
good, and if wisely conducted might aid
much in bringing the work prominently
before the world. Persons can engage in
this work who cannot go out and preach
the gospel: even our you rig sisters and
brethren who usually have more time than
than those more aged can do a noble work
for the Master in this way. It may not
make you famous in the eyes of men, but
in the great day of reward you may
chance to meet some one who has been
convinced of the truth of the gospel by
your labors. What a joy, indeed, that
would be! Who will be the first to make
a move in thi; work?
J hail with joy every new book that is
published. Hurry up, Bro. Lambert, with
your book on the soul question.
In gospel bonds,
C. R.

DuNCAN.

DENVER, Colo., July 30th.

Bro. A. S. Cochran, secretary of the
Board of Publication,.informs us that it is
the rule of the publishing department to
furnish books and other publications to responsible parties, to be paid for when sold,
wi!h the, understanding that they are not
te be returned, however; they are considered as sold to the one ordering when so
supplied. 'f:hetraveling ministry, in their
fields, and agents appointed by branches,
.or branch presidents, are preferred as
agents; but other and responsible parties
who can aid ih the work .of selling .church
publications are acceptable as agents. The
usual commis!)ion is ten per cent. on bound
books and pamphlets. The cost of mailing, money orders, etc., may be deducted
from subscriptions for the HERALD.-ED.

IS T.HE BIBLE A:N OPEN QUESTION?
PROFE$SOR W.

J·

ZUCK, J}.. M.

IN his inaugural address as Professor of
Biblical Theology in Union Theological
Seminary, Dr. Charles A. Briggs said:
"The Bible is no better for stopping a
bullet than any other book." True, but
it is also true beyond all question that no
other book has stopped so many bullets as
has the Bible.
The critics :of. the Bible have not only
become bold \ and in<:Iependent in their
methods, but fwt a few of them arrogant
and flippant in their manner. Every step
in science, ph)losophy, and psychology is
questioned, add the achievements of the
past must in ~urn march before the everwatchful eye of the "critic" and render an
account•. The searching investigations of
the critics in .these departments are commendable; but it is too often wholly forgotten that some. things have been settled
for all time. The world is full of facts
that no critidsm.can ever touch.
It is conce.d.ed .that . Christianity. mu~t
throw . open the gates to .the citadel and
allow. the closest and sev.erest scrutiny of
its strength. The Bible and .its friends
.have at ~~:ll times inviteq the keene&t J~.-

search and analysis both as to form·and content. Attacks have been made against
it in every age. No book, no doctrine, no
institution has been so fiercely assailed, and
yet the great body of Biblical truth is uninjured. The friends of the Bible may
possess their souls in patience.
All believers in the Bible recognize in.it:
First. A human origin. No one asserts that it fell from the skies. Its Genesis was the result of the cooperation of
human and Divine agencies. It was written by men who to a very large extent
were dependent upon the usual channels
of knowledge. Moses was a man "learned
in all the knowledge of the Egyptians,"
and what more natural, what more reasonable, than to suppose that he used the information stored up in the libraries of the
world's most ancient civilization? The
Bible, therefore, is so far human; and it is
quite possible that ancient scholarship did
not give to this element the study it ap·
propriate! y deserves.
Second. The friends of the Bible also
claim for it a Divine origin. It may not
be fully understood how the human and
Divine .cooperated in this organism of
revelation, but of the fact there can be no
doubt. The result, on the one side, is a
record of events taking place among men;
while, on the other, these facts of history
and supernatural leading are given a setting and meaning infinitely. beyond the
power of the natural alone to express. It
is at that point that the Divine enters, and
in this sense are the Scriptures inspired.
The authors of the Sacred Writings
wrote, and saw, and felt, and thouglit,
with the hand of God upon them, and in
the record they have left us, that guiding
hand was present to render it essentially
errorless in the matters he desired them to
communicate.
Modern Biblical criticism has brought
into the foreground the human element,
and emphasized it to such an extent that to
accede to its canons of induction is simply
to surrender, not only the Book, but Christianity itself. The old traditional theories
bearing upon the authorship of the books
of the Old Testament are essentialfv discarded, though upon these the church and
Christian scholarship have confidingly
rested for nearly twenty centuries.
their place are. substituted certain critical
rules, such as "Differences of style imply
different authors;" "the historical contents
of books are modified by historical environments;" "parallel and inconsistent accounts must originate with different
authors," etc., etc. By these canons, or
rules, it is proposed to try Genesis and
Chronicles, Job and Isaiah, regardless alike
of the testimony of the books themselves,
and the long existing belief of the church
respecting them~
Against the hypothesis and method of
the critics it may be objected that:
First. They proceed upon the bold and
unwarranted assumption, a monstrou
petitio principii that the. Bible is ap. open
question. The world's best scholarship is
to be brushed aside as. worthless.
Second. The critics study the Bible simpl;y as ~ literar;y go()k+as :par<;hffi~nt? bl;lt
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any study or criticism of its form, contents, or meaning, that is limited to its
literary character is fundamentally and
radically wrong. All the world has believed it to be a religious book; that
is its real and essential character, and as
such it must be tried. Reason is not th
religious faculty, and when it is made th
only test of religious truth, a wrong standard is set up.
Third. If the canons and methods of
the Higher Criticism are correct, it follows
that the whole subject can be handled
only by "specialists." But first there is a
conflict of "special" or "expert" testimony,
and rationalistic specialism finds a most
able opponent in Christian specialism.
Amd, secondly, the specialist may be wrong
in his reasoning as well as anyone els.e.
The best scholarship has pronounced the
Bible to be the Word of God.
The present assault promises to be bitter w bile it lasts, but the issue is not doubtful. To meet these new forms of unbelief,
God will bring forth fresh evidence "from
the dark hieroglyphics of the desert sands
or the dusty manuscripts, toconfound the
adversaries of His Word, and to 'magnify
it above all His N arne.'"
PREHISTORIC AMERICA.
A RACE WITH AN ALPHABET.

WHAT is characterized as perhaps the
most important discovery of prehistoric
human remains ever brought to light on
this continent is given in a recent dispatch
from Chattanooga to the Atlanta Constitution. Backed as the story is by the
name of Prof. N. S~ Shaler, of Harvard
College, one of the 'foremost scientists of
the country, there can be little doubt of
its authenticity. Prof. Shaler tells the
circumstances of the discovery as follows:
"We made the find about six o'clock
last evening," said the professor. "We
did not intend to make it public until we
had completed our investigation, but the
story is out and we must, make the best of
it. The journey through the cave is so
difficult, however, that I do not apprehend that we shall be much troubled with
curiosity seekers until_we have completed
our researches.
"Thejourney was indeed di:ffibult. Fot
lowing the glimmering light of the lantern
carried by his guide, the correspondent
crawled through the openings barely large
enough to admit the body of a man,
stumbled over slippery rocks, waded shallow streams of ice cold water and crawled
along narrow winding passages, occasion.~
ally merging into huge cavernous apartments of irregular shape with high walls
of solid rock.
11
In one of these, nearly or quite a mi.Je
from the starting point, was one of the
strangest spectacles that. ever greeted the
eyes of man. Nearly in the center of the
cavern was a sort .of a rude chair formed
by two large stones, and resting on this
was what, at. first glance, appeared to be a
magnificent specimen of the . sculptor's
art. It was the. form of a man of splendid
proportions, and perfect in every limba.nd
f~~t1;Jr~ 1
The .pose 9f th~? bodr,wa~ yer1
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natural, the hands being crossed upon the
lap; and the head bowed in an attitude
suggestive of deep thought. At the feet
. were a: short, broad dagger a!Jd a sword
with a blade of peculiar shape-somewhat
like that of a bowie knife. The blades of
these weapons were evidently made of
copper, or df some combination of metals
containing copper, as they were covered
with verdigris. The handles were of
buckhorn, with hilts of some whitish
metal. Both were substantially made, but
there was no attempt at ornamentation.
"Hanging from the roof of the cavern,
like a huge icicle, was a stalactite of enormous size, from the pointw of which the
water slowly dripped upon the head of
the silent and motionless figure beneath.
Here was the secret of the perfect petrification. The body had doubtles'ii been subjected to some embalming process, and the
water, strongly impregnated with lime,
falling continuously from the stalactite
overhead, had covered it with a thin but
impervious coating of calcareous matter
before decay .had begun, and left the
grand representative of an extinct race to
sit in solitary state upon his rocky throne
through all the centuries.
"All around were scattered crumbling
human bones, showing that this cave at
some period had been used as a tom b. At
this time there must have been another
and nearer opening, as it is incredible that
all these bodies could have been brought
so long a distance through the labyrinthian passage which now presents the only
means of ingress."
Prof. Shaler introduced the correspondent to a tall gentleman with spectacles,
who appeared to be attentively studying
on the side of the cavern some go feet
from the petrification, as President Warren of the Boston University. The latter
called ·attention to a large, smooth oval
tablet cut on the face of the wall, on which
were graven some characters of divers
shapes, but of nearly uniform size.
"Here," said Prof. Warren, "we have an
indubitable proof that this Continent was
inhabited by a race of civilized beings-a
race with an alphabet."
"This message of a dead to a living
civilization," he continued, "contains 467
words, if, as I conjecture, these spaces indicate divisions of words. Only thirtytwo different characters are employed.
Some of these slightly resemble certain
letters of the Hebrew alphabet, thougl}
whether or not this is a mere coincidence
I am as yet unable to determine. Here
is, perhaps, the very tool with which this
work was done,!' and he held up a small,
queerly shaped, sharp-pointed drill. "l
found it on this stone close by the tablet.
It is made of copper and tempered by
some wonderful process now entirely unknown. It is much harder than steel-so
hard that a file will make very little impression upon it."
lt seems that the two gentlemen were
taking a pleasure trip through the Cum-.
berlands, and had no idea of making such
a valuable find, but stumbled by lucky
accident upon the most wonderful discovery of their lives. The following telegram

THE SAINTS' HERAL.D.
It is natural to humanity to reach out ·
after the sympathy, the endorsement, the
support of their fellows, and no organiza·
tion of men of which our meager worldrecord gives an intimation, has ever been
free from those who loved too well such
endorsement and support, to be qualified
to build unost~ntati?usl~ perman~ntly, if
the popular vo1ce. duected otherwise, and
the popular support could b~ more easily,
N. s. SHALER,
surely and quickly gained in some other
w. T. WARREN.
way. But those who possess the courage
The cavern in which the discoveries to do otherwise, will have the satisfaction
were made is what is known as Falling in the end to behold their .work abide,
Spring Cave, in ~equatchie Valley, Tenn. while that of others less willing to endure
-'-Providence Journal.
an apparent lack of progress for a time,
must fall at last into everlasting ruin.
Two prominent dangers 'are connected
PROGRESS--TRUE AND FALSE.
with th~ false view of progress-we present
THINGS of the best quality as a rule de- -'-the destruction of the builder and those
velop slowly. The parts of these struct- whom he persuades to seek shelter beneath
ures muf,!t be. laid with care, and hence at his roof. The destruction of the building
the expense of much time and labor. It alone involves unnecessary labor and a
should also be noted, that years rriay be great waste of time; but this is usually the
necessarily spent, in the preparation for a smallest misfortune connected with rapid
suitable foundation, and years more in lay- and careless work. The builders, either
ing that foundation.
This is especially humiliated by the detection of their wicktrue, if upon the same spot many attempts ed designs, or by the world's discovery of
have been made to erect abiding edifices, their ignorance, never make another efeach of which has ended in partial or en- fort to build; and those who were induced
tire failure, by reason of which the locali- to accept their offers of a safe and abiding
ty has become encumbered with the debris home, forced therefrom by the complete
of ages, and polluted with the decayi.ng ruin which impends, treat all offers of
remains of structure after structure, not hope and rest whether genuine or false
built in compliance with the laws of life, with the same indifference. Thus unwiseand subjected sooner or later to the laws haste, that leads to rapid and improper
c<:mstruction:, involves the three-fold evil:
of death and decay.
Men who uphold the best enterprises loss of time and labor, and indefinite postof the age, sometimes become disheartened ponement of the development of both
at the "slow progress" made; and viewing builders and those induced to seek shelter
the rapid building up of other things, and in their edifices.
noting how other structures shoot skyThe lesson: to be learned is one of proward as if by magic, suddenly·attracting found wisdom. The slowness with which
the notice and support of tens of thou- · we build in any department of life's great
sands, feel like dropping the work in hand field of action, is of secondary importance.
and engaging in something with greater The first great requisite to progress is
promise of immediate success. But let permanent building, and this is seldom
them ponder well before finally resolving connected with what appears to be rapid
to adopt this course. Examine the char- work. Progress is not made by one age
acter of these 5tructures that arise with shooting skyward almost innumerable
such rapidity and apparently with so little structures, which dazzle the ignorant by
effort. Test them by the searching light their superficial grandeur and enlist the
of the past, try them by the knowledge of ambitious and designing by their promise
the present. Will they stand the storms of glory and general endorsement, which
of the future, or will they too soon be the succeeding ages must raze to the
found adding another mass of ruins to the ground and entirely remove in order to
debris of the past, that the true and wise make room for more abiding edifices. In
and authorized builders must quietly and the contemplation that we build to stand
unostentatiously clear away, in order to forever, there is profound satisfaction; but
lay the foundations for an enduring struc- in the work of building to attract the gaze
ture.
and win the admiration of a thoughtless
The erection of edifices like these, grand mass, who can take superficial measureand imposing though they may f'eem for ments but cannot estimate solid contents,
a time, is not progress. At the end of the there is little satisfaction, none to the true
period when destruction has done its work, hearted and brave.
and the whole is a mass of confusion and
Abraham Lincoln might have emancicorruption, both the builder and those for pated the slaves long before he did; but
whom he essays to build, are much far- he awaited the proper time, and just when
ther removed from the end sought, than that time had come, neither too soon nor
they Would be were the ground now cov- too late, he raised the grand and imposing
ered with ruins all the more difficult of re- structure of freedom upon the foundation
moval because of their large size and cost- which he had laid in anguish of heart and
ly character, in its virgin purity, unencum- travail of soul, and that structure stands,
bered by the wreck of a rapid, an ostenta- and must stand forever. He could afford
tious, but unwise and hence only tempo- to endure criticism and scorn and charge
rary, builder,
·
of inaction and want of love for the free-

has been .sent over the wires to Franklin
Carter of Williamston, Mass., Pr.esident
of the New England Scientific association:
·
Sequatchie, Tenn., June g.-Professor
Franklin Carter, Williamston, Mass.: We
have discovered incontrovertible evidence
of a prehistoric civilization upon the
American continent. There is no margin
. for doubt. Full particulars by letter.
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dom of the blacks, in order that when the
structure he proposed to rear by the aid
of the divine light within him, might
stand forever, and that the eternal sunshine might always settle upon its beautiful and imposing dome.
Thus it should be our ambition to build.
Stand upon foundations that cannot be
moved. Occupy positions in every department of thought from whic3 we cannot be driven. Learning the wisdom of
the past, applying the knowledge of the
present, and so far as we may, descrying
the events of the future, so build, no matter how slowly, that no coming workman
will be obliged to tear down and remove
these structures that have passed from our
hands.-lndependent Patriot,
ITEMS OF INTEREST.

THE SACRED BO IN CEYLON, PLANTED
288 YEARS BEFORE CHRIST,
THE sacred bo tree of Ceylon is a branch
of the original tree under which Buddha
was born, says the St. Louis Republic.
This branch, which is now believed to be
the oldest historical tree in the world, was
brought to Ceylon by the sister of Mahinda, the great Buddhist teacher. It was
planted where it now stands (near the
Dagaba in the city of Anuradha-pura) z88
years before Christ. This is thltree upon
which Whittier founded his beautiful
poem, -"The Cypress Tree of Ceylon."
Ibn Batuta, the Mussulman writer and
traveler of the fourteenth century, has the
following to say concerning this remarkable vegetable relic: "It is held sacred by
every true Buddhist; its leaves fall only at
certain intervals; the person fortunate
enough to find and eat one of these leaves
is restored at Qtnce to youth and vigor,"
Sir Emersoh Tennant, who wrote on
Buddhist relics of Ceylon about the year
r86o, has this to say of it: "The bo tree of
Anuradha-pura is in all probability the oldest historical tree in the world. It was
planted in the}hird century before Christ,
and is now about 2,209 years old. Ages
from . I ,ooo tq 4,000 years have been as~
signed to the. baobab of Senegal, the eucalyptus of Tasmania, the dragon tree of
Orotava, the sequoia of California, and the
chestnut at th~ foot of Mt . .JEtna. But all
these estimat~s are matters of conjecture,
and such calc~lations, however ingenious,
must be purttly inferential, whereas .the
age of the sacred bo tree is a matter. of
record. Its cqnservancy has been an object of solicitude to successive dynasties,
and the story; of its vicissitudes has been
preserved in a: series of continuous. chronicles, among 'the most authentic which
have been handed down to mankind.
Compared with it· the oak of Ellerslie is
but a sapling; the Conqueror's oak in
Windsor forest barely numbers half its
years. The yew trees of Fountain Abbey
11re r,zoo years old; the olive trees in the
garden of Gethsemane were full-grown
when the Saracens were expelled froQ1
Jerusalem; the cypress ·of Senna, Lombardy, was a tree in the time of Julius
Cres.ar: yet the bo tree. is older than the
oldest of these by a" century, and·· would
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almost seem to verify the prophecy pro- then dragged. The width of the storm
nounced when it was planted, i.
that it ranged from two to five miles, and its
course was fr.om east to west. The most
would "flourish and be green forever,,
It is said that nearly every town in Kan- damage was done in Lake George and
sas has a park, and nearly every park has Spring Hill, as the farmers had not yet begun cutting in those towns, and the grain
preaching Sunday evening.
It qailed so hard in Cheyenne county, was totally destroyed.
ADULTERATIONS IN FOOD.
Kansas, one afternoon last week, that sixMany states have stringent laws against
teen men working at a_threshing machine
were cut about the face and hands so food adulteration, l:,ut they fail to check
badly that they were unfit for work the the evil. It is on the increase. The last
rest of the day.
Their clothes were report of the dairy commissioner of" New
literally riddled.
Jersey shows that 43·96 per cent, or nearly
Owing to the incessant rainfall in Sota- half, of all the food preparations submitvento, New Mexico, hundreds, of cattle ted to him for examination were adulterhave been drowned. The fruit crop is a ated. Sometimes the adulterations were.
partial loss, and if the flood continues harmless, and in these cases the purchaser
every tree will be killed. Unless a good, would be only swindled, but in many indrenching rain falls in the drought-stricken stances rank poisons were found in articles
districts a complete failure of the crops of every-day consumption. A large perwill result, and a famine stares the people centage of canned vegetables, such as peas
in the face.
and string beans, were found to contain
copperas, used to give a green color, and
GROWTH OF THE PRESBYTERIAN
a number of baking powders had been
CHURCH.
"doctored" with ammonia to give an artiNEw YoRK, Aug. 4.-The census of ficial leavening strength and to permit of
the Prt;sbyterian church, as compiled by their carrying more waste matter. In
Dr. William Henry Roberts, stated clerk these cases there is not onlv fraud but
of.the general assembly, will be officially danger to the public health.
* *-New
published Thursday in the religious papers rork Tribune.
of the country.
The. church shows a
growth in numbers during the last year notwithstanding the doctrinal controversies
that have disquieted it. The whole number of members is 8o6,796, an increase of
qo,ooo for the last six years; whol&numTEXAS CENTRAL.
ber of churches, 7,070, increase 789; whole
Conference convened with the Texas Central
number of ministers, 6,zzo, increase 677; branch, July 17th, E. W. Nunley president, and
whole number candidates for the ministry, F. C. Gough secretary fro. tem. Branches:
I,3r7, increase 4II; Sunday school schol- Elmwood, Texas Central, Cook's Point and Elkhart. Elders reported: W. W. Squires, J. W.
ars, 88g,68o, increase rso,I62.
Bryant, A. J. Moore, S. R. Hay, B. F; Renfroe,
E. Bates, E. W. Nunley and E .. A. White(colored);
RUIN WROUGHT BY WIND,
Priests, F. C. Gough and C. A. Schuster; Teacher,
GRAND FoRKS, N. D., Aug. 6.-TW'o W. G. Mcintosh. Motion prevailed that the
dispatches received here from Crookston, district secretary issue letters of dismission to the
of Lone Pine branch. Bro. E. W.
Minn., say that between 8: I 5 and 9 o'clock members
Nunley was sustained district president, Bro. F.
this morning a heavy hail storm passed C. Gough secretary for one year each. Bishop's
east of Crookston, striking Marin and go- agent reported: On hand last report $rz+I5, reing east to Hixo11, laying to: waste and ceived since $4r.75, pald$10ut $25.oo, total on
. totally destroying a strip five miles wide hand $141 oo. Bro. Wm. Sherrill was sustained
agent until next conference. A request
and fourteen and one-half miles long. bishop's
from Central branch to ordain Bro. Pat. Bently,
There was a heavy wind, heavy hail, and ·(colored), to the office of elder was refered back
light rain. Another says that at about the to the branch with instructions to ordain him a
same hour another hailstorm struck about priest instead of an e~der. The conference then
three miles east of Fisher, Minn., between adjourned until S p.m. to give place for the district Sunday school association to meet. PreachFisher and· Crookston, destroying a strip ing
by Brn. Nunley, J. W. Bryant, A. J. Moore,
one mile wide.
E. Bates. Adjourned to meet with the ElmAt the Desplaines, Illinois, camp-meet- wood branch, October r6th, at 8 p.m.
ing, August 12th; Father J. C. Kenney,
a former Roman Catholic priest abjured
SOUT:HERN INDIANA.
Catholicism and entered the Methodist
Conference convened with. Blrd's Eye branch,
Church.
He had for sometime heed June 13th, I. P. Baggerly in the chair; J. M.
troubled with doubts. concerning transub- Scott chorister; D. Scott, C. S. and A. Barmore
stantiation and otheraogmas of the Catho- a,ssistants~' Branch reports: Amanda 19. West
Fork 24. Byrnville;Hope and Union, no change .
.lic Church.
Ministry reports: Elders, I. P. Baggerly, bapMELRosE, Minn., Aug. r.zth.-Oneof tized 3, ordained r; J. M. Scott, baptized r; W.
the most terrific hailstormseverwitnessed C. Marshall, D. Scott'!' V. D. Baggerly; L. F.
in this vidnity passed throug.h here be- Daniel, b?ptized 7; M .. R. Scott, baptized 2; G.
tween five and six o'clock. .l'housands Jenkins, baptized 3· Priests, W. H. Kelley, baptized 2; J. Fisher,.]; D. Barmore and S.C. Gruver.
of acres of the finest wheat in this county Teacher, J. Ferguson. Peacon, J. Fewell. Bishwas knocked down in a few moments, op's agent's report: On hand last report $r8.o4;
rpany of the ·farmers l<,>sing: all their received from.E. L.Kelley $250.; received from
district $58.25; .total $326.29; ·expenditures
~rops, e.ven corn and potatoes. Hailstones
$3rr:o3; balance $15.26. D, Scott was elected
the size of an egg fell in many places, and president,
G. Jenkinsvice president, S.C. Gruver
large fields of wheat looked as if they had clerk. Resolved that this district hold three
been passed over with a 'land~roller and conferences. each year. A two· days' m~eting

e.,
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was appointed to be held at Union chapel, near
Wirt, Indiana, first Saturday and Sunday in
August.
Resolved that no brother be recommended to general conference ,by this ~!strict for
ordination to the office of high priest, or other
office, unless two-thirds of the branches are represented in said conference, and the resolution
recommending, such ordination receive a majority delegate vote of the district; a copy of this
resolution to be sent ,to each branch with the requ.est to report the' action takeri to next district
conference; this rule to take. effect when approved by a majority of the branches in the di.strict. Preaching by W. H. Kelley, W. C. Marshall, J. M .. Scott and V. D. Baggerly. General
church and district authorities sustained. Adjourned to meet· with the Hope branch at the
Cummings schoolhouse, near Derby, Indiana,
September 19th.
SOUTHERN NEBRASKA.
Conference convened at :Nebraska City, Nebraska, July 19th and zoth, J. W. Waldsmith In
the chair, C. H. Porter clerk. Branches: Blue
River rso; 3 received. Nebraska City I3I; I
marriage. Palmyra 62; 2 removed, I expelled.
Brownville zr; 4 received. Elders: J. Caffall, R.
C. Elvi.1, J .. W. Waldsmith, L. Anthony,]. Armstrong, P. C. Peterson, J. Thompson, J. B. Gouldsmith, C. H. Porter, W. M. Self. Priests: P.
Bergstein, R. 0, Self.. Deacon: J. Drury. J. W.
Waldsmith, bishop's agent, reported: On hand
last report~$31.86; receipts $122 so; expenditures $7S6S; balance on hand $78.71· Auditing
committee reported books correct. J. W. Waldsmith was sustained as president and bisl;lop's
agent, and J. L. Diefendorf was elected secretary.
Resolved that all the elders and priests in the
district. report to the president and be ready to
go and preach when called on. Resolved that
two-days' meetings be held in the various
branches, as per appointment by the district
president. Whereas, a committee was appointed
at the Wilbur. camp meeting last September to
arrange for a meeting for r89f, therefore be it
resolved that this conference endorse the action
of the camp meeting, and urge the Saints
throughout the district to stand by and assist the
committee. The committee reported the time
and place to be Wilber, Nebraska, beginning
September 4th, and continuing over two Sundays. Brn. T. Powell of Snowflake, J. W. Hollenbeck of Plattsmouth, E. T. Bryant of Hebron,
J. Everett of 'Mo~oni branches be appointed to
solicit means, and try and get the Saints to come
and help make the meeting a success. Reading
of minutes of present conference; approved as
read. Adj'Jurned to Brownvllle, Nebraska, October IIth.

APPOINTMENT OF BISHOP'S
AGENT.
PHILADELPHIA DISTRICT, REORGANIZED
CHURCH.
To aid the Bi"hopric in the gathering and disbursement of funds in the Philadelphia district,
the appointment bas been duly made of Bro.
Thomas Lester as Bishop's Agent for said district. Bro. Lester is authorized to receive funds
ar.d issue receipts therefor, and the Saints may
safely consult him in regard to the administration of the gospel law relating to finances.
Commending him and the Saints with
whom he must work to the Lord in their attachment to His law, I am, in bonds of peace,
E. L. KELLEY,
Presiding Btskop.
TEMPLE P 0., Kirtland, 0., Augu•t 7th, 1891.
SPECIAL NOTICE.
The Southern Nebraska district grove meeting, advertised in last Herald to begin September 4th, is hereby postponed until the IIth, a
week later. This change is made in order that
Bro. E. L. Kelley, the bishop, may be with us.
All interested please take notice.
L. ANTHONY, Chairman of Committee.

PASTORAL.
this gives an impetus to,the work, and needs the
cooperation of all concerned.
To Saints and friends scattered in Colorado,
As this effort will unavoidably incur expense,
greeting:
a!~ are invited to contribute. Those finding it
You are hereby informed that a two-days'
impracticable to attend may remit to Mr. L. Anmeeting will be held in Denver, beginning Satthony, Wilber, Saline county, Nebraska, and who
urday, August 29th, and you are respectfully inwill give ahy additional instruction.
vited to attend. And those who may design beJAMES CAFFALL,
ing present will please notify Bro. E. F. Shupe,
Missionary in Charge,
q66 South Tremont St., Denver, Colorado. And
J. W. WALDSMITH 1
it is desirable that all who .can possibly arrange
8-rs-zt
President of District.
should be present.. The members of the Denver
branch take pleasure·in exerting themselves for
the establishment of the latter day work in ColREUNION NOTICE.
orado, and wish. the cooperation of all members
To all coming to the Reunion held at Vale's
scattered in the various parts of the state, and we
Mills, Vinton county, Ohio, commenc)ng August
hope to hear at leastfrom all that read this notice.
If any should find it impracticable to be present · 29th, I!l91 :
Those coming from the west will come to
please report yourselves, state the prospect, it
Radcliff St., on the
H. & T. R. R., and
any, for preaching the word where you reside.
We are anxious to know our numerical strength · those coming from the east will come on the K.
& M. R. R. to Carpenter St. All intending
in Colorado. This is the time to work, and every
to come please notify S. J. Jeffers by letter so
Latter Day Saint should come to the front and
that accommodations can be provided to convey
he! p bear his or her portion of the burden; therefore
them to the place of meeting. It is six miles
we invite all to come up to the help of the Lord.
from each station. Bring the Spiritofthe Master
Don't hide yourselves in the rocks and caves of
with you, so we can have a spiritual season
Colorado lest you be passed by in the time of retogether.
8. J. JEFFERS.
ward, when Christ shall come to be glorified in
ARBAUGH, Vinton county, Obio.
his Saints, and be admired becatlse our testimony
among you was belieV'ed in that day. (2 Thess.
I : 10.)
TWO-DAYS' MEETINGS.
Bro. James Kemp Is our bishop's agent for
There will be a two-days' meeting held at
Colorado. Address Hutchinson, Colorado. He
Streator, Lasalle county, Illinois, August 29th
is always ready to receive tithes and offerings.
and 30th in charge of brethren F: M. Cooper and
J AS. CAFF ALL,
Thomas Hougas.
Missionary in Charge,
There will also be a two-days' meeting held at
E. F. SHUPE,
Mission, Lasalle county, Illinois,September 19th
Presiding Elder of
and zoth, in charge of W. Vickery and F. M.
Denver Branch.
Cooper: An invitation is extended that the local ministry and Saints will help to make meel~
ings a success.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
HENRY SouTHWICK, Dist.J-res.
Conference of the Pittsburg and Kirtland district will convene at Conneautville, Crawford
EXPELLED.
county; Pennsylvania:, September sth and 6th, at
10:30 a.m. We hope for a full representation of
I have been instructed to notify the church in
all the branches in 'the district and desire to see
general that William Wallis, who was a
as many of the Saints in attendance as can posmember of this branch of the Reorganized
sibly come. A greater interest should be taken
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
in our conferences by the Saints. The Saints'
who is now residing in Arkansas, has been exchapel at that place will be dedicated at that
pelled from the church.
,
time. We again call attention of the eldership
William Wallis was born March r8th, 1848, at
in the district,that they are required by resolution
Camdon, Washatan county, Arkansas; baptized
to report to the conferences; failure to report to July 6th, r884, at Hearne, Robertson county,
two consecutive sessions will forfeit their license.
Texas, by W. T. Bozarth, and confirmed by
This resolution will be enforced. Brethren, if
same; ordained June 12th, r886, at Hearne,
you can't be present, send in your reports.
Robertson county, Texas, to office of a teacher·,
L. W. PoWELL, Dist. Pres.
and expelled August rst, r89r.
W. G, MciNTOSH, Branck Sec.
HEARNE, Texas August 1st, 1891.
Conference for the Eastern Iowa district will
be held at Fulton, Jackson county, Iowa, beginTHREE HARVEST EXCURSIONS.
ning Friday, September 4th, at 7· p.m. Branch
officers, please send in your reports early to John
The Burlington route, C., B. & Q, R. R, will
W. Sutton, Fulton, Jackson county, Iowa. All
sell from principal stations on its lines, on Tuescome with the determination to serve God and
days, August
and Sept. IS & 29, Harvest Exto have your spiritual strength renewed, and
cursion Tickets at Low Rates to principal cities
then we will be blessed. Those coming from
and points in the Farming Regions of the West,
Clinton, come on the morning train, those from
Southwest and Northwest. For tickets and furthe west on the noon train. All trains will be
ther information concerning these excursions,
met at Maquoketa with teams on September 4th.
call on your nearest C., B. & Q ticket agent, or
If those coming by train will drop a card to John
address P. S. EusTIS, Gen'l Pass. and Ticket
Heide, Fulton, Iowa, he will see that they are
Agent, Chicago, Ill.
8t
met at Maquoketa. Tell him on which train you
will come.
J. S. RoTH, President.
ADDRESSES.
Thomas Lester, Bishop's Agent, East New York Avenue, near Powell street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
NOTICE.
Bro. Thomas Tyler, formerly from England, No. 1328
To the Saints scattered within and beyond the
Penn street, Lawrence, Kansas.
limits of the Southern Nebraska district, greetJ, C. Crabb, 1001 South Tenth St., Burlington, Iowa.
ing:
James McKiernan, No. 1710 Lyons St., Des Moines,
You are hereby informed that under the auIowa.
spicies of the above district a grove meeting will
E. C. Brigg•, 203 West Walnut street, Chicago, Ill.
be held at Wilber, Saline county, Nebraska, beC. A. Parkin, 2910 Sixteenth St, Near Mission, San
ginning September 4th, r89r, holding over two
Francisco, California.
Sabbaths; and you are respectfully invited to atMr. and Mrs. Jobn A. Davidson, Joplin, Jasper Co., Mo.
JohnS. Roth, Grinnell, Poweoheik co., Iowa.
tend.
·
James H. Tyrrell, box 144, Wallaceburg, Ontario; SecreThe grove is lovely, with ample room for a
tary of Chatham Di•trict.
hundred tents. Needed wood and hay at nomiJ. W. Wight, North Forster, N. s .. W.
J. s. Lee, Spanish Fork, Utah county, Ufah.
nal prices, adjacent to Wilber, where, if needed,
F. R. Tubb, 10 Retreat Place, Hackney,. London., Eng.
provisions may be obtained at reasonable rates.
John
Molyneaux, 1939 N'orth Tenth St,, St. Louis, Mo.
The presidents of the respective branches are
A. H. Parsons, Box 462, Independence, Jackson Co., Mo.
exerting themselves to make it a success, and
E. F. Shupe, 1141 Evans St., Denver, Colo.
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BORN.
VAN WHY.-At Newton, Iowa, December rst,
r89o, to Bro. Jefferson and Sr. Elzettie Van Why,
a daughter; blessed March 31st, r89r, by Elder
F. M. Sheehy, and named Elizabeth.
SrvrTs.-At Myrtle precinct, Lincoln county,
Nebraska, February 8th, r89r, to Caspar F. and
Sr. Mary M. Sivits, a son; blessed July 22d,
r89r, by Elder C. H. Porter, and named William
Lincoln.
MARTING.-On June 2oth, 1891, to. H. D. and
C. M. Marting, a daughter; blessed July 21st,
r89r, by Elder Henry Kemp, and named Sarah
Jane.
CoMER.-At Lamoni, Iowa, September 9th,
r890, to Bro. Albert and Sr. Ida Comer, a son;
blessed July 19th, r89r, by Elders R. M. Elvin
and J. R. Lambert, and named Allen.
KrNG.-At Clinton, Iowa, January r6th, 1891,
to Mr. H. and Sr. Sarah King, a son; blessed July
29th, r89r, by J. S. Roth, and named Warney
Ray.
KuYKENDALL.-To A. B. and M. D. Kuykendall, April st\1, I89I, a boy, called Glaud Rodger;
ble8sed June 2rst by Elders Amos Moore and L.
.L. Wight.
DIED.
BEEBE.--In Council Bluffs, Iowa, August 6th,
r89r, Sr. Catharine E. Beebe, beloved wife of
Bro. Walter Beebe, aged 32 years, .1o months
and 24 days, In leaping from her carriage drawn
by a high-spirited and frightened span of horses
she was thrown with violence to the pavement,
fracturing the skull, causing paralysis and total
unconsciousness, and s.o passed away at 7: 30 p.
m., about an hour after the accident occurred, in
the midst of relatives and friends. The funeral
services were held.at the residence of Bro. and Sr.
C. A. Beebe, and the remains were interred in
Fairview cemetery, a large concourse . being in
attendance at both the house and the grave .
.Elder W. W. Blair preached the sermon to a
large and sympathizing audience from the following texts: Job 14: 14; r Corinthians
IS: 22, and Ecclesiastes 9: I r. At an early time
in life, her mother. dying, Sr. Beebe being
the eldest of the fati)!ly, added cares and burdens came to her, an.q nobly and patiently she
bore them, being daughter, sister, and in a
sense mother to the motherless household.
Her religious view.s ~ere prominently practical,
and were. manifest in Christian works when
filling out the daily !routine of life, !like with
those of the home cir¢le, kindred and neighbors,
and with the sorrow'·ing and· needy ones. A
lover of the pure and the beautiful in nature and
in art, she was quick: to recognize these excellencies in those she met, or discern their absence
where theyshould abqund. In this may beseen
why she was select wJ;ten making friends and associates, though cordial and kindly spirited with
all. Her married life, ,beginning 'With September
sth, r882, was excej)tiona:lly happy,, and she
spared no effort to make her home a!! that her skill
and wise, wifely attentions c:ou,ld attain. It is needless to say she is missed--and will be--by a large
circle of relatives and friends, or that her death
is mourned.and bitterJ,y deplored by her devoted
husband. Trusting in the. goodness and .wisdom of our heavenly Ji'ather, we are assured this
worthy one has passe:d on to higher and better
conditions than mortaj life .can afford,
SEDORIS.--At her home, seven miles north of
Mountain Grove; Missouri, on July IJth, r891,
from a long standing sickness, Sr. Sedoris, She
was baptized M11.y 21st, 1891, by Bro. B. A,. Atwell. She felt strong in the faith up to the last
and gently went to her sleep in Christ.. She. was
.buried July 14th; funeral sermon preached July
19th at Campbell schoolhouse to a large crowd,
by Bro. Henry Sparling.
SAVERY:-,-At Independence, Missouri; Friday
!llorning, A.ugust 7th, i89r, Sr. Betsey Elizabeth,
widow of .Elder Richard Savery, aged 76 years,
I I mo11ths and .2r days.
She was bor11 at
Acushnet, near ~ew B.edford, Massachusetts,
August 17th, r8r4: :W:ith he~ husband she. was
· bap~izt!d into tp'e t:!lrly church in .the days of .the
·.. ·. Martyr, at Pitts'hlirg, Pennsylvania,. by Elder
.John· E. Pa.g:e~ l.n r842. Her'husband was pre'
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siding elder of the first branch organized at Pitts.
Sacramento, California, Saints' Chapel, Twenburg, and his home a hospitable stopping·place
ty-fourth avenue and K streets. J. M. Parr,
of the early Saints and ministry passing east and
president.
west, to whose necessities Sr. Savery was ever
San Francisco, California, Lincoln Hall, Montready t9 minister. She was baptized into theRegomery street, near Palace Hotel.
organized Church September 9th, 1863, by Elder
Denver, Colorado, Euclid Hall, Fourteenth
Josiah Ells, being in number the fourth to accept
street, opposite City Hall.
the Reorganization at Pittsburg. She leaves five
Kansas City, Missouri, No. 2324 Wabash ave.
daughters, twelve grandchildren and three greatPreaching services at I I a.m. and 7:30p.m.;
grandchildren. She kept the faith.
social service at 2: 30 p.m., Sundays.
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, 67 Fourth avenue.
HuNTSMAN.-Hazle Pearl, daughter of George
Boston, Massachusetts, Howard avenue, RoxA., and Sarah J. Huntsman, born October '4th,
bury.
"'
1890; died July r8th, r89r, aged 9 months and
14 days. Blessed December 7th, 1890, by Elder
ROBT. WINNING,
D. F. NICHOLSON,
J. W. Johnson. Funeral sermon August roth,
President.
Cashier.
r89r, by Elder John Shippy.
STRANAHAN.-AtHood River, Oregon, March
31st, r89r, Sr. Parmelia, wife of Bro. J. K. StranaSuccessor to Farmers Bank of Lamoni.
han, aged 78 years, 6 months and 14 days. She
Paid np Capital $25,000,00. Liability of Stockholders
was born at Essex, Essex county, New York,
$50,000,00.
Incorporated under the laws of Iowa, Aug. 1, 1891.
September 17th, 1812; was baptized by Elder
'·Six
per
cent
Interest
paid
oil time deposits.
William H. Kelley, at Leon, Goodhue county,
Farm Lands and Town Lots for Sale.
Minnesota, July 8th, 1869. She died peacefully,
and was firm in the faith. Funeral services by
SUNDAY SCHOOL
Elder Wells, of the United Brethren.
SALADEN.-At Amboy, Nebraska, May 6th,
TEACHERS'
LESSON HELPS,
r891, Sr. Jane Saladen. She was 63 years, 10
For, Intermediate Question Book and New
months and 28 days old; was born in Preston,
Testament Classes-of use in all classes. Single
England, the daughter of Mr. Joseph and Mary
copies,
cents per pear.
Brown. Her earnest and. untiring zeal was seldom if ever surpassed. She leaves four sons,
one daughter and a little girl she took to raise,
who· all mourn the loss of a mother; she also
leaves a host of friends who Jove and respect her
SuiCcessor of the Unabridged.
as a Christian and neighbor, who bore their testimony of respect in watching with and caring for
her to the last. She rests ih Pleasant Hill. Fun~ral sermon by Rev. Randall, of Red Cloud,
Nebraska, with the largest gathering ever known
in that vicinity. ·She came to America with her
mother in 18so, and went to Salt Lake City.
. Was visited by Bro. Briggs when he was there
on a mission, and baptized by him. She came
back to Larimer where she became acquainted
with and married Adam 'Saladen, who became a
lover of the gospel, obeyed, and a few months
after he was called away. In a Ilttle less than
two years she went to }oin him, where they are
awaiting the call for the dead in Christ to rise,
Calm and resigned, patient to the last, she died
A GRAND INVESTMENT
in full fa:ith.
For the Family, the School or the Library.
TEETERS.-At Golden Springs, Nebraska,
The work of revision occupied ova.· ten
April 29th, 1891, of consumption, Miss Ella
years, more than a hundred ~ditorial laborers haVing been employed, and OYer
Teeters; aged 2S years, 3 months and 28 days.
$300,000 expended befJ>re the first copy
She was a firm believer in the latter. day work,
was printed.
but had neglected to be baptized. While dying,·
SOLD BY ALL BOOKSELLERS.
she called her father. and· brothers around her,
A Pamphlet of specimen pages, illustrations,
and made them promise her that they would join
testimonials, etc., sent free by .the publishers.
the church and live a Christian life. Services at
Caution is needed in purchasing a dictiona"
the Baptist .church by Elder Geo. Walters. Funerry, as photographic reprints of a comparath·ely
worthless
edition of Webster are being marketed
al sermon by Elder W. M. Rumel, July 26th, it
under v~riousnames, often by misrepresentation.
being her reqt>est. The mercy of God vvill reach
GET THE BEST,
her.
The International, whic!l bears the imprint of

LAMONI STATE BANK,

so

THE NEW WEBSTER

ADDRESSES.
Elder Thomas Bradshaw, No. 48 Repton street,
.Limehouse, London, England.
Elder Isaa<;~ N: Roberts, box 90, Pipestone, Minn.
E. L. Kelley, Presiding Bishop, Temple, Lake county, Ohio.
Mark H. Forscutt. No. 1608 Fran.cis St., St. Joseph, Mo.
T. W. 'Smith. care Ensign Office, Independence,d\!.issouri.
Alexander.H. Smith's home addre•s i.s now Lamoni, Ioa.
Elder Columbus Scott, box 94, Galien, Michigan
J. W. Gillen, Station E, St. Louis, Mo...

MEETING H;OUSES.
Below will be found the different places of
meeting of the church in the <:!ties named:
Salt Lake City, Utah, Mission Chapel, Second
South street, opposite the Presbyterian church,
Meetings every Sunday at 2 and 7: 30 p.m.'
St. Joseph,· Missouri, Saints' Chapel, Seventeenth street, near Faraoh s.treet: Take Jule
street, or Wyatt Park cars to Seventeenth street,
apd the builc!ing will be in sightSt. Louis, Missouri, N'o. 2sr8 Elliott a.venue.
San BermmHno, (;alifornia, corner .Fifth and
F streets.
'·
Omaha, Nebraska, Saints'
North.'.l'wentycfirst streets: ·

G. &. C. MERRIAM &. CO.,
PUBLISHERS,

SPRINCIFIELD, Mass., U. S• A.

ZION'S

ENSIGN,

Published every Saturday a.t
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,

Brethren{~: ~: ~i:r~INSON } Editors ..
Subscription price, $1.()0 per year.
· It is devoted to the Sjlreading of relfgious truth as
vieWed by the flaints.
Each issue contains a sermon by .one of the ministry,
reports of the different societies in the church, and articles bearing upon or explanatory of the doctrmes of th,e
·church .
It is the intt>ntion to make it a '>eljl to the missionary
at home and in the field; a sour(\e ofc()mfort to the scat;
tered ones wl:to are denied church priVileges, and to bring
the Saints iuto closer relationship' with each other.

. SEND THEM IN.
We are preserving. several hundred copies of each
installment of the Braden Kelley Debate, and sha:U
be prepared until further notice to furnish all our re•
port to new subscribers. 50cts will secure the entire
report.
·
LAMBERT BROS. Publishers,
L11moni, Decatur Oo., Iow11.

www.LatterDayTruth.org

THE SAINTS' HERALD.

SPIRITUAL GIFTS

NOW READY.

AND

""W"HA.T

IS

THE SEER OF PALMYRA:

MAN,"

BY ELDER J. R. LAMBERT,
Is now ready in paper covers. A thorough treatise on
immortality, and a.:complete expose of mortal-soulism;
250 pages.
50c.
Paper covers; per copy,
75c.
Cloth (ready .by September 15)
Food for Thought, paper covers
25c.
$2.00.
Per dozen
Patriot one year and Food for Thought' •1.15.
6 months "
70c.
~ WRITE US FOR TERMS TO AGENTS.

Or
SE(lUE~

LAMBERT BROTHERS,
LAMONI, IowA.

BOOKS WANTED.
Wingfield Watson, of Bay Springs, Charlevoix county,
Michigan, would like to replace his first three or four
volumes of the Times and Seasons, and Life of Joseph
Smith, the Prophet, having lately lost them by fire ..
Any one having a copy of these works, or any one of
them, to part with for a price, is respectfully invited to
correspond with him according to the above address.

PEN

AND PLATFORM'S

LIBERAL 0 Fl., ER!
V A.LUA.BLE PREMIUM FREE!
An Engraving worth $2.50 in Art Stores, FREE; absolulieT!y FHEE. The magnificent Lithograph of the famous
and· historic NAuvoo TEMPLE has been copyrighted in
the Librarian's Office, Washington, D. C., and is owned
by a friend of Pen and Platform.
We offer this fine, large Engraving, (requiring a frame
24x30, inner moulding), as a PREMIUM, delivered free at
our office, to any subscriber, old or new, who -will send
One Dollar for two years' subscription to Pen and Platform, in advance. If to be sent by mail, twenty-five cents
.extra must be inclosed to pay for roller and postage.
For clubs ordering a number by express, they will be
packed and delivered free at express office, St. Mary's,
Ontario.
Every Historian, and every lover of history; every
The9logian, and every student of modern religions; every advocate or opponent of the faith it represents, will
desire one of these superb engravings. The right of this
Lithograph vests in present owner, Prof. JI'I. H. Forscutt,
up to A. n. 1918, of whom alone the right to seJ1 or issue
can be secured. The Engraving is correct in every particular, and, nicely framed, will be an ornament in any
hall, studio, or home.
13Junto20Sep.

TO SPIRITUAL GIFTS.

By M. H. BOND.
Modern Prophets after ancient types.
Who was Joseph Smith 1!
Was he a religious impostor!
Was he a "Spirit Medium" Y
"lVhat d ,·.es the Bible say about Joseph
SmithY
The Truth by Three Witnes.~es-Christianity in the
"First and Nineteenth Century-The "Ancient and Modern Pharisee-The Revelations of Emmanuel Swedenborg-Modern ''Spirit Mediums," and Hypnotic Religious ''Revival," as Against Reason and Bible Testimony, and in Contradistinction to the Work of "The Latter
:Qay Seer," Examined in the Light of FACTS and Human
History-A Rational and" Scriptural Exposition or Explanatwn of Old and New Testament Prophecy and Doctrine.
A Revision of "Spiritual Gifts," With Supplement and
Appendix. Nearly twice the reading matter of Spiritual
Gifts. Paper covers 35cts., full cloth binding" 60 cents.
For Sale at "Herald Office," or by M. H. Bond, Willoughby, Ohio. Liberal Discount to Agents.
4apr
Shoemake~·

We want a
can furnish
respondent
a job.
15ag

and Blacksmith.

No. I Shoemaker to work on shares;
work for a year. Also, want to corwith a No. I Blacksmith that wants
JOHNSON" & HUNTSMAN,
Redding, Ringgold Co., Iowa.

MILLINERY STOCK
For sale in -Lamoni at a bargain. Write to
Box 230, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.

BOILER FOR SALE, CHEAP.
.A.n Eight-horse Ames Boiler, made by the Ames
IronWorks, Oswego, N. Y., in good condition, and
runnitig order, used in Herald Office, but taken out
on account of it not being large enough and replaced
with a 25 horse one. All necessary valves and fit·
tings go with it.
Any one needing such a boiler, write to Herald
Office.

BlJINS

REVISITED,

A.ND THE WORLD STORY RETOLD;

S. F. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa.

INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
~FLEXIBLE

BINDING.

~

The Inspired Translation of the Holy Scriptures bound In limp leather, flexible covers, similar to the binding of the Oxford Sunday-school
Teachers Bible. Price, by mail, $4.
HOUSE FOR SALE.

$1.50.

Mrs. M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.

Contents for August: A forest scene in Peru,
with frontispiece-From the Fountain to the
Sea-Are they Christian?-The Franklin Series, Letter 2-The Fire by the Sea-Sinceritv
Seeking Salvation, No. 6-Influence of Sunday
School work upon the Church; Importance of
Early Training, &c.-Chri~t's Second Coming"Good-by; God bless you."-Sketch of Events
in the Life of Alvah Smith-The Cliff-Dwellers
of Colorado-Thoughts Suggested by Bro. Burton's Vision in "Autumn Leaves"-Essay on
Health-Editor's Corner-Department of Correspondence- Her Ideal Home- A Hint for
Some One-Domestic Department-Failure at
the End-Round Table.

THE

Apostacy, Reformation and Restoration,
BY WM. H. KELLEY,

·Everybody Sb.ould Read It.
It contains 421 pager; (the first issue containing but
370) of closely written matter, with autograph and likeness
of the Author, and is sold at the low price of $1.25 per copy.
No one should be content with a copy of the first issue.·
Send it on a missionary tour among yopr neighbors and
friends, and purchase a volume,of the" New E<lition to be
better pleased with it, and thu~ send a thousand evangelists
into the field with little or no sacrifice. The WOllK IS A L1BRARY WITHIN ITSELF~ a marvel of trenchant crit~icfsm and logical deductions from h-istorical facts; a KEY to the right understanding of the Bible and modern diverse systems of
faith and worship. It discusses the issues· of theology
that are to the front to-day. N'o Bible student can afford
to miss reading "Presidency and Priesthood" either as
critic or investigator. It points out the way in which all
Christians may unite upon a common faith-the Bibleand may be read with interest and profit by Skeptics and
Infidels. It treats largely of Ministerial Authority as associated with the MELOHISEDEK and AARONIC
PmE•THoons, and the
IDEAL CHURCH OF NEW TESTAMENT T!MES
is conspicuously set forth in striking contrast with the
Creeds and systems of Church building since the days of
the Apostles, Also the claims for theRESTORATION OF THE GOSPEL AT A LATER
DAY THAN APOSTOLIC AGE
Is critically examined in the light of prophecy and history, which is a subject of great moment to men of every
faith. A historical resume or bi:ief is also inserted of the
rise and development of the ''A:POSTATE CHURcH,,, an'd&ll.
exegesis upon !,he 29th chapter of Isaiah, the revelation
of the "sEAI.ED BOOK," a scientific and historical reference and presentation of the. ~arliest disco\'ery and settlement of the Amencau contJt)ent, some ·twenty centuries before tne Christian era, the ancestors of the American Indians, who they were and where they came from,
with facsimiles of their writings, the origin of modern
churches and creeds, etc.
Copies may be had by addressing Wm. H. Kelley. Temple, Lake county, Ohio; or the Herald Office, Lamoni,
Iowa, and from Traveling Agents. Money orders sent to
Wm, H. Kelley should be drawn on Willoughby, Ohio.

Board of Publication of the ReOiganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

240 pages, bound in cloth, price 11111.

Price per year

OF

PRESIDENUY AND PRIESTHOOD;

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOil;; SALE

The Scientific J)efense of the Latter Day Faith.

'

THIS!!!

GERMAN TRACTS.

A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,

With frontispiece each month.
Published monthly, 48 pages, neatly covered.

READ

i!/!l

m""Tracts in the German Language may be had of Bro.
Ad. Richter, Burlington, Iowa: The Baptism, 6 cents;
the Repentance, 5 cents; the Principles of the Gospel, 6
cents: the Epitome of Faith, 2c.; the Sixth Trumpet, a
fifty-four page pamphlet, 25c. These prices include
postage.

Setting forth the order and nature of the Priesthood, and defining the duties and prerogatives
of all the Church Officials, including the First
Presidency, and also the Deacons, as set forth in
the Revelations of God and decisions of the
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
the Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
Price 25 cents including postage.

AUTUMN LEAVES

HO!!

A New and Enla1·;-ed Edition

Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
or sale my Honse of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace in it, lind water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.

Notice.
When changing your place of residence, or desiring
your paper sent to a different post-office, be particular in
g1ving, in full, the name of the post-office, county, and
state where you had been last receiving it, and distinctly
state·" the name of the post-office, county and state to
which you wish your paper sent in the future.
When mailing a letter, whether in a railroad car, on a
steamboat, or while visiting at a friend's,- in every instance give your own address where you are taking your paper.
If your paper has been discontinued. state where yon
have last been taking it, and the time it was stopped.
~ The date accompanying your name on the small
colored label on each paper shows the time to which your
subscription has been paid. When payments are made
the dat0 is Chllllged, which answers for a receipt.

--)BY ~·HE.(--

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA,
.AtJ sent Free of Postage at prices named.
VISIONS OF· JOSEPH SMITH, THE SEER,
And discPverioo of Ancient American Records and
Relioo, with the statement of a Converted Jew.
Paper oovem, 43 pagoo ••••••••••• -. , - • • • • • • • 10
THE SAINTS' HARMONY
(Music only,)
Leather back an? Mu~lin sides ......•....... $1 50
SUNDAY SCHOOL REPORT.
This Is a blank statJstical report, per dozen

10 cts

LICENCES, NOTHJEl::l, &c.
Elders, Priests, Teachers, and Deacons Licences,
each per dozen ..• ;......................
Baptism and Confirmation Certificate books.....
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred .•• •.....
CERTIFICATES AND REPOR'l'l::l.
Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen. • • • • • • • • •
Annual Statistical Reports, two for. • • • • • • • • • • •
Certificates of Baptism and Membemhip, per doz.
Certificates of Removal, per dozen •••••••••• , •
Marriage Certificates, per dozen • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

12
26
40

40
6
12
12
26

JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET AND
HIS PROGENITORS.
(By Lucy Smith.)
Muslin binding, 312 pages • • • • .. • • • • .. • • • .. • • ,0
Leather binding ............................ 1 00
BOOK: OF MORMON.
Rollll, sprinkled edges ....................... 1 2!i
£mitation Moroeoo, gilt edges ................ 1 !iO
BRANCH RECORDS.
Leather backs and corners, muslin sides; printed
headixiga, and ruled for Record of Names; Blessin~ of Children, rmd for Marriagoo •••• , •••••• ll 00

www.LatterDayTruth.org
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"HEARKEN TO 'II'Hlli WoRD OF THE Lmm: FOR THEr<E SHALL NoT ANY MAN Ali:ONI! YOU HAVE SAVlil 1:R BE ONE 'WWE- AND
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD IIAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN JIUT <nr:m HusBAND: ExcBFT IN CASE Oli' DliiATR, WREN
xa AT LmliiRTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, see. 109, par. 4.

Vol.

Lamoni, Iowa,

38.-Whole No. 953,

They have been prepared after a careful
examination of the best books issued by
Official Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Sunday school publishing houses. We
Latter Day Saints
PuBLISHED .AT LAMONI, DECATUH COUNTY, IOWA,
are confident that once used no progressive
Every Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
school . would be without them.
See
ll;"'"..J.e Traveling Ministry, D:istrict and Branch Presidents•
price list in Hope.
and the Bishop's Agents, are requested to solicit ne_w s~b
scribers, and help build up the paper and the publicatiOn
Bro. James Whitehead, returned to his
home at Lamoni, 'August 18th, from a
de£~~r:e~~tietters and Subscriptions must be sent to David
Dancer, by P. 0: Order, Registered Letter, or Express.
visit to Independence, Missouri, and
Ent':"red as second class matter l~t Lamoni Post Office.
Wyandotte, Kansas.
He reports that
there's "a lot of good Saints at Independence, and that region." He states that he
lJ.ad an enjoyablevisit at both places.
Bro. Sardian Carter, Blai1:1. Nebraska,
JOSEPH SMITH
EDITOR.
describes that enterprising and growing
W.·W. BLAIR
AssOCIATE EDITOR,
town to which he ha!llately removed. The
R. S. SALYARDS
ASSISTANT EDITOR.
residents seem to have everything essential to life but the gospel, and that Bro.
Lamoni, Iowa, Sept. 5, 1891.
Carter wishes them to hear. He asks that
some of the eldership look after that inEDITORIAL ITEMS.
viting field.
BRo. J. B. HEIDE, Muscatine, Iowa:
Sr. Helen P., Bro. Thomas W. Smith's
A brother, signing himself "C. B. H." wife, returned from her visit to Philadelhad written to the HERALD some time phia, to her home at Independence, Misago, stating that he had a sister living in souri, August 19th, very feeble, but able
Muscatine who, in early life had been to stand the journey fairly well. Her health
healed. Bro. Heide would like to obtain seems to be broken; and Bro. Smith's laher address.
There are but two Saints bors will be somewhat interfered with, for
there. He expects to devote the coming a time, by her sickness.
winter to preaching the word.
Sr. Mrs. Phebe Skidmore, Drain, OreBro. Fred ~mith, Salt Lake City, gon, August 14th, would be glad to see
Utah, wrote A~gust 7th. The branch some of the elders call there. Her .call is
there is in fair C<)mdition; a good feeling but one of the thousands that come to us
exists among mo~t of the members, though for more laborers.
Would that all such
there are some w~o are not spiritually alive. could be responded to and promptly.
Bro. Fred is kent quite busy at "themill"
Bro. Joseph R. Lambert's little work,
during .the weeki and at times on Sundavs, "VVhat is Man," is laid on our desk by the
but does what he can for the interests·of kindness of the publishers, Lambert Bros;,
the cause. . In the prayer meetings the and its opening ch<tpters are read with
Sai~ts enjoy "a peaceful and happy spirit
pleasure. It is a compact work well and
whtch cheers. those who, attend."
The cogently written and will add another exSaints in the city and throughout the cellent aid to the ministry in the field.
mission are anxiously awaiting the arrival Price is fifty cents for the paper cover, and
of Bro. Joseph Luff.
it is worth not only the price, but a place in
The Reunion. of the West Virginia the literature of the ch)lrch. Send fot a
Saints is postpoqed from September 5 and copy, address Lambert Bros., Lamoni,
6,to 12th and ~gth of the same month. Iowa.
Read notice and remember the time. It
Bro. William Waterman, who was
is to be held at Goose Creek, W.Va.
laboring at Knox, Indiana, returned home
Sr. G. Hennings, Ellis, Missouri, writes on July 25th by reason of sickness; but is
an earnest letter 'on the subject of tithing. so far on the way to convalescence that he
Limited space co~npels us to omit its publi- is doing some labor at Leon, Iowa, and
cation.
vicinity, where it is much "needed. As
Bro; A. B. Pierce writes that the special soon as he is fully restored and wisdom
open air services held by Brn. Munroe dictates he will again be in his field. In
and Coombs, at Foxboro, Mass., August the meantime he will labor locaUy where
. 16th, were a decided success.
needed.
Attention is called to the list of "Sunday
Bro. R. J. Anthony writes us from
school supplies," published in this week's Bro, John Weaver's near Kaysville, Utah,
Hope, especially to the General Sunday a few days since. He was on his way to
school Register, the class books and envel- Malta, Idaho, where he would commence
opes. All Sunday schools should at once · a series of meetingsrwherever. the opensend for these books and inaugurate the ings would warrant. He was not very
system provided inthem. It will improve much enthused over pror>pects for good;
every school and greatly aid school work- but felt resigned to what. seemed ineviters in their labors. The books are cheap; able; .much work to. little progres~.
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No. 35·
Bro. D. S. Crawley, writing from Weir,
Kansas, says that nine have been baptized
there within .the last month. He writes
encouragingly of the work in that region.
See letter.
A MAN has no right to sin against his
own body. It is given to him for its le"
gitimate uses a.nd every departure from
the right use of a man's faculties and powers is a concealed tax upon his vitality to
be paid when least convenient to him.
It is a sad thought that poor humanity
will burden itself with the weight of habits
destructive of life and strength of the flesh
and by so much alike destructive of the
force and usefulness of the mind.
Paul's dedaration, "Ye are the temples
of God," may not be misapplied to mean
that the Spirit of Christ dwelling in the
tabernacle of clay, the body of man be-·.
comes the dwelling place, the temple of
God, and should be thenceforward sacred
to be no more defiled by sin.
"Whoso sinneth against his own body
sinneth against God." The Creator is to
be honored by the creature. If a man
therefore cum hers his bodily usefulness
by habits that lessen his power for good,
he dishonors God-and in his body he
may pay the penalty of such dishonoring.
Brethren, sin not against your own bodies.
BAD·WAS'l'E OF MONEY.

A LATE copy of the Enquirer puolished
at Provo, Utah, has the following, which,
to us living out on the prairi~ where no
liquor is allowed to be sold, is rather startling. We are prepared to hear of liquor
selling and consequent. drunkenness in
Gentile cities under Gentile law and
police regulations; but we confess that
such a record as the one g·iven by our Provo exchange, comin'g as it does from a city
where we supposed the principles of the
gospel have been taught, and where a
class of believers in the latter day. work is
known to be in control and in the majority it is somewhat staggering.
Of course it may be said to us, keep the
beam out of your own eye before you
propose to see and . remove the mote in
ours~ If so, we ret9rt, that in every place,
. village or town where the members of the
Reorganized church have the controlling
element there is no liquor sold by law;
and in no case that we know of do the
members of the Reorganized church consent by vote or otherwise to the granting
of licences to sell intoxicating drinks; so
that in this instance we l<Jave no beam in
our eye.
"LIQUOR SOLD IN PROVO,
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that the money expended in New York city, that
great metropolis of crime, [for liquor.-En.J
woul.d be a sufficient to feed, clothe and school
aU the children of that city. It seems startling
th~t so much wealth should be thrown away, as
the writers on political economy all agree that
money spent for liquor is an actual waste.
But how about the city of Provo?
It would
seem more startling to many, sho_uld they know
that even i 1 the Garden city the money spent for
liquor would board, clothe and school aH her
children. We feel convinced that it would, and
and for the sake of pastime, it may be interesting
this quiet evening to figure on the question.
"Not long since, Tke Enquirer sent a representative 'to the saloons of the city, and the proprietors very kindly ga've an estimate of the amount
of business done in a year. From the best and
most reliable information we were then able to
obtain, it was estimated that .the liquor traffic in
this city amounted to one hundred and thirty
thousand dollars annually. There is at least that
much money spent in a year for intoxicants in
Provo city.
-~•Now, do you think that amount would clothe,
board and school all the children of the city?
We are inclined to think that it will. At least it
will bear investigation. To begin with, how
many children has Provo. In another column of
this paper is the report of the city superintendent
of district schools, which shows that there are,
between the ages of six and eighteen, 1,487 children. To school these last year, or at least to
run the free schools which they might all have
attended, it cost $6,7r2.5o. Now how much
would it_cost to keep a child a year in board and
clothing? The judge of the First District Court,
a few days ago, allowed five dollars a month ali•
mony, which would be $6o a y2ar. This seems
a little small, and we may call it $7 5 a year to be
on the safe side. At this rate, it would cost to
clothe and board all the children of Provo between the ages of six and eighteen, $uo,425. If
we add to this amount the $6,712.5o, cost of
schooling, we find that it would cost to board,
clothe and school all the children of Provo $n7,·
I37·50· If then the money spent in liquor in this
city were put to the use above named, we would
still have left from the $r3o,ooo, after· the children were cared for, the neat sum of $r2,863-50.
«Of course there is a good deal of guess work
about the above figures, but not so much but
what it is fair to presume that the amount of
money which passes ove~ the counters of our ten
saloons and five drug stores for intoxicating
liquors in a year, would care for our children in
grand style, giving them the best of schools and
a comfortable living. If this is a fact the lesson
it teaches needs no comment; it should appeal
with great force to the heart of every man with
a family, and all who love the influences of
happy homes."

We do not know the number of the
population of Provo, but if the number of
children is properly given, and the average
of scholars be taken at one to the family
of five, then there would be about 7,5oo
citizens in the city. Ten saloons and five
drug stores, licensed to sell liquors, intoxicating drinks, gives one place where liquor
is sold to every five hundred inhabitants.
This is a low estimate, as compared with
many Gentile towns east and west of the
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Rocky Mountains, but far too large for
any town where professed believers in the
angel's message to Joseph Smith are congregated and hold control.
Well may the Enquirer say that the
money thus uselessly spent for liquor,
would care for their children in grand
style.
·

outsiders. _The union will close, it is likely_ orl
Sunday the r6th. Co-laborers feeling welL
Bro, .McDowell has rendered us excellent service
in the mission.

Bro. Geo, E. McConley, of Sterling,
Colo., Aug. 7th, says:
"In Herald, for August 8th first page, you
say. The world looks after its own, but each
class in its kind and in its own way; way number eight.
"1 believe the above statement, and trust the
time will soon come when the Saints will <.Jook
to her own;' especially take care of the 'poor'
upon a good financial basis, and thus relieve the
bishop from expending so much in their behalf
when we could just as well as not have a 'poorfarm' and sustain the needy in the church from

THE Liberal party in politics has again
carried the election in Salt Lake City and
county in Utah, and of course the municipal affairs of the people will be run with
a Gentile complexion in their administration. The Mormon, or churchly rule may it."
have been slow and behind the age, so far
as glitter and show are concerned; but we
doubt very seriously whether the change BRo. J. B. WATSON, of Pen and Platto some of the vicious legislation charac- form, wrote from Londbn, Ontario, Au~
gust I rth:
teristic of Gentile rule and adm'inistration
"The work here is decidedly onward.· Never
will be for the better. The Mormon rule
had no special interest in forcing burdens in" my brief travels through western Ontario
on the poorer classes to foster- municipal, since obeying the gospel have I seen such an
progress; so .all bore the- infliction of poor awaking. Old time prejudices are fast being restreet8, bad crossings, and shabby public moved. Homes.opened as well as publi'c buildbuildings together. If Salt Lake City is ings for the preaching of the word, which one
made to keep up with the boom of west- year ago coflld not be procured, are now volunern cities, by the new rule, it will fasten tarily_offered us. May God in his mercy forgive
burdens on tnany a poor man that he can- us for past sins and unite us in love, humble us
not by any means short of disposing of his in mind and keep ns steadfast, that we all may
home, relieve himself from.
have glorious sheaves to offer Him at the close,

is my wish for the Master's. sake."
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Elder Joseph Dewsnup, Manchester,
England, August 5th:
"We have just concluded the mission aimual
conference. We had an excellent time, con·
eluding with fellowship meeting on Monday
evening, the 4th, which reminded us of the good
wine served up at the erid of the feast.
An
old-time friend, and sympathizer Bro. Gell, of
Sheffield, was by the force and power thereof
compelled to ·capitulate and cast in his lot wit'-1
the Saints. He was baptized last evening by
your humble servant, and afterward confirmed
by the same assisted by Elders James Baty, and
Henry Greenwood. Our esteemed president,
Elder Thomas Taylor, of Birmingham, has been
recommended to the next annual conference of
the church in America for ordination to the
bishopric of the English Mission.

Mr.J. R. Beatty, Yesler, Kings county,
Washington, wrote the ,sth:
"I have been on the pacific coast eighteen
months. I never knew much about the Latter
Day Saints, but heard the debate between Elders
Brunson and Williamson, at Nebraska City,
Nebraska. Have read the debate between Braden
and Kelley. I think the plea of the Saints
irrefutable. Are there any elders out here on
the coast? If so will join at the first opportunity. I have lived in the Christian Church
twenty years. I loaned the Braden-Kelley
debate to two other Jllembers of the Christian
Church. Thev say the second proposition
converts tkem."

Bro. James Caffall, writing from
Nebraska City, Nebraska, July zzd, says:

"Please say that Bro. T. J. Smith, of Witchita;
Kansas, will report himself ready for active
labor, to the president of the Spring River
.District, by October rst, r89r."

Bro W. H. Kelley, Green's Landing,
Maine, the 10th and 14th ultimos.
"Reunion is moving along finely. Had a good
day yesterday, with large audiences and excellent
attention.' Weather fine and people feeling well
generally. We miss •Ye Editor.'"
"The Reunion is proceeding excellently.
Meetings are spiritual, very assuring and comforting. Two were baptized yesterday and one
the day before. A good interest is manifest by

Courage, Bro. Watson, the Lord is on
our side, and will give us the victory, if we
strive lawfully.
AN exchange has the following tribute
to Scotland and the Scotch :
"The census returns of Scotland present a remarkable contrast to those of Ireland, showing,
as they do, how the former country has increased
in population and prosperity during the present
century. Ninety years ago Scotland had r,6o8,42o inhabitants; this year's census shows a population of 4,033,I03.
«That is, the population of Scotland has nearly
quadrupled, while that of Ireland is less by about
7oo,ooo than it was in r8or. And yet Scotland
is smaller in area, and contains extensive districts
utterly incapable of cultivation.
"The Scotch have always shown a fortunate
faculty for getting sweetness out of the lion.
No seas protected them from English invasion,
yet they not only maintained their independence,
but waxed strong and wealthy at the expense of
their southern neighbors. The Eduardian invasion, which for a time threatened the extinction
of Scottish nationality, really proved a lasting
boon to that people.
••The English found the Scotch living in huts
and rude inclosures hardly worthy the name of
cities. They built splendid castles everywhere, in
order that their rule might be securely established.
«The Scotch took the castles, and found themselves thenceforward provided with ready made
fortresses and baronial halls equal to any in
· Europe. They also plundered England of a vast
quantity of riches. When the union of crowns
_ came they descended on London in the train
of the Stuarts and seized the best pickings of
public office. And when legislative, with industrial and commercial union followed, they
hastened to improve the opportunities by build-
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ing up the commerce and industries of Glasgow,
of Paisley, Dundee, Aberdeen and a score of
other cities.
"Such is the indomitable race of North Britain,
the race of Grant and Gladstone, of Burns and
Walter Scott."
7

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"But how can he expect that others should
Build for him, sow for him, and at his call
Love him, who for himself will take no heed at all?"

THE LITTLE THINGS OF LIFE.
Most of the mighty things of life
Spring from a tiny deed,
A sudden thought worked out, behold
What great results proceed.
Be careful of the little things;
For they make up the great,
And oft a blessing or a curse,
On little -trifles ( ?) wait.
A seed looks like a worthless speck,
Yet from that tiny thing,
See what a mass of loveliness
Can surely if slowly spring.
A drop of rain, a drop of dew,
Falling upon the. bloom,
Can make the unfolding blossom fill
The air with rich perfume.
A loving glance from wistful eyes,
A fervent, earnest prayer,
A gentle kiss, a fond caress
Seem trifles light as a!r.
And yet their soothing charm can ease
The heaviest lol).d of care;
Their subtily magic, too, can make
A dreary desert fair.
Don't scorn.the little things of life,
Although' so poor and small;
These tiny trifles when summed up
Compos.e ~he mighty all
Of our existence, and on them,
Dear friend, did we but know,
There often [hangs a destiny
Of future \weal or woe.
-Selected.
A SWITCBMAN'S OUTLOOK.
HAVE you ever been traveling by rail, very
anxious to make .some important connection,
watching the moments as they flew, and calculating, if the present rate of speed were maintained, that you wi)uld barely reach the desired
point in time? Perhaps, to your dismay, the
train came to a sudden stand· between stations.
You asked whatwas the m·atter, and were.told
that a journal hac;! run hot and worn out the
brass bearing, and that a new one would have to
be put in, which' would take fifteen minutes.
Then, in your disappointment, you most likely
began to dilate on the wretched system upon
whfch that road. was run. But you were in error;
there was nothing wrong with the system or
management, but. some individual failed to perform his duty. Twenty-four men were true to
their calling in connection with that train; the
twenty-fifth was a man .with a. big oil,can, who
should have poured.the C()oling liquid in the oilbox, but failed, wit4_ the above result.
One may take a hurried glance at the workings of a great and paying railway, employing
• twenty thousand operatives. The ser~ices of one
man seem .neither here nor there; but. he may

come·to know, by dear-bought experience, that
no one man can neglect his work without loss to
train, travelers, and road. Here is a dispatcher,
guiding the movements of trains over a large
extent of road. Surely there will be disaster if
he prove neglectful.
But here also is a lamplighter, without whose
faithfulness the transit and safety of travelers, as
well as the success of the road, cannot be attained.
And not only so, but the work of the dispatcher
can only attain its highest good according as the
lamplighter and all other employees are vigilant
in the discharge of duty. And so it comes to
pass that the reputation and success of every
road is bound in with every individual employee.
We begin now to see the Christian's responsibility. ' Here is a young man leaving home to
commence life in the city. Friends spoke to him
the evening before about Jesus, the Savior,
friend and guardian. In the morning the mother
urged her boy to seek the counsel of the unchangeable Brother; and the young man is
thoughtful, and for the first time in his life is
serious. As he views the steep grades of life,
and realizes his need of One mighty to save, perhaps he is on the point of deciding for Christ,
when he is met by a Christian who neglects the
opportunity, and fails to do his part in forwarding this train of influence which had been started
across this young man's affections and life; and
so the gracious work is hindered, or perhaps ruined, and, if so, that Chr.istlan has acted the part
of a train-wrecker, and is guilty of criminal conduct.
Quite freqnently, !n our "life upon the line,"
we are brought sharply and suddenly to realize
the awful responsibility of our calling._ A train
sweeps over a diamond crossing at lightning
&peed, and is barely clear when another rushes
past; or we seize a switch, with nervous grasp
and throbbing heart, and place it right, in the
face of some "Erie flyer,"-so that "watch ye"
must ever be the orders of the day.
"Yours. must be a very responsibld position,"
said a traveler to a.swilchr;nan, who had charge
of the switches at a junction where five lines
converge."
''Yes," was the reply; "but it is as notl'!ing compared with yours as a Christian."
A railroad manager may sit late and rise early,
and bring out excellent system and splendid
rules for the government of his .road. But that
is only the frame; the filling in must be done
by the individual employee. So with the work
of any pastor, church, convention, or teachers'
meeting; liberal things may be devised, and the
best of resolutions adopted, but the work itself
remains still untouched, and, if done at all, must
be done by the units, individually.
Seeing, then, that every word and action of
the Christian has an eternal significance, what
manner of ~ersons ought we to be in all holy living and bqrning zeal for our common Master?
Seeing also there are trains in the life and heart
of every man we meet, let us do our part to forward the~ to the great terminJs,-our Lord and
Savior Jesus Christ.-Sel.
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crowds in attendance. Meetings were also held
at our grove on Sunday with crowds which
looked more like a Fourth of July celebration
than anything else.
I was a member of the
Catholic church before being brought from darkness into light. My parents and relatives have
cast me off entirely, never coming to see me and
hardly speaking to me. I have enjoyed more of
the Spirit of God, yes a thousand times more, in
one short year since being a Latter Day Saint
than in the thirty-two years of Catholicism. We
so much enjoy the Autumn Leaves and wish it
catpe twice as often."

INDEPENDENCE, August roth.
Dear Home Column:-! feel inclined to write,
and perchance it may do some one a little good.
I have many friends in Iowa, and some who are
near and dear to me have lately been added to
the church.
Who shall say the Lord does not answer our
prayers, although it may be many months or
even years before this is realized? I have prayed
long and earnestly for them and it makes my
heart glad to know that I have not plead in vain,
b'ut there are yet others who are dear to me on
the outside, and who can be satisfied while part
of a family are on one side and part on the other.
We must continue to pray for each other until
we are all united, for nothing short of this can
insure complete happiness.
I feel impressed to say to my sister who is
so young in the church--and also to her companion-pray earnestly for the two best gifts, faith
and wisdom. Do not hesitate to plead for them,
we must have them, (at least a portion, and we
cannot have too much), in order to be able to
endure to the end. And if it is necessary for my
family it is also equally necessary for all. Latter
Day Saints. All the other gifts named are good
and essential or they wo.uld not have been placed
in the church; but they are only transient illuminations for the benefit of those who must occa~
sionally receive encouragement from our merciful Father who understands all natures, but the
two gifts. there mentioned are absolutely necessary from the. beginning to the epd. They ar.e
the two grand principles upon which the. whole
structure is based. By faith were all things
made and through wisdom were they made perfect; and there is nothing made in vain-all
God's works from the highest to the lowest have
been formed in. wisdom and for worthy ends.
Because many of us are not favored with
the gift· of prophecy, tongues, interpretations, etc., It does not prove we are not children
of the kingdom, but the best and surest proof
that we are is that we endure to the end.
I often read .of Saints who are isolated and
alone who occasionally have such a longing for
the society of the Saints· that It causes a feeling
of depression whi.ch is. hard to bear. Then is
when our faith is testt(d and we have the opportunity of knowing how muGh we can el?dure and
not be shaken.
.
Faith Is our greatest help and will carry u.s
through all difficulties. Pray for it constantly.
r lived in a town numbering six thousand inhab·
EXTRACT FROM LETTER.
itarits and not a Latter Day Saint in the whole
Sr. S. E. Belscamper, of Flora, Wis., writes:
army of souls except my own family. My con''l was baptized the .r8fh of August, ~89o, by
stant prayer was that we might have sufficient
Elder John W. Peterson. He and Bro: Pender
are ag;lin with us, .and are holding meetings at faith to .hold on to. what we had already rethe cit:y park in Lancaster with very large ceivt(d and trusten.tirely to God for the future. l
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am now living in a town which is honored with
nearly eight hundred Latter Day Saints, and
this is the.time that wisdom .in col:mection with
faith must be constantly sought for and exercise.d
to the utmost of our understanding. I am personalJy acquainted. with those who have great
faith but through Jack of wisdom were made to
suffer most severely.
A pro.mlse was givento nie several years ago,
through one having authority, that I should
have wisdom to do certain ·things at certain
times. I had sufficient faith to believe ft, and it.
has. been realized so far as time will permit-for
the end is not yet. There is many a hidden
thorn among the roses which, when accidently
touched, will .sometimes cause a severe. sting,
and if deep, w!ll perchance leave a scar; but if
we can have sufficient wisdom to carefully pluck
the flowers that surround the thorn and leave it
to its own solitary glory, it will. soon decay and
return to the dust from whence it caine. Our
life work is to go on no m~tter what occurs to
crush or retard,:always looking forward to the
center of attraction, our Savi'or, drawing nearer
and nearer until we are permitted to stand in his
presence. Then we shall know we have endured
to the end.
Dear sfsters, Jet us continually pray for faith
that our strength may be united, firm and un·
wavering, that our gospel ship shall sail majestically through the breakers and shoals of opposition and calumny which can have no power to
break or mar her glorious magnificence nor impede her progress; and while we do this let us
not forget our elders, but pray that wisdom may
be granted them to execute their important
work with promptness arid accuracy, thereby
meriting the approval and needed help of our allwise King who loves order and harmony. To
Him be all the praise, glory and honor forever.
MRS. T. w. CHATBURN.
HOME CoLUMN. MISSIONARY FUND;

Aug. 14, Amount to date ....•....•... $3,70S 24
Mrs. J. Gault, Nev ...... 72
Ina Shawl, Colo......... 2S
R. Austin, Cal ........•.. I oo
S. Ridley, Cal...........
M. F. Patterson, Cal.... .
2 97
Aug. 2r, Amount received to date .... $3,708 21

so
so

~Send

all monevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

A

PLEA!!

P APEETE, Tahiti, Oceanica,
June 27th, 1891.
Editors Herald:-1 shall attempt to lay before
your readers the wants of this mission. It is a
vast field; several hundred islands which have
never been visited by the elders of the Reorganization. It requires a missionary to be here but
a short time to learn what is needed for the successful prosecution of the work. The facilities
for travel, compared with those in America, are
not worthy of comparison; there it is an easy
matter to go and come at pleasure, here it is the
reverse. Fare is considerable, and a missionary
must take his wife. The owners of the boats are
not friendly to our cause in a general way, because much of their trade is whisky, upon which

they make great profits. We do not permit our
people to trafic in that kind of goods, so there is
no gain to them from us by that means. They
know we oppose that business, hence we get but
few favors. They will favor Catholics because
they are no.t prohibited, and that swells their
coffers.
I am satisfied this mission will never prove a
success until the church furnishes a boat for the
use of the niissiomities; It need not be a costly
one; from two to four thousand dollars would
procure a boat· sufficient for present demands;
then we could do something; but as it is we are
at ;the mercy of every ·opposing element, and
they exist here in different forms. There is no
certainty as to when you arrive at your desination taking passage on one of these trading vessels, which is perplexing to say the least. If the
"hastening time" has come, is it not "the time"
to help this vast mission? Hedge:d in as we are,
what can we do toward widening the field?
The Advents have a missionary vessel plying
among these islands. They go and come at pleasure. It was built by the Sabbath school children
of their church, and cost many thousands more
than we ask for. Will not some one suggest a
means by which the small sum of $3,000 can be
raised by the generosity of the old and young of
the church; if each one would give from ten to
twenty cents, the boat could be ready in less than
a year. And there are numbers who would donate from five to twenty dollars and perhaps
more.
I intend to lay the subject before the Saints in
this mission and ·I think they will do something
toward it. I hope the p;~per ones may take
steps at once, for I beiieve it is useless to continue this mission without a boat at the command of the missionaries. Would not· something similar to the "Home Column Missionary
Fund" be a suitable r.aeans to advance, and all
be solicited to do something, and due credit be
given? I have faith that the amount could soon
be raised.· Let all step out at once and respond
and the Lord will bless the effort. As it is we
are helpless towards taking the gospel where it
has not yet been. There are a number of native
elders who are authorized to serve as captains of
vessels plying among the islands under French
rule. Bro. T. W. Smith referred to this matter
when here, but at that time I could not feel the
importance of the fact. And whoever may come
hereafter wlll see as we see and plead as we
plead for the church to come to our aid.
Let us have a boat devoted to this mission and
another missionary within a year, is my earnest
prayer in behalf of this peculiar field.
Yours in hope,
L. R. DEVORE.
ALTAMONT, CaL, August 8th.
Editors Herald:-I am pleased to hear that
God is blessing his people with the gifts of the
gospel. I was instantly healed of lung disease
on the 16th of last March at the conference of
the Central California district. It was revealed
through our aged mother in Israel, Sr. Carmichael, that the Lord was well pleased with me
and that he would heal me immediately. The
tongue was interpreted by Sr. Page. I know it
was of the Lord, for I was healed that very
minute. I have not felt a pain since Bro. Burton and other elders took their hands off my
head.

:;I have been actively at work every since in
the field, and am thankful to know that God has
'worked with me. I have baptized 19 since .the
4th of May. I am thankful to the Lord for his
loving kindness. I am determined, God being
my helper, to continue In the work as much as
He will open the way before llle.
Yours in bonds,
THOMAS DALEY.
BEACoN, Io)Va, August r6th.
Editors Herald:-! have been laboring in
Oskaloosa, Iowa, and have found some Saints
there who had not heard a se,mon for years. I
had the pleasure of leading five into the waters
of baptism on the 9th. They were confirmed by
Bro. Miller, at What Cheer, on the 16th. They
are all heads of families.
We expect to have a branch soon. We are
alive and are going to work to do .all we can to
spread the gospel light in Oskaloosa.
I wish to see all the preachers in the church
do all they can to declare the glad tidings and to
bring souls into the kingdom.
Your brother,
, JOHN BARNES.
CHATHAM, Ont., Aug. wth.
Editors Herald:- The Saints in Chatham are
trying to keep the latter day message before the
people here. We have meetings in the park and
they are beginning to have telling effect; some
are inquiring, others spit fire of indign,ation; but
we realize after the battle comes the victory.
I have lately sold two Books of Mormon here,
and two sometime before. Three
these were
bought by outsiders. I realize the great responsibility. of warning my neighbors that their blood
come not on my garments, for by the assistant
grace of the Master I desire to have a spotless
garment.
JAMES. H. TYRRKLL.

of

WEIR, Kans., August rzth.
Editors Herald:-Our conference at Angola
July 17th was not very well attended, because of
being in the busy time of gathering and threshing wheat. Since then 1 have continued to
labor mostly in Weir; indeed it seems that I
cannot get away from there. Our grove meeting August zd, two miles .northeast of Weir,
was well attended. Two baptized that day, one
on Monday night in Weir. Three more came in
and were baptized Tuesday. On Thursday a
woman living in Northwest Weir sent for us; we
went and took her and her husband to preaching
that night in South Weir in a private house, also
the next two days, when on Monday she and husband (who said at first he was an infidel) and two
others, father and son, the son blind, were baptized, making nine this month.
I preached last night in Bro. Horsley's house,
the family last baptized, which was crowded and
a great many outside. Sr. Horsley is a daughter of Elder Griffith of Higbee, Missouri. Tonight Saints' meeting is to be in South Weir
again. To-morrow eve I preach in Bro. William Ehtwistler's house in Southwest Weir,
and so great is the interest that we hold meetings
every night some part of town, and more than a
dozen more are talking of baptism. I preach on
the streets some in the daytime, causing many to
come out of nights. One seventy-five-year-old
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woman last night said her son told her of the
street preaching and she was "bound to come
and hear for herself, and that the half had not
been told her, as it was every word God's truth."
For two years back I have often used an Advent
chart of the image- of Daniel second, etc., and.
find it very useful in assisting in tracing out
fulfillment of prophecies, and attracting general
attention.
By request of many of the Saints and great
numbers outside we will have a two-days' grove
meeting here in old ground August 29th and
3oth. Cowcreek Saints are going to gring teams
and help poor Saints and others from Weir back
and forth. Very many wanted to come before,
more than my teams could attend to, but could
not get teams, as times are very hard for miners
now.
Weir is growing rapidly, near four thousand
now.
Next week I am to go to Columbus branch to
assist Bro. Taylor some; calls from all parts for
preaching.
As ever yours,
D. S. CRAWLEY.

tend with, and often my cross seemed heavier
than I could bear. But through all this my faith
was not shaken, although I am not entirely
freed from my affliction. I pray that I may yet
receive my full health again, or receive some
.answer to my petitions.
It has been almost two years since I was called
and ordained to the office. of a priest. This year
I am laboring as a conference appointee. My
prayer is that I may be humble, and be an instrument in the hands of God for the good of my
fellowmen, and be blessed with wisdom from on
high, because I realize that the temptations are
very great, especially for one so young as I am,
being in my nineteenth year. I realize how
easy it is for one to become high minded; whereas, the ministers of God should be hunble,setting
a good example by word and deed to all.
Oh, that we as a people may come to a realization of the responsibilities resting upon us and
come up higher and higher in the scale of perfection.
In bonds,
s. HEIDE.

ROMAN, Va., Aug. IOth.
WIRT, Ind., August roth.
Editors Herald:-I arrived here on the 9th of
Editors Herald:-Since the Kirtland confer- June. I .find a little band of Saints as firm in
ence I have been busy in the field assigned me,
the work of the Master as the Martyrs were to
laboring continually, and have been blessed in
the reformation-generous, kind, earnest, prayerpresenting the word of truth. Have just closed
ful, virtuous, patient, temperate, and abounding
a very good meeting at this place, where three
in goodness; though surrounded by the most obunited with the chmch, making thirteen that I
stinate prejudice and religious bigotry. This is
have baptized since conference; many more
certainly a very discouraging field for labor,
near the kingdom. I believe the Interest is inlooking from this standpoint, but with such witcreasing, and I am very hopeful of the work in
nesses, examples, and living epistles as the Saints
this field. The harvest truly is great but the
are here, we take courage and feel that with such
laborers few.
help the light will soon be seen and darkness
I go next Thursday to Hall's Ridge, twelve
flee away.
Their scattered condition also is
miles east of here, and from th.ei:-e to Daviess
much against them. There are five members at
county, one hundred and thirty miles west... Exa distance of one hundred and sixty miles from
pect to meet Bro.'Etzenhouser there and' labor the church, and of course cannot meet at all with
with him until our;nt'lxt quarterly conference on
their brethren.
I have not been to visit them
the 19th of September; ne~r Derby, Perry county,
Y,et but expect to go sometime in October. Also
Indiana. Bro. WillKelfe' of New Albany, and
three members, Bro. Bowman, his son and his
David and James G. Scott were with us at this
son's wife, living about twdve miles away. Bro.
place and render~d good service. Bro. Will
Bowman has been afflicted for several years wi.th
Kelley is full of life .and zeal, and if faithful w\11
chronic rheumatism and is unable to even get
make his mark In this work. May God bless all
about the house. May the Saints and sisters of
the laborers is my prayer.
the Prayer Union remember him in their petiWe were very sorry Brn: I. P. and V. D. Bagtions and devotions. 0 Lord, ever bless and engerly .were not with us in our meetings, but I
courage thfs noble band of sisters. Also Bro.
suppose .they were busy elsewhere. May we
and Sr. Coffman at New Hope, about ten or
have good success in Southern Indiana this year
twelve miles away, and Bro. Cleveland nearly
is my greatest desi~e.
the same distance, cannot often meet .with the
Be faithful, bre~hren, and God will bless us,
rest of the brethren at Roman. There should
and the work wm roll on. Bro. J. W. Gillen is
be an elder with the branch to labor, encourage,
longed for in these parts; we will welcom.e him
and administer the sacrament monthly, and to
at any time.
Yours in Christ,
talk with those on the,outside who wilflisten, as
L. F. DANIEL.
there are a few. More will attend the sacrament
meetings than the preaching service.
CLlNTON, Iowa, Aug. xoth.
Since I have been here I have sought the Lord
Editors Heral{J,:....:... Jt has been a iittle over three for guidance as to where I should labor and what
years since I was baptized by Bro. Roth. For
was his will, and having done the best I could,
sometime I rejoiced greatly in the work. But
though no additions yet; I believe some seed has
trials came, as they come to every true child of
fallen upon good ground. that will in the future
God. Nevertheless, Paul gives us to understand
bring forth fruit.
I have delivered twenty-two
tha:t we should not. be surprised, or think some
sermons at ·different places since I have been
strange thing happened to us; for these trials
here, generaJly to small audiences, and held one
which are but for a season are to. draw our minds , sacrament meeting. I am going to Shendo11 this
>away from the things oft his world, in order that
week in company with Bro. and Sr. Coffman,
we may have them centered on those things
and-shall try to effect an opening there, after
which shall tend to our soul's salvation, I have
which I shall wend my way towards the place of
had a great deal of sickness and affiiction to conour reunion at Vale5 Mills, Ohio, and visit home,
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wife and loved ones there.
I feel to say to the
Saints and my brethren in the field, that I am
still in the faith, and hope with fortitude and pa'
tience to labor on in the well-begun work until
victory shall be written upon our banners; when
bigotry, superstition, malice, hatred, revenge, s.nd
the tongue of the scoffer and slanderer shall cease,
and in their stead we'll find friendship, love and
truth, faith, hope and charity; yea, even the
Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man
shall then be planted in every heart and heard
on every tongue. To this end I feel to la1>or, or
until my Master shall say, "It is enough; come
up higher." Friendship is the golden wire, love
the electricity, and truth the Divine message.
Friendship is the tender plant, love the fragrant
flower, and truth the ripened fruit.
May the spirit of this noble work fill every
breast, possess every soul and enliven every effort, till the dross be consumed and the chaff be
burned, is my humble prayer.
J. L. GooDRICH.
0STERDOCK, Iowa, Aug. I5th.
Editors Herald:-Bro. C. C. Reynolds called
on me a short time since while on his way
ona mission farther west, as per appointment.
Bro. Reynolds while visiting here with me
preached four interesting discourses to good
houses. There is still an Increasing inquiry after
the doctrine and faith.
As my health is much forbidding to speak in
public, if these lines should fall under the notice
of Bro. Reynolds where he is now laboring I
wish he would make us a call while on his way
home to attend conference to be held in the distriCt some time near September 2oth. We shall
be pleased to have another visit with Bro. Rey·
nolds.
There is much help needed here in the ministerial line in defense· of this latter day work.
Respectfully,
w. B. SMITH.

.,

.

under this head do not neoossanly receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible tor
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SERMON BY ELDER JOSEPH R.
LAMBERT,
LAMONI, IOWA, JUNE 21ST,

Reported by E. Staft'ord.
ELDER LAMBERT read for the rnorning

lesson, the major portion of the I 6th chapter of the Acts of theApostles, commencing at the 9th verse, and reading to the
end of the chapter.
He then satd. It has been arranged for
a reply to Mr. Braden's lectures to be
made one week from to-day.
This has
been deferred for some time on account of
rain, but at the time appointed, if .health
will permit, and no other preventing cause
transpires, the reply will be made. If I
keep you a long time to-day, I certainly
will disappoint myself, (but then I have
done that before), but if I should only keep
you a short time, please remember it .is
twerit:y m.hmt~t~ aft~r. eleven now. I have
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selected a curious text; '1: trust it will answer my purpose this morning.
It will be found in Acts 16: 37; "But
Paul said unto them, They .have beaten
us uncondemned, being Romans, and have
cast us into 'prison; and now do they thrust
us out privily? Nay verily; but let them
come themselves and fetch us out."
You will notice from this statement that
when the sergeants brought word from the
magistrates that they were permitted to
go, Paul thought that the principle of
justice was outraged in this transactioq;
they had been arrested and punished without any just cause, and Paul did not propose that they should go away simply on
the gracious promises of these men; but
that they should fetch them out, and hence
the word that he sent to them. This
chapter informs us that Paul and Silas had
received what thev considered a divine
call to go and prea-ch the gospel to the
people in Macedonia. They commenced
the work .there, but everything did not
move smoothly; they met with a peculiar
· kind of opposition. We are not !!ware
that they interfered with anybody'~ rights,
that they transgressed any law of the land
and we are sure they were not, in any way
in opposition to God's truth; but because
of the peculiar event that occurred as
stated in this chapter, the people began to
persecute and oppose them, which re"ulted in the imprisonment of Paul and Silas.
But God manifested his power there in
prison, and by his direct intervention they
were released, and when the authorities
perceived that they had done wrong in
the imprisonment of these men, they were
anxious to let them go; they would give
them the gracious privilege of going in
peace; but Paul said they had been condemned without cause, and if they want
us to go, let them bring us out.
The leading thought that I wish to im·
press upon your mind is this, there is a
certain degree of responsibility resting
upon every individual in this life, and he
should not try to transfer that responsibiliiy to somebody else, but should always
be willing to do right. When we embrace
any system of doctrine, or connect ourselves with any organization of men,
any society, religious or irreligious, we
are responsible for the doctrine or
belief of that society, and we are
responsible for the peculiarities of that organization. When we make such a profession as this, and we are found to be in
perfect harmony with that which we pro 7
fess, so far we are consistent and fortunate;
but if we are found to be in conflict with
the organization with which we have at·
tached ourselves, or in conflict with the
rules that govern that society, we are certainly unfortunate, or placed in a very unenviable position.
. To illustrate. We have a large society
known in the world as Freemasons. Now
all Masons know the peculiarities of that
organization in full; they are supposed to
know this. If I should claim to have become a Mason, having attached myself to
that society, and begin to preach to the
people the beauties of this organization, so
;far ~s I would be permitted to rFeaf

them, and upon examination it was found
that I was largely in conflict with that organization, I would be in a very unpleasant situation; and if upon further investigation it.was found that I was not only in
conflict with the organization, but in the
doctrine held, and the rules by which the
members of that organization were governed (and this is true of the Grand Army
of the Republic, the Grangers or any
other organization), the people would decide at once that I was either very ignorant, or I had been acting the hypocrite
in the matter.
Now we come to the religious part of
it. We have in the world at present, a
great .many religious bodies. They are
known by different names, but notwithstanding the different names which have
been chosen to designate these different
religious organizations, all who profess to
be Christians take the Bible as a standard
of authority. They claim that this good,
book contai,r,ts a record of the gospel, and ·
they go so. far as to claim that it contains all the revelations that God ever
gave to man, for the people of all ages;
that the canon of Sc~ipture is full. The
fair .inference is, when an individual attaches himself to any church, whether it
be Methodist, Presbyterian, Campbellite
or Christian, the Baptist or any other, he
believes that organization to represent the
church of Christ, the description of which
we have in the New Testament. He believes that organization to represent the
church of Christ in doctrine and organization, and for that reason he attaches himself to that particular body. What is true
of one, in this respect, is true of every
other one.
All these religious bodies claim the Bible as the standard hv which they are
willing to he tried. They become responsible for the teaching of that book;
they become responsible for the peculiar
organization to which they ·are attached,
and ifthese organizations, either singly or
as a whole are not found to be in harmony
with the one presented in the Scriptures,
they are unfortunate in that. If the doctrine, in part at least, is found to be in conflict with the doctrine taught~ by Jesus
Christ and the apostles, then they are unfortunate in that. We see no way of escaping this conclusion.
Each of these religious bodies stand
upon the same ground in believing· the
Bible to be the word of God; that it contains all,that God has revealed for all ages
of the world. The distinct org-anization
we represent believes, too, that the Bible
contains the word of God; they believe
that it is the leading book of authority,
and that the revelations of God contained therein should govern the church
of Christ. And while this religious organization which we represent has accepted additional records, they have accepted them from a Bible standpoint; they
have accepted them because they believe
that the Bible calls for just such works,
and that these records are in harmony
with its teachings, in principle and in
doctrine; they accept only that which they
beJieye the Bible demands, all that the

Bible justifies and authorizes them to accept. They have accepted the Bible as
the leading text-book of. authority, the
same as all other churches.
So far as our profession in the Bible
is concerned, we all stand upon the same
ground and all are responsible for its
teachings.
I call your attention to the fad that
in a leading effort that has been made of
late to overturn the faith of the Latter
D.ty Saints, the attempt has been made
to place the responsibility of the peculiar
doctrine of Jesus Christ,, as recorded in
the New Testament, upon the Latter Day
Saints, and this by those professing to believe the same book.
They certainly
ought to assume the same responsibility,
and not place it entirely upon us. Can
they consistent] y do this? Is it right? Is
'it just?
·
Allow me to illustrate a little further.
I read that the leading principle of the
Christian religion is faith. in God. Says
the apostle: "He that cometh to God must
believe that he is, and that he is a rewarder of those who diligently seek him."
-Hebrews I I : 6.
I presume the different religious bodies
will agree with us that faith is the leading
principle of the gospel, and essential to
s1lvation. Well, does not faith in God
comprehend the necessity of believing his
word? Does it not comprehend the necessity of believing the peculiar historical
statements of the dealings of God with
his people, which may be found in this
book? Vj ould I be Justified, professing to
believe the Bible, professing to be a minister of Jesus Christ, in selecting some remarkable historical account contained in
the Bible, and then holding it up to ridicule before the people, who profess to
believe the very same thing that I believe,
and of asking the~toreject the Bible because of this statement? Suppose I find
similar statements in other books, claiming
to be true and of divine origin, would I
be justified in holding them up to public
ridicule, while at the same time I profess
to believe the statements of the Bible?
This book (Bible) tells of a man that was
authorized to take a mission at one time,
and in trying to evade it, the resultwas he
was cast overboard, and was swallowed
bv a fish; called a whale; and we have
been told, Io these many years, by leading
men of large brain power, men of intellectualitv, that this is impossible, the whale
having such a small throat it never could
swallow a man.
On that ground, if I
was so disposed, I could hold up that
statement to ridicule before the people,
and while we may tolerate this as consistent, at least in those who reject the
Bible, we cannot tolerate it as consistent
in those who profess to accept the Bible
as a true history containing the revelations
of God to man.
We read of more remarkable things than that in the Bible,
but we will not stop to point them out
this morning.
We now call your attention to the principle of revelation. We desire to make it
as clear as we can, and to impress upon
your minds the necessity and applicability
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of it as a guide to the people of God. We here made concerning their peculiar logic
believe that this principle is taught in the in relation to the power manifested by the
Bible. "But," you say, "there are others Savior in casting out devils; they say he
who say it is not taught in the Bible, and does cast out devils, but he does it by the
we believe that they have a right to ac- prince of devils.
cept what they think is true, and to reject,
The Savior gave them to understand
as a belief, that which they think is not that this was poor logic when he said,
taught in the word." But the question is~ "A house divided against itself cannot
how shall we settle this matter? We say stand." Therefore he was not casting out
the Bible does teach that doctrine; they devils but by the power of God. He
say the Bible does not teach it. How further says, "0, generation of vipers,
how can ye bemg evil speak good things?
shall we settle the question?
Shall we close the g od book, and turn for out of the abundance of the heart the
our backs upon it, and rely upon human mouth speaketh. A good man out of the
wisdom to settle a question that involves good treasure of his heart bringeth forth
divinity? Shall we attempt to settle the good things; and an evil man out of the
question in this way? Whoever heard of evil treasure of his heart bringeth forth
such a thing as this, a servant of God, a evil things. But I say. unto you, That
minister of Jesus Christ acting in this every idle word that men shall speak, they
manner?
shall give an account thereof in the day
We claim that the Bible does teach it of judgment. For by thy words thou
fully; you claim that it does not teach it. shalt be justified, and by thy words thou
How can we settle the question except by shalt be condemned."
a direct and fair appeal to the teachings of
Of course we are not justified in rethe book itself? This question covers the ceiving this in a limited sense. The charwhole ground. If the Bible teaches that acter of these words has to be considered;
there was to be no revelation from God, what is meant, that the expression in its
in our age, as our opponents affirm, then most comprehensive meaning has to be
there is no place for the Book of Mormon, considered, and those claiming to be servor the book of Doctrine and Covenants. ants of Jesus Christ who are in harmony
Let our opponents show that the Bible with the truth, are in harmony with God.
does so teach, then the claims of the Latter
But weTeferred to this doctrine of conDay Saints for receiving revelations are tinued revelation, .and we call your attencondemned as false. If God gave the last tion to a statement found in the 17th
rev elation which he, in his own wisdom, of Acts. You know that Paul in his
ever intended to give, to John upon the travels preaching the word came, to
Isle of Patmos, how can the Book of Mor- Athens and he found a certain people
mon be a proper revelation?
there; and when he saw what th~y.were
This is an effectual way to settle the doing his spirit was stirred within him,
question; but when an individual claims and the record says, "Then Paul stood in
to settle it in somj'l other way; claims that the mi.dst of Mars' hill and said, Ye men
he believes in God, that he has faith in the of Athens, I perceive that in all things ye
statements of the [Bible, and turns away to are too superstitious. For as I passed by
settle it by some qther standard i:>f authori- and beheld your devotions, .I found an
ty, he thereby gives evidence that he has altar with this inscription, To the unbut little confidence in the book.
known God. Whom therefore ye ignoPerhaps for the benefit of some, at least, rantly worship, him declare I unto you.
it might be well to call your attention to God that made the world and all things
a ~ew l?assages of Scripture bearing on therein, seeing that he is Lord of. heaven
thts pomt.
The quesHon ought to be and of earth, dwelleth not in temples made
settled by the very spirit and statements with bands; [that is, I understand this,
of the Bible, no matter whether we claim God that made the world, and all things
to believe the principle, or to not believe therein, is not confined to temples made
it; whether we stand in favor of or against with hands, that is not the principal use of
it; if it is in harmony with the book it is his dwelling-place, he is not confined to
true, and the Latter Day Saints are right. the limits of any such small compass as
Now can they, i.f they are right, bring this]; neither is worshiped with men's
forth evil fruit? If they are teaching ac- hands, as though he needed anything, seecording to the book, will .they bring forth ing he giveth to all life and breath, and
evil fruit?
According to the statement till things; and hath made of one blood all
of the Savior they certainly C'!nnot. We nations of men to dwell on all the face of
do not "!!ather grapes of thorns, or the earth, and hath determined the times
figs of thistles;" but a "good tree bringeth before appointed, and the bounds of their
forth good fruit; but a corrupt tree bring- habitations. That they should seek the
eth forth evil fruit." And the Teacher Lord if haply they might feel after him,
has said, "By their fruits ye shall know and find him, though he be not far from
them."
.
·
everyone of us."
·
"But," yoti say,"that has. no reference
The few points to which we call your
to the teaching." Let us see whether it attention are these: First, according to the
has. or not. We turn to Matthew ~ 2: 33: declaration of Paul we have all a claim on
"Etther make the tree good, and hts fruit the same parentage, "God hath made of
good; or else make the tree corrupt, and 'one blood all nations of men/' Second,
its fruit corrupt; for the tree is known by . to serve his all wise purpose in the creation
its fruit." The Savior must have had the .of man, it was necessary that the earth
sam(i) class of individuals to deal with that should be inha.bited by man; not one part
W!'l haye
thi!> a~e 1 frorp thf ~taterpe~t~ QT portion ~!gne b9t ~~!}~ ~h!; whole earthr;
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in this sense,. should be inbabited; they
were to dwell on all the face of the earth;
and third, that God hath determined, or
made known beforehand, when any of the
branches of the human family, at certain
times, should occupy a certain portion of
territory of the world, and to every portion of territory he hath determined the
bounds of their habitation-or the location
they occupy-that the same privilege
should be granted to all the human family, in whatever portion or age of the
world, to feel after him and find him, with
the assurance that he is not very far from
anvone of us. Is not the doctrine of contin"ued revelation in harmony with this
statement? or is the doctrine that it ceased
eighteen hundred years ago in harmony
with it?
.
If it ceased then, the connection between
God and his people has been severed,
severed to all subsequent time; but that
which we believe harmonizes with the
good book, which ·teaches that there is
connection between God and his people;
and all those who place themselves in
proper condition before him as they are
commanded in the gospel, God will bless
them with the Spirit of revelation. That
is the doctrine that was taught by Paul;
that is the doctrine that was taught by
Peter; that is the doctrine that has been
taught from the beginning, and will be to
the end of time; and if we teach doctrine
contrary to this we must go outside of the
Bible to find it.
,
We next call your attention to a stat®ment in Matthew I I : 27: "All things are
·delivered unto me of my Father; and no
man knoweth the Son but the Father;
neither knoweth any man the Father save
the Son, and him to whomsoever the Son
will reveal him."
What a wonderful statement! According to this, no man or set of men can truly
andproperlybecome acquainted with God
except by direct communication from God
to them.
We take the Bible and look over the history which covers a period of over. four
thousand years,/and I ask our friends who
believe differently on this question, Can
you find proof in this book that an individual or nation, during these four thousand years, ever became acquainted with
God except by revelation from him to that
individual or nation? Can it be found?
If not, does it not stand to reason that
from a Bible standpoint the position we
occupy is an impregnable one; one from
which we cannot be moved? We turn to
the 14th, 15th and r6th chapters of John
and we have here the promise of the Holy
Spirit and its office work described briefly.
But Jesus, you know, said a great deal
with few words-a great deal in small
compass; indeed he spake as never man
spake, and from these valuable wprds left.
upon record for the people we learn that
this Spirit whtm received reveals to the
people ot God. the things of G,pd, the
knowledge of God; hence I believe in .the
doctrine of continued • and present revela-

tion,
We begin reading at the 15th verse of
14th ~hapt!;lfr '•If Yf? loy~ .me, ke¢p
, the
f''
.
'
. -· ... ""
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my commandments, and I' will pray the
Father, and he shall .give you another
Comforter, that be may abide with you
forever: Even the Spirit of truth, whom
the world cannot recejve, because it seeth
him not, neither kr\oweth him; but ye
know him; for he dwelleth with you and
shall be in you." 2 rst verse: "He that
hath my commandments, and keepeth
them, he)t is that loveth me; and he that
loveth me shall ,be loved of my Father,
and I will love him and will manifest myself to him." There may be a little show,
from the first passage quoted, for thf;! belief that this had reference to the early
disciples alone, and not to us; but this
verse does away with that consideration
·altogether; it forbids that consideration,
and shows that it is not admissible.
"He that hath my commandments and
keepeth them, he it is that loveth me, and
he that loveth me shall be loved of my
Father, and I will Jove. him and will manifest myself to him." -Does that mean th,~
apostles and early Christians alone? The
very language forbids such a thought.
"Judas saith unto him, (not Iscariot),
Lord, how is it that thou wilt manifest
thyself unto us and not to the world?"
Now notice this qJlestion propounded by
Judas, the very philosophy of it underlies
the Christian doctrine as presented by J esus Christ, comprehended by us in such a
manner that we are not left to be blind
followers, but that we may receive satisfactory evidence from God of the truthfulness of the doctrine which is represented here in the Bible: "Jesus answered and
said unto him, If a man love me, he will
keep my words; and my father will love
him, and we will come unto him and
make our abode with him."
Now God proposes, according to this
word, to every one that loves him and
keeps hiscommandments, to do something
for them. When? Does he propose to
wait till the great eternity before he bebegins this work? He proposes to begin
it right here, if we do our duty right and
make every sacrifice that 1s ne<dful for
the cause of truth. I believe that this
promise to the child of God begins to be
fulfilled here in a limited sense, and in the
future life in its fullness; but there is a
necessary preparation to be made, and it
must be th~t preparation enjoined in the
gospel of Christ, and the work of the
manifestation of God to his people begins
when we become obt:dient to his commandments. That is the doctrine of the Christian religion, and we should remember
this, and consider it well. In the 26th
verse it reads: "But the Comforter, which
is the Holy Ghost, whom the Father will
send in my name, he shall teach you all
things, and bring all things to your remembrance, whatsoever I have said unto
you." And in the 15th chapter, z6th
verse we have the following: "But when
the Comforter is come, whom I will send
unto you from the Father, even the Spirit
of truth, which proceedeth from the
Father, he shall testify of me." Again in
the sixteenth chapter, thirteenth to fifteenth verses: "Howbeit when he, the
Spirit of truth is come, he will guide you
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into all truth; for he shall not speak of
himself;. but whatsoever he 'shall hear that
shall he speak; and he will show you
things to come. He shall glorify me; for
he shall receive of mine, and shall show it
unto you. All things that tee Father hath
are mine;. therefore said I, t~at he sh:a11
take of mme, and shall show It unto you."
Now we see that God has in hi~ wisdom
and love ordained that his children shall
become acquainted with him, through the
influence of the Holy Spirit. It is the
Spirit of revelation; it is that which takes
of the things of Christ and shows them
unto us; that is theway in which we are
prepared for heaven, and if we do not
live in,such a way as td retain that Spirit
then our hope for celestial glory is vain;
if we do not experience the influence of
the Holy Spirit iri this life, how can we
endure his glory hereafter.
We are informed by Peter that holy
men of God, in olden times, spake as they
were moved upon by the Holy Ghost;
from which we learn that these revelations
through which God has communicated his
will to his people, in the different ages of
the world, ancL through which he has
promised to communicate his will in time
to come, has been. and will be through the
agency of the Holy Spirit; hence we believe in the doctrine of present and continued revelation.
\Vhy do not our opponents try to prove
that this doctrine is wrong, from the Bible?
This would be the right and proper way
to cfo it. That, they say, is the best book
in the world for their authority in religious. matters. Why don't they do that·
and end the matter? I will tell you (I am
in the stand now, and I am permitted to
tell it); they have tried it, and have found
by dire experience that this course will not
succeed, and hence the determined 'effort
to get just as far away from the Bible as
possible; but the Latter Day Saints are
not to be moved from the. good book;
they stand right by the Scriptures. The
truths in them are precious, and we stand
by the authority contained in them; they
are to be our guide, as well as the latter
day revelations.
In one sense the B1ble is the book of
books; it is fhe leading text- book with us,
and the leading text- book with our opponents. Let them settle this question by
the statements of the Bible. Let them
show that the claim we make for this doctrine is contrary to the Bible; then the
question is settled, and there is no necessity of going into the internal evidence of
the Book of Mormon, or of the Book of
Doctrine and Covenants. If 'the Bible
teaches what they say (but never prove) it
does, that ends the matter.
Let us notice another point for a moment. Some religious teachers virtually
admit that the Bible does teach. present
revelation, but they deny that the Book of
Mormon is a revelation- from God; they
deny th?.t any of the . revelations in the
Book of Doctrine and Covenants came
from God. Their present position is that
the Bible may teach this doctrine, but all
along till now, they have been been opposing it. Now it dawns upon them that

the position of the Latter Day Saints may
be right. But how are we teaching con~ .
, trary to the book? Out of their own
mouths, and according to the admission·
made by themselves, we judge them. Now
we propose to let them share a portion of
the resposibitity.
They profess to be correct as well as
we.
They profess to believe the ·statements of the Bible and have not received
a revelation from God since the days of
the aposties, ang yet the doctrine may be
true; they are compelled to believe it is
true if they settle it by the Bible. Now
we come to the gifts and • blessings of the
Spirit. Some of our opponents seem disposed to ridicule this part of our belief,
and require a miracle to ~atisfy them that
it is. true. Thev say, "Now work a miracle and we will believe.'' .They are not
satisfied with any kind of a miracle, they
want to choose what kind of one shall be
worked, when it shall be worked, and
under what circumstances. What is the
teachipg of the Bible? The teaching of
the .Bible is that the gifts and blessings of
the Spirit belong to the people of God in
all ages of the world, and he manifests his
love and power to them .now, as he will,
and as he has done in any former age. Is
it for any one to dictate to the Almighty
upon what terms he will receive his truth
and say, "Now, Lord, if you will work a
miracle, I will accept that doctrine? You
work it in such a manner, and I will be
satisfied to the day of my death." That
is the finite dictating to the Infinite, when
and how he shall manifest his power to
us poor mortals!
But I read here in the good book that
Jesus coming to his own country could not
do many mighty miracles on account of
their unbelief. What did he say to them
to whom he manifested God's power in
their·behalf? "According to your faith be
it done unto you."
But our opponents
say, "Work this miracle and we will believe;" and they quote Scripture to usthe very Scripture that we quote, "These
signs shall follow them that believe," and
say: "Now you claim to be believers;
work this miracle imd we will accept your
doctrine." But then there are two considerations here. The first is, What right
have you to make such a demand? Show
me one single passage that teaches that
when Christ and his apostles were demanded to work a miracle, to produce belief, and they acceded to the demand.
There is not one to be found! If you can~
not show a case in the Bible, then, clearly,
you are in conflict with it; and by this
action you are placed with the Pharisees, .
who sought after a sign.
We have not
placed you there; you have placed yourselves there, and you must bear the consequences which belong to your profession
and choice; and in the second place, we
are not the only ones who claim to be believers; all those persons who make the
demand ~ay they believe.
Very well,
why don't they show signs and work
miracles? It says to them, "These signs
sh8ll follow them that believe;" now you
are believers, work the miracles yourselves.
I might illustrate this point !:>y relating
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an incident that was told me. I am acquainted with the minister and the man
who told it to me.
One of our elders, some time 11go, was
preaching in Calhoun county, Iowa, on
the gifts and blessings of the Spirit. An
individual, a member of a certain church,
became very uneasy under the preaching,
and at the close of his remarks went up to
the stand and said to the preacher: "Mr.
Clothier (that was the name of the man
that preached), there is an old lady supposed to be very near death; you have a
fine opportunity to demonstrate your doctrine. Go down there and raise up this
lady, and we will believe your doctrine."
The elder bowed his head in thought
a few moments, and looking up said, "Are
you a believer?" The answer was, "Yes."
"It says, 'These signs shall follow them
that blillieve;' suppose you go down and
try your hand."
Don't you see that he was just as re-,
sponsible, according to his profession as
the one that was preaching? They propose to place all the responsibility upon us,
but there is another side to this question,
and as Paul says, we don't propose to go
out that way; let them come and t:1ke the
proper 'responsibility for their teachings
and it will then be seen who is in conflict
with many of the leading questions of the
Bible.
That would be the most consistent way.
We thank you for your kind attention,
and if tbe remarks offered this morning
shall have the effect to start a more thorough investigation concerning our claims,
which are based upon a belief in the Bible,
we shall feel amply repaid for the effort
made.
THE QUESTION OF DIVORCE AND
MARRYING AGAIN.

I HAVE been frequently asked for my
views on the above question and have
been called up6n to decide what, ground
shall be taken in cases that may come .before the branches for adjudication .in the
mission under my charge.
I assume, 1st, That no definite rule can
be laid down that will govern every case,
but that each separate case must be examined and determined by itself, upon its
own merits; or demerits; zd, That cases,
however, which are covered clearly by the
law of Christ, :as found in .Matthew 19:
3-9 and Nephi 5: ro should be governed
by that law.
-My understa~ding .of that law is, that
married person~, both hu~band and wife,
may put away or. be diVorced from
each other, on the ground of fornication;
and of course, for adultery, which I understand to be a sWI greater or grosser degree of the crim? of unlawful cohabitation;
and that.those who are put away for that
crime are divorced in the sight of God, i.
the marriage covenant is broken and annulled by that act. Should the one who
puts away, i.
divorces a companion for
the cause named choose to marry again,
he or shetis at liberty to do so, for the rea-'
son that the marriage covenant is broken,
the partnership is. dissolved, and the parties
cease to be ''hu.sband and wife." There

e.,

e,,

was a time when the relationship of hus·band and wife began, or ·was assumed.
Before that relationship was formed the
parties were simply man and woman,
but by an agreement entered into between
the man and the woman by which they
agreed to observe the legal rif';hts belonging to the married state, which "legal
rights" are said to consist in keeping themselves "wholly for each other and from all
others" during their lives; this covenant
constituted them "husband and wife."
Should either of this company, firm pr
partnership break the compact by transgression of the seventh commandment,
the other is freed from the covenant, and
when divorced by- the courts of the land,
for the contract is a civil one as well as a
religious one, is at liberty to marry again.
But it may be urged that Paul teaches
that a woman is bound to her husband as
long as he lives. Yes, and that is what I
.am endeavoring to teach, that is, that a
. woman is bound to her husband as long
as he lives-as an husband. She is n0t
bound to a man, as a man, as long as he is
a man, but she is bound to an husband as
long as he remains an husband, by observing her "legal rights;" which are that
he shall keep himself for her, and from
all other women.. This agreement made
him her husband, and it was declared to
be a fact, and made legal in the sight of
God and man, by the minister who said to
him when he so agreed, and to her when
she agreed to do similarly by him. "You
are husband and wife, in the name of the
Lord Jesus Christ, and by virtue of the
laws of the country and authority" vested
in him. And had not the laws of the
country given hirri authority to marry
them, he would not have a right to do so.
But had they not made this covenant, he
could not have pronounced them husband
and wife, for the laws of the country
would not recognize such an act. Neither
could he make them husband and wife, if
they were legally barred from making
the contract or covenant, being, for
instance, the legal husband or wife of
some other woman or man. For had
either of them previously made a similar
covenant with another companion in wedlock, which had not been broken by death
or transgression by the other, they have
no legal right to make a covenant of the
kind named with others; 11nd no elder or
priest could under such circumstances pronounce them husband and wife in the name
qf.the Lord 'Jesus Christ, neither by vir"
tue of the laws of the country, and authority vested in him. No elder or priest can
marry "in the name," or by the authority
of Jesus Christ, any person who may have
been previously marriedand thendivorced
contrary to the law of Jesus Christ governing divorces. What he might do as a
magistrate or notary puhlic is another
thing, but no name of the Lord is allowable except where the parties are according to the law qf the Lord entitled to
marry. "But still," says one, "Paul says,
-'The wife is bound by the law to her bus;
band as long as he liveth.'" Who or
what was Paul? We are answered: "He
was an apostle ·Of Christ and .a servanfo£
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God." Well, nine or ten other apostles
of Christ, who hold, so this church professes to believe, (but whether it does so in
fact is another thing), the same authority
as Paul did, and who are also servants of
God, (as is admitted, we suppose), declare
that the wife or ,husband can be q1ade free
to marry again by either death or transgression of the marriage covenant. (See Minutes of General Conference held at Kirtland, Ohio, April, I88g). Do they contradict Paul? We say no. But suppme they
did, what then? Who is competent to decide that the decision of a majority of the
Twelve shall not stand ? Can anybody
less than a general assembly reverse that
decision r
But did they contradict Paul? I think
riot. Paul in Romans VII: is writing
about the Mosaic law--which the Jews
were married to; and to which they
were bound-so long as the law was in
force. But the law died-so to speak •
They were "delivered from the law, that
being dead;" so Paul said; so were free to
marry another law or system.
So a woman is bound to her husband so
long as he lives: but does Paul mean that
the husband cannot cease to be a husband
to the woman? He became her husband
by virtue of a covenant, or contract made
between them. He was not born her husband, nor need he of necessity die her husband. If he became her husband by vritue of ·a certain covenant, he can cease to
be her husband by violation of that covenant. To say that it cannot be broken by
transgression is to deny reason, and revelation. For Paul shows that if a woman
marries another man while her husband is
living she becomes an adulteress; and will
any one say that her husbaQd cannot put
her away, or divorce her on that ground?
And if so, it is as Christ the law-giver
says, she can be divorced or pu1?1away; and
as the law of the land also says she can be
divorced for that cause, he is freed from
her, she .is no longer his wife; Christ
says so, and the courts of the land say so,
and if she is.not.his wife any longer, he is
nother husband any longer, unless a man
can be a husband to a woman who is not
his wife.
Does not the church become the bride
of Christ, by virtue of a certain covenant.
a marriage covenant so to speak, made in
baptism? Cannot that .covenant be broken by the wife? Is it not often broken?
Is there a divorce ever enforced? Does a
transg-ressor of the ~ovenant cease to be a •
member of the body Of Christ? Cannot
his name be even bfotted out of the Lam b.'s
book of life?
Did or could Christ reject his bride, his
church, for transgression or for cause? And
cannot a .man put away his wifell for the
cause of fornication? 1esus says that he,
can. If men say that death only. can release them from the covenant, the fornication is no more a cause for divorce than
anything else is.
.
Death is not divorce; it is not "putting
away" in the sense that Christ uses that
phrase. . .
.
...
Now let us readwhat]esus said.fh:st to
the Jews, then to the N ephites: "Whoso·
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.ever shall put away his wife, except it be the guilty parties, or those. who have forfor fornication, and shall marry anothe.r, saken them, must be cast out; such is my
commifteth adultery: and .Wh 0so marrieth understanding of the teachings of Jesus
her which is put away" (for some other cause Christ to this church in D. C. 42: zo.
than fornication) "doth commit adultery."
If divorce is not approved of God, for
Now let us read that in another form, and any reason .whatsoever, but, as some say,
one equally as logical. "Whosoever shall that husband and wife are bound to each
put away his wife for the cause of forni- other so long as they live, then they who
cation, and marries another, does not com- are in the church who put away, i. e. dimit adultery, and he that marries her who vorce their companions for or because of
has been put away or divorced on that fornication, break the law of God by so
ground, does not commit adultery, because doing, and should be cast out; but on the
she is now no longer the former man's contrary, Christ tells us to not cast out
wife."
those who have put away companions for ·
Jesus said to the Nephites: "Verily, that cause. Separating from and living
verily, I say unto you, that whosoever ·apart from companions, but not divorced
shall put away his wife, .oaving for the from them, is not "putting them away."
cause of fornication, causeth her to com- Putting away companions means getting
mit adultery; and who shall marry her rid of them, or freed from them as comwho is divorced, committeth adultery." panions.
That is, whosoever shall divorce a wife
The worrl "apolus" is translated "loose,"
for any other cause than that named, "release," "let go," "let depart," "set at
causes her (should she marry some other liberty," "send away," "dismiss," "put,,
man) to commit adultery by so doing, and away," an(l ~'divorce," and is formed from
whosoever should marry her who is di- "apo" fromt and "luo" to break, to loose,
vorced-on other than the ground named to destroy, to dissolve, anti "putting away"
would commit adultery.
Whosoever therefore means to dissolve, to loose, to
should' marry her who has been divorced break up, or destroy the marriage covefor the cause named, would not commit nant. Christ therefore used a word that
adultery because she is no longer married meant the same as divorce, or dissolution
-being unmarried by the divorce act, a of the marriage bond; and as we have
legal or Scriptural divorce being an abso- seen he does not condemn "putting away,"
lute dissolution of the marriage contract.
or divorce on the ground of transgression
, Now a word about those who. are out of the covenant of marriage.
of the church, and who desire to come
Now shall such divorced persons marry
into it, who have left their companions again, admitting that divorce means a disfor the sake of adultery, that is, those who solution by divine approval of the marrihave forsaken their companions for the age bond? Common sense says that if
purpose of living with some other more married people can become unmarried for
attractive, or agreeable ones; or who the cause named, they can marry the same
suit or please them better (for some reason) as any other unmarried people can.
Paul's advice to the married woman
than their husbands or wives do. If such
are married-and of course they must have who departs from her husband, (that is
got divorces by some means, or on some goes away, or separates from, or leaves
pretense (ol't their marriage would not be her husband; not who is divorced) for the
legal even in the sight of the civil authori- word is not apolus-put away or divorceties) but if such people are married (hav- but "chorizo," i.e. separate or depart from,
ing married after they had left their for- "Let her remain unmarried." See the use
mer companions in order to live with of the word Acts I: 4; I8: I, z, and elseothers, and not because their former com- where.
Where Paul says, "Let not the
panions had broken the marriage cove- husband put away his wife," the word
nant), such persons must not be received "aphiema" translated "put away" (in this
into the church-the church having no place onb') is translated "leave" 52 times,
right to force them to separate in order and it is th'e same word that is translated
that they may come into the church.
"leave" in I 3th verse (I Cor. 7). So I
It simply refuses to receive them.
think it ought to be translated "let not the
If they are not married, i.
are living husband leave his wife;" the word will
together as husband and wife without not bear the construction of "putting
marriage, they must repent,.that is, cease away" in the sense of divorCing.
their adulterous course, or they cannot be
So if the wife departs from her husband,
received by baptism. If any are in the or separates from him, let her not marry
church who have left or put away, i. e., another, but become reconciled to him
divorced, their companions, because of rather, or if that cannot be done, let her
fornication on their part, and they testify remain unmarried. But suppose she puts
truly that such is the case, they must not him awav because of his criminal conduct
be cast out for so divorcing their transgress- with other women, is she to forgive his
ing companions. Now as putting away offense and become reconciled to him?
means divorce, they have committed no She may if she can, it is true; but she is
crime in thus dissolving the marriage not required by the law of God or man to
covenant, and thev are free to marry again. live with him, ~ven if she does f9rgive
But if any have left their companions in him; she is free now to put him away, and
order to get married to, or to live without if she desires may marry another. Such is
marriage with others, and their compan- my view.
ions are still living, being not put away
I know that many will take the ground
for transgression, but were forsaken while that the one who furnishes the scriptural
innocent of th~ divine ~round for {}ivorce, cause for giv()rce1 and is "put ~way" for
0

e.,

that cause cannot marry again; but I do
not think such opposition is logical or true.
for as I have shown scriptural divorce is
a dissolution of the marriage bond, and the
parties so divorced are no longe:r .in the
sight of God and man. husband and wife.
They are now single or unmarried people,
and the transgressor may marry if anyone
is reckless or careless or indifferent enough
to risk marriage with a covenant breaker,
they can do so, for they would not marry
any body's wife or husband.
Christ's
doctrine is that he who marries a person
divorced for anv other cause than that of
fornication, commits adultery; not he who
marries a woman divorced for that cause
commits the sin named. Separation for
o.ther causes may become necessary in
some cases, and be justified, but in my
judgment divorce and remarriage are nof
allowed of God, save for, the one. cause
named, for if divorce is allowed of God,
then remarriage must also be allowed.
T.

w. SMITH.

HELPFUL HINTS.

TO SUNDAY SCHOOL OFFICERS AND
TEACHERS.
"EMULATION is properly the desire to surpass or excel others. It may be said of
emulation as an incentive to study that its
value depends entirely upon the spirit
which influences the student in his pursuit
of knowledge. If the spirit of emulation
be such as to induce pupils to strive for
success at the expense of others or by the
downfall of others, it is reprehensible;
But if the rivalry among schoolmates be
generous, it may prove to be an excellent
incentive to studv.
"This desire t~ surpass others and to excel is implanted in our nature. We all
measure our success by the success of
others. Even in the games and plays of
childhood the same desire is always apparent. It is true we become in a measure ambitious, but the ambition is not
necessarily harmful. Without this ambition to succeed the world would Magnate.
All that ambition needs is to be wisely
directed and controlled."-Raub's School
Management.
It is the object of this system to arouse
this harmless spirit of emulation and
friendly rivalry and it should be the study
and aim of every officer and teacher in the
school to see to it that it is wisely directed.
It is believed that this system is fair:
giving no undue advantage to some pupils
over others, making it possible for all to
become "Star Scholars."
Among other proper incentives to study
Raub gives the following as the more important: "Approbation of Conscience,
Aporobation of the Teacher, Approbation
of Parents and Friends, Desire of Acquiring Knowledge, Gratification of Curiosity, Pleasure of Overcoming Difficulties,
Attainment of an Honorable Position in
School, Hope of Success in Life, Approbation of Society, Duty of Self-Development."
Success in Sunday school work is as'sured only by organized and systematic
effort? 'fhe ~ood ~en~raJ WO'!Jld f!Ot t];link
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of going out to battle until he had consulted his officers; no more is the Sunday
school superintendent qualified to do successful battle until he has consulted his
officers and teachers. These consultations
should be held at regular and stated times,
and every officer and teacher should be
present. Suppose one colonel should be
absent from the consultation where the
officers received their instructions, what a
catastrophe it might cause in the following engagerpent! Ours is not a conflict·
where life alone is the question, but ours
is a battle ·in which the salvation of souls
is the consideration. Every teacher should
be present at every meeting for consultation and business with his class book and
suggestions or questions; every officer
ought to be there seeking to receive and
impart for the good of the work.
Much of the advantage to be realized
from system may be lost by the careless
habit of being a little late. The school
should open exactly on time. It is no
more difficult to form the habit of being
on time than to be ten or fifteen minutes
late. Every teacher should be in his place
in time to greet the first one of his pupils
each session. Should it be necessary to
be absent, the teacher should feel obligated to provide a competent substitute and
not leave it for the superintendent to appoint someone Sunday morning who has
not studied the lesson and hence not competent to fill the place. A tardy teacher
has no moral right to reprimand a tardy
puoil.
The teacher should meet the superintendent more than half way. He should
not only be ready to execute the orders
of the superinteJ:ldent, but should be willing to assist him by thoughtful and timely
suggestions.
Next in importance to a good superintendent is a good living secretary. He
should be able to keep systematically a
complete record of the school. This
means more than a mere record of Sunday sessions;· it means a record of ~very
business meeting of officers and teachers; it
means to be able to report intelligibly the
condition of the school when called upon
to do so,'
All officers and teachers must be progressive. The methods of ten, nor five
years ago in Sunday school work are not
sufficient for to-d!l¥. We are surely learning wis.dom by experience. If so, then
why not be ch~nging for the better?
Many thoroughly good Christian men
and women are .'lecidedly out of place as
teachers. It is necessary for every Christian to know of Christ; but it is necessary
for every teacher to know more than
that-he must k,now how to tell Him to
others.
Every teacher ought .to know more
than his scholars, and in addition to this,
he m'Qst know how to come down to his
scholars' level. Many teachers would do
better if they knew less; for they haven't
the power . to descend to their scholars'
level. and hence soar clear. above· their
heads, as it were.
A teacher, to be successful, must be
thorou~hly in)oye with l)is wor]f ap.q hj§
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class, possessed with a liberal stock of pa- teaching-power in the several classes."
The children should be taught to give
tience and forbearance.
Not all who desire to teach can do so; regularly and systematically. It is better,
neither are all failures who think they much better, for a child to give a penny
cannot teach.
every Sunday than to give five cents and
It is verv essential that a teacher of then give nothing more for four Sundays.
children should understand children. And The habit of giving regularly, if they are
it is not enough that he understand them taught to do it from a desire to aid the
generally, but he must understand them Sunday school, will do much toward susindividually. He must know them not taining the church in after years.
The children should be encouraged also
alone in the class room, but he should
to make special offerings occasionally, to
know them in their homes.
A teacher ought to manifest his interest work for money for this purpose. It is a
in his work in such an unmistakable way delight to most childnm to be able to help
that his scholars may know of it. Chil- on the work with their little mites.
dren are great character readers, and nothTe3.chers should be prompt in looking
ing will so successfully ruin a class as an after absent scholars. This can best be
air of indi~erence upon the part of the done by paying them a visit of inquiry, or
if not convenient to visit them, a note should
teacher.
A teacher must prepare himself for be sent them as soon after their absence as
his work. As a rule it is the teacher possible. They ought to be made to feel
who hasn't time to study his lesson whose that they are expected to be present and
pupils haven't interest to study it. If that they are missed when absent.
As the object of all Sunday school work
haphazard teaching is ever out ·of place,
it is preeminently so in Sunday school is to teach the gospel and to bring the little
ones into the fold, it is important that the
teaching.
A Sunday school class should be a teacher should make a special effort upon
talking class in which the pupils do most the principles of the gospel, always trying
of the talking, the teacher only direct- to show the need of a Savitn and how obeing the conversation by suggestions and dience is the only means of applying his
saving power to each one. Explain how a
questions.
Care should be taken that too much is Savior was foretold by the prophets, and
not attempted in one lesson. The teacher how historians tell us that he did come.
should decide before going to his class Call attention to the divine prindples of his,
just what points of the lesson he wishes to teaching, how he taught that through ebeteach, and then bend all his energies to the dience to the Father's will sll may know of
the doctrine of Christ for themselves. Fiteaching of those points.
There are times in the lives of nearly nally,lead them to understand His kingdom
every one when the event of a moment- upon earti1 and the necessity of entering
it may be only a word·-may decide their into and abiding in it through obedience
life's course. Hence the necessity for do- to all his commandments.
ing your very best to-day.
A teacher's life should be in accord with
SEARCH THE SCRIPTURES.
his profession. If you can't live and feel
as you teach, don't be a hypocrite. "Your SEEING the tendency at this day of the
sin will find you out."
people of our churches as well as others in
All helps and suggestiom will be of but being satisfied with what. we hear our
little avail without that ccmmunion with elders explain from the Scriptures, leaving
our Father which is the right of everyone them to search while we sit at ease, I feel
to have.
This is the great source of impressed. myself that we are individually
strength.
11nder great obligations to search the ScripSome may find that with all this, and tures.
more preparation that they are unsuccessThe rich treasures of the earth are
~ul as teachers.
For such it would be within it, so they cannot be discovered
well to seek other fields of labor. Doubt- and brought to the surface without the
less the Lord has other work for you to . labor of man, yet they are not placed so
do for which you are better qualified ..
deep as to render his exertion ineffectual;
In the management of the affairs thus nothing is to be found by the indoof the Sunday school the superintend~ lent on the surface of life, Everything
ent should avoid personality and favor- valuable must be obtained by diligent re~
itism. He should be influenced by noth- search and sedulous effort. All wisdom,
ing but the good of the school.
science, art and experience are hidden at a
Lesson Helps and Question Books are~ proper depth for tbe exercise of intellect;·
excellertt in the preparation of. the lesson; and they wholend their attention to any
but as a rule they are not to be used in the of these objects shall not be disappointed
class. A teacher who confines himself to in their pursuit. The treasures of wisdom
the printed questions and answers does no which are displayed in the redemption of
more than any child in the class could do. mankind by Jesus Christ and recorded in
The Hdps and Question Books then be- the Divine Oracles do not lay upon the
come the teachers; and, as Trumbull says, surface of the letter for every superficial
"In this way, a Sunday school could be reader to observe them,. therefore our
. supplied with substitute teachers at ten Lord says, "Search the Scriptures."
dollars a hundred, by any religious pub- Search, that is, shake and sift them as the
lishing house.
And there. are ,Sunday word signifies; search until the true force
schpols where a supply of this sort would and meaning of every sente11ce, ofeve:r:y
pot make aq. opseryabl~ dimingtioll ()f the VfOfq !!nd srJlagl~ be ~UOW~ ap.¢t I,JU~~f~
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THE
stood. Compare place with place, the
scope of one place witp that of arwther;
things' going before with that coming
after. Compare word with word, letter
with letter, and search it thoroughly. The
inspired word of Scriptures contain the
most invaluahle treasures-a complete
collection of doctrines, precepts and promises . necessary to everlasting happiness.
In this respect they have a peculiar advantage above all the writings of· the
most distinguished philosophers of the
world. The , Bible presents an exact
model ot religion for the instruction and
common benefit of mankind. Here we
have in a narrow compass things necessary to be known, believed and practiced
in order to our salvation; for it is a lamp
to our feet and a light to our path. We·
are taught the knowledge of tqe only
Jiving and true God, his spirituaL nature,
adorable perfections and endearing relations to his rational creatures; so that the
humblest of God'.s creatures who .can read
may arrive at more true and just notions
of him than the wisest heathen sages
could attain, who, as the apostle intimates,
did only grope after him in the dark.
We are informed how Adam was
created, how he fell, and what is the
consequence .of his transgression to all his
po&terity. The most celebrated heathen
were not able to account for the origin of
moral evil as affecting the human-· race.
!fhe glorious plan of redemption by Jesus
Christ is :;;et before us in its commencement, progress and completion, which is
the highest display of the moral perfections of God, and attended with the most
beneficial advantages to man.
The rules and duty of religion, or
things to be done, are plainly stated and
properly enforced. Promises containing
pardon, adoption, sanctification and eternal
life are everywhere interspersed, and are
yea and amen in Christ.
Our obligation to search the Scriptures
and by that means acquaint ourselves with
their valuable contents appears from the
necessity and design of committing them
to writing. St. Paul says, "All-Scnpture
given by inspiration of God is profitable
for doctrine, for reproof, for correction,
for instruction in righteousness, that the
man of God may be perfect, thoroughly
furnished unto all good works." But how
can they contribute to those important
ends without being read? What effect
could the mere writing of.them have on
mankind to inform the judgment and regulate the life? How could Christian
motives have proper influence if the
sacred volume were neglected? Is it not
an insult to common sense to assert that the
• Scriptures were written for our instruction
and admonition, but that it was not necessary to peruse them to learn what they
teach? To have a Bible and not to read
it for direction in the way of truth and
holiness would not be attended with any
peculiar advantage. Precious metals deposited in the earth must be procured to
be rendered beneficial.
The Holy Scriptures contain the revelation of God to mankind, declare his will
with certainty, and are the prescribed

· means of s'alvation. The apostle says they ceptions of mind, however riveted in them
"are able to make" us "wise unto salva- by traditions, customs, ·veneration for the
tion through faith that is in Christ Jesus." .. eld~rs, undue regard for the authority of
This 'point may be further urged from the th~1r teachers and secular advantages,they
equal and universal concern of all men in w!ll not learn the truth. The divine
their discoveries.
records should be examined with a becom"
The articles of faith proposed, the pre- ing humility of spirit, in a consciousness of
cepts of life prescribed, and the promises our liability to mistake, either from educaand threatenings with which they are en- tion, prejudice, passion 9r interest. He
forced and recommended are equally ap- who with this humble temper of mind reads
plir:ible and interesting, and therefore · the sacred pages, that he may come at the
ought to he known and seriously consid- - knowledge of the mind and will of God as
ered by every person who would not be revealed therein, is in the most likely way
guilty of manifest insincerity and careless- to obtain the end proposed. If we will in
ness. It is a fatal mistake to imagine that this respect "do His will,'' says Christ, we
studying the Scriptures is only the work of "shall know of the doctrine, whether it be
those placed in authority over us by God. of God." But the temper directly oppoIndeed, it is a duty devolving upon them site to this, namely, pride of understandin a special manner, but it also extends to ing, or a vain conceit of our mental abilievery person capable of it from the high- ties, is as dangerous as it is natural. This
est to the lowest; and what is of most which discovered itself in the Pharisee,
importance, the Holy Scriptures will be our Savior calls "blindness," because it
the rule of the future judgment to all kept them in a state of ignorance.
those who have them.
From the influence of this bad principle,
Our Savior assured the 'Jews of this: it is that men trust so much to their own
"Do not think that I will accuse you to reason in matters of faith, They make it
to the Father. There is one that accuseth a standard, not only to themselves, but also
you, even Moses, in whom ye trust,"-that to God; and consequently reject everyis, the writings of Moses. In like manner thing they meet with in this world which
he told those who willfully rejected his comes not under its full compreh<;nsion.
gospel, "The word that I have spoken, It is thia defective principle that has ·conthe same shall judge you in the last day." tributed so much to make deists, who reChrist, who is ordained the final Judge ject all revealed religion because they meet
of all men, has thus made known by what with some things in it which .their own
rule he will then proceed. St. Paul, with reason cannot comprehend.
reference to the great day of the Lord
Great diligence and intenseness of mind
says, "God shall judge the secrets of men, arriving from a desire to obtain the right
by Jesu>; Christ, according to· my gospel." knovifledge ofthe Scriptures are necessarv
That is the declaration it makes and the for ensuring success in this employment.
rule of judgment it forms.
We have already observed that the word
The same sentence which the Scriptures "search" signifies a very diligent, conscious
now pronounce on men shall be ratified and accurate enquiry and pursuit, such as
and confirmed by Christ in the day of those who dig for precious metals in the
judgment. Whomsoever the word of God bowels of the earth.
binds on earth shall be bound in heaven;
This most diligent attention and scrutiny
and whomsoever it looses on earth shall into the meaning of the Scriptures is what
be loosed in heaven.
Solomon recommends: "If thou seekest
It is not necessary to inquire, "What her as silver, and searchest for her as hid
will be the law by which the heathen treasures, then shalt thou uhderstanii the
world, who never possessed this sacred fear or the Lord, and find the knowledge
book, will be judged?" The Judge of all of God."
men cannot err, and will do right. "As
In attempting to discern the contents of
many as have sinned without the law shall the Scriptures, there should be a continual
also perish without the law." They who application to God, by prayer, for the asnever had the Scriptures shall not be sistance of his Spirit. The same Spirit by
judged by them.
whose inspiration the sacred penman
Our obligations to search into this divine wrote them, is necessarj.to lead us into all
mine of truth being evident, and the argu- truth, and enable us to understand their
ments for the performance of this duty meaning.
being so weighty and conclusive, we may
The aid of the HolySpirit is requisite
proceed to inquire in what manner it is to both to open the Scriptures and our underbe performed.
standing that we may comprehend
A pure intention and readiness of mind, them.
freed from all prepossession and prejudice,
The two disciples said one to another,
is very necessary and proper for searching "Did not our hearts burn within us while
into the Holy Scriptures. We should be he talked with us by the way, and while
desirous to be instructed and operi to con- he opened to us the Scriptures?" "Then
viction. Many persons continue in unbe- opened he their understanding that they
lief and error, not because the things con- might understand the Scriptures." We
tained in these lively oracles which are cannot without the Holy Spirit, whatever
proposed to their impartial consideration may be our endeavors, ever attain the
and cordial reception do not come with saving knowledge of the Inspired volume.
proper evidence, but because they will not <~The natural man receiveth not the things
divest their minds of prejudice and candid- of the Spirit of God, for they are foolish1y examine them. If men will not forgo ness to him; neither can he know them,
their preimbibed opinions, prejudices, con- because they are spiritually discerned."
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Hence the psalmist invokes God, "Open
thou mine eyes, that I may behold wondrous things out of thy law."
Theory alone amounts to very little.
The Scriptures is a practical book to give
us right sentiments, furnish efficacious motives, and new-model our lives. But if we
deal in mere speculation, we shall remain
unchanged, unreformed, and destitute of
spiritual blessings, "which are more to be
desired than gold, yea, than much fine
gold."
W. WAINWRIGHT.
ST.

THOMA.&,

Ontario, March 9th.

ITEMS OF INTEREST.

DAMAGED BY STORMS.
LAKE BENTON, Minn., Aug. 13.-A
terrific storm struck this place to-day, and
for the next ten minutes the air was thick
with hailstones, many of which weighed
four ounces. Nearly every pane of glass
on the north and west sides of buildings
was broken. The probability is that $z,.
ooo will no more than pay for the broken
glass. In the country everything in the
shape of uncut grain in the path of the
storm was destroyed. It is not thought
that the storm covered a very wide area,
as it reached but a few miles either east
or west, but it is not known how far south
it extended.

M. Mcintyre & Co., and the "Q" round
house. The coal palace tower was twisted,
the windows blown in and the scaffolding
thrown across telegraph and telephone
wires, shutting off communication for a
few hours. At Franklin Park, Agency
and Batavia buildings were unroofed and
large trees uprooted. No persons are reported killed, but the damage to crops
and other property will be great.
BuRLINGTON, Iowa, Aug. 14.-For an
hour this afternoon rain and hail pelted
this city in a manner seldom experienced.
The streets were running rivers, and
cellars were filled. The damage to exposed goods and the injury to trees and
shrubs by hail and wind was great. A
terrific thunderstorm accompanied the
rain, and the electric system was temporarily demoralized, but not seriously. Little
damage to corn is reported. The rain
. was a benefit.
JACKSONVILLE, Ill., Aug 14.....:... The hail
I and windstorm"last night did an immense
amount of damage to growing corn;
The stalks were entirely stripped of their
foliage by the hail or torn from the
ground by the wind. There were many
narrow escapes, but no lives lost.
. MILLER, S.D., Aug 14·-A hard hailstorm visited this section, breaking window glass out of buildings in the city.
The storm was accompanied by heavy
rain and increased in violence as it passed
1 south.
The flax and other late crops
were beaten down.
BLOOMFIELD, Iowa, Aug. r6.-Many
sheep in this part of Davis county were
killed by the terrific storm of hail that
swept over here Friday evening.

i
I·

I

ST. CLOUD, Minn., Aug. I3.-A destructive rain and hailstorm swept over
this section of the state this afternoon.
Considerable damage is reported in the
counties of Sherburne and Benton. Along
the lines of the Great Northern great
damage by hail ;was done between Big
Lake and Beck~r and in the vicinity of
;Nelson, on .the i Fergus Falls division.
Immediately east of St. Cloud the rain fell
SAN BERNARDINo, Cal., Aug. r r.-A
in torrents and the wind, which blew a cloudburst occurred in this vicinity to-day.
perfect hurricane, beat the grain to the: It was the heaviest at Redmonds and
earth and scatter~d wheat stacks in hope- Craftons. At the former place the water
less tangle.
:
flowed through the streets for hours,
KEOKUK, Iow~, Aug. 13 .-A terrible flooding all the business homes and washwind and rainstopn struck here this ?.fter- ing away se~veral small buildings. Much
noon. Half the: sh~de-trees in the city damage has been done young orchards.
were blown down and small buildings
SAN DrEGO, Cal., Aug. 14.-A stage
were moved from their foundalions. driver brings information of the destruc~
Lightning struck: the amphitheater at the tion of thelittle settlement of Campo, in
fair grounds. ~en .B. Jewell, a book- this county, by cloudburst Wednesday.
keeper at the savings bank, received a
Seven houses were washed away and
shock which w~s at first thought to be considerable livestock drowned, but no
fatal, but to-niglh he is better. Many loss of human life. Monetary loss small .•
narrow escapes :occurred in, the pani'c
A disastrous cyclone passed over Eldercaused by the stroke, but .no one was ville, Ill., Saturday night. No lives were
seriously injured;
lost.
OTTUMWA, Ia;, Aug. 9.~A high wind
CITY OF MEXIco, Aug. I4.-A teleof cyclonic proportions was the consum- gram received here yesterday from Colima
mation of the terrific heat of the last two states that the ashes from the volcano have
days. Humeston, Corydon; Centerville, ceased to fall in that place, though the
Ottumwa, Agency and other towns that column of fire is the same as it was yes"
lay in its path suffered more or less. At terday. The fall of the ashes in some
Humeston cars were blown from the cases has attained a depth of from three
track of the Ke'okuk & Western road, to six inches on the housetops and in the
the roumd house was demolished and streets. The eruption is on a scale of
houses unroofed. At Corydon the large magnitude that has never before been
court house. was unroofed and the county observed. Streams of lava many .feet in
offices damaged, The Methodist church width course down the sides of the volcano,
was demolished and the depot blown · burning everything in their course~ It is
down. At Ottumwa the gale swept .the stated that the governor of Colima has
roofs.fromthe stores of A. D. Moss, A. sent a commission to the volcano.to make
feterson, the large.warehouse of Harper a scientific report upon the present eruption.

BRUSSELs, Aug. 16.-The international
labor congress, or, as it is now called, the
international socialist workmt;p's congress,
opened here to-day. Mrs. Aveling and
numerous English trade-union delegates
were in attendance, despite the fact that
but few English delegates were expected.
The Belgian delegates, MM. Verrycken
and V olders, delivered addresses in which
they heartily welcomed all the delegates
to Brussels and urged the union of all the
socialist sects. Their remarks elicited
hearty applause.
Severe electric and rainstorms have
done great damage at Salem and Shawneetown, Illinois, and Vincenne~ and
Seymour, Indiana.
Three Anarchists were excluded from
the International Socialist Workmen's
Congress in Brussels.
Mrs. Sarah B. Cooper, of California,
has under her supervision, it is said,
twenty-five kindergartens, containing altogether over two thousand pupils. Mrs.
Leland Stanford contributes about $3o,ooo
yearly to the support of these schools.
YuMA; Ariz., Aug. 8.-C. Smith, an
American trapper, accompanied bv a Cocopah Indian, has returned from the Gulf
of California, and gives additional details
concernmg the earthquake and tidal wave
of Thursday last. About 6 o'clock that
morning a heavy shock was felt near
Laredo colony, in the state of Sonora,
Mexico, on the Colorado river. The sky
darkened and a terrific thunderstorm came
up. A huge wave from the gulf was
driven inland and fences and landing
places washed away. A second earthquake shock caused the earth to open in
many places, some fissures being four to
seven Jeet wide and from twenty to thirty
feet long and seemingly .fathomless.
Men were thrown to the ground by this
shock. Ab.out a mile from Laredo they
noticed a fissure in the middle of the river
bed, into which the Colorado was pouring
with much noise.. A third shock of earthquake destroyed three small habitations of
colonists and cracked those of others. . No
human life was lost, but a large amount
·of livestock was killed.
YuMA, A. T., Aug, 9.-Reports continue to come in from the earthquake region at the head of the Gulf of California.
Two Cocopah Indians of the tribe that
live near there arrived here yesterday.
They tell a thrilling story. Early Thursday morning hundreds of mud volcanoes
thirty miles off, burst into a violent eruption. The air grew denser and many
infants were suffocated. At last a violent
thunderstorm cleared the air, only to
show the tidal wave approaching from
the. gulf with frightfui rapidity, The
waters rose, Sowallowing up the Indian
cattle, horses, grain fields and driving
them for their lives to the top of the
mesas, a hundred feet high above the
river.. The earthquake shocks then began.
The fourth threw every one down, seri~
ously injuring inany. . The dust darkened .the air. .The rumble of the earthquake, the sharp explosion of the distant
volcanoes, the bellowing of the crazed
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cattle made ·a terrifying· uproar and the

frighte~ecf Indians broke and fled wildly

up the river, two only succeeding in
reaching here who tell the story. The
others dropped exhausted along the route.
Jose Perez, a cattleman from Lendo, and
five men witnessed the scene from the
top of the hill to which they had· e~caped.
They report the tidal wave as fully one
hundred feet high, and also the river of
blueish purple fire which was flowing
down into the Colorado near the gulf.
This is undoubtedly from the sulphur
mountain which was set on fire by the
volurne of burning material thrown out by
the volcanoes. Much property was destroyed. The residence and all valuable
buildings on the ranch of Charles Townsend, breeder of fine cattle, were leveled
by the earthquake.
CLINTON, Iowa, Aug. 14.-The Mississippi Valley Spiritualist association is
having its usual session of four weeks
here at Mount Pleasant park, which
property is owned by them. To-day was
a marked one in the calendar of the asso- ·
dation, they having a general Indian powwow. Some twenty men, women, and
boys, dressed in leaves, blankets, feathers
and other Indian regalia went wild. They
had a war dance, threw themselves fltlt on
the earth, screeched, and acted as near
like Indians filled with fire-water as could
be desired by Chief Black Hawk, who
thev said controlled their actions. Many
people from the city went out to watch
them and their entertainment, they claiming to be controlled by spirits from the
Indian heaven.
A Bostonian, who had an interview
with Mme. Blavatsky shortly before her
death, says that the great priestess of
theosophy weighed at that time more than
goo pounds. She was so ponderous that
she could not sit in an ordinary arm-chair,
and she was fond of speaking of herself
as the "old hippopotamus."
Because of
her great breadth,she seemed shorter than
she was. Sbe sat with a pack of cards in
her hands and a cigarette in her mouth,
and insisted on her visitor smoking with her.
Her hand:> were remcu-kably beautiful, and
she always kept some object in them so'
that they would attract the constant attention of the persons about her.- Chicago

Times.
CAPE MAY, N.J., Aug. 16.-It is reported in real estate circles here that Wilson
Banks and others have sold to an agent for
Baron Hirsch, the J ew!'lh benefactor, about
900 acres of" land in Woodbine, on the
West Jersey railroad, near the northern
boundary of Cape May county. The land
will be ·used to establish another Jewish
colony, one having already been established
about two miles above the reported purchased tract.
CHOLERA RAGING IN ASIA,
Vienna correspondence LondonSta1zdard: Great consternation has been caused
in Vienna, and, indeed throughout Austri<>,
by the reports received here respecting
the terrible number of deaths from cholera
in Asia, and the rapid spread of the epidemic from Mecca and Aleppo to north-

~Look Here.-The small colored label with
ern Syria and the south coast of Asia Ill:$'
your name printed on, shows the date to which
Minor. The public concern is increased your subscription is paid.
by the knowledge of the total il1lide5ser91
that your subscription will run out September 5,
quacy of the sanitary measures of the Means
1891; Renew your subscription in time.,
Turkish authorities. That the Turks are
most anxious. to keep the disease out of
their European territories cannot be
doubted; but the executive authorities to
whorp all the measures proposed by the
POTTA W A TTAMIE.
international sanitary board are intrusted
are so little to be relied upon that.,~neither
Conference convened Saturday, May 3oth,
the different cordons in Arabia nor the 1891; president, H. N. Hansen; D. M. Rudd secnumerous quarantine stations thaf have retary pro. tem. Reports of the branches were
read and received. Reports of elders: H. N.
been established are of any avail in check- Hansen, bapti.,ed 2; F. Peterson, baptized 2; S.
ing the progress of the epidemic. The Butler, C. Derry, D" .M. Rudd, J. P. Carlile, J.
sanitary condition of Mecca is simply Carlile, S. C. Smith, L. Campbell, C. Casterson,
shocking. But no Christian is allowed J. F. Drebis. Priests reported: G. N(>edham, T.
J. Evans, H. Peterson, S. Wood, P .. Jento enter the sacred city, and the ignorance Scott,
son, John Evans, P. Rasmussen. Teachers reand fanaticism of Mohammedans prevent ports: S. V. Pratt, Isaac Carlile, J. Christenson.
any effective sanitary control by the local Bishop's agent, A. Hall, reported: Balance last
authorities.
The disease continues to report, $ r6.32; total received, $461.12; total disspread more and more, and its advance bursed, $433 so; balance, $27.62. Books audited
and found correct for the year ending March
can only be checked by the European 31st, r89r. By motion H. N. Hansen was suspowers quickly agreeing upon vigorous tained district president, Thomas Scott clerk,
concerted .measures.
and Andrew Hall bishop's agent. Resolved,
all elders, priests, teachers and deacons labor
Grasshoppers are playing havoc with that
under direction of district president; also that
everything green in the vicinity of Port- the district president appoint all elders and
land, Indiana.
priests their fields of labor. Missionaries C.
Fierce gales swept over portions of Derry and D. M. Rudd were sustained. The
appointed the following two-days'
Illinois, doing great damage. On the r8th president
meetings: Haz~ldell township, commencing
Vandalia, Marion, Carlyle; and Wadena, July roth, by which many hearts were made to
Minn., and] ackson, Michigan, were thus rejoice by hearing the gospel of God's dear Son
and four were united with the fold. The labors
visited.
of Brn. Charles Derry and D. M. Rudd ·were
] acksonville, Florida was visited by a very much appreciated. Adjourned to Cresent
destructive conflagration on the r8th. branch, the last Saturday in August.
The loss amounted to $ 1 ,ooo,ooo.
In a late interview with Cardinal
Gibbons, in Chicago; that prelate made
the following statement: "I am opposed
to any innovation affecting the hierarchy
TWO-DAYS' MEETINGS.
of the United States that is calculated to
There will be a two-days'. meeting held at
destroy the Americanism of the church. Streator, Illinois, August 29th and 30th. EveryThe strength and backbone of the church body is invited to attend; Brn. Hougas and
Cooper in charge, also Brn. Vickery and C. D.
in this country lies in the fact of its being Carter, and Bro. George Scheideker are requested
American. The efforts of foreigners to to be present.
change the exi"lting condition of affairs
Also a two-days'· meeting held at Mission, Illinois, September 19th and 20th, in charge of Brn.
will meet with strenuous opposition, and I
F. M. Cooper and W. Vickery. The ministry
am satisfied will prove utterly futile."
and Saints are all cordially invited to attend and
NEw YoRK, Aug. 17.-Reports from help to make it a success.
HENRY SouTHWICK, Dist. Pres.
Vera Cruz, early in August. Yellow
fever was raging to an alarming extent
There will be a two-days' meeting held in
in that city. The hospitals were filled to Five
Lakes, Lapeer county, Northern Michigan
overflowing, and all efforts of the health district, September r2th and 13th. E. C. Briggs,
authorities to check the spread of the J. J. Cornish, J. A. Carpenter, R. Davis and
disease were unavailing. Many deaths others of the ministry are expected to be present.
Llave occured during the last. six weeks, Come, Saints, for all are welcome.
R. W. HUGILL, Pres.
and it was a common sight to see a &tring
of funerals half a mile long, stretching
REUNION NOTICE.
from the gates of the city to the cemetery,
First annual reunion of the Northwest Kansas
each funeral party waiting patiently for district will be held at Idylwild Park, eleven
a chance to bury its dead.
miles northeast of Clay Center, Kansas, with
PoRT AU PRINCE, Hayti, Aug. 17.- the Goshen branch, commencing September
roth, r891. Parties coming by rail will come to
The River St. Marie has overflowed its Clay
Center; daily transfer from this point to
banks. To-day a bridge over the river the park. Ample provisions will be made for
was swept away and thirty lives were the accommodation of everybody, also for teams;
good boarding house and stables near by at realost.

ADDRESSES.

Gomer Wells, Secretary General Sunday School Association, Knobnoster, Missouri
Thomas Lester, Bishop's Agent, East New York Av',enue, near Powell street, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Bro. Thomas Tyler, formerly from England, No. 1328
Penn street, Lawrence, Kansas.
J. C. Crabb, 1001 South Tenth St., Burlington, Iowa.
James McKiernan, No. 1710 Lyons St., Des Moines,
Iowa.

sonable rates. Every effort is being made to secure good elders to attend. A beautiful park
well lighted with new gasoline lamps will add to
tbe charms and conveniences of the place. Remember the quarterly conference convenes during the reunion. Railroad rates have been secured
at one and a third fare for the round trip. Tickets
should be purchased to Clay Center on the certificate plan. Be sure to get a certificate with
every ticket over different roads. Come all who
can.
H. P. CuRTIS, Dist. Sec.
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SCATTERED MEMBERS, LONDON
BRANCH.
The members of the London branch, whose
names appear below, are earnestly requested to
send for letters of removal from said branch on
or before February rst, 1892, or they will be re·
ported as "scattered members," and so placed on
the records: Hannah Manning, Alice Reeves,
Mary Allen, Francis Roberts, Elizabeth Allen,
Harry Rymall, Walter Bailey, Elizabeth Blackmore, James Pike, John E. Gardiner.
WM. CoRBETT, Pres.,
W. A. HARDY, Clerk.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The Southeastern Illinois district conference
will convene September 12th at ro a.m., at the
Dryfork schoolhouse, with the Dryfork branch;
Wayne county, Illinois. Everybody invited.
.
G. H. HILLIARD, Dist. Pres.
The Kewanee district conference will convene
at the Buffalo Prairie branch, Saturday, September 5th, at roa.m. We would be pleased to see
all the branches of the district represented. We
trust Bro. A. H. Smith will be with us. Visiting
Saints will be met at Joy and Aledo, Illinois, on
Friday, September 4th.
D. S. HoLMES, Dist. Pt·es.
NOTICES.
Des Moines district meeting will commence
in the tent, September sth, at 7:30p.m.; Sunday
school convention September r rth, at 9:30a.m.;
conference convenes the 12th, at ro a.m., at
Richland, Tama county. Trains on Chicago &
Northwestern R. R. will be met September roth
at Long Point, going east, one p.m., going west,
three p.m.; on the Rock Island, going east, forenoon trains at Malcom. Those coming on other
trains on Northwestern notify H .. A. McCoy,
Helena, Iowa; on the Rock Island notify H.
Lyke, Malcom. Everybody invited.
H. A. McCoY.
CHANGE OF TIME.
Our Reunion at'Goose Creek, Ritchie county,
We8t Virginia, will be held on the rzth and 13th
of September, ins~ead of the 5th and 6th, as be·
fore .advertised. We expect the missionary in
charge to be present. Also Elders Moler,
Matthews and C. G. Ruley.
D. L. SHINN.
BORN.
HuRsT.- At . Maquoketa, Iowa. May 28th,
1890, to Mr. A. a!ld Mrs. Sarah Hurst, a son;
blessed August sth, I89I, by J. s. Roth, and
named Harry John.
MARRIED.
ORFIELD.-WELLINGTON.- At the house of
Bro. and Sr. Thomas Wellington, (ryear Lamoni,
Iowa), on the .evening of August r2th, r89r,
their daughter Nettie was united in marriage
to Mr. Harrison :Orfield, of Burrill, Decatur
county, Iowa. Elder H. A. Stebbins officiated
in the service. Friends and kindn:ld were assem- ·
bled, a pleasant tirr)e was had, and good wishes,
as well as more substantial gifts were left by
them with the young husband and wife. May
their journey throi.Jgh life. be attended with all
the happiness that c;:an be expected in this sphe,re.
DIED.
BALLINGER.-Sri Elizabeth Ballinger was born
in Tewksbury, Gloucestershire, England, May
lith, r!lr7; died in Omaha, Nebraska, August
uth, 1891, aged 74 years arid 3 months. She
.united with the .Reorganized Church in April,
189r, though she had been a believer for many
years. She leaves three daughters and one son,
the former· reside in this c!ty,. the son in San
Francisco, Califorrlia. Sr. Ballh:lger was a woman of.quiet, retiring disposition, and won and
retained many friends .. During her last illness
she was never heard to complain, but was e"er
most thankf1..1l for kindnes13 and unremitting attt~ntion sho.wn her by kindred and friends~ When

her husband perceived that the end was at hand,
he asked her if sbe was conscious she was soon
going, to which she replied that she was, also
that she had no fear, that it was well. Funeral
sermon by Elder W. W. Blair in Saints' chapel,
Omaha, to a large and sympathizing congregation, August 12th at 3 p.m.
ALLEN.-At San Bernardino, California, August Ist, r89r, Bro. Richard Allen. He was born
September I2th, r8r2. Bro. Allen was a native
of Ireland, but emigrated in his youth to Australia where he united with the old church, and
soon after left for this country with the intention
of going to Utah, but joined the company fitting
out of Southern California and was one of the
first to settle in this valley. He united with the
Reorganized church-early in the sixties andremained firm in the faith until his death. He
was a kind father, loving husband, and died universally respected. Funeral services by Elder
William Gibson.
NICHOLAs.-At Malad City, Idaho, August
4th, r89r, Sr. Mary Ann Nicholas, aged 53 years.
The deceased came to Utah about I835, and was
soon after united in marriage to Eider John
Nicholas. Her husband died in 1878, since which
time she remained a widow. Being an active
woman in society she was always among the
sick and needy. She was highly resp~cted by the
community, a large number following her remains to the place of interment. Funeral services were conducted by Elders Reynolds and
Lewis. She leaves four daughters and three sons
to mourn their loss. She was always ready to
assist in matters connected with the Malad
branch, the elders finding a warm reception at
her home; and in this her sons and daughters
follow her example.
EvANs.-At Malad City, Idaho, March I3th,
r89r, Bro. Joshua Evans, formerly of Middle
Duffryn, Aberdare, Wales, aged 72 years; well
known to many readers of the Herald.
LEIGH.-At Malad City, Idaho, June 19th,
I89I, Sr. Ann Leigh.
Deceased was born nt
Llannell y, W'!les, April 7th, r822; emigrated to
Utah in r849, and to Idaho in r865, where she
remained until her death. Funeral services by
Elder J. Lewis.
GAUGH.-At her home, Galland's Grove, Iowa,
July 2oth, I89r, Sr. Jane Gaugh,' daughter of lhe
late Bro. William Van Ausdell, and wife of
Bro. William Gaugh. She .was born May 7th,
r8r3, in Greenbrier county, Virginia, and was
aged 78 years, 2 months and 13 days when she
died. She was baptized in 1832, in Lawrence
county, Ohio, by Elder Seymour Brunson. She
remained faithful t~rough life, but was sorely
afflicted for several months previous to her death.
Fune1;al discourse at the Saints' church, Galland'~ Grove, August 2d, by.Eider John Pett,
assisted by Elder Milton Lynch.
PUBLISHER'S NOTICE.
We wish to say to our friends that our book
"With The Church In An Early Day," is now
ready for mailing. To the ministry we are .offering unusual inducements to assist in its sale and
would be pleased to have you send for our terms
soon, as the offer will be withdrawn December
r st, r89r. Parties ordering hereafter will please
notice that thefpostage is fourteen cents, instead
of eight cents, as we thought it would be. The
volume (as the amount of postage indicates) is
large, neatly and substant!alfy bound and we
think will give general satisfaction.
M. WALKER.
THR:EE HARVEST.EXCURSIONS.
The Burlington route, C., B..& Q. R. R., will
sell from principal stations on its lines, on Tuesdays, August 25 and Sept. IS & 29, Harvest Excursion Tickets at Low Rates to principal cities
and points in the Farming Regions of the West,
Southvvest and Northwest. For tickets and further information concerning ·these excursions,
call on your nearest C., B. & Q. ticket agent, or
address P. S. EusTIS, Gen'l Pass. and Ticket
Agent, Chicago, Ill.
8t
l(ark H. Forsc~tt, No.1514 Francis St.,

m, Joseph, Mo.
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READ

THIS!!!

A New aud Eular;-ed Edition
OF

PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD;,
THE

Apostacy, Reformation and Restoration,
BY WM. H. KELLEY,

Everybody Slundd Read It.
It contains 421 page~ (the first issue containing but
of closely written matter, with autograph and likeness
of the Author, and is sold at the low price of $1.25 per copy.
370)

No one should be content with a copy of the first issue.
Send it on a missionary tour among your neJghbors and
friends, and purchase a volume of the New Edition to be
better pleased with it, and thus send a thousand evangelists
into the field' with little or no sacrifice. The WORK IS A LIBRA·

RY W'JTHIN ITSELF~

a marvel qf trenr;hant criticism and logical deductwns from historical facts; a KEY to the right un-

derstanding of the Bible and modern diverse systems of
faith and worship. It discusses the issues of theology
that are to the front to-day. No Bible student can afford
to miss reading HPresidency and Priesthood" either a8

critic or invesLigator. It points oi1t the way in which all
Christians may uniLe upon a common faith-the Bibleand may be read with interest and profit by Skeptics and
Infidels. It treats largely of MinisteJ.•ial Authority as associated With the MELCHISEDEK and AARONIC
PRIESTHOODS, and the
IDEAL CHURCH OF NEW TESTAMENT TIMES
is conspicuously set forth in striking contrast with the
Creeds and systems of Church building since the days of
the Apostles, Also the claims for theRESTORATION OF THE GOSPEL AT A LATER
-DAY THAN APOSTOLIC AGE
Is critically examined in the light of prophecy and history, which is a subject of great moment to men of every
faith. A historical resume or briif is also inserted of the
rise and development of the

HAPOSTATE CHURCH,,,

and an

exegesis upon the 29th chapter of Isaiah, the revelation
of the "sEALED BOOK," a scientific and historical reference and presentation of the earliest discovery and settlement.of the Americau continent. some twenty centuries hefore the Christian era, the ancestors of the American Indians, who they were and where they came from,
with facsimiles of their writings, the origin of modern
-churches and creeds, etc.
.
Copies may be had by addressing Wm. H. Kelley. Temple, Lake county, Ohio; or the Herald Office, Lamoni,
Iowa, and from Traveling Agents. Money orders sent to
Wm, H. Kelley should be drawn on Willoughby, Ohio.

MILLINERY STOCK
For sale in Lamoni at a bargain. Write to
Box 230, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.

BOILER FOR SALE, CHEAP.
An Eight-horse Ames Boiler, made by thl), Ames
Iron Works, Oswego, N. Y., in good condition, and
running order, used in Herald Office, but taken out
on account of it not being large enough and replaced
with a 25 horse one. All necessary valves and fittings go with it.
Any one ueeding such a boiler, write to Herald
Office.
·

MEETING HOUSES.
Below will be found the different places of
meeting of the church in the cities named:
Salt Lake City, Utah, Mission Chapel, Second
South street, opposite the Presbyterian church.
Meetings every Sunday at 2 and 7: 30 p.m.
St. Joseph, Missouri; Saints' Chapel, Seventeenth street, near Faraon street. Take Jule
street, or Wyatt Park cars to Seventeenth street,
and the building will be in sightSt, Louis, Missouri, No, 2518 Elliott avenue.
San Bernardino, California, corner Fifth and
F streets.
Omaha, Nebraska, Saints' Chapel, No. 1418
North Twenty-first. streets.
Sacramento, California, Saints' Chapel, Twenty-fourth avenue and K streets. J. M. Parr,
president.
San Francisco, California, Lincoln Hall, Montgomery street, near Palace HoteL
Denver, Colorado,. Euclid Hall, Fourteenth
street, opposite City Hall.
Kansas City, Missouri, No. 2324 Wabash ave.
Preaching services at I I a.m. and 7: 30 p.m.;
social service at 2: 30 p.m., Sundays.
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, 67 Fourth avenue.
Boston, Massachusetts, Howard avenue, Roxbury,
·
Nebraska City, Nebraska:. Seco:nd Carso1 between 6th and 'jth streets,
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
ZION'S

NOW READY.
"VVHAT
BY

IS

ELDER

J. R.

MAN,"
LAMBERT,

Is now ready in paper covers. A thorough treatise on
"immortality, arid a complete expose of mortal-soulisni;
250 pages.
Paper covers, per copy,
50 c.
75c;
Cloth (ready by September 15)
.Food for Thought, paper covers
25c.
Per dozen
·
$2.00.
Patriot .one year and Food for Thm\ght 1.15 ..
· 6 months "
70c.
~ WRITE US FOR TERMS TO AGENTS.

·LAMBERT BROTHERS,
LAMONI, IowA.

SPIRITUAL GIFTS
AND

THE SEER OF PALMYRA:
Or

SEQUEL TO i!JPIRITUAL GIFTS.
By M. H. BOND.
J'IIodern Prophets after ancient types.
Vi'ho was Joseph Smitl1?
Was he a religions hnpostor?
Was I.e a "Spirit rtiedium"?
What do~s the Bible say about Joseph
!!lmith?
The Truth by Three Witnesses-Christianity in the
First and Nineteenth Century-The Ancient. and Modern Pharisee-1'he Revelations of Emmanuel Swedenborg-Modern "Spirit Mediums," and Hypnotic Religions •· Revival," as Against Reason and Bible Testimony, and in Contradistinction to the Work of "The Latter
Day Seer," Examined in the Light of FAcTs and Human
History-A Rational and Sc"iptural Exposition or Explanation of Old and New Testament Prophecy and Doctrine.
.
.
A Revision of "Spiritual Gifts," With Supplement and
Appendix. Nearly twice the reading matter of Spiritual
Gifts. Paper covers 35cts., full cloth binding 60 cents.
For Sale at "Herald Office," or by M. H. Bond, Willoughby, Ohio. Liberal Discount to Agents.
4apr

AUTUMN LEAVE8,
With frontispiece each month.
Published monthly, 48 pages, neatlycovered.

Price per year

$1.50.

Mrs. M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.

A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
Setting forth the order and nature of the Priesthood, and defining the. duties and prerogatives
of all the Church Officials, including the First
Presidency, and also the. Deacons, as set forth in
the Revelations of God and decisions of the
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
the Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
Price 25 cents including postage.

GERMAN TRACTS.
W"Tracts in the German Language may be had of Bro.
Ad. Richter, Burlington, Iowa: The Baptism, 6 cents;
the Repentance, 5 cents; the Principles of the Gospel, 6
cents: the Epitome ol Faith. 2c.; the Sixth Trumpet, a
fifty-four page pamphlet, 25c. These prices include
'
postage.
.RUil~l!!l

.RJEV:ii!!IJ:TJ!!lD,

AND THE WORLD STORY RETOLD;
The Scientific Defense of the Latter Day Faith.
240 pages, bound in cloth, price 1»11.

S. F. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa.

INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
~ FLEXI:BJr,E BINDING. ~
The Inspired Translation of the Holy Scriptures bound in limp leather, flexible covers, similar to the binding of the Oxford Sunday-school
Teachers Bible. Price, by mail, $4.

HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
or sale my House of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace in it, and water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.

.

ENSIGN

BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.·
Muslin boards, 396 pages.................. .1 'Ill
Published every Saturday at
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,
· Propositions:-(!) Is the Book of Mormon of Di·
vine origin, and are its teachings entitled to the respect
Brethren { J · A. RoBINSON } Editors.
and belief of all Christian people't (2) Is the Church
F. G. PITT
of which I, Clark Braden, ama member, the Church·
Subscription prl.ce, $1.00 per year.
ofChrist, and identical in faith, organization, ordinan·
· It is devoted to the spreading of religious truth as
ces, worship and practice, with the Church of Christ,
viewed by the Saints.
Each issue contains a sermon by one of the ministry,
as it was left perfected by the Apostlea of Christ. (3)
reports of the different societies in the church, and articles bearing upon or explanatory of the doctrmes of the · Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saint.!! in fact, the Church of God, and accepted
church.
It is the intention to make it a >telp to the missionary
with Him?
at home and in the field; a sourr.e of comfort to the scattered ones who are denied church privileges, and to bring
":MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
the Saints into closer·relationship with each other.
In muslin, 21.Scts., ten or more, ea,ch ••• , •• "·... 20
In pap~r 15cts., ten or more, each ••••. , • • • • • • 13
IN.
This is the notorious ":Manuscript Found," written
We are preserving several hundred copies of each
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which so much has
installment of the Braden Kelley Debate, and shall
been said in connection with the theory that it furbe prepared. until further notice to furnish all our re·
nished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
port to new subscribers. 50cts will secure the entire
ground work and material from which to write the
r€lport.
Book of :Mormon.
LAMBERT BROS. Publishers,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
COWDERY LETTERS.
BOOKS W ANT·ED.
In paper covers Sets. each; per dozen......... 'i5
Wingfield watson, of Bav Springs, Charlevoix county,. Without covers.5cts. each; per dozen;........ 60
Michigan, would like to replrwe· his first three or four · Contains valuable matter in relation to the Calling
volumes ofth(\\;J::imes and ileasons, aud .Life of Joseph 1 of Joseph the Seer, the Discovery and Translation of
$mith, the Prq;,)\net, having lfitely lost them by fire.
the Book of Mormon, and the Angelic bestowal of the
Any one ha•.';f'~g a copy of these works, or any nne of
them, to part w.1th for a 'price, is respectfully invited to
Priesthood.
correspond withhim: according to the. above address.
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVENANTS.
SUNDAY SCHOOL
An en!Mged edition, 32 pagea, p!iper covers.... 10
Old editiot~ .................. •· • • • • .. • • • • • • •
5

SEND .THEM

TEACHERS' LESSON HELPS,

For Intermediate Question Book and New
Testament Classes-of use in all classes. Single
copies,

so cents per

pear.

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
- - ) B Y TilE ( - -

Board of Publication of the Remganizec1 Chmch,
at their Publishil1g House in

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE SEER,
And discl'veries of Ancient American Reeo:,:ds and
Relics, with the statement of a Converted Jew.
Paper covers, 43 pages ........... -.'"....... 10
THE SAINTS' HARMONY
. (Music only,)
Leather back and :Muelin sides ...•.•.•. : • ••. $1 50

SUNDAY SCHOOL REPORT.
This is a blank stat1stical report, per dozen
10 cts
LICENCES, NO'l'lCE8, &c.
Elders, Priests, Teachers, and Deacons Licences,
each per dozen . . • • . • • • . . . . . . . . • • • . • • • • • • 12
Baptism and Confirmation Certificate books. . • • • 26
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred......... 40
CERTIFICAT]j]S AND REPOR'l'JS.
Branch Statistical Heports, per dozen.......... 40
5
.Annual Statistical Reports, two for. . . • • . • . • • • •
Certificates of Baptism and :Membership, per doz. 12
Certificates of Removal, per dozen • . • • • • • • • . • . 12
Marriage Certificates, per dozen .••••••••••• , • 25
JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET AND
HIS PROGENITORS.
(By Lucy Smith.)
M:uslin binding, 312 pages • • .. • • • .. .. • • .. • • .. 70
Leather 'binding. o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00

BOOK OF MOR11WN.
Roan, sprinkled edges ....................... 1 ~!i
[mitation Morocco, gilt edges .....••••.•••.•• l. 1$0
BRANCH RECORDS.
Leather backs and comers, muslin sides; printed
headings, and ruled for Record of Names, Bleooing of Children, and for :Marriage~~ ......••••• 2 00
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVENANTS.
An enlarged edition, 32 pages, pv,per covers •• ,', 10
Old edition .......................... o • . . • •
!i
SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers lOcts.; per dozen .••••••••••••• 1 00

SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covermlOots.; per dozen .............. 1 00
TR:A.CTS.
2 Truth :Made ~J:anifcst, dozen ~Octs., 100 ••••• 1 liO'
3. Voice of the Good Shepherd, dozen 5c., 100 • 40

4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine oi the Church
and the Kirtland Temple Suit, dozen 5c, 100.. 25
250 for 50 cts, 500 for $1, 1,000 .•••...• 1 ~6
6. The "One Baptism;" ita Mode, Subjects, Prerequisites and Design-and Who Shall Administer; 25 cts per do:zen, per 100 ............ 1 '15
'!. Who Then Can be Saved; dozen 5c., 100.... 40
8. FulnellS of the Atonement; dozen 25c., 100 •. 1 1!!)
9. Spiritualism Viewed fram a Scriptural Stand·
point; dozen 30 cts., 100 ................•• 2 25
10. The Narrow Way; dozen 15 cts., 100 .•.... 1 10
lL The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2 25
12. The Bible vs Polygamy; dozen 25 cts., 100.1 65
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 25 cts, 100 .•• 1 ~5
Hi Briv.hP.mite Idolatry; doz8n 5 cts., 100..... 40
16. Polygamy: Was it an Original Tenet of the
Church; dozen 20 cts., 100 ................ 1 40
17. The Successor in the Prophetic Office and
Presidency of the Church; dozen 25 cte, 100.1 ~6
20. The "One Body:" or the Church of Christ
under the Apostleship and nuder the Apost.asy; dozen 20 cts., 100 •........••••.•...... 1 40
21. Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100... 15
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 cts, 100 ... 1 10
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 .••.••..••• 1 25
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 cts., 100.... 40
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 cts., 100..... 40
26. :Mountain of the Lord's House; doz. 5c., 100 40
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen ~5 cts., l 00 ... 1 40
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrine and Covenants; dozen 5 cts., 100....... 40
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen. . • • • . 15
per hundred ............................. l 10
31. What is 'fruth? and True Orthodoxy? and
an Eva.ngelical Church? dozen 5 cts., 100. . . 25
250 for 50 cts., 500 for $1, 1,000 for ........• 1 ~5
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 . • • • 40
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen.. 20
per hundred .............................. 1 25
41. The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 cts., 250 50
500 for $1, 1,000 for ...................... l 75
42 Rejection of the Chureh; dozen 15 cts., 100.1 10
43 One Wife, or Many; dozen 25 cts, 100 .. ,• .1 71.S
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of Jesus Christ; 6 cts. eac.t, per dozen .•. ; • . • • • . . 60
Prophecy oh the Rebellion; per 100.......... Hi
.An lllllloi'tment of Tracts..................... 35
SET OF TRACTS.
llo11nd in Limp Muslill, turned in • • • • •• • • •. • • •
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"HEARKEN TO THE WORD Oll' THE LORD! li'OR THERE SHA
HE SHALL BAVB ,NONE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon,
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE,
IS AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN."-Page 330, Book 0

Vol.

'6T ANY MAN AMONG YOlJ HA Vlll SAVlli, .IT liB 0Nlll WD'll: AND CONOUlliNliiS
. 2, par. 6.
,
NE WOMAN BlJT ONE HlJSBA~D: EXCEPT IN CASE Oll' DEATH, WHEN EITHER
enants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.

Lamoni, IovyCl., September 5, 1891.

38.-Whole No. 954.

latter sect has never had any collisio.ns with the
Wilford Woodruff, has acquiesced in that ruling
. powers that be, and will, of course, be more
and advised the people to obey the laws of our
Official Paper of the Reorganized C)lurch of Jesus Christ of
fllvored by the officials. On.e man advances the
country; in thus yielding to the supremacy of the
Latter Day Smnts
.
PtJ;BLISHED AT LAMONI, ·DECATUR. CouNTY, low A,
idea that should the secessio.n from the Briglaws, Wilf.ord Woodruff ahd all other BrighamEvery Saturday. Price $2.25 per year.
hamite Young wing be large, the Government
ites, virtttal)y acknowledged that Joseph Smith
~.1e Traveling :Ministry, Di~trict and Branc~ !'residents~
will propably release so.me of the church propis the head of .the church. There are a number
and' the Bishop's Agents, are requested to sohClt ~e.w ~~b
scribers, and help build up the paper and the pubhc~t~on
erty confiscated under the Edmu,nds act, and
of men in Utah ~ho will take solemn oath that
de...g~~f:e~~tietters and Subscriptions must be sent to David place the new establishment iri possession for a Joseph Smith; the originator and founder of the
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Hegistered Letter, or Express.
nominal consideration. The meeting was a secret
Mormon .Church, did at Nauvoo, in a public
Entered as second class matter at_Lamon~ ~os~ Offtee.
one, and it was only late in the night that news
meeting in the presence of two thousand people,
of the proceedings leaked out. All kinds of
lay his hands upon the head of his son Joseph,
rumors are in circ·ulation, but it is certain that and ·proclaim to the wor!q that his son Joseph
some deep-laid schemes against .the vitals o.f. the .. would:.succeed to·the presidency of the church,
Mo.riT1on Church. were sprung and w!ll in time be
and as such successor the youth. was blessed &nd
JOSEPH SMITH}.•
EDITORS.
W. W. BLAIR
put in operation.
anoipted as the succeeding High Priest. That
R. S. SALYARDS •
ASSISTANT EDITOR,
This was sent us by a brother as news, youth did succeed to the presidency of the legitiand was followed not long after by a letter mate church, and through his powers of organLamoni, Iowa, Sept.
1891.
from Bro .. E. T. Dobson, of Ogden, with ization, he has 'erected a magnificent temple at
clippings containing the following letter 'Independence, Jackson county, Missouri, and
HERALD AGENT.
from. a resident of Ogden, published by has his missionaries and churches in many states
THE Herald Management haV'e appoint- the Ogden Commercial on August 9th, and nations; and the Lamoni Herald is scattered
with an editorial under the; title, "Who ls broadcast thro11ghout Christendom.
THE

SAINTS'

HERALp:

5,

ed Bro. Robert M. Elvin, of Lamoni, as
a general traveling soliciting and collecting agent. .He !s authorized to solicit and
rec~ive subscriptions for the HERALD,
HoPE, and other church papers, books,
tracts, and for. binding; and to present,
collect and receipt for ·'all moneys and
accounts due the'Publishing Department,
and to seWe. anq adjust all unsettled accounts withall patronsof the Office. Appointment to tak.e effect from date.

High. Priest?~' We g~ve both the article
and the editorial:
THE TEMPLE AT OGDEN.

OGDEN THE. HEADQUARTERS.

·The .world;' however, is wont to look upon
Utah as the headquarters for the Mormons; and
JOSEPH SMITH 1 JR., HAS BEEN INVITED TO
it is proposed that Salt Lake City be declared
COME HERE.
the headquarters for the outlaws; and that OgTHIS TO BE HEADQUARTJ!JRS •.
den
be adopted as the he!ldquarter:s ofthe genu~
'/· ', ~- .•• ''<_, \
.
·
THJ£ PROPOSITION COMES FROM HIS FOLLOW'- ine Mormons.
ERS, THE "JOSEPHITES," AND SOME
The only attraction that Salt Lake City has
BUSINESS MEN.
ever possessed was the Tabernacle and the. grave
'
OGDEN, Utah, August 8th, r891.
of the outlaw chief. If Ogden builds. a better
Editor Commerdal.~--A meeting~ oli elders of
tabernacle l\nd erects to the memory of Joseph
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints .SIT1ith a fine monument, the tourist travel will
D;\-VID DANCE;R 1
was to-day heJd in the city of Ogd~rt and I was
come here lnstead.of going to.. Salt Lake City.
,
Businers Manager.
requested to write you this cqmmunication. The
The proposition here made is sugges.ted by the
. LAMONI, Iowa, Aug; fJSth, 1891.
meeting was composed of persons styled by the
fact thattl;te Utah Mormons realize that they have
world "J osephites," but as they say they now
no leader at present in this territory. ; and the adSENSATIONAL MORMONISM;
know ·of no difference between them and the
ditional fact that the population of the old capi·
banded by every means;
ONAugust
the Globe-Democrat, of persons commonly called ''Brighamites," it is tal of the outlaws
St; Louis, Mis!jouri, and. other papers, proposed that this method be taken of inv<itlt\g ,,honorable, to depress values in the live All:leriJoseph SIT1ith to come from Lamoni, Iowa, and
printed the fdl!owing dispatch from assume the presidency of the .church with heaq- · Cl\O city of Ogden.
,It is said on . the streets to-. day. that the proOgden, Utah:
quarters in Ogden, the business men here
gramme of Salt. Lake City, en the part of both
.A MORMON UPHEAVAL, PROBABLE.
guaranteeing to builCJ hi.m a finer t~bemacle
1\iortrlons and Gentiles during .the recent politithan the one at SaltLake City.
.··
OGDEN, Utah, J\ugust 9·-A me'l!ting of the
ql cam:paign-was .to carry. Salt Lake liberal
elders of the J osephite branch of the Mormon
The tabernacle square at. Ogden, pf;twe#ty
and Ogden democratic, for the purpose of raising
Church of Utah w~s held in this city yesterday.
acres, is in the hands of a receiv;er.rep:Ji~·~Il.tiQg
the hue and cry l:hat Ogden had gol!e back to
the federal government.. The square ~as:I~;~st
The proceedings w~re important and inter10sting.
th\l Mormons.
deeded by Robert. McQuarrie to the Weber
It was decided. to ljlegotiate with Joseph Smith,
The only stock in trade that Salt Lake has, is
county sfake of the Church of'Jesus Christ oV the tabernacle of the outlaws and the grave of
Jr., the present head of the church, who r\)sides
Latter Day Saints. ·
· the impostor. Brigham Young·. never claimed
at Lamoni, Iowa, for· the removal of the head·The Temple. al: · Kirtlimd, Ohio, In· a suit bequarters of the church to Ogden; also to offer
to be. a prophet, seer or 'revelator.
tween the monogaiT10Us Mormons and the polyghim .inducements to take up his residence here,
If, now, the real prophet, seer and. revelator
amous M:ormons has beeri CJecided to be the
Several of the elders claimed thl\t the Brighammakes his headquarters at Ogden, the hotels at
prope~ty ,of the Jos.ephites as the true and only
ite or Utah MoriT1on Ch~rch is on the eve of a
Salt Lake . will forev!'r close the.ir doorsreal M:ormons, and it is argued that if a proper
~re~t upheaval, an9 that thousands of itscfollowOgden will have played the only drawing card.
claim be set. up here,. a similar ruling will be
ers will secede and. come over to the,primitive
B.OTH NAME .A~l> GA)\1E,
1\1ormon Church, Since the alleged abandon- . made.
A
NEW.
CHURCH
HJJ;AD;
men't otpluralmarriage. the people see no great
As a b]lsiness propositipn the • business men
iliif,;r'ence between. the two branches, but wm be
The Brighamites, wh~se hel!dquarter:s wete at
propose tl\<tt if. Qgde~ has to bear th~ natne of
being a Mormon. towll It will haxe the gamESalt Lake City, have b~en declared outla~s by
to favor the Josephite in order. fo
the ~ederal government, and their alleg(!CJ JeaCJer, , · t]Je a1:trac.tioljl. f()r t()\lrists;
favor with the Government. The
'
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out. The results, whiche\'er way it goes, will·
AL~ COMING
O~DEN.
be very significant. ·
·
·
,Already. the Jarvis-Conklin company has the
The Deser:et New; for August I.8th,
general offices at Ogderi for their vast ~nte~prises,
representing many millions. The Niagara ~in
189I 1 notices the statements made in t,heir
ing company with a capital of teq million~; has
Ogden cotemporaries and the journals in
voted to' move its general office_from Salt Lake
. the east in its editorial as given b~low:
City to Ogden.
By the way,. G. Palen of the
IT WILL NOT SUCCEED,
Niagara, is allbrother-in-law of Jay Gould. The
general office for the various mines of several
Eastern papers are publishing dispatches from
states and territories are gradually moving th~ir
Ogden, Utah, giving ~n account of a meeting of
headquarters to Ogden. The pr~ncipal r,ail~oad
"Josephites" at that P!.ace, at which it was recenter between Den\'et; a~dthe ~acific (}cean is
solved
invite Joseph Smith of La!lloni, to
aeOgden. The principalshippi!lg point and the . make Ogden the headquarter~ of the sp-cailed
wholesale mart of the inferimoU:nfain region; are
"Reorganized" C~urch. It is claimed in the dis,
at Ogden. The University; the. Refor.m school,· patches .that the "Mormo11" Church in . Utah is
the Military academy;theSacred Heart ljCademy,
"on the eve of a great upheaval;" also that since .
the Weber academy, tiJe Union depot, the manuthe' action taken by the church on the polygamy
facturing enter.prises; the Hot Springs, the canon
question, "the p<)ople see. no great difference be· drives, the Syracuse bathi'ng re8.ort on the sh~re
tween the two branches, but will b!! more likely
of Salt Lake, the only mile drl\'ing park and. fair
to favor theJosephites in order to get back into
grounds, and many other thingstoonumf!r.ous ~Q
favor with the government." It is further sur•
mention, belong to Ogden; ;md by the-eternals?
mised that ·"if there was a division among the
the headquarters of th~ M.orrnonchurcq will be
Utah Mormons the Supreme Court•wo]lld hand
established at Qgden!
.
.
over to the •Josephites' much.of the church propSalt Lake City wlll have nothing left but the
erty which has 'been confiscated."
grave of its impostor on the dead issues of the
This is a very pretty little sc,heme, but' not
dead past.
likelyto ~ucceed in the manner. desired. If JoOn behalf of the followers of Joseph Smith
seph Smith of Lainoni feels inclined to shift his
the prophet, seer, revelator, founder and organquarters to Ogden, there is nothing herein the way
Izer of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
of such a change of base. He is as free to come
Saints; and on behalf of the business men of the
here as any minister of any of the sects, and has
live, progressive capital of the Inter-Mountain
as much right to,bui!d a ''Josephite" meetingRegion, I publish to the wof!d this statement
house in Ogden as the Methodists have to build
and respectfully urge on Joseph Smith, the pr.esia university there.
dent qf the church, to come,and make his .headBut as to any "upheaval" of the church in
quarters at Ogden.
Utl;lh, we think the surmise is entirely ground-
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AN. OLD R~SIDENT,

WHO IS IIIGH PRIEST?

In the interest of fairness and because the
news should be printed,"THE COMMERCIAL publishes to-day a remarkable proposition under the
head, "The Temple at Ogden." The plan proposed is nothing less, than to inyite Joseph
Smith, Jr., son of the founder of the Mormon
Church, to come to Ogden to take command of
the Mormon Church, as the legally ordained successor to his father. The scheme comes from the
"Josephites" or anti-polygamous wing of the
Mormon denomination. This wing has been few
in number in Utah and Joseph Smith's son has
had very little encouragement heretofore when
he has sought to become high priest.
But if polygamy has really and honestly been
abandoned there seems to be no good reason
why all Mormons may not accept Joseph Smith,
Jr., as the legitimate head of the church if he
was ordained for that office as the correspondent
states.
Of course, if the majority of the Mormon people still believe in polygamy, believe it to be
rightin theory, and practice too if possible under
the laws, they are not going to. receive Joseph
Smith, Jr., at all. Holding that belief they are
"Brighamites" as much as ever, and the son of
the "prophet" will not g(!t a welcome here.
As to taking the title of home city of the
Mormon Church, if there was any danger of
such a realization, which there probably is not,
Ogden might be disposed to seriously object for
business reasons.
It will be interesting to watch this new plan
proceed if its promoters are going to try to carry

Jess. The agitation over the actionof the general conference in regard to polygamy has subsided and the people generally have quietly accepted the situation. There is no under current
likely to produce.an eruption or excitement of
any kind, and the political division that has taken
place in the commlinity has no reference to or
bearing upon any religious controversy.
The idea, too, that with the polygamy question
settled there is no great difference between the
two churches, is entirely fallacious. There are
many essential points of difference between
them, and there is no more likelihood of any
considerable number of the Utah Latter Day
Saints going over to the "Josephite" church,
than of their turning Catholics or Quakers. The
milk and water Imitated "Mormonism" of the
"J osephite" sect, has no attractions for any one
who has quaffed of the rich stream flowing from
the genuine fountain.
The idea sought to be conveyed in the same
disp'l'ltches that Joseph Smith has a hereditary or
patent right to the presidency of the church, is
hostile to the spirit .and essence of "Mormon"
doctrine. The revelations of God declare that
"Three Presiding High Priests, chosen by the
body, appointed and ordained to that office, and
upheld by the faith and prayer of the church
form a quorum of the presidency of the church."
It was by virtue of this calling and authority,
to say nothing of a higher source, that Brigham
Young and his counselors and ,their successors
presided. Therefore the notion that Brigham
Young "usurped" something that belonged "by
right" to Joseph Smith, is without foundation in
truth or re11son.
·
The desire exhibited by the promoters of the

movement to make Ogderi the "Josephite" head:
quarters, to obtain "much of the church property which has been confi~cated," shows the
mercenary motive that lies behind the scheme.
It is not ·without suppqrt at the fountain head of
Josephism. Indeed there is reason to believe
that this little plot was laid at Lamoni and is
now being hatched out in Ogden~ On June zoth,
the, Herald, the organ of the sect, published at
. Lamoni, Iowa, had an editorial headed "Curious
if True," in ~;vhich it was stated that the Government,_ in confiscating the "Mormon" Church
property, had on its hands "a white elephant,"
_and the following suggestion was made as to it~
disposal:
"In the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints as it ~as organized, and under the insti~
tutions obtainJng for the first fourteen, years of
its existence, there was a legitimate purpose in
the pursuit. of which all the moneys of the
Church were and could IDe employed-the sustldning of a ministry for the preaching of the
Gospel. Surely, should the government seek in
the right direction could :there·· not be found a.
people,· an organized bodf of the followers of
the Nazarene, who are preaching the Gospel?
We think so."
__ As the J osephite organization has started out
in the work of trying to gain possession of property held in early times by the genuine Church,
and is now engaged in trying to oust a small
body of rf!ligionists who legally hold the title toq;
the Temple ground at Independence, Missouri,
this hungering after the property of the Latterday Saints in Utah is quite !n keeping with its
previously developed appetite.
But we do not
think that in this instance it will receive any
gratification.
The J osephite· sect has no more
just or lawful claim on the confiscated property
than has the Methodist Church or the Society
of Freethinkers.
The attempt to attract public attention to the
scheme and enlist public sympathy in its support,
springs from the most sordid and worldly of
motives, and we are of the opinion that it will
not succceed. As for the plot itself, there is not
the slightest probability that it will prove anything more than a conspicuous failure.

It seems to us that it is about time that
the Deser:et News, and those in whose interests, moral, material and religious, it is
published should begin to understand
what the novement called by them "the
J osephite movement" n:ay mean. The
present affords an occa~wn to once more
lay the ·matter before them.
Those with whom the Reorganized
Church movement began were members
of the church organized in 1830 by Joseph
Smith and others, having joined that
church and being members of it during
the lifetime of Joseph and Hyrum Smith
and at their death. Among these were,
the family of Joseph Smith, the founder
of the church, including the present Joseph
Smith, of Lamoni, Iowa.
These members of the original church
refused to accept the rule and presidency
of President Brigham Young, believing
that there were "essential points of difference between" the church and its doctrine
and policy under Pres. Young and the
rule, doctrine and philosophy of the church
as the same existed under the presidency
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of Joseph Bmith; and that these differences were fatal to the unity and perpetuity of the original church, aud would vitiate the claitn made by the Utah .church to
be in the line of church succession. Thev
believed further that the orgamc law of
the church provided for the safety ar,d
success of the true' church, and therefore a
reorganization of the niembers into a
church with a just claim to the succession
was not only possible but a duty. That
the introduction of the dogma and practice of plural marriage, and other things,
which the News now calls "essential differences," into the tenets of the church by
the Utah division was a departure from
the faith of such a character that it was
an apostasy and marked the people hold~
ing to them as not of the church:
The Reorganization has steadilypu•hed
forward upon the basis stated abow·, and
the only cl tim made by the Re01g.miza~·
tion, or the"] osephites," as the News calls
us, to any property that may have been at
any time the property of the church, has
been made upon the plea that being the
church in proper succession, in doctrine
and spiritual identity with the original
church, it is entitled to be recognized as
the church, riot only in the spiritual sense,
but in the material sense, and thus be en,titled to the possession of whatever property the odginal church owned .at the
death of Joseph and Hyrum Smith; or at
the time when the departure by apostasy
took place.
·
It was sur~ly not in a covetous spirit
that the suit for the Kirtland Temple was
instituted; nor can it justly, he charged
that it is in: cov.etousness, aside from
the claim to pe in the right of spiritual
succession to the church, that the claim is
now being urged to the possession of the
Temple lot a~ Independence. If th;t lot
was ever thei property of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints it
still belongs to that . church, unless the
church has dj'l\ested itself of its title. In
thf§ case, whiph of the· three bodies is it
the property 'of, .the one now in osten.sible possession, the Utah Church, or
the Reorf,!"anization, w.hich is now. making an effort !to gain it?
All we have to say about the. Ogden
affair, of which we have printe~d the newspaper referenyes,and for which the News
says, "there i~ reason to believe that thi~
little plot was',Jaid at Lamoni and is now
.being hatched out in Ogden," is that we
knew nothing of it until we saw the dispatch as printed in the Globe-Democrat
and other papers, and received the letter
of Bro. Dobson, containing the clippings
from the .Commercial. · We do know
this, that no.'such .scheme originated at
Lamoni, and that Joseph Smith ·Of that
place is no m<;>re responsible for it than is
the editor of the Deseret News.
The Josepl~ite organization has 'started
.out ..in the work of trying to gain recog~
J;lition of what we believe to be the fact,
thatis.,thatthe church in Utah is not the
Church. of Jesus Ghrist of Latter Day
'Saints, l:mt that the ReorganizedChurc.hds.
And if in the prosect~tion of that .work
possession of property held in

early times by the genuine church," becomes necessary or desirable, there will be
no hesitancy upon our part in making the
effort to obtain it; no matter if the News
does charge it to be a "hungering after the
property of the Latter Day Saints in
Utah."
We have made no claim upon the confiscated property of the church in Utah.
We are not in sympathy with the manner
of such sequestration; and it was for that
reason that we called the property so confiscated "a white elephant'' on the hands
of the Government.
When we get ready to assert clmm to
property in Utah ostensibly belonging to
the Utah church, we shall serve notice in
due form of law and try the issue before
the proper tribunals. In the meantime we
shall continue to urge our claim to recognition as the church in legal succession to
the one organized April 6th, 183o, as
against the so-called Church of Christ at
Independence, and others who make claim
to such succession.
Not being in any sense res.ponsible for
the supposed movement at Ogden; neither
having been consulted in. regard to it, or
advised of it, we have no desire or occasion
to say anything ofit.
LITTLE (?)THINGS.

READ the article of our southern correspondent, "Little Things."
There is a statement in the. Book of
Covenants which .we have made to do
special duty in the ·correction of others.
Let us quote part of it and see if in addition to, in harmony with its usual limited
interpretation 'it has not another, a higher
meaning than the strict one we have given
it: "Thou shalt love thy wife with all thy
heart."
We suggest that thought be given to
all implied by this injunction; also that a
comprehemive interpretation of thestate~
ment implies, includes this: ."Thou shalt
~love thy husband with all thy heart."
"Equal butdifferent," is the relative coequal, 'normal relationship of the sexes.
In his literal 11-nd idiomatic translation of
the ScriptureS Dr, Young thus renders
the statement concerning woman's creation
to be with man: "I will make for him a
counterpart." Woman shares the sorrows and burdens, to say the least. She
should share equally::-and the manly man
will say more than equally-the joys, the
benefits, and all mutual privileges and rewards. Her true, unselfish womanly love
has generally willed that he more thah
equally share the good that comes to both.
'We are not going backward to thedegradation .of woman under the systems. of
Confucius and Buddha, but moving forward to the perfection of the race under
the. Christianity of Christ, the divine
philosophy of the nature and perfection
of mankind and the universe, in which
movement woman is to be a. prime factor
in her own uplifting and that of the .entire race.
Without the c.omplete recognition of
thl:l. God...appointed positio~ due her. no re.
ligious society1 no state: can. reach the true

ultimate ideal. Work appointed her, position due her, cannot be performed, cannot be successfully occupied by man. In
the past man has tried .to be monarch of
all he 8urveyed, bu.t that darkness is past,
and his title of absolute supremacy is disputed; and now is passing with it its
dregs, its residuum,-present remainirg errors and wrongs in our political and sociar system. This is the day of the. people entire, and in it the divine truths of
the equality and the rights of woman, long
crushed to earth, are rising to their broad
and complete signification and beneficence.
The correct, the true right ordering of
affairs to which the writer referred to
c11lls attention is strictly essential .to the
happiness, development and culture of the
human trinity-man, wife and child; to
their ultimate assimilation, union with divinity.
The question is intensely practicaL Let
all think and act upon it, and thus live. in
and act from the spirit of the law written
upon, ·im hued within the heart.
OUR PUBLICATIONS.

HEREAFTER the price of the HERALD
will be two dollars (z.oo) per year; one
dollar (I.oo) for six months, and fifty
cents {5oc.) for three months subscription.
By actiori of the Board of Publication
these prices date from September 1st.
All persons ordering church . publications should send post office orders, express money orders, or drafts·onChicago, ·
Illinois, or drafts on New York.
Registered letters are not safe, tor if
lost. they are not recoverable from the
post office department. ·
A void sending Canada or other foreign
money if at all practicable, for exchange
on such involves loss to this office.
All money> should be sent to David
Dancer, Box 128, Lamoni, Decatur county,
Iowa.
·
Presiding officers of branches, districts
,and missioqs are requested .to solicit patronage for all church publications, also all·
the activeministry. With the reduction
in prices we confidently look for largely
increased patronage, also for prompt payments. A little attention giv~n to these
matters by all our membership will largely
increase · our sales, aid the work of the
church in spread.ing abroad the restored
gospei 1 and in further cheapening prices~
We earnestly request and hopefully look
for hearty co-operation.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

FROM accounts given in the Patriot and
Zion's Ensign, the. S11ints at Henderson,
Iowa, had a pleasant an<:l very successful
reunion. It is said that the young people
have much improved in song service. It is
as tt sliould be.
In making up, the date of.'our last issue
was erroneously given as ''September 5th."
It should have bee"n dated August 29th.
N 0te it for your files.
Bro. John Pottorf, his address, Care
James Brundage, Floris, Davis. county,
lo.wa, requests that an elder corne to that
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s6s
place an:d preach· the word to the people
there, many of whom desire to hear. and
investigate. . we cannot respond to this
call. Pethaps mission or district a!lthorities can.
Bro. C. G. Lewis, East Jordan, Michigan, August wth, writes that Elder Levi
:Phelps had done. a good work in that
place, baptizing three ladies on th~ 9th,
having baptized four adults the week
previous.
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up, but finally a long and lank and skinny indfvidual in the back seats, about as fat as a~
umbrella, arose and said: "I don't exactly want
to go to the other place, but I am willing to
stand up rather than kt the preacher stand all
alone:"
"Laugh and grow fat." It appears that
Rev. Sam Jones forgot to sit down with
the majority that wanted to go to heaven.
GREAT MEN, CHRISTIANS.

CONSISTENCY IN THE TREATMENT
OF RELIGIOUS OBLIGATION.
ARTICLE 13 of the "Testimony of the
United Presbyterian Church" of the
United States reads thus:
"That the law of. God is supreme in its authority and obligations, and where commands of
. ch.urch and state conflict we are to obey God
rather than man."
The Presbyterian Church is considered
to be as close observers. of the niceties of
.religious obligations as any of the popular
sects; and the history of the sixty years
last past shows that this body has been as
conservative of their rights to direct the
religious thought of the people as any of
its contemporaries; and have as steadily,
persistently and radically opposed the
Latter Day Saints and the latter day doetrines. of that people, especially in Utah,
and yet broadly stated in their declaration
of faith they state that where Church and
State conflict they are bound to the
Church. 'And yet this same church
stands well as patriotic and no disability
attaches to them in court for such declaration.
When a Monnon or Latter Day Saint
is asked in court, in case that he is commanded bv revelation from God to do a
thing which the law of the land forbids
whether he will obey the revelation or
keep the law, and he answers, "lt is my
duty to ol:5ey God rather than man;" he is
rated as a bad citizen, and put under disability as being of a treasonable tendency.
In New Testament times it was thought
to be the duty of man to "obey God rather
than man;" and consistency would demand that if a Presbyterian can be a good
cizizen, though confessing adherence to
article 13 of the Testimony; any and all
other religionists, Mormons included, may
be good citizens, though holding to a
similar article of faith.
There is nothing in the faith nor acknowledged standard works of the church
organized April, I83o, which requires a
man to do any act defined by the laws of
the general government or the several
states as criminal.
In plain terms it is
stated, "He that !keepeth the law of God
hath no need to break the law of the land."
A GOOD ONE ON SAM JONES.
IN Chicago they are telling this story on Sam
Jones. Recently he was addressing a large audience, and said: "I want everyone in this congregation who wants to go to heaven to stand up."
Of course, almost everyone arose. Then he said:
"Now I want everybody who wants to go to the
other place to stand up." At first no one stood

far

A MOST hopeful condition of things; so
as devotion to a Christian sentimerit may
be called an indication for hope, is found
in the following statement of one of
England's greatest men, W. E. Gladstone:
"M~. Gladstone recently said :-•The older l
grow the more confirmed I am in my faith and
religion. Talk about the question of the day!
There is but one question, and that is the gospel. That can and vyill protect everything.
Agnosticism? I am profoundly thankful that
none of tny children or kindred have been
blasted with it. · I am glad to say that about all
the men at tlie top in Great Britain are Christians. I have been in public life fifty-eight years,
and forty-seven in the. cabinet of the British
Government, and during those forty-seven years
I have beeri associated with sixty of the master
minds of the country, and all bqt five of the
sixty were Christians.'"
THE SPIRIT'S SENSE OF FEELING.
A LATE instance of the recognition of
feeling in an amputated limb, helps to confirm the idea that the spirit has a separate
,and distinct life separate from the body.
It is from the Omaha Bee for August
17th.
"CRETE, Neb., J. H. McNamee, the Missouri
Pacifie brakeman who had his foot mashed a
week ago at Douglas by the cars; rendering amputation necessary below the knee, was crazed
with pain from the buried foot the past week.
Last night the pain was so intense that his
watchers were compelled to dig up the amp~
tated limb. They foun'd that the. toes were
cramped in the box and also that the leg was
wrapped up too tight. The toes were straightened
and the wrapping loosened and the foot reburied.
McNamee has been resting easy since and says
he is free from pain. As soon as the foot was
raised he experienced relief."
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Mr. W. L. Freeman, Wallula, Washington:
"l am anxious to be baptized for the remission
of sins, but cannot find any one near me having
authority to baptize. I want to receive authority
so I may be able to legally baptize all who may,
if God wills, apply for citizenship in the kingdom of God.''
Elder Luke Storey, Latah, Washington,
August 17th:
"We would like to see Bro. Clapp here. Some
want to hear him and be baptized. I have preached
three times in the Christian church in Latah and
once at Tekoa. There are eight Saints here.''
Writing fro.m Moorhead, Iowa, August
19th, Bro. W. W. Blair states:..
..
"0ur.dedicatitin here was •immense.' Bro. G.
M. Scott estimated. the peopleptesent at the I I

1

a.m. ~ervices, Sunday, at not less thanonethousand. Bro .. J. M. Putney put them seven hundred or more.. Will .write partiCulars if Bro.
, Min tun has not. Six inches of rain fell here
nig'lt before last, and last night nearly or quite
as much more;
••Our meetings Monday night and last night
were full and promising. · Am well and never
more hopeful in church &ffairs."
,
Bro. J. H. Lake, Clifton, Ontario, 23rd
ult.:
"Am holding meetings at MontroJe, four miles
from Clifton; some interest. l'here are
eleven Saints living around here:notorganized.
Hope to baptize more soon."
·
Bro. A. J. Layland, Montpelier, Idaho,
August 16th:
"The truth is prevailing in southeastern Idaho,
a1though bitterly opposed by the Mormon priest·hood. On.lhe ,17th of May I had the pleasure
of leading three,precious souls into the waters of
baptism; then,again, on the 12th of July another
presented himself for baptism; also on the 4th
of August another united with us by baptism,
and on the 9th of August I was called upon to
baptize a child about ten years old, making six I
have baptized lately, all of Montpelier, Idaho.
I am pleased toJear11 that Bm: John Grimmett
has lately baptized three children in the Thomasfork valley. Our branch is in fair condition and
we are made to rejoice by the influence of the
Holy Spirit whenever we meet to worship God."
THE PROPOSED REUNION IN SOUTHWESTERN MISSOURI.
I regret exceedingly such expectations of a
pecuniary harvest to be reaped from the Saints
by the butchers, bakers, liverymen, etc., etc., of
Rich Hill, Missouri, at the proposed re)lnion; for
in the first place no one that I know of who can
speak authoritatively on the subject has given
Rich Hill any positive assurance of the meeting
being held there. And because of the absence
of a suitable grove near the town, it will most
likely be objected to as a suitable place; and it
is also on one side of the district, and not sufficiently central.
Second, nowarrant has been
given that it is to be a state. reunion at all, out of
the Southwestern Missouri sup-mission, i.e., that
part of the state in charge of Bro. I. N. White.
Third, there is no probability that there will be
five thousand members of the church present,
nor even five hundred. Fourth, all who come
will calculate to bring as much provisions with
them as possible, and will pro.bably need buy only
vegetables, and perhaps meat or fish. Fifth, no
arbor will be needed, as there will be at least two
good large tents, which will serve for protection,
also from rain, and may .be used if need be for
sleeping apartment'S for those who may not be
able to furnish tents. I deprecate greatly the
expectations of a great meeting and the temporal
advantages to be derived therefrom by the citizens of Rich Hill; and should the meeting be
held there now, and these expectations should
not be realized, the judgment of those who have
raised these expectations, and the furore and excitement consequent, will be considered by the
people to be not of the highest order at least.
And to save the Saints there from mortification
and humiliation, I for one shall not now favor
Rich Hill for this reason, even if it was suitable place for such a kind of meeting, which it is
not; at least not so suitable as some other places.
T. w. SMITH,
In charge Missouri Mission.

a

THREE HARVEST EXCURSIONS.
The Burlington route, C., B. & Q. R. R., will
sell from principal stations on its lines, on Tuesdays, August 25 and Sept. 15 & 29, Harvest Excursion Tickets at Low Rates to principal cities
and points in the Farming Regions of the West,
Southwest and Northwest. For tickets and fur,thef information concerning these excursions,
.call on your nearest C., B. & Q. ticket agent, or
address P. S. EusTis, Gen'l Pass. and Ticket
Agent, Chicago, Ill.
8t
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EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"Oh, may I, Lord, this day, rest quietly in thee,
Who art alone the source of all tranquility I /
In serving others find my truest happiness,
That through me thou mayest shine, to comfort and to
bless.
Lord, empty me of self, then with thine own self fill,
That perfectly I love, and do thy holy will.
Teach me such songs of praise, such thanks for mercies
given,
That here I raise the straill, heard glorious in heaven.
So shall the day's small round grow to a wider scope,
And earthly doubt and fear change to divinest hope."

EVENING MEDITATION.
The twilight falls, the night is riear,
I fold my work away,
And kneel to One who bends to hear
The story of the day.
The old, old story: yet I kneel
To tell it at thy call,
And cares grow lighter as I feel
That Jesus knows them all.
Yes, all! The morning and the night,
The joy, the grief, the lpss,
The roughened path, the sunbeam bright,
The hourly thorn and cross.
Thou knowest all-1 lean my head;
My weary eyelids close;
Content and glad awhile to-tread
This path, since Jesus knows!
And He has loved me! All my heart
With answering love is stirred,
And every flnguished pain and_ smart
Finds healip,g in the word.
So here I lay me down to rest,
As nightly shadows fall,
And lean, C:onfiding, on His breast
Who kno,ws and pities all.
,
-Selected.
THE following selection is sent us by Sr. Lucy
Lloyd, who e,;idently does not believe in the
beverage. Perhaps the time will come (yes, we
know it will) wh:en the Saints will see the wisdom' o£ God and :his goodness in warning them
of the evil,_ ways: of the world in these latter
pays .....,.ED.
·
TEA AND SKIN DI~EASE,
Dr. Amelia Armsdale, who has recently returned from China, i~ accredited by a correspondc
ent of the Pkrenological :fottrnal, with the following remarks respecting tea, which we commend
to the perusal of all drinkers of the_ fragrant
herb:
"The entire Chinese nation is more or less afflicted with syphilitic taint, and many of the people are so badly dJseased that theyhave cpnstant
sores _and scabs upon their persons.
"The leaves oft he tea shrub _are picked off by
hand, and much of this work is done by the aged
and Infirm, who cannot perform arduous labor.
While picking the leaves, they often. scratch and
rub theil@noses and eyes, stop to dress a sore,
and then resume work: without washing their

"As the tea is picked, it is dropped into a bag,
which is tied in front of the person, apron style,
and scabs and the droppings from watery noses
and eyes, find a ready receptacle in the bag,
among the leaves of tea. There is no doubt that
many diseases of skin and scalp originate from
the use of tea, and their cause is not suspected."
TEA, COFFEE, COCOA, AND DIGESTION.

Hygienists have been claiming for a long time
that these beverages impair digestion, and that
their use on this account is harmful. Too many
·doctors, however, have encouraged their use, or
atany rate have failed to discourage it. Dr. J.
W. Frasier has recorded, in an article published
in the :four?tal of Anatomy and Physiology, the result of a large num!:l'er of anatomical experiments
which go to show that both the stomach and intestinal digestion are interfered with by all three
of the mildly stimulating beverages in common
use,-tea, coffee and cocoa.

read the !ettet·s from the sisters. The Herald is
all I have to connect me with the Saints. We
have no church near here, neither are there any
members here, so you may realize what a blessing the Herald is to me.
I am not a member of the Reorganzied Church
of Latter Day Saints, but belonged to the church
in early days. My first husband, William Thorley, was president of the Manchester branch,
England, and what good times we did have at
our meetings. I can truly say my heart is with
the Saints, apd should an elder come this way I
should be glad to hear him. I am getting old
now and I have a very pleasant home and would
be very happy if we only had a branch of the
Saints h~re, and my prayer is that we may be
found faithful.
MRs. A. JoHNSON.

BEAVER, Tex., July 29th.
Dear Sister Frances :-As nothing ever appear~s
in the Home Column from the sisters at this
place and I have a few spare moments, will write
WE publish the following recipes by request.
that you may hear from the Saints in this part
FOR AGUE.
of the vineyard.
Take equal parts each of the bark of quaking
We have no branch but hope to have in the
asp, black haw roots, and black cherry bark;
near
future, as there are qufte a number of Saints
scrape the bark down, not ttp, and make a ·tea.
here. We are thirteen in number, and if all reDrink two or three cupfuls a day. It is a sure
main it will be sufficient for a branch.
cure for either dumb or shaking ague.
Our prayer meetings are a success. We ·have
MRS. MARY E. TURNER.
been meeting at our homes Sunday evenings
CANNED CORN.
and have had some glorjous tiwes.
The corn must be cooked three hours without
.We have had quite an interesting little Sunstopping. Be sure to shave nicely and not have
day school tlll the past few feeks when i~ began
any cob in it. Scr.ape the cob with the back of a
to grow weak and weaker t!ll it finally died out.
the factory where it is canned,: the
knife.
Some of the Saints have been trying to get force
corn is put in the cans, then a weak brine poured
enough together again to resurrect it, but I fear
In, sealed up and cooked in a large vat of boiling
o;1r help from the outside will be rather limited,
water three hours, then taken out and the drop
as they do not seem to want to take much interopened 1o let the air out that was in the can beest in anything that is very religiously inclined.
fore sealing. In a minute sealed again.
We were indeed pleased to welcome Bro. A. J.
MARY E. TURNER,
Moore back into our Texas clime for another
S.flver!ll recipes hav:e been sent in answer to the
year. Trust he will be content to remain or
request for a good one for canning corn. They are
rather be continued here some time yet, as we besimilar to the above except that the corn is put in
lieve he is qualified for doing much good here.
glass jars and sealed tight, then covered with cold
He has made many friends both in and out of
water and gradually brought to the boil and boiled
the church. M~y the Lord continue to bless his
three hours. The covers are then tightened and
willing efforts. We were also pleasedwto meef
the jars, when cool, are put in a cool, dark place.
his kind, aged father, A. B. Moore. This is his
In following these directions we made a failure,
first visit to Texas, After a short visit and
for .the corn spoiled, but we never tried the brine
preaching · some excellent sermons for us he
as in the above recipe, and we do not know but
wended his way to the southern part of the state,
the failure was due to some fault of our own in
where he expects to spend the summer. May
following the latter directions. The sisters send'
the angels go before him, guard his aged feet
ing them report perfect success. In boiling put
and smooth the silvery locks .that are .probably
a layer of corn shucks on the bottom of the boiloften fanned .by the chilling winds of sorrow and
er and also between the cans to prevent breakdisappointment.
ing.
With us, like a great many we read of, it is
not
all sunshine. Many clouds intervene~ and
PRAYER UNION.
our sky is darkened. Much prejudke exists
SPECIAL·· REQUESTS FOR PRAYER,
among some of the people here, which makes us
Please ask the sisters of the Prayer Union· to
feel sad at ti~es, but while. we feel. sad to have
pray for me that I may be restored to health.
our neighbors persecute us, yet we often feel asSADIE MAPWELL,
sur~d it will work out. for the glory of God iri
Westllnion, W. Va,
the end, and add some if not many bright g.ems
Sr. Christina Gaines, of Washington, Indiana,
to His crown,
asks your faith and prayers in herbehalf that!£
During the time .Bro. ¥oore washere preachGod.wills she.m!ly be healed.
ing last winter it was rumored arpund that on
Sunday at the. church .. he was going to perMERCED, Cal., August 2d.
form a miracle by healing the sick and of
Dear Sister Frances ,,.::..Although 1 am comc;:ourse everyone .that could mllst. be present.
paratively a stranger in your Home Column, I
Some from. quite a distance .were there.. Bro.
hope you will accord me . a we.lcome there; as I
Moore. had not as yet heard the ne~s, ~ut was
want to t~ll yqw wh!l~ !1 c;:gmfort.it is to 1IJe to . directid to pre~tcll <>!1 tr~ ~!gns fol!o"'i11g thebe·
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liever, and if he· ha:d been ihformed of the circumstance he could not have chosen a more appropriate subject and we feel assured it was seed
sown in good ground, with some at least, as they
have returned several times and expressed themselves as being pleased with the doctrine.
While we often in our weakness laboring under the multitude of cares that daily unfold
themselves to our view, fail to do our whole
duty, yet we are still trying to do all we can
for the upbuilding of Zion and praying that
we may all be ready to meet our Savior at his
coming and with him enter the beautiful gates
of that city.
I subscribe myself your sister in Christ,
BETTIE HoLCOMBE.
A von Terrace,
MoRRISTON, Wales, August zd.
Dear Sister Frmzces :-The letters in the
Mothers' Home Column I al:ways love to read;
for do they· not give such instruction as a loving
mother would, and bring comfort and joy to the
soul of the weary?
I am young· in the church yet, being only
eighteen years of age, having been baptized
when eleven years old. I have experienced comparatively very little of such trials and troubles
as we read the church underwent in its· early
times.
The fire of persecution and prejudice which
has for such a long time s·uppressed the progress
of the work in Wales is now gradually cooling
down and the people seem to be getting more
orthodox in lheir dealing with the prin~iples of
the gospel.
The letters of Bro. Tubb, of London, which
have appeared in the Herald of late have given
me this inducement. to write, although I have
not so much good news to write as our brother
had, still there are some honest hearts here
searching after truth that rnay some day be
gathered into the fold.
Bro. and Sr. J. T. Davis and Bro. Evan A.
Davis used to write to the He; ald when on their
mission here in Wales. I should be very pleased
to see their letters again, for they must remember that the Saints in Wales have not forgotten
or ever will forget them.
Wishing your Interesting little column Godspeed, I remain your loving sister,
SARAH JANE GIBBS.

WALLA WALLA, Wash, Aug. 19th.
Editors Herald:-I arrived here on Monday
from Heppner, Oregon, where I had been nine
days, preaching eleven times.
I found an excellent home at Heppner with
Mr. William Rush who I found to be a perfect
. gentleman, and, I believe, an honest seeker after
truth. I am persuaded that he is not far from
the kingdom.
Sr. Rush is the only member of the church in
Heppner, but her Christian deportment has made
that place an easy place to preach in. I had the
use of the Baptist church, and considering the
time of year my congregations were good
throughout. I was not in very good health, and
often just b~fore meeting time I wO'Uld find that
!t was ne:xt to impossible for me to talk, but I

would go to my room and lay tl:te matter .before
the Lord, and blessed and honored be his name
I came from meeting stronger than I went every
time.
A Baptist brother by the name ofT. W. Ayers
who had 'charge of the chapel took much pains
to make my me'etings a success, not only by inviting those that he met on the streets to come,
but by himself and his excellent lady being present at every meeting.
At the close of my last meeting Mr. Ayers
made an effort to pass around the hat, or suggested the propriety of so doing; .but I objected•
to that part of modern worship. Then the Bro.
suggested that those that felt themselves benefited by the meetings could manifest. the same by
handing to me what they felt to give, which I
did not object to; and they did come, and among
them. they left in my hands nearly ten rlollars,
besides offering many well wishes and giving
many invitations to come again. Mr. Ayers
came to see me early Monday morning before I
started to inquire if I had means enough to go.
Mr. Minor and his excellent, but I am sorry to
say invalid, wife, put their horse. and buggy at
my disposal, and although I did not have occasion to use it, yet my gratitude is the same, and I
sha'il long. re·meinber my short but pleasant mission to H'~ppmir and the generous souls I met
there. I pray that God may abundantly bless
and preserve them in every good thing and that
they may at last find a home with the pure and
the good.
I found the footprints of Bro. H. L. Holt here
and they are such as no one need be aRhamed
of. He would receive a warm welcome here if
he should come again.
Yours fraternally,
J. c. CLAPP.
MUDDY, Iowa, Aug. roth.
Editors Herald:-! have been reading your
paper for several months. It is a comfort and a
great pleasure to read the Home Column and
the entire paper. It so refreshes my poor, thirsty
soul that l can no longer keep silent.
I am not personally acquainted with any of the
Saints, but by God's providence I chanced to get
hold of the Voice of Warning, and in it I found
words of life and encouragement; also that I had
been wrongly informed regarding the religion of
the Saints.
I have been fed upon the theory
that they were a set of impostors until I would
almost feel that they were a people to be dreaded
and avoided.
I could not see by the Bible or
the New Testament why the. Holy Ghost would
cease to b~ with the people at present, as iri the
primitive church; but as I have rad such doctrine presented, I was partly inclined to believe
that perhaps it was necessary to be without it on
account of so much educa~ional privileges.
Well, I am not a Saint yet, because I have not
had the opportunity to be one only in my own
heart, and I could not fully consent in my own
mind; and then I meet with great opposition in
my own family and with my neighbors, as I cannot get them reconciled that the Saints are any
more or less than of the Brighamites, and they
cannot believe that there is a people that are
a separate people from that branch; so I am
perfectly satisfied that the doctrine is all right,
while some of the people may be corrupt, as it is
in every denomination.

Years ago I was led to. believe in the true and··
living God by' the people called Disc;:iples or
C\lmpbellites, and will say that they preached
New Testament doctrine; but I have failed ·so
far to see all the works follow. They have never
got any higher than the pulpit (not saying that
is not a high calling), but I mean that the many
gifts that are to be obtained, none other ever developed, ·only quite
great many backsliders;
and I got very cold in~spite 'of my efforts to keep
on Interceding grounds. I dori't know whether to
lry it to the preaching or to the people for blame.
Would rather place it on the latter, as so many
are cold as soon as the preacher is gone.
But those gifts is my subject now. I never
have had one of those that are so free; and as
for the Hoi y Ghost, I used to think I would like
to get as far from that as possible, but when we
get that far it is quite a great way off the track;
and all the religion in space cannot make one
happy in such a condition.
I do not want to make a hasty step, neither do
I think I have, for this has been my study for
the last four ye~rs, and I have at last conclud~d
that the first chance presenting itself I shall
make the effort; at the risk of what is threatened
to follow. I have to have more religion than I
have or I never will get my family through.
If Bro. M!ntun or W. W. ·Blair sees this, and
i'f they would write and let me know where to
find them, as I have written to the former and
received no reply, I would like to hear from
them.
MRs. M. E. SHARP.

a

MEDINA CITY, Tex;, Aug. rsth.
Editors He1·ald:-Bro A R Moore and I have
been laboring together ever since he came among
us, holding two-days' meetings at all points in
. this part of the district where we can get an
opening: Bro. Moore is in fine health and is doing a good work, although th~re has been no additions to the church very recently; but there are
sotne I am confident will unite with us soon, and
I am glad to notice that the pe?ple are looking
more favorably upon us as a people, and with
greater respect toward the doctrine of the
church.
On Friday before the' fourth Sunday in July,
Bro. Moore and I went to fill an appointment at
Pipe Creek, some twenty mlles away. When we
arrived on the ground we were informed by the
Baptists that they claimed the house for. Saturday and Sunday, saying that they had used the
house on that day for three years, but we were
informed that they had not had preaching there
on that day but once for twelve months. We
then informed them that our friends had erected
an arbor and seated it for our use, near by the
house; that we regretted to divide the people,
and proposed that we join and have a union
meeting, but this was declined. The result was
that our Baptist friends were left almost without a congregation, and our meeting was attended hy numbers beyond our expectations. Thus
it happens when we are pressed down and bear
it meekly God will raise up friends to the cause
of truth. We continued our meeting till Monday night with an increase of attendance and interest. Leaving Pipe Creek we felt that friends
had been made for the truth.
·
There are some noble, true-hearted Saints here
who are bending every nerve to help carry on
the work; but there are some who have grown
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indifferent and careless, hence a drawback in·
stead of a help; but since Bro. Mopre eame,
nearly all are getting roused up to a sense of their
condition and duty.
Bro. L. L. Wight is laboring in the southeastern part of the district doing all he can to for·
ward the work.
Our conference illill begin on the uth of September at Pipe Creek, where we hope to meet
all the Saints of the district. That we may meet
and continue in peace and brotherly love, is my
prayer.
Yours,
T.}: SHEPPARD.
BAYPORT, Mich., Aug. 19th.
Editors Herald:-! am with Bro. E. C. Briggs,
attending a series of two-day meetings, one of
which has just been held here August rsth and
r6th, at this now quite noted summer resort on
the shores" of Saginaw Bay.
During the day
services were held in a beautiful grove, and
evenings in the Saints' quite commodious church
east of town. Brn. E. C. Briggs, J. J. Cornish,
W. J. Smith and A. Barr were all present, and
held forth ''the word of life" in plainness and
power. About two .hundred and fifty to three
hundred was the maximum attendance, the busy
season of harvesting militating against large
nun1bers.
The closing sermon Sunday night by Bro.
Briggs was one long to be remembered. It reminded me in length of Paul's all night effort,
though no one was killed, and many wished it
had been twice as loQg. The necessity, and the
fact of present revelation was· set forth from
Matt. r3: 52, "in demonstration of the Spirit and
of power." From this meeting, and one for the
ministry Monday morning, I realized more fully
than ever before that God has indeed "set apostles in the church," Jind that "for the perfecting
of the saints, for the work of the ministry, f~;~r
the edifying of. the l:lody of Christ;" and as the
hymn reads,
"A church without apostles,
Or prophets; or the gifts,
Is like a sh[p at ocean
That with the current drifts."

I have felt glad to meet with the nice branch
of Saints here, and t9 note that the officers are
alive in the work. Our cause is gaining favor in
the eyes of the people of this vicinity and surrounding country. The results of Bro. Cornish's
unremitting labors are everywhere apparent in
this district. We 'an~ on our way rejoicing to the
t:wo:day meetings at. Brown City, Juniata and
Brinton.
Yotirs in the faith,
M. F. GowELL.
ST. LoUis, Mo., August 2rst.
Editors Herald: I write this letter in hope that
a knowledge of what othe Ia w of Missouri is in regard to use of schooll:10uses may be of some benefit to the elders who are holding meetings.
The Legislature of that state which met last win·
,. ter passed an amendatory act in regard to them.
It may be found o,n page 215 of "Laws of Missour·i, r89r." The ~ubstance ofit, stated briefly, is
that the board.of directors shall have charge of
the schoolhouses, provide the necessary school apparatus for them, keep the houses in good condition, 'provide fuel and keep the floors clean, and
.make their report; but that nothing in that section
~"shall be construted
to prevent the use of
any sphpolhouse for religious,)iterary or other
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public purposes, or for the meeting of any farmer
or labor organization or society for educational
purposes, whether the same be secret or other·
wise, when such use shall be demanded by a rna·
jority of the voters of such district voting at any
annual or special meeting where such question
was submitted." There is a proviso attached to
this, however, to the effect that when the house
is so used the parties using it must keep it in
good repair, and keep it clean, and leave it in as
good condition as it was when they took charge
of it; and a further proviso that if the parties
fail to comply with the provisions of that act
the directors may refuse them further use till the
provisioqs are complied with.
I take ..from this that our elde~s would be at
liberty to use any schoolhous.e in the state for
meetings, after securing the vote ol a majority of
the voters of the district,. provided they keep the
house clean, and leave it in as good repair as it
was when they entered it. If the matter were
taken hold of and a vote secured I have no doubt
they would thus secure the free use of almost all
the schoolhouses in the state whose use they desire. The directors could not refuse to submit
the question to the voters, and it would be left
for the latter to decide. Where a vote had been
taken that any other religious organization
might use a house, that would, I should guess,
decide in favor of our elders using that house.
And it would thus be easy" to secure the permanent use of schoolhouses where, as in many plac.
es I understand it to be the case, the majority of
the inhabitants are favorable to our cause. Of
course there may be places where a .few ~ould
even override the law where the use of the house
had been secured in the;way the statute prpvides,
but I think these would be few, where the matter
is presented at the startin a proper spirit.
If I can give any further informllction to any
individual elder on this poinH will gladly do so.
I desire to help to "bring forth Zion." • To· that
end with God's help I shall try to workand pray.
Yours for the gospel,
JOHNS. PARRISH.
PLACERVILLE, Cal., Jul:r, 30th.'"
Editors Herald:-I am alone, as far as any of
my faith being with m.e is concerned; and next
to talking with the Saints is writing. It has
been sometime since I met with them, and I get •
so hungry to hear a gospel sermon and long so
to meet with those of my faith. The prayer
meeting and sacrament were a great strength
and help to me, yet I do not feel to complain,
for God is good in giving tne the sweet peace of
the Holy Spirit; and often when I kneel all
alone" Thursday evening, remembering' that
thousands of the Saints are devoting that hour
to the service of God, I atn gr<iatly blessed. as
though I were. in the meeting.
I thank God that He is everywhere ready to
give to the lone ones the blessings and gifts of
the gospel. My kind heavenly Father never
turns me away without a blessing. He is a good
Paymaster; one that keeps all of his promises.
The better we.serve him the greater "!Teare blest;
and h~w much more h:J.ppyare the faithful with
. all their persecutions than those that .do not
serve him faithfully. The faithful will always
find comfort and never need despair,
This thought brings to. my mind adream that
I
tell you: I was feeling tired with strift:l
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and struggle, and that night I went to my bed
early, saying to myself, "When will it be the
time when I can rest both mind and body?"
Well, I went to sleep and dreamed 'that I was
going on a journey and had become very tired,
and was looking for a place to stop and rest. I
saw a little ahead on the side of the road a house,
und thought, now I will stlop there all night.
Accordingly I went to the door and told the inmates how weary I was, and asked if I could
stay all night to rest. They said, "No, we don't
keep Mor~ons here; go on to the next house."
So I started on and soon came to another house
just like the first. I made my wishes known,
but they said the same as the others, "Go to the
next house; we don't keep Mormons here." So
I started on up the hill, though so tired, and as I
looked for another house, in place of a house I ·
saw a sentinel standing by the roadside beckoning to me. I went on to him and he, pointing to
a bright light lifted up high on top of the hill said
to me, "Do you see that light?'' I answered,
"Yes." He said, "Go straight to it; there they
never turn anyone away." I awoke and realized
the blessed words of our Savior, "Come unto me,
all ye that labor and are heavy laden, and I will
give you rest;" and indeed it is rest that none on
earth though they do receive. us can give.
Dear Saints, He is the one to go to with all
our cares and troubles. He will understand and
.give to us the very blessing we most stand in
·need of. He will not judge our motive to be impure. Yes, he is my Savior, he is able to lead
me through scenes dark and drear. What could
I do without him? He is always near, both in
times of safety and times of danger. In per·
plexities we only have to turn to him and he will
lead and guide in the way that is best for us to
go, though it may not always seem at the time
that we are rightly led. He will give us light
and understanding on all necessary things. ·
I feel to thank him every ·day that I was
brought to see the light of the latter day work.
What is the name Mormon, as we are called,
compare,d with the great plan of salvation with
all the gifts once enjoyed by the Saints in
Christ's time, and now fully restore<;! to the children of men again? What a blessing to be able
to say, as 1 with thousands can, that we know
the doctrine is true; .for I have a sure knowledge
of it that none can take from me, though they
do say, "Away with your delusions." It is not a
delusion. Have I not received the gifts of the
gospel, and .have I not been healed more than
once through the laying on of hands, by the
power of God? I think some of those that scoff
at n;lY faith would like the gift to see trouble and
temptation afar off, and thereby be ready for it.
But it is free to all, this glorious light, and I
often wonder that more ·do not· receive it; then
the thought comes to met "Are you doing all
you ca~ to spread the light that. has been given
you?" Yes, dear Saints, I do try. to do what I
can; and I mean to do more as time goes on.
I am not sorry that I am not in authority to
preach like the elders, for I don't think I, could
bear the hardships that many ofthem.are called
to bear, and then I can lalk the .gospel among
my neighbors where an elder woul<;l /11ot. be
allowed because he was an elder. 1 don't think
we sisters need l:e sorry beqause we can't hold
the priesthood, for if all held that office who
w9 utg l;>y the cradle and n1,1rse the elderin hi&
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infancy? Who would instill theprinciples ill hie
childhood that. fit. him to hold the holy priesthood? Remember,· dear sisters, woman is the
instrument in God's hands to prepare these
elders to carry his gospel to the nations. Could
sh,e be .endowed with a greater blessing?. I think
there are· but few who cannot thank"Mother"
for their early training. Though thei~ earthly
father be an elder, it was mother that left .. the
impress of !Jod on th11,ir minds.
With hope in the one faith,
ADDIE. L. BEEBE.

dence and care, and a willingness tu sacrifice se'lf
for the good of others; for as I have said ,before,
the gospel means sacrifice of self from beginning to end; and let me tell you, my beloved
brethf'en and sisters, that sacrifice means some-'
thing more than simply paying tithing and
nominally doing your. duty. These will, bring
their blessing, but true sacrince will bring greater
blessing. So you that are making the greater
sacrifices, lift up your heads and rejoice, for you
will receive the greater blessing.
"Let us pray for one another,
For the day is fading fast;
And the night. is g.rowing darker,
While the scourge goes flaming past."

HoNOLULU, H. I., Aug. 8th.
Your brother in Christ7
Editors Herald:- The Good Book in which
A. HAWS.
we all profess to (and I believe a large proportion of us do) believe says, "Ask and ye shall receive;" and as you have set the example a short
A SUGGESTION.
time ago by asking some brother to supply the
Editors Herald:- The many hundreds of peomoney to buy a new press, so I want to ask
. pie attending the reunion at Logan will have
some good Saint who is willing and has the
their spiritual wants well supplied, possibly four
·money to spare, to send you twenty-five, thirty,
meetings per day; and the adults will find every
or forty dollars for. tracts to be sent to th,ese ismeeting very profitable; but how about the chilJands, because we need. them very much, as we
dren and the young people? Much of it they
cou:d reach .so many persons, not only those
cannot appreciate, their young minds not being
who reside on the islands, but many tourists and
able to comprehend to the same degree as the
travelers between .San Francisco and Australia.
older and more mature minds. Why not have
Our hands are tied in this respect, and we are
a Sabbath school with a session every day?
praying that the Lord will open some good
Enough experienced teachers can be had to
Saint's heart to send the means to get the tracts.
make it successful; for surely if it is profitable
But we shall chntinue to labor and pray just the
for the older ones to attend meetings every day
same, for we kdow that it is the Lord's work,
for their edification, it certainly will be for the
arid that he works with and blesses those who are
young.
willing, and that he is going to have a willing
The writer would suggest that those in authoripeople. to do the work; knowing this, that God
ty try the experiment. It seems a feasible
forces no man or woman to heaven, neither to
undertaking.
PAUL PARKER.
lay up treasures in heaven.
August 21st;
. We baptized eight last Sunday, making twentytwo in· all; we also partiallv organized a branch
BREEDS, IIL,·August 24th.
of twenty-five members, Bro. G. J. Waller being
Editors Herald:-There is a little band of
chosen to preside. There are several others who
Saints here. We had preaching yesterday at
are preparing to be baptized soon. Our influence
eleven and prayer meeting at two o'clock, in
is being felt for good, and our wants and our Ia:
Canton. The Saints are moving forward and
bors are increasing. We have men whom the
this great and glorious work is moving. Bro.
Lord has pointed out to labor among their ·Wheeler has been preaching here at Breeds,
brethren ere long, so we need tracts and means
Ca.t;~ton and Dunfermline.
Some are greatly
until we can become self-sustaining, which will
interested. Hope they will obey the gospel. I
not be long. We do not ask for men yet, but
am trying to do the best I can.
tracts, and means to print tracts in the native
Yours in bonds,
language. Unless these wants are supplied our
w. M. EMANUEL.
progress will be very slow. Every man and woman in the church is just as much interested in
MEETING HOUSES.
this matter as I am.
Below will be found the different places of
Bro. Waller and myself and others have been
meeting of the church in the cities named:
quite sick, but the Lord has heard our prayers in
Salt Lake City, Utah, Mission Chapel,Second.
our behalf, and we are all better at present.
South street, opposite the Presbyterian church.
I want all the Saints who are willing to give
Meetings every Sunday at 2 and 7: 30 p.m.
St. Joseph, Missouri, Saints' Chapel, Sevenif they had the means to spare, to pray for this
teenth street, near Faraon street. Take Jule
mission and for all other missions where means
street, or Wyaft Park cars to Seventeenth street,
are needed; pray also that God will open the
and the building will be in sighthearts of those who are wasting their means in
St. Louis, Missouri, No. 2518 Elliott avenue.
San Bernardino, California, corner Fifth and
any way, and also for those who have means to
F streets.
spare but are not willing to give. I will not ask
Omaha, Nebraska, Saints' Chapel, No. qr8
any to pray but the poor and the willing, for if I
North Twenty-first streets.
Sacramento, California, Saints' Chapel, Twendid I should be doing a wrong to them, for the
ty-fourth avenue and K streets. J. M. Parr,
prayers of those who have in abundance and are
president.
not willing to give, anrl the prayers of those who
San Francisco, California, Lincoln Hall, Montcould have plenty and to spare by prudence and
gomery street, near Palace Hotel.
Denver; Colorado, Euclid Hall, Fourteenth
care, are a mockery; their prayers should be first
street, opposite City Hall.
for themselves. The rich should fast and pray
Kansas City, Missouri, No. 2324 Wabash ave.
that God will open their hearts and take away
Preaching services at I I a.m. and 7:30p.m.;
their selfishness; the other class should also fast
social service at 2: 30 p.m , Sundays.
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, 67 Fourth avenue.
and pray that God will give them wisdom, pru-
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HERE AND HER;EAFTER.
ROBERT M. ET;VIN.
'l'HE thinking. mind is made anxious and
the heart sad at the religious lethargy manifested by professors in a.Il the denominations, and in alLso-called Christian lands';
and still more gloomy is the contemplation of the moral horizon,, with a growing
turpitude toward virtue and honesty, which
seems calculi ted in the nature of things .to
dehumanize the populace at the· great ceri~
ters of civilation; and while the philosopher constructs his attractive, utopian
plan for the amelioration, and ultimate
emancipation of the sin-'enslaved and indigent poor,-and the worthy philantropist, after a "way that seemeth right unto
a man" temporarily alleviates the necessities of the comparatively few, still it is. a
poigant fact that the slums are gushing
full, reeking with the distempers that unfit those unfortunates for the society of
the "pure and the good," here and hereafter,- unless forsooth, they be changed in
character and desire.
In the Cleveland, Ohio, Plain Dealer,
of April 13th, 1891, is an editorial reflective of a sad condition of the situation of
the suffering ·poor in the slums of New
York:
e

'.~A

New York newspaper 'man has been making some investigations as to 'how the other half
live,' and the results he obtained are not very encouraging for the future welfare of the metropolis. One hundred years ago, according to this
investigator, there was not a tenement house in
New York city. l'o-day over r,zso,ooo people
live in such houses, and in this number is not included the ro ooo or more tramps who trust to
fortune to rest their bodies and satisfy the cravings of their stomachs. In the tenth ward is a
population of 333 ooo people to. the square mile,
a density scarcely equaled in any civilized country. In many tenement house sections people
are packed in as thick as they can be. Thus in
one room thirteen feet square twelve people
slept when a flash light picture of the place was
taken. In cheap lodging houses it is not infrequently the case that a lodger pays five cents for
a 'spot'~barelv room enough on the floor on
which to stretch himself out.
"Under such conditions it is no wonder that
the mortality is great• in New York. Vital statistics show that one out of every ten persons
who die find their final resting place in the potter's field, while one person out of every five
dies either in ·some insane asylum or corrective
institution. Intemperance gets in its demoralizing work among these people, but this investigator is inclined to think that drunkenness was
more apt to be caused by destitution than destitution is to be caused by drunkenness. In one
well known building over 3 ooo people are
housed. The filth and disease in these houses
are beyond comprehension, yet it is into these
buildings that the Poles, Bohemians and other
low foreigners are stowed away after passing
through Castle Garden, and it is here that the
'sweating system' of making ready mad<~ clothing is in its glory, the evils of which we described
a few weeks ago.
"Charity is accomplishing great things in these
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places. But with such a pestiferous barnacle'eating into the vitals of our great business center,
does it not seem a waste of effort to send millions
of dollars out of the country every year to convert the heathen, when we have such heathen
as these at home? As noble and as comprehensive as the charity work done among thes,e people is, it is hardly able to keep pace with the increase by immigration and othervlise. It certainly is a sad picture to think of this great blot
upon our civilization which exists in the very
heart of New York. Moralists and optimists
may say what they wish, bt:t great danger tofuture generations lurks in these places and too
much well directed effort in the way of charity
cannot be expended on them."

SAINTS~

HERALD.

not sin, or a means unto sin, unle;;s it
causes the possessors to forget God and
their duty to him and his church. The
rich will do a work for God in the
latter days, when blessings shall come
unto his people Israel. Hear the promise: "Where as thou hast been forsaken
and hated so that no man went through
thee, I will make thee .an eternal excellency, a joy of many generations.
Thou
shalt also suck the milk of the Gentiles,
and shalt suck the breast of kings: and
thou shalt know that I the Lord am thy
Savior. and thy Rc;;deemer, the mighty
Here is undoubtedly a field offering the One of Jacob. For brass I will bring
opportunity to exhibit grace, unfeigned, gold, .and for iron I will bring silver, and
humility that will compassionate the in- for wood brass, and for stones iron: I will
firmities that ensnare its victims as a con- also make thy officers peace, and thine
tagious malady, and the mortification exactors righteousness."-Isa. 6o: 15-17.
equal to Paul's expression wherein he
No man will lose his reward for good
said:
done, and only those who possess can give
"For though I be free from ,all men, either to God or His people.
That there
vet have I made myself servant unto all, is a needed equalizing of earthly blessthat I might gain the more. And unto ings, upon just bases, and a righteous
the Jews I became as a Jew, that I might principle, I think none will deny who will
gain the Jews; to them that are under the look the cold facts in the face, and judging
law, as under the law, that I might gain of the situation of the needy, suffering
them that are under the law;, to them that poor by imagining themselves in the same
are without law, as without law, (being condition as are the poor.
not without law to God, but under the
Julia H. Percy, to gain a perfect underlaw to Christ) that I might gain them
standing
of the slums of New Pork, spent
that are withou,t law. To the weak becaine I as weak, that I might gain the twenty-four hours therein; and General
weak; I am made all things to all men, Booth gives us the resu\t of that visit in the
that I might by all means save some."- following intere~ting account: "Twentyfour hours in the slums-just a night ·and
I Cor. 9: 19-22,
a day-yet into the,m were crowded such
This has the genujne ring of the true revelations of misery, depravity and deggpspel, whi~h seeks the salv~tion of mor- radation as having once been gazed upon
tals without respect to the1r wealth or life can never be the same afterwards.
standing in society. One possessed with Around and above this blighted neighborsuch a spirit would n9t find favor with hood flows the tid<; of active, prosperous
those. who are in the habit of saying either life. Men and women travel past in street
in word or action, "Stand back; I am cars, by the elevated railroad and across
holier than thou!" Avaunt the spirit and the bridge, and take no thought of its
practice that lauds the rich sinner and eswretchedness, of the criminals bred there,
chews the poor one!
and
the disease engendered by its foul· The brother of the Lord drove a nail in ness. It .is a fearful menace to the public
a sure place when .he wrote: "For if there health, both moral and physical; yet the·
come unto your assembly a man with a multitude is heedless of danger . as the
gold ring, in goodly apparel, and there peasant who makes his house, and plants
come in also a poor man in vile raiment, green vineyard-; and olives above V esuand ye have respect .to him that weareth vian fires. We are almost as careless and
the gay clothing; and say unto him, Sit quite as unknowing as we pass the bridge in
thou here in a good place; and say: to the the late afternoon. Our imn:;~ediate destinapoor, Stand thou there, or sit under my tion is the Salvation Army ,Barri~eks in
footstool: are ye not then partial in your- Washington street, and we are going finally
selves, and are become judges of evil to the Salvation officers--,-two yomig womthoughts? H~arken, my beloved breth- en-who have been dwelling and doing 'a
ren, Hath not God chosen the poor of this noble mission work for months in one of
world, rich in faith, and heirs of the king- the worst corn.ers of New York's most
dom which he !hath promised to them that wretched quarters.' These officers are not
love him? But ye have despised the poor. living 'under the aegis, the Army, howJ)o .not rich men oppress you; and draw ever. The .blue bordered flag' is furled
you before the judgment seat? Do not out of sight, the uniforms and poke bonthey blaspheme that worthy name by the nets are laid away, and there are no 'drums
which ye are called? If ye fulfill the or tambourines,' the 'banner over the!B is
roval law according to the Scripture, love' of their fellpw ··creatures . among
Thou shalt lov,e thy neighbor as thyself, who!ll they dwell upon an equal plane of
ye do well; but ifye have. respect to per. poverty, wearing no better clothes than
sons, yecommit sin, and are convincedof the rest, eating. coarse and. scanty food,
the lawas;transgressors."-James 2: 2-9. and sleeping. 1Jpon hard cots or upon the
There would be no low orlowest class,, floor.
Their .lives are consecrated to
were there a strict observance of these God's service arp.of!g the poor oft he earth.
principles by th<;>se who h;we set to their One is a woman in the early prime of
seal,. by a union with Christ in a coven alit vigorous life; .the other a girl of eighteen.
of peace, thatthey love God. · ·Wealth is' Tb~ ~lder of these devoted women .i&
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awaiting- us at the barracks to be our
guide to Slumdom. She is tall, slender
and clad in a coarse, brown gown, mended
with patches. A big gingham apron,
artistically rent in several places, is tied
about her waist. She wears an old phiid
woolen shawl and ancient brown straw
hat. Her dress indicates extreme poverty,
her face denotes perfect peace. 'This is
Em,' says Mrs. Ballington Booth, and
after this introduction we sally forth..
"More and more wretched grows the
district, as we penetrate further.
Em
pauses before a dirty, smoke-dimmed window, through which in a dingy room are
seen a party of roughs, dark looking men,
drinking and squabbling at a table. 'They
are our neighbors in the front.'
We
enter the hallway and proceed to the rear
room. It is tinv', but clean and warm.
A fire burns ori' the little cracked stove,
which stands up bravely on three legs,
with a brick eking out its support at the
fourth corner. A tin lamp stands on the
table, half-a-dozen chairs, one of which
has arms, but must have renounced its
rockers long ago, and a packing box, upon
which we deposit om~, shawls, c()nstitute
the furniture. Opening- from this is a
small dark bedroom, with one cot made up
and another folded against the wall.
Against a door, which must communicate
with the front room, in which we saw the
disagreeable. looking men sitting,. is a
wooden table for the hand basin. A small
trunk and a barrel of clothing complete the
inventory.
·
"Em's sister in the slum work gives us
a sweet shy welcome.
She is a Swedish
girl, with the fair com plexiori and crisp,
bright hair peculiar to the Scandinavian
blonde-type.
Her head reminds me of a
G:reuze that hangs in the Louvre, with its.
low knot of rippling hair, which fluffs out
from her brow and frames a dear little
face with soft childish outlines, a nez
retrousse, a ·tiny mouth, like a crushed
pink rose, and wistful blue eyes. This
girl has been a Salvationist for two years.
During that time she has learned to speak,
read and write English, while she has
constantly labored among the poor and
wretched. The house where we. find ourselves was formerly notorious as one of
the worst in the Cherry Hill district. It
has been the scene of some memorable
crimes, and among them that of the Chinaman who slew his Irish wife, after the
manner of 'Jack the Ripper,' on the staircase leading to the second floor. A notable change has taken place in the tenement since Mattie and Em have lived
there,. and their gentle .influence is making itself felt in the neighboring houses as
well. It is nearly .eight o'clock when we
sally forth. Each of ys .carries a handful
of printed slips bearing a text of Scripture
. and a: few words ofwarning to lead the
better life. 'These furnish .an.excuse .for
entering- places where otherwise we .could
not go,' explai,ns Ein.
"After arranging a rendezvous we separate. Ma•tie and Liz go off .ill one direction, and Em and I in another: From this
our progress seems like a descent into ·
'fartarus1 E;m pat~,se:;; before a mise!"able
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looking saloon, pushes open the low, So we understand why there are.shuffiing
swinging door, and we go in. It is a low steps along the corridor, bumping aga·inst
ceiled room, dingy with dirt, dim with the the panels of the door, and heavy breathsmoke, nauseating with the fumes .of sour ing without during the long hours of th'e ·
beer and vile liquor. A sloppy bar, and night. All day Em and Mat have been
ciga~r stumps. A motley crowd of men
toiling among their neighbors, and the
and women jostle in the narrow space. night before last they sat up with a dyEm speaks to the soberest looking of the ing woman. They are worn out . and
lot. Be listens to her words, others sleep heavily. Liz and I lie awake and
crowd about. Many accept the slips we wait for the coming of the morning; we ,
offer, and graduall~, as the throng sepa- are too oppressed bi what we have seen
rates to make way, we gain the further and beard to talk. In the morning Liz
end.of the apartment. Em's serious, sweet, and I peep over into the rear house where
saintlike face I follow like a star. . All we heard those dreadful shrieks in the
sense of fear slips from me, and a great night. There is no sign of life, but we
pity fills my soul as I look upon the var- discern enough filth to breed diphtheria
ious types of wretchedness. As the night . and typhoid ·throughout a large se.ction.
wears en the whole apartment !e~ms to In the area below .our window there are
wake up. Every house is alight; the several inches of stagnant water, in which
narrow sidewalks and filthy streets are is heaped a mass of old shoes, cabbage
full of people. Miserable little children heads, garbage, rotten wood, bones, rags
with sin stamped faces dart about like an.d refuse, and a few dead rats. We un~
rats; little ones who ought to be in their derstand now why Em keeps her room
cribs shift for themselves and sleep on cel- full of disinfectants. She tells us that she
lar doors and areas and under carts; a few dare not make any appeal to the sanitary
venders are abroad with their wares, but authorities, either on behalf of their own
the most of the traffic going on is of a dif. or any other dwelling, for fear of anferent description. . Along Water street tagonizing the people, who consider such
are women conspicuously dressed in officials as their natural enemies.
gaudy colors. Their heavily painted faces
"The first visit we»pay is up a number
are bloated or pinched; they shiver in the of eccentric little flights of shaky steps
raw night air. · Liz speaks to one, whore- interspersed with twists of passageways.
plies that she would like to talk, but The floor is full of holes. The stairs have
dare not, and as she says this an old hag been patched here ·and there, but look
comes to the door and cries, •Get along; perilous and sway beneath the feet. A
don't hinder her work!'
low door on the landing is opened by a
"During the evening a man to whom bundle of rags and filth, out of which
Em has been talking has told her, •You issues a woman's voice in husky tones,
ought to join the Salvation Army; they bidding us enter. She has la grippe. We
are the only good women who bother us have to stand very close together, for the
down here. I don't want to lead that sort room is small, and already contains three
of life; but I must go where it is light women, a man, a baby, a· bedstead, a stove,
and warm and clean after working all and indescribable dirt. The atmosphere
day, and there isn't any place but this to is rank with impurity. The man is evicome to,' exclaimed the man. 'You will dently dying. Seven weeks ago he was
appreciate the plea to-morrow when you 'gripped.' He is now in the last stages of
see how the people [live],' Em says, :1s pneumonia .. Em has tried to induce him
we turn our steps toward the tenement to be removed to the hospital, and he
room, which seems like an oasis of peace gasps out his desire 'to die in comfort in
and purity after the howling desert we my own bed.' Comfort! The •bed' is a
rack heaped with rags. Sheets, pillowhave been wandering in.
"Em and Mattie brew some oatmeal cases,.and night-clothes are not in vogue
gruel, and being chilled and faint we en- in the slyms. A woman lies asleep on
joyed a cup of it. Liz and I share a cot the dirty floor with her head under the
in the outer room. We are just going to table. Another woman, who has been
sleep when agonized cries ring out through sharing the nightwatch with the invalid's
the night; then the tones of a woman's wife, is finishing her morning meal, in
voice· pleading pitifully reach our ears. which roast oysters on the half shell are
We are unable to distinguish her words, conspicuous. A child that appears never
but the sound is heartrending-. It comes to have been washed, toddles about the
from one of those dreadful Water street floor and tumbles over the sleeping
houses, and we all feel that a tragedy is woman's form. Em gives it some gruel,
taking place. There is a sound of crash- and ascertain's that its name is •Christine.'
ing blows and then silence. It is customThe dirt, crowding, and smells in the
ary in the slums to leave the house door first place are char?.cteristic of half a dozen
open perpetually, which is convenient for others we visited. We penetrate to gartramps, who creep into the hallways to rets and descend into cellars. The 'rear
sleep at night, thereby saving the few
houses' are particularly'dreadful. Everypence it costs to occupv a 'spot' in the where there is decaying garbage lying
cheap lodging houses. Em and Mat keep about, and the dead cats and rats are evithe corridor without their room beauti- dence that there are mighty hunters
fully clean, aml so it has become an es- among the gaminsof the Fourth Ward.
pecial favorite stamping ground for these We find a number ill from the grip and
vagrants. We were told this when Mat- consequent maladies. None of the suffertie locked and bolted the door and then ers will entertain the thought of seeking
tied the keys and the doorhandle together. a hospital. One probably voices the opin-

iondf the majority when he declares that
'they'll•wash you to death there.' For
thpse people a bath possesses more terror
than the gallows or the graye.
"In one room, with f wee. window,
lies a woman dying of consumption;
Wasted, wan, and wretched, lying on rags
~nd swimming with vermin.
Her little
son, .a boy of eight years, 'nestles beside
her. His cheeks are scarlet; his eyes feverishly bright, and he has a hard cough.
•It's the chills, mum,' says the chap. Six
beds stand close together in another room;
one is empty. Three days ago a woman
died there. and the body has just been
taken away. It hasn't disturbed the rest
of the inmates to have death present there.
A woman is lying on the wreck of a bedstead, slats and posts sticking out in every
direction from the rags on which .she reposes; 'It broke under me ·in the night,'
she explains. A woman is s1ck and wants
Liz to say a prayer. We kneel on the
filthy floor. Soon all my' faculties are
absorbed in speculating which will arrive
first, the 'Amen' or the •B flat' which is
wending its way towards me. This time
the bug does not get there, and I enjoy
grinding him under the sole of my slum
shoe when the prayer is ended.
.
"In another room we find what looks
like a corpse. It is a womar· in an opium
stupor. Drunken -men are brawling
around her.
"Returning to our tenement, Em and
Liz meet us and we return to our experience. The minor details vary slightly, but
the.story is the same piteous tale of woe
everywhere, and crime abounding, condi~
tions which only change to a prison, a ·
plunge in the river, or the Potter's field.
The dark continent can show no lower
depth of degradation than that sounded
by the dweilers of the dark alleys in
Cherry Hill. There isn't a vice missing
in that quarter. Every sin in the Decalogue flourishes in that feeder of penitentiaries and prisons. ,And even as its moral
foulness permeates and poisons the veins
of our social life, so the malarial filth with
which the locality reeks must sooner or
later spread disease and death."-Darkest
England, pps. I59-I64. '
All this fearful squalor of both mind
and body, with the contaminating influence to shame inoculating all that consort
with the apathist, and consequently a hotbed in which sin is bred and fostered as a
sequence, is found in the Metropolis of the
United States of America, a~ likewise in
all the great cities of this country. Hath
God provided anything in the gospel to
meenhis work of degradation? He who
loves without selfish or sinister purpose
said: "For the Son of man is come to seek
and to save that which was lost.''-Luke
19: 10. Anticipating his death, he said:
"And as Moses lifted up the serpent
m the wilderness, even so must the Son of
man be lifted up: And I, if I be lifted up
from the earth, will draw all men unto
me.''·-John3:14ji2:3z.Paultestifiesthat
when he arose from the dead: "When he
ascended up on.high, he led a multitude
of captives.''-Eph. 4:8. This is the
marginal reading. Christ is still working
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for the redemption and salvation of man, Behold I have given you every herb bearfor "The last enemy that shall be de- ing seed, which is upon the face of all the
stroyed is death."-I Cor. I5: 26. As earth, and every tree in the which is the
death still reigns and makes sad our homes, fruit of a tree yielding seed, to you it shall
we are made conscious that the crowning be for meat."-Gen. I: 27-29.
This was not for an individual, or faday hath not yet arrived, and therefore
vored few; for God "hath made of one
the Savior of all men is still employed
the work to accomplish His Father's will, blood all nations of men for to dwell on
who hath "no pleasure in the death of the all the face of the earth.''-,-Acts I 7: 26.
This clearly indicates, at least to the
wicked."-Ezek. 33: I I.
The opposite of death was the chief ob- writer's mind, that every man is by creaject of Christ's coming to earth; for he tion entitled to sufficient land in his possaid: "I am come that they might have session .and control to furnish a comfort"
·life, and that they might have it more able home and sustenance. It ennobles
abundantly."-John ro: IO. The condi- and dignifies man to have and enjoy a
tion in which this abundant life is to be home, and with just pride he exhibits to
enjoyed shall be under the reign· of that his friends his fruits, flowers, waving
universal place foretold: "And he shall grain field, with flocks and herds in pasjudge among many people, and rebuke ture.
(To be· continued.)
strong nations afar off; and they shall beat
their swords into plowshares, and their
spears into pruninghooks: pation shall
LITTLE THINGS.
not lift up a sword against nation, neither
shall they learn war an}' more. But they EDITORS HERALD :-In your issue· of
shall sit every man under his yine August Ist, i89I, I see hit1ts to wives, on
and under his fig tree; and none shall the way to charm their husbands. ··My
make them afraid; for the mouth of the experience tells me that it would be a
Lord of hosts hath spoken it."-Micah 4: good idea for some men to learn how to
charm their wives. This everlastingly
3· 4·
.
.
With those who trust and believe the telling women their duty mak1•s mt! weary.
Lord, this is no fanciful, chimerical illusion Some men could bear <a good deal of
by a visionary enthusiast, but an unful- training in that line, and it would not hurt
filled promise that will be as real and them a particle. There are a great many
tangible as the every day life of the pres- men in this world who have been taught
ent; likewise the. following: "For, be- to look upon their mother as being infer"
hold, I create new heavens and a new ior to their father; intellectually, at least.
Now this whole thing is wrong from
earth: ;md the former shall not be remembered nor come into mind. But be beginning to end. If a man marries a
ye glad and rejoice for ever in that which woman who is not his equal in general
I create; for, behold, I create Jerusalem a knowledge, although at heart she may be
vastly his superior, if he realizes his posirejoicing, and her people a joy. And I
will rejoice in Jerusalem, and joy in my tion, it is his duty as a husband to treat
people; and. the v'oice of weeping shall be her kindly every time and explain to her
no more heard in her, nor the voice of in a Christian spirit which. is the right
crying. There shall be no more thence an way, and show her in a spirit of love, and
infant of days, nor an old man that hath not .witha tone of authority.
·You have undoubtedly seen husbands
not filled his days: for the child shall die
an hundred years old; but the sinner be- at the table begin to find fault with the
ing an hundred years old shall be accursed. cooking· or some other household matter.
And they shall build houses, and inhabit Nothing will hurt a sensitive. woman as
them; and they shall plant vineyards, and bad as that, and yet you will see men who
eat the fruit of them. They shall not have had a good education, and who are
build, and another inhabit; they shall not looked up to by their neighbors as exam.plant, .and another eat: for as the days of ples for others to follow, the very first to
a tree are the days of my. people, and do such things; and they think they show
mine elect shall long enjoy the work of their smartness when they do it. Lef me
their hands. They shall not labor in vain, tell you no man who has the grace of God
nor bring forth for trouble; for they are in his heart will ever do such a thing.
the seed of the blessed of the Lord, anci
Others consider when they go to church
their offspring with them. And it shall or to see a neighbor, it is the business ·of
come to pass, that; before they ,call, I will the wife to walk behind the husband,
answer; and while they are yet speaking, "that is her place," they say. When they
I will hear."-Isa .. 65: I7-24.
· arrive at their destination he will loaf off
Poverty, suffering, and inequality were to where some of his choice friends are
not in the original design of the Creator, sitting or lying in the shade, and begin to
as man's normal condition either in the. spin yarns or talk about the price of corn
probational or eternal estate: "So Go~ and hogs, while she, poor soul, has been
created man in his own image, in the im- carrying a .heavy child (not able to walk)
age of God created he him, male and the. whole distance, and is so tired she is
female created he them. And God blessed ready to drop, instead of sharing the burden
them, and Go.d said unto. them, Be fruit- equally as any good hu.sband would, and
ful, and multiply, and replenish the earth, especially one who claims to have the love
and subdue it; and have dominion over of God in his heart.
the fishof the sea, and over tlie fowl of
But no; the lords Qf .creation are not all
the air, and over every liv.ing thing that- dead yet,. and be considers himself one of
moveth upon the earth. And God said, · them~
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Now don't indulge the thought for on¥
moment that I am at all effeminate, o
that I am what the Indians call "a squaw
man." I am at the head of as happy a
home as any man need ask for. My wife
is my equal in every respect. When I introduce her to my friends, I am prClud of
her; and why not? Many a time a wo,man with a family of small children will
be at the wash tub, tired out and with her
clothing wet with perspiration, and she
almost ready to drop; but her lord and
master don't realize any such thing. He
comes home to dinner, and sees everything
not ready and she ready to faint. She
realizes at the last moment how angry he
will be, and instead of putting his strong
arm arcund her, and telling her, "You
poor, tired mother, sit down and rest
you a few minutes, I will set the
table; don't feel bad, I will help you
out," he begins to scold the children, and sets himself down in the big
.chair and growls like a bear with a sore
head; and by the time his better half has
provided something to eat, he is too mad
to ask a blessing on what he is going to
eat. The children learn to hide at his approach; the happie§;t time his wife sees is
either when he is asleep or away at work.
Such things are all wrong, and in this
age of progression men should keep
abreast of the times, especially in their
own house and in the presence of company.
I think I have said enough to satisfy
any reasonable man that I am right. Now
give the women a rest, and let the men
take these things to heart and see with
good treatment and a spirit of love how
happy they can make their wives. Instead of domineering over them let them
meet them with .a smil.e and a kiss, and it
won't belong till he realizes with a little
effort on his part how happy they can be.
X X XX,

NEw ORLEANs, La., Aug. nth.

THE VOICE OF SCHOLARSHIP ON
ACTS 2: 38.
NEARLY sixteen years ago there were
published in the Apostolic Times eight
letters from prominent Greek scholars on
the force of the preposition eis in Acts 2:
38. They were letter" written in answer
to a question propounded by me to
these Greek scholars, themselves professors of Greek in certain prominent .col)eges and universities. I asked that the
question be answered purely in the light
of critical scholarship, aside from all theolngical bias or application. These testimonies have been regarded as very valuable, and have been freely and convincingly used by our distinguished deb~ters in a.
'true exegesis of the relatio:n of baptism to
the remission of sins~ These letters have
been published more than once,andnow;
nearly sixteen years after their first appearance, they ar~ called for again.
This is the request that .I made oftkese
Greek professors:
.
''Will you be so kind as to give.

rne
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your translation of the preposition eis in its relation to salvation, or. eveq
the to any theological. beari.ngs that the sub.
Acts 2: 38, and your opinion, .as a Greek meaning of the expression epi too onomati ject may have, I am wholly indifferent.
scholar, as to what grammatical relation it ("in the name") is a sufficient answer to 1 • Professor Proctor, of Dartmouth Col~
expresses between fhe predicates of the your note, I remain yours truly.
· lege, New Hampshire:
verse and the phrase aphesin hamartioon P
Professor Packard, of Yale College,
It is my opinion that eis is to be con~
I shall be obliged for your answer in the Connecticut:
nected with both predicates, and that it
light of• scholarship, aside from all theo"
Your letter of inquiry as to the mean- denotes an object or end in view. I am
logical applications of the verse."
ing of eis in Acts 2: 23, was handed to me inclined to. think that the phrase "in the
The answers are herewith given as they ·this rporning. I do not suppose it is pos- name of Christ," thcfugh grammatically
appeared in the Asostolic Times June 8th sible to determine from classical or patris- limiting only baptistheeti, does in thought
and 15th, r876:
·
tic usage a necessary meaning for such a modify the .connection.. of eis, the ideas
Professor Tyler, of Amherst College, word, which can be applied in any new standing logically in the following order';
Massachusetts:
case. It is so frequent a word has so many viz: Having been shown)our ill behavior
Yours of the 9th inst. is just received. various meanings, and expressing only re- against the Messiah, put faith in (the
I shall translate Acts 2: 38 literally thus: lation, depends so entirely on context for name) of Christ; on the basis of that faith
Repent and let every one of you be bap- its determination that each case must be repent and (confess) be baptized, and then
tized in (or on) the name of Je~us Christ decided mainly by itself. Here it seems to be forgiven :--eis. Cof)necting aphesis
unto remission of sins.. The preposition be connected with both verbs. With bap- not with the two predicates separately,
eis seems to denote the object and end of tizoo alone it has a special New Testament but withthe whole preceding part of the
the two verbs which precede in the. im- use, as to the meaning of which scholars sentence. I have first and last given a
. perative. In other words, remission of are somewhat divided. My own impres- good deal of attention to this point, but
sins is the object and end (or res.ult) of re- sion (to give it for what it is worth) is that cannot yet sp~ak more confidently than I
pentance and baptism. The meaning I shall translate it, if these words oc- have done. If you enjoy this study as I
may perhaps be more definitely and un- curred in Plato, for instance to the end of do, I congratulate you most cordially. I
eqUivocally expressed thus: Repent and , remission of sins. It would then make establi.sh few doctrines as such, but the
Jet every one of you be baptized to the aphesin hamartioon an object aimed at, or divine W otd is more and more a susteend that your sins may be forgiven. The a result attained by the acts denoted by nance and solace.
Professor Harkness,ofBrown Universipassage does not imply that repentance the verbs. But this leads one necessarily
and baptism stand in the same moral, re- into the 'domain of theology. I am sorry ty, Rhode Island:
ligious, essential or formal· relation to for- I cannot give you a more definite answer.
In my opinion eis in Acts .2 : 3s denotes
giveness, any more than believing and beProfessor Foster, of Colby University, purpose, and may be rendered "in order
ing baptized stand in the same relation to' Maine:
to," or "for the purpose of receiving," or
being saved, in Mark r6: r6; or being
Without a special examination of the as in our English version, for. Eis
born of water and the Spirit stand in the passage in connection with others in which aphesin hamartioon suggests the motive
same relation to entering into the kingdom like expressions occur, I should say that or object contemplated in the action of
of God, in John 3: .5: The result is fully the word here has the force of "unto," the two preceding verbs.
realized in each of these cases only when "in order to," "for th.e sake of," indicating
RoBT. T. MATHEWs, ·
In Apostolic Gnide.
both.the outward and the inward condi- a result to be attained, and it connects the
LEXINGTON, Kentucky.
tions are fulfilled. But that the. outward phrase aphesin hamartioon with both the
condition is. less essential, is clearly indi- foregoing imperative verbs, alike gramITEMS OF INTEREST.
cated by its omission in the negative and matically considered, though, on other
condemnatory part of Mark r6: r6, "He grounds, I shall say, specially with the
In a late article in the Gentleman's
that believeth not shall be damned." I do first, since pardon is nowhere offered on Magazine "different scientists estimate the
not know that I have met the precise condition of bapti,sm alone, while it is on age of the world from 9o,ooo,ooo to
point and object of your inquiries. I have that of repentance. This is briefly my re- 000,000 years."
only touched the points of chief interest sponse to your inquiry as I understand it.
A writer in the Times of India deand importance as they present themscribes a Sunday holiday at Cawnpore.
Professor
D'Ooge,
of
Ann
Arbor
selves to my own mind.
Throwing bodies of cholera victims into
University, Michigan:
Professor H. C. Cameron, of Prinoeton
the sacred Ganges in the belief that it may
In reply to your inquiry I would say revive them does not deter the populace
College; New Jersey:
that in my judgment the preposition eis in
The preposition eis in Acts 2: 38, is evi- the verse referred to expresses the relation from bathing in or drinking its waters.
dently used in its final sense, and the of aim or end in view, answering the ques- The sacred river is in reality a sewer that
phrase is clearly connected with metanoee- tion eis ti (for what?), and to be trans- runs by most of the towns of the northwest
sate kai baptistheeti (repent and be bap- lated by "unto," "in order to," "for." This provinces. Cholera is busy at Cawnpore
tized) as the [end or result] to which re- sense of eis, as you doubtless know, is at present, and as all the victims of this
pentance and baptism in the name of J e- recognized by Liddell and Scott for class- disease are put unburnt into the river, the
sus led. The conviction of sin in the cru- ical, by Winner for New Testament people seem to be doing all they can for
cifixion of Jesus, who was both Lord and usage. I cannot agree with those who the spread of .the disease.
Christ, led the multitude to inquire of the ascribe to eis nearly the same force in the
· Reports of the severe storm in Southapostles, "What shall we do?" "Do," for phrase, "baptize into the name," but ern California continue. Steamers in the
what purpose? Evidently "for the remis- understand it then to be used in the sense gulf and along the Mexican coast were
sion of siBs," as shown in the answer of of "in reference to," "in relation to."
compelled to lay off or anchor. At San
the apostle. They thought only of the sin
Jose del Cad a in Lower California the full
Professor Flagg, of Cornell University, effects of the storm were felt. For three
against Christ, which, since his advent as
the essence of sin ("of sin because they be- New York:
days the storm lasted, and it was fully a
lieved not on me"); but the apostle makes
In answer to your inquiry about the day and a half before the wind dropped.
the matter more general-"remission of force of the preposition eis, in the passage In the meantime hundreds have been
sins." The term aphesis (remission), ex- of the New Testament to which you refer rendered homeless, two persons killed,
cept in the quotation from Isaiah (Luke (Acts 2:38 ), I should say that it denoted and a number badly injured. On the morn4: r8) has but one signification in theN ew intention or purpose, "with a view to," ing of the third day the rain ceased and
Testament. This, then, was the object much as if it had been written "so as to the water in the streets began to recede.
contemplated both in the question and ·the obtain remission of sins." I speak, how- The scene presented was ope of desolaansw.er, and to which eis points. Trust- ever, wholly from the standpoint of class- tion and ruin. Men, women and children
ing that this hasty note,. which does not ical Greek, not being familiar with the were found huddled together, and every
enter into tl:::e question of baptism, or of changes introduced by the Hellenistic, As small house in th~ town 1 with but few ex-

soo,-
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ceptions, was found destroyed. Many cat- reported to be one-sixth, while at present
tle were killed. At Magdalina bay anum- it is one-fifth.
ber of small craft were blown ashore and
S UMMIT, N
· A eye1one
• . J·., A ug. 24.wrecked or damaged.
struck Long hill in Passaic valley during
MARTINIQUE,/ August I8.-A hurri- the thunderstorm last evening. Whole
cane last night destwyed every sail in orchards, cornfields, and hundreds of tons
port. Houses were all damaged and· a of stacked hay were swept away. The
great many lives lost. The calamity is the cyclone struck Long hill about 5 o'clock
most severe since the year I8I7. So far as .in the afternoon, cutting a swath as though
learned sixty deaths have resulted from a huge mower had gone over the·ground.
the hurricane's visitation, and large num- T.he cyclone is the first ever experienced
bers have been injured. From all parts of in this section. The damage amounts to
the island comes the tale of woe and deso- $ 10o,ooo.
·
lation. About two-fifths of the island wa§;
Floods at Toyama, Japan, damaged
under cultivation, and the mountain slopes. nearly ,ooo houses.
9
were covered with forests. All the culti-'
vation and all the forests in the path of
.WASHINGTON, D. C., Aug. 24.-'I'he
the hurricane appear to have been swept census .bureau to-day issued a bulletin on
away. The numerous sugar, coffee, cot- the· assessed valuation of real and personal
ton and c.ocoa plantations whlich have felt property of the several states and territhe force <;>f the tornado seem to have been tories. The .valuations are shown for the
utterly destroyed.
years of I89o and 188o with the exception of
Michigan, which is for I886; and of ArPARIS, August 24.-The lates.t advices kansas,Deiaware, Iowa, Mississippi, New
from Martinique say that three hundred Mexico, Washington, and Wyoming,
and forty persons perished in the recent which are for r88 . The huUetin shows
9
hurricane, without counting the. ship- that the assessed value of all property has
in 188o,
wreck fatalities . .,The bulk of the shipping· increased from $I6,902 ,
,5
993
having been lost the governor has permit- to $ 24 ,249 , 8 ,804 in r8 o, 43
an incre\lse
9
5 9
ted foreign vessels to engage in coa·s.t during the decade of $7,346>396,261, and
trade in order to supply the needs of the amount. equivalent to the. true value pf all
inhabitants.
·
property as returned by the United State·s
The exhibition of the so-called holy censl)s in I85o ($7,I35,78o,228)."
coat . of the Savi:or at Treves,. Germany,
Should it be found upon the comp1eHon
attracted thous'lnds of pilgrims to the ofthe inqqiry inreJatiqn to the true value of
Roman Catholic Cathedral.
all property in the U nit.ed States that the
The Emperor .of Japan has decreed that s.ame relation exsists in. r89o between asevery man who provokes a duel or accepts &essed valuation and true valuation as exa challenge shall pay a heavy fine and •' is ted in I88o; the. absolute wealth. of the
serve from six months to two years in the U nlted States, according to the eleventh
galleys.
·
census,. tpay be estimated at $62,6.w,ooo,Bloomington, Columbus, Bedford and ooo, or nearly$r,ooo per capita, as against
Washington, Indiana, .report severe elec- $5I4 per capita im87o and $870 per captrical storms and much destruction of ita in .r88o.
property in their respective counties on
The final returns showing the absolute
the 2 u;t.
wealth of the country will neccessarily be .
Two shocks of earthquake were sensi- among the last publications of this office,
bly felt at Jerseyville, Illinois, and vicinity as complete data for the calculation are
during the prevalence of an electrical not available until after the inquiries relatstorm on the 2 Ist.
ing to agriculture and manufactures have
been furnished.
·
Two-thirds of the church members of
this country are women; 43 ,000 of the
The bulletin further shows that in I89o
45,000 convicts in the State prisons of the (exclusive of Oklahoma) the assessed valUnited States are men.- Ch.urch Union.
uation per c~pita was $381.62, against
INSANITY IN FRANCE.
$337.01 in 188o,. and that, while the increase in populatio!l was 24-86 per .cent,
A report m~de to. a convention of the increase per capita of a~sessed valuation.
French physicia11s contains a remarkable was 4346 per cent. .
.
array of facts as ;to the increa.se of insanity
According to expert figures the perm ain France, and e$pecialiy as to the increase nent tramp population of the United
of that form of 'the malady due to exces- States numbers 6o,ooo.
sive indulgence in alcoholic drinks.
In
· .
·
seventeen years insanity increased through~
FREEPQRT, Ill., Aug. 24-The donaout the country to the. extent of 30 per ticm of handsome property in this city h~s
ce.nt, 56 per cent of the.ins.ane being men, been made by the Misses Manny to the
and 44 per cent ·. .women.
The increase Rock river. conference of the .1\fethodist
during the last seventeen years has ip fact Episc;op~l Church for the foundinp- of a
· Iy m
· t he · branc;1es
1
.been a1most entire
d f. deaconesses' home.
alcoh9lic insanitrand of gener!J:l panilysis
BALTIMORE, ·Aug. 21.-Peaches conparesisronly avery little adva!Jce being tinue to arrive. in large quantities. The
noted in mania, melancholia, and .chronic number of. packages received yesterday
delirium;. alcohol and overwork are there- · was estimated at wo,opo. The fruit was
fore responsible for the greater part of the.
good condition, and< was rf:ladily disincrease of insanity thus recorded. Some posed of at price§> ranging from I 5 to 85
fifteen years ago the proportion of women cents.
.
among the cases of alcoholic i.nsanity was
So far the receipts have exceeded the
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expectations of both the buyers and steamboat men. All the lines have been taxed
to their utmost capacity in bringing the
fruit to m;:~,rket, and many of them are
making pouble trips in order to furnish
the farmers with speedy transportation.
Packers are having a harvest.
ILLITERACY. IN V ARlO US COUNTRIES.
SPARE MoMENTs.-India is practically
uneducated. The total number of scholars
in schools and colleges of all sorts is 3,250,ooo, or I Yz per cent. of the entire population. These are mainly confined to the
cities and towns; hut out of 25o,ooo,ooo
in all India less than I r,ooo,ooo can read
and write. A census of the illiterates in
the various countries of the world places
the three Slavic states of Roumania, Servia, and Russia at the head of the list,
with about So per ce.nt. of the population
unable toread and write. Of the Latinspeaking races Spain heads the list, with
63 per cent~, followed by Italy with48 per
cent., France and Belgium having about
15 per cent, The illiteracies in Hungary
number 43 per cent., in Austria 39 per
cent .., and in Ireland 2 I per cent. In Epg~
land w~ find 13 per cent., Holland IO per
cent., United States ( w bite population) 8
per cent., and Scotland 7 per cent. unable
to read and write. When we come to the
·purely Teutonic states we find a marked
reduction in the percentage of illiteracies.
The highest is in Switzerland, 2.5, and in
the whole German empire it is I per cent.,
while in Sweden, Denmark, Bavaria,
Baden, and Wurtemburg there is practically no one wh<;> cannot read and write;

CENTRAL NEBRASKA ..
This district conference met at the Saints'
chapel near Clearwater, Nebraska, Saturday, August 15th, at. I I a.m; W. Rumel chairman.
Branch reports Chelsea I6; lost 3· Clearwater
66; gained 3· Evergreen lind D5!er Creek, no
report. Ministry reports: Elders: W. Rumel,
L. Gamet and J. E. Rogerson.. Priests: C. N.
Hutchins, W. Weston and J. W. Nelson. J. H.
Jackson was released from acting as secretary,
and Levi Gamet chosen in his stead. On motion,
all elders and priests not actively engaged in
branch labor were requested to confer with president of district and labor under his direction.
Preaching by W. Rumel. Adjourned to meet
with the Clearwater branch at call of distric't
president.
NODAWAY.
Conference of the Nodaway· district convened
at Stanberry, Missouri, August ISth and I6th; J.
Thomas presiding, M; P. Madison secretary.
Branch reports: Platt 79; 2 removed, 7 baptized.
Ross 'Grove 32; 4 baptized. Sweet Home 26; r
received. Stanberry, no change. Elders reported: W. E. Peak, baptized S;.H. R. Harder, bapti.zed 2; J. Flory, b'aptized 4; John Hawley,_w.
Powell, F, W. Curtis and Ole Madison. Priests:
M.· P. Madison, F. J. Curtis and A; Jensen;
Teachers: R. F. Hill, J. T. Ford. Deacon, C. H.
Vandusen. ·There were .two ordinations from
Platt branch; M .. P.l\fadison to the office of elder, and J. N .. Byergo ti>t.he officeof priest. It
was one of the most peaceful conferences held in
the. district for some time, All seem to feel )>Vell.
James Thomas was sustained district. president,
J. N. B;yergo elected distdct sect"etary. · Auditing committee on bi~hop's agen~~s boo:ks report-
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ed books correct. R. K. Ross, Jr., was sustained
bishop's agept. Adjourned to Union Church,
.Missouri, November 2Ist and 22d. M.P. Madison was elected district treasurer.

TliE SAINTS' ,HERALOi··
R. R's.

Those expecting to come will

pl~~~e

I soun. to A: J. Cato, Louella,· Ray county, 1\Jis:

NORTHERN ILLINOIS AND SOUTHERN WISCONSIN.
Conference met with the Mission branch,
June 2oth and 2Ist; district president, Henry'
Southwick presiding; assisted by Bro. F. M.
Cooper; W. Vickery secretary. Branch reports:
Plano 199; 2 baptized, 3 received, 9 removed, I
died, I marriage. Courtland 33; 2 baptized, I expelled. East Delavan 5I; I baptized, I died.
Braidwood 5I; 2 received, 3 removed, I died.
Streator 34; I received. Sandwich 53; I died.
Mission Io6. Visiting brethren invited to take
part. The name of the district was changed
to Northern Illinois and
Southern Wisconsin. Officers present .and reporting: E. C.
Briggs, of the Twelve; H. H: Robinson, E. l\1:.
Wildermuth, F. M. Cooper and W. S. Pender, of
the Seventy; H. South wick, R. Wolliscroft, T.
Hougas, J. Stanley, R. R. Partridge, A. Hayer,
C. D. Carter, W. Vickery, J. S. Kier, Elder W. R.
Calhoon, by letter. H. ]. Worby, priest. J.
Wonders, H. Hayer and G. Van Dran, teachers.
·John P. Lane was received a member of the
Reorganization, having been a member in the
old. The president read a decision of a court of·
elders appointed by him to try a case between
certain parties, they deciding the charges sustained and recommending that if the guilty
parties do not make proper confession and
reconciliation in three months they be cut off
from the church. The decision and recommendation were sustained. Bro. M. F. Gowell's name
was presented by Bro. Briggs for him to be ordained a priest, which was so ordered. A committee of three wae appointed to inquire as to
the dioorganization and reorganization of the
First Chicago branch.,Authorities of the church
were sustained.
Bro. Henry Southwick was
sustained as president and W. Vickery secretary
for the next four months. Adjourned to Plano,
Illinois, October roth a.nd uth.
·

PITTSBURG AND KIRTLAND
DISTRICT.
The new chapel of the Conneautville, Pennsylvania, branch will be dedicated on Sunday, September 6th, and a cordial invitation is extended
to the ministry, Saints and friends to meet with
us on this occasion. We expect Elders G. T.
Griffiths, of the Twelve, Bishop Kelley, L. W.
Powell and M; H. Bond, of the Seventy, G. H.
Hulmes, T. W. Williams, D. Strachan, and
others of the ministry.
District conference will convene Saturday,
s~ptember 5th, as published in the Herald for
August 22d, and it is hoped that the brethren and
sisters throughout the district will make special
efforts to be present. Conneautville is on the
Pittsburg, Shenango & Lake Erie railroad and
the Erie & Pittsburg railroad of the Penna. Co.
Send a postal card to Bro. John G. or Leonard S.
Holman, Conneautville, Crawford county, Pennsylvania, stating when and how you are coming,
so that arrangements can be made for convey·
ance to the church, two and a half miles from station. Come, and let us have a reunion that will
long be remembered for its pleasant associations
and spiritual refreshing.
w. H. GARRETT,
Pres. qf Branclz.
GROVE MEETING.
There will be a grove meeting in the Waconda
branch, commencing September IIth, at 7:30 p.
m. Will the elders please remember and come,
all who can? A cordial invitation is extended to
the Saints of the district, also to the Independence and Far West districts. Those who come
by rail, come to Braymer, on the C. M. & St. P.
R. R., or to Hardin, on the Santa Fe or Wabash

writ~
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NOTICE.
·' Delegates coming to the Southern Indiana
DistrictConference will get off the boat at Derby, and enquire for Bluford Hall, or for William
Cummings. Branch secretaries sending branch
reports by mail must send to S. C; Gruver, Derby, Perry county, Indiana, care of Robert Eyres;
also Elders or others sending reports, plea5e use
the same address.
S. C. GRUVER, Dist. Sec.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Conference oL the Northeast district of Kansas will convene at Fanning, Doniphan county,
Kansas~ September 19th, and 2oth, at 2 p.m. We
hope .for a full representation of all the branches
in the district and desire to meet with all the
Saints that can conveniently come, .so that we
BORN.
may lmve a good time, good be done and the
cause prosper in this part of the vineyard.
ADAMS. -,:Blessed Thursday, April r6th, by ~
Brn. Davis and Parsons will be witl'l us.<·
Elder M. H. Forscutt, at Chicago, Illinois, c!JilDANIEL MUNN:S, /Jist;ip;~s,
. dren of.Marcellus D., and Lucretia C. Adams,
j\nnie Grace, born Oclob,er 4th, r887, and. GerThe Kewanee district conference will be I;.efd. trude Lucretia, born. Man;h roth, 1890. Sister
in the Saints' chapel at Buffalo Prairie, Illinois;
Adams is a niece of Bishop Israel Rogers.
the first Saturday in September at 10 a.m. An* Ye.·sweet buds of promise, new: pledges of Jove,
May the Mighty One guard you, the Holy One guide
invitation is extended to all to come that can
Through the dark ways of earth; to the bright home above,
cqme. Let us have another refreshing 'time
In the jeweled-wall city for aye to abide.
from the Lord.
ANDERSoN.~At Lamoni, Iowa, March 22d;
JOHN:.D. JoNEs, Dist. Sec.
r8gr, to Bro. Daniel and l')r .. M. A. Anderson, a
daughter; blessed August 23d, I89r, by Elders
The Des Moines district conference wiHcon:
Robert M. Elvin, H. N. Snively .. and William
vene at. Richland schoolhouse, Sheridan branch,
Anderson, and named Helen Annie.
September uth, 12th and 13th. All officers of
the several branches are solicited to come up
DIED.
with full reports and )lring the' spirit of your
SELF.-Near Bennett, Nebraska, August 16th,
high calling with you and let us rejoice together · r89I, ofcholera infantum,Joseph Holman, dearagain.
G. M. JAMISON,
ly' beloved and only child of Bro. Robert 0., and
Dist; Clerk.
Sr. Amelia 'Self, aged I year, five months, and 9
·days. He was a sweet and intelligent child. The
few relatives and a l:1;rge: concourse of friends
TWO-DAYS' MEETINGS.
and neighbors followed the little body to the
Two-days' meetings will be held at places and
Bennett cemetery where it was interred. Funeral
dates following:
services conducted by Elder J. Armstrong.
Beetown, . Grant county, Wisconsin, August
SPARKs.-At the county hospital in San Ber29th and 3oth.
.
nardino, August 5th, r8gi, Q. S. Sparks, aged 71
Presbyterian church on Byrd's Creek,. five
years. Q. S. Sparks was one of the old pioneers
miles east of Excelsior, Richland county, Wis·
who made California, a man the history of whose
consin, September 26th and·. 27th.
·
life reads like a romance, and who has ·gone
W. S. PENDER, Dist. Pres.
through an experience so varied as to be of deep
interest. At the age of I6 years he was called
Two-days' meetings will be held In the North,
the boy preacher of Connecticut,· belonging to
east Missouri district during the month of Septhe Methodist denomination. In I848 he came
tember as follows: Salt River;:Sth and 6th; Beill
to California, joining the Mormons. For two
vier, rzth and I 3th; Higbee, 19th and zoth.
years he remained in San Francisco, speculating
It is hoped that the Saints and all interested
and investing. He at one time owned the Sparks
persons will put forth every effort to. make these
ferry in theSan Joaquin valley, and run a large
meetings a success.
trading post. In the early 'so's he came to San
DuNCAN .CAMPBELL, Dist. Pres.
Bernardino, where he at once began the practice
of law, in which profession he ranked among the
The. Five Lakes, Michigan, two·days' meeting
most e,minent lawyers, until about I878, when he
will be postponed until further notice.
removed to Los Angeles in feeble health where
R. W. HUGILL.
he has remained ever since. Some two weeks
ago he came here and was admitted to the hosPUBLISHER'S NOTICE.
pital in a very weak condition, until last
Wednesday morning, when he died.
He was
We wish to say to our friends that our book
"With The Church .In An Early Day," is now widely known and his charitable nature will b<!
revered by those whom he assisted in dark hours.
ready for mailing. To the ministry we are offerHe died in extreme poverty, but on the eve of reing unusual inducements to assist in its sale and
ceiving a fortune of $2s,ooo, which only for the
would be pleased to have you send for our terms
law's delay would have helped him to pass the
soon, as the offer will be withdrawn December
last dark honrs in comparative luxury. His
rst, I89r. Parties ordering hereafter will please
death is deeply mourned by the old pioneers who
notice that the postage is fourteen cents, instead
knew and loved him so well. The funeral was
of eight cents, as we thought it would be. The
held yesterday afternoon at four o'clock from
vofume (as the amount of postage indicates) is
McDonald & Son's undertaking parlors.- San
large, neatly 1!4ild substantially bound and we
Bernardino Kaleidoscope.
think will give general satisfaction.
M. WALKER.
McCARY.-At her home at Reese, Michigan,
August 14th, r89r, aged 7I years, 8 months and
I7days, Sr. Jane McCary. She was born DecemPARTNER WANTED,
ber Ist, r819, in Ireland; came to America in
I want a partner in the Grocery business; eight
I840; united with the church on the 14th of Febor ten hu·ndred dollars required; references given
ruary, 1877, under the ministration of Elder
•. and required. Address at once. J. W. Johnson,
Joseph Luff. She has raised nine children, three
Lock Box 4· a. 12, Redding, Ringgold county,
sons and one daughter of whom are left to mourn
lo.wa.
ssep2 t
the loss of an affectionate and loving mother.
The day before her death she walked about the
ADDRESSES.
*
house and gave her last instructions in these paJ. F. Mintun, Magnolia, Harrison Cfo:, Iowa.
thetic, warning words: "0h my children, do not
Elder Thomas Bradshaw, No. 48 Repton street,
hold hardness towards anyone, but be good ·to
Limehouse, London, England.
everybody." And the following day, surroundE. L. Kelley, Presiding Bishop, Temple, Lake couned by her children and grandchildren she calmly
ty, Ohio.
fell asleep in Jesus. Truly the righteous shall
T. W. Smith, care Ensign Office, Independence, Missouri.
not taste death. Funeral services by Elder A.
Alexander H. Smith's home address is now Lamoni, Ioa.
Barr, by request of the deceased. The sermon
Elder Columbus Scott, box 94., Galien, Michigan
was preached in the Methodist church to a large
J. W. Gillen, Station E, St. Louis, Mo.
congregation, their choir kindly rendering ex·
C. A. Parkin, 2910 Sixteenth St., Near Mission, San
cell en t song service.
Francisco, California.
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
MAULE.-In Raglan township, Harrison county, Iowa, June ulh, r89r, of quick consumption,
Sr. Margaret Ann Maule, twin daughter of Bro.
Donald and Sr. Christina Maule, aged r8 years
and 14 days. She was born in Raglan township
May 28th, r873; was baptized October roth, r886,
by Elder Phineas Cadwell,. and confirmed by
Elders J. F. McDowell and E. C. Brand. Funeral sermon by Elders J. F. McDowell and J. F.
Min tun.
BoRLAND.-At Omaha, Nebraska, August 5th,
1891, Sr. Martha Jane Borland, wife of Bro.
James Borland, aged 65 years, 5 months and 3
days.
Funeral services conducted by Elder G.
M; L. Whitman.
·
Released from earthly care and sorrow,
Rest in .hope, in joy and.peace,
Dear wife and moth.er, till the morrow
. Ushers in the marriage feast.
CALHOUN.-At his residence in Santa Rosa
county, Florida, :June 2oth, rSS)r; Elder Tames
Calhoun. Bro. Calhoun was one of our oldest
citizens, coming with his parents to this county
in r8r8. He' was ever looked upon a.s an upright, honora\)le man. When the restored gospel
was first preached here he soon recognized it as
the voice of the· Good Shepherd, and was baptized by T. H. Waddell in March, r868. He was
ordained an elder in May of the same year, and
chosen to preside over the Santa Rosn branch,
which position .he filled with acceptability for
several years; he was always at his post. During all the years of his church life he was
strictly regular in attendance at all.the services,
and al~ays ready to discharge his duty. His
sufferings· were long and severe, but he bore
them with that Christian fortitude and resignation that on! y the hope of the gospel can Inspire.
He left a wife, five childrenand many friends tobut why follqw the s,tereotyped sentence and say
mourn their Joss; for why should any one mourn
that this brother,should, at a ripe old age,.change
a life of pain .and sor.row for one of ineffable
blis~.
·

MILLINERY STOCK

For sale'.in L~moni ata bargain. Write to
Box 230, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.

ENSIGN

HO!!

READ

A New and

SPIRITUAL GIFTS

THIS!!!

Enlar~ed

OF

THE SEER OF PALMYRA!

PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD;

SEQUEL TO SPIRITUAL GIFTS.

THE"

Aposta,cy, Reformation and Restoration,
BYWM. H. KELLEY,

Everybody Should Read It.
It contains 421 pagerJ (the first issue containing but
370) of closely written matter. with autograph and likeness
of the Author, and is sold at the low price of $1.25 per copy.
,No one should be content .with a copy of the first issue.
Send it on a missionary tour among your neighbors and
friends, and purchase a volume of the New EditH>n to be
better pleased with it, and thus send a thousand evangdists
into the field with little or no sacrifice. The wollK IS A LIBRA·
R~ \\"I THIN ITSELF': a marvel qf' trenchant criUcism and log~
ical deduct~,o~s j'ro~n'historicalfacts; a KEY to the right un~

derstanding of tho Bible and modern diverse systems of
faith and worship .. It discusses the issues of theology
that are to the front to-day. No Bible student can afford
to miss reading "Presidency and Priesthood" either as
critic or investigator~ It points out the way in which all
Christians may unite upon a common faith-the Bibleand may be read with interest and profit by Skeptics and
Ir!fidels. It treats largely of lliinistm.•ial A uthorc
ity as associated with the· MELCHISEDEK and AARONIO
PRIESTHOODS, and the
IDEAL CHURCH OF NEW TESTAMENT TIMES
is conspicuously set forth in striking contrast with the
Creeds and systems" Of Church building since the days of
the Apostles, Also the claims for the ·
RESTORATION OF THE GOSPEL A'l' A LATER
DAY THAN APOSTOLIC AGE
"Is critically examined in the 'light of prophecy and history, which IS a subject of great moment to men of every
faith. A historical r,esume or bdef is also inserted of the
rtse and development of the

"APOSTATE CHURCH,,,

and an

exegesis upon the 2gth chapter of Isaiah, the revelation
of the

"'sEALED nooK 1"

a scientific and

historica~

refer-

ence and presentation of the earliest discovery and settlement of the .{).mericau continent. some twenty centuries before the Cbrtstiau era, the ancestors of the American lndtans, who they were and where they came from,
with facsimiles of their writings, the origin of modern

churches and creeds, etc.
Copies may be had hy addressing Wm. H. Kelley. Temple, Lake county, Ohio; or the Herald Office, Lamoni,
Iowa, an<1 from Traveling Agents. :Money orders sent to
Wm, H. Kelley should be drawn on Willoughby, CJhio.

THE NEW WEBSTER
Sucqessor of the Unabridged.

Brethren· { J'. A. RoBINSON.l Editors.
f
, F. G. PITT
Subse:t;ipt~on price, $1.00 per year.
It is devoted to' the spreading of religious truth as
viewed by the Smnt,,
·
·
Each issue contains a sermon by otie of the mmistry,
reports of the different societies in the church, and articles bearing upon, or explanatory of the doctnnes of the
church.
:
It is the intention to make it a '>elp to the missionary
at home and in the 'field; a sou rr.e ofcomfort' to the scattered ones who are <lenied church pnvileges, and to bring
the Saints into closer relationship with each other.

SEND THEM IN.
We are preserving several hundred copies of each
installment of the. Braden Kelley Debate, and shall
be prepared until further notice to furnish all our report .to new subscribers. 50cts will secure the entire
report.
LAMBE)'(T BROS. Publishers,
· '
Lamopi, Dec11tur Co., Iowa.

BOOIUi WANTED.
Wingfield Watson,. of Bay Springe, Cb;arlevoix county,
Michigan, would like to replace his first three or fonr
volumes of the Tillles and Seasons, and Life of Joseph
Smith, the Prophet1 having lately lost them by fire.
Any on" having a. copy of these works, or any <'ne of
them, to.1'art'with for a price, is respectfully invited to
correspond with frim according to the above address,
~Look Here.-The ·small colored 'iabel with
ll>.::!lS'
your ;name printed on," shows the date to which

your subscription is paid.

.,

'12Sep9l

Means that your subscrij:ltio;n will rnn out September
Renew your subscription in time.

Or
By M. H. BOND.
llJ:odern Propltets a:ftm.• ancient types.
Who was Joseph Smith 1
Was he a reli~ious impostor~
V.Vas be a "Spirit lUedinm" Y
What does the Bible say about Joseph
SmithY
.
The Truth by Three Witnesses-Christianity in the
ll'irst and Nineteenth Century-The Ancient and Modern Pharisee-The Revelations of Emmanuel Swedenborg-Modern "Spirit Mediums,'? abd Hypnotic Religious '·Revival," as Against Reason and Bible Testimo'by, and in Contradistinction to the Work of "The Latter
Day Seer,'' Exam1tied in the Light of FAcTs and Human
History-A Rational and Scriptural Exposition or Explanation of Old and New 'l'estament Prophecy and Doctrine.
A Revision of "Spiritual Gifts," With Supplement and
Appendix. N "arly twice the reading matter of Spiritual
Gifts. Paper covers 35cts .. full cloth binding 60 cents.
For Sale at "Herald O.ffice;" or by M. H. Bond, Willoughby, Ohio. Liberal Discount to Agents.
4apr

NOW READY.
"WHAT IS MAN,"
BY ELDER J'. R. LAMBERT,
Is now ready in. paper covers. A thorough treati.se on
immortality, and a complete expose of mortal-soulism;
250 pages.

Paper covers, per copy,
50c.
Cloth (ready by September 15)
'i5c.
Food for Thought, paper covers
25c.
Per·dozen
$2.00.
Patriot one year and Food for Thought 1.15.
6 months "
1oc.
W'"' WRITE US FOR TERMS TO AGENTS.
LAMBERT BROTHERS,
LAMONI, low A.

A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
Setting forth the order and nature of the Priesthood, and defining the duties and prerogatives
of all the Church Officials,. including the First
Presidency, and also the Deacons, as set forth in
the Revelations of God and decisions of the
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
the Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
Price 25 cents including postage.
·
c

REVISITED,

AND THE WORLD STORY REFOLD;
The Scientific Defense of the Latter Day Faith.
240 pages, bound in cloth, price $1..
S. F. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa.

SUNDAY SCHOOL
For Intermediate QLiesti()n Book and New
Testament Class~s.::_of use in all classes, Single
copies, 50 cents per pear.

AND

Edition

Publ:ished every Saturday at
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,

TEACHERS' LESSON HELPS,

579

A GRAND INVESTMENT

For tlle Family, the .School or the Library.
The~ wo1·k of revision occupied ove1• t~~
years, more than a hundi·ed editorial laborers having be~n~ eri:iploYed~ and over
$300,0!10 expended before the first copy
was printed ..

SOLD BY ALL BOOKSELLERS.

A Pamphlet of specimen pages, illustrations,
testimonials, etc., sent free by the publishers.
Caution. is needed in purchasing a diction.ary, as photographic reprints of a comparative)y
worthlessed1twn of Webster are being marketed
underv~riousnames,

9ften by J.?1isrepresentation.
GET THE BEST,

The International, which bears the imprint of

G. &. C. MERRIAM &. CO.,
PUBLISHERS,

SPRINOIF'UIELD, Mass., U.S. A •.

BOILER FOR SALE, CHEAP.
An Eight-horse Ames Boiler, made by the Ames
Iron W.orks, Oswego, N. Y., in good condition, and
running order, used. in Herald Office, but taken out
on account of it not being large enough and replaced
with a 25 horse one. All necessary valves and .fittings go with it.
·
Any one needing such a, boiler, write. to. Herald
Office.

INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
~ FLEXIBLE BINDING.~
The Inspired Translation of the Holy Scriptures bound in: limpleather, flexible covers, similar to the binding of the Oxford Sunday-school
Teachers l3:ble. Price, by mail, $4.

AUTUMN LEAVEd
With frontispiece .each month.
Published monthly, 48pages, neatly covered.

Price per year

'

$1.50.

,,Mrs. M. Walker, Editor and'Pubhs.her.

GERMAN TRACTS.
WTracts in the. German Language may be had of Bro.
Ad. Richter, Burlington,' Iowa: The Baptism, 6 cents;
the Repentance, 5 cents; the Principles of the Gospel, 6
cents: the Epitome o1 Faith, 2c.; the Sixth Trumpet, a
fifty-four page pamphlet, 25c.. These prices include
postuge.
HOUSE FOR SALE.
,Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
or sale my House of siXc' rooms, and ana~relot well set
to fruit t~ees; in Kirtland, Ohio.. Good cellar with hot air
furnace in it, and water,Jn the kitchen ..
Address JOHN. GILLESPIE,
· Box 28, Cleveland, Ohil)•

www.LatterDayTruth.org

THE SAINTS'
PUBLICArriONS ISSUED .AND FOR SALE
· - - ) iw THE(-·-.·-.

Board o.f Publication of th~ ReOiganized Church,
at their Publishing Honse in
.

LAMONI, DECA':['UR CO., IOW'\,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired· Transl~tion. by Joseph Sl!lith.)
Sheep or Library binding, sprinkled edges •.•••• 1
Imitatio!l Morocco, gilt edges •••••••••.•••• ~ . 2
Morocco, gilt edges. , • ~ •..•.•• • • ••••••• ~, •• ;2
New Testament', Inspired ••• ·•...... •• • • •• • • •

50
00
50
'15

BOOK OF MORMON.
:Roan, sprinkled edges .•• ·• .................. ,1.)16
. · Imitation Morocco, gilt edges •••••••••••••• , ,1_. 'M
DOCTRINE· AND· COVENANTS.
Sprinkled Sheep, or Library • ~ ••.. , ~ ••••••• ~ .1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•• ~- .••••••••••• 1 50
THE SAINTS' HARP.
(Hymn Book.)
Imitation Morocco, .sprinkl(ld edge$ •••••••••• ; 1
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ••••• ; •••••••••• l,,(SO

25·

THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Tune Book and Hymn Book combined.)
Leather back and Muslin sides . ~ •••.••.•••.• 2 50
The Harmony contains all the hymns in .the Saints'
Harp; also _542 pages of music, comprising about 720
tunes, and full instructions on choir and anthem music.
JOSEPH SMITH. THE PROPHET AND
HIS PROGENITORS.
(By Lucy Smith.)
Muslin binding, 312 pages •••••• ; • . • • • • • • • • • • 70
Leather binding ............................ 1 00
HESPERIS.
(Poemm by David H. Smith,)
Fancy Muslin, 202 pages, gilt edges ..••••••••• 1 50
VOICE OF WARNING.
Instruction to all people on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work.
In paper covers, 10 eta. each, per dozen ........ 1 00
Limp muslin covers......................... 25
JOSEPH THE SEER.
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the
Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defended and Maintained.
(New and Revised Edition.)
l"aper covers, 200 pages..................... 35
Muslin binding.. . .. . . • .. • .. • .. • .. • • • • .. • • 50
This is a reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder William Sheldon of the Second Advent Society, and is an
important work to be in the hands of the ministry of
the church; and it is a most excellent one to be circn·
lated both in the church and among those without,
abounding in proofs never before presented in defense
of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.
SABBATH SCHOOL BOOKS.
Compendium of Faith, for the Higher Classes.
Sprinkled Leather .......................... 1
Muslin boards .... ·.........................
Question Book for Intermedi11te Classes.
Limp muslin, 25 eta. each, per dozen . . . • . . . . 2
Question Books for Primary C!Mses.
Limp muslin, Hi eta. each, per dozen ...••...•• l

00
75
60.
25

SABBATH SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
School Engineer and Record Book ..•.... '..... 50
Good Behavior Tickets, 100 for 15c., 1,000 for .. 1 Otl
Prompt Attendance Tickets ..•.•....... Same price.
Fancy Cards, package of f\0, 5 kinds, large . . •.• . 75
Fancy Cards, smaller, 10 kinds, per 100........ 50
FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION.
Paper covers, 194 pages..................... 25
J. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches the coming of
Christ to Judge the world is now pMt." M. H. Fors·
cutt affirms "The Bible teaches the Literal ResurrecQoll of the body from the grave."

BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE.
Muslin boards, 3"96 pages.; ..... ·•·. ~ ••••••• 1 'fll
Propositions:~!) Is the Book of Mormon .of Di·
vine origin, and are its teachings entitled. to the respect
and belief of' ali Christian people T (2) Is the Church
of which I, Clark Braden,, _am a member,, the Church
of Christ, and identical in faith, organization, ordinan·
ces, worship. and practice,. with. the Church. of Christ,
as it was left pe~fected b:f the Apostles of Christ. . (3)
Ia the neorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
'Day Saints in fact, the Church of God, and. accepted
with Him? '
·· ,
, · .'·
·
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
In muslin, 25cts , tenor. more, each • • • • • .. • • • • 20
In· paper llicts., ten or more, each •••••••••••• ,. 13
This. is the notoriousuManuscript Found," written
by Rev. Solomon Spaulding,. about which so much lias
been said in connection with Hie theory that· it fur·
nished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief.
ground work and material from which to write the
Book of Mormon.
·
COWDERY LETTERS.
In paper covers Bets. each; per dozen........ ., 'fli
Without covers 5cts. each; per dozen .••••• , • . 50
· .. Contains -valuable matter in relation to the Calling
of Joseph· the Seer,· the Discovery and Translation of
the.Book of Mormon, and the .Angelic bestowal of the
Priesthood.
, ,,
· ..
CONCORDANCE TO DOCTRINE AND
COVE.:iANTS.
An enlarged edition, 32 p~~ges, pe.per covers ••••• 10
OldeditiO.S.,.o.-·_.c ..... ·• .,,;. ..... oeo•o•·~····•·••o••o•
6
SONGS OF ZION.
Paper covers 10 eta;; per dozen~ ••••••••••••• 1 00
TRACTS.
2 Truth Made Manifest, dozen 20cts.,l00 ..••• 1 liO
3. Voice of the Good Shepherd, dozen 5c,, 100. 40
4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Church
and the Kirtland Temple Suit, dozen 5c, 100. • 25
250 for 50cts,ll00 for $1, 1,000 ........ 1 76
6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects, Pre·
requisites and Design-and Who Shall Administer; 25 cts per dozen, per 100 ............ l '75
'l. Wbo Then Can be Saved; dozen 6c., 100.... 40
S. Fulness of the Atonement; dozen 25c., too .. 1 ~ 5
9. Spiritualism Viewed fram a Scriptural Stand·
point; dozen 30 cts., lOQ ................... 2 25
10. The Narrow Way; dozen 16 eta., 100 ...... l 10
ll. The Plan of Salvation; dozen 30 cts., 100 .. 2 25
12. The Bible vs Polygamy; dozen 25 cts., 100.1 65
14 Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 25 eta, 100 ..• 1 75
15 Brighamite Idolatry; dozen 5 cts., 100 . . • • • 40
16. Polygamy: Was it an Original. Tenet of the
Church; dozen 20 cts., 100 ................ 1 40
17. The Succei!!Sor in the Prophetic Office and
Presidency of the Church; dozen 26 eta,, 100.1 ~5
20. The "One Body:" or the Church of Christ
under the Apostleship and under the .Apostasy; dozen 20 eta,, 100 •...•.... ; •.•......•• 1 40
21. Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen 3c., 100... 15
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 eta, 100 ..• 1 10
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 ..•..•••••• 1 25
24. The Kingdom of God; dozen 5 eta., 100.... 40
25 .. Laying on of Hands; dozen 6 cts., 100..... 40 !
26. Mountain of the Lord's House; doz, 5c., 100 40
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen 25 cts., 100 ..• l 40
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doc·
trine aud Covenants; dozen 5 ots.,.lOO .. ,.... 40
30. Origin of the Book of Mormon; dozen....... 15
per hundred ............................. 1 10
31. What is Truth Y and True· Orthodoxv 1 and
an Evangelical Church? dozen 5 cts.,-100... 25
250 for 50 cts,, 500 for $1, 1,000 for ......... 1 'i5
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 . • . • 40
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen.. 20
per hundred..... . . . . ................... l 25
41. The Gospel; dozen 5 cts., 100 for 25 cts,, 250 50
500 for $1, 1,000 for ...................... 1 75
42 Rejection of the Chureh; dozen 15 cts., 100.1 10
43 One Wife, or Many; dozen 25 cts, 100 .... 1 75
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of Je·
sus Christ; 5 eta. each, per dozen ....•.••.•• 50
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100 •••••••••• 15
An a88ortment of Tracts .................... . 35 '
SET OF TRACTS.

Bound in Limp Muslin, turned in.............

~~

. HOllY· SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Transl~tion by Joseph Smith;)
l!2ir We have a limited quantity of.these oa hand;
· Turkey Superior, gilt edge .•••.•••••••••••••• 3 50
Turkey Superior, _with clasp, gilt edge ......... 3 76
Roxburg Turkey, gilt edge. ;'. ; • l . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 'liS
Roxburg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge ......... 4 CO
WELSH HYMN BOOK.
Full leather, marbled edges •••• , ••••• , , ... , • • 60
This "\'M published by the church 'irrWales,_and
contains 3~3 hymns-in W.elah·and_33 in English;
VISIONS OF .JOSEPH SMITI;f,. THE SEER,
And discoveries of Ancient_.~inerlcan Records
Relics, with the stat_ement of ~Oonverted_Jew. ·
Paper covers, 43 pages; ••• ~ , •• 1•• :.,•.•••. ; ~. 10

anil .

REPLY TO .LITTLEFI.JJLD.
Jn pap6riOcts,; perdozen ... • ;i; .... ..... ;,,
'lihis is ·the ".Reply of President Joseph Smith to
L; 0. Littlefield in refutation of the doctrine of Plural
Marriage."
Leather •backs and cor;ers, musli~ sides; printed·
headi11¢s, and ruled for Record ofNames, Bless'
lng of Childrim, and for Marriages. , ••••••••• 2 · 00
DISTRICT, RECORDS;
·Printed and bound similar to Br&.nch Records ••• S 00
LICENCES, NOTICES, &c.
Elders, Priests, Teachers, and. Deacons. Licences,
each per dozen, ......... , ... , ... ; .........
Baptism and Confirmation (Jertificate books •••• ,
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred .••••• ;..

12
25
40

CERTIFICAT]}S .AND, Rl']PORTS.
Branch Statistical Reports, per .dozen.. • • • • • • • • • 40
Annual Statistical R-eports, two !'or .•••,. ; • • • • • •
5
Certificates of Baptism and Membership, pei' doz. 12
Certificates of Removal, p~r dozen . • • .. . • .. • • • 12
Marriage Certificates, per dozen ~ • • • • • • .. • • • • • 26
MISCELLANEOUS.
The Problem of Hum'l.u Life Her.e and Hereafter
by :A. Wilford Hall, 644 pages, muslin; ..•.•. 1
Universalism Against Itself, .336 pages, muslin
by A. Wilford Hall ...... , .. , ............. I
Josephus; complete, library leather .••.. : . .•.. 3
Gibbon1s Decline and Fall of the .Roman Empire,
muslin boards, 5 volumes ................ : .4
Mosheim's Church History, 2 volumes .•••••••• 4
Baldwin's Ancient America (illustrated) .••.•.•. 1
Rollin's Ancient History, two volumes in one .•. 4
The Koran. library leather, .................. 2
Gieseler's Ecclesiastical History, from A.D. l till
1854, muslin bOards, 5 volumes ...........• 10
The Ecclesiastical History or Eusebius Pamphi·
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Lamoni; Iowa, Sept. r 2, t89I.
A FALLEN PROPHET.

ELDER CHARLES A. HALL, President
of .the Church of Christ, at Independence, Missouri,. called locally the "Hedrickites," for the reason tha·t Mr. Granville Hedrick was the first presiding officer, under whose administration the
church was organized, in Illinois, and was
located at Independence afterward, has
lately been lecturing in different places, in
opposition to the Reorganized Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. The
following synopsis of one of these lectures
is taken from ,the Rich Hill, Missouri,
R~view, for August roth, 1891:
"SYNOPSIS OF A LECTURE DELIVERED BY ELDER
C.]\.. HALL, IN THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH,

SATURDA~,

·.

AUGUST 8TH, r8qr.

''Subjec!:-Joseph Smith a fallen Prophet.
, "I. He foreto'ld ihis own down.fall and death In
'1832.
.
'
"2. His revelatjons in the Book. of Doctrine
and Covenants showed that he would fall.
"3· The facts of history prove he, was a fallen
prophet after Febtuary 14th, I834·
''4· The revelations given after February 14th,
1834, contradict. the Book of Mormon and his
former revelations in first teaching it was right
to take up arms apd fight to regain their possessions in Jackson county, Missouri;. 2d, teaching
the principle of Hthlng .all surplus property to
pay the debts of the. presidency; 3d, the revelation given in I841', appointingNauvoo a stake of
;. Zion and gathering place, contrary to. revelation given in I833, which teaches that no other
place shall be appointed except Jackson county,
Missouri; 4th, the revelation of polygamy which
contradicts the Book ofMormon, and the former
reydations; 5th, teaching the doctrine of baptism for th.e dead.
"5• Reengaged in wild~cat banking business
in 1835-6, contrary to the teachings of his own
revela.tions.
"6. He prophesied in 1835 that Christ would
come in fifty-six fears.

12,

1891.

"7· He was appointed General of the Nauvoo
Legion and ran for president of the United
States. These and other facts prove conclusively that Joseph Smithwns a false prophet after
February 14th, x834. rst, Joseph Smith, president of the Reorganized Latter Day Saints, is
not the president of ihe Church of Christ, for
the reason that the Book of Mormon declares
emphatically that any church that Is called by
any name except the Church of Christ is not the
Church of Chri:;t. zd, he is not a true prophet
because his revelations do not agree with the
Book of Mormon and the revelations given to
his father. 3d, he never was properly qualified
or ordained to the office he claimed to hold, but
is just what the facts in the case prove-president of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints, and, according to the Bible
rule, a false prophet." ·

It has been charged by some of those
who were once with the church, but went.
out, some for cause, and others for reasons
good to them at the time, that Joseph
Smith was a fallen prophet. The date at
which this alleged fall occurred, has been
variously fixed by different ones all the
way from 1829 to 1844, the year of his
death. Those who charge this fall, of
course present various evidences in support
of their view of the matter, more or less
clear according to the animus and ability
of the persons.
We have repeatedly tried to get from
some of these persons the precise date upon
which this fall from ·the prophetic office
of Joseph Smith occurred, and the speCific
acts which marked the period of the fall.
We have hitherto failed to quite an e?'tent,
the date being usually. fixed about like
this. "Somewhere between 1829 and 1832,"
or "about the years 1832 to '34·" However, of late, one man either more ambitious of distinction, or less cautious
than others have been, has fixed the date,
"February 14th, 1834·'' According to
this statement, what was received by
Joseph Smith as revelation up to that date
rna y be considered as authentic; what came
afterward is not to be relied on, as it came
through a fallen prophet.
This man
gives some things relied on by him as evidences which we propose to examine.
"I. He foretold his own downfall and
death in 1832."
This assertion i13 .we believe without
proper support in the way of proof, as
may be seen by . an examination of the
revelations published and acknowledged
by the chtfrch,, as given in 1832.
Section 75, Doctrine and Covenants,
revelation given .'in J anuarv,. 1832, is mostly to. W, E .. McLellin, Luke Johnsor,
Burr Riggs and others concerning their
duties as ministers. .Paragraph 4 is to
the elders and is a pl)arge to the church to
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support the families of those engaged in
the ministry.
Section 76 is tbe revelation known as
the "Vision," and there is not a personal
reference to Joseph Smith, except as he
and Sidney Rigdon are named as the ones
to whom the vision was shown.
Section 77 was given March, 1832, and
purports to be the order given of the Lord
to Enoch for establishing the poor. Joseph Smith is not named in it, unless it be
assumed that some one of the names therein given is made to apply t.o him, the propriety of whicQ we seriously doubt. But
if it be that one of them does, there is no
condition of exaltation or fall predicted in
connection therewith.
Section 78, dated March, r832, is to
Jared Carter, and was undoubtedly realized. according to its terms,
Section 79, same date, is to Stephen
Burnett and Eden Smith, and is of the
same nature as the one to Jared Carter, an
admonition to. preach the gospel.
~ection So, same date, is to Frederick
G. Williams, the counsel in which is
worthy of ~:~11 commendation:
"Wherefore, be faithful, stand in the
effice which I have appointed unto you,
succor the weak, lift up the handswhich
h!lng down, and strengthen the feeble
knees."
The promise attaching is. one grand ~~
its nature and surely to be realized to the
one to yvhom it was given, as it will be to
all who do likewise:
"And if thou art faithful' unto the end
thou shalt have a crown of immortality,
and eternal life in the mansions which I
have prepared in the house of my Father."
Section 81, April, 183.2, is a reVelatipn
showing the order given to Enoch an.d
the church in his day; Joseph Smith is
not named, unless it is by personification;
and .jf this is the case there is not a sentence of prophetic declaration of personal
application iri it.
Section 82,. April, 1832, is a rule applying to husbands, wives and c.hildren.
Section 83; September 22d and 23d, and
section 84, Decembei6rh,I832,are onpriesthood, its offices imd powers. The commands and duties required by these revellitions, and the promises .and blessings
named in them are ali of general ~:~pplica•
tioii. and affected every man holding authority in the church at the time and afterward, if applicable.
Section 85, December .27th, 1832, is a
series of instructions upon various things,
including the Comforter, the redemption,
sanctification by law, the ~xistence of kingdoms by law, intelligen;ce, light, the justice
arid judgment of Him that, sitteth on
the throne; the parable of the noblem~n,
his field and .his servants, and the likenin$

'-'"\',_
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we
good time,. as we challenge the statemet1t
as being without support upon fair consideration.
"4· The revelations given after February 14th, 1834, contradict the Book of
Mormon and his former revelations in first
teaching it was right to take up arms
ap.d fight to ,regain their possessions in
Jackson county, Missouri. z. Teaching
the principle of tithing
surplu~ property to pay the debts of the presidency. 3·
The revelation given in r841 appointing
Nauvoo a stake of Zion and gathering
place, contrary to revelation given in r833,
which teaches·that no {)ther place &hall be
appointed except Jackson county, .Missouri. 4· The revelation of polygamy
which contradicts the Book of Mormon
and the former revelations. 5· .Teaching
the doCtrine of baptism for the dead."
In this fourth section of arraignment of
Jo~eph Smith there is a sufficient amount
of definiteness to warrant an examination,
providing it be taken for granted that the
person making the statements is sincere.
Fortunately for the reputation of. the
Seer, this first clause that the revelations
given after February 14th, 1834, contradict former ones, d1d not originate with
the person whose work we are examining;
he is only reiterating what other men as
good as him<elf have stated in their war
on the work of the Latter Day Saints.
There is no consistency in the statement,
as will be seen from a consideration of the
following:
·
There are two revelations in the Doctrine and Covenants dated as having been

all

intaki ·
curse them; .and whom soever' ye curse, 1
will curse; ·anti ye sh!:III avenge me of their own lands, which
nave premihe enemies; and my presence shall be viously purcha~ed with their moneys, and
with you, even in avenging me of mine of throwing down the towers of mine
enemies, unto the third and fourth g-enera- enemies, that may be upon them, and scattion of them that hate me,"-D. C. 100: 5· tering their watchmen, and avenging rrie of
There is no statement hne about"taking mine enemies, unto the third and fourth
up arms and fighting;" l'imply the com- · gennation of them that hate me."
mand to curse those whom the word calls
Suppose that we admit that J ciseph
the enemies of the Lord-"mine enemies" Smith did teach that it wa<; right for himi~ the term, applied to those who should self and his brethren to enter )nto poscame agaimt the people who had pur- session of lands clearly belong-ing to them.
chased land in the so called Zion.
hy the rig-ht of purchase and payment for
This is all that need to be said of the them. What is there inconsistent with
teaching of the paragraph quoted, except the dealings of God with his people in all .
that it is identical in principle with the ag, s of the world? He distinctly. aided
promise and ble~sing conferred upon Abraham when he went to the rescue of
Abraham, "And I will bless them that Lot; he stood by Moses in the conflicts
bless thee, and curse them that curseth Israel had with the nations surrounding
thee;"-Gen. r z: 3·
them; he even stayed the sun and moon
It is, however, upon the
at the.command of Joshua that his people
section 102, the revelation given on
might prevail. All the precedents of the
ing· River, June zzd, r834, that most reli- gopd · men and warriors of the world,.
ance is placed to fasten upon the St•er the make the ch1valrous defense of their
charge of teaching that it was right to homes a virtue, and the failure to. do it
fight with carnal weapons;
cowardly and a disgrace. The man who,
The third paragn:ph of this section 1\t.ands on American soil and finds fault
teaches thus:
wi' h an American citizen f~r defending
"Th(refore, in consequence of the trans- him-elf, his family .and his friends from
gression of my people, it is expedient in the lawless encroachment of yiolent and
me that mirie elders should wait for a disorderly men .!;hould blush ~.withshame,
I ittle season for the redemption of Zion, and the words of condemnation should
that they themselves may be prepared, and choke him into shame.face.d silence. .. ·.
that my people may be taught more ptrBut, does the .reve!ation teach as this
fectly, and have experience, and know man who so wantonly and recklessly
more perfectly, concerning their duty, and charges Joseph Smith with teaching. evil
the things which I require at their hands; conduct states that it does. Let us see.
and this cannot be brought to pass until
All articles of writing are to be read
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and. construed according to their obvious
import. Read this revelation in this spirit,
and what have we? ' In paragraph three
the very people to w horn J vseph Smith is
giving the command, He chargC'd to
''wait a little season for the redemption of
, Zion." The reason assigned for this is,
that the elders themselves might be better
prepared to. t~ach the people their du~y;
and while this was being accomplished
they were to "wait for the redemption qf
Zion." And that they might fully comprehend why they were thus commanded,
the.Lord said: ''For behold, I do notre.
· quire at their hands to fight the battles of
Zion; for, ·as I said ina former commandmei).t, even so will I fulfill, I will fight
your battles."
They were not to fight until the Lord
was ready to fight with and for them, if
they fought at alL The methods of H·eir
procedure are defined in paragraph seven;
and those methods are in no sense warlike. Read it and see. They were to be
prayerful, faithful, r.evealing nothing until
God's wisdom declared it. They were
not to talk of judgment nor boast of faith,
or of mighty works. They were to
gather. together as the feelings of th~ people would let them; artd were to beseech
the people to redress them of their wrongs
"according to law." While this was progressing, they were to buy their lands,
Settle On. them, maintain goOd laws, COO"
secra:te their llmds. to the good of the
Lord's work.
This accuser of Joseph Smith, like his
predecessors in th~ office of the accuser of
the brethren have done,. overlooks the
qualifying clauses 'in thi~· revelation; and·
while distorting ~he portions which he
does use, entirelyJ ignor.:s tho:se portions
which, mark.the r~velation as from Christ,
the. Iaw.giver. We quote paragraphs 9
apd n, "'rhich are, to use. a legal phrase,
the enactm.g daus~s of the whole.
·
''But firstly, let :·my army become very
great,.and .letit o~ s~otnctified before me,
thatif may becotpe fair as the sun, and
cle::tr as. the mqort, and that her banners
may be. terribte ut}to all nations i that the
ki11g:doms c,of. thil! world may be constrained to acknowledge that the kingdom
o! ~ion is in .very deed the kingdom of our
God arid his. C~iist; therefore, let us
.become subject unto her laws." . ·
"l\nd again, Il say untp you, sue. for
p~ace, not only thy peopl~ that have smitten you, but al:>o tp all people; and lift up
an ensign of.peac*' and make a proclamation for peacetn:ltp.the ends of the earth;
and make proposa,lsJor peace, unto those
who. J::jave sql.itte~ you~ ll'ccording to the
voic~ of the Spirit which is in you, and
all tbings:shall>~ork together for. your
gooQ:'; We~efore,. ~e faitqful, .and behold,
> .and.lo~·F~m"Y:ith,you even unto.theend;
Eve;n so. f4~eD.·~~I); & .C, Sec. IOq: 9•.

..

ll.w~l ···.·•··
. .'·'····· .. ··.·.·· .•.
. ..•.. ·
venttlre
tl;e guess
that this man did

not quote ¢it her of tfl,l'~;~e ,,portion;; of this
sectton wlien•arra:ig"Pipg Joseph Smith a!;
·'a ••. fal.se, prop bet,, for •had he done . so, it
·..· woulli{ at. onc:e •h~ve t~ken:· the' force ·ouf
c of the c~n~tr.uction ppb uppn"'gthe.r por... tion~· byi hit~') .as thete!Jor7()f.the revelitipn

as a whole is peaceful, and enjoins the land of my vineyard, and redeem my _vinemethods of peace.
yard, for it is mine, I have bought it with
The ob}cction made against Joseph money. Tht:rdore, get ye straightway
Smith, because be with others went up to unto my land; break down the walls of
Missouri with the intention of attempting mine enemies, throw down their tower,
a defense of their brethren and their prop- and scatter their watchmen; and inasmuch
erty, should such movement and such as they gather together against you, aveng:e
intention be proved, is a most contempt- me of mine enemies; that by and by I may
ible one; and for this reason.
The come with the residue of mine house and
Saints in Missouri were &uffering from. possess the land."
violence by lawless men. The right of
"And the . servant said unto his lord,
self defense inured to them by virtue of When shall these things be? And he said
their: American citizenship, and the laws unto his servant, When I will: go ye
of the State of Missouri required every straightway; and do whatsoever I have
able bodied man to provide himself with commanded you."
firearms and to keep them in good order.
Here in the last revelation published
There was no attempt to evade the service during the time when Joseph Smith had
of civil process; and so far as we are able not fallen are the very identical "breaking
to learn, no resis~ance was offered at any down of the walls," "overthrowing the
time to the state authorities, either civil or towers," "and scattering of the enemies;"
military; nor does it appear that any was and even the command to "avenge me of
contemplated. Col. Pitcher demanded mine ent>mies," so indignantly inveigj1ed
and received the arms of the brethren, against as found in a revelation given a
receipted for them; and they were never few months later, and which are said to
returned.
be at variance with this and other former
What may have been the use, desigU: or revelations from the same source. The
service of the command to gather up the objection to be a consistent one must apstrength of the Lord's house and proceed ply to an earlier period than this man has
to the defense of their brethren, and the fixed, or not at all.
subsequent declaration that they should go
In a revelation dated July, r831,section
no further in such l!dventure, and that. it 57 of late editions, directions concerning
was for a triaL of their faith, we do not the planting of the people in Zion were
know; .nor have we the right to adventure given, and other directions were promised.
a reason for it, any more than we have for It i.s in perfect harmony with ·this that
the command of God to Abraham to slay other directions were given from time to
Isaac, or the. command of Christ to his time. Nor is it inconsistent that when the
disciples to purchase swords, and the after: Saints were oppressed and lawlessly miswards putting these commands aside. treated the Lord should direct the nature
There is nothing in the revelation as a of their duty in self.defense. The land
whole that contradicts the Bible, the Book of Zion was to be obtained by purchase
of Mormon, or the revelations preceding first, by blood afterward, if it was so reit.
.
quired, at the command of God. · PurThe revelation of December 1833, som~ chase was to be made, and. this for the
two months befm;e the date set by this man purpose of disarming just cause for comwho attempts to make out that Joseph plaint; if this purchase was made, the
Smith became a fallen prophet, February inherita11ce so obtained. was theirs by all
14th, 1834, is section 98 of Doctrine and the rights. of citizenship, and by permisCovenants. This revelation is, according sion or command,mignt be defended; this
to this objector, a genuine one, was given permission was given, and after;the few
through the proper ~hannel and within had shown .a willingness to essay the dethe time when Joseph Smith spake as a fense, the Lord in keeping with the preprophet of God; therefore the teaching cept and practice of Christ, which teaches
of it must be accepted as correct. There~]-~ to "render to Cresar the things which are
dation has reference to the redemption of Cresar's," accepted the attenipt at obediZion and the gathering of the people of ence and the men. were released from the
the Lord. It is referred to especially as. • command. To have continued further
the one in which it is stated that no.other would ha,ve be,en ·to bring. themselves into
place than Independenc~ shall be appoint- confl.ict with the authorities of the state,
ed, &c. In it is found the parable of th.e which they were always .command.ed to
noble.ma11 and the vineyard, the unfaithful avoid,
servants and the consequentdestrtJction of
That the teaching of this revelati()'ri to
the vin~yard. In paragraph seven occur.B" protect.· thtornsel ves in <;ase .their enen:i~es
the following, which is clearly the basis of came upon them, does not conflict :whll
the pri!f;ciple taught in the revelatiqn of the teaching of the history of the people
June 22,.1834, with which so much fault ofGod as given in the Book of Morrnon,
is found. Beginning about the middle of need.s hardly to be stated; the long, long
the paragraph it r~ads thus:
·
struggle of. the people .on this.land, iri
"And the loJ:d of the vineyard said untq which the leaders and the people were led
one.pf his servants-Go imd gather togeth- and prospered in defending their home.s
er the residue of my servants; and take all and lands,. and the final triumph. of the
the strength.ofmiqe house, which are my ·strong but evil disposed. is.a ..stJfficient ref,warriors,. my young men, and .they .that utation of the incautious statement.
1'2 .. Teac::hing the principle of tithing
are. of middle age also, among my servants,
who are the strength of mine house, save all surplus pr?perty to pay the .de;bts of
those only whom. I'lu~ve appointed to the presidency.'' . . . . .
..
. ·
tarry; and go ye straightway .tmto the
It so happens thatthis statement is only
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a half truth, or is rather a partial state·
men£ improperly given ..
The time came in the history of the peo·
. ple when controversy arose concerning
how and what they should pay into the
treasury, and on bended knees the petition
was made,··" How much, 0, Lord?" To
this the Lord answered, "I require all
their surplus property to. be put into the
l:iands of the bishop of ,my church in
Zion, for the building of mine house, and
for the laying of the foundation of Zion,
and for the priesthood, and for the debts
of the presidency of my church; and this
shall be the beginning of the tithing of
my people."-Sec. 106, D. and C., July
8th, !838.
The accusing minister has artfully put
the payment of the debts of the presidency
as the objectionable feature of the revelation, and makes this to conflict with what
had been given before February 14th,
!834·
lt is really a pity that men who .essay
the dignity of leaders; and especially those
who attempt to dragoon Latter .Qay Saints
into discarding the revelations gh en, a,s
they believe from God by an instrument of
his own choosing, were either not more
conversant with the revelations, themselves
hold to, or more cautious how they made
statements. In a rev.elation dated February 1831, Edward Partridge was named
as the bishop of the church, to minister in
his calling and to "see to all· things as it
shall be appointed unto him in my laws,
in the day that I shall give them."-Sec.
41, D. and C.
In the same month, and among the laws
given to govern the church; .sur.h as,
"Thou shalt not kill," "Thou shalt not
steal," etc., the following occurs: "And
behold, thou wilt remember the poor, and
consecrate ofthy properties for their support, that which thou hast to impart unto
them. • • • And they shall be laid before
the bishop of my church and his counselors." When this was done those properties were to be used as the laws directed;
and the Lord emphasizes the responsibility thus: "Every man sh!lll be made accountable unto me, a ~teward over his
own property, or that which he has received by consecration, inasmuch as is sufficient for himself and family."-Sec. 42,
pars. 8, 9·
But in paragraph ten of this section the
very same principle which is named in
1838 as the surplus, and against which this
objector makes so sore a complaint, is
found clearly taught.
"And again, if there shall be properties
in the hands of the church, or any individuals if it, more than is necessaryfor their
support, after this first consecration, which
is a residue, to be coni'ecrated unto the
bishop, it shall be kept to administer unto
those· who have riot, from time to time,
that every man who has need may be
amply supplied, and receive according to
his wants."
In this the property which the people
had more than they had need of (surplus)
was required. The objects for which this
surplus was required and to be used were
"the poor," ''purchasing lands for the pub-

lie benefit of the church," "building houses
of worship" and the "building up the New
Jerusalem."
In paragraph fourteen this idea of"surplus" is repeated. "And if tho~obtainest
more than that which would be for thy
support, (surplus), thou shalt give it unto
my store house, that all things may· be
done according to that which I have said."
How any one can, obJect to the revela.
tion of 1838, because it contain's the "surplus" principle, and accept the revelations
of 1831, in which the ''properties rnore
than necessary for support," and that
which is obtained more than for a support,
are clearly defined, may possibly be stated
by this man and those who think as he
does, but is not easy for us to understand.
The idea that surplus means more of a
man's property than the expression "more
than is necessary for their support" does,
is rather too nice a distinction for the ordinary mind to hold; and . we may be pardoned if we suggest that the revelation of
183~ is objected to on the ground of the
word surplus, more because the d.ate of
1834 had been stated, than because there
was merit inthe objection itself.
But, if the objection is to the application of the property to satisfy the debts of
the presidency, and not to the idea of surplus direct; the inquiry is pertinent, what
were, are, or can be the debts of the presidency. At the time the revelation which
is objected to, was given, imd for a long
time. before, the presidency of the church
had been wholly engaged in the work of
the church, and should have been cared
for by the church, the same as any other
laborer solely occupied for the church;
and the debts made in the proper prosecution of the duties of the office should in
justice have been met. It was to the debts
·of the presidency as officers, and hot as
individuals that the provision applied. In
the minds of fair men, just men, this would
be a just and wise provision; for the reason that if the presidency in the discharge
of their puulic church duties became
involved in debt, their liabilities would be
the liability of the church; their inability
t<i> meet their obligations would be the
· inability of tHe church; any disgrace
attaching to thembecause of their inability to pay their debts, would be the disgrace 9£ the church; and if they should
become bankrupt in property and character, by reason of their neglect and inability to pay their debts, it would be the
bankruptcy of the church. Can any other
just conclusions be drawn from the state"ment than these? We think not.
There is nothing in the history of the
church, so far as we know, which charges
Joseph or Hyrum Smith with having
taken public funds and paying private
debts with them. 'This objector does not
point out any such instance, or complain
that such was the result; but simply objects that the revelation contradicts
former revelations, because it provides
that the surplus property is required for
the debts of the presidency. It will be
seen that this is the last ohjed named in
the revelation for which the property
might be used. The inference may be

held that it was not of a: prinHiry importance as a provision, their claims being in
their degree of magnitude determined .by
priority of place in being stated; hence,
this wo11,ld be last, and would be in the
nature of the clause in general use in making appropriations, to be paid -out of .any
funds belonging to the .church "not other~
wis® appropriated."
Besides this, the revelation o,£ 1$38, objected to, is in harmony with the one <:)f
1831 in this regard, that the necessary ex•.
penses of ,the presit;lency of the chur~::h .in
building up the chu.r.ch and~the New Je~u.
salem are provided. for i.n both. Compar~
sections 42 and 106 together; especially
paragraphs 8, 9, Jo, 19,: anditwill be seen
that the principles inbqth are alike.
"3· The revelation of 1841 appointing
Nauvoo a stake of Zion and gathering
place, contrary to revehition given in. Ig33>
which teaches. that no other place shall he
appointe~:! except Jackson county; Mis.
souri."
·
. The revelation of .1833 referred to is
section 98, D. & C.,and isdated Decem:::
ber;. and, according to the objector, the
last published revelation. given by Joseph
Smith to the church before he fell.
The objection is fatal to itself; The
revelation of r83.3 states that "Zion shall
not be moved out of her place, notwith~
standing her children are scattered. ; • ~
And behold, there is none other place appointed than that whic:R I have appointed,
neither shall there be ariy other plac~ ap~
pointed than that whicp Ihav~ appointed
for the work of the gathermg of my
Saints, until the day cometh when the.re is
found no more room for them; and then
I have other places which I will appoint
unto them;and they shall be called stake~.
for the curtains, or the strength of Zion."
There was no room in the place understood to be appointed as given above, ~.n
1834 and for years afterwards for the
gathering or the dwelling of the Saints.
The strong hand of violence and persecution drove them out of Jackson county,
and in I 838 from the §tate. · No other
place to take the place of that one ap~
pointed has ever been appointed; but the
Lord said, "I have other places which I
will appoint," and they "shall be called
stakes." In 1841 one of these other
places was appointed, and instead of calling it Zion, or the central place, or one to
take the place of the one appointed in 1833,
it was called a stake. The revelation of
r841 states distinctly that the prayers of
the Saints were acceptable to the Lord and
that they were to make a solemn proclamation of the gospel "and of this stake
which I have planted to be a corner stone
of Zion."
·
Nauvoo was properly called .. a stake,
and such a place or similar plvces are provided for in the revelation of 1833 which
this objector states was contradicted by
such appointment.
The objector stultifies himself in his own
statement, that Nauvoo was appointed a
stake, and not the central place.
Some of these objectors have lately narrowed the limits of Zion, the central church
or place, to an area of five miles square,
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radiating from the temple lot; a rather
small territory for from one hundred and
fifty to two hundred thousand people, the
number estimated to be in the faith in
1844, long long before this objector ever
became a member.of the church, possibly
before he was horn.
·
If it be competent to say that the revelation of 1?41 was false and contradictory
to the one of 1833, and for the reason that
it proposes the appointment of .a stake,
one of the corner stones of Zion, how are
we to regard the silence of the Lord .in
the period ,elapsing between the expulsion
of the .Saints in 1834-8 .and the present
date? Is not the fact that the statement
made in the revelation of 1841 is that the
prayers of the people had been heard, and
a stake, a corner stone of Zion appointed,
a strong proof of the same origin for both
revelations; the. provision in the one being
for the appointment .of such a place or
places, and the appointment following after
in the other. We think so, decided! y. The
obj.ection is of no force when these facts
are considered.
''4· The revelation of polygamy which
contradicts the Book of Mormon, and the
former revelations."
We admit without qualification that the
so-called revelation on plural marriage
contradicts, not · only the Book of
Mormon and the former revelations,
but the Bible, Old and New Testaments, and this has been the position of
the Reo~ganized Church, and s?ns o.f J o'
seph Smith from ;the first: But the evidences f the conn,ection of Joseph Smith
with 'the documen~ doing duty as a revelation on the marria~e relation~ are of a very
doubtful char~C~.cter; indeed ar7 subject to
grave suspicion, apd are quite insufficient
to sustain the statement that he gave it.
This has, however, been canvassed heretofore, and the time and occasion are not
favorable· to an examination now. lf it
should be needed, hereafter, We are ready
to sustain our posiFion on the. subject. "5· Teaching the doctrine of baptism
for .the dead."
.This objection might be of force, if the
one making it· could show conclusively
that the doctrine <Jf baptism for the dead
is not a Scriptural one; but this he will be
quite .unable to do; It is at best an open
questionand itis rto disparagement to the
character of J ?seph Smith as a prophet
that he taught tt.
The next class of evidences which· is resorted to,by this <>pjector to prove •Joseph
Smi:th to have been a fallen prophet is but
a<r.ehash of what has been hawked about
for years as pbjections to the latter day
work, py every disgruntled divine, religious ~ountehank and disaffected latter day
elder who has chosen ,to run amuck
a.ga~nst the•church.and the work of Joseph
Smith..
.•
·~'5• He .engagep in wildc.at banking
pusiness in I 835-6, contrary to the teach,
.his o.wn revelations:"
· ·
·· ection,. based: upon the so called
·"r~~··•·'"""'1A''-'"•·o;;;~.:r Fund Society, or Banking
~;<H+:tHJm•.x, ,has .·• . . u;ged a,g:.a,inst Joseph
· ,ge?~t;al gt;Qun<I; b~tth~s is
,¥t!f:~Y~r k:~~w ~t t9. Pe Jlt:~erf
p

upon the ground that such banking business contradicted the revelations given by
Joseph Smith.
We believe we run no risk of being successfully contradicted when we state that
there is not a line in any of the revelations
from first to last, that directly or indirectly
refers to the banking business, in any
shape, form, or. fashion. And it is only
by the most contemptible misapplication,
and inferences rising from the lack of the
commonest charity toward our fellow
men, that the conduct of Joseph Smith in
connection with the Ktrtland Bank is
made to be evil. There are no evidences
of a design of fraud upon the part ot any
of the projectors of the Bank, Joseph
Smith included.
We have never seen
competent evidences that losses large or
small occurred to men outside of the stockholders themselves.
We know of no
suits that were prosecuted against Toseph
Smith, or the others for money fraudulently issued; or criminal prosecution for
illegal banking. Aside from the<;C'things,
if the Kirtland Bank had been the only
institution of the sort that .was founded,
flourished, and went to the bad in Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois, and Michigan, during
the speculative period between 1832 and
1840, there might be good reason to 1,1se
that isolated instance to the disparagement
of those engaged in it. But, as it is, while
it may have been .a rr.istake. a business
mistake, there was nothing of a criminal
character in it; nor can it be shown by
this objector, or any other, that in its conception, or in anything that Joseph Smith
did in connection, with it fraud was intended,
or resulted, or that so far as the .revelations
of Joseph Smith are concerned, there is
anything in them that is contradicted by
the leg-itimate conception and prosecution
of the Kirtland Bank enterprise.
"6. He prophesied In 1835 that Cbrist
would.come in 56 years."
Joseph Smith !llay have made such a
prophecy, of that we are not assured. We
have not seen it. If the objector knows
where such prophecy is to be found, he
will confer a favor on us, possibly on
others. It is stated that Joseph Smith
should have said in February, 1835• that
if. he lived to be eighty.five years old he
should see the Son of Man. For the au. thenticity of this statement we do not
vouch; nor are we aware that it was ut~
tered as a prediction, or prophecv.. It
would devolve upon the objector to show
the nature of the statement; not to assume
it.
"7· He was appointed G~neral .of the
Nauvoo Legion and ran for President of
the lJnited States." ·
Yes, Joseph Smith was appointed Gen,
era! of the Nauvoo Legion, by the authority of the state of Illinois. The Legion
was a properly organized. body of militia,
existing .under and by virtue of the statutory enactment of the. State Legislature,
,arid there was no more criminality in such
appointmeJnt than' there was in Geqe.ral
Grant being· chosen: commander of the
National Army, during the .)ate ..war. ·•
Nor was there, ~m;vt~ing ~rlf?fP,Patible
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with the prophetic character in Joseph
Smith being a general. Abraham was a
prophet, and he was also a general.
Moses was a leader of God's people, a
prophet and a general. 'So was Joshua;
so was David; so were Nephi, ~Ammon,
Mormon and Moroni. However much
the objector may think that this being a
general was out of harmony with his idea
of what a prophet .should be, it was not
in reality at a.ll inconsistent with the .facts
of history in conne.ction with the prophetic office and the people of God.
It was a terrible thing for Joseph Smith
to run for President of .the United States,
truly. We have always been taught that
every office in the gift of the people was
open to the aspiration of every American
citizen. . And it has been the proud boast
of Americans that every native bor.n son
of .America might aspire to the office of
President. of the United States, if he had
the ambition so to do. Joseph Smith's
ambition to become president had no more
relation to his standing before God as a
prophet, so long as he remained innocent
of .criminal practices in his candidacy, and
in the discharge of the duties of the. office
had he. been elected, than could his desire to
fill the most humble office in the gift of the
people and in which he could be of servic,e.
If it was a mistake it was a human one,
such an ~ne as any man might make. It
was his right to be ambitious of the distinction from a cititizen's standpoint alone;
and coupled with the design that he might
I::Je of great use to his own people and the
nation at la,rge if elevated to the chief
ruler's office, it was a grahd and generous
ambition-But Brutus said "Cresar was
ambitious, therefore Islew him." Joseph
Smith was ambitious, therefore, he to.o was
~lain; slain first in .Carthage jail by mur·derous men; slain sinc.e in repubition,
character, prestige, fame.and usefulnl')ss by
just .such detractors .as this one o.f whom
We have essayed this r~view. It is an unworthy .distinction and we can truly pity
the man who in the littleness of his soul
can urge such objections to· th~ prophetic
character of one whom he acknowledges
was called of God.
Of what this man states conce.rnlng '~he
present Joseph Smith, .and his . ~l'e.sidency
of the Church of Christ, all '\life .need to
say at present is that Christ stated to the
Sl!i.ntson this land. '.'Behold :F am Tesus
Christ, the Son of God.' 1-Book of Nephi
4:8. He said to Saul, "1. arn Je.sus whqm
thou persecutest." -Acts 9: 5· f\;ll We. c:an
say, all that we nee.d to. S!I-Y aboufthe
name of the church is that it is a great pity
that Christ did not know his own name.,
hence the name by which his chqrch should
be called. Whether the revelationsgiven
by the pre.sent Joseph Smith agree or disagree with those of. his father .and tl1e
Book of Mormon may b.e determined by
an examination of them in compar~son.
He is however, a trqe prophet in on,e particular prediction at least ;~fqr,helpredicted.
~;orne two years ago, that the present pres~
ident ·ohh~. brethren known as the Church
of Christ, .farniliarly cal1eg ft.ed.rickites, at
Independence, •¥i$sO.uri, wpul!:!&urely lead
that Uttl~
'itl~9 troU.lHe.'~ which pre,•
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giction, whether guessed at, or foretold,
has surely come to pass.
. .
As to the rest we can afford to. wait the
arbitrament qf ti!Ue, remembering the terse
proverb, "He that is first in his own cause
seemeth just, but his neighbor cometh and
trieth him."
·
''PREACH .THE WORD!"
·sucH was Paul's advice to Timothy (2
Tim. 4: 2), and he evidently practiced
what he taught, for we find him often
teaching the Scriptures, making them of
first and chief importance in his work.
This manner of instruction the world and
Christian professors greatly need in these
times, for the reason that but little Scripture is taught from the pulpit or the religious press; science, history, biography,
anecdote and fables being the chief stock
from whe9ce the people are fed.
The
present generation is famishing for want
of "the sincere milk oft he word," and are
given instead only the very "husks" of
gospe} truth.
Now is the time for the
ministry, called and sent of God, to carefully "study" the word of God and then
"rightly divide" it to all, giving to all "a
portion in due season."
. The Lord said to Hyrum Smith in 1829,
"First seek to obtain my word, and then
your tongue shall be loosed; then, if you
desire, you shall have my Spirit and my
word, yea, the power of God unto the
convincing of men; but now hold your
peace; study my word which hath gone
forth among the children of men, and also
study my word which shall come forth
among the children of men, or that which
is now translating [Book of Mormon];
yea, until you have obtained all which I
shall gnmt unto the chilf!ren of men in
this generation, and then shall all things
be added thereunto."-D. C. 10: 10. This
being the proper thing for Hyrum to do
in order to be fitly qualified to teach and
convert souls, it is just the thing for all
others to do who are to engage in the same
work. No minister can succeed well until he is fitly furnished by faithful study
of the word of God, and this means that
he must not only peruse the word and
commit it to memory, but that he must
also digest and carefully consider the
word, "comparing spiritual things with
spiritual," so that he shall make no mistakes as to its application in respect to
subject, time, place, person, and all its essential features.
The apostle Paul made the word of
God the basis for his arguments and the
chief proof-texts for his teachings, and he
appealed with force and success to the fulfillment of prophecy in proving the divinity of Christ and the Christian religion.
To this he added his personal testimony
and current facts, and ih this way "he
mightily convinced the Jews, and that
publicly, shewing by the Scriptures that
Jesus was the Christ."
At one time we find hi n in the city of
Antioch, in the synagogue, reasoning with
the Jews out of the Scriptures and using
both its history and its prophecies, as well
as the authentic facts of his own times as
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known to himself and many others, thereby demonstrating the all-glorious and soulsatisfying truth that Jesus of Nazareth is .
the Son of God mid has brought to pass
the literal resurrection of the dead and
procured for fallible, repentant souls, "the
forgiveness of sins." ln doing this Paul
reminds the Jews of an important fact,
and one to be borne in mind by Latter
Day Saints to use and profit by, for similar
conditions have occurred and are occurring
in these latter times. Resays: "Men
and brethren, children of the stock of
Abraham, and whosoever among you
feareth God,. to you is the word of· this
salvation sent.
For they that dwell at
J enisalem, and their rulers, because they
knew him not, nor yet the voices of the
prophets which are read every Sabbath
day, they have fulfilled them in condemning him."-Acts 13: z6, 27.
The Jews
are here charged v>;ith Lck of knowledge
concerning both the Scriptures and Jesus
of Nazareth, yet they had the word of
God-~'the voices of the prophets"-which
revealed him and his mi~sion, and they
could have had correct knowledge in respect to his true history and life if they
had honestly and faithfully sought for it.
But they were blinded by "the traditions
of the elders," the "doctrines and commandments of men," the sectarian prejudices peculiar to those times, :1nd by the
deceptive and bewildering rumors touching the birth, and life, and ministry of
Jesus. These combined, with the natural
perversity of the human heart, wrought
"blindness in part" to Israel and caused
their overthrow. And now like causes
are working like results in this dispensation, and it is of first importance that
God's·people, anrl especially the ministrv,
fu;nish themselves fully and correctly
wtth "the word" of God and thus be
secure from decepticn, blindness and
ignorance, and at the same time be well
qualified to aid the ignorant and "those
th:Jt are out of the way."
How true it is, that, because the masses
have not known the "Choice Seer" and
the work committed to his trust, "nor yet
the voices of the prophets" relating thereto, "thev have fulfilled them in condemning him" and slaying him! "For they
have shed the blood of Saints and prophets" (Rev. 16:6); and, "in her was
found the bloJd of prophets and of saints."
-Rev. 18:24When Jesus says "Search the Scriptures," he thereby declares their high importance in the service of God and in
securing present and future salvation.
None like he can know the worth and the
far-reaching effects of "the word,"."· and
when he instructs, his people should faithfully heed the word of their heavenly
"Commander" as wisest and best. No
minister may hope to be an efficient and
successful servant of Christ unless weil instructed in the word of God and therefore
able to teach others intelligently.
The ministry are not called to speculate and theorize, nor to translate the Bible
from the original manuscripts of Greek
and Hebrew into modern tongues. We
have many and va!ying versions of the

Bible, made. by the .rriost eminent sch6fars,
and to these has been added one revised
and. corrected and enlarged by Joseph
the Seer, whowasduly .called of God and
both authorized andqualified as a translator
and reviser. This latter work abounds in
improved and supplied texts, the' excellency of which wilLread1ly appear on com..
parison with'various versions' e)ffant.
It would seem that the' "Authorized
Version;" being the most popular with the
Protestant world, was to be. revised, corrected and enlarged by the.Seer, only
where it .wasfoundharmfully-defective in
morals, history, ··chronology, or• .other
essential facts, and .it therefore. follows
that with the Saints the Inspired "Translation and the "Authori,zed Version'' are
the ones most important to. be.studied and
quoted. For all practical purposes. these
versions are best and most reliable. But
thi~ is not to say that other versio.ns; if
made by thorough scholars, of acknowledged ability, may not be studied, in comparison, with much profit. But those who
propose to translate from the originals, and
rely on lexicons mainfy, they -not being
thoroughly instructed in Hebrew and
Greek grammar and the styles of phraseology, usages of words, structural forms
and modes of expression, peculiar to the
times and the writers. of such originals,
are not to be relied on, .for the reason that
such translators are not competent. Who
would think of trusting a translation of
the English language into foreign tongues
(when 'English words .. have a sc.ore and
more of different and sometimes contradictory meanings), if done only by mfans of
lexicons! The force of this point may be
readily seen by those who will carefully
examine "Young's Bible Translation," a
work recently given to the world by its
learned author, which claims to have been
".Translated according to the letter and
idioms of the original languages."
.
The critical, persevering study of all the
chief translations will profit an individual
and give him a sense of the value and
proper use of thP Scri~tures he otherwise
may not obtain, bu\ the most correct and
most popular versions are the best and
most available, and such should be used.
The Saints, and espedallv the ministry,
should carefully study the Book of Mormon as well as the Bible, fpr these latter
are keys and auxiliaries to it, giving the
faithful reader a better and more satisfactory understanding of it than he otherwise
could have. All' truths interblend .and
harmonize, and are therefore supportive
of each other.
In nothing is this seen
more fully than in these sacred records,
and this is just what is predicted in many
places in the two latter books, and notably
in the following quotation:
"And it came to pass that I beheld the remnant of the seed of my brethren, and also the
book of the Lamb of God, which had proceeded
forth from the mouth of the Jew, that it came
forth from the Gentiles, unto the remnant of the
seed of my brethren; and after it had come .forth
unto them, I beheld other books which came
forth by the power of the Lamb, from the Gentiles unto them, unt6 the convincing of the Gentiles, and the remn-ant of the· seed of my 'breth-
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ren, and also the Jews, who ~ere scattered upon
all the face of the earth, that the records of the
prophets and of the twelve apostles of the Lamb,
are true.
"And the angel spake unto me, saying, These
last records which thou hast seen among the
Gentiles, shall establish the truth of the first,
which are of the twelve apostles of the Lamb,,
and shall make known the plain and precious
things which have been taken away from them;
and shall make known to all kindreds,
tongues and people, that the Lamb of God is the
Son of the Eternal Father, and the Savior of the
world; an.d that all men must come unto him or
they cannot be saved; and they must come according to the words which shall be established
by the mouth of the Lamb: and the words of
the Lamb shall be made known in the records of
thy seed, as well as in the records of the twelve
apostles of the Lamb; wherefore, they b9th
shall be established in one; .for there is one God
and one Shepherd over all the earth; and the
time cometh that he shall manifest himself unto
all nations, both unto the Jews, and also unto
the Gentiles; and after he has manifested himself unto the Jews, and also unto the Gentiles;
,then he shall manifest himself unto the Gentiles,
and also unto.the Jews, and the last shall be first,
a.nd the first shall be last."-x Nephi 3: 42, 43·

Again and in conclusion we say to the
ministry, "Preach the word," and don't
waste precious time and opportunity on
personal speculf!tions, private opinions, or
man-made theories, for the Lord has sent
none to preach themselves nor their fellow~
men, but to preach Christ·and his authentic and authoriz~d word and work,. and in
this all may fiqd joyful and fruitful employment and rich reward.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

PLEASE note the Reunion Sunday school
programme
in
this
issue.
The
workers. there, and in that vicinity
are alive . and determined . to keep
the interests ,of the Sunday school
cause before the people. They are few in
number, and d.~sire the help of all who
can aid them. • Let those who can assist
do so. Don't bb backward, but t 1ke hold.
Hesitation, indecision means failure or
defeat. Difficulties encounter.ed are helps
to development and cannot def~at the
right if those. lwho work are really in
earnest, their hearts.in their work. Wher.f:!ver the church holds h~r.regular services,
and elsewhere,•the Sunday school work~rS' will soon by found pressing forward
1ll the. Master's; service; and thi.s is as it
•should be. Tllose having latent or developed talent f<!>r this important, growing
work should require no urging. The
field is white, but the laborers are very
few.
Superintendents ()fall Sunday schools in
the General Association are requested to
.send their addr~sses to Bio. E. A. Blakeslee, ~uperintendent of the latter, at Galien
Michigan.
·
·
'
~r~ •. W_.
Graves, Handsborough,
M1SStsstppt, wntes an account of the labors
of Bro. F. P~Scarcliffwho was subjected
.to 159me egg throwing by someone·outside
the plaife of meeting.
·
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Sr. M. Houck, Radcliffe, Iowa, requests
that elders who can will call on her sister,
Matilda Butler, who lives in Hanover, a
small town eight miles from J anesv;ille,
Wisconsin, on the C. and N. W. R. R.
she wishes to investigate the faith.
There is an effort being made by the
local press to get the brethren of the Independence. District to hold their reunion
at Clinton, instead of Rich Hill, Missouri.
So we see by a Henry county Democrat,
of August 20th, published at Clinton.
Bro. Esau Biggs and family, fersinger,
Nicholas county, W.Va., would like to
hear or rect)ive a. visit from any of the elders or saints.
Sr. C. H. Jackson, Eucl;d, Arkansas,
writes. There are five members there;
an elder would be welcomed. They de·
sire that the word be preached there by
some of the traveling ministry.
Bro. W. W. Blair arrived home Tuesday, August 25th, was with us a few days
and left on September 3rd, for Buffalo
Prairie, Illinois to attend the session of
the Kewanee conference. His trip into
the northern part of Iowa, was enjoyed bv
him. He looked well on his return and
reports good prospects in the field.
Bro. Thomas Wellington, left home for
his field, northeastern Missouri, preaching
at Davis City, Surday August 3oth, on
his way.
Meeting houses at Pleasanton and L~on,
county seat of Decatur county, are in precess of erection. Bro. W. W atermah is
actively engaged at Leon. Brethren at
Pleasanton are hopeful of success.
THE brethren in the different branches
and districts will.confer a favor upon the
readers of the HERALD, as well as upon
the HERALD management . if they will
kindly furnish the news of their respective
districts and branches. Officers in charge
,of two-day and tent and grove meetings,
are also requested. to send us the items of
interest as they occur, as promptly as practicable. Please do not wait until long
after the meeting closes and then send to
us; but "catch on" ,at the time tbe affair
is progressing; and send us the news fresh
and piquant.
.
We had supp::>sed that the interest all
felt in the .work and in the HERALD
would keep the .brethren and elders up to
the .mark in furnishing- us with the items
of interest, but we discover that private
enterprise and personal interest ''get
there" while everybody's business "gets
left!' Give us the news, and we will get
as much of .it in as possible; all if we can,
but if not all, the pith and marrow of it,
THE BINDERY.

IN reply to numerous inquiries as to when
the book-bindery of the church will. do
job work for those de~iring it, we are glad
to say.we hope to l:lnnounce at. an early
time that "all filings are nowready." The
bindery rooms are now' finished, the
machinery .will soonbe in place, ahdno
reasonable effort will be spared to put the
bindery departiT1ent ill mot;on. and dp all
the work offered.
' · · ' · · ··· ··

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

BRo. A. H. PARSONs, Netawaka, Kansas,
31stult.:
"I am preaching in the Congregational church
to fair sized audiences. I preached twice last
week in Atchison and effected an opening at
Harmony Garden, west of Atchison, with fair at·
tention for a new place, preaching six discourses,
which if interest manifested by the hearers indicates anything in the way of appreciation of the
latter day message, it is certain some good will
come from the effort by anq by. I am assisted
··
by Bro. Guinand."

Bro. D. S. Mills, San Bernardino, Cali·
fornia, August 24th:
"Hot weather. All goes well.
ing with the Spirit."

We are work7

EDITEP BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"Still is the might of Truth as it has been,Lodged in the few, obeyed, aad yet unseen.
Reared on lone heights, and rare;
His Saints their watch flame bear,
And the mad .world sees the wide circling blaze,
Vain searchin'g whence it streams and how to quench its
rays."

THE GRANDMOTHER OF OLD.
GRANDMOTHERS are out of style. There are
grand mammas now, to be sure, but there Is a vast
dtfference between the grandmammas of to.day,
with their bustles and bangs, and the sweet old
grandmother of the high cap and specs, who sat
in the splint· bottomed chair by the fireplace a.nd.
knitted.the family stockings. Yes, there is a
vast difference, and we know of some modern
grand-dames.who,·while dearly loving their children's children, cherish an inward spite against
the fate which bestowed upon them the title of
grandmother. And really one can sympathize
with them. We grow old fast in this rushing
age, and worry and care. bring· .the crow's feet
about our eyes and gray hairs to our temples ere
we have scarcely learned to live. The. desire to
look beautiful is as natural to every true woman's
heart as is the desire to live. . Hence the dread
of being a grandmother, which is an indisputable
evidence of the approach of the sere and yellow
leaf..
.
,
Ages ago, it seems, I had a gntndmother. I
can just remember her pleasant face, wrinkled ·
and white, surrounded by a halo of white
hair which gleamed beneath ,the frills of her
muslin cap.
In those days with what delight Wl'l youngsters hailed. the Thanksgiving and the Christ~
mas.-tides, for at these times ,we were invariably
tumbled into the family sleigh and w,hirled along
the winding road which wound itself about the
Pennsylvania hills to grandmother's house; Oh,
the aroma of those days! No modern turlq:y or
pie. or pudding smells as did those which.grandmother .used to bake.
I ~;an close my eves and imagine myself' once
more a little. girl in short frocks. and p.antaletts
romp!.1g with my brothers Itt t.he. great old-fashioned kitchen. I cansee the .old fireplace with
its st~ne ..hearth,· its. soot-bl!lckened w;tllS, the
swinging· crane and shining· andirons; while
. the hickory "back l9g" 5napped. :in(! crackled in
the flames.. And there was grandmother in her
black alpaca dress and gingham apron, the :Qua.
ker cap imd .• the ~nowy 'kerchief ;folded · ac~oss
her ample prea5t like the sur{ili:ce of a· priest.
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How slle wel<:omed us with sweet, old:fashioned
words of greeting, from her arm chair in the
cosiest ¢orner of the hearth. How she sat and
knitted and talked, and what piles of •.•sheep's
gray," and "lamb's wool." hosiery grew beneath
her busy fingers. How the well-worn needles
gleamed in the firelight as she sat,
Like a miser with his riches,
Counting one by one her stitches,
With her chair in .ceasele~s motion to and fro
Till her ball Ill: yarn diminished,
And the baby's sock was finished
With a little tip of whiteness at the toe;

There would she tell tis marvelous stories.
Stories of the long ago when she was a little
girl and lived across the big water. Stories
that sounded to our young ears like tales of elfland, and to which we listened until our eyes
began to blink. Th(!n some one would come and
wash our sticky fingers and scrub our faces, and,
Jtfter goodnight kisses aU round, carry us off and
tumble us lnto a.great high bank of feather beds
where soon we were llving over our childish joys
in dreams.
That was, I think, at least a century ago.
Many merry Christmas and happy New Years
days have gone since then, and we hope for
many more, yet the remembrance of those days
are the sweetest because the purest of life's mtlmories.
Modern grand mammas may be just as sw~t,
and modern inventions have done away with the
necessity of their knitting the family stockings,
and their hands which "toil not, neither do they
spin," may find more congenial employment
and busy themselves in deeds of charity and
kindness, but the memory of the old grandmother, with her saintly face, with the silver halo
and the folded surplice wiH never fade while
life lasts, though the old feet have long since
tripped into the grave.
JAciNTA JAcQuEs,

in the Bee.

WooDBINE, Iowa, Aug. 9th.
Dear. Sisters o/ tke Home Column :-I wish to try
to help spread this gospel, but how can I do it?
Surely 1 cannot help if I sit down and be silent.
I know it is good to work for the Master, for
though I have never done much, I have been
blessed in all I have done. After my husband
started to Sabbath school to take charge of the
Bible class 1 felt to go by myself fn prayer, and
I did so, and as I felt sad and lonely I thought I
would write a letter to the Herald, hoping It
might do someone some good, for the letters in
the Herald do me so much good when I am sad.
When I hear our elders preach the gospel as
it is laid down in the Bible, I wonder why smart
and wide awake people of to-day can't accept
the precious words.
How glorious it will be in the great resurrection when the Saints can ·sing our warfare is
over! My heart leaps within me, when I think
that Christ will reign here on this earth with his
people. But who will they be? Will it not be
those who have accepted and do accept the gospel, which has been restored in these last days?
If any one will take the pains to hear our doctrine and then go home and compare it with the
scriptures, they can harmonize the two if they
have the right spirit. Bro. W. W. Blair spoke to
the!people in Woodbine, August rst and his discourse was ·most instructive. His evening lesson was rst Cor. 12 chapter. So many say that
he gilts are no more needed. 'I;aey still wa\1~

the blessings but don't want the gifts; but I say
for one I want the gospel that has the gifts. It
is true. the Saints are a peculiar people in the
eyes ·<>f other denominations. But they are a
kind hearted, loving people.
We think we have to bear a great deal when
Mr. Braden comes and tells what we believe, and
whafwe don't believe. But all o·f that will not
hurt a true Latter Day Saint. «It has been said
through this country that he did the Saints more
good than harm. And now as our annual Reunion will soon be here let us all pray to the Father, in faith that the Spirit will be with us and
that there ·may be many souls brought into the
kingdom.
I know that • the prayers of the
Saints will be and are heard. So let us all pray
·that we may have a glorious time long to be
remembered.
Your sister In the one faith,
EMMA C. DoNALDSON.
WITH GOD.
"'Tis sweet beside the busy looms to stand,
Our Father near to teach his will
And help us, as we try with trembling hand
To smooth the tangled threads that fill
The pattern in life's web, that he has planned;
Knowing that his is perfect skill'Tis sweet to work with God.
",'Tis sweet to wait, and leaning on his breast,
Give others what we thought our part,
While we in s1lence fold our hands in rest,
Not knowing why; when in onr heart
We've willed this thing to do. 'Waiting is best,'
' He says, 'beloved thongh thou art''Tis sweet to wait with God.

''Ahd when, wanted no more withm the gate,
We stand outside upon the Atreet,
List'ning the sound of toil, early and lateOf sighs o'er tasks still incomplete.
We hear Him say, 'I know thy love is great,
Fear not, I'm with thee still;' 'tis sweet
To be cast ont with God."

WEBB CITY, Mo., Aug. zsth.
Dear Szsters o/ tke Home Column:-I have before me the Herald of August 22d and have just
read the article, "Why Is It?"
My mind has been for sometime impressed to
write on this great evil of the destruction of life
by mothers, and I am sorry to think that anyone
who claims the name of mother should be guilty
~of such a crime, much less one who claims to be
a Latter Day Saint; but ,,the world has become
so corrupt and people have followed the fashions
thereof until most all have partaken of the sin
and corruptions practiced by the high toned, as
they are called. The first thing a mother should
teach her children to have confidence in her, and
she should confide in them and warn them of
the evils that are practiced so much, then by
the time their daughters are grown they are competent to advise. others. How often we see good
girls perfectly ignorant of the sin and devices
they are apt to come in contact with, and after
marriage they are advised by some would-be
friend to even commit the crime of murdering
their unborn offspring. No wonder we cannot
pick up a newspaper without seeing a case of
murder even of brothers, fathers or mothers.
Do you ever stop to think that the desire to take
life was created by the mother trying to destroy
the child? Here, in the influence wrought by
the mother upon her unborn babe is where much
of the sin lies, and I hope those who may read
this w!ll never be guilty of such a crime, anq

bring trouble and disgrace upon. your heads as
well as upon your child's. Yes, there are many
seemingly good Christians who do not hesitate
, to boast that they are too smart to have chi!~
dren in this enlightened age; It fills me with
sadness and I feel to pity them. If the Saints
could only learn wisdom!
An aged man said to me not long ago, You
have five children, have you? What a nice family. We used to think two was all we wanted, a
boy and a girl. Now my wife and my son ar,e
dead and I have only one left, and should I die
she would be left all alone. I se.e now it is best
to taise afamily."
Mothers; try to take comfort with your little
children, for they need your ,comfort and care.
They will too soon have to take up the responsibilities of life. If you want yo:ur children to love
and respect you, teach therr,t to work and let
them know that mother needs a little rest ..They
will be better prepared to battle with the cares
of life. Some think an education is all they
need; but a practical education is better than ..so
much study, for often a child's health will nqt
permit him to go to school. To such light work
would be a benefit. There is much to study.and
learn in raising a family. Let a girl go to
school all her life and come out a graduate, and
what does she know about raising a family or
making a living for two or three children, should
she be left in destitute circumstances? Do riot
think that I am riot in favor of educating children. This is the duty of every parent, but
there are two kinds of education which they
need to fit them for the cares of life. Mothers,
call your little ones around you and praJwith
them and teach them to pray. They may be
careless and seem unconcerned, but a mother's
prayers can never be forgotten, and if they wander off they will like the prodigal son, return.
A mother's prayers have saved many a child;
besides, it will be a comfort to you in after years
to look back and think you have done your duty.
You can then say, Lord, I have done all I could,
I will look to you.
Ever praying for Zion's welfare, I 'am your
sister,
R. M. BRADLEY.
INDEPENDENCE, Mo., Aug. 27th.
Dear Column:-Our brother, M. T. Short, .in
his 'paper on "Mormonism," published in the
Herald of August 22d, says, "This has been a
pleasing pastime for this old sin· loving world, to
slaughter inspired men and then venerate their
dust, and this century has contributed somewhat
in that line."
This reminds one of a verse of the late lamented Lowell:
"For humanity sweeps onward; where to-day the martyr stands,
On the morrow crouches Judas,'with the silver in his
bands;
Far in front the cross stands ready and the crackling faggots burn,
While the hooting mob of yesterday in silent awe return
To glean up the scattered ashes into History's golden
urn,,,

We hope to "contribute" otherwise; for when
we look around us, and see the noble work the
sisters not of our faith are accomplishing in the
interest of charitable and philanthropic reform,
it is with feelings of pride and gratitude, and we
thank our heavenly Father that so many in the
past who have faithfully and perseveringly
stru~gled fqr the ri~ht thou~h surrounded ,b;r
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many difficl!lties and hardships, have not only
in death been r_evered, but in life their names are
S:PECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
mentioned in high esteem and honor.
Sr. Anna Dorothy, of Glasgow, Iowa, requests
They deserve praise from the generation in
your faith and prayers in her behalf, also for her
which they have lived or live; and whatever
son Walter.
may have been or is their religious belief, or if
Sr. Sadie Maxwell, of West Union, Iowa, rethey have never embraced any creed whatquests an interest in your prayers.
ever, are entitled to a place among the noble
and true. To how many lives distressed in mind
HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.
and body because of the evils of intemperance
Aug. 2I, Amount published .......... $3,708 2I
have the women engaged in the temperance reLess errror in Herald of June 27th....
ro ro
form been a blessing!
It was our privilege to attend a conference of
$3,698 II
ladies held here not long since, and we were
Sr.AlbertPage,Cal. ... $I oo
S. A. Hopkins, N.J...... 25
gratified to see how much good and efficient
Mary E. Turner, Kan .... I oo
and humane work done was signified in the four
W. E. Wolfe, Colo....... 25
letters on their banner, W. C. T. U.
John Farmer,Iowa ...•.. r oo
There was scarcely a line of philanthropic
Ellen Albertson, Minn. . . 30
Alice Jacobs, Iowa....... so
work which was not represented there.
Helen Ackley, Mo ....... I oo
The departments of literature, social purity,
Catharine He~;rick, Iowa, I oo
narcotics, tempeni.nce instruction, jail and prison
Sr. R. W. Smith, Ill ..... I oo
work, industrial home work, etc., were freely reS. A. Lamb, Kan ........ I oo
Peter Aspey, Mo........ so
ported and discussed; and still as stated in the
L. R. Wilcox, Mass.. . • • • 2I
remarks of Miss Greenwood, quoted in the Home
Sr. L. R. Devore, Tahiti. r oo
Column, the root of the matter is not reached
Susan Bourguoin, Iowa. : r oo
until men and women come to a knowledge of
II OI
the laws of life, and who love God well enough
Sept. 5, Amount received to date .... -$3,709 12
to not only keep the. letter of the law but the
e-send all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.
spirit of it also.
'ue expects us to do many good things of ourselves, and not wait for a commandment from
Him, and when we are told to study all good
books, we think ·perhaps the Great Physicist inST. JosEPH, Mo., Sep. rst.
cluded among them the "Science o-f Living
Editors Herald:~Returned .yesterday from
Beings."
In inculcating pure principle such as one may · Kingsto.n,county seat of Caldwel) county, wher~
find- under the head of temperance instruction
I was called to preach funeral serm_on of Sr.
and narcotics, we have hither-to answered to the
Wright, wife of Judge Wright, obituary notice
herewith.
roll call favorably, and as to literature, we have
a superior kind already.
In the future let us
Something like twenty years ago I attended
try to "go one better" by instituting libraries
the first confer.ence of the Reorganized Church
wherever possibl~, containing books of the
held at Far West, and was pleased to notice that
highest grade, su~h as "With the Church in an
there has been such a growth of respect enterEarly Day." It is an excellent volume for
tained for the Saints in that region, whence once
both young and old, and seeems to be highly
the· Saints were driven, as was manifest in. the
appreciated.
attendance at the funeral of our aged an¢1 beIt is a sermon in itself, _fnll of sublime truth
loved sister. It was told me that her funeral was
and with the str;tin of purity and pathos that
the largest ever seen at that county seat. Her
flows throughout Jts pages, it cannot but do good
pure life; and the upright conduct of her "relict,"
and will outlive its vapid and fictitious contemthe noble-hearted Judge, conjoined with the exporaries.
cellent character borpe by the family of John
Such books for the youth of _the church are
Whitmer, and our departed brother J.D. Craven,
priceless; and it is pleasant to see that there are
and his family, and others, has_ materially
those who, in the outlook- over the not distant
changed the views once had of the household of
future, can discern how evils can best be met,
faith in that region. Pure lives preach very ef·
however concealed may be their author, or sub'
fective. sermons.
tie his ways.
At the hotel of "mine host," Bro. Cadman
Let us watch and pray and study and strive if
(formerly of the Kewanee district in Illinois), I
perchance we may do something toward the
came across .a .copy .of the Fawnzer~s Advocate,
betterment of our race. Emulate the examples
dated June 3d, 1891, from which I clipped the
of all true and loyal women, and we may be the
enclosed ''In Memoriam." I would like to see it
·means of hastening on the time when humanity
published in the Herald to show to others the forceshall be "clothed ~n the brightness of God," and
fulness of true sainthood in Its effects upon sobe able to say, in reflecting upon our own lives,
ciety where once no words but tlilose of hate
"Were my spirit but turued from the outward and dim,
were bre~thed against those of l).is faitl)..
It would gaze even.now, on the presence of Him."
Services held by Brn. Bronson, Kinnaman and
ABBIE A. HORTON,
J. R .. Lambert are remembered for good. Bro.
.:aronson's continued efforts there for a few days
If God hath pleasure in a fj,ower,
sowed the seed whose fruitage yet may appear.
Though such. a little thing;
A simple breath of. sun anq shower,
Nearly .half the concours.e of sympathizers who
So short its tarrying;
_
.. came to the funeral were unable to gain admis'\Yhyshould, not I my chaUce bring
sion )Vithln the already <Jenselypacked .<:hl}rch::And drink delight from the same spring,
!.~he Presbyterian, or Union-and very urgent <je:A.ndmidstithe-Inf'inite!s gardening ···.
Jl:njoy a sa~r~d pqqrl-,S(!{,
mandl! that J wa~ not aqthori;~;eg to !f<.>n<;e<;le tg

were made that I remain and present the views
of the church.
The welcome and kindly consideration of
Judge Wright I shall not readily forget. He was
an emigrant to Nauvoo in the Martyr's day, a,nd
in answer to my inquiry said that ,he knew
nothing and heard nothing of polygamy there
during their lifetime. He traveled with others as
far as Council Bluffs, then so11thward to Caldwell county, which he reached August rzth, 1846,
and there he has remained ever since. ~Bro.
Lambert, he told me, took the names of himself
and wife for admission into the Reorganized
Church, and he r;ejoices in the thought that he
.again belongs to "the true fold." He is now
seventy-four years old, and as long as he was able
or felt able to serve his fellow men they hon.ored
him, or shall I write it, he acceded to their wish,
and honored the office of Probate Judge and
them by thus serving them. I heard none speak
of him in other than terms of commendation and
praise; so also of his noble and now departed
wife. I was strengthened by his testimony.
Yours truly,
MARK H. FoRs.cuTT.
STRATFORD, Essex, E._ng., August.
Editors Herald:-After reading the various
-letters that have appeared of late concerning the
Prayer Union and sisters' meetings in general, I
feel constrained to present a few facts, and in
doing so appeal to the authorities of the church,
whom we feel assured God has chosen to lead
his people in these last days, that if we. are an'd
have been in error to decide for or against ·us.
The Prayer Union is not organized here. I
am a member of it, but apart from that I am a
member of a society formed in r872, the United
Sisters' Mission, of which some of the meetings
have been reported in these columns from time
to time. I will not plead the merits of these
meetings financially, as the most important point
to_ me is, Are we spiritually right? The branch
was at a low ebb when we sisters first contemplated
these meetings with a view of unitedly pleading
with our heavenly Father for the welfare and
growth of the branch, and especial!y that the
priesthood should become more united and
spii'itually minded, of which I regret to ·say
there was much need. We had no thought of infringing upon the rights of the priesthood, nor
did we pray for or expect any gifts of th-e Spirit
in our meetings; but we fasted and prayed that
they should be given to the Saints' meetings for
_the benefit of the branch, which was answered in
the next branch meeting; and after- sometime
we did have the gift of prophecy iri our rneetil)gs
from time to time, many of which prophecies
have b,een fulfilled to the letter.
I will mention one. It is _usual when we have
om quarterly tea meeting to hold a prayer and
testimony meeting. Prior to transacting business on this occasion the Lord expressed his
.pleasure with what had been done, and promised
an increase of means a.nd of members if we con·
tinued faithful_ and united, ~arning us .that
Satan would try to. enter our.midst even before
we parted, but if we were watchful and over"
<;arne we sh~!d be blessed.. The fulfillment was
<;omplete, for"tn the next quarterly meeting the
writer offered. to resign the secretaryship, as our
,p.umbe.rs P,aq so incrrased and some much better
!t.du~ta~e9 nmn m,rself had jojneq. ln thil:t"s!I!P\i
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Texas to 'let .us know ~here they are, and
interested. in thedoctti~e I induced my ~ife who
whether we can get bpenings in their localities.
was a strjct Roman Catholic to.. aeco.mpany me
It would save much looking around of themis.t
V\Tards a Sabbath school fund, .and the following
to hear Bro. Cornish "'Who 'preached a .series of
sionaries in. this large state where it is so diffi· ' sermons, at the close of .which she requested me
quarter the schqol whi<;h had starteq with six
cult to get openings to preach.
scholars had increased to sixty-seven scholars and
to have Bro. Cornish baptize me before he left,
Brethrer1, cooperate with us in this grand and
six teachers, and we were able to give ten shillings
so confident was she that he .was a servant of the
glorious "'ork which I know to be true and of
to the school fund, besides helping the pc;>or and
living God. After a thorough. investigation I
God.
Yours in bonds,
paying a good part of the brnnchgas bill .. This
was baptizeu by;Elder William Newton on AuE. W. NuNLEY.
is only one of the many gifts that have been
gust the I 9th following, and_ one week later he
manifestly fulfilled.
baptized my wife, and abo.ut two weeks afterWe have many times been encouraged_ and
wards he baptized two of :our children, and
BELL, Iowa, Aug. 22d.
exhorted to continue in constant prayer for the
although we have had many trials since, we still
Editors Herald:-:-Last Sunday Br.o. Blair: ded:
priesthood, assuring us thati£ faithful we should
icated the Saints' chapel at Moorhead and the~ rejoice in the work and feel to thank God that
become a strong wall to the branch, anct lastly,
he has brought us out of darkness into the gloservices were very interesting, about seven hU:nwheri some of the sisters have become at all cold
rious.light of the everlasting: gospel of his dear
qred people being in attendance.
and slack, they have been spoken to by the Spirit
The Saints at Moorhead and vicinity, known· Son. I do earnestly pray· that ive with all the
through the elders in brand'\. meetings, and told
faithful will ho.ld fast to. the rod of iron until the
as the Union: Center branch, h~ve a very neat
to be one and to come up to their ·duties in the
end.
chapel, and it is almost paid for; and that too
sisters' meetings and be blest at other times.
We mo.ved here from Armstrong about May
without calling on other .branches for aid. Bro.
The Lord has spoken through the priesthood J. M. }>utney, the presiding elder of the-branch,
Ist, I89r, since which time' w~ have not. had the
expressing pleasure at what had been done by the
privilege of meeting with thef Saints, as there. is
and others have been very energetic and perses'sters, and encouraging us to go on, two of our
no branch of the church here, and out of a popvering in this work, for which undoubtedly they
worthy elders being used in this way many
ulation of about eighty thous:md we are unable
will receive the appro.val of the Saints and their
times. But from some of the views shown in the
to
find one Saint; but I trust if it Is God's will
neighbors as well as the blessings of God.
Herald, even this would not prove our meetings
that we r~ain here that there will soon be a
Yours in bo.nds,
to be legal, so/wer wish to hear from the authoribranch oflanized, for. I believe God has a people
CHAS. E. BUTTER\VORTHt
ties.
here.
Your sister in the everlasting covenant,
I trust that some of the elders in charge of
DRAIN, Oregon, Aug. I 7th.
EsTHER FuRNESS.
this field will visit us. They can have a ho.me
Editors Herald:-I am at the house of Bro.
with us. If they write to me 'at above addres.s I
THE authorities here thus expressed themL. M. Tracy, about two miles from Drain; at a
will use every effort to secure a place to preach
selves in HERALD, June 2oth:
little place called Hudson on the S. P. railroad.
in.
"~·-:Can a prayer meeting be led by anyone
I have done some preaching here in the last
We are very much strengthened and encournot holding the priesthood? Or, may others
four months; the result has been ·three baptized.
aged while reading the Herald, Zion's Ensign
than those holding the priesthood take charge
Sr. Skidmore was healed of heart disease, with
and Autumn Leaves. I hope their pages will
of and preside over meetings held for prayer serwhich she had been afflicted since childhood, by
never grow dim.
.
. "
vices, no one holding the priesthood being presIn hope of eternal life,
the laying on o.f hands while confirming her.
ent?
HuGH SANDS.
There is quite an interest among the peo.ple and
"A.- Yes. If there be no one present at a
a great many believing.
meeting held for prayer and testimony service,
FANNING, Kan., Aug 27th.
I held a discussion at this place with an Advent
anyone o-therwise qualified may take charge or be
Editors Herald:-Per instructions of Bro. A.
preacher, named Fulton, on the Sabbath queschosen to preside.
H. Parsons, I went t() Severance on the 13th
tion. · He stated to the audience that I had
"~.-Are the meetings of the Prayer Union
inst., arid Bro. G. E. Deuel o.n the I 8th, and held
exha~sted tl>e subject, and refused to discuss any
contrary to the Jaw of God?
preaching every night and twice on Sundays
longer. Good has resulted from the debate.
"A.-We do not so.consider them. Men are· There is some persecution by those belonging to
with fair success.
commanded to 'pray always.' The Prayer
I baptized five on the 2oth and Bro. Deuel bapthe respective churches.
Union may be made a source of strife and contized three on the 24th. Would have continued
We were in hopes of seeing Brn. Heman C.
tention among the elders and membership, and
our meetings but the schoolhouse was closed
Smith and J. C. Clapp, but have given up all
thus contravene the law of God; but we see
against us-they became alarmed seeing their
hopes of their coming at present, seeing a letter
nothing in the law by which the meetings may
craft In danger. I am satisfied gnl!at good was
in the. Herald that Bro. Clapp is in California.
be justly declared unlawful. We have certainly
accomplished in removing prejudice, etc. Many
I think that good would result from the labor of
favored them and do so still, always provided
are investigating and some are almost persuaded.
two or three elders in the vicinity·, in Douglas
they a1·e conducted for the purposes specified."
Will return there in a few weeks If permitted.
county, Oregon. I know of a number of old
In bonds,
J. A. DAVIS.
Latter Day Saints living in this county that
would like the elders to come. I am ready at
CooK's PoiNT, Tex., Aug. 19th.
any time to labor in the vineyard and will do
Editors Herald :-I preached at four places in
MooRHEAD, Iowa, Aug. 24th.
what I can until the elders come.
Bell county. At two places I had large, attenEditors Herald:-A matter of much· interest
Yours in bonds,
tive congregations; at the other two, small but
to the church occurred on the r6th inst. when a
J. L. ADAMS.
attentive congregations. Three of the places are
house of worship was dedicated to. theLord's
new places. The people seemed very much
work at Moorhead, Iowa.
interested. I hope for good results. At one
I73 Carolina Street.
The morning was bright and extremely warm,
place I preached ten times. One made applicaMEMPHIS, Tenn., Aug. 31st.
and when the hour for service arrived the church
tion for baptism the last night I preached. The
Editors Herald:-I desire to bear my testiand the district tent which was set up by the
ordinance of baptism was set for and I suppose
mony to the truthfulness of the latter day work,
side of the building, were both filled, while many
was administered last Sunday, by Bro. E. Bates.
for I know H is of God. I first heard the gospel
were unable to even find standing room in them,
It seems that it is probable that the work will
preached ·in its fullness by Brn. W. J. Smith, J.
to hear the excellent sermon delivered. There
open up better in Texas now. I understand Bro. J. Cornish and R. C. Evans just after adjournwere present of the ministry from elsewhere,
S. R. Hay and others are doing some preaching
ment of general conference in r889, who held a
Elders Geo. M . Scott, A. M. Fyrando, C. E.
and baptizing in Robertson county. I have just
series of meetings, assisted by the local elders at
Butterworth and myself, to assist in and enjoy
read a note in Herald from a brother in Taylor .Armstrong, Kansas. The first sermon I heard
the services. From six to. ten hundred persons
county, this state, wanting some elder to come
preached was by Bro. W. J. Smith, and I for the
were present.
there and preach and baptize some. I aim to go
first time realized the truthfulness of the scripElder Fyrando presided, and the opening
there soon if not prevented by something not
ture which reads,-"The kingdom of God is not
prayer was offered by the writer. Elder W. W.
known now. I want the scattered members In
in word only but po.wer,"-and I was so much
Blair, in his pleasing and forcible manner, demeeting. we were able to supply all the necessary

officer~ for Sabbath school and fo give 1neans to·
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livered the dedicatory sermon, and among many
other good things spoke of the cause for, and object of such a building being erected, the faith
. and hope of the Latter Day Saints, also some
o( the peculiar features of what they claimed to
be the work of God restored, and by comparison
showed that those peculiar features were characteristics of the church In new testament times,
and that the special reason for building the
structure was, .that truth In its original puritythe gospel of Jesus Christ in all its fullnessmight be preached in this !"llace. This was its
pri'mal object, yet it was to be used for the protnotion of any principle that would benefit mankind .socially and morally and more perfectly
establish· peace. and good will among the people.
Following the sermon the dedicatory prayer
was delivered by Bro. Blair in an earnest, spiritual manner, the power of which was quite manifest, for the Spirit's assuring influence gav:e evidence that the offering was accepted of the Father, and that in it the Lord would visit his people, and those assembling there with pure purpose of he.art.
The entire building is neatly finished inside and
outside, is s~ated with opera chairs, and .lighted
with large nickle plated lamps. The windows
are shaded with curtains, the pulpit is of home
make but one of the neatest designs we hav.e seen
of late. In front are hitching posts on .either
side of the road, with a two hundred foot cable.
.chain properly arranged, and necessary· walks
made of lumber provided. · In every sense the
house is an honor to God, a living monument of
the faithful!le!\s of his people and the kindness
of their friends in that vicinity. Its very appearance is inviting to all to come and Jearn the ways
of the Lord and be saved ..
In February within three days four hundred
and fifty:sevenidollars was subscribed, and with
this evidence of a desire that a church should he
built the bran~h selected a building committee
consisting of J. M. Putney, chairman, William
Steele, secretary, Stephen BJackmap, treasurer,
also John Kratz, George Ross, Dorman Lewis
and James Ballantyne. The house cost between
'eleven and twelve hundred dollars, added to
which were weeks of hard work, also the value
of the lot, of which no mention is'made in this
itemized cost.
The e.ntire inea
wa~ contributed by Saints
. and .friends liv
in thti vicinity where the
church is built; and while it was mainly donated by the Saints! yet much aid was given \J't
non-members ~f the church, forwhich may the
Lord reward them. . Prominent among the
friend~ who aided may !Je mentioned John Kratz,
who donated the lot arid gave other material aid,
Stephen Black,man, who a·cted as treasurer of
th~ building committee besides donating quite
largely, andGqbert Erickson, J. M; Bartholomew
and others.
The building of the church was done willingly
and chee~fully, and is a practical demonstration
offaith by wo}iks .. The Sisters' Sewing Society,
" organized the latter part of March, and from
that time tot~e dedication of tlie ~burch they
accutnulated.a,fund of $I8382. T.hey·met each
week; a11d this called for no s.mall sacrifice. As~
sociafed with the sisters were anum her of ladles
not members of the churcl'l, one of whqm acted
.fte;~:surer, whowe're as selfsacrificlng arid de-

as

fot~d

as .an.y.

.,

.
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May the Sa.ints be humble and prayerful, swift
to do good, slow to do evil, or to enter into anything that would bring reproach on the sacred
character of Christ whom they claim to represent, and in the fear of the Lord use this beautiful and comfortable edifice, and all other means
given them, in the fear of the Lord, letting their
light-gospel light-so shine that many may be
led to walk in the marvdous light of the Son .of
God; and that God's people here, as elsewhere,
may bask in the sunlight of heaven continually,
that when the dav nf reward comes they may re·
ceive crowns of glory and robes of whitt; and
their souls filled with the song of the redeemed.
J. F. MINTUN.
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meek and humble, or lowly in heart, and
by continuance to the end of life would
thus secure a part in the resurrection of
the just, to reign, or dwell with Christ a
thousand years on the earth according to
the promise in the thirty-seventh P~alm,
"The meek shall inherit the earth and delight themselves in the abundance of
peace." Hence, rest to your souls.

THE ROUTE OF THE EXODUS.
BY WILLIAM WRIGHT, p, P.

The address at the annual general meeting of the Victoria Institute was prepared
by Mr. Edouard N a ville, and read by Dr.
W. Wright.
Mr. N a ville is an expert, and in speaking
on the route followed by the Israelites in
leaving Egypt, he was dealing with a subject which he had studied locally, and on
which he had spent much pains to reach
just conclusions. The last words spoken
by Mr. N :wi11e on the exodus deserve the
attention of Bible students.
The fact of the exodus Mr. Naville has
been able to take for granted, as that
unique incident in the history of the
Israelitish people is admitted by such
writers as Ewald. He also limits himself
to the passage of the Red Sea and the
localities which he himself has thoroughly
explored; and he brings the light of recent
BURKLEY,'Ky., Aug: 23d.
discoveries in Egypt to bear on the Bible
Editors Herald:-I am much pleased with the
narrative.
Herald. Its pages are fuil of l!ght and truth.
Mr. Naville agrees with most EgyptolIt. is spiritual food to the hungering ~oul, to
ogists in accepting the theory of Syncellus
those who like myself are not privileged to hear that it .was under A pop his, the. last of the
preaching.
Hyksos kings, that Joseph attained, to
My wife and I are the .only Saints in this
a commanding position in the state; and
county, butwe find that. God is with us here as
he attributes the kindness of the H yksos
elsewhere when we obey him. I can say I know
to the Israelites to.the fact that the Hykthis work is of God.
sos were probably from Mewpotamia, like
I am very badly afflicted in body.· I ask. the
the Hebrews. It is recorded in the Bible
prayers of the Saints that I may be restored to that "every shepherd is an abomination to
the Egyptians," and Mr. Naville believes
health if it be the Lord's will and that I may
that the n11tive Egyptains included the
five faithfully until death.
Shepherd Kings (Hyksos) in the same
Your brother,
category of dislike as the Hebrews.
R.J. GREEN.
Mr. Naville's excavations, in 1885; at
Saft el-Henneh, six miles east of Zagi;zig,
enabled him to fix the original site of
Goshen, a district which, in process ot
'
.
time, became extended towards Heliopolis
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
on t~e south,. Tanais on the north, :"nd
~endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
eastward in the direction ofthe Red Sea.
their own views: Contributions solicited.
~Write on one slde of the paper only.
Goshen was translated, in the Septuagint,
as Gesen of Arabia, and is referred to by
BRIEF EXPOSITION OF MATTHEW
Ptolemy. and Pliny a.s the province of
11 :28, .29.
'
Arabia, the capital of which, Prreusa, was
''COME .unto me, all ye that labor and are
derived from the worct "kesem" and the
heavy laden, and I will give .you rest. · article "ph a." As late llS the fourth centt1ry
Take my yoke upon you, ampearn of me; of the Christian era, Silvia Aquitana, on
for I am meek and lowly in heart: and
her way fromFrance to the .Holy Land,
ye shall find rest unto your.souls.'~
speaks of Goshen as Civitas Arabia.
The Lord invites all to come to him.
According to an ins<::ription written in
Believe, repent and be baptized; for the· the time of Menephtha, the. Pharaoh of
remission of your sins and "ye shall retheexodus 1 this region (Kes or Kesem)
ceive the gift of the Holy G.host."~Acts ·was common grazing land, such as might
2: g8. This relieves· you of your burden
be set. apart to. strangers "Yithout disposof sin,. hence, rest.
.. . .
sessing settled inhabitants.•··· "The .. country
The Spirit gives rest to the mind and around . was not ..cultiva,ted, ··but·.· left. as
l'itrength. to the heart .to enable to ·nve pasture fore cattle, bei:a.~se oft he stra.n,~~r~.· ·.
FREMONT, Neb;, ·Aug. 27th.
Editors Herald:-! have lately come into the
church and am deoirous that my father and
mother may hear this gospel explained by an
elder. I give their address: If an elder should
pass through that part of the country, I desire
that he stop over and see them-William and
Eliza Ann Miller, Forest, Ohio! three miles
southeast of Forest, in the Jackson .Centre
school district.
I have sent them the Book of Mormon, Spiritual Gifts and Voice of Warning, and have tried
to explain all I could to them in my letters, but
they are quite prejudiced on account of a book
they have on "Mormonism Exposed."
Your brother,
W. A. MILLER.

(tnmmunittafinns•
'
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It was abandpned since the time of the
ancestors." For the Israelites such.·. a
region was "the best of the land" (Gen.
47: II). Mr; Naville thinks Joseph may
have occasionally resided at Bubastis, at
the entrance ofthe land.of Goshen, which
originally was the regioneast of Z.agazig
towards Tell .el-Kebir and extending
southward beyond .Belbeis in the direction
of Heliopolis; and he considers it .prob.able
that Goshen, in its fullest extent, received
the Eg-yptain name Rlunesesftom the period of the nineteenth dynasty, and thatthe
city of that name must have steod near
Saft el-Henneh, in the vicinitv of Tell elKebir.
•
·
From his residence at Bubastis, Rameses II. bad under his eye the Hebrew shepherds,-a strange race with strange customs, Asiatics who held alooffrom the people ofthe land. Rameses had spent most of
his life in war with the Hittites and other
Asiatics, and he dreaded the strange nomads who swarmed at his gates. He re~
solved to bend them from their hereditary
shepherdi·ng to the work of brickmakers
and builders under the eye of the perennial
taskmaster; and the people who had always lived in tents and tended their cattle
now 'built for Pharaoh store cities, Pithom and Raamses."
Mr. Naville has already pointed out the
exact site of Pithom (Pi Tum, or "The
Sanctuary of Tum") at Tell el-Maskhuta,
on 'the south side of the fresh-water canal,
about twelve miles from Ismailia. Pithom was the sacred name of the city; but
the civil name was Thuket, a name which,
in the folK-speech of the Hebrews, became
"Succoth." Thuket, or Succoth, was a
region or district before the name was locali. zed in a city. One of the official inscriptions reads thus, "We have allowed
the tribes of the Shasu of the land of Atuma to pass the stronghold of King Menephtha of the land of Su 'COtil, towards the
lakes of Pithom of King Menephtha of the
land of Succoth, in order to feed themselve~, and to feed their cattle in the great
estate of Pharaoh."
The discovery of texts in the excavation
of Pithom led to the indentification of that
city with Ero, or Ero C:o~stra, in Greek
Heroopolis; and Strabo, Pliny, and other
geographers, declare that Heroopolis stood
at the head of the Arabian Gulf. The
testimony of geology unites with the inscriptions in proving that the Red Sea
once extended as far as the northern end
of the Bitter Lakes, and probably farther,
at the time of the exodus. ,
The identification of Pitj:J:Om as Ero
throws important li~ht on solrte perplexing translations of Genesis 46: 29: "And
Joseph made ready his chariot, and went
up to meet Israel his father, to Goshen."
Instead of "Goshen," the Septuagint reading is "near Heroopolis," and the Coptic
version has the variant "near the city of
Pithom." These readings in the Septuagint and Coptic have been used to disparage those ancient versions, but, seen in the
fuller light of discovery, they add to the
value of the versions.
A Ptolemaic tablet discovered at Pit hom
mention& a :locality i11 the d.ietrict called

Pi-Kerehet ("The House of the Serpene');
aud this name was, in all probability,
changed by the Hebrews into Pi-Hahiroth.
From the itinerary of Antoninus, and from
observation, Mr. Naville fixes the Serapeum, or Pi-Hahiroth, at the foot of Gebel
Mariam, where, on the bank of the Suez
Canal, there are the ruins of an important
Roman settlement.
·
Baal-Zephon-which was not a city or
village, but a place dedicated to the worship of a Semitic Baal-he locates at
Sheikh Ennedek, on a · he.ight between
Lake Timsah and the Bitter Lakes.
In fixing the site of Migdol, Mr. Naville is aided by a papyrus. inscription in
the British Museum that refers to the
pursuit of two grooms, which very much
resembles the pursuit of the Israelites by
Pharaoh.
The pursuing scribe started
from the royal h.all, and, following the
fugitives, "arrived at the enclosure of
Succoth." He was there informed that
they spoke of fleeing to the south, saying,
"Let us cross over to the desert." Finally "the two grooms, going toward the
mountain, crossed the wall north of the
Migdol of Seti Menephtha."
Migdol was a watch-tower, and a protection against the raids of the nomads,
who used to cross at low water. It was
south of Migdol, and Mr. Naville places
it on a height called by the French the
Serape.um.
Three important landmarks have now
been fixed with certainty; namely, the
city Pithom, the reg-ion of Succoth, and
the extension of the Red Sea. And three
other positions have been fixed conjecturally; namely, Pi-Hahiroth, Baal-Zephon,
and Migdol. With these different points
in view, the Scripture narrative becomes
simple and the journey short.
Menephtha seems to have resided at
Bubastis.
Mr. N aville found there a
statue of one of his sons. "The children
of Israel journeyed from Rameses to Succoth" (Exod. I 2: 37). Rameses must bere
be understood as the region around the
store-city of that name which stood near
TeUel-Kebir. The Succoth of the Scripture also refers to the regiog in the vicinity of the fortified city which did not open
its gates. The Israelites marched along
the edge of the canal' dug by Rameses,
and must have made the journey from
Rameses to Succoth in one day.
Two ways to the land of promise lay before the people. One was "the way of
the land of the Philistines." It was the
way along which Rameses II. led his
armies ag-ainst the Hittites and other Asiatics. It passed through Tanais and
Daphnre, and was the short and direct
route; but "God led them not by theway
of the land of the Philistines, although
that was near" (Exod. 13: 17). The other
route was the southern. By it, according
to the Septuagint, Jacob entered Egypt.
The northern route was best suited for a
well-equipped army, the southern for a
horde like that of Israel, with their flocks
and belongings. This is the route usually
taken by the Bedawin.
Leaving the pastures and sweet waters
b~h!nd thern 1 the lsra~Jite~ "to9k their

journey from Succoth, and :encamped in
Etham, in the edge of the wilderness''
(~xod. 13: zo). Here they received march•
ing orders which -must have tested their
faith in God and their loyalty to their
leaders. "The Lord spake unto Moses,
saying, Speak unto the children of Israel,
that they turn back and encamp before
Pi-Hahiroth, between Migdol and the sea,
before Baal-Zephon: over against it shall
ye encamp by the sea. And Pharaoh will
say of the children of Israel, They are entangled in. the land, the wilderness hath
shut them in" (Exod. 14: 1). TliJe people
escaped in peace, .and in the desert they
would have been beyond '.the reach of
Pharaoh in a few days; but .now they are
called upon to return into a trap on Egyptian soil, where they migqt be an easy
prey to th~ir oppressors.
.The campi~g-ground. is marked with
precision by the surrounding landmarks:
on the north, Pi-Hahiroth, the sanctuary
of Osiris; on the south, Migdol, the watchtower on the hill; in front,the sea; and
on the opposite side the shrine of BaalZephon.
Here occurred the phenome11on by
which the Hebrews escaped. "The Lord
caused the sea to go back by a strong east
wind all that night, and made the sea dry
land, and the waters were divided." The
dominant action of the wind, combined
with 'the tides, has be~n often noticed iri
Egypt, as well by ancient histo.rians as by
modern trav~lers; and Mr. Naville refers
to a similar .occurrence in Geneva on the
9th day of January, 1495, when the wind
"drove back the Rhone into the lake as
much as one-fourth of a league · above
Geneva, and it looked like a wall of water,
and it lasted nearly an hour before the
water could flow." Mr. N aville states his
opinion that "the khamseen · acted on the .
tide as the wind did on the Rhone,-it
stopped the current, the ebb, and prevented the water from flowing. In the morning, the wind ceasing suddenly, the water
took its level violently, and swept off
everything that was in its way."
In the paper, as in the discussion which
followed its reading, there seemed a disposition to minimize the miraculous in this
marvelous interposition. And why? Because it pleased Almighty God to deliver
!;lis people along the lines of natural causes.
This view is not to be wondered at, copsidering the absurd definition of a miraCle
which· has so long done service to the
enemies of the miraculous. To speak of
a miracle a~ "a suspension of the laws
of nature," implies that we know perfectly
what the laws of nature are.
All the
arguments against the miraculous have
been directed against this faulty definition.
Intrenched behind such a definition, the
defenders of the miraculous have been
pierced through by the shafts of the
enemy. The acts which we know as miracles are so far removed from ordinary
occurrences as infallibly to show the hand
of God specially at work among his own
forces; but, for anything we know, God
may be working in accordance with the
higher laws of nature, which lie beyond
o1fr toll<;:h a.m~ kvn, !n tlw ev~nt before
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us he used the east wind and the waters
to save his people, just as our blessed
Lord used the clay and the spittle in opening the eyes of the blind man.
Mr. N aville in his route of the exodus
follows the same lines as Lieblein, Linant,
and Lesseps. The distance from the starting point· of the people to the place of
crossing is not more than forty miles, the
crossing-place not bei:ng more than fifteen
or seventeen miles from Succoth. Future
explorations will doubtless settle definite~
ly the precise positions of some of the
places fixed by Mr. Naville approximately; but most of the considerations advanced in this paper will be admitted as
final, and the route now mapped out is not
likely to be .altered many miles in any direction. The fact of the exodus is now
admitted to be a historic fact, and the
landmarks of the route may be accepted
as fixed with scientific precision.
LONDON; England.

·

ITEMS OF INTEREST.
Missouri fast year raised $r,ooo,ooo worth of
peaches, and this year the amount will be much
larger ... Wh.at is known as the Ozark belt in
southern Missouri. is particularly favorable to
thegrowth of this fruit.
. The census returns of Canada were brought
down in the l)ouse of commons Wednesday
night. The total population is 4,823,344, an in·
crease in the decade of 498,534·
Sma!1pox is epidemic at Tegucigalpa, the cap·
Hal of Hondura'S.
"
P ARrs, Aug. ;:n.-The goverripr, ·of the island
<# Martinique; recently visited by a fearful hurr,ical1e whichre~tilted in the loss of 350 lives, the
injury;ofi:)ver I ,poo people, and which caused immense damage :throughout the colony, has sent
by telegraph at). appeal asking for help for the
·suffering peoplt; of Martinique. The governor
appeal~ for assi;stanceon the ground that large
numbers of people are without either food or
sht;lter in spite <:If the efforts made by the colonial
authorities to succor them. Whole villages, he~
adds~ have entirdy vanished, and the Crops from
one end of the island to the other have been
almost totally destroyed.
·
.. ,NORTHWOoD; Io~a, Aug. 27.-Investlgation
shows that the1e:ntire crop of clover in. Worth
county is a corhpl~te failure, owing to the ravages of the we~vii. Many pieces have already
been cut for hay.
The. frost of the 26th greatly damaged the
promising wheit crop of North Dakota. Oliver
Dalrymple,. thtj, exfensiye wheat grower, estimated. tha~ fro~t had. destroyed about one-sixth
of the e11Hre wheat and oat crop in the Red
Riyer valley from Fargo to the Brit.ish possessions. "Manitoj:>a reports are black." ,..
Starving Ru~~hin peasants have attacked
·wagon train1rof! grain to prevent Hs exportation.
An.edltorial ~n the Chica~o Timesof the 28th
•Contains this ipportant item. His. part .of a
statei;l)ent. cOn<?erning Qhinese antipathy to
(;hrlstian missionaries, whom the Chinese
cha:ge withexei7ting an influence which ingeneral js no~ beneficial to the interests of that people:
)'Though the western mind affects contempt of
Mongolians and: their institutions, ihe time may
come when the Celt;stial empire, as'suming the
a,ggress'ive, ~ill assert itself in.theworld's affairs
with awful emphasis. The United States has a
<?ohsul.at Ainoy;, an.d as quite a colony of America.ns a~e there; Independence day was celebrated
~ith much fervpr. · The Chinese governor ()f the
province ~poke'to. the toast .of the emperor of
.China .~nd . m.ade declarations that have pro-.
phetic suggestion:
. ·,~ 'China,havjng followed its c>wn principles of
l!dvancep'ent during more than s,ooo years, is
· Mw coinpelled to change· and move along
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European channels. It has begun to own steam·
CITY OF MExico, Aug, 31.-President Diaz
ships and railways. Its telegraph now covers
to-day appointed Joseph Ives Linam tour minister
every province. It has at last mills, forges and
plenipotentiary to arrange a commercial reci·
foundries, like those of Essen, of Sheffield and of
procity treaty with the United States.
Pittsburg. China is to-day learning that lesson
The following is an extract from a letter to the
in education which Europe has obliged her to
Governor of Illinois, written by request of Count
learn, the art of killing, the science of armies
Stagaki, leader of the liberal party in Japan, by
and navies. Woe, then, to the world if the
She Nemoto, of Tokio, who has been investischolar, profiting by her lesson, should apply it
gating the Illinois state system of local self·
in turn. With its freedom fron;1 debt, its inex·
government: "l would like to see a manual of
haustible resources and its teeming millions,
local self-government, so we shall be able to
this empire might be the menace if not the
know just how much work belongs to the state,
destroyer of Christendom. No matter what
county, and town, each. In Japan the central
happens .it needs no prophetic gift to know that
national government takes up all works on civil
the twentieth century will see at the forefront of
government.
Centralization weakens the peothe nations of the world China ,in the east and
ple. So we wish to reform our administrative
America in the west. Well may we pray that
system. We want local self· government, as you
for the welfare of humanity their purpose will ,have in America. Will you please send me
be as peaceful and upright as it is to-day.'
some of your official publications in which we
"The west has insisted upon breaking down
may find all points for self-government or local
the Chinese wall, it has forced the ports of China,
administration?
We would like to know the
it has gone inland to Pekin and to Canton bear·
extent of the work--the taxes. for national, state,
ing the torch, it has forced steam and electricity
county, and town. I shall be very grateful to
upon China. What if over the broken wall and
you if you can furnish me some printing or
the violated ports shall some day pour the men and
sketch of local self-government. It will give us
the navies that, backed. by overwhelming num·
new light.
hers, shall menace if !!I of destroy Cbristendom!
NEW CREED FOR PRESBYTERIANS.
The western world will then have learned, like
Macbeth, that we but taught bloody instructions,
NEW YoRK, Aug. 30.-The committee on a
that, being taught; return to plague the inventor."
creed for use in all Presbyterian de,nominations
have been holding summer meetings at Spring
It takes a thinker to make a thinker think.
Lake Beach, N.J. Twenty-two million Presby·
The census shows Massachusetts to be the
terians, memberso.f the eighty-one communions
richest of all the United States in proportion to Its
on the five continents, are interested in the
population. Yet the state is covered with de·
results. This is the fourth session of the comserted .farms as thick as the red squares on a
mittee. The three previous sessions were held
checker-board. There is a chance for the Farin New York City. It may be ten years before
mer's Alliance to do a little thinking upon the
the work is completed. The idea is to get up a
problem suggested by these allied facts.
short, concise creed to express the consensus of
, NEW YoRK, Aug. 3r.-Col. J. B. Montgomery
opinion in eighty-one Presbyterian bodies that
of Oregon has just returned from Germany. Of
will supplement, not supplant, the special creeds
the crop fall ure in Europe he. said: ·~The crop
of each.
·
failure in Europe is. general and distress is sure
Some Presbyterians subscribe to the Westto follow: I was all over Germany, and saw
minister confession, others to the Heidelberg
that the ra!n had ruined the wheat and rye. In
confession, still others to the Augsburg confesGermany there will be a shortage In the grairi
sion. All ;:tre Calvinistic and all maintain a form
crops of 33 per cent., or just rco,ooo,ooo bushels.
of government designated as Presbyterian. The
The empire generally produces 24o,coo,ooo bush·
first use of the creeds will be in the missionary
els of rye and 8o,ooo,ooo bushels of wheat annu·
fiel~s and in colonial settlements where Presby·
ally. With the greatfalling off mentioned the
terlans coming together are divided by fine dispeople will have to look to this country for retinctions into small bodies. Another use will be
lief. Russia is. short and cannot supply Germany,
to supply a popular creed for the use of the 500,·
and France is not much better off. The potato
ooo Presbyterians in the United States. A third
crop fn 'continental Europe has been more or less
use will be to supply the converted Brahmanists
a failure and the people look with longing eves
and Bnddhists of the east with a plain statement
toward America. I am nola speculator in gniin,
of the Calvinistic doctrines. Tbe committee is
but I predict that by Christmas wheat in this
alsoengaged. in revising the Apostles' creed.
country will sell at $r.5o per busl:lel owing to the
Presbyterian parents are required by the church
·great demand in Europe."
to teach their children the creed.
Two phrases have become obnoxious to many
There is a fine of $500 for practicing hypnot·
Christians, and the last general assembly sugism in Cincinnati.
.
gested. striking them out. They are: "He
A cyclone did dire work in Newark, N.J., on
descended into hell" and "The holr Catholic
the 28th ult. It swept through the city with
church." . The first is· objectionable to Presbyfrightful velocity, doing considerable damage.
terians because it seems to b.e in line with the
It covered a sp~:~.ce .about a mile and a quarter
theories of a purgato);y or of a second probation.
long and .an eighth of a.mile wide.
Qn th.e
The second contains the word .catholic, which is
same day cloudbursts destroyed and Inundated a
confounded with the name Roman Catholic
number of New York villages, destwying property or life in many places. · Floods extended as •'Church. The committee is to see whether the
. ;vord "universal" should not be substituted for
far as Bennington, Vermont
"
catholic. Dr. John DeWitt, of Chicago. was
The post office department has. notified postappointed a subcommittee to prepare a.reporfon
masters of ·the accession to the universal postal
these two phrases to be submitted. to the.comunion of.several. B~itish ·provinces in the Ausmittee at its fall session. By that time Secre·trallan part. of the world. Under the treaty all
tary Roberts~:~xpe<;ts to have ·responses from
m<:mbers of the union, o£ which this country is .others of the eighty-one Presbyterian bodies.
one, have the advantage of cheaper rates and betConslde:cable stir has been. produced in Euro·
ter facilities. Tbe new order of things begins Oct.
pean diplomatic circles because the Porte perI. The new accessions are th~ British colonies
mitted a Russianwar vessel to pass through the
of New South Wales; Victoria, Queensland,
Dardanelles.
West and South Australia, Tasmania,'New Z:ea·
land, British New Guinea, and the Fiji islands.
Rainfall was produced by artificial me:ii?S
The MontereY & MexiCan railroad was .com~ .and near Cheyenne, Wyoming. It. extended
pleted into Tampico the 26th inst. This gives ,oyer a radius of fifteen to twenty miles around
the city and the official measur~ment was one.·
the road 400 miles through the best country in
half inch.
the republic, and connection l)y steamship with
foreign ports.
An item dated Greytown, Nicaraugua 1:eports
satisfactory progress on the Nicaraugua canal.
The ChHian congressional party defeated the
government troops and has taken the.cities of
Stepniak draws terrrible picture of impend·
Valparisb and Santiago; thus ending the reyolu·
ing famine in Russia lf\ the 1\ugust pumbet .of
tlon. Pr<!s. Balmaceda has fled: . A provisional
Free Russiq. He declares th!ttit wUI"bethemost
, government will probably proclaimed,
terri~le on rec(>rd""::more terril:He ev.en than that

at
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of r84o. , "The crops have been destroyed," he
that Bro. Ed win Tordoff, (Birkenhead), be called
says, "or, almost destrpyed, in twenty-six provto the office of Priest. Elde_r Joseph Dewsnup
inces of European Russia. In six provinces
was chosen to act as delegate at English Mission
more than one-half of the districts are afflicted
conference. We had a larger gathering at our
with' the same calamity. In thirteen provinces
Sunday 'Services than at any previous conference
the harvest promises to be middling-sufficient of the Reorganization in this city. ElderJoseph
for the needs of the populatiun, leaving no surDewsnup Senr'. whp has recovered from a recent
plus. Only in the northern Caucasus, in the few
severe illness,. presided. Morning prel!_chers,
northern provinces, and )n _three districts of the
Elders H Hoole and S. Platts, Sheffield. Aftersoutheast, the harvest is expected to b~ above the noon opened for testimony by Elders: F. Mathaverage." Signs of_ acute famine, he adds, are
er, Manchester. Evening, Eider Thomas Tlfy·
already visible; and he speaks of '.'thousands of
lor, Birmingham; W. R. Armstrong, Mancheste,r,.
peasants starving upon grass boiled in: water," of. The conference was well attended. The busitfeSs
people dying of .hunger in the_ streets, and_ of
sessions were peaceful, interesting and profitparents advertising.t-hei~ children for sale in orable, and the "Comforter" rested on both the
der not to see them_ die befo~e their eyes. , There .ministry and the congregation during the Sunremains, of course, the hope that he may have
day services. . All parted acknowledging that
been misinfurmed or that he may be exaggeratGod had blessed us and were desirous of "Coming a little with the view of stirring public sym-' ing up higher."
pathy.
.
DANTZIC, Sept. I .-At the_ conference here toFAR WEST.
day of 8oo delegates from various German Catholic societies it was decided to promote an internaConfrrence convened with the Edgerton
tional Catholic congress the object of which would 'Junction branch, Plalte county, Missouri, Saturbe to discuss the restoration of the pope's temday and Sunday, August 22d an.d 23d; J. T.
poral power.
Kinnaman rresident, C. P. Faul secrdary. Committee oncrelkntials: J. C. Elvert, B. Dice and
LONDON, Aug. 3r.-The bishop of Worcester
J. L. Bear. VisiJ~f! brethren were invited to
to-day formally received the delegates to the
take part. Elders: W. Summerfield, T. Worrall,
oriental congress. Dr. Platner and Charles· G.
J; T. Davis, of KanRas, J. T. Kinnaman, M. H.
Leland represent America.
Forscutt, in writing, baptized 4· Priests: A. W.
JACKSON, Miss., Sept. r.-Miss Mary E.
Head, C. P. Faul, F. M. Mauzy, J. C. Elvert.
Holmes of Illinois, who is seeking a location hi
Teachers, T. McKee, T. Mauzy, B. Dice. Deathis state for the college for colored girls, \\hich
con, J. Middleton. The several delegates reshe has endowed with $7S oao, arrived here toported the condition of their respective branches.
day, accompanied by her father, and was wel-All gave good reports, with one exception. Bishcomed at the statehouse by the governor, other
op's agent, \Vm. Lewis, reported: Balance last
state officers, the mayor of the city, and many
report $235.53, total receipts and on hand $430 58i
well known citizens of both races. She will
total expended $138.5o, balance $29·1 o8. Audit-,
visit Natchez and other points before locating
ing committee found the books correct in every
the college.
particular. Branch reports: Stewartsville 61;
Alaska is not so bad a country as it might be.
DeKalb 6tl, German Stewartsville 67, Edgerton
A party that were recently engaged in fixing the
Junction 17, Delano, 85, St. Joseph 219 Present
boundary line on the British border found grasses
officers were sustained for the coming quarter.
six fe'et high along the Yukon and Porcupine,. Preaching by J. L. Bear, J. T. Davis, M. H.
which latter extends many miles above the
Forscutt. Adjourned to St. Joseph branch, NoArctic circle. There were also salmon berries,
vember 28th and 29th.
blueberries, currants and raspberries in profusion, and hundreds of acres of cranberries.
The oldest college· in North America 'was
founded in 1531-the College of Ildefonso, fn
the Citv of Mexico. The next oldest is Laval
college; Quebec.
REUNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
SusQUKHENNA, Pa., Sept. I --The farmers in
PROGRAMME.
Jackson and other sections of the county report
For
Logan,
Iowa, October 2d, Io: 30 a. m.
the presence of a new pest, the buffalo fly, which
Song, Welcome, No. 146 Christian Hymnal.
annoys cows and horses by boring in their heads
Prayer. Song Glory to God In The Highest, No.
through the ears, making ulcerous sores. Cows
I4o Christian Hymnal. Lessons. Infant class
are becoming dry ih consequence. The farmers
lesson No. 2_, Primary Question Book. First
are using tar as a preventive.
Primary le•son No. 49, Primary Question Book.
Second Primary lesson No. so, Primary Question Book. First Intermediate class lesson No.
45· Intermediate Question Book. Second Intermediate class lesson No. 46, Intermediate Question Book. Bible class lesson, Matt. S: I-20.
Song, Are You Ready, No. ro, Christian
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.
Hymnal. General review of lessons. Song,
The Drink I'll Use, No. I43· Christian Hymnal.
The annual conference of the above named
Benediction. 2: 30 p. m., Song, Gathering Home,
District was held in the Saint's chapel, No. I I 3
No. 90 Christian Hymnal. Prayer. Song, ComClarendon St., Hulme, Manchester, Friday, Sating Bye and Bye, No. us, Christian Hymnal.
urday and Monday 27th, 28th and 30th uhs., Jo's
Address by E. A. Blakeslee, Supt. G S. S. A.
Dewsnup Senr. president, Henry Greenwood
Appropriate recitations and songs by the schools.
vice president; Ja's Baty secretary, W. R. Armin which all schools pre•ent are invited to unite,
strong assistant secretary. Reports showed a
Song by Schools, The Kingdom's Coming, No.
total membership of 290. Branches: Man·
109 Christian Hymnal. Benediction.
chester, Farnworth, including Tyldesley and
Wigan, Sheffieid and Leeds. There are 26
elders; r8 priests, 7 teachers and 6 deacons.
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND, DISBaptized 23, received by letter 2, by vote 2, total
TRICT.
33; 7 r<:moved by letter, I expelled, 2 died, total
To tke Elders and O.tficers f!f Ike Manchester disro. Gain over loss 23. Seven have been baptrict, Engltsk Misswn; Greeting:tized recently in Manchester. Delegates to conDear bretlzrett, colabo•ers in tke gospel of Ckrist :ference, W. H. Leekins, (Leeds); James Batv,
The mission conference just concluded has, we
(Manchester)Committee on licenses recommended all officer's licenses to be endor&ed with
trust, been to those of us who were present, at
the several sessions and services a period of help
the exception of Elder C. H. Hassal!'s, (retained
and instruction from the Lord. Business of the
pending inquiries, and Elder Charles Hughes,
first importance has been placed before the
continued smpension) Priests F. Manourie and
J. Foden·(suspended until ·next conference), arid church, among other items being the recommendation of our esteemed brother, Elder ThomPriests H. Owen and W. Towers (permanently
as Taylor president of the English Mission,
witl1drawn). The committee also recommended

to the General Conference of the church .in America af the session of 1892, for nomination ancl
ordination as the first bishop of this country;
This recommendation wiU, if conceded, .place
upon us serious and important responsibilities,
meaning asH does. the mm:ecqmplete and efficient organization and administration of local
church government. Shall we prove oursel.ves
equal to the occasion. Will our .self-sacrifice
and zeal show us to be worthy of the recbgni·
tion which the authorities of the church have
already accorded unto us. In the past we have
done fairly well; but each step in advan~e opens
out to wider fields .of labor with increased ministerial responsibilities.
.
We have confidence and. trust in your integrity. We believe that you will not, in the
supreme .moment, fail the work or the Master.
We gladly testify to your n.oble and unselfish
labors; how with us you have stood shoulder
to shoulder in the warfare against 13in; how you
have as a body, with butfew exceptions, responded to the call of your ·church and its leaders,
to "come up higher;" and now,; in the words of
St. Paul, we still "beseech youjtherefore brethren by the mercies of God, that ye present yo·ur
bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto
God, which is your reasonable serviCe; and be
not conformed to this world:. but he ye transformed by the renewing of your mind, that ye
mav prove what i~ thatgood, and acceptable, and
perfect will of God."
Fe flow laborers in Christ, the power to become
"transformed" in the Apostolic sense, rests with
outsel ves and can only be reached by obedience
to the word of God ..· We rejoice in the knowledge that so many of us have 'succeeded in putting away .those twin evils of the world, strollg
drink, and tobacco/ evils which so easily beset,
and injure some of the children of the kingdom. ,
For however much we may try to disguise it
from our.selves or others, the fact still remains.
The chutch in this district has in the past, suf,
fered much in spiritual prestige and usefuln,ess
from a disposition on: the part of some member~
of the ministry to conform more or less to these
'soul destroying habits of the world. We rejoice,
however, that a better day has dawned; that the
selfishness born of ignorance is passing away,
and a higher conception of the counsel and commandments of God [is] obtaining among us.
- Our position as a divinely called and accepted
ministry demands that we place ourselves in
harmony with the revealed will of God; and
with the object of placing ourselves upon record
il'l these matters, we here accept and endorse
the article by Apostle T. W .. Smith entitled,
"Come let us reason· together on. the Word of
Wisdom," (Saittts' Herald, March 28th, :i89r),
and affirm that we believe it to be required of
the ministry that they abstain from the use of
tobacco and strong drink. We believe also, that the
use of tea, cqjee, cocoa and similar beverages are
meant and condemned, under the general application of the term "kot drinks." And further·
more, we consider .it wise for all Saints, the ministry in particular, to abstain from the use of all animal food "except in times of winter, or of cold or
famine," so that we may be among those who
"shall receive health in their navel, and marrow
to their bones, and shall find wisdom, and great
treasures of knowledge, even hidden treasures;
and shall run and not be weary,. and shall walk
and not faint;" thus obtaining that further prom·
ise that the "destroying angel shall pass by and
not slay them."
Dear brethren, wisdom and the hidden treasures of knowledge, when directed by the power
of the Holy Ghost, are the essentials required to
reach the honest hearted searchers after truth;
the enabling powers which prove our ministry
and stamp us with the divine approval. Shall
we then for t!le gratification of the present cast
from us this divine· offer and thus stultify our
usefulness as ministers of Christ? We trust not.
Let us rise equal to the occasion; let. us prove
our love to God in our endeavor to loyally comply with his commandments. "Having then
gifts differing according to the grace that Is
given to us, whether prophecy, let us prophesy
according to the proportion of faith ;-·or .ministry, let us wait on our ministering; or !i.e that
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teacheth, on teaching; or be that exhorteth, on ' masonic fraternity. Mr. Smith did not belong
to the church. He was a quiet and good man.
exhortation: he that giveth, let him: do' lt with
simplicity; he that ruleth, with diligence; he
He leaves a wife and several children to mourn
that sheweth mercy," with cheerfulness. Let love
his departure.
be without dissimulation. Abhor that which is
TwrsT.-At his home in Holt county, Misevil, cleave to that which is good. Be kindly
souri, May 4th, r874, Bro. James Twist. He was
affectioned one to another, in brotherly love: in
born
Jan. 4th, r8o4, in the town of Rathdownev,
honor preferring one another." "Finally brethQueens county, Ireland; was baptized by Elder 0.
ren, whatsoever 'things are true, whatsoever
Hyde, in r84o, in Chester county, Pennsylvania;
things are honest, whatsoever things are
went to Nauvoo, Illinois, in '41 and was ordained
pure, whatsoever things are lovely, what·
an elder by Hyrum Smith i.n patriarchal bless·
soever things are of good report: If there
ing. Was· with the Saints in the dark and
be any virtue, and if there be any praise, think
cloudy day, shared their sorrow and trials, went
on these things:" "And the peace of God, which
passeth all understanding, shall keep your hearts ~ .. to Pittsburg in the fall of '44 with Sidney Rigdon, but becoming convinced that Sidney was·
and m.inds through .Christ Jes-us."
not called to carry on the Lord's work, he sevThe grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, be with
ered ail connection with him and said, "I will
you all, and with us, your brethren and colabor·
stand still and see the salvation of the Lord,"
ers in the gospel of Christ.
which he did, and was baptized into the ReorJoSEPH DEWSNUP, Prest"dent,
ganized Church in August, r86~, under the min·
HENRY GREENWOOD, Vice President,
istry of Elders W. W. Blair and James Blakeslee.
]AMES BATY, Secretary.
He was married to Jane A. Chamberlain in New
York City, May 9th, 1834, by whom he had ten
children, six of whom had gone before, to await
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
his cbming. His sickness was Bright's disease,
The NovaScotia district conference will confrom which he suffered tweve years, confined
ve3e at South Rawdon, Hants county, Nova
to his bed six weeks. In the year 1852, himScotia, September 19th.
Eel£ and wife, moved to Kirtland, Ohio, where
H. M. O'BRIEN, Clerk.
he joined the Reorganized Church, and in
r864 moved to Fremont county, Iowa, where
The Northern Michigan district conference
he paid tithes of all he h2 d; in r866, to Holt
will be held in Buel, Sanilac county, Michigan,
county, Missouri; his desire being to get as near
October 3d and 4th. Brn. E. C. Briggs, M. F.
Zion as he could. He preached a great deal and
·Gowell, W. ]. Smith, with most all of the minis·
always bore a taithful testimony.
ters in the district will likely .be present.
TwrsT.-Sr. !Jane A., relict of Elder !]ames
Those who are interested in the Sunday school
Twist departed this life at the residence of her
work are requested to meet oQe day sooner, Ocson-in-law, M. B. Dickinson, at Everest, Kansas,
tober 2d. Brethren ministers from Canada,
July 24th, r89r, in great peace, after an illnessof
come over and help us, and some of us will renearly nine months, five .of which she was conturn the visit one week later at your conference.
fined to her bed andpassed through fearful bodTake train from Port Huron to Crosswell.
ily suffering. The trouble was partial paralysis
Teams will meet trains from the east and north
of the bowels, caused by over-exertion twenty
at Crosswell, and from the west at Brown City on
five years ago. She was born in the township of
Friday aft~rhqon an~ Saturday fore.noon. We exKnockfair, Queens county, Ireland, March 27th,
pect to hiLVe an enjoyable time.. May the Lord be
r8r2; cameto the United States, in 1829, was
with us to bless.
J. J. CoRNISH.
married to Jarries Twist; her history the same as
his .until his death. She leaves two daughters
Conference of the .Northern Nebraska district
and one son. She was strong in the faith and
will meet at Valley, Nebraska, with the Platte
bore a faithful testimony to the last, having
Valley branch, Friqay, September. 25th, at 7:30
passed through much trouble and sorrow and
p.rri. Those desiring to attend will gqvern themreceiving many blessings.
'
selves accoidingly.
]AMES HuFF,

Dist. Clerk.
B 0 R N.
NIQ1JOLLs:-Neat, Blythedale, Missouri, Sep·
temb~r, 12th, ~891, to Bro. JoJ:m and Sr. Emma
Nicholls, .a son; ble~sed at Lamoni, Iowa; Aug·
ust 3oth,. r89'r, by ·Elders Robt. M. Elvin and
Asa s. CocJt.i:an, a 9? naiJled c.harles.Thoruas.

"Asleep in Jesus! peaceful rest
Whose making is snoremely blest,
No fear, no wne shall dim thll hour
That manifests the Savior's power,"

Funeral sermon by Elder A. H. Parsons, July
;:z6th.
,
McKEowN.-At North.Pigeon, Pottawattamie
county, Iowa August 28th, I89r, Emma Melissa,
<Jaughte"r of Bro. and· Sr, William McKeown,
aged 2 years. 5 months and r8 days. Funeral
service by Elder C. G .. Mcintosh, assisted by
Elder H. N. Hansen.

CADMAN.~Milbeit Henry, son of William H.
and M. E ..Cadman,;born at Kingston, Missouri,
April uth, r89r, \jras blessed by .EI<je.r M. H.
Forscutt, August 3r:st,r89r.
WRIGHT.-At Kingston, Mo., at ro a. m, Au.
gust. 29th, r89r, of paralysis and old age, Sr.
MARRIED.
Elizabeth Jackson Wright, wife of Ex-Probate
, Goo:qENOlJGH.~l\bLLs.-At the bouse of Bro.
J ud.ge John Wright. The deceased was born at
and Sr. Thomas Perry, Streator, Illinois, Bro.
Crewe; Lincolnshire, England, March 31st, r8r5.
Edwin J. Goodenough, ~of Streator, Illinois,
.and was therefore in her 77th year. She was
(fonherly o1 Micbig!ln) and Sr-. Anna J. Mills, of
married to John Wright, December r6'h, r843;
Morris, Illinois, were united in marriage by Elder
moved with him to Nauvoo, in April, I844, and
Jacob StaQley, An~ust 26th, r891
May their
to Caldwell county in r846.. For the last twojourney through life be fraught with happiness
and-a-half yea.rs she was afflicted with blindness,
and their marriage vow held sacred,
st~icken with paralysis June 12th, r89I, .and
:0 I ED.
remained helpless, bl,lt conscious. to the hour of
WH. rTING.-At Fall River, Massachusetts,
her death. Her words as reported by.berphysiA
b 8
·
.
J
cian to the writer were, "I am ready to depart,
ugust 2 4t ' I 9 1• of pneumoma, Bro. ohn W.
and waiting to be transplanted." To satisfy her
Whiting aged 72 years; Funeral services at the
wish, .as expressed to bitn during her time of
Saints' chapel, Aug1,1st 26th; sermon by Elder
waiting that call, her physician went to St. Joseph
JOh!l Srriith.
.
to obtain Elder M. H. Forscutt to conduct her ftiWALKER;:-Near Sandago postoffic.e, Stafford
neral servtces. Si!d though it was fo see the
county, Kansas; July. 13th I89r, Sr. Elsie Walker:
trembling form of her b~reaved husband, th.e
She w~sborn. in ~8r7, at Saratoga, New Y.ork;
V\Cneraple Judge, as he. stooped .over the coffin
baptized apout IS.j'z, at Nauvoo, Illinois, by
before the.altar to impress the loving kiss. upon
Josepb Srriith.
·.· · ·the cold lips that. cou1d no longer respond, and
SM;qf!.~Af his hom.e !11 Greggsport, N ebrasto hear his broken sob of painful remembrance;
kll City, Ne!Jr~ska1 J.uly 7th, ~891,. 11fter a linger- it was. yet joyful to think that soon they shall
.ing 'illne~~ gl.'' l:>ronchial trouble, Mr .. William
meet again, and the nearl}'. fiftv yea~ of loving
Sm,..it,h, C<Jipi-~'d., 'IJ.tl~ban9 o£Sr. Jane Smith, aged
communion below .be renewed iri purer joys
'J.6y¢a,t~ a11~ 2.lnont}}s. He was buried . .by the
above. The memory of the j\lst,truly; i.s J>le~sed.
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IN MEMORIAM.
Whereas, it has pleased the great Architect of
the universe to remove from our midst our late
worthy brother, Joseph D. Craven, and whereas
it is but just that a fitting recognition of his
many virtues should be accorded; be it therefore,
Resolved by Kingston Lodge, No. uS, on registry of the Grand Lodge of Missouri A. F. & A.
M.; that while we bow with humble submission
to the will of the Most High, we do not the less
mourn for our brother who has been taken from
us:
Resolved, That in the death of our brother,
Joseph D. Craven, this Lodge laments the loss
of one who was ever ready to proffer the hand of
aid and voice of sympathy to the needy and distressed of the fraternity; a sincere member of
this society, the way of whose life set a good
example for its members, both young and old;
a friend and companion to us all, and a citizen
whose 1,1pright and moral life was a standard for
all men:
Resolved, that the heartfelt sympathy of this
lodge is extended to his bereaved widow and
family in this their great affliction.
Resolved, that these resolutions be spread
upon the records of the lodge, and a copy thereof
transmitted to the fam.ily of our deceased brother, and for publication to the county newspapers;
and that this lodge and its members wear the
appropriate badges of mourning for the period of
thirty days.
WILLIAM A. WooD,
Co. m. JoHN T. EsTEB,
JAMEs McMILLAN.

~

-Farmers Advocate, June 3d.

THREE HARVEST EXCURSIONS.
The Burlington route, C., B.. & Q. R. R , will
sell from principal stations on .its lines, on Tuesdays, August 25 and Sept. 15 & 29, Harvest Excursion Tickets at Low Rates to principal cities
and points in the Farming Regions of the West,
Southwest and Northwest. For tickets and fur"
ther information concerning these excursions,
call on your nearest C., B. & Q. ticket agent, or
address P. S. EusTIS, Gen'l Pass. and Ticket
Agent, Chicago, Ill.
St
PUBLISHER'S NOTICE.
We. wish to say to our friends that our book
"With The Church In An Early Day," is now
r<:!ady for mailing. To the ministry we are offer,
ing unusual Inducements to. assist in its sale and
would be pleased tq have you send for our terms
soon, as the offer will be withdrawn December
rst, 1891. Parties ordering hereafcer will please
notl.ce that the.postage is fourteen cents, instead
of eight c;:ents,as we thought it would be. The
volume (as the amount of postage indicates) is
large, neatly and substantially bound and we
think .will give general satisfactipn.
M. WALKER.

SPlRITU AL GIFTS
AND

THE SEER OF PALMYRA:
·or

SEQUEL TO SPIRI'I'IJAL GIFTS.
By M. H. BOND.

Modern Prophets af"ter ancient types.
Who. was JosepJ:t Smith!
Was. he a religious impostor!.
Was he a "~pirit JJiedium''Y
What do<>s the Bible say about Joseph
SmithY
.
The. Truth by Three Witnesses-Christianity in. the
First and Nineteenth. Century-The. Ancient al)d ·Mod·
ern Pharisee-;-ThP- Revelations of Emmanuel Swedenborg-,-Modern "Spirit Mediums," and Hypnotic Relighus "Revival," as Against Reason and Bible Tes.timony; and in Contradistinction to the Work of. "Tlie Latter
!Jay Seer," Exammed in the Light of FACTS and Human
History.:..A Rational and Scriptural ExpositioiJ ·or Explauation of Old and .New Testament Prophecy and Doctrine;.
.
..
. . . .
.. . . .
A Revision of ''Spiritual Gifts, l' V)'1th S:qpplem~nt a)i!].
Appendix. Nearly twice the r~ading matteryf 'Spiritual
G fts .. Paper'covers 35ctsi, full· cloth bjnding 60 cents·.
For .Sale at '.'He~ald Office," or by lll. H, Bond, Willoughby, Ohio.. Liberal Discount to Agents>
4apr
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TH.E
NOW READY.
"'W :a: A'T I S
MAN,''

ROBT. WINNIN.
G,
President.

J3y ELDER J. R.

LAMBERT,
Is now re(ldy in papereovers. A thorough> treatise on
immortality, and a complete expose of mortal-so"ulism;
250 pages.
Paper, covers, per copy,
50c.
Cloth (ready by September 15)
75c.
Food for Thought, paper covers
25c.
Per ,dozen
$2:00:
Patriot one year and Food for Thought 1.15.
6 ~onths "
70c.
"'" WRITE US FOR TERMS TO AGENTS.
LAMBERT BROTHERS,
LAMONI, IowA.

ILAMONI
I:

I

Published every Saturday at
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,
F. G. PITT, Editor.
Snbl!!eription priee, $.LOOper year.
It is devoted· to the spreading of religious truth as
viewed by the Saints. .
.
. .
Each is•ue contains a sermon by. one of the mmrstry,
reports of the different societies in the church, and articles bearing upon or.explanatory of the doctnnes of the
>
churcli.
It is the intention to make it a ltelp to the missionary
at home and in the field; a so time of comfort to the scat•
tercd ones wbo are denied church privileges, and to brinK
the Saints into closer relatio:'ship with each other.
READ

THIS!!!

OF

PRESIDEWUY AND PRIESTHOOD;
THE

BY WM'. H, KELLEY,
It contains 421 pageB (the first issue containing bnt
370) of closely written matter. witb autograph and likeness .
of the Author, and is sold at the low price of $1.25 per copy.
No one sbould be content with a copy of the first issue.

Send it on a missionary taur among your neJghbor• and
friends, and purchase a volume of the New Edlti<'n to be
better pleased with it. and thuR send a thousand evangelists
into the field with little or no sacrifice. The wonK IS A LIBRA-

RY WITHIN I~ SELF: a m_a'rvel qf" trenchant. criticism and logical deduct,ons ji·orn historical facts; a KEY to tbe right understanding of the Bible and .modern diverse systems of

faitb and worship. It discusses tbe issues of theology
th»t are to the front to-day. No Bible student. can affor!l
~'Presidency

and Priesthoodn either as

critic or investigator. It points .ont the way in whicb all
ChristiRns may uniLe npon a common faith-the Bibleand may be read with interest and profit by Skeptics and
Infidels. It treats largely of l'ilinisterial Authority as associated with the MELCHIBEDEK and AARONIC
PmE•THOODS, and the
IDEAL CHURCH OF NEW TESTAMENT TIMEs
is conspicuously set forth in striking contrast with the
Creeds and systems of Chnrch bmlding since the days of
the Apostles, Also the claims for tile ·
RESTORATION OF THE GOSPEL AT A LATER
DAY THAN THE APOSTOLiC AGE
Is critically examined in the light of prophecy and history, which is a subject of great moment to men of every
faith. A historical resume or brief .is also inserted of the
of

the

HAPOSTATE CHURCH,,,

and an

exegesis upon 1 be 29th chapter of Isatah, tbe revelation
of the

'"SEALED BO<JK,"

a scientific and historical referw

ence and presentation of the earliest disco:very and settlement of the American continent. some twenty centuries befnre tne 0hrtstiau era, the ancestors of the American

lnd1an~,

the Unabridged.

who they were

a~d

Iowa. aurl from 'rrav.oting Agents.

lVIoney orders fl.ent to

Wm. H .. Kelley sbonld be drawn on Willoughby, Ohio.

A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
.Setting forth the order and nature of tl:ie Priesthood, and defining the duties and prerogatives
of all the Church Officials, including the First
Presidency, and also the Deacons, as set forth in
the Revelations of God and decisions of the
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
the Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
Price 25 cents including postage.

SUNDAY SCHOOL

TEACHERS' LESSON HELPS,
For Intermediate -Question Book and New
Testament Classes-of use in all classes. Single
copies,
cents. per year.

so

PJ'"' FLEXIBLE BINDING. ,.&:a
The Inspired Translation ;of the Holy Scriptures bound in limp leather, flexible covers,similar to the binding of the Ox;ford Sunday-school
Teachers' Bible. Price, by tr~ail, $4.

GERMAN TRACTS.
pr'Tractsin the German Language> may be had of Bro.
Ad. Richter; Burlington, Iowa: The Baptism, 6 cents;
the Repentance, 5 cents; the Principles of the Gospel, 6
cents; the Epitome of Faith. 2c.; the Sixth Trumpet, a
fifty-four page pamphlet, · 25c. These prices include
postage.
·

A GRAND INVESTMENT

.For the Family, the Schoo~ or the Library,
The work of revision occupi'ed over ten
years, more than a hundred editot·ial laborers having been employed, and over
$300,000 expended before the first. copy
was·printed.
A Pamphlet of specimen pages, illustrations,
testimonials, ete., sent free by the publishers.
Caution is needed jn purchasing a dictionary, as photographic reprints of a comparatively
worthless edition of Webster are being marketed
undernrious names, often by misrepresentation.

The International, which bears the imprint of

G. &. C. MERRIAM &. CO._,
SPRINCFIELD, Mass., U.S.

A~

PARTNER. WANTED,
I want a partner in the Grocery business; eight
or ten hundred dollars required; references given
and required. Address at once. J. W. Johnson,
Lock Box 4· a. I2, Redding, Ringgold county,
Iowa.
5sep2t

SEND THEM IN.
We are preserving several hundred copies of each
installment of the Braden Kelley Debate, and shall
be prepared until further notice to furnish all our report to new subscribers. 50cts will secure the entire
report.
LAMBERT BROS. Publishers,
Lainoni. Decatur Co., Iowa.

MILLINERY STOCK
For sale in Lamoni at a bargain. Write to
Box 230, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
.REVISITED,

AND THE WORLD STORY RETOLD;
The Scientific Defeme of the Latter Day Faith.
240 pages, bound

in cloth, price $]..

-

S. F. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa.

where they carne from,

with facsimile" of their writmgs, tbe origin of modern
chnrcbes and creeds, etc.
Copies may be had lly addressing Wm. H. Kelley, Temple, Lake county, Obio; or the Herald Office, Lamoni,

HOUSE FOR
Having ·to· mo~e to Cleveland for my bttslness, I offer
or sale my House of six rooms,-and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace in it, and water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box _28, Cleveland, Ohio.

. INSPIRED TRANSLATION.

PUBLISHERS,

Ever:ybod:y §llonld Read It.

and developmebt

Successor

GET. THE BEST,

Apostasy, Reformation ajld Restoration,

r1se

THE NEW
WEBSTER
of

SOLO BY ALL BOOKSELLERS,

A New and Enla1.·ged EdiiUon

to mtss reS:ding

STATE .BANK,

Successor to Farmers Bank of Lamoni.
Paid np Capital$25.000,00. Liability of Stockholders
$50,000.00,
Incorporated under tbe laws of _Iowa, Aug.. 1, 1891.
Six per cent Interest paid on time deposits.
· ·
Farm Lands and •rown Lots for Sal!).

ENSIGN

ZION'S

HO!!

.. D.. F;

AUTUMN LEAVEd,
With frontispiece each month.
Published monthly, 48 pages, neatly covered,

Price per year

$1.50.

Mrs. M. Wall<er, Erlitor and Pnblisber.

BOILER FOR SALE, CHEAP .
An Eight-]1orse Ames Boiler, made by the Ames
Iron Works, Oswego, N. Y., in good condition, and
running order, used in Herald Office, but taken out
on account of it not being large enough and replaced
with a 25 horse one. All necessary valves and fit·
tings go with it,
Any one-'needing such a boiler, write to Herald
Office.

THE SAINTS' HARMONY
·
(Music only,)
Leather back and Muslin sides; ............. $1 50
SUNDAY SCHOOL REPORT,
This is a blank statJstical report, per. dozen
10 cts.

MEETING HOUSES.
Below will be found the. different places of
meeting of the church in the cities named:
Salt Lake City, Utah, Mission Chapel, Second
South street, opposite the Presbyterian church.
Meetings every Sunday at 2 ·and 7 ;. 30 p.m.
St. Joseph, Missouri, Saints' Chapel, Seventeenth street, near Faraon ·street. Take Jule
street, or Wyatt Park cars to Seventeenth street,
and the building will. be in sight·
St. Louis, Missouri, No. 25I8 Elliott avenue.
San Bernardino, California, corner Fifth and
F streets.
Omaha, Nebraska, Saints' Chapel, No. lfXS
No~th Twenty-first streets.. .
.
Sacramento, California, Saints' Chapel, Twenty-fourth avenue and K streets. J. M. Parr,
president.
San Francisco, California, Lincoln Hall, Montgomery street, near Palace Hotel.
Denver, Colorado, Euclid Hall, Fourteenth
street, opposite City Hall.
Kansas City, Missouri, No. 2324 Wabash ave.
Preaching services at II a.m. and 7:30p.m.;
social service at 2: 30 p.m., Sundays.
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, 67 Fourth avenue.
Boston, Massachusetts, Howard avenue, Roxbury.
Nebraska City, Nebraska: Second Carso, between 6th and 7th streets,
Des Moines, Iowa, corner of Sixteenth and
Lyon streets, East Des Moines, Iowa .
ADDRESSES.

J. F. Mintun, Magnolia, Harrison Co., Iowa.
Elder Thomas Bradshaw, No. 48 Repton street,
Limehouse, London, England.
E. L. Kelley, Presiding Bishop, Temple, Lake conn·
ty, Ohio.
Bro. Thomas Tyler, formerly from England, No. 1328
Penn street, Lawrence, Kansas.
J. C. Crabb, 1001 South Tenth St., Burlington, Iowa.
James McKiernan, No. 1710 Lyons St., Des Moines,
Iowa.
E. C. Briggs, Juniata, Tuscola county, Michigan.
Gomer Wells, Secretary General Sunday School Association, Knobnoster, Missouri
Thomas Lester, Bishop's Agent, East New York Av·
enue, near Powell street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Elder Isaac N. Roberts, box 90, Pipestone, Minn.
John Molyneaux, 1939 North Tenth St, St. Louis, Mo.
Elder Columbus Scott, box 94, Galien, Michigan
J. W. Gillen, St.atron E, St. Louis, Mo.
C. A.. Parkin, 2910 Sixteenth St., Near Mission, San
Francisco, California.
Mark H. Forscutt, No. 1514 Francis St., St. Joseph, Mo.
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"Blii.&Jm:El!! TO .THlll Wonn oF THlll LoBI>: FOR TBERE SBALL NoT ANY MAN AMoNG YOU BAVll
· BE SB,A.LL BAVll No10,1.'~~Page 116, Book; of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SI(OULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT OJ;l!l HUSBAND:
rs AT· LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandm,ents, sec. 109, ·
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Oflicial Paper of the Reorganized Church ot J.,..us Christ of
Latter,Day Saints
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-
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.Lamoni, Iowa, Sept. 19, 1891.
BOOK OF MORMON-ITS PURPOSES.

MANY fail to see the ends to be attained
and the purposes for which the Book of
Mormon is given of God. To direct
thought and aid in explaining these important matters we now write. . It is declared in, a revelation through the Seer (D.
C. 2: 6), that its coming forth is for the
purpose of giving to ,man added knowledge <;:qncerning Jesus, the Christ, for it
says:
·~.Nf!vertheless, my work shall go· forth, for ina,smuch as the knowledge of a Savior has come
unto the world through the .testimony of the
Jews, [the Bible] even so .shall the knowledge of
.a Savior come ;unto my people, and to the
.li[ephites, and thf! Jacobites,.and the Josephites,
an,d the Zoramites, through the testimony of
their fathers; and this testimony .shall come to
theknowledge of' the Lamanites, and the Lemuel!tes, and the lsl)maelit,es, who dwindled in u.nbelief because of the iniquity of their fathers,
whom the Lord has suffered to destroy their
-brethren, the N eph!tes, because of their irriqtlities,
an.d their abornin~ttio.ns. And fo.r this very pur.Po.se are these pll.!tes [of the Boo.k o.f · Mormo.n]
preserved which;co.ntain theserecords, that the
pro.mises o.f the .Lo.rd might be fulfilled whi.ch he
··~<lfle to. his pepple, a.pd that the Lamanites
might come to. t\le knowledge o.f their fathers,
and that they m~ght know the promises of the
Lord, and that they may believe the gospel and
. rely upon. tke mer.(ts oj 'Jesus Ckrist, and be glorified through faitq on his name, and that through
their repentance [reformation] they might be
saved. Amen."
•

show unto this [Gentile] people, that I had other
sheep, and that they [Nephites and Lamanites]
were a branch of the house of Jacob; and I will
bring to light their marvelous works, which
they did in my name; yea, and I wlll also bring
to light my gospel, that which was ministered
unto them; and, behold, they shall not deny
that which ye have received [in the Biblei, but
they shall build it lip."

'fBeh6ld, I d.onot bring it [the Book of. Mor-•
to: destroy that :whi<;h they, ha:ve recelv.f!d.
.,[p~e Bi.!Jle], .but to buhdjt up. . . . And I :w:i111

. . And as I spake concerning the convincing of
the Jews that Jesus is the very Christ, it ~ust
needs be that the Gentile.s be convi?zced .also that
Jesus is the Christ, the etern.al God, and that he
manifesteth himself unto .all those who believe
in him, by the power of the Holy Ghost, yep;
unto every nation, kindred, tongue, and peop~e,
working mighty miracles, signs and wond.ers
among the children of men according to. their
faith."-2 Nephi I I i 4• I:i.

These claims are all important, and they
should be constantly had in mind when
The prophet Mormon has this to say
considering the place the Book of Mor- on. this subject:
mon is designed to .fill in the work of God,
"And "behold they [the writings in the Book
and the uses which it is to serve according of Mormon] shall go unto the unbelievin~ of the
to the divine. will.
Jews, and for tkis intent shall they go, that they
The foregoing claims are a~undantly maybe:persuaded that Jes~s is the Christ, the
sustained by what we find in vanous parts
Son of the living God; that the Father may
of the Book of Mormon itself, as, for instance, on the fly-leaf, where is set forth bring about through his most beloved, his great
in concise and vigorous terms the follow- . and eternal purpose in restoril)g the Jews or all
the house of Israel, to the land of their inheriting:
"Which is to shew unto the .remnant of the
house of Israel what great things the Lord, hath
done for their fathers, and that they may know
the covenants of the Lord, that they ar.e not cast
off forever; and also to the convincing of the Jew
and Gentile that Jesus is the Christ, the Eternal
God, manifesting himself unto all nations."

These claims ar.e further sustained by
this quotation from 1 Nephi 3:42, 43,
where Nephi says:
"And it came to pass that I beheld the r.em·
nant of the seed of my brethren, .'~tnd also the
book of the La:mb of God [the Bible], which had
proceeded forth from the mouth of the Jew, that
it came forth from the Gentiles unto the remnant of the seed of my brethren, and after it had
come forth unto them· I beheld oiker books [the
B. M. and D. C., doubf!ess]. which came forth
by the power of the Lamb, from the Gentiles
unto them, unto tke convincinl{ of the Gentiles
ard the remnant of the seed of my brethren, and
also the J ews 1 who were scattered upon all the ·
face of the .earth, that the records of the prophets
and of the twelveapostles of the Lamb are true .
And the angel spake unto me; saying, these last
records [plural,-meaning the B. M. and D. C.,
no doubt] which thou hast seen among the Ge.ntlles, shall· establish· the truth of the first, which,
are ofthe twelveapostlesof the Lamb,and shall
make known the plain and precious things which
have been taken a way f~om them, and shall make
known to all kindreds, tongues, and pe,ople, that
the Lamb of God is the Son of the eternal .Father, and the Savior of the world, and that all •
men must come unto him or lheycannot be

To the. above we . add the following,) ~ayed."
taken from a revelation given in I 828 i
Nephi further !?ays:
through the Seer, D. C. 10:12, 15, wher.ej
"Wherefore, he [the V:Jrd] shall bring forth
the Lord says:
. ·
. his words unto them [th,e Jews]. which words
,P)Cl.Q J
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sl:laH judge them at the last day, for they shall
be given t):lem for. ike ;urjose of convincing tkem
of tketrtt.e Messiak, th~t was reje~ted by them . .

ance, which the Lord their God hath given unto
them, unto the fulfilling of his covenant; and
also that the seed of this people may more fully
believe his gospel, which shall go forth ·unto
them from the Gentiles."- Book of Mormon,
2:6.

In concluding qur array .of testimony
on these matters, we think it well to hete
give the words of Christ found in the
Book of Ether I: 12, in respect to some of
the chief purposes in the coming forth of
the Book of Mormon:
"But he that believeth these things which I
have spoken, him will I visit with the manifestations of my Spirit; and he shall ky10w .and bear
record. For because of my Spirit, he shall know
that.these things are true; for It persuadeth men
to do good; and whatso.ever thing per~uadeth
men to do good, is of me; for good co.meth of
none save it be of me. I am the same that lead~
elh men to~all good; he that will not believe my
words, will not b.elieve me, that I am; and he
that will not believe me, will not believe the
Father who .sent me. For behold, I am the
Father, I am the light, and the life, and the truth
of the world. Come unto me, 0 ye Gentiles,
and I will shew unto you the greater things., the
knowledge which is hid up because of unbeli~f.
Come. unto me, 0 ye house of Israel, and !(shall
be made manifest unto you how great things the
Father hath laid up for you, from the foundation
of the world; and it hath not come un.to you, because of unbelief.. Behold, when ye shall rend
that vail (}f unbelief which d.oth cause y.ou to re- ·
main in ·your awful state of wickedness and hardness of heart, and biindness of mind, then·shall
the great and marvelous things which have been
hid up from the fo\.mdatlon of the ~orld .from
you; yea, when ye shall call upon the Father in
my na!De, with a broken heart 11nd a co.p.trite
sp!rit, then. shall ye know that the F:ather hath
remembered the covenant which he made u.nto.
your fathers, 0 , house. of Israel; and ;then sl}aH
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Il)Y revelations which I have caused to be written,by my-servant John, be-unfolded in the eyes
of all the people. Remember, when ye see these
things, ye shall know that thetime is at hand
that they shall be made manifest in very deed j
therefore, wffenye shall receive this record, ye
may know that the work of the Father has commenced upon all the face of the land. Therefore, repent all ye ends of the earth, and come
unto me, and believe in my gospel, and be bap·
tized in my name; ..for he that believeth and is
baptized, shall be saved, but he that believeth
not, shall be damned; and signs shall follow
them that believe in my name. And blessed is
he that is found faithful unto my name, at the
last day, for he shall be lifted up to dwell in the
kingdom prepared for him from the foundation
of the world. And behold, it is I that hath
spoken it. Amen."

In view of the foregoing facts, it is important that ·all should understa,nd what
are the first and leading objects in the
coming forth of the ,Book of Mormon,
and it is especially important that the ministry learn and then present these facts in
their order when advocating and defending the claims of that book. In this way
best results are secured.

'
adapts his communications to the capacity
and needs of those addressed for the reasons set forth in the above quotations and
as is seen in his dealings with his people
in all past times. In proof of this please
see2 Nephi n: r, 2; 13: r; Jacob 3:4,5,
alsoActs4:r3; i Cor.2: 13,and 3: r,z,
etc. Joseph the Seer, at the time this instruction was· given him by the angel,
(September 21st, 1823), was "an obscure
boy," between seventeen and eighteen
years of age, and needed not only to
know the text of the Scriptures soon to be
fulfilled, but also the full meaning thereof,
that he might know their signification and
what to expect of them. Let the reader
bear in mind what is here said by Nephi:

"And there. is none other people that understand the things which were spoken unto the
Jews, like unto them, save it be that they are
taught after the manner of the things of the
Jews."-2 Nephi rr: I.

rendered some appropriate music, and led the
large audience in several hymns. As announced,
J. B. Watson, of Stratford, gave his famous.address, 'Warming at the Wrong Fire.' Mr. Watson is powerfully eloquent, and rendered his
temperance friends most val.uable service. His
voice is clear and strong, his presence is commanding and magnetic, .leading his hearer.s along
with him, inspiring them to. noble thought and
manly effort. As a zran was heard to say after ·
the speaker had sat down, •You feel whilelistening to him that you would be ashamed ever to
do a mean act again.' That he possesses more
than ordinary power a!\ a speaker isa.ttested by
the fact that the whole audie11ce (ma·ny of them
standing) remained in rapt attention till the
close, and then seemed loth tp break the spell."

"WOMAN HAS ·A RIGHT TO WORK.
"THE international labor congress, which heatedly debates the admission of women delegates,
shows the existence of much ignorance of labor's
first law. Woman has as much right as man to
work fot a living."-New York World.

Also where Jacob declares that, ~·God
hath taken away his plainness from them,
and delivered unto them. many things
which they cannot understand, because . Rightminded women will smile at the
they desired it" (]a cob. 3: 5), and then thought of discussing the question of
they can see how proper it was that the whether woman has a right to work.
angel's quotations should be in such These latter days abound with nonsensical
form and in such terms as would carry controversies, and this is one of them.
with them the full meaning and purpose Why not ask whether woman shall or
DISCREPANCIES IN QUOTATIONS.
of. the texts quoted.
shall not participate in any other self-eviA BROTHER inquires of us thus: How do
There is no conflict between the pas- dent duty that lies within her capabilities?
you account for the wide difference be- .sages under consideration, but in the
God has endowed woman with not only
tween the statements found in Malachi, angel's quotation they are enlarged and
the capabilities essential to labor, but he
in the Inspired Translation, and the same explained in such a manner as to instruct
has also so furnished her with tastes and
verses as quoted by the angel to Joseph the young Seer, an:d through him instruct
qualities and powers of mind and body
the Seer as found in his history in Times also those who would believe.
that, without suitable employment, she
and Seasons, vol. 3: 753, where it reads:
Whoever will compare Matt. 2: 6 with cannot be happy. The wisely directed
«After telling me these things he commenced
Micah 5: z; Matt. 3:3 with Isa. 40: 3; activities of life are the ,sources and the
quoting the prophecies of the Old Testament;
Matt. s: 31 with Deut. 24: r; Rom 9:33 means of true happiness for both man and
he first quoted part of the third chapter of Malawith Isa. 28: r6; Rom. 10: 15 with Isa. woman. They are "joint heirs" to these
chi; and he quoted also the fourth or last chap52: 7, etc., etc., will find that quotations conditions, and are made such by the very
ter of the same prophecy t~ough with a little
were not always made verbatim, but in nature of their constitution, and they are
variation from the way it reads in our Bibles.
such manner as to best instruct those to mutually recipients of the blessings and .
Instead of quoting the first verse as it reads in
whom they were presented, And why honors resulting from faithful compliance
our books he quoted it thus: 'For behold the day
not this same method the adopted by with such conditions. An idle woman
cometh that shall burn as an oven, and all the angels and ministers in these latter days?
(and there are few such, thank heaven) is
Is not this ·method as rational as Scriptur- a reproach to her sex and a libel upon
proud, yea, and all that do wickedly shall burn
al? Let the Inspired Translation, Book humanity.
as stubble, for they that come .shall burn them
of Mormon, Doctrine and Covenants, and
Of the idler the poet has wisely said:
saith the Lord of host~, that it shall leave them
the miscellaneous teachings of Joseph the
"Their only labor was to kill the time,
neither root nor branch;' and again he quotes
And labor dire it is, and weary woe.
Seer, be compared in the light of the forethe .fifth verse thus: 'Behold I will reveal unto
They sit, they loll, turn o'er some idle rhyme;
Then,
rising sudden, to the glass they go,
going
facts
and
no
conflicts
will
be
found.
you the priesthood by the hand of Elijah the .
Or saunter forth, with tottering step and slow.
The peculiar phrases and forms of speech
This soon too rude an exercise they find;
prophet. before the coming of the great and
Straight on the conch their limbs again they throw,
common to the people ofBible times, and
dreadful day of the Lord.' He also quoted the
Where hours and hours they sighmg lie reclined,
And court the vapory god soft breathing in the wind."
found
in
both
testaments,~often
need
exnext verse differently: •And he shall plant in the
The real, fixed facts of our being teach
plaining so that the sense and meaning of
hearts of the children the pro~ises made to the
them may be made manifest. That this us that,fathers, and the hearts of the children shall turn
"Life's cares are comforts; snch bY heaven designed;
may be done~by translators, by revisers,
to ttleir fathers; if it were not so the whole earth
He that has none must make them or be wretched.
by angels, and by God's ministry, is both
Cares are employments; and without employ
wo'uld be utterly wasted at his coming"'?
The
soul is on the rack, the rack of rest,
reasonable and Scriptural.
To souls most adverse; action all their joy."
To this we reply that the Lord speaks
The writer remembers meeting, at the
to men "after the manner of their language," for the very important purpose THE London, Ontario, Advertizer, for close of the late rebellion, a family com.
"that they might come to understanding; Monday, July 2oth, is sent us, containing posed largely of young ladies who had
and, inasmuch as they erred it might be the following notice of the work of Bro. ·been reared in affluence in a southern
state; but whom the fortunes of war had
made known; and, inasmuch as they ]. B. Watson:
rendered penniless. They knew little or
sought wisdom they might be instructed;
"SUNDAY MASS MEETING IN QUEEN'S
nothing as to housekeeping and woman's
and, inasmuch as they sinned they might
PARK,
work in general, nor as to teaching school,
be chastened that they might repent; and,
"Fifteen
hundred
to two thousand gathered
music, nor as to millinery business, clerical
inasmuch as they were humble they might
be made strong and blessed from on high around the band stand yesterday afternoon in work, or anything of the kind, and their
and receive knowledge from time to time," Queen's Park to a gospel temperance mass meet- condition was truly pitiable and distressing.
as is set forth in tl:e revelations given the ing, arranged by the temperance committees of Naturally bright, intelligent and vigorous,
Seer, (D. C. I: 5)· The Lord evidently the city. The Sons of England Brass Band but without discipline and experience in
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the industrial affairs of life, they were
helpless, almost useless, and very unhapPY· Life had few if any charms for them,
for they found themselves cast upon its
current with next to no means of selfhelp and self-support, and this filled them
with fearful apprehensions and painful
forebodings; Had their parents teared
them to useful emplovments and honorable kinds of labor, the"v coJJld have taken
up the work of lite and filled it with usefulness, and, as a result, reaped joy and
gladness while making others happy and
prosperous by their needful and wisely
directed activities.
"Labor is life i-'Tis the still watet faileth;
Idleness ever despalreth; bewaileth;
Keep the watch wound, or the dark rust assaileth.
"Labor is rest from the sorrows that greet us,
'
Rest from all petty vexations that meet us,
Rest from sin•promptings that ever entreat us;
·Rest from world•syrens that lure us to ill."

HOW TO SEND MONEY.

THERE need be no losses in sending
money to the Herald Office (and there is
not much loss complained of) if sent properly, that is by P. 0. money order, bank
draft on Chicago, Illinois, or by Express
money order. But when money is sent
by registered letter or Postal note, loss
may occur both by theft and by accidents
of fire, flood and in other ways. The
following sarcasm is well. put against
sending by registered letters:
"A greaf deal of 'm~mey is sent by mall, and
for the convenience oLroad agents and other
thieves. who may desire to take the chance of
being caught; Uncl!f Sam invented the registered
letter and its especial pouch. No other reason
for the inve.ttlon of the registered letter system
can be imagined. A registered letter is not
Insured, and Uncle: Sam will not pay for it if it
Is lost or stolen. The registered mall is put into
a little pouch, which is put iriside of the ordinary
mail sack. When :the road agent gets hold of a
mall sack he rips it. open, either by running his
knife around the sack near the bottom or by
making two slashes crisscross in ohe side of the
sack. Thanks to· p ncle Sam's kind consideration and foresight, he isn't obliged to ransack a
thousand letters, but finds all the valuable mall
sorted out and neatly dohe up In an easily portable pouch w.hich he takes along to open at his
leisure in the brush·."

Sendsafely. ;It pays, and it also saves
misunderstanding.
And to this w~ add-Don't send your
personal checks on banks, for this requires
us to collect. and! that means loss to this
office of what s~ch collections cost, also
delay, all of which the sender should prevent •. It costs no, more for persons having
bank accounts t~ send drafts on Chicago
·than to send thei,r per?onal checks.

collect and receipt for all moneys and
accounts due the Publishing Department,
and to se<tle and adjust all unsettled accounts with all patrons of the Office. Appointme~t to take dfect from date.
DAVID DANCER,
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in the small brain of an eastern paragraph writer
for a religious paper."

If the News had read the papers of its
local neighborhood more closely it would
have found that the scheme originated in
a Utah brain, large or small, as the case
may be.

BusineEs Manager.
LAMONI, Iowa, Aug. 28th, 1891.

HO! FOR THE REUNION.

FROM present indications there will be a
large attendance at the Logan Reuniop.
from the very first. The Lamoni delegation willlikel y all be there the morning of
Oct. 2d so as to participate in or witness
the Sunday school exercises as advertised
in late HERALD. The Reunion meets
quite late enough, so that all who think to
attend should arrange to be there at the
beginning and rcmam till the close. The
season of the year gives promise of bright,
pleasant weather, though rather cool. All
should provide for changes likely to occur.
Western Iowa is blest with fine crops of
all kinds this year, the land is full of grain,
fruit and vegetables, and all needful supplies of food, etc. should be abundant a'nd
cheap. A good time is look!;!d for in all
good things.
PAY THE PRINTER.

THE Herald Office expects all its patrons
who are in arrears will pay up at once.
Don't delay this, for heavy expenditures
by the Board of Publication in enlarging
the Herald Office buildings for suitable
rooms for the First Presidency, Bishopric,
editors, book bindery, presses, and adding
fireproof vaults f,)r valuable books, papers,
plates, and other purposes, make l.t necessary that all owing this office should be
prompt in payirg what they owe. Itis
also essential that our subscription lists for
all our publications be extended so far as
possible and advance payments be made.
Every member of the church should cheerfully and persistently aid in these matters,
themselves subscribing so far as practicable,
and then procuring aid ftom others. Again
we say, don't delay in these matters, but
show your faith by your works, and thus
amply sustain the authorized and appointed Board of Publication-a duty devolving on all our church members. ,
THE Deseret Jl{ews of September sth, has
a reference to the newspaper sensation
about the removal of the"] osephite's headquarters" to Ogden, and says of it:
CHURCH PROPERTY.

"The old saw that one has to go away from
home to hea~ the news finds fresh confirmation
in the following, which co~nes to us in one of our
HER~LD AGENT.
New York exchanges . . . .
THE Herald Management have appoint"That would be a novel method, truly, of dised Bro. Robert M. Elvin, of Lamoni, ,as posing of this vexed church property business
a g~neral traveling soliciting and collect- with which our government has got unhappily
ing agent. He is authorized to solicit and ' mixed up. But confiscating the property of one
church organization to give it to another is a
s.ubscriptions for the HERALD~ stretch of arbitrary a~thority which not even a
and other church papers, .books, republican administration woujd dare attempt,
binding; and to present, and infac(which could. only have.its existence

THE FOOD SUPPLY.

EVERYBODY should be interested in the
condition of the food supply, both of this
nation of ours, the Great American N ation and the rest of the world. The in~
terest in this subject arises from the tori"
sideration that grave consequences for
good, or for evil must ensue, just as the
supply. is adequate to the demand made
upon it or is im;ufficient.
Whether it is &O designed by direct interposition of providence smiling or frown•
ing, the distribution of the food supply of
the world is unequal; at times more than
enough in given localities, at others miserably scanty. Just now the New World
will have enough and tq spare; but the
Old World, large portions of it will be
poorly supplied. The following editorial
from the Omaha Bee of August 17th tells
the story in graphic· terms, and wilt cause
much thought among our readers. 0
that the time were come when under the
rule of a just King of kings, men will be
permitted every man in his appropriate
right to sit under .his own vine and fig
tree, in the enjoyment of peace and happiness unalloyed.
·
"THE FOOD QUESTION IN EUROPE,
"Th~rquestion that is uppermost in the thought
of Europe at this titife relates to the.food supply,
and it is being discussed in a way that evidences a
feeling of great anxiety. The order of the Russian government, prohibiting the exportation
from that country of rye and rye· meal, has
caused almost as much alarm among the people
who largely depend for their bread upon supplies
of Russian rye as would. a declaration o{ war: In'
Germany, whose rye crop will be the smallest in
many years, the cutting off of the, Russian export will be severely felt, and in eastern Prussia
particularly the situation is reported to .be most
distressing. Those near the frontier who have
of late depended on rye purchased in small quantities across 'the boundary in Russia are now suffering by thousands in consequence of the stoppage of this supply, and the dispatches report the
scenes of distress to be witnessed as heart rending. The government has been appealed to to
issue army rations to the distressed, and there is
also a vigorous demand for a repeal of the duties
on grain. It seems incredible that at a time
, when the failure of crops makes, an unusually
heavy importation of grain imperative, the governm€mt should maintain a t'ax on food, but it is
said the government will issue army rations to
the suffering people ra.ther than abandon the du'..
ties.
"All the indicationspoint to a period of suffering for millions of the people of Europe, an:d the
question is naturally suggested what .effect such
a state of affairs may possibly have upoh the political. conditions. If hunger can excite the Chinese to revolution can Europeans reasonably be
expected to peaseably accept such a state? At
any nite the. situation appears to promise ·~·
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most ~avoraqle opportunity for socialist agitation
and for urging the people to extreme measures
for securing such .changes of policy as they believe will be to their advantage. It was said
some time ago by a distinguished Spanish statesman that the ~>pirit of revolution was abro.ad in
Europe a~d steadily growing, and if such is the
case nothing could .more surely contiibute to its
progress than the inability of millions of the people to obtain a sufficient supply offood, while yet
compelled to bear the burden of the heavy taxati()n necessary to support vast military establishments. The food question in Europe is undoubtedly a very serious one, and it may have political consequences of the most important character.''
FIDELITY TO TRUTH.

B. 0. FLOWER, edito.r of the Arena, a
most excellent magazine, in the number
for August rst, pays the following glow~
ing tribute to the spirit of truth, and
counsels fidelity thereto:
"Teach the chll<;i to profoundly love and rever·
ence truth in all Its bearings; to feel and know
that from the fountain of Divine wisdom flows
this river of life. Teach the child that fidelity
to truth, above all other considerations, must
govern those who would enjoy the highest and
truest pleasure. In an age like the present, wh;,m
money is to such a great extent the god of the
millions, when the race for wealth and power so
frequently eclipses all other considerations, children are rarely taught the love and reverence
for the cardinal virtues which are essential to
that lofty pleasure which comes alone to those
who live in a spiritual atmosphere. Nothing is
sadder than a contemplation of life to-day in
which the multitude are greedily·devouring the
husks of animalism, imagining that in them may
be found happiness, while above and around lies
a higher realm in which pure love, contentment
of soul, and wonderful peace of spirit a bide with
those who are wise enough to open their eyes to
the splendor of the higher and truer life.
The story is told of a man who once discovered
a golden coin in the dust of the highway, who
afterward moped through life with eyes fixed on
the earth, in the vain hope of finding more coins,
ignoring the splendors of earth, sky, and air,
compelled to eke out a miserable existence which
would have been unnecessary had he entered
into life's duties with heart and soul aglow with
enthusiasm. And so to-day, as I view the mad
world lost to the supreme consolation and matchless joy that come from the culture of the soul, I
am forcibly reminded of the man whose eyes
were fixed on the earth, as though there alone
lay the promise of life's good things. We must
have loftier ideals, more high thinking, .and
more loyal devotion to that which alone brings
enduring happiness. Probably nothing to-day
needs quickening more than our love for truth.
We are far too prone to sacrifice principle and
surrender conviction when they seem to conflict
with business success. The martyrs of the ages
who ,have died on the altar of Truth fall to lm·
press us ·with their lofty spirit. Keenly feeling
the prevailing indifference for truth, Robert
Browning exclaims:
" 'Dost thou blame
A soul that strives .but to see plain, speak true,
Truth at all hazards? Oh, this false for real,

This emptiness whichfains solidity,Ever some gray that's white and dun that's black,When.shall we rest upon the thing itself
Not on its semblance?-Soul-too weak, forsoot!l,
·To cope with fact-wants fiction everywhere I
Mine tires of falsehood: truth at any cost I'

good of the world, for the enlightenment of
future generations.
"For example, J will cite a single life, . that of
Socrates, that strange product
an age that
shrank from all his heaven-illumined brain gave
forth, as bats; owls, jackals shrink from the light
of day. He came forth at a moment when the
higher truths of religion and philosophy were
dead; for though. the forms, the rights, and
rituals of religion were popular, and universally
patronized, though the temples were thronged,
and the altars were groaning 'neath the weight
of rich offerings, only the skeleton of religion remained; the soul of belief was dead. As templeworship was fashionable, the rich, the learned,
and the poor, assented and ;vied with each· other
in observance of the form and ritual; yet on the
heart of the vast majority lay the chilling hand
of materialism, freezing the faith, hope, and joy
of life, and making the future a rayless, hopeless, awful midnight into which souls went forth
as men would leap from a lofty precipice into a
bottomless, rayless gulf. At this period Socr.ates,
who was a skilled sculptor and brave .soldier, renounced all else for truth, and humanity, and
went about teaching the truth of immortality,
and the blessings of morality; holding that virtue
could be taught to the young and old as well as
a fixed science,-and, by the way, impearled in

of

"To those sincere and courageous ones who
send up .soul cries for more light, truth comes
with the benediction of true divinity, filling
their spirits· with supreme compensa~ion :which
naught else could yield, and illuminating the
vision of her disciples that they may catch a
glimpse of the immensity and the possibilities
.that lie beyond the view of the great surging
masses who move drowsily along In the channels of broad, comprehensive Ignorance. Like
the .faithful guide who leads the traveler across
the burning desert wastes to a garden of tropical
wealth, where the songs of birds mingle with
the plashing of fountains, where rare-tinted
flowers exhale the richest perfume, and nature
bids him rest in her elysium·like bowers, so
truth leads her disciple up the path of exalted
wisdom to the great source of all truth and life
-to the morning land of the soul's peace.
Following in her radiant footsteps, the great
philosophers, teachers, prophets, and sages of all
climes, nations, and ages, have been drawn into
holy communion with· the wisdom of divinity;
nay, more, they have approached so near the pul- ·this one truth lie the highest hopes of our educationsating S()ul of Infinity that they have heard the
al systems of the future,-he taughtthat instead
throbbing of the Eternal Heart,. and drank wisof seeking the favor of the gods by gifts and ofdom from the fountains of higher life. What
f\)rlngs, men should look into their own souls;
though they have been slain by their country·
that by virtue and goodness people. were led to
men, who, groping in ignorance, bigotry, and
God, and that the highest satisfaction men could
sensuality, shrank from the light that flooded
feel was consciousness of benefiting mankind;
their pathway, crylng that it was born of sin?
that the only worthy and valuable philosophy
What though they were called blasphemersand
taught high morals and the hope of a future life.
heretics? They have proved to be the truth·
But how could such a pure and holy life,-a life
seekers of the ages, the true prophets of progress,
whose exalted teaching brought forth such noble
the advance guard of wisdom and knowledge. It fruit as ripened forth in Plato's brain,-escape
matters not when or where, they have arisen.
the hatred of an age abandoned to vice, cruelty,
Like stars bursting forth from cloud-cloaked
and sin? The same sad story that in so many
skies, they have lighted the gloom of their ages
other cases proved the fate of the priests of truth,
and nations. It matters not whether they have
fell to this child of her holy service. When over
toiled, striven, and died mid the olive-shaded hills
seventy years of age he was condemned to death,
of Palestine or the tropical wealth of the Indies,
charged with being an evildoer, a corruptor of
the art-graced marble of Athens or yet the mas.
youth, and a rejecter of the gods of the state.
sive grandeur of Rome, whether in the childHow similar is this indictment to those that have
hood oi the race, in the gloom of the dark ages,
so frequently accompanied the martyrdom of
or the dawning light of our own dispensation,
the truth-seekers and world benefactors of other
the same fact remains; that they who have liftepochs.
"But leaving this exalted contemplation of
ed the aspirations and quickened the moral imfidelity to truth, as opposed to error and ignopulse of the human race, have been the loyal
priests of. truth, whose devotion has been so pure rance, that must ever form the crowning glory
of those lives which are highest in the scale of
. that they shrank not from torture or lingering
ethical or soul culture and coming down into
death, feeling as that noble truth-seeker, Kepler,
every-day life and hourly conversation, we are
felt when he made his great diticovery after sevenbrought to view truth from another plane,
teen years of incessant toil, ·and in joy exclaimed,
though, of course, the principle is the same in
"The die is cast; the book is written, to be
essence in each case,-truth as opposed to falseread either now or by posterity, I care not which,
hood or lying; and in this age when veracity is
for it may well wait a century for a reader, if
held so lightly, and the general tendency of the
God has waited six thousand years for an observage is toward license and laxity in regard to the
er.'' And what a glorious throng crowd before
sterling qualities of virtue, it is well to rememthe vision as we call up this chosen band, who,
ber those brave lives that choose death to a name
being human, and groaning under the same
sullied by a broken oath. With what admir.ation
frailties of nature that weigh so heavily on usall,
do we regard the fidelity to truth displayed by
yet chose to throw in the altar of truth the wealth
the Roman general, Regulus, whose memory is
of their great wisdom-illumined brain, the still
embalmed in so many legends of ancient Rome.
more priceless treasure found in their noble, unselfish, and love-glorified hearts, and lastly, their It is stated that, being take taken prisoner by the
Carthaginians, he was sent by them to Rome
own life's blood, prefering the seal of martyrdom
with their embassadors to sue for peace, giving
to rest on their life's work than that humanity
his oath thatif the mission failed he would reshould lose the legacy they had acquired for the
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turn to Carthage. When he reached Rome he
the Bible being the standard: Subject deurged his people to prosecute the war even more
" The Book of Mormon, a fraud," on the
vigorously than before, although he knew that a
part of Dr. Phillips; "The Book of Morcruel death awaited him on his return to Africa.
mon, of divine origin," on the part of
Elder Adams.
The senate and priesthood of Rome held that his
On August 2oth, 1842, Elder Adams
oath was not binding, but the Roman general
defended the faith of the Church of Jesus
replied: 'Though I am a slave to Carthage, I
Christ of Latter Day Saints in Marlboro
have the ·spirit of a Roman. Would you have
Chapel in Boston, Massachusetts, against
me dishonor mv name,. after having sworn to reDr. West who asserted and undertook to
tnrn?' And so he returned to meet a cruel death.
prove the following: "Mormonism is
«Where a nature so loves truth in its very esmade up of, and implies the principles of
sence, life wlll become beautiful, fragrant, and
lying,
fraud, blasphemy, lhift, robbery,
pure, and the memory after the final promotion
treason and murder."
shall come, will remain a lasting perfume, enThis discussion continued for three
riching the moral atmosphere and proving a
evenings, but Dr. West failed to prove
splendid inspiration to other lives. Many people
what he asserted.
hold it no siri to tell a white lie, but as Ruskin
We commend these notices of an early
truly says, 'Lies may be light and accidental, but
defense by the elders of the church against
they are an ugly soot from the smoke of the pit,
the charges of "fraud, deceit, lying," &c.
and it is best that our hearts should be swept clean
to the attention of those who have heard
of them without our care as to which is largest
it stated that "Mormonism is made to face
or blackest.' White lies are stepping-stones that
the issue for the first time in ·history.''
lead to falsehoods of a darker. hue, . and black
lies, or untruths, told to the injury of another,
THE Leon, Decatur county, Iowa, Jourlead to deceit, hypocrisy, and dissimulation.
nal, thus notices the Saints' effort to build
"Plato says, •Let a man attain to truth, and
a church building at the county seat.:
then and not till theri, will he cease to sorrow.'
"The Latter Day Saints have purchased a lot
It is a sacred duty parents owe to their children
to early impress on their plastic mind the beauty
in the northeast part -of the city and expect to
of truth and candor, and inherent ugliness of lycommence building a church in a few days. The
ing and deceiVing. Do not, however, teach
committee appointeq have been canvassing for
funds and we are glad to say, are receiving
them Bi'Y words to tell the truth, and by exammuch encouragement from our citizens. When
ple train them to lie, like the lady in a Westthis church is erected, Lf'on will have six
ern State who had just finished telling her
bright-brained little daughter the story of Anchurches--the aggregate cost of the various
churches being in the neighborhood of $6o,ooo.''
anias, when the door bell was rung, and she
called to the servant, saying, •Margaret, if that
is Mrs. Smith, tell her I am not at home.'' Teach
BASIS OF CHURCH UNION.
truth by example as. well as by precept. Let
ONE J. L. Richardson, writing for the
it take possession of your being and life will beChurch Union, published bycElizabeth B.
come sublime. The •very atmosphere it creates
fosters growth of the soul and the unfoldment of Grannis, New York, in the issue for August 15th, 1891, in his search after a basis
every noble element in manhood and womanfor the unity of the churches reaches thle
hood, just as the rich• soil of the tropics nourishes
following conclusions. Is he right?
and sustains· its luxuriant vegetation.
1st. In every case on record, without an excep'Thou mn:st'be true to thyself
tion, the crime of schism is charged upon tke
If thou the :truth wouldst teach,
Thy soul miust overflow, if thou ·
teackers o£ the· people; and. consists in turning
Another soft! wouldst reach.
them away from the ceremonial law and instituIt needs' the overflowing heart
, tion of God.
To give the, lips full speech.'"
2d. The Lord Jesus Christ and His apostles, in
view o[the nature of sin, and the means appointEARLY DEFENSE OF THE
ed for the salvation of man; utterly ignored the
CHURCH.
philosoph.y and learning of the world as in no
IN THE month of January 1841, an elder of
the church, Charles Thompson, help .a.dis- way associated with His gospel, which :was adaptcussion in Attica, 1'J"ewYork, with a Free- ed to a wayfarer, though he were a. fool in the
Baptist minister, by the name of David world's estimation.
3d. The record clearly shows that the learned
Marks; the subject for debate being, "Is
Mormonism· of Divine origin, or is it an scribe~ and pharisees were the principal class
imposition?" This discussion lasted one that Christ severely rebuked as being his adverday and a half and two evenings. The saries and the enemies of righteousness.
4th. The true and only source of all knowledge
decision of the meeting; including the
moderators, by vote was in favor of Elder of the gospel and spiritual life is the apostles of
Thompson, who affirmed the divine origin Christ, th~y being the spiritual fatherhood of
God. l Cor. 4: 15.
ofthe work.
5th; The apostles.are the only authorized weach. In the latter part of October .and first
·part oLNovember, 184r, Elder George ers of the go& pel, being witnesses of the facts inJ. Adams held a discussion with Dr. J. B. volved'. In t)leir labors the consideration of
Phillips, of the Church of. England in the money was totally ignored.
Queen's Theater, Liverpool, at which Dr.
6th. These A~ostles hold their commission in
W etherall, presided. At. the close of the perpetuo, as shown bythewords--"And lot I am
disCU!>Sion the chairman decided that .Dr. with you to the ~nd of the world," and the office
Phillips had f~iled to prove. lit .poi(lt9 and of a ~itness making a successor impossiple.
that :a;Id~r Adams had proved ~very poi'nt!
7ch. H tile entire clergywt+s l]!c;JUe~ ~n-!t ~he

will

way to the gospel ''Would be open, and in accepting it as in the beginning Christendom would
present a genuine ecclesiastiCal oneness.
8th. The faith of the gospel--the only faith
God recognizes, is not faith in doctrine, but a
personal faith in Christ, based upon the testimony of the apostolic witnesses. When this is
honestly acknowledged and accepted we will
have one jaitk, one ckurck.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

ELDER H. A. STEBBINS left- Monday,
September 7th, for Clay Center, Clay
county,_ Kansas, to attend a reunion· service there. He goes by invitation of the
local authorities, and we trust that his ministrations will be blest to them as they
have been to others in the fields where he
has labored; he is a spiritual minister,
blessed of the Lord.
The R~union Sunday school programme, published in our last issue,
should have been dated October 9th instead of 2<1. Sunday school exercises will
be held on the 2d, but the programme
published will be carried out on ,the 9th.
All interested please take notice.
Bro. J. C. Clapp, No. 355 Second St.,
Portland, Oregon, wishes us to state that
someone in Washington or Oregon sent
him a registered letter to Portland, Oregon, which was forwarded to him to Independence, same. state.
It cannot be
found, ·and Bro. Clapp desires the name
of the sender that he may recover it.
Bro. Clapp baptized two at Latah,
' washington the 3 rst ult.
ERRA TA.-In the third line of third
paragraph of third column, after the word
"Mormon" insert "and Doctrine and Covenants" and strike out the word "latter."
In issue of September 12th, 189r, p.
595, first colum~, birth notice "Nicholls."
second line, read September 12th, J89o,
instead of "September 12th, r891."
EXTRACT FROM LETTER.

Bro. R. J. Anthony from Malta, Idaho,
August 28th, writes:
"I am holding meetings here with fair interest
for this place. After next Monday I may start
ort the back track, as I can't get any word from
settled members in Idaho. Father Beecher is
going to try for a house in Elba, thirteen miles
from here. I wish I could write of a golden
harV'est near, but it looks dark to me._ What of
the night? Brn. Condit and Chatburn and
Saints here in general feel well.''
LOOK AFTER YOUR SLEEP.
Insomnia is rightfully regarded as one of the
marks of an overwrought or worried nervous
system, and, conversely, we may take it that
sound sleep, lasting for a reasonable periodsay from six to nine hours in the case of adults
-is a fair test of nervous competence. Various_
acCidental causes may temporarily interfere with
sleep in the healthy;. but still the rule,, holds
good, and a normal brain revealsUs condition
·by· obedience to this daily rhythmic variation.
Custom can do much to contract one's natural
. term of sleep, a fact of which we are. constantly
reminded in these days of high pressure;. but the
process is too artifical to be employed. . Laborious days, wHh §~!1-n.t;r int~iYlll6 Pf nist, ~o tar to
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secure all the needful condition~ of insomnia. In
allotting hours of sleep, it is Impossible to adopt
any maximum or uni~orm custom. The due
allowance varies with the individual. Age, constitution, sex, . fatigue, exercise, each has its
share of influence. Young persons and hard
workers naturally need and should have more
sleep than those who neither grow hor labor.
Women have by common consent been assigned
a longer period of rest than· men, and this
arrangement, in the event of their doing hard
work, is in strict accord with their general physical construction and recurrent infirmities. Absolute rule there is none, and it is of little moment to fix an exact average allowance, provided
the recurrence of sleep be regular and its a'mount
sufficient for the needs of a given person. So
that fatigue does not result in such nerve prostration and irritability as render healthy rest impossible.-Ltmdon Lancet,

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"True worth is in being, not seemingIn doing each day that goes by
Some little good-not in dreaming
Of great things to do by and by;
For whatever men say in their blindness,
And spite of the fancies of youth,
There is nothing so kingly as kindness,
And nothing so royal as truth."

To THE fathers and mothers who read the
Home Column, we cannot too strongly recommend the brave, strong, pure and true words of
Lyman Abbott given below, which are taken
from the September Ckautauquan.
Let us call your attention to the statement
made: "I believe tkat suck information call be
safely imparted only by tke parent, teacker or guardian, witk tke living voice and tke sympatketic presence." Oh, that Jathers and mothers would feel
this, would awake to a realizing sense.of the fact
that God has given them in tru~t immortal beings, and if he will require of them an account
concerning things of less value, what of the,se?
What of the children God has given you?
There are in the world so many influences for
evil, and strange as it may seem, there are those
on every hand who would do more, spend more
time, more money, and put forth greater effort
to degrade and debase our children than some of
us seem willing to do in order to elevate and
bless them.
When parents shall a wake to a realizing sense
of the sacredness of their trust and discharge it
faithfully and we)!, there will remain very little
for the social reformer to do.
MODERN METHODS OF SOCIAL
REFORM.

In this article I use the term social reform in
a restricted sense; distinguished on the one hand
from individual reform, on the other from industrial and political reform. I mean by the term,
not the reform of men and women, nor of economical and political conditions, but of social
relations as they exist in the America~ life today.
We must recognize that there are organized
forces at work in America for social impurity-for they must be known and counteracted. My
attention was first calle!:l to thi~ terrible fact~by

Anthony Comstock some years ago; learning by
revelations that he then made of the extent to
which the terrible traffic was carried on in secret
and by means of the United States mails for the
purpose of polluting the minds of the young, and
to the ruin of many happy homes. I have since
felt a war~ interest in Mr. Comstock's. work,
and a strong desire to commend it and him upon
every opportunity.
There are some things which the Apostle Paul
says it is a shame. even to speak of, and I may
not sully these pages by attempting to deocribe
the indescribable works of darkness against
which Mr. Comstock has fought so brave a battle. Reputable papers come int~ our houses containg enigmatical advertisements to pique the curiosity of boys and girls, and so start them In
search of fuller information. Lists of boarding
and day schools are obtained and secret circulars
are sent to pupils. Agents penetrate even into
the smaller villages, selling at enormous commissions, books which are not literature and pictures which are not art, the evil of which is incalculable and well-nigh ineradicable.
,Mr. Comstock discovered this devil's traffic
some years ago, and gathering about him a few
gentlemen, as his supporters, set himself to work
to break it up. He has captured and the law has
confiscated illicit publications that might be
measured by tons. Combining the sagacity of
the terrier with the pugnacit,y of the bull-dog,
undeterred .. alike, by abuse and by threatened
assault,. discovering accomplices, deliberate or
unconscious, in high places, and attacking them
as boldly as those of less reputable name, he has
incurred a bitter hostility, and has been made
the object of cheap witticisms by some papers
which would have been his supporters if they had
been better informed. Every school teacher and
every pupil and mother should be his ally, and
must needs be, if the children are to be protected
from poison, since legal repression can at best
but partially repress, and no man can serve as a
detective police in every part of so large a land
as ours. The best protection is such a sympathy
between parent and child that the child will
never allow himself to read a book which he
would be ashamed his mother should see; and
the best way of securing that sympathy is for the
mother to see that her child is supplied with
books of pure entertainment which will so nour·ish his imagination that he will have no appetite for carrion.
While the Society for the Prevention of Crime
is working to break up the traffic in licentious
literature, a White Cross Society has also been
organized to combat it by instilling into the
minds of the young such principles of purity and
abhorrence of impurity as shall serve to protect
thtilm from every seductive temptation to evil
imagination. With the work of this Society I
am less familiar. Without deprecating its objects
or methods, and with a general conviction that
ignorance is a poor protector of innocence and
no substitute for it, I yet have the impression
that sucl< information cannot be safely communicated to the youth and maiden in print, even in
the most careful terms, and that e<"en to warn
them of danger is to incite them to court it. I
believe that such information can· be safely imparted only by the parent, teacher, or guardian
with the living voice and the sympathetic pres:
ence.

A companion of vicious literature is the social
cup. . The man or woman who joins in a reputable drinking companionship in the fashionable
, parlor onc'e or twice a week, cannot with any
consistency, condemn those who, shut out from
the fasliionable parlor, find their drinking companionship in the sal.oon.
Rev. Samuel A. Dike, of Vermont, who has
been instrumelltal in organizing a Divo~ce Reform League, has shown that in New England
one divorce is granted to every nine or te~ marriages, and that the proportion is nearly twice as
great in some Western State~. This alarming
increa~e is not due to immigration, since it is not
found chiefly in our foreign population. It seems
that the cause is rooted in an abandonment of
the old conception of the sacred and divine nature of marriage, in favor of the old Roman conception of a mere civil partnership. In this mat- '
ter, social and individual reform are inextricably
interwoven.
Note should be taken of the Women's Clubs
which are springing up throughout the country.
They have evidently come to stay, and I am led
to believe that, wisely guided, they will become
powerful as an instrument of social reform.
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS .FOR PRAYER,

Sr. Mattie Sharrock, of Rich Hill, Missouri,
requests your faith and prayers.·
Sr. Susie Bird also asks to be remembered by
the Prayer Union.
Bro. Jones, of Akron, Ohio, asks that you remember his wife.
All the above are sorely afflicted, but strong
in faith.
"WHAT A FRIEND WE HAVE IN
JESUS."
THE whole world can reiterate those words as
applying to themselves, arid women especially;
for was not Jesus always gentle and kind to
women even wher. erring and sinning? Always
defended her when accused and found fault with
by man.
But I have yet to learn where He
chided or found fault with her.
What woman can read the 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th,
9th and roth verses of the 26th chapter of Matthew, and the nth, 12th, r3th and r4th verses of
the roth chapter of Mark, the 7th chapter of
Luke from the 37th verse; also the 47th, 48th
and 49th verses of the 8th chapter of Luke, and
the 4th chapter of John from the 6th to the 32d
verse, also the 2oth chapter of John, unmoved?
Does not the heart give a responsive throb of
love to one who was always so compassionate,
so generous and so good? And does the soul
not go out ofttimes with a hungry longing to behold his face? Or for the privilege of bowing at
his feet and bathing them with tears and kisses?
It seems to me that Jesus, was preeminently
woman's friend. When the woman of Canaan
cried after him in behalf of her daughter who
was sick, his disciples besought him to send her
away; but he did not send her away though for
a time he did not make answer to her. Can we
not fancy the struggle that was going on in his
compassionate heart, that could not resist when
appealed to for help? Yet he was "not sent but
to the lost sheep of the house of Israel," and it is
evident th3t he did not regard her 1\S one of tl}€)
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children to whom he should give meat, never
theless because of her faith he granted her request.
Who is not interested when reading the conversation of Jesus and the woman of Samaria.
He knew her life, and yet he said, "It thou knewest the gifLof God,'and who it is that saith 'give
me to drink,' thou wouldst have asked of him,
and ke would kave given tk~e living water." And
he told her plainly that he was the "Messiah,"
though he told it not to Peter.
«His disciples marveled that ke talked 'U!itk tke
woma1z." It was she whom he sent into the city
to call her husband. It was she who bare the
news to the people of Samaria that the "Christ"
had come, and brought out the people to hear
him, while his disciples remained with him.
And again, when they sought to bring little children to him-evidently it was the mothers who
were bringing them-"the disciples rebuked
them, and when Jesus saw and heard it he was
much displeased." Fault was found with the
woman when she broke the alabaster box of precious ointment and poured it. over the head of
Jesus, but he said, "Why trouble ye the woman,
for she hath wrought a good work upon me."
Sisters, if there b~ any who feel that the Sa-A
lor had overlooked woman and bestowed all the
honor on man, come with me to a scene the
most t6uching, the m.ost sacred of all that is recorded in the New Testament.
.It is early in the morning before daylight.
Mar{ Magdalene is wending her way sad and
tearful to the sepulcher where her Lord had
been laid, Who can depict the depth of sorrow
that must have filled her heart? The light of
the world had gone out! The hope ot Israel was
crucified and slain; and all was melancholy
darkness.
When she reaches the sepulcher, she finds the
stone is taken awaya'nd two angels are sitting
thereon. She ran: back to where two of the
disciples :were-tbeiimpetuous Peter and the beloved John---'and told them, "'!hey have taken
away the Lord out of the sepulcher and we
know not where'they laid have hill).." The disciples·
run to the sepulcher, they look in and then they
enter, see the cloth~and the napkiri .. Where are
the angels, have they gone away? Nothing is said
of them being seen ·while the disciples are there,
but when they haye gone to their homes and .
Mary looks into the, sepulchre, the angels appear

will be directed towards us, and will give timely
warning should we unwittingly take a wrong
path.
SISTER EMMA;
MouNT OLIVET, August, 1891.
WHY DID I LIVE?
Why did I live beyond the hour
When first was heard my infant cry?
Why did I not, like some frail flower,
Wither and die?
Why did I live to taste the cup
Of youthful pleasure bubbling 9'er?
One transient, thrilling, heavenly sup,
But nothing more?
Why did I live to toil and dream
That I might rear a mansion fair;
While now instead of hope's bright beam
Is dark despair?
Why did I live to strive in vain
The mystery of life to know?
To have the unsolved problem pain
My throbbing brow?
Why did I live to fear the grave,
That place where I shall find repose
From storms that round me wildly rave,
And all n:iy foes?
Why did !.live? My God, to Thee
I look. In Thee I live and move.
Let light from heaven shine on .me,
The light of love.
Whydid I live? Almighty One
Above, who doest all things well!
Thou'st kept me here, and Thou alone
Canst truly tell.
And in Thy wisdom, I will rest;
No longer will I reason why.
For me Thou knowest what is best,
To live or die.
But while I li:<Ze be Thou my guide,
Along life's dark and devious way,
Until with joy I hail the tide
Of breaking day!
·
-G. W. Crofts in Inter Ocea'n:

TuRIN, Iowa, Aug. z8th.
Editors Herald:-During the latter part of
A:pril I was preaching at Jones' andJohnson's
schoolhouses, in Harrison county, and at Little
Sioux. While preaching at Little Sioux I baptized five, three of whom
were adults. My
.
preaching at the latter place continued until
again, and they spe!lk with her, asking why she . the.r th of May, being ably assisted by Brn. J.
3
weeps; and tho4gh she had no priesthood nor
C .. C.rablY and L. Scott; in the· ministering of the
authority, yet the Lord l;10nored her at that time
above his disciples, for he withheld himself from
word, and by the Saints lllmost universally by
them-notwithstllnqing one was the beloved . their presence, and prayer, both of which I con.
·
·
'
·
s.id.·er of great value to the ··success o.f those
.John,_and appeare!J to the .woman and· t~lked
who
minister. I can tr4ly say that a noble band
.with her. And 1n:ore than that, he gave her·.
authority. to go to J;lis brethren and tell them- of Saints is found at Little Sioux.
not only of his resurrection-but of his ascension
My next labor was don~ about c;:lght mi 1es
to his Father.
north of Moorhead, "on the other side of JorIn view of these quotations, how, ''Aunt dan," a.. small creek that courses through the
·
vales and finally empties into the Soldier River.
Patience," can you say, "Poor woman"i' Jesus;
·
It Is sung by the muses that "Jqrdan am a hard
o. ur.Lord and Ma~ter,
is the universally. acroad to trabel," and I can assure you that my
knowledged example for .all to follow. Who is
most like him!
experience proves >the saying true.
·
·
· While being broug-ht on my way, through the
If he was present in person In tills, our day,
·
kindness <;>f Bro. J. M. Putney, we came in conwou~q he eyer have occ.asion. to say., "Why
tad .with a circumstance.. As we were riding
trouble ye the woman; she hath wrought a good
work?"
·
over one ()f the "hard" plllcc;:s-and when I say
~isters, shall we not continue In good works?
one I wish to oe understood that· there :were.
easily overthrown; )mtrest in the assurance
mariy like that one only w(),rse":":o:tlr bllggy cap·
~~~~~t of tpe "lnmtlreli' w~tt9hfj:!l ere~·· ' ,sl~e9, the h<;>r§es took frtg"'t! !\~9 ~~ wer~ c;?m·

pelled to bprrow another vehicle to complete o)lr
journey. Through the providence of God
neither of us nor the horses were much hurt. I
mention this Incident to show that sayings used
amusingly are sometimes proven literally true,
and that God cares for His own when passing
through dangers. I continued preaching there
to full houses until May 25th, preaching once in
the meantime at the Brown schoolhouse on the
Soldier. Many seemed much interested and I
trust the seed sown will bring forth a harvest of
many t~ be watered in the near future.
While laboring there Bro. George Outhouse
and. I were called upon to administer to Sr. Mollie Lukehart, daughter of Sr. Hoffman, and
there was such a marked change for the better
that all present perceived it, and some who were
not r.nembers thought it so strange that such a
change could be wrought by such means. Sr.
Lukehart was like the one leper that was healed,
she gave God the praise, publicly acknowledging
His blessing. I thence came to Turin where I
preached four discourses, finding the Saints
there strong in the faith. Mr, Braden's effort
there was an aid to our cause; but was much to
the disadvantage of the M. E. people who were
instrumental in getting him to destroy the good
we h.ad previously done. The parties who got
him to come there were ashamed to acknowledge
it, one of whom was ashamed of it before he
he'ard Mr. Bradea., as he did not attend either
lecture, and tried to make it ·appear that he had
nothing to do .in getting him .there.
My next appointment was at Woodbine, and
on my way I stopped at Moorhead and delivered
one sermon In the then unfinished church. Proceeded to Woodbine where I found the Saints
engaged In Sunday school, and must say much
interest was manifest, after which I felt blessed
in the delivery of the word, preaching again in
the evening. On account of sickness I then
proceeded home where until July Istl remained,
caring for sick, and doing such local work as
!'could.
July 4th by request I assisted in the exercises
at Preparation, delivering an oration for the
occasion. The 5th found me w!th the noble
band of Saints at Moorhead. where I enjoyed
·excellc;:nt liberty in delivering the word. On
the 8th and wth I 'was assisted in two services
at the Steer Creek. schoolhouse by Bro. A. M.
Fyrando. Assisted in the two day's meeting
held at Magnolia, nth and 12th.
On• Monday. evening, 13th I attended lecture
of Clark Braden at· Logan, and took notes by
advice of Bro. Blair, and so continued. at his lectures each night until the 16th. Liste~ed to the
same tirade of abuse and falsehoods, as he has in
st~<;k, with a new lie gathered up on his' way.
On the 18th and 19th assisted in the two-days'
meetings at Six Mile Grove, Bm. Blair, Butterworth, Seddon and Chambers being present.
The district tent having arrived was used for. the
first here. It proved a valuable aid, and is so
provirig wherever used.
· On the 2oth Bro. Blair and myself began our
. replies in Logan to Clark Braden, and. found that
the. majority, if not all the. business men depre~
cated the course Mr. Braden t(Jok in his lectu,r~s,
and felt and so expressed themselves, that he. had
shamefully abused many of their best citizens,
and sgid If Mr. Br3:!1en did n!)t call such 'U~ter
a.nce~ apuse, they ~?~M !Wt. und~ntan9 wh!l-t !!..
';1.0
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man could say to abuse another. W~ believe
much good was done by these replies. Bro. Blair
showed him up to the people in his true light, by
. presenting affidavits and statements of a nutnber
of persons, many of whom were not members of
the' church and showing how he was received
atid' what t~e people thought of him elsewhere
ana' the ma.ny false statements he had made in
this county.
6n the 25th I attended .the closing lect~re of
Mr. Btaderi's at Logari, and on the. evening of
the 28th wast11e finalreplyby Bro. Blair.
Assisted .in tile service at two-days' meeting
.at' Garner's Grove on the 26th, and ·~ssist~d by
Bro. :Blafr continued meetings· in district tent
th1 until the 3oth: On August 2d, performed
marriage ceremony of Bro. W. L. Coffman and
Sr. :M. E. Garnet-two worthy young peoplepr'ea1chirig at' Magnolia in the evening.
On the 4th assisted Bro. Blair in ari article to
the Log'a:n Oblerver in reply to Braden's challenge to Bro. Kelley.
.
On the evening of the 5th, associated with Bro.
Bntterworth, we commenced' meetings . irt Missouri' Valley in tent, continuing there until the
13th. N'o special in{erest manifested, a:nd while
good may have been done, none was apparent.
On the 15th Bro. Butterworth and myself went
to Moorhead to attend a two-days' meeting, Bro.
Blah' assisting in preaching.
Oh the 16th occurred the dedication of th~
chu;ch; Two were baptized on the 15th by Bro.
GE!o. Montague; Continued meetings. until the
23d, when Bro: Blair sfar'ted hotne via Little
Sioux. Many were led to investigate the work
through the services of Bm. Blair, and at no dis. tant day I look for a large ingathering at that
place.
Preached the funeral sermon of Sr. Margaret
Hoagland the 25th. She was a: faithful sister
even until death, and died in hope of the first
resurrection. The evening of the 25th I preached
at Turin where the teht had been previously sent.
This began a series of meetings to be held here,
now in progress. Bro. Butterworth arrrived on
the 26th, and we are much encouraged with the
outlook here. Bro. Butterworth delivered an excellent discourse last night. He is one of God's
noblem'en, :tnd an excellent colaborer.
My faith in the work increases with my age,
and although not many converts are made in
this district, yet the work Is spreading rapidly.
Prejudice is being removed, people are becoming
better informed as to our work, and Saints are
growing in the knowledge of the truth.
May Zion prosper and the glory of God be.revealed, His servants become more efficient, and
His Saints more faithfuL
Your brother,
J. F. MINTUN.

ere

SILVERDALE, Kans., Sept. 9t!1.
Editors Herald:-! am the only orie belonging
to the church in this county that I know of: If
there are others in this county I would like very
much to hem• from them.
I am as firm in the faith as ever, for I know it
is of God, and atri glad to hear that the gospel is
being preached and so many coming into the
church.
The Herald, Zion's Ensign arid Patriot are
welcome visitors to me, arid contain the only
preaching I have. May God prosper you all in
yourwork of love,
JAMES W. CALKINs.

BROWN CITY, Mich., Aug. 26th.
Editors Herald:-So many say "Why don't
you' write to the Herald!" with, "Well, .I . guess
you forget to write to us, we scarcely
h·ear
from you either by letter or throllgh the Herald."
WP.ll, dear brethren, Iam always busy. I am
in the faith and doing all I can to spread this
beautiful gospel. I ani 'not a very good writer
and the Herald is always full of good news, and
if I should have much to say and should say
something often it would crowd out other valuable matter. However I am not (or try not to
be) a sleepy soldier. I have spent over ha:ff of
my life in the grandest mission man ever had.
It is the joy of my heart and satisfaction to my
soul to be a worker with. Christ and minister for
God. Nothing gives me more lasting joy and
satisfaction than to stand be'fore my fellow·men
and tell them the story of the cross:....."preach to
them repentance," and "point them to the narrow way."
Truly, "some do heed and some do scorn it;"
"it will matter naught to me;" yet I feel sorry
every day to think that many do not, cannot, or
will not understand and obey the same.
Yet with all this joy and satisfaction I cannot
remember the time when I made my appearance
before a congregation that I did not feel my littleness before my Master. Many and many
times I have trembled when I have stood before
the people; not because I had any doubts of the
truthfulness of the work, but for fear that I
might make some terrible blunder or mistake, or
that I could not get the gospel plainly before my
fellow- men; and then, again,· on the other hand,
while speaking under the power of the Spirit of
God I feel there is no blinder~, I made no mistakes ;-it was made plain before the minds of
the people, or as Bro. E. C. Briggs sometimes
has it, "I'm so glad it is so plain, you've got to
see it whether you want to or not."
We have our troubles and trials in this district, but I must say the truth is spreading fast,
prejudice is falling in man.Y places, some are
being added to our number; and I believe every
minister in the district wishes its success, and
those who can are doing what they can to move
it on-on to victory. Our twb-days' meetings
have been good, yet the wea~her has been somewhat against us at times. May we all worklabor faithfully to hasten on this work of God.
For tke ltastening time kas come.
J. J._ CoRNISH,

ever

DENVER, Col., Sept. 4th.
Editors Herald:- Our two-days' meeting
passed off very pleasantly. The preaching was
done by Elders Caffall and Duncan; there were
a few from·a distance. The Spirit was present
from beginning to close, bringing peace and
quiet. Two were bap;p~ed; one a sister 'h ho has
been waiting for ye~ivs for the privi'!ege to obey
the gospel, but has been isolated from the church.
She has been a reader of the Herald for a number of years, and I guess can attribute her conversion to the perusal of its pages. She saw the
notice of our two-days' meeting '~nd thought it a
good time to connect herself with the church,
and so came two hundred miles for that purpose.
A splendid prayer anq testimony meeting was
held Sunday afternoon and the sacrament was
partaken of and a very enjoyable time was had.
Twenty-three have been baptized since the or·

ganization 'of this branch and others are almost'
ready.
I teally think the Denver mission should receive the carefuL attention of the church fro'th
now on, as there is room for iots of labor here
and the prospects are bright for a.large ingathering.
Are we not entitied fo a visit from the
Senior Editor of th.e Herald1
I think a visit
from him would give the work such ail impetus
as could not be gained in any other way; Bro.
Caffall left the 2d inst. for the east, intending to
c;tll on parties at Eckley who through .the Herald expressed a desire for baptism; and then
proceed to Wilber and attend the conference
there.
I am glad the Hera 1d has .been reduced in
price. I hope its circulation \\'ill increase until
another reduction can be made. I should like to
see its circulation increase .until it could be published for one dollar a year.
Yours truly,
E. F. SHUPE.
ANGot.A, Kan., Aug. 28th.
Editors Herald :-Sirice our conference I have
been trying to work up a tent movement started
by act of conference, it having been voted to
giVe three months time to pay donations. I volunteered to advance the amount as soon as there
was enough .promised, that we might have the
tent going this fall. I also started to assist other~,
in seeing what could be done without delay. I
stopped over Sunday with the Sherwin. Saint~~
J found Bro. Taylor as ever, ready to lead out,
advise and encourage. I was strengthened by
the testimonies of the old veterans. Preached·
01i.ce, administered to one a·ffiicted and moved on
'to Weir City. I spoke to nian:y of the Saints in
Cowcreek ·branch. While at Weir I preached
some and in the grove and scl;10olhouse, administered to several, and assisted in confirming nine.
I found a few faithful Saints doing all they
could to teach the way of life. Having left the
dearest ties on earth, they bear convincing testimonies to the world. The sisters take right
hold; Bro. Severine is never ashamed but bears
a strong testimony wherever he goes. His wife
has converted several who are now helping to
convince others.
On my way home I called at a new place.
Four appointments were ahead of me; was kindly treated, had the offer of a large church when
unoccupied.
I find Gilbert's folks are advancing in the work
rapidly. They have a hard fight, their father
being bitterly opposed and doing all he can
against them. They are alone neaf Elm City
and are making friends ln spite of all opposition.
I arrived home in time to start west the next
day with Brn. W. Gilbert, J. J. and R. E. Davis
and Srs. Alice Davis and Ida Gilbert, to hold a
few meetings at Caney, Kansas. ·We found' several there sick who had written for ah elder. We
held four ~eetings, tried to build up and
strengthen the Saints and were much blessed
ourselves. Srs. Alice. Davis and Helmick were
out talking to people before the morning services.
They can put to flight and do more good than
leaders claiming authority; then who dare say
that the sisters should not hold meetings. We
were glad to find new friends near Caney, and
many of the rowdr element gone.
Bro. Charles, the Saints and friends are mak
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ing a better neighborhood out of it. We haye
tht\ same friendly favors from Mr. and Mrs. Russel that the Saints have always received. They
do most everything that Christians could do for
our people. May God bless and prosper and
guide them to everlasting life.
The church papers are all welcome, and are
gladiy read by others. A Sabbath school superintendent told me yesterday that she loved our
works.
In faith,
A. C. HART.

6os

~Look Here.-The small colored label with
BEETowN, Wis., Aug. 3oth.
Y!.::!15'
your name pi-inted on, shows the tiate to which
Editors Herald:-My colaborer and myself are your subscription is paid. ·
•
26Sep91 ·
still battling for the truth. Judging from the way
Means that your subscription wilt run out September
we are bles8ed while laboring together and not
26, 1891. Renew your subscription in time.
blessed in working alone, I become more and
more convinced that the ministry should be sent
two by two.
On the nth and 13th seven more were added
to the church, and on the evening of the 13th as
ARTio:L:es nuder this head do not necesslltily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible fGr
we were on our way from church we were given
their own views. Contributions solicited.
quite a reception. About fwenty-flve or thirty perP'- Write on one side of the paper only.
sons (mostly colored) had· formed themselves into a mob and stationed themselves on both sides
WHO, OR WHAT IS THE MISSIONARY
of the road, and. as we approached a man passed
IN CHARGE.
our carriage and gave a peculiar whistle, whereHoWEVER difficult the solution of this
upon eggs from orie side and stones from the
question may appear at other times, when
other were served in quick succession, for they
peace seems to have flown, and trouble
were compelled to act promptly because we had
appears that is threatening, and .,none
no time to remain long, and when we were out
others care to face it, it .then appti;ars to
of reach of the eggs they began to t>mpty·the
some that the missionary in charge at least
contents of a number of revolvers at us, which
may be looked to in such exigencies.
at first we supposed were loaded with blank carA. and B. are at variance; the former
tridges, but when the bullets began whistling desires a decision against the latter, and
through the air and leaves just beside us,. we
the latter against the former. A. says B's
changed our opinion and drove on about fifty
procedure is bringing reproach on the
yards where we found Bro. Blackbourn and
church; B. says ' 1If A. is not cast out, I
daughter who had fared similarly. Fortunately
must leave the church.. Though the
the night was cool and we hadthe carriage top
thought pains me, yet I cannot fellowraised which protected us some, be~ides we had
ship such ungodly work, and I think it.'s
on our overcoats which we have lain aside until
monstrous .that such characters should be
washing day.
retained in our church:" .
Some of the pious people say "ft was an arguUnder such circumstances the missionment we could' not answer." It was a· strong
ary in charge will be sure to displease
either A. or B., and may displease both;
argument t
admit, judging from the frafor, of course, however tardy he might be
grance, and orie we do not care to answer, for it
in other matters, he must be prompt to
was spoiled lohg ago.
hear and adjust troubles, especially when ·
Agafn on the 15th these same boys of Christian parentage tied a hornet's nest to our pulpit A. wants B. cast out, and B. wants A. cast
out. They must both be served, and made
when~ we were to preach in a grove, and on Sunglad at the ultim@ate; if otherwise, the misday morning one of those busy, bold-face hornets and I got into difficulty. He lost his life, but sionary may be looked upon as an imbecile and possibly a petitiod may be prebefore he expired he managed to get his fingers
intO one o£ my eves which caused it to swell pared and sent to the next conference for
his removal.
shut for four days, consequently I have been
A missionary in charge may and should
idle for a whole week. These same parties are
listen to all who think themselves injured
the ones that stone.d me last December and tore
and desiring redress; but he is not authorup and scattered our seats over about eighty
ized to denounce B: simply because A. deacres, which we ha,d arranged for grove meetings
sires it, because the law which is (whether
in June; but we have paid no attention to them
we believe it or not) supreme, and he or
and now I hear a number of them inquiring for
she who fails to reco~nize this fact will
our faith. Our last congregation there was
sooner or later be brought to face the conmade up partly of our bitterest enemies.
sequence. For God is not mocked.
We have many, many friends. here, and quite
In patiently hearing the one seeking rea number have expressed a desire to be baptized , dress. he. cannot expel the '<me who has,
, !l after a thorough investigation it proves to be according to the complaint, inflicted the
what.we say our faith is.
i'njury. Why not? For the following
. In bonds,
reasons: I. All are considered innocent
J. W. PETERSON.
until proven guilty. 2. The guilt of no

¢nmmunittafinns.

NEWPORT, Cal., Aug. 31st.
Editors Herald:-How cheering are the tidings from the harvest field that is white and
yielding Its precious burthen to the reapers, but
how few the laborers seem! Let us pray the
Lord of the harvest that he will send more laborers into the field ere the ripened grain fall to the
earth.
In the present period there is much that is calculated to engage our attention. The present
attitude of the nations toward each other, the
heavy pressure of the times and the general uri·
easiness that is felt all '{)ver the world, all admonish us that the end is drawing nigh; We can
see that the Lord is moving in this work, for all
his minister~ bear witness that they are bl~ssed
with liberty and with the power of his Spirit in
declaring the word; and that is evidence. Let
us ask the question, Are we all working in harmony with Go(:!'? .
All can help· In d'iffeh!nt ways·; Some of us
are poor arid cann9t'pay into the storehouse of
God anve would like to do. Let us remember
that our work in other ways Is as acceptable to
God as the offerings of those who give of their
a,bundanc~. The Lord has chosen the poor of
this worid, rich iri faith toward God. Let us also
remember that wlth God merlt is the test of
favor.
"And whosoever wlll let him take of the water
of life freely." . It is In out wi!'l power to grasp
the prize that .lies at the end of the race. Let us
exercise that willpower and labor in the living
present.
When the French were in posst>ssion ofitaly,
and French troops under Napoleon were guarding
the bridge at Lodi; then under siege by the A us·
trians, the French General rode over that bridge
on horseback which was covered by the guns of
the enemy, and bullets poured over it like hail.
In that moment of peril the voice of the.commander. was: he~rd, "Soldiers, follow your gener:ll," and every ohe to a m·an· obeyed the com·mand; and the str11cture was salved·. Brethren,
we have.a Commander wMse wotd to us ought
to ):le more· inspiring than tb:e wor{is were of
person carr be established, save in the
that mi!itar'y chieft'aih: We are engaged in a
·. mouths. of. two "or three witnesses. 3·
ADDRESSES,
nobler cause> Hevery 6he tliaf hali' eriHste<i in
The law-required evidence can only be
the army Of tije Lord Wolild do'. his duty as me: E. F. Shupe', Valverde, (Denver,) Oolo.
, J. Jr. Mintti11~ Magnolia, Harrison Co., Iowa~
heard before a r.roper .tribunal, of the
men' did On' that ddy'there )~.nothing that could , Elder. Thomas. Bradshaw, No: 48 Repton street,
·
church,
when a charge or charges are
stal:id befoie us. '1flie wor:W. of God would move
Limehouse, I,ondon, England. . . . .
made against him or her thought to be
E L. Kelley, Presiding Bishop, Temple, Lake counori tritirhpnaritry; ';iild all that c.ould be wOuld
guilty.· 4· Law-imposed labor must prety, Ohio.
.
be gatliei'ld", iilt!o the fold. A people wOuld. be
Bro:Thomas Ty'ler~ formerly from England, No. 1328 c.ede the preferring ofcharges.
prepared arid soon our .Redeemer would come
Penn street, Lawrence,. Kansas;
Are we Latter Day Saints and know
tq gladd'en his people.
J. C. Crabb,lOOl South ~eqth St, Burlington,)owa.
not these things? See, and studi usly
James
McKiern~u,
No.
1710
Lyons
St.,
Des
Moines,
~el:' tis the~ O:e up and doing, cheering. and
~ Iowa.
read Matthew18: I5-I7i D.l¥ C. 42:23;
aidhii', ea::ch' ~thet .in· the. go?d _work,. an~ joy, E. o, Briggs'{ Juniata,· Tuscola. county, Michigan.
also id par. on p: 535,.Book of Mormon,
and peic¢willbe ours here, ana eternal lif!l our
Gomer Wells, Se\iretary General' Sunday Schodl Asand don't overlook .the twelftl:i verse of the
~ sociation 1 Knobnoster, Missouri
,
por'tforl hereafte;.
E •.B. F.
fifth chaptef.of Hebrews.
Thoinas'Lester, ;Bisbqp's 4gent, .East N!Jw;York Av,
It must be made. dear. in thtdight radienue, n!)ar .Pd~ell ~reEit.• B~ooklyn, N. "f. . .. . . ·
Mark Jl. forscntt, N Q-(~~ ;F~a.i~ls St·., ,~{~· ;ros~pjj, Mo..
J!l!dur.lsiiae ;N·; . RO!iertS', li<>~ 91>i l;ipeatone, :Mitip~ .
~titl~ fr.om the. abby~ ~hat Whatever e'ls~ 3
41eli!MlerD•Iflfiltll'11 4~Jme'a!tdte~s rll u<iw nautoiil;foiJ,;

will
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6o6
mlsstonary in charge may do,he has not
power to cast B. out of the church because
:A. may say that B. is worthless, and a
disgrace to the church. But if by listening to complaints he sees that A. has just
cause for his complaints, may advise him
to seek redress in a legitimate way, and
insist that he desist from accusing· B., patiently waiting for an authoritative. decision of the guilt of B., or if the evidence is
incompetent to prove his guilt, not ov-erlooking the fact that a preponderance of
evidence is indispensably necessary to
prove one guilty. ·
Yes, and the mi§sionary in charge may
in the evenl:"of, by a proper and requested
investigation, find a basis for charges
against A. or B. for sinning against the
church, advise the branch to proceed
against the offender, providing of course
that the offender be under the jurisdiction
of a branch. But it by no means follows
that a member may sin with impunity, be·
cause he is not disposed to put himself
under the jurisdiction of a branch.
While the missionary in charge should
so far as possible be ready to respond to
calls, sympathize with the distressed, etc.,
officials and members should be correspondingly diligent in trying to prevent
trouble caused by misunderstanding, etc.
A desire, with corresponding efforts to
prevent trouble will greatly add to the
proficiency to adjust trouble that no caution or efforts will seem to prevent.
Less concern about far off events, and
more about present duty and responsibility
would produce salutary effects; while
aspiring to things to come that we know
not of and neglecting present duties that
we know or ought to know are essential,
yet ever zealous to write the faults of others, as it were, ~cross the skies, and never
throwing self in the balance, is not only
unwise, but serves as a preventive to good
fellowship or union.
If the force of circumstances prevent
members of a branch from meeting :1t the
designated place of worship, I don't see
wh&t law is violated should a General Conference appointee administer the sacrament
to such occasionally; but I would question
the propriety of such. a procedure if such
members were defiant to the branch
authorities. For the primeval source of
union is a proper recognition of authority,
and the several departments of the church,
the success of which is secured by the
legitimate activity of the integral parts.

J.

CAFFALL.

WHAT WE SHOULD BELIEVE
AND DO.

WE are evidenced in the revelations of
nature and inspired writ that there. is a
great One who created the universe and all
it contains.
If we select only the teachings to do
right, the exhortations, expositions, warnings and admonitions of Scripture and do
according therewith we can prove the
promises. .
Some blessings promis~d are for this
life, and some for the next. To love life
and enjoy prosperity! ~void speaking

mot

any, and all .foul speeches, I Peter g:_
Io. For enlightenment, hence ability to
instruct, singleness of eye, and. g-ive the
praise to God, Matt. 6: 22, For safe·
steps, progression, a sure admittance,
inheritance and final rest, charity, meekness,2Peterx;Matt. 5:7; II.:go; Ps. 37·
HERE AND HEREAFTER.
ROBERT M. ELVIN.

How OFTEN with pleasure have I read the
following: "And inasmuch as ye do these
things, with thanksgiving, with cheerful
hearts and countenances, ,riot with much
laughter, for this is sin, but with a glad
heart and a cheerful countenance; verily
I say, that inasmuch asye do this, the fulness of the earth is yours: the beasts of the
fields, and the fowls of the air, and that
which .climbeth upon the trees, and walketh upon the earth; yea, and the herb, and
the good things which cometh of the earth,
whether for food or for raiment, or for
houses, or for barns, or for orchards, or
for gardens, or for vineyards; yea, all
things which cometh of the earth, in the
season thereof, are made for the benefit
and the use 9f man, both to please the eye,
and to gladden the heart; yea, for food
and for raiment, for taste and for smell, to
strengthen the body, and to enliven the
soul. And it pleaseth God that he hath
given all these things unto man; for unto
this end were they made, to be used with
judgment, not to excess, neither by extortion: and in nothing doth man offend God,
or against none is his wrath kindled, save
those who confess not his hand in all
things, and obey not his commandments.
Behold, this is according to the law and
the prophets:. wherefore, trouble .me no
niore concerning this matter, but learn
that he who doeth the works of righteousness, shall receive his reward, even pea-ce
in this world, and eternal life in the world
to come. I, the Lord have spoken it
and the Spirit beareth record, Amen."D. & c. P· I8I.
How beautifully does this harmonize
with an ancient revelation, which says:
"Do not err, my beloved brethren. Every
gooi:l gift and every perfect .gift is from
above, and cometh down from the Father
of lights, with whom is no variableness,
neither shadow of turning."-James I: I6,

I7w·ere 1t
· w1t· h'm my power, I . wou Id
gladly bless every man with a home and a
competency, and thus wipe out the slums
of not only this country, but of all lands;
but this will not be accomplished until the
millennium be ushered in by the King of
kings, when "the Son of man shall come
in the glory of his Father w,ith his angels;
and then he shall reward every man
according to his works."-Matt. 16: 27.
U ::~til this magnificent visitation becomes
a realization unto man, it will be the duty
of the servants of Christ to continue the
· heraldic cry of the angels and the multitude of the heavenly host, "Glory to God
in the highest, and on earth peace, good
will toward men."-Luke 2: 14.
This earth is tQ t.mder~9 a radical change

. from its present condition before the
desideratum i& obtained, but come it will.
We are preparing for the fulfillment of the
following: "The-wolf also shall dwell with
the lamb, and the leopard shall lie down
· with. the kid, and the calf and the young
lion and the fatling together, and a little
child shall lead them. ·And the cow and
the bear shall feed; their young ones shall·
lie down together, and the lion shall eat
straw like the ox. And the sucking child
shall play on the hole of the asp, and the
weaned child sball put his hand on the
cockatrice' den. They shall not hurt nor
destroy in all my holy mountain; for the
earth shall be full of the knowledge of the
Lord, as the waters cover the sea."-Isa.
I I : 6-9.
• David was permitted to look down the
vista of time and see the Lord's method of
consummating the work of universal peace
for both man and beast. "Thou sendest
forth thy Spirit, they are created [changed),
and thou renewest the face of the earth. ' ·
-Ps. 104: go.
In the Holy Scriptures, this testimony
is found: "For verily there sball. be new
heavens, and a new earth, wherein dwelleth righteousness. And there sh'all be no
unclean thing, for the earth becoming old,
even as a garment, having waxed in corruption, wherefore it vanisheth away, and
the footstool remaineth sanctified, cleansed
from all sin."-Luke r 7: 39, 40.
John in his apocalypse recites the same
truth: "And I saw a new heaven and a
new earth; for the first earth and the first
heaven were passed away, and there was
no more sea."--Rev. 21: I.
There is unity with the prophets, for
Isaiah says: "For behold, I create new
heavens and a new earth : and the former
shall not be remembered, nor come into
mind."-Isa. 65: 17. What a beautiful
benediction does the euphonic prophet
employ wherein he says; "For.as the new
heavens and the new earth which I will
make, shall remain before me, saith the
Lord, so shall your seed and your name
remain."-Isa. 66: 22.
We may sing in faith the following: Of
old hast thou laid the foundation of the
earth, and the heavens are the work of thy
hands. They shall perish, but thou shalt
endure; yea, all of them shall wax
old like a garment; as a vesture shalt thou
chan!?'e them, and they shall be changed."
-Ps. 102: 25, 26.
All this must be most cheerful news to
the poor of earth, and especially to all
those who have simple and childlike faith
in the promises of God. I receive the
same comfort and hope in the following:
"And now behold, I, the Lord saith unto
you, that ye are not justified because these
things are among you, nevertheless he
that endureth in faith and doth my will, .
the same shall overcome, and shall receive an inheritance upon the earth, when
the day of transfiguration shall come,
when the earth shall be transfigured, even
according to the pattern which was shown
unto mine apostles upon the mount, of ·
which account the fulness ye have not yet
· received."--D. & C. p. r88.
There (;ail p~ :p.o qubiety in the ~~11d~d
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mind, but what the Lord deprecates all
evil, and promises the felicity of the
new earth on condition of obedience to his
commandments. This is confirmed by the
following: "Now, verily I say unto you,
that through the redemption which is made
for you, is brougqt to pass the resurrection
from the dead. And the spirit and the
body is the soul of man. And the resurrection from the dead is the redemption of
the soul, and the redemption of the soul is
through him who quickeneth all things,
in whose bosom it is decreed; that the
poor . and the meek of the earth shall
inherit it. Therefore, it lthe earth] must
needs be sanctified from all unrighteousness that it may be prepared ~for the
celestial glory, for after it [the earth] hath
filled the measures of its creation, it l the
earth] shall be crowned with glory, even
with the presence of God the Father,
that bodies who are of the celestial kingdom may possess it [the earth] forever
and ever, for for this intent was it made and
created; and for this intent. are they [the
poor and meek] sanctified."-D. & C. p.
2 34·
The prophet Joseph Smith, whether by
accident or inspiration, was successful in
being in accord with all the holy prophets and apostles who wrote or spoke
upon this all-absorbing topic: "And it
carne to pass, that Enoch saw. the day of
the coming of the Son of Man, in the
last days, to dwell on the earth in righteousness, for the space of a thousand
years."-Gen. 7:73, I. T.
"And the kingdom and dominion, and
the greatness of the kingdom under the
whole heaven, shall be given to the people of the saints: of the Most High, whose
kingdom is an everlasting kingdom, and
all dominions shall serve and obey 9im."Daniel 7:27.
The above is so perspicuous that it
needs not the wisdom of man to reveal
the fact that the saints are to dwell on the
earth in the hereafter. Here is another
equally as significant: "The heaven, even
the heavens, are the Lord's; but the earth
hath he given tO the children of men.''Ps. n5: 16.
.
Long may possession and justice be
delayed, but God will make good his gift
unto his children, for heiscoming: "And
I John saw the holy city, new Jerusalem,
coming down from God out of heaven,
prepared as a bride adorned for her husband. And I heard a great voice out .of
heaven saying, Behold, the tabernacle of
God;is with men, and he [God] will dwell
with them, and. they shall be his people,
and God himself shall be with them, and
be their God. And God shall wipe away
all tears from their eyes; and. there shall
be ;no more death, neither sorrow, nor
crying, neither shaiJ.there be anv more
pain, for the former things are" passed
away."-Rev. 21: 2~4.
When God brings this great and elevating blessing to earth and the redeemed out
of every "nation, kindred, tongue, ·and·
people," then will be fulfilled the promise: "And. hast made us unto our God
king-s ~J.nd priests: and we ~4al1 reign on
the e~rth."-Rev. ~ :ro.
·

Let not the would-be followers of the
Lamb cry false prophet! delusion! !
because a people of the pr~sent time
believe in the co.ming of Christ in glory
to set up the New Jerusalem. T. DeWitt
Talmage tells, and I suppose for the truth,
the following:

Talmage gives proof of an acquaintance
with the condition of the poor, and their
treatment at the large, rich fashionable
churches of the day. He certainly told
the dream to impress his congregation
that he had fhith in the triumph, in the
ultim 1te, of right over wrong, that the
"A DREAM. .
proud and wicked of earth should be
"One night lying on my lounge, when humiliated, and the poor and meek being
very tired, my children all around about exalted. He seems to be imbued with a
· me in full romp, and hilarity, and laugh- vehement desire to obtainrest in the highter-on the lounge, half awake and h:llf est glory of God. To accomplish this we
asleep, I dreamed this dream: I was in must during this l~fe comply with the
a far country.
It . was not Persia, instructions of the wise teacher, who
although more than Oriental luxuri mce taught :-"Then said he also to him that
crowned the cities. It was not the trop- bade him. When thou rnakest a dinner
ics, although more than tropical fruitful- or a supper, call not thy friends, nor thy
ness filled the gardens. It was not Italy, brethren, neither thy kinsmen, nor thy
although more than Italian softness filled rich neighbors; lest they also bid thee
the air. And I wandered around looking again, and a recompense be made thee.
for thorns and nettles, but I found that . But when thou makest a feast call the
none of them grew there, and I saw the poor, the maimed, the laq1e, the blind:
sun rise, and I watched to see it set, but And thou shalt be blessed; for they canit sank not. And I saw the people in hol- not recompense thee: for thou shalt be
iday attire, and I said: "When will they recompensed at the resurrection of the
put off this and put on workmen's garb, just."__:_Luke q: 12-14.
and again delve in the mine or swelter at
Very anciently God gave the promise
the forge?" But they never put off the of an abiding inheritance to the race; to
holiday attire. And I wandered in the one of the families whodeparted from the
suburbs of the city to find the place where tower of Babel it was revealed: "And
the dead sleep, and I looked all around there shall be a new heaven and a new
the line of the beautiful hills, the place earth and they shall be like unto the old,
where the dead might most blissfully save the old have passed away, and all
sleep, and I saw towers and castles, but things have become new. And then
not a mausoleum or a monument or a cometh the New Jerusalem; and blessed
white slab could I see. And I went into are they who dwell therein, for it is they
the chapel of the great town, and I said: whose g-arments are white through the
'Where do the poor worship, and where blood of the Lamb: and they are they
are the hard benches on which they sit?' who are numbered among the remha.nt
,And the answer was made me: •We hr:tve of the seed of Joseph, who were of the
no poor in this country.' And then I house of Israel."-Ether 6:1.
wandered out to find the hovels of the
All those who attain to and abide the
destitute, and I found mansions of amber laws and blessings of the New Jerusalem
·and ivory and gold; but .not a tear could will .have to fully understand, accept and
I see, not a sigh could I hear,· and I continue in the following: "And it is
was bewildered, and I sat down given unto them to know good from evil;
under the branches of a great tree, wherefore, they are agents unto themand I said: •Where am I? and whence selves. And I havt> given unto you
come& all this scene?' And then out from another law and commandment; whereamong the leaves, and up the flowery fore teach it unto your children, that all
paths, and across the bright streams there men, everywhere, mus~ repent, or they
came a beautiful group, thronging all can in~no wise inherit the kingdom of
about me, and as I saw them come I God. For no unclean thing can dwell
·thought I knew their step; and as they there, or dwell in his presence; for in the
shouted I thought I knew their voices; language of Adam, Man of Holiness is
but then they were so gloriously arrayed his name; and the name of his Only
in apparel such· as I had never before witc Begotten is the Son of Man, even Jesus
nessed that I bowed as stranger to strang- Christ, a righteous judge, who shall come
er. But when· again they clapped their in the meridian of time. Therefore I give
hands and shouted: ,'Welcome, welcome,' unto you a commandment, to teach these
the mystery all v~mished, and I found that things freely unto your children, saying,
time had gone and eternity had come, and . that bv reason of transgression cometh
we were all together again in our new the fall, which fall bringeth death; and
home in heaven. And I looked around, inasmuch as ye were born into the world
and said: 'Are- we all here?' and the by water and blood, and the !'lpirit, which · voices of many generations responded: I have made, and so became of. dust a
'All here.' A;nd while tears of gladness living soul; even so ye must be born
were. raining down our cheeks, and the again, into the kitigdom of heaven, of
branche.s oft he Lebanon cedars were clapp~ water, and' of the. Spirit, and be cleansed
ing their hands, and the towers of the by ·blood, even the blood of mine Only
great city were chiming their welcome, Begotten; that ve might be santified from
we all together began to leap and shol,lt' all sin j and enjoy the words of etern<tl
and .sing,. •Home; home, home, home!'"- life in this world, and eternal life in the
WeddingRing, pp. 147, 8.
world. to come; even immortal glory.
1 Seyeral, things are quite evident by a: . For, by the water ye keep th~.c<:n:i;l.mand
· perJ,Jsal of thf;l fore~()ing. ~lrea!Xl 1 Mr. 1 .ment1 by the Spirit ye are Justifled i aml
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by the blood ye are sanctified. Therefore
it is given to abide in .you, the record of
.heaven, the .Comforter, the peaceable
things of immortal glory, the truth of all
things, that which quickeneth all things,
which rnaketh alive all things, and hath
all power according 'to wisdom, mercy,
truth, justice and judgment. And novv,
behold, I say unto you, This is the plan
of salvation unto all men, through the
blood of mine Only Begotten, who shall.
come in the meridian of time. And,
behold, all things have'their likeness; and
all things are created and made .to bear
record of me; both things which are temporal, and things which ate spiritual;
things which are in the heavens above,
and things which are on the earth, and
things which are in the earth, and things
which are under the· earth, both above
and beneath, all things bear record of me.
And it came to pass, when the Lord had
spoken with Adam our father, that Adam
cried unto the Lord, and he was caught
away by the Spirit of the Lord, and was
carried down into the water, and was
laid under the water, and was brought
forth out of the water, and thus he was
baptiz~d. And the Spirit qf God descended upon him, and thus .he was born of the
Spirit, and became quickened in the inner
man. And he heard a voice out of heaven, saying, Thou art baptized with fire and
with the Holy Ghost; this is the record
of the Father and the Son, from henceforth and forever: And thou art after
the order of him who was'without beginning of days or end of years, from all eternity to all eternity ... Behold, thou art one
in me, a son of God: and thus may all
become my sons.. Amen."'-Gen. 6: s87I· I. T.
In this quotation there is taught .the
agency of man, which is of paramount
importance in the preparation here for
the hereafter. And whenever and whereever man posseses an agency, there
attaches responsibility. Good and evil ar{).
parallel conditions since the fall, and are
constantly met with in the pathway of
life;· of our own volition we accept of
either or both, which constitute our•character. If we accept of the Somhip . of
Jesus Christ, and that he was "the same
yesterday, [that is in the time of Adam]
and to-day, [in the time of Paul] and forever," (now), and comply with the requirements of repentance, thus we eliminate
sin and evil and are entitled to the cancellation of sin through the ordinance of baptism; we are then fit candidates for the
gift of the Holy Spirit, a very desirable
and essential condition for us to attain to,
as we are·informed: "But the Comforter,
which is the Holy Ghost, whom the
Father will send in mv name, he shall
teach you all things, and bring all things
to your remembranct>, whatsoever I have
said unto you." "But when the Comforter
is come, whom I will send unto you from
the Father, even the Soirit of truth, which
proceedeth from the Father, he shall testify of me." "Nevertheless I tell you the
truth; It is expedient for you that I go
away: for if I g!' not away, the Com-

depart, I will send him unto you. Arid
when he is come, he will reprove the
world of sin, and of righteousness, and of
judgment: Of sin, because they believe
not on me; of righteousness, because 1 go
to my Father, and ye seeme no more; of
judgment, because the prince of this world
is judged. I h~Jve yet many things to say
unto you, but ye cannot bear them now.·
Howbeit when he, the Spirit of truth, is
come, he will guide you into all truth:
for he shall not speak of himself; but
whatsoever he shall hear, that shall he
speak, and he will shew you things to
come. He shall glorify me: for he shall
receive of mine, and shall shew it unto
you."-John q: z6; 15: z6; 16:7-14.
Unless we obtain and retain the Holy
Spirit, we shall never dwell in that beautiful home seen in dream bv Rev. Talmage. "And this is life eternal,.that they
might know thee the only true God, and
Jesus Christ, whom thou hast sent."John 17: 3·
God hath only provided one means by
which this knowledge may be gained.
Kind reader, hear it, believe it, and accept
it, I beg you: "Wherefore I give you to
understand, that no man speaking by the
Spirit of God calleth Jesus accursed: and
that no man can say that Jesus ·is the
Lord, but by the Holy Ghost."-I Cor.
12: 3·
William Cochrane, D. D. has written
an elaborate and interesting book upon
"Future Punishment; or does Death end
Probation?" in which he makes the following nota.tions relative to heaven: "Little has been said in this volume, of the
unchanging and eternal happiness of the
redeemed in heaven. Certainly the glory
and blessedness of the saints must be as
enduring as the misery of the lost. But
who can describe in what heaven consists? 'Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard,
neither have entered into the heart of man,
the things which God hath prepared for
them that love him.' 'lt doth not vet
appear what we shall he: but we kn~w
that, when he shall appear, we shall be
like him; for we shall see him as he is.'
'Before the throne of God, they serve him
· day and night in his temple; and he that
sitteth on the throne dwells among them.
They shall hunger no more, neither thirst
any more; neither shall the sun light on
them, nor any heat. The Lamb which
is in the midst of the throne shall feed
them, and shall lead them unto living
fountains of waters; and God shall wipe
away all tears from their eyes.' •There
shall be no more death; neither sorrow,
nor crying, neither shall there be any more
pain.' •There shall be no more sea.'
'There shall be no more curse: his servants shall serve him: They shall see his
face and his name shall be in their foreheads. There shall be no more night
there; and they need no candle, neither
light of the sun; for the Lord God giveth them light; and they shall reign forever and ever.'
·
''Such passages help us lo form but a
faint conception of the future state. There
' is nothing in the present existence to indi-

forter will not come ynto yo11 i but if I , cate the life beyonq the grave.

Golden

streets, seas of glass, rivers of crystal, gates
of pearl ~nd crowns of gold are beyond
comprehension. They simply indicate
what ordinary language cannot describe:
transcendent blessedness . and effulgent
glory. The employment, enjoyments,
society and communion of the saints can
b~t faintly be emblematized. The pictures
g1ven are but shadowy; mere outlines, so
delicate that when we attempt to analyze
them and define the meaning of details,
we spoil their beauty and render them
useless for the end intended. When the
Queen of ~heba witnesseq the magnificence of Kmg Solomon's retinue and palace, and heard his matchless wisdom,
there waslibo more. spirit in her; the half
had not been told her. And such we may
b€lieve shall be the feeling$ of the glorified in the beautific vision. The perfectly
developed life of heaven far transcends
the highest attainments and purest fellowship of earth. As Dr. Palmer, of New
Orleans, said when standing ·over the remains of his beloved friend, Stuart Robimon, of. Louisville: •We cannot but
break our hearts over the graves which
hide these precious forms from our sight
but think of the blessed communion which
they enjoy with the saints in glory. Have
you never tried to imagine ;the first halfhour in heaven when the first burst of surprise is over, and we are led up through the
heirarchy of the skies, through the ranks of
an_gels and of seraphim, and join the
mighty company of the·redeemed as they
gather in that inner circle around the
throne? Myriads of voices swell the
eternal anthem, but every note gives the
record .of the experience here below.
Each saint sweeps his fingers across the
chords of his own harp, and utters in
song wh,at he himself learned on earth of
the ric~es c;>f divin_e grace, his own struggles With md wellmg sin, his own conflicts with outward temptations, his own
victory and triumph over evil, his own
sense of the sanctifying power of the
Holy Ghost. As the separate notes combine in the general harmony of music, so
these diversified histories are joined in
harmonious accord into the anthems of
praise to Him who hath redeemed them
with His own precious blood and made
them priests unto God in his Jemple forever.'"-Future Punishment p. JI4, JIJ.
Without doubt, in the storehouse of our
heavenly Father there awaits for the
faithful, valiant witnesses for Christ many
palms ~nd crowns that shall be possessed
and en_1oyed on the earth during the reign
of peace and righteousness. There may
be a great army who shall procrastinate
the day of their salvation. Of them it is
written: "But the rest of the dead lived
not again until the thousand years we.re
finished.''-Rev. zo: 5· "
To one and all permit me to say, Be
pure, upright, honest, virtuous and faithful in all beneficent works while here, and
the hereafter will not be dark, irksome or
sulphurous unto you.
May unity, zeal, charity, truth, wisdom,
understanding, inspiration and knowledge
be and abide with all the Israel of God,
I now and forevermore. Amen.
'
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PRINCIPLE IN LIFE.

THE basis of a successful life is a fixed
and unswerving principle in action. The
young man who halts upon the verge of
every doing, and asks, "Is it right?" will
never run his boat on any of the jagged
rocks upon which the ocean of life dashes
with such mad fury, nor ever sleep in a.
grave upon which the blushing roses will
not sparkle with the teardrops ofevery heart
that knew his sterling character. It is the
want of principle that causes so many
failures in life. Our youth go out into
the world to secure confidence without
deserving it, to win laurels without earning them, to enjoy respect without meriting it, to cover up a rotten inwardn_ess by
a showy hypocrisy, and the first hurricane
of temptation that sweeps over their path
bursts the frail bubble in which they are
encased, and a hideous, naked deformity
is exposed to -Qiew .. It is not the youth
of our time and country only that has
done this. The history of the world is
largely a black record of the utter want
of principle in human action-of an audacious forgetfulness of the "Golden Rule."
On the half-buried temples, and tombs,
and palaces, and obelisks, and in the crypts
and cateconibs of Egypt; on the magnificent entombments of the Pharaohs, and
on the head, and monumental stones
which frowniqgly tell of brilliant lives
gone out, from then to now the chisel of
the sculptor has been commemorating
brilliant disregard of principle. The graves
over which tower the loftiest and most
elaborate monuments along six thousand
dead, silent years, hold the crumbled
hearts that throbbed without principle,
and cast a shadow over the earth at every
pulsation. It .is lamentable that the liv~s
of such men as C::esar, Alexander, Hanntbal, the Napoleons, and scores of others,
which are remembered only because the
lack of principle in action enabled their
authors to, write their achievements in
blood on every rock, or flower, or foot of
land they pas~ed, should be . spread with
such elaborate11ess before our youth. The
works of Tom Paipe and Voltaire are
rigidly .reject~d from our schoolrooms;
but the pupil is not only permitted, but
recommended to study the teachings of
the lives of men who trod. upon every
heart that their feet could reach; who
lived for self; •who despised the claims of
humanity; who acted in life without principle and met death with the hopeof deceiving the Almighty. The biographies
of. the worst men that ever lived and commanded general admiration, are the wprst
· books that can be p"\lt in the hands of the
fomteen millions of school children oftl1.e
United States. Jim Fisk was a curse to
the world. Hi:; flashy .disregard.o:f pr.inciple.wil.J:ruinthousands of our youhg men;
tney willlookupoh his outside glitter aqd
h.ever see his.inward worthlessness,

Principle is all that can carry a ma!l
through life successfully, and make h1s
living a benefit to the world. "Honesty
is the best policy," is a damnable doctrine;
its author meant well enough, but he has
done incalculable harm by covering the
principle with hypocrisy. Honesty is
right, and dare to do right, should always
overcome the question of policy. If it is
right to walk in a thorny path, walk there,
although policy may point to a road that
is lined with flowers.
REJUVENESCENCE OF THE EAST.
PROFESSOR E. P. THWING. M. D., OF THE
ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.

We sometimes regard Asian life as
doomed. Western life has eternal youth
and the East is senile, if not moribund.
Its physical forces, we say, are degenerating and its mental activity is fe.eble.
What are the facts? Th~re is neither
physical nor mental decrepitude; a moral
resuscitation has begun. Percival Lowell
says that Japan is .like a clock. n~n d9:Wn,
and the Far East 1s wrapped m 1ts wmding sheet. To me, during about a yea~'s
residence in the Orient, the so-called Nirvana appears to be a very·wide-awakequietude. There is no evidence of physical
decay. China adds 4o,ooo,ooo each decade- to her pooulatio11, beating us three
to one. And japan was discussing, 'l\'hile
I was there, the inadequacy of he~ food
supply for her growing numbers. In India one is impressed with the intellectual'
ferment, the advance in science and in missionary enterprise. Buddhist theosophy
will never "tear Christianity in tatters."
A vast railway system. second only to
America, musuems, libraries, art and
technological schools, and oth~r educational enterprises inspire confidence in India's
future.
The renaissance of China has begun.
The great conference at Shanghai of Oriental scholars, authors, missionaries, and
physicians bore witness to it. The arsenals of China I found sending out not .only
so,ooo-pound guns and iro~~lads, but
stores of intellectual amr:nunltton to be
used in breaking up 'its own hitherto stagnant life; 83454 volumes fro n oneKiangnan arsenal alone, translations of books of
western science, philosophy, law, and religion, during eight years. Medical men
are making hospitals "safer than a gunboat." Asylums .for the blind, insane, and
friendless will be antidoted to the dislike
often awakened to~ard us by the spirit
we have shown toward them. The stagnation of' centuries is breaking. up, historic
processes receiving new acceleration. Ex
Oriente Lux will again be a trut]Jfullegend.
As yearly we extend the material domination of the Anglo-Saxon race, let us· see
that its moral supremacy keeps pace with its
material conquests; ,
-Lena a Hand, Boston, August.
A. H. Parsons, Box 462, Independence, Jackson Cp;, Mo.
T. w. Smith, care Ensign Office, Independence, Mfssourl.

Jphn Molyneaux; 1939 North Tenth St., St. Louis1 Mo.
Elder Columbus Scott, box 9.4, Galien, Michigan.
J. w. Gillen, Station: E, St. Louis, Mo.
C. A; Parkin, 2910 .Sixteenth ·st:,.Near Mission, S,!ID
Francisco, .California; ·
, ·
·

ITEMS OF INTEREST.
MEXICO IS TRANQUIL.
ST. Lours, Mo., Sept. 4.-A dispatch from the
City of Mexico says much Indignation has been
caused there by the publication of reports in the
papers of the United States lo the effect that the
people of Mexico were about to inaugurate a
revolution against the Diaz regime. Pres. Diaz
denied the rumors, but begged to be excused
from an interview. Senor Commancho, one of
the foremost citizens of Mexico, said that there
was absolutely no truth in the reports. The reports, coming by the way of San Francisco, said
Senor Commancho, originated mainly from misled libelists or disgruntled persons, who had no
credit or standing and whose base ambition and
ill will are well known here. Gen. Diaz devotes
exclusively his ability and remarkable activity
and energy to the service of Mexico and the
country improves every day under his administration. There. are no revolutionary elements or
revolutionary ideas in Mexico.
DUBUQUE, Iowa, Sept. 4.--Supt. Gilleas of the
Illinois Central ha.s reports that light frost fell
all over the state last night. Corn is reported
damaged at Charles City and Rock Rapids.
This crop needs another month of continUOl.lS
warm weather to be safe.
There are twenty-three acres of land to every
inhabitant of the globe.
"Let people who have nerves and are terribly
aware of it, try the merits of 'a cup of tea.made
from the roots of freshly dug dandelions, three
ti!J:les a day.'"
AsBURY PARK, N.J., Sept. 6.-The visitors
who.journ.eyed to the beach yesterday to watch
the unusually heavy sea were treated to a sight
rarely witnessed near shore. About nine o'clock
the wind was blowing furiously from the northeast. Suddenly the sea at a spot near the shore
was unusually agitated, and as the eyes of all
were directed to the spot a huge waterspout
formed and began moving sea ward in a. southeasterlv direction. The volume of water w.as
ballom'i-shaped and was fully 300 feet high.
· There. were no vessels in its tr.ack, but . Tyler
Emmoqs, a fisherman, narxo.wly escaped being
caught by the mountain of .water. . He s.aw it
coming and pulled his boat out of the way of the
.swirling column, which passed within 100 yards
of him; The waterspout left in its wake a broad
track of foaming water, and the incoming breakers rolled mountains high for half an hour :tfter
the ~pout disappeared; ·
NEW YoRK, Sept. 6.-.Gen. E. B,urd Grubb,
United States !Jlinister to Spain, arrived frq,m
Havre to-day on the French liner La Touraine.
La. Touraine encountered a violent hurricape
lasting forty-eight hour.s. During the gale the
sea staved in the lookout on the foremast, which
was forty·five feet from the water's .ed!fe, a·nd
also broke a nu.mber of the stanchions.. Offi,cers
of the· steamer· say it wa.s one· of the heaviest
storms they had.. experienced in seven years in
this H.ne. 'The cap, too, of the Iron windla~s,
weighing over 400 pounds, was hurled to the port
side of the steamer, a distance of several rods.
Fortunately no one was injured during the
storm.
·
AsBURY !>ARK, N.J., Sept. 6,-A heavy rainstorm and high sea caused· much dam;.~ge along
the New Jerseycoast to-day. The bluff at Lo)\lg
Branch has been eaten away In many places and
the.bulkheads badly scattered, especially in frorit
o.f.the Octagon hotel. At Seabright the Highland Beach railroad tracks are inundated. In this
village streets are washed out, while in the lowlands near here the first floors ofdwelling:houses
are flooded.
ALLIANCE, 0:, Sept. 6.-The most destructive
electrical and ·rainstorm ever witnessed here
passed oyer thissection last evening. No less
than twelve. houses and barns. were destroyed,
resulting in· a total destruction aggr:egating',a
•loss of from $so ooo to $7 s,ooo. The electri<:al
display was bewilderi!lg in its Intensity.· It is
also reported. that a number. of lives were ,!ost,
but owing· to· i!nperf~ct .t,e,le~rl\phic · faciht,ies
nothin~ definite can be learn~g·,
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RUSSIAN PAPERS THINK PEACE IS
ASSURED.
ST. PETERSBURG, Sep. 6.-Newspapers have
express confidence that in view of the entente
cordiale between France and Russia, the powers
will hesitate to protest· against Turkey's concession to Russia. as regards the Dardanelles, for
fear of raising thorny questions regarding Bosnia, Cyprus, and Egypt, while Turkey, stren~thc
ened with the knowledge that the Franco-Russian entente is a counterpoise to the dreibund,
voill not ,J:le easily intimidated. Thus the papers
believe peace is assured.
·
It is stated that Russia has d~signs on certain
portions of Africa; that she seeks the pretext of
protecting the Coptic communicants of the Russo-Catholic Church in order to interfere in the
affairs of certain districts;
The Italian, government has taken steps. to restrict emigration by refusing to allow minors to
leave the country except under certain conditions.
PARIS, Sep. s.-An official dispatch received
at the foreign office from China confirms thereport of the murder of two Sisters of Mercy and
a Belgian priest during the recent anti-foreigner
rio~s.

SAN FRANCISCO, Cal., Sep. 6.-A private letter
from Tahiti. brings the news of the Joss of the
French war steamer Volage. No lives were lost,
but the vessel is a total wreck.
Twenty acres of orange orchard sold at River:
side, California, last week for $33 ooo.
ST. PAUL, Minn., Sept. 6.-As thrashing progresses throughout the northwest reports of large
yields of wheat increase in number. Fifty bushels to the acre comes from Devil's Lake, N. D.;
while Botfineau county. in the same state, where
the prize wheat of the New Orleans world's fair
was grown, claims that all of its wheat this season is of the prize-winning kind. The most conservative estimate places the wheat yield of Minnesota and the Dakotas at 125 oooooo bushels, as
against 90,ooo,ooo bushels last year. The Great
Northern people claim that the wheat crop of the
three states would fill a train 250 miles long.
Manitoba crop reports are much better than
formerly. The Edmonton district claims to be
the great agri~ultural success of the year, showing equal results with the most successful portions of Manitoba. The crops in this province
will tax the carrying resources of the railways.
Mild, favorable weather prevailed.
HuRoN, S.D., Sept. 6.-The bulletin issued by
the United States weather bureau from its· office
here says: "Stacking, thrashing, and marketing
ef the grain is general in South Dakota, and the
harvest is well along toward completion in North
Dakota, except in some of the extreme northern
counties. Frosts occurred over bothostates Sept.
3, and in some localities did considerable damage. A few South Dakota counties need rain
for pasture and fall plowing. Where thrashing
has been done the yield is greatly in excess of
estimates, and the grade No. r. Several North
Dakota counties report the harvest completed
and thrashing in progress."
Some insects are in state of maturity thirty
minutes after birth.
BERLIN, Sept. 7.-The Nortk German Gazette
says that at the request of the Italian Government Germany has undertaken to protect Italians resident in Chili.
The term "fixed," applied to the stars, is a mistake, for it is now known that there is.not a fixed
star in the heavens; and probably no such condition as absolute rest in the universe. All the
stars are in motion and some of them are moving
at the rate of 25o,ooo miles an hout, or more than
thrice the velocity of our earth In its orbit. It
might be thought that this constant motion
would produce continual changes in the stellar
relations and alter the face of the heavens every
few years. But the vast distances at which the
stars are set from us destroys the visual effect of
their motion and preserves the unchanging aspect of the heavens. None of the constellations
have suffered a dislocation In 3,000 years. Sirius,
,Arcturus and the Pleiades are still in their places.
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Although the eighty-one stars in Orion have

ever been in motion, each without relation to any

0

otlier, the mightLfigure is as it appeared to the
man of Uz forty centuries ago.
WASHINGTON, D. C., Sept. 7.-Secretary Tracy
issued orders for the United States ship Pensacola, to proceed at once to Honolulu. The state
of affairs at the Hawaiian Islands resulting from
the death of tke Prince Consort is such that the
presence there of an American man-of·war is regarded as necessary to guard AmeriCan interests.
AsHLAND, Wis., Sept. 7.-Indlans on the Bad
River reservation are harvesting wild rice, which
will be a good crop this year. It is expected that
over z,ooo bushels will be gathered. The Indians harvest it in boats out in the swamps. After
it dries"they thrash it out. Many families Jive
upon rice, almost entirely and it is becoming
quite an industry.
LoNDON, Sept. 7.-A nail from the true cross
has been added to the holy exhibition at Treves.
The nail is accompanied by documents showing
it to be genuine. The rush of pilgrims continues,
but some disappointment is felt that so few n•iracles are reported. The consumption of beer in
Treves this week has been enormous.
A letter from Moscow says that the Treves exhibition has stirred up the holy synod of Russia
to the defense of the holy coat preserved in the
cathedral at Moscow and said to be the genuine
garment. The Russian holy coat appears to
have been preserved at. Constantinople, and the
Russians claim that the garment at Treves is a
spurious copy of it and that the Germans are not
in possession of the real holy coat.
The British and Dutch governments have
agreed upon a partition of Borneo. The Dutch
have been allotted the largest share of the island,
but John Bull gets the most valuable portion.
ST. PETERSBURG, Sept. 7.-Troops to the
number of 15o,ooo have been ordered to Warsaw.
This will bring the number of Russian forces on
the Polish frontier up to soo,ooo.
LoNDON, Sept 10.-An epidemic of diphtheria is raging in Tambon, Russia; Mothers purposely place their children in the way of infPction, preferring to see them die of the disease
rather than see them starve. The distress of the
people is so great and the need of money so urgent that foals can be bought from farmers for
one shilling each.
SAN SALVADOR, Sept. IO.-Millions of dollars'
worth of property and many lives were destroyed
in this republic by earthquake yesterday. Whole
towns were wiped out, and so far as advices received here Indicate hardly a city in the country,
except those along the coast, escaped the awful
effects of the convulsion. The towns throughout
the .country have suffered more severely than
the capital even. Analquito and Comasagua
have been completely destroyed. Cojutepeque,
Santa Zecla, San Pedro, and Masahuet were sd
badly shaken that they are practically ruined.
It is impossible at this writing to form any
idea as to the number of lives which have been
lost . . . It is feared, however, that many people
have been killed in the smaller towns.

NOTICE TO BOOK SUBSCRIBERS.
The pu@Jlcation of "Pattie; or Leaves From
A Life," has been delayed for want of means to
pay for the work. Neither Sr. Eleanor nor the
Board of Publication are financially able to
assume the risk, which will make it necessary
for all subscribers who have not paid in advance
to do so at once. As soon as sufficient money is
received to cover the cost, the book will be
issued. The price of the book, including postage,
is $r.I2, which we hope you will kindly forward
to David Dancer by January Ist.
The book bas been carefully revised by the
author, and will contain herportrait; also an
introduction by Bro. W. W. Blair. It will be of
the same size as "With The Church in an Early
Day."

The story of Pattie is not a work of fiction, a§!
some imagine, though in romance it equals any
found in fiction. The book .is all that it purports
'to be-a. true narrative from reallife:...and at the
solicitation of many friends the· real name of
Pattie will appear in the revised book.
Those who desire books representing the faith
of the Latter Day Saints, for their own or their
Sunday .school library, have this opportunity to
encourage their production;
ELEANOR.
NOTICES.
There will be a business meeting of the Willow Springs branch held at Bro. Henry Brooners', nine miles south of Willow Springs, Mis:
souri, on Saturday evening, October 3d, 1891, at
eight o'clock. Branch officers are to be chosen
and much other important work done for the
benefit of the work in that part of 'the Missouri
mission. We solicit a general attendances£> far
as is practical. That we may arrange for ·a district organization at an early day we advise all
the scattered Saints (whose names are not now
on branch records) living in Wright, Douglas,
Howell, Texas, Oregon and Christian counties to
send their names (or letters of removal) with
full items of birth, baptism, etc., to Elder Henry
Sparling, Willow Springs, Missouri, and request
your names enrolled with the Willow Springs
branch so you will not be lost to the records of
the church. Do not neglect this as it is important and would militate against an early district
organization. Should other branch organizations be necessary in the near future there will
be letters of r£moval• issued by the Willow
Springs branch to any member desiring to unite
with such branches when organized.
By order of Branch President and
Missionary in Charge.
To all interested in Sunday school "<Vork who
expect to attend ..the Reunion. at Logan, Iowa.:
The Sunday school exercises will be commenced
on .Friday, October zd, and we desire that all
come prepared to take part. If thought best a
meeting can be held each day during the Reunion sessions at hours not conflicting with other
meetings, which shall be entirely devoted to the
promotion of the Sunday school cause, or holding a school each day. If it can be arranged for
we hope to have Iecturt.s, short addresses, training classes, talks by teachers and officers, etc.
Come with the Spirit of the work, prepared to
help and be helped. We want no sleeping soldiers in the Army of the Lord.
REUNION SuNDAY ScHoOL CoM.
Third anniversary exercises to be given by the
Zion's Hope Sunday school, Sunday, October
18th. Everybody that can make it convenient is
invited to attend at No. 2518 Elliott Avenue,
Saints chapel, St. Louis, Mo;
J. E. DAWSON, Supt.
T. J. ELLIOTT, Sec.
All parties indebted on subscription on Reunion tent, please to send the same to D. Chambers,
Persia, Iowa. Any one wishing to subscribe
moneys for said Reuniontent, such will be thankfully received.
D. CHAMBERS,
,
For Committee.
Should any of the Saints .of Australia know of
the whereabouts of James or Char-les Ballinger,
formerly of Worcester,. England,· they will <;onfer a favor on Bro. William Ballinger of No.
Ifi8 North 21st ~treet, Omaha, Nebras¥a, by writing him. They left their n!ltive .country about
twenty-seven years ago and when last heard of
were in Brisbane, Queensland.
CONFERENCE- NOTICES.
Conference of the Central California district
will convene at Long Valley, Monterey county,
October 9th to uth. As this will be the last
district conference before the next. .general conference, branch clerks are requested to carefully
and fully fill out branch reports and forward at
an early date to the secretary, J. A. Lawn, Tres
Pinos, San Benito county. We expect Brn. D.·
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S. Mills, J. F. Burton, H. C. Smith, besides others
of the local ministry, to be present; also that the
district will be well represented.
J. B. CARMICHAEL, Pres.,
J. A. LAWN, Sec.
The Chatham district conference will convene
in Petrolia, Ontario, October 3d and 4th, commencing at Io a.m. We hope to see all friends
and brethren there, as this is the first time for
conterence in that section.
GEORGE GREEN, Pres.,
J. H. TYRRELL, Sec.
The Central Missouri, district conference will
convene with the Wakenda branch, in the Saints'
chapel at IO a.m. All are kindly invited to attend.
D. E. TucKER, Dist. Pres.
The Northern Illinois and Southern Wisconsin district conference will convene at Plano
Illinois, October wth ;md uth, at ro a. m. Th~
Sabbath school convention will meet on the gth.
All officers of the several branches are solicited
to come up with full reports and bring the spirit
of your high calling with you and let us rejoice
together again.
HENRY SOUTHWICK,
Dis. Pres.
BORN.
SMI'J;H.--To. Bro. J. K. F. Smith and wife, a
son, July 7th, I8gr; blessed August 29th, rSgr, at
Denver, Colorado, by Elder James Caffall, and
named Joseph Closson.
WINSHIP.-At St. Marys, Elk county, Penn·
sylvania, July gth, I8gr, to Bro. Henry and Sr.
Mary Winship, a daughter; blessed at Coal
Creek, Colorado, :August 23d, rSgr, by Elder
David Crow, and named Ann Wallwork.
MoNROE • ....:.. Near Lamoni, Iowa, December
13th, I8go, to Bro. Isaac and Sr. Anna Monroe,
a son; blessed September 6th, r8gr, by Elders·
Robert M .. Elvinr and Asa S. Cochran, and
named Ezra Carl.
Y AR~INGTON. -'-At Lamoni, Iowa, October
rSth, 1890, to Bro. C. J. and Sr. M. C. Yarring·
ton, a son; blessed September 6th, r8gi, by El·
ders Roqert M. Elvin an.d Asa S. Cochran, and
named Alvah Clyd;e.
·
WESTCOTT.-To; Bro. George and Sr. Sarah
We~tcott, at Tawas, Michigan, August 23d; I89r,
a son; blessed by Ij:lder W. J. Smith and named
Alma John Edwar(j.
CooK.--To Geo1ge a,.nd Elizabeth Cook, at
Tawas, Michigan, October 29th, I8go, a daughter; .blessed by Elder W. J. Smith and named
Ella May.
'
FRANKS.-,..To Alfred and Amanda Ffl!nks of
Tawas, Michigan,. August 22d, r8gr, a s~n ·
blessed by Elder
J. Smith and named Alfred
Orlando.
·
Goo:DwrN.--To :(3ro. Ransom and Sr.·Ade!fa
Goodwin, of Oscoda, Michigan, September 24th,
. r885, a da.ughter; blessed by Elder W. J. Smith
and named Bertha :May.
TABOUR.-To Sr·, N. A. and Mr. A. E. Tabour,
in. Yuma county, Colorado, February 4tq, r8gr,
a daughter; blesseiJ September gth, r89r, by El'
der Jaml)s Caffall ~nd named Ellen Ellz'abeth.
W:iETFO:NG-~In Harrison .county, Iowa, J anuarr; rzth; . r887, tor]3ro. and Sr. J.D. and H. B.
V\71ltfong, a. d~;t\lgh;ter; blessed by Elder James
. <::Jaffall, in:Y:umii Q,puntY, Colorado, September
9th, .r8gr; an~ nam!;!4 Bertha Priscilla. Also a
•·. son,,Octo'her I7thd89o, at Yuma .county, Colo-
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born--the loss
be a self·inflicted one. Selfdegradation is the only degradation man can
know.--Golden Rule.

CooN.-To Bro. J. D. and Sr. May Coon of
Oscoda, Michigan, May rsth, I89I, a daughter;
blessed by Elder W. J. Smith and named Carl

ABSENT-MINDED PEOPLE ARE
FUNNY.
Sir Isaac Newton wanted his servant to carryout a stove that was getting too hot. A fellow
stole his dinner before his eyes, and he afterward thought he had eaten it because he saw the
dishes empty. A Scotch Professor walked Into
the middle of a horsepond while pondering on
final causes. Ben Franklin punched down the
fire with the finger of a young lady sitting at his
side, and severely burned the lily white poker.
A gentleman in Troy received a letter in the
dark, used the Jetter to light a lamp, and looked
about for it to read. Pere Graty, one day in
Paris, thinking he had left his watch at home,
took it out of his pocket to see if he had time to
go back after it. Neander, the church historian,
used to go to his lectures in his night-cap and
night-gown and sometimes walked in the gutter.
But all those cases do not equal that of the man
who takes a paper year after year and always
forgets to pay for it.

A.
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PERRY.-To Bro. Seers and Sr. Susan Perry
of Oscoda, Michigan, a daughter,. October 2d,
I8go; blessed by Elder W. J. Smith and named
Hazel May.
DIED.
GooDWIN.-- At Oscoda, Michigan, Myrtle
Rose, daughter of Bro. Ransom and Sr. Adelia
Goodwin. She was born May 5th, r888; and died
August 5th, I8gr. A thirteen-year-old boy hit
her in the head with a stone, the effects of which
caused her death in about five hours after. Funeral sermon by Elder W. T. Smith; text r Cor.
rs: 25, 26.
CADWELL.-Memorial. Harriet Newell Fiske.
Born May 3Ist, I824, in Madison county New
York. Marr.ied October 7th, I845, to p'hineas
Cadwell. Dted September Ist, r8gi, at 7:30 a.
m., in Harrison county, Iowa. Funeral servkes
September 2d, I8gr, at one o'clock, p.m., at her
late home .. Interment in Silver Prairie cemetery.
. MuRPHY.--At Denver, Colorado, July 4th
rSgr, Lillie May, daughter of Bro. D. W. and
Sr. M. J. Murphy, aged 5 months and 29 days.
Funeral sermon by Elder J. B. Lytle.
FRY.-:-Near Lowry City, Missouri, July 22d,
r8gi, Bro. Samuel Fry. Born Februarv 22d
1828, at Chambersburg, Pennsylvania; baptized
July 2d, I887, at Osceola, Missouri. Funeral
services by Elder I. N; White, July 25th.
DELONG:-At Deep Water, Missouri, September 7th, I89r, Charles DeLong, son of Bro.
and Sr. I. N .. DeLong. Charley was born in
Decatur county, Iowa, March 31st, r88r. The
parents were made sad to lose the sprightly bud
of the family. Funeral services at the ho~;~se
September 8th, by Elder I. N. White.
'
GRAY.-JosephS., son of Bro, Charles G. and
the late Sr. Olive Gray, of Green's Landing
Maine, aged 8 months and·r7 days. Funeralfrom'
the home of his foster parents, D. T. and A.; A.
Shaw, Fall River, Massachusetts. ~ervices by
ElderS. W. Ashton.
How ARD.-At. San!iwich, Illinoi~, September
6th, rSgr, Bro. Milo Howard. He was born
June 24th, r878, in Plano, Kendall county, Illi·
nois, where his· parents resided until January
17th, r883, when they moved to Sandwich,
Dekalb county, where they have resided since
that time. He was taken sick about the middle
of January last and h.e struggled hard for life until
death brought him relief, which occurred on
September 6th. He was aged 13 years, 2 months
and I2 days. Funeral services at the Saints'
chapel; sermon prenched by Elder Henry South·
wick, assisted by Elder Eli M. Wildermuth ..

SELF-DEGRADATION.·
Nothing hurts a man more than to seem small
and ignoble in his own eyes. It is a slavish feeling that degrades the slaved. A base ambition
makes .the man that cherishes it base. No one
can debase you but yourself. Slander, satire
falsehood; injustice-these can never rob you of
your manhood. Men may .lie about'you, they
may denounce you; they m~Y cherish suspicions
manifold, they .may make your feelings the target
september of their wit or <;ruehy: never .be alarmed; never
swerve an inch from . the line your judgment
" FRANKS. -,-To Brp .. Orlando and Sr. Anna
and conscience have marked out for you. They
Franks of Tawas,. Michigan, .July 5th, r8gi, a
cannot by aU their . efforts tak!J away your
daughter; blessed l:?y .Elder>W· J. Smith, and
knowledge of yourself, the purity of your monamed Mabel Beat~ice; r
tives," the integrity of your character, and. th!l
Doui'lL-Ars:-Tci Bro .. .Ethel and Sr. Bessie
generosity of your nature. While these .are left
Douglas of Oscoda; Mic~ig'~tn, July 3oth, r8gi, a, you are, in point of fact, unharmed. Nothing
·~on and daughter; b!ess~(j by Elder
J. Smith
outside yourself can ever make you smaller than
a!J.dJ.\amed Russel Jl:d'ward, and Ethel I.sabella .
you are to-day. If you shall dw;!ndle; !£leanness
and inability shall come to any faculty; if you
.. ·, ... To Br(?,.Johp.,a?d Sr;' E!i~\lbeth Sloat, pf Osco;
shall lose what makes. you an ornam~Jnt to that
. da,}.fichjgan;ason;Juw;: rgth, ~8gr; blessed by
J!;l(jer Vf~ J. .. ~Jillthan'dnall}!ld Theodore William. rank and. ord!lr of intelligenc:eto which you wero

yif~L •;i~(;s~~r~~!~~~a:!l~ef/y~~~s3~~r~~~.

w.

will

SLOAT.-To Bro. John and Sr. Elizabeth Sloat
of Oscoda, Michigan, a daughter, May 3oth, 1890;
blessed by Elder W. J. Smith and named Agnes

THREE HARVEST EXCURSIONS.
The Burlington route, C., B. & Q. R. R., will
sell from principal stations on its lines, on Tuesdays, August 25 and Sept. IS & 29, Harvest Excursion Tickets at Low Rates to principal cities
and points in the Farming Regions of the West,
Southwest and Northwest. For tickets and further information concerning these excursions,
call on your nearest C., B. & Q. ticket .agent, or
address_P. S. EusTrs, Gen'l Pass. and Ticket
Agent, Chicago, Ill.
St
PUBLISHER'S ·NOTICE.
We ·wish to say to our friends that our book
"With The Church In An Early Day," is now
ready for mailing. To the ministry we are offerIng unusual Inducements to assist in its sale and
wotild be pleased to l;tave you send for our terms
soon, as the offer will be withdrawn December
ISt, I89I. Parties ordering hereafter will please
notice that the postage Is fourteen cents, instead
of eight cents, as we thought it would be. The
volume (as the amount of postage indicates) is
large, neatly and substantially bound and we
think will give general satisfaction.
M. WALKER.

THE NEW WEBSTER
Successo.r of the Unabridged.

A.G.RAND INVESTMENT

For the Family, the School or the Library,
The ~ork of :revision, occ'up~~d: over 'te:r;
years, more than a hundred editorial Iaborers having been emploj~d, ·and over'
$300,000 expended before the first copy
was printed.
SOLD BY ALL BOOKS.ELLERS.

A.Pamphlet of specimen p;tges, illustrations,
test1momals; etc., sent free by the publishers.
Caution is needed in purchasing a dictionar;y, as photo~raphic reprints of a 9omparatively
worthless !'ditJOn of Webster are being marketed
under .v~nous names, o~ten by misrepresentation.
GET' THE BEST,

The. International, which bears the imprint of

G •.&.

c: PUBLISHERS,
MERRIAM

SP!IlNCFIELD, Mass.,

&. CO.,

. · .. ·
U~

r

S. A.

www.LatterDayTruth.org

ROBT. WINNING,
President.

D•. F. NICHOLSON; .
··Cashier.

LAMO:NI STATE BA1\lK:,

Successor to Farmers·Bank of Lamoni.
Pai!l. ri.P iCapital$25,000.00.
Liability o. f. Sto.c.k. . holders
. ..
• $50,000.00, . . ...
Incorporated under. the)aws,of Iowa, Aug. 1, 1891.
Six per cent Interest paid on time depo.sits.
Farm Lands and Town Lots for Sale.
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Apostasy, Reformation and Restoration,
Bv.WM. H. KELLEY.

:Ji:verybody Sboul.d Read It•

.. "WHAT IS MAN'.?".
BY ELDER J. R. LAMBERT,
Is now. re'!dY.lJ?. paper covers. A .thqroJlgh treatise ,pn
immortality, and a complete expose of mortal-soulism;
~0 pages.
Pape:r cq'\'~rs, per copy,
50c.
Cloth (ready by September 15)
75c.
Food for !l'hought, paper c!)vers
25c.
Per dozen
$2.00.
Patriot one year and Food for Thought 1.15.
6 months "
•'
70c.
11<!!r" WRITE US FOR TERMS TO,AGENTS.
LAMBERT BROTHERS,
LAMONI, lo:W A.

be

Beleiw will
found the differ.el;lt places .Qf
of the .church in the cities named:.
Salt La,j{e City, Ut<th, ¥lssion Chapel, Secbnd
South street, opposite the Presbyterian church,
Meetings every Sunday at 2:.anp7: 30 p.m.
St. Jqseph, Mis~ouri, ~aints' Cpa.pel, Seven·
teenth street, nea_r Far11on .~,tref:;t. Ta);:e Jule
street, or )Vyatt Paxk c~rs to Se.v.eri.,t~~lith ~treet,
and the building will l;!e in sigh.tSt. ,Loui,s, .~issouri, .~p. 2518 Elliott avenue •
San Berna_rdino, California, corner Fifth and
F streets. · ·
·
'
Omaha, Nt)braskil, Sal~ts' Chapel, No, .,Ifi8
·
N ortl:i TJv,enty:fir~t street. 1
SacralJil;~!}to.(:alifornla, Saints' Chapel, Tv,v:en·
ty 7.fo11rth, .Jliven,ue . alld K street. J. M: ,Par:r,
president. .
_
San Francisco, Callfornia,Lincoln Hall, 1\f,?ntgomery street, near Palace Hotel.
· Denver, Colorado, Euclid Hall, Fourteenth
sti-.eet, opposite City Hall. .
Kansas City; Missouri, No. 2324 Wabilshave.
Preaching services at I I a.m. and 7: 30 p.m.;
social service at 2: 30 p.m., Sundays.
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, 67 Fourth avenue.
Boston, 'Massachusetts, Hpward a:venue, Roxtr~eeting

It contains 421 pageo (the first issue containing but
370) of closely }Vritten matter, .with autograph' and likeness
of the ,Author; and is spld ,at the low price of $1.25 per copy~
No one•shotild be content with. a copy·of the·nrst issue.
S.e.. ]id. it on a missio.,na.ry;t.onr.among your neJgh.bo~a.and
friends,. and pJ!rchase a ;V.olume of the New Editi<m to J>e
better pleased with it, and thus send a thousand evan11elists
imo the field with little or nosar:rifice. •'Jlhe woRK rs A LlBRA·
BY "'ITR;IN IT.S:E;LF; a '?'arvel of trenchant m'f,ticism an~ ,logi~~~ ded~Jct(ons frortt historical facts; a KEY to th.e right understanding of the Bible and· mc>dern diverse s·ystems of
fa:ith and worship. ·It .discusses the issues of theology
that are to the front·to-day.-c~No Bible student can 11fford
to miss readi.ng "Presidency and Priesthood" ~lither as
critic or investigator. It points out the way in which all
Christians l!lay unite upon a commo11 faith-tile Bi.blean.d may be rQad .with luter.est 11nd profit.by Skeptics and
Inndels. It treats largely of Ministerial Anth~r
ity as associated with the MELCHISEDEK and .AARONIC
PRrE•THOODS,,I~nd the
IDEAL CHURCH OF NEW TESTAMENT TIMES
bury~
is conspicuously set forth in striking contrast with the
Nebraska City, Nebraska: Second Corso, bePu blishe.d every Saturd&y at
Creeds and systems of Church building since the days of
tween 6th and 7th streets. ·
the
Apostles,
Also
the
claims
for
the
·
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOU.RI,
Des Moines, Iowa, corner of Six:teent.h and
RES;I'O,RATION OF THE .GOSPEL AT A LATER
Lyon streets, East Des Moines, ,Iowa.
F. G. PITT, Editor.
DAY THAN TH'E APOSTOLIC AGE
.
Chicago, Illinois, ·services every Sunday at
Subscription price, Sl.OO .per year.
is critica)ly e.xamine~ in the light .of prophecy and his,
two p.m., in Hall 0, No. 213 W. Madison street.
It is devoted to the spreading of religious truth as
tory,
which
IS
a
subJect
of
great
moment
to
men
of
every
viewed by the Saints.
faith. A historical. resumeior brief is also·inserted of the
Each issue cont~t!ns. a sermon by .one of the ministry,
SUNDAY SCHOOL
rise an.d development of. the "APOSTATE .CHURCH," ·and an
reports or the different societies in the church, and are.:egesis upon t.)le; 29th chapter of .Js.aiah, the revelation
ticles beating· upon. or .explanatory of the doctrmee of the
of
the
~'SEALED
BOOK,"
a
scientific
and
historical
refer'
TEACHERS'
LESSON HELPS,
.church.
ence and presentation of the earliest discovery and setIt is the fntention to make it a "alp to the missionary
For Intermediate Question Book ami New
tlement
of
tb.e
Americau
continent.
some
twenty
centuat home and in thefield; a sourne of comfort to the scatrieshefore the Christian.era, the ancestors of the Ameri']'estament Classes-of use in all classes. Single
tered ones who are denied church privileges, and to bring
can indians, who they were and ·where they came from,
the S&ints into closer relationship with each other.
copies, so cents per year.
w.jth facsimiles of thetr writings, the .origin. of modern
churches .and creeds, etc.
.
·
Copie.s.may be had by ~tddressing Wm. H. Kelley, TemGERMAN TRAC'XS.
ple, Lake comity, Ohio; or the :Herald Office, Lamoni, . ~Tracte in the German Language may be had of Bro.
l(jwa, and from Traveling Agents. Money orders .sent .to
Ad. Richter, Burlington, Iowa: The Baptism, 6 cents;
AND
Wm. H. Kelley should be drawn op Willoughby, Ohio.
the.Repentauce,. 5 centBJ. the Prin. ciplei! <:>f the Gospe.l, 6
cents; the Epitome o1 J!·aith, 2c.'; the Sixth Trumpet, a
THE SEER OF PALMYRA:
fifty-four page pamphlet, 21)c. These prices include.
Or
: A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
p()ttage.
SEQUEL TO SPIRITUAL GIFTS.
Setting forth the order and nature of the PriestVOICE OF W ARN!NG:
By M. H. BOND.
hood, and defining the duties. and prerogatives
Instruction to .all people mi the Doctrine an\f
Modern Prophets after ancient :types.
of all the Church Officials, including the First
·
History of the Lat.ter Day Work. .
Who was Joseph Smith!
Presidency, and also the Deacons, as J;et forth in
In paper oovel"lll, 10 eta ..each, l¥'r d9UJn •••••••• l 00
Was he a religions impostor!
the Revelations of God and decisions of the
Limp mWJlin covel"lll ............... , •• • • .. • • • .llll
Was he a "Spirit JJiedium"!
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
What· dot~l!l the Bible l!lay about Joseph
'l'RE .SAINTS' R:,A.R")lONY.
the Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
Smith!
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.·~
· (TUil!'l ~ook "11d Hymn :J!ooll: ~m,bjned,)
The Truth by Three Witneeees-Christianity in the
Price 25 cents including postage.
Leather brock and Hufllin aidea ............... 2 110
First and Nineteenth Century-The Ancient and Modern Pharisee-The Revelatione of Emmanuel SwedenThe Harmony contains all the hym1111 In the Saints'
borg-Modern "Spirit Mediums," and Hypnotic ReHarp; .!lolso 5.42 pages of .music; oomptiflpg ,!lbQJl~ ~~0
SEND THEM IN.
ligious "Revival," as Against Reason and Bible Testimobulle$, and full iiii$'J1CtiO~ qn ellol.r ~d authe!D mllii,IC.
ny, and in Contradistinction to the Worli of "The Latter
We are preserving several hundred copies of each
Day Seer," Examined in the Light of FacTs and Hum&n
.
LICENCES, NOT1Cl:!l8, 4Q,
installment of the Braden-Kelley Debate, and shall
History-A Rational and Scriptural Expo•ition or Explanation of Old and New Test.ament Prophecy and DocElders, Priests, Teachers, and DeacoDII Licencea,
be prepared until further notice to furnish all our retrine.
·
·
each per dozen.......................... 12
port to new subscribers. 50cts will secure the entire
A Revision of "Spiritual Gifts," With Supplement and
Baptism and Confirmation Certificate •bookl!. • • • • 25
report.
Appendix. Nearly twice the reading matter of Spiritual
LAMBERT BROS. Publishers,
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred......... ~
Gifts. Paper covers 35cts., full cloth binding 60 cents.
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
For Sale at "Herald Office," or by M. H. Bond, Willough. CERTIFICATES AND REPOR1.'l.S.
by~ Ohio. Liberal Disco!mt.to Agents.
4apr
Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen.......... 40
BUINI!!I
.REVISITED,
5
Annual.Statistical Reports, two for. , • • • • • • • • • •
HOUSE FOR SALE.
AND THE WORLD STORY RETOLD;
Certificates of Baptism and Membel"lllhip, per,dos. 12
Having to move to Cleveland. tor my business, I offer
Certificates of Removal, per dozen • • • • • • • • • • • • 12
or sale my .House of six room·s, and an acre lot well set
The Scientific Defense 6f the Latter Day Faith.
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good ceflar with hot air
Marriage Certificates, per dozen •••• ,. • • • • • • • • • !16
furnace in it, and water in the kitchen.
240 pages, bound in cloth, price &1.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SHITH, THE SEER,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.
And disc<>veriea of. Ancient AmericaJI Record!! .and
S. F. WALKER, Lamoni, Iowa.
ReliCB, with the nt&tement of a Converj.ed Jew.
BOILER FOR SALE, CHEAP.
P~~>per eovel"lll, 43 pagea ............. ,........ 10
An Eight-horse Ames Boiler, made by the Ames
DISTRICT RECORDS.
Iron Works, Oswego, N. Y., in good condition, and
With frontispiece each month.
Printed and bound similar to Branch Reoord!J ••• 3 00
running order, used in Herald Office, but taken out
Published monthly,· 48 pages, neatly covered.
on account of it not being large enough ·and replaced
SET OF TRACTS.
Price per year. ·
$1.50.
with a 25 horse one. All necessary valves and fit.
Bound in Limp ¥uslin, t1:1rned in •••••• , • • • • • • U
Mrs. M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.
tings go with it.
BOOK OF HORMOIIT.
Any one needing such a boiler, write to Herald
Office.
Roan, sprinkled edges ....................... l 21i
INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
fmit&tion Horoeoo, gi.lt edges •••••••••••••••• 1 110
THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
1ar FLEXIBLE BINDING . .§11
:WELSH HYMN BOOK.
(Music only.)
The Inspired Translation of the Holy ScripFull leather, marbled edges • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 60
Leather back and Mu~lin sides •••• , , •••••••• $1 50
tures bound in limp leather, flexible covers, simThis }'I'M publil!hed by the church in :W!Wl!B, and
ilar to the binding of the Oxford Sunday school
SUNDAY SCHOOL REPORT.
contains 393 J;11mlll ll;l Welsh an~ 3;J .in .E~lil!h.
Teachers' Bible. Price, by mail, $4.
'l'his is a blank statistical report, per dozen
10 cts.
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"HEARKEN 'll'O THll WOliD OF Tllll LoBD: :i!'oB TH!IIlllll SHALL NoT ANY MAl!f AMOl'l& YOU BAVll SAVll 1T Jill ONII WD'B: AllfD COl!fO"lllllll!l!lll
H:a SHALL HAVB NoNE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
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IS AT LIBERTY TO M.umY Aa..ux. "-Page 330, Book of CoveDAnts and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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ceded. All this is conceded upon the sup- it abide in me; no more can ye except ye
position that Martin Luther was right in abide in me."-J no. rs: 4· "I am thevinel
his controversy with the church and the ye are the branches." Ibid.
PUBLISHED AT LA,IONI, DECATUR COUNTY, lOW A.
church in the wrong. But, suppose that
The teachingof Paul before recited is
the church was in the right and Martin marvelously like this. And how complete
Pdce $2 per yedr, $I jor six montks.
Luther wrong; would that have changed is the teaching of both. All know that
The Traveling 1\Hnistry, Dis.trict and Branch Presidents,
and the Bishop's Agents, are requested to solicit new sub~
the conditi:'ons? What rights has the the branch severed from the vine, soon
scribers, and help build up the paper and the publication
cnurch?
withers and dies; and is only fit to be
department.
Business Letters and Subscriptions must be sent to David
The right to exercise care and discipline burned. All know that a member of the
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Registered Letter, or Express.
Entered as second-class matter at Lamoni Post Office.
over the members of the human body rests human body severed from the trunk, bewith the will, the mind, the reason, the comes lifeless, dies and passes to decay.
judgment, whichever term may be used to What matters it, so Jar as the result is
indicate the governing, the controlling concerned, whether the branch is broken
power by which the body is moved to ac- from the vine by the fierce winds which
tion,
or restrained therefrom •
shake, convulse and tear the parent stem,
JOSEPH SMITH }
EDITORS.
Paul wrote to the Corinthians, "Now, or is. dissevered by the husbandman, be.W. W. BLAIR
ye are the body of Christ, and members cause it lacks symmetry, or bears no fruit,
R. S. SALYARDS ASSISTANT EDITOR.
in particular," r Cor. 12: 27, and uses the or is separated by the action of the branch
illustration to enforce the lesson that no within itself, if such a thing were possible.
Lamoni, Iowa, Sept. 26, 1891.
one member of the body could rightfully In either of these cases would not the
say to another, get you gone, "I have no branch wither and die? What ma.tters it
THE RIGHT OF CONSCIENCE.
need of thee." Is the simile a good one, whether an arm, leg, hand or foot, ear or
ONE of the things for which Roger Wil- and how far will it bear an application?
finger is separated from the body, by acciliams was banished from the Colony of
If it be urged, as we have often heard it dent, by amputation because of local hurt,
Massachusetts, .. thus giving rise to the done, that Paul referred to the peculiar. or disease, or by action of the controlling
Providence Plaptations, was the privilege gifts and graces named in the chapter, and will power, would hot absolute decay of
to ex.ercise the. individual right of con- not to the membership of the church, us- the member so severed result! Are the
science and decision in temporal and reli- ing it only as a figure to illustrate and en- me.taphors, or similes true to the intention
gious things, and civil conduct without force the lesson that all the gifts enumer- of those who used them, as applie.d to the
·
the intervention of the power of the state. ated were essential to the well being ~nd body of Christ?
The same r\g;hfto the. exercise of indi- progress of the church, why should the
· The body of man and the vine may per.
vidual judgmen;t in matters of religion has apostle have immediately named, not only ish and die for want of that which might
formed a caus~ for a good many church the gifts, but the officers in the body of con.tinue life; but the body of Christ can
quarrels over religious conviction, person- Chnst; leaving the. impression on. the never die. Christ is the true vine, the
al opinion and ,views on church doctrine mind of the reader that he desired to typ- other is a representative .vine; .Christ's
and polity, for lo, these many years.
ify by .the term body the whole structure body is an abiding one and as such is the
The idea that man has the right to, the of the church, and not such a fragmentary true church, and must in the end.answer
exercise of consc;ience, individual oelief and part of it as the gifts alone would be, Our unto the question propounded by the
conviction in religious matters rests upon own conviction· is that Paul intended. to Psalmist, "Who shall dwell in thy Holy
the principle tqat man is accountable to signify the whole body, members, officers, Hill of Zion?" The promise is to him
God for hif; moral conduct, and not to his gifts, graces, powers, organization, doc- that endureth to the end. No promise is
fellow man; that only the Creator, the trine, philosophy, polity and practice.
made to him,. or them who once were
Lord of All, cah know the motives of the
The controlling, guidin.g and directing branches of the vine, but have been broheart, and he only is entitled to sit force of the body of man, exercises its ken off by violence, cut off as fruitless, ()r
in judgment, .c<mdemn for evil and re- powers according to the laws governing have separated fr.om the vine for reasons
ward for good·; and. that .the final set- the body asa whole, and each several part of their own; which is clearly possible,
tlement is beyond death in. the .ether and according to its relation to the whole, 11nd as may be deduced from the Savior's queunseen world to which all are tending.
the separate functions it is formed to per- ry, "Will ye also go away?" the anIt is not in contradiction to this state- form. Is the body of Christ an exception swer to .which then was, "J'o whom shall
ment that we write, nor to. find fault with to this principle, applying the simile Jo we go? Thou hast the words of eternal
what has grown out of it; but to institute the church?
life.". John 6:67,68. Are not the query
an inquiry whether it is not possible that
Each member of the body of man. in and the answer as pertinent now as they
the prin.cip)e may have been mistaken and the exercise of its separate functions is. de- were then? What of our hope if they ~re
misapplied in the past, and may be now pendent.for its life ahd force upon the life of not?
and in the. future misunderstood and mis- the body as a whole, and derives them from
When Martin Luther essayed a reform
applied as well.
..
·
the body by reason of its unity with it. in the church of which he was a member,
That Martin Luther had a right to pro- If severed from the body it not only loses which it is conceded he had a.right to do,
test against the corruptions in the Cath- this life and force derived from its what rights of the church did he disregard
olic church, of which he was a .member, unity with the body, but having- none of or violate? Perhaps it will be safe to anwhich he discovered in his visit and so- its own it dies, and its usefulness is lost swer; none, providing he. was right. But
journ at Rome the seat of the church, may to itself and the bo~y as well ... Is the suppose he was not right? Henry the
be cbnced~d, and that he had the right to simile good 'in this regard to the life and VIIL of Englarid, succeeded in cre~ting
attempt to reform the church and free it forc.e of the members in Christ's body, the a division in the same church; seceding
from those things which in his judgement chu.rch?
because the ruling head of the church
were detrimental to its usefulness and
Christ said to his disciples:. "As the refused .him privilege to do what was
c:I.estructive ofits purity, may also be. con- branch cannot bear. fruit of itself, except cl.early wrong. When he thus seceded
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what rights of tht> church did he violate,
or ignore, if any? ·
The difference between Martin Luther
and Henry VIII. was a very wide one.
The latter was the king of a powerful nation, holding the lives and fortunes of
many in his hands; the former was an
humble servitor of the church, devoted and
- sincere_; and might have lived and died an
unnoticed and unhonored man had he remained in the_ sphere in the church in
which he Was moving at the time of his
visit to Rome; but his revolt became a
revolution, and a reformation, and he a
successful, loved, respected, honored and
celebrated man.
The division created by Henry VIII.
became a permanent one, but the memory
of its founder is a dishonored one. Why?He had the same right to attempt a reformation, a change in the church that Martin Luther had. What inured to one as a
member of the Catholic body attached to
the other, and by the same right. What
one might do legitimately, the other was
entitled to do. The same principle and
privilege to act on individual judgment
attached to both, as they attached to all
others. These principles have not changed,
and wherein anything unchanged may
have come down from the past to men in
our time these have; and may be asfreely
exercised now as then.
· But,-Is there a but? It is claimed, and
Latter Day Saints usually believe it, that
from the Catholic Church to the latest dissension in Protestantism the churches,
bodies of people called churches, so far as
organization is concerned, are of human
origin only; and as a consequence, that
the shifting and changing from one to another, did not, and does not affect the final
salvation of the individual, for that nothing
results from membership in them, (aside
from honesty and devotion to worship),
that gives a claim upon the future, that
does not result also to any others independently of membership in any church.
It is also claimed, and as currently believed by the Saints, that unless there had
been a restoration of the gospel, both in
message and power, there would have
been no true church, the body of Christ,
on the earth; which is equivalent to saying
that there would have been no true vine of
which men might become branches.
There has been such a restoration; there
is a church, the body of Christ; men may
become branches of the true vine by becoming members of that church, and have
the benefit of the life of the vine, the Spirit of Christ, here, and eternal life in happiness and glory hereafter.
If this is true it must follow that membership in that body may not be lightly
obtained; and when once obtained should
not be lost, neither by forfeiture of privilege through evil conversation or evil
acts, nor for the sake of the exercise of private judgment, opinion or view, the right
of conscience, so called.
No one questions the honest intention
of Martin Luther, nor doubts the earnest
devotion to principle in which he fought
the church at Rome, for what he believed
to be heresy and corruption; but, after a

time the conscience of Luther so tender at
the outset, consented to tolerate wrongdoing in the Duke of Hesse Cassel, fqr
the sake of his influence and power as a
member of the Lutheran Church. Who
shall question the conscience of Henry
VIII. wbo, as monarch of the English
Nation threw off the yoke of the same
church from which Luther revolted, because it refused him the privilege to
divorce Catharine and marry Anne Boleyn?
If conscience is a creature of education
and circumstances, then the exercise of
the right of conscience may largely depend upon the conditions wh)ch form the
conscience; and whence would come any
rule of either church or state that could restrict any act which the conscience dictated to be right, or serviceaple to the individual. It may be answered that the right
of conscience referred to in considering
man's relations to the church or body of
Christ is the right to hold and express individual conviction concerning religion,
its claims, and man's dutv under it with
,regard to a future life.
•
If the church instituted and built up
under the dispensation of the restored
gospel is the body of Christ, then those
who have become members of that church
have been made members of Christ's
body; as much so as those were to whom
he addressed his statement, "I am the
vine, ye are the branches;" and the statement of Paul, "Ye are the body of Christ
and members in particular," is as applicable to them as it was to those to, whom
the apostle so wrote. What of their membership? If in Christ's body when in the
church, are they not out of his body when
they are out of the church, whatever the
cau8e may be for their separation from the
body?
_ ,When a man obeys the gospel and is
baptized into the church, thereby putting
on Christ, and receives the Spirito£ Christ,
whereby he is entitled to cry "Abba
Father;" and testifies that· the. church is
the Church of Christ, what possible
change of opinion, view, or conviction can
change the fact thus testified to? Does
the church cease to be the Church of
Christ, whenever a man chooses to take
himself out of it for his opinion's sake?
Does his change of conscience cause a
change in the relations of the church to
God or Christ?- If Christ so far acknowledges the church at the time a man is admitted into it by baptism and the laving
on of hands of the accredited representatives of the church as to s~nd a sense of
remission of sins, the Holy Spirit in any
of its forms of manifestation, and the testimony that Jesus is the Christ, will any
subsequent change of opinion, change of
view, conviction, or conscience, (if conscience may change), change the reality of
those things testified of? Does the going
out of the church of such a man upon his
own motion ·:affect the character of the
body of Christ? and what does he take
out with him? If he has testified that
Jesus is the Christ, that the church is the
Church of Christ; has enjoyed its com. munion, received blessings in it not

youchsafed to those out of it; has been
blessed in ministration to the sick, in the
preaching of the word, in the laying on
of hands for the conferring of the Holy
Ghost, as laid down in the Scriptures, and
has seen the promised results follow to
them whom he has baptized and ministered unto as a preacher in the church;
will subsequent change of opinion, by
which he differs from his associates in the
ministry, or the publicly attested faith of
the church, as it was_ when he came into it
and while he was a minister in and for it,
change the church, the body of Christ,
into an imposture, a fraud, or make it the
body of a stranger not the Son of God, or
a purely man-m~de institution?
It must be conceded that if a man becomes reprobate in cond,uct, and commits
evil acts and will not repent, the church is
justified in cutting hiin off; withdrawing
the hand of fellowship from him; thus
separating him from the vine as a fruitless
branch, in which case he would be no
longer a member of the body of Christ,
but dead. It may be further conceded
that if the church should sever a man from
its communion and fellowship without
just cause, such dismembering would not
be recogni~ed by the Master Builder, so
that the spirit of testimony and comfort
would be withdrawn likewise; and sooner
or later such wrong act of dismissal would
be discovered and rectified on the part .of
the church. It must be apparent still
further that if a man who had thus been a
member of the church, the body of Christ,
from a hasty impulse of anger, or from
deliberate consideration of what the church
was, or held to as its faith, at the time of
his admission and during his stay and ministration in it, should choose to separate himself from the church, demanding that his
name be taken from the ~ecord of membership, ifhis demand should be complied with,
would be out of the church, thus out of
the body ofChrist. In such a case as this
what would such a man take with him
out of the church? Could he take with
him the spirit of the body? Could he as
a branch severed from the vine retain the
life, and force,_and power of the life of the
vine? Could he take with him all that attached to him as a member, an officer, a
minister in and for the church, Christ's
body? If so, what does it benefit a man
to be a member of the church? If a man
can be dissevered from the body of Christ
by his own deliberate act, and still retain
ail the life and power and authority received and exercised by him by reason of
his having become a member in such
body, then there is no value attaching to a
membership; and there is neither virtue
nor wisdom in preaching union with
Christ as a means of salvation.
Martin Luther's right to reform the
Catholic churc~ ceased when his connection with that church ceased. His authority to speak in the name ofthat church
expired with his membership, and, unless
it be claimed that by reason of corruption
the church at Rome had ceased to be the
teal body with which Luther united after
his uniting with it, and he by virtue of his
remaining in the original faith represented
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the true church, and was thus authorized to has declined to do, believing it to be wrong;
speak and act for the original church, no and because of this refusal to so modify
claim for him may be suit<:ined by argu- these have gone out, preferring to have
ment. If the church had "departed from their names taken from the church record
the faith," after Luther became a member of namesthan to remain in it. Some have
of it, his right to remain in the faith ac- become hurt and indignant when we have
cording to the organic laws of its establish- hesitated to grant the request made, and
ment, his right to so remain, and resist have considered their right of conscience
the encroachment of error and corruption to be denied them. Some have not even
and reformation could not be denied; but waited the formality of a request that their
he must show such departure to insure names be taken off the roll of membership,
his justification; either in theory or in but have taken their departure with a wave
of the hand, or a lightly spoken, "Good
fact.
Henry VIII. asked the chm:ch to vio- by;" so tospeak.
What have these taken with them out
late one of its time honored articles of
faith; the head of the church refused to so of the church. While in it they acknowldepart from the genenil faith, upon which edged it to be the 1ody of Christ. It is
known that they received the ministration
refu~al he went out. Can it be said with
any degree of consistency that when he of the Spirit; those who remain can teswent out of the church on his owri choice, tify of that. Have they, could they take
on such a refusal of the church to violate with them the powers, privileges, life and
its well established rules, he took with authority which they received, exercised
him all the rights and powers and privi- and enjoyed while in the church and as a
'leges to which he was entitled while he result of their having united with it? Does
any one believe they do, or can so retain
was a member?· Certainly not.
We have used the names of Martin Lu- out of the body of Christ what is by Christ
ther and Henry VIII. for the reason that himself made dependent upon abiding in
they afford two distinct types of men, who, him? "If a man abide not in me, he is cast
having been in affiliatiov with a church re- forth as a branch, and is withered."
garded by them as the church of Christ,
The church has not changed in its dechave left it upon change of opinion and con- laration of faith, nor the practices enjoined
viction, exercising. the right of conscience. in the standard books. No departure from
At t)le death of Joseph and Hyrum the faith, no new, , strange nor hurtful, or
Smith a crisis in the affairs of the Church corrupting doctrine or theory has been
of. Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints organ- introduced; no priestcraftly practices of
ized in 1830, occurred: A new church deceit have been engaged in; nor have
rolity was instituted and a new theory of those who have so gone out been justified,
doctrine was promulged. Thousands re- so far as action of the body, the church,
fused to accede to this doctrine, or submit to has been concerned; it has been a'matter
the new rule. To them there was a de- of conscience with the individual as to
parture from the faith as predicated in the already existent things; and uponthat they
organic law, and like Martin Luther they have acted, and not upon faults committed
proposed to stay by the original faith. by the church.
They had committed no act for which
There have been members severed for
their fellowship ~ith the body of Christ just cause. The church in self-defense, in
could be justly denied them by legitimate proper time and. way dissevered them from
authority; and they were clearly justified its com•nunion. Can it be said that any of
in their protestation and refusal to sanction those still retain all that was theirs as memthe new departure.· They were true rep- bers? Decided! y not. Is it any different
resentatives of the original and true with those self-dissevered branches of the
church, and had the satisfaction of know- vine? We certainly think not. What
. ing- that with them the assurance of favor happened in the one case happened in the
with God rested. Thev were members of other. The loss that one suffered by reatpe body; branches ofthe vine, whose life son of just separation from the body, the
had remained and,must needs remain, they other suffered by reason of self-inflicted
were indeed the · church. Their faith, injury. It is true that both classes could
doctrine, church polity and practice were have avoided what resulted in their being
those of the original church. Their min- deprived of m~mbership in the body; the
istrations in preaching the· gospel and act~ one by avoiding transgression, the other by
ing in its offices were acknowledged of not choosing to separate from the body.
the Shepherd; and the Spirit of the life of The last phase of this subject is the questhe church, the B~dy of Christ has been tion. Has the body any rights in the memwith them, as it was in the days of the bers of it. If the human body is a type,
Apostles, and as it was froin r8go to r844. then the question is answered at once; and
Sotne have gone out from the church, the answer is this: nothing short of such
after they have walked with it for years. injury to a member.of the body as destroys
They affiliated with it, were blessed- in its its usefulness, or threatens injury .to the
faith and ministrations, received of its life life of the body if it be not severed, will
and, enjoyed its powers.
justify amputation; no matter whether this
After a time their views, opinions and injury to the member is self-inflicted, or is
convictions changed; or mental reserva- ,the result of exterior causes.
It is expected that the body of Christ,
tions held at admission into the church have
been aroused into activity, and in exercise the church, will bear in a member all that
of their right oft:onscience they have re- can be borne without resultant injury to the
that the .church modify; or change body itself, before the extrem.e penalty,
.faith or its practice, This the church separation, expul§ion from the body, is

inflicted. The wheat and the tares are to
grow together until the harvest; when the
divinely appointed angels are to gather
the tares into bundles to be burned, and the
wheat into the Master's garner. In awaiting the coming of the angels it is evefy
man's duty, as it is his privilege to prove
himself to be worthy of the garner; not the
faggot. If he chooses the latter, however,
it is his privilege to do so, the church may
not say hitn nay.
The church has the right to expect from
its members loyalty to the faith and doctrine; devotion in its worship; uprightness
in conduct and integrity of character; fairness and charity to those within and without, Of its ministers the church has the
right to demand correctness of life and deportment, regard for the truth of its phil·
osophy and respect for its discipline. For
the right to speak in the name of Christ
for the church, it has the right to expect its
mir:isters to preach the faith and doctrines
of the church and to defend them when
that may be needed. How far may the
right of individual conscience ignore, or
deny these rights?
We are now of the opinion that when
the final judgment shall pass upon the acts
of men this now much vaunted, and, to our
belief, much abused idea of right of conscience will not avail· as an excuse for
escaping loss, or possible punishment. We
believe that it is in theological warfare
much like the plea of insanity in the courts,
made to be the shelter and excuse for acts
not otherwise defensible.
That conscience is not an infallible guide
has long been the concltJsion of the wisest
minds; hence, when human consciencedic·
tates to divinity it is the saw rebuking the
hand that made and shakes it; and the conclusion seems to be inevitable that in divine
things it is man's duty to bring himself in
subjection to Christ, the word and tfle
Spirit to form the conscience.
In illustration and conclusion;. the Reorganized church, in faith, doctrines and
polity, stands where it has stood from the
first. Those who have entered into it have
been admitted under its public administrations, and subject to the spirit of its life and
perpetuity. Its books have been open to
all who have .entered its fold, both before
and after their entrance.
There has been growth in Q\lt not divergence from the faith and doCtrines. It has
demanded nothing of its ministers or its
members that was wrong in itself, or hurtful to humanity, or that was not in harmony with the written word of God, as
accepted by the church. It is, as we hold,
the church, the Body of Christ. In it there
are the force, powers, beauties and graces
of the Life of Christ; out of it these. are
not found.
Those who have entered
into it, and have remained until· death, or
shall remain until death, or the coming of
the Lord will be crowned with everlasting
life and glory in the world to come. Th 0se
whohave been expelled for transgression
are not, and. cannot be said to be worthyof
these blessings. Those who have .chosen
to go out from the church because of their
change of views, opinio11s, or convictions
regarding the faith and doctrines of the
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.church, we can bUt regard as in the same
condition as if they had be.en severed by
act of the body ~for ~~cause-without the
f01:ce, power and life of Christ. We can
but hold tha(they'have taken nothing of
that which they received of the church;
except the sense of friendship and good
. will for their welfare, which all well disposed and Christian people should feel for
those whom they believe.to have made a
serious mistake, affecting their present and
futuregood. The church remains what
it was before they came into it and what it
was while they were in it; and their going
out of it has not changed it; it was and is
,
still the chu~ch.
The church could not modify and change
its declaration of faith, its principles, its
doctrines upon the assertion of any man's
right of conscience. It holds no right to
coerce the human judgment-this· right
remains to be exercised by God and
· Christand the Holy Spirit-and cannot
yield to such coercion attempted by others.
It has the right, however, to define its
own faith, doctrine and polity, through its
organic laws, and until those definitions
are subversive of libe·rty, or destructive to
humanity, or contradict the expressed and
accepted word of God, .it is the part of
wisdom for all its membership to remain
in its fellowship as in Christ's body. The
right of conscience does not extend to the
rejection of the word, nor to a denial of
Christ's body, the church; it must discern
the "Lord's body."
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. R. ]. Anthony wrote from Malad
City, Idaho, Septemper 7th:
"1 failed to get word from the Boise co'.lntry, so
I turned this way. I had some very interesting
meetings in Malta, and had a regular 'love feast'
at Elba, a Brigha:mite settlement. I held forth
there two nights, and the vials of wrath were
poured out upon us. One Elder Cole prophesied
the overthrow of all the enemies of •this people,'
etc., etc. It sorter revived my drooping spirits.
I had almost come to the conclusion that I was
losing my grip, but when opposition came I was
right there, and happy. It did the three brethren Condit good. Bro J. R. Evans is pounding
away in Montana, and thinks prospects are good
for additions. I think it will be best for me to
visit the Bear Lake country now, and then when
Bro. Luff comes I will be ready to go where he
may think best. I felt splendid yesterday and last
night in speaking here."
I

Bro. J. F. Mintun, Little Sioux, Iowa;
Jth:

"Our tent meetings at Turin continued over
two Sundays, closing on the 6th. One was baptized, two others gave their names and many
friends were made to the cause. Commenced
meetings at River Sioux, and each evening
brings larger attendance and increased interest;
some opposition, but none of a very marked
character. Health good and feel well in dispensing the word. Bro. Butterworth is with me;
is a pleasant companion and equal to his share of
the labor. I intend to work up a good subscription list for the Herald, as I learn that but few of
the Saints here take it."
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Jackson county, Missouri, the land
of Zion? If more territory than that, how much
more?
Ans.-Jackson county, Missouri, is in the Land
of Zion. The term may apply to the Western
~ttes.-Is

Continent entire; sometimes to a SII)all locality,
the application to be. determined by the text and
its context.
MORDECAI AT THE KING'S
GATE.

ONE of the most striking lessons taught
in the history of the B1ble is the little
story of Mordecai at the King's gate.
Esther, the wife _ofthe King, was of
the race and family of Mordecai, and was
interested in the welfare ot her people.
Mordecai was poor and frequently sat at
the King's gate, where, by his dejected,
forlorn appearance, he so far contrasted .
with the pomp and show of Haman, a
trusted officer of the King's court, that
he incurred the displeasure of the officer.
After repeated warnings not to be found
at the gate, to which he paid but little
heed, Mordecai was hated by Haman,
whose peace of mirid, pleasure and enjoy-·
ment were spoiled by the presence of this
man whom he despised and hated. Haman set to work to get rid, of Mordecai,
and to do it had to resort to a measure
that injured nQt only the one man, but
hurt and distressed the race. He did not
dare to tell the King of his individual hate
and dislike to Mordecai, so he managed to
get an edict from the King against the race
to which Mordecai belonged, and which
would reach him as a consequence. This
edict would have been enforced, and
Mordecai have been removed from the gate
where he would no longer have tormented
the wealthy and proud courtier, but for
the clemency of the King who was pleased
.to grant a favor to his beautiful queen,
Esther. The granting of this request resulted in overthrowing the design of Haman, who dreading the discovery of the
King, attempted in blind zeal to force his
way into the presence of the queen and
besought her to interfere in his behalf and
save him from the degradation and disgrace awaiting him. The Kmg saw this
and was enraged and ordered the execution of Haman, and he was hung on the
very gallows he caused to be prepared
on which to hang Mordecai whom he
hated. ·
The lesson taught by this story was
early impressed on us; and from boyhood
up we have diligently tried to so live in
relation to the men and things of this
world surrounding us, as not to find a
Mordecai at the gate. There is many a
circumstance occurring in our daily life
that reminds us of this Mordecai and the
way in which the contentment and happiness of Haman was spoiled by his simple
presence at the King's gate.
"Well, I don't want to ·go to heaven if
that man goes;" "l will not stay in a
church that allows such a man to stay in
it," are expressions sometimes heard from
good-minded people, in reference to others
who have incurred their dislike, displeasure, or against whom their indignation or
anger is aroused. "I cannot bear the sight
of him." "I just hate to hear him talk."
These and similar expressions mark the
nature of their feelings toward the object
of their dislike. It is only a case of
"Mordecai at the king's gate."

Latter Day Saints should so school
themselves that no such feelings should
find. lodgment in their hearts aga'inst any
fellow being. The man who desires to be
at peace with God, cannot afford to hold
.such feelings, and to cherish, them is to be
miserable. No Saint can afford to hate
any man; no matter how poor, or mean,
or devilish it may be thought his acts, or
words may be, there should be no room
in the heart for hate toward him.
It is a grand good thing that recompense and punishment do not rest in
human hands; for if tb'ey did, poor, shortsighted beings that we are, the worthy
would sometimes be punished by .blinded
zeal and wrath; while the unworthy
would go unwhipped of justice, or be ·
loaded with unmerited honors. Recompense is in the hands df him over against
whose gate the poor, the indigent, the:
helpless and needy, poor in spirit and
hated of men may sit and receive comfort.
Those who value the peace here and the
glory of the hereafter should be wise
enough to know that this life is too short
and its tenure too frail to be embittered by
the presence of a Mordecai at the gate.
The grand, good man is he that so far
emulates the Savior that he can bear the
sight of another's peace, joy, happiness
and contentment without envy, and feel
no disturba,nce in mind should there perchance be a Mordecai at the gate.
One of the features of Christ's nobility
was that he could "abide the contradictions of sinners against himself."
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

THE brethren at Leon and Pleasanton
are working hard to build them houses of
worship- meetinghouses. Those who·
have subscribed should pay up promptly,.
that all may work together ·for the object ·
sought. All are alike interested,
Bro. William H. Morgan wishes us to'
state his address-Hollis, Kansas.
Bro. U. W. Greene, Lisbon Falls,
Maine, writes the wth inst. The prospect
is "very bright" for the fall campaign in
that field; with the Lord's help he will
do all he can. Bro. G. W. Robley, of
Boston, is to accompany him.
BRo. E. L. KELLEY, Wilber, Neb., 14th.
He is attending camp meeting of the Saints.
The attendance is larger than last year.
Ern. Caffall, Waldsmith, Porter, Elvin
and others are present.
··
ERRATA.-ln the third line of third
paragraph of third column, page s86, after
the word "Mormon" insert "and Doctrine
and Covenants" and strike out the word
"latter."
Bro. Alexander H. Smith reached Lamoni in time to preach on the evening of
September 13th, on the subject of "The
Heaven of the Saints, where is it to be?"
Bro. C. R. Duncan sends us a clipping
from the Denver City, Colorado, Press,
giving as an item of news the fact that
] udge Mitler,of theArraphoe county court,
granted ten divorces in one day, a strong
commen-t on the frail tenure of the marriage bond as the same is observed in Denver and locality.
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There is a good notice of Bro. Dewsoup's efforts in the Manchester, England,
Chronicle for September 4th among the
news items from Hulme and Old Trafford.
A CREED WANTED.

"l WISH somebody would come to the
front, and formulate a creed that all professing Christians cot)ld accept."
This is the expressed wish of many a
devoted heart. They are sincerely tired
of as well as shamed by the almost ceaseless
wrangle going on between rival claimants for the honors of being the true
church, having the true faith~
What a curious thing it would be, that
creed, provided it contained a declaration
of all that was believed by everybody,
and denounced everything that everybody
disbelieved. For instance: "l believe J esus Christ is the Son of Go9," says Mr.
A. "Well, Ido not," says Mr. B. "He
was the natural son of Joseph and Mary,
and was the Son of God by adoption only."
"I believe that we are lost and damned by
reason of Adam's transgression," says Mr.
C. "I do not," is the curt statement of
Mr. D. "That is a damnable idea. We
are neither lost nor saved by what Adam
did, or did not do. We are saved on our
own acts and these alone." "'\iVhat nonsense that is," interpolates Mr. E. "We
are not ,,saved on ~mr own merit at all.
We are saved by' iGod, on the merit of
Christ's atonement,, without reference to
our works."
"Yes," says Mr. F., with a sigh, "there
it goes. What a pity that Christians cannot agree."
"They could agree Mr. F., if they
would," is the comment of Mr. G.
"Well, why do they not?" wonders
Mr. H.
In our way of thinking, the only way
for any church or body of thinkers to
make a slate ,that will suit all believers
is to hang it on the church doors, with the
legend attached; "VV rite your belief, and
come in."
,
"This would neyer do," breaks in Mr.
I. "I could never stay in a church where
every sort of belief was to be tolerated.
Why that would be religious anarchy,
confusion, regular babel."
How else can it be fixed? Is the
Church of Christ, Wherever that may be,
and whatever it may mean, to be formep
in its. faith and do~trine of such plastic
matenal that whoev~rchooses, may mould
and fashion it to his liking? Surely not.
· Jesus ventured no change, hut simply
and plainly stated, "My doctrine i:;; not
mine, but his that sent me." He offered
no compromise, gave no hope of bending
the terms to suit the Scribes and Pharisees.
"I know all that," is the impatient utter:·
ance of Mr. J. "But, there must be some
way of adjusting all this discord. Surely
the Bible is not so obscure a book as not
to.be intelligently presented in a formu,
lated epitome of faith."
And thus it goes, all seem to wish that
aunity of all believers should· be reached;
but U9Utl ~r~ -yvi}ling- to Jon;ak.t:l tht:l

peculiarities of belief which characterize
them as distinct from their co-religionists
for the sake of that unity.
It would have been possible for the Reorganized Church to have secured the adhesion of several, few or many, of greater
or lesser influence, intellect and worth, if
it had been practicable to have arranged
its declaration of faith in such way as to
have abandoned some items and replaced
them by others. The, church, the mass of
believers, did not see the way clear to do
this, hence did not secure the sanction of
these parties and thus did not secure their
membership. We are not sure but what
it might even now be possible to secure to
the fellowship and labor of the church
some excellent men, of good repute for
conduct and talent, if the body would consent to such a revision of the articles and
covenants as would take out much of that
believed to be revelation and instruction
given from the Lord, and declare it not to
be of divine origin. · The church has not
been willing to do this as yet, beli~ving
that it would be wrong in principle, and
destructive of the unity and perpetuity of
the church. What may be done in time
to come we do not pretend to say; for the
day that is coming must provide for the
things of itself. · Of this, however, we
are quite as!;ured; it is easier, ::.nd far
more consistent to bring himself into
working harmony vvith the many in
church relationship, than for the many to
succumb and bend to the dogmatic assertion of the one man; especially in all such
cases where the known facts show that
the many require nothing dishonorable,
deceitful or mean in either faith or discipline. Integrity and steadfastness in the
individual are ever commendable-; are
they of less worth in the many than in the
one? "l a in God, I change not;" is the
clear, ringing charge of Jehovah to Israel.

617
ica, spent several months in endeavoring to edu
cate that country to the use of American Indian
corn as an article of food. The traveled man has
observed the little variety of food there is to
choose from. The white bread for the rich man
in Germany, Belgium and. other European coun·
tries, black bread for the peasant, man and beast
sharing alike, are the two single varieties of
breadstuffs found. That the United States can
supply any foreign demand for corn, no one will
dispute. Iowa as the banner corn state has every
reason to be foremost in the advocacy of corn as
an article of food, and to this end the Corn Pal~
ace idea is perpetuated, and results In great benefit to the corn-producing countries of this
nation.

BRo. HIRAM L. HoLT writes us from
Garden Grove, California, September 6th:
Editors Herald:- The conference minutes
did not state why I with others, was released
from the traveling ministry, nor what my standing was now; and as some have asked me concerning the matter, I wish to state to my friends,
that I was released at my request made because
of failing eyesight mainly; not because of a loss
of faith in the gospel. If any other cause prompted my release, it is unknown to me. I am still
preaching a~ circumstances permit, with a desire
to do so, I think, stronger than in the past, and
with a hope that disabilities may, in the near fu·
ture be removed and I be permitted to go untrammeled to sow the gospel seed.

We were not aware that any misunderstood the reason for Bro. Holt's release;
and regret that any one .should have surmised an improper cause for such release
to Bro; Holt's prejudice.
When will
L.atter Day Saints learn the truth of Paul's
lesson, "Charity thinketh no evil."

CORN PALACE.

THE Sioux City Corn Palace opens October .ISt, and closes the I 7th, same month.
The managers feel sure they will make
this years' exhibition all that can be desired and eclipse any of their former efforts.
It is said that it will cover twice the
ground space of any previous p·alace and
its decoration be entirely new.
Reduced rates will be had over all the
railways.
The following clipping will be read
with .interest by our. readers and its suggestions meet with general approval:
Corn as an article of human food attracted but
little attention outside the United States until
brought before the world by the successive Corri
Palace festivals· of the past four years. It was
lar,gely with, this object in view that the annual
Sioux City Corn Palace Festival was inaugurated. Its effects in this particular line have
awakened the world. All America and Europe
have heard of the Sioux City Corn Palace. A
feature of the Paris exposition was a corn palace, decorated after designs furnished by artists
in Sioqx City. The many, uses of maize were for
the first time shown the people of~Europe. At , :
l!;dinl;>ur~h 1 1')<;gtJand 1 \;has. J. Murphy1o~ 4\'iW~'i'

SIR PATIENCE.
His good right hand may hold no sword,
No hauberk on his breast,
No shield he bears to guard and ward,
No helm with plumed crest,
Silent he stands, unfettered, free;
And he my chosen knight shaH be.
His Mreless feet have found a path,
Where warriors dared not stand,
Through wilderness and wild men'& wrath,
Across the desert land,
Enduring ills so cheerfully,
That he my chosen knight shall be.
The cruel cold to him is naught,
· Nor sultry sun at noon,
W,ild tides and t~mpests, .terror fraught
· Sing him a soothing tune.
This soldier, standing sturdily,
My valiant, chosen knight shall be.
'

'

Fierce Zeal, his brother, wrought him
wrong,
.
·
.
His. friends forgot him quite,
The rich, the great, the prou'O, the strong,
All,heaped on him their spite;
He smiled, and served them faithfully;
This loyal knight my knight shall be.
And little children hold his hand,
And mothers weary-eyed.;
The hungry poor throughout the land,
And those that starving died,
Knew him as friend, familiarly,
•
Their friend my chosen knight shall&be.
·And ign 0 ran.ce1 11,nd .soi\IUe, and sin
· Do him rioh urt nor scath i
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Nor foulest fiends with all their din
Can vex ris quiet path;
Walking and talking graciously,
This gentle knight my knight shall be.

in very deed. I know I fail many times, and it
need, neither shouting, scolding nor abuse, but
makes my heart ache when I see that I have
kindness and firmness. They n. eed to be taught
done wrong.
obedience by love, and then when they grow up
We have had no preaching at our branch for
into manhood and womanhood they will love
sometime. We are holding our prayer meetings ' and respect their parents as children should do.
In a different place from what we would. We
There is nothing worse than to hear children
have our prayer meetings at the Durham schoolwhen grown speak disrespectfully to their
house, In order to hold the schoolhouse for Bro.
parents. ·It is peace, comfort, quietness and hapCurtis when he comes here to preach.
piness at home the child needs. They don't
We do wish he conld come soon. We have
want parents to begin the day with fault finding
been greatly blessed with our meetings.
and keep it up the day through. When they do
There was a Christian minister tried very hard
something wrong don't bring up again something
to hurt our cause here last winter, but failed to
they did weeks and perhaps months before.
do so, with the timely aid of Bro. I. N. White
Teach them with love and kindness, and not
and the Lord on our side. We came out more
slurs. These make their young lives unhappy
than conquerer. It only strengthened the Saints
and miserable, and they will soon stay any place
here.
··
rather than home. Don't teach your children to
Your sister In the gospel,
dislike a neighbor or friend, just because you
NANCY JoRDAN.
don't chance to like them yourself. It will teach
them to be envious and abusive to their fellows
GOD'S FINANCIAL SYSTEM.
and be sure that same. load will fall back upon
your own shoulders in time, for whatever measOne-tenth of ripened grain,
ure you mete will be measured to you again, and
One-tenth of tree and vine,
One-tenth of all the yield
I have seen it proven in :that way too. Lov<i!
From ten-tenths of rain and shine.
your neighbor as yourself, and so you will if you
are a true Christian. We can never enter heaven
One-tenth of lowing herds,
That browse· on hill and plain,
with any degree of hatred or malice in our hearts
One-tenth of bleating flocks,
towards any one. If we would enter there we
For ten-tenths shine and rain.
will have to be friendly one with another.
One-tenth of all increase"
A SISTER.
From counting-room and mart;
One-tenth that science yields,
One-tenth of every art.
MUSINGS.
To-day a wave of sadness and loneliness seems
One-tenth of loom and press,
to have swept over the ocean of life, and amid
One-tenth of mill and mine,
One-tenth of every craft
its murmurings, I hear a gentle whisper, write
Wrought out by gifts of Thine.
something for Sr. Walker.
My dear compalion left home last week for a
One-tenth of glowing words;
That glowing dollars hold;
several weeks trip, and all the care and responsiOne-tenth of written thoughts
bilities of the little household devolve upon me;
That turn to shining gold.
and how oft I shrink from the task; how ineffiOne-tenth! And dost thou Lord
cient and weak I fe.el; ilow dependent upon
But ask this meager loan,
our Heavenly Father for guidance. 1 feel so
When all this earth is Thine,
fearful at times that I may be weighed in the
And all we have Thine own?
~Selected.
balance and found wanting. Ofttimes it is hard
for me to decide which duty is of the greatest
importance. Care of the little ones, church
PRAYER UNION.
duties, helping to share another's burden, all in
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
their turn make life a busy scene. And would I
Sr. Jennie Cooper, of Braidwood, III., desires
have it ,otherwise? Oh, No! I am glad to be a
the prayer of the Prayer Union, that if !tis God's
worker and not a drone in the hive. But how fast
will she may be healed.
the time slips by, and much that in my heart I had
Sr. Alvee Meehen, of Foston, Minn., asks
thought to do, is left undone; that is why I often
your faith and prayers in her behalf.
wonder if I make the wisest selection of duties,
Sr. Jenny Thompson, of Highland Station,
the ones which will in the light of eternity seem
Kansas, asks the prayers of the Union in behalf of the greatest importance? Oh, for more wis.
of her brother, Mr. Jno. Searls, who is very sick.
dom! I realize that we are upon the threshold
Also. Sr. Flora Adair (formerly Sherard) asks
of great events. Events which our forefathers
your prayers in b~half of her infant son, that
had hoped to see, but only by faith perceived
God may restore him to health.
afar. Are weprepared to stand and do our part
on the stage of action? Are we ready to meet
Dear Sisters:-It seems a long time since I
the present isssues? How often when hands are
wrote a letter to the Home Column, but my
busy with household cares is my brain busy with
health has been poor this summer and it takes
thoughts concerning the kingdom of our God.
every minute of my time to care for the little
I am pained often at the seeming indifterence of
ones and attend to household duties, for everythose who should be bright and &hining lights
thing indoors has to be done by one pair of hands,
in the world. When will we as children of the
. and they never lie idle or rest till the day's work
Light, learn to be vigilant and watchful, not
is ended, and babies need so much care and atalways ready to stumble or fall on account of
tention. We cannot be too careful in training
each others faults or failings. When will charity
children while they are young, for when we are
cover us as a mantle, that 'we may love our
old and our children are grown up they will
neighbor as ourselves? How many of us are
show the training they have received in their
wont to parade our own faults or failings to anchildhopp. Jt js not continual whipping they
other's ear? We all have O\lr weaknesses, but

I

For he hath slain my deadly foe
That wrought me only shame;
Fearless he fought the fiends'below
And gained a glorious name,
Doing and daring doughtily;
And h~ my knight of knights shall be.
And on his mouth my kiss shall rest
When that good day shall come
That we are wed. I love him best
And he will lead me home.
0 good Sir Patience come for me,
For none but thou my knight shall be.
--Selected.
7

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"The winds blow hard. What then?
He holds them in the hollow of his hand:
The furious blasts will sink when his command
Bids them be calm a!l(ain."

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Sr. Amanda Jeppeson, of Hot Springs, South
Dakota, writes that she misses very much the
old contributors who one by one seem to be
dropping out of the Home Column, for their letters used to greatly cheer and encourage her.
She Is one of the isolated ones as only her mother, one sister and herself belong to the church.
There are no religious meetings of any denomination where she lives, but there is a schoolhouse, which could be obtained by any elder who
might visit them, and such would be made welcome. Her husban<;J, though not a member of
the church, is a believtr. She very much
wishes that an elder might visit them.
A sister writing us from Washington says, that
for the benefit of some tried and weary one, she
would like to say, "Have patience, for trials cannot last always; and if you want to look back upon them with the sweet praise which comes from
victory over them, trust in God and be patient."
During the last sickness of her husband, her,
trials were very severe, for his fault-finding and
blame when she was doing all in her power to
do for his comfort, seemed almost unbearable;
but by faith, prayer and patience, she was enabled at all times, with one exception, t~ bear it
all without~ murmur. This one time when her
patience failed her, has been a grief to her in all
the hours since he died, while the thought of
what she suffered uncomplainingly, has brought
a rich reward.
TEMPLE, Mo., Sept. rst.
Beloved Home Column:-Why is it, dear sisters,
that our "Home Column" is vacated of late by
so many r Are you all like myself, waiting for
some other sister to write?
I for one feel as though the Herald is changed
when I fail to se'e the dear sisters' correspondence. You have been such a comfort to, me. It
seems almost a part of my life to read your encouraging words.
Dear sisters, this is a grand and glorious work
we are engaged in. I feel as though I would
rather lay down this life than to give up this
gospel. Oh! I am proud that I have the privilege of being one among the number to be called
a Latter Day Saint. l wa.nt to live to be one
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able to say that this subject has not been brought
l'!lF No Credit for moneys received on subscription wiD
how many of us are sitting idly down and not
appear on the Colored Address Label of the Herald
before the Saints. I heard it spoken of at Green's
striving to overcome them? Not orre, who is
for this i,ssue, as :p,o changes have been made, ex·
Landing last summer, and recently by Sister
s~riving to keep the covenant made at the waters
oept in case of person• desiring a change in P.O. uddress.
Bliss, from whom I had a pleasant, providential
of baptism. Let us contend for more faith, hope
and l::harity, remembering "the greatest of these · call. She too is interested in that direction, as
is charity."
•
well as in other church interests. I said to her,
"I will give ten dollars when it is needed for use,
How often have I felt grieved because of some
towards building such a house," and have since
indiscreet words I have thoughtlessly spoken;
LAMONI, Iowa, Sept. I4th.
thought, should I. be an inmate of the same,
how oft has the good resolution, «To hold my
Editors Herald:-On May 4th, I89o, myself
would give as much as is required in other homes
peace, If I could say nothing good of a person,''
and several brethren started for Leon to fill an
of the kind. Have been informe,d that the sum
been broken. Never was a criminal so vile, but
appointment.at the Christian church. I rememis $100 that is required to give one admittance
what something good could be found in his life's
ber the morning was cool, the sky clouded, and
and a life long protection in The Old Ladies'
history. How much more then does the good
when about four miles from Lamoni we were
Home. Have been a widow five years, during
overbalance the bad in the life of a child of our
convinced that there were more comfortable
which time have saved a few dollars from
Heavenly Father? Ye,t when chosen friends toplaces. to be than in an open wagon when the
my scanty earnings which added to the few in
gether meet, why is it we usually speak of our
rain is.descending in torrents. Chilled and wet
possession
gives
a
little
more
than
the
desired
brother's failure to reach the high standard of
we were glad our brethren had relatives (Mr.
sum which has been reserved for that purpose if
perfection? When will we as a people come up
and Sr. Harvey) at Davis City where we could
needed.
But
of
Jatf',
have
had
the
thought,
if
on that higher plane th~ Spirit has signified is
warm and dry our sodden clothing. A halfGod opened up the way to a consistent situation
our Father's will? Not until each individual
hour's warm fire and pleasant chat revived our
in
an
Old
Gentleman's
Home,
I
might
go
there
Saint forever ceases to unduly criticise, find
dampened feelings, and duty urging once more we
first. Probably our people will be able to furnish
fault, back-bite or slander his brother. He must
journeyed toward our desired haven. Rain,
such a home by the time that I shall apply, if so
fir;t cast out the beam £rom his own eye, ere the
patience and perseverance continued with us
it will be pleasing to spend the remnant of the
mote In his brother's will be discernible. Let us
until we arrived at our destination, where glad
journey with people of like faith. There are
cease to be envious or jealous of another's sucsmiles and warm-hearted greetings made us feel
many brothers and sisters who are wearing out
cess, but instead feel thankful we have such an
that it was "good to be a Saint in latter days."
in the service of the church, and they have sacefficient corps of laborers, men and women who
After replenishing the inner man with some
rificed money as well as time and strength-in
can so nobly and bravely contend for the truth,
of
the blessed fruits of ''Joseph's limd" we pro·
short have laid their lives, their all on the altar,
and while our lot may not be so conspicuous as
ceeded to the Christian church, where kindness
thinking not of the how they will be provided
some other one, may it not be just as essential
and attention were paid us in delivering what
for in their coming helpless years.
fo,r the welfare of the cause we all so much love?
we believed to be the word of life. We had the
We have received blessings by the labor of
Let us not grow weary in well doing, ever seek·
aid
of the blessed Spirit. We were cheered by
their · strength, and now should not we return
ing to help share the burden of the day wherewords of Saints and friends after closing the servblessings .given us by our strength? No doubt
ever our lot may be cast. If Commander, let us
ice. At nig~t we spoke to Saints and a few
there are lay members who have no means of
rule in meekness; if Color-bearer, let us declare
friends in the Post House. Our meetings were
support in their coming years of helplessness.
the word In plainness; if Picket, let us seek to
so happy that we felt confident it was the Lord's
Such ones do not wish to apply to. the town auguard against the least surprise; if Private, let
will to continue the effort, so we left another
thorities for support; It is humiliating to them
us labor with our hands that the temporal means
appointment
for that day two weeks.
and a. disgrace to the church. Such things
fail not, that the Bishop may have wherewithThe following two weeks were spent at home
ought not to be overlooked.
al to fulfill the lawful demands upon him, and
on the sick Jist with sore throat (quinsy), but we
Will not $ro,ooo furnish a comfortable; reby our faith and pr~yers all keep step together,
had the cheering promise by the Spirit that we
spectable shelter for one hundred people?
realizing that there' are no furloughs granted in
should
address the people on the appointed day.
Cannot one thousand individuals out of the
the "Army of the Lord.'' Let us each strive to
Friday morning my throat was entirely closed.
many thousands give ten dollars each for that
so faithfully perfo'rm our part that' when the
I wrote a note to Bro. Joseph Smith asking him
purpose?
Commander-in-chi~£ shall appear, he may say to
to come and administer to me, but before I
Probably many can give more while others
each of us, "Enter into my joy, and sit down on
could send it the soreness In my throat had
may be obliged to give less, but be assured that
iny throne."
entirely left me. The following S,nnday I was
even the widow's the orph!m's and the laborer's
in much weakness, addressing the' people on the
mite will tell in time and in. eternity. I feel
WHAT WE NEED.
restored gospel. I spoke three times that day
prompted to offer these thoughts to Frances, and
I AM but one, and a poor one at that, in every
and felt stronger after getting through than
if she thinks they are of worth, and appropriate
sense of the word, l>ut my mind has been occuwhen I began.
to the demands of the times, request her to give
pied somewhat during the past year with the subWe were not allowed to sp,eak in the Christian
them a place before the Saints.
·
ject of having a home provided for our-not •'inchurch again; the reasons were, I was told at
We leave the result with God hoping they
dignant old wome~," as was once remarked, but
, Kellerton by one of their Leon members, after
will do no hurt, if they do no good.
for indigent sisters and brothers in ,the church.
preaching in the Christian church at that place,
'SR. ALMIRA,
Speak of the sisters first, because we expect
that they were afraid we were going to convert
that they will take .hold {)£ the work firstsome of their members. Regular services.have
m.ake preparation :for a home· for the loved·
HOME CoLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.
been held in Leon f~om that time to this in the
ones, as a good :wife and mother interests
courthouse park and in a hired. hall.
Sept. 3, Amount published ..•••...... $3,709 I2
herself in .making her abode a home for
Susan M. White, Mont.$S oo
In November,r89o, a branch was organized
W.H.Forbes, N.Y.: ... z oo
her loved. ones. Other societies build and supc
with twenty-five members; it numbers now
Mary A. Fiese, Wis ...... I oo
port such institutions for aged and worn out
about forty. Since then a Sund.ay school has
Alonzo Colvin, N. S. W. I 22
ones, and why should not we?
been organized; it now numbers about forty
J. A. Albertus, Iowa ..... 2
We make higher claims in regard to .the care
L. E: Fuller, Mich..... . .
pupils. A Mite Society is also doing splendid
Jas. S. Martin, Mont..... 40
of.~ur poor .than other societies in general, and
work, and there is also a Student's Society numTheresa Tho mag, Mo .... 2 oo
it seems to me at least, and "One with God is a
, bering about fifteen.
Anh Danielson, Ill., ..... I oo
· majority," that we have love, principle, and
I !;lave baptized eighteen; three have been
E. A: Milgate, Cal..... . . 50
money enough to establish such an institution.
H. A. Griffith, Iowa: ..... I oo
healed in the water; one of rheumatism, one of
J, A. Herbert, Ill.... .. ..
If :we have not our hundreds 'or thousands, we
Ia grippe, one of asthma. Ern. Joseph S!llith, J.
1\::Iary Shenogel, Mo ..•.. 3 oo
have our mites, and a:s everything- is formed by
R. Lambert, Father Whitehead, Henry Stebbins
-,20 62
mites, what is there .to hinder such a noble work
and others have administ.ered the word at differ"
SepL I9, Amount received to date ... :$3.'129. 74
when it is once start.ed? As I have not. had ac~
ent ,t!ines, and all borne record of the blessl~g of
~SeJ1d a,)) mo11ey~ to J),J)ancer; Lamo~~.. ~4'lrfll•,
c~~;; to t!)~ lfr?ra{r:f thf; last two years, 11m not
the Spirit jg preachin~ th~worc;l at Le.on.

so
so

so
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Since thl:! drga~ization of the brahch vile de'
cided to build a house of worship. An appeal
has been made to the Saints and friends for
assistance; the result has been that we . have a
lot and are now rearing a house for the·worshlp
of the Gdd'' of' Jacob. The building lidwentytwo by thirty-six and is raised ready for the roof;
The local Saints are working with a will, but we
need more money, and we here and. now appeal
to all who have the ability and a willing mind to
assist us now. For one I am anxious to show
the world that there is .as much grit and get
about Latter Day Saints as any other people.
Do we appeal in vain? Surely not.
Yours in hope,
WM. WATERMAN.
By order of committee.
P. S.-All moneys to be sent to Sr. E. Waterman, Lamoni, Iowa.
LAMONI, Iowa, Sept. 17th.
Herald:--Last Sunday was spent in
Leon, our county seat. The little branch in that
town is alive, and, all things considered,· doing
well. I felt well in presenting the word at r r a.m.
and 7: 30 p.m. At night the little hall was well
filled. The attention given to the word spoken
was excellent. The prayer and sac~ament meet'
ing of the afternoon was good. A calm and
peaceful spirit prevailed. The Leon Saints are
building a church house, a thing which is greatly
needed in that place. Last Saturday the frame
of the building was up, excepting the rafters,
and a large portion of it was sided. They are
few In numbers, and financially poor. So far,
with the assistance of Bro. William Waterman,
they have done their own work, and they expect
to complete the work mostly within themselves,
with what has been donated by others. But they
are greatly in need of about $250.00 in money.
Wili the Saints of Lamoni and vicinity prayerfully consider the importance of; the work being
properly established in Leon, and then do what
they consistently can?
About $25o.oo have
been subscribed, and It is thought that about
$5oJ.oo in all will enable them to complete the
house.
In bonds,
J. R. LAMBERT.
Editor.~

OsTERDOCK, Iowa, Sept. r 1 th.
Editors Herald :-An. old t!me Saint called
on me a few days since and stayed over night.
He came from Manitoba and was traveling on
foot, bound for· Tennessee or South Carolina,
where, lh one of those states he said, he expected
to winter. Bro. Younger tells me he is eightyseven years of age. He is plain spoken and his
memory quite good yet for a man of his age.
Some person or persons feeling somewhat in'
terested, as I suppose, in my spiritual welfare,
have been sending me pamphlets written on
Stranglsm. The pamphlet contains some statements if true that are entirely new to me;
I had never learned that my nephew, Joseph
Smith, had ever smiled an approbation in any
form upon that letter purporting to have been
written by his father appointing James J. Strang
as his successor in office. The book of Doctrine
and Covenants establishes the doctrine of hereditary claims of priesthood, handed down from
father to son. This is law enough to settle the
q uest!on as to the office of successorship.
I have for a long time since dropped theques•

tion of Strlmglsm, believing that letter of ap~
polntmeht to have been a forgery, and lam still
of the same opinion. 'There is no two ways
about one truth. Strang as a 'usurper could .ordainno legitimate authority of office upon any
man.
My name at present is pledged with the Reorganized Church.
Respectfully,
w. B. SJ\UTH.
WILBER, Nebraska, Sept. Ioth.
Editors Herald:-Have just returned to Wilber from a preaching tour in the counties west
ahd south of here. Farmers have been very
busy, but we have had a fair hearing.
Held a two-days' meeting near Hebron, Thayer
county, last Saturday and Sunday, being assisted
by Bro. Ezra T. Bryant.
Several Saints
from Nuckols county, were In attendance, Including Bro. Caleb Blodgett .and family. I had
the pleasure of administering the rite of baptism
to three daughters and a son of Bro. Caleb
Blodgett. The young people have for some time
been interested in the gospel, and it was with unfeigned pleasure that we saw them come forward
at the close of the morning service and express
a desire to unite with God's people. Work is
pressing in Southern Nebraska, and we feel the
need of more help.
Bro. Beebe has assisted us some near Superior,
but thinks of leaving for Missouri in the near fuure. Personally, I feel sorry to see anyone th~ot
Is alive in the work leave us for other parts.
Yours in the gospel,
CHAs. H. PoRTER.
NoTTINGHAM, England, Aug: 29th.
Editors Herald:-I am happy to say that it
was my privilege to meet with many of the covenanted children of God at the late annual mission
conference held at Manchester. I verily believe
it was a time well spent; much of the Holy Spirit
was,, enjoyed, and it was truly gratifying to see
the general union of spirit prevail among the
brethren and a manifest determination to spread
the truth in this land through the help of our
Heavenly Father.
I may say that notwithstanding the many
drawbacks to the caus~ here there was much to
encourage the Saints; general reports were very
favor2ble.
I am still laboring for our Master as much as
circumstances will permit according to the wisdom and understanding He has given. l realize it is a warfare more and more, but by the
grace of God I mean to fight on to the end
knowing that in due season I shall reap if I faint
not.
I have done some preaching in diverse places
-more at Clay Cross than elsewhere, and have
striven to build up and cheer the Saints; to bind
up the broken hearted; to speak peace to the troubled soul; heal up the wounded and bring back
the wanderer to the fold. I am happy to say the
Lord has helped me in my endeavors.
I have reason to say the branch at Clay Cross
is improving. It has been my happy privilege
to lead five precious souls into our· Father's
kingdom during the last eleven months, and I
believe more are on the eve. They have for
their president Elder John Hill, an old veteran,
who· has realized many of the wonderful manifeeta,tions of the power of God in days gone by.

He has passed through much of the dark and
~loudy day, but his fafth is still unshaken in God.

Over threescore and ten years have crowned his
head.
May the Lord keep him in duty's path
life's jpurney through. I am happy to say that
since I have been here I have always met with a
hearty reception among the Saints wherever I
have' labored; kind hospitality everywhere.
May heaven's blessing rest and abide with them
forever.
Your fellow laborer,
H. BEAUMON'['.
WESTON, Iowa, Sept. 9th.
Editors Herald:- We are at work for the advancement of the cause of Christ. Have been
laboring in the Pottawattamie district since May
8th, and so far am well pleas~d with the prospects in the parts ofthe field I have labored in.
Three were baptized at Cresent last Sunday,
four a week ago, and three t'!l'o weeks ago last
Sunday, making ten in three weeks, and there
have been five more baptized there during the
summer, and a number more are expecting to
pass through the water at the. Logan Reunion.
There seems to be a general awakening in a
neighborhood about six or seven miles northeast
of Crescent, and some of our brethren haye ventured the prediction that at no distant day we
can have a branch there. May it be so.
.We expect to go from here to Underwood the
last of this week, and in about two weeks expect
to go home to prepare for the Reunion.
God has been with me by the power of his
Spirit In all my labors, and in some Instances by
miraculously healing; May the good work of
God go on.
In bonds,
D: M. Runn.
MANCHESTER, Texas, Sept. 8th.
Editors Herald:-! am pleased to note the
change in this Red River county in favor of our
people. Some few years ago mob violence forced
Bro. Bozarth to leave, and after sometime had
passed away Bro. Heman C. Smith visited and
labored here, and a discussion was held with him
and a Baptist minister; and when they were completely routed by the gospel, an armed mob with
guns and cjubs awaited the close of the discussion, and while confusion with the people raged
Brn. Smith and Montague walked off right in
open daylight, and none knew where they went.
To day I close my meetings with house full,
and it has been full during them all, with the
exception of one night when it rained hard. I
close with a unanimous decision that if that is
not the gospel there is notle. Some were bapti..zed and others 'told me they were going to be
when J.D. Erwin returned. This is the young
brother that was whipped while laboring in Arkansas last year. The good Lord has blessed
him, and it is owing to him and Bro. J.P. Brannan's labors and the diligence of the Saints that
I met with success here.
The :night before I arrived here I dreamed that
the mob had assembled and told me they wanted
me. I told them to go and with all the power I
had I threw a club at them as they entered the
door, and the person that talked with me said,
''That will not do; you must preach to them.
Dv you not see that you:have the protection of
your Father?" I said, "Yes," and commenced
to preach to them, and one by one they departed
until an was peace.
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The next day I arrived at Bro. Brannan's home,
and he said, "There have been threats made
against you that they will drive you out as they
did others, and there are others that will
not allow it." I said, "Tell them to keep still
and if anyone had to suffer I would .be the one,
and would get out of it the best way I could." I
then told him my dream and said, "All will be
well at this time, for It has thus been shown to
me." I leave here with the best wishes of all
that heard me, as far as I know, and many said,
"God bless you and give you success."
I mention this to show how the Lord is working with his people. When I think of what
Bro. Smith had to go through here, I try to place
myself in his stead and wonder if I could do as
well; and I say to myself, "I don't know." May
the Lord bless my colaborers.
Bro. Nunley is having a good time in Bell
county, Bro. Hay in Robertson county, Bro. S.
W. Simmons in Montague. May the Lord give
the in crease.
I do not know how father and others are doing
In the southwest, as I have not heard .. My mail
is sometimes lost.
Your brother in bonds,
AMos J. MooRE.
WATERFORD, Ont., Sept. IIth.
thi~. place February
17th and preached here, at Lynnville and Vanessa
until April zoth, when I returned home and
moved my family to Marsville.
As I .had been requested to come to Damascus,
I went and labored there for a short time, then
went to Masonville and Honeywood, in company
with Elder Wilson who is kindly remembered.
At the latter place we found quite an interest considering the busy season.
From there I was called to Toronto, where the
Saints have secured the use of a nice hall on the
corner .of College· street and s·padina avenue.
Although the outdoor pleasure seeking season
had commenced, we found some interest arid had
the pleasure of baptizing Srs. Hattey and Jackson in the beautiful lake. From Toronto home
for three days, then to district copference at St.
Marys.
From conference I went to Blandford an¢! assisted Bro. John McKenzie to hold grove meeting. We were invited to a new place where we
continued,' as quite an interest was manifest, until about five weeks ago when I was called homeward, but Bro. McKenzie was to continue the service on Sundays: ·
On the'first Sunday after my return home I
preached at Cedar'Valley. Quite an interest was
manifest .. I then· spent a'week at Damascus; baptized two and left some. intenisted.
Returned to Cedar Valley; met Ern. R. C.
Evans and Wm. Fligg on Monday, August17th,
where Bro. Evans preached Monday and Tuesday evenings with' goodly number out; and on
Tuesday w'e fixed . up.· grove. with seating for
about three 'hund:red and announced for shnday
:23rd. On' Wednesday we went to Garafraxa
branch .where quite an audience greeted Bro.
Evans,. and a number of outsiders we had not
seen in the church in a long ti~e.
Sunday was too wet to hold rpeeting in the
grove, so Bro.'Robt. Tarzwell seated his sawmill
.which ~asquitewell filled; good attention was
paid to the ~ery aoie discour§e by Bro. Evans on
Editors Herald:-I came to
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the subject of "restitution." Ern. Fligg and
Evans returned to Garafraxa and the writer remained and preached. Next day our son John
Stanley and three of Bro. James Taylor's family
were baptized at Garafraxa by Elder Evans.
Tuesday, Bro. Evans being called to Toronto,
Bro. F!igg:and I returned to Cedar Valley to fill
appointment where we baptized two with a promise of more in the near future, making eight baptized by us at that place since January 8th.
On the following Tuesday I left for tllis place
while the brethren were to hold a two-days'
meeting at Garafraxa September 6th, followed by
entertainment on 7th. I hear the meetings on
Sunday and social were quite a success. Here
we were greeted with quite a large audience, and
expect Bro. Lake to join us soon. We hear he
has been laboring quite successfully· at Clifton
and Montrose. We will soon proceed to open up
new places in this region.
In bonds,
JOHN SHIELDS.

for he that is tithed shall not be burned,''
thus establishing the fact that man's salvation depended upon his compliance to
the law of tithing.
.
This law was taught by Melchisedec,
obeyed by Abraham.-Gen. q: 20; Heb.
7: 6. It was taught by the Jews, and
Malachi condemns them for their noncompliance thereto.-Mal. 3:8.
Jesus
Christ gives the same injunction without
any change.--Luke I r: 42. And in this
day God says it shall be a lnw until his
coming.
The law of consecration referred to in
Sec. 42: 8-10 does not interfere with the
surplus provision of Sec. w6 1 but is in
rapport therewith. The law of tithing
requires the consecration of all surplus
property above present needs. The law
of consecration requires no more, and in
case Zion is established, should a man give
his all, he receives back sufficient for his
maintenance or an inheritance.
Then
where is the difference between the principle of consecration and the surplus clause
of the law of tithing?
That man can transgre"s the provisjons
ABfiCLEII under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible fer
and laws of the gospel and then force
·their own views. Contributions solicited. ·
God to modify or change that law and
W" Write on one side of the paper only.
still be living- under the gospel and in
favor with him, I fail to understand.
"MINISTERS' SUPPORTS" REIn the citations made in Sec. 42: 8-ro I
VIEWED.
find no provisions made under the law of
THAT umformity of actio~ is the nucleus consecration for the support of the minisof power and an iinp'ortaht faCtor in try or their families, but only for the poor
the success of any principle of science or and needy, or "every man that hath need."
proposition in life, is evident to all. Com- Ido not think it proper to class the minparison being the only forte now known istry among- the needy or poor, for "the
to man whereby this can be gained, he laborer is worthy of his hire," and "they
therefore readily turns thereto for its at- that preach the gospel shall live of the
gospel." I infer fronil the brother's statetainment.
In Herald of Aug-ust 15th under the ment, "The Lord's plan is perfect, and I
caption "Ministers' Supports" this state- have yet to find wherein he gives any in
ment is made: "It [tithing] was not in- the church the right to promiscuously dis-'
tended to be a part or parcel of this glo- tribute their surplus or substance to anvrious work." In Doctrine and Covenants one, except the giving of alms to the
Sec. 106, par, 2, it reads: "Verily I say world outside of the church," that God
unto you, it shall come to pass that all will not admit of the Saints contributing
those who g-ather unto the land of Zion to their brothers and sisters, but they can,
shall be tithed of their surplus property go to the world and give all they please!
and shall observe this law or they shall Do you think God would command the
not be. found worthy to abide among you; Saints to aid the world and then forbid
and I say unto you if my people observe them to contribute to one another's needs?
not this law to keep it holv, and by this I think not.
law sanctify the land of Zion unto me,
My position is this: that after any memthat my statutes" and my judgments may ber has complied with the financial law of
he kept therein, it shall not be a land of the church, .then he is a free agent for
Zion unto you; and this,shRll be an en- himself and can do what he pleases with
sample unto all 'the stakes of Zion."
his own; and further, that the ministry
We learn: rst. The l~w of tithing was should trust for their support in this direcfor the esta-blishment of Zion. 2d. Zion tion, and if failing, it is then time enough
was to be sanctified by this law. Would to .write the Bishop for funds.
God sanctify the land of Zion by an imThe statement, "We recognize no such
perfect law? 3d; This law was an ex- thing as almsgiving in the church," con~
ample to all stakes.
flicts with the following law: In Luke
In the revelation of . October 7th, 1861, 12: 33 Christ says, "Sell. that ye have and
God enjoined the Twelve and Bishopric g-ive alms." In Mosiah, B. M., chap. 2,
to execute the l:;tw of tithing, stating that pars. 3-5, the injunction is imperatively
they were to be held accountable in the given that the poor should be supported
day of judgment as to the manner of its by almsgiving, both in and out of the
execution. That tithing is t,he established church; no distinction made. In D. C.
law, consecration included, we quote D. 44: 3 the Saints were enjoined to supply
and C. pp. 193, 5:, "B!')hold, now it is the poor;
·
called to-day (until the coming of .the Son , In Sec . .42: par. Io, in the application
of man}, and verily it is a day of sacrifice, !made. by out orother the l,!>rd is made t()
and a. day for the tithing of my . people; say tq the .very opposite of ·what we have
'
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always understood, and I think the opposite to what he intended. In par. 8, provisions are made for a consecration for the
support.of the poor. Now in par. IO, we
have the statement that if the church or
any individual qf it shall have any money
. which they do not need for their support
they shall keep it "to administer to those
who have not;" while the consecration or
l"esidue (which are the same) shall be kept
by the Bishop for the several purposes
specified, Here we see that after a man
has complied with the law of God he can
do what he pleases with what remains.
In Sec. 52:9 we quote: "Remember
in all things the poor and the needy, the
sick and the ~ ffiicted; for he that doeth not
these things the same is not my disciple."
Thus while it is obligatory that we pay
into the church treasury, it does not prohihit us doing wnat we please with what is
rightfully our own. The brother says he has
never founrl the word of the Lord commanding freewill offering. · He also asks
.for one citation where provisions are made
to pay to anyone save the Bishop and his
legal representatives. We have cited several pa~sages where the Saints are commanded to aid the poor. In addition we
give the following. In Mal. 3: 8 it is
enjoined. In Sec. 83 it says: "Whoso
receiveth you receiveth me., and he who
feeds you or clothes you or gives you
money shall in nowise lose his reward."
In .se·c. 42: 10 the privilege is given any
man to contribute to others.
That the present Bishop has so understood it, I quote from a sermon delivered
by him in Lamoni, April 12th, 1886: "But
then they say, 'Should not we be permitted to hand something to an Elder, or a
Priest, or whoever is administering to us
from time to time, if we see that he needs
clothing or anything of that kind?'
you may do so; but that is not complying
with the law as it is here in regard to
bringing tithes into the storehouse of God.
It is under. a different law aml principJe.
It is under that law and. principle that
binds you to break your bread to the hungry whether it be a brother in thechurch
or out. You will not turn him away
because you know he is hungry if you
have that wherewith you may feed him.
Hence it is that when an elder goes
out and you see fit over and above what
is required of you under the law to relieve
his necessities, God will bless you in so
doing/ but your doing so does not relieve
you under the law." So say we!
Ag-ain he says: "I do ·not believe in
the Elders when they come unto their
districts of labor every time that they feel,
for instance, that they need a new handkerchief or a new coat, or anything like
that, to write up to the Bishop or his
agent to g-et them. I believe in their pursuing their course in their district of labor
and asking God to judge between them
and the. people until they can go no further." ·
In the epistle of the Twelve. and Bi~h
opric published in Saints' Herald, May
rst, 1878, clause 9 reads: "When means
are given to ministers of the church for
their benefit by persons in ant;l out of the

res,

church, such means should be reported to
the Bishop that he may be cognizant of
the help that each receives, and that said
report be made semi annually." Clause z
says: "That it is devol vent upon the
Bishopric and their authorized agents to
travel among the churches from time to
time to teach the law of and collect tithing
and free will offering, and see that the
financial interests of the church are duly
cared for, and the wants of the poor
duly administered to, and use their· best
and earnest endeavors to keep the ministry in the field."
If the interpretation placed by the
brother on Section 83: 16 applies only to
the Saints, then it is in our favor, showing
that disciples can contribute to the ministry. I believe it applies to anyone, Saint
or other, who may chance to contribute.
We maintain, Ist, That tithing is the
financial system of the church. zd, Freewill offerings are provided for. 3d, That
members after having complied fully
with the law of titning and free-will offering have the right to contribute to whomsoever they choose. 4th, There is nothing
in the law prohibiting elders receiving
such gifts, providing such are reported to
the Bishop.
. .
Trusting that the true position may ob~
tain, whether that advocat(•d by my brother
or this one,
Yours for the right,
VaLE'S .MILLS, 0., s_ept. 2d.

T .. w. WILLIAMs.

TIME OF CRUCIFIXION AND
· RESURRECTION.

SoME of the following is from the works
of noted men respecting the time of the
crucifixion and resurrection of the Lord
Jesus Christ. What is found on record in
the New Testament and the Book of
Mormon shows that their assumptions are
groundless, from the fact that they cannot
be substantiated by the word of God.
See The Life of Christ, by F. W. Farrar, D. D., p. 372: "•He sent Peter and
John to prepare the passover that he
might eat it with his disciples.' They
found all that Jesus had said, and they
. made ready the passover. There are ample reasons to believe that this was not the
ordinary Jewish passover, but a meal eaten
by our Lord and his disciples on the previous evening, Thursday, Nisan the thirteenth, which was intended to supersede
the Tewish festival by one [of] far deeper,
diviner significance."
This assertion .that Jesus and his disciples ate the passover one day '}:>receding
the ordinary passover of the Jews, is made
evidently to establish the assumption that
Jesus Christ was crucified on Friday or
the fourteenth of Nisan. But this assumption is without Bible evidence, and if Dr.
Farrar had quoted the preceding verse
(Luke 22: 7), it would have shown that
such is the case. It reads: "Then came
the day of unleavened bread, when the
passover must be killed." This should be
plain enough to show that the thirteenth
of Nisan was not the day when the passover was to be killed, but the fourteenth
wai'J the day 1 in the evening1 when th~t

passover was killed: "Your lamb shall
be without blemish, a male of the first
year: ye shall take it out from the sheep,
or from the goats: and ye shall keep it up
until the fourteenth year of the same
month: [Abib or NisanJ and the whole
assembly of the eongregation of Israel
shall kill it in the evening. 1'-Ex. 12: 5, 6.
By reference to the New Testament it
is seen that Jesus and his disciples kept the
passover feast 0111. the same day that the
Jews kept it, and as appointed to their
forefathers by Moses: "Then led they
Jesus from Caiaphas unto the hall of judgment: and it was early; and they themselves went not into the judgment hall,
lest they should be defiled; but that they
might eat the passover."-John 18: z8.
The context shows that this was done
in the same Jewish day that Jesus ate the
passover with his disciples, the. fifteenth
of Nisan. Now if Dr. Farrar's views are
correct, Jesus was crucified before the
Jewish passover commenced, for he states
in his work that Jesus was crucified .and
laid in the tomb before sunset, the fourteenth of Nisan, which reads, p. 435:
"The nearness of the great feast, the
myriads who were present in Jerusalem,
struck terror to the Jewish malefactors.
It was now probably about nine
o'clock, and the crucifixion followed immediately upon the judgment. . • • It
was now noon, and the noonday sun was
turned into darkness, on this great and
terrible day of the Lord. It could have
been no.darkness of any natial [?] eclips~,
for the paschal moon was at the full." P.
440, 5: "He hung from soon after noon
until nearly sunset before he gave up his
soul to death." Also p. 452, 4: "The sun
was now on the edge of the horizon, and
the Sabbath was near. That Sabbath was
a high day, because it was a Sabbath and
. • The preparation
a passover day.
had to be hurried becanse when the sun
had set the Sabbath would have begun L?J·
All that they could do, therefore, was to
wash the corpse, to lay it amid spices, to
wrap the head in a white napkin, to roll
the fine linen round and round the wounded limbs, ~nd to lay the body reverently
in the rocky niche: and scarcely had they
done this when, as the sun sank behind
the hills of Jerusalem, the new Sabbath
dawned[?]."
Dr. Farrar is very pointed in his statement of the time of the crucifixion. ''The
nearness of the great feast" of the Jews at
Jerusalem, points to the fact that when
Jesus was condemned to be crucified, and
that when he suffered death on the cross,
was before the Jewish yearly passover
commenced, and also "laid in the rocky
niche."
Following is Dr. W. Smith's statement
of the time ot the crucifixion ofJ esus Christ,
-Bible Dictionary, p. 298: "Thursday
the fourteenth of Nisan, on 'the first day
of unleavened bread' the disciples asked
their Master where they were to eat the
passover, . • • and in the evening they
assembled to celebrate, for the last time,
the paschal meal.
Friday the
fifteenth of Nisan, including part of the
He of it 1 'When they sung a hymn, they
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went out into the Mount of Olives'"

P.

299: "On the capture of Jesus he was first
taken to the house of Annas, the fatherin-law of Caiaphas the high priest, . . •
and probably what occurred after verse
14 [John's 18th chapter] took place at the
house of Caiaphas. •
. As soon as it
was day they sent Jesus to Pilate, the Roman procurator. Pilate finding that Jesus
was a Galilean, [p. goo], sent him to Herod
to be dealt with; but Herod after cruel
mockery and persecution ~ent him hack to
Pilate. . . . After the examination by
Herod, and the return of Jesus, Pilate proposed to release him. Pilate knew. well
that the priests and rulers wo.uld object to
this. .
. Now came the scourging
and the blows and insults of the soldiers,
who crowned him and addregsed him as
king of the Jews. . . . John mentions
that this occurred about the sixth hour.
On him is laid the weight of his cross.
After offl!ring him wine and myrrh, they
crucified him between two thieves. From
the sixth hour until the ninth there was
darkness over all the land. On the death
of Jesus there was a great earthquake.
The Jews, very zealous for the Sabbath,
begged Pilate that the bodies might be
taken down and buried before the S tbbath."
This statement by Dr. Smith infers that
on the fifteenth of Nisan, the first day of
the passover, :that Jesus was betrayed into
the hands of the Jews and passed through
the several courts, being charge\;! with the
crime of death, to be crucified; all of which,
according to Dr. Smith, was done on the
same day . . And as quoted from Dr. Farrar's account of the same circumstances, he
also states that they all occurred. in one
day; but the latter, however, states that it
was on the fourteenth of Nisan, the fifth
of April. This shows a difference of one
day in Dr. Farrar's calculation to that of
Dr. Smith's of the time of the crucifixion.
The latter's account of the time of the first
day of the p~ssover feast is in harmony
with the Bible, as before quoted from
Exodus 12: 5, 6. But neither is in harmony with the • Bible in his qccount of the
trial of Jesus before the court. of the Jews,
and the· judgment of the court by Pilate
that he should be crucified, nor of the tirr.e
when Jesus suffered death on the cross, for
the following reasons: The fourteenth of
Nisan, on which day Dr. Farrar stated
that Jesus was conden1ned and crucified,
was the Sabbath day of the Lord, accord. ing to the I;Jebrew calendar, the lunar
cycle,. which pay was to be kept holy by
the house of Israel. The fifteenth of Nisan, or A bib, was to be kept in like manner, it being the first day of the yearly
passover fei\st, wherein no servile work
was to be clone, which reads: "Six days
shall work be done: but the seventh day
is the sabbath of rest, an holy convocation:
ye shall do no work therein: it is the sabbath of . the Lord in all your dwellings.
: • • In the fourteenth day of the first
month at even is the Lord's passover.
And on the . fifteenth day of the same
m:onth is the feast of unleaven bread uri to
the Lord: seven days ye must eat.unleaven .bread~ In the first day ye shall

have an holy convocation: ye shall do no carrying with them their precious spices.''
servile work therein."-Lev. 23: g-8.
-p. 455·
It is evident by such injunctions as these
This would be but the third day, in the
to the house of Israel that Jesus did not morning, from his alleged time when
5uffer death on the cross on the lourteenth Jesus ate the passover with his disciples,
of• Nisan, nor on the fifteenth; and accord- to the time of the resurrection.
ing to John's record, as quoted, of what
Following is Dr. Smith's alleged acwas done on the first day of the feast, count of the time when Christ rose from
Jesus did not even get judgment from the the dead, p. goo: "The Sabbath ended at
court on that day, the fifteenth of Nisan; six on the evening of the Rixteenth of Nifor "they [those who took Jesus to the hall san. Early the next morning, Sundav
of judgment] themselves went not into the the seventeenth of Nisan, the resurrectioiJ.
judgment hall, lest they should be defiled; took place. The women who had stood
but that they might eat the passover." It by the cross of Jesus had prepared spices
is evident by this account of John that no on the evening before.· They came eatly
court was held .on the first tlay of the on the first day of the week ·to the sepulfeast by the Jews, it being a day of rest and cher. When they arrive they find the
worship. Furthe·rmore, if Jesus was cru- stone rolled away, and Jesus no longer in
cified on that day, how is the time to be the sepulcher.
He had risen from the
accounted for from the fifteenth until the dead."
twenty-second of the month, or first day
But such arguments as these by those
of the week, on which day it is said that men of the time or date of the month that
Jesus rose from the dead? For it must be they assert the crucifixion and resurrection
borne in mind that the fifteenth of Nisan of the Lord Jesus Christ took place are
was the first day of the third week of the indeed contrary in every part with the
month, as also the first day of the feast system of the Hebrew calendar from
which lasted u.ntil the twentv-first of Ni<>an. which they have quoted for their argu"In the first month, on the ·fourteenth day ment in the matter. By the quotation
of the month at even, ye shall eat unleav- from Dr. Smith's work of the time that
en bread, until the one and twentieth .day he alleges the crucifixion and resurrection
of the month at even."-Ex. 12: 18.
took place, the crucifixion on the fifteenth
This shows, as before quoted, that the and the resurrection on the seventeenth of
feast of the yearly passover lasted seven Nisan, that the seventeenth was the first
days, closing at the end of the third Sab- day of the week, is indeed. a mystery! By
bath of the month, the twenty-first of Ni- what system of reckomng can it be
san. It is very evident that those learned brought to show. that the seventeenth was
men have confounded the third Sabbath the first day of a week of seven days? It
of the month with the second, the four- is very evident that such a system has no
teenth of Nisan, from the fact that Dr. place with the Hebrew calendar, for each
Farrar said that the "moon was at the month of the Hebrew calendar comfull" at the time of the crucifixion, and . menced with the new moon, and the passthat as soon as the body of Jesus "was over commenced with the. full of the
laid in the rocky niche, the sun sank be- moon, the fourteenth of Nisan or A bib, in
hind the hills of Jerusalem, when the new the evening, as before quoted. Hence
Sabbath dawned." He further states, p. such arguments by those men show that
455, "Of the time when the gu~rd was set they have run from the Bible rule in the
rule contrary to
to watch the tomb and the stone sealed, matter and established
was apparently in the evening, when the the Bible, to prove their assumptions regreat Paschal Sabbath was over." This specting the time of the crucifixion and
was done, according to Dr. Farrar's cal- resurrection of Jesus Christ,
culation, in the evening of the fifteenth of
The following from: the New TestaNisan, the sixth of April. Dr. Smith's ment record will show that such has been
statement of the same circumstance is in the case: "Now upon tme first day of the
substance the same but one day later, the week, very early in the morning, they
sixteenth of Nisan; yet each party claim came unto the sepulcher. . . • And they
that two days after the crucifixion that it found the stone rolled away from. the
was. the first dayof the week, and that sepulcher. And they entered in and
that was the time when Jesus Christ rose found not the body of the Lord Jesus.
from the dead .
And it came to pass, as they were ·much
. In respect to the time of the crucifixion perplexed thereabout, behold, two men
as set forth in the New Testament, it oc- stood by them in shining garment&. , ••
curred onthe fourth day of the passover They saitl unto them, Why seek ye the.
feast, and· the resurrection on the seventh, living among the dead? He is not here, but
the twenty-first of Nisan, which I will re- is risen."-Luke 24: I-:6. Also Matthew
fer to presently.
But Dr. Smith states 28: 1-6: "In the end of the Sabbath, as it
that the resurrection of Jesus Christ was began todawn to ward the first day of the
on the seventeenth of Nisan, and Dr. Far- week, came Mary Madgalene and the
rar makes the statement that it occurred other Mary to see the sepulcher..•• The
on the sixteenth of the. month, which angel answered and said unto the women,
reads~ ''When the great paschal Sabbath
Fear not ye: tor I know that ye seek
was over, • • . night passed, and be, Jesus, which was crucified, He is not
fore the faint streak of dawn began to here: for he has risen, as he said.''
silver the parkness of that first great
These accounts by Matthew and Luke
easter-clay, the passionate love of those concerning the time- ofthe resurrection of
women. who lingered latest by. the cross, Jesus are ..sufficient to· show that he did
made them also. the earliest at the tomb, n.ot ri!:i~ from the dead on the si~teenth of
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Nisan, nor on the seventeenth of the
month; for at those dates, according to
what is written, Jesus was not then crucified. If so, where was his body from the
time as alleged to be crucified,, until the
end of the Sabbath, the 21st of the month,
and-the commencement of the first day of
the fourth week of tlie month, and twentysecond day ofthe month?
. These accounts also infer that Jesus rose
from the dead before the first day of the
fourth week-,-when "Mary went to the
·sepulcher with the spices, for the body of
the Lord Jesus, at the .end of the Sabbath
when the first day of the week began to.
dawn;" And when the angel told her
'that he knew she was "seeking Jesus who
had been crucified," he said, "He is not
here" in the sepulcher, "he is risen." This
being the case, Jesus Christ rose from the
dead on the last day of the passover feast
of unleavened bread, the twenty-first day
Nisan, or Abib, which, if so, three days
preceding that time, and three days being
the time Jesus told his disciples that his
body would be in the grave after his death,
(Mark 8: 31; Matt. I 2: 40), when he
would rise again, would fix the time when
he suffered death on the cross, on the
fourth day of the feast and eighteenth
day of the month.
I will now refer to the N ephite records
in the Book of Mormon, for the Nephite
account of what they knew concerning
the time of the crucifixion and resurrection
ot the Lord Jesus Christ. But before I
refer directly to those events I will refer
to the prophecy ot Samuel the Lamanite,
who prophesied of the time. of those
events, telling the people of certain signs
that should be given unto them at the
time .of such occurrences, which reads:
"But behold, as I said unto you concerning another sign, a sign of his death, behold, in that day that he shall suffer death,
the sun shall be darkened and refuse to
give his light unto you; . . . and there
shall be no light upon the face of this
land, even from.the time he shall suffer
death, for the space of three days, to the
. time that he shall rise again from the dead;
yea, at the time he shall yield up the ghost,
there shall be thunderings and lightnings
for the space of many hours, . . . and behold thus the angel said unto me."-Helaman 5:7.
This prophecy was given five years before Christ, and its fulfillment reads:
. "And now it came to pass that according
to our record, and we know our record to
be true, for behold, it was a just man who
did keep our record . . . . And it came to
pass in the thirty and fourth year, in the
first month, in the fourth day of the
month, then arose a great storm, . • . and
there was also a great and terrible tempest;
and there was terrible thunder, insomuch
that it did shake the whole earth as if it
was about to divide asunder. . . . And it
came to pass that when the thunderings,
and the lightning, and the storm, and the
t~mpest, and the quakings of the eor.h
did cease-for behold, they did last for
about the space of three hours; and then
behold there was darkness upon all the
face of the land , , , And , , • it did last
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for the space of. three days ••.• And it passover feast, the first month of the year
came to .pass that· thus did the three days of the Lord thirty-four was the time
pass away. And it was in the morning, when Jesus suffered death on the cross;
and the darkness dispersed from off the and three days thereafter he rose from
face of the land."_:Nephi 4: I - I I .
the dead, on the last day of "the passover
This account from the N ephite record of feast, the high day, the sabbath of the
the length of time the body of Jesus was Lord."
to be in the grave after his death on: the . That such is, the case in regard to the
cross, is in perfect accord with that quoted age of Jesus at the time of the crucifixion
from the New Testament. And bv ref- is also set forth by Joseph the Seer in the
erence to the first paragraph, Ibid, it is seen Book of Doctrine and Covenants, that at
that thirty-three years had passed away the time of the organization of the Church
from the time the ·sign was given to of Christ on the sixth day of April, eightthose people of the the birth of Jesus een hundred and thirty, shqws that that
Christ, and as quoted, on the fourth day was the proper date of the Christian era,
of the thirty-fourth year, was when the "It bei'ng r83o years since the coming of
sign, the terrible thunder and lightning, Jesus Christ.in the flesh."-See Sec. 2: r.
and quaking of the earth took place; also
Thus it is seen that the Bible· and the
when the three days of darkness upon the Book of Mormon agree in data concernface ofthe land commenced when in the ing the crucifixion and resurrection of
morning of the seventh day, the Sabbath Jesus Christ; but historians who assume
of the Lord, "the darkness dispersed," and to know concerning the titne of those
the light appeared again according to. the occurrences all differ in the matter more
prophecy of Samuel, quoted above; and or less, as also in the matter of the time
. on ·which day, the sevencth, when Jesus when Jesus Christ came in the flesh to
Christ was to rise from the dead. This, bring about the redemption of man. It
in substance, is in harmony with that quot· must be borne in mind in relation to the
ed from the New Testament in respect to quotations from the Book of Mormon of
the time of the resurrection and of the age those events, that the Nephite people
of Jesus Christ; for by reference to St. reckoned time from the time their foreLuke's record concerning the age of Jesus fathers left Jerusalem to come to this conChrist when he commenced his ministry tinent, six hundred years before Christ;
he was about thirty years old, which and . from the time of the birth of Jesus
reads: "Now when all the people had Chnst they commenced a new era in their
been baptized, it came to pass, that Jesus history, (Nephi I : 8); hence this should
also being baptized, and praying, the be sufficient to show that thev knew when
heaven was opened, and the Holy Ghost that event 'occurred and ought to be sufdescended in a bodily shape like a dove ficent to establish their record to be of a
upon him, and a voice came from heaven, divine nature in those matters of history
which said, Thou art my beloved Son; in also. And again, by counting on the first
thee I am well pleased. And Jesus him- day of the yearly passover feast of the
self began to be about thirty years of Jews which the Jews kept at Jerusalem, as
age."-Luke 3: 21-23.
commencing on the birthday of Jesus
The margin opposite this account of the Christ, it will bring out the same ~poch of
baptism of Jesus shows A. D. 27. But no time in the history of those people as
mention is made whether it was at the shown by the foregoing quotations from
commencement of the year or otherwise, the record of those people, of the time
when Jesus was baptized, but if it was in when the sign was given unto them of the
the first month of that year; and add four death and resurrection of Christ, the Savior of the world.
ye~rs that have been left out of the ChrisSIMON SMITH •
tian, vulgar era, Jesus at the time of his
ST. JosEPH, Mo., Aug. 13th.
baptism, to the end of the year 30 A. D.,
would be thirty years old, as recorded by
St. Luke. It would also show that Jesus
ITEMS OF INTEREST.
commenced his mission with ~he year, or
The action of the Turkish Government in perwhen he was thirty years old. All histo- mitting Russian war vessels to pass the Dardarians agree thatthe ministry of Jesus Christ nelles has resulted in England taking her usual
did not exceed more than about three positive stand in time to checkmate Russia, and
has caused greatexcitement in foreign dipyears; some less. The New Testament which
lomatic and financial circles. The following exshows but three years; but just how the tracts from late telegrams in this connection sumdifference in years is to be accounted for marize the situation:
LONDON, Sept. q.-Startling news came from
as shown by the chronology and Luke's
account of the age of Jesus none seem to Athens late to-night. It is to the effect that the
consuls at Mitylene and at Smyrna have
understand, unless the four years are Greek
wired the Greek government that thirteen Britbrought into account prior to the year one, ish men-of-war landed troops and guns at Sigri,
Anno Domini. And to be consistent on the Island of Mltylene, Friday, and that they
with facts in the matter respecting the age have already strongly fortified that place.
· PARIS, Sept. 14.-A decided feeling of uneasiof Jesus Christ at the time of the crucifixion, the chronology of the New Testa- ness has been caused in diplomatic and financial
here by the receipt of an alarming dispatch
ment should show that he was thirty-three circles
announcing that Sigri, on the west coast of the
years old at that time, instead of A. D. 33, island of Mitylene, an island belonging to Turas shown by the chronology, in the mar- key, near the coast of Asia Minor, and within
gin of King James' translation, and also easy steaming distance of the Dardanelles, has
occupied by a detachment of British troops
by the N ephite historian; and by adding been
or marines, landed there from a British ironclad.
to this time four days, which when on The island of Mitylene is within twenty-five
tP~ toprth <fay wa~ the foprtp day of the
ffiil(:s qf the Hellespont,; has an area of 276 squar~
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tulles and a population of 4b,ooo. It has good
harbors and a fertile soil. The principal towns
are Castro (or Mitylene) and Molive. Tenedos,
on the other· hand·, though occupying a much
more advantageous position, being to all intents
and purposes at the actual entrance of the Hellespont, is only five miles in length and is of a
rugged, rocky nature.
BuDA PE5TH, Sept. 14.-The Pester Lloyd,
doubtless inspired through its editor, Max Falk,e,
reporter of the foreign committee of the Hungarian delegation, to-day says that Austria-Hungary's interest in the Dardanelles question is
greater than Great Britain's, adding: ''Can Austria look on with complacency while Russia,
finding herself barred from expanding through
Bulgaria, advances by a shorter route to the goal
she has in view-the seizure of Constantinople?
England can compensateherself withEgypt, but
where is Austria's compensation a The powers
ought not to hesitate to check Russia. Does
Berlin?"
SOURCE OF NEVER-ENDING TROUBLE.
NEw YoRK, Sept.· 14.-Indications point to
the breaking out of the long-expected European
conflagration through the ever-present and
never-thoroughly-settled eastern question. Russia, by tmdition, has aimed for two centurles.and
more to seize Constantinople, the capital of the
eastern empire .of the early Christian era, and
has made war upon Turkey on an average of
once every twenty years or so during that period.
Her hands have been held off through some concerted action or other on the part of the other
powers. England is most interested in preventing the fulfillment of this design, and has invariably shown her teeth when, at the last moment,
Russia has been prepared for the last move.
It wa& in furtherance of this scheme, and with
the idea that England would offer no resistance,·
that Czar Nicholas, in r854, committed those acts
which precipitated the Crimean war, and again,
more recently, that Alexander II., in 1877, forced
the latest war o.n Turkey. This, as usual, led up
to a state of affairs that brought Great Britain
into the field or her fleet into the Dardanelles in
a highly sens11tional way. After. the fall of
Plevna, which Osman Pasha and a handful of
men had defended against Russian assaults with
almost unparalleled heroism, the sultan made
overtures to the great powers to interfere on his
behalf. No notice was taken of his appeal, and
a proposition direct was made to the czar, who in
turn referred it to the Grand Duke Nicholas,
commander-in ¢hie£ ofthe Russian army. The
terms of an armistice were arranged and hostilities
ceased Jan. 31, 1878.
Meantime, while the negotations were going
on, which ended temporarily in the treaty of
San Stefano, the Russians were guilty of what
was regarded by Great Britain as an act of perfidity. . Their troops, presumably held in the
neighborhood of Adrianople, were found to be
stealthily apprqaching ·Constantinople, with the
obvious intention of seizing it. Instantly Great
Britain realized that the time had· arrived for
prompt and energetic action. In Russia the utmost indignation resulted. The grand duke professed that .this violation of the treaty of Paris
gave him every right to .~eize Constantinople.
The sultan protested that the presence of the
British .fleet would only serve to encourage
Russia to take'extreme measures. But a tory
government was in power and all this bluster
went for nothing.. The fleet remained at Constantinople until Feb. 17, when it. withdrew to
Mudomia bay and was strongly re-inforced. For
· two months the situation was so strained that
the siightest concession on the part of Great
Britain would have been fatal. But the sultan
knew that any surrend~r to Russia beyond what
Gr~at Britain ti).ought reasonable would result in
laying. his city in ruins. The lesson was afterward taught at Alexandria.
England, after occupyingthe island of Mitylene for the purpose of. naval drilling and. gunboat maneuvers has withdrawn her ·men and
muhitionsofwar. The demonstration is under.stood to be a hint fo Turkey and Rlissia ohvhat
sfie.wUldo if Turkey grants fur.ther privileges to
R ussi~n war vessels in passing the·. Dardanelles.

RoME, Sept. 15-The Esercito contains an
article, supposed to have been inspired by the
minister of war, which predicts an outbreak of
war during the coming winter and urges the
government to take active steps to prepare the
army and navy for the fray. The article is supposed to be the prelude to a demand for a military
credit.
PARIS, Sept. rs.-The Temps says that Henry
M. Stanley is planning a new Congo expedition
for King Leopold.
MADRID, Sept. 15.-0fficial telegrams report
that I,soo to z,ooo persons perished in the destruction of Consuegra by the overflow of the Amargui!lo. Hundreds of others were injured by falling
buildings and enormous numbers of cattle
perished. At other places many persons were
drowned and much property was damaged.
The cabinet met to-day and decided to take
measures for the relief of the destitute. News
comes in slowly from the flooded district, each
succeeding dispatch adding to the public sadness.
Fresh floods are reported in Almeria and Bada
Jose. Four hundred houses have been destroyed
in Almeria and many families made homeless.
Five hundred houses are in ruins at Consuegra,
and the occupants are buried under the. debris.
Two hundred bodies have already been recovered.
Many persons are dying of kunger.
The moment the queen received the news at
San Sebastian she sent the superintendent of the
palace to Madrid and thence to Consuegra to
distribute money, clothes, and provisionsamong
the sufferers, and she herself gave $w,ooo to
start a relief fund.

NORTHWESTERN KANSAS REUNION.
Reported by Elder Henry A. Stebbins.

The above district having agreed to have are:
union, a beautiful grove on the farm of Bro.
Arthur Smith, and near to Bro. Alma. KenJ's, was
chosen for the place of meeting. It is eleven
miles from Clay Center, the flourishing county
seat.
·
It rained on September 9th, and on the opening day (the wth) it was cloudy, but that evening
the clouds passed away and delightful weather.
with gentle breezes fo!Iowed, ·making :it very
pl<:!asant for the campers and the congregations.
On the wth the president of the district, Bro.
G. W. Shute, was chosen to preside, and subsequently Bro. H. A. Stebbins was chosen as secretary.
In the. evening Bro. A. H. Parsons offered
prayer and Brd. C. H. Jones preached from the
thirty-seventh Psalm concerning the inheritance
promised to God's people, namely, that the earth
sha!I be possessed by Christ and his people when·
it shall be recovered from the dominion and possession of the adversary and his servitors upon
the earth. When corruption and sin shall be
brought to an end, then wm be fulfilled the song
of those mentioned in the Book of Revelations
(5: 10), "And we shall reign . on the earth."
David says it will. not be until the wicked
are cut off, but that it. will surely come to pass.
Paul expected a continuing city, when the
purchased possession (the earth) shall be fully
redeemed; and we confidently believe that the
better day is now dawning upon the world, and
after the storms and destructions, and the corruptions and wickedness are past, then will Christ
bring in the reign· of righteousness and peace In
all th::l land.
·
Friday, September nth.-At.nine o'clock Bro.
A: H. Parsons had charge of the social meeting.
An excellent . feeling . prevailed among God's
people, and. about twenty prayers .and testimonies were offered:
At elevell o'clock Priest R. W. Davis invoked
thethroneof grace. The sermon was by Bro. J.
T. Davis. from the text, "Seek first to establish
the kingdom of God," (Matt. 6: 33)· Our object
in coming together In this place is to seek to
build up God'sklngdom, .as the Inspired Translation has it, not simply to seek .the kingdom
which. we believe we have already fo~nd, even

its had those to whom the Savior spoke these
words. It was then their duty and is now our
duty to seek to build up that kingdom, not only
by preaching the word but by a course of life in
overcoming our tempers and governing our lives,
so that progress may be made in the direction of
redeeming mankind from sin and its dominion.
The activity of the ministry in their work will
show how much confidence they have In God.
Bro. A. C. Hart had charge of the afternoon
service, and the sermon was by Bro. J. Alfred
Davis, from Galatians, third chapter. Paul's
great effort was to show the Jews that perfection could not be obtained or reached under the
Mosaic law, therefore, in order that men might
be saved, God created a law that was equal to
the need. Without obedience to law we cannot
receive the benefits to be. derived from tke law.
We cannot satisfy our thir~t without water, nor
our appetite without food to eat. By these
means we become satisfied. So with the gospel
of Christ; it Is the remedy provided against the
dominion of sin, and n1an must comply with its
provisions in order to receive salvation necessary.
Although Paul was face to face with the Lord,
yet only by obedience were his sins washed away.
The first duty of man to himself is to seek to
learn the law of life and to be born again as Christ
taught.
At the evening hour Bro. G. W·; Shute offered
prayer, and Bro. H. A. Stebbins preached. His
text was, "Continue thou in the things that thou
hast learned and hast been assured of." The argument was in behalf of the strict continuation
of the very principles and items of doctrine that
were promulgated by the Son of God and his divinely chosen disciples. But history shows that
very shortly after their days the entire system
was changed by the Introduction, as the historian
Mosheim says, of many corrupt doctrines, contraryto the nature and original design of Christianity. It .is a strange thing that we are accused
of being non:Christian, of reading from some
other book than the Bible, and then when we
begin to present the original doctrine found in
the New Testament we are at once berated for
clinging too closely to the book. We believe in
progress, but that it must be in the line of the gospel, not outside of It; for progress outside of it
has always been progress away from it. The tendency of every age is to change the law of God;
as Paul said they upervert the gospel of Christ,"
and "heap to themselves teachers," who. turn
them to believe the fables that are invented by
men and called creeds and disciplines.
Saturday, 12th.-Bro. Alma Kent presided
over the prayer meeting at 9 o'clock. The forenoon and afternoon sessions were occupied in
business as a aistrict conferenct;. At evening Bro.
R. W. Davis was placed .in charge of the services,
and Bro. A. C. Hart preached upon the commandment of Christ tpat his ministers should go and
teach the nations and baptize them. Jesus came
to John to be baptized in Jordan, and by this act,
as well as by his words toJohn, he sanctioned.
the baptism of John. It was a necessary work to
do in order "to fulfill all righteousness." This.
rule .or necessity still continues. Christ says that
one cannot even see the kingdom without being
born of water as well as of the Spirit. This
does not include infants, for they are innocent
until they grow to accountability.
·
·
Sunday, 13th.-Elders Alma Kent and J. T.
Davis presided .over the sacrament and testltpony
meeting, Brn. Shute and Stebbins blessed the
emblems and they were passed to the Saints by
Brn. V. Rogers and F. M. Dennis. Gladness and
peace were felt by all.
After prayer by Bro. Shute. the morning sermon was preached by Bro; G. E. Deuel. His
effort was to show that a great departure from the
doctrine of Christ took place. after the death of
the Savior and the chosen ministers of his time.;
that there was an entire. apostasy from the truth
and from the way of ~now ledge that was formerly
enjoyed by the people of God: But also the word
of prophecyls fulfilled in that there has been a
restoration of the liglat and of the principles of
truth liy which men )llay return qack Into the·
presence of .God.
:The weather was all that could be desired an.d
· the attendanc!'l from. the country. anti.· surro)lnd.
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ing towns was large. There was also good order
and very close attention paid .to the word
preached.
'
At two o'clock Bro. C. H. Jones offered prayer
and Bro; H. A. Stebbins preached upon the subject of the laying on of hands, as one of the ordinances of the gospel, and upon the particular
characteristics of the Holy Spirit in its office
work to the Church of Christ and to the members and ministers thereof, according to the direct
promises of Christ and his inspired ministry of
the former days. Bro. C. H. Jones followed,
briefly.
·
After this service Mrs. Sarah E. Resch was
baptized by Bro. Alma Kent.
At the opening of the evening services Bro. J.
Alfred Davis offered praver, and Sr. Resch was
confirmed a member of Christ's Church under
the hands of Brn. H. A. Stebbins and A. H. Parsons.
The sermon was by Elder J. T. Davis upon the
subject of faith. The effort was unique and was
replete with good points peculiar to the man, both
in their kind and in their manner of presentation.
The religion of Jesus Christ is a miraculous one
but it is also a reasonable one. "These signs
shall follow them that believe." You say, "1 do
not believe that!" Then there is no promise to
you. You see at the approach of spring the fruit
buds upon the .trees. These are the signs of a full
fruitage in. the coming summer, so in the gospel.
If we have not the signs of the coming fullness of
life eternal then we· have no promise of the great
reward.
(To be continned.)

REUNION AT VALE'S MILLS, OHIO. ~
• Pursuant to appointment the Saints gathered
at the place of reunion and by Friday nighf most
of the visiting Saints had arrived. In the evening Elder J. Moler discoursed from the. text,
"What must I do to be saved?" showing the fallacy of the claims of socalled believers, as compared with the practical efforts of the faithful
doers of the word.
On Saturday, 10: 30 a. m., met for permanent
organization. Elders G. T. Griffiths and Thomas
Matthews were chosen associate presidents; T.
W. Williams secretary; A. Kirkendall assistant.
Ushers and peace preservers were appointed. A
committee of five was appointed to solicit, purchase and arrange for the place and time of the
next reunion: T. Matthews, chairman; A. Kirkendall, secretary and treasurer; S. J. J tffers, B.
Irvin, S. Hannah and B. Bell. At 7: 30 A. Kirkendall ~poke on "The apostasy of the primitive
Christian Church" Historical statemeets were
used to sustain the prophetic utterances of Scripture.
Sunday, ~p: 3o;repaired to the grove; and although it was cloudy some eight hundred to one
thousand people assembled. G. T. Griffiths addressed the morning assembly; text, "What
think ye of Christ?" It was an eloquent and
abk effort. The life and character of Christ, his
preexistence, the divine and human in his character were so forcibly portrayed that no candid
hearer could resist.
A basket dinner was the order of the day, and
th.is service did not lack as to crowd and attention.
At 2:30 T. W. Williams spoke; text, Isaiah
24: 5,6; theme, "Was the Reformation a mistake?" If viewing it as a moral scheme, No; if
as a divine one, Yes. The text was fulfilled in
the union of church and state, thus annulling
the everlasting covenant made with Christ; the
ordinance of baptism changed; the laws resinded
and others enacted; the fallacy of the claims of
the Reformers and their helplessness as depicted
in their own writings. "Restoration," not "Reformation," is God's plan.
At 7: 30 Elder T. Matthews discoursed from
the text, "Why am I a Latter Day Saint?"
Clinching arguments were adduced and strong
proofs given therefor.
The superiority of a
celestial salvation over that of an inferior kingdom was fully established. Christ as a univer"al
Savior was presented, and man's future condition
predicated upon his acts here. Thus ended the
pest day of the reunion.

Thtee services were held on Monday-prayer,
social and preaching, J. L. Goodrich occupying
the stand.
The heterodoxy of socalled Orthodoxy, the evil of persecution, the narrow and
contracted condition of the theories and creeds
of men as compared with .the limitless truths of
heaven as revealed in· and through t'le gospel
gave room for an evening's talk.
Three services again on Tuesday-preaching
at IO: 30 by G. T. Griffiths. This was an address
to the ministry, defining their true position,
showing the necessity of more godliness and
purity in manner and speech.
James Moler gave a stro::~g defense in favor of
the faith as contained in the "epitome," enlarging
much thereon.
Prayer service at 10:30 on Wednesday.
At 2: 30 funeral service of Henderson Perry,
one of the first to embrace the work at Vales. G.
T. Griffiths spoke from the text, I Peter 3: 15
showing the faith and hope of the child of God.
The sermon was replete with wise suggestions
and soothing words of condolence and hope.
Bishop E. L Kelley did not arrive until Thursday owing to unavoidable detention at home. He
preached in the evening and as usual satisfied all
that he was equal to the occasion. Intense inc
teres! was manifested, showing that his worth as
an exponent of the church was. duly appreciated.
His effort was to vindicate the claims of the
Bible and the character ot Jesus Christ.
Friday evening, T. W; Williams was speaker;
subject, "Eternal Judgment."
Saturday night the bishop made an unusually
stroag defense of the temporal law, showing It
was not instituted for God's benefit, but for man's;
it was a privilege and a duty. It was attended
by a goodly degree of God's Holy Spirit.
Sunday morning E. L. Kelley was again the
speaker. He claimed that although man's reward was predicated upon his works to a large extent, still God would take into consideration the
talents he had given him. Because Christ promised his apostles that they should sit upon,twelve
thrones did not signify that their reward would
be any greater than ours if we done our duty.
G. T. Griffiths addressed a packed house at
2: 30 on the subject, "Baptism."
It was a plain
and earnest detense; which could not be overthrown either from a scriptural or historical standpoint.
T. W. Williams filled the evening appointment
In answering objections made durin!!" the reunion
such as "Your church is selfish;" "We cannot accept the origin of your work;" "We can't understand your authority claim," &c.
Each speaker was blessed with unusual power
In preseH'ing the truth. The Saints were strengthened and en~ouraged, and great power was realized in all the services. The hospitable manner
in which the guests were entertained deaerves
especial mention, both members and non-members doing especial honor. Mr. Vales, who ha's
always befriended us, graciously furnished lumber to fix up the grove. Thus ended one of the
best reunions of southern Ohio.
DECATUR DISTRICT.
According to the vote of the June conference
our tri-annual session will be held at Redding,
Ringgold county,· Iowa, and will convene at ten
o'clock on Saturday, October 17th. Both branch
and ministry reports may be sent to me at either
Lamoni or Redding. Where presidents (or
other officers) cannot attend in person to represent their branches, will thev kindly send an account of the spiritual condition thereof, of how
the officers are doing . who are provided in the
law to visit and strengthen the Saints, and what
preaching is being done by the local elders or
priests outside the branch services, etc., for our
conferences desire to know what progress is being made within the boundaries of our district
between the sessions.
The subject of branch representation to the
conferences was deferred from June for consideration in October. All who are interested will
please take notice.
Redding is thirty-three miles west of Lamoni
by rail, and thirty miles by wagon. There are
but few resident Saints, but they heartily said

that all who vvould attend should be provided for.
They desire to see a goodly ~athering of the
ministry and members, therefore you are invited
to come, all who can. Bro. J. W. Johnson writes
that a good hall has been secured for the meeting place.
,
The date is changed froni the roth to the I7th
in consequence of the Logan Reunion, for some
may attend that whose presence will be needed
at our conference.
H. A. STEBBINS,
Dist. Pres.
NOTICE.
Bro :fosepk :-I. herewith ·forward you for in.
sertion in Herald the following hand-bill issued
by the ••Executive Committee;", and say, that I
heartily endorse the movement, and hope the
elders from abroad who may desire to come and
take part will correspond with the "Committee,"
Brn. I. N. White and John A. Robinson. Also
that all others who may intend taking part. will
(lo the same. The well known energy, push,
and enterprise of these brethren, arc sufficient
guarantee that nothing will be left undone to
make the meeting a success. I shall be glad to
have the First Presidency and Missionaries in
Charge of adjacent fields, and all others who desirf:', to be on hand to help "preach the word."
As this meeting is the first of the kind ever proposed to be held in this part of the state; I hope.
it will be a complete success. I heartily endorse
the movement, and the men appointed to take
the active oversight. I would like to see the
brethren In charge of other sub-missions and districts in the state present. I hope particularly a
strong effort will be made to m11ke the musical
departmet of the services a success. So come
along all ye "good elders," and good :singers,
and· good musicians, to Lowry City, Missouri,
October 9+h to 19th,· 189r.
Respectfully,
T. w. SMITH,
In charge of State Mi~sion •.
UNroN CAMP MEETING.-A Union Camp
Meeting will be held one-fourth mile from
Lowry City, Mo .. in St. Clair county, in the Barnett grove, commencing October 9th and continue to the rgth, .The meeting will be under the
charge of the ·church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints, and everybody is invited to come,
"pitch their tents," and enjoy a religious, social
time together. Able ministers from the North,
~uch as Elders W. W. Blair, Thos. W. Smith,
John A. Robinson, F. G. Pitt, etc., are billed to l:e
present, besides a Bcore or more of ministers from
the interior. Good hotel accommodations at reduced rates for those who prefer it to tent life.
Two large tents for the accommodation of the
public will be on the grounds. Tents to rent at
low figures by addressing T. R. White, Lowry
City, Mo. Feed and fuel on the grounds at reasonable rates. Everything will be done (in reason).for the comfort and accommodation of all
who will attend. For special information address I. N. White, Clinton, Mo.
'
Bv ORDER OF CoMMITTEE.
NOTICES.
To all wkom it may concertt :-This is to certify
that Alfred M. Teagarden of the Wheeling, W.
Va., branch has been excommunicated from the
Church. He has refused to surrender his Elders'
license to the proper authority.
I therefore
warn the Saints that they may not be imposed
upon.
L. W. PowELL,

Pres. Pittsburg and Kirtland District.
Delegates to the Sunday school convention of
Northern Michigan di>trict, which convenes
October 2d, will be met at Crosswell and Brown
City.
F. H. BROOKS.
CHURCH LIBRARY.
We thank Lambert Brothers, publishers of
the Independent Patriot, Lamoni,Jor a copy of
Elder Joseph R. Lambert's recently issued book,
"What is Man? His Nature and Destiny, Spirit,
or Soul; is it immortal? Does it survive the
death of the body in a conscious ·state? The
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views of Mortal-soulists examined and refuted."
It is a Closely printed work of 250 pages, issued
from the Patriot office, and is a very creditable
job.
JoHN ScoTT, Librarian.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The London district conference will meet at
Cameron branch October 24th and 25th. It is
the desire of the presidents of. mission and district that all who can will attend this conference
as it will be the first held in that part of the mis:
sion. All branches and officers are requested to
send their reports in good time to the secretary,
or with their delegate to the conference.
JOHN SHIELDS, Dist. Sec.
MARSVILLE P. 0., Ontario.
Conference of the Fremont' district will be
held October 17th, instead of 7th as erroneously
announced.
T. A. HouGAs, Dist. Sec.
Conference of the Fremont district will convene October 17th and xSth in the church of the
Saints, near Bro. William Leeka's, in the Plum
Hollow branch. We trust that all branch officers
especially will make a strong effort to attend.
Let all that possibly can be with us, as we hope
to have an enjoyable time. We cordially Invite
all to come and feast on the goodness of the
Lord.
HENRY KEMP, Dist. Pres.
Th~

fall conference of the Chatham district
will convene in Petrolia, on Saturday, October
3d, 1891· The Saints of the district, also brethren of the London district are invited to attend;
We should be much pleased to see Bro .. J. J.
Cornish in our midst. Saints, come one, come
all and bring the love of the work and the Spirit
of the Master, and let us have a good time long
to be remembered.
I am pleased to say the work is onward-more
work than laborers to perform and fill calls for
preaching.
GEORGE GREEN, Dis!. Pres.
Conference ot the Southern Michigan and
Northern Indiana district will be held at the
meeting house of t,he Coldwater branch, November 7th and 8th. Clerks of branches please send
in your reports, and promptly, without fail.
If anybody else !;las a report to make, please
take the hin~, instead of taking an offense; you
know you w1ll feel so much better. Let everybody come to conference.
HIRAM RATHBUN.
BORN.
GIBBS.-Near Odell, Nebraska, March x6th,
I891, to Bro. Robert and Sr. Emma Jane Gibbs
a son, blessed September 3d, I891, by Elder
H; Porter, and naq~.ed Robert Leroy.
·
MARRIED.
DITTEMORE-,-PRICE.-Atthe r.esidence of and
by Elder J. M. Terry, St. Joseph, Missouri, Sunday, September 6th, 1891, Mr. W .. H. Dittemore
and Sr. Maggie Price, both of Doniphan county,
Kansas, near Troy; We feel assured the Lord
will bless this union, if each will do the part allotted. They ret~rned. home the same evening
where friends and relatives will be surprised yet
happy to meet therp.
·
DIED.
RILEY .. - At Council Bluffs, Iowa, on September sth, I89I, of Inflamation ·.of. the Bowels, Claud Chester, the promising child of
Brother and Sister, Clarence A. and Amanda E.
Riley . . The moUJ;ned one was born November
:roth, x889, and was therefore less than two years
a tenem.ent of earthly clay when he heard and
obeyed the Sl:)mrnons .home. The conscious recognitl:<m of his parents to the last, and his farewell kis&es !ot.hem, supplemented by his calling
}lis broth~l- to.him and kissing him twice before
he l!;lfqhem!Jeave$ a pleasant memory behind
whoseh.>Ve!lght, we trust, will make th~ir upward '
patl:;l the.bng:ht~r; aS' its requirements make necessary the continue~rtreading of the narrow way
in order to..:'! holy. reunion by and by. Elder
Mark H. F;o.rscu.ttwas,telegraphed for, and condl!,cted the serticeSc of the last sad rites.·

C:

ALTROP.-At Willard City, Box-Elder county
Utah, August 13th, 1891, of blood disease, Bro.
Eben Altrop, aged 35 years and I day. He was
born in Staughton, Huntington-shire, Old England, August 12th, 1856. Funeral services at
residence, August 14th. Two of the Brighamite
elders officiated. He was strong in the faith of
the Reorganized church. He belonged to the
Council Bluffs branch. He came to Council
Bluffs about nineyears ago and not having very
good health went to Utah to see his sister.
Dear brother, thou art gone to rest,
Thy toils and cares are o'er;
And sorrow, pain and suff'ring now

Shall ne'er distress thee more.

THREE HARVEST EXCURSIONS.
The Burlington route, C., B. & Q. R. R., will
sell from principal stations on its liries, on
Tuesday next, September 29th, Harvest Excursion Tickets at Low Rates to principal cities
and points in the Farming Regions of the West,
Southwest and Northwest. For tickets and further information concerning these excursions,
call on your nearest C., B. & Q. ticket agent, or
address P. S. EusTIS, Gen'l Pass. and Ticket
Agent, Chicago, Ill.
St

NOTICE TO BOOK SUBSCRIBERS.
The pul!llication of "Pattie; or Leaves From
A Life," has been delayed for want 'Of means to
pay for the work. Neither Sr. Eleanor nor the
Board of Publication are financially able to
assume the risk, which will rriake it necessary
for all subscribers who have not paid in advance
to do so at once. As soon as sufficient money is
received to cover the cost, the book will be
issued. The price of the book, including postage,
is $r.r2, which we hope you will kindly forward
to David Dancer by January rst.
The book bas. been carefully. revised by the
author, and will contain her portrait; also an
introduction by Bro. W. W. Blair. It will be of
the same size as "With The Church in an Early
I!ay."
The story of Pattie is not a work of fiction, as
some imagine, though in romance it equals any
found in fiction. The book is all that it purports
to be~a true narrative from real life-and at .the
solicitation of many friends the real name of
Pattie will appear in the revised book.
Those who desire books representing the faith
of the Latter Day .Saints, for their own or tbeir
Sunday school library, have this opportunity to
encourage their production.
ELEANOR.
PUBLISHERS NOTICE.
We wish to say to our, friends that our book
"With The.Church. In An Early Day," is now
ready for mailing. To the ministry we are offer·
ing unusual Inducements to assist in its sale and
would be pleased to have you send for our terms
soon, as the offer will be withdrawn December
1st, x89r. Parties ordering hereafter will please
notice that the postage is fourteen cents, instead
of eight cents, as we thought it would be. The
volume (as the amount of postage indicates) is
large, neatly and substantially hound and we
think \Vill give general satisfaction.
M. WALKER.
ADDRESSES,
J. F. Mintun, Magnolia, Harrison Co., Iowa.
Elder Thomas Bradshaw, No. 48 Repton str13et,
Limehouse, London, England.
E. L. Kelley, Pre~iding Bishop, Temple, Lake county, Ohio.
Bro. Thomas Tyler, formerly from England, No. 1328
Penn street, ..Lawrence, Kansas.
J. C. Crabb, 1001 South Tenth St., Burlington, Iowa.
Jame~ McKiernan, No. 1710 Lyons St, Des Moines,
Iowa.
E. C. Briggs, Juniata; Tuscola county, Michigan.
Gomer Wells, Secretary General Sunday School .Association, Knobnoster, Missouri
Thomas Lester, Bishop's Agent, East New York Avenue, near Powell street, Br6oldyn, N. Y.
Elder Isaac N. Roberts, box 90,Pipestone, Min.n.
A. H. Parsons, Box 462, Independence, Jackson Co., .Mo.
T. W• Smit)l, care Ensign Ofi!ce, Independence, Missouri.·

SEND THEM IN.
We are preserving several hundred copies of each
installment of the Braden-Kelley Debate, and shall
be prepared until further notice to furnish all our report to new subscribers. 50cts will secure the entire
report.
LAMBERT BROS. Publishers,
Lamoni. Decatur Co .. Iowa.
ROBT. WINNING,
President.

D. F. NICHOLSON,
Cashier.

LAMONI
STATE BANK,
Successor to Farmers Bank of Lamoni.

Paid up Capital

$25,000.00.0 Liability
$50,000.00.

of Stockholders

Incorporated under the laws of Iowa, Aug. 1, 1891.
Six per cent Interest paid on time deposits.
Farm Lands and Town Lots for Sale.

AUTUMN LEAVEd,
With frontispiece each month.
Published monthly, 48 pages, neatly covered.

Price per year

$1.50.

Mrs. M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.
~The contents of October LEAVES is as
follows:
In Memoriam (Z. H. Gurley, Sen.)-UnityObservations, No. Io-The Lesson of PainLook at the Bright Side-Two Kinds of BagsPerfection of Character the End of· Punishment
-October's Party-Our Country-The History
of a Poem, Antony and Cleopatra-Are They
Christians, No. 3-Essay on Health-The Law
of Inheritance and Criminal Ostentation-Sermon by Elder John Kaler-Autumn-Department of Correspondence, The Spirit of GayetyLook Within-Editor's Corner, Zenos H. Gurley, senior, and Portrait-Domestic Department
-Round Table.
·
HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
or sale my Honse of six rooms, and an acre lot well set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace in it, and water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.

Notice.
When changing your place of residence, or desiring
your paper sent to a different post-office. be particular m
gtving, m full, the name of the post-office, county, and
state where you had been last receiving it, and distinctly
state the name of the post-office, county and state to
which you wish your paper sent in the future.
When mailing a letter, whether in a railroad car, on a
steambo!'t, or while visiting at a friend's, in every instance gtve you-r own address where you are taking your pa-

per.

If yonr paper has been discontin 1ed. state where you
have last been taking it, and the time it was stopped.

THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Music only.)
Leather back and Muslin sides .•••.••••••••• $1 50
SUNDAY SCHOOL REPORT.
This is a blank statistical report, per dozen
lOcts.
MISCELLANEOUS.
The Problem of Hum9.n Life Here and Hereafter
by A. Wilford Hall, 544 pages, muslin ••••••. 1
, Universalism Against Itself, 336 pages, muslin
by A. Wilford Hall ....................... 1
Josephus, complete, library leather ••••....•.. 3
Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,
muslin boards, f> volumes ................. A
Mosheim's Church History, 2 volumes .••••••• .4
Baldwin's Ancient America (illustrated) .••••••• 1
Rollin's Ancient History, two volumes in one .• .4
The Koran, library leather ..•..•••.•..•...•.. 2
Gieseler's Ecclesiastical History, from A.D. 1 till
1854, muslin boards, 5volumes ............ 10
The Ecclesiastical History of Eusebius PamphiJus, Bishop of Cresarea and. Pahistine •••••••• 2
Cruden's Complete Concordance of Bible •••••. 1
Bible Text Book ............................ 1
Apocryphal New Testament ..•• ,.••••••••••• 1
Elders' Diary, by Joseph Luff •••••.•••••••• , .
Emerson's Rea:dy Binder, Herald and Hope size.

50

00
50
00
00
SO

00
25
00
00
~5

00
65
30
85

THE SAINTS' HAJ.tP.
(Hymn Book.)
[mite,ti.cn Horoooo, sprinkled edgea .••••••••••• 1 26
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges • , ... ~ .......... 1 ~9
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ZION'S

IN ;BOTH BINDINGS.

IS MAN?"
BY ELDER J. R. LAMBERT,
Is now ready in paper covers. A thorough treatise on
immortality, and a complet.e expose of mortal-soulism;
250 pa~es.

~

Paper covers, per copy,
50c.
Cloth
75c.
Food for Thought, paper covers 25c.
Per dozen
$2.00.
Patriot one year and Food for Thought 1.15.
6 months "
70c.
WRITE US FOR TERMS TO AGENTS.
LAMBERT BROTHERS,
LAMO.NI,

!owA.

A farm of 80 acres, ·2)4 miles from Wnt, Ringgold Co.,
Iowa. 40 acres good meadow, 20 acres plow-land, 20 acres
timber; all under good fence, divided in four parts;' good
house, with 4 rooms above and 4 rooms below; 2 good
wells, good stable, cribs, yards, cave, etc.
.
This farm will be sold on easy terms; a small portiOn
cash down and from two to eight years' time on the bal-

ance.

,

For further particulars call on or address;
B. F. MELVIN,
26sep3m
WmT, Ringgold Co., Iowa.
HO.!!

READ

A .New and

THIS!!!

Eular~ed

E.diti.on

OF

PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD,;
THE

Apostasy, Reformation and Restoration,
BY WM. H. KELLEY.

Everybody Should Read It.
It contains 421 pagM. (the first issue containing but
370) of closely written matter. wit)l; autograph and likeness
of tlte Author, and is sold at the low price of $1.25 per copy.
No one should be content with a copy of the first issue.
Send it on a missionary tour among your neJghbor" and
friends, and purchase a volume of the New Editwn to .be
better·pleased with it, and thus send a thousand evangelists
'into the field with little or no sacrifice. The WOEK'rs A LlBRARY 'YITBIN ITSELF; a marvel of trenchant criticism and logical deductwns from historical facts; a KEY to the right understanding of the Bible and modern diverse systems of
faith and worship. It discusses the issues of theology
that are to the front to-day. No Bible student can afford
to miss reading "Presidency and Priesthood" either as
critic or invesLigator. It points out the way in which all
· Chhsti~ns may unite upon a common faith-the Bibleand may be read with interest and profit by Skeptics and
Infidels. It treats largely of JUinisterial Authority as associated with the MELCHI8EDEK and AARONIC
PRIERTHOODS, and the
IDEAL CHURCH OF NEW TESTAMENT TIMES
is conspicuously set forth in striking contrast with the
Creeds and systems of Church building since the days of
the Apostles, Also the claims for the
RESTORATION OF THE GOSPEL AT A LATER
DAY THAN THE APOSTOLIC AGE
is critically examined in the light of prophecy and history, which is a subject of great moment to men of every
faith. .A historical resume or brief is also inserted of the

rtse and develupment_of the

nAPOSTATE CHURCI:I/'

and an

exegesis upon the 29th chapter of Isaiah, the revelation
of the

"SEALED BOt.K, ,,

a scientific and historical refer·

AND

S~ER

OF PALMYRA:
Or

SEQUELTO S~IRITUAL GIFTS~
By M. H. BOND.

Modern Prophets acter ancient type111.
Who wa111 Joseph S:m.ith ~
'Va111 1141 a religion!'! impoutor?
·waa.he a "Spirit :Medium"?
What dees the Bible aay about Jeseph
Smith?
The Truth by Three Witne~eee-Christianity in the
First and Nineteenth. Century-The Ancient and Modern Pharioee-The Revelations of Emmanuel Swedenborg-Modern "Spirit Mediums," and Hypnotic Religions "Rev)nl," ""Against Rea.on and Bible Testimony, and in Contradistinction to the Work of "The Latter
Day Seer;" Examtned in the Light of FAcTS and Human
~Hiator;r-A Rational and Scriptnntl Exposition or E:X:planatron of Old and New Testament Prophecy and Doctrine.
A Rcvi•lon of "Spiritual Gifts," With Supplement and
Appendix. Nearly twice the reading matter of Spiritual
Gifte. Paper coven 35cte., full cloth binding 60 cents.
For Sale at "Herald Office;" or by M.. H. Bond, Willoughby, Ohio. Liberal Discount to Agentm.
4apr

THE NEW WEBSTER
Successor of the Unabridged;

SUNDAY SCHOOL

TEACHERS' LESSON HELPS,
For Intermediate Question Book .and New
Testament Classes-of use in all classes, Single
copies, so cents per year.

AND PLATFORM'S

LIBERAL OFFER!
An Engraving worth $2.50 in Art Stores, FREE; abso:
lu!A<ly FREE. The magnificent Lithograph of the famous

A GRAND INVESTMENT

For the Family, the School or the Library.
The work of revision occupied over ten
years, more than a huridred editorial laborers having been employed, and over
$300,000 expended before the first copy
was printed.
SOLD BY ALL BOOKSELLERS,

GERMAN TRACTS.

SPRII'\ICIFIELD, Mass., U.S. A.

An Eight-horse Ames Boiler, made by the Ames
Iron Works, Oswego, N. Y., in good condition, and
running order, used in Herald Office, but taken out
on account of it not being large enough and replaced
with a 25 horse one. All necessary valves and fittings go with it.
Any one needing such a boiler, write to Herald
Office.

of

VALUABLE PREMIUM FREE!

A Pamphlet of specimen pages, illustrations,
testimonials, etc., sent free by the publishers.
Caution is needed in purchasing a dictionary, as photographic reprints of a comparatively
worthless edition of Webst~r are being marketed

BOILER FOR SALE, CHEAP.

MEETING HOUSES.
Be\ow ""ill be found the different places of
meeting
the church in the cities named l
. Salt Lake City, Utah,. Mission Chapel, Second
South street, opposite the Presb):terian church.
Meetings every Sunday at 2 and 7: 30 p.m.
St;Joseph, Missouri, Saints? Chapel, Seventeenth street, near Faraon ·street. Take Jule
street, or Wyatt Park cars to Seventeenth, street,
.and the building wilL be in.sjghtSt. Louis, Missouri, No. 2518 :Elliott avenue.
San Bernardino, California, corner Fifth and
F streets.
Omaha, Nebraska, Sai.nts' Chapel, No. 1418
North Twenty-first street.
Sacramento, California, Saints' Chapel, Twenty-fourth avenue and K street.
J. M. Parr,
president.
· .
San Francisco, California, Lincoln Hall, Mont. gomery street, near Palace l{otel.
.
.
Denver, Colorado, Euclid Hall, Fourteenth
street, opposite City Hall.
•
Kansas City, Missouri, No. 2324 Wabash ave,
Preaching services at I I a.m. and 7: 30 p.m.;
social service at 2: 30 p.m., Sundays.
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, 67 Fourth avenue.
Boston, Massachus.etts, Howard avenue, Roxbury.
Nebraska City, ·Nebraska: Second Corso, between 6th and 7th streets.
Des Moines, Iowa, corner of Sixteenth and
Lyon streets, East Des Moin:es, Iowa.
Chicago, Illinois, services every Sunday at
two p.m., in Hall 0, No. 213' W. Madison street.
Manchester, England, Mission-room, II3 Clarendon street, Welcomb street, Hulme, every
Sunday at 2: 30 and 6: 30 p.m.

PEN

ence and presentation of the earliest discovery and settlement of the Americau continent. some twenty centuries before the Christian era, the ancestors of the American lndtans, who they were and where they came from,
with facsimiles of their writings, the origin of modern
churches and creeds, etc.
·
Copies may be had by addressing Wm. H. Kelley, 'l'emple, Lali;e county, Ohio; or the Herald Office, Lamoni,
Iowa, and from Traveling Agents. Money orders sent to
Wm. H. Kelley should be drawn on Willoughby, Ohio.
~Tracts iii the German Language may be had of Bro.
Ad. Richter, Burlington, Iowa: 'l'lle Baptism, 6 cents;
the Repentance, 5 cents; the Principles of the Gospel, 6
cents; the Epitome o!. Faith, 2c.; the Sixth Trumpet, a
fifty-four page pamphlet, 25c. These prices include
postage.

:N'

SPIRITUAL .GIFTS
THE

FARM FOR SALE.

EN SI.G

Ppbliehed every Saturdl!.y at
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,
F. G. PITT, Editor.
Snbeeription price, Sl.OO per year.
It ie devoted to the spreading or religions trut)l as
viewed by the Saints.
·
.
•
Each issue contains a sermon by one of the ministry,
reports of the. different societies in the church, and articles bearing upon or explanatory of the doctrines of the
church.
It is .the intention to make it a 'wlp to the missionary
at home and in the field; a sourr.e of comfort to the scattered ones who are denied church prrvileges, and to bring
the Saints into closer relationship with each. other.

under v~rious names, often_bY misrepresentation.
..
GET THE BEST,

The International, which bears the imprint of

G. &. C. MERRIAM & CO.,
PUBLISHERS,

and historic NAuvoo TEMPLE has been copyrighted in
the Librarian's Office, Washington, D. C., and is owned
by a friend of Pen and Pla.tform.
We offer this fine, large Engraving, (requiring a frame
24x30, inner moulding), as a PREMIUM, delivered free at
our office, to any subscriber, old or new, who will send
One Dollar for two years' subscription to Pen and Plat·
form, in advance. If to be sent by mail, twenty-five cents
extra must be inclosed to pay for roller and postage.
For clubs ordering a number by express, they will be
packed and delivered free at express office, St. Mary's,
Ontario.
Every Historian, and every lover of history; every
Theologian, and every student of modern religions; every advocate or opponent of the faith it represents, will
desire one of these superb engravings. The right of this
Lithograph vests in present owner, Prof. M.-H. Forscutt,
up to A. n. 1918, of wliom alone the right to sell or issue
can be secured. The Engraving is correct in every par ..
ticular, and, nicely framed, will be an ornament in any
hall, studio, or home.
13Junto20Sep.

B.EVISITED,

A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
Setting forth the order and nature of the Priesthood, and defining the duties and prerogatives
of all the Church Officials, including the First
Presidency, and ah;o the Deacons, as set forth in
the .Revelations of God and decisions of the
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
the Church, by Charles. Derry, and for sale at
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
Price 25 cents including postage.

J. W. Gillen, Statwn E, St. Louis, Mo.
C • .A. Parkin, 2910 Sixteenth St., Near Mission, San
Francisco, California.

AND THE WORLD STORY RETOLD;
The Scientific DefenM of the Latter Day Faith.
240 pages, bound in cloth, price 81.
S. F. WALKER, J,..amonl, Iowa.

INSP.IRED TRANSLATION.
~ FLEXIBLE BINDING. ,.m
The Inspired Translation of the Holy Scrip·
tures bound in limp leather, flexible covers, similar to the binding of the Oxford Sunday school
Teachers' Bible. Price, by mail, $4.
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·HE SHALL HAVlll No:l'flli•"-PagQ 116,Book pfMormon, chap. 2, par. 6 •
. ~'.WE BlllLIEV:;Ill, '!'HA'l' .ONE ..MAN ,SHOULD HAVlll ONIII WIFE, AND 0N111 Wo:IIU.lll lltl'f O:lrlll Rl1Bl!IA£RD! JIXOJIPJ! ll'l· C,Ulll Oll'
!~. A'!' LmBR'l'Y. ~9 _MA:ru'Y ,Ao:"~N. "-,Page SW, Book. of Covell!'p.ts a:qd Co:m:manQ.llUints, s.~. 109, par. 4.

Lamoni, Iowa, October 3,. 1891.
THE SAINTS' HE'RALD:'
)ffici~i Pape; of the Re~rg~niz~d· Ch,;;~li ~t'Jesus Christ of
;~

4 •

'

I

' , ,.

Latter Day Saints;

1

<

c

Iow..s,._
P1:ice. $a..per.yem:,. $rjo,r six montks ..

.PuDLISHE:P .A;r L.uro.NI, .PEQA'l'JJII C\W;N':ry,

, (,The' .rJ:lraveling, Ministry, .District and Branc~ ~rt·~idte.mts,.
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Lamoni, Iowa, Oct. 3; 1·89I.AMNESTIED.

'F~9.¥. ~11~ s~.it 'L~k.~. 'T.ifll(!,f an.d' tl;le irib.une, .published. at Salt. :Lake City,,. and, the
. Utah Enquirer, of Provo, Utah, we learn
that·the Go.Yerntr\ent had granteq amnesty
to' J6seph: F.'Smitn, of the Presidency of
tlllt Utah Morin
Cl1ur~h·. . We quote
f~pqt ~h"' Pnq¥i~er, ofSt;!ptember,I6th:

on

.·"AMNESTY• GRANTED. PRESIDENT. JOSEPH·
-·F;•SMITH.·'

"The followingtelegram was yesterday·recei ved
-•in the•Assoeiated Press·report: •
·"CAPE MA'Y, N: ].;_Sept. 7.~Amnesty has
•been grantea• ·Joseph"F. Smith·, of Utah·,· convicted of polygamyi
~>The• report is ·at fautt wherein it· says· Pres.
·Smith •waseonvkte'd·of polygamy; -He• has be~n
Indicted but never convicted. The amnesty is
not,w:holly une;Xpeeted,•as- it is-unde>stood.that
• the·- mo:vement.orig-ina:ted in. S».lt L~ke, .;e.veral
.,prominent Gentiles_ Lend.ing their. endorsement
.• and.aid to the. same..'
- , .~·Pres. Smith ha;s. not been. seen.in.public. ,for
-11everal. years, and the.new-s thathe Is, now a. free
:c.man will. -be recej:ved. with .general rejoicing
>_throughout. the. Mo,t,mqn.Cl;lurch.'1,

··S.o mueh for irye dispatch·; ·and here foi"lows the E1zquirer's ed1t6riill:
"THE AMNESTY.

iiTne Salt Lake 'Times of las{ ev'ening com, m\!rits in the foflowh1g iangu'a'ge on the amne~ty
~'x:ten<Jed by'the
of' the United States to]oc
"se'ph.
s~1ill:
· .. · · ·· •
· ··
'"The· news which appeared exClusively in
these colun:tns'Jeste~tl'ay·af(eti\.6ot.: that amnesty
'hadbeerl;extendedtoJoseph F. Smith, am~~-·
·oer of ·the ·preslde't'lcy of the' Church of Jesus
Cht!st"of Latter 'D'ay Saints; although not' unexpec'tetl; createih deeided sensation; .
C' "-'If· signifies a gteat dear.::.: more than could oe
'~i"(:lwded H1to the"'ordln:H'f' cohtm'rt, bf a:' Mify
''new;paper. 'He'has sne:Uh~.~~~ ~~s 'swdrd. · coh-
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Cisely interpreted, it' has. the' same refer'ence. to
binding. Then the effort to discharge him from
the late war betw'een the church and those who
allllabHity to the Indictment that was slunibez"
ing In the pigeon-holes of the clerk;s office was
differed with Its ritual as did the surrender of
revived. The faCt that he. recognized the manlGm. Lee's staffon the field ~£~Appomattox .
'''The vicissitudes through ~hlch j~se~h F. . festo and that he had signified his readiness· to
subscribe to the Edmunds· Tucker oath rallied a
s.mith has bee!! w'htriect are ~any. !I~ ts .a
n\!ph~w of the Apostle Joseph .S!lllth.andsonof
la,rge number,of Gentil~~ in hls b~hal~; and tll.e
papers necessary ~o. secure the long ~ove,ted a;n•
Hyq1m Smith, and Is ,t,he. ,<;)o.se~.t kJn ~o. tpe
·illustrious se.er ;t.nd prophet, !from the .6..r:st 111s nesty were \ransmitted to. Presidept Harriso,n
life . has 'Qeen devote<;! .to ,the religion that .:was
wl;wse. order:J.ppeared In .the Ti~zes yeste,t:d,a,y.
"'We. have sept wprd to Mr. Smith,' said a !I)etl)·
.bred. In him :with a zeal a.nd sp!rlt.that brooked
no ..r.estraint. ''Aggressive. to a.degree that. was qer of President Wil£ord Woodruff'.s t;abin.et .this
afternoon, 'and now thllt the freed,om .of tl;J:e
.almos.t inflammable he diff<!red," said one of. the
American g.overnment has been opened .to hiw,
heads of the cburch this afternoon, '·'from almost
we expect that he will m.ake his appearance .in a
eveFyone of his colleagues·.• His policy· was
very short time.'
heroic resistance if logic and equity faHed."·
1•1n the meantime the press representativ.es
·"It would be difficult to secure· a more lucid
analysis of the spirit that animated him~' This are haut:~ting the precincts of the Gardo house,
each casting his hook for .a •scoop' that lies in the
rallied about him a warm· and enthusiastic· folexperience of a man who has been nine years
lowing. He was called to'the·leglstative halls of
under cover."
the Territory, and at once became one 'of the
We have waited to see something of
most striking features of that assembly. In x88x
this special act of amnesty noticed by the
he WitS again ~lected .to,tlw ,legi~ja,tl;l.% ana, His
Utah church organ, the Deseret News,
said, WM chosen president of the ·council for that
session. In the meantime. tJ:)e .{)nited State.s.au- "but ha:ve failed to see .it in that journal,
probably from,the fact that our exchange
thoriUes w.ere. following him .up.w!th unrelent.ing
reache.s only a semi-weekly copy, and P'uch
determination. Successive measures were passed
.by ·congress, butfal!ed to.. e~:~t~ap, htm. Finally notice ha:s been in .a copy which did not
reach us. But we take it for granted that
the Ed.munds-Tucker act came in x882 and with
·the
state.ment is correct, and that · Pres.
it Counselor .smtth disappear-ed. --On the 12th
day of. Februavy, I885, under ,the -administration Joseph F. Smith has availed himself· of
of Judge Dickson, as. United States attorney, 'governmental clemency and is now free
from the surveiHartce of the· marshals of
the grand jury filed into, court and an indictment
the Territory.
·
·
was lodged, charging him with unlawful·cohablWe con'g'ratulate Pres; Joseph F. Smith
tation, the co-respondents· belpg Jolina Lambon the result of the long contest between
son, Edna Lambson and Sarah Ridiards;
himself and the Government; and while
· "This Indictment was .dvagged· from .Its dusty
we deplore the cause of· the beginning of
,moorings ,in .Cletk .McMillan's .office to,.day.
that contest, .we can but be pleased that
The ortler .of,the President, bad. quashed it .and It when it was ended, it was upon the basis
w.!ls ncny e.¥ posed for..the.fh:st tim.e ,to. the. w01ild.
of an acceptanc'e of the ter~s '6ffered by
It never reached .the .destination for which it b.ad' the paternal Government, obedience t6.:H:ie
been. started; Counselor Smith had de.parted on
law. Disobedience brought deathinto·the
.a m!S>ion , upon: .the e:~;.e pf his indictment and . world; and the sin of the world to-day is
disobedience. .By the obedience of One,
was. ~.ev,er reached notwithstanding. tJ;le .vlgi:lant
divine amnesty came unto many·; the
.efforts of.the Unlt!!d.States,a.uthorlties.. He.ex!led himself in the ..Sand.w.lch .lslands, .. through enmity of the law being overcome ..b:Y the
mercy extended to penitence.
. wh)cb he bt:gan. to. dtssem.inate'. the teachll!l'gs of
his rt:liglon .. In this capacity he. was heard ftom · Men of lesser note than Pr:es •. oseph
F. Smi.th suffen.'!d fines and imprisqnm,eQt
11everal times. by. the. authorlt!!'!s, with, whom.. he
for off.enses similar. to those with which ,he
wa,sJn .sympathy .. , He tll,e1;1 ..sougb,t a newfi.eld
.and went .to. Me~h:o, where .he, continued .his;la- w;as:cha,rged, !!nd no g-ood reas<m may qe
given. why he. should . t1<;>t have ]J~en
.borsas a mi.sslonary.;
puni~hec:l.!!stheywere,, ifhe was in li}{e
"In the meantime ,efforts were: beirtgmade -to
ll}anner g1,1ilty as they.' ]3ut,the offipers
_secure his· amnesty, but:he was unable to ·t:econ- '
having failed to secure his arr~ignment
·Gile- himse-lf to -the condition· which' meant ·:the
,up~n, .th~ charges locl,_ge_d . ~g.ai~st hi~,
-slgning·of the".Edmunds-Tucker oath. The•efeither bv rea~.on of their mab1ht)' to fin,d
fort.con.sequently-iiell through, ·and .. 1:hen•came 'him, or their indifference of hi~arrest,he
the manifesto above ·the -signature of President ·'now brings hims.elfinto the. lines of citizen·Woodmff •. ·.
ship by submitting tolhe law. .w~ differ
":A :copy· of. this' dbc'uihetit 'by' which the ''ftom him: widely in. much that l'le has
dee;med v;tal in' his religious'faith; btltwe
polygamistlcclause wa.s expunged from theTitual
''of the' cl:fll'rclt' relic ~ted him; •arid 'tt:sobri''.bet'ame. ·have no· feeling o.f bitterness that would
cause us to rejoke) in.efther· his continuing
ckrtoWh' 'that' :Joseph · F:' Smitl'drt his' exile' fe1Ht
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to e~ade the officers, or in his suffering
any further distress and punishment for
what, he deemed to be right, and we believed to be radically wrong and a crime.
ATTEJIS"TIQN, SUNDAY SCHOOL
WORKERS.
SUPERINTENDENTS, Teachers and Sunday
school workers should note the list of
Sunday school supplies published in this
week's issue of the Hope. Especially note
the ''combination offer." It will greatly aid
all schools to obtain and use these supplies.
'The "Sunday School Record" is now on
sale. It is a weekly and yearly statistical
form for recording the attendance of each
scholar, teacher and officer, and is ar~
ranged to lasf two years. Each school
should have one; one hundred collection
envelopes go with it. The General Record,
and the class book, have been devised only
after a careful exqmination of the- best in
use by other religious bodies, and we recommend them as superior to any others
for the use of our schools. An apology is
due those interested for the unexpected delay in announcing said price list.
'
It is the wish of the officers of the General Association that all schools promptly
obtain and use these supplies, that unity
may promptly obtain and advancement at
once begin with all. The expense is not
great, and where there is a will to do
there is a way. Is your interest sufficient
to prompt your action in this matter? Is
your school preparing to come into the
next convention in line with the workers,
, or are you lagging in the rear?
Please to also notice the recommendation of committee on Sunday school singing book. They recommend "Winnowed
Song~," published by Biglow & Main,
New York. They can be obtained cheaper
by ordering through Herald Office. Prices
will be given later, but orders can be sent
in at once. They will be promptly filled
at-lowest pos.sible prices.
WHY NOT TAX THEM?
THE BACHELOR TAX IDEA: WEIGHTY CON·
SlDERATIONS PRo AND CoN.-The idea of fining
men who fail to marry by imposing a special tax
on them is not a new one. A bill Is now before
the Legislature in Georgia, proposing that all
the bachelors over thirty years old shall be taxed,
the tax to be increased as they grow older. Kate
Field says: "Just so long as women are taunted
for living in single blessedness, just so long
ought unmarried men to be taxed." The truth
of this proposition is questionable. If it be just
to tax single men for this cause, then it is just
that any fine or tax imposed on ot;e who has
made an offer of marriage and been rejected,
should be borne by the woman who refused
l)im. Thousands of rejected suitors never can
bring themselves to love another, or to desire
another for a wife, and live blighted lives. Of
course this is not taken into consideration by
Kate Field and the rest of womankind.-)CackSO?tVtlle

Times- Umon, Sept. 6tk.

Everv man owes it to his Creator and
the state to marry •. This will perhaps be
conceded by Kate Field, Susan B.

Anthony and all the rest of those wouldbe women reformers who· are dissatisfied
that they were not born men rather than'
women, and are d()ing what tht:y .can to
cause others to. be dissatisfied-for the
same reason. Now, it so happens that the
premise being true, some woman owes it
as a duty to her Creator and the state that
she marries this man. Hence, if he remain unmarried, and for that reason should .
be taxed for remissness of duty to the
state, why should not she also be taxed for
the same failure on her part.
Woman very Jargely makes society
what it is; and especially is this true in
this country in what is called the better
classes in society where she rules as dictator of customs and fashions, in dress,
manners, homes and their decorations, refinements and adornments, and everything
else that goes with the marriage relation.
For tnis reason woman is the real dtctator
whether she will remain single, or will
marry; and if she puts it out of the practicabilities of ordinary life for men of
worth and merit to aspire to her companionship in marriage by reason of the factitious demands which she makes of a husband, the state ought to fine her, rather
than the man who would, but dare not, or
cannot pay the price.
BRo. JosEPH SEDDON, of Persia, Iowa,
sent us the following dodger advertisement of the Reunion, which we pubhsh
that the readers of the HERALD may see
how energetically the brethren and their
friends are worl~ing for the success of the
meeting.
It is strikingly suggestive of the fair and
upright conduct of the brethren who live
in the region round about where thereunion is to be held, to see the aid they are
receiving from those resident at Logan,
who are not of the faith-surely they were
to find favor in the eyes of the people.
LOGAN REUNION,
The Annual Reunion of the Reorganized
Church of Latter Day Saints will begin its ses·
sion for 1891, on the ·2d day of October, at 2 p.
m. near the city of Logan, Iowa.
The grounds are beautifully situated in the
ample grove of Mr. J. C. Milliman, on the high
ridge adjoining the City on the we.st, and for
convenience, healthfulness, quiet, and attractive
surroundings are all that can be desired. •
Prominent teachers will be in attendance from
abroad to minister In word and ordinance, in·
eluding Elders Jos. Smith, W. W. Blair, J. R.
Lambert, Jos. Luff, J. W. Gillen, E. L. Kelley,
M. H. Forscutt and others; also local mission a·
ries and ministers from Western Iowa and
Eastern Nebraska.
The large new tabernacle, capable of seating
about z,ooo persons, to which will be added the
tabernacle tents of the Galland's Grove. and
Little Sioux districts, will afford pleasant sittings
for nearly 2,500 altogether.
Board at the hotels will be from $3·50 to $4.00
per week and In private families at reasonable
rates.
An abundant supply of excellent water for all
purposes will be furnished free, and wood, hay
and grain will be on hand at cheap rates.

From present indications this will be mthe largest and best meeting of the kind ever
held in the west. Those attending it should
arrange to be on hand at the beginning If prac·
ticable, and then stay to the close-a ~eriod of
ten days ormore.
Mail will be delivered on the grounds and dis·
tribute(! at the offices erected for that purpose,
and all mail should have Camp Grounds written
on the lower left hand corn.er.
Provisions of all kinds will be delivered at the
tents twice each day at reasonable rates. A
boarding and lunch stand will be on the grounds.
To our fellow members, we say, don't fail to
come, and come. to abide till the close. To our
fellow citizens, we say, come and see and hear
and then judge.
All come, and welcome.
Reum"on Com.~ DAVID. CHAMB~Rs, Pres.
( Jos. SEDDON, Secretary.
L
C
~ A.L. HARVEY, Pres.
ogan om (C. F. LucE, Secretary.
BRo. J. C. CLAPP wrote from Walia
Walla, Washington, September 9th. He
had baptized one, Dr. W. L. Freeman, of
whom notice has already been made in
HERALD i of this Bro. Clapp says:
"I received your letter while in Lata:h, with
the one enclosed from D~. Freeman. I lmmedi·
ately wrote to Mr. Freeman telling him when I
would be in this city, and asked him to meet me
or write to me here. I arrived here on Monday
evening, and this morning Dr. Freeman called
on me. After a little conversation we took a
buggy and drove two miles to the creek and I
buried him with Christ.
"Dr. Freeman is one of the most brilliant .men
I have niet in many days, and knows just why
he wanted to be baptized into the church. He is
a physician and has a drug store in Wallula.
"The Spirit bore witness in power at his confirmation that he is called to the ministry; and I
know that it is only a matter of a short time
when he will occupy that position.
"He is moving his office and store down to
Vancouver and then will take Herald and other
publications."
Bro. Freeman writes September 10th:
"I met Elder Clapp in Walla Walla yesterday,
and we got a horse and buggy going to the camp
grounds of the Seventh Day Adventists where
Bro. Clapp buried me in baptism for the remission of sins. Truly I thank you, brother, for informing Bro. Clapp of my whereabouts. I thank
God for his blessing, hoping to be an instrument
in his hands for doing good. Hoping to meet
you at the bar of God, I am, your brother in
Christ."
Thus does the good Lord of the harvest
send his servants, to whom he gives his
Spirit to lead them to the truth. We
welcome Bro. W. L. Freeman to the fold.
DIVORCE IN UTAH.
THE Divorce Calendar of the First District Court of Utah, Hon. John W. Blackburn, Judge, for the September term, 189r,
has twenty-five cases in suit tor divorce,
twenty-four of which are brought by the
wife. Pretty good showing for the land
where men and women marry for "time
and all eternity."
·
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the whole building. The walls are like a forBRo. D. S. MILLS, writing from Irvingtress, bl:!ing three:feet thick, andjsolid stone and
ton, California, says:
"l arrived here on the 12th, after holding mortar frotn the foundation to the roof. The
funeral serv.ices at the death of Sr. Brown, wife timbers and joists as seen in the cellar are in
keeping with the walls, being huge hewn pieces
of Bro. E. C. Brown, of Pomona, on the 6'h
She died suddenly, of an attack of neuralg·ia of of hickory and oak.''
the heart. She was a real mother in Israel, and
the stay and staff of her husband.
THERE was a reunion of the Nineteenth
"Bro. H. P. Brown's wic'ow is here at theRe- Ohio Battery, "Shield's Battery," held at
union, and firm in the faith. She bore an excelKirtland, lately, under the auspices of
lent testimony in our sacrament meeting, as did Sam Allen Post of the G. A. R., at which
also Bro. William Hart. I stayed at his house on reunion Bro. W. H. Kelley made the adthe night of the uth and urged him to come to dress of welcome, "in an eloquent manner,"
the Reunion, which he did and is rejoicas the report states.
ing with us. Bro. Price is here, full of the
The dinner was in the G. A. R. Hall,
Spirit, and may God grantthat the dark cloud so but the speechmaking and business of the
long obscuring the heavenly horizon of the session were held in the temple. There
dear Saints in Oakland, is passed forever, and
was a Camp Fire held in the Hall in the
the eternal bonds of love may keep unity and evening at which H. S. Buffington prepeace among them. I am truly glad to report to sided, at whiCh Bro. Kelley is also credited
you that I nt'Vt'r saw so much of the real desire with a five minutes speech.
Comrade
in spirit made manifest in Brn Heman C. Smith Spafford presided inthe Temple.
and J. F. Burton for mercy and peace to heal
Bro. Kelley sent us the record of prothe past as I now do; hence, I expect much good ceedings cut frcm a newspaper, butlwhat
one and what day the meeting was held
will be the result. All is working well. We
are not stated.
ordained yesterday Brn. George S. Lincoln and
George W. Harlow as high priests; and God
confirmed it to our entire satisfaction. Praise
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
his name. We are having a glorious Reunion
A LETTER. from Sr. Mrs. Mary Street,
truly."
mother of Bro. William Street, dated
Of the same Reunion Bro. J. F. Burton
Conshohocken,
Pennsylvania, September
wrote on the 16th:
19th, announces the death of Bro. Street,
"The Reunion is progressing splendidlywhich occurred the 19th, after a week's
everybody haJ>py-'a wave of pleasantness and
sickness.
Bro. Street was an earnest
peace over all the· Saints makes their counten- worker, especially in the interests of the
ances glow with the joy only witnessed In the Sunday school children. He will be greatcommunion of the Saints. The meetings are ly missed by them, to whom he was a true
spiritual feasts indeed; the preaching excellent. and devoted friend. He was in his fiftieth
Yesterday afternoon Bro. Heman C. Smith gaNe year.
an address on the :duties and privileges of the
Brethren J. W. Gillen and Charles H.
ministry, especially of high priests; after .which Jones, who have been laboring in the.
Eiders George S Lincoln and George W. Har- south and southwest, have returned'to
low were ordained high priests by him and D. S. their homes on a furlough. Bro. Gillen
Mills; and last evening we had the pleasure of rep()rts twenty-two baptized in Alabama
li~tening to a clear imd logical discourse by Bro.
during the summer. Bro. Jones has been
Lincoln, subject, 'The Bride-the Lamb's wife.' laboring in the St. Louis . district for the
Our little chapel is strained to hold the people, greater part of his time, and reports fabut the committees have built a nice bowery vorably of the prospects in that district.
Both brethren look well and are in exceladjoining it, and yve go there when needed .
Everything moves <;>n smoothly. Saints are here lent spirits. ·
A number of tracts have reached us sent.
from most ail parts of the state; some from N evada, Modoc county, Orange county, and one by Bro. G. W. Haifey, who has been disfine young man came from Washington to hear "tributnig tracts about Melbourne, Ausand. see for himself of this 'Wonderful work;' tralia, and its vicinity, and enlisting the inBro. H. C. baptized him .on Suriday morning. terest of the people where he could. He
sends us a .communication in tract form,
All is well, thanks to our Father.''
taken from· the Dunolly Express, a very
good article, entitled the Reorganized
· TI:IE Chicago, I(Linois, News for August Church of Jesus. Christ of Latter Day
29th has a column. in reference to .the Saints. It is well written, and sets us be''followers of Joseph Smith who are not fore the people fairly. ·
polygamists."
J:'he writer is a corresBro. William Waterman wishes us to
pondent, and. writes of the people who are correct a mistake occurring- in his letter in
represented by the S.aints at Kirtland. It HERALD for September 26th. The buildis very fair, and treats the subject well.
being- erected at Leon is 28x36 instead ·of
Of the temple .at Kirtland he writes:
22x36 as it is in his letter.
"The temple shows that Joseph Smith must
'!'he RamdenJunction, Ohio, Enterhave been a most remarkable man .. Two years prise, September 19th contai~s a good
after. he began his preaching he laid the founda- notice of the reunion of the. Southeastern
dons; and three years were required to complete · Onio and West Virg-inia S1.ints. .
·
it. Evidontly it was built on honor; for in spite
TH:oMAS A:ND GLENDENJ'HNG.-Bro.
~f all its. vicissitudes there is not a crack in the 0. B. Thomas and Ehler Glendenning, of
walls, and the plastering is as solid and as firm the Christian Advent Brethren arediscus.'walls,.there beingplly;one crack in it iri sing at. the C. A. meeting house, two and

a half miles northwest of Lamoni, at date,
September 24th, upon the proposition that
the Spirit ot man is consci:Jus between
death and the resurrection. This Elder
GlenJenning· denies, Bro. Thomas affirms.
BRADEN vs. HuLL.-lt is stated in the
new~papers that Elder Clark Braden, and
Moses Hull, the Spiritualist, are to meet
in discussion at Muncie, Indiana. These
men are well matched, and the debate
will undoubtedly be interesting to those
who may like the style of the two meP.
The topic will be "Religion vs. Spiritualism."
Bro. I. N. Roberts is laboring in the
vicinity of Pipestone, Minnesota, "working new ground all the time." Some of
the ministers of other bodies oppose, as
u>ual, but will not openly meet the issue.
Bro. Joseph Dewsnup, of Manchester,
England, is alive to the work, and is keeping the public informed in regard to the
faith. In the Manchester, Chronicle for
September I 1th, he has an excellent article of half a column in length descriptive
of the people and the faith of the Reorganized Church.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Bro. Blair writes (rom Council Bluffs,
Iowa, September 25th:
«I go to·day to Crescent City, for a few sermons, and then to Little Sioux or Galland's
Grove, till October rst, when I hope to be in
Logan. Had tw.o good meetings here, Sunday
last, and Bro. E. L Kelley was then in Omaha
preaching. Had fine rain in all this region last
Saturday. Weather is fine. Outlook for church
interests is ex~ellent.
A. Haws, missionary to Hawaiian
Islands, says in a letter to local brethren:
'.'The gospel work is prospering and we are
gaining ground slowly but I think surely. W<e
have baptized twenty-two, all natives but .three,
with several others very near.. This is a great
field,. but it will take time and work to bring
forth fruit.''
Bro. I. N. White, Clinton:, Missouri,
wishes us to say:
"All desiring to attend the Union camp meetIng to be held at Lowry City, Missouri, October·
9'h, and to continue to the 19th, can secure
round-trip excursion tickets from leading points
in the north to Clinton, Missouri, by purchasing
the tickets on September 29th. Tickets will be
limited to thirty days with stop-over privileges
within limits of tickets. Parties must purchase
on the 29th, but need not use tickets till sometime in October, or within the thirty days, if so
desiring. When once at Clinton there will be
at:nple privileges for railroad transfer to. Lowry
City, twenty miles south. A general invitation
is extended to all our friends in the north.
Come! Excursion rates will be but little more
than one-half fare.''
Bro. M. M. Turpen writes from Evergreen, Alabama, September 19th:
"The discussion is over. Mr. Love yelled so
that .his throat got sore and we did not discuss
the third proposition. On the Sunday following
I baptized two men, heads of families; Many
are friendly to the cause since the discussion wt>o
were opposed before. Fifty-seven have been
baptized in this Southeastern mission since general conference, and many more are almost persuaded.'!
The. Bntsh Creek, Illinois, branch has
had a prosperous year so far. A brother
writing from. there says:
"The work is mqving on fairly well In this
field at present,. The rP~ults up to the pr.esent
are about. as follo:ws: Many are now trying to
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pay their tithing who did not believe or under~
•stand •it ·before; •the"branch then numbered" one
hundred and sixty-two.and It nqw numbers one
huf!.drecl. and.. njf)ety,nine; ,many: of the Saints
have bougqt books.. a11d t,ake the church' p~pers
who' did not do so before j some that were cold
'lind indiffertJrit 'are now alive to tbe work, Fourteen have been ba ptized• 'in' the' neighborhood
·where. Bro.• John F.' Henson held a discussion
witl). a Ca~ppellite elcler: last ApriV' . ,
·

t~e ma~X}rees wJli~h c~ange th~i~ ~res~ ,t'Yic~ a
year.
" A.if()fil~t~re i~ grand, it is true, but stop ~nd
t!link; they a~e ~s God ~;ade \he'ni, ~~ a~e .what
we make' ourseives. ' 'If we striv~ to. make our
.live~ 'su~h th~{ W'e ilan 'ltv'~ in the p~re,' sw~et in,fluence of the Spirit of God,
'wil{be a~ Iov'ely
as they; because we will be trying, through obeSt, ·Mrs .. Emma C,hapman, F.yff, .Eldo. ciiepceto Ills wi!l,to have Him make us ,what
I:Ie .;YI':ould haye us to' .be, then we will .be truly
rado ~::ounty, .California,. zd ult.: . , . . .
lovely.. David, .the sweet. singer of Israel, has
"1. ,am. a ver:y.lonely, Saint. and .hav.t; .b.een. f.o.r
se':~l,llq!lg ye~~s, Jlpd flrn. :veary ~f l.ivi'1!{ ~9}~r
.sung,."Who. shall ascend· into 'the hnl. of. the
"from the Saints,. and. reC('!lving so httle . JrnowlLord,.and who shall stlmd within his holy place?"
edge of, what is going oti: Please sehd ~,e the
'l'he.answer.is gjven1 ·'•He that hath clean ·hands
Herald, also the Hoje for my children."
Bro. -F. Mintuh,' from ~her Sioux, and a pure heart, that hath not lifted up his. soul
recent date:
· unto•vanltvy nor·sworn deceitfully; he shal'l re'"Tent' meetings still continue at River· Sioux ceive the blessing from the' Lord, and righteous·
with increasing attendance and apparent Interest; ness from the God of his salva:tion.";__::,P6alms z,f:
on~, was baptlzfl<,J. Th\lrsday. J go to Mo()rhead
3~5·
Sunday . wh~re a number .are to ,be baptized.
~n ;ReveJ;~.~!ons 7.:.13, .14: ''And .one of the
be at the Reunion.
·Ei>'erybildy. who can
.ehl.ers.answer.ed saying/unto me, What are these
Quite a number of non-members of the churth
which are arrayed in white robes? and whence
are contemplating going.?' ,
came they? Arid I said. unto him, Sir, thou
knowest. ·And. he.said to me, The&e· are they
which .came out of great tribulation, and have
washed their. robes,·and made them white in· the
blood of the Lamb." Mark the wbrds,the,Y.have
washed their robes; no one else did It for them.
How can the blood of the Lamb make our robes
whit~ as snow'?"Ohly bY eac;h o!;e· washing them
.and making• ·them ·white in the .blood of the
Lamb. These sacrifices of ea'Ch day, our acts,
our· conversation, if pure, will all he! p In our'life
to make our robes' white and pt\re'a:s·snow. · Is
there any better time than now to begin? We
EJ)ITED B'¥ SISTE~ "]fRANCES."
are trying to live as children of God; arid·· this
would be one gtand step toward ft,-that of striv, NOT ONLY .GRIEF!
1ng to adotl'l buiselves iri good, but plain imd
"Why is it then that we are ever jJMne to think
'Tis.only.sorrow .ever.teaches us,
neat apparel, There 'woutd be a cross and sacri'Tis. only pain that eyer reacl).es us, ..
fice. fif ~o· doing~ ' Pernaps.'fhose at home. even
And strikes our chain off slowly, link by linkmight think we had taken a narrow and foolieih
The chain of prejudice a,nd bosom sin
vfew of the'matter. NevermirHl j stop and think,
By which we weary captiv~s all.at:e )lounJ?
And yet this theory is Ul)jnst, unsound.
do' we' truiy love our Lo~d and Master? Are
'Tis time, indeed that we should now begin
vo;e willing. to forsake all things for him? Or"
'±o iearn aright His' mer~y an'd ·His wa,y, ..
when itc~mes to the test, do we feel that we
Deliv'rer of our powers, and so to know
ca_imot •<Je!lve all and, follow. him?'' "Cot;tld ye
It is not only grief ·and pairi and woe
That do His work and help .us- day by day,·
not w,atch ~ith .me one hour?" Oh what a chidBut-every glad event •that's sent from heaven"
Ing in these few words! _ 'fhe same spirit also
.·For great and equal good is also given."
breathes the thought, could ye not deny your_selyes ev_en ;t little In your short life tor my sake?
SACRIFICE.,
"I gave my life for thee; what hast thou given
"1 BESEECH you therefore, brethren, by the
for me?" .It Is true God no longer requires the
mercies of God, that. ye present Jour bodies .a
sacrifice of ancient times, such as burnt offerings,
!Jving sacrifice, ,holy, acceptable unto God, which
but he does require a <•living sacrifice." This
is your reasonable service. And be· not conself-denial, to our mind, is the most beautiful
formed to this world; but be ye transformed' by
sacrifice -which can be· made, because in most all
the renew~ngof you·r mind, t~at ye may prove .cases Jove is Its moving cause, its main spring.
what that good, and. acceptable, and perfect .will
To see in· a familY that love 1:hey are willing to
of God -is.''-Romans -12: 1·1 2.
deny themselves for each other. -"I would Jove
Do we as children of God ~acrlfice in our rnanto'do this, mother, but for your sake I will riot."
·ner of dress as we should, or are· we "conformed ~·I ·did not Want to do this, sister or brother, but
to this world" and its fashions? While I admit
for your pleasure and happiness I will." Such
that God loves the beautiful, yet if we besto; so
lov'e will· bind s·o Close that none can sever; no,
much thought on how. to make our outward 'self
not the most severe trials that can come. Then
beautiful, we are almost sure to neglect our
if it is thus in our earthly homes,
in'uch
heart, hence our character-that which above all
more so ought it' to be in the family of our heavGod loves to see beautiful.
enly Father!
'
As children of the most pigh God, we must, if
· Through selfdenial our dear Savior ha~ made
we want to overcome, make sacrifice~ Your
eternity within o~r reach and time an op{>Ortuthought may refer tp nature, which God has
n!ty to gain that eternity. And coming down to
clothed so, beautifully, and say,. how lovely the
latter tim,~~ t~roug~ self-deni:~,l this_ grand counrose, how pure the .Iii y, how sweet and delicate
try which has been favored of. God has be.e_n
the many flowers of His handiwork; ·also; how
m11de the grandest of all countries beca,use it is
stately and grand the tall oak of the forest, and .tl).e h-9.me .<Jt_Jhe. frt'll!i .1.\114 .ab9ve all through
:.·H
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self-denial the gospel was reato~ed to ~art!'lln
th~s~ latt~~ days~ · 6, th~ -s~fle~ing, the'·~~\£ .
denial1 the sa~rific~ of those who fir~tob~yed ,th~
go~pE(l Jn ·these .th~ latter days, ' Wh~~ ~~ r\').ad_
of.!t or_hea,r other~ tell, we ask, What .trials haye
we] .and, answer, W.e ,have; no trials compar.ed
with theirs. Yet w.e ·know not how soon God
might call one or some of us tG- make a ·sacrifice
of. many oHhe little pleasures of this life· for the
wol'k's sake. Whlch~one of :you know the woFk
that God-has for you· tG doi' for each-one has-a
work- to do; be ready. It f.s· not hard to say we
·love God, but if love will not stand the test, it il!,
not.. true love. Our Father above does try his
children's love. "Whom the Lord loveth he
chasteneth and scourgeth every son whom I;Ie
receiveth•"---'Heb. 12:6, In.Doctrine and Covenants God in speaking to his people in 1831 said·:
·"And again thou··shalt not _be proud ln thine
heart.. ·Let·~ll thy garments be plain and their
beauty the beauty. of the work of thine own
hands.''-'-Page-~44-· ·Now God has spoken this
and It means just what It says. Just as.'much as
any commandment. The• writer has - been
troubled ofteri about that part which says,
"And their beauty- ·the beauty of the work of
thine own.hands ;" but afray of light has made· it
plain, for. we see the wlsdom'·in it. Who Is there
that makes·clothlng for the public; i:lr any part of
It, that would be w!lling to. make such clothing,
such as .dresses, according to the above commandment? Not one; they want you .to .be in
style, no matter. how much .that style ~njure15 the
,body. We ·forget that there Is a style whlc.h Gpd
requires of us; is.he.not greater than.man? "Is
this vile world a friend to grace, to help me on
to God." Paul's advice to the Ephesians 6:. u.,I7 Js, ":Put on the wh~le .ar~orof God;" th!l.t is,
the clothing we want. to. be clpthed with, aqd
listen why: "That ye .. may .be able to. stan.d
against the wiles of the devil." Have we not the
deyll to contend with? "Stand therefore having
your loins. girt ab.out with truth and having on
the breastplate of righteousness. .And your
feet shod with the preparation of the goepel of
peace. Above .all, . .taking the shield of, faith
wherewith ye shall be able to quench all. the fiery
darts of.the wicked and take the helmet of salvation and the sword of the Spirit, which is _the
,word of .God." Listen .if we have not studied-if
we have not the word of .God,. and that word .is
~the sword of the Spirit, how is the Spirit going:
to use the sword? "Let us study to make our-·
selves workmen approved of God."
Bro ...Devore while here was shown by the
Spirit what a good work had been done and!
what a grand work was to be done by our little
band; but we will come short in that work If. wfl
sit at ease; we mustworkand watch and p~~y.
How.can we work? Why in many ways; but
first we must bring our. bodies into ~ubjection
to the will of God that he may approve of our
ways. Do we as young people tithe ourselves?
You may say, I never have anything left or any
surplus to tithe. That . may be true, but here
comes th.e sacrifice, the self-denial. Cann·ot-we
deny ourselves of something that would adorn
our bodies-and no doubt look very pretty .in
order that we may help God to accomplish his
work.?. This we can do. There ls none that
could hinder us from making a personal sacrifice.
"Gather my saints unto me, .those .that have
. xnade. a covenant with me. by sacrifice.'?=Psalms
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
so: 5· Doctrine and Covenants, page 190: ·~He
that is faithful and endureth shall overcome the
world. He that sendeth up. his treasures unto
the land of Zion shall receiv~ an Inheritance 'tn
this world ~nd his works shall follow .him In the
world to .come." What a grand promise! No
matter how poor we be, we can send uptreasures
and gain an inheritance. Even in this world this
work Is truly gr~nd'. Is It n~t worth self-denl~l?
We canriot help but ask, What have we done for
its a:lvancement? :L~t ~shave our eye singlet<>
the glory of God. L~t us strive th~n, dear
s~sters, to buy the best we elm and make It like
unto the pattern given by our Father In these
latter days .. In a commandmentglven stili later
than the one quoted through Joseph to God's
pe~ple, he said, "Avoid excessive orname~tatiqn."
:My'dear si~fers and brethren too, we can get
n~ar to o\1r heavenly Father by puttl[lg in praC·
t!ce ~hese tliings gi':'en uri to us. ·. May we have
strength to live "nearer my G?d t() ,thee;" even.
··
' though .It be a cross that brtngs us to thee..
.
MARYE. GEORGE.
. Prris'sunG, P~nn;; March, 1890.
"Who linked and gemmed the galaxy.
· ··And hung it in the 'air, · · ·
And formed those living ·characters
That burn forever there."

Sisters o/ Ike Home Column:-How swiftly the
yeaz:s.come.and go as we descend into the vale
of life; a!!.<!J_eL!.ll9_'\lKil.X.Ygg~ILt.he _road and
tho~n.y the ways.id.e., Vf.e ~t)ll .kling to life with the
s~me tena,city' that m~trked. our earlier years.
While passipg along we sometim~s become dis·
hearteiled wjth 'the' trials an? the. ~any c~tres.
that fli-P to pur lot; a pd. then we feei like givlr~g
up theworkw~.h~tve engagedln.and .sit.down at
ease. Let us npt r~m~~in isJle;llfe to-day isreal
and it !S)!arJl.est:, Yfe have ~o time to rest. Up·
on our works to:day depend our salvation. Satan cannotoverco-~efne~we-akeiCoiieexcept he
willitigly yie!'ds to f)irri; The'adversary works by
permil;sion only. '\!Vhen our sa: vlor was oti trial
b'efore Pontius Pll'ate, the Roman governor, and''
was questioned" by him and reminded of the pow~-.
er he could "exercls~. over. hirri,. Jesus answered,
"Thou couldest have no power at ali against hle'
ex'tept it were •given thee from above,'' '(John
I\)':UJ, 'proving·tnat all power centers fn God.
Let·us cheerfUI(y resume our work in the vine- .
yifo of'the 'Lord; feeling confident of 'success;.
for we cawcollquer'thrdugh the power· of Him
wlio iirable to save 'unto the uttermost:
•'Trials we·must dp~tt,' for the Lord "has .. said
lYe' wiU have a tried people: ' He' ha's alsd Sa.ld'
we shall not be tempted beyond that we .are 'able··
to• bear~ , 'But' a:CI!ttle While arid he' wm oti·w-ifh
hi!Vpeople/ 'Wb:at a happy reunion that will be.
All'wlio are faithful lm'd. true to their. trUst· to"·
day
be there; for their names are enrolled In .
the Book of Life; Let the record we sba11 make
tocday be·ofsuth a· character as.. to. warrant us a
place and' i name· ip' tfiat great and viCtorious
corilpany that' shall assemble .on Mount Ziori to '
meet our expected kirlg;

will

BuRLiNGTON, Iowa; Sept., i891.
Dear Heral~:-I , have been prompted. mapy
times to write t6you; and bear triy testimony to
the truth (jf this' work:
.
TI1is morhlhif\vhll~ readiri'g 'the request' of
GrandrnaHoldeh '.fof flie pnty~ts'ol fh~ 'Sii!nt~

633
of the Atheists and E;pirltualists, owner of much
ot"the town and surrounding country,
·.·
Thirty~three spirits materialized (so claimed)
Saturday night, presenting themselves for ;ecognition totheir longing rel~tives, who were greatly
rejoiced tJ:l:ereby .. H\Voe unto them who see~
del'!p to hide t~~ir counsel hom the Lord, anp
their works ar_e in the dark [as on that night],,
and' they sar, ~ho seeth us? and wh() lq'lowetp_
us?"-Isaiah 29: i:s: · . · ··
.
..•
. Spliit~a\ism is not so strange t<> me, ~s I' :W.as
orlce a· medium anC! could Perform wonders, not
by sleightof'h;tnq, bu(splrits d.!d them. 'Error
must'no't'be 'opposed'with error, denying their
spirit minisinticms;-bttt-attribtrte-them to their
tru.e"sense, "spirits·•of· devils working miracles,"
....,.Rev, 16: T'f-'-on·e of·the ..strongest evidences• of
the inspiration. of the Scr-iptures..
· ...
D. s. CR.I\WLEY,,

for the healing of a sore .ankle, I wanted to tell
her of my dear old mother who was afflicted in
the same way for years, and spent· ;t sti1aH for,
tune for do'Ctors. This was in the' qarlj: ~nd
cloudy day \Vhen the church· was cllsorganiied.
She afterwards got· some con'secrated pi!, ·and
after she anointed ~he sprtl with the oil and.~as
administered to, her limb was ~ntirely healed. it
was caused from milk leg, and for three ye~trs
she had· to . sit up most df th~. time, day and
night, with her foot on a chair. The flesh ~lls
off in places S? thatihe bone cpuld be seen, apd
there was not more thim two inches of good
flesh around her ankle when she stopped doctoring.. So my a~vice to you is to' use th'e oi) ,avd
pray to God.. He istliegreat physician: M 0 ther
his go~e to her great rest n'ow, but her an'kfe
~a:s ~ell yearslJefor~ she' died. She died :With~·
' n ,,,
liope of a part in the first resurrection.. My
prayer'rs that! may live the iife of. a Sai1,1t and
me~t: her'.
..
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The Herald and Autumn Leatie/~re g~and:.
hear some say they 'can't afford to take. them~
cannot afford to be without 'them;" '£or''tpey fill·
rriy soul~ith' hew life and courage. They seem
Ii"ke bread from· the Master's table. · · · ·
.,
Our branch is looking up. We have a goq9;
true maii at the head, Bro. Johnso.n~
pave.
orga~ized a Sunday school, and had sixteen •In
attendance last Sunday. We !lave £!dt bJessed
here Of late; and.there has'been more unl~n'.. I
pray God to still help us '\Vith his. si:,lrit, th11t ~~.
may grow 1ri grace and tile. k:iwwl~dge o£ God; .
I have belonged to the church sippe I was te~
years'old, ar.d have never d'o.~bted it, nor r!!gret- c
ted thestejJ take~~ Io.nlyregret'myinabllityi~
do more g~ocf than I have dqrie. I 'toy~ the
work. It !S'allinall to me.
''In gospel bo~as:
.. . MAGGIE s. 'WRIGHT;

WA:siirNGToN, Ind.,· Sept. 'roth; .,,

.. Eaitorr Herald.~-.:Bro. R:.

EtzetihotlSer an'd
myself'have been' laboring in this locality three
weeks lits't Saturday; .iiid ·fourteen' ha~e been.'
baptizea. This brancli numbers at' this time
nfty;seveti memoers arid 'tlie work In these pa'rts
Is In a prosperous 'condition. Bro. :E. will reniairl'
here a short time and then go to sou'thern Illinois: !''Will" starr· for 'southern Indfal:ia conference the .ti;th; then, north fo the east partonh€!
state:
Tne ·work. tri southern Iridiana Is inovlrig
steadi!J;' F&nds are being made f6 the wi>~k all'"
the tihle .. Bt6: Etzenhbuser's visit here has given .
streilgth and vlgof to· the wbrk; 'also Bro. J: M ..
Scott has been here sometime ago and encou~~ged'
the Saints:- C&me'again; br~t&ren: this is good
pia~etdlab&r, and· as the work' is mov'ing lef'us'
keep It going:
·
·
I
fee'Iirii?;well concerning the success. tlie.
' '-- '~
'
''' .,, "~ '
Lora lias' given· to· me this year( twenty~ five'
.,
have been baptized and mariJ more are 'fitvoi'~'
able:' we have rabOred faithiilllyano liaven't'
lost m11ch time as yet~
"
.·f'wo\i1d say'T6 the eider~ of southern I'ndiana,
W:EIR, Kans·;\ Sept.· I·Sth;
. Editor.s.Herald:-Oul' lastgrove·meeting'near·· be' faftriflll, aild may tlie Lord' bless the good'
Youfbrotfler;
· ..
Weir, 29th .and 3oth"of·•August; was welhtt•. cause. ·A'men.
..
L."F; DANIEL.
tended. On the 3oth I baptized three;· Two· of
them had formerYy been·Saihts in the Kewanee,
Illinois, .bran~h, but had ·wandered away ·u,ntil
.. 's:X.;\FFORD,·,Eng,,, Sept. ,j.tli,"'
0:1Jr ;m.eeting .in,Weir .caused a-rekindling of the··
Edlto;!l He~ald:-:_I encl~s~ minutes of ~\lr late,
o!d nres and they. were again baptized into the d}~tric(~onft;re~~~.~·s,ar;t)t~m. o(p,ews)h_at
fold and are again rejoicing in 'the· truth, 'Bro.
iq~:e~~~t m~r.Hm;~l4 rea~~~s, ..'Yeare tr)O';!ng,
Thomas En twistle.and. wite ·ar>e the• ones. They
al()!lg f}l·)~ly-, well!!:~.. ~ircpf11~t.an~e.s,yer!1lit. .Y {)\1,,
hav~'"an, interesting family, and two married
will no doubt. und.erst;md bett~r'\Vhen. I. say th.at_
daughters .!_._tpink .iVJ!L§QPn ~Q!Io'!...!h~m. The th,~..~~~i~i~y Jn thi~Jand lJ.re 1111 ofthe W?,~k.in~',
new Saints In Weir .with some families of old
class.ord.er of men,withon.ly,pur ,ev.enings an9
Saints" re~i~ing ther~··~~~~.'.~i~al'li~~?. a .~.~!:\claY
~e~~ ~.11~~. to. dey 0 t~ the. wor~,. th~! .~~·~ th~.:
school.
·
·
sp~cJal ~<>~k of preachipg the '\Vord;. the~,efor~.·
The Spiritualists ~a~e h~iq oi1~ m,onth'~ ~~Tl1P
vl~~illi the .'\Vor]' .. fr,om this st~ti1dpoi,nt ther~ is.,
. meeting a~ ;Lib,f;!ral,; Misspuri,Jiu~ir st~ongho.ld, . n\u.ch C!~Uset~ rejoi~e ~j-t tl}e.r~s_t~ltS .of,. the labor
thirty miie8!lortheast o(h.e~t:! ~·~qi~g,to,~~Y:,). bestowed.
.... ..... .. . .
went there last week and attendep,t~leir,me~t;
H..WJ,l,~. PI:Y .J?~ivil~ge.. and plJ':~sU,i:~ t<> .~tten!J..a
ings. Gr!'!at efforts areto )j~ t11ade .t~ ,spre~td
retmi?n n!eetjl!g o,f this dist;kt, h~IQ ~t ~h~
tlielr c'~j-u~t;in t9Js coq~try. They;o:uld not Her- . qiay (:;rpss.bt;anch, Sundn, 1\ugusqo~h: I~~~ ..
mit me to)je heard ill their. ~amp, so i weptint~. tr.~lr,s~y ~e 1:\!ld,a ~l,esst;d !lnd plea,sal!Vime. Th,~;.
the City lmd gav~ th;e~lectt~res ~; the street grand and beautiful hills and va11eys:'(of ..!h,~ .
S:unday uJ?ol1)nsplfation q£ th~ ~~riptun::s,.pl,~,n.: Derhyshire county . are pleasing beypnd descrJp·
of ~alvatlon,,~tn~ . Spi~itua1jsm; )aving. a good. ton·:~l!~ ll~tl.iJ.d~ire,~ by, all.~ho see; the~·., }11
audience ofAthei~ts, Spl~itualists and O.rthod()x,
tq~s ple,!!;s1i!g(:9Ul1t.rJs.~.it:ull;tep th,.e a,~<>.Y,e br~n,.~~ ..,.
dist~lbutin.·~..·m.' ~n.:y t.r~ct~., Th~.Y r~qu~sted me to,,· w~e,re. ...
w ~ ~.~t ,w,:itl;l, .. J!:.ldep!, T,gomi'~. ',J'ayl,o~, .•
retu~? •.s~o.}1.·.~n.d,gr~.11,ch a ~e~k in a large 'hall, pre~i<;l.efiL<>f...~he, ;!j:n~\I.~J::l .. :~~~s.il>~ 1 "a,~dJ,C;,,~:,
. pffered for the occasi<>n by Mt\ W~\~er,l!il?;9';:f Caton, presiden\ <>fthe ~ir[llin~ham district. We
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held meetings on Sunday, and preached the gospel and gave instruction. We felt well and were
blessed. We partook of the sacrament; we sang
and p~ayed together and rejoiced as o!lly Saints
can rejoice;
I am proud to say there is a noble band of
Saints here. The brethren Holmes, Cousins, J.
Hill, branch president, with Brn. Beaumont,
Taylor, and others whose names I forget, I pray
God will bless them one and all, and I thank
them for. the kindness shown us. May they be
able by God's help to bring maqy more such to
righteousness.
In gospel bonds,
GEO. S. GREENWOOD.
BURNSIDE, Ill., Sept. 9th.
Editors Herald:-From Kirtland, 0., I visited
my birthplace, near Seymour, Iowa. Found by
inquiring, that there had been none of our ministry that had ever preached in that vicinity. It
was outside of my own field of labor, and as I
w.as only on a short visit, I 'did not deem it wise
to . begin a series of meetings; however, I
preached once in a country schoolhouse, to a
house full of attentive listeners, on short notice.
Why cannot those having that field in charge,
send some elder in to that region and do. some
preaching?
·Came into my field, and commenced a series
of meeting• in a branch of the church, but re. cently organized near New London, Iowa, where
' there are twenty~four members, striving with a
zeal that is commendable to keep. the truth on
the move.. In fact, it requires no labored effort,
on the part of an elder, to preach in a branch of
that kind.
From thence to Montrose June conference. It
rained both days of the session, yet we had good
meetings throughout; one baptized by Bro. B. F.;
Durfee. Bro. A. H. Smith and the writer held
some meetings the following week, but it was
too damp and lowery to kindle much of a flame.
We were told-"Too many strawberries to look
after," just at that time.
Thence, to near Glasgow, Iowa, where Sr.
Dorothy, and a few seemingly faithful Saints are
jiving. Meetings were well attended, considering the time of year.
Result, two baptized;
and as I learn since by letter, others were interested and deRire that more preaching be done.
Thence to Keb, Iowa, where there is a small
band of brethren, recently organized by Bro.Jas.
McKiernan, formerly from Lucas, Iowa. Found
the brotherhood zealous for good works, and at
once felt at home among them, although they
were all strangers to me. Found two ready for
baptism at Keb,-ordained Bro. Williams to the
office of priest. Preached in town and in a
~choolhouse near by, and although there had
been but little p;eaching in that locality, Brn
Stebbins and McKiernan having preo'ded me,
yet good sized congregations with good interest
was the result.
Thence to Ottumwa. There are a sufficient
number of Saints in this city to organize, if they
were permanently located and had a place to
meet in. Preached in a private house with good
liberty.
Thence to Keosauqua, where for the first time,
I had the pleasure of meeting Bro. Emerson
Brown. After the usual friendly greetings, and
dinner over, we proceeded to advertise our
meetings in the Courthouse Park, and in the G.

A. R. Hall; the latter having been tendered us
by the boys that fought for the continuance, and
I hope for· the never ending perpetuation, of po,
litical and religious liberty,within the borders of
these United States. Bro Brown writes me that
the hall is still open for our. use. The meetings
were orderly and quite well attended considering
that it was right in the heated term. One presented herself for baptism, but we advised her to
wait awhile as the doctrine was comparatively
new to her; which she seemed willing .to do.
This was likewise a place where none of our
elders had heretofore preached. Bro. McKiernan on business, came in on us at this place, got
one sermon from him.
I likewise met at this place, what was to me, a
grand treat. As we held meeting in the park Sunday afternoon, we concluded to go to the colored
Baptist Church at night. The brethren were late
gathering in, so that it was full nine o'clock,
when I was invited into the stand to read a
chapter, and Bro. Brown .was asked to lead In
prayer; after which the preacher arose and said,
that owing to the lateness of the hour he would
occupy but a few moments "dis ebenin ;" but according to my watch, sixty minutes ticked off
before he got through.
The sermon was of the old style, of sing song
BapJist in use forty years ago, that I remember
hearing my uncle Stephen Crabb preach when I
was a boy. The sermon in repetition, was something after the manner of the song that you
haveoheard, with one hundred and sixty verses
in it.
·
Thence to Montrose, where I found a nquest
from Pres. Joseph Smith awaiting me, that I
answer a call from near Mt. Sterling, Illinois. In
answering the call I found a good opening for
preaching the gospel. There are quite a number
of Latter Day Saints in that region who have
·been entirely neglected since the death of Durias
Wetherbee and the preaching of Bro. J. H.
Lake in that locality.
The above brethren are highly spoken of by
those yet remaining. Baptisms two. And while
there are a sufficient number belonging to .the
church in the locality where [ was, to organize,
in my judgment, they are too badly scattered for
that purpose.
Thence to our conference at Rock Creek, Illinois, where good meetings were had; and good
representation from the differt>nt branches in the
district. The brethren returned home strengthened for the conflict.
Respectfully submitted,
J. C. CRABB.
IRVINGTON, Cal., Sept. 13th.
Edztors Herald:-- The attendance at the reunion of the Northern and Central California
districts which convened here yesterday is beyond the expectation of nearly all. We had to
move out of the church into an adjacent bowery
to·day for want of room.
A splendid spirit is prevailing, and all enjoying themselves intensely. Brn. D. S. Mills and
H. L. Holt are here from Southern California.
Others of the missionary force present are, Brn.
Burton, Daley, Lawn, Brown, Carmichael and J.
E Holt. All parts of the local field are represented. Baptized to day Bro. H. C. Farnsworth,
of Seattle, Wa>hington.
In bonds,
HEMAN c. SMITH.

INDEPENDENCE, Mo., Sept. r7th;
Editors Herald:-! have spent two wee.ks at
home with loved ones, some of whom I have-not
seen sinceApril, r889
I now leave for Guilford, Missouri, to labor a short time in the Nodaway district, In exchange with Bro. Peak.
The work here seems to be on the improve;
Saints mostly feel well.
The work in our (Fremont) district is slowly
moving along for the. better. Our camp meeting was a success I think. Not so many baptiz d as on other occasions, 'nor congregations
quite as large, but a good, pe~ceful spirit attended with the best of order and'. the very cream of
society from the neighboring towns and surrounding country in attendanpe; thus nearly all
paid the best of attention to the preaching of the
word and we think much good was done and
feel satisfied that the seed sown will germinate
and bring forth fruit acceptable to the Master.
Much creoit is due the Saints of the Farm
Creek, and Wheeler branches for the untiring
zeal and l1udable effort put forth by :ill to make
the meeting all. that could ':l.e desired; and
others of the district who made a sacrifice of
time and means to come to the front as representatives of the work to the salvation of souls will
certainly never lose their reward in this world,
nor in that to come.
Yours for the right,
. HENRY KEMP.
In camp, WILBER, Neb., Sept. 14th.
Editors Hera'd:-Weather 'ig mo&t delightful,
and the grove Is a beautiful one. More tented
on the grounds than a year ago, and the attend·
ance yesterday was .good at;~d orderly. Elders
Caffall, Kelley, Waldsmith and Porter are present, but we all miss ''B0b White."
RoBT M. ELVIN.
SAN ANTONIO, Texa~. Sept. rsth.
Editors Herrld:- With a heart full of Jove for
my brethren and gratitude to God for being so
merciful in showing me the light of eternal truth,
and brinl:{ing me into the fellowship of so many
noble souls, I once more write.·
Our district conference closed yesterday morning, after much good being accomplished; one
brave and noble soul bolted the batteries of prejudice and was baptized, Bro. A. B. Moore officiating. Her name is Sr. Maggie Chipman; she
Is 'the mother of an excellent family, and she
declares by word and deed that she desires to
lead them to God. May the Lord help them to
follow.
Much good was accomplished by elders and
members conferring upon mattPrs of importance
to the welfare of the district. Many little adjustments were accomplished, and tlae machinery
put in motion which I think will finally be a
success in matters of grave importance.o Brn.
A. B. Moore, Sheppard and others have been
laboring constantly in Bandera county for the
last three months, and we feel sure that many
souls in that part have been brought near the
kingdom by their effort.J; thus the great necssity of labor being continued in that part, and for
m0re laborers.
My labor in the last three months I fear has
been too much scattered to accomplish much,
yet I feel that I have preached to a goodly number, and I hope that some of the ground will
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soon be gone over again by our worthy brother
A. B. Moore; however, Bro. A. J. Moore writes
his father to come to Bell county when he gets
through here, but we hope his time with us is
not short. ' As soon as' I can locate my family,
which will be in the near future, I shall go to
Bandera county and remain some time U God
will.
Our next conference will convene sometime
in January. We trust that the members of the
district will be prepared to make it a happy time.
May God help us to strive to bring our district
Into the front lines of his noble army. We often
cry for help. Let us crv to God for help; David
said he was a present help in ti·ne of need.
Pray for me. I have much to overcome before
I am prepared as I desire to be to meet my
Savior.
L. L: WIGHT.
INDEPENDENCE, Mo., Sept. zoth.
Editors Herald:-My last to you left me on
the threshhold of Eastern Mission duties. My
present finds me presiding over Luftville. The
intervening time I will now try to account for.
If "derelict" has been written against my name
because of long silence, ple·ase enter my plea of
"guilty" and in extenuation, say that the time
which might have been employed by me in writing you was occupied in trying to rectify the consequences of what others did write and in fighting into subjection the impulses that would have
made my writing more spicy than palatable to
some readers. I have learned that I can sometimes glorify God more by silence than by speech
or writing.
As a partial explanation of the above. I will
simply say that the qua~i-official and other articleE in the Herald on the subject of Sisters' Prayer
Unions and Circles has resulted in unsettling the
minds of many and in producing indifference in
others. Some circles are practically broken and
division has crept in .by controversy where only
union and peace prevailed before, and it is dfffi.
cult to get three together where from fifteen to
twenty before met al)d after prayers, worked and
furnished th_e only systematic financial support
·that was to be had in the locality. Without expressing our opinion.as
the merit of any side
or point In corltrover:sy, I ·would suggest that it
might be better to spring such debate upon assemblies whose decision would become authoritative, before ventijating half digested ideas
through .the Herald against prevailing customs,
when. the risk to 'be taken is certainly greater
than the evil in sight, or complained of.
This Is not intended as a complaint against the
Herald, but as a suggestion to its contributors. It
is difficult sometimes:, for an editor to decide between the danger of hurting the reader and offending the writer upon matters not officially or
authoritatively qecidt~d by the· body-both being
equally Important in his eye and close to his heart.
Experienc~:: has taught us that if the editor in chief
himself V!!ntures an opinion upon being appealed
to, that opinion is only treated as an opinion by
those who do not agree with it, while it is.used as
a cudgel from the FIRST PRESIDENCY, by those
whose views ithappens to favor. The authority attached to the thing depends entirely upon
whether it agrees with ''mine opinion" or not, in
·the minds of most controversialists. This is by
no means COJ)~ned to the action or expression of
•ye editor~;" or the First Presidency eith.er, as

to

the writer has had occasion to learn since z887.

who are eager for forensic display could sub.
scribe for the monthly edition as well as the
would only stop to consider whether or not they
weekly, while others could delight themselves
are about to inflict a deluge of questions upon the
with the weekly edition alone. No amount of
"authorities" abroad and at home, the answers to
argument or clamor for free speech and Ollr
which are to be received according to the rule
rights for it in the church organ can influence
stated above, and will produce an unsettled conthe members of the church already referred to,
dition of affairs in coQ.sequence, they might, if
to circulate what they in their own hearts con·
charitable, spare said "authorities" many unnecdemn or are afraid of, and just what their fears
essary dilemmas. The "authorities" with rare
cause them to withhold is the measure of loss to
the church at large.
exceptions are usually slow to speak upon such
Under existing conditions and expectations it is
matter~, even though individuals and localities
probable that no one paper could be edited which
are having the peace worried out of them by the
would more nearly meet tne extremes of demand
questions involved. They know that a decision
than does the Herald, and meet them so well;
is no settlement, and they may continue to think
but a large portion of the church is beginning to
so as long as their unamimous quorum decisions
think that the "official" character of a paper is of
are kept on indefinite probation. Those who imless importance than its contents, and they make
pose the necessity for a decision are frequently
themselves judges of said contents. In other
tt.e last to cheerfully accept or abide the decision
words, thf'y think that i:s official or representagiven. Hence it may be advisable to leave pretive gospel character is to be determined by its
vailing or obtaining customs alone, (if their excontents rather than by the fact that a church
istence be . not adjudged hurtful and ordered
dictum gave it birth.. Is that class worth reabandoned by the ever watchful Holy Spirit), until their character and influence shall be discussed
specting? If so, how shall the respect be shown?
where a decision can be obtained which will
This one question is being settled by some who
command at least average respect. One more
are !l'olng outside of the Herald to find a paper
thought upon this 'Vill be pardoned perhaps:
for circulation.
But here, I have been off on a tangent, and have
Whether right or wrong in their judgment, it
still remains a fact that our Herald is not doing
perhaps penned what will provoke the very
the good it might accomplish at the hands of thing referred to. I promise, however, that I will
not prolong the infliction by offering any rehundreds of its subscribers. The paper lies on
joinder if reply to this is inserted, for my object
the shelf after having been read by the subscriber,
is not complaint, criticism nor dictation, but
instead of being loaned to an inquiring or intersimply inquiry and suggestion, in the interest of
ested neighbor, or one who might be made .inwhat all Saints should support-The Sat'nts' Herterested. At the same time said subscriber takes,
ald.
reads and loans to his neighbor some other paper.
Mj· work in the east, prior to the spring conThe only answer Is, when interrogated, that the
ference, was confined almost exclusively to the
Herald rather represents a .divided than a united
Massachusetts district, with headquarters at
church, and he or she is afraid to loan it around.
Providence. My home was with Bro. and Sr.
Now, while the number of persons who delight
William H. Blood, whose' kindness to me under
in free interchange and discussion of views may
the conditions of my varying health was- worthy
be larger with us in proportion to members than
of more than passing mention. It was home inwith any other religious body, and while the
writer is opposed to everything that smacks of deed, with surroundings superior to what generally falls to the pilgrim elder's lot. Most of my
· suppression thereof, yet the fact still remains that
preaching was done in that city; but occasional
the Herald is the only organ authoritatively pubtrips were made to places outside, inch.Jding
lished. by the church for evangelizing purposes
Boston,
Charleston,
Pawtucket,
Scituate,
and its usefulness in the- chief line of its aim has
Knightsville, Georgia ville, ·Plainville, North
been measurably Impaired, ,either by indulging
Weymouth_, New Bedford and Fall River:_ in the
controversialists in the occnpancy of its columns,
l11.tter place I held but one service. I will not exor else by .a failure on the part of half the church
plain the character of the work done, but simply
membership to rightly appreciate that indulstate that I was kept busy in legitimate lines of
gence-said failure making them afraid to use
servi.ce. I baptized six in Providence, and when
the Herald as they use other. papers not so fore
moving. westward to conference. preached four
mally and specially official.
times in Brooklyn, New York, and twice in New
If those who must write and are so capable
Canaan, Connecticut. In the former place I was
cop'ld be induced to confine their effusions for
the guest ot' Bro. and Sr. George Baty, and in
the Herald to a setting forth of the varioqs
the latter I .found a home with Bro. and Sr.
principles of our commonly accepted faith, and
Stephen Stone: In these places, as well as all
reserve their ammunition for attack and defense
on other matters, tobe used in assemblages where others where I answered calls, I was hospitably
all the desired good might be secured and the entertained.
During and. after conference I preached in
apprehended evil avoided, then the Herald could
Kirtland three times, and In College Hall, Wilbe more easily edited and its mission extended.
loughby, twice; thence I returned to the eastern
If this cannot be accomplished it might be well,
field by request of the First Presidency to spend
perhaps. ·to publish an extra or monthly edition
of the Herald and -confine Its contents to matter a few months .before moving to the field of my
new appointment-Rocky'~Mountain missio_n.
that would give the debaters and speculators
On the way east I preached once in Brooklyn
ample room to measure arms and spread themand visited Bro. Archie Cameron and family, of
, selves; while the weekly .edition could· pursue its
Philadelphia. Bro. Cameron was lying . very
gospel course and wing its way to homes and
low with consumption, but his bed was m11.de his
localities where. the "milk of the word" is in depulpit; and from it he preached such sermons a$
mand, but where. dl;l\J!Atl;) is lit ~ c;ljs~o\lnt. 'fho~l,l
If some of those who wield a venturesome pen
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d~p~rt~;e be like hi~-t;iurrtph~nt. ·. .
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Back to Providence, the work was taken up
~h.~re.lth~d·b~~n iald d~~n', ~~d 1'n ~·shot;t,tf~~
i'~i~it~d D~~pisporta~d.~a~t D~~riis, ;n C~pe:
I 1

' (; ' '

:! '
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Cq·~,, ~~9 .h'el~(f;~r ~erii~e~,,being.,th~,gH~~t.~f

~tp. and.;'>r ..~ba,rle~.W,)'"oung ap9 ~r.·a\ld,t"t:•
<;pa,s,e,· , M ..tM)fitter place m!Jt ,Br;o,....Luther.
Sears, who, though advanced in. years an\l.,gro~"·
ipg, feet>le in J>pdy, )~,_still,firm fn ,th,e' ~aith, as
a~sp Were, the, othe,r ml(m.b.ers .at.th.~t ,place., Re.o;.
tu,mit:Jg.,b;y, w,ay. p~ ,J>rovi\lepce, ,I,•vis!tll,d· P,ly."
moJlt)1,, J-UPe. Comp~on .and .~0 ston,. prel!-ching.
SeVeral, ~imes at' tht:;Jwp.~,Ortr\frr. an!l, Pn<;e, at,the
latter .Jllilce; ·the!lce .to Gr,een's Landin,g, .Larn,oiqe 1\nd Jonesport, in. JVIajne, prea,cl}ing.fo.ur
tip1.es fit ,each qt .the twp forwer and si~. times .at
the JaHer. place, a!l;o ,once on Beal's,. Island.
J:)ur!pg rny J!ll:>or~ ip., ;Maine l ;w,as a~sqc~atea
vv;itl}, .l):l~ctr U.. W. Greenct,-ap(! If he .enjoyctd. tl}e
C:!ft!papjppspip.~s \Y,eJl as dip ~he Writctr,Jt }V~Sa,
ca~.e):>.~ ml,lhJ~l p~e;tsp~e ~nd pr()fit .. He ls.()ne.()f
tJ;le )VPr),~ers, :of w,ho,m. :vv.e., hav(';, n.(). !1!\e.<,l J~ be.
a~h,;:t.m,ep. The Sa;n,ts. inMa~.l)e IT,Jaq~ ()4rA!IY it
delight and our leaving a regret. .We wete Pw.
g~rs~S ()~ Br:q, finO ~r· J<>:Shl,ll\ w.a~ker aUonesp()rt,, and of Bro,.and sr. George W;}i:at()!ldl~
Gre.en's. ;Limcii.n,g. At L,at11oine, w~ :were );Vel,
C()!ne<;ll!t tile ho,u~e pf,~r.,an,<;l l\1:rs,. I:l(';!llT.Ger~..
risJ:l, .. ,wh9 )Vith several other Jatppi,es . ip t,jle
ne!ghllqrhood fire inttrre.st,ed.;. Brp.. Sheehy,.):>!lrsqns and. Greene had been there before, and. had

dq~e· e~~~)l~nt.

JVork,

· .. ,. · · · ·· · · ·· ·· · ·

The Saints at Jonesport, with few exceptions,,,
were alive to the . work, and th()ugh needing

e~~Q~~~ge~~nt, p~ov~ci them~~l~e~·~~m~ly, ~o~-,

tl}y of. it. , W:e visited 11,mong them ,!\Jl Vf.e' <;O).lld,.
and found them ably iJearip.g theil',por\lpl) ofJJ:te.
bMrdep against .son,>e disacl':antage~. . Bn~, John
A,rp.e~ welcomed us to his horr;le, where. w,e. ~re.
quently enjoyeq the,pleasur,e~f ccmver~lng ,\Jp()n
sush tlJ.et:neS l')S were s,uggested .\:ly l;lin,>,. and hi.s .
excellent Elizabeth. We, had. hel!rp ag~:mtthem,
andJoshua an.d Eliz.a and. the Man,sfiel.ds anp,a,
host of oth.ers before going there, how. no)>ly they,
toiled. for and .how intellectually , they repre,
s~mted. the. faith; but we felt like the Queen of,
SJ:te'ba before. Solomon, that the ha.l.f }}ad ,never
been told.· 1fere we_also met }3ro. J. C. .Fos,s and
fa,mily, by whom wewer.e kindly ente:rtaiped.
Wtr wereglad indeed.
..1\t Green'sLanding we,vis!ted ,J3ro. Thorpas
Eaton and his Charity who "nev~r .falls"to make.
one comfortable at their.. hom.e, aleo. the Knowlton's andothers whose names, I fail to retalnin
mindbutwho treated us royally.
..
1\ly health, which had gradu~lly failed for the
first six months in themis5ion, began to improve
in, spring and continued till I began tq feel much
like my old self, which fact, perhaps, had. some:
thing to ~0 _with my unusu~lly high estl~nat~of'
Maine and its Saints. Returning to. J>rovldence.
I;vas sprprised ontheniglitof myarrlv:ll bya
visit at.Bro. Blood's frolll about t;venty-fl~e.
Salpts, ;vho had gathered t9 blend their gr~~tings,.
and pa~tings p':er our ~rrivala~d departu!~:.
Bro.J .. F. McDowell had arrivedand_been <;luly,
installed in the interim.and was. present with the
company, and "Y:e he~rd good rep()rts of hl~.
preaching. The evenl~g wasspe11t;tsonlysuch
aco!np!lny collld spend
TheIll usbtl,p~rt 9(
the entr.rtainment was enranced b,r the pre'sence
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l\'lorgan, wh(),,had fo,~.f>().me
tlme.been traif1111g the;ypung lad,les gf tl!t; cl11,1rc~
til' he~ pai-'ti~.ula;.Iin~. . ri:: 'was,.inde~da ,;joiiy
happening.'~' _I sald'<•good' by~'; ~dl\ctan'tfy; £or
Prdvilfence 'Sali:t't/;;', withotit' ef'ception, had tre'a't:·
ed "me· 'k'lrtdly' arid' arrticlpate<r all'rn'y. need's:'' 1
hope my 'serv!C'e· there· may 'have· itS'''ftu'ita'ge· 'iii'
Better· cand!tions• permanently th·an 'were ·once·
feared'.' The 'next· day fdtirld · tne• ht. 'Bdstoti;•
where I ·had· met• 'Bra: w:·H. K:elley two 'dlly~·
bMore; ·looking· ·about as happy· as· a rtuirt' ca:n·
:wh'eihtway•from hoirre'·with a •prospect of soon'
returning; ·"
·.,.
Leaving Bnston· :Augu·sC 4fh, 1 moved ·by Why·
of:·Montreal'to To'ronto, where ·r ·visited 'my
mother; whom• ·l •'found· rejoicing •in the· gbspel;
also my•sister''and···sever:J'l· relatives;' as weil 'aif
milny'otd-lime aC'quaintances of fhe·Methodistic·
period. · Som'e.r'few, Saint£ had· moved' frt 'ahd
were holding sO'cf·a! 'theeti'ngs•On'ce'·a week.·" Th'
these·lmd a: :dumber of· old ·friends Tpreached' ae:·
plainly·as'the Spit!t·autho'rized; onSundayafternoonl and na{•e' since. entertained' tile' hope. that
good ·was' ·do'r1e, ' The foflowing day nook ttain
fdrhome·whe'rei ari'ived on•'the· morning of the·
r2th•tan'd'found·enou],h 'to· do tb •keep tn'e' •bus.}''
for•·a•'tn'O'ntb••.a:f• !east1' Since. arri'ving I. h'av~·
preaclmHbui- t1m'es ·at ·Indepen·deilc'e and' twice
at ·Armstrong; \and\ lrave··a:p'polritment··tluf' fof·
three' 1services lit' Kn&b·Noster ·aild some ·here·
which; 'doubtiess··wlll lead to' others. ·Expect"W
atten'cb t-h·e 1-euni'dtr ·at"Lojpn; ''and then move'
westward to Utah· arfd th'e 'stares' adjoining with•:
in·that·m1ss'idn, Unless otherwise ordered·. · During theye·arpast'I have·had avarie'd efperience,
as• a oresult of• which my faith ha's •been·con·firrriedr
though 'I have witnessed nothing of the ma:n•el-'
lous that would justify ·pattlcula:r rrten'tto·n'here. ·
Am ·still iil'the' faith; if 'I understand it; a:nd" I'
thi'nk' T do: My health is bette!' than for·yeani','
for which;· thank ·God: Hoping to· al:lide the
p'resent•and final· testing;''! temiiin;
In bonds as ever,
' ' JoSEPli LUFF. '

on. .t,he gos·p~1'.t~n;l~: '~M;n and. brethren.
childr.en of tll~ &tock of A):Jraham,. and who- •
s.oev,~r, among yon fearetb.Gpd, toy•ou.iii\,.the·
word. of. ,~pis ,s.a,l:v?tima !\e]:lt: )tot# they .that
d.we\1 at Jen)~,aletp, and' tht;:ir]ule,rs, .be;,
c~ulle. thl'iJ ~.l,le.W.. him, J1p!, . t;~.o;r .,y,e.t. Jbe
voices of the prophets, which are reaq,
t:":eJ.:y, .S.a.?p~tJ;, th~Y.. ~ay:~ f,l,llpJit;c}.,\pe,m in
~~.J;~der11n}nfg"'~un • .J\.nd. t.lf<>~gh thexJ.<;>,w:i¢1.
no cimse o ueatp in. hjm, yet des.ired they···
Pilatfililit he sfwiiJci' be siaiii. 1\1'\d :W6en,'
they h~d fulfiited a1T th~t. was :writte~ ';;,f
him,, they took niiJ?'aown froti;J th~ 't~e'e'?ni:l
laid hirri ih a sepulChre: I But God rai!\e(f
him from the" dead: 'A:hlf'h'e was''jseef{
m'any' dliys"Of'thed:i W'hith came 'i:tp"wlih
him from Galilee toJ er'us'alem·; Wno'lm!11is"
witnesses uhtd the peopie. And we··ae~·
clare .unt<Ly~o.u.glad.Jidi~..ho.wc.J:hat the
pr~~j~e ..~lJicp,.W,!JS, !UJ'lc!~.J,l!')tg,the fathers,
God hath fulfilled th,e ~am e. ).mt.o us their

c1liJ?re.n.~.!P :t~a(h,f' .~.a.th .i~~~~e~.-Y.FtJ ~.s~~,
agam, as 1t 1s also wntten m the second
p'sarm, Tholi art'm}r'Son; fhls""(li(y ha've·r:

begotten fnee: Arrd ~as c6ncerhil}~ffh# l:le.
ra:ised him up' 'from Tne d'ead,now'tio'.fuore ·
to· return 'to c·o·trupti6n, ne'said·on 'thisWise·;
I·will'·give ·yon' tht! sure mercies 6f D·avkf.'"
Whenifore lie saith•alswin ati6thet J:is\illn;·

ThomihaTtnot sufferthirie Holv• One'to·see ·
corn1ptiom F·or David after·he nad·serveu ·
his· own-generation;- •by ·the• wm· ·of•·God;
fell·on sleep; and was iaid·11nto his fathers·
andsaw£orruption,· · 'But·he whom -~d;
raised .again' [JesusJ sa'W•J'lO corruption. ·Be·
it known unto you therefore, men ·and,,
brethren,thatthrough this ·man· is ·preached
unto y.ou,the.forgi,v.ene.ss of.·sins; ... an<Lby •.
hip.1. aM· that beUe.ve ·,are. justified· from· a-ll ,
things;· from which .ye .. could noLbe Justi• ·
fied .by..the law,ofl\1qses. Bewar.e·therer,
'fore,Je~t that cqme, .upon y.ou ..whic,h ... .is,
spo~eno(in the... prophets; Behol.d, y.e-de-,
spi,se,rs, 11ncl. wqn<,ler, .aud .perish; Jor I,,
'Y:or]{ a work ip .y,our, d,~ys,"a. wQ.rk, jp,
vy:h~c;h Y()t,t sJ:l!llii.p .nowise be!Jey~, th()J1glJ..
a ~ary. de,cl~.~eit unt() Y()U· ,.t\nd, whe,ntheJews were,goneo~t of the ~ynagog~e,tPe,
Gentiles besought that these Vv'o~J~ .ll:11ght_
he preached unto the,m the next Sabbath.
Now
'i he 'congregation W~S brok'eri'
up, .many oftheJews :md reli'gious'pr,ose~·
lytes followt·d Paul arid Barnaba},;
speaking to thein,persuaded'thein to don~·
tinue in the grace' of God .. · A:.rid "the' next'
sabbath da'Jcame almost the vvi16Ie' City
together to heat the Word· of Goel'. ' 'But·
when the] ews saw the inultitu'des, they
were filled w1th envy '[orre 'of fh'e rrwsr
damning' sins that evermanifestedifselfon ·
earth among the sons ··of· menJ · and· they
spake against those• things whrah ·were
spoken by Paul, contradicting and blas•
pheming..
Then · Paul and Barnabas··
waxed bold, and said, Seeing it was·neces- ·
sary that .the word of God should ha·ve f'ifst
been spoken to you; but seeing that yo:u ·
h.a.ve. put .it from you,.and judge.yourselves
un,~;vm:thy ..0 f ev.erla1iting life, .1o,. we.t•urn
to)he, .. Gentiles, For. so hath the .. Lord.,
coiT1mandeo .us, saying,. I have. setthee to.·
be l!. light .to the .. Gentiles,, thaLthou,.
shouldest. be for salv,atiop, unto,Jhe ends. o.f ,
tbe .~arth .•. A.nd .w}1en.. the Gentile§.ht;il.r~.
this .the.Y. wer~.gla<j, a~~:Lgl<;>rifi,e,d. ~be ~\)\q,
of the Lord; and a:s many as were or•

wfien
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AT LAMONI, AUG. 30, 189k

·THE' preacher said. We will reM for
out lesson'this mon'ling' a pottiori of the
13th chapter' of' the Acts· of the Aposties,
commenting· ate the 26th verse. This chapter· locates a body of several ministers at
Antioch, one·ofthe principal cities·ofAsia,
in the times when Paul was ministering
there.· And ·We find. him here preaching
to the Jews, having entered into the synagogue oftheJews and reasoned with them
O\lt .of the Holy Scriptures, (that would be.
th.e.old prophets, what would now be. denQ,tpinated the Old Testament), to convince
them thatJesus was .not an .impostor,· .as
vyas commoply :t.~rged by Jew and Ge!}.tile,
bt]t that. he was the. veritable Son of God;
that he was the Messiah, and had brought
t<:> pass t,l1~...r,es\lrr.ection. of the dead, and.
the marvelous works of everlasting
up-
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dained to eternal life believed. And the,
word of thee Lord was published throughout aU the region. But the Jews stirred
up the.dev<;>ut, and honorable women, and
the chief men of the city, and raised persecution against Paul and Barnabas. But
they shook off the dust of their feet against
them,.and came into Iconium~ And the
disciples were fille,d with joy and with the
Holy Ghost."
.
, l take as the leading thought for theremarks that I mav offer this, morning, the
sentiment that fs contained in the zznd
verse' of the 28th chapter of the Acts of
the apostles,· Paul was banished to Rome,
take!), there in chains, and ·he called upon
the chief oftheJ ews to come and visithim,
for he wanted to explain to them the won•
derfutworkofredemptiort in Jesus Christ;
and. when· they came they saia unto him,
'!We ..neither received ·letters out of Judea
concerning thee, neither any· of the breth•
ren that came showed any harm·of .thee.
I}u_t we <!e&ire to he.ar· of thee•what thou
tP,~t~]{e~t;· for as •. ~on~.erning. this sec.t, . . we.
kl}oW: that ey:eryw l;lere it is spoken against."
Th.o~e. w.e.re w~se w.ords, emanating. f.rom.
llJ.en,.of rig)lt minds man.i.festly •. · These.
Il;leJl would he11rfor themselves, and therefO,re would..be the better preparedto judge
aS,.to the. meritS, of what they· heard; anc;l
vYY ~hin,!l;. it wquld. be.. wise .and. proper for
aJJ pe~~pm;, who would. knqw;rwt only in
regard .to matten; oJ religion, but in respect
to o.therrnatters o~ importAnce that. might
oe pr~s.ente.d J;>efore them, to follow the
e4,t~,~'P.p\e of these mer:~.
· Now. in respect to the work that we
represent, .we may say. as it was· said ·of
Bauland the· work that he ;epresented; it
if! .e.v;eryw here spoken· evil against, and· yve
apprehend the ,reason for this is, because
the. .people do not. understand. the ·purpose
we..have. in ·View,. the work· we have in
, hand,to .accomplish. 1£ they· would examine the subject, and thorougly investigate
the. work, they .would arrive. 'at entirely
diffet:ent.condusions than·those they have
api:v,ed.at..inAhe past, and that many entertain. at the ·pr.esent. .n is wen ·for us to'
consider.tl;re work we have in hand; to
consider· the. mission of the chuvch· of·
which we.are .members·.
w.e cLaim; a,s we understand it, to seek '
to,re-est,abfisb pt:imitive Christianity; ov the
Ghvistiani.ty .ofiJesus· C b! Fist· and his a pos• ..
ties as taught ei·ghteen eenturies ago·. !J;'he
world•in.gt;ner;al have entertained the idea'
t\J.atwe.are notteachingi•n aeeorcdanee·with
the. d9ctrine of Ob.rist; that· we rue· teadY- · ·
ing something, :that· is opposed in sentiment',
to it·; .but .irt.' this they ar<e great1y rnis·
taken.
.·Thatnthere ·is. a .difl;"erence exist·iFig be-·.
tween, us and tl:le. religious world· in ·what
w.e.teaeh is. e.v.ident·; we· believe .. that·the
chut.eh departed from primitive· Ghrist1anit.y as ·We• find.it in holywrit,·· .. Vhe effovt•
of..the.,Latte·r Day S'a'lnts·is, as ·I vemarlied\ ·
t<>·r~.afth~m'aao tohuild upon .the original
foundation.astaug·hf ·by.JesusChri:st' and
his, apostles 'as containea in holy writ.· We
beLieve.tlrat.,Christianity as ·it· was: estab_.
lislaed~e~ghtee:n centuFies ago by H1e'Son of
Goq. afl.d hi·S aisciplesrwas·the<best wisdcomc .
of God, and established for the. redemption

of the race of man; that it is the best
adapted for the welfare of man for time
and eternity; the only thing that could or
ean properly lay claim to be·"the power of
God unto salvation," beeause it is in tloe
wisdom of heaven, .established for that
purpose; a.nd it is.our work, and we claiqr
it to be .our rnis&ion, to teaeh this Christianity to. men everywhere. ·
·
Here 1 have a book (Book of Mormon)
and it is well for us to .bear iri mind wbat
this .book teaches; it is well for all who investigate what the world ealls Mormonism
to examine and learn what the mission of·
the Book of Mormon is, and what the mission of the Latter Day Saints is; both to
Gentiles and Jews. On the fly-leaf of the
Book .of Mormon, speaking of the objeet
of this reeord!s eoming forth,. it says it·
was "to show unto· the remnant of. the
house ol Israel what great things the Lord'
hath done for their fathers·, artd·thafthey
may know the covenants of the Lord; thar
they are not ·cast off forever;· and also to·
the· convineing .of ·the Jew• and Gentile
that Jesus is the Christ, the Eternal· God;
manifesting' himself to· a!Hmtions/'· ·
Here is . made kriown in brief the nature·
of.the work that has been delivered to the
Latter Day Saints·to·carryto thewo'rld;·
and in this book we are• told ar the start;
it , is for· the ·purpose of "convineing Jew
and Gentile that Jes'u!;,is the· Christ, the
verv Eternal~G0 d;'' Now when we take
into· consideration the many· differend')s of'
opinion Cot1cerning Christ, in respeet·tohis
mission-work, that exists..,in the Gentile
world; and also that the Jewish' ,world,· so
mueh stronger in numbers than· they were·
eighteen.hundred years ago, andtl:iaflJut a
very small portion; in compuison to the"
vast numbers of that race, "'berieve that
Jesus is the Messiah, we begin to discover
the magnitude oHhe·latterdaywork~the··
loftiness of its daims, 'and that it was a
wonderful; a gmnd··missiort, the bringing
forth of .:he· Book of' Mormon to· the·
world, for this book has, for its object the
eonvincing of'· the.· 'Jewish·· and Gentile
world·ofthe divinity 'of Jesus Ch.rist; that
he is the Sort of, God and' will bring-' to
pass, the re'surryction of the dead~ ·When
we examine·thisdaim and seethe goode
ness of God' tO the aneientS'on this conti-'
nent ··in bl.essingc •them with sueh knowledge~ it fillsthesouf with a holy· reverence
to a Being who'se care and eoridu~t is the
same towards' the children• of men, in
whafever portion of the earth they inhabit:·
Nephi, one of the writers of the Book of
Morm0n, who dwelt with·a body of'peo- ·
ple'on t:his continent over 2;400 years'ago,
daims that the uord enlightened his 'rilind;·
informed his .judgment;· arid' revealed•·to·
hi·m the im po'rtant mission-V\Tork of jesus·
Christ. ·· ,.. ,
.·
·
., . .
·In the fivst Book of Nephi·;cchapter 3;
paragraph'41,·h·e s'ays: ·'~And ·it cam'e to·
pass· that the angel of·the·L,.,rd spake tintome) saying; Behold;·saith theLamb of'
God, after I have vrsited '•the remnartt"(>f
the house of"' Israel•, and ·i:hi~ remn·ant''Of •
whom ·I speak is •the see'd···nf •thy father
[he foretold the• discovery of· ·:A:tnerica b)"
Golumbus;: a'nd'whaf"sh'oJlld ·thete· taike•·
place after .its discovery]; wherefore, after

I have visited them in judgment, and
smitten them by•the hand of the Gentiles;
and after the Gentiles do stumble· exeeedingly because of the most plain and precious parts of the gospel of the Lamb whieh
have been kept back by that abominable
ehurch, whieh is the mother of harlots,
saith the Lamb; I will be merciful unto
the Gentiles iri that day, insomueh thaf I·
will bring forth unto them in mine own
power, much of my gospel whieh shallbe
plain and precious, saith the Lamb; for
behold; saith the Lamb, I wi1I manifest
myself unto thy seed, that they shall write·
many things which I will minister unto
them; whieh shall be plain and preeious;
and after thy seed shall dwindle in unbe·
lief, and also the se.ed of thy brethren [who
are the Indians],behold these things shaH
be hid up· [the writings ·of •the Book of
Mormon], to come forth unto the Gentiles·
by the gift and power of the Lamb; and
in them shall be written my gospel, saith
the Lamb;' and rny rock, and my salvation;'
and blessed are they who shall seek to
bring forth my Zion at that day, for they
shaH have the gift and power of the Holy·
Ghost; and if they endure unto the end,
they shaH be, lifted up at the•last day, and'
shall be saved in the everlasting k,i·ngdorrt
of the Lamb;· arid whoso shall publish·
peace, ye2 tidings of great joy' how beau•
tifuT upon the mountains shall they be.·
And it came to pass 17hat I beheld [in vis-'
ion] the·remnm1t of the seerr of my'hrethren, and also the book[Bible] of the Lamb
of God whieh ha:cl proceeded forth frotri
the mouth . ftheJew; that' •it" c:H'nl!l' f<>tth
from the G~ntiles unto the remnant ofthe
seed of rnv brethren [the IndianF>]; arid'
after' it had e·ome f<>rtn tthto' them~' I l,e•
held other books;whieh came forth by the
power qf the Lamb, from the Gentiles unto them; unto the. convincing· of the Ge·n-"
til'e!>, and the remmint of the seed of my
brethren, and' ialso' the Jews, Wlio· were
scattered upon all the face of the earth:~
that the reeords of theptopliets ·and the
twelve apostles of the. Lamb [the Bible]
are true."
·
· ·
, · · · ··
Here we, diseover that, by the coming
fOrth: of the Book of Mormon; the Jews
and Gentiles are to be ''convinced" tllaf
the Bible.is tru~, ~nd that J~.sus Christ is,
th'e veritable Son of God,. and the Savio'r
of. ~en~ An'd fvrther~ ''.f\nd theangef
~'J:>ake urtfo me, saying, These llist r'eeci,i:p's'
[fwo,or more] ';"l:Heh thou hast ~e€n anlO:n·g:·
tlie Gentiles,. shall est.ablish. the' truth of
the· first [the :Bible]·· which"are of tht~ ·
twelve apostles of 'the
and 'shaH
make· know'n the many plliin and pted<ius
things which nave been 'taken from them·,
.and shall make known .unto aU kindretl.'s\
tongues,· and people' that the Lall1b"of
God is• the Sort of the Eternal God~ and
the Savi?r of the -o/orld~"'"'"'rNephi 3.~ 43,
'·Such, I remark, ar~ the. objects o.f the·
work we· have in hand; and however the·
world.may .smi:le attheid¢~?f the Latter
D~y Saints being e:ngaged in a•work of
suehimportance;.it is'w~Il for therp' t(l ·
. bear in •mind that, 'When God h11s h~d a
work· t<> h'J'ing forUi fm: the beti:elit efmtor1•;
in<•any•age ohhe'wotltl,
'bas· 'c~J.rri~d it
fo:rw11rd by the a~en:cr of ·ftutn bl.e instru .;
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ments. At the foundation of the Hebrew
race the Lord chose one individual (A bra~
ham) and committed unto him the. oracles
of God, and made prpmise to him, on his
faithful obedience, that he would make of
him a great nation. And after his posterity had been in: the land of Egypt four
hundred years, in bondage, the Lord
brought them out by signs and wonders,
and led them to Sinai, and from. thence
into the land of Canaan. And in proportion as that people kept his command·
ments, he blessed them and made them a
mighty host. The influence o"f that people has gone out among all the civilized.
peoples of the world; for it is a well known
fact that the greatest amount of the jurisprudence of the world is based, to-day,
and has been for ages, upon the law of
Moses. God always chooses humble individuals from among the people to do his
work; instead of taking them from leading families or those of great note, he
chose humble individuals. For instance,
when Israel desired to be like the nations
around them and have a king to rule over
them, it so happened that a young man
was hunting his father's asses that strayed
away, and he thought it would be a good
thing to go and inquire of the Seer who,
he thought, had the power to tell him
where they were. So Saul went up to
where Samuel the prophet was offering
sacrifice and made his case known. The
Lord then revealed to Samuel that
Saul was the man he had chosen to be
king over hnrel, and the prophet told
Saul that the asses he was hunting had
been found, and informed him that lie was
to be the future king of Israel. But the
young man doubted the word of the
prophet, for his family was the least
among the families of the smallest tribe in
Israel. But the prophet assures him that
God was the author of his appointment,
and, after anointing him king, he tells
him to return, and that on his way he
would meet a company of prophets coming down from the high place, with
psaltery and tabret, pipe and harp, and
that the B:oly Spirit would then rest upon
him and he would prophesy and "be
turned into another man." The young
man went on his way and presently saw
this company of prophets, and when he
looked upon them the Holy Spirit rested
upon him and changed him into another
man, and thus God made him one of the
noblest men that ever presided over the
destinies of Israel. It is well to bear these
things in mind, that God often chooses
humble instruments for his work.
Afterwards, when Saul had sinned
against God, and rebelled against the
Most High, the Lord took the kingdom
from him, and, instead of taking one of
the sons of Saul to be king, or some one
who had been on the judgment seat, or
some high priest of those times, the Lord
told Samuel to go to the house of Jesse,
the Bethlehemite; and S 1muel took the
horn of oil and went, and Eliab was
brought before him~a stately, fine looking fellow, and Samuel looked on him
and said, "Surely the Lord's anointed is
before him." But the Lord said unto him,

''Look not on his countenance, or on the able tQ bring them to. pass. I again reheight of his stature; because I have re- mark that the work we have-in charge is
fu~ed him.; for the Lordseeth not .as man
the establishment of primitive Christianity
seeth; for man ·looketh on the outward as taught by Christ and his apostles. And
appearance, but the Lord 1ooketh on the wherever this form of doctrine is taught it
produces unity; .for Christ's work pro,
heart."
Abinadab was then brought, but the duces unity, from the commencement till
Lord had not chosen him. Shammah was the capstone is laid. Everywhere we find
brought, and the Lord had not chosen him. what is termed the ,Christian world
"Again, Jesse made seven of his sons to divided and sub-divided, upon a thousand
pass before Samuel. And Samuel said different points concerning the religion of
unto Jesse, The Lord hath not chosen Tesus Christ. This is evidence that there
these. And Samuel said .unto Jesse, Are is something radically wrong in what is
here all thy children? And he said, There termed the Christianity of .the present day.
remaineth yet the youngest, and behold, When we present to the world Christ
he keepeth the shfe.p. And Samuel said Jesus and his doctrine, as· taught eightu n~o ·Jesse, Send and fetch him : for we een hundred years ago, it is not for
wiil not sit down till he come hither. And the purpose of building up <:me man or
he sent, and brought him in. Now he any set of men-nothing of·the kind_:.it i~
was ruddy, and withal of a beautiful coun- for the glory of God, the establishment of
tenance, a·nd goodly to look to. And the the divinity of Jesus Christ and the truthLord said, Arise, anoint him: for this is fulness of his doctrine, such being the
he. Then Samuel took the horn of oil, power of God unto salvation to everyone
and anointed him in the midst of his breth- that believeth.
ren: and the Spirit of the Lord came upWhat a blessed thing it is that we have
on David from that day forward." David certainty in this great work! It claims
was one of the noblest of men for many that those -who seek to bting forth the
years; one of the mightiest men that has work of God will have the gift and power
ever graced the footstool of God.
of the Holy Ghost. This is precisely what
This rule held good in the days of John they should enjoy. I turn to Father
the Baptist who came to prepare a people Whitehead, on my left, and Father
to receive Jesus in his first advent. The Landers, and many others whom I see beLord chose one of humble origin, raised fore me, and ~sk them, "Has this promise
been realized by you in this day, and has
in the wilderness of Judea.
His father was a priest of lowly charac- this manifestation of the Holy Spirit folter; far advanced in life and not apromi- lowed your labors?" and their answer is,
nent man, John was not of high standing "l will pledge my life, and my salvation,
and of note :tmong the Jews, but a young and all that I have, and all that I expect
man of humble birth whom God had to have, that God has verified his promise."
called to his great work. And the reason They would bear this testimony, if it were
that God called such an one was, that he required of them, before any justice of the
could teach the young prophet with regard peace," or in any legal form whatever.
to his duty in preparing the way for the And these are not the only witnesses.
advent of his Master, for his heart was There are tens of thousands of men and
not corrupted by heretical theories, the women, those who do not hold the priestblandishments of the world, nor with a hood, that bear a similar testimony so far
highopinion of his own personal great- as knowing that the gospel they have reness; hut he was just such an instrument ceived is of divine origin, and that God
as the L0rd could teach and use to accom- has established his work again on the earth.
plish his purposes. And so it was when
When I have heard young members,
Jesus entered upon hiF ministry; instead those who have re~ently come into the
of selecting popular men, of acknowledged church, bearing remarkable testimonies of
ability and power, he selected fishermen, their experiences of divine power that has
with other common men of that pe- been with them bearing witness with their
riod, because he could teach them what he spirits that it is God's work, I have been
desired, in his own way. And they astonished and made glad. I have had
being men of loving hearts and humble some of these experiences during the
spirit wodd receive the Holy Spirit and ten or twelve weeks I have been away in
follow its guidance and thus be ministers Eastern Nebraska, and Western Iowa.
of God in verity and in truth. Again' Ire- The testimony of God's people has been,
mark that people objecting to the latter "We know that this work is of God, and
day work because the people engaged in that it is not built upon the cunning craftiit are the poor . of the earth, or be- ness of men, or of devils." We find this
cause they are ob~cure, or because their has a strong tendency to bring the hearts
names are cast out as evil, such should of this people nearer, and nearer together,
go back to Bible history and consider standing firmly upon the one foundation on
what God has done when establishing which they are built. And so will it ever
his work on the earth, from the days be where each individual has the Spirit
of Abraham down to these latter times. bearing witness with his spirit that the
What is of importance for us to know is work is divine; for "No man can sav that
the certainty and truthfulness of the claim Jesus is the Lord, but by the Holy Ghost."
that we make; the certainty of the work
When the Apostles were preaching to
that has been committed to our charge. It Jew and Gentile they said,-"We are his
is enough to know that it is in accordance witnesses of these things; and so also
with divine appointment and is approved is the Holy Ghost whom God hath g-iven
of God, leaving results with him who is to them that obey him.'~ It is a high and
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blessed privilege to be a witne~s for God,
and for Jesus Christ. And as a consequence. we believe, as I have remarked,
that when we preach Jesus Christ we
preach his gospel. When we preach J esus Christ we preach his doctrioe. When
we preach Jesus Christ we build his church
in accordance with the ancient Bible pattern. If we have any authority at all to
build up the church of God, we have authority to follow that pattern.. If we have not
authority to follow that pattern, we have
none from God whatever. We nowhere
in all the book of God find one word that
authorizes any man, or set of men, or
even the angels of God, to build up God's
work in any different way than th11t
taught by Jesus Christ and his Apostles.
There is no such authority found in the
book.
Now, in a few words, this work is com-·
mitted to our trust. And to those who are
not members of the church, who have
been listening to us to-day, to them we
say that this work we hav.e in hand, though
spoken evil against, we nevertheless trust
the world will find in due time that, like
as the primitive church, though everywhere spoken evil against, .was the church
of God, so is this church entitled to be
called the church of God. For we are
seeking to build upon the same foundation, both for time and eternity.
-Reported by E. Stafford.

GOSPEL MEDITATIONS.

WE understand that the gospel of Christ
is God's law revealed to man. And, as
Paul said, "In the gospel is the righteousness of God revealed." Jesus said that
every one who doeth the will of his Father
shall know that the doctrine that he
taught is the doctrine of God, theperfect
law of the Lord, perfecting and convert~
ing in its nature. Some say that· we are
liable to be cursed according to Paul, who
said that though he, or an angel from
heaven; or if any man preach any other
gospel, let them be accursed; and as we
have a different 'organization such as presdent~,. patriarchs, seventys, priests, etc.,
that we· do not preach the gospel. Paul
said that God set some in the church; first
apostles, secondarily prophets, etc.; but
Paul does not say that God will never set
any other officers in his church.
But
what has that to do with the doctrine, the
law to govern and to be observed? For
illustration, the. government of the United
States. The constitution and by-laws of
every state is tht;law to govern lmd to he
observed; the officers are onlv those to
see that the law is kept! We understand
· that the church is the kingdom of God or
government of God on the earth. 'Four
things are required to comtitue any kingdom or governrnent; first, a king, or
presiding ruler; second, a law; third, subjects to be governed; and fourth, territory.
The criterion is the law and not the or"
ganization.
:"
If the • wotld shpuld stand eighteen
more centuries and .all governments break
•up' and the world go into heathenism, no

law and order observed as now, reform- of God unto salvation to everv one that
ers arise and according to the history had believeth," and can only be pr~claimed in
of eighteen centuries back they set up a "demonstration of the· Spirit and with
government with the same constitutional power" by an authorized, inspired holy
law to govern and to be observed as now ministry. The grand scheme of life and
had; yet if the names for officers to ad- redemption has basic, or fundamental
mini,ter the law be differed, what would principles, as well a<; the "cience of matheit matter, if those called governors now matics. As Aledo's able, eloquent barrisshould be ·called rulers then; tax gather- ter, Mr. Pepper, in a most public manner
ers, exactor~, etc., would that prove that ·called the attention of a magnificent audiit was not the same law and order as was ence to the importance of often reviewing
the very first principles of our g-reat
in 1891.
In 1830 we find the same law, or doc- nation, an,i viewing the groundwork on
trine that was taught by the Lord and his which the great superstructure rests, so, in
servants eighteen centuries ago, was like manner, I would advise all to now,
taught again, though some apostles were and at once, return to the a, h, c of Chriscalled presidents, some elder~, high priests, tianity. Faith is a cardinal virtue, and the
seventies, etc.; yet who can prove that the prime grace to be developed in the heart
doctrine is not the same that Jesus taught; of a ration:1l adult. When a person. is in
that Paul, Peter, John and James taught, possession of a confiding faith, an intelliand, if otherwi<>e, then we might come gent belief, he will surely and speedily reunder Paul's curse; but we have the truth pent of all past sins.
and the proof that the righteousnes of God
If unshaken trust precedes baptism,
is revealed in the gospel, the same princi- away goes the bulwark and foundation of
ples of righteousne>.s, viz.: faith, repent- a Predo-Baptist world. The immortal
ance, baptisms, laying on of hands. resur- author of our faith said "He that believeth
rection and eternal judgment. To do unto and is baptized shall be saved." Ag-ain,
others as we wish to be done hv, be truth- "When they believed Philip preaching
ful, honest, upright, diligent, "temperate, the things concerning- the kingdom of
patient, kind, godly, meek, humble, in God, and the name of Jesus Christ, they
short having charity, while if thus we were baptized, both men and women."
have, we can risk results.
w. c. L.
If the query. arise in the mind, Why did
they not baptize infants, and small children, we observe that all such were not
proper subjects, and, hence, did not come
under the above stipulated requirement~.
"He that knoweth to do good and doeth it
MORMONISM.
not" is a sinner. The evang-elist, after he
PuRE and undefiled religion is everything, had finished his labors in S:~maria, was·dibut a preverted, or a flllse faith, is worse rected by an angel of the Lord to go souththan nothing. I would sooner not try to ward till he arrived at the highway,
climb at all than be branded as "a thief, throughfare, or road connecting Jerusalem
and a robber," for no one "is .crowned ex- with "Gaza which is desert." When he
cept he strive lawfully," and "endures to had oerformed this journey, not to either
the end."
the Jewish capital, or the desert, but to
The theory that "salvation bv faith some intermediate point, he saw a man in
alone is a wholesome doctrine, and .full of a .chariot and was admonished of the.Spirit
comfort," is as erroneo'us as it is old, and to g-o and join hirr;,self to the conveyance,
ruinous as it is extensive. This sacrilegious which he hastened to do ... The plan of
travestv has been carried so far that it has salvation that this able minister expounded,
been claimed that even good works do not then and there, "came not in word onlv,
commend us to the favor of God, and to but in power, and in the Holy Ghost, .11nd
think they are, in anywise, meritorious, is in much assurance."
·
a rock of offense, Vast throngs have been
The convinced, convicted and converted
lulled into carnal repose with the theolog- man on ascertaining that the law of the
ical opiate that "Jesus paid it all," where- Lord is perfect, converting the soul, ex. as, the unvarnished truth is man "mu"t he claimed "See, here is water, what doth hin"
horn again," ,yea "of water and of the der me to be baptized?"
Spirit," or he can never behold or pass inMark well the reply and antecedent
to "the kingdom of God." No'special ex- to the rite: "If thou believest with ail
ceptions, sharp practice, or vain pleadin~s, thy heart thou mayest." The . chamberwill nu1lify the inexorable, immutable, lain of the Ethiopian Queen Candace reeternal law, but all should "obey, from sponded with all confidence and fervor, "I
the heart, that forrn of doctrine delivered believe that Tesus Christ is the Son of God."
unto you." Christ does. not propose to Once morei the Gentile apostle, St. Paul,
force his yoke upon anv, because he is not was ·operating- in a polished city of dassic
to sway scepter over a kingdom of slaveR, Greece. "Many of the Corinthians heardupes, or drones; but for•ooth, his juris- ing, believed and werebaptized" is aposdiction will extend over a reqlriJ of intelli- tolic doctrine and was the result of his offigent, willing, worthy subject<i. The goR- cial presence and authoritative 'JV'Ork. If
pel is not only the hw of ad ~ption, but it is not expected of "little children" and
is the stand.ard fo.r churr:h g-overnment, folks of ~msound minds, .to hear in a .
and the only rule .for .ultimflte, sure, full . scriptural sense. This sacred o.rdinance .is
perfPction. It should. have been promul- preceded bv repentance, John the Bapgated throughout the world. and to every tist said~ ~'Repent .ye for the kingdom of
climeand time, lo! it alone; ''is the power . heav:en is at hancJ," and ma11y we.re "hap·
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trze(l· of··hjm in Jordan, ··confessing· tHeir
sins~''··· ·''Bring fortBltl;lerefore fruits meet
for repentance;''' is as necessary.and essen:~·
tial now as ·when the prophetic forerunner
lifted up his voice iri the wilderness of] or·•
....
dan;
. "John' did baptize !n tHewilderness; and
preach the baptism •of .repentance for the·
remission of sins.''· · "And heJcame iri .all
the ··countrY about Jordan, preaching the ·
baptism of repentance ·for the rem'issibrt·of.
sinsl' "\'.Phere was a ·n:ian senffrotn 'God'
whose•mime was John;" "and the pu•blk
cans justified Godb'eing•baptized withtne·
baptism of J ohri•. Btk the 'pharisees• ana
lawyers ·rejeCted" the· counsel · of ·'God
against themselves; being riot baptized of'
him;" We cahnofemphasize'too stronglY'
the important fact ''except y:e' repent ye
shall all likewise perisl:l ;" nor should· we·
lose sight; for a transi~nt• moment; that·
"Jesus ChristJ~came, notto call the righte.ous~· but sittners, t0 repentan.ce.'~ ·
·
,.When an. honest,~·ration·aL adult .hears
the .good news of. the. kingdom; he.th'en
".hungers and ·thirsts• .after righteousness/'
r~~dizing that it is, to him,. '•the day:' of sal~·
vation,!! and. d~lays are danger.ous and dfs'·· ·
astrous: . ];n 'this• matter .of, ·repentance no··
half· way wor*··· or··mental reservatior,t'
should. he indulged. in, for. St. Paul solemiJ,ly ·declared that "Godly: sorrow. work'-'
eth repentance unto salvation not to be re~
pented. of.'!·. Ghrist .refers. to the f.ore:
knowledge·of ~od,·and the inspired.. an··
n.als of. the Hebrew race, and the necessity:,·
nature, and design of 'the. atonement,"
v.iz., .. "Thus it .is .writti'ln, and· thus it·he-·
hooved·Christ.tosuf:ferand to rise·froo:i. the
dead the third day:; and that npehtance·
a,nd .r.emission 0f sins, should be preached·
in.his name 1 .among- aU 'nations,..beginning
at Jerusalem:" ·He. had ·statedto'chosen··
ones~ , even ·his · ministry:, "·Whosesoever·
sins y:e· remit, they are remitted untoetliem ;·
and whosesoever sins y:e •retain ·they are·
retained;" "but tarry y:e in the city of J erusalem,··until y:e· be endowed wilh ·power
from on high." They 'ohey:ed orders to
the very: .Jetter, ·and .fifty: days •alter flie
tragedy of Calvary:,.andten·days after the
ascension, and on 'the ·great annual ,Pente· ·
costal feast of the Jews, .the promise of.the
Father was verified; Under the majestic,
mighty,· marvelous ·power of ·the·· Holy ·
Spirit these unlearned men. proclaimed the·
gospel of their·risen Lo'rd in about twenty:
·
· ·
different languages:;•
· Al: the recital of the powerful, 'Yet simple and compassionate story: of tlie cross,
a few thousand "were pricke'd in their ·
hearts and said unto Peter, and. the ·rest of
the apostles, Men 'and brethren what
snail· we do?" 11 Thert Peter said unto
them,· •Repent, and be baptized, ·every'
one of you· in the name of Jesus Christ,
for the remission 'of·si'ns, and ye shall re~
ceive the gift of the Holy Ghost.' n ·Who"
ever takes the Bible for their standard,
rule and guide, and are not swerved oy:
popular 'error, seCtarian bias, or .preconceived opinions, ought to ascertam, comprehend, and verily: k'now, that ·both
faith and reperitance"precedes authorita"
tive gospel ~;hristain baptism .. l entreat
yoll' dear reJ:tder tu· ne~ei" allow yourself" to

suppdse1 thnt the Lo'fd our God·ever "te~ ' open~d up the fi ,·e 'pdrts, britt]ie' 'ili~et-'
•lealed ·a non"essential, or •as you 'like, tlrdl~· cottrs~ thus estal:Hished had little influen'ce
nance. If a sinner can 'be saved tip t'6 'a' oti China, ~nd ·it y\ras not until th~ ,AnglO!.'
fullness .of glory: without baptismal'tegefl" French f·aid upon Pekin opened' fhe, eyes·
enition, God is a myth; Christ an arch im- of China, that she awo~e t.6 an iiltelli'~ent
postor, the scriptu~es are a cruelJibel an:d realization of the cohditidri of things out~
.··
the apostles werif most false; depraved side· her own borders. ·
and heartless witnesses. All the bright ·
Not many years after this the English
andhappy,pure and holy:,·immottal and thought the ·time had .arrived for .giyjiig
powerful angels ofgloryl cannot save·one the Chinese a11 object 'lesson. iri railways;
man in 'his 'sins. Jesus came to save the and on June rs, r86s, an :Ehglish compari'y
people "from their sinst hence bap'fis.m· had formed for the construction of a' 19·
was'· to· remit or wash away sins; The kilometer long railway: from Can:tori oh
penitent thief was no exception; for, sure; the east river· 'to F atscllau on' 'the West,
either .before or afte·r the rash· act of the but it was impossible to carryit through.
theft he had been baptized· for. the. rem is~ Ten years laterthe first r~ilway: i? China·
sio'n of his sins. Because he, through obe- was taken in hand: This was design,ed to
dience;was a· child• of the ·King; and ·ina's• · connect Shanghai with Wusiing. .. On J un~~
much. •as he 'had not sinmld"~gainst the 30, 1876, the first half frojri Shanghai to
Holy: Gl1ost; and' that he had done God's ,Kaingw~n wasopened for tt:affic, but tJie
will, knew' of the doctrine, understood people showed iiivinc!Ble hostility: to the inthat he, as a; ciHzen;'not an: alien, liad · the novation, and it remained diilya yearih op'~·
advocate, he was :Hl'right.
··· " ·
er.ation ..· The carriers by:]and and water'
·
"M; T; SHoRT, in Aledo Democrat:
were the first td protest, ti:Je'general pop::
tilace soon sided with them., and little was
needed to fan 'the \!park of, opposition· into··
a flame. . Superstition. did the rest, "the.·
WAY:S."
gods 'were offended/' thel,'e was an out~·
BY· ·GYSTAV KRENKE,
break: Of h,igoted intolerance imd the .railTHE. Siberian . railway which, in. ·its way: was de§tl'oy:ed. · .
course along theU~al; constitutes~ boundOth,er railway~ werethen i~ contempla:·
aryJirie between Europe and Asia, might tion, but only: one of them .~ver got beyq?d
weH··fl.ave been·regarde<las· a··mere~tmt·fly·· tha;, ;;tagf!. : .r,ll.. }.~78 the w~ll-known
er of. the.:J?~!;~J>~~~.n· ..t:\~t~~rk ~~~f"1'ailway:s, Ka1pmg Company: for· machmery and
termmati.ng, as it d1<1"'ih . 0nnburg and mining works;"organ1z'edi:Jy'Chinese merSlatoust. It is true that the Ural railway chants for .tf:le .. pm:pose among,others of
(Perm-Ekateril.lbtrrg: 'fsc.l.nv;nen) crosses operating t.he coal mines ol K~iping, pro~.
the Ural, but this is only: to connect. the posed tl)e construction qf a, line 64 kilo me- .
valleysoftheVolga and''the Ob; an:d is' ters long from Kaiping to Lut;:~i and San.~,
without junctions; This state of 'things ho. The 'Pekip officials were, however,
will not endure long; for in the Russian so muc:h opposed to the undertaking tha't'
budget fo'r 189r, provision isn1adefor gi- · if had to be abandoned, and a canal substi~
g.antic undertakings embraCing 8;soo kilo- tuted at least for . tl;le' section tnrough the
meters of railway'line and art outlay: of· plains. For the mcitinta~n section', the
35o,ooo,ooo ruble~.
..
raifway afforded the on1y: available means
'Apart· from·· the· 'enormous ·advantages of 'transpqt;t. · Wjth' the greatest difficulty:
which' Russia is·justified in· anticipating sanction was obtained for the c'onstruction·
from the construction of her Siber'ian rail- · ofthis little section ofonly ir kilometers'
ways, the undertaking is otherwise of long, arid scarcely less was the difficiilty:
great significance for Western Europe. of treating with the villagers, wnose
By: means of this railwaysystem; the old houses or gl:ives were ori the line .of tlie
civilizations 'ol Eastern· Asia wlll oe 'sub.: road. Af first the line was built as ahorse
jeeted to· fri'cti'on with· Eurt>pean races, un~ trall)'way:, that the people rtigh(grow actil they: will be compe_l!e'd to recognize and . customed to it before the introduction of
utilize our achievements in material sci~ tlie locomqtive; . only. the bridges. wer~'
ence. Japan isalrea:dystreriously: epgaged bui!rstrong enough for perm~nentrailway
in re'modeling her political and sodal or- work. .Jri i88zpermanent rails were laid
ganization ·on modern European types. and the ,locomotive introduced. but in view
China, however, still holds aloof, regarding of the. jealousies of.}oc.al carriersit was
European discoveries 'and inventions with thought desirable to have no passenger
indifference, if not with animosity. The car~ and to restrictthetraffic solely to C()al?
history of railways in China shows· how coke, and limestone.
..
·
difficult it will be·tor the Chinese to break
Within the last five years, however, the ·
with their past; but nowwith the Siberian problem has presented itself to China .in
railway: coasting their' borders . for the quite !mother aspect. France has secured
length of a thousimd kilometers, and pro- a firm foothold in Tonquin .and opened up
viding for the irruption of a Russian: army:. commercial intercourse with western Chiinto the Celestial Empire ·at· short notice, na. Russia, after the conquest of TUreven the most obdurate opponent of change kestan, pushed her railroad on one hand
can hardly: remain lohger in:different. throhgh the Turcoman ·Steppe,· thus
The niomeht is consequently a seasonable threatening Persia,. Afghanistan, and the
one· for casting an eyl:r on the present posi- western provinces of China; and, indirecttion of railway affairs in: China; ·
.·
ly, Ingia, and on the other hand, pushed
Before the opium war, Canton 'Was the forward the Siberian railway: to the Paonly point of connectiori_ between Chirla cific, in dangerous proximity fo tlle whole
and the Western World, That war northern boundary .of' China. Enghmd 1 ..
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.which appeared to be indifferent to the advance of France and Russia, suddenly, by
a keen stroke of policy, secured the most
co~manding position by the annexation of
Burmah, and consequent command of the
Irrawaddy and Bhamo routes, the only
commercial routes between· China ·and
Southern Asia.
Thus three powerful
:European natipns have gradually pushed
forward . to. the. confines of China; , and,
unless she is content to supinely acknowledge the political, economical, and. strategical superiority of her European neighbors, she must construct railways to bring
the distant provinces of her enormous empire iritl:> ·closet communication with each
other and with Pekin.·
A little group of patriots, with keeil.~r
insight than their fellows, recognized the
· h th ·t
d h ·
· ··
d -ange.rs w h tC'
rea ene t ett country •
and bestirred themselves to awaken a sentiment in favor of railway enterprise.
The difficulties they had to encounter in
the inertia and active opposition of their
countrymen, were...enornwus: China had
gpt 9lpng V17Hl1QJ,It :t"!lilvy!lys. for thousands
of years_ an
.._d <fO._uldc.o,ntin.l,l_e to d. 0 so. The
.
·
State
religions
.
· would be violated, etc.
·0 ther alrppst incredible objections.. were
advanced; but the patent fact that the im' ports now exceed the exports by 25,000,
· ooo dollars was urged. with. eff~ct, and the
op~o. nen.ts .of the contem.plated innov.ation
"'
. wer.e silenced •. · A railway sy!>tem was resolved on, and. no sooner VITa& the decision
made . kn()wn;. than Get;man, ·. English,
. America~, and F,i:ench capitalis~s V\Tere. in
thtr fiel<], ,tn eager com petition with each
.other Jor concessions or contracts.

petitioners against the construction of the
proposed railway to Pekin.
.. Vast works hav.e been proposed and
pla~ned, hut as China will not ~onstr.uct
them witJ:Li.QJS)lgD Gll.pital..J;t!Jcl..l:l.s her own
capitalists hang back, it is now proposed
to set by ·ll. portion 'Of the iricon:le of each
province. for railway construction.
But
whe.n all the c;o1:1templatea network of
railways will be constructed is.. known
.only to the Chinese .gods, and even they
·may not know precisely.
-Unsere Zezt, Le'ifzig, :August.

number of the :American :Agriculturist emphasizes
facts of grave importance to both America and
Europe. It declares .that the half has not been
tojd al;>out the European shortage In breadstuff11,
whlch.not even !1 bountiful crop thi~ year wo.uid
have relieved. Contlnentai powers, especially
Russia, suppress the facts so far as possible. In
many Russian provinces the scarcity of food becameprono~nced a,s far back as February la'st.
In the Konstantihovka. district many fam!li!Js
have not cooked a meal since Easter; but subsist
ori bread, soaked rye, grain, etc.; bestowed in
. ..
·
•· ·· ..
. · . . .. •..
charity. ·
The prohibition of rye exports Is followed by a
ukase, forbidding the shipment of brari and other
cereal cat.tle foods. The astounding shortage in
Russi~'s yiefd of rye, announced a month since
bytheminist,ry of finance, pro'ves even greater
than the most extra vagantestlrnates,and effectual·
ly obliterates all possibility ofRussia exporting any
of her scimt wheat crop. That eastern Germany
Is In practically the same plight admits of no
doubt. The European reserves that 'h<~Ve heretofore eked out Insufficient harvests are every·
··
·
where exhausted. '
The parade made by Russia of the existence 6f
such stores in the Baltlc'·prov-inces is done for
effect and to convey the Impression that military
stores are abundant. Such reserves are. of small
importance. Indeed, the danger -of famine .fs
destined to spare Europe the horrors of war for
fully a twelve months hence.
According to the largest estimates of productlo.n, both at ho!Ile and abro;t<,l, and even assuming that the Unit!ld States. and C&nada ·can, e'!:port 225,qoo,ooo. buhels, there is a deficit l.n .the
,w,orld's foqd .supply of at le.ast. zpo,ooo,opo J:>usl;lels of wheat and rye, with a possibility .of Jhe
shortage being twiceas great. Added to this is
·the alinostfotalfailure of the j>Otato
,In
Ireland, and a serious. curtailment in'the yield {)f
potatoes on the continent. Even with the utmost economy of distribution and inunheard ()f
consumption of American maize grave d!itress
is before the masses of Europe.· . .·
Et;tormous exports of wheat' and flour trom't!le
United States in •August prove that Europe' regards the situation· as worse than has·· yet been
painted;·· Otherwise; why should she buyin·a
single month close upon .the harvest'riearly haU
as much wheat. as she took frGm .the ·United
·States during the entire first eigh.t months of the
year following one of our lar-gest wheat crops and
a period of bedrock prices?
.-.
·
Indeed August wheat.ex;ports .were almost
treble those of the same month las.t year and
over four. times as -m-uch as the average e-xports
.at this season of last year. For. the. first time in
years• wheat, bvan,,and m.lddl-ir]gs>are being ·exPorted ~o. Europe tl;lus early ,in the ~eas9n. •
. J'h~se ,<,:h;:cuwstances <lrtl accepted as the.stroqgest possible reason for believing that, prices, ,pf
wheat are to-davunnaturallv low. It looks .for a
sh'arp advance i!l all cereal.s'as 'soon astqi' demand realizes 'the"llmfted exterif of the 'world's
actuaf supply: ·Every .. bushef of high gr~de
wheat is to-day worth fully $1 on the·farm where
it grew.
One of the most marked features .of·the prosperity that is already upon American agriculture,
noted by the same magazine; Is the extent ·to
which farmers are planning to unite in cooperative buying and selling.
"The Rev; Howard Ma·cQueaty; briefly cele'
bra ted for attempting to deny and to preach the
dogmas of the Episcopal church at one and the
sam.e time, has.res~gned fr<>m·thatchurch and accepted. a Universalist pastor.ate.", ..
, German Catholics. assemb,Jed in B.uffalo,.New
York favor the hold.lng oLan lnterna.tional.congress to be held: In Chicago in 1893,. one leading
object of whic]:lls .said. to be to .urge the restova. tlon of the.Pope's.temporal power.
'.'In otl;ler de.partrnents . .of. science there, .are
.. n.uinerous. fields..of res.earch .which,. but ~or.the
microscope, . would , b.e forever.. closed .·to .. us.
Ev!ln now we stand but ..o.n .the borders of the
realm.of micros<,:oplc lnvestlgaHot~. The molecllle s.e.ems as far all ever beyond h.:umanJnv.estigatlo.n;, .Tke.• smallest.ol:>je.d discernible by the
ald. of the mo~t perfect; ;.nstrumerit Is estimated

ITEMS OF INTEREST.
purlng the performance of Wagner's "Lohen~rln" fn Paris' on 'the I 6th, an immense, mob
gafh~red about tlieOpc;;ra house; creatin~ several
dist.urbances. Troops charged and Jlrrested x1ooo
persons, one of. who.m on stating that he was a
, Rus~ian was liberated ~ith a bow a~d apo!ite
"Passez monsieur."
,
A B
ill T
it
f th
th t t
that G~~~Ga'llrai'cr6~~a···fh~K!O G~-a~~e ;i~e!
smaH body. of· men,· expecting· to raise a reyolution in Mex;lco..
'
.
At Washington, Indiana, the 17th, the Methodist Episcopal conference voted against the admission of women delegates.
Even the African colonists ate outdistancing
Canada' in the growth of popu·lation. Th·e recent
census' at the Cape of Good• Hope· shows a population, In round numbers, as follows: W·hltes,
377,ooo; native blacks, ·848,ooo: other· colored
races, 299,ooo; total, r;524,ooo. .The census of
r87 5 .showed·~;~ population of 72o',ooo, and the increase since that time is So4;ooo.
ST. PETEks:BuRG, Sept. 2o . -The holy syri6d
has directed that assistance be giveri to the starving without ma~ing 1u~y distinctipn between
creeds. The holy synQd also directs that fo9d be
gl'ven to the sufferers' in }reference to money.
The government ofSaratoff' has prbvlded. food
The Chinese Government encouraged
and shelteriorthe· German·im:rnigrants of that
. l}ll wh() ~ere ~illing_ to en~age i!l r_ail way sectio~ .w)'lq l!te .~ufferipg Jt:om· ~l),e. famine now
const,ructwh t!> su1Jmlt. plans a.nd ~sttmates, prevailing.
..
.
.
.
wiHio'ui the slightest intention of remuner. MAD~ID, Sept. 2Q.-;--.There is no longer danger
, ating them forrtheir trouble and outlay, or of starvation In the af!Hcted,citit;:s. Tbe vv.qrkmen
· ·
h
h
r
who struck on accquqt of the. dangerous stench
o f · gtvmg t em: t e contracts •Or construeencou.t;ttered in handlit;tg thedead have,beerlpretion, the objec~ was simply to secure. clata
vailed upot;tto resume vvork. A libeqtl supply
t'b guide them in their construction .by doof disj.nfectants has, reac)'led, .tl;le stricken to,wn
tpestic .agency~. Moreover, the .. for.eign
and t)'le w:orl):_ of opening up .the streets ;tqd c;lear• firms. who fondly imagined that China ·ing away the ruins is again progressing. The
·
h.
bodjes of the dead so soon a.s rec,ev,ered are taken
"WOUld . ca ll trpon t em for the suppi y. of .to immense crernatory. bonfires ,al)d ;tre tl;lere
all pecessliry material fi'oin a s'pa,de to a soaked it;t petr.oleurn ~qd,reduced to clr;tders. Pe. l,ocojl}ptive,. a~,td the engineers . and con- troleum is also being ;largely useg .In feeding the
s.tru~;tive .officers who anticipated .an exfire~ .used.for.c9p.suming 'bodies. .The ca,rcasses
. ten_ded field for their labors, are all griev- of ca,ttl!l, which are fpund al!Ilo~t e.verywher.t; are
•
·
d
C
dlspose,d of i.n the s;tme manJ:Jer. The. g~eatest
~USI Y d ISat)pOlnte • . hina is quite COnfirniserv has. be!';n c.aused l:Jy the fl.ood~ofCamU.t)!IS
. dent of 'the abjlity of her own peqple ,to ,.a,nd :Villaft:anca. The cr.opshave .been lost,,al)d
<;o):lstru.ct a,1:1d operate railways.. She will it Is fe,ared,r(ots willr~sultif reliefls .del~;~yed . .At
.want a few .foreigners to initiate operations , Cot;tsu~gra th~.r.e is a .dejlland ~or.~ more disinfe.cd
·
f
·
. tants. Mat;ty ma,rauders hlJ.ve b~el'\ lmpr!s 0.ned
•
h
·
•m t e var1ous., epartment~ o . the work,
tl;lerfl. At Alm.eda .the 'Qodies of 1,7&1 victi!Jls of
a~d ~ot,ne samJ?les of machinery and appli- ,thefioods,have.l:>een burieg .. J\1any housell unlll1Ce~, put she hold~ fast by the doctrit~e
derrnit;t.ecl by floods c<mtinue td fall,: · ..
.. oi ,••Cb~na fo.r.the. Chinese," and. will .get
CoipMl,liA F ALI,s, ~ont., Sept; ;2o.-Farmers
rid of the. .now necessary. foreign staff; ··as .. .of Uw Flath,ead valley are thr.a~l;ling tl!e largest
·· ·
· 'bl
I
·
.crop of c::!lreals ev~r know.I1. Jg tl;le .nor.t.hw.est.
soon as tt'ls. posst eto supp ant them with The averl!-ge ot. o;tts is. fiftv;five. bus.l!e.ls t.o .the
he.r_ ownpe?J?le.
.. ·
. .
·
:wre, and lt;t very m;tny plac;es the. thra,siljng. r,eIt appears, :however,, that it .is noi: so .suits snow as. high a.s seventy-five .11nd .e~ghty
.easy to raise the capital ih China as, was ."Push.el.s per a,cre. ·..The. ;valley of the. north fork
f . t d
'Fh Ch"
't r t . 'th of the Flathead, l!QOUt half as large<!S .the great
an lCtpa e • " e , mese capt a IS s; Wl
Fl.a,thead, is.<~ttracting settle~s..nndjs a,ch)evi11g
the ·example
the_ C~ine~e .Stea~ship .farne !ls af\ ag.dc1,1lturaJ :section. , Nortl;l F,~rk
(;;om,pany be£, ow .the1r. eye~tpl,lt, small fai.~h. . ;valley .was a.lmost un;known.tw.eJ.-ve. months ;~.go,
·. in. princes. The people, toq, in spite ..of , lying .between Columbill Falll; at;td tbe Cartadl;tn
:nu. merous . P. roclamations; are obstinately Une .. There.is..sufth;ienJagricuHur&llaqd for x,QQO
·
d
· · ll
h d
· ·
f . £amilies,.but a.s yet n.ot.over .2qo h<~ve taken ;t,doppose , especra · yto t e ese~r~twn b
,y;tntage. lUs.e:x;actly the ~.am.e soil as .the.Iflat•.· ~e f:i:~m~r~ms ~rayes; alltfle,c;a~riers aqd ' l;l!Ja(l v,nlle.y:.pr.op~:r..
' • '
.
,. '
"' .()!'l!~~}}.arf? ..UIIHI- ~r,f!}.~,fl.nd the Y~<::e.-~.ing's .. N·:a:.w.:YoRK, Sept.•l2o~----An e.Nhaustlve stUdy
p~lace is daily besieged •.byJ.thousands.Qf ;,of,4:1a~-·w,prld'.JHW<ild· supply.,in the foltaaoming: ,,J.Q. CQ!itaip,J~pp,rp~f!Jiel y.;,.~,QQQ1000 )i;lolecules.!~
Gartenlaube, Leip~ic, :August. ··
·

?f
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On the 2 Ist inst. a terrific.hurricane swept over
portions of England and Germany, destroying
crops, anim~l< and shipping.
Distressing accounts of the horrors of the famine prevailing in Russia.continue to appear.
WAsHINGTON, D. C;, Sept. 22.-::-While there is
at present no. formal alliance, yet the gover~
ment of the United States has reached an underst~nding with the governments of Great Britain,
France and Germany by the terms of which in
the event of the failure of the C?inese government to afford adequate guarantees for the protection of the lives, property and interest of the
citizens of the four nations that duty is to be
undertaken by the governments of the United
States, Great Britain, Germany and France acting 'jointly. )n case of riot or other disturbance
the vesst>ls of either of the· four natio.ns will
afford refuge to the citizens of any of the other
nations and will undertake to protect their consulate and other interests.
SHANGHAI, Sept. I8.-A rebellion in the valley
ofthe Yang tse-Kiangis Imminent. Further seizures of arms and dynamite consigned to secret
societies have been made here. Much excitement and alarm prevail.
MANAGUA, Nicaragua, Sept. r8 -A terrific cyclone, lasting eight minutes, broke out at Saucetown, near Leon,September 9~h. It destroyed
houses, uprooted trees and caused a great. panic
among the residents of the town. Many persons
are reported to have been Injured.
VIENNA, Sept. 22.--lt is statt;d that the King
of Roumania, upset by the Queen's illness and
court intrigues, has Imparted to the Roumanian
premier and others his desire to abdicate the
throne.
DAvENPORT,. Iowa, Sept 18 -Rabbi Samuel
Freuder of the Htbrew congregation here at a
business· meeting this evening formally tendered
his .resignation and renounced Judaism. He is
an Austrian bv birth and has been in the minis.trv five years, filling charges at St Paul and San
Dit>go before coming to Davenport.
DEs MOINES, Iowa, Sept. I8 -The Methodist
conference to-day voted in favor of the admission
of women as lay delegates to the general conference, the vote being I40 to 4r.
HALlFAX, N S., Sept 2r.-Theextraordinarily
high tides of Friday, Saturday and Sunday have
done a great deal of damage in Westmoreland
county, New Brunswick. Thousands.of acres of
marsh land are covered with water to a depth of
five feet, and the country around Moncton, the
headquarters of the Intercolonialrailway, looks
like a vast sea. Thousands of acres are 'also
under water at Sackville and Memramcook.
It is claimed that tobacco merchants handle
more ready money than any other class of business men.
Forest fires are doing great damage in portions
of Wisconsin and Minnesota. '·Heavy losses in
timber have resulted; some towns have been completely wiped out.
·
It is reported that the United States will resist
England's proposed annexa !ion of the Sandwich
Islands.

MONTANA.
Conference convened at Willow Creek, Montana, August 15th; J. E. Reese president, J. R.
Evans clerk, pro. tem. Branch reports: Gallatin
68; 3 baptized. Anaconda. .Deer Lodge and
Victor not reported. Elders reported: J. E,
Reese,
R Evans, J. Bamber and Nils Jenson.
Priests reported: J. Green, T. Harris, H. Hansen
and J. Pritchard. Teacher reported: C. Williams. Resolved that in the opinion of this conference branches would do well to elect officers
for the term of six months or one year.: The
spiritual authorities of the church were sustained,
also president of the Rocky Mountain mission
with all his co-laborers, also J. E. Reese as president and G. Reese as secretary. Sr. Margaret

r

Smart was reinstated and restored to full fellow, ship in the ch).lrch. Preaching- by J~ R. Evans
and E Reese. Adjourned to Reese Creek, the
second Saturday and Sunday In November. A
good spirit prevailed throughout the conference.

r

SOUTHEASTERN ILLINOIS.
Conference convened at Dry Fork ~cliool
house, September 12!h; G H. Hllliard president;
I. M. Smith ,clerk. Branch reports: Brush
Creek I99; 23 baptized, 2 deaths (John. W.
Slover and Margaret A. Payne) that should
have been reported heretofore were reported to
this conference. Parrish 40; 2 baptized, 2 re-.
ceived. Springerton 58; 2 baptiz<:>d. Dry Fork
35· North Fork II. Tunnel Hill and Alma
not reported. Elders G. H. Hilliard, J. F.
Thomas, J. F. Henson, J.P. Green, I. M, Sn.!th,
H. Walker,T. C. Kelley, J. Y. Mason, I. A. Morris, M. R.,Brown reported in person; R. Etzen-,
houser reported through G. H. Hilliard. Priest
J. P. Maddox reported In person. The president
of the district was authorized to mission the
elders. the coming quarter. Adjourned to
Springerton branch, February 12th.

and prayers. Resolved that we sustain by our
faith, prayers and means, the. authorities of the
'church In the English m.is&ion; also Manchester and Birmingham districts. A vote of
thanks was tendered the Saints at Temple Row'
branch for their kindness. Preaching by .Elders
G. S .. Greenwood and J. R: Greenwood; The
house was f,!lll; good was done; Benediction by
Bro. W Ecclestone. Thus ended a grand conference. The reports of ministry were good, the
testimonies were good; in fact it was all good
and we were sorry to say good bye.

LATE EDITORIAL NOTES.
A note from_Bro. R. M, Elvin, Nebraska City,
Nebraska, September 23rd, reports eight baptized
at the Wilber camp meeting: ,
Bro. J. F. Minton, River Sioux, Iowa, 23rd
ult. reports "splendid interest and large attendance every night. Some are ready for baptism
and many almost persuaded. Baptized five at
Moorhead, Sunpay last."

~TRING PRAIRIE AND NAUVQO.
Conference convened at Rock Creek branch,
Hancock county, Illinois, September 5th; J. H.
NORTHWESTERN KANSAS REUNION.
Lambert president, J. C. Crabb asbistant; Fred
Reported by Elder H. A: Stebbins.
Salisbury secretary. Elders reportPd: J, C.
Crabb, A H. Smith, D. D. Babcock, J. H. LamMondav-.. SeptembPr 14th -'-At nine o'clC'ck
bert, W. T, Lambert, R. Lambert, H. Pitt, S. J.
Bro. R. W. Davis had charge9ver the prayer an'd
Salisbury, W. McGahen; all reported favorably.
testimony meeting. After it he preached from
Some branches reported in good standing. BishMalachi 3: 6, "I am the Lord, I change not."
op's agent's books audited. Committee reported
The subject was the unchangeability of God and
finding an error in his favor of $14 86, leaving a
his word, also_ that the gospel is the same in every
balance of .$46 74 due the church. Report of
age and was kn:own to Adam, Enoch and Noah.
committee secured by the. body: Two-days' meetThe law of Moses was added later because of the
ing was ap;,ointed at Burlington, Iowa, October , Jack -of faith and obedience upon the part of
24th and 25: h, S. J. Salisbury, H Pitt, W. McIsrael.
Gahen, F. Johnson in charge. Preaching by
Bro. A. H. Parsons followed briefly, sayi.ng
Elders J. <::;. Crabb, S
Salii>bury and A. H.
that the experiences of former-day Israel are beSmith. Adjourned to Farmington, Iowa, DeIng repeated, to some degree, i'n latter-day Israel.
cember 5th and 6th, at 10:30 a.m.
At half past two Bro. A. C. Hart and C. H.
Jones preached, the former upon the fact that
God has promised to so manifest himself to his
BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.
children as to make them know of their acceptThe annual conference of the above district
ance with him, and that they have received the
was held. in Birmin~;ham, Temple Row branch,
truth.
June I6-r8th; C H Caton, president; Thomas
,Bro. Jones said that this latter-day work had
Tavlor, vice president; G. S. Greenwood, secrebeen sent by the Lord that men everywhere may
tary. The folio win!! branches reported: Birbe benefited. The events of the latter days show
mingham-Temple Row, Hanlev. Staff">rd, Birthat it is the beginning of the time of glory that
mingham- Summerfield, Clay Cross, Nottingis to come.
ham; Burton-on-Trent not reported. The followAt the evening service Bro. J. Alfred Davis
ing brethren reported their labor<: Elders, T.
preached concerning the foundation of Christ's
Taylor, C. Tyler, C. D. Norton, J. Hill, C. H.
Church referred to hy the Savior in his words to
Caton, G. S. Greenwood, J. R. Greenwood, J.D.
Peter in Matthew r6: 19. The rock was already
Davies, E. A. Webb, J. Matthews. W. Shepherd,
there when <::;hrist spoke, but the building was
S. Holmes, H Pearce. Prieste, J E 'Meredith,
yet to be erected upon it. What Is the rock and
J. Dyche, W. Ecclestone, A Grump, J. Healy, what is the building. The rock was revelation
J Kirtland, J. Worman. Teachers, T. Anderton,
and the building that Christ built upon it was his
H. Tabbiner.
Deacons, F. Edwards, E. Matchurch. In it was then and still continues aposthews, .T. Trevor, H. Tyler, G. Ecclestone. Fitles and prophets, with Christ as the head above
nancial report: Balance last r<>port a rod received
anil over all.
since £3, I2, o~; expended, £3, I, o~, leaving
Tuesday IS'h ..:..The nine o'clock social meetbalance in hand £o, ro, I I. Audited, reported
Ing- was a most enjoyable time in the consolation
correct, adopted. Resolved that all licenses sent of God's Spirit. About thirty testimonies and
in to thig conf<:>rence be endorsed. The license
prayers were offered.
of Br0. John Hurst, priest, was restored contliAt eleven o'clock Elder Parsons had charge.
·uonallv. Resolved that when this conference
Bro. J. T. Davis' sermon was upon the various
adjourns It does so to meet again In LeiCester, at
gifts ot God's Spirit, as mentioned and named in
Whitsuntide, I892. Resolved that the rules of
Paul's letters to the Corinthians and the Ephesthe district be so amended as to provide that our
ians to make the perfect body of Christ. All
conferences be constituted of the ministry only,
these are essential now.
that is elders, priests, teachers and deacons. ReAt the afternoon service Bro. G. E Deuel
solved that we hereby express our thanks to the
spoke of the building that was erected upon the
general conference held in America, April, I89r,
rock. In Christ's church is salvation and outfor their kindness in entertaining the petition
side of it is condemnation. We are justified acfrom the English mission conference of 1890; cording as we do Christ's will and no further.
and we also express 6ur aoproval of their nomiIn the evening Bro. H. A. Stebbins preached
nation of Bro ...Thomas Taylor to the office of
upon the evidences of the divine authenticity of
)1igh priest, and assure the church authorities of
of the Bible, presenting certain things that God
, our confidence in Bro. Taylor, and respectfully
spoke of (or his servant~) in early ages of the
hope that his ordination be conoummated .at an
world, and which were demonstrated three thouearly date. The question of branch organizasand yt>ars later as mig-hty truths. Also he gave
tion in Leicester was left in the hands of district
the facts of history and the dates when were fulauthorities. Resolved that we sustain the aufilled many prophecies concerning the ancient
thorities of the church in America by our faith
cities and nations.

.r
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
Wednesday r6th.-Another pleasant occasion
was the prayer meeting, Bro. C. H. Jones in
charge.
The forenoon sermon was by Bro. J. Alfred
Davis upon the necessity of baptism by water in
order that there may be salvation in the celestial
kingdom of God. Baptism by immersion is essential as in the case of the eunuch whom Philip
baptized upon his profession of faith in Jesus
Christ. Paul also taught the Roman saints of
the burial In baptism as the type of the death and
resurrection of the Lord.
Bro. R. W. Davis was in charge of the afternoon meeting.· Bro. A. H. Parsons preached upon the evidences contained in the Bible, and of
the testimonies of John Wesley, Alexander
Campbell, and other lights in the world, that
there should be a restoration of the fullness of the
·gospel in the latter days. These men did not
claim it for their day, but spoke confidently that
at the evening time should be light. And when
the time did come God sent an angel to inform a
young man of the fact.
The sermon ofthe evening was by Bro. C. H.
Jones. He spoke of some things said by Ingersoll and other opposers oft he Bible, and defended
. the book. He also spoke of the land of Joseph
that the Lord had set apart for him, according to
Jacob's blessing and the prophecy of Moses.
Thursday I7th.-The social meeting lasted the
most of the forenoon, no sermon being had. The
time appeared to be well occupied and enjoyed.
At half past two Elder G. E. Deuel read the
tenth section of the Doctrine and Covenants and
defended the book and the work that was done
by Joseph the Seer:
In the evening Bro. A. C. Hart had charge.
. Bro. H. A. Stebbins preached upon the prophesies concerning the latter days and the signs of
the times, showing the situation of the world in
the course of iniquity that was foretold by the
prophets; also the commotion among the ele·ments and the increase of the destructive forces
b:i earth and air and upon the sea, as foretold by
Christ and the prophets and apostles.
Friday x8th.-Bro Alma Kent had charge of
the prayer and testimony service. It was continued during the forenoon.
In the afternoon Bro. H. A. Stebbins read the
fi.rst and portions of the seventeenth section of
the Book of Covenants, and presented the clear
harmony to be found both in spirit and doctrine
between ti}is book and the things revealed in former days concernin,g the character and attributes
of God and the or9er of !:tis work in every age. He
read the revelation concerning the war of the
rebellion and showed its clear fulfillment.
·At the evening hour Bro. C. H. Jones discoursed upon the :restoration of Israel and Judah
and the necessity>of the Book of Mormon to aJd
in the work df th~ latter days, as foretold by the
prophets in ancient times.
NOTICES.
Appointments: - Paulding, Ohio, October
23rd-26th. Clear Lake, Indiana, October 30th31st, and November rst-znd. The missionaries
appointed to labor in this district will please take
notice ... You areexpected .without reference to
calling your names, to be present if possible and
take part in ther,e"meetings, the Lord willing.
HIRAM RATHBUN. SR. Pres. Dist.

above time and place, that the few who are essaying to hold the fort in Brownville may be encouraged and the work receive an impetus.
JAMES CAFFALL.
J. W. W ALliiSMITH.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Central Missouri district conference will convene with Wakenda branch, in Saints' chapel,
Oct. wth, at ro a. m., all kindly invited to attend.
D. E. TucKER, Dis. Pres.

HO!!

READ

THIS!!!

The New, Revised and Enlarged Edition
OF

PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD;
THE

Apostasy, Reformation and Restoration,
BY WM. H. KELLEY.
Is now on Sale.

.Everybody Should Read It.
contains 421 page~ of closely written matter. with
autograph and likeness of the Author, and is printed in good,
readable type, with neat binding, and is sold at the low
price of $1.25 per copy.
No one should be content with a copy of the first issue.
Send it on a missionary tour among your neJghbors and
friends, and purchase a volume of the New Ed ill •n to be
better plea•ed with it. and tbuo send a thousand evangelists
into the field with little or no sacrifice. The WOFK rs A. LIBRARY 'I"ITBIN ITSEI,F: a marvel of trenchant crilicism and logical deducttons from historical facts; a KEY to the right understanding of the Bible and modern diverse systems of
fa.ith and worship. It discusses the issues of theology
that are to the front to-day. No Bible student can afford
to miss reading "Presidency and Priesthood" either as
critic or investigator. It point• out the way in which all
Christians may unite upon a common faith-the Bibleann may be read with interest and profit by Skeptics and
Infidels. It treats largely of Ministerial Authority as aSSOCiated with the MELCHI8EDElt and AARONIC
PRIE&TBOODS, and th~
IDEAL CH'IJRCH OF NEW TESTAMENT TIMES
is conspicuously set forth in striking contrast with the
Creeds and systems of Church building since the days of
the Apostles, Also the claims for the.
RESTORATION OF THE GOSPEL AT A LATER
DAY THAN THE APOSTOLIC AGE
is critically examined in the light of prophecy and hl•tory, which is a subject of grPat. moment to men of every
faith. A historical resume or brief is also inserted of the
It

BORN.
SAVAGE.-In Grant Prec., Gage county, Nebraska, May r8th, r89r, to Bro. Frank M. and Sr.
Hattie H. Savage, a son; blessed at the Wilber
compmeeting, September 2oth, r891, by Elder
Robert M. Elvin and J. W. Waldsmith, and
named George Ralph.
DIED.
HoAGLAND.--Sr. Margaret Hoagland departed
this life August 23d, x891, aged 73 years, 6 months
and I day. Funeral services were held at the
Saint's cl}urch, Little Sioux, Iowa, by Elder T.
F. Min tun. Her remains were laid to rest in the
Soldier Cemetery east of Little Soux, Iowa.
Her sufferings were great, but she endured
patiently and died strong in the "one faith" with
hope of a glorious resurrection.
McCALL.-Bro. Duncan McCall was born in
North Carolina, March 21st, r8r4; baptized by
T. H. Waddell and was a member of the Lone
Star branch. He died August rst, 189r, firm in
the faith. Funeral services conducted by Elder
M. M. Turpen.
ALLEN.-At San Bernardino,. California, August rst, 189r, aged 78 years, Richard Allen.
Deceaseu was born in the north of Ireland, September 12th, r813; at an e;uly age he went to
Australia, where he heard Elder Wm. Hyde
preach, and by him was baptized in 1852; soon
after he removed to San Bernardino, where he
was baptized by Elder A. H. Smith on his first
mission to California. For several years he was
bishop's agent in Southern California, where he
was well known for his liberality in supporting
the church work.
McFADIN.-At Pilot Oak, Kentucky, February 13th, x89x, aged 31 years, 5 months and I
day, Bro. James McFadin; born September 4th,
1859i baptized September 12th, r89o, by Elder
John Thomas. Funeral sermon by Elder. P. B.
Seaton; text, 1 Thess. 4: r8.
·
ARNN.-N ear Paris, Tennessee, February 17th,
I89I,Bro.John M"Arnn; born May 13th, !841, near
Paris, Tennessee; baptized Septetpber roth, 1885,
by Elder George Montague; funeral services by
Elder W. H. Griffin, assisted by Elder P. B.
Seaton, to a large gathering of friends and relatives; text, Matt 7:2 I.
PERRY--Br0 . John H. Perry was born May
nth, x825, and was married to Miss Nancy
Gregory near Vale's Mills, 0., April 17th, 185I.
He united V!'ith the church June 15th, x885, being baptized by Elder fames Moler. He ,died
September rst. He was uncomplaining through
his long sickness. "Henderson," as he was
familiarly known, was liked by all: He lived in
Jackson and Vinton cotmties all his life. His
funeral was largelv attended. Sermon by Elder
G. T. Griffiths. He leaves a sorrowing wife and
a host of friends to mourn their loss.
A.B.K.

NOTICE.
To the members of the southern Nebraska district: You are hereby reminded of the district
copference to convene ·at Br,ownville, twenty
" miles south of Nebraska City, October 9th. A
ADPRESSES.
general attendance is quite essential, and wereJ. F. Mintun, Magnolia, Harrison Co., Towa.
.spectf.ully, suggest that in view of division and
Elder Thomas Bradshaw, No. 48 Repton street,
subdivision of God's moral vineyard by branches
Limehouse, London, England.
E. L. Kelley, Presiding Bishop, Temple, Lake coun·
an.d districts, we believe. the cooperation of each
member of each br;mch and distri<;t is indispen- . . ty, Ohio.
sably n~ces~ary for. the success of the same; even, · Bro .. Thomas Tyler, formerly from England, No. 1328
!9 the sacdfice qf personal pleasure and gratifica-,
Penn street, Lawrence, Kansas.
• tion.. No guarantyrof salvation is ,given but in
J. C. Crabb, 1001 South Tenth St., Burlington, Iowa.
James McKiernan, No. 1710 Lyons St., Des Moines,
. an, organized capacity; and every metpber 'ought
to thi.n.!t that the succes1:1: of the organization to
Iowa.
. ~hid~he belo11gs Is measurably depending upon
E. C; Briggs, Juniata, Tuscola county, Michigan.
him. .Let us .thetl, see a good' attendance a:t the
Gomer Wells, Secretary General Sunday School .As·

r1se and development,of the u.APOSTATE cHURCH, ''-and an

exegesis upon the 29th chapter of Isaiah, the revelation
of the "sEALED BOOK," a scientific and historical reference and presentation of the earliest discovery and settlement of the Americau continent. some twenty centuries before the Chrtstian era. the ancestors of the American Indians, who they were and where they came from,
with facsimiles of their writings, the origin of modern
churches and creeds, etc.
Copies may be had by addressing Wm. H. Kelley, Temple. Lake county, Ohio; or the Herald Office, Lamoni,
Iowa, and from Traveling Agents. Money orders sent to
Wm. H. Kelley should be drawn on Willoughby, Ohio.

NOTICE TO BOOK SUBSCRIBERS
The pu@lication of "Pattie; or Leaves From
A Life," has been delayed for want of means to
pay for the work. Neither Sr. Eleanor nor the
Board of Publication are financially able to
assume the risk, which will make it necessary
for all subscribers who have not paid in advance
to do so at once. As soon as sufficient money is
received to cover the cost, the "book .will be
issued. The price of the book, including postage,
is $1.12, which we hope you will kindly forward
to David Dancer by January xst.
The book ltas been· carefully revised by the
author, and will contain her portrait; also an
introduction by Bro. W. W. Blair. It will be of
the same size as "With The Church in an Early
Day."
The story of Pattie Is not a work of fiction, as.
some imagine, though in romance it equals any
found in fiction. The book is all that it purports
to be-a true narrative from real life-and at the
solicitation of many friends the real name of
Pattie will appear in the revised book.
Those who desire books representing the faith
of the Latter Day Saints, for their own or their
Sunday. school library, have this opportunity to
encourage their production.
ELEANOR.
PUBLISHER'S NOTICE.
We wish to say to our .friends that our book
"With The Church Iil An Early Day," is now
ready for mailing .. To the ministry we are offering unusual lnducem.ents to assist in its sal~; and
would be pleasPd to have you send for our terms
soon, as the offer will .be withdrawn December
xst, 189I .. Parties ordering hereafter will please
!!Otice that the postage Is fourteen cents, instead
of eight cents, as we thought .It would be. The
volume (a' the amount of postage indicates) is
large, neatly and substantially' bound and ;we
think .w!Il give general satisfac.tion.
.

.

M. W ALK.ER,
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lN. BOTH BINDINa:S.

NOW READY.

"WHAT IS. MAN?''
'~"'" "· ~ 'BY:':EL~E~·~'.1t:LA;r:~iii'T,' \,J,,,."

"'L/

l •,

Or

Is now ready .. A ~borough' 'treatise on im~ortality, and
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Lamoni, Iowa, October 10, 189r.

:oany property of the Church is on the plea that
the tenets of the ''Utah division" were a departure from the faith and an apostasy, and that the
Josephite Church is entitled to be recognized as
P~ice $2 per year, $I for six months.
"the Chttrch, not only in the spiritual sense but in
The Traveling Min,istry, District and Branch Presidents,
the material sense," and is thus "entitled to the
and the Bishop's Agents. arc requested to solicit new subpossession of whatever property the original
scribers, and help bl)ild up the paper and the publication
department.
. .
·
.
Church owned at the death of Joseph and Hyrum
Busin~ss Letters ~nd Sub.scnphon~ must be sent to Dav1d
Dance;-, by P. 0. Order, JtegistPred Letter, or Express. ,
Smith, or at the time when the departure by
Entered as second-class. matter at Lamoni Post Office.
apostasy took place.
The Herald editor admits that "the claim _is
now being urged," by the "Josephites," "to the
possession of the Temple Jot at Independence,"
also that in prosecuting their claim to be the
JOSEPH SMITH'}
EDITORS,
Church, there, will be "no hesitancy" on their
W. W. BLAIR
part, "in making the effort to obtain the possesASSISTANT EDITOR.
R. S. SALYARDS sion of property hdd in early times by the genuine Church." But it is only fair to state that the
_.Lamoni, Iowa, Oct. ro, 1891.
editor declares he is not in any sense responsible
REORGANIZATION.
for the movement in ()gden and has had nothing
THE .Deseret :News for Septem l:Jer I I th
whatever to do with it. He also says:
has the following ~ditorial 011 what we
''We have mad.e no claim upon the confiscated
stated in a late HERALD concerning the property of the Ch·urch in Utah. We are not in
action to recov~r the ten10le lot in Inde- sympathy with the manner of such sequestrapendence, 1\1is~ouri, and \he rumor that tion; and it was for that reason that we ~ailed
we . were to ;make a demonstration on the property .so confiscated ·~white elephant' on
Ogden.
the hands of the government.
"REORGANIZED" ABSURDITIES,
«\Vhen we get.ready to assert claim to prop~rty
A short time ago we paid some attention to a
in Utah ostensibly belonging to the Utah Church,
telegraphic disp~tch from Ogden, which ap·
we shall serve notice in. due form .of Jaw and try
peared: in a numl;>er of. eastern papers, to the ef·
the. issue before the proper tribunals. In the
feet that with·th~ cessation here of polygamous
meantime we shall continue to urge our claim to
· ·
h
· 1 1
marrtas-es, there was nothing in the way oi "the
recognttt6n as t e church m ega succession to
Josephite branch pf the Monnon Church" joining
the one organized April 6th, I83o, as aga!n~t the
,
· 11 d c
c
with. the Utah !'Mormons;" that negotiations
so-c a e
hurch of hrist at Independence, and
·
were being opened with Joseph Smith, of Lameother; Vv ho make claim. to such succession.''
ni, to make Ogd~n the headquarters of. th~ "Jo·
There is nothing in the "J osephite" discliimer
se_phites ;"and th_ ~t there was a probabllity of the
that overturns. what the DESERET NEWS had to
·
·
·
b'
1
la~ter body qbtahjting much of the Church propsay on thts su Ject, un ess it rnlght be the Intierty, that hadbe~n confiscated.
matlon that the Ogden m.ovement pe~haps
We showed that the scheme was not likely to
originated .at Lamont We take the editor's
succeed for var!o;us reasons. That "Josephitism"
word for that, withm;t dispute, and as entitled to
is not a "branch~' of this Church. That there
credence; he knows and we do not.
are essential d!£fhences between the two bodies
As to ·the "succession," the facts are the
. a,part _fromthe p9lygamy question.. ThatJoseph
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day_ s 11ints;
.Smith of Lamoni had no hereditary or patent organized on the 6th of April, r83o, has been
right to the Pr~sldency. of the Church. A~d
continued and perpetuated as design,ed by. Its
t~at though the. •lJosephite" organlzatlon had en- divine fo~nder, being organized and setup ufor
d_ ~avor~d to obtajn possession of some property
the last days and for the lasttim'e." It has never
.
.
.
~
, ·
to w h ic.h 1t was rtot entitled, we. did not think it been disorganized. The notion that t!:Je death of
·
· ··
would be gratifiea
in this instance. .
Jqseph and ;Hyrum, or .the disorganization of
.
.'.r~J.e Lanwni Herald, the organ of Hie ••Joseph-.
one quorum..,..the First Presid.ency, disorganized
{tes,''pubUshes t!:Je dispatch, some articles.on the
the Cliurch, isop.e of the absurdities of "Joseph' subject
papers,
.. • . from
· ·· different
:,
. . · and.·. the
·. remarks
·. · .. . of
• · ism."· Another .Is. tbaf a ••Reorganized"cl)urch
t~e DESERET N!£ws,. and defines the posltien of can.be the original Church; thaia church that
.the "Josephjtes'' dn relation to these matters.
had been dead seventeen or eighteen ,ye.ars was
• :' ·.:··.
It claims that. those withwhorntheaReorganthe same -~burch when a new otg~nization was
:·'/' · !zed" chufch moyement began were members of
effected of a few of the old members of the de~
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Church on the death of the Prophet Joseph, is
as clear as words can make it. And the fallacy
of hereditary succession to presidency of any
kind iti the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints, is so palpable that it requires no
argum.ent to people who have read the Doctrine
and Coyenants and are imbued with the spirit of
the Gospel.
This church lays no claim to "succession.'' It
has changed its location several times since it
was organized, but has remained the same body.
It was so constituted, when fully organized, that
the loss of any of its parts would not affect the
integrity of the whole, because its inherent .vitality and reproductive force would replace the loss,
and the organism would move forward to accomp!ish the design of its Creator.
Excommunicated members form no part of the
body. They are cast off, like effete matter' from
all living organisms, and though through the
kind of life that developes in such masses tl;ley
may reorganize, in forms-similar or dissimilar to
the body which expelled them, they have no
reasonable claim to be regarded as the original
body or entitled to its rights, privileges or
acquirements.
The "Reorganized" society of worshipers· has
its rights as a religious denomination and is to be
protected in them. But neither in law nor in reason can it be regarded as the original Church,
in face of the facts that it claims the original
Church died or was disorganized,-which is the
same thing; and that. the alleged disor.ga_nized
·
Church has never exhibited any sigt:~s of dissolution b_ut . has lived on, in a_Ctive performimce ·of
·
·
all its fu. nctions, increasing I.'.n .st.a.ture, in infiu·
ence, and in power, for the benefit of man.kind
and f()r the glol'y of God, who organized it a11d
has preserved it. until this day,
·
.

OJ:' course, whatever is antagonistic to
the philosophy of the Utah Church, which
the News is the representative of, is absurd! That is the usual human comment
on what others hold to that we do not; and
we by no .means. expect· the Ne"fVS to be
out of han:pony • in this particular, But
the question of absurdity is the . point i'n
issue and is yet to be tried. If it be prov~d
that the claim made by us to be ira the line.
o_f su_ccession _to t_he chu.rch organized i_.l:l
· h. . S m_ 1t· h. _alld ot hers,· rs• an_·
r8_3o, by Josep
.
.
absurd
one.,-. thensuch
proofwill inure to
the b.en.efit.of our Utah contemporary,
_which . makes. a si~ilar claim_, as is easily
· ·
h ave ·quo t e d f.rom. t he
seen f rom w)Jatwe.
News, it being there distinctly stated that
such c)iurch ,was never disorganized; "it
has .never been disorganized,'' is the statement.

:.'·_;·\.~-· · . · .· ·. ·.- • !B~ea,•~hc~;~cY~:~~ibi:dendtdhJnpd;:~t~~~~~ odt~eh~irl~:~~:h:~ !ulo~i~~~~~brg~:~e~~~{st~f~:at~ot~~e '?~;;I:~!tf:; tnhjlhlheehelils~~h:Ys~!~h~~~~fsrch~ht~~
b~cbq~:r:.:
.t
.·.·.· .· .· . .·

•••.

·. rg alll oungan : e. oc nne an p : O§op y
?f.theChur.::h asite.1{istedunderthat f>residency;

·. cJIUd '"''·'"'only <~•lm "'"''

c atm.
'.rhatthe·C<>.tmdl of the Twelve Apostl~s sue.~

s ~ . ca. _t e ~tten.twn 6
e .~-vews> ~lore
we get throughJhis : POI}troyer~y>'W}ljgp.

•t••• '\!n~phtio'"• · •'0'!"!•4 .In "''''" o<\f~ ;> !J>e}"O";d.•n•r.~~;~~ moy}i•O<J::I!i>l!'.e o~pl•••t!o~df ~'.f'tr (. . .";~
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sition that such church was not at any
trme disorganized is to be sustained.
In the mermtitne we submit a few questions for the News editors to think of;
and, if they choose, to answer them.
It is conceded that up to the day of the
death of Joseph and Hyrum Smith the
doctrine and practice of plural marriage
had not been proclaimed, nor accepted as
i tenet of the church. All the membership of the church at that time had been
baptized into it by a ministry called, chosen,
·ordained and sent out to preach and bap"
tize and induct persons into the church
under a declaration of marriage clearly
and definitely monogamic. If the News
chooses to dispute this, we suggest that the
files of that journal for the fall or winter
of 1852 be searched, to see whether or not
Apostle Orson Pratt did on August 29th
of that year specifically state thathe presented the doctrine for the first time, eight
years and two months after the Martyr's
death-June 27th, 1844•
It is a fact that hundreds and thousands
of the membership of the church baptized
.into the church under the preaching of
the ministry, called and ordained as before
stated, refused to yield credence to the innovation. . vVill the News deny the right
of these Ill en to thus refuse credence to the
doctrine so directly contrary to what they
had been taught and believed, and which
was the published faith and practice of the
church organized April, 183o-1844• and
into which they had been .baptized? Will
the News deny to these men the right to
protest against such doctrine and practice?
By what rule of right and justice did
any body of men in the church, no matter
who they were, introduce such a tenet and
practice, so distinctly subversive of the
faith which those men had been taught
and baptized into, to the destruction of
their trust and confidence, and to the excluding them from the rights of membership in the church?
These men were members of the church,
as it was organized in 1830 and continued
to the death of Joseph and Hyrum Smith;
when did their membership cease?
Take the family of Joseph Smith for an
illustration. His wife, Emma Smith, and
his oldest son, Joseph Smith, were members of that church. They did not accept
the new departure; how could their witnessed acceptance by Christ, manifested by
the conferring of the Spirit through the
laying on of hands of the qualified ministry, before Joseph Smith's death, be
broken or taken from them?
We know that the rule of law is clear,
that in any and all such cases, where disintegration, or separation between the
membership of a church takes place, the
right of succession belongs to those who
remain in the original faith, whether those
thus remaining are few or many. And,
no matter how· absurd it may seem to the
News, it is good law, and has been attested
in a hundred well contested legal battles
before the courts for the possession of
church titles, muniments and property;
and we presume will be still good law,
should there ever be a contest against
the Utah Church by anybody making

an adverse claim to theirs in the courts.
The claim made by the elder,s of. the
Latter Day Saints, against Catholici&m
and the Protestant Churches, was and is
that by reason of false teaching, and practices contrary to the original filith, they
were apostate and their right to .the title
of the Church of Christ was forfeited;
that in fad: they held neither the name,
, nor the priesthood of the Church; and
that it was necessary that there should be
a restoration of both the gospel and the
priesthood, in order that there should be a
church on the earth holding legal and
divine right to be .called the Church of
Tesus Christ. Will the News contend that
there could not be a falling away and such
a change in the faith and polity of the restored church as would vitiate its title imd
authority as such church? Surely not.
For the reason that it calls those who turn
away from the faith "apostates,"void of
the faith, hence not of the church. If one
by .such an act of turning away could become "apostate," so could many; and by
a persistency in such a course, the whole
church would be finally rejected of. God,
as a body, while the faithful ones would
be and remain the true church. This the
News knows full well is the teaching of
their elders every Lord's Day; those that
remain faithful, (few or many), will enter
into the eternal good held in store by the
Almighty, the rewarder. of all.
Is it not
best to be consistent, editors of the News,
whatever else we may be, absurd or sober?
The Presbyterian· church is wrestling
with a proposition to change or revise the
creed. The News notices such proposition, and it knows, that should the majority of the Presbyteries vote for such re-vision of the creed, the creed would be revised; at the same time the News also
knows, that every church congregation
which may choose so to do may refuse to
accept the terms, and would remain in the
possession of every dollar's worth of property belonging to that congregation, by
reason of remaining in the original faith,
and the courts of the land would protect
them in such rights, as a matter of course.
The application is apparent. However
absurd it may seem to the News, ifthe Reorganization can successfully show that
there was a departure from the faith and
practice of the church by so much as permitted a distinctive difference, more or less
vital in its character, and that the members
of the Reorganized church were the ones
who held to the original faith and policy,
as against the church of which the News
is the organ, or any other, the decision in
law and equity must be in their favor.
The question can turn only on the point
whether we are in error, or in the right.
The News unfairly permits the inference
to be drawn that we should have said that
in prosecuting the claim to be the church
there would be no hesitancy in making the
effort to obtain the possession of property
held in early times by the genuine church.
What we wrote was this:
"The J osephite organization has started
out in the work of trying to gain recognition of what we believe to be a fact, that
is, that the church in Utah is not the

Church of Jesm Christ of Latter Day
Saints, but that the Reorganized Church
is. And if in the prosecution of that work ·
'the possession of property held in ea?ly
times by the genuine church,' becomes
necessary, or desirable, there will -be n.o
hesitancy upon our part in making the
effort to obtain it; no matter if the News
does charge it to be a hungering ·after the
property of the Latter Day Saints in
Utah."
The News attempted to throw discredit
upon the "Josephite organization" in its
mention of the Ogden sensationaf canard,
by imputing the animus of the movement
to us in Lamoni, and now shades ·what we
wrote about it, to still bear the brand of a
love for lucre, and a desire to get improperly, the property of the church in Utah.. "
It would be more charitable, and we
think more honorable foi· the News to
state the truth about its opponents anyway,
especially ~s those who write for it know
that no lie shall flourish long, so far as
Mormonism or the Latter Day Work is
concerned. It may deceive for a time; but
, the truth will, sooner or lq,ter, forge to the
front and the lie sink into oblivion.
We do not know that it will be necessary, or desirable to lay claim to property
once belonging to the "genuine church:"
in order to successfully pr.osecute claim to
the spiritual identity and title to be called
the Church qf Jesus Christ; but if it
should so occur we shall certainly make it,
let the issue be as it may.
How does the News know that we are
seeking to obtain property at Independence to which we are not entitled.
The
temple lot is held in possession by a body
of men claiming to be the. church organized in 183o; Does the NeU's agree that
they are such church? Hardly. If the
property proves to be the property of private individuals, we have no claim upon it,
nor do we want it. If it rightfully belongs
to the Church of Christ, as the sa,me was
organizeJ in 1830, and existed in Mi~;souri,
in 1833, and was driven thence by violence,
we do want it, by what we believe to be
good right; which we shall try and show.
As to the question of the disorganization of the church, and its subsequent reorganization we shall write hereafter.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

LATE news from Denver, Colorado, report
that Bro. C. R. Duncan's labors in that
city are meeting with success.
Bro. D. C. Bohn, Silver City, Iowa, requests that some of the ministry open up
the work there.
Someone writes from Webb City, Missouri, but neglects to sign his name. We
cannot publish unsig-ned letters.
ERRATA-Herald No. 39, p. 622, top
part of third column shoud read, "fourteenth day [not year] of the same month."
Pres. Joseph Smith left home the 28th
ult. for tbe reunion at Logan, Iowa.
Bro. J. W. Gillen arriv~d the 22d from
his field. He reports progress and increase of membership, especially in the
southern parts of his mission. He will
attend the annual reunion.
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
THE following very fair and courteous
Bro. H. A. Stebbins arrived home the
28th ult. from Clay Center, Kansas, item from the Union; Nebraska, Ledger
where he met with Saints and friends at ,of recent date will be read with interest.
the late reunion of the Northwest Kansas It is well when disputants can be comdistrict. He brings an encouraging report mended for treating each other as Chrisof good prospects for the cause in that tians should. The Ledger very properly
field where a growing interest prevails leaves the judgment of the result to the
verdict of the people who heard the diswith many. He baptized two.
From twenty to twenty-five or more of cussion; and withthat ourrepresentative
will no doubt be content.
th~ Saints of Lamoni and vicinity left
the rst and znd insts. for the reunion.
FIVE DAYS OF ELOQUENCE.
Bro. J. L. Diefendorf writes from NeNothing has occurred in the history of Union
braska City, Nebraska, the 2 rst ult., giving
an intert<sting account of a di~cussion held that has attracted more attention than the joint
between a Rev.· Allen and Bro. H. C. discussion that has been going on since last
Bronson. Bro. D. reviews the debate in Monday between Rev. N. M. Allen of Union and
fair spirit and claims victory for the cause. Rev. H. C. Bronson of St. Joseph, the former
We may publish his letter entire if space representing the B1ptist church and the latter
permits.
espousing the cause of the Lafter Day: Saints.
Bro. R. M. Elvin writes from Wilber, Mr. Allen selected as his moderator Rev. S. R.
Nebraska, the 19th, and from Omaha the Dillon, of Albany, Mo., while Rev.J. Armstrong
goth ultimos. Three were baptized at the of Nebraska City, officiated in a like position for·
former place; two at Valley during the Rev. Bronson. The two moderators, according
conference of the Northern Nebraska to agreement, were to choose a third as chairdistrict, Blessings upon God's Israel man, and C. L. Graves was selected, the three
and additions to their numbers are the , constituting the referees and judges. These preinspiring evidences of the favor of Him
who is everywhere working with His peo- liminaries being arranged everything was in
ple. "'Tis good to be a Saint in latter readiness and at 7: 30 Monday evening the debate opened with the following proposition: "Is
days."
the
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of LatRead the accounts of the reunions being
held by the vario1.1s districts and missions. ter Day Saints in harmony with the New TestaEvery season brings better reports-larger ment Scriptures In doctrine and organization:"
attendance, greater interest, increased spir- The hall was crowded with eager hearers, and
ituality, better preaching by the ministry the speakers took up this subject with.but little
and more care manifested bv the Saints preliminary play, and for two hours the audiepce
in spiritual and in general matters. The was held by the arguments and eloquence of the
message of good tjdings unto all people is two disputants. ' Three sessions of two hours
each were held upon the above proposition, the
ringing out clearer and stronger.
"Winnowed Sopgs," recommended for discussion of which closed Wednesday afternoon.
Wednesday evening the second proposition
the use of Sunday; schools can be ordered
either through the Herald Office or from was taken up, Rev. Allen espousing the cause of
Biglow & Main, New York, at 40 cts. the Baptist church, Rev. Bronson contending
each. A slight reduction in price .could that said church "is not in harmony with the
be made if the der:pand justified this offi,Je New Testament Scriptures In doctrine and orin purchasing in lots of one hundred or ganization." This p.ropositlon was the subjectof
more.
three sessions, and it was upon this that both
1'he Logan Ob-?erver will issue a daiiy speakers exhibited their power of eloquence and
during the coming Reunion in Logan, and argument, and before it closed both were "in
will mail copies for the entire time of the harmony" with the warm condition of the atmosmeeting. for twenty-five cents. It is in- phere. The closing arguments upon this propositended to give the outline of the principal tion were. made Thursday evening, and the haU
sermons-possibly some of them entire- was crowded to its utmost capacity. The speakand also the chief items of interest ers did not "work themselves up" to any great
connected with the meeting. All orders extent, probably reserving their force for the
for the. paper sho'-'ld be sent to the Logan third and last proposition.
·
Obser'lf'er, Logan,'Harrison county, Iowa.
EXTRACTS FROM LET-r:ERS.

Bro. F. Gregory, Toronto, Ontario, z8th
ult.:
"Elder R.C. Evans has been here and organize!! a branch. The work is moving. along
nicely."
.

Bro. U. W. Greene, Dixfield Centre,
Main, Sept. 28th:
"'l'he :work Is progressing In Western Maine;
Baptized one at Dixfied Centre last Tuesday,
two in the Dunn district yesterday and have
three names already ,for next Sunday. People
are reporting all mannerof evil, but It seems to
bring many out. to hear for themselves. Bro.
Robley is with me and the Lord is blessi~ng him.
McDowell is expected to-morrow. Shall
theg:ospel, plow.moving•''

In the least backward about holding up the cause
he advocates. Rev. Bronson is a very able man~
no one will dispute this fact. His style is to attack-always pushing the fight-never retreating. He is an elcquent speaker and is ever alert
to detect a weak point where he can plant a shot.
The Ledger congratulates both gentlemen upon the courteous manner in which this discussion has been conducted, and we are sure that
neither has cause to regret that they have treated
each other as gentlemen should.

.,

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."'

"When I sit and think of heaven so beautifui and dear,
Think of the sweet peace reigning there and the con tell'
tiona here,
Think of the safe sure justice, beside the earthly wrong,
And set our ringing discords against celestial song,
And all the full securities, beside '0 Lord how long?'
Oh, then I long to be there and in my heart I pray,
'Lord, open thou the pearly gates and let me iu to-day.'
"And then I turn to earth agam and in my thoughts I see
The small unnoted corner, giveJ;! in charge to me,
The work which needs be done there which no one else
will do,
The briars that rend, the tares that spring, the heartease
choked with rue,
Tlie plants that must be trained and set to catch the sun
and dew;
And there seems.so much to do there, that in my heart I
pray,
'Lord, shut ·.thy gate, and call me not, and let me work
to-day.'''

WANTED-MOTHERS.
WHAT the world wants now is about fifty
thousand old-fashioned mothers,--women who
shall realize that the highest, grandest, mightiest
Institution on earth is the home.
It is not necessary tl:iat they should have the
same old-time manner of the country farmhouse,
or wear the old-fashioned spectacles and apron
that their glorified ancestors wor;e.
I mean the old spirit which began with the
Hannahs and the Mother Lois and the Abigails
of Scripture days, and was .demonstrated on the
homestead where some of us were reared, though
the old house long ago was pulled down and
Its occupants scattered, never to meet until in
the higher home: that .. awaits. the families Of the
righteous.
While there are more good and faithful wiyes
and mothers now than there ever were, society
has got a.wrong twist on this subject, and t.her.e
are. influences abroad that would make women
believe. that their chief sphere is outside ,instead
of insid~ the home.- Talmage.

Thethlrd proposition is "Was Joseph Smith a
prophet of God." The dlscl;lssion ul?on this
proposition commenced attwoo'elock yesterday;
and both speakers showed their generalship in
A CHILD'S VISION.
watching every point and seizing every oppoi:tunity.to get his adversary at a disadvantage. . Dear Si.!ter Walker:--I, will now try to fulfill.
The debate closed too latelast night to enable us
my promise. 1 was abou.t twelve years old wh~.n
I had the following vision.
to give an outline of It, but both speakers exert·
I was to be baptized-Immersed-in something .
ed themselves in their efforts to make a good
whiCh looked like a bath-tub only deeper, in a
showing.
large opera hall, by a Campbel!ite preacher;. but
The Ledger does not feel called upon to CO!J:l·
as I went down into the water no one was near
ment upon the theories advanced or the superime, but some unseen power laid me back in the
ority of either speaker, but we are free. to say
water. As I came up Christ le.aned over the
that both gentlemenrpay well feel proud oftheir
. efforts in this debate. Mr. Allen has labored hard
edge. and lifted me In his arms. As he did so the
to combat. the arguments and eloquence of his
rooin and all vanished and He lifted me out of a
wary opponent and public opinion must be the
running stream in the. wood, .. My clothes were
judgeofthe result of his .efforts. Mr. Allen. has not .wet a bit and he took me by thehand and led
me .soutl). it;ltO a.large .field Of. whe;o\t 1 . not )'et.
demonstrated that .he i.s an able. debat~r and not
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headed out. But as we walked It began to head
of strength and encouragement to me.
and I grew taller until I became grown. Then I
reading it I feel to take tip the duties of life with
noticed some one on the other side of Christ, but
a lighter heart, and often when reading the testinot plain enough to know who he was. We
mony .of some good sister the Spirit of God
walked on. until we came to the middle of the
bears witness to the words written and I ca.n
reali;oe they are the true sentiments of the heart
field, and were talking about the amount of wheat
of one of God's tried and true ones. It makes
it would yield, when Christ said:
us feel that we are not alone in the struggle for
"Yes, the harvest will be gncat and if. you are
victory, and as I read of their joys and sorrows,
faithful you shall gather every sheaf. I must
how some have to stand alone in the faith with
leave you now,but I will visit you often!' So
the trial of being opposed by those of their own
saying he began to ascen(:J, gave us one parting
household, and again others who are far away
look and was gone. Oh thatlook! so fu!l of love
fmm any branch and do not for years hear a
and tenderness I ca!l never forget. The young
man, for so he proved to be, took me by the hand
gospel sermon, without the sweet communion of
and the vision vanished. But I shall ever reSaints, my heart goes out in sympathy for
such, and I pray God who knows the trials of all
member it. Christ wore a kind of a winding
sheet whiter than snow, had golden hair which
his children that he may be their strength, that
they may hav!l their< faith firmly grounded In
fell loose on his shoulders. I remember of taking his hand up and noticing the print of the ·him who hath said, "I will neve~ leave nor forsake those who trust in him."
nails.
Dear sisters, we all have our share of the
Just before I had this vision I had been attendtrials and burdens of this life to bear, but these
ing the Campbellite services which were held in
light afflictions, what are they compared with
an opera hall, (the one I saw in the vision) and I
the glory to be revealed at the coming of our
had asked mother i£ I could not join them; but
Lord? Though I sometimes find myself inshe told me I had better wait until I was older.
That fall I attended a series of meetings held
clined to murmur when pressed by the cares of
life, yet when I think upon Him who died that I
by Bro. W. T. Bozarth and I with my two older
might live, who was mocked and scourged, I
sisters were baptized in a stream in the woods on
as bitter cold a day as I ever saw. Thus you ~ee
feel ashamed, and say to my murmuring heart,
Be still and wait the end of weary toil; and when
part has been fulfilled.
The reason I did not know much about the
I compare my Jot with many others T have much
church, my father and mother had always lived
reason to be thankful for the many blessed
away from it until then and they did not believe.~ privileges we enjoy on the land here appointed
it right to influence their children in reiigious
£or the gathering of God's people. Here we can
meet together and feel the rich blessing of God's
matters. I will now close asking all the little
Spirit bestowed upon us, which is life and light
"Hopes" to pray for me.
to our souls. We do truly feel that God is favorI am your sister in gospel bonds,
ing Zion, and our hearts are filled with joy and
MINA.
thanksgiving to him who leadeth us in pleasant
places and gives that unfailing testimony that
INDEPENDENCE, Mo., Sept. 2oth.
can stand in clouds or sunshine, a knowledge
Dear Sisters:--It is about four years since I
that the world can.neither give nor take away.
wrote my last letter to the Column, and I feel
The Prayer Union is a source of much comfort
like renewing my acquaintance. I have ofttimes
to us, and we believe to those for v;hom our
felt inclined to write, but have let the inclination
prayers ascend; though not always permitted
pass without acting, as I believe many others do;
to attend, I strive to obEcrve the hour. The
but as I sit alone this beautiful Sabbath afterinterest and attendance are increasing and we
noon while meditating on the gospel of the kingalready have realized the promise given by inspidom restored to the earth again in these last
ration through our good old Bro. Whitehead
days in an its former beauty, my heart is filled
while here, a time we shall not soon forget. He
with that joy unspeakable and full of glory and I
spoke of the power that seemed to oppose his
feel to bless the Lord that I have lived to see
coming, the opposer of all good knowing the
the good he bringeth in the latter day. Words
good that would result, tried to hinder. Such is
fail to tell how dear this work is to me, and I
his mission. We pray God's blessing upon Bro:
understand it will profit me but little to say "I
Whitehead, and hope we may yet again hear his
love this work" unless I make some sacrifice in
voice in Independence.
order ·that others may hear the truth and be
Praying God's blessing to be with all engaged
brought to rejoice in the same hope. I want to
in this work, as ever, your sister in the bonds of
be one among that number of true Sail!lts whom
peace,
SARAH MAY.
the Lord has said he will gather; they who have
. made a covenant unto him by sacrifice. It is my
HOME CoLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.
growing desire to prove my faith by my works,
Sept.
I9,
Amount to date ............ $3.729 74
and though weak and imperfect, I realize if I
Susan Tyler, Neb ...••. $r oo
bear the name of a Saint there is a work for me
J. Duckworth, Kan...... zo
to do, be it small or great. I must improve my
S. E. Cook, Ill ........... I oo
E. D::>wney, Neb ........ I oo
time and talent. I do not feel at any loss to
M. R.Jump,O .......... I oo
know what that work should be, for I see all
Maria Grice, Ill ......... I oo
around me opportunities for doing good. I have
M.A. Livsey, Utah ...... I so
decided that it is not wise to wait until I can do
]. T. Johnson, Kan ...... ·9 oo
M. Burnett, Mo......... 70
something great; but if we perform faithfully
Jane M. Hall, Iowa ...... r oo
the small duties of life with a willing heart and
make the most of every opportunity we will
Oct. 2, Amount received to date ...... $3,747 I4
have the blessed assurance that God is well
pleased with us. The Home Column is a source
~Send all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

Sr. W. M. Dyer writes from Lacey, Arkans*s,
that while she has many trials~ and much .to
endure from opposition and persecutio<ns, she
yet rejoices in the faith. and has had many test!-'
monies of its ttuth. She knows that God.ls
wiiiing and able to help his people iri every time
of need-a very present help to all who put their
trust in him.

Dear Home Column:-In: looking over the Herald I came to "Why Is It?" It is a subject whlch
should be more understood by all. Many a child
is punished all their lives: for the sin of its parents. \Ve read, "The sins<of the parents shall be
visited on the children to 'the third and fourth
generation." It is the sins that are in the minds
of the parents (both man a;nd woman) before the
child is born. If the tree is good the fruit,wlll
be good, but we do not gather grapes, from thorns
or figs from thistles. I have a! ways been a close
observer of the ways of life, and have a good
book on this subject. It should be preached
from the pulpit and taught at the fireside, and all
should understand.
Yours for truth and God,
A. GREEK.
September zzd.
Dear Sisters of tke Home ColU?mz:- Especially
those who, like myself, have been feasting each
week on the food prepared by the few, shall we
not exert ourselves to do what we can, and thereby make the burden lig,hter for all?
I can realize from my own experience what a
task it is for the most of us to write for any but
near relatives to re~d, but after reading the last
Herald and finding not a single contribution to
the mis,ionary fund, I felt. like atknowledgfng
my shortcomings and taking a riew start.
It will be the doers and< not the forgetful hearers of the word who will be able to keep pace
with the work.
Did you not enjoy reading Sr. Emma?s letter?
Should we not take courage to persevere, and
not grow weary in well doing? Never ceasing
to pray for one another, not forgetting the elders
that they may be kept humble, faithful followers
of the Master, preferring each other in love. In
short, let us all work together in love, striving
most earnestly to overcome pride and selfishness,
and become worthy of the blessings the Lord has
in store for those who walk in humility before
him.
Your sister,
S. E. CooK.
WILLOW SPRINGS, Mo., Aug. 3ISt.
To tke Saints {n Ckrist :-I wish to testify that
I have received this day an outpouring of the
Spirit which has made manifest unto me 'the
power of Christ and the blessing of eternal life
that he will give unto me, and not unto me only,
but to all them who will keep his commandments. And it is also made manifest that we
must be meek, humble and kind, and not be contentious or gi\\e way to a spidt of anger. I received the blessing by consecrating my whole
mind and .spirit to the will of the Father, to be
obedient to his will in all things, to ·be patient
and faithful and humble. Dear Saints be faithful, for our redemption draweth nigh. I cannot
tell all the blessings I have received, nor how
much I have overcome, but I want all to know
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THE
that they can overcome all things by being meek,
humble and submissive.
I have been a member of the church eight
years October 23d, and during that time I have
received many blessings, have had my prayers
answered many times, and things made known
to me that are wonderful indeed. I have been
blessed in many ways, for which I feel thankful
to my heavenly Father. Perhaps my testimony
may strengthen and help some who like myself are burdened, but these things keep us
humble.
I know that I would not have received such great spiritual blessings had I been
.free from care, but through the grace of God I
have been able to overcome. Ever praying the
Father to bless the church with wisdom and understanding. that we may be one in Christ Jesus,
and be able to overcome all things, I remain
your sister in the one faith,
MAGGIE LAY.

TEMPLE, Ohio, Sept. 23d.
The
Maine reunion was a success. The time of holding it was not very opportune, especially for
farmers, as the season was much later than usual
and they were busy. Some sickness and a thinning out of population militated somewhat against
elaborate preparations,bu.t all were accommodated.
Twenty-five services were held, including those
of prayer and preachir\g. The evening services
and those held on the Sabbath especially were
well. attended by outsiders, and _a good feeling
and excellent spirit p~evailed throughout the
sessions.
The preaching as a rule was excellent, the
speakers being aided in delivering the word. The
prayer services also were spiritual and well attended. At times a ~oodly degree of the Spirit
. WaS present giving proof of thP divinity of the
work. We were not burdened however, with
extreme views and overstrained human impulse
that sometimes pass among the non-discerning,
for inspiration; but the manifestations of the
Spirit were cheering and confirming.
The
Saints received new s;trength and needed comfort. Three or four were baptized.
On Saturday evening the 15th, a lecture on
temperance was deliv~red at the church by the
Hon. Volney Cushing, of Bangor, and the Saints
improved the opportunity to hear, so as to learn
what others know.
Presumably this was' a
movement to draw at the time of our reunion.
Some way sectarians get wonderfully pious all at
once about the ti!l)e o(holding our reunions or a
~eries of meetings.
~o, it is said, they managed
on this occasion to hold services about every
night during the reunion. Who can say that the
.influence of Saints is not good in a community
when their very presence blows the coals of revival into a glow among the' spiritually dead in
the places where they, chance to meet! It will
hardly do, however, to canvass the motive of
those helping against the gospel's influence in
order to keep their blind ·followers compktely
_under their control. :·.of course they believe(?)
ftt "proving all thir~gs and holding fast that
which is good."
business rnee;ting. the union resolved to
reunio~ next eyear, s01newhere

Editors Herald:-Better late than never.
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The time and place of meeting were left with the
following named committee, which was also
authorized to make all necessary arrangements
and preparatioi)s for holding it: Srs; Eliza
Walker and M. C. Bliss, and Brn. J. F. McDowell,
F. M. Sheehy and Wm.H.Kelley. It is intended
to make this the largest and most Important
gathering of the Saints yet held in the east. At
present there is a strong leaning towards holding
it at Plymouth, the historic landing place of the
pilgrims.
A resolution was passed, that hereafter all
persons attending the Reunion will be required
to bear their own expenses, board themselves,
arrange for sleeping, etc., similarly as it is done
in the west. The congregations are growing too
large to require in any Christian sense that their
expenses be borne for ten days or two weeks by
those living where the union is held. In view
of this radical change in methods the sum of one
hundred and fifteen dollars was subscdbed in a
twinkling to aid in the purchase of a large tent,
so as to be certain oi a place in which to meet
for services. ,Small tents. can be brought by families In which they can abide for a number of
days after primitive style, and thus rest and feel
far more independent and enjoy themselves much
better than being cared for at the expense of
others; so the eastern Saints are in the war to
stay.
On Sunday the I5<h a ministers' council meeting was held in order to determine future work,
so as to act in harmony. A perfect unity as to
outlines was arrived at. Afterwards, the writer
having been ,admonished that his work was done
for the time at the Landing, in company with
others he left on the evening boa:t for Boston,
·tea ving the associate brethren to conduct services
over Sunday. A good report followed.
Sunday morning the 16th, found us in Boston,
having passed one of the roughest nights of the
season on the Atlantic. Many were sick, and we
took to our bunks early to avoid the,danger line.
Bro. Robley took my place at the morning
meeting in Boston. At 2:30 p. m. however, I
preached with good liberty in the Saints' chapeL
At 4 p. m. officiated at the marriage of Bro.'Wet~
more and Sr. Grace Inman, at the house of Mr.
Patterson, Oxford street. At six o'clock p. m. I
preached in"The Home for Intemperate Women."
It was a pleasant surprise. Instead of meeting a
ragged, half-clad, swooney, glaring, reduced, dissipated, detestable, brainless, crowd that I was pre:
pared for, in company with Brn. Cole and Bullard,
I was introduced to an audience of some fifty la~.
dies ranging all the way from sl:x. to sixty years
old,the greater number belonging to the middle or
aged class. They were tastefully and neatly clad
and as capable of listening and appreciating as
average auditors. In the main they did not
look unlike matrons of first families commonly
seen presiding in pleasant homes in thrifty communities, but by inheritance and habit they had
become the slaves of strong drink, and this is
made the place of the "Good Shepherd" to reclaim them. The place is neatly kept and pr.esided over by an excdlentcmatron, Mrs. Mary R;
Charfiot, v/ho takes much pride in the labor she
is doing: I felt interested in this audi~nce at once,
and addr.essed lherri 'with much p·leasureandease
for an hour, and they listened attentively. I was
admonished before, howeveri that It is not the
to speak of "doctrine~' on.tliese occasions.
1 But It. i11 prtttt;y di!lic.ult to lo11d a L~ttte:r
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Day Saint elder's coat skirts so heavily with
cautionary weights as to control him in what he
is going to say when he once gets the floor. So
feeling free we sailed in as uwal, and all seemed
to enjoy it. The institution is sustained by the
good people of Boston.
Returned to Bro. Bowers' our home while in
the city in the evening, and Wednesday evening
following attended the praver meeting at Bro.
Blood's house in Providence, R. I. A number
of the Saints were present and a devotional
spirit prevailed. ;;>unday the 23d arrived home,
a refreshing shower attending. Found Kirtland
all astir, interested temple visitors, sight' seers,
among them many distinguished and influential
persons. Recently Kirtland had been quite a
rendezvous for apostles, elders, bishops, etc., but
they have thinned out; the old familiar consequence resulting where church dignitaries convene "fowls are scarce."
Things are being changed about and overturned amazingly. We have moved into the
hotel, ousted the Bishop, and sent him spinning
westward. Brn. Bond and Powell hied to Pennsylvania; Bro. Lake to the North Dominion,
and the last heard from Bro. Griffiths he was on
his 'way to Goose Creek. Bro. Grazier occupied
the store and adjoining residence, Bro. Allen
moved to the fiats, Bro. Torrence is looking towards the temple on the top of the hill, and the
end is not yet. Our meetings are excellent.
Personally averaging about three sermons (if
not misnamed) daily, etc.
A good feeling prevails with the people in
general; the harvests have been quite good, and
there are signs of plenty and to spare including
dry weather.
In the faith,
WM. H. KELLEY.
KNOBNOSTER, Mo., Sept. 22d.

Editors Herald:-Last Sunday was a day of
prosperity to the cause at this place. We were
fortunate. in procuring the services of· Bro. Luff.
Commencing with Saturday night three excellent sermons were delivet'ed, one being mainly
to Saints.
Our numbers were increased one by the bap~
tism of a lady in the afternoon. Usual prayer
service and confirmation meeting was held.
At night our chapel was filled with Saints and
friends; what room remained was filled for an
hour with the sound of "sound words." Bro.
Luffs effort was not so much argumentative as
declarative. There seemed to be power in every
sentence. Much good was done, words being
spoken which will never be forgotten.
We who reside hel'e were especially cheered
on account of the unusually large attendance; for
we rarely have more than a dozen non-members
to hear.
We of this district are looking forward.to the
Lowry 'City union. Some regard it as an ex~
periment, and fear it will be a failure; but I see
no reason why Missouri should .fail while Iowa
succeeds. A part of the genius of this gospel is
that in doing we are promised knowledge. Those
who doubt the success of our . union meeting
will not know the results of an effort by standing
back a,nd "throwing cold. water" on the idea, I
hope there are none such.
The laborers at

f
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known whether the''soil is rich or not. We wer.e·
assured Sunday that.this state will yield beyond
ouf anticipations. Amen: to that.
In hope,
GoMER WELLS.
P. S.-Forgot to say that within last month
we have baptized teh near here, making twentysix since Kirtland conference.
G. W.
WILBER, Neb., Sept. 29th.
Edztors Herald:-::- The series· of grove meetings
held under the auspices of the Southern Nebraskfl
district, near Wilber, opened on the nth, and
closed on the 20th inst. The number was but
small, there being but eleven tents pitched,
though each Sabbath our congregations exceeded
two hundred; butsuchwas the order; good fellowship and unity, as to effectively prevent harsh, or
unkind words; nor will those: who participated
charge me with speaking ill-advisedly in the
claim that our prayer meetings (nine in number)
were exceptionally good; from their inception,
to the close showers (so to speak) of God's' grace
were felt, reviving those present, as the dry land
is refreshed by the falling rain. For good order,
peace and possession of the Spirit, with much
assurance and less desire to be carried away with
undue excitement or impulsiv.eness, I have seldom seen it equalled, and never surpassed in my
experience.
I have learned of two provisos in reference to
.spiritual manifestation, and I don't propose to
unlearn them : I. "These signs shall follow
them that believe." 2. God giveth these spiritual manifestations "Severally as he will."
«Quench not the Spirit" is doubtless a very essential admonition;, but by what rule of interpre·
tatlon of ancient or modern revelation is the.admonltion, namely, "but, if there he no interpreter
present, let him keep silence in the church," ofless
importance. If Paul's instruction was profitable in
charging them to not quench the Spirit, was it not
just as profitable in charging those whp used the·
gift of tongues, to refrain from speaking in the absence of an interpreter? If not, why not? But could
not God endow whom he would with the gift?
Doubtless; but what right have angels, men or
devils to presume that God would reveal an order for the observance of man, and violate it himself? Such a procedure would evince a zeal not
according to knowledge, which would be worse
than no zeal.
We were glad Bro. E. L. Kelley did not pass
us by. He was present at the opening andremained until the 19th inst. His teachings were
very beneficial.
The· above was a local gathering, and the desire of those of the committee of arrangement to
make the gathering as much for the spread of
the work in the district prevailed. This concerns every member in the district, and their cooperation is very essential, and the division of
God's moral vineyard into branches and districts
renders it imperative that every member should
feel to a certain extent that the welfare of the
branch and district of which they are members
depends upon their efforts; f0r on the hypothesis
that the body of Christ exists in integral parts, it
must follow that the success of the whole depends on the legitimate activity of the Integral
parts, and If measures shaH obtain to hinder this,
it can but ultimate in injury to the body. We
ban: heard very tl1Y~ll 1fl;>9l;lt assymption, o~·

ficiousness, etc., and though there has beeri a
lull, we are frequently .-reminded .of the ev:H
thereof, to which we should not fail to give
heed, as we should not fail to dJscrimbate between officiousness and a godly .zeal, leading to
the observance of imposed duties. We can
profit by law expounders and law advocates, but
those who would fain be lawmakers may be
watched.
The brethren of the Wilber branch in the
labor performed reflected great credit on them:
selv:es, an'd we hope for a more thorough cooperation next year from every member of the
district. Bro . and Sr. White, who migrated from
Wilber since last camp mC'eting, were much
missed. The secretary will furnish the Herald a
report.
In bonds,
JAMES CAFFALL.
GENOA, Nevada, Sept. xsth.
Editors Herald:-It is not often you have
letters from Nevada, and more especially from
the writer. If this note is worthy of publication,
please publish; it may interest some':
The state of Nevada is a large scopeofcotintry
conta1ning II2,o9o square miles, a. state in area
that would make over two and a half states like
New York, with a population of only 45,76r by
the last census, a decrease of over sixteen thousand since x88o. The number of Saints to the
present amount of inhabitants of this state is
proportionately as large, if not larger, than any
state in the Union; we number about one hundred and twenty present and scattered. During
the past ten years they have not decreased in the
same ratio as the other portion of the inhabitants
of the state. Nevada as a stat<" with very few exceptions has only a floating population-here today and away to-morrow, consequently the Saints
have also a migratory spirit. The question
has doubtless arisen in the minds of the officers
of the church at headquarters, "Why do not the
district and branch presidents of Nevada report more fully of their membership; such a
large percentage, and the scattering ones unaccounted for? All apology that can be made is this:
To keep track of the members of the church in
this district, except in this immediate vicinity, is a
hopeless task, for scarcely one out of a hundred
apparently is interested enough to report to
. their president their whereabouts. I regret to say
that it is only negligence on their part. Should
they be aware of the anxiety created in the minds
of the presidents of their standing and whereabouts, if they are true Saints they will report.
We have six branches in the state; three active,
who meet at their stated times; but the balance
are almost dead. Our elders have grown gray
in the service of the Lord, and none are scarcely
able to travel and preach the gos'pe!. Death and
scattering have thinned out our ranks until but
a few are left to raise the swol'd against sin and
iniquity and battle for the kingdom of God.
Thank Heaven, some are alive to their duty,
having upon them the "whc,Je armor of God,"
and are true home guards to the Saints.
What we want is a traveling elder, or two, who
will take their Bible under tl eir arms and filled
with the Spirit of the Lord, open up new places
in the eastern part of this st:::.te. I am satisfied
much good can be done. But that is the general
~ry all over the Union.
'1'~~

Saint§ ):;lt;.r,e are as a unit,
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one that has bitterness of spirit against another;
tliey'are pulling together for the .interest ofthe
kingdom of God. We seek to advance the same
by our prayers and means. At our last conference; September I3th, there was IW dissenting
spirit or opposing word; all was union and har-.
mony. Truly the Lord was with us; You Saints In
the east must not think tha,t because we are few
and isolated we are not worthy of notice, and so
pass us by. True, we are but small in number,
but the best of all, the Lord is wlth us.
T. R. HAWKINS,
SAN BERNARDINo, Cal., Sept. 19th.
Editors Herald:-:-I have been holding meetings in Tustin, Orahge; county, California;
preached five discourses in that place. One lady
believed and wanted to be baptized, but her husband would not permit. I hope he will see the
right.
On August 9th I preached in Valley Center,
San Diego county, and .from there went to
Escondido, where I had the promi&e of the Congregational church, but when we wanted to Ufie
it they would not let us ha:Ve it.
The editor of the Escondido paper speaks well
of the Reorganized Church. We respect all
fair-minded men.
We left Escondido and came to Ocean Side
and got the Christian church in that place. It
was a bad time; theM. E: Church was holding
camp meeting that week. We could not stop in
the city and so left and came to San Bernardino.
Bro. Pickering traveled over two hundred miles
with his horse and buggy to help ·me. He is
very kind and I hope will have the promised
blessing.
I then went to Santa Monica, and with the
help of Bro. Wood and foseph Cheste~ we got a
house in whkh to preach o.ne sermon; but as we
could not get it longer I got a private house and
held two meetings. I also preached in the
Soldier's Home and had a very good hearing
with a kind invitation to go back, which I will
do if God will.
I ha·d to come home because I was sick, but
now I am better and hope to go to Azusa. Bro.
Scott thinks good would be done there.
Yours in faith,
WM. M. GIBSON.
CoNNEAUTVILLE, Pa., Sept. xSth.
Editors Herald :-I think I wrote yo!l last from
this place, in July sometime. Have visited since,
Sharon, Pennsylvania, Youngston, Ohio, looking
after appointments made by those in charge, regarding two·days' l;IIeetings, etc., taken sick at
the latter place, caught cold speaking in the
open air, bad water, etc., and had to go home,
where I was prostrated by fever; but following
the advice of James proving efficacious, I soon
recovered, went to Warren the week followingAugust 8th-to conduct two-days' meeting.
From there went to Wheeling, West Virginia,
where I met Brn. Powell and Hulmes attending
to work made necessary by human weakness and
folly, the mention of which wou.ld be unwise,
save it might be to make us more cautious or
conscientious about involving the church in
trouble, expense and disgrace through our own
folly, or persistency in becoming a law unto our·
~elves as against everybody or everything else.
,Spoke In the Saint~' chapel the following Sun,
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day and on Monday went to Pittsburg, Pennsyl·
vania, where I was kindly received and entertained at the home of Bro. George Hulrnes. My
stay in Pittsburg was made very pleasant and
restful, and the association of intelligent and considerate Saints make the foretaste of the heavenly inheritance both a present pleasure and incent•
ive to higher attainment and worth as a necessary preparation and fitness for that estate.
September 5th found us here again to attend
the conference and assist in the dedication of
the new chapel, just completed by and for the
Saints io this place.
The rainy weather made things somewhat disagreeaole and·prevented a larger attendance. A
good representation of the district and a well
filled house on Sunday, however, was hadprayer mP-eting in the morning at which the
Spirit's presence was sensibly manifest, an excellent presentation of the word by Elder George
Hulmes, of Pittsburg, at eleven o'clock; dedicatory sermon at half past two p.m. which included prefatory remarks by Elder W. H. Garrett
concerning the rise and progress of the work in
this place, culminating in the erection of the
beautiful chapel which they were about to dedicate; prayer by Bro. Hulmes, and .an excellent
dedicatory sermon by Bro. Powell, president of
the district, and dedicatory prayer by the writer,
who also occupied the pulpit in the evening.
The exercises altogether were a success, much
interest being taken by those outside the church,
chief among which were Mr. John Correy, to
whom the Saints and community are indebted
for the donation bf the beautiful grounds upon
which the church is erected. A further report
of affairs througp. committee appointed may
reach you howev<'ir, and I forbear further detail.
Bro.. Powell and the writer held meetings
every evening the, week and Sunday following
with excellent interest and good audiences. Last
Saturday we wenti to Penn Line, six mi!tl's west
from this place, to'secure an opening and present
the gospel faith. We found friends and enemies,
·an~ just where our experience has always led us
to .expect' to find them too. We found a large,
commodious new schoolhouse built as an indepe,ndent school building, in charge of six directors, the majority of whom thought their religion
too good a thing to allow the atmosphere sur~
rounding it to be fainted with heresy, and with
pitiable excuses denied us the use of th~ only
place in town where religious meetings could be
or are held. Bro}'owell and myself c,am~ back,
feeling that the J::,ord had a work yet for Bob
Ingersoll to do in ~he world. However, the verdict of. these guarqians of the public welfare did
not suit one or two of the unconverted directors,
one of whom had: attended the grove meeting
when we were here last July, and so they
dispatched a mes$enger to us on Sunday last
to inform us that we equid have the house
last Monday evening, whtere and when we were
greeted by a· full ·house to whom we discoursed
from the text found in John ro: 9, trying to show
in the history of religion tlie possibility of securing something profitable i.n the toleration· of religious difference, and of finding food and pae-ture
outside of the church fold, etc. The following·
evenin~ also we were permitted .to occupy when
Bro. Pqwell gave. anqther · d<;~se of gospel versus
creed,, to a large a.uciience, <tl;ld it i!; ne~dless to
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favor, and the probability is that we shall secure
a permanent opening there in spite of. the pious
efforts of ministers and their servile and obedient
followers who try to keep the people away by
circulating stories such as, that we are "paid
~mmissarles of the Utah church in disguise," and
other methods and "arguments" known only to
the "sanctified." Why, Indeed, should one who
has nothing to get, trouble or bother themselves
to investigate anything new?
We congratulate the Saints of Conneautville
and the noble friends who have with such zeal and
sacrifice completed their beautiful house of wor·
ship. Let us remember· that we to whom the
charge of this service was committed have dedicated the building, not altogether to the party or
sect service which we may represeHt, but to the
good of the human race in the development of
every truth that makes men free.
We shall be slow .scholars and unprofitable
servants if we fail to profit by past lessons and
experiences. We do not believe we can afford to
copy the example of those we have condemned,
and it. is our personal opinion that the devil
himself is not to be downed with a pitchfork,
nor the power of his agents upon earth curtailed
by other method orargument than that which
has the preponderance of rational and honest
evidence in its favor. Thank God for one place ,
in we6tern Pennsylvania where a m2n may tell
the truth about Jesus Christ and his gospel
unhindered and unlet. Let us, brethren, never
make others to feel what we have been made to
feel and are now suffering. Your house is .not
for :yourselves alone, but for the stranger to God's
particular mercy shown to his covenant people in
these last days. , This house has been dedicated
to the God of Moses who'l:nade provision for the
blessing of the stranger, as to the Israelite; to
the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who
said, "As ye would that others shoqld do unto
you, do ye even so unto them;" to the God of
Paul and the.early church,, whose platform was
the place of disscussion, and not the place for
.banishment of honest expression of intelligent
opinion.
I find in Bro. Powell a genial and agreeable
companion and faithful gu<trdian of church
interests and an acceptable minister to the world,
and so far as colaborers are conc~rned in this
mission, we have nothing of which to complain.
The Saints everywhere are kind, and we shall
get used to the change, but we shall never forget
the storm-tried friends in the east, and our heart
goes back in longing to see them again ... God
grant that we may be faithful untiHbe great reunion, when he shall gatherin one all the chi'ldren now scattered abroad, who are in Chri$t
Jesus our Lord lo deedand In truth.
The .fair . has interrupted our meetings, but
will be ,continued after to-night and as long as
interes.t will warrant.
During the last few evenings a question box
was opened at the close of preaching service and
answers. to written questions attempted, and
which has proved, of Interest and we believe
profit; certainly a departure from routine which
our Orthodox friends. would not usually venture
upon,. t!J,e questions indicating at least that we
are not !lving In the sixteenth century; and the'
answers, that agnostics are not the. pnly; liberal
people it\ the world, andJhat oot onl,y o~her and
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tures and the mission of Jesus Christ, are possible·
Some of the questions, a sample of which will
serve as an illustration of the mental complexion
of the audiences were supposed by the interrogators to be unanswerable I think; e. g.:
"I. Does prayer and supplication to God ever
change his action? 2. Is baptism essential to
salvation? 3· Is there a sectarian pulpit in the
world that will admit free speech? 4· Is the
Saints' Church orthodox? 5· Is It not as necessary to have a devil as a God? 6. Does Christianity improve society? If so, why is it that
ninety-seven per cent. of convicts in the pen,itentiaries are of Orthodox belief? 7· Does not
this pulpit try to destroy others to build up its
own?''
This may have been a departure from the
stereotyped "Orthodox" rule in conduct of religious "revival" service and the "believe or be
damned" way of preaching salvation to men,
but it was interesting, generally satisfactory, and
we believe not unwise or unprofitable.
Of the answers we have not time to speak,
unless we notice the last or seventi'i' question, to
which reply was made substantially as follows:
"No, and yes; no, in the sense evidently in
which the question is asked; y~s, In the same,
sense that Jesus destroyed Phariseeism, Luther
the corruptions of popery, Wesley the errors of
the established church, or a Phillips and a Garrison destroyed the divinely held (?) institution .
of human slavery.
In the faith,
·
M. H. BOND.
HELEN, Tenn., Sept. rsth.
Editors Hera!d:-The work In this part of the
vineyard is. progressing according to the amount
of work done. A spirit of lnq•tiry seems to have
taken thte place of prejudice, and many are inquiring after rhe oldpaths.
'
We record with much sorrow' the death of the
following in our district this year, Brn. James
McFadin, John Arnn, Jefferson Turhbow, and
Sr. Isabell Seaton, (my wife). We trust they
have entered upon that rest that is promised the
faithful.
In gospel bonds,
P. B. SEATON.
ORCHARDVILLE, lit:, Sept. 17th.
Editors Herald:-This is where the discussion
was held between Bro J. F. Henson and one Mr.
Sno:w of the. Christian church the first of la.st
April. There have been fifteen added to the
church since that time by baptism, .part of whom
were co~vinced during the debate, so you see
when we can get a fair investigation the people
get their eyes opened. This gentleman said he
did not care if the debate lasted a week, but
when the. time came for business l:te seemed to
think half-a-day on each proposition was enough,
but Bro. Henspn held him down to three days,
and· then he failed 'to occupy his full time;, so
this worked against him .. ' He. said Christ and
Peter were Cam pbell!tes and. Paul was a Campbellite preacher; he also denied the layingoo of
hands being one of the principles of the doctrine
of Christ. He was soon .shown that if Paul was
a Campbellite preacher, he had forsaken his own
religion or party, therefore an apostate; so his
argument and bottle.of arsenic,went against him.
Isuppos!'l he thought the people also hag, ashe
likened the1t1 to a batch .o.f birds !SittiP,g :with.
, their mouths opep! r~l\~r to s~a,ll<?~ ~ver~th,i~'
tl1~t G~tme !l'l()nJ•.
·
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The Saints all seem to. be firm in the faith.
Bro. Etzenhouset has been with us and has done
exc.ellent preaching• . Come again, Bra. Etzellhouser. The local elders_ are also doing excellll}lt preaching when circumstances permit. The
Saints in general are doing fairly well, although
I believe they ought to take more of the church
publications. I take the Herald, Autttmtz Leaves,
Ztott's Ensign and Independent Patriot, and . I
have just received ~ne of Bro. W .. H. Kelley's
new books. I am poor in this world's goods, but
as fast as I can I expect to manage to get all the
standard works of the church. The reading of
go~d bo~ks has always been my desire, yet I
don't get to read as much as I would like. .MY
mind is not satisfied without being continually
on the work of the Lord. I hope the time will
come when I can give more of my time to reading and get acquainted with all good books.
I never read in. the Herald a request for prayer
without offering a word of prayer in their behalf;
bec~use I am weak I desire the prayers of all the
Saints.
Yours for right,
F. M. SLOVER.

under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers .are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.
·12W- Write on one side of the paper only.
ARTICLES

THE BRIDE, THE LAMB'S .WIFE.

MucH has been said and written concerning the "Bride, the Lamb's wife," how
she became corrupted and defiled, and how
the church apostatized, etc. I see greaf
differences of opinion between men of the
church on these questions. I believe that
language is given us that we may exchange
our views and come to an understanding
of the truth, of which there can be no
stretching or shortening and it still remain
truth. This diversity of opinion on the
same points, shows that we have not all.
come to the right undet=standing; for if
one is right, the others are all more or
less wron'g; so I essay to give some of
my opinions to be weighed for only what
they are worth, and I hope to do so in the
Spirit of the Master.
First I wish to notice a statement made
by Elder M. T. Short in an article entitled
"Mormonism," in Herald of August 22d,
r89r, in these words: "In a certain sense
both the gospel and the bride, the Lamb's
wife, could and did change." The next
sentence shows in what sense, in his mind,
they changed. "The changed gospel
would be another~ or perverted one, and
the daughter of Zion would be a divorced
wife."
This I positively deny. I do not believe
that the gospel was ever changed; and if
not, then the bride, not the Lamb's wife,
(for she was not as yet, as I will attempt
to prove before I get through) ever
changed either; that is, in such a sense as
to be corrupted, defiled, and in a sinful
and fallen condition; or in other words, "a
divorced wife." Believers of the gospel
are what constitutes the bride. The "gospel is the power of God unto salv,ation ;"
f~the ever}l:l§tjn~

(;oyenant t 1ft he

perte~t

law of lil:>erty ;"the law of God unto man RevelaJions 12:1, pure, beautiful, holy,
whereby· ma11 may be saved; it is ever- chaste, "clothed with the sun, and the.
lasting, immutable, unchangeable; it was moon under her feet, and on her head. a
gotten up by "Him who worketh all crown oftwelve stars." "A11d the woman
things after the counsel of his own will" fled into the Wilderness, where she hath a
(Eph. I: n), and his counsel is immutable place prepared of God, that they . should
(He b. 6: I 7). Isaiah calls it the "everlast- · feed her there a thousand two hundred
ing covenant," and I believe it is. If so and sixty days."-Verse 6.
time will not change it. Besides, it is
Now who was this woman, the church?
God's law, and he is unchangeable, the Where did she go? "Into the wilde'rsame yesterday, to-day and forever; and ness;" In what place in the wilderness?
we see that we have the s..1me I.:<w or g_;s. ' "A pl1ce prepared of God." And why
pel to-day by which to be saved, as he did she go there? In veJ:"se thirteen we
gave in the beginning, and he has never read that the Devil "persequted the womchanged it; at least he has said nothing an," and because of this there "were given
about it in. his word, . nor has he spoken the woman two wings of· a great eagle,
through any of his latter day prophets to that she might fly into the wilderness, into
that effect.
her place, where. she is n,ourished for a
Man cannot change the law of God; he time, and times, arid half a,time, from the
·
may and does break it, but that does not face of the serpent."
change it an iota. A man may break the
Here we see why it wa~ necessary for
law of the United States, but does. that her to fly into the wilderness, that she
change it? I may steal a horse and break might escape the adversary; that she
the law, but does-that change the law? If might not be polluted and corrupted, for
so, I would not reap the penalty. The there she would be away !'from the face
fact that some would pervert the gospel of of the serpent." Then the Devil, in his
Christ, as Paul states, does not prove that attempt to destroy, defile, degrade. and
the gospel was changed either by God or corrupt her, "Cast out of his mouth wafer
by man. According to Webster pervert as a flood after the woman, that he might
means "To misinterpret through evil cause her to be carried away of the flood~"
motives or bias." Can that chanf.;e the But he did not succeed,· for the earth
gospel? Again: Paul says, "But there "helped the woman and opened her mouth,
be some that would trouble you and would and swallowed up the flood." Now why
pervert the gospel of Christ." Now, there was not the serpent able to accomplish his
must have been perverters in those days, desire? Because those who composed tl:.e
and Webster says that a perverter is "one Church of Christ, the woman, the bride,
who perverts, distorts, misinterpretsc, mis- were those "which keep .the commandapplies." If that is the case, then a per- ments of God, and hilve the testimony of
ver~er could in no sense change the gosJesus Christ."-Verse 17.
pel, for we often misinterpret and misNow I wish to notice an argument of
apply.
Bro. Kelley's, in "Presidency and PriestThe fact that men and devils take por- hood," page 87. Speaking of this same
tions of truth and mix with lies to make woman he says: "She was not constant,
their teaching the more deceiving and sub- . . . she was allured from her exalted statle, using some truth that the false may tion, and sinned and fell."
not be so noticeable, does not argue that
Now did not the Devil try his best to
the gospel of Christ could be or ever cause her to sin, and therebv cause her
"vould be changed. By the way, it is a fall, and fail? r think so. The \'wings
little like Protestantism, to teach that the of a great eagle" were given her, and the
gospel has changerl. I can't see the point "earth helped her,'' and a place was "prewhen I view God as I have learned to pared of God" for her, away from the face·
view him since I embraced the latter day of the serpent, that she might the more
work-all wise, omnipotent, unchangeable, readily and successfully escape the adverimmutable; and when he speaks and gives sary, the serpent-the Devil.
a law, he gives in it such wisdom and foreBro. Kelley says further: "And she
knowledge that it need never to be was left to wande-r in exile, in blindness,
changed. It may be fulfilled when the uncertainty, and in doubt, in the wilderness
time has expired and the purpose accom- of sin." Now if I was nourished in a
plished for which he gives it. Hence I place prepared of God, and away fram the
conclude upon that point, that the gospel face of the serpent, I do not believe there
has net changed, could not and will not would be much exile about that, or blindchange, for it is a fixed law for a certain ness, uncel'tainty, doubt, etc., and would
fixed purpose, namely, the salvation of think I. stood a good show to enter the
mankind.
courts of glory.
Now who and what is the bride, and
Bro. Kelley states further that "By and
what about her? I believe the Church by she is seen transformed anJ exhibited
of Christ that he establi~hed while here in a proud, haughty, unchaste state, upon
on earth is the bride; that is, the true be- a hydra-headed, horned beast; then he
lievers that run the race to the end and q notes Revelations I 7: 3-5, describing
win the prize; who kef p the fi•ith unto another woman altogether, and her name
the end of their lives; those who ~uffer was written nhinly upon her forereproach and martyrd m, and whose her)(]. "MYSTERY BABYLON THE
names are written in the Lamb's book of GREAT. THE MOTHER OF HARlife. None of these have ever apostatiz·~d. l LOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF
These are they who constitute the church, i THE EARTH."
the bride, as represented by th? womaq in i
,But the other woman'~J name was the
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bride of Christ, the Church of God; of the to stand. Ah, certainly, for he says:
saints, the martyrs of Jesus. And John "And the gates of hell shall not prevail
the Revelator saw the woman "drunken against it." Then if apostles and prophets
with the blood of the saints," the "martyrs were in the foundation of the church,
ot Jesus," the good woman (Rev. 17.: 6). surely thf'y must remain or continue "till
Two different women at the same time of we all come in the unity of the faith."
different names, and one fighting the To say or teach that the church has been
other; and we find that all that lived upon torn down by men under the influence of
the face of the earth worshiped the beast Satan, is as much as to say that the gates
on which the bad woman sat, except those of hell have prevailed against the church,
whose names were written in the Lamb's which Jesus, when he said, "the gates o.f
book of life from before the foundation of 1 hell shall not prevail against it," had referthe world, (See Rev. 13: 8); who consti~ ence to. The fact that it was to stand, is
tute the Church of Christ, the bride, the the reason that provision was made for it
good woman.
to escape the adversary, and to go into the
Now I would liken this matter, and the wilderness, and be nourished till the time
position some have taken upon it, to a most favorable for it to come out, whi~h
parable.
which would not be until "a time, and
A little girl was playing in the yard of times, and a half a time," (1,260 years),
her father's house; she was innocent, and when the time expired it came out as
good, virtuous, and she had a playhouse, it went into the wilderness. So I claitr1 it
and in it w~<re dishes, furniture, equip- never apostatized, was never torn down,
ments, utensils, etc., such as would please nor ne.ver became, or merged into the
her. Her little brother saw her go to her wicked church. If it had, there would be
playhouse, but soon got so interested in no church left to go. into the wilderness.
his own play that he did not notice her;
In Herald of April 4th, 1891, page
and there came in from the street another 218, Bro. Lincoln, after showing that the
little girl and went right into the play- bride, the church, had successfully escaped
house and began to abuse, mistreat and the adversary, and had gone into the
fight the other little girl, insomuch that wilderness, and bad not become polluted
she had to flee for her safety. Just then and corrupted, turns right around and,
her little brotherheard th13 racket and ran speaking of the Devil building a church,
tc the window, just after his sister had says: "Christ's church had been torn
fled, and he saw this bad girl tearing down down, and tHe Devil was beginning to
the shelves and. breaking the dishes and build another." I think he contradicted
fairly demolishing everything in a rage of himself in so saying. Again he says: ''To
madness. The little boy, astonished, ran deceive the world he [Satan] used some of
to his mamma and told her that sister had the same material with which Christ had
f~llen, sinned, changed, and was filthy, erected his building."
d1rty, ragged-:-Qh! how sorry he is.
This I must dispute inasmuch as I do
The boy I think well represents many not believe that the Church of Christ was
who lose sight pf the bride and see the torn down, and hence the Devil could not
"Mother of Harlots'' instead. Bro. Kelley get any of the material with wh!cb Christ's
writing upori thi~ subject, and speaking of church was built. He must have gotten
the church as changed, says: ''What an other material. I think he only used a
amazing contrast is this to her original few of the same tools, (principles, ordisplendor, glory and beauty; how chang-ed nances, etc.), and they were badly dull~d
in,her habiliments! how she is fallen!"- and broken by the awkward way he used
"Presidepcy and Prie!lthood," page 88.
_them.
Now there were two women, and both
In regard to the foundation of the
represented a ch1.1rch. We will now look wicked church which the whore reprefor the founders of each; and examine the sen ted,. I quote from the Book of Mcirfoundations. Paul writing to the Ephe- mon: "And it came to pass that. I besiaJ?S1 in the se.cond chapter, says: "Now held this great and abominable church:
the.refore ye are: no more strangers and and I saw the Devil that he was the
foreigners, but fellow citizens with the foundation of it."-:-I Nephi 3· This is
saints, and· of th~r household of God; and the church that took ,away in any of the
a,re built upon th,e foundation of apostles plain, and· precious th_ings of the Bible·,
a.nd prophets, J e;sus Christ himself being which were easy to be understood. Alexthe chief corner ~tone."-Eph. 2.: 19, 20.
ander Campbell says: u •Babylop . the
This ~hows thtj nature of the foundation great, the Mother of Harlots,' changed
of the Church of. Cl;Jristj and he chose his even the Bible itself." , And according to
twelve apostles ;before the church was Nephi it is the same .. church. or woman as
orga,nized, showing the necessity of hav- the one spOken of in Revelations, sevenin.g them with Mmself as. the foundation. teenth chapter, for he saw "gofd and sil-.
"Pther foundation can no man lay." If ver, and silks, and scarlets, and fine
men· or devils lay foundations, they will twined linen; and all manner of precious
b1,lild their own. cihurches on them., not the clothing. And I saw many ,harlots ••••
Church of Christ. We find further that And also. for thl:l p~aise of the world, do
the fo11ndation of. the Chgrch of Christ, they destroy the saints of God and bring
C()rnposed of 5uch good material as it them .down into captivity." The. same
~as, rn:ust have a solid place to rest; just
that John saw persecuting the saints of
5(): .. ,Ch.r,istsays: 11 Up<m this .rock I will ' God, the same description.
build my church;" (the r{)ck being re..
No\Ythe foundation of this church was
v,~!l~ed ~Kufhk Then such a foundation~
quite different to that of Christ's church,
1~1~ upon &l,lch a solid ropk, W~s ~~stin~d . for "the :Qevn, • • I lie j~ vhe

of it," and he never built upon it as a
church until after Christ had laid the
foundation of his church and had built
upon it. Then afterward the Devil, in
order to deceive men more readily, must
build a church too; a counterfeit. But
mind you, he .does not build on Christ's
foundation. He himself is the foundation
of his own church, and it is only a counterfeit; and a counterfeit is invariably gotten
up after the true has been est a blisht>d.
But almost as soon as Christ set about to
build his church, the Devil began to prepare the way for his churcb. So he
caused the "mystery of iniquity" to begin
to work even in Paul's day, and to send
"grievous wolves" into the flock of true
, believers in Christ, striking consternation
and dismay among them, and causing
iniquity to abound, so that many were deceived; and all who were not true, waxed
cold and apostatized; but the true ones,
the ones who constitute the church, remained steadfast to the last. They never
apostatized. The Devil was diligent and
subtle in his work, blinding, deceiving
and sowing the bad seed. Just so; for we
read in Matthew 13: 24, 25: "The kingdom of heaven is likened unto a man that
sowed g-ood seed in his field. But while
men slept, his enemy came and . sowed
tares among the wheat, and went his way."
I will now quote the explanation of the
parable of the wheat and the tares from
D. C. 81: I: "Verily thus saith the Lord
unto you, my servants, concerning the
parable of the wheat and the tares: behold,
verily I say that the field was the world,
and the apostles were the sowers of the
seed; and after they have fallen asleep,
the great persecutor of the church, the
apostate, the whore, even Babylon, that
maketh all nations to drink of hercup, in
whose hearts the enemy1 even Satan, sitteth to reign; behold, he soweth the fares,
wherefore the tares choke the wheat and
drive the church into the wilderness."
The conclusions that I draw from this
are, First, that there were two separate
and ·distinct churches; Second, that they
were both on the earth at the same time;
for in the hearts of those who compose
Babylon, the enemy, (enemy of the church
of Christ), "even Satan, sitteth to reign,"
and soweth the tares that drive the other
church into the wilderness. Now after
l'he has flown into the wilderness, the
Devil and his church hold high carnival
among the nations and. children of men.
And. because only one church can be seen,
many believe .that it is the church of
Christ, and are taught so, but grieve because it is so changed and corrupted. How
could some be other than infidels?
Now.we have seen the two churches,
that their foundation~ were different and
opposite; laid by diff~rent persons whp
were enemies, and at different times, for
different and dir~ctly opposite purposes;
that they were both in existence at the
same tiine, and that one drove the other
into the ·wilderness, a place. prepared of
God, where we could n.ot see it, t.o rem in.
I29pyears.
N9w the
br.opght ~~r
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just as she went in, with apostles and
prophets, clothed with her original beauty,
"clear as the moo:1 and fair as the sun, and
terrible as an army with banners." In
1829 was when the Lord said it was just
beginning to rise up and come forth out .of
the wilderness (D. C. 4~3).
Now we
have it with us to-day.just the same as it
was 2,ooo years ago, not changed in the
least.
"Behold there are save two churches
only, the one is the church of the Lamb
of "God, the other is the church of the
Devil." These are the words of an angel
to the prophet Nephi. In the face of this
I fail to see why some teach that the beautiful church of God was changed to that
filthy church and contaminated with all
that" is abominable in the sight of God;
that the bride " sinned and fell from her
engagement with the Lord. Bro.· Shor~
puts it, "The daughter of Zion would be
a. divorced wife." Now whoever heard
of a woman being divorced before she was
married? Yet they have the bride of
Christ corrupted, defiled, divorced, before
she has sinned or been married. She is
now, and has ever been, since the church
was established, only holding an engagement with the Bridegroom. The marriage of the Lamb and his bride has not
taken place but is yet in the future, and is
not to take place until he comes. The
bride is yet making ready for the marriage
feast, and waiting for the midnight cry,
"Behold the bridgroom cometh, go ye out
to meet him." We find bv a further examination of the Scriptuies, that only
those who are wise constitute the bride,
and are the only ones who will be permitted to enterin to the marriage supper of
the Lamb.
In order to get a better understanding
of how the bride will be after she becomes
the Lamb's wife, we will refer to the
Apocalypse; for John was permitted, after
giving us an outline of her vicissitudes as
the bride, to look down the stream of time
and view her after she became the Lamb's
wife, and in relating the facts in the case
says: "And there came unto me one of
the seven angels •
• and talked with
me, saying, Come hither, I will shew thee
the bride, the Lamb's wife. And he
carried me away in the Spirit . . • and
showed me that great city, the holy Jerusalem, descending out of heaven from
God. Having the glory of God: and her
light was like unto a stone most precious,
even like a jasper stone clear as crystal."
-Rev. 21: 9-11.
From the twelfth to
the twenty-first verses inclusive he portrays the immensity of the proportions of
the lovely city, the magnificence of its
beautv, of its dazzling walls and foundations, ~fits intensely beautiful streets paved
with pure gold, and its general grandeur:
"And I saw no temple therein: for the
Lord God Almighty and the Lamb are
the temple of it. .
. and the city had
no need of the sun, neither of •he moon,
to shine in it: for the glory of God did
lighten it, and the Lamb is the light thereof, . • . • and the gates of it shall not
be shut at all by day, for there shall be
no night there,"-Rev. ~~: 22, 23, 25,

THE
We can see from the foregoing scriptures what kind of. a place the home of
the Lamb and his wife will be. This is
the home he· has been preparing for her
while she has been preparing to receive
him and to enter into her cherished pos- .
sessions. Now they reign together; he
has come to claim his own; she was ready;
she broke not the engagement; she was
tru.e to .the ~tppointed time; she has been
tried and tempted in the earth, and has
succes~fully overcome every obstacle by
the help of him who watched over her,
and the gates.of hell prevailed not against
her; she has made her. robes white. in the
blood of .the Lamb; she has obtained her
salvation and inherited the mansions pre' pared, the holy Jerusalem, wherein is no
night; there. does she safely dwell in the
joys of her Lord; she is now:. the bride,
the Lamb's wife.
John the beloved disci pie, after describing the beautiful and lovely city, the home
of the bride, the Lamb's wife, says: "And
the nations of them that are saved shall
walk in the light of it. . .
And
there shall in no wise enter into it anything
that defileth, neither whatsoever worketh
abomination, or maketh a lie: but they
which are written in the Lamb's. book of
life."-Rev. 21: 24, 27. Thus we see the
condition of the bride after the marriage
supper is spread, after she becomes the
"Lamb's wife," and also of her abode.
How exquisite! How glorious!. How
desirable the eternal to that of the transient abode that she was in before, when
she was only the bride! Who cannot see
the difference? Is not the difference vast
enough to justify the discrimination?
But some one will say, "What about all
those who apostatized early in the Christian era?
Did they not belong to the
church which was the bride?" To this I
would say, Are their names written in the
Lamb's book of life? If not they are
none of his. For, among those who constitute the Lamb's wife, (and if the Lamb's
wife, then they surely constitute the bride,
the church), are found none that defileth
or worketh abomination, or that loveth or
maketh a lie; only those ''whose names
are written in the Lamb's book of life."
I believe that those apostates are the fruits
of the works of the Devil, and their names
are not written in the Lamb's book of life,
hence they are none of his.
. These are the views I take of this question, and as I understand it; nevertheless
I am always ready to change my coat
when I find I have it on wrong.
ELM CITY, Kan., Sept. 2d.

J. W. GILBERT.

ST. PAUL ON LIARS.
2 Thess. 2: 11, 12.

THERE is a saying in the Bible that talks
about God sepding strong delusions upon
a certain peculiar class of people, "that
they should believe a lie: that they all
might be damned who believe not the
truth, but had pleasure in unrighteousness."
This is a scripture that is as undoubtedly
and truly applicable to the character of
the persons referrec;l to in tnis age of the

worjd, as in .any other age of which the
apostle speaks.
' This damnable lying spirit the elders of
the Reorganized Church of Christ, vv:hile
engaged in their ministry, have to m(!et at
n10st every turn in the road where they
labor to proclaim the truth to the people.
That Spaulding plagiarism story about the
Book of Mormon-that damnable .lie that.
has been a thousand times refuted,.--is .still
stereotyped in the minds of the people,
and our Bible publishing departrpents are
sending out their agents, pedd}ing their
large, six dollar Bibles in the world to all
or to any who will purchase. them, with
that damnable lie, that Joseph Smith's
Book of Mormon was a make up from a
romance written by aretired Pesbyterian
minister named Solomon Spaulding. This
statement, so often refuted, these Bible
publishers still record in their briefs on
church history, in regard to faith and doctrine, this lie is found recorded in every
one of the large Bibles now being sent
out among the people.
After so many refutations of this one
lie especially, the elders in their travels to
preach the gospel should note this fact,
lind give good warning tq book. agents, as
well as book firms, that in their large
Bibles is written one damnable lie concerning the origin of the Bqok of Mormon.
When a lie has been refuted by a multitude of unimpeachable witnesses, as in
this case concerning the manner in which
the. Book of Mormon originated, if qook
publishers or the people choose to believe
a lie, when they know it to be a lie, then,
for choice, as the apostle tells us. they
choose to believe a lie that they might be
damned; and damned they will be. The
translators in rendering the word damned
from the Greek, will know the extent of
the meaning of the word "damned," as
used by the apostle Paul, placed upon the
head of certain characters who were willing liars. and also were willing believers
in lies. The only English that could better
explain the apostle's meaning concerning
these persons who willingly make and believe in lies, would be to say classically,
that such lying persons were a great deal
meaner than mean, or in other word~ a
most damnably mean set of liars.
We
have no apologies to offer for the plainness
of this language.
We give it as it is
written, and the apostle in his inspiration
knew well how to apply the words, and
to whom they were the most applicable
in both character and fitness.
When these book venders learn that
their books, and what is written in them,
will fall under the inspection of about
twenty~five thousand members of the
Latter Day Saint Church, who are mostly
be1ievers in the Book of Mormon, they
may begin to inquire more perfectly as to
the truth of some of these manufactured
stories, lies and falsehoods, got up by designing persons to aid them in a most corrupt cause of villainy and meanness, by
priests and ministers, to prevent the truth
being heard by the members of their respective churches.
These lar:ge Bibles containing this.
~tereotyped

lie concerning the origin of
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the Book of Mormon, are being spread
over the country by book agents; and
whatever story is written in the Bible on
the Mormon question, whether false or
true, will be believed by the people who
read the Bible because it is written in the
Bible for a thousand years to come. I
would like to see the statements made in
this letter published in the Saints' Herald,
or similar statements.
I would suggest, also the propriety of
the publ!shing board of the church publishing this letter in tract form, so that the
ministry may have plenty of them to scatter among the people wherever they go
to preach. Sain,ts should never patronize
nor purchase books that are known to
contain falsehoods made and got up for
private ends, and for vile and vicious purposes. I think, brethren, something of
this sort ought to be done, so that plenty
of these tracts may be spread through the
country, where these book agents are
peddling, or getting subscribers for these
large polyglot Bibles, containing that most.
notorious lie about Joseph Smith's Book
of Mormon.
WILLIAM B. SMITH.
OsTERDOcK, Iowa, Sept. 22d.

"CHURCH PUBLICATIONS."

IN a recent article by Bro. Duncan I was
somewhat struck with the idea of the severe
contrast drawn between the ins and the
outs, and was. led to reflect on what are
"Church Publications?" I do not understand that when Ern. Blair, Kelley, Stebbins, Walker, Bond, &c.; issue a publication, whether through the church office or
elsewhere, that it is necessarilv a church
publication. Their works, may be great
helps in the work of the ministry, and as
such accepted and sustained by the membership, but cannot be church publicati0ns
upJess adopted and their publicatioll author~
ized by the church·· collectively; -the
church does pothing individually. Bro.
Dancer is the ;business agent for the church
publications, ,and he is also agent for
Autumn Lea'l(es, but that does not make
Autumn Leaves a church publication. The
writer was once present. at a general conference which voted to sustain the Herald
and Autumn Leaves, while the existence
o~ the Hope vp-as entirely overlooked and
the poor little sheet had to run its career
through another year without a sustaining
vote; but that did not make the magazine
a church. peri?dical, nor prevent the little
waiffrom beiqg such. Church publications
then consist oply in such books, tracts, periodicals, &c., .as. contain sentiments accepted, adopted and ordered on publication by
the tody politic; the proceeds from the sale
of which go into the church treasurv.
In former days the Lord auth'orized
Elder Cowdery to publish school literature
for the use of children, but whether this
instruction was given because of scarcity of
s.uch literature, or because of the improper
tendencie.s of 'that which did exist, I shall
n,<;>t attempt to say. If scarcity)nduced the
cqmmand; then perhaps the abundance of
to-day leaves no necessity for a. repetition
of the order and we .are left to our own
. di~cr~ti<l!n tQ ~~l~ct from this a:t?l;ltt<la·nce1 as

God has given us wisdom, and possibly
find them better adapted for the present
age than those would have been whose
origin dated backward fifty years. The
harness which fitted the teacher fifty years
ago might be like
. . . "the sandals worn so long,
heavily are pressing,"

us with, concerning the things that have
been (in books), things that' are (in newspapers), and things that shall be (in
prophecy). The field is broad and Wormer is exercising a God-granted right in investing a portion of his means in a source
that will yield him rich returns from the
field of thought, observation and fact. The
bee gathers nectar sweets from uninviting
places and flowers as well as from the gay
and attractive~
jOHN D. BENNETT.

to the teacher ofto-day.
Suppose Richard, Thomas and Henry
each publish a book. Wormer ex~mines
LAMONI, Iowtl', Sept. 4th.
all of them and finds excellent characteristics in them, but concludes that it all
could be thoroughly sifted and the solid
portions remaining were united into one
volume the bulk would be reduced and
the cost in proportion; but as he has two
dollars in his pocket and the books are
BUDDHISM AND CHRISTIANITY.
only one dollar each, and although he canREVEREND E. SNODGRASS.
not remember that the Lord ordained
brethren in this age to write books, nor THERE has been a tendency of late years
that he requires the membership to pur- to seek points of resemblance between
chase them when written, he does remem- Buddhism and Christianity, and it has been
ber that God has commanded us to under- claimed that Christianity has borrowed
stand things in the heavens, in the earth, from Buddhism, but the claim is utterly ununder the earth; things that have been, founded. The very starting points of the
that are, that must soon come to pass; two religions are antagonisic, and hence
things at home and abroad; of wars and oppose the idea that the superior could
perplexities of nations; and to gain a have borrowed from the inferior. Budknowledge of countries and governments dhism is now thoroughly atheistic though it
and . gather words of wisdom out of the may not always have been so. At first
best books, etc., etc. Wormer selects one Buddhism may have held. an idea of a su"
of the three books and reads it, and if he preme being, a Brahma; for in the oldest
is as apt a plagiarist as many of his breth- writings it is often mentioned that the suren he will cluster the thoughts, revamp preme Brahma influenced Buddha. Dr.
and so clothe them in his own language Oldenburg* reasons that the Indian Brahas to pass them off on his friends as origi- man worked out a supreme being from his
nally his own. If, however, he is anorigi- inner consciousness-the Ego, the A~man.
nal thinker the armor that served another Separating the Atman from the individ.so well would only gall and hamper him ual, a new being is found which converges
back into Brahm a, the one and supreme
as that of Saul did David.
God has left the selection of our sources being. Mr. Collinst would reverse the
above, and say that the Hindu had gradof information to our own discretion,
having bestowed the gift of the Holy ually dropped the supreme from his faith;
Spirit to gnid~ us into all truth in this our and in Buddhism, the Atman, the Ego, the
day. I heard a loveJ and honored brother human mind, is the only God, and this the
say that he did not read newspapers. In- remaining vestige of a once truer and purer
deed! How then does he know that mis- faith. Again Buddha worked no miracles,
erable thousands of Russia are endeavoring another vital difference inimical to the life
to cheat the grave of famine victims with of Buddhism.
But the most serious obstacle probably
boiled grass? That the holocausts of
burning mines and habitations havt swept in the way ot the theory that Christianity
off their thousands; that tempests, storms, borrowed from Buddhism, is the date of
cyclopes, hurric~nes, hail, flood and drouth, the Buddhist scriptures. According to the
earthquakes and belching volcanoes are Ceylon books, Gautama Buddha was born
carrying death and destruction in every 623 B. c. It is not certain that he was not
portion of the world; that murder, treason, born later. This was the time of .the cap"
robbery and arson stalk through the earth tivity, when the Jews were scattered
at midday as well as in the silent watches throughout the East, probably even as far
of the night; that the nerveless hand as China; we know that theJews were.in
grows weary in adjusting the crown that China, but at so early a date that we know
sits restive on the head that wears it? not when.
As far as we know, Buddha wrote.nothAnd last, butnot least, that churches, confessipns and creeds are in agony lest their ing. The claim for the earliest written
occupation be gone?
Newspapers are Buddhist scriptures is about the beginning
composed of these "signs of the times" and of the Christian era or later. Before this
"perplexities of nations," and are. faithful date we have all the Old Testament books.
chroniclers of passing events.. Books are We must not forget how the great Baby,
compiled from. newspaper lore; and the Ionian and Syrian kingdoms intellectually
ocean cable, the propeller on the. trackless .linked Judea with the East. It is claimed
deep and the shrill whistle upon the iron by some that the Jews in great numbers:;
rail conspire with the. elements to furnish after the seventy years' captivity, emigrated
towards the East. I do not. know hoW:
· material for the paragrapher's pen.
Then to fulfill the Lord's :c?mmand Js muchtruth is in sufh a:da1m; butt he fa~;;t
not in tnaking books, .but in. s~arcHin!i ·
·.·thr9uih the ·xnezms that Gocl' .has bl~$~ed
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of the Jews being early. in China would
give it some weight.
We cannot close our eyes to. the fact that
Jewish influences went into the East.
What now is the state of the claim that
Buddhism came West? It is easier rather
to prove that Chri<>tianity extended East
·early enough to influence the composers of
the Buddhist scriptures. There is no historical evidence that Buddhism came West
before the third century, A. D. Clement,
of Alexandria, speaks of some who follow
BotJtha. Megasthenes wrote his Indica in
India about 300 B. c., but betweer Megasthenes and Clement there is no reliable evidence that Buddhism exerted anv influence
westward.
•
But what about Christian influence eastward? Cosmos Indicopleutes found Christians in Ceylon in the sixth century. There
are still probably zso,ooo Christians on
the coast of Malabar. Near Madras is an
ancient cross with a Pahlavi inscription.
It belongs probably to not later tnan the
seven!h century. There are other inscriptions. The most reasonable explanation
of these inscriptions is the early connection
between the Indian Christians and Edessa.
One of those Pahhvi inscriptions reads:
"Who believes in the llfessiah, and God
above, and in the Holy Ghost, is redeemed
tlu·ough the grace if Him who bore tlze
cross." Pantamus found a Hebrew Gospel of Matthew in India, in the second
century. A bishop, Metropolitan of Persia and the Great Indi, was at' the Council of Nic::ea, in 3i5 A. D. Whether or not
at first it was the genius of Buddhism to
borrow, it is certa;nly its genius now in
Japan. Besides adopting other Christian
methods of propagation, it is plagiarizing
Christian names. For instance, they designate their templPs as churches. The
story of the god Krishna, is manifestly
taken from Christianity.
It is said that asceticis:.m came from Buddhism and through the Essenes; that John
the Baptist w11s a "half-Buddhist, and a
Gnostic, which has the same meaning as
Buddhist; but asceticism was practiced in
the time of Job, r .500 years before Buddha, and the doctrine of the Essenes connects them more with Greece and Persia
than with Inrlia. The real marks of Buddhism, the Karma, are not found in the
Essenic doctrine.
What are the false parallels resorted to
to establish claims of Budd his tic priority?
That Buddha was born of a virgin, that
there is a close connection between Maya,
the name of his mother, and Mary. That
Buddha's birth was attended by miracles;
that he taught the doctrine of "vicarious
suffering;" that he was born on December 25th; that prophecies were made of
the coming Messiah. These and many
other claims are made, for which there is
no reliable proof.
But when we turn to what are true parallels we f1nd something remarkable. The
Hindu temple is on the same plan as the
Jewish Temple-two rooms, iln inner and
an outer one, priests, altars, sacrifices, propitiations, oblations, sacred feasts, sacrificial fires, etc. V\"hence came all these

things? Mr.• Col!ins claitns that they came

from the rtivine revelation of God made
to man before the dispersion. They are
vestiges of true and primitive revelation
carried both into the East and West. The
Western worship was refor,med by Moses.
Again when we look into the two
monil codes we find much similarity. The
similarity between the ten precepts of Buddhism and the ten commandments is
striking, and confirms a primitive revelation.
Buddhism teaches that freedom from
suffering comes by righteousness. This
presupposes a deliverer, and this idea must
have come from some primitive revelation.
But in emphasizing the precept, the revelator has been forgotten. This revelator
was surely the one true God.
When ·the past course of all religions
shall have been traced, the investigator
will probably arrive at the primitive and
divine revelation recorded in the Book of
GQd.-Missionary Review of the World.
ADVICE TO EMBRYO PREACHERS.

~Look Here.-The small colored label with
111-35'
. your name printed on, shows the date to which
YOJlr subscription is paid.
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Means that your subscription will run out October 17,
1891.. ReJ1eW your subscription in tijlie.

ST. LOUIS.
Conference convened In St. Louis, Mo., oD.,
Saturday, September 26th; ElderR. E:zenhouser
was called to preside. •. Branch reports: . St. Louis
219; 3 died. .Bellevi,lle 57; 2 baptized, I received,
I died.
Cheltenham 41; 2 received .. Whearso
42~ Bishop's agent's report audited and approved:
June 3oth, balance $roo, received $68:6o, rei
ceived from Bishop Kelley $5o.oo, total$rr.g6o,
expended .$I33·55;. Sept. 30th balance due. agent
$r3 95; N. N. Cooke, agent.
Elders .W. 0.
Thomas, f. G .. Smith, H. Roberts; priest J. S.
Parrish; teachers G. Elliott and F. Wiley reported.
Sunday morning preaching by Elder R.
Etzenhouser; ,;:tfternoon, sacrament and testimony; evening, preaching by Elder I. M. Smith.
Adjourned to St. Louis, Saturday evening, January 2d,at eight o'clock. W. 0. Thomas, district
president; J. G. Smith, clerk.

Two hundred prospective preachers
NORTHWEST KANSAS.
mar~;;hed into the chapel of the McCorConference was held at Goshen, Kansas, Sepmick Theolog-ecal Seminary yesterday tember r2th; President G. W. Sh;ute in the chair.
afternoon. Dr. Herrick Johnson, chair- Branches reporting: Goshen 4 r. Elders reportman of the faculty, welcomed the new- ing: G. W. Beebe, A. H. Parsons, A. Kent, G.
comers and after the opening exercises W. Shute, G. E. Delle!, M. Smith,]. T. Davis, T.
A. Davis, H. A. Stebbins, C. H. Jones. Pdests:
talked to the young- men on "Some Perils V, F. Rogers, R. W. Davis. Teachers': S. C.
Incident to Theological Seminary Life." Andes, H. P. Curtis. A. Smith> bishop's agent,
A theologfcal seminary, said the doctor, is reported: On hand last report $4 ..70, received
no nearer heaven than any other pl~tce: since $122 ro, expended $92 72. Balance Sept.
Getting behind a cloister door doesn't 8th, $34.o8. Audited and reported correct.
Motion carried to hold another reunion next
change a sinner to a saint. Religous dissi- year, and a committee of five were appointed to
pation was another of the evils against make arrangements for next reunion--committee,
which the doctor warned the students. A. Smith, H. P. Curtis, J. S.,Haskell, A. Kent,
He described it as a tendency to zeal in A. Haggar. Motion carried to hold next conference at Blue Rapids, December I2th. Motion
christain service untempered by discretion. . carried
to sustain general church authorities;
"The student dHicted in this way," said also president, secretary and bishop's agent for
the doctor, "writes before entering the
the next quarter. Adjourned;
.
seminary to know if preaching can be had
during the course. He wants to begin
PITTSBURG AND KIRTLAND.
practice on a congregation at once.. This
Conference met at Conneautville chapel, Sepwould have its ludicrous aspect if it were tember 5th, at three p.m.; L. W. Powell presinot so serious. Think of a sprig looking dent, W. C. H. Noble secretary. Branch retoward law or medicine writing to know ports: Warren 9; r removed. Kirtland 57; 5 bapro received, 6 removed, I died. Washingif he can have clients or patients to prac- tized,
tonville 26. Pittsburg 163; 1 baptized, r expelled.
tice on before he begins his studies. The Blake's Mills 38; 3 baptized. Wheeling City 88;
theologfcal student who is great in prayer I baptized, rS received, 7 removed, I expelled.
meeting and weak in recitation, a rarttle Conneaut Township 24; I baptized. Church
at mission work and a dabbler or a drone Hill 3I; I received. Elders' reports: J. Browh,
4: J. G. Holman, M. H. Bond, G. H.
at study, belies his name. Whatever else baptized
Hulmes, W. H. Garrett, E. Thomas; J. Yocum,
he is, he is not a theological student. J. H. Cramer, L. W. Torrence and L. W. Powell,
This is not a wet nurse establishment for baptized 3· Report from bishop's agent, F.
fledgling evangelists, or a theological dry Criley, was read and accepted. Recommendadock where exhorter and lay workers may tion from Church Hill branch for ordination of
Bro. Richardson to office of elder was referred to
run in for repairs. This is a school of the- missionary in cha1·ge. Committee on the
ology. Better far three years of hard Youngstown matter reported the difficulty adstudy and scholarly training, with a whole justed; report accepted and committee dissubsequent life of gospel efficiency, than charged. G. H. Hulmes, delegate to general
conference, reported. On motion the notice to
three years of superficial study and gospel reconsider
rules of representation made at last
prodding and a whole subsequent life of conference was laid on the table. At 2: 30 Sunministerial flabbiness." Regular work day afternoon the new chapel was dedicated; M.
will begin in the seminary this morning. H. Bond offered the dedicatory prayer, after
The entering class numbers about eighty- which Bro. Garrett read a short history of the
Conneaut Township branch. Dedicatory serfive, a far larger number than usual.
mon was by L. W. Powell. The memorial com-Ckicago News.

J. F. Mintun, Magnolia, Harrison Co., Iowa.
Elder Thomas Bradshaw, No. 48 Repton strset,
Limehouse, LondC\n, England. ·
E. L. Kelley, fresidin~ Bi!$bop, T~!llple, !Jake coun·
. ty, Ohio,
_.

mittee presented the following resolutions, which
were unanimously adopted:
"Resolved, That this conference expre~s its
thanks for the hospitality and entertainment extended by the Saints and friends at Conneaut·
ville during its sessionS'; and its· admiration and
un,fllUal!fied praise for the handful of Sainte and
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friends who have at the cost of .such labor and
sacrifice presented to God and his church so
beautiful, neat and appropriate an edifice in
which, unhindered, the worship of Almighty
God may be celebrated by his people; and a pul·
pit and platform dedicated to religious toleration
and the promulgation of the saving truths that
make man free.
"That the thanks of this people especially, and
of the community at large are due Mr. John
Correy, who, although ·not of our faith, has
openly and courageously expressed his sense of
love for the free expression and toleration of re·
ligious opinion by deeding to the church the
splendid grounds upon which the building is
erected. Also especial thanks being due me
hereby tendered Mrs. Smith for efficient and ac·
ceptable services as organist upon this occasion,
and also for the beautiful floral tribute presented.
"And to all friends who have aided in this
enterprise to erect a free chapel of worship, the
thanks of this conference are specially due and
hereby tendered.
"John Correy, George Allen, Frank Munger,
Floyd Correy, T. V. Carpenter, Mrs. Louisa
Johnson, J. B. Phelps, Charles North, George
Smith, John Baldwin, V. Baker, Orson Havens,
E. Correy."
Preaching by J. Brown, G. H. Hulmes, L. W.
Powell and M. H. Bond. Adjourned to meet at
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, first Saturday and the
Sunday following, in March, 1892.

quired of him that he should be very faithful, and
acquaint.himself thoroughly with the law. To
the Saints: The Lord is pleased with their sac·
rifices and services, and they have come up as a
memorial before Him; and they shall continue
to be blessed of Him inasmuch as they remain
faithful. To those who are seeking light: Thev
shall be led into the truth if they continue to
seek diligently for it.
Twent}·Seven preaching services were held.
The word was presented by Elders J. Caffall, E.
L. Kelley, J. W. Waldsmith, R. M. Elvin, L.
Anthony, W. M. Self and C. H. Porter. The
preaching was good, timely and in the main,
spiritual. Those who presented the word aimed
to edify and instruct rather than to make an
oratoriCal display. E. L. Kelley's sermon on the
duty of Saints as pertaining to tithes and offer.
ings was ;well received and highly appreciated
by the Saints, and I think it safe to say .that it
will be productive of good both to the Saints and
to the cause.
Three baptismal and three confirmation serv·
ices were held, at which eight candidates, seven
being children of the Saints, the other the husband of a sister in the church were initiated into
the kingdom. R. M. Elvin administered the
ordinance.
. ·
A priesthood meeting was held on the 2oth, at
which Bro. Caffall gave valuable counsel to his
brethren of the priesthood, pertaining to their
duties, etc.
A business meeting was held at 5:45p.m., the
19th, at which it was determined to make the
camp meeting a permanent arrangement, to
hold meetings annually. The present committee
on arrangements were released at the close of
present meeting, and a new one con.sisting of
seven members .chosen, consisting of Brn. L.
Anthonv, C. W. Bray, J. W. Waldsmith, W. M.
Self, J, W. Holeribeck, G. W. Wilson and Wilber
Savage.
A number of sick people were administ~red to
at different times during the meeting with good
results. One child was blessed .
In considet:ing the effect of this meeting we
are made to rejoice in t.he goodness of God as
manifested to us. Not a .cloud of ill feeling aros.e
to mar our peace. Our meeting together was
profitable to all. The workers in the gospel field
left cheered and encouraged by the good feeling
that prevailed, and the. Saints separated feeling
that they had been ~treng.thened in their meeting
together to worship the Lord. All agreed that
the district could not afford to dispense with an
annual camp meeting. The brethren at Wilber
vied. with each other in caring for the. vh.itors
wl:Jo came, and did all thev could to a>si;;t them
while in camp by supplying them with what
was needful at nominal prices.
No difficulty was experienced in raising what
funds were needed, and the committee have now
on hand a small surplus, to which they hope to
be able to add enough during the coming year
to procure a tent large enough for district pur·
poses.
CHARLES H. PQRTER, Sec.

WILBER CAMP MEETING.
Camp meeting of the Southern Nebraska district convened at Castor's Grove, near Wilber, at
7:30p.m., September, uth; J. W. Waldsmith,
district president, in. the chair; J. Caffall, mis·
sionary in charge, was chosen to preside during
the meeting; Jo W. Waldsmith was chosen as.sociate preside11t; C; H. Porter secretary; 0.
Savage and 1) .. Brolliar police; F. Chatburn
chorister; E. Brolliar organist.
Order of meeting: 9 a. m. prayer. meeting;
10: 30 a. m., 3 and 7: 30 p. m. preaching services.
First ben for closing camp to ring at 9:45 p. m.,
second bell at to p. m. No noise allowed in
camp after the f;inging of the second bell.
After a thorough organization was effected the
president made some remarks concerning the
objects of the meeting. He also complimented
the brethren at Wilber on the arrangements made
for. the comfort; convenience and well-being of
those v.:ho attend the meeting; after this he in·
.troduced Elder :E. L, Kelley who delivered an
address which was highly appreciated by .all
present. J. W 1 Waldsmith also .gave a short
address.
·
During the nine days of meeting prayer service
was held each n;10rning. They were fairly well
attended and the Spirit of the Lord was present.
We had a good time, a time that will be long remembered by those preEent. It was at these
meetings that w,e felt the refreshing Influence of
REUNION JN RITCHIE COUNTY,
the Spirit iri the richest degree. During the
WEST VIRGINIA.
meeting of Sept¢rnber 15th, Sr. Dalton spoke in
tongues and Bro. R. M. Elvin speaking by the
For several days prior to the day appointed
Spirit gave an exhortation to those present,
for the reunion to commence the Saints from
which in.cluded ~he interpretation of the tongue
the surrounding country came flocking In, and
given. Tl:Je testimony of the Spirit to one young
at the headwaters of Goose Creek found the
brother was tha~ he had sought excuse not to be·
main body of resident Saints;
lleve His word; that he should be called to pass
This is a .rough, broken and partly settled
through trials, but if faithful he should stlll be.
country. The Saints are principally farmers,
come a bright and shining light in His king·
and while not over-abundantly supplied with
doni, and many 'should be made glad and rejoice
this world's goods, had enough and to spare; and
because of his testimony and the explanation he
their plain and free way convinced the stranger
shot1ld be able to give of the word.of truth. To
that he was among friends:
the Saints: Th.e Lord knew their sacrifices and
On Friday evening 'Eldel' T. W. Williams;
he was pleased )'~lith them, arid if they continued
formally opened the reunion In an address out·
faithful his blessings should be poured out upon
lining the faith. and doctrine of the .Saints.
them.
.
.
·
At ro: 30 a.m, Saturday, September 12th, met
On the morning of September 2oth, the.Spirit
for permanent organization, with Elders G. T.
spake through R. M .. Elvin to anoth~r that the
Griffiths, T. Matthews, D. L. Shinn and T ...W.
time is very near when if faithful the blessing
Williams of the traveling ministry. present, and
promise<! him In confirmation .should be given,
quite .a number of locals. On .motion G. T.
.and he be called as an elder. of· the church that
Griffiths was chosen. to preside, .~ssisted~ py T.
lie n1ay declar~ the t:uths of the gospel with • Matthews; T. W; Williams appointed secr~tary,;
el\)a"rness .•and power to the people; but lt. re. . J;he or4er .of meetings was 4etermined upon,.

in
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after which the president gave a timely address
upon the work and the conduct of God's people.
At 2: 30 p.m., preaching by G. T. Griffiths on
Saints' duties and privileges. The need of a
more perfect life, a stricter adherence to the
laws as couched in the standard works of the
church, and the need of more spirituality In our
worship s~rved as appropriate topic;; for an hour's
sermon, which received the seal and sanction of
God's Holy Spirit and the approbation of the
assembled Saints
In the evening Elder T. Matthews dispensed
the word and with force and power displayed the
beauty and grandeur of God's work as compared
with man's.
Sunday, r3th, at 10:30, G. T. Griffiths spoke
upon the nature and character of true repent·
ance. By the exercise of proper faith and the
manifestation of a genuine repentance ~e are fit
candidates for the inltatory rite which makes us
legal heirs under the gospel covenant.
In the afternoon T. W. Williams in the stand;
text, "Who then can be saved?" The speaker
portrayed the meagre salvation of Christ as rep·
resented by many so-called institutions, comparing the same with the universal redemption as
represented by Christ and his apostles.
At 7:30 G. T. Griffiths dwelt upon the charac·
ter and attributes of God, contrasting the myth·
leal God of Sectarianism as compared with the
ideal God of Scripture.
.
On Monday prayer service at IO: 30 a.m.
Nearly all participated in the service, which was
richly blessed of the Spirit.
In the evening D. L. Shinn was the speaker,
showing the misapplied translations of various
Greek scholars upon many isolated passages of
Scripture. The only safe way to study and examine God's word is to take it as it is.
.
During the .week Elders Matthews, Williams
and Griffiths officiated, the crowd gradually IIi·
creasing, attaining its maximum on the second
Sunday. T. W. Williams was the morning
speaker; text, ''Seek ye first the kingdom of
God." The King, his subordinate officers, the
laws of naturalization, the constitutional laws
were fully delineated and described-the simili·
tude of God's.kingdom; it compared with earthly
~ingdoms.

Thomas Matthews spoke from the text I Cor..
12th. His theme was the continuation of spirit·
ual gifts In the church, and the practical necessity
therefor. Their existence in the church an evi·
dence to believers. This was an appropriateef.
fort being plain and concise and accompanied
with sufficient power to carry conviction to. all
unbiased minds;
T. ·W. Williams addressed the f'vcning throng
showing the futility of. man's effort to perform
the work of God unaided and noncommissioned
of God. ·
During the remainder of the ~eek Brn. Matth·
ews and Williams spoke alternately, and on
Thursday, September 24th, the reunion closed,
having lasted just two weeks. One was baptized,
much. prejudice was removed and the Saints were
more thoroughly grounded in the work. The
Saints here were generous and kind, and although
but a few they bore the traveling expenses of .the
ministry a!llounting to over $r5.oo. Facilities
for presenting the work are far more promising
than of yore, and now West Virginia needs
twenty-five missionaries to every one in the field.
NORTHWESTERN KANSAS REUNION.
--CONTINUED.
Reported ])y Elder H. A. Stel:> ])ins.

Saturday, September 19th.-The prayer and
testimony. meeting was spiritual and comforting.
Bro. G.. W. Shute was if! charge.
Bro. G. E. Duel was to preach at ekven
o'clock, but rain came and prevented the service,
the first and onJy interruption during the reunion.
Tl:le afternoon service was bv Bro. H.A. S.teb·
bins·upori Hie duties of members and their privi•
leges, Including the aids and helps provided in
the lavv, namely, the instruction of priests arid
teachers and other standing ministers appointed
to that wp~k. He spoke upon the, parable of the.
ten .virgins, and of the .coming .of Christ .toth~
chun:h while_,it iuo "!>itl.lf!ted. ·
··.•. ·...
:·
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In the evening B~o .. C. J:f· Jones continued his t
Brn. Shute, }>arsons and Jones remained to
effort JJpon the .. gathering of Israel.and,J\ldah,
hold services on Monday; 21st. The writer came
saying that Christ should reign . over them; .as. that day to Blue Rapids 'and preaclied in the
the· angel told Mary her Son .should do, even
evening. Though weary in body. with the conupon the throne of David. Hepresented more
tinued services and the travel he was strengthof the evidences concerning the Book.of .Morened by the Spirit and was made glad in meeting
mon and what it has to do with . the work of reswith the Saints, and in speakin~ to them and to
toration and gathering.
· others in the little church house in the valley.
One of the. chief things to counteract the life of
Sunday, 2oth.:-The· social m'eeting, like the
toil and care in this world is the kindly and sinones on the previous days, was enjoyed as a
cere love in Christ to be found only in his church
blessed time.
and among his people. From Blue Rapids the
The morning sermon was by Bro. G. W.
scribe .came to .Netawaka on Tuesday, and on
Shute upon the subj~ct of water baptism . . To
Wednesday goes to Everest to also preach there;
have the love of God in your heart is not enough.
thence homewerd via St. Joseph.
You must arise and keep his commandments.
Christ came to be obedient to his Father's commandment, and he acknowledged that John's
CALIFORNIA REUNION.
baptism was divine, that it was from God, that it
The village. this morning .Is very quiet. The
was a part of the law of righteousness for himbustle, the hurry, the joyous happy greetings of
self and for all men. And God acknowledged
old~time friend and new found acquaintance, the
his acceptance of this ordinance, and of Christ
buzzing voices dimly .heard from different camp
also, by speaking from the heavens after Jesus'
grounds, .the inovlng to and fro of delighted peobaptism. He was born to be a king and was the
Lord of life and glory, yet he submitted to this
ple visiting each other, the groups of worshipers
movtng to the earl.v morning prayer service, the
lowly ordinance that is so despised by many ...
Bro. A. H. Parsons followed with historical
"love of the brethren" everywhere visible, the
clearvoices heard. through the village, In song
evidences as to the mode of baptism px;acticed in
of praise, in testimony, in rejoicing; in exhortathe primitive church.
According to previous announcement the aftertion, in prayer; the preacher's voice ringing out
over the settlement, .the thronged chapel, the
noon sermon was by Bro H. A .. Stebbins upon
filled bowery with <'xpectant countenances upthe historical an.d antiquarian evidences that the
lifted to the minister's face, are all the different
ancients of America were brought to this land
shadings to a beautiful picture, finished, framed
by the hand of God, first from Babel and later
and laid away In memory's chamber for future
from Jerusalem. He produced evidences of the
refreshing and encouragement.
Hebrew origin of the aborigines of America and
that their fathers had full knowledge of the cruThe tents are folded up, and the covered farm
cified Redeemer, also gave account of the wonwagon, the carryall, carriage, buggy and saddlederful discoveries by scientists and learned travhorse each have carried their loads of happy
elers and historians to substantiate these claims.
Saints homewards, while the rail cars roiilng inRuined cities, palaces, temples, sculptures, paintto the station with a rush and a puff have carried
ings, artistic works and traditions all bear testitheir number to their homes.
mony that upon this land God established a peoSaints were here from Washington on the
ple and determined "the bounds of their habitanorth, to Orange countv on the south; from
tion" as he did the people of other lands. See
Pacific Grove on the .west by old ocean~s brow,
to Nevada's mountain peaks on the east; all hapActs r7: 26.
Bro. C. H. Jones followed with evidences from
py, all enjoying alike the spiritual feast of good
the Bible concerning such a people and of a
things from their Lord, and the social feast with
record to come forth from them unto the world.
old· time or new found friend.
In the evening hour Bro. A H. Parsons offered
The people of the village said; "How much thos.e
prayer and he and Bro. Stebbins confirmed two
Saints love {'ach other; we have never seen the
persons whom Bro. Shute had baptized between
like!'·'
'
The preaching show~d a marked improvement
the services.
in the ministry; no uncouth"'gestul'es, no jesting,
Following this Bro. G. E. Deuel preached.
He presented several eubjects for thought, among
no rough language, but with solemnity and ln the
them the prior existence of man, and his future
Spirit's power the word was presented in meekstate also: the promised redemption of the earth;
ness, purity and truth.
the necessity of God's people having the spirit of
All were happy; no more noise was mnde than
inspiration that they may be guided aright; and
might b;: expected from two hu~dred and fiL.y or
of the gifts of healing and of other divine favors
three hundred perwns gathered under such cirbeing enjoyed by believers in this age as in other
cumstances, and that was the noise of a happy,
ages. He urg~d the people to study God's word
joyful people, so determinedly happy that the
and seek for the fullness of truth.
little friction a.nd asperitiesunavoidable, and that
The afternoon and evening services were
otherwise might have caused annoyances, were
largely attended by the people from the surroundentirely overwhelmed by the beautiful lubricators-brotherly love, kindness and gentleness.
ing country and from the city of Clay Center
and other towns.
At the baptism place the
Many sick and affitcted ones were blessed by
writer counted near! y fifty vehicles filled with
administrations, but there were others who must
people, besides those on horseback and afoot.
needs return to their homes with the encouragement to be obtained from thes.e words of consoEvidently the good seed was sown that will yet
bring forth fruit unto life eternal, when it shall
lation "that their Savior knew of and noted
have been nourished sufficiently to do so. That
their sorrows, afflictions and pains; he would
it will so result is the earnest prayer ot our hearts.
bear them up, and strengthen them for their
As a rule the elders were fa,·ored with excellent
trials, comfort them, and that with patience they
should bear their infirmities, which would work
liberty in presenting the various subjects chosen,
and their hearts were made glad and joyous in
for them exceeding great peace and a beautiful
the power of the truth at the same time that they
crown of ineffable glory." Two persons, intellicaused it to shine unto others.
gent, upright and good entered the kingdom
The Saints who drove from twenty-five to
during the services, and several others were satseventy-five miles to attend these services stated
isfied that with the Saints were the beautiful
that they had partaken of a feast in the divine
words of salvation, the glorious kingdom of God,
Spirit. Certainly the peace of God was with
its blessings, peace and powers.
them in these meetings, and that he gave inA beautifully solemn season, never to be forstruction, counsel and comfort. The resident
gotten, was the hour of the ordination of Brn.
Saints did all that they could for us, and did it
Lincoln and Harlow as High Priests. After an
cheerfully and as if it was a pleasure indeed.
address by President H. C. Smith, he and Bro.
Those who journeyed away went with regret
D. S. Mills ordained them. Angelic power was
that such a reunion of contentment and peace
present and a bow of beautiful color was visible
could not continue.
swaying gently between the brethren ordaining
I should not forget to mention that a committee
and those ordained, and in the power of the Holy
was provideo for to prepare for a reunion in
Spirit were they set apart to administer In that
1892 at some point in the district, Bro. Shute to
holy office.
name who shall compose the committee.
Perhaps there was not quite so much prophecy,

not quite so much speaking In tongu.es as Is
usual in such meetings, yet there were beautiful.
words 0 £ praise and exhortation In many of the
meetings through these gifts, and. strong testimo-.
riles of healing were related also, while those afflicted ones who seemed to be denied the blessing
they sought still manifested their determination
to serve their Lord though their days should be
passed in suffering and consequent sorrow. Waat
a bright dawning for. these will be the morn of
the first resurrection! The contrast will be so
much greater for them, that they will be wafted
into an ecstatic glory artd happiness inconceivable to mortal!
While considering whether our next reunion
should be for nine or fifteen days duration, one
sister arose with face all aglow with the light of
eternal Jove, cried out in a loud voice, "We want
it to continue forever/' and a 'responsive thrill
passed over the entire assembly; but we must
wait for a little seaso~n for that time, for are we
not pilgrims yet? Yes, but the hastening time
has come.
An influence for good has gone out from this
reunion that will spread over California as .a
mantle of peace. All were comforted, strengthened and cheered; courage renewed; faith revived; hope made brighter, and love for our
Lord and his work measurably increttsed.
And after making arrangements for a sixteen
days' reunion here next September the Saints
with much handshaking, bade :each other good
bye and have all departed to th~ir various homes,
leaving the writer of this lonely but exceedingly
happy, and glad of the privillge had ·of meeting
with such a pleasant assembly pf people and of
worshiping the loving God and our Savior with
the true Saints of God.
In bonds of love,
JosEPH F. BuRToN.
IRVINGTON, California, Sept. 22d, 1891.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Conference of the Northern Minnesota district
for the fall of the year will be held at Clitherall,
Saturday and Sunday, October 24th and 25th.
T. J. Martin, Pres.
G. L. Jones, Sec.
The Central Texas district' conference will
convene wHh tlie .Elmwood branch, Bell county,
Texas, in the Saints' church, commencing October r6th. All are invited. Conveyance at Temple.
E. BATEs, Pres.
The Lone Rock Missouri Branch, will please
notice that the district conference meeting is on
October 17th. Our business meeting will be on
the wth at 2 p. m., at the regular place of worship, unless otherwise ordered. In consequence
of removal a new secretary will be required. A
full attendance is very desirable.
JOHN D. BENNETT, Sec.
Quarterly conference of the Southern Nebraska district will be held at Brownville, Nebraska, October uth and 12th. We would like
to see all the branch officers present, also as
many of the church officials and missionaries as
can well attend. We would also like a report
from each branch in the district. Everybody Invited.
J. W. WALDSMITH, Pres.
J. L. DIEFENDORF, Sec.
DIED.
WrLSON.-At her residence in St. Louis,
Mlssourl, May 22d, r89r, of Cancer, Sr. Isabella,
wife of Jeramiah D. Wilson, aged 59 years, 2
months and 24 days. She was born in New
Castle-on·Tyne, England, January 29th, 1832;
came to the United States with her husband In
the spring of r857; went to Utah the same year,
where they remained for sometime, but finally
concluded that was not the place for them, so
they returned to St. Louis and became identified
wllh the Reorganization under the adminiritration of M. H. Forscutt, June 17th, 1868, of which
she remained a faithful and consistent member
until the time of departure from earth life. She
was the mother of twelve children, seven of.
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whom passed on before; five with her husband
ITEMS OF INTEREST.
still remain to mourn their loss, by whom she
LoNDON, Sept. 25.-The corrimunica tions from
was kindly cared for during her last days on
the Peking government offering compensation to
earth. She passed away strong in the faith, and
foreigners who have suffered in the recent riots
in the hope of a glorious resurrection. Funeral
in Chlna, with the strongest assurance of future
services by Elder J. W. Gillen,pssisted by Elder
protection, are received with distrust in the forChas. H. Jones.
eign office here. Hau Ching Chang, the Chinese
CHRISTY.-At Pleasant Grove, Utah, Sepambassador to the European courts, has recently
tember 23d, 189r, of infant's decline, Willie
been in St. Petersburg? where he succeeded
Ralph, the sweet and lovely little son of Mr.
In inducing the Russi!.:n government to withWardell and Sr. Lenore Christy. Willie was
draw from the joint action projected by the powborn July 13th, 1890, and was therefore a little
ers. He arrived in Berlin to-day with the view
over one year and two months old when the
of trying to influence Chancellor von Caprlvi,
summons came. His sufferings were long, and
but it is certain that he will not alter the deterpainful to the last. He recognized his grandmination of the German government to co-opermother and mother; just before breathing his
ate with the British in taking decisive measures.
last, he p.ut his little wasted arms around his
The Peking note as giving to the papers fails to
mother's neck and kissed her as much as to say,
indicate the real character of the appeal made by
"Mother, dear, I am going to rest." He was the
Hau Ching Chang to the European governments.
only grandchild of Bro. and Sr. R. J. Anthony.
He has urged that the imperial government was
While we mourn our loss many pleasant memo~
entirely honest in desiring to suppress the dis.ries remain that we trust will be lovel!ghts to
orders and seeking time to deal with the antilead us to the better life, that the reunion in the
foreign movement, and that precipitate action on
by and by will be a· glorious one. Services. by
the part of the powers would defeat their object
H. B. Sterrett.
and bring China into anarchy. His communications distinctly suggest the probability of such a
HAZZELDINE.-Bro. Williarri Hazzeldine, de~
potent political upheaval in China as might ovl!rparted this life at Beckville, St. Louis, Missouri,
throw the Manchu dynasty.
Beptember rst, r891, aged 85 years and 17 days,
after a long and well spent life. He was born at
MADRID, Sept. 27.-It is officially stated that
Nottingham, England, August ISth, I8o6. He
6oo buildings remain standing at Consuegra.
united with the Reorganized Church of Jesus
There were z,Ioo before the floods.
Christ of Latter Day Saints,September I2th,I864;
RED LAKE,. Minn., Sept. 27.-A windstorm
ordained an elder September 2.Sth, I864; ordained
which assumed the ·proportions of a cyclone
a High Priest, April 8th, I865. He presided
swept through the counties of Beltrami. and Itasover the St. Louis district for many years. He
ca at 2 o'clock this morning, wrecking everything
was a faithful presiding officer and was greatly
before it. The damage to pine timber was very
beloved by the members of said district, which
great, probably aggregating from rso,coo,ooo to
prospered greatly while under his care, and
2oo,ooo,ooo feet.
much good was done. Our brother has gone to
NEw YoRK, Sept. 25.-The Rev. Dr. Marvin
his rest. We expect to see him again at the apR. Vincent delivered the annual address yesterpointed time of our Heavenly Father. Funeral
day to the students of Union Theological semi·
services were conducted by Elder J. W. Gillen,
nary in the chapel of the seminary and his reassisted by Elder C.; H. Jones.
marks were loudly applauded. In the same
SPARKs.-At Sar!'Bernardino, California, Auplace seven months ago Dr. Charles A. Briggs
gust sth, I89I, aged' 71 years, Elder Quartrus s.
read the famous inaugural which has since promSparks. At the age of sixteen he was called the
ised to divide the Presbyter'lan Church; In
Methodist boy preacher in Connecticut, being
every way as vigorous in tone and as advanced
quite noted for his talents and eloquence. In
in thought, Dr. Vincent's address was almost
1838 he joined the Church of Jesus Christ under
equally remarkable and m'ay be followed by rethe presidency of Joseph Smith, and by him was
sults as important. President Hastings and oth.ordained an elder aT)d sent to the city of Chicago
er leaders of the seminary admitted that what
as the first elder in that mission. He afterward
Dr. Vincent had said was exactly in the line of
became a towering , light through the states of
Dr. Briggs' effort, and if the one was heretical
New York, Mass~chusetts, Connecticut and
the other was not orthodox, but this did not seem
New Jersey, where• he built up many branches,
to
worry them. Most of those who crowded the
and _in I846 was se:nt to Callfornia, and with
chapel were the supporters of Union seminary,
manv oth,~r pione<"J~S settled in the sand hills of
but five or six get:Hlerrien were there who were
San Francisco. He amassed w.,alth in t~ading
noted opponents of Dr .. Briggs. Among them
and mining, and in the fire of 1853 lost over fifty
thousand dollars. He finallv located. in San · was a layman from Indiana who, at the Detroit
general assembly, was a foremost anti-Briggs
Bernardino, where . he was a' leading attorney
lobbyist. The fi'iends of Dr. Briggs said these
for many years. When Bro. Joseph Smith came
gentlemen attended for the purpose of "getting
to .San Bernardin<), in I876 it was with tearful
ammunition," from which it ·appears likely
eyes Bro. Sparks related his wrongdoings, and
that there is trouble ahead for Dr. Vincent.
how he feared it was too late for him to reform
arid return to the ,fold.
I marked well the
PINE CITY, Minn., Sept. 24.-Terrific forest
prophetic rep! y; «God wants you to return to
fir.es are raging in this vicinity and rapidly :lpyour faith arid works, and you will again preach
proaching the town. Several farmers in the vicinity lost their houses and other buildings yesterthis gospel; by act~ng wisely an<} well you can
do much good withjn the next fifteen or twenty
day, and t"''o schoolhouses were burned, the puyears." .In 1886; I think, he was baptized by
pils escaping with difficulty. It is .estimated that
:I!:lder John Brush,:ordained and preached the
the loss . of timber in this section has. already
gospel 1 thus fulfilling the prediction of ten y'ears
reached.$zoo,ooo and that this.is being increased
before giv,en by the' Spirit through Bro. Joseph.
fully $700 every hour. Five farmers engaged
The, fiftee,n years to the .very month is fulfilled,
in lighting the flam~s seve.ral miles from here
and had· he acted wisely by obeying sooner I
this morning were surrounded by fire and burned
think . he. would easily have filled the twenty
to death.
The foregoing item is but one of many which
years. . A short time befor,e his de(!th he said;
"My work ,is done here; in a beautiful vision I
describe the devastation; loss of life apd prope~:ty
have seen much for me to do on the other side,
re&'f:tlting from the widespread forest· fires which
and .I am ready to go and do it.'' Thus , passed
are raging in Minn.esota and Wisconsil)..
away another one of the many sheep that were
At Newcastle, England, a very large rrieeting
scattered w!:len' the sheph~rd was smitten ill: I844,
of three thous;~nd prominent representatives of
and. who with others returned; ,as many more
the Liberal party was held October 1st. Three
should do, at the certain so,uQd- of the, trumpet
million electors of. Eng-land and Wales alone
call sounded by the shepherd of God, "Come and
were represented. Mr; John Morley spoke at
lal>~t'.with Gqd to-day, e~e your. sun ,shall .set.'' . length advocating such reforms as thetemper"
.Funeral se.t\>-ices by: Elder David Harris, under · ance.reform question; the having of a constituthe :i:ti~pices of the .Pioneers.
D. S. M.
tion by the Englis)'l pe.ople,.wlth paid representatives in 'parliament; provisions for homes for the
working people, .etc, and stated in effect'that in~

asmuch as the hereditary peers in the house of
lords stood in the way of progress, it was a question as to how long that body should continue to
exist. Resolutions were passed expressing confidence in Mr. Gladstone; favoring a local national parliament for Ireland; the disestablishment
of the Welsh church, and to amend free education by increasing popular control of the schools.
Great interest in the success of the meeting exists throughout Great Britain.
A supposed attempt to assassinate the Emreror of Austria was made near Prague, September
3oth. Thirteen dynamite bombs placed on the
railway exploded shortly before the arrival of
his train.
MARTINSVILLE, lnd., Oct. I.-The earthquake
uf Saturday night left evidences of its work near
F!llmore, Putnam county. Sunday morning a
hole in the ground was discovered about eight
feetquare, filled with water. All soundings have
failed to discover botto!ll. The place has been
visited by hundreds of people.

MISS
The Independent Patriot
For the coming year. You will regret it. Try it
AT ONCE
Whatever other literature you have, you
need a family newspaper

One year

$1. 6 months liOc., S months 21ic.
LAMBERT BROS.,
Lamoni. Decatur Co., Iowa.

NOTICE TO BOOK SUBSCRIBERS
The pufulication of "Pattie; or Leaves From
A Life," has been delayed for want of means to
pay for the work. Neither Sr. Eleanor nor the
Board of Publication are financially able to
assume the risk, which will make it necessary
for all subscribers who have not paid in advance
to do so at once. As soon as sufficient money is
received to cover the cost, the book· will be
issued. The price of the book, including postage,
is $r.rz, which we hope you will kindly forward
to David Dancer by January Ist.
The book bas been carefully revised by the
author, and will conta,iri her portrait; also an
introduction by Bro. W. W. Blair. It will be of
the same size as "With The Church in an Early
Day."
The story of Pattie is not a work of fiction, as
some imagine, though in romance it equals any
found in fiction. The book is all that it purports
to be--a trqe narrative from real life-:..and at the
solicitation of many friends the real name of
Pattie will appear in the revised book.
Those who desire books representing the faith
of the Latter Day Saints, for theiz; own or their
Sunday school library, have this opportunity to
encourage their production.
ELEANOR:.
PUBLISHER'S NOTICE.
We wish to say to our friends that our book
"With The C,lmrch In An Early Day," is now
ready for mailing. To the rri!nistry we are offer-.
ing unusuaLlnducements to assist in its sale ar d
would be pleased to have you send for our terms
soon, as the offerwill be withdrawn December
1st, I89r. . Parties ordering hereafter will please
notice that the postage ls fourteen cents, .instead
of eight cents, as we thought it would be. The
volume (as the amount of postage indicates) is
large; neatly and substantially bound and we
think. will give general satisfaction.
.
M. WALKER'

A "MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
Setting forth the order and nature oft.he Priesthood, and defining the duties and. prerogatives
of all the Chureh Officials, incl:uding the F'irst
Presidency, and also the Deacons, as set forth In
the ·Revelations of God and decisions of the
Church. Complied fwm the standard wor.ks of
the Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur,county> Iowa.
Price 2 5 cents incl:uding postage;
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ROBT.'WlNNI:NG,
President.

,ZION'S
Published every Saturday a'

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,
F. G. PrTT, EcUtor.
Subseri])tion price, llii.OO pe1' :veal';
It is devoted to the spreading of religi~us truth as
viewed by the Sainte.>
· .
Each is•ue contains. a sermon by 0 n'e of the ministry,
reports of the different societies in the church, and articles bearing upon or explanato•y of the doctnnes of the
church.
·
It is the intention to make it a ltelp to the missionary
at home and in t.he field; a sou roe of comfort to'the scattered orH'e who are denied church priVIleges, an<Lt<l bring
the Saints into closer. relationship with each other.

HO!!

READ

THIS!!.!

The New, Revised and Enlarged

Edit~on

OF

. PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD;
'!"HE

Apostasy, Reformation and ·Restoration,

LAlv.[ONI . srAT;E .BANK:,,
Successor to Farmers Bonk of Lamoni.
Paid up Capital $25,000.00. Lialiility of Stockholders
$50,000.00.
Incorporated under the laws of Iowa; Aug. 1, 1891.
Six per cent Interest paid on tirne deposits.· ·
Farm Lands and 'fown Lots for Sale.

IN BOTH BI;NDINGS,

"WHAT IS

LAMBERT BROTHERS,
LAMOJ'fi, low A.

Is now on Sale.
It contains 421 pagerJ of closely written matter, ,with
autograph and likeness of the Author, .and is printed in good,
readable type, )Vith neat bindmg, and is sold at the low
price of$! .~5 per copy.
No one should be content with a copy of the first issue.
Send it on a missionary tour among your ne1ghhors and ·
friends, nod purchase a volume of tnwNew Editl'•D to be
better pleased with it, and thuR send a thousand evangelists
into the field with little or no sacrifice. The WOFK IS A LlBRA·
RY WITH~N ITSELF: _a mm·vel of trenchant cri~~cism and logical deductwns from historical facts; a :K.EY to the right understanding of the Bible and moderll diverRe systems of
faith and WGrship. It discusses th.a issues of theology
that are to the front to-day. No Bible student can afford
to m1ss reading "PresJdency and Priesthood" either as
critic or investigator. It pointe out tbe way in which all
Chnsti•.ns may unite upon a common faith-the Bibleann may be read with interest and prnfit by Skeptics and
Infidels .. It treats largely of ltlinisterial Authority as associated With the MELCUISEDEK. and AABONIO
PniE•TH:>ODS, and the
IDEAL CH;JRCH OF NEW .TESTAMENT TIMES
is conspicuously set forth in striking contrast with ·the
Creeds and systems of Church hmlding since the days of
the Apostles, Also the claims for the ·
RESTORATION OF TilE GOSPEL AT A LATER
DAY THAN THE APOSTOLIC AGE
is critically exRmined in the light of prophecy and history, which is a subject of gr<'at moment to men of every
faith. A historical resume or brief is also inserted of the
rise an~ development of the HA.POSTATE CHURCH," and~an
exegesis upon r.he :l9th chapter of Isawh, the revelation
of tl,te ''S.EALED BOVK," a scientific and historical 'reference and preseu tation of the eariiest discovery and settlement of the American continent. some twenty centnrieA hef1)re 'he Cbr1Mhtn f'ra. tht;! ance~torR of the Americap lnd1au~, who they were and where they came ~rom,

MAN?"

BY ELDEBJ. R. LAM~ERT;
Is now ready. A thorough treatise on immortality, and
·a complete expose of mortal-soul!sm;.250 pages.
Paper covers, per copy,
50c.
75c.
Cloth
Food for Thought, paper covers ·25c.
Per dozen
$2.00.
Patriot one year and Food for Thought .1.15.
6 months "
70c.
~WRITE US.FOR TERMS TO AGENTS.

BY WM. H.- KELLEY.

Everybody §IJollld Read It.

NOW READY.

SPIRITUAL GIFTS
AND

THE SEEJ.t OF PALMYRA:
Or

SEQUEL TO SPliLRITUAL GIFTS.
By M. H. BOND.

Modern J!"rO})bet!! after aneient·types.
Who was JosepJt SmithY
·
·
was ;tte a reli~ious impostor?
Was he a "Spi.J.'it ltledhun"\1
lVJtat .dol"s the Bible say about Joseph
Smith!
··
Tbe .Trut:h hy Three Witnesses-Christianity in the
Ftrst and Nineteenth Century-The· Ancient and Mod'
ern PhArisee-The Revelations of Emmanuel Sweden-

bprg-Modern- "Spirit f\iediumf!," .. and Hypnotic ~e~
ligious "HevivA!," as Ago.inst Reason and Bible Te•tim'o-,

ny, and in Contradistinction to the Work of "The Latter
Day Seer," Examined in the Light of FACTS and Human
Histor;r-A Rational and Scriptural Exposition or Explan ..t!On of Old and New Testament Prophecy and Doctrine.
A Revision of "Spiritual Gifts," With Supplement and
Appendix. N tarly twice the reading matter of Spiritual
Gifte. Paper covers 35cte .• full cloth binding 60 cents.
For Sale at "Hera:ld Office," or by M. H .. Bond, Willongn,
by, Ohio. Liberal Disconnt to Agent•.
4apr

FARM FOR §ALE.
A farm of 80 acres, 2)4 miles from IVut, Ringgold Co.,
Ipwa. 40 acres good meadow, 20 acres plOw-land, 20 acres
timber; all TI!Jdcrgood fence, divided in four parts; gocd
lltHl"'':!, with 4 rouw~ above aJJd 4 roo:t;n.B below; 2 good

wells, good stable, cnbs yards, cave, etc.
This farm will be sold on ea:sy terms; a small portion
cash down and 'from two to eight years' time on the balance.
.
For further particulars call on or addreBB,
B. F. MELVIN,
26sep3m
WIBT, Ringgold Co., Iowa.

AUTUMN LEAVES,

PEN

Price per year

$1.50.

Mrs. M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.
~The

contents of October LEAVES is as
'follows:
In Memoriam (Z. H. Gurley, Sen.)-UnityObservations, No. ro-The Lesson of PainLook at the Bright Side-Two Kinds of BagsPerfection of Character the End of Punishment
..:.october's Party-Our Country-The History
of a .Poem, Antony and Cleopatra-Are They
Christians, No. 3-Essay on Health-The Law
of Inheritance and Criminal Ostentation-Sermon by Elder John Kaler-Autumn-Department of Correspondence, The Spirit of GayetyLook Within-Editor's Corner, Zenos H. Gurley, senior, and Portrait-Domestic Department
--Round Table.
HOUSE FOR SALE.
Having to move to Cleveland for my business, I offer
or sale my House of six rooms, and an acre lot weli set
to fruit trees, in Kirtland, Ohio. Good cellar with hot air
furnace in it, and water in the kitchen.
Address JOHN GILLESPIE,
Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio.

LAMONI, DECATUR, CO., lOW'\.,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

SUNDAY SCHOOL

TEACHERW

LES~ON

HELPS,

For Intermediate Question B.ook and New
Testament Clas~es-of use lri all classes, Single
copies, 50 cents 9"r year.

INSPIRE£> TRANSLATION.
~ F~E:x:n~LE B~~DING. ~

The Inspired Translatiot;J of the Holy Scrip"
tures bound In limp !~ather, flexible covers, similar to the blnding pf the Qxford Suriday school
Teachers' Bible,. Price, by,mail, $4·
.
.
THE SAINTS' J:j:ARMQNY.
(Music only.)
·
Leather back al).d M1i~lin sides •••• , ••••••••• $1 50

SUNDAY SCHOOL REPORT;

with facsimiles of their writings,, the origin of modern
churches and creeds, etc.
Copies may be had t>y addressing Wm. H. Kelley, Temple. Lake county, Ohio; or the Herald Office, Lamoni,
Iowa, and from Traveling Agents. Money orders sent to
Wm. H. Kelley should be drawn on Willoughby, Ohio.

With frontispiece each mon.th.
Published monthly, 48 pages, neatly covered.

- . - - . ) BYTHE.(--

Board ()f Pubiication.of the Reorganized Church,
· at their Publishing House ·in

AND PLATFORM'S

LIBERAL OFl,ER!
VALUABLE PREMIUM FREE!
An Engraving WGrth $2.50 in Art Stores, FREE; absolul!ely FREE. The magnificent Lithograph of the famous
and historic NAuvoo TEMPLE has been copyrighted in
the Librarian's Office, Washington, D. C., and is owned
by a friend of P<n and Platfo•·m.
We offer this fine, large Engraving, (requiring a frame
24x30, inner moulding), as a PREM<UM, delivered free at
our office, to any snbEcriber, old or new, who will send
One Dollar for two year•' subscription to Pen and] Plat-·
form, in advance. If to be ~eut by mail, twenty-five cents
extra must be inclosed to pay for roller and postage.
For clnhs ordering a number by express, they will be
packed and delivered -free at express office, St. Mary's,
Ontario.
Every Historian, and every iover of history; every
Theologian, and every student of modern religions; every advocate or opponent of the faith it represents, will
desire one of these superb engravings. The right of this
Lithograph vests in pre•ent owner, Prof. M. H. Forscutt,
up to A. D. 1918, of whom alone the right to sell or issue
can be secured. The Engraving is correct in every par·
ticular, and, nicely framed, will be an ornament in any
hall, studio, or home.
13Junto20Sep,

This is a blank statistical report, per dozen

10cts.

TRACTS.

2 Truth Made Manifest, dozen 2Jlcts., 100 ••••• 1
3. Voice of the Good.Shepherji, dozen lie, 100.
4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Church
and the Kirtland Temple Suit, dozen lie, 100 ••.
250 for 50 cts, 500 for ljil, 1,000 ........ 1
6. The "One Baptism;" its M.qde, Subjects, Pre-

60
40
25
~6

requisites and Design-and Who Shall Admin~
ister; 25 cts per dozen, per 100 •••••••••••• 1 ~5
1. Who Then Can be Saved; dozen 6c., 100.... 40
8. }'ulness of the Atonement; ,dozen 25c., .1)0 •• 1 '75
il. Spiritualism Viewed from Scriptural Stand·
point; do7ten 30 cts., 100 .• : ............... 2 2.5
10. The Narrow Way; dozen 15 cts., 100 .••••• 1 10
11. The Plan ofSalvation; dozen 30 cts., 100 •. 2 25
12: The B1ble vs Polygamy; dozen 25 cts., 100 1 65
14 Renly to Orson Pratt; dozim 25 cts, 100 , •• 1 '76
15 Brig-ilamite Idolatry; U()zeiJ 5 cts., 100 . . • • • 40
16. Polygamy: Wasit an Original Tenet oC the
Church; dozen 20 cts., 100 .••••••••••••••• 1 .40
1 ~; The Successor in the Prophetic Office and
Presidency of the Church; dozen 2.5 cts, 100.1 ~5
20. The ''One Body:'' or the Church of Christ
under the Apostleship and 11nder the Apostasy: doz~n 20 cts., 100 ••••• ; •••••••.••••••• 1 40
21. Truth by Three Witnesses; dozen 3c.,100. •. 15
22. Faith and Repentance; dozen 15 cts, 100 ••• 1 10
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts., 100 ........... 1 25
24. The KingJom of God; dvzen 5 cts., 100,... 40
25. Laying on of Hands; dozen 5 cts., 100..... 40
26. Mountain of the I.ord's House; doz. 5c., 100 40
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen !:!5 cts., 100 ••• 1 40
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrh:e and Covenants; dozen .5 cts., 100....... 40
30. Origin of the Book of Mor\'non; dozen. • • • • • 15
per hundred .•••••••.•••••••.•••••••••••• 1 10
!ll. What is Truth? and True Otthodoxy? and
an l'Jvangelicai·Church? dozen 5 cts., 100. •• 25
250 for 50 cts., 500 for $1, 1,000 for ••.•••••• 1 '75
32. Which is the Church; dozen 5 cts, 100 • • • • 40
36. The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; dozen.. 20
per hundred .................. c ........... 1 25
41. The Gospel; dozen 6 cts., 100 for 25 cts., 250 50
500 for $1, 1,000 for ..•.••••.••..•••.••••• 1 ~5
42. Rejection of the Chmeh; dozen 15cts., 100.1 10
43 One Wife, or Many; dozen 25 9ts, 100 •••• 1 ~5
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection of Jesus Christ; 6 eta. each, per dozen... • • • • • • • • 50
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100 • • • • • • • • • • 16
An IISBortment of Tracts ..••.•••••••••••.••• , • 36
LICENCES, NOTHJ1!ll5, .tc.
Elders, Priests, Teachers, and Deacons Licences,
each per dozen • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 12
Baptism and Confirmation Certificate books. • • • • 26
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred. • • • • • • • • 40

a:

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
(Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith.)
u.r" We have a limited quantity of theH on hand.
Turkey Superior, gilt edge ................... 3 50
Turkey Superior, with clasp, gilt edge ••••••••• S 'iii
Rexburg Turkey, gilt edge ................... B ~.11
Rexburg Turkey, with clasp, gilt edge •••••••• ,4l eo
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"HliiARKBN .TO .THll WORD .01!' THB Lom>: FOB THJ:Blll SHALL NoT ..l.l'IY liiAN .AMON& YOU HAVll SAVll R ,Blll 0
HB SHALL HAVB NoNE."-PagQ 116, Book oflllormon, chap. 2, par. 6;
"Wll BliLIEVB THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONB WOl!AN BUT Olflll HUSBAII!D: JIIXOl!ll'T IN CAS
xs AT. LmEBTY TO MABRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, see. 109, par. 4..
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Lamoni, Iowa, October 17, 1891.
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No. 42.

o able man will meet Braden. I can only meet
those of the.old world were destroyed by water,
him in a court of justice with him in the dock,
and shut up their souls in the pit of woe, uatll
their resurrection unto damnation.
a prisoner, and twelve honest men to decide his
PUBLISHED AT L.AMONI, DECATUR CoUNTY, IowA.
case. The Church of Christ at Perry, Pike
I I. I believe, when the earth is cleansed by
Pdce $a per year, $r jor six mont!ts.
county; Illinois, sent out a circular signed by its
fire, that Christ and his ~aints will then take
The Traveling ~Iinistry, District and Branch Presidents,
five elders, M. B. Chennowith, B. F. Dorsey, J.
possession of the earth, and dwell therein forever.
and the Bishop's Agents, are requested to solicit new subscribers, and help build up the paper and the publication
M. Browning,' A. Dorsey, and JosephS. Chenno- ·Then the kingdom will be given to the saints.
department.
wlth, and Is a reply to an attack by Braden on
IZ. I believe the time is appointed of God
Business Letters and Subscriptions must be sent to David
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, ,RegistP-l'e_d Letter, or .Express.
thf'
clergy.'
when
these things shall be accomplished.
Entered as second-class matter at Lamoni Post Office.
"The circular was read to the audience.
I3- I believe God has revealed the time.
"Mr. Hull's words caused a sensation. As Mr.
14. I believe many who are professors and
Braden is soon to be here it Is probable that legal
preachers will never believe or know the time
steps will be taken to force Hull to retract.''
until it comes upon them.
IS: I believe the wise, they who are to shine
When
Moses
Hull
of
the
Spiritualist
JOSEPH SMITH}
EDITORS,
ranks refuses to meet Elder Clark Braden, as the brightness of the firmament (Dan. xii. 3),
W. W. BLAIR
AssiSTANT· EDITOR;
R. S. SALYARDS as a representative of Christianity, it is ·will understand the time ..
16. I believe the time can be known by all
time for the Christian Church of which
Lamoni, Iowa, Oct. 17, r89r.
Mr. Braden is a professed member to se~k who desire to understand and to be ready for his
coming. And I am fully convinced that someanother man to represent them, and for
time between March 2I, 1843, and March 2I,
THE HERALD readers will remember that men who may represent other denomina1844, according to the Jewish mode of computain an issue or two back we noticed that it tions professing to be Christian in belief
had been published that there was to be a and worship to hesitate about choosing tion of. time, Christ will come, and bring all his
saints with him; and that then he will reward
discussion itt Muncie, Indiana, betweeh him to stand for them in defense of ChdsMore than this, it would seem
every man as his works shall be.
Elder Clark Braden and Mo&es Hull,. tianity.
Spiritualist; subj~ct: Religion vs, Spiritu' that honorable men of every shade ()f
alism. The foll<;>wing from the Chicago Christian. faith should feel warranted, also,
Inter- Ocean for Sunday, September 27th, in declining to meet Elder Clark Braden
,REUNION ITEMS.
will serve to show why that debate did before the public.
WE furnish our readers Reunion minutes
not occur:
to dat'e of "making up" the HERALD for
"RATED PREACHER BRADEN.
the press, The sermons of the brethren,
WILLIAM MILLER'S BELIEF..
together with the accounts of the . prayer
"SPIR ITtJALIS'):' HULL EXPLAINS IN
THE items of faith of Mr. William Miller,
and testimony meetings, will be interestSTRONG LANGUAGE WHY HE
the supposed founder of the Advent Being
to all ·denied the privilege of being
REFUSED A DEBATE.
lievers, as stated by himself are as follows:
present.
·
, ''MuNciE, Ind., Sept. 26 -Special TelegramI. I believe that Jesus Christ will come again
In a letter dated the 7th Bro. Bl11ir
'Fhe debate at the state Spfdtual camp meeting at to this -earth.
writes:
Chesterfield several weeks ago between a Spirit:
:z. I believe he will come in all th~ glory of
"Had fair day yesterday, and attendance full.
ualist ,and a Christi~n resulted in the Christian his Father.
Notwithstanding
the late,heavy rains a:IId cold,
c,hurch challenging;theSpirit1,1alist for a ten days'
3. I believe he. w!ll come in the clouds of
the Saints and friends are cheerful, and large
joint debate in this city, which was accepted~ heaven.
Spiritual. people selected the Hon. Moses Hull, .Of
4· I believe he will then receive his kingdom, daily arrivals continue to Increase their number.
We look for the best of the wine at the last of
J)etrolt, to pllqt them to victory' and the Chris- . which will be eternal.
tran people chose Elder Clark Braden, of Iowa.
5· I believe. the saints will then possess .the the fe,ast. 'l'o-day is pleasant and promising."
This fr?m the Logan Observer of the
[Nebraska;~ED]
kingdom forever;
5th:
'\lriterest.was worked up throughout the coun~
6. I believe at Christ's second coming the body
"Owing to the continued heavy rains of Thurstry, and as much disappointment was felt when of every departed saint will be ria!sed; like Christ's
day, Friday and Saturday, the fall of rain
Mr. Hull, without gJivjngreason, flatly refused to glorious body.
·
meet Braden, last night Hull addressed a large
7.1 believe that the righteous who are living amounting to aoout five Inches in the three days,
the reunion did not get really at work till Sun''assemblage at Wys~r's Opera House, giving his .on the. earth when he comes w!ll be changed
day. , . ;
reasons for .refusing to meet the Iowa man, as from mortal to Immortal bodies, and with them
''The large tent was reasonably well filled.
follows:
who are raised from the dead, will be caught up
The tent Is well arranged, quite easy to speak In,
• "•A few years ago Mr. Braden printed a pam- to meet the Lord In tP,e air, and cSO be forever
and the speakers can be heard very distinctly.
phlet in which he made an attack upon all de· with the Lord.
The seating capacity is about one thousand five
baters outside of hi& line of thought. The attacks
8. I believe the saints will then be presented
hundred. There were up':V~rds of eighty tents
were persenal. Referring to me he charged me to God, .blameless, ·without spot .or wrinkle, in
on the grounds yesterday. ·
·
with being intimate with Victqria Woodhull, love.
"The accommodations for the reunion are good~
and saying that for :that reason I was driven out
9· I believe when Christ comes the second
of Boston. I do not l:lac.k down from any propo- time, he will come to finish the controversy of Job Vandusen has erected a windmill, the "Lo·
sition; but meet Brilden I will not.,. He has.been Zion, to deliver his. children .from afl bondage,.tq gan," and put in pipe to ~onvey the water to two
turned out of his own church. and cannot get a .ce>nq!fer their last enemy, a.nd to deliver them
tanks, so an abundance of good pure water is
furnished, convenient to all.
position in it anywhere. He is a libeler and is from the .power of. the tempter, which Is the
"Wood and hay are ooth convenientand. furdJsr;eputable in .hls methods.
I will meet any devil:
otner man the Chtistlan church 'Will present, tor
w. I believe th!!t when Chrb;t .comes he. wlll nished, anything wanted will be delivered on the
~~ h.a& ma~y able o~ators.1!,nd'debafers. No hon'• .destroy the bodies of the living .wicked by fire, as grounds, for the &arne price as at the stores. Th~
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very efficient committees·
well."
Notes from the Logan (Iowa) Observer,
Wednesday, 7th:
It is unnecessary, after the acquaintance with
the reunion of last year, to say that good order and
quiet prevails on the camp grounds.
About one hundred and thirty tents on the
ground Monday morning.
There are said to be now over two hundred
tents on the ground.
Elder John A. Mcintosh is the oldest man on
the ground, being eighty-five.
Th~ Reunion meeting Js likely to continue
several days If It clears up and the weather Is
fine.
:Mrs. Hawley, the oidest woman on the camp
ground, being ninety-one, was born, ln old Ft.
Deaborn, where Chicago now stands.
Wednesday morning's prayer meeting was a
very interesting one; there were thirteen testimonies given and one spoke in tongues and another Interpreted.
Lewis· Jackson, of Galland's Grove has the
longest membership in the L. D. S. church of
anyone on the camp ground. He joined in
r83o-or sixty-one years ago. He Is about eightythree years old.
There !s talk of the Reunion running for at
least two weeks. The people have come prepared to stay, and stay they w!ll till they have
had a good meeting. As the members are largely made up of early pioneers of westet:n Iowa, a
little rain, a little mud, a few discomforts, simply remind them of the early days when they
first laid the foundations of their present happy,
prosperous homes. Formal action on length of
time the meeting will last, will be had to-day or
to-morrow and will be duly announced.
Over sixty teams are reported between Logan
and Denison; from different points reports are
coming that show over one hundred and fifty
teams on the road.
Notes from Logan (Iowa) Observer of.
Thursday, the 8th:
Elder Mark H. Forscutt of St. foseph, Missouri, delivered a very able discurse to a large audience last night.
About ·two hundred and twenty-five .tents are
now reported on the ground and more coming.
At four p.m. yesterday Miss L. L. Lyons, of
Lamoni, Iowa, gave a very interesting Sunday
school class exercise with a score or more juveniles.
Supt. Blakeslee of Michigan, is holding dally
services of Sunday school work. At these meetings, Secretary D. F. Nicholson of Lamoni, explained a new system of record work among the
Sunday schools. Friday will be devoted to general Sunday school work.
Should Sunday be a favorable day, it is estimated that ten thousand people wlll be present.
Postmaster Mintun is doing splendid service
for "Uncle Sam'' at the Camp.
Miss Belle Robinson, of Independence, Missouri, and E Stafford, of Lamoni, Iowa, are acting as official stenographers during the Reunion.
Visitors are here from Maine, Ohio, Michigan,
Illinois, Indiana, Missouri, Nebraska, Minnesota
and California.
The water supply at the camp is ample, and
muc~ credit is due to the local committee for
such perfect arrangements.

Wishing you success, etc.'' . Those in
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
OuR correspondence column .is at present charge· of. that field will please note the.
~w~
.
.
somewhat crowd~d. Bro. R. M. Elvin
from Wilber, Nebraska, reviews the work
of the camp meeting there; He mentions
IS ST. LOUIS SALVATION FREE?
the baptism of Bro. C. W. Bray, formerly
FRoM
the St. Louis, Missouri, Chronicle
of Coldwater, Michigan. He preached
and baptized near' Valley, preaching also for Monday, June 15tl1, handed us by Bro.
at Waterloo, where he left Bro. Caffall.
William Anderson, and sent. him by Bro.
The Saints will please note the an- Samuel Burgess, of St. Louis, we repro~
nouncement of Bro. E. L. Kelley, Presiding Bishop, whose perman~nt address is duce an experience of a 'reporter seeking
now Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa, salvation-read "Is St. Louis Salvation
where he will soon locate. The Saints Free?" and let the moral of it find room.
here will heartily welcome Bro. and Sr. Be courteous to stranger~; be not unmind·
Kelley and family.
ful to entertain them; · for some have
Bro. J. H. Drury, Brownville, Nebraska, wrote the .2d recounting evidences entertained "angels unawares."
of the divinity of the work with which he A CHRONICLE REPORTER, DRESSED IN
has been ·favored. He believes faithfulRAGS 1 INVESTIGATES.
ness in duty will qring S!lch to all desiring
confirmation.
HE ASCERTAINS SOME FACTS NOT GENERALLY
KNOWN.
.Our Animal Friends for September
lies on our table. It is a monthly journal
Is salvation free in St. Louis?
·published in New. York by the American
This question presented itself to a peSociety for the Prevention of Cruelty to destrian as he was passing one of the city's
Animals, a good publication and a worthy prominent churches on • prayer meeting
cause.
mght. Everybody waalustily singing the
Sr. A. Peterson, St. Joseph, Missouri, good old hymn:
writes narrating blessings received through
rm·glad salvation's free,
I'm glad ealvation's free,
gospel gilts, which to .her are precious.
Salvation ·s free, for you and me,
I'm glad ealvation's free.
She asks prayer in behalf of herself and
sister both of whom are ill.
If the reader will carefully follow each
Bro. C. M. Fulks, Echo, Indian Terri- step of the inquiry as to the actual free,
tory, Sept. 28th, writes a summary of la- dom of this staple article, salvation, he
bors performed since May Ist, 1887. He may form an answer 'to the question that
has baptized five, confirmed ten, preached, forms the capstone to this column.
and performed other duties. Himself and
A. Chronicle reporter whose knowlfamily are enroute to Texas.
edge of salvation needed improvement,
We acknowledge the receipt of letters and who wondered if everybody could be
from Brn. A. A. Hutchins, Chase, Nebras- educated in the matter free of charge,
ka, and Sr. Weldon, of Walnut Creek, made a visit to the churches where the
California. Their letters breathe the spirit most prominent teachers of salvation are
of Jove for the Master and his people.
said to preach, to hear what advice they
Bro. A. C. Barmore, Bird's Eye, Indi- had to give as to the gettting of it.
ana, 29th ult. writes of the growing welKnowing that Christ had advised his
fare of the cause in that section. Perse- followers to particularly teach the poor
cution, formerly prevalent, is now ceasing. and the lame, be changed his attire someSr. Polly L. Hyde, Belmont, New what, hoping that by appearing to be a
York, writes of her abiding faith in the poor man, the disciples would be more
covenant of peace, and asks the prayers of likely to grasp him by the hand, and exGod's people. She is aged and infirm. plain to him the mysteries of heavenly
She was blessed undtr the hands of the things.
first patriarch-Joseph Smith, and Elder
His coat was torn a little, it is true, and
Zebedee Coltrin. The faith and its bless- exhibited signs that fortune had not
ings are her ufood and drink."
showed any special favorto him. But it
Bro. W. W. Blair will leave the 2oth was strictly clean and no one could soy
inst. for East Jotdan, Michigan, where he that it had the odor of tobacco or whisky.
is to meet Elder Wingfield Watson in dis- It may be that his trousers were a little
cussion. Bro. Blair will affirm a question too big for him and that they were as torn
involving the claims of the Reorganized as the coat. Possibly they bagged at the
Church as the legal successor of the
knee.
church in the Martyr's day. Elder Watson
He was not fortunate enough to have on
will affirm the claims of Mr. Strang's a vest, but he could show a white shirt
prganization. The East Jordan Enter- bosom, although the few weeks it had
prise, 1st inst., announces the debate.
been worn had divested it of a little of its
Bro. Myron Fisher, Melvern, Osage whiteness. His whole appearance seemed
county, Kansas, promises to welcome and to impress the crowds that walked on
secure a preaching place for any of the Grand avenue on Sunday morning that
ministry who will visit that place.
he was poor but honest.
· A letter from W. E. Thornton, IndeSuch was the garb of the Chronicle rependence, Idaho, 4th inst., states: "I read porter as he went up the &teps of the
theHerald and at times am almost per- Grand Avenue Presbyterian church to test
suaded to be a Christian. . . . If you the alleged freedom of salvation.
would send someone having authority you
He walked into the door nearest the
could add a number to your cause here. Hotel Beers, and waited a few minutes,
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looking with blank astonishment at the
beautiful interior which he could see at an
angle, the exquisite carpet and the gaily
dressed people who walKed past him to be
shown to pews.
Several of those who were entering the
beautiful temple of God took a look at the
poor young man who stood at the portal
and one said to her companion with sur~
prise bordering on indignation, "0h look
there at that tramp."
The dark complexioned usher saw him,
too. One, who had business without,
passed the young man.
~'Can I have a seat, please?" was asked
timidly.
"I don't know," was snapped.. ' 1 Wait
till that other usher there comes out."
With this order the stranger dared not
go straight in, but he obeyed the injunction to "wait." Finally he caught the
eye of the "other usher," but the faithful
minister of the outer courts came not.
Others stood at that door and were
bowed and beckoned up by that usher.
But the poor boy with torn coat and
crushed bat received nothing but frowns.
Fully ten minutes were spent in "waiting" when, all hopes of getting a seat being gone, the reporter left. As he walked
down the stone steps he heard the choir
singing, "Praise, praise, praise," with a
vigor. The audience praised, too, unconscious of the youth who yearned for a
chance to praist-, but to whom had been
·
refused admission.
On the opposite side of the street and a
little farther north is a costly edifice, on
which is a notice :reading "Third Baptist
Church, Rev. J. ·P·. Greene, Pastor."
On _each side of the vestibule, immediately within the doors, are small rooms
which lead into the audience room proper. At the entrance of one of these anterooms the reporfer stopped and looked
trembingly arourid. The preacher was
praying and seveltal sat in the ante-rooms
waiting for prayer: to. be over. He could
see a few of the worshipers, for the. door
leading to the !!4dience room was open.
He stood ther~ for about 40 seconds,
when a hand was ·softly laid on his
shoulder.
.
"Are you . looking for a seat, dear
brother?" asked a kind looking man of
about 30 with a_ light moustache and a
·
slightly bald head1
. "Ye~," gasped· the. vestless stranger.
"Are the seats free?"
"Certaiply. J Qst sit here till prayer is
finished .and I'll seat you."
"Will you givet me a seat way in thar
amoi}g those hig~-toned people?" asked
the. reporter in a tone that betrayed a weak
mind.
·
"God bless you, yes, my dear brother;
right in there, Christ died for you as well
as for them. I'm: so glad you've com.e to
the church."
The poor broth,t-r's heart became as soft
as the-usher's seemed to be. ·"Ave, that
seems a little more like Christ's teachings," he thought; "there is balm in Gilead yet."
The Chronicle young man sat down till
the prayer ended, when the usher said:

"Now, come right with me, dear brother."
"] es' as much obliged," said the illiterate stranger, "but I guess I'll leave."
"Very well.· Come again, any time,"
and the Christian usher bowed as low as
if he had been addressing a Prince.
Just then the congregation began to
sing:
Thou dying Lamb! Thy precious love
Shall never Jose its power,
Tilhll the ransomed church above
Are eaved to sin no more.

"If all the church members would be
as big-souled as that usher," thought the
pauper, "it wouldn't take long to save
'em all."
A little farther north, and on Delmar avenue, near Grand, is the First Congregational Church. By the time this
church was reached the the sermon had
just been begun. No one appeared immediately so the reporter listened a little in
the reception· room. The preacher was
talking on God's goodness to his creatures;
how he wouldn't let a hair of a man's
head be pulled without having its number
entered in the great book of life, and so
on. The tramp-reporter was just drinking in the idea when he was interrupted.
A fairly well yet not particularly vainly
dressed man, dark complexioned and about
middle aged, came up behind hiin. Where
he came from the reporter did not know,
but he soon found out he was there.
"What do you want?" asked the newcomer of the reporter in a harsh, halfwhispered tone.
"Are the seats free here?" ventured the
poor rrian by way of reply.
"No, no; go on. The sermon is started,
anyway. Go on out."
"Are you an usher?" trembled out the
reporter, letting his lower jaw relax and
holding his hat with his hand with a halfwitted look.
"No matter what I am," said the saint,
who apparently had authority, "I say go!"
The seekerdfor free salvation went, but
his thoughts were not running in the salvation. line. When he reached the street
he cast one lingering look behind. The
man with the black frock coat. who had
invited him to go was not there.
Who was that man who dare deny the
opportunity forfree salvation to a you!}g
man who seemingly had trodden the
wrong paths but had a desire to return
like the prodigal?
The authorities of the First Congregational Church may b" able to answer the
question. He was undoubtedly attending
to his work.
A week ago last Sabbath, the congregation of St. George's Church, who have
their temporary home·in the Jewish Temple, were visited. A similar treatment to
that given by the ushersat Grand Avenue
PrePbyterian Church was received. The.
reporter stood at the do()r at the head of
the stairs at the northwest. corner of the
church for sometime• The ushers could
not help seeing him. Other people stood
. at that door and were ushered over its portals, but the poor saint in rags stood. for
fifteen minutes in vain. There was no
salvation for him;
This is the church which is being torn

to its center by a fight which is to decide
whether it is better to build on the old
site or to move out to a neighborhood
where the church will have better social
advantages.
At Christ's Cathedral, the Episcopal
Church at Thirteen and Locust street, the
very opposite reception was received.
"Have a seat?" asked a light-bearded,
middle-aged man who acted as usher for
the center aisle.
"Please."
"Come right up" and the awed reporter
was. led fully three-fourths the way up the
aisle and was seated beside a smiling old
gentleman with hoary locks and a beautiful young lady, possibly his daughter.
"Take this prayer-book," whispered the
sweet girl: "here's the place," and she
pointed her shapely finger to the paragraph.
The venerable clergyman made a pathetic prayer for the poor which went to
the poor boy's heart as straight as an arrow.
The usher at the Second Presbyterian
Church, at Seventeenth street and Lucas
place, asked, "Well, sir, what do you
want?" and said to the answer "a seat,"
that there were free seats up in the gallery. He pointed to the steps 20 feet
away, but never thought of taking the
timid pauper up. Why?
The usher at St. Peter's Episcopal
church, on Grand Ave. offered the reporter
a comfortable seat on the back row, which
he took for a few minutes. The church
was crowded or he might have got a seat
further up. He was treated very courteously at St. Peter's.
On Sunday evening, the Union· M. E.
church received a visit. Prayer wasjust
over and the people were singing. There
was a small audience and the front seats
were nearly entirely empty.
The usher, a clean-shaven young. man
with spectacles, soon spied the reporter
and eyed him suspiciously for several seconds. He then advanced toward .the door.
"Have ye got a seat for me; way up?
My hearin's very bad.''
·
"You, go up to the front? You don't
want to go up to the front," and the.usher
looked through his glasses severely. He
spoke in an air of undoubted superiority
and continued, "tak.e that seat there."
He pointed to the back seat. and the re.·
porter followed. Just then a young man
and lady came up; the usher left the apparent pauper whom he quickly ordered
to "sit there," and then took the couple
wav up; while the man in the back seat
held his hand to his ear to catch the sounds
trom the pulpit. In about five minutes
the young man in the ragged clothes
walked out past the yol,lng man at the
door The latter started hard -as the hardhearing pauper left. As he was going
down the stairs the usher followed .and
asked:
-~
"Hey, there, what's .wrong with you?"
"Nofin.''
"Where are you going?"
"I· guess l'H go ter the hospital," was
murmured back.
·
"That's the best place for you,"
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This last· sentence was said in a sneering manner that denoted supreme contempt.
By what right did that usher refuse a
man with bad ear-drums a good seat,
when the good God, who is said to abide
within those. walls, deprived him of good
hearing? The statement regarding hard
hearing was not disputed. The young
man had no marks of crime on his face
except that he needed a shave.
The Central Presbyterian Church was
called on. The usher had just signified
his willingness to take the stranger up to
the front seat!! when another couple interrupted. They were taken care of first,
and by the time the usher came back the
hard-looking man was gone. This usher
was courteous and would have fulfilled
his promise. Dr. Mathews' church took
the stranger in with open arms. The
Pilgrim Congregational Church did likewise.
It was late when Centenary Church
was reached. Dr. Carradine was preaching on the snares of the world and the
ushers were listening. The reporter took
a back seat and nobody seemed to notice
him.
The Catholic Church, known as the
Rock Cl>mrch, on Grand Avenue, has
polite ushers who took the youth to a good
seat and did likewise to a negro woman a
moment later.
It might be of interest to cite an incident that followed the reporter's visit to
the First Congregational Church. Near
that house of worship he saw a motherlylooking old lady sitting on the veranda of
one of the best residences in the locality.
He climbed the steps and asked:
"Please, madam, I'm hungry and thirsty.
Will you give me a bite or two?"
"Certainly, my poor boy, come rigbt in."
The servant was ordered to spread a lunch,
and the reporter ate nearly as good a meal
as he could get at Faust's.
"Have you been to church?" asked the
good woman. "I thought I saw you
coming out."
"Well, I had to come out. They ordered
me out!"
"Well, well. Ah, when I was a girl
we went to church in log school houses
where all were alike.. I never could stand
these high-toned church~s in the city. I'm
as able to go as any, but I hate the show
that's made and don't go."
The ab ve account is not colored in the
least and merely relates the various experiences impartially. In some churches,
salvation is undoubtedly as free as the air,
but in others it seems that good clothes
are the condition of admission.
Is salvation free?
ANNUAL REUNION MINUTES.
Logmz. Iowa, Friday, October ad.-The day for
the beginning of the Annual Reunion opened
with rain, which continued all day. But few
were present in the forenoon, and no organization was had until three o'clock, when the ooenlng meeting was held at the large tent. Hymn
448 was sung, prayer offered, after which the object of meeting was stated by Pres. Joseph Smith.
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On motion of Elders C. Derry and M. H. Forsfall at .this place we gave the people a cha11ce to
cutt, Elders Josep!l Smith, W. W. Blair and J.
know· wh(lt Mormonism is, and sin.ce that time
R, ·Lam bert were chosen to preside; Elder James
have met with more opposition than usual, and
McKierna:l w·as elected secretary, and authorour. Christian friends have. called upon some of
ized to choose assistants. Elders M. H. Forscutt
the most unscrupulous penons .to help tl:lem;
and F. G. Pitt were elected choristers. TheReyet their efforts have only done us good, as
union Committee were requested to appoint the
some members who before the Braden~Ke1ley
•camp police, tent janitor and ushers. The presdebate were inclined to believe evil reports cirident announced services for the .evening; also
culated about Joseph.Smith;and the Saints, no.w
that the postoffice would be opened on the . disbelieve them altogethet:.; and In the Deground the third inst. The doxology was sung,
catur district where this .discussion was held.
benediction by Pres. W; W. Blair.
there have been some fifty persoris baptized .into
At this writing the rain bas abated and the
the church:· He also spoke of the spirit of inquiry
camp presents a busy scene. Tile sound of the
abroad In the land which was illustrated by callsaw and hammer indicates that preparations for
ing attention to several persorrs who had written
for Information in reference to the truth; and
as comfortable a stay as possible are being made.
New comers are constantly arriving, taxing the
Whf? had" hunted up the elders and united With
committee to their utmost to find locations for
the church, having fouhd themselves, or rather
being found by the Lord. The Spirit of truth
them. All seem confident of a glorious time.
There are sixty-one tents and. houses now on the
is leading the people aright l!.nd their confidence
ground besides the main tent.
in our work is increasing. An lntportant feaPr~yer service at 7:30p.m., in charge of Bro. ture of our work is it Is directed by the Spirit of
Joseph Smitl'f; hymn No. 19, prayer by Bro. R.
truth; and. my advice is that you take hold of
M.Eivin.
no work which has not in It the Spirit of truth;
At the close of service the following profor the coming power in our work is thatSpirlt
grammee of daily meetings was announced:
of truth, and he who is led thereby Is in no dan~~
.
.·
Prayer meeting at 9 to ro: 30 a.m.; preachWe believe there Is a victory for the church fn
ing at ro: 45 a.m.; services at 2:30p.m.; preachthe near future, but are we worthy. to receive It
ing at 7: 30 p.m.
or are we prepared to .be put in possession of
Brn. J. C. Crabb and F. G. Pitt were appointed
to take charge of the morning prayer meeting of those things which are lawfully ours? Of late
the various factions have suddenly re.vlved and
the 3d. C. A. Butterworth and H. 0. Smith
are
ac.tive in opposing us. Bro. Blair is to meet
were appointed assistant secretaries. Pres. Smith
made some appropriate suggestions, and the one of the Strangites in the near future'
President Smith called on Elder James W.
meeting was dismissed by singing and prayer.
.Gillen, who said: I.. have been highly intfrested
E,verything wet and muddy.
with the subject presented this afternoon, as it
Saturday, October 3d.-On account of continhas brought forcibly to my mind the nature of
ued rain the opening of the morning prayer
the work we have to do. Jesus said, it was his
meeting was delayed until 9: 20, when it was
meat and his drink to do the will of God, .and
called to order by Bro. F. G. Pitt. Hymn 720 we profess to be colaborers with him. in that
was sung, prayer offered by Bro. J. C. Crabb.
work, and if we work successfully we mu&t have
After singing hymn No. 126 Bro. Crabb gave an
the same object in view and work by the same
appropriate exhortation. Many good testimonies
means; for these means cannot be changed. He
were borne and fervent prayers offered. Sung
worked with the poor and for the poor, and his
hymn 231, benediction by Bro. P'itt. At 10:4S
work was done iri love; for It was a .work of love.
a heavy rain prevailed; patt<::rlng on the t<::nt so
While we are called upon to fight, our warfare
noisily that no speaker could be heard. No.meetmust be one of Jove; our object to save.
ing was held at that hour.
It should be understood by all people that we
The two p.m. services opened by singing, "Am
fight only to do them good, for If our object is for
I a Soldier of the Cross?" prayer by Elder J.
the mastery we will measurably fail. If we can"
McKiernan. Hymn No, 970 was sung, after
not' see that something good for the work will
which Pres. Joseph Smith spoke of the peculiar be accomplished by our work of opposition, we
condition of the work in these parts. Some
had better refrain from that work. We may
thirty years ago when the people called Latter
make sacrifices, but if it is not done in love,
Day Saints were ready to follow almost anyone,
though it might be possible to gain a victory, yet
thinking the inost important thing to do was to
individually we measurably fail; for we must
go to Zion, his advice was to "freeze to the soil"
take hold of the work because we love the truth.
·and prepare to stay where they were. He .reWe must be willing to see good in others and
ferred to the weak condition of the army of the
give them credit for ·all the good they do, and I
Lord, Bhowing that it was not great enough In
apprehend that if we do this we shall come in
numhers to be feared by the kingdoms of the
conflict with others less frequently. When we
world,· arid that none· of these kingdoms thus
see errors ·in others we have a right to reason
feared or honored them. He thought those who
with them and point out those errors, yet the
led the people astray were responsible for the
people should understand that our work is a
weakness of the Lord's army at the present
labor of love and our object to raise them to a
time. He spoke of the fact that the people were
higher plane; but we know that man unassisted
to be brought face to. face with a great moral
by God cannot accomplish this work. If we can
question, and wanted to know if they had courteach the people to live right I am not so .much
age to meet the issue. My cousin in the west concerned about their dying.
who has been in hiding for a number of years
If I can learn to do just what God wants me
has come forth, and has done so by acknowledgto do, so that I can forget self and be concerned
ing the government; but, thank God t.he Reonly about the will of God, I shal!.feel satisfied.
organized Church has never had to hide. Last It is customary for elden to think. about what
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1ubject will be best to present, which may be all
right; yet If we go into the stand with full confiden.ce hi God and are desirous of doing his will
our success will be much greater. I often think
that Jesus received great power because he was
found praying often to God; and because he was
always willing to isay, "Thy will be done;" and
if we are to receive that same power it must be
received in the same way and upon the same
conditions; for Jesus said the first and second
commandments were that we should Jove God
with all our heart, and with all our soul, and. with
all our mind, and to love our neighbor as ourselves. We must not forget this. It is right to
gain all the information we can by reading good
books, but we can never accomplish the work
committed to our care unless we receive power
to become colaborers with him. We are engaged
lri the work of Christ and our help must come
from God.
I have been .engaged in this work ever since
I was a boy, and I know there are many things
to meet and overcome; that we have to bear the
blame for all the mistakes whiCh [other organizations of ·Latter Day Saints? Ed.] made. We
must prove to the people by our acts as well as
by our preaching what the true lines of demarca
tit>n between them and us are; and this is best
done by our daily walk and conversation. We
have done something in this direction, therefore
our brother tells us ~here are signs of victory before us.
I find that the elders of the Reorganized
Church can get a hearing and iuake converts
where the Utah elders were mobbed. I have
had the pleasure of baptizing twenty-six in that
region of late. If this church Is ever lifted out
of the darkness, it must be by ~he righteousness
of the members as well as that of the elders.
Closed by singing: hymn 726 ;. benediction by
President Smith,
The 7 :3o services ;were in charge of Elder J.
F. Min tun ~ho offeted the opening and closing
prayer. Hymns 2:7~, 386 and 232 were sung in
their order, after l)rhich Elder J. McKiern.an
preached from Psalt:\Js 119: 126. This is a work
in which we must all bear our part, and it is my
duty topresentsom~ thoughts ~ith reference to
the signs of the times; it is by these signs that .
we are encouraged. It was time for the Lord to
work When the peop]t: had made the Jaw of the
Lord void.
lri Jeremiah x6: 19 the prophet
teaches the same tru.th.
Israet was first to be scattered .and suffer
double for all her. Mns, after which the Gentiles were to come a;nd say, "Surely our fathers
have inherited lies, vanities and things wherein tlle~;e is no profit;" yet it does not show that
they loved these lies, but only that they inherited them from their fathers.
It is not all that our fatl}ers have believed or
done that Is right; for the prophet says, "Tilere
is a way that. seemeth to be right which leadeth
to death." Isaiah 29': 13 refers to the same condition of things, and shows that it Is the Lord
who i.,;; to do a marvelous work and .a, wonder.
In Matthew.rs: 9 the Savior said: "In vain do
you worship me, teaching for d()ctrinethe com·
mandme9-ts of men.'' In our time.-i.t is thought
that it ¢akes. nodifferei:ti:l:l how we worship God
so we are sincere, but it is not so taughtin Ute
w:ofd
qod~ . We find by .the .confession·· of
m~~ ~~at they a~ mit · b;y 'their • actions; if< not
···. ·~ysfhefr\!'ol'ir&; that theyh~~;ve peerr teaeJ:ilng for

of•

doctrine the commandments of men which is
shown by the general unrest so noticeable in
every religious body, except perhaps the Reorganization, which shows that this Christian
age is not satisfied with its religion.
When we read the word of God we must
learn to distinguish between truth and error,
for every word contained in the Bible is not
the word of God though it gives a true account
of things as they occurred.
It affords us great pleasur~ to know that the
Lord has begun this marvelous work and a wonder, and we<·want to work under God while he
carries his work forward.

Sunday, October 4th.-The rain is ended; the
morning dawned clear but cool. All goes well
In camp and the number attending is increasing.
At 9 a. m. the morning prayer services opened
by singing hymn No. 3rr, prayer by Bro. J. S.
Roth, followed by hymn No. 29r. Four prayers
and sixteen te&tlmonies were offered. A marked
degree of the Spirit was present, an especial
.feature of the meetings being the number of testimonies borne by the young.
At 10:45 a.m. Elder E. L. Kelley spoke from
Matt. r 1: 22, "Have faith in God." He said: It
Is natural for men and women to have faith in
something. It was so in the days of Christ. It
was natural for people to have faith in a power
they thought able to deliver them. The Jews
were under the Romans and desired to be delivered from the power of Caesar. They had devotion and faith, but had little true faith in Go<].
Have faith in God for yourselves, independent of
others. It is necessary to have individual as
well as collective faith. In the days of Jesus
Christ the people had faith in men, but not in
God. Our faith, no matter what our circum.stances may be, should fully trust in God.
If Jesus had said, "Have faith in the Roman
government," he wourd have failed;. for thegrea.t,
est governments of his day have gone down. He
told them how to get rid of Caesar. In order to
attain that deliverance, they must put their trust
in God. ''Put not. your trus.t in princes, nor In
the son of man in whom there.is no..help."-Ps.
146:3. "It is better to trust in the Lord than to
put confidence in man. It is better to trust the··
Lord than to put. confidence in princes.''-Ps.
n8: 8,9. Jesus wanted his disciples to take a
higber'stand; one hard for them to attain; and It
is hard for us to.attaln In our day. He. wanted
th.em to thus stand in order 'to not be deceived or
led astray. We should not fail because some
one else does not do as we think they should, for
if we do It shows that our faith is not in God. If
we ·are the children of God it does not matter
what others do or say, for salvation Is an hidividual work. The Savior said "He that endureth
to the end shall be saved.'' God has taught that
while we might not be able to discern the righteous from. the wicked. ir. this life, he was keepIng a record, and .in the hereafter we shall receive the promised reward. .If God can tolerate
those .who do wrong, should not we?
lti~nol otir duty to "steady the ark," for that
is God's work. He is at the helm. It was he
who· put forth ,his hand to steady the ark in an
Improper way and time that was smitten of God
In olden times; In the case of· the sparrow,
Jesus.·taught that God woul(l provide for those
'\¥ho truste.d him. It wo~ld be imp()ssible (().ex. ercise this faith in God oniy throu~q hi~ w9r~.

We learn of God through his word, for Paul said :
· "lt pleased God to save the world through the
foolishness of preaching.'' Men and women who
have tried to find out God have failed, only so
far as they have done so by the word of God assisted by the Spirit of truth. Those who have
gone on from faith to faith hav<> been enabled to
look over the bill and see the glory beyond. Men
are redeemed by the plan God devised, and
should he undertake to save men in any other
way he would cease to be God. The faith of his
disciples was increased by the spiritual manifestations seen by them, and they learned there was
nowhere else to go, for he alone had the words
of eternal life. Those who realize this truth
have faith in God.
If we undertake the work without the help of
God we fail. His promises are yea and amen,
and those who comply with the law cannot fail,
but will receive the promised blessings. If men
and women will trust in God they may find deliverance ®ven In this world, better than if trusting in the greatest power of the nations. You
prove to me that Jesus Christ is not our leader
and I will tell you where we will finally land.
'We are gaining slowly, yet by the help of God
we will continue to gain until the work com~
mltted to us is finished.
At z: 30 p.m. Elder M. H .. Forscutt was the
speRker. He read Ephesians 2:8. He said: My
mind is led out on the theme presented this
morning, but to another phase of it. We are but
one of the many religious bodies. God said of
the children of Israel that they were not chosen
because of their greatness, and the same may be
true of us. It may have seemed to some that we
were out of place in organizing another church
established upon the same general organization,
when there were so many already: and If we
were building upon the foundation on which the
apostle built without direct revelation, we still
should not be their successors. How It must
have tried every heart in times past when they
considered the greatness of the work to be done
for mankind, and the very small number who
wen; engaged in that work, if they loved mankind and desired their salvation. The great revivalists, and all the ministry of our age combined, have not met with the success the early
Christians did, even if we admit them all to be
right. I would like to bring all churches within
the embrace of. my thought here, and I would
like to believe that all are Christians who claim
to be such, and even then we would have but
a small part of the human family. There. are
millions who have never even heard of Christ.
In his letter to the Roman saints Paul said
those that ·are after the flesh are not after the
Spirit, for these. are contrary the one to the
other. But without stopping to point out. the
connection or the source of agreement between
·those who are led by the Spirit and who are chll·
dren of God ·in Christ, and those who are the
se{')d of Abraham, I but notice that Paul says
in Gallitians 3: r6 that that. seed is one and. that
that seed is Christ.
·
Romans ro: I3-I5 was then read, showing that
the people coutd not hear without a preacher,
and .that a man in order to preach must be sent
o£ God; and.. ~hen this is admitted, it fur.ther re·
~duces the number of those through whom ·this .
salvation was· to c.ome.. It is. said .that in London
PI?~ 9.M infourteen, .an.l'l ln. :New Yor~ IWt

one
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In twenty-six believe. In these places the saloons
and places of amusement are filled, while the
churches are comparativel:y empty;" and~ there
are many nation's who have never heard of Christ.
It will not do to say, as some do, that God will
judge them in their ignorance, for the law of the
gospel is, imperative. h it true that, death deprives God of his power to reach and save? Is it
true that in this life alone there is hope of sal vation? Some claim that there will be a chance
for these in the resurrection which, we concede
to a certain extent; but It is taught in the Scriptures that the dead in Christ shall rise first. If
the unbtilievers are to receive the same blessing
with those in Christ, another difficulty presents
itself, which would seem to make the gospel
theory inconsistent. Would" you .have been a
Christian if you had been born In China, or In
India? Will not God consider these advantages
·or disadvantages under which we are born? :There
are many noble minds in these lands who have
never heard of Christ who are morally just as
good as we are. Will God pick up such an one
as I and pass unnoticed those great philosophers?
I think not, or he !1 not the just God I regard
him as being
The Savior taught his disciples
that he would build his church so that the gates
of hell should not prevail against it; and Christ
demonstrated the truth of this when by the
power of God he pass<!d ~the everlasting gates
to deliver those who were once disebedlent,
showing literally that the gates of hell could not
debar him.
_
We teach that unless the people believe and
obey the ordiaances ot the gospel they cannot be
saved; but this may be understood when we remember that there are two distinct parts in the
compound "man"- a natural and spiritual, or
man is composed of spirit and body.
It is the pusillanimous souls who are ruled bv
the passions of the body; all great and noble ones
rule their bodies by their spirits. They are led
by their spirits. The one whom we believe to
have been instrum·ental under God in establishing this church evidently preached the truth
when he said that all those who have lived who
would have believed and obeyed the gospel if
they could have had the opportunity, will be
judged according to that they had and not according to that they had not. Hymn 230 wa•
sung; benediction by Elder F. M. Sheehy.
At 7:30p.m. the sermon was by Elder James
W. Gillen, from Romans 8:2: "The law of the
Spirit of life In Christ Jesus hath made me free
from the law of sin and death." This Spirit of
life was the Spirit of God which was in Christ
reconciling the world unto God. The law of 5in
and death Is seen In the disposition in man to
disobey God, as illustrated in the sixth and
seventh verses of this chapter, also in the seventh
chapter; and in Galatians ,whe1e we read that
the flesh is warring against the Spirit and the
Spirit against the flesh. Through the Spirit of
God which was in Christ Jesus redemption was
made; for In Christ "dwelleth the fullness.of the
Godhead bodily."
The first was a spiritual death, a banishment
from the presence of God, which brought about
the temporal or natural death. There was
nothing man could do to save himself from this
death, therefore Christ came in the flesh to redeem him from the curse of the law. Christ
tasted death for all men, for he is the Savior of
the whole world; for "~~ in .;\darn !l)l die, even

so in .Christ shall all b!! made alive." ·This redemption could not have been made unless
Christ .had lived above the law, thus keeping
himself innocent and pure.
Christ .was not baptized for the sins of the
world, but to fulfill all righteousness, and to set
us an example which we should follow. Paul
says that while we were enemies to God we were
reconciled by the death of Christ.
During the three years and a half of his ministry Christ was trying to elevate his.disciples by
teaching them the will of God, that they might
be prepared to go fo.rth and preach the truth.
These disciples were at first only sent t'~"the lest
sheep of U1e house of Israel," but after receiving
their endowment they were to go'into ".all the
world."
Jesus groaned under the sins of the world and
sweat great drops of blood,' and he prayed to the
Father that the cup might pass from him. Was
he excused and the cup ·allowed to pass from
him without drinking it? No. And if God
would not excuse his own Son he will not excuse anyone else, but will expect all to come to
that point where they can say, '•Thy will be
done," no matter how heavy, the trials. · After
Jesus .prayed to the Father angels'administered
to him and he received strength ·to do the will of
God; therefore we are redeemed by his blood
and saved by his life of obedience. All men
must become innocent and pure, and as confiding in God as a little child is. in its parents before they can be saved, for Jesus said, "Except
ye be converted and become as a little child, ye
can in no case enter into the kingdom ot heaven."
The time is coming when "every knee shall bow
and every tongue shall confe~s that Jesus Christ
is Lord to the glory of God.., We must have
faith in God, for those who come to God "must
believe that he is, and that he is a rewarder of
those who diligently seek him." If we work in
harmony with him we must receive of the Spirit
of love, and work in love, for the life work of
Christ was a work of love. God has made it
possible for all to be saved if they will, but he
will not vary from the conditions presented
through his Son.

Mo?Jday,Octoher 5th.-The morning prayer meeting was in charge of Bro. J. W. Gillen. Hymn No.
126 was sung, prayer was offered by Bro. Wm.
Anderson. A request was made for prayer for
Sr. Wallace of Plattsmouth, Nebraska. Seven
prayers and sixteen testimonies were offered. A
good degree of the Spirit was present, and the
gifts of tongues, interpretation and prophecy enjoyed.
The morning sermon was by Bro Joseph
Snively. He said: If God is just and knew the
end from the beginning, he knew what was for
the best Interests of his people. The word says
God is no respecter of persons,. but In every nation, he that feareth him and worketh righteousness is accepted with him. We are t?ught that
Christ came to seek and to save that which was
lost. When we first heard this good news It was
a marvelous work and a wonder to us. After
we obeyed and became acquainted with the
work, then it was marvelous to us that all men
who hear do not believe as we did when we first
heard.
We believe that our first parents had "the
knowledge of salvation revealed to them after
the fall, a,ng that those ·conditions of salvation.

were just the same as are required of us. The.
simplicity of this plan led father Adam, no
doubt, to question the Lord as to why requh:ed so
to do. He was shown and was taken by the
Spirit and immersed in water. Afterward he
received the Spirit, and so was born of waterand
of the Spirit. The Lord told Adam, that in the
last times these·· same truths would be again
taught; so our doctrines are not new, neither
should they be counted strange.
·
In early times parents were commanded to
teach these grand prinCiples to .their children.
Parental Iove is inherent, therefore it is no wonder that parents cannot be satisfied until they see
their children saved.
As by water and blood we are born Into this
world, so, typical of this birth God has .ordained
that by the same elements, in part, man should
be born again into the kingdom of God. There
is but one God. He is no respecter 6f penons,
hence there is but one way to be saved, and that
way the gospel. Enoch, the seventh from Adam,
taught the same plan, the same entrance gate;
and after entering that we are to begin climbing
higher~
This, Peter tells us we are to do by
addl~g to our faith virtue, and to virtue knowledge, temperance, godliness, brotherly kindness,
charity, etc. And if these be in us and abound,
they make us that we shall be neither barren nor
unfruitful in the knowledge of the Lord. Each
must be honest with himself and _with God and
man.
What "VOuld we think to-day if an old man
would start out with ax, saw and other tools in
hand and tell us that except we repent,-a!J with
the world will be destroyed, and claim he ~as 'Inspired so to do? Would we r~:adily fall into line
with him? I believe we would not. Then we
should not censure the antediluvians too severely.
Moses was supposed by some to be moved by
sinister motives when he attempted the deliverance of Is~ael.
Christ was misunderstood,
treated with contempt, spit upon and reproached.
Then need we wonder that his later servants
should share.the same! We should build our
faith and hope in God. This being the test, I
fear, should Christ come to·morrow, would we
be worthy to meet him? I see many faces before
me that I would be willing to live with through
all eternity, yet they will not do to pin our faith
to, for they may fail; but God Is sure. In all my
preaching I endeavor as the main thing, to Instill into the minds of my hearers faith in God.
I have often wondered how some men of
larger heads if not better brains ha·d come to
doubt the truth of some of our sacred books, the
Doctrine and Covenants, and later assailed them.
When I began an investigation of these books, I
read and prayed. And in answer I received testimony of their truth, tincludlng the Doctrine
and Covenants) by a heavenly messenger. I tell
you these things for your good. Without these
books-the Book of Mormon and Covenants, we
would be just as much at sea (in relation to doctrine) as are others.
At I I o'clock the speaker was Elder Peter
Anderson, of Utah, where he has been battling
against the evils of Utah Mormonism and preaching the truth as taught by the Reorganization.
He said: I have asked myself the question,
"What can I say that will benefit this people?"
He then read St. John I7: I-:3·
! do not wish to .take a te~tJ as lml~ht f!lll .to
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preach from it. It seems necessary to know God
to receive eternal life, and this eternal life may
begin to be had in this life. According to Paul,
Jesus Christ existed from the beginning, for he
was with Israel in the wilderness, and John said,
"He came unto his own, and they received him
not; but unto as many as received him to them
gave he power to become the sons of God." In
his first letter to the Corinthians Paul said:
«Wherefore I give you to understand that no
- man speaking by the Spirit of God calleth Jesus
accursed, and that no man can say that Jesus is
the Lord but by the Holy Ghost." Christ test!·
fied to this when he said, "If any man love me,
he will keep my words: and my Father will love
him, and we will come unto him, and make our
abode with him."-John 14: 23. Although the
people may not have been willing to have received It, yet each dispensation has had evidence
of Christ, and God qualified him to do the work
which he called him to. In the days of Enoch,
and afterward, some individuals so loved and
obeyed God that they were taken from thls.world.
The people would have been blessed and saved
if they had followed their God-appointed leaders
from the days of Moses to Christ, so far as they
led them according to the will of God. The
brother of Jared received blessings similar to
those received by Enoch. And when we come
to the days of Moses we find God was willing to
speak to the people but. they could not endure It,
but requested that God would speak to Moses
and they would hear the words from his mouth
and do them. The gospel was first presented,
but .the people would not live by It; therefore
the law was added, 'which was a schoolmaster to
bl;'ing them to Christ; and I believe he was the
same Individual that spoke to. Moses in the wilderness; I .also believe it was because of their
unrighteousness tha:t the people could not endure
his presence. .
· :.
God has given vl\rlous laws to govern the people at different time!;; notbecimse he had changed,
. but because they were best suited to the condition of the people ~t the time those laws were
given. It was reve~led not only to Israel, but to
all other people, that a restorer was to come; and
they knew. that th~. time had come when the
Elias •hould come.· In the days of Moses the
people would not behold the face of Christ, but
now the time had come when. they must look
upon him, and. this Ume he comes as a babe In
the manger; and th.ere was a man, Simeon, to
whom it was revealed that h.e should not taste
death until he sa~ the Lord's Christ. And
when he saw the lnfant Lord he said, "Now,
Lord, let t}jy servarit depart in peace/'
But the Lor.d must be seen with the spiritual
eye U we see In hinl. the Savior of the world and
the glory of his people, Israel, as did Simeon.
When Jesus was but a child he said: "I must
. be about my Father's business." He also said,
"The Father worketh hitherto, and I work." He
came to reveal the charact~r of God that all peo.ple might be able to see its glory ~nd work. out
their own salvation by the means appointed. He
t1tughtthat men "must be born again" or they
cannot see the kil')gdom of heav.en. A man
mu.st be converted, having all his desires changed
to harmonize with the will of .God. Paul said,
«For, to be carnally minded is. death; but to be
spiritually min_ded .is life and peace." While
Cht!Stc.ame.~C)dO th~ will of God, yet Ibe.lieve
he pad )VIll of his QWTl-WM tempted, byt ~9t

a

ticular work, that by their skill it may appear
overcome; for it is written, "But in all points he
they have been sent. But while it may be poswas tempted like as we are, yet he was without
sin."
sible in this way to give some evidence of their
God has promised all who become obedient to
calling, yet there must be more certainty in the
the gospel that they shall receive the Holy
things of God. God has so ordained that it canSpiHt, which will show them all necessary truth
not only be understood by those who are called
and reveal to them that Jesus Is the Christ.
to preach, but by all others who wish to know,
Every man and woman may receive evidence
else it would depend upon human wisdom alone.
from God that the work in which they are enAnd some people think this Is so, but to us it
gaged is of God; for Christ said, "If any man
seems inconsistent with the character of God.
will do his will, he shall know of the doctrine
It is evident that Jesus was called of God, for
whether it be of God or whether I speak of mywe read in the seventh chapter of Matthew that
self." As Christ had to live in perfect obedience the people were astonished at his doctrine, for he
to God, so all men must obey him if they receive
taught them as one having authority, and not
and enjoy eternal life; for Jesus said, "I know
as the Scribes. Now, the way they discovered
that his commandment is life everlasting."
It was by the truth he taught and the way it was
I like what we call the latter day work for the
presented. The chief priests and elders said,
reason that in it there seems to be a link that
"By what authority doest thou these things? and
connects and binds us to God by which we are
who gave thee this authority? And Jesus anenabled to know that God is true and that Jesus
swer,·d and said unto them, I also will ask you
Christ Is his dear Son. As it was In the days of one thing, which If ye tell me, I likewise wlll tell
the apostles, so it Is in these last days; those who
you by what authority I do these .things: The
obey the truth are confirmed and strengthened
bapti"m of John, whence was it? from heaven or
by the Spirit.
of men? And they reasoned with themselves,
It may seem strange to some that God should
saying, If we shall say, From heaven, he will
reveal himself to a young man,but hehad good
say unto us, Why did ye ye not then believe
reasons for so doing, because he had a work for
him? But if we shall say, Of men, we fear the
him to do, for he was called to open up the last
people; for all hold John as a prophet."
dispensation; and those who have received the
The baptism of John being from heaven, the
truth which he taught inay have the evidence by
people were bound tO>receive it, for their salvawhich they shall know that Jesus Christ is the
tion d<epended upon it, ii'nd ·we read in the word
founder of the work. God has made provisions
that one of his apostles stood up at Jerusalem
by which those who cannot be reacJ.led in this
and preached that men should repent and be
world may l;le in some other place.
baptized for the remission. of their sins. Jesus
It may be true as stated this morning that G.od
knew that the people were trying to excuse them•
has called a man to labor, and yet he is afflicted,
selves for rejecting him, and he tried to impress
for we learn that Jesus was afflicted, and we must
them with the fact.that he was sent with authorbe partakers thereof with him; and as one sta'ted
ity.
"And tkere was delivered unto him the book
this morning, we should not be sorrowful, but
of. the prophet Esaias. And when he had
should take such with joy, so that they might 'an
opened the book, he found the place where it·
be made pillars in the house of God, I esteem
was written, The Spirit of the Lord is upon me~
it a privilege to labor in this work of God. I
because he hath an.ointed me to preach the goscannot say as some others do, that I know by
pel to the poor; he hath sent me to heal the
spiritual manifestations that the work is true;
broken-hearted, to preach deliverance to the capJ)ut I found by obeying the gospel of Christ, and
I have proved that it is what it .claims to be- tiveR, and recovering of sight to the blind, to set
at liberty them that are bruised. To preach the
"the power of God unto salvation!'
While out west I baptized a man who said it acceptable year of the Lord. And he closed the
book, and he gave it again to the minister, and
was hard for him to acknowledge. the truth until
sat down. And the eyes of all them that were in
after he had obeyed, and then it was a pleasure
the synagogue were fastened on him. And he
to do so, We thus see that the blessing comes
began to say unto them, This day is this scripafter obedience.
ture fulfilled in your ears."-Luke 4:17-21.
The 7: 30 p.m. sermon was by Elder J R. LamHere we disc.over that Jesus appealed to the
bert, of Lamoni, Iowa, from the words, "He that
doeth the· will of God, keepeth the words of Scriptures for proof, and we discover that they
plainly teach that he had authority to preach the
God." Of necessity it must be that there is
some certainty in this work of salvation. It gospel to the poor. You remember that at one
time John sent his disciples to Jesus to inquire
would not be dealing In harmony with God's
if he was the Chri.st or should they look for
eternal character if there should be uncertainty
another? "Jesus answered and s.aid unto them,
as to who was authorized to represent principles
Go and shew John again those. things which ye
of truth; for the Apostle in writing to the Ro·
do hear and see; The blind receive their sight,
lljan saints says: "For whosoever shall call
and the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, the
upon the name of the Lord shall besaved. How
deaf hear, the dead are raised up, and the poor
then shall they call on him in whom they have
have the gospel preached to them." The crownnot believed? And how shall they bel.ieve in. him
ing part of this work seems to be that the poor
of whom they have. not heard? and how shaH
have the gospel preached unto them.
they hear without a preacher? and how shall
Away back in Deuteronomy 18:18, 19, we ·
they preach except they be sent?" It seems then
read that God said, "! will raise them up a proph, ·
that God has ordered that someorie should preach
et from among their brethren, like unto thee,
the g.ospel, and through this truth the people are
and will put my words in kis mouth: and he shall
to be made acquainted with. him ..
speak un.to thei.Ii till that I shall co.mmand him~
In·all works among the children of men capa·And it shall come to pass, that whosoe.ver w!U
bl~ m~n are chosen, arid these men are generally
not hearken untp my WQHl!! ~hlti\l jle spall spea~
the most $uital:>le·that ~!l:ll twto~n~. fo~ t~e!r far,
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in my name, I will require It of him.'' We may 1
follow this matter all the. way through and we
find that God has always been in harmony with
himself.
When Jesus . was on earth he said he was
sent to do the Father's will; and Paul said
,;he became the author of eternal salvation imto
all them that obey him.'' He was acknowledged
to be the great High Priest. He was God's min·
ister sent to declare the lllessage of life; and the
evidence he . gave that he was just what he
claimed to be ·was found I~ the fact that he
preached the truth in its entirety; and when this
kind of evidence stands in favor of those who
teach, it is not necessary that we should be de.
ceived, for there Is certainty in the matter. You
know that•Jesus sent out the twelve to teach the
truth, and he said unto them, "As my Father
hath sent me, so send I you;" and there is no
question about Christ being sent. In Matthew
10: 40 we read that he said to them:
"He that
receiveth you receiveth me, and he that receiveth
me receiveth him that sent me." In John 13th
this is made still more comprehensible: "He
that receiveth you 'receiveth me, and he that receiveth you receiveth him that sent me.'' How
were they to receive them? Not simply as individuals, but as ministers for God arid Christ,
and they were to receive the truth which they
taught as coming from God.
In harmony with this John taught: "Whosoever transgresseth and abideth not in the doctrine of Christ hath not God. He that abideth
in the doctrine of Christ, he hath both the Father
and the Son;;' so you see salvation depends upon
receiving and obeying the truth.
Paul addresses his first letter to the Corinthians thus: «Unto the church of God which is at
Corinth. To them that are sanctified in Christ
Jesus, called to be Saints, with all that in every
place call upon the name of Jesus Christ our
Lord, both theirs and ours."
This certainly reaches us; and in chapter r 2:
28 it is said: "And God hath set In the church,
first apostles, secondarily prophets, thirdly teachers, after that miracles, then gifts of heallnge,
helps, governments, diversities of tongues.''
Here the apostle Paul is speaking of the church,
and refers to these officers as God's ministers;
their authority was given of God, for he set them
there; and those who will respond to the call of
God through these divinely appointed ministers
are sent of God. When you find those who
preach the gospel in its entirety, you find those
who are authorized to represent God.
There can be no doubt as to the purpose had
In view by God in placing these officers in the
church, for iri Ephesians fourth chapter we read:
"He led captivity captive and gave gifts
unto men. And he gave some, apostles; and
some, prophets; and some, evangelists; and
some, pastors and teachers.''
There were two Important reasons why these
gifts were given; first, for the perfecting of the
Saints or body of Christ; second, for the work
of the ministry. Then he tells how long they
were to remain: "Till we all come in the unity
of the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of
God, unto a perfect man, unto the measure of
the stature of the fullness of Christ: That we
henceforth be no more children, tossed to and
fro, and carried .about with every wind of doctrine, by the sleight of men, and cunning craftiness, whereby they l!e In wait to deceive,"

It was ihtended of. Godthat they should re·
main in. the church 'until the work was accomplished. "If ye know these things, happy are ye
if ye do them.'' "To this end was I born, and
for this cause came I into the world, that I
should bear witness unto the truth. Everyone
that is of the truth heareth my voice.'' Now we
understand here that he not only came as a R,e ·
deemer, but also as ·a teacher sent of God. He
sent the apostles out .to teach the truth because
he. h~d called them as his ministers, and he appeared to them aftet' his resurrection, "and said
unto them, Thus i( is written, and thus It behovsth Christ to suffer, and to rise from the
dead the third day: And that repentance and remission of sins should be preached in h.is name
among all nations, beginning at Jerusalem. And
ye are witnesses of these things.'' One of these
men stood up in Jerusalem and preached repentance and baptism for the remission of sins, and
they went. and preached it everywhere; for there
·was certainty about i~, and the people were not
at a loss .to know what they should do, for he
said those who are of God hear and obey the
truth.
In Matthew 7th chapter Jesus said~ "Beware
of fa:Jse ptophets, l!l·hich come to you in sheep's
Clothing, but inwardly they are ravening wolves.
Ye shall know the.m by their fruits.'' Now the
mistake that is often made is, they are judged as
individuals and not as the servants of God, which
cari only be done by what they teach. The Lord
said th~:ough Amos: "Surely the Lord will do
nothing, save he..reyealeth his secrets to his serv·
ants the prophe'ts.i' God set in the church
prophets, and as, such it is their dufy to receive
word from God ·and deliver it to the people.
Iri Matthew q: 33 we learn that the good man
out of the good treasury of the heart bringeth
forth good things, and the evil man out of the
evil treasury of the heart bringeth forth evil
things. It seems that the Savior had all classes
to preach to, and it is not strange that the elders
should find the same peculiarities existing to-day.
But we urge that the whole gospel plan is true,
and it is evidence that those who so teach are
called and authorized of God. If these officers
are good. enough to be recognized of God, it is
because they teach the people to believe and do
the will of Gop, and in this way we may know
how to determine who are called of God. There
were various opinions in the days of John and
Christ, and John said, "He that of God speaketh the words of God;" and when we see this
work being accomplished we mav know that
they are called of God. When the people receive them a~ ministers of Christ they receive
· God who sent them, and thereby receive salvation.

is

Tuesday, 6th, 9 a m.-Prayer meeting in charge
of Elder J. W. Chat burn; prayer was offered by
Elder John A. Mcintosh. The usual announcements were made and a reque•t for prayer presentec.j. Five prayers were offered and twenty·
two testimonies borne.
At ro: 45 the preaching was by Elders Peter
Anderson and H. N. Hansen.
At 2:30 p.m., preaching by Elder W. W.
Blair, assisted by Elder H. N Snively.
The 7:.30 p.m. sermon was by Elder Joseph
Luff; texts rstCor. 3:1..:13; Prov. r6:32; 25:28.
He was assisted by Elder C. Derry.

Wednesday; Octob~r 7th::.:....Thenine a. ill. prayer
service was in charge of Elders John Evans and ·
H. Hansen.. A number of prayers and nineteen
testimonies; one tongue and interpretation was
sung. One brother testified to having been healed
of sciatic rheumatism when his hip was ba:clly
shrunken.
At ro:45 a. m. the sermon was delivered by
Elder J. S. Roth, after which three personsRalph P. Day, Dora and Coni Smith were baptized by Elder Joseph Luff. They were afterwards ·
confirmed by Elders F. G. Pitt, J. S. Roth and
J. Luff.
At 2:30p.m. Eld. C. A. Butterworth announced
Elder .J. F. Min tun, who spoke from Matt. 4: 1725; Eph. I:I, II.
The 7: 30 p. m. service op~ned with singing, ·
prayer by Elder W .. W. Blair.. The sermon was
preached by Elder M. H. Forscutt, from John
3: r, 3; 4: 15; 16. BenediCtion by Elder C. Derry;
about two hundred· tents on the ground.

Up .to going to press we have received only a
synopsis of minutes of 6th and 7th. Next week's
issue will no doubt contain outlines of sermons
delivered on those days. Ed. •

St. Louis Post Dispatch, August
7th, &ent us by Bro. Charley Jones, has
this spicy item. It is caustic but true:

THE
I

"THE BIBLE ECLIPSED."

The first of 'the series of sermons on "Popular
Religion Fall:~cies" was delivered at the Central
Christain Church yesterday by the pastor, Rev.
Frank G. Tyrrell. The subjed chosen by the
eloquent divine was "The Bible Eclipsed," and
the address was based on .a text taken from
2 Cor. 2: 17: "For we are nr>t as many, which corrupt the word of God: but as of sincerity, but as
of God, in the sight of God speak we of Christ.''
Among other things, Dr. Tyrrell said:
"The Bible is eclipsed because men ascribe toit the teachings of the church. This would be
right enough if the chilrch always spoke where
the Bible speaks, and were silent where the Bible
is silent; but she fastens her traditions upon her
members and feloniously tampers with the ordinances of God. The dogmas of predestination,
total depravity, infant damnation arid others of
the same ilk taught by the church, are ascribed
to the word of God. Thus the church, with its
clouds of .effete theology, eclipses the divine light
and absorbs Its life-giving energy.
"Adopting the words of another, the Bible is
the most betrashed book in the world. It is a
dusty cob-webbed window through which the
light struggles vainly to penetrate. It is the sun
eclipsed. The trouble, however, is that men go
to study the good book with their opinions and
beliefs already made up. It is like submitting a
case to a juror who has already found judgment
as to its merits. These men only turn to the Bible to find a support for their ready-made systems.
Theologians have evolved their pet theories and
go to the Bible determined to find a support for
their baseless systems. They have theories to
which the Bible must bend, and it is this which
has given rise to the forced constructions of the
Scriptures, to mistranslations and to the habit of
isolating text from context.
"The Bible suffers, also, from the fact that the
church as an authority in religion is foisted on
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the people in lieu of the Bible Itself, often either
diametrically opposing the Blessed Book or presumptuously silencing it. It is the unrighteous
and bigoted reign of the church, Instead of the
reign of the Bible. It is ecclesiology supplanting
bibliology, the creature striving to be Creator.
This idea, with a whole pack of kindred mongrel
errors, while fundamental iri Romanism are
more or less developed In all of the parties of
Protestantism, and men bend and cringe and
cower under the tyranny of the church."
The next sermon of the series will be delivered
on next Sunday, Rev. Tyrrell speaking on "The
Bible Unveiled-An Old Testament of No
Force." On account of the direct nature of the
utterances, the addresses will no doubt attract
great attention.

.,.

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES.'

THE BRAVEST BATTLE.
The bravest battle that ever was fonght,
Shall I tell you where and when?
On the maps of the world you will find it not;
'Twas fought by the mothers of men.
Nay, not with cannon or battle-shot,
.With sword or nobler pen;
Nay, not with eloquent word or thought
From mouths of wonderful men I
But deep in a walled-up woman's heart,
Of woman thai would not yield,
But liravely, silently, bore her•pa.it-.
Lo, there is that battle field!
No marRhallng troop, n 0 bivouac song,
No banner. to gleam and wave;
B,nt, oh, these battles! they !aRt so long~
' Froin babyhood to the grave.
-Joaquin Milltr.

OSTENTATION.
Speakingof the wealth of our churches, I see
the plans for the new St. John Protestant Episcopal Cathe.<:lral in 'New York. have just been
awarded. The church is to cost not less than
s,ooo,ooo dollar.s. ·I noticed that some of the
Vanderbilts and Af~tors areon the board of trustees. I wonder how many dollars of the money
contributed by the ·wealthy members have been
earned by the donors, and how much of the sum
total has been acquJred by gambling. I also won.c
-der wliat prospect there would be for Jesus were
he to return .and in .a simple peasant attire sl')ek
to expound the Scriptures some fine Sunday
morning in.this cathedral when It is· finishedslim chances, indeed. But, a:h.! if by some
chanc.e he could obtain a hearing, I .am sure he
would soon empty ~he temple, for. his burning
words of truth wou\d be more cutting than were
the thongs with which in another age he is said
to have driven the gamblers from another temple
dedicated to the worship of God.
It is probable that Jesus on such an occasion
would· ask the most: pompous pew-holders some
questions as embar~~ssing as were his words to
the hypocrites in Judea, when he said "Let him
that is without sin cast the. first ~tone." I imag~ne he would p()intedly address some of the pious
pillars ()fthe church putting queries something
lil~e the following:.
How many of the . zo,ooo
fain:!Ues which are ~~:nnually evicted in this city
of riches and pc>Ytlrty:, w~re driven from roof.s
O:~~ep by your J:Jow. many corpsesh~ the
~rE~gches of the Pottl')r'fl Felclare tht1re to,da~ di·
•reetly. through your heartless brutality.;;_m'ur:

dered that your cupidity might be satisfiedslain that .your fortunes might tower a little
higher than your neighbor's and that you might
match a brother (whose fortune depends. on
gambling,) in contributions to this unholy temple, which is an insult to Deity while there remains one son of man striving to earn a living
and failing; one human being slowly starving
and freezing within t~e sound of its mocking
chimes? Ah! Jesus would not deal tenderly
with such criminal ostentation,
-American Spectator.
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER •.

Sister Mattie A. Jolly, Allegheny City, Pa.,
asks your faith and prayers in her behalf, that
God may be pleased to restore her to health.
Sr. Zeruah Valles, New Marion, Indiana,
asks for your prayers that she may be healed:
Bro. J. N. Perkins asks that your special
prayers be offered in behalf of a little boy aged
four years, who is going blind, that he may be
healed through administration.

in healing me. To him be all the praise. The
Lord has blessed ·me with faith, to believe, that
by being administered to by the elders and using
oil internally and externally I will be healed,
whether it is a serious disease or merely a cut or
bruise. on is used by me for everything and
has never failed me, and I feel never will. We
have Bro. J. R. Evans with us now, preached us
a beautiful sermon last Sunday, and they met
again on Monday evening. Bro. Evans is a good
man and has done much good since he. has been
here. I believe I may say, he is beloved by all,
and may the Lord bless him is my desire, and
my prayer is that I may prove faithful to the
end and win the crown.
Your sister in the gospel,
ELIZA DINGLE.

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Sr. Frank Sheehy, (now at Searsport), Me.,
writes :-"I do feel so thankful in my own little
corner of experience that we have the noble and
the pure of tHs world to make so beautifully
plain the way of salvation, even though it be for
no greater work than to unite us more firmly
together that our little band may do our work
LosT CREEK, Mont., Sep, zzd.
more faithfully that we may truly be as "a city
Dear Sister·Frances:-Not sel')ing any letters
set upon a hill." Truly we fail to find this unity
from Montana for sometime, I thought I would
at the present day among the various denominasend a few lines to the ''Mother's Home
tions, creeds and isms in the world. But are we
Column;" I feel greatly blessed at times, in
all doing the very best we can as a people? I
reading the letters from the sisters, and think we
should write occasionally, it may encourage oth- fear we come far short of it in· many respects,
especially in a financial one. Something keeps
ers to do the same. I feel so thankful that my
our treasury low. What is it? Has not pride
desire .is granted, I have so wished we ·had a
branch here, and Bro, Evans with Bro. Reese orsomething to be responsible for in this matter?
ganized one here tqe rst of June, so that now we
Indee<:l, in my limited >pht"re of observation I
can meet together and bear our testimony. True,
see many a penny very unwisely spent by those
who, seemingly, ought to know better, but I
we are only a few, but the promise is, where two
or three are gathered together, there our Fatker
have no disposition to judge anyone, only I am
wifl be.
longing for the time when I can see our people
I was taken ill with Ia grippe the beginning of as a body take a firmer stand in this matter and
show by their life as well as simplicity of attire
last January, caught cold, had a relapse, then
that they are living for something higher and
again caught cold and was worse than ever.
The.dlsease settled on my lungs and so continued
nobler than the enjoyment of the fleeting pres- ·
ent. I love pretty things myself and could extill the middle of June; my cough Wl!.S incessant
pend .money upon the,m, if I did not realize that
and my breathing difficult, my .lungs so sore I
could not bear myllnen to touch th,em, I was
the inward adorning of a meek and quiet spirit Is
administered to by Bro. Evans, felt. better for a far better: In days that are gone I have spent
time, then I had pains in my loins and back; money foolishly for the fostering. of pride, hut I
cannot do it no'w, I may have done .it more for
also had pains in my stomach. I fasted and
prayed, felt better at times, then asked the sisters others than for myself, but this does not excuse
me in the least. . . . Sr. Bliss has gone up in
of the Prayer Union to pray for me. I felt much
Vermont again to care for her brother who is
better after their prayers, and thank them kindly
sick and I am very lonesome without her: She
for their interest In my behalf, On the rst of
is such a good, loving sister and, her company is
June, at the organization of our .branch, I was
a great loss to me. Every da"y, night and mornadministered to by Bro. Ev11ns, J. Reese and
ing, we had our reading and prayers together, .
.Gomer Reese; I felt relieved at once; pains in
but now that I am .alone I am beginning to .
my back left me, my lungs became.easier; I continued fasting and using oil externally and inreckon up my bad traits and think over what·
ternally. After. using the oil qn my chest, the
good I can.remember and try and keep straight
inflammation a11d eruption came outside and I was
myself. For the first few days I thought I
immediately relieved of soreness and pain, Then would really have to give up my canvassing and ·
rny stomach pained· so and burned like fire; . I
ga home, but. I strove very • hard to think mrself
kept on using the oil and eventually the Inflamhappy and. am yet at my work. From the winmation came outside. It was a purple color; I
dow of my room I can look out on Penobscot '
really think it must havl') bee.n .Erysipelas; but
Bay. Its waters are••sparkling i~ the sunshine
the eruptions wer.e large,andwhen onebroke (it and its. waves have .a lu!Hng, sleepy murmur.
appeared .to be filled with. water) it felt like .a
The weather is very lovely. The two past d:a.;•s
liqui<l fire runningover the surfac,e, but 0 how
have seemed the warmest of the season. Frost
thankful I was; all pain had left internally! .this· has not visited us yet to kit! tho vine~; so ~very
continu~d near a mcmth.before. I was ht;;tled enthing will l:ie p~rfectly ripenened, .and the- :autirely. lfeel itmyduty to, wrife and b~ar testitumn flowers are beautifulto iookatY ·
.
mony of t~e Lord's mercy· and loving. kindnes6
· The following .extract is. from the ·letter of a
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young friend ')Yhlle at the Institute, In Pl'inceton,
Illinois: "The Institute was very good and I
found a nice l:oardingplace with my friend, Kittle,
just across from the schoolhouse, and so was not
tired by much walking. The 'kistorical novel'
was touched upon by Prof. McCormick, of the
State Normal. He expressed himself as of the
opinion that it is 'misleading and dangerous.' I
talked with him some on the subject. He said
he had not read Ben Hur; had no time. ·He
mentioned Ivanhoe. Said he sometimes liked to
read parts of such books,· certain portions that
interested him, while he _believed those books
could not be relied. upon for historical information. ·He was an old gentleman, or past middle
age, and a master of histqry, and so of course
knew, when he read such books ato. the historic
novels mentioned, just how to distinguish the
true and the untrue, but you see those of us less
wise would be In danger from the fact that we
do not know, and w:ith us such works are misleading. The question of opening school with
devotional exercises was also. touched upon, but
nothing especial upnn the Bible in public
schools. Three Catholic sisters-nuns-attended for. examination. They wore their robes
and all belonging to their order, and yet I understand they teach and are paid from public money,
arid I think If they stand up as public school
teachers they ought to be required to lay aside
those robes and bonnets. Those things that are
a part of their religion have no more right In the
American school room than has my Book of
Mormon, and I do not claim that It has any.
The truths of education are In agreement with
the truths of religion, but let them be taught
each by itself and the time will come when men
_will see how grandly 'all things work, together'
in the hand of God.''
LoGAN, Iowa, Sept ..5th.
Dear Sister Frances:-Logan is auch a pretty
little place. As we gained the top of the hill this
morning and looked over at the little town nestled In the embrace of the hills and made beautiful by many trees, I thought .of the sweet old
saying which always comes to me when I see It
embodied, "As the mountains are round about
Jerusalem so the Lord is round about his peo.
ple.'' And when I saw the Saints gathering to
the camp ground from their different boarding
places and noted the expression upon their
faces and thought of what they, what we, were
here for, my heart swelled within me at the
thought of how all the faithful ones were encircled in the arms of his love. Arid that we had
but to keep in mind the fact of this being a day
of preparation in order to be able to say joyfully
and willingly, "Father my life is thine! take all
but thy love and I will be rich Indeed!"
Well! The Sunday ·sehool workers were
invited to meet in the main tent this morning at
efght o'elock. Lamoni was well represented.
Bro. Chase's cheery voice greeted us with, "Ali!
you're tardy," as we entered the tent, but as we
had to wait some ten minutes before the exercises began, we thought we were on time after
all. Bro. E. Blakeslee called the meeting to order.
H.! said, that after talking the matter over with
•everal who were interested, they had decided
up:>n organizing a Sabbath school to be held·
ea' h day during the Reunion. He spoke of our
fahq, of the .metl}od~ of other Sunday schools,

and that while· learning from those who had
more experience, yet we could not adopt their
methodli because they did not harmonize with
what we .believed should be done. That we
were forced to branch out for o.urselves. That
no doubt we would make nil stakes, but would be
willing to ;ee and correct them. Spoke of the
superior advantages of those who attended Sunday school over those who had not, and that once
entered, a person should never leave the Sunday
school until .he left this life.
He then called upon Bro. Sheehy, who was not
in favor of organizing for the purpose of having
a.Sabbatb school every day, but did favor devotIng different .sessions to topics and discuning
them, thinking .such Interchange of thought
would be pleasant and helpful. Said it·would be
a good Idea if one was a regular teachers' meetIng. He wanted to hear from all. And then he
said there were some of the sisters lhere he would
like to hear from and called upon me. Bro. Ed.
said, "Sr. S.'' I kept my seat and said I was willing to help In any way I could, but could only
do so in a quiet way. That I was with them,
heart and soul, but could not talk. Bro. Min tun,
of Magnolia, said ,a few words in favor and made
an emphatic declaration to the effect that Sunday schools were a nursery for the kingdom of
God. Bro. Pitt said he was sorry to see so many
were opposed because they knew so little about
Jt. Said that this organization was the fi~st onward step in our Sunday school work. The
work is being made a success in proportion as
we perfectly organize. This should be brought
before the Saints in order to let them thoroughly
understand it. We must continue with patience
and perseverance in order to win. We must edu'
cate our teacher&. Find out the difference between preaching., and teaching and break the
food up emall ertough for the little ones to digest;
Bro. Nicholson was then invited to &how and
explain the Sunday school record which he did
in a few words and clear business like way;
showing that from the time a child entered the
Sunday school until they left or were taken
away, a complete record was kept of their attendance, deportment, lessons, &c. I thought of
the «Book of Remembrance.''
Officers for· the Sunday school were elected.
Bro. E. Blakeslee Superintendent, Bro. Joseph
Mlntun Assistant Superintendent, Bro. Nicholson Secretary, L. L. Lyons Treasurer, Bro.
Chase Chorister, Sr. Balfour Organist.
Between the Interval of this meeting and
prayer service we went to the tent of Bro. Hyrum
Smith and wife, where Slna is staying. It is so
good, this feeling that we are brothers and sisters in Christ. There is a forthgolng something
which never comes to the surface only when
with the Saints, and thank God it abides.
It was pleasant to again go to the main tent
after getting thoroughly warmed and while the
meeting was a {:[Uiet one there seemed to be a
good spirit there. One sister spoke in tongues,
a brother, S. W. Roberts, gave the interpretation
of it. Bro. Stafford is here, happy and working
at his short hand as usual. I asked him for the
interpretation. It was this: ;
"0 ye who are assembled together, inasmuch
as ye will look and trust in the promises of my
-word you surely shall be blest. I who have
spoken it cannot lie, neither can my -word fail, I
will ~lve yo1.1 qf my Spirit. It wili strengthen

you. It will comfort you. It will cheer you
through the j.ourney of life. If you will do my
will, If you will turn unto me and rely upon my
promi~es, the blessing you are desirous of obtaining, inasmuch as it is for your good, shall be
given urito you and you shall be blessed with
my people In that great and notable day of reckoning."
Well this is,all for to-day. We are well and
enjoying ourselyes. I knew you would wari1: to
know something of the meetings.
Lovingly yours,
SALOME.

--,England, 'Aug. 25th.
Editors Herald:-! was baptized by Elder
Tankard on the 10th of March, 1889
At that
time I was a teacher in the Sabbath school of the
Wesleyan faith; shortly after the· superintendent
of the mission heard that I had been baptized into the Marmon Church (so-called). He sent for
me to come to his class and questioned me upon
our belief, Joseph Smith and the Book ot Mormon, and closed by asking me to resign my position as teach,er 'in the Sunday school, which I
did.
I prayed In secret about the Book of Mormon,
and received an answer through one of God's
servants as follows: "Thus salth the Lord, go
In peace, my,..son, and be troubled no more, for
the Book of Mormon Is my true record, saith the
Lord.''
From the time I was baptlzod Satan has tried
to uproot me. My fellow workmen in the shop
did all they could. to turn me from the faith, telling me many things about Brigham Young,
Salt Lake City, etc. Finally they complained to
the foreman, said I was not fit to be among such
a respectable Iot of young men, etc., (although
some of them were from the church to which I
formerly belonged, and workers in the same mission); they succeeded In their efforts, arid now I
am without work, and with my trade but partially learned. My parents tell me that had I
stayed among the Wesleyans, it would have been
all right. But notwithstanding all thi~, I- can
truly say, "It is good to be a Saint in latter
days.''
We have been turned out of our hall and are
now holding meetings in a cottage, but the Lord
is with us by his Spirit, and we go on our way
rejoicing. We labor on the highways and byways nearly every night, but it Is hard work, and
it almost seems labor In vain. "Pray ye the
Lord of the harvest that he will send forth more
laborers into his vineyard."
Asking the faith and prayers of the Saints, I
am,
Yours in gospel bonds,
A. JENNINGS.
ALBIA, Iowa, Oct. 4th.
Editors Herald:-When I read Bro. Crabb's
letter in last Herald I rejoiced to think of the
mercy God has upon his children when they are
humble; for his promise is always sure, if we live
for it. I have never went in prayer in behalf of
sickness in our family but my prayers have been
answered and the suffering ones .restored 'to·
health. To God be all the praise for the gifts
!!nsl J:Ms~in~s he ~iyf;l~ t9 his t:hildren as a wit·
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ness that they have yielded obedience to the
gospel given for all mankind to obey.
The many sermons in Herald and Autumn
Leaves are food for me. I feel lost here without
a branch, a& many of Ut> were scattered fro'm
Lucas owing to the mines closing down and no
work there. I hope the time will soon come
when we will have some meetings of the Saints
here. I would exhort those who are in branches
to make good use of the time. Listen to the exhortations of your branch officers, ~nd pray for
them that they may have the Spirit to direct at
all times. I would say to the scattered Saints,
be always prayerful; do not hold hatred one towards another, for if we do not forgive one another, how can we ask our heavenly Father to
forgive us.
I have distributed some tracts and Autumn
Letrves in this place and have been greatly blessed
by God's Spirit.
Yours,
MoRGAN D. LEWIS.
Box 8r, NoRTH WEYMOUTH, Mass.,
Sept ..zut.
Editors Herald:-S!n.ce last writing to you we
have experienced. many changes in our Boston
branch. One of our oldest brethren has been re.
moved by death,. Elder Nlckenon, and many
have removed from us so·that very few are now
left to bear the burden of the work. Those who
have left us for "pastures new," or In answer to
duty's call are principally those who were the
stay of the work, ever willing to help, not. only
by their prayers o£ faith and words of encouragement, but by good works. We fee! the loss
greatly, eepecially as we have the burden of our
ch\lrch debt to carry, struggling under great reverses to retain a !name and a place to present
the gospel to those who come in with us. to worship.
Sometime ago ~e received a subscription list
for doriatiO'ns in aid of the Independence church.
Many quickly anrl in ·some Instances liberally
responded. Sometime after that we found a
place of worship fpr sale very cheap, a very nice
quiet place to. worship in, all for about ${,500·
The lot wouirl brihg more to-day than what we
can buy church a~d land for (had we the means.)
We made an appeitl for aid, but were politely lnfotm.ed that that .mode o£ appeal could no!onger
be tolerated (this ~he substance if not the exact
reply made), whlcpremind!ld me. of the womall
who borrowed he~ neighbor's "•pider" and using
it until It was uqfl.t for use, thel\ purchased a
JleW one for her own special use, came suddenly
to the coricluslon that borrowing was a sin and
lending about a.a bad, so "she would neither borrow nor lend;" "so there." But we are not despondent yet, and 'may !n the near. future give
some of our dldant nelgh!Jors a beautifully
bound and cunningly constructed contribution
card and box combined, to collect a few dimes
and quarters for this same little "Church around
the-corner" of Howard Averiue, Mount Pleasant,
Boston.
·
Many hundreds. of rlollar.s hav.e been paid out
for halls to worship in_.:.the very walls, seats, floor:s
and .ceilings of which have bee.n impregnated
with stale. tobacco smoke,. and in almost every
nook,and corner cigar ends. left to make disgust·'
ingly obnoxious the ph1<;e appoi11ted. to meet to
worship opr heavenly F_ather and invoke the
pr.esepce of that pure and Holy influence, the.
J:!olj~pirit•
··

To those who by prayer, fasting and manly effort,
assisted by the grace of God, have overcome the
filthy habit of smoking _and been wrought upon
and cleansed by the Holy Ghost, the experience
of worshiping in city halls used during the week
by various societies where tobacco is freely indulged in is of such a character that causes such
to shudder at the thought of having to pass
through it again.
Dear Saints, everywhere, help us with your
mites to remove this debt that we may have a
clean house to dedicate to the Lord.
One more plea to the Saints of the Massachusetts district. Don't forget the Lord's storehouse; don't forget. the needs of this great work;
don't forget to bring in your tithes and offerings;
don't stop with giving your bare tithes, but let us
have a free gift now, and then let us be willing
to make sacrifice for this work we profess to
love, that this gospel of the kingdom may be
preached in all the world for a witness, and thus
assist to bring about the time and conditions
when the Lord shall ''hasten his work."
In bonds of peace,
RICHARD BULLARD,
Bishop's Agent Mass. D!st.
BoNANZA, Mo., Sept.-.
Edztors Herald :-F.rom the . missionary standpoint we are already prepared to say, this· is a
hard field to plow. It is simiiar to the man p!ow.
ing with wild steers in anticipation that it all had
to be plowed anyway; but it seems very difficult
now to get a plow in, because of the indifference
manifested.
There are a few brethren here who are anxious
that good might be done, but· al!i to the best
m.ethods for bringing about the reaction they are
at a Joss. Branch meetings are things ~f the
past-Saints are so scattered that it is impossible
to get them together, and the opinion prevails
that the peop1e have been preached to death.
We are not prepared to say as to how the death
occurred; we can only testify to the fact of
death.
It is not yet time to question the wisdom of
conference in sending me here when there are
so many places where the people are crying for
the word and anxious to hear, while here it takes
aU the· ingenuity one is possessed of to get a
hearing; for example, w.e came here and Brn.
Snider and Bryant secured the church to speak
in, but a difficulty occurred about letting us .in.
Some opposed and some favored us; however
we finally succeeded In obtaining the churchfirst sermon, three out to hear. I made about as
much noise as I thought they could wel'l stand,
and gave notice that we should continue nightly;
procured a piece of chalk and wrote on the sidewalk in several places, "Mormons in Town;''
"Mormon meeting.to-night;" "Go and hear the
Mormons at the church to-night;" "Beware of
false prophets," etc.
The result was our congregation ·increased
and has increased every night since, a:nd from
the Indications it would seem that the "leaven"
is working, as some. are taking sides, 'With us;
Hence we do not despair nor feel discouraged:
We started from Independence; Missouri,
without a cent, going back to the old,paths,'relying on the Lord entirely: ·.· We preached our ·way
to this. field, lacking 'notiling on the way, .arriving her{! in gooq splrits and have gone tQ wor)>:

.

Up to this date have preached twelve sermon
and bar tized three; and we hereby ask the hearty
cooperation of the brethren of this part of the district. If any brethren know· of localities within
the Far West district where we could do good, I
kindly ask you to correspond with me. I will
come to you as soon as posiiible. I have written
several brethren In the district, but as yet no
answers. Letters may have miscarried. Any
of said brethren seeing this will please answer.
Would be much pleased to hear from the president of district. Write me at Kingston, Caldwell county, Missouri.
Yours for truth,
T. W. CHATBURN.
SAND RuN, Ohio, Sept. 3oth.
Editors Herald :-I left home on August 28th
to attend the reunion at Vale's Mills, an account
of which has been published in the Herald. I
see the secretary has failed to report the two
baptisms there. From there I went to Syracuse,
Ohio, and Hartford City, West Virginia. I
enjoyed my visit with the. Saints in those places.
I then went by boat to Clarksburg, in company
with T. W. Williams and wife, and from there
by rail to Cornwallis, West Virginia, to attend
the reunion in that section. We had a grand
time in all respects.
Brn. D. L. Shinn, T.
Matthews and T. W. Williams were also present.
There was one baptism.
From there I went to Pleasanton, Athens
county, Ohio, where I met with Bro.J. L. Goodrich. Arrangements had been made for a tent
meeting. Two were baptized here, Bro. Woodr.uff and wife. There are only four Saints here,
the others !Jeing Bro. William Henry and wife;
From there we came to Sand Run where we
have been holding meetings since the 26th. This
is a good, active branch.
Brn. S. D. and D.
Hannah, and C. Cooper are active earnest. workers. The Saints here are kind, generous, and
are striving to do the Master's will. They haye
an excellent Sunday school,. which is a credit to
the Saints. Both old and young see!ll to take an
interest in this department of the church work.
The weather h fine, and no better fall could be
desired for gospel work. Crops and fruit are
abundant, and the people of southern Ohio have
been blessed in this regard by our Father above.
The brethren in the ministry, as far as I can
learn, are meeting with success.
We leave here to-morrow for Creola, and expect to visit Vale's Mills, Fltzpatricks, Limerick,
Pine, Bierly's, Jackson and Ironton, Ohio, Cen'
terville, West Virginia, expecting to reach Pittsburg by November 2oth.
My permanent address is Temple, Lake county,
Ohio.
Yours hastily,
r;;. T. GrFFITHS.
.
.
F:ANCHER,.Ark.; Sept. I7th.
Editors Hera!d:-The interest that. I ha,ve in
this work is not decreasing. Sometimes I almost
feel like an exile, still I recognize the blessings
.of God at intervals, and thank him that j-le still
remembers me. I have seen. but one Saint in
nine months-that was mother, who ca,me to
visit us. I sometimes think I have learned a
lesson among the sectarian. world that \Vill he
profitable, that is the Z\lal that some pf~h· n!
seem to hav!'): Indeed;Iknowmany ?f :wh~nn
their zeal and iritegrity attra~ts me; and I am.
rn~de to hope (hat the,r .will re.~eive the ~re!\tef
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light, for the refonners have some light ;and I
wonder if we .as Saints are not too apt to exalt
ourselves as being "t'le. chosen of the Lord,.the
salt of tn.'e earth .or the children of Abraham,
and by reason of these rights and privileges
neglect our duty to an extent, feeling that because we are fav:ored we can h1ke some rest, seeing that we have the light and know that the
gifts and blessings are in the .church?
Dear Saints,. the greater the light the greater
the responsibility, We ought to be the more
faithful Jest we hear that "God is able of these
stones to raise up children unto Abraham!' I
cannot say that I have done much, for sectarian•
ism runs high and is grounded deep. All to
whom I have said anything are very slow to be
convinced but what the Reorganized Church and
the Utah Church are all one, polygamy being
the chief principle. My sister believes; my
brother-in-law does not yet; he wants greater
light, but does not expect to find it among the
"deluded Mormons."
I would like to see Brn. D. S. Crawley and J•
Richards here at Fancher. I cannot extend such
a hearty welcome or so cordial an Invitation as I
would like, but the Saints understand that new
fields are not. old ones.
We have preaching
often here by various denominations; have had
a great many revivals and conversions; also
prayer meeting once a week, and a union Sunday school, but there is not so much unity in it
as there should be.
I desire the prayers of the Prayer Union.
May we prepare ourselves for the final gatl!.er~ng is my prayer. Yours in the faith,
BELL ZONA KENNEDY.

¢nmmunittafinns. ·
AliTWLEB under this head do not neoesi!Arily reeeive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
"their own views. Contributions solicited.
W"' Write on one slde of the paper only.

TITHING.

"BRING ye all the tithes into the storehouse, that there may be meat "in mine
house, and prove me now herewith, saith
the Lord of hosts, if I will not open you
the windows of heaven, and pour you out
a blessing, that there shall not be room
enough to receive it."-Mal. 3: 10.
Herein we find a promise that is fraught
with a blessing to all that will comply
with it and believe in God, who is abundantly able to fulfill his promises to all
who will obey his commandments.
But the question that arises in the mind
of the writer is this: "Have we faith in
whaf God has said? If not, why not?"
Are we not believers in the true and living God? "Ah, yes," some will say, "We
believe in God and love him with all our
hearts and souls." If this is a fact, then
what is the reason we do not obey his
commandments? for Jesus Christ said,
"He that .hath my commandments and
keepeth them, he it is that loveth me, and
h~ that loveth me shall be loved of my
F «ther, and I will love him and will manif<'~t myself unto him."-John 14:21 ..
Again, in the twenty-third verse Jesus
an "wered and said unto him, "If a man
Jove me he will keep my words, and my

Father will love him, and we will come mandments; for God has promised to
unto him and make ouf abode with him." bless those that obey; as he said by "the
Again, in the . fifteenth chapter and voice of Moses to the children of Israel
tenth ver11e he said, ".If ye keep my com- anciently, ''If ye walk in my statutes 1 and
mandments ye shall. abide in my love, keep my commandments, and do.them;
even as I have kept my Father's com- then I will give you rain in due season',"
and the land shall yield her increase; and
mandments· and abide in his Iove."
Now this seems to be the proof by the trees of the field shall yield their fruit ...
-which we are to know when men love And your threshing shall reach unto the
God. But someone will say,"Is tithing a vintage, and the vintage shall reach unto~
commandment?" We say, Yes; for the the sowing time:· and ye shall eat your,
Lord said as early as September, 1831, bread to the full, and dweli in your lahd
(Book of Covenants 64: 5), "Behold, now safely. And I will give peace in the land,
it is called to-day, untiJ the corning of the and ye shall lie down, and none shall. make
Son of Man; and verily it is a day of sac- you afraid."
Again, the prophet Isaiah said: "If ye
rifice and a day for the tithing of my peo-;
pie; for he that is tithed shall not be burned · be willing and obedient, ye shall eat the
good of the land."
, .
at. his coming."
Is not this encouraging to everyone to
This is another promise the Lord has
made unto all those who pay their tithing, obey this law and commandment of the
that they shall escape the burning when Lord? We think it is. Then come, let
the heavens shall reve_al the Son of God, us all comply with this law of tithing.
But perhaps someone will say, "We
when he shall come in flaming fire to take
vengeance on those that know not God have no storehouse of the Lord now like
they h<Jd then; therefore we cannot take
and obey not the gospel.
"But," someone will "ask, "How much up one-tenth of our corn, wine and oil, and
does the Lord reguire of his people for a the firstlings of our herds and of our
tithing?" Why, he said in a ,revelation flocks."
given at Far West, Missouri, July 8th, · This may be true, but then we can turn
18;)3, as recorded in the Book of Cove- it into money as they were told to do, and
nants, page 300: "I require all their sur- can take that to the Bishop or his agent,
plus property to be put into the hands of or send it up to them, and thereby procure
the bishop of the church of Zion, • • • unto ourselves all the blessings God
and, after that, ·••. one-tenth, . . . and has promised u.s in his word.
this shall be a standing law unto them forMay it be so is my prayer. Amen.
JAMES KEMP.
ever."
HUTCHINSON, Colorado.
Now, dear reader, the Lord has never
repealed this law, to my knowledge,
therefore it must be in force to-day; and
THE TIMES OF THE GENTILES.
indeed this is the just plan that God has
adopted in all the different ages of the THE time of the Gentiles came in not
world to carry on his work on the earth; later than when the· first edition of the
hence we see that Abraham paid or gave Book of Mormon was published: "And
tithes to MelchisedeJ<:, King of Salem; when the time of the Gentiles i, come in,
and J acoh made a covenant with the Lord, a light shall break forth among them that
saying, "This stone which I have set for a sit in darkness, and it shall be the fullness
pillar shall be God's house, and of all that · of my gospel."-D. C. 45: 4·
thou shalt give me I will surely give the
The times of the Gentiles will be fultenth unto thee."
filled not further on than one N ephite genShall riot we follow the example of eration, or one hundred years from the
those ancient worthies, the servants of time of the publication of the first edition .
God, and give unto the Lord one-tenth to of the Book- of Mormon: "But they recarry on this great latter day work of sal- ceive it not [the fullness of the gospel], for
vation which we believe to be the gospel they perceive not the light, and they turn
of Christ restored to earth again for the their hearts from me because of the presalvation of man? And as we believe that cepts of men; and in that generation shall
this gospel must be preached in all the the times of the Gentiles be fulfilled."-D.
world for a witness before- the end can
45=4·
"'
come, it devolves upon us as a church and
That is, when the time shall come that
people to see that this gospel is carried no Gentile can be found in any church
forth to all nations, tongues and people on whatever, whose heart is" not turned from
the earth, because God has intrusted it God more or less, through the precepts of
with uo;; as a people, and if we do not do men, then and there will the times of the
this work of carrying forth the gospel he Gentiles be fulfilled.
will cast us off and choose another people
When the times of the Gentiles are fulthat will do this work; then they will re- filled the way will be opened up for the
ceive all the blessing and we the cursing, full return of the Jews to the land of their
for the Lord said, "Y e are cursed with a fathers: "And this I have told you concurse, for ye have robbed me, even this cerning Jerusalem; and when that day
whole nation ••• in tithes and offerings." shall come, shall a remnant be scattered
I hope and trust that we shall be honest among all nations, but they shall be gathwith the Lord and bring in all our tithes ered again; but they shall remain until the
and offerings that there may be meat in his times of the Gentiles be fulfilled."-D. C.
house, and that we thereby in return may 45: 3·
receive the blessings God has promised to
That is, the necessary dispersion of tl'ie
pour out upon all those that obey his com- "Jews will not end, and th@refore their· per-

c.
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manent gathering will not begin until the
times of the Gentiles are fulfilled.
When the times of the Gentiles are fulfilled, then will. God take the fullness of
the gospel from among them, and take it
to the house of Israel: "And thus commandeth the Father that I should say unto
you at that dav when the Gentiles shall
sin against my gospel, and shall be
. lifted up ·in the pride of their hearts
above all the people of the whole earth,
and shall be filled with all manner of
lyiggs; and of deceits, and of mischiefs,
and all manner of hypocrisy, and murders,
and .priestcrafts, and whoredoms, and of
.. secret abominations; and if they shall do
an these :things, and shall reject the fullnes~of my gospel, behold, saith the Fa.ther, I will bring the fullness of my gospel
from among them; and then will I remember my covenant which I have made
unto my people, 0 house of Israel, and I
will bring my gospel unto them."-Son
of Nephi 7: 4·
. That is, when the time comes that no
Gentile can be found in any church whatever, whose heart is not turned away
from God more or less·through the precepts of men; it. is then that they will have
sinned against the gospel ; and when they
shall sin against the gospel, it is then that
all those wicked things under the palliations of wealth will be tolerated amongst
their members. · And when all this shall
occur, they will, as a matter of course,
reject the fullness ofthe gospel.
Ween they shalf reject the fullness of
the gospel, none of the gifts of the gospel
will be found amongst them. ·"And again
I speak unto you,who deny the revelations of God, and say that they ar.e done
away, that thetie are no revelations,. nor
~prophecies,. no~ .gifts, nor healing, nor
speaking with tongues, and the interpretttionQf tong11es, Behold I say unto you,.
He that dJmiethith.ese things, knoweth not
the gospel of Christ.""-Monrion 4:6.
· That is, if thbse who denv the gifts of
the gospe], do t;wt know what the gospel
is, it would be safe .to say that those
church .. people, .. no matter who, that are
destitute. of the gifts of the:gospel, are destitute of the fu1lm;ss of the gospel; and
which would mean therefore,: that when
God takes the fullness of the gospel from
among the ·Gentiles, and .takes it to the
Israelites,. he wjlJ do this by transferring
· ithe ..gifts of the ~g'bspel, so to speak, from
. the one people to the other.
. ·.
But is Zion to be a fail tire. th~refore?
No; f()ras she accordiqg. to the infallible
testirnony is not to .be moved out of her
place, therefore willthe gifts of the' gospel
not be taken from her altogether.
B.Jlt d()es ·this mean that they may be
taken frqm her in part? Yes, or, if you
please, just to the extent .that her children
shaHwalk too niuch in their own .counsds
an<} in ,the ways of the Gentiles will the
gifts of the gospel at least .lie dormant
withJhem. . .•·.
.
But.after_ the· gi~ts of. the gospel are
taken.away from the Gentiles, will they
be aware Qf the. f~;~ct?. They will not,
fully so; but as th~ry vvill presume to detid~ .wh~n t);l,ose .gilt'"' are . n~cessaty and

when they are not, it is in this way that
they will get rid of those gifts altogether.
In other words, when they shall become
in their own estimation, fully competent
in every way to attend to the Lord's
church affairs with but little or no assistance or counsel from him, it is in this way
that they will reject the fullness· of the
gospel and therefore be left to attend to
their church affairs the hest they can, in
their own strength and wisdom.
But is the gospel, therefore, to be a
failure at last among the Gentiles? It is,
comparatively so at a venture; a tall events
let us not be surprised that it should turn
out to be as great a failure among the
Gentiles of our day, as it turned out to be
among the Jews in the days of the Cresars.
But as the gospel was a great success
in those days among the Gentiles, is it,
comparatively so, to be· as great a success
among the Israelites in our day? From
the standpoint of the· Scriptures, we believe it is to be, and abundantly so.
But aside from Latter Day Saint Israelites, are not all other Latter Day Saints
Gentiles? Yes, and no. That is, while
all those Latter Day Saints· that are not
Israelites direct, are Gentiles in the sense
that they are all mote or less of the stock
of the Gentiles, nevertheless, all of them
that are of the seed of Abraham are Israelites: "Behold I say unto you, the. redemption of Zion must needs corne by power;
therefore I wili raise up 1mto my people a
man who shall lead them like as Moses
led the children of Israel, for ye are the
children of Israel, and of the seed of
Abraham.":-D. C. wo: 3·

the different sects? If anyone claims it,
let us see somewhere one single practical
example in proof, like . the following:
Here is a large and strong Presbyterian
Church, an overgrown regiment. Right
near by is a weak and declining Methodist regiment. Now let us see the Presbyterians send over one or two hundred
Christians to reinforce this retreating
body! Do we ever see any such practical
interdenominational reinforcement?
Out on this stale military apology for
the evil and sin of schism!
E. P.M. In Church Union.

THE NEWER HERESIES.
THE REV. GEORGE c; LORIMER, 0. D.

Heresy is in. the air, especially in the
northern latitudes of the United States;
but in my opinion, there is no real need
for the morbid anxiety that now prevails
in certain quarters, and surely no serious
alarm should be felt for the perpetuity and
stability of truth. Let us remember that
the heresies of the hour are not of the·
"damnable sort," which, as Peter declared,
deny the Lord who bought us; neither
are, they mixed with such immoralities as
Paul condemns in his letter to the Galatians.
In noticing the three distinctive and discriminating marks of so-called heresy in
evangelical churches, I think we will be
persuaded that it is unwise for us to be
alarmists, and imprudent "to breath out
threatenings and slaughters."
The newer heresies do not challenge
the truth of Scripture inspiration, only the
A.J;M.
form and philosophy of • such inspiration.
The men who are suspected of holding erroneous opinions concerning the method
of Divine . impartation of truth are the
strenuous advocates of the moral g:randeur,
spiritual authoiity, and faith-suffiCiency of
ONENESS.
the Heavenly Oracles. They, it is true,
It is tiresome to hear the stereotyped
deny what has be.en known ,,g the verbal
apologies or. approvals of denominational theory:-:-a theory which owes more to lhe
divisions, drawn from military tatics.
post-reformers' fear of an infallible Pope,
"We are but grand divisions of the adthan to any real, intelligent cause. Modvancing gospel army."
ern scholarship is simply leading us to
You are.! Well, who divided you up . recognize a more rational criticism than
and organized you in this fortn for the
was .po~sible to our fathers •. I do not say
campaign? Did Christ, after praying that that scholars have uttered the final word
'"they all may be one?"' Did Paul, after se- on·· this great subject,. but I do insist that
verely rebuking 'divisions and declaring we. should recognize the authority of enthat they were the fmi.ts of carnality and lightenment and not brand as heterodox,
sin?
··
men ot eminent attainments, who are seek"BtJt this stimulates competitive activ- in.gto guide us to indestructible found~ti?ns •
ity," • . •·
..
.
We have to decide whether the ChnstlanPaul . S.!lys :· "Let nothing be done ity of the immediate future shall be govthrough strife or vainglory." Said a cer- erned ·by intelligence or ignorance• Let
tain sectarian, in a little village: "If the us not be. alarmed when, here and there,
Presbyterians start in here W(:!, will work 'after infinite weariness and labor, .a littl.e
like the devil." God cannot bless such ray penetn.. tes the darkness of the ages,
carnal rivalry.
.
·
arid promises to give us a noonday view
Sometimes churches split through self- ofthe origin and influence of God's Word~
will and strife and do great things, but
Again, the newer he'resies are not pri~
God cannot bless work inspired· by such marily defections from Christaindoctrine,
motives. .The divisions of an army are only from thec.reeds ¥vhich assu.me a~thoro
all. under control of one comm.ander. itatively to define such doctrine; but what
They face the .foe and if orie regiment is rig-ht l:!as any. body of men to insiston
forced back another one at once reinforces cor1fotmity to a creed prepared by beings
it.. Each regiment feels a vital aild .orac- ·•. lik(') thetnselves? If we .respect ourselves
tical interest in the.succes.s of every other . and our. ayo\v'ed belief in the adequacy of
one. \\7)10 <;lare say that. this is tru~ of· Scripture as a' rule of faith, then we h~q
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better make one huge bonfire of.all the
antiquated creeds, than denounce the socalled heretics who are,in feality, trying
to bring. u~ ba:ck to. the' position of the
primitive saints .who allowed no hum:an
word to obscure or darken the Divine
Word.
The newer heresies are not revolts from
the Scriptural high ideal of phristain life,
only a noble protest against the n(lrrow
interpretatwns of that life.
The men
who have recently been arraigned before
the tribunals of various denominations are
eminent for their uprightness, their conscientious candor, and tolerance. Not a
word has ever been uttered to their moral
detriment; they are; in this blameful age,
among the most blameless of its people.
It hardly seems in accord with any just
conception of our Master's faith, that those
who are trying. to serve God and their
generation should be branded with foul
names, sneered atas reckless and dangerous guides, and even charged with deny- .
ing the Lord whom they reverence and
worship. Heterodoxy of conduct is a
greater evil than heterodoxy of creed, and,
though I may not, with my convictions
regarding the Atonement of Christ, under-.
stand how some eminently philanthropic
people can pass through the Golden Gates,
ye.t I should hardly appreciate a place beyond their thresh hold, if God could not
plan; in some way consistant with His
honor, to find for them a radiant seat of
glory.-Arena ..
EDUCATION FOR POWER.

OuR age is awakening to the truth that
such education is essential to true manhood, and that all sorts and conditions of
men, as far as possible, should receive such
an education. The desirability of such an
education for all has never before been
clear to all classes of men. We no longer
find any who venture to argue that it is
well to have an ignorant body of toilers
to do the world's hardest work. Toilers
with the band are now expected to be
men who think. The people are .sovereign, and the education of the people thus
acquires that interest which, under an absolute monarchy, used to attach to the education oft he heir to the throne . . . • The
scope of international pretection will doubtless soon be extended so as to embrace
Germany, Italy, Spain, and other colleges
and universities, and university extension
to carry something of the advantages of
the university to those who cannot go to
the university-these themes properly fill
a large place in the thought of our time.
The work of university extension has so
laid hold of the popular consciousness
that it bids fair to demand of many socalled centres of the higher education far
more of teaching force than they can
spare without injustice to their own undergraduates. From all men who value the
higher education and its interests in America, there should arise an appeal to our centres of higher learning that along with this
work of university extension there should
be a strenuous demand for university intention as well, for singleness of aim, for

stress. of will,.thatamong all these .popu~
lar courses the intensity of the intellectual
life may not be dissipated. To demand high
standards of scholarship is not to be blind
to practical results. Nowhere else has
systematic education reqeived so~ much attention as in Germany for 'the last.three
generations. And no people in the World
is proving itselfso, inten:~ely practical in
all lines of effort as are the Germans of our
time. After all, iUs only the man who
sees and acts upon a sound theory who in
his practice is intelligent and effective.
The great needs of our system of higher
educatton to-day seem to me to. be two:
(I) The maintenance of higher standards
at the universities; (2) at the colleges, the
formation of strong character, scholarly
habits, and capacity for intelligent leadership in American life.
THE WORLD'S DEATH RATE.

~ The printed n&t;r)e on the colored label on your pa-

per gives the date to• which your a·ubscriptwn .hail been
?aid. U it shows you are in arrears, ple&$erenew.

WESTERN TEXAS.
The above conference convened September
lith, at Pipe Creek schoolhouse, Banaera county.
L. L. Wight, President, 0. D. Johnson, Clerk.
Elders present: A. B. Moore,!L. L .. Wight, W.
H .. Davenport, T. J. Sheppard. Priests: 0. D.
Johnson, J. P. Neal. Teacher,: J. Sutherland.
Branch reports: Bandera r6 .. Medina City 49;
Oakwood, no report.
Preaching by . A. B ..
Moore; L. L. Wight and T. J. >Sheppard. Sunday at I I o'clock funeral discourse by Bro. ·A.
B. Moore. Sunday t(,venlng or,te baptized. Atten.dance good and.orderly. Bishops agent's report: On hand and received since June conference $76
paid out $26 45; balance $49.60.
Adjourned to January, 1892, on. Friday night before the third Sunday. We tr4st as many as can
will be present.

os,

HERE are a few facts compiled by the
NORTHEAST KANSAS.
Financial and Insurance Chronicle, of
Conference convened at ~anning, Kansas,
London, which will interest all, and life September 19th and :zoth; Daniel Munns presinsurance solicitors may find valuable: ident; Henry Green clerk. Minutes oflut con"The yearly mortality of the globe is re- ference read and approved. Branches:. Netported a:t 33,333,333 persons. This is ~t awaka Hi 2 received. Scranton 66; r received.
23; 2 removed. At~hlson 38; 4 bapthe rate of 91,554 per day, 3,730 per hour, Centralia
tized, 2 received. Fanning 30. Ministry re62 per minute. Each pulsation .of the ports. Elders: D. Williams,]. A. Davis, bapheart at this rate marks the decease of tized s; W. Gurwell, W. Hopl!;lns, J. T. Davis,
some human creature. The average of A. Dodd, H. Green, A. H. Parisons, G. E. Deuel,
baptized 13; J. B. Jarvis, E .. C. Gu!nand. Priest,
human life is 33 years.
Price. Bishop's agent's report: On hand
"One-fourth of the entire population die J.
last report $25.ro; .received since $26; paid out
a:t or before the age of 7 years; one-half $51; on hand ro cts. Th~ organization of
at or before 17 years.
Among IO,ooo branches at Baker and Severance were considperson!) one arrives at the age of 100 years, ered and Brn. J. T. Davis and .H. Green are to
Baker together, and If in. their judgment It
one.in 500 attains the age of 90, and one visit
will be to the Interest of the church and the
in 100 lives to the age of 6o;
Saints at Baker, they are to organize a brarich
"Married men live longer than single there. Brn. W. Gurwell and]. A. Davis were
men. -In I,ooo persons 95 marry, and also authorized to do likewise at Severance. It
more marriages occur in June and Decem- was unanimously voted to ordain Bro. G: Gurwell to the office of p:dest. B~o. H. Greeri deber than in any month of the year, one- ". sired
to be relP.ased from clerkship. Request
eighth ot the whole population is military. granted and Bro. G. Gurwell .elected instead.
"Professions exercise a great influence Bro. D. Munns sustained ·as prea!dent. All the
on longevity. In 1.000 individuals who authorities of the church were , sustained.
arrive at the 11ge of 70 years, 43 are clergy- Preaching by J. T. Davis, D. ·williams, J. A
Davis, H. Green and E. C. Gulnand. Adjourned
men, orators or public speakers, 40 are to
meet at Scranton, Kansas, December 12th and
agriculturists, 33 are workmen, 32 sol- 13th.
diers or military employes, 29 advocates or
engineers, 27 professors and 24 doctors."
-Church Progress.
EXCESSIVE USE OF MEDICINE.

NOTICES.
LoGAN, Iowa, Oct. 9th.
Editors Herald :-Please announce a change
of residence for the present from Kirtland, Ohio,
to Lamoni, Iowa, which latter plaee w!ll be my
permanent address. Letters directed to me at
Temple, Ohio, will all reach me in due time, so
that should persons not receive answers at once,
they need not be in fear of letters having been
lost.
Hereafter address me at Lamon!, Iowa, and
Very respectfully,
.
oblige.
E; L. KELLEY.

THE London Times, in speaking of the
excessive use of medicine, says that it
would be utterly impossible to tell how
many constitutions have been impaired,
how many digestions ruined, how many
complexions spoiled, and how many purses
emptied through medicine. The wiser
philosophy of tl:e present day is gradually
delivering us from three potent evils. N ature has a self-righting power within her;
there is a kind of vis medicatrix in the
To the Saints of the Southeastern Ohio and
physical frame. Treat the body kindly; West VIrginia district: We desire to form a
let as much pure air as possible get to the District Sunday school Association, and request
to send delegates to our next conference.
lungs, and as much fresh water as is needful you
All Su.nday schools in the district, please to give
be applied to the flesh, and as much the above your attention; and in branches where
healthy exercise as duty permits to be there are no schools we earnestly urge you to
given to the muscles, and as early rising organize, and let us all move forward together
in this grand work. Let the ministry in this
as circumstances will allow be afforded for field
aid by calling the attention of the Saints to
the recruitment of the brain, and then ·the wisdom <·f this work.
medicine will be an avoidable affair,
S.D. HANNAH, Supt. Sand RunS; S.
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erful that one-eighth of a pound of it is more deBORN.
friends to-day by conversing fluently In both
structive than one full pound ot giant powder.
English and German. When IS years .old he
Ross.-To Bro. Isaac and Sr. Amanda J. Ross,
was stricken with Illness. Since then he has
May 28th, r887, near Lockport, Kansas, a son.
Immense flocks of crows have exterminated
Named Isaac L. and blessed by Eld. C. M. Fulks. never spoken a word until to-day. Wlrthner
the grasshopper pest In some parts of California.
Ross.-To Bro. Isaac and Sr. Amanda J. Ross, ·was induced to try electricity, and upon a batSALT LAKE CITY, Utah, Oct.s.-The sixtytery being applied his speech suddenly returned.
April I rth, r888, near Lockport, Kansas, a daughsecond semiannual conference of the Church of
He
had
learned
the
English
language
by
hearing
ter. Named Bessie R. H., and blessed by Eld.
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints convened in
it spoken and converses freely, as though It was
C. M. Fulks.
the tabernacle Sunday morning, over w,ooo of
his mother tongue.
its members being in attendance. For the first
Ross.-,Near Harper, Missouri, September
WANT TO DROP DR. BRIGGS' CASE.
time in over seven years all the leading officials
13th;r89o, to Bro. Isaac and Sr. Amanda J. Ross,
NEw YoRK, Oct. 2.-Efforts are being made -the three presidents and the twelve apostlesa son. Blessed by Eld. C. M. Flllks and named
met together in public, which was made possible
among the Presbyterian ministers of the city to
Robert A.
by President Harrison recentl_y pardoning Joseph
close the case of the Rev. Dr. Briggs called _for
AME:r'm.-To Bro. James H. and Sr. Alice F.
Monday without a trial. The "peace party" is
F. Smith, the nephew of the Prophet Joseph and
Amend, near McCune, Kansas, November 25th,
one of the first presidents who has been for that
r884, a son;' named James H. and blessed March· aiding the friends of Dr. Briggs in their efforts.
time an exile on account of an indictment for poThis party is composed of those ministers who,
22d, 189r, near Echo, Ind. Ter., by Elders S. Mawhfle not agreeing with Dr. Briggs, consider the
lygamy hanging over him. The day was devoted
loney and C. M. Fulks.
to speech-making, the three presidents-Wilford
movement to bring about his trial untimely and
AMEND ..,-To Bro. James H. and Sr. Allee F.
Woodruff, Joseph F. Smith, and George Q. Canill advised. A proposition to compromise the
Amend, near Pryor, Ind. Ter., October 5th, r887,
non-being the principal speakers.
case may come before the presbytery In the form
a son; named William H., and blessed March
of a motion to lay the indictment on the table.
The' man who does his best In the place he
22d, 1891, by Elders C. M. Fulks and S. MaloThe prosecuting committee will have ready
now has Is on his way to a better place.
ney.
Monday the charges and specifications against
The formal indictment of Dr. Briggs, formerly
AMEND.-To Bro. S. L. and Sr. Mary B.
Dr. Briggs.
of Union seminary, brings to a head the Issue In
Amend, August 3d, r890, near Pittsburg, KanAccording to the rule of the church theee must
the Presbyterian body as to what Is heresy and
sas, a son; blessed July 19th, 1891, by Elders S.
rest after the reading of the indictment for at
what Is not. One of ChiCago's prominent PresMaloney and C. M. Fulks, and named Joseph S.
least ten days. However, a motion to lay the byterian divines after reading over the charges
AMEND--To Bro. James H. and Sr. Alice F. committee's report on the table would be in order.
said.
Such a motion would force the fight. The .votAmend, May 23d, 1891, near Echo, Ind. Ter., a
"On a strict construction Dr. Briggs Is guilty
ing
force
of
the
presbytery
numbers
209.
Of
daughter; blessed July 19th, r89r, by Elders C.
of heresy, and If he Is not convicted by the New
this
numher
30
votes
belong
to
members
out
of
M.:Fulks and S. Maloney, and named Lilly M.
York presbytery he will be eventually by one of
town and 54 to elders whose names will not be
the higher ecclesiastical courts, possibly the genDIED.
known until Monday. There are 125 ministers
eral assembly, if the case ever gets that far.
REEVES.-John Lucius, son. of Bro. Chadin the city whose Influence has been sought to
There are a great many ways In which this parbourn and Sr. Theresa Reeves, was born at Ambring about a compromise. Of these sixty-four ticular case might be considered, and It may be
boy Illinois, July .rsth, r885; blessed May 23d,
can be ranked as conservatives who on a ~quare
said that what Is legally right is not always exr886, by Elders J. S. Patterson and S.· J. Stone.
Issue between the parties 'would doubtless vote
pedient, and It Is extremely doubtful whether the
He was accidentally killed by the Lawrence
against Dr. Briggs. Forty·five may be counted
issue will be Immediately profitable to the church.
electric street car, In Denver, Colorado, Septemas extremely liberal in their theology, while fifIt will undoubtedly stir up bad blood and
ber 2 rst, I89r. The funeral·sermon was preached
teen are doubtful. It is claimed that in the ev.ent drag In extraneous Issues. A judicial decision of
by Elder C. R. Duncan, in the Simpson M. E.
of a compromise proposition many of the conservsuch a case is not likely to be the final decision.
church to a goodly' number of Saints and friends.
atives would vote their approval concerning the
Such errors as Dr. Briggs has promulgated can
Rev. J. T. Muskgrove, pastor of the church was
possibility of adopting the plan to lay the indictbe completely met only by the truth, and that Is
present, as also the M. E. choh', who rendered
ment on the table.
a question for accurate and reverentscholars_hlp
excelli!nt and appropriate music.
Dr. Briggs said to-day: "My friends have not
to determine. I think Dr. Briggs Is mistaken on
committed
the
impropriety
of
consulting
me
In
ADAlR.-Mr. J. William Adair died at his
material points, but the only way to meet his erhome In Knox, Indiana, Septeml)er wth, 1891; regard to such an arrangement, and it would cerrors is by showing that he Is mistaken. Evil can
tainly be highly improper for me to discuss what only be overcome by good.
interment in the cemetery near town. He was
I
should
do
in
a
purely
hypothetical
case.
I
am
born July 25th, I85,8, and at death was aged 33
"This ecclesiastical litigation will lead to a
years r month and r6 days~ For six years he · free to say, however, that I desire the peace and
good many Incidental evils. Thi5 stir in the
prosperitv of the church, and lf it were clear to
was dgreat sufferer, but bore it very patiently,
church has been occasioned by the unfortunate
me that such an arrangement was for the good
was never heard to: complain of anything during
spirit Dr. Briggs has shown quite as much as by
all his last slcknes~. He expressed. a desire to of the Presbyterian church I should advise my
any errors he has promulgated. Judicial process
friends to consent to it. I wish to say also that
unite .with the church and made a request that
in such cases usually produces a bad spirit, which
the preliminaries to the trial are, as far as I am
Bro. Columbus or Leonard Scott preach his funis quite as Injurious to the cause of Christ as any
eral sermon, but neither could be had on account concerned, in the hands of my friends, andwhatmistaken views can be. There is already a serever is done bv them I have no doubt will be Ious division In the opinion& of the church on the
of wrecked train. The funeral sermon was
both sides can agree upon compreached in the Saints' church by Rev. Goss, of done wisely.
matter, and the, tendency to divert ~or distract It
promise It will be time then for me to be called
the M. E. Church. A wife, and little girl of
permits a pointed practical work. However, now
in.,
seven years are left to mourn the loss of husband
that the Issue has been joined the case must be
The immediate effect of the tabling of the inand father, which they deeply feel.
carried through the regular channel of the courts,
dictment would be to technically clear Dr.
and the best results must be hoped for."
Briggs ·from the charge of heresy. The case,
. UVALDE, Tex.-Distrlct Judge Paschal crehowever, might be eventually tried.
ated a sensation to-day by refusing to naturalize
ITEMS OF INTEREST.
PORTLAND, Ore., Oct. 2.-The steamship BataR. V. Sauer. The applicant, upon being quesWisconsin Methodists took strong ground · via of the Portland and Japan line,. which .ar. tioned by the court, said he was a socialist and a
against the use of tobacco, especially by minisrived last week with a cargo consisting of a train
disciple of Herr Most. The judge said the printers.
load of tea and half a train of rice, both of which
ciples·of socialism were directy opposed to the
LoNDoN.-The Moscow Gazette, in reporting
commodities have been dispatched to Chicago,
constitution of the United States, and he would
the movements of Russian troops on the Afghan
sailed yes'terday for Japan and China. Her cartherefore refuse to make Sauer ap Amer.ican
frontier, boasts that England's Impudent menaces
go from Portland consisted of flour, lumber, bran,
citizen. The judge rendered his opinion In
in the Dardanelles ;matter wlll be answered in
hoofs, horns, and coal, and is valued at over $5o,writing. Sauer. will appeal.
_
Asia, where there I$ no drelbund to assist Engooo. S. Ban, the agent of the Japanese govern-GRAND RAPIDS, M!nn., Oct. 6.-Reports are
land, and that every blow struck at Russian dipment, who has speht over a month investigating
coming In of the hurricane in the nothern pinerlomacy in Europe will be met by a blow in Asia.
the resources of Oregon, was a -passenger, reIes. The best calculation to be had shows twelve
turning
to
Japan
greatly
impressed
and
highly
According to thelate military statistics there
to fifteen townships devastated, and the loss of
pleased with Oregon's stupendous capabilities.
are no illiterate persons In Bavaria. Among
timber will reach hundreds of millions of feet.
2 772 recruits enlisted in the army in the PalaThere are over 23 ooo Indians In the United
Settlers who escaped are" coming out, their timtinate there were only three individuals who
States who can read English and over ro,ooo
ber claims being valueless. Several crews of
could not read or write. But that distrtct forms
who can read Indian languages.
survevors are still unheard from.
no exception to the rule. The general number
A new explosive, known as "Terrorite," InA ~ovel cure for nervous disease Is being pracof recruits from the entire population was 20,vented by Prof. D. Mendeleff bf San Francisco,
ticed at Worlsholen, B-avaria. The treatment is
584, and lJ.mong them w~re only six Illiterate. peris said to be safer to handle than powder and
the outcome of the study of an old priest, and
sons. Of the three illiterates of the Palatmate
more powerful than dynamite. It Is said to be
consists chiefly In spraying water over the body
cine came from Lower Bavaria and two from Upalso non-explosive in case of contact with fire,
In various places, dress;ng at once without dryper Franconia. Oberpfolz, Central Franconia,
11ntil the temperature reaches a white heat To
ing, and brisk walking Immediately afterward.
Lower Franconia, and Swaben did not get a sinexplode the loaded shell it must be supplied with
During the year- 1890 1S2 836 meri were regle Illiterate Into the army.
.
a concussion fuse. If terrorite should do what is
cruited for the German army.
Out of these
•. YOUNGSTOWN, 0" Oct. 6.-After'being speechmaintained for It it would mean a cm;nplete
5,9I6 were not permitted to enter; as they .were
less for nearly seventeen years Otto Wirthner, a
change in warfare. No ironchid could resist a
well known German, surprised himself and his
single shot. This material is said to be so pow-' in excess of .the number provlde.d for .by the
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army budget .. The volunteers numbered 12,666,
maki}1g the total of I95,503, of whom 4,121 ~re
destined forthe·fleet.
· ·.
VIENNA, Oct. '4.__;The Hungartan diet has
unanimou2ly adopted a resolution. expressit;~g its
great indignation at the attempt recently m:ade
onthe life of Emperor.Fraricis Joseph and as·
suring him of their deepest satisfaction for his
escape from death.
OPPOSED TO A REVISION.
LA CRossE, Wis., Oct. I.-The La Crosse
presbytery js . oppo&td to the revision· of. the
Westminster "Confession of Faith." Its objec'
tions are stated as follows: .
·
'·The presbytery of La Crosse, having carefully
perused the report of the committee of. revision,
begs to make public its appreciation of their Ia;
· bor on the task committed to them.
· "Profoundly consCious of the importance of
revision, and fulli thankful for the efforts of the
committee' .toward this end, yet the presbytery
feels that the revision proposed does not materi·
ally improve the confession nor satisfy the d~
mand of the intellect nor quiet the heart of .the
carping critic.
.
"In viewof these facts the presbytery would
humbly beg the general assembly to re~ain, unimpaired, our time-honored symbol of doctrine
(the Westmim.ter confession) as a monumen.t of
the learning, piety, ideality, and .heroism of our
forefathers.
"Further, the presbytery petitions the assembly
to adopt a simpler symbol, Jess dogmatic, less
metaphysical, mainly c.ouched In the language of
scripture, adapted to. the needs of the time~,
which sy'mbol may .be the working creed of the
church."
A French priest summoned as a witness re·
fused.to divulge secrets" learned in the confessional.
The jU<lge fined hiin as a defaulting
witness. An appeal has been made. This Is the
first time the Supreme Court will have occupied
itself with an ecclesiasticalquestion arising from
an ordinary trial.

Prospectus of

.JlUTUMJ\1' LEAVES
For 18.92.
ITH January 1st, 1892, our Magazine will enter npon
its fifth volume, and we may safely say that never
at any previous time have the prospects for furnishing
our· patrons the fn;J worth of money invested been so
good as they now are for the forthcoming volume. Among
the. prominent features of the volume .will be, the

W

Autobiography of Elder Joseph Lu:lf,
of the Quorum of the Twelv<'. tngeth~r with an excellent
LIKENEHS of BRO. LUFF.
A series of

TALKS WITH THE YOUNG,
by ELDER D. S. MILLS, of California, on evidences of
their faith, drawn from the prophecies, from the records
God bas written in the rock and in the earth. aA well as
from all avoilable sources of information. This series of
it•elf will be 'invaluable tn all who love the latter day
work. BRO. MILLS' LIKENESS will also be given.
Each issue of the Magazme will contain one choice
selection of MUSIC from the SAINTS' HARMONY, or
other available source; every other issue the likeness of
someone promment,iy connected with the w:ork.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE
that we are still offering the splendid Steel Engraving of
Pres. JOSEPH SMITH, also .an excellent likeness of
Elder W. W. BLAIR (the same size as the steel engrave
ing) to all subscribers who send us their names, accompanied with price of subecrlption and amount to cover
cost of mailing, before April 1st, 1892.
Regular subscription price of magazine ..... $1 50
Magazine with steel engraving of Bro. Joseph Smith ................................ $1 65
Magazine with likeness of Bro. W. W. Blair $1 65
Magazine with both pictures ................ $1 75
For eight names and the money we will send an extra
copy of the magazine. For five names and the mrme~, a
copy of •'With the Church in an Early Day." Each subscriber giving his or her name t<i.a club list wili be entitled to one or both of the pictures npon the same terms
offered to single subscribers; J:mt the getter up of the
club will secure the premium whether any picture is
taken by the subscriber or not.
We thank our fr~ends for their generous, untiring support in the past, and shall try by earnest, faithful endeavor to merit it in the future. The ministry will please
remember that it gives u• pleasme to send a copy of the
Magazine to the family at home while they are in the
field. Do not fail to send tis the address.
Send all remittances and letters pertaining to business
to DAVID DANCER, box 82, LAMONI, Iowa.
Hend all literary rna tter to
·
JU. W ALKEB, Editor.
17sep10t

For s~He or Trade.

ROBT. WINNING,

I have.a Stoieltous ·· .x 26', · h~rl ab~ve, ln main btis!ness part .of town; .
trade for a·.stock ·of first-class
GROC.ERIEl'! 9r DR . •· ODS; or wilL sell· !louse and
Lot for $400 cash,
··1·.:. · .: ·
.
.
·.
·
Addres~, J. W,J(nlNSON, Redding, Iowa.
N:B.-I want a partne~in the Grocery business.
.17oct3t
·

DO~'rf-1 'l:JI:ISS
The Indep~n(}~fit Patrlot

You

For the coming year.
will regret it. Try it
AT. ONCE · .Whatever otlrer literature you have, yon
need a family new:spaper ·
·
·

One year $1. 6 months iiOc~, 3 months 25c.
LAMBERT. BROS.,
,Lamoni •. Decatur Co.,. Iowa.

HO!!

READ

TBIS!!!

The New, ReVised and Enlarged Edition
OF

PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD;

P~e~dent.

,'LAMONI STAl'E BANK,

S.necegso.r to Farmer.s Bank of L(tomon.I.·.
Paid np Capital $25,000.00. Liability .of_ Stoc]!:ho.lders
..
. . $50,000.00.
.
.
In\)orporated<under the laws oflowa, Aug; 1, 1891.
Six per cent Interest paid on.timti;<Ieposits.
·
· Farm Lands !'Jld Town Lots f<)r S,ale.

IN BOTH BINDINGS.

BY WM. H. KELLEY.
Everybo~y Slaonld Read lt.
It contains 421. page~ of closely written matter, with
autograph and likeness of the Author, and io printed in good,
readable type, with neat bindmg, and is sold at the low
price of $1.25 per qopy.
No one should .be content with a copy of the lirst.issue.
Send it on·a missionary tour among your ne1ghbor8 and
friends, and purchase a volume of theN e.w .Editi<>n. to be
better plea"ed with it, and thus. send a thousand evangr]ists
into·the field with little or no sacrifice. The wo:ax Is A L1BB4·
RY WITHIN ITSELF; a marvel of trenchant criticism and logi.caldeductwris .from historical facts; a KEY to the right understanding of. tile Bible and modern diverse systems o(
faith ~nd ~crship; It discusses th.e issues of theology
that are to the tro.n.t to-day. No Bible stndentcan afford
to :rh1ss reading ''Presi\lency and Priesthood" either a.
critic or investigator. It point~ out the way .In which all
Cbristi~ns may unite upon a common faith-the Bibleand may be read with interest and profit by Skeptics and
Infidels. It treats largely of :ltlinisterial Antho:r.ity as.asMciated With the MELCHISEDEK and AARONIC
PmE•THoons, and the
IDl!JAL CH'!Ju'CH OF NEW TESTAMENT TIMES
is C\mspicuously set forth in striking contrast with the
Creeds and systems of Church building since the days of
the Apostles, Also the claims for the·
RESTORATION OF THE GOSPEL AT A LATER
DAY THAN.THE APOSTOLIC AGE
is critically examined in the light of prophecy and history, which is a subject of grPat moment to men of every
faith. .A historical resumt or briif is al•oinserted of the
ru~e,and develop;ment of the .~APOSTATE,CHURCH," and an
exel':esis upon the ~9t.h chapter of Isa1ah, the revelation
of tne "SEALED :U(itOK, ,, a scientific and :historical refer·
ence and presentation of the earliest discovery and settlement of the American continent. some twenty centuries before the Christian era, the ancestors of the American lnd1ans, who they were and where they came from;
with facsimiles ·or their writings, the origin of modern
churches and creeds, etc.
.
Copies may be had by addressing Wm. H. Kelley, Temple, Lake county, Ohio; or the Herald Office, Lamoni,
Iowa, and from Traveling Agents. Money orders sent to
Wm: H. Kelley should be drawn on Willoughby, Ohio.

ENSIGN

Published every Saturday at

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,
F. G. PITT, E<litor.

Subscription price, Sl.OO per year.
It ie devoted to the spreading of religious truth as
viewed by the Saints.
Each isoue contains a sermon by one of the ministry,
report• of the different societies in .the church, and ar·
ticles bearing upon or explanatory of the doctrmes of the
church.
It is the intention to make it a ftelp to the missionary
at home and in the field; a sou me of comfort to the scat·
tered ones wb.o are denied church privileges, and to bring
the Saints into closer relationship with each other.

AUTUMN LEAVES,
With frontispiece each month. ·
Published monthly, 48 pages, neatly covered.

Price per year

MAN?''

BY ELDJllR J. R. LA..DEBT;
Is now ready. A thOrough treatis~ ·on immortality, .and
a complete .expose of inortal-souli~m; 250 pages. ·
Paper· cMerB, per copy,
50c.
Cloth
•
75c.
Fo~d for Thotlgh t, paper cov~rs 25c.
Per dozen
$2;00,
Patriot one year .and Food foi. Thought 1.15.
":
70c.
6 months "
112ilr·< WRITE US FOR TERMS TO AGENTS.

L1\_MBERT ,BROTHERS,
: LAMONI, Jow A.

SPIRITUAL GIFTS
AND

Is now. on Sal.e.

Z I 0 N' $

<N.OW ~EADY.

uWHAT IS

THE

Apostasy, Reformation and Restoration,

D. F. NICHOLSON,
· · · · · · · JJa•hier.

$1.50.

'Mro. M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.

tw"' The contents of October LEAVES is as
follows;

THE S;E:ER OF PALMYRA:
Or

.

SEQUEL TO SPIIU'i,'UAL GIFTS.
By M. H. BOND.

:M:odern Prophets after aCncient typel!l.
\Vho "Was Joseph Smith!
Was he a reli&"ious impo11torY
Was he a '"~pirit :UediuJb."Y
What. dOI'III the Bilille l!lay about Jol!leph
Smith!
·
The Truth by Three Witnesses-Christianity in the
First and Nineteenth Century-The .Ancient and Modern Pharinee-Tbe Revelations of EmmanueL Sweden·
borg-Modern "Spirit Medium~,·~ . and Hypnotic Religilliu "Revival,""" Against Reason and Bible Testimony, and iD Contradistinction to the Work of "The Latter
Day Seer," Exam1ued in the Light 1of FAcTs. and Human
Hiatory-A Rational and Scriptural Exposition or Explanation of Old and New Testament Prophecy and Doctrine.
.
.
:
A Revision of "Spiritual Gifto," With Su.pplement and
.Appendiz. N•arly twice the reading matter of· Spiritual
Gifts. Paper covers 35cte.; full Cloth, binding 60 cento.
For Sale at "Herald Office," or by M. H. Bond, Willoughby, Ohio. Liberal Diocount to Agents.
4apr

FARM FOR SALE.
A farm of 80 acres, 274 miles from W1rt, Ringgold Co.,
Iowa. 40 acre11 good meadow, 20 acres plow-land, 20 acres·

timber; all under good fence, divided in four parts; goed
house, with 4 rooms above and 4 rooms below; 2 good
wells, good stable, cub•, yards, cave, etc.
This farm will ·be sold on e·aoy terms; a small portion
cash down and from two to eight years' time on the balance.
.
For further particulars call on or address,
B. F. MELVIN,
26sep3m
WmT, Ringgold Co., Iowa.

PUBLISHER'S NOTICE.
We wish to say to our friends that our book
"With The Church In An Early Day," is now
ready for mailing. To the ministry we are offering unusual inducements to assist In ltssale and
would be pleased to have you send for our terms
soon, as the offer will be withdrawn December
rst, r891. Parties ordering hereafter will please
notice that the postage ls·fourteen cent~; instead
Of eight cents, as we thought it would be. The
volume (as the amount of postage indicates) is
large, neatly and substantially bound and we
think will give general satisfaction.
M. WALKJUl.

A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
Setting forth the order and nature of the Priesthood, and. defining the duties and prerogatives
of all the Chureh Officials, including the First
. Presidency, and also the Deacons, as set forth in
the Revelations of God and decisions of the
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
the Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
Price 25 centsincluding postage.

E. L. Kelley, Presiding Bishop, Lamoni, Decatur co.,

, Iowa.
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" BBABKEN TO THE WOBD OF THE LOBD: FOB THEBE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AltON& YOt1 BATlll IIATlll 1T :BB 0:5ll WU'll, Aim
H:m SHALL HAVE NoN:m."-Page 116,'Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BBLmvE THAT ON:m MAN sHoULD HAVE ON:m WIII':m, AND ON:m WoMAN Bl!T O:lm HvsBAtm: liXOBPr m CASE o:r DliATB,
IB AT LmKRTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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John, the beloved, bears a similar testi- priests and the elders of' the people," who
mony concerning this glorious change into professed .great piety and religious conthe likeness of Christ, the Lord of Glory. cern, that "The publicans and harlots go
He says:
into the kingdom of God before you."'Pi ice $a per yetir, $r jor sill montlzs.
"Beloved, now are we the sons of God, and it Matt. 2 I: 23, 31. He further said to this
The Tr,.veling Ministry, District and Branch Presidents,
doth not yet appear what we shall be; but we same class, "The kingdom of God shall be
·and the Bishop's Agents. are requested to solicit new sub·
know that, when he shall appear, we shall be like taken from you [i. e. from your midst],
scribers, and help build up the paper and the publication
11
kim; for we shall see him as he ls."-xJohn 3:2. arid given to a nation bringing forth the
~:B!t~~~~tietters and Subscriptions must be sent to D&vid
Dancer, by P. 9· Order, u~~gist~red Letter, or -Express.
From these evidences (and there are fruits thereof."-vs. 43· Again he says:
Entered as second-class matter at Lamoni Post Office.
very manyother similar ones), we gather
"There shall be weepi1;1g and gnaohi1;1g of
some of many reasons why the saints take teeth, when ye shall see Abraham, and Isaac,
such delight in the subject of Christ's and Jacob, and all the prophets, in the kingdom
second coming.
of God, and you yourselves thrust out. And
·
·
the) shall come from the east, and from the
The earth, for the last near six thous- west;and from the north, and from the south,
and years, has been "Defiled under the in- and shall sit down in the kingdom of God."JOSEPH SMITH }
EDITORS.
w. W. BLAIR
habitants thereof."-Isa. 24: 5·
It has Luke 13:28, 29.
R.S.SALYARDS AssiSTANT EDITOR.
been the habitation of evil under every
These. sayings of Christ convey naturform, and the theatre of crime in every ally and forcibly to the mind, the idea that
Lamoni, Iowa, Oct. 24, 189 I.
phase. Its fair fields have been often "the kingdom of heaven," or "the kingcrimsoned with blood by the treachery dom of God," is the church, people, and
and violence of man and beast, while' the government of God. With this idea in
THE "TEN VIRGINS."
four quarters thereof have been troubled the mind we can' readily understand the
Under this figure, our Savior haF stated by the. vain babblings and tumultuous saying, "The kipgdom of God is at hand."
for ·our. instruction and. comfort, many
contentions of the wicked. When Christ ---'Mark I : I 5· "I mu!;;t preach the kinghighly important facts .connected with his comes all these evils will pass away, for dom of God."-Luke 4:43· "Who hath
second and glorious appearing.
he will reign unto the uttermO!;t parts of delivered us from the power of darkness,
No subject can be more thrillingly in- the earth (Ps. 2: 8; Rev. I I: Is), and "Of 'and hath translated us into the kingdom
t:~resting to the faithful· saints than that
the increase of his government and peace of his dear Son."--Col. 1: 13. ·"The
whi~h so often engaged the pen of God's
there shall be no end."-Isa: 9: 7· Then, kingdom of heav.en suffereth violence, and
prophets, that which was so fondly dwelt too, the saints will possess the earth, ;and the violent take it byforce."-Matt.r I: 12 .
. upon by our Lord himself when upon reign with him. Matt. 5: 5 with Ps. 37 :Jesus says of ti).e last days.
earth and which was so faithfully and forr I, also Dan. 7: 27 with Rev. 9: JO and
"Tke11 shall the ki1;1gdom of heaven be likened
cibly inculcated! by the Apostles.
20:4-6. And for these reasons· also, let unto ten virgins, which took their lamps, and .
Christ's second coming is fraught with the saints reJoice and be glad tnat: the w:ent forth to meet the bridegroom. And five of
tnem were wise,,and five were foolish."-.MatL
consequences tl;le most important for all Lord Jesus will come again.
2
1 2
mankind. Fori whilst his advent will be
Jesus teaches by the parable of the
5: • '
By using the word "then," our Savior
'the cbiefjoy o~ his people, whose longing "Ten Virgins," that at the time of, and
souls will cry out, "Co01e Lord. Tebus, and before his coming, "th~ kingdom of heav- locates the time when the kingdom should
come quickly,'~ those who "Know not ven" will be upon the earth, and, so far as be like unto the ten virgins. It was in
God, and that(! bey not the gospel of our its subjects are concerned, in an imperfect the times just bifore, and at the: second adLord Jesus Christ; .•• shall be punished state. Thes~:: facts should be carefully vent. The fact th,llt. there are to be foolwith destructio1;1 from the presence of the no~ed by the reader, because there are ish virgins among the wise, is conclusive
Lord, and· from the glory Of .his everlast- some who teach that the kingdom of proof that Christ is not speaking of,. the
heaven can· exist only in, :heaven, while k'lingdo~ in the heavens,for,without holiiqg .power."..;_,.2 Thess. x:8, 9• I. T.
.His co•ming will result in resurrecting others teach that it may exist on earth, ness, "no man shall see the Lord;''-Heb •
but not until after Christ comes in glory; I 2: I4· And, "the pure in heart. shall see
~he righteous dead . and changing . the
righteous living to a condition of glory, and, still others, that it can exist only in God."-Matt, 5: ~9· 'l'he:Y who attain to
power, dominion and happiness far beyond the. heart. All these teachings are un. a place irf the kingdom in heaven, are
the most sublime conceptions, and the scriptural; and the last ism. ore; i.t is highly• they who "have washed their robes, and
them white in the blood of the
most exalted d~sires of mortal roan. Paul ~bsurd .. Christ taught :concerning persons made
Lamb."-Rev. .: • "And there s.hall
7 14
say&:
entering into the kiQgdom, l;>ut ·never
••For. the. Lord himself .shall descend. from hints such a thing as the kingdom enter-. in no wise enterinto it [the .holy city] any
ing into them 1 It is true Christ said to thi1,1g that defileth, neither whatsoever
h~aven'with a shout; with the voice of the arch. angel, an,d with tile trump of God; and the dead the wicked} ews, "The· kingdom of God is worketh abomination, or maketh a lie;
in Christ shall rise first; then they who ar.e alive, within you;" but this was only to say that but they which are written in the Lamb's
shall be caught up together into tbe clouds with the kingdom was then among them-in book of Life."-Rev. 21 :27.. On the
them wbo remain~ to m.eet the Lord in the .air;
an.d so shall we be ever with the Lord .. Where- their midst. All kingdoms ate composed the other hand, there may be, and willbe,
.
1aws. o ffi cers
·
d
1 ··
foolish 11nd wicked persons .in .the. king.
fore·comf6rt one.another- with these words.''-I 0 f su bJeCts,
an . aut 10t1t1es,
f'G d
h
h ·n Cl ·
·
Thess, 4: I6-IS,I,T"
with terrhory. All these were found with dom 0 . . .0 ·on t e eart ' b
mst comes
Christ and his disciples; so that Christ, t() separate the wicked from among the
Again: he says:
"Our: conv~rsation Is ln he11ven; from whence with the greatest propriety, could say even ; just. · In: proof of this we .give the follow·~lso we lqok for the Saylor,. the Lord Jesus
to the wicked, "The kingdom of. God is in g.
41
Christ; who $hall change our vile pqdy, that it 'within [or among] you."-'Luke
TheSonofman shall send forth his.llngels;
21 .
may be fashioned lik~ unto h!s glorious . body, .
Ch ·
·d "A · 'h
h ll h · dl
and they shall gatlzer outij lzis kingdomallthihgs
.
·
nst
sa1
rtc
man
s
a
.
·
..
ar
Y
that
offend, and them whkh do. iniquity;. and
ac~rdln!f)O the. workil]g . whereby he is. >~:ble
ev.en to sub~ue all things unto htmself.""'7'"Phil. enter .inio the kingdoro of he:iv¢n."..,:- shall cast themlnto .a furnace of fir.e; a,nd.there
:C·;t-:::20,1·2·r, I>.T.
. ·.Matt. 1·9: 2$· And he •told "T·he• chief · ·• shall'be wailing ana gnashin~ of teeth; ''Ph~~~
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shall the righte~us shine forth as. the sun in the
kingdom of their Fathet."-Matt. 13: 41,.-43·
"Again, the kingdoiU 'of l!.eaven is like unto a
net, that was cast into the sea, and gathered of
every kind; which, when it was full, they .drew
to shore, and sat down, and gathered the good
·into the vessels, but cast the bad away. So shall
it be at tke end of tke world/ the angels shall
come forth, and sever the wicked from among
the just."-vs. 47~49·

Nothing can be plainer proof than this
last quotation, that "the kingdom of
heaven" will be on the earth "at the end
of the world," before the second advent of
Christ, and that there will be wicked persons in it,-pe.rsons not~prepared for ~hat
. awful and trymg hour. That the kmgdom will be on the earth before the second advent will be quite:apparent from a
faithful examination of ;the prophecy of
Daniel:
"Thou sa west till that a stone was cut out
without hands, which smote the image upon his
feet that were of !ron and clay, and brake therri
to pieces. Then was the Iron, the clay, the brass,
the silver and the gold, broken to pieces together and became like the chaff of the s'ummer
threshlng· floors; and the wind carried them
away, that no place was found for them; and the
stone that smote the image became a great
mountain, and filled the whole earth . . . . And
in the days of these kings shall me God of
heaven set up a kingdom, which shall never be
destroved; and the kingdom shall not be left to
other "people, but It shall break in pieces and
consume all these kingdoms, and it shall stand
forever. Forasmuch as thou sawest that the
stone was cut out of the mountain without
hands, and that it brake in pieces the Iron, the
brass, the clay, the silver, and the gold; the great
God hath made known to the king what shall
come to pass hereaher; and the dream !s certain,
and the interpretation thereof sure."

Here the kingdom is represented in its
three principal stages. First, its.introduction arid beginning, when its comparative
magnitude is that of a stone to a mountain.
Its second stage is that of progress and
development; for . it "smote the image
upon his feet that were pf iron and clay,
and brake them to pieces..•• And the
stone that smote the imag-e became a great
mountain, and andfilled the whole earth."
The last stage of the kingdom is its
universal dominion, as is seen in the last
quotation. This last stage cannot be
re'ached till Christ comes in gl0ry "with
all hissaints."-(I Thess. 3: I3· Zech. f4:5; the living and the dead-(I Thess. 4:·
I6, I 7). Then it is that "the kingdoms of
this world are become the ~ingdoms of
our Lord, and of his Christ; and he shall.
reign for ever and ever."-Rev. I I: I5.
Then it is that he has given unto him the
heathen for his inheritance, and the uttermost parts of the earth for his possessions.
-Ps. 2:8. Then shall the wondrous
promis.e of God be fulfilled, "But as truly
as I Jive, all the earth shall be filled with
the glory of the Lord."-Num. 14:21.
And then, glorious day! shall come to
pass the soul-cheering promise of God.
"They shall not hurt nor destroy in all my
holy mountain; for the earth shall be f~ll of the
knowletlge of the Lord, as the waters cover the
sea."-Isa. I I :9.

If the inquiry be made as to how Christ's
kingdom, "the stone cut out of the mountain without handt<," is to smite and destroy the image, we answer, By the

preaching among them first of "the gospel

learn what they mean in other·parts . of the
Scriptures when used figuratively. ."Oil"
special judgments of God,- war, and, was symbolic in the times of the prophets
bloodshed of .various kinds, pestilence, and of the early Christians, of the Spirit of
famine, plague, earthquakes, tornadoes, God- the Holy Ghost.
Hence they
with various and almost numberless exhi- anointed their priests and ministers (Ex.
bitions of wrath through the physical or 28: 41; 3:3I) ;;~ndtheirkings(Sam. ro: r;
natural elements; for the earth, the air, I Kings I: 34), as a sign that they were
fire, water, electricity, etc., will be used as especially selected by God, .and entitled.,
instruments of divine wrath, as will also if faithful, to his particular guidance and
the wicked among mankind.
favor. Of Christ we read, Acts 4: 3I,
When light is offered by God to the that he was "anointed" ·of God; and in
nations, and· they reject it, the Spirit of ro: 38, we learn what that anointing conGod ceases to strive with them, God's sisted of, for "God anointed Jesus of
merciful. superintendence is withdrawn Nazareth with the Holy Ghost and with .
from thetn, they are left in tlie darkness power; who went about doing good, and
that they F!ave chosen, and .blindness and healing- all that were oppressed of the
ruin is their doom. God will not be devil." This makes it quite plain t~at
mocked. Whatsoever a man or nation oil, as a symbol, was used to represent
sows, that shall they also reap. God has. said the Hoi v Spirit. But further. John in
upon this point that, "He shall smite the his Ist Epistle 2: 20, says to the saints,
earth with the rod of his mouth., and with "Ye have aq unction, [oil or anointing],
the breath of his lips shall he slay the from the Holy One, and ye know all
wicked."-Isa. I I: 4·
things." Again, verse 27:
·
"But the anointing which ye have received of
John the Baptist prepared tte way before (;hrist, and overthrew the kingdom him' abideth In you, and ye need not that any
man teach you; but as the same anointing teachof the Jews. (See D. & C.83, [4]:4). He eth
you of all things, and is truth, and Is no lie,
did it, not by the force of arms, nor by PO· and even as It hath taught you ye shall abide In
litical intrigue, but by going to them with him."
the words of life and salvation,. calling
As oil is, in one form or another, the
upon them to repent of their evil ways most common light producer. it is a most
and turn to the ways of the Most High. fitting symbol to represent the Holy Spirit,
They rejected his testimony. They, in which imparts the spiritual light of God.
their spiritual pride, followed the corrupt The "lamps," we are confident, signify
teachings of a blind priesthood, and God the revealed word of God. David, the
gave them up to their own evil ways, and Psalmist, said, "Thy word is a lamp unto
the wrath of God finally came upon them my feet, and a light unto my path."-Ps.
to the uttermost. Had they believed John's I I9: 105. In Proverbs it is written, "For
testimony, they would have believed Jesus the commandment is a lamp." (9: 23).
and his disciples; but, rejecting his testi- And Peter says, "We have therefore a more
mony, they naturally enough rejected J e- sure knowledg-e ot the word of prophecy,
sus and his disciples. For these crowning to which word of prophecy ye do well
sins God rejected them as a nation; with- that ye take heed, as unto a light that
drew from them his good Spirit and pro- shineth in a dark place, until the day
tecting hand, and gave them up to dissen- dawn, and the day star arise in yo.ur
sion and civil strife; to the sword at home hearts."-2 Peter I: I9· These passages
and to the sword of their enemies; to are sufficient to show what is probably
famine, pestilence and. pla<:ue; to spoil signified by the "lamp~.''
and captivity, till their nationality was
The "vessels," we hold, are the saintslost, their towns and cities sacked and their persons as a whole-body and spirit.
ruined, and their whole country made des- This term is often used in the Scriptures
olate. God may be expected to deal. simi- to represent persons. We will quote a
larly with those who reject "the gospel of few passages in illustration. "Is this man,
the kingdom in these last days." He is Coniah, a despised broken idol? is he a
no respecter. God has decreed that Christ vessel wherein is no pleasure?"-Jer. 22:
shall dash the .nations to pieces as a pot- 28. "But theLord said unto him, Go thy
ter's vessel, and "break them with a rod way; for he [Saul] is a chosen vessel unto
of iron;" which "rod of iron" is clearly me.''-Acts 9: 15.
the word of God; (Rev. 2: 27; I2: 5;
Ag-ain:
also I Nephi 3: I 7)· In this way will the
"What If God, willing to show his wrath, and
little stone smite the image, beginnin'g at to make his power known, endured with much
the toes, until ] esus comes with all his long suffering the vessels of wrath 11.tted to desaints to achieve, and to witness the final struction; and that he might make known the
of hh glory on the vessels()£ mercv, which
triumph of the Lamb of God over all the riches
he had before prepared unto glory."-Rom. 9:
kingdoms of the wicked.
22, 23·
It is said, "They that were foolish took
Ag-ain:
their lamps and took no oil with them;
"For this Is the will of God, eve!) your sanctf.
but the wise took oil in their vessels with fication, that ye should abstain from fornication;
their lamps." It is important to know that every one of you should know how to pos·
what is signified by the "lamps," the "ves- sess his vessel in sanctification and honor."-r
sels," and the "oil." Without question, Thess. 4: 3, 4·
"Llkewise, ye husbands, dwell with them [vour
these terms are highly significant, and it wives],
according to knowledge, givinE;" honor
is well for us to learn what idea Jesus in- unto the wife, as unto the weaker vessels, and as
tended to convey by them. These terms being heirs together of the grace of life; that
are used as so many figures, and our only your prayers be not hindered."-! Pet. 3: 7·
sqfe way to reach their meaning is to
Inasmuch, therefore, as the "ves!;]elii't

of thekingdom," after which follows the
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represent the persons, or individual saints;
the "oil" the Holy Spirit; and the "lamps"
the revealed word of God, it is not difficult to learn the essential means by which
the saints may be fully fitted for the coming of the Lord Jesus. They must have
the word of God, the "lamp," and with it
they must have the Holy Spirit, the "oil,"
and they must have it ·dwelling within
them-the "vessel~."
The word of God, without some measure of the Spirit of God by which to
understand the sense of it, is precisely like
a:n untrimmed lamp-a lamp without oil.
And in order that the lamp may be suitably trimmed, so as to give clear and
steady light, the "vessels"-the persons of
the saints-must possess, and furnish only
for themselves, the "oil," the Spirit of God.
Each one must have the necessary oil with
which to furnish. himself alone.
The fitness of the wise cannot save the
foolish. The unfitness of the foolish will
not deprive the wise. of their salvation.
The work of salvation, here and hereafter,
is an individual work. This thrilling
fact! how clearly it is taught in this parahie!
·
As to the necessity for the Spirit of God
to be in, and t.o be constantly dwelling
with the saints, we may quote a few passages, lest some be found who are relying
on their fellow's "oil," or who are seeking to travel by the light they had, one,
three, five, ttm, or twenty years ago:
"And. if the Spirit of him that raised up Jesus
from the dead, dW.ell in you, he that raised up
Christ from the dead shall also quicken your
mortal bodies by his Spirit that dwellelk in yott."
-Rom. 8: rr.

ing the Spirit of God within them, if we
rightfully consider, that without the Spirit
dwelleth and abideth in us we have no
reasonable hope for the "great salvation."
As we have said before, only that which
fits the saints for full salvation fits them
for the personal and glorious appearing of
"the bridegroom."
Another noticeable point in the parable
is this; that the "ten virgins" "went forth
to meet the bridegroom," sometime bqore
he actually came; and we can only conclude that they had been duly, and
authoritatively invited, or instructed to do
so. (See Matt. 24: 14). It is further evident that none of them had such full,
free, vital and living, faith, as it was their
privilege and duty . to have; therefore
they wearied in well doing. They were
not wakeful, watchful waiters, but were
careless, and measurably unconcerned; and
so, "w bile the bridegroom tarried, they
all slumbered and slept." This is no less
than a prophetic description of the inactive,
and comparatively spiritless condition of
the saints while waiting for Christ's second
advent. Oh, reader how is it with you!
Are you fulfilling this prophecy? Are
you surfeited with the cares of this life,
and slumbering, when you should be
watching? Beware lest you be found
with no oil in your vessel and so be not
admitted to the IJ1arriage supper of the
Lamb.
(To be continued).

THE PRESENT AND THE, FUTURE.

IT is a time of baptizing, of additions to
our number. From very many localities
Here we have the "oil" in the "vessel;" where the elders and membership are
and Paul states it a:s an essential condition "sounding abroad the word" and telling
upon which the !person may hope for sal- the story,. come reports of additions to the
vation. And inflsmuch as it requires this church. The cheering tidings of '\Peace
to fit one to et1}~y eternal life, it can re- on earth, good will to men," are ringing
quire no less to prepare one for the glori- out clear and strong to some, above the
ous appearing of the Son 'of God.
many confused noises of the busy world;
Jesus said to !lis diRciples:
ano numhf'f!' are catching the sound. and
"If ve lo.ve m.-, keep my commandments, and
the inspiration which brings to men the
l will pray the Fa.ther, and he shall give you an· "better," the best .hope. Alrpo§;t every
other Comforter. that he may abide withyou forline stretched out from headquartersthrills
ever; even the Spirit ()f truth; whom"the world
with the returning word of progress a:nd
cannot receive, because it seeth "him not, neither
encouragement from the field laborers,
knoweth.him; but ye know him; for he dwelleth
with you. and shall lie in yo.u."-John 14: r6, 17.
upon whom are made constant demands
"And hereby we;know that he abidet!t in us, by
for the word of life.
the Spirit whiCh h~ hath given us."-r John 3:
If there ever was a time in the history
24··
of the church when the words "There can
"Hereby we. know that we dwell in him, and
be no furlough granted" were applica~le,
he in us, because he hath given us of his Spirit."
-4=!3.
.
it is. now. Standing where we can. ob•.~That good thing which was .committed unto
serve the great. forceful movemepts of
thee, [1'lmothvJ1 Reep hy. the Holy Ghost wkiclt
humanity, one sees the race compacted in
tlw~·retk in us."-2 Tim. I : 14.
great social and political bodies,· working
These pass;1ge~, with very many others of out the problems of life, change, decay and
similar. import, teach . that. it is the pur- death with a close attention which such
pose of God, and of Christ, to dwell in problems have never received heretofore.
the saints through the floly Ghost con- Men aml women. are concentrating .their
·
tinuiilly. Again:
energies upor1 every topic an!i speeial ques"
••Know ye not that ye. are the temple of God,
tion in a way that th~y have never. before
and that the Spirit of God dwelletk in yqu?'~
done, at~d thi~ day of thinking is develppr Cor. 3: r6.
ing some of the. closest. and clearest think"But ye are not after the flesh; but after the
ers that have ever lived; and their num· Spirit, if so be that the Spirit of God dwell in
you. Now if any man have not the Spirit ot bers are increasing. With the benefits· of
Christ, he Is none of his.".,.-Rom 8: 6, LT.
the· past; rich in learning,. in discovery, in
The .reader will pardon qs for multiply- failure as well .as in Sllccess,the tendency
texts on this vital point, that of is to now take the child in early years and
and always, possess- place him in physical, manual, moral and

intellectual training, that with a healthy
body and a vigorous, educated mind he
may successfully, credjtably sustain himself and succeed in the great struggle of
the survival of the fittest-the development of ideal, symmetrical humanity; for
all things being equal, only the fittest will
ultimately survive.
It is one thing to represent "a past generation;" it is another to be "marching on"
with the progressiveness of the present to
tile great great possibilities and certainties
of the future.
What does all this spirit of change, of
improvement, of the destruc~ion and removal of old and mistaken conceptions
mean? It is but the natural accompaniment, result of the outflowing wave of
light which has dawned upon the world,
radiating, penetrating to the remotest portions of our globe, quickening the impulses
of men· to better and truer activities, in so
far as they intelligently heed it and in correct ideals and in proper channels utilize
the inspiration of God-given, inborn genius and capacity for good.
In all ages when any great movement
has been inaugurated for the welfare of
the race, general conditions of unrest and
chqnge have presaged and accompanied it,
removing the refuse and confirming what
good existed in the old, testing the
strength of its foundations, whether it be
capable of sustaining, whether suited for
the weight of that to be built upon it.
The history of the race has been modified, has become worse or better as men
have failed to heed or have heeded this inspiration and grasped the conception of
better things •. Men .are left, with all the
forces that mayiafluence them, to workout
their own destinies. In the past the rule
of tyranny, despotism, darkness and ignorance has, either or all, only permitted
.them to see so far ahead; but they have
seen nevertheless, and in seeing have continued to see; delivering themselves they
have continued to demand deliverance;
educating, to desire. further education and
greater light; for seeing is the power to
see; comprehending the power to comprehend, until we have now reached the
condition that wherever men are freed
from. the rule of kings and/ prelates which
has bound and fettered them politiCally
and religiously, the breathing of the air of
comparative liberty has developed the desire,. the promis.e of absolute liberty-freedom from themselves.,.
.
It is an important, a comprehensive .
truth that self-government, permissiUe
and guaranttled by our present political
system, and religious freedom before the
laws of God ·and man both involve grave
responsibilities and consequences; The
thoughtful_:those who with the benefits
of. the inestimaole privileges which our1
. improved civilization.·.· has brought are
wisely looking ahead; trying to forecast,
to. ~iscern, to prepare for and. meet the
exigencies of the future, that it may. not
come upon them unawares.
It is not wise 'to so rapt,urously glorify
the past and l?resent that we turn our
faces from and clO'!Ie our eyes to the future;
and oniy·.he.·w.ho studies, thinks and ac.ts
'

'

'

'
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'in the present in the broad spirit of its
true relations to those who shall follow
'him, is the wise mari or woman. Where
'are they in the past 'who have selfishly or
:.inertly lived or ~xis ted for themselv.es?
.Where those of the present who are so
doing? What the promise of such for
the future?
Interdependence upon, responsibility to
each other and to God are the lessons of
the past, the science-teaching of the
physical and spiritual work of God-the
basic foundation of human and spiritual
life here and hereafter • No man or woman
canbe tme as such and withdraw himself

parts of Asia and AfriCa, and the. planting
in their stead the doctrine of the oneness
.of God, with the good results attendiug ,its'
acceptance.
·
In this age God has also used various
means to prepare the way for the work of
this dispensation and the "econd advent of
Jesus Christ his. Son.
Luther arid others personified the rights
of individual conscience, and, breaking
·away from priestly domination, prepared
the way'for those revolutions of the peopie again. s.t the oppr.essions of the Germ. an
C h0 1
at ic rulers, the fires of which pFoduced similar revolutions in England and
into the nar~ow, dark, seclusion of self. other countries--all this resulting in the
No man, no woman, no family is complete political freedom of America and the· par. in himself or itself;.nor is any community, tial freedom of other countries. The end
city, state or nation complete in itself and · ts not yet, for in the establishment of free
broad enough in spiritto attain the destiny America we have but the work of the
oftruly great possibility without the spirit Almighty, who raised up wise men to
frame the Constitution of our favored
and sympathy of man's brotherhood.
.· There was onenes~ of purpose in the land, which was freed by the shedding of
wornen and men who through the strug- blood; and liberty as sh~ to-day enlightens
.. gle of the American Revolution gave us , the world but sheds forth the light of God
the princely heritage of sovereign citizen- . who inspired the declaration that ":~ll men
ship and political equality. Our fathers are ffee and equal." Under such favorfired the bullets moul.ded by the noble able conditions God's people have in them
women who stood by and often nursed reposed a solemn trust-to be the peculiar
them back to life and strength in that . and missionary people with whom is comfierce struggle; and had they been weak mitted the oracles of God. The lessons of
and servile in spirit the world .would to- the past all teach us that as Gud works by
day'have,beenover a century behindits human agency, his work here progresses
present progress, and to. us would the according to the faithfulness of his people,
: p~eserit light of social, political and spirit- or is retarded .as they are untrue--faithual truth been withheld until relative con~ less. The history of the Jew, Gentile
.ditions permissible to its diffusion obtained. lind N ephite all prove this, and herein is
We also fill our appointed place if we the necessity of thorough application and
build .for. future generations .as well as for consecration on the part of "all"-'-Sister,
· the ,pre.sent. The race of man is interde- brother and minister. The significance of
pendent. While one nation may rise the oft-repeated declaration, "I will
above another and continue to advance, raise up unto myself a pure and a tried
those less favorably situated and condi- people," is apparent, its meaning this-. tioned note their . progress and imitate that God will complete the latter day glory
their achievements-all this by the great through the agency of true and faithful
principle of oneness, which, behind the instruments; thus all the great and good
jargon of diversified nationalities and con- movements in the worlrl center in as they
fusion of tongues asserts itself, clearly go with the work of Christ, who by vardemonstrating that God has made of one ious agencies is assisting in the accomplishblood all nations of men; and however
f h"
d h
h ·
much the most civilized nation ornations ment 0
ts,purposes towar t e us enng
in of his right rule.
may advance beyond those still struggling
with the problems of enlightenment, civiWe should be prepared to accept and
lization and· against oppression, the out- assist every true movement having in view
going sympathy of advancing humanity, the elevation ot mankind. The Holy
together with co-material interests will Spirit is to lead and guide into all truth/
reach down and lift up the less favored hence are we under condemnation if as a
human brotherhood.
people we do not "shine as lights of the
Before the birth of Jesus Christ, God world," and be known and become potent
prepared the way for his advent and for good in the variouscommunitieswhere
work. The compactness of the Roman we reside. Who of us are affirming- the
Empire and its laws guaranteed liberty of truth through the assistance of the Holy
individual worship and the preaching of Spirit-"the Great Educator of God's
the gospe I t h roughout the then civilized People!"
world; and Rome, in derision, had in the
We profess to have and do have the
Eternal City heaped up by hundreds the truth which, rightly comprehended, revarious mythical gods of the peoples of veals the divine and true in contra~t to the
her conquered provincesc--all this empha- human, the devilish, the false and dark. It
sizing the necessity for the coming of one moves upon men and awakens .within
to give knowledge of the only living and them latent or partly quickened impulses
true God, to te:<ch men the truth and unity or powers for good. With some its Spirit
of God; and while the apostles laboring .is inbreathed in greater measure than in
in that day did not fully convert the world others-this necessarily the result of capacto primitive Christianity, their work did ity developed; or, inverse! y, its developresult in the destruction of old and effete ment dwarfed; but it is potent to awaken,
systems of idol worship, etc., in Europe, to enlarge and to perfect the spiritual and

true against the sensual, the dark and tlie
imperfect.
Some grow faster, some are more cqnstant, some better able to comprehend and
grasp than others, because of· these ~rna
other relative reasons; but grow an'd increase all can and will who sincerely love
the light and the right ·in the true sense
which its exalted character deserves and
demands-the love due to God in whofn
is personified all true principles, in whom
t~ey exist in perfection.
Commissioned with and assuming the
responsibilities which tnake us the peculiar people which we. are and ought to
be, ~e should remember this,-that truth
. is perfect in its complete comprehensiveness; that it includes all good, by its:direct
relation thereto and its ·connection therewith; in other words this: As the race is
struggling upward and emerging into
greater light and better c<mditions, we
should in all these things be intelligently
posted and in the advarice. We ough~ to
at least be more than relatively equal to the
world in these things. It is inexcusable
that we be behindhand, so far as circumstances and conditions permit us to make
and.sdze opportunity to advance. ·True,we
have been hampered, and perhaps in some
instances wisely so, by lack of means for
personal education, the founding of such
general institutions of learning as we have
desired etc., but with this unattainable to
some of us, we should keep posted and
advised in the leading religious, moral,
social and general movements of the
.world; that intelligently understanding,
we may wisely consider and '~ct upon
them as small or great opportunities are
given.
No one in these days of low-priced
literature ought to be wilfully nor need be
greatly ignorant on these topics. No representative man or woman can escape the
resulting lack of .influence for good among
?Ur scrutinizing population to-day, who
treads the limited narrow plane of unprogressive views. Let us individually move
forward; not stand where we were ten,
five years, or even one year ago. One
year, six months ago is now "behind the
times." \V.ho would wish to be or remain
there! Almost the l?.st words of the Seer
. were, "Go forward, and not backward;"
and in so saying he but gave utterance to
the inspiration of the Spirit of truth with
which the great Head of the Church inspired him.
Are·we individually catching the sound?
Are we comprehensively proclaiming the
word and living and acting in the spirit of
the message of Peace on earth, Good will
to men? If we are, we shall have from all
sections such gratifying reports, such uplifting and stirring accounts of God's
blessings as will equal if not almost
eclipse some of the past; and with all this
shall remember that. moderation, zeal,
know ledge, humility, diligence, intelligence, etc., are indivisible and indispensable virtues.
Difficulties in the way of attainment are
frequently but blessings in disguise; and
trial but prepares for blessing, as a blessing often prepares for a trial. There are
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s9ber truths in these words of Longfellow:
"The heights by great mel'! reached and kept;
Were not attaiDed by sudden flight;
But they while their companions slept
Were toiling upward in the night

*

* * *that *uprear
*
"The*distant mountains
Their solid hastions to the skies,
Are crossed by nathways that appear
As we to higher levels rise.
"Standing on what too long we've borne
With shoulders bent and downcast eyes,
We may discern, unseen bef<Jre,
A path to higher destinies."

OUR BINDERY.

THERE 1s now exposed to the passing public from the top of the, Herald Office a
huge sign done in white and glitteri!lg
glass upon a blue field, containing the
legeiJ,d, "Herald Publishing House and
Bindery." The letters are so large that
anyone looking from the windows of. a
passirig train may see them, and the wayfaring man, if not a fool, may read them.
What.is better than this, there is a bright
room in the office where our foreman, Mr.
Appleby, is presiding over a corps of
neophyte book binders, folders, sewers,
and general utility girls and boys, all busy
as bees, in the new enterprise of doing our
own binding. Let the Saints take notice,
andsend in their books which they want
bound.
It is expected that the office will be able
to do as good work, and as cheaply, as we
could get it done in the city; and it will be
a satisfaction to know that the work is
being done by ourselves. Send us your
books to bind.
WE are not of the opm10n that the calling of hard names, or the using of hard
terms in writing or speaking of the acts
of contemporaries is conducive of good;
but, those who were familiar with
a.nd moved among the scenes when
and where certa.in things written of tran"
spired; seem to. rthink that there. is no
great de.gree of *"isdom in failing. to call
things by their 'right names at times.
This is all tqe corpment we. care. to make
regarding the lett¢rs, of Uncle William. B.
Smit)1 and Bro. Simon Smith, touching
the Spaulding Rqmance, .and the action of
Pres. You\lg in pi.ltting the so-called revelation Ot\ pt.ural marriage into the. Doctrine. and Cove.naots in the fall of I876.
BOOK BI:clrDING..,..PRICES.

~HE Herald offi.ce bindery is now pre-

pared to do all kinds of book bindmg.
The work done will be of first class order
and at the following prices: The Herald,
ma,rbled edges, library. leather backs and
corners, $1.50 per volume; Autumn
L~aves and maga?:ines or books of similar
sjze,)lalf roan, cloth sides, $r.oo; half .imitation morocco, $r.zs;. half m.orocco
$I.5o. The.se prices include .:he co>;t of
r~.turn freight or expressage.
Those
s~n~i11g qool<,s must prepay expressag.e or,
freight~
J'I.To Leaves volumes. will be
boupd until the. present volume is. com.-

P,le.ted,
·

~uJes

of Order and Deba,te, incluc)ing.

~ul~•. of.. R;epre~~ntation, ar1d. 4,rti~les of,

J\.~6Qci1{ti~P, ~t~:ll?W hl the. bin~~r'§. b~p~s 1

This is a more complete work than the
former edition. Cloth bound, price fifty
cents. Send in your orders.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

ing blind. Bro. Perkins expects to have
the child administered to and desires the
faith and special prayers of God's people.
·
in his behalf.
Bro.]. W. Petersol'l, Flora Vista, Wisconsin, 7th: "Six more were added to the
church 11ere last week-...:twenty in all baptized in this district during last quarter."

OuR Items of Interest this week are
limited in number,-this because some of
our usual exchanges did not reach us. It
Here.-Tbe small colored label with
is not our purpose to furnish a summary ~Look
~
your name printed on, shows the sate to which·
of news; we only seek to place before the your subscription is paid.
31 ;g 91
elders in the field, and our !;'eneral readers,
that your subscription will rnn out October 31,
such items as indicate the world's leading Means
1891. Renew your subscription in time.
movements-those directly and indirectly
connected with the work, its progress and
ANNUAL REUNION MINUTES.
its prophecies, To some who have access
CoMPLETE. Minutes of the sessions qfthe
to leading dailies and magazines, many
of these items are not new. To the min- 6th and 7th have not reached us. We.
istry and membership not so privileged have also failed to receive those of the
we hope they will be found of value.
morning arid afternoon of the 8th. Ed.
Superintendent Blakeslee, and those of
Thursday, October 8th:-7: 30 p. m. sang hymn
the Lamoni Sunday school who were No. ros6, Bro. R. M. Elvin was the speaker, He
present at the Reunion, report encourag- was assisted by Elder J. F. Mlntun .. Text ,Isaiah
ingly upon the efforts made by the school 29: 14. God here says he will proceed to dg a
workers at the Reunion, which were pro- marvelous work and a wonder, and we believe
ductive of good results that will continue that we as a church can furnish a solution of tht7
for good among all who witnessed their
exercises. They have have especial reas. language of. the prophet. We find that in spite
ons for encouragement and continuance of the claim of what is known as the mother
because .of the divine recognition and com- church to be the only legal church upon the
mendation manifested through the Spirit, earth, there has been an apostasy from primitive
reported elsewhere in our columns. This Christianity. This is virtually acknowledged by
word, as we understand it, is. to all simi- the various reformers, by theirpleading a ne~essity
larly engaged; it means to press forward, for a reformation; and still we do not find any of
to study, to improve, at1d to do the VI{Ork the reformed churches in harmony with the
church as organized by Christ ard his apostles.
well and faithfully.
·
Brn.Joseph Smith, W. W. Blair,]. R. And while we thank God for the work of the
Lambert, E. A. Blakeslee and numerous various reformers, we find by a careful examinaothers of the ministry and membership ar- tion of the character of the work performed. by
rived from the Reunion the 13th inst., them that it does .not fulfill the prediction of the
among them Bro. and Sr. E. L. Kelley and prophet here as to a marvelous. work and, a wonfamily, who are now permanently located der, neither do they even claim it w:as such a
in Lamoni.
•~work from Martin Luther to 'Alexander Camp·
Bro.
Blair left .the I sth in st. for bell. But when we come to examine the claims
East Jordan, Michigan, where he will • of Joseph Smith we find a different work entiremeet Elder Wingfield Watson in discm- ly in .its character. The~ very first p1,1blic st:J,tesion, as previously announced. Brn. A~ ment partook of the nature of the marvelous;
H. Smith, E. L. Kelley and J. R. Lam- and although a poor, unlearned boy, he claimed
bert left the same date; the former for that an angel appel}red unto him an~ reve11,led to
Salt Lake City, called there. because of him that all the then known churches were
sickness in the. family of his son Fred; wrong; that God was about to found a church
Bro. Kelley going to Indep~ndence and .which would be In harmony with the New TesLowry City, Missouri; Bro. Lambert to tament and exactly in accord in doctrine and ,orRedding, Iowa, to a.ttend the conference ganization with tha~ organized by Christ at:tc:l
of the. Decatur, Iowa, district.
Bro. perpetuated by his apostles, also founded and sus:
Blakeslee left .the I sth for home.,-Galien, , tained by immt!dlate revelation from God; also
Michigan.
·
that the signs would follow the believer. Paul
Sr. Priscilla Park, Brown P. 0., Montsays that "God has chosen the we:J,k things of
rose county, Colorado, October 9th, writes ..
A number. of families there wish one or this world to confound the wise; so we find that
two elders would preach the word; they God instead of choosing Dewitt Talmage, Spurthink the elders are needed there.. They · geon or a~y other of the learned of this age,
would also like to have a Saints' Sunday chose the poor, unlearned and ignorant boy
through whom to reveal his will to man. . This
school for their children and others. ·
·
Sr. Josephine Wood 1 Coin, Iowa, would is an evidence that the work was a marvelous
be pleased to hear from any Saints living work and a.wonder, but it wa!! just the same way
in thalt vicinity~ Elders who can labor that G~d always worked.. Another evidence of
the marvelousness of the work began by him .is
there are requested· to do so.
Bro; Jesse Seelye, Savannah, Wayne the Book of Mormon-marvelous in 'the nature
county, N e.w York, aged eighty~six, who of. its claims and the .s1,1ccess to which it attained.
M~: Smith gave a re:\'elatio11 stating that, the
united with the church in 1835, will wei"
, come any of.the ·ministry who will call on . ministry that would take up this work wou~d be
him. He lo.v:es the cause of Christ.
an unlearried class of men. This re.velatlon wa~
Bro. J. M •. P:eckins, Crump, Arkansas, given befo:t:~ the ;orkwa,s actu~lJy beg.un .• Ho.w
2,']th u!J. writes cQncernil1g a very' int~r7 did Mr, Sm.ithk)l6w t9.11.t th~ V'!'eak an<;l simPl!l
~~ti~$.'· Q9,}',. t.qur y~~r§ .Q~ age 1 who is. &'<:?~ ,. ant~ l,llll~@.rn~9 would ..ff~e~ t~i~ ~ospel? ·Thi~
!
.
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is another evidence that his work was a mll.rvelous, work and a wonder. The speaker then
closed by bearing testimony to his personal
'knowledge of the work.,

THE SAINTS,. HERALD.
must be centered; for they are saved by God's
divine power.
I was led to believe that the promises of God
would hold good to me as to any other persons,
·no matter how many years ago they were -made.
It led me to believe that in the manifestation of
his power all dispensations have been started and
maintained according to his divine will. The
second passage of Scripture would lead me to
think that he has as much regard for the people
of one dispensation as another. Whatever were
the duties and privileges of the people when he
spoke to them in the days he revealed the Bible
truths to them are mine, as I have a similar
work to do. I have but to know what his attitude toward the people was in the· years past
to know what his attitude is toward all people to-day; for God has not changed; but man
has departed from what was. the counsel ·of
God in the past. I confess to you as intelligent
people that if I find anything better than this
work in which I am engaged I will embrace. it
and thank those. who will show me the light.
The fourth passage makes charges against certain individuals because they had departed from
the truth and had respect to persons'and had so
far corrupted their teachings as to make it appear
that God had more respect for some individuals
than for others. We worship the same God and
are entitled to the same evidences and blessings
which others have enjoyed. I know that the
people to which I belong are ridiculed because
they believe In angels arid revelation, but we
take it for granted that God has not changed.
About fifteen years ago I started in this strange
work determined to do the will of God no matter what men might think of me. On one occasion I took my text .from John 3: 5, where the
Savior says: "Except a man be born of water
arid of the Spirit he cannot enter into the king·
dom of God," and I ask, Is It not true? I present this thought clearly before the people, and
ask if there are any ministers present who cannot stand by it to come forward and give their
reasons for refusing to do so; for they say that
God hils lied, for they teach that man can enter
into the kingdom without it. If the system of
God Is true he cannot lie. The serpent said to
our first parents, "In the day thou eateth thereof
thou shalt noL surely die.'' There is too much
of a disposition on the part of the people to insert
the "not"; and while it may be possible to insert
it at times without doing much harm, if we are
permitted to thus mutilate the word it will disgrace God and establ!sh every word of the devil.
The Savior said that Satan was a liar from the
beginning and the father of lies, and the condemnation of God's word cannot be true, for the
statement is, "Let God be true though every
'man be found a liar.''

Friday, October 9tk.-9 a. m:. prayer and testimony meeting in charge of Elders D. Chambers
and C; Butterworth~
At 10: 45 the Smiday school workers held a session with "a model school.'' E. A. Blakeslee
General Superintendant of the General Sunday
School Associaton in charge. Song; responsive
reading of ro3d Psalm; invocation by Joseph
Luff; song. F. G. Pitt teacher of Bible class;
J. F. Mintun and Sr. M. Cazaly, of Lamoni,
teachers of Intermediate classes; Sr. Lucy L.
Lyons and Sr. Young teachers of Primary
classes; blackboard exercises by Bro. Amos' M.
Chase.
General review by Supt. Blakeslee;
song; benediction by F. M. Sheehy.
At 2: 30 p. m. Sunday school meeting continued, with similar opening exercises; prayer by
Bro. M. H. Forscutt. Address by Bro. E. A.
Blakeslee. A photographer was present and
took a negative of the assembly, after which the
choir sang "Rock of Ages." Recitations, decla- ·
mations, etc., by various scholars then followed
in their order.
During the week meetings were held by the
Sunday school workers in which methods of
teaching etc. were discussed ..
At 7:30 p. m., Elder Joseph Luff was the
l!peaker; he said, The first portion of my text
you will find in Acts 17:26. "And hath made of
one blood all nations of men for to dwell on all
the face of the earth, and hath determined the
times before appointed, and the bounds of their
habitation. That they should seek the Lord, if
haply they might feel after him, and find him,
though he be not far from every one of us." My
second is found in Acts IO: 34: "Then Peter
opened his mouth and said, Of a truth I perceive'
that God is no respecter of persons." My third
in Malachi 3:6: "For I am the Lord, I change
not.'' And my fourth is found in the same book
chapter 2:9, 10. "Therefore have I also made
you contemptible and base before all the people,
according as ye have not ke'pt my ways, but
have been partial in the law. . . . Why do
we deal treacherously every man against his
brother, by profaning the covenant of our fathers?''
I was born in the year 1852, and providing I
shall live part of this month I will be thirty-nine
years old, but many of you will want to know
what that has to do with my text, which I will
try to show before I get fhrough. I think you
will believe me when I tell you that there were
a few Bibles in existence before that time. The
Latter Day Saints church was organized in the
year 1830, but the forces which brought it into
At one time the Methodist church was closed
existence commenced working in 1824, and
against me when I preached that baptism was
therefore we cannot go back of that year to find
true and that "these signs shall follow them that
those forces. All Christians will agree with me
believe;" and when the people asked me if I
when I tell them that there were a few copies of would preach in that house if they would open
the Bible in existence before the year x8z4. If
it for me I told them I did not feel like preachyou do not agree with me I want to know it, for
ing in a house where my Master's word was
I expect to present something out of this Bible
held at a discount. "And they asked him,
and I want you to know that! had nothing to do
saying, Master, we know that thou saywith putting it there; so that I have not changed
est and teachest right, neither acceptest
the meaning of this Bible. If the Bible reprethou the person of any, but teachest the
sents the God ofthe universe, its teachings wlll
way of God truly: Is it lawful for us to· give tribaffect us here and hereafter, for the people'' faith l,lte unto C~eiar, or noti' But he perceived their

craftiness, and said unto them, Why tempt ye
me? Show me a penny. Whose image and
euperscription hath it? They answered and said,
Cresar's. And he said unto them, Render therefore unto Cresar the things which are Cresar's,
and unto God the things which be God's.''-'Luke 20:21-25. Christ said, "Ye must be born
ag\{in,'' and "these. signs shall follow them that
believe;" and I ask whose superscription is this?
You dare not say as Bible believers that they
bear any other superscription than that of God.
But in this world it does not pass for what it is
worth, for it is at a q,iscount-7-th3t is all. At one_
time when I returned to Ontario,· Canada, and
entered a store and threw down a silver dollar to pay for what I pur<;hased, the clerk said,
"This is not enough.'' I knew what was the
matter, but I tried to reason with him thatit was
a dollar and should be taken for its face value,
but all I could receive was that it was not worth
a dollar there, and I had better pay the remainder if I did not want. trouble, which of
course I did. When I go into any of these orthodox churches to preach, and ask them to what
standard I shall go to establish the truth, I am
invariably told, "The Bible;" but when I open
the book and present a few passages, I am told
it is not at par with them. But this is not the
case with Latter Day Saints, for the Bible is at
par with them.
Jesus Christ being the second personage in the
trinity, he Is like God-unchangeable; and we
read that God Is no respecter of persons, and
whatever was the value of the word eighteen
hundred years ago Is Its value to-day.
When one of our brethren preached that It
was the privilege of the people to-day to' receive
the visitation of angels, it wits stated by some of
our friends that the idea that angelic ministrations can be received to-day is too fooll!lh to be
ent,.rtained for a moment. If the Bible was
given me to learn out of with reference to the
future world, I ask you to come with me to that
book. Jesussaid he would send the Spirit upon
his disciples which was to lead and guide them
into all truth and show them things to come. It
was to show them the things of the future, atid
in this way by the spirit of revelation the people
were to learn of the future world and their duty toward God. I turnagain to the book and read with
rderence to angels: "Are they not all mlni~ter
ing spirits, sent forth to minister tor them who
shall be heirs of salvation?" I ask you to put
your finger on a passage in your Bible which
was not revealed to man either by angels or
revelation; for it is a fact that all the word of
God has come to us in this way. If the Holy
Spirit was given to the people to show them
things to come, and if the angels are sent forth
to minister to those who were to be heirs of salvation, are there no heirs of salvation to-day? If
there are, there must be some people who receive the visits of angels. Are the angels all
dead? Is the Holy Ghost dead? Is the Holy
Spirit dead? Is the Holy Spirit doing the same
work to-day, or is it engaged In more profitable
business? Then if there are heirs of sahiatlon
to -day and there are angels, some of these angels
must be visiting those who shall be heirs of salvation. I will admit that my brethren may
have lied to you about seeing angels, but if there
are heirs of salvation in the world those heirs
mut~t receive angelic ministration. B~1t I prefer
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to believe It, for if I did not believe In these
things to-day I would have to strain the word
here and there to sustain my views. I want to
know that God's word is good coin of full value
in the market; I want to know if God has
changed.
I know a couple of young men, reared In the
same neighborhood and having the same school
and other advantages, one of whom went west
and became a confirmed infidel. The other went
east and became a minister of one of the popular
churches. After a time they met, and the minIster learned the condition of his friend and
told him he wanted the privilege of asking him a
few plain questions, which was granted, upon
the condition that he be pen;nitted the same privilege. The preacher took advantage of this to
point out some of the Inconsistencies of his Infidelity. Then It came the infidel's turn, and he
said: ''Now, George; I have been patient and I
presume you wlll listen to me, for there is not
much difference between us; and all the difference is In my favor. Do you believe the Bible?''
"Yes, but there may be a few things which I
do not' understand." "Well, then, I wlllleave it
to the New Testament; do you believe that?"
"Yes." "Will you tell me, George, where you
take your authority from to preach your religion?" "I received it from my church; and so
far as divine authority is concerned, Christ said,
•Go ye into all the world and preach the gospel
to every creatllre.' '' "Well, then, if I understand you, ~eorge.:you take your authority from
the word because· the Savior said to the eleven,.
•Go ye into all the world'?" "Yes; Jesus said,
•He that believeth and Is baptized shall be
saved.'" ·~Why do you preach that?" "Because
Jesus Christ said 'that those who believed and
were baptized shall be saved." '"And tltese
·signs shall follow· them that believe; In my
name shall they cast out devils; they shall speak
with new tongues; they shall take up serpents,
and. If. they drink 'any deadly thing, It shall not
hurt them; they shall lay hands on the sick, and
they shall recover.'; Now, George, do you preach
that?" "Well, no.'' "Well, why don't you
preach it?" "Because I don't believe it's necessary now.'' "Did f!Ot Jesus tell his disciples that
these sign5should follow?'' "Well, yes.'' "Why
• don't you believelt? Before, George, you told
me that was the only text from which you got
your authority to preach, and yet you deny that.
You go and tell ~en and women . that all the
Bible is true, and yet when your faith in It is tested
you confess that ydu do not believe half of it; so
you see that you are. not as. consistent as I am;
for I tell the people I don't believe any of it,
while you tell theQ1 it is th!? word of God, and
every word as go9d as gold, when you do not
believe it yourself."
The. people talk about Robert Ingersoll, and
they mourn because of the increase of infidelity;
yet they are largely responsible for this ~ondi
tion of things •. It is. true tliat Mr; Ingersoll treats
t.hi~ Bible very meanly, and I ill noway sanction
infidelity;. but where did he learn it? It must
be. confessed thathe.learned it from the pulpit.
If yoi.twm ;how~me·;;;.--i;;dividlla! -who hM~ imthority to thus mutilate the word of God, and he.
will bdng .his credtmtials, I will show you that
there ~~ a revelatio,n to Jl)gersoll to destroy the

<~l:!ole:boo}>. I h!We~E:o !~X?~~~~~~
Wor~. ol tllelr~ .ltllQ Q.U t. little. favor to ~now to

those who are too near .akin to it. If I can GO
speak as to make the truth as plain as language
can make it, then I am perfectly willing to take
the blame for presenting it if you will take the
responsibility for rejecting it; for truth is truth
wherever found, whether on Christian or on
heathen ground.
If eighteen hundred years ago there was truth
in the statement that men and women must believe, repent, and be baptized, I will ask you,
Where did you get the information from that it
is not binding now? If there has been no revelation since the days of John, I ask where did
men find out that the plan of salvation had been
changed, and where did they get their authority
to so teach? I want you to understand that the
same God who sent John has !ent me; and he
has not sent us to trifle with the souls of men, but
it is true now that "the ax is laid at the root of
the tree, and every tree that bringeth not: forth
good fruit is hewn down and cast into the, fire.''
I want you to understand that the, work of God
will accomplish just what he said it would.
These notes do not do the speaker justice as
some of our notes were not legible when we
came to transcribe them. (Reporter.)

Saturday, October zotk.-9 a. m. Reunion business meeting. Called to order by Pres. Joseph
Smith; prayer was offered by Elder John Hawley. The object of the meeting was to determine
whether we should have another reunion or not;
and if to have one, when and where; and the
transaction of inCidental business. A resolution
was introduced that this reunion close its <present session on Sunday night, the nth., This;
after discussion, prevailed. The committee for
this reunion reported verbally that $rs8 was
needed to finish paying for the new tent. The
cost of the new tlmt was $327.;they had sold the
old tent for $roo; had< received $So on account,
from the Denver Saints; rough and disreputable
persons at Denver had cut and destroyed the tent
and the Denver Saints were unable to finish
paying for .it, and the committee. recommended
that they be released from the obligation. It
was meved anp seconded that this body release
the Denver Saints from the obligation of paying
the $so remaining due on the tent. Carried.
Moved that to relieve the collecting committee
of much labor we will take a collection on Sunday afternoon. A question was asked, "Does
this tent belong to the- church in general?"
Answered by chairman of the committee that
"it belongs to the church in general.'' Resofved
that this Reunion tent belongs to the church in
generaL
'
··The chairman asked the question, "Shalf we,
hold another Reunion;" Resolved. that we hold
another Reunion in 1892.
At this ti~e Senator Bolter, chairman of the
''citizens committee of Logan," was announced,
and requested to take the stand and report; this he
did as follows: ''I am called upon to express the
wishes of the committee on: which you are hold~
ing this reunion. I am authorized to say that If
this people want this ground for Reunioiv purposes, you can have the ground and :water free
f6r nineor ninety-nine y,ears. I do no not belong fu this body or any sect, but am glad to have
you among us. It i~ not necessarY to refer to
the adv:antages of thi.s l.ocation; you can all $ee
an.d k~ow what t.irey are; li ;you cboo&f! iQ ~~··

cept we shall take it that you are satisfied with
us as a people, as we are satisfied with you.''
The report was received. On motion a committee of three was appointed tG select a committee of five who shall be the Reunion Committee of 1892. The chair appointed E. L. Kelley, J. W. Chatburn and Robert McKinzie. The
selection of place for holding the next reunion was
deferred until the afternoon meeting obtained.
The following petition from the Sabbath
school Association was receivt;!d and read : "We
respectfully ask that one day of the Annual Reunion of 1.892 be given exclusively to Sunday
school exercises. Signed, E. A. Blakeslee, J. F.
Min tun, J. M. Baker, S. B. Kibler, Dora Young''
and others. The petition was granted.
Resolved that the next reunion hold sixteen
days, beginning on Saturday.
Moved that we strongly disapprove of taking
down tents before Monday morning. The committee appointed to nominate five for appointment
as committee on Reunion for next year, reported
the following names: David Chambers, C. A.
Beebe, S. B. Kibler, W. R. Davidson, and W. T.
Fallen. The committee have not had time to
confer with either of these brethren but should
any be unable to serve, we suggest that the body
fill the vacancy.
On motion and second a vote of thanks was
tendered the Reunion committee of 1891; the
citizens of Logan were also extended the thanks
of this Reunion. Thanks were voted to Mr.
Milliman for the use of the grounds.
J. W. Cbatburn stated that twenty men will
put down their riames,,to each purchase one acre
of this ground to be leased to the church as a
permanent place to hold its annual Reunions.
Adjourned.
At ro: 45 prayer,was offered by Elder C. G.
Mcintosh. As the business meeting had encroached on the time of this session, it was
thought best by the president to exchange titne
with the speakei'" for the afternoon, so as to give
Bro. Kelley more time. Pres. Smith said trat as
the time had been to. some extent taken up by
the business session, the presidency would occupy
the remainder. There. were many things con-.
nected with our work that, would bear disc:ussion.
The tradition of the elders has been that our
work should be directed by inspiration. He to a
certain extent believed the same; but there are
two things to be considered in connection with
this thought; one of them is that man has been
given dominion over all. the beasts. of the field
and has been left largely to the exerclse.of. his
judgment in the exen?ise of,that dominion. The
tradition of the elders has taught us that we
should do nothing but what we are commanded
by revelation to do, but he thought we. should
largely, exercise our wisdom in many things,
esrecially those things pf+'a, .g'e}l!)tal charac:teri
He quoted from the Doctrine and. Covenant!! to
show that man had withih him power to d9
much good of himself, and ff he waits for a comm;nd at all times he is a slothful .servant. .".Cfie
speaker tho1;1ght that in )he governmenJ<;~f our
children, especially in .II}llki!lg\Pf$?~J~~sitq.,them
and n6t fulfilling them, we may go to extremes,
• and. in being .too severe and then in not being
strict enough. ,He also thought that .:the .common idea that the reve)atiqn given .to bapti:~~~
ehil4rel'l at eightyears old, was)it"Xlited to t~e
~onfipes oi the lim~ )'I'~ p~ll ;!Jiop, ;W~t 1\ W,~~t~ktll
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that if it is necessary fpr our children to be taught
the principles ofthe go$pel when in the confines
of Zion, then it Is. more so to those outside of
those limits.. We should also in our endeavors
t~ bring about much rlghteousnesstryto put the
best foot foremost, and this should be reflected
o.ur every day lives. No m~;~n cari. say that he.
has not. the power within him to do good with·
out doing violence to the truth; but possibly we
may not do good because we will not, but never
aecause we. cannot.
Our power for good differs in different persons;
some can do good by cultivation of the art of
singing. Some have made the statement that
they have come up here to hear the singing, and
when they came to hear the singing they hear
the preaching and good to them may accrue.
The speaker also touched upon the Sunday
school work. Although many make the objection that we never had a command to have Sabbath schools, that is true; but does it follow that
if the Sabbath school work results in goqd that
we must walt for a command to do It, any more
than the doing any other thing that is good.
Benediction by Bro. Blair.
z: 30 p.m. Services opened by singing hymn
No. 121, with Bro. Blakeslee in charge. Prayer
by Bro. J. C. Crabb. Elder E. L. Kelley was !n·
traduced. He spoke from Hosea 10: 13. Benediction by Bro. Blakeslee.
Monday, utk-Prayer .and testimony meeting
began at 8:30a.m.; in charge of Elders C. Derry
and J. W. Chatburn. Six prayers were offered
and forty testimonies borne. The gift& of the
Spirit were manifested in tongues and interpretation, both in speaking and singing. Many exhortations and prophecies of a comforting nature
were given. The interpretation of one hymn
sung, was caught by the reporter as follows:

in

I am your God, look unto me
And in my love abide;
I will eupport and bear you up,
Whatever may betide.
My angels guard; around ylf,u now
My loving arms extend
To keep you from the tempter's power,
When on me you depend.
My love shall ever fill your breast
In s<>rrow and despair;
When clouds shall gather round your way
I shall be present there.
My mighty hand shall guide you on
In triumph over sin;
:a.ry mighty power shall bear you up,
And make you pure within.
My glory you shall then enjoy,
My radiacce you. shall know;
Your robes shall be as spotless white,
Washed clean and white as snow.

10:45 a.m. meeting in charge of Elder F. M.
Sheehy. Elder F. G. Pitt invoked the divine
blessing; sung hymn No. 65r. Elder J. R. Lambert preached, from Acts 28: 15-22. Announcement was made that baptism would be attended
to at close of afternoon service.
At 2:30 p.m., prayer by Elder James McKiernan, sermon by Elder M. H. Forscutt, subject "The Origin of Evil."
At 7:30p.m., preaching meeting in charge of
Pres. W. W. Blair, prayer offered by Bishop E.
L. Kelley, sermon by Joseph Luff, texts 1 John
3: r6; Isaiah 55:4. Notes for this !ermon will
be sent later.
The chairman of the Reunion Committee,

.Pavid.Cnal"l!bers, verbally

report1%~

that

~nough

HERALD~

had heard ilothing else I would come home satmoney had been collected to defray all expenses,
including, balanC!l due on new tent.
·
isfied. He read Cor. 3: n; Prov. 17:32 and the,
A vote of, thanks was tendered to the e.ditor of , last verse of .Prov. 25 and asked, "Have we risen,
the Loglln Observer for his courtesy in publish·
with th.e opportunity given with tqe injunction;
ing a. daily paper during the Reunion.
•Come up higher' and borne the fruit in propor,
Sung hymn No. 448, and closed with penedic·
tlon to the amount of grace we have received an.d,
tion by Elder Joseph R. Lambert.
of which we are constantly testifying." HesaJd
There. were 1,431 persons tented on the camp
the gospel message was for the making of. char.
ground on Saturday night. Two hundred and
acter, and the man or woman .who did not reach
fifteen tents, ro covered wagons, 150 persons. the standard of which he was cap;tble, was·under
lodged at the hotels and boarding hou~e•. Tn all
condemnation for just what they lacked. That
on Sunday there were 2,roo Latter Day Saints
when God said "come up higher'' he made. the.c
attended, and an almost innumerable host of visstatement that the church was lower down thani
itors.· at the meeting all day; so that the large
it ought to be under the measure of help given
tept would not hold one-half the people. No
by th!l Almighty. That we must discriminate
minutes. or notes of scribe can gh·e an adequate
between the glfts and the fruits of the Spirit.
idea of. the enjoyment of the participants ot this
The ;rift.<, which we ought not to be without, are
meeting, so we ehall not make the attempt.
given of God for the purpose •of producing fruit.
Though the first days of the meeting were
If there is none or little fruit, if that which was
rainy and muddy, with all the discomfort to
possible has not been produced, is not that our
campers that statement implles, no murmurlngs
condemnation? God furnishes the same means
nor complaints were heard, though many prayers
in us as he did In Christ, but Christ bore the
fruit.
were offered for more favorable weather.
He said he did not wish we had fewer gifts,
The last three days were ·alL that could be
but
that there was a more proportionate showing
asked for in interest, spiritual peace and attend·
for the measure of g9od given us. And when he'
ance. Much praise is due the committee for
said, "Arise to the taking on of those graces,
the arrangements made for the comfort and acwhich will make you fit instruments in the banes•
commodation of those attending. Few appreciof
God," my heart said, "Yea, though I walk·
ate. the amount of labor req-uired of. somebody in
through the valley of the shadow of death." J;
order that so many may be accommodated_, and
have so often said I have not the k11owledge ofi·
the committee deserves all the thanks expressed
this work that others have, and yet I am con.·
by the vote of the body.
scious through all my being that it Is true. Why
Yours respectfully,
not then be wil.ling to endure joyfully whatever,
TAMES McKtERNAN, ~ Secretaries
friction seems to be necessa y to 'make it possible
C. E. BUTTERWORTH, Eighth Annual
H. 0. SMITH,
Reunion.
for one to catch the rays of light and truth and'
., reflect them when and where needed; whatev,
er suff~rlng Is. necessary. to bring out the pure·
gold of our natures. I think I have learned some
helpful things at this Reunion and hope to show
EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."
by my life that I remember them. But It will
not always be so easy as here, where life work;
LoGAN, Iowa, Oct 8th.
for the time being, seems to be the going up to
Dear M.:-Every day we have hoped for sunthe house of the Lord to hear the word preached
shine and dry weather, but as the days go by just
and the songs and testimonies . that make other
enough rain comes to make the hill verv slip·
things seem tame in comparison.
pery, and the camp grounds (which never have
This morning a prophecy was given, the sub.
been thoroughly dry since the heavy showers of
stance of which was like this: "Angels are re.
last week), unpleasant under foot. 'Hut you' never
jo!clng over you. Stand firm and keep •ny laws:
saw brighter faces or a more cheerful assemblage
and commandments and I will continue to bless
of people. Tents are going up every day. The
you. Fear not, little flock, for I am still watchsound of the hammer Is heard all though the
ing over you and w!ll bring you off more than
land, and there is an order about the encampconquerors. I will have a tried people. To the
ment which. is surprising to me who have not
servants of God, you who have labored diligently
had any experience in such matters. It is a city
and have endured sacrifices and trials for my.
in miniature. The canopy of the tabernacle is
work's sake, keep yourselves unspotted from the
swaying up and down. Leaves which have been
world and you shall have greatt>r blessin~rs.
swept from the trees by the wind gusts have
Darkness shall flee before you and many souls,
lodged upon it, and the rain has beaten them on
shall be brought Into m.v kingd.om throu~rh your
so that they remain and form shadow-pictures on
instrumentality. Humble yourselves and I will
the canvas. Every now and then the sun cqmes
bless you."
out and shines brightly, giving color to every leaf
Meetings all good. To-day is Friday, our
and showing as well the imperfections. It makes
Sun'day school day. The morning exercise$
me think of the vine and the branches; and I
passed off very pleasantly. We had a model (?)
have been wondering if we, the branches, under
Sunday schooL Bro. Pitt taught the Bible class,
the canopy could bear the sunlight of the word
Bro. Joseph Mlntun Second Intermediate, Sr.
of .God brought to bear upon our lives. If it
Mary Cazaly First Intermediate, Sr. Young of
made clear the blemishes, would it not also bring
· - - - Second Primary, (she is a good tea.cher
into strong relief a beauty of character which
and has had experience in day school) and Sr.
was so much more than the blemish that all
Lyons the First Primary.
could not help but see the red and the gold of
Bro. E. Blakeslee gave. us a good address this
charity and loving kindness as I have seen, adafternoon and the remainder of the exercises:
mired and enjoyed these leaves this afternoon.
con.sisteq ot re;citatlons by the ~hi.ldrery a!ld sing<.
Bro. Luff preached Tuesday night, and if l
In g.
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Sr. Blair. and I were. walking quietly along
this,evening,when Bro. Joseph met us and In·
qplred how. I enjoyed it? I told him. "w.ell," and
l:ie said, "All right, come al)d I will take you
ar0 un.<l to some of the tents and you can get ac.
q1,1alnted." A pleasant companion makes any
walk enjoyable; .but when that walk is taken in
the October twilight, a hunter's moon shining,
through the.tree tops.among a tented city of the
Saints, then iUs .more so than ever.
Think of two hundred and twenty-five tents in
regular rows, aH numb.ered for easy. fin.<ling,
es.ch .one occupied by at least one family of
Saints, sometimes.two and three. Lights gleam·
iiJg, through the canvas, voices heard ·in cheer-.
f~:~l .converse, children running about happy as
birds, ,some of the. brethren bringing: water from
tgelarge:taiJks which :we pass as we enter the.
grouiJdl', others .sawing. wood, and again groups
standing. around the fires outside of the. tenta re,
lating.tilelr:.experience to each other! The, voice
of,.singing ca.me from..onetent and as the cheery
voi.ce of my companion sald,"Anyon.eathome?''
the singers who proved. to be from Ga,lland's,
Grove, filed out and greeted us with hearty.
hand-g.t:!lsps.an.d,words of welcome. From tent
to tent we went In the same way, getting ac.
quaint,ed with .the western Saints an.d enjoying a
peep into camp life.
There are no people in the world with such opportupitles for happiness as the Saints, and I do
be)ieve in a great ~easure they_ lay hold on
them. There is 'something in the atmosphere
here which brac~s one up 'spiritually-such a
harmoniqus feellrig among all. It is good to be
here.
I 'am .writing in: the business meeting. Talk
is g'Ging on as to the.' how, when and • where of
holdtug the next Reunion.
Bro. E: L ... K\eUey . wi!l preach this. morning<
S'f1mlay; OctQber rrtk.-I want. to transcribe. a·
few things,.which .Ljotted do.wnJn this.morn ing'~
praver,meet.ing,sl>i.that l.cap,better tell you df the
g.)pdC;J.)lS:P,rayer m~eting whi,eh we. had. S~:~.ch a
peaceful feeJing prevailed; testimony after testil'tlony, Jongue a:fter topg)le, interpreta,tion. after,
lnterp,r,eta,tion. hnmediately, following.
OM. brother (Corn.elius Mcintosh): spoke ot ,a,
nlgh,t v-Ision. he had.. hadit:l 1861. He s~~.:i: "My,
self andwif~ visit!xi a . buildif;lg whlch... seem,ed to
have. been. neglected for yea.rs~~eyeryth.ing, hl!id
the a~pear~nce. ~f. de.c'ay, Th.e doorylltd was
grG.wn up :with w~eds and .the walls o{Jhe. build~
ln§·:wh\<:h ,were, o..f, ston.e, w.ere. leao,lng t9.wards
tbe west.,almo..~t tpmbllpgdow:n. Tnere. wa~ a ..
g~ptlem,ap wlt.b .us ..: I: did not know, who he w,~ots,.
b~t :we..seemed, sp,. be . a,s~e.m.bled,, there, for some
purpose. He: conversed , with, u&:M we. :w,a,Iked
a10 pg and e.ntered.at the. east doqr of the .building~;. M;y.wife . st.o.·.·,od on,tbebottom.step_.ofthe
sta.~r,s, I.litopd . .on tb,e se.copcj, ape!:, this, pe,rson, on.
'Thi.s.
th,e, thlnl. He m~d.e. this, state:mecnt.

this I said, •I will step out and cee how the_ outer
:walls look,' and I saw they were erect. My soul
was full of joy and I awoke. weeping."
_ This testimony was good, but when a word
came for the Sunday school workers I was melted to tears and felt. to breathe a prayer that I
might be worthy to do a part, however small it
might be, knowing that if we do what we can
our heavenly Father will require nothing more.
I did not get all the interpretation, for some
children near me were crying: "My children,
thus saith the Spirit, lift up your heads and re·
joice. I design to pour out· a blessing upon you
that you :will scarcely be· able to receive unless
you live faithful. · Go forth, discharge your duty
and when you meet under this tent in· future
days I will bless you. And I· say unto these
• young men and unto those who are young in the
faith, be faithful unto me and I will lift you• up
and you shall take the places of these gray head"
ed men.; you shall build up the ''Waste· places of
Zion. I • design that •those who are working in
my cause· yea, even those who are working in
the Sunday school cause shall be blest and they
•. shall· prepare these young minds for- the work
• that is in the.future."
'
The following was given by Sr. Turner; of
i Deloit, In tongues.
I am your God, look unto me
And in my love abide;
I w11l support and bear you. up
Wha.tever may betide.
My angela g11ard around you now,
My loving arms. exte!ld
To thieldy~u from the tempter's power,
When on me you depend.
My love shall ever fill your breast
In sorrow and despair ·
When.cloutls ,sh>!ll gather rounJI.your,way,
I shall be present ther<).
My ll)ig!Jty hand shall gu!d!l you on,
In tr umph over sin; '
·
My mighty power shall bear you up,
And make..you pure within.
My ll'lory you shall then enjoy,
My radiance you shall know;
Your r<;~bes . ehall be of spotless. white,
w;aehed clean and white as snow.
SALOM:E.
HOllt:1!l' COLUMN· MISSIONARY FUND.

Qct. 2d, Amount to date.•.••••...• , . $3 747 14
Annie Best, Cal. .. , .... $r oo
Rachel Griffith, Ia ..••• ,. So
M, C. H;art. I a,.......... 25
Catharine McGee, Cal. ... 5 oo
Cora M.iller, I a. . • . . • . . • . 30
Anger Peterson, I a ••••.. x. u6
Sarah Littlewood, Utah .. 1 oo
9 35
Oct. 2, Amount;recelved to date ......• $3-756 49
pr-Send all monevs to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iirl'\'a.
ADDRESSES;
. E I~~!~lley, Presiding Bishop, L!imoni, Decatur co.,

te!lU>,le :was,b,uilt by. JosepP. Smith tlJie. P.Pophet
Bro.. Thomas "tyler, formerly from England,· No, 13:28.•
a,p,d ~~~destjn.ed to fllllit;lto; the. h!lnds.of his,son.'
Penn street, Lawrence, Kansas.
"'
IJO:o~e~. . at;Ql.lnd apd said, .'Its not m.u.ch.'
J, C. Crabb, 1001 South.Tenth St., Burlington, Iowa.
·
··
·
James McKiernan, No..171JY'Lyons St., Des. Moines,
"I,th,en ,Sllw J osef!b .en,tering the•c:loor; .followed,
Iowa:
b;)'.'\VOrk,mei).,CII.;~rY:In~ ,topls ill thefr h~nd~. H~. E, 0, Brig-gs; Juniata, Tuscola C()IJnty:,.MichigltO.·,
hlll.~ed 1 an,d, look,~!)g, apput,. sa:td i.. "T.hls, hOUse l.rom.er Wells, 8ecretarYt G!31Jeral. Sunday Schoql· A,s,
waf?rb1lllt for. a.gre;t~ ap,d,grjl!ld.P!kliPO~e a~Jrd must
sociation, ~nob noster, Missouri
an
....s.•"'
.....er., ,th.e.. e!).d.· fo.. r...• :w."'.-ich._,it . w. .a...·., bui.i.t.. The.n, , Thomas Lester, Bishop's Agent; East New York Av·
"' .
"
,. .
enue; neat: Powellstt'E!et, 'Brookly!l, N; y,
. t~ey- wellf;:,tQ .worlqat. t!le:plj.JCtltio,ns. al)d, the. in", EJde~.Is~ac N. Robert;&.; b0x,90,, I'ipe~ton.e; J!inn,
siillil o,f;the.,h·p·'~~•.u. ~ln.g.,_the.fold.·'Ill.·~ t.erf;tl . . wh.~P. it A.. H. Pa:rsons,Box 46~ Ind~pendence, Jacks9n Oo., lli'o.
J, w:. Gillen, Station.E, St• I.dtiis; Mo... ·.. . . . . . ·
~~~,.e)1;~11~~t-to ~t' hJJ.~~fin~. tl;le .. w~U~ o..L.P~~~2~~o;~e#~,~~; 1 N~~r·1fiel!io.li, ~l,1'
*l~ll:ri(ll-~t.,t~§)~1~1J.~:I'ftlW b~~ta.p-}.l}gs:. !fotl~l~~;
f,~~.,o,.}!~~l~h
·
.
· :·, .•

~ The date accompa:l!y!ng your name on the, S!UaU
colored label on each paper shows the time to which.your.
subscription has been paid. When payments are made
the date is changed, which answers for a receipt.

HoNOLULU, H. I., Sept. 19th.
Editors Herald:-One year ago to-day Elder
Haws arrived here by the S. S. "Australia!'
The first meetings were held by him at his room
with Bro. Waller. One young man came into
their meetings, then two, and from this a Bible
class was started.
From this small room they had the free use of
a native lawyer's office, and here the first preaching services were held. At this time also they
held meetings in the afternoon out at a native's
house, two and a half miles from town. This
native has since been baptized, also his wife.
He Is as one risen from the dead. He got
thrown from his horse and struck his head on
the street car rail, and ,was .taken to the hospital
with blood running from his nose an.d .ear. The
doctors .said .he Co1Jld not liv-e. He stopped there
from Thursday until .Monday, when some o.f his
friends got him home. The elders administered,;
to him an.d he is aliye and well.
.
.
At his house the meeting!! were .. more of. the-.
character of· prayer, and testh:qony. meetings,
The attendance had increased.from five to four,
teen; this was in November and first part of De.cemb.er, 1890.
]an1,1ary nth, 189r, they secured Harmony
Hall on King street for one month, .aL the. expi;·
ration of which ,time they could no longer. rent,
it. Another, hall was soon rented, but wat; rather
"out.of the way;" so on Aug~:~st 19th we secuz:ed;
01:1~ present hall which is. centrally situ,ated, -and
we believe we are located for some time •.
February 4th ,the fract.on the. P;resi~ency by
~ro.. Haw,s, showing the.d.ifference. between: us
and ·the Utah· factiqn, came out after much;·
trouble and,.difficulty. One .. man translated the
tract; It was then taken. to the government.
translator who said, it was very deficient, and
agreed to correct It; but,after. four. or five wee.k.s
returned it with two· or three woFds corre~ted,
and said he wanted .nothing to do w.ith it. Tney
were then ,forced to .take it to M: Poepoe who
then translated ft. and. saw it printed. He 1'\~.s
since been baptized, although he has tried (as he.
admit•) .to run .a,way from us and our meetings.
He is. the best. Interpreter at our meetings.
The tract on Baptism soon folJqwed the O!Je. on.•
the, Pre.sidency.
Monday, ~arcl:J; 23rd, Brn. Haws,. Waller and
a few of our friends, had audience. with. Her
Majesty, the,. Queen, and thus, had,the cha.nce . to
s.tate our .principles, and the difference, bet wee.n,
. us,ai.tdthe Utah p~ople.
T.he first baptism took; place April 3d,. whe1r1
three,natives were. added. to. ou,r number, s,in.ce:
which time: twenty-two. have followed,. rnak,ing,
twenty-five ln;a]lbap1il!led to date.
They are. all. nlj.tlves (except. thre.e E~glish,
peq.ple) that ha:Ve, 0 beyed thus. fari There are ..
abp1Jt a.g()Zen reagy for the, water, and some, will'
b.e baptized on tiex.t Supday.
·
.
A,:ll.who !)ave. obeyep the.gggpel s)l()w .b.}' theit'
liyes .wttatit can do fo~ Illen and w!)mep:... 'fhey .
b.aye,aM; le.tt t)le:ir s,~ 0kit1g: and,-drii1kJP.~3 ~eNnd
'\'l?lth th,~ l!l4:;~_,,. ll,t)~ m...~ri (?tl\}~F: tllln~t:. a"IJ ~rt·
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doing grandly and God Is bfiessing them for it.
The Lord is blessing the ministrations of the elders, in healing the sick especially, and In many
other ways.
Bro. G. J. Waller _was ordained an elder on
Sunday, June 7th. Bro. J. M. Poepoe was ordained a priest August i6th, by Brn. Haws and
Waller. August zd, by direction of Bro. Haws
we were organized into a branch; with Bro.
Waller as president. There have been twelve
children blessed thus far by Brn. Haws and
Waller. Bro. Haws also married four couple,
six of the number being natives and two Chinese.
Our meeting attendance has increased to an
average of about forty. Last Sunday evening
there were fifty-one present.
Our circle -of influence is being felt and is
widening, thank God. May it roll on to His
honor and glory.
Yours in hope,
CLARENCJl: H. LUTHER.
TAWAS CITY, Mich., Sept. 28th.
Editors Herald:- Since last general conference I have been trying to keep the banner waving aa best I could, although circumstances have
been snch that I. could· not get very far away
from home until of late. The Saints In and
around Gal!en .and New Troy are trying-the
most of them-to let their light shine, and the
work seems to be steadily progressing In those
places.
On the 12th ult.,·I left my home In Gallen to
attend a two-days' meeting at Bay Port In the
Northern Michigan District. We found.a good
representation of Saints there; a splend.id time
was had, the elders enjoying good liberty In the
presentation of the word; and we hope the ~eed
thus sown will spring forth and bear fruit unto
eternal life.
From Bay Port I went to Oscoda to preach
the funeral sermon of Bro. Ransom Goodwin's
little child, of which mention has been already
made In the Herald. There are about forty
Saints In Oscoda, and the greater part of them
are trying to live their religion, while some
others sit back and growl. The Saints there,
however, have had but little encouragement
from the traveling ministry, as Elder J. B. Watson and myself are the only ones that have been
there for about two years, and we were· there but
a abort time. We don't attach any blame to
anyone In this particul_ar, as the ministerial force
is but small, and undoubtedly those having
charge have directed the labor 'where they
thought It was most needed. I shall be glad
when the Reorganization can station men In the
various cities to look after the work, and open
new places in the surrounding country, that the
flocks may thus be cared for, and the honest in
• heart~ev'erywhere behold the glorious light of
Zion's rising, and flock round her standard to do
homage to her Prince-the chi'ef among ten
thousand, and the one altogether lovely.
From Oscoda I went to Tawas City, and had
the privilege of meeting many, whose kindly
greeting reminded us of the days agone when
first I began to hold forth as a standard bearer
f >r King Immanuel. It was near here where I
first donned the armor, which resulted in glad. dening the hearts of many honest ones, and cul·
mlnating in the organization of the Iosco branch.
And to·d\1-y while I behold with deli~Jht the old
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battle ground, I feel to thank God with all my
soul that in the plenitude of his grace he has
set his hand the second time to recover his people,
arid permitted me to tell this people the glad
message of hill love. I feel to rejoice in this
great work to-day; and my heart swells with
gratitude and humble adoration to the great
Giver of all good that mine -eyes have seen,
mine ean hav• heard, and my heart has felt the
glory of these the hitter days.
Truly this work is of God; and, as Father
·James Whitehead has said: "It is a work which,
if we continue faithful, we shall appreciate as
long as eternity endures." Oh! how grand the
thought! and to think again, that while the last
li:lgering ray of hope breathes-forth in hallowed
accents of inspirational devotion, the trusting
child of God may cling with loving tenderness
to those divine precepts and promises that inspire the noble and the good to deeds of praiseworthiness, which lead to that holy communion,
where in strains of joy supremely grand.we may
affiliate with the armies of heaven, and with all
the redeemed ones bask our souls in that salubrious clime where peace and joy shall never
end! May God bless every trusting, confiding
Saint, and awaken the careless and indifferent to
the great .fact that none but the pure in heart
shall see God. It is required of us to "render
our bodies a living sacrifice, holy and acceptable
unto God," and to "let not sin reign in our mortal bodies." This is but our reasonable service,
the observance of which will make us perfect in
our sphere in conformity with the injunction of
Jesus the Christ, in that he has said, "B<l ye
therefore perfect, even as your Father which is
in heaven is perfect." This, though demanding
a continual watchcare, he requires of us; and to
this end has placed us here, having granted us
time to attain to the required standard of perfection-but we haven't got one moment to spare.
Steadily onward! should be our watchword, if
we would gain the crown of immortal bliss.
On the 2d instant I solemnized the ceremony
of marriage between Bro. Stephen 0. McDonald
and Miss Jennette Hoyt, both of this place; after
which we repaired to the water, and in the presence of about fifty persons I baptized four precious souls into the church and kingdom of God.
May God bless and help them in welldoing, and
e_ver give them grace to overcome the trials of
earth-life, that when Jesus comes in glory they
may be found of him in peace.
From here I went by way of Bay City to Brinton" to attend the two-days' meeti.ng appointed
there the 5th and 6th ints. We found the Saints
there joyous in hope, and in love and union
earnestly contending for the faith once delivered
to the Saints. A good work has been done there
in that region of country, the principal laborers
being J. J. Cornish and F. C. Smith-and yet
there is room. Brn. E. C. Briggs, J. J. Cornish,
Levi Phet'ps and myself were the speakers at
this meeting, and good liberty was enjoyed;
Saints were blessed, and our hope in the glorious
gospel made brighter and stronger by the inspiration of the Spirit of God and the mutual love
and friendship exemplified in his Saints.
From Brinton I went to Cadillac, where nearly
three years ago I baptized a number. I found
some of them firm. and faithful to the covenant
they then made with God; the Holy Spirit burn, Ing brightly on the altar of their hearts, and

,, endeavoring to "tell to sinners 'round, what a
dear Savior they had found." Notable among
these were Bro. and Sr. Chamberlain. After
preaching a few times there, I baptized three more.
I humbly pray that the Suti of Righteousness
may shine in their hearts to illuminate their spirits,
that their lives may bespeak the honor and glory
of God.
On the r8th Instant I returned to Tawas City,
where I expect to remain. until about the 15th of
October; and then after attending the debate at
East Jordan, between Bro. W. W. Blair and Mr.
Wingfield Watson, of Strangite fame, I expect
to go to Canada to labor d11ring the winter
months. I de•ire to do all I can to roll on this
great work; for I earnestly believe that the time
is short in which to accomplish the work yet to
be done. May God give grace toall his Saints
that they may,arise in the strength of the Lord
and pattern after those virtues exemplified In the
great Teacher of manki11d while sojourning here
In earth-life, and hasten the glad day when the
great dock of time shall say, "It is done!" and
Jesus the Christ shall bid his Saints to "enter
into rest."
In bonds,
WILLARD J. SMITH.
LOCKHARTVILLE, N. S, 0ct.8th.
Editors Herald:-! am .now at Lakeland,
Cumberland county, holding meetings". I was
summoned here quite suddenly to attend the
funeral of Sr. Angelina McKenzie. The neighbors come out well and listen attentively; prejudice in this place is pretty well worn down.
There are other places where, the word can be
preached, but Nova Scotia has not received the
work yet by any means. Our conference was
adjourned to October 17th, when we ar.e expecting Elder W. H. Kelley and others who could
not attend last month.
H. J. DAVISON.
JACKSON, Ohio, Oct., 6th.
Edttors Herald:-: The work in this district is
moving slowly; in some localities the Saints are
firm in the faith, while in other parts some have
apparently almost laid off the armor; and others
have placed themselves in a condition in which
they cannot fully honor the work, and from
which some cimnot justly relieve themselves.
On the 15th of September by urgent request I
started to Frozen Camp, West Virginia. A man
by the name of Babcock, a representative of the
Adventist faith, had pitched his tent in the Mill
Creek valley and had discoursed upon their faith
and doctrine for seven or eight weeks, and some
of the Saints became somewhat confused upon
some points, hence their sending for. me.
I began preaching in a schoolhouse; Mr.
Babcock attended. I first spoke upon the doctrine of Christ from 2 John 9: next night upon
authority, Romans 10: 15; and next from Job 14:
ro .. When I closed with this subject he asked
for liberty to reply, which was granted. So we
entered into an investigation of the condition of
man between death and the resurrection, and we
continued upon that and the Sabbath question
for one week. I think the truth was sustained,
although Mr. Babcock is very cunning, and like
most of the ministers of the churches, will throw
dirt when he gets cramped. I don't think any
of the Saints there will ever get tangled with the
Adventist doetrine again. With the aid of Bro.
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is Man?" I was able to wage a successful war;
every Saint should have them.
On Sunday, the 27th, spoke to the Saints and
others who attended the Investigation with
Elder Babcock, and in the afternoon met with
the Saints in testimony meeting; everyone
present bore a good testimony, and all seemed
encouraged. May God bless them. I feel well
in ·the great work. that we are engaged in, and
hope to continue to the end of the war. I soon
go to open up the work in new places in Gallia
county, this state. May God bless his people,
that they may be wise and deny themselves of
that which the Lord has told them to avoid, that
they may be clean in their clothing and person.
With hope of eternal life,
JAMEs MoLER.
LoULAS, Llansamlich, Wales, Sept 28th.
Editors Herald:-lt is not very often that a
word from Wales appears in the colutr)ns of the
Herald. I think we ought to do more in this respect. I may state that we keep moving gradually in this mission. Some have been baptized
here lately and I hope others will follow soon. I
may also state that this nation is full of religion,
composed of different sects and denominations,
and the people ar~e quite satisfied with that they
have, therefore ifrequires a strong power from
above to uproot them from their tradition.
One thing which has been working against
this mission in the past was too much of· the
Spirit of emigration. There are go11,d elders
here, and if they :would determine to do their utmost for the advancement of the work much
good could be expected. We rather regret the
indifference of the general conference in America respecting thi~ mission. A word fro~ one of
the chief officers lts an. explanation on this point
In the Herald would be a satisfaction to us all.
We. noticed that Bro. Joseph Smith put our case
before the conference.
We have a very good brarich at Morriston at
present, It being propeT!y organized, and the
Spirit manifested Itself in our midst wlth power.
Yours r;espectfully,
D. LEwis, Sec. of tlze missio11.
(Dew! Chwefror.)
DIXFIELD, Maine, Sept. 29th.
Editors Herald:-! left home September 12th,
bidding good bye to wife and children with a
queer feeling that perhaps some of the brethren
understand who .have left home for the first time.
I arrived in -Boston .and was entertained a_t Bro.
Bowers', the home of the Saints:
Sunday mornl~g met· in prayer meeting with
the. Saints and enjoyed a spiritual feast. Preached
In the afternoon ~o qt;tite an attentive audience.
In the evening, there being no. service at· the
church, in company with Bro. Bowers went to
t.hat popular· religious edifice called Tremont
Te,mple to hear Rev. Dr. Lorimer. Some quite
liberal thoughts were advanced by the. Doctor,
.but nothing new 'to Latter. Day Saints.
With words of, encouragement and good will
from (he Saints. :r left th.e city that has been
my home for a ;number of. years, until quite recently, and started for my field· of labor; Th~
trlp to Portland was quite uneventful; 0 rie man,
· howe~er; created so~e' little excitement, having
ta.k~n orLbo~Jt!itoo rn'li~h Mas~achuGetts license

water,

.

Arrived in Portland in the early gray of the
morning. The trip across the city was made,
and after a wait of some time found myself on
board the train whirling along at a lively pace.
The scenery is very fine in this part of the
country-hills, valleys, rivers and towns are
passed In rapid succession. Presently we arrive
at our station and look in vain for one of our
friends. Through a misunderstanding they do
not appear, and I settle back on the settee to
wait four hours for the stage. But I secure conveyance, and away we go over hill and dale
through a section of country that is grand. The
trees are just beginning to put on their ,fall qress,
and here and there stands one complete In color
that is simply magnificent; but I must not stop
to describe the wonders of nature that I see on
every hand that would gladden the hearts and
refresh the minds of ma11y that are city bound If
they could see them.
Found Bro. Holman and family well and was
made to feel at home. Preached In the evening
and continued speaking until Saturday night,
when Bro. Green relieved me; Sunday Bro.
Greene leaving me to keep the people from going to sleep, went over the mountain to the Dunn
district.
Monday morning.
Arrangements having
been made, a number of the citizens of .Dixfield Center went on a picnic to visit the large
and beautiful falls in the to"{n of Rumford,
your humble servant being one of the party. The'
ride to the falls was very pleasant--mour(tains
on every hand, while .through the fertile valley
rolls and winds the Andriscoggin river. Cross~
ing the river on one of the numerous flatboats
made to carry man and beast we ascend a slight
bank and are''at once on a beautiful valley plain
where innumerable stakes are driven, streets
laid out, and everything made ready for the
city that is yet to come; for capatilists have
made up their minds to util!ze one of the greatest
water powers in New England, and are converting what was .before a wilderness into a large
canal, turning the water from its natural course
in order to run a number of mills, one of which is
in process of erection,
·
But we must pass inany poin,ts of Interest and
look at the falls. Standing on the edge of a
rocky shelf, looking up at the mass of rolling,
tumbling water one feels an almost irrepressible desire to jump in. and see how it would feel.
I repressed my feelings, however, and did not
jump, .but instead. assisted to send a' large log
over the falls. Clouds warn us o£ the approach
of rain and so we return.
Tuesday we attended the ordin~nce of baptism,
Bro. Green officiating.
On the 23d we packed our hand bags and took
the means of locomotion that nature gave us and
journeyed over hill and dale to Bro. Blanchard's
where we are to stop for a few days. After resting an hour or so we wenf to North Jay to open
up the work in that place; Held four serviCes;
not much interest. We left there for the Dunn
district where appointments are out for the week.
Arriving there we were made welcome by Mr.
and Mrs. Andrews, now in the faith.
All sorts of stories are. flving around this section about those •'Mormon preachers," .but Satan·
always makes arriess' of ft, and the result has
been this case thatth!'l people for ~niles ar<:)und
wan.t to hear for ibetnselves, and many arE! ,beeoming.Jntere~t~d in tire message. · ·1;wo wer•
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led into a watery grave on Sunday-man and
wife. Oh, how good it is to see them start· out
on the heavenly journey together.
Two more names have been given us for baptism for next Sunday, and we believe more are
·near.
Opened a new place last night and although
informed we were not wanted, we. went just the
same. Expect Bro. McDowell to join us to-morrow.
Yours in bonds,
·
·GEORGE W. RoBLEY.
BLUE RAPIDS, Kansas, Oct. 12th.
Editors Herald:-For the past three weeks
Bro. G. W. Shute and myself h·ave been laboring
here and eight miles south, baptizing two here
and two in the country. We had an excellent
confirmation and prayer meeting here yesterday.
Bro. Stebbins' effort here was a grand success in
the minds of all. They want him to come again
and stay longer. This mfJrning Bro. Shute goes
west and I go east into the eastern district to fill
appointments already made.
The Reunion at Goshen was a success., and the
·experience_ will no doubt make the next one
much better. Two baptized there since, so I am
informed. The work moves slowly onward in
these parts.
In bonds,
A. H. PARSONS.

(tnmmunittafinns.
'
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AR1'WLBS under this head do not neoos~arily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsibl!l for
their own views. ·Contributions solicited.
m-' Wri.te on one side of the· paper only.

WHAT RELIGION MAY BE.

may be either a farce or a fact.
I have been thinking of the Darwinian theory and· how. much easier it is for man to
accept !my theorv invented by man than it
is to believe the Bible as we ha:ve it. But
there are two sides to every question, and
this question of religion seems to have two
sides and a middle. It seems to have two
extremes and a mean, which makes three.
On one side we find. paganism and anarchy, and on the other side infidelity and
anarchy, and in the mean true godliness,
law and order.
Among Christian: nations infidelity
seems to have the vantage, but among
heat):Jen nations paganism seems to be at
the head. One, believes in too many gods,
. and the other does not believe in any, but
the result in both is the s;lme-anl)rchy.
As for paganism, its devotees far excef'ld
Christian devotees in zeal, ~o that we find
one class very zealous. worshipers, ;1nd the
others (infidels) jus~ the opposite; w:hicpever extreme is taken the result is the
same. Both are anarchists, and both rule
by brute force when they ~an so. rule.
B9th steep their hands in the blood of··
their fellow man in the' name of law, with~
out. compun~tion of c;onscience, and both
. delight in the violent death of their fellow-.
man. The. pagan professes wonderful
miraculous power •. arid the oth~r. hoot~ at'
miraclE!~ .Ef!th professes .to. be. great philanthropists,. and Y:et· crueltj'•is·•. the ~ule.
Ecith aim to oppres~ thei.r f¢llqw m·~nwith·
RELIGION

out reg~ra to. the. pain a:~d

mi&~f)'·it l:n;i!li~'·
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tp . otheys. Both have a dislike for anytl;ting that is attributed to a Supreme Be.
ing; and. esp,ecially to anything that claims
to. haye qeen communicated to man by
that Supreme Being; and anything that is
communicated by that Supreme Being is
promptly rejected and called imposture.
Ill nations where either rules everything
is .governed by "You must do as ,I want
you to, or your blood must be spilled."
Infidelity, on its side, has Russia and
Persia for samples of what .it is when in
full power; and paganism has China and
some: others round it to attest. paganism.
A government which is go.verne.d hy
the. will of the chief. ruler. cannot: be said·
to lrave law. at all. Those Russians who
are. not willing to. be governed by dictation. are. called anarchists, but it is .a. misnomer. It is an anarchical government.
It mayhaveenough monarchy, but the way
in which it is governed makes anarchy
o~:it also. Russiajs a rank infidel nation,
although it professf's. Christianity. The
e~tent of its Christianity is dictated by the
<;:zar, and he dictates whatever kind of
Cpristianity he may need to meet .the ex~
igencies of each case, which isinfidelity in
its worst form. The Papal rule is far
better than that, and it is bad enough. In
the nations in which the liberties of the
people are more or less guarded infi,delity
is still cla.m 0 rjng)or supremacy~
The war now is waged against latter
day inspiration. ILis. generally admitted
that. inspiration .of. God was· given long
years ago, but that it is now imposture, and
every means is resorted to to suppress
anything that savors of inspiration from
God. Men desire to have their own way,
s.o that they may' not be accountable to
anyone for their doings. If this plan of
non-accountability be fully carried out,
their lusts can be satiated without restraint
of human law, and having ignored the
law of God,death and destruction follow
in their footsteps. We invariably see that
this is the case where infidelity is the rule,
and even a fair degree of• Christianity the
exception.
There is nothing that can make pure
morals but the law of God; hJiman enactmf'nts and enforcements cannot do it.
When human enactments are relied on for
~ven, a passable morality, the current is
always towards anarchy, beca,use the foothold gained by Christianity is only gained
by persistent effort. I will say right here
that· there is no morality nor any moral
precept that I am bound to respect unless.
it emanates from God. If God never
said, "Thou shalt not steal," there can be
no such thing as stealing, and the best that
can be done, is to institute human laws for
the protection of society. But there would
be no society· to protect, as there would. be
no more use for law than among the
brutes. Brutes have no law but force,
andin the absence of divine law, humanity would have no other law. Infidelity
~;msto convince humanity that there is no
oivine, and next will come the abolition of
human law •. So if you knock the props
out from under any of the divine Jaws,
yeu open the goor~ to apl:lrehy 1 ~nd invit~

it to come in and sup with you, and it
generally comes in with a vengeance.
· As we see it, anything can be turned
into religion. Paganism is religion, it is said,
and so is infidelity, spiritualism, and all the
other isms we find extant; but the question
is not, What is religion? for we have
enough and to spare of that article; but
'What is godliness? Do we find it among
the pag-ans? Do we find it among infidels? Do we find it among Mohammedans? Do we find it among Jews? Do
we find it among Christians of any class?
We are told Confucius taught a pure
morality.' If he did, where did he get it?
If he taught any morality at all it was
frpm God, because. there can be no good
thing come from any other source, from
the fact that it would be continually
changing to suit the bent of evil as well as
good minds.
In this golden mean, then, we must
look for godliness-in this mean that admits that there is a God, and that he is the
same yesterday, to-day and forever. In
the. gospel we find this golden mean revealed. \V e find hundreds of divergent
. religious societies all claiming the same
base-the Bible. Now if the Bible is the
revealed will of God-a thing that both
pagans and infidels deny-then all Christian societies should be the same in every
:particular.
With this divergence among Christians,
is it any wonder that pagans in particular
should doubt the divine authenticity of the
Bible? If any sort of a religion can be
built .on the foundation of the Bible, and
especially when the religions thus formed
deny, the existence now of the very agency
that it is claimed the Bible was given bywhen such is the case it is no wonder the
divine authenticity of the Bible is denied.
But.allowing all ·that is claimed for. the
Bible, how different is the gospel of Christ
from nearly all these religious societies!
The very outstart is so superior to anything found in either paganism or infidelity
that they will not bear a moment's comparison. One selection mav suffice, but
others may be given. "Therefore all
thing's whatsoever ye would that men
shou'd do to you. do ye even so to them."
-Matt. 7: 12. No wonder they said he
spake as one having authority, for such
pure teaching-s never came from the lips
of a mere man, and his hearers were well
aware of this. Infidels tell us that Confucius taught this precept long years before Christ's time, but they have thus far
failed to make good their assertions by
presenting" these teachings.
Any system of religion, be it pagan, infidel, or any system which makes its adherents desire to slay any that may dare
oppose them, is so mixed with infidelity
that but little godliness is left in it; and
anyone who identifies himself with such .a.
society is doing just that much in furtherance of infidelity. Paul was religious long
before he was a man of God. He persecuted the saints unto death, believing that
he was doing God service; but he was
not, and neither is anyone who believes in
and pursues such a course.
'frue godliq.e.s~ is not ~asily ~;qrr1lpted if

the subject relies on the Father for succor;·
and he, being taught by the Spirit of God,'
knows the right way from the wrong, and
if a man brings a doctrine to him, this .
same Holy Ghost that is for. the purpose.
of teaching all things and showing things
to come, guides him with reference to pure
doctrine or godly practice.
But religion-not godliness-may teach
a man to''Awaywithhim! Crucifyhim!''
and it may teach men to do many violent
acts in the name of religion. It may
teach men that certain forms of religion,
'(as that of the saints in all ages of .the
world), are hurtful to society; and religionists will assist in driving out from their
midst those obnoxious elements. It has
always been said of the servants of God
that they contaminated the.: religious element of the community i1;1 w.hich they
happened to dwell, and in the name of religion the people of God have been put to. .
death by their fellow men in every man,
ner that could be conceived. It can re.ad~
ily be seen that whenever a religion does.
not consist of true godliness, or is lacking
in some of the elementary principles of
godliness, that religion has the elementary
. principles of destruction in it just in proportion to its lack of true godliness, which.
may be summed up in the words, "All
things whatsoever ye would that men
should do unto you, do ye even so ·to
them."
EARNEST .DEFENDER.
!.

[From Independent Patriot]

CLARK BRADEN REVIEWED.
BY J· R. LAMBERT.

Immediately after the close ofthe Braden and Kelley debate, held at Lamoni in
May, 1891, Elder Braden delivered two lectures in the M. E. Church of that place.
The first was delivered on the evening of·
May 16th, and was .termed "a literary criticism on the Book of•Mormon." The secone!, on the evening of Mav 18th, and
was a criticism on the Book of Doctrine and
Covenants.
With but few exceptions, the points
which Elder Braden seeks to make against,
the faith and doctrine of the Latter. Dav
Saints, are not new. Aside from theS'e
exceptions, they are such as have been and
are now urged by numbers of others.
The real purposes which lead the Elder to
seek to disguise the 'fact that he has borrowed largely from others, and that he is
about the only man who is able and properly prepared to demolish Mormonism,
are, we think, too transparent to not be
seen in their true light. If the evidences
relkd upon by Elder Braden in his bitter
attacks upon the Book of Mormon and
Doctrine and Covenants were entirely peculiar to himself, we might well afford to ·
ignore him altogether; but because
they are not, we deem it necessary that a
reply to his criticisms. should be spread
upon record.
.
In undertaking a r~view of these lee~
tures, we accept Elder Braden as a p:rop-
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. Christian church. Ifhe does not properly
represent that religious body, let them
speak out and say so, that we may know
just where to find him; and until this is
done, we may justly hold that church responsible for his public utterances, and gen·
eral methods of attack.
The methods, manner and spirit of Elder Braden's attacks on the Latter Day
Saints, place him in an unenviable position, both as to the merits of his case and
the purpose of his efforts. If Elder Bra·
den is a proper representative of the church
·of Christ. and gospel of Jesus, he is bound
by the common rules of honor and fairness,
to apply the same rules of interpretation
to the Book of Mormon and Doctrine and
•Covenant~ that he would apply to the
Bible and Christianity when defending
them before the infidel world. The Bible
purports to be a true and sacred history,
containing an account of the dealings of
God . with his people;· and so does the
Book of· Mormon. The Bible claims to
·contain ~~; record of the gospel or doctrine
of .Jesus Christ; ·. and so do the Book of
Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants.
Clearly, then, these books must be examined on their proper claims; and if put to
one, side, it must be. done (1) by the rufes
arid tests furnished. by the Almighty himself,. and contained in the Bible; and (2)
it 1must be done in harmony with the
•methods· employed; and the interpretations
applied, when~ defending Christianity and
the Bible against the attacks of the skeptic
:
and infidel.
According to the Bible God has always
refused to be committed by rules of human
· ofiogi11, 'or to have. his work tried and rejecred by huinan wisdom. He has in his
wisdom furni.shed the rules and tests by
which all thatfelaims to be 6f divine origin
may be prop~rly tried, and .if found true
accepted; l:mt if found to be false, rejected
and. exposed. • Why does ,not Elder Braden. call the attention of the people to these
Jiivin~ rul~s and t~sts, and by them try the
claims and statements of these books?
We inust allo~ him to speak for himself.
After holding a number of debates with
the Latter .·Day Saints, in some of which
he •affirmed the faith and doctrii)e of the
CH~istian church, he now . says: ·"~he
Bible know& nothing about this fraud."
Indeed! God knew that many thou"
sands of people would honestly embrace
this delusion, .;(Mormonism) but provided
thein with no means of protection against
it! Hek1;1ew that it would bec::ome. n.ecessary forbis se'!:vant; :Eider Brade~ {?) to
expose the fraud, (?) but furnished him
with no mean~ by which it could be done!
All tbi& being true, we can hardly blame
Jl:le, E.l!:ler for !t(lrl;ling His h<}ckol;l the Bi. .ble, .and.seeki~g to settle the whole ques< tiqn in SOfl'le·()~her way •.. If. God~ who is
iidinite in, wisdom and love; has left His
. :fieople o[all a~es i1;1 this exposed and danc,,,:ger<m~> .c::onditi<,m, ho,W: c::an .Elder Bracl~n,
· .or~nybody else,.haveperfectfaithinhim?
When} esus came, he a:ppealed directly·
:~() the Scriptures in proof of his mission
. al)d~ork. ButtheJews who professed
.gt;eat;faith ih ;God and r.everence fo~ ·the
Scriptures~ were ·tn~t 'W:illirt;' to 'hliVe''the
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matter settled in that way. Perhaps they along, ·not stopping long enough at any
thought that the Scriptures knew nothing point to give it a fair and proper investiabout that great impostor, so, like Elder gation. He hastily states that to which
Braden, they proposed to try his wonder- he objects, frequently not even stopping to
ful claims in the ordinary way, and there· read it, and plunges on to the next point.
sult of this exhibition of human wisdom He freqqently omits to give references to
was the death of Jesus on the cross, and those passages which he condemns, which
the rejection of His doctrine!
practice is decidedly objectionable in . a
Elder Braden is accustomed to meeting critic. Indeed the whole character ofhis
infidelity. He knows what policy must be strictures on these books, (Book of Morpursued in defending the Bible when it is mon and Doctrine and Covenants) is such
attacked, in order to insure success. He · as to produce its strongest effects upon i:he
knows that if narrow and superfic::ial views minds of ignorant people, superficial thinkare entertained and defended, by the min- ers, and those who are badly blinded by
ister, his case is gone. He knows that religious bias; but they are not such as to
when the skeptic insists upon a forced in- induce an honest and intelligent Latter
terpretation ofsome passage of Scripture, Day Saint to renounce his faith. To
ignoring what is written upon the same thinking. people, who desire only the
·topic elsewhere in the Bible, it is unjust, truth, a few points carefully and fully exand He would not permit it for a moment. a mined, in such a way as to. give evidence
And yet when he is seeking·· to make that the critic was not only willing, but
points against the faith and claims of the anxious that the hearer should see all sides
Latter Day Saints, he indulges very large· of the question, would be worth more than
ly in. this mode of interpretation! He a dozen lectures of the kind we listent!d to
knows, too, that it is comparatively easy at the M. E. church.
for some men to raise questions and diffiElder Braden knows that the only just
culties, and abuse people, calling them and safe way of interpreting the staterascals, ignoramuses, and cowards, and ments of Jesus, the apo~tles and proph~ts;
yet this is~ a large part of his stock in trade, is to consider every objectionable statein all his controversies with the Latter ment in the light of all that is written upDav Saints. See how he talks when he on it, and especially is this. true of all the
is about to meet infidelity. When giving stronger statements of the Bible •. Why
an outline of his nine lectures to be deliv- does the Elder ignore this rule in the in~
ered against infidelity last May, in Wood· terpretation of tile Book of Mormon and
bine, Iowa, he was reported as saying the the Doctrine and. Covenants? He knows,
following: "It takes no iritelligen'ce to too, that there are many historical statetear down a system, o'rto abuse people. A
ments of the Bible which deaLlargely with
child can ask more questions in a few mo· the wonderful and miraculous, and on this
ments than a philosopher can answ.er in account ':he iiffidel and skeptic reject them.
a lifetime." We will take Elder Braden Why, then, does he make this o.ne ot his
at his word; but every intelligent and un· strong objections.to the Book of Mormon?
biased listener,. who has had the privilege
The leading infidel says, "The .Bible
of hearing his. attacks on the faith and represents the infinite God as interfering
doctrine of the Latter Day Saints, knows with and concerning himself about the
that this very policy of asking questions most trivial affairs of life, which, ifthere
for the apparent purpose of confusing and be any such .God, he would not do.~' Elentrapping-, rather than eliciting truth; der Braden urges the ~'ttme objection
raising questions of difficulty when tnere against the Bookof Mormon. It 1s very
are no grounds for them . when viewed difficult., as a rule, to get the/opponents of
from a Bible stand-point; striving ''to tear Christianity to .give any. one doctrine or
down" the house in which we have cl;~osen statement of the Bi&le a fair and full into live, and at the same· time, persistently vestigaticin. They prefer to hurry along,
refusing to defend his own; and scandal· touch on a great many passages, present
ou~ly abusing the people who have done
r,artial statements, pass over a great deal
him no wrong, are the leading lines of of ground, and thus make a big show,
policy nursued by him.
hold up the objectionable state.rhents to
If Elder Braden's object in making r.idicule, and thus .make out their case.
these attacks is to keep people' from, em· Whydoes Elder Braden pursue thi.s sa:me
bracingerror, andreclaimthose .who are course? .
.
supposed to be deluded, we would rea~on•
. Now if the Book
Mormon a'nd Docably expect him to manifesta degree of 'trine and Covenants cannot be put down
sympathv: and love for the erring~ . Ifthis without standing upon infidel ground, al}d
is his object, why does he tear, and plunge, employing infidel methods and'intetpreta~
and strike, like a mad man, more than !.ike tions, what is the conclusion in every ina. minister o(the meek !lnd lowly Jesus? teUigent mind? This, that these hooks
We may !Jlake some. 'allowance. for. a m.an represent God, . Christ, .lil}d the g?spel, as
g\ving way, momentarily, to that which is• they are taught in the Bible•. ·.· AndJf they
wrqng,. in the Heat ot de.bate; .but how d·o, where is the danger in receiving them?
shall we a.ccount for it, when t):Jese char. And if they do not, then why doe~ .El"
. acteristics are manifested in all his work? 'der Braden refuse .to deny them from a
S11r:eJy, .the only iaudable objects Of such Bible .standpoint, in public debate? .If it
an. attack, cannot prove an .incentive to ill be. said. the danger ·Jies in b.~li7Jingthat
feeling and unkind treatment;
the. gosp'el teachings of cthese .books carne
In examining the statements of the frqm. God, wher:ea.s·they Wt;'re ~t?:len .ft:~lll
Book•of. Mormon arid .Doctrine and Cove~.·· the. Bib!e, then; V\fe re'pl'¥,.:w¥H the F'ril}t:i~
narits, Elder ':Brade.n · ~a&ses· hurriedly •· ptes and ·truths! ,of'the,{tbs~~!be\le'&s •r():•
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tent and effectual in their ,grand results;
because we believe that God has again
commanded the people to obey them.?
And again: Kersey Graves and other infidel writers claim that Christianity is of
human and heathen origin, and they undertake to prove it iri very much the same
way that Elder Braden undertakes to
prove that the purported revelations of
God in the Book of Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants are of human origin,
and are frauds; and they are equally as
successful as he is in their efforts.
The truth is that no individual who has
an intellegent and defensible faith in God,
a:nd confidence in the Bible, can accept
the methods, arguments, and interpretation of Elder Braden, as correct, when he
is seeking to overthrow the faith and doctrines of the Latter Day Saints, without
having that faith and cdnfidence seriously
weakened. If the acceptance of such a
course, as right, does not weaken one's
faith, it is because his faith was very far
from what it should have been to begin
with, in which case; the tendency is to prevent him from having proper and intelligent faith in ,God and the Bible. Thus,
the tendency of such a coune is, what it
always has· been, to move one class farther away from God, and to prevent another class from drawing nearer to him in
his own appointed way.
Elder Braden seemed to feel the necessity of apologizing for the delivery of
these lectures immediately after the close
of the debate, and well he might. He
said that Kelley took nine nights on the
Book of Mormon, in the Kirtland debate;
but here (at Lamoni,) when he had to atfirm all the revelations of Joseph Smith,
he took but three. He claimed that for
this reason, and because the moderators
had decided against him, he was not permitted to introduce his evidence. Here
is a virtual admission that the debate was
not a success for Elder Braden, and the
reasons given are (r) the time was too
short on the second proposition, and (2)
the moderators ruled against him.
(To be continned.)

INSOMNIA.

INABILITY to sleep is about·as unnatural
a condition as can be imagined, and one
that has been engendered by unnatural
ways of living. The causes are so various
that no special plan of treatment would
suit all cases; and permanent relief can
only be obtained through the general adjustment of one's habits to the accepted
laws of hygiene.
In this respect, regularity_:.in meals, in
taking exercise, in rising and retiring-is
an important factor. To pra ·tice going
to bed early one night and late the next"'
sleeping one night eight or ten hours, and
another perhaps only three or four, and
continuing this for any length of time, is
almost sure to produce sleeplessness that
will shortly become chronic and very difficult to overcome. Some, indeed, are so
sensitive to any irregularity, that a single
infraction of the regular rule for retiring
will prevent sleep not only on the special

night, but sometimes for succeeding nights
also; Gentle calisthenic exercise taken
just before retiring, or a sponge- bath followed· by brisk rubbing with a coarse
towel, will ·usually prevent this restlessness from becoming chronic.
One of the chief'causes of sleeplessness
is a ~edentary mode of life. The bodily
functions respond to the natural stimuli of
fresh air, light, and exercise, and when
these are withheld the result is sleeplessness at night. Nothing conduces so greatly
to healthy slumber as abundant exercise
in the open air; and this should be the
first remedy tried in cases of wakefulness
that threaten to become habitual. A good
brisk walk ·taken an hour or two before
bed-time, preferably with a pleasant companion, or, if alone, with some object in
view besides mere exercise, and always
avoiding unpleasant thoughts, will usually
furnish the stimulus required. Dancing,
'cycling, or any form of exercise which
quickens the sluggish circulation and
sends the blood to the surface of the body,
thus relieving the brain, is conducive to
sleep.
lf those engaged in business, especially
of the class demanding close mental application, could exert the will power necessary to entirely banish all thoughts of
their work when it is ended for the day,
the insomnia that has almost become a
national malady would speedily decrease.
The respite from care, for even a few
hours, will reinvigorate the brain, and
work_ will be taken up with new ,energy
each succeeding day. The more complete
the relaxation, the more beneficial will be
the result.
If before restlessness at night becomes
habitual wakefulness, the sufferer would
realize the danger and discover the causewhether it be want of exercise or fresh
air, improper food, too close application,
or insufficient recreation-and persevere in
some simple remedy, nine times out of
ten-unless there is some organic difficulty-the tendency to insomnia might be
arrested. Alcoholic liquors and drugs
should never be resorted to. They may
induce sleep, but the habit once formed, it
will be found impossible to sleep without
their aiJ, and in increasing doses. If any
stimulant be desired, a glass of hot milk is
preferable, in every way, to liquors and
narcotics. Many persons have found a
glass of cold milk and a cracker, taken
just before going to bed, very efficacious
in promoting sleep. A glass of lemonade
not too strong and not sweet, is another
simple soporific. Moderate w'armth also
induces sleep, especially in winter; sleeplessness is often the penalty paid for getting into bed with cold feet and hands. A
warm bath taken just before going to bed
is efficacious even in quite obstinate cases
of sleeplessness, and has the advantage of
being perfectly harmless. Always rub
briskly with a brush or coarse towel, to
bring the blood to the surface, thus relieving the brain.
Whenever possible, persons inclined to
wakefulness should sleep alone; and from
a hygienic point of view separate beds are
always preferable for beth adults and

children. The bed should be moderately
hard (never. feathers), tui:lned and thor~·
oughly aired every day, the bedclothing
hght in weight and only sufficient to
maintain a natural degree of warmth."
Soft wool blankets are best.
A good bed in a well ventilated room,
good food of the right sort, in proper
quantities, and at proper times, good air,
regular bathing, sufficient exercise to produce a pleasant weariness, congenial occupation, absolutely. regular habits, strict
avoiding of stimulants and narcotics, a
clear conscience, and the exercise of Sl,lfficient will power, will in time overcome
the most obstinate case of.insomnia.-Demorests .Magazine.

WELSH MISSION.
Conference of the Welsh Mission convened
May 17th, at the Saints' chapel, Llanelly; J. R.
Gibb; president; D. Lewis clerk; B. D. Davis
harmoniumist. At 10:30 a. m. the meeting was
Epent in prayer and good influence prevailed. At
2 p. m. preaching was by Bro .. D. Lewis.
At 6
p. m. preaching by Brn. Rees,. J. D. Jenkins and
D. Lewis. Good attentJon was given to the
preaching of the word by all present. At IO a.
m. address by the president, calling the attention
of the officers to their duties. The minutes of
last conference were read and approved. Eastern district was reported: Branches 5, Elders IS,
Priests 7, Teachers I, Deacons 2, expelled I, died
4• members 54· total 79; J.D. Jt>nkins president.
Western district: Branches 2, Elders u, Priests
4• Teachers I, Deacons 4, died I, baptized 4,
members 53, total 73; D. Lewis president. The
Bishop's agent's account was reported: In hand
last report £5 7-< 9d, received since £I 19• 3d,
paid out r6s 47:fd. In hand £6 ros 7 l:fd-T.
Gould, Bishop's agent. Book's account was r.eported: In hand last report £9 I Is 7d, recelvt>d
since £2 6s wl:fd, paid out £4 Ss 6d, in hand £7
9s I I Yzd, D. Lewis secretary. All the elders
present reported their labor for the last twelve
months. Aldolphus Edwards, a priest, was proposed for the office of an elder, but by resolution
his case was arljourned until next conference.
R.,oolved that licenses are to be given to all the
officers of the church in Wales. Resolved that
we uphold Bro. J R. Gibbs as prt>sident ·of the
Welsh mission, until we hear differently from
the church in America. At 2 p. m. the meeting
was spent in bearing testimony and enjoying
the gifts of the Holy Ghost; great power was
manif.,sted. The authorities of the church were
sustained in our faith and pravers. At 6 p. m.
preaching by J. D, Jenkins, J. Edwards and J.
R Gibbs. Adjourned to meet at Aberaman
next Whitsunday and Monday.
WESTERN MAINE.
Conference convened at West Surry, Marne,
S<O'ptember 19'h; J. C, Foss chosen to preside,
W. G. Pert to a•sist; S. G. Cunningham clerk
f•o tem. Minutes of last conference read and
approved. Branch report: Green'• Landing .o;6.
Eldt>rs reported: J. C Foss, G. W. Eaton, W.
G. Pert. 'I:eachers: S. G. Cunningham, J. E.
Eaton. Bishop's agent's report read and accept·
ed: On hand last report $209'H received $139;
paid out $159 45; on hand 49 cents. W. G Pert
sustained as district president and E. H. Pert
clerk. The ordinations of Brn. Blanchard and
Holman were left with the missionarv In charge.
Preaching by Elder J. C. Foss and G. W. Eaton.
Adjourned to Bray's Mountain, Saturday and
Sunday nearest the full moon in February, I892.
T. W, Smith, care Ensign Office, Independence, Missonrl.
Mr. and Mrs. Jobn A. Davidson, Joplin, Jasper Co., Mo.

John

s. Roth, Grinnell, Powesbeik co., Iowa.
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DES MOINES DISTRICT SUNDAY
SCHOOL ASSOCIATION.
Convened at Richland, Iowa, September r rth,
D. W. Thomas in chair~ Minutes of last association read. Reports from Des Moines, Newton,
What Cheer, Keystone and Runnels were read
and accepted. The privilege of taking part in
the business was extended to all present. Address of welcome by H. A. McCoy: Remarks by
James McKiernan on best methods of selecting
Bible class and other teachers in Sabbath schools;
also remarks by Brn. Shimel, H._A. McCoy and
others. A model school was held, Bro. McCoy
superintendent, Sr. Etta Springer assistant, James .
Knox Bible class teacher, Sr. McCoy intermediate, Sr. Pierce primary ;after which the superintendent offered suggestions regarding the duties
of superintendents and teachers of Sabbath
schools.
A committee of three was appointed to assist in
making programme for next convention. Resolved that there be an assistant appointed in
each Sabbath school in the district to assist ~he
superintendent in his duties. A request was
read from the Keystone Sunday school desiring
the lessons published in leaflet form for each
Sabbath; the delegates were instructed to place
the matter before each school and report at next
meeting; also that thesecretary write to the
superintendent of the general association regardIng lesson leaves. Resolved that this association erred in debarring .the Richland Creek Sabbath school· from the association, and they be
acknowledged as. members of the association.
Treasurer's report: On hand last report $4 26;
paid out $304; balance on hand $r 22. Adjourned to Des Moines, Iowa, first Friday before
next.conference, l)ecember ntl1and 12th.
D. W. THOMAS, Supt.
MAGGIE BATTEN, Sec.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The Texas Central district will meet at Elmwood, Bell county, Friday evening, October 17th.
We hope to meet a fulL representation from all
the branches. Come one and all. Let us have
a good conferenc(\.
E. W. NuNLEY, Dist Pres.

until the year r843, when on January 6th she
was baptized into the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints. She was a faithful member
of the Reorganized Church, and on her deathbed
exhorted her children, grandchildren and greatgrandchildren to be faithful and be prepared to
meet her in the resurrection morn. Funeral sermon by Elder James M. Scott, assisted by James
G. Scott, September 13th, at New Trenton M.
E ..church, to a large congregation.
She's gone! her work on earth is done;
Her battles fought, her race is run;
Ble•t is the path she trod.
For she espoused the glorious cause
In prompt obedience to the laws
Of the Eternal God.
She sleeps! her troubles here are o'er;
She sleep•! where earthly 11ls no more
Shall break the slumber~r's rest.
Her dust will rest beneath the sod,
Her spirit has returned to God·
To mingle with the blest.

McKENZIE.-At Lakeland, Nova Scotia,
October 3· 1891, Sr, Arigelinllo McKenzie. She
was born November 9th, r864, at Lakeland, and
was among the first who accepted the latter day
work in Cumberland Co., and was baptized by
Elder Frank M. Sheehy, and for several years
bravely stood the frowns of the world through
all of which she was sustained by' her confidence
in the faith once delivered to the saints, until a
lingering sickness caused.her to depart this life. ·
Funeral sermon by Elder H. J. Davison from text
of her own choice, •Let not your heart be troubled,'
etc., the neighbors and friends showing every
mar~ of kindness and respecL
H.J. D.
ITEMS OF INTEREST.
The most powerful telescopes now in use magnify 2,ooo diameters. As the moon is 240,000
miles from the earth, it is thus, to all intents· and
purposes, brought to within 120 miles of the
earth.
Twice as many crimes are commited in Paris
by persons between the ages of 15 and 20 as by
those between 20 and 40.
Indian mummies have been found on an islllnd
in the Columbia river.
The Simplon tunnel will cost Switzerland as
much as $r6,ooo,ooo. Time set down for construction, eight and one-half years.
FAIRVIEW, Ill., Oct. 9.-A scourge of black
diphtheria is raging at tl:lis place and the schools
are closed; Many children are seriously Ill.
The epidemic is due. to impure drinking water.
LONDON, Oct. 9-Dlspatches from China dated Sept. 27 state that there had been serious riot~
ing forty miles fro.mthe townof Amoy, in: the
province of Fo-Kien. The population of Amoy,
amo!Jnting to about 300 ooo people is in .a state of
great excitement. The riot .was caused by official abuses. Several mandarins and. other offi.
·cials were killed by the r:oters ..
At a late .meeting of-the New York Presbvtery the eommittee appointed on the Brigg's
heresy case reported. Some considerable excite.
ment and opposition to the report was mal)!fested by .the more liberal members, but the report
was finally read, and it is probable that the
charges it contains will be formally preferred
against Dr. Briggs, according to the book of. discipline.

DIED.
WrLLIAMs.-At Walnut, Missouri, February
21st, r89r, George A, child of William and EJiz.
abeth Williams,· aged 2 years, I month, and 12
days.
WrLLIAMs.-At Walnut, Missouri, August
31st, 1891, Lee RC!Y• child of Wf.l\iam and Eliza·
beth Wllliams, aged I I months and 2 days.
Funeral service~; 'in tespect of both the above
mentioned, were ;conducted by Elder Duncan
Campbell. at Bun.ce graveyard, Septem·ber. rst,
189r:
·
' ·
·
,
JOHNSON,:...,..Wil)ie Orson; son of B~o. o'. D.
and Sr._ Mileni$h~ Johnson, was born in Shelby
co.upty, Iowa, D<c;ember Ifth, r88o, died.Septem,
ber 4th, 1891, from the tffect of a snake bite.
Funeral services conducted by Eld; A. B. Moore,
HERALD OFFICE .BINDERYwho also on September 13th preached his funerAll kinds of Bookbinding done at Reasonable Rates:
al sermon. · May .God bind up the broken hearts
Herald volumes, library leather backs and corners,
of his many r¢latlv'es and .friends.
L. L. W.
.·marbled edges ......................... :..: ............. ,............. $1 50
Autumn Leaves, half roan, cloth sides ..... :....... :....... 1 00
· . CH~l'PEiow, ;:_At her home in Dearborn
"
"
half imitation mot:occo ..... , ............... 1 25·
county, Iqdiana,Juile 20th,.r89r, from the.efft:cts
half mor ·ceo .......... , ......................... 1 50
of Ia grippe, Sr. MaryChappelow, aged 8& years,
Books of.•imilar size at same rates.
4 moqths and 6 daH. She w'as born at Shlrsk,
Prices include cost of returning to sender.
Yorkshire, England, February 14th,i8o3; .came
to America with her parenfs, William and Ann
For Sale or Trade.
Routh, In I829, and settled in Cincirmati, Ohio;
I have a Storilh01!se '18 x 26. haJI. above, in main busirnatriedcto .John Chappelow December 2oth,; ·ness
·Part of town; will trade for a •t.ock of first•class
t83.h J1e having- conie to this country in r8r9
G~OC~RIES or DRY GOODS; or will sell Hon.se and
.
··. . . ·
from Yor~shire, England~ .· She_ was the mother . Lot for $400 ca•h. , · . · ··
Address, J. W, JOR:NSON, Redding, Iowa.
· .
:·of eig~t •chil!lreq, •six: of.·. w~oni .sur.vive ·her.
N,B.-I want a partner in the Grocery bnsinest.
':Raised. a 'Pre~bytedati 1 .1ine.Jived.
that faith
: 17oci3t
·
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RULES OF ORDER· AND DEBATE,
Revised and enlarged edition, including

Rules of Representation,
And

Articles of Association;
Cloth bonnd; ................. price 50 cents.

FOR SALE ON EASY TERMS.
BEAUTIFUL LOCATION.\0
THE FINEST STOCK FARM
-IN-

DEKALB CO., MO.
Four Miles from Stewartsville on the Hannibal & St. Joseph Railroad.
Two Miles from Clarksdale on the Chicago, Rock Island
& Pacific Railroad.
Twenty-three Miles from·St. Joseph by Wal\:on Road.
In the Center of a Community of Latter Day Saints.
Four Branches, Each Having a Good Meeting Honse of
Their Own.
German Branch, Sixty-five Members, One Mile East. . ,
Pleasant Grove, Sixty-eight Members, One and a !Ialf
Miles Nort.h.
De Kalb, Seventy-one Members, One and a Half Milee
South.
Stewartsville, Sixty-five Members; Four Miles.

TWO HUNDRED AND EIGHTY ACRES.
Seventy-five acres in cultivation, forty in meadow, balance, including twenty-five acres of timber m pasture, all
in timothy, clover and blue grass; well fenced, three-hu:n·
dred rods hedge, balance three. -four and five wires; good
orchard; one dwelling house of seven rooms and one of
three roome; two barns, well painted, fitted with Newton's Patent Cattle Ties for fifty head full-grown stock,
thirty head of young stock and twenty horsee, with ample room for seventy-five tons of hay; good grass lots
witb pens under shingle roof for one hUndred hogs; cribs
for 3000 bushels of corn; eight wells, good water; a fine
pond in meadow, surface 25,000 feet, well stocked with
fish; an unlimited qnantit.y of pure, clear.water iu pa•·
tures, piped from pond to watering. troughs; windmill
supplies tanks in barn and yards; a good mill with horse
power for grinding feed, Fairbanks scales, etc., etc. Also
some fine shorthorn cattle, young horses, farming imple·
menta, etc.
For .particulars, terms, etc., address

JOHN BURLINGTON,
ST. JOSEPH, M.O.

VV ANTED:-Any of the following Books, Pamphlets and PaperM relating to the Latter Day Saints for
which good prices will be paid:
An Appeal to the American Public, 18 vo. Cincinnati.
Latter D~y Saints' Mesbenger and Advocate.Elder's Journal, 1837.
Trtal nf Jo•.epb Smith.. Nunvoo, 1843.
The Wasp and Nauvoo Neighbor, 1842-5, (any immbers).
Sidney Smith's O<ation at F .. r West. 1838.
J. B. Conver's Causes for tbe Mormon War. 1846.
The New Citizen Nauvoo,1 46-7.
N. Y. .Messenger. 1844-5, and The Prophet, folio. N. Y.
IJ:he Millfmnial Stm·, 8 vo,,v. 18 to 41, lnclnsive, any VoiEt.
Journq_l ot' Disc[!U'I'ses, v. '{, 5, 6. 7 and IO-to)!O, inclujj\iv~.

Chicago Times and Tribune and St. Louis Globe Democrat tor

1857-S and 1875-6.

Kansas G·tv Times for 1881~3.
/
H i•torv of Daviess County. Mo. Kansas City, 1882.
The People's Organ. P<ttsburg, 1844.
M<chtlmackiuac and t.he Mormons. 18!14.
Voree Herald, Zion's Reveille and Gospel Herald, 1846~50.
Sidnev Rwdou's Collection of. H>mns (1845?).
The Truth·tdler, by G. Hedrick, 8vo.
·
Trial of Elder Hardy,-1844.
The V01ct of Truth, 8 vo. Nauvoo, 1844.
.
Account of the Maosucre of.. Joseph Smith, by Davis, 1844.
The Nor~hern Islander (Beaver bland), .J. J: Strang.
Mormonism E!<posed. by Rev, S. Willlamo. 1842.
Collection of Hymns for L. D. S, Voree, 1850,
The Rigdon Paper• (N anyoo), 1844.
Fruits of Mormonism. bv N. ~'later, 1851.
The Utah .Mag,zine, Salt L'l.ke Tribunt and eatly vols. of The
Deseret News ami otber Salt Lake papers and magazines.
Al•o other books, pamphlet• and newspapers and cntUngs relating to early Mormonism.
A special list or want• sent on application-'
·
17oct2t
.
E. & J. B. YOUNG & UO,
6 Cooper Union, Ne:w York, N.Y.

PUBLISHER'S NOTICE.
We wish to say to .our friends that our book
"With The Church In A.n EarlyDay," iti now
ready for mailing. To the mlnlstfy we are-offering unusual_lnducements to assi~tin its sale an9
would ·be pleased to have you send for our terms
soon, as the .offer will be wi.thdra wn Decem b~r
zst, r89r .. Parties ordering hereafter will please
'notice that the postage Is fow:teen cents, instead:
of eight c.eqts, as w.e thought .it woi)J<fbe. The
volume (as the amount of~ postage Indicates) is
large, neatly . and substantially )><;>und. ant! we
think will give generd &f!,tisfac'tl~,>n. . .•···
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Pttbliohed every Saturday at

For 1892.

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,

ITH Jsmuary tot, .1892, .o.ur M. ag.aziue will enter upon
·
its fifth volume, and we may•safely say that never
'at• any previous time have the prospect• for furnishing
our patrons the full worth of money ·invested been so
good as they now are for the forthcoming volume. Among
the prominent features of the volume will be, the

F. G. PITT, Editor.

W

Antobiogtapliy of •Elder Joseph Lntl',
of the. Quorum of the Twelve, together with an excellent
LIKENESS of BRO. LUFF.

TALKS WITH THE YOUNG,
by ELDER D. S. MILLS, of California, on evidences of
their faith, drawn from the prophecie•, from the records
God bas written in the rock and in the earth. as well as
from all available sources of .information. This series of
itself will be invaluable to all who love the latter day
work. BRO. MILLS' LIKENESS will also be given.
Each issue of tbe Magazme will cnntain .one choice
selection of MUSIC from the SAINTS' HARMONY, or
other available •onrce; every other issue the likeness• of
someone promment.Jy·connected with the work.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE
that we are still offering. the spl<mdid Steel Engraving of
PrPs. JOSEPH SMITH, also an excellent likeness of
Elder W. W. BLAIR (the same size as the steel engraving) to all subaciibers who send us their names, accompanied with price of subscription and amount to cover
cost of mailing, before April 1st, 1892.
Regular su bocri ption price of magazine ..... $1 50
Magazine with steel engraving of Bro. Jo•epb Smith ................................ $1 65
Magazine with likeness of Bro. W. W. Blair $1 65
Magazine .with both pictures ................ $1 75
For. eight names and the monevwe· will send an extra
copy of the magazine. For five names nnd the money, a
copy of •'With the Cbureh in an Early Day." Each subscriber giving his or her na]Ue to a club liet wili be enti·
tied to one or both of the pictures npon the same terms
offered to single snh•cribere; but tbe getter up of the
club will secure the premium whether any picture is
taken by the subscriber or not.
We thank our friends for their generous, untiring support in .the past, and shall try by ea·nest, faithful en·deavor to merit it In the.future. The ministry will please
remember that it gives us ple•sure to send a copv of the
Magazine to the family at home ·while they are in the
" field. Do not fttil to send us the address.
Send all remittances and letters pertaining to busine•s
to DAVID DANCER, box 82, LAlliONI, Iowa.
Send all literary matter. to
WoeplOt
M. W ALKF.R, Editor.

.]}.~.[ISS
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The Independent Patriot
For the coming year.

You will regret it. Try it
AT ONCE
Whatever other literature you have, you
need a family newspaper

One year $1. 6 months l'iOc., 3 months 25c.
.

LAMBERT BROS.,
Le.moni, Decatur Co .• IoWa.

IN BOTH BINDINGS.

uWHAT

IS

NOW READY.

.MAN?"

BY ELDER J. R. LAMBERT,
Is now ready. A thorough treatise on immortality, and
a complet.e expose of mortal-soulism; 250 pages.
Paper covers, per copy,
· 50c.
Cloth
75c.
Food for Thought, paper covers •
25c.
Per dozen
$2.00.
Patriot one year and Food for Thought 1.15.
6 months "
70c.
;;11r WRITE US FOR TERMS TO AGENTS.

LAMBERT BROTHERS,
LAMONI, low A.
SUNDAY SCHOOL

TEACHERS' LESSON HELPS,
For Intermediate Question Book and New
Testament Classes-of use in all classes. Single
copies, so cents per year.

FARM FOR SALE.
A farm of 80 acres, 27.;1. miles from Wirt, Rmg-gold Co.,
Iowa. 40 acres good meadow, 20 acres plow-land, 20 acres
timber; all under good fence, divided in four parts; gor,d
hou•e, wit.h 4 rooms above and 4 rooms below; 2 good
well•, good stable, crtb• yards, c•ve, etc.
This fttrm Will be sold on easy terms; a small portion
cash down and from two to eight years' time on the hal·
ance.
For further particulars call on or address,
.
B.F.MELVIN,
:a6sep3m
WmT, Rins;gold Oo., Iowa.

Subseription priee, 8 1..00 per year.
It is devoted to the spreading of religious truth as
viewed by the .Saint•.
.
.
Each is•ue contains a sermon by one of the ministry,
reports of the different societiP-e in the church, and>ar·
ticles bearing upon or explanatory'of the doctrmes of the
church.
,
It is the intention to make it a ltelp to, the miesionary
at home and in the field; a sourr.e of coni fort' to the scat·
tered ones who are denied church privileges, lind to bring
the Saint• into closer relationship :With each other.
ROBT. WINNING,
·President.

D. F. NICHOLSON,
Caohier.

LAMONI 'STATE BANK,

SncceoBor to Farmers Bank of Lamoni.
Paid up CaPital $25,000.00. Liability of. Stockholders
: $50,000.00.

Incorporated under the laws of Iowa, Aug. 1, 1891.
Six per cent Interest paid on time deposits.
Farm Lands and Town Lots for Sale.

SPIRITUAL GIFTS
AND

THE SEER OF PALMYRA:
Or

SEQ'UEL TO SPIRIT'UAL GIFTS.
By M. H. BOND.

Moderlll Prophete after aneient types.
Who WIIUI Joseph l!imitb Y
Was be a relicions impoetorl!
Wae be a "Spirit Medinm"?
Wbai de.-s the Billie 111ay about Joseph
Smith!
The Truth by Three Witnes,ees-:Christianity in the
First and Nineteenth Century-The Ancient and Mod·
ern Pharisee-The Revelation• of Emmanuel Swedenborg-Modern "Spirit. Mediums," and Hypnotic Religion• "Revival," ao Against Reaeon and Bible Testimony, and ill Contradistinction to the Work of "The Latter
Day Seer," Exammed in the Light of FACTS and Hnm~n
History-A Rational and Scriptural Expo•ition or Explanation of Old and New Teatament Prophecy and Doctrine.
.
A Rcvioion of "Spiritual Gifto," With Supplement and
Appendiz. N•·arly twice the -reading matter of Spiritual
'Gifts. Paper covers 35cte., full cloth binding 60 cents.
For Sale at "Herald Office," or by .M. H. Bond, Willough·
by, Ohio. Liberal Di•connt to Agento.
4apr

A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
Setting forth the order and nature of the Priesthood, and defining the duties and prerogatives
of all the Church Officials, Including the First
Presidency, and also the Deacons, as set forth in
the Revelations of God and decisions of the
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
the Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
Price zs cents lncludini( po•ta~e.

NOTICE TO BOOK SUBSCRIBERS
The puhllication of •·Pattie; or Leaves From
A Life," has been delayed for want of means to
pay for the work. Neither Sr. Eleanor nor the
Board of Publication are financially able to
assume the risk, which will make it necessary
for all subscribers who have not paid In advance
to do so at once. As soon as sufficient money is
received to cover the cost, the book will be
is~ued.
The priCe of the book, including postage,
is $1.12, which we hope you will kindly forward
to D.wid Dancer by January rst.
The book !.as been carefully revised by the
author, and will contain her portrait; also an
introduction by Bro. W. W. Blair. It will be of
the same size as "With The Church in an Early
Day!'
The story of Pattie is not a work of fiction, as
some imagine, though in romance it equals'any
found in fiction. The book is all that it purports
to be-a true narrative from real life-and at the
solicitation of many friends the real name of
Pattie will appear In the revised book.
Those who desire books representing the faith
of the Latter Day Saints, for their own or their
Sunday school library, have this opportunity to
encourage their production.
ELEANOR.

HO !!
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READ

THLS!!!

New, 'Revised and Enlarged Edition
OF

PRESIDENCY ~ND 'PRIESTHOOD;
THE

Apostasy, Reformation ·•and ··Restoration,
BY WM. H. KELLEY.
Is·now on Sale.

Everybody Sbould 'Read It.
It contains 421 p!lge~ of closely written matter, with.
'autograph and liktness of the! .Authrlr, and -is printed ·in ·good,
readable type, with -neat binding, and is· st'>Jd.at·"the,-low
price of$L25.per copy. . ·.·
.
.
,
No one should be content with a. copy of the :tlrst'issue.
Send it on a missionary tour among your "neighbor• and
friends, andpurchllsea·volume of 'the New Editil'n to be
better pleased with it, and thu• send a thomand 011angdist1
into the fi.Zd with lilt/), or nosarYrifice•. Tbe WO)'IK IS A LIJlRA·
BY WITHIN IT8ELF :· a marvel of trenchant· m'tlicism and log·
ical deductions froa Mstorica!fdetsr a KEY•to the. right understanding of the Bible and modern diverse systems of
faith and w()rohip. It dlscllsMs the issues o* theology
that are to the front to-day. No Bible student can alford
to miss reading "Presidency and Priesthood" either as
critic or investigator.. It points <mt the way in whic.h all
Christians may unite upon a common faith-the Bibleand may be read with interest and profit by Skeptics.. and
Infidels. It treats largely of Ministerial Authority as associated with the MELCHISEDEK and AARONIO
PRiE•THOODe, and the
'
IDEAL CHlTRCH OF NEW TESTAMENT TIMES
is conspicuously set forth in striking contrast with the
Creeds arid systems of Church building since the days of
the Apostles, Also the claims for theRESTORATION OF THE GOSPEL AT A LATER
DAY THAN THE APOSTOLIC AGE
Is critically examined in the light of prophecy and hietory, which is a oubject of grPat moment tomen of every
faith. .A historical resume or brief is al•o inserted of the
rise and development of the ~'A.POST.A.TE CHURdH, ,, and an
exegesis upon the 29th chapter of Isaiah, the revelation
of the "SEALED BOOK," a scientific and historical reference and presentation or the earliest diecovery and settlement of the Americau continent, some twenty centuries before tne Chrletian era. the ancestors of the American Indians, who they were aild where they .came from,
with facsimiles of their. writings, the origm of modern
churches arid creeds, etc.
Copies may be bad by addressing Wm. H. Kelley, Temple. Lake county, Ohio; or the Herald Office, Lamoni,
Iowa. arid from Traveling Agents. Money orders sent to
Wm. H. Kelley should be drawn on Willoughbv, Ohio .

MEETING ROUSES.
Below will be found the different places of
meeting of the church in the cities named;
London, England, meetings on Sundays, 6:30,
at 48 Repton street, Limehouse, and on Wednesday, 8, p.m., at 59 Armagh rmid, Old Ford,
and ro7 Canal road, Mile End.
Salt Lake City, Utah, Mission Chapel, Second
South street, opposite the Presbvterian church.
Meetings every Sunday at 2 and 7:30p.m.
St. Joseph, Missouri, Saints' Chapel, Seven·
teenth street, near Faraon street. Take Jule
street, or Wyatt Park cars to Seventeenth street,
and the building will be in sight.
St. Louis, Missouri, No. 2518 Elliott avenue.
San Bernardino, California, corner Fifth and
F streets.
Omaha, Nebraska, Saints' Chapel, No. x,p8
North Twenty-first street.
Sacramento, California, Saints' Chapel, Twim·
ty-fourth avenue and K street. J. M. Parr,
president.
San Francisco, California, Lincoln Hall,'Montgomery street, near Palace Hotel.
Denver, Colorado, Euclid Hall, Fourteenth
street, opposite City Hall.
Kansas City, Missouri, No. 2324 Wabash ave.
Preaching services at I I a.m. and 7:30p.m.;
social service at 2: 30 p.m., Sundays.
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, 67 Fourth avenue.
Boston, Massachusetts, Howard avenue, Roxbury.
.
Nebraska City, Nebraska: Second Corso, be·
tween 6th and 7th streets.
Des Moines, Iowa, corner of Sixteenth and
Lyon streets, East Des Moines, Iowa.
Chicago, Illinois, services every ~:mday at
two p.m., in Hall 0, No. 213 W. Madison street.
Manchester, England, Mission-room, I 13 Clarendon street, Welcomb street, Hulme, every
Sunday at 2: 30 and 6: 30 p.m.
Elder Thomas Bradshaw, No. 4.8
·J:,imehouse,.LonQ.on,~d..
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"liBABXDl'l TO 'rJIB WoBD Oll' Tl!lll LoBD: li'OB THJIIUI SHALL NO'I' .&HY MAlt .Axo:are YOU.JI.II;Vll' IATll 1.'1 Bll On WD'll, .A.G. OI>J!ivtlliiNJII
liB SHALL li.A.Tll Noxu."-Pagot 115, Book of Mormon, chap. t, par. 6.
.
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'xs AT Lm:riiBTT TO MABBY Ae.&m. "-Page 330, Book of CoveDAnta and Commandments, see. 109, par. 4.
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ABOUT THE REUNION.

"'

THE R..eu11ion atiLogan was in many respects a gratifying suc.cess. The condi.tions were very unfavorable at the. opening. Rain began falling on· the first day
of the month, aha it continued to rain,at
tim.es heavily, untU th.e 7th, when it cleared
up, c.ool but otherwise pleasant.
Thousands wer.e in attendance, of those
belonging to the,'church and of th.e outside. Th.e pr.eacning was, as a rule, .excell.el)t; subjects appropriate and well chosen.
Th.e song>servic.e: was better than heretofore; (!vidently th.e result of having th.e
''Saints' Harmony," in .the hands of th.e
singing talent of th.e church, and th.e . .exc.ellel}t interest tak.en by inany to improve. Bro. M;ark H. Forscutt, Frederick G. Pitt, S. B. Kibler and Amos
Chase are good leaders, and ar.e ever on
the alert to secure th.e b.est results. Bro.
Victor Gunsoll.ev with his horn and Bro.
.Fra9-k Gunsolley with his Yiolin aided th.e
?~'~11nists in keepii:Jg th.e singers together in
tun(! and tim.e .. Srs. Lucy Lyons, Mary
Whit.e, F'anny P.ett, Ruth Cadwell, - · Balfoqr,J)ora Young, and Br(). Ray Potter
all did their. par~. at th.e organ well, and
showed clearly tl-~at the love of music, if
not repressed, would enable worshipful
soul~ to. "II)ake a joyful noise unto th.e
Lord;" Parts of the choirs from Ind.e,
pendenc.e, Lamcnli, Lit.tl.e Sioux, W ood•
bine, Galland's Grove, Dow City, Wh.eel.er's Grove, St. J ds.eph and oth.er branches
.made quite a choir of singers-many cam.e ·
from the ~town "~or the. sak.e of hearing:
the singing/' so tl;l.ey said~'~
Th.ere w.er.e not so many baptized as
la11t year, but w.e h.eli.ev.e thos.e who did
ob.ey the word ar.e of such as will abide
the:! test of trial and be crowned with the
noble. who ".endure to th.e end;"
Th.ere was littr.e si~kn.essiresulting from
c~a;npingc out; .thoug.Jilattimes Bror•John .;

No. 44·

S. Roth and his associate .elders in ad min·
istration to the sick were k.ept busy. ·
The prayer services wer.e more than
usually spiritual; tongues, prophecy, interpretation w.er.e all manifest, as w.ere
also th.e gifts of faith, wisdom, knowledge,
discernment, and the testimony that ''Jesus
is the Christ." W .e think w.e never wi't·
n.essed a more intense and moving interest
and feeling than were manifest during the
singing in tongues by Sr. J arne~ Turner,
th.e interpretation of which haa been giv.en
the HERALD readers.
Taken altogether the outlook: from the
standpoint of the Reunion ia most cheer,ing and .encouraging. Good must result
'from the unity and strong evidences fqr
:th.e truth shown during the session.
. The labors- of th.e committees wer.e
.arduous ·and unremitting, but th.ey w.er.e
uncomplainingly performed and ·the toil
'cheerfully .endured. In fact, no com·
;plaints were heard, notwithstanding th.e
cold, bad weather at the op~ning and during all th.e earlier part of the s.es&ion. As
:an indication of the temper of the committee and their helpers, a citizen of th.e town
'who happened to b.e in th.e big .t.ent while
Bro. G. M. Scott, William Goreham, D~y
and others w.er.e cutting a large hickory
'stump out of the way wh.er.e the s.eats
wer.e to bt\ placed, remarked: "l don't believe th.er.e is anoth.et body of people und.er
'th.e sun WhO WOUld be S.O cheerful und.er the
•circumstances as youpeople .. Why, you
would hop onto a stump as big as thh> tent
'with good heart, if you wanted it out of
'the way." Of coursethis raised a laugh;but th.e work w.ent on and the stump was
removed.

pointed out not only by th.e "awful voic.e
of prophecy," from Adam to Malachi, but
by the ministering of ang.els to Zechariah,
Luke I: 10-25; to Mary, Luke I:26-3o;
to the sh.eph.erds upon th.e plains of Beth·
leh.em, Luke 2: 8-2o; by revelation to th.e
wis.e m.en from th.e .east, (Israelites no
doubt), Matt. 2: 1-12; to Simeon and
Anna by th.e revelation of th.e Spirit; and
to John th.e Baptist, by revelation of God's
word as to the Messiahship of Jesus.
If it was important that Christ's first
coming should be so fully foreshown by
th.e types and words of prophecy, and b.e
•thoroughly con firmed when ithad occurred
by the testimonies of angels, by th.e voic.e
of the Holy Ghost to many, and by won~
drous revelations to th.e wise men in th.e
far "east," probably in Media and Persia,
is it not important, nay, it ij not indispen:sably necessary, that his second coming,
•.so w.elcom.e and so longed for by th.e
righteous, and so terrible to the wicked,
should b.e as clearly foreshown by proph·
.ecy, by the ministering of angels, and. by
:th.e testimonies of th.e Holv Ghost, to th.e
waiting, watching children of God? Reason answers, Yes! And the word of th.e "
Lord fully warrants us in believing that
Christ's second coming will be quit.e as
•wetl, and far more universally known
among th.e faithful saints living in thos.e
times, than was his first· coming known
among th.e faithful qf that day.
Som.e th.er.e are who say that no on.e need
'look for any other or further light concerning the'. matter than what. is revealed
in the Bible; that the voic.e of.prophecy,
and th.e stream of revelation from God, has
'ceased forever .. Can this be possible! Can
it b.e that God will usher in that awful, and
y.et most glorious day, preceded and acTHE "TEN VIRGINS."
companied, as it. will be, by terrible dis~
(Concluded.)
plays of his wrath. upon the wicked, and
As WE have said, it is .evident that th.e. by the most exalted tokens of his red.e.em'"ten virgins," "the kingdom of h.eav.en," ing lov.e and power to his saints; and y.et
:will go forth byinvitation, to me.et,the . give th.e people of his choice no special and
bridegroom. Certainly th.ey will not go particular .evidences of th.eir acceptance, and
without a. call,:....,.they will not run without of hh~ protecting car.e, in this .momentous
tidings; nor will th.e call .b.e an unc.ertm.h and d.ecisiv.e hour?
God destroyed the world by wat..er for
sound. Th.e Lord has n.ever Wrought any
:greafwork that wasnearly r.elatedto the its accumulated sins, but not until h.e had
interests. of his people, but .what h.e ad- first warned the righteous, and pointed out
vis.ea them of it, and instructed th.em in their way of escape. H.e destroyed Sodom,
but first sent his angels to deliver "just
regard toit, in due time.
.
That such an invitation is provided for Lot.'' He destroyed Jerusalem, and desoby our Lord is s.een in the following from . lated t.h.e land of Judea, but first revealed
. th.e times .of wo.e precisely (Luk.e 21:5v.ets.e 14 of th.e preceding chapter:
24), and declared particularly th.e manner
And this gospel qt the, kingdom shall be
of escape (Luke 21:21; Matt. 24=15-17),
preached in all the world for a witness .unto all
nations; and then shall. the end come.-Matt.
and. history a.ttests that h.e, in a marvelous
2f: 14·
mann.er,.pr.eparedthe way."-See Josephus'
· When Christ mad.e his first advent into Warsof theJ.ews,ch. 19:.4, 5, 6, 7! . Au~
th.e ..world, toteach and minist.er,•for.fall.en theatichistory i1,1forms us further, that God
humanity, al!d .to .be. offt)r.ed ~s 11' ~acrinse gave r.eV:~lations' tolll!(ny pi9us p.ersoris:
for sin, hif! co~ing an9, mi~siqn wer¢ . .a~ot).g t]J.e saintsth~tflivin~ in] .erust~l.eii),
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A. D~ 66 and 67, in regard to the saints
fleeing from the city to Pella.-Eusebius
Church History, page 86.
Shall God reveal his will touching the
deliverance of his people in those times,
and reveal it directly to them and through
them who were the vessels of <his mercy,
and yet not do similarly for his saints at
the coming of the Son of Man with all
the holy angels? It was essential that
there should be certainty in regard to the
time and events just mentioned; and it is
equally essential, to say the least, that there
should ~e certainty in regard to the times
and the leading events connected with the
second coming of Christ and the end of
the world. There has been a ·vast deal of
stumbling in judgment, of erring in regard to dates and of times appointed for
the second advent by some who proclaim
his coming near. All this is evidence of
their ignorance of "the times and seasons,"
also of their blindness in regard to the burden of their proclamation. It is evidence
of the hig-hest class that they are not the
ones sent if God to announce the coming
of Jesus. When the Lord sends his servants forth with ~ proclamation, it is not to
give "an uncertain sound," nor with ·a
"perhaps so," _,or a "guess so,"-a mere
theory or. conjeCture. Such a course would
be beneath the dignity, the wisdom, and
the love of God. Paul says for the benefit of the faithful saints living at the time
of the second advent:

"But of the times and seasons, brethren, ye
have no need that I write unto you. For yourselves know perfectly, that the dav of the 'Lord
so cometh as a thief in the night. For when they
[the world] shall say, peace and safety; then sudden destruction cometh upon them, as travail
upon a woman with child; and they shall not
escape. But ye, brethren, are not in darkness,
that that day should overtake you as a thief. Ye
are all the children of light, and the children of
. the day; we are not of the night, nor of darkness."-r These. 5: r-5.

From this it is plain that the living, devoted saints, will be enlightened clearly
and directly by God in regard to all the
important events connected with the advent. As Paul and the saints of his time
were the children of the light, so the saints
will be who are living in the times of
Christ's coming. The light of immediate
revelation blessed Paul and the saints' then,
and so it will bless those who wait for the
Son of God from heaven.
We quote another testimony that God
will reveal himself immediately to his
saints just before the final overthrow of
Babylon, or spiritual wickedness, which is
to take place at the coming of Christ:
"And I heard another voice from heaven, savIng, Come out of her, my people, that ye be not
partakers of her sins, that ye receive not of her
plagues."-Rev. rS: 14.

Here is testimony, the most definite, that
the Lord will reveal his word, from heaven, to his saints, in the last days. He revealed himself anciently to his people by
the mouths of his prophets, by angelic
ministrations, by the revelations of the
Holy Ghost, by visions and dreams; and
there. is no reason why he may not reveal
his will and purposes in all these different
ways in the last days. One thing is certain, he will reveal his will to his saints.

For further evidence upon this point, the
reader can examine Rev. II: Io-rz; I4: 6-.
I5i Ps. so: 1~7; Jer. 16: 16; Luke 14:1724. It is true that "the day, and the hour,
knoweth no man," yet this is not to say
that no one shall know "the times and
seasons," also the important events connected with that wonderful day.
Paul tells us that when Jesus comes in
glory, he will come "with all his saints."
-1 Thess. 3:13. Zechariah says, 14:5,
speaking evidently of the same event,
"And the Lord my God shall come, and
alllhe saints with thee." Zechariah informs u's in the second verse that, prior to
the Lord's coming "with all the saints," the
Lord "will gather all nations agaim;tJ erusalem to battle;" and he further says, "The
city shall be take», and the houses rifled,
and the women ravished; and half of the
city shall go forth into captivity; and the
residue of the people shall not be cut off
from the city." From this testimony we
learn that before the Lord comes "with all
the saints," Jerusalem will be rebuilt, the
Jews returned, and the nations of the earth
gathereg against them. In the third verse
the prophet declares that God will fight
against the investina- nations, "as he. fought
in the day of battle;" alluding, evidently,
to the times when, in a most special manner, he delivered Israel from the armies of
the five nations.-See Joshua 1oth ch.
This timeis called in the first verse, "the
dav of the Lord."
We have digressed thus far in order to
show one of the important testimonies
afforded by ancient prophecy in regard to
the condition of Jerusalem, and the Jews,
at the coming of the Lord Jesus.
Jesus said to the Jews,
''Y e shall not see me henceforth, till ye shall
say, blessed is he that cometh In the name of the
Lord."-Matt. 23: 39·

These words were addressed to them,
without doubt, in their national capacity;
therefore we look to see the last quotation
fulfilled in the glorious appearing of Jesus
to deliver the Tewish people, and their beloved city, from the hand of their mercenary enemies.
But to return to the points more especially under consideration: The saints will
be intelligently, and authoritatively, invited to prepare for the coming of the blessed
Son of God,-now the "king of glory,"with all the shining myriads of redeemed
ones! But this first call is not the startling midnight cry. It precedes that. It
is !!n invitation upon which they "go forth
to 111eet · the bridegroom," after which,
"while the bridegroom tarried, they all"
slurn her and sleep.
When this last dispensation of the gospel was introduced through Joseph the
martyr, A. D. 1830, the commandment to
the elders was as follows:
"And the Book of Mormon, and the' Holy
Scriptures, are given of me for your instruction;
and the power of mv Spiritquickeneth all things;
wherefore, be faithful, praying always., having
your lamps trimmed and burning, and oil with
you, that you may be ready at the coming of the
Bridegroom; for, behold, verily, verily I say unto you, that I come quickly; even so, Amen."
D. C. 32: 3·

Again:
"And blessed are you because you have be-

lleved, .and more blessed are you because you are
called .of me to preach my gospel; to lift tip your
voice as with a sound of a trump, both long and
1 lo.ud, and cry repentance unto a crooked and perverse generation; preparing the way. of the Lord
for his second coming; for behold, v~rily, verily
I say unto you, the time Is soon at hand that I
shall come In a cloud with power and great glory,
and it shall be a great day at the time of my
coming, for all nations shall tremble. Buthqore
that great day shall come, the sun shall be darkened, and the moon be turned Into blood, and the"
stars shall refuse .their shining, and some shall
fall, and great destructtons await the wicked;
wherefore, lift up your voice ,and spare not, for
the Lord God hath spoken."--D. C. 33: r, 3·

Again:
"Prepare ye the way of the Lord, make his
paths straight. The keys of the kingdom are
·committed unto man on the earth, and from
thence shall the goapel roll torth unto the ends
of the earth, as the stone wh!ch is cut out of the
mountain without hands shall roll forth, until !t
has filled the who.le earth; yea, a voice cr) !ng,Pr.epare ye the way of the Lord, prepare ye the
. supper of the Lamb, make ready for the Bridegroom; pray unto the Lord; call upon hi• holy
name; make known h!s wonderful works among
the people; call upon the Lord, that his k!ngdom
may go forth upon the earth; that the Inhabitants thereof may receive it, and be prepared· for
the days to come, in the which the Son of man
shall come down from heaven, clothed in the
brightness of his glory, to meet the kingdom of
God which Is set up on the ~arth."-D. C. Sec.

6s.

Again:
"Send for.th the elders of my church unto the
nations which are afar off; unto the islands of
the sea; send forth unto foreign lands; call upcm
all nations; firstly, upon the Gentiles, and then
upon the Jews. And behold, and lo, this shall be
their cry, hlid the voice of the Lord .unto all people; Go ye forth unto the land of Zion, that the
borders of my people may be. enlarged, and that
her stakes may be strengthened, and that Zion
may go forth unto the rtgions round about; yea,
let the cry go forth among all people~ awake and
go forth to meet the Bridegroom. Behold, and
lo, the bridegroom cometh, go ye out to meet
him. ·Prepare yourselves for the great dayof
the Lord. Watch, therefore, for ye know neither
the day nor the hour;''-D. C. roS: 3, 4·. ·

By the foregoing we see the invitation
to go out to meet the Bridegroom is a part
of the gospel call, which is to go to all nations; and that the call is made by a direct
commandment of God. We further see
the ministry are commanded to "prepare
the way of the Lord, and make his paths
straight;" and that, before his coming,
great signs will be shown forthin the sun,
moon and stars; and that there will be
"great destructions among the wicked."
We furthermore see that, after the gospel
goe!l forth to the Gentiles, it must go to
the Jews; also that all Gentiles are to be
instructed to go forth to "the land of Zion,
that the borders of my people may be enlarged, and that her stakes may be strength·
ened." These items are such as might be
expected by the people of God in regard
to this important subject. Yet these are
but a small part of what has been revealed
in this dispensation upon the matter, and
we have good reason to believe that very
much more remains to be revealed as
times and circumstances may demand.
"And at midnight there was a cry made,
Behold, the bridegroom cometh, go ye out
to meet him." It is said by some that this
"cry" is now being made, and that it began
to be made in 1843, by W m. Miller and
his fellow-laborers. Others claim that it
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has been made, and is being made in all
places, where men are"preaching Christ."
How can this be, when all who constitute
"the kingdom of heaven," the "ten virgins," are slumbering and sleeping? Are
they sleeping and also sounding the midnight cry at the same time? Preposterous!
Yet such, in substance, is the claim. That
this authoritative "cry" is not made by the
ministry, o.r the people constituting "the
kingdom of heaven," the church of Christ,
is clear from the fact that they hear the
cry-'are aroused by it-and obey the call
"Go ye out to meet him." They are the
slumberers, whose heavy ears and dull
hearts are thrilled with the startling
"cry." The ''cry" comes to them, and not
from them.
No l:igher evidence need be had of a
man's spiritual blindness than his claim
that he is proclaiming the midnight "cry."
As the text teaches, the "cry" comes to
the "ten virgins," arid it comesju.rt at the
time o/ the advent, and not many weary
years before. To this agree the words of
a revelation given through Joseph the
martyr, in 1832. It read'!!:

of God, and will derive no light, comfort,
nor guidance from the revealed word of
God; and having no "oil in their vessels,"
their "lamps" will be of no avail to them.
And it further serves to show how every
one, in .order to be saved, must "have salt
in himself"--must have "oil" in his own
"vessel"-must "work out his own salvation;" and that .every man will barely and
only save himself by his own individual
righteousness before God.
''The righteousness of the righteous shall not
deliver him In the day ·Of his transgression; as
for the wlckednells of. the wicked, . he shall not
fall thereby in the day .that he turneth from his
wickedness; neither shall the righteous be able
to live for his righteousness In the day that he
ainneth.."-Ezek. 33: 12.

The virgins, in order to be admitted to
the marriage feast, must be fully prepared
-must have the enlightening "oil." In a
revelation given March, 1~31, is some
highly valuable and pertinent testimony,
touching the matters under consideration.
It reads:
"And at that day when I shall come In ·my
glory, shall the parable be fulfilled which I spake
concerning the ten virgins; for they that are
wise and have received the truth, and have
taken the Holy Spirit for their guide, and have
not been deceived, verily I say unto you, they
shall not be hewn down and cast into the fire,
but shall abide the day, and the earth shall be
given unto them for an inheritance; and they
shall multiply and wax strong, and their children shall grow up without sin unto salvation, for
the Lord shall be in their midst, and his glory,
shall be upon them, and he will be their king and
their lawglver."-D. C. 45: 10.

"Abide ye in the liberty wherewith ye are
made .free; entangle not yourselves In sin, but
let your hands be clean, until the Lord come;
for not many days hence and the earth shall
tr~mble, and reel to and fro like a drunken man,
and the sun ~hall hide his face, and shall refuse
to give light, and the .moon shall be bathed In
blood, and. the stars . shall bticome exceeding
angry,andshall cast themselves down as a fig that
falleth from off a fig-tree. And after your. testimony, cometh wrath. and indignation upon the
people;.for a.fter yoi£r testimony cometh the tesThe progressive character of our earth,
timony of earthquakes, that shall cause groanas revealed in the science of e-eology, is,
. ings In the midst of her, an,p men shall fall upon
in itself, a prophecy not to be mistaken, of
the grou!)d, and shall hot be able to stand. And
also.cometh the testimony of the voice of thun- its further and higher development; The
derings, and the voice of lightnings, ;lmd the
Scriptures abound with evidence that God
voi"e of tempests, and ,the voice of the waves. ot
has decreed that the earth, with all its
. the sea heaving themselves beyond their bounds.
. multiplied creations, shall be greatly adAnd all things shall b~In commotion; and sure·
vanced in their general eondition. The
ly men's hearts shall; fall them; for fear shall
heart of man vearns for a better, a holier,
come upon all . people; and angels shall fly
through the midst of heaveri, crying with a loud
and a higher state, intellectually arid spiritvoice,:sounding the trpmp of Go<!, saying, Pre- ually, than what he can attain to in this
pare ye; prepare ye, 0; Inhabitants of the earth,
for.the judgment of o~r God Is come; behold, life. The voice of the past, made eloquent
with the unnumbered conquests of proand lo, the Bridegroom cometh, go ye out to
meet him. And Immediately there shall appear
gress, proclaims that such a state is both
a great sign in heaven\ and all people shall see
possible and probable. The Scriptures
it toflether. . • .
speak "as one having authority," saying
"And there shall be,. silence in heaven for the
that, though "The .whole creation groanspace of.half an hour, and immediately after shall
eth, and travaileth in pain together until
the curtain of heaven be unfolded, as a scroll Is
· unfolded after It is rolled~ up, and the face of the
now;" nevertheless, "The creature himself
Lord shall be unval!~;:d; and .the saints that are
also shall be delivered from the bondage
upon the earth; who are alive, shall be caught up of corruption into the glorious liberty of
to meet him. And they who hav~ slept In their
graves, shall come forth; for their graves shall tl1e children of God."-Rom. 8: z2, 21.
be opened, and they afso shall be caught up to
And that:
meet him In the midst of the pillar of heaven."
"The wolf also shall dwell with the Lamb,
...,..D, C.85i2f-::-27·
and the leopard shall lie down with the
Here is the midnight "cry;'' and, as kid; and the .calf and the young lion and the
might be expected, the saints. of God are. fatllng together; and. a little .child shall lead
tol4 as to the time when, and the circum- them . . . , They shall.not hurt nor .destroy In all
my holy mountain, for the earth 1hall be full.of
stances. under which it will be made. The the knowledge of the Lord, as the waters cover
cry is to be made by the angels of God, . the sea/'-lsafah I I :6; g.

and. made immediately qqore the coming
·It is well, then, that the saints should
of Jesus, and also just before the resurrec• live for, and fondly love the second comtion of the righteous dead, the changing of ing of Jesus; for when he comes, the
the righteousliving, and their translation whole creation-the heavens ~nd the earth
up into the "pillar of heavell~''-the cloud .....:will be responsive with his praise.
of glory.
.
•
.
Rev. 5:13,
.
."And the foolish said unto .the. wise,
· "Be ye also ready."
give us of your oil; fpr our lamps have.
gone out." This seryes to ill\lstrate how E. L. J:elle;r, Presidiog Diahop,Lamoni, Decatur eo.
Iowa.
·
Jlli\n.y Of the saints. will have lost the Spirit

EDITORIAL ITEMS.

W:a: learn by letter from Bro. T. W.
Smith, that the Lowry City, Missouri,
Reunion was progressing very favorably,
the middle of the session. It began rather
inauspiciously; but, we trust, all worked
well for the cause. We presume someone
yvill report when the session ends.
By the kindness of Bro. Ether Ackerly,
who lives on a farm some four and a half
miles southwest of Lamoni, there was laid
on the Editor's desk the other morning,
five apples of the Northern Spy variety,
weighing four pounds, something over
three quarters of a pound each. App-les
do well in this region.
Bro; Alexander H. Smith was called to
Salt Lake City by telegram, on Thursday, October 15th, on account of the ex·
treme sickness of a grandson, the child of
his son Frederick. Bro. Alexander's wife,
sister Elizabeth, went to Independence,
the same day to attend her daughter, Sr.
Emma Kennedy, who was also quite sick.
Bro. James· W. Gillen preached in the
Saints' meeting house, Lamoni, twice on
the 18th, the morning service being the
funeral occasion of Sr. Marce Sorenson,
of Lamoni, a young woman taken from
her husband and young family just when
apparently most needed, and almost without warning. Such is life. ·
CoRRECTION. Herald p. 649, Bro. W.
H. Kelley's letter should read "Saturday,
the 15th," instead of Sunday; and following that "S. G. Wetmore and Sr. Grace
Inman, at No. 22_ Northfield St."
Four were baptized at Crescent, Iowa,
the 18th inst. by Bro. R. M. Elvin.
The brethren at Runnells, Iowa, hold a
fourth interest in the new church there,
the remaining three-fourths being divided
between the M. E., the Christian and the
Christian Congregation churches. Four
services will be held on Sundav, November
15th: Bro.J. S. Roth baptized four there
on the 18th.
.
Until such time as the Sunday .school
cause is able to maintain a special organ in
its interests, the HERALD will publish
brief reports of District Sunday School
Associations. Reports of schools should
be sent to the editor of the Hope.
Sr. Alice Carson,. Grove, Arkan«~as,
Octoter 18th, bears testimony to the truth
as confirmed to her through· angelic min"
istration, in answer to prayer. We nott~
that such experiences are multiplying.
"My Father worketh hitherto and I
work." If anyone is permitted to enter
into the rest prepared for the people of
God, it will be because they have worked
for it. Each gift bestowed, . each grace
conferred is given to be used, to be applied in _earnest service and toil for the
Master; Flowery beds of ease are unknown quantities in the gospel economy;
they never secure anything worth .the
having.
A brother sends us a copy of the
Brighton, Colorado, Register for October
17th, in which .someone of the faith has
succ~eded in getting quite a good presentation of the church and w~erein it differs'
from .the Utah organization,· The epitor:qe.
is suggested but is not given. The br~th•
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THE
ren were at that date, the 17th, engaged in
holding a series of meetings in the Thompson Block, in Brighton. The Register
s1:1ggests that by attending the~e meetings
those who desired to learn of the faith
could easily d.o so.
Bro. F. C. Smith, Fork, Michigan, October 19th. Since general conference he
has baptized ten and performed other
duties of the· traveling ministry; He feels
well in the work. ·
Bro. J. W. Gilbert, Elm City, Kansas,
15th inst. The fields are white in that
country; sisters, brethren and ministry
are earnestly striving to do duty, and the
work is moving forward. He has been
preaching the word, baptizing and making
friends to the cause.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. D. E. Lander wrote from Nipomo,
California:
Dear Sir and Brotker:-This morning about
five o'clock my eyes were opene<l to a .vision that
is another important link.Jn the chain of evidences (to me) of the truth of the latter day work.
I was standing in a garden, or park, near a large
house where I had been entertained as an elder.
Near me was a large· stable in which were three
large horses. A man approached and said that
the horses had been tied too short, and he was
going to lengthen all the ropes, which he did.
He commanded me to move the stallion. Just at
that time you appeared-on the scene and with
streaming eyes handed me a revelation written
and received by yourself. I took and read it, and
Oh, what a thrill of joy passed through me. It
was, in part, concerning your father; and I particularly remember these words: "He never did
anything to cause me to withdraw my Spirit
altogether from him." You may rest aEsured
that I am now free from doubts on that point. In
fact, I never knew that I had entertained that
doubt until this testimony was given May God
bless and comfort yeu, strengthen and uphold
you in your efforts for good. Speed the day
when we shall all gather in Zion with all of
Latter Day Israel, as I once saw it in vision.
If. this testimony is worth publishing, please insert it. I have another testimony concerning
the Book of Mormon that was received while investigating the work. I Claim that Coriantumr
appeareu to me before I ever knew there was
such a person. God bless you."
"SEND us a good elder, one who is able to present the truth in an acceptable way. He must
be able to defend the latter day work; the opposition here is very strong, and have some smart
men arrayed against us."

Read the following in connection with
the above:
"An English religious paper recently printed
the following advertisement: 'A cultured, earnest, godly young man desires a pastorate. Vivid
preacher, musical vdce, brilliant organizer.
Tall, and of a good appeara'Jce. Blameless life.
Very highest references. Beloved by all. Salary, £rzo.'"

A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
Setting forth the order and nature of the Priesthood, and defining the duties and prerogatives
of all the Church Officials, Including the First
Presidency, and also the Deacons, as set forth in
the Revelations of God and decisions of the
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
the Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
Price 2$ cents including postage.
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The. printed name on the .colored label on your paper gives the ·date to which your aubscript1on haa been
';laid. If it shows you are in arrears, please renew. ,

one that knows himself imagines thathe.is perfect; even as a social bt;ing.. He needs the for.,' bearance of others and must 'be willing to extend
it to them. To ask perfection in others whenone
has· only imperfections to give in return Ia not a
fair exchange. There will often be.dlffererit:es of
EDITED BY SISTER ''FRANOEs.''
opinion, but there need be no .alienation of feel"
Inc; Let thejudgment Jean to the side of charA SUGGESTION.
ity, and what' charity cannot cover let forbear~
"God's ships oftreasure sail upouthe sea
ance excuse.
Of boundless love, of mercy infinite;
Be ready to askfor&"ivenesil. ManY: are too
·To change their course, retard their onward way,
little to do thil.. But nothh)g can ao stamp one's
Nor wind nor wave hath might.
character with the aeal of' true greatheas as a
"Prayer is the tide for which the vea•eln wait
free, open, penitent acknowledgment of a'\vronJii
. Ere they come to port; a»d if it )>e
whenever It hae been done: and whenever such
The tide is low, then how canst thou expect
The treasure ehip.to !ee?>'
aplrlts.are together,. harmoity cannot be bFoken,
though the hou&e Is amali.
S· Cultivate an open, cpmmunlcative spirit.
AFTER ALL.
Ari open expression of thought and· feelings.Grief Is strong, but joy is strongeq
leads to a wider compariSon of views, to ·mon~
Night islong, ];Jut day is longer:
lnte!Hgent judgments, and to a knowledge of one
When Hfe's riddle solves and clears,
another which removes distrust, and forms the
And the angels .In our. ears
only true basi& of mutual confiderice and &ym.pa-.
W.hisper the sweet answer low,
thy. Minds cannot flow Into one another unless
(Answer full of love and blessing),
they are. open and communicative. Most sub-.
How our wondet:ment will grow
jects may be familiarly con.vets~d upon if the
At the blindness 'Of our guessing;
spirit of reserve be opportune; but the absence
All the hard things we recall
of characterlatlc discrimination stops the sponMade so easy-after all!
taneous ouffl.owing of feeling and thought; it.
deadens sympathy, chills' aflectioni and thill
Earth is sweet, but heaven is sweeter;
breaks the sweetest charm of home.
Love complete; but faith completer;
6 Another requisite Is the faithful performClose be$ide our wandering ways,
ance of relative duties. Every social relation inThrough dark nights and weary days,
vites corresponding social duties. Huaband and
Stand the angels with bright eyes;
wife, parent and child, brother and si&ter, owe to
And the shadow of the cross
each other· respectively the duties of those rela'
Falls upon and sanctifies
tions; It is a fuadamental law· in all the relaAll our pains, and all our loss,
tlon·shlps of •ociety that. they Involve reciprocaL
Though we stumble, though we fall,
duties which balance one. another. And if a
God is helping~after all!
perso.n: austain ~ relation and n~glect its duties,
Sigh then, soul, but sing in sighing,
:he ylolatea the very prinCiple of hai:!:nony in the.
To the happier things replying;
social system. He disowna his own natu.re: He.
Dry the tears that dim thy seeing;
is worse than an: Infidel.
...,.,
Giveglad thoughts for life and being;
7· Cultivate . a relish for useful knowledge.
Time is but the little entry
Some of the family at least have leisure .. Let
To Eternity's large dwelling,
them 'so use it as to increase tlae common stock
And the heavenly guards keep sentry,
of knowledge. If a family dwell only on t.he
Urging,. guldil'lg, half compelling;
routine of dally affalra, or on events of mere local
Till, the puzzling way quite past;
Importance, th'eir minds will want vigor and
Thou shalt enter in-at last!·
scope. The hour of leisure will drag heavllyi
·
-Selected.
Life will pass in a dull monotony. Home will
be wanting in attractiveness. But enlarge and
MAKE HOME HAPPY.
elevate the thoughts of the home circle, and it
LET us suggest some things which may·tend·
will give vigor to the intellect. and freshness to
to promote the happiness of home.
the feelings; it will awaken the spirit of inquiry,
I. Each in the home circle must have a benevprompt to diligent reading and study, and pour
olent spirit, or have a disposition to make the
into the dally conversation vivacity, variety and
rest happy. If one is heedless of the wishes of·
elevated sentiment. Let young minds grow up
the others, but tenacious of his .own gratification,
surrounded by a _spirit of intelligence· which
he .acts on a selfish principle, which can sunder
reads, which Investigates, not. mere news of the
all human ties. A benevolent spirit will lead to
day, but that which is of substantial importance,
frequent self. denial for others' good; and it is the
-the very kernel of truth. It Ia dangerous to
corner-stone on which the happiness of home
the happiness of a family !fits leading members
must rest.
sink into mental sluggishness. Many a young
2. Avoid the positive causes which tend to mar
mind has sought low and vicious excitement
the peace of home. Everything which will be
abroad for want of proper mental employment at
likely to displease, if unnecessary, should be
home.
avoided. The happiness of a day may be deCherish the social affections; Nothing can
stroyed by a single word or action, and its repesupply the wants of these. They give to domestition n'lay keep a family in constant turmoil.
tic life its b!oom and fragrance. Under their inSmall things may embitter life. He who would
fluence every burden is light, every employment
knowingly give unnecessary pain is wanting in
is cheerful, every care is sweet. Without. them
human feelings,
all mutual service is a kind of task work, and
. 3· Each must have a forbearing spirit. No life itself cold and cheerleu. A setli'e of dutys

+·
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'however strong, is not sufficient. A determination to do just what one is obliged to do in the
thousand little care& of domestic life, overtasks
the conscience,_ and leaves little room for the
play of the affections. These are riot altogether
spontaneous. They may be cherished directly
by little attentions and kindness which feed
tl:1em; indirectly by avoiding whatever drinks up
their llfe,-seeklng pleasure abroad apart from
the family, self-indulgence, too absorbing pursuit
of wealth or honor, anything which does not
give room for the growth and play of the social
affectlons.-Motker.s' Magazine.

Dear Sisters oftke Home Column:-How grand
it is to know that this tthe column) is our own
property, and where we can exchange thoughts
and cheer on_e another. Ther_e are indeed times
when: we all need cheering, and it is most astonlahing to see the effect when the Herald Is taken
up :;tnd the Home Column sought for. We feel
ready for the. work before us, and everything
seems new. I heard a brother say not lorig ago,
••I read every word in the Herald, of course not
the Home Column, for I always think it Is the
one thing pver and over again." This made me
feel a little bit down, but when I got to thinking,
I came to the conclusion that perhaps he was like
a few more l.n tb_e world, afraid to give In that
the HomeColutriit was any good, because a woman' was at the head· of it. Let us. not be downcastat what people say, but pres~ onward knowIng that we are pleasing one and He Is sufficl~nt.
If!s good also, to find that we (;!lin still meet together to offer UP our humble petitions .without
being molested. ·We feel sorry for the 11isters
who cannot meet together, for It does indeed
_strepgthen \]Sand altl:Jough there maybe f!lw.He
pas promised to be .there· to bl!lss: Not until .we
have little Qnes ·of. OJ]r own to . bring up . do we
_l:eallze the responsibility; and It needs -careful
tralnipg to b~;lng thein llP In the nurture and ad~
~opltlon ofthe Lori!. · We .have.a workt9 do,
so let us make ahrav;e start and not be weary lp
.-well doing. Bro. Wight. Is away from home
ag!lln and he Is mlss~d sadly. It Is har_d Indeed
fbr him to go arid l~avehls dear little boys for
Leslie Is _so fond of him, and. as he grows older It
w,lll be harder still. ' May our Father give us
wisdom and strength; to bear up and "In the end
save us hi His kingdom Is my prayer.
Your sister,
LJZZIJ: WJGHT;
Dear Sist_e~ Lizzie :l-Why did you not ask the
~ood;brQther how he could know _so much about
the HQmeColumn when by his own confession
he.never.read& lt. ·We caught ouraelf wondering
how h.e ca~e to be ~ Saint·; becauaed It Ia just
.such prejudiced ones; A$ he, :who refuae to read
.,nd hear, that . generally . reject the gQapel. Of
C::6une w~ _mar. write'tre.,ly .and .plainly, for th,e
g9pd br,other will (leter see It as he never reaqe
this del?artment. For .thia reason (?),we do feel
llke aaklng him w_hat it is Solomon aays about
<>ne whoj.udges a ~atter before he he•n it?-,-Eq.

ne11s three times, by the anointing of oil and administration of the elden. One month ago I
wa:s administered to for a severe affliction in my
head of about ten years standing, and was Immediately healed, for which I thank our heavenly
Father. Let us labor for the advancement of
God's work and strive to follow more closely our
Savior's example.·
Your sister,
ANNA,

. HIGBEE, Mo., Sept. 23d.
Editors Herald:-Bro. Wellington and I are
busily engaged In gospel work in this. district.
Many new openings are made and the people
seem disposed to treat us with more f:ilrness than
has usually been the case hitherto. This is
especially true of Walnut and Cox, in Macon
county.
The priesthood of the Higbee branch have
been very active in obtaining and supplying
preaching In several new places in that locality.
Their efforts are restiftlng in good in two ways;
first in regard to themselves, it affords a means
of development and preparation for greater usefulneS& In the future; second, in regard to the
people, they are becoming enlightened as to the
truth, being rellev.ed of their prejudices and receiving preparation for citizenship In the kingdom of heaven.
The Sunday schools of the district, though few
in number and laboring. under some ditp.culties,
are making strenuou~ efforts .to put themselves
in line with the work of the General Association.
The two-day meetings at Salt River, Bevier
and Higbee were productive of good results to
the cause. .The Saints were edified and unified,
and numbers were i~duced to come to the .meetIngs who had never before heard our preaching.
Th:e·.many new openings being made will require
·a st.ronger minl.sterial force than has been available in the past, and I believe the district itself
will soon be able to 6Upply a greater force if
means can be had· for their support; and nqt
only that, but I have faith- to believe that the
means of support wlll also be forthcoming when
the need arises. ln spite of sfime drawbacks there
are excellent prospects.
Fraternally,
DUNCAN' C~MPBELL.

preached! Surely the Master was right when
he said, "Pray ye the Lord of the harvest, that
he will send forth laborers into his harvest. The
harvest is indeed great, the laborers are few."
They are now also few to spread the glad tidings
of the gospel. Let us all pray that God will send
forth laborers in to his great harvest field tha:t is
before us, that it may be gathered before it falls
to the .earth and wastes.
Do we ever remember the servants of God,
the ambassadors of Christ, commissioned to go
out into all the world and preach the gospel unto
If!!? Are they not sent out into this broad
world of iniquity without purse or scrip, like the
apostles of old, or as the blessed Master himself,
wro did not know where tolay his head? Are
they not persecuted and slandered about as impostors? Though they may possess great faith
and place all their confidence and trust in him
who is omnipotent, J'et they need an interest in
our prayers. We should not forget to pray to
our heavenly Father in regard to them. They'
are as we, apt tci stumble or be led astray; more
so, I presume, than we. They need the prayers
of the Saints to edify and uphold them in the
work to which they are instructed.
Let us all endeavor to put in every effort we
can for ·this glorious work.
Your brother in·Christ,
ADOLPH E. MADISON,

SAN FRANCISCO, Cal., Oct. sth.~
Editor., Herald:-I was of the happy number
who had the pleasure of attending .our late reunion, at Irvington, and although over two
weeks have passed since its close, I am still living in the sweet remembrance of those happy
days, and in the enjoyment of the same peaceful
Spirit.
The meetings were the best I have ever attended. The preaching was grand, and the outpouring of the Holy Spirit was overpowering,
often melting nearly the entire congregation to
tears, if not all of them. Speaking in .tongues
and interpretation was had at all of the prayer
meetings, and many noble testimonies were borhe.
to the truth of the great latter day work, and of the
goodness of God to individuals. We were all
truly bound together by the words of love and
truth, ·and :;til seemed to enter into full sympathy
with one another. It was a season long to be remembered, and the seed sown and Spirit enjoyed
there cannot 'fail to have an everlasting effect for
WESTON, Iowa,;Sepf. 2Ist.
good.
Editors Herald:-How cheering is the news
When considering the great favor conferred
that comes In from the harvest .field of humanupon me-that of being ordained a High Priest;
tty! The thought came to my mind, What
I feel very thankful to my brethren and sisters
pleasure there would be in watc;:hing the reape~s
for the confidence expressed, and ea):'nes~ly pray
gathering In the abundance" of ripe grain to susfor wisdom and power to enable me to prove
tain 'the. immense number of people ecatt.ered
worthy of the great trust .committed to me. How
over the broa~ surface of the globe. Should we. good In our heavenly Father to own and acknot rejoice atill more in.the thought that God In
nowledge us as his children! What great rehls infinite love for his .children is pleased
sponsibillty rests upon us when He r.ommissiona
through the foolishness of. preaching to save
us to act for Him! M:;~y we all henceforth prove
them that believe and obey the doctrine?. He
worthy,is rny constant prayer.
will bi due time gather in hi.s children wherever
Yesterday Elder Charles A. Parkin and I
Dear Sisters Dj tli~ lfome ColtHnn:-Ipave been theyoe found-those that are willing to obey his. made o.ne of our regular trips to Irvington, and
eommandments.
held service ~ith the . Saints there. ·I had the
reading the Herald and A.utum~Le«ves.andthink:
'ipg:ofthe goodness ofGocl to his ehlldren and
Ho:W many to-day are there Vl'alking in the
pleasure of baptizing Mr. John Driver and daugh.feel as_ though I •would_llke to hear mytestimol<iy 'footsteps of •our-b~essed Master? · There are but tc~r, who were also confirmed, thus adding two
lpctl!le •tnlth of':this Latter Day work; . I knew it few among the vast mulfitudes of pe()l'le that trio~e precious souls to thf!l 'kingdom in the·
I{$tft'e'~e'w6rk'pfl!tid. ,.· 'l'ha~~ reeel~ed sbch are •dbing the M;tster's wilL .:But hO~ .great is ·• peacefctl w!lters pf Niles Ganyon. . The~e ~re a
:~g~at'il(sslrl~s'l~·betng rais\!Jd ruoth ·llwerulck- • tb" •n\ltnber ltbaf 1.have ~eVet' hear(! the ~osr,~l . '!;lj;!m\JilfrQf ·other$ '\almost per&lla9eg" at and
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near this place, so we hope soon to repprt more
trust. We feel sure that from this conference"
sheaves; so you llee the good effect of the reun~
all of the faithful workers In the, kingdom wi)i "
ion is ilready being felt. Many friends for the
go forth to their work with renewed courage and
confidence In the final triumph of the latter day
cause are being made.
work.
All goes well in the San Francisco branch.
We have lately been. blessed by the preaerice and
Yesterday three more precious aouls were
added to the church. Encouraging reports come
teaching of Elders Heman C. Smith, Joseph F.
Burton, D. S. Mills and Thomas Daley. We
In from all th~ laborers in the vineyard.
We ·are glad to report that at Sandwich the
thank them kindly, and hope they will visit us·
as often as possible. May God bless· them in
le.aven is beginning to work and the fruit of the
labor done there Is beginning to appear. We extheir labors. We are having real good meetings,
all of which are much enjoyed.
pect to baptize some,there next Sunday. May
the good Shepherd watch over his flock.
Thanking God that we can se.e the cause movYour colaborer in the gospel,
.ing onward, and that we are permitted to move
ELI M. WILDERMUTH.
with it.
Yours in bonds,
GEORGE S; LINCOLN.
SAN ANTONIO, Texas, Oct. 6th.
Editors Herald:-! arri still on duty. I left
Bandera .county September 28th, where I have
been laboring for the last three months. In all my
labors I have be.n greatly ble~sed and many are
believing our report and will soon unite with us.
Th~re have been several additions to the church
of late, of the best citizens of the <;ountry.. In
my labors I have been ably seconded by Bro.
Sheppard; we have traveled together until late,
when he had to go home to .attend his crops and
family.
The work in the Bandera country is In a good
condition and I reluctantly left there. The people here are intelligent, and a kinder-hearted
people there never was. Bro. Wight and I.went
to Oakwook and held services Saturday evening
and Sunday. From here I go to Karnes, Willson and Gonzales counties. I will be alor e after
I leave here. I will go from here to Skiles, in
Karnes county. Bro. Wight w!ll go to the Bandera country to keep up the interest there. I
feel satisfied and think I have done the best I
could, although I may have erred. I have made
many friends to the cause. I h.ave given my
word to return and attend conference in Jan·
nary, which I will do If my life Is spared. While
I rather dread to start off alone among strangers,
I have an assurance that the Lord will not forsake me.
Althollgh I am in Texas, I yet remember Lamoni. I have held its Saints in my meditations
and I visited them in my dreams.
In"bonds,
.
A. B. MooRE.

NEBRASKA CITY, Neb., Oct. I 5th.
Edit1r1 Herald:-1 just got home last evening
from Brownville, where we held our quarterly
conference on the nth and 12th. Had a very
nice time-on Sunday night our church was literally packed, the interest very good and,. the
meetings have been very interesting all the
week. Bro. Caffall will remain over Sunday the
17th and preach each evening through the week,
and longer if the interest continues good. Bro.
Peak, from Missouri, was also at our conference
arid rendered good service for the Master's
cause.
Things are moving nicely in this district, according to our ministerial force.
Yours fraternally,
J. W. WALDSMITH.

~nmmunittafinns.
ARTI<ILIIIS under this head do not necessarily receive tile
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible tor
their own views. Contributions solicited.
W"' Write on one elde of the paper only.

"WHAT MUST I DO TO BE SAVED?"
SERMON l!Y ELDER JOSEPH LUFF,
LOGAN, IOWA, OCT, liTH,

(Reported by E. c. Lindsey).
THE first portion of my text you will find
recorded in the third chapter of John's
record of the gospel: "For God so loved
the world, that he gave his only begotten
Son, that whosoever believeth in him
should .,not perish, but have everlasting
life."
The second portion you will find in
· PLANO, Ill., Oct. 12th.
Isaiah 55:4: "Behold, I have given him
Editors llevald:-Conference of the Northern
for a witness to the people, a leader and
Illinois and Southern Wisconsin district closed
commander to the people."
last evening, and we are glad to report that it
I heard one of our brethren who is
was a grand success; although h1 the beginning
present
this evening state at one of our
a storm cloud seemed to hang over us, the Spirit
conferences, in a sermon a few years ago,
of the divine Master prevailed, and the spirit of
that all the Scriptures is not, found in any
the evil one that sought to mar our peace and
one verse. Paul advises when writin~ to the
thwart the purposes of righteousness, truth and
Corinthians that Saints should compare
justice, was disconcerted, and peace and harmony
spiritual things with spiritual. If the word
prevailed. Where discord and division prevailed
of God is !1. spiritual thing, the application
for days and months, peace, unity and confimay safely be made of the Apostle's addence in each other are beginning to prevail;
vice by comparing one portion of the
and we now have reason to believe that in Chiword with another; and heeding that adcago, where the clouds of discord and distrust
vice, by placing the two portions of Scriphave been obscuring and preventing the progture I have quoted together, we have this
ress of gospel work for so long, the bright rays
result: "ForGod so loved the world that
of the sunlight of truth and hope are beginning
he gave his only begotten Son to be a
to shine, and the hearts of the Saints are made
witness, a leader and a ·commander unto
~la,d wrtb, t~e ~<?mfortint! ;learn ()f );!ope ilnjj. the people, th~t who~>o~ver believeth i1

him should not perish, but have everlasting life."
I think I am safe in saying that both
portions of Scripture re"ad haye reference
to the same Giver and the same gift. The
one helps, in 11 way, to explain the other;
and ·if these passages of Scripture had
been used in this connection· by tnen in
different parts of the earth; and in different ages of the world who have been seeking to enlighten their hearers, a ·great
deal of misunderstanding and misconception might have. been' avoided, and better
conditions would have resulted from the
service they rendered humanity.
The idea prevails. in, the religious world,
to a very large extent, that all required of
mortals in order to secure the salvation
provided of God is that they shall believe
in the historical account contained in the
New Testament record concerning Jesuj>
Christ; that is, they are required simply
to believe that Jesus was divine! y begotten,
that he toiled and endured on earth, suffered an ignominious death, was resurrected by divine power and finally .taken to
his Father to become an intercessor for
the human race; and that whenthe assent
of the mind, or whet) this historical account
is accepted, salvation accruesimmediately
-:-that is all that is needed. Now, placing the two passages of Scripture I have
selected, together, believing that both
were furnished by the inspiration of God,
I am thereby forbidden the endorsement
of any such thought as that referred to.
If those statements in .the Scripture put together, summed up, simply present Jesus
as a witness, there might possibly be some
ground for the'endorsement of this theory
referred to. I repeat that, if all the statements put together simply represent or
present Jesus Christ as a witness, we
might possibly be justified in the conclusion referred to; but when the statement
is made that Jesus was given as an expression of the love of God toward man, and·
to be a witness unto the children of men,
I am impressed to believe that when God
gave this Jesus as a witness, the very fact
implies that he expected, on our part,
that we should become believers in the
testimony of the witness. By the use of.
that same kind of reasoning I am pledged
to the conviction that if God gave this
same Jesus to mortals as a witness 1 a leader
and a commander, he intended, by his
giving, that those in whose interest he was
to serve as a missionary should become
obedient: and there is all in it that implies
that we should obey him. That draws us
.into the necessity of obeying, and when I
read the further announcement that God
gave this Jesus in further expression of
his love toward mortals, I am pledged to
the conviction that he expected, on our
part, that we should become followers.
It is just as natural for me to suppose
that the idea of Christ acting as a leader
and a commander implies that we .should
follow. and obey him, as it is for me to
believe that he was sent that· we might
believe his te'timonv; one seems as reasonable as the other. ·whenlam confronted
.with the announct!ment that aU_ that is re<luir~ of rn9rt~l!1l js t9 b~li~v~ h:t ]~~·
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Christ, I am led to ask the question, What
was all the balance of the Scriptures written for? If only such texts as may seem
to favor the idea that nominal belief in
Jesus Christ are to be used, what was
all the balance of the Scriptures inspired
for? The question is worthy of consideration. And I submit for your further
consideration tbe thought that there is no
necessity to-night for an apology being
offered for any. one part of God's word
more than another; that he had in exercise all the attributes that related to his
station when he made the appointment of
that commander that he had when he
made the appointment of the witness.
He had in exercise all the attributes that
he had when he made the appointment
of the leader when he made the appoint~
ment of the witness. And when committed to this commander, it becomes our
duty to turn to the Sacred Record and
inquire or in order to answer the inquiry
already made as to whether this Jesus
was appointed of God and understood
and accepted the commission to the world
as thus outlined; and turning to a few
words in the New Testament I am led
to. believe he did; for instance: "He that
heareth my words, and believeth in him
that sent me, shall have everlasting life."
On another occasion I hear him making
a 10tatement like this:
"My Father which sent me, he gave
m~ a. commanoment what I should say
. and what I .l'hould speak; and I know
that his commandment is life everlasting."
·
Further, I hear of a statement being
made that run$ something like this: "If
a. man love me, he will take· up his cross
and follow meJ" and I find Him on different occasion!' similarly enjoining those
to whom he. addressed himself.
Now, if .the Almighty appointed Him
unto this thre~fold work, that is a witness, a leader, ,and a commander; and if
he understood and accepted this appointment, the question arises, It we are to
believe what is,being stated by the ministers of the· different denominations over
the earth in regard to the manifestation of
divine love which he manifests for the
world, should :we not make manifest our
· appreciation ofthat Jove. by believing the
whole of the stateme:l'lts given by him, and
by follGwing a~d obeying him, so that our
love will have its ownillustration? Ought
it not to be manifest in 'itself? It is but
natural.that if God has given his lov,e, and
na111es the conditions connected therewith,
we should have some illustration of our
love by which it shall be manifested that
the love of God sheJ abroad in our hearts
is returned. ·That is 1 if God has given
Jesus unto .us, and in so doing his .love is
manifested to the . world, ought .not our
love be manifested by. believing what that
witness says? If Jesus was !lent as a commander,. ought not we to obey him, and
~how that his lov~ is appreciated by obeymgthose commands? If we accept Ill! an
appreciation of. G~d's l.ove the appoiritJ:Pent of Jesus. Chnst as ·II: leader, ought
not ()u:rJd:ve to be ret~rned in accepting
:. J'ea"H~ c;:;hri~~J!~ 9f!f~~er 1 ~p~ 9~~~~ttif~st··.

in following him wherever he may happen to lead the way, independent of such
private considerations as may arise in the
line of our progress.
As Latter Day Saints we come not before you to apologize for anything that
God has done. I cannot, in searching theWord, find any authority for individuals
making any apology for anything that
Deity has done. But unfortunately people are, to-day, moving without authority
and are justifying us in reaching the conclusion that God needs to be apologized
for, from the simple fact that Jesus Christ
was sent to us as a witness. We find individuals that are not content with his testimony and seek to add to it, or subtract
from it. When a. witness is placed upon
a wit11ess stand, in our courts, he is expected to testify so far as his knowledge of
the circumstances extends; and in order
that there may be some reliability about
what they say, they are placed upon
the witness stand, and are required to
place their hand upon this word and swear
that the testimony that they shall give shall
be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, and according to the best
of his, or ber knowledge. The object and
purpose of this, as I understand it, is
to cause such individuals to feel that
the testimony they are giving is that
upon which the destiny of other individuals, or the effect upon the lives and
characters of those individuals may hinge,
or rest; and they are to feel that they are
under an obligation to God only to testify
that whiclo refers to the case so far as their
knowledge reaches; and when the jury
hears that evidence-they unoerstand. the
purpose. for which this witness is placed
upon the stand and caused to take an oath
in the name of God that they may give reliable testimony, they 'know that they may
not need to takeanything from or add anything to the testimony. Appearing as a
witness among men, Jesus understood the
matter on which he was to treat. He understood the.character of that message he
was .to dispense. He understood the importance that was associated with it, and
makes the pledge to them before his heavenly Father, or submitted to the people
this thought; that if they would accept
and observe that which this gospel enjoined upon them, they would be able
to testify of the divinity of the message
that had been delivered in their hearing~
So, you m!f!y judg~ of our surprise, as
Latter Day Saints, finding certain things
testified ofin that word by such a witness
as this, you may judge of our surprise
when we come in contact with a religion
thatreveals the necessity of adding something to the counsel of this witness and
commander. On .the other hand, you may
alsojudge of our surprise when we meet
a religion, calling itself the Christian religion, that presents the idea that I must
subtract son;1ethi.ng from the testimony of
Jesus Christ in order that I mav make myself more pleasing to God. Or, in other
words, Jesus presented unto. us, for our
C()mpani()n and use, this c?in_::theBiblewhij:::h ll!!Sthe divine superscription upon it,
~lJd·, ~ienb~n·~~~JJ:hlsinithi~coint·!ln~
~~.1
-,."
:-,:"'
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kno~ ledge that it has the divine superscription upon it, but they take it at a heavy
discount, and in order to make it good, or
secure, they ·essay to do it by adding a
good deal to it. Repeating myself here, I
call vour attention to the fact that Latter
Day"Saints have not done any such figuring as this .. They have made the announcement that Jesus Christ is worth to
to the believer. all that he represents himself as being worth, or nothing. He is
either God manifested in the flesh and
speaking by the authority of his Father, or
his words are little better than yours or
mine. And if he speaks by the authority
of God, and in so speaking accepted the
commission assigned to him by his Father,
then I ask you to consider whether or
not we have ample justification for the
conclusion that he will not accept our
work as apologists for striking out the necessity of following him as a leader and
commander and in other matters, and in
simply installing him in one third of that
commiosion to which he was appointed? I
have no apology to offer for anything you
find in here. I had nothing to do with
putting it there. If God did not send him
as a leader and a commander for us to follow and obey, then you must not blame
me for it. And if he did send him, there
is no credit attached to me for it, for the
record was made before I came into existence. And what you may happen to
find in this word as I turn and read such
statements as I have read to-night, and insist that they should be observed, I leave
you to judge for ~·ourselves of the righteousness of the one that seeks to instill human wisdom into the great final judgment
by the counsel of those who dare to insert
that idea, that human wisaom will be acc:;epted in preference to the word of God
given by his Son. I repeat, I have no
apology to offer for what I find here, and
if the Almighty placed it there and you
do not agree with me as to its necessity,
vou are to have that fight out with God.
Do not havt> it with the Latter Day Saints;
they did not put it tnere. .Go on your
knees to your God; do not go to the people that take it for all that it claims to be
worth.
The inquiry that is going on in the
world to-day, is the same one that has been
going on for ages past; that is, "What
shall I do to be saved?" That is the ques•
tion that it is our purpose to ariswer. .For
instance, I am feeling very serious about
this matter, and I go to the ministers of
the different denominations to learn something about it. We will suppose I start
out on such a trip~ I see a lot of churches
scattered over the country, and I find all of
them. attaching the name of Jesus Christ,
and I am anxious to know what l ought
to do to secure the salvation God has
promised. So, I. go to the first church and
knock at .. the door, and the clergyman
learns my busine(;s. I tell him I would
like to have him answer the question;.
"What shall I do to be saved?" He says,
"I will not attempt to answer such a ques;
tion a~ this up(')n r,ny own authority; I will
refer vou to the word of Godl' So, lie
J~yit~s m~ Jp~~ m~ ~~ud;r ~ .
,,'''
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and then he takes up a King James translation of-the Bible,just suc:k as you use,
and says to me, ~·This is what I prefer to
answer the question for you." Turning
over to what is recorded in the 16th chapter-of the Acts of the apostles he reads:
"Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ and you
shall be saved."
r ask him if that is all that is necessary,
and he says, "Ye~;" and tuming toanoth"er
passage he reads how God's love was expressed toward the world by giving Jesus
Christ, and after quoting several passages
of the same character, I leave him; and
passing on to the next door I knock; the
minister invites. me in and I ask him the
same question, "What shall I do to be
saved?" The minister in ·answer to the
same question, takes up a copy of the
same edition of the Bible that the first one
did, and turning to the fifteenth chapter of
Luke's gospel; reads: "Except ye shall repent ye shall all likewise perish." And
t.hen he goes on to set forth the necessity
of my repenting. After listening awhile,
I pass on to the next door; the minister
invites me iu, and I ask him the same
question, "What shall I do to be saved?"
He sees an expression of anxiety on my
face and takes up a copy of the same edition of the Bible and reads: "The like figure whereunto even baptism doth now
also save us .••. " And he tells me, using
other passages of the Scriptures in proof of
it, that if I am not baotized I cannot be
saved. That the great important object
of my life is to be baptized. After listening to that individual awhile, I pass on to
the next and state my case, and in answer
to that same question he shows me a copy
of the same edition of the Bible, and turns
to the second chapter of Paul's epistle to
the Ephesians and the eighth verse, and
reads:
"For by grace ye are saved through
faith; and that not of yourselves; it is the
gift of God. Not of works, lest any man
should boast;" and he goes on to say to
me that God is responsible for my crea.
tion; I had no voice in the matter as to the
conditions that should surround me, and
hence, under those con_ditions I should not
be in any sense troubled about the question of ;ny s_alvation, for the responsibility
rests With him who ushered me .into this
state of existence, and that God has ordained salvation as universal as the creation. After I get.t~rough with him I pass
on to the next mtmster, and after stating
~y case t? him, he answers me, taking
hts authortty from another copy of the
same edition of the Bible. He turns to
Paul's letter to the Romans, the eighth
chapter and the twenty-fourth verse, and
reads:
"For we are saved by hope: but hope
that is seen is not hope: for what a man
seeth, why doth he yet hope for it?" ·
And he tells me that God has from the
beginning ordained that a portion of the
human race was to be saved and that a
portion was to be damned; and that there
is no special way by which I can determine the fact as to whether I am among
the saved, or among the damned; and that
th~ only V\'1!-Y: by which we c!',n dis~er~ th~

indication of our state is the fact that we derstand you are a minister ofthe gospel?"
have hope., and that that hope is the
"Yes!'
guaranty, ot the means by which we learn ·
"Well, I have been referred to you in
of our salvation. I leave that minister and order to get a satisfaCtory answer to the
go to another. They ·all pick upa copy question; 'What must I do to be saved?".
of the· same edition .of the Bible, and they Now, sir, I will be frank with you, I have
read, one that we are to be saved one way; been all around these.churches and have reand then one another. So I have traveled ceived answers to this qtiestion, and I have
around until I ha,ye become distracted, become more perplexed·. than ever." He
because in every instance they have dif- says, "Well, we will rest here," and we
fered. When I told the second .man sit down on a couple of rocks that are
what the first one told me_, he warned me handy .. Opening one of those little grip
to beware of that man, he was not my sacks he takes out a Bible, and I find it is
friend but my enet:rly; the third told me a copy of the same edition that the other
the same about the second man, and the preachers have been using, and 1 say,
fourth told me the same about the third "That is enough, sir. .I do not care to
man, and so on. So- I find there is a bother with that book any further. Each
sort of war between them. They .all hold of. these ministers that I have gone to have
up the same Bible and cry .the same Jesus, given me an .answer outiof that book, and
but instead of being at a unity are quite each has given me a different answer from
the opposite. There is just as much of a the others. A. book that. can form afounwar between them as there is between the dation for so many theories I do not conpolitical parties. Becoming somewhat sider a safe thing for me to build upon."
tired of this matter I begin to conclude in "But," he says, "My friend, just be courtemy mind as some of those who are in our ous enough to hear me." After some
day called "Skeptics," have done. That is, persuasion I consent to listen. I listen,
they have come to the conclusion that if and he opens the Bible, turns to the
that is the book that claims to give the twelfth chapter of the Hook of Ecclesiasgospel.and its attendant agencies, and that tes and the thirteenth verse and.reads:
"Fear God and keep his commandvery book is the groundwork or the basis
upon which all .the different religious de- ments; for this is the W·H·O L-E duty of
nominations are being founded, and when man."
founded seek and find a text with which
Then turt~ing · to the twenty-eighth
to slaughter the other, that is, to be at war chapter. of Matthew and the nineteenth
with the other, while they all hold up the verse, he reads something similar in subsame J crsus as a ~avior to the world, yet stance, as heing the words of Christ in his
they are all anxwus to get on top, to parting commission to his representatives:
triumph, even if that triumph must be "Go ye therefore, 11nd teach all nations,
. se.cured by the overthrow of some, or all baptizing them in the name of the Father,
of. the others. lA bout this time I have and the Son, and ot the Holy Ghost."
come to the conclusion that such a Bible
"Now,"·he says, "there is an answer to
as that is not a safe.thing for a consistent that question just about as clearly as I
mind to build upon. It declares its pur- could give it by the selection of any two
pose is to bring men to a unity of the texts from this book. Many items of defaith, and the application~of its contents tail could be brought out." I turn to him
divides and distracts, until to-day there are and say, "Do you see that church there?"
over eleven hundred different religious de"Yes."
nominations in the world. While in this
"I asked the minister this same question,
condition of mind I am met by a friend of and he opened a copy of the· same edi.tion
mine with whom I have had some conver- of this Bible and read that salvation came
sation as to this matter of salvation; he by believing." He says, "I believe that."
asks me as to the result of my inquiry; I "Well, I went to that church and the mintell him I am worse off than I was before. ister told me I must repent." He says, "I
He says, "As a friend, takea little further believe that." "Well, but the third m11n
counsel from me." I hesitate, I do not told me we are saved by baptism." He
care to bother myself about it much more, says, "1 believe that also;" "But, the next
but he insists, so I yield; he points away man used a copy of that book and selected
off .in the distance and says, "Do you see a verse that justified the conclusion that
that man i" I look and I see a little bit of we are saved by the grace of God." He
a. fellow coming with a grip sack in his
says, "I believe that." Well," I say, "hut
hand. "That man is a minister of the another man found something that one of
gospel. Before you decide, finally, I want those things they call 'apostles' said we are
you to talk with him a little while upon saved by hope." "Well," he says, "I bethis subject" I tell ·him no, I am not dis- lieve that too." Bv this time I am someposed to do it. The matter is settled so what dumbfounded: and say, "But another
far as I am concerned; the Bible that can one showed me something about being
give a foundation for so many theories is saved by blood, and another by the word,
not "just such a book as I can rest upon and so on," "Well," he says, "I believe
with safety. He says, "As a friend, be- all of that." I turn to him and tell him he
fore you conclude, do what I have ad- is really an anomaly. If he can digest all
vised you." After thinking a moment or ·ofthis he is worthy of being li~;:tened to. I
two I decide to meet this man :md talk ask him how he is going to reconcile it all;
with him. So, starting out I meet him all that he has found in that ·Bible. He
·about half way between the place where says;·"supposing you to be a farmer [but
I was :md where he was When I started, of. course J:OU ate ~otJ· Well! here is a
a~q .!.salute hh:!l with the words, "I un •.. man, we wUl.call hun' --what.ts-the most
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popular name ?~Smith, "we will call him
Smith; he is credited in this neighborhood
to be excellent authority on all matters relating to farming. He understands the
soil and climate, and what will grow best,
and all that is necessarv to make a success
at tartning. There is man moves in the
neighborhood about the close of February
and buys a farm. He hears of this man
Smith, that he is competent and willing to
help a neighbor, so he hies himself away
to Mr. Smith's, and going to thtv door
knocks, and Mr. Smith puts in an appearance, and the man says, "l have been referred to you as a man that is well posted
on the subject of farming. Now what
must I do to make a success at farming?
You know how to farm, and I have a
farm?' Mr. Smith says, "l will go and
see your farm." They go to the farm and
Mr. Smith sees that it· is new land, and
that there is no fence around it, and he
says, "My friend, go to fencing as quick
as you can." A little later another man
comes along and buys a farm on which
the fences are up in good shape, and he
hears of Mr. Smith, and goes to him
and asks advice about how to make a complete success at farming. Mr. Smith
says, "l will go and see your farm," and
he accompanies the man to the farm, and
sees the fences are all up, and he says,
"You want to go to. ploughing just as quick
as you can." · Another man comes along
and he finds another individual there
whose health is failing, and he must leave
for a chang-e of cli,mate and is anxious to
sell his land. He has everything in good
shape; the fen~es are up and the ploughing is done, so that man buys it. Hearing
of Mr. Smith' he goes to him and asks
hitn the same question, "What must I do
to make a su'ccess at farming?" Mr.
Smith goes to the farm, sees the condition
of affairs, that: the fences are up and the
plowing done, .and he says, "You go over
to. such a place [a place where. they have
gooc;l grain to sell] and get you some
grain and go .to planting and seeding."
Then another man comes into the neighborhood,-:-! W!ill conclude .this stringing
out of illustra(ions,-and he finds an in~
&vidual there who has hlid a legacy left
him, over in England, or somewhere, but
he has got to s~ll his farm in order to get
money togo o~er and prove up on it with.
Everything is ,in good shape; his fences
.are up, his plo~ing done, and his grain is
growing, so this new comer. buys it, and
· hearing of Mr~ Smith, he too goes to him
and a!;iks his advice as to how to make a
· success at farming. Mr. Smith goes. with
.him to the farm, sees the. conditi<m. of
things, and tells him to go and get some
~nachitiery and' go to harvesting, A little
while after this a number of people are
congregated in a public building some
where, an.~tover there in. a corner of the
.room: a little g~oup of. men are hea.rd .talking, and on.e .begins to ,speak very highly
of this man Smith.. He teUs how strangers
c<mld•go.to·himal1d get such valuable in~
formation, because he ... VY'~s 1:1 Y;ery ,good
..~nan,,,., :§:~, S!l:lX.S!•: ,"I. Ea'!le. h,ere ,l;l p~rfect
. !:it,r~.n.g~r.~:t:n.<l I ;w!'!nt,tth;lltm ~nq h~ g;~~;v_e
me adVice jjs. ~Q .®w 1.tQ ,£!v~~~~ .,~t .·l:al!al"

a

ing, and the result is, lam much better off
than I otherwise could have been." There
are some parties standing near by listening, and one of them steps up and
says, "Mr. Number 4, who is this man
Smith?"
"Why, you know that house Clown along
such a road there, that house right in the
bend of the road, on the north side?"
"Yes."
"Well, that is the man."
"What was the question you ;asked
·him?"
'
'·"
"Why, I asked him what I must do to
make a success at farming."
"What was the answer?"
"Go to harvesting."
"Well," he says, "that beats creation.
I heard about as much about him as you.
did; J, heard that he was good authority
on farming, so when I came into the countrv a perfect stranger, I went to him,
as-ked him that qustion in those very
words, or anyhow the question was substantially the s::tme, and "I pledge you my
honor as a man that he told me that I
should go to fenCing," and I have had.four
men fencing ever since, and I honestly tell
you that I have not got a grain of wheat
in my barn. I am just as much poorer as
the amount of money necessary to carry
out his plans amounts to."
Number two happens to be there and
he steps up and says, "What was the question you asked Mr. Smith?" . .
·.
"Why, I asked him what I must do to
make a success at farming."
•'And what was the answer?"
''Go to fencing."
•~w ell," he says, "That puzzles me. I
asked him that question, I think in. the
same words, anyhow it was the same question, and I assure you that he never said a
thing about harvesting or. fencing but told
me to go to plowing, and I have had five
men plowing ever since. I have pl 0 ,wed
it ov:er and over; crossways and every ,way
that I couldthink of, and now I have not
a thing to show for it. I have not got a
bit of grain .in my barn."
Then number three steps up and tells
his story; and then three of these men stand
in astonishment and ask how a man that
has such a good reputation in a community,
can answer a question in four different
ways, and they feel terrible bad; then one
of these infidels steps up; one of those fellows that, it is said, does not know anything, because he says that the .Bible. is a
fraud simply because it gives a found11;tion
to so many theories, b~t he happens to be
a listener to this conversation, and hc!rturns
to number one and says, "What time of
the year did you come here?"
"About the last of February."
"Did you have any fence?" ·
"No."
"When you.got your fence up did you
go to him and ask him what to do next?"
. "No."
"Why didn't you.?''
"Why, he told methat ;was the way to
make .a success at f~rming and<Isuppqsed
that was all that was, 11eces~~ry;" . · .
Then. he tur~s toN u.mberTwo andasks
•··him What ti:me of the y~a:t; it wa:s wll(;'!l' be
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got the advice to go to plowing, and he
tells him.
"Well, .when you got it plowed over
once, did you go to Mr. Smith and ask
what you should do next?"
"No."
"Why did you not?"
"Well, he told me that that was the way
to make a success at farming and I thought
that was all that was necessary."
He has about the same conversation
with Number Three; the answer is the
same. · Then he turns to them and says,
''Mr. Smith advised you all right and his
reputation does not suffer a bit. After you
finished what he told you to go at, you
should have returned and asked him what
.was next in the line of that business, but
you played the idiot by doing everything
over and over again. I say it is about
right that you got nothing."
"Now," says our little minister, "The
conclusion that those fellows came to, is
about as it does to you about the Bible.
Don't you believe that the infidel's wayof
arguing it was about right?"
I say, "Yes."
"If so, is not that argument just as
worthy of employment in'a religious sense
as it is in farming? Is it not in line with
gospel matters? If so, why not use it?
Why don't the infidels use the same ar~
gument in regard to religious matters as
they do about farming?"
"Now," this little man says, "I have
shown you the whole duty of man, and
Jesus says do all things I command you"
- I wish I could say that .loud enough so
all in Logan could hear it.
· This little man continues, "Don't you
know that on a certain occasion two men
wer~ traveling- along in the street qf a city
where there was a girl that was employed
as a fortune teller, and they cast the spirit
of divination out of her, and when bet
masters saw what was done, that the
chances for their gains by fortune telling
were gone, they had these men cast into
prison and a Roman guard put over them.
The keeper, after they w~re put under
guard, thought they were safe, and fell
asleep, but was suddenly made a ware that
the walls of the prison were .trembling.
He was led to believe that there was a
power ruling with these men stronger than
the Roman nation of which he was a servant. He saw that there was something
with .them that could set aside the strongest obstacles that the Roman nation could
furnish; arid, thinking that the prisoners
had all escaped, he took out his sword and
was going to kill himself, .when Paul, see~
ing what he was going to d(), said, •Do
.thy11elf no harm.' Then this Roman began to think there was something about
these men better. than he had thought of,
and after they have talked to him a little
while he suddenly cries out, 'Men and
brethren, what shall I do to be saved?'
•Paul knew that this man was a ~trange.r
in this business, and that he was Il1aking
hisfirst start, like the man was when .he
was told to go to' f~pcing, and he gave
him tq understand th'at itvrj;ls n~ce~sary
for . hi~ to belieye that J~u~ . was. the
(,Jhrist,. or ~hat it was Fliaduty 'tq,'Qelievelo~
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the Lord Jesus Christ. At a later period,
when the people were assembled together
on the day of Pentecost, after the Eleven
had finished speaking, and the people were
standing there thinking about it, the same
question that. this jailer asked was as.ked
by them, 'What rpust we do to be saved?'
What was the answer? 'Repent e;very one
of you'-hold on Peter,. you are wrong,
aren't you? Why do you not tell these people
to believe? It is just for the sarrie reason
that the farmer told the first man to go to
fencing, and the second one to go to plowing. They had .done the believing, the
fencing, the question was, what should
they do next?"
·
On another occasion. Read the 9th
chapter of acts and you will find that Saul,
or Paul started to Damascus and he had
letters authorizing him to commit to prison
all of those who were caught worshiping
the Lord Jesus'Christ. While on his way
a miracle was wrought. Of a sudden a
great light shone atound him, and he heard
a voice saying, "Saul, Saul! why persecutest thou me?" And Paul says, "Who
is that me? I have been doing the service
of God. Who is it that says, 'Why persecutest thou me?'" So he calls out, "Who
art thou?" the answer is, "I am Jesus
whom thou persecutest. It is hard for
thee to kick against the pricks." That
was an astonishing revelation to Paul,
when the answer come that it was Jesus,
and he asks the question, "What wilt thou
have me to do?" And Jesus tells him,
"Go down into the city and it shall be told
thee what thou must do." Paul took himself away to the city, and the Lord had
told him it would be made known to him
what he must do. In the meantime the
Lord went to another part of the eity and
told Ananias to go and inform Paul as to
his duty. Ananias hesitated. He had
heard all about this Saul and could hardly
believe that he had been converted, but
after being assured-that it was all rig-ht, he
went and placed his hands upon Paul's
head, then said, "Whv tarriest thou? arise
and be baptized." Paul arose and was
baptized-What? Stop Ananias, you are
wrong; hold your peace. Tell him to believe first. Why don't you tell him to believe and repent? Just for the reason that
God does not do things over so many
times. He had both believed and repented, and it was not necessary to do it again;
and for this reason Ananias saw his condition; he saw that Paul had been instructed bv Christ as to his condition, and
he told him that the first step that was
necessarv for a man that was in his condition was-what are you waiting for-to
be baptized.
. The last figure that we present in this
illustration you will find in the 8th chapter
of the Ac.ts of the apostles. There you
find a couple of men going from J erusaleni
to Samaria to lay hands on certain of the
brethren that they might receive the Holy
Spirit; but they never mentioned repentance or baptism; and why? Because these
people had been visited before by a man
whose name was Philip, and they had believed and repented, and baptism was the
~~~t ,Step for therp. Y: ou ma;r rest ass\-lre9
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that these apostles did not go down there
to do an unnecessary work; God's inspiration was proof in that regard. They
laid their. hands on them that these worshipers of God might receive the Holy
Ghost.
One of the best companions. I ever had
was a young man in my native city. At
that titne we both belonged to the Methodist church. I remember after I had
been in the ministry se. eral years he still
kept bowing at the mourning bench when-.
ever they ha:d. protracted meetings. One
time during a protracted meeting, when I
was present, he says, "I have been all
these years trying to be converted," and,
he says, "somehow I can never get
through, and I want you to tell me what
to do. Tell me as you love my soul?"
"Well, Jim"-I always called him Jim
and he called me Joe-I said, "believe on
the Lord Jesus Christ." He said, "What
do you mean?" . I said "Jim, God so loved
the world that he gave his only begotten
. Son that it might be saved." He said, "I
have read that as often as you have, but
what does it mean to believe?" I said,
"that Christ died to save you•" He said,
"I have believed that all rpy life, now
what else?" "Believe that you do not
have the power yourself."
"That has been my idea all. along, now
what else?"
"Well, Jim, don't you believe that God,
for Christ's sake will save you now?"
"No."
"Why?"
"Because I have no evidence of it."
I was troubled about it; I called the
presiding minister and said, talk to that
Jim a little while; you are better posted
than I am. He asked Jim the same questiqn and got the same answer. When he
left him he got up on the stand and said,
"Iconfess that it seems ridiculous to say·
to a man who already believes that a man
must believe to be saved, and nothing
else," and "that God, simply for Christ's
sake will save him."
Now, I want you to tell me if that
young man's fences were not up, spiritually speaking? If so, what a humbug it
was to tell him to put his fences up! That
young man was believing, and then, the
idea of telling him to believe! That is
the answer we have been getting all along
from the preachers of the present age-to
believe, when in nine cases out of ten the
people are actually believing more than
the preacher does. The apostles when
they moved in the spirit of inspiration .
moved in wisdom. They never told a
man who had his fences up, to put them
up; nor the man that had his plowing
done, to plow •
Now, I ask you a question, is the Bible
inconsistent because it gives so many
answers to that question?. You see when
they are all summed up they amount to
just one answer. Has the infidel a right
to be justified for turning away from religion on that account?
I have not the time to turn to all the
passages that I should to explain this matter, but as Latter Day Saints we are not
lf'lakinJ anr apolo~;r for an;rthinl that ..

was written before we .came into existence. Where is the expression of that
man's love of Christ who does. not obey
the command that says that, "Except a
man be born of water and of · the Spirit
he cannot enter into the kingdom of
heaveh ?" . Where is the proof that weare
following the leader that was sent us, if
we do not· do that? How can he be your
leader if you do not go where he went]
How can you be the followers of Jesus
Christ unless your feet. go in the same
tracks that his did? How can you expect
that your last step, unless you .follow in
the line of march, will be .in the track of
the Son of God? And if your last steps
are .. not in his, how cca~ vou reach the
kingdom of heaven?
·
I do not know that I shall have.the opportunity of meeting here with you again,
but I shall meet you in eternity, and when
all the preachers that have been ·talking
with you here stand together in the presence of God, I want to be able to say,
FRther, I was not extorting money from
this people; hence, I told them clearly
that I did not make any apology for what
you had said. I want to ask you then, if
some of the men who have been making
an apology for the words of Jesus Christ
when they shall stand there and the question is asked them, "Did you feed these
people those words just as you found them
there?" what kind of an answer will thev
be able to make? And let me say to you,
when I stand there before the bar of God,
I shall be able to say-and I feel. free to
state that. Some have said that I am a
little plain. One brother said, "Bro. Luft,
I have only one fault to find with your
sermon, and that is, you said, in regard to
an untruth, you said it was a lie1 when to
have said it was an untruth would have
been better." I apologized to the brother.
I want you to understand this, that when
that day of judgment comes I want to be
able to say, Father, show me wherein I
have failed to employ the plainest language
and the aptest illustrations you made it
possible for me to employ. Tell me of one
instance. And turning to you I want to
ask yo~ to point me to the sermon that I
ever preached that you heard that you did
not understand me. Whether you believe
it or not will not be a matter of consequence to me, but some that are tired of
listening to a sermon an hour and a quarter
long now, will wish they had several
more hours, and would gladly listen four
or five hours when there, and under those
circumstances. And my wish is, that you
may be permitted to greet me with those
who have been laboring for· you, and
to have you to share his glory and his
love, and when you have failed in that,
you have failed in the greatest wish that I
have for you, or that I can have for anyone.
Severe storms and floods prevail in England
and Spain. Shipping traffic has almost ceased
for the present along the British coast. Numbers of vessels have been lost, and regular
steamers on ocean routes are in many Instance•
damaged and overdue.
The Venezulean and United State$ governments are negotiating with a view to agreeb1.g
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I COUNT myself happy this afternoon to
have this privilege of addressing the Sunday school workers for a few moments,
who are here to consult, and learn better
methods of conducting this great branch
of the work.
The children of men while in this life
are required to pass through a great training school, of which God is the author.
The definite purpose and design of this
·probationary state or existence is for the
Master to prepare his children for a beautiful home, which he proposes to do by
teaching them to come to him through the
straight and narrow way, as revealed to
mankind througl} the Holy prophets.
Only those who are obedient. to God's
teachings and continue faithfur to his
word will receive the reward of "Well
done." Let us be mindful of the fact that
the Sunday school is also a training
school, a training school of the most beneficent and useful character, whose object IS
to prepare these little children to read, investigate and know the word of God in a
true and unbiaaed manner; to teach them
to investigate the word of God independent of all creeds and existing dogmas, and
which will raise the standard of spirituality in the world and better prepare the
young for life's .battle. It teaches them
the . principles of the true Christian life,
which will draw many to Christ and aid
them to own and possess good characters.
And to own a good character is a great
thing in this life. Many men have good
reputations with their fellow men, while
their characters are rotten to the very core.
The tower that reaches so high that it has
the clouds for a covering, the gorgeous
palaces and all the mighty works of men
. pass away; but a good character lives on,
and is .cherished in the memory of the
world after the owner quits life's scenes
and is called to that peaceful home; yea,
like God's throne it survives forever. It
is to afford 'the children, young men and
young women an opportunity of moulding their characters after the fashion counseled in the ~'Book of Life" that the Sunday school movement is being pushed forward. It is that they might become like
. the models h.eld up to them in the book of
Daniel-"children in whom was no blem, ish, but well favored and skillful in all
·wisdom, cunning in science, understanding
all knowledgeand such as have ability to
stand in the king's palace." ·
Alhuccessful laborers have their ideals
for which they are aiming. No skillful
workman will commence a beautiful piece
of art until he has a complete picture of
:; his work presented to his mind; thus the
sculptor before he strikes his chisel into the
rough block before him has the beautiful,
completed figure drawn to his mind. The
architect be.fore he has drawn a line or
laid a ~?tone has. that magnificent palace
pictured to his mind, In rriusic, painting
or .any. of the. avocatiovs of life, .the succ~sful·laJ~Qrer .m.ust ha.ve.. his .ideal. . So
i~ ovr :worl\: we mv~t h~v~ our Hi,llh wni~h

is to develop the children in our schools
into manhood, glorious manhood, with a
full understanding of the laws which God
has given to his children, a complete
understanding of our great Teacher and
example found in the lowly Nazarene,
and a heart to follow and obey this great
Teacher. Then, and not until then, have
the scholars in our schools reached that
magnificent manhood where they are prepared to meet the world with its many
pitfalls, and fight the battles of this life.
This ideal can be reached only through
the medium of a perfect organization and
competent and faithful teachers. To them
is delegated the responsibility of rightly
guiding and training young minds. to living and thinking in a higher plane of life.
It is for them to broaden and liberalize the
conceptions of the young into a full round
. of their mental and moral powers. This,
then, is delegated-a 'broad and far. reaching influence which, if rightly exercised,
will not only draw many into the fold of
Christ but add beautiful gems to their
crown when they quit the scenes of this
life and meet our righteous Judge in the
future life.
This means a great deal of faithful work
and preparation on the part of the teacher,
who must know the class thoroughly, who
must know them individually and collectively and be .able to sympathize with their
childlike nat)lres. This sympathy· means
to abandon your own way of thinking and
look at things from the standpoint of the
learner, put yourself in place of the scholar
before you, and try to see his environment
with his eyes. Want of sympathy and
carelessness regarding these points with
your class will be a constant source of
friction and prevent that harmony and
unity of thought necessary to lead the child
to noble and honorable actions.
It is but cold and ineffectual teaching
that does not come down to the boy's level,
feel with the boy's feeling, see out of the
boy's eyes for the time; thus the first need
in the teacher is to keep childhood and
boyhood fresh in the heart, that there may
be unity arid sympathy of the thought
concerning the point or principle to be
.~
learned.
The Sunday school teacher should set
before the class an example worthy ofim·
i~ation.
Let them know that vou are not
only trying to teach them to "live· exemplary lives in the schoolroom, but also imptess upon them by your daily e;x:ample
that you are trying to live as a follower of
Christ.
The Sunday schot:~l teacher's ·life will
be closely watched and made a pattern of
by the class, hence the great import;mce
of careful attention to your daily conduct
that your life may be in harmony with
your t~achings and that you may be
looked to as an aid and help for those yo~
are trying to lift up higher. Again, we
must have method in our teaching. The
question i!S not only how much or hbw
well have you the lesson in mind, but how
much of it can you impart to your class;
How much can you make them know.
Some ofthe best informed ~men make the
J'oorett tea9hers1br¢a~s~·ther Jac~ !Jl.~tho\i

and system in their work. It does a child
little good to give him a mass of faith or
principles with no order or classification;
he will soon become inattentive and careless in his work and his interest in the
work will wane. Now the aim and purpose of all this work is to bring about, so
far as is possible, a uniform method of
teaching and carrying on the work in the
church, and to assist teachers in both preparing and presenting the word of life to
the lambs of the fold in the best and most
effective way. One of the last instructions of the Master to his followers, before
leaving this life, was not only to "feed my
sheep," but "feed my lambs." Then how
careful and watchful should we be that
they are fed and nourished on the proper
kind of food, not on the husks of the
world, but on the true bread of life which
makes them happy and obedient children
in the Lord,
I feel that this caution of the Master demands our special attention. Guard well
that the food shall consist of the pure word
of God unmixed with skepticism or the
peculiar dogm.as of the day. Teach the
child independence of character, freedom
of thought, instill into his mind the spirit
of careful investigation in the study of the
word of God, so that he may be amply
able to master the great truths of the gospel as we find them given us in the Book
of Life.
The peculiar philosophy of our system
of religious worship leads us to a broad
and impartial investigation of the word of
God. Josiah Quincy, one of Massachusetts' most eminent scholars and statesmen,
in his reminiscences of great men whom he
had met in his travels states fearlessly, in
effect, that Joseph Smith has done more to
broaden ·and liberalize religious thought
than any other man ofthis century .. These
are bold words from the pen of an able
and fearless writer, and but fairly illustrate
in the Seer the freedom and independence
of investigation of all questions bearing on
the relation of man to the future life;
Our great Teacher and friend, whom
we look to for sympathy and cheer, when
trouble and cares encompass us, stooped to
otir condition that he might lift us to and
win us to His glory. With this noble example befor~ us, le.t every teacher of the
word. of truth place himself in sympathy
with those whom he is to teach, that confidence maybe engendered between them al1d
their learners, that they may be bountifully able to lift them up higher, into a
more noble and glorious world in this life,
and prepare them to meet the Savior with
a peaceful smile in the life beyond.
This is the aim and only purpose for
Which the General Sunday School Association was organized in our church; and
evep in its infancy we find much encouragement in this work; not only the young
people are awakening to the importance
of the work, and are beginning to investigate more 'earnestly the word of God, but
the influence .for good is reaching oilt to
their fri~nds in tl:'le world, and manv are
thinking more seriously and earnestly on
· these. great questions; New Sunda'y
~9ho9}' .1\f~ .. brinf ()rJani~ed }1'F ~~\1,1
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J:>laces, schools .that had been abandoned
for lack of interest are being reorganized,
District . Associations are being ·formed
throughout the church, and all an~ coming
to a more perfect understanding of the
work.
In God's economy he purposed that the
family should perform the duty and attend
much of the trust that the Sunday schools
are now required to do. It was· his will
that the family should bring up the children in Christian grace; that Jhe parents
should teach them the way of life, and
that they should set before their children
examples worthy to be imitated, which
would draw the hearts of their children to
their God; The family was derelict in its
duty, neglectful of God's purpose, and lost
many of the blessings it would otherwise
have enjoyed. So we have from a. very
early date in the history of the Christian
church the church school where the children are taught and instructed in truth
and in righteousness; and from this movement, started away back in the times of
Abraham, we hilVe in this century developed the Sunday school.
Let us take a glance at the world to-day
and we see the people, mad in their idolatry and sin. The fathers and mothers are
setting terrible examples for their children;
they are leading them downward to a low
and selfish world, a world where there is
no charity and no God. The time demands and the Master beckons his followers to counteract this awful condition and
bring his Spirit back into the world.
Lead the young upward to a higher and
better world, where there is love and
purity, and where God is the King and
giver of life and etern·al rest.
Will we accept the trust; and with the
Master as the guide push this work to a
glorious victory, or shall we follow the
example set by the family in that early
day and have the trust given to other and
willing hands, thereby losing the reward
and incurring ·· the disapproval of our
heavenly Father? The issue is fairly presented to us, and let us push the conflict on
and on until the victory shall be won.
One of the poets has truthfully said that
there is little else worth study in the world
save the history and destiny of the soul.
Our work is primarily for the fuller and
stronger development of the life of a soul,
to help the young soul to add energy, inspire hope, and blow the coals into a useful flame. That is the highest function of
the Sunday school. Admitting this true,
·let every Sunday school in the church
bring itself into harmony with the general
organization, that we may stand united in
our work and with a solid and Well drilled
army wage the conflict more effectually.
Oh, that by our efforts in this onward
move, we might be instrumental in bringing to the wo.rld that wonderful faith exercised by the children of old!
The story is familiar to y9u all, of the
three young men of old w l::>o refused to
worship the idolR set up for them to adore
by king Nebuchadnezzar, who were
bound and cast into the fiery furnace, and
there -the 'Master walked with them and
brought them out unscathed i so the chil-
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sen ted by Elder Kell,ey, tq(!n, s,o ~t; as he
is concerned, the debate was also a gr~nd
s~uccess on the second. prop6sition, and
hence, the lectures were superfluous.
Surely, here is a virtual concession, ;'a:nd a
strong one too, of defeat and failure in the
debate!
So far as the ruling of the moderators is
concerned, it is only necessary to say this.
Elder Braden chose his ow.n moderator,
.Elder Kelley his, and they two .the third.
Mr. Crawford, the third man chos,en, ,was
the choice of J.D. McClure, Elder Braden's moderator. No decision was rendered depriving Elder Braden of the e;x[From IndependenL Patriot.]
ercise of equal rights with his opponent,
CLARK BRADEN REVIEWED.-No. 2.
and every privilege coming within the
BY J• R. LAMBERT.
rules governing the discussion. The unWHAT are the facts in the case?
By just accusation made by Elder Braden
agreement between Elders Braden and against the moderators, has since met with
Kelley, each disputant was to have what public denial over the sign;1tures of S. _G.
time he desired on his own proposition. Crawford, the president moderator, and
Elder Braden had seven nights on his, and R. M. Elvin, Elder Kelley's moderator.
could have had seven more had he desired There exists no proper grounds for the
them. His proposition required proofthat complaint and whine, raised by Elder Brathe Book of Mormon and Doctrine and den at the M. E. church, and should such a
Covenants are "entirely. of human origin thing occur with one of our ministers, after
and frauds, and Joseph Smith was an im- meeting with the treatment that was acpostor." Why did not Elder Braden pre- corded to Elder . Braden .at Lamoni, I
sent his proof, if he had it, while there could only regard it as evidence of unfairwas another man present to take care of ness and cowardice, made possible by an
the other side? If he did present it, and it unappreciative heart.
was valid, then the whole ground was
Elder Braden's first objection to the
covered, and the debate, so far as Elder Book of Mormon is that it claims to have
Braden is concerned, was a grand success, been written on metallic plates, a.nd was
and hence, the lectures were not needed. preserved by miraculous power. He says
If he did not present ~uch proof, then he we have not a hint that any part of the
signally failed to establish his own propo- Bible, except the ten commandments, was
sition, when he had all the time he wanted, written on imperishable material.
and, therefore, it became necessary for him
Let us notice the strength of this critito repair to the M. E. church and there cism. Are not the ten commandments,
pretend to do what ~l:e could not accom- which were written on two tables of stone,
plish when his opponent was present, hav- as true and reliable as any other part of the
ing equal opportunities with himself. Bible? Let us suppose that the entire
Please remember that Elder Braden's Bible had been written on tables of stone,
propo5ition reads as follows:
or metallic plates, would that fact have
"All that Toseph Smith ever gave to the rendered it worthless, or uri true?
world purporting to be revelations from
There was no miracle wrought, says
God were entirely of human origin, and Elder Braden, to preserve the Bible. It
Joseph Smith was an impostor."
was subject to the same vicissitudes as all
Let \me . ask every candid reader. If other books. This statement is made, we
Elder Braden fully and properly estab- presume, upon the hypothesis that if the
lished the above proposition, was there Almighty had exercised any degree of
anything more needed, at Lamoni? If miraculous power in the preservation of
there was, what was it? If the proposi- the sacred manuscripts, Elder Braden
tion covers the whole ground; and Elder would have been sure to have known itt
Braden himself claims that it does, and This, it is needless to say, we are not quite
was fully sustained by valid proof in the prepared to admit. Does the Bible say
Lamoni debate, then why did Elder Bra- that no such power was to be exercised?
den hurriedly repair to the M. E. church, No, it does not intimate anything of the
at the close of the debate, and there cover kind. What then is Elder Braden's authe same ground, in two lectures, when he thority for the statement? No authority is
had no opponent present who was permit- given. It is a bare assumption, and acted to speak? Elder Kelley's proposition cording to the expressed views of many
reads:
eminent defenders of Christianity, there are
"The revelations that Joseph Smith much better grounds for an opposite begave to the world are true, and Joseph lief.
The preservation of the . manuSmith was a true prophet of God."
scripts, their translation into the different
Elder Braden being on the negative of languages of the earth; their remarkable
this proposition, was only required to show purity, considering the hands through
that Elder Kelley's proofs were not. valid, which they hnve passed, and the Bible beor that they were impertinent to the issue. ing placed in the hands of the people, is
To do this, he had the same amount of urged by some as one of the strong evitime that Elder Kelley had in which to dences of the divine origin of Christianity.
present them. · If ·Elder Braden did, in Lyman ·Abbott, in.· Dictionary of Jltelig·
-this p1anner, .remove all the evidences pre-· ious Knowledge, art1 Bible, says:

dren of this life will be subject to a furnace
of multitudinous temptations,, but if true to
the diCtates of theirconscience, enlightened by the purity of the gospel-if they
are taught to stand courageously with God
and the right, the same friend who stood
by the faithful young men in the fiery furnace will walk by their sides, radiant as
the sun, and rescue them unharmed from
the world's dangers.
·
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''The method ilJ. which the books whica as written by the ancient Nephites, the
we now possess have been selected from a completion of which took place some fourgreater number, the principles upon teen hundred years before the Book of
which they have been gathered together Mormon was translated! Moroni's posiin one volume,· and the. manner of their al- tion is that God had furnished the means
most miraculous preservation, constitutes of interpretation, so that a correct translathe subject of an important part of biblical tion of the record would be placed in the
history."
hands of the people; but he, with other
Will Elder Braden tell us that it is con- writers of the book, provide for possible
trary to the statements of the Bible, or error or mistake, at the same time claimotit'of harmony with the character of God, ing that the book, as a record 1 is true. The
that he should exercise his providence and first writer, Nephi, says on page I, parapq:wer in the preservation of his word? If graph I, "And I know that the record
which I make is true; and I make it with
not, where is his point?
It .is evident, too, that the ancient He- mine own hand; and I make it according
The record was
brews did write on imperishable material, to my knowledge."
iricluding metallic plates. And if those made according to Nephi's knowledge,
who came from the .land of Jerusalem, six not according to the knowledge of God,
hundred years before Christ, exercised the buf the things recorded are true.
Page I31, paragraph 8: "And it came
care to place their history and sacred writings on metallic plates, does that, in any to pass that I, Jacob, began to be old; and
the record of this people being kept on
degr~e, prove the Book of Mormon to be
the other plates of Nephi, wherefore I
a.fraud?
In t~e days ofJ ob, writing on imperish- conclude this record, declaring that I have
able material was understood. Job I 9: written according to. the best of my knowl23, 24: "0h, that my words were now edge," etc.
Page 495, paragraph I. "And whoso
writte.n l oh that they wete printed in a
book! That they were. graven with an receiveth . this record, a11d shall not condemn it because of the imperfections which
irorr.pen and lead in the rock forever."
It was understood and practiced· in the are in it, the same shall know of greater
days of Moses; Exodus 39: 30: "And things than these. Behold, I am Moroni;
they made the plate of the holy crown of and were it possible, I would make all
pure gold, and wrote upon it a writing, things known unto· you." This is the
like t(). the engravings of a signet, Holi- same Moroni who wrote. the prefatory
note objected to by ElderBraden, and his
ness'to the Lord;"
In the Apo<ihrypha, I Mach. I4: 48, 49, statements show that he was conscious
we have the· following plain statements: that the record was more or less imperfect,
. "And.they co.mmanded ·that this writing as. it left his hands, after the work of
should be put in tables of brass, and that abridgement had been completed. The
they should be .set up within the compass same admission is made by Moroni on
of tpe sanctuary, in a conspicuous place: pag!." 500, paragraph 8.
From the above statements we learn (r)
and that a. copy thereof should be put in
t}lc;l treasury, that Simon and his sons may that the different writers of the Book of
Mormon agree· concerning the imperfechave,. it."....,...Douay Translation.
After the destruction of Jerusalem, tions of the record; and (2) that Moroni,
about A. n. 701 Titus, the Roman general, who was the author of the language obcalled at Antioch, and thepeople presented jected to, has a styleof expression pec:uliar
to. him a petition against the Jews. Of tohimself, in wl1.atever part of the book it
this; translation Josephus says: "Where- is found,· which is evidence in favor ofthe
upon. tho people of Antioch, when they record. And (3) the statement of Moroni,
had failed of success. in this their first re- that "if there are faults, they are the misquest, made Him a second; for they de- takes of men," applied wholly to the
sired that he would order those tables of errors that might be made in writing, and
brass to be r~moved, on which the Jews' not to the translation. Therefore, what
privileges were en graven," etc.-Josephus Elder .Braden denounce<; as a lieis strictly
tr\le, arid the whole criticism stands to the
voL 6, p. I 32. ·
Next Elder: Braden attacks. the manner discredit of the critic, rather than to the
in which the Book of Mormon was trans- claims"of the Book of Mormon.
(To be continued.)
la't~d, as claimed by him, He quotes from
a prefatory no,te to the Book o.f Mormon,
which claims to .be a translation from the
WORK FOR HUMANITY.
pllites, .iii whidh the writer, Moroni, makes
The spiritof the present is that of work
the •following. statement: "And now if
tpere are faldts,. they are . the mistakes of for humanity, al)d whoever does not .feel
this is put of• touch with the. forces of his
iri~n,'' e~c. '~A greater lie," says Eld.er
Braden, "was never uttered;" and he un- time, an:d misses all that yast support of
dertakes to prove . that the statement is invisible, but most potent strength, that he
false by asserting that Joseph Smith \Yas would otherwise recehce. Selfishness isoinspired t() translate, Oliver Cowdery to lates. If an individual sets out· proposing
write, ~nd by means of the "urim and to work for himself only,he is at the same
thuirimim,'' every w<)rd was given as disadvantage, inthe tide of affairs, that a
tlrouglfit cairie dir~ctly from the mouth man would be who prop0sed to manufacof'God, Itis not necessary for me to tu~e all his own clothing, and. raise of cap·
notice the manner of translation, .here, as ture. all his .. OWIJ. food, and build his own
the, statement to which Elder. Braden house an:d . make.. all his own furniture:,
qbjectiPhai, direct .referen~:=e• to' the' re~ord rathert:flan,,to,enterint(l)' the great scheme

of co-operation with the world, and do
some one thing for all, while in turn all
do some one thing for him. In this close
of a cycle we are entering into such a new
atmosphere · of spiritual forces that the
only safety, the only success, is to draw
constantly toward the ·nobler ideals ·and
test our daily life by the higher standards.
Selfishness, self-interest, are corrosive in
their action on the true gold of life.
They undermine all its foundation. They
leave nothing on which to stand.
-Lilian Whiting.

DECATUR DISTRICT.
A conference was held at Redding, . Ringgold
county, Iowa, October 17th and r8th, H. A.
Stebbins president, H. R. Harder clerk .pro tem.
Branch reports: Little River II9; 2 baptized.
Greenville 38; 6 baptized. Leon 38; 2.received.
Davis City 77; I baptized, 3 received. Allendale 92 >7 baptized, 2 received, 5 removed. Lone
Rock 71; 6 baptized. Centerville r8; no change.
Lucas zoo; r removed. No report from Wirt.
(Lamoni report ca.me to late, but being made out
is here inserted:) 772; 24 baptized, 16 received, 2
died. Price McPeek president of the Lone Rock
branch, reported its situation. Pri11st Vinnerd
and teacher Birk reported the Allendille branch,
and teacher A. K. Anderson reported the Lamoni
branch. President Stebbins counseled the vlfiiting officers in the .various branches to be faithful
in the performance of their duties, because ~uch
responsibilitv rests upon them in nourishing· and
feeding the flock of God. If their work is neglected then there is· a lack of spiritual growth
and a , carelessness among the members as to
conduct and attendance upon meetings. Ministry reports: J, R. Lam bert minister in charg!'l
of Iowa, reported his labors arid gave some good
counsel and instruction. H. A. Stebbins district
president, reported having labored in nin~ out of
the ten branches during the past four months,
preaching, baptizing, arid doing other work.
Elders .William Anderspn, C. H. Jones, John
Shippy, John Johnston, M. Pruyn, H. Bartlett,
Charles Williams, H. R. Harder a~d J. W. Johnson, in person, and A. S. Cochra111, J. M. Brown
William Thompson by Jetter. Brn. Cochran and
Brown also reported as presidents of Lamoniand
Leon branches. Priests l VJnnerd and E.Spa:rks
reported in person, and E: E. Marshall by letter.
The committee appointed at the June confer;
(!nee upon thecase in the Wirt branch reported:
The report wasreceived and the committee was
discharged. The resolution deferred from the
June session, concerning the branches sending
delegates to our conference, was takeri up and
·again deferred. until the next session; ·Lamoni
was chosen as the place for holding. the Febru-.
ary conference, to convene before the .full mpon
in that month: The. annual election of officers
was taken up, but upon motion, and after considerable discussion, .it was moved ·and adopted
that the annual election be deferred until the
February meeting. • Bro. Stebbins then stated
that as his duties as Church Secretary and Re:
corder requinid.rriore and more of his time; and
as his health had failed much during the pa,st
year, he felt. that he coult:I not, consistenUy with
these things, serve as president during the neilCt;
four months, particularly as the office work that
he has done during• the past.half year still leaves
enough to be. done to oc~:upy all the coming
time before the April general conference;
therefore. he asked to be .released and that some
one be appointed to preside until theFebruary
session. For the. reasons stated by him the conference granted his request,. and .also adopted a
vote of thanks for his faithful services during
the past eight years. of presidency: ··Then t~e
fop owing was adopted: . Whereas; in conse-.
q~ence of. the resignation of Bro: .steb~ihs it
be.comes n~ee~sar:y to elect som~ .~ne,to. :~re$f,p~'
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over .the district during the next four months,
therefo~e, be It Resolved that William Anderson be so chosen. S. D. Shippy was su1tained as
district Clerk for the same time. The. following
brethren. preached during the. conference: II.
R. Harder on Saturday evening, ass!ilted by
Charles Williams; at eleven o'clock on Sund:ty
John Shippy, .assisted by John Johnston; on
Sunday afternoon J. R. Lambert, assisted. by E.
Sparks; on Supday evening C. H. Jones, assisted
by H. A. Stebbins. The prayer meeting ~Jn
Sunday . morning was ln charge of William
Anderson and Horace Bartlett. Aqjourned 'to
Lamoni, in February, 189:1.

Balance.on hand last report, $I39·95i totalreceipts, $89.05; expenditures, $g8.7o; balance due
church,.$r3o 40. J. H. Lake was chosen delegate
to next general conference. A vote of thanks
was tendered the Petrolia Saints for their kindness during this conference. Adjourned . to
Lindsley; Ontario, second Saturday and Sunday
In June.

~:lUNDA Y

S.CHOOL ASSOCIATION
MINUTES.
.
The Northern Illinois and Southern Wisconsin association convened at Plano, Illinois, October 9th; F. M. Cooper In the chair; H. M. White
secretary. Opened with devotional exercisem,
followed by timely remarks and suggestions by
the superintendent. Sunday school reports:
Sandwich, membership 26; Streator, 30; Plano,
97; ·Mission, 39; East Delavan, 31; Courtla,nd,
(report was lost). Superintendent and his associate reported. Streator school was received Into
the association. Re1olved that the superintend-'
ent instruct the different schools to send per capita
tax with their reports, and that those who will
not respect the wishes of the anoclation be
allowed to "dead head" their way. The secretary was instructed to abbreviate minutes for
publication, but to spread them in full form upon
the record of the association. Illustrations were
given of methods af teaching primary, intermediate, Bible and Boolt of Mormon classes.
Adjourned to me•t In February, at Plano, Illinois.
(We only publish total membership of sehools,
as full reports .should be sent to the HoP•· Gain
in number over 'last report should be reported, as
in branches.-Ed.)

NORTHERN MICHIGAN.
Conference was held at Buel Center, Michigan,
October 3d; chairmen, E. C. Briggs and J. J.
Cornish; secretaries, E. DeLon~ and M. F.
Gowell; choristers, Will.lam Davis and F. Smith;
ushers, George Hicks and-- Sweet. Minutes
of conference held at Coleman, june 14th, r89r,
read. The resolution directing that the president
of the dl.strict organize branches at his discretion,
was called In question by the president of the
mission, E .. C. Briggs, and remarks were made
by him and Bro. Cornish. Said resolution was
rescinded; minutes accepted as amended.
Branches: Juniata, 6o. Maple Valley, 46; loss
3· · Forester, 26. Coleman, 46. Bayport, 107;
loss 3· St. Gideon, 48; gain 3- Pigeon River,
26. St. Thomas, 33· Sigel, 38. Lebanon, 6r ;
gain 3· Iosco, 54; gain 3· Ministry reported.
Elders: R. Davis, baptized 6 ;. J. J. Cornish, baptized 8; J. J. Bailey, W. Davis, baptized 4; A.
Barr, baptized 2; E. DeLong, baptized 8; J. A.
Carpenter, E. C. Briggs, baptized 3· E. C. Briggs
ordained Elders J. J. Cornish and LeviPhelps to
the office of seventy. W. Dowker, baptized-;
L. Phelps, baptized 14. Priests: F. C. Smith,
baptized 6; R. E. Grant, J. A. Grant, E. J.
Martindale, C. K. Green, R. W. Surbrook, M. F.
Gowell, T. Rawson, T. Whiteford. Bishop's
CONFERENCE NOTICE.
agent's report read; a committee was appointed
. Conference of the Northeast Missouri district
to audit the same; which reported accounts cormeots at Bevier, Saturday, November 14th at .10
rect, and was discharged. It was moved and
a. m. District Sunday school meeting on Frisupported that Brn. Rol!tert Grant and John A. -day, 13th at 7 p. m. A full attendance of Saints
Grant be ordained to the eldership. Moved and
and Sunday school workers Is earnestly desired.
supported that Fred H. Brooks be ordained to
DUNCAN CAMPBELL, Dist. Pres.
the priest's office. The following were appointed
delegates to next general .confenmce: J. J. Cornish, A. Barr, J. H. Peter'S, E. C. Briggs, Levi
SUNDAY SCHOOL CONVENTION.
Phelps, R. E. Grant, J. A. Grant, E. DeLong, J.
All
Sunday schools In the Southern Michigan
A. Carpenter, H. Rathbun, Jr., J. J. Bailey, W.
and Northern Indiana district are requested to
Davis, W. Dowker, C. G. Lewis, M. F. Gowell.
send one delegate for every ten member6 of their
Resolved that the next conference be held at
school to the district convention, which is to
Bavport; tim~ to be specified by presidents of
meet at the Saint's church, near Coldwater,
mission and district. Resolved that we tender a
Michigan, Friday, November 6th, for the purvote of thanks to the Buel Saints and friends for
pose of organizing e. district association. Come
their kindness. Motions to sustain the following
prepared to work.
officers were carried: J. f. Cornish, president; 'E.
E. A. BLAKESLEE, Chairman of Com.
DeLong, secretary; A. Barr, bishop's agent; aU
the officer& of the church; E. C. Briggs, missionBORN.
ary In charge; M. F. Gowell, F. C. Smith, H.
Rathbun, Jr., to labor in the district. Robert
HoUGH.-At Crescent City, Iowa, September
Grant was ordained to the office of an elder, and
uth, 1891, to Mr. Marcellus and Mrs. Belle
Fred Brooka to the office of a priest, by Elders E.
Hough, a daughter; blessed October r8th, r89r,
C. Briggs and Andrew Barr. The Sunday
by Elders Robert M. Elvin and D. K. Dodson,
School Association met on the :.~d, according to
and named Hazel Bell.
a resolution passed at the June conference, and
DIED.
the following officers were appointed: Superil'lFRANKS. - Alfred Orlando, Infant son of
tendent, F. H. Brooks; assistant, R. E. Grant,
Alfred and Amanda Franks, of Tawas, Michsecretary, Lilian Hartwell; treasurer, J. A.
igan. Born August 22d, 189r, died. September
Grant.
17th, 1891. Funeral sermon by Elder Willard
J. Smith.
CHATHAM.
PARADISE.-Lucy May, Infant daughter of Sr.
Convened at Petrolia, Ontario, October· 3d and
and Mr. Paradise, of Tawas, Michigan. Born
4th; f. H. Lake in the chair; J. H. Tyrrell clerk,
July xoth, r89r, and died October 6th, r89r. FuS. Brown assistant. Hranch reports: Zone 53·
neral sermon by Elder Willard J. Smith.
Battle Hlll27. Wabash 23. Lindsley 39· RidgeSEATON.-Near Helen, Tennessee, June 27th,
town 21. Blenheim 47· Chatham 69. Petrolia
r89r, Margaret J., wife of Elder P. B. Seaton.
42 .. Ministry reports: Elders, R. Coburn, bapBorn March 19th, r8s6; baptized April xoth,
tlzei:l r; A. Leverton, baptized I; A. VIckery, G.
r88r, by Elder John Thomas. She was strong
Green, baptized 2; S. Brown, baptized 7; L.
in the faith, and bore a faithful testlmo11.y to the
Annett. Priests, J. H. Tyrrell, J. Williamson,
R. Brown. G. Green and R. Coburn sustained . last. Funeral sermon by Elder W. H. Grlffin
from I Thessalonians 4: r6, to a large concourse
as district presidents, J. H. Tyrrell clerk, and R.
of relatives and friends.
Coburn bishop's agent. Resolved that we
Asleep in Jesus! oh. for me
recommend Brn. G. Green and R. Coburn to the
May such a blissful refuge be:
general conference of 1892 for ordination to the
Securely shall my ashes lie,
office of high priest. Bishop's agent's repo'"' t:
And walt the .~ummons from on high.

MATHERS.--'-At Nebraska City, Nel:>raska, Occ
tober I 5th, I89I, aged 74 years, Sarah, relict of
John Mathers, after an Illness of.four days.· In
company with' her husband and three children,
she arrived from England in Nebraska. City, In·
r865. She has. been a faithful worker. In the
Sunday school for years, and was one of the
active members of the branch. She leaves four
ch!ldren, one of whom Is In England; the other
three . were at her bedside whep a\le departed.
She was burled In the Nebraska. City cemetery,
where her husband· has been resting ten years,
Funeral 1ervlees were hel.d at the Saints' chapel;
sermon by Elder J. Armatrong.
.
SoRENSEN.-Sr. Elizabeth Sorensen departed
this life at Lamoni, Iowa, October 15th, r89r,
aged 33 years, I month and 2:1 daya. She· was
baptized at Malad City, Idaho, by Elder William
Powell, August 28th, 1867. Sh~ ~a.s united In
marriage to Bro. Marce Sorensen June 3d, x884,
by Elder J. W. Gillen. She w~s the mother of
three children-two boya and one girl-the girl,
"nipped by the wind'• untimely. blast," awaited
her corning. She was an.affectlonate and dutiful daughter, a kind . and faithful wife, a loving
mother and a constant follower of the blessed
Master, who has called her hotne to "rest from.
her labor" In the paradise of God to await the
resurrection of the j usf. Funeral services In
charge of Elder Salyards, sermon by Elder]. W.
Gillen.
ITEMS OF INTEREST.
MARRIAGES BY PROTESTANT MINISTERS
RECOGNIZED BY THE HOLY SEE.
A decision was delivered in R;ome on August
x6th of Importance to many pe~sons. William
Grant, of Bridgeport, Connecticut, got a divorce
In the courts of that state from his first wife.
They had been married by a Methodist .minister,
but afterward Grant had joined the Church of
Rome, to which hfs wife belonged. After getting his civil divorce he applied for an ecclesiastical dlvprce, claiming that a Methodist marriage
was not recognized by the church. In 1887 the
local board declared the marriage valid. Grant
appealed to the Archelplscopal tribunal In Boston, which reversed the decision; and It was de·
dared no marriage. The question was appealed
to Rome, and there the highest authority declares the marriage binding, and divorce Is refused. This places Grant In a peculiar position,
as he has for some years been living wfth a second wife. As the Roman Catholic Church does
riot recognize the validity of the orders of Methodist ministers, thi1 is equivalent to declaHng that
civil marriages are binding upon the consciences
of Roman Catholics, and that a divorce obtained
In the civil courts cannot relieve the Catholic
from responsibility to his church; for Rome
allows no divorce for any cause.-New Tor!.
Ckristiatl AdfJocate, October rst.
THE BRIGGS CASE.
The most remarkable feature of yesterdav's
action on the Briggs case in the New York .Presbytery was the fact that the ministers were outvoted by the laymen. This does not mean that
the lay members ·were more conservative than
the clergymen, or less tolerant of new light; but
that they had a more businesslike and hardheaded grasp of the situation, and saw how
futile was the attempt of the· ministers to cover
up a fire that cannot be smothered. The whole
church Is Interested ang Involved in the Briggs
trial, and it Is certain to go to the highest tribunal.
If the characteristic effor' to obfuscate it had
succeeded yesterday, it would have been on.Iy a
temporary success, as the action of the Presbytery would have been sharply reviewed In the
Synod and the General Assembly. The case
will ultimately have to be argued through on its
merits, and the elders have common sense
enough to see that a beginning might as well be
made at once. That Prof. Briggs has a large
following In the Presbytery; and that his condemnation will provoke a schism In the church,
was undoubtedly shown In the voting of the
Presbytery; but It would be a mistake to suppose
that as many ministers will stand with him on
the merits of the case as .voted In hli favor yes-
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terday. Many would be willing to hu~h up the
matter in the way vainly attempted, who would
not stand out when the final pinch comes. At
present, there can be no doubt that the sentiment
of the denomination at large Is strongly against
Prof. Briggs. Whether time and· his defense
wlll be able to change It before his case has to
be paued upon by the higher courts of the
church, Is very doubtful.-N. r. Evening Post,
October6tk.
It simplifies the situation and the work of the
Preabyterles at this crisis to remember that they
are now,merely attempting to help the Committee to amend. In a few weeks the Committee
will have received from the Presbyteries their
expressions of opinion and sentiment in regard
to this report. Whatever may be the nature of
these and of their influence on the work of the
committee, we are confident that It will be
encouraged by the 1pirit of the church as manIfested, to obtain a unanimous conclusion as to
their final report. If these eminently quallfied,
chosen, representative men cannot agree upon
new forma of &tatement we have small hope that
the church at large can come to ally widely hat'morilous conclusion in respect to what it believes
and teaches. Our prayer and hope for the Presbyterian Church, for the Interests of evangelical
truth In all the churches, for the prosperity of
mlsalon work at home and abroad, Is that the
Committee may arrive at a unanimous conclusion; that It may present to the Assembly a Revised Confession which all these con~ecrated
men of learning belleve to be In harmony with
the word of God and that system of doctrine
which Is characteristic of the Calvinistic
churehes throughout the world. · If they cannot
come to such a conclusion, let there be two or
three reports, eaeh one as clear and as full as can
be made by Its supporters, and then let the As,
aembly and the Pr¢sbyterles decide which one of
these they prefer to:the old Confession. Though
we might greatly pt;efei: the old Confession to any
one of the amenped Confessions, . we could
nevertheless accep~ one of the amended Confessions as being acceptable to others as well as to
ourselves, as relieving the minds of those who
were genuine Presbyterians and yet doubtful in
regard to certain statements, as encouraging the
church In Its subllme.purpose to evangelize the
world.--N.
Observer (Presb.), Sept. 24t'k.
According to th~ government bureau of statistics, the exports of. breadstuffs from the United
States for September, I89I, were valued at $I,462,02I; for the same month of '1890 the value
was $7,I99.348 For three months ending September, I89I, $76,P94,822; the sam41 for I89o,

This desertion wickedly violated. Hence In reason it was cause for d!v.orce." ·The gist of It all
was In the principle, deducible alike from reason
and Scripture, that the right to· marriage, in Its
essential benefits, and .as the only condition for
righteous propagation, becomes paramount to
the rule of its permanence in cases of wrong to
an Innocent partner, whereby the fundamental
obligations of the relation are abnegated. This
vlew of the institution made its great ends,
moral and social, more Important than technical
preservation of its naked bond, as manifestly
they were. It looked upon the union also In Its
usual character of a means divinely adopted to
work out noble results of tho~e within Its bond;
and not In any case a chain to bind the good
after the bad had broken and repudiated it.
On the zoth the Council adopted a resolution
taking strong ground against the unamerlcan
policy of the Roman Catholic Church, but commending . the laity thereof who have in some
cases resisted it.
TIEN TsrN, Oct. 20.-A frontier officer at
Chang reports he recently met a Russian expedition descending the Alai Plateau, the confluence of the Murghabi and Aksu Rivers. The
officer adds he protested against this in vas ion of
Chinese territory; but the Russians, being In
greater force than the Chinese, disregarded the
protest and continued their march. One division
of Russians proceded to Alichar, in the Pamir
territory, and another dlv.islon marched toward
the great Pamir territory.
The Province of Granada, Spain, was visited
by a terrific storm yesterday. The town of Granada and the whole surrounding country are In
undated :;md Immense damage has been caused
by the flood. The lower part of the town of
Motrell is submerged.
Miss Mary Snow is Superintendent of Schools
In Bangot;, and it is generally admitted that she
Is more competent to fill the post than any man
who ever held it.
Yellow fever increase~ .at Santos.
A dispatch from Faizabad, near the northern
frontier of British India, says the Russians are
reported to be advancing in considerable force
toward Chinese Turkestan, and that the Chinese
have no troops in the neighborhood sufficient to
oppose them.
There are over 12,5oo,ooo pupils In the public
schools of the U nlted States. On! y I)(. per cent.
of the population of India can read and write.
There 'is not much comfort in these figures for
those who think Buddhism will ever succeed
·Christianity.
$:18,65·~->227:
Of the 44,000 lady teachers In France I I ,ooo
.Mr. Ekroll, . a · Norwegian explorer, will
are sisters.
endeav.or to r~a:ch the North pole In 1893.
RoME, Oct. 22.-Sig. Rudin! had a long interW:A&H1NGTON, p. C., Oct. 19.-The Rev. Dr.
view with the King yesterday, and subsequently
Morley of the Committee on Methodist Statistics
a Cabinet councihvas held. It Is believed that
rnade a report, som~ ofthe details of which were
the Pope's proposition to leave Rome Is causing
as .follows: Ministers, 4,48I; members, 915,284;
the Italian Government great uneasiness, and
adherents, 4,2o9,6o~; Asia, ministers, 533; memthat the King and Premier have been discussing
bers, 34·33•P adher;ents,. II4,968; Africa, ministers, 294; members, 7I,147; adherents; 283.376; it. The government, however, has expressed
no wlllingnns. to make even the slightest conAus~ralla and Polyrie.sla, ministers, 786; members,
cession In the dlre.ctlon of augmenting the tem93,qo; ~dherents, :488,I83. Totals for eastern
poral jurisdiction of the Pope beyond the Vatsection: Ministers; 6,094; members, ·i,II3,905;
Ican bounds, mnd King Humbert Is klllown to be
adherents, 5.og6,u8. Western section: Minisdecisively opposed to any suggestion of weakenters, 36,6or; memb¢rs, 5;38o,494; adherents, zo,Ing the authority of the .Kingdom of Italy iti.
28I ·976. Grand totals 1 Ministers; 42,695; mem. Rome .. A .crisis. In the Papal question Is
bers;6,494,399; adherents, 20,28I,296.
.
thought tq be at hand:
Among other topics discussed, Rev. W. V.
Professor Paul Haupt, the distinguished a'ssyrTudor took the ground ·that legislation can
lologlcal scholar and the head of the Semitic
encourage. men In • morallty; Dr. Posnett,, that
~emlnary of the Johns Hopkins University, restock speculation Is, as bad as gambling with dice
or on the turf.
·
turned a few days aJ;ro from Europe, where he
had been consulting noted Engllsh and German
We presentthe following to give the other side:
scholars with reference to a new translation . of
John H; L, Sibley of Marietta, Ohio, whose
the Bible. He will be assisted In this gre:~.t work
topic. was "Marriage .and Divorce Laws,". adnot only by some of the leading American
vanced the proposition that the right to divorce
Is complemental to and demanded'by the .right. scholars who have made a study of the old Testament, but also by rromlnent scholars of 'the
to marriage, 1\:t:arriage was a means, not art end.
noted English. and German universities. The enSpecial ,cases excepted, God and narure had
made the relation ·the •universal right of mature. tire Sciptures will fill about six volumes. It is expected that at least three years will be required
men arid women.> This included the right of
for the work. Jacob H. Schiff, of New· York,
each party to the union to its essential benefits.
has furnished $ro,ooo for a special critical ediDesertl~.m deprlv.ed the innocent party of these
tion of the Hebrew text.
'unless made a >gro~nd for divorce. A. primal
law-of the relation _wa~ usefulness ofthe society,
ST.PETERSBURG1 Oct•.14.-.;.Medical councils

r.

have been summoned in the distressed provinces
of the empire. Scurvy and typhus are raging in
the wake of the famine.
The Nov.ostl says that the famine prevalls In
thirteen different governments of the country
and that I4,ooo,ooo persons are in urgent need of
succor. The government is purchasing corn for
the purpose of feeding the famishing peasants of
the stricken districts during the winter menths.

Steam Circular Saw and Grist Mill,
And a span of HORSES and WAGON for sale. Address,
A. GUINA.ND, Havensville, Kan.

Farm for Sale.
One and a half miles east and north of Wlrt,
Ringgold county, low!\, (25 miles from Lamoni), and where there is a branch of the church.

195 acres'

FENCED INTO
SEVEN FIELDS.

Ninety acres timothy and clover; balance pasture and farm land; 35 acres of timber, young
orchard, living water In pa&tures.

Frame Dwelling of Six Rooms and Cellar.
Good well, stabling, corn cribs, etc.
Address for terms,
N.J. KENT, Wirt, Ringgold Co., Iowa.

Price $130 per acre.
31oct2m

·

For Sale or Trade.
I have a Storehouse 18 :x: 26, hall above, in main bnelnese part of town; will trade for a stock of llrst·class
GROCERIES or DRY GOODS; or will sell House and
Lot for $400 caoh.
Address, J. W. JOHNSON, Reddinjt, low-.
N. B.-I W&Dt a partner in lobe Gl'OOOICY builD-.
1TOOIIUI&

PUBLISHER'S NOT.ICE.
We wish to say to ·our friends that our book
"With The Church In An Early Day," is rtow
ready for mailing. To. the ministry we are offering unusual Inducements to assist In Its sale and
would be pleased to have you send for our terms
soon, as the offer will be withdrawn December
1st, I89I. Parties ordering hereafter will please
notice that the postage Is fourteen cents, Instead
of eight cents, as we thought it would be.. The
v.olume (as the amount of postage indicates) is
large, neatly· and substantially bound and we
think wlll give general satisfaction.
M. WALX.Itll.
VV ANTED:-Any of the following Books, Pam-·
phlets and Papers relating to the Latter Day Saints for
which good prices will be paid:
An Appeal to the American Public, 18vo. Cincinnati.
Latter Day Saints' Messenger and Advocate.
Elder's Journal, 1887.
Trial of Joseph Smith. Nauvoo, 1843.
Tho Wasp and Nauvoo Neighbor, 1842-5, (any numbere).
Sidney Smith's Oration at Fur West. 1838.
J. B. Conyer's Causes for the Mormon War. 1846.
The New Oitiztn. Nauvoo,l 0 46-7.
N. Y. Messenger,-1844-5, and Tho Prophet, folio. N.Y.
l·he Millennia! Star, 8vo, v. 18 to 41, inclusive, any vola.
Journal of Discourse8, v. ·~. 5, 6, 7 and 10 to 20, inclullive.
Chicago Times and Tribune and St. Loui• Globe Democrat for
1857"8 and 1875-6.
J[ansas O,tg Times for 1881-3.
fliatory of Daviess County, Mo. Kaneas City, 1882.
Tho People's Organ. Pittsburg, 1844.
Michilmackinac and the Mormons. 1854.
Voret Herald, Zion's Re~eille and Gospel Herald, 1846-50.
Sidney Rigdon's Collection of Hymns (1845?).
The Truth-teller, by G. Hedrick, 8 vo.
Trial of Elder Hardy, 1844.
The Vozce of Truth, 8 vo. Nauvoo, 1844 .
Account of t.he MasRacre of Joseph Smith, by Davis, 18«.
The Northern Islander (Beaver Island), ,J. J. Strang.
Mormonism Exposed, by Rev. S. William•, 1842.
Collection of Hymns for L. D. S., Voree, 1850.
The Rigdon Papers (Nauvoo), 1844.
Fruit.s of j\{ormonism, by N. !'!later, 1851.
The Utah Magazine, Salt Lake Tribune and eatly vola. of Tht
De1eret News and o.ther Salt Lake papers and magazine•~
Also other books, pamphlets and newspapers and cuttings relating to early Mormonism~
A special list of wants sent on application.
17oct2t
E. & J. B. YOUNG & 00.,
6 Cooper Union, New York, N.Y.
ADDRESSES,

T. W. ·Smith, Box 125, Independence, Mo.
James 'Mcl~:iernan, Farmington, Van Buren county,
. Iowa.
J. S. Lee, Pleasant Grove, Utah county; Utah.
J. H Tyrrell, Secretary Chatham district, Box 396,
Chatham; Ontario..
Elder Oolumb'us 8cott1 box·94, Galien, Michigan.
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SPIRITUAL GIFTS
AND

THE SEER OF PALMYRA:
Oi.

SEC}UEL _TO SPIRITUAL

GIFTS~

By M • .H. BOND.

Prophet& after ancient type&.
Who was Joseph Smith !
Was he a i-elir;iousimpomtorY
Was he a. "Spirit Meclinm"!
'W.hat doe• the. Bible 111ay about Joseph
Smi.th Y
Hocle~n

The Truth by Three Witnesses-Christianity in the
First and Nineteenth Century-The .,\.ncient and Modern Pbarilee-The Revelations of Emmanuel Swedenborg-Modern !~Spirit Mediumo," and Hypnotic Re~
ligioua "Revival," as Againet Reason and Bible Testimony, and in Contradistinction to the Work of "The Latter
Day Seer," Examined in the Light of FACTs and Human
History-A Rational and Scriptural Expooition or Explanation of Old and New Teotament Prophecy and Doctrine.
·
,
A Revision of "Spiritual Gifts," With Supplement and
Appendiz. Nearly twice the reading matter of Spiritual
Gifts. Paper covers 35cte., full. cloth binding 60 cents.
For Sale at "Herald Otlice," or by M. H. Bond, Willoughby, Ohio. Liberal Discount'to Agents.
4apr

ZION'S

ENSION

ROBT.•

WiNNI~<t

President.

D. F. NICHOLSON(
Ca!hier.

LAMONl STATE B·ANK'

Successor to Farmers Bank of Lamoni.
.
Paid np Capital $25,ooo·,oo. Liability of Stockholders
. $50,000.00.
Incorporated under the law)! oflowli, Aug. 1, 1891:
Six per cent Interest paid on time depr>sits.
Farm 'Lands and Town Loti! for Sale.

BOOKBINDING.
All kinds of Bookbinding done at Reasonable Rates:
·Herald volumes, library leather backs and corners,
marbled edges .; .................. :................................... $1
Autumn Leaves, half roan, cloth sides ......-., ............ 1
"
"
half imitation mororco ............. , ....... l
"
half morncco ....................................1
Books of similar size at same rates.

50
00
25

50

Prices include cost of returning to sender.
FARM FOR SALE.
A farm of 80 acres, 2)4. miles from W1rt, Rmggold Co.,
Iowa. 40 acres good meadow, 20 acres tHow,land, 20 acres
'timber; all under good fence, divided in four parts; go~d
house, with 4 rooms above and 4 rooms below; 2 good
well•, good stable, cnbs, yards, cave, etc.
This farm will be sold on easy terms; a small portion
eaeh.down and from two to eight years' time on the balance.
ll'or further particulars call on or address,
B. F. MELVIN,
fl6eep3m
WmT, Ring!!old Co., Iowa.

DON'T MISS
The Independent Patriot
For the coming year. You will regret it. Try it
AT ON.CE.
Whatever other literature you have, you
need II family newspaper.

O,ne. y:ear. $1. 6 months EiOc., 3 months 25c.
.

..

LAMBERT BROS.,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

IN BOTH BINDINGS.

NOW READY.

"WHAT IS MAN?"
BY ELDER J. R. LAMBERT,
18 now ready. A thorough treatise on immortality, and
a complete expose of mortal-soulism; 250 pages.
Paper covers, per copy,
50c.
cloth
75c.
Food for Thought, paper covers 25c.
Per dozen
$2.00.
Patriot one year and Food for Thought 1.15.
6 months "
70c.
...,- WRITE US FOR TERMS TO AGENTS.

LAMBERT BROTHERS,
LAMONI 7

lowA.

01'

PRESIDENCY . AND PRIESTHOOD;<
THE

Apostasy, Reformation and Restoration,

Everybody Should Read 'It.

THE FINEST STOCK FARM

·It contains 421 pagea of closely written·matter, wit~
auiiJgraph'anrJ. Ziktnes• ofthe.AutluYr, and is-printedin good,-

-IN-

DJiKALB CO., MO.
Four Miles from Stewartsville on the Hannibal & St. Joseph Railroad.
Two Miles from Clarksda1e on the Chicago, Rock Island
·& Pacific Railro'ad.
Twenty-three Miles from St. Joseph by Wagon Road.
In the Center of a Community of Latter Day Saints.
Four Branches, Each Having a Good Meeting Honse of
Their Own.
Germa.II Brancll, Sixty-five Members, One Mile East.
Pleasant Grove, Sixty-eight Members, One and a Half.
Miles North.
De Kalb, Seventy-one .Members, One. and a Half Miles·
South.
Stewartsville, Sixty-five Members, F.onr Miles.
Seventy-fiv.e acres .in cultivation, forty in meadow, l>alance;inclnding twenty-five acres of timber in pasture;all
in timothy, clover and blue grass; well fenced, three-hnndredcrods hedge, balance three, four and Jive wires; good
orchard; one dwelling house of seven rooms and one of
three rooms; two barns, well painted, .fitted with Newton's Patent Catt,Je Ties 'for fifty bead full-grown stock;
thirty head of young stock and twenty horses, with ample room for seventy-five tons of hay; good grass Jots
with pens -under shingle roof for one hundred hogs; cribs
for 3000 bushels of corn; eight wells, good water; a tine
pond in meadow, surface 25,000 feet, well stocked with
fish; an.unlimited quantity of pure, clear water in pastures. piped from pond· to watering troughs: .windmill
supplies tanks in barn and yards;· a good mill with boree
power for grinding feed, Fairbanks scales, etc", etc. Also
some fine shorthorn cattle, young horses, farming implements, etc.
For particulars, terms, etc., address
JOHN. JUJ.RLINGTON,
ST. JOSEPH, MO.

HERALD OFFICE BINDERY-

Revised and Enlarged Edition

BEAUTIFUL LOCA'l'ION.

TWO HUNDRED AND EIGHTY ACRES.

Subscription price, $1.00 per year.

New,

BY WM. H. KELLEY.

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,
:£t .is devoted 'tO the spreading of religious truth ItS
viewed by the Saints.
.
Each issue contains a sermon by one of the ministry,
reports. of the different societies in the chnrch, and articles· bearing ~pon or explanatory of the doctrmes of the
church.
It is the intention to make it a ltelp to the missionary
at home and in the field; a .sourr.e of comfort to the scattered ones wbo are denied church privileges, and to bring
the Saints into closer relationship with each other.

The

READ T'HIS!!I

FOR SALE ON. EASY TERMS.

Published every Saturday at
F. G. PITT, Editor.

HOI!

Prospectus of

.JlUTUMN LE.JlVES
For 1892.
January bt, 1892, our Magazine will enter upon
·its fifth volume, and we may safely say that never
WI'I'H
at any previous time have the prospects for furnishing

our patrons the full worth of money invested been so
good as they now are for the forthcoming volntne. Among
the prominent features of the volntne ~ill be, the

Autobiograpby Of Elder Joseph Lntl',
of the Quorum of the Twelve, together with an excellent
LIKENE!:iS of BRO. LUFF.
A series of

TALKS .WITH THE YOUNG,
by ELDER D. S. MILLS, of California, on evidences of
their faith, drawn from the prophecies, from the records
·God bas written in the rock and in the earth, a~ well as
from all available sources of information. This series of
itself will be inva.lnable to all who Jove the latter day
work. BRO. MILLS' LIKENESS will also be given.
Each issue of th.e Magazine will contain one choice
selection of MUSIC from the SAINTS' HARMONY, or
other available source; every other issue the likeness of
someone NOniinently connected with the work.

PL:Ii:A8E TAKE NOTICE
that we are still offering the splendid Steel Engraving of
Pms •. JOSEPH .SMITH, also an excellent likeness of
Elder W, w; BLAIR (the same size as the steel engraving) ,to all subscribers who send ns their names, accompanied with price of subscription and amount to cover
cost of mailing, before April 1st, 1892.
Regular snbAcription price ofmagazine .•... $1 50
Magazine With steel engraving of Bro. Joseph Smith ... ' ............................ $1 65
Magazine with likeness of Bro. W. W. Blair $1 65
Magazine with both pictures ................ $1 .75
For eight names and the money we will send an extra
copy of the magazine. For five names and the money, a
copy of "With the Church in an Early Day." Each subscriber giving his or her name to a club liet wili be entltl!ld to one or both of the pictures upon the same terms
offered to single snbscribere; but the getter np of the
club will secure the premium whether any picture is
taken by the subscriber or not.
We thank our friends for their generous, untiring sn:p·~
port in the past, and shall try by earnest, faithful en•
deavor to merit it In the future. The ministry will please.
remember that it gives ns pleasure to send a copy of the
Magazine to the family at home while they are in the
field. Do not fail to send us the address .
Send all remittances and ·letters pertaining to business
to DAYID DANCER, box 82, LAMONI, Iowa.
Send all literary matter to
l7sepl0t
Jl, WALKE.R, Editor.·

Is now on Sale.

..t.bindin. g,_a!l.d is !fold at. the l·o.w
readable•type_, with .ne._a
price of $1.25 per copy.
·
'
No one should be .content with.a c,opy of. th'e· first issue.
Send it on a missionary tour among your neJ~bborlf an·a
frie.nds; and pnrchaee a volnmEfoftheNew Ei!ttl<:>n to be
better pleased with it, and thus send.a thomand t.ilngdi.tf
into tkt fi,ttd with Zittlt or no •acr{fi~. The WOB:K IS A LlBR.L,.
RY -WITHIN ITSELF; a marvel of'trtnchant 'crificism e&nd log•
IeitZ dtdilr:!ions,J'romhittur.ica,!facts; a KEY to the.rigbt.nnderstandirrg .of the Bible and ..modern div~rse ~yst~ms of
faith and worship; It dlscns!les th:e issues of theology
that'are to the fron.t to•day. • NoBibiEi student can.afford
to miss reading. ''Presidency and Priesthood" either as
critic or investigator. It points out the way in Which all
Christians may.nnite upon a common faith-the Bibleand may be. read with interest and profit by Skeptics and
Infidels. It treats largely of Ministerial. A:nt:..ority as associated With the MELCHlSEDElt and AARONIO
PnmiTHooDs, and the
.
,
· ..
IDEAL CHURCH OF NEW. TEI3TAMENT TIMES
is cqnspicnorisiy set forth in strik~ng contrast with the
Creeds and systems of Church building since the days of
the Apostles, Also the claims ror the
RESTORATION OF THE GOStiEL AT A LATER
DAY THAN THE APOSTOLIC AGE
Is. critically examined In the light of prophecy and hietory, which is a subject of great mom.ent to men of every
faith. A historical resume or 'britf is.aleo inserted:of the
r1se and development of the "APOS'¢ATE ·cHURCH," and an
exegesis upon the 29.th chapter. of Isaiah, the revelation
of the "sEALED neox,~· a scientific and historical refllrence and presentation or·the earliest. discovery and setti!linent of the American continent.' some twenty cent~
ries before the Christian era, the aiicestors of the Ameri·
can indians, who they were and where they came from,
with facsimiles of their writings, the origin of -modern
churches and creeds, etc.
.
Copies may be had by addressing Wm. H. Kelley, Temple. Lake county, Ohio; or the Herald Office, ,Lamoni,
Iowa, and from Traveling Agents. ,Money orders sent to
Wm. H. Kelley should be drawn on :Willonghby, Ohio.

RULES OF, ORDER' AND DEBATE,
Revised and enlarged edition, including

Rules of Representatlbn,
And

Articles of Association;
Cloth bonnd; ................. price

51)

cents.

INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
g - FLEXIBLE BINDING. ,.m
The Inspired Translation of the Holy Scriptures bound in limp leather, flexible covers, similar to the binding of the Oxford Sunday school
Teachers' Bible. Price, by mall, $4·

THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Music only.)

Leather back and Muslin sides • -~~.; ••••••••• $1 60
SUNDAY SCHOQL REPORT.
· This is a blank statistical report, per dozen

10cts.

GERMAN TRACTS.
lalrTracts in the German L!ingna!(e may be had of Bro.
Ad. Richter, Burlington, Iowa: The Baptism, 6 cents;
the 'Repentance, 5 _cents; the Principles of the Gospel, 6
cents; the Epitome of Faith, 2c.; the Sixth Trumpet, a
fifty-four page pamphlet, 25c. . These prices include
postage.

SUNDAY SCHOOL

TEACHERS' LESSON HELPS,
For Intermediate Question Book and New
Testament Classes-of use in all classes, Single
copies, 50 cents per year.

AUTUMN LEAVES;
With frontispiece each month.
Published monthly, 48 pages, neatly covered.

Price per year

$1.60.

Mrs. M. Walker, Editor and·Pnbllsher.
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"BBABKI!Il!i '1'0 THill W01m 0:1' TI!!B LoBD: 1!'0B THBBI!I SHALL NOT .&.NY MAN AlllON'G YOU HAVll 8AVll /If DB 0l!iB' WD'Bc Al:\':0 COl!iatJIIDilllll
H:m SHALL fuv:m No:n:."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WB BI!ILilliVB THAT ON:m M.&.N sHoULD HAVB ON:m WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAN:Q: ExoBl'T"Il!i CASE 'o:r DBATH, WRliN EITHER
IS AT Lmi!IBTY To MABRY A&A:m. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, see. 109, par. 4.
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Lamoni, Iowa, November 7, 1891.

38.-WholeNo.963.

THE SAINTS' HERALD:
Official Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ o'
Latter Day Saints.
PUBLISHED AT LAMONI, DECATUR COUNTY, !OWA.

Pdce $a per year, $r jor six ~noutks
The Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Pr"sidents,
and the Bishop's Agents, are requested to solicit new sub·
scribers, and help build up the paper and the publication
department.
Business Letters and Subscriptions must be sent to David
Dap.cer, by P. 0. Order, Registered Letter, or Express.
Entered as second·class "matter at Lamoni Post Office.
0

JOSEPH SMITH}
W. W. BLAIR
R.S.SALYARDS •

EDITORS,
ASSISTANT EDITOR,

Lamoni, Iowa, Nov. 7, 1891.
SHALL WE HAVE A SCHOOL?

WE do not now mean shall we have a
school of the prophets, so much desired by
some; but we mean a school in which the
youths arid maide~s of the church may
prosecute those stu~lies best adapted to help
them on in the journey of this life, "under
thol)e conditiot:tiS' ;that will conduce to
their moral' and spiritual as well as their
intellectual growt~.
It is said that "4ll things are possible to
him that believeth;" and that "All things
come to them that wait:" But some think
that they have heHeved and do now believe; and that the church has waited a
g()od while.
,
.
"Others have schools; .why can no\
we?" This has been asked of us sev,eral
tiil1eS within the p~st year; and we pre~
sume will be asked a good many more
tilDes during the. yrar to come. And it
. may bl:l th11t the College Committee may
pe asked at the ne:;ct April session, Why
have. not you dope something? How shall
the committee answer?
The death of B;ishop Blakeslee disorgani2:ed the Co~t~mittee, he being the
chairman. At th~ last April conference
ot:te was chosen to fill the vacancy, but no
organization has bf:len subsequently effected.
•
· ·
·
A good many of.the membership, both
of the older and of the younger. classes,
.are strongly in fav<k of the idea that the
c.hur~h should have, a college conducted by
., . . tne tal~nt in th~ church, ~~d :ont~oll~d.
,i <
t ose mtereste
p¢rsona y m t e :ut •
.
We share this opinion; but are not able to
f; ·. .
p~t the idea into active operation, for lack
\.' , . .• ()f means.
···•·..· It is thought by some that the money
re,q~isite could be ra~sed by a popular sub~crlption, hu~ frorn the fate.Of other enter. pris.es, we doubt if .such !'lleastire . would
tjn reaching the obje~t in any reastime. Some sugge~t thata: sto~.:k

b!

company might be formed with shares
within the reach of th~ greater number;
but we have discovered a dislike to stock
companies, because it is thought that the
·larger finally freeze out the smaller, and
gain the control, and of course the benefits
·of the whole.
There are two other ways either of
which is feasible, but which it may be
difficult to put into operation, under existing conditions. One is for someone, or
more who are able financially and are
willing,to endow a fund for the purpose,
large or small, as it may be, and start the
enterprise. The other is for a few to push
to the front, and by dint of persistent
energy, present the matter and keep it before the people, until in the several vyays
that may be by them devised, they succeed
in getting a house, a corps of teachers
competent for the task and build up a
school that shall fill the requirements.
We call attention to Bro. Duncan's article on the subject. Shall we have a
school?
WHAT ABOUT THE .PREACHER?

WE have often wondered if there was any

No. 45·

and he will set about . it in an earnest
natural way, he will usually impress himself upon the listeners in such a way that
they will become interested in the subject
he is presenting; in which case there will
be no need.of rebuking them for either inattention or disrespect, for both attention
and respect· will be accorded to him. If
he allows himself to become careless and
prosy in his speech, how can he· reasonably believe his congregation to be otherwise than inattentive?
Truth may be of itself attractive; but it
may be made unattractive being unfairly
stated, or by . being presented in a bad
form; hence the preacher ought to be
quite sure that what he says is true, but he
should eagerly strive to say it in an attractive way; and especially should he
avoid presenting it in a repulsive way.
The preacher should be cer.eful to avoid
repetitions; and all useless phrases and
pet expressions. An ordinary speaker
will use from one hundred and fifty to
one hundred and seventy~five words a
.rninute. Ii he uses any form of .set
phrases in repetition amounting to ten or
fifteen words a minute, as some do, the
pre~:~cher will waste a~out one-tenth of his
time and the time of the audience; as well
as spoiling the symmetry of his discourse.
Is a hint to the wise out of place? "Study
to show thyself a· workman) that need~th
not to be reproved," is a godd axiom for
the preacher to observe.

way by which a congregation could be
protected from being bored by the
preacher. The true spirit of decorum requires that the church goers shall all be~
have themselves with propriety, both in
coming into the "house .of worship,'' and
during the entire service from beginning
to the end; paying careful attention to
THAT WHITE ELEPHANT.AGA.IN.
the preacher and treating him with grave
and courteous respect. It has sometimes FRoM what appears below-taken from
occurred to us when we have been listen- the Salt Lake Times of the 19th, reproing to the Pl'.~acher, and ha've seen and duced by the Ogden Standard, it would
heard him rebuke some unfortunately seem that we· rightly d.enominated the
careless or thoughtless person for being .fund created" from the sequestered propinattentive, or disrespectful, that if he had erty of the Utah .church a white elephant.
the same thoughtful regard for the con- We shall note with interest the result of
gregation that he desired and .expected this contest over the money now in the
them to exerc::ise toward him, he would· hands of somebody for distrib.ution. There
either infuse. life into his sermon, condense will not be much difficulty about the law.what he had to say into fewer words, and yers' portion; but-who. will get the rest?
let the. people go.
THK CHURCH FUND,
We know that it is quite common for
DISTRIBUTION OF ABOUT $400,000 OF PER·
the preacher to say, "0, its the truth;· and
SON:AL PROPERTY.
that makes them restless, they can't bear
Salt Lake Times, Igth; The question of what
the truth."
I.t is unfortunate ·for the shall
be done with the personal property of the
preacher, sometimes, . that what he is church came up before Judge Loofbourow, as
pleased to call truth which people cannot master in chancery, this morning. under title of
bear, js his opinion, and its correctness the United States vs. The Church ol.JesusChrist
founded on. some Scripture, i~ a specula- of Latter I)ay Saints. Th~ action i~ an odd one
and involves the dlstribut\on of personal property
tion thereon; which, thou~b it may be exclusively.
It isan,lj.ction to(jetern:line by the
immensely pleasing to him, he fails to master the purposes and uses to. which cash in
make it .appear clearly to his hearers; the sum of abeut $4oo,ooo shall be devoted.
. Upon the opening. of the issue .. this morning
hencE? he only tires the~, without interest"
ing them. Hobby .riding and. pulpit spec• in the Constitution building United State!; District Attorney Varian;. John A. Marshall and.
ulatio)l are not profitable for the average Joseph
L. Rawlins appeared for the United
hearers. ~n a congregation. . .· . .· .
.
Statesand .F. S. Richards andJudg~ Dickson
If thE; preacher h,as something to ~~y, .~oz:.thechurc.h .. •·· Ogden a11<.tthe no~tMr~ part of
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the Territory stretches out its hand for a share of
the fortune, and is represented by :Messrs. Heywood and Henderson and Judge Bishop of the
probate court of Weber County. The line of
procedure was· disclosed in Ogden's claim this
morning, at which time co~,msel set up that such
portion of the property to which they might be
entitled should be placed in the hands of a trustee, to then be turned over to such charitable
purposes as the trustee may direct. The Ogden
people presented their case, whereupon the
church answered.
·
As a counter complaint the defense urges that
the funds should be turned over to President
Wilford Woodruff as trustee, to be used for such
purposes as he·as trustee and his colleagues may
direct. In support of their position, courisel for
tlile defence is now introducing Us evidence and
a mass of authorities in reply tq tl:te position
taken by the Ogden petitioners.
Upon resting, Judge I:.oofbourow stated this
afternoon that the United Stat.es would beg'in its
case, the presentation and final submission of
which would require some-time .. "It brings up
a: number of very nice questions," said he, "and
as the question has rarely been fathomed in this
country, will give rise to some decidedly interesting debates. The libraries of the old country
have been appealed to, and the question of
cypress as it related to the old days will be fully
covered."
The personal property in dispute has· been accumulated from various sources, in various stakes
throughout the Territory and having gone before
the Unit!ed States Supreme Court, it is directed
that the funds now in the hands of the receiver
go. to the destination nearest that to which it
was intended by the church. This will embrace
all the charitable institutions of the Territory,
al'ld it is scarcely probable that the matter of
church aAsociation, whether it be Methodist,
Catholic, Presbyterian or Mormon will be permitted to exempt any of them. Four hundred
thousapd dollars judiciously and impartially distributed by trustees who are unprejudiced, can
accomplish some most beneficial results.
IS THERE A DIFFERENCE?
Salt Lake Times, October I71k:-"I want to say
a few words in this prisone.r's behalf," said Counsel Lochrie this morning, as a sinner of sixty
stood up before Judge Zane to receive sentence
for unlawful cohabitation. "l advised him to
enter a plea of guilty· for two reasons: one that
the indictment was predicated on facts-the other
that he ceased all relations with his second wife
on the issuance of the manifesto. He came here
thirty years ago and was given to understand
that it was his duty as a consistent member of
the church to enter the practice of polygamy.
When the proclamation was issued he spoke
with tears in his eyes and thanked God that the
time had arrived when he could dwell within the·
church and with one wife, and I believe the law
would be fully satisfied with a suspension of
sentences."
"The indictment," said Judge Zane, "charges
the defendant with unlawful cohabitation in that
he lived with one Mary Ann Stoker. When
were you married to your first wife?"
"Ten years ago," said the prisoner, boldly.
"\Vho do you live with now?"
"The first."
"Since what time?"
"Since the proclamation."
"ls it your intention to obey the law in the
future?''
"It is, your honor."
(,"Would polygamy be right now in that the
church has repealed it?"
"lt would not."
«Do you understand that the church now forbids polygamy and unlawful cohabitation?"
"Yes, sir."
"And that you are bound by it?"
hYes, sir."
"What means have you?"
"I've a couple o' hundred in my pocket."
"Well, that's honest." [Laughter.]
"0h, I mean to be honest."
"Taking it that you are sincere, In what you

hav~ stated and what has been stated iri your be•
half; I'll fix your fine at $25 and the costs of the
prosecutiol!l."
The old mim reached for his roll, called for the
.cashier and running his trembling fingers over
the amount was soon driving in the direction of
Bountiful, where his aged wife awaited him.

The foregoing represents a scene in the
courts in Utah, in which a poor man, one
from the humbie walks of ltfe, is arraigned
for a violation of the law. This man was
taught that to be obedient to God, he
must practice dogma, enforced by the
church of which .he was a member, which
was in violation to, the law of the land;
when conditions forced his church to renounce the dogma, he welcomed the opportunity to "dwell within the church
with one wife." :6ut, information had
been filed against him, an indictment was
found, a warrant issued and .he arrested;
when brought before the court he at once
acknowledges his guilt, and promises to
obey the law. The judge taking cognizllnce of his condition, penitence, honesty
and willingness to submit to the supremacy
of the law, puts upqu him a nominal penalty, which he pays, and the old man goes
out of court a free man.
·
A different case. A m~n high in office
in the same church, equ31ly guilty, escapes
the law's executors for years, is not arrested, nor arraigned; but finally becoming conscious that longer resistance is unprofitable, and therefore unwise, allows
his friends to intercede for him, and by
their efforts to procure for him the benefits of a general law of amnesty, in which
be must make a similar promise to obey
the law in the future, and he alw is a free
'man, having escaped the penalty paid by
his poorer and humbler brother.
Where is the difference and in whose
favor is it?

A SINGULAR CONTEST.

THERE is a sing-nlar contest being- waged
in the courts of Utah, before Judge Loofborough, as master in chancery, to determine. who are the proper recipients of
some $4oo,ooo, moneys raised by the
sequestration of the Utah Mormon Church,
and now awaiting distribution.
It seems that the proposition has been
made to appropriate this fund to the
schools of Utah. This is objected to upon
the part of the church, by her representatives; and the court is asked to turn the
property over to the Presidency of the
church, Wilford Woodruff, George Q.
Cannon and Joseph F. Smith, to be by
them expended on behalf of the church in
aid of its chariti'es and other good works,
as they may determine. Another claim is
made on the part of some of the citizens
of Ogden City, not members of the Mormon Church, for some $90900 of the
money upon the plea that the fund was
largely donated by citizens of Ogden,
Weber and adjoining counties, and a proportionate share. of the whole should be
returned to them.
In the examination of the case Messrs.
\V oodruff and Cannon were put on the
witness stand and examined in regard to

certain matters supposed to be
to the issue.
We reproduce thereport of this examination as given by the Sdlt Lake Herald,
that our readers who may wish to know·
how things are going may see and take
cognizance thereof; particularly of th,at
portion referring to the abolishment of the
. practice of plural marriage. If Pres.
Woodruff had been asked when the revelation claimed as the sanction of plural
. marriages became a part of the Dcrctririe
and Covenants, and how; and by what
action of the cnurch it was incorporated
in that work, we should have liked to
see the answers; as it is pretty well know.n
among those informed on the history that
it was not until the fal~ of I 876 that thes6calleU revelation was' put into the Doc·
trine and Covenants, used in Utah, and
.that no authoritative act of the church
then directed the putting of it in; and that
no authoritative action on the revelation
direct was ever had by the church: All
of which makes this <estimony interesting
reading for those who have followed the
fortunes of the Seer of Palmyra, through
evil as well as good report.
We should have liked to give the whole
recot'd of the proceedings, but space will
not afford. We insert also the plea ofthe
church by her counsel.
THE PLEA.

In the Supreme court of the Territory of Utah.
United States of America, plaintiff, vs. The late
corporation of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints, John Taylor, late trusteein-trust; Wilford Woodruff, Lorenzo Snow,
Erastus Snow, Franklin D. Richards, Brigham Young, Moses Thatcher, Francis M.
Lyman, John Henry S!Tiith, George Teasdale
Heber J. Grant and John W. Taylor, late
assistant . trustee-in-trust of said corporation,
William B. Preston, Robert T. Burtrm, John
R. Winder, Francis Armstrong, Jesse W.
Fox, jr., and Theodore McKean, defendants.
To the Honorable, the Supreme Conrt of Utah,
and to the Honorable C. F Loofbourow, master in chancery, appointed by said court, in
the above entitled action to devise and report
to said court a scheme for the dispositon or
application of thi' moneys and other per&onal
property mentioned and referred to tn the decree entered bv said court in said action, on
the8th day of October, 1888.
The above defendants, dn behalf of themselves, and ·all other members of the religious
association hereinafter mentioned and referred
tci, come now and respectfully represent and
show to the said court and to the said master of
chancery:
·
That each and· all of them are now and for
many years have been members of the church or
body of religious worshipers commonly known
as. the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints. That said church was incorporated at
the time and in the manner set forth in the
answer of the late corporation, defendant, and
wa$ annulled and dissolved as in said decree set
forth.
That ever since such dissolution of said corporation hitherto, all the members of said church
or body of religious worshipers have existed as
a voluntary religious association.
That the above named defendant, Wilford
Woodruff, Is and ever since the 8th day of April,
1889 has been the duly chosen presidentor head
of said religious association; and during all
said period has been and now is recognized as
such by all members of said church or association.
That the defendants above named, Lorenzo
Snow, Franklin D. Richards, Brigham Young,
Moses Thatcher, Francis M. Lyman, Jolan
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Henry Smith, George Teasdale, Heber J. Grant
and John W. Taylor, are and for a long time past
have been members of the body of ecclesiastical
officials in said church known as the twelve
apostles.
That ever since the incorporation of said
church as stated in the pleadings in the above
entitled action, and for a long timeprior thereto,
the members of said church were accustomed to
make and from time to time did make, voluntary
contributions and
DONATIONS TO SAil) CHURCH,

which donations consisted of money and personal property. And that it was the intention of
the said members of said church so donating
said inoney and personal property, that the same
should be devoted solely and exclusively by said
church to religious and charitable t,~ses and purposes; and the said donations and each and all of
them so made prior to March 3, r887, have been
at all times used by said church for ·religious and
chat"itable purposes only.
That all the moneys and other personal property so contributed or donated to said church by
the members thereof, ever since the incorporati(}n of said church as aforesaid, have been managed, controlled and disbursed under the d.lrection of the first presidency of said church, which
consists of the president, or head of .the church,
and two counselors, cho8en from time to time by
the members of the church.
That for several years prior to r887, the president and trustee-in-trust of said .church made a
report to said church ami to the members thereof, which report showed what disposition had
been made by the ch11rch pf all of. said moneys
and all of said persqnal .property so contributed
or donated to said· church from time to time, by
the members thereof, and that duri'ng all the
time hitherto, the members of said church have
had full knew ledge given to. them by the said
officers of the said church· of the uses and purposes to which the money. and other personal
property so cemtrlbut~d by the members thereof
had been applied. And the members of said
church and the various subordinate and other
officers thereof have at all times hitherto acquiesced in and approved of such disposition of
the moneys and properties ·of the church.
.. Tha:t at all times si11ce the incorporation of said
clilurch.as.aforesaid and long prior thereto, the
moneys ana other prpperties contributed and donated to. said church by the members lhereoi as
aforesaid, prior to M11rch 3, 1887; have be.en by
said church, under tqe direction of the first presidency thereof (until ;the same was taken possession of by thereceivt;r in this action), devoted and
applied solely
TO RELIGIOUS Ai'I'DCHARITABLE
PURPOSES;

in which religious and charitable uses said chureh
and. the members th~reof are .Interested.
·
Much th~ larger part of said money and perc
sonal property have ~ftherto from time to time,
prior to March 3,1887, been devgted to the bullding.of temples, in w~ich the .members of said
church worshiped God arid to other meeting
houses and places of worship- for the m,embers of
said church; and alsq to the relief of the· poor
and the distressed members of said church, their
families; and to the widows and orphans. of the
metllbers of said church who .are in needy or distressed circumstances.
·
That all the mo)'leys and other. personal . prop:
ertymentioned or referred. to in .said decree is
mpney or personal.property, or· the proceeds of
money and other property, contributed from
time to time prior to March 3i_ r887, (and generally in small sums), t? said church by the mem.bers thereof ;~nd by no other persons, and which
mqney and proper~y wa& to bedevoted solely to
t)j~_ charita,ble and r~llgiqus purposes in which
'sal(} cliurch and. the .members.· thereof were
tere'st~d; and said donations were! made with the
intent on the part of the donors that itsho.uld belongtoand he used by the said religious a5sooia.-.
tlon .forthe.charitable and ben~ficent purposes of
the members thereof.
And> r10 pari: of said m:oney or personal prop~
· ~rty_ hitherto ~ontrlhu{ed by the members of said

_!n-

church as above referred to, nor any part of said
money or personal property involved In this examination, will ever be used (if left under the
control of said church or the officers thereof) for
the purpose of teaching, promulgating, aiding or
abetting polygamy, plural or patriarchal marriage or bigamy; or for the purpose of promoting, encouraging or teaching any tenet, religious
belief or other precept in violation of the constitution of the. United States, or any of the laws
thereof.
That therefore to-wit, on the 25th day of September, r89o. the above named defendant, Wilford Woodruff, being then the recognized president or head of said church or body of rellgious
worshipers, did, as such, address to said church
and the members thereof, a communication respecting the doctrine and practice of bigamy, pplygamy or plural martiage, a copy of which
communication is hereto annexed and marked
"Exhibit A," and hereby referred to and made a
part thereof.
That on the 6th day of October, 1890, the said
defendant, Wilford Woodruff, as the president of
said church, at the sixty-first regular semi-annual
. conference of said church,
SUBMITTED SAID COMMUNICATION

to all members of said church in attendance at
said conference. That the chief ecclesiastical
officials of said church or body of religious worshipers, residing in each and every county of the
territory of Utah, and elsewhere, were in attendance at said conference at the time said communication was so submitted as aforesaid.
That there were in attendance at said conference at the time said communication wa.s so submitted as aforesaid more than ten thousand persons, all of whom were members of said church,
and who were assembled in conference from all
parts of said territory and elsewhere. ··
That when said communication was submitted to said conJerence as 4foresaid, the same was
eli!dorsed and approved by all the. officers and
members of said .church there present; and that
from thenc~ it has been and is now (and it is the
.true. intent of the officers and. members of said
church that it shall be) the recognized law of
. said church.
,
That. it was the intention of said president or
hea:d of.sald _church by said communication so
made to prevetl.t in future, bigamous, polygamous
or plural marriages, by members of said church,
and that it was also the intention of said chief
ecclesiastical officer of said church and of the
members thereof, who were present at said sixtyfirst semi-annual conference of said church,
when they endorsed the recommendation and
manifesto issued by the said president of said
church, that. bigamous, polygamous or plural
mardages should not exist within the pale of the
Mormon Church, to-wit: the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints, or be pr;acticed by
its members or solemnized by its ministers.
That there. ha!i not been since the date .last
. aforesaid, to the kriowleqge 'of these defondants,
or any one of them,
ANY BIGAMOUS, POLYGAMOUS OR
PLURAL MARRIAGES

contracted or enacte~ Into between any of- the
members of said church.
That at no• time since the date last aforesaid
has the president or head of said church, or any
of the officers or members thereof, to the ]j:nowledge of these defendants, or any of them, or by
or with the consent of any of them, in any manner ad~ised, encouraged· or assented to the practice of bigamy; polygamy or plural marriage br
any of the members of said church.
That the officers and members of said church
have b~en fuil y_ advi.sed by the president or _head
thereof _and _~hose in authority therein, that ln
the future .any big~mous, polygamous or plural
marriages entered Into by any. of the members
of said church would be disapproved by the
churcl,r, and those In authority therein, apd. the
persons so violating the law. of the .church, ..by
entedng into such marriage, would be su!Jject to
excomm11n!cation from said. cJiurch.
·.
.
··.That of the moneys and ·other property _so
contributed Or dopated. to S~id ch.urch by the

7II
members thereof, as heretofore ~;tated, the said
church, under the direction of the first presidency
thereof, has been accustomed to spend annually
prior to March 3d, 1887, and until the. same was
taken po5session of by the receiver in his action, a
very large amount, to-wit: more than $so,ooo,
in relieving and assisting poor or distressed
members of said church a 1d their families.
Ddenda111ts further represent and show to the
court and to the said master in chancery, that
said church or body of religious worshipers, will
be required in all the years to come, to expend
for the relief or assistance of sick, poor or distressed members of said church, annually, a sum
largely in excess of the income that can be derived from any investment that may be made of
all the moneys and other personal property
mentioned in said decree, which are of the total
value of about $4oo,ooo.
And that of the moneys and other property so
contributed or donated to said church by [the
members thereof, as hereinbefore stated, the said
church, under the direction of the first presidency thereof, has been accustomed to spend
annually, prior to March 3d, r887. and until the
same was taken possession of by the receiver~in
this action, a very large sum in the building, repair and
MAINTENANCE OF PLACES OF
WORSHIP

for the members of said church, exclusive of the
amounts expended in the building and maintemince. of the temples of said church, to-wit,
more that fifteen thousand dollars.
And these defendants further represent and,
show to the court and to the said master in
chancery that the said church or body of religious worshipers will be required, in the future,
to expend in the building, maintenance and re~
pair of convenient and necessary places of worship for the members of said church more than
$25,000 annually, apart from V<·hat rriay be re·quired for the building or maintenance of the
temples of said church.
These defendants further allege that none of
the purposes for which said personal property
and moneys were donated, or for whlch the same.
were intended to be used, or for which the same
will be used in the future if left under the control of said church, are against public policy,
contrary to good morals or opposed to the letter
or spirit of the constitution or laws of the United
States;
And these defendants, on behalf of themselves and all other members of said church, or
body of religions worshipers, beg leave to suggest .to this honorable court and to the said master, that it would be manifestly inequitable and
contrary to the dictates oJ plain an<l simple justice, to wrest the moneys and other personal
p!"operty mentioned in.the said decree from the
hands of those who earned and contributed the
same to said church as aforesaid, and to diverUt
from the lawful and beneficial, charitableand religious uses and purposes for which it was
originally contributed, and to 'witich it has been
heretofore applied, to permit o.r require it to be
applied to the bene.fit or advantage of
THOSE FOR WHOM IT WAS NEVER
DESIGNED

and for .whose ben~fit or advantage it never
would nave been contributed or donate(:!, especially .when the way is plain and direct by which
it can be applied to legal, legitimate and praiseworthy uses, and which uses will be in consonance with the manifest· design and purpose of
those who.contributed the fund,and·whose labor,
industry and frugality created the same.
Wherefore said. defendants, on behalf of themselves and theirco-religionists, respectfully suggest that all the moneys and personal property
mentioned in said. decree be. vested in the first
presidency of the church, or body of religieus
worshipers, and their. successors. in office, in
trust, to invest the same and apply the proceeds
and income thereof to the r@lldef and assistance of
poor and. distressed .members of said chur.ch;or
body of religious. worship~rs, according to their
bestjudgment and discretioi),. and to ,the building, maintenanc.e or repair .of conyeni<mt !ll1Q
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necessary places of worship for the members of
said church. That the proportion of the income
of said fund or property which shall be so ap,
plied by said trustees to each- of said purposes
shall be fixed and determined by the said master
bt his report herein; with directions to said
trustees annually, to file an account of their
management of said trust with the clerk of said
court.
That the members of the first presidency of
the said church, or body of religious worshipers,
at the present time are: Wilford Woodruff presi'
dent, and George Q. Cannon and Joseph F.
Smith counselors.
F. S. RrcHARD-s,
LEGRAND YouNG,
DICKSON & STONE.
Attorneys for Defendants.
A recess was taken until two o'clock.
EXAMINATION.

Wilford Woodruff, president of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, was then
sworn: In answer to questions testified that he
was eighty-four years of age the first day of last
March, born in Farmington, Connecticut, resided in Salt Lake ever since 1847; came into
the valley with the pioneers on the 24th of July
of that year; has been president of the church
since April, r889. Prior to that time was a
member of the twelve apostles ever since r839;
presided over the twelve apostles from the time
that Pres. Taylor was elected president of the
church, which was in r889.
Q -(Showing paptr to witness.) Just ~x
amine that paper, please. Do you recogmze
that paper? A.-It is a manifesto which I
Issued as president of the church, on the zsth
day of September, r89o:
Mr. Richards.-This is exhibit A, If your
honor ·please, to the proposed scheme.
Q.-What was your object and purpose in
issuing the manifesto? A.-It was to announce
to the world that the
PLURAL MARRIAGE HAD BEEN FORBIDDEN

by the church and that it could not be practiced
hereafter.
Q -·State whether or not the manifesto was ever
presented to the member's of the church for their
approval? A.-It was presented to the quorum
of the twelve apostles and accepted by them. It
was afterwards pres en ted to the officers and
members of the church assembled at the sixtyfirst semi-annual conference, on the 6th day of
April, r89o.
Q.-April? A.-September-October, I meant
to have said.
Q.-Sixth day of October, r89o? A --Yes,
sir;' my memory does not always catch all those
dates.
Q --What action, if any, was taken by the
conference of the church in relation to the manIfesto? A.-The conference received and
adopted it by a universal vote.
Q.-How many officers and members of the
church were present on that occasion? A-About ten thousand, and we had a fair representation-a large representation of both officers
and members from the whole territory, from the
various stakes and branches, and from other
places.
Q.-State whether or nnt y-ou have ever heard
any opposition to the manifesto, or any dissent
from it by any members of the church? A.-I
have not.··
Q --State whether or not, to the best of your
knowledge, the members of the church willingly
accepted and adopted it. A.--They have, as far
as I know.
Q.-State whether or not it would be contrary
to the Jaw of the church for anv member of the
church to entet into or contra~! a plural marriage. A.--It would be contrary to the laws of the
'church.
Q --What would be the penalty? A.--Any
person entering into plural marriage after that
date would be liable~o be excommunicated from
the church.
Q.--!State whether or not to your knowledge,
since the date of the manifesto, there has been

any polygamous or plural marri~ges entered
into or contracted by any member of the churcl)?
A --There has not, to my knowledge.
Q.-Have you in any manner since that date,
advised, encouraged or .assented to the practice of
bigamy, polygamy or plural marriage by any
members of the church? A.-I have not.
Q -Do you know of any other officer of the
church that ha& advised, encouraged or assented
to the practice? A.-I do not.
Q -State whether or not you have any hope
or expectation that the pr~ctice of polygamy or
plural marriage will ever be re-establi~.l;led In the
future? A.-I have not.
Gross examination-Q. Mr. Woodruff, is this
Exhibit A, annexed to this paper,· the original
manifesto, or an announcement_ by you, or isn't
this one that was made subsequently i.n answer
to statements appearing in the telegraphic dispatcheg and press of the country? A:-1 never
made but one that I recollEct.
Q.-Dld you understand by this declaratron,
[that any 1tenet or principle of fait,h of the church
over which you presided was changed in any
degree? A.-No, sir; I don't know that I did; with
regard to the principle of-Q -(Interrupting) Does your church derive
its principles of faith and rul.es of conduct from
the Bible, the Book of Mormon, of Doctrines
and Covenan ·s and the revelations of Almighty
God? A.-Yes, sir.
Q-Was the principle of pi ural or celestial
marriage derived through revelatimt? A.-Yes
sir; the principle that has been adopted by the
church was.
Q -Had there been any principle ot faith or
tenet of your church ever incorporated in its
creed through the vote of. the members? A.No, sir; I think not.
Q.-Has it not always -'--A.-(Interrupting).
And further, I will say of course, the principle of
faith of the church has been presented to the
church and voted upon by them as a receptionto receive those principles, have been by vote.
Q -Has any principle or tenet having its
foundation in revelation been submitted to the
membership of the church, with a view to their
accepting or rejecting it, by vote? A.-Yes, sh-;
I think all revelations that we have received have
been accepted by vote.
Q -Has there ever been an instance of one
b<"ing rejected? A.-Not as a general principle.
Q.-Well, has there ever been an instance of
it being rejected at all, where it purported to
come through proper channels from the higher
power? A.-No, sir.
Q --Is not the principle of plural marriage still
a tenet of the faith of your church? A.- Yes, I
believe the church believes in the principle.
Q-Would it not have to be changed by the
same power and authority from which it is derived, as a principle? A.-Yes, sir. I may remark a principle may be believed in by the
church, a true principle, and still not be practiced,
Q.-You don't understand, then, that the people of your church, indicated, by accepting your
declaration, that their views or beliefs upon the
principle involved, were at all changed, but only
that they were wil)ing to
FOLLOW YOUR
ADVICE
'(;\

in submitting to the conditions that confronted
them? A.-Yes, sir; I view that to be about
the ground.
Q -Did you state more or intend to convey
rnore in this declaration than the fact that you,
yourself, intend to submit to the law referred to,
and to use your influence with the membersof
"vour church to have them do likewise? AWe!!, in that declaration, of course, I expected
to obey the laws of the land, and request that the
Latter Day Saints do the same, and to carry out
that principle in obeying the Jaw, whether it was
all stated or not; that was the ground .
Q -Does this declaration anywhere indicate
to your people that a failure to follow your ad·
vice would become a subject of church discipline? A.-Well, it would become so, whether it
is stated or not.
Q.-But does it so state here., Mr. President?
A.--I don't know that I can say that It does.

Q --DI<f you intend to confine this de~larl!tiglil
solely to the forming of new relation.s by entering h1to new marriages?· ~--I d.on't knq:w that
I underst11nd the ques.tion.
Q --Did you inten'd to confine your declar~
Uon and a.dv!ce to the church solely to .the question of forming new marr!~ges without referenc.e
to those that were exlst(ng-plural marriages?
A.-The intentiop of the proclaml!tiOQ. w.as to
ob~y the law myself-all the li!WS of th,e l.~nd,
and expecting the church woul\f do the ~am.e?
Q-You mean to include, then, in your general statement, the laws for!Jidding
ASSO.CIATION IN PLURAL MARRIAGE, •

as well as the forming of new marriages? A.-Whatever there is In the law with regard to that
-'-the law of the land.
Q -Let me read the language and you will
understand me .perhaps better. "Inasmuch. as
· laws have been enacted by Congress forbidding
plural marriages, I hereby declare," etc. Did
you intend by that general statement of intention
to make the application to existing conditions,
where the plural marriages'already'existed? A.
--Yes, sir.
Q --As to living in the state of plural marriage? A.-Yes, sir; that is to the obeying of
the law.
Q .;...Jn the concluding portion of your statement you say, "l now publicly declare that my
advive to the Latter Day Saints is to refrain from
contracting
ANY MARRIAGE FORBIDDEN BY
THE LA·w

of the land." Do you understapd that tb.at langua,ge was to be expanded and to includ.e the
further statement of living or associating In
pl,ural marriage by those already in the status?
A.-Yes, sir; I intended the pro~:lama.tion to
cover the ground, to keep the laws-tq obey the
Jaw my~oelf, and expecte_d the people to obey t,he
Jaw.
Q-Well, what law? A.-The laws of the
land.
Q-The law against contracting marriage,
which is the one you refer to? A.-Yes, sir;
contracting marriage or breaking the law appertaining to polygamy, plural marriage.
Q-Was the sole reason of this declaration because of those Jaws that you speak of? A.Well, if I migl)t m2ke an explanation-Q.-Certainly. A-Of this matter, I would
say this: There was no Ia w against this principle-no law against polygamy or the patriarchal
order of marriage that was practiced by the Latter Day Saints until r862; the members of the
church did not believe that law constitutional,·
and I myself hardly believed-! do hardly think
there were but very few outside of the church
who were judges, lawyers, versed in the law and
constitution of the country, who believed themselves that that was a constitutional law; and of
course that law remained upon the statute books
A DEAD LETTER FOR MANY YEARS;

I don't know how many, and one of our own
people, an elder of this church, came forward
and furniEhed testimony himself, as a test case;
that was Mr. Reynolds, he believing that he
would be dealt lenientlv with; and until that was
proved or represented. to be a constitutional law,
there was nothing against the practice; after
that, there was, of coure, it is known publiclythere were a thousand or probably more, I might
say perhaps the leading men of the church who
went to prison rather than desert thdr families,
and to prove of courJe their faith and their feelings with regard to their position that they occupied. And after doing this, of course this was
the position we were in. There were but few of
this church who had entered into polygamy; a
very small percentage, probably 5 per cent. of the
people would cover the whole ground, and here
was 95 per cent. of the community who occupied
this position with those who had what was
called criminal (they were innocent) were in a
position apparently that they would all suffer;
the public sentiment of the whole nation, as
well as the laws apparently were against it, and
I will say for myselt, I became thoroughly con·
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vinced that this subject would have to be
changed. After I was a·ppointed president of the
church I looked this question over and I for a
good while was satisfied in my own mind that
this subject would have. to be changed, that
plural marriage would have to be stopped in this
church alfogether; it was not ourselves who
were suffering, but a.large portion of t·he people
who had not entered into it. and this principle
was upon my mind, and I took no steps after I
was made president of the church. I did not advocate the principle, and this principle was
among out peopie, for that was what I saw be·
fore me, and it was upon that ground that
I ISSUED THAT MANIFESTO,

have no hope, or belief, or expectation of returning to the practice of this principle under any
conceivable conditions.
The Master.-That is what he said in the first
instance.
Mr. Richards.-President Woodruff, do you
believe that the principle of celestial or plural
marriage was revealed to the church by Joseph
Smith from the Almighty? A - I do.
Q.-Do you believe that the Almighty has reveaied to the church, through you, that this is to
be discontinued and abandoned? A.-I do.
Q-You believe that? A.--Yes, sir.
Re-cross.-Q -Now, Mr. Woodruff, if that is
the case, why did you not declare this to ·your
church !IS arevelation instead of by way of your
by-:-I will say, as I viewed it, by inspiration; I .. personal advice and counsel? A--Well, men
believed It was my duty; I believed It was the
differ with regard to the principle of revelation
duty of out people to obey the law, and to leave
in thaf respect. My .view is that
events In the hands of God. Now, if the gentle·
men can understand my views upon it, there Is
INSPIRATION IS REVELATION,
where I stand.
It is from the same source. A man is not alQ.-Well, was the action• prosecuted upon the
ways required to say, I think, "Thus saith the
fact of this condition of affairs arising out of this
Lord," on counseling on matters that he gives.
legislation and the enforcement of the law? A· Q -Did you indicate, or did you intend to in·
Well, of course, a& I said before, that had its-indicate, in any way, to your membership that
fluence, of course; it was upon that ground that
what you said in this particular was a revelation
the subject was made manifest and what was bechanging the divine law as it had stood with you
fore us.
for years? A - I intended to give, as I said
, Q-Was the manifesto intended to apply to
there, .with regard to stopping the practice of the
the church everywhere? A.-Yes, sir.
patriarchal marriage in the church. Words may
Q.-In every nation and every country? A-not have been used, and there may not have been
Yes, sir; as far as I had a knowledge of the matas many words used, perhaps, in the matter as
ter.
some might suppose ought to have been, but
Q-In places outside of the United States as
what I said to the people, what I said to our
well as within the United States? A.-Yes, sir;
church, I said by lnspiratiion, as ·r view it, and
we ate given no liberties for entering into that
by the divine will of tj:le Lord.
anvwhere-entering into' that principle.
'
Q -Did you fntend to convey to them, as a
Q --But, I don't understand you as saying
fact that
that a failure to follow the advice herein' conIT WAS A REVELATION
tllined would resu'lt !n authorized church disdchanging
the religious law .In reh[tion to plural
pline? A.-No; it might not have been statea
marriages? A:~I intended to give them .to
there; _still that woulp he the--,-.
understand that we should stop the practice o,f
Q-(I nterrupting}'--Could it be so followed?
that law. That was the object.
A.-Yes, sir, It would; any man entering Into
Because of the misery and trouble ari~ing
that principle without-it would be the same as
from Its practice, owing to these laws against it;
BEFORE THE LAW WAS REVEALED.
wasn't that it? A.-Well, yes; it was that. of
course, in connection with involving the aftlic·
Any person entering; Into the plurality of wives,
tion of hundreds and thousands of people that
taking a~dition to ~is family, would place him
were not in t:he same position, that had not
liable to be turned from the. church-excomobeyed the same law with us. I considered my·
municated from the c,hurch.
self, that it was invoiving·thousandsand many
Q -Do you undenitand, then, that the original
thousands of people that were not accounted as
l~w, as it appears in your books of authority, Is
guilty-it might be said of the many things that
revoked-changed-finally disposed of by the
we were accounted so, by the law, or by the
decl<tration? A.-I pave nothing to say partlc·
nation.
ularly upon that subject. 0£ course, it covers
Q.-Isn't It true that your people received it
the. ground of our acts and· the acts of the people
In that sense, and that alone, and as yo,u JStated
-our lives.
before, that the faith in the trut.h of the princiQ.~)¥ould It not ofnece~sltv require a declaple, as a divine one, has not departed at all?
ration from as high a source as that from which
A.-Well, I will sax this: I am satisfied myself
the original law came to revoke or change that
the Lord req]lires, and has required in .many
law governing the pr)nciples of plural marriage?
times, His people to perform a :work which they
A.-;-Yes, sir, I suppo~e It would.
could not perform; where they 'undertook to
Q.-Are you wlllihg to say, Mr. Woodruff,
that you now consider, by reason of this act of perform a certain work, under certain cin;um,
stances, they were hind~red ,from it,· and they
yours and your people, in conference ;~ssembled
were no longer required to do that work; it is
tqat the principle of jllural marriage, as origlnalthat ground-if I can be understood-that
lr ,~iven, and subsequently followed and prac- upon
I. view the position that we are In to-day, As to
ti'ced by your people is n,o longer the Ia w of the
our denying what is in the Bible, or what has
church or of .G()if? •A.-,-I nave nothing to say
been given in these revelations or our disbelievwith regard to the law .of God particularly-as I
h;~tve.said, It is agains~ the law. of the_ church- ' ing that as a principle, I do not think we do; I
do not: I believe that principle has been the
t~e 111~ of God~() us,, We are required toabanprinciple from ancient ages, of course, and it has
_don that Ia W"""'"that doctrine or tenet of our .faith
been the principle revealed to us, but it is our
In' our practice ..
dutv to lay that aside.
Re-direct-by Mr; Diekson..,-Q-:-Preside.nt
Q - l understand you perfectly, but I am. get·
Woodruff, in the event of this ,territory being
ting at this other matter. Isn't it true that you
admitted into. the Union, would you, as the
understand that your people believe just as you
president of the church, under such circu.m, do about it; that it is a submission to the law on
. stances-! mean·, if the territor.}
your part and not at all a change in the tenet of
CAME INTO THE UNION
your faith? A.-Probably.
Q -Isn't that the true state of the. case? A:"'"'"
so thP:t th~re was n6 longer any fear of punishmerit under the civil law of parties who might Y <"R; I think that is llie case.
Q.-'-And that a true principle does not change?
enter into plural marriage-would you, under
A ..,-No, sir; I don't think it does:
those conditions, as president of the church, adQ.-And never will change? A -:-No._
vis~, encourage, or countenance its practice?
Q -And .this is a true principle, as you peoMr. Marshall.-We object, so far as this controversy is concerned_, it is irrelevant and imple believe? A - Y ~·· sir'; as we believe.
Redirect -By M r, Ricliards.-Q "-President
.
. ..
. . ·. .
. .~
gla,terial.
Woodruff, at the _time this manifesto was preMr. Dickson,.- I desire ~o sqow if I C(ln ~y the
ah$wer of this atlti other · wifnellsi:s that they sented tothe conf'erence on the 6th of October

'_,_:_, ',,_,''

7IJ
1890, state whether or not, it was there stated by
President George Q. Cannon, and perhaps other
officials In the church, that you had been
INSPIRED FROM THE LORD
to Issue the manifesto, and that it was the ex·
pression of the will of God to the people? A.yes, sir; he stated that.
Q-Well, state wheth.er or not you have not
since, in the public congregations of the people,
stated that, or in effect that? 1)...-Yes, sir; that
is true.
Q -That you had been inspired to issue the
manifesto, and that it was the will of God that
you should? A.-Yes.
Mr: Dickson-Your attention was called to the
fact that nothing is said in this manifesto about
the dissolution of the existing polygamous relations. I want to ask you, President Woodruff,
whether in your advice to the church officials
and the people of the church you have advised
them that your intention was, and that their requirement was, that the polygamous relations
already formed before that
SHOULD NOT BE CONTINUED,
that is there should be no association with plural
wives; in other words, that unlawful cohablta·
tion, as it is named and spoken of, should also ·
stop, as well as polygamous _marriages? A.Yes. sir, that has been the intention.
Q -And that has been your views and expl<t·
nations of it? A.-Yes, sir, that has been my
view.
Adjourned until this morning at'ten o'clock.

SR. N; M. WHITE wrote from Plano,
Illinois, September 24th:
"The Spirit of God still remembers us here Iii
Plano and the desire of our soul is to press on "
toward the 'mark of our high calling.'"
She sends the following as a reminder
of what heresy hunting meant two hundred years ago:
Theological controversies still appear to be
bitter, but how mild they would seem to the
earl)' settlers of this country! Th.e pending disputes render very timely the publication, by the
New York Leariter and Teacher, of the following letter, which is claimed to be szenulne, and
the original of which is said to be in a book of
records, dating from early in r6oo to 1749. and
kept in an old Quaker meeting house in Green·
point, Rhode Island:
"SEPTEMBER 15_, 1682.

"To ye aged and beloved-Mr. John Higginson:
"There be now at sea a ship, called the Wei·
come, which has on board an hundred or more
of the .heretics and maligna:nts called Quakers,
with W. -Penn, who is the chief scamp, at fhe
head of them.
"The General Court h<ts accordingly given
secret orders to Master Malachi Huscott, of th~
brig Porpoise, to waylay the said Welcome slyly'
as near the Cape of Cod as may be; and make
captive said Penn and his ungodly crew, so that
the Lord may be glorified and not _mocked on
the_ soil of this new country with "the heathen
worship of these people.
''Much spoil .can be made by se!Hng the whole
lot in Barbadoes, where slaves fetch good prices
in rum and sugar, and we shall riot only do the
Lord .great service. by punishing the wicked, but
we shall make· great good for his ministry and
people..
«Master Huscott feels hopeful, and I will ·set
down the news when ship comes back.
"Yours in ye bowels of Christ. '
"CoTTON MATHER."

We feel bound to say that this letter has
rather too strong a fl.avor of a later century, and
a more unrege11erate humor, to ·justify !ts:nasty
acceptance as authentic. But wj:lether thfs
a
true bill or riot, it is a matter of history th.at qnly
a little moi:e_ than a ceiitury befQre th!s .date~to

be
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wit, on the 27th of October, 1553-Servetus wa .
burned at the stake in Geneva, Switzerl~nd, at
the instigation of Calvin, because he taught doctrines in which Calvin did not be!ieve.-New
rork Evetdng Post.

IT is clear from the following that New
Leon, Mexico, is no place for the. practice
of polygamy.
·
"MONTEREY, Sept. 16-The census recently
taken in the state of Nuevo Leon, of ·which
Monterey is the capital, show's some interesting
features .. The total population numbers 271,:
987, with S.ooo more men than women. Of the
t!)tal 22,166 persons are over
years of age,
790 over So year~, 147 over 90 years and 26 over
roo year~. The oldest person in the state is
Francisco Abergo, who has reached his 136th
yea·r, according to reliable records. He has considerable wealth, a comfortable home in Monterey and is still in good health."

so

BRo. W. W. BLAIR has returned from
the W atson:-Biair debate and reports good
attendance, fair interest and that the position of the Reorganized Church was
shown to be defensible, and many hitherto
in doubt were confirmed in the opinion
that the Reorganized Church is the lawful successor to.the work inaugurated by
Joseph the Seer. There were in attendance Elders Briggs, Cornish, Phelps,
Soper, Barr, W. ]. and F. B. Smith and
others, all of whom seemed delighted
, with the turn in the debate and the general
pr<;>spects of the work in Northern Michigan.
Bro. Blair reports that he found with
the Saints the Spirit of Christ in a goodly
degree in its enlightening and witnessing
power, and that it was a joy to meet and
converse with the people while the Holy
Spirit sealed instruction and gave conclusive testimony in respect to the founding
and carrying forward the \¥ork of theReorganization. It is probable that at an
early time the outlines of the argument
and -the chief proof texts used
tbe debate will be published in the HERALD,

in

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. W. W. Blair wrote from East
Jordan, Michigan, Octo her 23d, noon:
"Debate began last night at half-past seven,
and prospects good. About four hundred out to
bear us in town hall. Brn. Briggs, Cornish,
Smith, Barr, Soper and others are here and
happy. Outlook good everyway. Hope to leave
here for Chicago and home by the 28th to 3oth."

Bro. M. M. Turpen, Shackleville, Alabama, 23d ult., writes cheeringly:
"I baptized fourteen in Florida and four in Alabama since last writing, and three others gave
their names for baptism. Many more calls for
preaching than I can fill, especially since the debate closed. My health is good and the Lord
blesses me with the Holy Spirit in my ministrv,
and I rejoice in the truth."
·
•

Bro. James McKiernan, Angus, Iowa,
October 22d:
"l am holdlng meetings here in the Welsh
church with fair interest where our people could
never before obtain a church, even to hold
funeral services for their dead. The few Saints
in this vicinity are alive to the work and maintaining their unity in the midst of many dis·
couragement~. We held three good meetings in
Perry."

EDITORIAL ITEMS.

One was added to the Lamoni branch by
baptism on the 25th ult~
Bro. F. M. Sheehy spoke to the Lamoni ·
Saints Sunday evening, the 25th, o.n the
subject of Eternal Life. The effort was
edifying and acceptable. He •is enroute
for the western portion of the eastern mission, returning from the Logan and Lowry
City reunionR. We enjoyed a pleasant chat
with Bro. Ftank, finding him in good
spirits and full of hope for the growth of
the cause. He left on the 27th.
Sr. Mrs. William Tankard "2oth Cleve- .
bind Avenue, Kansas City, Mis~ouri," requests prayer in behalf of her ~ffiicted
brother, Bro. James Tankard. She would
like to· hear from the London, Ontario;
Saints, of her father; also of"Mr. Tarr or
Frankling-." She is in the faith.
Bro. H: A. Stebbins was with the Lone
Rock, Missouri branch, Sunday the 25th,
where he baptized three, the reguJts of the
combined labors of himself, Brn. Bell,
Shippy and others.
Bro. R. M. Elvin, 26th ult;: "Had
good meetings here; baptized two yesterday.
The Saints are usually welL andhappy."
Ad vices from the East Jordan, Michigan discussion between Bro. W. W. Blair
and Elder Wingfield Watson report a victory for the Reorganization. Brn. W. ].
Smith and J • T. Cornish will soon forward
a ~ummary of the mairi points.
Bro. George Jenkins of Byrnville, Indiana, reports favorably of the late conference of the Southern Indtana district, at
which three were baptized. He is at work
preaching the word and reaping-,
.
Sr. Mary Campbell, Lutes Keya, Nebraska, renews for the HERALD, her only
preacher to whom she has listened for
thirty years. She requests prayer, being
affiicted.
A potatoe of the Burbank seeding variety raised by Bro. William Barrett, a
mile south of Lamoni, has a main stem
quite large and four other fair sized potatoes attached by their ends to the main or
middle one--a regular cluster, enough for
a meal for quite a family.
Bro. a~d Sr. E. Penrod, Elko, Nevada,
requests prayers in behalf of Sr. Penrod
who has been very ill from neuralgia and
rheumatism since last May. She is greatly
~,ffiicted and earnestly desires to be healed
or relieved.
Bro. A. M. Emmons, Centre street,
south side, Stevens Point, Wisconsin, asks
thllt the ministry in that mission p::~y him
a visit and preach the word. He will care
for those who go.
Brn. Joseph Smith and E. L. Kelley
left Thursday, the 29th, for Kansas City
and Independence, Missouri, expecting
be absent several clays.
Bro. J. R.
Lambert started for King Fisher, Indian
Territory, the same day.
Bro. S. R. Berg, Ind<'pendence, Missouri, nquests us to state that the olive oil
imported by him from Italy is now in
New York. He will fill orders promptly
on arrival.
The appointments by the bishopric of
Brn, R. May and S. J. J tffers as bishop's

to

agents in the I,ndependence, Missouri, and
Southeastern Ohio and West Virginia
districts; respectively, will benoted by the
Saints interested and concerned.
"Winnowed Songs" for Sunday 5chools
can be had from the Herald Office at
$4.50 per dozen; $2.2 5 per half dozen
postage prepaid.

"
EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCEs,''

LXMONI, Iowa, Oct. 19th.
October zd came at last, and we were !full of
eager expectation. For a long while we bad
looked forward to and talked of our trip to the
Reunion.~·::; The weather was very warm, as our
party of seven boarded the train at Lamoni.
After several hours ride we stopped at a depot
hotel, in time for an early supper and to pass the
greater portion of the; night in refre~hing ourselves for the all day ride of to-morrow. Did I
say refreshing? It was an.)\thing but that-; the
rattle and clang of the constantly running trains,
being a sound to which our ears were wholly unaccustomed during the still watches of the night.
Try as we would, we could not persuade ourselves
into the belief that it was not very annoying.
We were just dozing for the first time during the
long night, when we were startled by a rap at our
door and a call, "only ten minutes til! train tjme."
We sprang to the floor with our heads in a whirl,
h·ardly knowing where to begin preparations for
our hasty exit. We fairly flew into our clothin'g,
but before we had completed our toih!ts, a voice
from without reassured us by telling us our train
was one hour late; so. after a little leisure we
went into our next door neighbor's room to see
how she was feeling. We found her dressed, but
lying down, snugly wrapped in bed covers, as if to
take advantage of the hour. Some others of our
party came in, wraps on, baggage in hand ready
to start. We were chatting and laughing merrily
enough, when we heard the train whistle. Away
we started down the two flights of stairs, and our
sister, who but a moment ago was so enjoying
her comfortable position, was now scrambling to
gather various articles which she bad failed in
her dreamy moments to replace In her valise;
but she reached the train with the rest of us,
both hands full of toilet articles.
The atmosphere had greatly changed and I
was shivering and oh, so ·sick, as the train
whirled on. Soon after breakfast a brother and
sister from the east joined our party, which
·added to our enjoyment. Near noon we reached
Council Bluffs, where we had some two hours to
wait. It was cold and cheerless, and raining
very hard. The time, however, soon passed and
we were again aboard the train for Logan, where
we arrived about five o'clock, and you who have
stopped at a little country depot at nightfall, far
from home in a pouring rain, the mud a foot
deep, can imagine our feelings and wbetheF
home was not uppermost in our thoughts. But
ere we bad .time for much day dreaming, Bro.
Blair's smiling countenance and cheery voice
greeted us. He piled us into the little buss· two
or three tiers thick, with boxes and bundles filling up the center, until there was hardly room
to move. It would have been hard to find a,
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merrier crowd than was that buss full on that
rainy evening.
As we stopped at the hotel, letting out most of
the party, three of us wished we could go too,
but as we had engaged board in another part of
town, we very reluctantly kept our seats until
again the driver halted, and we alighted at a
quiet little house, almost hidden among the
trees. We found pleasant associates here, as two
of our elders (from home), with their wives were
also to board with us.
The next morning (Sunday) was cold ,and
clear. There was_ mud, mud, mud, but as we
walked over to the camp ground, some three
biocks away, we forgot everything else, we were
so enraptured with the beauty of the .country.
We gazed in admiration over the hills and valleys covered with beautiful hues of red, yellow
and amber, tinted here and there with bright
greens. We felt that to live there would be a
joy forever.
But h'ere we are at the camp grounds. How
pretty the sight! ·Hundreds of white tents all
pitched so as to have streets running north and
south, the large tabernacle, which will seat nearly
two thousand people, and such grand old trees!
Surely we can be happy here for days to come,
though the clouds have obscured the sun and
look as though they might give us more rain.
Days have come and gone, some cold and
rainy, some warm aud sunshiny, but all has been
bright and warm within. Everybody greets
everybody else with warm looks and words; and
how could it be othetwise whi:m. several hundred
have met as a famii'J to worship the Lord? As
we go in and out from the services, all feel to
thank God for the restored gospel; listening to
the testimonies of our fellow travelers from the
east and from the west, from the north and
from the south, the air vibrates with the sweet
songs of Zion, our h'earts are ml)de tender and
we say, Surely ''this 'God' is the God we adore.
We will praise him fpr all that' is past, and trust
him for all that's to come."
Meetings over, we go in and out of the tents.
visiting old friends at;Jd making many new ones;
all are at home and l!ll are welcome, and as the
day draws near for;the.breaking up of camp,
when. we must say good:bye, separate and go our
various ways, we feel glad and rejoice in the
knowledge that we are all traveling the same
path, the one marked out by the blessed Master,
and our prayer is that we may heed the inj unction; which by the Spirit we. have so often heard,
"Be ye faithful, oh, my people," that we together
triay enjoy His presence on the glorified earth,
to be separated never more.
·
Monday morning 'at an early hour, chatting
(with now and then ,a peal of laughter) is heard
through the various apartments. Packing is
rapidly going on, for we have learned that if on
tlmt> the •·Flyer" will stop for us at eight o'clock.
After a walk of .a .few blocks in the crisp morning air; we arrive at. the station, where we meet
some seventy-five pe~sons, all anxious to get off
on the "Flyer." Here it cotries, puffiing and
rushing along. All ,crowd. into the can, thinking the while how nice it is that so many are
going_ together; and then comes the sad thoug.ht
of the. hundreds and thousands. who were but
yesterday assembled together to listeh to the
words of life and salvation, all no doul:Jt desirous
of reaching that heavenly home, but traveling In
'll.o many.difterent direc.tiorts.

Arriving at the Bluffs, we are the guests .of
Bro. and Sr. Beebe for the remainder of the day,
and an enjoyable day it was. Dinner over, we
are driven around the city in Bro. Beebe's fine
carriage. As we glide along, exclamations of
appreciation are often heard as we sometimes
gaze out and over the city, then down into cuts
and ravines, then up at the cragged cliffs above
us. My artist soul longed to paint and admire
that beautiful picture; but alas! the artist brush
cannot equal nature, and so the picture would be
incomplete. Our drive took us out to the
Chautauqua grounds, w'lere we climbed the long
hi!! to the pavilion, where we rested a few minutes and then as the patter of rain drops was
heard we hurried back to the carriage and home.~
The evening was very pleasantly enjoyed in
conversation, interspersed with music. Soon
after nine, most of our friends ·left to take the
ten o'clock train for home by way of Chariton.
At ten the next morning Bro. Joseph .and self
bade the last of our Reunion associates good-bye
and took the train to .St. Joseph and from there
home.
The Reunion of 1891 is now a thing of the
past, but its pleasures and blessings will, we
trust, in years to come be a source of joy and
gladness when brought to our remembrance,
and we may then as now say "it was goo<l to be
there."
SISTER MARY.

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Sr. E. L. Van Why, of Newton, Pa., writes rejoicing in the latter day work. She and her
husband' have been three years in the church,
have received many blessings and known many
seasons of rejoicing in Christ. The Saints there
- are few in number, but they are praying that the
Lord will send an elder and that their branch
(the Hyde Park) may again be built up. The
Lord has stood by her in all her trials, of which
she has had Tl!any.
Sr. R .. .E. Gordon, Frozen Camp, W. Va.,
writes of a camp meeting which was held there
recently by the Seventh Day Adventists. A.s
the result of their preaching some of the Saints
were a little doubtful as to whether t'ley were
not under condemnation for not observing the
seventh day. Bro. James Moler was sent for to
reply to some of their sermons and the resujt
was that truth won thl;! day. The Saints were
built up and others interested in the work.

PROTON, October xst.
Dear Sisters::....! love this lat.ter day work, and
feel to thank God for the blessings received since
obeying the gospel. I know this work is of God,
and. my desire is to see it roll J.mtil the cause of
Christ prevails everywhere. My determination
is to live nearer to Christ than I have ever before, that he may draw nearer to me. ·I feel that
the time is drawing near when both saint and
sinner shall be judged. Will we be'prepared to
stand the test when we will have to account for
every deed and every idle thought? Let us
search ourselves and see how we stand. I know
I have not loved .Christ as I should, but I desire
to llve nearer to hlm thap I have in the. time
'past. Jesus says, "If yelove me, keep my commandments."
1 was baptized A.ugust the 22d, 18.86, by .Bro. J.
A· Mcintosh, an(j .I have. never regretted it. Th~

more I try to keep the commands of God the
happier I feel.
Your sister in the church,
EUPHEMIA JACK.
BELLEVILLE, Kan., Oct. 13th.
Dear Sisters of tlze Home Column:-! want to
tell you something about the work here; God has
blessed us and I am sure that he will continue his
work if we are faithful. The Saints are few in
number, but we try to meet as often as we can for
prayer meetings. We have had the pleasure of
hearing Bro. G. W. Shute and Bro. Beebe preach,
and hope they may be able to come again.
I sometimes feel cast down and lonely, but I
know this gospel is true and the signs do follow
the believer. r need strength from above to keep
me faithful and humble, as I am only young
in the cause. I have tried the doctrines of men;
I belonged to two churches before I found the
true doctrine of. Christ. I was baptized and confirmed a member of this church the 22d of April.
If God be with us, dear Saints, who can harm
us? May we all live to Ids honor and glory.
Your sister in the faith,
..
JENNIE OBRECHT.
HOME CoLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

Oct. r8th, Amount to date .••••••..••. $3.756 49
Lenora Hart, Cal .....•. $I co
Lou Berry, Iowa .•...•.. I oo
G. Walmsley, Nev ....... 2 oo
C. Range, Cal..'........ 10 oo
Lucv Barrows, Utah ..... I co
M.A. S., Iowa ......•... I oo
G. W. Harlow and family,
Cal. •..•••...••.•.... ·4 oo
Melissa Bass, Mo ....••.• r co
B. M. Lewis. Ill. . . . . . . . . 3.~
Sr. John C. Hunt. Iowa .. I oo
A. M. Emmons, Wis .••.. I oo
Joanna FrPderick, Wis ... 1 co
A Sister, Neb .•........• 2 oo
26 35
Oct. 29th, Amount received to date~. -$3-78l 84
~Send

all monevs to D.Dancer. Lamoni. Iowa.

or:arrtspandtutt.
WEST FoRK, Ind., Oct. 13th.
Edttors Herald:-On the third of this month
Bro. G. fl. Hilliard put in an appearance at
Birdseye. We held four meetings in the town
hall, the!). came on to the West Fork branch,
where we found a Mr. Jeffries of the Christian
Church, from the state of Kentucky, was holding a protracted meeting. We atrended his
meeting on Tuesday. night. He . gave us to
understand that he was quite a logician, directed
his discourse at the Latter Day Saints; did not
positively cballenge, but gave us to understand
that he was willing to stand bv his guns, and his
church were rejoicing that they had the man
that could demolish the Latter Day Saints.
Bro. Hilliard quietly announce.d that he WO\lld
preach the next evening from the same textActs _2: 26-and ;epl y to his discourse. Bro.
Hilliat:d was greatly blessed in his tffortand the
Saints made glad, whilst our noble btother.drew
the tangled web through the hackle of truth.•
E~ery c:dfort afterwards made by Mr. Jeffries
grew weaker, as was confessed by some of .lds
members, and on Saturday night he fled the
field entirely. Bro. Hilliard closed la&t night
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amid the good .wishes of the people, some showing their faith in the gospel we preach. I believe Bro. H's coming was providential.
We.gb.from.lrere to tire Buckeye schoolhouse,
· where we will preach this week; then to the
Hope branch. The.caus.e is gaining slowly and
some are being added to the church; more calls
for preaching than we can possibly respond to.
In bonds,
I. P. BAGGERLEY.
PLANO, Ill., Oct. 26th.
Edltors Herald:-I had the pleasure of baptizing Srs. Maggie L. ·Fletcher, FannieS. Vernon,
Nellie M. Howard and Bro. Philo J. Rogers, all
of Sandwich, Illinois, yesterday afternoon.
Others are expecting to unite with us next Sunday. The weather was fine, the water clear, and
with a nice gravel bottom, everything was
pleasant. The Sa.ints all rejoice in the work.
I preached in the ch-qrch in the rnorning and
evening; had confirmation after the evening
serviCes, Bro. I. L. Rogers assisting. We
enjoyed a good degree of the Spirit. I will continue the work there this week.
Bro. Wildermuth has been laboring there;
baptized two one· week ago. He was Injured
while riding out with a horse and buggy last
Thursday. One of his ribs was broken, but he is
getting along nicely and will soon be ready for
duty again.
Yours in hope,
'"
H. H. RoBINSON.
CANTON, Illinois, Oct. sth.
Editors Herald:-From the general conference
at Kirtland, Ohio, Bro. Hyrum Dick~out and
myself passed over the Nickel Plate, through
Pennsylvania, to Buffalo, New York, where we
bade adieu to Bro. J. C. Foss. At a late hour we
moved on to Niagara Falls, took a short walk
over the Suspension Bridge and soon sought out
the waiting ones of his Canadian home.
It is needless to say that I took in one of the
chief wonders of the wild, westers world. The
roaring cataract on either side of Goat Island's
lower end, the perpendicular terminus of that
wood-crowned, rock-bound piece of land; the
unceasing thundering of falling waters; the sparkle, the glitter, the foam, and the spray; the romantic, rugged, sturdy group of little islands
called "the Three Sisters;" the sweeping, tossing,
rushing of the broad tide above; the narrow
bluff-encompassed, angry, herculean, sublime,
awe-inspiring rapids below, with the environments of quaint landscape, woody heights, puffing engines, the hum of manufactories, and the
trade, growth, and development of cities are all
objects of beauty, utility, health, wealth and
pleas.ure.
I will not undertake to describe the Falls and
the surroundings that have to be seen to be realized, and heard to awaken the deep, profound
emotions of "wonder, love, and praise."
That portion of my brief stay of most interest
to Beautiful Zion, and for which, in the main, I
w_ent there, was to dispense the word of life. Of
course I was not oblivious to the wondrous
works of my God In these wild freaks in dame
nature.
On Sunday, April 19th last, I was honored
and ble1sed in promulgating the glad tidings of
great joy in the home of a kind gentleman named
Bell; in a suburban place called Montrose. Priest

George Henley, late of England, kindly and ably
aided me in _this and other ~ervices·. When the
sun sank in the western horizon and the twilight
surcharged with the mist just below, on, to me, a'
foreign strand, or the Queen's side, a devout
band of Saints and kind friends eonvened to behold a young man named Abraham Davis and
a young lady named Mary Ann Barnhart go
down in that chilly, simmering, trembling, cold,
eddying tide, all to have remitted, .or to wash
away their past sins. We char.ged our apparel
In a kind man's house near by, and confirmation
and social service was held where I was sojourn'lng, a late feast of charity, l!nd later visiting ended that eventful, busy, happy d11y.
My heart fairly ached to eall on the Saints lri
Canada at London, as I passed through that
place, and other points along the Grand Trunk;
but my special ticket would not a11ow; it ;was out
of my field of labor, my wife was ailing at home,
and, 1ure, I was coming down with the foreign
Ia grippe.
I do not like to say, In detan, that I was sumptuously entertained by this good brother, and
that his amiable wife is an excellent housekeeper
and first-class cook; and they had evetythfng so
nice and handy, lest peradventure I might flatter the vanity of the well-to:do,'wound and humiliate the less favored, build up a shoddy sentlmentaltty, advertise my coming so that folks
might clean out the corners, trot out their goodIes, and thereby get a glorious puff In our church
organ, etc., for it is not right; at least,. in my
humble opinion, I do think it meet to be grateful
and thankful in a judicious way, for modest folks
do not want or need world-wide praise for doing
either a pleasin·g or painful duty.
The 2oth of April was a day's travel through
the realm of "The Empresli of India," and the
nightfall found me in the home of an ex-Catholic brother, N. F. Ly9dy, number 179 Champlain
street, Detroit, Michigan, where I had the good
fortune of finding Bro. and Sr. R. C. Evans.
The fervent young preacher administered to me
both at night and the next morn, and so I was
enabled to pass on to Chicago.
I abode that night ~at number 446 West Lake
street, at Bro. Townsend's; arose next morning
voiceless, passed on home where I remained
speechless, save wliispering, for ten days; but,
thank God, I have not had any symptoms of the
disease or evil effects therefrom for quite awhile;
am perfectly well again. On the 27th of last
July a little lady stranger was found at the pleasant village home. She bears the name of Ruby
I1ene since Bro. Alexander H. Smith blessed her
ladyship arid confirmed Regina Duncan August
rSth.
Illinois never groaned under such a wonderful crop as at this time; and the old Kewanee
district is on the revive, and will come to the
front again. There have been several accessions to the ·district of late, and a spirit of inquiry
is taking hold of the. people, while the Saints
generally are united, and happy in both receiving and imparting the good things of God's
church and kingdom. The members of the
church in all these parts have about learned
of the likes of !Tie that if I do anything wrong
I am quite willing to be forgiven.
Elder E E. Wheeler has done a vast deal of
very effective labor around here, as elsewhere
in the district within the last eighteen months.
He took John and Maggie Graham Into the

water here yesterday, in. the. presence of an .or
detly assembly. They Jive .five miles away at
Dunfermline. It is a .coal. mining town. wliere
there are a fewSain~s and quite a number of
sympathizing friends. To say that old Babylon
Is up would oe to tc;ll the oft-repeated, and hence
threadbare old tale; This noble pil.rr had enough
of the Lanark. fire of proud • Scotia',s free soil . tobrook the· high toUing tide of public opin·ion, and
Wall ace and Bruce like, burst the bands of ty·
rants. Let bold Scotia send us more of her
brav:e sons and intrepid da,Ughters to swell fhe
ranks of holy freedom, and fight iq this holy
war. The Saints here love the young, bold,
dau'nt!ess, tireless, judicious, humble, meek mis•
sionary; and. forsooth, they ar~ figuring on a
church hous'e. My colabot'er tells me that EIder D. S. Holmes, the disfrict president, fately
preached in a two-days' gro.ve meeting in Knox
county, Illinois, like John the Baptist crying
in the wl!derneas.
The outlook is from fair
to good.
We feel well and swing in, and may God
speed the plow everywhere.
M. T. SHORT.
BuRNstnE, Ill., Oct. r6th.
Editors Herald:-Last Sunday a man and
wife by the name of Wetherbee, came twelve or
fifteen miles to be baptized. They are people of
good report and well spoken of; and are fruits o£
Bro. M. T. Short's labors, God' bless him. It
will encourage Bro. Short some to hear of their
baptism. The work stil!.goe§ on, now and then
one is convinced that we have tile truth. I still
preach at the Cottage Schoolhouse every two
weeks, and have good attendance and quite an
interest. I am assistP.d by Brn. "Wint" McGahen
and R Sherman. We are all striving to keep
the faith once delivered to the Saints; all of the
members doing well, and proud of tneir. mem·
bership in the Church of Jeshs Christ. "Continual dropping," they say, "will wear away a
stone;'' and I think continual preaching will in
time accomplish something; so we will keep
hammering away, if it be the Master's will,
whether we reap the fruits of our labors in this
world or not. We believe that in the next we
will anyway, so on we go anyhow. Ever
praying for Zion's welfare.
Your brother in Chrfst,
. S. J. SALISBURY.
GRINNELL, Ia., Oct. 22d.
Editors Herald:-Bro. John Roush and I arrived from the Logan Reunion feeling well paid
for having attended, notwithstanding I worked
hard while there. For three days we worked
hard with hammer and saw, preparing for winter; then on the r7th we went to Runnels where
we held meetings over Sunday, and the Lord
blessed us in delivering the gospel message.
The house was densely crowded, and on Sunday
evening many who came could not get in. At
three p. in. Sunday, we gathered on the banks of
the Des Moines River, and I baptized three
noble persons into the kingdom of God. Two of
them are married people; one was Dr. Pence
whom the Lamoni folks will remember, for he
attended the debate there last spring and was
thoroughly convinced that we have the truth;
and was only confirmed by Mr. Braden's poor,
trashy stuff for arguments.
There are a goodly riumb"er who seem to be ht·
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teres ted at Runnells, and there are good prospects for the work. , The people are building a
Union church there. It is brick, and will be
dedicated November 15th. The Runnells Saints
have requested Bro. Joseph to be with them on
that occasion.
The programme for the meetings is as follows:
Saturday evening the 14th, the Methodi'sts
preach. On Sunday, the xsth, at I I a. m., the
Christians. At 3 p. m., the Latter Day Saints.
At 7 p. m., the Christian Association. These
four organizations have built the house, and each
will have the use of it one-fourth of the time.
The Runnells Saints invite all the Saints to
come to the dedication; for they expect to pay
off all the indebtedness, and they want all to
come and assist them with their mickels and
muckles.
To-morrow Bro. Roush and I start to Breemer, Fayette and Clayton counties for a two
months' siege, if health permits.
In gospel bonds,
J- S. ROTH.
ToLL GATE, W.Va., Oct. 17th.
Editors Herald:-The discussion held here between Bro. D. L. Shinn and E. J. Taylor, of the
Invincible Church of Christ, close<:l~lasqnight,
lasting three days. The subjects were: xst. Resolved that baptism belongs to the ~rospel covenant and is essential to salvation.
2d. Resolved that the laying on of hands belongs-to the gospel covenant and is essential for
the gift of the Holy Ghost.
Bro. Shinn affirmed these propositions, Rev.
Taylor denying. , There was a good ·audience
and good attention throughout; and all seemed
to be pleased 'with the manner in which the
speakers conduCted themselves, and the best ef
feeling prevailed throughout the entire sesaion.
I am inclined to think much good was done fn the
way of removibg prejudice, 1111 Elder Shtnn had
the opportunity of presenting the faith to a large
crowd of people that had never before heard It;
and I believe there can be a good opening here
now for the preaching of the gospel.
Yours for truth,
B. BEALL.
VALLEY JuNCTION, W:is., Oct 14th.
Editors Hera(d:-Conference of the Western
Wisconsin distdct has just closed, and we had a
time of rejoicing. Some of the gifts were manifested and the elders enjoyed the Spirit in the
presentation of the word, and the Saints rejoiced in the hearing. The work in this district
is moving; twenty-one hav·e been added by baptism aince general conference, and the Saints are
becoming more willing to live up to the law of
tithing. Some;have not obeyed the law because
they did not f11lly 11nderstand it. How neces,sary It is thap the law should be more fully
taught. I would say to one and all in this district, Let us live up to the law In this regard and
the Lord will )?less us in so doing, as he has
done in the past. Let us be diligent in this matter.
Brn.. W. S. Pender,J. W. Peterson and myself
met. with Uie Sil:irits of the Evergreen: branch,
where the conference was held, and held some
meetings last week, This week Bro. Pender
and myself are holding meetings at Valley
Junction scltoolhouse.. The attendan~e is good,
ll.llQ we will continue as iong aslntei-est hi good.

Brn. Pderson and F. Sawley have gone about
seven miles away and expect to commence
preaching to-night; so the work moves on. The
calls are more than we can fill; the harvest is
great and the laborers are few.
We would be pleased to have Brn. A. H. Smith
and E. L. Kelley call on us as· they are passing
by from time to time. I would say, dear Saints,
let us be up and doing, for the hastening time
has surely come.
Yours in bonds,
W. A. McDowELL.
ST. JosEPH, Mo., Oct. nth.
Editors Herald:- The article by Bro. Wm. B.
Smith, in Herald No. 41, brings to my mind very
vividly the action of the Utah church. under
Hrigham Young In the, year 1876, when he caused
an addition to be made to the Book of Doctrine
and Covenants, a part of which was the addition
of the so-called revelation on celestial marriage,
and which is set forth as coming from God
through Joseph Smith in the year 1843·
Now this Is another "lie'; which comes under
the head of "liars" and which action by Brigham
Young places him on the same side of the scale
with the "Spaulding plagiarism story about the
Book of Mormon.'' For do not all the. church
records and all the church teachings from the
year x83o to 1844 show that polygamy was a
crime against the law given to the church during
that time? And in addition to this, has not the
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ, since the
year x86o, shown by every means at its command
that such doctrine and practice of plurality o.f
wives was a violation of the law of God, by
whomsoever such a doctrine might be taught or
practiced? Hence, such a: doctrine cannot be of
God: Then it is but the doctrine of man onlylike the "Solomon Spaulding story" gotten up for
carnal purposes; which will lead mankind to destruction and misery. Yet such a doctrine, like
the "Spaulding story" that is found within the
lids of the Bible, the plurality story is found
within the lids of the Book of Doctrine and
Covenants, that is, the one being published by the
Brlghamite Church of Utah. And the deceptive
story,'no doubt, will continue to be a partot that
book until the redemption of Zion is fully brought
about, and Christ has put all enemies under his
feet, while those who have been "liars" and "committed ·abominations," who repent not, "shall
have their part in the lake of fire, . . . which is
the second death."--Rev. 21:8.
Yours in the gospel of Christ,
SIMON SMITH.

Of course there were objections offered, but they
were met by such argument that set them to
thinking and reading. We enjoyed the interview and trust it will not be in vain.
We had the experience of feeling that we were
"lost at sea" on our way from Tahiti here,_ In a
small boat with frail sails. What our feelings
and thoughts were for 11ome few days and nights
are not easily pictured by the pen. Anon, we
may give a detailed account of our voyage here.
A man of war coming here a few days before we
did was asked to permit us to take passage on it,
but "No;" it would make the Catholic Priests
feel bad if we let the Latter Day Saint Missionaries go on this vessel; besides they are a low
class of people, etc. It steamed gaily away and
left us behind. I felt that something serious
would befall that ship ere she returned. Shortly
after we arrived here word came that the man of
war had been wrecked on the reef of one of the
neighboring isles, broke in two and sank to the
bottom of the sea. Fortunately no lives were
lost. The loss would amount to several tens of"
thousands. This is the second vessel sustaining
great loss which has opposed us by .refusing passage. It is getting too late in the day for ele,
ments of opposition to remain long in the way.
"The ·hastening time has surely come," and I
can say like Bro. E. C. Briggs, "I'm so Jlad of
that."
There are three small branches here. We have
met with all; we are trying to instruct them .the
best we can; they need much teaching. Just
when we will get away from this place ls un'
known to us'.
Our health is good. We feel hopeful and anxious to hear from home and of the progress of
the work throughout the world. It Is doubtful
whether we can report regularly, for mail facilities are not first-class by any mean's.
We have not reseived our July mail f~om Tahiti, and do not know when it will reach us.
As ever,
L. R. DEVORE.
BRowN, CoL, Oct. 19th.
Editors Herald:-In: reading the item called
"Reorganized Absurdities" I conclude the News
does not belleve everything their leader, Brig,
ham Young, told them. The News said that
Joseph Smith, of Lamoni, had no hereditary. right
to the presidency. Perhaps the News has forgotten the time that Brigham Young ilald In the
presence of hundreds. of people, that It was Joseph Smith's hereditary right to pre11ide over the
Church of Jesus-: Christ of Latter Day Saints,
and he hoped to be ready and wllling to give up
the presidency to Joseph Smith when he came
and called for his rights.
The News also said there is a difference between tile two bodies apart from polygamy. I
congratulate the Reorganized Church on .that
difference.
Yours for all truth,
· ·

ANAA ISLAND, Oceanica,
August 19th;
Editors Herali:-We arrived here on the 18th
of July and found our people in usual health,
though few In number and several of them aged.
They received us with marked kindness. The
white people have been especially kind to us.
C. B. H.
There Is a Frenchman and his . wife, who are
No'Uc(l.
teachers, employed. by the government, very
. When changing your place of residence, or desiring
nice people. They desired to learn. of our faith
your paper sent to a different post-office, be particular in
and requeste<:l an interview. We were glad to be
g1ving, in full, tile name of the post-office, county, alld
called upon to present our claims, but the way.
state where you had·been last receiving it, and ilisti'nctly
we did it was to us a new experience. I spoke
state tile name of the post-office, county and state to
which you wish your paper sent in the future.
through Bro. Hawkins as interpreter .of the naWhen mailing a letter, whether in a railroad car•• on a
steamboat, or while. visiting at a friend's, in every intive tongue, and he spoke to Bro. Petero Derrleu, stance
give your own address where you are. taking yo:ur. pa'
and he. to the Frenchman..and wife. Brq. Peter,o per.
.
·.
.
· .
. • .. ·... ·. ·
Jfyour pap,er bas been discentinned. stat~ .whew you
Derrleu. i~ a go<:)d Fninch ~tnd native scholar. · l\av' last bee11- takilig.it, and tke thae·it was mtoppecl• · ,;
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RICH MAN AND LAZARUS.

WHEN I .wrote the article, «Rich man
and Lazarus," I did not expect all to look
at the matter as I did. I know of no passage of Scripture that all men are agreed
upon. And .as the privilege to differ is
allowed by common eonsent, men ought
not. to get angry when one man differs with
another~ especially .when truth is the object
in. view.
In the Inspired Translation the Savior
says: ''For there was a certain rich man
who . • • fared sumptuously every day.
And there was a certain beggar named
Lazarus, who was laid at his gate, full of
sores. . • . And it came to pass, that the
beggar died, and was carried ofthe angels
into Abraham's bosom. The rich man
also died and was buried. . And in hell he
lifted up his eyes, being in torment, and
saw Abraham afar off, and Lazarus in his
bosom•" · (Luke 16: 24-28). It is said in
the article entitled, "Scripture vs. Everlasting Punishment," that "the writer did
not state whether Christ spoke of an
actual occurrence )n the past, or in figurative language." I said if it was a parable, it was a terrible lesson of what was to
be hereafter, or something to that effect;
but then as now, I do not believe it was a
parable. The brother says, "If the hell
spoken of here is a literal hell, then Abraham's bosom was also literal, and as Abraham was but a man and Lazarus was there
before he or I, our chances are &lim." Let
me say to the brother, in love, his quarrel
if he has any must be with Christ, not me.•
Latter Day Saints are very free to.charge
theirfriends of otherfaiths with spiritualiz;
ing the Scriptures, hiding the truth under
figures, etc., etc. I never preach to my
neighhors a doctrine I do not subscribe to.
l can hardly allow an honest preacher a
clear conscience if he preaches eternal
punishment ano does not believe it himself.
Matthew 25:3I is one suhject, but
Matthew 25: 42 is another; the former
concerns the servant receiving the one
talent, a servant ju~t as much as the one
who received five or two; the two others
were faithful to their trust, while he who
had the one talent was hithless, disobedient, and was cast out. But Matthew 25:
4 r, 42 speaks of a diffi)rent class of people.
And instead of outer darkness being their
only doom, it is everlasting fire prepared
for the Devil and his angels. (The gallows for the murderer, the penitentiary
for hone thieves).
Yes, of course the fire mav be in the
presence of angels and of God and the
Lamb, and still not be uncomfortable. The
brother has certainly read of the three
brethren in the fiery furnace, and that they
suffered no inconvience. In Revelations
we find recorded that some are to be "tormented with fire and brimstone in the
presence of the holy angels and in the

presenceof the Lamb; and the smoke of.
their torment ascendeth up for ever and
ever."-Rev. 14:Io, I r, I. T.
We will ~ow see what the Book of
Mormon says of eternal punishment, endless punishment, etc. "For he delivereth
his saints from, that awful monster, the
De:vil, and death, and hell, and that lake
of fire and brimstone .which is endless torment."-2 Nephi 6:8.
"And according to the power ofjustice,
for: justice cannot be denied, ye must go
away into that lake of .fire a~d brimstone,
whose flames are unquenchable, and whose
smoke ascendeth for ever and ever,, which
lake of fire and brimstone is endless torment."-Jacob 4: I.
,And now I .say .unto you,.that mercy
hath no claim on that man; therefore, his
final doom .is to endure a never ending torment."---'Mosiah 1: I 1.
"A state of misery and endless torment,
from whence they can no more return."Mosiah 2: I6,
I cpuld give more of the same kind,
but enough is given to satisfy me at least
that endless punishment is the final outcome of open rebellion against God and
Christ. The writer of this believes that
Abraham's bosom is a place of rest for the
righteous, while hell or its immediate
neighborhood is a place of confinement
till the judgment day. He also believes
that. all will be brought from the dead,
good and bad; that is, the saints will be
one thousand years in advance of the
wicked; then at the end of the thousand
vears .the wicked will receive their final
sentence. The writer has no wish that
any man or even a dumb brute might ever
reach such a piace as is described in both
the Book of Mormon and the Bible,
neither does he charge God with whining; but he has heard so much of this
pitiful stuff put up, that God's glory will
be diminished if one soul was lost. Why
is it that Satan is forever doomed? He
only rebelled, and thousands are doing
the same every day, .with eyes wide open.
Penitentiaries are not built for honest
men, but for thieves and rascak No good
man fears any such place. A Saint never
need be afraid ot the gallows.
The brother says my fir~t proposition is
based largely on an if; "If they prepare
themselves f0r it;" and in the next breath
he says: "I do. not think that man will
merit everlasting punishment for a few
years of misdeeas in the flesh."
The
Spirit of God does not think, it is yea, yea.
In myarticle I believe I showed who I
referred to as being the ones that would
suffer, and also who would be rewarded,
though never hearing the gospel. I know
what Alma says, and believe with him
that the wicked are in hell till the resurrection. That is where the rich man is.
Of course the resurrection will reunite
spirit and body, and then what? Does
Almtl say they (the wicked) are to be saved
then? I would not say yes, for the Book
of. Mormon and Bible both say different.
Did not the rich man show signs of repentance? I think he did. Was he released? I should say no; unles« brother,
you have a "Thus saith the Lord, the rich

man is released," I shall still believe he is
waiting in helHill the judgment. Job 33:
27, 3o; why is it that God work:eth these
things with m;an? The 27th verse tells ,us
·the reason: "And if any say, I have sinned,
and perverted that which was right, and it
profited me not," then, and not till then,
"he. will deliver his soul from g9ing into
the pit."
,
I too believe that if all men will com.e to
Christ in his appointed way: and remain
steadfast in the faith, he will deliver their
souls from the pit. Did not the Savior
applaud the Publican whenhe confessed
himself a sinner, and condemn the Pharisee for his self righteousiJesss? So with
the man Job speaks of. It is said an open
confession is good for the soul; the Publican proved it.
I have no doubts in mv my mind, but
that Christ preached to Pharoah and his
host when he went and preached to the
spirits in prison; also those refered . to in
Isa. 24:22. And again I believe that all
who never heard the gospel will have an
opportunity of ackno.w }edging the great
love of God and Christ, who will reward
them according as they deserve.
In looking at John 5:25, I, find ithasno
reference to the prisoners in the pit. He
was talking to the wicked Jews, those who
were trying their best to destroy him. The
25th verse refers to the raising the dead
then, .while he was pre&ent with them. The
29th verse refers to .the time when the
sleeping dead will come forth to receive
reward or punishment acccording to their
works. So far as I can see from the reading of the 24th Psalm, there :is no connection with the question. He is there talk:,
ing of establishing the generations of J a·.
cob forever. As to the passage in 1st
Peter, it h~s been my belief a long time
that the Redeemer paid the pri~oners a
visit before he went to heaven, and preached
Jo them; and as many as obeyed and continued in the faith, in the spirit world, till
the time he makes up his jewels, he would
then give them the promised deliverance.
I cannot see how the brother can say from
Rom. 8: I I that all must have the Spirit
before the re~urrection. Paul is writing to
saints, not to all. men indiscriminately; that
would nPver do. Hi~ language is very
plain. Now he says, "If the Spirit of him
that rai~f'd up Je~us from the dead dwell
in you,'' (living- Roman Saints), that same
Spirit will quicken their mortal bodies by
the same Spirit that dwelt in them while
they were living, active saints. The same
Spirit that dwelt in Christ while in the
flesh raised him from the grave and quickened him so that he could go even to the
domain of Satan and preach the same gospel in the spirit .world that he preached on
earth, while in the flesh.
I presume the angels in heaven are
happy, .while the rich man remains in hell.
The brother says he cannot be happy while
there is one unredeemed soul in hell. Are
you happy, or is the community happy
where a .cold blooded murder has been
committed and the criminal has been hung
by law or sent up for life? Does his being
in prison for life mrtke you unhappy?
Tha.t i!l endless punishment as far as the
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power of man can go. If men are able to Spint, the burden of which was, 'Prepare
inflict eternal punishment, are you so op- yourself, for the time is not far distant
posed to God exercising his prerogative? when you must go forth to preach the gosYou say God is love. I believe it. What pel.'"
I believe that every minister should
about vengeance? Was it love poured fire
and brimstone upon Sod om? Was it love speak the English language correctly withdestroyed the earth with water? What out making blunders and mistakes; (and
kind of love com passed Jerusalem with the before I offend someone I will say that I
Roman army, and caused such a famine know quite well that I am unable to do
that even delicate woman, so famished for this myself.) He should have a general
food, was compelled to devour her own knowledge of the sciences commonly
flesh? God so loved the world that he gave taught in public schools. If a minister is
his only Son to redeem that world. What called to preach the gospel, and does not
more could he do? What more do we possess this knowledge, he is under the
want? Something unreasonable? There necessity of educating himself in these
is sadly too rnuch liberty with God'sword things. A knowledge also of languages,
now. Is the gospel not good enough? If other than his own, is quite essential. I
not, why preach it, if men and women will fully believe that when God gave comreject it and continue to do so? I ask once mandment to Joseph the Seer, to study
good books, and acquaint himself with
more, who is in the fault?
I remember reading a statement by a languages, and of the histories of nations
certain elder, that the reason it was endless and- of people, he fully intended that his
punishment was because it was God's pun- instructions should be obeyed; and that
ishment, and a~ he is endless it was end- his ministry should be "wise servants,"
less punishment; not that it is really end- "thoroughly furnished unto good works."
less; it will have an end sometime. Such The old saying, "Open your mouth and
talk as that is not right, no matter about the Lord will fill it," has been misused in
the name. It 'cannot be endless, even if the opinion of the writer. I believe as
much in the necessity of inspiration in
God be endless, if it comes to an end.
We. said nothing of any gulf between preaching the word as anyone, but when
the rich.man's abode and the earth; it was God fills my mouth, he always has thus
between Abraham and the rich man, and far used material that was. previously
it was our Lord and Savior that cited the stored away in the brain for that purpo~e
people to it. I 4Jelieve it to be true. I do then the Holy Spirit, true to His officenot believe Jesus Christ used words having work, brings all "things to your remem,
no meaning to them. If the account Of brance," &c.
Abraham and Lazarus and the rich man is
We are also told through the Palmyra
not true, then the "if" I quote from it is Seer that we are to "treasure up in our
wrong. I have no hard feelings for any hearts the words of eternal life, and it shall
man, ·woman or child. I am taught of be given'' us "in the very hour what" we
God never to harbor hatred or anything "shall say ;"-but I am leaving the princiakin to it, but to love God with all my pal point aimed at in this paper-the neheart, might, tnind and strength, and my cessity of a college.
neighbor as myself; yes, and even my
There is an old saying which all will adenemies. This js the true way. It is gen- mit to be true, that "experience is the best
uine Latter Day Saintism; and whe:n the of teachers." I hope by giving some of
heavens are rolled together as a scroll, . my own experience to help others to avoid
when tlae elements melt with fervent heat, making the mistakes I have made.
men and women of such love as the above
Shortly after I united with the church,
described will be safe from all danger, be- I began attending school at Lathrop, Miscause the law of love was their all in all souri, where my father resided at that
in Jesus Christ our Lord.
time. I got along nicely, until it became
T. F. STAFFORD.
publicly known that I was a "Mormon,''
LEWISTOWN,· Ill., September 1st.
and when this was noised abroad the
whole .school was in a commotion; . and
ev~r afte.r that mv situation was 11nything
'uCJilURCH COLLEGE," AND INDUSbut pleasant. The student;; shunned me
TRIAL SCHOOL.
on every hand, and even the Pmfessor himI wrsH to present a few thoughts on a self endeavored to make me the subject of
subject that I crmsider of much importance . ridi~ule at every possible opportunity.
tq the church, and which was quite exten- The result was, I left school feeling downsively agitated 1some time ago, but for the cast and discouraged, and. determined to
last few months has seemingly been laid seek society where r could be respected as
.on the shelf; VlZ., the question of a Church human, at least. I am persuaded that
··College.
many of our young people are neglecting
The need for this institution can be to attend school on just the same. grounds
realized ~y nohe more forcibly. than by as stated above. If we had a ~ood college
those of the ministry who are lacking in at Lamoni, Iowa, many of them would get
education. The writer has been made to a good education who otherwise will
fully realize the necessity of being thor- never do so:
·
oughly educated, in his brief experience of
Is there not some way in which means
thr.ee years in gospel work; and many can be raised to do this work? .. Some ofyou
tjmes, when standing before the learned who are skilled in financial affairs ta.ke this
men oft be world, has he been led to say into consideration, and let us have a genin his heart, "0h that I. had .. only given eral revival of this question from the east
moxe diligent heed to the_ .voice of the to the. west, and put forth an. etlort, and

make an "all together pull" and success iS
sure to follow.
I have another idea which I wish to
present in connection with this college
movement. I think we should try and
establish an Industrial School, where the
poor as well as the rich could be educated.
It has been my experience thus far in life
to see the children of those who have
money, sent to school, no difference how
inferior the talent, and the poor catch their
education the best way they can, What I
would like to see is, a school where every
boy and girl who has the brains, can get a
good education. If we had a large tract
of land somewhere near Lamoni or Independence, by erecting suitable buildings
thereoru I think an industrial school could
be successfully carried on with the' proceeds of the farm. That section of country
never fails to produce some kind of ·a·
crop; and by employing the boys on the
farm, raising wheat, corn, oats, and vegetables of various kinds; and the girls being employed in the various household
duties, I see no reason why !'uch institution could not be successful. Each person
could labor one-half the day, and attend
school the other half-one-half laboring
on the farm in the morning, the other half
in the afternoon, thus keeping the teachers
busy all day.
The writer is acquainted with a school
which is conducted on this principle, and
it has been in successful ,operation a
number of years, and has done much
good,
If other churches can conouct schools
in this manner why can't we? The poor
of the church could also be cared for in
the same institution with very little extra
expense.
Let l)s hear from someone else on this
question; and no matter if somebody does
think you are only building "air ,castles,"
the "castles" must he built before the
work is done, and a certain amount of agitation is necessary before anything will
ever be accomplished in that line.
c. R. DUNCAN.
Denver, Col., Oct, 10th.

LETTER FROM ELDER JAMES
CAFFALL

EDITORS HERALD :-I believe when av.aflable it is proper that ap elder should be
anpointed to keep and hav~ charge of
the conference records, as provided in D.
and Ci 17: 25; but .do not believe thatthe
same imperativeness is attached thereto. as
to the law that says, "Thou shalt. not
steal," etc., for the following reasons:
r. It does not always happen that the
securing of a competent elder as a scribe is
possible; and to. have the records filled
with pothooks and hangers, whenthe services of a layman were available,. wh~
would keep the records in a clean, systematiC and intelligible manner, would be
most absurd and nonsensical, to say the
least.
z. It sometimes happens that ~ c.om~
petent scribe is available, as an elder, bu.t
the force of circumstances precludes. the .
possibility of his attending to th~ work,. .
Must the worktherdore go undone, whep'
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fhe service of a layman can be secured?
Who would so argue? Who would be
so inconsistent? Who would be so factious as to want to raise an issue on such a
matter?
Further. It oirght to qe understood
that district matters cannot be regulated
and should not be discus!>ed in or at branch
business meetings; nor if> it expected that
a· branch shall submit to domination or
oppressive measures from a district; hence
ifa ·b·rlmch has reason for complaint, it
should seek redress through its delegates,
at. the proper times and places, and patiently
wait the ultimate. Nothing more effectively tends to confusion in the house of
God thari illegal efforts to meet or adjust
existi:ng troubles, whether real or imaginary. No method is so effctive in adjusting
trouble than that divinely given; and
nothing more effective in bringing confusion than a misapplication of that method,
or persistent efforts to enforce an adverse
method for adjudication in lieu of the one
given.
There appears a vast difference in .accepting and being governed by law, and
essaying to modify. or make law; and it
would seem that the towering conception
that has and is obtaining of liberty leads
to a love for· the former rather than the
latter. I would always favor the selection
df an· elder for having charge .of conference records when practicable; and the
next best measure when not.
While at - - a few weeks since, I was
requested to accompanv Bro.-- in quest
of evidence of indebtedness of Bro. - - ,
who had recently left-for another locality,
which evidence was staggering; and I
wondered why a son of toil should be so
indiscreet. It is a solemn duty of every
person to live, if at all possible, below
their income; for should they g-o beyond
it someone of necessity will suffer:
Wbat prospect has one whose income
but meets present necessities, to meet and
pay debts contracted beyond that income?
And it not infrequently happens that
debts thus contracted are for extras that
might be dispensed with, which exhibits
an extravagance and a lack of economy,
that is most reflective upon anyone, but
especially on Latfer Day Saints; for their
religion teaches them better. It is most
discouraging for a few honest, hardworking Latter Day Saints to protect the fair
fame of the church in localities wherein
such unfortunate things develop; but so it
is; and the offenders generally manage to
make good their escape, and the innocent
have to suffer through the guilty in this
way. And the guilty quite often apply
f()r and get letters of removal, as charity
is often dealt out in big chunks.
I would always sympathize with, and if
possible help the unfortunate, and never
oppress, dealing justly with the indolent
and shiftless, always guarding the fair
fame of the church.
BROWNVILLE,

Neb., Oct. 13th.

ADDRESSES.
A. H. Parsons, Lee's Summit, Jackson Co., Mo.
R L. Kelley, Prer;iding Bishop, Lamoni, Decatur eo.
Iowa.
T,
Smith, Box 125, Independence, Mo.

w.

[From Independent Patriot.]

CLARK BRADEN REVIEWED.-No.
BY J· R, LAMBERT.

3;

ELDER Braden tejects the Book of Mormon on«account of the imperfect language
a'nd bad grammar found therein. He selects such phrases as best suit his purpose;
and then holds up the whole thing to ridicule, saying, "Here is your fulness of the
gospel." He calls our attention to such
phrases as "enormity of our numbers,"
"more history part," "it supposeth me,"
etc.
Now there is a marked difference between the things recotded and the manner
of recording them. The claim made by
the Book of Mormon is that the things
which were written are true, the manner
of writting them imperfect. However,
when these phrases which look so bad by
themselves are r.ead in their proper connections, what is meant is easily understood;
and their use leads to no serious results; so
that whether we account for these error~t
by claiming that the translator was left t?
express sentiment given, in his own words,
or that the bad language is due entirely to
the mistakes of the writers, makes no difference so far as the argument is concerned;
for if the fhings recorded are true, and the
obtectionable phrases are easily understood,
then the claims of the book are not invalidated in the least by the criticism made.
Again, I need hardly remind the careful
reader that if a like selection of improper
phrases should be made from the Bible,
upon the same grounds it could be l;leld up
to ridicule, and its claims rejected.
But we are told that the cases are not
parallel. The Bible was translated by human wisdom, while it is claimed that the
Book of Mormon was translated by inspiration. True, but the argument is thi~:
The Book of Mormon is not whatit claims
to be, and is unworthy the confidence of intelligent people, because these imperfections are in it. And if this objection is a
v~c;.ljd one, then the Bible is not what it
claims to be, and is unworthy the confidence of intelligent people, because these
imperfections, with some more serious
ones, are in IT. Before our opponents make
their claim good, on this point, they must
show {1) that the imperfections in the Book
of Mormon were not found in the record
as it left the hands of the N ephites, and
that the book, as we now have it, is not a'
correct translation of what was found on
the plates; and ( 2) that all the errors found
in the Bible are not due in any degree to
the original writers, but are the blunders
of copyists and translators. Can they do
these? Can Elder Braden do them? If
not, where is the point and force of the
criticism?
At this point, we guard against an advantage which might be sought against
our position. It is not claimed that the
language of the Book of Mormon, as a
rule, is equal to that of the Bible; but it is
claimed that the Bible contains examples
of bad grammar, and that there are other

errors in it, which:, are more serious tnan
any which can be found in the Boqk Of
Mormon.
, Evidently, tne ttue positiob. is this: If
the Book of Mormon must go down: be~
cause of'bad.gra:mmar and error in state•
ment, so must the Bible • and if when this
point is urged again'st the Bible, itisfound
that it does not inva:lidate its claims, their
clearly it does not invalidate the claims of
the Book of Mormon.
·
Some of our opponents, including ltlder
Braden, greatly misrepresent us on this
point. When they discover that the fol"ce
of the objection is turned aside, they be"
come wrathy, and seek to take advantage
of us by appealing to the supposed igno'rance of the masses,· and thus placing us at
a disadvantage before the people. · Th~y
say, "When these men see ithat they cim-'
not defend their own miserable book, they
make a thr:ust at the Bible, and tty to destroy it. Seeing they carin(lt brin~? the
Book of Monnori up to the standard of the
Bible, they seek to drag the Bible down to
the standard of the Book of Mormon."
Our position is this: If our claims for
the Bible are true, they are also defensible.
If not defensible, then they
are simply traditionary, but not true.
We are not making any "thrust at th~
Bible," but at the false positions a:nd re'a;
soning of our opponenJs. If their positions
are admitted as true, then the Bible must
go down; if outs are admitted, if Will stand.
We feel strongly disposed to defend that
Book of books, even thougl't the Book ol
Mormon should rise up ana stand with it.
When we have trtith on our side, we do
not need to assume certain positions in order to put down infidelity, bUt opposite
ones in order to put down the faith and
doctrine of the Latter Dav Saints l
In this, connection we call attention tO' a
quotation from the Book of Mormon found
on page 327, paragraph 8. ''And when'
Moroni had said these words,. he went
forth among the people, Waving tile rerit
of his garment in the air, that all might see
the writing which he had written upon
the rent;" etc.
This is what Elder Braden calls "rich.'"
He u!ies it as a kind of climax for the sake
of effect, we suppose. He describes the
hole in the garment, the writing' tnade on
the hole, the hole being fastened on the
pole, (nailed on we suppose) and then the
waving o~ it in the air. This breaks the
monotony somewhat, and make's lots of
fu11 for the boys. But .as it seems to be
Elder Braden's stronghold on the bad language of the Book of Mormon, we will
stop long enough to see how much there
is in it. If this passage affords him no
valid support, then his ease is a hopeless
one. Elder Braden seldom stops long
enough to investigate a matter wt1en try~
ing to make out his case against the Latter
Day Saints; but he plunges along, touching here and there, very much after the
style of R. G. Ingersoll in his lecture on
"The Gods."
On the preceding page of the Book of
Mormon, paragraph 7, we have a plain
history of the beginning of this transaction, and it spoils all the fun which the
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elder makes for the boys. It reads as fol- "When it is S!iid 1 that Scriptqre is divinely
lows: "And it came to pass that he rent inspired, we are not to understand that
hi!> CJ~at, and h.e tqok a piece thereof, and God suggested every word or dictated
wrote u'pon it, in memory of our God, our every expression. From the different
religion, and freedom, and our peace, our styles in which the books are written, and
SOUTHERN NEBRASKA.
wives, and our children; and he fastened from the different manner in which the
Convened
Nebraaka, October
same events are related and predicted by rrt:h and 12th;at J.Brownville,
it upon the end of a pole thereof."
W. Waldsmlth prealdent, J. L.
Here we have it so plain that no one can different authors, it appears that the sacred Diefendorf secretary. Branch reports; N emisunderstand. Moroni tore off a piece of penme11 were permitted to write as their braska City 128; 2 removed. Blue River 158; 7
hi§i c.oat; he wrote upon this piece, several tempers, understandings, and habits baptl:ii:e<l, r received. Palmyra 63; I baptize<].
fastened this piece to a pole, and in para- of life, directed; and that the knowl- Hi;!bron 17; 4 baptized, 2 recelv.ed. No reports
from Plattsmouth, Platte River, Snowflake, Mo,
graph 8, by an exchange of words, caUed • edge communicated to them by inspi- ron!
or Brownville. Ministry reports: Elders, J.
''metonomy," which figure is in constant ration on the subject of their writings, W. Waldsmlth, J. Caffall, R. C. Elvin, H. Field!!,
use, this piece is called "the rent." This is was applied in the same manner as any Sen., J. Thompson, J. Armstrong, E. T. Bryant,
all there is in it. In "Course of Compmition knowledge acquired by ordinary means. C. H. Porter, J. B. Gouldsmith and W. M. $elf.
Nor is it to be supposed that they Prlesta, F. L. Tucker and S. Brolliar. Deacons,
~!l<i Rhetoric," by Quack~JJbo!), pages748
J. Ervin and J. Drury. Bishop'~ agent's report:
anp 249, we have the following state- were even thus inspired in every fact Balance. on hand June 30th, 1891, $78 71; rements concerning this figure: "Metonomy which they related, or in every pre- celvl'd during qualiJ:er $307 90; p~id out $14o;
is the exchange of names bet'ween things cept which they delivered. They were balance due church September 30t1J.. $246 ox.
related. It is founded, not on resem- left to th~ common use of their faculties, Audited and found correct. Resolved th11.t In
the opinion of this conference no name should
pl~n.ce, )Jut on the relation of, I, Cause
and did not, upon .ev.ery occasion, stand in be
dropped from the branch records of any
and effect; as, •They have Moses and the need <>f s1,1pernatural c.om municati.ol)s; but branch without cause; therefore we recommend
prophets,' i.
their writings." Now whenever, and I!S far as divine assistance that .In the event of me.mbers leaving who'e
whereabquts are unknown, that such membe.n
the rent made ip the coat, arid the piece was necessary, it was always afforded."
torn of[, ~re related to each other, not by
Also page 52I. "B\lt with respect to be advertl~ed in the Herald with the under~tand·
that If they do not report by a given time
rese.m!Jlance, "but on the rel.a,tion of cause the choice of words in which they wrote, I lng
they will pe reported as ~cattered members. It
and effect." Thus Elder Braden's climax know not but they might be left to the w.as resolved for good and suffici!)nt reasons that
of absurdities falls to the ground as harm- free and rational exerCise of their own the Moroni branch be declared disorganized;
less ~§i the drop of a feather. And while minds, to express themselves in the man- al~o the president ofthe district was r.equested to
the ~ld.er IIl~Y. be thinking about the best ner that was natural ar,d familiar to them, s.ee that ministerial labor be pedormed in or near
Union, A resolutjon wa~ also passed returning
while at the same time they were pre- thanks
w~y to revise his position, we kindly ask
to Elder H. C. Bronson for hi.• able de~
hi(JJ t.o reconcile 2 Corinthians 8: I with served from error, in the ideas they con- fense of the church In public discussion> at Union,
.the rules of grammar. "Moreover, breth- veyed. If this were the case, it would resulting In great good to the church; also that
ren, we dp, you to wit of the gra.ce of God sufficiently account for the over observable we sustain him by our taith .and prayers. The
bestowed on the churches of Macedonia." diversity of style and manner among the branches that had dropped members for absence
were instructed to reinstate them at once. J. W.
inspired writers. The . Spirit guided Waldsmith
Elp~r Braden ridic,:qles the frequent use
was sustained as president and bishof the word ~·thereof" as it occurs in the them to write nothing but truth concern- op's agent, and J. L. Diefendorf as secretary.
Book of Mormon. His attention is called ing religion, yet they might be left to ex- Adjourned to W.ilber, Nebrask,:a, January 10th
to Exodus 25: 23, 29• "Thou shalt also press that truth in their own language." and uth.
Q1l!ke lit table qf shitti.m wood: two cubits Quoted by Hon:~e from "Parry's Inquiry
sh!lll 'be the length thereof., and a cubit the into the Nature and Extent of the InspiSPRING RIVER.
breadth thereOf, and a cubit and a half the ration of the Apostles."
Conference convened at Richland schoolhouse,
height thereof:." Three times in one .verse.
The claim made by the Book of Mor- Kansas, July 17th, I. R. Ross president, G. W.
mon writers, that they made the record Hobart clerk. Branches reporting, Columbus,
"And thou shalt make the dishes thereWe.bb City, Pleasant View and Angola. Minisof, and sp()on~ there~ f. and· covers thereof, according to tneir knowledge, and that try
reports: Elders, I. R. Ross, J. A. Davis, D.
. and bowls thereof, to cover withal; of there are imperfetions .in it, but that S. Crawley, baptized 3; R. H. Davis, J. Hart, A.
pure gold shalt thou make them." Four the things recorded. are true, is a proper C. Hart, W. F. Clark, W. Frat;~.ce, B. Davis, W.
times in one v'erse!
and defensible position, and stands to the S. Taylor, baptized .I; J. H. Thomas, 0. Bumgartle, 0. P. Sutherland, T. Cheney and G. B.
Ezekiel 43: I I, "And if they be credit of those who composed the book.
Watson. Priests, Havey, Raydall, Davis and
But we raise a question here. How Gilbert.
ashame<f of all that they have done, show
Teacher, E. Llewllyn. Brn. Sutherdoes Elder Brag en account for these errors land, Taylor and Hart were appointed to receive
th~m the fo:ttm of the house, and the
fashion thereof, and the goings out there- in language? Acsording to his theory funds.for the purchase of a tent; the branche•
of, and the comings in. thereof, and all .the Solomon Spaulding wrote the historical were also requested to donate funds ·for this
fon11s thereof, and all the ordinances part of the Book of Mormon, Sidney cause. Bishop's agent reported: Received
since acting .as agent $886.44; paid ()Ut $884.82;
thereof, and all the form~ thereof; and all Rigdon the doctrinal part. These objec- balance
due church $r 62. Audited and found·
tionable
phrases
and
wo.rds
are
nearly
all
the laws ther~of; and write in their sight,
correct. District authorities sustained, as al10·
thattheY 01ay keep the whole form there- from the historical part of the book, hence general church authorltie.s. Adjourned to meet
of, and all the ordin~nces thereof, and do Spaulding was the man who wrote them. with the Columlitus branch, November 13th.
them." Nine times in one verse!! Can But according to the testimony .of Matilda
:Ji;l(ier Brad~n beat the ~hove passages Davison, Spaulding's widow, who was
MOBILE.
with any he ~an find in the Book of Mor- the leading witness in favor of.the SpauldConference convened at I I a.m,. September
mon? If not, why does he m(:lke this ing tale, "Rev. Solomon Spaulding ..•.• 12th, in the Saints' chapel, Three Rivers, Missi,swas a g.raduate of Dartmouth College;" sippl; . F. P. Scarcliff presiding. . Elder F. P.
critici~m? Be comes to us with the Bible
in his hand, as a miqister of tlje gospel, was "an educated man, .and passionately . Scarcliff a,nd priest Warren Sh11rman reporteq.
Rivers branch 57; I died. Bishop's agent,
representing the Disciple Chun:;h, and we fond of history.~' Did thi~? man introduce Three
F. P. Scarcllff, reported: On hand last report
are ~pder po 9hligatipns to !lpologize for into. his work such phrases as "enormity $r275; rece!veclsince$970; total$22.45, Rewhat the Bible. says, nor for how it says it. of our J1Umbers," "more history part," etc.? port was acc~ptep and he .was s!lSt\llnep. Warren Sherman w:as.continued In his .mission to
(To be continued.)
Tl1e prophet~ an~ apo~tJes were inBluff Creek. F. P. Scarcliff was appointed dele~
spire~ of God to write and speak; and yet
gate to the next generalconference. R~~oly,(!q
ea,cl1 .ope hf\S his distinctiv.e style of exthat the {>residents. ()f branches J>e )t;J~tructed 'to
pression. This se.ems to plainly indicate R(J:L~S OF 0}\J)ER AND ·DEBATE, try and raise the means In their several branches
tha,t, f\S (I rule, God gave the sentiment,.,Revised and ~n111rg.::~ ~dition, including
to defray the expenses of the delegate. 'Joel
MilLer. was sust.ained as clerk.. Pre!lching l;>y F;
, the ideas"-hut these men were left. to ex- R4h:tf:l o.f Representation,
P. Scarcliff; prayer service in charge of :W.
pre!'s the§e ideas according t~ their own .
And
·
Sherman, Adjourned tp .meet.wlth P:eneverance.
li:!IJ.gliage, .~pd their <>vvn knQwledge,
Article$ of Association.: branch, Baldwin cpuaty, Alaoama, Saturday,
"Horne's lntroduc;:tiop," p!ige u $·
December nth, at I I a.m.

e.,
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NEVADA.
Conference of this district met September 13th,
in the Mottsville schoolhouse; T. R. Hawkins
presidel'lt, F. Jones secretary. Branch reports:
Diamond Valley 36; Mottsville 32; Dayton, reorganized" June 21st; Carson, Franktown and
Elko not reported. Ministry reported. Elders:
D, R. Jones, D. I. Jories and T. R: Hawkins.
Priest, Robert Trimmer. Bishop's agent, D. I.
Jones! Received since last conference $106 o5,
expencled .$10, balanc.e $96 05. Report accepted.
The Franktown branch was disorganized, the
names of the members of said branch to be ·enrolled on the record of Dayton branch. It
was resolved to leave the matters of the North
Ruby· Valley branch to the opinion oM he district
president. T. R. Hawkins was chosen president;
F. Jones secretary. The. afternoon was spent in
sacrament and testimony meeting, and as the old
and the young bore their testimony to the truth
the Spirit .of God was enjoyed, bringing tears
of joy and rejoicing. Adjolllrned to Mottsville,
December 13th.
EASTERN IOWA.
Conference .convened with the Fulton branch,
Saturday, September 5th, Eld. J. S. Roth in the
chair; J. W. Sutton clerk. :Branches reporting,
Apostolic, Butternut Grove, Jackson, Davenport
and Fulton. Ministry reports: Eldets, C. C.
Reynolds, I. B. Larew, W. Turner, J. S. Roth
arid J. Ruby. Priests, J. Heide, J. Bradley, D.
Clow, S. Heide, f, B. Roush and J. R. Sutton.
Teacher, J. W. ·Sutton. Bishop's agent, W.
Turner, reported: On hand last report $102 3o;
received $104 6o; total $20690; paid out $rss;
on hand $51.90. Report accepted. C. C. Rey·
nolds, committee on case of Bro. Petet: Larkey
and wife, reported that the charges against them
were untrue, and not to be countenanced by the
church. Report of W. Turner as committee In
case of Charles La mot and wife was accepted,
and Eld. J. S. Roth appointed to Investigate
further in the cue. All the district officers were
1uatalned till next conference. General church
authorities sustained. Preaching services were
held over till the following week. One was bap·
tized and others are investigating. Adjourned
to call of district president.
WESTERN WISCONSIN.
Convened with 'the Evergreen branch, Octo·
ber xoth and IIth; W. S. Pender president, W.
A. McDowell clerk. Branch reports: Flora
Fountain 2r. Evergreen 46. Wheatvllle and
other branches not reported. Ministrv reports:
Elders, W. S. Pender, baptized 7; J. W. Peter·
son, W. A. McDow~ll. baptiz~d 6; J. W. Hancock, Frank Hackett. Teacher, G. W. Hancock.
Deacon, H. Hancock. W. A. McDowell,
bishop's agent, reported: On hand last report,
$5 32; received $37 25; paid out $zo. The
committee appointed to Investigate the trouble
In the Evergreen branch was released and their
report accepted. It was ordered that the district
president consult the members of the Excelsior,
Willow, Webster and North Freedom branches in
regard to the disorganization of said branches
and report to the next conference. '!'he district
president was ordered to organize a branch at
Burlington, Wisconsin, as soon as practicable.
Each branch of the district was ordered to organize and maintain a Sunday school In accordance
with the General Association rules. J. W.
Peterson was elected president, A. L. Whiteaker
vice pre~ldent, and F. Saw ley clerk of the district for the ensuing term. W. A. McDowell
was sustained bishop's agent. Prenching by
Elders J. W. Peterson and W. A. McDowell.
Aeljourned to meet with th•e Excelsior branch
the last Saturday and Sunday in February at
ten a.m.

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,
DlSTRICT:
.
To aid in the work of the bishopric for this
district, Bro. RoderiCk May, of Independence,
Mhsoud, has been appointed agent in the Independence district, in conjunction with Bro. A.
White, of Clinton; These brethren will cooper:
ate!I} their work In the district, the authority of
each extending throughout the district; but the
work of Bro: May will be confined mostly to Independence, Kans.as City, Armstrong, and vicinity of each. Bro. May will also receipt for and
disburse funds as per .Instructions of the bishopric.
.We trust the Saints will feel It a pleasure to
waH upon these brethren and aid as the Lord has
prospered them for the building up of the
Master's work.
·
In behalf of the bishopric,
E. L. KELLEY, PresiditigBiskop.
APPOINTMENT OF BISHOP'S
AGENTS.
The Saints of the· Southeastern Ohio and
West ·Virginia district will take notice of the
resignation of Bro. T. J. Beatty as agent, owing
to Ill health, and the appoigtment of Bro. S. J.
Jeffers, of Arbaugh, Olalo, as bishop's agent.
The labors of Bro. Beatty have greatly aided
the bishopric in the transaction of the business
in the district, and the work done shows that he
was a fa!lhful laborer for this part of the Mas·
ter's cause.
Bro. Jeffers, who succeeds him, Is also of good
business repute and a. faithful gospel worker. He
w!ll be able· and wllllrig to talk and communicate with the Saints as touching the law of
Christ relating to duty in temporal things and
will receipt in behalf of the bishopric for all
gifts and offerings placed in his hands.
In bonds of the gospel of peace,
E. L. KELLEY,
Presidi11g Biskop.
BRANCH ORGANIZATION..
Willow Springs branch met at the residence
of Bro. Henry Brooner, nine miles south of
W!lldw Springs, Missouri, for business meeting
$pecially called by Eld. I. N. White, forty Saints
being present. Henry Sparling was elected
pre!ident, Jos<i!ph Ward priest, Henry Brooner
teacher, W. A. Brooner clerk.
Number of
names now on branch rec(')rd, 79· Through the
labors of Brn. I. N. White, B. A. Atwell, A. White,
C. M. Hootman, John H. Thomas, Joseph Ward
and Henry Sparling, 4f,have beeh baptized since
April. The prospects are good in this part, but
laborers are very much needed. Preaching Saturday evening by Henry Sparling; Sunday at I 1
a. m. by Bro. Boot man; a spiritual feast was enjoyed at prayer meeting Sunday afternoon;
preaching In the evening by Bro. H. Sparling.
The gospel was first preached In this section last
February; at that time there was not a Saint
there.. Two have given their names for baptism
when we return, and m.ll goes well. Meeting adjourned to Cottage Hill schoolhouse, nine miles
south of Willow Springs, the first Saturday In
March, at 10 a. rn.
HENRY SPARLING, Pres.
PASTORAL.
Forasmurh as the nrcessity is made apparent
for Bro. C. R. Duncan to receive minist&rlal aid,
this Is to Inform the Saints in Colorado that
until April, 1892, Bro. James Kemp will be asso·
elated with Bro. Duncan In missionary labor.
In bonds,
JAMES CAFFALL,
Missionary in charge.

SUNDAY SCHOOL

TEACHERS' LESSON HELPS,
For Intermediate Question Book and New
Testament Classes-of use in all classes. Single
copies, so cents per year.

GALLAND'S GROVE CONFERENCE.
All persons coming by rallroad to attend
quarterly conference of the Galland's Grove district, wll!ch convenes at Deloit, Iowa, November

13th, w!ll please write Bro. C. J. Hunt at Deloit>
and they will be met with team at. Denison•
Iowa. AU are Invited to attelld.
W. w: WHITING, Diit. Pres,
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The Nodaway district conference will convene
at the Long Branch Union Church, November
13th, instead of 2rst and 22d ... Come, one and
all, and let us have a good conf.erence.
J. H. BYERGO, Dist. Sec.
The Philadelphia district conference will convene at Braoklyn, NewYork, Saturday evening,
November 7th,
HosEA H. BAcoN, Sec.
The Far West district conference will convene
with the St. Joseph branch, St. Joseph, Missouri,
Saturday and Sunday, November 28th and 29th.
C. P. FAuL, Dist. Sec.
DIED.
HonsoN.-Mariah Hodson departed this life
October 8th, 1891, at Layton, Utah. She was
born at Penworthen, Lancashire, England, January 10th, x815. She emigrated with her husband to Nauvoo, Illinois, in I8fi, and from there
they followed the church to t):le vallies of the
mountains in 1853, and located at or neal' Kays~
vllle, where they both were baptized Into the
Reorganized Church by Elder E. C. Brand. She
leaves over one hundred children, grand and
great-grandchildren to mourn. Her funeral
was largely attended, attesting to her goodness
and worth. Services by Elder R. J. Anthony.
WARNOCK.-At Salt Lake City, October 19th,
r891, Sr. Martha Ann, wife ,of Bro. Robert
Warnock. She was born February nth, 184o,
at Milton, Ontario, Canada West. United in the
holy bonds of wedlock to Robert Warnock, Jan··
uary xo.th, r865. With her husband she came to
Farmington, Iowa, in r867. She. had always
been religiously inclined, and from an early age
had professed the religion of Christ, as she had
been taught. In r867 she .heard the gospel
preaehed In its fullness; this made a deep im·prems!on on her mind. In answet: to continued
and earnest prayer the Lord made known his
will concerning her and her duty, and on October 2oth, r867, she was baptized at Farmington,
Iowa, by Elder Frank Reynolds. They rlloved
to Plano, Illinois, 1n May, r87o, where she resided until 1878, thence to Sal,t Lake City. Whlle
there she did what she could in her quiet way for
the cause of divine truth. The hospitality of her
pleasant home will be kindly remembered. by
the weary missionaries of the Reorganization
who visited that city. She never doubted the
truth of the gospel; was faithful till death, and
the reward of the righteous will surely be hers.
At her special request her remains were brought
to Farmington for interment, accompanied by
the bereaved husband who had expected to come
with her here In .a few weeks to make their
future home with relatives and friends, who
were alllookilllg forward with a joyful anticipation to a happy reunion. But, alas! for human
expectations. How sad was that home·coming
to all but her. She leaves a husband and three
sons, three brothers and three sisters, besides a
host of warm friends, who all deerly mourn
their loss. Funeral services were conducted at
the residence of Bro. William Warnock, after
the arrival of the remains, October 26th, by
Elder James McKiernan.
STREET.-At Conshohocken, Pennsylvania,
Thursdav, September 17th, 1891, Bro. Williarll
Street, in his fiftieth year He was born. June
18th, r842, at Hurst Brook, Lancashire, England;
was baptizl"d October 6th, 1872, at Fall River,
Massachusetts, by Elder John Smith. He was
faithful until his death. He did much In behalf
of the Sunday school children.
THOMAS.-At Lamoni, Iowa, October 2oth,
r891, aged 6 years, 6 months and I day, Frank
Andrew, son of Oscar I. and Emma Thomas.
Services at the house, in charge of Elder A. S.
Cochran; sermon by Elder J. W. Gillen. Burial
at Rose Hi!Lcemetery.
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JENSEN.-Pleasant Grove, Utah, Melvina M ,
daughter of Bro. and Sr. Jens C. fensen. She
was their youngest child, a bright and lovely
little girl of near three years. Like the "flowers
of grass, the grass withered and the flowers
thereof falleth away," so it was with this sweet
little one; her life was only for a day as it were.
S.he died on the 5th inst. and was laid away on
the 7th. Funeral services by Elder R. J. An·
thony.
RIDLEY.-At San Bernardino, California, Octobt!r 7th, 189r. Bro. Edward Ridley, in his 86th
year. He was born in Brighton, England, Sep·
tember 29th, 18o5; united with the church in
1845. being baptizt!d by Elder Thomas Smith.
Shortly after this he emigrated to America, arriving in Salt Lake in r8so. He moved to San
Bernardino In I852, where he has resided ever
since. In 1855 he united with the Reorgan!ied
Church. Bro. Ridley was one of those men who
proved by life and actions that faith is to them a
living reality, striving continually by all means
in his power to lighten the burden of life of those
around him less fortunate than himself. By the
world he was highly respected for his honesty
and integrity .. Toward the .last he desired to pass
away and be at rest with his brethren gone before; and though the last few months of his life
was attended with much suffering, yet he endured it all with such patience as to make those
around feel that he was indeed blessed with that
Spirit of peace that paaseth all understanding.
Funeral services by Elders Gibson and David
Harris at the Saints' chapel.
ITEMS OF INTEREST.
IS PROF. PATTON A HERETIC?
If the $ltuation has been stated correctly, the
public soon w.!ll be treated to the spectacle of
Prof. Briggs upon trlal.for heterodoxy, his principal accuser being Prof. Patton, himself heterodox on the sarrie points he makes against the de:
fendant. Whoever may prosecute Prof. Briggs,
whatever jury may find the verdict, Prof. Patton
is back of the. accusation. How, then, will the
majority reconcile the dismissal of one professor
. and theretenti~:m of another If he- is holding the
same opinion :on one of the principal specifications, In the indictment-viz.: sanctifications
after· death?
The disclosures of Prof. Patton's alleged
heterodoxy should prove a powedul weapon in
the hands of the friends of Prof .. Briggs. The
report of his address, as taken in shorthand by
the Rev. FranR Hyatt Smith. will be confirmed, it
is.stated, by .the ~ev. Mr. McQueen, who made a
longhand report. Both these gentlemen are ready
to come on the stand and testify to the accuracy
. of the report, and the former will testify further
that friends of: Patton interfered to prevent the
publication of the report In the Philadelphia
Magazine, which was a Princeton organ, and of
which at that time Mr. Smith was editor. More
than this, they stand ready to testify that Prof.
Patton, or his friends, discriminated with the explanation that: it was Patton the man and not
Patton the professor who delivered himself of
the dangerous doctrine.
Now, if all this be true, and it is difficult to imagine two clergymen deliberately_ coming forward and stating an untruth, the friends of Prof.
Briggs should .use the evidence thus placed in
their hands in the most vigorous manner and
without sympathy for Prof. Patton. The latter
· Is an a.~tive heresy-hunter. Ht has been conspicious in prosecuting more than one heretic;
He has posed as the ideal of Presbyterian ortho.
doxy. If therefore the chalice can.be commended to his own lips let it be done promptly and
vigorously. There need be no hesitation on the
J!rotinds of sympathy or sentiment. If Prof.
Patton IS at heart a heretic it smoulo be known.
.If he Is a: teaching to students as a professor what
he does not ba1ieve as.a man that also should be
known. If when he
'pros~cuting Prof.
Swing because the latter had expressed some
charitable doubts as to the condition of Socrates
aug ~.~nelope he, as Patton the ll)an, had the
ISR.me dot~bts, It ought to be known: If all that
~rotl:l~s· Smith and McQueen allege be cQrrect

was

the public will have great respect for Patton as a.
man and but very little for Patton as a professor.
It is time for the Princeton Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
to quit company. Let us have the facts anyway. It is a much more interesting case than
that which has been made agafnst Frof. Briggs.

-Ckicago Trtbune.
PATTON, BRIGGS, HALL.
Minroeapo.lis Journal: It is suggested that the
New York Pre~bytery try Patton the man, not
Patton the P.resbyterian, for heresy.
Chicago Standard: Dr. Hall is, withoutdoubt,
the ablest and most influential man in the Presbyterian ministry, and his withdrawal from the
directorate of the seminary is looked upon as a
calamity.
Denver Sun: There must be some mistake
somewhere. If Dr. Patton has deserted the old
standards there is Indeed little chance for their
maintenance. If he will no longer defend them,
who will?
Ne"V York Herald: We have little doubt,
therefore, that when Dr. Briggs is pla.ced at the
bar and hir. judges hear his cau&e, Dr. Patton
himself being on the bench, the spectacle will be
unique in very many respects.
New York World: The divines who drew the
indictment of Dr. Briggs find themselves" In
some perplexity. The indictment is so broad
that if the distinguished. culprit is convicted
under it there will be scarcely an orthodox
clergyman left in the fold.
Kansas City Star: It may occur to. Dr .. Patton
that if his Christian brethren were half as anxious ·
to promote Christian Influences as they are to
tangle him up In his theology, the cause of·the
church would be materially advanced; The
great trouble seems to be that there is too .much
theology and too little Christianity.
DenyerRepub<'ican: Take away the doctrine of
eternal damnation and the whole superstructure
·of Calvinism would be shaken. The admission
that there would be a probationary state after
death does not destroy this doctrine, but it
·pushes its consummation Indefinitely into the
. future and puts the Calvinistic creed out of
shape.. Dr. Patton will have to explain.
Philadelphia Telegrapk: Unless the seminary
comes to some agreement with the committee of
the GeneraL Assembly appointed to confer with
it, Dr. Hall, it is believed, will certainly retire.
Such an event would be notably indicative of
the results almost sure to follow the Briggs trial.
The lines will be drawn, the breach .widened,
and the end of the whole matter no man can
foresee.
·
5t Paul Pioneei:Pr(!ss: The effort now being
made to prove that Abraham Lincoln was. a
Spiritualist· is doomed to ignominious .failure.
,The herculean taek before those engajged in the
undertaking is to first. show he was a man defic·
lent in common sense. When thls is done they
will have laid a foundation upon which to erect
their sllly structure.
Plentiful rains are falling in the southern
provinces of Russia, completely chang:ing the
prospects of next year's crops.
·
The Czar of Russia has given $.I.SCo.ooo out
of his private purse in aid of the famine fund for
the relief of the starving people of his empire.
NEW YoRK, Oct. 21.-The Nortk Ameriran
Review for November prints the first of a series
of articles by ex-Premier Cr.ispi of Italy, entitled
"Italy and the Pope.'' After tracing the causes
and llvents which led to the unification of Italv
and the various conflicts between civil authority
and th<ll tetpporal power of the Pope in the last
hundred years, Slg. Crisp! says:
••Rome ·under the. Pope was a gangrene spot
which must have poisoned the whole body ofthe
nation. From 186o onward it .had become the
asylum of all the foreign dynasties, a cave of
brigands who infested. the Southern provinces of
the penln8ula. This.being stated, the redemption
of the.Eternal City was not only a logical conse·
.quence of the restoratiqn of Italian rights, it was
f\ecessary to the pacification of. the country.
"For a people the right .to exist in freedom and

independence long antedates any· reason of
princes or any international treaty. Conquest,
usurpation, the insidious good luck of a despot
may suspend the exercise of this right, but they
do not diminish it; much less can they slay it.
Eternal, imprescriptible within its natural limits,
the nation reassumes Its owa autonomy almost
as soon as it has freed~ltself from, the grasp of
sacerdotal and civil tyranny.
~"Thequestion of the temporal powerofth~ Pope
has troubled for many years the minos of all Italian statesmen. Certainly it has been for usthe
most difficult to deal with in!l;consequence of the
character of universality which the head of the
church possesses in virtue of his mission. When
Cavour had determined that the tempora~ power.
must come to an end .through pacific means and
by an agreement with the Catholic ~world, that
ill us trio us Minister was the first In our time to
.undertake seriously the study of means to achieve
this end. He died too soon to witness the failure
of his policy. Garibaldi 'Was prevented from cutting the Gordian knot, but without the C!lnnon
the Porta Pia would never have been opened to
the nation."
The Dardanelles incident has died away and
all is now apparently peaceful in that quarter.
Nevertheless It is evident that England and Russia are still watching each other's movements
carefully, each afraid to trust the other too far.
The British l!.eet which recently went on a picnic 'o Mitylene has been sailing around Cyprus
and paid another visit to Alexandria. The fleet
is said now to be again on the way to the Danianelles, but no more picnicking Is promised.
When the British sailors land again It Is expected that they will be In earnest. The Sultan Is
going to make an effort to resuscitate his Ironclads that have not yet become useless from neglect and rust. A dispatch from Vienna says that
" Russian troops are practicing forced nlgM
marches and other nocturnal manceuvres acrou
the River Pruth, on the Roumanian frontier,
with the aid of electric lights. The Roumanian
government has become alarmed at these warlike demonstrations.
Consequently it is also
concentrating troops on Its frontler,1and has sent
a force .of Roumanian cavalry to Upper Moldavia.
A. London cablegram reports a disastrous earthqua~e in Japan. The cltlea of Hlogo and Osaka,
.the latter containing a population of over 3SO,·
ooo, were visited and great destruction of life and
property resulted. There. is no means at present
of estimating the total loss of life; the details of
the catastrophe are meager, all telegraph wires
are broken In the districts llff<;cted. Three hundred are on the Osaka death list alone.
A telegram from Rome.dbc\l~ses the prospects
of Cardinal Gibbons, of America, being electii!d
to succeed Pope Leo XIIL While some express
the fear that "if elected the church would cease
to be Roman," another opinion is that "the national rivalries 11nd jealousies whlchmight pre·
vent the unanimous election of a European Pope
would riot operate .in Cardinal Gibbon•' case. So
his chance of election is considered good.''
PROF. SMYTH VICTORIOUS,
BosTON, Mass, Oct. 28-The. decree of the
Board of Yi~itors has been set aside in the famous Andover case. The decision means victory for Prof. Egbert E. 5myth, and doubtless
ends a $truggle that has been .before the public
for over five year~.
The decision of·the Board of Visitors, now set
aside, was renderedr in June, 1887, and .was
the efl~ct that the Rev. Egbert E. Smy~l:l, D. D.,
Brown· Professorqf Ecclesiastical History in the
theological ·institution in. Phillips Academy· in
Andover, be expelled from his chair on account
of heterodoxy in teaching as such professor
.doctrines con trarv to the creed of the institution,
e~pecially re~pecting the inspiration of the Holy
Scriptures and a probation after death for so:ne
souls that have not had the gospel in this. life.
The trustees as a body are supporters of Prof,
Smyth and will not bec?me partie~ to proceedings for his removal, and the decision thus becomes a virtual, victory for the ~'I\ew,departur~"
liber~~>h•·
·
·
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The New, Revis.ed and Enlarged Edition

For 1892.

OF

ITH .January lot, 1892, our Mag. Rzine will enter upon
its fifth volume, and we may safely •av that never
IJ.t ll!'!Y pr~yious tiine have t~e prospects for furnishing
our patrons the full worth of mo9ey invested been so
goojl a• they now ere for the forthcoming volume. Among
the prominent featnrgs of the volume will be, the

PRESIDENUY AND PIUESTH()OD;

A.ntobiograpl1y of Elder Joseph Lnft',

BY WM. H. KELJ:..EY.

of the Quorum of the Twelve, together with an excellent
·
LIKENESS Of B:RO. LUFF.
Ae,erles pf

Everybody Should Read It.

W

TALKS WITH THE YOUNG,

by ELDER D. s; MILLS, of California. on evidences of
th!lir Jaith, llrawn r;om the prophecies, from the records
Go.d has written in the rock and in .the earth, a~ well as
from all available sources of information. This series of·
it1elf. will be .invaluable tn all who love the latter day
work. BRO. MILLS' LIKENESS will also be given.
Eimh issue of the Magazme will contain one choice
selection of MUSIC from. the SAINTS' HARMONY, or
other available source; every other issue the likeness of
someone prommently col)nected wit]l.the work.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE

that we are still offering the •plendid Steel ,Engraving of
:Prei!. JOSEPH SMITH, also an excellent likeness of
Elder W. W. BLAIR (the same size as the steel engrav1ng) to all subscriber& who send us their names, accom., panied with price of subscription and amount to cover
cost of mailinll, before April 1st, 1892.
Regular subecription price·of magazine ..... $1 50
Magazine with steel engraving of Bro. Jo.
seph Smith ................................ $1 65
Magazine with likenees of Bro. W. W. Blair $1 65
Magazine with both pictures ...•............ $1 75
For eight names and the monev we will send an extra
COPJ of the magazine. For five names and the money, a
copy of ".With the Church iu an Early Day." Each subscriber giving his or her name to a club list wili be entitled to one or both of the pictures upon the same terms
offered to •Ingle subscribers; but the getter up of the
club \viii secure the premium whether any picture ie
taken by the subscriber or not.
. We thank our friends for their generous, untiring sup-port i:n the past, and shall try by ea·nest, faithful endeavor to merit it In the future. The ministry will please
remember that it' give~ us pleasure to.send a copy of the
"'Magazine to the family at home while they are in the
field. Do not fail to send tts the address.
Send all remittances and letters rwrtaining to business
to DAVID DANCER, box 82, LAMONI, Iowa.
Send all literary matter t-n
17eep10t
iU. 'V ALKEU. EO.i~or.

SPIRITU 4L GIFTS
AND
Or

SEClUEL TO SPIRITUAL GIFTS.
By M. H. BOND.

Modern PropJ1ets after·aneient type&.
Who wa!!l Joseph Smith?
Wa!!l he a religion!!! impo!!ltor \1
Was he a "Spirit 1tiedinm"?
What .do<"s the Bible &ay ahont Jeseph
Smith!
The Truth by Three Witne•sem-Chri8tianity in the
First and Nineteenth Century-The Ancient and Modern Pharisee--The Revelation• of Emmanuel Swedenborg-Modern "Spirit Mediumo," and Hypnotic Re-Jigi one "Revival," 110 Again•t Reason and Bible Te@timony, and iu Contradistinction to the Work of "The Latter
Day Seer," Exammed in the Light of FAcT• and Humon
History-A Rational and Scriptural Expo•ition or Explanation of Old and New Testament Prophecy and Doctrine.
A Revision of "Spiritual Gift.," With Supplement and
Appendiz. N,·arly tWice the reading 11)atter of Spiritual
Gifts. Paper cover~ 35cts., full cloth binding 60 cents.
For Sale at "Herald Office," or by M. H. Bond, Willoughby, Ohio. Liberal Discount to Agento.
4apr

BOOKBINDING.
HERALD OFFICE BINDERYAll kinds of Bookbinding done at Reasonable Rates 1
Herald volumes, library leather backs and corners,
marbled edges ........................................................ $!
Autumn Leaves, half roan, cloth sides .......•.•.•......... 1
"
"
half imitation mororco ..................... l
"
"
half morocco .................................... 1
Books of simtlar size at same rates.

50
00
25
50

Prices include cost of re1urning to send.er.

AUTUMN LEAVES,
With frontispiece each month.
PuJ:>Iished monthly, 48 pages, neatly covered.

Price per year

$1.50.

Mrs. M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.

THE FINEST STOCK FARM
-;iN-

THE

DEKALB CO., MO.

Apostasy, Reformation and llestoration,

Four Mile.s from Stewartsville on the Hannibal & S_t. J O·
seph Railroad.
.
Two Mtles from Clarksdale on the Chicago, Rock Island
& Pacific Railroad.
-Twenty-three Miles from St. Joseph by Wagon Road.
In the !}enter of a Community of Latter Day Saints.
Four Branches, Each Having a Good Meeting House of
TheirOwn.
.
,
German· Branch, Sixty-five Members, One 1\lile East.
Pleasant Grove, Sixty-eight Members, Oil.!> and a Half
Miles North.
''
De Kalb, Seventy-one Members, One and: a Half Miles
South.
.
,: .
·
Stewartsville, Sixty-five Members, Fonr:Miles.

Is now on Sale.
It contains 421 page~ of ClosP.Iy written matter; with
autograph and likenes• of the .Author, and ie printed in good,
readable type, with neat bindmg, an<l is sold at the low
price of $1.25 per copy.
No one should be content with a copy of the first issue.
Send it on a missionary tour among your neighbors and
friel!<lB, and purc)laee a yolume of the :New Edition to be
better plea•ed with it, and thu~ send a thomand wangdists
into the field with little or no sacrifice. ··The WORK IS A. LIBRA•
RY WITHIN ITSELF; a marvel of trencljant cri.ticism and logi"!Ll deductions from historic«! facts; a KEY to the right Un·
derstanding of the Bible and modern diverse systems of
faith and wGrohip. It discusses the issues of theology
that are to the front to-day. No Bible studel)t can afford
to miss reading "Presidency and Priesthood" either as
critic or investigator. It points out the.way in which all
Christians may unite upon a common faith-the Bib)eand may be read with interest and profit by Skeptics and
Infidels. It treats largely of ltliniste:t•ial Authority as associated With the MELCHISEDEK and' AARONIO
PRIESTHOODS, and the
IDEAL CHURCH OF NEW TESTAMENT TIMES
is.conspicuously s.et forth in striking contrast with the
Creeds.and systems of Church building since the daye of
the Apostles, Also the claims for the
RESTORATION OF THE GOSPEL AT-A LATER
DAY THAN THE APOSTOLIC AGE
is critically examined in the light of prophecy ana history; which is a •ubject of great moment to men of every
faith. .A hi!florical resume or brief is also inserted of the
nse and development of the "APOSTATE CHURCH," and an
exegesis upon the 29th chapter of Isatah, the revelati.on
of the hsEALED BOOK," a scientific and historical reference and presentation of the earliest discovery and settlement of the American continent, some. twenty centuries before the Christian era, the ancestors of the American indians, who they were a,nd where they came from,
with facsimiles of their writmgs, the orle;m ot modern
churches and creeds, etc.
Copies may be had hy addressing Wm. H. Ketley, Temple, Lake county, Ohio; or the Herald Office, Lamoni,
Iowa. and from Traveling Agents. Money orders sent to
Wm. H. Kelley should be drawn on Willoughby, Ohio.

ROBT. WINNING,
President.

D. F. NICHOLSON,

Cashier.

LAMONI STATE BANK,

THE SEER OF PALMYRA:

FOR SALE ON EASY TERMS,
BEAUTIFUL LOCA1,ION~

Successor to Farmers Bank of Lamoni.
Paid up Capital $25,000.00. Liability of Stockholders
$50,000.00.
Incorporated under the laws of Iowa, Aug. 1, 1891.
Six per cent Interest paid on time deposits.
Farm Lands and Town Lots for Sale.,

ZION'S

ENSIGN

Published every Saturday at
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,
F. G. PITT, Editor;

Subscription priee; 11111.00 per year.
It is devoted to the apreading of religious truth as
viewed by the Saints.
Each issue contains a sermon by one of the ministry,
reports. of the different societies in the church, and articles bearing upon or explanatory of the doctrmes of the
church.
It is the intention to make it a ltelp to the mieeionary
at home and in the field; n sourr.e ofcomfort to the scattered one• who are denied chul'ch privileges, and to bring
the Saints into closer relationship with each other.

Farm for Sale.

TWO HUNDRED AND EIGHTY ACRES.
Seventy.five acres in cultivation, fo~ty in meadow; balance, including twenty-five acres of timber in pasture, all
in timothy, clover and blue grass; well fenced; three-hundred rods hedge, balance three, four and five wires; good
orchard; one dwelling house of seven. rooms and one of
three rooms; two b9tns, well painted· fitted· with New·
ton's Patent Cattle T.les for fifty head' 1ull-grown stock,
thirty head of young stock and twentv !torses, with am'
ple room for seventy-five tons of hay; good grass lots
with pens under shingle roof for one hundred hogs; cribs
for 3000 bushels of corn; eight wells, good ·water; a fine
pond in meadow, surface 25,000 feet, well stocked with
fish; an unlimited quantity of pure, clear water in pastures, piped from pond to watering -troughs; windmill
supplfes tanks in barn and yards; a g<lod mill with horse
power for grinding feed, Fairbanks scales, etc., etc. Also
some fine shorthorn cattle, young hor~es, farming implements, etc.
For particular•, terms, etc., address

JOHN JUJRLINGTON,
ST, JOSEPH, MO.

IN BOTH BINJ)INGS.

uWHAT

IS

NOW READY.

.MAN?"

BY ELDER .T. R. LAMBERT,
Is now ready. A thorough treatise on immortality, and
a complete expose of mortal-sonlism; 250 pages.
Paper covers, per copy,
50c.
Cloth
75c,
Food for Thought, paper covers 25c.
Per dozen
.. - $2.00.,
Patriot one year and Food for Thought 1.~5.
6 months '' '·'
70c.
Yr WRITE US FOR TERMS TO AGENTS.

LAMBERT BROTHERS,
LAMONI, IowA.

F ARllJ FOR SALE.
A farm of 80 acres, 2)4 miles from W trt, Ringgold Co.,
Iowa. 40 acres good meadow, 20 acres plow-land, 20 acres
timber; all under good fence, divided in four parts; good
house, with 4 rooms above and 4 rooms below; 2 good
well!;!, good stable, cribfl, yards, cave, etc.
This farm will be sold on easy terms; a small portion
cash down and from two to eight years' time on the balance.
·
]'or further particulars call on or address,
B.F.MELVIN,
.
'I
26sep3m
WrnT, Ringgold Co., Iowa.

DON'T MISS
The Independent Patriot
For the coming year. You will regret it. Try it
AT ONCE
Whatever other literature you have, you
need a family newspaper.

One and a half miles east and north of Wirt,
Ringgold county, Iowa, (25 miles from Lamoni), and where there is a branch of the church.

One year $1. 6 months oOc., 3 months 2oc.

195 acres'

PUBLISHER'S NOTICE.
We wish to say to our friends that our book
"With The Church In An Early Day," is now
ready for mailing. To the ministry we are offering unusual Inducements to assist in its sale and
would be pleased to have you send for our terms
soon, as the offer will be· withdrawn December
1st, 1891· Parties ordering hereafter will please
notice that the postage Is fourteen cents, instead
of eight cents, as we· thought it would be. The
volume (as the amount of postage indicates) Is
large, neatly and substantially bound and we
think will give general satisfaction.
M. WALXElll.

FENCED IN'I'O
SEVEN FIELDS.

Ninety acres timothy and clover; balance pasture and farm land; 35 acres of timber, young
orchard, living water in pastures. '

Frame Dwelling of Six Rooms and .Cellar.
Good well, stabling, corn cribs, etc.
Address for terms,
N.J. KENT, Wirt, Ringgold Co., Iowa.

Price $30 per acre.
31oct2m

Steam Circular Saw and Grist Mill,
And a span of HORSES and WAGON for sale. Address,
J!;.., GUI~AND, Havensville, Kan.

LAMBERT BROS.,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
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"Rll.um:ex TO THB WoBD Oll' TEE Lo.aD: li'OB THEBE SHALL NoT ANY MAll' Ali!OJ!Uil You RAVJI eAVll 1'11 BB ONll WD'III,
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag" 116, BookofMormon, chap. :a, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVJI THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND: ExemPT :m CASB Oll' !hum, Wl!!1!1N JillTllllll
IS AT LmEBTY To MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book: of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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THE SAINTS' HERALD:
Olllcial Paper of the Reorganized. Church of Jesus Christ o•
Latter Day Saints.
PUliLISHED AT LAMONI, DECATUR CouNTY, Io.wA.

Price $2 per year,

$r for

six montks.

The Traveiing Ministry, District and Branch Presidents,
and the Bishop's Agents, are requested to solicit ne"f sub·
acribers, and· help build up the paper an,P. the publication
department.
Business Letters and Subscriptions must be sent to David
Danc!)r, by P. 0. Order, Registered Letter, or Express.
Entered as second·class matter at Lamoni Post Office.

JOSEPH SMITH}
W. W. BLAIR
R. 8. SALYARDS •

EDITORS.
AsSISTANT EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa; Nov. I 4, I 89 r.
CONSISTENT LAW;

THE Saints co.hcede without argument
that the saying of the Savior, "He that believeth and is baptized shall be. saved; and
he that believeth not sh11.ll be darrmed," is
authoritative and should be accepted. It
is quite positive; and apparently mandatory; yet we do not question its propriety,
or the right of the Savior to make it.
"Except your :righteousness exceed the
righte01,isness of the Scribes and Phar.. isees, ye · shall ih no. case enter into the
kingdom of heaven."
What some of the things were which
made :up the s1.1n1 of the righteousness of
the. Scribes and: Pharise~s, we are told;
and left to distir!iguish the rest from what
is. pointed out.. · They paid tithes of mint
and ru.e and cummin; made long prayers;.
loved the high seats in the synagogue and
. ·congratulated themselves upon their supe~
. rior claim to sanbtity and the right observance of the Jaw; They neglected some
things, however; which were considered.to
b~ nec;~ssary, byJ high authority, and were
thereforeJacking by so ~uch~ . They did
not provide for the .widow, the fatherless .
and the. needy, l~avingundone the weighti(}r things ofthe;law.
·
Without writi'ng a homily or the shOrtcomings of the Pharisees of the Savior's
· time we inquire~ How is it with us. Do
·we pay tithes ot:mint and rue ano c\]mmin,
which the Savior said the Pharisees should
have<lo.ne, and.. ~rewe neglectful of the
other and weightier things of the.Jaw.
We aft! comiJ1anded to obey the.gospel,
forepEmt, to be baptized tqatour sins rnay
be· re~i.tt¢d, .and are promised the. 1Ioly
Spirit, by virtue. of receiving the laying on
.ofhands;. as the crowning .~effort o.f the
· of (79d.ip.inan's behalf: These 'are
the .preliminary and necessary .thing!!
:'•attendimg
acceptanee .()f the way of life.
· en,titledto.be· . ~alledth~.
ip tJ'le C():v~nal:lt, N~w

and Everlasting. Whatever may be for
us either of work, or of promise, follows
after, anrl goes to make up the sum of
Christian life, hope and endeavor, and
must necessarily include a good many
things commanded and left to be discovered among the unwritten things, dedependent upon ~nd ,interwoven with
duties, things· pleasant and unpleasant in
their doing, things of peace an·a things of
war-if the war is against principalities
and powers of evil in high and low places,
-as well in tempoul things as in spiritu~:~l.
A good many of these things are not specifically commanded in either the Bible,
Book of Mormon and the Book of Doctrine and Covenants, or later revelations;
but they are as highly essential tq the development of the highest and noblest ljfe
on earth.
·•
We ask then, if we are commanded .to
care for the.widows, the fatherless and the
needy out of our "substance," as God has
"prospered" us, is it inconsistent with the
gener~tl plan of God's provisions, and his
design of saving the human race, to believe that the requirements of the rules
given of God to govern in the temporalities of this earth life are of any different
character in their positiveness than are the
spiritual rules already used in thi!! 11rticle.
We think hot.
Why then should anyone conclude that
no specific directi<m, or law, or rule should
have been given, as to how much, or.how
little ofthe moneys, or properties of the
people would be required to meet the de~
mands of the law.
In the New Testament Scriptures, there
seems to have be~n some sort of a demand,
but it is claimed that it. is .aU voluntary,
"They sold their. possessions and laid the
money at the apostles'· feet." The reason
why they did this sofar as any given instruction isnamed does not appear. Is it
likely that the action ·of .the members ·.of.
the church referred toabove, was without
teaching, .or previous iJ)struc.tion of· a11y
sort, from the great Teacher. We.think
not decidedly.
..
.
.
Paul's instruction to '~Lay. by them in
store what they had to .it;npart," p,oints to
some previous understarding, and i.s doubtle.ss found in the sentence "as God hath
prospered him.•• None· were exempt in
this: "Letevery one. of yo.~lay by him
in store as God hath prospered him,''
Asearlyap8gt, after the.ch~rcliharl
gone unto the Ohio, by direct C?tnmand of
God .under. the. pr01;nise that when they
should ... have. ard\7ed ·. the:re,. God's law
\¥ould be gi\7en 1.1nt6 them,tl\e church received this c?mll)and :. . .. .· ..· ..· · ..
"If. thou lov~stme,Jh9':l·shalt serve me
and keep ,all my . conHnahdments. And
behold;thou wilt r~.~ember.the J;>Oor, ~J1d
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consecrate of thy properties for their support, that which thou has to impart unto
them, with a covenant and a deed which
cannot be broken; and inasmuch as ye impart of your substance unto the poor,. ye
will do it unto me, and they shall be laid
before the bishop of my church and his
counselors, two of the elders, or high
priests, such as he shall or has appointed
and set apart for that purpose."
"And 'again, if there shall be properties
in the hands of the church, or any individuals of it, more than is necessary for their
support, after this first consecration, which
is a residue to be consecrated unto the
bishop, it shall be kept to administer unto.
those who have not, from time to time,
that every man who has need may be
amply supplied and receive according to
his wants."
"Thou shalt pay for that which thou
shalf receive of thy brother; and if thou
obtainest more than that which would be
for thy support, thou shl.It give it into my
store house, that all things may be done
according to that which I have said;"Doc. and Co.v. Sec. 42: 8, 10, 14.
In these extracts from the law given ip
1831 we have it clearly stated that a portion of the substance with whiCh the
members of the church have been blessed;
is required to be put into the bishop's
hands, and the :;tmount and manner of its
payment are both pointed out,
we are of the opinion that so important
a factorin church work as. the financial
dep~rtment mu!)t be, was made as much a
matter of divine attention and direction as
any other portion of the economy of redemption; hence, the command is. as imperative as "Repent and be. baptized."
THE HERALD.

IT will not be long now before the'Saints
will 'be calJed on to renew th~ir stibsc:tip"
tions to the HERALD, the volume 'begitining.with the new year. !tis early tO be.
gin to canvassfor favors; but, we desire
to call attention to' the fact· that.the Board
of. Publication has. again reduced the price
of the HERALD, and now two .dollars
bringJ>it to your .9oors for a year..·This
does ~iway \'lith the objection. to it o.n account .ofits being- high, and pr~ctically
brings it within the. reach of all.·
.·
The Saints will please re.rnember that
the HE~ALD, all there is of it, office,
plant, the paper and its "go.od will/' its
moral, material and spirittlal benefit, all belong to the!ll, each ore dwning a~;~ much as
an.yone else, and no one.more than "'""''""'
Th1s shou.la.make the·H:ERALD
'est of all and ~.very member of.
to sustaillit by taking . it +h •• w.~·oluo., •.
tb~ir•j1.19gm~t;1t

Jt o~~~tto
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and by inducing others not taking it to
subscribe for it.
That the. Saints are a community of
readers is a fact, and this is .attested by the
list, showing that .We issue about one
HERALD for. every five of the membership, or one for every family in the church,
a very fair.showing indeed.. That the
HERALD is read is shown by the constant
attention bestowed upon the topics discussed in it from time to time. There is
an objection which some have utg.ed
against the literary character of the B ERALD which is really an unfair and unjust
onel that is that it is. no.t sui:table to hand
toone noUn the church owing to the controversies goit:)g on in its columns. That
it makes the taker of the HERALD
ashamed to let anyone outside know that
there is such a division of views among
the elders. Hence hedoes riot want any
of fhose HERALDS to fall into hands outside
the church.. Just so.
Does the Saint who takes the HERALD,
himself agree with .others of the faith on
all points. If not, why does he not get
into unity with them? Is it because it is
his privilege to so differ without prejudice
to himself or his neighbors? or is it because of· the failure to understand alike
what may be presented? Again; does not
the Saint who takes the HERALD know
that there are differences of opinion held
by the different elders and writers for the
HERALD? If so, why should he hesitate
to let the men outside see that there are
differences, but give thl"m an opportunity
to learn what these differences are. By
trying to keep the fact of ther~ being differences out of sight, covering it up, keep".
ing the HERALDS out of the sight of your
neighbor, are not you giving color to t~e
objection made so often? "0, yes;~ you
Mormons keep a (air outside to the people; but you have things in 1 the church
vou are not willing that men should see."
To .us it seems much fairer, much more
honest to hand your· HERALD to your
neighbor to read, controversy . and all,
than to let him see that we had something
to conceal, to hide. If your neighbor is a
man of good sense, he will be less frightened by what he reads in your paper,
than he will by your evading his scrutiny.
Besides this, is it honest, is it fair to the
outside world to so deal with them? We
decidedly think not.
.
The charge is sometimes made, even
now, that the Latter Day Saints all think.
as their leaders do, that whatever these
leaders say is "gulped down without qtrestion ;" that the "members of the church
just open their mouths like young' birds,
and take 1n all that their leaders choose to
chuck in."
This charge the readers of the HERALD
indigmmtly deny. "We think for ourselves," say they, "and it is not true that
we believe- just what our leBders say, and
just because thev s>~v it." "We exercise
our right to free thought and free speech;
and if-we choose to differ from our elders,
we are free to do so." All this being
true, why this extreme caution to prevent
anybody from seeing or knowing that
there is such a thing as differences of opinion among us.

•. There has been very little. cont;oversy
HERALD for sometime; and no con_,
teption~
The objection is a mistake, and
in our. judgment a bad one in any point of
view; and. is unworthy to be urged; one
that we hope never to hear again. It has
been made the most of in some directions,
and it is time it was dropped. There is
nothing criminal nor unmanly when men
differ, even though they belong to the
same church,. if they stRte those differ·
en'ces in charity of spirit and kindliness of
manner. Neitl;Jer is there any impropriety,
nor anything out of place in the admission
that we do. not. all yet see alike. If we
h~d all arrived at the "unity of the. faith,"
it would be a singular thing that we differed; .but not having come to tha~, we are
still urging our way forward, doing the
best we can in love to all.
The HERALD is the organ of the church;
and is open ,to all, within certain restrictions, for which the church itself is responsible, and while this is the case the church
as a body, and all the individuals of it
should support it with might and main;
so long as it is considered necessary that
it should be continued. Let us begin the
year, 1892 with an increased and renewed

·in~the

lfst. ·

Another thing. We desire that; the
elders and members, traveling mini&try
and all, should so far interest themselves
in the conduct of the HERALD that they
will send us whatever items of church
news, and local church happenings that
will be of interest to the readers of the
church paper; and we hope that the brethren will pounce on these items of interest
in such sufficiently early time to get to the
HERALD "on time."
It is said," What is every body's bu~iness
isnobody's;" but in the case of the HER·
ALD it is everybody's paper and everybody
should be interested in making it up.
·THE editor was at Independence over
Sunday, November 1st, and had the pleasure of hearing two excellent discourses;
one in the morning by Elder F. G. Pitt,
on the text, ''Be ye strong in .the Lord;"
ahly showing how strength.might be had
and increased; the other in the evening by
Elder Rudolph Etzenhouser, from the
well known text, "As in Adam all die,
even so in Christ shall all be made alive."
It was treated in specific and excellent
manner, new and instructive to one hearer,
at least, who listened with pleasure and
was profited thereby. It was all the more
enjoyable from the fact that the editor is
not usually permitted to sit by and li~ten
when he visits a branch he must talk, of
course.

a

BRo. W. W. BLAIR returned from the debate with Elder Wingfield W ~tson, one
of the belilllvers in the work of Mr. James
J. Strang, of EastJordan, Michigan, on
Friday, the goth of October, fresh and
buoyant; quite satisfied that the work had
not suffered in the examination it had in
that discussion.
We hope now for the ·sake of consistency it will not again be said that the

Reorganization was afraid to' me~t Mr.
Strang's claimsin discussi9n. . ·
Quite a number of the elders in .the
Michigan field were at. the debate and
we:fe quite satisfied with the result.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro.· Robert M .. Elvin wrote from
Persia, Iowa, October nd:
••At the. close of the Reunion I visited Magnolia and preached four times, with good attention, thence to Crescent, and spoke four times;
baptized Mr. Sol McMullen and wife, and an old
lady named Jensen, a Seventh Day Adventist,
and William Adams, a fine young man of
twenty-three years. I think a grand work could
be done if our cause wAs properly and faithfully
pr.esented throughout that vicinity/'
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

BRo. JosEPH LuFF left his home at Independence, Missouri, Friday, October goth,
for the mission field in Utah. He goes
full of hope that the good Lord will send
his Spirit to aid ~he efforts of the faithful
servants to do good to them that need.
Bro. JosephS. Lee, wrote from Pleasant
Grove, Utah, October 16th. He had
reached his field of labor as soon as he
could; and had made some sacrifice to get
there, which we trust will not be over·
looked in the time of labor and its reward. Bro. Lee is an earnest worker for
the cause.
Bro. 0. L. Ferguson, of Corydon,
Wayne county, l.owa, wishes to £mploya
first-class baker on bread and pastry and a
member of the church. Help him who
can.
Sr. Ann Webster, Newcastle,N.S. W.,
writes the rst ult. "I tearmy testimony
to the work; I am glad I have heard the
gospel in its fullness, and am thankful I
obeyed it. Through it I have a good understanding of the Scriptures. It makes
me happy all the time. I am seventy
years old."
Bro. W m. Thompson, Forbush, Iowa,
zd in st. "We are having opposition. I
began our reply last night. War is determined by the opposer!', but the Lord
stood by me and my heart was made glad.
The Saints rejoiced and friends were made
to our cause."
We go to press with the HE&ALD on
Monday and get into the mails on
Wednesday.
\VE clip the following from the Woman's
Standard for November:
STATE CONVENTION,

The twentieth annual meeting of the Iowa
Woman Suffrage ·Association will be held in
Ames on the 3d and 4th of December, r89r.
All officers of the state association, including
the presidents of county woman suffrage societies are delegates, witlt all the privileges of the
convention. All county and local societies
organized for the promotion of equal suffrage,
and all· political equality clubs are entitled to
send delegates on the following basis of representation:
Three delegates for the first ten members, and
one for each additional ten or fraction thereof.
Where not organized, the friends of equal
rlghh are urged to meet and choose three or
more of their number to represent them in convention.
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Other societies in sympathy with the alms and
methods of the association are cordially invited
to send delegates and take part in the deliberations. All woman suffra~re societies and clubs
should, without fail, send brief written reports.

A COPY of the Watertown Herald, published at Watertown, Jefferson county,
New York, reaches us, by the hand of
some friend, from which we clip the following:
"Dr. John D. Huntington, prohibition candidate for state senator in this district, was born in
the town of Watertown in 1827. Bis ancestors
were among the early settlers of the county.
When eight years old he went west with his
parents, learned the printer's trade a 1d returned
to Watertown when 21. Be worked as a journeyman printer here and at Sackets Barbor and
for a year published the Jefferson County
Farmer, then carried on job printing, run the
only telegraph office here in '56, and after the
war broke out gtudied for the dentistry, in which
prof.:s&ion he has achieved great succe~•. He began temperance work as far back as i84 7 and has
continued It ever since. For the past eighteen
years he says he has never failed to vote the prohibition ticket, sometimes being compelled to
write it as there were none printed for his ward.
While his dental practice is large, he has found
time to fight prohibition battles, and since taking
his son into partnership, he has been more active
th;1n ever."
·

We knew this Dr. Huntington when he
was a boy, living with his father's family
on the next block to the one on which we
lived in Nauvoo. He was then. an .::tdventurous inventive genius. ' We methim on
the. bank of the.J\fississippi, after his re
turn from the far west, when his earthly
possessions were a cocoanut cup and a common knife, possibl[y a. few bits of silver.
He. was then on :his way to his native
town. His perseverence has been crowned
.. ;yvith recognition and .success.

'J'HE following"Facts.aboutthe Finaaces"
contains about as: much good hard sense
about the m.onetar:Y affairs of the country·
as we ever saw-crowded into as few words,
and must commend itself to aU thinkers in
the parties .and out:.
·
"Toledo Blade: The fact Is, our finances never
were in as sound cqndition as they are to day;
'\\'e never had so larg~ an amount of good money
In cir~ulation as now; a,nd the amount is steadily
increasing; th.ere isrpally no searclty of money
for all legitimate needs of commerce. What our
·.·people should do is t(> leave. all vagaries of theorists severely alone, a)ld devote thems.el ves to industrious work-f~r money is but the accumulated. profits of .the people. · The more profit. we
make, the more money there will be In the ~oun
try;"

B.Ro. MoRRIS T. SHORT wrote from:
G.~nt9n, Illinois, Qctober 31st:
,
"The dailyani:l weekly Register says they will
pdnt more from my pen .. I may fill Jerusalem
with.thjs doCtrine; ·~·am 'speaking week nights
and three t.imes on S~nday and wl'itin:g by times
for secular press. j~ the interim.. Saints are
\lnite~ and fairly ze~lous. in· these regions,. and
prospects are rather good! and so we toil on,
f'amil,f were well a few days ago and .I feel
than}{fulfor so g()odheritage and bright outlook.
lmay and doubtless ':willwa,g my q!lill again for
Canto!l rellder~:" ·> ·.·.·.
•

Bro: Sbo~t sends·.
· y,:···f',.;·~··ott~l;>er 7z~q1,

This would suppress all exercise of power,
and, instead of firmly enforcing obedience, they
would mere! y solicit the submission of those who
are prone to disregard the law and defy authority.
7
Tmere is a pernicious theory. Unquestionably,
the function of government should be pervaded
with a spirit of genuine kindness; but kindness
EDITED BY SIBTlllR ''FRANCES. '
alone will not govern 'lawlessness, nor will it
even restrain children or men from refractory
TlWST.
My little girl came home from school one day
behavior when their passions are aroused.
Holding within her hands a pretty weed,
In order to command the obedience of those
And saymg, "Mamma! Once it was a seed,
whom it is necessary to govern there must be
And then it burst itself, and right away
force, authority, power. There must be in the
It peeped above the ground. God let it stay
Where it could see the sky." "Where dtd you read
mind of the party to be governed a full convicThat story, pet f" I asked. "I didn't need
tion that the power of the other is superior to his
To read," she said; "I heard my teacher say
own; that there is in the party claiming obe'Twas so!" Dear child! If we the One who knows
dience an ample reserve of power, fully adequate
Believed, like you! When seeds forgotten lie,
"Out of the dark, divinest beauty grows,"
to enforce the claim. The more complete this
Could say, "and, blinded, seeks the sunlit sky!"
conviction, the less occasion there will be for the
Ah, could we trust, not that the whole we know,
exercise of the power.
But simply that the Master told us so!
-Education.
The value of kindness should not be underrated in any system of government, whether in
TRANSPLANTED.
the household, the school, or the civil society.
But kindness is not the basis of government.
The gardener came into the garden;
Obedience Is yielded to authority, and authority
It was very fairto see,
is based on right and power.
And hi'S Lord walked slowly beside him,
I ooking at shrub and tree.
The child who complies with his father's
Through borders of odorous roses,
wishes. only because his parents have "reasoned"
Through lily beds purple and white,
with him or who has been wheedled into comBy thickets. enkindled with crimson,
_pliance by petty bribes and promises, has not
And arbor. that prisoned the light,
learned that doctrine of obedience which lies at
'Till they came to a tender flow~,
the foundation of all government, human and
A. fi·ai! b.ut beautiful thing,
,
divine .. God has given to the parent the right to
That drooped with its snow:white petals,
·the obedience of his children and. the power to
Like a bird with a broke)J wing.
enforce it. The parent has failed in his duty,
"I think," said the gardener,. Clasping
The plant with a gentle hand,
who has not trained his child, not only to love
"This flower is much too tei'lder
him, but to obey him. In the strict sense of the
Foi-the winds of this lower land.
word, that Is to yield his w!llto the will of a su.iq marvel if, even with shelter,
perior from a sense of· appointed subordination
'Twill thrive in this coarser rarth,
and
right, true authority. · The sense oh,!lbordiWhere cold dews fall upon it;
nation and of obedience to appointees and right~
'Tis a flower of priceless worth."
ful authority, is the very essence of civil govern •..
Now, his Lord had another garden:;
, ment, and the place where It is to be fi.rst and
Its. gates were of pearl and gold,
And its slopes were nearer heaven
chiefly learned is in the household. To teach
Than this land with breezes cold ..
this Is a main end of the parental relation; The
There never the sun gave languor,··
parent who faUs to teach it fails to give his child
There never .the east wind blew;
the first elernentof good citizenship. and leaves
And the provident.care of the Master's hand
him often. to pe In after years the viCtim of his
Was tender as sun or dew.
own uncontrolled passions ami temper. The
His Lord looked down on: the flower,
want of proper ex:ercise of parental authority
And i\is heart went out to its need;
in. this age of the. world, one of the most prolific
"'Tii just the plant for my garden- ·
'Tis a plant of.celestial seed.''·
sources of those frightful. disorders that pervade
soeiety and that thr.eaten to upturn the very
The gardener loosened the fiber,
foundation of all civil government.
'
Rahed the plant for the Lord to see;
. Then the gracious 1\'laster said,. with a. smile:
Your sister,
C. A .
"Giv.e the little flower to me."
FORESTER, October 27th.

Bro. Short entitled, "Heaven and Hell;"
"How to reach one and avoid the other."
It is short and pithy, and gives the truth
straight and in good style.

is

And into the g-ates.that were. golden,
And qver the fadeless plain;
And close by the.wonderful riverof life
He planted the fioweragajn.
And there, in deathless splendor,
It .blooms, and blossoms to-clay;
Andthere, in an endless, marvelous life,
It will bloom and brighten alway.
There·shall never be wanf.of tending,
Or lack of love or care;
For the Lotd of the garden so lle;ar to heaven
Is Lord of the sea and air,..;.Sel.
PARENTAL AUTHORITY.
THERE is .a. growing tendency ampng. profes~
sional reformers, an~ humanitarians to e:xt~l
kincl~ess 11s tbe chief elem~~tv::-a.s, In .fact, the
v~r;r tr)lliils;pring of. every, 'ldn~
sov.ernment;

of

CENTRAL LAKE, Mich.

·Dear Saz'nti:-I bes.eech you to pr;1y for us
Sain.ts in Central Lake. We are fewin number
and<need much help from our heavenly Father,
for we are surrounded with many opposefs of the
gospe! 1 and persecutions .await us~ I will state an
incident that. happtl1e<i last night, September the
28th. Elder Phelps and Brq. Soaper are labor-,
ing here.. While. preaching to, a gqoclly,number
on the ~rinciples o£. the doctri1,1e ofChdst, good·
attention was paid, ..· Servlces.()lose<tabotitnine··
and. all started for ho1ne, When a few rods.from
th.e ~ch(,olh¢use, Bro. George Washburn propqsed to.gq. back ~nd st~y till the. th ul'l:derstqptl
over. It 'Wall\.falning,and
. :W!f1d·>~rali
ver),' hard, sh small .
~f :?~! t.l,v:~ ...

a
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Saints and some of the world's people with us
returned. We lit up the house and began talk·
ing on the Scriptures, when one of the world's
people desired light on the gospel. Bro. George
stepped to the stand, opened the Bible and
began looking for the passage of Scripture to see
what light he could turn on the subject, when all
at once we were startled by the crashing of the
window opposite him and a shower of glass and
eggs fell all around him. He· stood calm and
composed and told us to unite our faith with his
that God would protect us. And he did protect
us and we felt to rejoice in our God. He put our
enemies to flight and in about half an hour we
returned home thankful to the Lord for his pro·
tecting care.
Your sister,
MARY ANN EMANS.
EXTRACT FROM A PRIVATE LETTER,
BY PERMISSION.
IN this day when the thought of children com·
ing to a home is so often a painful and repugnant
one, it is refreshing to read the following beaut!·
ful sentiments from the pen of one called upon
to take charge of three little motherless ones.
May God richly bless all such pure-minded
Saints and have them ever in his keeping !-Eo.
•'I know you must be anxious to see the chi!·
dren. They are such a comfort to me, and
while they require much work and care, yet
their presence in my home is like the presence of
angels. Well might the Savior say, 'Suffer little
children to come unto me, for of such is the
kingdom of he,aven ;' and again, •Except ye be·
come as a little child, ye cannot enter the king·
dom of heaven' . . . Happy childhood! In no·
cent and pure!
"Yesterday and to-day I have felt much of the
spirit of praise in my reart. My childhood-the
memories of my yeuth and up to the present
time have passed through my mind in thoughts
which recalled many happy recollections. I saw
in many cases. where the guiding hand of my
heavenly Father had led me and mine. It
seemed like a picture brought vividly to rny
mind, and in all these memories I could only re·
joice to see or know that a Father's care was
still over me and mine. I thought how in child·
hoed I had been taught (by parents knowing the
truth) the way of life. A blessed privilege for
any child! I felt thankful for that early train·
ing, and now in the mature yean of life I too
desire to be the means in God's hands of helping
in this great work. This I can do in many ways
as they present themselves to me. I have felt a
great desire of late to treasure up and make use
of any precious truth as it is presented; either by
the voice of his servant~, as they teach the word,
on through the still small voice of His Spirit as
it comes to me and the impressions and thoughts
which are opened up when meditating upon this
great work of God. I desire to so apply them
that I may be benefited and grow wise unto sal·
vation. I want to fully appreciate the great
privileges given to His people and be able to so
live as to enjoy the full fruition of all these great
blessings as they come to us from day to day."
LYNN, Mass., Oct. 26th.
Dear Sisters oj tke Home Colttmn:-While I
contemplate this morning the field of usefulness
lying before each one of us, I feel like occupy·
ing while the day lasts. I do this, however, with

timidity, not because I do not love my sisters in
the faith and this noble work in which we are
engaged, as it is represented from week to week
in this department; but because of lack of confi·
dence in my own ability. But when the thought
of its probable discontinuance is presented to
my mind I feel to rally all my thoughts and aspirations for good into action, with a firm resolve
in mind, I will do the little I can that it1 course
shall be onward, still carrying its rays of light
and love to many a household. The question
comes, "How could we now do without it?"
How could we even have spare<i last week's
cheerful message from the pen of Sr. Salome,
portraying to us so clearly the grand spiritual
feast of the Logan Reunion? As we read and
reread we made ourselves think we were there
in spirit, and viewed th®se self-same leaves
clinging to the canvas, emblematic of God's
love and mercy to his children. Shall we all in
the household of faith be willing to humbly, like
those tranquil leaves, bear the storms and
battles of life, still clinging to God that he may
bestow the sunlight of his love and light upon
us, that we may be able to reflect the same to
those around us? Being made capable through
obedience to his will which will bring every vir·
tue, every talent of our being into working order,
be that talent great or small. I feel encouraged
to persevere, for the work of God is growing
brighter and stronger each year of our lives, and
may we never hesitate in doing the little here,
and the little there, that is required at our hands.
Ever. praying for humility and wisdom that we
may be directed in the ways of the Lord, whose
ways are indeed wonderful as we view them by
the eye of faith; and may this great latter day faith
yet shine forth to the world in all its purity as it
never yet has done, is the prayer of your sister,
}ANNIE.
HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY FoND.

Oct. 29th. Amount received to date ... $3,782 84
Sally E. Church, Iowa... 7I
Emily Culp, Cal. ........ I oo
Trena M. Sorrenson, Neb. 50
M. M. Brooks, Ont... . . . . 35
A Sister, Iowa ........... 3 50
David and Agnes Keir
Ill .....•..........•... 5 00
Sisters' Prayer Union,
Omaha, Neb ...•...... ·4 40
Nov. 7th, Amount to date ..••........ $3,798 30
~aV"Send

all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamom, lowa.

IRONTON, Ohio, Oct. 28th.
Editors Herald:-Since I wrote you last, Bro.
Goodrich and myself hrve been busy at work.
We left Sand Run on the rst inst., Bro. Good·
rich for Starr, and the writer :!or Creola, to visit
A. B. Kirkendall and wife. 'We had a pleasant
time, which we greatly enjoyed.
Commenced preaching at Vale's Mills on the
3d and continued meetings until Wednesday.
While here we baptized two, the wives of Mr.
John Cummins and Bro. Ed. Allen, and left
many others standing near the door of entrance.
· On the 7th Bro. Goodrich went to Bro. Fitz.
patrick's, and on the ev®ning of the 7th I ar·
rived in Wheeling, W.Va., having been sent for
by Sr. Mary Brewster to administer to her little

babe, Harry, who at the time of my arrival was
almost at the point of death. I remained there
two <:lays as I had appointments ahead. I left
on the roth for Limerick, Ohio. The babe was
much better, and its recovery seemed probable.
Held three meetings at Limerick on the Sab.
bath. Bro. Beatty is better, but far from being a
well man. Let the Saints continue to pray for
him.
On the night of the 12th I preached at Pine,
and continued a few evenings at and near there,
baptizing two at Bierly's, a son and a daughter·
in-law of Sr. Bierly. I enjoyed my visit here,
and believe a good work will be accomplished
in the future.
On Monday the 19th, we met at Coalton, Ohio.
The work here is not In as flourishing condition
as we desire, but we endeavored te> encourage,
instruct and comfort as best we could, and hope
good was accomplished by our short visit. Bro.
Goodrich and Bro. Mathers will labor here after
a few weeks.
On Saturday the 24th we returned to Lagrange,
Ohio, where we passed through on our way to
vVest Virginia and where we had left appointments tor this time. Preached here to the pres·
tmt time, with increasing interest and geod au·
diences. Organized the Saints here into a branch,
to be known as the "Lagrange branch." Bro.
Webberly was chosen president, and Bro. J. C.
Smith was called and ordained priest. I leave
to-morrow for home.
In gospel bonds,
G. T. GRIFFITHS.
GATESIDE, Scotland,--.
Editors Herald:-It Is with pleasure that I ex.
press my thanks for the Herald. It fills my soul
with joy to read the testimonies of my brethren
and sisters, of how the work is spreading; and I
feel the want of fellowship with the Saints, as
there are none of our church here that I know
of, but I speak a word in behalf of the gospel
when I get a chance, and loan the Voice of
Warning to all who will read it.
I wish there were some of our elders in this
country to send forth the sound of the everlast.
ing gospel throughout Scotland. I feel that
there would be a good work done and many
would be brought to a knowledge of the truth.
I would be glad to see an elder in this country
and would do all in my power to assist him in
any way I could.
W. K. McMILLAN.
FARMINGTON, Ky., Oct. 27th.
Editors Herald:-The work in these parts is
not in as flourishing condition as we would like,
though there are a number of good Saints and
others who are believers In and favorably dis·
posed toward the cause. I have been in this part
for a month now and preached twenty-five dis·
courses; though In a few instances I fear the
words "fell dead at my own feet." I thin!<, how·
ever, that some good has been accomplished.
Bro. G. H. Hilliard arrived from Indiana on
Saturday, the 24th inst., and on Sunday preached
the funeral sermon of Bro. Jefferson Turnbow,
who died som~tlme in August. The audience
was large and very attentive to the word spoken.
Though the work has been more or Jess repre·
sented in this country for many years, quite a
number heard for the first time on that occasion.
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A good Impression was made and there is a desire on the part of some to hear more. Bro.
Hilliard is well received by the people here, both
in and outside the church.
This, the Tennessee and Kentucky district, is
not as Inviting a field as Illl'nols, but we are
doing the best we can under the circumstances.
We shall endeavor to keep the banner afloat
and press on to victory, which we are confident
will come bye and bye.
In the faith,
THOMAS C. KELLEY.
.....,.-, W. Va., Oct. 27th.
Editors Herald:-A few lines concerning my
experience in opening up the work in West Virginia will hanily be out of place in your columns. I ha1te no disposition to boast of anything I have done, but feel to "glory in the
Lord" for his goodness, and for all his wonderful works among the children of men. I havy
lately been holding the fort in Ritchie and
Doddridge counties. Calhoun county is'opening up with prospects of glorious success in the
near future. Salt Lake!sm is helping us there,
showing the work in which we are laboring to be
not of Br!ghamite origin. They have recently
been preaching on grounds occupied by our people. ·They tell the people that we are "Josephites" and do not belong to their church; but it is
remarkable that they are not persecuted.
While preaching . in Bro. Strait's house o.n
Willow Creek, a Rev. Mr. Criss of the M. 1!:.
Church inquired "\\'hat "that old Mormon"
preached. On bein~ ·told, lie remarked that "it
Is a rotten doctrine, and he ought to be killed."
The next evening I, was invited by one of the
members of the same church to preach In his
house. A Mr. Richards and wife, very good
and intelligent folks; are both convinced that we
have the truth. ( did preach in their house
at night, and was informed that o.ut in the road
there were some ypung · meri threatening me
with violence. The next evening I held forth
at Bro. Strait~s housej.again, and before the people
gathered in we were; iqformt:d by a friend that a
mob had been organized the night before In "the
,Broomstick schoolh~use" some few miles away.
We went on with our meeting; not knowing what
would befall us ere. it closed. That lligltt the
place where I was ~to ~Jeep was mysteriously
found .vacant and I ~lept at Bro; Thomas K. Ferrell's, a mlle~and a4half in the other direction.
Tlie mob was evideqtly on the search,!for they
knew that I did not ~Jeep where I feigned to go
that night .after meeting; ·All would .have gon.
on smoothly, and $everal wouid have united
with us,thad it not.b~en for the•:Rev. Crlss,who
became angry and stirred up the "baser sort" of
men to do me harm beji;ause I was preaching the
"things concerning ~he kingdom of God rand the
name of Jesus Christ." We had a splendid
meeting .on Sat11rda,x afternoon following, however, and the Saints mostly alL came together
and all either spoke .'or stood up in testimony. of
this work. ·There h~s been some sickness; among
them. I expect to 'be with them again before
this appears ih vour columns.
·
I met the Rev. •;Dock" Taylor .at Tollgate,
Ritchie county, on the 14-th lnst., and we d.ebated
three days and nights on thesubjectsof Baptl~m
~n,d ~he Layl~g .on 9f Hand&. He did not deny
baptism, but. that wnit:;n i~ In -watt:~r be.. ia.id be-

longed to the Old Testament, and so of the laying on of hands. Bro. Beall, of Goose Creek,
was in attendance as moderator. The subject·
was presented, and argued as we believe it, and
a good opportunity was afforded me to preach
the gospel to many who would never have attended our regular preaching. Bro. Beall, who
had excellent opportunity for knowing, told us
that much good was done in favor of our work.
We were called upon by our brother, Lloyd
Cottrlll, of West Union, to come and baptize
Mrs. Will Cottrill, of Arnold's Creek, in Doddridge county. There I found a new opening;
preached In a new schoolhouse to a large audience of attentive hearers. Was replied to by a
young disciple of Campbellism who seemed to
endorse the whole discourse except the Holy
Ghost part of it. "Th.e idea that the Holy Ghost
was a 'subtle influence, and came on one like an
electric current through the fingers was very aosurd." He fiercely critic,ised my remarks and denoun~ed me at the highest pitch of his voice,
until awkwardly closing he sat down exhausted.
I was not acquainted with him, nor did he in.troduce himself to me. I was informed that his
name Is Dotson. I knew the Campbelllsm quite
well as soon a£ I heard it. I made some few remarks which had the effect to preserve good
feeling, and closing ·up the breaks which he had
made in the written truth and so closed the
meeting. It was in this community that Bro.
Beatty at one time was refused the hoase. Now
we are cordiall} invited to come again, and the
door ·of the new schoolhouse is open.
Thank the Lord for the progress of truth and
the onward march of the kingdom that shall "become a great mountain and fill the whole earth.''
D. L. SHnirN.

thirteen who took upon them th~ name of Christ
at this Reunion.
Another item overlooked :
On Saturday
morning the 10th, the Reunion committe was
authorized to employ all necessary help, the Reu~ion committe to pay for the same out of the
Reunion funds.
}AMES McKIERNAN, Sec.
FoRT MoRGAN, Colo., Oct,_3rst.
Editors Herald:--,! received the restored gospel by the mercies of our Lord, and at the same
time was ordained to the office of an elder; and
I know thQ doctrine is from God. I have seen
the signs follow them that believe. I am bound
to work for the Lord always. My feelings are
expressed in I Corinthians 9: r6-I8.
I ha.ve only baptized four-two Germans, one
English and one Swede. I preach often and find
willing hearers. .When I was. a Lutheran
preacher everybody liked to hear me; but now It
is changed, and I find very few who like to go
on the straight and narrow way among my own
people. I feel sorry for my people, and hope
the time will come when many of them will embrace the gospel wlaich I have received.
I ask the 5aints to pray for me and for the
German people, for wisdom and light. I am
thankful to God for bringing me among the
Saints.
"
Yours truly,
PETER MOHR.

LooKouT, CaL, Oct. 26th.
Editors Herttld :-I attended the late Reunion
at Irvington, and there met more of God's children than I ever met at any one time before, and
such a meeting-a nine day's feast with those
who love the Lord-"keep his commandme.nts/'
It wa~ arranged at the close of said Reunion
·HELEN, Tenn., Oct. gth.
that
I should ylsit this place; accordingly, reEditors Herald:- The work of the Lord still
turned home to Mulberry; San Benito county,
survives; two more precious ones-a man and
remained there two days, and then left for· this
his.·wife-have been added to the fold here, also
place, coming by rail to Sacramento City, where
a sister that had wandered out into other wouldI
stopped a few days visith1g Saints and friends,
be folds, but found to her dissatisfaction that the
during which time I preached in the Saints'
pasture was lacking has returned to the fold and
chapel twice, and took part, in a sacrament
was r.eclaimed.
·
meeting on Sunday; .likewise attended a prayer
'"' I have been laboring some this week with
and
testimony meeting il!l the chapel on the folBro. 'f. C. Kelley and find that he comes right
lowing Wednesday evening. During my stay at
up to the mark as a defender of the gospel. Brn.
Sacramento 11 was a guest at the home of Bro.
Griffin and Snow have been in some of the
and Sr. G. W. Harlow, God only can repay their
counties soqth, opening new places, and bapti11ed
kindness, is also kindness shown by others of
two at Haley Creek. 'J,'liey report favorably.
the Lord's people there; I feel very grateful to
In bonds,
them all and shall not soon forget that vieit. I
P. B. SEATON.
took train for Sissen, Slskyon county,-got there
PERRY, Iowa, Oct. 14th.
at noon the day after le.avlng. Sacramento, took
Editors Herald:-In my haste to get off tke stage froin Sisson to Bartels, a hotel thirty miles
notes of Sunday's Reunion proceedings on Mone'ast, got thereat 8: :30 p. m ..• after the roughest
day, I ·overlooked the iteins.of Sundlly'sbaptlsms,. ride I ever took, but when there I was overjoyed
so I send you copy of items that came in at the to fi'nd Bro.. Lewis Turnbull, of Lookout, in waitclose pf the meeting held at 2: 30 p. m. the nth.
ing for me with team. He and his son Thomas
I will get the notes uf Brn. Forscutt's and Luff's
had C(}me sixty rnl!es to meet me, as 1\e .said to
last sermons sent in in a few .days.
"preveptme from being killed by ridingoverthe
·At the close o£ the services Sunday afternoon,
lava beds on the stage, forheknewbyexperience
. the uth, the ordinance of baptism was adminiswhat it was;" and his physical strength is greater
tered _to the following named persons, by Elder tha~ ~in e. yv e arrived at our journey's. end t~o
J. S. Roth; they were afterwards confirmed by
days from. Bart.el's Hotel. After resting two Ol"
C. Derry, C. E. Butterworth andJ. S. Roth.
three days;. we went to wor)c, Bro. Turnbull as.
.. MarySailes, Elizabeth Spartow,Je~sie Carpen:
s!sting. We have held meetings in three <litler:,
ter, .1\;lexander Purcell, Laura A. Tucker, Eliza.entschooihouses, aRd four Or five private d~efl;
betQ. Bender, Harriet H. Sarge!'t, Ale)>ander
ings in a ~!ldius of so~efifteenmiles •.. Honor . ~~
Leon is and Effie]~. Salles," In~ltiding. the}ou:r
whotn ho.nor isdue, sholll.dbe.accRrded .by all;
pre~iously baptizeq ji.JlQ ~epo~~ed, t!lis roaltee m>r ~9 I Wn~ Jt will in th~ !e!l~t irjur~ the :;e.
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ciplent, or ~etract from his ·usefulness, either
pl:lysically, mentally or spiritually. Now let me
.say tha.t I &hall be very .thankful that when the
time comes for me to take my leave of this peo. pie, that ·j: shall have found. in them as warm and.
. devoted friends as did my• predetessor, Bro. J. C,
Clapp; There is as noble, warm hearted people
· here as live on ·earth. They are of, the one great
family, God's children, and .were it not .for a
certain trouble existing in this brancn, (now pend.in:g adjustment) I would be exceedingly proud of
it; hope said grievance. may be of short duration.
Our meetings are generally well attended-not
.. largely, for the people are considerably scattered,
country new and sparsely settled; yet there are
times when our congregations are quite large for
this place. There is an interest here among some
few, and also enough opposition to make It
spicy. Two weeks ago last Sunday I baptized a
married lady at Round V~lley, fifteen miles
northeast of here; her husband is favorable, and
one week ago last Sunday, the eighteenth inst:,
I baptized here in Pitt River, four; a Mr. Edward Gutzman, a Mr. Wm. Eades, whose parents
belong, and Mrs. Lewis Eades, ·'Whose husband is
favorable; her neighbors have discarded her; that
Is, the unbelievers; and Mrs. Geo. Eades, deaf
and dumb. She has some testimonies which
. will be given soon; her husband is a member.
Yours,
J. H. LAWN.
HoNOLULU, Hawaii, Oct. 17th.
Editors Herald:- We are all very well at this
time. Twelve more were baptized since my last
letter, making thirty-seven in all to date.
We are prospering and encouraged to press
on. We have bright prospects, for which we are
very thankful.
There are several others nearly· ready to obey.
Our circle is widening; our influence is being
felt, and the people are seeing us. in the true
light.
Bro. Waller's family arrived all safe and well.
Yours in hope,
C. H. LUTHER.
PARK, Texas, Oct. x8th.
Editors Herald:-I thank you for kindness to
myself and family in sending us copies of the
Herald, Voice of Warning and other tracts, which
I eagerly devoured and read to others. I loaned
them where I thought they would do the most
good. I have spent all my spare moments explaining the doctrine as taught in the Bible and
the other works you sent me. We would read
and compare with Scripture, and it made one
solid chain.
I went to-day to see a family that sent for me
to talk to them about this new doctrine. I spent
tqe day with them and they are greatly interested, and say If they could hear an elder preach
and it corresponded with the teachings I showed
them, they would obey. There are three of them
at that house believing, and three at another
place where I gave them some tracts and the
Voice of Warning to read, and they endorse it
all-Joseph Smith not excepted• They say they
would give anything to hear an elder preach. I
wlllln$ure an opening for an e'tder here, and I
think there are 'about eight or nine waiting to
obey. Send us an elder if it is possible, or give
th~; a,gdres~ of an elder jn tlJ.is state,
·

"s

Flive two miles from Trice. Station at Red
Springs, ten miles west of Texarkana on the T.
C. railroad. · They can stoR off at TrlceSta:tio'l
and go south two miles to Red. Springs, to my
house, where they will be more than vvelcome.
Yours for the .one faith and the tru.e gospel,
S. R. BAY.

A.m:roi:Jis under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of.the Editor: writer• are responsible fer
their own views. Contributions soliCited.
!SF" Write on one eide of the paper only.

SERMON. BY PRES. JOSEPH SMITH,
AT THE LO(;AN REUNION, OC'TOBER 7TH, 1891.
only way in which I find it. practicable to defend Christianity in' any sense,
and more especially as it may be pre§ented
to us in the form of church work and in
the development of what we call the latter
day work, is in some way to identify mvself with it so as to be properly able to
discuss its merits; and w bile there are a
great many truths that men may accept
and be agreed upon, there is a manifest
number of accepted truthsthat prove to
be fallacious and impracticable, when
men's theories are rendered in de'tail. I
.believe that for this reason there is a vast
number of fragmentary bodies called
churches that are based upon more or less
of truth; and as these bodies go inaccordance with that truth they have received
and which forms the basis of their hope,
neither you nor I should find fault with
them.
· We read in this record, the Bible, that
"charity covereth multitude of sins;" but
in the Inspired Translation we have a better rendering that, "charity preventeth a
multitude of sins." While we are all possibly more or less fond of talking about
charity, my experience has shown to me
that charity in the truest sense of the word
is seldom found. And while it is a pity
that it should not be found in all bodies of
professing Christians, it is nevertheless a
fact that mankind is more or less uncharitable to its own kind when differing
from them in belief. Your 11peaker believes that one of the grandest featut·es in
the character of Je~us Christ was that he
enduted the contradiction of sinners
against himself.
I was requested to take as ~ text a
portion of Scripture found in Hebrews
I 2: I : "Wherefore, seeing we also are
compassed about with so great a cloud of
witnesses, let us lay aside every weight,
and the sin which doth so easily beset us,
and let us run with patience the race that
is set before us."
I must credit myself with a considerable
degree of skepticism. I don't believe that
"the moon was made of green cheese,"
and never will believe it till I see and
have an opportunity to test it.
So far as our work is concerned and the
faith we have ~o deal with to-day, I have
no fault to find. But I have been compelled to meet a great deal that ):las come to
THE
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us.out of the past by way ohhe memories
of those thatlivedin the prophet Joseph's
day, concerning what he should have said
and shouldn ot have said, that is cc;>ntradictory in its character. For ins'tance,
I heard an individual say that he heard
the propheJ say one time in the streets of
Nauvoo, that anv man that believed that
Jesus Christ would come and. reign in per~
son on the earth, was 'an old. grant1Y• I
have heard other men say they heard the
prophet preach upon the second coming
of Christ to reign personally upo~ the
earth. we discpver that the memories of
these men were at variance. There is a
prophecy sitid to be ciredited to him, bv,
the folks in the Utah: valleys, that ·the
time would come when the people would
be driven . to the mountai~;~s, and thev
should become a great people there; and
there are individuals who heard him say
that if a certain individual ever led that
people' he would lead them to the Devil.
Here are two dissimilar and conflicting
statements that are said to have come to
pass, according to the memory of men.
Now, like Uncle John Mcintosh when he
heard the story that had been circulated
down south about his h~;~ving: been killedsaid he "knowed it was a lie" as soon a~
he heard it; when I heard these things I
knew that both these statements could not
be true, as we have always given credit to
Joseph Smith as one that could not have
?~en the author of sue~ directly conflictmg statements. And when I read in fhe
hook that our God changes not, I come to
the conclusion that godlike men would not
be apt to change, that is., in such a wav as to
use such contradictory statements. When
I read somewhere th11t the word of God
was like a nail fastened in a sure place by
the Master of ceremonies; it brings to my
mind something that was fixed in the
household not to be removed, of a fixed
character. And that upon which men
should rest their hope of life and everlasting peace, it seems to me must be firmly
established; and when ever a man shall
place him~elf upon that platform he will
riot be easily shaken therefrom; hence I
looked for consistency in what was known
as the latter day work.
It has been charged that my mother has
largely contributed to the formation of
my religious convictions. I will b•ll you .
how she did it. It was by the influence
of her daily life, her care for her children
to teach them by example as well as by
precept the way of life. When I was
leaving home to go to study law, she put
the Bible into my hand and said to me,
"Take this book to be the man of your
counsel; live every day as if it were to be
your lal!t, and you need not fear for the
hereafter." Ta.king the Bible as the man
of my counsel I was particularly im. pressed with the reading of the twelfth
chapter of John's gospel; and reading
along to the cJr,se of the chapter I discovered this: "He that rejecteth me, and
receiveth not my words, hath one that
judgeth him; the word that I have spoken,
the same shall judge him in the last day."
Here was a statement made by one that
came as the Redeemer of man, and he
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distinctly announces to all that may choose
to pay attention to it, that he was not
there to judge tne world, but that he had
come upon an important mission to man,
and he came to warn them that that
word he had spoken should judge them,
not at the time when he was upon the
earth, but at the last day. No other man
would make such a statement as that
unless he knew that the word that should
be spoken should endure unchanged; and
unchanging, it will judge the world at
the last day. The Savior fortifies this
statement by saying, "For I have not
spoken of myself, but the Father that sent
me, he gave me a commandment what I
should say, and what I should speak."
Now whatever may be said coneerning
the character of Jesus Christ as a man, or
as the Son of God, 'whether he was
adopted under the law-a!'! we heard this
morning-or whether he was the Son of
God, as given to us by Matthew, he here
unmistakablv identifies himself with the
Jehovah who sent him, for he affirmed
that whatever he had come to declare he
had received it from the Father.
I was peculiarly interested this morning
in listening to what the brother had to say
about the word, or gospel, having begun
with the Father. I believe that, and I also
am prepared to accept the statement made
bv the Savior, that when he came to manifest himself, o~to makeGod manifest in
the flesh, that' he came with the understanding of wnat he had to do, and what
hehad to say;;and when we come to the
closing verse f.or further confirmatio11o of
his character ap.d mission, he states that he
had received a knowledge of that he came
to do fr.om the. Father, and he knew that
the .commandment he had received was life
everlasting; .an:d for this reason he decl<tred
"Whatsoever I speak therefore, even as
the Father said unto me, so I speak."
l hope, for the sake of consistency, that
this earthly sent messenger from God,
Jesus Christ, .was not so forgetful or negligent as to wqat he was commanded to do,
as to m1srepresent .his Father~ l could easily misrepresettt a man, so could anyone.
I am often rni$represented, as for instance,
theother mcirhing I told a story of a visit
that I had receivedfrorn a personage and
what he saidtp me; and I have been told
that it has bee~ reported that I said it was
.an angel that visited me•. I said. emphatic,
ally that I did not know. whether rny vis-.
itor was an ap~el or a man;. I did not
know whether .I saw a .man or .an angel;,
and in this I:. have been misrepresented.
Now, if Jesus, Christ does not represent
the Father, there must have .been a. mis. take .made in regard,to the salvation of the
world in all past generations, as we.ll <t~ in
those to come~ so tar as this earth is con~
cerr1ed; and I apprehend if we. get safely
through with ..our- work on. this earth we,.
can afford to wait for what is to happen on
every other earth, if we know anything.
about it,·
·
·
I have made the. foregoing remarks as a
kind of premise, for here in theN ew Testament Sc}"iptur~!; I .discover .t~e . gospel. I
anueeking,to treat upon, whose principles
have be~n .s~t forth by tl'le 'brethren,jn

your hearing already, and the presentation
of which enables me to identify myself
with that gospel, so as to be benefited by
it, and in presenting it tu others with a
view to benefit them; .and I can defend it
thyself, being under the authority of what
is claimed to be the latter day work.
We are told in the old law that under
the evidence of two or more witnesses the
transgressor w.:as stoned to death; and
Christ has said "In the mouth of two or
three wifnesses every word shall be established." So far as the word of God or one
witness called the Bible, is concerned, if
we undertake to examine it by the light
of reason, examine the things that have
transpi~ed in the past, contained therein,
we have to depend upon belief; we do not
know ourselves and we are compelled to
take the testimony of men that have lived
and are now dead. It is taught by professedly spiritual guides to their flocks,
"You must not reason upon the word of
God; if you do, faith will depart."
A year ago last July I had an evidence
of this. In conversation with a lady I had
known formerly, who had acknowledged
the theology of one of the churches, and
had become one of its members, when she
began to read .the word and made inquiry
of the preacher concerning something she
did not understand, she was told by him
that she "must not 'reason, but she must
have faith." §he replied, "How can I?" I
also said how could she. Now here is a
striking instance, for God to place within
the keeping of man the grarid faculty'that
makes him better than the beast-4he'faculty of reason-'and tell him that he will
make him accountable for the use of it, and
then as soon as he begins to exercise that
f:aculty, to be told he must not do it, is
equivalent to tell !;lim that God will hold
him accountable for a gift that he must not
exercise. God cannot do that, that is, I
conceive that he can, but that .he will not do
it. I do not believe that God will comdemn ·his children for taking upon them to
inquire as towhy they should become iden·
tified with the gospel in this latter day
work;
I discover we have a second witness to
the truth of the gospel, introduced in this
age of the world. I hold in rny hand the
Book of Mormon. I am not going to descant upon the. manner in ~hich it carne
forth. I .ask.; What does it claim: to be?
It represents to be. the dealings of God with
a people on this land, and as a conse~
qu~nce I conclude there should be something of the character of God's dealing
with other pe()ple than those on the east·
ern heq1isphere, as .found in this book, I
examine the book and find that there is
represented in it a philosophy. andi doctrine, and I make inquiry concerning it.. I
have only taken up the book ..since the
meeting this morning, and have selected a
passage here and there, to illustrate the.
subjecti am trying to present. I read
from the first chapter of fl;le E?econdBook
of Nephi, "Behold, he _offereth himself a
sacrifice for siri [you hear.d one of the.
brethren discus!> in!.( sacrifice .for sin,. as
found in the Bible]~ to afl~wer the. ends of
the law? unto.allthose whphave.abroken
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heart and contrite spirit; and unto none
else can the ends of the law be answered,
"Wherefore, how great the importance
to make these things known unto the inhabitants ot the earth, that they may know
that there is no flesh that can dwell in the
presence of God, save it be through the
merits, and mercy, and grace of the Holy
Messiah, who lnyeth down his life according to the flesh, and taketh. it again by the
power of the Spirit, that he may bring to
pass the resurre~tion of the dead, being the
first that should rise.
.
"Wherefore, he is the first fruits unto
God, inasmuch as he shall make intercession for all the children of men; and they
that believe in him, shall be saved, And
'because of the intercession for all, all men
come unto God; wherefore, they stand in
the presence' of him, to be judged of him,
according to the truth and holiness which
is in him. Wherefore, the ends of the law
which the Holy One hath given, unto the
inflicting of the punishment that is affixed,
which punishment that is affixed is in op·
position to that of the happiness which is
affixed, to answer the ends of the atonement; for it must needs be, there is an op·
position in all things," &c.
Now whether or not another identify.
ing clause ~s found in this book, in this
statement which I have read, we have an
identification with the doctrine of Christ as
found in the New Testament Scriptures;
anrl these two witnesses (Bible and Book
of Mormon) agree in testifying to that
which JesuS' declares to be the word of~
God. It would have bee~ an easy thing if
this Book of Mormon had ignored or denied the sacrificial character of the mission
of J esm Christ, to have at once put a stop
-to its circulation, and destroyed the faith of
many men in it at once and forever. But
here is the principal ba5is laid down,-here
is the identification of it;. and when you
come to go back to Deuteronomy you wilL
find a statement of someone ~hat says, "My
doctrine shall drop as the rain," &e., and
he goes on to idefltify it with one that is to
come, who is. the Rock and the Salvation
of men.
~
Sometimes it 111trikes rne as being singu·
lar, the binding links or corresponding·
thoughts that are contained throughoutthe
word; they are like shining gems that
are found in the world, and whenever we
can find a link we can also find a corresponding link in the. chain;. and putting
them together we only add to the whole
chain of gospel truth. . It may be a little
tiresome to read from the Book of Mormon. to Mormons, but then it wont hurt
you; the fourth paragraphof the thirteenth
chaptet of the. Second Book of Nephi
reads: .
.
..
. ~
. "And l heard a voice from the Father
saying, Yea, the words of my beloved are
true, and faithful: He that .ehduMs to the
end;" &c.
Now listen to the :yoice of the Father
who witnessed the baptism of Christ, :when
on the banks ofJordan he came to John the
Baptist to be baptized of h.im :. "This> is
beloved Son, hear ye hitn.'' .. Whatan
iat1ntification this is a fit endQrsernept of
7
the ~;hapi£ter of9hrj,~! ~t lhtt y~ry opening

my
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of this latter day .work. If it had been the
w.ork of man; if it had peen born in the
.·brain of Jose~hSmith, and depended upon
that man to guess out the extraordinary
likenet'ls to the grand principles by which
God de~igned to rede.em the world, it. is
.the most extraordinary guessing. I ever
heard of.
''And now my beloved brethren, I know
.by this that unless;1 man shall endure to
the end," [Do not the Scriptures abound in
the statement "He that enJures to the end
shaH be saved?" There is no salvation to
come upon any promise in the Scriptures
unless a man shall plod along until he
reaches. the end], wherefore do the things
which I have told you I have seen that
your Lord and your Red~emer should do;
for this cause have they been shown unto
·me, that you may know the gate by which
ye should enter."
Did not our brother declare that the Savior said, "Except a man be born of water,
and of the Spirit he cannot enter into the
kingdom of God?" Here is something
that I deem an identification. "For the
gate by which '3e should enter is repentance, and baptism by. water; and then
cometh a remiss'lon of your. sins by fire,
and by the Holy Ghost. And then are
you in thisstraight and narrow path, which
.leads toeternallife; yea, ye have entered
in by the gate; ye have done· according to
the commandment of the Father and the
Son, and ye have received the Holy Ghost,
which witnesses of the Father and the
Son, unto the fulfilling of the .promise he
hath made, that if you entered in by the
way ye shall receive."
r read this for the purpose of showing
that when I begin to make inquiry touching the character of this latter day work, I
find it identified with the work that the
Savior came to do, and it is only a reproduction of that Christian mission he came
to perform. In the thirteenth paragraph
of the seventeenth chapter .of the Book of
Alma (this is an exhotation from a father
to a son), it reads:
"And" now, my son, I would that you
should unde'rstand that these things are not
without a shadow: for as our fathers were
slothful to give heed to this compass (now
these things were temporal) they did not
prosp,er, even so it is with things which are
spiritual."
The lesson is, that inasmuch as these
individuals spoken of did not pay heed to
the warning voice of God made known
through the. compass, or director, they
were not guided on a straight course to
their destination; no more can we (says
the spiritual leader) be guided straight on
our way to eternal life, unless we pay heed
to the instruction that leads to the narrow
path.
"For just as surely as this director did
bring our fathers, by following its course,
to the promised land, shall the words of
Christ, if we follow their course, carry u'S
beyond this vale of sorrow, into a better
land of promise."
I now turn to the eighth chapter of John,
and read something I shall find there,
from the twenty-eighth to the thirty"third
verses: HTh~n §aid J est~s unto thet)l, When

.
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ye have lifted up the So!l of man, then around Jerusalem, and that blessed Re.!>hall he know that I am he, and that I do dee mer who was the. Author of that phil..,nothing of myself; but as. my Father hath , osophy appears to identify himself with
taught me I speak th~se things."
.this work in which we are. engaged, for
Rearken how. h~ddentifies his work as the same doctrine is taught, and "He that
the work of.the Father, and having been endureth to the end shall be saved." If
se,nt .of the Father, he did those things that could be stricken out! How is it,
which pleased him.
brethren and sisters, to-day, would you
I would, bt:ethren, to-day that we' could, not like to strike. out this sentence, "he
as followers of the Savior, with equal prothat .endureth to the end,~' .etc.? How do
priety and with equal truthfulne~s look up · you feel about it? Would you not liketo
to God and say as servants of Jesus Christ, · have it stricken out, so that you would
"We have kept thy words, both those not have to bear. the toil flnd suffering in"
found in the Scriptures, 1n .the Book of cident to those who have to endure to the
Mormon and .in the revelations to us. end? [A. voice from the congregation
That we did only those things tl'lat Christ answered, !'No! I want to receive the
commanded.
·
·
crown." The" speaker said he would like
Notice his language, "I .do only those the crown without any suffering if ·he
things which please him." But ~ere is a could get it].
thought, "As he spake th~i~·' words,
Here we have it represented by the
many believed on him. Then s"aid Jesus Savior from a mental standpoint from the
to those Jews which believed on him, If parable ef the man that went out and
ye continue in my word, then are ye my hired men to. work in his vineyard for a
disciples indeed;',. Here is a grand penny a day; sotr!-e at early morn, some
thpught, and when we take up the thoughts at the third hour, and so on to the
of the Leader of leaders, as included in eleventh hour,· who after working in his
the Book of Mormon and the Holy vineyard, when night can;te each one came
Scriptures, and then this discourse, that if to receive his wages, and the last one
we continue in the words of Christ, in hired received as much as the first. Thus
following him, .we find we have the assur- will it be at the time of reward; all the
an.ce and comfort in the promise that we laborers in the kingdom will receive the
are his · disciples, and that there is no reward of their iabors, a.nd if. we endure
power can keep us from entering and re- to the end, when the king shall come and
ceiving the reward promised, and being we are gathered around 'the table of our
crowned in the great beyond.
Master, we will receive each one our penny.
But in order to. this I must lay aside
But how happens it, if there is nothing
every weight. I must lay aside my beset- divine in this work, if there is no such
ting sins and live in obedience to the word thing as divine direction ·or sanction from
of God; then into my heart shall enter first to last, how does it happen that these
the Spirit and power from on high which items of identification can be multiplisd,
Rhall cleanse me from the dross of the hour after hour, chapter after chapter, one
flesh, and sanctify me by the purification by one, here and there, and so completely
oftheSpirit, according to the word, as we woven in that: sometimes our elders. when
heard this morning.
they get up to preach don't know whether
I turn again to the Second Book of thev are quoting from the Bible or Book
Nephi, thirteenth chapter, and read the of Mormon?
third paragraph and part of the fourth:
But now we have onlv two witnesses,
"But behold, my belo ed brethren, thus and while so far as this work is concerned
came the voice of the Son unto me, say- enoug-h can be produced from the two to
ing, After you have repented of your sins establish what I want to prove, I would
and witnessed unto the Father that .you not care if I had more than two witnesses,
are willing to keep my commandments by and so I take up the third one. All the
the baptism of water, and have received way through this represents to us the
the baptism· of fire, and of the Holy dealings of God with a people in our own
Ghost, and can speak with a new tongue, day, and if there be in this witness' testiyea, even with the tongue of angels, and mony no identification with that word we
after this shall deny me, it would have been find in the New Testament that Jesus
better for you that you had not known spoke. to the Jews, namely, "If ye conme. Ani! I heard a voice from the Father , tinue in my word, then are ye my discisaying, Yea, the words of my beloved are pies indeed," then I have no use for it;
true and faithful. He that endureth to the but if there is an identification, and I can
end the same shall be saved."
find it, I am happy in so doing. I am so
In the B:ble that we all profess to be- constituted that if t,:.vo men testify to the
lieve we have .this statement: "No man one and the same thing-, I expect their tescometh to me except the Father draw timonv is entitled to belief•. I read from
him."
the Doctrine and Covenants, section nine,
We have declared this and taught it for paragr11oh fourteen, a revelation given
these many years: "AnJ I, if I be lifted Mav, 1829:
up from the earth, will draw all. men unto
"Behold, I am Jesus Ghrist, the Son of
me." How clear, how ~'pecific that power God. I came unto my own, and my own
by which this book (Book of Mormon) received me not. I am the lig-ht which
was revealed to this generation. How shineth in darkness, and the darkness comclearly it identifies its philosophy with the prehendeth it not, I am he who said,
philosophy of the New Testament Scrip- Other sheep which I have are not of ,this
tures. How stro,ng the .sound echoes, that fold, unto my disciples, and many there
so~;md that W(il:S ffrst ~ivo/n upon the plain&
were who understood me not."
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Here we have a promise made in 1829,
at the very rise of this work, and before
the organization of the church, that the
individuals to whom the revelation came
might place their hope in the words of
Christ, that they might abide therein, becoming the disciples of Christ.
"And I will also bring to light my
gospel, which was ministered unto them,
and behold they shall not deny that which
you have received, but they shall build it
up, and shall bring to light the true points
of my doctrine."
Now,. brethren, you know there is a
great deal to learn in t.he world. I sometimes think that what is comprehended by
me is very slight; but while I may not
comprehend all things and all knowledge,
if I continue to abide in the doctrine of
Christ, the time will come when the great
work contemplated by us is consummated
that I then may know as I am known.
"Yea, and the only doctrine which is in
me, and this I do that I may establish my
gospel, that there may not be so much
contention; yea, ~a tan doth stir up the
hearts of the people to contention conc.erning the points ofmy doctrine."
And at and from the time this revelation
was given till now there has been perpetual contention .about doctrine; until some
men are careful that they do not talk doctrine in the churches, because if they do,
contention ensues and the result is disruption of tl:e church.
If preaching the doctrine of Christ is
calculated to destroy the Church of Christ,
then as a consistent believer in what may
be known as the philosopy or doctrine of
Christ, I sav let the chun;:h be destroyed.
Now don't, misunderstand me th:at I
said that the Church of Christ would be
destroyed. I po not sa.y that. I say t.hat
if the philosophy of the doctrine of Christ
is calculated to destroy the Church of
Christ, then the Church of Christ ought
· to be destroyed.
"And in th~se things they do err, for
they do wrest 1the Scriptlirtls, and do not
understand them." Now mark the identification with the Book of Mormon. "Behold this is my doctrine, Whosoever repenteth and cometh unto me, the same is
my church; whosoever declareth more or
less than this, the same is not of me, but is
against me, therefor.e he is not of my
church. And now behold; whosoever is
of my church,.and endurethof my church
to the end, him will I establish upon my
ltock, ancl the gates of hell shall not prevail against him."
·
Here we have it again, "H ye abide in ·
me," as the Savior said, "if ye continue in
my word," or ,"if you shall. endure of my
church to the 'end, him -...yilli establisb up·\
on my Rock.'~ In the sixteenth section,
. paragraph four, we have this:
·
''Behold yo~ have my gospel before you,
and my Rock, and my ~alvation. Ask the
Father in my name in faith believing that
you .shall. receive, and you . shall have the
Holy Ghost which manifesteth. all things
which is l:)Xpedient unto the ehildten 1of
men. And if you have not.faith, hope and
charity you can.do nqthinl?"~ (What .does
the apof)tle Faul say .about chapty?] Con·

tend agaim;t no church, save it be the
church of the devil. Take upon you the
name of Christ, and speak the truth in
soberness, and as many as repent, and are
baptized in my name, which is Jesus Christ,
and endure to the end shall be saved. [We
can review these discourses one after another and we find_ them to ever agree.]
Behold, Jesus Christ is the name which is
given of the Father, and there i'l no other
name given whereby man can be saved."
Here comes another word of identification; there is another man that bears t~;;s
timony that the only name given under
heaven or among- men whereby rnan can
be saved, is the name of Jesus Christ; and
I believe that was uttered by Peter. Now
!he statement of these things which are
brought to light in this book will not destroy or break in pieces that which has
been received in the Scriptures. We read
furthlilr in the sixteenth paragraph of the
forty second section.
"Thou shalt take the things which
though hast received, which have been
given to .thee in my Scriptures for a law, to
be a law to gov~rn my church, and hethat
doeth according to these things shall be
saved, and he that doeth them not shall be
damned, if he continues."
In other words, he that endures to the
end shall be saved, and he that endures not
to the end shall not be saved. I find these
items of identification describing the mission of Jesus Christ and hi§ doctrinf,l, as
shown forth in the New Testament Scriptures and in the last two witnesses, and I
ask myself the question, How does it hap·
pen that these things so agree as evid~nce
in favor of the latter day work?
I belie'Ve that the Infinite One moves
along in a well prepared line, and when
we take up the history of the world at the
commepcement of this work, and examine
it, we. discover that the world was lying in
darkness; men had multiplied creeds upon
the earth; they had departed from the
truth, while the teachings of Christ, the
Son of. God, were lost sight of. Men were
oppressing each other in all the Vl:'orld, and
there seemed to be a. day foretold when
God must move upon the earth, and the
destruction would have overtaken them
without warning had not God -sent forth
his servants with the message of preparation; In this book, the second witness, we
are warranted in the belief that God raised
up a man and caused his. Spirit to rtJove
upon him to cross the oce.an in searcb of a
great continent, and directed his. course
westward until.he discovered the objectof
his search, even the land upon wbich we
dwell. It wasfor the accomplishment of
a specific design of the Almighty, running
parallel with the oth.ei (the salvation of
man), even the deliverance ·of man from
political tyranny and oppression; ·as he designed that man should be free ft;()m proseription, a proscription that kept t.hem in
darkness concerningthe lightand peace
and glory of Godf and as upon this land
through the· providence of. God poljtical
liber;ty hasbeen established, .so also has religious toleration a.nd freedo!ll obtained;
andinfulfillm~nt of the. pre<;lictions of his

&ervants. spoken irr days pf old, and. of
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those who had been moved upon by the
Spirit of his Son in the meridian of time,
he has upon this illustrious land restored
the primitive gospel, upon the basis of
which men could safely build that grand
structure of brotherly love and receive that
which should enable them to endure to the
end. !"'have thought sometimes since we
have been gathered upon this ground, and
the rain has fallen upon ys, when I have
seen the noble, glad countenances of men
and women who could gmile though the
prospect was so gloomy (and we have had
but one day in which we could use this
stand), I. wondered in my heart if we were
not enduring to the end. I hope it will be
sunshine soon. There is one thing that
should affect us more than the water that
has fallen upon m since we have been
here, and that is the consideration of the
uncertainty that now affects the minds of
those who do not stand upon the same
spiritualplatform upon which we stand.
Our hearts gci out towards them with feelings of pity, and I fear that many of them
live more faithful according to the light
they have received, than we do. VVe pity
them, when we feel ourselves surrounded
by such a cloud of witn.esses bearing testimony that the work we are engaged in is
divine. It is a strange thingthat so many
can keep themselves humble, after having
been made absolutely certain ofthatwhich
they have received. I said to myself yesterday when I saw Bro. Roth energizing
himself so, "That man believes what he is
talking about."
Only a few years ago I was laboringin
a place where a man that used to belong
to the old church was talking to the people about the Bible, Book of Mormon and
Book of. Doctrine ahd Covenants. He
took the Bible and placed the Book of
Mormon on it, and then the Book of Covenants on that, and he told them that fhese
books were well enough when the church
was in its infancy; but like the last year's
almanac they had passed their usefulness,
and were thus no longer needed. But
when I read from the Book of Coven'ants,
''Search these.commandments for they are.
true and faithful" &c., I found them in
agreement with what the Savior said in
his day, "Search the Scriptures for in them
ye think ye have eternal life, and they are
they which testify of me." And when. I
read about a people that was to go to the
Ohio, and there God would give them his
law, the observ!'lnce of which would make
them a blessed,. a. delightsome p;:.ople, I
find here the principles of identification;
and he that will not accept this law con~
tained in this, book and. the Book of Mormon· must remain. under condemnation.
Hence, building · upon that platform
brethren, I feel perfectly safe in coming
before you to-day; and finding these things
to identify the work in which we are en~\
g-aged with the work that Christ the Savior .established in th.at day when he came
to e«rth to do his Fathei's will, I am prepared to stand· in 1ts .defense ,everywhere I
am permitted to do so•. I tell you that I
arn assured that in the salvatiop of Christ
as shado,w-ed forth in these
I
my salvationi and ~o the
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spoken of .in our text,
have
of the Book of Mormon, and we
. not
<mly.their record, but we have the record
that has co.me to us .as a people for our
consideration; and again, the Spi:rit bears
witness tous, and as the Spirit bears witness it brings !JS inv rapport with the
worthies of the past, and in spirit xwe identifv ourselves with them, until Paul and
P~ter, and James and John, and Enoch and
Abraham, Isaac.o and Jacob, are but the
harries of our brethren who have gone before, and whom we shall meet by and by.
May God in his infinite mercy help. us
that we may look upon this cloud of witnesses, and emulating the example of those
men ancient and modern whose memories
we revere, run the race that is set before
us with patience, enduring to the e~d,
-Reported by Elder E. Stafford.

"MINISTERS' SUPPORTS" REVIEWER
REVIEWED.

IN the HERALD of September 26th, under
tbe heading of "Ministers' Supports Reviewed," a hrother undertakes to review
an article in HERALD of August 15th, and
starts out with this statement: "It [tithing] was not intended to be a part or parcel of this glorious work."
Now, if the brother had read the article
· of August 15th, he certainly could not
hwe made this mistake; and if he did not
read it, he is not justified in answering it
from hearsay.
In my article of August 15th I stated that
I not only accepted the law of tithing as
being in force in full and complete, but I
had complied with it. If the brother will
ple11.se read the article he will understand
my position, as I tried to make it so plain
that none could misunderstand it, and I am
sorry I am under obligations ~o review his
article. I would indeed be a hypocrite to
comply with and teach for the last ten
years a law that I did not believe was a
"part of this glorious work." In justice to
those to whom I have been teaching this
principle I write this article.
It is necessary for us to comprehend and
understand what law is before we can realize the force of it. I understand that th,e
force of the law is only for transgressors,
as I stated in mv article that it was possible for every Latter Day Saint to live
above that law, then it would have no effect on them; and that if the Saints lived
up to the teachings in Section .p of the
Doctrine and Covenants, they would be
living ;.lbove the law.
In the citations made from Section 42:
8-10 the writer of the article of September
z6th says he sees no provision under the
law for the support of the ministry or their
families; that they are not classed with
"that every man that ·hath need may be
amply supplied." If that be true, then
why make all this fuss about support if
they never need anything?
The brother states that after he has
complied with the law of the church, he is
a free agent, to do and give as he pleases,
and quotes section 42: 10 in support of his
position, and states that I make that paragraph say the very opposite to what he
has alwars uuderstood. Now h~ ha~ a

he

perfect
to .. understand what
themselves. . They were told to
. to"
pleases,
believes I stated opposite the books, even the new covenant. They
to what intended. I am not;the auth- h.ave been falling into line .ever since, and
or of this paragraph, and am not respnsi- "dropping out one by one old.opinions and
bl~ for what it teaches.
I stated in my ar- old precedents that every. day they are
ticle just what I intended, and what Ino.w finding out by the light of the Spirit of
repeat; and that is this~that, if there shall truth are Q.ot in harmony with this great
be properties in the hands of the church, latter day .work, and a hindrance to the.
or. any individuals of it, more than is nec- progress of the gospel <?f Christ. Let
essary for their support, after this first con- tr;uth be made manifest, · and let us fall
secration, it shall be kept in the storehouse, into line each with his own armor which
not in the hands of those individuals: Para:- God ha11 been pleased to trust us with,
g·raph · 10 of section <p suppo.rts this posi- that we may keep it polished and meet for
tion. It .is left for the high council and the Master's use 1 and he will so.illuminate
bishopric to say what shall be done with our pathway and we wilt so rejoice that
it, imd not as the. brother says tba:t, indi- we will .have no time to wear each other's
shoes.
.
viduals can give it to whom they please.
Yours for the truth,
He also objects to my statement that
FRANK CRILEY.
HWe recognize no such thing .as almsgivPrTT~BURG, Pennsylvania;
ing in the church," and says it conflicts
withcertainlaw, and quotes passages to
support his. position. All I ask is that the
Saints read tholle quotations and then ask
themselves, if all belonged to. the church to
AUTUMN.
whom they were given, or if there was
In memory of my mother, Sarah Wingate.
November days! chill autumri days!
any poor out of the church at that time;
With sombre woods, seared Ieav.es o'erstrewn;
He also quote" D. and C. 44:3 to show
Humid the air, and its perf4me gone;
tha.t the Saints were enjoined to supply Birds,
bright of hue and sweetest lay,
the poor. r£ he had quoted D. and G. 42: Like youthful pleasures flee a;way.
8 he would have shown you how the Flee away! flee away!
•
Flee to rriore kindly, constant sky.
Lord wanted you to lllupply the poor.
Here frosts will chill, and s;weet flowers must
He fails to review paragraph fourteen
'die.
of the same section, which also includes
the; elders; and we would like to have Still, rainy days! sad autumn days!
Mem'ries ye bring of friend~ now gone,
him review s'ection 72: 3 as quoted i;n my
Farewells said to us who mourn;
article, which is direct till the bishop, and The loving ones who cheered and blest
what he (the bishop) is t~ do for the Are where no troubles mar their rest.
elders. The law of the Lord is perfect, Calm rest! peaceful rest!
Friends may we greet no more to roam,
and does not conflict with itl!lelf as the
There may we meet in God's harvest home.
brother seems to 'think.
brightest days! our autumn days!
In reference to mv article, the writer of Earth's
For life eternal there's a garnering in
September 26th says: "He, the writer,
Of goodness and grain, not of tares and sin;
has cited us to several passages that justify Good deeds, kind words, a bounteous store
Will angels garner forever more.
promiscuous giving." Wf' think not.
He says that in. D. and C. 42: 10 the Forever more! forever more!
Giver of good, we unite in praise
privilege is given to any man to contrib- ['To
With thankful hearts for these autumn days.
ute to others. This we believe, but only
:.:_ABBIE A. HORTON.
through the proper c~annel; and that
channel is the bishopric, as the above
paragraph states.
We believe the advice and counsel of
the first quorums of tilis church in these
SERMON BY ELDER J. C. CRABB.
matters to be wise and timely, and had the
church followed that advice, they would
LOGAN, IOWA, OCTOBER 8TH.
be far in advance of where they are today. We further beiieve that the church "YE must be born again," in cannection
is advancing rapidly, and that every step with Romans 8: 13, If, "For if ye live
of progress made will be by $tepping out · after the flesh ye shall die; but if ye
of some well beaten rut that they them- through the Spirit do mortify the deeds of
selves have made by custom, and stepping· the body, ye shall live. For as many as
into the line laid down in the Book of are led by the Spirit of God they are the
Covenants, which they have overlooked sons of God."
You will notice that according to the
all these years.
When they find that man's plans are word, all the promises of God to man are
impracticable and that God knew best, bas~d upon conditions. It is in harmony
they will fall back into his ways and do with the fact that when God created man
hm will, and we will not refer back to he gave him his agency; and in the day
precedents so often that were wise in their when we stand before the judgment seat
time, under existing circumstances, and of Christ he will call the attention of each
were needed for educating the Saints; but of us to this fact and will hold us to a strict
now we have grown out of them and account for the use we have made of our
need God's guiding hand to help us up- agency. It is no use for me to portray to
you that if we should be happy enough to
ward flnd onward.
We. find that away back in the forties reach the 'presence of God and partake of
the church was under condemnation for his glory we shall be satisfied. We have
no ne(;)<l ~o f~~r to trqst God for either
establishin~ precedents aPd building for
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what is in this life or in that to come, for
we shall still be heirs of God and joint
heirs withJ esus Christ. And while this is
made possible by Christ, as it is written
that "God so loved the world that he gave
his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth on him should not perish, but have
everlasting life," yet this promise was
made on conditions. And while it may be
true that God revealed the conditions to
men so clearly and plainly that they may
be understood, yet if we fail to comply
with those conditions we will fall short
and not reach the glory of Christ.
One of the texts tells us that we must be
"born again." It was told Saul, of Tar.sus, that he must "go down to the city of
Damascus, and there it shall be told thee
what thou must do." We cannot do as
we choose and please God, for he has told
us what the conditions of salvation are.
~,JYe must be born again" is figurative Ianguage, but it shows that as we were born
into this world, in a similar manner, we
must be born into the kingdom of God.
By God sending Christ to take away the
sin of the world little children are free
from sin. But as our first parents were
held responsible for their transgression, so
shall we be held responsible to God for
our individual transgressions.
God knew. that the majority of mankind would sin and he therefore made provision that thr.ough Christ, not only should
mankind be made free from the original
sin, but that through him all who would
comply with the conditions might be
saved. But •we must be born again.
"There was a man sent from God, whose
name was J ol)n. The same came for a
witness, to be~tr witness of the light, that
all men through him might believe. He
came unto his own and his own received
him not. But as many as received him, to
them gave he power to become the sons of
God, even t<:> them that believe on his
name, which. are born, not of bood, nor of
the will of thtdlesh, nor of the will qf man,
but of God. ; And the word was. made
flesh, and dw1;1lt among us, and we beheld
his glory, the glory as of the Only Begotten of the Father, full of grace and
truth."-John I :7, n, 14.
Paul recognizes the fact that the obeclient are the sons of God, and the sons of
God are the children of God. But we
"must be born again," for only those who
become the sons of God are the children of
. God. "Being born· again, not of corrup1:ible seed, but incorruptible, by the word of'
God, which liveth and abideth forever.
For the word of the Lord endureth forever .. And this is the wordwhich by the
gospel. is preached. unto .. you;" Now
.whether we titke it that the "word". here
means Jesus Christor the word .delivered
through him,, or the name Jesus Christ
and the word, .it makes but little
difference, for J esu.s .Christ and his
words are . t,mchangeable. Jesus said,
"Though heaven and earth pass away,
my word shall not pass away." . "Every
good gift, and. ~very perfect gift is from
above, and cometh gown from the
Father oflights~ with whom is 'no variable· · 'ne~s~ neitlter §'h~tdi;)w of tqrnin~. Of hi~S·

own will begat He us with the word of
truth, that we should be a kind of first
fruits of his creatures."-} ames I: 17, r8.
Now when we tall( of an individual being born, we know that he must first have
been begotten. If a child is illegimately
begotten he is never a legal cHild, and the
husband of the child's mother could not be
expected or required to care for it as he
would his legal children. For. this reason
God has ordered that a man should have
but one wife, that their children might be
legitimate. Now if we have been illegitimately begotten, in a religious sense, how
shall we be legally born? If we have not
been beg-otten and born of God, then we
are not His children and cannot expect
God to have the same care for us that he
would have for his own children, though
he may pity us as we would a beggar.
"For thoug-h ye have ten thousand instructors in Christ, yet have ye not many
fathers, for in Christ Jesus I have begotten you through the gospel."- I Cor. 4:
I 5·
This gospel is God's recognized
truth, and how can we be born again if
we never hear the gospel preached? This;
takes us back to the word where we read:
"How dshall they hear without a preacher,
and how shall they· preach except they be
sent?" This is in harmony with the Scripture: "Surely the Lord will do nothing
except He reveals His secret unto His
servants the prophets;"
When people go to hear, their desire
should be to hear aright; and if they ask
God to enable them to understand he will
assist them. But they should understand
that the testimony of God's living seivants
should agree with those who are dead or
their testimony is not good. For Christ
is "the light of every man that cometh·
into the world"and he will give light to
those who seek Him; and in this way
they may be begotten arid born of God. I
have known men and women: who have
been begotten but never born of God, because they neglected to obey the truth
after they believed it. Jesus said: "Verily, verily I say unto th~e, except a. man
be born of water and of the Spirit, he cannot enter the kingdom of God."---:J ohri
3:5. We need to consider .this matter
carMully and see if. we have been born of
God. Whert Jesus began to be about
thirty years .of age he went to John .and
was baptized of him. The record te]Js us
thatcJ ohn baptized Him in the river J ordan, and it me!lns nothing else. Some
·who believe in immersion have g<;me to
the extreme, for a man may be immersed
a thousand times and yet not be baptized,·
for all.the pre-requisites must b~ had and
then the rite .must be· administered by one
authorized of God. Then there comes the
birth of the Spirit whi~h is absolutely
necessary to complete the birth. "But
after that the kindness and love of· God
and Savior toward man appeared, not by
wor1cs of righteousnesswhich we have
done, but according to his mercy he saved
us, by the washing- of regeneration, ·and
renewing of the Holy Gh~st; which is
shed on us abundantly through Jesus ·
Gl:gist Ol]rSavior•.. That being justified
byhiSc ~race, we>~ltoul<l lc>~ tn.ad~ heirs a(:-
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cording to the hope of eternal life. This
is a faithful saying, and these things I will
that thou affirm constantly, that they
which have believed in God might be careful to maintain good works."-Titus 3:4-8.
We are entitled to the Spirit th:it we
might be born of water and the Spirit,
and if we continue to do the' will of God
it will abide with us forever.-Logan Observer.

KEWANEE.
Conference convened at Buffalo Prairie, Illinois, September 5th and 6th; D, S.Holmes president, J. D. Jones secretary. Branch reports:
Buffalo Prairie 51; 8 removed. Kewanee 67.
Millersburg so; I baptized. These bran.ches all
report having prosperous Sunday schools. Eld.
A. H. Smith, committee in the case of Brn. E.
E. Wheeler and J. W. Terry, reported having
effected a reconciliation and withdrawal of the
charges. Officers reporting, M. T. Short, J. L.
Adams,J.D.Jones,J L. Terry, D. S.Holines, S. N.
Adams, F. Needham, E. Epperly, J. Epperly and
E. E. Wheeler. A Jetter of complaint against J. B.
Johnson, of Rock Island, sent by C. C. Reynolds, was read, and the matter was left for the
present with the president of the districL
Bishop's agent, J. Chis nail, reported: . On hand,
lastreport$8r.3r; received $89; total $r7o3r;
disbursements $I35; balance on hand $35 3r.
Accepted as read. Bishop's agent also req nested
that the branches redouble their diligence in furnishing funds. District president was requested
Jo appoint two-days' meetings throughout the
district.. Resolved that the district secretary inform by letter the Stanley family of the privilege meted to them, that inasmuch as they are
dissatisfied with the decision rendered touching
the trial and expulsion of Mrs .. M. A. Stanley,
they can, if so disposed, appeal to the bishop's
court for a new trial, as state.d in our former
minutes. Resolved. that the local elders labor
more diligently in dispensing "the word
the
call of the district president, unless occupiecl in a
justifiable manner. Preaching by J. D. Jones,
W. W, Blair and M. T. Short. Adjourned to
Kewanee first Saturday and Sunday in March.
(District secretaries should omit unnecessary
and purely local statements in minutes sent for
publication, recording such items on their minute
books. Ed.)

at

CONFERENCE. NOTICES.
Conference of the Spring River, Kansas, district, convenes at Sherwin, November 13th, 1891.
GEo. W. HOJJART, Clerk.
Nodaway' d!striqt conference wUI meet In the
Union church at Lc:Jng Branch, r.4th and 15th of
November, at ro a.m. Time is changed from
the fourth Sunday to the third in order to have
the light of'the moon.
JAMES THOMAS,

Dist . .Pres.

NOTICE.
"At the conference of. the Chatham, Ontario,
district, h~ld at .Petrolia, Ontario, October 3d
and· 4th; r89r, the following resolution _was
-pas$ed: Resolved that we expunge from the
minutes of the. Chatham district record the r.evelation g!ven a.t Zdne, on dlstri.:;t presidenh.
GEo. GREEN, Dist .. Pres.,
LH~ TYRifll:LL,

&c.

T.he permanent addresses elf
.. merpl>~r~
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hold .heard that ..Vord {Acts 10: 37) which Jo)m
the_·Baptist preac;hed: . Faith, repentance, baptism for remission of sins, with a promise Of the
Holy Spirit. Can man do anything toward a
KNOBNOSTER, Mo.
change of heart? Listen : "Cleanse yom: hands,
y~ sinners, and purify your ,hearts, ye double
minded."..,-J 3mes 4: 8. But does God have anyLOWRY CITY, (MO.), REUNION.
tiling tq do in the. case?. Certainly: ~·Work out
your own salvation with fear aRd tremblh'lg, for
Fn'day, Oct. 9tk, 7:30 P,m.-Few had arrived
it is God which worke.th In you," .etc~-;- Phil. 2:
'but a service was held in tent; 5ermon by Elder
12, 13. The·man in the well cannot of himself
J. Kaler; subject, "Sanctification through the
devise. or procure means of escape, but he can
Truth."
·
take hold of a repe let do-w:n, or climb a ladde.r
Saturday, zotk.-Prayer meeting convened at
provided for -him by those who love qim. So it
9-a.m. At I I o'clock a. business session was
la in salvation; while it is true"we are not saved
held, in which the following appointments were
by :works (work of devising a plan), yet vie are to,.
made: Presiding officers, I. N. White and J. A.
be obedient to the plan furnished: "Why call ye
Robinson. (It was expected that Bro. T._ W.
me Lord, and do not the things which I say?"
Smith would return home in a few days); secre"Not everyone that saith unto rne Lord, Lord,"
tary, I. N. White; assistant, Perry Wells; chorisetc. Don't get tht idea· t'hat prayer is wrong
ter, Gomer Wells, who chose the assistance of
Bro. Pitt; Srs. Cummings, Ada .Pitt and Belle ·from this.
What is the basis o.f faith? It comprehends
Robinson acted as organists. Recilptlon Cf:>mdefinitene.sss-a belief in some stated trutl>ts. Bemitte, Brn. Walker, CarroJJ and Swensen. Bro.
lieving what? Let us see. We call your attenFreel, who is Justic@ of Peace,'wa$ authorized to
tion again to Acts IO: 37· Peter here tells Corappoint Rnd swear marshals as peace officers.
nelius of a certain word. You remember the
· At 2: 30 p.m. Bro. T. W. Smith addressed the
Saints for a short time on present duty. Bro. I. angel told Cornelius that Peter would tell ·him
"What thou oughtest to do." Now he refers to
N. White followed similarly.
a de-finite something-"that word which was
7:30p.m. pn.:aehing in the tent to a full house
preached througlll. all Judea and began froin
by T. W .. Smith; subject, "The Hope of the
Galilee after the baptism which John preached."
Saints." Hope is not desire, but desire and. exIf we go to John's preaching, we find him with
pectation. Expectation is based upon a promise,
the "word E>f the Lord."-Luke 3· It was, "Re·
hence assurance follows. Where there Is no
pent and believe the gospel," and the l<baptism
promise, there can lite no hope.· Job was referred
of repentance for the remission of sins."-Luke
to. He said, "If a man die, shall he live again?
3: 3·
All the .:hl.y$ ofmy appointed time will I wait,
How about Jesus? We find he preached
till my cha'n!l!e comes." To "wait" implies con·
"that word." and that word Is the gospel. See
seiousness. A post cannot wait.
Luke 4: r8), "for theref<ne am I sent'' "to
The Idea of a kingdom beyond the skies as man's
preach," 43d verse. He "went throughout every
future abode is not Scriptural. "The meek shall
clty".preaching.-Luke 8: I. This gospel of the
inherit the earth." This is the hope of the
kingdom to be preached in all the world, before
Saints. Matthew 25: «When the Son of man
the end, Matt. 24, not "a gospel," "this gospel.!'
shall come . . . inherit a kingdom prepared
That which was preached before hi~ death was
from the foundation ®f .the world." What was
to be preached afterward. Philip goes to Saprepared? Go to the account in Genesis and we
maria and preaches Christ.
"That's right,
see that man was given dominion ever all the
preached just Christ," says one. But I suggest
earth and things ther~in. It was f!OOd, in God's
that there may be a way of preaching Christ
sight. John 7:34 Christ tells the Jews, "Where
which the world knows nothing about. In
I am [when I go J ye cannot come.'' The ~a me
preaching the name of Jesus, who is "to save his
was said to his very disciples in John 13: 33·
people from their sins," how many a•sociate with
Then the idea of going into God's presence at
it the restora-tion of Israel? Read Rom. II: 25,
death is wrong. The thief did not go th_ere.
26. What kind of go~pel did Paul preach? Men
"This day shalt thou be with me in paradise."
or angel• are to be "cursed" for preaching any
When Jesus was re~urrected he had not yet asothPr. "Yes," says one, "the gospel was preached
~ended to the Father. See John 2o: 17: "In my
on PEntecost." In its purity? "Yes." Why
Father's house are manv ma.nsions'' Here the
don't you preach all of it? Notice that Peter says
whole universe is comprehended. Daniel 7: 27
Christ is to sit on David's throne. Where was
and many other citations were given. Di5course
David's thronf'? In the hearts of the people?
excellent.· The abrwe is not a fair synopsis.
No. Readr Chrol'i. 17; :n:6; rq:_28. We find
Sunday, zztk.--Prayer meeting· at 9 a.m.;
Solomon sat on his father's throne at Jerusalem,
profitable time. Intlmatiom of the Spirit were
and it is called the "city of the great king." Of
that if faithful, good weatlifr would follow.
Christ the angel said, "the Lord shall give unto
Secr&t prayer in tents was to be observed.
him the throne of his father, David."- Luke I: 32.
I I a.m. preaching by T. W. Smith; subject,
How many preach this part of the Pentecostal
"Change of Heart." Protestant and Catholic
discourse?
alike are honest, but honesty alone not sufficiPeter ~ays God purified their hearts by faith.
ent. The speaker not desirous of teaching error,
How? By having the prospects and promises
·and presumes that the audience is not. desirous
painted before them by which ti<ley were lead to
of· holding it. We are charged, as a people, of
desire it. Then knowing that no unclean-thing
having a "head religion," hence one reuon for
can enter there, they saw where they were lack·
taking up the subject. The "heart" of religion
ing, and were led to repentance. Does not "the"·
is not the fleshy organ in the chest, but the infaith of the gospel lead you to reform, and in the
telligent, emotional part of our nature .. Religion
langua!!'e of the young man who came to Jesus
addresses Itself to an "understanding he~rt." To
ask, ••What lack I yet?" You desire· to know
say that man is converted by the direct contact
the "whole counsel of God," and then find bapof the Holy 5plrit is not Scriptural. Some sav,
tism
before you, as the door, through which you
"Don't wehave joy, and i~n't that the Spirit?"
go by faith In God, not in the water.
No. Joy is a fruit. But the Spirit has two faces,
I commend the language ofPeter,"Seeingyou
so to speak; one of joy, the other of frowning.
have purified your souls in obeying the truth, see
The church is to receive of its fruits, joy, love,
that you love one another," etc.
etc., "which," says Christ, "the world cannot receive." He also says in John r6:8, 9, that the
2:30 p. m, R. Etzenhouser: "What must I
Spirit is to reprove the world of sin. Sin i~ the
do to be saved?"
transgression of law, heno~ the gospel is deThe speaker of this morning spoke of an intelsigned to teach the law. According to James
llgent, saving faith. We find that the servants
there . are sins of omission as well as sins
of God in this instance had cast out a spirit of
of commission. Peter speaking of the Gemdivination, as a penalty for which they were cast
tiles (Acts r S) says God "purified their hearts
into the stocks of the inner prison. The lanby faith." It is not all God's work. If it
guage of the text was brought out by the divine
is, who exercises the faith? God? No. He
interposition of an earthquake by which the
doesn't walk by faith. It is man, and "faith comprisoners were freed.
.
eth by the .word of God.'' Cornelius and house·
We are wen aware that this question, to-day is
wanted at once for use in, circular letter: N. A._
Baker, A: S. 'Davidson,' W. F._ Seward; George
Jenkins and D.,F. Winri. __ This is urgent. Send to
J. H. WELLs, Pres. oj .f!!_uo.

"'

ansV\'eted f~omdifferent standpoints. We.a~e
guaranteed in.saying some of them will fall short
q£ salvation ..· "Why call ye me Lore\, Lord, and
do not the things which I say?'' and "StraighUs
the gate. and narrow the way that lendeth to 11fe,
and.few there be that lind it.'' ; Again: "Many
shall seek to enter in, but shall not be able.''. Do
not solace yourselves with the notion that this refers to unbelievers or skeptics,. for ~hey are not
"seeking.'' This question is fully answered here:
This book is a very queer ot\e if conflicth1g
· answers can be fou.nd in it. If so, it is an excep·
tipn to other books. It Is well tq note that "Holy
men of old spake as they were, moved upot\ by
the Holy Spirit," hence rnen must have the same
Spirit to interpret: It ~'came not by the will of
man,'' and should not be interpreted by his wilL
In the social realm, there is no ~ccepted standard
of authority. It is different in the divine realm;
-;-we have a standard.
The textis a favorite one. The former speaker
showed that saving faith has ,action associated
with it. Faith is stranger than belief. "What
must I do?" There are those who suppose the
answer is contair.ed in the next:sentence. To be
"nice" about the matter we can'give salvation
others of his house without even faith, for it savs,
"and thou shalt be saved and ~hy house." No
faith on .the part of his family is required in that
sentence, hence I might argue that their salvation is predicated upon the jailer's faith. You see
where such narrow reasoning l~ads to. Let us
read further: "And they spake unto him the
word of the Lord, and to all that were in .his
house.'' This places a11 on the same basis. What
is "the word of the Lord?" Can we find where
the Lord gives the terms of salvation? If so, it
will serve the same purpose as if he were here in
person. Nicodemus came to Jesus by night.
Presumably he came to find the words of life.
The "word of the Lord" here is:, "Verily. verily,
I say unto you, except a man •is born ['again,'
the second time] of water and of the Spirit, he
cannot enter into the kingdom of God.'' Referring to the jailer, we find that "he took him
out the same hour of the night and baptized hirn
and all his.'' . So we see that they preached the
same "word" to the jailer as Christ did to Nicodemus.
·
Mr. Moody has said that if baptism were e•sent!al, he would go along Broadway, New York,
where he finds most people, and baptize them
whether they wished it or not. Unfortunately for
Mr. Moody the Lord has predicated bar·tism upon the fact of faith and· repentance. A society
lately formed in Texas makes. baptism a positive
sin; so you see the tendency of the times.
The difficulty is that most plans try to serve
private ideas. I had a conversation on train with
a Presbyterian gentleman concerning the revisiom of their faith-how they see a change is posItively necessary. In regard to "infant baptism,"
I asked him why they failed in last revision to
see the statement of Jesus, "Suffer little children
to come unto me, for of such is the kingdom of
heaven?" I asked him if that statement wasn't
there at that time. He thought it was. I then
suggested tlnat the creed revisers had a tradition
to honor, ·and. hence failed to see it.
But Scriptures should be made to harmonize.
This question Is asked in divers places; it is
asked on Pentecost. Notice tlRat jailer is told t0
"believe," while the three thousand. are told to
"repent and ·be baptlzed"--nothing being said of
"faith." A stickler for private opinions nn '
easily make these two Instances contradict. We
have another in tile great commission. Nothing
is said by Mark of repentance.
How shall we df'al with these texts? make
them contradict? No. T·hese several answers
were given under different demands.. Those who
· bellevelil, were told the next duty; those who did
not believe were not fit subjects·for baptism, but
had to be taught faith as a grand foundation
principle.
By combining the accounts of Matthew, Mark,
Luke and John .we have faith, repentance, baptism for remission of sins, laying on of hands,
and the signs following the believer; one mentioning what another does not. However, they
each,cover the ground If we allow full meaning.

to

For in§tl!nce1Mathew say8; ••Teach all nations1
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all things I have COtl1manded."

Mark: "Preach
the gospel to every creature." Luke: "Remission of sins shall be preached in all the world."
John: "As the Father sent me, so send I you.
Whosesoever sins ye remit, they are remitted."
A fullness is comprehended in each. We ought
to be particular in the right direction. 'Paul
tells the Galatians that if "men or angels preach
any other gospel, let him be accursed." We have
a good rule in John 3: "He whom God hath sent
speaketh t)le words of God."
Our observance of laying on of hands this
evening, may have seemed peculiar to some. It
may have impressed you solemnly or otherwise,
but let us examine it. Every church respects it
in part. There are four functions. 1, Blessing
of children; 2, Administering to sick; 3, Ordina·
tlon of officers; 4, For the reception of the Holy
Spirit as an abiding comforter. All churches respect and use No.3· Christ and apostles used all
four. Everybody consent& to No. 3, because it is
authorized in the Eible; but be it remembered
that the' same Btble authorizes No. I, 2 and 4 as
well.·
Analogous to believing only, is plowing only;
neither will bring a harvest. Just as plowing is
followed by planting, planting by cultivation,
and cultivation by reaping, so is faith follo~Wed
by repentance, repentance by baptism; and baptism by laying on of hands.
Upon the platform of fundamental principles
we occupy, there is room for all mankind; but
we insist upoR harmony in occupying-.:..no room
for contention or division. No one thows away
his faith by uniting with us. , Remember, we
must all one day stand before the judgment seat.
In this service three who were baptized were
conl'i.rmed.
,
At 7: 30 p.m; Elder J. A. Robinson spoke: I
believe every man and woman's eternal life is as
dear to them as ;mine is to me. I am aware our
faith is not popular. There is prejudice. Prejudice has persecuted a Columbus, Harvey, Galileo al'ld Mm:se~ I want to meet you on the
"square." I invite your, attention to John 4: 23,
"The true V\'Orshipers."
, One of our United Statesmin~sten once wrote
to the C~ntuf'y lm accom1t of exploring Tllibet.
He referr.ed, ~o! a man who was m,easuring- the
dis.tance between two cities~ quite a distance
apart, by using pis own body flat on the ground
five feet at a time. In front .of him .:was a little
god upon whicll was ]Jurning joss sticks. This
he was pushing before him. .This was a
religious . perf()'rmaiice: He had been four.
years traveling; ,thus. Do you say he yvasn't
honest? He c~rtainly was, and to .have even
lauglled at him would have hurt his feelings.
-,'!'hat man was 'worshiping in. spirit.. Isn't the
Indian honest ,and . sincere in holding to his
peculiar ideas of happy hunting grounds, and
ceremonies of b\lrying the dead? Yes.
In this case JO!Isus had met a Samaritan woman
who was honest, worshiping in spirit, but not in
truth. Do you tell me. that the Iridian mother
who throws her babe. into a crocodile's mouth
in tht) Ganges is. not ho.nest? No,you.do not.
You.observe .that peoples' worship is. the result
.~£ thei~ surroundings. . Look at. the Moha~
.· med:m kneeling ·before. Allah, .his.. god.. Not
honest? . Cert~inly they all :are. . Look a.t t!]e
Catholic w,or~h,ip which so many abhor. Why
do they worship so? I tis the.ir. education.·
· "Tliese are all honest," you say, "but will tliey
not be saved?" ; We as Latter Day Saints te;~ch
. t~at .t.he gospel; wl!l neither save nor condemn
l>efore they rec,eive a fullness . of truth.· Some
say they pass in;to et,ernity, lost i but StJCh are not
Latter Day Saints. Some damn, in their philos-.
ophy, mllUons~ho.never heard of God~ They.
say .God consignlsuch to awful, ('Jternal punishment. T.hat.is not our God-not the God of.the
Bible .. ·.Why npt delu~ the world, stop progeny, and thus ~aye innocent souls this te,rrlble
;fate? . The Gpq of paul at Mar's Hill .'fellS not
such' The God. of. John in Reyelatipns .rewards
mel)."accordin; to. their ~orks;''. ... ·. .
Having discov,er~d ·that SOtl1e. ·a,re wci,rshipjng •.•
lp. spirit an~! I!ot .in truth,. are ~e WOJ'shi,P~t)g JIJ<
~.p!r!ta1,1p h?- trutr.? .. Wl).en,.a fipy l !Jel~eyep mY·
.· ~91<9,,er's' r,eligi9l1•... I: W:MJ.te4 to p<l .sav:e,d. I

tried honestly their method of finding salvation
by kneeling at the penitent form and praying;
but I failed time a.nd again. I then read the
New Te1tament through for, such a method
of finding salvation, but failed. I found that
Christians had been applying Paul's language to
the church, to those outside; to sinners: h<:mce
someone had started what became a popular tradition. I would then have become an infidel had
it not been for a praying wife. She asked God
to lead her to the true church. Sometime afterward in a prayer meeting at a distance the Spirit
of God spoke-yes, spoke In a Latter Day Saint
prayer meeting, commanding certain elden to
come to my part of the country, for "Verily, one
is t)lere thirsting for the bread of life." They
came, preached, a[\d my wife believed; but I
would not allow her to be baptized. In due time,
as my prejudice wore away, she was baptized,
but only on condition that she bring none of the
elders to the house, neither papers or books; that
she must not teach It to the children. I would
ta!le her to the chureh ~tep and depart, but after
services I was always there to see that no Latter
Day Saint elder armed her away. 0, foolthat I
was!
Finally, I was induced .to attend: Imagine my
wonderment upon finding a different doctrine to
what I supposed. I heard about a dlfferer~t God
to the one that turned me. infidel. Amon~ other
things, I found that God sent John the Baptist
wlth ... the word of the Lord" which was· faith,
repentance, baptism for the remission of sins.
Jesus same up out of the water and it was impossible to come out of something he had never,
been ln.· J us,t before his ascension he: said,
"Thus It is written . ." .. that repentance and remission of sins should b~ preached in all the
world, beginning at Jerusalem." The speaker
then took me to Jerusalem to see. how it qid liegin .. In Acts two the disciples were there filled
with the Spirit, under the promised power they
talked In seventll!ell different languages. Those
not. of the faith pronounced. them drunk. Peter
enlightens their minds by preaching Jesus.
Under this powerfuL eloquence they exclaim,
"What shall we do?" If there ever was a time
when people needed a. correct· answer It is now;
and if there ever was a time when ministers for
Christ were capableof answering the question It
Is now." Repent." "Vhy not "believe?" TlJey alreaqy believed. "Repent and be baptized in the
name of Jesus Christ for the remlsbion of sins,
and ye shall receivethe gift of the Holy Ghost,"
etc. This was the first tlme I had heard this kind
of gospel. I learned that Paul's convenion .w:u in
accord to this: "Now why tarriest th,ou? . arise
and be baptized, and wash away. thy sins, calling
, on the name of the Lord."-Acts 22.' . l didn't
know such a passage was in the ~ible; had never·
heard a minister quote.lt in all Canada. If the
way Paulreceived remis.sion of. sins was good
enough for him and Pentecostal penitents, Isn't
it good enough for you, my friends? Jesus prays
to tile Father, "Sanctify them through. the truth,
thy wore .Is truth:" We call your attention to
the truth--,.to the old paths;
· One more principle: "This is. life eternal, to
know , . ; .God andJesus Christ."-'-John 17:3,
Then a kno'!ledgeJsnecessary .. Jesus promised
that the believers should "know of the. ~octrine."
-John. 7: I 7: With. this ass.uranc,e, w_e ·do not
fe.ar death. It Is given through the Sptrit: But
how is this Spirit given? Jesus gives his disciples a right to receiv.e It as an.abidisg Comforter
by "liftipg up his hapds, breathing \lponthem,
blening them and saying;.receive ye. the· Holy
Ghost:"~John 20:•2.2; Luke 24: so, It came on
Pentecost; He did this before hls ascension.
· . Philip went. to ~a:mftrla, preached; peopl~. be•
lleved, were :baptized~ rejoiced; yet It was neces·sary to s.end Peter and. John to t~.em, "whO when
they were comae down, pra,yed. for them that
they might recelv.e the Holy Ghost (for as yet h~
wa.s fallen upon none of them); t)lenlaid they·',
their lian<ls l,lPO,U them, and they r~ceived the
Holy Ghost." · It isst.ated tl:Jat!'whe~ Simon S!f:W
that'through the I~ylng on ofJhell):lostle(hands
the.. HolJ GJrqs,t vv:as g'!v.ep;.'\ .Paulojficiatl!sin
tpe ~;tttnei!~P!!,Cit'y hl Acts f!lneteenth,afteJ:: fweAve
are liaptizeq; He qalls. it a"prindpleof tl]e dpc~
trine .of phrist;'' in He]Jrews sixth; W,e belieV:e

737
and teach that the gospel saves people from their
sins--not from hell. "Ho! everyone that thirsteth, come ye to the waters. Come, buy wine
and milk without money and without price."
Amen.
Monday, zztk,--The morning prayer meeting
was quiet and spiritual.
At I r a. m., Bro. ~wen Swensen: I believe I
am like one of the poor fisherman of Galilee, I
have none el~e to depend on but God. It seems
that he chooses the poor and weak. For whatever good I may be able to do, I am willing to
ascribe to God the glory.
My text is found ln John 2: I-IO. This marriage in Cana is different to most marriages of
to·day. The lowly Gallleans invltedJesus to the
wedding. How seldom do we invite Jesus to be
present on such occasions to-day! Toward the
close of this feast, wine gave out, and accordingly, with divine confidence, his mother applied to
him with this information. She knew more than
any other of his divine nature. Being assured of
his willingness to supply the wawt, she said to the
servants; "Whatsoever he saith unto you, do it."
0, what an admonition for us! Why can we not
learn to do what~osver he saith to us?
Now the claurch Is called the Lamb's bride. We
by coming into the. church, making a covenant
with Christ, become betroth eel to him, or as some
put It, married. When I first thougat of being
united or betrothed to Christ, I was told to just
believe and God would speak peace to me. But
like our speaker of last night, with all my praying and seeking, I failed to receive any eat!sfac'
tion. I was dissatisfied. I was like a lady I met
recently. She had prayed for thirty yeats, but
received no answer. I suggested that perhaps
her church was·not the brl<ile, the only true woman; and that the God she was worshiping was
not the God of the Bible. "What do you mean,''
she asked. I, then asked for her creed and read:
"God, without body, parts or passions." I asked
her· If she could comprehend a being withoui
"body, parts or passi()ris." She could not. I
showed her that the God of the Bible Is the
physical pattern of ~an. "Let us make man i.n
our own image;'' showed that He loves, hates, ts
angry with the wicked, etc., at all of which; she
was surprised. Our worship should be an intelligent one,'and then religion will be real, rational, and soul-satisfying.
I have, since my early experience, found that
~hrist will reco.gnize quite a diff,erent kind of
bride to that I was once identified with. Th19
God of the Bible is able to answtr, torevealliimself and his will to the church. The children of'
the kingdom are promised an assurance, a satisfa.ction .. "The gospel came .not in word only,"
says Paul. The general,idea of the bride to-day
is one. which cannot receive communications
from her husband. Indeed, the different wives
to-d,ay prefer that their husband should have
nothing to say to them'. "These signs shall follow. them that believe" in all the world, says
Christ, and the, wives reject the very power
which m,akes us a man foun.ded on a rock; The
very things i:lesigned to confirm and make us re.joice, they ridicule. They have no use for the.
promise of Christ, "If any ma11 .will do his will,
he shall know of the'· doctrine, whether It be ot
God, or whether I spe~k of myself." John,Wesley in his pinety -~ourth sermon says"the spirituaJ
gifts were not done away, as is. vulgarly supposed, .because no longer. needed; but because
riches were heaped upon the clergy by Constantine; The church had turnedheath.en aga.inand
God could find no more of the Splrit of God in it
than among heathen." .
.
.
But we do hotbelieve Christ is a polygamist,
accepting n1any wives, butthat he will recognize
on.e true vyife when he comes. Let us put on the
robe of righteousness a[\d be prepared .to meet
him.
2: 30 p. m:, J. H. Wells; subject: "R,ightly
dividing the wor~ ()f God.'.' The speaker's interpre~a.tiop pl John 3:6-:8 wa~ the< subject . pf
fl:iel),dly discusssi()n .•among, }he •mit! is try;, The
speaker had J:?eeh.attacked upo.n. that pptnt J:jy
secta.rians) and>was compel!ecl tG) an~wer on th~
spur o~ the ~<>Jl:leht.
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7: 30 p. m , T. W. Smith; texts, Gal. 3: 26-29;
4: I-7; subject, "Sonship."
You will obeerve: "If ye be Christ's, then
Abraham's seed, and heirs according to the
promise," hence children. I ask, How do we become children? You answer, perhaps, "by faith
only;" but the text does not so read. It predicates sonship upon not only faith, but also upon
baptism.
What is the order of God by which we become
"sons or heir~?" Let us see. It is evident that
we are not children of God by virtue of the flesh.
We are to become Abraham's seed only so
far as we are Christ's, and we are Christ's only
when we are baptized Into Christ, or Christ's
body. There is a seal of sons hip which is thereception of the Holy Spirit. Now li~ten to Paul,
"Because ye are sons, God has given you his
Spirit"-not"to make you sons," you will remember.
Before ther<il can be a sonshlp, there must be a
birth; before a birth, there must be a conception.
«Of. his own will begat he us with the word of
truth."-James I: 18. "Being born agab, not of
corruptible seed, but by the word of God. And
this is the word which by the gospel Is preached
unto you."-I Peter I: 22-25. Before you can
be born again, the gospel must be preached and
its laws understood and obeyed. By obeying
this word you are led to be born the second time,
of water, which we understand is synonymous
to water baptism.
But the thief on the cross is a stumbling-block.
Suppose, for argument, he was saved as !t is
claim~d.
Unless every man is placed on a cross
in similar condition, a similar salvation cannot
be claimed. Because someone could not be baptized, that is no excuse for us who can be. We
are not to suppose that the baptism of the Spirit
is the reception of the influence of the word
alone. We take the natural birth as the example. Now, before a birth, a conception, I
have shown that a child of God Is first begotten
and conceived by the preaching of the word.
Naturally, a child does not breath air until born.
If it never breathes, it is called still-born. It is
just so with the child of God. After being born
"ag-ain," the "second time" of the water, lt then
breathes the free air of the Spirit of God, and
that too (according to our text) "because ye are
sons." It is the evidence of sonship-the "seal
of adoption." Have you received this evidence?
If not, you are ''still-born," and I ass<·rt that you
·are on! y one of the many "still-born" Christians
in the world.
If begolten, then born; if born, then sonsheirs according to promise. What promise?
Let us see. Jude says: "Contend earnestlv for
the faith once delivered to the Saints," that is,
before Jude's day a doctrine, or set of principles,
if you please. The gospel was "preached before
to Abraham."-Gal. 3
Christ says to Jews,
"You try to kill me, this did not Ahraham. He
saw my day and was t;!ad."-John 8. You see
that Abraham knew of Christ-indeed he talked
with him. Abraham was taitght eternal life.
When in Chaldea the Lord told him to go into a
strange land, and then the land of Canaan was
promised as an everlasting inheritance. An
"everlasting" inheritance necesRitates "everlasting" life. The s2me promise was made to Isaac
and repeated to Jacob who had a dream in which
he received this llssur:mce; and yet to each of
these men he said: "You shall die in a good old
age.'' How could they have thought this promise was to be fulfilled during their natural life?
They must have known that th'ey would be
resurrected. This is a gospd principle. Stephen
in Acts seven says that Abraham died, not ln
possession of so much as to set his foot on. Also
Paul speaks of a number (in Hebrews Ir) who
died in faith, not having the realization of the
promise. They must have understood the resurrection, and if so then aiso the atonement, which
is allied to it.
You see, the gospel is the same in r.ll ages
In harmony with Abraham's promise is Chri~t's:
"The meek shall inherit the earth"-not a kingdom beyond the skies; oh, no! Abraham understood that fact.
Your relationship to night: If you are Abraham's seed, then heirs of the world to come; "In

thee and thy seed [Christ] shall all be blessed."
"If ye be Christ's, then are ye Abraham's seed,"
says Paul; hence the promise is through Christ
and his seed, the church.

KANSAS CITY, Mo., Oct. 3r.-Gold was found
on the banks of the Missouri here to-day at the
depth of II7 feet. The discovery was made by
borings that are being put down ·to find the loca(To be continued.)
tion of rock under which to tunnel the Missouri
River. The gold is rich and is found in great
quantities on both sides of the river. Several
MARRIED.
tons of sand will be taken out at once.
LAMBERT-WILSON.-At the residence of Mr.
LoNDON, Nov. 2.-The winter season is comH. R. Jacobs, Keokuk, Iowa, October 28th, r891,
mencing in Europe with unusual severity. EngBro. George P. Lambert, of Rock Creek, Illiland has already been visited by sharp frosts and
nois, to Sr. Hattie J. Wilson, of Keokuk, Iowa,
a dispatch from Hamburg announces that there
in the presence of a goodly number of relatives
has been a heavy snowfall and that the thermomand friends.
J· c. c.
eters register a temperature 7° below the freezDIED.
ing point. Advices from Greece state that torTRESCOTT.-At White Rock, Michigan, Ocrents of rain have fallen throughout that countober 27th, 1891, Bro. Oscar Trescott. Deceased
try, and that there have been heavy snowfalls in
was born March 10th, 1862; baptized June 24th,
the mountain districts, which is unprecedented
I885, by Elder J. J. Cornish. He was a faithful
at this period of the year.
broth~er, and we feel that It Is well with him.
A harrowing story comes from the Province
Funeral mermen by Elder William Davis, at the
of Samara, Russia. The peasants are so reducerl
residence of his parents.
by starvation and want that many of them are
ALLEN.--At Minarsv!lle, Otoe county, Neunable to go even to the government distributing
braska, September 26th, 189r, David Allen.
points for supplying food. In one village no less
Born July 27th, I827; baptized March 26th, r863,
than forty-two have perished and the number of
by David Gamet; ordahted an elder by Elder
dead in the whole province will amount to not
Lltz..,s, August, 1863. Funeral sermon by Elder
less than a thousand.
R. C. Elvin, assisted by James Thompson.
The Russian Government has issued a ukase
REESE.-October 19th, I89r, In her fiftyprohibiting the export of all cereals excepting
eighth year,· Sr. Maria A., wife of Elder Jacob
wheat. The order referred to will also prohibit
Reese.
the export of potatoes and all products from the
We miss thee from our home, dear mother,
prohibited cereals.
We miss thee from thy place;
A Shadow o'er our life is cast,
There are 487 schools in Irkurtsk, Siberia.
We misli! the ouushine of thy face.
The population of Siberia ls nearly 9GO,ooo.
We mi•s thy kind and willing hand,
Thy fond and earnest eare;
Massachusetts has more free circulation and
Our home is dark without theereference libraries than any other State. It leads
We miss tbee everywhere.
the list with I 76 free libraries and I I reference
TURNBOW -In Tenneuee, opposite Fulton,
libraries.
Kentucky, August IIth, 1891, Bro. Jefferson
The Chicago Presbytery discussed the question
Turnbow, ln his seventy-second year. He was
of creed revision at its late meeting, some of the
born in Mattison county, Alabama, May 26th,
ministers favoring a half way reverence for the
rSq.; wa5 baptized into the church In Calloway
old standard, the majority manifesting a tendency
county, Kentucky, In r835, by Elders Wilford
to break away from it.
Woodruff and David Patten. Sometime after
Immediately after the afternoon session was
the Utah apostasy he went Into what Is called
begun Dr. Stryker presented the following resothe Christian Church, where he remained until
lution:
he heard the voice of the Good Shepherd again
In the Reorganized Church, when he gladly reThe Presbytery of Chicago, having before it
ceived the message and entered the true fold,
the revision of the ConfeS'sion of Faith proposed
where he remained and died In the hope of a
by the assembly's committee, and having heard
glorious resurrection. Nearly one thousand peothe careful report of its own special committee
ple athmded the funeral. The sermon was
thereon, expresses and hereby records its approvpreached by Elder G. H. Hilliard, October 23d,
al of so much of that report as suggests a "radicr891, near his old home In Graves county, Kenal recasting of our present confession under the
tuckv.
provisions of our form of government as an
BAss.-October 2oth, r89r, Sr. Edith, wife of
amendment to the whole.'' The revision now
James H. Bass, of West Farmington, Ohio, aged
offered seems to be insufficient. The result which
26 years, 4 months and 27 days. Was baptized
we desire is a far briefer, a less metaphvsical, a
June 2oth, r875, at Kirtland, Ohio, by Joseph
fully evangt-lical, and an entirely biblical exMcDowell. She was away from home visiting
pression of the actual faith of the church. We
friends and relatives at the time of .her death.
vote to recommit with Instructions in the above
She leaves a husband and three small children,
spirit. ·
also numerous friends to mourn. She died firm
"I find myself placed without previous prepin the faith.
aration in the position of introducing a resoluMAsoN.-At Lamon!, Iowa, Sundav, October
tion which seems to me to express what mv own
25th, 1891, Bro. Jesse Mason, aged 78 year8, 6
conscience feels and, as near as I can find out,
months and 10 days. He was born in Garrett
what the consciences of many in our church feel
cou,.ty, Kentucky, May 15th, 1813; was baptized
also. There is a feeling abroad in the church
in Lee county, Iowa, in I845, by Elder John E.
that it is a great distance from the seventeenth to
Page. He lived and died in full assurance of
the nineteenth centuries. It's a far cry from the
faith.
Westminster Assembly to the ass~mblles of the
present day. The Confession of Faith is not the
ITEMS OF INTEREST.
real sentiment of the church, and the question is,
How far shall the revision go?
OTTAWA, Ill., Oct. 31.-While workmen were
"My own feeling is that we ought not to touch
excavating for new gates just above the Marseiles
the old confession-it Is sacred. But we should
dam, eight miles east of here, this morning, they
state anew the present faith of the church. The
discovered a stone roadway. Some fifty feet of
present confession stands forth as the monua well-made pavement of slabs was uncovered,
mental belief of an age that a theodiey was poseach stone being some twelve feet long, from
sible. What we need to.day is a statement of
one to three feet wide, and over two inches in
the true belief of the church-a statement of the
thickness, with a break here and there filled with
beliefs that lie nearest to the church's heart.
cobblestones, which were also laid in regular
"I feel that the report of the General Assemcourses.
bly is a timid report, a compromise, an attempt
The roadway, so far as uncovered, is almost
to unite various shades of opinion. It is an atperfect. It is of the uniform width of about
tempt to put into a highly philosophical statetwelve feet, and it Is laid upon a foundation of
ment a statement of belle£, making a philogravel and broken sandstone. The depth at
which it appears is from four to six feet. It Is· sophical absurdity. If we cannot have a new
creed, de novo, we should have at least a creed
thought to have been built bv the Aztecs or Tezwhich states fully the 'present faith of the church.
cunons, who were driven from this region by the
If we are going to work at this at all, let us ma}l.e
Indians.
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thorough work of It and state just what we believe. Let us not straddle two centuries, Jet us
not look backward, but Jet us have a new creed
altogether, leaving the old one ae a sacred monument of the past."
The resolution resulted in a long discussion,
during which many of the ministers expressed
their views on the old-time creed. One minister said a serious trouble with the church at
present was that the name of John Calvin was
mentioned oftener In church and in assemblies
than the name of Jesus Christ.
It was Impossible for the members to agree on
the report, and on motion the question was postponed. Printed copies of Dr. Patterson's report
and of Dr. Stryker's resolution will be sent to all
the members so they may look Into the matter
and comeprepared to vote Intelligently.
GRAND RAPIDs, Mich., Oct. 29-The National
Wesleyan Methodist Conference yesterday re·
sch1ded the action of the conference in adopting
articles of faith accepting the complete sanctifi-.
cation theory. The action of the preceding conference .was declared ·unconstitutional and the
Issue of entire sanctification will be submitted to
a full vote of the church membership. Until
that is done the Book of Discipline adopted in
I8,p will contil].ue in force.
ST. PETERSBURG, Oct. 30.-The Russian
Government is turning the famine to military
advantage by requiring the able-bodied destitute
who receive government aid to work on the
military roads, strategical railways, etc. The
consequence is that the lines running to the
western frontier are being rapidly completed,
and when the famine is over Russia will be In
better condition than ever to attack Germany
and Austria.
HOW WiiLL HE PROVE IT?
Sir Robert Bal!, the Astronomer Royal of Ireland, predicted a ;short time ago that so.ooo,ooo
years ago the moo,n was a part of this earth, and
that~'ln so,ooo,ooo years hence the moon would
be twice the distance it is now, and the length
of the day then: 1\'ould be I,fOO or I,7oo hours
long, or equal to. twenty-seven of our present
days.
The average French family embraces three
members and the ;,averag~ Irish family five. In
England the aver~ge number of members of a
family Is four.
'
·
'!'he International Peace Congress opened Its
S~l!sion at Rome resterday. One hundred delegatf!S are present. ;
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Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, 67 Fourth avenue.
Boston, Massachusetts, Howard avenue, Roxbury.
Nebraska City, Nebraska: Second Corso, between 6th and 7th streets.
Chicago, Illinois, services every Sunday at
two p.m., in Hall 0, No. 213 W. Madison street
Manchester, England, Mission-room, I 13 Clar.endon street, Welcomb street, Hulme, every
Sunday af·2: 30 and 6:30p.m.

HOlt READ THISlil

The New, Revised and Enlarged Edition
OJI

PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD;
THE
Reformatio~

Apostasy,

AN UNPRECEDENTED OFFER.

Everybody Should Read :U.

Gloves Free.

It contains 421 pageB of closely written.matt~r, with
aut<igraph ana likeness oft/!< .Author, and'" prmted m good,

readable type, with neat bindmg, and ia sold at the low
price of $1.25 per copy.
No one should be content with a copy of the first iseue.
Send it on t1 mis•ionary tonr among your neighbors and
friends, and pnrchaee a volume of the New Edition to .be
better pleMed with it, and tht~• send a thousand evangeZ.sts
into the field with littlt or no sacrifice. The WOFK IS A. LIBRA.·

Last year we gave away several thousand pairs of
Gloves (and not a p!J4r of them failed to give satisfaction), and we have made another contract with .Carson, Pirie, Scott & Co., whereby we can until further
notice furnish

a marvel of trenchant criticism. a11-d logical deductions from historic«! facts; a KE~ to the nght understanding of the Bible and modern diVerse ~ystems of
faith and worship. It discusses the issues of theology

RY WITHIN ITSEI,F:

THE WEEKLY TIMES

that are to the front to-day. No Bible student can afford
to miss reading "Presideney and Priesthoo~" eit~er as
critic or investigator. It pomts out the way m Whl!Jh all
Christians may unite upon a common faith-the !31bleand may be read with intere•t and profit by Skepttcs and
Iritidels. It treats largely of Mini~terial Authority as associated With the MELCHISEDEK and 4ARONIO
PIUESTHOODS, and the
IDEAL CHURCH OF NEW TESTAMENT TIMES
Is conspicuously set forth in striking contrast with the
Creeds and sy~tems of Church building since the days of
the.Apostles, 4lso the elaims for the , ·
RESTOR4TION OF TRE GOSPEL AT 4 L4TER
DAY TH4N THE APOSTOL.lC 4GE
Is critically examined in the light of prophecy and history, which is a oubject of gr<•at moment to men of every
faith. .A historical resume .,. brief is also inserted of the

One year and a pair of LADIES' FOSTER LACING
KID GLOVES for

$1.30.
OR THE

DAILY AND SUNDAY TIMES
By Mail three months and a Pair of Gloves for

$2.50.

r18e and development of the

HAPOSTATE CHURcH,"

Bf'llow will be lfound the 'dl:fferent pl!u~es of
. meetil].g of t.he church In the cities named:
Des. Moines, Iowa, Saints' chui·ch, corner .of
East Sixteenth and Des Moines streets. Sunday .school at 10 :a.m., preaching at xi:, prayer
meeting at 2: 3o,; preaching at 7: 30 p.m., Sundays.
I
·
Lonqon, EnglaJ?d, meetings on Sundays, 6:30,
at 48 Repton str~et, Limehouse, and on Wednesday, S, p.m;; at 59 Armagh road, Old Ford,
and 107 Canal roap, Mile El].d ..
Salt Lake City,!Utah, Mission Chapel, Second
South street, oppqsite the Presbyterijl!l church.
:Meetings every S\mday at 2 and 7:39p.m.
St. Joseph, Missouri, Saints' Ch;lpel, Seventeenth street, near Faraon street .. Take Jule
street, or Wyatt P~rk cars to Seventeenth street,
and.the building
be in sight..
St. Louis, Missouri, No, :i5r8Elliott avenue.
San Be.rnardlno, California, corner Fifth and
F streets.
. ;
··
. ··
• Omaha; Nebraska, Saints' Chapel, No. x..p8
North Twentr,-first street.
· Sacramento, Ca:lifornla, Saints' Chapel, Twenty"fourth ave11ue.and K street. J. M. Parr,
president. . . · . )
•
San Francisco, California;.~h1coln Hall, Mont·,
g:omery ,street, near Palace Hotel:
.Colorado; EU<;lid H;lll 1
oJ)~•osite City Hall.
Mlssom:i, No. 2324 Wabash ave.
"-·-'"'''-~"-·--'··s~ervic~s ~~~ I I a.Ill. ~and 7: 3o p;m;;
~t. ~N~ P·ll.l· 1Sundayi,. • .
·

They are the F08TER LACING GLOVES(5 hQok).
THE CHIC A GO TIMES is known arid recogr)ized
as the LEADING ~EWSP APE:& of the GREAT
WE8T, and has become .a HOUSEHOLD WORD
throug!wut .the UNITED ,STA'l'ES. It is replete
with the news of the day, including Politics, Family
Literature, Market Reports, Farm, Dairy, etc.,. etc.·
The paper alone is worth.the price of subscripti9n~
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR-hence subscribers secure
a most valuable premium for ALMOST NOTHING.
In ordering state. plainly the SJZE and the COLQR
desired. Do not send postage-stamps in payment.
Remember, you. get the BEST WEEKLY P Af'ER
OF THE WEST and a pair of FINE, FASHIONABLE KID GLOVES, furnished by Carson, Pirie,
Scott & Co.; Chicago Agents of Foster, Paul & Co. 1 for
the very SMALL SUM of$1.30.

IN BOTH BINDINGS.

uWHAT IS

will

CHICAGO.

SPIRITUAL . GIFTS
AND

THE SEER OF. PALMYRA:

75c.

The Independent Patriot

~II"TS.

·

•''

DON'T MISS

Or

SmithY

MAN?"

Food for Thought, paper covers •
25c,
Per dozen
$2.00.
Patriot one year and Food.for Thought' 1.15.
6 months ...
70c.
flalir .WRIT.E U!' F(:>R TERMS TO AGENTS.
LAMBERT BROTHERS,
LAMONT. IowA.

THE CHICAGO TDWES CO.,

By :M. H. BOND;
:Uodera Prophe:is after a.aeieut t;:rpea.
Who "f!&l!l Joliepb. 18•tth¥. .
'
·
Was ho .,a religioul!l .i•postort
Waa he a "18pldt Jiledilpa"¥
What ct•n~•:the Bi:ble aa.;:r. about Joseph

NOW READY;

BY ELDE:a'J ..R. LAMBERT,
Is now ready.· A thorough treati.se on immortality, and
a complete expose of mortal-soulislll; 250 pages..
Paper covers, p~r copy,
50c.

ADDRESS:

I'EQUEL TO SPIRI,:OUA.L

and: an

exegesis upon the 29t·h·chapter of Isatah, the.re.ve. lat. ton
of~,the hSEALED BOOK,!' a BCJeutific and historical reference and presentation of. the earliest discovery and settlement of the American continent. ·some twenty centuries before t.he Christian era. tile ancestors of the American Indtans, who they were and where they caine from,
with facsimiles of their writings, the origin of modern
churches and creeds, etc.
Copies may be had by addressing Wm. H. Kelley, Te~
ple, Lal<e county, Ohio; or the Herald Office, Lamom,
Iowa, and from Traveling Ageuts. Money orders sent to
Wm. R, Kelley sh.ould be drawn on Willoughby, Ohio;.

Clo.th

MEE'liiNG HOUSES.

and Restoration,

BY WM. H. KELLEY.
Is now on Ss.le.

·

The Truth .by Three Witne•aea~Chrl~tirinity tO: the
First and Nineteenth Ce.ntury-Tbe 4ncient and Mod·
ern PhariBee~Tile ReTelat·i.one of E.... mmll)).uel . Swe. den."
borg-Modern ••Spirit' Mediums," &nd' Hypnotic. Re·
.ligioue "ReTiyal," a• ;\gain at Reason and Bible Te«timony,.alld ia Contradiatinctionto.the Worli·of."The Latter
Day Seer,'' Exa.mlned in the Light of FA.CTS ~tnd l{uman'
Hi•tory~,A. Rational and Scriptural Exposition or Ex-·
planation of .Old and New Te1tament Prophecy and. Doc:
.. :
. .
.
· .....
'trine.
.
4 R.o:fieion of "Spiritual Gift,,•• With Supplement and
AJipendi:z. Nearly twice the reading matter .of. Spiritual.
Gift~.. Paper co~ers 35cts.,.fu11 doth binding 60 cen·ts,
For Sale at "Herald O:ftice," or hY ]IJ;.H. Bond, Willoughby, Ohio. ' Liberal Discount ~o A.g~nts,
· · 4apr

For the coming year. You will regret it. · Try it
AT ONOII
Whatever other .literature you have,you
ne.ed a family newspaper
One year $1. 6. months oOc., 3 months 2oc.
LAMBERT BR'OS.,
· Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

Farm for Sale •.
One and a: half miles ea.st and. north of Wfrt.
Ringgold county, Iowa, .{25 tniles from Lamo·
nl), and where there is a branch of the church.

. .
.•.195 acres,

FENCED INTO
SEVEN FIELDS,
Ninety acres timqthy and clover; ball!nce pastpre. and farm land.; 35 ~;teres of timber, yopng
orchard; livlngwater in pastures.

Frame Dwelling of Six R()oms and Cell!!.:!:·
Good we)l, stabling,

PJ'ictl sao per

. ,etc; .

a()r~.

. ., N:J.KENT,Wirt,Ringg?ld·

ll.lo~!-2111 ··.

·•

.

.

··•
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Prospectus of

JlUTUMN

LEAVES

Fm· 1892.
bt, 1892, our Mr.gnzine will enter npon
fifth voinmc, and we may o,;fely
that never
WITHit• January
at .any previous time
the proppects
furni5hing

Autobiog:raplly of

EM~r

Luff,

of the Quorum of the Twelve, together with an e2<ce!lent
LIKENE~S of BRO. LUFF.
A serieA of

TALKS WITH THE YOUNG,
by ELDER D. S. MiLLS, of California, on evidences of
their faith, drawn frnm the prOJlheciei!l, from t.he records
God has written in the rock and in the eartn. aa well tla
from all available somree of information. Tl1ia series of
iteelf will be inv~hliible t0 r.ll who love the latter day
work. BRO. MILLS' LIKENESS will a!go be given.
Each iesun of the J\fagaztn0 will contain one choica
oelection of MUSIC from the SAINTS' HARl'!!ONY, or
other available source; every other issue the likeness of
someone pro:mment.ly connected with the work.

PLEAISE TAKE NOTICE
that we are otil1 offering the eplendid ~teel X:ngraving of
ProoB. JOSE PH SMITH. also an excellent likeness of
Elder W. W. BLAIR (the oame siz" as the steel engrav·
ing) to a1l subscriber& who send ns their names, accom.~
panied with price of subscription and amount to cover
cost of mailing, before April le.t, 189Z.
Regular subt-:eriptiou price of magazine .• ,. ... $1 50
Magazine with steel engraving of Bro. Jooeph Smith ................................ $1 65
Mag:~zine with likene's of Bro. W. W. Blair $1 65
Magozine with both pictures ................ $-1 71>
For eight names and th·.~ money we will send an extra
copy of the magazme. For iive namee: and the mone}, a
copy of •'With the Church i!J r.n Enrly Day." Each 6llb·
scriber giving his or her uam(;_ to u. cluh n!'t will be ent1~
tled to one or both of the vtetnrcr; upou the r:mme terms
offered to eins;le subscribers; buG the getter up of the
club will secure the premium whe·cher any picture is
taken by the subscriber or not.
We thank our friends for their generous, untiring- supm
port in the past, and •h•ll try by eamest, fa1thful endeavor to merit it In the future. The mini!otry will please
remember that it }.:ive~ 0:1 pleasure to send a copy of the

:ei~~z~~ ~~tt~ail ~~~~~llda~ 8 ~~~~d~~!~.they

are in the

Send all remittanceJ.Il and letters prrtaining to buBinees
to DAVID DANCEH, box 82, LAMONI, Iowa.
Send all literary matter
17sep10t
lli!I. '!:VA
~,R, JE(i.itoJ'.

PUBLISHER'S NOTICE.
We wish to sav to our friends that our book
"With 'I'he Church In An
Day," is now
ready for mailing. To the
we are offerIng unusual inducements to assist
!ts sale and
would be pleased to have you send for our terms
soon, as the offer will be withdrawn December
1st, 1891. Parties mderlng hereafter will please
notice that the postage Is fourteen cents, Instead
of eight cents, as we thought It would be. The
volume (as the amount of postsge Indicates) is
large, neatly and substantially bound and we
think will give general satisfaction.
M. WALKER.

ZION'S

E

I GN

Published every Saturday at

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,
F. G. PITT, Eil.itor.
§ub!'leription p•·.!ee, ®[.Oil) peF yea11•.
It is devoted to the •preading of religions truth liS
viewed by the Saints,
Each issue cont~lne a sermon by one of the min!Btry,
reports of t11e different societ1es in the church, and articles bearing upon or explan,.toqr of the doctrmes of t.he
church.
It is the intention to make it a 'telp to the missionary
at home and in the field; u. i:!OlUf'.e of com fort to the !!'!Cm.ta

ROBT. WINl'HNG,

FOR SALE ON EASY TERMS.
BEAUTIFUL LOCAnON.

D. F. NICHOLSON,
CMhier.

President.

LAMONI STATE BANK,

Succesoor to Farmers Bank of Lamoni.
Paid np Capital $25,000.00. Liability of Stoekholdero

THE FINEST STOCK FARM
-lN-

havl~

onr patrons the fuJl worth of money inve~:~ted been so
good aa they now Hre for the forthcoming volume. Among
the prominent featl~fQtl of· the vulume wiH be~. tha

TS' HERALD.

$50,000.00.

DEKALB CO., MO.

. Incorporatednnder the !awe of row!l, Aug. 1, 1591.
per cent Intereet paid on time deposits.
Farm Lands and Town Lots for Sale.

i!IIX

Four Miles from Stewartsville on the Hann1blll & St. J O·
oepb Railroad.
Two M1fes from ClarkedAle on the Cli.le&go, Rock leland
& Pacific Railroad.
'l'wenty-three Miles from St. Joseph by Wagon Road.
In the Center of a Community of L~Ltter Day Saints.
Four Branches, Each Having a Good Meeting Bouse of
Their Own.
German Brauch, S!xty-ll.ve Mem berm, One Mile Jllaet.
Pleasant Grove, Sixty-eight Members, One and a Half
Miles North.
De Kalb, Seventy-one Members, One ud 11 B11lf Miles
South.
BtewartsvlHe, Sixty-five Members, Four Mllllm.

FARM FOii !!!lAUE.
A farm of SO acres, 2!4 mi!ee from W1rt, Ringgold Co.,
I.owa. 40 acres good meaaow, 20 acres plow-land 20 acres
t1mbcr; all onder good fence, divided in- fonr parte; good
house, with 4 rooms above and 4 roome below; 2 good
wells., good stable, cribs yards, cave, etc.
Th1o farm Wlll be sold on easy terms; a small portion
cash down and from two to eight years' time on the bill·
~nee.

For further particulars call on or addreso,
B. F. M RLVIN,
WmT, Ringgold Co., Iowa.

~sep3m

TWO HUNDRED AND EIGH'l'Y .ACRES.
Seventy-five acres In cultintlon, forty in meadow, bslance, including twenty-five acre•· of timber in pasture, all
in timothy, clover and blue graso; well fenced, three-hun·
dred rode hedge, balance three, four and five wires; good
orchard; one dwelling house of seven rooms and one of
three rooms; two barn•, well painted, fitted with Newton's Patent Cattle Ties for fifty head full-grown stock,
thirty head of young stock and twenty horses, with ample room for seventy-five tons of hay; good grass Jots
with pens nuder shinl'(le roof for one hundred hogs; cribs
tor 3000 bushels of corn; eight wells, good water; a fine
pond in meadow, surface 25,000 feet, well stocked with
fish; an unlimited qnantit.y of pure, clear water in pastures, piped from pond to waterinl( troughs; windmill
supplies tanka in barn and yards; a good mill with horse
power for grinding feed, Fairbanks scales, etc., etc. Also
some fine shorthorn cattle, young horses, farming imple-

ments, etc.

AUTUMN LEAVES,
With frontispiece each month.
Published monthly, 48 pages, neatly covered.

Price per year

JREVII§][TJ!!lD,

AND THE WORLD STORY RETOLD;
The Scientific Defense of the Latter Day Faith.
240 pages, bound in cloth, price lllllL

For particulars, terms, etc., address

S. F .. WALKER, Lamon!, Iowa.

JOHN IUJJRLIMGTOM,
S'I'. JOSEPH, MO.

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
--)BY THE(--

BOOKBINDING.

Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

HERALD OFFICE BINDERYAll kinds ef Bookbinding dons at Reaaonable Ratest
H®ra!d volumes, library leather backe and corneu,
marbled edge• ........................................................ !§!
Antumn Leavee, half roan, cloth eide• .........." ......... 1
"
"
half imitation morocco ..................... l
"
"
half morocco ....................................!
Books of similar size at same rates.

$1.50.

Mrs. M. Wlllker, Editor and Pnbliehor.

50

00
25
50

Pdces include cost of returning to sender.

A MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
Setting forth the order and nature of the Priesthood, and defining the duties and prerogatives
of all the Church Officials, including the First
Presidency, and also the Deacons, as set forth in
the Revelations of God and decisions of the
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
the Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
Price 25 cents including postage.

LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
~ FLEXIBLE JRIMDJIMG . .Ail
The Inspired Translation of the Holy Scrip·
tures bound In limp leather, flexible covers, simiiar to the binding of the Oxford Sunday school
Teachers' Bible. Price, by mail, $4.

THE SAINTS' HARMONY.
(Music only.)
Leather back and Muslin sides .............. $1 50
SUNDAY SCHOOL REPORT.
This is a blank statistical report, per dozen

10 cts.

RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE,
Revised and enlarged edition, including

Rules of Representation,

NOTICE TO BOOK SUBSCRIBERS

The pulilllcatiun of "Pattie; or Leaves From
A Life," has been delayed for want of means to
pay for the work. Neither Sr. Eleanor nor the
Board of Publication are financially able to
assume the risk, which will make it necessary
for all subscribers who have not paid in advance
to do so at once. As soon as sufficient money !s
received to cover the cost, the book will be
tered ones who are denied church privileges, and to bring
issued. The price of the book, Including postage,
the Saints into closer relationship with each other.
is $r.I2 1 which we hope you will kindly forward
to David Dancer by Janu.!'ry 1st.
.
BOILER
SALE,
The book bas been carefully revtsed by the
An Eight-horse Ames Boiler, made by the Ames
author, and will contain her portrait; also an
Iron Works, Oswego, N. Y., in good condition, and
introduction by Bro. W. W. Blair. It will be of
running order, used in Herald Office, but taken out
the same size as "With The Church in an Early
on account of it not being large enough and replaced
Day."
with a 25 horse one. All necessary valves and fitThe story of Pattie Is not a work of fiction, as
tings go with it.
some imagine, though in romance it equals any
Any one needing such a boiler, write to Herald
found in fiction. The book is all that it purports
Office.
to be-a true narrative from real life--and at the
solicitation of many friends the real name of
GER1¥1Al\f 'I'RACTS.
Pattie will appear in the revised book.
~rrract.s in the Gennan J...~auguage :m.ay be had of Bro.
Those who desire books representing the faith
Ad. Richter, Burlington, Iowa: 'rhe B~tptism, 6 cents; 1
the Repentance, 5 cent8; the Principler:; of the Gospel, 6
of the Latter Day Saints, for their own or their
cents; the Epitome oi .Faith, 2c.; thtJ Sixth 'rrumpet, a
Sunday school library, have this opportunity to
fifty-four page pamphlet, ~5c. These prices include
encourage their production.
ELEANOR.
poetage.

And

Articles of Association;
moth bound; ................. price 60 <5ents.

SUNDAY SCHOOL

TEACHERS' LESSON HELPS,
For Intermediate Question Book and New
Testament Classes-of use in all classes, Single
eopies,
cents per year.

so

ADDRESSES.

Joseph Luff, box llg3, Salt Lake City, Utah.
E. L. K!llley, Presiding Bishop, Lamoni, Decatur co.
Iowa.
NoUce.
When changing your place of residence, or desiring
your paper sent to a different post-office, be particular in
g1ving, in fn!!, the name of the post-office, county, and
state where you had been last receiving lt, and distinctly
state the name of the post-office, county and state to
which you wish your paper sent in the future.
When mailing a letter, whether in ·a railroad car, on a
steamboat, or while vigiting at a friend's, in every in~
stance give your own address where you are taking your pa·
per.
If your paper has been discontinued, state where you
have last been taking it, and the time it was stopped.

www.LatterDayTruth.org
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"BliAUli:N. TO 'l'Rl!! Wmm Oll' 'l'Rlil Lmm: FOR THliiRE SHALL NOT ANY MAN A!lOli!lil Y01J liAVlli SAVlli N DB 0l1111 WD'Zr AJ!l;l

BE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
.
,
WoMAN nUT Oll!ll HtrilliAND: BxOllll"l' m OAsE oll' DliA!l'H, Wltlllf..
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"We have no new commandments, but be~
$eech the brethren to honor and obey the
old ones. For wheresoever the carcase is,
there will the eagles be gathered together."
This is dated September 2d, 1844; and
signed Brigham Young, Pres. of the
Twelv~.

In the winter of 1847, at Winter Quarters, Brigham Young was chosen President
of the church, selecting Heber C. Kimball
JOSEPH SMITR ·}
and Willard Richards as his counselors, in
EDITORS.
W. W. BL~IR ..
pursuance of a statement made by himself
R.S.SALYARDB AsSISTANT EDITOR.
and his colleagues, of the Twelve in an
Lamoni, Iowa, Nov. 2 I, I 89 I.
epistle that the time to "reorganize the
church according to the original pattern,
REORGANIZATION.-No. 2.
with a First Presidency and Patriarch"
WHEN· the Deseret News assumed the "would soon come."
This action was had at a conference held
ground that the very name adopted by us,
that of the Redrganization·, itself defeats December 24th, 1847, of which no pretlie· claim we m~ke, that of being the true vious pq blic. notice as to the illlportant bussuccession to the church organized April iness to be done, had been given, the epis6th, 183o,there ~;~re some things which the tle which stated that it was in contemplation being dated the 23d, only the day beeditor did not know, or was forgetful of.
When we wrpte on this subject in the fore the meeting was held.
issue for October ~oth, we·· promised to
It was a spe.cial conference, held in mid
call attention tofsome thing-s in the history winter, without previtVus and season~ble
of the church wihich would need some ex- notice l:j:aving been given; the building
.planatio11, pr~vided the statement of- was. 46:i6o feet .in size, capable of holding
the News that ~)uch original church "was no.t more than a thousand people~ · Ph~s.
· nohtf any time ;disorganized," or in such Young "sugge~ted" the propriety of. l"'orc.ondition ·as·. rriat:ie a ·reorganization neces- glimizing the church with afirst presidency
and a patriarch." According to. this sug. sary, were true.;
The rule of ilaw in the. Doctrine and gestion the mo~ions were made and the
Covenant!? under which a full organization thing wa!! done.
of.the.church is! to be effected, requires a
In the notice of this work as given in
presidency of three,.holcling directing,pre- the Millenia! Star for> April I 5th, 1848,
siding authority;, and in _point of de~ision the editor says; "We are happy to. learn
holding what rqay be termed concurrent. that the chqrch is ag'ain organized with a
jurisdiction with the Twelve and Seventy. First ;!?residency, with a fair prospectthat
At_ the death of Joseph and H y.rum Smith, all the Quorums of the Churchwill be.te·
the remaining :members in the quorum, plete according to thair .original design."
·broken by their; departure, were ignored;
It is not our design to be tedious, or pro. and at a "specia;l conference" held. at N au- lix in raking oyer .the .history; but it
voo,August 8th, 1844, a motion was car- be~sufficient to say that the "fair prosp~ct"
. ried that the "Twelve should pre!lide over referred to by· the editor· of the Star was
•the whole c:hurqh 1 and that vyhen any .alter~ r.ealized,so far as a complete reorganizaatiorr in the pre~idency should be· r.eq uired, tion could be effect{ild by Pres: Brigham
.. seasonablenoti~;:e would .be given."
Young, including the rebaptizing of him.At the dose of. the article c;ontainingthe self and colleagues, and •the subsequent re;;
the meeting "The quirement that. all. who. came in.to the terminutes
ritory oveitherim of the basin
"rebaptized." .On .the
Pn;s, Young and H~C. n.: ...... '""'·'
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each other; the next day two hundred and
eighty-eight others were baptized in City
Creek; and this was followed by the en~
forcement of the rule, the authority for
and object of which we have not yet been
able to gather from any whom we have
met who submitted to it.
Will the Desaret News, in its disposal
of the "absurdities" of the Reorganization,
please explain why a "reorganization"
was begun at Winter Quarters, in the
house of Orson Hyde, on December 5th,
at which meeting but six of the then
existing twelve, only, were present, Pres.
Young excluded. These were Heber C.
Kimball, Orson Hyde; ()rson Pratt, Wilford Woodruff, Willard Richards and
George A. Smith. Of these H. C. Kimball and Willard Richards. were named as
counsellors, thus taking three out of the
11even present, leaving but four in the quorum. John Taylor, Parley P. Pratt, William Smith, Lyman Wight and John E.
Page were absent, had no notice of this
preliminary meeting. An epistle w:u sent
out dated December 23d, the birthday of
the dead president and seer,in whi~h itis
stated that. the twelve were contemplating
.a reorganiz<ttion of the first presidency,
when it had taken form on the sth of the
sa.me month.
Of . the five absent men
three remained aloof; two, John Taylor
and P. P. Pratt, probably acquiesced in
the move then made and which culminated
on. the 24th, the day after the epistler stating that it was contemplated was dated.
The_ taking of three out of .the depleted
quorum left only six, not a majority, allowing the. best side of the figures ·to the
News if it chooses; hence the quorum,
was in a condition to be reorganized.
How will the News accountfor ail these
.changes, if t]::le church had not been at
any time disorganized? Pres. Young and
others thought it .needed re()rganizing,
and proceeded to do it. Pres. Y ()Uilg told
thec.hurch at·Nauvoo,.in .. 1844.• that 11 You
cannot fill . the office ()f a prophet, seer and
re-~elator! God must do this!" Notwithstanding.this statemet}t, and the still .&wre
en)phatic and.§olemn one, "You ·camwt
take a,n}' manand pufhitn at the hea,d;
.Y()!l would ~c~ttertht Saints to th~ ifour ...
winds; ,Yoq. w6pjd sever the priel)thooc:);
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as Wt? remain as We are, the. heayhead is in constant co" operation .with
us; but if, you go out o£ that course, God
will have nothing to do.with you," Pres.
Young';suggests, and his colleagues act
upon It,that they do takea man out of a
position where he himself stated that he
ought to remain and put hiin at the head •.
Notonly so, but they remove two others
and so disrupt the quorum next to the
presidency fatal! y ,for a respectable min()rity were not present and consenting
thereto.
But this reorganizing process continued
until .the whole machinery of the church
had been remodelled answering to the
touch, guidance and direction of. President
Brigham Young. Thisall needs explanation from the standpoint taken by the.
, News. If reorganization was an absurdity on the part of the Reorganized
Church, was it any less an absurdity on
the part of Pres. Young, H. C. Kimball,
W. Richards, and those who did their
work in 1847·
Again; the editor of the News must
know, or if he does not he is very ignorant of the current history. of the church
he is essaying to represent,that there was
a wonderful "reformation" in Utah about
the year 1856, when there was a wholesale Tebaptis!ll by order of Pres. Young
~~tnd his counsellors.
Will the News ex~
plain why thi<> took place? And, while
explaining that, would if not be in good
place to explain what a reformatjon is, if
there is no eiernent of a reorganization in
it. To reform athing is to remake, change,
or alter it from one character of form to
another; hence, when this reformation
took place, in 1856, was there a necessity
for it, and what was it? In a similar w:ay,
why did Pres. Young and others, in 1847,
reform the quorums as they cl!rtainly did,
under circumstances and conditions admit·
ting strong doubts as to .the propriety or
necessity of such proceeding.
Again: In 1875 Pres. Young essayed
another reform; this time in temporal
affairs mainly, when there was an attempt
to enforce Pres. Young's idea of the Order
of Enoch, which attempt mir,carried
through the too transparent method by
which it was proposed to obtain control of
the property of the people.
Again: Will the News please explain
what sort of an effect was intended to be
wrought when, in r852, there was intro·
duced intothe Utah church polity a dogma
that required a complete reorganization of
the domestic laws and the family relations
under them. What was the necessity for
this?
~nly

to gather together upon
by Pres. Young,
beginning asit did, and being prosecuted lancl.:which I have appointed
My servant,Joseph Smith
as it was; h strongly in fav.or of the posi"
My ch':rch, in Jackson
tiori assumed by the Reorganized Church, mouri, £or the gathering together of My .Saints;
that a dissolutlori of Hie church, in its or- that they migll.t be assembled in t}}e day of My ·
ganic form, had. {>CGUtred, of sufficient im- chastening hand, whim you~ Lord will pour out
portance. to warrant the action taken by His wrath and indignation ;upon the ungodly:
those members of the original church .who And in as much as My c&urth and ·people have
been driven and scattered, thr=refore take counsel
remained true t9 the faith espoused by
of Me, your Lord arid direc~or, who says unto
thlffil, to restore, or reorganize it, and you: prepare yourselves and:be ready against the .
from the legal elements alre~dy existing appointed time whiCh I hav~ set and .prepared
to reform the church. When the News for you, .that you may return in the year A. n.
shall have come to the conclusion that r867, which.time· the Lord. by your prayers and
whether we of the Reorganiz.ed Church faithfulness in all things,. wi~l open and prepare
a wa~ befqre you .that you n1ay begin to gather
arf.'!. absurd or not, we are in dead earnest at that time. Hear, now, Q ye people of My
an.d have strong probabilities of being church-'-:take counsel togetper that you may
right in our favor, it will awake to the escape the. awful calamity ~f war and famine
portent of the situation. and will not be so whlch shall fall upon .this people of the Norther11
ready to dispose of us in so loose and flip- States, beginning in the year r87r, at which time
the sword shall fall heavily i1Pon the people, and
pant a way,
.famine shall quickly fol10w, .and thus shall fhe
As we have patiently wrought and sword continue to be drawn, and by bloodshed
wahed for the cul~ination of. events to shall this nation war and corltend until they are
bring results to confirm and establish our overthrown and their !!bertie$ taken away from
work, we can still afford to wait, as to them, which shall ter.minate i:n the year r878, and
wf the grinding of the ''mills" is quite thus anarchy and,destruction shall reign throughout the dominions of the wicked, while you, the
satisfactory.
CURIOUS HISTORY.

T:HE 7 ruth 7 eller, a small journal published at Bloomington, Illinois, by the
church body, called by some Hedrickites,
to• distinguish them from other believers in
Mormonism, then located at, or near
Bloomington, and now located at Indepfi!ndence, Missouri, and calling itself
"The Church o(fhrist," in i,ts first number, dated July, :X. D. 1864, contains two
articles called revelations; one on page 4
and the other on page 5·
· For the purpos~ of information to the
readers of the HERALD who mav be curio~s to know something of what Mr. Hedrick did and said, when he started the
church now at Independence, and claiming to be The Church of Christ, and the
rightful succession to the Church of Jesus
Christ organized in 1830, we publish the
first of these two articles purporting to be
reyelations. The record· given in the
7 ruth 7 eller is as follows:
"REVELATION,

"The following Revelation was given through
Granville Hedrick, in the presence of thirteen
members, in answer to solemn prayer, and much
fasting, to Almighty God, for two days previous,
and this is the word of the Lord unto all the
Saints:
"April 24, A D r864.
''Hear, 0 ye people, and hearken to the counsel of your Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, who
are called by My name and keep My Commandments, you who have sought to know My will
concerning Mv people, who have professed My
name, and entered into the new and everlasting
covenant to keep all the counsels and commandments of the only true and living God; hear,
then, these things which are revealed unto you
by the power of His holy spirit; prepare, 0 ye
people, yourselves in all things, that you may be

people of My church, shan:, be assembled and
grow up into apeaceable mtllt!tude where I, the
Lord your God, will raise up a strong and mighty
people, whose delight will not be to shed blood,
but will trust in God and live in peace-for I, the
Lord God, will protect them: Wherefore, all ye
people who have covenanted with the Lord your
God to keep all his commandments according to
the .fullness of the everlasting Gospel, I say unto
you, lay aside ali your contentions and false doc·
trines and teachings, and turn to the pure principles as they are given In the everlasting Gospel.
If you do these things you shall be a blessed
people."

In this same issue of the Truth 7 eller,
Mr. Hedrick beg[m an accusation against
Joseph Smith for being a fallen prophet,
and continued that attack unto the close
of the volume for 1864; alleging that
some time in 1834 the Seer lost his prophetic gift and from thence on gave" only
false revelations; He admitted; indeed
claimed, that until that particular time,
subsequently fixed by others, Joseph
Smith was a prophet and spoke by the inspiration of the Spirit, as directed by Jesus
Christ, thus conceding the divinity of the
work frorri 1830 to 1834·
In comparison with the revelations
given during that period, it will be instructive to consider this purported revelation
of Mr. Hedrick published at the very outset of his movement.
It is in order for someone to rise and explain .. ·The year 1867 is passed, so are
187r, and 1878, and yet the"white winged
dove of peace" hovers over the United
States; no sword is flashing in red destructiveness; nor have the people to whom
Mr. Hedrick was speaking, and to whom
it was evidently intended that the prophecy should apply grown "up into a peaceable multitude."
If Joseph Smith became a fallen prophet
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prophesying falsely at the close of his
career, and therefore not to be trusted,
what shall be.said of one who at the outset
of his work placed on record among his
people such statements as occur in the
foregoing revelation as having been given
of God, or Jesus Christ, or the Holy
Spirit for "all Saints."
A BIRTHDAY DINNER.

ON Friday, November 6th, just passed,
there were assembled at the house of Bro.
D. D. Young, a party of young old folks,
of whom the writer, editor, was one;
gathered by Bro. Young to eat a birthday
dinner with his good old mother, or Sr.
Marth(l Young, aged 79 years.
The leading one in age was Elder,
father John Landers, 97 years old~ August
zoth last; his wife Christina, 87; father
Hor.H;eChurc:h, ag-ed So, and his wife 7 I;
Elder James whitehead, age 77; Sr. Sarah
Lucky, 82; Sr.Lucinda Hartwell, 82; Sr.
Jotham Barrett, 75; and the writer, who
confesses to 59 years on the same day, he
having been invited through the kind
remembrance ofSr. Young, who recalled
thefact thatshe ~nd Bro. Joseph had the
same day of the month for a birthday, she
twenty years the older. The aggregate
of the ages foots. up seven hundred and
eighty-nine years, an average of 78 and
9-10ths.
It was a cheerful company of young
old folks, whose span of years has covered
the most remarkable period of the world's
history, that from r827to 1891.
Father Church well remembers when
the sickle was used to reap the ripened
wheat, and Wl'ls himself at sixteen. ye11rs a
full hand harvester with the sickle. He
has $elm all the gradations, the cradle, the
combined reaper :;tnd mower and the tri~
umphant self binqer. Father Church has
followed the fortunes of the .church being
1,\Cquainted with her history from the days
of Kirtland's bestjuntil now. He brought
to Lamoni, from t.he hand of Bro.~ orton
the earliestrecordfbook of .the First Quor.um ofElders, anq placed it in the archives
of., the church. He is a man of sober,
inodest .demeanor; must have been bash~ul
in his youth; but bears his years like a
school boy.
Sr. Lucky's .father and mother, were
baptized in Kirtl\!nd in November? 1832,
he on .the 6th, .she on the 7th .. Sr; Lucky's
oldest son was bof,n at Far West, Missouri,
the day that General Clarl,t 111rMred Joseph
and Hvrhm Smith and others•to be shot
on th{ public S!i!tlare, of that early town
of the Saints, The editor remembers
being pushed from his father's side by a
sword in tlje hand ohm armed guardwho
came with the. ~eer that he !Jllght say
"good by" to VV;ife . and children.
Sr.
. Lucky passedtF:!roughthe sceries.oh838,
the flight to~auv'oo;and .was cognizant of
much tbatt<>Ok place there both before and
after the death of Joseph and Hyrum
Smith;
•
Sr. Young' was 'acquainted with the
··church .in· Ohio; but joined it in. 1843·
r ~he ~~as 1,1\'nong fnose who made the
..... • •'Yesfep:r expqus j .going- throug-h· to yal~

ifornia whence she came here to Lamoni
with her husband, Daniel, who died but a
few · years ago. She has been faithful
over a few things, and now rejoices in the
evening of a long· life, her hopes for the
beyond bright and clear.
Father Landers and wife joined the
church in 1835, and from that· date until
now he has preached the faith and she has
borne witness of it through years of
patient toil and unremitting care.
At
ninety-seven Bro. Landers can with earnest vigor and soul cheering clearness tell
the Saints and all who choose to listen
the story of the cross; and how he found
a Redeemer. A favorite expression of his
is, '•Let me assure you, young men and
maidens, you middle aged men and women,
all of you who hear me this day; there is
no business in life in which you can el).~
gage wjth so sure a promise of sure returns and great gains, both in this life and
in the life to come, as in the service of your
Redeemer the Lord Jesus Christ. Praise
the Lord, 0, my soul, that I ever heard
the gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ, and
had the courage to obey it. It was the
best act of my life. I have served God to
the best of my ability; and to him shall
the praise of my salvation be, forever
more."
Sr. Lariders is. a sister of Elder John
Cairns, who was in the days of the early
church a most successful preacher in the
.Canadas and in Scotland. They were
. Scotch, and with proverbial· Scotch ten acity Sr. Landers. has staid by the faith. She
says, ''The Lord kept his promise witp
me; why should I not be faithful unto
him."
Sr. Barrett has been with the chureh a
long time; and was among them with
whom the reorganization; began, She is
of a bright cheerful temperament,. and
active for her years.
•
· . .
Sr. Hartwell came .into the. church ip.
New York, and in common with others
she and her husband Reuben, made the
journeys required, and were living near
Council Bluffs, Iowa, when: the work qf
the. reorganization was going on. Thei.r
house was the home'ofthe elders, the nucleus of many a gathering along ip. th.e
'6o's .. Nor did Sr. Hartwell's active patticipati:on cease when her husband was
taken; for she and her sons Dexter P.,
Carlos and Joseph, still kept open house,
for the pi"eachers of "the' one faith," until
by death and separation: caused by the
marriage of sons and daughters, and .h~r.
increased years she was fain to leave housekeeping and make her home with her
childr~n.
At Lamoni. she is with her
daughter Emma, wife of .Bro. Robert M.
Elvin; and welcome, as all grand, grandmothers are in homes of .kind hearts and
right minds. · . .
.
· . .· ·
Bro James Whitehead is a veteran from
the days of I840j was at Nau,voo and pri~'
vnte ~ecretary, to the Seer from June r84z
to the mas5;acre in Carthage Jail. And
nowin a cheery,cont~~ted home, and in
'.his well pre:;;erved manhood he is a con 7
shmt minister of the word and to the si.ck
whenever. and \l\7here needed, as any
. lOtJnger man than he .mig-ht be.

Of the editor, and his presence at that
birthday dinner, all that is needful to say
is that he enjoyed the association with those
whose ripe years and experience in the
gospel of the Son of God gave them the
right to speak as children of the covenant
-heirs of the inheritance promised in Abraham.
ONE thing is absolutely certain, Fhat
every faction of the church that came
into existence from first to last, which
either ignored, denied, or discarded the
Book of Doctrine and Covenants, calling
in question the divine character and
authenticity of the commands to the church
contained in that book, has failed to meet
the approval of success. ·one of the main
secrets of the force, vigor, earnestness and
success of the Reorganization is found in
the fact that it has stood loyally by the
word of God as found in the three books,
Bible, Book of Mormon and Doctrine
and Covenants.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

IN connection with what appears unde.r
the caption of "Curious History," read
Bro. Robert Elvin's "The dead Speaketh"
-very interesting reading in some quarters just now.
·
Bro E. L. Kelley occupied the stand in
Saints' Chapel at Lamoni, Sunday; November ~th, in the morning hour, subject;
The return of all things and the Second
Coming of Christ. Bro. W; W. Blair
spoke in the evening-, subject; Fruits of
the Restitution. Both did w.«>ll and wer!'
listened to attentively.
.
Bro. Charles Hazelrigg, corner Haley
and Niles streets, Santa Barbara, CaHfornia, writes he .will gladly welcome any
elders who may come that way. Elders
in that .section please notice~
Elder Joseph Luff's Salt Lake . City
addre sis 44 South, 4th West street, and
not Box r 123, as heretofore given. Please
,take· notice.
. .
Bro. M. J. Killebrew, late/of Tustin,
·California, is located near Pelps, Lawrence
county, Missouri, and he WOtJld be pleased
to have the ministry call on· him. He
lives on the Carthage and Springfield
road, petween Phelps and Red Oak.
Elder W. W. Blair left for Runnells,
Iowa, Friday last to assist in. dedicating
the new Union chapel there, in which the
·saints have a c.ommon interest with others.
Servicesonthe 14th an<lr5th.
Bro .. Alexanqer H, Smith left Lamoni,
on the rgth, called to Montrose, Iowa, tb
attend funeral services of a sister thew.ife
of Bro.· A. P. Knox.
Bro. .E. L .. Page. and Samuel Ackerly
went. from Lamoni to Relay, Iowa, .call.ed
there to administer. to Bro. Wm, Nichols,
sick of a c11ncer in the chest. The prayers
of the Saints gd with them.
Bro. Frederick A. Smith and wife
Mae, wlio came to Lamoni, to .bury .their
oldest son. Alexander, left L~tnoni, for
Salt 1-a~eCity,. their home.,.on the13th;
well, but feeling sadly the loss of their boy,
but of such•·.as·. he "is. the •. Kin~dom. of
Heav~n.
Bro. Alex.ander H. Smith's ..
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!l~~()nd son Don 1\~

g<it;lS w-ith .his brother
t,<> engage i)l wor.k there. .. . • .

· B.ro. Thomas W ellip.gton started on the
13th .for his field in. Northeast Missouri;
H,e .goes. full of fait}} for. the work of the
Master.
· I!r~. James W. Gillen left for his fi!:lld
and .the Cherokee Nation, theuth. Bro.
James goes into his field in goodspirits.
B.ro. W! W. Blair expects to attend. th~
dedication of a church in Missouri upon
his return. from Runnells.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. Edward Dunlap writes from Helen,
Hen:ry county, Tennessee, November 2d~
"Editors Herald :-How dear your reading is to
me. It was by your ln~tructlon, and l!v.lng
with Elder P. B. Seaton that this work was
made known to me, Hqw glad I am to know
the work Is of God. I was administered to last
Sunday by· Elders Seaton .and Griffin ·and am
now well. I am sorry to know there are no more
ofmy peqple in th.e.gospel borids; and hope the
time may soon come when they will accept it.
Brn. Seaton and .Griffin have been holding meet·
ings In theseparts of late; bu:t ha\Te now gone els.ewhere. If Elder Scott of Lexington sees this,
wHI he please send his address· to me, In care of
P. B. Seaton, I wish to communicate\ with him.
Add.ress as above."

Elder J. S. Roth, Grove Hill, Iowa,
Nqvember 6th.:
"Bro. John .Roush and I are having a • good
time; two baptized yesterday and more lrivestigatirig. The work is.onwatd uphere."
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EDITED BY SISTER ''FRANCE!!. '

A FABLE.
A :lish who was of the unfortunate sort,
And always complainil:ig_:a habit unwise-Once saw a companion dart after a prize,
Sent down by some innocent lover of sport;
"He's got·itl-and so like my luck I-I declare,
He shot right a-past me I Such things are not fair I"
Sobbed the fi'sh who had missed it-with other remarks
Quite common to fish-folk, from minnows to sharks;
But learning, iu time, of that cruel hook, baited,
"Ah, how providentiat," he cried, "that I waited}"
-St. Nicholas.

THANK GOD FOR SO MUCH!
WE have just finished reading the editorial In
Herald of November r4th, "Con8!stent Law,"
and with a full hearf we lay the paper dC?wn exclaiming, "Thank God for so much."
Yesterday we had occasion to write Mr. Stead
the editor of the Review o/ Reviews and ·we
made to him this broad enunciation concerning
the work of Joseph Smith, "There Is not to-day a
question either social or theological which is
agitating the world, upon which, while yet an Ignorant, unlearned plowboy, that man did not
speak with authority."
We k~ew and felt the truth of what we said;
but must confess that the thought came to us,
"What ~ould you answer should he ask you to
point him to the solution of the Social Problem
in active operation?"
Of course we could only tell him that God had
giveri such a law, but It was a dead letter on the
statute books.
Why a dead letter, if the command is as Imperative as, "Repent and be baptized?" Responsibility must rest .somewhere. Where Is it?
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Wehave~eenan.swered th~t,

'

.,,

~as

."This
tq be_ in
Zion." How .Is Zion eyer to be. established?
Can itbe done without tneans? "Ziqn shall• be
redee~ed wit,h judgments andher conVert5 with
rightepusness.'' .,.Xes-with righteousness! and
It will be the righteousness of obedience to God!s
righteous laws. Misssiqnaries wilL not rise fr:om
their. beds at night to weep and pray that after
they have given up home with Its sacted loves,
native land with ,all Its. fond endearments and
have 1:ra~ersed th~'pathless ocean to labor for the
unconverted m'ltives of far-off Islands, they will
not,, we repeat rise to pray the Lord to open up a
way by which they can get from Island to island
apheir work demands: when the law of rlghte<;msness prevails In Zion. For, when. this
rlghteousn~ss and just law Is taught and obeyed,
there.wHI be .no want. of means for carrying on
the work of God. ·
·
Let us repeat: "we thank God for so. much" as
the. quoting of this law In our Churc'h Organ.
~here .Is "The_ sou_nd of going In the mulberry
leaves," and the church of. the. living God will
have to trim her lamp that she may give light,
m: another people:--a willing and obedient people'"""'w!ll be given to occupy.
Why? The times demand that the light of the
city set upon a hill ·should not be hid; that the
trumpet should give no uncertain. sound, for
the peopl.e are :like waves of the sea driven
~lther and yon. , Individual effort is· not the
remedy.. God has given . us the Ia w and execut~rs of the law; and has·sald to them that for the
manner In which the law Is executed tkey shall
answer to him In the day of judgment. As a
church we need homes for our aged, schools for
our children, means for our missionaries and the
thousand and one demands of the body. All
this could most easily be done, if we honored the
law of God, the law of i'lghteoulineu.
We have now i~;,qur hands five dollars sent us
by a sister In M!chi&-an towards establishing a
home for the aged, but as there Is no such fund
to which It may be .applied, we wm have to return It to her or write .for her permission to give
It to the bishop.
There are times .when we are jealous for Zion,
when we see that .she Is not one whit ahead of
the world despite ,God has given her a perfect
law, and when we read of the sacrifices of part of
her children arid then see another part at perfect
ease within her borders, albeit expecting to Inherit with the willing and obedient because they
have believed i11 part and been baptized in part,
then we are thankful for such articles as "Consistent Law" for consistency is good, and as
Saints we cannot afford to ignore it.

HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.
Nov. 7th, Amount to date ........ , ... $3.798 30
Minnie Shriner, Ark..... 22
A Sister, Iowa .......... r oo
Mary A. and Susie Boyd,
Colorado .............. 2 co
J. C. Epperly, Ill ......... 5 oo
M.J.Head,Mo .......... I co
J. T .• Johnson, Kan ..... ·5 oo
May Bradfield, Iowa..... rz
M. :Bradfield, Iowa ....... 1 oo
Elizabeth Currie, Iowa. . . so
Mary Roberts, Iowa..... 50
r6 34
Nov. 12th, Amount received to date ... $3,814 64
!i<iF"Send all moneys to D. JYancer, Lamoni, Iowa.

· For the hay and the corn lind wlieatth~t Is;' .
rel!ped,.
.
· . _. ,
F<ir the labor well dqne~ and the barns that ·
are heaped,
For . the ·sun and the dew and the sweet
honeycomb,
·
.. . .
' ·
For the rgse and th~. song lind the ha:rvest
· brought home'"""' ;
Thanksgiving! thanksgiving!
For the trade and the skill and the wealth
in our land,
.
For the cunning and strength of the wo:r~
ing-man's hand,
For the good that our artists and poets have
taught,
For the friendship that hope and affection
hav.e brought• ·
_
·
Thank~glvlng! [thanksgi\Ting!
For the homes that with purest affection
are blest, . .
;
For the season of P,lenty and well deserved
rest,
·
For our country, extending from sea to sel1 1
The land that Is known as the "Land of the
Free"Thanksglvlng !; thanksgi:vingi--:-Sel~
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQ:UE_ST FOR l"RA YER,

Bro. S. Reed, Chesterfield, T~nnemsee, wrUe.s:
"I ask that your special prayers be offer~d .In
behalf of my daughter, aged eight ye:?ors, w;ho Is
severely afflicted with lomethlng l!k_e ·the
phthisic, bad cough, with; a tendency to c~n~
sumptlon."
·

Dear Sister Walker:-lu. one who. can -say
that the restored gospel is. the "power of God
unto salvation" to any Ollie who obeys It, whether
Methodist, Preabyterian, Roman Catholic or
other persuasion, I desire to bear my testimony
through the Home Column~
Like many otheu I have been to Utah. The
first time at meeting In the tabernacle Brlghatn
Young spoke. I did not know who .he was, but
I had a stranre feeling when he was apeaklng
and was in no way benefited.
After he was through, a sister said to me, "Do
·you know who that was that spoke?"
I said, "No.''
"That was the prophet," she answered.
I almost wept to think I had such a feeling towards the prophet-the one I had longed to see.
What a disappointment! I was In the gall of
bitterness. At this time I had no knowledge of
the reorganization of the church, but soon came
in contact with what was called the "Josephltes,"
and learned about the departure from the faith.
I left as soon as the way opened up and came to
Illinois, where I was again baptized.
I went to a two-days' meeting where. Joseph
was to. be. On coming near the place one said,
"There is Bro. Joseph.''
I was afraid to look at him for fear I would
have the _satl)e feeling which I had had when I
saw Brigham Young. But I looked and these
words eame·to me, "Ah, there comes the weeping Jeremi!lh with. the burden of the church on
his shoulders!" What a different feeling! I rejoiced then, for there was no disappointment in
the truth. Yes, It is the truth, and; the joy of my
heart that the Lord has devised such a scheme of
salvation; that we cait know of. our acceptance
wi.th Him, and to have this knowledge Is of mote
Importance than anything that interests human,ity. There Is no wealth or worth 'can be com·
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1>ared to this! Nothing that is enjoyed or possessed by man can give the same satidaction.
Surely, then, It is worth striving for. Are we
not in sympathy with the ancient Saints, and do
we not undentand what is said to them by their
elden and apostles because we are mealed by the
sal'fte spirit of promise, even the Holy Ghost?
Hoping that we shall strive to be worthy, I am
your sister,
AGNESS KERR.

who doeth all things well" with thankfulness,
and trust that In His own time He will choose a
leader for us, that we may be organized into a
branch. We are still rejoicing ln. the blessings
received at the late Reunion at Logan.
·Your sister,
LIBBIE SHIPPY.

THANKSGIVING.
The year decays, November's blast
Through leafless boughs pipes shrill and
drear;
With warmer love the home clasps fast
The hands, the hearts, the friends most dear.
On many seas men sail the fleet
Of hopes as frultless as the foam;
They roam the world with restless feet,
But find no sweeter spot than home.
To-day with quickened hearts they hear
Old times, old voices chime 11nd call;
The dreams of many a vanished year
Sit by them at this festival.
Though hearts that warmed them onceare cold,.
Though heads.are hoar with winter fro&t
That once were bright with tangled goldThanks'for the blessings kept or lost.
Thanks for the strong, free wind of life,
However It change or veer;
For the love ofmother and sister and wife;
Clear stars that to haven steer;
For the qUenchless lamps of c;hangeless love
That burn in the night of the dead;
For the life that is, for the hope above,
Be. thanksgiving by all hearts sald.-Sel.
The following reCipe is published by request.
Cucumber atzd· Caulijlower Pickles.- Take I gal.
of vinegar, 4 oz. of curry powder, 4 oz. mustard,
4 oz. coriander seed; 4 oz. salt, 2 oz. tumerlce, I
oz. ginger, i doz. soil all red peppers. Keep well
covered in crock, u~e cold. This recipe will do
, for green corn or beans.

TAwAs CITY, Mich., Oct. 2oth.
Eaito•-s Herald:-God has given each of us a
talent, great or small it may be, and we must
improve it. If we sit with folded hands are we
finishing the work God has given us to do? I
read so many encouraging letters from the
sisters, and it gives me 'o much joy and comfort
to know that It is good to be a Saint in these
latter days. Sometimes I feel my life has tome
far short of being what the life of a Saint.should
be. I ofttimes get almost discouraged, then I go
to my bles.sed .Savior in prayer and rise sfrengthened and determined to press my way onward
and let my light shine.. I have not had the
privilege. of meeting at the place of worship as
often. as I would like to on the account of my
poor health; but still I know that this gospel is
true and the sighs do follow the believers. Two
weeks ago to:day I was tak~n very bad with p;tln
aroulld my heart, which had. been troubling me
for sometime; Sending for Elder W. J Smith,
he eame and administered. In about. two hotj~S
the pain all ceased. My prayer is tq God, that
we may all live right and pleasing in his sight,
so that when he comes to number up his jewels
we will riot be found wanting.
Your sister in the one faith,
.AMANDA I. FRANK'

DENVER, Colo., Nov. 7th.
Dear Herald;·- We look for your weekly vis'its
GROVE HILL, Iowa.
and expect them almost as. much
look for
.D~ar. Sisters. of (k~ Home Colu,m:-Having
the sun to rise In the morning. The tidings ybu
b~en requested to s!Jnd afew lines .to our column;
bring of the progress of .the great latter day
work In th'e different parts of the\ivorld is indeed
I ~eeLat liberty to dp so, as good news is always
cheering, also the articles on> doctrlJ;Ie and other
a<:i:eptable. Brn .. Rdth, Reynolds, Shippy, Rcmc!'l.
and .Held~ are In this part of the country at work,
matters connected with the work are good food
. and of course Sa,tan'rages. and the people imagfot thought, although the thoughts advanced lire
ine wonderful things. Bro. Roth baptized a man
not always In \.l?lsonwlth our thoughts .. Yet
and his wife, Sulll.da.Jrl November ist, .noble people
we believe every one h11s. a right to their opin~
they are too, IPilrt qf the fruits of. the exCitement ion. and by coming ln. ~on tact with opinions difraisedla$tspring. T;heyc:nutg sphool teach~r, who
ferent from'O\ir OWn we are apt to give the sub~
neede(j only fifteen !minutes (o demolish "Morject treated more careful considerat!o!l than we
monism," has ai:te(nded nea~ly every evening; otherwise would, so we say keep coming ..
and has not so. much as referred to. his infallible
The Saints of Denver werll made more than
•history. Quite an jnte~estil manifest; a number glad by the message you brought us a few weeks
age. I refer·tO the action of the Reunion comare II)Ve~tigating,, a*d mpre baptisms arelooj{eu
for; Bro•John Sh~py has gone to S1lmner, to· mittee. in releasing the Colorado Saints from .~he ,
pr~ach, where we have s.~cured t~e ~se.of the
obligation on the tent ~e bOught of them .last
Evangelical Ckurch. Brn; Reynolds and Heide
spring. Words fail to express our gratitude for
arelabodng near Fairbank, while Brn. Roth and
the favor shown. We can only say, The Lora
Roush. keep the w?rk alive here. Ther,eJs quite
reward those that so .nobry responded to the c:all
a demand for work :here. O~~e or two more of for aid In paying for the new tehtpurchased for
the.· y()ung ~intsteis from .. the Fulton Branch, Reriniori purposes.
are expec~e4 soon, ~nd will be gladly welcorn~d.
Hadwe.been able to carry ~ut bur inte~tions ·
Mat God grantthat ml11:h good may l>e done, with the tent, a~d the brethre[l been blessed
an4 theharvest duly gathered. '!'he Saints met financiallY, a~ :we had bee!l before,. we C()llld have
for confirmation and sacrament met the ol'Jilgatibn with but little Inconvenience.
we counted twenty,eight aud
But' providence qr something .else .willed otherwith. iJs. Two years ago
wise. We are doing all we tan for the further"
be~rt found, if• all had tome ·• llrlceolthetauseju~t,the san1e. .'
.•.. ·.·,·.· •.. · •.
.,, ,, ~~''~'"'.~..n!~~"• S'o
ate gt:ateM; arfd> 10ok:tou ~1111
Luff .&toppe~'over}Vith ,uslaet Supd~y (()Ill: •

a:s we

':"'e
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his way to Utah), and it was a rare treat. The
hall was filled both morning and evening. Two
were baptized at the close of the morning service. At three p.m. the Saints met for confirmation and sacrament, and an enjoyable time was
had. We wished Bro. Luff to stay during the
week, but he thought best to push on and so left
us on Monday morning. Services have been
held at the schoolhouse four miles north of the
city seven nights. We still continue preaching
at Brighton, but no visible fruits as yet. The
branch officers have assisted in these services
as needed and been blessed In their efforts.
A Literary Exchange was formed last Thursday evening, the object being to distribute in
the hotels, reading rooms and other places
throughout the city, papers, tracts and other
reading matter explanatory of our faith. The
place of meetings w!ll be stamped on all liter·
ature thus distributed, so that the people may
know where to find us. I believe It will prove
a good work. May the good work go on.
·
Your brother,
E. F. SHUPE.
RESOLUTION OF THANKS.

Wkereas, Those from whom we purchased the
tent have kindly released us from the payment
of the remaining fifty dollars because of our inability to meet said payment at the time it was
due,. therefore be it
Resolved, That the Colorado and Denver Siints
extend to the Reunion committee our united
thanks for the favor shown us.
E ..A. PRATT,.of Denver,
JAMES KEMP,
Of Rocky Mountain Branch,
Adopted by unanimous vote of Sairit:s. Odo·ber 25th, I891o
GROVE HILL, Iowa, Nov. l]'th.
Editors Herald:-Bro. Roth and I are still
holding the fort at this place. We have large
crowd.s and good attention;
Many are Investigating .and we ha,ve ·hopes of
an ingathering in the near future.
The calls for preaching are more than we can
respond to. We have room for ali the help we
can get, and we hope the brethern·of Eastern
Iowa wlll~'not stand back for wantof room for
development.
Ever praying lor Zion,
· JoHN RousH.
PRoy~r>ENCE, R. I., Nov. +th.
Editors Herald:'-October I:ith I started for
Farmington, New Hamp~hire; fo administer to ·a
young man, Lle:wellyn Rich, who was -sick of
consumption. He· had desired bap~ism ere he
was taken ill, but it was riot attendeq to for oB·
vious reasons; they do not reside neitr to any
branch of the church, and he rather w~ited for
his triother to lead in the matter. We.tnad.e ll, ..
"\Japt!stery,'' placed it in the kitchen, and bliP'
tlzed hili! on Friday. afternoon; October r6tfi; ·
'fhe BapHst ·and Co?gre2iltionalministers and
three other friends were Invited t() the servi~e.
Llewelly~ was placed in a b. ~djustable chair and •
carried b_y the iriin!s~ers . to l):le wh? by. aid Qf.ll
rellgi~us friend •seated the chair·. :with. ••Lew"
the wat'rp.e4 w;~ter,.· the11. I baptized . . l).lm
ll.djust.ii}~Lt~e.. cl).aivto
·When
.·VIras utted· out.aria
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, such a marked change upon the countenance of
any living man! The power o.f God's Spirit in
transforming the expression was so marked that
the friends observed lt. 0, what peace and satisfaction! I baptized his twin sisters, Ella first,
who is also a firm believer in the goapel. We
confirmed them.:_administered the sacrament-'at all of which the Spirit's ·presence bore unmistakable witness. . Llewellyn fell asleep in] esus
thirty-three hours afterward. He had been a
member of the Sunday school class of a Mr.
Sweet, Congregational minister, In whose spa,cious ehurch were held the funeral services, at
which a large audience was In attendance, notwithstanding the inclemency of the weather.
Sr. Rich, a widowed mother, has three daughters and one son surviving. The youngest is a
girl. The son, Cal.vln, is in his seventeenth
year. Sr. Rich, will you let me tell It, is an exemplary mother in Israel of whose kind I but
wish there were many more!
The Baptist minister said to me while riding
to the fu~eral: "I wish to tell you that the Rich
family are an honored and respected family
here; and notwithstanding the prejudice that
her,e exists as to Mrs. Rich's faith, yet she commands the respect of the entire community, and
Is a mother whose example IIi worthy of imitation by many mothers In Farmington and elsewhere in the world. She has a great and loving
hold upon the hearts of her family." Do you think
that sounded good to me? The Congregational
minister said: "There is something extraordinuily good about her religious faith th~J.t gives her
such a hold upon the .lives of her children that
she possesses." The preachers could not cause
Bro. "Lew" to think he was· prepared for eternity without baptism. Neither he nor Calvin had
any special associates In Farmington, for none of
the young men came up to their .standard of gospel rectitude. They have many, many friends;
for the boys were always courteous in their demeanor. Those yet unbaptized will yield, as
they believe. There is an example of what the
gospel will do for those who allow its leaven to
penetrate their lives.
It will not flattor her to say that Sr. Rich
"hides no light under a bushel." Her life and
that of her family attest the truthfulness of the
testimony she bears. The ministers cannot
answer, at least do not, her arguments. She has
repeatedly, kindly asked them to point out
wherein she is deceived.
Bro. "Lew" desired so much to live that he
might do good unto others. He said to me the
morning ere he left us, "0, I am so happy." In
the evening he asked his mother: "Where Is
Mr. McDowell? have him sit by me; I feel so
different when he is with me; he is like no other
people who come to me; it seems so good to
have him here." The dear boy knew of gospel
truth and its power of peace. He said "that a
year ago he laid awake In the night wishing for
·baptism, and that only his mother would name it
to him." But she said she was "afraid the children would think she was teasing them." 0,
,what a lesson is here taught us! Not that parents
should unduly press this great matter of momentous importance as to make it t0 appear un·
pleasant; but may we not withhold when someone is longing for a word! It requires wisdom
in the matter to be sure.
I have hear.d people say, "l cOJ.IId live SQmuch

better if I resided where a branch was." What
of Sr. Riah, who never met with the Saints In
general meeting capacity; .and yet lives by faith
and fastens its hold upon oth~rs? Another case
comes to mind, t"nat of Sr. Mary A. Wilcox, of
New Philadelphia, ·Ohio, baptized in 1869 by
Bro. Duel; and by prayer, talking and living in
the Lord, circulating church matter-years of
patient, praying, waiting, here now within a few'
years past she firtds a branch raised up and a
meeting house buJlt. Toil on, ye lone ones.
Despair not! Let your light shine by faithful,
trustworthy living; and "ye shall reap bye and
bye, if ye faint not." "The just shall live by
faith." How beautiful the confiding words of
faith:
"I'd ratherwa:Jk in the dark with God
Than go alone in the light;
I'd rather walk by faith .with Him
Than go alonehy sight."

Let us each open up our hearts wider and
with .a deeper earnestness and a knowing. zeal
and say with a full energy of soul:
"If thou hast work for me to do,

Inspire my will, my heart renew;
And work both in and by me too,
And take me as I am."·

Yours in gospel bonds,
J. F. McDowELL.
Io1"A PoiNT, Kin., Nov. 9th.
Editors Herald:-,-In the Sunflower State
earth's toilers have been abundantly blessed in
most parts with earth's fruitage. Fruit never was
known to be so plentiful and fair quality. I cannot say the yield has been so great in the kingdom of our God, yet a few souls have complied
with the gospel truth and are n joicing In its
light, which encourages the toiler in. the vineyard of the Lord. I had the privilege of bapfiz.
lng Elder Gulnand's wife, of Atchison, a few
days ago. It brought joy to his soul to have his
companion in life witli him on the royal road to
rest. Last week, at Farmington, I baptized
father Davis' youngest son "Steven,." a man,
however, with a family. His wife will soon follow, and others are near. Bro. Gurwell and the
writer came here Saturday and preached at night
in the Union Church and twice Sunday to quite
a large audience. The writer is continuing the
effort having had no in.vltation to leave the hotel
to sojourn with his hearers as yet. The landlaely has been very kind and told Bro. Gurwell
(who made the opening and bears the expense)
she would not charge him much for keeping his
preacher. So the world wags on, and I am
booked for one more discourse, at least.
I have been somewhat amused in reading the
various articles in the Herald on "Woman's
rights" and "prayer unions." If I was to speak
my experience in the matter of "prayer unions"
it would be to say that, so far as the East is concerned, they have been a success; and in some
instances the work would have went down In
spite of every other effort if it had not been for
the presistent efforts of tlie "prayer unions."
I feel to commend such noble workers and
say, God speed the day when every brother and
sister will come to the front and support every
good and practicai .effort. Because some have
acted unwise in the prayer union efforts, I do
not see the propriety of condemning the order of
prayer unions more than I do for condemning the
order of the priesthood for the unwise acts of
some of its ministry., I believe the.orderis all

I

right and enly needs watching and caring for by
those in authority, to keep the evil down as in
every other, branch of the great work of salvation. Home Column readl11g h11s been very interesting to me, and instructive. God speed the
work.
A. H. PARsoNs.
EVEREST, Kan., Nov. 8th.
Editors Herald:-I wish to tell you how great
things the.Lord has done fo\- me. The first privilege I have had for more than twenty-five years
of hearing a gospel sermon was at the Clay Center camp meeting at Idlewild Park. The Lord
truly hears and answers prayer, for my husband
has obeyed the gospel call and we rejoice together in the hope of salvation. Oh, praise the Lord
for his goodness and mt'!rcy! We were baptized
at home byBro. Stebbins on September 24th and
he preached twice. Bro. Deuel was here also. He
went to Baker, nine miles distant and returned
in a little more than a week', stayed two weeks,
preached seven times in Union.Dale schoolhouse
and twice in Everest in theM. E. church. He
baptized two while here-one our thirteen-yearold son-and I think more ;tre "almost pursuaded." He is a grand old sold.ier of the cross and a
noble preacher. We are expecting Bro. A. H.
Parsons in the near future to dispense the word
to the people of this neighborhood, and it will
be a rich feast to us.
Your sister in gospel bonds,
CARRIE F. DICKINSON.
Daughter of the late Bro. and Sr. James Grist.
SUMNER, Iowa, Nov. 4th.
Editors Herald :-After our district conference,
I preached twice in the Ramey schoolhouse;
then left home for this part of the field, assigned
me by general conference, on the 29th of October. Went to Grove Hill, Bremer county, where
I met Bro. J. S. Roth at my Bro. Charles S,
Shippy's, who I baptized on my first mission
here, two years ago. Brn. Roth and J. B. Roush
are holding meetings in two schoolhouses; orie
in the Beal's neighborhood, the other near my
Bro. Chas. Shippy's. By request of Bro. Roth, I
preached in one last Saturday night, in the other
on Sunday evening. Bro. Roush preached at I I
o'clock Sunday, after which Bro. Roth baptized
two, Willard Beal and his wife. We met at my
Bro. Chas. Shippy's for confirmation, sacr'ament,
prayer and testimony meeting, had a glorious
one, the Holy Spirit lVI power was with us, manifesting itself in the gifts of the gospel, cheering
and confirming the Saints in the great latter
day work, who were bearing testimony to therestored gospel, rejoicing in hope of the resurrection of the just. Brn. C. C. Reynolds and Sam'
uel Heide were witn us; they have been holding
meetings in Oren, in Fayette county, aear my
brother Benjamin's, and have left appointments
there and at the Aciams schoolhouse. So my old
stamping ground being occupied by these four
. brethren, I struck out for new grounds. My
brother Charles brought me here last Monday,
2d ult., where Bro. and Sr. '!'eidt now live, who
I baptized two years ago at Grove Hill. They
are noble Saints and have procured the Evangelical Methodist Church for preaching for this
wet~k, and perhaps longer.
I preached in it last
night at 7:30 to an attentive audience, though
not large, and left an appointment for this evening when we expect a larger congregatjon.
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There has never been a sermon preached here
publicly as I know of before by any of our elders;
.what will be the result of our meetings in the fu:
ture Is yet to tell, but in God we trust, and hope
will crown our effort with success. I expect to
go from here to Randalia, Brush Creek and
Osterdock.
Yours in gospel bonds,
JoHN SHIPPY.

Qtnmmunittafinn:s.
AB!fiOLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the J!:ditor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.
~Write on one aide of the!paper only.

SERMON BY PRESIDENT BLAIR,
AT THE LOGAN REUNION, OCT. 6TH.

[Reported by· E. Stafford.]

HE said: Introductory to the remarks I
may offer this afternoon I read the z6th
chapter of the Acts of the apostles. This
chapter abounds with much that is calculated to bless the heart and inspire hope
in the sons of men in the goodness and
purposes of God in this life and in the
blessings of the life to come~ It will be
borne in mind that Paul is here the principal character, and that he was placed in
very straitened circumstances at the time
he. makes the statements here recorded.
You will notice that, in the 16th verse, are
the words of Jesus saying to Saul, "Rise, .
and stand upon thy feet; for I have appeared unto thee for this purpose, to make
thee a minister and a witness, both of these
things which thou hast &een, and of those
things in the wfhich I will appear unto thee."
1t must occur to all who will read carefully the Holy Scriptures, that the work of
God from the; earliest p;;riod of time cleat
down to John: on the Isle of Patmos, has
oeen based very lilrgely upon the testimony
of the servant$ of God. That seems to be
the history ofthe dealings of God in other
dispensations,; so far as we have it rec;orded, and we discover in· respect to .this account of Saul .of Tarsus, ·that it was in
harmony with what had gone before, and
with what has followed since. I sometimes think our ministryare remissinduty
in regard tothes.e matters, that many times
they fail to bear witness when ministering
the word, fai~ to bear te!ltimony ofthe experiences through wb,ich they have passed
· and the knoVI[ledge t]Jat has come to them
inth.e work qf God in which they are engaged. I so!il:leti.mes feel that I amremiss
in this duty, and vet I fear lest I should
give occasion: for.some,-not understanding
our position, to say that we v'tere preach.
ing ourselves' instead of Jesus. Christ. • If
you will r~ad tbe history of Paul and the
primitive ministers of God in every dispensation; you will find that they. had to do
with these testimonies for God;they had
to tell, for instance, how they became acquainted with the w~:>rkof God;· how they
were brought in immediate contact. with
the work; how the Lord had sustained
.them and. supported and· co~:tfitmed therr1
m the midst .of their labor. · They hadto
do this, and you and I rejoice when
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turn to the Scriptures, whether Bible, Book how God confirmed the work with signs
of Mormon, or Book of Covenants, and and divers miracles, and these things bring
there read what the Lord did for his minis- cheer and comfort, and they gladden the
tering servants in the various dispensations heart of God's people'. There is a passage
there recorded. We find a statement in in Romans, chapter 15, where Paul rethe opening of the gospel written by St. counts what God had done, and declares to
Luke, that many had taken in hand to set those early Christians the wonderful manforth to the people of God a statement of ner in which God had planned his work
those things that were taught and most and sustained it wherever it had gone, that
surely believed among them; and he, hav- wherever the gospel was preached God
ing p<'rfect understanding of these things, had sustained it by the Holy Spirit as he
felt that it was his plnce to say something did to the ancient people of God. And 80
about them, for he had matters of fact to has the Lord, by the testimony of his
lay before the people and had to bear his Spirit, witnessed to Latter Day Saints the
testimony and record matters that fell truth of his work, and it seems strange to
under his observation and that he was eye me that any person who has obtained a
witness of as touching the marvellous testimony from God to the gospel, and a
work that God ~et forth in that age of the knowledge of Christ, that they should
world. John the Baptist bore testimony fail to bear testimony to those matters,
of the Chri~t as the one to take away the when the times are propitious and opporsin of the world, The Savior testified of tunities offer. It seems strange that the
the work the Father had sent him to per- love of the truth, the love of God, and the
form. The apostles all told concerning love .of humanity, does not prompt all to
what they most assuredly believed, and bear testimony, in meekness, for the good
knew, concerning the work of God. We of those who would hear them. Has
glean from these important facets-from there not been a remissness on the part of
these testimonies borne-that which brings our ministers in t.his respect? There have
comfort to our souls and serves to cheer, to been found some to be too much given to
strengthen, and 'to build us up in the faith bearing testimony-they haveacthally cast
we have espoused, and. we find that our their pearls before swine and given that
faith is placed in the wisdom ami power of which is holy to the dogs. This is very
God, and not in the wisdom of man.
unwi.se. . No one should be ashamed of
We pass on ~nd notice other men of (}od: J e£us Chri.st or his gospel; no one should
We find Peter, on the day of Pentecost, be ashamed to bear testimony where it is
bearing testimony by the endowmentofthe likely to do good, or where there is chance
Holy Spirit to thejeering Jews, as well as to do good.
to the earnest enquirers, bearing testimony
We believe that in the ninete'enth cento the important facts touching the .Mes- tury God has planted the most important
siahship ofJ esus Christ and the resurrection work known to the earth since the morn-.
from the dead-and then quoting from the ing stars sang together and "the· sons of
Scriptures to sustain the claims made by this God shouted for j'n,r,." W ~"·believe it is
early Christian minister:~,, So again, when that dispensation which will extend out
the .time came .that God would have the unto the millennia! reign, that period when
gospel g() to the Gentile world, this· emi- Jesus Christ shall reign as Lord of lords
nent man was chosen of(.7od to present to and King of kings. We teach tllis and
them what was. known in regard to that we believe it to be a veritable fact that such
matter. He tells the Hen tiles assembled a work should be done. The church .was
i-n the house of Cornelius the same as his organized in 1830, .and June 27th, I844·
Jewish brethren in regard to Jesus Qhrist, the two leading ministers. suffered martyrhow he came in fulfillment of prophecy; dom for the work, and thus, as witnesses
how he carried on: his work in fulfillment for God, they bore one o! the most powerof prophecy; bow, infulfillment of proph- ful testimonies ever given by the ministers
ecy, he was raised from the. dead; and of God as to the work they were doing
he testifies also that he knew Christ for the sons of men .. At this tim.e a diswas raised from the dead, for ·'bel says, organization of the church tookplace~ and
"we saw him," and, not only that, "we ate the ·people were like sheep without a
and we. drank with him dterhe rose from shephe:t:d until, at length,inJ85i, the work
the dead."
of the Reorganization commenced, when
Again:, there .is Stephen, a promising again the attention of the people was
minister of this kind who bears witness for called to the Lord's work. .Soon a little
God, as seen in. the se.venth. chapter ofth~ band ·of Saints were. earnestly engaged,
Acts of. the apostles, He was there in the and God, by his. Spirit, confirmed and
midst of the ·Jews a wit.ness for Jesus strengthened .them .. to go forward in .that
Christ; and in order to convince the Jews blessed work. I first heard the gospel
that J~sus was.· their. Messiah, he quoted preached about 185I. Prior to this tli:ne.I
prophecy and went back to the days of took no interest in religionand thou'ghtit
Abraham, then comes down to the time of was all a: mistake. But g?ing to hearthe
the prophet Moses; and then to the days Saints' ministers present their vie~s, it
of.David arid cites Jesus Christa.s the one seemed to me to be Bible doctrine they
that their fathers. were looking for, and he· preached, but the question came to me,Js
then pr~sents his p~rsonaJ testimony con: this .work true as these mendaim? . They
cerning th~ divinity ofJ estis Christ and his •••claimed it.. to be the work oft he living
Messlahship .. And so it goes all the way God, and they sai:df ''You go forw11rd
through. the Scriptures,. the ministers of VV'ithan.< honest heart and obey the do~-.·.
God pearin.g testimon.y, reasoning out of ·trine.• and (jod will give y()u evi<lenc~that
the SQ;t'iptures, and ~hen bearingtestim()n y it is. Jrue.•" · ·Now this :S.eeme<l to ,pe ~tlie •.·
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in the whole
have .a kMwledge
from .
stand independently and
alcme upon the knd'Wledge given me and
know the work was divine. I was led up,
step by step, ro kl;lOW that our heavenly
.Father wasthe author of it. I was led,
step by step, until the moment came that
I must decide upon what I should do, and
I said, "Give me the .truth!'' I then: went
forward without consulting flesh and
blood, even tho11e who were dearest to me.
And when .I received the gospel and was
baptized, it was with the understanding
that I should know that the work was
divine. But I received no evidence whatever when I was baptized. I received
none when I was confirmed:_not a particle of it:.__and I was in .great doubt. What
was I to do? I .almost despaired for fear
lest I had been deceived, and this feeling
continued with me four days and until I
'met with the Saints in a prayer meeting.
There might have been eight or ten assembled there. I took a seat in the back
part of the room, mechanically, and presently the services commenced. .Their
service continued in speaking, praying and
·singing. Presently a young man arose
and; after' he had borne his testimony, he
spoke in another. tongue. I could not tell
what it was. It was not a language that
I understood, and that was all' I could say
about it. I could not tell what it signified. He certainly was as "a barbarian"
to me.
Presently he sat down and
another,brother rose up-a man of gre11.ter
experience i(l the world and of riper
years. He said he had ,belonged to
another church and had hoped, while connected with its people, that he had found
salvation there; but that, having heard the
Lattli!r Day Saints preach, he found they
had far greater light, and that, haying
obeyed the gospel they preached, he said,
"I know it is of God, I know that God
has revealed it to me;" and immediately
the gift of tongues came upon him. But
I could not tell anything about it; it was
strang-e to me; and it only filled my heart
with more doubt and fear. I believed
those men were honest, but what about
the truth of the gift? I knew they professed to speak in tongues, but that it was
true I could not tell, therefore I desired to
know. I immediately felt something in
my soul that I never felt before; I felt my
heart's desires lifting to God-to the
heavens-and I felt a fervent desire in my
soul that God would, if these manifestations were true, give me to know it, and I
mentally said, "0h. God, if these be true
give me to know it!" Simple words they
were, but that instant the Holy Spirit was
poured out from on high and my entire
being was baptized by the Highest
through the Holy Spirit, and I then knew
the work was divine. That is the way
that I received the Lord's work.
I have borne this testimony a great
many times, and so many times that some
may think it is getting old fashioned.
But, like other things that God manifests, it is always new, for it always
brings to me the hope of immortality and
makes me feel that my feet are placed up on

the Eternal Rock, and. that
moved .therefrom so lo1:1g as I
my integrity in >t:he service of . . .
bear this testimony to encourage .those
who are young'' in th£) work or are. fainting by the way, and to renew all in their
·hope and service of God, that they remain
steadfast until the bursting heavens shall
reveal the Son of God. God -has given
testimonies to the sons of men to bless
them; he has giyen them to gladden their
heart, to confirm them and build them up,
to encourage them to hold fast in the
midst of trials and temptations, and to lead
· them forward in the way of life. everlasting. The children of God have been permitted to enjoy those manifestations of the
Spirit, not for theirown benefit alone, but
for the encouragement of others w'ho are
battling in the way of life everla:;;ting.
The church has enjoyed these testimonies
from the commencement. in 'r83o, and
they again were enjoyed in I851, and
from then till now. They encouraged me
to embrace the gospel in the darkest days
the church has ever witnessed, and they
have kept me since.
[Of this matter of bearing testimony,_
Joseph the Seer had this to say: "Salvation cannot .come without revelation; it is
in vain for anyone to minister without it.
No man is a minister of Jesus Christ
withoutbeing a prophet. No man can be
a minister of Jesus Christ except he h;:~s
the testimony of Jesus; and this is the
Spirit of prophecy. Whenever salvation
has been administered, it has been by testimony."-'-Mil!. Star, voi. 17, p. 31 r.ED].
As time passed on, I had my peculiar
trials; and if I had not received testimony
from God I could not have endu.red, for
the storms came; and the winds blew, and
the rains descended and ,beat upon my
house; and if I had not known from God
the work was divine I would have felt
like abandoning it and never having anything to do with it thereafter. But the
testimonies received were like an anchor
to my soul, and they held me steady with
my face towards the work of the Most
High.
I now pass on to those experiences after
coming into the church. I need not tell
you what they were. You have had your
peculiar . experiences, and mine perhaps
were different from yours, and yours from
mine. You have had your trials, but I
hope they have never brought you down
to say that there was no God, and I hope
with me that will never be the case again.
Now while I speak of these things it is
well enough to remind you that such has
been the experiences of God's people in
every age of the world. Good old Job, a
man whom the Lord loved and greatly
blessed, a man who testified that he knew
in regard to the things of God, you have
heard about his trials, and you have read
it time and again. There was this about
Job, he understood what these t,rials
would bring forth if he was faithful; he
then would know himself, what he was,
and why he was tried, and then why the
sunlight of God's favor was with him, and
beamed upon him and was round about him.

We, too, may have days of darkness;and
verese trial in our time. It was so with
John the Baptist when cast.into prison; he
was< acquainted with the Lord Jesus
Christ, he baptized the Lord of glory, and
he saw the Holy Spirit descend upon him
in the form of a dove, and heard the voice
of God from heaven saying, ''This is mv
beloved Son in whom I am welL pleased.''
But. a dark day came to John, a day of
bitter trial, and he sent some ·of. his disciples to askJesus and see if.he indeed was
the one that was to come. How terrible
this trial of John; how poignant; how
deep musthav.e been the bitterness of that
hour! 'He had all his former testimonies
to remind him, but still he says, "Go and
ask Jesus whether he is the Son of God, or
shall we look for another"! And what
was the answer of the Savior? "Go shew
John again those things which you. do
hear and s·ee: .the blind receive their. sight,
and the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed,
and the deaf. hear, the dead are raised up,·
and the poor have the gospel preached
unto them. And blessed is he whosoever
shall not be offended in me." That .reminder seemed to satisfy J obn. The Lord
then sent his angels to comfort him in the
hour of his affliction, and he was strengthened to die a martyr for the truth's sake,
and so his spirit passed away to. the realms
of light to enjoy the rewatd of his labors.
Trials are good in their place, if we are
only patient in the midst of them; for they
~erve to bring us nearer to God.
David
said in his tirne, "It js good for me that I
have been afflicted, that I might learn thy
statutes." And again in. regard t4J this
matter of, bearing testimony: I read in
the history of Joseph the S~er the wonderful testimonies he recordil there, how it
was .that he became acquainted with the
work of the Lord, for he tells us right
at the start of his experience, when he
was troubled in regard to matters of religion, how that he turned to the good Book
and there read, "If any of you lack wisdom, let him ask of God who giveth to all
men liberally and upraideth not, and it
shall be given him." He says when he
read that, the consciousness of the truth of
that Scriptures entered his whole being
with great force, so that he had a lively
faith that inspired him with such confidence that he went by himself and laid
the matter before God, and that God
heard and answered him. There was the
initial point of this great latter day work;
it lies right there in the power of God;
it lies right there in the wisdom of God
when first this work was inaugurated; for
he went to the Lord in humble, faithful
prayer and then God manifested himself
to him. This is a great lesson for you
and I, for it teaches us to go to the Lord
at all times and cast our burdens upon
hirn, and then what is for our good he will
m:mifest unto us. He will sustain us; he
will uphold and strengthen us to continue
faithful to the end of our probation and
finally crown us with life everlasting.
This kind of religion the faithful people
of Go®! have always enjoyed. Such will
not be tossed about with every wind of
doctrine by the sleight of men whereby
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they lie in wait to deceive, but they will
live in harmony with the Divine Mind.
They will do that when they have that
kind of faith.
We discover in the history of Joseph
the Seer that, when the people went out
preaching the gospel they were feeble, but
humble instruments; they· could tell the
people how they found the Lord. And I
am here reminded of a litatement I heard
when in Philadelphia-there was a brother
named William Small who lived there,
and he was a man who had started in life
without the advantages of an education ..
When he heard the gospel he embraced it
in course of time and he received the divine testimony.
When Joseph and
Hyrum Smith passed through that region
-in 1840 I believe-they happened to
meet with this brother in Philadelphia,
and they said to him, '•You ought to be
ordained to the ministry." He says"Icannot read, I have never had any€xperience."
(He was then a poor shoemaker and never
had any experience in that line, and. in his ·
soul he felt he was not competent for such
work.) "No," said he, "I am not qualHied
for that work .at all." Hyrum replied,
"You certainly are called ot God, and if
you trust in G;od he will qualify you and
make you a b1essing to others." "I have
no language suitable to speak to the people, I have no education," was the reply.
"My brother,~' said Hrum, "you say· you
have no language; that you cannot speak
to the people.! But you know you have
found Jesus Christ and his gospel; you
know you have found the kingdom of
God; can you not go to work meekly and·
tell the people how you found Christhow you found.his church?" "Yes," said
he, "1 can do 1that, but tl;lat is not my idea
of preaching.'? "My .broth,er," said Hyrum, "you gio and tell the people the
manner in which you found the Lord, for
that is the gt~atest kind of preaching; and
when you pr~ach in. that way God .will
confirm it and bring the people to a
knowledge of the trutl;l.''
The , result was, he was ordained.
He . learned ; to read, and he· applied
himself .n1anty. other ways in gaining
a knowledge: of the. work, and he becaine of importance in the ministry
in those days• But, mark you, one of the
most important means was to tell the peo-.
ple how he.f<:>und Christ, and how he .obtained a membership in the Chu;rch of
. Christ, and t~en tell them how God had
made hhn. a i:pinister of, the divine gospel
message. T~at kind of preaching is what
all want to:day. I know we come some~
tim~s on the stand and feel that we ought
'to be qualifiec;] li!{e angels; and usually w.e
feel verywe.flik and incompetent to oreach
the word. Some feel their:heavtstremble
within ..them ·I est they shall not be. able ·to
do wi~ely the work required of them. I
know what t};lat is, I. have been there; I
~tm there to-d~t:y to ..some degree; .and when
I see th~nature of the work ep.trusted to
the ministry; and consider the value ,of
SO:tlls, I trern:l:>Ie as<i:n the sigl1t of God:
...¥any tim,es :I realize I a:m but, a w.ea:k
Qhild in hi~> .han.ds. .aut we have .the
promise of Gqd that, wl):en
are very
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humble and trustful in him, he will bless us
with his Spirit to qualify us for the work
in hand. All the ministry have experienced this more or less. Some elderssay,
"I don't like to preach in such and such a
branch." Many say this, and they will
say, "f don't like to go to such a place to
preach, for there they all criticise me."
And yet, mark you, some of these are
among the ablest and most competent men
the church has ever had. Some think
President Smith or I may be swift to
criticise them. In this they err, for no
one is more sparing in this than are we.
I now want to bear my testimony to the
Reorganized Church. We believe that
God has ·founded the latter day work in
fulfillment of the holy Scriptures; we
quote text after text in order to substantiate this position; we teach the people that
God bars commenced his work, that signs
have followed the believer from the. very
start, and that the Lord has confirmed his
work by marvellous manifestations in support of it in every land where this work
has gone. '(here· is .another fact that we
as an organization teacn, namely, that ~there
has been an apostacy in these last days,not an entire one, not a sweeping out of
the foundation of the work-but a partial
apostacy, one that resulted in disorganizing
the church and scattering it abroad, so that
it existed in a fragmentary condition'from
1844 until its reorganization.. And we use
the New Testament, the Book of Mormon, and the.Book of Doctrine and Covenants in proof ·of this positiop. How can
we explain and harmonize the Bible; how
can we., explain and harmonize the Book
of Mormon, or the Book of Covenants,
except upon the theory that there was to
be a partial apostacy of ,the church organized in 1830 and a revival, a renewal, and
a restatement of the gospel work of Jesus
Christ, involvin~ a reorganization 9f the
el~ments that.enter¢d into the first organization? There was a necessity for it~ and
!he book~ abound in prophecy and promIse, especially the Book of. Covenants, in
regard to it.
·
·
In 1856, a couple of young men came into
my store in East .Paw Paw, Illinois (and
I have not time t.o enter into many details
now), and as soon as. my eyes feU upon
them I '\l'las strong-ly impressed that thev
wereLatter Day Saint preachers .. ·1 had
become.. acqpainted with Elders John E.
P!ige,J ohn Gaylo.rd, and father Lap.ders;
but these str;mgerijl were young men, one
of them about twenty years of age, and the
other about twenty-five. I was busywaiting on a. customer at the time I fit:"st saw
them. I soon discovered ~hat they were pay·
ing strict attention to me, and one of them
appeared. t.o be close] y. watching. my eyery
movement. I soon stepped down to where
they were,.to give them a~ opportunityto
speak to me, when. one . of . them, the
youngest, stretched out his hand :and said~
"Howdo y.ou, Mr. Blair; l presqme you
don't know me. My. name is Edmund
Brigg~>;" He then. introduced me .to the .
other .young man, Samuel Gurley. I
askedthem where they came from, and
they answered, ''Amboy.'! .•·.·''And wherej
. ~re you. goi)lg?" "To .&~e yo1l," they re"
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plied. My impressions were renewed that
they were Latter Day Saint elders. I at
once took them home, and on my way
asked them what called them into that region at that· time. They said they had
come on a mission to the Latter Day
Saints, to tell them that the time was near
at.hand when the Lord would call young
Joseph Smith to take his father's place as
president of the church; that the Lord was
reviving· his work and had begun the reorganization of his church, etc. It all
sounded like idle tales to me... I told them
I didn't believe a word of it.. ·On reaching
my home I introduced them to my family,
had supper provided for them, and said to
myself I would examine. the matter to the
bottom. After supper we went aside, had a
season of prayer and then went to examining the books, engaged .in a spirited discussion of the. matter they came to present, and continued till about three o'clock
the next morning. It was now Sunday,
and after breakfast went into the parlor
as before, and after prayer again entered
into a critical discussion of the theories
advocated by them. This continued till
near noon and found us no nearer united
than at the beginning. They then seemed
"to give up the idea of convincing me by
argurpent, and I said to them, "If you
know you have the truth, go 11.!1ead; I
may possibly learn it by and by." Brother
Briggs arose and his face became highly
l'!nimated, and white. He trembled like a
leaf for a moment. All at once he read,
seemingly from the Book of Mormon, "I,
the Lord, will have mercy upon whom I
will have mercy, and I will foraive whom
·I will forgive." (This isnot in that book).
And then he commenced in prophecv.
W~t? that came the power of the Holy
Spmt grel.'lter than I had ever experienced
b®fore, and I have often thoug-ht it was
similar to the time when the Holy Spirit
fill~d the room and the disciples o.n the
day of Pentecost. I bear testimony that
the room then seemed filled with the
Spirit of God. I bear witness to , the
prophecy of Bro. Briggs. . He told me
what my experience had been; he told me
what my sentiments were, and be prophesi.ed con<:erning the coming of Joseph,
and the work of the Reorganized Church,
including, the building up of the church.
A great many things which he prophesied
have come to pass, and 'some. remain .to
be fulfilled. Xou discover it was the tes.timony that these young men bore to me
that had the effect to cause my inquiry;
Then the Lord "W'Qrk:ed with them" hy the
testimony of the Holy Spirit.. I have not
time now to tell ~ll that they . said. All
their talk, outside. of their testimony, h~J.d
nptthe 1eastweightwith me; .butwhe.ri
they bore their "testimony of what
l\:new, I could sit and listen and my
viction!) were gradually·. changed,
when the Holy, Spirit came to
power, I could see light in
Christ; I couldthensee
author of the wb.rk these
men ~ere heari,ng testimony
thatday to .this. itlllhas been
largely, to be~t~ testimol')y.
be~n commanded t(! ~o,
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to do, and it has often
to the hearts ofthe people
Spirit bears witness.
· My first mission. abroad was in the
springof 1859• with Elder Edmund C.
Briggs, through Wisconsin, and from
there through northern Illinois, in search
of the scattered Saints, distributing tracts,
talking with the people and building up
the work the best we could. The church
then numbered about sixty. In June we
passed on into Iowa, in pursuance of a
mission assigned us at Amboy,· Illinois, in
June, 1859, going thence to Council Bluffs
and vicinity. G()ing, we.reached a point
near Garden Grove, Iowa, on the. 5th of
July, and after holding a series of meetings succeeded in .baptizing about twenty
members and organized a branch. From
. there we went to Pleasanton, on the borders of Missouri, and. here we found
a band of old Latter Day Saints, some
of whom were very shy of us, having been deceived by Rigdonism. But we
preached among them, bearing our testimony, and the result was we baptized
eleven person!!, Here two req;~arkable
cases of healing transpired, the Lord confirming the word preached by his marvel"
ous power. We passed on from there to
Wheeler's Grove and Farm Creek, and
there we bore our testimony to the truth
of this work. And wherever the people
accepted the work the Lord bore testimony to it by his Spirit. I cannot tell
you all the wonderful .experiences we
passed through on this tour. I was a
young man then; it was thirty-two years
ago the last days of Tuly last. We went
among these Latter Day Saints, telling
them our mission, telling them the time
was near at hand when God would call
Joseph, the son ·of Joseph the Seer, to
stand a.t the head of the church, also
teachin~ and exhorting all to faithfully
serve God, seek his blessings, and obtain
testimonies for themseives that the tidinf!s
we bore and the word we preached were
both ordained and approved of God. The
first one we came to at Farm Creek, was
Father Beebe, an old man, a high priest,
who had hfld a great deal of experience in
the days of Joseph the Seer. He received
us kindly, and patiently investigated our
claims and testimonies concerning theReorganized Church and the coming of Joseph, the son of Joseph the Seer, to be its
president. When Sunday morning came,
I was shown-and told Bro. Briggs-that
we would be called upon that day to present our mission-work before that people.
Elder Briggs was suffering from the leading !\vn1ptoms of typhoid fever, which
had afflicted him for the past three days.
We now felt it important that he should
obtain relief at the hands of the Lord, for
we would be called upon to take part in
the services at the meeting on that day,
and we therefore went back into the field
and had a special season of prayer, for the
poor boy was in a bad condition. I admini&tered to him three times, and the last
time God sent his Spirit in great power
and healed him immediately, and he said,
"I feel all right, thank God." And he
w;.s all right. Returning to the house we

were soon on our way with Father l3eebe
and family to a private house .where services had been appointed, where.. a large
body of. people were collected, mostly
Latter Day S~ints, After the meeting
was opened by prayer and so.ng, Father
Beel:>e, standing up, stated to the people
that Joseph the Seer taught him in years
gone by:, that, whenever any important
matters are presented to the .Saints and
they had no means at hand to determine
as .to their corri)Ctness, they should then
humbly seek the Lord in prayer, asking
him for wisdom and knowledge by which
to decide. . He said, "These brethren have
brought .to me statements concerning the
soon coming of Joseph, the son of Joseph
the Seer, to take the presidency ot the
chur.ch, and I was unable to decide as to
whether such were true or not. I therefore ·have sought unto the Lord, as Bro.
Joseph instructed . us, and the Lord has
witnessed to me that .these are his servants. I therefore present them to you as
his servants that we all may hear what
they have to say." I then spoke on
the latter day apostacv, the need of a revival and reorganization of. the church,
treated on the law of lineage, also of the
promises made in the revelations and
church records co!lcerning the posterity of
the seer in conneCtion with the presidency
of the church and successorship. When I
got through with my sermon I felt strongly impressed that Bro. Briggs wanted to
speak. I said to him, "Bro. Briggs, do
you wish to speak!" He replied, "I do:"
I said, "Speak on then." He went on to
tell his experience with regard to She Reorganization and soon broke forth in
prophecy; and when he had closed his
prophecy a young brother, J. R. Badham,
a Cutlerite, arose and spoke in tongues,
with much power, bearing testimony of
our mission, and stated that the Saints
under Father Cutler had"enjoyed the same
Spirit that had directed the work we then
were engag-ed in. This interpretation was
given by Father John Smith, an aged,
noble, white-haired brother. Father Smith
then spoke in .prophecy, and said, "These
are the servants of the Most High God,
and they will lay the foundation of a great"
wor.k in all this upper country." The
Spirit was poured out upon mai::ty others
present, some of whom likewise bore witness of our mission.
Now we go back for a few moments.
When the work first started in this Reorganization, Jason W. Briggs-who was
a faithful man at that time-made it a
matter of prayer and asked the Lord for
guidance as to the condition of the church,
and his duty; and when he did so the
Lord revealed to him of what he had
done concerning Zion;· that the law was
given, and that he would hold the people
responsible for their obedience to that iaw;
and. he told him that the seed of Joseph
should be called to the Presidency in the
own due time of the Lord. Father Gurley
also, and several of the members of his
family, and others, received a kn0wledge
from God, by the Spirit, in regard to this
matter,-the revealing of the facts upon
which the Reorganized Church is found-

.. ed. 'The
at that time
the testimonies of
Spirit in regard to those matters, and they
were striving to love God and· honor him
in their lives.
It was about five years after the church
.was reorganized when I first became ac~
quainted withit, namely, in. 1856; and I
can bear testimony that where the gospel
has gone, being declared by faithful men,
and where faithful hearts have received it,
and lived in harmony.with it, God has confirmed the word with signs following
those wh'o have. believed: I could call to
many, yes, hundreds, who are before me
to-day, that could respond ~nd bear. testimony that the w.o.rk is tr,ue. God has
manifested this fact by his power to their
hearts, in confirmation of the truthfulness
of his blessed work.
In. conclusion:
This work stands, not in the wisdom of
man, nor in the power of man. But we
can say, like .Paul, that "our gospel came
unto you, not in word only, but in power,
and in the Holy Ghost, and in much assurance."
There are some here :who were. acquainted with the work in .the days when
we used to camp out in the woods, when
our services were held beneath the stars,
having a covering of the trees only. If
we had had a tent like this 1we now enjoy,
we would have thought we were rich.
Here is Bro. John Mcinto1;h1 and others
we could name by scores-and women too,
thank God-who hav.e had to bear up
against many adversities, they can tell you
that they know this gospel is divine, for
God has borne witness to their souls concerning it. There is a sister befere me,
sister Sally Conyers,-we witnessed the
time when that woman Was healed, in an
instant, of a chronic disease that rendered
her life miserable; and now she bids fair
to live to be a hundred years old. I hope
she will live that length of. time if she desires it. There are hundreds of others here
that could bear testimony at once before
you, of the divinity of this work.
Then let us be wise and stand up as witnesses for God and his work. Do not be
ashamed of Jesus; do not be ashamed of
his gospel; for he .says "He that is
ashamed of me, of him will I he ashamed
before my Father and his holy angels."
May God bless you and be your wisdom
and strength, your Sun and Shield, and
also your redemption, in Jesus' name.
Amen.
THE DEAD SPEAKETH.

IN a little book written bv Granville Hedrick, and published by W. E. Foote, at
Bloomington, Illinois, A. D. 1856, entitled
"The Spiritual Wife System," Mr. Hedrick endorses the Doctrine and Covenants,
in the following language: "I say then to
you, brethren, be not discouraged. God
has left a promise on record, that this
identical church shall be delivered, and yet
be glorious, even in the estimation of
many nations; and the time has come
when we should be up and doing, that we
should set ourselves, by the help of God,
in order, and read the Bible, Book ofMort.non and Book of Covenants, and obey
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the Lord Jesus Christ, according to the
things that are written in these three imspired books, and as many as will do these
things, shall enjoy the Spirit of J es~s
Christ the Son of God, and be saved m
his everlasting kingdom.
.
"Then, brethren, in order to effect the
deliverance of this church from that awful
state of apostacy, and to establish it once
more in that primitive and gospel order,
al'l it was in the early days of] oseph Smith,
before iniquity and vice began to rulewhen chastity and virtue prevailed-! say,
in order that the God of heaven may once
more look down from the regions of joy,
and behold in smiles of bless his church,
his people, once more walking in the
paths of peace and righteousness; and that
his people, with clean hands and pure
hearts, with one united voice, ascend up to
heaven and ask God whatsoever he will,
and it shall be done-in order that all
things shall be accomplished and enjoyed,
it is essentially necessary that the pure in
heart and design, draw the lines of separation speedily, from all those apostate doctrines, and polluted characters, who have
corrupted themselves with that abominable
doctrine of whoredoms, and have no fellowship with them while they persist iB
their wicked practices. Let those who
wish to do right, and serve God according
to the gospel plan of S::Jlvation, call .their
solemn assemblies, and in council determine to stand and build. upon the .things
given in the beginning to this church, as is
contained in the BIBLE 1 BOOK OF MORMON,
AND BOOK OF DOCTRINE AND COVE·
NANTS1 WHICH WERE GIVEN FOR THE
FOUNDATION iAND STANDARD OF FAITH
AND DOCTRI:#E, .FOR ·THE CHURCH OF
JESUS CHRIST IN WHICH ALL THINGS ARE
.GIVEN THAT ARE NECESSARY TO BUIJ:-D
UP THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF
LATTE.R DAY 1 SAINTS, AND REGULATE
ALL THE AFFAIRS OF THE SAME, In the
Book of D:. C6venant!?, is the. order of the
priesthood, to 1the Church .ofJ esus Christ,
as given · thr9ugh. Joseph Smith, from
heaven, by the Lord himself, and that too
for. the last tirrle. The Book of D. Covenants sets forth the order of the priesthood to the church, and points out. the diffe.rent offices,. and also the character and
qualifications <:!f those \lpon whom the:different offices. shaU.be conferred, and.hke:vvise defines ~he duty of all the .several
officers, and al~o of the members~ It also
contains the cdvenan.ts arid church articles,
and Jinks the .BIBLE AND BOOK OF MOR·
MON, which C1)ntains the .fullness of the
everhtsting go!!peJ.of Jesus Christ, the Son
of the only true and living God.
''THESE THREE BooKS then were given
to the church• Jesus Christ, .(in. these last
days, which wits organized <m the 6th day
of April, I83o,' by Joseph Smith;) for the
FOUNDATION AND STANDARD OF FAITH;
A~D DOCTRINE, FOR THE PEOJ>LE OF GOD,
to build themselves. up in .the most holy
faith, once deliVered. to the saints.
. .. ·
"This church organization was founded
on the PRINCI]o'LES of tpe· DOCTRINE
those three BOOKS OF Il\TSPI·
,~hat the things . written in •
inspited ·. volu.mes1, :vv.J;ler( rightly oq•

as

served, are wholly sufficient to govern anrl
regulate all church matters and affairs,
both great and small,. with perfect accuracy, and that the church muest come to
this STANDARD before shthianbe delivered
from the apostacy, and set right, and become acceptable before the Lord."-"Spirittial Wife System," pp, 89-92.
Again:
"But then, God will never forsake his
people who wish to do right.
"Neither desert the cause of truth, as is
riven in those three inspired volumes.
God will defend those principles; and in
the hands of faithful elders they shall yet
prevail. Brethren, you have the best
standard of faith and doctrine in the world,
given by revelation from heaven ..
"And the God of heaven will be .with
those who seek to build it up."-Ibid, p.
102.

I make no comment, but submit this, as
written and sent forth by Mr. Hedrick.
On duty,

·
ROBT.

M.

ELVIN.

THAT PLEA.

EDITORS HERALD :~Ne.ver could a more
consistent plea be heard than that made
by Bro. L. R. Devore}or a three thou;;and
dollar boat. We have heard much ado
about gospel tents, but as Bro. Dev.ore
presents the matter, a "gospel boat" is by
no means second inimportance.
With the church the preaching of the
gospel is, or should be, the primary object.
Is that plea. to meet with no response?
Are there not ten thousand members that
could pay over fifty cents to the bishop.
for a gospel boat fund? Can or will the
church excuse itself beG.!lUSe of inability to
raise a few thousand ~tlollars, and leave
our representative in th<;>se far off islands
to feel an added grief to his pond<)rous
responsibility, because .of a deprivation of
facilities to acquit himself of imposed
duties, and thus time pass and strength
used at a great dilladvantage in gathering
a few, when with the soli.cited facility he
might gather hundreds and travel thousands of miles, and thus accomplish in a
few years what could. not be done· in
many years, if at all, witb<?ut the solicited
facility? Very much has been said, and
done for the. reunions. Will the. church
remain silent and dumb to that plea?
Should. the. church remain silent and. indif"
.ferent to this essential ·missionary enterprise? Gan she afford .to do.thi!;lr.
.
1 thin}{ the bishop would have no. objection to receiving fifty cents from ten
t!:lou.sandmeml:Jers for a gospel boat fund.
At a venture, however,. I .shall forward
fifty cents to that good natured brother as
a starter,and pray th~t our worthy missionary and his b.est half maybe bl~ssed
with . length .of days, strong bodies, pure
minds, an abundance of God's grace, see .
the travail of their souls and b(l satisfied.
And doub~less tbe acquisitio.n of a fiye
thoQsand dollar bo!.)t will greatly assist in
acquiring-these qualifications. So may it
be. . . ..
.
. JAMJ!:S C~FF ALL;

lll. L.. ltelle:y-, Presiding Bishop, iamoni, Decf;ltur co
;Iowa,
·
·
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[From Independent Patriot.]

CLARK BRADEN REVIEWED.-No. 4.
BY J• R. LAMBERT.

IF it be said that Rigdon copied and
changed the original manuscript, then, we
reply, (1) Mrs. Davison does not claim
th;at Rigdon had changed her husband's
romance, 9r added anything to it, except a
few "pious expressions;" and (2) if Rigdon introduced into Spaulding's Romance
the doctrinal part of the Book of Mormon,
and changed the Romance itself, how does
it come that Spaulding's old neighbors, including his brother] ohn, when they heard
"copious extracts" "read and repeated"
from the Book .of Mormon, in 1834, (at
least 22 years after they had heard the
Romance read!) could recognize, at once,
the identical work of Solomon Spaulding?
The statement of Mrs. Davison is that
"the historical part was immediately recognized by all the older inhabitants, as the
identical work of Mr. Spaulding, which
had been deeply impressed years before."
In this f'onnection it is necessary for the
reader to consider that the doctrinal part of
the Book of Mormon constitutes a large
portion of the book, and is closely interwoven with the historicaL matter all the
way through the book.
There is, therefore, no escape for Elder
Braden from the . position that. the "Rev.
Solomon Spaulding," "an educated man,
and passionately fond of history," who
''was a graduate of Dartmouth (;ollege,"
was the man who .used in his composition
the "egregious g.r;;~mmar" of the Book of
Mormon, held up to ridicule by .Elder
Braden!
Elder Bradensays, "There were 5,ooo
blunders in the original .manuscript of the
Book of Mormon." Where is the proof?
.And wheri that is forthcoming; let. the
Elder show the character ofthese blunders.
· Are they such. as t~ mislead.· on ·a single
principle of doctrine, or fact of history?
In the debate Elder Braden was urged to
produce some of these errors that they
might be examined before the audience.
Did .be produce te!l, five, o.r even one of
them? No. W.hen there are so many
conceptlonswithout a single birth, sotneone is certainly an object of pity.
.
~ . .This is a favorite means of attack on the
Bible with the infidel, and Elder Braden
is supposed to know it. He says the
Christian. admits that there are manv
thousands of errors in the Bible, therefo.re
it cannot be the. word of .God: Yes the.errors. are there, but the'q~estipns are, how
did they gehhere? and are they Of such a
character as to invalidate. the claims. 9(the
Bible? We .conclude on this point witp a .
quotation froi:n. "Companion to the Revised Version of the New Testament," by
Alexander Roberts, D. D., page r •..
· "Then11mber of various l.'!:)adings ipthe
New Tes.tament pas. been differentl;v esti.
mated at dif(erenttitrtes .. Nor coui<;l this
have been otherwise. ;Evet'ynew manu-.
script Yl'hich i~ disc?ve~ed increas~s ttr~
amount; .and
every_
more
accu.rate
ex..ami~
'
' '
' )
'' '
6 '' ' ' ' ' '
' ' ' <' '
~
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nation of.already know1:1manussripts tends
to the s:o~me . .t;lls.ult~ He!'lce, ~bile the
. varieties of reading- in theN ew Testament
were reckoned
about 3o,oooin the last
century, they are generally referred to as
amounting to no less than 15o,ooo at the
present day."
Elder Braden claims. that the Book of
Mormon contradicts itself· in stating (i)
that they were commanded of God to
leave Jerusalem, and (2) that. they were
driven out by their enemies. Here are the
statements of the Book.
Page 3• paragraph 12: "And it came
to pass that the Lord commanded my
father, even in a dream, that he should
take his family and depart into the wilderness.''
Page 13, paragraph 6: "And they have
sought to take away the life of my father,
insomuch that they have driven him out of
the land."
When the preceding paragraphs are
considered, all is plain, and this supposed ·
contradictio~, like many of the· same kind.
in the Bible, is not real. In the .first instance, Nephi is giving a history of the
teaching and prophesying of his father in
J erusalern. He informs us .that the Jews
mocked him, oecame angry at him, and
sought to take away his life. See page·g,
paragraphs 9, 10. And at the very time
when Lehi's life was in danger, the Lord
spoke to him, and among other things,
said: "Behold they seek to take away thy
life," paragraph II. Then follows the
statement that God commanded Lehi to
depart and he went .
.In the !lecond instance, we .have an account of Laman and Lemuel, and others,
rebelling against Nephi and those who believed his teachings. .They wanted to go
back to Jerusalem, but Nephi, in attempting to dissuade them from their purpose,
tells them of the impending woes that
hang over the doomed city, and in describing their wickedness, says, "And they
have sought to take away the life of my
father, inr,omuch thaf they have driven
him out ofthe land." Both statements are
true. The remote cause, or necessity, of
Lehi's departure from the land of J erusalem was the wickedness of the people.
Had he not departed, he would have been
slain. The direct cause of his leaving, at
the time he did, was the commandment of
God.
In Matthew 27: 44, we read, "The
thieves also, which were crucified with
him, cast the same in his teeth." But in
Luke 23: ~9-42, we read that one of the
thieves did not "cast the same in his teeth,"
but confessed him to be the Lord, and
asked to be remembered when he should
come into kis kingdom. Here is a slight
discrepancy, while in the other casethere
is none. Why does not Eider Braden
urge this, and others which exist, against
the Bible?
Next, Elder Braden gravely tells us that
in three days Lehi and his family traveled
from Jerusalem to the Red Sea. "It
would," said he, "require nearly three
weeks." As usual, we have bare assertions where proof is needed, and where it
would answer the purpose farbetter~ if it

at

could only be had. . What anieasy way
this .is of disposing of such important
claims asare setforth in theBook of. Mormon!. One maqrises,gives a refertfnce or
two, .makes, soine' strong assertions, and
then jumps to thenext point, arid .treats it
in the same way.! That .portion of his ·
audience who are so disposed, accept. his
conclusions as sufficient, without any 'further investigation, and then, I suppose,
feel that they are well prepared to ansWer
to God in the day of judgement! What ·
a mistake!
Let the Book of Mormon speak for ·
itself. . On pages 3 and 4,. paragraphs
13, 14, we read: ''And it came to pass that
he departed into the wildernem;; And he
left his house, and the. land of his inherit- ·
ance,and his gold, andhis silver,andhis
precious things, and took nothing with
him, save it were his family, and provisions, and tents, .and departed into the
wilderness; and he caine down by the borders near the Red Sea; and he traveled in
the . 'Wilderness in the borders which are
nearer the R~d Sea; and he <lid travel in.
the wilderness with his family which consisted of my mother, Sarah, and my elder
brothers, who were Laman, Lemuel, and
Sam.
".1\.nd it came tQ,pass when he had traveled three days in the wilderness, he
pitched his tent in a valley by the side of
a river of water; • • . And it came to
pass that· he called the name of the river
Lan;tan, and it emptied into the Red Sea;
and the valley was in the borders near the
mouth thereof."
One very simple thing is always neeessaty in the e.:x:amination of historical
statements, viz,, tobear in mind that the
hist(>ry was writt~.n after the events occurred, and the events are not always recorded in the order in which they occurred.. This, as Elder Braden knows, is
frequently the case in the Bible history,
and .it has been made the occasion of severe criticism by itsopponents. However,
in the a hove account there is nothing difficult;
The plain statements are these; They
traveled three days in the wilderness,
when Lehi pitched his tent in a valley
which was by the side of a river, which
rive.r emptied into the Red Sea. How
far it was from Jerusalem to the wilderness is not stlllted, nor did our critic inform
us: How far the place of encampment
was from the Red Sea is not stated, but
"the valley," in which they encamped,
"was in the borders near the mouth
thereof." If it be said, "We have no account of any distance being- traveled by
them before the three days' journey,"·· we
reply, neither have we any account of
their encampment for the night before the
one which occurred at the end of three
days travel in the wilderness; and if this
was the first, then it is probable that they
traveled at nights as well as in.the daytime.
However, as it is in Bible history, so it is
in the Book of Mormon, many things
occurred which were not recorded. It is
not at all probable Jhat they stepped
~ight. out of the capital city into the wilderness.

The Red Sea has tWo larg~ ilr~s, one
of. which we .now call the Gulf of Suez,
.the other, the Gulf ofAkabah.. 1:\he latter
extends toward~ Jerusalem, and is abput
one hundred miles long. The Hebrews
called any large body of water a sea, lake,
or pool. The Gulf of Suez is frequently
referred to as the Red S~a,)n the Bible,
because it is a part of it. The. Gu1f.of
Akabah is also a part of itj and when they
Came to this gulf, if this WiaS the COUrse Of
their· travel; they came t 0 .the Red Se.a.
It isnot over 160 m:iles fromJerusalem to
the Gulf of Akabah, and but little more
than this to the Gulf of Suez. , We will
suppose that th~y traveled i25 miles before
striking. the wilderness, and that they were
25 miles from the moitth of the gulf when
they encamped. This would leave.
miles to be traveled over iri three days i.e.,
377'3 miles per day. AU this is within
the statements of the record, and furnishes
no proper data upon which to reject its
.statements. We have reason to believe
that the people were str9ng, they were
lightly laden, and fleeing before their
enemies. More than this, God had com:manded them to go; and. they had just
claim upon him for all needed strength.
If it be said th&y meant the Gulf of Suez
when they spoke of the Red Sea, we reply, if they did, then they traveled, it is
probable, about one-half of the .entire aistance before striking the wilderness, which
would make the case still worse for Elder
Braden.
But just to show how reckless Elder
Btadtm becomes when seeking to make a
point against the Book of Mormon,. ~e
call attention, once more, to his statement
that itwould have required fully thh~e
weeks to make the journey. Three weeks
would give eiJ!'hteen days for travel. l:6o
divided by 18 equal 8 and eight-ninths
. miles per day. Rather slow for asmall
company fleeing before their enemies!
In Book of Mormon, page 8, paragraph
32, Nephi says that Laban's sword was "of
the most precious steel." Here Elder
Braden affects to see fraud. He says,
"They knew nothing about steel at that
time." How does Elder Braden know
that the Hebrews knew nothing about
steel, six hundred years before Christ?
He made this same criticism in the debate
with E .. L. Kelley at Kirtland, Ohio, in
1884, but did not mention it in the debate
at Lamoni. Howe;, er, as Elder Braden
had such a poor show in the debate at Lamoiii, { ?) we reproduce Elder Kelley's reply to this point, that he may answer it if
he can. "Btr.den and Kelley Debate,"
page 127.
" "Again, he asserts as an objection to the
Book of Mormon, that it speaks of steel
and its uses, and that the Jews knew nothing- of steel, that it was not known in old
Bible times; only mentioned, hesays, once,
and that in the Book of Job. That should
have been enough to remove his objections, but he is keen to find fault, and 'a
drowning man will catch at straws.' In 2
Samuel 22:35, it is stated, 'He teacheth
my hands to war; so that a bow of steel is
broken by my arms.' This was only 1018
years ·before the time of Christ. T.he
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same thing occurs in Psalms of David, pages that you think Spaulding would not ets," applies to the church. Tli.e former, ind!.
chapter r8, verse 34, as well as in Job 20: have written, to ascribe them to Rigdon; vldua!ly; the latter, collectively.
If the art.and science of telegraphy should be
2.4; and this is said to be the oldest book aJ!l<'l when you find that vvhich you think forgotten
and Its practitioners become Ignorant
in the Bible.
Rigdon would not have written, ascribe it and slothful, If It should become a "lost art,"
"My. friend does far better with his to Spaulding. This may be sderthan to would It not be possible for some future Franklin
stories, than he does in dealing with things stick too closely to the witnesses, or to to catch again the electric fluid from the clouds,
It might be done amidst unbelief and
that can be tested right here in this discus- your own stat~d .theory; for who knows though
prejudice?
siOil· If he wishes to succeeq, he had but what it' may become necessary to. atUpon the truth of Amos 3:7 It was shown
b~tter go on telling his yarns, and not untribute the whole thing to Sidney Rigdon, that God woul<l act like himself and If he has a
dertake to handle. edged tools."
and ·to do away with, .the Spaulding work on earth to~day, he hu prophets engaged.
Next, we have the old, old objection. "Manuscript Found" business altoge,thl')r? This seemed all the more reasonable when we
Paul's word for It, I Cor. 12:28, "God hath
Those who were not of the tribe of Levi And, if so, this policy would have a ten. have
set In the church, first, apostles; secondarily,
offered sacrifices, which, says Elder Bra- dency to prepare the way, you know.
prophets." It was shown that a restoration of
den, they had no right. to do, Book of
If Rigdon was the author of this ac- the primitive gospel is necessary in this day, and
Mormon, page 10, paragraph 46. Oh why count, and it was written for the sole pur- that God would employ angels to Introduce it;
does he not give us the proof texts so as to pose of deceiving, whydid he not make it ehe why Paul's language, "Tkough we, or an
from heaven preach any other goepel, let
break this terrible monotony? Where h; three hours instead of three days, as it angel
him be accursetil ;" or John's language, Rev. If: 6:
the proof that none, outside of the tribe of would have been more likely to deceive?
"I uw another angel (after A. D. 96] flying
Levi, under any. circumstances whatever,
The truth is, there is no contradiction. through the midst pf heaven, having the ev.erlastcan officiate in the priest's office? Let The Bible gives an account of the dark- lng gospel to preach to them that dwell on the
Elder Braden furnish the text& and then ness that prevailed at J erusalem,the Book earth, and to every nation, k!n\lred, tongue and
people." No need of sending an angel with the
we can examine them. Samuel, who was of MotiXJOn,. of the darkness that prevailed gospel If every nation already has It in the day
oftpe tribe of Ephraim, offsred a sucking on this contineqt. Each book gives its after. John the Revelator. The idea of angels
lamb as a burnt offering to God.,-x Sam~ own history. Suppose I should say there having wing• wu exploded. If Jesus aml Philip
uel7: 9· David, w:ho w.as of. the tribe. of was a destructive hailstorm in Chin~, on could be transported without wings, why not
Judah, offert~d burnt and peace offerings. the 4th of.July, which las.ted three hqurs; angels?
Wednesd«y, I41k.-MorRing prayer meeting in..;_z Samuel 6: 18. Notwithstanding the but elder Braden says, there was a desteresting in actfye testimony. .
priesthood rights bestowed upon the .tribe tructive hailatorm in Canada on the 4th of
EleTen o'clock; Johq Kaler; text: '~Fear not;
of. Levi, .men. df other tribes .could officiate July, which lasted three days. Wpuld little flock, it Is your Father's good pleasure to
the two accounts be in conflict. with each give you the kingdom."
iJil, the. pri~t's o:tfice, when. properly called
The theme was one of encouragement. W.111
to do that work.
other? Certainly not. . . . .
. ·
failed to get a synopsis beea,uae paper had given
As
to
the
d~Jrkness,
whi.ch
Elder
Br~den
Elder Braden· condemns th.e }l<>ok of
out. After this. sermon, one was baptized. .I
makes the occasion for ridicule and dis- mltht add that the total baptisms at the meeting
~or~0\1 becaus~ it represents G()d as
·
concerning bimselfwith what he ca:lls. the .credit, had he read the account, all. wpuld were6.
2:30 p. ni., A. White; "Water baptism ll)ld
trivial. ~~airs ?flif~~ He, says God do,n't have been plain. The storrn lasted about theAtHoly
Spirit" was the theme. We falled
do ,that kind of.wo:rk.. This is an old in- three hours.; "and thtm behold there was to get this for illmilar reason. T.he brother sppke
darkness
upon
tlrte.
face
o(.the
land.
..t\:nd
1
fidel objection~o the Bible •... The infidel
with power.
At 7:30 p. m., T. W. Smith; an interesting
objects becaus~ God. tells his people how it came to pass that . there was thick
t() build boats;ih()vy.tp build houses; how darkness upon the .face of the hmd, discourse on "The Abraha!lliC Covenant."
Thursday, I5tk.~The morning prayer ineetl11g
t() 11\a.~e garJ;n~~ts; what to eat and wht:~t insomuch. t~at the in.habit~tnts thereo.f. who was
one of the best of tae whole series.
n()t t() e.at; whilt to wear; and; !lays Mr. had . not· fallen, equid feel the vaJJOf .of Tongues were given, the Interpretation of wh,lch
darknesc5;
and
there
C::~J,JlQ
be
no
light,
IngersQll! he gave ''a. recipe for making
was encouraging to certain lndiT!lhiahas weH a.~
hair oil;'' Let( Eldier Brad(m fix .up hi!! becaus.e of the darkne$~; neither. candles, to th.e body. Th.ls Mllsour! Reunion is the be.
owntex.t.:Qook,! so itwill.be clear fromthis neither torches; neither co~ld th.erebefh:e gl11n!ng of a great work. Bro. Swensen (who Is
Swede) said he had heard the Swedish tongue
same chiu:ge,~r i~t hit.n COme OU;t and Op· ki~,c!led wjth tl!eit; fin~. a.nd. ~xc(;l~dingidry aspoken
by one not knowing the language, and
pose the. Bible;, so we will know where to wood, 1 0 that there could no~ beany Hg):lt th111 tongue interpreted, correctly, J.y anothllr w~o
at
all;
and
there.
was
n,ot
ar1y
light
.
seen,
find him.
he knew.poaltlvely knew nothing of lt. This is
According-t~ the acco.unt given in· the neither fire, nor glirrp'!Jer, neither the sun, evidence of the genulneneu of the gift of
.BoQkof Mot~on, page +3.8, p•n~:g,raphs nor tire moon, nor ~h!'l stllrs, for so gr.eat tongues .
Eleven a. !ll·• D. C. White. The!lle, "Nece~,
3, 4, 5, there "\'as daz;kn.ess upon the. face W:e.re · t:'l;le mists of da~kn.e11s which were
s!ty of d!vlne authority." Tills wu a geod .effort,
oHhis land foti thee space of. three days, at upon. the.ft:~ceot the land;"
but as the wdter .was assisting the speaker, he
(To be. <e<>.ntinn!)d:)
the time of· (Christ's crucifiction. "The.
·
failed to get a synopsis.
:Bible says the \faz;klle&s lasted three bouz;S:,
At 2:30 p. m., F. G. Pitt; text: "Thou shalt
call h}s name Jesus, for he. si}all s.ave hiG people
qut the. Bo~k; ()f MonnQI1 ·three day~,"
from their sins,'' . . .
. .
· •
..
s~Jys Elde;r.; Br~den. Ee then proceeds to
The. S!Jeakerfelt his responsibility 1\S a teacher.
ridicule the de~cdption given of the darkThe gospel is.the greatest theme .. The Bible
n,e!ls,thatit wa,s so g.re~:tt that it. could be
LOWRY CITY, (MO.), REUNION;
· is not to be. read. as a fable,. but for the purpose.o£
Tuesday, r3tk:-Mornlng' prayer .serv!c~ was
getting prlnclplell;, for ·there. ,is 11otlilng so .1m~
· .f.~Jt, etc~, ap.d · opn~tude1l the> point .~by say:~
in g.••·...''. Sid~ey... a,.·igd.on wr.ote.th. . is. b. ig tale •..'.' ferve.nt ari.d. eplr!tual: Qutfe •a number were ad-· portant a~ ti;te means .of salvation. One fact Is
e'vldent to all; m~11klndls 11ot qccupyh)g u hJgp
· H ld
El;, 1 A
t
t ·
ministered to; .
. ... ·
•·. o .·. on' .•. '?'er ··. re• you no ge tmg
At u a. ;n., ~<'·G. Pitt. Tel't: "1\s hethlnketh ground as It ought; A la,rge nuwl:)er of people
things mixed?: You have told us all along In his heart, 30 Is he." . (Prov~), a11 d "Be nQ.t de: )Arc In bondage to fellow man,. hence.. cap. not de.that Spaulding wrotethe hist()rical, pprtion ce!ved, for whatsoever a man .soweth, that .shall veloi>; .ar~ not happy. .There Is, of course, dlffiof the Bo()~ of~ Mot::a;lon., bQ,t. now, till at he .alw reap." 1\n excellent discourse tq the cult.rto meeteverywh~re.. Happiness .In it& suO!l<:e, Sidney Rigdo!J bec(),llH~~,the his- Srdnt&.as.mlghtbe expected from .the text and preme state lsnot to be re11,che.d In this life .. The
aniltlal crea.Uon &eems to be content !nits
tot;ia
spe~.ker. ·.We regret
Wjl did not· (through a
· .l,l! B.e. tt. et. . be 1\ J.i.ttle. cat:. e.·.ful.
· · e.st.'· y.·o. u.... the
m.lsunderst!!ndlng)
geta syiwps!s.
. sph~re-not u with man, . Some. llrasping fqr
Co~yinc~ all Y\fl!Jr t!loughtfulheayers tpat
At 2: 30 p. m, J .H, Thoma~, The brother
"'ea,lth,.al),d while losing the. better part of.the!i:
your theory is !bu~ a myth. However, if ''sp<;rkf:l In a ge.n~ral way, .delivering wht~t he nature, lo$e their obje~t tOp.. It was. so with
Solot?on. A.fter a~npte experlence, he sald:
~akes but little differen~e.to us wheth,er termed. a "shcftgun" sermi:in-;:-saJd he. could kill
you attdbll~e i(tq R,i~c:l?n or S.pa\llqing. more g!lme wl~h a shot'gunthan a rifle .. He "Man· Is of a:. few days and full of trouble. All b
.·•
..
.. . ..••..•.
1!\IfOke of a mlr:;~cle
wrought
under. his. ob•erva- va,nlty; va11.lty.'' . ·.
J 118.t. . n.,x:i
.· . Uon,I:;~tely
In ~puthe:n
Mlssogrl.
. . t. u.p .,to. sui~
. ·yo.•urse. .·.lf•... We.·. .aiEl. .•.not
.Why· ·are .Breo!ous. things. hard to obtaJnl.
At 7:.3Pi R. Etzenhouseq, SJlbjeCt; "Pre~ent ·. Why Is It tha,t ITlan has de•ires he is not ara,ble to say, bu~ it may b~ the. petter way,
notwith•.~a!lding . the testimony.··. of your
Revelation," . An abre deh:nseof .. this. doctrine. Iqwed to gr.aUfy? ·.. The Bible. ans':'ers,that>in
~i~11es,$~s, th~t.1 tliEl historipal paJ;t of t~e Qnete.xtlh James: · ''If h.ny man lack ~l,dom, the be'glnnlnljl:, 11,l!. things were I' very .g«;>od," tnll.ll
•· };Jqq~ o.~ .Ms>r.• ~.o.n, . . fS. fh,y: iQ¢n.. t..i. <;i:ll. "M
..•. a.n7 •let hin). .ask <:if. Godj who giveth llber~Hy,v aH• lnc~uded .. But. man came. In c«;>ntactlwith a •
···· · F
d " ·· ·
· . b· ·" R
.S .
to the individual; wh:j1e th.e. second· text in bligh!lfig l)lflpen.ce-,tetn)'ltati<Jh lt:nd sJn, JlellC!t
1 .1 plies:
.U,~t;lpt/
Y:, C.... ~Y·
Lord./.vvl.ll
{T.•'...· but.
.. ' S',,;()U,J1
.. 1-l~· '·'
• ". w,r~t,t~n:
.. u .. · ...
d .. ·crQ.- !,!\j.n
. ..o.'s.... :.···'. "S:Urely;.the.·
. .
·.
·. . .
.d. o. .. . hp.tliln.
.· "''
.
•~~··· cha,ng~ wa~~ b,~;ougP.t. ab<?llJ/ ~·qur$e!l: peJ
o.[)ll.'\11;>' .pav.~ung.,, VV;J.~ell·)WUi'u.n ... ;;a,.,.ew •1:1ereyealetbi:lis sec.re.tstqhjsservantscthe prqph-' th,e iroundfor. thy ~a:){e;J\.J'doll't tllink'.that
1.
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Got! was angry as a natul'al fa the~, but that this.
A business meeting was held at whtch Brn. I.
world had to be «hanged to. suit man'.s cpnd!tlon;
N. White.l\nd J .. A. Robiris()n presided .. ReItwas a law being fulfilled. Man must Jearn
solved that we hold a Reunion n.ext year to .be
the. results of sin, hence he Jiveswhere he placed
known as •· the "Sottthwestern Missouri Subhimsef-under the broken Jaw: The results are . mission Reunion.''.. · .
.
. ·.. .
.
·
inherited by us to-day. We have/passions .and
After a· mot!on~;l.iu;l various amendments and
desires for which we .are not entlrelyresponsi~
substitutes, the election of a committee of five to
ble. But God has given ma11 a means by which
arrange fortime, place etc. was appointed; J.·H.
he can overcome. We have not erioughpower
Wells, I. N. White, Jr. G. Pitt, A. Lloyd, and D.
within ourselves, hence he gives us the needed
C. White. By motions the committee was given
strength. We cannot enter His presence in our
power to appoint sub-committees and to fill
natural state and be happy. Sin must be revacancies which may occur In the committe bemoved by a supreme power; hence Christ was
tween now and next meeting.
sent to "save his people from their sins." Ev~n
At 7: 30 p. m., J. A. Robinson; text, Matt. 20:
the heathen have a glimmering idea of this.
1-9: "The parable of t!le vineyard.''
But Christ did not come to save people from
The speaker showed that the favorite Interprehell.
He proposes to remove the. cause ·and
tation of this parable Is wrong, that is to apply It
thus deprive hell of its victims.
to a man's life, assuming that the first hour
Sometimes, the means are mistaken for the
laborers are those who are just starting out In
end, that is, the principles of the gospel are faith,
life; the third hour to youth; the sixth t() manrepentance, baptisms, laying on of hands, resurhood, the ninth hour to the autumn of life, while
rection, and eternal judgment. It is taught that
the eleventh hour is made to apply to old age. It
faith alone is sufficient-but not so. Faith's obis assumed that each can receive the same· re"
ject is to enable man to take hold of the means
ward, whether In the service .a life-time or a
by which sins are removed, and sins ate notreyear.
moved by faith alone. Repentance and baptism
Evidently wrong, from the reading: "The
are prerequisites to that end. Then, we are
kingdom of heaven is likened unto a householder,
given (through prayer) the power of the Holy
etc.," not a man's lije is like unto a householder
hiring laborers;
Spirit by which we can over~ome the animal
nature that is In us. Here, then, are some of the
The speaker fully represented the church's Inmeans of purification.
terpretation when he said the "householder" Is
Some think the great object of the gospel is to
the God of Heaven. The''vineyard is theearth,
get men and women to be baptized, or to get
and the laborers the servants of God sent to
them to pray; that when we do so we are adding
pteach. The first,. third, sixth, ninth, and eleventh
to God's glory .. Oh, no! these are the means.
"hours" are periods of time. or dispensations
Others think they can lie,. cheat or steal a little· commencing with Adam. and covering all· the
and then the mercy of God will save them.
subsequent history down to the second coming
When weare saved trom transgre~dng law, we
of Christ. "First hour," In time of Adam, and
are saved from sin; (and we have a part to perposterity. Then aposbacy. "Third hour,"· waS
In the time of Noah and -·posterity. Then apos'
form), or el5e the gospel is a failure.
Some of us remind me of a story. A mother
tacy and Egyptian bondage and darkness.
gave her child some plums. After eating them
"Sixth hour" wa• in time of Mo$es and children
he looked up and said, "Mother, if you don't give
of Israel, but they worshiped golden calf and a
me some more, I'll swallow these seeds."
law of carnal commandments was "added" (to
The Lord favors us and we are careless and
the gospel-Gal. 3: rg); apostacy again. "Ninth
perhaps ungrateful. . Then .we say, "Lord, if you
hour" was in Christ's and apostles' time when
don't give me a good crop, J?ll not pay my tlth·
the gospel was restored by angel!c visitation, as
ing." Our object in this life is to build character.
it was in other "hours.'' Apostacy again, Matt.
If we don't use the means spoken of <we cannot
I I: 12; Acts 20: 22; 2 Thes.s. 2: 1-7 etc.
develop.
"Eleventh hour" In our day wheri the gospel Is
again restored to J o~eph Smith in x823~3o. Mr.
Did you ever hear of "nothing but the blood of
Smith not any more:'popular in his "hour" than
Jesus," from which Is taught that Jesus washes
was John the Baptist, Moses, or Noah In .theirs.
us in his all preva!l!ng blood? This Is certainly
Some proof texts for restoration now, Matt. 24:
wrong, for we find that John the Revelator saw
14; Rev. 14:6, 7 Jews scattered, Luke 13:34,
(Rev. r: 14) those arrayed in white who had
35; but promised favor .in future at a stated time,
washed their robes In the blood, which was the
Rom. I I :25, 26. :!:,and and Jerusalem were
means furnished. In proportion as man uses the
cursed, but a restoration promised in Zech. z: rmean~, •o will he be happy.
5 and Isa. ::g, when "Lebanon is to.be turned in-·
Did you ever think that it would be lmposdble
to a fruitful field" a little while after a book comes
to make a selfish man happy? Why? His graspforth and amarvelous work commenced. That
ing faculties only Increase to Infinity, never to be
book is the Book of Mormon. If not, where· is
• satisfied. It is something like a man on the
it? Jacob's face "no longer to wax pale." This
ocean, thristy with a salty abundance around him.
Is literally so now. Lebanon is a fruitful field.
The more he drinks, the more crazed he i& with
Where Is the book, and who is doing the marvelthirst.
ous ·work and a wonder? Jerusalem is being
I believe that when we enter the other sphere,
built as a town without walls. Where Is the
we go there with the nature we d!e with. I do
"young man" spoken of? History stands as a
not claim that we can perfect our bodies, but I
witness to this eleventh hour work ..
do say we can prepare the soul for the habitation
(To be continued.)
of a perfect body in the first resurrection. Then,
"llie that is filthy is filthy 5t!ll.
The masses of mankind are not sinful wholly
ITEMS OF INTEREST.
because they desire to be, but they inherit a sinDR. BRIGGS EXONERATED.
ful, carnal body. I have been angry when I
didn't want to be, have had thoughts I didn't
New York, November 4th:-The charges
want to entertain. Can the ministry feel toagainst Dr. C. A. Briggs were dismissed by toe,
ward erring humanity as Christ: "0h Jerusa.
Presbytery to-day by a two·thirds vote, and after
!em! how oft would I havegathered you, but ye
an interesting debate. The prosecuting com·
would not,'' and thi• in tears. How was it on the
mittee will undoubtedly take an appeal to the
cross? "Father, forgive them for they know not
synod.
what they do." "Be ye perfect," says Christ to
The trial of Dr. Briggs was begun this mornus [the speaker se11med imbued with the same
Ing before the Presbytery at the Scotch church
spirit of Bympathy as Christ's spoken of above.]
In West Fourteenth street. Dr. John C. Bliss
This love in us is the strongest argument we can
was the moderator, and almost all of the 120
pn~sent. As the Muter was sent, so are you.
members were present. Dr. Briggs was on hand
Shall our warfare be a failure? Shall we not
with Charles H. Woodbury and Henry Day, his
reap? The field is broad and hardly opened.
counsel, and the prosecuting committee was
It is an easy thing for a child to enter into the
promptly on hand. After the charges, which
world, but not easy to train that child to upright
were that the defendant had taught heresy in an
principles. So it is in the g@spel. It is easler
inaugural address he delivered at the Union
for persons to be begotten in Christ than to make
Theological Seminary January 2oth, I8go, had
them men in Christ, perfect in character.
been read, Dr. Briggs made answer. After

raising objection to the formal charges, say1ng
that they misguided him, he declared that after:
repeated· rereading of the address he could see no
~rrors against the doctrines of the church, and at
the bar of his own conscience must •plead not
guilty.
After. a recess Dr. Van Dyke moved that the
charges.b~ dismissed. Dr. Briggs had met them
in.anhonest, straightforward way, had said he
was . not .conscious of having uttered any false.
doctrine, had not intended to and It would not
be to the interest of the church to push the trial
to a bitter end in the face of such an avowal:
Col. McCook urged that , unless the trll!l
proceed the Board of Discipline would become a
superfluity, and was supported by other speakers;
Dr. ThomasHast!ngs backed up the motion to
dismiss and after it had been i:tmended to read,
"in' consideration of Dr. Briggs' answer," it was
carried, severtty.one ministers ~and twenty-three
elders voting in the affirmative and twimty.sfx
ministers and twenty-three elders in the negative.
An appeal will be taken by the· prosecuting committee.
·
JAPANESE-ON THE ?MOVE;

Since the Mikado of Japan: permitted his subject~ to emigrate to other countries nearly roo,·
ooo of them have left their native land. There
are about 2o,ooo of them in. Hawaii, and more of
them arrive there every month. There is alarge
number of them in Australia.. They are to be
found In various countries of ~he Asiatic Continent, and some of them. are in: Europe. There
are about z,ooo of them in California~ and others
are constantly arr.lving theretq work in the vine~
yards. In the City of New York .there may be
200 Japanese, and there are a, few of them in
many other American cities. . Wherever they go
they have the reputation of being industrkms
and inoffensive. The population of Japan is 40,·
ooo,ooo.
Father. Fi!manoff, an othodox Russian priest
In the Province of Kasan, describes thus his visit
to the starving v!llage of Naredey:
"In the first half hour I met sixteen persons In
the death struggle. An old woman died before
my eyes. Most of the starving persons had not
tasted bread for eight days. White-faced, bleareyed, the stricken men stared helplessly at me.
They have lost even the strength required to
stretch out theft: hands In a mute petition for
bread. Only the most fortunate have. their
prayer granted; the r<!st die before· help can arrive. Before the houses, on the curbs, at the
church door, and the market place I saw the
pale, haggard, bent, arid diseased figures. Every
look meant hunger and weakness.. Some crept
along In apparent indifference and resignation;
others acted as if mad, and cried:
'Bread!
Bread! Don't let us.dle!'
"The mothers whose children have already
succumbed to hunger lament day and night.
Everything edible has been consumed. So long
as there were weeds and berries life was possible,
but when these were gone all felt themselves face
to face with death. In their despair they stripped
the leaves from the lindens, dried and ground
them and made them Into a porridge. This concoction stilled the pain for about fourteen days,
but afforded little nourishment. Then the lindens were stripped bare snd the people began to
die. Starvation makes such rapid ravages hereabouts that within eight days in ome village of
xso families forty·seven families have died out
entirely."
BARON HIRSCH'S SCHEME.

Baron Hirsch explains his recent purchase of
7,ooo,ooo acres in the Argentine Republic by saying that he believes a taste for agricultural pursuits may be easily developed in the Jews. They
have been more Inclined to trading, he thinks,
because £or centuries they have been shut out
from most of the pursuits open to Christians, and
in most countries have not been permitted to
hold land. He is now assisting all Hebrews who
wish to emlgate to his Argentine land. Every
family receives xso acres and provisions for a
year. During the second year the family must
support itself, and from tllle third year it will be
expected to pay a small rent. Emigrants who
wish to purchase the property they occupy may
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do so, but the company Baron Hir~ch has formed
will prevent any speculation in land. Those
who neglect their lands will be evicted. The
necessaries of life, small luxuries, and such things
may bil! bought at the storehouses of the com~
pany at cost price, so that no colonist will have
any incentive to start in business on his own account. "In twenty or thirty. years," says Baron
Hirsch, "l111t those of our colonists who have
prospered make tradesmen, mechanics, lawyers,
or doctors of their children, If it so pleases them;
but the present generation of emigrants must be
taught to learn and to like agriculture, so that
they may stand on a level with all races of
men,."
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Quarterly conference of the Little· Sioux District will convene at Woodbine, Iowa, Saturday
and Sunday, December 12th and 13th. It is six
months since the previous session and we hope
for a goodly attendance, also complete reports
from branch clerks. Sunday school union will
meet at same place Friday, December 11th.
A; M. FYRANDo, Sec .. Dist.
NOTICE.
To tlie Saints qf tke Independence District, Dear
Bretkren:-Our district Is a large one, too large
In area for one rrian .to give his personal supervision as district president, unless financially sustained. This is the opinion of the missionary In
charge, apostle T. W. Smith. As the present
officer is unable to make the rounds, visit and
labor in the several branch~s, the· missionary in
charge suggests a division, the boundary line to
be the south line of Cass, Johnson and Pettis
counties, then the Osage River to the Missouri;
and fgrm a southern district out of Clinton;
Lowry City, Rich~ Hill, Nevada, Eldorado and
any other branche~ that might be organized in
that territory. We hope the Saints will come to
Holden, to the con.ference, prepared to give voice
to their sentiments regarding the matter. This
will also be the tirpe for the election of officers;
come prepared to vote your choice in the selection of those officiiils who can do· the greatest
amount of good in 'the several callings.
.
JoBiN A, RoBINSON, Dist. Pres.

.A MANUAL

OF THE

PRIESTHOODi

Setting forth the'order and· nature of the Pt!esthood, and defining the duties and prerogatives
of all the Church jOfficials, including the First
Presidency; and also the .Deacons, as set forth in
the Revelations Of God and decisions of the
Church. Comp!lea from the standard works of
the Church, by Cgarles Derry, and for .sale a(
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
Pr!.ce 25 cents incl~ding postage.

SPIRITUA-L GIFT.S
AND

THE SEEJI& OF PAL:MYB..A:
BE~IJEI.,

,

Or

.

.

•

TO .tiP.I.KITIJAI.. GIFT&.

By •• :&. BOND,
:JIIIedera Preph~ts after .IUle!eat t)'luiie!
W.lte •a• Jolilepllllilaitll t
"ft'~lil lle a reU~r~eus lJIIPOl!ltOrf
Wa• he a "IBPi~U llledhtllll"f
Wllat ctoes the Blllllo llllaF abollt Jeseph
lillllitllf

Steam Circular Saw and Grist Kill,
And a span of HORSES and WAGON for sale. AddreSIIt
A. QUIIIIAND, B.ave~tsvUle, Kan.

AN UNPRECEDENTED OFFER.

Gloves Free.

755
~ISS
The Independent Patriot

DON'T

For the corning year. 'you will regret it. . Try It
Whatever other literature you have, you
need a family newspaper,
AT ONCE

One year $1. 6 months !SOc., S months 2lic.
LAMBERT BROS.,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

Last year we gave away several thousand pairs of
Gloves (and not a pair of them failed to give satisfaction), and we have made another contract with Carson, Pirie, Scott & Co., whereby we can .until further
notice furnish

The New, Revised and Enlarged Edition

THE WEEKLY TIMES

PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD;

One year and a pair of LADIES' FOSTER LACING
KID GLOVES for

Apostasy. Reformation and Restoration,

HOll READ THISI!f
011'

THE

$1.30.

Is now on sale.

.Everybody !ilun.dd Read n.

OR THE

DAILY AND SUNDAY TIMES
lly Mail three months and a Pair of Gloves for

$2.50.
They are the FOSTER LACING .GLOVES (5 hook)
THE CHICAGO TIMES is known and recognized
as the LEADING ~EWSP APER of the GREAT
WEsT, and has become .a HOUSEHOLD WORD
throughout the UNITED STATES. It is replete
with the news of the day, including Politics, Family
Literature, Market· Reports, Farm, Dairy, etc., '.etc.
The paper alone is worth the price of subscriptionONE DOLLAR A YEAR-hence subscribers secure
11 most valuable premium for ALMOST NOTHING.
In ordering state plainly the SIZE and the COLOR
desired: ·no not send postage-stamps in payment,
Re10ember, you get the BEST WEEKLY PAPER
OF THE WEST and 11 pair of FINE, FASHIONABLE KID GLOVES, furni~hed by Carson, Pirie,
Scott & Co., Chicago A~ents of Foster, Pan! & Co.1 for
the very SMALL SUM of $1.30.

.ADDREi)t: ·

THE CHICAGO TLWES CO:,
CHICAGO.

FOR SALI ON EASY: TERMS.
BEAUTIFUL LOCAUON.
'l'HE FINEST STOCK FARM
-mDxKA.LB CO., MO,
Pour llfllea from iiltewartevllle on tll.e HaDnlbal Ill$ St. Jo.
eeph Railroad. . .
· · •·
.·
· '·
Two Mtles from Clarksdale ou tile Clll.eago, Book Island
& Paciftc Rtulroad.
.
Twenty-three Miles from St; .ro.eph by Wagon Road.
In the Center of a Comm~nlty of Latter Day Saints•.
F'T~J[tn;~~·· lllacb. Havmg a Good Meeting House of
German Branch, S!xty-!lve Members, One Mile lllast.
Pleasant Grove, Sixty-e!glit MeJ;Ilbere, One and a Half;
·
·
Miles North.
De Kalb, Seventy-one Members, One
a Half Miles
South..
·
· .
·
lhewartsvllle, S!x~y-!lve Members, Four llflleJ,

and

TWO HUNDRED AND EIGHTY ACRES.
Seventy-:tlve acres II! eultiTation, fqrty in J;lleadow, balance, including twenty-Jive 11cree of timber in pasture, all
..In timothy' elove.r· and blue grass; well fenced, three-b.undredTods hedge, balan.ce three, four and live wireH good
orchard;. ope dWelling honse of seven rooms. and one of
three roows; two borne, well painted; fttted, w!th New·
ton's Patent Cattle Ties for ftfty head full-grown.~Stock,
thirty he11d of young steck and twenty horses, with.am· ·
ple reom .for seventy-ftve toJ;le of .hay; ll:OOd ~rraos.lots
with. pens under shingle roof fol onebnndred hogs; cribs
tor 8000b)lshele .of corn;. eight w:elle, good wate.r;. a Jlne
pond in .meadow, eurf11ce 25,000 teet, well stocl<ed with
ftsh; an un.limited quantity of pure, .clear water in pas~·.
tnree, pin!!d from pon<l to l\'aterinll. troughs; windwill
SUpplieS tanks in barnCaJid yards; a.gopd m.iJl Wi.th horse
power-for grinding feed, F!lirbimks~cales. e~c., etc; Also
. some ftue shOrthorn cattl~! young horses, farw~ilg lll;lpl~-.
!!lents, etc.
·
... ... . .
.. .
·
·For particular~, terms, etc .., address

J()liN Bll'BLINGTON,
.

BY WM. H. KELLEY.

. . ST- JOsE.rH, lifO.

It contains 421 page~ of closely written matter, wltb.
flt~~Aograph '"'" llkeneu of the Authll'l', and is printed in good,
readable type, with neat binding, and Is eold at the low
price of $1.25 per copy.
No one ehould be content with a copy of the tlret laaue.
Send it on a mieslonMy tour among your ne1ghhou and
friends, and purchase a volume of the New Edition to be
better pleaoed with it; and thn• son<i a th0011an<i otlafl(ldisiB
limo IM field flrith lijt/~ !Y¥' flO sacrifioo. The WOl'K 18 A LlBBA•
llY WITHIN' ITS:IlLli'; <11 ma,..,e! ~f lr$nCI\ant criticism. and log•
liec~l4d"ctioru from liilltoric~<l facts; a KEY to the right understanding of tho Bible and modern diveu" systems of
faith and warship. It. dl•cu•"es the l••n•• of theology
that are to the front to-day. No Bible BLndent Cl\n alford
.to mise reading "Presidency and Priesthood" either ae
critic or investigator. lt points out the way in which all
Christians may nnite upon a common falth-the Bibleand may be read with Interest and proftt by Skeptics and
Inlldels, It treats largely of JiUni!!lterlai AuthorIty as asooe!ated Witli the MELCRI~EDEK and AABONXO
l'BI.liii'l'HOOD!l, and the
IDEAL CHURCH Olil' NEW TESTAMENT TlMES
Is eonilpicuoualy set. forth in otrikin(}; contrast. with. the
Creeds and systems of Church building since the days of
tb.e Apoatlee, Also tho claims for the
lUJi.ijTORATION OF THE GOSPEL AT A LA'l'BR
DAY THAN THE APOSTOLIC AGlll
is Cl'ltlee.lly examined In the light of prophecy and hietory, which is a oubject of great moment to men of every
faith. .A hist&!'i.ell.i re$ume or br•'if is also inserted of the
nee and development of the "APOSTATE ca:unmr," and an
exegesis upon the 29th chapter of Isaiah, the revelat.ion
of the "SliALlliD BooK," a ecient\llc and historical reference and presentation of the earliest discov.,ery and settlement of the American continent. eome twenty centuries before tile Chrietl1m era, the ancestors of the American lndume, who they were and where they came from,
with facmlmlle• Qf their writings, the orll(in. of modern
churches and creeds, etc.
Copies may be had by addreaein!l Wm. H. Kelley, T.emple, Lake county,Ohlo; or the Herald OJilce, Lamoni,
Iowa, and from Tr~velim: Agents. Monoy orders oent to
Wm. :a:. Kelley a.llould b;; dnt•.n:o on Willou~~:llby; Ohio.
D.OBT. WINIHNG,
Presideat

D. F. NICHOLSON,

Cashier.

LAMONI STATE. BANK,

Successor to Farmers Bank of Lamoni.
Paid up Capital $25,000-00. · Liabillty ot Stockholders
$50,000.00. . . .
.. . . . .
.. .
· Incorporated under the !awl! of Iowa, Ani(. 1, 1S9l.
Sl:a: per cent-Interest. paid on time .deposita.
Ft~rm Lanrl~ and '!'own Lots for Sale.

FAilLlU !FOR SALE.
A. farm of 80 acres, 2Ji miles from W~rt, Rin)lgold. Co,,
Iowa. 40 act;es good meadow, 20 acre•. plow-land, 20 acres
tini ber; all under. good fence, di.vided in four parts; good·
houee, wit.h.4.roome above and .4 rooms below; .2 good
·well~, good stable, cribe, yarde, cave, etc,
Thie f~rm will be aold on easy term a; a amaH portion
-cash down and from two to eight years~ time on the balllnC!I.
· Jl'or further particulars call on or address,
B. F. M};LVIN, . .·
..
26sep3m
•
WmT, Ringgold Co., Iowa.

PUBLISHER'S NQTIC$.
We wish to say toour friends tnl!iour.book
"With The. Church In AnEarly Day,, is now
ready fox: mailing. To the ministry we.are.offering unusual inducements to assist in its sale and
woulcl be .!>leased .to ha:ve you send for our terms
S()On, as'the offer w!ll be withdr.awn December
ISt, t8gt. .Parties. ordering hereafter will please
notice .that the postage i~ fourtee.n cents, Instead
of eight cents, as we thought it would be. The
volume (a6. the am()unt. of postage indicates). is
la:fge; neatly 11-nd substa,nt!aUy bound .and we
think will give generaLsa,tisfact~ori. • ·. .
. · ·.
.
M~WALGJI.;
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ZION'S

I:l' l&O'l'JI BINDINGS,

uWR:AT

lS

BY l'I!LDIIR J;

R.

MAN?''

L.&.MBEBT,

ls.now ready. A thorough .treatise onlmmortlllity, and
a complete expoee of mort~>l-~oiilism; ~.pages.
Paper· covers, per copy,
50c.
cloth
'7llc.
Food for Thought, pl\per cover~ •
~ , 211c.
Per dozen
$a.OO.
Patl'iot one year And Food for Thought t.ll!li.
" 6 monthB "
71)e;
_.,.WRITBUS FOR TERMS. TO AGENTS.
LAMBERT BROTHERS,
LAMONI, IowA.

Farm

for

Sale.

Ono aad a half ml!e111. east and nor.th of Wlrt,
JllnjgiOld county, Iowa, (25 mlle.o from Lamoni), and where there is a braneh.ofthe church.

11\~
acres,
~U

FENCED INTO
SEVEN :FIELDS.
Ninety acres timothy and clover; bala.nce pasture .and farm land; 35 acres of timber, young
orchard, Jlv!ng water in putures.

Frame Dwelling of Six Rooms and Cellar.
Good well, stabling, corn cribs, etc.

Price $30 per acre. Address for terms,
N.J. KENT, Wirt, Ringgold Co., Iowa.
iloetJ!m

Prospectus of

.1.1UTUMN LE.JlYES
For 1892.
ITH January 1st, 1BQ2, our Magazine will enter upon
its 1lfth volume, and we may •~fely ""Y that never
at any previous time hRve tl\e proepect• for furni•hing
our patrons the futl worth of money inveeted been oo
good a• thoy now are for the forthcoming volume. Among
the prominent featurGe of the volume will he, the

W

Antobiorrapb.y of Ehle:r

J11~epb

Luft:',

of the Quorum of the Twelve, together with an excellent·
LIKENE!lS.of BRO. LUFF.
:A sed@s of

TALJZS WITH THE YOUNG,
by ELDER D. S. MILLS, of California, 011 evidences of
their faith, drawn from th<' prophecies, from the recorda
God has written in the rock and in the earth. •• well as
from an available source• of information. Thl6 eeriea of
itullf will be inn.luable to all who love the latter day
work. BRO. :MILLS' .LIKENESS will al•o be given.
J!:ach imene of the Magazine will contain one choic<!l
selection of MUSIC from the SAINTS' HARMONY, or
other avllllable source; "very other issue the likeness of
eomeone prominently conneeted with the work.
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE
tb.t.t we are still o:fl:'ering the ~plendid Steel Engraving of
Pres. JOSEPH SMITH, also en excellent likeness of
Elder W. W. BLAIR (the same •ize a. the steel engr!IV·
!ng) to all snbscribere who send us their names, accompauied with price of subscription and amount to conr
eo•t of m&illng, before April 1st, 1892.
Regul!\r enbscripti.on price of magazine ..... $1 1!0
Magnmne with steel engraving of Bro. Joseph Smith ................................ $1 65
lbgazine with liltene•e of Bro. W. W. B-lair $1 65
Magazine with both pictures ................ $1 711
For eight names and the moner we will send !ln extra
copy of the magazine. For five names and the money, a
copy of "With the Church in an Early Day." Each subscriber giving hie or her name to a club li6t wili be entitled to one or both of the pictures upon the marne term~
olfered to oingle subscribers; but the getter up of the
club will oecure the premium whether any piCture is
taken by the nbecriber or not.
We thank our friends for their generous, untirin~~: sup'
port in the past, lllnd •h~ll try by earnest, faithfnl.endeavor to merit it In the future. The ministry will please
remember that it give• u• pleunre to send a copy of the
:.,~~~z\'5~ !~tt~1l {~~~I,;'da~.~~~;dd~~;J;.they are in the
Send all remittances and letter~ pertaining to business
to DAVID DANCER, box 82, LAMONI, Iowa.
Send all literary matter to
17mep10t
~!L 'IIW Alf,KER, :E~Ut®ll'.

BOOKBINDING.
HERALD OFFICE BINDERYAll kinds $f Bookbinding done at Reasonablo Rate11
Herald volumes, library leather back• and corner•,
marbled edgeg ....................................................... ;$! 59
Autumn Lea.vee, halfroan, Gloth sides ..................... l 00
"
"
half imitation mororco ..................... 1 25
..
"
half morocco .................................... 1 00
•::,i,, ,,
Books of ~!milar size at same rates.
_

'c?;l":rices include oost of retuning to sender.

ENSIGN,

Pnbllslied e'very Saturday at
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.
F,G. PITT, Jlld!t~r.
l!hnbtJeriptie~ :!)rice, Ill i.OO per ::rear.
It is devoted to thtl spreading. of relltriOlll .tmtll. ae
viewed by theSidnt$. ·
·
.
· . · ·
·Each !eaue contatna a.liermon ,by one. of the minl!try,
report1 of the dilf~rent aocietilll In the ehnrch, and: ar·
~~~~~~e~rlni upon or explanatoey of the.doctnnea of the

It is the. int~ntlon t:>.make it a help to tile missionary

at )lo)lle and .in the l!elt<;.!!. eourr.e. of comfort to the

Bell'·

tere·d ones who aTe denied church privHegeu; and to bring
the Sainte into closer relationship with each other.

.AUTUMN .LEAVES,
With frontispiece each month;
·
Published monthly; 48 pages, neatly covered.

Price per yea:r

.

$1.fi.O.

IUBBATR SCHOOL BOOKS.
• Compen~ium of l!'aith1 for tb:e Higher Olll.'ll!eli.
Sprinkle~ Leather, •••• , , , ......... ~ •••••• , .1 00
'.,Muslin. boal'dli ...................... :. • • • • • • ~6:
Quootli:m Book. for Intermedll!.te Clll.'ll!es.
Lilnp !11Uslin, 25 cts. each, per dor.en .. . • • .. • .2 ISO
Queatlon Books f'or Primary 01-.
·
llmp m,ualin, U cts. each, per dO.U .......... 1 211
LJCENC.ES, NOTlUES, &o.
Eldem, Priests,. Teachers, and :Deooons Licences,
e.ach per dozen ..... • ................. ~ • ,
Baptism and ConfirmationCertidcate boob.....
Blank: Preaching Notices, per hundred •• ~......

12 ·
21S
40

.VISIONS OJ' JOSIPR SMrrH, THE SEER,
And diacc>veril!ll of Ancient ·American Records and
~li<llli with the 11tll.tement of a Convened 1ew•
:Paper oovers, 4ll pagea; ...... ~· •• ·•••• ,....... 111

Mrs. M. Walker, Editor and Fubl1sller.

TRACTS.:

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE

\1 .Truth Miule Manifeet, dozen 20cts., 100 , •• , .1 50
3. Voice of the .Good Shepherd, dozen ISc., 100. 40

4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrin~t of the Ohurch
and the Kirtland Temple Suit, doten lie, 100.. 25
260 for 60'cts, 600 . for.$1, 1,000 ••••.••• 1 ~IS
The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects, PreLAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA, . 6. requisites
and Design-and Who Shall Admin·
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.
ister; 26 . cts per dozen, per 100 ............. l '!5
1. Wh9 Then Can be Saved; dozen ISc., 100,... 40
S. l!'ulnelll! of the Atonement; dozen ilic., .00 •• 1 '!6
INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
~. Spiritualism Viewed ftOma Scriptural Standa'"" FLE;lli:.I:~n.. E · lUNDIN G. ~
point; dozen SO cts., 100.....:. , ............ 2 25
The Inspired Translation of t}1e Hqly Scrip~
10, The Narrow Way; dozen liS cts.,lOO •• , .... 1 10
tlires bound In limp leathel', flexible covers, ~lm
ll. The Plan of Salvation; do11e.n so cts., 100 •. 2 25
ilar to the binding of the Oxford Sunday &chool
12. The Bible VB. Polygamy; dozen 25 cts., 100.1 65
Teachers' Bible. Price, by mall, $4.
14. Reply to Orson Pratt; dozen 26 cts, 100 , , .1 '!6
Ui. Brighamite Idolatry; dozen.{; ctlll.,.lOO . • • • • 40
16. Potygamy: W1111it an Origi~al Tenet of the
THE SAINTS' .HARMONY.
Church; dol!fln 20 cts., 100...•.............. 1 40
(Music only.)
1'1. The. Succe~or. iri the Prophetic Office and
Leather back: and Jl{uslin sides ••. , ••••..•••. $1 60
Presidency oftheOhurch; dozen 26 cts., 100.1 '!IS
SUNDAY SCHOOL REPORT.
20. The "One Body:'' or the Church of Christ
lOcts.
This is a hlank statistical report, per dozen
under the Apostleship and under the ApOilta•
sy; dozen 20 cta.,roo •.•••,.; .............. 1 40
21. Truth by Three Witneoo!l~;; dozen 3c., 100... 15
22. Faith and Repentance;· dol!fln- lli ctlll, 100 •• ;1 10
23. Baptism; per dozen 20 cts~, 100, ........... 1 26
Revised and enlarged edition, including
24. The Kingdom of God; domn 5 cts., 100 • • • • 40
Rules of Representation,
21S. Laying on of Hands; dol!fln li cts., 100,.... 40
·~·
And
26. Mountain of the Lord's Ho.uee; doz.l'ie., 100 40
Articles of Association;
27. The Sabbath Question; dozen 25 cts., 100 •• ;l 40
29. Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doc(!llotll. boU:ud: ....... ,., ....... price 50 senti!.
trine and Oovenantl!l; dozen 6 cts., 100 ...... , 40
SO; Origin of the Book: of Mormon; dol!fln ..... , 15
SUNDAY SCHOOL
per hundred .............. ; ••••••. :.. ...... 1 10
lH. What is Truth f and True Orthodoxy? and
TEAORERSt LESSON HELPS,
an Evangelical Church.? dozen 5 cts., 100... 26
For Intermediate Question Book and New
250 for 60 cts., 600 for $1, 1,000 for ......... 1 ~~~
Testament Classes--,of use in all classes. Single
32. Which is the Church; dozen 6 cts, 100 • • .. 40
copies,
centm per year.
36. The Spaulding Story Re"Examined; dooon.. 20
per hundred ................... , ... , ••• , •.1 25
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
41. The Gospel; dozen 6 cts., 100 for :15 cts., 250 50
In muslin, 26ct!~:, t!)n or more, eooh...... •• • • •. flO
500 for $1,1,000 tor ......... , .... , ....... 1 75
· In paper 15cts., ten or more, each· •••• , ••••• , • 13
42. Rejection ofthe Chureh; dozen 15 cts., 100.1 10
This is the notorious "Manuscript Found,'' written
43. :One Wife, or Many; dozen 25 ctlll, 100 ..•• 1 75
by.Rev. Solomon Spaulding, about which eo much h1111
Trial of. the Witnelll!es to the Resurrection of Jebeen said in connection with the theory that it furIIUII Ohrimt; 6 cts. each, per domn .•• , ••• , • • • 'ISO
nished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the chief
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100.,... •• • • • 16
ground work and materia.l from which to write the
An 8S!!Ortment of Tracts. • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • .. 35
Book of Mormon.
1.USCELLANEOUS.
CERTIFICATES AND REPORW.
The Problem of Hum~~on Life Here and Hereafter
Br11.noh Statistical Reports, per dol!fln,......... 40
by A. Wilford Hall, 644 pages, muslin ••••••. 1 50
Annual Statistical Reportlll, two for. • . . • • • • • • • •
6
Universalism Against Itself, 386 pages, muslin
Certific!l.tes of Baptiam and Membership, per dOlL 12
by A. Wilford Hall ................... , ... 1 00
Certificates of Removal, pel' ·dozen • • • • • • • • • • • • 12
Josephus, complete, library leather ••••.•.•••• 3 50
Marriage Certificates, per dozen • • • • • • • •• • • • • • 26
Gibbon's Decline and,Fall of the Roman Empire,
JOSEPH THE SEER.
munlin boards, 6 volumes .................. 4 00
His Prophetic Milll!ion Vindicated, and the
Mosheim's Ohurch History, 2 volumea ••••••••• 4 00
Divine Origin of the Book ofMormon
Baldwin's Ancient America (illustrated) .•••• , •• 1 80
Defended and Maintained.
Rollin's Ancient History, two volumes in one ..• 4 00
The Koran, library leather ..••.• , ............ 2 25
(New and Revised Edition.)
Gieseler's Ecclesiastical History, from A.D. 1 till
Paper covers, 200 pagoo .................... - Sll
1854; muslin boards, 6 volumes., •.••....•. 10 00
Muslin binding....... • ................ , •• 51
The EccleaiMtical History of Eusebius Pamphi·
This is reply by Elder W. W. Blair to Elder W ·
Ius, Bishop of Oeesarea and Palestine ••••••• ,2' 00
liam Sheldon of the Second Advent Society, and i~ l·J
Cruden's Complete Concordance·of Bible •••••• 1 ~5
Important work to be in the hands of the ministry of
Bible Text Book •.••.•••.. , ................ 1 00
the church; and it ie a most excellent one to be circuApocryphal New Testament . , •• , • • • • ••••••• 1 65
lated both in the church !!.nd. among those without,
Elders' Diary, by Joseph Luff' ••••• ,.......... 30
abounding in proofl! never before presented in defenoo
Emerson's Ready Binder, Herald and Rop«t s!M. 81i
of Jooopb. Smith and the Book of Mormon. __
-··-):sYTHE (--·-·

Board of Publication of the Reorgauized Church,
at their Publishing House i'!l
·

RULES OF ORDEI AND DEBATE,

so

a
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" RliAJUOillf ro TJ!I:lll WoBD OJ!' THll LoRD: li'OB ',I'HBBE SHJ.LL NOT J.NY MAN AXON!! YOU RAVJI 8A111! 1'f Bll Olllll · Wlll'.llr .A:ND
HB SHALL RAVE NoNE."-Pag<~116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIBVll THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE,,WoriN BUT ONE Hu&B.urn: lllXClll"r IN CAs:a OJ!' DliA-.ru,
ra AT LmEBTY TO MABRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandment&, see. 1091 par. 4.
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Lamoni, Iowa, Nove!I!-ber 28, 1891.

38.-Whole No. 966.

THE SAINTS' HERALD:
Olllclal Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saiuts.
PtnlLISHliiD AT LAMONI, DECATUR COUNTY, lOW.A.

Price $a per year, $r for si11 montka
The Traveilng Mlniatry, District and Branch Pr.,sidents,
omd .the BiahoJI'S Agents, are requested to solicit new sublerlbers, and help build up the paper ~>nd the publication
clet>artment.
:Busines& Letters and l'!ubscrlptlono must be sent to David
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Registered Lotter, or Expresa.
Entered as second,clas• ·matter at Lamoni Post Olllce.

JOSEPH SMITH}
W .. W. BLAIR·
R.S.SALYARDS -

EDITORS,
AsSISTANT EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, Nov. 28, 1891.
DILIGENCE DEMANDED.
J~ H. WELLs, in a letter in the
Ensign for the,7th inst. has well said,---'
"The mystery of :~,11 mysteries. to me is,
how a man w!'lo has been called to the
ministrycan k~ep still, stand silently on
the stream of time and see souls drift to
eternity not properly prepared, and they
in. part .to blar):le." And yet this very
,thing is done, and repeated, as the church
is well aware, for their slackness in duty
is. notorious arrd~.cannot fail to bring both
reproach and l~ss to tbemseives, as also to
the church as ta whole. Such examples
are pernicious. ~nd ·obstructive. Ministers
of .thi§l kind shquld be "judged according
to their works,'f and measured according
to "their fruits," :~,nd all should. bear in
mind that Goci "i!l. no respector of persons;" .~tso tha~ the Lord· says, "Where.fore, now let ~very man learn bis duty,
and to act in tbe office in which he is ap:
point¢d, in alf diligertce, . He .that is
.slothful shall not be accounted worthy to
stand, and he tl;lat learns. not his duty, and
shows b,imself h.ot approved, shaH not be
. counted worthy to stil;nd.
Ev.en so.
Amen.n--:D. G. 104.: 44·
Each ministt'lrshouldexaminehis work
ap.d his desires ~o preach Cl:uist and save
souls, l~st cond)'!mnatwn confronts him to
his shame and ruin.
ELDER
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POLITICSLA,ND R,ELlGIONISTS
... IN UTA.H;

Utah,f Nov. 2 •.~In the .course of his
ser}.1lon in the ·tabernacle this ·morning du~i11g
. t!':e regular conferenCe 'Services .Pres. Jqseph ·F.
·•··· Sm,ith made a strong de fen~~ ofRepllblicanism ...
. :This. feature. of his discourse caus.ed much com·. ;( m~rit; a great deal of it being uni!l.vofable .. ·It is
·.· •. ·.• p~eplyregretted .. H~ also..defendedJohn :flenry
•. S:tnJth. Ref(lr~nce to P()litic.tl ma~ters .was also
!Dade ~.r f'res. C~npon,but of. an im,parti~! char.
, ~h!le ;I> res. ,W<;>o.druff. referred to PC)litic.s
''LOGAN,

No. 48.

but was wholly impartial. Pres. Smith, how- .and intent of the objection being that they
ever, was strongly Republican. At the conclu- .must not figure in politics as a factor
sion he apologized for Introducing the subject. affecting the issue in any degree, or they
The Republicans believe the ~ddress will J)e a will be an objectionable element in the
great help to them. The Democrats· think it strife. Whether this is the nature of the
will affect zome but. will make no material dif- objection alluded to in the extract above·
given we may not say; but we dq hope
ference."
that now that it has been so long urged
It would seem from the foregoing that that the Mormons should think, every
it is becoming more and more diffi.cult for man forhimself, the fact of men essaying
the .leaders of the U tab . people to plea!;e to do so will be met in good faith, and
their fastidious neighbors. It has heen they be allowed credit for their manliness
claimed that the leaders governed the peo- in doing it. At present outlook it does .
ple, and that they were as a mass all voting not appear to be pleasing to those who
one way; now it appears that there is a may have directed affairs in the past; and,
divieion of political sentiment, and J9hn whether it does or does not, we can only
Henry !Smith and Joseph F. Smith, wait and hope for the credit of the men
cousins, take the Republican stand, and,it who .dare to think that they will assert
displeases.
themselves in maintenance of their right;
From what we have gathered from tbe
news of affairs in the mountains,. at 'the
break in the People's. Party; whether r.eal, THE CHRISTIAN SABBATH, OR WEEKas they themselves claim,or seeming, :arid
LYREST-DAY.
for effect as the Liberals, asserted, Jphn THE above is the. caption of a work now
Hen:ry Smith, one o'f the apostles espoused in press. from the pen of Elder C9lumbus
the Republican side; Cannon, Caine at)d Scott. We hope it will" be on the market
others the Democratic' Undoubtedly,rt}le by or before January ne:x:t, for it is much
apostle was earnest and zealous, and it is needed, and has been anxiously waited for
possible ·created more of a .sensation tpan by those knowing that Bro. Scott had un.his brethren deemed good; so, it ;was dertaken to prepare the. wor.k.
The
thought best to restrain him a little; to writer has prepared his .work with. due
which he did not take kindly. And ftofll care and presented in a concise, clear, and
the extract above given, it .appears that very skillful manner, giving evidence that
Joseph F .. Smith, upon emerging into.t!'le he thoroughly understands what is nee.ded
public life of his leadership again, has d~- and is amply qualified to supply that need.
fended his cousin i.n the stand he took in It is a work that will commend itself
politics, and thus stirs the excitement into wherever read, a work that will go far to
new heat. Well, what of it? Monrio~s supply:~, long .felt want t6'Uching an imas well as others are subject to differet)ces portant matter, not alone among the Sa\nt13, ·
of opinion, :tnd why, should they not be but also abroad in all classes of Christian
entitled to hold them?
society.
.
It is alle~.ed that the differences of
The effort has been to make the work
political opinion existing between Joseph com pletein the range and treatment of all
and Hyrum Smith led .to disaster; t!Je.one its detaiJs aJ;td yet put it within the reach
taking a positive stand while the othef re- of all who desire one ofits kind. 'It will
mained quiescent; thus permitting tbe be about the size. of "Joseph th~.Seer,"
people, who at the time he.ld the "balance will be bound in limp cloth, and paper,
of poli~ical power in the state to vote ,as a and will be. sold, postage paid,·.at fifty and
unit, thus antagonizing the party agaimt thirty cents per copy, with usual discounts
which. their votes were counte:d, and ;giv- to agents.
ing rise to all the bitterness oLpartizim
The following is an outline of the substrife.
jects treated in its various chapters;..,...-Two
Whether this allegation: b.e tru~ or false, systems of divine Jaw; The. t.wo systems
S() far as .the effect wrought against them
of worship; The weekly Sal;> bath orRest"
was concerned, i~ did intensify the hate .of D!!y, under the Law; The Eden Idea. of
some portion of· the elements arrayed .in the Sabbath exam:ined;.Abrogation ofthe
the political strife; put in our judgm(lntit La...v given at Sinai; Tbe first covenant
.would have ,been the same if. there had was faulty; Th~ weekly Sap bath ofthe
been a pi vision of such a·nature that the Law; The Covenant,..;..,t})e ten"comrnandSaints had been about equally divided., a ments; '(be Decalogue .not transferred to
I!IDa1l ri:u<j{)dty qeirtg for. the .. one •or the. tl;n~ ·N e.w Cqvenant; .,The weekly R.e~t-:
othe.r side' the same complaint W()Uldhave Day u.nder the· (7osp~l;. The . Lord's Day
lain •. · And unless there hadbeen an.abso" ..;.,the F'irst d:~,y qf .tile. .week; The first
lute equality, so th~t the one.half•nepttal- day of tpe week appointed by our Lo~<i
ized the oth~r half. exactly, the same ~gm- . and his apostles asth.e.~eeldy rest~day<a11d
p~aint•would. hw\tc;: peen made; the· e~ect ·. fortf1e celebration.ofpublic worship~ b
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was flot appointed by tb~ Jto~an.bish~ps,
nor by Constantine theGxel:lt· 'fhese divis~
ions and sub-divi.sio11s are tre!ated lu~:idly•
ll11d conClusively in .the light of Holy
Scripture and ecclesiastical a.nd profane
history •.. We fe~l .assured no 0!1C will read
·this work and riot feeL largely benefited
and encoura~ed thereby.
· To. tlfe.se chapterds add.ed a supplement
by .Elder W. W ~ Blair, setting forth, from
competent authorities, the important fact
that, the first day of the week frqm the
time ofthe ct1,1cifixion, was know:n as at}d
denominated ''the Sabbath," ."the first of
the. Sabbaths," etc., by Matthew, Mark,
. Luke, John, and also by Paul. ·
.Send in your orders at once for this.valuable work and do what you can to. get it
into circulation freely w:here needed.

TH~ SAlN~fS' HJiRALD

. ::c:~~t !\~

·==·:·_==:

men on the same from the small part we did ·· the mer lns!~ted that bricks .were .at the bottom
ofthe.well:•
..
· . ·.
· ·· . .
; ,;~ :·
hear. Ho~eve~, assome think that this is f~om
"As there were no brick houses 1f1 the town and :...
want of assert!yeness on our part, we .will s.tate
there nt!Ver has been, It could not be believed; .·
that to
us, the drift of the.· debate
the merits
but the! strong asser.tions of .the drillers Induced .
. .. · . . . . ·
.. ·.· imd
.
.
many people to visit the p!ace, and while quit~ a,
of the case were very one,sided, and. that not
crowd. was .around the lwell hole, the men
£1l:vorable to the claims of Strang. · We are
brought up. to the surface a lotpf mud fromth~
a,war:e .tli:at religious prejudice Is &trong, yet all
bottom and examined it a:s they.had dorrefr()~
mutt admit that any system or creed of religion
the time they found the brick residue. In the,
that does not make Its votaries and followers
mi\SS of mud was a small;pieceof metal, which
was clea.nE~d off and was.:found to be a .piece of
better citizens. of a State, and me.mbers of socimoney •.
ety; that does hot elevate men and women !ill all
''lhe coin :Was octagonal In shape and had
walks oflffe, Is a: false creed; and worthy t;mly of
hieroglyphics on It which could not be d~~~
ciphere<f', but which e:vlli~rttly :were. meant .to
condemnation: Such, the debate ~howed, was
represent the vajue, of !h~ piece .. It was totally
~trang's, evel!l as presented by Mr. Watson.
different from anything ev'er seen in this. neigh~
While we cannot acceptall the doctrine put
borhomJ,, and the piece was brought to this city,
Jorth 'by Mr. Blair, yet his .creed, If lived ':JP to,
where it was shown . to nl)mismatlsts, but .all
igreed· in pronounciqg tt• beyond their knowlwill make Its adherents better c!tlzen.s. ;;nd m()re
. ·.
.t
·
.
worthy of confidence and respect. The debate edge.
"It Is claimed by antiquarians here that th~
was.taken down in shorthand,.and will' probably
bricks. and coin ar.e the tellcs of a prehistoric
be published In ·full ih the Saints' Herald and the .face which lived here iriany years before the
OUR BINDERY.
Pen and Platform, paper~ of thatdenominailon." Indians, and who built the pavements and roads
which were discovered at· Memphis on the other
·THE Herald readers will pardon us for·
side of the river above'he're. The coin w!ll be
saying again that the bindery is now in
s~nt to the Smithsonian Iristitutlon for .examina~
condition to turn out work rapidly. Five FROM . the Pittsburg, (Penna.), Lead~r:, tion; but the owner says'it will take a large
persons lire now etpployed iii it, with am- for November 6th, we clip .the extract amount of inpney to buy it, as he thinks It is
worth a fortune to someone!'
ple room, and all kinds of work from the givenbelow.

..

.
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simplest up to fine embossed, can be speedily done~
Send up your binding anq help the
work forward.

One of the best arguments against the
Book of • Mormon we ever heard was
rnade at Hi.Jlsdaie, Iowa, many years ago
in a discussion bmtween Rev. Daley, Presiding Elder .of the M. E. Church Conference in that region, and a local M. E.
REM.EDIES FOR DIPHTHERIA.
DISSOLVE ten grains of Sulpho-carbonate preacher named Kelley, ami our Brn.
of Soda in a half glass ot water. Take a William H. and E. L. Kelley, the arguteaspoonful every fifteen minutes until the ment was that the book mentioned that
parasite is removed. Take afterwards as the people had coins in use in their traffic;
but while Roman coin. had been found in
needed.
some places, and old Spanish coin in others,
Dissolve enough Blue Vitriol in a half no coins, which could be safely identified
glass of water to make the water slightly as those named in the Book of. Mormon
blue. sw .. b the throat frequently, but had ever been found that he had ever
avoid swallowing the liquid, which is . heard of. His idea was that as. gold and
poisonous. Apply raw onions to the silver would not corrode and waste away,
throat; also take a few doses of Sulphur had there been coins in existence on this
land at the time named, it was fair to preand Cream of Tartar.
sume that some of them must have come
t!o light, and the fact that none had,. was
A GOOD ANTISEPTIC SOAP,
An antiseptic .soap for physicians and strongly against the book. At the time
nurses which has been found to possess we were not a weare that¥ coins had been
the property of closing scratches and heal- found, of such a character that they could
ing sores and cracks has been. introduced not be identified as either Roman or,Spanby M. Vigler, and is having considerable h>h, but afterward learned by Bro. Ells
sale in Paris. It is mad.e of twelve parts that there were some in existence. We
dried sulphate of copper incorporated with also heard from others a similar statement.
eighty-eight parts of any good soap ma- It may be that even now there may be a
terial. The product has a pleasing green further corroboration of the wonderful
tint and 'is devoid of any irritating action.- story of the Book of Mormon in store for
the elders in the finding of coins which
Scientijic American.
may be safely identified as the ones in use
in the Book of Mormon times. We shall
WE looked for some notice in some of the trust s0 anyway.
local press where the debate between "MONEY DISCOVERED BY WELL BORERS
Bro. W. W. Blair and Elder Wingfield
OVER A HUNDRED FEET BELOW
Watson was held, concerning that discusTHE SURF ACE ..
sion; but all that we have seen is the
.«A Helena, Arkansas, telegram says: A most
following from the East Jordan, Michi- remarkable find is reported from the little town
gan, E?(terprise, for November 12th. It of Laconin, about twenty-five rri!les south of this
city. A well has been drilled on a farm at the
speaks for itself:
"We have been taken to task by some of our
readers because no detailed report has been made
of the Blair· Watson debate on the Strang q uest!on within the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints. The reawn for our silence Is that
as It was impracticable for us to attend and hear
the entire debate, we might err In giving judg-

edge of the town, and when they had gone to the
depth of 125 feet the drillers reported that they
were In some peculiar substance which was hard,
yotit was not rocks. They examined the drilllngs, and said they were passing through a layer
of bricks, as nothing .else would give the peculiar
appearance to the drillings. As the drill was at
such a depth that it was COI')sidered impossible
for bricks to be burled they were laughed at, but

'

'

THosE of our readers who are acquainted
with brethren Phineas and William C;
Cadwell, father and !ion, of Logan and
Woodbine, Iowa,.and who have learned
something of the trouble they have been
in will . be pleased to read the following,
which we take. from the Council Bluffs,
Iowa, Weekly Globe, <;>f November 13th.
We congratulate our brethren on theoutcome of their trouble.
GOOD NEWS FOR THE CADWELLS.
Logan, Ia., Nov. 9.-Saturday in the district
court of this county the last of the cases against
P. and W. C. Cadwell who had been Indicted for
fraudulent banking, obtaining money by false
pretense and for larceny by embezzlement, was
dlspo,sed of; In eight of the nine cases against
them the verdict of thejury was not guilty. In
the larceny ease the court dismissed on his own
volition after the evidence for the state was introduced. The Cadwells have been residents of
this county for thirty-seven years. This verdict
fully established the high opinion in which they
have been held by all who dealt with them prior
to their unfortunate assignment.
ELDER R. M. ELVIN TO THE LINCOLN
PUBLIC LIBRARY.

WE are requested to publish the following,
which will explain themselves. We do so
with pleasure, as it is due botb the Saints
and Bro. Elvin.
WILBER, Neb., Nov. 6th.
Editors Herald:.:_Durfng the winter of 1890- ·
91, I solicited of the Saints in my missionary
field, sufficient money to purchase a complete set
of all the bound books, published by the church,
as also the books published by the brethren.
February 27th, 189r, I presented the same to the
"Lincoln Public Library." Will you please pub•
!ish this, with letter of acknowledgement, and
oblige.
RoBERT M. ELVIN.
LINCOLN, Neb., Nov. rst.
RoBERT M ELviN, Dear Sir :-As Secretary of
the book committee, I acknowledge with pleasure the receipt of the books donated by the Re
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organized Church of the Latter Day Saints; and
will add that any other books concerning the
history of your church and Its founder, will be received with thanks and a speedy acknowledgement from the book committee.
Yours respectfully,
LAURA B. PoUND, Sec. Book Com.
WE commend the editorial chat in Hope
for this week, and readily respond that so
far as we can, we will help. But how?
We have tried from time to time to point
out methods by which the contributors to
the Hope columns could be improved, and
its little letter witers helped to think of
something to write that will be interesting
to others to read, so that the children
would get out of the prosy, hum drum
style that makes all the little boys anJ
girls write letters just alike, or so much
alike, that all one has to do is to chan~e
the name of the place written from, and
the writer's name at the bottom, and the
letter is written.
Several times when we have called attention to this, it has beet?- misconstrued to
restrict the little tolks from having their
say, and some have been offended. Now,
'what would' you think of a mother, or
father who has two or thee, or more children, who would send. them all to a day
school entertainment to take part therein,
all having the same little piece to speak,
one after the other. Would not the superintendent be: justified in keeping all the
little talkers 0 ut of the stand but one. Certainly, say you. Well, suppose .that not
only one fa~ily, but each family in _the
neighborhoo?, all had. the same little ptece
to sing, or 'speak, one after the other;
what sort. of an entertainment would it
be;. "I
.·We sugge~t that while thinking about
helping.the pope, you think of .this also,
and see if you cannot understand,. and let
an improverr)ent be made.

=:::::;=========:::::::=

EXTRACTS FROMLETTERS.
·
!
·
S ·· · f
Bro.Jpsephl)ewsrtqp en. writes rom
M~nchester,·England, October soth:
·"We are rnoying along much as usual here,
We have six .names in for baptism in Mall·
chester brancij. Had a splendid reunion at
Leeds the 17th and z8'h lnsts."
Bro. J. S. :Roth,. Grove Hill, Iowa, 9th
inst.: .. . ;
. ..
.
.
"We are ha~ing some lively time.s .here. Han
a chunk of a debate last night; it was tr:uly
laughable. I :wanted it to continue ten nights,
but the pettifogger flew the track. We expect to
" remain in this. vicinity till December 8th."
· Iho. J. q. Clapp, Looking Glass, Oregon,.6th inst;:
.
··.
.·.
·
"I baptized four at Dram, Oregon, and lef~
many enquiring, but had to leave to fill other
pressing en~agements."
Bro ...
R. Cook, writing from Sacratriento, California, Nov: •.8th.:
<~We are having excelleQt meetings in Sacramenf()- Some to be baptized soon, as I under,
stand. We have had aremarkabl;t p}easant Fall
faz:~only
light rain
.. Bro~ Lawn Is doing
· asogood
work one
in Modoc
County,
. Bro: George Adkins· from WaKenda 1
Noyemher 13th: . · ·..·
·'
.belonged. to the church sotrie over a
now;. and I. am glad thl\t I. have fo~~dthe

r

true Church of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.
Bro. R. L. Ware has been preaching here and
has done good to the cause here; although there
are· many predudiced people here. We have
prayer meeting every Sunday, 3 p. m. We
trust we shall build a good branch here.
Sr. Lucinda Dowker, writes from Bay
Port, Michigan:
.
"l know this work Is of God. I was baptized
June 9th, 1890, and am glad that I ever embraced
the gospel.''
Bro. Joseph S. Lee, writing from Tooele City, Utah, November 13th, says:"! Intend to return to Salt Lake to-morrow. I
have obtained the ·Methodist church in Tooele
for the winter, also the church at Lakeview Is at
my service. I have held two services here, and
have distributed about two hundred tracts.
Shallspeakagaln to-night. I have fair congregations, although I have a Phrenological lecturer,
sleight of hand performer, and the church here to
compete with.
"I am treated very friendly by the people here.
They acknowledge that I guessed well, when I
told them. that this. territory would be overrun
by the Gentiles and they would be forced to aban·
don polygamy. This I told them twenty-five
year$ ago."
Bro. E. L. Kelley wrote from Plano,
Illinois, November I 6th:
"We have had snow and rain here since Saturday.
The Sunday's services were fairly attended however, and we felt fairly well in tlie old' stone
church talking of the faith, The afternoon wu
occupied with a Sunday school recitation programme; :which gave joy to tht.> little folks; hope
and doubt occasionally mingled .on the face of
their worthy, patient Instructor, Sr. White; and
pleasure to us quiet listeners.. Bro .. W. VIckery
took charge of the preaching services in a quiet
unassuming way, and is the right man in the
right place. Plano. has a large body of live
Saints, Is much as of yore.; and· the.nuljlber of
Saints left are hopeful In the ;:am~e of th,e Master."
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class manner and are creditable to the office.
We can assure all sending in publications
for binding that. results. will_ be satisfactory
to them. Our bmdery ts Cj_utte a feature to
the Herald establishment, and substantial
and neat work is guaranteed,
Elder J. R.. Lambert when last hettrd
from was at Snyder, Oklahoma. Had
preached nine times, some receiving the
word kindly, others becoming restless.
Would likely remain a week longer.
Bro. G. W. Ammerman, of Hart, Michigan, asks that the word be preached there
where Bro~ J. ]. Cornish awakened quite
an interest a few years a~o. The people
wish to hear more. He mentions Mr.
Albert Essner, now of Havelock, Pocahontas county, Iowa, who then heard the
word and desires the Iowa ministry to call
and preach at Havelock.
Bro. Paul Groover, living some fourteen
miles southwest of Lamoni, in Misssouri,
exhibited at the Herald Office, on the 18th
of November, the right half of a pair of
antlers which must have been borne by a
patriarch of the wild herd. It measured
four feet from base to tip, had six prongs,
and the pair must have had a spread of
from six to seven feet. The pair With the
head were found on Bro. Groover's place
in Missouri, some ninety rods south of the
Iowa line, by his son. The antlers must
havo lain where they were found a long
time, as the bones of the head were quite
decayed, and the horns show signs of the
gnawing. tooth of time. The deer have
passed on, and only a relic here. and there
remains to tell what animal life once occupied the "places now teeming with the
dominant race of men~the Anglo, Saxon.

EDITORIAL ITEMS.

BY a copy of· the Oakland, Calilornia, •
Enquirer, we ~See that the church on Har- THE following telegram from the Chicago
rison street, Oakland, is for sale or to let.
Terms liberaL Bro. William Hart is agent
for it. It is. a neat little place, and it. is too
bad that our folks are .not strong enough
to keep it, but we presume.,> they are not.
There was quite a mortgage on the little
place the last we knew in regard to it. ·
Bro. W. W. Blair returned Th).lrsday
the 19th inst. from Runnells, Io.wjt. He
·
d
reports a profitable meeling .at the d~ icatio1:1 of the Union Church there. He held
s.ervices on Monday al'}d Tu:~~sday e~enings
following the dedication. Prospects are
good for .further growth in church. work.
Dr. ~ence 1 now .. a member of the church,
told him while there that the BradenKelley debate at Lamoni, last.May~served
to·.· con. firm him· in ..th. e .be.lie. f of th.e do_ctrines taught .by the Latter Day Saints;
On Wednesday he held an interesting
service in the Saints' Chapel in East· Des
Moines •. The Spirit of the. Lord cheered.
and comforted the. hearts of all present.
Bro. Blair will a sist in. t.he. dfl'dication of
the Sain:ts' new. chapel at Parnell City,
Nodaway c<:»untyr Missouri,. the 29th inst.
and tnaY spend a few daysthere preachittg
the word, ·. ·
. Mn
. App.le..by·.,t. h. e.£.<>...r.e. rrian. ofth. e_ ._Her..ald
Officebin~ery, has j'Ust show~ us ~ t;tutp,
her of bound volume.s of the J.1tllenzal
•Stl,lr a·nd otheF publications •. · .The/se1 W;jth.
other books bpU:nq here, 11ted?11e injir~t~

7 ribune of the 1zth inst. shows th11t the
lines are heing hardly drawr1 in the affairs
of .the Utah Mormon Church., It is .an
extreme measure and partakes of the na·
ture of unneccessary harshness.
ESCHEATED,
SALT LA.K.E CtTY, Utah. Nov.zz.-Judge Zlj,ne
to-day rendered a judgment eschea~ing from fhe
Mormon Church. for the benefit of the s.chool
fund, under t.he Edmonds-T1,1cker act of !887.
the. tithing office. the Gardo House. fhe. historian's
office, and the church farm, This Is a specific escheat after the United States. Supreme Court de·
cislon affirming the .validity of the escheat Jaw
ana general proceedings thereunder.

OLD LANDMARK GONE.
:THE Carthage, lllinoil!, Republican, for
November uth,contains .a sketch of the
old Hamilton House, a hotel made famous
in history J:,y its locality, and many inci'
dents, historical in. their significance, from
it we quote:
Purlng the Mormon ascendancy Joseph and
Hyrum Smith were frequevt,guests, usually occupying tqgetherthe soutl;J. 'ropm.ln the building
now being torn down. The first Masonic. lodge
ever.'he>ld in the town was In the north .room of
the. same building.. Judge Hamilton, a son .of
the buUder, has arranged to h;rye some ofthe oak
flooring of that room made into<a Masonic. altar
by Mr,W¢. Bartels for the lodge room .in this
. city.. '\Vhen·Joseph:and Hyrum Smith were
killed apbe old ja!l()I).June ~7 • .z844•. their bodies
. were. ,tl\ken to th~ Hatl1ilt~n. hotel ..vvJ1ere they
were p~aced .in rouJ"h coffi11s ~!ld by :Mr.. Ha'n:)ilton .
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followTaylor]
wounded
the mob orr
one offhe upper room's
to be. taken .. home. On the
r8sr, the cholera broke out in
The first victims were Ada
Hamil ton, a
of Artois, an: a· a Miss. Orind~
Chapin, both of
.that day. Mrs. Harrliltim1 daughter Amelia, .son Marvin; and M .. B.
Fristoe, a clo~k peddler, died the follow.lng day.
The father 6£ Miss .C~apin died at Warsaw from
the same disease a day or two.after. During the
pestilen:te the town was nea.rly depopulated, but
few persons remaining to care for the sick and
bury the dead .. Mr. I::Iamilton leased the hous.e
in ~852 to Mansfield P2tterson, who kept it as •a
hotel until sometime next year when it was sold
to C. S . .l::Iamilton, who kept. it as a· hotel until
1883 or '84. Since that time it has been used for
wareroom, carpenter shop and the like.

prove 'a safe course to pursue.
write to the Home Column my experience over
this matter that you may. all know something of
my position here.
I was .somewhat opposed to thePrayer Union
until we eame to Denver, Colorado, on·our way
, to this place, attel.llded but. one meating whi!e
there, and finding so much of the Spirit of the
Lord, and strength and power with them that I
became. a convert. While in San Francisco I
attended another, entering th.e room a stranger
to s,everal, while others I had only met once at
preaching i!ervice. Before the close of this meeting our heart!; were drawn together in unison
and we :were made to rejoice, and precious. words
of eomfort spoken by the Spirit to me w:u given
WE comrr1end the advice given below to through the president. Two ladies of other dethe readers of the HERALD, to be read to nominations were present, and seemed to be
the boys for their acceptance and guidance. wrought upon In: a measure. After the meeting
,cle~ed they paid h1 their money.
. We clip it from one_of our exchanges.
At Oakland I learned they were having good
BOYS.
Treat your mother ·as politely as if she were a: meetings, the sisters· I talked with had much to
say about it. I did not then think or premeditate
strange lad jr.
Be as kind and· helpful to your sMer as to
what I w.ould do, or. would not do on our arrival
other boy's sisters.
.
to.this plllce, only to do whatsoever my hands
Don't grumble or refuse to do some er~and
found to do, (a saying of good old Father Ells),
w):J.fch must be done, and which otherwise takes
in the line of duty, as each .day would bring its
the time of someone who has more to do.
Have your mothers and sisters for your best
own. Found the sisters meeting as in the days
friends.
of Elder Grouard when here, so they say and
'Find some amusement for the evening that all
only from three to six atten~ed, and but very
the family can join in, large and small.
little interest. The thought occurred to me to
Be a gentleman at home .
.Cultivate a cheerful temper.
.
get them to organize after the manner in
If you do anything wrong, take your. mother
America as I had seen arid read of In Herald
into your confidence.
which was accompllshea with an attendance
Never lie about anything you hwV"e done.
always from thirteen to eighteen, s0 me taking
" part who were never known to before In meeting;
different ones opening the services at different
times. At one time the, president IllY sick nigh
EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES. '
unt\) death-we :wer.e expecting to hear any hour
of her death. We met at the U$Ual hour under a
PRAYER UNION.
gloom, for we loved. her. With what few words
SPECIAL REQUEST FOR l"RA y'E::R.
of tpeir tongue I could s~eak, and what one sisSr. Emma Drown, Cam~rt;h, Missouri, r.eter could· undentand of ·my, tongue, I succeeded
quests the prayers of tke "Union" in her behalf.
in: getting her to understand my meaning, for
She has been longaffiicted, but earnestly desires,
us all to pray for Sr. Tuanna. She told the rest,
H it be God's will to be spared to raise h®r little and when on our knees we arose not till nine
family.
prayers were ·offered. At every mention of her
Sister Mary E. Beatty, of Limerick, Ohio, asks
name the Spirit woula fall upon me, and during
the prayers of the Union in behalf of her father,
one prayer it manifested to me she should arise
T. J. Beatty, who is badly affilcted both in body
and come in our midst, and we. should all hear
and mind.
her voice opening meeting for us. I could not
tell them, but soon as I reached home told it to
ANAA, Oceanica, Sept. 2rst.
Bros. Devore and Hawkins. We went immeDear Sisters qf tlie Prayer Union:- The Herdiately and told. her and her husband the cheerald of May 3oth, with four later ones reached us
ing words of the Spirit. The joy and thankfulthe r9th lnst. Almost four months since pubness which lit up their drooping faces, and tears
llsh~d; containing the letter of Sr. Emma Anglistening in their eves are stamped upon my
deroon, and the suggestions of Sr. Frances. The
mind; two weeks from that day she open~td
contents therein were quite a surprise to me,
meeting for us. We can all say that Prayer
causing pain and sorrow to enter my soul, not at
Union has been a power for good ln Papeete.
anythlns: out of the way, but of the position it
Here on Anaa, there are but few sisters, have orplac€1d me in, with sisters wh<:> are children..,ganized two Pqtyer Unions, and have been blest
women in understanding, and it is lmposiible to
also.
get bdore them the why's and wherefore's like
We propose to heed the suggestions of Sr. Franwith you in our b€1loved America. Neither can
ces. Not that I am convinced that an organizawe get the church papers regularly-not even
tion is wrong, nor feel condemned in the least
once a month-on tliese islands, thereby being
over what I have taught the sisters here, but for
deprived of knowing what you have .decided
the reason that she makes it plain that It was not
upon, until such times as we get the Heralds.
the original thought, and in all things we want
After two nights and one day of intense sufferto conform with the spirit of the work, as we
,ing, and praying for guidance, a final thought
gather from the church papers, etc., so will tJn:
was to lay the case ,before my husband and Bro.
deavor to instruct the sisters who seem to hun-

merry" when I see
my.soul cries out .with anguish at my loneliness,
''0, if I only had one, intelligent sister to counseland pray with, totalk and to walk with, what
a heavenly privilege it'wouldj be.'' I always did
appreciate their company,and: If I ever getback
will more than ever. It
told us by the
Spirit ln Denver, that we :>hould be greatly tried,
It has indeed proved true, and we .may rneet
greater yet. They serve to consume the dross
and refine the gold. .When we receive our mail
we get many encouraging l~tters, some from.
those we never n:iet, with the :church papers and
newspapers sent fr<>m different parts, which col·tec.tively is a treat to us and we look forward for
them with the eagerness of chilrlren: ·.We know
now just how brother and 6i:ster 'Smith felt
while .here.
May peace ~tnd the fellowship of the Holy,
Spirit abide with each one of you, is . the prayer
of your unworthyslster in Clidst,
ELLA R. DEVORE.
DEAR SISTER ELLA:-While sympathizing
with you most fully and deeply In your perplexity
in regard to the "Prayer Union'' question, we are
yet fully pt>rsuaded In out own mind, to use the
words of another "That all which was best In
'The Union' w!ll survive." We only wish that
others could see with your clearness, that it is not
the question of the right or wrong qf organization
at all which Is the. underlying principle, but the
fact that if .orgimlied it becomes a thing altogether different from the thing .it was designed
·to be.,
Secret prayer is the vital breath of the Chris~
tlan's ·life. To lead to the cultivation of the
habit, to promote the study of God's word, and
by committing certain portions of His word to
memory each week to store the mind with food
for. holy thoughts and reflections, thus excluding
that which is impure and has a tendency to draw
U$ away from God and good works, was the very
corner stone of the movement. Added to this
was the thought of "Strength in Unity." That
each one (no matter what else her petition mighf
contain) should remember to pray for certain
specified subjects, these subjects being of universal (so far as the church is concerned) interest
and desire. As each sister made up her mind to
promise to keep the hour (or even part of one
hour each week) she was asked to send her
name to us that it might be recorded and we have
a list of several hundred names.. As time
passed, however, meetings were held and Local
Unions formed. We do not say the idea was not
a good one. It may have been, but it was never
contemplated in the original thought. And now
just a word in explanation of that thought. We
honestly believe that the church should provide
for all public assembling together of her ch!ldten
for the purpose of worship, and while she is doing this through her various officers, rules and
regulations, is it not sufficient? The thought
never entered our mind that it was not and we
see no reason why, in such assemblies the sexes
should be separated. But with the thought in
our mind and the earnest desire in our heart to
awaken among the daughters of Zion a more fervent, earnest Interest in the work-especially
that which pertains to us as mothers-we did desire to lead them to cultivate a spirit of prayer.

w:as
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Prayer for the work of God in its various defar for any spot or place where the prayer of
partments that we might be Jed to think of the
faith, offered in entire subjection to the will of
needs of each braflch of the work and by thinkGod would not be efl:"ective? But while this is
ing and praying, be Jed to working.
true the object for which the ''Prayer .Union"
How could we pray from month to month
wa.s originated, Is departed from-is changed in
that, "Righteousness, love and zeaJ·in the work
form and not this only it bec.omes something
and spread of the gospel might increase and the
entirely foreign to the original conception.-En.
Saints with one heart ami mind might bring their
tithes and offerings into the Lord'~ storehouse,"
HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.
unless our own hearts were alive with this desire?
Nov. I2\h, Amount received to date ... $3,8I4 64
ln public (possibly) we might; but what heart
Elizabeth Thomas, Iowa .. 1 oo
could go to God in secret with the solemn mockR. M. Weston, Mich ...... I oo
ery of words which came only from the lips? It
Ann Hayer. IlL.......... I oo
A. Allen, Utah. . . . . . . . . . . 50
is not possible! And if the pleadings of AbraWm Franklin, Wis....... 50
ham for the doomed cities of the plain were not
E. Carmichael, Cal ...•... I sci
refuied and God continued to grant as long as
Mite Society, Lucas, Iowa.4 oo
Abraham plead, do you my sisters (I speak now
9
to ,each one who by sending in your name p~om
Nov. 2Ist, Amount to date ...•....... $3,824. I4
Ised to pray for these blessings upon Zion) think
~I'! end all moneys to D. Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.
if you had been faithful to your· promised word,
that Zion would to-day be without, "The Lord's
LAMONI, Iowa; Nov. 14th.
storehouse" to say nothing of the tithes and offerDtar Sisters of tlze Home Colum~t:-Now that the·
ings kept back. and stolen (yes, stolen, tor that .is
Herald is about to start upon a volume of a year,
the meaning of "robbery") from the Lord? Let
let
us take hold with new vigor and renewed e\'lerus say to you, we do not believe it. It Is. enough
gy and try to help the good editress of this depart.
for inidel!ty to believe in a God who has ceased
ment to make its reading matter something that
to hear and answer prayer, but as Latter Day
will bring a beam of joy to. some poor heart that
,Saints, If we walk uprightly before God and ask
accordin!f to lzis wilt we should expect to receive is we~try with the burdens which life bringsThat her untiring effarts have already done a
that for. which we ask: And if you will take the
great good in reaching the hearts of many a
sp~cified list of subjects for which you have
wanderer none can doubt. l'!ut why should so
promised to pray, you will find that in the word
many of the sisters sit with folded hands, as it
o(God, we are more than once commanded to
were, and leave so much for her to do alo.ne?
pray for and. give heed to these very things. If
Why not come to the front and say, «Her.e, I
not in the same specific words-'-the supstance is
will help what I can"? Remember the comthe same.
mand, "Bear ye one another's burdens."
That this ·~Uni01a" was confined to the sisters,
It is better that our minds dwell upon the
arose frem the fact that it was the child of the
•
good
in life rather than the evil. Life 'has
Home Column, th~t little corner .of the Herald
enough ills for us; enough of the dark spotll on
which has been ~et apart exclusively .for the
the pages of its history; let us . pass them by
mothers and daughters of Zion and in this requickly as we may. How good it would seem If
striction the thought of .exclusion hail no. part.
we eou!d only have Life's Hiotory one 'bright
It was simply the' a,sking of those for whose benepage after another. If we would have thein pure
fit( primarily) ~heJ'Column~' is edited because we
and unspotted we must follow out the teachings
ne:ver felt an<J do ~ot now feel t)1at we had any
of ourgreat Master. And theincllnationsof:our.
right to ca,ll upon ~tny others.
better
judgmenf tell us to walk in this, p.ath.
· We. ha~e quieHY, waited until those who have
Why need we fret and worry our lives away
• ,sent us their name~ sh;lll have. had ample time
over imaginary ills, making mountains du:l of
.to conliider the matter. When such time shall
molehills? There is too much to be done that Is
have elapsed, we.purpose to ask from those who
good
and noble, for us to waste our time in .this
.have.sent.ustheirp.ames an expression of opin'
way. We .:;an at least ma!>e an effort to c~t;ry
lon.;.as tq.wh~ther they wish to remain members
ac~prding to the 9rig!nal plan or not. . In the joy !nt~. th~ hearts· of the sorrowful, lift up the
drooping spirit5 and point them to som«;!thing
.trHlant!me they will need. to reflect and will prob"
elevatingandgood. We sho.uld be up and doing
ably come to a muph be.tter understanding of that
while it is day, so that wh~n thfs mortal frame
; which t1ley have ,promised to do. But Jet us
shall crum:b.Je and fall we shall have for ourearnestly ~ake one. request of the sisters.atleas~.
selves the hope of a laoly tabernacle, nof made.
Don't for one moq1ent suppose that it is a queswith hands, which shall not pass away. If in,
. tiqn ofrighl:s of:--,-4ave .the sisters .a right to do
deed we would that some great good shoulp be
thi~(Ji-ganizlng an~ meeting together? . His not
done, we must 'make. an effort to do some little
lltls. The questio1[1 is simply, will you do that
geod. Perseverence .in little things fs many
:which you promis,eel to do when you sent us
times> the meass of accomplishing great things .
• your names, or doi you prefer ·to do something
Let us then try to do what good. we can, Rot as
· else?
•
;
one looking for some great reward, but because
Organization for many. th}ng.s. is.· desirabl~
of the Jove we have .for the work.
.
for· some abso!ut~ly necessary, but for secret
Ever trying to fulfill the commands that lead
prayer, does nottl~e emboqied thought itself fo;. ·
. · 'Ii~d, ·.
. . •
.
to t.he development of the ·highest and noblest
'fhat ma11y lJles~ings have been .received when:
life on earth, yom~s,
· SEEB~.
the sisters have met tor prayer, we· fully l.:lelieve
V.J). Bagg~rly, Derby, Perrycou~:~ty, IndfaD.a,
and because their grayers' were· offered in .faith
W. Smith, .~o± U5, lndepepdence,Mo,
"'''u ··l"'''" · and ble,ssedthelll- T~is wo)Jld be the T.
A. H. )"arson~, Lee.'s Summit, Jackson po,, Mo~ .
faithfpl P,r~y.erin any as~einl.:lly .of .the
E.L~ Kell1J!Y1' l\re$iding l'!il;!l;tot>,.~a.moo,i;Decatur, ~.o;
l()wa.'
,
,
• ~ollld ~enot.have to. search. long.ahd

so

~ No Credit for moneys received on subscription wll!
appear on the Colored Address Label of the Herald
for this issue, as no changes have been made, ex·
eept in case of person• desiring a cha:qge in P.O. address.

PLANO, Ill., Nov. 7th.
Editors Herald:-I will not say that I have
found a solution to the question concerning raising of funds to establish the proposed "Church
College," and Industrial School; but w!ll present
a few suggestions, and perhaps they will set
others who are more competent, to thinking of a
better way; although my plan seems to me to
be feasible.
Bro. Duncan's article in Herald of th~ 7th,
relative to a tract of land being purchased and
the revenue derived therefrom be used for running eJ<:penses of said school, is a good· idea. I
suggest that the money to purchase said farm
and equipment& be raised in .the following manner: There being thirty thousand Saints in the
church, Jet each head of ·a family pay into the
proper hands for receivimg said funds, say one
dollar or more, as he' likes, for each individual in
his family, and give him to understand that he
is a share-holder to that amount in the industral
farm, and that the proceeds derived from the
products of such £arm wouJd, be for the educating of their children, they would not hesitate to
subscribe said amount forth;ith, or within a
few months on their pledge. This would not be
hard. to do, and thiG would throw into view
thirty thousand dollars or more at once which
would make a good start. You know we cannot step on the ·top round at once but begin at
the bottom and climb up ... As th~ saying is; ''Go
slow and Jearn to peddle:" Ten thousand' dollars of the.amount would purc.hase land enough
for. a large· fa:qn,. and fifteen. thousand more
would put up· all necessary buildings, including
a fair size wood structure for school purposes,
and· five thousand dollars or more for stock and
seed, etc., etc.
Another way '\V6uld be to have the shares ten
dollars each, and each person could hold one or
ten shares. , This would give a chance to all
those. who could not spare rllorethan ten dollars,
and I believe more could. be .raised in this way·
than if shares were .setaf a higher figure~ . I
know of some Saints wh<,> have three or four
sons and daughters who are: out working who
equid easily .put in ten dollars each and their parents ten dollars.. This would ·be in the neighb.or~
hoo.d of forty or fifty dollars, from one. family;
where if the parents had to raise twenty ,or.
twenty-five dollars it wpu!d seem almost impossible;! for th.em to spareit. I am as P()Or as any
Saint ought to be., but I .will start the list by giv·
ing my name for ten dollars. to be. paid on or .be,
fore the 15th day.of March, 189.2. Now let all
others whoean possibly do so, send lntheirnarnes
at once so the.Herald Office. will know how many
vo.uc):lers or receipts to print, and se¢ .that you all
go. right to savl11g up all y 0 ur spare morley until
that tiqleto,see J:iow many shares yo.u can. get.
Do no~ be afraid of lqsingyour money, for. when
it is placed ~nto a: flj.riTI it will mor~ thai! do1,1ble
in vaiue and dividends, provided the schoql
sho.ulii n()t,prove a success. :: ,.
•
.·· ..
I .would further say. thl!t I .. thin!>. we ha~e

pl~p,tr,;in)h~ ~~U,~ch

\'Vtth

tlwpror~r tal~.nt t~ .
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run. the school, or farm, without compensation,
other than- the proper mainttnance of their families, .until we can get a f~othold in the right direction. This plan would also be a feasible one
to start the Store House in Zion; which would
more than supply the poor, arid also. sustain the
elders in the field.
If one-sixth part of the thirty thousand Saints
would ~ubscribe ten dollars each, this would be a
-fund of fifty thousand dollars. Think of it and
send in your names at once. All work and see
how many others will send· their names with
you. The signs of the times indicate that the
time is close at hand when ao one can buy or
seU except they have the mark of the beast In
their foreheads. Think! It is even .so· now, in
some .places. We cannot sell our labor unless
we are a member of some of the one thousand
and one unions. So prepare ye, ye Saints of
Zion, like Joseph of old, during plenty, for the
famine.
Yours respectfully,
WILSON L. GoRTON.
WEST FoRk, Ind.,

~ov.

zoth.

Editors Herald:-We came to this place to-day
to get our mail from Buckeye, where we have
been holding meeting with good crowds anci
interest; andwill baptize some there to-morrow.
A great many in Perry and Crawford counties
are leaning toward the faith once delivered to
the Saints; the see<;~ sown is producing fruit, and
we ltope that Satan may not pick out what has
been sown.
Bro. H!ll!ard did good work here; made
friends wlterever he went,-thank God for such
men to defend his truth-hls stay was too short,
however.
The cause is gaining here slowly but surely;
though the condition could he improved, I think.
Bro. Isaac baptized one In the· Hope branch
lately, a noble sister. We tlllnk of going to
Kentucky soon, to do aome gospel work. We
are trying to do our duty, but It Is hard at times
to so do. We ask an Interest inthe prayers of
the faithful for this.rniasion.
V. D. BAGGERLY.
DEFIANCE, Iowa, Nov. nth.

Editors Hereld:- While we are not entirely
united, there is a sufficient unity of the Spirit
that we have some as good prayer meetings as I
ever attended; reunion not excepted, only In
number. The gift of tongues is frequently manifest, and in one last month, the Sunday school
workers were encouraged to prosecute the work,
and they should be blessed, for upon them rested
the responsibility of preparing the minds of the
young to carry on the work of the future, when
those who are now engaged in the warfare shall
have ceased. I think the school here has increased in Interest, and Improved in method
having adopted the General Association's recommendat.ions as far as practicable.
I wonder what those who are opposed to Sunday school work will say now, since we have the
approval of the Almighty to this "iiew departure," and "8ectarlan practice"?
I presume the ~ospel net :will continue to
gath•'r ail kinds; and if so we should not be surpri<ed wht'n we find in the church those who
oppn~e everything that is not in accord with
their view of things, and refu~e to support anything that is not in h::trm:ony with their construe-

tion of the law~whether It relate• to the. school
or to church affairs; and the_ person who is always finding fault with and quarreling with
others, whether in church relationship orin secular affairs, is the. one who is most out lilf the
lfne of duty, and are not, as James says, "blind
and cannot see afar ofl'," but blind to that which
is near by.
There ·is now and then one who Is successful
In finding that "good thing" the Psalmist spoke
of-"a wife." On October 4th, my brother,] F.,
was united to Sr. Anna Peanall; and November
8th, Mr. G. P. Keairnes to .Sr. Viola Cross, the
writer being master of j:eremonles on.both occa:
sions. We hav.e had no rain since reunion, but
is threatening snow to-day.
In hope,
J. L. GUNSOLLEY.
REED CITY, Mich.,~Nov. 13th.
D1ar Herald:-We are having good times
here. The time of th~ .ye~r has come when our
debating, dlacussing and rustling, etc., are about
to start, and it just tickles me to meet those
parties who see fit to oppose the latter day work.
It is terrible "!::hat some of those "Rev."(!) men
have to say about the latter day ministers around
these parts. Such as "You dirty skunk." "You
look like a monkey." ''You are ~he meanest and
most contemptible class of people we ever met
with" etc. And some of the same class never
heard a sermon. Right on the .stand and to the
publiC: one man stated that one J. J. Cornish had
a revelation to sleep with another man's wife.
And then to end the story and get the laugh on
ue; the speaker said, "But the man had a later
revelation tohorse-whlpsaid Cornish," etc. "And
worse than all" said. he "I can prove it!" They
have had us in prison for stealing, etc, (accord·
lng to their story.) Once they had me hungdead. (I wish they would not lie sp.)
Well, but now they mean business. One
Christian, or Disciple minister seat me a challenge to discuss "Joe. Smith" and "Latter Dav
Saint! sm." And so ·p~t up notlces-«et the tim-e
etc. I arrived and on meeting and talking with
these men, three hours only before said debate
was to commenee, I found that they wanted to
have one or two nights only, to talk about Joseph
Smith, Book of Mormon, etc., and )et the people
see what there was to what they called "Mormonism." I told them "No!" I did not purpose
to meet them In that way. Said I, "you have
spoken hard things against us and our faith, you
have r<rfused us the use of your church, and because of the evil reporh the G. A. R. Post has
refused us the use of their hall, and the whole
town Is opposed to us." "But," said f «Gentlemen
If you will be fair, ami set up your church side by
aide with the Saints, and divide the time equally
and give me $Ufficlent time I will meet you; and
we will discuss the fiHth of both churches pro.
and con."
They said that they were not prepared to enter
Into it to such a length, so we heard them preach
to the <:ongregatlon that evening, instead of debat!n~, after which we agreed upon the follow.
ing proposition.
ut. R<:~illlved, that Joseph Smith was not a
prophet of God. Mr. M. b. Rogers affirms, I
deny.
zd Resolved, that the teachings of the Reorganized Church of J"rus Christ of Latter Day
Saints are•tn harmony with the teachings of the
Church of Jesus Chri6t and his apostles of x8oo

years ago, both In respect of. doctrine and organ·
lzat!on. I affirm and M. D. Rogers denies.
3d. Resolved, that the teachings of the Church
of Christ of which .I (M.D. Rogers) am a mem·
ber are In harmony with the teachings -of the
Church of Jesus Christ of 1800 years ago, both
In respect of doctrine and organization. He
altirms and I dewy,
4th. Resolved, that tke King James' Transla·
tion of the Bible shall be the stamdard for argument, In connection with good reliable history;
and that both sides occupy two half hours each
eve11lng of the debate, and that three evenings
be occupied on each proposition; unleu other·
wise. mutually agreed on. This debate to take
place ,at Sanford, Michigan, December 14th,
1891. .
sth. Resolved also, that at the end of each
proposition, each dl1putant shall have ten
minutes to occupy as he chooses, except that no
new matter shall be Introduced.. Signed.
J.J. CoRNISH.
M. D. ROGERS.
I have also been Informed tl!.at a minister of
the S. S. Adventist wishes to discuss en the Sabbath Question. A day or eo ago I received a
letter from a brother saying that I would be
needed shortly to dlscuas with another gentlemen
upon: the Book of Mormon i~ ami so goes the
world. The winter time Is thehest time for such
work as the evenings are longer, and they generally have protracted meetings In different places,
and tae subject of religion Is the topic more or
less. The weather has been rather unpleasant
for sometime past. ·There Is also considerable
sickness through the district.· Yet the Lord has
blessed us In a good degree; Many of our sick
have been healed by the power of the Master,
while a few others have passed o-ter with the
majority, and we are left to toll on. The ·Lord
has blessed our mlnlstry much,. especially so has
Bro. Wm. Davis In administering to the sick.
Others have been wonderfully blessed in preach.
lng the gospel to the people. We have additions
occasionally to our number, although some parts
of the official work (to my trilnd) moves very
slow, yet we are hopeful. and try to do the best
we can. May the Lord bless all of his Saints In
Jesus' name. Amen.
J. J. CoRNISH.
EVENING SHADE, Ark., Nov. 8th.

Editors Herald:-! was baptized by Elder A.
J. Layland, February 1890, at Thomas Fork,
Idaho. Just before leaving that state was ordained an elder. Since then I have preached
three tim4:s with ·very good liberty, for which I
thank God. I have had but little persecution so
far.
I want to do all the good I can; for this reason
I desire to know how many elders we have in
this state, where they are and what they are do·
in g. Brethren· of Arkansas, note my address
and write me, that we may fully understand the
situation.
I believe there are but sixty-four members in
this state. 0, what a sad thought that so few of
the honest in heart of this state have been born
of water and of the Spirit! Brethren and sisters,
let this fact sink deep in our he"arts, and let us
buckle on the whole armor of God and go to
work in earnest for the Master.
The work Is very great, the laborers few; but
when God is on our side we prevail against the
enemy,
Ca:As. J. SPURLOCK.
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VASSAR, Mich., Nov. 8th.
Editors Herald:-On the 6th ult. I went to
Indiantown, four miles from West Bay City,
where I continued preaching nearly every nighf
for three weeks. While there I baptized six and
others gave their names. Tkose baptized are
promising ones. I am to go there to-morrow.
The Indians are very liberal a!'ld kind, giving
us the use of their church, and are very much
enlightened and interested. ( felt blessed while
presenting the word, with God's Spirit in attendance. I have baptized fourteen since writing to
the Herald, and the work ahead never looked
brighter.
Bra. M. F. Gowell Is at Sanford at present.
The president of the mission has been with us
this summer and has greatly aided the work.
Our district conference held In Buel Center was
largely attended. Brn. E. C. Brlgg~, Cornish
and Barr have done excellent preaching.
Yours In bonds,
EDWARD DELONG.

but in branch matters assume a dictatorial attitude and ·act accordingly. Now I believe that
when not acting as a branch officer, all elders in
that branch are but lay members when dealing
with the affairs of that branch. Another thing
we have to meet, non-members point to Brn. A.
B. and C., who all hold elders' licenses, and ask,
"Are these me·1 ministers In your church?" We
reluctantly answer, Yes! "Did God call them?"
.We again must answer, Yes, if we defend the
position that no man Is ordained in this.church
unless he is called of God. Now the query,
"What did he call them for"? and truly I so far
have been unable to answer! I know Christ
called Judas,yet he did some good; he carried
the bag of money; but sometimes we find men
who do not do even this much; except their own,
and they keep it well. We are elders and serv.ants of Christ only when we are acting in the
capacity of a servant. The church Is never to
be e&ta\llished and the world evangelized by the
traveling ministry alone. There never was a
more auspicious opening in this district than
now; far more openings than we can .fill and
there is now a general desire to learn our true
position. Have been prosecuting the work the
past six weeks in the central part of this state;
met with considerable opposition, but satisfied
the people ere we left that they needed a mor~
formidable weapon than slander in order to
crush us out. We succeeded ih erecting th.e
•.•gospel standard" and left it standing, trusting
that ere we return. some valiant defenders will
have rallied to ita support. Have preached soril¢
here in the Baptist church; shall continue this
week and then hold forth one week In Syracus~.
Here where once a flourishing branch throve;
·naught is left but a few members. Several of
the brethren have unsheathed their gospel sword
ana met the enemy in public combat; each tin1.e
good is accomplbhed and the Saints rejoice.
With renewed zeal, your brother In Christ,.
T;
WILLIAMS.

A WORD FROM SOUTHERN' OHIO
AND WEST VIRGINIA.
HARTFORD CITY, W.Va., Nov. nth.
Editors Herald:-The work Is onward here;
every point showing a gradual, steady growth.
.The ministry are utilizing every means apd taking advantage of every opportunity afforded, in
presenting our claims before the people; and accompanying the zeal of the ministry, the promised confirmation becomes more apparent. Truly
the faithfllll minister has naught to fear whim in
the performance of his appointed trust. Have
seen much to enco!lrage, and nothing to dis,
courage; occasionally we witness the actions of
some professing Saints which brings a tinge of
disappointment and ~orro:w. Am ful)y satisfied
that our reunions and grove· meetings have been
conducive to good, npt only in establishing.and
encouraging the Saints, but in reaching. many,
who otherwise would be unapproac::hable.. The
tent project Is meetiilg with hearty support apq
THREE OAKS, Mich., Nov. 13th.
we anticipate that .ere another year we shall be
Editors Herald:-Second article In Herald of
a~ favorably situatep as some of our wes.tern
November 7th, ·"What About The Preacher?"
brethren. One lack: in many places is a defiIf preachers and public speaker~ woul<i sift out,
Ciency in the local forces; hence requiring re-.
boil down and economize their w,ord.s, the public
peated visits from the traveling ministry, and in
would be greatly bleued.
the interval between visits the .Saints fell hack to
Who Is a wise man when he has said enouglt
their accustomed indifference. There are one or
to stop.
Yours for the tr.uth,
two in each place, b~t'this is not sufficient to upCYR..US THURSTON, •
hold the work; an:d, without the eooperat!on of
the body the work n1usUanguish. It seems. that
some imbibe the idejl: that .unless under general
FouNTAIN GREEN, Ill., Nov. 7th.
conference appointrr)ent there Is no responsibil;Editors Herald:-! left home on the 23d to atity attached to theiiJ· .· This Is a grievous. error,
tend two~days' meeting at Burlington, where I
for God requires alii to do thlr part; and If I do
met my )~!other, sister and brother Solomon, the
n()t magnify my office and . calling when opporlattel' appointed by the conference to take charg-e.
tunity affords, whether under gener~;~l conference
After .a visit with relatives and frl!mds we comappointment or JtOf\ lin a measure betray.the ' menced. h~nting a place of worship, ;nd finally
trust 'VI(hieh God ha~ reposed in me; and ifHbe
succeeded in obtaining an old ch.urch once occurepeated I do not deserve to hold ariy office inthe
pi:ed by the Presbyterians.. Here we h~ld a ~e~
chu~ch. Ohvhat u~e Is an elder'!~ license to me,
ries of meetings, all of which were seasons of re-.
unless I discharge ;the duties of .an elder? If joking to those present. The preachin·g was
disabll!ty, sl~¥ness, or tel;llporal sustenance obdone by Elders J; C~ Crabb, S. Salisbury, Henry
trudes,thep. I a.m excused. But to hold. a license Pitt, and 0. B. Thomas. Brn .. F: Johnson, W. Mc·
andthen only bring. it into play slmply to (Jbtain
Gahen'and others assisted.in the serviCes;
.• sollleselfish triumph In brapch or distric.t organOne Sunday.s~hool se.ssion w:i~ held, onewas
.iz'ations,. i~ ~ot Chri~tllke, neither is it becmning
confirmedaiid t~o reql:\ested baptism d!Jring the.
onewhoassumes to act ason~ of (76d's servants.
meetings. .The . Sai11ts prcesent. were strengthIn !lOme brancheswe have sever~;~i eld~r~. :who in
ened and go~d :Wa~ done.
·
qr general ~vangelizing do nothing,

w.

MEREDITH, Mich., Nov. 13th.
Editors Herald:-Enclosed you will find. a
clipping from the Gladwin Record. I wish you
would put it in the Herald, as I think the rea@on
thereof is because I commemced to pay my tithing last spring.
THOMAS Go.HEEN.
"Thomas Goheen, of East Sherman, has harvested a remarkable crop of potatoes. They are
of the Beauty of Hebron variety, and from one·
half acre he secured 250 bushels containing
numerous specimens weighing from I to 3Yz
pounds. Mr. Goheen promises the Record a
sample lot for exhibition."
HuTCHINSON, Colo., Nov. nth.
Editors Herald:-! have just returned from
Brlgpton, twenty miles northeast of Den:ver,
where Bro. C. R. Duncan and myself, in connection with some of the brethren of Denver,
have b.een holding meetings for the put month.
This is the same place w.here Brs. Caffall and
!Dyself got badly treated five years ago by the
Presbyterian minister whos'e name is Wibon.
He remarked then that we were all rotten, and
no good could csme out of us, but I rather think
he has repented some. The present minister,
whose name Is Graybill, treated us verykindly
a11d came over to Sr; Talbot's to have an interview V.:!th us, to find out the difference between
us and the."Utah Mormons." We had quite a
social chatand made the reveren!} gentleman a
present of Bro. W. H. Kelley's book, "Presidency
and.Prlesthood," which he accepted.
It so happened that while we were holding our
meetings there, the minister, Wilson, came again
on a visit, and In the course of conversation
Rev. Graybill told him he had given out our appointments and attended our meeting and Rev. ·
Wilson remarked "he had done perfectly right;"
so this was virtually acknowledging that he hlmSO!llf had done perfectly wrong five years ago In
refusing to give out our appointments, and wlt!spering in the ears of his flock, "Rotten Mor·mons, don't ~.ro near them."
Mr. Robert Talbot, husband of Sr. Talbot;
r.elllted a hall for us for a month, paying the sum
of eight .dollars for the use of it; and thb is not
the first or second benevolent act he has done for
the good of the Latter Day Saintso May God·
bless him for his kindness and lead him into His
kingdom shortly, Is my prayer.
· I believe this work Is now on good footing in
Brighton and much prejudice allayed. We have
made friends to ourselves and to the cause, and
won a few laurels fo~ the Jalr brow of our
church. We have set them to thinking and
some .who are friendly ask us to call on them,
which we shall do In the near future# all goes
well and opportunity permits.
In gospel bonds,
jAMES KEMP.
KNOBNOSTER, Mo., Nov. i2tll.
Edturs Herald:..;...Preaching or assisting every
night at. present. Yesterday met a candidate
two mUes from here .on the banks df Clearforle'
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our fa!in, lafd down
ridiculous premises,
us'vlgorously be.cause some of our memQersh!pmlght belong to
a secret order, and then maligned the l,V[asons.
To this Bro. Kaler replied pithily; To this he
wanted to reply with a reserved kind .of thunder!
with which he proposed to forever. silence us.
Had a box of "rough on rats/' wanted us to take
some to prov.e our position in Mark. 16. When
we replied, be said he could' "slip some into our
biscuits,'' which let him down In the estimation
of the aud-ience.
I .have no occasion to murmur, .and if I did
have, would try not to grumble. We hope for
a solid winter's work, At present liberty.is good,
attendance and interest fair, ana a month~swork
scheduled in advance.
For consistency, though "against odds,"
GoME~ WELLS.
·
WILBER, Nebraska, Nov, wth.

Editors Herald:-Held six good •eetlngs here,
closing last evening. I was rlchly:blessed of. the
Spirit whlle declaring the :word. Last Sut1day
baptized Miss Mary Harman.
Those who atterided the camp meeting here In
September will rej.oice to learn that the young
lady from Beatrice who was Investigating the
truth, Is now il worker ln. the army of the Lord.
In bonds,
Ros:t. M. ELVIN.

THE BISHOPRIC, TO THE SAINTS.

HAVING· been placed in a position enjoining an oversight of that part of the church
work which relates to ways and means, or
the administration of the law pertaining to
temporalities, we respectfully. present for
consideration some things which appear
most prominent and necessary to be done
for the good of the work, and which, since
the Ist of July last, have been impressed
upon us as proper to submit to the Saints
generally.
The growing and favorable dispositipn
of the Saints toward the observance ofthe
law of Christ relating to tithes and offerings is such that we do not appear in the.
attitude of complainers, but rather in the
way of congratulation.
The books of the Bishop's office show
that, that some faith and earnestness which
have long been characteristic of the work
of the Saints in other departments of the
church, have entered thi~,-the members
in many parts rising to the full occasion of
duty and giving to the law a free and
hearty observance.
The past year, nine hundred and ninety
new name!! were· entered upon the records;
be'>ide,, many name!': of thol"e who, year
by ye:~r, hdve signifi"'d ,an earnest love in a
m~-'rciful Savior, through their practical
ond zeaku~ endeavor t<) observe all of Hi;.;
c.·,mrnandments and share thehurdens of
maintainin~ the work of preaching the
go,pel of peace.
The Lord will truly bless and in spirit
comfort such wh1le here, and in the new
life, reward them in the certain promise of
· "an hundred fold."
.
The few question$ which have agitated

of some'tquching
general application
bw
the past season; we Would have yielded to
the public request made and again written
upoi)., but for the urgent demand of the
work ofthe department to. travel among
the churches, and that forced attention .to
the business ·affairs of the office which has
at times taxed to the ut111ost our energies.
It is hoped that by further systematizing
the wotk of .the Bishopric, soon mote time
may be given to those and other matters.
The. Jaw, however, is generally and
quite fully set forth .in the article of the
Bil!lhopric pub.lished in March, first num her
ofthe Saints' Herald, for the. year, 1884;
and in the report of the action of the Presidency and .the Bishopric published in the
April 2_$,th number . of Heraldfor 1885,
and also specifically in the answers of the
Bishop to certain interrogatives published
in subsequent numbers.
.
'l.'he trial by experience which time has
broughtabout since the·formal statement
of thelaw by the Bishopric in 1884, has
but confirmed the witness of the Spirit at
the writing, that the positions were in
harmony with the books; .and the thousands of Saints who have been blessed
·Under the ministration of the law as set
forth, are its further excellent witrtesses.
The Bishopric has not in jts work undertaken all the things which some of the
brethren have thought ought to have been
done. But we have been confident and
fearless in our efforts to carry out every
possible feature of the law mandatory to
the condition and state of the body as it has
been exemplified ~o our minds by the stand·
ard books; and those of which doubt and
impracticability as
present execution existed, satisfactory evidence is furnished in
the statement: ''Let those commandments
which I have given concerning Zion and
her law, be executed and fulfilled after her
reclemption."-B. of C., Sec. 102, par. 10.
Whatever has been given preparatory
to the redemption must now be fulfilled.
To the administration of. such the Bishopric is willing, without reserve, to devote its
best energies.
From the execution of the law of tithes
and offerings we have the commendable
results of the promulgation .of the gospel
and the blessing of those who have been
faithful to fulfill the same.
And yet, as advancement in this is made,
new circumstances and emergencies .arise,
which must ever g-tow out of publishing
the Gospel and the administration of its
ordinances, and the church must prepare to
meet such and occupy under the develop•
ing conditions.
·
The question of the hour is, how shall
this be done? It will hardly be found
prooer or pn1ctic.>hle to take from the
tithe and C!.flering· fund to meet these new
d~'mands, and tbu8 diminish the resources
for carrying forward :tan extended and vigorous Go>:pel camp:~ig·n.
To 1ilacken our Efforts in sending forth
the go~pel is to take a backward step. No
true Latter D 'Y Saint could justify such a
policy; yet, during the present year means
have been required for the protection and
extensien of church interests which could

to

not
postponed . . safety, and no other
source but this fund to look to for use.•
Another loss to the church 1s.occasioned
by the lack of a proper sum to devote to
. the establishment of a Saints Home, or a
place in which to properly care for the
worthy poor of the church who are unable
to care for themselves; And still further,
to aid in the settlement of families, who
are very worthy; yet, unable withoutthey
can have the fostering care of the clmrch
to successfully cope wit:h.this moving,
pushing world of trade and business, and
make for themselves a little home. When
once under way, instead iof needing aid,
these same parties would be able to contribute to the building up 1of the work. In ·
short, a suitable reser\"e fqnd is needed by
the church for the establishment of the
work generally. Temporary aid should
often be rendered local societies in various
pat:ts of the country and save them, and to
the interest of the church,lhundreds of dol•
Iars that are paid by the. tlrethren in high
rates of interest, and oth~r ways, which..
only tends to impede the: huih:Iing up of
the work. To the carrying out of the
work directed in the Re:Velations as the
church may order from ti:me to time.
The church carmotwithout just condemnation refuse to provide for the poor imd
necessitous; on the contr:i\ry by a faithful
observance of the law making preparation
for this, the blessing and .approval of the
Lord will visit the entire body.
The statement is explicit: "If thou
lovest me, thou shalt serve me and keep
all my commandments. And behold, thou
wilt remember the poor, and consecrate of
thy properties for their support, that which
thou hast to impart unto them, with a covenant and l'l deed which cannot be broken;
and inasmuch as ye impart of your substance unto the poor, ye will do it unto me,
and they shall be laid before the bishop of
my church and his counselors, two of the
elders, or high priests, such as he shall or
has appointed and set aput for that purpose."-B. of C., Sec. 42, par. 8.
A minute or detailed statement of the
uses and advantages of such competent
sum and the work to be accomplished
. would neither be proper nor advantageous
here.
The First Presidency and the 7 welve
who, by their positions ·and work, have
oversight and understand the necessities
and prospective demands of the work,
where it is planted in all the world, may
rig-htly and properly canvass and determine the necessity and worthiness of the
undertaking, <!!.nd· with these we have advised as opportunity has offend.
In canvassing the question with such of
the Saints as we could the past few
months, some have already, in the event
of a united effort being made to place the
church in this proper condition to carry on
its work, authorized us to draw upon them
for a gp<"clal con~ecr~tion to the amount of
one hundred dollars each. This manifest
faith and appreciation in the great work of
truth has encour.~ged us, and we feel truly
thankful for the hope inspired; and have
determined, the Lord helpin~ us, to appeal
to the Saints in all the world to make an
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earnest and united effort, bringing such to be obedient to the things which I reconsecrations as in their power to the good quire at their hands, but are full of all
of Zion, in keeping with the work required manner of evil, and do not impart of their
by her great King. It will ta~e but a substance, as becometh Saints, to the poor
thousand names, each furnishing the and afflicted among them, and are not
amount of one hundred dollars, to fully united according to the union required by
meet the demand. With many it will be the law of the celestial kingdom."-B. of
possible to do more than this, and such C., Sec. 102, par. 2.
A man of wisdom and understanding
may aid in a greater degree, so that the
full amount shall be more certainly as- cannot fail to see that our success lies
sured; for we cannot stop short of the within the bounds of keeping this part of
amount represented by,a thousand names. the gospel work full up with the preachThis is a time and place where we ing of the word.
shall be called upon to stop and hastily deTo attain success in sending the gospel
termine whether or not we indeed realize ot the kingdom into all the world, and to
that the work is the Master's, and that our develop the interests of that kingdom,
love and devotion to it are such as to make should be our first and highest aim.
its interests th@.first object of our lives.
To such work we have freely devoted
A brother who has traveled in .the our lives and all that we have; and in this
church much and who is familiar with the spirit of faith and confidence in the work
general circumstances of the Saints east of the Master, who is. directing .His own,
and west. says: "For such a purpose, the we send forth this appeal,- comll!lending
names should be secured within sixty you to Him, who is rich in mercv and
days." So are We of the opinion that the kindness and forgets not the work
His
object is of such paramount importance, children.
In the interest of the truth, yours,
and the good to the body so great, that it
E. L. KELLEY,
ought at once to appeal to the judgment
G. H. HILLIARD,.
of the Saints and move them to action in
E. A. BLAKESLEE.
time for the report to be completed for
LAM&Nr, Iowa, Nov. 12th, 1891;,
the Annual Conference.
The respective missions in the United
States, Canada, Australia, the Islands and
Europe, will be looked to with much concern in this work, and the Bishop's Agents .ABTroLEs under this head do not necessarily reeelve :.the
in every part are instructed to make early endorsement of the Editor: writere·are responsible fu;r
reports of the w<;>rk in this behalf so far as their own views. ContributionJI solicited.
~Write on one side of the':paper·only.
is possible in their respective Districts.
It must be remembered that this conseMUST A DEACON BE MARRIED?
cration can in n:o way answer to, or interfere with the gif:ts of tithes and offerings, THIS will no doubtbe considered apeculiar
and the ministration of the law .of Christ suject to bring into the. columns of the
in this tegard. 'ifhe funds will be entirely Herald, and yet it is important that it
separate and dis~inct.
should be decided, for it peculiarly affects
The names of all persons making this some of these columns.
Specia-l Consec~ation will be entered in
"Let the deacons be the hu~bands of
alphabetical order and incorporated in the one wi'fe," has given rise to the thought
Bishop's Report*to the next General Con- that a ma::t. must be· married before he can
feH~nce.
be ordained to this office. "An apostle
.When more convenient, the Saints may is an elder, and it is his calling to baptransact this business with Counselors tize, and to ordain other elders, priel!ts,
George H. Hilliard, or E. A. Blakeslee; teachers and deacons ••.• A priest's duty
arid also with the Bishop's Ag~nl:s for is to ordain other priests, teachers and deatheir respective Districts; all of whorn. cons, . . . but neither teacher nor deaco.n
will issue receipts and report at· an early have authority to baptize, administer the
time to E. L. Kelley, Box 140> Lamoni, sacrament, orlay on hands; they are; howIowa.
ever, to warn, exhort and teach, and invite
S~nd. money by Post Office Order on
an to c()me untoChrist•.•. Every elder,
Lamoni, low a, <;n~ by. Draft or Check on priest, teacher or d~:~acon isto be. ordained
':Chicago or Ne,w York, Foreign Money according to the gifts and callings .of God
Orders when r:hore <,:onvenient may be untohim; ;And he is to be ordained by the
.drawn on Chicago, Illinois.
power of the Holy Ghost which is on the
For the past two years the Saints have Qne who ordains him ....• · • Each priest,
been asked to ta'ke a step forward: .. May teacher or deacon, who is ordained by a
not this relate to our action iri temporal priest, may take a certifi.cate from him at
lllatters as well as spiritual? Jesus in his the time, which certificate, when pre~
personal teachi!ig enjoined duty in these, sen ted to an elder,. shall entitle hi.m to a
equally necessary .to .any others. ". Com.- .license, .which shall a11thorize him to perdem.nation wasincurred in the early days form the duties of his calling."_:.D, C, 17:
qf the chur<:h ~or a lack of dutv in these 8, IO, I I, 12, I5·..
.
matters wherein it was possible for tbe
Not .:1.. word in allthis that a deacon is
peopleto act~
·to be married to qualify hirn for the posi"Behold, I say unto you,weredtnotfor, tion, b~t the necessary qualificqtions are to
the transgressions .of !llY people, spe:;tking ··
''the gifts and callings of. 9od unto
concerning the church amd notingivklqals;they mightgave.been.redeemed even
MW,:i b1,1t 1. p~Jtqrd1 th:ey ~ave J}Qt lear,ned

of

Qtnmmunittafinns.·

~

where there is a regularly organized
branch of the same, without the .vote of
that church!'
In Section ti3: 22: "But the deacons
and teachers shall be appointed to watch
over the church, to be standing ministers
unto the church."
Were it absolutely aecessary for a dea~
con to be a married man, and had he no
right to' officiate until he had entered into
such a n:lationship, is it not a little
strange that there is not even an intimation of it in all these quotations? Both
the duties of bishops and deacons have
been examined and net a word found that
could possibly be construed to lead evel'l
to such an inference.
Then there were the various vexatious
qu~stions among the Apostles,-such as
circumcision; the eating of things
strangled; the observance of many of the
old ceremonies, etc., but t)O word of this.
And surely it would have been mentioned
since the office was of that importance as
to necessitate the choosing of "sevep men
of hanest report, full of the Holy Ghost
and wisdom."
It may be here interposed that these
"seven" were bishops and not deacons~
Well, granted such to be the case-and the
writer is strongly of that opinion-itin no
sense destroys the argument; for both
bishops and deacons are mentioned by Paul
as being the "husbands of one wife," and
yet it is not believed that he meant to convey that they had no right to the offices
should they chance to be single men.
There are two specific reasons why
Paul should have written as he did and
. yet have had no thought of conveying the
meaning taken by 11ome. rst. There is
much evidence to show that Nicolas, one
of the seven became a polygamist, as note
the following:
''The evidence is so overwhelming,
which states. that Nicolas the deacon was
at least the person intended by the Nicolaitans, thatit is difficult. to come to any
other conclusion upon the subj~ct."_:Wat
soh's Theological Diet;, p. 749·
If he were the actual founder of the sect
--'-a~d the name impliesas much-'-then he
was a polygamist, for Buck tells us that
the "doctrine." 9f the Nicolaitans was. polygamy.
"This seems to he the true account of
the Nicoh1itans, with whom false doctrine
was joined with false practices in perverted morality."~Bible Diet., (no author
given), p. 208.
"The community of women was another
doctrine which they [the Nicolaitans] are
said to have adopted, and . their conduct
seems to h~ve been in the highest .dee-r.ee
licentious."-Bible Diet., voV2, p. 376, 7·
"The mtatemen:t of the Fathers •. ·•
. indicates that Nicolas was the. founder of
the sect."-:-Religious Enc~ Schaff. ... ·..
"Irenreus (Hcer. L 26,Sec. 3) and 1'er"
tulian· (Prcet. :Hreret 46) explain, followers
of .Nicolas OM ofth~ 'seven' (Acts 6:3.5.)"
-Bib.Cy,"7""Faussett, p.509, ·.... · .• ·..· .
Since·then this sa.me Nicolas held
office.of brsh,op or deacon'> as the case
11~ve. been, and: Tit:trothy . wa~ .
. E.ph~$us 1 (x Tinh 1: 3)! .to.
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Tit.us .w.as left. at Crete whom
learnedman never thought
for the sam111 purpose, \VI:lat and also
natural than that they should make of putting such construction upon the text
concerning this m.atter and that .of this :u:ticle as some would have us be"
would instruct as he did, and more. lieve that it bears out.. . ·
Suppose now that we admit that a bishop
especially. si~ce the doing\'\ of Nicolas and
his followers w.ould become the su;bject of or deacon must b111 married, in what posicontroversy, calling for a decision of these tion would it place us?
The original in r Tim. g: I isEpiscopes,
men, and they. being but young vvould
naturally require instruction~ But the which literally means an "overseer" or
above testimony is strengthened by scrip- "bishop;" Now carry this to a head and
tur.e influence as found in Titus I : 9· "Hold: it will bring in every presiding officer or
ing fast the faithful words as he hath been "overseer",(for an overseer isone who pretaught," strongly implies that Nicol.as or sides) in the church, including, of course,
some other bishop or bishops had failed in deacons, teachers, priests and elders, who
this direction. And no doubt butthe "doc- are presiding over branches;. presidents of
trine of the Nicolai tans" was finding its ad- districts and ,the various quorums, as well
herents at Crete, and since Titus had been as missionaries in charge;,reach the presileft to "set in order th111 things that are dents()£ the church, and ofcoursethequowanting," .among whieh was to "ordain rum pf the twelve, bringing in Paul. himelders in every city," and here were those self! How would this meet with his idea
"not sound in the faith" because they had .of not marrying at all!
Again: . If a deacon could not hold
given "heed to Jewish fables," what
wonder that the young man was perplexed office without, then the moment he beas to his duty under such circumstances, comes a widower he must relinquish his
and what more reasonable than Paul o:flice till such time as he marries again!
The idea that the priesthood can be thrown
~>hould .tell him that a bishop was to be the
off without transgression is new; and yet,
"husband of one wife"?
His duty was now cle11r. If there were w set up a claim that a deacon must be a
any of the bishops or deacons at Crete, married man, forces one to the conclusion
who had gone in the way of the Nicolai- fhat because his wife died he must be .detans, or followed after "Jewish fables," prived qf that priesthood so long as herethey could no longer retain their office; mains a widower. Therefore we conclude
for whichever .way they had gone they that a single man can be a deacon and ful~
had doubtless become the husband of more fill the requirements of his office.
J. w. WIGHT.
than "one wife" as will now be shown,
under reason second.
2d .. Polygamv having .been permitted
under the Mosaic digpensation (Deut. 21:
I 5), and there being pro~elytes continually
coming from among the Jews, it is reason[From Independent Patriot.]
ably inferred that both Timothy and Titus
CLARK
BRADEN
REVIEWED.-No. 5.
were desirous of learning as to whether
BY J· R. LAMBERT.
those who having more than one wife
could be ordained to either of these offices "4\,ND it came to pass that it did last for
and still retain their wives.
the space of three days, that there was no
"It (polygamy] was generally practiced light seen; and there was great mourning,
by the Eastern nations <as a matter of in- and howling, and weeping >~mong all the
difference [indulgence?]. It was therefore people continually; yea, great. were the
to be corrected mildly and gradually, by groanings of the people, because of the
example, rather than by express precept. darkness and great destruction that had
And sfeing reformation must begin some- come upon them."
,
where, it was certainly fit to begin: with
The historian uses the term darkness to
the ministers ot religion, that through the designate both the intense vapor which
influence of their example the evil might hung over them, and the darkness probe remedied by disuse, without occasion- duced by this vapor. But he does it in
ing those domestic troubles and ceaseless such a way as to make his statements plain
divorces, which must necessarily have en- and consistent. It was the "vapor of darksued, if, by an express injunction of the ness" which they felt, and it was because
Apostles, husbands, immediately on their of these "mists of darkness which were
becoming Christians, had been obliged to upon the face of the land," that they could
put away all their wives except one. Ac- not kindle a fire, and a light would not
cordingly the example of the clergy, and burn.
·
such of the brethren as were not married
Elder Braden says, "In less than sixty
at their conversion, or who were mar- years they (the Nephites) became two
ried only to one woman, supported by the great nations, had vast armies, on both
precept of the Gospel, which enjoined sides, aml many wars." Where is· the
temperance in the use of sensual pleasure, proof? The statement is not only destihad in the fourth century effectually rooted tute of proof, but it is false. There is
out polygamy from the church."
nothing said in the Book of Mormon
While we do not ~gree with the doctor about vast armies on both sides, or about
that the apostles would tolerate the doc- two great nations, within sixty years after
trine among the laity, since there was such they left Jerusalem. Will Elder Braden
an express command against it, yet his tes- give the proof or correct the statement?
timony is given as being valuable in showThe Nephites and Lamanites were diing the social condition ot those among vided in less than thirty years after they
1:

Jerusal~m; . Book ofMormol), page
6g, par!} graph 2, page 65, .paragr11ph 5·
The first mention of wars and contentions
is found .on page 66,paragraph 6. "And
it sufficeth me to say thaffort)'years had
passed away, and we had .already had
wars and contentions with our brethren."
What wa,s the character of these wars is
not stated, but there is no accO:unt ofbloodshed up to this date. In James 4: 1, we
read: "From whence come wars and
fightings among you?" and James was
writing to the church. The ;first mention
of armies, not "great armies,'~ is found on
page . I go, paragraph 7, page I 3 r, paragraph 8. "And they soughtby the powof their arms to destroy us: continually;
wherefore, the people ofN ephi 8id fortify
against them with their armies, and with
all their might, trusting in !the God and
rock of tneir salvation; wh;erefore, they
became as yet, conquerors ()f their ene·
mies."
"And it came to pass that I, Jacob, began to be old," etc.
Jacob was born in the wilderness after
they left Jerusalem, and it; is fair to assume that he was not less· than eighty
years old, at this time, whed he delivered
up the plates to his son Enos~ Paragraph
9 contains the following statement: "And
I Jacob saw that I must soor1c go down to
my grave; where;fore, I said to my son
Enos, Take these plates." So, it was probably more than eighty yeats, instead of
less than sixty, before armies are even
mentioned.
But the supposed strong
point in this criticism is not original with
Elder Braden. It has been :relied upon by
many others.. The claim isthat they became so numerous .in so short a time that
the statements of the Book of Mormon
are not reliable; but whether it was
Spaulding or Rigdon who wrote "this
big tale," Elder Braden does not say.
Let us examine the account a little more
closely. Ishmael· with his ,wife, two sons
and five daughters, came with. them.
The entire household came, which may
have included, as it often did, a number of
servants.
Book ·of Mormon page I 2.
His two sons had families. Ishmael was
evidently old, as he soon died in the wilderness; therefore, it is probable that his
two .sons had passed middle age and had
large families. Lehi had five sons, two of
whom were born in the wilderness, soon
after he left Jerusalem. Then we have
Zoram, and, perhaps a number of others
not mentioned:
We have then, Lehi and wife, with
their two sons, Jacob and Joseph, 4; Laman, Lemuel, Nephi and Sam, the elder
sons of Lehi, with their wives, 8; Zoram
and his wife, 2; Ishmael and his wife, 2;
(Lehi's sons and Zoram married the
daughters of Ishmael.) Ishmael's two
sons with their families, perhaps not less
than twelve in each family, 24. It is fair
to add at least three for persons who have
not been named, which would give us, in
all, 43· But as Jacob and Joseph were
horn in the .wilderness soon after Lehi left
Jerusalem, we will call the number of the
little colony 41·
Mr. Morris, in "Present Conflict of Sci·
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THE S
ence with the Christian Religion, or Modern Skepticism Met on its Own Ground,"
page 555• cities Malthus as authority for
the statement that, "in ordinary circumstances, a population tends to double every
twenty-five years." If this be true, it is
fair to assume that the Nephites, under the
circumstances which they are placed,
would double at leastevery twenty years.
This would give us at the end of the first
twenty years a population of 82; at the
end of forty years, I 64; sixty years, 328;
eighty years, the probable time of Jacob's
death, and the time when armies are first
mentioned, 656. We will suppose that
two-thirds of this numb~r were Nephites,
the other third' Lamanites. This would
bring the Nephite population at 437•
One of the Hebrew words from which
we get the word army is gedud which
literally means "troop." It is applied to a
small or large number of soldiers. Jacob
evidently used the term army, or its equiv, alent in their language, to mean "a small
body of soldiers/' which, by the way, is
one of the definitions of troop.
Thus we see that there is nothing incredible, or inconsistent in .the account re~
ferred
by out critic. Mr. Morris devotes about twelve pages of his book to
an examination of a similar objection to
the Bible. We herewith present the objection as he prestmts itto the reader.
"•And the children of Israel gat them
up arid departed qut of 'Egypt, about 6oo,
000 men, beside children, and a mixed
multitude went U:p also with. them, and
flocks and herds,' even very much cattle.'
Such, in brief, is. the record of the Hebrews, sojourn in .the land of Egypt.
· "This account is held to involve a serious difficulty, aqd which has been vehe·
mently urged by the enemies of the Bible
as an argument • against its credibility.
Thi.s difficulty li~~ in their vast and extraordinary multiplitation during their stay
in Goshen; and tpe objectionbased upon
it is usually put sqmething after this n;tanner: .
r
"'We are told ~h:>.t the family of Jacob,
nu.m bering in ap s<·venty souls, went down
into Egypt and idwelt there; a.nd that
after· a period which could not have. ex,c(!eded 215 years, their descendants numbere,d more .than; 6oo ooo males, 20 years
old. and upward;; and these, according to
' .tb~ usual ratio, represent an aggregat~
popJ.llation of ne~rly two. and a half mil~
lions of both sexes and all ages, Such an
,;:. .··..•
incre.ase has never be~n known, and is at
• · < yaria.nce with theest.ablishedlaws of phys• •iolqgy~ The B.ible history of this people,
therefore, is incredible; and mus.t be. re"
j~Cted."'_:_"Preseht Conflict," pages 549,
~~
.
.
...
By comparing .the above with .Elder
13raden's manner bf putting his.:objections
again~t the. Bo()k .of Mormon, we may
• easily see how Closely he patterns after
.h in.fidel opponeitts; (?)and yet the ptJohim well forl~cturing against in.·
. I{ ow can we evadethe concluEJder Braden •. has learned from
opponents the best methods of·
Book of Morm<m?

to

D.

whose skins became dark, and they became a savage and loathsome people.
He says when they were converted they
became beautiful and fair, all at once.
The strongest account we have of this in
the Book of Mormon is found on page
424, paragraph 9: "And it came to pass
that those Lamanites who had united
with the Nephites, were numbered among
the N ephites; and their curse was taken
from them, and their skin became "vhite
like unto the Nephites; and their young
men and their daughters became exceeding
fair; and they were numbered among the
Nephites, and they were called Nephites.''
This account does hot state whether the
change was immediate as. Elder Braden
represented it, or whether it was the work
of more or less time. The history was
written after events occurred, and for
aught we know, it may . have been years
before the desirable change was fully effected. However, this much we do know,
that the book states that the curse was
placed upon them because of their .rejection of truth and light; and it was certainly within the province and power of
God to remove the cutstJ when they became obedient to the gospel, nor would
such a manifestation of po•;;rer be contra·
ry to any portion of his word.
·
Elder Br!l!den says that according to the
Book of Mormon, Alpha and Omega, the
first and last letters of the Greek alphabet,
were 500 used years before the invention
Of the. Greek alphabet. What right has
Elder Braden to assume that the~e wonls
were transferred, and not translated, from
the Nephite language? Alpha and Omega have been incorporated with the English language, because of the manner in
:which they are. used in the Bible. They
are evidently translations of words which
had a similar meaning in the. Nephire
language. If Elder Braden desired to
make a fair criticism on the Book of Mofmon, why did he not undertake toshow
that the translator could not use these
Jerms in translating theN ephite,.language,
because.the Nephites knew nothing ofthe
Greek language?
Elder Braden quotes these words:
''Wherefore, this people shall keep my
cOmmandments, saith the L()rd of !1osts,
o.r cursed be the land for their sakes..
For if I will,saith the Lord of hosts, raise
up seed unto me, I will command mypeopie: otherwise, they shall hearken unto
these things.''..,-Book of Mormon page
116, paragraph 6~ ·~Here," says Elder
Braden, "w:Js. a door left open for.the introduction .of polygamy."
·
Numbers of other critics,. who were not
qf our faith, have read the Book of Mor~
mon, .and after reading it, have frankl:v
stated that so far as that book is. concerned,
there· is nothing in it that can .be justly
C()nstrued as either authorizing or permit-.
ting th.e practice. of polygamy;. bu~ Elder
.Braden and the polygarrwus Mormons of
Utah, see in it an open door, through
, whichpolygamy may step in without conflicting·•with the. teachingg pf the .bo.ok.
'fhe only .possible shoV\7 for thisinferet~ce
is . fo~pc.I in the vvords, ''otherwise, they
·.refer& to the.Lamanite.s, shaH hearken untq these things." .. What

things? If it be said the things which are
written concerning David and Solomon, i,
e., that they had many wives and concubines; of which we read in the same paragraph, then; we reply, in the same paragraph we also read the sweeping commandment,of unlimited application, which
forbids both the practice of polygamy
and concubinage. Here it is; "For there
shall not any man among you have save
it be one wife; and concubines he shall
have none." And the reason given for
this commandment is, "For I the Lord
God, delighteth in the chastity of women.
And whoredoms are an abomination be. fore me: thus saith the Lord of hosts.''
(To be con tinned.}

SOUTHERN MICHIGAN AND NORTHERN INDIANA.
Conference met at the Saints' chapel, near
Coldwater, Michigan, November 7th. Bro. E.
A, Blakslee met with Saints the day previous
for the purpose of organizing a district association. The. organization was formed with the
following,officers: D. B. Teeters superintendent,
May Corless associate, Adam Smith secretary
and Edward Whaley treasurer. Preaching In the
evening by E. A. Blakslee.. Owing to absence
of district president and secretary, morning was
devoted to prayer and testimony. In the afternoon, H. Ruthbun in chair, L. Scott secretary.
Business of afternoon consisted of reports of elders and branches. Preaching in evening by H.
Ruthbun .. Sunday at 10:3oa. m, and 2 p, m. by
C. Scott; J. B. Watson in evening. Business
session Monday morning, and prayer meeting in
afternoon. Adjourned to Clear .Lake, Indiana,
at call of president.
POTTAWATTAMIE.
Conference convened last Saturday in August;
H. N .. Hansen president, T. Scott secretary.
Elders: reporting: H.N. Hansen, [Japtized 4i D.
M .. Rudd, C, Derry, S. Bdtler, D. K. Dodson, J.
Carlile, baptized I; M. W. Christenson, B- Harding, A. Hall, J.P. Ca;rlile, J. F. Dtebis, F. Peterson, baptized 6; R. Mc.Kenzie, L. Campbell, C.
Casferson, baptized +· Priests: T. Scott, J.
Evans, baptized .3.; .H. Peterson, baptized 4; J.
Moss, S. Harding. Teachers: L Cl!rlile, fr., S.
V. Pratt, 0. Jones. Deacons:. H. Hansen, C.
Lapworth, Bishop's agent's report: On hand
last report, $27.62; total received, $2oo r2; total
disbursed, $142; balance due c.hurch, $85 74· All
eldet:s, priests and teachers to labor under direction of district president. When this conference
adjourns; it does so to .meet with the Council
Bluff; branch on the last Saturday in November.
Bro. H. N. Hansen was sustained as district
president, A. Hall bishop's agent, T. Scott clerk.
Preaching by H. N, Hansen and C. Deny.
ALABAMA.
Convehedat.Pleasant Hill,.Butlercquntv Alabama; M. M .. Turpen. in chair, L. G, Parker
secretary; Brancl;> reports: Pleasant Hill I II ;
2I baptized, 2 re<;eived.
Butler 3o; t baptized,.+
removed.. Lone Star 7.6. Bishop's a&'ent rep'orted: Received: since last report $.z6 ;.paid out $66;
on h~nd35 cents: Ministry reports: Elders, W.
J. Booker, b~ptized I; J, G. Vickery~ G, R. Scogin, W. L; Booker, M. M. Turpen, baptized 34·
Teacher, G. 0. Sellers. w,. J. Booker was sustaln\"d.p~esident, :L, G:· Parker secretary, and J .
G. Vickery bishop's agent. .General church. au'
. thoritle~ also sust.ain~d, .. Preaching .. by ,;Elders.
M,M. Turpen and W. L Booker to larg<Jand at.' tentive ~ongregations. · Adjourned to meel with
the .Butler branch, . Butler··.county;<Ala.b.ama,
Satu~day before· ttJ.e ~econ~ S]lnday in Janu·

a.ry:.
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Conference convened with the Hope branch,
nearDerby,.Indiana, Septemb'er i9th, I89I; vice
president G. Jenkins in the chair; S. C. Gruver
secretary. Branch reports: New: Trenton I9i
I died. Mount Eden 25; 2 baptized, r died.
ByrrJ.ville 2o; r died. Union 45; 3 baptized.
Hope, 1!Urd's Eye and· Westfork,. n·o chan1e.
Plainville, Riverside, or Washington, was referred back to its origination, and the circumstances. and. proceedings of the organization of
one. and the disorganization of the other, were referred to the missionary in .charge: The recommendation to ordain Bro. D .. 0. Stites to the office of elder, was also referred to the missionary
in charge. Ministry reports: Elders, Y. D.
Baggerley, L. F, Daniel, baptized r8; D. Scott,
J. G. Scott, baptized 2; J. M .. Scott, G. Jenkins,
J. R. Chappelow, R. Etzenhouser. Priests, R.
Eyres and S. C. Gruver. Teacher, D. 0. Stites.
Deacon, W. Cummings. Hope, Byrnville, West·
fork and Union branches approved of the resolution submitted .to them by last conference; New
Trenton disapproved. The resolution was kept
open until the next conference in order that all
(or a majority) of the branches might take action
and report the result. Search committee reported district record found. Report received and
committee released. Preaching by G. Jenkins,
L. F. Daniel and V. D. Bagger ley. Vote of thank!!
tendered to Saints and friends for kindness
shown. Church authorities were sustained. Adjourned to Tom's Hill, Davis county, Indiana,
January 9th.

elders and priests not en~aged in their branches
shall confer with the. district presldent.in regard
to their labors in the district, and bv mutual
agreement th(!y may select their place of labnr.
Committee on Sunday school work recommended that the several Sabbath schools in the
district select and send to the next conference
one delegate for· each ten members of their
school, to the intent of .organizing a district Sunday school organization in harmony with the
General Association; .conference adopted the
recommendation and instructed the secretary to
notify the various branches of such action. Bills
presented by the secretary and president of the
district were ordered paid. Two were baptized
and three blessed. Preaching by J. Huff, H. J.
Hudson, R. M. Elvin and J. Caffall. Adjourned
to Omaha, last Friday in January.

LOWRY CITY, (MO.), REUNION.
Friday, I6tk.-:-:-The morning prayer meeting
was excellent in criticism as well as personal
benefit~ At eleven a. m., E. Curtis; Text Matt.
S: 20, "Righteousness."
'\Yhile the Pharisees claimed to worship, tenaclouslyholding to the law of Moses; the Savior informed his followers that except their righteousness exceed that of the Scrib.es and Pharisees, they
could not enter the kingdom ef heaven. Be it remembered that it was said of the Pharisees,
"Verily, they have their reward." But so much
DES MOINES.
more then are the children of God to be rewarded according to their works. This fact should
Conference was held at Richland, Iowa; J.
McKiernan chairman; J. S. Roth and G. M.Jam- 'inspire us with confidence. In the parable· presented last night some murmured because they
ison clerks. Branches: Keystone 22. Des
had borne the burden and heat of the day and
Moines 88. Sheridan, 68. Newton 53; loss I.
yet received no greater reward. It would seem
What Cheer 35; gain 8. Des M-oines Valley 71;
that those who lived ages ago ought to· be regain 3· Edenville 67. Boonsborough 93; Unien
warded greater, but the experience and labor is
34· Total in district 501. J. McKiernan rethe same in both cases. One was no harder· in
ported. his ministerial labors; in connection, subits time than the other; each was succored and
mitted his report as committee on district tent.
each endured, hence. equal rewards.
The summary is as follows: Received, $52.25;
paid out for all purposes, $5r.2o; balance, $r'os. · There are men to-day making high claims to
righteousness, who are not of our faith. I can
W. C. Nirk was released from the presidency,
say in justice to some of them that they are doand C. E. Hand was elected president for the
ing a work we would have to do should they have
three months. G. M. Jamison was sustained
no righteousness; yet we are doing a· work they
clerk, J. S. Roth bishop's agent. The· agent's recannot or do not do in their present surroundport shows: Last report to date, $95·40; paid
ings. We can do. no less than Christ. He came
out, $25; balance on hand, $70 40. Elder Roth
to recognize, not to destroy, all good, yet he made
reported. Priests Jamison, Coyner and Johnson
a higher claim than did the systems of the day,
reported. Resolved to meet at Des Moines,
and they were asked to acknowledge the Captain
Iowa, December nth. The District Sunday
of their salvation. He was one who though he
School Association reported Its labors; D. W.
had a will of his own, recognized his Father's.
Thomas president, Sr. Batton clerk. Adjourned.
Through th!s•submisslon he became triumphant,
N. B.-Ho, brethren, awake to duty! As disand received into his hand "all power both in
trict clerk, I ask as a favor that all who belong
heaven and in earth." Then the law was no
to the Des Moines district holding a commission
longer to be written on stone, but in our hearts.
assigned them of the Lord, come to Des Moines
In the prayer meeting, I heard how God had
conference December I Ith and renew your
helped you to subdue passion, appetite and temst~ength and strengthen others.
Our Master
per. I thought it is indeed true that the gospel
calls you and will require your duties here, as
"is the power of God unto salvation." I heard
well as in secular things.
G. w. J·
you speak of'miracles performed. Let me suggest that we do not rest our cause entirely on
NORTHERN NEBRASK~
miracles. Of course they are comforting and
Conference met at Platte Valley, Nebraska,
confirmatory as God designed; but the land is
September 25th; R. M .. Elvin president pro. tem.,. flooded with miracles, hence we must occupy
J. Huff secretary. Elders' rep@rts: W. M.
safe ground. Rather let us lay stress on the fact
Rumel, G. W. Walters, N. Brown, G. M. L.
that "the mplrit of mal\ is the candle of the Lord,"
Whitman, J. Anderson, E. H. Boulson, J. Huff,
and the Spirit of God giveth it understanding.
R. M. Elvin, H. J. Hudson and J. Caffall. StaSome kinds of inspiration teach that after being
tistical reports received from Columbus, Lake
converted we cannot sin, but this is a deceptive
Shore, Omaha, Platte Valley and Union
spirit. The more of the true inspiration, the
branches; reported general condition good. Bro.
more apparent our imperfections. It is contrary
Ralph Brown was recommended by the Platte
to gospel science t.o reach perfection at once. It
Valley branch for ordination to office of elder,
Is contrary to any law of growth; It has truly
and by motion was so ordained by Elders Caffall
been said if we require a miracle to bring us into
and Hudwn. Bishop's agent reported: Amount
the church, it would require one to keep us in at
on hand last report, $66 78; received during
every trial.
Let him who is strong, bear with the weakrme.
quarter, $79 ro; total. $145 88; paid out, $62 51;
Coming in from different walks of life, and bebalance on hand, $83 37. District treasurer reported: On hand last report, $4.24; received,
ing of different nationalities, it Is not strange that
we don't see "eye to eye" at first; but by God's
$5 25; total, $9 49· A committee oti Sunday
school work was appointed, consisting of G. M.
Spirit and our forbearance we can become one in
L. Whitman, R. M. Elvin and W. R. Elston.
Christ. This latter day work is a grand school.
Secretary J. Huff and bishop's agent G. M. L.
Let us accept it as such, and so profit by the lesWhitman sustained till next conference, All
5011S·Of life that our influence shall be as a city's

light which shines from a hill .. Remember that.
what is a trial to cine,
not a· trial to another.
To all Peter says to thinlcnot some . sttange thing
·is happened when you are. tried. Trials only
serve to make the contrast between light and
darkness stronger.
Let us. search the word, and as we. search we
are to. pray. 0, think ofit! Prayer Is the key
by which we unlock heaven. Christ established
a precedent by going often in ·secret to commune
with.God.
.
We are told that if we keep his commaadmen ts,
there is nothing able to pluck us out of his hand.
The Spirit is a mirror. Let us not look and then
forget what manner of men we are. We might
~swell face ~he issue; there is no way of avoidmg it. Stratght Is the gate and narrow the way.
Jesus, the toll keeper, stands t.o deal justly with
everJ' traveler: "This is the way, walk ye in It,"
and1t is our fault if we don't. Let us be humble
and determined, that the rew.ard may be sure.
At 2:30p.m., T, W. Smith; texts, Rom 8: I4,
I John 3: I-3; subject, "Son ship and heirship."
The central thought is that •w:e are the chlldren
of God, and if so, it is because
have pursued
the proper path. That we are not the children
?fGod by virtue of the flesh, .is apparent There
1s a spirit in man. It is that .which understands,
and is begotten by the word. It Is the same in"
telllgence that obeys the word and Is baptized.
Of course the inward man cannot be immersed
or born of the water without involving the outer
man or the flesh. "That whiCh is born of flesh,
is flesh J !h~t which Is borrt of Spirit, is spirit."
The spmt1s born of water, as said before and the
body is to be born of the Spirit In the ;esurrection.
Being thus born of the Spirit, we are spiritual
beings. Jesus was such when resurrected and
the text says, "It doth 1\ot yet appear wh~t we
shall be; but when he shall appear we shall be
like him." Paul says. Christ was m~de a "quickening spirit." There is a heavenly nature or
heavenly flesh, or angelic flesh. Christ took 'not
upon him angelic flesh, but the seed of Abraham.
"That which Is born of flesh Is flesh." Being an
obedient son, he was raised a "spiritual body" or
"q.uickening splrlt."--'-r Cor. 15: 37, 50. "That
which is born of the Spirit" applied then.
In this connection, notice this, in John 3 :8: "The
wind bloweth where it listeth, and thou heareth
the sound thereof, but canst not tell whence it
cometh, and whither it goeth. So Is every one
that is born of the Spirit."_ It doesn't say, "So is
the spirit;" but "so is every man who is born of
the Spirit." It was so with Clolrist, but 1\0t until
after he w~s made a "quickening spirit." Then
he could appear or disappear at will. Even when
the disciples sat "with closed doors for fear of the
· Jews," he appeared at once in their midst. He
wam indeed as the wind. They knew not whence
he had come or whither he went. .Everything
produces after its kind. Flesh produces flesh.
"That which Is born of the Spirit, is spirit," or
"spiritual flesh," as shown.
The Holy Ghost, which is given through the
H:tying on of hands, becomes a seed In the body.
And it may seem like a reculiar statement, but I
make it without fear-a part of that seed or Holy
Ghost remains in the grave with the body. Paul
says: "If the same Spirit that raised Jesus from
the dead dwell In your mortal bodies, he that
raised Christ from the dead shall also quicken
your mortal bodies by his Spirit that dwelleth in
you." In this is a "miracle" indeed. When
Christ comes and we are changed in a moment
of time, we are born again in the fullest sense of
the term.
By virtue of the law of adoption, we receive
the Spirit of God as a "seal of adoption." "Because ye are sons," says Pan!, the Spirit bears
witness (VIot "to") but "with" our spirits. When
you say you have received of the Spirit without
water baptism, you falsify Paul-"The natural
man receiveth not of the things of God." It is
"because ye are sons" that you receive the Spirit,
not "to make you sons."
The thought of being an heir of God ie indeed
a grand one. "God hath ch<rsen the poor,"
says James, "rich in faith; and heirs of the kingdom.'' They are not chosen because poor, but because tney are "rich _in faith.'' "The world knew
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
ment; and as new appointments will doubtless
him not," and it knows you not. Weare notour
promised a part in the first resurrecti()n by obebe opened similtaneously with above meeting,
own-we are God's. Have we a right to rob
dience to the gospel law. We ought to want this
God? That is what we do when we poison either
any help from other brethren, especially our esone thousa!'ld years of schooling where we have
the mind or body. "Every one that hath that
a chance to learn something; a.l'ld it will be someteemed missionary in charge, Bro: James Mchope purifieth himsdf"-that is the hope of being thing better than playing on golden harps with
Kiernan, would be highly appreciated.
made like him.
heavy golden crowns on our heads. The thought
Our district conference convenes here Decem·
ought to stimulate us to repentance.
·
ber roth, and our advance work will, we hope,
At 7: 30 p.m., F. M. Sheehy. Hope includes
prepare us and the people here to make the con·
the idea of association with Jesus Chri~t. A
Yes, we can hold up our heads. I don't feel
like being downcast. Much sympathy may have
great many will lose this association. At this
ference a grand success and leave the work here
time Dr. Briggs is being tried for heresy. One been proffered us, but the sympathy Is now to be
and throughout the. district in a more hopeful
of the charges is his belief in a further preparaand m11ified condition.
·
given to D. D's. and L. L. D's. who get together
tion of the soul after death. This is no new docOur local Sunday school association will give
and discuss the question: "Does God damn Intrine to us. This very court represents one of fants?" or "Does God foreordain half the race to
a concert during the confer-ence in the,interest of
the churches concerned. in the revival in New
be damned?" We ought to feel sorry for such,
the district aswciation. We are able to report
York State when Joseph Smith began his invesand for all others. We will even have to dig
good and substantial progress in the work here.
tigations, and one to which he was commanded
down Into hell to bless humanity.
·
In bonds,
(To be continued.)
not to unite himself. He declared that creed
N. A. BAKER, Branch Pres.
with others wrong, which statement was then-reSister Sarah Ann Barbee, a member of the
jected. Since that time they have awakened to
PERSONAL NOTICES.
the truth of the statement and are now at work
Edenville (Iowa) branch, is hereby notified to
Having
been
credibly
and
officially
informed
revising the creed.
appear at Rhodes, Iowa, December rsth, I89I,
that one J. L. Adams has' been representing him·
and .answer to charges against her for unchris-·
The word shows that sanctification is not atself
as
a
minister
of
the
Reorganized
Church
of
tained at death, but that there is a thousand years
tianlike conduct.
Jesus
Christ
of
Latter
Day
Saints,
and
officiating
of development, and that heaven is not attained
WILLIAM C. NIRK, Pres.,
in
the
name
of
said
church
at
different
places,
· until after that period. The history begins with,
J. T. RoBERTs, Clerk.
"Let us make man.'' 'What for? For God and especially at Drain,, Oregon; this will notify. all
whom it may concern that he has no authority
Christ to associate with. John saw a new heaven
Lost at the Reunion at Logan, a Christian
to do so.
HEMAN C. SMITH,
and a new earth and the holy city coming down
Sunday school Hymnal, yellow back; has the
Pres. 1-acific Sloje Mission.
from God out of heaven as a bride adorned for
undersigned's name In it. It is also sewed
SAN B11RNARDiNo, Cal., Nov. 7th, 1S91.
. her husband. There was a beautiful cert:mony
through the back with a waxed thread: Any·
connected with a Jewish wedding, and hence it
one having said book, please send to me at DeWhereas, we have reason to believe that pne
was the fittest illustration the Revelator co.uld
fiance, Iowa, and oblige.
John
Turner
has
absconded
from
his
home
and
u11e. "Behold the tabernacle of God is with men;"·
J. L. GUNSOLLEY.
family;
and
wereas
we
have
reason
to
believe
and then is perfection on earth to the greatest dethat
the
said
John
Turner
is
not.
worthy
of
the
gree: "I will give unto him that Is athirst of the
fellowship of the Saints, the Saints in Colorado,
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
water of life freely." The trouble with many toand elsewhere, are therefot:e advised to withhold
day is tha.t .they are not thirsty. God is not
Conference of the Des Moines district wlll be
their
fellowship
if
solicited
until
further
invest!·
wasteful to give us to drink when we do not
held at bes Moines, Iowa, Saints' church, Degation Is had at least.
In bonds,
·.
thirst.
cember IIth-r3th. We would like to see all
JAMES
CAFFALL,
Missionary
in
charge~
The use oUhis one thousand year period is to
branch officers present; also the missionari.es.
cultivate unto perfection. If there is anything
We would also like a report from each branch.
in this dwelling of ~od with man, it means asAll are irivited. Come and .bring the Spirit of
PAST,ORAL.
sociation in its fullest sense. Man must then be
peace with you, that good may be done and all
In
response
to
frequent
requests
for
gos:pel
like him in charact~r. Of courst: this is attained
rejoice in the Lord.
labor in Sarpy county, Nebraska,which Is w!tpin
stt:p by step .. It is spggested by being born again,
C. E. HAND, Dz"st. Pres.
the
limits
of
.the
Northern
Nebraska
District,
and the vine with branches; it means growth. ·
Bro.
G.
M.
L.
Whitman,
will
commen.ceto
tn!.vel
In. Genesis, after, the earth is fitted, we see man
The fifteenth quarterly conference of the
and preach in said county.
·
made .the crowning feature. Earth without man
Northwest Kansas district will be held at Blue
H.
J.
HuDSON,
Pres.
o/
Dis
.
. is a waste, a lack of wisdom. Without man, what
Rapids, Kansas, December 12th. Those sending
JAMES 'CAFFALL, M_issifmary in charg~.
use,. what wisdom; is there in music? What
mail for me, reports, and .other matter .will adis .the use ofsoundiwlthout an intelligent ear to
dress In care ofJ. S. Haskell.
receive it a,nd be benefited? What is the use of
NOTICES ..
·
H. P. CuRTIS, Sec.,
.col.or without an ln:telligent eye, an appreciative
Box 6sr, Clay Center, Kansas.
To jresidents and clerks o/. Soutkern Indi(ln.a
sense, One young, man, .an A theist, said the ex.·
District; Brethren:-It Is my duty as secret;try
istence of a God was to aim inconsistent when he of this district to keep a record of all the branches
BORN.
saw tile sufferings pf a worm .. This seems nice
in the. district, and record all changes either in
on its £ace, but the'very means bywhlch hefeels
SMITH,....:.Georgia Belle, the beautiful infant
additions or removals; this I cannot do without
· and appreciates th~ ~ufferlng of a .worm shows your ald. Therefore will you all please to report
daughter, born June 3d, to W. J. and Jennie .B.
the .wisdom of an iptelllgent God, show6 his act~
Smith, was blessed October zoth, by Elder E. C.
vour branch to the next conference; and be parual t:xistence; for '{vithout this sense of apprecia- ticular to give all the changes of either additions
Briggs, at Cadillac, Michigan. May the little one
tion man would beibut a. rock. Let us not judge
liv:e forever, a blessing to the world and a comfo.rt
or losses, together with the. necessary items of
from a Of!esided v:i~w, for we can see but a small
to its parer. t~.
birth, ba,ptism, etc .. There were seven· braricnes
parfof the great plan. Paul us.d.~;rstood tl)e Sitreported at the lastc.onference, four of which do
McQUEEN:-To .Mr ..W.ebster and Sr. Victoria
u~tion when he sai~, "All. thif)gs wo~k. together
not correspond with tile district record. 'With
McQueen, at Oelwein, Iowa, September 3d, r89r,
for good to them ;who love God atnd keep his one branch: there is a difference In number ofsixa daughter; blessed October 27th, r89r, by J. S.
commandments." .)Even tl!.e bestdeveloped man
teen names. This should. not ·.be. Send your
Roth and C. C. Reynolds, and named Vesta
deals with faith, J:1;ven Latter Day :5aints can·
delegates to conference with your reports. Those
Viola.
nqt eorriprehend all the intricacies .of thi~ work.
coming from the south and southeast, go .to
DI!:WALD.-'-To Bro. Milton and Sr. Lillie DeThe Presic!ent o~ the church told us lately that
Wash!ngton,thence to Hiatt, .four miles .west,
wald, near Fairbank, Iowa, April roth, r89I, a
·God ;will hasten hi$ work .. I couldn!t understand
and enquire. for Henry Rail. Those sending redaughter; blessed November ut, r891, by J, S.
all"fi:rst. I found his father hadstatea the same,
ports by mail please address them to S. C. GruRoth mild. John Shippy, and named Maggie
and,even the Biblel s.ta.tes lt. I couldn~t under-.
ver, care of Ht:nry Rail, .Washington, Davis· Evelyn.
·
stand why the LoriJ would hav~ te hu.rr)', forhe
county,.Indiana.
·
·
FoREMAN.-,-AtFreeman, Nebraska, .Septem.is perfe.ct and never gets behind time .. · Now I
s.
c.
GRUVER, Dist. siJC:
ber 2d, r89o,. to Bro. Willlaffi: A. and Sr. Sarah
haveconcluc1ed that it's like a sculptor chiseling
'a fig,ure.. He m!gllt try to convey to the mif!d of
E. Foreman, a daughter. Blessed Novemer rzth,
All members ofthe .Des.Moines bran<;h, whp
a bystander what qe is making, but with poor reside within. the limits. of other branches, .are
1891, by Elder R. M. Elvin, and named Eleanor
Eugenia:
·
success.. There lllay be. a particular feature
requested to obtain and deposit letters. in such
DIED.
;which will require put one stroke of the mallet,
branches, as required by regulations ... We also
· and that one stroke: makes .a wonderful improveBAKEit.~Nelson She.baJ!Iaker, born December
urge upon all me~bers of the Des Moines dism.ent. He did not accelerate his movements; ke
trict who can to !Htend our coming conferen~~
rrth, r886, an.d .died at Des :Moines, Iowa, .Octo·worked at .the same rate. _Or, Jt may be.like an
aiDes Moines, beginning Friday •.Decemb'er II,th.
ber 9th; 1891 ... Also Laura .May Baker, born
.artist'~ work, whose one stroke of the. brush will
Bj order of. hanch business meeting, held No~ J~ne aoth; r888, died October z8th, r89'r. Both
C()ri;lplete what .formerly seemed obsc.ure.
. . v~mber zd, r891. H .. Cool.!:, :scretary, Cottage · died of diphtheri;~. Both were blessed :under the
.. ... . ..The admonitions. of the, Spirit everywhere ad-.
Hospital; N. A. Baker, president, 1424 East
church. ordinance; and .remarkable as it may
·· ·monish us to ·~hav.e .faith in God;" and this, I
seem. unscapned by tlte eye of faith; the oldest
Maple St., Des Moines, Iow.a.
uriderstaqd, in :view of. the possible fact that the
gave mqst satisfactory ev:idence of angelic min·
may be near at hand when we will have to '
A protracted series of m~etings will co!llrrience lstration, in death calm\y.ded.atlng .that he was
· Goo'sarm, not man's. '.Many have made
not afraid to go, and finally tijat he. wanted "t()
atSain~s' ~:;hapel, D~s Moit-les, Iowa, :N"ovember
ottheir faith by falling .to do this;
25th., and. continue eac\:1. eyening thereaft'er.up.til
go.tq the.GO()d ~an/.'. wht:re.his .throat .would
• ...,•• vn. ,~ the thought: The idea ofgetfing- baGk
J)'ecembe.r. !Oth •.. Elc!ers 0. B. Thomas and
nqt hurt...••. Wheii~skell when jJapll;~()Uld see his· .
~resence is stimulaJing. We are
Georg~ ~hiinmel. will b~ present <per arrange.~ .· little ~()Y ag;litt 'h:e~rt:plled .ll.s .if as~pi;lisl;J.t:d af th~ ·
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apparent lack of information, "When th~ Good
Man wakes me up."
His people are not aware
that he had ever·h.ad the hope of Paradise or of
the resurrection explained to him, as he was but
five years of age; and regard this and his bidding
them good-bye hours before he_ quit walking
about the house, In connection with a conversation he seemed to .be holding with the Invisible.
world at the same time, as evidence that .he had
received nntice of his death and information in
regard to Paradise and the resurrection through
the ministration of angels. Such is our hope.

Hall, Pennsylvania, October. 20th, I89I! Sr. Mary Ann, wife of Elaer
James Brown. Born. M!'Y 12th, 1819, at Shirleysburg, Pennsylvania. " She had always been
religiously inclined, and from an early age had
professed the religion of Christ as she had been
taught. The gospel was presented,,to her in x864
by Elder
W. Blair, which she embraced, and
ever lived a devoted life. She made many sacrifices that her companion might be out in the
Master~s field, being alone, far .from any branch,
and away from her children months at .a time,
and with age creeping upon her. Of late years
she was subjected to poor health, yet she would
never complain; and even w}}en lying upon a
b~d of sickness, would tell .her companion he
ought to be out doing the Master's work instead
of with her. Her whole ambition was to serve
the Master to the lMt, when death came and relieved her. of all earth] y cares. Funeral services
were c®nducted at her late resiclence, October
22d, x891, by Brn. W. H. Garrett and Geo. H.
Hulmes.

w.

LEACH. '-At Stewartsville, Missouri, her
former home, Sr. Eliza, wife of Prof. G. W.
Leach, on October 27th, 1891. Consumption
was the enemy that assailed her, and after eight·
een months' conflict, conquered her. Having
been the mother. of four children, she left two of
them behind to console their father; two had
preceded her and were doubtless awaiting her on
the other side. Daughter of Father and Mother
Wood, she had been reared In the faith that
solaced her to the end, and that was the source
·weep not that her toils are over,
of her triumph. At the supreme moment she
Weep not that her race is run.
God grant that we may rest as calmly,
passed the keeper of life in mort!llitY to mingle
When our work, lil<e hers. is done.
with those who await their birth in the spiritual
Heaven retaineth now our treasure,
bodies over which the second death shall have
Earth the lonely casket keeps;
And the sun_beams love to linger,
no power, and without birth into which none
Where our sainted mother sleeps.
shall enter into the kingdom of God, and wear
F.J.R.
the crown of life. Her funeral services were
SENWR.-At Mineral Point, Ohio, October
conducted and funeral sermon preached by
24th, 189r, Sr. Mary Senior; she was born March
Elder M. H. Forscutt, who had known her from
28th, x8zo, in Lowmoor, Yorkshire, England;
her second year. She was. but twenty-seven
was baptized January 2oth, 1886, by Elder G. T.
years of age when she died. Her body was
Griffiths, at Washingtonville, Ohio. She died
bur!ed in the Saints' Cemetery, DeKalb county,
firm in the faith.
~
Missouri. Bro. John T. Kinnaman assisted at
the funeral and led the exercises. Rest rn peace.
STIVERs.-At Virginia City, Nevada, October
27th, 1891, of scarlet fever, Earl, son .of Bro.
LANGE.-At the home of her parents, Sylvan,
Simeon E. and Sr. Lillian F. Stivers. Born at
Richland county, Wisconsin, October 29th, 1891,
Irvington, California, May ~3d, 1889. A beautiof diphtheria, aged 17 years and 43 days, Charful, faultless bud, too fair for earthly blooming.
lotte Wilhelmina, daughter of Carl W. and
My hePrt is pained to chronicle his departure,
Nancy E. Lange. She had embraced the gospel,
and died with a full assurance of a glorious res' . even to a falq~r clime. We love him still, and
urrection with our Lord and Savior, whom she 'extend our sympathy to the bereaved family till
all meet again.
D. S. M.
beheld with a cr6wn upon his head, sweetly
smiling upon her during the administration of
PALMER.-At Council Bluffs,. Iowa, October
one of God's servants. Services at the grave,
23d, 1891, Bro. Henry Palmer, aged 73 years and
funeral sermon to be preached hereafter.
5 months; buried at Walnut Hill Cemetery,
SMALLWOOD.-Sanford E. Smallwood was born - Council Bluffs, October zsth, I89I. Funeral
May xsth, I879. in Gladwln county,- Michig-an.
services conducted and 'funeral sermon preached
He died at Sand Run, Ohio, August r8th, 1891,
by Mark H. Forscutt. The deceased was born
aged 12 years, 3 months and 3 days. Funeral
in Herefordshire, England, May 23d, x8r8, and
sermon by Elder G. T. Griffiths.
was one among the upwards of eighteen hundred souls brought into the church by ·Apostle
BACON.-At the residence of his brother,
Wilford Woodruff there during eight months
Blenheim, Ontario, October 22d, 1891, in his
labor, the greatest ingathering from one locality,
thirty-fourth year, Richard R. Bacon, passed
and under the ministration of one truly insplrr d
peacefully away with consumption of the throat,
man, In the last dispensation. Our brother emibrought on by the grip. Hls home was in Sagi·
grated to Nauvoo, in 1842. He crossed in "The
naw county, Michigan. He was brought up
John Cousins," left Liverpool February 22d
among the different churches, but when he heard
and reached Nauvoo, at rnid-day, May 7th, while
the gospel he believed it and came two hundred
the Nauvoo Legion was under drill. Pett, the
miles to obey it, and was baptized by his brother,
leader of the celebrated Pett's band, was an old
S. H. Bacon, in Lake Erie, six weeks before his
comrade, and his band serenaded the emigrants,
death. After he was baptized he felt to rejoice
accompanied by the prophet and official staff of
and said he thanked the Lord it was over. He
the legion, and made their hearts glad by an al·
leaves a wife and two children, five brothers and
most royal welcome. Our brother had tried the
one sister and a host of friends to mourn their
west; but returned to the place of his death in
Joss. Funeral sermon by Elder S. Brown in the
r864 or '65- He loved the martyred prophet with
Saints' Church.
an almost reverential love, and copied. from a
CRUM.-Near Downey, California, November
letter seemingly from that prophet's son,of which
7th, 1891, Mamie Elizabeth, only child of Bro.
he does not give the date; and although the
George and Sr. Mary Crum; born in Dickinson
writer has the transcript, he is not able to affirm
county, Kansas, September 15th, x883, aged 8
it as an evidence, he quotes it here. "It is my
years, r mOJ}th and 22 days. Funeral sermon
wish that you may live yet many years to be
preached Novemaer wth, at the house of her
happy in the Lord, but I know how unstable all
grandparent«, Bro. and Sr. Vanfleet, by Elder
human affairs are, and cannot hope to meet you
Heman C. Smith, after which she was coveyed
again on this side of the other world. May God's
to Los Angeles and laid away in Rosedale cempeace be with you ever in Christ our Lord.
etery. Her school class met at the grave, each
"Yours in bonds,
carrying a boquet of beautiful flowers, which
"JOSEPH SMITH."
they tenderly placed in the grave. Floral tributes
The deceased said that "the father's mantle
from mamy friends made her resting place a bank
rested on the son." Is this evidence? By kindof flowers.
ness of the children, the journal of the deceased
RxcH.-At his home in Farmington, New
is loaned to me, and only for the lack of time to
Hampshire, October r8th, 1891, Alfred Llewellyn
copy, or of means to pay forit being copied, there
Rich, aged 19 years, 2 months and 24 days. He
Is much there I would give td show light upon
was born in Gouldsboro, Maine, July 21st, 1872;
history, and give confirmation to faith. Deceased
baptized October 16th, 1891, fell asleep in Jesus
kept his diary from baptism to death, more or
thirty-three hours afterward. An exemplary and
less regularly. I read it; and God's Spirit comes.
highly respected young man.
I long to sound it abroad, and will do so as far as

I can.
a day before death seemed to be recovering;
Sister Palmer preceded him ten years, six chil·
dren remain to follow them, and four children
gone before. The children have now. the world's
esteem. My prayer is that the twelve may be an
unbrqken tamlly In glory.
M. H. FoRSCUTT.
THoMAs.-At the residence of their parents in
Lamoni, Iowa, OCtober 27th, r891, aged 7 months.
and 24 days, Albert B., son of Bro. Oscar and Sr.
Emma Thomas. And on the 3nt of ·the same
month, aged 8 years, 6 mop.ths and 25 days, Walter Almon. Funeral s_ervices · at the residence, in
charge of As a S. Cochran; sermons by J. W. Gil·
len.
RuDD.-At Bell, Io~a, October 24th, 189r, of
croup, Grace Anna, infant daughter .. of Bro. A.
Z. and Sr. Sarah J. Rudd. Born February 21st,
1891, blessed March 16th. 1 Though lonely with·
out her, we can say, "Lord, thy will be done:"
Sermon by Elder J. M. Baker, at Dow City,
Iowa.
Dearest Gracie, thou host left. us,
And this shall be our prayer,
That when our journey herels done,
Thy glory. we may share.
A.Z.R.

CooK.-At the home of' his par.ents, Thomas
G. and Susan E. Cool;:, Galesburg, Illinois, William H. Cook; born Marcil 24th., 1851; died November 5th, x89r. He leaves a wife, five sons,
parents, four brothers and three sisters.
MooN.-At Webbervllle, Michigan,, October
24th, 1891, Bro. Weiman Moon, aged 71 years, 4
months and 20 days. He was 'born June 4th,
182o, in Salisbury, Vermont; was baptized at
Webberville, Michigan, August 29th, r883, by
Elder J. J. Cornish. He died firm in the faith,
leaving a wife, children and friends to mourn
their Joss. Funeral sermon by Elder Hiram
Rathbun, in the M. E. ch.urch.
ITEMS OF INTEREST.
Special Commissioner Moncriff, .of the London
Society for the colonization of Russian Jews in
Palestine, reports great distress among many
Jews in the Holy Land. •Many a camp enroute.
to Jerusalem were suffering severely for lack of
food, water, and the intense heat of the new cli·
mate. He furnished such aid as he could.
Foreign and domestic telegrams report strong
probabilities of war between Germany and Rus·
sia. Germany has arranged for large supplies of
food and war material from America, and Russia
is massing large bodies of troops in southwestern
Russia. The Grand Duke Vladimir is in Paris negotiating for the purchase of soo,ooo rifles for the
Russian army.
Russia will construct a line of torts along the
Chinese frontier and add to its officers in Central
Asia.
The f?utch Government has fully discussed
the military system of Holland, and has decided
strongly In favor of compulsory service.
A JAPANESE EARTHQUAKE.
WASHINGTON, D. C., Nov. 6.-Advices received to-day bv Mr. Tateno, Japanese minister
to the _United States, particularize the devastation caused bv the great earthquake in Japan on
the night of October 28th. The report says that
while the damage was confined to two prefec·
tures, those of Aichi and Gifu, the destruction
was sufficiently appalling to create a profound
sensation throughout the empire. The prefecture of Aichi is on the sea about seventeen miles
west of Tokio, while the prefecture of Gifu lies
fmmediately to the west. Nagoya is the chief
crty in Alchi Prefecture and has a population of
rso.ooo There are no very large cities in Gifu
Prefecture. Six thousand five hundred persons
were killed and 9,000 were injured. Seventyfive thousand houses were totally destroyed and
12,coo were badly damaged.
ROLLING STONES.
Statistics prove that only one man in six who
emigrates does so with advantage.
Washington Star: The subject of reciprocity
engages Secretary Blaine's attention at once
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amendment that all reference to foreordihation,
upon his return to the State Department.
the other countries on the eastern coast of South
to everlasting death, or any doctrine of non-elec·
America the plague of yellow fever has existed
Already arrangements have been perfected with
t!on sh@u!d be omitted. It was recommended
Brazil and Spain. With Mexico, Columbia,
for a half-year, and still exists; but even in Rio
that the doctrine be stricken out because it is
Venezuela, Peru, and the British W es1: India
and Bahaia It is not worse than it has usually
merely a logical and philosophical inference decolonies it is expected similar arrangements will
been in other years- The existence of various
duced from the doctrine of election, and is not a
infectious maladies has recently been reported
speedily be effected. There is hope that England
part of the holy scriptures.
will make a fair treaty, exchanging our exports
from the famine stricken districts of Russia.
The first resolution reported by the committee
for our imports with the leading British islands
The influenza has become especially prevalent
was adopted. In the second It was amended by
of the West Indies, and delegates from Barbaand fatal. It has also within a short time been
suggesting condensation instead of ''slight condoes and Trinidad are expected here soon.
spreading westward from Russia, as it has spread
densation," as reported by the co:nmlttee. The
Redprocity progresses.
in other years, and it is heard of In Vienna, Berthird resolution, excepting two sections relating
lin, and several cities of the principalities of the
lt is announced the Pope is suffering from
to the doctr!Re of sovereign election, sovereign
Danube.
cerebral anremia, due to. old age. His condition
preterltion, eternal foreordination to death, etc.,
causes grave apprehension.
The grip is reported to have reappeared in
was finally passed as reported by the committee
Montevido,
and
z,ooo
people
are
•said
to
be
A widespread conspiracy has been unearthed
after a long debate. On motion of Dr. Briggs the
affected.
in Russia, having for its object the establishment
words "in the act of regeneration" were stricken
of a constitutional government. Sixty persons
LoNDON, Nov. 13.-The damage in Somer·
out in Sec. 2. After considerable discussion, Dr.
were arrested for complicity, many of them being
set from the floods in October was estimated at
Briggs urging that some provision should be
among the nobility.
£2oo,ooo. The renewal of the freshet now, with
made for. the salvation of those incapable. of bethe
recurrence
of
the
breaking
of
river
banks,
CALCUTTA, Nov. IO.-Further details of the
Ing called by the mialslry of the w~~>rd and for
completes the ruin begun a month ago in many
cyclone which passed over this part of India on
the heathen, a substitute offered by Dr. Briggs
places.
Following
upon
a
deficient
harv.est
in
Monday of last week show tkat the damage done
was adopted as follows:
the
district
the
misfortune
Is
almost
crushtng.
"
is very extensive' Besides the loss of seventyInf.ants dying in infancy and other persons
seven lives occasioned by the sinking of the InCivil .war and the overthrow of the govern·
who are incapable of being called by the ministry
dian Government steamer Enterprise, foundered
ment are feared In China.
of the word are regenerated and saved by Christ
at the Andama11 Islands, and the killing of iilxty
through the spirit which worketh when and
Financial centers In Europe are considerably
.convicts, there has been large loss of life at other
where and how he pleaseth; also may other perdisturbed. Saturday's panic In Vienna has
places along the coast.
sons who have not been called by the ministry of
largely subsided. It was, in the main, due to
Ad vices from various parts of Orisua, a provthe word.
the loose talk current of the splendid opportunity
ince of India, in Bengal, say' that tl!e cyclone offered by Russia's present condition for an atThe last clause was moved by Dr. Briggs.
did great damage there. The eastern part of the
Sec. 4 was so amended as to read as follows:
tack upon that country by the Dreibund in order
province lies. along the shores of the Bay of BenThose persons who are called by 'the ministry .
to terminate an onerous peace and prevent Russia·
gal, and this. sec~ion was exposed to the full fury
of the word and yet resist the Holy Spirit and'.
and Franc.e from completing preparations that are
·of th.e gale. It cleared a path through the forest,
never truly come to Christ cannot be saved;
likely to plaG:e them on an equality. with the
uprooting gigantic tree$ and hurling them aside
neither is there any salvation. in any other way
Drelbund.
as though they were reeds. Every structure
than by Christ, truth, and spirit.
Various.European
governments
are
projecting
within the path of the cyclone was either swept
vast ra,ilway. systems In Africa.
from its foundations or literally picked up,.turned
Information Wanted.
The' subject of political union with the United
over, and carried away.
Information would be gladly received coucerning the
States in being discussed in portions of Canada.
The cyclone 'also did mueb damage In the
whereabouts of Rachel Wltitacker, who at the age of five
vicilllity of Calc1.1tta. The Hoogly Rjyer empties
BuENOS AYRES, Argentif!a, Nov. 16.-'A toryears left St. Lonis, in1850, with a Mr. and Mrs. Samnel
into the Bay o~ Bengal through a number of
Frazer for California, her fa.ther and mother being dead.
nado last Friday. night passed over the .Province
Address Joseph, or Martha Lightowler, "Stockton, San
mouths, the delta being ten miles acro111s. A . of Santa Fe, thirty miles from Rosario. It
Joaqnin county, California; or Herald Office, Lamoni,
large numb'er of, vessels were at amchor off the
caused. great destruction to property and. ~oss of
Decatur county, Iowa.
28nov6t
mouths of the river. When. the gale burst it was
life. The town of Arroyo Seco was entirely
impossible to save many of them.. Numbers
destroyed. The number of deaths is reported to
"THE RETURN."
dragged their ap.chors ana were carried ashore,
be forty.and of wounded thirty.
Complete volnmes (of twenty-six numbers) published
with a hea,vy los;s of life, while others were dam·
b} E. Robinson, can be had by sendmg $1.15 to
PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS NOT•SUFF1C1EN]:'.
<M:rs. :M. A• Robinson, Da:Vil!> City, .iowa.
aged by the poup.ding they received by the enorFITCHBURG,
Mas~., Nov. 16.-In the :police
m,ous seas whicq ::ccompaRied the storm.
court this morning Judge Charles S. Hayden susA lllANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
Terrific storm~ accompanieo:}by. floods in the
tained the! .indictment in the case of the .ComSetting forth the order and nature of the Priest·
in.terior ~ave p;revailed along the British and
munwealth vs. Xavier Ponten, charged wi.th not
Fre"nchcoasts. (Great damage has been done to. having given .llis child suffiCient schooling under
hood, and defining the duties and prerogatives
shipping andfar:m products.
the demand .and defin!ti()n of the statute. Inc!'
of all the Church Officials, including the First
.ST .. PETER~BPRG, Nov .. 13·-:-Events in South
dental to this question is.one whic\1 decides the
Presidency, and also the Deacons, asset forth in
America are w:alched h11re with.considerable in•
stat.us of parochbtl and other priv;~te. sch~ols of
the Revelations · of God and decisio11s of the
terest. Whlle . Russian state se.crets are well
the. State and defines tile authority of ~chool
Church. Compiled' from the s.tandard works of
kept, seml-officl~l hints have been dropped to the
committees in regard to them, Judge Hayden
effectthat if. England takes. an active part in any
carefully revie'Ws the lav;r and. the evidence.In his
the Church, .by Chades Derry,. and for sale at
decision and fines that in attending the parochial
American quar~el Rus~!a. may be .heard fro111.
Herald Office, Larnotil, Decat.ur county, Iowa.
Although R us~Ia ·has. no interests. in .· Sou.th . school the ch!ld did no~ acquire the brancpes of
Price 25 cents including po~t~tge.
4-metlca worth mentionlngthere is .some talkof
learning.requ!red by law to be taught tn the pub~ending three orJ.fou.r. vessels to Rio Janeiro and
lic sll:hools,and that, ex.ceptfcir the space of six
~
hw ~mtl G.d&t llliU.
Valparaiso for opservat!on: .The Russian fleet is
weeks, said child's physical or me!ltal con'dltion
. . a • " <1>1 :l'l.f.lRIIHU> uHi WACOli! for ule • .A:ddr%11,
in excellent.ord~r and increasing at a rate that
was not such as to render such attendance inex· A& ~ll'l!l.Alli'D. Bln"e.til"VWCllo ¥&B.
will place it before long among the. first-class ,pedlent or impracticable. The defenda11t was
powers.
·
:
found guilty and or.dered that he forfeit to the use
PUBLIBlUUt'S NQTlC.B.
of the public schools of the city the sumo£ $1o.
· · Logan, I(nva, i'r:Jbserver :-It ha.s. been charged
The cases:;:-three in· all..,:-were appealed.
We· w!shto say to our friends that our book
that my. mothet;.. has largely contrib~ted to the
''Witll '~'he Cl\are'Jt ID A.n Early D11.y,, is now
formation. of my. religious conv!Ction.s. I'w!ll
RosARlO, Argentina, Nov; 17:.-:-The tornado
rea.dy ~w mail!nl'. TQ the ministry weare offerte)l y~m.hovy:. sht'f d!d.it: It was by tl!elnfluence
which sweptover the Santa Fe Province Friday
ing unusual Inducements to assisUn its sale and
()f., her daily life, her care for per .children to
night did even greater damage tl!an was first rewould~ pleased to have you &end for our .terms
teach them by e~amble as well as by precept the
ported. It is now said thab the num.ber of persons
way of• life., Wpen I was leaylng home to go to
killed is ten 11nd wounded seventy. . Besides Ar· ·IC)On,- a& tb.e offer w!ll be withdrawn December.
ltlt, t8gx •. Parties ordttrlng hereafter willplease
stud.Y. law, she put the. Bible into my han.d and
royo Seco,. several othervilhlges in the vicinity
~ottce that the poet!)ge is fo'Urteen cenbj instead
said to me: "Take this book to be the man of
of. Rosario were destroyed. Wind an.d hail
of eight c.en:ts, a& w.e ·thought it would be. The
your counsel; ljv:e every day as .if if were. to be
played havoc .with the crops throughout the
volume (as the amount o~ postage"thdlcates) is
your last, and ybu need not fear for the here-. province. The loss(I'S will mount up info millarge, neatly and ~;ubstanthdlf bound and we
•after."-Jo.seph Smith, :Logan Reunion, :L.D.S., lions o.f dollars. Half ,a mile of rails between
Wr.lk wtlle!ve ,;enwal a;atillfaction.
189r:
·
Rosario a,nd Buenos.Ayres were to\"n upby the
.
. .
..
)(.W.U..lll:llllll,,
storm.
·
. . The cyclone that passed over the An dam an
Furious gales prevailed on lakes Michigan and
.Islands .destroyed a large number of buildings
in the Indian penal settlement. Slx:tycorivicts- Erie on the r8th ..$everal.vessels and someliv.es
MEETING HOUSES.
were lost. ·
·
w:ere killed and two h.undred injured.
Belo~ will be ~ound the. di:ff'erent places of
FOREORDINATION LEFT OUT.
The French ..Senate has. passeda bill regulatmeeting of the J:qtt~;ch in the cities named:
!ng<the ho~rs of labor of w9men .and children .. · .
London, England, No. 48 Repton street, Li.tne~
NEW YoRK, Nov.r6,:;:-The NewYorkpresby:
l;louse, at 6:30p.m.; Sundays; at No. ro7 Ca.nal
tery met this afternoon. Dr. Chiu:lesA. Briggs
portions ofTu~key In
R,oa.d; J't!!le End, pn Wedneso:}ays;
and his friends were on hand.. The :professor
The estim.ated.num·
Chicago; Illinois; servic~s; every: Sunday at···
thf~re:from: iri. TurkeY .is.. betW:een · succee9ed )n .• se.c:uring ·imi>,ortant amendments:
two p.m., in HalJ . O, .No•. 2r3 W. Mad~~on.street
Brazil and' in several of The most important discussion was over the

·ctrftl.M'.
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lUJLES OF ORDER AND DEBATE,
Revised and'.enlarged edition, including
And

Articles of Association;
eioth bound;.: •.•••••" ...... price 50 c.nts.

J!OM'. WIBNIN<i,
,
President.

D. 11. NICKOLIIION,
Co.slaier.

LAMONI. STATEot BANK,

Sacc¢ssor to FarmersJSank L&moni.
Paid 11p· Capital. $25,000.00. ·· Llab!lit;r• of StoekholdQn
550,000.01). .
lmeorporatet!.niuler tho laws .of row11, Ana. 1, 18M.
Si:s: per eent Iuterest p~ld on time depomlts.
.
ll'~rm Land• and Town Lots for Sale.

JF AJ!UI FOR II ALE.
.A. fartn of SO acree, 2M. miles· from W1rt, R!ng~~:old Ce.,
Iowa. 40 acrem good meadow, 00 acres plow-land, 20 acres
timber; sll.under good fence, <livlded In four parts; .good
hou~e., ·With 4 room• 11bove and 4 rooms below; 11 goOd
weliP, good stable, crib$ yard~, cave, etc.
· ·
•
This. farm .will bo sold on east terms; a.small portion
:~~down and from two to elg t years' time on.tll.e bal·
For fllrtll.ez pllrtleulan call on or address,
,
B.li'; MELVIN,
5!8sepllm
Wm'l', lUngliold Oo., Iawa. !

ZION'S

Published every Saturday at

!!(DEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,
F. G. PITT, Jl!ld!tor.
fiht:'ltl!erlp'tiel!l pr! ce, 8 1.00 per ye!l.l".
It I• devoted to the spreading of rel!g!ou trntll 1111
viewed by tile Saint@,
.
EBeh issue .contains ·a eermom by one of the ministry,
reports ot the d!ll'erent eoc!etl'lm In the e'llnrch, and ar~~!~~:earlng upon or explanatory of the iloetrlnem of the
It lathe lnt~ntlon to make it a help to ths missionary
at home and in the tleld; a sourr.e of comfort to tile scat·
tered one.s who are denied church priviiegeo, and to bring
the Saints into closer relationship with each other.
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.4,UTUMN LE.Jl. YES
ITH January tst, 16921 oul' Magazine will. enter Upon
its ll.fth·'l'olnmc, ann we may safely sny that n(lver
at any previous .time have tile p~oopects for furnluh!ng
our patrons the fall worth of money Invested .been so
good a~ th®y now are for the forthcpm\ng volume. Among
the protninent features otthe volumo>wUl be, the

W

WOW READY.

WHAT IS !IAN?"

BY EL»llll!l J. R. L.I.MBlliBT,
Is now ready. A. thorough treatiwe on immortality, and

LAMONI, IOWA,

BOOKBINDING.

. TALXS WITH. THE YOUNG,
by ELDER D .. S. MILLS; of Californl11, on evi'denlleS o1
tl!.eolr faith, drawn from the prophecies, from tile records
God ham wr!tte.n in the roc~ and In the earth, 1111 well &11.
from allllnllable eource5 of information. This series of
itself ·will be' innluable tn all who :love the latter day ·
w€\i.'k. BRO. MILLS' LIKENESS will also be given.
Each issue of the Magazine will cont&lu one choice
•election of MUSIC from the SAINTS' 1IA:RMO'NY, or
other ava.ilable source; every other Issue the likeness ol
eomeone prominently connected wlth.tlie·.worli:.
·

. :PLEASE T.AKl'j:l NOT.IOE
tll&t we are 3till offering the splendid Steel Engraving of

l'res. JOSEPH SMITH, also an. excellent likeness of

Elder W. W. BLAIR (the eame elz«> as the steel engrav·
lng) to all subscribers who .send us their names, accomp~~onied w~th price of subscription and &mount to cover.
cost of mailing, be foro April let, 1B9Z.. ·
. '
:Regnl:n ~ulMcr!ption price of magazine ...... 01111)
Magazine with eteel engraving of Bro. JoMagazine with both picture~ .............. ~ .. $1 71
For eight n11mes and th~ m.onev w.e will send an extra
copy of the magazine. For five name• and tile money, &
copy of "With the Church in an Early Day." Jhch sub·
ucriber giving his or her name t() a club list will be enti·
tied to one or both of the pictures upon the same terms
otl'ered to single eubecr!bers; but tbe getter up .of the·
club will secure the .premium whether an;r picture 11
taken by the subscriber or not.
.
We thank our friends for their generouD, untiring liupport in the pamt, and mha!l try by earnest, faithful ende.avor to merit It In the future. The ministry w!ll please
remember that it gives n.• pleasure to send a copy of the
ziue to tile family at home whiie they are in the
li
Do not fnil to send n~ the address. ,
d all remittance• and letters pertn:ining to bumineu
to DAVID DANCER, box 82, LAMONI, Io:wa.
Send all lltere;ry matter to
17~ep10t
·
Jill. WALKER, JM.litor,

FOR SAL! ON EASY TERMS.
BEAUTIFUL LOCA'riON.

All kinds of &okblndlng dollS at Reasonable Rates 1
50
00
25
50

Prices include cost of returning to sender.

Farm for Sale.
One IUI.d a half miles east and north o§ Wtrt,
lUnggold county, Iowa, (25 miles from .Lamoni), and vlhere there is.a branch of the church.
l:licre~,.

U.

IJ,0

FENCED IN'l.'O
SEVEN F!lllLD!!I.

Ninety acreil timothy and clover; bahmce pas·
ture and farm land; 35 acres of timber, young
orchard, living water In putures.

Frame Dwelling of .Six Rooms and Cellar.
Good well, stabling, corn cribs, etc.

,,.,,"'..''M"~"' $30 per acre. Addre&!l for terms,
N.J. KENT, Wirt. Ringgold Co., Iowa.

Is mow on Sale.
It eont&!ns 421. p&~lll8 of closely .written matter, with
11Vtourt¥1umd like- qftM .tut1wr, 'and Is printed in good,
readable type, with neat binding. and is sold at the low
price of $1.25 per. copy.
J)lfo!)nl!l should be content with a.eopy of the tlrst issue.
!lend it on 11 missionary tour among your neJglibors and
friends, &nd purchase a volume of·the New Edition to be
b01trer plea•ed with it, and thus se1.d'" thomand nang.Zim
·'·llu jWd tfiDa .litt!s.IW 10$ ettorijillt•. Tile WOlii.. K Iii .1. LIBRA.•
BY 'll'rniiN ~&ELY; Ill ......,.z qf lf'e!lehatd Grilici:m and log·
'"'" ~iBm :fr- hi~lfatltl; 'a .:u:T to the right un·
derstendlng of the Jilible and. modem diveue oystems of
tlaitlt and worell!p. It. i!lecnssee the issues of theology
th&t &re to the front to-day. No Dible etud~nt can &!ford
to miss reading ~'Presidency and Priesthood" either aa
eriti4: or investigator. It points out the way in which all
Cb.rlstianm may unite upon a common fattb,.-the .Bibleand may be read with interest And profit by Skeptics and
Inlldela. It treats largely of Jlllnisterial Authority as associated wltb. the M:ll:t.o~mlllilliiK and A..UI.oNIII
Pmll•¥1looDS, and the
.
iDEAL c:s:URCii o.B' NJIW T:1!ii!!TA111'EN'.I' TIMn
II! cQuspleuously set forth lm strill:ln~t contrast with the
.Oreeds and. syatems of Clmrcli building e!nee. the days of
the .Apo&tlea, .A.lso the claims fo~ the .
l!lli:BTOR.A.'l'ION 0.11' TB..Il! GO~PEL .A.'l' .A. L.A.'l'EB
DAl' THAN Tll:lll .A.l'O!\\TOLIO .A.GJI!l
is critically examined In the light of prophecy and history, which is & subject of great moment to men of. every
f&ltb., .A 1ii~! rosum• .,. briif Is also inserted of the
J.'tse and development of the "APOSTATE cl!!uRilll,'' and an
exegoois upon the 29th chapter of baiali, tile revelation
of the "sEALED :aoox,'' a eelentillc.and historical refer·
ence and freoentatioa of the earllest discovery and settlement o the American continent. some twenty centu·
ties before tlle Christian era, the ance•tors of the American lndtanm 1.who they were and where they came from,
with facslmu~s of their writimgs, ~he ·Ori~tlll ot modem
ehnrehes and creeds, etc.
" Copies may bo had by addressln~~t Wm. H. Kelley, Tem-.
ple, Lake county, Olilo; or the Her,.Jd Olftee, Lamoni,
Iowa. and from Traveling Agents. Tofnnay orders sent to
Wm. :S:.lil:eltsy allot!.ld be drawn oB W!llollihby, Ohio.

~·Iss
The Independent Patriot

DON'T

THE FINEST STOCK FARM
,-Jlf-

For the e\)ming year. You will regret it. Try It
Whatever othllr literat!U'$ you have, you
need a family new11paper.

AT O!I'Olll

TWO HUNDRED AND EIGHTY ACRES.

HERALD OFFICE :BINDERY-

THB

A.poswy, :Ktformati&n and Beato:ratioa,

JJ:verybod.y lhoald Read It•

'll'onr l(lles from llltewartllvllle on the llann!b& ~ lit. Jo·
· aeph Railroad.
T&o/!~\'ifc ~~~.~~~~lub.le O!i tl!.o ehleago, Rook Isl&nt'l
TwentY·three M.il~s from. l'lt. Jooepb. by Wa.golii·ROIId.
In the Center of a Community of Latter Day S11intu.
Four Bru>ehe$, Each. Having 11. ·Good :Meeting liouM of
Their,.Own.
Germali Brahel!., SlJ~<:ty-:l!ve .MemileMI. One Milo East.
Fleaoant Grove,, lill:xty-<~ight lli•m'">ra, One ll.li.d 11 R&lt
Mile& North.
,.
r De Krdb, f§eventy-oue M:Gmbers. One ell 11; Half M:llee
Sonth.
l!ltew&rtsville, Si:x:ty·ll.V<~~ll!:embers, Four Milell.

LAMBERT BROTHERS,

PBISIDINCI AND P.RliSTHOOD;
lh WM. H. KELLEY.

D.:mKALB CO., MO.

l'aper covers, per eopy,
ooc.
Oloth
75c.
Food for Thought, paper eovers 260.
Per do.:en
$2;00,
l"attlot one year and J.l'ood for Thought 1.1&.
"
6 month• "
'I'Oe.
_... WRITJll Ul!l FO:R TEmilll TO AGENTS.

nJ::.
l :WU

:l.eviaed and Enlarged. Edition

A.utobio&"raph.f ·or .Elder Jo!!eph L'llfi',

a eomplate e:x:poe<li of mortal·eoulism; 11110 pages.

Herald volumes, library leather b&clils and corners,
marbled edges ........................................................ $1
Autumn Leaves, half roan, elotl:t sides ......... ".......... 1
"
"
h~lf imitation mororco ......... - .........1
"
"
half mornceo ........................... ;........1
Books of similar size at Bame rates.

'f1ut liew,

of the Qn.ornm.of the Twelve, together wit~ an e:s:celle11.t
LIKENEtsS of BRO. LUFF.
.A. serle1 of

M:;~~~!:X!J~Ji ·1iii.iti~!ie· of' nro.' w: W: i!Ja!r·ll :

ENSIGN.,

Il'f BO'fK BINDINGS.

HOII Rle.A..D THISII.I

For.1892.

Rules of Rep.resentation,
,.,

Prospectus of

$event:r·ll.ve aeree Ill cultivatiolll, forty in meadow, b&l·
ance, Including tw~uty-lln acres of timber in pasture, all
in timothy, clover mud b!ne gr11@•: Wlllll f<~nced, three-hundred rod a l!<>d!le, bQ!anee three, four and ftva wirem; good
orch~rd; one dwelllng hou•e of sev«n rooms ~md one of
three rooms; two borne, well painted., littcd with New·
ton'• Patent Cattle Ties for !lfty head full-grown stoek,
thirty bead of yoan~~: stoek and twentv hones, with ample room for sevemty·five toms of hay; ~ood graeslota
with pens under shinll(le roof for one hnni!red hogs; cribs
forOOOO bushels of corn; eirrllt well•, good wat~r; 11 fine
pond ln meadow, surface 25,000 feet, well stocked with
dsl!; an unlimited quant!l.y of pure. clear water in pas·
tnres, piped from pond 1.0 wat®ring troughs: windmill
snpplies tanks in b~tm and yards; a good mill with horse
power for grinding feed, J!'alrhanks scales, etc., ete. Al.w
some fine shorthorn cattle, young horses, farming impJ.e.
menta, etc.
For partienlars, terms, ete., address
JOHN EUJRLJ.NGTON,
ST. JOSEPH, MO.

~Oe., I molltl'.ls 21)e.
LAMB.ERT BROS.,
. Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

One year $1. 6 months

SPIRITU

.um

THE SEED. OF P ALll['fl'tA:
Or
fliliE~I1EL

LEAVES,

With frontispiece each month.

Published monthly, 48 page$, neatly covered.

Price per year
Mr~.

$1.50.

M. WI!Jker, Editor and l!'nblli!her.

TO liP1iUli.ITI1AL .GJllFTS.
By iL B. l!IOND;

:Mode- Pli'Ol,llla®fllll aft®ll!' aBetest tJ'pell!.
Wlil® WU .il'&lllEllll!lil ~mit.hlf
wa.. a(<) a reU~i!l!lus ilmp4l>l!!te1'1
Wall!! he a "llii»irit Jiedimm"l!
Wlilat lie><l'lil tllle :IIU!llle lll!l!tiif ab-t .J'cseph
lliim!iUal

Tile Trntll by 'l'llree Witnesss&-Olnlst!anlty in the
First
Nlnet!"0:lltl!. Centncy-The Anehmt anti M:sd~rn :i!')ler!;e-'1'il.e Revelat!onB of ll:mmann<>l Swaden•

""!I

a-::11 litf:~~~u!::

n

orl!. of "Tile Latte1
FAC'I'S a;\d Hllmo.n
l£i&tory-A. :ft!ltlonal ~<lld Scriptural E:.po•itlon or EX•
pltulatlllll of Old 1\lld New Testemon& Propliecy and Doet~lne.

A Rovtm!on of "Splrltual Gii'tlll," With Supplement e.nd
the r®adin>~ matt~r of Splritui!J
fnll ~;loth birl<ilng 00 cents.

For

by, Oldc;.

AUT

L GIFTS

Li~al

or by lf. R. Bond, Wlllougb.•

Dl.•oount to Agent!!.

4•pr

GERMAN TRACTS.
~Tracts in the German Langua.ge may be had of Bro.
Ad. Richter, Burlington, Iowa: The Baptism, 6 cents;
the Repentance, 5 cents; the Principles of the Gospel, 6
c mts; tile Epitome ol Faith, 2c.; the Sixth Trumpet, a
tlfty-four page pamphlet, 25c. These prices include
postage.

~
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"-BEABKEN TO mE Wmm Oll' Tmll Lmm: FOB THERE SHA.LL NOT ANY MAN AKOlitl: YOU liA"Vlll BAlli! rr :Blll Oli!ll! Wll!'ll!r
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag@ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN BHOULDO HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE Wol!IIAN BU'l ONE HUSBAND! EXOlll'T Il!f CAi!ll OF Dll

IS AT LmERTY To MARRY· AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandmeut.s, see.l09, par. 4.

Lamoni, Iowa, December 5, 1891.
TIIE SAINTS' HERALD:
Oflicial Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Chrlat o'
Latter Day Saint•.
PlmLISlllllD AT LAMONI, DEOATlJB CoUNTY, Iow.A.

Price $a per year, $r for si:f mon!lu.
The Travellttg Ministry, Dllltririt &ttd Bran<>h President~~,
and the Bishop's AgGnt•, are requested to aollclt nsw ebecribers, arid help build up the paper and the publlOllitiOll
department.
.
.Bm!iness Letters and Subscrlptlons must be sent to David
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Registered Letter, or Expreu.
· Bntered a,asecond-class matter at Lamoni Po$t Office.

JOSEPH SMITH}
W. W. BLAIR
R. SALYARDS -

s.

EDITORS.
AssiSTANT EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, Dec. 5, 1891.
FREE THOUGHT.
WE hea.r and read a great deal about "free
thought," and "free thinkers," in both re~
l~gious and political fields.
Frequently,
theideas expres!led, or supposed tobe conveyed by the us~ of. the words, are adverse
to the thoughtthat a man who may be in
religious affiliatipnswjtb a church, or is a
member of a poptitalparty.is not and cannot be a free tbi:aker; or exercise freedom
of th.ought.
It is usualforithe independent, or man
of no. party in politics, to rate the members ofanyof t~e parties as being entirely
parti1san; so mu~h so indeed that he is a
part of the macpinery, and moves in his
p()litical_ thought and action as. the party
ma~ipulators chpose to. move him. That
he really has >no political convictions, or
w:ell fixed opinions ofhis own,-is a sort of
votin~ pin to he; set, or reset to suitthe
party policy. That he is ofthe party and
for the party siQ:lply ;;t_nd solely becat1se he
helon~s to it--:h;a.s the party brando_n.
Wedo n:ot pi;eterrd to political wisdom,
orto. knowr or.; care for politic~! distinction; hut we ofject s~riously to the idea
sqpposecl toh~ ljleldin regard t() the.av:erage member of1eitherparty, SOU)ld in his
a~herence to hif political:.preferences; It
i~ _1Jo mpre tr\le that the .. man .in good
.sta~ding in hi~ political party .is :tlot a
thinker, free thinker at that, thap it is that
theindependent, or the mugwurpp, or the
man of no party in politiGs, is a thinker, a
f:ree thinker. . ; ··. . .•
·.
. ·.
Itis just as tr1.1e that the. rpan :who !!d~
her~s t() his party .and its. policy does so
· · i t" · · th
lt f h' th" · k
f · conv
·rom.
c JOn,. . e. re.su. 0 ·• IS. m ~
in.g, · It~. it is ·..tha:t .the ~an who holts.
• his party, a, new party man,. or the
· · independent voter takes the course he does,,
becau~e qf.his convictions •.• The one course
• ·· · '" ·h· · · ·It f f · · h · h ·
JS_l,lS ffi.IJCu t . e resu . 9 •• ··. re~ t Q;llg t 1 9 .
o.ne
as the oth.er. The .i:\J:le.is no.
··.W:()fl~····entl!Jed' to he called ·a· free thinker in·

politics because he discards party a1legiance, than is tl:e other who chooses.· to
abide in his party; each acts for himself, on
his own. volition, his action being the result
of his own convictions verried at from his
own particular mode of thinking; each is
equally free; the one. is no more subject to
domination than the other. The man who
elects to stay with his party is just as much
entitled to credit for acting up to his convictions, as is the man who goes out to
join another party, or the man who joins
none but rails at all. The qualities that
tend to make a man a demagogue, or a
partizan are found with the one as well as
with the other.
All this may as safely be written of .religion, of men engaged in the world's ccmflicts as confessed religionists and of those
who are . religious, but independent of
church affiliation, and mugwumps in
church government, or are professed unbelievers inimy and all forms of religion,
and those who denounce all church clai:ms
and scout the honesty and fidelity of the
devotees in church.organizations~
It is usual for unbelievers, cl..asses of
atheists, and so-called infidels to announce
themselves as "free thinkers,'' to talk and
write of ''free thought,", and style them~
selves the "apostles- of free thoug~t."
These, an~ a class of would-be religious
· im11ge. smashers, allude to. the average
churchman as a blind devotee, one who
dare not to think; one whhhasthe church
brand upon him, one who thinks .as hisreligious teachers, or spiritual fathers teach,
who. believes as those who shape the cre~ds
of theirehurches; an<} wl10 are. for this
reason narrow minded and bigoted.
We do not write- to find special fault
with these men, or to denounce them . for
the .l>tolding of their views·..and opinions,
but
ask .whether the. principle upon
which they make these statement!! is a correct one.
To .make the inq1.1iry as pithy as practicable we introduce the review of. a late
lecture deli.vered .by Mr. R. G. Ingersoll
in Chicagp; This reyiew was by the Rev.
J; D. Ha11rla, (we wonder ..if it is not J ~· T;
Hanna .. En.), once a preacher, but no~ a
teacher of short hand, in Central M1Jsic
Hall, Chicago, and. is given from the
7ribune for Novemhen6th.
Mr, Hanna said:.

tp

What do you thin-k of this statement? "Show
me a 111:1mis qoctrii)e.andT will give. yo4 his In:
· tellectual development;''. I.can tellyouthatthere
is rio conriectiori whatever between them. You
might. as well s~y "Te11.me the color.of. a man's
hair anq Twill tell you.hisloglcal belief." l will
show you that men in. the. hig~est grades of ·•
sdence~.arebelieversJI) thls'd(lctr!ne !ls_well as
the ti,.ostjgnorant. W!J ~elieye th;tt there.Js no
:l>al1ishmentex<;ept sel.fb,<tnishw~n~, . Nobp<'!y)s
·~~nis~ed ·ff()tp. Gh.i¢agotoJ()lie~ \l!ll~~s he Is. _seU" ·•
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banished. I believe there is a hell just the same
as I believe there is a penitentiary at Joliet. A
man admires gentlemanly conduct. We do not
need to be told this by a sensational lecturer.
What do you think of what is told by this lecturer himself-yes, by his very self-in a public
place af his own gentlemanliness? After a lecture in Brooklyn a clergyman stepped up to him,
it may have been rudelv, but we are not here tG>
question that, and asked him If he believed his
grandfather was a baboon. The lecturer who declan~s he would not go to heaven unless God
would hold up both hands and swear he was a
gentleman, said: "No, but I think your grandson will be." We are not told whether this was
an aged man and whether he had a son or a
grandson, but he was a clergyman who was devoting his life to the welfare of others.
Again, we are told of another incident of this
gentlemanly lecturer. A clergyman asked him,
"Do you believe the Bible, Mr. Ingersoll?" The
answer was, "No, but let me ask you whether
you believe the BilDle?" .The clergyman said,
"Yes, I do," and .then this lecturer retorted, "I
do aot know whether you do or not." He might
just as well have said, "I don't know whether
you are uttering a-falsehood or not."
A PERSONAL APPqCATION.

What would you think of me if I should go
to your house and ask your wife a question and
upon receiving her reply should sayldon't know
whether you are . \lttering a falsehood or not?
Here are. in'fellcities. We are told that the
methoq of training a child is to take him In your
arms and kiss: him instead of striking him with a
club. Let me a<k which _y.ou would rather re~
aeive, the stroke of a material substance or have
words .of discourtesy thrown in your face: Clergymen are but grown up children. _Why does
he not; instead of heaping abuse upon them, take
them into his arms and convert them with kindness? Women .are but growri up girls. Why
does he not do the same with them? If I ever
get a chance I wilT ask aim why he behaves so
harshly toward us clergymen simply because we
did not cotr1e to the satne conclusio.n as to perdition that he did. I .do believe in h19ll, and I am
a clergyman. I am a clergyman, but when in
ousiness or when I am eating I atp a human being. Why must we be the victims of such in·
uendoes? I have read the. Hebrew Scriptures
three times, and as a consequence I was shut up
in a dark room with such pains in J:!1l y eyes that
I wished hundreds of times that I had been born
.blind, andH you have never. suffered such pain~
I pray you rieve.r may. .Wheri. I was a child I
learned m:any little ditties, and when¢veri hear
of. this lecturer, I think .I he~r him say:
·
"Fee, fi, fo, fum, I smell the blood of a clergyman; anddead_or aliv~, 1. must have some."
But clergymen do not retort; thev are ()P~
pos<l!d to. the ~eapoi)s of wic~~d men' and bear
all this abuse ~ith a God·given patiemce. W,e
are told that persons who ()ppose opening of the
Worl4's Fa!rSundays.are mon.uments of wickedness;. Is. Dr. Henson a monument of wickedness? Is Dr. LawrerlCe on.e?
A PROPOSITION ITO !NGERSOL_L • .

I will give $Ioo 0r $ sco if Ingersoll will give
the same spas to start a_ fund .to prpvidy .a day
f()r !J,On"drinking and_non:s.tr1oldngmechanics. I
will do.this willingly rather than see ou( city become the victim of.a.worse fate than.befeH Baby.Ion. ',{'he ordinarySunctayis.bet;oming a day of
crime and license._ !What '\VHl It be .when hor4es
com.e f~()m.Europep The lee~J.t.f.ei:s tof)gue ~~
·bqrnldg with !l. fire Qf. lJ'eJ.l upon :Vyhi~h pe _pours
v.i;~l~qf vitro! frot:l"\his o~n vipdic.tlve r1atpre•
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. Clergyman are unselfish laborers in behalf of
tl:te people. 1 have oftep had men not members
of my church come to me and ask m.e to perform their burial service, I have done it and
done it willingly. Yes, gladly, and w!tho11t re•
muneration. I will prove tQ you that Ingersoll
believes in eternal punishment. He castigates
us; it. gro~s with his growth and fattens with
his. fat. What Is that but endless punishment?
He denies it in the abstracfand performs it in
the concrete.. This man professes to. reform the
world by kindness. Is this kindness?
·we. clergyman may be converted. If any
man should disprove any tenets that I believe in
I will be converted. We cannot believe what
we like. We must believe in accordance with
the evidence. ·We are told in an early part. of
Ingersoll's lecture that there should be absolute
fr.eedom of thought. All important things originate in a thought. We are here to-night because a thought came into my mind last Sunday
night when I read Ingersoll's lecture in the
. papers to come out and hire ,a tolerable pleasant
hall and say what God put it into my heart to say
iR reply.·
DIVISIONS OF. PHILOSOPHY.

All philosophy is divided into the intellect,
sensibilities, and tne .will. In this order first
comes the thought, then .the volition, then the
act. That is the order of the sequence, and there
is· no stopping place. Have absolute liberty of
thought and not dare to whisper it to my friend!
The deeds of these Anarchists all orlginateo In a
thought. Can I have freedom of thought when
I look at your beautiful furniture and wish it.
was mine? Can I perform the volition. of the
act? We cannot give freedom to our thoughts.
God will bring every man to an account for his
thoughts. It is unkind for a lecturer to come
into eur city and stir up a strife between clergymen and the populace.

Mr. Hanna has been out of the ministerial field for sometime, but on reading
Mr. Ingersoll's le.cture in favor of opening the World's Fair of 1892 on Sundays,
he was moved upon to review Mr. Ingersoll's effort.
We are decidedly in sympathy with Rev.
Hanna in the main, for the reason that he
speaks for all mini~ters against Mr. Ingersoll's charges. We are in sympathy for
another reason. Mr. Ingersoll is not an
average unbeliever, he is tar above- the
average; and from his acknowledged
superiority, has pronounced celebrity in
the rank of unbelievers, he "sets the pace"
for the average scoffer at religion and the
ministers; Mr. Hanna represents the average minister, and sympathizes with him,
for his outspoken protest against unjust
charges urged by this modern champion
of free thought. The idea that a man is
not an honest man because he is not an
unbeliever, or a ~coffer at religion, is a
very peculiar, and to us an improper
one. We conceive it to be quite possible
that a man may disbelieve in any and all
theories of religion, science, or social law,
and be practically an honest man and a
good citizen; his being such is not the result of his disbelief, but independent of it.
A man to be a consistent and thorough
believer in any one of the forms of Christian belief, must be honest both in his helief, convictions and conduct; if he is not,
then this profession of belief avails him
nothing, however true it may be in the abstract, or be found to be in part, or as a
whole, when the final settlement shall be
made.
To the opposite of this we conceive it
to be quite as possible that a man may be

a disbeliever, a doubter and

a scofferatr~ grain?.' Would men be justified In ar~
ligion, and.· b~ as hypocritical an<:l as di:s- · raigning the class, because of it? Nay.·
honest as amari can possibly be under.any Rogues, charlatans, .mountebanks maybe
condition of things~ One reason for such found the world over, and it} nearly all
a conclusion is that many who are pro- .classes and grades of men. When found
fessed unbelievers in religion, disclaim. all in Classes where they are anomalous and inrules of mor.al restraint, all obligation to congruous, they should be marked as in~
answer to any tribunal for moral conduct, dividual.s, and be treated as such; but those
here or hereafter. Such are kept within ··among whom they are tound, as things
the lines of safety for society by the re- out of place, should not be· unwisely
straining force of statute laws, the penal- classe4 with them. We are not apoloties and the power to inflict them resting gists for what is low, or mean, vile, or:
in human hands alone. If human justice vulgar inthe ministry. We believe that
can be defeated, browbeaten, ignored, or the lives o.f thosedevoted. to preaching the
escaped the individual is necessarily· free word, in any form of religious b~lief,
£rom guilt. The man whoshapes his life should be normally pure and good; and
by such a code inay scarcely be an honest especially .do we believe that those who:
man, in the sense of applying the wor<:l are preachers of the. truth should be
honesty to religious .convictions of right men of truth, men .in whose lives no
and wrong. There are some whose moral trace of dishonesty can be found. But
conduct will by no means bear scrutiny can such men believe a'nd remain honmeasured by religious standards, aside est men, truthful men, men free to think
frdm any virtue being found in a confes- and to act upon their· convictions? We
sion of belief in divine things; and itis but think so most decidedly.
.
weaklv human for such men to disbelieve,
The man who thinks, and from his
or at feast loudly disclaim belief. It is so thinking ehooses to beli~ve, whether his
much easier to disclaim, or destroy the belief is forced upon him as the irresiststandards of measurement than to bring ible logic of evidences, or is the result of
themselves within their restraints by con- choice where lines of evidences for and
fession of belief ih them. Men have taken against are closely drawn, is just. as much
shelter against the condemnation of Justice a free thinker as is he who discards everyand goodness by denying their exist~nce, thing outside of himself, .and accepts only
or by denying the moral standards by what he .can demonstrate within himself.
which goodness and justice are to. be One man could lift the world~if he had a
established, which is equivalent to deny- fulcrum plantep independently in space on
ing their existence. Men have said, "I which to place his lever. One"man would
do' not believe in the Bible; nor in Jesus measure God, and all that claims to be of
Christ," whose lives are condemned by God, by denying that he is. He has found
both the teaching of the Bible and the his fulcrum, but ·both le~er and fulcrum
teaching and example of Christ.. By de- are within himself. One man would lift
nying the standard of trial and examina- men up by love, and assails ministers as a
tion, the condemnation and the penalty class in terms of contumely and scorn for
are removed, is the reasoning of such preaching Christ, so far
Mr. Ingersoll
men. "An honest doubt is the parent of knows to the contrary, the best, the
gafety," may to an honest man whose life, noblest, grandest type of loving manhood
aside from a confession of Jesus Christ, the world has evet: seen, or ever will see.
the Bible will not condemn, a true prov- Mr. Ingersoll denounces the Christian
erb; but, what shall be said of one whose ministry for the paucity of their charity,
life will not bear such a test, and who and the harsh Jines in which he paints Jeevades the judgment and the penalty by hovah from their suppposed standing point;
denying the law and the tribunal?
but neither Mr. Ingersoll, nor any of the
The average minister of all creeds prac- same class of free thinkers, can schedule
tically takes the standards of morality the character of a man worthy a place
found in the Bible, and states to his fellow among men better than is found in the 15
men; here are the acknowledged stand- Psalm.
Mr. Ingersoll might write a
ard tests by which I ask you to volume, and then bil to point out the duty
measure both my profession and my con- of man toward his fellow man, more terseduct. If my life does not accord with these, lv and beautifully than is found in the
then ,I by so much confess judgment hyde- New Testament injunction, "Thou shalt
fault and come short of my chosen ideals love thy neighbor as thyself."
of what is moral and good. There is
Mr. Ingersoll vvould have men to be·
nothing cowardly, or evasive in such a free from bondage to fear, the New Tes-.
statement, there is nothing hypocritical, tament teaches that "perfect love casteth
nothing dishonest; it is a straightforward, out fear."
plain, manly presentation of belief in and
Mr. Ingersoll would have men to be
determination to abide by the result of free from tradition, superstition and the
having chosen a faith.
church. Does he offer to them anything
There may be hypocrites, and even . better for what he proposes to take from
liars in the pulpit; but does being in the them? He smashes their images of what
pulpit necessarily mean that the man who represents to them a divinity, and gives in
is there is a liar, hypocrite, or knave.
their places that which is altogether
Are there any dishonest lawyers? and hnman-'confessedly so. He denounces
wou1d Mr. Ingersoil, himself a lawyer, the love principle by men embodied in the
have men to shun the profession, because Christ, and. sets up and idolizes that of
some men in it should be disbarred, surely humanity alone.
not. Are there merchants dishonest in
Mr. Ingersoll knows that of the high

as
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
type of human love which he apotheosizes,
he has seen but few examples; and while
he eulogizes this high creation, he knows
that the mass of those who. hear him can
never reach to the ideal he pictures to
them, aided only by that which is within
them.
Christ who is. being taught by the class
against whom Mr. Ingersoll is pushing
his warfare, told men plainly, "I can do
nothing of myself," and pointing the way
led men to the higher ideal, both by precept and example.
The freest man, so far as humanitv is
concerned, is he against whom no line of
statutory law is written to his condemnation; so Mr. Ingersoll would himself decide. He who would be free in thought
and action, on human lines of conduct,
must think and act within the prescribed
lines, and is not free to throw those lines
off, no matter how restrictive or burdensome they may seem
be.
The Christ idea of free thought is not
different in application to them who believe,-"If ye continue in my word then
are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall
know the truth, and the truth ·shall make
you free." If he is a free man who
among men abides within the prescribed
lines of I:JUman thought and ac~ion, and
!\.gainst whom no human law runs to his
condemnation; how infinitely freer is he
wh(); .thinking .and acting along both
hum.an and .divine lines of tho.ught and
a~:tion is afree man in Christ Jesus. This
freedom the hu~blest believer may attain
to, but the proudest l)nbeliever that lives
is forever debaded. We are free thinkers
in Christ.
·

to

by giving It a practical emphasis. Israel, should
be th~ 'head and not the tail' in the Inauguration
of such reforms.
'"The recent Universalist convention passed a
resolution commending that ordaining councils
require ministerial candidates to be free from the
use of tobacco and that the committee of fellowship of the several States be instructed to at once
commence proceedings looking to the expulsion
from the ministry of the Universalists church all
clergymen in our fellowship who use tobacco in
anyway.'"

THREE copies of the Honolulu Week()'
Bulletin accompanying Bro. Waller's
letter, in two of which Bro. A~ Haws,
Dr. Hammond and apother writer indulge
in some theological sparring. Bro. Haws
sets foith the groundwork and authority
of the faith, to which Dr. Hammond
makes the following final. reply.
"Editor Bulletitt:.-:...After an agreeable and explanatory talk with Elder Haws and some of his
people, I find that the .Book of Mormon is the
only obstacle of difference between us. If they
discard their belief in the divine inspiration of
that book and take the Bible alohe for their
guide, I see no reason why I and all followers of
the L(}rd Jesus Christ should not unite with
them in fellowship and labors. Their ground or
position, on faith in Christ, repentance and bap·
tism cannot be disputed by any of the faithful
followers of the Lord Jesus Christ.
"WILLIAM HAMMOND/'

Bro. Waller adds:
"On Sunday night we had .the largest congregation we have ever had. Bri>: Haws' preaching
wa$ good and. all went away pleased."
·
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bno. MoRRIS· T; SHORT wrote. from
Breeds, Illinois, ;November 19th:
••Enclosed find spme extracts from last week's
Canton Ledtrer. I close a week's series here In
the. village. this eve:nlng. I will begin at a country
schoolhouse, hear~r Canton, to-morrow night, I
have good liberty, fair attendance.anp behavior. I
sow. with a right: gqod will and with a liberal
han.d."

The extract~ were a notice of Bro.
Short's work at: Liyerpool, as follows:
"Elder Short c'losed his series of meetings
Sundl!Y> at 3 p mj,and went to Breeds at 5: 5>
where he expe.cts to remai~ for a week. It is ad·.
mitted l:Jy all that. we have never had as able a
.speaker in Llverp9ot He calfs hims~If a Latter
Day Sa!nt,uut.dl}nounces Mormonism, as held
forfh by Brigham Young, iri the most bitter
terms. We believe him to bea gentleman and
a .Christian and• an eminent minister.

The othervvas a pithy artkle entitled,
"Undefiled Religion," which we will give
when space affc)rds.
·ISR.I\.ELFIRS.'I'-THE RESTAFTER-.
WARD.

AwoR:KER in .the field, sends us ·the ·following:~
·
"The following ~ clipped from the Salt Lak.e
Tribune of Nov. i5. I am
~lad we had.a few.
yeax:s·the startof.theUniver.salistsiq •Resolv~
ing,' and.I sincerely hope our 1ninistry individu~lfy .will.honqrably maintain .• the standardrai~ed

so

Bro. W. H. Kelley wrote from . Plymouth, Mas!lacht,uuitts, No:v:ember 16th!
"1 held two services her.e yesterday. Meeting
to-night and to.morrow night. I go to Boston
next Wednesday, Am feeling wel.l and hop~ful.
I am in view of the great Atlantic, and on ;his.
tor!c ground; so why not be happv?_ We ha'd a
magdficent view ofthe moon's eclipse last nlglit;
not alone in the sky."
·. •
.·
. ·.
·.

Bro. G. J. Waller givesan interesting
account·of·the·progress of the.work inthe
Sandwich Islands, in a. letter dated Honolulu, November roth:
. ·
;
••I am pleased to .hear .of the .advance of the
work in all parts. We here have no needtoJeel
discourae:ed.. Since I .last wrote several .have
been baptized, and more a.re investigating. There
has of late been a reHgious excitement l!ere, and
thereby our church and work hate been bro~ght
to the front. There is a gent)eman here nallled
Dr. W. }.J:ammond, a. D. D,, who is~ traveling
around tr.eworld and lecturing e~route, chiefly qn
religious .subjects. His te.aching~ on. faith,. re·
pentance andbaptism for theremission of sins
are good, and he has.made quite a good fight in
favor of immersion; in fact has liad his own :way
of it so far. .It has. done. us good,. as he was able
on his first 'arrivaL to secure.churches that have
ne:ver been opened to us, and which .are now
Closed to him. He was formerly in.'a monastery.,
educated for a priest. in the Roman Catholic
Church.. From th.e items mark~d in the papers
enclosed you will;notice what h~ has..had
say
about us."
·
Bro.J. S. Rpth ~rites from Grove HiH;

to

Iowa:,zoth uJt.:

....·.

«Bro. Roush.and I are holding the fort here
with fair interest. Three tn:ore have given their
pames ~or baptismwhtchwill be attended to,qext
Sunday; I think some ot~el's will be l'eady:
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Someone wrote me to Maquoketa, it was for·
warded, but I never received it. If the writer
sees this he will know why I did not answer. My
permanent address is Grinnell, Iowa."
·

. Sr. Mary Dawson, writing from Ellensburg, Washington, says:
"We intend to leave but still. desire some
preaching done here. Missionaries will find a
welcome at William Sheldon's, or Sr. Rebecca
Hayes'."
· Missionaries in that locality please notice.

In a late letter to Bro. H. A. Stebbins,
Bro. W m. Ch!!pmal'l' writes as follows
from Higbee, Missouri, November r6th:
"We had a splendid time. at our conference;
notwithstanding the weather was disagreeable,
the church was almost full during each session.
The Bevier, string band favored us with good
music, which made the song service quite enjoy.able. The Sunday school session was very interesting; all seemed to take an active part.
The Bible lesson was Daniel zd chapter. You
know that is a .good chapter for Latter Day
Saints."

Bro. F. P. Scanclifi wrote from Scranton, Mississippi, November 14tla, 1891:
"Since writing to you I have baptized one more,
making three men, heads of families, that I have
baptized rec·ently. The last brother baptized
was a Baptist preacher and at one time labored
zealously in preaching that faith. The Lord
promised by the Spirit when he was being confirmed 'to bless him,' and that 'he. should be in·
strumental in saving souls.' We trust to see
the promise verified and good accrue to the work
through his obedience. Brethren please remember him before the throne of grace.
"l had hoped to give some extra time to ministerial labor this winter, accompanying Bro. Turpen to some new openings that I have made, and
unite our ~fforts in a series of meetings, and try
to preach with God's favor, so that the. result
would be '\>ranches, or the loss of. congrega·
tions ;' but I fan not do this unless assisted by the
church. , I earnestly re·quest the prayers of the
Saints that my labors as "circumstances permit"
may be blessed, as I am almost alone, so far as
mln!Rterial help I~ concerned, in this great state
ef Mississippi. . What a large untried field is before the laborer In life's harvest field; and what
mountains of prejudice wiil have to be removed,
what great faith will need to be exercised, v, hat
powerful manifestation of .God's Holy Spirit will
need to be realized, what perils passed through
by th~ Lord's faithful messengers, mere and else-.
where, ere the blessed.evangel shall have $pread
her snow-white wings of peace over this now
sin'cursed, but then (or ere long).to be God's
blessed earth.
"It Is my meat and drink; to do the Master's
will; as it must ever be the normal condition of
a minister for Christ to labor and work. No
peace, no happ!ne$s, no vktorv comes. from letting the sword of the spirit lie idle, when. so
much effectual work c.an be done by those whom
God ha.s appointed to useit .. Temporal necessl·
ties may be great; to some .extent we may be
bound, and the limits of our usefulness. circum·
scribed, but the Spirit of the Lord w.ill not be
bound j there wm· be moments, hours, days that
we can devote to the service of the Lord; .and
there may be many SO!JIS that will bless G;od bec.ause of our ministrations. Pray for me dear
brethren .in Christ,. forT believe that .God w!ll
order,dlrect and assi.d 10 that.mytemporal obligations may all be. discharged, and I, become
once . more a free and willing servant. of the
L.Ord.''

Bro.J. R. La111bert wr.ote frorr:rSnyder,
Oklahoma, Novernber 2oth:.
. .
"Since. coming he~e I have spoken fifteen
times .. 'rhirteen times in the. "Head" school·
house .. and twice, in the ••Pleasant View."
Yesterday, I enjoyed. the .privilege· of go!11g
down i.nto the .colq water and baptizing my
brothel: Alex: .• F .. Lambert,.John T. Head arid
w.t,fe. Will probably baptize one, or more others
bf)!ore leaving.. Elder, Brown, ·oJ. the. Ghristil)n.
Church, has been. imported Into the neighbor-
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. We are infonned that Bro. Hern~:n c~ in doubt as to the propriety of writing to the
Home Celumn.
·
Smith is contending for the faith indis''As followers of Christ we cannot condemn too
cussion, in Southern California. Particu•
lars not received.
. · severely this loathsome crime, which Is practiced
Bro. W. F. park, Ganey, Kansas, hlis
to sucha terrible extent in th.eworld to-day. L.et
been laboring with some Bickertonite
us remember that God has said, •No murderer
brethren, 'I'Vho seem to· be coming to a
hath eternal life abiding in him.' If. the pitying,
better understanding of the Reorganiza~
charitable heart .could jind excuse for the. poor
tion.
·
vi.ctlm of man's infidelity resorting to such· desBro. F. A. Atkinson, of Bank, Maryperate means to escape the cruel hllg.ht of man's
land, writes of I lite that the branch at that
harsh judgment, ~hat. possi~le palliation .could
point is united and happy. They desire
even the. mosfcliaritable find for the woman who
some capable elder to labor in the gospel
has cheerfully consented to become the wife of
in that place and vicinity •. He speaks one who loves her;_the moth,er of his childrenhighly of..the efforts madethereby Elders
thus occupying a position the most honor;tble
Kelley and Stewart.
. ·
·
any·woman cart have? May God have mei:cy
Sr. Mrs. N. Ffetcher, Winside, Wayne
upon all such and lead them to see the error of
coi.mty, Nebraska, wrote N ovem her zzd.
their ways!"
While present at the Henderson Grove
;
camp meeting she heard the gospel, which
NEBR'ASKA CITv', Neb.,. Sept. 23d,
she. has since obeyed. She has been beneSisters of tke Home Column:-I thought perfited in. so doing and has made. a good imhaps you wotild .like to heat· from me .qnce more.
pression upon others in its behalf. The
I arri still striving to serve my Lord and Master,
traveling ministry in that field are requested to preach the word there. Saints
and. the !l'earer I live to him the more he blesses
hving in. the vicinity are requested to comme. He does );>less me !lJany, maRytimes in my
municate.
little home. I have been near' . death's
door since
.
.
Mr. I. I. Porter, Hope Bay post office, I last wrote you, but the Lord is very good; he
Mount View, Jamaica,w.bo has been in- raised me up again.
·
vestigating our cause for sometime past,
I feel that I am not long: to. remain In this
writes in behalf of ·a few there who are
world. I am now in my seventy·slxth year, but
building a small church, and who are
I feel to praise Hie holy name, that he has given
ph~ased with the Reorganized Church.
me strength so that T can still attend Sunday
A11y aid furnished them would be thankschool and church and also the Prayer Union. I
fully received. We take it that they are want to tell you that we sisters here have good
nominally Baptists, but a sort of indemeetings. The Lord meets with us and that to
pendent congregation.
bless us. I get the Herald and Auttmm L~aves
Bro. Samuel Heide writes from Savanand they are such a comfort to me. "The Lord
nah, Illinois, giving account of his labors
is my shepherd, I shall not w'ant."
in Northeastern Iowa.' He was kindly
••Yea, though I walk thFgugh the valley ofthe
received by Saints and others and had
shadow
of death, I will fear no e~ll; for tho.u art
good success.
with me; thy .rod and thy staff they comfort me.
~r. L. C. Miller, Greene, Butler county,
Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all
Iowa, like most every earnest Latter Day
the days of my life; and I will dwell in the house
Saint, has been circulating the printed
of the Lord forever.''
word, and with the usual result-some deEver your sister iri Christ,
sire to hear from the ministry, who will
ELIZA SLOCUM.
be welcomed there. She intends removing
Indeed dear sister, we are glad to hear from you
to Des Moines; would like to hear from
once more and to know that you are still. deterSaints there.
.....,. mined to persevere to the end. May the Lord
richly bless and sustain you, together with all
those who seek his guiding care, Time passes
swiftly and the work of God moves on and inEDITED BY SISTERaFRANCEB. ~
creases in volume and while we strive to keep
pace with it, we wish ever to remember, that
MY CROSS.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
faithfulness to the end Is required. Peace be
"I never think how weary is IllY load,
with you, and the tender watch-care of the
BRo. JoHN LANDERS, ninety-seven years
How burdensome is my allotted care,
And look oronnd to ste if none may share,
of age, occupied the Saints' pulpit, at the
Shepherd be ever about you.-En.
But comes another bending 'neath a load,
morning service, Sunday, November zzd,
Urged on and pressed by many a .stinging goad,
on the second coming of Christ, and the
So near me, yet I knew not he was there,
SAND BEAcH, Mich., Oct. 4th.
Saints' hope and share in the 1rlor!es that
Soul sickened, trembling. fainting, in de•pair;
Dear
Readers
of Home Colum11:-I for one feel
are to follow. B;o, R .. M. Elvin occuAs, wrapped in self, I toiled to my abode.
thankful to God that he ever sent the pure, unpied in the evening.
"I never shift my burden to one side,
adulterated gospel in our midst, and for giving
Bro. Blair returned from Runnells,
To help the strngglin!': neighbor I h•ve met,
me a willing heart to go forth in obedience to
But it grows lighter; thn9 I may divide
Iowa, on the 19th, He reports having a
New strength and patience with him, also, yet,
the same. I feel as the~ugh I had not always
good time at the church dedication. He
My burden liftlng, spite of moil and fret."
done my duty. Oh, how easy for the Saints of
go~~ to Parnell City, Mi%ouri, the z6th
God to fall into sin if we are not on our wateh!
or 27th, to help dedicate a church buildThere are so many things to tempt us, but
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
ing there.
how easily we are tempted. L often stop and
Sr. Julia, of Iowa, says, "It has long seemed to
Bro. and Sr. N. A. Boyd, Hill City,
think If it were not for the ever abiding ComKans<ts, baptized by Elder G. W. Shute, me that there should be a place In our publications where it would be proper to touch upon the
forter that Is promised us that 1 for one yvould
hav:e been circulating the printed word
a~d·awakened an interest. They think a
subject adverted to in the article, 'Why is It' that often fail. I feel so weak, (not in doubting this
.J:kanch could be organized if due labor this growing evil might receive the condemna- work), but the cares of this life and other
>was performed.
tion it justly merits; but I have heretofore been
hindrances often make me feel cast down 1 but

hood, and bas been occupying the Hea<:l school,
l:lotjse ever. since la~t Sunday night. You can
easily guess why 'he carne. He..has prf'ached
some. truth, of course, an:·a has made as able an
effort as we could expect anyone to make In ex-·.
plaining away the plain word of God. Yet he
tells the people that. he has. no. use for the. word
of Alex. Campbell, the Pope,or Jo. Smith; but
he b/!li.eves what is written in •God's blessed
book!'. · Well, If the good Lord wlll, we will see
how much confidence he has in the tliings written in •God~s blessed book.'"
Br.o. Albert· Haws, wrote from Honolulu, Hawaiian Is.Ies, November wth:
"Congregations are gradually .getting larger.
We are being brought to the front by circumstances. A man having made a broad and unqualified assault upon Christianity, I. defended
our position through the papers until he retraced
and gave us all W(l asked. This brought us before .the public with ,our doctrines. We are having good meetings and those who have been baptized are .living up to the gospel· on a higher
average than I have evl!lllll!keen with the same
number of my own race. "'Ttls is very encouragIng to us and shows what the pGwer of the gospel is when precept and example go hand in
hand; for I can say most assuredly that those
who came here. as representatives of our work,
have set good examples byabstalnln!,l' from the
use of any ar1d all of the things "taboed" by the
Word of Wisdom. Also by showing no difference
between our race and the. native race. I was
told by missionaries and others when I came
here, that this people were the most deceptive
and unstable people in the world; and that they
were worse morally than they were forty years
ago; but this did .not deter us, for we believed
that the gospel was the power of .God unto salvation, provided it was preached and practiced,
and so it has proved ·to be. Some who were
counted to be the. most untrustworthy are proving to the public that the gospel does save men;·
and men in high places are being forced to
acknowledge it and. are pointing to us as an
example in their discipline meetings. The Word
of Wisdom is a power here, for it strikes at their
besetting sins; and it seems to the that the Lord
prepared it especially fbr those nations, who
would be brought under the terrible influence of
those·cursed things therein prohibited by the
greed of so-called Christian nations for money.
Brethren, again let me beg of those who have
and .to spare, send us a few hundred dollars to
print the word with, and keep us up until we can
reach men who have means here. There are
two men and a little woman here who have done
more according to their mean~ than thousands of
others in the church, who make great professions
and have lots of means, butkeep It In their
pockets. The ·time is not far off that hoarded
riches on earth will be of but very little use. It
makes my heart rejoice to read the good reports
from all parts, imd my prayer is, Godspeed the
marvelous work.''

,
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would not belong to any. When I go to other
when I . stop and realize what I am and what
churches and see how empty their doctrine is, I
God has done for me, I forget all feelingof sadness and rejoice in the Spirit of God. I have
wonder what they find ·worth going to church
for, but when I go to testimony meeting at my
been a member of the church six years,and can say
I have never yet ·seen the time when I regretted
own church, then I find what I am seeking. I
do wish all could see as· the Saints, then there
the step taken: There are some being added t~t
would be less wickedness in the world.
our number, whicla makes ua feel glad. Oh,
We had an ice cream party at our church not
that more would see the light of the gospel
which seems so clear to the mind of the Saints! . long ago for the benefit of the Sabbath school.
We had a very nice time. When I read of some
I know if we live our religion it has a good deal
of the sisters who can't have the privilege of goto do with bringing others to a knowledge of the
work. May we so live, is my prayer.
Ing to church, I feel very sorry for them, because
l think I would be. deprived o.f a great pleasure
Your sister in Christ,
if I could not go to church.
MARY E. RAWSON.
Love and greeting to all the sons and daughters
of Zion.
Your sister in the faith,
CAMERON, Mo., Nov. 8th.

Dear Column:"':-! am still trying. to do what I
can for the cause I love. I often am made to
realb:e. my own weakl)ess and often wonder why
our Father is so merciful and kind to me when I
am seemingly doing so little for him; but my
heart goes out in gratitude to him to-night, for
the many blessings he is daily bestowing upon
his children. We often say and try to make our·
selves believe, that this great latter day work is
more precious to us than anything else; but if
we are in earnest ill this, there is something more
for us to do than just make.the assertion .. There
is an old, but to my way of thinking, true saying
that "actions speaklouder than words," and un:
less our actions correspond with our words, .unless we are found trying to do what we can for
the work, our asse*tions will be of little worth
May God help each one. of us-to prove our love
by our daily walk, our self denial, humility and
charity.
Frchn your ~ister,
.
GUILETTA F. SIMMONS:
GARDEN GR:o~E, Iowa, Nov. Ist.
Dedr Sr. W:alker;·--:I am just through reading
Sr.Wi~ht's letter i!"l tile Home. Column, where.
she speaks of feeli~g a little bit downhearted at
the brother saying:"he did not re.ad the· Home
Column, for it w~s the. same . thing over and
over.".· P()()r fello~! I w-onder If he has a wife;
if>so, Iam gladlti~ not!. '!'here are so !Jlany
~f those overbeirirg men in the. world! My
dear sist~r$; do. notf let such. th.lngs. trouble you:
The more effort w~ put forth.the more. we shall
be .tried, God is at the helm . and will have <a
tried people. Eye~yhe~rtknows its ()Wn sorr()"':S, ~nd there are:butfew women wlthgut their
c~res .and trials, oply seme are B,ore, cheerful
w.tthal than other~: Outward ap,pe.arances do
We h1nre haq a ~ollhe.ss,camp dJeetlng and a
number are "11.anct!~eci .and saved," so they say.
Isptmt the)ast aftei-noon of tl:leir !Jleetlrtg dis·
trib!ttlng tracts among them, such as I thought
would'St)if their ca~e.
E.' RAY:
ST; L:Ouis, Mo., Sept. 26th;
Editor .Home C<?!ttmn:-I have. ,bee(! reading
th~ Herald this afternoon, al'ld the . m11ny inter~
estlng lette:s It contains. Ithougtit, W}l.atis the
rea~on I can't write a few lln~s .lik:e the .rest of
•. the sisters? I knowtheywo!l't beyery inter~st'
. !ng; but maybe it w;ill help to fill up an emp~y
· I k!low thl.s work is 9f God. J.\1:-rsel.f
aA•il s'lstjlr
husb~tnd'

H. R.

PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUEST FOR PRAYER,

The many friends of Sister Helen Smith will
be pained to learn that she is failing very rapidly.
Bro. Smith requests your prayers that she may
be freed frotn pain in her last hours, if it be the
Lord's will.
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shall come to reward the good and destroy the
wicked. I hope we may all remember that it
is by individual righteousness that the "children
of ZiOJll" are to be redeemed. My hardest work is
with myself, trying to overcome my many weak·
nes$es and the sins whiela doth beset me. But I
hope to continue to watch and work and pray
until Zion shall be redeemed and the Lord shall
come.
G. H. HILLIARD.
SANTA ANA, Cal., Nov. I6th.
Editors Herald:-All Is moving fairly well
along our advanCing line of battle. We just
closed a two-days' meeting here. Three more
heads of families have been baptized by legal
authority and made free citizens In the kingdom
of God's dear Son; others ar.e coming to volunteer in the army of the Lord for victory and the
glory of Zion. Gpis blessing his covenant
people.
!feel well botlt In body and spirit. Am proud
of your noble paper and all our church publications. They feed many starving souls.
Yours,
D. s. MILLS.

DISTRICT JOTTINGS.
MANCHESTER, Eng., Nov. gth.
Editors Herald:-On the 13th September l
BELLAJR, Ill., Nov. 2{th,.
visited ,Tyldsley,, fourteen miles from Man.
Editors Herald::-I came here to hold a dis.
chester, and by appointment met with a few
cus~ion that should have commenced to-day, acSaints and friends at the home of Bro. and Sr.
cording to agreement, with Elder J. M. Hill,; of
Roberts. Held service in the evening, a.nd disthe Christian Church (so called), the man that
coursed upon the ever interesting subject of the
acted as moderator for Braden in his debate hhe
restored gospel, comforting ·those of the housewith E; L. l(elley. But on my arrival I was ,inhold of faith, anil warning, withinvitat!on,others
formed that Elder Hill would not be here. He
who are stilLC?qtside the kingdom. Bro. and Sr.
said !.was. rio debater, ana" they (meaning the
Roberts and th~ir youngest son are the only
church, I suppose), .would nGt let me deb~te! fie
members of the church In this prosperous town
has evidently been taking l.essonsunder Braden. c'antain~ng about thirteenthousandinhabitants.
Thi~ same class of Christia.ns reported here that They are, however, not ashamed to make conthe chur.ch would not let Kelley meet Braden
fession of faith and n.ame before men. The
again ~n debate before they held their discussj,on
Lord bless and grant theni success amongst' the
here; ,but theyJearned better when Kelley came,
honest-hearted of their neighbors.
and that is llUrting them y,et, and they wanted
Om the. 27th I met a .number of Saints and·
Hill to try ~nd see if he C()Uld get it in better
friends. at the home of Bro: and. Sr. Thomas
shape, butlt seems he Is fearful least he might
Spayo; .of Wigan, a large town twenty miles
not.niake much improveme.J1t on Braden's effort,
from Manchester. Was met by/Bro: Joseph
and his l:>rethren mlg.ht still be dissatisfied..
Laycock and Elder William Spa~go and wife.
I will remain here a few days and present ()Ur
H.eld meeting In the .evel)ing; had a number of
side of the issues the people .were expecting qis'
neig}lbors.and. friends to. hear; discoursed upon
cussed, leaving the result with the Lord and)he
the.first. principles of the gospel to sympathetic.
people, then go on to Southern .Ohio as re;
hearers, and I trus.t with ultimate advantage to
questedby the bishop.. I hav~ beenlaboringin
the cause". The brethren and sfste.rs In this part
Southern Indiana, ~Kentuc~y.. Tennes.see and
of the district are, I believe, strlving to live up
Southe~n Illinois. .I find the 'I'Vork In fair contQ. the requirements of t}le gospel, letting their
dltion generally, hu.t in someplaces. it might be
light" shine:
much better, an<f might i,mprove s911Je everyLspent tw() hours on the evenings of the 23d ·
where that I have been ..·I: hopethe church may
September and the ISt at?<l I r.th Qdober in the
soon come up to that "higher!' plane, as. she has
ailjoh;ling borough 9f Salford, discti~slng p,oints
beeriadmonishedbytbe Spirit forthe past two of doctri11e.witli Mr, and Mrs. Greenwood, Mr.
years. The time has,cotrie ~hen many; will
J.\1:brgan, Mrs• Ridgeway and Miss JaneBerry,
have a. hard struggle. to ov~rcome the love of
members of. the .Utah Church. Had under rec
view, successorship, polygamy, gathering and·
.self and ~the world and show their Iov~ to. God
b,Y: ~eeping his comma~dments it? making. the
aiithodty, with results favorable to th.e Reorgan·
sacrifice required by th~ Jaw of )!le cele~tial ization.
kingdom,>:wherebythe':"orthy~poor' and peedy
Sunday/.the 4th, met.with the S~lnts ()f.the
niay .be cared for and the g()spel sent to .all Farn..y?rtti branch, 1.111der the presidency of JJ:Id~r
nations.
.···· .· ......•
ir11.oma~ Mi\ls; presented thelawaccording to •..
But we ~?l?e .. l\treng~h may be.giv~n as the ' lightaild u,Merstanding, and w.ith g9od liberty.
trial may require, so thl(t every< l}onest•.Sa,int Fou'udthesplrttual .,·OilUl.!Ull
ve ll:iltdct'
·H,~""', .uJ', ~1\I<Hl~l"'• :W!.lt:IJ. ~~.
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I have no hesitation In commending the labors
of the majority of the officers and members of
this branch which has already increased the
prestige of the work hereabouts very materially,
and which I trust to.see increased by faithfulness
and Integrity.
Sunday, the nth, I visited the Clay Cross
branch (Derbyshire), Birmingham district. Had
the pleasure of meeting with Elder Hill, president of the branch; Elder Simon Holmes,_ wife
and fam!ly; Elder Beaumont (Nottingham);
Bro. Cousins; Bro. and Sr. Rowlands.and others.
Elder Joha Austin, of Sheffield, was also present
and took part In the services. The writer, who
was the speaker of the evening, had fair liberty,
and would fain hope that with the aid of the
Spirit those present from o.utside the fold were
honestly warned and lovingly invited to accept
the overtures of mercy from God through a crucified and risen Redeemer, while the Saints were
exhorted to avoid Babylonlsh superstition and
tradition, and in a measure helped and strengthJmed In their warfare against the flesh and' the
Devil.
.
Staid over night with Bro. Simon Holmes, Jr.,
and partook of the hospitality provided by his
kind-hearted wife, who I trust will ere long be
found within the portals of the kingdom. The
Clay Cross branch has suffered much in the past
from the conduct of unfaithful and disobedient
sons and daughters, but present appearances
point to a more spiritual and prosperous future;
for the blessing of the Lord will attend the unselfish, energetic efforts put forth by his faithful
sons and daughters in this somewhat out-of-theway corner of his vineyard.
Monday, the rzth, in company with Elders
Austin, Beaumont and Bro. Simon Holmes, I proceeded to Sheepsbridge, a small country town.
near Chesterfield. Called upon Sr. Cornthovaite,
an old time Saint formerly belonging to the
Sheffield braRch; found her fairly well and much
rejoiced to see us. Had a long conversation
with her husband, who is not yet of the fold.
Left them feeling encouraged.
We here bade adieu to Elder Beaumont and
Bro. Holmes, and in a short time landed in Sheffield. Partook of the hospitality of Elder John
Austin awhile, paid a short visit to Elder and Sr.
Hoole and Bro. and Sr. Jell, and felt encouraged
by the interviews. Left Sheffield at 7:30 p.m.,
and proceeded to Manchester and home, where
we arrived about an hour and a half later, finding
all well, with a warm welcome.
Saturday, the 17th, in company with Elder
James Baty, secretary of the Manehester district,
proceeded to Leeds and convened, the district Reunion, In New Wortley, Elder Thomas
Taylor, president of the English Mission, voted
to the chair. Several Items of interest were
brought before the meeting and dispatched wHh
unanimity. A recommendation to the several
branches of the district to establish Sunday
morning service where it could be done in har'mony with the feelings of a majority of the
membership was adopted. Prayer meeting was
held Sunday morning, the Lord's supper was
also administered, and the ministry thus prepared f®r the after services of the day: Preaching
service·commenced at ro :3o a.m., Elder H. Greenwood advising those present upon the duties and
obligations of the ministry and membership,
from Ephesians, fourth chapter. The sermon
was excellent1 and blesseg ot t4e Spirit to the
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enlightenment and comfort of the· honest· hearted.
than a dozen active members to represent "Btlghamism" amongst the eight or nine hundred
Fellowship meeting at two p.m., in charge of
thousand persOns ,constituting the city of Man~
Elder Jame5 Baty. Convicting testimonies of
chester and borough of Salford: 1•0,' how .are
ctivine healing were given by Elders Dally and
the mighty fallen!"
Naylor, of the Leeds .branch, while many others
Sunda l' afternoon· assisted In the. confirmation
spoke of. knowledge receiv.ed trom God in con<Yf those who had been baptized. The Spirit of
firmation of the latter day work.
the Lord was present 1n power to the contirmaAt six p.m. meeting was called to order by El- .tion of. the faith of. all present. A fellowship
der' Thomas Taylor, and addressed by ·Elder
meeting was held in the evening; several stranJoseph Dewsnup, Sen., on the first pr!Eciples of
gers were present. The P<?Wer of God was
the gospel, based upon John I 4th: The services
acknowledged, and .the Saints comforted and
throughout the day were well.attend~d, the hall
cheered.
at the evening meeting being filled to its utmost
The outlook of the work, In this district Is excapacity with a sympathetic, and deeply intercellen.t. There are a number.ofothers very near
ested congregation, some of whom though yet
the water; and we recogniz~ the hand of our
outside the kingdom, were brought at least a step
heavenly Father in it all, looking to him always
nearer Its portals.
. for grace and strength, that we may endure unto
The kindness of the Saints of the Leeds branch
the end of our earthly race, and merit the crown
left nothing to be desired; everything that could
laid up for the faithful in Christ Jesus.
reasonably be done, was done, for the comfort
Yours in the gospel of Christ,
and convenience of the visitors. The meeting
JosEPH. DEwsNuP, SEN.
house had been nmovated and refurnished at
much expense for the occasion, accentuating the
fact that there Is a real, live branch of the church
in Leeds, with a very energetic president .In the
person of Elder Wm. Seekin. Ma) the fruit of
AB!I'IOLES 1Uldllr this head do not neeessa.rl.ly reeelve tb8
their labors be abundantly manifested in the
endoroemont of the Editor: writers are responsible fiR
Increased usefulness of their l!ves, the salvation
their own views. Contributions solicited.
11211r: Write on one side of the'paper only.
of souls and the unity of the brotherhood In the
bonds of peace. The Sheffield branch was repWHO IS A CHRISTIAN?
resented by the president, Elder Samuel Platts,
and Priest Frederick Beaumont. The services
OR A WORD WITH PROFESSORS OF REthroughout were of a high spiritual character,
LIGION AS WELL AS. WITH NONexceeding in interest and enthuslum any of our
PROFESSORS.
previous gatherings. .The outlook In the district
READER, are you a Christian?
Read on,
Is distinctly eftcouraging, inspiring the faithful
and see if you are one in fact. If you do
of the ministry and membership to make further
not claim to be one, read and learn .how
sacrifice for the development of the work of the
to become one.
church in this part of the'vineyard. President
I. What is a Christian?
Answer.-A
Taylor expressed himself as pleased and gratidisciple of Christ, or a follower of Christ;
fied with the condition of the church hereabouts,
a member of his body; a citizen of his
and encouraged and stimulated by the work
kingdom; a child of God, etc. You agree
already accomplished In the district.
to all these definitions, doubtless.
Sunday, 25th, met with the Saints in the Man2. Who is a disciple. or follower of
chester branch. Was called upon in the evening
Christ? Ans.-One who receives his
teachings and believes his doctrine, and
to address a very large congregation. Spoke for
who follows his example, and who keeps
a short time, had not much liberty, and therehis law. You agree to all this, no doubt.
fore gave way. The subject was continued by
3· From whence did he receive his docthe president of the branch, Elder James Baty,
trine or teaching? Ans.-He says: "My
with much advantage to the writer, aqd appardoctrine is not mine, but his that sent me;
ently the whole of the congregation. Sunday,
If any man will do his will, he shall know
at, again met with the Saints of the Manchester
of the doctrine, whether it be of God, or
branch In communion and fellowship meetings.
whether I speak of myself."-John
16,
Was comforted and strengthened thereby, and
"For
I
have
not
spoken
of
myself,
17..
felt thankful to God for the'privilege thus affordbut the Father which sent me, he gave me
ed. Sunday, 8th, attended to the baptism of Mr.
·a
commandment, what I should say, and
and Mrs. Greenwood, Mr. and Mrs. Morgan, 1\Irs.
what
I should speak."-John 12:49·
Ridgeway, Miss Berry, formerly members of the
Whatsoever therefore he sooke, was the
Utah church, with whom I have been laboring
word of God, was it not? You admit
for the past two months; also Mrs. Kendrick,
this, of course.
who has been investigating the principles and
4· How much of his teachings or docdoctrine of the church for some time past. The
trine are you to receive? Ans.-He says:
brethren and sisters before named, with the
"Man shall not live by bread alone, but by
exception of Sn. Berry and Kendrick, have had
every word that proceedeth out of the
many years experience in the Utah church, and
mouth of God."-M at~. 4: 4· If you are
have, I have every reason to believe, been reputto live by "every word" that Christ gave
able members f'lf that body, until they became
as a revelation of God's will concerning
convinced of the legitimacy of the Reorganized
you, is there any part of his doctrine that
Church, when they boldly and honestly declared
you can claim is not binding on you, or
their position to the teachen, and stated their
that is done away? Local commanddetermination to withdraw themselves from the
ment><, that is, such as were given as spefalse and attach themselves to the true church;
cial orders to indivi,iuals who performed
Jeavlng behind them, oo I am informed, lesi.
the duties enjoined ;upbn them, and which

¢nmmunittafinns.
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were not commandments of a general' or
universal application, are of course not
binding on you or me, but there is one doctrine of his that is binding on you to-day,
and that is "the gospel." This you admit,
no doubt.
5· Do you believe the gospel? Before
you answer, let us see what "the gospel" is.
It is "the power of God unto salvation unto everyone that believeth."-Rom.
I: 16,
,
You cannot be saved unless you believe it. "Go ye into all the world, and
preach the gospel to every creature. He.
that believeth and is baptized shall be
saved; but he that believeth not shall be
damned."-Mark 16: 15; 16. Remember,
now, that this is tke doctrine of Christ,
and you will be lost if you reject it.
6. What evidence, or testimony, or
marks, or signs, were there to follow the
baptized believer of the gospel? Ans."And these signs shall .follow them that
believe; in my name shall they cast out
devils; they shall speak with new tongues;
they shall take up serpents, and if they
drink any deadly thing it shall not hurt
them; they shall lay hands on the sic~,
and they shall recover."-Mark I6: 17.
7· Do these signs mark you as a believer
of the gospel? Oh, you say "that they were
only to serve that purpose with the apostles." They were the ones to re~eive
these "signs." But do you not see that
Jesus' word. was that they should preach,
z'. e., "preach the gospel," so that others
might believe; for it is written, "How
s,hall they believ~ on hi,m of whom they
have not heard? ,and how shall they hear
withouta preacher? and howshall they
preach .except they be sent?"-Rom. 10:
14, 15· These signs were not to follow
those who preached only, but those who
believed their preaching, as it .is written:
"And they we~t and preached every.:
everywhere, the ;Lord working Vl'ith them
and c~nfirming the word with, signs following."-zoth ~erse.
8. Po you not krww that Palll taught
that these signs or spiritual gifts were to
be enjoyedbyall,the ch!Jrch? Hear what
he. says: . '~But the manifestation of the
Spirit is given to: every ma:m to profit withal.. .. For to one is . given by the Spirit
the word of wisclom·; to another the word
of knowledge }:>y the same Spirit; to
a.npther the gift; of healing by the same
Spirit; to another faith by the sa we Spirit;
to a.nother the W'orkit1g of mira.cles by the
same .• Spirit;p to another .prophecy~ to
another d}scerrlit;lg. of spirits; to·. another
divers kinds of t~ngues; to an.other the in.terpretation of ·• tongues; bt1t all these
worketh that ore and self-same Sph·it,
· dividing to every tnan ~everally as he
will;"-'-I Cor,i:2':7.:..1r, Again: ''Follow
aJter .charity, ancJ de!)ire spiritual gifts~ but
rather that ye 1Tiay. prophesy." A'gain:
"Wherefore, brethren, covet to prophesy,
and fo.rbid ·not .to spellk ·in tongues."
''Fot" ye may all prophl'liiY one by one,
that all may learn and .1!111 may be' co.mforted.'',.-1 Cpr. 14: .I, 39, 31....·.. . .
·. · ·
· :will s~y that '~the~e '~lgns,'
n()t !=Ontinue ~fter th~ first
. Ql)fi~$i~n
RP''»Qt for.
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more than a century or two." That may
14. As these "signs" were to follow the
be true, but if not, w hv not?
believer of the gospel, is it not a pertinent
· 10. Do you say because "they were no
question to ask yourself; Do I really belonger needed"? If so, hear what John lieve the gospel?
Wesley, the founder of Methodism, says:
That you believe some of the gospel,
"It does not appear that these extraordi- some one or more of its facts, or some of
nary gifts of the Holy Ghost were com- its principles, or some of its conditions, or
mon in the church for more than two or some of its promises, we will admit. But
three centuries, we seldom hear of them do you believe it all. We have seen that
after that fatal period when the Emperor you do not believe one of the promises of
Const~tntine, calling himself a Christian:
Christ, namely, that "these signs shall foland from a vain imagination of promoting low them"(that is all of them)"that believe."
the Christian cause thereby, heaped fiches But do you really believe "the gospel?"
and power and honor upon the Christians Let us see, whether you are really bein general, but in particular upon the lievers of the gospel; and we may also disChristian clergy. Fro·m this time they cover perhaps that this is the reason why
almost totally ceased; very few instanees the signs of a believer do not follow you,
of the kind were found. The cause of or distinguish you as a believer.
I5· What is gospel? You answerthis was not (as has been vulgarly supposed) because there was no more occ.a- "good news"-or "glad tidings."
sion for them because all the world had·
Yes,thatiscorrect,butwhatis"the"gosbecome Chrilrtians. This is a miserable pel? Why, "the" good news, "the" glad tidmistake; not a twentieth part of .it was ings. Yes, but what does the good news
then nominally Christian. The real cause concern? 'What do the glad tidings relate
was, 'the love of many waxed cold.' to?
'The Christians had no more of the Spirit
I6. What do the Scriptures define the
than the other heathens; The Son of gospel to be?
.
Man when he came to examine his church
Answer, "The gospel of the kingdom of
could hardly find faith on the earth.' God." See Matt. 4: 23; 24:14. Mark I:
This was the real cause why the extraor- I4, I5. Compare Luke 4:I8, with 43· See
dinary gifts, of the Holy Ghost were no also Luke 8: x; 9:2, Acts 8: I2. Paul
longer to be found in the Christian church; preached the "kingdom of God." See
b.ecause the Christians were turned Acts 22: 25; I9: 8; 28:23, 31.
heathens again, and had only a dead form
Now ?S "the gospel" is evidently "the
left."-John Wesley, Sermon No. 94· ·
gospel of the kingdom of God," so when
Don't you see that it is a "miserable mis- Paul preached the "kingdom of God," he
take;" for any one to say, what is "vulgar- preached ''the gospel," and vice versa/
ly supposed" by some, that there was "~o and if that is true then they who preach
more occasion'' for these "signs"or "ext~a- any other gospel, or something else than
ordinuy gifts of the Holy Ghost," becau.se "the kingdom of God"Jor gospel doctrine,
the world had all become Christian; for in- must be. "acc.ursed" according to· Paul,
stead of that the Christians, so-called w(!re (G;al. I: 8, 9), and of course such a preacher
in reality nothingbutheathfms, at the time cannot be sent of God and must be a false
of Constantine; or as Wesley says they teacher, no matter how pioqs he may be;
"had no more of the Spirit than fh~ other no matter how. sincere o"r devout. Or if
heathen." . If that was so, no wonder that he does not teach. ''the kingdom of Go<},"
the "gifts of the Holy Spirit" or the vari: no matter how much other.truths he may
ous gifts of the Spirit c::eased, for how can preach, he is not a preacher of the gospel,
ah effect follow when its. producing cause for the gospel is "the gospel of the kingceases to operate?
.
dom of God."
I 2. But suppose that the Christians, had
I 7. Now, have you heard "the kingdorn
not "turned heathen ag1.1in ?" Supp'ose they of God" preached? And .if you have been
had retained faith,. and had not lost the' baptized, were you baptized in the faitbof
Spirit, what then? ·Why that these "signs" "the gospel of the kingdom?" If not, then
or "Spiritual gifts," .would havecontinued you are riot a believer of the gospel in the
just so long as the Spirit· of God was te- Scriptural.sense of the term. Can you not
tained in the church, or Just as long fls the see the imp()rtance of our next question,
Spiritcontinued in the body. of Christ~ namely,~
. .
·
the church•
.
·
18. Wmat is the kingdom of God? The
13'· Do you claim to jje a: believer ofthe grave import!lnce ofthis.questi<:>1:lisseenir1
gospel? If so, do these "signs" follow the fact· that if you form a wrong ~oncep"
you?
.
tion of "the kingdom of' God," you will .
· Y:ou say "No; for they are not designed utterly fail to comprehend"the gospel,"
for this day and age offhe world."
for the true gospel.of.Christis "the gospel
. But did Jesus put a limit tothetime that (or glad tidings) of the kingdom of God."
they were to. follow the l::>elil')ver? You ·
The yitalimportance of this question is
know that he didn()t. .TlJ.en why do you, se('ln also in. the fact, .that an understanding
who .claim to be disciples of his, do s.o? of the kingdom of God .is essentialto the
Jesus .said he would b~ with his .dis~ '·'newbirth." Jesussaid,. 1 ~Ye mristbeJ::>orn
ciples to the "end .of t,he world." How ag~in;'.' But as no childwas ever bornip
was he. with tlJ.ew eighteen .ctmtudes ago, this life, who yvas n()t first. begotten; so ill.
·after he had asce11ded intoheayen ?· By. his the new and spiritual birth, .they '!ho are
Spirit, that is the Holy G;hl)st :. Hewo~k.~d ''horn of the wat~r and of tqe Spirit (see
~ith thetn ()y ''cqnfir111in~ the \Vord wi'th ) ohn .3: 5) fi11.!.~t'be l;legotten; ~nil. ,·tn,e .be·
sigt:l§ f~llowing/' He w~,st<>be with them getfit1g principle or seed)~ the !lwq~~ pf
. .i 11, th.e ~am.~ §~Jl§~ ~'to jhe tlP9: gf tb'~ •.·•.·.<i.".• qd,,'.' w
.... ijl.·~.h.i. ..s: P.r~t\jlh. .•. ~Q. ·.·t. n. s:.q. ~·.P".·.•.· 1· ·' · .· · .
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which gospel is of cdurs:e the.gospelofthe and in their human fitness they could not
kingdom. See about this begetting prin- retain the doctrine in full that the King
ciple, (James I: IS, J Peter r: 23-:25· I Cor. had taught them, so they were promised
4: 15.) So if we. are. not begotten by the the Holy Spirit, which was to guide them
gospel, which is the go15pel of the king- into all truth, and to teachthem all things,
dom of God as we have .seen, we cannot and show them thingsto come; and bebe born of water and the Spirit; and ifnot, side it was to bring .to their remernbrance,
we have not been "born again" and have whatsoever he had taught them. This
i:wt seen nor entered into the kingdom of power was given them on the day of PenGod. And if we have not been .born tecost, and from that time we do not hear
ag-ain we cannot be saved, for Jesus said, of them preaching the kingdom of heaven
''Ye must be born again." And "except as being "at hand," because it .had come;
a man be born again he cannot see the that is, the power which would enable
kingdom of God," and of course if he is them to carry on. the divine government
never to see it, he ca·nnot enter into it .. Can in.its perfection, had come.
As one out of many evidences .that the
therefore a more interesting and important
question be asked and answered than-- Church of Jesus Christ was the kingdom
·of God, we· refer to the. words of Jesus to
"What is the kingdom of God?"
If we have . not been. begotten of the Pe.ter: "Thou art Peter, and upon this
"word of the kingdom" we have not been rock I will build my church, and the gates
born again, of water, or Spirit either; no of hell shall not prevail against it: and I
matter how many times we may have give unto thee the keys of the kingdom of
been immersed, or how much supposed heaven," etc•....,... Matt. I6: r8, 19.
He who holds the keys of a building, a
"joy in. the Holy Ghost" we may imagine
we have enjoyed~ Have we truly been safe, or anything which, is . to be secured
begotten through the gospel of the king- against intrusion, or interference, or to be
dom? How can we tell, unless we know kept in safety, is understood to be .in
what the "kingdom" is? Well, what charge, or to have the oversight of that of
which.he holds the keys, and can unlock
is it?
rst. it is the "kingdom of heaven,'' not and lock up at his pleasure, or according
a kingdom in heaven, but '.'the kingdom to whatever rules and regulations the
of-or from heaven." "Jesus came into owner may have prescribed. These keys
Galilee preaching the gospel of the king- of authority Peter was to employ on earth,
dom of God; and saying, The time is ful- (not in heaven, bear in mind). That which
filled, and the kingdom of God is at hand, he was to bind, or loose, was to be so
repent ye and believe the gospel." . He operated upon on earth. (See Matt. I6:
said to his apostlfi!s, "And a~; ye go preach, 19). Therefore the kingdom of heaven
saying, the kingdom of heaven is at hand." was on earth, of .which he held the kevs.
John the Baptist cried, "Repent ye for the But he alone held not this power to bind
kingdom of heaven is at hand." (Mark 1: and loose, for Jesus gave it to the rest of
15. Matt. IO: 7; 3: 2). )Yhat was '.'at his apostles. (See Matt. r8: I8). But as
hand?" A kingdom in heaven, or that the majority of. religious people believe
heaven itself was at hand, or was it a that the Church of Jesus. Christ is the
kingdom from, heaven? A kingdom is a kingdom of God, we will not spend time
government, whose head is a king-; it or occupy space in proving that point;
must of necessity have laws, and subjects, but taking it for granted that such is
and earthly governments or kingdoms the case, we will now change our form
must have territory; this one from heaven of que~;tion, and instead. of asking, What
will be a divine government, its laws must is the kingdom of God, we will put itin
come from heaven, and its king is from this form, while meaning the same thing,
heaven, and its .subjects must be .born however.
again, begotten of God, and born of the
19. What is the Church of Christ?
water .and the Spirit, therefore begotten And the. answer by inspiration is, "The
of heaven, ''new creatures in Christ church which is his body." "He is the
. Jesus.",
,
head of the body, the church." "Now ye
2cl. The kingdom of heaven is the are the body of Christ.'' Therefore the
proper idea of the church as an organizachurch.
John the Baptist proclaimed the king- tion is to see it as a body having many
dom of heaven at hand; . for he was the members and organs. Now what are the
forerunner and baptizer of the king of the members of the body of Christ? Are
they the various religious societies called
kinv.dom, viz.,J esus Chsist.
When John had finished his mission, churches? Is each denomination a memJesus made the same proclamation-the ber of the body of Christ? Does it require
kingdom of God, or of heaven, is at. hand, all of them to compose the church or body
alluding- to the establishment of his gov- of Christ? Can the Church of Christ
ernment in the selection of a cabinet, or exist separate, and independent of them?
ministry. This ministry also proclaimed These are important queries. If the varithat f!Je kingdom of heaven was at hand, ous denominations of Christians &o-called,
meaning the more perfect organization of are positively essential to the formation of
the government. But a certain qualifying the body of Christ, just as our eyes, ears,.
power was essential to the perfect opera- nose, mouth, arms, legs, heart, lungs, etc.,
tion of the government through these etc., are essential to the form, symmetry,
men, who were unlearned men, and who beauty, and utility of our body, then the
were incapable of comprehending fully Church of Christ cannot exist, nor ever
the laws, regulations, form of government, has existed on earth, only when there
and various principles o~ the kingdoQJ, were the various religious organizations

··known as the Episcopal, Lutheran, Presbyterian,. Methodist, Baptist, Cong-rega,
. tionalist, Unitarian, ··Universalist,. Camp.bellite, Adventist, and other ~hurches,. so
to form that body of ~hrist 7 and if there
were n.one of these '1m embers" of the body
oh earth in the days of Peter andr Paul,
then the church or body of Christ did not
exist in their day.
"Yes," but say you, "the church or
body of Christ did exist in their time/'
Well, if so, then we ask, was it composed of the various so-c:dled."denominations of Christians" which are said to be
the component parts of that body now?
You must answer, "No, it was not so
that day, for.thesedenorriinacomposed
tions have all sprung into existence since
the beginning of the sixteenth century."
Then do we understand that there was
no Church of Christ prior to that time?
"0 yes," you say-"there was such a
church, in the first century at least."
Well what were its members, can you,
tell?.
.
.
"0 yes," you reply, "the true followers
of Christ were the members."
Yes, that is true in part, but you must
remember that we are using the terms
"Kingdom of Heaven" and Church ·of
Christ,, as convertible and synonomous
terms: So that if the Church is composed
simply of a collective body of individual
believers, it would be like a "Kingdom,"
composed of simply the citizens or subjects alone, without any King, or ministry,
or laws, or organization at all; or like a
collection of bones; sinews, arteries, veins,
nerves, blood and cuticle, but no form or
organization. But a body, and particularly a perfect body• must have a form,. and
the various mem hers, and org-ans of . the
body constitute that form. These members and organs have different functions
or offices to fill; Pnd each is, therefore a
functionll.ry, or an officer, so to speak.
Now the Church of Christ was composed
of not only members, but officers-just as
Paul said, "For as we have many members in one body, and all members have
not the same office; so we being many
are one body in Christ, and every one
members one of another. Having then
gifts differing according to the grace that
is given to us, whether prophecy, let us
prophesy accotding to the proportion of
faith etc., etc."-Rom. 12 • 4-8.
20. Now, what are the members of the
body of Christ? Hear what Paul said:
"Now ye are the body of Christ, and
mt>mbers in particular. And God hath set
some in the church, first apostles, secondaril v prophets, thirdly teachers, after that
miracles, then gifts ofhealings, helps, g-overnment,., diversities of tongues."_::_! Cor.
u: 27, z8.
,
"And he g-ave some apostles, and some
prophets; and some .evangelists; and some
pastors and teachers; for the perfecting of
of the saints; for the work of the ministry,
for the edifying of the body of Christ.''
-Eph. 4= II, I2.
We read also of bishops, deacons and
also elders. Thus as in our bodies all our
mem hers are not eyes, nor lue all ears, nor
hands, nor feet, nor lungs? nor liver, ~o
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in the church all are not apostles, but some
of necessity· are; all are not prophets, yet.
some must be; all are not evangelists, all
are not pastors, aU are not teachers, all are
not elders; nor are all bishops, nor are all
deacons; but some areand must be, just as
we must have eyes, and ears, and nose, and
mouth, and hands, and feet, etc., etc.,. or
else we will not have a "body" at all. And
so we · must ha.ve apostles, prophets,
evangelists, pastors, teachers, elders, bishops, deacons, etc., in order to exhibit to the
world the body of Christ. To say that
we do not need each and all of these Godgiven gifts to the church, would be an illlsultto the Almighty and AU-wise organ~
izer and constructor of-the body of Christ,
·and it would be just as sensible and as reasonable and as true, to say that we do not
need one-half or more of our physical
members and organs. Imagine to· yourselves a human body without eyes and
mouth; without arms, and without lungs
and stomach; even if it had ears and a
nose, and legs, and heart, and liver, etc.
But many churches do away with a much
larger proportion of the members or offices
in the. body of Christ, .for they have no
"apostles/' no "prophets," rio "bishops,"
no "miracles," no "gifts of healings," no
"discerning of Spirits," no "diversities of
tongues,'' no "interpretation of tongues,"
no especial gift of "faith," nor the direct
gift of "words of wisdom," nor the gift of
the "word of knowledge," and what have
they? Why in. a few churches they have
bishops, elders,' pastors and deacons, and
what they call faith,- but not the "gift" of
"faith,." and what they call wisdom, but
not the "gift" ol the "word of wi.sdom.."
And some have not •bishops, but simply
pastors or elders and deacons; and a few
believe in evangelists. Can bishops, pastors, elders and deacons, if all are found in
any one denomination co~ pose that church,
the_ full and pe~fect body of Christ, when
God placed in his church these, and much
more beside, an~ sc;>me of higher authority
and of more importance than any or aU of
these.· Bu.t as far as an organized church
government issoncerned. the word of God
t~lls us precisely .what officers of his government, that is. his kingdom or his church,
he desig.ned for,its establishment, progress
and perpetuity; and Success. But. the
Church of Christ not only had anQ must
still have-pro~iding there. be such a:n instit:ution on earw to.-dav-the officers and
gifts named; bqt it has· certain ordinances
or institutions, •that are also of heavenly
origin and devising.
t'.w.s.

of the world."-Apostle John's testimony. eating with those they denominated in
-John 4: 14.
their judg,ment sinners, "They that be
The God--given principle by which to whole need not a physician, but those
establish thlll truth of any matter is, as borne that are sick. But go ye and learn what
record of both in the Old Testament and that meaneth, I will have mercy .and not
New Testament Scriptures, "At the sacrifice; for I am not come to call the
mouth of two witnesses, or at the mouth righteous, but sinners to repentance~"-'
of three witnesses, shall the matter be es- Matt. 9: I2, I3; Or in other words, one
tablished," (Deut. I 9: 15); and "In the however sick they may be, if they thought
mouth of two or three witnesses shall every they were whole, would not wish a physword be established."-2 Cor. 13: I.
ician, and only those who consider themUpon this principle we claim the truth selves sinners seek salvation. '. The Phariof the idea that J esqs Christ was the Sav- sees boasted of the sacrifices they made
ior, and the only Savior of the world. and the tithes they paid, but they omitted
He is the only Savior for the reason that the weightier matters of the law ''mercy
if he be the Savior in the full sense which truth and justice," their standing con"
the statement implies-of the world- demned as sinners by omission and that
there is need of no other. He saves both too the greater sinners, because they
those claiming or claimed to be good, so omitted the weightier matters~ When
far as they are moral and virtuous, and the Pharisee and publican went to pray,
those who claim to be, or are judgeP, as the Pharisee thanke.d God that he was
being sinners. Worshipers and non- not like other men-that he· did·· not need
worshipers of God, the devout and the a physician-and boasted of how much
truly sinful are all subjects of Christ's sav- better he was than a sinner; but the pub"
ing power. "That the world through lican realizing his sad . condition-how
Him might be· saved," is the true idea.. much he needed a physician-how much
None so good that they can be saved he needed the help of God, said in the
without Him, and none so sinful that His spirit of repentance, "God be merciful
power cannot reach if they will. The to me a sinner;" and the conclusion arrived
only sin he cannot in the province of his of- at by Christ bv this parable, or real oc~'
flee work save men from is the sin of rebel- currence, whichever the case was, speaklion. "Whosoever will may come" is the ing of the publican, "I tell you this man
voice of inspiration. Heaven could not save went down to his. house justified rather
the angels that were guilty of rebellion,; but than the other;" and the· principle He
cast them out of their blessed condition, teaches by this is "for every one that ex-.
and neither do we understand can Christ alteth himself"-whether he be a worsave men, even though they may Have shiper or non-worshiper, saint or sinner,
entered into the kingdom of heaven, or minister or member-"shall be abased;
church, unless they are humble and will- and. he that hurrrbleth himself shall be exing to obey, "for it is the willing and alted." T~e position to which we are to
obedient that shall eat the good ofthe humble ourselves is to do not our own
land."-Isa .. I.: 19; · as further proc;>f of will, but the will of the Father; as did
which see Matt. 18:15-17 where it shows Christ. "We are not" our own. For we
conclusively if one. in the church will.not are bought with a price; therefore glorify
"hear the church"-:that is disobeys the God in our own body and in your spirit,
legal demand of the cburch-:they shall which are God's.~I Cor. 6 : i9, zo.
be in an unsaved cond1tion "as an heathen
This language was uttered instructing
man and publicans."
·
.
those in Christ. Out of Christ there is no
Those to decide what are the legal dil- salvation, aU the men-all the world:-are
mands,c are the servants of Christ, for cailed to. be saved-to be baptized into
Christ says of their authority," Wh!ttSO(lver Christ-:for even "Though their sins be
· ye bind on earth shall be bound in heaven; asscarlet, they shall be as whi.te'as snow;
and whatsoever ye shall loose on e~rth though they be red like crimson;, they
shall be loosed in heaven." They are to ·shall be as wooJ."..;;_Isa. I: I8; Who, in
receive their authority and understanding the service of Christ, can, while under the
to bind or loose as they-two or more-,- spirit of saving power, so. judge one, who
shall in the name of Christ agree. And is seeking to be saved, and comes with a
the Father holds himself to do in broken heart, because he feels he has been
Heaven that which Christ shall direct .His a great sinner, say to him, "Christ did not
servants to agree upon to do when they come to. save yop, and if he saves such an
hav~ counseled upon the tping under conone I don't want to be saved," Who can
·
(To be continued).
sideration i.n his name~ See Matt. 18: 18, so falsely adjudge Christ's mis~ion as> to·
· I9; \Vhile_man in his judg.ment ma:y de- feel that they are such great sinners that
==========~!';
JESUS CHRIST TO sAVE .THE
cide sqme sinners and !:lOme not ~inrters, there is not power enough with Christ to
WORLD. ··· · ·
y¢t "The Scriptqres hath concluded all s~:ve tperp, yet acknowledge that they be"FoRGod sent not hisSc:m into the world to under sin ..";..;;_GaL 3: ·Z2 . .. "For all have Iiev.e that he came to sav.e the world. The
condem.n the world; but that the world sinn.ed an:d come short of the glqry of fir,st class were severely rel:iuked iti the
throU:ghhii:l1 might be saved.":....... Te-stim()ny God,"-Rom. 3: 23, H_e11ce the' world, days of the Master .in the. case of the
of John the Baptist.:.......] no~ g: 17.
wl1ich Jesus came to save .from their sins, woman '~taken hi adultery,jn the very
"And if. any n1an hear my words, and (Matt• ._ 1: _21), w.en~ considered unright~ ..-· act," when he told them, who wer~ acc{lsbelieve not, Ijtidge him not; for,_ I came · eous; as evidence; wrfiere is !}One right~· ing the. wornanan<], .wishing· to stone her
not to. judge the world l:)Ut to save the: eous, no. not one,''-:-"'R,;om, 3: IO'-'-"Because to death, "He that is without~in let him
world.''~Christ's ·testimony of himself.-:"""
the carnal mind is enfnityagainstGod.".,._ fi!'st cl!st .a stpne at. her!' • Jesus _did. not •
Jno,ur. 47•
. .· ....· .. .
·
R,om .8: 1· Chri~t emphafi:Callydl(elares to c0nderhn herc worthy (l}f death, I?ut. J)e
.~':t\.rid W:ejmvese~n:atld.dQ
the J:>ilarisaical mi.n.ds·_·of_ his.tlay• \Vh~n ,·showedhert}le•wa:yqf>lifewhe.nhesa~d, ..
t~ J.r,~t~r· ··~~cli-.-.~~·$9'l:·~~··~~-· tue ;::)aiV'~(1r.: .' tne1.:reprc(>;v~~~m •·•fPt ·~§~~ja#nif,a~~· ...~f~<? ~~sl-.§ill n<?·-mar~~l' . • . -~-~.·-•·J~~n ~·:~~.·-·
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u ). To the latter class Jesus says, "Come
unto me all ye that labor and are heavy
laden and I will give you rest."~Matt.
I I: 28.
"God's love for the world was
commended towards us, m that while we
were yet sinners, C,hrist died for us."-Rom: 5:8. Paul says the love of some
was so great that they would even dare to
die for a good man, but if we are truly
representing the love of God to the world;
whom God's people claim to be repres~nting Chr.ist, and his saving power unto
us, we are .to give ourselves a living sacrifice that we may lead the world-all the
world--to Christ, and show this commendation of God's love in us, that we give
our life and powers of life. to save the people from their sins. We see the love of
God prominently represented in the apostles and saints of Ged anciently, who went
out into .the world declaring the gospel everi
to those who were persecuting them, and
when perscuted by sinners, who were so
zealous for their good name and the good
name of their religion as to wish to m.urder God's servants, yet they were thus
prayed for by the ones suffering, "Father,
forgive them, for they know not what
they do." And who knoweth the effect
this prayer uttered by Stephen had upon
the soul of Paul and others who were
consenting to his death. Christ's ministers to-day are sent out with the same
mission work as were His ministers
anciently. They are sent to preach and
otherwise represent Christ to the world
that the world may be saved through
Him, by believing in Him7"by believing
that they are sinners, and that Christ can
save them from their sins if they are willing He shall, and shall show that willingness by obeying the word. They are expected to show the !'>arne love for all mankind anrl truly represent the fact that it
matters not how sinful they may have
been before having heard of Christ or
feeling His saving power, that Christ has
power to save them, and that in heaven
more joy shall be over one sinner that repenteth than over ninety and nine just
persons, which need not repentance. (See
Luke I5: 3-7); The idea that one who
has remained faithful and continued
in the enjoyme•t of the Father's blessings is a sufficient reason for those who
have .become prodigal to the Father's instruction not being favored .of God when
they return repentant, even after they
have spent all their portion the Father
had divided to them, is erroneous, as
proven by the parable of the man and his
two sons. as found recorded in Luke 15:
I I-32. The one claimed that the Father
had not made any special demonstration
over him or made him any special gift by
which he might make merry with his
friends, yet claimed that while his brother
had devoured his living with harlots he
had "neither transgressed at any time,"
· vet his brother was now favored with a
feast of the fatted calf. How instructive
to us is the reproof God gave to this complaining son; "Son, thou art ever with
me, and all that I have is thine. It was
meet that we should make merry, and be

is alive again·; and was lost, and is found."
We believe that every child born into
the world is, through the atoning power
of Christ, pure, and so remains.until arriving at the age of accountability. God endows every intelligence with their portion
to use as tney see fit. If one uses his endowments in harmony with the light received, he.is a continuous receiver of God's
choice blessif!gs, and while not receiving
any special gift one day, or time, over
another, yet is all times in special favor
with God; but the intelligence that uses
their endowments in a riotous and sinful
way and destroys the powers of both mind
and body, so much so that they physically
and spiritually are starving, they are the
ones that Christ is most anxious to lead
back into His Father's presence, and when
they have come "there is joy in the presence of the angels of God" over the "one
sinner that repenteth."-Luke 15: 10.
Now if the spirit that moves the angels
to rejoice over a repentant sinner abides
in our hearts, we will rejoice with them
that do rejoice; and although the sinner
who. has repented is .our enemy, we love
them, for so did Christ us while we were
yet enemies. By a person turning. unto ·
Christ and being baptized into Christ,
they put off the old man, and becotne a
!lew creature. While they may be known
m the world by the same name, yet the
person is knowri as they were out of
Christ, sinning and sinful; but as they
have been and are in Christ as those .seeking to overcome, and they manifest by
good deeds done that they are a new
creature and "old things a,r,e passed away."
(2 Cor. 5: 17).
Now, if we have been vy-earied by our old
neighbors because of their sinful actions,
how rejoiced we should be when they are
broua-ht to f(!lel that they are sinners and
need Christ as their Savior, and by accepting him, become new creatures-new
neighbors-not in name, but in character.
We who have felt the love of God's
saving power-that Christ is truly our
Savior-have been filled with joy, and the
spirit of peace and joy continues with us
so long as we abide ·faithful, and it fills us
with thanksgiving and praise. How much
we should rejoice when we see one, whom
we know by the life they have lived have
not known what the joy of having a
Savior is, and that their spirits have been
fed on "husks," that which might give
slight satisfaction only while chewing yet
could give no life, no peace, no satisfaction,
but would be a burden to carry without
resulting in any spiritual nourishment, returning to the Father by being obedient
to His word and thus placing themselves
in a position to· rejoice with us, and add
one additional proof . that Christ is the
the Savior of the world. And none should
feel that Jesus can turn away from any,
for he came to save the world, and will
continue His work in the world until all
enemies are put under His feet, but will
not force one to do contrary to their will
to receive him as their Savior; but, "whosoever believeth" will be accepted, and
become participants in the love of God,
g~d~ for this thr brot;h~r w~ ~ an,d !?rep~rin~ tb.~tn~lvelj for th~ slory tQ l:>e

revealed when Christ shall appear "without sin unto ·salvation." The missionwork of Satan is to destroy faith in the
idea . that Christ is the Savior of . the
world, and that the gospel is the conditions for .us to obey, upon which the
promise of. salvation rests. It (the gospel) is the power of God unto salvation
to everyone that believeth • .To be ashamed
of Christ's words is equally condemnatory as to be ashamed of Christ. The
Son of God says, "Whosoever, therefore, shall be ashamed of me and my
words in this sinful and adulterous generation, of him also shall the Son of Man be
ashamed 1 when he coineth· into the glory
of the Father with the holy angels."Mark 8: g8.
"Not every one that saith unto me,
Lord, Lord, shall enter into the kingdom
of heaven; but he that doeth the will of
the Father which is in heaven."-Matt.

7: 2.1,.

.

Thts shows that one · may not be
ashamed of calling upon Christ, saying,
"Lord, Lord," but yet might be ashamed
of the will of God as taught them in the
words of His Son upon which their salvation was predicated. This is why Paul
makes the peculiar expression, "For I am
not ashamed of the gospel of Christ," adding in so many words as a reason, "For it
is the power of God unto salvation."Rom. 1: 16.
The so-called Christian world spend
much of their. time in apologizing for
their not believing in what they are willing to admit are the words of the Savior,
and by so apologizing show that they are
ashamed to acknowl~dge them as a part
of the saving power of God, and thus
make selection of a part of the words of
God of which they are not ashamed, and set
the others aside as. unworthy of having
been given of God "unto salvation." But
the Scriptures assure us that "Man shall
not live by bread alone, but by every word
that proceedeth out of the mouth of God."
-Matt. 4: 4·
.
.
.
We conclude from this that every word
Jesus spoke while He was representing
Himself as the Savior of the world was
essential to the end which he came to accomplish-to save the world-and one
strong reason is found in these words,
"For I have not spoken of myself; but
the Father which sent me, he gave me a
commandment, what I should say and·
what I should speak. And I know that
his commandmentis life everlasting; whatsoever I speak, therefore, even as the
Father said unto me, so I speak."-J ohn
12:

49·

so.

This principle applies to the children of
God with equal force, as it did to them
previous to their becoming thns related to
him by taking the first steps in the gospel
covenant by which they were freed from
their alienation from him because of sin,
and are made the sons of God. Obeying
the word of the Son of God by which
they obtain the adoption of sons, instead
of lessening their obligations, increases
them, because of the covenant made previous to, or at baptism, wherein they take
t1p<>t1 th~m th~ ~am~ of 9hrist1 and 9ov~~
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nant to serve him all their lives. (See Book
of Doctrine and Covenants, page 95, paragraph 7).
The instruction to the Saints is very decisive, and shows our duties are not
changed by obedience to the first principles
of gospel work from what they were, but
instead of which are emphasized. In the
preface to the prophetic instruction to us
from the Son of God, or in other words,
the instruction given us-the church-by
the Son of God through the prophetic office, as God set in 'the cl,lurch, is, "Search
these commandmen"ts, for they are true
and faithful, and the prophecie<~ and promises which are in them shall all be fulfilled.
What I the Lord have spoken I have
spoken, and I excuse not myself; and
though the heavens and the earth pass
away, my word shall not pass away, but
shall all be fulfilled, whether by mine own
voice, or by .the voice of my servants, it is
the same: for. behold, and lo, the Lord is
God, and the Spirit beareth record and the
record is true, and the truth abideth forever and ever. Amen."_,.Book of Doc~
trine and Covenants page 66, paragraph

7· 8.

'

..

.

No people have had the truth thatJesus
is the Savior of the world so emphasized
to them as have the Saints in the present
dispensation. In the revelations given to
the church, as found in the Book of Doctrine and Covenants, this truth is referred to
at least one hundred and five times-directly eighty-seven times__:and in theBook
.of Mormon nearly as many time.s. I see
great wisdom in this for the .reason that
this is wherein the doubt of the world exists, both the soLcalled Christians, as well
as .those denominated infidel, and is the
one doubt.above all others that exists in
the minds of the childrenof God, although
differently expressed by them.
.
Some by. seleding such portions of the
W!Jrd as givenhy the Son asessential unto
life, and, as the .• so-called Christian world
do, which prinqiple we condemn in them,
set aside other portions of His word as unworthy a God having given it~ It looks
to tliem like other portions does to the socalled Christia:bis, toofooljsh to be ess~ntial
"upto salvationi" but it still remains writ~
ttm,"Search th~se commai}dments"-'-all of
th.em'-"f9rthc;ly are true and faithful, and
the prophe<;ies aJ:ld promises in them shall
all be fulfilledt1
Oth~rs by r~j~cting the counsel and instruction of one:of Christ's servants, without investigating whetqer the co.unsel
given is in harmony with truth and g·ood
judgment or not, but because they see in
them humlHiityi and forget the authority
with which they are clothed, as did people
ancientlyreject Jesus for the .same reason:
they beheld the:hufll:anity,and because.of
this rejected the, authority with which he
was clothed. '!hey said, "Is not this the
carpenter?s SO[l ~ and his brethren, are they
not all here?~' . But still it is written "My
:W.()rd shall not pass ~way, but. shall all .be
. fQlfille.d, whether by mine. own voice or.
by t~~ voice of.rnyservants,it is the same;''
and ~·H.e thalhe11rethyouheareth rne;"...·. . Ghrist--''an~ CJ:\e th11tdesJ)iseth: you de~
· ·s,~i$etl} •~;c~~:~\l. 4~ tll~;~~li~~trm~{del'

spiseth him that sent me."--Luke IO: 16. the examination required, (see I Cor. I I :
The reason He gives for such results 28); and as seekers for truth that we may
from their labor is, "As my Father hath have eterna:llife when we obey that form
sent me, .even so send I you."-J no. 20: 21. of Doctrine delivered; and whoever we
All who believe in Christ as the Savior, may be, whatever position we may occupy
believe it necessary that there should be while in the world, if we love the Sonof
those to represent Him as the Savior of · God, and believe him to be the Savior of
the world by teaching and executing the the world, let nothing be said, let nothing
word, which is God's power unto salva- be done by us that would cast the slightest
tion; but what profit would such ones be doubt upon this grand truth, that Jesus
to the world or to the church if they do Christ is the Savior of the world, specialnot accept of their representation of Him, ly of those that believe. The world was
so far as they act in harmony with their saved by the atonement, so that all are
office and authorized calling.? Some reject born into the world saved from sin, and
Him as the Savior ~tf the world by accept- all are invited to come and be saved upon
ing all who claim to represent Christ with- the terms of the gospel from all sins they
out proper examination to see whether have committed, "For God so loved th'e
they agree with His word previously re- world that he. gave his only bell,'otten Son
vealed or not; and even when they .are that whosoever believeth in Him should
teaching to disbelieve in some of the not perish, but have everlasting life."plain revealments of the words of life, } no. g: 16,
they still accept and follow them,-.,-not to
For the establishment of this principle
the Savior but from Him, for by the word I shall ever labor and pray; for truly Jesus
are we led to Him. They thus make Christ is the Savior of the world, for so
flesh their arm, and instead of it resulting the Lord has truly testHied and borne me.
in their salvation it results in a curse. witness.
J, F; MINTUN.
Some in Galatia were turned from gospel
teachings by sometliat would perverfthe
gospel of Christ, and Paul marvelled and
said, "Though we or an angel from
heaven preach unto you any other gospel
than that which we have preaGhed •. let THE ORIGIN AND POWER OF RELIG.
him be accursed." How careful one
IOUS IDEAS.
should be to not be led to the right or to
BY PROF. M. J• CRAMER, A.M., D.D.
the left, hut walk in the straight and '?ar:
row way that leadeth to life. Another THE facts of consciousness are immediate
class forgets that Christ is the' Savior by or self-evident ·truths; hence they force
placing themselves in thtl condition of themselves upgn the .mind with a power
the foolish virgins and making claim t(l an and an. authority that are absolutely irreentrance into the kingdom of heav.en sistible, and thus render all demonstrations
when nothing shall .enter. into it except unnecessary .. ;These· facts, or self-evident
the saved by saying, "Have we not prophe- truths, constitute the foundation of every
sied in thy ·name?" This will not s.itve other truth; for every demonstration must
them unless they have endured in faith be based uponpremises kr1own to be abso-.
unto the end; and ever abide in Christ as lutely true; but when we go back from
their present Savior by ''doing the win of premises to premises, we finally arrive at
the Father who art in heaven," because as ultimate truths, unsupported by any other
Paul argues, "Though I speak with .the truths, i.
the facts. of consciousness ..
tongues of men 11nd angels, though I have And as the seed contains. potentially th.e
the gift of prophecy, a.nd .understand: all tree with its leaves and blossoms and fruit,
mysteries, and .all knowledge ahd have. all so our consciousness contains pottmtially
faith so that. I could remove mountains; all .our intellectual processes.
.
.·
though! bestow .all my goods to feed the
This id~a of God, ~hat is it? And
poor,and though I gi.ve my body to. be whence does it come? Streams of lig'htare
burned, and have not.charity"--thelove continually flowing from .this idea, illuminof God-"that rejoiceth not in iniquity, ating all intelligent beings; nevertheless
but rejoiceth in the truth1 it profiteth ··me it is veil.ed in mystery, before which .the
nothing."-See I • Cor. 13: 1~36. · But human mind bows in holy reverence;
when such chlimsare made, though they without being able to fathom it. And yet
may be true, if they have not abode. in the man, in the graduaL development of his
truth 1 the answer will he, "Depart from inner life, arrives necessarily at the ide.aot
me ye thatwork iniquity."-:-Matt. 7: zg;
G?d; and this idea. is the. indispensable
. The word is very plain, and guard$ us supplement of all his knowledge; it is a
weUonevery hand by thi~ simple instruc- faCt of his consciousness;
tion, "He that abideth in the doctrine .of
Even in the child, the.immediate G!:>dChrist, he hath both the fath:er ·an~ the consciousness already exi~ts potentially,
Son.,.-zJ no. 9~
and is unfolded likethe other facts of con~
Thatthe word may., be .profitabretothe sciousness;. True, the. conditions of this
end that. we may not. make shipwrecl$: df development are proper educ.ation apd as~'
our faith,. or be grounded on. the. shoals sociation. with other intelligent human
and breakers, we should oi:l diligent in its ings,. ju~t. as it is the case with·.
study; asministers, that we may rightly intelle(!tual, facultieF A ·
divide the word upon, which the salvatjorl the: idea of G9d, or the ·
of the wo~ld rests; asrne.mbersoftheb()dy as. a universal
"'"''"""''
of~br.ist ~h~t we may be able.to decide .tllougp•
. ''~ ll~th~r
l?f i~.t f~tll'' 'yv4~st w{l: :Ill~" tf~~lt

e.,

w"
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the labors of Christian missionaries for its
complete unfolding and intensification.
Religion has its source and origin .in the
human soul. It is not an arbitrary invention;)t does not come. to man from without; it is to him no mere accidental occur-,
renee; it is not in his power or pleasure to
have it or not to have it; religion is to him
an absolute. necessity, whatever its form
maybe; for it lies in him; it originates in·
the depths of his being; it is an indispens~
able component part of his. inner spiritual
and intellectual life. Religion has its
source in man; only by means of this
principle are we. enabled to explain its
universality, its indestructible essence, and
the irumense. power and influences which
it has exerted at all times, and is still exerting upon individuals, as well as upon
tribes and nations.
If there ·had been in man no inherent
faculty to know God, religious instruction
by means of a supernatural revelation
would have been forgotten as soon as such
instruction had ceased. He could not
comprehend how such knowl'edg~ could
be propagated from one generation to another, and from one tribe or nation to another, if a corresponding faculty had not
been an original or component part of
universal man.
The realm of religion, therefore, is. the
human race. There have been travelers
and explorers who say that they have
found tribes without religious rites or ceremonies, in short, without any religion
whatsoever; but the same. travelers and
explorers, in evident contradiction with
themselves, report of the same tribes. that
they have. certain superstitious customs
which point to the existence of certain religious ideas, however confused they may
be; for superstition in man presupposes
faith in higher powers, hidden and beyond
this world, in whose hands are the destinies of men.
Religion, then, being found among all
tribes and nations mentioned in history, as
well as among those now living on the
earth, so far as they have been investigated, the inference is justified that in future
no people will be found destitute of religious ideas; for an induction based upon so
large a number of incontestible facts becomes a certainty.
In order to comprehend the power of
religious ideas, we must confine our observation not alone to their influence upon
the individual, but we must especially
notice their influence upon the great
masses of the people. This influence is
truly astonishing. Is it not reli~ion that
determines, to a great extent, the manners
and customs of nations, their civil, political, and religious institutions-in short,
their whole physiognomy, by which they
are distinguished from all other nations?
Is not this view affirmed by a study of the
.most important nations of antiquity, the
Egyptians, the Greeks, and the Romans?
What is true of the nations of antiquity
is also true of modern nation$. For example, the Mahomedans are distinguished
from the Christians by a character peculiar to themselves-a character that is certainl;y the res!Jlt of the peculiarity of their
. .

~
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religion and their religious practices.
Among . Christians, too, there is undeniably a different spirit to be found ·~mot}g
the Roman Catholics from that observed
among the Protestants. And the e.xist,
ence. of this. different spirit is. to. be. ac~
counted for solely by the difference . of
their respective religious viev,vs and prac-.
tices.
.
-.
The peculiar character of the Ma];:u)me-.
dans, their manners and custorps, their determined .rejection of aU innoyatioris a.s
well. as their intellectual stagnation-are
all these thirigs not .to be explained by the
peculiarity of their religion? .Whence
comes the extraqrdinarypreponderance of
the Christian nations over ..all other nations, and the trem!!ndous influence the
former exert in their, internal affairs? Is
it not owing to the ideas of the Gospel of
Christ with which their minds and hearts
are permeated and saturated,. whether consciously or not? The three countries,
England, Germany, . and the United
States, are Protestant, and hence the richest, .the most powerful, and the most in~
fluential eountries.in the worlu.
From the preceding considerations we
draw an inference .of. extreme importance,
namely, that from religion alone, that is,
from the true religion, al1 true progress
of the human race may and can be expected. All the best movements of the human
race and. all its true progress have been
prepared, inaugurated, and determined by
(the Christian) religion. Wl:y, tnen, may
we not infer that from this religion, properly understood, all further progress of
the human race in the future must come?

-:-Christian 7 hought.

LOWRY CITY, (MO.), REUNION.
Saturday, I7tk.-The morning prayer meeting
was excellent in every respect, the gifts of
tongues, prophecy and wisdom being manifest.
At I I a.m., Bro. Floyd Keck: "No prophecy
is of any private Interpretation." Just as applicable to-day. I was an infidel when this gospel
found me. It took only one sermon to soften my
heart. When the servants of God laid their
hands on my head I was filled with the Spirit;
was . very enthusiastic anrl thought the whole
neighborhood would come into the church, but
how mistaken I was.
Is it any wonder the. world rejects the mission
of Joseph Smith when It has rejected every other
prophet and received the false ones?
Would to God I had heard this work In my
youth. n took the wisdom of the world a half
century to find out what Joseph declared to be
true, that creeds were wrong regarding infant
damnatiol'l, foreordination, etc. But Columbus.
was opposed, and preachers thought Prof. Morse
was inspired of the Devil because he could communicate at a distance. Then what wonder that
after so long a night the world should oppose the
restoration of the primitive gospel through a
prophet? What will we do with the situation in
Rev. 14: 6, 7? This was to take place after A..u.
96. Where is your faTth? Why not expect a
fulfillment of prophecy?
What did the Prophet Joseph do, but preach
the six fundamental principles of Hebrew 6th,
and add to that the doctrine of a pure life? Did
not Jesus and the apostles do that? Will not
such doctrine build character? If so, you ought
not to oppose it.
At 2:30 p. m., the hour was given to the Sun-
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~<>mer Wlilll~ ~ ~lec;t~

chairman and secretary' There we~e few chlldren on the ground, and as Lo:wry City had no
Saints' school, the form~ng of model classes wa&
n()t practicable. The assembly was addressed by
Brn. Pitt, Sheehy, Wells and· Kelley, with re~ sponses from Brn. Williams, J. A. Robinson,
Beebe, Swensen and J. H. Wells. These were
,interspersed with songs. Bro. Pitt's ,remarks
. were addressed solely to the children, using a
bent young tree for an object lesson. All were
e]1thuslastic, none of the speakers Indulging in
reiteration. H was then resolv.ed to have a better
. session at the. Reuplon of 1892. The assembly
then adjourned after·a two hour ~ession.
At6: 30 p.m., a special prayer meeting was
held In charge of Bro. Pl.tt~ Tile meeting took
the.nature of testimony, In which the Saints were
very active. None would que$tlon the wisdom
of God In appointing prayer meetings from what
was enjoyed in this and. others of Jhis session.
This union meeting was marked in this respect.
Tpe Lord endowed usrichly.
At 7: 30 p. m., K L. Kelley; Acts 20: 32.
Should Chri~t have told mankind only about
how to get riches or to learn .the sciences, how
less grand would have been his mission? But
·we hear him saying', "What wi)l it profit a man if
he gain the whole world and lose his own soul?"
So the thought comes from the standpoint of development . of character, not physical develop:
ment; for in athletics the Greeks and Romans
were almost perfect when he. catne to teach.
Christ's mission was higher-not engaged in such
work. Notwithstanding men ll?ay become giants
physically, In eternity they will be but dwarfs iri
character, if they neglect its demands. Christ's
system was the highest, the best of all. If what
is claimed be true, is it not our duty to inform
ourselves?
A man's real possession does not consist in his
abundance of mammon. If that were the true
riches we would be permitted to take it with us
at death. It is only character that we can take
with us, and we will not apply for our reward as
beggars either. It has ever been the purpose of
the Savior to direct our attention to principles to
"build us up" ina noble line . . It is by "theword
of the grace of God," says Paul, and itis our only
apology to-night.
·
As our pattern He was obedient in all things,
whether with or against the tide-couldn't be
perfect without it. In the text is found an actual
merit not seen In the systems of men. In rela~
tion to duty it means to take hold of those principles designed to free us from. sin; and accord'
ing to Paul, It is done by "ober,ing from the
heart" a certain "form of doctrine. '-Rom. 6:16.
Our gospel is practical, as we saw In the testimonies of the prayer meeting. Men who used to
give evil for evil, are to-d~1.y able to act like the
Christ who gave the law by which the power of
overcoming is promised. We find .in Acts 8th a
character, Simon Magus, .who had obeyed "that
form of doctrine," but not "from the heart,"
hence was in the· gali of bitterness. The virtue lay in obedience, not in form only. When
men discover evil in themselves, they want to
grow better, and if wise, it will be accomplished
by· the means laid down in the gospel. The
power in that is calculated to build not only the
moral but the mental. nature-the spiritual.
Where were the laws whereby this last could be
developed before Christ came into the world?
The law of Moses was but an imperfect code,
which was to be superseded by the law of the
spirit bf life. Did Jesus touch on this to Nicodemus? He made a universal statement. A
man cannot see heavenly things except he abides
the law there laid down. We cannot understand
the beauties of astronomy except we apply the
laws of that science. If such is true of man's
knowledge, why is it not true of heavenly knowledge or experience?
Men have tried for years to improve upon this
foundation, but have failed. The foundation has
been misrepresented, and millions have built·
faultily. One reason for it is that the idea is
taught that "it makes no difference what we believe, just so we are honest." Why is the
United States Government considered superior
to the Mexicans? Simply because its principles
11:r~ ~etterl h~h~r, nobler. Just 50 ~0 the rrinc~·
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pies of God's law appear in contrast to the sysveloped perfect principles. Organizations dis·
tems of human wisdom;
agree ap.d con.trad!ct in principle and govern·
ment. Chrl$tlanlty pure knows no such. Now,
Show me a man of faith, and I'll show you a
this contradictory, reformatory gospel does not
better man, inore acceptable to God than withfulfill this prqphetic utterance of Matthew 24.
out it. Let him add to this repentance, and he
is still nobler; add baptism, nobler still; add the
Lei them go to the heathen with such "good
news" as, infants" are damned, while other.s con·
other principles of Hebrews, sixth chapter, and
tradict it; some preaching sprinkling as baptism
he is better still, and his reward brighter if he
while others .contradict it. Do you think it
continues to the end. We are to "bear in our
would h~sten .Christ's com1ng? This prophesy
bodies the marks of our Lord Jesus Christ.'' We
says that "he that will endure to the end shall
are not doing it when we ignore his principles.
l;>e saved;" i§ut what we hear on every. hand is
The very fact that we have put off the old man,
been buried with Christ in baptism and raised in
that by getting up and confessing Christ, "we
riewness of life will give us better thoughts.
are saved right now.'' Preaching this is not ful·
Obedience will pay. A)! Christ taught is for our
filling the prophE~cy, hence we conclude that it
was necessary to restore the truth.
good. You should not hesitate to "obey from
"This gospel" says Christ, the one being
the heart that form of,doctrine which has been
delivered you."
preached now; not one that may eriginate with
reformers who only teach in their own wisdom,
There are two classes In the world-spendtt1aklng void .the commandmel!ts of God by tradl·
thrifts and misers. Christ was neither, though
tions. Why does it take volumes of commentaries
he fed five thousand. He offers hungering
to-day to explain whatapoorfishermansaid? But
~umanity to·day the legacy of God. In twentyit was so in Christ's day. The Rabbis had too
five years' examination I have failed to find one
much of .commentary and tradition. They
principle of <>ur faith not iri harmony with the
thought more of washing of vessels, etc., than of
word. If I could find it so, I would discard it at
once.
pure religious principle. To-day we have a
phase of Ph:aris~eism In the rivalry of,churches
In' your investigation, never mind whether it
is popular or not. God does not ,think as we in building fine cl:J]lrch edifices . with high
steeples. · Infidelity is growii!g and organizing,
think, does not work as we work or desire;
and I wonder not that it will soon outnumber
hence We are liable to be influenced by' carnal
sectarianism.
tendencies. Let us remember that God's word
The common schoolboy has a befter idea pf
will judge us at the last day. Take heed to his
counsel.
God than some of the cre.eds. Are we represent:
Sunday, !81k,--:last day.-In the morning ing "this gospel" when we teach that vile men
ean be saved "right now?" Did not "this gospel"
prayer meeting five children were blessed, and
the ordlnat,ion to the Seventy of, Elder Eo' Curtis teach·a reforntation of character? "Bring forth
fruits' meet for repentance"-return the stolen,
took. place u,nder the hands of T; W. Smith and
make right your lyi.ng, pay your debts, sj1ow
F; M. Sheehy.
,
At. II a.m., F. M. Sheehy, Matt. 24:1-9. This your faith by your righteous intention, is ..what
is really a prophetic utte.rance. My purpqse is repentance meant then and now. Baptism m~ant
Immersion by authority then; it means It \},OW.
to beget faith an~ strengthen their C()nfidence.
It Is not everyone who can .baptize. Jolin ;was
The religion of the Bible is peculiar in this, that
"sen.t of God.'' Ought pot men to bes.ent of (,3od
Christ'~> teac,hing has prophesy connected with it.
now?
. .
These men musf have had communion with
I am from Maine,. a stranger, out I venture
God. There is. np comparison be~ween this reHgion and heathc;mistri, although many other you ~re omitting a principle of "t1!.is .gospel," the
"laying (>n of hand;~," spo~k1en of by Paul in He·
teachers propagated religion and for<;ed Its acceptance. But this is a prophetic Christ, hence a brew 6: I, 2. Are you observing this, or are you
omitting what Is denominated a "principle" of the
prophetic religion;. Prophecy is lij{e a stream
doctrine of Christ? One said.: "I have been
beginning small and becoming ll\rg~ as its end
Is reached. ·
i
..
·
blessed, of God and I'm not .in your church
either.'' We are willing to .admit all our friends
Jesus tells them'prlvately: ''Many shall come
enjoy, b.ut ask them to admit .what we have' be:and claim . to. be. :christ.". How did he know
this? . History tells of many Christs, .and of yond theirs.. God is bound to respect the. ~rlnclple of faith wherever found, but we ask yo,u to
many ~eceived. iD!d Buddha, Mohammed.. or
Confudus. give us any such utterances? 'fhere· believe. and do that "'!hich will bless you more.
.is one peculiar fact; pretenders do not call them- . We are waiting In vain for somecme to bring a
ray of light from th.e. Scriptures which .We will
l!elves after Budqha or Confucius, .but always
no~ accept. If you believe in two of the pdnclaJter Gh.rist.
!
·
' 11'1 ,regard to "wars, rumprs .of. wars, famines, ' ples,.we want you toacceptall of the six. If:you
.believe In pastors and elders, we want you to be·
pesti!en~es ~nd earthquakes," h()W did he KnOW
lieve in all the other. officer~ "set In the church"
··they w?uld come? He Is then an obscure.lnd!.
by Christ himself .. ·
invite your. attenti.on to
vldu~l; but gives ta narrativ.e pf what ,was yet
futur.,. We m~shaccount.for this. We are not "this gospel;" and lf' we are not fulfiiUng ;this
Cj\ll!'!d .\IPOh to' thus decide. concerning .other pmphecy, who Is? ...We think . the sectarian
teachers, such as those .mentioned or of Ci.cero world to·day !spot dofn,g it, but make the claim
tbat weare; for this reason we ask you to inves-.
et. al. .
, .. ·
. .
.
tlgate.. .
. ... ·
·
·
"Th~ Jove of n:lany shall wax· coJd, and false
After the.sermon,.three :were baptized.
Pl{()phet~ shall a:rlke.'' .This has been~J,pplied to
At 2; 30p,m;, R, :Etzenhouser; text.: Act~ 17:
l;.l}t~er Day Saints~ but bear. In lllind thi~ Is pro;
26, 27; .subject, T.heBookofMormp\"1:... An <thle
p}letic and hnpllesrthe exis.tenceohrue prophets:
and len,gthy discour~~; !Jut as an elaborate con.·
Indeed, it ls irnJ?o~sible, frpm a. Scriptural standnection of Bible texts were made .ai!d archreo,
point, for the church oLGod t? .exist withl;l1,1t
loglcal ..g.uotations, we fp\Jnd the speaker hard to
tl:t~m. Jes1,1splacer;l thBm In the ~hurch. 1\gain
follow ...We cannot give. a sy11op.sis. that wilt do
we are cautioned .~g~lnst false,pwphets, no.t true
the subject justice.. ~uffice It .&ay the speaker
on.es.
, .··
...•• . ·.
.·.·. ·
..•.
Now comes the most .pert!tient of the text: drew largely from Ts!liah, Jere.mlah, Ezekiel,
"And .this gosiYe,1 of th~ kingdo.!ll s.hall.~e. Genesis,. Deuteroi!otriy, •Psalms and the ~ew ·.
Testame11t· Th<! 11nbeliever was then astonish~d
preached in.all the world, . . . ;1nd them shall
to .finr;l .that archreology b~:u:~ witn.ess to the I!ook
the. end . com~"-:;to take. place after .Christ, and
of M<a:mon: • Short's Arr1,Antiq., Baldwin's
to be a definite go~ pel; ·~this'' gaspe!, not hull!~n
opinion pass.fng for gospeL You ask., "H()wqo Ancient,Al'llerlca, ~tc., were .shown to speak.of
you apply t.his td ·.societies hefore .LIJ.tter Day just .such a people In Cetftral and~outh: America
as th.e J3oqk of Mor.mop de)!crib~s: . . . .
SaJnt~ .. came into~e){istence; w~s it l)ot being.
preaciJed .before ~83o?". I presume all will ~dmit • · ·•· A.;t · 6: 30 p,m., a· .. special pray,~r meetfng In
charge of J. A:. Rol:linson was h1)ld,.atwh!c~t4e
·there was a depa.rtt(re trgm • pr:illlitive C.::h.dstiin·
Spirit was .. poured put, to
Sl).tisfylng degree.
ity and a dark night ofsuperstition set in,· . Chrl,•
tiai)it.Y rettograd~d. into Romanlsrn, lind J:.uther, Tong11es and prpphet;y ~ere •. again )ll!ln.!fest •to
Slpv ~he nec.essit.yof .refo~IJJ· >Wesley saw tl:te · the asto11!shm~11t of unbeliev~rs :whp. were gath-.
l!!iWe• need. tri: the C!iurc;h •of England; ~pd .so ··• er!ng fqr Pr,eachi!lg. ·. •.. ·· ... · ..•• · . •• .·•. .... . • · . . ··•···•...·
At 7: 3() p,m:,.E. ;L, l{~!ley;textr Act.s j: ·I9.,.~J 1 •
. witt\ . (;alvin; ~t. tzl·' Retorm. hii~ been the.order
···
·· ·
•of the{ age .since, •but. tl;li.S: l'ef~t;m has. n<?t de-··. •••The<times ohestpratlon.'!

'vve

a

The idea of this restitution being in the first
century is not true. Christ did not restore all
things spoken of by all the prophets preceding
him. But we may be In the times of this rest!.
tution (or restoration)-for It Is not In the past.
The heavens must retain Christ until it Is accomplished, according to the text. He went literally into. the heavens, and, two angels stood by,,
decl~ring .that he would as literally co1111e again.
Before that return, his work is to be before him
(Isaiah 40). This restoration Is to take place,
and 'In Matt. 24th we find that among the things
to be restored Is the gospel which Is to be
preached again in all the world for a witness.
To repeat all spoken by the. prophets would
take hours. To understand what is to be re.
stored we must know what wu lost. This takes
us back to. primitive man. It Is true that some
scientists have thought from Geology that thl.s
Genesis account is not true; but later science Jus
changed its mind. It now believes that a per·
feet climate once pervaded the whole earth,
which corroborates Moses' account. It now rec
mains for us to chose between the two. This account says the scene was changed. Death took
place, and the climate, anlmala,-marl him~elf
became degenerated. Cllma.tic and geographic.
al changes occurred. Our text speaks of a resto,
ration from what followed the fall.
He that was first lost must be first brought back
again. In the history we find that man by his
disobedience brought this state up()R him anp
and. the earth. Until by obedience man and creation are brought back, you need not .look for absolute perfection,
If we are in the the time of preaching lipoken
of in Matt. 2.j:th, then we should be careful, for
then are we in the time of re~Storation. 011r
means of preparation (from the text) is to "repent,'' in order to enjoy a "time of refreshing,"
which is the Holy Spirito£ promise'spoken of In
John 14th, 15th and 16th chapters.
When God's word goes forth; it wtn n.ot
change; he Is not ..as you and I. "In the day:
thou eatest, thou shalt surely dien was true.
Man disobeyed arlo had tc:> suffer; He wae pow~
erless to regain ,himself by his own means;
hence, the necessity '. of a' Sa:vior who. would
keep the whole Jaw and ~stablish.it .. 'J'o him it
was "to fulfill aU r;ighteousiless.'' When tempted he answered, "It is written;" ami Satan· thus
failed on the "second Adam.'' Jetus was living
by "every word.'' Saints, vour trials will i>e OR
this line. Satan does not ca.re ·to have you
bi:eak the commandment& of men, but those of
God, so beware.
· . .•
... · ... ·· .
Among the "all things" to be.restored, spoken
of in the text, li the bringing forth qf a book.
The prophet which. speaks of .this Is Isaiah in the
~9th chapter. Some pray for the knowledge of
God to cover the earth as the waters do the• sea,
but do. they stop. to. think how this. is to be.
grought about.?. j\t. the. time this book comes
forth, "they tha.f murmured shall learn doctrine,
and they that erred shall come to understanding"
(vs .. 24). If that ti.me comes, it will be when all
people are instructed in the revealed .word .of
.God-'-when"this gospel" is preached)n all the
wodd, We .don't kn.ow much about God onlyas
he has revealed himself In the' Sqiptur~s. .The
Spirit Is to g.ulde Into alltruth(thewordof God),
and what won.der we have .not understood it
when not
possession of the Guide. Some say
it is net all. to be understood, and yet !tis claim.ed
to be a "lamp unto our feet". "If our gospel be
hid/' says Paul, "iti.s hid to [or not .understood
byl those w~o belie~e not/'
· •·· ·
. It is possible to>t;ome :to. an .tmderst;trlding.
The Eph~sians wer.e once \Vithol!t(iod, but.Paul
says they trusted in Christ after they heard the.
.word o.f truth. How could t!ley ):>elievi:Jand nqt
heat? But all do.l)Ot believe: "Lord,. who hat.h
believed our · report ?n ·.. ·.· N e:V~rtheless these
Ephesians did and 'Were· "seale.&. with. the I:loly ..
Spirit of pro.mise'". · .How grand! . . . . .. ·· .·
We find. In Corneliu!l a gogd man<whose .
prayers and alms liad been rej;ogrli~ed, ·ltndwho.
w.as . then visited with ·.itn a !'IgeL ~otpe .t}f,us
• woulg cOl1J:lt. th;tt s.alvatigrr. sh(Ju!d. it .Qappe!l•;to .
.us, buttha t iis ho~. •tl1e •. p 0in,t, : .An .~ngells .'Visit
w<)uld not. profit. i~·h~}ail~ll to .tell us wh~t>ti>do/.
He told· Corne}! us :vvh~t ~Q \~~; l.n' adtl!tlo9<t~
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prayers and alms; Some think .salvation comes
by simply calling on the name of the Lord, but
it was not so with Cornelius. Paul says we are
"translated from the power of darkness into the
kingdom of Go(i's dear son." How? The angel
tells Cornelius to send for Peter who would tell
him what he ought to do. Paul told the Corinthians they were saved. through the gospel.
" Peter says to Cornelius that the Gentiles are
made partakers through the Gospel; then we cannot partake without the ·gospel. We cannot
climb up some other way. If .we do, we are
thieves and robbers. I don't want to be a thief
In this world; Jet alone the. next. If we haven't
put on the reoe of . righteousness, called pure
linen in Rev. Igth, we cannot enter at the marriage feast.
In the presentation of the gospel by the Saints,
there is not a single principle not in harmony with the doctrine of Jesus. This cannot be refuted. "Why is it not received?" you
ask. Even Jesus, the Son of God, was not received by the masses. "We know who he Is,"
they· said; but that is not pertinent-who he is
or where he came from. "If I speak the truth,
why do ye not receive it?" It matters not
whether it was Joseph Smith, John Jones, or
where he lived; but what did he preach? Was
it tke trutk? If you beiieve in James and the
apostles, you will believe In our work, for they
wrote and spoke of it, as w.ell as did other
prophets back of them. We're in the times of
the "restitution." You can partake of the "re-·
freshing" If you will. God's work wants soldiers; soldiers who will stand by .the word of
God while the masses scorn and deride.
After the sermon, a vote of thanks was given
Lowry Saints for their efforts to make the
meeting a success; also to Mr. Barnet, the owner
of the grounds.
Thus closed the first Missouri reunion meetIng. Time proves prophecy, and those uttered
there w!ll be of more value after their fulfillment
than now. Those who had special testimony, of
course, are comforted.
·
GoMER WELLs, Acting Sec.
JOHNSON'S CYCLOP AWJA.
Johnson's Cyclopredia revis'ed edition Is a
whole library, a complete compendium of useful
knowledge; the result of years of labor, research
and investigation of thousands of the most em!·
nent scholars of our time, compressed into the
feweat convenient volumes.
The I89o edition has 33 departments, with an
editor of the hig-hest scholarly standing in each.
Everyone will consider the time well spent in
comparing the present edition with other standard works before purchasing a cyclopredla, and
people are more and more arriving at the conclusion that the more usable, satisfactory and
least expensive library is contained in a cyclopredla properly arranged and kept up to date.
INDORSEMENTS FROM LEADING SCHOLARS.
From the Rt. Hon. W. E. Gladstone, L LD,
D C.L. The amount of valuable information In
':foknso1z's Is truly wonderful.
From John G. Whittier, the Quaker Poet.
One is appalled at the amount of labor it suggests. I know of nothing in our lauguage superior to it In its department of literature.
JOHNSON'S CONTAINS MORE MATERIAL THAN
ANY OTHER.
From J. E. Latimer, Dean of Boston University
and Professor of Systematic Theology. I pronounce Johnson's ike Cyclopredia for Scholars
and for the people. It contains far more materIal than its most imposing rival, and I have no
hesitation in commending It to all in preference
to the Britannica, Chambers' or even Appleton's
new one.
From Pres. Joseph Smith.
LAMONI, Iowa, Nov. 2Ist, 189r.
I have owned and used Johnson's Cyclopredia for several years, and am satisfied that no
other t:<quals or excels it. The well known character of its editors and contributors guarantees
accuracy anct comprehensiveness. It aims to
give all parties and sects equal opportunity to

represent their views on controverted •subjects,
and to '\\'rite their own history. It Is a trustworthy library within itself, covering all departments of human knowledge. Having used it, I
can recommend It to others.
JosEPH SMITH, Editor.
From the County Superintendent of.Schools.
LEoN, Iowa, Nov. nth, I Sgt.
I ·have examined Johnson's Encyclopredia and
pronounce it the best work of the kind which I
have seen. It will be an.invaluable aid to teachers, students and th": general reader: I can
hel!,rt!ly recommend it to the public as a most
excellent work.
A. A. RoY, Co. Supt.
For further information, address,
W. P. HuNNICUTT, Gen'l. Agt,
Omaha, Neb.
ITEMS OF INTEREST.
An Item dated Yokohama, Japan, November
9th 1 gives a lengthy account of the. series of
earthquakes which occurred in portions of Japan
from October .28th to November 5th. Sixtythree hundred shocks,, or more than one· every
two minutes, occurred. Forty thousand houses
were demolished, :ioo,coo people were rendered
h01neless, and 40,000 numbers the dead and
dying. Many wounded were cremated in terrible conflagrations.
Boiling mud and ashes
issued .from the earth·cracks. The account is a
lengthy and terrible one of .. wreck and ruin.
Whole provinces are in ruins.
A diphtheria epidemic prevails at Belleville,
Illinois. It is estimated that there are between
two and three hundred cases of its various stages.
SAN FRANCISCO, California, Nov. 24.-Victor
Schmidt, who has been around the world in the
interest of Australian agriculture, arrived on the
steamship China.
He says a report· reached
. Yokohama before the steamer left that a body of
Russian troops had crossed into China by way
of Siberia. Trouble originated over disputed
boundaries, and while war between the two
countries is not lookedfor, the general Impression prevailed that China would be compelled to
make a number of territorial concessions to
Russia.
Terrific wind and rain storms ·prevailed from
the Atlantic coast to northwestern Ohio, in
some places assuming cyclonic proportions, .and
accompanied by snow. Some Jives were lost
and great damage done to property.
Dr. Stryker's resolutions, consideration of
which was deferred at the last meeting of the
Chkago Presbytery, were passed at the meeting
of that organization November 24th. The vote
stood 53 to IS. Tl)e resolutions which will be
sent to the General Assembly are declarative of
the Presbytery's position in the matter of creed
revl,ion and are as follows:
Resolved, That the Presbytery of Chicago,
holding the present results of revision to be unsatisfactory, and not believing that any practical
results likely to be obtained under the present
theory and process of revision will be satisfactory
to the mind and heart of our church, does, therefore, hereby overture the General Assembly to
turn entirely from the project of revising the
Westminster Confession and take diligent steps
to have proposed to the church such a simple
and Scriptural declaration of those things which
are most surely believed among us as shall be
for the practical hdp and edification of all our
members and for the testimony to the world of
the faith which was once for all delivered to the
saints. And further,
Resolved, That a copy of this overture be furnished as the reply of the Presbytery to the Assembly's Committee of Revision.
Dr. Herrick Johnson characterized Dr. Stryker's resolutions. as vague, inopportune, futile,
stultifying, disrespectful, dangerous, and presumptuous. Dr. Breed championed Dr. Stryker,
and Prof. De Witt delivered an address In favor
of his resolution. The vote by which the resolutions passed was: Clergy, 42 yeas, 14 nays;
laity, I I yeas, 4 nays.
The Russian famine involves 40,ooo,ooo people, and extends a distance of 3,000 miles, vary-

lng in width from soo to r,ooo mlles. The. distress constantly increases .and .the efforts of tl:te
government.to furnish relief are almost futile. I.t
furnishes a chapter of. horrors, death, murder and
, suicide.
·
NEw YoRK', Nov .. 22.-Dr. Briggs, Presbyter•
Ian heretic, so-called, answered the charge to the
assembly, and drew by far the largest congregl!.tion gathered together in New York City for
months to hear .his sermon on <•The Bible and
the Church" at Thirty·fifth street an<;l Park
avenue this evening.
"'I'he church is of divine authority of which It
Is difficult to speak so that aU may understand.
Let· us speak of its source and· its mediums of authority, for of these terms we will be able to understand. Its source is God, imd.those who believe that source is not God rob .the church of its
divinity, for its· origin originally sprang from
God. It now springs from God. Its eterm•l
source is a river of mercy flowing from its fountain, God. Its source does not constitute authority. It is, however, the germ: of authority.
"Man in the beginning o( the church introduced dogmas. If heresy be to believe. that the
church is divine, is the divine .fountain from
which divine power springs, then I glory in such
heresy. I cannot see a true God who edges
down and whittles down to .creeds and beliefs
the outcome of the human mind.
"I do not doubt that some ideas in the last centuries and in this century have been lnspirationaJ.
I do not deny this, but I do .emphatically .deny
that God is a God of creeds, ~ God of dogmas, or
a God of beliefs. He is a Gop of. unity, a God
for all, a God who looks only •for purity of soul,
nobility of heart, and moral and spiritual lives.
The Catholics claim that their church is of divine
power and authority, the Protestant claims the
divine authority of the. church, but they also
claim the independent rights of reason, of conscience, and of judgment. The Protestants claim
that the. Holy Scriptures haye sovereign Independent authority in themselves. Luther states
the position of Protestantism .when he says •The
church cannot give any more authority or power
than it has of itself; God alone is:,suffic!ent witness of himself.'
«The sacrament of the church is divine, the
communion is diviner because it is of God.
Those who partake of the sacrament in the faith
in God partake of the body of Christ. Chiist is
the crowned head. Christ is the corner-ston'e of
the church. But those that partake of the holy
sacrament and who do not have faith are truly
sacrilegious. The church of which they are·
members dogmatically obliges its members to
partake of the sacraments and condemns those
who do not and here is whl:re the unholy .power
of dogma and the church predominates. The
church is of God; The church was before Christ.
The church being of God Is not changeable. The
church is to-day as in the time of Abram.
"If the olden church goers exacted rules and
regulations to suit the customs'arid the times of
their living, that could not be the written history
of God's church but the people's church. God's
church remains the same. Human beliefs are
not eternal but vacillating. If we introduce
doctrines and theories and dogmas declaring
them of divine authority and of God's church,
then we rob the church and take away from It
its crowned head, Christ, for Christ was liberal
and without creed.
"When we preach .doctrinal theology men turn
away from us. They turn from these doctrinal
fluctuations and take refuge in the eternal
religion of Christ, which knows no doctrine. Let
us stop the leaks of Protestantism and have one
church and one godhead. Divine evidence gives
men a surety that cannot be broken, changed, or
evaded, and divine evidence Is not of human
creed. Divinity betrays itself to all alike.
"The church has been confused and distracted
by the demands put upon her, yet all her efforts
of revival were the breath of the divine spirit
which fans the flame of holy mercy. She will
out blaze the wrath of the dogmas and creeds and
rise to the throne God intended for her.''
A disease resembling Asiatic typhus has
broken out in Kazan, Russia, as a result of the
famine. It is carrying off scores of victims
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daily. Its progress westward into Germany and
Austria is feared.
The New York Presbytery has concluded Its
work of revising the creed. The clause approv·
ing the work of the General Assembly on "free
will" was stricken out. The recommendation of
Dr. Van Dyke's committee: "We desire that
man's ability and free agency In accepting or rejecting the gospel be more clearly expressed,"
was adopted. The term "elect" was superseded
by .the words "children of God."
· Reciprocity and annexation continue to be
discussed in Canada.
A lengthy news item, also an editorial in the
Chicago Tribune of the 24th and 25th give particulars of the late earthquake In Japan. It was
one of the most destructive that has occurred
in modern times.
·
In excavating the CasaGrande ruins in Eastern
Arizona . with a view to repairing the walls,
, Messrs. Stouger & White find the cement foundations as hard as when they were laid, which
was perhaps a thousand years ago. The mysery
Is, marvels. the New York Post, how the bu.ilders,
with.th.e material to be found in.the desert, were
able to make a cement as hard as the celebrated
Portland. The oldest writing discovered in the
ruins Is the name of "P. Weaver,' r83r," which
was evidently scratched by that famous trapper,
long since dead, who lives, like Daniel Baone, in
tradition.
MARRIED.
BERGERSON-SMITH.-At the house of Bro.
and Sr. Norman W. Smith, Lamoni, Iowa, on
Tuesday, November 17th, r89r, their daughter
Emma E. was united in marriage to Bro. Bant
Bergerson, by Bro; H. A.' Stebbins. Friends and ,
relatives enjoyed the social gathering .and left
best wishes with the pair.
,
MATTHEWS-)-l~WITT.-At the residence of
Bro. Stepnen Penfold, in Orange county1 California, November, 10th, r89r, by Elder D. S.
Mills, Bro. Georg~ L.' Matthews, of Los Angeles,
and sr; Sarah A. Hewitt~of Orange county.
CONFER;ENCE NOTICES.
The Eastern Maine district conference will
meet at theUn!o.,nlChurch,Jonesport, December
12th; at. two p.m. :
· J. N. AMEs, Clerk.
The Northeast Kansas conference wiJJ meet
in. the .Saints' church, Scranton, Osage county,
Kansas, Decem be~ 12th. and. 13th;. We h;>pe to
see. a good attenda,nce; all that can mak.e It convenient vve hope will come, that we may enjoy a
good season of rej<j>iclng and experience that it is
good to. ,i:)e engaged In the work of our God.
.The.. traveling mil!istry are expect~d. to be with
us.. ·Brethren, plel!se bring or send your branch
reports,
··
i · .D, MuNNs; Dist' Pres.,
·
G . .GuRWELL, Clerk.

THE PATRIOT has secured, at great expense, the services of Dr. F. de Sola Mendez. Editor of American Fre<·
man New York, to write a series of artiCles which will
run tor several months, entitled,

Th1 r~:t, Pr;=1nt ~nQ Futun ~r Jua~i:m,
with special reference to the present and immediate past
condition of Palestine, and the Jews therem.
The eyes of all men are upon the Jews, becaus~ of the
cruel Russian persecutions, and the wonderful mterest
many of the oth~r European nations, as well as our own,
are taking in their welfare. We, therefore, fulfill our
mission as a general ne.wspaper in giving the latest and
most reliable information noon this whole subject.
This article will begin the second week in Ja'!uary
next if not before.

THREE SPE 0 I AL A R TIOLES
will·be prepared by the Editor of the Patriot, entitled,

Socialism and Anarchy in their
Relation to Individual Welfare
and Public Good,
The World's. Scientific
Record Reviewed.
The .World's Historical Record Reviewed.
·
TheMe will aJl.appear in the next year.
. .
The attention of Agents is called to this propositiOn,
and those desiring to become Agents are requested to
write us for terms.
Patriot, 1 y~ar
•
$1.00
••
6 months •
.50'
u
3
u
..
.25 ,~
Do not delay sending, if you desire these articles from
the beginning.
Address ·
·

LAMBERT BROS.,
LAMONI, Decatur Co., IOWA.

Information Wanted.
Information would be gladly recerred concerning the
whereabout• or Rachel Whitaeker, who at the age of five
years left St. Lotus, in 1850, with a Mr. and Mrs: Samuel
Frazer for California, her father and mother bemg dead.
'Address .Joseph or .!41\rtha Lightowler, Stockton; Sa!'
Joaquin county, California; or Herald Office, Lamoni,
Decatur county, I ow~·.
28noy6t

"THE RETURN.''
Complete volumes (Of twenty-8lx numbers) publis.hed
b) E. Robinson, can be bad by sendmg $1·15 to
Mrs. M .• A. Bobinson, Davl"' City, iowa.

Farm for .Sale.

S":P.IRI'l1tf4L GIFTS
4llll>!,,

'•.·

....

THE SEQ .OJ' P.Al'.,)ffll&: ,

.

'

..·

·.

5B~11BL

llllliler.a

.··

'

,()r

< •.

.

TO. :~PJ.IUTITAL fit:III'TIJ.
Bi .JL

,.:.

BOND.

Pre~]lilt... after ·~~&~!udal

tnes• ·

\'f.ke "tii'N .;foi!le'!\ l'iilllilltiJ, t
Wh iae arelf#i«nllfii Jllllp~llte:t~t
WN he. a "lliipl~t Jll{eciiQIIl"l
Wba:& d.0$111 tilt llllilllle aq &Items oJosep!\
fB.Iii&Ukl
.
.
Tile T

F.lr~~t,.•u1li
rlilll'

etll

bo.ra.,Ie

~

One uil a. ball . ._n~ ea•t and ·nortla of Wll't,
R.lnirolli county, lowa, (25 miles from Lamont), and where there la .• branch of the eh)lrch.

acresI
195
. .

FBNOJllD INTO
SJIIVJIN J'I.JIIL])Ill,

Ninety acres timothy and dover; balance pal·
ture and farm land; 35 .aer\'!11 .l>f timber, youn1
orchard, llvlng water l~t putures.

Frame Dwellinr of .Six Rooms and. Cellar.

Good well, stabling, corn cribs, etc.
eao per acre, .Addreaa for term.;
N.J. KENT, W!rt, Ringgold Co.,. I()wa.

Price

·

11~

.,,,. :' ' .•... · · .... ;,

MEETING HOUSES.

:LB92 ..

. . . . ····. •

GERMAN TRACTS.

tarTracts in the Ge.rm!tn Language .:q~.ay b.e had of Bro.
Ad. Richter, BurJ!njlitou, Iowa: The BaptlS1ll, 6 cents;
tb.e Repentance, 5 cents.i tbe Principles .of th·e Gosp~el, 6
cents; .the Epitome of Jfaith, 2c.; tb,e SixtJ;l TrUI:upet, a
fifty-four p:~ge pamphlet, 25c. These. prlCes .mclude
l)o$tae:e.

INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
~.FLEXIBLE BINDING.~.

The Inspired Translation of the Holy Scrip·
tures bound In limp leather, flexible covers, slml.lar to the ]:)in ding of· the O:id~rd Sunday school
Teai:h(lrs' J;l!J:>le. · Prl~e, by .mall; $4,

Below will be found the different places of
meeting of the church in the cities named:
London, England, No.48 Repton street, Lime·
houGe, at 6:30p.m., Sundays; at No. 107 Canal
Road, Mile End, on Wednesdays.
Chicago, Illinois, services every Sunday at
two p.m., In Hall 0, No. 213 W. Madison street.
St. Joseph, Missouri, Saints' Chapel, Seven·
teenth street, near Faraon street. Take Jule
street, or Wyatt Park cars to Seventeenth street,
and the building will be in sight.
Des Moines, Iowa, Saints' church, corner of
East Sixteenth and Des Moines streets. Sunday school at 10 a.m., preaching at II, prayer
meeting at 2: 3o, preaching at 7:30p.m., Sun·
days.
London, England, meetings on Sundays, 6:30,
at 48 Repton street, Limehouse, and on Wednesday, 8, p.m., at 59 Armagh road, Old Ford,
and 107 Canal road, Mile End.
Salt Lake City, Utah, Mission Chapel, Second
South street,.opposite the Presbyterian church.
Meetings tjvery Sunday at 2 and 7:30p.m.
Omaha, Nebraska, Sa4nts' Chapel, No. 1418
North Twenty-first street.
Sacramento, California, Saints' Chapel, Twen·
ty-fourth avenue and K street. J. M. Parr,
president.
San Bernardino, California, corner Fifth and
F streets.
St. Louis, Missouri, No. 2518 Elliott avenue.
San Francisco, California, Lincoln Hall, Montgomery street, .near Palace Hotel.
Denver, Colorado, Euclld Hall, Fourteenth
street, opposite City Hall.
'Kansas City, Missouri, No. 2324 .Wabaeh ave.
Preaching services at 1 I a.m. and 7: 30 p.m.;
IIOCial servlee at 2: 30 p.m., Sunday&.
•
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, 67 Fourth avenue.
. Boston, Massachusetts, Howard avenue, RoxJ:>ury.
Nebraska City, Nebraska: Second Corso, be·
tween 6th and 7th streets.
.
Manchester, E.tlgland, Mission-room, 113 Clarendon street, Welcomb street, Hulme, every
Sunday at2: 30 and 6:30p.m.

NOTICE TO. BOOK SUBSCRIBERS
The pu@lication of "Pattie; or Leaves From
A Lite;" has been delayed for want of means to
pay for the w:ork. Neither Sr. Eleanor nor the
Board of Pul:>l!catlon are financially aJ:>le to
a~sume the risk, which will make It necessary
for all subscribers who have not paid in ad\·ance
to do so at once. ·As soon ~s sufficient nwney i~
received to· cover the' cost, the book. will be
Issued. ·The price of the book, Including postage,
is $Ci2, which we hope you will kindly forward
to David Dancer by January Ist.
The book !.as been carefully revised. by .the
author, .and ,wlll .contain her portrait; also an
Introduction by Bro.;W. W. Blair. It wm be of
the same size as "With The Church In an Early
Day.''
·
The story of ·Pattie is not a work of fict!.on, as
some. imagine, though, in romance it equals any
found in fiction .... The book. is all.that it purports
to.be-a true narrative from reaUife~and a.tthe
solicitation of many Jrie.nds the. real name. of
Pattie will appear lp the revise.<i book.
Those who de'sire books repres~nt!ng the faith
of the Latter Day Saints, for their own or their
Sul!day school. library, have. this .opportunity to
encqurage their production.
E,t,EANoa.
..

ADDRES.SES.

v~ D.Baggerly, Derby; Perry co!l!lty, Indiana,
T. W. Smith, Box 125, Indepcn:~del!ce,.Mo.
..
A. H .. Parsons, Lee's S~mmit, Jackson Co., Mo..· ·•·..·
:m:L. X:el!ef; PrilSidj~:~hop, Lameei, J)oe&M c;o.
InW'II..

w.

. .·.

· • ... ·..

.

J.
Wight, Nor~hForste~,N. E;. W; . .
.· ,
F, R. Tubh, lORetreat Place,. Hackney, London, Eng.
Mark H.i .Fo•.am1~t. No . .1514 IJ'.rl!nci~.l't ..• ~ • .Io~,&'p!t, }{Q;..
'Alexttnder H. Sin.ith's h<liD,e address ts now L~>,.m,oni;foa
. E F. Shupe, Valverde, (OenV\'Or,) C"lo; ·· ...· .. ·, . · ·•·

John ,M:olyne!J.UX, 19ll9 :ijprtP.T,enth St., E)j;, LoUis, Mo .
. J. F . Mtn1.un, M~g,n•)li~, ~arriso[l.Op•,;Iowa. ..·.•··.• .·.
M;r. and M.rs. John A.' Day\.tlson• .Joplm,cJ.asper,,Oo.,l\(o,
John S;. Roth, Grinnell;·]>i1w'liilil.it!~ C(h; Io.>ya ... · <
JJJ· •. C; .,Briggs,. J)iniata;. Tusc;ola county, lJ:i<ihi~ll; •.
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:m. lOTH

fOR BALE ON lAst Tlltjs.
BEAUTIFUL
LOCATION
I;i
"
'
',' ' ' '
''' ' • - '-:'>;> ':

ltWDINGS. .NOW .lUU.Dl'. ·.

.uWHAT IS l!IAN7''
Bi Ei.DJ!ll& J:. :R. LAl!11lllll1', .
Is. now reaa.,. .A tlrorongb treatise o:ll!mJilortaut.,, aD,4
ll eq-.plete eXpOIIII l>f mortai•SOlll!Siilll; 11$0 pageS•.
Paper covers, p~r cop7,
•
1511!l.
Cloth
·
•
1l!t.
lllle.
J'ood tor Tho'llliht1 p&f~er co.ers •

THE FINEST STOCK FARM/

.,.,..:m-

D:a:KALB. CO.,, YO•.

·1'onr11:1lee fl'Olllltswanmlle OlJ. "'•lWmlllal • sa. J~.
aeph Railroad.. · .
.
..
. . ·.., :
Two )llleafrom Clarka@leu tl!.o OhiCAJIO, ll.o4k !slanG

Per dosen
.
. .
· .
ts.Oil,
Pa\rlot ()ne 7ear. and Food for Thong'llt ·· t.i&.
•1
6 montha "
'life.'

Jl'OR

. - Wl:U'l'lll liS.

.

& :Paellic Railroad.
:
.· . ·..
.. ••. "
'l'Wcnty,three llileo from l!lt. Joeeph '1117 Wafr011l'load.
In the Center of a Community of Latter Day i!alnta.
Jl'our Branche•; llach Having 11 GOod MMt!n& lilo~ ·flit
ThejrOwn, ·
.
.
:
.
German Branch, S!xtJ-1!ve Xem'beN, One XUe But.
l'leasant Grov, im:-el&ht. Membott, O:u aall a ltalt
·MUell North. · .
.
:
.
.
··De Kalb, ln1111t1-ouo Xembe:&, Oue
J[alt Jmee
South.
.
ltewartsvUle, Sixty-live M:embors, J'olir MUU.

TBlUlS TO AGBN'l's,

LAMBERT BROTHERS,
LAMQNI, IoWA•

uc -

BOOKBINDING.

TWO HUNDRED AND EIGHTY ACRE&

HERALD ·OFFICE BINDERT.AU klndt·of Boo~blndlntf t1011e at Rea8011allle
Herald vo)tlmes, llbrari leatb.er b11,cke and corners;

Rates•

marbled edges ..................................... ; ..,;..........;...8) 110
Aatnmn Leaves, half roan; cloth sides .........- •••
1 00
"
..
half Imitation morocco ...;..... .;.. ......... l. 211
..
•• ~ , balt mornceo ...~...... ;............, ...............! I()
'Books of almllar size at 1!ame rates.

H....

:rrkes itl'clude cost of returninr to. sender.

ZION'S

BNSIGN,

:Pnbllshed eTer., Sat11rday at

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,
F. G. PIT'l', :Bdltor.
liia'ltll~rtptloa

Miss Frances Willard.~" The bright·
e't outlook window in Christendom for busy, ·

people who 'Yant to, see what is goin$ on in t4e

a~1d al?ility to_,transform its re_a~ers intocitizensoftbe world."

Price, 1111.00 per ;rear.

ef

It Ia devot~d to the spreading
reiiiJilna trnth 114 ,
. viewed by tllB Sainte..
..
.
.
..
Jlacllleaue conta!na a aermon by one ofthe ministry,
report& of the dill'eren.t ooeiet!ea In .the ehnrch, aDd artiCles bearing upon or e:rr,planatot'J ofthe llloemnee of tile
church.
It lis the intention to make It 11 help to .the mtsa!onaey
at home and in the 11eld; a oourr.e of comfort to the ecat. tered ones who are denied church privileges, and to bring
the Saints into closer relationship with each other.

RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE,

Providence TelegraliD.,--" A great boon

And

Articles of Association;
l!lloth bonnd; ................. price 50 eents.

BOB'l'. WllOfiNG,
Preeld4nt.

D. Jl. lUCS:OLJION,
Cashier.

LAMONI STATE BANK,

.
Suceuaor to Farmers Ilank of Lamon!. .
Pa14 np Capital $!16,00(Hl0. LfabUit7 of Stockholders
$50,000.00.
lllcorporatea ndsr the lswa of Iowa, Aug. 1, tW.
Six per cent lnter~st pa\d on time d<i!l>Olllita.
Farm L•wl~ ~<ml Town Lot" for Sal~.

A li.ANUAMOF THE"PlUESTHOOD,·
.Setting forth the order and nature of the Priesthood, and defining the duties and prerogatives
of all the Church Officials, including the First
Presidency, and also· the Deacons, as ~>et forth in
the Revelations of God and decisions of the
Church. Compiled from the standard works of
the Church, by Charles Derry, and for sale at
Herald Office, Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa.
Price 25 cents including postage.

J?UBLISHER.'S NOTICE.
We wish to say to our friends that mw boCk
"Wit~& Til& Church In All Early Day,'-'~ now
ready for mailing. To the ministry we are offer·
lng unusual inducement~; to assil;t in it!! ~~ale and
would he pleased to have you eend for our terms
1100n, as the offer will be withdrawn December
lilt, 1891. Parties ordering hereafter will please
aottce that the postage ii; fourteen cents, instead
of eight eent!l, as we thought !t would be•. Tl1e
'Volume (as the amount of postage indicate~~) ls
large, neatly and substantlaily bound and we
think

will~Jtve

g&aliiral &ati.IIW:tlon.

M. W.u.ua.

.

.JOJUT BUBLJ.NGTON,
ST. JOS:BPH,

io the busy, the lazy and the economical."

Are YOU taking THIS NEW MAGAZINE
"
.,

which every):>odyis talking about.
and most people are reading

C~UB RATES J]PO_N APPLICATlQr.l'.

li

'

"

Send 10 cents THE REVIEW OF REVIEWS,

for sample copy.

,

:am.

H 0 II R. E AD TH IS Ill

I)

If not yo,u SHO!.!LD SUBSCRII!IIE before
January 1, when the yearly price will be advanced ~rom $.2.. 0 0 "t<;> $2.60 •.
Deszrable Agen~s wa,nted zrt every Comf?Zunzty.
13: .btor'Pia.ee, New Yorl&

Prospf;Jctus. of

. Revised:an(! enlarged edition, including

Rules of Representation,
.

wor~d."

Don. JE, .;J, Phelps, Ex-Minister to Eng,
land.,-" Is doing an ·excellent work,,.and fast •
making for itself a prominent place.''
Cardinal GibboJJs,-"To the busy
world it will be espeCially welco111e."
Tlae Congregatio:D.aUst.-Thisl!lonthly
has no peer in originality of d.esign, scope and
accuracy of vision, ~_horoughness in exec11;tion

IJeveuty.five aeiett bl euatvatloD.,•forty Ia meadow, balance, lnclnding.twenty-ftve'aerea of timber In pasture, llll
lD timothy, clover and blue grau; <freil fenced, threechua·
4red rods lledfl:e,. balance thre,e, fouj.' and Ave wires.; goo(
orchard; one 1\well!ng luraee of .seven rooma .lind one. ot
three rooms; two barns, well pahited, fitted .with' New·
ton's :Patent CJittle Ties for ftfty h.ead fall-grown atock,
thirt7 head of yOilDII; .stoCk and twenty .horses, with am·
ple room for aeventy-ftl'e'-tons of ·hay; ~~:ood .JZraae lots
With pen a under sliinr;le.roef for onellandfed hogs; crib&
rorliOOO buhele of corn; el~~:bt'wejla, good wavr;. a fine
pond in meadow, surface 116,000 f~et, Well atockecl. witll
llllh; aa unllmltedqnantity of pnre, cle~r water In pas·
&ares, piped from 'pond to. watering troughs; wlndmtll
supplies tanka in bam and yards • a good mill with horse
power for grlndinp; feed, Fairbanks scale&. ete. 1 etc. Also
aome Jlne shOrthorn ~ttle, young horaee, farmlllg
lmpl&lillente, etc.
.
·
·
·
· l'or particulars, terms, ete., adilrees

The New, Revised·and Enla.rged Edition
(I:J'

PRESIDElUJY !ND PRIESTHOOD;
!!'HE

Apostasy, Reformation and Restoration,
BY WM. H. KELLEY •

,JI.UTUMN LE.A.YES

b·now.on Sale.

For 1892.

Everybody. Sbould :Read It.

I.TB .r.anury let, 1111!1, our Magnzlne will enter;apo!l.
ite Jlfth volume, and we n:u•:r. safely say that never
W
at any previous time h11.n the prospeete for turnlabtng

It eont,.ins 421 paf!:ea of closely .written matter, with
eillegraph at~d Uk•nt,. of the .Author, and Ia priJ)ted in good,
readable type, with neat bindmg, and Ia sold at the low
price of $1.25 per copy.

our patrons the tnil wortb of money Invested been eo
good as they now are for the forthcoming volnme. AmOill
the prominent featnres of the volume wlll be, the
Autebiorraplty of Eldt~r ..Joseph Ld',
Gt'the Quonun of the Twelve, to11etber wlth an nteolleilt
LIK.ENBSS of BRO. Llill'li'.
A aeries of

TALKS WITH THJI 'fOUl!fG,
by ELDER .D. S. MILLS, of Ca~lifornla, on 0Vit.leacsa of
their faith, drawn from the propbeeiu, from the rewrdll
God has written In the rock &t>d In tho earth,. aa well aa
from. &II available sources of Information. This aeries of
!tl'elf will be invaln3hle to all who Jove the lau..r daJ
w<>rk. BRO. MltLS' UKENESS will also be ginn.
Each ieeue of the M11gaz!ne will contain· one choice
selection of MUSIC from the IUINTS' HARMONY, or
other f~Yailable ao'ure~; every other Issue the likenoee of
someone promm.,ntly conuccted with th<ll work.

FLEAS):!! TAKE

~OTIOE

tlult we are at.lll oft'erin~ the ~plendid lilteo!Jilngraving of
Pr~a.

JOSEPH SMITH, also 1m excellellt llkenoae of
Elder W. W. B I. AIR (the QtU!llll slse ae the eteol engravillg) to all subecrlbeu who send as their names, accom.panied with price of subscription Bnli amount to cover
co.st of m"ll.ln~t, befo.re April lot, 169'1.
Regullu sub•erlption prlco of nagazine ..... $1 II$
Magazine with steel engraving of .Bro. Jo-

x:~~!~!~~~h.th...llkene~s· of'ni:(I."\V'. w: ii1Aii·!~

=

Magazine with both pictures ................ $1 711
For eight names and .tbe tnonev ""." wlll send an extra
copy of the magazine. For !l.ve names and the money, a
copy of "With the Church in en Early Day." .Ibeh enb·
acr!ber giving his or her na.me to e club llut will be entl·
tl¢d to one or both of the plctur<J• upon the aali!le terms
offered to •Ingle eubserlbers: but tbe p;etter up of the
club will securq· tile premium whether any picture la
taken by tho subs()riber or not.
·
We than!!: onr friendu for their generous, untirlnp; support ln the p~st, and shall ·try bv earneot, faithfnl endeavor to merit it In the fnture. ·'1'he ministry will pleaoe
rememoer that It give@ n~ pleuur<!l to send 11 copy of the
Magiztne to the f11mlly at home whl!le they are in the
lie! d. Do not r..u to send us the addreu.
Send all remitt~nces and letters p~rtnjnint~: to business
to DAVID DANCER, box SZ, LAMONI, Iowa.
Send all lite~ary m~ttter to

1'7aep10t

B. W A.L:IIi.EB. Etlltor.

No one tb.ould.becontent with 11 copy of the ftrst luue.
Send it on.11 mlosionaty tour among your nembhore an.d
friends, and purcb>ise .. Tolnme of the New Edltinn to be
better plea.ed Wlth it, and th110 send a th"""'nd evangdi.U
tmo tho ft<ld with littu ... ""sacrific•. The wol!It to. A LtBtu.•

l!.T WITHIN t:PSELll': " marv•! of trenchant ·criticism and logical dtducl.<on.t fr<Ytn historic«! facts; ·a KBT to the right nn·
derstanding of the Bible and modern diverse sy•tems of

f&lth and wcrshlp. It .discn••es the Issues of theology
tlut are to the front to-day. No Hi ole student ean aft'ord
to miss reading "Presidency and Priesthood" either as
crltlc.or Investigator. It points out the way In which all
Chriatlans may nnite upon a common faith-the Bibleand may be read with Interest and profit bv Sl<eptlcs and
In!l.dels. It treats largely of.Hinisterial AuthorIty as associated with. the M:&Lc1us:BDElt and A...l.:aoNICI
:f'lllEOTKOODS, and the
IDEAL CHURCH OF NEW TESTAliENT TIMES
Is wnsple11ouly set forth in striking contraot with the
Creed• and systems of Church bmlding since the days of
the Apostle•, Also the claims for the
RESTORATION OF TBE GOSPEL AT A LATBB
DAY THAN TBE .APOSTOLIC AGE
Is critically examined in the light of prophecy and history, which is a onbject of ~>:rPat moment to men of every
faith. .A historical
or briif is aloo inoerted of the
rl8e and development of the "APOSTATE cnunon," and an
exegesis upon t.be 29th chapter of Isaiah. , the revelation
of the "&BALED BOOK," a scientific and historical reference and presentatio11 of the earliest discovery and settlement or the American continent. some twenty centuries before tile Christian era, the ancestors of the American indians, who they were and where they came from,
with facsimile• of their writings, the orlgill of modem
ehmehee an.<l creeds, etc.
Copies may be had oy addreesing Wm. H. Kelley, Tem·
ple, Lake county, Ohio; or the Herald Office, Lamoni,
Iowa, and from. Traveling Agents. Monoy orders sent to
Wm. H. Kelley ohnuld ba drawn on Willoul(hby, Ohio.

,...,.me

AUTUMN LEA VE.S,
With frontispiece each month.
Published monthly, 48 pages, neatly coveret!.

Price per year

$1 .. 50.

Mrs. M. Walker, Editor aad :Publlahu,

www.LatterDayTruth.org
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"BliABKEN '00 Tl!Illll WOlliD OF Tl!E LORD! Jl'OR Tn:EmE SHALL NOT ANY l\[Al!! AMONG YOU H.oi.Tlll SAVJI! .1'11 Jill 0!1111
HE SnALI. HAVE NoNE."-Pag" 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE· THAT ONE MAN snoULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN :suT 0::;-:m HusBAND: Excl!l"r m CAsll ·oll'
xs AT LmERTY TO MARRY AGAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, see. 109, par:. 4.

Vol.

38.-'Whole No. 968.

Lamoni, Iowa, December

12,

1891.

No.

so.

the Saints were called to do, the require- church, and if tpe truth were always dement of the apostie's )njunction, "Prove terminable, to ,the extremest nicety, it
all things, hold fast tllat ·which is good," would be an excellent thing that the
made it practic«lly impossible that there sifted product only should see the light.
Price $2 jer year, $z for six IJUYRtlu.
should be anywhere dogmatic restriction Who shall be the sifter?
The Traveling Ministry, District and Branoh Praoiden~s.
upon inquiry. Besides this, the elders
:Not long since we had a letter and an
a.nd the Bishop's Agents, are requested to solioit new subeverywhere teach that men, all men, article accompanying it in which article a
scribers, and help build up the paper and the publication
department.
Saints, sinners, the well doers and the view, or opinion, in regard to certain
Business Letters and Subsorlpt!ons must be .sent to David
"ne'er do. wells," the rich and tho poor, are Scripture was presented,· with the reDancer, by P. 0. Order, Registered Letter, or Express.
Bntered as second-class matter at Lamoni .Post Office.
all to give an 11ccount and answer, each q\lest that if the opinion was not a correct
for what he has done in the body, the liv- one that someone who could be trusted to
ing spirit being made the responsible present the position of the church upon
keeper of the dying flesh. The fact: of the subject should do so. We replied,
there being an accounting and a settle- sending a statement made by the former
JOSEPH .SMITH}
ment, or judgment, carries with it the c.on- president of the church as to the meaning
EDITORS.
W. W. BLAIR
elusion of res.ponsibility as diversified and of the Scripture. This was not satisfacR.S.SALY,A.RDS ASSISTANT EDITOR.
universal as the race.
tory, for the reason that the brother does
· I
D
8
To us, this idea of re~ponsibility has not see how he can accept the dogmatic
.
L. amont,
o. wa, ec. I 2, I 9. I.
· h . t h e l"b
a1ways b een coup1ed W!t
1 erty o f
st atement o f any man, no matter· w h at h"1s
self-determination, the exercise of the
position; and unless an opinion given upon
THE CENSOR OF THE CHURCH PRESS
in self-judgment; that is entirely inc(i}m- it cannot be substantiated by proofs and
-WHO IS HE?
patible with the office-work of a spiritual arguments in sufficient amount and force
"l;N tlie Homiletis Review for Septell,lb~Y~r, Dr
censorship. And while we might i be to preponderate his, then .his view mllst
WilliamHayes Ward, tlie editor of tlie bzdejendquite willing to submit to one if it sho,uld stand to him as the correct Ol)e. Now,
elzt, speak~ with m?Jcli dignity and good sense on
be. decided. best,we can.not fail to ask the who shall speak for the church in this
'The Religious Paper and the Ministry': 'Tlie
m.
'e.n.tal qu.estion. '"If men. a..re to. be J"udb-e
.. d inst<>nce?
minister lias a right, also, to c!emand gf Iii• ·re·
a
"'
ligious paper, wnetlier denominatiomil or gen·
for the use of the faculties they p.oss¢ss,
This isonly on.e of manyinstartces that
era!, tliat it sliaU provide him. with abundant
and for what is. don,e individually 1 reward- are constantly occurring, and it will be
means to form liisiown conclusions on all impor·
ed or deprived of reward as merit or:de- interesting to"liearn who may be trusted to
tant. questions,
rl:lllgious
.or ecclesiastical,
tliat
-'I appear., w.. h y oug· h t no... t ·.·a·
, 11 state.
·
· · of t h e ch urc h ·m any an d
"
Iii
·
•
f
·
T
m. erit s1lru
t h e pos1t10n
. come .b e.ore m. as a teacher o religiOn.
hat
.
mea,ns that.liis pa!?er must, above. all things, not
to be allowed, to> see, read, hear, examine all ofthem.
'
exclude d.!s.cussions on matters discussed in lils
an.d con~ider the same things, and a1li of
The <;burch is now being represented
den?rilinatlon. 'Fhe paper is not.ln:tended to
them? Whv should there be an extreme by many in the field of religious contro"
,, , ,,,:s~ppres.s, .but to. promote, discussion, with the
a. nx. iety on. the pa.rt o..f. anyto. keepth. e things versy., AJI agree that the days of .dog1Ila
,:,,\iilderstanding tba,.t tlie truth will gaim thereby,
l
h' h h
b f
T
f
d
d
·
E h
;.and.tliat truth is no Easter;n baby that must be
wit l w IC ·•. t ,ey ·may .. e ·.·. amttar, or o
an.· cree are passmg away. .. a.c . . one
> ~-?~nd so tightly tb.at she cannot brush off .a fly,
whi.()h they may have knowledge, or opin~ feels that he is duly commissioned ~o con_.
~"i;Pllt i~ asturdyyo*h wliom. much exercise and
ion, fr~m the observation of others because 'tend .ag<~inst wrong, evil, error and. . Jalse~
' · som:e buff.eting wil'~ not injure.'"
t'hey are thought to pe hurtful. in th~m· ho 0 d. Each· feels himself to be a chosen
uweare bese\t on every side."
.
selves; or tend to• .possible injJuy ifmis- champion oftruth. Each hasvvithin himTh~.re is, a, strpng element in 'the church
understood, or the knowledge thereof mis- self the witness that the gosp.el is tn.ie and
who .grt)ally d~sire .a censorship for .the applied,
Jesus is the Christ. Each knows that his
c:;hurchpressan.<l its litemture.
The· theory of comprehending; from standards of evidence within and without
··· .The chief (lrgument in}avor ofsuch an contrasts is clearly taught in the Book of the ch\lrch,are the Bible, (Old and New
office, or the wqrk of such an ecclesiastic, Mormon, and.the statement made, that Testaments); the Book of Mormon and
is couched in t!J~ formul.a;.~'Ifthe trumpet good and evil are set before men acc 0 rd- the Doct.rine and Covenants; and the reve·
ogjve .an uncertain S()Und, who shall pre· ing to the design ofGod that they may lations accepte(l by the chu.rch as being
par~ hims~lffojr .the battle." It. is .ht;ld
choose th~ good that they may be ble~sed frorn God. Each one feels at. liberty to
thatthec,)rganofthechurd1 isthe.tru.l!'pet; byit~ Nevertheless the ev:il is set b~fore preach tbeword acc(.)rding to the.leading
andthatittherel!>e.no certainty withre~pect them and they may make choice of it, if of theSpirit to him. None acknowledges
to what isfotincl in that.organ, t}lose en- they will. We have improved somewhat any kil;~g, dictator, master, or law-giver,
gaged in. the. fightd9 not know how to upon {he idea, it wou:Id appear, and. now. but Christ. To each the law of. God-:prepare themselves for the. battle, It is put only theabsoiut~ good before the p'®o- His. word-is supreme~ When in his
also·heldbythes,eworkers,thatthechurch, pie, keepthe evilout of sight; let the. field and in hispulpit each feel~that Il:e
Qr somebody .i~ it, sh()uld wovide such people hl't'\fe only;. what is absolutely tr.ue, then and there represents .Christ, and. the
mental and moral food, iri; the vv-ay of the keep that which isfalse' aw:ay; from. the,l'l:); <;hqrch; .just, as .much .so as. does any
<;hurch.o,rgan ad,d thegeneraiiit.ercatur~. of they may perc~~r,ce dioqse th~ false", tl}eir.. other mipister in ~my other part of the
·.the <;burch, tha~.We Saints. should be fed, taste become vttlated and the true be 1eft .·gel) era I field; and that. he ·speaks,. f~r
)be.ir.faith stretigthened, th~jr minds led by tl:J.e.m U!}t~st~<l~nd"una.ppreciated.
the church upon all. (I\lestions yjta} to the
i~to.ri~ht chanqels, of· thou~h,t,and they
As ~····church,. iti$ to our intewest t(> set • spitit.ual enlightei'unent and salva,tion ..• of
be p~ote<;t~5lfrofll all that is caku~ated to the pure gqsp~?ll:Jefore<the pe<;>pJe; ~11d; ·those. wflo. hear him• He does, not .ad. injure, ·l1~r~. or lead .them awa}! from Ol11y that; whiqh .is.,tnte' there·is error J:i1lt.in either. theory or faGt th'at.h~.· iS'
9f th,ought andcon<hrct, T:here ·.eP('lllghin t~e ~orld without ou:r,teaching watched over,. supervised, <dic~!lfedc tof·
'·"' ...... o:ov•vu·· deal oftruth in this stat~ment of•
it,. orjettil1g it apppa.On our pe;t"j(ldicals• . orcontrolled.l:Jyanyof his·,~e.How migi~·''''"'· '•""'"'··· ·
.•.·'.
·•·
<· ··.·.·•. ·. ··•.·.·•·•.. .
T:hi&is ur:gec! in .fav,('l:r of ~::~nsotsl:Jip. . .
t~r.~,f~r or, near, ast9 what he sh.allsay in;
·haye f~qrn.<the ~tart,,t~kin the
This .is tr.ue1 . ···•·It.ls•~<>~the infer~stoJt~ll hoY:V Jie .sh;df:.~~yjt. · '.I'he;.opihiq.n&.o~
.,.: ,J~~·'->UlJlu' ~hat..f.torn .· the n(ltU;.re of. tpe :w'ork '• rtpat O)jlJ ,theJr\Jtl} ~li~ll;p~ Jia U~}).~ by .the . lP,~t,i "he• .r(lgarcJ,~ a!;l.h1Jl1,lall, and' gra!lting
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opportunities to be ·the sa~e, he sees. no
reason why his opinion is"not entitled to
respe<:t>and. may be as nearly correct as
.that of any. other; hence he geclines .to accept tile mere. utterance of anqther as conclusive'-he must have proof; if not pfoof,
argument, reason. He knows. himself to
be entitled to the .ministration' of the
Spirit; he feels the necessity for an upright
and blameless life in order that·he may be
assured of the counsel and aid ofthe Spirit
when needed; if he feels sure of himself
in these. particulars he sees no good. reason
why he should submit either contemplated
sermon, or written screed to the dictation
of another. To such a man his books are
his study, his work and his thoughts are
his daily companiofts; his only effect or
wish is that the truth may be known and
prevail. He. has no fear because he knows
that truth only will abide; that error
must die, whether. the error be his, or
an others. He has rio doubt; or if he has, it
is not upon the great yital questions discussed between himself and other believ"
· ers; and fn reference to those arising ort
. minor, or. correlative questions, he prays
for direction and delves into
the
mines of truth, the word of God.
To us the trust in each other as the
ministers ofthe truth that is felt all over
th.e field is not a wbnderful thing; except
its u!Jiversalitv; it is the result of confi··dence in the truth itself, not in what any
one man may hold to be the truth; but
that which is held and .demonstrated by
one by all. Within the domain of this
truth is there .any need of a censor; out of
this realm would there be any utility in a
a censorship?

.even proper toresortto theordinary me}b.The placing of . adverti~ements on •th~
0~8 .of adv~rtising, the, constant .presentacover will incre11se the amount Of space for
ti?n of the merits arid claims of the paper,: general matter, and aid us in. more fully
with an the tricks known to the trade. to meeting the increasing wants"and publish~·
induce patronage, resor.teq to hy. business ingthe new~ of our growing cause.
driving men engaged in publishing to get
W,e tE q uesf such of the brethren as can
, wealth, in private enterprises~ It has been
to call attention to the HERALD as a good
deemed sufficient to remind the Saints, now advertising medium. · Rates will be
and then, th.at the H ERAL:p still lived; and· promptly furnished on application.
that it was to them what the church in
conference assembled have deemed it
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
should be, a necessity, then they should
rally toitssupp6hin the wayofsubscrib- A. SISTER in the church, who is "in the
faith" surely, will devqte $500 to assist
ing for it for themselves and others.·
Our opinion is that there should not be making up the fund for the care of the
a· family in the church anywhere in all the poor. It would not ta:ke a g-reat many
wide. earth that did not have the HERALD like this sister to create tpe fund the bishop
.
to read; .and if we had our witV about it is asking for. Who will be next?
Bro. G.
Griffiths :wa~ at Pittsburg,
there would not be. Indeed, the Bishop
and the Board of Publication long since Pennsylvama, November 23d, expected to
decided that wh.ere Saintswere in such cir- stay for three weeks. He reports the district
cumstances that they could riot .take the in fair condition •.
Bro. Hira £J H. Robinl'\on wrote very
HERALD it should be furnished them, until such time as fortune should favor them encouragingly of the outlook in Chicago,
to pay for it. It is the desire of the man- and the Northern Illinois district, where
he is laboring. Ther;e will likely be
agemenfthat the HERALD be read.
The HERALD covers the whole field of a reorganizing of the branch there
the world; and the work of the ministry is with a good spirit prevailing for· the work.
the work of the HERALD, and all its That is .right, "How beautiful upon the
helpers and abetters should be the whole mount.ains are the feet 0£ them that pubbody, elders in the field; elders at home; lish Glad Tidings." ~ush the good work,
tra veiling missionaries; presiding elders, brethren. Let the .serviceof the .evil and
at home and abroad; presidents of missions, the wrong of the pa~t suffice; use to-day
all, all should present its claims, and urge for the Master~ We are growing old fast
-all of us. It is better be at peace.
its circulation,
Our. exchanges, the Ensign, the Glad
The HERALD is a mirror set up in the
center of the field to reflect from and to Tidings, and toe Pen .and Platform,. as
every point. In it should be seen all that well as the Independent Patriot, all come
bears upon the work, of human thought to us fraught with th<"i~ usual interest, all
and history, facts, theories, dogmas, tradi~ · full of zeal and doing their work in their
tions, public opinion, so far as the great appointed way the best they can. We
work may in anywise be affected thereby. hope that in their fervor for new things
THAT PLEA.
.From this center much must radiate that the brethren will no• forget their old
WE have received several letters from sis\\'ill help the workers at horne and abroad; friend-the HERALD. It is getting old
ters and brethren concerning "that plea" and much will be found that will encour- in a sense, it is true, but it sho.uld be vigor-the proposed purchase of a boat for use
age and strengthen all classes. Of course, ous when the Savior comes.
of missionaries in the Society Islands. we cannot say that the HERALD is an ideal
Bro. R. Howlett, London, Ontario,
The writers express willingness to confamily paper, full of the spice and ginger writes the 16th ult. of the improved conditribute small amounts, and urge others to
of this life; having a· story and a moral for tion of the work in that citv. The Saints
give for that purpose; but as the Bishop- every class and everybody; but we do say are goin~ forward, trying to walk in the
ric in their late communication to the
that it is the effort of those who are direct- way of life.
Saints have referred to the general and ing it to make it effective as a teacher and
Bro. W. W. McLeod, Cormorant, Minspecial financial wants of all fields, and in- a co-worker.
.
ne~ota, z rst, continues to rEjoice in the
dicated a method of supplying them, we
The HERALD is not a secular paper; it
do not publish these pleas. Those ap- is not a newspaper in the ordinary use of faith. Gospel work progresses §lowly; a
pointed to minister in temporal things that term; it is not a literary magaz:ne; it 1 promising voung man was aoded to their
stand ready to receive the special conse- is not a novel, sensational story telling af- i num bl'r of late. Ern. I. N. Roberts and
crations, tithes and freewill offerings of fair. The intention is to make it an aid to J. A. Davi-> are laboring faithfully in that
the Saints. With a sufficient amount on and an auxiliary of the work of the Saints field.
hand to supply, those having the oversight in the great latter day work. This is a I Bro. S. W. Simmons, Grady, Indian
will no doubt look to the wants of every work worthy of the highest ambition and I Territory, writes of his work in that new
field, having formerly lived and labored in
1
locality.
most. ardent endeavor; Saints, shall we I the state of Tex'ls. He remembers with
not be as one in this effort?
evident "brotherly kindness" the Saints
THE HERALD AND ITS WORK.
and ministry of the Lone Star s~ate, among
whom he so often beheld ~pirituality and
THE HERALD has not this year offered
HERALD COVER.
talent for goon. Like thousands of others
any premiums, or extra inducements of any
kind to secure additional subscribers to its IN harmony with the action of the Board he is made glad by reading- the ahundsnt
of Publication at its last meeting, the testimonies of God's goodne~s and favor
list.
Those engag-ed in its publication believe HERALD, at the beginning of the new toward Zion. He has baptized and C(lfi·
the work the HERALD is doing tobe ale- year, will be issued in a cover, on which firmed some, and expects to continue. He
gitimate and necessary work, and have re- will be printed a good class of suitable and recounts instances of the healing of· the
lied upon the prevalence of this sentiment reliable advertisements. It will also con- sick, also making mention of the good imwith the .church to insure the necessary tain a revised and better classified list of pression m~de upon his children by the
moral and financial aid to give it support Church Publications, to which the atten- ministry. This is as it should be.
tion of the Saints and those engaged in the
Bro. W. S. Pender writes from Chetek,
imd continuance.
Wisconsin, November z8th. He has been
It has not been thought necessary, or sale of church books and tracts is called.
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preaching in the United Brethren Church,
a~ Cartwright, where he was well received
by the people" and assisted by a local
preacher who is investigating. "l have
enjoyed more of the Spirit of God than
ever before in my work; in fact it .seems
wonderful to me," is Bro. Pender's report.
He also succeeded in getting a hearing
through a local newspaper.
Opposed in
his work by an Adventist, a discussion
with Rev. William Sheldon is talked of.
However Bro. Pender thinks that gentleman will decline, as before, to meet a representative of our faith in discussion.
Bro. Robert Nelson, Guilford, Missouri,
renewmg his subscriptions for church publications expresses himself as unwearied
after twenty years reading, and prays for
God's blessing on the printed word.
Six years ago last summer, Bro. M. T.
Short tried to get access to the columns of
the local press about Canton, Illinois, but
failed. He has now had access to several
Pl'lpers; which he says are all friendly •.
Bro. Short's "UTJdefiled Religion," has
appeared in the Ensign, and it wtll not be
necessay ,;for us to reproduce it in
HERALD.

J.

Eld,;r W.
Smith may be arldressed
till middle of February next at Holstein,
Grey county, Ontario.
·
Elder
W. Blair returnEd from Sheridan, Ravenwood and Sweet Home, Missouri, the 1st inst., and reports that. the
Saints and friends of the latter place have
now a nice little church, located near the
brmof Bro. Wrn. Powell, pi1id for, and
duly dedicated the 29th ult. Heldt Bro.
R. M. Elvin there to hold services con. tinuously up to th,e 8th inst.

vV.

THE CHIEF AGI"'OST!C'S CONCESSiON.
THE alert editor of the Independent Patriot reprinted the foll<.>wing from. the
Agnostic. Annual. We r~produce it as
worthy of. special! notice. Such a state-·
nientfromProf; 'fluxley, the inventor of
the term "Agno~tic,~' and .the accepted
head of the schopl denominated by that
tennis, to say the least, .surprising. The
Bible believer mu well a>-k what obj eC·
tion to his ground of .faith remains unanswered.·
PROF. HUXLEY ON MIRACLES.

Iam.unaware of anything that hl!S a right to
the title of an. "impossibi.ity"J~xcept a contradiction. in terms. Ther:e are. impossibilities logi(::al,
but none·rtat~ral. .'';A wund sq~are," a "present
·past,"' "two parallel ;lines that intersect/'. are impossibilities, because . the ideas 9enoted by the
predicates. rOtJncl, presept, intersect, are contradictory of the lclea~ denotecl by the subjects,
·square, past, parallel! B.ut .walking on water, or
turning water into wine, or procr~ation without
maJe interven.tiQp, on rais.ing. the dead, are plainly
not ••lmpossibilities'l in this sense. In the af.finnation ,that a man walked upon water the
idea of the subject is .not contradictory of that in
the preqicate. Naturalists are familiar .with in:
sects wh!ch.walk on water, and. imaginilljon has
no more difficulty in. putting .a man in phr<;e of
theif1J>ect than )t has in .. giving a .man somt; of .•
the attribute.s of. a b!~d and maki[lg an. angel of
.hlm{ or. ih ascribit;Jg to him the ascensiye tendet)cit)s obi balloon, as the. •'levit!ltionj~ts'' do .•
• Undoubte~ly, there are .very strong physical•
and. biological argu~n.ents f9!:" thinkingitextre~e
.Jy imp~:obable that a man CO\lld l;le ~upported 'On<.'

the surface of water as the insect is; or that his
organization could be compatible with. the possession and use of wing;;; or that he could rise
through the .air without mechanical aid . . . .
But it is sufficiently obvious, not only that we
are at the beginning of our knowledge of nature,
instead of having arrived at the end of it, but
that the limitations of our faculties are such that
we can never be in a position to set bounds to
the possibilities of nature.. The same con51derations apply to the other examples of supposed
miracuious events. The change of vvater into
wine undoubtedly implie~ a contradiction, and is
assuredly "impossible," if we are permitted to
assume that the "ekmentary .bodies" of the
chemists are now and forever immutable. Not
onlv, however, is a negative proposition of this
kind incapable of proof, but modern chemistry is
inclining toward the contrary doctrine. And if
carbO I) can be got out of hydrogen or oxygen, the
conversion of water into. wine comes within range
of scientific. possibility- it becomes a mere q uestion of molecular arrangement. As for virgin
procreation, it is not only clearly imaginable, but
modern biology recognizes it as an every day occurrence among some groups of animals. So
with restoration to life afte-r death.

79I
dained to the office of elder at the ciose of the
service. They are both zealous and energetic
young men, and there is every reason to believe
that they will make efficient 'reapers of life's
harvest.'"
Bro. James Caffall spent Thanksgiving
at home, with his family.
He reports
plenty of calls in his field, says:
"1 am keptvery busy-no danger of my getting the !lout for want of exPrcise., Cails demanding attention from both Kansas and New
Mexico. I had rather wear out th"n rust out.
My health is pretty good. I go to Plattsmouth,
thence to Kansas, I expect.''
Bro. J. R. Lambert wrote the 1st inst.
from Snvder, Oklahoma:
~·Was ir~tending to come home this week, but
it is hard to get away. Am to speak near Kingfisher, in the neighborhood of Bro. Stephen Butler, next Thursday night·and over Sunday.

IS DR. PATTON HIMSELF AN HERETIC
-IT WOULD SEEM SO.
A .VERY startling word comes from Princeton,
which, if it proves true, will throw unexpected
light up0n the thwlogical situatiOIJ. within the
"TRACTS on the principles of the go~pel,"
Presbyterian body, and do more than perhaps
comprising Truth Made Manife;;f, Voice
anything else to vindicate the position of Dr.
of the Good Shepherd, One Biq:Jtism,
\Vho then can be Saved?. Fullness of the
Briggs. The great Jupiter of Orthodoxy, Dr.
Atonement, Th<' N~rrow vVay, Plan of
Patton himself, is charged with unsoundness in
S;J!vation, The One Body, Faith and. R~
the faith. The celebrated heresy-hunter is depentance, Bapti-m, Kingdom of God,
clared a heretic. It leaks out that in r887 Dr.
Laying on of . Hands and the Sabb~th
Patton delivered an address at Pinceton befure
Question, hound in manilla, all for twenty
a certain socidy, in which. he expressed his percents, or $ 1.50 per dozen.
SOf!al belief in the doctrine of future probation.
The address was taken down in short-hand, and
was about to be printed wheiJ. its author supEXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
pressed it, saying that it would t)'ot do to have it
Bro. James McKi,rnan, writing from
made public, as it would hurt the institution
Ct1mbridge; Iowa, November 21st, 1891,
with which he was connected. In saying what
says:
he had done, he had spoken "as Dr. Patton, and
<q came. to this place last night, and this mornnot
as a Prin.ceton professor.'' But it seems that
ing bapliz·"d Sr. Sarah Atkinson, and blessed her
a copy of the address was kept by the reporter
babe. . May the Lord comfort her in. her. be:rea vement by .his. Spirit now that she haa yield~d · who wrote it out; !)nd now parts of. it are given
f.ull obedience to t.he gospel."
to the.world, Dr. Patton cll!imed that he was
. Bro. John fl. Lake W.as.calle.dhome to
incorrectly reported. B.ut what he said was taken
Kirtland by reuson of an accident frorn
clown from his lips by a stenographer, and those
falling down a stairway, in .which his
who heard it seem get)erally to have understood
wife, Sr. Martha, was badly hurt.
He
it exactly as it ~ow appears in print., Thus the
returned on November I6th,. found his
evidence seems pretty conclusive that. the
wife helpless aod in hospital care, but bechief of Presbyterian inquisitors holds, and has
ing well attended. Of his mission work
given. public gxpresslon to, one of the very dothe writes:
trines for which it is proposed to drive .Dr.
"I !eft a . good interest at Selkirk. Four had
Briggs out of· his chair at Union Seminary, if.
been bap•iz.~d: I was expecting .. Bro. John
not out of the Presbyterian fold. We go not
Shields soon, and hope he· has reachecl there ere
this. So far as.l am it) formed, the mission .is in
wonder that there is consternation in the orthofair condition, and the. raborers .are all Ot\t dox Zion. If Dr. Patton's soundness in the
battling for the truth .. I .have qaptized sixteen
faith cannot ~e trusted, whose can? Well may
since. the spring conference, organized one
branch a tid ordained two priests; and. have
all goocl Presbyterians ask with faltering voi.ce
preached, prayed, sang; administered. to the sick,
and pale cheeks, «'Where will this thing e.nd ?'',.·encouraged, counselled, advi~f'd, instructed the
N'ovember Uuifarian,
Saints in the ways of godliness the· b.est I was
able to do; I have felt blessed v,:hile so doing.
Cannot say jqst when I. shall return to the mis-.
QUESTIONS .AND ANSWERS.
siot), l?ut shall return,so.on as wisdom may direct.
.
.
I have V!fritten to nearly. all of .. my associated
~ues.- Who was the "eighth beast" of Re.vela-.
laborers. SinceT haw> b<"en here I have a<sisted
tions 17: 1 r?
· ·
, Ans.!..:.We think it was the Papal Kingdom,
.in ordaining David H .. Proper .to th~. office of
priest, and he,has been chosen t.he priest of th{~
.
.
.
.
brat:Jch; hope he mav do well . for himself and
organized out of theEJ<:archate of Ravenna, the
fortheworkof God.!'
Dukedom .. of Rome. and the Dukedom of PentB!"O. John Pett, of ,Dow City, Iowa,
apolis, three of the prominentsttbdivisio~s ofthe
wrote. N ovemher- 25th: . . . .· .·
Roman. Empire as; represented in. verses' se.v.en
"Wt; bad an excellent conference .atDelolt. Tt
and twelve,. also as represented ih J)aniel, chapwas a plea•ant and peaceful time, and I thin~ I . ter 7: 20, 24- Papal Rome was distinguished by
ne:ver attencled a more spiritual quJeting than our .the fac·t. th. a. t a. 8 . a.dv. 11. P. ow.e.. r it retalt~e. d th.. e
praver meetirig was on the ~updaymornit;Jg. ,
''J3rn. yhar!esJ. Hunt .and Het~rv.M,Daniel; chJ.ef pec\lliarities of the"~e.Ven heads"(sev.~n
both, ~f the. Mason's G.t;ove Brat;Jch, Were or•
fonris of .civil government), that had precedeq it,
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andalso by the further fact
side. it retained. much .of the l;'aganism I>ecullar
to the.se:ven previo~s forms of civil gover11ment
and likewise. blended with it the corrupted lorms
and doctrines of Christianity-Paganis~ predominating in fact while ~hristianity predominated chiefly in name. A thorough acquaintance
with the decline and fall of .the Roman ·Empire
and the subsequent history to Its succer,sorshlp is
essential to a pt:oper understanding of this sub-

giving of
to
hithself · speaking throtfgh
tuted channel. Itis no recent. revelation, for
God gave it. through hi~ prophet years agp; but
thank .God it is an announcement from the
bishop and his ~::ounselors that they are prepared
to i!ee.' the law. honored In Its observance, prepared to do their. duty and then.;let the cense:
q\.lences of.· failure-if fall.ure ·there be.cc..rest
where. they belong. But there will be no failure.
jed.
Markou,rwords. .The day .of God's power~the
.,Z.-Can a married woman, having property
day .of hastening has com~ and U we refuse to
of her own, but whose. husband does not belong
heed the call God ~Ill raise up a better peopleto the church, pay tithing?
apepple
who will obey when he speaks; A peoA.-Yes; if her husband consents; or, where
the property is in her own right, where the laws. ple who w!H see Christ In each poor, suffering
human being, ln eac.h cause which dema11ds a
·of the stafe permit married women to hold and
cl\amplon, and In ministering to the one and
control property held in their own right.
striking the blows of manhood's might for the
_z.-Is the Book of Mormon undergoing reother will "Live Ids creed" and answer to the
vision? If not undergoing such revision, is
question, "Lovest th~u me?" by the deed, which
there any intention on the part of the church to
h1 mightier taan the profession.
revise it?
Con&ider carefully the following sentence:
We value the Herald .at so great a price that
"And still further to aid in the settlement of
we feel it would be a great loss to us did we. cease
families, wao are very worthy; yet, unable with'
to receive it.
Yours In bonds,
out they can .have the fostering care of the
HENRY HUSTON.
church, to successfully [cope with this ~ovlng,
A.-The Bookof Mor.mon Is not undergoing
pushing world of trad!i! and busine1s, and make
revision; nor Is there any present Intention to
for themBelvem a little home."
revise it. It Is being printed in large type, howThis sentemce strikes right a:t the root of the
ever.
terrible monster, Seljislzneu,. which tGHiay is
""'7
twini111g around the very vitals of thousands of
human beings left helplessly in Its grasp. It is
draining the life blood, the energy, the la~t hope
EDITED BY SISTER "F.&ANCE!I.'
from the ·weary hearts of mothers, sisters and
brothers of Him >vho died for us, for them, and
He Jiv,'th long who liveth well!
yet we stand with folded hands and see the
All o•her life is short and vain;
tragedy played to the end. We see the life
He liveth longeot who can teil
Of living most for heavenly gain:
blood falling drop by drop a; the monster
tightens his coils, and while we see hi4 cheeks
*
*
*
*
*
*
Be what thou seem est t. live thy creed!
stand out with tatness, while his victim .droops,
Hold up to earth the torch divine;
faints and dies before our eyes, shall we turn
Be what thou prayest to be made:
and answer as one of old, "Am I niy brother's
Let the great Jiiaster s steps be thine.
-H Bonar.
keeper?''
The tendency of the present time !n every department of trade and business is towardi conLIVE THY CREED!
centration, and concentration by controlling
NEVER blllfore since the church of God was relarge capital tends to monopoly. Against such
organized, has the opportunity been presented to
concentration and monopoly the man of ordiits members to live their creed. We do not say
nary mean~ (how much less, then, the poor man)
that each one has not had the opportunity of livcannot cope.
ing a higher and nobler creed than he (perhaps)
How comforting thllln the thought that the
has lived, but our creed, "If ye love me keep my
church at last is awakening to the bet that there
commandments," which one of us can say, "I
is a wor~ to be.done h'l temporal things as well as
have lived?"
·
in spiritual. That she has no right to levy upon
But at lazt-yes, thank God at last-the
th<i talent of one who is capable of preaching the
opportunity has come, and from the bishopric the
gospel, while she says to the. man capable of
invitation has gone forth:
conducting business: You may go free.
"Hoid·up to earth the torch divine!"
If the followers of Christ are called uponIf ever In any age of the~world this torch was
needed, surely It is the present age and time.
one and all-to present themselvem a living sacrifice (and we are told this !s only our reasonable
The question whlch is foremost in the minds Gf
men to-day, the question which Is agitating all
service), why ahould the talent of the speaker be·
Christendom and bids fair sooner or later to
long to God any more than the bu&ines~ tal<~nt of
Involve our own country In wars and bloodshed,
the one capable of conducting business successfully, or· the money of the one having more of
the question in short of what rights has man
upon this .earth, and what duties do the stronger ·this world's goods than is necessary for the com:
owe the weaker? finds here, as God Intended it
fortable support of his own family? Can anyshould, a full and perfect solution. God's law is
one give a reason .why?
perfect and this Is his law, and in the words of
We recently had occasion to say, "'Thank God
another, "Hence the command is as Imperative as
for so much," and the feeling of our soul to·day
'repent and be baptized.'"
is, "Thank Him for yet more!"
In reality it is not the bishopric who are sayThe rlemand Is so reasonable, so just and alto·
gether so moderate that we do not see how anyIng, "Consecrate of your substance a small porone having that amount of money to spare, can
tion for the establishment of. the poor and the

good tidings from weekto week, but H
long before. it will c~ntaill anqtherarticl~
with 5o much ofimportan.ce to tlr~ Saints.
almost feel as .though it woulq b.e a savor ()f l!f~
unto life. or of death unto d~a:th according as
those who are able to do. &o, respo11d or refuse to ·
respond,
.·· . . •
God grant that we be 11~rm!tted te llye long
enough to se~ ·this. call responded to, until the
Bishop shall say, "It Is el)ough, refrain !lOW t<)
bring any more.'' Only: one theusand names
needed of those who will.·. ~on tribute one 11\l.n:dred dollars .each! Think of' if and let the high
and holy object to be attained, Inspire the soul of
each one who possibly call meet this demand, to
meet it with the. glad alacrity of those who love
God and his work.
PRAYER UNION.
SPECIAL REQUEST FOR PRAYER •.

A SISTER who . is In gr~at trouble asks your
prayers in her behalf that God will grant her
heart's desire, If it be his righteous will. ·
Bro. Albert Haws, missionary of our church to
the Sandwich· Islands, ask;s the earnest faith and
prayers of "The Uri!Gn" In behalf ofthe work in
those Islands; Pray that God .may restor.e Bro.
Haws to health and strength, to the end that he
may be able to carry on the work there, which is
IIi a promising co11dition, Forty have !!!ready
obeyed the gospel, and the present place of meet"
lng being too small; they will soon h~ve to seek a
larger one.
Bro. Haws' health Is very poor and unless God
helps him, he feels that he rriust soon lay by his
armor of warfare. May the Lord help us to offer
''the fervent effectual prayer" of faith in his behalf.
Sister Jennie Stevens, of Red Oak, Iowa, asks
the prayers of the Union in her behalf, that God
may heal her and spare her to her family, If it be
his holy will.

HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.
Nqv. zrst, Amount to datt", . . . . . . . . . . $3,824 14
Sr. P. Moldrup, Neb., .. $I oo
Harriet Manzer .. Iowa,... 6o
J. A Layton, Mo., ... .'... so
A F,iend, 11!., .......... ·7 oo
Eliza) Grlmmett, Wyo.,. so
C. M Gabler, Mo.,.... . . so
C. Wahlstrom, Iowa, .••. I oo
Anna M. Moldrup, Neb,. 2S
L;zzil:! Porter, Neb.,.....
Laura A. Porter, Neb.,... ro
Carrie I. Porter, Neb.,... IO
A sister, perJ. D. Howell,
Eng., .............•... ro co
L. A Lyon, Mo.;; •••..••
A ~ister, Iowa, .......... I oo
Charity Bates, Iowa,. . • . . so
Jennie E Knight, Iowa, .. I oo
M. ~. B.:nedict, Jowa, •... I oo
M. E. Duncan, Iowa, ..•• I oo
K. Williams, Iowa,...... so

so

so

27

(~

Dec. 4th, Amount t~:~ date .•.•...•.. • .$31:Ssr 69
~Send

all money• to D. Dancer. Lamoni, Iowa.

THE STORY OF A QUILT.
TOLD BY ITSELF.
I am only ·an old fashioned, patch·work quilt,
made of common prints, cut into small pieces
and worked into the form of a star. The deep
blue of the Emperor William Pansy Is hid In
my center and the azure blue of the heavens sur~
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rounds that, while the. lovely green of soft clingstitches I now take are taken slowly and with l
ing mosses binds me together.
difficulty. There is but one organ of my poor
But for all that perhaps some of you will say,
old body which does not feel the inroads of time.
"You are only a common calico, patch-wQrk
That is my heart; for while my eyes are dim
quilt, and what possible claim can you have upon
with their eighty-seve1t years of service and my
our a tten t!on ?"
fingers stiff, my heart feels just as strongly as
Softly I my friends, softly I I know that in the
ever the love of God, and throbs just as eagerly
eyes of fashionable people I am of small vahie
to help roll on the latter day work as it ever did.
compared with the white quilts which come
••I could tell you, too, of the persecutions I
from the looms of sunny France, or the dainty
have passed through and the help I more than
lace spreads lined with pink or blue which adorn
once rendered in hiding from our enemies the
so many of your beds; but before you turn away
plates of gold upon which the. Book of Mormon
froi:n me, hear my story, for I have one to tell
was written, and i.f it would interest anyone to
·which may perhaps cause you to change your
know of the trials and hardships ofthose times, I
mind In regard to me. I. am not going to tell
could tell them of such scenes of suffering and
you about the fields of the "Sunny South" where
privation as would make them weep. All my
beneath a tropical sun the dainty white balls,
life I have known little else than poverty and
toil.
from which the threads of whiCh I am made,
"But why should the disciple expect or desire
ripened; neither shall I stop now to tell you how
to fare better than the Master? He was a man
those balls were. picked, .baled, or spun into
of sorrows and acquainted with grief, and home
slender threads which were afterward dyed and
-he had none. · When I think of this my soul
woven Into the calico of which I am made.
burns within me and I have faith to believe that
All this mlght.be of Interest to you, buU have
God will put it into_ the heart of some one of his
not time to tell it, for the story I want to tell Is
people
to buy the work I am doing that I may
not only a very different one, but a far more Impay something· towards sustaining the ministry
portant one. Let me preface what I have to say
and get mater.ial for doing more. work. It Is all
by just a thought or two.
I can do, and will not He who blessed the poor
The Chrlstmas-thne Is almost here, ;ind though
widow in ancient times, bless me now?"
you may pass me by In seek!'ng more costly presLet me tell you that though I was only a poor,
ents for your friends ,and loved ones-presents
patch-work quilt, I could not listen to.
calico
which are 'In higher e$teem in: the world, let me
such noble talk from day to day; could not see
remind you that the S;wior of the world. (whose
the tears gather and fall from those faded eyes
birthday you celebrate) Inspired the heart of his
from time to time, without having faith myself;
~postle James to tellua in very plain language>
and so when the last st!tclh" was set in my border'
"Know ye not that th~ friendship of the world Is
and I was spread out admiringly for friends to
enmity with.God? Whosoever therefore, will be
see, I felt that it would not be possible for any-·
a frlelild of the world, is the enemy of. God."
one to slight me after my life had been conse""Wher.e did a poor c.alico quilt,'' you ask,"learn
crated with prayers and tears ,and the earnest deto quote Scripture?" .
sire to be of use to the cause of God.
Ah I there lies my secret and the worth of the
After I was fi!lished I was given iri charge of 0
story I have to tell you. I learned this with
a. brother to be taken to Lamoni, and there I was;
many other valuable lessons, from the one whose
advertised In the Herald, so while I was care.!
aged hands cut and wr:ought me into my present
fully laid away in a dark Closet the news of my
shape. Do you want to know .the age of those
being for sale went flying all over the country.;.
hands, and how far back the history I can tell
At first my hopes were high ami I expected soon.
you reaches? Just be :patient a little longer for I
to be taken out and .sent on mY way· rejoicing,.
am soon coming to it) First let me tell you what
but as week after week passed artd I still lay
I heard while I was ~eing shaped and put toquietly undisturbed· in my wrappings, !began te.
geth!!!r;
'· .'
fear that I was doomed to be forgotten. I did
."Alas, times have cqa,nged since I was a girl,"
not so much care for myself as for the dear old·
!!aid t.he old lady ~s .she worked on me, "and the
world has grown· so rapidly that there seems
lady who had made me, and I thought it very
strange that among:,so many wholoved the latto be no room it it for, the aged," at least, I mean
nowayln which they; can. do anything to help
ter day. work, no one should . be found . with
roll on the v,rork of G9d. I cannot prepare any
a heart big enough to. want to enourage
a poor .old woman who had .done so much
l#ce articles of fancy ;Work, such as the, young
and borne ~o much .to help fn establishing:
sisters are making an~; selling. to. help the elders
thatwork. And I askyou who read.my.story
topr~ach the gospel. :There was. a time, lo.ng
ye11.rs ago, when from morning's light many if it seem~ at all strange to you that my faith betlm.es to the hours ef midnight these h~nds were ~an to waver, and I recalled certain speeches I
had heard .from those who .did not 'believe In·
busy iD, l'Ilinistering to the wants .of those who
were sent to preach the gospel .and also to those
prayer?
whC>.came from.every~directlon to. learnof the .
At last one bright morning,....;thanksgivlng
•marvelous work and; a wo.nder,' the news .of
morning .they called it-the one who had me. in
which had reached them in . their distant homes .. charge took me frGm the closet and carefully
If you could only see, the washings, scrubblngs , tightening mywrappings, prepared to give me
and baldngs they have done, to saycnothing of
in charge to another: I was not .S'old and had
the spipning,.)'l'eavlng and knitting, you would
not been s~ht for, but was only to change hands.•
not wond~r tbatmy joints are stiff, and my palms
and it was then, when all the. people were going.
har.d, sofhat ia,"ncy
is beyond their re9:ch, •to church.to thank. G;od for thelrm,any bles~ings,
a,nd cou1d .
one,half the stiti::he~
that thinking of the patient,, toiling hands whicl:l
had, fashionetl. ine, I resolved to tell my own story
the eyes of others
t(). the r~a<;lers of. the. Ho!t~e Colum:n, and see if
ther~w·a"' .not .Q!J~ !l,~On,alJ vvhO vv9Uld re.ad it1
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who would like to encourage the heart and
strengthen the hands of the aged sister who
made me. If there be one such, write to Sr.
Lizzie Blair, of Lamoni, Iowa, and she will respond to your letter, which I hope will contain
a generous offer for my purchase. I will complete my story at another time.
PATCH·WORK.

RAvENWOOD, Mo., Dec. 1st,
Editors Herald:....; After the Thanksgiving
service, I left home in company with Bro. W.
W. Blair. ·we came west to Redding by rail,
thence across the country to Blockton and spent
the night at "Hotel Crew." Next day we came
down the "Maple Leaf" to Sheridan, and after a
muddy "'Calk of nearly a mile we were refreshed
by a good dinner at the home of Bro. John Hawley. Bro. Hawley and I left immediately for
this place by buggy, to answer a call to administer to his son,. who was sorely afflicted, Bro.
Blair and the family following the next day by
rail. The north wind blowing all day It was
very cold; however, we held meeting in the
evening. The object of our visit to this region
was to dedicate the Sweet Home chapel.
The few Saints residing In this vicinity having
experienced trial to their faith, by reason of a refusal of the use of church or schoolhouse in
which to worship, concluded to erect a meeting
house of their own, a comfortable little house of
twenty by thirty feet in size, has by the sacrifice
and energy of the Saints, been built on the farm
of Bro. Wm .. Powell, the presiding .elder of the
branch. Tille seating capacity is about one hundred a'ud fifty, and on Sunday morning, November 29th, at ro: 30 a.m., the house was full. The
order of services was, opened by singing 133d
Hymn, prayer was offered by Elder Warren E.
Peak. Hymn 7I9 was sung, Elder W. W. Blair
read as a Jesson t.he io3d Psalm, a.nd preached
animteresting and instructive sermon .frol:n.Ro~
mans I: 16. Sang 768th .. Hymn, after which the
dedicatory prayer was made. by the undersigned,
and service closed by singing the doxology, the
benediction. being pronouncetl by Elder W. E •
Peak. Thus, ;mother bethel has been set apart in
which to ~orshlp .the true and living God .. At
2:30 p.m., I spoke on· "Christ the light .of the'
world." And at 7 p:m:; Bro. Blair preached an
able discourse on "Spiritual Guidance." The
meetings were orderly and well attended. Only
twenty,two .found shelter Sunday night under
the roof of Bro. Wm. Powell.
In gospel bonds;
ROBT. 1\i, ELVIN.
WILBER, Neb., Nov. 36th~
E.ditors" Herald:-:Have just returned from a
preaching tour of jive .weeks' .duration; in the
counties west of here. Baptized six; .three rt.ear
Edgar and.tl\.ree twe11ty miles from North Platte.
Was so~ry t 0 retprn so soon, but haa appoint:
ments. that vvo~ld not admit of delay. ·. Sh~H
leaye for Cass· county in. two days, where lex•
pect to. defend the cause .at Elmwood against tile
attacks of Rev, Allen;.of the :aaptist Churcq.
A.m {~~ling. welllnthe work: .
yo~rs)~J go~pelgona~,
.
CftA~~E~ H• Po~d~.

<
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W E1R,. Kans., Nov. r.8:1}. '
Editors Herald:~Oui conference at Sherwin,
Columbus bnmch, was well .atft'nded. Bro. J.
W. Gille.n was with us. Three were baptized.
Peace and union prevailed. Adjourned to meet
at Webb Citv, February rzth. ,Prospects are
quite favorable for obtaining· .It ten.t for district
services soon. Bro. Thomas.Smith, di~trlct.mis·
sionary, was also present.
I have labored mostly since last report in
Weir and vicinity, on ,streets and il1 private
houses; have baptized three more, making eight··
een in Weir, and several more are about ready;
I expect three next Sunday. The conference
directed the organization of a branch here.
· I go next week thirty-five miles southwest to
open up a new place on the line of the Indian
Territory. We are much in rieed of a hom;e of
worship in Weir, having to meet in private
houses. We shall make an effort to build one in
the coming year. There are some fifty Saints
who will be nearer there than arty other place
where Saints meet.
We have had much sickness in our family,
eight but of !1ine of our children l!,t home having·
had scarlet fever, and some diphtheria. Mary
nigh unto death, and after recovery from that,
the bright and j:)yous pet of the family was
taken from us, account of which is enclosed.
·May our heavenly Father help us all to ncjoice
in the hope, and live so as to meet her in the
sweet bye and bye.
D. S. CRAWLEY.
GmsoN, New Mexico, Nov. 23d.
Edrtors Herald :-I rtjoice as I read the Her·
ald week after week, and think it my duty to tell
the little I know of the truth.
I was. brought up in the Baptist Church, .but
later on became acquainted with a member of
the Bickertonite faction, who taught nie the prin·
ciples of the gospel.
I was baptized at a Bickertonite conference.
After our·confirmation, a brother who was baptiz~d with me bo~e testimony that William Bick·
erton was the oracle of God; also that young
Joseph Smith was an imposter. As soon as he
said it he was possessed of the evil one, and the
meeting had to be dismi~sed; for Mr. Bickerton
and his counselors tried to cast him out, but
could not; and next"day the man was put on the
train and his fare paid to get rid of him. I could
relate many more occurrences.
'The above was a testimony to me of the divine
calling of Joseph Smith to be the president of the
church. Thank the Lord I have been led to the
right fold at last, where the blessings follow the
believer.
Yours in Christ,
D. F. RICHARDS.
WE publish this by request; it is a good letter.
BF:LL&:VILLE, Kans., Nov. zg'h:
Dear Sister Bliss:- Your most welcome letter
Is at hand, and it was also a surprise to me; but
a pleasure nevertheless.
Dear sister, I answer your questions the best I
know how. We have no branch here, but there
are about fifteen members scattered in this vicinity. We try to meet every Sabbath for prayer
meetings, when the weather is favorable. Our
leader is a priest; his name is Reynolds. There
are about nine si't~rs In this community. I for
one am thankful to our Father in heaven for this
latter day work. I belonged to the first Baptist

Church In Bdleville, and I thought nothing
could move me from that un:til t heard this.doctrlne; then I wanvilling"to obey the .gospel in
its fullness .. It would please me to hear from ,
you; ahd it 'Would be my wish to correspond
with you; if.convenient. If you get back to
B,elleville again, please inquire for the Saints
two and one half miles east froni Belleville. My
brother-in-law lives there; he is a Saint, and
Interested in this work. Be of good cheer and
love the Lord, for he is able to keep his children
unto the end: May this gmipel be spread and
God's name be praised, is my prayer.
Please send your address when you write again.
Your sister In gospel bonds,
}ENNIE OBRECHT.
GALIEN, Mich., Nov. 24th ..
EditorsHerald:-I left Coldwater, Julv rSth,
where n~st wrote you, and wentto Clear Lake,
Indiana, where. I remained un.til August 14'h,
al)d labored, holding four servi<;es per week right
along through the harvest season; ,and I must
say, that I was surprised at the large attendance
at religious services at' that busy season. An·
other surprise. was that quite a majority of those
attending wer.e young people.
I had not been with the Saints of Clear Lake
for more than a year. The time seemed oppor·
tune for sowing the good seed of the kingdom,
and I tried to improye it. Sunday, August g~h,
had the pleasure of baptizing one, a young lady;
and the Tuesday previous two others had been:
baptiz~d; so we to()k. courage. Those baptized
are young and promising, and I hope they with
the rest of the brethr.en there will prove faith·
ful.

On the r4+h I went to Dimondale, Michigan,
to attend the four·day's meeting as arranged by
Elder H. Rathbun, president of our district.
The preaching was done by Brn. Rathbun, Hor·
ton and your humble servant. A number of the
young Saints were In attendance and aided us
much in the singing service. May their interest
in the good work increase. Let the young be
encourag-ed; all can serve usefully in the work
of the Lord.
The services were fairly well attended and I
think some gospel seed was sown, some prejudice
removed, and the Saints attending encouraged
and strengthened in the faith. They· all seemed
glad to see me, and I enj0yed the meeting.
After the meetings I spent a day or two at Bro.
Rathbun's pleasant home in Lansing, visiting
other .Saints living in the vicinity, administering
to so'me who were sick, and otherwise trying to
improve the time.
Friday, August 21st, I went to Marcellus, to a
four-days' meeting, beginning that evening. Bro.
Rathbun having gone to a meeting near Bangor, I
had to wield the sickle all alone so far as preaching was concerned; Bro. J. Kiefer, priest, president
of the branch, assisting in the services~ Our meet;
ings were mostly evening meetings, except Sunday, 23::l, when our services held in the grove
near Little Prairie Ronde, were quite well attended both before and after noon; and we were di·
vinely ble;sed while breaking the bread of life to
the congregations. The Saints at Marcellus are
few in number, and are somewhat scattered, but
firm in the faith and ready to do all they can for
the work. They always appreciate the visits and
labor of the elders. They often refer appreciat·
Jvely to the former associations and labors of

Elder Charles Hootman, who, with amaj;rity of
his family,n~w reside..in .S~uthern Missouri.
, August z6th,Irettlrned to Indiana, and on th~
;28th, by special request, attended a TricState Encampment of the Grand Ar!lly of the. Republic,
held at· Clear I,ake, and cjelivered an oration.
My. theme was liberty .. .Felt well. A variety of
the usual. entertainments were on the ground,
and the audience had to stat;~d; but for one hour
some twelve hundred or more pressed around and
listened attentively. The o)d soldiers wept while
I tried to show that, "Our liberty is. in the law,
(just law,) and chains and St;~ares lie just without," that liberty was at the foundation of .all
human happiness.
T took occasion to give a passing stroke at the
folly of.anyone supposing that hum.an happine~s
V<Cas to be derived from a regime of civil and religious laws combined, or any regulations what~
soever, looklt)g toward a Ul)ion of Church and
Stat,e, and. cited ·the propo:sed Blair Religious
Bill, The lobbying of congress by representatives
of the National Reform Par;ty. A number ofthe
adherents. and alders of that party were present,
but I was ignorant(?) of that till informed after·
ward that I had struck the ;<~Covenanters"-Re·
formed Presbyterians~a stunning blow!
If our nation is not Christian independent of
its civil cons•itution, the amendment of that Instrument will not convert it! Cannot all American Chrlstiandom with this Influence ''save the
nation without the aid of ciyil law? Has the gospel, in their hands, no pdwer in it to save?
Bishop Foster, of Boston,.says, in a recent article,
he is astonished to find that Christianity Is not to
be found In some of the European St~tes where
nationally established religions have existed, and
that religion has quite died· out. If the gospel,
God's power unto salvation, is Inadequate to.ac.
complioh the design, humari addendas thereto in
the form of civil enactments will prove futile, as
in the past. Civil law coerces and restrains men,
but never converts them. To pretend that men
are free when imder legal coercion, Is the sheerest hypocrisy. God never thus coerces man.
Whv should we?
While yet at Clear Lake, during the first half
of September, I opened up at the Powers' church,
about one and one half miles north of Metz, the
latter being the place .where J. W. Briggs held a
di>cmsion some years since with Elder Reed, of
Disciple notoriety.
At our last meeting at the Powers' church the
large ho·~se was well filled and the best of atten·
tion accorded us, a large proportion of the
audience being young people~ I learn since that
some recently baptized there by the Methodists
are disappointed with that authority, and we
have invitations to come and preach there again;
"and this will we do if God permit."
During the latter part o{ September and the
former days of October I was at home consequent upon the sev.ere illness of our .youngest
child; but It pleased our Father to again remember us and restore him to us.
I was with the Saints at Buchanan over Sunday, o~tobPr IIth. Preached twice, baptized Sr.
JOR<'ph Shook and assisted in confirmation.
October r6th I went to Coldwater. Was there
over Sunday following, and the next week Bro.
L. Scott and I went to Paulding county; Ohio,
where we remained for one week, holding meetings each evening, Including two services on,
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Sunday; services well attend.ed and interest
good. Bro. J. Erter, with a few others, stand
faithfully fclr the work there.
October 30~h and 3rst we were at Clear Lake,
attending the four-days' meeting. Bro. Leonard
preached twice to large and attentive audiences
on Sunday. _After the evening services, being
sent for, returned to Coldwater to visit with Bro.
Frank Granger, whose only son, little Ralph,
was Ill with diphtheria, and who died on
Wednesday. following. The childlight of their
home went out to no more illumine their family
circle in this life, but their lightshines on the
other shore, and thither they are beckoned onward.
The district conference held at Coldwater, October 7th-9th, was quite good and profitable,
notwithstanding the attendance was not so good
as anticipated, because of the continued rains;
imd some of· the resident Saints were absent
from most of the session owing to sickness and
death in the immediate vicinity.
A district Sunday school association was
effected the day previous to the assembling of
conference, and at the evening service Bro. E.
A. Blakeslee offered his maiden effort at preach-ing, so far as we know, and to the satisfaction of
all present. Bro. Rathbun was sustained president of our district. Bro. J. B. Watson, of Saint
Marys, Canada, was .present and preached on
Sunday eve_ning. His effort was good and
encouraging. Be went on to Indiana on. a lee~
ture tour.
I expect to be at Knox, Indiana, over Sunday,
29'h inst., to atten(:J: the dedication of the Saints'
'chapel, lately finished and ready for worship of
God. The elders,. will find a pleasant room
there in which to dispense the word of life, and
their visits will be appreciated bJ the Knox
Saints.
More calls for preaching than we are able. to
respond to. We n!led more laborers.. Pray for
us for this cause.
Your fellow laborer,
C . .ScoTT.
IN·n;EPENDENCE, Mo., Dec: rst.
Editors Herald:.-'-Thanks for past kindness. I
desire you to say in ·Herald that I shall keep con~tantly on hand pu~e .olive oil direct from south
of Italy. It is sealed in gallon cans.alr the press,
and. never opened until it reaches me . .T.o branch
presidents and others who order not less than a
gallon, I shall .sell it at greatly reduced prices;
so m-uch so that thy.JI can .clear enough. on half
pint ,bottles to P!l.Y them for their trouble in
handling same.
S .. R. BERG.
Cou:Ncn: BLUFFs; Ia., Nov. 31st.
Editors Herald:~The quarterly conference ofthe'Pottawattamie district closed yesterday.; had
a fair attendance. rJ'he preaching was done by
·Brn; C. Derry and H. N. Hansen.
There has beenqJlite·;:tn increase in. rryembership in the vicinity of Crescent City,. the last
, quarter, and we hope for more. We havealways
felt when p~eaching ther.e that God had a people
there. He has shown.me in dreams. that my labors have not been in v:ain,in that vidnity-. This
has comforted my heart many times; realizing
that we.live in a day and age of. the w?rld that
God .speaJ<s to. his children• I have. not done as
much preacqing tbls y~ar as I:aid l&st: Tir~J~S
have been d.u11 and
I hay~ required
more ot my
:)''
':,,''
,
,'

'

'
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time to labor for the things that perish. I think
I have averaged about one sermon a week for the
last three months, and have preached one funeral
sermon and have tried to magnify my calling. as
a minister for Christ as my circumstances would
permit.
D. K. DonsoN.
SAN JosE, Cal, Nov. 25th.
Editors Herald:- The pleasant influence of our
late Reunion is still felt and quite a number are
laying by them in store, to be prepared for the
sixteen days' feast next September.
Since our conference at Long Valley, B:o. Eu·
gene Holt baptized three persons near Metz, Bro.
J. H. Lawn five in Modoc county, and on Sunday and Monday last I baptized four in Saf)ta
Cruz county. Altogether over'forty persons have
been baptized in my field of labor since general
conference; so that this conference year thus far
has been more than usually prosperous in. this
field.
Bro. Moses Holmes' little boy, nearly four
years old, died· on the 3d inst. with diphtheria.
They sent for the elders thirty miles away, but
before tlley arrived the little. one had departed
this life. · Seyeral of the Saints' children had the
same disease, but by the l;llessing of the Lord
through the administration they. were healed.
The work is moving on steadily, quietly, solidly, truthfully, and gaining in .all the lines temporally, governmen.tally and spiritually.
Peace be with you and all Saints.
.
Joseph F. IlluRTON•
THREE OAKS, Mich., Oct. 9th.
Editors Herald:-Can some of the elders of
tf1e church tell through the Herald, uwho are
hirelings," as spoken of in the roth chapter of
John, and who are not; so that the public can
discern. the difference between the two? And
,oblige many anxious seekers after truth.
Your brother in the. faith,
CYRUS THURSTON•
DELHAVEN, N; S., Nov. r8th;
Editors Herald:-We have· 11ad a visit from
Bro. W. H. Kelley. His instructions were. good
and no opecould help being benefited.
Our district conference passed off pleasantly.
It means ;.something for us to enjoy the communion. of Saint-s in conference; we have, to
trav~l abou.t ·fifty miles, and that in an open
wagon; and sometimes it rains in this country,
.and if caught in it, it Is not pleasant. Some. of
the elders know of it •.
Tbe Herald comes we.ekly with cheering accounts of the Lord's work throughout the land,
and we read it with inte~es.t and profit, invariably
so when we can understand it. Some. brot~er
writing on.the subject oftheTenVirgins, to my
!llind does grandly in the main; but in showing
~hat is T:fteaqt by the oil,'. vessel and lamp, I
must c~nfess that I do not sofully compreh~nd it.
The oil, I think, Is the Spirit: Now in this
couqtry one may have his vessel full of oil, but
if it .cannot be, got into the lamp, we might as·
,well. have no oil, as· far.as light is concerned; for
the lamp Include~ the light. It the-Saints .are
the vessel and the Bible the lanip, and the' lamp
has ~~:one out, will .th~ brother.tell us how to fill
the lamp fxom the .vessel?
.
In Matthew :I4..:.~9 is eviden¢e to m~ thaqhe
Saints. are thelainp .• Luke,It.:I3 h1stru~tll us,
wbete to. get the oit. T,o m:r J!llnd,. in orc:ler to
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lie Saints we must obey the gospel; after th;t, if
our lamps burn down, we must go to Him who
has plenty and to spare.
Your brother,
RoBERT NEWCOMB.

Qtnmmunittafinns.
under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.
ll2!lr' Write on one side of the paper only.
ARTICLES

EVIL! ITS PURPOSE AND
REMEDY.
AN address delivered by M. H. Forscutt, on the Campground at the Annual Reunion held at Logan, Iowa,
October 11th, 1891, at 2: 30 p.m. Reported by E, C.
Lindsey.

(As a large number left' to take tlie four
o'clock train, . and the speaker closed abruptly,
leaving his argument incomplete, the report was
forwarded to him, and parts :acking are supplied
from his notes as far as possible).

A VERY peculiar question has arisen,
though a very old one, and I have been
asked to try and answer it. With but little
preparation and the time I have at command, I do. not expect to do so fully, but
simply give some reasons for the position I
take on the question,-" Why was evil permitted.P" The question is both a deep
and an important one.
As. a basis for my remarks, I wilL quote
from the writings of Paul that which will
now serve here, and at our homes hereafter, in the investigation of this suhject.
In Romans,5th chapter and commencing
at the 13th verse, we have the following
language: (13) "For until the law sin was
in the world: but siA is not imputed when
there is no law. (14) Nevertheless death
reigned from. Adam to Moses, even over
them that had not sinned after t.he similitude of Adam's transgression, who is the
figure of him that was to come. (r5) But
not as, the offense, so also is the free gift;"
While we investigate this subject, let us
bear in mind that death was in the world
before the law here referred to was given.
·( r6) "And not as it was by one .that sinned"
(by one offense in him that. sinned); "isthe
gift; for the judgmentwas.by one t() condemnation, but the free gift of many offenses unto justification."
· The basis of this question, and the
genesis of the. thought involved. in this
quotation may. be briefly stated .thus:
First, Bv the. offense of one man, who
was theftrst inheritor of the natural body,
was judgment brought upon him to .condemnation; ..al_ld .second, In consequence of
·his. beit1g the father of the human race,
this condetpnatiqn is inherited by, and
co~es upon,. all ·men, Hence the corollary likewise is: First, that by the. obedience of one, the mar1 ChristJesqs; who
was the first inheritor of the r~$urrected
body, came . also tl-ie. righteousness that
frees from condemnation ; and sec()!ld, as
this one is the .Savior of all mep' all ate
restored to' Jif~in .him, .or through him •.
The logic. qf the thesis js that whereas
•condemnation came by re.ason of sirt,.,=sin
peing the .transgression qf law,~ an.d
wherea~ .. t.he ~ondemn.at.ion which h~s
,' ',,'--
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could not change. for
omit to consider hirinexpt:\rience.
already perfect, in any
we concede. the doctrine .of pr<ee:dst«'nlce
and as. its location was the
to be true, man was without any m.easure.
passes out
change therefore must have
of experience to: qualify .him to .cope with
is. not yet. te- detriment. If .man could pave changl!ld so experienced nnd skillful, a tempter ns we
is a power obtained over from the condition the Creator constituted ~ can conceive Satan to have been.. Unless
divime grace ""'ill employ, as his, and the cha11ge have. been: an im-. ma!l bad existed before, or had learned of,
which aU men may b~. re- provement in his physical nature, then. he and intelligently grasped 'the causes and
ston:id to life. To those who obey Christ, was not 111,ade perfect. P·hysical change facts of Satan's rebellion .and' expulsion,
.this r~storation will not be merely to that there.fore inv(;>lves physical degeneracy, he h!J.d no knowledge, no understandingof
·quality· of life lost by b;ansgression, bpt to under such a condition.
sin, no means by which ~to intelligently
one of such .possibiliti.es as shAll qualify
Your speaker does not. believe that the comprehend it.
.
them· to reign in rightec!>Usne\)S and eternal ·fall of man was either unforeseen or unproThe relevancy of the question of man's
life.
viqed for; but, on the contrary, that it was ine.xperience to that of temptation will be
Our brother told us that God made fully anticipated, all its consequences readily appreciated by the thoughtful
man perfect, very perfect; that he was taken into consideration, and the remedy mind; for it will be remembered that althe finishing . touch. of God's .creative provided long before man was. created, though God had. said to )lim "Of every
that is, our race had physical existence.
work~. If man was created perfect,-;-and
tree of.the garden thou· mflyest freely eat;
This consideration leads us to .another but of tbetree of the kne>:wledge -of good
who is. there that reads his Bible and is yet
unfamiliar with the statement there made question,, namely, whethersin existed be- and evil, thou shalt not eat of it: for in the
that, at the conclusion of His works,. God fore Adam transgressed the Edenic law? day that thou eatest thereof thou shalt
pronounced them "good." Yet if made IUnan had been made incapable .of sin, surely die;" man had no jwacticalknowl·
perfect, why was .man S() made as that would there have been no sin in existence? edge of.what "death". was. It must also
through the presence of evil his fall Waii'l Was man the.ftrst sinner in this world, or be borne in memory that, :in direct oppopossible, "in brief, why was that evil per- was there not one, at le&st one, here who sition, to this threat of his Creator, Satan
mitted to be? Why so constitute man as had sinned before he dic,-one who, hav- had also appeared, and had said "Ye shall
ing sinned, also tempted him to sin? Was not surely die; f.or God d<;>th know that in
that he could fall?
One writer, in an attempt to answer th~ Adamic sin the entering wedge that the day ye eat thereof; then your eyes shall
this question, said that man, being perfect, separated. created beings .from their God?
be opened, and ye shall M as gods, knowWe have read that God dwelleth in ing good and evil."
would have been' a god if .he had not
·
fallen. I do not agree with him in this opin- heaven, and that Christ first dwelt there.
There before them wer,e the two oppoion, nor in another that he urged, namely, als(), and that with them were a host of the site statements, and if they .had no knowlthat could. man have recovered from his angels,_:,_the holy ones. We have read edge through a previous existence, as they
fall without divine aid he would thereby also that besides these, and near to the certainly had no lengthy experience here,
Christ, was a bright angel, one of such lus- need we feel surprise that the woman fell
have prov.en himself a god.
He was but man, a created being, and tre and glory that he .was called '.'The into the snare. With the influence of Saeven in his perfect state, as at first created, Morning Star." This being rebelled tan's specious pleadings upon her, and the
his perfection was but that of a finite aghimt ·the authority pf heaven, antago- tempting fruit before her,whatever it may
being. I cannot perceive the necessity for nized Jesus, and ia the contest that was have. been,-though I do not believe it
him to be tried, except as finite man, nor waged between them,-a contest that was was an apple,-her transgression is easily
the possibility of it, if he was more than waged for we know not how long, the accounted for. The tempter was present,
finite even in his perfect state. The fact heavenly host was also engaged. Two the lawgjver absent. He plead, possibly
is that while.he was made perfect in his thirds of that host,"it would seem, remained partook himself, and if so and he did not
loyal; but the remaining onethird re- die, but proved by his c.onversation that,
phydc:~l form, he was not so made as to
be unchangeable. The very presence of belled against Christ, and followed Luci- in knowledge .at leas:t,--the very thing inlaw and of involved agency, involves also fer. By the transfer of their allegiance volved,-he was wiser than she,-that he
the postulate that man might change. If from its Prince, they "Vvere unfitted for could tell her a thousand things she had
man .could not have changed, he could not heaven, and hence were cast down to not even before beard of, would not these
have risen- higher than man as he was earth,-even Lucifer and all his host. Thus evidences seem to her as tangible proofs
made, and must have remained as though the once bright star became a fallen angel; that his statements were true? To offset
he WIIS altogether of the earth, earthy; and possessing still the rebellious and seduc- them, there wa§ the law "Thou shalt not
while if it be true, as our brother taught tive spirit that caused his fall, and holding eat;" . but" without either experience or
us, that man i~ a compound being, his still the preeminence over the hosts that knowledge, how knew she whether this or
spirit from God, and his body only from followed his counsels and leadership above, that were true f Although in the form of
or of the earth, it then would have fol- the hosts that were cast out of heaven with a serpent, Satan seems to have been so
lowed that the spirit must have remZ~ined him, he and they were here and ready to seductively bland, and to have had such
'absent from· God, from its primal home seek the overthrow of man when he was power that he could lead hir;: auditor to acforever, if man had remained on ·earth, re- created. The nrst chapter of Job definitely cept his testimony without further ques·
·
mained too in enforced conditions of being, states that when the sons of God came to tiort.
Here arise other queries hearing on this
instead of being free; for the spirit, the · present themselves before the Lord, Satan
higher, the nobler part of this compound came also. And when the Lord asked question, and ofdeepest moment to us in
Could man know
being, must have been held subject to the him "Whence com est thou?" Satan an- this investigation.
swered and said "From going to apd fro in" "good," as such, unless he should have
environments of the body.
Man having been so constituted that the earth, and from walking tip and down knowledge of "evil" also? How know we
what is sweet hut by contrast with what is.
·
change was possible, the next question in it."
With this leader of the hosts o~ the hitter, or sour? Consciously or unconthat arises is, Could any change have been
wrought in him, he having been first fallen ones wandering on the earth-he sciously, our apprehension of everything
made perfect, as to the body, unless it and they being already here when man that is new to us is ba~ed on a com pari son
were wrought by the spirit, and he yet have was made, we need not be at a loss for an of it with something that is known, or that
remained perfect? The only change pos- answer to the question, whence originated is atleast apprehended hy us. Could our
dble, and within the compass of our sin? We have abundant ground-work in first pnents have known or understood
that this was good, or that that was evil,
knowledge of the purposes qf Deity in their presence for it'\ introduction.
We have already considered the ques- unless both good and evil were cognizable
reference to man, would have been for the
Was "evil" necessary, then
spirit, that having a heavenly origin, to tion of man having been created perfect; by them?
have so wrought as to change the perfect and although a law had been given him to you enquire. In reply, I repeat the quesearthly body into a spiritual body. The assist him, and to.guide him, we must not tion, Could man know what was good,
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distinctively good, if there was nothing my Creatorfrom choice, as a man, and n.ot istence of man; and in that revelation it
different from it to distinguish it by? If from necessity, as a slave. I thank God was declared as follows: "Man was in
there was in him no evil passsion, if .no for the intense capabilities we possess for the beginning with God. Intelligence, or
the light of truth, was not crt!ated, or
evil apprehensibility was possible to him, both good and evil.
You. may have been taught what I in made, neither indeed can be. All truth is
how could he have conceived its nature?
Have you ever conceived of that which early life was taught, namely that man by independent in that sphere in which God
had no possible existence? That our con- nature is wholly corrupt, full of sin, or as has placed it, to act for itself, as all intelligence also, otherwise there is no existence.
ception of things may be erroneous, there the creed taught it, "totally depraved." I
need be no question; but if we conceive of remember wen that I once.asked my dear Behold, here is the agency of man."
All truth independent in its own sphere,
that which has bad no being in either the aged father in reference to this doctrine,
realm of fact or mind, our conception,. so and his answe•r was "My .boy, you cannot and yet answerable to God, but to him
far as that instance goes, transcends the in- even breathe without sin;" and .yet-and alone; and behold, yes, . "behold" the
finite. Conception does not cognize things that puzzled me-he would punish me for wisdom and justice of God; for herein is
or ideas that are not. The more closely doing the very thing he told me I could the just foundation for "the agency of
amd analytically you study this problem, not breate without doing. Basing the man." Independent in his own sphere,
the more certainly you will favor the con- theory of the nature and degree of man's because he possesses the power within
clusion to which this argument leads, that guilt on a wrong conception and on an un- himselt-placed there by an infinitely just
without at least the mental conception, if just conception of the transfer of the guilt God-for man to obey or to disobey as he
not the actual presence of evil, the words attaching to our first parents, because th~y will, and justly to take the consequences
"good" and "goodness," would have been had sinned, our earlier religious teachers of his independent action.
"As in Adam all die, even so in Christ
words of. indeterminate meaning. Your taught us, and some teach even yet, that
speaker believes that this is. supportable man is bo.rn "totally depraved." I queried shall all be made alive,"-fully meets the
then "If an apple be rotten, totall)' rotten, question of ultimate and complete redempfrom the Bible itself.
We are instructed in the other good -rotten to the core,-can it ever become tion from the consequences of the Adamic
While, therefore, God
book-its name is the Book of Mormon- more rotten?" I was answered that it transgression.
that man could not. know the good but by could not. If we had been born as. de· foresaw man's fall, and wisely provided
contrast with the evil. In speaking to tis praved as that theory taught, we should that through it he should have the opporthe other morning, our brother called at- have been incapable of further deteriora- tunity of developing the strength of that
tention to this when preaching on another tion, and our responsibility, in common independence of character which is at one
subject. I wiH read. what he referred to. justice, must have ceased with our birth. nnd the same time his strength and his
The prophet, in reference to the condition ·Indeed, if any compensation at all were danger, he not only provided for a com··of our first progenitors,-'-and in reference · due, it would be due to us for having plete redemption from it, but so condito that condition. before the first tram;gres~ brought us into such a state of being, in. tioned his perftlllct law as, according to ,our
sion, and what would have been the re- stead,of being due from us. If .we had text, should make possible to him, finally,
sult had they continued in that state, saiEl.: been born incapable of doing good, yve an exaltation to gl'ory, and to a higher
"Wherefore they wou.ld have remained should have been incapable. of committing position than could ever hl!,ve been his
in a state of innocence, having no joy, for answerable sin ... Man however was not. so had not the inception and presence of sin
they knew no misery; doing no good, for born; he was born with responsibility at- made possible to him . the glory of
they knew no sih.?' . Good and evil, in the taching to him, and that involves com;cious triumph. You have. heard my text quoted •
view 9f this writ~r, at hl!ast,.were both nec- ability to do or to refuse to do. You may by four other speakers, during this Reessary in order that man might hold and select any two or more things you like. in union; you will think it is a favorite
exercise his age.hcy; and the. view here nature, or .in the realms of science~I care Latter Day Saints' text ;-yes, it is a text
not what they are..:-and unless their ele- we will delight in through eternity; for it
pre~ented is. assuredly sustained by the
Divine Wisdom which permitted their im~ ments have affinities~, or are in some W'ay exhibits the Wisdom, the Justice and the
congruent, they will not unite unless you , Mercv of our God.
personation.
•
But what of man? It is clear to my supply a common ba~e, a modulant. And
This promise or statement .of the remind that unless the elements oJ both good "Good" and "Evil" !ire so opposite in their demption from the Edenic ~ransgression,
and evil had be~n in his possession, the natures that they could never have. place is. thought by some to involve umversal
presence of good or evil as either helper in the same sentient .being, unless their sl!lvation. In one sense it does; it frees
or tempter, would have been fruitless, in elements were in his nature also, or therec all alike. from the condemnation, and ultiwere .within it such affinities as would mately will free all from the cemsl"qu~nces
vain. ,They
c0 ul\J,
either
of them,. become
'
!
'
. •
effective only because man was conshtu- make either possible to it.
of. the Adamic sin; but its universality
If·man could not have known good but ends with that death; It is in harmony
tionall y susceptil:\le to their influences. The
possibilities .of both good and evil were by contrast with evil,. nor. sweet but by withthe anr\6uncement byJohn the Bapwithin him the9; they are/ both within contrast with the bitter, did God, in per- tist :--"Behold the Lamb of God that
man still. It would have been as impossi. mitting the evil, also ,design it? That I taketh away the sin of the world .. " I have
ble for Satanto !have re.ally tempted Eve am not p:repared to answer. Ican only heard that rendered "sins." Only of his
the.n, and it w0uld be as impossible to sugg-est a thought or two. : Does not the people may it justly be said, "He taketh
tern pt man n·ow,, if ·this were not so; as the giving of law to man in the beginning- !II way their sins j" but not of the world.
old. Archimedi11.n fable represents that that laV)T being both permi<~sive and for- If he had taken away the sins of. the
philosopher unaple to move. the earth wi.th bidding--: im olve agency?
Do.es not world, there would be no occasion for
a lever unless a fulcrum were supplied to "aget;~cy," under these circumstances, imply futur.e judgment. AU the world is under
rest. his lever. on. Man could .not .have that God designed that man should be the curse of the Adamicttansgression, the
f~llenif, in crea~ing hirn perfect, God had tried? Could man be tried, proven,• o.r "one offense,"t/zat he takes· away. Our
also created him ipcapable of sin. B!lt, .even confirmed in rig'htun1ess he should individual sins he forgives, pardons, repermit 'me to inquire, would mai1 have be tempted ~ith wro.ng? Could man be .. mits; or, if we refuse to obey his law,
been perfect, if I)e had. had the· power to t~mptedwith wrong unless evil, in some they are held ogainst ?s; but that. sin, t.he
tl();.ai}d only to do :vihat a higher power fortl), were the tempter? Can vou rati?n- sfn affecting the. w.h()!e world, he. taketh.
willel:l? Is the.re:. any virtue in doing good, ally • c~ntemplate Deity giving a com- away, takes it out of sight, removes it •.
orin being goo(i,. becau~e one cannot~o, mandment to man, and think of Him The. ppras~ is. a peculiar one. 1 do.not
cannot be anything else? J·adore the wis- predicating blessings on the doing there;qf, think it.occurs anywhere else in. the Bible
d()m ,which . seeks my good, but which. if man vras incapable of doing .otherwise asit.rvolving·a dir~ct stat~ment. ofinspira::
than .··rendering obedience to· thfl.t com..- tion on that questipn. And how full;.how
do~s not yet hesit::~te. to.grant. me .• all. the
enlloblir:~gpowers of manhoqd to testme
complete! •. Whe~her we qbey of .disobey. .· ...•·
mand?.. .. .
. . • · ..... •
by, to prove .me; so that in the exercisf! of
Joseph S~ith, the Seer ofPalmyra,
Christ, that .. sin•··"¥m rt~ver b~ .• ~alled ti:P . .··•·.• .•· ·
•th9s~ powers. I may 7ender my service~ tq .ceiye~.•;:t ·r~:velati<m: th~~.taught· the. pre-e:ll::· l!g~ip.st us. '!'he adof transgres~ion w~s not ·

re- .
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~fits,;,hence thejusti~epfGod, and th~in-.
:finjte n1ercy of Christ,both forbid it as a
. witnes!\ against, us,--':he taketh away the .
SINofthe world. We. must answer for
our. own sins; btit for them alone. As i:1
Adam!so.in Christ.
· And. yet it the view of this question re~pecting the introduction of sin into the
world that your speaker has .advanced be
correct, even thatsin has opened. up to us
possibilities of the highesf order-.:.not. by
reason ij the sin itself, but through God's
supervising love and wisdom, which
bring. good out of evil.
We might
profitably view ·this question in other
aspects .. For instance, I was at a tent, in
fro.nt of which was a. brother chopping
wood; . he hag the muscle necessary for
that work.
The muscular power that
brother has was developed by co~flict. He
put forth the effort; he did the work;
and he has the reward. I lack where he
has an abundance, and why? Simply beca~se I have not done the requisite work
to develop my muscles, I am weak where
otherwise I might be strong. Conflict
develops physical strength, so with our
spiritual n·atures. Parents frequently injure their children by doing for them
what they should be taught to do for
themselves. An illustration may suffice.
Johnny is in a fair way to be spoiled. It
is"] ohnny, Johnny." "We must care for
Johnny." "Where is Johnnyr" "Care
well for him. See that all his wants ?.re
suppJi,,d," There is abundant, enough for
all; but "so!Tiething must be especially
prepared for him!'' "We must raise him
carefully that he may be of service when
he is grown!"
Fo~lish ·parents!
Do. you not know
that you are pursuinf! the right policy to
spoil your child? You are so training
him as to make him worthless hereafter,
unless he possesses mor.e than an ordinarv
share of genuine manhood's forces.
If
you wish to m •ke him of value for this
~orld, and for the world to come, teach
him to not only look after himself, but to
make himself helpful to otheri'; teach him
to face the is~ues, and to bear his full shar.e
of the burdens of life, to develop his muscular, as well as his mental powers, and
you will then have raised him to_ be of
service to humanity and to himself.
It is by the throwing us onto our resources
that our Father shows u~ our weaknesses,
and our need of him. Our spiritual development is often made contingent upon
our trials.
We sometimes murmur at
what we ought to oe grateful for. Had
there been no Satan to oppose Christ, and
were there now no powers of evil to
oppose us, there would have been lacking
the opportunity to test the angelic hosts in
the former state; and there would now be
wanting the present means of developing
our spiritue.l qualifications. Our spiritual
possibilities would· never have been known,
to us, at least, without trial. God was
wise, and chose for us the best means to
develop our spiritual manhood. He has
so placed us that we must "work out our
salvation." It is by labor that we achieve
success here; so also by earnest labor on
the spiritual line, by labor .for God as sons

of God, that we will achieve. spiritual success, be confirmed as heirs of .c;}od and
joint heirs with Christ to the ev(!rlasting
possession. On the other hand; if we fail,
it will.bebecause we neglect to work for
Christ•. If we shall lose our heritage,
through .having been idle in spiritual mat".
ters at the. time whe11 all our energies
were .needed in the spiritual conflict, we
shall .find ourselves in darkness, and dwell
with him who compassed our destruction.
By spiritual integrity we s)lall be prepared
to meet our, God with rejoicing; or by
having been idle, we shall meet him with
fear. When the great multitude stand
before him, of those who stand nearest
to the throne it will be said: The.se .are
they that came up through great trib~
ulation, and have washed. their robes and
made. them white through the .blooCiil of
the Lamb. Conflict will make conquest
possible.
"
There is no true peace without conflict,
as there is none except it be based on the
conditions that the Lord will acknowledge; none, atleast, that will be enduring.
Christ has don~ his part of the work to
bring to pass our salvation, we also. must
do our part, and do it too in the way he,
has commanded it to be done. Even our
great arch-enemy, Satan, has done his
part. in the past, and is still doing that part
well, such as it is; shall w:e. then neglect
our part of the .great work, and we only?
God forbid. If at the great day of,:the
rendering of accdunts we shall be found to
have performed our part jor God, as
effedtivelv as Satan will have clone his
part against hitn, I feel safe in snying
that. all will be well with us. Nor, in
either case, will the work done fail in
securing its due reward. Satan will then
rule in his own domain, and over tho~e
who shall have become willing and obedient servants to him; they then will be
1'\urject to him, for "to whom ye yield
yourselve~ servants to obey, his servants
.ye Brt·." Equally certain are the rewards
to the righteou~. Jesus, the great captain
of our salvation, will then crown with
honor those who shall have served under
his banner; but the banner they carry
will not be a silken one; it will be one
that ·has. been unfurled in every land, and
to , every breeze, one stained with the
sweat and tears and blood of its then triumphant general and his victorious hosts.
The great and distinctive feature attaching to the stains which that glorious banner shall bear will be that they are the
stains of innocent blood and will be so
recognized as to their source, and as 1·o
their cause. The marks of our stains will
chiefly be tho~e that naturally are occasioned by conflict; but those of our great
leader, those that will most clearly appear,
are those which were occasioned by reason
of the great love with which he "loved us,
.and gave himself for us;" for, as Isaiah
writes, when "he saw that there was no
man, and wondered that there was no intercessor; his arm brought salvation unto
him; and his righteousness, it sustained
hhn." His great love had impelled him to
anticipatorily 'accept the' conditions on
which the redemption of the race was

Ptedicated,urttil the purposes 0f.Godwere
fullyripe, and then he died for us; cdr, as
Paul, with aclearview of the. pmphetic
d<ttes before .him, dedares:.,....••When we.
were yet without strength, in. due. time
[when the time appointed \lVas due] Christ
died for theutlgodly." Yes, the unio.n of
divine W'isdom and ofdivine love were
complete in the one offerin~, fot God also
"commendeth his love to\1\Tard tis, iri that,
-while we were yet sinners, Christ died for
us!' By that great sacrifice, . the 'j;(lst
transgression is blotted out, or, as Paul
presents it,.,-"Being. now justified by his
blood, we .shall be. save<;! from wrath
through him." His death. does not pre·
vent our dying; bttt it . redeems us
from death and the grave, ~nd, if we obey
hisdivine law, "we shall be saved .from
wrath through him," and shall continue in
life evermore, the second drath having no
power over us.
Christ did not forfeit his right to !if~;
and hence he gave an ~nforfeited life to
pay for the life we had forfeited :-"M v
flesh for the life of. the world."-J ohn 6:
He satisfied; he did not defeat jus~
tice.
He made compensation.
One
brought condemnation.; ! so also one
brought ransom; and this one, "having
tasted. of death for every man," restores to
the race the degree of life that was possessed before the fall,-a life that shall be
continued so long as the individual obedience ·Of ·e.ach shall justify tbe decree
which a just judgment shall render.
One dogma that has been taught as a
reason for the doctrine of the atonement
that I wish to refer to i~ the dogma that
Di\Tine Justice demanded of Christ that he
should die; that it compelled the innocent
to die for the guilty. God, so far as I
have read the sacred record, j,_ nowhere
represent!'d within it as compelling Christ
to make this sacrifice; hut the rather that
Christ, in his great love for humanitv,
recognized the justice of the p!'nalt:v affixed to man's transgression, and offered
himself a substitute for man. He is the one
"who for the joy that was set before him
endured the cross, despising the shame,
and is set dcwn at the right hand of the
throne of God," as referred to in Heb.

sr.

I 2: I.

I h:we quoted from the writings of those
who lived upon this continent, ~nd from
those who lived on the eastern continent;
to make the argument more complete, i
will also quote from the American Seer;
and then britfly present the views I gather
from these three source~, in consecutive
order. 1 do this especially for the benefit
of those who are -not favored with the
pos~ession of all these reco.rds.
From the Br,ok of D::>ctrine and Cove·
nants, section 58: 6, I quote th~ following:
"Men should be anxiously. engaged in a
good cause, and do many things of their
own free will, and bring to pa«s much
righteousness; for the power is in them,
wherein they are agents unto themselves."
This, it will be perceived, involves the
agency of man in the most positive manner; and that agency involves law. From
2 Nephi 6: 9 I quote:
"Wherefore he
has given a law." And again "Where .
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tion, that, by his natural de:tth, he might
be rRised in immortality unto eternal life."
While with a correct interpretation of
the death-threat--dying thou shalt die,-~
there was in no sense a failure, not even
as respects the natural death--the only
death the materialist can conceive of...,.-the
revelations accepted by the Saints' Church
supply its members with a philosophythat,
covers the entire ground; and breaks the
last weapon of materialistic infidelity. It is
this, and is found in the I Jth paragraph of
section just quoted: "Adam partook of
the forbidden fruit, and transgressed the
c<:>mmandment, wherein he becamesubject
to the will of the rlevil, because he yielded
unto temptation. W nerefore I caused that
he should be cast out from the garden of
Eden, from my presence, because <:>t his
transgression, wherein he became spiritua!Jy dead." From this we learn several
important facts that bear directly on this
question; for instance, The. tem pt:ition,
and its r.ature; the transgression, and its
direct consequences; his expulsion from
Eden, and its result· to him; and lastly,
and of the most feilrful and profound interest to us, in the discussion of. this question, the fact that by this e~pulsion from
E<ien and separation from God, h~ became
spiritual~v dead.
The same parile:rllph
further teaches that this same kind .of
death is that "which shrill. be pronounced
upon the wicked when I shall say,-:-Depart ye cursed." Alma 19: I 1, teaches the
same doctrine,-"The filH had brought
3! 22 • . ·
'
Man did not forfeit his agency by this. upon all mankind a spiritual death as
transgression,:but he came under the con- well as'a"temporal deilth,--:fhat is,. they
demnation pronounced in the law as first were cut cjj from the. presence of the
given to him, especially as. rendered in the Lord."
·
· •
Hebrew and i.n the margin,-"In the day
To sum up the staternentsandarg-uments
thou eatest th¢reof; dying thou shalt die." supplied by the~e quotations and . refer"
In the very day he Sinned he entered into ences,·the conclusion. your speaker reaches
the death. stat~, the.penalty commenced to would, in substance, be. as follows: Crebe executed. But. the. same D1vine love a ted man, though. perfectas .to formj \¥as
which marks .all our Father's dealings with imperfect in knowledge, and having been
us was exhibited there; for "there was a created free, with the right to act indetime granted !unto marJ,-a probationary pendently, he was approached by, two
ti me,-a time· to repent and serve God." personalities, each superior to himself in
If Adam haq put forth his hand imme- knowledge, and e.ach desirous of jnfludiately, and p~rtakenofthe fruit of the tree encing him to obey. 'r,h~ result was that
of life, he would have lived forever in his he, through his wife, and possiblv through
fallen state; and have perpetuated to his his love for her, and probably after sumdesc;endants the terrible heritage of a riling up the consequences of separation
contirming life of painful suffering. Yet; from her should he decline to eat the forthough the p~nalty ofdying.was executed, bidden fruit-for s.he had partaken of itthemcr.r.cy of God was exhibited by giving he ate al~o, and he jell. It was known
to r:nan. a goodly space of time· before the from the. beginning that he would fall,. and
termination of the sentence "thou shalt provision had been made to meet it. Christ,
die" should b.e exrcuted.-See Alma 19th on.· whom developed the sacrifice and
chapter,the Ioth,uthand 12th paragraphs. honor of man's redemption, is called ••The
They should be read in their entirety .by Lamb slain from the. foundation of the
those who w.ould obtain a clear and logic- world." To .carry into effect the g-re:at
al view of thi~ part of my subject-they and stupendous plah of .man's ~er!tage,
are toolengthy to quote fully here;
fall and redemotion, there was. neededand
Respecting; the questiop of the pro! on; supplied an Edenic home th~t should
g.ation of the 1ife. of our first parents, after containall ther.equisite~ of perfect life;.
theirtransgression, I refer you to theBook with the meaqs ofc 0 ntinuing life, as found·
of Covenants!Sec~ 28: ~2:. ~~I,,the Lord in the tree'of.Iife; and apart from it, a
. God, gave untq Adam. ar1d up to his seed, world less happily constitute~, vv bose conthat they should not die, as to tj;letem~ ditions should be temporal, and henc:e one
poral . death, : untH I. should send .forth from which the tree of lifesbouldbelackapgt)ls to de.clare1-1nto them repentance and "ing;-:-a t~mpter ancl temptation.;7 power
ofinqependent aption, apo~er that shou£.d ·
redet!lption througl) faith on .the nai:n~
mine only begotten Son; and thus.. did I remain eve:n after expt~lsionfrom Eden';+
appo.inttmtoman the days .of his proba· ,the;: pres~n.c~,and the ~ontinui11g ott he in·

there is no law, there is no punishment;
and where there is no punishment, there is
no condemnation;" anrl-- bless<:d be God for
the consistency and justice of his methods
-"where there is no condemnation," "it is
because" the mercies of the Holy One of
Israel have claim upon men, and in consequence of the deliverance wrought out
for them through the atonement of Christ.
And again, from 2 Nephi 7: 3, "Remember that ye are free to act fur yoursd vesto choose the way of everlasting death, or
the way of eternal li(e." But as freedom
to act for ourselves, minus the power to
act without undue restraint, would be a
nullity, that power is "in man," and God
demands that he use it and act independently.
And, further, that man might have incentives in botkdirections, we are informed
in 2 Nephi I: 7 "That there was," at the
very beginning, "an opposition," that "the
forbidden fruit" was placed in opposition
to the tree of life, the one being sweet, and
the other bitter. "Wherefore the Lord
God gave unto man that he should act for
himself."
This agency was gwen in Eden, and
although man fell, God stiU regarded him
with the father love that prevented man
from perpetuating his fallen condition,-which it s~ems he would have done had he
eaten the fruit ()f the tree of life before an
atonement had been made,-by placing an
effective guard bef<:>re that tree.-See Gen,

i
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centives to goodness, and the temptations
to evil ;--a redemption to be fully com·
mensurate with the faH, both in its nature
and as to its effects; and this that God
might be just,-for justice would seem to
require that whertas the descendants of
Adam would not be personally responsible
for his transgression,-and whereas they,
of necessity, through the law of heredity,
would be made inheritors of its physical
const>quences, they ought not also to be
made inheritors of the fruits of his transgression in their spiritual natures,because
of them he would be in no sense the progenitor. All was provided, and more.
The Redeemer of the race, in effecting our redemption from the first
transgression, has also made possible our
e.levation to an exaltation far transcending
the glory of Jhat from which Adam fell,
with himself as the mediator through
whom that glory is attainable. This
mrtkes God jusdy the justifier of the obeclient, of them that t>elieve in and obey
Jesus; and qualifies his act in constituting
them special co-heirs with Jesus. All
rede.erned from the transgre~sion; the obeclient exalted. As one of the many provisions for this, we have the assurance in
Revelations 22, and elsewhere, that the
restoration t"ff,cted by Christ shall bring
back all that was lost, even to "7 he 7 ree
rif Life" tbllt shall yield its fruits for the
people of God, its leaves for the healing
of the nations.· Jesus and his hride,-the
King Immortal and His Church,-shall
dwell in the holy city; the fruit· of the
trfe of life sh~ll be theirs, for they shall
be heirs of ·life. At the creation, there
was Eden's g-llrden for the pure; the
world's great field. without. The Edenic
distinction shall be restored; the obedient
within the heavenly Eden, theY·disohedient without. We may confidqntly recall
the comforting assurance: "Fear not,
little flock, it is your Father's good pleas~
ure to give you the kingdom."
A<. our earth life descends from Adam
and Eve, so i'n Christ' and his bride,-the
church, his.mythical body,__::.do the.. prom•
iws. of the new life center, He shall be
King of kings: hi~ people shaH be made
kings and priests unto our . God and his
Christ, and he and they shall bear the
glad, triumphant rule fot everm~re. Then,.
if not fully before, .shall we r~cognize th~
wisdom that has permitted evil to be; for
we shall se~ dearly in those things where
we now but look as through a. glass
darkly..
·.
, In conclusion, I a5sert my firm convic.tion that aU }las be:en ord.ered wisely,
Unless man had fa] len, we should not
.fully .hilve knowq~ or justly have. appredated our God.. He is merciful and
pitiful and tender and. benevol~nt anil
lqving. Yet none .oflhese, which .to tiS·
are his IJlost gracious attributes,could.m:'!n
have.known unlessour necessityfortheir
display hadbeen made God's opportunitl.es
for their manifestation. They would
have tlxistt)d.withinhim,itis true, but not
to <rur consciousn~ss, any. lllore than d()es
the bea~ty a11d Jragr);lnce of .the .rose to th~
C()nsciousn(!Ss of the beeth~t iii ips its h.o:-tey; \
<:>r than does the be11u.ty of the dew;.~fillecl
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·petals around
polygamy
the follovvi.ng: <"And it cia me to passthat
to the
ins.truetion con• I, J a.cob1 began to be old~
forms.
divine attributes would
as, "For I, the
"And ·I, Jacob, · saw. that .I must soon
have been as little appreciated by us as .the
in the chastity of go down to .my gtave; wherefore, .Lsaid
gorreous colorings of the am her and go~d women.
whoredoins are an. abom~ to my som Enos, take these plates." On
and crimson streaks. that beautify the azure ination before m\').' 1
•the samepage 1 puagraph I, we have the
..
sky at the rising an\1 the setting,of the sun.
The word otherwise makes the pro- opening words of Enos, which also imply
are appreciated by. the lark that thrills us }ribiting commandment .still more sweep~ that Jacob was. dead. "Beljtold, it came
with its rich melodies, when, .rising in its ing and emphatic~ God had, by his arm to pass that I, Enos, knowing my fa.ther.
circling motions towards heaven's bright of power, led the people out from the that he wa.s a just man, for he taught me
cerulean dotne, it sweetly sings its m:atin land ofJerusalem, having. important lm(l in his language; and also in the nurture ·
and its vesper soHgs to the honor of the special purposes in view;· but he gives us and admpnition of the Lord." Jacob "beimmaculate source of being.
to· understand that "otherwise" ["in a dif- gan to be old," .andsaw .that he must soon
W11nt makes Benevolence appreciable: ferent manner; by. other·. cam;es; in go down to his grave, at the time he deSuffering gives occasion for Pity: Sin and other .respects"] ;'they shall. hearken unto liveredupthe plates; and it is probable
Penitence for Mercy: Condemnation for these things."
that he died betore Enos wrote a word on
Pardon: Despair for Love's all-em },racing
the plates •
. On page q7, paragraph 9• Jacob
power: the Fall of Man into the depths for informs us that the. commandment re"
A short time ago, we notic;:edthe. statehis Redemption and future Exaltation to ferred to· was given to their. fathers. He ment of Elder Braden, that •''in less than
Ineffable Glory: the Slavery of servitude ih says:
sixty years they (the Nephite colony) besin for the "Hallelujah to the Lamb" of
came two great nations, had vast armies
"Behold th~ Lamanites, your brethren, on both si<]es and many wars." Well, it
the Conqueror's song of triumph, the
clarion tones· of which shall echo from whom ye hate, because of their filthiness was at this vety time, when Jacob "began
hill to hi.ll, and roll its song-waves of vic- and the cur~ings which hath. com.e upon to be old," that the word armies is first
tory like the voices of music on the waters, their skins, are more righteous than you; mentioned. (Though nothing is said about
resounding over every valley of a re- for they. have not forgotten the command- large armies nor about two great nations).
ment of the Lord, which .was givem to our And if Jacob, the .father of Enos, was at
deemed and a rejuvenated world.
fathers, that they should have save it be that time I8o years old, as stated by Elder
one wife;. and concubines they should Braden, then. instead of it being less than
have none; and there shouldnot be whore- sixty years after Lehi left] erqsalem, it was
dams committed among them. And now three times .sixty, that is, I 8o! Now, we
this commandment they observe to keep." ask, Which one of these positions will
[From Independent Patriot.]
The;: Book of Mormon, on this point, is Elder Braden stand by? and which one
CLARK BRADEN REVIEWED.-No. 6.
in harmony with God and his w 0 rd.
will be' throw away?
·
.
"For if I will, saith the Lord ·of hosts,
BY J· R. LAMBERT.
Elder Braden quotes a statement from
IT WOULD be difficult to find a more raise up seed unto· me, I will command Book of Mormon page 147, paragraph 6:
sweeping prohibition of polygamy and my people." In harmony with tpis, he "Blood cometh from every. pore." He
concubinage th&n the one couched in the commanded Adam, Noah, Jesusand Paul, then adds: "The N ephites understood the
above language. Now, we :ask, By what Lehi, and Joseph Smith. Through the circulation of blood one .thousand years
rule of interpretation does Elder Braden last ~amed, he said to the. Latter Day before the world knew anything about
place a doubtful and far fetched inference Saints, in February, r831, "Thou shalt it." We reply, the Book ·of. Mormon.
against a positive command, found in the love thy wife with all thy heart, andshall gives its own history, and for aught we
same paragraph? Would he allow an in- cleave unto her and none else."-Doctrine know, the Nephites may have understood
the circulation of the blood. Let Elder
fidel opponent to interpret the Bible in and Covenants, section 42, paragraph 7·
In March of the same year, he said: Braden prove that that history is false if
this way? If he would, then that opponent would show that the Bible sanctions "And agai,n I say unto you,, that whoso he can. However, we are bv rio means
polygamy,. slavery, adultery, and many forbiddeth to marry, is not ordained of compelled to admit that they understood
other things which rrll good people c;:on- God, for marriage is ordained of God the circulation of the blood in order to acdemn. In close connection with the posi- unto mim; wherefore it is lawful that he count for the above· passage. .The words
tive commandment of this paragraph we should have one ;wife, and they twain are a portion of a prophecy of King Benfind the following: "Behold, David and shall be one flesh, and all this that the jamin, concerning the suffering of Christ,
Solomon truly had many wives and con- earth might answer the end of its crea- made about 124 years before Christ came
cubines, which thing was abominable be- tion."- Doctrine and Covenants, 49: 3· in the flesh. Hence, the sentiment, if not
fore me, saith the Lord, wherefore, thus There is no door left open for the intro- the exact words, was given by theHoly
saith the Lord, I have led this peopl~~t duction of polygamy in the Book of Mor- Spirit. The prophetE often spoke that
which was far beyond their. natural, or
forth out of the land of J erus(lllem, by the mon, nor in the Doctrine and Covenants.
Elder Braden gives a reference, but human, understanding. Behjamin may,
power of mine arm, that I might raise up
unto me a righteous branch from the fruit does n:ot quote or reacl, and then adds: "A therefore, have used the objectionable
man begins to get old when his father was words without understanding the circulaof the loins of Joseph."
This puts the matter in good shape. r8o years old." Now just see what this tion of the blood, as we now undentand it.
Elder Braden cites a passage in the Book
The people had been excusing themselves man will do in his unholy warfare! The
in committing whoredoms, because of the account reads as follows: "And it came to of Mormon, page 317, paragraph 2. He
thing-s which were written concerning pass that I began to be old, and an hun- does not read or quote the passage, but
David, and Solomon his son; but Jacob, dred and seventy and nine years had says, "From twenty. four women, in sixty
having received "his ernnd from the passed away from· the time that our father odd years, we have a great nation. They
Lord," presents to them the word of God Lehi left Jerusalem."-Book of Mormon, are as numerous as the N ephites." We
·
give the reader the advantage of the full
on this subject, showing that the pfactices p. 133, paragrapl:17·
The above statements were made by statement:
of David and Solomon in having many
"And the people of Ammon did give
wives and concubines, is abominable be- Enos, the son of Jacob. Elder Braden
fore him. Then, to show what would be adds on one year, to make it sound better, unto the N epbites a large portion of their
the results of a failm e to keep his com- we suppose, but this is not his worst mis- substance to support their armies; and thus
mandments, God adds these strong words: take. There is no evidence that Jacob, the Nephites were compelled, alone, to
"Wherefore, this people shall keep my the• father of Enos, was yet living, but it withstand against the Lamanites, who
commandments, saith the Lord of hosts, or is plainly implied that he died soon after were a compound of Laman and Leumuel,
cursed be the land for their sakes." he delivered up the plates to his son Enos. and the sons of Ishmael and all those who
· 1'These things" evidently refdr to the comOn page 131, paragraphs 8, 9• .we have dissented from the Nephites, who were
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Amalekites, and Zoramites, .and the deThe clause; "whieh is the land of our
scendants of the priests of Noah. Now forefathers," designates the place meant
those descendants were as numerous, near- by the phrase, "at Jerusalem," <>howing that
ly, as were the Nephites; and thus the the prophet had particular reference. to the
N ephites were obliged to contend with land of Jerusalem. The prophet . stood
their brethren, even unto bloodshed."
upon this continent w bile Jerusalem is on
The other part, of the statement neces- the Eastern Continent, hence the distance
sary to an understanding of this point, is was greaf and the. word "at" was not out
found on page 181, paragraph 17, where of place. Bethlehem is situated only five
we read that the wicked priests of King miles south of Jerusalem. Webster says
Noah, stole· "twenty and four of the of the word "at," "In general it. denotes
daughters of the Lamanites" and carried nearness of presence, as at the ninth hour,
them into the wilderness. From these two at the house; but it is less definite than in
statements Elder Braden gets his. material or on; at the house may be in or near the
for the assertions. made.
house." · In harmony with this definition,
We notice ( 1} that it is ~he old objection "at Jerusalem," may be in or near Jerusaover again, viz., they became too numer- lem; and certainly, for one r.peaking upon
ous in too short a time; and like the infi- this land, five miles should be considered
del who brings this and other objections near the City. The Book of Mormon is
against the Bible, Elder Braden presumes, right; he was born "at Jerusalem, which
in his criticism, that a complete record was is the land of our forefathers." The Bible
made of all that occurred, which is very is right, he was born in Bethlehem of
far from being true, both as. to the Bible Judea, which is only five miles so.uth of
and the Book of Mormon. The record Jerusalem.
was necessarily brief, at the first, and it
was afterwards abridged by Mormon and
Moroni. {2} These priests of King Noah
did not become a great nation, but joined
themselves to the nation ofthe Lamanites.
Nor is it said. they became as numerous as
NORTHEAST MISSOURI DISTRICT.
the Nephites, hut nearly as numerous. (3}
Conference con v.ened with. the Saints at Bevier,
The number of these priests of Noah is November 14th and rsth; Bro. Duncan: Campnot given; .but from the reading on pages bell president; .Brti. Wm. Chapman anp J. T.
Wllliarns secretaries. Branches reported: Hig163, 164,paragraphs, I 1 z,g,4,5,welearn bee
76; gained rr. Bevier II4; !Oo$ 5· ;Hannithat Kmg N.oah and his pnests were very bal 22; .Salt River 20. Elders reported: D.~
wicked men. They had many wives and t!ampbell, T. Wellington,]. T. W!Uiamsi W. H.
concubines, lived riotously, and taxed the Vaughn, W. Vincent; D. F. Wino an.d 'I'. D.
people "one~fifth part of all .they pos- Williams. Priests:. S. Shearer, D. F. Richards,
W. Chapman, and F. A. Evans. T<iachers:
sessed." Tf!e number may have been George
Booth, J. T. Richards, Jacob Waltenseveral hund,red. for aught we know. (4} baugh and J. J. Morgan. Deacon J. B- Thomas.
The Nephite force was greatly reduced by Bishop'$ agent reported; audited and found cordissensions. • (5) It is probable that the n~ct, A . motion Cl\rrled, admlttipg priests,
wives and qhildren of the priests, who teachers and deacons as m.embers of ll!!$tr:ict conThe following re&olut!ons Wil're;passed.
we.re numerous, also joined the Lamanites, f~rencel\.
Resolved, that in catse of parties holdl?g letters
and were nutn be red with the priests.
of removal, and they neglect to hand th~m into
From the above considerations it will be the branc.h where they reside, their !etten l!Je reseen tnatth~ statement that the descend- quired; and If found In. transgression, ~hey Qe
.with acc<)rdlng to law. Resolved, than this
aats of the priests of Noah "were as num- dealt
district con$ider dancing unchrlstlanllke conduct,
erous, nearly, a& .. were the N ephites," is A vote of. thalllks was tendered Brn.J. ¥organ,
not incredible; but it is possible, if not J. J. Williams,.W. andE. Thomasfor music furprobaple, that the whole difficuity was nl$hed during confenmce. . The report. of the
caused by a. typographical error in- the dl~trict Sunday scoool session was .read and approved. Adjourned to Higbee, March c5th · an:d
word ''descendants," and that it should be 6:h.
dissenters, makirig it to read as follows:
"Now those;dissenters wereas numer'bus,
NORTHERN ILLINOIS AND SOUTH.:.
nearly, ~s w~re; thl;l. Nephites;" The word
ERN .WISCONSIN;
those being used instead of the word these,
Convened with. Plano bra>lch Octob~r wth
favors this censtruction, as.it.seenisto refer and uth, Henry Southwick, assisted by H. H.
back. to. the ~tateme!lt, "and. all.those· vvho · Robin.on presidi~g.; W. Vickery and E. M. Wilnad. d.i~s.en~ed fro~ the Nephites, vvho dermuth oecretari<!s. Branch reports: Courtland .31, Plano 202, First Chicago 31, Mission
wereAn1ale~ites, ~nd Z?ramites, arid the
103, Amboy 33. Eeast Delav!m sr, ,Unity zo,
descendants of the priests ?f N oab;"
.. Brafdwood .sz. S.andwich 53· Ministry reports:
.·Elder Braden daimsthat tne. Book of Elders, J: S. Kier, S. J, Stone~ M: T, Short, .E.
Monrica1 co~flicts with the Bible in.statin~ M, Wildermuth, H. H. R:obinsen.t, F .. M, Cooper,
that Je~us vyas to be born at Jerusalem. C. H. Burr,T. Hougas, C. G. Lanphear; C. D ..
Carter, W. R. Calh~on, R. R. J:>artrldge, F.
":I'he .Biblet he affirms, ''says .be was Haekett. Priests, F.]- D, Earl and H. J: Wqrby.
born .in B~thlehem." · Why did not Teachers W, Walr<tth and H .. Hayer. · Bishop's
Elder Brad(\\n furnish the . sfaternent in agent reported: . On ha11d last report $.zo 27; re-.
full,. and not ~to}). at· a eowma in the. middle Ceived Since. $I5I.55 j flaid OUt $lip; balance
of .• the. state.ment which . defines wh~re. $6I.8z..··Committee appoiryted to inquire irito. the
reerganlzlJ,tion of the. Chicago. branch rep()rted
Je.sus .was tc;> ·be. born? The statement . that the branch was legally organized May wth, '
• reads·as follows:
1885, and so recognized bytpe district ever. since,
''And behold, h~ sh~ll b~ horn of M~ry A petltiqn f~oin ce(tail) .members .of. the ch:u.rch
.. at 1er!Jsalem, wh)(:l;r .. 1s the .land of our in Chicago askin~ to l)e orgai)lZed f~t~ a brallch
re.ad and referred back with ·.lns~ructi<ms .to.
fofe.fa.:thers.:0:-)3ook Of )\1qx:mon, page . was
uni.te witl:> the oranchah;eady e1(istlrigin the ~hi'
2·23; Hl:l.ragraph 2.
·
·
The.request ()f th.e Pl~no lmin<:h t4at .Bro~ Ge0;

80I
VanDrali! be ordained to office of priest, was
granted. Preaching by T. Hougas, H. H. Rob·
inson and F. M. Cooper. A vote of thank$ was
tendered the Plano Saints for their hospitality.
Adjourned to meet at Plano, February 13th and
I4th.
'
CENTRAL MISSOURI.
Conference met with the Wakenda branch,
October wth; Bro. D. E. Tucker presiding, M.
A. Trotter secretary. Elden E. W. Cato, Sen.,
A. J. Cate, R. L. Ware, D. E. Tucker and M.A.
Tr<111tter present. Deacon: H. M. Stone.
Branches: Carrollton I2. Elders reported as
hiwing done considerable preaching in the district. Bishop's agent's report: Balance last
report, $6 6o; amount paid out, $2.00; amount
on hand, $4.60. Tho! bi&hop's agent tendered
his reilgnatlon, which was aecepted. A vote of
thanks was tendered. The pre&!dent and secre·
tary were &uatained. Bro. M:. A. Trotter was
recommended to the preddlrig bishop for appointment u bishop's agent. Br0. E. W. Cato
was appointed as a co!Dmittee, with the privi·
lege of ehoosing an iuliistant, to labor with
awd ascertain the desires and intentions of certain members, and have their names placed
upon some branch in the district. Adjourned to
W.akenda branch, January 9th and 10th.
LONDON, ONTARIO.
Convened at Cameron branch, October 24th
and 25th; the following were chosen to preside:
J. H. Lake president; R. C. Evans assistant; J.
Shields secretary; W. Corbett assistant; J :Shields
and /L E. Mortimer preu correspondents; j\.. E.
Mortimer organi~t; R:. C. Evans, A. W. Burton
and E. Ho~y committee on credentials and auditing; A. E. Mortimer and A. Lake committee
to admlnl.ster to the sick; J- O'Brien and J,
Braiden ushers. Forenoon se~~ion devoted to
prayer an<i te$tlmony.. Afternoon. ·Branclll reports: Niagara Falls, organized September.st.h,
I2; 3 baptiz~d, 9 recelve.d frorn other branches.
St, Tnomas 73; 5 umoveel, 2 marriages. Waterford 6o; 3 b;,pl)zed, 2 removed, I ordained .. Toronto, orgailiz~d October 17th~ I2.• .· Garafraxa
71; 3 baptiz~d. London 197; 4 baptized, .5 received, 1 ordained, I n1arriage. · Ma$Onvllle 96;
1 baptized, I received, I di<lld, r marriage. ::>t.'
Marys 45; .6 bapt.ized. Cameron 56.;. q baptized,
2 died,. 3 marriages. London Distrkt report
October, r89o; to June, r89r. Las.t report 995,
pre;;ent 996, 8 bapt!z,:l;l, 3 rec~dved, 8removeo; 5
expelled, 5 died; I ordained:. The foregoin~ re,
port i& not full,. ll.S. only six of the nirietl\len
branches !n · tl!le district rit!ported to St. Muys'
conference; limd this reportshowso1ily 8bapdzed,
while the ministerial reports to last conference
show+~ bttptized .from October r89o, to June,
r~r. Bro, E.. K Evans; bli>hop's agent, reported:
On hand l.ast report $199 21, slneereceive<;l $2o8.5I, paid out $3oo 92, on hand $ro68o. Et<le:rs
reported: R. R Howlett baptlzectr? J• H. Lake
baptized I r, James 1,\ieLean.. baptized 1, W',
Stran~e, J. McKenzie, J, Shields baptized IO; A.
E. Mortimer b&ptized 3; W. Corbett baptized r,
R. C. Evan8 baptized r6, Pile.£t's report~.: C,
Insell; G.. C. Tomlinsvn, A. F . .Sherman, W.
F'ligg. Res<llved, that Elder R. C. Evans be sus:
tained as pn~sident, on resignation .of. El.der A, E.
Mortimer; Elder A, H. Lake wa•. chosen. vic'
Rres!dent' On resignation of Elder John Spields,
Brq . ./}... W .. Davis was ehosen . secretary. Re'
solved }hat Bro: E.. K: Evane be. $Ustalned a~o>
bishop's agent. Resolv~d that R. C. Evans and .
A .. W. Davis be delega~es to. Genl'!ral Conferimce;
April, 1892. . Resolved that we petition the
Ge!l.eral (;onfer:ence to return El;:ler J. K Lake
tq the Ca.aada Mission as its presidel).t. Resolved
that we .su~taln the general church autliorlties. ·
Re~;olv:ed th.at we tender the. r,etlring secretary
and. vice presiclent.a .vote of. thanks for their..
s.enzV'ice~.. Res~lv17d .that the hours.Jot preaching
bt; .appointed by the. pre$ldent, namely: Sat~r,
day p.m: by.J; Shields; Sunday a.m, by A. E<
Mortimer; 2: 3o by R• C. }<Jvan~ a:I.Jd 7. p.ni; ?Y
J. ,tl. Lake.. 4t the: close of preaching service It
wa~ resolvei;i. tha.t we foYglye the party or p;trt.les •
')'ho put powder in. the stOve, as Jt was.St!ltt;d:to
the Jl:Udience, ~hat . if ev(:Jn an. Elder ~as d~r.ie
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notsa:l)c~ion evil, and the'
wlll_be broughJ;to justi~e. as soon as.
proved to be true; yet the lives
tryJng to do right should not be
•m.,ere<J. ;ts we ~~l!eve'it .v.:as only beca:us<::
preserved .by power divine}hat no Injury was. done, Cameron branch teQdered a
vote of thanks to/the district for bringing the
presentconference to Cameron .. Resolved .. that
we. adjourn to meet at place ancl time appointed
by presidents ofmission and distr:ici.
·

NODAWAY.
Conf¢rerice convened at Guilford, Missou;l, in
t~e UniO)'l Chl]rChi November 14th and rsth;
James .Thomas president, J.N. Byergo secretary.
Branch rep()rts: .Platte. 85; 5 received, r baptized. SweetHome 25. Elders' reports3 W. E.
Peak, J. Hawley, 0 .. Madison, M.P. Madison, J.
Thomas. . Priests: John Smith,~ Jenson, J: N ..
Byergo, A. Haley. Teacher: C. C. Nelson.
Preachingby Brn. J. Thomas,J. Hawley and W.
E: .Peak. Prayer serv'ice fervent and spiritual.
J. Thomas was sustained president ... J.- N. By ergo
elected secretary·and treasurer. Adjourned to
Guilford, Missouri, February I3th.
·
SOUTHERN MICHIGAN AND NORTHERN INDIANA.
CJnvened in S1in·s' chapel, Coldwater; Michigan, November 7th; . H. 'Rathbun prehident, S.
W. L. Scott secretary pro tem. Branch reports:
Galien 128; Cold water 102. gain 4; Clear Lake
65, gain 2; Marcellus 13.; Evergreen 26;. Mau.
mee 23; Dimondale I9 'Elde~s H. Rathbun, C.
Scott baptized+ L. Scott bapt•zed 9 since his report was read, B. Corless, W. Reynolds, and E.
A Blakesl<::e reported. Priests, J. Emerich, G.
Corless. Teacher, D. R Teeters. Bishop's
agent reported: Total receipts .$274 16; ex pen.
ditures $322; due agent $69 99 Audited ahd
found correct. H. Rathb.un was sustained disttict pre,ident, Wm,. Lockerbv bishop's agent,
and Starr Corless elected district secretary. E.
A. Blakeslee, C. Scott, S. W. L. Scott; H. Rath·
bun, W. Reynolds, J. Emerich, P. Smith, J B.
Prettyman, J. Thomas, W Lockerby, E Whaley,
J. Erter, C. Thurston; sisters Lydia Clark, Het·
tia Pierson, Ann E .. Corle~s, and Ella Housman
were chosen delegates to next general conference.
Authorities of the church sustained. Preaching
bv E A. Blakeslee, H. Rathl:hm, C. Scott, J B.
Watson, and L Scott. Adj.mrried to Clear Lake
at call of district president.
NORTHERN MINNESOTA.
CGnfe1·ence convened ·at Clitherall, October
24'h, at two p m.; T. J. Martin in the chair, G.
L Jones secretarv. Branch reports: Oak Lake,
referred back. Union 57· Central 14 Elders
I N. Roberts, A Whiting-, G. Gould, W: Barn·
hard and T. J. Martin r<'ported. A petition was
presented by Elder G Gould in behalf of Elder
Thomas Nutt, a>king that he be forgiven by the
district and the way made clear for his reinstate·
ment in his former position. Conference granted
forgiveness and approved the petition. Preach•
ing by Elders T. J. Martin and I. N. Roberts. A
vote of thanks was tendered the people of Clith·
era!! for their kindness and hospitality dui-ing
this conference. Adhurned to Friberg,: Otter
Tail county, June 4th and sth.
CENTRAL CALIFORNIA.
Convened at Long Valley, October 9'h, at ro:
30 a. m., H. C. Smith presiding. J. B. Ctrmichael
assistant; J. M. Range secretary. Branch reports: Long Valley so; 4 baptized. San Benito 46; I baptized, ro received. Jeffason 23.
Deer Creek 25; 3 baptized. No reports from
lone and Wat,onville branches. Ministry re.
ports: Elders, H C. Smith, D. S. Mills, J. F,
Burton.J. B Carmichael, D. Brown,J. C. Holmes
J. E. Holt, J. M Range and J. H. Lawn. Priest
J. Smith. Teachers, T. Cook and M. Holmes.
J. F. Burton was appointed delegate to next general conference. One was appointed in each
branch to raise means to defray expenses of del-

CONFERENCE NOTICE.
Tl"\e Northeast Kansas district conference will
convene at.Scrautori, December 12th. A full attendance is desired.
··
·
L: G: GuR"wELL, Dist. Clerk.

For further information, addr,e,ss .
W. P. HuNNicuT, Gen'l il:g't,
Oillaha, Neb.

BORN.
FORD ....,-At Sweet Home, Missouri. September
27th, I89I, to J. T. and Sisteri Ha~;riet Ford, a
daughter.
Blessed N'ov~mber 29th, 1891, by
CURE FOR BLACK TONGUE.
Elders W. W. Blair, W. E. Peakand.R. M. Elvin,
and named Bessie. Olive.
·
Pure ,White WineVinegarjs said to be.a cure
for ~hat is known as the ."Black Tongue.'' Dose
HAWLEY~ At Sweet, Home; Missouri, Sep:
for an. adult, a tablespoonful.
tember zd, I89r; to Bro. Abinadl a-nd Sr. Martha
A. Hawley, a son.
BlessPd; Novembe~ 29·h,
189I, by Elrlers Robert M .. Elyin, W. W. Blair,
JOHNSON'S REVISED .CYCLO.and W. E. Peak, and named Aa:ron Roy.
·
PlEDIA.
MARRIED.
From 1ndejendeJlt Patriot of Nov. z6-'9r;
HANSON-CLAU:S.-At the re'sidence of Bro.
· -Johnson's Revised Cyclopedia has been sold
Saleda Shippy, uncle to the bride, Lamoni. Iowa,
here the past week by Mr. Hunnlcut of Omaha.
W.e have taken pains to examine several vol- · Novcember 30"h, I89t, Bro Alma Berton Hanson
and Sr, Adelaid Aluilda Claus, all of Lamoni.
. umes, and though under t.he impres<ion when
Pres . Joseph Smith officiated at the covenanting
we commenced this work. that the Brittannlca
of these young people; a feast had been prepared
was thebes!. genera] reference work extant, can·
by the sisters Shippy. and We~dmark, and. "all
dor. 0 ow c"ompels the adrriis,ion that Johnson's
went merrv as a marriage bell!?
Revised. is the superior work in 1nanv re~pects,
ABERCROMBIE-STAPLES -At the hOnie .Of
chi<"f ~rriong them, the siening of all important
articles bv their authors: the J?tlblication of art!-. the bride's, Plainville, Massachussetts, Sunday,
November, 22:!, 189I, Bro: R. ,w. Abercrombie
cles on both sides of controverted qneslit>ns; the
excellent character of the maps; the treatment to Sr. Isabel Staples.
of matters of late date. We recommend it as su·
Gli rNNELL-'-STAPLEs.-At same place· and
perior to Cnamber's, Appleton's, or even the
time, Mr. Edgar Grinnell to Miss Minnie Staples,
Brittannica. Prof; Guhsolley, Miss Mamie AlEld~r J. F. McDowell and R,ev. Abercrombie
len, Mrs. M. Walker; the Herald Office and Paofficiating.
..'Tifol not. goon f<~r man to h~'~- 8Jprie"
triot .Office have each purchased a copy.
The editors of Johnwn's issue supplements,
.. :;,~~~~;~;;,~~"~,~ch';':~flO~r~:~~:,
which are furnished to subscribers at stnall cost.
Were the Edenic wi>rds of love.
The following commendations of the work
Hl\1_~ bleF~sirg npo'n theP. now:rn place,"
Were th(-' Edenic wordR: of love;
s.hould convince th.e reader:
"That m~n may he happy, hoppy here,"
"lt is a work which was' found, in the library
Were theE Jenic words. of love.
of co'ngress .to answer rriore questions satisfacto,
DIED.
rily than any othr>r work of refererice."-Hon.
A ..R Spoff;rd L._L. D., Librarian of Congress.
CRAWLEY.-Near W"ir, Kansas, October 31st,
of pneumonia. Grace RPbecca, daughter of Bro.
<•It is .the product of the best m.inds of the
J. S. and Sr. Hattie A. Crawley; born in Stew·
country."
artsville, Misf<ouri. March 29'h, I887. Funeral
PRES. W. M. CROAN.
«I have the Britannica and the American,<but services by J M Richards.
WESTCOTT -Sr. H. H. Westcott, born Ma.y
if I had to choose and retain only one cyclopedia,
6th, I84o. in Knox county, Ohio; baptizerl FebI would buy Johnson's."
ruary 27rh, I8j6. by Charles Derrv, at Ddoit,
SENATOR T. E. CLARK.
Iowa; died October zo·h, 1891, at Deloit, Iowa.
Dr. King- exchanges his full set of the EncyFuneral servic<>s at S.lints' church. October .2 I <t,clopedia Brittanica costing $174 ooeven for John•
in charge of W. W. Whiting. Sermon by H. 0.
son's'.
Smith.
BEDFORD. Iowa, September 29 1891.
DAVIS.,..... At N<>wton, Jasper county, Iowa,
After comparing Jnhnson's Revised Universal
November 17th, 1891, of pneumonia, Sr Mary,
Cyclopedia with the Encyclopedia Britannica, I
wife of Bro. John X Davis. She was born D··cemhave decided to exchange the full set, 29 vois,
ber 25'h, 1817, at Br<>conshire, South Wales;
of Stoddard's Reprint of the Encyclopedia Britwas married to John X Davis In the year 1844;
annica in full s.heep binding, even for Johnson's
and with him walked life's journey forty-seven,
Cyclopedia, although the latter does not cost
years with more than the U>ual amount of do·
one third as much money.
mestic harmony. She .united with the Utah
v. R. KING, M. D.
Church in Wales, and came to America expectFrom City Sup't. of Leon Schools:
ing to go to Utah; but she with her husband beLEON, IowA. Nov. rs. I89I.
came dissatisfied with the actions and doctrine
I have examined Johnson's Universal Cyclo.
of those ~ent to conduct them across the plains,
pedia, and compared it with three or four others.
and notwithstanding the threats and coaxing of
I find it in a variety of ways to be superior to · the leaders, stopped at Newton, Iowa, where she
any of them. In accuracy of work it is without
learned of the Reorganization, and on May roth,
a paralled, in range of subj~ct• It is unsurr86z. was baptized and confirmed bv Thomas E.
passed, and in biography it is especially grand.
Jenkins. She has ever lived a faithful, ChrisA. L. LYoN.
tian life. Though for many years severely
From Prof. Gunso!ley,. Prin. Lamoni Public
afflicted, she has always been patient and endurSchool:
ing, and alwavs in her place at the time of worLAMONI, IowA, Nov. 19 1891.
ship. The traveling ministry always found a
I have examined Johnson's Universal Encyclo.
home and a welcome at her door, and seldom
pedia and have compared it with Chambers,· departed without receiving- financial aid and her
Britannica, and American (Appleton's); and in
parting benedictio9s. She had premonitions of
my judgment I must pronounce Johnson's suher approaching death, and went to the cemetery
perior to them all. It is written by specialists
and selected a Jot for burial, made such re-quests
who wrote expressly for this work, and every
reg-ardirig her funeral as she thought proper .and
important article is vouched for by the writer's
named who she wished to conduct the funeral
signature:
services. The funeral was by Elder John .Me-
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THE
Kenzie at her former home, November 19th,
1891, where a large concourse of friends met to
pay their last re•pects to a true friend, a generous neighbor and a faithful Christian.
BoYD -At HiJI City, Kansa~, September zzd,
1891, Ethel, infant daughter of Bro. and Sr. N.
A. Boyd, aged r6 days.
LANG!l:.-At the !nome of his parents, Sylvan,
Wisconsin .. November 16th, 1891, of dvptheria,
Carl Alma, son of Carl W. and Nancy E Lange,
aged ·H years and 46 days. He was bapdzc:d-and
confirmed by his father, Carl W. Lange. He
died .in fuiJ assurance of a glorious resurrection.
Services at the grave by Rev. Pulley; funeral
sermon to be preached hereafter.
McLESTER.-At F.>rt Worth, Texas, November 2oth, 1891, Mary.Spencer, daughter of James
and Margaret I. McLester, aged 8 years, I month
and I I days. She was buried near Decatur,
T~xas. Services, at the grave by Elder J. M.
Blair of the Christian Church.
McTNTOSH.-At GaJland's Grove, Iowa, October 27rh, 1891, of consumption, Bro. David C.
Mcintosh, son of Bro. John A. and Sr. Melinda
MeT ntosh. Deceased was born January 26th,
18s8, and was baptized by his father October
I8Lh, r868. A short time before his death he
said that he felt that he was accepted of God,
that all was well with him and was glad to know
that his departure was near. Funeral discourse
by Elder John Pett, assisted by Elder Milton
Lynch, at the Saints' church, Gall.and's Grove;
a large attendance of brethr.en and friends being
present.
KELLE'Y.-SoO: of Bro. James and Sr. Ann
Kelley, was borri May 15th, 1855• near Weston,
Pottawattamie county, Iowa, where he died
November 15th, 1891. He was an exemplary
young man, ann will be greatiy mi•sed by his
many friends. ·J;i'uneral services by D. K. Dod·
·son.
S!VITS.-At Myrtle precinct, Lincoln county,
Neorask:i, June. 14th, 1891, of heart failure
ca11sed by neuralgia of the stomach, Sr. Mary
M. Sivits, aged JI years, 8 months and 17 days.
She was formerly identified with the Christian
or Disciple Church. Having heard the gospel as
presepted by the elders of the Reorganized
Church of Jesu~ Christ of Latter Day Saints,
she. became dissathfied with her church connection and embraced the gospel by being baptized
at Hooker, Gage county, Nebra•ka, by Elder
Charles H. Port~r, March 31.s.t, 1889. She lived
a consistent life and bore a faithful testimony to
the truth .fromth~ time she was baptized until her
departure from tjs. She'left a husband and four
children to mourn their loss.- Funeral sermon
November 8 h, tiJ a large congregation of neighbors and friencls'_, by Elder Cnarles H. Porter.
Three days later;her husband apd the two oldest
· oftheir ~hildrenaccepted the gospel by baptism,
C. H._Porter offitiathog.
SMITH-At hi~ hwme in St. Joseph, Missouri;
Novemb~r 13, IS9I, of old age, brother George
Clintcm. Smith He passed away at 9: .sop. m.,
peacefullv. and vyhile asleep. The deceased was
born at Newry, [Maine, Aug .. 28, _1812, and was
thereforesev~mty-nine years of ;l.ge. He l:lad
lived a Ch'ristian• and devoted life. He was baptized into the Ch;urch of Ghrist in Sept- 1838, by
Elder McArthur, . Ht: remain~d in the. east until
1877, or .• 1878 . puring the confener\ce held. at
Fall River. Ma~s., .in November.1866, at which
Elder W W. Blair was .present, he was received
into mPmbershiP, wjth the Reorganized Church,
as an Elder,on his original baptism and ordin.ation. He· was. shortly after appointed op a mission to Boston, 1\fass., where he and Elder E. N.
Webster _raised up a: branch of the church, over
which be pt·esided- about eight. years:. He was
then promoted. to the presidency of the Massa.
chuseHs ])Jstrict. He occupied .this position
about two years; and then removed to St. Jo$eph,
Mo, where he resided subsequently until .his
death. : He presided o\Ter the St. Joseph branch
onetenn; about. si.x months. He bad" budt>d hi.s
first. _wife, and .thr.ee children~ (all he .had by
her) previo.us. to his marriage with the vvife
.V\'horp l:le left l5ehlnd hi.m at hisd(!ath. By bis
last wife,,he had but one child, Mary A.,,the o,ne

SAINTS~

HERALD.

whom he has left behind him to care for and
minister to the almost helpless widqw and moth·
er. He was t:~ken sick on September 2d., and on
the 4th., he had a shock of paralysis. Since
then he has beeft comparatively helpless, yet
after the first effect of the shock had passed
away, he was able to walk some little with the
aid of crutches. Indeed, on the Tue~day before
his death, the day before he was compelled to
take to his bed for the final struggle, he took a
walk under his loving daughter's care. On
Wednesday, the 18th of December, he became
suddenly so much worse that his immediate
friends thought him to be dying, and sent for the
elders. He lingered, however, ·until the 2oth;
when he passed away, gently and while asleep,
as it had been promised he s~ould do by the Holy
Spirit through the administering elder. The
testimony of his acceptance was a glorious one,
and his blessed condition of preparation for the
change led the witness of his holy triumph to
say :-"Let my death be the death of the righteous, and let my last end be like his.'' His fu.
neral rites were under the direction of Elder
Mark H: Forscutt, who also preached his funeral
sermon on Sunday, December 22d, from Ecc. 8:
8. His body was interred in Ashland cemetery;
his spirit has gone to the rest prepared for those
who love the Lord our God,-his God and ours.
TAYLOR.-At Clitherall, Minnesota, September 22d, r891, Elder Nicholas Taylor. H<7 was
born September rst, r8u, joined the churc.h in
the days of Joseph the Martyr, and was with the
church during the troubles in Mis.souri. After
the death of the prophet he was with thai faction known as the Cutlerites until he heard of
the Reorganization, when he was baptized ~y El:
der Wheeler Baldwin, and continued firm in the
faith until death. Funeral October 25th; sermon
by Elder I. N. Roberts.

tion of the seamen of the Baltic squadron are
similarly affected.
The influenza has appeared in Cork and many
people are ill with it. It is spreading in Devonshire, England, and hundreds are affected. ·
CHURCH AND STATE AT OUTS.

RIO JANEIRO, Dec. 2.-The antagonism be·
tween State and Church is becoming acute. The
government charges the clergv with plotting the
restoration of the empire, and the clergy accuses
the government of being hostile to the church.
The clergy have never liked the republic, and
have remained, with few exceptions, attached to
the imperial house. Their feelings of hostility
to the republic have been intensified by irregu·
larity in the payment of salaries. When the of·
ficial connection between Church and State was
abolished the Federal Government engaged to
provide for the payment of aJI salaries to the
existing functionaries of the hierarchy and to
support the chairs in the seminaries for one year,
leaving it to the provinces to do as much more
as they pleased in the interest of religion. Most
of the provinces have chosen to do nothing. and
where priests have died, altars remained
vacant for want of a salaried ministry. The
Brazilians, unaccustomed to voluntarycontributions for clerical support, are learning to neglect
religion, and the church sees the people slipping
away from it. These circumstances have created
a bitter feeling and tended to intensify the attach·
ment of the clergy to the Catholic house of Braganza, which never neglected the church. The
government recognizes that the clergy is polit!,
caJiy hostile and possibly dangerous and steps
will be taken on the reassembling of Congress
towards abolishing any remaining responsibility
of the Federal Government for the support of
the church establishment.
Mgr. Spolverini,
the Papal Nuncio, will shortly take his departure
from Brazil to report the condition of affairs at
ITEMS OF INTEREST.
the Vatican.
·
There are 28o 657 births and 150,353 deaths in
The Vatican is making overtures to the
the United Kingdom in the quarter ending. Sep·
Powers to protect Christians in China.
tember 3oth.
I nfiuenza~ is still increasing in Berlin and bat:·
There are nine telegraph lines in operadon in
racks have been turned into hospitals. The
Siam, having a total length of 1,780 miles. ·
disease. .is also prevalent. in Paris and hundreds
of deaths have occurred.
Delirium tremens kills four people per day in
England.
·
The French Government llJade a disapproval
A circular has been issued to the governors of
by the Pope of the agitation by the Bishops lJ.
the various provinces of Russia notifying ~hem
condition pr<"cedent of the Feturn of its Ambassato forbid Jews to buy corn:
.
dor to the Vatican.
· -·
CHINESE EARHQUAKES.
LoNDON, D.ec. 2.-The rumors aff~cting .th;
Earthquakes to the number of 553 have oc- 'Kaiser's sanity have aroused considerable interest here. They appear to emanate from socialist
curred in China in the last nine and one·half
sources in Berlin, although it cannot be denied
years, an average of about one a week.
that in circles und 'Ubtedl v !oval to the Hohen~,.
ST. PETERSBURG, Dec. r.- Ad vices from
zollerns and to rovaltv in. general the Kai~e~'S ·
Sam_ara state that the pe.asantry, driven t<;> de~-.
freaks have forsometimf' created grave anxiety.
peration by the "koojaks," as the nativ:e usurers
The use of the .horse as a. motive . power
are called, have killed a number of thetri .and
throughout the country is rapidly diminh•hing.
robbed their. dwellings of the money and valuDuring the lastvear more 'than 25 ooo horses
ables -..;rung from the starving country people.
have been ~aken from the numerous lines in the
In one Samara village a koolak noted .for his
country.
grasping disposition .. had. come into possession,
since the beginning of the fam-ine, of nearly all
SHANGH~I, Dtc. 2 -Ad vices to-day from Pethe jewf"lry worn as heirloqms by .the women of
kin state that the rebels captured a great quantity
the neighborhood. His .lif<l. was spared on sur·
of ammunition at•Leao-Yangas well as modern
rendering the. pledges. l'he )<oolaks ate known
arms ond equipments. Most of the garrison at
to be in many cases in collusion ~ith the officials,
Leao-Yang joined)h~ insurgents. The gove~n
who aid them in extorting their_exorbitant interment has .-lecided to make a atand. at thi!! great
est. One effect of. the famine, however, has
Chinese Wall; and the fight there is expectrd to
been to make the Russian peasant reckless of
decide the fate of P<"kin. Should the govern:
the profound rfls.pect which apthority in Russia
tnent be defeated the Emperor and his court.will
has heretqfore commanded, aftd several. loca.l
abandon the capital. The rebel army is .said to
ofiicials. are atnong the victims of recent outb~'-no.tentitely Mongolian, but to contain a large
breaks.
·
·
number of Chinese from the colonil"s in Man.
WASHINGTON; J). C., Dec. x;- The . official .churia. The Chinese here are. greatly excited,
count of the population of A)aska, issu~d !<_>·day,
and adose wa\ch is keptby; the foreign. author"
shows the number of whites to. be 4;303: tni~ed
ities for any symptom of disturbance.or outbr~>ak:
Ru,;sian andnatives,J 8r9; Indian~, 23 27:4.:.:an~ .. ·The Cl).lnese navy is. as.ne:tr the scene of corfiict
Mongolians,_ 2, 287_ .The population of .the :Fer:
a~ pmsible, bqt in the present stage of thestrug:
rltory entjre is 3qr9
Three hundred vipages
gle Is unable to. give any aid to the government,
;l,nd settleme,nts are enumerat(!d.
the ~ght1ng being whollv inlanq .. Alarg~ mim- <
·.. The grip isgrowing more serious lnits ravage. ber,oftherebels are armf'd wlth Mause~ ri:fl'es
from the arsenal at Leao- Yang. Many of .the
throughout Germany.. The· seventeen qundred
..•.. · ·. ··
patitmts .occupying OJ)f". whol~ wing of the great Tartars are mounted. . • ·. _··. . . . ··. · ·• · ·.
Charity H~spital in 13erlin lJ,re practically·a1J suf•
.The record .. of earthquake shocks kept..at•the
f<:Jringfrom the malady. One hundred c:tdets in
Smi~hsoniaft_.Instltutiot] in Washir!gt~m
.the !Uilitary school at C,osl!n ~nd. a large. pr()por,
that. th.ere.. h~t:v.e peen . m~re pf .·them ·this
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l.j&stuy, Befor:matiOR Qlld Restoration,
York ha~JSo,ooo unemployed men.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn:, .Dec .. J.-The first at.Bi · Wx. H. KELLEY.
te~pt in tl")e history of the country to afford re•
Is mew on $ale.
lief .to the.· famine-stricken peasantry of. R uss!a · .
Every'body ~~~omhl &ead It.
has originated in Minneapolis. The scheme is
to send a ship-load of flour to Russia by the
I.t <l<i>Utaln.s 421 p11ges .of closely written •atter, witla
~Apk ....e U~eftlt• ,A,.t/t..,.i a.nd is J:>ri:nted in good.,
middle of next Jahmiry, and the·s ooo merchant
readal>le
tyj>e; wit.!>. n~>al ilin.dill~(. allld is sold at th.e low.
millers of America are to. be asked't@ help.. The· prtce mt$Ulli
per copy. . . .
cargo 6,ooo,ooo pounds, or 3o,ooo . to so,obo barNo on.c should :be eontent with a copy of the. :lrst Issue.
lilend .it 011 a mioslonalj" tolAr 11.mong .you:r neighbors and
rels, worth. from $roo,ooo to $Izs,co(l. The
frionds, aJH.l. purchase a vo!am0 of t'he New Edition 'to be
Russian Minister .at Washington h:u be.:;:n combetter p!ea~ed w.it]l it; and thu $<11><l" thsii$an.d ~"ngdiata
municated with. The Idea at first was to make
~ &1<4 fWit'..,.,;th Ut<k W 'MsacriJJ,u. The WOltX Ill Ji. J;.llUU.•
.BY \'I' IT !liN I'l'Sll:LF; .,. Nt:V<l •f t,..,.,h ..nt ""iticit,.. an<! logthe. gift one from Minnesota alone, but' it was
'""·!
d.awtiJJm frlim histori.,.lfaffts;.a KEY. to the right nn·
tho11ght besUo give. Ita national scope. Railderstanding of the :Bible and. lilllqdern diverse systems of
roacis are willing te give the transportation, and
faitllluufw<lrshlp. It digcl)ssr-a the beuea ot theology
that are to the.tron
·
Ne Bible •.tudent ean aJrord
the deal will be... closed as SQO!l. as the Russian
to miaa·
lind :t:'rioothood" either as
Minister hears·frol:n home.
critic or inves11gator. .
ts out t.be vtay'i:i!. which' 1111

New

"Thou shalt not be idle."D. c. 42: I2.
"1, the Lord, am not well
pleased with' the Inhabitants. of
Zion, for there are idlers among
them, and their children are
growing up in w!Ckedness ....-'D.C. 48:4.

G~~~'
LIVE MEN jW Illinois
throughout
the state of

·'and .In northwestern Missouri,

TO HANDLE
THE WESl'

WIRE··· STRETCHER.
Every. ]i'arme:t wants one.
For partlc11Jars address
ALEX. McCALLUM,
Independence, Mo.

Cl.lristi:tns may 11,nite upon·"' .common faith-the Biblea.nd m:ay.loe :rea4 with lntere•t and prollt .by Skeptics and
InMels •. It.treats largely of Minh;terllll.l AuthOr•
Uy as alllmoeistad wit!& tile· M.EiUJRieliiDU: and AaoNro

tile
IDlilAL CliiU:itCJI: OF N.lllW TlliSTAVEN'l' TIMBS
Is ¢enspicuoTOaly set fortb iJa ~tril:;ing contrast with the
C'reeds and systems t<f C.llnrc!t building i!ince tlle days of

:f'JIUE•THOOI>Ii, !Uid

tJie Apillltl~s, . Als<!i the. elaillU for the
UI$TOlUTION OJ' T!l.BHWSl'EL AT A LATER
DAT .. THAN THE Al'OSTOLIC AGJ!l
1B OlrltiMlly examined in the light nf propheey aad hi&·
to.ry, which io a subject of great moment to mea of every
faith.·. A kiSJtm•sl remmt .,. briif is also inserted of t}le
r1~ e.n:d developm.ent .of the "t.POeTA.TE CRURcJt," and an
\llx<igeBi~ upon tlAe illith cbapter of Io&iah, the revelation
E>f tlae ''oliiA.LED E<:>ox," a ocientillc and bi5torical refer'
s11be.and preo.,ntation of tile Mrlieot diocoveryand settle.ment of tile A:m.eriCJ>u continent. some twenty. centuti"• before tb.• Christian ert>., the .. nccotors of the Amerie.a:illndilmm, who they were,~~Cnd where tiler came from,
with fac•irnnle• of their writin£s, tho erigm lilf modem
clPu.rcllle• and creeds, etc.
. . .
..
Cepl&o.liUy lil" h!MI by addremsing Wm. H. Jrelley, Temple, L.<ll;;e oonnty, Ohio; or th<~~ Herald O!Uce, Lamoni,
IojN>~1..!Ud from Tr11velin~: Aget~ts. M<lll<!>Y ordere M>nt to
Wm. ,m,; Kelley sla<.11ald b .. drawa on Wlll<>nghby, Ohio.

~OR

BALE ON E:A.BY TERMS.

THE FiNEST STOCK FARM

With the Church
In an arly Day.
Price $1.14 postage prepaid.
Information Wanted ..
lnfornntion would be gladly rocened coucernirig the
whereabouts of Rachel Wh1taek<r, who at tht; age of five
yearo left St. I"o1us. in 1850, ih•ith a ~r. and Mrs. tlamuel
Fra;ter for Califor11i.e.~ h('-r :fatper and mother being dead.
Address Jo8eph or Mtutba LI~htovvlcr~ Stnckt\,n~ SanJoaquin county, Califurnia; or Herald uftice, Lamoni,
Decat.ur county, Iowa.
28nov6c,

-Dt-

"THE RETURN."
Complete volumes (of twe;>ty-aix numhers) published
b:y E. ltobinson, can be had by s~ildm" $1 15 to
Mrs. :rtll:. A. Robin!§on, Davb VHy, J.owa.

Farm for Sale.
One anti~ a Mlf mil63 0<1st ami B®rth Gf Wlrl,
R!~gold eou!'lty, Iowa, (:1.5 mile11 from Lam'Bal). and wlllll:'!a there Iii a branch of tht'! chmch..

196 acres,

ll'lllNC.!i!D U<l'O

UYEllf FIELDS.

Ninety acrel!l timothy and clover; balance pa.sture and £arr;a laml'l; JS acrem of timh41r, young
orchard, living water in putures.

Frame Dwelli:llg' of Six Rooms and 0$00.
Good well, stabling, com cribs, etc.
Pdce $30 pe111 acwe. Address for terms,

. N.J. KENT, Wlrt. Ringgold Co., Iowa.

asoetllm

DEKALB CO., MO.
li'ou~

Vllo>o frOR llltew&rtavllleon tJa,e Ba».nnbal .II! lih. Jo""Pb Rdilro~td.
Two M1l~• from Cl!lrksWe om the Chleaa:o, Rilck lmlll:lld
.II! Pacilic Railroad.
Twenty-thr@e :Iii ileo from. St. Joseph by Wagon R011d.
In the Center of a Com>nnn!ty of Latter Day Saints.
F~h·e~rr~~~~s, Eaela. Jlaving a Good Meeting House of
Gern~an Branclr, Sixty~Jiva Membero, One Mile East. ..
Pleasant Grove, lillxty·elght Mem'bers, 0·!1.0 &ud a Half
Mile• Nort.h.
De Kal b, !levent.y-one Members, 011$ ll:lld a' Halt Miles
South.

··

liiltewartsvill<.>, Sixty-&" Mem'bers, Fotlr Mile&.

TWO HUNDRED .AND EIGHTY ACRES.
lieventy·l!ve acres ilil cultivation, fprty in meadow, baJ.
aJice, ineluding twelity-Jl.ve 2cru of timber 1:n paotnre,tJI
ln timothy, clover and l>lne grao•; well fenced, three-hundred rod• hedl!'e, bal&nco tlure~, four a>Hi tl.ve wires; good
orchard; one dwelling houo0 of oeven rooms 11nd one of
three rooms; two l>.rne, well painted., tl.tted with N •w·
to~·· Patent Cattle 'riea for l\!fty hell.d full-grown stock,
th1rty b.ead of yoan!l( otoel< &nd tweHIY honeo, with ample room .for seventy-live touo of hay; !l(ood grass lots
with pens under •hin~<l• ro<>f for one hllndred hogs; crib&
for 3000 bu•helo of corn; ei~rht well•, good watPr; a line
pond in meadow, &urface 25,000 feet, well stoeke<! wit!&
ll.•h; au unlimited quantity of pure, .clear water in paetureo, piped from pond to w~t.,ring 1\rough•; windmill
euppliee to.nk• in barn o.ud yard•; n good
wit.la hotel!
power for grin din~~: feed, Fairbanks •cale•. etc., etc. Also
some il.ne euortb.orn cattl@, young hormlllil, wming implements, etc.
For particul!lrs, terms, "ts., addru11

mill

JOJU!I' BUBJLJ.NIGTOW,
S'l.'. JOSJla•B, MO.

AUTUMN LEAVES,
With frontispiece each month.

Publlshed monthly, 48 pages, neatly covered.

Price per year

THJCEE BPEOIAL' ARTIOLEB
will he prepared by the Editor of ,the Patriot, entitled,

.Socialism and Anarchy i~ their
Relation to Individual Welfare
and the ~ublic Goo •
The World's Scientifib
.
.
.
Recqrd. Reviewed.
The .World's Historical ,Jtecord Reviewed.
These will all appear in :the next.year.
The attentiop. of Agents is caned to this proposition,
~~~t;~ossto~c::;:;, to become A!(ents are requested to

Patriot, 1 year
••
6 months·
••

8

••

'

..

-·

$1.00
.50.
.25

Do not delay sending, if you desire these articles from
the beginning.
Address. ;

LAMB.ERT iBROS.~

LAMONI, jl)ecatur"Co., IOWA.

Prospectus of

.4UTUMN LE.IlYJCS
For 1892.
ITH January lit, 1~. our Magazine wru en~ IIPft
i~a :tl.fth voJum'lt, an<i we ma;y .eafely say Utllt meve11
at any pr~vious tim<> h"ve tho proopocte for far!l.iahillll
our P"trono tltc fall worth of 'f.l!llllley iJaveotad he"u II$
good a• they uow are for the fortheom ing Yolall:u&. Aaea111
tho prominent fentuoJ;C cf ~h" vohuue will be, the

W

Autobiograp'!l:y of Ehler .Joseph Lid~'. . . .
of tke Q.liorum of tile Twelve, together with aa excolle.a•"
LIKENE!:IS of
A'serles of

DR~.

Ll.Jli'.ll'.

TALKS WITH TH:I 'fOUliG,

BEAUTIFUL LOCATION.

On Sale at the Herald Office,

with special reference to the present and immediate past
conditio:n.ofPalesti~e, and the Jews.•therein.
T.lre eyes of all men are upon ttie Jews, bec!l.us.e of the
cruel Rus~i.an persecutions, and, the wonderful interest
many .of the·otl,_r European nations, as well as our .own,
ar.e taking in their. welf!'re ... ·We,· therefore, fulil.ll ou.r
mission as a general newspaper in giving ttie latest and
most relia:Ole information noon this whole subject. ·
·
n~~iff ~~ic~~f~;~~ begin .the. S<;COnd week In January

$1.60.

Mrs. M, Walker, Editor and Publisher.

by ELDER D. 8. :!.ULL!l, of C&liforttla.. on cvid•ueea et
their faith, dro.wn from th~ propllecies, from U.e reoorcls
,God has written in the rock and In th~ earth. aa well aa
-·from all av!l.ilable ~ource.o of information. Ttl is oeriee of
itoelf will bl> lnvaln~>ble tn all wlio love th@ latter c1s.7
work. BRO. liHI.LS' LIKENESS will11loo be givliR•
Ench issue of the Magume will contain one ch<llee
eelection of MUSIC .from the SAINTS' HAE.MONY, Gt
ether available source; every other iosue the llkellleila of
someone prominently COJ:lnecteil witla the work.

PLEASE TAKE NOT.IOE
that we are •till oJf.,rin~ the •plenilid Steel Ji!Egravinllll of
Preo. JOSEPH SMiTH, also a" exeelle:mt llke10eu of
Elder W. W: BLAIR (the •ame s\ze as tlae steel engraving) to ail subscriber~ who send na their l:l&lllll>ll, accompanied with price of subscription t~n<i 1\mout tQ eova:r ,.
cost of mailing, before April let, 1892.
Regrrlar sub•cription price of maga,.ine ••••• $1 I!Q
Magazine with steel engraving of Bro. J&.oph Smith ................................. $1 Ill!
Magazine With lilrene•a of Bro. W. W. Blair $1 GIS
Magazine with both pictures ................ $1 75
For eight names and the. money we will e<>lld aD. extra
copy of the magazine. For live names nnli the momey, a
copy of "With the Chnreh in an Early Da;v." ·J:ael!. subscriber giving his or her name. to a club hot will be ...,titled to one or both of the picture• upon the 2&llll0 terms
oll'ered to ~ingle snb•cribers; but the ~etter up of tlae
club will secure the premium whetller n:y piGtlUe is
taken by the subscriber or not.
We ~hank our frieuds for tbeir generous, .untiring nrpport .in the pnot, and •hall try by earneot, faithfal e"'·
deavor to merit it In the !'Inure. The ministry will please
remember that it give~ us ple~oure to send a oopy of the
::e~~~ziE~ ~~tt¥.'iJ {~~~,I/!s\'h!'~dd~~~tthey ~U<o iB the
Send all remittance• and letters pertaining to bnslness
to DAYID DANCER, box 82, LAMONI, Iowa.
Send all literarv matter to
17•ep10t
·w. · ~v A Jfii!i:ER. EC\itor.
ROBT. WINNING,
President.

D. F. NICHOLSON,
Cashier.

LAMONI STATE BANK,

Successor to Farmers Bank of Lamoni.
Paid up Capital $25,000 00. Liability o! Stockholders
$50,000.00.

Incorporated under the laws of Iowa, Ang. 1, 1891.
Bix per cent Interest paid on time deposits.
· Farm Lands and Town Lots for Sale.
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"HIIA.RK:BN TO TBlll WORD Oll' Tm!l LoRD: FOB TB:JmE ISRALL l'i!Yi ANY MAN .AMOll!EI 1.'011 l!AVlll
'lf!JI'Br AD Ooll!CillliiiiM
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag<~l16, Book of Mormon, chap. il, par. 5.
"Will BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONlli WoMAN BU'f On Htl'BllAND: DXOJI:P'r llif 0ASll W Dll.t..u, WBliiN JBriRill!ll
IS AT LmlliBTY TO MABBY .A.GAn;. "-Page 830, Book of Covenant& and Commandment&, see. 109, par. 4.

Lamoni, Iowa, December 19, 1891.
THE SAINTS' HERALD:
Official Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints.
PuBLISHED AT LAMONI, DEcATUR CouNTY, IowA.

Price $a per year, $I for six montks.
The Traveling Ministry, District and Bra".9-ch Presidents,
and the Bishop's Agents, are requested to solicit new sub·
scribers, and help build up the paper_ and the publication
department.
Business: Letters and- SubscripJions must be sent to David
Dancer, by P. 0. Order, Registered Letter, or Express.
Enter_ed as second-class matter at Lamoni Post Office.

JOSEPH SMITH}
W. W. BLAIR
R.S.SALYARDS •

EDITORS,
ASSISTANT EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, Dec, 19, 1891.
SHOULD UTAH BE ADMITTED TO
THE UNITY OF STATES?
UNDER the caption of "Statehood for
Utah," the Chicago 7 imes for November
28th contains wbat follows:
The Hon.John T.Caine, deleg-ate to Congress
from Utah, was a4 the l"almer House yesterday
enroute to Washington. .The strong language he
used in speaking l11st evening of the- Utah .comll).issio:n came fr.om a man of authority, as he is
the. founder of thl! Salt Lake City Heretld and
·was the president of the constitutional convennon of r887, whiCh adopted resolutions asking
illlmission into th.e union and providing for the
punishment of polygamy. "The rec~nt report of
1the Utah cornmi~sion," he said 1 "has. caused- a
gr:eat deal of justifjable indignation. This, how·
ever, is nothing unusual. . I dislike to make the
,charge against men so high in authority, but it
has been openly stated in Salt Lake and elsewhere thatthat report was made merely to keep
alive the ve.ry discord which we .have been fighting. so hard and which we believed to be dead.
··It·. is believed that th.e commission is. guilty af
sue!) work merely' to create. a .reasori,ifor the contin wince of its. in embers in office. This report
said fourteen polygamous marriages have been
contracted within Vhe year previous. The church
~uthorities have publicly. denied this, and h~ve
dema11c\ed proof of the charge. No response
ha•.been made. . .
. ..
.·
In· lti previous r;eport the .com'mission claimed
that something qv:er forty .such marriages had
.taken pla,ce. I doubted this and wrote to the
COI;Ilmission for evid,ence, asking that if they had
any, the tr!atter btl ta-ken jn~o the courts. I never
so much as received an acknowledgement of my
letter, and Irepor:ted the matt{)r to the secretary
.of thE') .interior. 4 place.on the Uta}l commission .is the fattestthing .in the government. It
pays $5,ooo a year, and the holder's only real
duty is at election time. ·.Any one Clerk could do
thework oftheentire commission; It has as yet
given no evidenc~t on which its charges could be
based~. The church authorities have abolished
poly~amy .. Ibel\t;v'e they were .hone~t in doing
S()i a~d ~o, 00 o m~mber~ have testified by their
votes. that they approvea the. action.. The. Moro.
mpri religton•doe~ not approve anything .that is
· co11trary t(). th!l la:ws.. When the churiih wa~
fou.I!ded Bolyg~my .was not against- the .law;
'\V,'~en ~~~l~lltti~n ~ade it s.uch, they foJ.!ghtltln
thep.>~rts7 ltrldjustas soon as the lat.terdeclared
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the law constitutional, polygamy became a .:rime
-and was abolished. It has been charged that
should lJtah be made a state, the Mormons
would revive polygamy. There need be no fear
of that. Not only would they not be guilty of
such inconsistency in moral and religious mat·
ters, but a majority of the. people were too glad
to have it repealed to favqr its revival. They
did not believe polygamy to be wrong urttil the
law said so, but they saw the ill effects of the op·
position it aroused. Utah IJy population and
wealth Is fitted for statehood, and she has ..the
ability of self-government. Nevertheles~> .we
shall make no acilve effort in that direction."
From. the statements of Mr. Caine made

aff<!irs existing in the country at large, and reformers will ha,ve an opportunity to display their
zeal in the correction of the numerous evils
growing out of the frequency of divorce and a
laxity of the marriage tie. There is certainly a
splendid field for that class to labor in who have
been so busy in our affairs."
In the Instructor for November Ist in
.
an article entitled "Topics of the Times,"
Mr. Cannon writes thus in reference to
the institution of marriage called 'by the!ll
"celestial" or "plural marria 17 e":
,.,
"If the entire body of the church had found it
possible, and had been disposed, to obey the prln·
as reported above,. there is strong reason to ciple of celestial marriage, our position as a
hope that the people;. the church people church would have been very different to what
of Utah, have at last come to the conc,lu- it is at present. Notwithstanding the revelation
sion that the facts of creation, the former
upon that subject has been given to the church
·nearly fifty vears, a comparatively small number
commands of God, and the genius of of people have entered into plural marriage;
Americ~m institutions are in unison, andit
and ofthose who have entered into it, how many
will be to the final and completest good of there are who have abused it and brought theme
themselves, possibly the world, for them selves under condemnation through their mis·
also to get into the union.
conduct. If all had entered into plural marriage,
if such a thing had been possible, and the prac., If the Utah commission did report in- tice had been attacked, all would have suffered
fractions of the law, and the evidence was alik<;!, because all would have been involved
demanded and was not produced, as Mr. under the law.. ;But as it is, and as it has been, a
Caine states, Congress should relieve the comparatively few have engaged in this practice,
members of that commission at once 'for and their continued persistence in it would have
.
drawn down upon the entire people-those who
misrepresenting the people for whose good do not look upon this law as binding upon.them
and among whom their labors were to. be as well as thos.e who dld_;the anger and punish·
expended.
Mr. Caine ought. to know
ment·of the government. All would have been
whether his people are disregardiag the equally involved In the consequences, which the
law. If he does not know he should not Lord foresaw would be excee~lingly serious."
assail the commission.
In these quotations Mr. Cannon. admits
· If. the manifesto was really intended~ by that it was not possible for the whole of
Pres. Wilford Woodruff, to cover the the. church he represents to have obeyed
whole case, and to put a stop to the prac- the commandment e.njoining plural mar"
tice of plural maxriage, not only the conriage, even had all bee.n. willing.
tracting of new polygamous marriages,
The reason for this is obvious. There
but the living together of already polygahas been no time since the removal of the
mously married persons; and if the tenMormons to the country now known as
thousand who voted to adopt the manifesUtah, when .there has not been more m.en
to, so understood the manifesto and its of .a marriageable age than women; hence
action, jf, that understanding be adhered · ·if every marriageable woman married,
to, there is strong ground on which to there would still be some men who musJ!
favor .the idea of statehood for Utah.
nebessarily remain unmarried. It follows
Lies, harsh names, and a constant sus- as a consequence. that e,very time Mr.
picion of a people can be.nefit. no cause, Cannon, or anybody els~ in the chutch
however righteous it may be;. and the con- took more tba.n one woman to wife, it
stant. 1nisrepresentation.of Utah and her neccessarily increased. the number·of men
people, must finally retort uponthose who who could not marry at all, let alone havare ll.nd have b.een d~ing 1t, and ultimate ing more than one wife. .
. . ..
..
benefit accrue.· to those mi~represtmte.d;
The ooint is here. . When Mr. Cannon
The .Christ given precept which demands asserts. ·that the revelation commanding
that man shall forgive his fellow man
plural marriage came. from God;and ad"seven:ty times seven if he say he r~penls," mits that it was not possible to carry it
demands the-recogn~tionofthe solemn asinto practice, except for the very few, he
severation. of Pres. Woodruff and oth~rs; virtually c]Jarges .the Almighty with com;~s a. sincere. and. final requnciation of the
mandin~ a thing vvhich he himself had
dogma .of plural max:dage.
made impossible.· Who is prepared. to reIn connection with the quotation fro~ ceive this idea?
. .
·
·.
the 7imes we notice and quote from Mr.
Mr. Cannon has said els~where that..not
p-eorge. Q. Cannon, in the Juvenile Inmore than .on~ per cent. h!,t<l entered int.o
str.uctor for November I.')th, 1891 :
the p:ractice of plural marril!ge. One. per
H:Nowc that: our plural marriage~ .are .oufoHhe cent. of ~. popultj.tion .J:l.:tl.mberi~~ .150,90(:) .
w~~:y; it!&. more than I~kely thilt t!J.ellttention.of W<>ttld tn:ake J;590; .• Qf fliis numb~r, sup. .
)lloralists will be d~awn . to.· tl!e .condition ~f :. po,sing!one }talf to pe W'<:>men·.folk, t)ter~. ·•
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.. would be75o maeu. Is anyone.: ready to ~c·
cept thaL1dea? Over that number have
been punished before the court either ·for
having been plurally. ma.rried, or for continuing toliv:ein stJch condition.
But if the thing .be now ended, it:will
be the duty of Mr. Canno11 and his .<:ompeers to set about rectifying the abuse.s of
the celestial marri<~ge law, which he says
that he confesses with shame, have been
committed by ''many" of them who·have
entered·· into it, and that the fact of such
abuses is a justifiable reason on ~he p.art of
God, for commanding its cessation• . If
oril y one pet cent. of the .men entered into
the ·practice, and many .of one per cent.
committed abuses in it, how many lived
up to the conception of. its vaunted· good?
The fling with which Mr. Cannon suggests that. the. reformers now turn their
zeal to the correcting of the evils arising
from monogamy, which he states prevails,
comes with decidedly poor grace from a
man who adtnits that tnany out of the one
per cent., whom he claims essayed to practice plura!marriage~, were guilty of great
abuses of the institution.
BE SURE OF WHAT YOU SAY.

THE elders should remember both in their
pulpit utterances and their. discussions that
assertions and as~umptions, no matter how
loudly stated, are neither argument nor
proof.
A man may be what is termed "morally
certain" of a thing; and be utterly unable
to prove it. His convictions are to him
reasonably conclusive, and upon them he
may risk an assertion, or an action; but if
do.ubt is presented, he will find that
while he is at libe.rty to present any sort
of evidence, or what he may deem to be
evidence in proof;hewil! be debarred from
offering his opinions or his convictions as
proof. For this reason, every elder should
be careful in what he states, to have what
he relies on to sustain his statements, so
that he can upon call give it, whether good
and sufficient to others or not, that it may
be seen, and its value as proof d~termined.
For instance. It is stated .that Solomon
Spaulding wrote some sort of a story entitled '>Manuscript Found." Upon the
order of Mr. Spaulding's widow, Mr.
Jemme Clark, of Munson, Massachusetts,
delivered to Dr. Philastus Hurlbut an article found in :l cert:J,in trunk delivered to
him by Mrs. Spaulding, the oniy written
article in the trunk, wrapped in a paper
cover and marked Manuscript Story. This
paper so ddi.vrred to Dr. HurH-,ut was by
him delivered with the manuscripts of his
work "Mormoni,m Exp0sed" to :Mr. E.
D. Howe, of Pain~eville, Ohio. Mr. Howe
in a letter to Bro. T. W. Smith, admitted
that he had snch manuscript, but that he
suspt:cted that it was burned in a fire which
con;;.umed his office m;:my ye;::n:; a!En. It so
happens, however,, that Prof. F"i~hild, of
Oberlin Colle2:r:, Ohio, made a
round
the world in r885, when in
off at
Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands, to VISit a
fritmd, Mr. L. L. Rice~ an old Ohio printer,
to v;hom Mr. Howe had m~my years before sold a printing press, type and office

a

fixtures, includinga)ot ofoldunused manuscripts, thetwo.in looking ovei:Mr. Rice's
effects in search of .some lite~ature of abo"..
lition times, found a "Manu~criptStory,"
Jone up in a wrapper, and bea.ring marks
of having passed through Dr. Hurlbl1t's
harids. These men at once saw thafthete
was st~ong probability that this .was the
celebrated"Manuscript Found;" .the anti,
Mormon bugaboo father of the Book of
Motmdn; and Prof.>.Fairchild in the integrity of his conviction wrotein the Bibliqtheca Sacr.a.that the world.would n~ed<
to find a different origin for the Book of
Mormon than the writings. of Solomon
Spauldi11g. This "Manuscript St()ry,"
was procured, ·• bye copy, and published.
Now:, certain religious, would . be . slayers
of. Mormonism, in .the abstract an din the
.concrete, assert that Mr. Spaulding wrote
one,two,three-four.copies of this "Manus~ript Found," story, and Joseph Smith
got one of them. This is mere assumption
and is resorted to in order to neutralize the
effect of the discovery and publication of
the "Manuscript Story," of the identity of
whichwith the "Manuscdpt Found," of
which so much capital has been made by
anti- Mormons, there are such strong and
satisf~ctory evidences-"almost strong as
holy writ."
The only proof that Mr~ Spaulding
,wrote consecutive copies of the same work,
is about on this wise: Rev. A. D. lectur..
ing on Mormonism said; "There is no
doubt but what Mr. Spaulding, being a
cai-e;ful scholar wrote his stories several
tin;Jes, carefully .copying so that when they
W~nt to press, he would have a copy to
verify the printed version, in case of accident-he would leave nothing to chance,
it is to be presumed."
·
Rev. D. A. in a lecture subsequently
given, said: "Rev. A. D. is of the opinion. that Mr. Spaulding wrote several
copies of his 'Manuscript Found.'" Rev.
D •. C. afterwards referring to the same
thing says: "It is proved by Reverends
A. D, and D. A. that Mr. Spaulding did
write several copies of his story 'Manuscript Found.'" The whole of it rests on
the opinion of Rev. A. D. used as a starter,
and crystallized into proof by the supposed
sanctity of their clerical character. The
reverend doctors said they thought perhaps there was no doubt it was so, and of
course it must he so.
There is a Dictionary of Religious History
prep:ued and pubiisbed to im,
pose upon the world, by certain reverend
gentl.::men, one of whom is Rev. Whitsett, of Covington, Kentucky.
In this
Dictionary, there is a chapter devoted to
the Mormons and the Book of Mormon,
in which .the Re:v. Whitsitt w·orks out the
origin of the; Book from Mr. Spaulding's
manuscript rom;mce in the most profoundly learned way possible; t1:very parti
cle "of which reasoning is based upon a
"perhaps," or an "it was possible," or "it
is presumable," that such and such thing-~
occurred, etc. It is equal to saying, there
was 3_ Solomon Spaulding; he wrote a
romance; Joseph Smith gave the world
the Book of Mormon; therefore the Book
of Mormon· was plagiarized from the

. Spaulding romance.
tJ;ue, "If ignorance is
wise," then. it would be foolish to show
thes~ men their. error, if it .was possible to
do ·jt. But what is the opportunity likely
to be? These men move in the literary
world. They have acce~s to the reading
public. Men greedily read what these
men hive written, and to many the supposition', the let~rned ratiqdnafion of a man with
an LL;D, title attached ~o hisname, goes,
while. the.. statement of. a man without
such title, but who knows, is. derided as
being the delusion of a fanatic. The law
of compensation demands .that there shall
be a final arbitrament whe.re all this shall
be fight; hut the grinding of the mills of
the gods is-so slow;
.
The elders. of this best of all religions,
the gospel of Jesus Christ, can afford to
wait; out it is duty, as well as being
safety, that ~very rnan is. carefuL and certain. we need have no; fear. to let any
truth be told in· its time and place ... There
are, however, opinions of men which they
regard as truth, but which we are sure are
not, because to us lacking proof,that we
are. not interested in giving publicity to.
F.or this we are sometimes charged with
being inconsistent in sayipg that we. fear
not the truth, and then refuse some the ·
.liberty to spread their conception of truth
in the pulpit and tl::e press of the church.
There are many things which men call
truths that are only opinions, conceptions,
conclusions of the individual. To him
theyare in effect truth~ as he sees the~;
and, unless disproved by time, observa·
tion, reflection, or the friction with others
who see them not as truths, they .will
fashion the thoughts, and shape the life,
for either good or ill, as. they are. really
true or false. If true, the end will be
peace and happiness; if false, loss, distress
and sorrow.
Be sure then, brethren, that your spiritual conduct shall be within the lines of
truth in theory, practice, statement and
fact, and· you will bless the world, and
·will never be confounded.
THE CHRISTIAN SABBATH.

"THE Christian Sabbath, or wel"'kly Rest
Day," a book from the pen of Elder Columbus Scott, with a supplement by Elder
W. 'vV. Blair, will be ready for mailing in
a few davs. This work should be in the
· hands ofthe ministry at once, also wherever the subject it treats is in controversy.
It may be sold everywhere, free from the
objections urged usually against denominational works, for it treats its subjects from
purely Biblical and historical standpoints,
and no prejudice, of a sectarian character,
can justly lie against it.
The Saints, and especially the ministry,
will do wei! to secure for it as rapid and
wide circulation as possible, both in and
out of the church. It is comprehensive,
compact, and thoroughly edifying. No
one can read its instructive pages without
profit, and we respectfully suggest that,
with proper effort, it can be disposed of
rapidly wherever such a work is needed.
It will be bound in any style ordered, but
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soul in the spirit of the gospel. 11 Go thou
and do likewise" as you can, .is a worthy
admonition to all.

November 2oth.
Editm·s Herald:- With fear and trembling I
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
step into your columns for the first time. For
SR. CHARLOTTE HILL, Augusta, Pike two years and a half my name has been enrolled
county, Indiana, writes that she is num- on the records of the Church of Jesus Christ,
bered with the scattered membership. and how many, many times have I breathed
She relates a testimony given her of the forth my thanks to "our Father" for this glorious
loving watchcare of the Master.
blessing. My soul· is wrapped up in this great
Bro. W. S. Pender, laboring near work, arid I have such a keen desire to see it
Chetek, Wisconsin, secured a good show- prosper in all its branches. It is such a blessed
ing in the Alert, published at Chetek, by privilege to help in any part. Latter Day Saints,
the insertion of an article explanative of do you realize how much we are favored above
the faith, written by himself.
Bro. E. A. Ahlstrand, Omaha, Ne- all other people? The children of God! Oh; to
braska, writes the 5th inst. The Saints be worthy!
My soul has been made glad as I have read in
are blessed, increasing in unity and in
effort. The promise to them that the the pages of the Herald of the sacrifices of the
cause will grow and flourish .in that citv, ministry, so proving their devotidn by "their
if present efforts are continued, with the works;" and I have said, "These are the ministers
manifest blessings following administra- of our God." I, too, love to minister, not preach,
(I am a woman),. in this work; to give to, to
tions to the sick, are encour;;ging.
Bro. E. Feavel, Grand Ro.pids, Wiscon- communicate, .to supply. We can all do some.
sin, wrote December 4th. Though aged, thing. Each member working in its proper place,
afflicted and isolated from the Saints, him- there is then harmony in the body, and much
self and wife rejoice, knowing the work to work can be done for the Master. It is a proud
be divine, having setto their seal that God distinction to be his servant.
is true. They distribute the printed word.
But now for my object in. writing. I have been
Brn. J. R. Sutton and J. Heide have ·puzzled to know myduty. I have paid my !\thbeen laboring together in the Eastern ing, but do not know if I have the right to conIowa district, according to a letter from tribute, of my spare m'ear.s, to any especial object'
the former, dated Fulton, Iowa, 27th. If so, I would like to do something for the ::~ged
Bro. Sutton expects to resume and continue poor of the church, a home in which their last
field work.
days might be their happiestdays.
·
Bro. Henry Sparling, Thayer, Missouri,
" Individually, I would like to see a large .fai;m,
the 7th, writes o;f his efforts to preach the say two or three hu~dred acres, purchased: in
word where earlier laborers were com- Missouri, for this purpose; and, as soon. as ~ufpelled to desist ,because of mob violence. . ficientcontributions would cotpe in, erect a good
There yet rematns oppositio11, .but it con- substantial building, large enough for the purtents itself with :closing schoolhouses, the pose intended. Would not this plan or someexcuse being .that the brethren are . un- thing equally good be feasible? It .is only on.e of
orthodox. Holping r:peetings in private
theman.y (wha~ shalll call them?) "Organizahouses,.those opposing attend arid are bee
coming friendly~ One house .closed has· tions .for Good," that I would like to see in the
·lately been reop~ned for preaching. Many . church. I would contribute for this purpose five
are believing a11d will soon be gathered hundred dollars, an<:l would say, "Awake,Saints,
awake, no time now for reposing, the Lord is
into the fold~
i
Bro •. Charle$ Sheen,. Highmore, South near."
Let us be up and doing with our might. Time
Dakota, writes o~ his desires and work for
the welfare of the truth,. He is .blessed in is hastening on, and these opportunities rna y pass
away, and others receive the rewards that might
preaching and t:alking the wc>rd.
Bro. S. J. Roberts, Thurman, Iowa, ·have been ours.
A SISTER.
6th in st.. He repeats the sentiment ex-

pressed by so m~ny who love and abide in
Qur :crowded columns compel
usto but. briefly n<:>tice many letters this
week;
·
th~.faith.

"OLD. MEN FOR COUNSEL, YOUNG"
'
MEN FOR WAR.''
THE SUPREMACY OF YOUNG MEN.

Young men rple the world. Young men al:
WE commend the example, also' the spirit ways have ruled .the world. . Young men ought
.which. prompte<;! the following from "a .to rule the world. It is well for the world that it
sist~r." Love for others is the proof ()f is ruled by young n;en. Old men are to be refor what. they have done; and are to be
love for Christ J!.nd his cause. He invites spected
held In reverence for what they are; but they
all to partake of his goodness, and no one cannot do the work of young men, nor can their
can .do that without entering upon the fulness. of years and richness of experience be a
work ofloving and aiding his fellows. substitute for the aspirations and imaginings .and
·
The loye of. God in Christ pro~pted him enthu~iasm of.the young.
But does not the. Bible say, ... Days should
to leave the h~avenly abode, to give his speak,
and multitude of· years should teach, wislife for ]lis bretbren and sisters. We ar:e dom''? .Those w~rds.are certr<inly In the Bible
called to be cqworkers with him, like pa,es; but how are they' usedth~re? When .the
hitn. to freely and fully sacrifice as it is re- three elderly friends ofJob had ve11tilated their
quired. of. us indivi<lually so.to do~ "We' •wisdom to so little purpos~e; in their critic!srn.s of
an.<l in. their taeological dogmati~ms, JOtmg
kno'W th~t
have Pl:lSsed from death ,him,
Elihu. ventured .to have a share.ln the discussion:
untoJife beca.use we love .the hrethren"....,-' "And: Elih,U the .son of Barachel. the Buzite
. ·.no. contraction }>f ·heart,. n:o Httleness. of answere<l and said;

we

8II
"I am young, and ye are very old;
Wherefore I h'eld back, and durst not shew
you mine opinion. ·
I said, Days should speak,
.
And multitude of vears should teach wisdom.
Eut there is a spirlt in man,
And the breath of the Almighty giveth them
understanding.
It is not the great that are wise,
Nor the aged that understand judgmemt."
In other words, the young man in the Bible
story, who set out with the idea that the "multitude of years should teach wisdom," finally came
to the conclusion that it is by no means always
tile case that it is "the aged that understand judgment." And many a keen observer since Elihu's
day has. arrived at the same mental conclusion.
The greatest Man who ever lived finished his
earthly course, having spoken all his words of infinite wisdom, when he was but little more than
thirty years old. And the great workers and
thinkers of the ages have, as a rule, shown their
power at a like early age, whether they completed their life work while yet so young, or lived on
to exercise and to enjoy the personal power thus
early disclosed.
It matters little in what sphere the comparison
be made, the historic evidence favors the supremacy of youth over age. Alexander of Macedon
died at thirty-two, already the world's ruler
through his personal force and energy. Hannibal was only thirty when he dealt his staggering
blow at the Roman world-power, on the plains
of Cannce. Charlemagne was master of France
and Germany at thirty. Charles the Twelfth
was but nineteen when he gained his great victory at Narva; and Napoleon was but twentyseven when he showed, by his triumphs on the
plains of Italy, his superiority as a general over
the veteran commanders of Europe.
Th_e
y 0 unger Pitt was already one of the foremdst
men in Europe, and prime-minister of Great
Britain, at twenty· five. Alexander Hamilton, the
brightest minded statesman America has known,
was a leading spirit in. Congress at twenty six,
after his brilliant military service in the· Revolutionary War.
It is in the world of thought and feeling as in
the world of action. Newton made his greatest
discovery in the realm of aatural forees before
he was twenty-five. Bacon had conceived his
dislike for the philosophy ol Aristotle, and had
started out on his own philosophical lines of
thought, while not yet tw:enty. Watt .had the
principles of the steam-engine clearly in mind
before he was thirty, after years of thinking in.
that direction. Dante and Shakespeare and.Milton
and Goethe gave evidence of their poetic genius
while yet young, al'ld their greatest wprks bore
evidence of the inspirations of their youth and
early manhood. Raphael died at/thirty-seven.,
having long been the world's greatest painter.
Mozart was not thirty-seven when he died, as
great among the greatest musicians. Michael
Angelo was only twenty-three when. executed
his "Pieta,"-a work that indicated his completest knowledge of design. and anatomy, and· his
fullest power of expression in sculpture. Luther
proclaimed hi.s position in con:flct with the currenttheology of the Church of Rome . when he
was twenty· nine, and Calvin w:as only twentyseven when he published his "Institutes of the
Christian Religion,'' which is still looked . to. by
so many wise and venerable men: as ;m authi>dtative statement of doctrines that ought to be believ.ed by all.
It is not that a man who shows greatness in
his.. youthmust diminisli in wisdom and ability
as he grows in years; but it . is that there. are
. qualities of mind and heart Hi·. youth which are
. lacking i.n those who are on the decline of life.
It is not that youth is without faults,. and tliat
age is full of them; but it is t.haf the youth£111
habit of planning. and ~cting without stopping to
considei.all sides of a. question has practical ad-.
vantages over the maturer mind'.s habit qf.look·
in,g at a:ll sides •!lf a question instead ot going
straight ahead regardless .of. obstacles. Y()l}th
makes mistakes., but youth is likely to be doing
.something while making mistak~s.. ·.Age is Jess
likely than youth to tl'lake mbt,ak~s, b~.Cl}Use les.s
likely to be doing anythln!f in which !Uist;~.J.l;e~:.
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·.1\r~ possible. . youth isun.bl!lpered by the expe:
rience which shows the. dangers iri. a!'ly rath of
progress .. Age is liable to be deterred from venturing in a path of progress, throughJhe s!!d lessons of experience in difficulties already encountered there.
.
.
.
.
. Experience ha~ to do with the past.. Enthus!asm looks forward. Enthuslasm..ls worth more
. thari experience· In attempting the. impossible;
and. it is the impossible that needs doing in. t.his
world .. An enthusiastic ycmng man really knows·
:more about the future, for he.is nearer to it; .and·
more in sympathy with the forces that control
it, than a cautious o1d.man. It is in this sense
that a young rrian is in advance of an old one, in
an un!}erstanding of the times with which. ])e has
to deaL Aild therefore it is that, while a young
man ought always to rise up before a hoary
head, and do reverence to. the man of the past,
the man. with the hoary head will, in many a case,
do better to sit down behind the young man, and
bid him God:speed in his .doing.
There was a wise and very conservative old
man inPhiladelphhi, who had, in his day, been a
very energetic and efficient young man. There
came tohhn an enthusiastic young. worker In the
field in which the old man had done good service, and asked his counsel concerni11g plans of
radical action in that field. "Well, now I'll tell
you frankly,"said the old man, "that your propositions-seem to me to be nothing butthe veriest
nonsense.. I can see no· possible good in them.
But I very well remember that when I was your
age, and went with some of my pet projects to
men who were then as old as 1 am now; those
men thought my pr9jects were the veriest nonsense; and 1 had no help or sympathy from any
of them, although the event proved that I was
right, and the old men were wrong. So now,
because of my personal confidence il'l. your character and spirit and general ability, I am disposed
to admit that you may be In the right in this
thing, and I in the wrong; so I hope you'll go
ahead with your plans, in spite of my inability to
see any good in them.'' There was wisdom in
that old man's way of looking at that case, even
though there was no enthusiasm left to him in
behalf of projects to compass the impossible.
His example, so far, may be commended for general imitation by old men.
There is progress in the !llirection of this truth,
in .the community generally. It is shown in the
selection of men to manage large business-enterprises, or to be ln positions of importance in
educational institutions, or to have charge of
benevolent socie~ies and missionary organizations. The time has gone by when a great railroad corporation would choose a venerable old
capitalist to preside :vyith dignity at its annual
meetings, while its vast and varied business
interests w.ere in constant jeopardy through his
inability to plan and act in quick competition
with young men .of eriergy and enthusiasm, in
charge of rival lines. The time is going by
when college presidents and professors are ap·
pointed for what they h!l.ve done, instead of
what they are to do. And it is being seen by
sharp observers, that, if our. missionary societies
and ecclesiastical boards are to do the work that
waits for their doing in the Lord's field, they
must not be managed by men who have already
done their best work in some other sphere, or
:have measurablv failed of success in any field of
labor; but that- young men of enthusiasm a nil
energy who are just entering on their life work
for the Master, must be foremost in their management-unhindered by too much experience.
Young men have reason to recognize their
privileges and ·responsibilities as young men,
and to bear in mind, also, that their youth is not
in itself a sufficient fitting and furnishing for a
life work. Being young, it is possible for them to
do more than can be done by those who are older;
but this possibility can be realized only through·
their consecration and devotedness and persistent
study and toil, in a sense of personal dependence
on Htm who alone can give success to the best
endeavors of the best workers.
Old men have reason to rejoice in the superior
opportunities and powers of their juniors, and to
consider, morever, that they are in duty bound
to give wisest counsel to the young, and to put ~t

their· disposal the !Jest _results pf theif" own exthe 1\fethodists twenty-six>' from the Bap~
pedence, for such use as the young may chbose
tists. ninetee1z; from the CattwHcs two~' from the
to make. of this contribution .. The wQrk Of old 'United Brethren ~ivo, and from the PreslJyterians
men is not. at an end, butit is to be dime in con- . one; Tust. eyl')n fifty per~ons. frqm tll,e (!enominations abandoned denominationalism or sectarian-.
nection wfth, and in addition to; not as a sub~ti
ism, ahd accefited pm:e; Nevy Testafr!erit Christ.ute f(.)r, the greater :work oUhe young. . ·
tilmil)'. · The Cl:lurch of Ch]'.ist in this cjty. Is
The. world's interests are, under God, in the
hands' o~; the y 0 ung. Let young' and old be
revived and built .up from center to circum fer~
ence. On the first prayer m·eeting night .after
mindful of tills f~ct, and let them: in mutual confidence and. symp11thy .la!:wr together in love ·as, the meeting closed, the latge$t audience assem"fe.Uow-w.orkers .with the truth.'.'~Sunday School bled for prayer and praise that ever attended a
Ti?hes . .
prayer meeting in tl:lis city. Such a g11nuine
awakening was never wltne~sed before
We commend the foregoing as being religious
in any Church of Christ in Missol}ri. Such .a
l:>oth opportune and true; . It is also sug- stir, consternation and the. rattling of the dry
gestive, and we believe rightly so.
bones among the denominatiqJis were never wit''The world is the Held." ·. Just now nessed before in all this !:Ommunity; .The whole
there is a dearth for ministers of the community and surrounding communities are
and _ moved by this • great. meeting.
word. In every direction :we .see the touched
Scores and hundreds ·of people came .from fi.ffields ripening for the harvest. The teen tothirty mites to
m~eting.
laborers, the harvesters are few; comparaThe meeting first began. in! the largest house
tively fewer than in times past. . The of worship in the city .. In . a. few evenings the
cot,ning .of the Son of Man is near at hand; house would not begin to accommodate the auditlnce. A large tent, "the Sam Jones tent" was
the :world must be warned, and we. are all erected
in the center of the' city which seated
aI! low to see it done, but who shall do it?
fifteen hundred people. It was pretty well filled
Our reporting ministers frequently say, all the time and often. running over. On the
in .reference to some special place where last night of the rrieeting and two or three other
it was estimated that over two thousome work has •· bee)l. done, "If the labor occasions
sand people were present. . By the way:, this
performed be followed up by a wise and Methodist tent, "the Sam Jqnes tent,"got such a
experienced elder, good will result." Our. "christening" by the ••Old Jerusalem. gospel''
presidents of missions are troubled .be- being preached in it, that Methodism preached in
cause branches· need men of wisdom and it·hereafter will have rather a dolorous sound.-

from·

t?e

experience to preside over them; and ·
:where. are they to be had?
We have long since learned that neither
age nor experience necessarily gives wisdom. . Hence to wait in .an emergency
untiL a man may be found who by experienfe may have developed wisdom, is
sometimes to put off the opportunity for
doing what should be done. Send the
yo:!.mg men into the field, put them where
th~ requirements of the work demand
th1;1.t something shall be done; with the
emergency and the Spirit to be with them
theY will soon get the experience. There
are too many waiting to become wise by
inaction. Put the books into the bands of
the young men, and with the ·prayer of
the faithful send them out.

The Church Registet:.

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro J. R. Lambert, Kingfisher, Oklahoma, sth inst.:
"I baptized three .on the rst inst. Am nearly
worn out, but wlll.have to make another reply to
Elder Brown. .It will probably be one week or
more before I reach home.''
·
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

~ues.-Is it right for an Eider to preach that
that the gospel is not in the BiOie?
Ans.-The Bible contains the letter-record of
the gospel, as taught by Christ and his servants;
but tl)e authority and the "power" that render it
effective, is not in the Bible, but is derived from
the call of God to preach it, and from the sanction and endorsement of the Holy Spirit attendTHE "OLD JERUSALEM GOSPEL.''
ing its ministration .. See I Thess. I : 5, etc.
T:HE following clipping will, we are sure,
~.-Is it right to say that John the Baptist
be.read with peculiar interest by many of had no authority, and that he did not preach the
our numerous readers, for they will natur- gospel?
'
·
ally inquire if the "Old Jerusalem Gos- .
A.-John the Baptist had authority:
pel" said to be preached upon the occa"There was a man sent from God, whose name
sion mentioned had .in it "the promise of
was John. The same came for !l:witness, to bear
the Father"- the promised gift of the
Holy Ghost-as made through John the witness of the Light, that all men through him
Baptist, Tesus our Lord and the primitive might believe."-Jokn I: 6, 7·
John testified as follows, in verse 33: "He that
ministers of Christ, also as to whether it
embraced the same ordinances, ceremonies, sent me to baptize with. water, the same said unto
church organizatiolil and spiritual gifts had me, Upon whom thou shalt see the Spirit descending, and remaining on him, the same is he
in the primitive Christian church:
which baptizeth with the Holy Ghost."
THE GREAT MEETING AT PLATTSIn Doctrine and Covenants 83: 4, this is said
BURG MISSOURI.
of John: ''He "'as baptized while he was yet in
The greatest meeting, as far as visible results
his childhood, and was ordained by the angel of
are co!Flcerned, among the churches of Christ In
the State of Missouri, began in this city on SaturGod at the time he was eight days old unto this
day night, September sth, 1891, and closed Sunpower: to overthrow the kingdom of the Jews,
day night, October 25th, a meeting of just
and to make straight the way of the Lord before
fifty-one days. The meeting was conducted by
the face of his people; to prepare them for the
Evangelist S. M. Martin, who did all the preaching, and H. A. Easton who lead and conducted
coming of the Lord, in whose hand is given all
the song services. TRe immediate results of the 'power."
meeting were .three hundred and seventy:four adJohn the Baptist preached the gospel, for it is
ditions to the Church of Christ. Of this number
said of him: "The beginning of the gospel of
two hundred and sixty-two were by confession and
baptism; by letter and restoration sixty-two; Jesus Christ, the Son of God; as it is written ·in
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Creator, manifested in giving them life and
the prophets, Behold, I send my messenger be·
adorning them with beauty. And if the hills,
fore thy face, which shall prepare thy way before
the trees, the shrubs· and the flowers thus in
thee. The voice of one crying in the wilderness,
their unspoken language acknowledge the goodPrepare ye the way of the Lord, make his paths
straight. John did baptize in the wilderness, and . ness of their Creator, how much more s.hould
man praise him? Man, whom he has made "a
preach the baptism of repentance for the rem is·
little lower than the angels" and has given him
s!on of sins." . . . "And preached, saying, There
eyes to behold the workmanship of his hands,
cometh one mightier than I after me, the latchet
and mind to appreciate, enjoy and be happy on
of whose shoes I am not worthy to stoop down
·and unloose. I indeed have baptized you. with · this beautiful earth that he has prepared for his
water: but he shall baptize you with the Holy
dwelling place, man whom he invites to become
his heirs, that when time is ended he may share
Ghost. And it came to pass in those days, that
in ·the inheritance of the redeemed and to be
Jesus came from Nazareth of Galilee, and was
joint heirs with his Son Jesus Christ and recelv:e
baptized of John in Jordan."-Mark I: 1-4; 7c-9·
a mansion in hi; Father's house. Praise ·and
"And lie came into all the country about Jor·
dan, preaching the baptism of repentance for the
honor be to the name of the" All Father" for his
·remission of sins; as it is written in the. book of"' bounteous love!
Could the children of men but comprehend
the words of Esaias. the prophet, saying, The
the magnitude of the invitatiOn, and all that is
voice of one crying in the wildernes, Prepar~ ye
embraced therein, surely none would fall to acthe way of the Lord, make his paths straight."cept it. But the finite mind, in its state of df!rk•
Luke 3: 3, 4·
ne.ss cannot grasp it for it is capableof this only
"Wherefore of these men which have com·
·panied with us all the time that the Lord Jesus . when lit.. up by the Spirit of God, arid then
to a very limited degree.. Yet it is sufficient to ·
went·in and out among us, beginning from the
make the hearts of those who are thus enlight·
baptism of John, unto that.same day that he was
ened yearn to draw aside the veil of darkness and
t!lken up from u~, must one be ordained to be a
peer into the "great beyond" and reallze for,one
witness with us' of his resurrectio'n."-Acts I :
brief moment what the full "light" is and what
2I 1 22.
shall be revealed there. Thanks to the Giver of
See also Doctrine and Covenants 26: 2; and
all g9od for thes~ brief moments of yearning and
Matthew r: 76, 77·
.,. for the rays of light that flash across our path,
indications of what is in store for those :who
shall be accounted worthy to enter into the light
and glory of the unseen mansions. .Those men·
EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES. '
tal glimpses, pr.ec!ous foretastes make the ~oul
hunger for a fullness; and while thus hungering
As they who, for every slight infirmity take. physic to
it would. leave all and hasten on to enter in and
repa:ir their health,· do rather impair it, so they who, for
every "trifle are eag~r to vindicate their character do
partake. But again the thought comes, Atn I
rather.weaken it.
prepared? Shall I be wprthy? And a featlest
I should not be, prompts a desire to work with
THE follo\ving letter, though too late for the day
greater diligence \Vhile itis yet day to the end
appointed by the ;nation's executive, will yet be that souls may be brought to Christ.
in place for those who feel that Thanksgiving
'
SR.EMMA.
APos; SantaCruz county, Cal.
Day should be eacll. day of our mortal life and
we firmly believe .our Immortality as well.-ED;
In a few more'days "Thanksgiving" will be
ASLEEP. IN JESUS.
here, and I feel.a greater desire than ever before
l}n SUCh an OCcasion to gather in the childrenBY letter from T. W. Smith, Independence,'
with their children-that we might unite our
Missouri, we learn that "Sister Helen" fell asleep
voiCes in one eardest thanksgiving for the blessin Jesus on Tkursday morning; December 3d, at,
. ings arid .favors ~eceived during. tQ.e. past year.
2:3oa.m.
,}Jut this I cannot ;do"-ow!ng to distance-,nor do
This announcement as it will go abroad, reach·
I kriow ,that I shall .have the privilege of meeting every part of our own lanc:l as well as. fox;eign
ing at any public service. The heart, I knqw,
co,untries and the distant islands in the far P£fclfic
can as truly renqer its grateful thanks to God
Ocean; will saddenmany a heart and ca\jse the
\'Vhetf alon~ as wb,en with its loved Ont~S, or in an
tears to flow ·from many. eyes! for sister Helen
assembly ,of w()t;shipers, But· when God has
was widely known in t6e.clmrch and greatly .be·
abundantly poure~r out. his blessings, both spiritloved by those who }>new her. EvenJ esus \'Vept,
-uill and tempora:l, often causing the .heart to ~nd we are commanded to "Weep with those
sing for. joy, the spent,·~r secret giving of thanks
who weep;" but we sorniw not as those who have
· seems not enough. I \'Vould sound his name
no hope.
abroad and glc>rif! his h~ly name .l
Sister H.!llen sinceshe firsternbraced the gw
I do not know; th~t.t there has been a year in
pel in r866 has been arr active worker in propa'!ill my life. when~ have felt. nearer to God or re"
gating and d~fendihg the truth: In the langmige
joice<l more In all the varied manifestations of. of earth, the language in wQ.ich we .clothe earth~
his .love t.o his creatures ..· Espeda:lly is this true
{y itle{ls, she has s~crificed m uch-::-yes · all.:.::moi;t
()£the blessil1gsn).anifest'ed. !() his c?ildreu,· as I
wlllingly and cheerfully for the gospel's sake, but
hav~. in the past' year: Ofte!l when my eyes Oh; thank God she U()W .realizesthatsh~ has
have r~sted upon some· beautiful. little spot of
gained aU! • Let q~ rather saJ then,. that she has
it lias se~med as if the v~r;y presericeof
been faithful over a few 'things-has fought a.
ther~,..
his
brooding over it, good fightt has kept tht'J faith and entered upon
thereto
And it. has
the rest()fthe people h~ God, and coul<lher ransomed spirit .fpt 011e moment return. to .us she

• WOJIJg; ',Y}tl}' ~b!H>l-sgivin~. ~l}g fF!\1~.~ !}S~~fr }ft~

weary toilers of earth who are striving to gain
the same rest, to climb the same heights; that
one moment of the blessedness she now enjoys;
has richly repaid her for ·every effort she ever
made to win souls to Christ.
From the time she first entered upon missionary work with her husband she shrank from no
duty connected with such a life, but gave her
whole time and bent every energy of her soul to
the accomplishment Of the duty which came to
her hand. Richly endowed with the gifts of the
gospel, through the exercise of these gifts she
was instrumental in winning many to Christ, and
by the same means she encouraged thousands of.
earth's weary ones to press on with renewed
vigor in the narrow. way. Hers was not,
"The toil.and strife for worldly gain
To live alone for selfish ends;
To count wealth's increase grain by grain,
Till affluence and she were friends;"

but rather she remembered the work of love to
be done for others, the tears to be dried, the bur~
dens to be borne, the wrongs to be righted and
the hearts which needed cheering, and to-day her
life work testifies to us, that we too have need to
be about the Master's work.
Peacefully, in the midst of friends, she passed
away and with many another tried, storm-tossed
and weary Saint, her mortal remains rest in the
land of Zion, that land stained with the blood of
martyrs to the cause o( truth, which to-day is
sweeping on and soon will triumph 0ver every·
thing which opposes. Peace to thee sister! and
when thou shalt arise and come ·forth· with the
redeemed in the morning of the first resurrection,
may we be found . \'VOrthy to stand with you
there.
THE LAND OF REST.
. Beyond the valley lying low,
Through which our feet some day shall go,
Beyond the Qigh hill's purple haze,
, That stretches.far beyond our gaze,
There is a place mostsweetand blest,
Which here we .call the Land of Rest.
A land with hills a'nd valleys fair,
And many of our loved ones there;
So silel!tly, and one by one
They went the lonesome journey on;
'All, with white hands upon their breast,
Went out into.the Land ofRest.
I long that happy bourne to see,
I long to know how it will l>e
When first these eyes. of mine behold
The.land of which theprophets told;
Of my inheritance possessed.
When shall I come to that Land of Rest?
0 l:)lessed Land! 0 .time so slow!
· :Not with reluctance I shall go,
But on my lips a happy song
That it, the day lookedfor so long,
Has come to tak¢ me to that blest,
Th:l.t peacefu1 land,. the L.and of Rest.-Sd.
December 3d, 1891• ·
Dear Sisters of the. Ho1ne Column:- We are in··
the)oils of controversy; our work is In the fur·
•
-•nace.
i: have before me Herald for. November 28th,
containh:lg . two l•;mg letters '~POI!.this sul:)ject.
It seems w,e have failed to work according to the
~'orlginalc~mception" and to. extricate"ousrselve
from an awkw!lrd position, must revert
what, striving .to ca,refull_y l:)ring the work
standard.. .. · .···
· · . . .. . · ·
·This workof the sisters is
set l!l motion;to cultivate a small
!titHe· Mister's :vineyard, thii.t the
!~ t~~ .~llt~rcij >JI!IICI;!irier.y ilf~
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c:oniparisoi1 with the sisters now and the!). we .has only heard thre~ sermons preached by
find that_ we have nothing to grurrtple about'.
of like .faith in nine years, ano:! says that no .one
May we watch and pray, lest we ~nter into ·,knows how good It is t<> hear the gospel, until
temptation; let us live for those around us> When
they ~re deprived of the privilege, Does not
,And her~o~ffsprini?;s were thrown out of place.
we look on our little Ot)es 'He sometimes wonder
know howshe couid have gotten along without
Let us still struggle on, and by work overcomeif we will be able bring them \lP as we shquld.
the churchpapers.
W~e'll~eucceed through our patience and faith.
If we could on! y, keep them froq~ the iqipure
If the sister who. recently sent us her testimony
The hour set apart for prayer means very
surroundings; but it is so hard· As soon as they
ofhaving
llleen healed 0~ consumption _will send
much to ;t class of ~lonely sisters living isolated
can lisp theiy begin to learn things which are not
\:15 her name, we will be glad to publish her •tesfrom year to year deprived of' all church privinice. We will each be held .accountable for the
timony. If God hasbeengood tb.us,whyshould
leges: It is a source of much ,comfort- and
way in.which we have. brought our children up,
we fear to give him the glory:-En.
strength for them to feel that they are oneOf a
and how hurt we would. feel" if through any negllttleband~that the Lord is mind~ul of, drawing
lect of ours they should Jose that which otherthem together in: bonds of unity and lov.e by His
wise they would have gained.
Spirit as they bow with one accord before Him
May God enabie us all to do our duty towards
at the appointed hour, thus forming a grand
the'!I}, and may we as one united band Work for
union of prayers, a sort of prayer meeting reachCoLDWATER, Mich., Dec. 4th.
our Master and hasten the day when he shall
'Editors Herald:- On December ISt, Hon.
ing out to the scattered ones in need of such an·
come.
In bo.nds,
arrangement
John T. Caine, of Utah, called a~ Kirtland, and
L. WIGHT;
How beautiful, how grand and marvelous are
spent some time looking 111ver the Temple and
the works of the Lord, for he kindly cares for all
eld landmarks.
He expressed himself ·well
"WHATEVER IS-IS BEST.''
pleased with the work of the founders, as reflect~
alike who trust him. So do not grow weary, you
I know as my life grows older,
ed by the design and building, and il!id the Re- .
. lonely pickets, or sleep at your posts, but watch.
And mint\ eyes have clearer light,
organization was entitled to credit for the proper
on, pray on, and work, sometimes letting your
That under each rank wrong somewhere,
manner in which it.was preserved. He chatted
voice be heard comforting and encouraging
Ther.e lies the root.of right;
·
That. each sorrow has its purpose,
with us quite freely about their territorial
others along the line of picket" guards through
By the sorrowing oft unguessed;
trotlbles and expressed a degi,re that- the conflict
our medium, Motht!irs' Home Column.
But as sure as the sun begins morning,
And we do earnestly petition our editor to
with the Reorganization might soon cease: We
Whatever is-is best.
kindly consider what sort of matter
be~t for
assured him that we ha9 not epposed the policy
I know that each sinful action,
our work, and also if it is agreeable or pOt;sible
out there for the sake ot a cbnflict; but simply
As sure as night brfngs shade,
.that she make whatever .arrangements may be
for the maintenance of cedain principles we beIs so'mewhere, soMetime, punished,
necessary fot all suitable articles and receipts to
lieved to be true.
Though the hour is long delayed;
I .know that the soul is aided
come through our department instead of appearHe· goes to Congress this time feeling that he
SomGJtimes by the heart's unrest,
Ing from time to time upon· other pages of the
can say .polygamy is dead forever, and that his
And to grow means often to suffer,
Herald.
Lucy LLOYD.
work is relieved of that feature, and for which
But whatever is-is best.
he is glad.
'
I know there is. iw error
We felt glad that. we could wish him success
TUNCURRY, N. s. w.
In the great supernal plan,
in the features of his work which he presented;
. Dear Sisters oj tlze Home Column:-Swlft!y
And all things work together
and believe that with the full and fair declaraFor the final good of man ;
another year is coming to a close, and as we look
And I know when my soul speeds onward
tion on the part of his 'people to conform to the
back we feel to say, "What have we accomIn its grand eternal quest,
laws of the land and allow freedom of action and
plished?" Truly there is no time to waste, for
I shall cry as I look back earthward,
conscience where they control, that the people of
in every direction we are pleased to look we can
·'Whateter is-is best."
this country will dema:ad thatthey shall be given
-Ella Wheeler-Wilcox.
find much to be done for our Master. Did we
a trial upon the issue now rriet, and whatever unbut worry over the moments lost in regard to
HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.
derhanded work is instituted >by partisans, relig-spiritual things as we do over things concerning
ious bigots, or fanatics 'against them must be conDec."4, Amount to date .............. $3,86I 69
this life, It would be well for us. The Herald
H. Uncafer, Pa ........ $2 co
demned.
Hastily yours,
and Atttttmn Leaves come laden with the same::
C. J~ Hunt, Iowa ......... I oo
E. L. KELLEY.
old story, but still ever new, and the thought
M. Hunt, Iowa .......... I oo
struck us while reading that were we able to adB. Spruce, Colo.. . . . . . . . . 50
Lee Faunce, Colo ........ I oo
here strictly to all the teachings contained thereBELL AIR, Ill., Dec. 4th.
Ruby Faunce, Colo ...... I ()o
- in we would not have any need to be ashamed of
Editors Herald:-On November 24th, a disNydia Davis, Colo ....... I oo
the name of Latter Day Saint.
cussion should have begun at this place. G. H.
Mabel Hall, Colo.... . . . . so
One thing we ought indeed to be thankful for,
El uzabeth Elston, Neb, .. I oo
Hillard was to have met J. M. Hill, of the ChrisEdward Feavel, Wis.... . 30
is that God has blessed us with sufficient of His
tians; or Campbellites.
Owen Owen, Eng ..• ' '.. 7.5
Holy Spirit to enable us to still have that love
About three years of sparring !tad preceded,
James As ken, Cal ....... I I 5
within that will urge us on to strive to keep the
and finally full arrangements, consisting of four
Sarah Headrick, Cal. . . . . so
Mary A. Hoague, Wis ... 2 oo
covenant we have entered into with Him in the
propositions, viz~, each to affirm the church he
Ellen Blowers, Pa. . . . . . . so
waters of baptism. We are indeed only babes
represents; Hilliard, the Book of Mormon of diE. A. Gill, Neb .......... I oo
when we begin te think what petty trials and
vine origin; and Hill the ca11on of Scripture full
Amos Gill, Neb.......... 25
troubles will "put us out," and it is enough to
and complete, as found in standard version of
Hazel Gill, Neb ......... w
make us resolve that, come what will, we will
Arthur Gill, Neb........ IO
Bible.
R. A. Lawn, Cal . . . . . . . so
strive to live above it all, and comply with the
When all was done, save the length of time
R. Crompton, Mass ...... I co
grand invitation to "Come up higher." The
set, Hill held for one day to each question; HilE. Hopkins, Iowa ...... 20 oo
way seems to be opening up for the gospel to be
37 I:') liard that each affirmative should use what time
preached, so that it seems the coming of our
he desired. When lo! Hill came on to the ground
Dec. I I, Amount to date ............. $3,898.84
Savior is not far distant. We have great need
two weeks before the time, and gave notice that
In Herald o£ December 12th, K. Williams,
to make sacrifices that by so doing we may in
he would not come; then wrote back, "If Hilliard
Iowa, should have been K. Williams, Illinois.
some way help on this glorious work. Those
came and blowed," he would come in January,
!IOillrSend all moneys to D.Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa.
who have to sacrifice the companionship of the
raise up a church of one hundred members, and
one they love best, have indeed claim ftllr a
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
build a church.
reward, for without them life seems not worth
Sr. Alice Strickland, Strang, Nebraska, writes
Hilliard was on hand on time, November 24th
much.
expressing her gratitude for the privilege of atand spoke two nights, or blowed, as Bro. Hill
Only to read "With the Church in an Early
tending recently a two-days' meeting of the Saints
would put it. Brn. R. Etzenhouser and L. F.
Day" ought to cheer ps up, tor when we !llake a
and qn~e more hea!-'in~ the gospel preached. She Daniel held eight more services with.good inter•
tlon 'or interference ~ith the larger wheels-if
kept ill its place.
But a screw became loose in Mothers' Home Column,

is
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We baptized four at Coldwater not long since;
est, and but for other engagements, would have
continued longer.
and many, yes many, out on the borders are beSeveral years since, when Bro. I. M Smith . lieving, and some ready to move into the. better
met one "Bird" of this same faith, when Hilliard
hope by baptism. We trust the Lord to increase
and Hill served as moderators. This man Hill
the courage.
We are stopping, jnst now, with Mr. Reitersaid they might feather a Bird, but could not
man, Ph. D , of Presbyterian proclivities; who,
· climb the Hill. Had he added that unlike most
hills, that certain Hill had a propensity of runby the way, is a very scholarly and intelligent
man, graduating in the classiC course at Geneva,
ning so fast as not to be locacted, mt~ch less
climbed, it would have been'clear to the compreNew York. He can't see anything wrong with
hension of all, as it now is.
the latter day' work, and we trust that he with
many others may see the rising glory of Zion
It will be remembered that Braden tried his
a"ld drink in its joys.
hand here with Kelley. Notwithsta~tding all
Srs. Crooks and Weller stand !IS sentil'lels in
thh>, the Saints are more confirmed, 'and friends
are being won to the cause.
the cause here.
We expect to continue over Sunday, thence to
In bonds;
0. S. GOODWIN.
Bethel.
Yours in conflict,
S. W. L. ScoTT.
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made; that the good seed has found lodgment in
the soul and that it only needs an Apollos to
wa.ter that God might give the increase .
Sometimes clouds of discouragement sweep
over the heart at the tardiness of men in obeying; but· this is offset by the consciousness of
duty performed, which brings satisfaction and
joy to t~e soul; so th.a warfare is waged anew
and with more determination ·than ever.
I have labored in Butler, Elk a»d Labette
counties, this state, and since coming into the
latter, have had the company of Bro. Alex Hart
whom I find to be a very pleasant, agreeable and
zealous worker f<ilr the cause.
My heart's greatest and constant desire is, that
I might bethe Instrument i'n the Father's hands
in bringing men and women to a saving know!·
edge of the gospel; and that my remaining days
may be spent in its successful promulgation.
In fraternal bonds,
THOS. J. SMITH.

BRUSH CREEK, Ia., Dec. sth.
PIXLEY, Cal., Nov. 25th .
.Editors Herald: - When I last wrote, I was
BditfJrs Herald:-I returned from my field of
holding meetings in the Evangelical Methodist
labor in Oregon and Washington on Tuesday
Church at Sumner, at the close of which I bap·
evening. I am of the opinion' that my mission
tized two. I then went to Bro. Newton's, where
CRESCENT, Iowa, Dec. rst.
was a success, other than I was afficted with Ia
I found Brn. C. C. Reynolds and Samuel Heide,
.Editors
Herald
:-Often
has the thought engrippe a great portion of the time. I also travwho were holding meetings in Randalia, so I
tered my mind that I ought to write a Jetter to
eled
more
than
is
generally
profitable
the
came here November 14th; in search of new
your pages, and then a query would arise, what
church; but as the Saints had been left alone so
openings for preaching, and have. obtained them
can I write? I cannot write glowing letters of
long,
I
thought
it
be•t
to
visit
all
of
them
that
I
h1 three different scho~lliouses, within five miles
success attending n1y labor~. I do not want to
could, and try to encourage them ; an<! from. I~t
of.Brush Creek. I got the Brooks'schoolhouse
write discouragingly, and I must be truthful lest
ters
since
received
from
'some
of
them
I
find
I
first, where I began preaching November 19th,
I mislead, and arouse hopes .and expectations
have been successful.
then In the Corn Hill schoolhouse, the zzd; after
I baptized eleven, and some .of them will sobn never to be realized. I have no right to give a
that, in the Peterman schoolhouse. I am still
coloring to my labors they do not warrant, hence
have theit: shoulders to the wheel of Zion's Salholding meeting;; alternately in them. The peoI conclude it is far better to be silent than unvation
car,
and
then
power
and
imfluerice
will
be
ple are becoming ali veto the interest manifested
truthful; for If "Every idle word spoken must be
in. thisvicinity. The knowledge of our meet- , for good. In this I greatly rejoice.
acco.unted for/' surely every untruthful word
Since returning to California I have improved
ings is spreacling far .and wide;
written must be met again. I remember reading
in health, and if I can make arrangements for
Some of the Brush Creek folks have been out
a brother's dream or vision of a conference, and
my
family,
I
sh.all
soon
be
in
the
field
again
..
I
to hear me, and I am told that it is causing quite
if I rememqer rightly the only true report said to
am now In Bro. Burton's ~eld and will try apd
an excitement. there; Our meetings are well atbe given In, was that of the President. I have
make
arrangements
with
him
to
let
me
lahor
tended by attentive'Jisteners, some ofwhom are
no remembrance. that either my tongue or pen
here while. I stay;
Yours in. 'Christ,
beginning to believ'i- One man h!ls e}{pressed a
has ever giv:en in a false report, and I .do not
J.C,
CLAPP.
desh'e to be. baptlze<1,al')d others have said they
want to commence now; hence, I feel it best not
would join the church if one was established
to rush into pr!n: for the purpo~e of being seen
PITTSBURG, Kan., Dec. !st.
here. So the prosp~ct is good thus far; and I
.Editors Herald:-I do not oftel) burden your or heard, or to give an irnpression that I am a
believe God has a people here, who will yet obey
successful laborer, when I fail' to see 'that sucpages wi.th. news concerning myself, and what I
the gospel. Many go from one schoolheuse to
cess; nor yet to impress the church with an idea
am doing in the great &truggle for eternal life;
anoth,~r to hear. the word dispensed;
May God
of my great dillgence when, p~rhaps, the facts
but
being
a.
believer
in
the
doctrine
o.f
"Reciprocbless them and give' them courage to obey.
are a stubborn denial. Moreover, !"recognize the
ity," J drop in occasionally, hoping that by so
I have found one•old time Saint herewho is
Herald as the Organ of the Church of Christ,the
doing,
others
.may
be
encouraged
to
"Reciproyet strong in, tliefaith; also Bro. Benjamfnl\:IiJ.
authorized medium through which the flock of
cate."
ler,. who once lived in Lameni.
· ·
For the last two months I have been earnestly
God 'should be fed, and that it is absolutely necYours in bonds,
el)deavoring
lift high the royal banner of King
essary that the bread of life should be brok!)n
JOHN SHIPPY.
Jesus; ·and in all rny twenty-five years experience
through its pages, so- that proper nourishment. be
in the church, I have never enjoyed greater degiven to our spiritual natures. Nor has anyone
'
.
. .BURR OAK, Mich., Dec. 4th.
gree of the gqod Spirit,. thanl havelnthlslength .a right to crowd its Pllg':s ·with chaff, or to·. BditorsHerald:....l:W.e came here and opem!d of time. I do not claim t.o hav~ had ~ny grand "darken counsel with words. without knowledge.''
·· upln §choolbuildinT-, occupying three tlmes,on or mir~culous deinm1stratlons of its power; I
If th.e Priesthood. of God has not be~n given to
Sunday, in d. each evening during the week; athave never been "carried .to the top of an exceedme for th~ purpose of expressing my .opinion
t:endance moderate!J" goo~.
believe, by the
ingly high mountain;" neither have I "seen. visthroughpreaching, neither has lt been glv~:n to
help of the Lon:!, we are cracking the ~hell,
ions or dreamed dreams.'' but whenever I have
me to publish that op!nionthrollgh writing' I
which consists of B'!!ptist, Methodist, Presbyter:
stood to spealdnhis name, there. has been a COl'\·. '\VaS orcjained to •preach .the gospe\, .and if the
ian apd atheistical . gumbo. Confessions are bestal).t lnpouring of Ug:ht and intelligence into the Spirit.ofGod l).'lOves upon me to write, it is that
ing made, arid idea!\ advanced, a ad the originat- .. soul, directing the word to be spoken, producing
I. may write iri harmony with that gospel; hence •
ors do not kno~ vvl).ere they (the ideas} belong,
a joy ~nd' peace unspeakable; and forcing me . to
thy necessity of)'lW carefully weighing eyery
but being disjg"usted ."~;Vith the stale, unreasonable,
exClaim, "Oh, how sweet and pleasant i.t ts to thought an(} ~crutinizing every wor'd, lest the
·.n.ess of sectism,evidentlythegoodSpii-it strives,
speakin the/~ood Master'.s na.me:"
. .
c,haff: dribble out with the Vl'heat1 and I spread
. and is succeedin'g in. dravving them~.llttle nearer.
My congregat!oqs,. although not y.ary large, darkii.ess instead of!ight; and thereby elldangt:Jr
th~ fold. We know where. their. enlightened
!')ave peen lin1Jsual\y attentive,and notwitl!lsta.ndthe souls of men.·
... ':ie.ws.will fitin, a11~where,ifthey are but loyal • in~ there appears .to bt; an unaccpuptabl~ rel.ucI have learned that ''All
.to the. promptings, the advanc~d. igeas
evep. , tar\~ejn obeying the gospel's just qemal)ds; yet,
ters,"alld.here Is~ethen
tua~ly place tll~m:
'.['h~re is sorne ()PpOsitio.n,
the l;lll~ious, eager eyil, the plea~ed; surprised; ilnc
taking todo anything:: in the
too,.put; it l!i pf'~J.ti'i!lPO(:UOU!i ~m;l !11il~.f9nn ~s
s.atisjjed.IO:ok,.Wcith tbe''~pirit's•s~re testim(,lny,
ous Vl'or,kwith()ut ,,,.,·.,.-,.,.• ,,.
tel]wplalnly, t~ll.tmltrl;Y Mmid!:ii"~~~ts
~ayll
b~l'lll,, .·~qJ;r~illilt
,", ,"
·,.,.,.'
'"'"'''
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we may h~ve the wisdom essential for the right
performance of .that duty, whatever it may be.
And Iam persuaded, that if ~ewere as mhuHul
of this duty of seeking unto him as we are to
rush into print, the pages of the Herald would
reflect a purer and more brilliant light than some
of them sometimes do, and none would have occasion to dread putting it Into the hands of
strangers; nor would they have"occasion to blush
when it was read by the keenest critics.
To,day it stands ahead of all publications (periodicals) for its purity of· thought and the genuine brilliancy of its light, but there is room for it
to "come up higher" and stand upon a loftier
plane, if all its contributors would comply" with
the directions
the Spirit and the instructions
of its Editor. May God enable us all to do so,
so that when in after years we read it to gather
the history of God's work from its pages, we may
not have cause to blush to see our names append-"
ed to any error we may have written.
I was appointed to the watchcare of the work
in the Little Sioux district, also to labor in Council Bluffs lmd Omaha. I recognize my insufficiency for such a work, and cannot boast that I
have done all I might have done; nor can I say
that the truth is making rapid progress. I believe that Elders Butterworth and Min tun are doing what they can liP extend the work in the
Little Sioux district; so is President Chambers
both in his calling as president and as bishop's
ag"ent; and a few local elders and priests are trying to spread the truth as their circumstances
permit; but many more who are equally responsible are not as mindful of their duties as I would
like to see them.
'
There could be mtore spirituality in the
branches if branch officials were more alive
themselves; but I am persuaded that the Saints
generally love the cause and that it is the one
object dear to their hearts. It is the seeding
time and that seed must have time to germinate,
then blossom and bear fruit, and then we trust
the gathering time will come, and we may have
a good report of sheaves garnered; but at present
our prospect is not flattering. I have long since
learned that it was my duty to break up the
ground, sow the seed, water It and labor diligently with a view to the harvest, whether the prospects were flattering or not. If no fruit was
borne I am not responsible, unless I have failed
to do my duty. I have no right to lay aside my
implements and cease working because my efforts appear fruitless. He is the good soldier who
dtdends the right against all odds, even in the
face of apparent defeat. If he is not permitted
to see the victory in this life, he shall see it in
the hereafter; and his efiorts, feeble and fruitle$s
as they may appear, shall meet the approval of
our great Captain.
I have preached but little in the Little Sioux
district since general conference. I have tried
to break the bread of life in Council Bluffs and
Omaha, but I do not believe I am well adapted
to city missionary work. Congregations are not
large; only a few outsiders come to hear j yet I
believe good has been done. I think the Saints
have been strengthened, and where there was a
great lack of unity and the enemy had set up
barriers to prevent them coming together, I can
see the melting down of those barriers by the
warming influence of God's love, and steps are
ta:k~t1 tgw~rcls e11,ch ot4er 1 l}ot with clutghed

of

fists; bufwlth hands open to clasp each .other as
brethren; and while perfect . unity is not yet
manifest, I firmly believe it will triu~ph; for I
am persuaded they love the cause of truth;
I thank God for the'loving influence of woman
as an important factor in the church, and" can
recognize its benefits; and so long as they shall
work with an eye single to the glory of God an:d
in the sphere in which God has called them, they
will be found no .mean factors in the marvelous
work of the .last days, and will be entitled to
equal honors in the kingdom of glory with their
mille coworkers. I ha-ve been pleased to see
woman's influence in the church in all its history,
and love to honor it.
· I think the appeal .from the Presidency, the
Bishopric and the Home Column and others
for a united effort to provide for the poor, establish a college for the education of the young, and
to furnish the missionaries on the islands of the
sea with a suitable vessel to convey them from
island to island, that they may bear the glad tidings of life and salvation to every island, is timely and necessary; and I am persuaded that the
sooner we put our hands to the accomplishment
of these purposes the sooner will the windows of
heaven be opened unto us, and such blessing1 be
given as we have n:ot conceived of.
Laboring and praying for the prosperity of
Zion's cause, I remain, in hope,
CHARLES DERRY.

¢nmmunhtafinns.
under this head.do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.
W"" Write on one side of the paper only.
ARTlOLEB

DO WE NEED A COLLEGE?

WHILE considering the advisability of a
college building, which some claim is
sorely needed for educating the young
and preparing the ministry in the church,
it might not be out of place to present a
few questions for clear and careful consideration and answer.
· The church has existed for sixty years,
during which time neither God nor his
people have seemingly thought of the
necessity of such institutions, but have got
along admirably well without them, the
Lord ever being· ready and able to supply
every want to those worthy of it. This
being the case, (and many God-fearing
Saints will testify that it is), the question
may naturally arise with some others as
well as myself, Is there any good reason
for erecting institutions of that kind at this
late day? In the first place, then, if it is
true that the young in the church are suffering because of the need of such a school,
where they could attain to a higher Christian standard, how about t~e thousands
whom circumstances make it impossible
to avail themselves of such an opportunity?
And if the exalted position in the kingdom of God here and hereafter d~pends
upon the progress in this life, and such
progress is obtainable only in an institutioq of tqat kind, must these unfavored

ones beassigned a lower degree of glory
than their educated and more fortunate
brethren? If not, w hatis the use of this
scholarship? And if so, where, do we
look for the justice in the case?.
Again. Can we reasonably expect the
world to .believe we are sincere when we
declare before them that'we verily believe
the coming of the Lord· is near, even at
the door, and at the same time, like thetn,
we build colleges for our children to spend
years in study, as if the present state of
things Was to last for generations?
Again. If that feeling take possession
of a young brother that he is unfit for the
ministry unless he firstgo through a course
of study in college, is there not danger of
him losing, in part, that confidence and
trust in God which the servants of God
have so long advised,' and in which they
"have never been disappointed?
And
would it not be too pleasing for anything
to see that we finally had to come round
to the rudiments of the world, and pattern
after them? I fancy I see a smile of satisfaction passing over the. countenance of
the learned reverends, and they will feel
more than ever, that the time for God to
inspire the preacher has passed, and that
the only way is to learn the profession as
thev did.
And again, this latter day work, of
which Isaiah speaks, is declared a marvelous work and a wonder, from the fact that
"The wisdom of the wise shall perish, and
the understanding of the prudent shall be
hid." Has it not lo'>t some of its marvelousness and wonder, when it follows in the
wake of the world in preparing its ministry in college,like other churches?
If we listen to a good and fluent speaker
handling his subject with ability, and are
told that he is a graduate from one of the
best colleges in the land, we would say,
"It is no marvel or wonder that he is able
to make a g0od speech;" but if we are
told that that man never had anything but
a common school education, and not a
very good one at that, we would say, "It
is wonderful with what power and ability
he speaks."
With this latter day work, beginning
with the young seer, and all the way along,
the marvel and wonder has been how the
elders, and even lay members have been
able to compete with the learned of this
world; the power attending them-as they
reason with men on the word of God has
been wondered at because of ·their being
mostly of the uneducated, and have been
the means, largely, of convincing men
that it was the Spirit and power of God
which inspired them. Now if we adopt
the rudiments of the world in educating
men for the ministry, are we not admitting
its plan the proper one after a!T? And
does not the work of God lose some of its
marvelousness therebv?
Now a few thoughts on Bro. Duncan's
article. I agree with the brother that it is
desirabh~ to be able to speak the English
language correctly, (being a foreigner myself I feel the great need of it many times,)
but I believe that no man or woman born
in this country in our day has any excuse
for speaking itincorrectly; this country i~
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full of schools, or at least well supplied
water," and after baptism "came up out of
WHO IS A CHRISTIAN?-No. 2.
with them, so that every child can obtain
the water."
a good common education without much OR A WORD WITH . PROFESSORS OF REAgain it is represented by a burial, and
LIGION AS WELL AS WITH NONexpense, and without traveling very far;
people are not buried either now, nor were
PROFESSORS.
and it is the duty of all parents to see that
they in Paul's day, by having a few grains
their children get it. As for religious in2 I. What are the ordinances of the of sand, or a cupful of earth sprinkled or
struction, I .believe it devolving upon gospel of Christ, or of the kingdom of poured on their heads, neither by being
parentsto instruct and teach, as command- heaven?
buried on their knees with their heads
·
ed in the Book of Covenants. And, after
Ans.-One ~ baptism by immersion for bowed forward on their breast, but were
arriving at the years of a~countability, remission of sins.
laid in the tomb as Jesus was, and Lazarus
every young man and woman in the
The importance of being baptized is was, and as the patriarchs and prophets
church should post themselves in useful seen in ·the fact that God has made it were. So in baptism we are laid in the
knowledge from good books, as much as essential to the obtaining of forgiveness water, face upward, as people are buried,
circumstances will permit; not forgetting of sins. That this is the fact, the follow- and we are .to be raised up in the likeness
to seek wisdom from above as directed ing argument will clearly show:of Christ's resurrection; who, being laid in
in the Scriptures, and lay aside every
the tomb, face upward, as was the Jewish
I. "There .was a man sent from God,
habit that hinders them in their onward ' whose name wasJohn."-,John I : 6.
custom, rose, of course, face upward, and
course in the kingdom of God; and thus,
left the tomb face forward; and he was
2. He was sent to baptize with water.
by watchfulness and prayer, prepare them- (John I : 33).
not placed in the tomb on his knees, and
selves for the duties to which they are ~or
3· He baptized the people in the river arose up backward, and left the tomb
may be called. I verily believe this is the of Jordan, upon the confession of their backward. That baptism is represented
preparation the voice of the Spirit had sins. (Mark. I: 5; Matt. 3: 6).
by a burial is clearljy ·taught in Romans
.
reference to in our meetings at the late re4· He preached the "baptism of repent- 6:4, .and Colossians 2:12.
union.
It is also represented by a planting.
ance for remission of sins." (Mark I : 4;
So fan1s ridicule and the frown. of the Matt. 3: I I ; Luke 3: 3).
(Rom. 6: 5)· All seed is covered and hidworld is concerned,· as ·Bro. Duncan al5· Peter being sent of Jesus Christ, den by the s.oil in which it is placed; ancl
ludes to, it would be pleasant of course, to taught the people to "Repent and be bap- even if the earth is sprinkled or . poured
avoid that; but until the time comes when tized . . • for remission of sins."-Acts upon the seed, enough is so used as to
the Saints shall dwell together, I am of 12:38.
cover the seed entirely, or to bury it; and
the opinion we will have to endure it, to
6. Ananias being sent of Jesus Christ so baptism might be performed if a person
some extent at least; and I do .not con- direct to Paul to tell him what to do.; (he sh.ould be placed in a .vessel sufficiently
sider that good cause for building a college, being in turn promised by the Lord Jesus , large, and water sprinkled or poured upon
when but a comparatively few .could shield that he should be told what to do), said to him until· he is completely covered by it,
themselves, while their less favored broth- him: "Arise, and be baptized, and wash but then. it would be the same as an im~
ers and sisters must continue to endure away thy sins, calling on the name of the mersion, or b!Jrbl in water. And seed is
these slight afflictions. And after all, Lord."~Acts 22: 16.
not planted as some people practice imwhen we think. of the persecution the
7· Paul informed Titus that "Not. by me:t;sion, viz.,. seed is not planted, then
Saints endured in the early time of the ·works of righteousness which we have taken tip, planted again, and· then taken
church, .the pe:t;secution we endure now is done, but according to his mercy he saved up, and planted the third time. Reader,
not wort:h mentioning.
us, by the washing of·. regeneration,. and have you been baptized by immersion for
Finally, while we.are admonished to renewing of the Holy Ghost." - Titus remission of. your sins? Have you been
purify and hpmble ourselves, and come up 3= 5·
buried. with Christ by baptism into death?
.
higher, I failt9 understand it to mean to
8. J esqs taught the s.ame doctrine by and have you risen out of the water to
build colleges for the perfecting of God's saying, "Except a man be born of water walk in newness of life, or entered upon
people at this late hour;. but rather for and of the Spirit, he cannot enter into the a new life, being "born of water"? Or were
every son and 1daughter in Christ to lay kingdom of God."-,-John 3: 5·
you simply sprinkled; poured, or .imasiqe every: w~ight of sin, . and lt!t their
9· Peter taught that we are s.aved by mersed, because you had already put on
light shine before men everywhere, and in b11ptism when he said,
like figure Christ (as yoti have supposed) in some
every station i~ life as it becomes a .child whereunto even baptism doth also now other way than by or through baptism?
of God. And! honestly believ~ if this is save us (not the putting away of the filth Or were you baptized because your sins, .
done no ljrother" or !',i~ter vvill ever have of the flesh but the answ~r of a good .con- were .remitted as you. thought, in some .
cause to feel ashamed, or lack divine assist- science toward God), by the resurrection other way than through faith, repentance,
ance in presen~ing. or defending the cause of Jesus Christ."-I Peter 3: 21.
and baptism? Do you believe that Christ
of Christ.
·
.
is the door of the sheep-fold? And if so
Io; W.e do not put on Christ except in
As I shall not reply to. any answer that baptism. •1F or as many of .You as have been have you been. baptized into Ghrist, and
~ay be given.: to this article, I wi~h to
baptized into·Christ, have put on Christ;" thus entered into the fold through the
state,jn order that I may not be. misun- so of course as many of you as havc;J not "door," or haye you tried to. get . in by
derstood, I am' not opp()J;)ed to any school . been: baptized into Christ, have not pt)t on climbing the wall, .or tried to enter through
or college bein;g builtin ~amoni, or any- Christ; and if you "have not put hinionf a breachyou made in the wall?
where. else.. It may be a good thing for you are n()t in h~m; ~ridif not in him,y0u
Baptism i~ also represented by a birth,
the town and forthe Saipts living in the are not "new c~eatures'' in him; and if not being "born of water," as Testis called it.
immediate neighborhood. It is the claim '.'new .crea~ures in Cl)rist Jesus," you have In the mother's womb the unborn child is.
that is. made fO,r the great necessity of the not been born again; if .not born again, imnrersed in water, being eqveloped in a
church in genera~ for such an. institution; you are hot the children of God; and if membraneous sac filled witn water, the
that I cannot~eemy way clear in; and you are not the children. of God, you are birth of;, o.r out .of the water of a fleshly
while I inay be considered not upto times. not Christians.. That Chri# is put. on }n begotten child,, is· a· type oft he birth. of, or
in our pn?gres~ive age, I will say I believe. baptism, see Galatians 3: 27; Romans . out of the wate.r of baptism,by tbe spirit~
6:~
.
.
i~ progr~ssionwherever it is a progress,
ually .1Jegott¢n child, that is; the one bebut the .old established, time-tried way .()i
22, That baptism is to beperfoxmed by gotten through or by. the. gospel.. .It is
God in c.alling-• and. qualifying men (and lmmersion.i.s.not onlyshow~ by.thefact not until after the fleshly child is bqrn of.,
women too; for. that IJliltter) .for service in. thatJohn baptized the people and al~o the or out. of t.he water, that it breathes the .
his. chur(!h and:)drigdom, is diflieult to. im- Son ofGod himself in theriver of Jordan, · air, ;'lnd begins. a new. mode ()f kind of·
prove .ori·; andl eo~fess I rather like it.
and so it is .not until after the
; but also by the fact that Jesus after being·
Your:,> for truth, . .
· .. ..
baptized, ca)11e. up . "out of the water.''
,--,.,--"-.., child is
of or<
·(John3: 16); also in the fact that ~h:ilip
FREP,JOHN"~o:N ..
.f!:~¢t.the ~unw<;q ''w~nt. down bofhJ.9.t<f th~

".Tne
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It must be th~~ if a fleshly b)rth is a type
birth; and the Son of. God
hi~self used the figure,
. Hut .some cl?im, and perhaps you do,
dear reader, that the birth of .the Spirit
precedes the bi~th of the "\)\tater, and you
may claim to. have experienced it .. But as
we. have seen, there must beanporrespondence. between a natural and the spiritual
birth; and as a child does not breathe the
life giving air while in the. womb of the
mother, neither can a spiritual .. child
breathe the divine atmosphere until it is.
born of water.
·
. Until a person i!l Born of water in baptism, he is yet in his. sins, for baptism is
·for remission of sins r~pented of, and until they are forgiven, a person is in a naturaL or unregenerate state; and such being the case, the Spirit .of God is not given
to them; for· as Paul says, "The natural
[that is .the unregenerated] man receiveth
not of the things oft he Spirit of God, for
they are foolillhness unto him: neither can
he know them, because they are spiritual·ly discerned."-1 Cor 2: 14.
And in every case but one found recorded in the Bible, (and that one was an exception to the general rule, and was f~r a
special purpdse) the baptism of water preceded (and not followed) ,the. baptism of
the Sp1rit. John promised all whom pe
baptized with water, that Christ should
afterward baptize them with the Holy
Ghost. Jesus himself did not receive the
baptism of the Spirit until after he was
baptized sf John in the river of Jordan.
(See Matt. 3: r6, I 7). . Christ himself
placed the birth of water before the birth
of the Spirit (John 3: 5); so does Paul in
Titus 3: 5· Peter promised the gift of the
Holy Ghost on condition of repentance and
baptism, (Acts 2: gS). The Samaritans
received the Holy Spirit after baptism,
(Act~ 8: 12-!9)· The Ephes1ans received
the Holy Ghost also, after being baptized
by Paul. Now have you dear reader received of the new birth in God's appointed way; that is, have you been begotten
of the gospel ®f the kingdom of God? have
you been buried in the water in baptism,
and born of, out of the water (like a natural child is)? have. you been born of the
Spirit as a child breathes the life giving
air after its birth out of the water? Can
you receive the "new birth" in any other
way than God's way? If :fOU have not
been Scripturally begotten and born, are
you then a child of God? If not; how can
you be a Christian? If you are a child of
God and he is your Father, then you are
begotten by him, and that too by his
"word" or "gospel," and born of the water
in baptism, and then of his Spirit.
But see here! if baptism has such an important part to play in this matter of the
new birth, can you suppose that as it is an
ordinance in the house or kingdom of God,
what he will permit Tom, Dick and Hi!lrry,
so to speak, to act the accoucher in this
case; or will he have it done by those
whom he has called and appointed to this
work? Think of this, for it may be of
more importance than you imagine. God
may not accept your baptism at the ha,nds

has aright to offitiate .as a priest of God
in administering .eithe;t fleshly or spiritual
sacrifices except .he is· called of God, as was
Aaron. At;~d he was called .and ordained
at the hands of the prophet Moses. "No
man taketh this honor unto himself."~ ·
Heb; 5:4. Of course many thinkJhat they
take it, but they do not after all; beeause
it being God's Role prerogative, through
Christ, to call men to act for hi¢. in any
office, he will not acknowledge the work
of anyone whom he has not called; and
particularly will he not qualify anyone
whom he has.not called. Have you been
baptized by an authorized, or called and
qualified servant of God? Or it you have
been, are you sure that you have been begotten by the gospel .of the kingdom of .
God; that is, did you understand th.e king~
domofGod fully when you were baptized?
or were you hurried. into the 'water by
someone whm1e zeal was greater than his
judgment?. Did he prove that he was
called and qualified of God, by preaching
to you first the fullness of the gospel; that
is, the kingdom of God in its fullness?
23. Have you received the Holy Spirit
in the divinely appointed way? That is,
did you receive i.t as did the people of God
eighteen hundred years ago? Do you ask
what was the way by which the Spirit of
God. wa's given? · We answer by or
through the laying on of hands ofthe servantsof God. See Acts 8: 12-19; 9: 17;
19:J-:'6, 2 Tim. 1:6.1 Tim.4:14. Read
all these passages carefully. :Now did it
ever occur to you that the laying on of
hands had a part to play in the matter of.
the ;new birth? It is an important and
essential feature in the matter of a fleshly
birth as a rule. Think a moment and you
will understand how the physician or attendant assists in the act of birth. So the
ministry lay hands on the heads of those
who are born out of the water in baptism,
that they may receive the new life, which
comes through the receiving of the. Holy
Ghost. Have you thus been assisted in the
new birth by duly authorized and qualified
ministers ·of Christ? Have you received
the Holy Ghost through the laying on of
the hands of the iiiervants of God? If not,
perhl:tps you have not in truth been born
of the Roly Spirit. God has appointed
the ordinancll of the laying on of hands in
his church; and it always belongs in that
church. It may not be an ordinance in the
churches devised, created and established
by men.
Did it ever occur to your mind, dear
reader, that Jesus Christ is not a polygamist? You may ask what do we mean by
that question? We answer that the church,
that is, his church, is his "bride," or the
"Lamb's wife." If he has more than one
church, then he has as many wives as he
has churches. He has but one church, of
which he is the head; and like the head of
every human body, he directs the movements of his body, the church, not by his
written word or law alone, but by his
Spirit. He is absent from the body on
earth. but he holds constant communication with his members through his Spirit.
Therefore his church receives continued

But, ~ays one, I do not believethat. There
are m?.ny things that . people do. not. be~
li.eve, .that other people know to be facts.
Christ's body.or Ghyrch kn<iws whether he
communicates his. mind and will to them
throughthe. Holy Ghost... Of course he
does not cornmunicate his ..will except to
those. who are willing to re<;eive it and are·
entitled. to receive it. A wifeknows more
about her husband's desires, mind and will,
and receives his attentions,. enjoys his so~
ciety, and understands his plans much
battter ~n eyery way than any otberwoman
on earth, as. is her right and privilege.
"But," s:1ys one, "we all have his mind
aad will,and pleasure relating to his wife,
which he wvote or caused' to be written
away back eighteen centuries ago.. Wi;
have the. history of his courtship, .and espousal of his bride as writhm by those to
whom he revealed his secrets, or who knew
of his doings and sayings."
True, but because someone has written
what he said to and did for. his bride eighteen centuries ago, you will.take his treasured communications to her, and his compliments paid to her, and his promises
made to her, and the manifestations of love
toward her, and appropriate them all to
yourself, and that 'without being able to
show that you are his bride at all! You
say that you love him; but. that is nothing
new for some women· to iove another
woman's husband; but where is the evidence of your ·love for him? He gives
you the test himself-here it .is: "If ye
love me keep my commandments." Again:
"Ye are my friends if ye do whatsoever I
command you.",....-John 14: 15; 16: 14. Do
you "do whatsoever he hfls commanded
you," providing what he commanded other
people applies to you? We suppose your
ministers take the commandment of Jesus
to his personal friends-the apostles-and
which applied to them only, and apply it
to themselves, and assume that they, like
the apostles, were to "Go ye therefore and
teach all nations,· baptizing them in the
name of the Father, and of the Son, and
of the Holy Ghost: teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you." And they preach something else than the "kingdom of God" as the
gospel, of which they seem to understand
but little; and instead of goinjf into all the
world and preaching the gospel to every
creature, they locate or settle down as
pastors over local con~regations for from
five to fifty years. And instead of commanding the people to "observe all things
whatsoever" Je&us commands tpem, they
say that he does not speak to or command
them directly at all as he did his servants
in former days; and instead of commanding the people to "observe all things whatsoever" Jesus commanded the early day
'church, they say, that some things are done
away and are no longer needed; and other
thingi'l that the apostles did, such as baptize
for remission of sins, they pervert to
sprinkling or pouring, as "an outward sign
of an inward work of grace," or as a sign
that the person· so sprinkled is a Christian;
and instead of laying on of hands for the
healing of the sick, and for the gift of the

of Mny but his lmthorized agents, No man

revelation from him through his Spirit,

Holy Ghqst, they say 1 "Employ doctors if
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you are sick;" and teach that there is "no
Holy Ghost to be felt or enjoyed as in former. days; and in some places they say the
Holy Ghost is only known, or understood
by. whaJ he caused men to write in the
Scriptures, which are therefore spiritual
words or the .words of the Spirit, but it is
not experienced as a power that leads men
and women to prophesy, or speak in
tongues unlearned by them; nor to heal
the sick, or work miracles; it d~ not reveal the fu~ure, nor teach the mind and
will of God to men to-day; and very few
believe that God deals with his people today as in former days. However he does·
act toward his church to-day as in former
times, and his people know that he does.
25. Where can the true church be
found?
A most important question, indeed. Let
us see.
(a) What isits proper name? Ans.If she· is the wife or bride of the Lord
Jesus Christ, it should take his name. Paul
says the whole family in heaven and earth
is named after Jesus Christ, (Eph. 14, I 5)·
His name proper is Jesus, for the word of
Christ is a title, an official designation, as
much so as the word "President," or "Governor," or "Emperor," or "Czar." He is
frequently called "the Christ," or· "Jesus,
the Christ." So his church could not bear
his name if it were called "Christian
Church," for h1s name is not "Christian,"
nor even if called "The Church of Christ."~
To leave out "Jesus" in the name of the
church is to leave out the Christ's name.
By command of God through an angel,
his name was to be called Jesus. So it is
folly to say that ,we are called ~'Christians"
in honor of the name of the Son of. God,
for if we .wish to honor his "name" as well
as his "office," v.re should be called Jesus.
ians instead of Christians; but properly
the term shouldr be the Church of Jesus
Christ; or if not, that which seems better
still, the .Church, of Jesus, the. Christ.
But, strange to say, .all churches clairrJ
to be the Churc::h of Jesus Christ; but. say
they, c)ur name )is Presbyterian, or Baptist, or MethOdist, or Disciples, or Adventist, or ])unkar~s, etc, Now is ~there a
Presbyterian Cqurchof Jesus .Christ, and
a Baptist Church of Jesus Christ, and a
Metho.dist Church of Jesus Christ, etc~,
.etc.? Or one Church of Jesus. Christ of
Presbyterians, a~d another Church ofJ es11sChrist of Baptists, etc., etc.? Or are
they all one church called the Church of
Jesus Chris~ of Presbyterian- Episco'palian -Congregational- Universalist- Methodist,Baptist-Adventist-Calvinistic Arminian~Disciples? ,Is. not the name ''Jesus"
("precious name") with his glorious title
"the Christ" enqugh for us.
.· . .'.
(b) What is. the form of .the church as
to its organization. ·
· Is it Episcopalian, that is, governed by
a House of Bishpps.? No,forwhileit con~
tains Bishops,tht')ydo not go:vern the body.
I.s it :Presbyteriim? Nq, for whil~ it .con."
tains.Presbyters or Elders they are ?nly a
.patt of its government. Is it C.ongrt:ga"
tional? No'· for '\-Vhile Congregations
chogse ~heir own ofJ'icers, yet t:he ~6dyis
~ot.~g()v~rned

by .the
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not Methodist, for while it'has forms and any are not "Saints" they are not im fact
methods of church work, yet itfis governed .members of,the bodv of Christ, but are as
by the revelations and laws of God, and it were, warts, moles, carbuncles, bunions,
not by human methods. It is not Baptist, etc., which often are found upon the hufor while it baptizes, it considers baptism man body, and which while attached to
but only one of the ordinances of the gos- the body are not members or organs of
pel, and it might)s well call itself Faith· the body, but are blemishes and excresist, or Repentantist, or, Confessionist, as eences. Are you a Christian? Or rather,
well as Baptist. It is not Adventist, for are you a Saint of God in the~e latter
while it believes in the second corning of days? If so you are a Christian, or rather,
you are a lively member of the Church of
~hrist, it can see no sense in selecting one
1tem of gospel truth for a church name; it Jesus the Christ.
z6. And now to sum up on the quesmight as well call itself Resurrectionist or
Millenial-Reignist as Adventist. Is it a tion, Who is a Christian?
I. One who believes the gospel of the
Church of Disciples? No, for while it
contains disciples or learners, it contains kingdom of God.
z. And who repents of sin and dead
also teachers, who instruct the church.
No, its form of Church Government is works;
3· And who is baptized by immersion
Apostolic and Prophetic, for God placed
in his church as the first and leading and at the hands of a duly authorized adminisgoverning powers in the Church, "Apos- trator.
4, And who receives the Holy Spirit ·
tles and Prophets." These apostles being
sent of God to regulate the aff,,irs of the through the laying on of hands of the
church; and the prophets who are the elders of the church.
5· And who is led by the Spirit of God
spokesmen for God, make the church a
theocracy, or a divinely governed church, in his or her thoughts, words, desires and
·
or one led by divine revelation. Its form . deeds.
6. And who lives hy every word that
is Apostolic, Prophetic, Evangelical, Pastoral, etc; It is a kingdom, even the proceedeth out of the mouth of God.
7· And who denies himself of all ungod"kingdom of heaven."
.
(c) Its basic foundation is the "Rock" of liness and worldly lusts, and who Jives
revealed and eternal truth, that is, the gos~ righteously, soberly and godly in this
pel of the kingdom of God. Its founda~' present evil world.
8. One who has been begotten by the
tion stones ate ap()stles and prophets. Its
chief corner stone is J e~us Christ, the word of truth, and born of water and of
apostle and prophet and high priest of the Spirit, and thus has become a son of
God; but as the term chief corner stone God, and ·who because he is a son, re
implies there are other stones, at le.ast c.eives the Spirit of Christ into his heart
three, who are like the chief corn~r stone, whereby he is enabled to cry, Abba,
Father.
th~refore apostles and prophets and high
9· And who is content with the name
pnests;
(d) Its ordinanances are as administered of Jesus Christ, and does not wish tobe
called after any name or doctrine, or form,
tp penitent believ'ers of the gospel. ( 1)
Baptism by immersion for remission' of or principleo .
Io. And who receives and enjoys the
sins. (2) Layin_g_ on of hand" for tbeiift
of the Holy Spmt, a.nd for confirmation, "signs" which follow the tru.e believer;
and for the healing of the sick, arid for or- and who also manifests the fruits of the
dination purposes. (3) The.. Lord's S1,1p~ Spirit.
And he or she who has not been begotper, or administration of bread and wine
as emblems of the s11fferings and death of ten by the word of. truth, the gospel of
the kingdom, and who has no~.been born
the Son of God.
(e) Its doctrine is faith in .God, •. in of water, and of the Spirit,,and'who has
Christ, in the Holy Ghost, in the gospel; not .been baptized into Christ, and thus
in the resurrection of the dead and in put on Christ, is not in Christ, and is, of
eternal judgment; in Christ's coming and course, not a new creature in ChriSt Jesus;
reign on earth over Israel, and over all na- and who is therefore not born again, and
tions. It holds to the necessity of repent- is therefore in sin, and qut pf Christ, and
-r: w.. s.
. ance of, or from sin and dead works. It be" . is not a Christian.
lieves that aU the spiritual gifts that the
church enjoyed eighteen centuries ago, are
IN BOTH BINDINGS; NOW READY.
tobeenjoyed now: and it knows that it
does possess and enjoy them,
"WHAT IS MAN?"
By ELDER J ~ R. LAMBERT, i
(f) And wher~ shall such a church be
foundr A church which)s c;.tHed by the b110~ ready. A thorough treatioe. on immortality, alid
expose of mortal-soulism; 250 pages.
name of Jesus Christ, which has the apos- a coml'lete
J,>aper covers,. per copy, ·
50c.
tolico-pr()phetic organization and the faith
Cloth
75c.
above named; and which experiences the
Food for Thojlght, paper covers 25c;
Per dozen ·
$2.00.
divine gifts, etc~, etc. We answer, where
Patriot one year anclFQod for rhoti.ght 1':15.
it will be least expected, even .in theJ.orm
'~ '6-~on~he:,,, ~ 4/ i~
70C.
of !he '.'Reorganized ~burch ot Jesus ~ WRITE 'US. ¥OR TERMS To. A<JrEN~S. . .
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·
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theyb~ not stained v~dth theblooctof our · upon ti:J.e plates of Nephi), died, and his
[From Independent Patriot.]

CLARK. BR.ADEN" REVIEWED.---,No. 7·
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arE) told,'' says .Elder Bra:de·n, "that
Jesus is the very eternal Father; Proof?"
W.here dot')s. he. expect us to get the proof?
If we bring it from the. Bible, we •are
gravely told that that is rio proof at all, ,as
wicked men can speak and write the truth,
according to the Scriptures, .as well as
righteous ones. Why does Elder Braden
appeal to the Bible when he thinks it is
on his side, if it is no proof for us when
bn our side? What right has he to do
this?. And when it comes to a question
of doctrine, like the one we are considering, if it is flbt to be settled by the Bible,
by what authority is it to be settled? Will
Elder Bra.den please explain?
The Bible teaches that Jesus is our Creator; that by him, through him, and f<?r
him, were all things created. (John r :
w; Colossians I : I6). He is frequently
called God in the New Testament; and
that he is called the Son of .God, all are
aware. He is also . .called hy Isaiah the
prophet,-. "The Mighty God, The Everlasting Father, the Prince of Peace."Isaiah 9:6.
The Book of Mormon teaches that
Jesus is our Creator; thatby him, through
him, and for him, were all things created.
lt calls him God, the Son of God, and the
"very Eternal Father," or "the Eternal
Gi:ld." Where is the conflict?
. Elder Braden cries for "proof." When
he comes before the people affirming the
Book of Mormon is a fraud, and is entirely .of human origin, it is his business to
furnish the evidence to sustain his claim~s.
Elder Braden objects to the BooJ<: of
Mormon, because, as. he says, it teaches,
that the swords of the converted Lamanites were cleansed bv the blood of Christ.
Why does Elder ·Braden pass over so
many points without either quoting or
reading from the very book which is on
trial? Why not let the book speak for
itself?
~
Here are the facts in the case. Many
6f the Lamanites had been converted and
they refused to take up arms, any more,
against their brethren, the Nephites.
Their king, Lamoni, delivers an address
to his brethren who had been converted,
presenting his views. Now, suppose Elder Braden could sbow some of these
views to be erroneous, would that make
the history false? Certainly not. Because
Simon wanted to purchase the gift of God
with money, after he had been baptized,
it does not prove' that the Acts of the
Apostles, ascribed to Luke as the. historian,
is a fraud. (Acts 8th chapter).
But let us see how much there is in tl:e
criticism. Book of Mormon, page 271,
paragraph 6: "Now my best beloved
brethren, since God hath taken away our
stains, and our swords have become bright,
then let us stain our swords no more with
the blood of our brethren. Behold, I say
\Jnto ;rou, let us n:tain our swords? that

brethren: for perh:'(p~ if. vve should stain ~on Amos kept it in his stead; and he kept
our swords agail;l, they cal1 no. more be 1r upon the plates ()f N ephialso; and he
washed bright through. the blood of the ·kept it eighty and .fopr years,. and there
Son of our great God, which shall be sbeu was still peace in the. land, save it were. a
for .the atoirement of. our sins,» . . ... . .
small part of the people who had revolteu
From fhe above language, which is but from the church, and. took upon them the
a short extract/ from the King's s:peech, narne of Lamanites; .therefore there began
we learn {I} that. he l,lnderstood thaUhey to be Larnanites again .in the land."""'"were saved and made pure through the Page 479, paragraph 6. .
atonement of the Son. of God; . iind. (2)
From the Closing part·. bf paragraph 5,
that when he speaks of their swords being w~ learn that ah hundre<'J . and ten yean
"washed bright through the bl:ood of the had passed away before Nephi . died.
Son," he. tl&~s figurative lan~ruage which Amos,< who succ.eeded :r;.J ephi, kept the
is easilyunderstood and not at all iniprop- record 84 years, which br~ngs us to A. :o.
er. It is no more improper. for sword's to I94· They were alt converted in A. D. g6,
be "stained" by Critne, and. "washed SO the .time which intervened was I 58 '
bright through the blood of the Son of years! At the expiration, of this time they
. our great God," than. it . is for individuals did not all turn. into ·Lamanites again, as
to defile their garments through sin, and Elder Braden puts it, but "a small parf of
make them pure and white through obe- the people revolted .from the church," and
dience to the gospel. . Revelations 3: 4: '•there began to be Lamanites again in the
"Thou hast a few narnes even in Sardis land." This last account'is not in the next
which have not d~filed their garments; paragraph, as Elder Braden stated. The
. and thev shall walk with me in white." statement of their conversion is in para"
Revelations 7: If: ."And he said to rne, graph 2; thatofthe small dissension which
These are they which came out of great occurred, in paragraph 6. These five
tribulation, apd have washed their robes, paragraphs cover a perioq of I 58 years.
and made them white in the blood of the
Such. work as this opens the eyes of
Lamb:" .
those who wish to see men and things as
We cannot think that Elder Braden they are, and they are no longer at a loss
supposed there was anything in this ob- to understand why Elder Braden can so
jection, for such a supposition on his part, readily denounce his opponents as "liars"
would compel us to believe him to be al- and "cowards," "For out ofthe abundance
niost grossly ignorant. The probable of the heart the mouth speaketh."~Mat
t:mth is that he catered to the supposed thew I2: 34·
ignorance of a certain class of hearers in
Elder Braden now cites the Book of
orqer to appear to make a point against Mormon, page 49I 1 paragraph I, but he
the Book of Mormon. However, such an finds again, that it will suit his purpose
effort places a man 'Very low as a critic, better to neither read mor repeat the pasand ini::iicates that his case is a bad one.
sage. The Book of Mormon is a terrible
Elder Braden says: 11 I do not know thing-just horrible to think about~but it
why they buried their weapons of peace." suits Elder Braden much better, a great
If he had read a portion of paragraph 7, deal of the time, to tell how it reads than
on same page, he might ea'sily have found it does to read it. Why does it? Who is
out. It reads as follows:
it that is seeking to deceive the people,
';And now it came. to pass when the those. who are co~tstantly calling attention
king had made an end of these sayings, to the. Bible as the leading standard of auand all the people were assembled to- thority, and trying the statements of all
gether, they took their swords, and all . other books claiming to contain revelations
the weapons which were used for the from God by this . standard, (allowing
shedding of man's blood, and they did them to speak for themselves) or those
bury them up deep in the earth; and this who tell us that this question cannot be
they did, it being in their view atestimony settled by the Bible; and when condemnto God, and also to men, that they never ing the Book of. Mormon and Doctrine
would use weapons again for the shedding and Covenants studiously prevent these
of man's blood."
books from fully and fairly speaking for
Elder Braden refers to page 478, and themselves?
then says: "Millions were converted, but
After naming the page, Elder Braden
.in the next paragraph they are all turned says: "The plates were full. No more
into Lamanites again."
room. What did he write on?" The
Here our critic represents this whole- record does not say the plates were full.
sale conversion as though it was accom- Let us read it.
plished in a few minutes of tirne; and
"Behold my father hath made this
then, in the next few minutes, they were record, and he hath written the intent
all turned into Lamanites again! Let us thereof. And behold, I would write it
read the account:
also if I had room upon the plates; but I
"And it came to pass in the thirty and have not; and ore I have none, for I am
sixth year, the people were all converted alone."
unto the Lord, upon all the face of the
Mormon had written the "intent," or
land, both Nephites and Lamanites, and purpose of the record. Moronidesired to
there were no contentions or disputations write also, but there was not room enough
among them and every man did deal just- upon the plates, so he contented himself
ly one with another."-Paragraph 2.
with adding such items of history and doc" And it came to pass that Nephi, he trine as were necessary before hiding up the
that kept th~s last record, (and he kept it record~ fie flll~d up the plates which M
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had, but there was not room on these
plates for these additional items of history
and doctrine, and also a ·statement of the
purpose or design of the record, such as he
wished to write.
Now our attention is suddenly called to
another great blunder ( ?) of the Book of
Mormon, viz., the word "Jew" used before
the return from Babylonish .captivity. Elder Braden knows that this objection was
fairly met and shown to be foundationless,
by E. L. Kelley, in the Kirtland debate in
1884, and yet he continues to use it when
there is no opponent present who is at li.berty to. speak. Elder Kelley met the
objection in the following manner:
"As I examine these objections it becomes more and more apparent that Brother Braden has not made any criticism on
the Book of Mormon yet that will stand
the test of examination; neither will he.
That you may see ·how much his assertions are worth,just note the fact that he
said on the last evening of the discussion,
that the word 'Jew' was not krwwn to
Bible writers until after the J e.wish captivity. In 2 Kings 16: 6, the Kin~? of
"Syria drove the Jews from Elath." This
was ~;tbout ·742 before Christ, and 120 years
before the Jewish captivity. The word
Jew is found in J er~miah. 34:.9 1 590 years
before Christ, and long ·before ·the return
of the Jews from their captivity. The
word, was in use 710 years before Christ,
in the time of H;.ezekiah, Kipg of Judah, 2
Chronicles 32: r:8. It was applied to all
Israelites 58o years before· Christ, Daniel
8: 12, [3: 8].-~raden and Kelley Debate,
pages 126, I27.;
By reference :to what Elder Brafllen says
of the u15e of the word "Jew," as found pn
the 108th page iof the Braden and Kelley
l)ebate, it is eviiderit that after Elder Kelley~s reply on this point, he sev~rely revised his,statem~nts bdore allowing them
to go into print; and ev;en th~n, his weakness o~ this poii1t is clearly appatent.
Elder Braden objects to tht'! Book of
Mor.mon because.. it states that: before
Ghristcl{mein the :flesp the Holy Spirit
was given; that L~hi preached the. atoi:~e
ment 6oq years j b~fore Christ; that they
hacl a churcq ot churches among them.
· Tbe. above' )objections • .rnay .. be fairly
stated .in this fOrm: .The Bo.ok of Mormoriteach~s . th~t the . gospel is the only
· plan by which vrtat1 c~;tn be sav:ed, and that
it was preacqed:,.l!nd obeyed~ and was efficacious unto ~11 who properly received it
frpm the tim~ that man beca111e an alien to
God. Why dicfl not Eld.er Braden undertake to show that this. claim. is contrary to
the.teaching of .the Bible? He has•simply
and only .compared. tqe teaching of the
Bpok of .Morm?n ori these points with the
dogma of the ~hu;rch which he represents,
·thus virtually a~kingJhe people. to. take it
fo~ granted tha~ hischurch i!l right,> and,
per cpnsequence,al! that is i.n conflist with
his church is wrong. We t)lust remind
our critic that -vVha£tbe Disciple or Chr1s."
tian. C ia..urch believes and teaches is not the,
~tandard in this•co:ntro:v'er:sy;. They fare at
libett}'AP. believe, l;lrid iea<:h .wh~t they
.· t}l:in!t to .'l;l~ r~gl.i't, Ill' l;lr~ . all .9;tl;lers• bqf
.... w.·· hen it comes to •controversy, the Bible
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should be the standard. U the Book of
Mormon is in harmony .with the Bible, we
cannot consistently reject it because that,
OJ;l some points its teachings are plainer
and more complete. The question is,
Does the Bible teach that for more than
four thousand year,s the worlcfl was without the gospel? Peter says, speaking of
Christ, "N~ith.er is there salvation in any
other; for there is non.e other name under
heaven, given among men, whereby we
must be saved/'-1\.cts 3:12. "I am the
way, the truth and the life: no man
cometh unto the Father but by me."John 14:6.
Whoever, therefore, was saved before
Christ came in the flesh, was saved by and
through him. Christ "is the Savior of all
men, specially of those that believe."-I
Timothy 4: 10. He tasted "death for every
man."-Hebrews 2: 9· It must be, therefore, thatthe atoneme!'nt of Christ reaches
back to Adam and forward to the last man
who shalUive on the earth, and who shall
need salvation. In Revelations IS: 8,
Christ is called "The Lamb slain from the
foundation of the world;" ancfl in Hebrews
I3: 8, we have the significant statement:
"Jesus Christ the same yesterday, and today, and forever." He was., is, and will
be, the same Redeemer and Savior to; all
who i:>elieve on his name. No other view
places God before the people in his true
character-the God of justice, love, wisdom, power, impartiality, unchangeableness, of whom we read in the Bible.
Whoever is saved by Jesus Christ is
saved by the gospel. There· is no Christ
with put the gospel, and no gospel witl~out
Christ. Hence when . the apostles ~nd
ministers preached Christ to the people,
anciently, they als() presented to themthe
principles of the gospel.- I Cor. 2: g; 5;
I: I7; Act.s I6: go, gg; I0:47•. 48; wr8
with22:16; I9:I, 6;$:5, 6, 12, 13,'35•
g6.. If, theref.or.e, Jesus Christ was a Savior to the people b~fore he di~d on the
cross ,as we11 as afterwards, he was a Savior through the. gospel plan and qn.l y
plan which has been given of God for the
salvation of the human family. Paul was
rizg-ht. "But though we, ?ranangel from
he.ave.n preach al\y .other g.ospel unto. you,
than that which w-.e bave. preached un.to
you, let him beacct1rsed.?'.,.:C.:Galatianl'; I: 8.
John w~~ right. "'Whosoever transgresse.th, 'and abideth not in the doctrint\ of
Christ, .hath not God •.. He that abideth in
the doctrine of Christ, he. hath both the
Father and tbe Spn;".:_:z John 9th verse ..
This '\who.soever" makes it apply to every:
body,in all time, and establishes the .gos•
pel plan.as the only means by which· w-e
can come to God. ''Jesus Christ the same
y(!sterday; .ancl to-day, a,nd.for,.,ver.''
In .. Genesi.s 14: .r8-:zo, we ~ead that
''MekhiseJ.Iek, king of f'alelll, brou,ght
forth bread and wine; and be was the
prie!?t of th~ rposthigh God.". He bles.sed
Abraham, and Abrahat11 ''.gave him tith~s
pf all.'' ~In. Galatiap.s 3 : S(we read..that
the gospel was pref!,cb.~d unto Aora.ham,
"Saying,c. In·.·., thee sh~ll all nation~. qe
blesse<l;" . Did,AHrah~m, Isa~~ andJa<;ob
p~rtl).ke gf thi~ bl~s~ing apd ~~c~iye sah~a
'tion? · Ifso 1 . by whgm? ar:1d ,th;rq\lg~
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what means? Jesus said "That many
shall come from the east and west, and
shall sit down with Abraham, and Isaac,
and Jacob, in the kingcflom of hea\ en."Matthew 8: I I. In Hebrews 4: 2, we
read that the gospel was preached unto
the children of Israel in the wilderness.
In Hebrews I I: 25, 26, that Moses made
a wise choice, "Choosing rather to suffer afHiction with the people of God,
than to enjoin the pleasures of sin for a
season. Esteeming the reproach of Christ
greater riches than the treasures of Egypt;
for he hlld respect unto the recompense
of reward." Paul says of the children of
Israel who "passed through the sea," they
"did all eat the same spiritual meat; and
cflid all drink the same spiritual drink; for
they drank of that spiritual Rock that followed them; and that Rock was Christ."
- I Cor. IO: 4· Surely these ancient
worthies knew something of Christ and
the gospel.
Concerning the bestowment of the
Holy Spirit before Christ came in the
flesh, it is only necessary to say that it .is
the result of obedience to Christ or the
gospel, and hence Lelongs to the. people
of God in aU ages. We read in Numbers
I I: 24, 29, that the Spirit rested upon."the
seventy elders; and it came to pass, that,
when the spirit rested upon them, they
prophesied, and did not cease." Eldad
and Medad remained .in the camp, and the
Spirit rested upon them, "and they prophesied in the camp~" When Moses was infqrmed what was going on, he did not
say, "We must stop this, for it is about
1500 years too soon for the bestowment of
the spirit," but h,e talke.d in harmony yvith
what is written in the Book of Mormon.
''Would Gocfl that all the Lord's people
were prophts, and. that the Lord would
put hjs. Spirit upon them." How will El,
der Braden fix this up so it will harmonize.with his theology? Peter, when referring to the prophets, says: "But ho.lv
men of God spake as they were moved by
the Holy Ghost."-"-2 Peter 1: 21. H:ealso
says that the "Spirit of Christ" was in
~these prophets, "when it testified before~
hand the sufferings of Christ and the
glory that should. follow."-I Peter I: 1 I.
In the face. of thesedeclarations of Scripture, ·and many more similar ones, Elder
Bradenrejects the Book of Mormon, be.
cause they preachec:l the atonement, spoke
of "the sufferings of Christ, a:nd the glory
that . should follow,'' enjoyed the Holy
Spirit, etc.,before Christ came in the fle.sh!
The fact that the. Holy Spirit :was. not
given,· as, an abidmg comforter, V'J'hile
.Christ was with his people, isnot proper
grounds for. believing that rione .could recei.ve that Spirit before he came in th~
flesh. .
.. .
..
..·
Ekflesia is tbe Greek wotc:l fro.m :whicp
we get "church," and ,it liter,~lly mean~
~'that which. is called out." · Wherever
and whenever, therefore, . God had a
people. :whq truly belie:v:ecfl
him,. and
who..were c~Jlled otlt
· th
. to ·his
spechHseryice,they cOiiJStituted
Tbe.cburcb is.the
.~or: ~,sU,ph a~> .. sb,;.rll
Lord add¢d to
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to
the marvelous . the . .· of Mormon,
the book must beJaid to'one side at ol:rce.
The placirig of a Jwl!ll in the •bottom · of
each barge was not in conflict with the art
of ship building; and h.ad Elder. Braden
learned a little more about if, he might
have. spared hiri!iself the trouble of a great
deal of ridicule.

of the
antiquity
the Holy
exist¢nce. of the church,
.of Pentecost, are in harmony with
is written in the Bible,
and .right here we are willingto leave it ..
Elder Braden refers to the barges that
were built by the brother of Tared and ilis
brethren. Book of Mormon pages 504,
505, ridicules the whole thing. and passes
NOTICES.
on to the next point. Who. .could . not do
Will the president of the Davenport, Iowa,
as well as this if he was so disposed? He branch of Saints please inform a sister,. Mrs. S.
says: "Now the Lor.d turned into a ship E .. Hillebrant, 531 East. 15th St., Da~enport,
carpenter," etc. Did h~ notturn into a ship where Saints' meetings are held in that city?
carpenter about zoo years befo:re this time,
To tke Saints of tke Soutkern California District,
when he commanded Noah to build an Greetinl[ / BRETHREN :-'-I. had hoped before this
ark, giving him the dimensions, style, etc., to have been able to come·. among you. and beand telling him, as a kind of finishing come acquainted with :you all, but circumstances
touch, we suppose, to "pitch it within and have hindered me. However, I hope to meet you
all soon. In the meantime, I earnestly ask you
without with pitch ?1'-Gen. 6: I 3, 16. We . for
your .support spiritually and temporally.
suppose tbeLord having not forgotten the Spiritually, that I may be· given wisdom to labor
business ofship building within these .zoo tp the best interest of.! he cause here; temporally,
vears, was able to tell the brother of Jared that the caus.e may be helped onward.
We need your help and assistance. On every·
how to build.the eight barges. Why not?
side comes the call for more preaching. Of late
But Elder Braden would like to know the
district has been far. from self supporting, and
the length of >these barges as the book soon there will be additional calls for more aid
says they were "the length of a tree." as other elders enter the field. Let us remember
We reply, the length of the trees out of our covenant with God, and inasmuch as he has
which the barges were. built is not given, blessed us, let us send in our tithes and offerings
that he may still further bless us. On every side
but th«t fact does not invalidate the credi- we are being told that this is the harvest time.
bility of the record. The obvious pur- Let us then help in this harvest by sustaining
pose of the statement is to show that they those who are already reaping, and by sending
were not governed by any definite meas- more reapers into the field. God has called usto
part in this work. Let us respond to the call
urements as to the length of the barges, take
with all our strength, that when we are called to
but by the length of.the trees out of which give an account of our work to Him, we too may
they proposed to build.
hear the joyful words, "Well done, thou goed and
A great deal of sport and ridicule is faithful servant.
Yours in bonds,
made out of the purported statements of
. CHARLES BALY, Bislzop's Agent.
the Lord to Jared concerning the means
SAN BERNARDINO, Cal., Nov. 8th.
of obtaining light and air in the barges,
and especially the provision for a hole in
BORN.
the bottom: of each barge. Elder Braden
HILL.-To Mr. E. W. and Sr. A. 0. Hill, at
can easily believe that Jonah lived "in the Highland Station, Kansas, October uth, r89o, a
whale's belly" for "three days ·and three boy. Blessed November 29th, r89r, by Elders
nights," and then was thrown up on the A. H. Parsons and Wm. Gurwell, and named
shore so that he could go and perform Ray.
DIED.
his mission, because it is in the Bible,
SMITH.-At Independence, Missouri, at 2:30
you know. He can believe that Samson a.m., December 3d, r89r, of consumption, Sr.
tor!?) the lion to pieces with his hands, Helen P., wife of Bro. Thomas W. Smith. Sr;
when it roared at him, and that the next Smith was born In Newport, Cumberland county,
time he passed that way the carcass had New Jersey, on August r6th, A. ti. r84o. At her
she was 51 years, 4 months and 17 days of
become a beehive; he can believe that death
age; Her parents were Jonas and Rachel Pierce.
Samson caught three hundred foxes, "and She was married to Elder T. W. Smith, Decemtook firebrands, and turned tail to tail, and ber 31st, r859. She was the mother of four
put a firebrand in the midst between the children; of these one died at the age of 9 months;
two tails. And when he had set the one at 15 months; one lived but an hour from
birth; and one, the last, was 8 years and ro
brands on fire, he let them go into the months old. Orne lies at Philadelphia, two in
standing corn of the Philistines, and burnt Illinois, and one, the last, In Alabama. She was
up both the shocks, and also the standing of an active, bright Jemperament, a! ways busy;
corn, with the vineyards and olives." He and always carefuL of the wants and needs of
can believe that Samson withstood the those around her. She accompanied her husband,
and traveled with him in two mlsshms to the
Philistines, singly and alone, smiting them Eastern states, in Minnesota, in the Southern
"hip and thigh with a g·reat slaughter;" Mission and to the South Sea Island and Austrathat the "two new cords" with which lia. She became a member of the church March
they bound him were nothing more than r8th, 1866, being . baptized and confirmed near
Alden, Iowa, by Elder Jason W. Briggs, tewhom
the weakest wrapping twine would be to it
was manifested that she should receive the
us, and after snapping the cords, he grabbed gifts of the gospel, prophecy, tongues arid interhold of the jaw bone of an ass, and with pretation. This was fulfilled; Sr. Smith enjoyit &lew one thousand men! All
and ing prophecy at times; and several distinct
much mere of the same kind must not be tongues, with interpretation. She for many
exercised unbroken faith in the healing orsubjected to criticism at all, when found in years
dinances of the church, being helped and healed
the Bible, but when we find the marvel- when sick; in her later years and last sickness,

.became
that she should
be with her
for whotJ1 her mother
had. yearned so long. She was buried from the
Saints' Church,~Sunday, December 6th; Elder.s
F. G. Pitt. and J .. A. Robinson having charge.
Sermon by Elder W. T. Bozarth. Her husband
writes of her: "Never.once in all my qQarter of
a century of ministerial labor in .the church has
she ever hindered, or sought to Erevent tne frotn
doing any duty that my office,required of me."
HARTSHORN.-At his home near. Marathon,
Iowa, November 25tJ:l, I89I, ~ro. William Harrison Hartshorn, aged 77 years, 9 months and 2'I
days. He leaves three children and numerous
grandchlldren to mourn their: loss. Bro. Hartshorn was born in New Hamp~hire, Jamuary 5th,
r8r4, and has be.en a resident of Canada, Wisconsin, Minnesota and Illinois, moving to Iowa in
r876 . . He was married to Charlotte Greenwood
in r836, and was baptized intothe Old Organiza.
tion by.Elder William B. Smith. He was present
at the reorganization meeting and united with
the Reorganized Church; was ordained an elder
and remained a firm believer in the restored gospel untll death, which was ve,ry sudden and un:
expected. He appeared tobe:in his. usual good
health, working all day as wa;s his. custom, and
retiring to rest after .leading the family in the
evening prayer. In the morning his family
found him lying as If asleep.: Apparently there
was no pain nor the slightest struggle; he dropped
asleep in this world and awoke !n the world of
light. It is supposed death resulted from heart
disease. The funeral was hela at the Marathon
M. E. church, November 28thi; sermon by Elder
W. W. Whiting, of Deloit, lowa. Music was
furnished by the M. E. choir,and selections from
the Saints' Harp.
NrCHOLs.-At Centerville, Appanoose county,
Iowa, November 27th, r89r, of cancer in the
breast, Bro .. William Nichols,. aged 48 years, 4
months, and 27 days. He was. born in the town
of Norton Creek, County of Chateauguay, Prov~
ince of Quebec. He and several of his brothers
and sisters were baptized at the same place by
Bro.]. s. Snively, onJuly 15th, I872. With two
sisters to care for he came west with them in I 881,
locating in Lamoni, Iowa. From r885 to r89o
he was an engineer at a coal mine in Cleveland,
Iowa. He was an honorable and upright man in
his dealings and associations with every one, and
as a member of thechurch he cherished a deep
love for the gospel of Christ and for the promises
of God, as well as showing his. confidence in the
work by paying into the treasury for the support
thereof. On May 2oth, r888, he was married to
Miss Hattie Foster, who soon after united with
the church, and who is now left alone in her
widowhood. His sister Susie was with and
helped his wife to care for him in his Illness. The
body was brought to Lamoni, and on Sunday the
29th the funeral seaman was preached by Bro.
H. A. Stebbins, assisted by Bro. E. L. Page; Bro.
A. S. Cochran being in charge of the services.
CuTLER.-At her home, near Logan, Iowa, at 6:
3op m., November 29th, r89r, of Ia grippe, Sr.
Cornelia I., wife of Mr. Cornelius L. Cutler, aged
41 years,7 months and 13 days. She was the daughter of Bro. Lucius and Sr. Hortensia Merchant,
and was a member of the Reorganization having
been baptized by Elder J. F. Min tun in r883. She
was a loving. wife, an affectionate mother, and a
consistent Christian, being greatly beloved by all
who knew her. Funeral services were held in the
Saints' Chapel at Magnolia, Iowa, December rst,
r89r, by Elders C. E. Butterworth and David
Chambers; Elder Alma Fyrando. having charge
of the exercises. May God comfort and bless the
bereaved ones.
DAvrs.-At Fanning, Kansas, December 2d,
1891, Elder Thomas Davis, aged 95 years and 7
months. The deceased was born in Montgomeryshire, Wales, May, 1796, united with the
church in England in an early day. He left
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England in r849, with his famlly, for Zion; however, "Zion of the salt land," lost its attraction
when he arrived in America, and he located
near Amazonia, Missouri. He was one of the
oldest citizens of Doniphan county, having settled here in r854. He became identified with the
Reorganized Church August nth, r868, and remained steadfast in the faith until death. Funeral services December 3d; sermon by Elder A.
H. Parsons from Rev. 14:13.
WrLLIAMs.-At Sopervil!e, Illinois, September r7th, r89r, Sr. Nellie, wife of Hiram Williams, aged 34 years and 3 months. She leaves
a husband, six daughters, a mother, a sister, and
one brother. She has been a useful member of
the church abo.ut thirteen years. She bore her
illness uncomplainingly. On Friday, 2:30p.m.,
hernumerous friends gathered at the home once
so happy, but now so sorrow stricl(en, and from
there proceeded to the church, where Elder M.
T. Short delivered a short discourse from John
14:3: "Cwill come again and receive you unto
myself." The remains were Interred in the
Henderson Cemetry.
On Sunday morning
Elder Short preached a memorial sermon. His
texts: Psalms rr2: 6, "The righteous shall be in
everlasting remembrance;" Proverbs w: 7, "The
memory of the just is blessed."
Say, why should friendship grieve for thoAe
Who oafe arrive on Canaan'• shore.
Released from all her hurtful foes,
She is not lost, but gone before.
How many painful days on earth
Her fainting spirit numbered o'er,
Now she enjoys a heavenly rest;
She is not lost, but ~;;one before.
Dear is the faith which Christians keep,
And sweet the strains which angels pour;
or why should we in anguish weep?
She is not lost; but gone Mfore.

CHAPMAN.-At her home. in. Valley View,
Iowa, November 22d; r89r, of heart diseas_e, Sr.
Mary Ann Chapman, aged 4i: years, 5 months
and 22 days. She joined the church in r87r, and
always lived .an e~emplary Christian life. She
leaves a husbimd and four children to mourn
their loss. Funeral sermon by Elder Joseph
Seddon. The. remains were laid to rest in the
Vallew View Cemetery, to await the resurrection
of the just.
RASMUSSEN.-At the home of her parents,
Vanorder township, South Dakota, Tilly, oldest
daughter of Bro. Nl:lls and Sr. Tllly Rasmussen,
aged 9 years, ro months and 12 days.. Funeral
sermon by Elder C.harles Sheen; Text, "If a man
die, shall he. Jive again?"
ITEMS: OF INTEREST.
The secret societies which orga1:1lzed the late
insurrection. in. C~ina had entered into a com•
pact to murder native and foreign Christians. In
many instances tpey subjected Christians to
horrible. tortures acnd death. The organization
was a vastone, but: has apparently been subdued
by the governmen~.
The United. States and German governmimts
have arranged a commercial reciprocity treaty.
Grievous want ~as been caused in Japan by
the late earthquakes, whiCh rendered soo,coo
people homeless. ' Japan has asked assistance
from America. ~ll contributions may be sent
to. 0. Keil, secretary Yokohama Chamber of
Commerce;
,
·
So far as ~umbers are concerned, the Indian
pop{llatlon of ~he. ~ountry is no longer formld"
able, The total. In~lan population of the U nit.ed
States is. only. 249,273- Of theseonly r33,382i
exclusive- of a few prisoner~ of war and. convicts,
are under the control.of the Indian Office-not
taxed or taxable. Many of these are children
and women, andof. thebravesthe greater: number are peaceable .. : Twice .as much money is
expended yearly ;rww ,. o.n Indian, . education
as In r888,. and tnat policy pursued f0r .a .few
years longer will, !~is believed, almost ell mit). ate
the Indian question from .American pol!tics.Pkiladeljhia Ledger;
The RomaiJ. •Catholic population ()f Canada Js
.now pl~ced at 2,222,428: The following are tb,e
ecclesiastical stati~tlcs: ·One Cardinal, 30 Arch'
bish()ps and· Bi&hOP!li 2,364 priests, 405 eccleslas:
tics;.·. zz, se!Jlinaries, 28 colleges 1 ·,467.b6arding;
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liberty, who was overcome at last by great misschools, 2,782 day schools, 148 hospitals and asyfortune, but who never knew disgrace.
lums, ros religious communities, r,82o churches,
213 mission chapels. The oldest Bishop is Mgr.
A London telegram states that the grip now
Lafleche, of Three Rivers, aged 73, who has
prevailing in Europe is of a milder type than
been twenty-five years in the episcopate. Mgr.
that which prevailed last year. The Russian
Tache, of St. Boniface, has been thirty years a
famine Is H10ught to have aggravated it there.
Bishop, but he is a younger man than Mgr. LaThe Earl of Aberdeen thinks Home Rule is
fleche. Unfortuately the statistics do not give
near success in Ireland.
·
the number of nuns and monks in the country.
The condition of the French army is such, ac- Torento ·Mail.
cording to Sir Charles Dllke, that in case of war
CoLUMBIA, s. D., Pee. 5.-The House of Repwith Germany the odds would be in favor of
resentatives to-day passed, by a vote 40 to 34, a
France.
prohibition hill. The bill absolutely prohibits the
sale of beer, llquors, wines, etc., in any portion of
THE REVIEW OF REVIEWS
the state or the transportation of either by railWill issue about the middle of December a broroad, express companies, etc., under heavy penchure that is sure to create a very considerable
alties. It was passed after a bitter fight lasting
sensation In all parts of the English-reading
two days. The law Is said to be .framed on that
world. It is nothing less than a special compilanow in force in Iowa. It. is generally believed
tion of anecdotes and materials upon apparitions
that if this bill becomes a law it will divide the
and ghostly hallucinations, prepared entirely by
Democratic party in the $tate and result in. the
Mr. Stead, the distinguished English editor, and
complete enfranchisement of the negro voters,
issued with the assistance and approbation ofthe
who will be called to take part in the State and
British and American societies for physical reNational campaigns of next year.
MONTEVIDEO, Uruguay, Dec.: 5.-The s~vere . search,of which Professor $idgwick,of Cambridge
University, .England, and Professor Jam<:~s, of
storm of yesterday raged all last night. To;day
Harvard University, are in their respective
the stoutest ships dragged the other vessels over
countries the guiding spirits. Having been preto Buenos Ayres to secure a safer anchorage, A
pared by so experienced and practical a journalviolent southeast storm swept over Buenor Ayres
ist as Mr. Stead it is needless to remark that the
this morning. It sent the water. dashing over
book is readable from beginning to end. It conthe Boca barracks and endangered .the works at
tains a rather amusing prefatory warning which
Plachuelo. The water was three and a half
suggests that "the narratives printed in these
meters over· the docks.
Palemo, Belgrano,
pages had better not 'be read by anyone of tender
and Florence were inundated. At mid-day the
years, of morbid excitability, or of excessively
water was subsiding.
nervous temperament." It is not the purpose of
ARCHDEACON .FARRAR ON HELL,
the book to increase the sway of superstition over
"Where w:ouid be the popular teachings about
men's minds, but rather to show that there are
hell if we calmly and deliberately erased from
many obscure and' difficult subjects which are leour English Bible the three vv.ords, 'damnation,'
gitimate field for scientific research, and about
'hell,' and 'everlasting.' Yet I say unhesitating-, which it may he possible to learn a great deal
ly-,-I say, claiming the fullest right to speak
that will in sotne way be of value to the human
with the authority of knowledge-! say, with the
race. In its upward and onward progress.
calmest and most unfliNching sense of responsibillty-X sav, standing here in the sight of God
TEN.CENTS
and my Savior, .and it may be of th!.' angels and
Will purchase a valuable recipe for
spirits of the dead, that· not one . of· these wQrds
Coughs, Colds "and Influenza.
ought to stand any longer In our English Blble,
A tried and excellent remedy.
Address
for in our present acceptation of them they are
19dec2t
T. J. JOHNSON,McPherson, Kansas.
simply mistranslations."
The population of Jerusalem has increased
"Thou shalt n.ot be idle."since r88o from 25,000 to 5o,ooo, and of this latD. c. 42: I2.
ter number 3o,ooo are Jews.
"I, the Lord, am . noi: well
pleased with the inhabitants of
In· Germany s,5oo,ooo .women earn their livZion, for there are idlm's among
ing by ind~Jstrial pursuits; in EnglaQd, 4,ooothem, and their children are
ooo; in France, 3·750,()0o; In Austria-Hungary
growing ·up in wickedness."'about the same, and America, including all oc,
cupation.s, something over 2,7oo,ooo.
D. C. 48: 4·
. There is no rea.! .freedom . in doing as we
please. It Is doing as God wants us to do .that
makes .us free;
Children are happy because they never worry
about to· morrow. You can't be young again, but ·throughout the state of Illinois
you can be as happy as a child if you wili adopt
and in north western Missouri,.
its plan.
·
TO HANDLE
If you are not w!IIing to become a saint: on
earth there is not much prospect that. you will
THE WEST
·ever be one in heaven.
MoNRoE, Wls.,.Dec, 7._:.Miss Carrie M:ack, a
tea.chev of elocution living heF.e, became violently
Every. Farmer wants one.· i ·
insane to-day. The cause.of herinsanityi$spirit:
For pardculan address .
ualism.
ALEX. McCALLUM,
LoNDON, Dec. 7.-,:..Grand. Bierophant Olcott
Independence, Mo;
has cabled his safearrival In Japan, whither.he
went for the purpose of organizing a conference
Fa.rm for Sale.
between the rtlpresentatlves of the northern and
southern schools of Buddhism in. the hope of
Ope amd a halt miles east and north of W!rt,
,harm~nizing their creeds at).d. smoothing away
Ringgold county; Iowil, (25 m!lee from Lamo,
any differel)ces t~at existin their practice. . It. is
ni); and where there is .a branch of the chur(!h.
known that' a large conference has taken.placeat
FENCED INTO·
Tokio in pur$Uance of th!s>effort, but the result~
SEVEN FIELDS.
of the meeting ar~notyet :;nnounced,
.
Ninety acrel!i timothy a11d clover;. bid anee pas·
Kansa$ City Star: ·Dom Pedro Wl!.S among the
ture and fanl! 1'1\nd; .35 acres of timber,. Y<>Ung
the. Kings; There are not to be l:mH">y,
living water In ua:ot.LlH::~.
thetn in
in this

~~~D, LIVB

~W

D

WIRE . STRETCHER.

195 acres, .

Rooms and •Cellar.
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.·tA.M.ONI···st>AT£·· Bl\NJ{,
Subl!leription P}'iee, $

B.:oo per :Vear.

' lt'is .devoted :to the sp~eaQing of religious· truth as
:Viewed by theSaints.. •·. •
· :
, ·· · · . . <
Each .issue contains a sermon by one of the ministry,·
reports of the. different societi~s in the church, !md ar"
ticles hearing upon or explanatory of the doctrines of the
church. ·
.
I tis the .intention to make it a help .to the }lliosionary
at home and in the field; a s~urne of. comfort to the scattered ones who•areden.ied church privileges, and to· bring
the Saints into c)os)lr relationship with ~ach other.

DO/N'T
The Indepenchmt Patriot
For the cmning year; You will regret it. Try it
AT ONCE
Wh!>tever other literature you bave, you
need a falllilY newspaper.
·

,One year $1. 6 montbs 5()c., 3 months 21ic.
LAMBER'l' BROS., . .
,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.

HO!I

Ol'

.PRESIDENCY lND PRIESTHOOD;
THE

.and Restoration,

Tne' •P~at,. Pr;aent·.,n! ruturl·. ar••,•Ju~iiam,
with special reference to tile p'resent and i,mmediate past
condition of Palestine, and the .Jews therein.. · .. ,
·The eyes of all mimarenpoit the Jews, because. of. the
cruel. Russian persecutions, and the wonderfulintere~t
many ·of the oth"r'European nations, as well as our own,
are taking in ·their welfare. ·We, therefore, f11lfill our
mission as a general newspaper inglving the latest and.
most reliable information upon this whole subject. . ·
This article will begin the .second week in January
next' if not befocre.

Socialism and Anarchy in their ·
Relation to Individual. Welfare
and the Public Goo
The W odd's Scientific
Record Reviewed, ·
The World's Historical Record· Reviewed.
. . .. These·will all appear in the next year.
The attenti<m of Agents is called to this proposition,
·and those desiring to become Agents are requested to
writ;e ns for terms.
,

BY WM ..H. KELLEY.
Is now on Sale.

Everybody Slmm.tid Read

a

will be preparedJ)y the Editor of the Patriot, entitled,

READ THIS!!!

R~formation

1.892

THE P AT;RlOT has secured, at j(reat expense, th<:~. services of. Dr•.F ..de Sola Mendez. Editor of ·,Amer(~an E£ebrew, New York, to write series of.a:rticles Which wiU
run for. several months, entitled,·
,

TltREJJJ SPECIAL AR ..TIOLES

The .New, Revised and Enlarged Edition

Apostasy,

• . . . . Successor .to Farmers. Bank of'Lamoni. ··.' .
Pa14 up Capital $25,ooo.oo: Liability of Stockholder$
. . . . . . . . $50,000.00. . .· ·. ...
. . ·..•.
. .. ·.
Incorporated.under the laws of Iowa,· ~ug• .1, 1891• , ··
Six per cent Interest 1iaid on time d.epol!its. .· · ·
·:Farm Lands an(! Town Lots·for Sale.

:u.

·It contains 421 pageB of closely written matter, with
'tu!ograph and likeness of the Author, and is printedin good,
readable type, with neat binding, and is sold at the low
price of $L25 per copy.
No one should.be content with a copy of the first issue.
Send it on a missionary tour among your neighbors and
friends, and purchase a volume of the New Edition to be
better pleased with it, and thuwsend a thousand evangelists
into the field with little or no sacrifice. The WOI<K Is A.LlBRA: BY WITBIN ITSELF: a marvel of trenchant criticism and logical deductionsjrom his!otic«l facts; a KEY to the right understanding of the Bible and modern diverse systems of
faith and worship. ·.It discusses the issues of theology
that are to the front to-day. No Bible stucjent can afford
to miss reading "Presidency and Priesthood" either aH
critic or investigator. It points out the way in which all
Christians may unite. upon a common faith-the Bible-:
and may be read with interest and profit by Skeptics .and
Infidels. It treats.largely of li.inisteria.l Authority as associated with the. MELOHISEDEK and AARONIO
PRIESTBOODS, and the
IDEAL CHURCH m' NEW TESTAMENT TIMES
Is conspicuously set forth in striking contrast with the
Creeds and systems of .Church bmlding since the days of
the Apostles, Also the claims for the
RESTORATION OF THE GOSPEL AT A LATER
. DAY THAN THE APOSTOLlO AGE
is critically examined in the light of prophecy 'and history, which is a subject of great moment to men of every
faith. A historical resume ar brief is also inserted of the
rise an(t development of the HAPOSTATE CHURCH,', and an
exegesis upon the 29th chapter of Isaiah, the revelation
of the ''SEALED BOOK," a scientific and historical reference and presentation of the earliest discovery and settlement of the American continent. some twenty .centuries before the Christian era. the ancestors of the American lndit;ns, who they were and where they came from,
with facsimiles of their writings, the origin of modern
churches and creeds, etc.
Copies may be had by ad\lressing Wm. H. Kelley, Temple, Lake county, Ohio; or the Herald Office, Lamoni,
Iowa, and from Traveling Agents. :1\Ioney orders sent to
Wm. H. Kelley should be drawn on Willoughby, Ohio.

AUTUMN LEAVEB,
With frontispiece each month.
Published monthly, 48 pages, neatly covered.

Patriot, 1 year
•
·••
6 Jnonths

•

-

$1.00
.50

"
3
••
.25
Do not de1ay sending, if you desire the'se articles from
the beginning.
Address

LAMBERT BROS;,
LAMONI;. Decatur Co., IOWA.

Ruins Rev1sited,
AND THE

World Story Retold;
A.SCIENTIFIC DEFENSE OF THE lATTER DAY FAITH.
BY S. F. WALKER

For sale at the Herald Oi!ice.

Price $100

SPIRITUAL GIFTS
AND

THE SEER OF PALMYRA:
Or

SEQUEL TO SPIRITUAL. GIFTS.
By M. H. BOND.

•cderB Prophets after &Beient types.
'R'bo was Joseph ~mith!
Wal!l h.e a religionl!l impostor!
Wam he a "~pirit Medium"!
What dol!'l!ll the Bible lll&Y about Joseph
~mith!

The Truth by l'hree Witnesses-Christianity in the
First and Nineteenth Century-The Ancient and. Modern Pharis~e-l'he Revdations of Emmanuel Swedenborg-Madern "Spirit .Mediums," aud Hypnotic Religtous H Revival,'' as Against Reason and Bible Teetimow
ny, an:d in Contradistinction t.o the Work of "The L!Ltter
Day Seer, ",Exammed iu the Light of FAcTs and Human
History-A Rational and Scriptural Exposition or Exr{t:rion of Old and New Testament Prophecy and Doc-

Mrs. M. Walker, Editor and Publisher.

A Revision of "Spiritual Gifts," With Supplement and
Appendiz. Nearly twice the reading matter of Spiritual
Gifts. Paper covers 35ct• .. full cloth binding 60 cents.
For Sale at "Herald Oilice," or by M. H. Bond, Willoughby, Ohio .. Liberal Discount to Agents.
4apr

BOOKBINDING.

On Sale at the Herald Office,

Price per year

$1.50.

HERALD OFFICE BINDERYAll kinds of Bookbinding done· at Reasonable Ratest
Herald volumes, library leather backs and comers,
marhl<·d edges ........................................................ $1
Autumn Leaves, half roan, cloth sides ..................... ·1
"
"
half imitation morocco ..................... l
half morocco ....................................1
Books of similar size at same rates.

50
00
25

50

Prices include cost of returning to sender.

With the Church
In an Early Day.
Price $1.14 postage prepaid.
Emsley Curtis, Harrisonville, Cass county, Missouri.
J. C. Clapp,.,Pixley, Tulare county, California.

Prospectus of

.11 U T. U M :N'

L ]i]·.Jl

YE 8

F:or 1892. ·

ou~ ·.Ma.gazine wn.L enter upo.Ji
ita fifth volume,. and w~ may ',safely say that,,neyer
at any previous time have ·the prospects for.turtushmg
our patrons the. fU:il. worth or money invested 'been 110
good as they .now are. for the forthcoming Volume. AmOI).li:
the prominentfeatures of the volmM will be, the . ·
.

, •.w·
· .· r. TH Ja.:nu. ary ht, ·189.2, .

Autj)biograpby .of' .Eldl\f\ Josepb. Lu:ll',
of the· Quorum of the Twelve, together with an excellent
· LIKENESS of BRO.{LUFF. •
A series of

TALKS

WITH

THE YOUNG,

.

by ELDER D .. S. MILLS, of da:Jifornia, on evidences of
their faith, .drawn from the prophecies, from the records
God has written iri the rock and in the earth, aR well as
from all available.sources of information. This series.ot
itself will be invaluable to all who love the latter day
work. BRO. MILLS' LIKENESS will also be given.
Each issue of the Magazine will contain one choice
selection
MUSIC from the SAINTS' HARMONY, or
other available source; every other issue the likeness.ot
someone prominently connected with the. work.

of

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE
that we.are still offering the splen!lid Steel Eitgravlng of
Pres. JOSEPH SMITH, itlso an· excellent likeness of
Elder W. W. BLAIR (the same size as the steel engraving) to all subscribers who send u~ their names, accom,
panied with price of subscription ··and amount .to cover
cost of mailing, before Aprillst, 1~92.
Regular subscript.i<m price of magazine ..... $1 fiO
Magazine with steel engraving of Bro. JosephSmith ..... ; .......................... $165
Magazine with likeness of Bro. W. W. Blair $1 65
Magazine with both pictures ................ $1 75
For eight names and the money ;we will send an extra
copy of the magazine. F<ir ftve names and the money, a
copy of "With the Church in an Etj;rly Day." Each sub-·
scriber giving his or her name to a club list wili be entitled to one or both of the pictures upon the same terms
offered to single subscribers; bufthe getter up of the
club will secure the premium whether any picture is
taken by the subScriber or not.
We thank our friends for their generous, untiring support in the past, and shall try by, earnest, faithful endeavor to mer1t it in the future. ~he ministry will please
remember that it gives us pleasure to send· a copy of the
Magazine to the family at home while they are in the
Jie]d; Do not fail to send us the address.
Send all remittances and letters pertaining to business
to DAVID DANCER, box 82, LAMONI, Iowa.
·
Send all literary matter to
17sep10t
H. W j\.LKER, Eclltor.

FOR SALE ON EASY TERMS.
BEAUTIFUL LOCATION.
THE FINEST STOCK FARM
-IN-

DEKALB

co., MO.

Fonr Miles from Stewartsville on the Hannibal. & St. J oseph Railroad.
Two M1les from Clarksdale on the Chicago, Rock Island
& Pacific Railroad.
Twenty-three Miles from St. Joseph by Wagon Road.
In the Center of a Community of Latter Day Saints.
Four Bra)lches, Each Having a Good Meeting House of
Their.Own.
German Branch, Sixty-five Members, One Mile East.
Pleasant Grove, Sixty-eight Members, One and a Half
Miles North.
De Kalb, Seventy-one Members, One and a Half Mile,a
Sonth.
Stewartsville, Sixty-five Members, Four Miles.

TWO HUNDRED AND EIGHTY ACRES.
Seventy-five acres in cultivation, forty in meadow, balance, including twenty-five acres of timber in pasture, all
in timothy, clover and blue grass; well fenced, three-hundred rods hedge, balance three, fonr and five wires; good
orchard; -one dwelling house of seven rooms and one of
three rooms; two barns, well painted, fitted with Newton's Patent Cattle Ties for fifty head full-grown stock,
thirty head of young stock and twenty horses, with ample room for seventy-five tons of hay; good grass lots
with pens under shingle roof for one hundred hogs; cribs
for 3000 bushels of corn; eight wells, good water; a fine
pond in meadow, surface 25,000 feet, well stocked with
fish; an unlimited quantity of. pure, clear water in pastures, piped from pond to watering troughs; windmill
supplies tanks in barn and yards; a good mill with horse
power for grinding feed, Fairbanks scales. etc., etc. Also
some fine shorthorn cattle, young horses, farming implements, etc.
For particulars, terms, etc., address
.
JOHN .:BURLINGTON,
ST. JOSEPH, MO.
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"HEARKEN TO Tim WOBD OF THJI LOBD! l!'OR THEBE SHALL NOT ANY MAN. A!J:OliEI YOU RAVJI SAVJI
HE S;KALL HAVli·NoNE."-Pag$116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD RAVJI ONE Wll!'E, AND ONE WOMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND:
IS AT LmERTY To MARRY AGAIN. "~Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par.

Vol.
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OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER

Lamoni, Iowa, December 26, 1891.

or giving. 2 •. An offering, or something
given, consecrated, or .set apart for sacred
Official Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
and holy uses; su'Ch as church expenses,
Latter Day Saints.
PUBLISHED AT LAMONI, DECATUR COUNTY, !OWA.
for the ministry, or for the poor. 3• A
Price $a per year,. $I for si:~ montks.
gift, offering, sacrifice.
·
The Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presiden~.
There ought not to be any hesitancy, or
and the Bishop's Agents; are requested to solicit new sub·
scruples, upon the part of the Saint!'\ in re•cribers, and help build up the paper and the publication
departme~t.
gard to what an oblation is. It. is anyBusiness Letters and Subscriptions must be sent to Da.-vid
thing, goods, wares, merchlilndise, or
:Uuncer; by P. 0. Order, Registered Letter,. or Express..
Entered as second-class matter at Lamoni Post Office.
money, which it ts intended to devote to
the purpose. Neither should there be any
contention, or undue sensitiveness, as to
the niariner in which the oblations are collected~the s~irit of the command is, that
on the day specified it is lawful to offer
JosEPH Sl)IIT~}
EDITORS.
W. W. BLAIR
them; hence it is lawful in the officers
ASSISTANT EDITOR.
R. 8. SALYARDS •
having charge of the service. to take th~m;
and it can make no possible difference as
Lamoni, Iowa, Dec. 26, 1891.
to the nature of the gift, the oblation, or
the uses to which H is devoted, whether
. WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
the deacons, or bishop, or his agent,· or the
"BuTremember that on this, the Lord's treasurer, or anyone else recognized as havday, thou shalt offer thine oblations, and ing the duty to receive and care for the obthy sacraments~ unto the Most High, con- lations, receive it at the door, .as .the worfessing thy sins unto thy brethren, and be- shiper comes in to the place of worship, or
goes out; or whether it is collected at.any
fore the Lord.'~-:-D. of C. 59: 2.
'I' he spirit of this commandment is evi- time quring the service or at its close.; or
dently this; that in .tl:le economy. of the whether it is collected by the deacons or·
creation of man .and his occuoation of the others by "passing the hat," a box, basket,
earth, his . heritage, it was deemed. best plate,or other receptacle su.itable tq hold
that he should not toil all days; but should andcarry them to the stand in; any s~em
have a rest daY,, in which a change of em- ly and orderly way in which the churches
ployment forb,oth mihd and body, andre- or their offic~rs may deem best at the time,
cuperative rest: should reinvigorate hjm for or as a rtile, is clearly within the la"" and
renewed diligence, c~re and labor in the acceptable; if such were not the case, the.
interest of the :things that perish, and that manner in which to. collect" the oblations
on that day the Creator, the Giver of All, wo.uld have been given, as in the case.of
should .be more signalLy recognized than baptism, or the sacrament. In the latter
on 9thers, though all days should. be dedi- the bread is to be broken and blessed; but
it is not expressly stat~d whether the bread
cated to honesty ancl virtue.
In order that there might be no misun- shall be broken with a· knife, with the
derstandi,ng as to how the day should be fingers,. or before or after the.· blessing is
spent in. accordance with the idea of rest as.ll-:ed upsm H. The wine is to be poured;
and vy:qrship, . ~he· .command contemp\ates and yet t;hereis no rule by. which the wine
that the Saints should gather to the places is to be lPade, and only inference and conjecture as to whetl!er it snail be fermented
conyen~ent a!ld appointed, where. they
should engagei in such service of. God, as or unfermented, all the actual requirement
vy:ouJd ·be .spiritual.,. assuring, comforting being that.it shall be V17ine of the fruit of
and elev!\ting••; 1'~ do this they must ab- the vine, and made new amongthe S~ints:
stli(in from all ~nnecessary secular care and· We conclude, then,. that the.· chief obi.ect
labor.
.
··
·.
·
intended to be served by the requirep)ent
'J'hat theday might. be further charac- to offer oblations on the rest day, is the
terized as deyoted to God'sspecial service, affording the faithful w 0 rshiper l'tn oppor~
they sh.ould. not only rpeet to, attend to such tunity to offer. for the proper uses of the
sacramental s~rvice, Sl.lCh as baptizing, con- church,tbe Lord'swork, some portion pf
fifming,laying on of. hands in, the ordi- the ... mat.eria.l substance. of this·.world's
nap~es o~ the fhurch, preachingtheword;
good§ • with: which .his labor. bas. bee.n
,but they shottld also, qfferoblations,· of cr():w:ned; provid~d he .shalLnot have alprayer, prais~j thanksgiving, anc\ the testi~ ready paid it into t,he Lord's store house,
mopy o( thin'gs spiritual and .the good the through tqe hands of the Bishop.. ·••·•··.
·. ·Itord had .done tll.em, and.with.these offer
Ollr obs.ervation has t~ught usthatthose
~1i ol:>lation 0 £ the. tliings terrlp()ral with
who are most part~cularasto h()w morfeys
!v.p,ichth~ir l!lbor arid ca.re hll;d }Jeen .Messed
an~ ·t~. be gatpered. intp¢. as~em blies of;the
.~ to b~> J.lsed f()r:the. advar1c~ment .of the
Sa.ints,. are I)..Ot.tl;l()s~ W'llO bea~th~ burdei).S
·'·.work;, in,:on~>or !lll.of.its.br~n<:bes:•...... · .•.
of. the l:l~p~n~e, as ~ pla~.s; :\i\Thl'lt~ver W'ay is
·· .qBlat~()n 1ll~ans! 1 '· The ~ct 9f pfl"eri~g chosen is not suitl'tble to ·• tfieir · tpinkipg>
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hence they excuse themselves and make no
offering. While those who are willing to
rriake an offering, are not usually sticklers
as to the manner in which the ohlat ons
are collected. To them the spirit of the
rule is sufficient. They have an offering
to make and they avail themselves of the
current method of collection; if it is a hat
they deposit their oblation in it as it passes;
if it is a basket, so it holds the dimes and
the dollars, that is all they ask, in goes .
their oblation; if it is a plate, it is just the
same, they withhold not; if it is taken at
the opening of theme~ting, they are ready;
if at the close, they do not forget or neglect it. While others are quibbling ab()ut
how the offerings are to be. taken, they
make theirs in the way tha.t happens to be
prevalent, and go their way rejoicing.
While some are caviling about how to do
a thing needed to· be done, they do it, wfthout parade, affectation, or covetous hesitancy, being satisfied and contented to be
found doing.
Our advice to those who may object to
themethod of collecting the oblations that
may be in. use where they are Hving and
worshiping, this: First, decide whether
you have anything to offer. Second, if
you decide that you have not, do not
bother about how they may be taken, as it
does not .affect you. Third, if you decide
that you have something to offer, then if
you cannot conscientiously offer it in the
way in use, adopt some way of your own
devising,but be sure the offering reaches
fhe custodian, ortreasurer, in some way.
Fourth,ifneither the way nor the custodian
happens to suit you, don't make any disturbance about the way others choose to
mak8 their offerings, but quietly let things ·
pass alorig, until what may appear to yo:u
to b7 wrong, may be approved by practice,
or being found unprofitable, is abandoned
for a better method.
. .Our advice to those who are not ~o Pll:r.ticular as to the methods of collection, so
that the offerings are made is, that they
vy:illbe tolerant of what they deem weak-"
miss in .others, and make their offering the
moteacceptable to God, because they are
offerings ma,de in peace.
··

is

BRO. CORNISH'S
SUCCESS;
,,
.
·''

WE. are ple11sed .to read in .Glad 7iding s
for the .1st inst. that, under tbe. ministra~
tions of Bro. J. J. <;orrii.sh and:)1~sJellow
mipister!>, the Northern District of JY.I'icl!i"
g~;trihas increased. its merpbe.rship lp>tpe
la.st thirteen ye~r~ from,about twe!lty'-11rrEle
tp. I;4oo o.r L,soo, also ·that<siqce he. ei)..,c
. gaged in the ministry he has. "been a11,Jn- ;'
•. stru!llentin tl;le hapds ~f ~(}d of bapti~in'g
·l:lnd bfipging int9 tpe cli:urc)1• aBout nine . ·
· hl.ln<,lred people~
and 'the e.P<l
is not .y:e~~".<
.
.,
.
.
'

'

'

'

"'

'

·'

'.-

'
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is an excellEmt record .and one
should proVoke others to emulation.
Whe~ first ';Ve became 1'cquainted with
• Bro. Cornish in· Canada and Illinois, it W'as
manifest that he was acbosen:" of God for
gospel work, forth~ Holy Spirit wrought
·mightily with him. and through him. He
was humble, gentle spirited, pure .and
pleasing in his deportment, industrious,
hopeful, always cheerful, attEmded strictly
to his own affairs and did not meddle with
other peoples' business,· gave· his. heart and
time to .ninistering for the salvation of
souls, and the Lord has sustained, prospered and honored him. He was never in
better conditions to work for the Lord
than when we mef him oflatein East] ordan,. Michigan.
The secret of this brother's success lies
largely in· his entire consecration. to gospel
work; his humble prayfullife; his getting
close to the heart and the understanding,
of the people; his choice of timely subjects
to present to them 1 and the simplicity and
·love in which he presents them. Some
ministers soar up into the clouds and out
of sight, or hunt "the ragged edge" of
some set theory and waste precious time
splitting hairs and toying with the microscope. Bro. Cornish does not spend his
OJ?portunities that way, but goes to his
work with hearty good will in the Spirit
of Christ.
HAS NOT RECEIVEP THE COMFORTER.

v\Tith the Hqly Spirit ofpromise:" . They
..
make UJ> tfue Christian character must be /careful tha.ttheir. cOnditions are.·
and life.. Som.e persons a~e so ''moved" such as the gospelrequire~ They should
and.s() wroughtupo~,.bodily, by the f!:oly seek with thanksgiving, and "by supplic!l:
SpiF~t, as to be. greatly agitated, while
tion. and prayer,'' the things their souls de"
others may be moved only in intellect and sire,. and .then be care6ll that those things
in spirit~ Some per:>ons have.the· Holy a.re. right and proper in the sight of God.
Spirit and yet are not fully .consdous of it. Great care should be taken in thisrespect;
Paul once said to the saints,"! think also for when perso.ns seek those things not
pleasing in the .sight of· Go.d, or those ,
thatiqav~ theSpiritofGod" (1 Cor: 7: 4o),
from which we may infer that he was not things not promised them and such as do
certain he just.tl:len did have -it; and froin not pertain to them, they 1\re in danger o.f
which also- we m!iy co!lclude that the Holy fallingjnto troubles, errors and snares.
All should seek humbly the presence,
Spirit may be present with the individuaL
and yet in such small degree as that it is comfort; testimony and guidance of the
not. plainly t;Iiscerniqle .l!t .the time. The HolySpirit. This is commanded of God,
Lamanites, at one time,. were baptized and is .ther.efore a duty, as well as a priviwith. the Holy Ghost "and they. knew: it. lege, and is binding upon all who are
not". (Book of Nephi 4:8). This may called to be Saints. All should examine
be true of some others. As· ''the . wirid themselves and see. w hethe•r they be. in .the
bloweth'' at times and. is "a rushing faith, and then see if their ~orks in Christ
mighty . wind," while at other times it are in harmony with tha~ faith. But if.
moves and manifests itselfin less degrees any should not receive the kind, or the
of activity, till, at length, it is plainly per- degree, of spiritual testimony they desire,
ceived in the gentlest zephyr, so is the or think they need, they should not grow
movings of the Holy Spirit with the child wearv, neither become lukewarm and
negligent. To the contrary, they should
of God-and it is all "as He will."
·
It is probable that not a few of the apply themselves hopefully, diligently
primitive saints were at times in doubt as and patiently, using all the means at
to. whether they were in possession of the hand, or ob~ainable in seeking the condiHoly Spirit and were in Christ Jesus. · To tions and blessings desired. Al}d those
such Paul said:
. vvho will do this, the Lord will abundantly
bless and sanctify, and keep them in the
"Examine yourselves, whether ye be in the
comfort and joy .of the Holy Spirit.
faith; prove your own selves. · Know ye not
"rim(!w,ing of . . . . . .
~oes.to

your owq selves how. that Jesus Christ is in you,
exc~pt ye be reprobates?"-2 Cor. 13: 5·

We have known many persons who, on
A BROTHER writing to Elder I. M. Smith
coming
into the church by baptism and conlast month, says he has not received the
Comforter, thou!!h he was baptized last firmation, did not then and there receive the
October, also that he feels anxious and in manifest baptism of the Hoi y Spirit, nor did
doubt in regard to the matter. It may be, they receive it in gr.eat degrees for days
as the brother claims, that he has not re- or weeks, or even years; and yet they
ceived the Holy Spirit as an abiding Com- continued steadfast'in the faith and service
forter, and it may be that he has and yet · of Christ, and at length did receive large
has not perceived its office work in his ex- measures of the Spirit and even the gifts
periences. Persons should be careful in and.outward manifestations thereof. The
regard to this lest they fail to recognize writer is one of that class. He recognized
the presence and work of the Holy Spirit no spiritual manifestation, neither in bapin their lives and be disconsolate when, in tism nor confirmation, and was sorely perfact, they should be encouraged and plexed and tried thereat. But four days
patiently "grow in grace and in the thereafter, when deeply moved concernknowledge of the truth." Those enter- ing it, and seeking the Lord for knowling the Church of Christ are "new born edge by ardent, fervent mental prayer, he
· babes," arid as such they need not expect was overwhelmed and literally baptized
full growth and development at once, by the Holy Spirit, both &s the "outward"
but to pass on from one condition of and "inward ruan," in which all his nature
growth to others-from being "little· chil- and being were immersed, quickened and
dren" to that of "young men," and, finally·, renewed thereby. In our experience in
gospel work we have observed~ similar exto that of "fathers" in gospel experience.
Jesus explains in regard to being "born periences in others,'from Massachusetts to
California, and from Canada to some of
of the Spirit" in these words:
the .Southern state!",
"That which is born of the flesh is flesh; and
The Saints differ in temperament,
that which is born of the Spirit is spirit. Marvel
not that I said unto thee, Ye must be born
conditions, circumstances, needs, work,
again."-John 3:6, 7·
callings, and in other respects. It is not
Let every reader reflect patiently upon surprising, therefore, that while there is
this lesson given of our Lord, and those unity in their spiritual experiences, there
who do enjoy, or have enjoyed, tnis spirit- is nevertheless a variety or diversity in deual birth, will here find an essential key to grees, gift~, graces, callings, operations
their spiritual experiences. The Holy and administrations, and all this as the
Spirit comes to some, in the providence of Spirit wills, though that may not be as
God, like "rushing mighty wind" (Acts z: we will; for "the wind bloweth where it
z); to others like "a ~till small voice" (1 listeth,"J esus says.
·
Kings 19: z); to others as shedding abroad
Persons coming into the church of God,
in the heart preeminently the love of God if they are patient and dutiful, faithful and
(Rom. 5: 5), and to all faithful ones the fervent in prayer, are sure to be "sealed

THE COLLEGE.

SoME of the writers on the subject of a
college or schooL to be established and operated by the church, or under its patronage, have misunderstood the object or intention of those agitating the matter, or we
have.
The object is not primarily to make
preachers. The intention is, to found a
school in which the youth of the Saints
may secure an education, such as they now
obtain at public schools of a similar kind;
if the Lord chooses to call any of those attending such school, or after they shall
ceased attending it, we see no reason why
what they have gathered of knowledge
and discipline at sucn school will prevent
the call or disqualify them for service.
There are over five thousand families in
the church; and it is not improbable that
not more than one in every five of these
families will have one or more scholars
that tfley would desire to send to a school
away from their homes. The question is
not whether they may not get an education at one or more of the many schools
already existing; but whether it may not
be according to sound economy and wisdom that those children should be able to
obtain an education such as the schools can
give, under such conditions and in such
surroundings as would be secured by a
coilege of the kind that a committee appointed by the church would establish.
So far as we are concerned, we do not
hesitate to state that of two·schools alike
in all their appointments, the one established in, or near to a large and flourishing branch of the church, and the managers and teachers of which were of the
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faith; the other at or near some large
town or city, whose teachers and managers
were of the world, or sectarian, we should
unhesitatingly choose in favor of the first
named for our children.
We should make such a choice for this
reason, if for no other: the managers and
teachers would have an interest in the
scholars, over and above the money paid
for tuition and care; and we believe that
they would have a juster judgment, a
truer perception of the true and the false,
and a fairer appreciation of the good than
others can or do have, from the very
nature of the religion whicn they profe?s.
Besides this the moral atmosphere of a
community of the people of the faith is
ccmducive of .morality, industry, sobriety
and virtue, without the harshness of strictness and restraint, such as, in our judgment, isfound nowhere else.
We do not write this because we believe
the Saints to be perfect, for they are not;
but because the faith which they profess is of such a nature that every man
and woman proposes to walk every day as
if in the presence of .the Christ, answering
a good conscience daily; hence conducting themselves worthily, in public and in
private.
Where can a community be found that
is so free from the common vices of dram~
drinking, saloon-favoring, gambling,profane swearing, and ribald story-telling as
one where the Saints are the. majority and
the controlling element in society; where.
the nights art( devoted to rest and sleep,
and rude passion and uproarious-frolicking
ahd peace-disturbing fun are not countenanced? It is in such a place and amid
such surroundmgs, it is intended .to build
a college, where the children of the Saints
may get an eaucation, if one is built.
BRo. BRIGGS ALDEN, an old time Saint,
died at Fontanelle, Iowa, his home, December roth( r891, aged nearly ninetyseven. So fast .the veterans go. Here
one, there an<;>ther, one by one. Not long
now till those who were children and
youths in the ;days of the first elders of the
church will be standing alone as eye witnesses of that\ generation. We have been
very thankful that so many of those who
heard and obeyed the gospelin those early
days have st:ood with the Reorganized
Church, for the reason that, having received the te~timony of the Spirit to the
work when they obeyed, they were
able to. ~ppreciate the situatit:>n, and could·
testify that w.ith us .they found just what
they had with the church vvhich they
joined so manyyears ago~they heard the
voice of the Good Shepherd, knew it and
rejoiced.
THE fellowil}g is from the. Vinton, Ohio,
:Record, published at McArthur, for December 10th; 1891, and wiilshow where
Bro. T. W .. Williams is, and what he is
doing; It is sent us by Bro. A. B. Kirkendall of·Creola.
''A series~of ~eeti11gs byEider Williams, of
Kirtland, Lake county, Ohio, will begin at the
Courthouse Saturday night, Decembe~, 12th, 189I.

Elder Williams Is a representative of the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. Everybody Invited to attend and hear an able defense
of this peculiar faith. Bring your Bibles and notebooks. Prove all things, hold fast that which Is
good. By order of trustees."
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. David Chambers of Persia, Iowa,
December qth, says:
"The conference of the Little Sioux district and
Sunday school Asso0iation held at Woodbine·,
the 1 Ith, 12th, and 13th insts. was fairly attended.
The spirit of peace and charity prevailed. Bro.
c. Derry was present, assisting by his counsel In
matters pending that will result in much good
to those concerned.o;, We were pleased to note
his fatherly care and love for the depressed ones.
Brethren Mintul'l and Butterworth report much
labor. done, and in some parts ·with inc;rease.
Bro. J. M. Putney rejoices In his charge at Moorhead, and the work accomplished there the past
six months. Those in charge of the different
branches all seem impressed with the grel\t importance of the work; also quite a number of the
local elders seem determined to labor in the different parts of the district this coming quarter.
Bro. Bronson was present, ready and willing to
defend the cause. He· will continue his labors
at Woodbine this week.
"We were pleased in reading the call of the
bishopric, for one thousand Saints to" consecrate
of their substance to at least the sum of one hundred dollars each, for the building of a Saints'
Home. We hope that the required amount will
be subscribed and paid by ~ext April. We believe that if the. church will respond to this call,
and provide homes for the poor, that the spiritual
blessings of .God will abundantly follow the
cheerful givers, and the entire church will be
blessed.
Don't forget the call; it means something of importance; and it ought to encourage
the watchful Saints to observe the signs of the
times. Let Zion put on her beautiful garments,.
and build this Saints' Home for God's poor; by
doing so we shall raise a monument to the fair
name· of the. church that shall endure when marble monuments shall crumble and return 'to the
dust.
In canvassing this district for this purpose, I have the promise of nine that will PI\Y one
hundred dollars each by. March 1st, 1892; arid
thil)k marly more wlll respond;''

Bro. Willard J. Smith, Holstein, Ont.,
December 1 r th:
"We are having good meetings here; last
evening the church was crowded to the doors
with interested listeners who sat in rapt attention
while I discoursed for two hours· with good liberty regarding the saving power of God's love
manifested unto the saving of the race.
I baptized two last Sunday and think more will.follow
bye and bye."

Of the work in his district, Bro. Gomer
T. Griffiths states:
"The Wheeling branch was never in. better
condition th.an now .. The brethren of the minis'
try are all doing a good work.
Bro. J. ·r:.. Bear
is in West Virginia. I have enjoyed more power of the Spirit since last April conference than
ever before."
·

Bro. T. W. Williams, Creola, .Ohio,
7th:
"Am prosecuting the. work near ahd far. Ex-.
pect to make an .effort .in McArthur, the cou5ty.
seat of Vinton county; thencetoJackson, county
seat of Jackson county. Splendid opportunities
for preachlng-,-many near the kingdom. .. While
fighting the devil in high places, I find I have to
occasionally relax and hoe down the growing
weeds which. I find he has. subtiley planted,
afmost impercep~lbly, within me. 'Nil d.~sper
antlum,' I~ our motto."

Card from Bro •. Leonard
ber 14-tht r891, states:.

Sco~t,

Dece.m-

"Last Sunday we led into the chilling, pelluCid
"'ater of Coldwater river, a Sr. Perry and bap~

tized her Into the kingdom of God. A good
meeting at Saints' chapel at 10:3o. This makes
five we have baptized at this place recently,
more are believing. An unusually large crowd
at Diamond in p. m. People of Burr Oak are
now .$tirred to depths. We met arguments in
the shape of clods of dirt at that place."

By request of Bro. James Caffall, Bro.
J. Armstrong visited Sarpy county, Nebraska~ He found the people of Springfield
and thevicinity of the Buffalo schoolhouse,
kind and interested to a tlegree in the
gospel. He preached nine times and had
good audiences. He says:
"I hope Bro. Whitman of Omaha, will hasten
to his field of labor and keep the gospel plow
steadily moving, and thoroughly cultivate the
field, and I think. he will gather a good harvest."
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

BRo. R. J. ANTHONY wrote from Elsinore,
Utah, December roth, where he was
weather bound, snow and bad roads. He
and Bro. J. S. Lee, had been preaching
together, but at writing Bro. R. J. was
alone. He reports little interest, and only
that .in places. He is, however, strong
and hopeful. Bro. Lee seems to take .well
in places.
Bro. William Hewitt, of Blue Rapids,
Kansas writes the 12th inst. that Brn. Caffall and Shute had held a series of meetings
at that place with good results, also that
the branch was in fair conditions.
Sr. Nettie Martin, in a letter dated
Breckenridge, Missouri, the 13th inst. subscribes for the Herald and expresses hope
that by its aid, her near relatives may be
interested and shown the way of lite in
Christ. She is.anxious for some families
of the Saints to settle near by.
Sr. F; 1'urnbull, Lookout, California,
requests prayer in behalf of her husband,
who is very ill. Far removed from elders,
they ask to be remembered.
Bro. Joseph H. Winn, Bogota, Red
River county, Texas, will welcome and
care f9r any of the ministry who will
preach the word there.
· ·
Sr. Miss Mary Harmon, Corner Eighth
and Summit streets, Beatrice, Nebrl;lska,
writes. Formerly in fellowship with the
"United Brethren," or "Dunkards,"' she is
now assailed by them with the charge .Qf
having proved recreant to their cause, etc.
She requests that any of the Saints once
connected with the "Brethren" will communicate with her, as it will be to her advantage to hear :from such. Herself and
Sr. Fitton are the only members of the
church in Beatrice. Please note her re.quest.
·
Our letter supply of late has been over•
abundant. We acknowledge the receipt
of good letters from the following brethren: Wm. Waterman, Bay City, Michigan·; E. F; Shupe, Denver, Colorado; F •.
C. Smith, Inland, Michigan; J.D. Erwin,
Park, Texas; E. T. Dawson, Perkins,
California; R. L. Ware, and D. E. Tucker, Dewitt, Missouri; 'f; C. Kelley,Tunnel Hill, Illir10is; M; Arthur, Lotus, California; and R. Coburn, Chatham,.Ontario
-all reporting .prcigr~ss .·and the divine
blessing. ace om panying their labors.
Bro; G~. W; Howard, Mit:~:neilaha, Min;,
nesota, writys that his siste.r, Mrs.Vi<;toria
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orton,Reck
Oh,,io, is tea,dy . baplism when op,~
, .portun,tty 0 ffer:s~ , , . . . ·.
·
.'!'hose. who 'Wish can have two volumes
of .the HERALD. or Autumn Leaves bound
tn 'one>binding. T11e. added cp~t i~ fifty
'cents.above regular list prices for single
volumes.
~Y>

...

For life to me is as a statto'n,
Wherein apart a traveler stands~
One absent long from home and l'latfoii;
. In other lands.;
And!, as he who .~tands aJ]d listens,
Amid the twilight's chill and gloom,
ro hear app)'Oaching in the dfstance,
The train for home I
::-Longfellow.

ENCQURAG EMENT.
"THEX helped everyone his neighbor and everyone said to his brother, Be of gooq courage.
"So the .carpenter encouraged the goldsmith,
and he that smootheth with 'the hammer him
that smote the anvil, saying, It ls ready for .the
soldering; and he fastened it with nails that it
should not ,1Je moved·."-Isa. 41:6, 7·
As the\cy<;ling.years come and go, hear it as
often as we may, repeat it as often as we will,
there always comes back to us as the Christmastide draws near, . followed so quickly by the'
death of the old ..and the birth of the new year,
the dispositidt'l
review ·the past and forecast
the fpture;
None are better aware than we how .vain is
such retrospeCt, how worse than vain all momentary resolutions formed under such cir<;umstances, unless such resolutions have a more
enduring basis to rest upon than our .emotions.
The emotional nature I~ all right in its place; but
is lmly the handmaid to open -the portal into the
more enduring realm of a fixed determination, and
if this is not done then emotion has wrought for
us .evil and not good. The rnan, woman or child
whose feelings are oft wrought upon, but who
fails to embody those higher emotions in his
life, finally become weak in action and ever
falls to bri11g kis life to a higher plane he dhnly
sees when his emotional nature is stirred.
Lowell has saiq, "There is no self-delusion more
fatal_ than that which makes the conscience
dreamy with the anodyne of lofty sentiments,
while the life is groveling and sensual."
And to this self-delusion we are surely becoming enslaved when our souls are moved by high
and noble emotions, whiCh we fail to Incorporate
in our lives.
But, it does not follow from this that our emotions are to be held in derision, or even to be
charged with the blame of failure. Not so! The
fault is ours that after the seed was planted we
did not cultivate and water it, giving it the
needed care until it should have sprung up,
grown and become a strong plant, yielding the
"peaceable fruits of righteousness." So to-day,
as. the Christmas-tiae again draws near, we do
not endeavor to check the strong tide of emotion
sweeping over our soul as we endeavor to send
to one and all the greetimg of the Home Column,
fou ~e closing year. And as we write the
thought uppermost in our mind is: Encoumge-

.to

ment.

•.• We are n<)ne _of •tis so Po()r, none so cast d()wn,
norie so burdened ·wit}). the cares of· this world
butthat if we qnly will td do so,. we may speak
a word of cheer and enc'ouragement to our fellow
travelers 'as wejoutney on. At'e we doing it?
If not, •wl:\y:?
Do we pity ourselyes.so trJUch .that wehave rio
rooi? for te,nder sympathy in ~ur .hearts -for
othe.rs? God help us i f we do,, for such.a state
of m,ind ca11 onjy exis.t where #ijreigns supreme;
11ndthe very first demand made upon.us by the
go.spel of the Son of God Is "deny himself" and
we k,now by the '1\'itness <;>f God's. Spirit by all'
the. teachings of the Savior,'that ~elf :Will never
find ~n entrance into the kingdom of God.
But we may not be absorbed in self to such an
· extepf as this~ We may realize that ourbrotl'!.er
or sister is ca;rying a heavy load and. the" desire
may enter our heart:to help. We see their need
and we say, ".Be thou warmed and fed," be thou
comforted, but we lift not the burden, we furnish
not the "things needful, ... but hug o.ur own b,urden
closer to our he:;trt and toil on uncomforted, because we refuse-blindly, it may be, but willfully
refuse t<;> accept the means of help anp comfort
Godplaces within ihe reach of all; the power to
encourage others. We have but to lift up our
eyes In .order t® see this need upon every hand
and to learn lrom. the word of God that no matter
how humble our sphere In life, we can and ought
to ef!courage our feflow travelers, whether they
be toiling by ourside or whether theystand upon
heights to which we have not yet attained.
Almost dally we see passing our door.a white
haired man and we notice that his step is slower
than it used to be, his form is b~nt and his locks
are g;rowlng thin. But upon those bent shoulders
for years has rested a. mighty burden, Quietly,
calll\lyit wastake~upat th~ beh~st of duty and
all t~ese:fe:hs has never for one moment been
laid aside. But while this burden has been cheer.fully. patiently borne, who among us has ~ncour
aged? Of the many thousands who have gone
to .him for sympathy and couns<ll! In hours of
trial, how many have returned with a thank offering of encouragement and cheer? Have we
thought this man too strong to need human syrr\path:y? .Have we deemed it incredible that his
sholllders should bend beneath the load we have
helped to lay ·upon them, that his steps should
ever falter? Let ns then awake and remember
that like us he Is but mortal and needs not only
the strength given him from above, but needs the
encouragement and sympathy of every one who
loves the work of God.
Let us not wait then till the clods of the valley cover his white locks away from-our sight to
let him 'know that we do sympathize with him
upon whom comes daily the burden of the whole
church. Prophet of God though he be, he is yet
like. you and I, one of earth's toilers, and bears
·about with him the infirmities of his tabernacle
of clay. Many a word of encouragement he has
both written and spoken to us and for us. ·Can
we do Jess at this Christmas-tide than to
speak words of encouragem<>nt to him. Can we
do Jess than "cease to find fault one with another," thus lifting a large share of the burden
from his weary shoulders?
There is yet another servant of God we sometimes see pass our door. His step is buoyant and
elastic and the fire of his eyes is undimmed by
age. He has not yet borne his burden so long as

th~ other, but . has. t.aken!t up in the .selfsirne
spirit pf self ab!legation >andl~ve for .the Master.
lt is .a heavy one ~;~nd he greatly. needs encol)rageme~t. Not the encourag'ement of words on
ly, but o~ the substance God has loaned to you.
Daily the cdes of trre poor are coming to his. ears,
the murmurs of those whom the ch.urch should
look after, and is itnotourduty (just so-faras we
are able) to place means in his hands that.he mll,y
. have enough .to render this pa'rt of God's .work
self-supporting? Now that he. has made the call
upon .us, that he ,has had the c9urage to say to us
"The Lord requires this at yoJr hands,".s.hallwe
refuse and "let our carcasses," like those of ancient Israel, «fall. in. the. wilqerness," that our
children may enter the promi~etl land!
Enc6~ragement! I tis not brother Joseph and .
brother Kelley alone who need it~ We have
chosen them as representatlveiJl1en ofthe SJ:tlrit,
ual and temporal di.visionsoft.Hework; and while
their claims are paramount, ev~ry member o£the
Body of Christ needs that whiCh eyery other
member has to give, namely, «',I'hey helped every
one his neighbor and every one said to his brother, Be of good courage.''
·
Could we form a simpler resolve for the New
Year, soon to l:>e ushered .in than this.? To be
helpful and .encourage our fellow travelers while
we toil on, only pausing in the intervals of ciur
busy lives
"To hear approaching in t\le distance,
·The train for home I"

Home, how the thought thrills us! Home,
where so many of our loved ones have gone! Let
us then patiently, helpfully, ~atnestly strive to:
"Fill up each hour with what will last;
Buy ttp the moments as they go;
The life above when this is past;
h the ripe fruH of life below.·
Sow truth if thou the truth would'st reap;
Who· sows the false will reap the vain;
Erect and sound thy ~on science keep.;
From: hotlow words and deeds refrain.
Sow love and taste its fruitage pure;
Sow peace and reap its harv.est brlf(ht;
. Sow sun-beams on the rock and moor,
And find a harvest home of light.;,
I II9 South Frio St.,
SAN ANTONIO, Texas, Nov. 8th.
Dear Home Coluinn:-As I have not seen anything from this part in the Mothers' Column, I
will try to entertain you a few moments by giving you some of my experience· while sojourning
in this great city of the west. To some of your:
readers there may be nothing new, while to
others it may be of interest. In going to view
Government Hill occasionally, we pass the electric car, or rather it passes us, as we prefer
horses and vehicles. At the top we can view
the city spreading away in every direction. We
·enter a: gateway, pass the sentinel and find ourselves on a beautiful drive. On either side is
soft green grass on which deer are lying here
and there in perfect content. We view the &hops
as we pass around the lookout and enter another
drive which takes us around the parade ground
with here and there a sentinel and to our right
the dwellings occupied by the soldiers and sur,
rounded by trees and flowers. We pass out at
another gate, where is stationed another sentinel.
OR our return we halt at the Geological Gardens,
where are to be see':l the beautiful springs which
form the San Antonio river, and in which are
many kinds of fish and fowl; we also enter the
building, In which are shells, minerals, petrified
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wood, animals of different kinds and snakes.
As we pass out one large rattlesnake made us
realize our danger if he could get out and raised
a d~sire in us to crush his head.
Next we made a visit to Riverside Park and
one of the old missions built nearly one hundred
years ago. We quaffed of the old "moss covered
bucket that hangs in the well," and indeed it
looks like it had hung there for ages.
Next we visited the Catholic graveyard on all
saint's day. .It is, indeed, a city of the dead; and .
while we pass around and view the decoration
going on we admire "the fi9wers in every shape
and color, also the loving hands which place a
pillow o.r wreath or cross over their ·loved ones.
Then came the lighting of candles for the dead
and the priest paid for saying prayers for the
same. We pass on in wonder till we come to
the image of our Lord and Master, suspended on
the cross, the features placid in death and the
kneeling figures in prayer around his feet. We
feel sad and wonder If the days of idoJ'worship.
are not past and the true worship already in the
ascendency.· Our admiration is mixed with pity
and we feel to exclaim, "Lord, hasten thjr work t"
And while I write I think of the few Saints
scattered .about through the city and how indifferent some of them are; it makes my heart ache;
but, thank the Lord,.so.me do all in their power
and we often have meetings, but no organized
branch. Bro. Moore preached twice last Sunday: If we as Saints' were as diligent in dding
our duty as these other people: are, what great
blessings vve would enjoy. Let .onward and upward be our watchword.
·
SOPHIA WIGHT.

tion, adhered to faithfully, is about the main
thing that lifts one individual above another and
keeps him in a higher, purer, holier atmosphere
of light and Jove.
A sister here claimed that when she went to
pray the pipe came bef0re her mind's eye, and
eclipsed the light of faith, and so she has bid
farewell to this venerable idol. A brother,. too,
in this place is bidding a long, long adieu to the
Devil's evil weed: These-Saints will thank even
me, I trow, to the extent that I have counseled,
advised, entreated, begged, reproved, reproached
and rebuked this soul-stupefying, memory and
mind destroying, financial. and physical prostrating, debasing, vicious habit. •
Those that apolpgize for this sin, and llke Ephraim of old are wedded to their idols, do not want
you to even refer to ft, but the rather give .it to
folks that will not be baptized. Many are vindictive and full of anger and hate against the man
of God who is led to teach against this infraction
on the righteous and holy law of the God of pur1ty; howbeit some of our religious neighbors are
making the use-of the deadening narcotic a test
of fellowship; and other some do not allow their
ministers to use it, and that too, without a revelation against it as the Saints have.
M. T. SHORT.
DECATUR, Neb., Dec. ISth:
Editors Herald:-1 have been laboring in ~hese
parts for the past four. weeks; one wasbapti~ed.
There are two Brlgamite elders statiom;d :here
since last June; but they have done very little
preaching. They preached twice at a schoolhouse
about three miles from here, upon authority, .and
bore their testimony that Brigham held tht\' authority to lead the church at Joseph's death, etc.
They were invited to debate the question, but refused; .S() I gave notice that I woult{ preach on
the same subject, and invited them to be present.
On the following Sunday I did so, delivering
two discourses, but they came not. I felt :well.
Considerable interest was manifest. I think much
goodwill result from it as the people now' have
a better understanding of our position. A kood
synopsis of the arguments made by us appeared
in the BurtcountyHerald of last week, wh_ic~ will
do much good. Thus we are getting before the
people.
I go to Pender to-day to answer a call from a
sister there· who was baptized atthe.last reunion.
She desires to have ]:ler husband share the glory
of. the latter day work with her. He alsd desires
to hear; thus the. work is moving.
.Yours in faith,
W.M. RUMEL,

fARMING"ToN, Ill., Dec. IIth.
Editors Heraldl'-I will move on elsewhere
1
· Mondayqnless th ere is a more effectual door in
this town of churches that elm be opened to
preach in. Our ·l,abors through necessity have
been in a private house; the home of Mr, Thomas. His wife wa~ borri again yesterday. The
icy grave was ma~e accessible and available by
the.kind service d£. brethren Henry Picton and
. :John Whitehouse! who· are now alive, hopeful,
• happy and ..detertrlined in God's great work, Sr.
Thomas was milq ;1nd serene as she cheerfully
wept thrqugh the :cold washing of· regeneration.
This morning thl's child of the holy covenant
has.·~ ),>right loqk .of reconciliation upon her
f!"ank open .co.unt~nance 1 and joy ,trust, faith, and
fixedi:Jessofpurpdse seem.· to. anJmate, buoy up,
and bless· anoth.erl honest hearted sou). ·.Let. us
cherish the thougl)t that h<!r kind husband will
MA.IuuToN, Kansas,
be more· than a "b'rbthercin-law to the· church ere
Editors Herttld:-I a.m still qontending' fqt the
many changing s~asons come and go.
fafth. Since last conference 'I ha,·e ·labonid to
" It is but pr~per and just.to own that thi~ per:
the bestofmyability, in the Independence disson .has been brotight tpthe true light through
trict until ten days ago, wheri in answer to
the endeavors of ~r. Picton and the Saints,. also persistent calls I came over in.to Kansas. ·Ibap.
·through night visions and dreams in answer, to
tiied Sr. Belkham and four othets who live in
her prayers.' .
·• • · ·
the Nevada branch. She informed me that her
A brothel' that ;fi:Ider .E. E:Wheeler baptized at parents were intere~ted in the gospel, and, feel:
Canton, n,ot long $;ince:vas recenilyadn1inistered
ing impressed by the SpJrit, I promised to come
·. ~0 fc>I: ~sthm~; we~k)ungs, la!Ile>back, etc.
He here. .After ~losiiJg my)~QO~S with the N.evada
· .· w-a.s.healed, and is. stronge.rthan he has bee~.fqr .branch, I. went twelve .miles. south .to •Totten
· ·
ye\lrs; ,sqh~laidhis pipe toone side sl!ort:: sqhoOlhollse,and.la.bored tnere'for over
a;nd.does •i10t '<rftve l1is ·
nor will witli .
ther.e I

.

tized a year ago. She had a severe attack of
pneumonia. Her friends sent for the doctor, and
when he came she told him she did not wish his
service, as she knew of a better physician. The
doctor left and she sent for me, and .it. pleased
the Lord to bless her. Her sister and brother-inlaw, John Bruce, are the only Saints living in
that vicinity. They are alive in the work; but
as many are nearly persuaded, I feel assured
that in the near future several will obey. From
there we came here, being brought on our way
by Nevada Saints. On our arrival at Bro.
Ezzell's he at once arranged for:meetings. Here
I met Bro. Loar, who has been blind for thirty
years, and paralyzed for seventeen years so he
cannot walk without help. He had heard of
our coming and had come to meet us. He bears
his afflictions with patience.
We had a prayer meeting that night. Next
morning, Sunday, we had an Introduction to a
Kansas blizzard· from. the north, it being so cold
we gave up going to the schoolhouse; and good
for me, as I took a chill about I I ·a.m. and spent
the rest of the day in bed. This made the eighth
chill for me this fall.
At 7: go p.m. Brn. Keck and Ezzell filled the
appointment, and on Monday evening, just as
we were starting to church, Mr. George Shaw
drove up for me. Sr: Goff had sent for me, as
she was dangerously ill with pneumOnia. So
we started, and at 12 p.m. were at Bro. Goff's, a
distance of go miles. Bro. Goff and I. adminis~
tered to her. We could see a slight change for
the better. Ne;.t day several 'of the Saints came
in and we all prayed, and administered to her
again,.and God _poured put his Spirit in nower.
Sr. Goff arose in bed and exclaimed, "0, Bro.
Curtis, there is a God in Israel who hears and
answers prayers!" All rejoiced.
Next morning Bro. Sherman Goff brought me.
back to Bro: Ezzell's, and l found Brn·. Ezzell
and K<:>ck holding the fort. We continued the
meetings with the understanding that we would
close on Sunday night.
·
Saturday night l preached fram Matthew 7:
IS-23, giving the rule for false and true prophets.
At the close a Methodist minister arose'·.and
asked several questions, all of whkh I answered,
seemingly to his. satisfaction. I commenced the
next day at II a. ~n., subject, Res.urrection of the
dead; and at 7: go, Book of. Mormon.
At the close of. i1 a.m. service we retjred to
the water, where I baptized five. We returned
to the schoo·lhouse imd confirmed them. By
this. time the house. was packed. I spent about
thirty minutes explaining the1"Laying on of
Hands, then gave them about I)inety minutes on
the divinity df the :Book, of: Morman from ·a
Bible standpoint. Here God poured out his
Spirit to a triarked degree, Feeling impressed,
we announced .for the coming week until Friday
night; thence went back toNevaqa brl).nch far
over Sunday, then home for· conference. There
are. others. near the kingdom.
·
I am informed>tha~tbis is in the Spring Rive~
district. . If. we have trespassed; will the president of ~.~id district.-write me. at Harrisonville,
Missouri, and~f;)vill m~ke .it"an right .and report
him my labors and items ofthose baptized: ·
Bro., A. :J. K7<;k; who was ordained a
som.e nine months .
has been:
, .. ,•.•.•.••.,~.

if
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corri.e ope of ·Zion's ablest !'lefenders. . reJOice
to se.e· such noble young men taking hold of the
gospel, and. my prayer is.thatGod maycaH forth
many rhpre laborers and send Jhem into the
field. For the harvest is great and laborers are
.few. I fail to see how men whom God has
called cafi stay. at .home· while many are perishing for the bread of life.
7tk ..,.-Since last writirig I baptized onemorein
Kansas. That gives us a membership at Marlnaton of eleven. I ·left them In the care of Bro.
L. H. Ezzell. They are eleven heads ·of families. We held forth Saturday and yesterday in
Nevada branch.
Am sorry to hear of Sr. T. W. Smith's death .
Bro. Smith has my prayers and sympathy. May
God heal the wound.
I feel well and determined to' go forward in
the work unto the .end.
In bonds,
EMSLEY CURTIS.
BEETOWN, Wis., Dec. 3d.
Editors Herald:-Since last writing I have
been very busy dispensing the word in various
places, mostly where the fullness of the gospel
had not been presented before. The· demands for
preaching far exceed any previous year since the
work began In these parts. From country, ham.let and town comes the cry "Come over and help
us," until our hearts go out in prayer .to God,
"Send more laborers into thy .vineyard," while
our minds reflect on the saying "Loosen the hands
of mine elders" that they may go.
. Am glad to report the Western Wisconsin district in a good condition, and I believe on a much
firmer basis than heretofore. Saints understand
the Jaw· better, and consequently are more in harmony with the general church; old fogyism is
nearly a thing of the past. The saying is at last
believed that "Order is the first law of heaven,"
whether it is followed or not; and now if we can
possibly succeed in proving that knowledge, wisdom and faith are as much the gifts of the Spirit
as miracles, tongues and prophecies; also that
this$pirit if cultured with good works will bear
noble fruit, such as love, joy, peace, Jongsuffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness and
temperance, and that peace, longsuffering and
meekness are as· much the fruit of this noble vine
as the others, then we shall feel fully repaid for
all the trials and displeasures met with so far;
for we love to see the Saints rejoice in these
things, especially in the fruits of the Spirit.
Since the October conference eight precious
souls have been made to rejoice in: the gospel of
peace at Valley Junction. Our congregations
there were large and attentive. The postmaster
of that place took it upon himself to write the
postmaster of Nauvoo, regarding the character
of Joseph Smith, the prophet, and received a Jetter in a few days stating he had a book for sale
that would tell him all about the grand impostor.
The book was anxiously looked for by a number
before we left, but had not yet arrived. 0, how
I wish we had a book exposing all these novels
and books of other' character. Of all things these
books such as, •'The Women of Mormonism;"
••Female life Among the Mormons;" «MormonIsm Unveiled;" "The Mormon Spy;" "Tell it
All," etc., does us more injury than anything
else; and it is strange that some effort has not

been made
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in bpok)orm ..· Peoplewh~ ~~n such books.as 'fellowship ~nd desired unity prevailed, the busine"ss done being approved by all. The preaching
the abov~ will ri 0 t come out, but if we could le.ave
an 'expose of them in every neigl:iborhood, it services were quite well attended, espeCially
w.ould finally reach them, and .fn a year or two be
tho.se-held-at eV,enirlg, and, Jn the* prayer serviCe
much different for us.
the brethren took an active i'nterest expressipg
Arrived atthis place the 26th ult. Have bills their faith and zeal in the ~ork. The
out announcing a two.week's series. Can't tell
fruits of gospel work seem to. be the satne in
what the outcome will be. Am in hopes that all.the lands; and Nova Sc<;>tians, .~ find, are
thos.e whohave.been h!(ltlng between hvo opinvery much like. other people. Some of the
ions may decide to come over on the Lord's side. . young folks are excellent models in a. pr11yer
We.go from here to Burton, where the conferservice and were animated with the spirit of the
Emce has ordered a branch. organized.
meeting. I find that God ~o*ks with any clean
Am pleased to see the. announcement· of Bro.
vessel to the acconiplishrrient of his p_urpose, and
Scott's book. Think it "Viii fill one of the vacananywhere.
cies' In, the church that could be filled with profit.
Brh. Newcomb, bimock and. others ofthe more
Glad to see our church literature growing. Hope
prominent whose names I fail~d to write down,
it will all stand shoul~er to shoulder· in unison,
were present,active and earnest. Bro. Holines
and)ea.veno room to set one against the other.
J. Davison was chosen district' president, having
If aU books, tracts and peri<tdicals were . tested
served acceptably hitherto. It was not difficult
and examined by the general conference before
to determine the strong and the weak, nor the
going abroad in the world, it would, in my mind
needs and demands.of the work here more than
be a good thing.
other places; .One requirement is a bold, aggressThe. Saints enjoyed a visit from Bro. Wheeler,
ive, spiritual laborer to be yo~ed up .with Bro.
at Flora, as he stopped a few days on his way to
Davison, who will carry. the war into Africa.
Minneapolis last month.
.
.
The clergy of that country ~eem to possess a
Read a letter from Bro. Pender last week statmore complete control pr mortgage on the masses
ing .'that there was some prospect for a discussion
of the people than they do in the states. When
between himself and a Mr. Slocum of the C. A.
he minister speaks all are apt to rally to the
faith; and later .that Mr. Slocum wan ted to withsound, no matter how hollow ,the sound is, or to
draw in favor ofthe noted W. 0. Sheldon. Bro.
spe11k in parable, when the• ministers take sn'.lff
Pender thought to withdraw in favor of Bro.
the people all sneeze. But the gospel is slowly
Blair, and thus bring the two former disputants
pressing its way; liberalizing ~nd educating the
face to face in a formal discussion. Have 'not
thoughtful in the knowledge of the rights of men,
heatd as to further arrangements yet.
and their privileges and freed0m promised under
We hope to see Bro. Burr, of East Delavan,
the true system of faith, notwithstanding the
· out :this way soon· now. The hand of affliction
hedging and fortifying going on to keep them in
has .been laid heavily on the family of one of our
blindness. Naturally people love liberty and
brethren, which causes us much sorrow. The
fact when once in a position to behold them. I
family of A. L. Whiteaker last spring consisted
Qf his father, 'mother, wife and five small chil- am pleased to reeord that our missionaries who
have labored in Nova_§,:otia hitherto kept up a
dren, One by one tl!ey have been taken until the
high moral tone, and one held in esteem by the
poor man is left with four children to mourn the
Saints. It is refreshing. to follow such workmen.
loss of his loved ones.
Then it helps to mellow down stern opposition
Am in company with Bro. W. A. McDowell
and def<:>ats the purpose of the "accuser of the
who expects to go north about Christmas, when
brethren.~; Before leaving Rawdon we held one
I hope to be joined by Bro. Burr.
service in Bro. Dimock's house. The heavy rain,
Praying for the welfare of Zion and the suchowever, prevented a turnout. We were cheercess of the church paper.
fully entertained at Bro. Dimock's, who is devotYour coworker,
ed to the work with his household. During my
JoHN W. PETERSON.
stay at Rawdon I was unfortunate in getting my
feet wet, which started in a very aggravating way
BosToN, Mass., Nov. 23d.
the rheumatism on me, a war relic, which bid
Editors Herald:-In October I was permitted
fair for a time to lay me up for repairs, but with
the pleasure of attending the district conference
the kind care of Sr. Lawrence in toasting me by
held at ~outh Rawdon, Nova Scotia. On the
the stove for two days, while it rained without, I
evening of the 16th I joined Brp. Holmes J.
came out all right. Many thanks Bro. and Sr.
Davison at Lockhartville, his home, finding his
Lawrence.
children sick with the whooping cough, and the
Thence with Bro. Davison to Delhaven where
following morning we, in company "Jith Sr. we were kindly received at Bro. Newcomb's.
Maud Lawrence, took the train for Rawdon, beIt was a cold day, rained, snowed and hailed.
ing aided on the last end of route by Bro. DimSunday following, quite a large audience was
ock's private conveyance, sent to relieve the out to the preaching service and they seemed to
strain of leg weary on the way. Such kindnesses
enjoy what was said. The old prejudices are
in time of r.eed are like fragrant roses on a sterile
vanishing here and the people are beginning to
plain, and hollyhocks and geraniums that shade understand their rights under the gospel plan
. the latticework and over the footpaths about our
and have a feeling to be free and in more perfect
humble but-appreciated fully.
accord with Bible facts. Some will be gathered
out here ere long, probably the young and more
Conference convened in the afternoon of the
progressive class. Bro.· and Sr. Newcomb have
17th at the neat little church in South Rawdon.
The attendance was not large, but a sufficient
stoutly contended for the faith here for years,
and are still exerting an influence for good.
number were present to fairly represent the district and .witl;l which to transact btisiness ... All
They entertained us ~indly, while It raiqed-l}nq

f?eep:1eg to be m,oved by a clpeer~~l s_pirjt, Good

rained and rained,
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good time with a Christmas eritertaiament in the
At Parrsborough we tarried over at Sr. Harri- . States as soon as they are of age, and it is asserttemple, of which, I believe, Bro. Griffiths is capgan's, being cordially entertained. Sr. Harrigan
ed that there are more Nova Scotians in Massatain. We are meeting the issues as best we can,
has the pluck and courage of her conviction and
chusetts and adjacent states than are in Nova
hoping, the millennium will come soon.
takes pride in asserting and defending the faith.
Scotia itself. A similar influx pours in from
In the faith,
Miss Hannah has a leaning towards the true way
the province of Prince Edwards and New BrunsWM. H. KELLEY.
wick. Just now,' however, the people are not
also. Next evening a large audience was out at
the scllloolhouse in Lakeland. The leaven is
very much in love with Major McKinley. He
is the chief apostle of high tariff and Boston is
working here also and the gospel net is sure to
their best market. Twenty-five cents, it was
gather some ere long, unless the people go
back on their consciences. I failed to retain the,- stated, has to be paid on every bushel of potatoes
ARTIOLEI! under this head do not necessarily receive tile
shipped to that market by them. They see the
names of the good people who at some inconve.
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
nience so cheerfully entertained us. May the
point. So that everything political, financial,
their own views. Contributions solicited.
future be full of promise for them.
progressive has an American leaning, especially
i!<1lr' Write on one side of the paper only.
among the Grits.
AL Williamsdale East next. Brn. Johnson
and Flllmore met us at the depot with their priBut what has the. topography of country, air,
SERMON BY ELDER J. <:;; CRABB,
land, water, politics, ta~iff, etc., to do with a preachvate conveyances and gave us a ride a distance
LOGAN, OCTOBER 7TH; 1891.
of eight miles through an attractive count;y,
ing tour abroad? Just this: We see, hear and
over woodland, glade and glen. A good audi- appreciate as we go along; and countries, conReported by E. Stafford.
trasts and comparisons present lines of thought,
ence was out at the evening s~rvice; the congreand. birds and flowers, woodlands and lakes, sunIN VIEW of what we heard last evening
gations were quite iarge here.
I will call your attention to a portion of
shine and shadow, roses and lilies, mountains
The interest in the neighborhood was awakScripture found in Paul's letter to the
ened by the preaching of Bro. Davison, through and valleys, ocean and sky are nature's song or
Roman brethren, 8th chapter, and Jgth
harmony that cheers on the way. So why not be
the influence of some thoughtful• sister residing
verse: "For if ye live after the flesh, ye
joyful and speak of her beauty and wonders.
out in California. This was supported by the
shall die: but if ye through the Spirit do
The inspired poet of Bethlehem said, «The Heavefforts of Bro. Sheehy, also, last spring. But two
mortify the deeds of the body, ye shall
ens declare the glory of God, the firmament [and
persons as yet have united with the church, but
live."
earth] sh()weth his handiwork." In due time I
the omens are indicative that a good work may
I will read this verse as we have it in
returned to Boston. Met with the Saints there a
bEl done. The battle goes on, and many are
the
Im:pired Translation: "For if ye live
number of times. Found them improving in
seriously investigating and are already spoiled
after the flesh, unto sin, ye shall die; but
many ways, doing well under the circumstances.
for anything but the old Jerusalem gospel. They
if ye through the Spirit do mortify the
slng our chorus as lively and with as much interSmne of them are diligent and excellent workers
·deeds of the body, ye ~hall live unto Christ.
in the cause. I tarried over one night at North
est and animation as if they were already S;lints.
For as many as are led by the Spirit of
vVe;xmouth, with our energetic and pushing bishSome of the young ladies are especially .deservGod, they are the sons of God. For ye
op's. agent,. Richard Bullard. Their latest arrival
iag for the interest shown· and aid rendered in
have not received the spirit of bondage
is named William H., so there is promise in the
this department qf the services. I visited at the
again to fear; but ye have received the
land. Held evening. service at Bro. Montgomhomes of a number of the neighbors anct met
Spirit of. adoption whereby we cry Abba,
ery's. Visited Plymouth also, and met with· the
with a friendly reception from all; found them
Father. The Spirit itself beareth witness
Saints there. They are holding their own i.f not
hospitable, ~i·ad, ,considerate and fair. ·Sectarian
with our spirit, that we are the children
gaining,, and abiding an opportune time to push
winds were blowing about. the valley somewhat,
of God; amd i£ children, then heirs of God,
lower at time.s, iand in places said to be quite on ahead. Bro.' and Sr. Hansen were very conand joint heirs withJesus Christ; if so be
siderate of me while there, as were others with
breezy, but, so far, harmless. I made my home
tkat we suffer with him, that we may be
whom I made a shorter stay .. There is some good
with Bro. Ralph Johnson. His wife is .not a
also eJqrified together."
material at Plym0uth Yesterday I enfoyed <me of
· memberof the cn:urch, but is an excellent woman,
In connection with this we will read
the most spiritual services in Boston that I have ·the language. of Jesus Christ as recorded
and the household made my stay a pleasant one.
attended for a long time. · There was power and
May the good work go flU in Willlamsdale E;lst.
by John, gd chapter and 7th verse: "Marlife, joy and peace there sure enough; aqd we yel not that I said unto thee, Ye must be
Here I parted with Bro. Davison, whom I found
were all just happy.··· I intended' to visit .Fall
born again}'
companionable apd possess~d of gifts and qualiIn connection with this verse I have just
River, Providence, Plainville, Albany and Rofications wkich if diligently employed will make
read, let us read the I 6th and I 7th ve-rses
chester from here, but a complication·of circumhim a1,1 excellent minister. He possesses the
from the 8th .of Romans as previously
stances demanded a change of progriurime.
faculty of making friends and has only to push
read: "The Spirit itself beareth witness.
Temple, Okio, Dec. 8tk.
on faithfully to become a useful and successful
with .our spirit, that we are the. children
Before completing .this. letter, I was summ.oned
laborer.
of God; and if children, then heirs; heir~
home by telegram .. One of the family a,nd E. L.
Nova~Scotia lsi a beautiful country: Its·fertile
of God, and jointheirs with Christ; if so
were sick with diptheria. I arrived. on the
valleys, verdant ihills, gurgling springs, rushing
be that we suffer with him, that we may
waters, attractiye woodlands, bold bluffs and
morning of the 25th, found the secorid boy very
be. also glorified·together.''
·
rugged cliffs, braCing atmosphere and sublime sick with diptheria:, others of the family passing
You
notice
in
this
last
clause
as re!\d,
through 'lighter stag.es of It and E. L. improving.
coast scenery at~ract a stranger's notice at once.
one of the promises of God to his children;
The latter Is now out in the fi.eld attending to
Of course in point of wealth, social and political
but you. will notice likewise, tha·t the
business. ·Left a little too early for his .own
progress, .it is !Xot equal to Uncle Satn's. thrifty
promises herein contained, rest upon congood, however. Nearly all of my family have
Republic, and few know this better than Nova
ditions, .as all the promises ·of God d'9,
passed through .some stage of this disease, and are
Scotians themsel.ves. The people are kind. and
made unto mankind; and that is . just the
hospitable, and ·possess· less .guile .than their · passing, myself included. But this morning we
thought .as we find it provided in the be~
shrewder Yank~e neighbors across the way. It. are all erect and gathered around tl:te breakfast
ginning of God's dealing with rnankind~
table;but there is a kind of mincing of the food,
is a' little surprising ~~ th~ in.terest taken by th(!
After the· creation of rrian .God placed
it
don't
taste
good
li,ke
)t
did
a
month,
ago.
The
pe~ple in ever.rthing"American, The nam.es of
him llpon his agency, and will hold man
disease is lingering about the netighborhood, but
our presidents, l~ading statesmen, chief generals~
to an accoul)t when he shall stand beforit
leading politicians; politicat parties . and· great there has been.no fatal case as.yet
the judgment seat. of .Christ, where he
Sr. Lake is fast re~ovei'ing £ro!h the effects of
public questions
a;e as fatnUilir with as
shall beJudged according to.that
h
.Americans ·tliem.selve~; .and although they ,her fall, serious.as they were.' Sr. Steffe comhe hath done, whether it be
·
pride ~nd reverence .for the plain$.. ?!. dyptheri11 symptoms thism 0 rning,
whether it be. e\7il; and atthat
Br~: G~iffithshas ju'st retl}rned<h~iDe. Some seat Chr,ist will call
'of the .. household ..si.ck thete also: .··.The
fa~t
.to

~nmmuuittafinus.

will

tl:ler
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d~rnand of us in: that jn<lg.ment
liow.we e:xe~cis~d that agency. Arid if it
sh?uld be dis~'oyered at thl,lt time. that-we
ha~e .ahused the. agency that Go~. has
given unto us, he willhold us to,a 'strict
acc,ount fpr ~hat which we hav.e done •...
Notice/; the .promise is, heirs of God,
and joint heirs with Jesus Christ. It .is
not nect<ssary for me this mornit1g to
portray before this intelligent congregation the condition of bliss it is ours to enjoJ.in that heirship with Jesus Christ, or,
being .heirs of God arid joint heirs with
Jesus Christ; whatever c.onditionof things
may accrue to us bec,ause of that privilege, we, may rest a~sur~~ thll.t vye vyill be
satisfied with that condition-whatever
it. may..be. The subject of heirship is
what I wish to present f 0 r.your consideration. God has made it possible, through
the itrstrumentality of his Son, th::tt while
in this 'life men may recognize 'the fact
that they marbecop1e heirs of God and
joint heirs with Jesus Christ. No higher
c.ondition could God cause men to be
placed ih than this. But while this great
conpition may be possible through the
atoning blood of the Lamb, in that 9od
has said that he "so loved the world that
he gave his only begotten Son that whosoever belie.veth in him should not per.ish, but have everlasting life;" while. this
has been made possible through the shedding of the bl()od of the. Son of God, yet
this promise is made on conditions; and
tl,1ese conditions we will proceed to exam;
ine, as set forth in God's word.
Now while it may be a truth that God
did send his Son for the redemption and
salvation. of mankind, yet if he had failed
to point out or reveal to the children of
men in such clearrte$s and plainness that
they could-with the degree of judgment
that he had granted unt() them-comprehend how they could become heirs of (:Tod
and joint heirs with Jesus Christ; if God
had not sufficiently portrayed in his word
and through the influence of the Holy
Spirit, and made it clear so that they could
·understand the means provided, then they
would have failed to obtain the salvation
promised through Jesus Christ.
· The text tells us that we must be bora
again. Must! The word "must" appears here the same as Christ says to Saul
of Tarsus, "Go to Damascus, and there it
shall be told thee what thou must do"nofwhat thou mayest do, but what thou
must do.
The principles of the doctrine of Jesus
Christ which God has revealed through
him are not of that character of looseness
and carelessness that we may do as we
please; that we may do this or that, providing we are honest and sincere in our
hearts. God has planned to save us as his
children; "and if chil9ren • then heirs.;
heirs of God and joint heirs with Jesus
Christ." We find here, as elsewhere in
God's word, facts portrayed and illustrated
by figurative expres~ions, such as child of
God, heir.< of God, joint heirs with Jesus
Christ. Now here is a figure, as we will
proceed to examine, thatwe think we can
understand; and that is, as we have bee!)
b9rn children. jp.tq .the world 1 sq 1/Vfl are

born childre,n C>t God;' and l~st p~radven- . sp~ken by JesusChrist, or by hi~ a~thrit"
turesome may f))istake our c~;>nclusi 0 n, let ized. servan.ts on earth, it is .all the s~1nie;
us call yaur attention .to tl,1e fact that and we see by these selections we' have
through. the atoning blood of J es~s Christ read, that we have to become the children
Qd•l has done' away the origina] sin in of God; being. born again, not of corrupt··
Adam, so•that all. children born into the ible seed,but of incorruptible, by the word
w<orld are born free hom sin; and as we of God, which.liveth and abideth forever.
as children ar~ sprrovnded with sin, and The words. of Tesus.Chri!lt are not corin our partaking of sin frow time to time ruptible; his word never f;1.ils. He says:
we, like. our fore. pare!lts when placed in "Although heaven and earth shall pass
the .garden of Eden, have.done that which ~'!,Way, my word shall not pass away;" and
God has said vve should not do, we stum- we are informed that the word of God
ble in this, and err in judgrrl!'mt, and be- shall judge us when we sta,nd before the
come sinners before. God, and like our judgment seat of Christ; it never shall pass
fore parents .who partook of that which away, it is incorruptible. We turn to
God s~id they sJ1ould not pa,rtake, we be~ James, first chapter, se':enteenth and
cotlle accountable for Ol,lr evil acts. God eighteenth verses, who Iik~ the Apostle
knowing before .that ...o.ur fore . .,a rents Peter.bearswitness to the same thou.ght,
would transgress, looked forward beyond of beirig b~rn again by the word of God:
that .and discovered that the major portion "Every good gift at~d every perfect gift is
of mankind would also transgress his law, ft;om above, and cometh down from the
and thus become sinners ·befOre hi in, and Father of lights, with whqm there is no
has wi~ely-notwithstanJing the original va'riableness, neither shadow of turning.
sin was done away' so that all children Of his own will begat he us. with the \vord
born into .the world are free from sin-'- of truth, that"w~ should be a kind offirstprovided means in the gospel of Christ, fruits of his creatures."
which is the power of God unto salvation,
When we talk about an individual being
for a.ll who obey it with sincere purpose of born, }@lt us go right back a~ the beginning
heart, notwithstanding they have sinned of that individual, and we discover that the
before God, shall be made free from sin. individual born must first :have been bethrough the atoning blood of Jesus Christ gotten; if you will show mea child born
when they are born again. Let us notice into the world that has l!leen illegitimately
a Jew texts. We read that out of the begotten, I will show .you·~ child horn inmouth·· of two or three witnesses shall to the world illegitimately, ~~d there is no
every word be established. ·
law of God or man that will enable a child
We read from John, first chapter, com- to be born legitimately, that has been born
mencing at the sixth verse: "There was a illegitimately. So we discover that for a
·man sent from God, whose name was child to be born lawfully, God has wisely
John. The same came for a wit~ess, to provided that one man should have one
bear witness of the Light, that all men wife, and that they should bring offspring
through him might believe." .Further into the world, and those offspring be lawdown we read, "But as many as received fully begotten. The question arises here
him, to them gave he power to become if by any means-though professing to be
the sons of God, even to them that be- born of God--we have been illegitimately
lieve. on his name: Which were horn, begotten, how can we under .ariy process
not of blood, nor of the will of the flesh, whatever claim to be born of· him? But ·
nor of the will of man, but of God." if on the other hand, we have in obedience
"But as many as received him, to tbem to the word been born of God legitimategave he power to become the sons of ]y 1 we are recognized as his children. Now
God.'' Paul recognized the children of as earthly parents we are not compelled to
God. In this statement we find it is the assume the responsibility of looking after
sons of God, which means the same thing any other than those who are our own off--to them that believed on his name, spring. God has wisely provided that
which were born, not of blood, nor of the after bringing them into the world, 'We
will of the flesh, nor of the will of man, will interest ourselves in looking after
but of God. In all this we discover that their welfare. Now then from the same
to become the sons of God we must be parity of reasoning, can we expect that
born of God-must be born again; and God looks upon us as his children, unless
thus being born again we not only become he in the first place has had something to
the sons of God,. but we become the chil- do with our begetting, and in the second
dren of God, asrecognized in both of our place, with our being born? And having
texts.
to do with our begetting and being born,
In 1 Peter, first chapter and twenty- as sons and daughters of God, we are recfirst and twenty-second verses, we find the ognized as his. children, and he is bound
following: "Who by him do believe in by the highest principle of love and affecGod [this will apply to Christ], that raised tion to provide for our welfare here and
him up from the dead and gave him glory; hereafter, if we are faithful in him. But
that your faith and hope might be in God. until we are born of him we have no claim
Seeing ye have purified your souls in upon him (that is as children of God), havobeying the truth through the Spirit unto inv lost the right by transgression.
unfeigned love of the brethren, see that ye
You remember how we are begotten.
love one another with a pure heart fer- Of his own will, not of our will, be gat he us
vently: Being born again, not of corrupt-· by the word of truth. Let us examine that
ible seed, but of incorruptible, by the word a little further. Go with me, if you please,
of God, which liveth and abideth forever." . to the 4th chapter of I Corinthians 15th
No: matter
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instructers in Christ, yet have ye not many truth, and I presume that the Latter Day
fathers: for in Christ} esus I have begotten · Saints present understand me, and I hope
yoti through the gospel." The gospel is that everyone may understand me. Now
recognized as the word of truth, and to be these individuals spoken of have been bebegotten of the gospel. is to be begotten by gotten, but not born yet. How then are
the word of truth. How can we be be- we to be born? Jesus answers, (I quote
gotten by the word of truth? The text in fromJol:m 3:5): "Verily, verily, I say
Romans 10: 14 asks the question, "How unto thee, except a man be born of water
theri shall they call on him in whom they and of the Spirit he cannot enter into the
have not believed? and how shall they be- kfngdom of God." If a man cannot enter
lieve in him of whom they have not heard? the kingdom of God, h~ is not a child of
••• as it is written. . • . So then faith God, he is not an heir of God, neither is
cometh by hearing, and hearing by the he a joint heir with Tesus Christ. ·But we
word of God;" Now God understands are trying to look at the best side of the
that, and always has understood it, and we picture, and to ascertain as to whether we
take the history of mankind .. as we find it have been born again, as to whether we
recorded from Genesis to Revelations, and are the children of God. "Born of water,"
we find it invariably, that when God ex- says the Savior (that is good authority I
pected a people to do anything he made presurrie)-"J esus answered, Except a man
his truth manifest to that people, and by be born of water and of the Spirit, he canhearing the truth they became believers in not enter into the kingdom of God;'' The
brethren that preceded me havebeeri t11lking
the truth.
Suppose it had been our unenviable lot of Christ as a type, and I believe that we,
to never have heard the truth; we could as is expressed in this record, oughtto take
not have been begotten, and consequently up our cross and follow him. There is no
could not have been born; and not having other name in the world given as a pattern.
been born of God, we could not be legiti- When Jesus said to the young man, "Take
mate children, or sons of God. Let us up thy cross and follow me," the salvation
consider whether we have heard the word of that young man depended upon his folof truth; let us consider it well whether lowing Christ; and so does the· salvation
according to the agency that God ha.s of all men depend upon following Christ;
given us we have heard the word oftruth, he. is therefore our · examole to follow.
and been begotten thereby. Suppose we When J e~us began to beab~utthirtx years
had someone come to present the gospel; of age, he came to John and demanded
they had their appointments out, and peo· baptism of him, and John baptized him,
ple come out to hear, and in order that and there arid then .he was born of water
they might hear aright lift up their hearts -batized in the water. The record says
ih pray~r an<:( humble supplication to God, that} ohn baptized Christ in the river J orthat if what they hear is true they may be dan, and he did not baptize him anywJlere
-aHe to discern it; they will feel the light else. It seems to have ·entered theirriinds
of Christ bedmirig upon their hearts, and of some that immersion must answer the
adrpinistering unto them while the man of purpose, ·and they urge that immersion
G?d bears testimony to the truth, conviric~ was practiced by tile disCiples of Christ,
ing them that what they henris the word and fq,r several hti11dred years following
of truth. 1'he testimony of the living their day; while others urge that hnme:r:witnesses mqst agree with that of the dead sion was not according to Scripture; some
ones, or else it is of no account; and if their have gone to one extreme and oth~rs. to
testimony agret:s, the hearers have two or the other extreme. Some have thought
three witn.esses bearing testimony to· them because an individual'was ·immersed in
that what they hear is true, according .to water, therefore he was baptized. A man
the Savior's 1word: "Every word shall be may be immersed ten thou.sand timys, and
. establish~d the .mouth of two ()r three he woufd not be baptized. Whv? Because
witnesses;'' !lnd the light of Christ which he was not born of God until begotten.
. etilightenethj every maQ. that COp:leth into He must believe in God, and. in J~sus
t.he ·. world, l beap:1ing upon their souls, Christ hisSon,and receive a·' forgiveness
causes thetn to. accept the word spoken, of his sins through the ordinance of baptism;•and he must. be adminish~red to in
aQ.d to exercis~ faith .in it.
~. Su¢h ·.· individ11als have . been ·begotten
this ordinance by an individual called of
thtough tht;l word of truth; but are God.to admil}ist~r in that ordinance; faith
not. Born ye;t. We krtow a ~reat many and repentance • are prere,quisites before
.. that have JJ~en.begotten, but .never cltme baptism can be pepformed; and after being
to mafurity-+-neve.t born in the sense of born of water, then: corhes.trre birth ofthe
beihg livihg subjects of the. kingdom of Spirit. That invhat ~he brethrer1 have,
Goa:. I know a number of men that have been talking about . It is an irie,xhau~tible
been •convinted of the truth of the word, theme; There are many peoplewJ:io pror?Ut failed tp .aCC(i\pt •. it. for twenty years. fess to be born. of the Spirit;. we \V~uld be
atte;rwiud; I may ·as well con:fess ·to you glad if all the world were borri o.f the
that I. •had'. the. ·honor of •believin~ .·.for Spirit. ·.. God has spoken plainly "sO .that
mo.ntns before I ein br<~ced it, ~nd we need not e.rrin judg;ment In the matter;
· · that1ength of time before I
The apostlesl$ives m;a ittle ... ht on this
sorne men have been be·
. as we find by reading .
word of. truth and
.,-----·--, at the. I tthverse
it~ an(f therefore were

in

and godly, in this present world; looking
for that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the great God. and our Saviur
Jesus Christ: who gave himself for us that
he might redeem us from all iniquity, aqd
purify unto himself a peculiar people, zealous of good works."
Now then when we take into account
that in man there is an intellectual part,
and that is t]Je part that should govern the
whole man-but in the place o[thisif we
are governed by the outward man we will
be led to death and destruction. But in
the. gospel God has provided that we might
. be governed by the inner man, and in the
place of allowing the outward man to
tread down, he has provided that the inner
man should tread down the outward mari
and trample him under foot. When we
are gov.erned by the bent of our minds
whether' in this direction or . that, first
comes the thought, next desire, and the
next comes action. We ate thankful that
God does not charge us for our thought~
not always-but we are condemned for
our evil action; but if we sincerely repent
of them he will forgive us and reinstate us
in his favor. Thought, if aliowed, breeds
desire, and desire brings action, and the
thought }s developed. 'God's word to those
who obey him: is that the Holy. Spirit of
promise will ta.ke up its abode in: man, and
develop the inner man in righteousness
and truth. How is this brought about?
By being born of God, not only ofwater,
but of the·Spirit--:lmd when we are born
of the Almighy that Spirit takes possession of our spirits, and leads us into all
righteousness and- truth, and if we do
not continue to resist the Spirit if will
abidewith us forever. "He gave hims~lf
for us that he might redeem us from iniq•
uity and make ofus a peculiar people."
If the Spirit of God couiB. flow into our
hearts and· continue to do ·so, it .would finally make of us a pecnliar, a pure people:
I can illustratethi ·by afigure; s? that: we
can better understand it; There is a
stream of water falling• from the moun~
tain, pure and clear, and you place ·a
'pitcher that is not very clean where the
water. will fall into it, and let it stay long
enough the water falling. into . it will
purify the pitcher and make it clenn. The
design of the Spirit of God is to pou,r into
our hearts and purify the same, tl:lat God
may have a pure·. people, purified from
every appea~ance of evil, and.it is. . rr1ade
possible u.nder the 'influence of. the Spirit
of God tht;ough ·obedience to the gospel.
Now let us read a little further;third
chapter, corntnencing at th~ .fourth verse:
"But after. that the kindness and ldve of
God ourSavior toward man appeared, not
by worksof rjghteOttStiesswhich 'J\Te hl;(Ve
done, but according~ to his mercy he' sa veer
.us, by the washine: .of· reg-en¢ration and
renewing of the Holy Ghost, whichhe
shed . 011 us abundalltly, througl} Jesus
Christ our Savior; .that being juslified' b:y
his.grace
sho~ld.be made heirs acc?rdto the
of
Thi.s ·is a
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Now ancient Israelcou1d not believe
the, gospel, and therefore tpeJMosaic lavy
was addedas a. school rn.asterto bring .them
to Christ. .But Paql says that the gospel
was renewed, and Christ is set. forth by'
Johq the Baptist as the one .. that should
baptize with the Holy Ghost. John.says,
"I ipdeed baptize. you with water, hut one
cometh after rne that shall baptize you
wJth the Holy . Ghost." And when the
purifying principle of the. Holy Ghost is
poured out and the people of God continue to receive. it it will never fail to
purify them, and they will. be. recognized
as heirs of God and joint heirs.with Jesus
Christ.
COLLEGE .BUILDING.

THE.latter day work is from first to last
educational, and the education aimed at is
not of a narrow or stinted kind .either. ·It
takes in the entire. ranger•of the best liter"
•··•·
atm~·as-well·aJ> the sciences. Note the
:;;~•~·/following: "And I give unto you a commandment, that you shall teach one another the doctrine of the kingdolll!l; teach ye
diligently and. my grace shall attend you,
that you may be instructed more perfectly
in th~ory, in principle, in doctrine, in the
law of the gospel, in all things that pertain
to the kingdom of God, thnt is expedient
for you to understand; of things both in
heaven, and in earth, and under the earth;
things which have been; things which are;
things which must shortly come to pass;
things which are at horne; things which
are abroad; the wars and perple:x:ities of
the nations; and the judgments which are
on the land; and a knowledge also of
countries, and of kingdoms. , , , Seek ye
diligently and teach one another words of
wisdom; yea, seek ye 9ut of the best books
words of wisdom; seek learning even by
study, and also by faith."-D. & C. 85:21,
36.
"Study and learn, and become acquainted with all good books, and with languages, tongues and peoples."-:-D. & C.

87: 5·

"And verily I say unto you, that it is
rny will that you should hasten .•. to ob- .
tain a knowledge of history, and of countries, and of kingdoms, oflaws of God and
man, and all this for the salvation of Zion."
.....:.D. &C. 90: 12.
There is no college whose course of
study covers a wider range of subjects than
is embraced i::t the ground included in the
directions given in the above quotations.
It not only embraces theology to its fullest
extent, but all the other ologies; history,
ancient and modern; the languages; the
sciences; philosophy, natural and mental;
and political affairs.
It must be pleasing to our heavenly
Father that his children observe his commandments in regard to educational matters, as well as those regarding other things.
All his commandments are sacred to him
and should be to us, and in any attempt to
carry out in humility and meekness the instructions of heaven we may safely count
upon the aid and direction of the Holy
Spirit. As the Comforter is given to guide,
not into one truth only, but int() all, truth,
we may rely ~pqn itf~si$t~llce in eee~ing

and. ol:itainin~ truthin all· the departments session. Might not a hirJt be tak~~ ·fro~
mentioned in these q.uotatio11s. Here are the plan and design of the Kirtland temple
to adaptthesehouses .more. fully to edu·
some others:''Your brethren in the land of Zion, cational purposes by means of a. system of
many of whom are truly bumbk, and are curtains,. or mo\Table pa~titions by which
seeking diligentJyto learn wisdom and to basement and auditorium could be turned
find truth; verily,yerily I say unto you, into class-rooms,and back ag11in at pleas"
blessed are such for they shalLobtain ••.. ure, as the needs of the servites required.
Behold, T say unto you, concerning the Such use of them peed not in the minds of.
school in.· Zion, I, the .Lord, am well any· det.ra<;t from the sacred ;character of
pleased that there. should be a school in those buildings, fpr we have seen that the
pursuit of all the subjec~s of study that
Zion."7D. & C. 94: I, 2.
While the above .instructions were in- would be followed in such a. !';ch6ol, is entended more especially for the ministry, joined ~p()n the.Saints and ministry in the
our heavenly Father has taken care that revelations of. the Lord, ;J,tld from the rethe children should notJlt; qeglected. He quirements of'the case-the 'teachers should
gave the following to W. W .. Phelps in be in perfect harmony with the principles
of the faith.
June, 1831:"And again, you shall. be ordained to
Should the suggestion herein offered be
assist my servant Oliver Cowdery to do favored, the school could in a short time be
the work of printing, and of selecting, and put into operation and receipts from tuition
writing books for schools in the church, fees would go quite a ways 'towards dethat little children also may receive in- fraying the expenses for teachers.
struction before rne as is pleasing unto rne."
It. is to be# understood, of course, that
such an ar~.angement for college purposes
-D. & C. 55:2.
·
In view of these instructions and corn· would be temporary. After .a time, as the
mandments, I ask the earnest and prayer- church became financially ·able, · oJher
ful attention of my prethren to some .con- buildings could be erected suitable to the
siderations bearing upon the subject of purposes of such a school as is contemplatestablishing a school for the youth of the ed, and perhaps the very ~ensible · and
church. This matter of securing a place practical ideas of Bro. C. R. :Duncan carof learning for our young people has been ried out. Such a system of divisible rooms
hanging fire for sometime. The church is getting to be a necessity for the most
seems, to a certain extent at least, to be successful prosecution of the Sunday school
alive to the necessity of such an institution, work in such places as Independence and
·
·
and the desire in this direction materialized Lamoni.
to such a degree at the general conference
Supposing thatthe brick church at Laheld at Lamoni, April, 1890, that the fol- moni was arranged as suggested and that
lowiflg was introdpced and adopted: "Re- in a few years because of the erection of
solved; That in the opinion of this confer- another building it would be no longer
ence, thetime has arrived when it may be used as a college, the divisional arrangeexpedient to establish an institution of ments would still be highly useful for
learning under the control or influence of Sunday school purposes, as they would be
our church organization, and to thlo; end from the start. The present is with us
there shall· be a committe appointed (by the day of small things, but it ought not
the body) to receive proposals for a loca- to be for that reason despised. We should
tion and take such other preliminary meas- be satisfied to creep until such time as we .
ures as may be necessary; and said com- may become able to walk, or run.
mittee are empowered after receiving such
Another consideration of much imporproposals to make all necessary arrange- tance is, that the founding and conducting
ments for the establishment of such insti- of a college suited to our needs as a hody
tution."
will at first partake very largely of the
In pursuance of this resolution a com- nature ·of an experiment. After an efficient
mittee of seven was appointed, which met, staff of professors has been secured and ororganized, and adopted measures for car- ganized by means of the tests of actual
rying out its provisions.
•
work in the class-room, and experience
I arn not aware that any encouraging has developed a competent presiding ofsuccess has been had in the matter of rais- ficer and manager, the school will become
ing means. In a recent Herald editorial a power in itself, and its benefits and adit is stated: "The death of Bishop Blakes- vantages will become apparent to many
lee disorganized the committee, he heing who now take but little interest in the
chairman. At the last April conference project. They can then be easily induced
one was chosen to fill the vacancy, but no to. assist liberally toward its better equiporganization has been subsequently effect- ment for the great work it is calculated to
ed." From the sa~e editorial we gather do.
that lack of means is the chief reason why
In this matter it is well to remember
the idea of the church in this matter is not that the best success will come from a close
put into active operation. The necessity adherence to·the law of God, and .an obot means is two-fold; first, to provide a . servance of the educational spirit that perhouse with the necessary apparatus, vades the gospel.
DUNCAN CAMPBELL.
library, etc.; second, to secure a corps of
teachers.
ADDRESSES.
1\s to the first, I offer this spggestion,
There are at Independence, Lamoni, and Joseph Luff', No. 44 South 4th West street, Salt Lake
City, Utah.
Kirtland, commodious houses unaccupied
Emsley Curtis,~Harrisonville, Cass county, Missouri, ·
du1ingth~ nourti that' school~ ~te tJ!H~~UJ' in . J, .Ci~pp, :r~ey, 'l'!ll!l!~ ~tr1 ~JW\}rn~ · ·
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A PARABLE.

THERE once lived near the town of A--,
a man named Seeker. He was a man of
good principles and began to read the
things concerning the kingdom of God.
After becoming thoroughly posted as to
the doctrine of the kingdom, he next began to search for a people who believed
that doctrine and lived up to its teaching;
and, strange as it may appear and did appear to Mr. Seeker, he found that the
Latter Day Saints were the only qnes who
claimed to believe and teach the fullness of
the gospel as it is written, but being a man
without prejudice, he at once determined
to fully investigate the claims of tho~e people. He found that in the village of B - dwelt a family of Saints, and to them he
went for information and his investigation
proved quite satisfactory, and he determined to attend the conference held in a
branch not far distant, He was quite in-terested in the work done, part of which
was the ordination of a priest and an elder
for local work outside of a branch, and as
the elder was quite near (about ten .miles
. from) the family of the C--'s, and they
cordially invited him to visit them, remarking that as .they now had an elder near
they might perhaps have a sermon once in
a while. Mr, Seeker took pains to follow
up this invit11tion and found that the .elder
did soon call upon the C-·-.'s, but was
told it was a poor time to try to hold meetings for various reasons. He had therefore returnep and preached at home and
in the other villages round about as best
he could get a hearing, the scattered Saints
seeming qui~e indifferent to come out and
hear such humble talent, and Mr. Seeker
talking with him one day found him quite
chagrined that the c~-'s had in the
veryplace where they had so discouraged
him given o,ut appointments, secured hall,
etc., and hail sent thirty miles for an elder
who was "a seventy," and several meet. ings,had helm held, while our local elder
had not ev~::n a notice of them, much less
a chan.ce to iet his feeble light shine. And
the same. th:ing happened a few. months
later when :the C--'s secured the services of a high man in the. ministry, and
still no word came to out local elder .or invitation~
But Mr. Seeker determined to
know. morei of the church affairs, and often
visited Eld~r D--, being convinced that
it was quite possible that th(:) earnestness
and simplic~ty of this man might be' quite
as effectual;jn convincing the inquirer as
might the more polished or. eloquent men
in higher ~laces; and one day during a
friendly call they were visited by a Sister
E-_:, liv~ng somewhat 'farther away
than the c_:-'s, b'!lt still in the nominal
territory ot Elder D.,--. During the
conversation the .sister· said that her husband was rhaking preparation for meet,
ings in . their village as Bro. F--(a
"seventy,") had promised to come up and
help them; that. Bro. G"'-'.;..,..,' (a .higq
priest),.had said he W()uld try . and come,
and evenB'ro~H-L,(one ofthe.twelve),
had said it V\Tas pos~ible }1e coul<;l .co we,
~ndy~tshe see)I)ed to·•pe
!!Ciqus;of the; f.ac,t tl].;t

capacity of a listener, provided an invitation was extended him.
By this time Mr. Seeker had begun to
marvel at certain things, but con•inued to
investigate. He went to the district conference. Elder D-- and the priest before mentioned, Bro. I-·-, were there.
Reports were called for and read; Elder
D-- had preached many times, baptized
none. Mr. Seeker knew that one, at
least, had been convinced of the truth under the preaching of D--, but had been
baptized by a "seventy" at the Reunion.
Elder D-- not being fimincially able to
attend .. Priest I - - had preached many
times, baptized none. It transpired later
that there were three persons there to be
baptized, the fruits of I-.-'s labors, who
had been brought up to the point of baptism by him when they had postponed
t.his act of obedience to this time, and
would be baptized in the afternoon, as one
of the twelve, (a visiting member), would
perform the ceremony.
Mr·;"Seeker thought he discerned.· a look
of sympathy between the priest and the
local elder as they met on the banks of the
stream in the afternoon, but it might have
been imaginary. Mr. Seeker concluded
to farther investigate.
. Sometime after returning from conference, a::; he was riding from town with
Elder D-- they met an elderly couple
of Saints, and. upon Elder D-- inquir·
ing their health was informed that Sister
]-..- had been sick nigh unto death, and
Bro. J - - had at one time during her illness been so frightened that he came near
sending for a doctor, which he s:iid was
not according to gospel instructions, but
then there were no elders near who had
faith enough to do them any goodi They
then rode away, and as Elder D-••- had
nothing to say Mr. Seeker wondered why
St. James had not said "Send for a seventy,
a high priest, or one. of the twelve," in·
stead of "the elders of the church" who
might be. just nobody in importance. And
again he wondered why he h:1d not .cautioned them that the one administering
must have faith, instead of saying that the
prayer of faith should save the si<;:k; for
possibly th¢. prayer and faith might. all be
on the. part of the sick arid yet the desired
results follow the anointing, the elders (or
eldeT) simply a.cting as anagent,.as. he was
commanded to .do.
_ Mr; Seeker has concluded not to enter
th~fold until he has investigated further.
'"

.
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THE ETHICS OF CONFUCIUS.
Warren G. Benton in Popular. Science Mo11thly.

CON'Fucrus laid no cl11im to hilVing originated the philosophy of which he was
the exponent, b1,1tsimply to ha.ve undertaken to revive laws which the .ancients had
laid down, bt1t which had become practicat"u'w"··--· throughnothobserva.nce. He l,lrl~
his fellowmen. to.nn..,,,..,.,
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society and the promotion of virtue. He
recognized with sorrow that political intrigue, infidelity to the trusts of men in all
relations, and crime of all kinds prevailed in
spite of the laws intended to reguhtte such
things, and to the task of restoring the
righteous rules of his ancestors he set himself. He knew that penal codes were
powerless for good when there was not a
moral sense to enforce them. Modern
prohibitive legislation is a parallel case.
The Chinese statutes, the so-called classics, set forth the means to virtue and
morality, but neither the legal authorities
nor the people recognized any need for
enforcing or observing them, He sought
by precept and example to revive the moral sense of the people, but at the end of
a long life he died in poverty and disappointment, having apparently produced no
impression.
To fully appreciate the. great task he
set out to accomplish, the reforma!ion of
China upon a strict ethical basis, it is necessary to picture the condition of his people at that time. From what he wrote of
the condition of things, and also from the
writings of Mencius, a century later, we
must conclude that the China of twentyfive hundred years ago was, inde€!d, a dark
picture for the idealist to contemplate.
Mencius states that, in his time; men had
reached a state of degradation in which
they denied that there was any distinction
between good and evil, vice and virtue.
All moralrestraints were thrown off, and
public or private morality was unknown.
But, notwithstanding the philosopher was.
dead, his name and writing still existed,
and haq their influence on a few minds.
Among these was Mencius, who appears
to have. been an abler man than Confucius
himself, and .who espoused the cause of reform, and, as· a chief measure, set to work
to gather the writings of Confucius. Perhaps, but for this work, the very name of
the Sage would have been forgotten long
ago; for his writings were left in a fragmentary and scattered sh~pe, and even do
.not take high rank in point of literary
merit. The Confucian Analects, as compiled by Mencius, and with added comm~nts by the.la.tter, have been translated
into English by Rev. Mr. Legge, an eminent Oriental scholar.
· The . gist of the teachings may be
summeil up ill the one short sentence,
"Walk in the old paths," and when we
come to define the old patps we find what
he called the Five Relatiol)s, under which
he. defines every known duty . of man.
These relations had been defitied and enforced ages before, in the books called the
. Classics, perhaps ftu the reason that they
were so old that there was no record of
when·· or by whom. written. . It is thes.e
five propositions that have. c:1lled _fotth
dozens· of folio volumes to· elucidat~ and
.enforce: It is these that constitute what
is know:n .as Col)fucianism, altho1Jg-h •.h~
n.ever claimed t~ b~ .qtherthan a t~acher
df the faith of the ancients. . ... ... . . .. .•....·.
These ·
relations l:).avein them an.en- ·
and.··
· · ·

po$sibl~ b,e,i»c;IY~~~•r.9:•.
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•gnd, 'between Husband aru:(Wife; third,
.he't\ye~nPare.nfand ~h,ild ;f?urtn 1 betiJITeen
Brothers; fifth, between Man and Man.
·In this last. proposition is the province.
ofethics. It is a.far widerfield for the
philanthropht and reformer to aeal. y\'ith
thlin an.yof the foregoing. . Here aU ties of
khisbip and fear of authority ar~ removed,
andthe question o(theequality and tights
of ;maQ. comes in, The same sentiments
in our Constitutio.n are lauded as the climax
(lf hurrianjty and civilization •. The sam<!! sentiments were promulgated by a Pagan
philosopher, 500 years before the Christain
era) and 'he founded his arguments upon
what had been written so long- before. as.
to be ancient history.
The Confucian· system has probably
done much toward' creating whatever of
good is found in Chinese character and 1nstit:utions; and what it has failed.to accollilplish is not due. to any defects of the sys
tern, but rather. in th~)nherent tendency
in human nature to follow the more brutish .instincts.
Among the Chinese, Confucius is not
in any sense :w:orshipped, buf he is venerated much as Washington is in the United
States.-Literarf Digest.

NOV A SCOTIA.
Conference met at South Rawdon, Nova
Scotia, October 19th; Elder W. H. Kelley in·
vi ted to preside; H. J. Davison secretary pro, tem.
Cornwallis branch report: Seven baptized, present number 26, I marriage-Sr; Eva Newcomb
to John Glover of Boston. South Rawdon
bra rich reported: Present number 30; no change
except r inarriage-Sr. Hattie ])!mock to James
O'Brien .. Elder Davison reported: Baptized 7,
married 1. Priesfs Robert Newcomb and John
W. Dimock,and Deacon M. Laid, present, reported . . Several scattered members reported by
letter. Bishop's agent reporl: Received as follows: On hand last report, $25; received during
year, $304 95; total, $329 95; cash disbursed
during year; .$33').7o; due agent, 75 cents.
Elders H. J. Davison and W. H. Kelley were
appointed to represent Nova Scotia district at
general conference in April, 1892. Resolved
that conference meet .next year at call of president. Elder H. J, Davison was appointed presi·
dent for ensuing year, and Bro. Harry Wood
secretary. CG~nference not large, but good.

burnsus:tainedasmi.ssio~~ryin.the,distd.ct:.The

Wilson to labor under supervisiorr of J•. F, Minfollowing w~s rec~ivep and. a(]optett; W?ereas,
tun; H. Garner conttnued •in• vicinity of Melrose
we the district Sunday s.chogl associatton, consi.d: schbolhouse; (Colby Downs was by request re.erin~th.eweffareoft)ie.youngaml all memi)ers
leased; J:. Don nelson as Circumstances perm1t;
of the church; and realizing .the great field •beH. C. Bronson was requested by conference to
fore. us, earnestly urge uBon all parents. as well
labor. as much.as possible Ia Little Sioux district.;
as.all. fnel'tibers of the church, to; take an active
D .. Chambers, preddentand bishop's agentrand.
parUn the St1nday school, to aid and foster all
A, M. Fyrango, ·district. secretary, were by vote
efforts made by t~e association. The association · sustained; alsb general conference appointees
held two sessions dudng the conference; !')unday ,and allquorumsof the church. Preaching .durat 9 a.m. and 6 p.m. Preacl:;ing byM .• H. Forsing ,session was done by Elders \.C: E. Buttercutt and 'J.'; W, Chat burn .•. One baptism Sunday
wQrth, H. C. Bronson, J. F: Mintun and J. Sedev~ning by Eld, M: H, Forsqltf, Adjourned to.
don. Adjourned to Persia, second Saturday and
Sunday in March..
· ·.
Stewartsviii~.• Saturday, March 5th.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.
Convehed atSanBer[Jar~ino, October 23d;
Eld. H. C. Smith•choset} to preside;' A. A. Goff
and W\P~ Pickering clerks,.,. Branches reporting,
S~n Bernardino, Los Angiles· Nevvport and C.oJ.
ton. Elders E. J. French, A .. A.· Goff, W. M.
Gibso.n, D. L. Harris, A. W. Thompson an~ A.
Whitlock reported .. Priests, W. P. Pickering, A.
EJPn(lS and N:. J. WixollJ. • Bishop's agents H.
C. Smith and C. Baly reported for the year:
Amount on hand $67 29; total received. $738 40;
total paid out. $714 37; balance on hand $41 32,
and one .cow valued at $so. A. W. Thompson
ofthe Laguna branch reported the inability of
the branch toreport.because of. the retention of
the branch records by Eld. E; J. French. Resolved that K]: French be suspended from acting in any official capacity. 11ntil he delivers up
the said records. Resolved that we refuse to sus/
tain any'officer that practices or upholds dancing.
Brn. H. C. Smi.th, D ..S. Mills and R. R. Dana
were appointed a committee to select time and
place of holding our next reunion. The di~trict
president was at!thorized to call together in the
near future all interested in the Sunday school
work and organize a district association. Eld. R.
R. Dana• was elected delegate to the genera:! conference of · 1892. D. S. Mills chosen district
president, and W. P. Pickering clerk. Chas.
Baly sustained bishop's agent .. General church
authorities su~tained. Adjourned to San Ber.
nardino ..:first Friday before the full moon in October, 1892.
-

LITTLE SIOUX.
Conference convened at Woor-lbine, Iowa, December 12t.h; D. Chambers president, C. Derry
assistant; A. W. Fyrando clerk, J .. F. Mintun
assistant. Branch reports: Magnolia 184; gain
5· Unio:n Center 143; gain 20. Spring Creek
109. Logan 84; gain 2. Little Sioux 2-1-4; loss
2
Unionburg 41; loss I. Woodbine So; gain
8. Sioux.Clty not reported. Ministerial reports:
Elders, J. F. Min tun, baptized II; A. Johnson,
A. M. Fyrando, W. Chambers, C. E. Butterworth, baptized s; D. Chambers, R. Farmer, J.
M. Putney, C. Derry, Jos. Seddon, baptized r;
H. C. Bronson, F. Hansen, H. Garner,. E. R.
Lamphere, and J: A. Beckman.
Priest, M.
Hall. Bishop's agent, D. Chambers: Received
June rst to December rst, 1891, Junerst balance
FAR WEST.
$7 67, received from all soutces $310981 total
Convened with the St. Joseph branch, Novem$318 65; expended June rst to December rst,
ber 28th and 29th, J. T. Kinnaman president, C.
elders' families $284, elders' expenses $5; to poor
P. Faul secretary. Branch reports: Stewarts$r3 so, postage, etc., $r 6o, on hand $r4 5$·
ville 61, Pleasant Grove 6o. Edgerton Junction
Audited by committee and found correct. J.
25, St. Joseph 218. DeKalb 68, Delano 85 Elders
Dorineison was upon recommendation of WoodM. H. Forscutt, T. W. ,.Chatburn, R. A Marbine branch, and vote of conference ordained an
chant, J. T. Kinnaman baptized 7, W. Summerelder.
field baptized 2, F. C. Graham, D J. Powell, re.
A resolution was adopted that P. and W. C.
ported.
Priests, Russell Archibald, F. M.
Cadwell be recommended to their respective
Mauzey, P. Peterson, A. W. Head, C. Housequorums to be released from the silence which
holder and F. G. Dungee. Deacon, L. Neidorh.
has been imposed upon them, and that they be
Present officers sustained for the coming quarter.
restored to their official standing as elders in the
Resolved that it is the sense of this conference
church, inasmuch as the law of the land had been
that no member has a right to represent any
vindicated in the case of the state of Iowa agairist
branch of this district, unless chosen by a branch
them, and as the said Cadwells had paid the
as a delegate or alternate. Resolved, that the
penalty for wrong done by them; and whereas,
president and missionary be authorized to visit
the court had disrnissed all further charges as
the Kingston branch as a aommittee and to do
groundless, etc. Local missions: J. Seddon to
the best for the interests of the branch; they to
labor in and near Yorkshire; J. A. Beckman to
apf>oint their own time of meeting. Bishop's ' labor in vicinity of U[}ionburg; W Chambers to
agent's report: Received and on hand, $499.88;
labor when and where he can; F. Hansen to
expended $36S.8o; Balance due church $134 o8.
labor at Small schoolhouse; W. Cowlishav: to
-a~port ~ud!ted and fotmd correct~ 'l'. W. Cha:t· . laboic under direction .of J~ M, Putney i J;,evi

NORTHEAST KANSAS.
Conference convened at Scranton, December
1,2th; Pn;sident, Daniel·Munns; L. G. Gurwell
clerk... Branches reportiid:
Netawaka 47.
Scranton 66. ·Atchison 40. · Fann,ing 4L Centralia, no report. Elders reported: J. B. Jarvis,
J; A. Davis, A. H. Parsons., bapti~ed 6. blessed 3
children; J. T. Dayis, Wm. Menzies, D. Munns,
H. Green, Wm. Gurwell, J. Menzies, P. Dev.lin.
Priest, L. G. Gurwell~ Deacon, J:. Baillie: Organizatioh of branches at Severance and Baker
was taken up; Brn. J. A. Davis and Wtrt . Gur· well for various reasons did. not organize at Sev-.
erance; likewise Brn. J. T. D.avis :).nd H. Green
did not organize at Baker. Bro. A; H. Parsons
persuaded members. at Severance :to unite with
Fanning branch. Resolved that the local minis try shall assi·st president of distriCt in. caring for
scattered Saints, and labor as directed by him. It
was considered advisable to hold a reunion in the
district the coming summer. Brn. Wm Gurwell,
D. Munns, H. Parker, J. B. Jarvis and Wm .. WilIiams chosen as committe to decide time and
place, and collect means for carryi~g on reunion.
This conferen.ce authorize.s L G. Gurwell to
travel ·and 'labor with· A. H. Parsons for next
three months. Next conference to convene at
Netawaka, March 12th. The authorities of the
church were sustained by faith and prayer. D.
Munns sustained as president, L. G. Gurwell as
clerk. Preaching by Brn. J. A.· Davis, J. T.
Davis and A. H. Parsons. The Spirit attended
our devotions. Bishop's agent's report: On
hand last report IO tts., received since $10, paid
out $ro, on hand ro cts. H. Parker," agent.

ITEMS OF INTEREST.
English: soldiers have me.t and defeated a wild.
tribe of Dards in Dardistan, in western Thibet.
A war scare in India prevails. It is thoughtthis
event may involve England and Russia and Ilerhaps China, in war.
.
'
Owing to drought the. crops have been lost
over large areas in the Madras Presidency which
are devoted to the cultivation df various kinds of
grain. Famine prices for cereals prevail in the
districts of. Arcot. Chingteput, and Cuddapah
and in the. town of Ananatapoor in the Bellery
district.
It is said that 587 different languages are spoken in Europe.
FOUND RELICS OF AN ANCIENT RACE.

CoLUMBus, 0., Dec. u.-The members of the
World's Fair archreologicalexpedition which for
the last three months has been excavating the
Indian mounds in the vicinity of Chillicothe today came across the richest find which they have
yet discovered. It was a collection of copper ornaments and utensils consisting of 120 pieces
wrought into all manner of intricate and beautiful forms. There are anklets, bracelets, earrings,
and curious disks of repousse work. Then there
are thin sheets of beaten metal representing perfectly the forms of birds, beasts, and fishes.
Strangest of all are two pieces made exactly in
the shape of the "Swatfska;" or cross of the
Greek Church. This is the first time that anything
resembling the cross has been found in the
North. The ornamentation is plainly of Mexi-

. c~n
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Peruvian design, and tlms corroborates
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no of Col-ima will share the fate of Pompeii and
the theory that our Ohio mound builders were
has therefore ordered the villagers to abandon
closely allied to the Aztecs. The collection is
valued by Mestrs. Morehead and Cresson, the
their homes and move .to places of safety. The
volcano is ,now vomiting great volumes of lava,
chiefs of the expedition, at not less then $3,
ash.es and smoke, and the country for miles around
ooo.
CHURCH AND STATE CRISIS IN FRANCE.
is illuminated. Strong winds carry the ashes a
distance. of 400 miles., A large party of scientists
Debate on the resolutions of Church and
from various parts of Mexico have gone to vliit
State in France has taken a violent turn this
the phenomenon.
week. Nothing so stirs the passions of men as
The Ia grippe is filling graveyards irr St. Louis,
controversy about the religion which is meant
to allay them. The Senate itself, which is, as It
where there are now 30,000 cases. Phy&icians
are worn out by the strain of the many demanqs
was supposed to be; a refuge of conservatism,
made upon them. It is,the worst plague of the
shows itself as strongly ;mticlerical as the more
kind that ever reached 'St. Louis. It increases
popular chamber. It is well that it should, for
in extent and violence.
no friend of France desires to see the fortunes of
the conservative republic-the only possible re·
RoME, Dec. IS.-The Pope in his allocution at
public-bound up with clericalism.
yesterday's consistory said that the enemies of
the Romish Church ruthlessly encompassed it
There is no mansion in heaven for a man who
is mean to his wife.
on every side.. Not content with displaying
their hatred in words they had proceeded to acts
Hon. Oliver Me>vvatt, Premier of Ontario for
of violence against the peaceful foreigners who
twenty years and a life-long liberal has Issued a
had come to Rome actuated by filial piety and
manifesto on the political situation in which he
free from politiCal aims. These enemies, who
advocates unrestricted trade reciprocity between
had not hesitated to incite riots, insults and
Canada and the United 1States, but is opposed to
threats, now sought to deal the Papacy a death
annexatioQ, holding that when the ties which
blow., Other secret foes who paraded their
bind it to Great Britain are dissolved, it is great
nwder::~tion really aimed at the same object. The
enough to form an independent and powerful
liberty of the Pontiff to communicate with the
nation.
'
outer world. was more curtailed and the situaAll Europe is being ravaged by the influenza
tion becoming more and more difficult.' By
which is very severe in Its attacks. At Hamwaging war on the Papacy, the Pope sa,id, the
burg 1,900 cases were reported during the week,
enemies hoped to weaken and proscribe the
and the death roll has not diminished.
name of Christianity. The Pope protested
After January 1st the Lutheran clergy In
that if the heads of States would give earnest
Russia win be deprived of the right to appoint
consideration to the position of the church they
.or discharge the masters of the Lutheran schools. would then understand that it was to their interA commission has been appointed to examine
est to .uphold the authori,ty of the church as the
, teachers in the German schools. Should any
greatest moral power in the world. It behooved
display an imperfect knowledge of the Russian
all Catholics, acting in unison with him, .to form
language they will be ,dismissed.
a perpetual league against the assaults of the
impious.
·
KILLED BY SNAKES IN INDIA.
Reciprocity negotiations have been favorably
Probably not less than 5o,ooopeople are killed
concluded by the Unifed States and, J~maica.
by snakes in India every year. They are one of
The latter concludes the series ot trade. conventhe chief cauaes of mortality in that 'Country.
tions between tlw U.S. and the Br:itish. West InGreat efforts ,;have been made by the British
dies, all of which ha~e modified their tariffs.
Government to, destroy them, but with very lit·
tle success. Unfortunately the natives regard
The areas of the co.untiy's .chief cities ar,e:
them as. sacred. They consider the cobr.a in
Chicago; 172 7f 'quare miles; J:>hiladelphla, I29Ys';
parJ:icular as e!IJbodylng some sort ot dlvininity,
Washingt>n,' 72; StLouis; .62Ji0; New Orleans,
and it. is custbmary for them to allow thf.'se
6o; San Francisco, 42}(; New York, 4I ;:Boston,'
frightful creatures as pets on their premises. Of.
37 }(; Baltimore, 32; Brooklyn, 26]j;, and Cincin·
fers of bounties for serpents' heads have. bee,n
nul, 24.
·
· ,
, discouraged; by the discovery of the practice
L~grlppe is ravaging Europe. It also prevails
pursued by ma.ny low-caste Hindoos of breeding
in the South Seaislands.
snakes a.rtifichH!y to supply tl:1e official .dem.and.
In that .warm' climate snakes propagate their
BORN .
. species very fa,st and their v~:norQ. accumulates
rapidly. Alth;ough th~ cobra is the m.ostdreadCRUSE.,-At Hutchinson, Colorado, August
ed of all, the I,rait and other varities are hardly
4th, 189r, to Mr. J. R. anq Sr. Lucy .E. Cruse a
less deadly. [They swarm eyerywhere. The
son. BlessedSeptemlierzoth, 1891,.by his grandcobras are espec.ially fond of taking up their resipa Elder James Kemp, and named Charles .Wesdence. in·gardt'!J:ls and .under verandas. No cure
ley.
'for a. cobra's bite .is !mown to science) though
LEWIS:-At Meadow .Grove, Nebraska, No·
there .is good ;evidence that the nativ~ qqc;tors
vember 22!], 189q, to Mr. • Oscar and Sr. Ella
sometimes rescue victims by remedies which
Lewis; a son. Bressed September 27th, )891, by
they keep secret....,- Waslzi?tt[lou Star.
Elder W. M; RumeJ, and naiT,Jed Clyde Edward.
TAHLEQUAH, I. T., Dec. 14 -Joel R. Mayes,
MARRIED.
Chief of the Cherokee Nation, died here this
HuNTER-:-YARRINGTON.-.,.At
Davis City,
morning.
. .
.
Iowa, December roth, 1891, Mr JohnD Hunter,
· [Joe!Bryan:Mayeswas born in the Cherokee
of,Council Bluffs, and sister Ida C. Yarrington
Reservation, Qa,, Oct~ 2, 1833
His father was
of Lamoni, were united iiJ marriage by Elder H.
whiteandhis mother of milced blood, being de·
A. Stebbins.
· ·
scended qn her parental side fmin James Adair,
DIED.
an India11agent under George III. Joel was reN{]LL.:-c-At Springerton, Illlnois,October 19th,
moved .while a, boy .to the Cherokee :Reservation
in Indian Territory; . He graduated from the
1891, Bro. William Null, aged 90 years, 5 months,
Cherokee Male. Seminary in 1856; and taught and 5 days. , He .was b'lrn at Shelbyville; ';I'en·
until the beginning qf .the C.ivil war, w!)en be· nessee; was, baptized and confirmed by Elder G:
enlisted in the Confederate army. He held the. H. Hilliard, September 2oth, }874· He leaves a
wife and six children to mourn their loss. He
position .of qu,artermaster.during the war. He
·
·
retu];ned to the farm on Grande river in r865, · has golle to .his reward. .
·and wasmadeCoun.ty Colllmissioner and Chle.f
MARTIN.:-c-At Walnut. Hill; Massachusetts,
Clerk to the.Qherokee Court, a dual p<?sition he
November 15th, I~9J, Bro. Robert Martin: He
held for ma11y years.. For two y.ears .he was
was .born in Glasgow, Scotland~ in' i8z6; was
County Judge, While holding the latter office· first baptlzedJnto the Baptist church, a:nd al;vays
he,w;as chose,n .Associate: and subs(?quently Chief
lived an uprightlife. He was baptized into the
Justice of the Supreme Court, Hebecame'.~he
Reorganized Clmrch in September, I.89o: He
Chl.ef of th.e Cherokee.; Nat!0n In l).,ugust, 1887:,
died firm and happy in the trqth, his cbpntehaving been elected afte;, ,a close. fig)1t]
,.
I1ance•:hearing the impress· of peace an!l.fesUn
the. Lord:. He Ie.ft awi'dpw, one sister, five sons,
.CITY oF· ME:x'I~o, Dec .. I4;':"'"'fheigovernin~llt
five dJlqghters and .njan1 grlf-ndchi!dren,
))as fears that tile villages ad3acentto. the Volca-

DON'T MISS
The. Independent Patriot
For the coming year. You will regret it. Try it
AT,.ONOE
Whatever other literature you have, you
need a family newspaper

One year $1. 6 months 50c., 3 months 25c.
LAMBERT BROS.,
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa.
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The New, Revised and Enlarged Edition
or

PRESIDENCY AND PRIESTHOOD;
THE

Apostasy, Reformation and Restoration,
BY

VvM.

H. KELLEY.

lB now on Sale.

Everwbody Shonld Read It.
It contains 421 pagea of closely written matter, with
~u!ograph l!nd Zikeneu of the Author, and ie printed in good,
readable type, with neat bindmg, and is sold at the low
price of $L25 per copy.
No one should be content with a copy of the first issue.
Send it on a ~lsaionary tour among your neJghhorMl.nll
friend•, and purchase a volume of the New Editinn to be
better plea•ed with it, and t'hu• send a thousand eva!lgdists
into the fi<l<! with little or no•acrifi,ce. The worK re ,._,'-'l'ltA·
RY ·wiTHIN ITSELF~

a marvd of trenchant cr1'1icism and lOg...
ical deducttons j'rom historico,!facts; tt KEY' to the right un·

derstanding of the Bible and modern diverse syetems of
faith and wcrohip. It discueaea the issues of theology
that are to the front to-day. No Bible student can alford
to miss reading ','Presidency and Priesthood" either a•
critic or investigator. It points out the wny in which all
Christians may unite upon a common f!1lth-the Bibleand may be read with interest and profit by Skeptics and
Infidels. It t~eats largely of lJUnisterial Authority as associated with the MELCHISEDElt and AARONIC
PRIE•Tuoons, and the
IDEAL CHUROH'OF NEW TESTA lliENT TIMES
Is conspicuously set forth. ·in striking contrast with the
Creeds and systems of Church building since the days of
the Apostles, Also the claims for the,
RESTORATION OF TRill GOSPEL AT A LATER
. DAY THAN THE APOSTOLW AGE
Is critically examined in the light of prophecy and his·
tory, which is a •uJiject of great moment to men of.every
faith. A historical resume or brief is also inserted''bf the
rise and.~development ot the uA~OSTA:TE CHURcH,,, _and an
exegesis upon tho 29th chapter of IsaJah, the revelation
of the '~SEALED Bl!>OK.,, a EtCtentLtic and hiBtorical reJerence an!l presentation of the earliest discovery and set'
tlement of the Am~ricau continent. some. twenty centu·
ries before the ChrJstial) era, the ance•tors of the Ameri·
canlndums, who they were ·and where they came from,
with facsimile.s of the.ir writings, the origin of modern
churches and creeds, etc.
,
,
Copies may be lind by addressing, Wm. II. Kelley, Tem·
pie, Lake county, Ohio; or 'the Heta.\d Office; Lamoni,
Iowa. and from '!'ravding Agents. Money order•, Bellt to
Wm. H. Kel)ey sh()uld be drawn .on WUlp!lghhy, J)hio.

ZION'S

ENSIGN,

Puolfslied every Saturday at

INDEPENDENCE, ..l,\USSOUE.I,
F .. G. PITT, E~!tor:.
.
Subl!lf\rfptieu prlee; -.l.OO per ;srear.:·•::.
If is devoted to the spreading of religious truth as
viewed by the Saint~.
· .
· ·
Eacl:J is>iue.contatns a sermon by one of the ministry,
reports of the different eocletl~s In the church, and ar~~~~~:earing upon or explanatory of the doctrines of the
It is the, Intention to make it a ·'telp. to• the missionary
at ho~e and in the. field; "sourr.e of comfort to the. scat·
tered one• who are denied chnrch privileges, and to bring
the S~ints into clo•er relatio11ship with each othe!'..

A.UTUMN LEAVEd,
With frontispiece each montlJ;.
Publish.ed monthly, 48 pages, neatly covered.

Price per year

$1.50:

Mrs. ~1. Walker, ,E<!itor and Publisher.

.BOOKBfNDIN.G.
HERALD QFFWE . BINDERY-c
All kinds of Bookbinding done at ;Reasonable· Ratest
Herald volumes, library leather b'acks and cornere; '
; marhl< d edges .. ;: ......, ................. ,;.: ..... ,.. ;,;,..;,;..:....... $1',50
Autumn. Leaves, hal,f roan; cl()th Sides ..................... l.OO,
•~
''
~~lf tm'itatJon Dl;Oro<"c0 .••,~:.~.'.i··· ..'~·:·~·J,·25.
'~ "
halfmor,cco ..............................; .....! 50
Books ofsimilflr,slzE1 at.sameutes..
.·. •

Prici)S ·include· cost of returninr. to.sender~
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lnfor)llation .would be gladlY rec~Jved ~o.'/ceri:dng. the
.whereabout8..of Rachel V\'bitaclter,who at the age ofJl,ve
.years left St: Louie, in 1!150, with a Mr. 11nd :Mrs. Sa!lluel
Frazer for California, her father and !llOt4er being dead ..
. Alldress Joseph or Martha LJghtowler> Stockton, Sa"
.. Joaquin county, California; .or Heral!l. Otllce, La!llOni,
. · ·. · :.
28nov6t
. Decatur c~mnty, Iowa. . ·

IT.H. Ja.una. ry l1t, 189;i; .our.·.·Mag.azi!ie will ent.er tipon.
. . : ito :llfth.vrolume, .and·wemay. safely say that never
at any previous time bave the prospects for ·furrlishing
·our. pa.tfons .the ·tu:J· worth of •money 'invested been. •o
; good a• they now are !or the.forthcom10g volume, Among
the promiMnt featUrQs .o1 the volume wiH b~:the. ·
·

1.89.2.

Thr p,at, Pr;aut ~n~ ruturraf Juu,iam,
:.with speCial reference to th<\ presentand im!llediate past
condition of Palestine, and the Jews. therein.
The ey.i;s of all men are upon the Jews,.because. of the
cruer Russian persecutions, and the wonderful interest
many of the othPr European nations, as well as ouT own,
are taking in their welfare. We, therefore; fulfill our.
missJon as a general newspaper in giving the latest and
most reliable information unon this whole subject.
This artiCle will b~gin the second•week in January
next if not before.
·

A R. T I 0 L E S

~"""_wiiroe.prepared by the Editor of the Patriot, entitled,
~-~"

Socialism and Anarchy in their,

Relation to Individual Welfare
and the Public (food.
The World's Scientific
Record Reviewed.
The World's Historical Record Reviewed.
These will all appear in the next year.
The attention of Agents is caned to this proposition,
and those desiring to become Agents are requested to
write us for terms.
Patriot, 1 year
~
- · $1.00

••

6 month!!!!

-

.50

''
·-X
u:
,
..
.25
Do not delay sending, if you desire these articles from
the beginning. .
Address

LAMBERT BROS.,
LAMONI, Decatur Co., IOWA.

IN BOTH BINDINGS.

uWHAT 'IS

of Elder Joseph Luff,

ot ihe Quorjlm of the Twelve,. together with. an excellent
.
LIKENJl:S.S of BRO. LUFF .
.A. aeries of·

.TALKS WITH THE YOUNG,

THE PATRIOT has eecllred, ~t$tfeat exp~ns.e, the serv- y
ices of Dr. F. de Sola :Mendez .. Editor. of ..tmer~can Hebrew; New :York, to write a. series ·Of articles·which will
·
run tor several months, entitled,

T H R E E S 13 E 0121 L

. An~biograpby

.

by ELDER D. s •. ,M~LLS, 'or Califtirnla, on ~videneljs of
their.faith, drawn. from the prophecies, from the. recorda
God bas written in the rock and in the eartiL ·u well .as
from all av.!'i1f!,ble sources .of information •. Thi•.series of
Itself \fill be invaluable to all wh<r love t.he lat~er day
work.·'BRO. MILLS' LIKENE.SS will alsp be' given.
Eacll· issue of the. Magazine will contain one choice
selection of MUSIC fro!ll the SAINTS' HARMONY, or
other.available l!onrce; every otherissne the likeness of
someon•q>rommently connetf.ed with the work.
..

PLEASE .TAKE NOTICE

that .we are. still offering the •pteni!id Steel Engp\vingof
Pree. JOSEPH SMITH; also an ex.:elh\nt likeness of
Elder W. W. BLAIR (the same size as the steel engrav·
lng) tOi all subscribers who send us their names; accom.
panied:with price of subscription and a!llou:nt to cover
cost of mahtn·!l, before April 1st, 1892. '
,
Re~ular snbscript.ion price.of.maga;;~ine ..... $1 50
Magazine with steel engraving of Bro. Jo- ·
seph Slllith ...... ; .......................... $1 65
Magazine with likeness of Bro. W. W.. Blair Sl 65
Ma!lazine with both pictures ................ $1 75
For eight names and the moue., we will send an extra
copy of. the magazine. Fm five namee and the money, a
copy of "With the Church i u an Early Day:" Each subscriber giving his or her namcl to a club list wili be entitled to one or· both of the J;ictures npon the sa!lle terms
offered to •Ingle subscribe• s; but the getter up of the
club will secure the premium whether any picture is
taken by the subscriber or Lot.
·
We thank our friend• for their generous, untiring support in: the past, and shall try. by eamest, faithful en·
. deavor to !llerit it In the future. The.!llinistrywillplease
rememl;ler that. it gives n• vleosure to send a copy of the
Magazine to the family at home wP,ile they are in the
del d. ·Do not fail to send u" the add res•.
Send :an remittances and letters pertnining to business
to DAVID DANCER, box 82, LAMONI, Iowa.
: Send all literary tnatter to
17sepl0t
H •.W ALKEU, EO.ltor.

Farm for Bale.
One aDd a half miles east and north of Wlrt,
Ring~old county,· Iowa, (25 miles from Lamoni), and where there is a bnmch of the church.

NOW READY.

195 acres,

MAN 1"

Ninety acres timothy and clover; balance pasture and farm land; 35 ·acres of timber, y.oung
orchard, living water In pastures;

BY ELDl!!B J. R. LAMBERT,
Ia now ready, A thorough treatise on immortality, and
a complete expose of mortal-sool!sm; 250 pages.
Paper covers, per copy,
50c.
Cloth
75c.
Food for Thought, paper covers 25c.
Per dozen
$2.00
Patriot one year and Food for Thought 1.111.
6 months "
. 70c.
..... WRITE US FOR TERMS 'f.J AGENTS.

LAMBERT BROTHERS,
LAMONI, IowA.

Fli:NCED INTO
S1l1VEN FIELDS.

Frame. Dwelling of Six: Rooms and Cellar.
Good well, stabling, corn cribs, etc.
Address tor terms,
N.J. KENT, Wlrt, Ringgold Co., Iowa.

Price $30 per acre.
3toct2m

ADDRESSES. -

V. D. Baggerly, Derby, Perry county, Indiana .
T. W. Smith, Box 125, Ibdepen~ence, Mo.
A. H. Parsons, Lee's Summit, Jackson Co., Mo.
ll'. L. Kelley, Presi!l-ing Bishop, Lamoni, Decatur co.

SPIRITUAL (3-IFTS
THE SEER OF P:AL:MYRA:
·.
. .
..
.Or
SEQUEL TO SPIRI'B'UA~ GIFTS •
By M.. H. BOND. :

Modern Prophets after anc.ent t;rpe11.
Who was Joseph Smith f
Was he,a reli:gious. impost~rt
.Wa111 he il. "Spirit Medium"t
What don the Bible say. ,about Jeseph
Sm:tth!
·
·
The . TJnth by Three Witnesses~Christfanity in the
First and Nineteenth Cel)tur:Y"":The Ancient and :Mod·
ern Pharis6e~The Revelat.ions of Emmanuel Swedenborg-Modern· "Spirit'. :Medil!m~,)' and Hypnotic Re•
"ligidus "RevJval.;" 'a~_ Againet-R-,,~aeon and Bible Temtimo~
ny, and in Contradistincti"n to the W qrk of "The Lat.ter
Day Seer," Exammed in the Light of !F.o.cTe and Human
Histor;r-A Rational and Scri'ptnral ExpOBJtion or Explanatwn of Old.and New Testa!llent Prophecy and Doc~
trine.
.
,
A Revision of "Spiritual Gift•.'' With su·pplement and
Appendiz. NParly twice the reading matter of Spiritual
Gifts. Paper covero l;l5cts., full cloth 'biur\ing 60 cents.
For Sale at "Her.Jd Office," or by M. H. Bond, Willoughby, Ohio. Liberal Discount to Agento,
4.apr

FOR SALE ON EASY TERMS.
BEAUTIFUL LOCA'l,ION.
THE FINEST STOCK FARM
-m-

DEKALB CO., MO.
Fonr Miles from Stewaitsvllle on the Hannibal & St. Joseph Railroad.
Two Miles fro!ll Clarksdale on the Chicago, Rock Island
& Pacific Railroad.
Twenty-three llliles fro!ll St. Joseph by Wagon Road.
In the Center of a Commnnitv of Latter Day Saints.
Fonr Branches, Each Having a Good :Meeting Honse of
Their Own. .
' ,
Ger!llan Branch, Sixty-five :Members, One Mile East.
Pleasant. Grove, Sixty-eight Me!llbers, One and a Half
:Miles North.
De Kalb, Seventy·one :Members, One and a Half Miles
South.
·
. .
"
Stewartsville, Sixty-five :Me!llbers, Four :Miles.

TWO HUNDRED AND EIGHTY ACRES.
Seventy. five acres in cultivation, forty in meadow; bai~
ance, including twenty-Jive acres of limber m pasture, all
In ti!llothy. clover and blne grass; well fenced, tliree-hundred rods hedge, balance three, four and five wires; good
orchard; one dwelling house of seven rooms and one of
three roo!lls; two b•rne, well painted, fitted with Newton's Patent Cattle Ties for jift.y head full·grown stock,
thirty head·of young ~>tock aud twentv horses, with a!llple roo!ll for seventy-five tons of bay; good 2erass lots
witb pens under shingle roof for one hundred hogs; cribs
for 3000 bushels of corn; eight wells, good water; a fine
pond in !lleadow, surface 25,000 feet, well stocked with
fish; an unlimited qnautit.y of pure, clear water in pastures, piped .from pond to watering trough•: windmill
supplies tanks in barn and yards; a good lllill with horse
power for grinding feed, Fairbanks scales, etc., etc_. Also
some fine shorthorn cattle, young horses, farming 1mple·
ments, etc.
For particular~. terms, etc., address

JOHN BURLINGTON,
ST. JOSEPH, MO.

Towa

INDEX TO VOL. XXXVIII.
EDITORIAL.
Adam's Grave Located, r8o
Advice to Boys, 76o
Aftermath, The, 305
African Pigmies and Darwinism, 36
After Schweinfurth, 409
Age and Honor, 6
Age of Dishonesty, An, 340
Alas! The Poor Jew, 307
American Antiquities, 408, 409
Amnestied, 629
Annual Reunion, 1891, 533
Annual Reunion Minutes, 664, 68r
Another, 409
Another Scientific Prophet, 369
Appeal to Court, An, 49
Archdeacon Farrar on John Wesley, 227
Are the Creeds at Fault, 3o6

Arrest of A Medium, 83
Attending Worship Places of Other
People, 49
'
Attention, Sunday School Workers,
63o
Authenticating the Book of Mormon,
758
Bad Waste of Money, 549
Baptists and the Bible, ...pr
Baptist vs. Catholic, 226
Bellamy's ·Plan, 242
Be Sure of What You Say, 8ro
Bible Eclipsed, The, 668
Bindery, The, 587, 68r
Birthday Dinner, A, 743
Book of Mormon~Its Purposes, 597
Book of Mormon Proof, 353
Bro. Cornish's Success, 825
Camp Meetings, 437

Can he Cure the Pope? 409
Censor of the Church Press-'-Who Is
he, 789
.
Certainty in Christ's Religion, 17
Charity, 130
Charity and Rt:form, 406
ChiP-f Agnostic's Concession, The,
791
China Moving forward, 518
Christian Sabbath, Or Weekly Rest"
Day, The, 757
Christian Sabbath, The, 8ro
Church Help, 84
.
.
Church in New Bedford, The, 357
Church Property, 599
Church Publications, II4
Clark Braden at Lamoni, 338
·
College, The, 826
Commendable Example, A, 8u

Confession of Faith, A, 455
Consistency in Treatment, of Religious Obligation, 568
Consistent Law, 725
Cost of Intemperance, 52
Creeds, Again, The, 370
Creed Wanted, A. 6r7
Curious History, 742
Curious if True, 385
Debate, The, 33!:!
Ddensive and Aggressive, 163.
D,fference of Opinion, A, 209
Difl:"erences of Opinion on European
War, 371
Diligence Demanded, 757
Discrepancies in Quotations, 598
Discussing Live Issues, 485
Disuse of Alcoholic Liquors in Hospitals, 19
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Divorce in Utah, 63o
Dream, A, 84
Dr. Foster's Testimony, 321
Drink Bill, 472
Dr. Ray and Succession, 129
Dr. Thomas. and the Saints, 306
Early Defense of the Church, 6or
Earthquakes in 1904, 241
Elvin to Lincoln Public Library, 758
End of the World, The, 371
Endorsement of Braden, An, 193
Eschea~ed, 759
Excellent Sentiment, 439
Expelled the Heretics, 421
Expelling the Jews, 291
Facts about the Finances, 727
Faith that Heals, 517
Fallen Prophet, A, 581
False Christs, 228
Fidelity to Truth, 6oo
Figuring on Christ's Coming, 534
Five Days of Eloquence, 647
Food Supply, The, 599
Free Thought, 773
General Conference Appointments,
259
General Conference Minutes-Sup·
plement, 340
General Sunday School Constitution,
321
Geo. Adams and Wife, 178
Good, Bro. Terry, 486
Good Confession, A, 129
Good Neyvs·for the Cadwells, 758
Good on.e on Sam Jones, A, 568
Great Men, Christians, 568
Has not received the Comforter, 826
Hebrews Change from Saturday to
Sunday, 68
Herald Agent, 56S
Herald and its Work; 790
Herald Cover, 790
Herald Mail, Weight of, 389
Herald, The, 369, 725
Heresy .. Hunting, 438
Higher Criticism, ·517
Honest Government, 257
Hope Letters, 759
How can it Be? 178
How Infidels are Made, 99
How are we to' Understand, 5
How to send Money, 599
Ignoringand Standing by the Three
Books; 7+3 .
Inconvenient figures 437
Indian and Jewish Religions Compared, 8r
In Refutation, u6
Interesting Items, 504
Investigation, 486
Is he a Gentleman? 533.
Is it a ••Firm Foundation?" 97
Is not this a Mistake? 370
Israel First-The. Rest Afterward,
775
.
Is Dr. Patton A Heretic? 791
Is St. Louis Sal vat ion Free? 662
Is there a Difference, 710
Jesting in the Pulpit, 357
Jew Again, The, 241
Jewish Petitlol)s,. 535
Jewish Protest against Palestine for
Jews 1 A, 210.
Joe· Smith's Prophecy, 98
Joseph Smith'~ Seeing Stone, 243
Kind Act, A, i79.
Kirtland. Temple· Repair~, 97
Lawful, or Expedient, 145
Lenten Fast Abolished, r8r
Life loss in Tl}irty Years of War, 2o
Light on Rornanism, 357
Little (?) Thirigs, 567
Longevity, 131
Mark of the Beast, and the Law,
The,c4
Marriage and Dl.vorce Statistics, 505
Marvelous Faith Cure, ·67
·
Matter {or the Press, 179
Mistreatment of Indians, 51
Moderatidn; 503 ·
Mo.rdecai at the King's Gate, 6r6

839

!Toleration for Mormonism, 341
Mormons in Chicago, 67
Tomb of the High Priests, 196
Mortgages, 196
Too many Churches, 68, 322 ·
Murder of the Mormons, The, 259
To Study Spiritualism, 178
New Departure, A, IIS
To the Saints, 289
Not Creeds, but Truth, 340
Trace of Hebrewism in Sandwich
Nothing to be Proud of, 321
Islanders, 83
Ohio Mormons, The, 339
Trouble and the Remedy, The, 65
Old Jerusalem Gospel, The, 8r2
Trouble and the Remeoy, The, Again,
Old Landmark Gone, 759
Old Men For Counsel, Young Men
353
For War, (The Supremacy of True Ideals, 45.5
True Life, 36
Young Men), 811
Unintentional Offense, 534
Our Faith, 369
Unlawful Marriages, 518
Our work in the Cities, 81
Our Work in the Sandwich Islands, Valid Baptism, 337
Victory for the Liberal Wing, 486 .
146
Out of their own mouths shall theyJ Vindication of Smith Family, 339
Visit to Nauvoo, r64
.
be Jlldged, II5
War Clouds in Europe, 291
Painstaking Ministers, 322
Watchwords, The, 98
Palestine and the Jews, 161
Watson:Blair Debate, 714
Palestine for Jews, 179
Ways of the World, The, sor
Pastoral Work, etc., 453
We are not held to Answer, 371
Persecution of Jews in Russia, 130
Wha.t About the Preacher, 709
Persecution of Wesley, 290
What Mlnisters.should be, 177
Plea for l:Jnity, 2II
Who isto be Blamed? 17
Pointer, A, 505
Politics and Religionists in Utah, 757 Why not Tax them? 63o
Wm. Miller's Belief, 661
Political Changes in Utah. 408
Wonders never cease, 257
Preach the Wcrd, 273, 586
Pre-Millenarian Movement, The, 50 Woman has a Right to Work, 598
Prepare ye the Way of the Lord, 422 Woman's Standard, The, 422
Woman's work for Woman, 52
Present and the Future, The, 679
Present Religious Crisis in Japan, World's Columbian Exposition, The,
The, 471
19
.
Zion's Ensign, 5r
President Harrison in Utah, 339
Problem for Scientists, A, 439
Progress in Japan, etc., 68
Protestant and Primitive Christian- MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN.
ity, 97
Questions, 147
Aid Society, 278
Questions and Answers, 6, 20, 36, r 13, Alone, 209
.
r8o, 228, 244. 291, 387,1-83, 533, 791, Art of Managing Boys, The, 18r
8r2
Asleep in Jesus, 813
Rated Preacher Braden, 66r
' Borax for the Baby's Mouth, 198
Reason of It, The, 67
Child's Vision, :A; 647
Relic of Old Theology, 713
Christ-Child's F~stival, The, 20
Religious Unrest, The, 469 ·
Confessions of a Weary Housewife,
Remedies for Diphtheria, and Anti150
septic Soap, 758
Courtesy to the Deaf, 506
Remnant, The, 33
Cruel Silence, A, 52
Reorganization, 645
Cure for a Felon, 198
Reorganization, No. 2, 741
Does a Two-Year-Old Baby Pay?
Return, The, 212
fll
. 8 8'c
Reunion, About the, 693
Encouragement, z ·
Reunion In Missouri, 535
End of the Year 1890, The; roo
Reunion Items, 661
Extract from Private Letter by Per.
Rev. McQueary's Heresy, 82
mission, 728
Right of Conscience, The, 6r3
Fimlt: Finding, 213
Royalty Wanin~, 409
···
For Mothers fo Ponder, 197
Russia After more Territory, 196
Fragment, A, 358
Russia Calls a Halt, 321
Grandmother of Old, '!'he, 587
Russian Jews, The, 385
Happy Childhood, A, 228
Saloon Keepers and Producers, 50
Home influence and the Child, 165
Sam Small, 340
Home Temperance, 424
Sam Jones, Tolstoi and Bellamy, 518 In Quietness, n8
Sandwich Islands Mission, 2II
Is there a Remedy? 520
Secret Orders, 5
·
Lifted Up, 359
Sensational Mormonism, 565
Little.Attentioris, 197
Seventh~Day Adventists Statistics, Little Things, 487 ·
2II
"Little Works vv~ll Done," 472
Shall the Heathen Perfect the Creed, Live Thy Creed, 792
226
Make Home Happy, 696
Shall We Bave a Schoql, 709
Modern Methods of Social· Reform,
Should Utah Be Admitted to the
6oz
Unity of States? 8oo
Mothers, be Patient, :192
Signs and Events, 469
Mrs, Madispp's Only Son, 505
Singular Contest, A, 710
.
Musings, 6r8
Some Social Conditions, 258
Necessary Word of Warning,6o2
Specific against Colds, 292
"Once," II9
Spirit's sense of Feeling, The, 568
On the Wing, or Notes by the. Way,
Successor of Joseph the Seer, The, 1
244, 261
Sundry Matters, I'l-5
Ostentation, 669
Talmud, The, 196
Parental Authority,. 727
Teachings of Joseph the Seer, 33
Poor Mother, 473
Tent and Two days' Meetings, 437
Prayer Union, 410
Ten Virgjns,The, 677,693
Proper use of Wealth, 371
That Debt, 242
Prophecy ;iri Tongues, 84
That Plea, 790
Sacrifice, 632
That White Elephant,388
"Saving Mother./· 68
That White Elephant Again, 709
"Say •Les, Ma'am;'" 596.
.
·Tithing, Consecration, and Offerings; Self-Abnegation of Mothers, The, 3o8
405
Sin of Ingt;atitude, The, 36

Social Puritv, 441
Story of a Quilt, The, 792
Sunday School Work, 323
Switchman's Outlook, A. 551
Tea and Skin Disease, 569
Thank God for so Much, 744
Thanksgiving- Days, 8r3
The Vexed Question, 536
Three Pairs of Shoes, 456
To the End, 84
Trial and Affliction Necessary to
Spiritual Development, 488
Trip to Little Mountain, 277
True Starting-Point, The, 148
Wanted-Mothers, 647
Water, its Curative Uses, 439
Well Behaved Chiid, A. 341
"What a Friend we have In Jesus,"
6o2
What does it mean? 825
What we Need, 6r9
Why? 132
Why is It? 537
Women of Israel, The, 213
Word with Sabbath School Workers,
A, I32
Work of the Prayer Union, The,440
POETRY.
After All, 696
Autumn, 734
Be on the Watch for Jesus, 488
Bravest Battle, The, 669
Coming Year, The, 12
Evening Meditation, 569
Fable. A, 744
Faithful in Trouble, 212
God's Financial System, 619
Go, Ye Elders, Forward, 167
Grandmother's Beulah Lar.d, 197
Heart that Bent;leth, The, 411
He Careth for Thee, 212
Holy Singing, 245
"Je Mo.urral Seul," roo
Jordan, r48
Key to Life's Troubles, A, 520
Land of Rest, The, 813
Lifted over, 487.
.
Little Things of Life, The, 551
Lost Child, The, {73
Marching Alorig, 167
NMytCOrols~,Gz761
fl 6
o
n y r e . 32
Old Orthodoxy, The, 449
Only a Child, 487
Our Mother, 197
Out of Debt, 292
Resurrection, The, 228, 542 ·
Sendin' him out in the world, 359
Sir Patience, 6r7
Sonnet, u8
Suggestion, A, 696
Thanksgiving, 744, 745
Thou Knowest, 22
Three Words 5o6
To-Day is Mine, 537
To Infidels, 52
Transplanted, 727
Trust, 727
Whatever Is, Is Best, 8r4
Why did I live? 6o3
Winter of the Heart, .309
With God, 588
Word Painting, 456
COMMUNICAT.IONS.
Address by E. A:. Blakesleee, 703
Affliction, 88
Ail Things Comrnon. 363
.
Bride, The Lamb's Wife,:The,6s2
Christianity vs. Infidelity, 313
Church.ColJegeandJndustrial School1
718
Church Publications, 654
Church Publications, Tl:le, 542.
College Building, 834
Come, Let Us ReasOil Togetk~r, 298
Come ..I.et Us Reason Together. on
Jhe Wprd of Wisdom, 204
Condition of the Jews, The, 234
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. .anc(Remedy, 795
.. h Tobacco;>4:47

· :Faith in. God, 9i ·
·. Go~Ps Means. !;ft.Grace, 296
~ospetMeditatjQ.ns,

l:i39 _ · . .

..

Gospel, The; Its,A.)tapta.oility, Et~-·
Vine, The, 460
2_67
. 444 ·. . . . .·. ··•.···.· .. ·.. ·· •. ..· ·..... ..
1fel p~ul Hi.nta to l:)upda y ;School Of~
A;54J
_.
·· fi~ers and Teitch.e'rll, 558 . .
.
Truth arid How fo
. :({?315 . ••..· ...... ·.·.·•··.
H.ere and llereafte)',.572i oo6
. __ .
Surplus, And Why Was_ it
Ideas o.n R~ason, <j:r8 •·
,,
_· .....
.Ts :Baptism :E.sse11Hal tQ. SallVl1UclilJ~{i2 . Gftlled F_od r8s 5 _
What ~ust I D.o to }3e Sa~ed; SerIsJt• Right?.z74 •·· ..•.• _. ': · •. > •
·
mqn,by• E!Oer. ].. ~11ff, 69.8
jeillls .Chr!st Lead., l:lls P~ople, 348
What Religion May .Be? 687
.fesu~ Christ tqS~ve the Wor:Id, 78r
What We Should Believe and
Job, .378
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